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ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.

As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the held and prairie and mountain and

forest and stream, the Forest and Stream ofEers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under which these prizes will he givea are in brief as here set

forth:

There will he ten prizes, as foUowi: First $35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only."

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead;, shooting and fishing, the camp, campers

and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forbst and Stkeam.

All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things

being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.

The photographs shall be the property of ' the Forest and
Stream. This applies only to the particular prints tent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove

to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote

w ill be quite distinct from the award by the committee.

he disappears you may yet hear the smothered chuckle

wherewith he continues to tickle his ribs. When in a

less scornful mood, he is at least supremely indifferent,

deigning to regard you with but the corner of an eye

while he rasps a nut or chips a cone.

Ordinarily you must be philosophical or godly, to

suffer gibes with equaiiimity, but you need be neither to

endure the scoffs of this buffoon of the woods and way-

sides. They only amuse you as much as they do Mm,
and you could forgive these tricks tenfold multiplied if

he had no worse, and love him if he were but half as

good as he is beautiful.

He exasperates you when he cuts off your half-grown

apples and pears in sheer wantoness, injuring you and

profiting him only in the pleasure of seeing and hearing

them fall. But you are heated with a hotter wrath

when he reveals his chief wickedness, and you catch

sight of him stealthily skulking along the leafy bypaths

of the branches, silently intent on evil deeds, and plot-

ting the murder of callow innocents. Quite noiseless

now, himself, his whereabouts are only indicated by the

distressful outcry of the persecuted and sympathizing

birds and the fluttering swoops of their futile attacks

upon the marauder. Then when you see him gliding

away, swift and silent as a shadow, bearing a half-naked

fledgeling in his jaws, if this is the first revelation to

you of such wickedness, you are as painfully surprised

as if you had discovered a little child in some wanton

act of cruelty.

It seems quite out of all fitness of nature that this

merry fellow should turn murderer, this dainty con-

noisseur of choice nuts and tender buds, and earliest dis-

coverer and taster of the maple's sweetness, should

become so grossly carnivorous and savagely bloodthirsty.

But anon he will cajole you with pretty ways into for-

getfulness and forgiveness of his crimes. You find

yourself offering in extenuation of his sins, confession

of your own offenses. Have not you, too, wrought havoc

among harmless broods and brought sorrow to feathered

mothers and woodland homes? Is he worse than you

or you better than he?

Against his sins you set his beauty and tricky man-
ners, and for them would not banish him out of the

world nor miss the incomparable touch of wild life that

his presence gives it.

AN ERRATIC.

FAMILIAR AOQXTAINTANGES.

III.—THE RED SQUIRREL.

A HAWK, flashing the old gold of his pinions in the

face of the sun, flings down upon you a shrill, husky cry

of intense scorn; a jay scolds you like a shrew; from his

safe isolation in the midwater, a loon taunts you and the

awakening winds with his wild laughter; there is a jeer

in the chuckling diminuendo of the woodchuck's whistle;

a taunt in the fox's gasping bark as he scurries unseen

behind the veil of night; and a scoff on hunters and

hounds and cornfield owners is flung out through the

gloaming in the raccoon's quavering cry. But of all the

wild world's inhabitants, feathered or fmTed,none outdo

the saucy red squirrel in taiints, gibes and mockery

of their common enemy, man.

He is inspired with derision that is expressed in every

tone and gesture. His agile form is vibrant with it

when he flattens himself against a tree-trunk, toes

and tail quivering with its intensity of ridicule as fully

expressed in every motion as in his nasal snicker and

throaty chuckle or in the chattering jeer that he pours

down upon you when he has attained a midway or top-

most bough and cocks his tail with a saucy curve above

his arched back.

When he persistently retires within his wooden tower,

he still peers out saucily from his lofty portal, and if

From a high hill which gives a wide outlook may be

seen, far off, on the very verge of the horizon, where

the sky bends down to meet the earth, a tiny speck.

Traveling onward , it grows clearer and nearer. At first

it seems a haystack, then a cabin, then a wagon, at last

a buffalo; but it is none of these.

Still riding on over the yellow, rolling plains, where

the short stems of the prairie grass quiver with a con-

stant motion, where little ground squirrels flash across

the horse's path and hide behind tufts of grass, and shore

larks rise with sweet, soft notes and swing away with

tmdulating flight, where dainty antelope slowly walk to

the tops of the hills on either side and look about with

curious eyes, the object draws nearer. Sometimes from

the crest of a hill it seems close at hand, again, de-

scending into a little valley, it is lost to view behind a

swell of the prairie. At length it is close by and its

nature can be seen.

In those ancient days when the vast ice sheet was melt-

ing, a great mass of stone was floated from the distant

mountains. Carried on some huge berg, parted from the

glacier which gave it birth, this rock journeyed from the

west, and at length, falling from its long-time resting

place, sank to the earth, and when the waters disappeared,

remained here, a landmark on the prairie.

Here for ages it has stood, steadfast, immovable. The
winds of winter buffet it; the heats of summer scorch

and bake it. Behind it the storm piles up a long white

drift of snow; spring floods collect about it in a little

lake, soon dried up. Under its lee, perhaps, the chilled

Indian, returning alone from his unsuccessful war jour-

ney, has stopped to seek shelter from the bitter blasts

which sweep over the prairie, bearing death on their icy

wings; or in summer the panting wolf has stretched him-

self for a moment in its grateful shade. The birds have

visited it. Eagles and hawks have perched here and
with watchful eye surveyed the prairie, alert to see the

slightest movement of grouse or hare or ground squirrel.

The little birds, too, have rested here for a moment; spar-

rows and the titlark with sedate walk and gravely turn-

ing'head. A mountain rat has made it his home, and in

the crevice of the rock has built his nest.

Though it has traveled far on the ice the boulder

shows little wear. Its knobs and roughnesses are still

sharp, but each protuberance and angle is polished and
covered with a bright brown gloss, like the corners of

fence posts in a barn yard
, against which cattle have

rubbed their sides.

For ages this great erratic has been the buffalo's scratch-

ing post. Here in passing, the dark herds have turned

aside and halted, and mighty bull, sleek young cow and
playful yearling have sidled up to this massive rock, and
with grunts of contentment have pushed their rounded
bodies against it, and been jostled and crowded and
struck by the horns of others, eager to take their turn.

About this stone they have walked to and fro and cut up
the soil witli their hoofs and made it fine dust, which the

unceasing wind has carried away and scattered far over

the prairie. So, after the lapse of centuries of time and
the passing away of many generations of buffalo, a deep

trench has been worn about the erratic, and it stands on

a pillar of the soil, the top of which is level with the

prairie.

Never again will the boulder witness the sights that it

has beheld in the past. It stands in its old place as firm

and steadfast as of yore, but the friends that used to visit

it have passed and are passing away. In these latter

days no Indian crouches behind it for shelter from the

storm, nor do buffalo crowd about it. No graceful

antelope sweep by in rapid flight, seldom does a wolf

approach it, or an eagle from its top look with unblench-

ing eye toward the sun.

The life of the old prairie has passed away.

SNAP SHOTS.

How to get the better of the "Yorker" appears to be the

chief aim of some of the New Jersey game protective

societies. The Plainfield society exacts a tax of |3, for

which it gives a membership certificate entitling him to

shoot and fish anywhere in the State. But there is

another society at Fort Lee, which refuses to recognize
.

the Plainfield certificate, and calls for $10 more before a

New York man can shoot or fish in the Fort Lee territory.

And up to a late period—if not now—there was no shadow

of authority under heaven for either one of these societies

collecting a dollar from a non-resident of the State of

New Jersey. Every dollar they ever exacted from a non-

resident, who paid it under thej belief that the law de-

manded it, was secured from him by false pretenses.

Ontario has a law limiting the fishing of the "tourist"

or "summer visitor," these terms being defined to include

"all persons who may, during the spring, summer or

autumn months, be temporarily visiting, boarding or

lodging in any locality at a distance of over five miles

from their usual place of residence other parts of the

year." This, it will be seen, includes Canadians as well

as Americans. The restrictions forbid a tourist or sum-

mer visitor taking more than twelve black bass in one

day, or any bass of less than ten inches in length; or

more than fifty speckled trout (or fifty pounds), or any
trout of less than five inches in length.

One who writes history that amounts to anything

—

that pictures the life, the men, the human nature of

the past—must write with a certain gift of imagination

by which he puts himself among the people and in the

times whose deeds are recorded. So the writer of natural

history must in a sense possess the same sympathetic in-

sight into his subject. It is this quality which explaiins

in part the charm of such a chronicle of bird life aa is

Dr. Morris's paper on the ruffed grouse.

And now the Delmonico case—illicit sale of wooc'icock

in July—has gone over to next October, That ipj what
they tell you down in the City Hall; but whether "£)istrict

Attorney NicoU honestly intends to have t"he Fifth

avenue July woodcock purveyor tried in October is

something nobody can tell anything abor.,t. The public

has learned not to take much stock in V\r. NicoU's prom-
ises in a woodcock case.

You may measure a man's intr^j-est in the rod and gun
by the thoroughness with whic' \xe reads the advertising

pages of the Forest and Stkf ^^m.
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-II.

GREEN LAKE. MICHIGAN.

Old Hickory Tries It.

The next morning, after an early breakfast, ten min-
utes' work put the canvas boat together: and two of us
carried it down the bank and launched it for its first

cruise, It was a new Osgood folding .boat 15ft. long,

and sat so lightly on the water that it seemed but a
feather at the whim of the light morning breeze that
was amusing itself in fitful flm'ries and cat's-paws along
the shore.
I could not have been more pleased had I been a boy again
with my first pair of red-topped boots, for it just about
filled my eye, and besides, it was a present from the
Colonel; may his shadow never grow less.

I waited nearly an hour for Mason, chafing with im-
patience at his tardiness, and at last decided to start with-
out him. 1 was eager to test the sea-going qualities of
the new boat and feel the spring of the old rod again; the
same "old reliable" that had stood by me for nine years in
many a hard-fought battle with the broozebacks and
the pike tribe of low and high degree; and with a lunch,
a minnow bucket with three frogs in it, a rod for min-
nows and a bait box full of Kentucky worms, the canvas
was headed down the lake for the mouth of the little

stream connectitfg Green and Duck lakes, where Sam
and Charley had caught some fine minnows the day
before.
Knowing from experience the weakness of the bass

and pickerel of northern Michigan for speckled frogs, I

hooked on one of the three in the bucket, and fished

slowly along outside of an occasional patch of grass and
bulrushes, patiently and expectantly, clear down to the
mouth of the stream, without hearing a single note of
music from the click of the i-eel to start the blood to

quicker flow. This would have given Old Sam a serious
backset, but as the water did not look very fishy along
that shore I was not much disappointed, and maybe frogs
were not the bait the fish were hankering after that day,
and they would likely take more kindly to minnows
when I got some.

I pushed the boat up the shallow, rapid stream a few
rods till I found a deep hele scooped out under a root,

where I got a few minnows; but they were too small for
anything but goggles eyes; I wanted some that would fill

the eye of a 51bs. bass.

I got a few of the right size at another hole, and went
on up till I came to the mouth of a little sti-eam coming
in from the left that was barely wider than, the boat and
nearly overlapped with long swamp grass. I had started

to pvish the boat into the narrow opening on an exploring
expedition, when I was startled wil;h "Hello, there, old
Kingfisher!" and looking down stream from whence the
hail came, there were Aleck and his brother, my old
friend Jim in Aleck's little tip-over-on-the-slightest-pre-

text dugout, which he had left at the camping place a
few days before, as much at home apparently as though
standing on the deck of a steamer. Jim had come from
Leland the day before for a couple of days' visit to his
brother, and finding him at the son-in-law's, where he
had first gone, he had come over to the camp with him
to see "old Hickory" and the boys, and finding me gone,
had followed down the lake according to directions given
them by the Colonel. As I was not in sight on the lake
they had pushed up the stream, slipping up so quietly
that I was not aware of their presence till Jim hailed.
They pushed alongside and after a hearty shake with

Jim he said, "Knowin' the general habits o' kingfishers,

he 'lowed he'd find the old bird settin' on a dead limb
somewhere up the crick lookin' for minners."
Aleck said if I was not in a hurry to get back on the

lake, to push on up the little stream a matter of twenty-
five or thirty rods and he would show me the prettiest

' little lake in the country, and besides, we might get a
bass or two out of it.

Jim got in my boat to lessen the draught of the dugout,
and standing up and using an oar each as a pole—the
stream was too narrow to use them in the rowlocks—we
were soon in the solitude of the dense cedar swamp,
through which the winding, twisting stream found its

tortuous way.
It was so narrow that it was touch and go with the

boat in some of the short kinks, and it required the sharp-
est kind of a lookout to avoid a shipwreck by ripping a
hole m the canvas on some of the numerous roots and
snags and limbs infesting the bottom of the stream, some
parallel with the banks, others crosswise, "catawampus"
and all other directions.

At times we had to stoop low to pass under some small
tree or limb that reached clear across: and it was shal-

low, too, in places only three or four inches deep, and
several times Aleck had a hard tug to push the deeper-
draught dugout over places where the canvas had gone
clear. At last we turned a kink in the stream and pushed
the boat out through a dense mat of lily pads fringing
the shore into as lovely a little sheet of water as the eye
could wish to rest on. It was irregular in outline, some-
thing longer than wide, and, as near as a guess could
malke it out, about 500 or 600ft. across, with the ever-

green woods, dense, solemn and silent, growing to the
verV water's edge clear around.
Twe water was clear and much colder than that in

Gre^n Lake, as I found on dipping up a cupful for a
"OooSer" after the trip through the hot woods from the
other", stream; and it looked so deep and gloomy that a
cold c'^ill chased up my back as 1 leaned over the side of

the boa,Vt trying to get a sight of the bottom,
Alecir'^.came alongside in the dugout from out of the

stream anW accounted for the clearness and coldness of

the water fe>y explaining that the lake was fed and kept
full by a big''*H'Cold spring a short distance back in the
swamp at the ufl^P^^' nearly opposite the outlet.

When we had a\'
^^'^"'6'i little gem till well rested

we prepared to fish"'''-^* awhile, and Aleck took his way
around to the right w*"'^*'^ * troUer out, while Jim and I

started to make the e^
^^^^'^ circuit to the left with live

bait, thus gi\nngour inteh-'^^*^ ^ chance to cboose
between two styles of "coil^

grief." I hooked on a
good shiner and Jim pulled- •

^^'"^^^ slowly along a few
feet outside of the narrow ^^^^ bulruslies

that fringed the shore nearly all the way around. We
fished around to a sandy point 100yds. away without a
symptom, and around that with extra care and caution
into a little rush-lined bay, and around to a small naked
sand bar near where the spring came in, still without the
encouragement of a single nibble.
Here we met Aleck and held a short meeting of condol-

ence, his luck having been equally as good as ours. Tbe
water pitched oft" deep at the sand bar and looked fishy,

which moved us to tarry awhile and still- fish, but it

amounted to nothing, although we could see some blue-
gills and big goggle-eyes "profligatin' 'round" the bar,
just to tantalize us it seemed, but as we were not fishing
for blue-gills nor big goggle-eyes, we passed a few reso-
lutions bearing on the case and passed on.
We kept slowly on around to the outlet and took a turn

back over 100yds. of good-looking water and back again
to the outlet, where we waited for Aleck, who was taking
another run over to the sand bar and back.
When he came alongside we compared notes and found

that
"We hadn't ketohed a single bass,

Nor nary piok-er-el."

And if there were any in that little lake we failed to
find it out.
We picked our way back down the stream, carrying a

load of discouragement that settled the canvas at least a
half inch deeper in the water, and Aleck came near not
getting through at all with his dugout. But after all I

am not sorry to have wet a line in the beautiful little lake
in the woods, and if I ever go back to Cxreen l^ake again I

shall certainly pay it another visit and not count the time
wasted, even if I don't get a nibble.
We stopped at a deep hole before we got out to the lake

and caught a few more shiners, to make sure we would
not run out of bait when the fun began.
When we pulled out at the mouth of the stream we

found the wind had risen, blowing straight down the lake
with a force that curled up a few white caps a mile below.
This decided Aleck to hide his tottery little dugout in the
bushes near the water and get in the canvas with Jim and
me, and at the same time we were not sure how it would
behave in rough water, but we concluded to take the
chances, whatever the outcome. If it would not carry
three men in a mild blow it was "no good," and the sooner
I found it out the better, and, being good swimmers, we
wouldn't growl much at such a triiie as a ducking, if a
mishap overtook us.

I hooked on a shiner and with Aleck at the oars we
struck out for the foot of the lake, hoping the luck would
take a turn and we could go back in the evening with a
string of bass that would cheer up the camp and shorten
old Sam's face at least a foot, A quarter of a mile down
we got out from under the shelter of the wooded shore
around the mouth of the stream and into the wind and
rough water; but the "ii"on clad" (old Sam had in a spirit

of ridicule christened the canvas boat the "iron clad")
behaved very well, except for a decided undulating
motion that made the joints of the bottom boards creak
as it rose and fell on the waves that went rolling by, for
Aleck was holding the oars in the water as a drag to keep
from going too fast to fish.

A half mile further down we met a jolly family party
coming up the lake in a big ungainly skiff—father, mother
and seven children, ranging from a toddler of two or
three years to a couple of well grown boys at the oars.
They had two lines trailing astern and two more winged
out on either side on short rods, "spooning it;" and ap-
peared to be* out for a good time, as we were, and as we
exchanged the greetings and civilities of the day, we
learned they were having as good luck as we, and we
hadn't been blessed with a nibble since leaving the little

river—nor before.

The water got rougher as we neared the lower end of
the lake, but it was a matter of small concern, as the iron
clad was behaving admirably and the fish biting equally
as well as at the beginning of the cruise. We saw our
two boats from the camp across the lake, a half mile
apart, too far away to recognize the occupants, and as
they were headed up lake and pulling sturdily against
the white-capped seas, we figured it out that they had
caught all the fish they wanted and were going back to
astonish the Colonel.
We were now near the foot of the lake, and on turning

a point to our right, were in a sort of narrow pocket, in
smooth water, and within a few rods of the outlet, the
head of the Betsy River. We concluded to go down to
the "Chute," a matter of a hundred yards or so down the
stream, and get some good big minnows to tempt the bass
with on our way back, for they would surely bite along
toward evening, and we didn't feel quite safe to go back
to camp without a single fin to show after a whole day's
fishing.

Just before entering the river we passed another happy
family of fishers anchored three or four rods to our left
in a boat at the edge of the rushes and iilypads. This
time it was an Indian family. Mister Lo and his wife and
a couple of small brown youngsters that stared at us stol-

idly as we went by, wondering doubtless what manner
of queer water craft the ironclad was anyhow. Mister
Lo was equipped with a pole cut from the woods, not an
inch under 18ft. long and of a weight that we could only
guess at. Even as we wondered how much that pole
would weigh, the cork went under, and almost at the
same instant a hapless goggle-eye was yanked 30ft, in
the air, and describing a circle overhead and shoreward,
came down and swung back and forth two or three times
like a pendulum till Lo caught the line, released the
hook from the mouth of the paralyzed goggle-eye and
tossed it over in the stern of the boat, where it was
promptly pounced on by the suddenly alert youngsters.
By the time we were well by Lo had adjusted his bait
and cast in again and stood waiting for another victim,
as fixed and motionless in his attitude as one of his
wooden brethren that stand guard at cigar stores, with-
out once deigning a glance at us before, during or after
the performance. We smiled a stealthy smile at the
amusing "episode," which we had no right to do, for the
Indian had proved himself the better angler, as we h£.dn't

even a paralyzed goggle-eye to our credit.

We landed at a convenient place a few rods above the
chute and walked down to the lower end of it, where we
rigged a couple of extra minnow rods, and in a few min-
utes were flijiping out as fine a lot of big shiners as ever
tempted a bass to his downfall.
The chute, or sluiceway, was a contrivance to raise

the water in the lake; and when a sufiftcieut head, 5 or

6ft., had accumulated to run logs through it on the flood
and on down the river below. It was strongly built of
heavy squared timbers, banked up solidly from both sides
of the stream, and had two gates at the upper end like an
old-fashioned forebay to a mill, which were hoisted out
when the water was backed up in the lake and logs ready
to.run through. Just now the gates were out and only
the water from the lake at its natural stage was running
through like a streak four or five inches deep on the
floor. The torrent rushing through at log-running times
had scooped out a deep hole below, near 100ft. long and
a matter of three or four rods wide, and it looked so pro-
vokingly "fishy" that I was moved to get the old rod and
try for a bass. It was not perhaps the right time in the
season to look for bass in such a place, but in the spring
there are no doubt plenty of them seeking the upper
waters and resting in the pool before making their way
up the rapid current in the chute,
A choice shiner was hooked on and dropped in the

swift water just below the timbers and the reel allowed
to run as the current carried the bait nearly to the riffles
below. When it floated off into the quieter water at one
side it was reeled back with sundry alluring "out-curves
and in-shoots" to the foot of the chute, where the swirl
sucked it under the sheet of quick water and away down
stream again to the riffles. 1 fished with great industry
for half an hour without any sign of a bass being in the
pool, but I was no worse off than two or three natives fish-
ing along the bank below.
Long before I gave up the hope of capturing a bass out

of the pool, Jim and Aleck had filled the bucket with a
choice lot of shiners and a few chubs, and we went back
to the boat and took our way out of the river and up the
lake, under a settled conviction that it was a mighty
poor day for bass or any other kind of fish except
shiners.

Trout Stream and Camp Site.

The trout stream Aleck had mentioned in one of his
letters was, he said, about a quarter of a mile away, flow-
ing into the lake from a great spriiig; and we headed for
the mouth of it with a lingering hope that we might take
back a mess of trout for the boys, if nothing else.
As we paddled out from behind the shelter of the point

we caught the wind square abeam; and as it was
considerably fresher than when we came down, and the
water whiter and rougher, we felt surer of a ducking be-
fore reaching the stream than we did of a trout supper;
but we were pleased to find that a course parallel to the
rollers, in the trough of the waves, Avas the ironclad's
best point. Had we been in a skiff of the same dimen-
sions, we would have been rolled over before going ten
rods, but that odd-looking canvas "contraption," fash-
ioned after no other model on the earth or seas, just rose
and fell on the white-capped waves with as little roll as
a raft. The only trouble was to keep the curling seas
from breaking over the low, insloping windward side;
but with care in meeting an occasional big one at the
proper instant, we held our course without shipping more
than a half pint of water.
When off the mouth of the stream it looked bad for

making a landing, for here the wind had a full sweep for
nearly the whole length of the lake, and the rollers were
tumbling square on the beach with a crash that boded ill

for the ribs of the ironclad; but we picked out a spot on
the smooth strip of sand free of stones or pebbles, and
went at it "sideways, like a hog goin' to war," When
three or four yards from shore we stood up and let the
wind blow us broadside on; and as a comber lifted the
boat and was about to dash it on the beach, we made a
preconcerted jump, landing in four or five inches of Avater,
and when the next wave brought the boat back Jim and'
I grabbed it stem and stern and lifted it bodily out on the
sand before another incomer had time to "get its work in"
on us.

We sunk the bucket of minnows under a root in the
stream, hid the boat in the bushes to be out of sight of
any chance passers that might take a notion to it. and
under Aleck's guidance took our way up the beach for a
hundred yards to some higher ground to avoid the dense
tangle along the stream near its mouth, out over the
open country to its source, from whence we would fish
back to where we had hidden the boat.
The way led along not far from the stream over a scope

of country that had been ravished by fire except in the
ravine through which it found its winding way thirty or
forty feet below us, and we went floundering through
loose sand, ashes and patches of tall ferns, over charred
and blackened logs and prostrate trunks of limbless trees
lying in all conceivable directions along the high rolling
groimd overlooking the ravine, till I found myself making
a mental calculation of how many trout it would take to
compensate us for all the labor and sweltering discomfort
we were undergoing, and wondering if I would ever get
forgiveness for all the subdued but none the less vehement
cussin' it required to keep the somewhat rheumatic old
starboard leg from failing me at a critical time when
straddling over an extra large fallen tree, which extra
large fallen tree seemed to obstruct the way with fre-
quent regularity.

"\Vhen less than a quarter of a mile from the lake we
halted a minute or two on a knoll from whence we could
look down on the stream, the most desolate and God-
forsaken looking spot, doubtless, in northern Michigan; a
lump of disappointing possibilities, sandy and bare ex-
cept for three or four blackened, branchless stubs of trees
pointing skyward, a few scattering, sickly ferns, and a
patch of stunted, puny-looking quaking aspen bushes that
fluttered feebly with every breath of wind, and thin,
Aleck informed me with a burst of enthusiasm , was the
place he had originally selected for our camping place
because it would be handy to the "beautiful spring and
trout stream,"
After a careful survey of the surrounding country and

the approaches to this lovely spot, it occurred to me that
we might possibly have transported the camp outfit to it
in a balloon, but not in a wagon.

I said nothing to Aleck, only that I was very glad he
had finally decided on the place where the camp then
was, but I swore a silent but comprehensive oath right
there on the spot that had he lured us to the cheerless,
comfortless out-of-the-way region of wretchedness, with-
out one solitary redeeming feature to it—not even a leaf
for shade^—and a quarter of a mile or more fi-om the lake
over a road, or rather the lack of a road, that would have
started a church deacon on the downward parth in five
minutes, he would never have lived to return to the
bosom of his family. At the same time I was satisfied
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that his intentions were good, and that from the outset

he wanted to do the very best he could for its, and did;

but his judgment about the requisites for a good camp-
ing place was badJy warped, in the case of this desolate

knoll at least.

Educated Trout.

A few rods further on, he led the way down the hill

and through a narrow strip of cedars and willows that
had escaped the fire, and we were at the fountain head of

the trout stream, a mast remarkable spring of exceed-
ingly cold water, and so clear that it looked as transpar-

ent as a drop of dew. The water seemed to come from
some where under the hill, up from under the roots of

some cedars at the head of a basin 50 or fiOEt. across, that

looked to be 8 or 10ft. deep, but it was no doubt deeper in

place?, for the water was so very clear that it was hard to

judge the depth. There were few j)laces in it clear of

fallen trees and old logs, some of which looked to have
lain there a hundred years. Their roots bad lost tbeir

grip in the loose swampy soil bordering the basin, and
they had fallen across it from nearly every point of the
compass, filling the jiool with a ma/.e of tree trunks large

and small—a wilderness of spikes and leafless limbs that

looked almost too intricate for a trout to make bis way
through.

But there were trout there as we saw; but they were so
wary and shy that the slightest move of a bush, or the
least quiver of a half submerged tree trunk caused them
to dare into biding among tbe spikes and limbs. Their
shyness was in a measure accounted for. however, by the
dozen or more old and freshly cut fish poles lying around,
which had been used by Tom, Dick and Harry when
they "went a troutin' to the big spring," which Aleck
said was almost a daily occurrence, so that hardly a day
in the week did the pool get a full rest.

Jim and Aleck selected a pole each from the assort-

ment, and my pocket "calamity box" completed the out-

fit. Then from the bait box strapped around my waist
the "inducements" were produced, and we went carefully

to tbe work of furnishing the boys a trout supper. Jim
and Aleck worked around to the further side, while I

mounted the fallen tiunk of a good sized hemlock, reach-
ing nearly across the pool, and stepped gingerly and
cautiously out on it a few feet, where I could reach and
drop the baited hook alongside the nearly submerged
trunk, where there was a space of a yard or two clear of

limbs.
Instantly three good sized trout flashed out from uuder

the body of the tree and out of sight in the tangls over in
the direction of Jim and Aleck. A minute or two after

Aleck from his log yanked out an 8in, trout, may be one
of the three I had scared over to him : and before Jim or

I got a nibble—albeit we were expecting one every quar-
ter of a second—he hoisted out another, a little larger

than the first, this time undoubtedly one of my two.
In the next ten minutes he didn't get another, neither

did Jim or I, which was a trifle discouraging to us. I

moved down to another log, and after a few minutes
quiet fishing flipped out a fingerling, which was tossed
back in the water, to be yanked out next day, it might
be, and "counted" by some hoodlum who had no respect
for the trout law nor peradventure any other. The little

fellow was under the limit of 6in., which I could tell to

a nicety by the width of my hand, including the extended
thumb.
Just as Aleck missed another one, the third probably of

my trio, Jim lifted one out from among the limbs and ex-
ulted, for it was a little bigger than Aleck's best one,
Not to be left, I got a nibble and missed, but at the next
cast I swung one out over the edge of the bank, where he
dropped ofl^ the hook, and with two flops was back in his
native element and out of sight under a sunken log,

wondering no doubt what had hit him. This one was
even smaller than my first, at which I rejoiced and
changed logs for one further down toward the outlet.

Meeting with no success on this log, I went on down
near to the outlet, a matter of five or six rods from where
I first made a cast, or rather drop, and finding just as good
fishing there as at the last log, I concluded to fish along
down the stream to the boat, leaving Jim and Aleck to

follow at their will.

After leaving the basin of the spring the stream had a
width of 8 or 10ft. for most of its length, with water
enough flowing in it to run an average country sawmill.
This was the "beautiful spring and trout stream near

by," and in truth it was a most wonderful spring, but to

see it was hardlv worth the trouble of getting to it, at
least not more than once.
A hundred yards or more down the stream I came to a

place where it spread out to a width of about 10yds, for
30yds, or more, and here I caught one trout of 9in., and
lost another of about the same size by getting foul in some
roots.

Soon after Jim and Aleck came meandering down on
the other side, and stopping near the head of the widen-
ing took out three or four good trout in a few minutes:
and it occurred to me, after a thoughtful survey of the
surroundings, that I was on the wrong side of the stream—^the "left" side, as it were,

I moved down to where the stream narrowed again,
falling over a couple of logs on the way, on account of a
hitch in the working gear of my starboard knee joint, and
caught a small trout that I figured out was astonished
twice. First, at the uncermonious manner in which he
was persuaded to leave the water, and second, that he
escaped with his life, by being thrown back in the stream.

I went on down, over logs and through the tangle,
fishing a little here and there—which resulted in one more
trout that crowded the limit, but I kept him—till at last

I came out on the beach at the mouth of the stream

,

tired, hot and chock full of a feeling of "general cussed-
ness" and disappointment. It wasn't a good day for trout;

I made up my mind to that, or I had lost my canning,
which amounted to the same thing as far as my catch
was concerned,

I went back over the ground in my mind. I had seen
a dozen or more trout on the way down from the widen-
ing, but they were wilder than bucks and stood not on
the impulse of going, but got. I had caught five measly
trout, two only of which were above the lawful length
of Gin.—which law is a farce and dead letter, because
eight in ten pay not the slightest regard to it. I had
barked both shins and carried away on my clothes a
goodly portion of the black off numerous charred tree
trunks and logs that infested the way, I had scattered
along the route a good many new cuss words, some plain

and some with "scroll work on 'em," that were wasted
on the desert air. I had fished in the "beautiful spring
and stream" and 1 struck a balance and called it square.
I had enough.

Cedar Root Meditations,

1 sat down on a cedar root near the boat and cogitated
on the day's experiences in general and on the "onsar-
tinty o" trout fishin' as a satisfyin' pastime," and waited
for Jim and Aleck to come. I was hungry and got out
the lunch (for one), and dividing it in three equal por-
tions ate my shai'e and felt in a better frame of mind

;

in fact, I felt so much better that I involuntarily whis-
tled the first eight measures of "Gtittin' out o' the Wilder-
ness" with such moving effect on the audienop—a de-
jected looking kingfisher perched on a dead limb a few
rods up shore and a couple of little teeter snipe bobbing
and bowing along the beach and dodging the incoming
rollers—that I felt called on to repeat it, with the chorus
hitched on. Then 1 wished Barney had put up a heap
bigger lunch, and waited some more for Jim and Aleck.

If any brother reading tlus has at some time sat wait-
ing on a root or log, wondering what in the name of "old
scratch" was keeping a comrade loitering and fooling
away time along a stream that he had just fished over
himself with poor results, he will understand the situa-

tion and maybe not blame me too much for the few re-

marks I made, some of them bordering oh the profane.
After waiting two solid hoiu-s—it seemed so long, at

least—the bushes parted near the boat and the two lag-

gards stepped out on the beach with fourteen good-sized
trout strung on a forked twig: and tlien it was yjlainer

than ever that I had been fishing the wrong side of the
spring and stream, a lame excuse, doubtless, but it was
the beat I could think of at the time,
They finished the remainder of the lunch in short order;

and we got ready to launch the ironclad and try our
luck again with the bass. This was not quite as easy
as "fallin' off a log," for the wind was stronger and the
lake even rougher than when we landed; but we placed
the minnow bucket, trout and rods in the boat, and pick-
ing it up by the gunwales shoved it into the surf bows
on, where I held it steady, keeping the sternpost from
pounding on the beach till Jim and Aleck got in and
shipped both pair of oars; and then as they let fall I

rolled into the stern somehow with wet feet, and we
were afloat again without a mishap. When four or five

rods out we turned up shore and followed it around with
the wind first abeam, but as we held a course correspond-
ing to the curve of the shore line at the lower end of the
lake we were soon pulling straight in the wind's eye. We
found this to be the boat's woi'st point, but it was so buoy-
ant that only once in a while would a bigger wave than
usual dash a pint or so of water and spray in over the
low bow, which was readily "sopped up" with a big
sponge and squeezad out over the side.

Had the lake been much rougher we doubtless would
have swamped and had to swim for it, but the little can-
vas shell climbed the waves like a water snake, without
the least roll, and we felt as easy in her as though seated
in the Traverse City boat with her high sides and o4:tn.

beam. I was much pleased with the performance and
seagoing qualities of the ironclad, and would not have
swapped her for the best corner lot in Interlochen; how-
ever, even with Jim and Aleck each pulling a pair of
oars we made little headway against the wind and sea,

but we were in no hurry, for we were "goin' slow fur a
bass."

I had hooked on a good lively shiner soon after leav-
ing the mouth of the trout stream, and as I have found
that the bass of these northern lakes usually bite better
when the wind is blowing hard and the water is rough
than when there is no wind and a smooth sea, I was look-
ing every moment to feel the spool of the reel make a few
rapid turns under my thumb from the "strike'* of some
bronzed warrior of the tribe; but as we had worked over
a mile or more of fairly good water without a note from
the click, it began to look as if all the signs were turned
upside down, and the bass of Green Lake were not to be
fooled by white caps, wind, or anything else as far as
we were concerned,

We began to feel a trifle discouraged, but kept on up
along the shore to the point, where Aleck felt tolerably
certain we would get a bite or two, as that point was, he
said, the best bass grounds in the lake. The water here
was not nearly so rough as below, as the shore, looking
toward Interlochen, a fl'orded a partial shelter from the
wind, and we fished quietly and carefully around the
point and back, and then off it for SOyds. , and right at the
point for nearly an hour altogether, but not a click of the
reel greeted our expectant ears from strike of bass,

pickerel or other fish.

Green Lake Voted a Fraud.

It was a backset of large proportions, and Aleck was
busy most of the time inventing reasons and excuses for
the poor fishing, or rather the lack of fishing around the
best point in the lake for bass. At last even he gave it

up as a waste of time and we pulled around the point and
up to the rush-grown bar where the boys had done their
first fishing the day before. We found most excellent
looking bass Water all around it. but with the most care-
ful and painstaking work we were not rewarded with
even the sign of the existence of bass, pickerel, or
"muskylong," and as the sun was getting weU down
below the treetops, we struck across to camp, about as
completely disgruntled over the day's experience as it

was possible to be, and I was ready to wager the old rod
against a dead minnow that there were not bass enough
in the whole lake to make a good smell in a fryin' pan.
The boys had rowed for me carefully and patiently over

not less than eight miles of water; I had fished with dili-

gence and understanding, knowing in a general way by
the "signs in the water" where would likely be the feed-
ing and loafing places of the bass and pickerel, but the
experience of years had availed not; all the signs meant
nothing. I had started out in the morning gay as a,

meadow lark and filled with hope of a day of good sport,

and I was returning in the evening without strike from
fish of any kind (leaving out the five measly trout), wilted
and humbled and bowed down with disappointment and
a sense of utter " wuthlessness." Green Lake was a bar-
ren fraud, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

We climbed the bank up to the camp wearily and with
drooping chins—hke olp Sam's the evening before—with
our tails between our legs (which may be taken as a
"figger o' speech"), tired from sitting go long cramped up
in the boat and hungry as pickerel (no reference being
intended to the pickerel of Green Lake.)

While Barney dressed the trout and got sxipper under
way, we talked the situation over and swapped lies about
the happenings of the day with the other boys, who had
pulled in an hour or two ahead of us. When we saw
them in the forenoon they had been down to the foot of
the lake looking for the mouth of the trout stream, but
not finding it they had fished back, and finished up the
day round the upper end nearer camp, where the wind
was not so bad nor the water as rough as below.
Their experience had been the same as ours with the

bass and pickerel ; not a bite or an indication of one the
whole day, but they had brought in another lot of blue-
gills and goggle-eyes, as Sam said, "to pervide agin an-
other contingency, fur I don't believe there's a hass or
snake in the whole confounded no 'count pond."
Old Sam was depressed in spirit, and sore over nearly

two days of fruitless fishing; and the rest of us were much
in the same frame of mind ; but Barney put us in better
humor by serving up an excellent supper, of which the
sixteen trout formed a toothsome part; and it may be
noted that the bones left from the entire lot would " not
have filled a pocket match-box.
We built a big camp-fire near the edge of the bank;

and sat around it till a late hour, smoking and consoling:
ourselves with tales of old camps—always a fruitful mine
of reminiscences and fish lore—and discussing the advis-
ability of moving to some other lake where better fishing,
certainly no worse, could be found. It was agreed that
should no bass be taken next day we would break camp
and go to some other locality, but it was not to be decided
where till the next c imp-fire conference the following
night. KiNGFISHEE.

THE CAMP KEEPER. Adirondacks.

Drawn by J. B. Burnham.
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MOOSE HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Doubtless a good many sportsmen are thinking as the
season approaches of that bull moose they have been
counting on killing on many of the trips they have made.

I have made three trips to Maine in the late fall and
early winter, killing caribou and deer, but seeing no
signs of moose, although I was told I should be quite sure
of finding them. Last winter I went to the headwaters
of the Aroostook. I killed two caz'ibou one morning
before 9 o'clock, and could easily have shot six at the
time, as there were six in the drove and none of them
offered to run until I walked toward them after killing
the two. I also killed on this trip a very handsome deer,
a buck with ten points, his body being" nearly all pm'e
white, a patch of gray on back near shoulders, and some
gray on neck and head, the rest entirely white.

I have also been on three trips to Nova Scotia, twice in
calling time and once still-hunting in December. Twice
there were two in the party, and once three besides our
Indians. We killed six moose and four bears. I killed
two of the moose and the four bears, and could easily
have killed another moose. As for signs, I never ex-
pected to see so many moose, so many tracks, beds and
signs of browsing, or to hear so many bulls and cows
calling. I have had three bulls answer our call at once:
three times I have had them within from 50 to 100yds,,
when it was too dark to see them. In fact sometimes
there seemed to be too many, there were so many tracks,
I couldn't tell where they went, and in calling some
would be sure to come up to leeward and spoil all chances
of a shot.

Last fall when on the way to Nova Scotia I met a young
man who was going on his second trip moose hunting.
He told me about
his first, saying he
got three shots at
three bulls, wound-
ing them all, but
failing to get any of
them, although' he
followed them long
distances. He said
he was getting dis-

couraged, he could
not get a bullet in
the right place.
However, he got a
shot at a fourth,
which he killed. I

had some letters

from him telling of
his hunt last year.
He said they had
been calling one
morning without
getting an answer,
and had decided to
give it up for that
day and return to
the main camp. He
was lying down
reading, while his
men were packing
up the things; hap-
pening to look up he
saw a large bull
standing on the edge
of some timber
about 300yds. away
looking at them. He
shot at and hit
him somewhere, fol-

lowed him two miles
and lost him. It

seemed like the
same old experience
of the previous year,
A few days later
they were crossing
a barren when his
man saw something sticking up out of the brush, which
he thonght looked like the tips of a moose's horns. They
stopped and watched, and after a while a very large bull
got up and walked out on the open ground. The hunter
shot at him at about 200yds. and put a bullet through his
lungs; the moose ran some 200yds. and dropped dead.
He was an exceptionally large one with a first-rate set of
antlers. My correspondent said he was satisfied and did
not want to kill any more moose.
Again I have talked with men who have been to Nova

Scotia, who said they found moose very scarce. I do not
know what part of the Province they went to or what
sort of guides they had. What I have stated regarding
my experience are facts.
Now, as to the guides and callers in the Province, most

of thern. are Mic-mac Indians. A few of them are good,
the majority are not. Many of them are very unreliable,
and if you engage them in advance you are 'very hkely
not to find them when you arrive. Many of them will
take you out for so much a day, and will not try to get
you shots; their main object will be to keep you in camp
for as many days as they can. They are shiftless and
lazy about camp, and if you leave it to them to provide
an outfit and things necessary for a camp, you will find
they have forgotten about every thing you will need. If
you take a supply of liquor along they will be sure to
take that and do their share of drinking it.

There are exceptions, however. Personally I know
three Indians who are first-rate callers and good still-

hunters, and who will try their best to get shots for the
party. One of them has been in our party on all the
trips, and in any part of the country that he knows I
wouldn't ask for a better caller or still-htmter. Such
Indians as these I refer to are scarce, and they must be
engaged some time in advance, and if you know how to
handle them you will get along all right. The Indian I
refer to paxticularly told me about a man he had out on
a hunting trip. He was very anxious to get a good cari-
bou head (caribou at that time being quite plenty in
Nova Scotia), He got several easy shots at moose and
missed them all. The Indian had some doubt about his
being able to hit a caribou, but as he was promised quite
a sum of money extra if his man killed one, he worked
hard to get him a shot. One day when traveling up a
bog they came suddenly on a caribou with a fine set of

horns. He was about 80yds. away looking at them. The
Indian whispered, "Now is your chance." His man fired
three shots and missed every time, and away went the
caribou. That night in camp the Indian said: "How
much longer do you want to staj?" "Two weeks," said
the man. "All right," said the Indian, "I stay two weeks
longer, but I will not go hunting any more; you pi-omise
me big money if you kill caribou ; you no hit that cari-
bou to-day, you can't hit one at all""
There is one thing more about hunting in Nova Scotia.

You need to take out a hunting license for each sports-
man in the party. Licenses cost |30 each. A few years
ago parties could go without getting a license and were
reasonably safe. At present it is very risky to do so, and
you are very likely to have a game warden after you.
My advice is buy your license or don't go. C. M. Stark.
Dun BARTON, N. H., June 27.

IN A WISCONSIN CAMP.
[H'l-om a Staff CoiresjJondeJit.l

Thk Woods, Wisconsin, July 1.—A study of camp life
will establish many simple truths which have not yet be-
come axiomatic in popular philosophy. Thus, there are
many ways of washing table knives, many of them in-
genious, most of .them troublesome; yet it seems to have
escaped general knowledge that the only way to clean a
greasy knife is to stick it in the ground and then wipe it

upon one's trousers leg. Take it also in the matter of
coffee. There are many cook books in the land, and
each of these will give several ways of making coffee.
Your wife's folks will have their way, and every lady
visitor will give you her recipe. How singular that the
only correct way of making good coffee has never 'been

A MOOSE HUNTERS' CAMP.
From a Photograpli by Col. C^ei/il Clay.

announced publicly ! A few days in camp will teach it.

In the first place, you must never, under any circum-
stances, wash the coffee-pot. Every other vessel about
the camp should be kept scrupulously clean, but the
coffee-pot should never be washed. After each meal the
coffee grounds should be emptied out into the end of the
fire, and the coffee-j)Ot should be knocked gently against
the side-log, in order to disengage to the proper extent
the adherent grounds. After this the coffee- pot should
be left inverted, about 6ft. from the fireplace, with the
lid resting upon the bottom of the pot. This position
should be maintained till the next meal, without varia-
tion from day to day.

I am disposed to think that a careful observance of the
directions up to this point have most to do with the suc-
cess of the coffee, and am certain that the instruction not
to wash the coffee-pot is essential. The size of the coffee-
pot, contrary to common impression, has nothing what-
ever to do with the amount of the coffee to be used,
neither has the number of persons at table anything to
do with it. You always have a drinking cup about your
camp, for instance the porcelain lined or blue granite
sort. You take this cup, and pour it full of the ground
coffee, so that the top of the heaped up coffee is just level
with the rim of the cup. This rule should be followed in
all cases,a cup full of ground coffee for each meal, be the
drinkers two, four or more. You can put this into the
full pot of water before you put the pot on the fire, and
so bring it to a boil, or you can boil the water first, then
put in the coffee and bring it to a boil again. There seems
to be no difference about this. The main skill in
making coffee seems to lie in the knocking out of the
grounds on the fire log. An unpracticed hand may
knock out the grounds too clean or not clean enough, or
may leave the pot right side up, for the sun to shine into,
in any of which cases failure must be the result. By the
observance of the above plain and easy rules, I have
never known poor coffee to be made in camp.
The right kind of cofl'ee-pot ismade of sheet iron ,Tiveted,

and is wider at the bottom than at the top, so that it is

not always tumbling over when you set it on the fire. A
proper coffee-pot must be set square down upon the fire. I
always have my doubts about the man who suspends his
coffee-pot over the fire by means of a gypsy fork, or
allows it to depend from a chain or wire, Nine times out

j

of ten that man is a tenderfoot, and builds too big a fire*
I used to have a round-bottomed coffee pot which liked
to be treated that way, but it is no more in my kit. It was
a first-class nuisance, always spilling at the critical
moment, and needing besides a bonfire to boil it. The
old-timer has a nice, narrow little fire between two side
logs, and at this he will boil his coffee, cook a spiderful
of bacon and eggs, and broil a bass or a bird, all at the
same time, or so nearly synchronously that no one at the
table will kick. For "table," read place where the dishes
are. The old-timer never burns his hands, either, nor
gets red in the face, nor swears while cooking. He does
it just as easy, because he knows how.
The problem of rain in camp is one that occasionally

comes up for quick solution. No one can be good-
natured when the bedding is saturated. I have seen a
great many tents which lacked an appliance as needful
as the roof or sides of any tent; that is, a floor cloth,
or rather a double floor cloth. We have been in camp
about a week and have had very heavy rains often,
and rain every day but one, yet om- tent is dry, sweet
and clean. First, we have it made with a sad-cloth to
spread inside of the edge a little way. Most tents have
this sad cloth, and all should have. Lapping over this
sad cloth is the bottom floor cloth, in our case made of
waterproof tarred canvas, though it can be made of rub-
ber. This is just as large as the bottom of the tent. On
this lower cloth we spread a foot or so of hay (we have
few pine feathers in Western camping), and over all this
we strain the upper floor cloth or tent carpet, made of
stout duck, and also just as large as the tent floor. On
top of this come the blankets, which are always dry and
clean. No taking cold in this sort of tent. No hay in
the bed clothing, and no muss in the tent. I do not know
whether this is anything of a pointer to anybody: but we

have found the sys-
tem exceedingly
comfortable and
useful.

An actual week
in camp is apt lo
take the edge off
the keenest sports-
man, unless he be a
very young one. I
mean that he will
not care so much to
hunt and fish, but
will begin to find
more of the pleas-
ures which are hid-
den in the life itself.

This morning early
one of our party
went down to the
spring for a pail of
water, and in the
lake just off the cold
water, he saw 18
bass, which prob-
ably had a lien on
the school of min-
nows which is a fix-
ture nearthe spring.
He sat on the bank
and watched the
graceful antics of
the bass, and the
thought of his rod
never crossed his
mind. The other
evening we went
out for a while with
with the fly-rods,
and caught IS straw-
berry basB and one
black baps, but now
we lie on the bluff
at sundown and
watch the rises
which dot the lake,
and comment on the

big fellows and enjoy the panorama and the play of
nature without a wish to act a part therein other than
that of those who wait; in passiveness.
This morning everybody left camp but myself, and I

had a little house- cleaning time, after which I set forth,
without a scruple of conscience, to transfer to our wood-
pile a few hardwood rails from a certain ancient fence I
had discovered back in the woods. It seems to come
sort of natural to a fellow to steal rails for camp wood,
and they certainly do burn better than hit-or-misa fuel
from the woods.

I was well up the hill from my second journey when I
noticed a little motion high up in a tree, and presently
made out a fine red fox-squirrel, with a gallant tail. He
saw me at the same time, and we concluded to watch
each other for a while. The watching lasted probably
an hour, and for my part I enjoyed it hugely. On the
part of the squirrel it was plainly defensive, and it is a
question whether he liked it so well. If I had been
obliged to hang head downward from a limb, in imitation
of a dried branch or a bump upon a tree trunk, ten min-
utes at a time, I probably would not have thought it an
unmixed pleasure. The squirrel did this, and did it per-
fectly. He never quivered in a muscle. It was his
method of defense and it was well planned, for had I not
watched him take this attitude, I could never have de-
tected him at all, away up in the tree. As a courtesy to
the squirrel, I moved a little bit, and in a flash he was
gone. I lay flat on my back and searched the tree over
for five minutes before I found him. His curiosity had
been too much for him. He had gone higher up in the
tree and had concealed even his tell-tale tail, but he
must have an eye on the intruder. I could just see his
head sticking out from a crotch, motionless as before,
and seemingly part of the tree, with which the gray of
the upper body color blended perfectly.
Who has not seen and wondered at this fine provision

of nature for her helpless children, which makes them
take on the semblance of the environing objects? Who
has not marveled at Bob White, lost near by in the dry
leaves, or wondered that the prairie chicken could hide
in the scanty stubble almost at the hunter's feet? My
squirrel aroused admiration in my heart. It was only his
sharp, erect little ear that betrayed him. It is the large
and prominent eye of the hare which reveals it when it
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seeks to hide motionless, and it is the ear of the squirrel
which is often its undoing; that and the uncontrollable
squirrel curiosity. I allowed my friend to gaze for some
moments at a rather ill-clad lounger, and then I tossed a
twig at him, Presto! He had vanished again. This
time I could not find him at all, and finally concluded
that he had gone into an old nest which lay high \ip in

the tree. I went a little closei- and did something which
made him run out of the nest. Just what this something
was J. B. H., who showed me how to do it, tells me I
must not tell, as it would enable too many hunters to

overcome one of the best natural defenses of the squirrel,

and so work harm to the family. Anyhow, the squirrel

ran out. This time he was frightened beyond the pitch
of curiosity, and ran over the boughs ' to another tree,

where ho got behind a limb, head and all, and lay there,

1 doubt not. in a state of abject terror. At this I took
pity on him, explained that I would not hurt him for the
world, being already so largely in his debt, and so set on
my way, a little the wiser in squirrel vpays and the ways
of nature for the benefit of squirrel kind.
When the wind blows hara we go down to the old mill

pond and rarely fail to take a big bass or so, over 4lbs.

in weight, usually losing about three to every one we get
into the boat. I never saw so many big bass in such a
limited area of water as there are among these floating
islands. They have a lot of fun with us, scare us nearly
out of the boat by the savage splash they make when
they jump on our frogs, run down in the weeds, break
our lines, tear loose, cavort, rear, pitch and raise trouble
generally. It is very hard fishing water, and although
we have the best tackle that can be bought it is not good
enough for these big bass in this weedy water.
The fact is, a bait-casting line which is even decently

good does not yet exist, so far as I know. Before start-

ing on this trip we visited every tackle store in Chicago
•and got an example of each firm's idea of a bait-casting
line, the whole covering, as I suppose, the entire list of
such lines now manufactured. A good one does not
exist in the lot. We have them costing up to $2.50 for
50yds. The best one of the lot, strange to say, is a 50-

cent line which we stumbled across in a department
store and bought for a joke. This line withstood the
wear and tear of heavy bait-casting for several days and
was still strong, though not coarser than some of the
others. The life of the other lines ran from one to three
or four days. All the lines were dried each evening and
reviersed daily on the reel.

Tackle dealers who sell anglers a casting line at 75
cents or $1, knowing that the line will rot or wear to
worthlessness before the end of the second day, have got
plenty of nerve along with them. Still I do not know
that they can do much better. This is a question for the
manufacturers, not the dealer. Who is tiie raw silk line
maker who can give a bait-caster a practical line which
will last a week, and not rot so that a heavy fish will
break it at the first sharp strain? Yesterday we lost two
magnificent bass, furious, big fellows, which just simply
walked on ofl; with the line. One broke a line by twist-
ing it in the weeds, a favorite game of the bass tribe, and
the other broke the line at the leader knot square on the
spring of the rod in clear water. The lines seem to cut
themselves at the knot, but when tested develop flaws
and break almost anywhere. They are strong when
new, and they are strong when shrunken and dry, but
you can't fish with a dry line, and the best of those of-
fered break after a few days' wetting. The fish that
escapes by his own skill or strength, or through fault of
the angler is not to be mourned; but to lose a good fish

through defective tackle, when that tackle is the best
purchasable in its class, is something which grieves an
angler's heart beyond possibility of explanation or com-
forting. We have lost seven big baes through broken
lines this week, and the raw silk men have our bitterest
thanks for it.

A wonderful country is this lake region of Waukesha,
Racine and Walworth counties of Wisconsin. Some of
the sheets of water we have discovered in our wander-
ings have been simply delightful in their beauty. Gil-
lard's Lake, a couple of miles across the wood from us,
is apparently untouched and wild, girt all about by
forest, and headed by a somber tamarack swamp. Lake
Beulah we visited for a day, a vast inland sea, 20 miles
of shore line, and all encircled with summer cottages
and choice building lots for sale for a consideration.
They say this is second to Lake Geneva. Better looking
fishing water we have not found, but it was sadly disap-
pointing, for our two boats only took 5 bass. The deadly
DuUfrog brought in one 4 pounder, and this seemed to
occasion some surprise.
In short, man has done all he could to tear down what

nature has wrought. Continuous ice fishing for the
market has ruined all these lakes. It takes expert work,
and plenty of it, of the hardest kind, to get a decent
string of game fish together. The lakes are regularly
worked each winter, though the summer resort men on
the larger lakes will tell you that no winter fishing is

done. One man regularly fishes the mill-pond at Muk-
wonago in the winter, and they tell me he often catches
lOOibs. a day. Others fish with more or less regularity,
and not a lake is free from it. Summer and winter the
fish are given no rest. In the last ten years the falling
off of the supply has been very great. The farmers tell

me that the hshing is no longer good, but eight or ten
years ago they "could catch all they wanted." Some-
body has wanted too much.
A special law of the last Assembly of Wisconsin makes

the close season for all kinds of fish open March 1 and
close June 15, and permits only fishing with the hook and
line. If this law could be made to cover the winter also,

say beginning at Nov. 1, it would mean money to the
people of this region and preservation of the fish in a
lake system which for beauty and natural productiveness
in fish life is not to be surpassed in all this section.

It may be asked, how can any one know and how do I
know that more money would follow a better law? That
is easy to answer under proof. This morning a boat
pulled up at our spring, and a young lady paused for a
cup of water. Later inquiry developed that this was a
lady stenographer from Chicago, boarding for two weeks
at a farmnouse over the hill. This single specimen of a
genus is enough. The lady stenographer will not be
denied, and God bless her, who would shorten her all too
short vacation, or wish her away from the pleasantest
lake on earth? Still, this single specimen means that
Chicago will now go 86 miles north for its modest, com-
mon-people vacation, instead of stopping at 55 miles.

The index of the flood does not purely betoken the full
character of all to follow. There are all sorts of vacation
people. Most of those who go North to the woods and
lakes want a little fishing, where they can catch some
fish without becoming past masters in the art of angling.
Shall this be in lovely Waukesha county, or shall it be
further north, or east, or west? This is the question for
Waukesha county to answer,.and to answer quickly, for it

is not the habit of Chicago to wait. One lazy market
fisher, and a lot of farmers who fish in the winter because
they can catch more fish then—just what value does their
catch represent to the commonwealth, or what principle
do they uj)hold? Offset that agaiust Chicago summer
dollars," Lake Beulah men, Mukwonago men, and add to
that the dearer and more beneficent policy of protection,
which now is wise and needful, and then see how it looks
when you come to look at it. E. Houaii.

A SIDE ISSUE, BUT NO TROUT.
"Across tlie window pane
U pours and pours;

And swift and wide,

With a muddy tide,

Like a river down tfite gutie'r roars
The rain, the welcome rain."

—Longfelhm.

But it was not welcome to Stephens and I that May
morning as we eat in the dining room eating our break-
fast at 4:30 o'clock, because as Whittier sings:

"Four weeks the clouds have raked the hills

And vexed the vales with raining,

And all the woods were sad with mist
And all the brooks complaining."

And we were up thus early to start on a two-weeks'
outing east of Ely, in northwestern Minnesota, and the
rain did not even stop to give us a fair start. But start
we did, and all that forenoon, as the cars carried us
toward Duluth, the rain streaked across the windows
and beat upon the roof of the coach, and we emerged
from the Union depot at Dtiluth into a regular downpour.
After dinner we went to make inquiry about the guide
and some other men who were going in on the Iron
Range east of Ely with us. We learned that the guide
was not there and would not be down from the Nesaba
Range for three days. What should we do? "Let's go
over in northern Wisconsin for a couple of days and try
for some trout," said Stephens. "I'm with you," I

replied. "Then let's go and dig some worms, we have
just about time before the train goes," he said. In a few
minutes we were at w^ork in a vacant lot on First street,

with the rain beating down, digging bait with a shovel
we had borrowed from a livery barn.
By the time we had enough"worms we were both pretty

well wet through, but we were in time for the Ashland
train and in a few minutes were whirling away through
the Superiors, across the Nemadji which was at flood
tide and the color of a very muddy mud puddle, in the
strong current of which a young lad had accidentally
found a watery grave the day before; on we went into
the pine woods, crossing the American, the Poplar and
many lesser streams, while the rain still came down, and
the low hung clouds seemed to sweep the tops of the trees.

The famous Brule was left behind and here it dawned
upon us that our ax was left behind also. It was
wrapped up with our canvas boat, which we had left in
the baggage room at the depot in Duluth, only taking
our tent, blankets and some provisions with us, What
were we to do? We would be left at a siding with not a
house within miles, in a heavy rain and without an ax to
cut a tent jjole, drive a peg or cut a stick of wood. We
discussed the situation, and concluded we would get
along somehow—we always do manage to get along
somehow. We just came to this conclusion as Iron
River was reached. A boom has recently struck this
place. Last fall when we were through it, three or four
houses and a hotel comprised the town ; within six weeks
over half a hundred buildings have been put up and the
plants for three large sawmills brought in, and this is but
the beginning. The main street is lined for quite a dis-
tance on either side with brand new business blocks

—

some finished, others nearly so, and all untouched as yet
by paint. The street is so thickly studded with stumps
that no vehicle, unless it were a wheel-barrow or a hand
cart, could get along.
Upon the depot platform we found the ro»dmaster of

the division, who said "a few trout were being caught,
or rather were before the rain, and some fishing was
done in the Brule in defiance of the law, some in Iron
River, and several pretty good catches had been made in
Pike Creek."
"Have you an ax?" was our anxious inquiry.
"No, all of our axes are in the section house at Top-

side, but if you get off at Ino get into the pump house if

you can, and make yourselves comfortable.

"

Ino was soon reached, and in the gathering darkness
and pouring rain, surrounded by the sighing, moaning
pines, with "Good luck to you," "Success," and "Hope
you'll fill your creels with trout," from the trainmen
wafted to us as the train moved away, we took a look at
our surroundings. There stood the water tank and here
the little pump house; the former full of water, the latter
securely locked. We tried the door, we tried the win-
dows, but all in vain, and the rain just came down in
sheets of wet. At length we did get a window open, and
putting our dunnage inside, crawled through after, and
found ourselves within a dry room, still warm from the
fire left by the pump man. This was unexpected good
luck, and with a roaring fire in the stove supper was
soon ready and eaten, a bed made alongside the stove,
and two would-be trout fishers were lying side by side
fast asleep, from which they were awakened several
times by squirrels running about overhead, and by the
rushing wind and angry swish of rain upon the roof and
against the windows.
Morning dawned bright and clear, with song of bird,

whisper of breeze among the pines, and air fragrant
with the odor of the pine trees. After breakfast, while
Stephens put our dunnage outside and cleared up the
room, I wrote a note to the pump man and laid it where
he would see it the first thing when he came in. The
note was as follows

:

Deaii Mr, Pump Master—You will see that some one
has been in your house. We came in to get out of the

ratu. We should not have done so if the road master
had not told us to. We have done no harm save loosen-
ing the fastenings to one window. We are very much
obliged for the shelter, and if it is ever in our power will
do as much for you. Very sincerely.

Two Trout Fishers.

In high spirits, we set off, going; down the track a ways,
then turning directly south through the woods toward
Pine Creek. The dampness under our feet ought to have
dampened our high spirits a little, but it did not. Here
and there we came upon patches of snow, and occasion-
ally I saw some trailing arbutus, with clusters of buds,
but no flowers as yet. Our first feeling of discourage-
ment came when we reached the creek and stood in
dismay, wondering at what we saw. Was this our
beautiful little trout stream, from which we had lured so
many of the bejeweled, rainbow-tinted beauties? Was
this roaring, muddy torrent, reaching high up the banks,
and in many places overflowing them, covering rocks
and stumps and logs that to us were landmarks, witness-
ing to some triumph of skill on our part over the wary
trout? Was this the stream where

"Cool summer winds our healed brows;
Blue river through the green
Of clustering pines, retreshed the eyes
Which all too much have seen;"

where

"Fringing the stream at every turn
Swung low tlie waving fronds of fern;

From stony cleft and mossy sod
Pale asters sprang and golden rod."

Even so, but our hopes died with us, for no trout would
we get in that maddened and surging stream ; and none
did we get. We faithfully tried, but all in vain. Neither
worm nor fly had any eftect. The only trout seen were
two that Stephens saw trying to leap the rapids at the old
dam where we ate our lunch. We wended our way
through the grand old woods back to the water tank,
packed up om- dunnage and sat down to wait for the
Pacific express. While we were waiting three tramps
came along, eyeing us sharply as they passed. A short
distance down the track they stopped, and after a con-
sultation one of them came back and asked "If we were
going to stop the train?" "Yes," said Stephens, and the
fellow rejoined his comrades. "Those fellows are going to
try and steal a ride on the train," remarked Stephens.
And sure enough they did, for at Iron River we saw one
of them standing in the crowd on the depot platform.
We reached Duluth in time for an eight o'clock dinner.
We put in the next forenoon along the shore and out on
the light house pier watching the big steamers come
through the ice which covered the lake for a long dis-
tance outside of Minnesota Point. The lake at Duluth
had been free of ice for two weeks, and it was supposed
that it was gone for good, but two days before our com-
ing a heavy east wind had brought a great field of ice
back, nearly blocking the port.
The day before a ghastly find had been made—a sail

boat with a broken mast was observed out in the ice. A
tug went to it and found the bodies of three men lying in
the boat frozen stiff. They were from some port on the
north shore, but how they came to be caught in the ice
and meet their deaths will never be known on earth. As
we came along the canal we saw two boys in a boat troll-
ing.

"Do you catch fish here?" asked Stephens,
"Yes."
"What kind?"
"Pickerel."
"Big ones?"
"Yes, sir. Last Sunday I caught one as long as I."
The speaker was about 3^ or 4ft, long, so I had grave

doubts as to his truthfulness. He was a stocky little
fellow with ragged clothes and a torn hat, and between
his lips he held a cigarette at which he was puffing with
great vim, a character study for a Dickens or Miss Mur-
free. After a sumptuous dinner we put in the time as
best we could until a quarter past 3, when we boarded
the train for Ely and the Iron Range, intending to take a
canoe at Ely, or rather our canvas boat, and go seventy-
five miles east to Gun Flint Lake. Thus ended our "side
issue" after trout. Myron Cooley,
Detkott City, Minn.

OLD PETE.

A FIELD MBMOBY.

By tangled brier and grasses dun,
With willing and untiring feet.

No more you course the fields with me
To flush the quail. Old Pete.

No more we skirt the stubble dry.

Nor track the brood through nodding wheat;
Our path across the yellow rye
Is grown with weeds, Old Pete.

Our dew-kissed footsteps come no more
To mark the woodcock's damp retreat.

Nor follow up the reedy shore
Behind the snipe. Old Pete.

The partridge In his hemlock bed
No longer wakes in fear to meet

Our faultless eyes and winged lead.

That seldom failed, Old Pete.

The spring beneath the leaning oak
At noon still bubbles, cool and sweet,

As when I rested there to smoke
And you to drink. Old Pete.

There's something whispers, trusty friend.
Your brown eyes waiting yet shall greet

Me when my lonely hunt's at end,
Dear faithful dog, Old Pete.

Harry Prescott Beach.

Mahomet and the Mountain.
There are a good many Mahomets who cannot go to the moun-

tain, but who can do what the original Mahomet could not, have
the mountain come to them, simply by subscribing for that
charming periodical. Forest and Stream. Its pen pictures of
sylvan scenes and sports are the next best things to the real enjoy-
ment of nature itseli.—Baltimore Methoist.



6 FOREST AND STREAM.

A DISASTROUS TRIP TO THE PARK.
Editor Forest and Stream:

For the benefit of persons -who may in some future
June be hoodwinked into Tisiting Yellowstone Park, I

should like to have you print the following statement.
We were in Portland, 3,500 miles from home, Yellow-

stone Park was right in our path, and after much debate
and counting of pennies we went to the agent of the
Northern Pacific. "Certainly the Park is open," said he.

"You will have no trouble in getting in !" On the strength
of this assm-ance we invested flOO in tickets and started.

Arrived at Livingston Friday. June 3, we set out for

Cinnabar in a chilly wind that speedily brought snow, and
the landscape from Cinnabar to Mammoth Hot Springs
was entirely iuvi^^ible. We could see the nearest span of

horses, and occasionally the leaders. Y/e had on two
suits of woolens, and wished we had on a third when,
arrived at the Mammoth Hotel, we tried to warm our-
selves by the machine which passed for a steam-heater
in our room,
"We can take you to the Upper Geyser Basin, but the

roads are not open to the cailon and tlie lake," coolly ex-
plained the manager of the transportation company that
evening, when we had returned from scrambling through
the snow about the springs.

"But," we exclaimed, "we have come here under
promise to see the whole, and the Upper Geyser Basin is

but fifty miles of the way. Pray, what are we to get for

the part we cannot see; and if the roads are unsafe to the
lake and the canon, are they safe to the Upper Bisin?"

''Oh, the roads are perfectly safe. As for reliate," the
manager scratched his head, "well, we'll allow you $B;

the hotels will probably allow you something for the un-
used tickets."

"But fifty miles is but one-third of the way, and we
lose the grandest sights. Moreover, we were promised
that should we be unable to itse any part of our tickets

the money would be refunded," we expostulated.
At last the manager agreed to give us $5. The hotel

management promised to refund dollar for dollar on un-
used meal tickets, and on Saturday, June 4, we set out
for Norris's. The hotel is burned, and we were to reach
there for dinner, and start on as soon as possible for the
Lower Basin. There were two Concord coaches. Each
one had ten passengers. Your correspondent sat beside
the driver on the box. Oa my right was a lady friend:
on my left the iron bar separated me from the driver.

It was bright and beautiful, but the sunshine had this

drawback, it speedily revealed the fact that "the per-
fectly safe roads" were a series of quagmires. The melt-
i ng snow heaps and the rivulets tricKling from the heights
above ns had furrowed and guttered ux every direction.

The coach lurched and plunged from one hole to another
until we were about two miles from Norris's, when we
went over. How the driver sprang over me I do not
know. I clung desperately to the back of the seat not to
fall upon my companion, and I contrived to drop into
a huge mud puddle on one foot and one knee, with no
worse hurts than a sprained back and wrist. As the
coach went over, of course, the passengers fell forward
and across the neck of one and along the heads of the two
others, the top of the coach lay pinning them to the
earth. Had the four spirited horses moved a foot, held as
they were by the weight above them and the edge of the
coach top, they would have been terribly lacerated, if not
killed. My companion had been held by the boot, and
unable to help herself, had fallen heavily, and when,
shaking like a leaf myself, I got her on her feet, one mass
of mud, she turned violently ill. Three of the party
were unable to go on to the geysers. One of the ladies in
the coach was a mass of frightful bruises, and my com-
panion and another lady suffering from nervous fever.
On our return to the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel the

manager said blandly, "How unfortunate," and he
stoutly refused to give more than $5 to those visitors

unable because of the accident to go beyond the Fountain.
"This place isn't fit for a human being to enter until

after July 1," said a U. S. officer to me at the Fountain.
"The appropriation for the repair of the roads does not
take effect until about that time, and our ride yesterday
into the Park was the hardest, one I've had since 1 was a
soldier. Even the cavalry horses were mired."
We met a party from Yosemite on the train going east

from Livingston. One of them was regretting .she had not
taken in Yellowstone Park. "You wouldn't a got in,"

said a young fellow who till then had been silent. "A
hotel clerk in Portland warned me not to try it. He said
the com]3any were selling tickets, though the Park was
not all open and the roads unsafe." "That cannot be so!"
exclaimed the young lady. But we put an elTectual end
to her unbelief.

Before separating our party wrote a letter to Secretary
Noble calling his attention to the fact that the Yellow-
stone Association were selling tickets which they knew
could not be used in whole, and in part only at risk of
life and limb, and begging that in future the comjaany
shall be restrained from permitting tickets to be sold
when to peril from cold is added risk to bones; that in
fact since the Park is National property, its lessee's

rapacity be held in check by the National Government.
For reply we have just received an assurance that "the

roads are being rapidly put in good condition." How
consoling this would be to the friend?, had one or more
of our party been killed! As the snow makes the roads
impassable each year, how safe will travelers be the first

of next June?
"I'm a pretty good sleeper," said an old gentleman,

who, with his daughter, daughter-in-law and two grand-
chilcii-en traversed the road the day after we did, and re-

turned to the Mammoth Hot Springs at the same time.
"But," here he shook a slim fore-finger in the red face of
the manager, "I laid awake all night at the Fountain
House, thinking how glad I'd be to walk the forty miles
back if I could see you hung! Yes, sir, hung! A man
who will permit women and children to enter the Park
with the roads in their present condition, is an old
scoundrel!"
We were thankful some one was able to find words ex-

pressive of our feelings, and we sincerely trust that so
long as the present greedy management continues, all

persons reading this letter will remember that they enter
the reservation June 1, with the j)08sibilities we have set
forth. Mountain roads will always be mountain roads,
and Mammoth Hot Springs lie high up on the eastern
slopes of the Rookies, Elizabeth Cumings.
Tbbhb Hautb, Incl„ June 88,

BONASA UMBELLUS, REX.

KiKU by courtesy of all game birds and subject to no
authority whatsoever is the proud ruffed grouse of our
North American forest.

Named by LinrsaBus after the wild ox, honasus, for his

roaring, and specified as umbellus hf^cause of the arrange-
ment of neck ornaments, he has received down through
cyclefulsof generations asti'ength and beauty undegener-
ate. From the pines and hemlocks of the ravine he in-

hales the spirit and the energy of his moods. The win-
tergreens and birches furnishing provender give spicy
life to his nerves and muscles. From the crags he adopts
the suggestion of ruggedness, and from the winter gale
cons music for his symj^hony by wings. The crash of the
falling dead tree involves an idea of death, and by oppo-
sites he rushes upward with startling roar to liberty and
life when found by the hunter.

The Romance of a Grouse Family.

Through a small south-facing valley in western New
York there runs a spring trout brook. Several years ago
the choppers cleared off the arm of woodland that ex-
tended from the main forest up along the stream, and
then the swale was quite barren except for the crooked
alders that had not been worth cutting, and for the fire-

weeds that always come to the temporary assistance of
newly cleared land.
Gradually the sheep and cattle began to find pasturage

there, and two or three years later clumps of beech and
poplar saplings sprang up. Patches of briers then crowded
out the sparse grass, and here and there a thrifty green
hemlock arose near the stump of its deposed ancf stor, so
that the barren ground that had become pasture land was
tra.nsformed into a brush lot.

One Sunday morning in May the sun shone warmly in

upon the budding saplings of the swale. The naiads of
the brook murmured with hushed voices and the trailing

arbutus which overhung the bank gave out a rarer frag-

rance than it would have done on any rude week day.
Hardly a sound was heard save the wandering tones of
the church bell in the far-off village, and the only appre-
ciable motion of the air was in the gentle breaths that
rise almost imperceptibly from the warming soil of quiet
glades.
With almost noiseless footsteps a demure hen grouse

walked from the edge of the thick moist woods and
stopped for a moment a little way out in the brush lot.

Again she went on and again paused, looked about her
and listened, with one foot daintily lifted from the
ground. So by degrees she advanced out among the
saplings, her head gracefully moving back and forth in
unison with her footsteps and the pretty brown neck
feathers gliding so softly over each other that they
seemed like one warp and woof of silk. Stepping upon the
gnarled root of a rough lichen-covered stump she glanced
over her own smooth outlines and the bright hazel eye
looked the satisfaction of the comparison, but yet she
could not resist the feminine impulse to rearrange several
feathers that were already perfectly in place.

All at once she. gave a start, and with upsiretched neck
and elevated crest assumed an attitude of strictest atten-
tion, for from a distant point in the forest there had come
to her ears a low sound like mulfled drum beats, the
strokes first slow, then faster and ending finally in a
long tattoo.

Poised upon the root with partly opened wings, she
seemed almost ready to fly in the direction from which
the sound came, but suddenly remembering herself the
wings were closed again and her head dropped bashfully
until the echoless drum beat once more sounded through
the woods. It was the love call of Old Ironsides, a noble
cock grouse that we had so named because of his seeming
impenetrability to the shot that had been fired at him
time and again in the lower ravine where he chose to

spend most of his time. E»ay after day the hen grouse
had listened for that call knowing that Old Ironsides
would come iii the spring time to find her, and now
should she fly impetuously to him and let him know her
impatience at his delay? Oh no! The annals of feminine
nature contain no history of such rash action, so taking
an easy running jump into the air she flew very quietly

among the trunks of the big trees of the woods and then
on curving wings mailed slowly near the ground to a
point somewhere in his vicinity, and alighting waited for

further summons. The roll call sounded again, and she
the only musterer walked half hesitatingly in the direc-

tion from which it came, sliding quietly as a mouse be-

hind boulders and thick kalmia bushes, and looking as

unconcerned as you please.

At last he was in sight. High upon the prostrate trunk
of a huge storm-riven pine he was pacing slowly to and
fro with martial bearing, his proud prest raised, his

broad tail partially spread, and all his feathers glinting

in the lights of the woods.
The hen grouse was not many rods away, gliding

stealthily from one hiding place to another, hoping that
he would discover her and yet nor daring to lose any of

her reserve. How she did want to pull his black ruffs

though, and strike him petulantly with her bill and pre-

tend to be real angry at nim for rough play

!

For a moment Old Ironsides stopped his incessant
pacing, glanced into the thicket on one side and on the
other, and then drawing his feathers tightly together and
standing perfectly erect upon the log, his sturdy wings
were struck repeatedly against his sides, sending forth
the long vibrations of a tone so low that it seemed to roll

along the ground rather than penetrate the upper air, but
with such initial velocity, nevertheless, that it rolled half
a mile out of the woods before losing itself in the grassy
fields. How grand the old warrior looked to the hen
grouse. But what if he should become impatient and fly

elsewhere to seek her and not return for a long week?
No one will ever know whether she xjurpoaely stepped
upon the small dead stick that snapped and revealed her
presence just then, but who is prepared to deny a motive
for the seemingly accidental movement of a dumb ani-

mal on such an occasion, the wished for result being ob-
tained?
She was discovered and he was by her side. Coyly she

stepped away from him, and then to gain further ad-
miration, which was all unnecessary, he spread his great

barred tail widely over his back, unfolded the iridescent
black ruffs until they concealed his shoulders, dropped
his curved wing tips to the ground, elevated his pointed
crest, and with curved neck circled and pirciietted about
her, nodding his head, fixing his strong, bold eye upon
her modest one, and stepping in front of her to head off

retreat, in such an exasperating way that it seemed as
though she certainly would scream.
He would not have made any such pretentious move-

ments if other ccck grouse had been about to criticise him,
and how the other hen grouse would have been amu-ed
at her assumption of simplicity and gentleness. She who
was the boldest of all when associating with others of
her own sex, and who could roar as loudly with her
wings as any cock grouse when trying to unnerve an
enemy.
But who could doubt that all of this display on his part

meant that he was assuring her that he would be. oh! so
true and loyal forever and forever? She believed in him
most sincerely, and loving and respecting tried hard to
avoid being annoyed at his overplus of attention.

It was not long afterward, however, that he acted in a
rather independent manner and took little interest in

family affairs, so that when in June there was a nest of
ten eggs by the side of a clematis-covered stump out at
the edge of the brush lot, Old Ironsides was either drum-
ming again in another woods altogether, or he was asso-

ciating with two or three chummy reprobates of his own
sex during the livelong day.
The hen grouse took great comfort with her eggs

though. Six of them were plain buff colored, and four
of them were marked with light brown spots, and all

were smooth and snug-fitting in the nest. Around about
the nest she scratched some dry, loose beech leaves which
could be whisked over the eggs in an instant with one
movement of her wings in event of surprise by a ma-
rauder, and then being almost of the color of dead leaves
herself, she could hardly be seen when she snuggled
cosily down o^er the eggs and drew her head in closely.

It seems too bad to think that after all this pains the
mother bird might be discovered in her hiding place,
alone and unprotected as she was. One evening a red
fox trotted past, and when near the nest he stopped and
sniffed the air, twisting the sharp tip of his nose from one
side to the other, and alternately spreading and closing
his whiskers, but he could not quite locate the gentle
prey, and his attention was finally attracted elsewhere
by a little squeaking evening mouse that had fallen
from the soft cedar bark nest in the wild grapevine
near by.

The noiseless swoop of a great ogre-eyed horned owl
gave the mother grouse a cruel heart thumping one moon-
light night just as she had almost dared to take a little

nap; but the owl had dived for a gray rabbit, and did not
suspect that a grouse was within easy reach, Why it was
that the minks and skunks and weasels and raccoons
and box turtles and blacksnakes did not find the nest is a
mystery; but there is some strange protection afforded ly
nature for ground-nesting birds. Perhaps there is a cer-
tain sense of honor among predaceous animals. Hounds
are disinclined to chase a nursing she-fox, and it may be
that minks know better than to destroy the eggs that
make the golden geese, although we do know that they
are sometimes absent-minded in their morals. The only
enemy that found the nest after all was a farmer's boy,
and he did it quite accidentally by stepping so near the
old bird on his way home from the trout brook that she
was forced to fly out. The boy's first impulse was to
leave the eggs undisturbed except for the turning that
was absolutely necessary for an accurate count, btit sud-
denly remembering that there was a "settin' hen" under
the old wagon in the woodshed at home, he smiled a
salute of thanks to his memory, and with well-meaning
but rather thick-fingered caution that would have made
most of us a little nervous if they had been our eggs, he
rolled up two of the precious oval treasures in a youthful
fisherman's Saturday afternoon handerchief, and tucking
them carefully away in a side pocket trudged rather un-
steadily over the stones as his mind became occupied with
the thought of having two live grouse at home that would
respond to his kindly eiforts to tame them. At intervals
he regretted that he had not taken two more of the eggs;
but his conscience was quieter at knowing that the mother
bird could bear two pangs more easily than four when
she returned to the nest again.

For sixteen long days the mother grouse had been sit-

ting, and she anxiously awaited the welcome sound of a
little one tapping at the shell for release. While she
had been waiting the blood roots and dog-tooth violets

had dropped their petals, the white cornel flowers had
turned to a feeble fading pink, the hepaticas and
anemones become dingy, and in their places the azaleas
and trilliums came out in full spousal array. The ferns,

which fought their way through the resisting cold
ground with clenched fiats, had now unfolded a gener-
ous wealth of fronds under the influence of a spring-
time sun which brought harmony for all nature with its

presence.
The patient bird had seen the hosts of warblers proceed

bush by bush and tree by tree from the southland toward
the northland, and it was time for her brood to appear.
When at last she heard a faint tip -tapping and saw a
movement through a long crack in one egg, it was not
long before the gentle aid of her bill had released a cun-
ning little yellow and brown head. Then a small strug-
gling wing appeared, and out tumbled a dear downy
chick of a grouse. One after another the eight young
birds escaped, and one of them in his hurry to be in the
world with us ran around as soon as his legs protruded

;

and comical enough he looked with the broken shell
clinging to his back.
At about this time the old hen over at the farmhouse

found under her feathers two chickeris that were smaller
than any that she had ever seen before, and they were
ahead of any calculations that she may liave made as to
time; but she felt fully responsible for them, never-
theless, and was disturbed because they ran away
from her sheltering wings and only returned to her
most persistent clucking. The boy, who had been
attracted by the solicitous calls of the hen, caught
one of the agile scampering balls of down in his
hand and held it up to admire the bright eyes and tiny
bill that were thrust through between his fingers; but the
little feet clutched his fingers so tightly, and the small
heart throbbed so fast, that in pity he put the grouse
chicken quickly down by the old hen again. What trans-

formation a little warmth had wrought in the cold sepse-
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less yoli and white of the egg of a few days before,

changing it into a beautiful warm little creature endowed
with'hopes, and fears, and longings, and knowing its

friends from its enemies.
But what strange instinct was it that kept leading these

two babes of the wood a way from the motherly barnyard
hen? What did they seek so persistentl.y? Scarce an hour
had elapsed since their escape from the shell, and they
had wandered out of hearing of the good foster mother to

seek a wild mother that would train their wild libtle

nattu-es in full sympathy and understanding. Down into

the garden they ran, then out across the lane and into

the grass in the meadow. Whither they were going
they knew not, but go they must. They were hungry,
but there was no mother to teach them to eat,

and thirsty without knowing what water was.
All day long they ran through the grass

and under the rail fences—first brother ahead, then
sister—the strange impulse urging their tiny pattering

feet ahead as fast as they could go. It was chilly in the
evening and their soft down was all wet and bedraggled
with dew, and when it became too dark for them to see

the way, they stopped by a sheltering stone and snuggled
up close to each other with plaintive peeps, but they
were too tired to sleep and every now and then the droop-
ing eyelids opened with a start and the chicks pushed
closer still to each other and lisped their longings for a
mother's warm feathers. On the following morning they
could not run nearly so fast, and very often they stum-
bled and fell over the sticks and weed stalks that seemed
to them to offer more and more opposition. The pretty
down was roughened so that it stuck together every
which way, and all forlorn they were indeed. If one
lagged far behind or chirped pathetically when caught
in a tangle of grass the other would toddle back and wait,

for even euch mites of birds felt the desire for companion-
ship in misery, Ereryfew minutes they had to stop and
rest, and again on they would struggle, but with such
weak, uncertain steps that it was evident that their

trifling energies were almost exp"^nded long before the
cold dew had again soaked and chilled them. They were
not so very far from the brush lot where their real

mother was*, but that night when the two tender little

wanderers tried to comfort each other there was not a
bit of warmth for them to exchange and they shivered
and trembled so that they could not have kept very c'ose

together anyway. The morning sun looked down uijon
two wee wet grouse babies lying side by side in the fieW.

Then- eyes were closed, their yearnines had all ceased
and no one would have distinguished them from the
quartz stones of the field. Such a short experience with
life!

All of this while the mother grouse was having care
enough with her brood of eight, even if two were miss-
ing. They would eat nothing but insects, and it kept the
old bird pretty busy scratching over the leaves to find

enough for them. In one corner of the brush lot there
was a large red ants' nest, and there the chickens had
great fun when they had grown to be nimble of foot.

The mother would scratch away a part of the loose heai^

of soil, and then when the ants bustled out, some de-

voted to angry passions and others hurrying to carry oJ?

the long wliite eggs that had been exposed, the little

chickens became so expert at snapping them up that in

the conceit born cf successful experience they even
chased a fly in the absurd expectation of catching it, and
the fly was so much surprised at their assurance that it

allowed itself to be caught, for such is often the relation

of ambition to seeming impossibilities. One needs only
to be stupid enough to obtain everything.
The young birds grew rapidly and became experts at

avoiding their natural enemies. If a sharp-shinned hawk
flew over, the mother gave a warning note, and instantly

each chick dropped so flat against the ground that it was
impossible for the very best eyes to see one of them.
When the farmer's boy again had occasion to cross the
brush lot the hen bird had advised the chickens to hide
long before he came near them, for even if he had not
cared to disturb the little ones, such a boy may accident-
ally tread directly upon angels if he does not see them,
and to lead him away the mother fluttered and liaiped

along the ground, pretending to be lame and unable to

fly. The boy knew well this trick of the bird, but she
pretended to be so really in distress this time that he
floundered after her through the briers. When he was
far enough away, however, she took to her wings as
usual, and circled by a long route back to the brood
again. One cluck was suflicient to cause the ground to

spring into life about her, and the chickens were all safe.

A hooded adder that was sunning himself in the dry
sheep path one day suddenly awoke and found a chicken
quite near him, and although the little thing was too
much frightened to run very fast it nevertheless got out
of the dangerous vicinity in time and the adder had to

console himself with a fat cricket. What luck for
the chicken that it was a slow adder instead of a black
racer, for the latter would have followed it at any ne-
cessary rate of speed, and after mesmerizing it by the
cruel charming of cross glides and super-ambient head
and fulgurating tongue would finally have ended
the vicious play by creeping an ugly gullet over the soft

prey.
There was one enemy, though, that came so insidi-

ously that the mother gave no warning note, and it

would have availed nothing if she had done so, A great
harmless blue heron Lad just sagged along over the
brook in awkward flight, when from his wake came a
winged tick, the dreadful lipopteua, buzzing in eccentric
lines until he espied the grouse. With devilish precis-

ion of aim the uncanny harpy of a thing struck the soft
feathers of her back and disappeared among them with
an eerie sidewise glide. The very thought of harboring
such a parasite was enough to make the grouse shudder,
but she feared more for tlie little ones than for herself,

Follow the tick as she would with her bill when a wrig-
gling feather disclosed its locality she could not find the
horrible thing, until at evening, when the chicks were
gathered about her it huskily buzzed from her breast.

She caught it quickly, but could not swallow it, for the
tough elastic legs had encircled the edge of her bill, nor
could she crush it because the leathery body expanded in
any direction when she brought all her strength to bear
upon it. Finally the foul tick in the most unconcerned
manner deliberately crawled from her bill and svith its

fiendish directness struck the neck of one of the hand-
somest of the brood and fastened itself there firmly in

the intention ofremainingin spite of all remonefcranoe. On

the following day the tick, swelling with the life blood
of the chicken , discarded its wings as an evidence of
determination to remain, and a few days later it gave
birth to a single offspring, full-winged and ready for
attack. The young imp fastened itself to the chicken's
neck close by its parent, and no matter how hard the
mother grouse pulled at them she only succeeded in

stretching out their rubber-like bodies and in pulling her
little chick off from his feet. Day by day the poor chick
grew thinner and scrawnier, while his sturdy brothers
and Bisters went steadily along in development, and the
brood would soon b.ave numbered only seven had not
the aiother bird fortunately led them far into the dank,
cool swamp on one torrid day, where much to their

delight was found a patch of skunk cabbage with its

heavy fruit. How the mother did enjoy tearing open
the green fleshy balls for the seeds, and the little fellows
feasted upon the pulp like veritable gluttons, not know-
ing that a,t the same time the life of the invalid in their

family was to be saved. The pungent aroma had only
just begun to cu'culate through their veins when the
young lick loosed his death-like grip and buzzed from
one chicken to another, trying to find one that was
agreeable, but they were all alike and so it sidled up to

a passing rabbit and there found lodgment. In a few
days it had discarded its v?ings and then there was no
danger of its troubling the young grouse again. The old
tick had tumbled otf overpowered at the same time that
the young one flew, and that night she was picked up on
the sticky end of a toad's long tongue and successtuUy
swallowed. Glory be to the toadl
In July the chickens began to feast upon huckleberries,

and when the August blackberries were ripe they ate so
many and grew so fast that it soon became time for them
to throw oil their short suits of soft brownish chicken
feathers and to take on the finer colors and stout quills of

real grouse. With their change in dress came a change
in tastes, so that they no longer oared for insects, but
sought instead the ripened seeds and berries and tender
leaves, unconscious of the fact that the shooting season
was near at hand and that such diet was making them
perilously fat and luscious.

As their wings became stronger and their tails grew
longer, pride began to apj^ear in difl:'erent members of the
family and quarrels were frequent among the youugsters.
They were disobedient, and stayed away from home at
night whenever it pi. ased them to do so. The mother
grouse was not much disturbed at this demonstration of
independence, for she knew that she had raised a brood
of the wildest birds of the forest, and now in September
she Avas willing to leave them to their own resources,
satisfled that she had trained them all properly in ways of

self-protection. Dr, Robert T. Morris.

SNAKES.
In any publication the heading "Snakes," always at-

tracts attention, and more readers are sure to peruse an
article of this nature than those of any other department.
It matters not bow far the truth is stretched or if there is

notapartiele of sense in the story. or account, nearly every
person reading the beading will follow the relation to the
end. It is even fair to say that there will be more be-
lievers if the tale smacks of the niarvelous than where
only plain truths are preseiited; however, there are so
many points of a surprising nature, yet founded on abso-
lute facts, that even the simplest biography of one of our
scaled, legless friends calls up a degree of wonderuient
not equaled from recitals regarding any other class of
animals. Should any person, prepared to speak, give his
tongue range, relative to the many ridiculous notions
held about reptiles, the scoring he would get from the
ignorant would quickly cause him to learn that believers
in the mysterious and ridiculous were still in laa-ge force.

It would illy become the writer to cast a reflection on
the integrity of the natural history editor of this paper,
for I doubt not his ability to determine many fact?, and
yet readers have seen items hardly consistent with plaus-
ible snake lore. L?t us say, then, that inaccuracies have
crept into this, as they do into all papers, and without
reference to them, for we do not wisti for a difcussion
or to be in anyway personal, we will proceed to detailing
a few observations taken with a view to a study of snake
habits. The desire with me to answer many communica-
tions in different papers relative to habits of snakes has
often been so strong that I could hardly restrain myself,
but these remarks are intended to convey knowledge on
the subject, and not as a criticism of others' views. All
the insight I have had into the subject has resulted from
personal observation, and the discoveries thus made have
often been so surprising that I have largely forgiven
many writers for exaggeration, and I am aware that it is

not fair to assert that all persons who write improbable
snake stories are snake liars.

Here in Michigan there is but a single species of poison-
ous snake among twenty-five or more kinds that I know.
The dangerous one is the common massasauga or prairie

rattlesnake {Caudisona tergemina, Say). Many times
have I been called upon to decide on' a specimen sup-
posed to be poisonous, but always have found that the
so-called copperhead or moccasin resolved itself into an
innocuous water snake or harmless milk snake. I do not
think that there exists another poisonous species in Michi-
gan besides the common massasauga, although the north-
ern or banded rattlesnake (C'rotalus durisms) is found
within fifty miles of our southern boundary in Indiana,
and may, for ought 1 know, occasionally be found within
our confines. It is common in Pennsylvania and Illi-

nois.
.

The common massasauga is far from rare at present in
southern Michigan, and in the early days of this (Kala-
mazoo) county was very abundant. To believe the stories

of the early settlers, a low meadow could not be mowed
without encountering from ten to a hundred of these
poisonous serpents. They grew to an enormous size at
that, few being killed less than 4ft. long, and a length of
5 or 6ft. was common; while the smallest number of rat-

tles adorning a tail of this monster (?) species was sixteen,
and from that up to forty odd. It may not be best to dis-

pute the stories of the old settlers, for many of them are
still vigorous and have their own ways of "argyfyin';"
but if their mighty tales cannot be believed, it is best to
go into the woods and fields and capture specimens,
measure them a,nd note i:>eculiarities. This Avork, fol-

lowed more or less assiduously since 1872, has proved and
disproved many theories and also given me many reli-

able faetsi I have yet to.find an individual of thia species

40in. long, and fully doubt if one ever did or ever will
exceed that length in our State, The usual length is

from 30 to 24in,, and not one out of ten will reach a
length of 28in, The greatest number of rattles found by
me is eleven, and they were on a very large sijecimen.
I did not wonder, aa i gazed on its proportions as it lay
coiled in an attitude of defense, that the timid should
entertain rather strong stories aa regards size. Science
was to be benefited by a measurement of the animal, and
a tap on the head followed by a dislocation of the verte-
bral column quickly silenced its noisily vibrating tail.

This serpent—the most hideous specimen of its kind I
have ever met with—measured only 36in. from tip to tip,

less by iVm. than I had judged as she lay coiled. It was
6Ain. m circumference.
The number of rattles has never exceeded eleven, and

six or seven is the usual number, many specimens being
found possessed of only three or four. One that came
near biting me was only lOin. long and sported a single
x'attle. It must not be supposed that the largest snakes
possess the most rattles, for although this obtains in the
majority of cases, very often shorter snakes have the
greater number of adornments, and again the entire
danger signal, or a portion of it, is removed by some
means. It is an error to suppose that the rattles are shed
each year as are the horns of the deer, or that a new rat-
tle is added each time the skin is shed. A friend of mine
owned a massasauga over one year, and while the skin
was exfoliated the rattles remained intact and without
additions. Men who owned rattlesnakes of the diamond
species in Florida informed me that an adult might add
one or two rattles, that is, sections to the rattle, in a year,
or again not any , and that the changing of the skin ex-
foliation had nothing to do with the new formation. AH
agreed that the older rattlers of the South were provided,
as a rule, with a longer rattle than the younger ones.
Said one man, i.>ointing to the six specimens of the dia-
mond rattlesnake, C. adamanteus, about Ifiin. long and
possessed of a single rattle and button, as the terminal
and growing portion is called, ''Those little rattlers were
born in this house, and when they were a few weeks old
I mounted them as you see them,"

Once the pleasure of witnessing the shedding of a
massasauga's skin was accorded me in a whortleberry
swamp on a hot summer's day. The swamp was full of
Indians, mainly equaws and pappooses, and bloodthirsty
mosquitoes. la my efforts to keep the moscpiitoes at a
living distance and the redskins away from the snake in
the regular path, the reptile sensed me or something,
although as blind as a bat, and wormed into a hole,
opening below into numerous ramifications made by
the roots of scrub ash and tamaracks. His snakeship
again made his appearance, having in the meantime in-

creased the rent in his raiment. Twice more he disap-
jjeared during the following hours, and each time re-

appeared with more new bright skin visible, evidently
showing that he made use of his underground retreat to

assist in the removal of, his external habiliments. The
movements of this snake were so peculiar that they are
described for the benefit of my readers, as very few will
ever have the opportunity of witnessing a wild snake
shedding his skin in its haunts. When the ugly fellow
was first seen he was totally blind, as could be readily
told by the white opaque appearance of his eye, caused
undoubtedly by the separation of the external or slough-
ing cuticle. This covering of the eye is connected with
the rest of the exfoliated tissue. As soon as the massa-
sauga had liberated his head from the opening in his ex-
ternal skin a singular performance was enacted, the
knowing fellow wormed himself around among the roots
and against the bark of trees. One peculiar movement I

noticed particularly; it consisted in backing up the base
of a small tree tail first, till it was at an angle of nearly
eighty degrees, and then suddenly squirming down in
its natural way and again circling about among the
roots. Occasionally it would apparently endeavor to
distend the outer enveloping membrane by swelling its

sides with air, and this was more noticeable when the
skin was massed over the greatest diameter of its body.
As soon as this portion of the body was passed, the
process was quickly completed. In this case the oper
ation did not occupy quite three hours in completion,
and when finally the wand of ..'Sieculapius came forth
liright and shining and entirely free from his external
or overcoat, he left that last year's !article of wearing
apparel lying directly across the hole where I had first

beheld him. I have seen snakes in confinement which
did not get entirely free from their old clothes for
weeks, and then only in sections; and it is not unusual
to observe wild individuals running about with various
tatters hanging to them, giving a decidedly vagabond
air to a naturally graceful creature.
While we are discussing the skin-shedding process it

may be well to mention a few observations on the sub-
ject, although not dii-ectly dealing with the species under
discussion. I am satisfied that in the unconfined state,

snakes, as a rule, crawl out of their skins, leaving them
nearly i:)erfect, but of course inverted and with an invari-

able rent on the head. So exact are the impressions of
every pcale in the body and plates of the head, marked on
the exfoliation, that one who is used to identifying speci-

mens by this means can readily tell the species from
which it came. Although the skin is generally entire,

or that is intact at least, it is not always so; for, though
it is a natural seasonal condition, it may be modified by
some cause. This was noticeable in a gopher snake in
the South, where an old wound on the side failed to admit
of complete inversion, and consequently the skin clung
to it and came away in patches. The skins may be found
in June and July and sometimes in late May, and of

course indicate by their identity the period of exfoliation

of the species to the ophiologist. The skin is at first

somewhat moist and may be drawn into shape and some-
times made into quite a fair representation of the original

by the u^e of proper stuffing; but there is no coloring to

the exfoliation, showing that the pigment cells lie deeper
and that this mask corresponds to the human epidermis
or scarf-skin. One use that discarded snake skins are put
to, and in fact the only one which I have ever been able
to learn of, is that of forming a part of the nest construc-
tion of a bird, quite abundant in these parts, known as
the Myiarchus erinitus, great-crested flycatcher. This
bird, which builds its nest in a hollow of a dead limb,
telegraph pole or occasionally fence-rail or equally odd
place, invariably, in constructing its nest, so far as my
observations go, employs a cast-oft' snake skin. There
may be only a piece of skin employed or several pieces.
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and occasionally a whole skin, from which the identity
of its former possessor may be secured. Tw^o nearly com-
plete skins have been taken, and I have found sections of
three skins. It is said that these nests are occasionally
found without the customary skin, but I have never found
them so. To what deep law this peculiar feature is sub-
servient would be difficult to demonstrate, but that there
is a reason for this as in aU other selected cases is plain to
the thinker, and as a peculiar relation to our subject, it
may be an excuse to my readers for this digression.*
In tropical countries serpents are known to shed their

skins at least twice a year, and I have heard that some
exfoliate four times. In the United States the further
south we go the earlier we find the period , and in Florida
I found some species shedding in March; at a time when
Michigan snakes had not left their winter retreats. North
of the forty-second parallel the innocuous snakes gener-
ally shed in June, but some individuals get rid of their
old overcoat and come forth in spring style in the month
of May. All of the non-poisonous species change before
the breeding season, and I presume the massasauga does
also, but cannot assert positively, as I have yet to find an
old one accompanied by young. As near as I can ascertain,
our massasauga always exfoliates in July, at least during
the heated term.

Kalamazoo, Mich. Dr. Mokris Gibbs.

[to be contintjed.]

* The ancients invested the serpent with marvelous powers both
«? to wisdom and as a possessor of ability in divination, and
oignmed the medical profession by ascribing it 1o ^Escnlapius,A bird which habitually makes u«e of a serpent^s masK. would un-
doubtedly have ranked high as a promotor of human weal or woe,
and they would have assigned it special powers and attempted an
explaa§,tion of the peculiar habit.

Rat and Weasel.
The boldness of a rat mentioned by R. J. T. in a June

number of the Forest and Stream suggests an ac-
count of the experience of T. J. Tuuma, of this city,
with one of these animals, which, being cornered, leaped
upon the arm of Mr. Thuma and sank its teeth into the
wrist. And what is most remarkable, it kept its hold
with the tenacity of a thoroughbred bulldog, and could
not be shaken or pulled off. An assistant was called,
who had to pierce the rat's brain with a knife, giving it
its death wound, before it would release its hold. Mr,
T. came very near losing his life as a result of the bite.
The weasel often exhibits extraordinary boldness. A

lady of Highland, N. Y., had her attention an-ested by
the cry of a hen with chickens, one of which a weasel
was dragging into a stone wall. She thrust her hand
into the hole and succeeded in taking the chick from the
weasel. But the saucy little thing came partly out of the
wall as if to say, "Give me back my supper." Several
attempts were made to strike the weasel, but with his
proverbial vigilance he avoided the blows. The woman
then held a stone just above the hole, and when he poked
his bead out she quickly pushed the stone down upon his
leng neck and pinned him to the ground. N. D. E,
BUNTfNGTON, W. Va.

'm^j^ Httd 0mi

New Editions: The Gun and its Development, $2,50.
Tlie Modern Shotgun, #1. For sale at this office.

THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR.
Editor Forest and Stream:
No instance of Indians dealing in wildfowl eggs has

come to my notice. Perhaps they find sale for them in
some of the larger towns, and from my knowledge of his
character he would not hesitate to supply such a demand,
if it brought him money from the white man—provided
the proceeding was not laborious. He has no solicitude
for the hereafter in this world or the next—judged by any
civilized standard. Ii is too bad that dealing in illegiti-
mate game, fish, hides and furs, etc. , cannot be prevented.
The almighty dollar of unprincipled traders has been,
and, it seems, will continue to be the main incentive to
the destruction of wild fin, fur, flesh and feather of the
country.
As long as it is profitable to evade them, our game laws,

in localities where game chiefly is, will be evaded. Es-
pecially do these facts apply to the destruction of deer
and elk. After fifteen years of observation on this coast
I am certain that more deer are killed in California and
Nevada for hides alone than for any other purpose.
Wagon loads of deer skins, representing in their colors
every month of the year, especially summer months, come
from all parts of the mountains. Any one familiar with
the subject can tell by a deer skin when the animal was
killed. Why should it not be as illegal for a trader to
have in his possession these as well as other stolen goods?

If there were no sale for the hides of deer kUled in the
spring, at least does with fawn and sucklings would
escape. It is illegal to kill spotted fawn, but the traffic
in spotted skins is not affected by this circumstance. In
Nevada beaver are protected except that .Indians are
allowed to take them. The Indians bring in the pelts in
large numbers and always seem to have captured entire
colonies, from quarter-grown kittens up. The Indian
gets 10 per cent, for the furs and the trader 90 per cent.
The State or the government would make a good invest-
ment by by buying the beavers of the Indians before they
are taken. But I have gone ofi' at a tangent on this worn
subject. A good many ducks nest hereabouts (at the
head of Humboldt Valley), but I have learned of no traffic
in the eggs. EsAXJ.
Nevada.

Adirondack Notes.

NOBTHWOOD, N. Y., July 4.—The prospects for good
sport with the gun about here are very encouraging, for
numerous broods of young partridges are seen about
the clearings and several deer are running about the
fields in this vicinity. One was seen less than 200yds.
from the post-office one day last week, while a very large
buck crosses the creek above Northwood several times a
week,

A guide remarked to me not long ago that if the hun-
ters of this place were prevented from going into the
woods of the Adirondack League this fall a party of
them will go crusting on the league's land during the
winter.
Mr. Wm. Lee Fowler, of Holland Patent, N. Y., has

three albino squirrels mounted. One is of the gray
squirrel family and the other two are of the red squirrel
family. Two of them, a "red" and a "gray," are snow
white; the other chickeree is of a pinkish hue.

Raymond S. Spsars.

"IS THIS GOOD TO EAT?"
The picture of that blue heron is above criticism, It

brings to me, however, just a little twinge of conscience,
just such a little twinge as all should have who wantonly
destroy life. In confessing I may perchance "lay the
ghost."

It was my first evening in the "houseboat blind" on
Lake Champlain, last October, at the witching hour of
twilight, and Elmer and myself were waiting for the last
shot before taking in our decoys. No pen can adequately
describe the beauty of those twilights on the lake, one
has to live them in order properly to appreciate their
charm.
'Twas absolutely still, the skimming swallows had long

since disappeared, and even the live decoy on its little

platform seemed lost in contemplation. The Adirondacks,
silent and sphinx-like, flanked the western shore, and
while the shadows gathered about their sides, the summits
were fringed with gold, that shone like a "halo" through
the purple haze of sunset. It was lovely! so tranquil! so
restful ! Like spirits the herons were winging their way
toward their night camps near the march. Elmer used
to say "that sometimes he felt too much to speak," and
evidently the spell held him on this occasion, for though
the gun stood ready to his hand, he heeded not.
Suddenly a heron, unperceived till now, loomed close at
hand in the dusk.
To fire at the ungainly silhouette was the work of an

instant with me. A spurt of flame—the souse of the
awkward bird in the calm water—and the foul deed was
done; while rolling echoes from the hills seemed to taunt
me a moment later.

The after glow in the sky was still sufficient for me to
catch the look of disgust which overspread the counte-
nance of Elmer, as with extended hand he congratulated
me, in an ironical stage whisper, "Well b'gosh! 'tain'

t

everyone can hit a barn a flyin'." All this I live again at
sight of your faithful reproduction of the heron in your
issue of to- day.
One word more. Kindly caution that sweet lady who

holds the bird in regard to the danger of standing with
her gun in the position shown. Accidents will occur,
and "a gun is dangerous without lock, stock or barrel."
For instance: I shudder to think of the tragedy a frisk-

ing dog might possibly precipitate under the circumstances
as depicted in the photograph. Of covirse there are no
cartridges in that gun? But it is the unexpected that
always happens. Wilmot Townsend.
Bay KroGE, N. J., July 1.

UNCLE AIK'S WOODCOCK.
Mr. Aiken Gadsby, of Washington, D. C, although

an expert shot, does not always kill his bird, as will ap-
pear from the following remarkable capture. About the
middle of June Uncle Aik, as we style him, was exer-
cising his young dog on Georgetown Heights and saw
him making a beautiful point about twenty or thirty
yards away in the brush. Approaching the dog carefully
he stepped into a little clearing when suddenly a flushed
bird came into the opening so close to Uncle Aik that he
made a spasmodic grab for it and caught in his hands a
young but vigorous woodcock. The result was a double
surprise—it astonished the captor as thoroughly as it did
the bird. Mr. Gadsby took his prize home and placed it

in a box covered with wire cloth. In the bottom of this
simple cage he bored a number of holes. In feeding the
bird he puts a lot of worms in a moist spot where the
ground is soft and sets the box on top of them. It did
not take the woodcock long to solve the puzzle, and it

was soon taking worms through the holes as naturally as
if it had always got them in that way. When Uncle
A.ik is making preparations to feed his pet the bird
watches him intently, with his head turned first to one
sid and then to the other, as if to catch on to the proceed-
ings from all sides. It is a question now which gets
more enjoyment out of the feeding, for Uncle Aik
watches the boring as eagerly as the woodcock studies
the details of preparation. The bird is contented and
thriving. Its owner always takes it along when prac-
ticing the dog and says the dog makes most beautiful
points on the hidden game.

LTncle Aik was the hero of the Virginia deer hunt de-
sciibed in Forest and Stream Feb. 27, 1890, and brought
home a whole shirt as a testimony of his prowess in es-

caping buck fever and the jokes of his mountain com-
panions by killing his first deer. He is well known in
Washington as a remarkable fancy shot with the rifle,

and while the boys like to speak of him as Uncle Aik,
few of them care to venture a trial of skill with him.

Washxnoton, D. C.

Ontario Game and Fish Commission.

As a result of the recommendations made to the Ontario
.Legislature by the Commissioners appointed in Novem-
ber, 1890, to report upon the game and fish of the Prov-
ince with a view of protecting, preserving and propa-
gating the same, a permanent Board of Game and Fish
Commissioners has just been established. The Commis-
sioners appointed are as follows: .Dr. G. A. MacOallum,
Danville, Chairman; W. B. Wells, Chatham; Harvey P.
Dwight, Toronto; John H.Willmott, Beaumaris, Muskoka;
W. G. Parrish, Athens, Leeds county: A. D. Stewart,
Hamilton, Secretary. As the above-named gentlemen
are all practical sportsmen and inveterate haters of the
poacher, pot-hunter and law breaker, some good results
are confidently expected.

The four fuD-page pictures, Young Mountain Sheep, American
Elk, Group of Elk, and Forest and Stream's Grizzly, from tlie
"Fo^'esi and Stream Animal Series,'" handsomely printed on heavy
paper suitable for framing. The set of four (In tube) will be sent
for ten cents (stamps will do).—Adv,

SALMON FEEDING IN FRESH WATER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Probably no other living man has more earnestly,

thoroughly and methodically studied the salmon and
trout of the Pacific Coast than Dr. David Starr Jordan,

i

President of the Leland Stanford, Junior, University.
Luckily for us, too. he has been able to consider the sub-'
ject from the standpoint of the thoroughly educated and
equipped ichthyologist, supported by the power of the'
United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries and
supplied with such essential if not indispensable facilities
for the proper consideration of the subject as only the'
Commission can furnish. Luckily too. Prof. Jordan
seems to be blessed with the happy faculty (so unusual
with scientific men) of putting the results of his studies,
observations and experience in plain English, as is
evidenced by "Salmon and Trout of the Pacific Coast,"
being Bulletin No. 4 issued by the Board of Fish Com-
missioners of the State of California. I have just finished
the third reading of this Bulletin, and would respect-
fully suggest to my brother anglers that we might all
advantageously study the same until we know it by
heart. It is certainly the plainest, most thorough exposi-
tion of the subject ever published.
But there is one thing that has not yet been made i

plain to me; and that is the claim, assertion or assump-j
tion that none of our salmon feed after entering fresh

|

water. Dr, Jordan, on page 12 of Bulletin No. 4 says:
]

"When the salmon enter the river they refuse to take^
bait, and their stomachs are always found empty and
contracted. In the river they do not feed, and when
they reach the spawning grounds their stomachs, pyloric
cceca and all, are said to be no larger than one's finger.

1

They will sometimes take the fly, or a hook baited ,'

with salmon roe, in the clear waters of the upper tri-'

butaries, but there is no evidence known to us that they
feed when there." Livingston Stone (another eminent
authority) at page 479 of "The Fisheries and Fishery In-<
dustries of the United States," published in 1884, expresses-^
a like opinion. He says: "After entering fresh water they
do not feed, and they continue their ascent until the
season for spawning actually overtakes them."
Again on page 480 he says: "The salmon take no food

j

in fresh water. In the headwaters of the rivers, in ther
clear water, they (at least the males) will take an artificial

]

fly. Even at the time of first entering the rivers in
spring the stomach is found empty and contracted." Iti
is known that the salmon ascend the Columbia river atv
least 800 miles, and it seems that their maximum rate of :i

travel per day is about four miles. I quote from pagei
14 of the Bulletin: "On first entering a stream that
salmon swim about as if playing. They always head
toward the ciu-rent, and their apj)earance of playing'
may be simply due to facing the moving tide. After- il

ward they enter the deepest parts of the stream and t

swim straight up, with few interruptions. Their rate
of travel at Sacramento is estimated by Stone at about two
miles per day; on the Columbia at about three miles per'
day. Those that enter the Columbia in the spring and

'

ascend to the mountain rivers of Idaho, must go at a

!

more rapid rate than this, as they must make an average
!

of nearly four miles per day." Taking fom- miles as the
i

maximum rate of travel per day, and 800 miles as the
limit of their pilgrimage, we find that the salmon has

'

been battling against the currents, leaping falls and put-

1

ting in full time for two hundred days without a mouth-

1

ful to eat.

Doubtless it is true that they do not spend much time
feeding after entering fresh water, for they are on, to
them, an important mission.
While in the ocean they have nothing to do but feed

and grow fat and i^repare for the great, and to many of >

them, last journey of their lives.

But the apparent truth of the assumption that they do (

not feed at all while in fresh water is such a strain upon
i

our credulity that we may be excused for resorting to
what may appear to be unreasonable methods of supply-
ing, the salmon with the necessary food to sustain them >

in their long pilgrimage. At W^illamette Falls, some-
thing morn than a hundred miles from the ocean, thous-
ands of salmon weighing from 4 to 501 bs. have been \

taken with the hook. The lure is generally either spoon
or salmon roe, although the fly is sometimes taken, par-
ticularly in the Clackamas river, which empties into the
Willamette but a short distance below the Falls. It
seems that Mr- R. L. Ogden has caught many in the
Navara river, California, with the fly. In this country
they strike hard, almost viciously, and fight to the last,
The great majority of those we catch are doubtless males,
and it is possible that they are prompted to attack by the
masculine combative proclivity so observable in the male
of nearly every species of life during the period of pro-
creation. It has been demonstrated by Dr. Jordan, Liv-
ingston Stone and other eminent ichthyologists that no
solid food is ever found in their stomachs while in fresh
water. But this ought not to estop us from claiming that
the salmon may feed while in fresh water upon food as
nutritious and strengthening, although not of so substan-
tial an appearance as that of their fattening yards in the
ocean; and the fact that the calls of nature demand food
for all living things should warrant us in claiming the
benefit of the doubt. We know that a human being can
live for months if not years on liquid food, and that life
can be sustained by even external absorption of nourish-
ment for a considerable time. The first run of salmon,
those that are bound for the headwaters, undertake their
pilgrimages at a season of the year when they are likely
to find a good supply of larvge and other soft or gelatin-
ous substances that would be very nutritious, while leav-
ing little if any excrementitious substance. Those who
follow would have the advantage of the spawn of their
jDredecessors, and we know that they would not be at all
backward about appropriating it, which itself, I presume,
is very nutritious, for all the various kinds of salmon and
trout are very fond of it. They cannot afford to expend
the energy necessary to secure active, living food, for
they need all that nature has supplied them with and
often more to reach their spawning beds, and therefore,
under the circumstances, they may be excused for resort-
ing to the food of suckers and other plebian fish, with
now and then a royal-coachman, silver-doctor or Jock-
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Scott for dessert and as a reminder of their heritage of

royalty.
Again, it has been stated by both gentlemen above re-

ferred to that salmon have been taken perfectly matured
at 41bs. It is not claimed, I believe, that they are of

the same age as the oO pounders, however, and it is hardly

reasonable to suppose that they are. As they spawn at

least every second year it would follow that no great pro-

portion of them die after their first procreative effort, for

here in Oregon streams you will always find the great

big fellows fully as numerous as the small matured fish.

Comparatively nothing is known by even the best in-

formed persons about the habits or habitats of the salmon
in the ocean, and 1 believe that much may yet be learned

of their habits in fresh water.
Far be it from me to assume to criticise anything con-

tained in Bulletin No. 4. I am "sitting at the feet of

Gamaliel" asking- knowledere; but I do know that we have
great sport at Willamette Falls and in other fresh waters
with the salmon by exciting their bumps of alimentive-

ness with tempting morsels of la^^y tinsel; and I know
tha,t when once hooked they are active and gamy. A
twenty-pounder on the hook in the foaming rapids at the
Fdlls is very entertaining until brought to gaff, as dozens
of Oregon sportsmen can testify from actual experience.
Only last Friday a friend of mine hooked and properly
landed a forty-two jjounder, an.d^i '-'^ ready to lift both
hands under oath that be waSr,voY.^v\p_pV busy with both
hands in making th'iv-'.'r'/'pivii ^'^'^'•^y auvf^. H. Greene.
Portland, Oregon,

"^^^^^
-i r^.::,Afkiuas

hoiv thoy became
'ou that can be g've^

ANGequive much imilS.
land spaniel top

Local of the spar'sn.

It is sometimes a difF he remembet-to identify an Amer-
ican fish by a local coii?^°^'^^°'^^PJ^alone, for its country
is vast and the local n°^j^g g^^^^g .he different fishes are
many and confusing, an " ne is asked to identify
a European fish by a loc-ee or fcnon name as the only
guide it may become a tain Brita more difficult, particu-
larly if the name is the >o thdcan pronunciation, ex-
pressed on paper, of a foreign'^^^vord. A gentleman from
Pennsylvania who had fished in Germany asked to have
a fish that he had caught, iiua, tributary of the Rhine
identified by a local GermaiJiad f-.e. As he was a German
himself I assumed that he i,7orc!pe]led the name to give
the German sound to the W.niil. I could not find the
name or anything like it in Gentian ichthyological works,
and applied to the author of "Fischzuchf for informa-
tion and failed. The president of the Deutscher Fisch-
erei Verein knew nothing of "^"j*; fish, neither did Direc-
tor Haack, but they sought iCxormation for me at the
very place where the fish were caught and no fish was
found that even locally lilled the name given to me.
Early this spring I was having a little visit with Dr.

Edward Eggleston, the author of "The Hoosier School-
master," etc., when he said that the most delicious trout
of all the different kinds of trout was one that he ate in

Gil way, Ireland, last year. He said that it was caught
in the rapids of Corrib within the town limits. That it

was not a sea trout, and that it would not, as a rule, take
a fly. This information he secured from an English gen-
tleman, who presented a fish to him and called it a "Len-
wog" trout. :That, at least, was the pronunciation,
although it might not be the spelling. Of course I was
unable to distinguish the fish unless it might be the Brit-

ish lake trout. Salmo ferox, which had run into the
stream from Lake Corrib, as our lake trout does in some
cases. Mr. Marston submitted the matter to the author
of "Where to Fish in Ireland" ("Hi Regan"), but from
the name alone he was not entirely clear as to the identity
of the fish, Mr, Richard Bradford, of Cionmel, however,
is able to throw light on the subject. The name should
be spelled "Len Og," og being Irish for young or small,
and len meaning eels, thus "eel-fry trout" or "elver
trout," also called "slob trout." They are the ordinary
fario or brown, trout which h,^,;e been to sea and in re-

turning follow up the elvers or young eels from salt to
fresh water. It is an easy matter to have "len og" trout
in this country, as the brown trout which we already
possess has only to be planted in streams that will give
them access periodically to 8al^,(iyater, and the salt water
and the young eels, etc., will cfo* the rest, as they now do
to our common brook trout when it runs down to the
rich pasture of the sea. Upow '^'-eturning to fresh water
the brown trout takes the fly y'^ t^^Ij.

The LosrVish,

With a friend I was fishing for black bass in Lake
Ohamplain, and having very good success, too. My
friend had a strike, and for a moment the tip of his rod
bent downward until it almost touched the water, then
the bare hook came back to him./L-5>nd he sat down on the
boat seat with a most luguhb'tc.s expression on his
face and mourned the loss of 1;ne largest black bass
that he ever saw. He said he saw the fish plainly, and
holding up his hands he indicated its length. I told him
such a fish would weigh over 15lbF • but he stuck to his
measurement. He sat perfectJv ot^jected, making no
effort to resume his fishing, ac covereached over for his
hook to see if it was intact, ancd witbe point of the hook
was a fish scale and the scale \ front leji the body of a big
pike, generally called pickere';^'^''^* P'*'"^end was not con-
vinced of the species of his K^^it^I^f^il a scale from a
black bass was placed besid ^'^j^'^H.^.'^Fje scale on the
hook, when he smiled and saa^ IPJ-.^imld stick to the
length anyway.

Fish Scales.

One hears or reads very little about the scales of fishes,

except tarpon scales, and scales for the wings of trout
flies, but they are worthy of study if for no other pur-
pose than to find the difference in scales worn by differ-

ent fishes. Mr. O. Greig, in the Fishing Gazette, tells

how he is studying scales for a far different purpose. He
is of the opinion that the scales of Snlmonidce may indi-
cate the age of the fish. That portion of the scale which
is free has numerous lines conforming in direction to the
shape of the scale, and very like the concentric circles
shown in the cross section of a tree, and which in the
case of the tree represents its yearly growth. The lines
in the scale are very fine and must be counted under a
microscope. Of course no result will be obtained that is

of value unless the lines in scales of fishes the ages of
which are known, are constant. For instance, quoting
from Mr. Greig's examples, brook trout, fontmalis, of
18 months had 13 lines on scales from the median lijtie;

scales from a ti-out, fontinalis, 29 months old, had 18

lines; scales from a trout 33 months old had 31 lines.

These figures were obtained by counting the lines on
several scales from the same fish. The lines may differ

in number when taken from other fish, so that very many
examinations must be made to arrive at satisfactory re-

sults.

Thomas Jefferson Vindicated.

I am more and more convinced that it is not wise on
all occasions to question a tall fish story—a story that on
its face seems, to put it mildly, very improbable. Thomas
Jpii'ereon, of Stillwater, N. Y., was fishing in the Pludson
River and returned home wet to the skin and said that

he hooked a big fish which pulled him into the water
from the boat, and very promptly the man with the
historic name was classed as an Al fish liar. A day or

two ago a pike of 37lbs. weight was found dead or dying
in the river, and in its mouth was found Thomas Jeff"er-

son's spoon hook, and attached to his hook was his line.

The fisherman had told the truth. He was standing up
in his boat and the fish caught him oft" his balance and
pulled him in,

I personally knew of a fishing companion being pulled

into the water in something the same way by a lake trout

of less than half the weight of the pike. The angler
hooked the fish and attempted to stand up in the b^at.

He was cold and cramped from sitting and the lake was
rough, and over he went. The funny part of it was that

his boatman who was looking ahead did not see him go
overboard, nor did he hear him. The boat felt lighter

and looking around the oarsman found himself alone in

the boat and it was more than a mile to shore. The boat

Avas backed up and the angler caught the gunwale with
one hand and chmg to his rod with the other, and fish

and fisherman were both saved.

A guide at Schroon Lake told me on one occasion a she
came in from fishing, that with a hook baited with cray-

fish he caught a black bass by hooking it through the

eyeball. As he had a reputation for embroidering cold

facts when relating his fishing experience, the eyeball

story was received with allowances, and I was perhaps
the chief of his inquisitors, yet the very next day I caught
a black bass hooked in the same manner through the eye-
ball.

Lake Trout.

The season for lake trout fishing, when the fish are at

the surface of the water, is in the spring, directly after

the ice disappears from the interior lakes. At such time
it requires but little skill to find the fish if one knows
where the deep water of the lake is, and the trout may
be taken by trolling a bait without a sinker. The trout

remain at the surface but a short time, and if one should
continue to fish as the season advances it would be found
that more and more lead must be added to the line to get

it nearer and nearer to the bottom, until, to be successful,

the trolling must be done at the very bottom with a heavy
sinker. No longer does every "yank" on the line mean a
bite and a trout, for it may mean that the sinker has
struck grass, rocks and the other things that go to make
up the bottom of a lake. One must know not only where
to find trout, but when found must be able to detect the
difference between a bite on the hooks and the sinker
striking the bottom. I believe there are men who never
learn the difference and so condemn deep trolling, or
condemn it because it is harder work than surface fish-

ing, and to be successful requires strict attention to busi-

ness. Just now deep trolling for lake trout in Lake
George is rewarded with great catches of fish.

Lake George Trout.

On the east side of Green Island, Lake George, passen-
gers on the steamers plying through the lake may see a
battlemented stone tower rising in the trees above a
castle-like structure, which the owner. Mr. E. B. Warren,
of Philadelphia, calls a cottage, and which he has named
Wapanak. On the south side of the island is an equally
pretentious "cottage," called Belleview, which is occu-
pied by Gen. Robert Lenox Banks, of Albany, General
Banks and Mr. Warren are president and vice-president
respectively of the Lake George Association for the Pro-
tection of Fish and Game. It is quite the fashion to troll

for trout in summer from a small steamboat, and this

year Mr. Warren has a new steamer, Cyric, to replace the
Wapanak of last year, and Gen, Banks also has a new
steamer. Cricket. For some years the respective boats of
these gentlemen have been credited with the finest catches
of fish (trout and black bass) made at the lake during the
summer season. A letter from Mr. Warren, under date
of June 28, says: "We are having a very fair catch of
lake trout for this season of the year. Wednesday Robt.
L. Banks, Jr., on his steamer the Cricket, caught 21 trout
weighing 681i3s. ; the largest OJlbs. The same day Aleck
Taylor and I caught the same number on the Cyric,
weighing 70Ibe. ; the three largest, 6. 7 and 81b3. Thurs-
day Alec and I caught 11 weighing 421bs.; the largest, 6,

8 and lOlbs. Friday we caught 9 weighing 4r)lbs.
; largest

81bs , and the other eight were from 3A to olbg., which is

a large average. From the 10th or 1,5th of July to the Ist

of September we find that the trout bite better and aver-
age larger in size. If you can come up Friday and Sat-
urday, I vfiih to give you a share of the sport." Mr.
Warren's guide and fisherman is Alec Taylor, and there
ia none better at Lake George. Capt. Lee Harris, on the
Cricket, also knows the trout grounds from one end of
the lake to the other, and is a first-class fisherman in
every respect. It must not be understood that because
steamers are used for trolling they are a necessity, as a
rowboat with a man at the oars answers every purpose.

Lake George Seasons,

For a few years past there has been a special law for
Lake George which provided a close season of four and
a half months for pike—the so-called pickerel. Under
this provision of the law, and ' rigid enforcement of all

fish and game laws at Lake George, the pike have in-

creased very rapidly and big catches of the fish have
been made. Really there seems to be no good reason
why a close season should be provided for a fish that in-

creases so rapidly as the pike, for the average number of
eggs deposited by a female pike is 100,000, and a big one
will furnish 600,000 eggs, when if confining the means
of capture to hook and line at all seasons they will in-

crease further than any other hook and line fish in the
lake. Many people regard the pike very highly both on
the rod and on the table, and this fish should have suit-

able protection to keep up the stock, and if it is caught

only with hook and line I believe there wiU be no
marked falling off of the pike. To be seen it is a mere
matter of taste which each one must exercise for himself
whether or not he will catch and eat a fish that has just
spawned, but it is not the catching with hook and line
at all seasons that reduces the pike, it is the spearing
and shooting and clubbing when they run into;the creeks
to spawn. The law which was passed last winter repealed
the close season for pike in Lake George, and now they
may be caught at any time with hook and line. Week
before last George Fish of Locust Grove Hotel, near Bol-
ton, caught eighteen pike at odd times during five days
from the dock in front of the house. The fish were in
good condition and tit for the table. Some weeks before
that time two men stood on a bridge over a creek flowing
into Dunham's Bay and caught about 70lbs. of pike in
part of a day and their bait gave out before they could
catch more. The fish had been up the creek to spawn
and were returning to the lake. Here is where the ques-
tion of taste comes in. When the close season for pike
was in force fishing began .July 1, and it is now good for
those who care for it in spite of the fact that fish have
been caught for several weeks. A. N. Cheney.

TEXAS TARPON AND JEWFISH.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Being a constant reader of Forest and Stkeam, and

noticing the frequent reports of tarpon fishing ofi. the
other side of the Gulf, I have concluded to send you the
inclosed clippings from our local daily paper of last
week, not necessarily for publication, but for your own
information and edification , and to use as you see fit.

From these reports you will see that we have some op-
portunities for sport on this side of the Gulf also.

There is very little "scientific" fishing for tarpon here,
the general plan being to use a very heavy hook and
line, a whole mullet for bait, and, when you have hooked
your tarpon, haul him ashore by "main strength and
awkwardness." The jewfish is caught with a shark
hook and line. They have been more plentiful this year
than usual, and have proved a considerable source of
revenue as well as sport for the lucky fishermen, as the
dressed fish retails here readily for ^5 cents per pound,
ordinary fish (redfish, sea trout, sheepshead, etc.) being
worth here only 5 or 6 cents per pound.
The tarpon are eaten by our Mexican population and

considered by them excellent eating.
I hope, befoi'e many years, to see this portion of the

Gulf coast the favorite resort of the lovers of the rod and
gun, particular-ly those who live in the West and North-
west, it being much nearer and more accessible than the
south Florida coast, offering equal, or, as I believe,
superior advantages for hunting, fishing, boating and
yachting, and being entirely free from the insect pests
which are the bane of the sportsman's life in Florida, as I
know from experience, J. S. Petek,
Corpus Christi, Texas.

I

From the newspaper cliiipings referred to we leai-n

that both tarpon and jewfish are caught from the city
wharves. Oq June 14 a jewfish weighing llOlbs. was
captured at Sidbury wharf, and on the 10th two individ-
uals of about 90lbs. each were taken at the same place,
while on the loth a fine specimen weighing 75Ibs. was
"yanked out" at Central wharf. From the same wharves
three tarpon were captured on June 14 and 15. On the
17 th Perry Lege and Bob Hill caught a tarpon 5ft. 3tn.

long at Miramar wharf. Tarpon have been plentiful in
Corpus Christi Bay and are biting more freely than
usual.
The big jewfish may be the one illustrated in our Flor-

ida Supplement of Jan. 9, 1890, or the black grouper of
Dr. Gjode's "American Fishes," page 47. Both of these
are giants and both are called jewfish; but the latter has
the spiny back fin very high, the longest spine nearly
one-half as long as the head, while the former, as shown
in FoKEST AND Stream, has very low spines, less than
one-sixth as long as the head. The colors are very differ-

ent, too, at all ages. Perhaps Mr. Peter will tell us which
of the tvs'O is found at Corpus Christi.

Another source of amusement in Texas waters is the
great spotted ray or calico fish, which we think must be
the bishop ray. A specimen of this fish weighing 347lbs.
was taken in Aransas Bay, June 14; its tail was 13ft. long
and its disk 64ft. wide.
The leaping powers of the tarpon were forcibly illus-

trated in Aransas Bay, when a 5-foot fish boarded the
pleasure boat Alice, flounced into the cabin to the great
detriment of thf glasawai'e, returned to the deck in a few
awkward somersaults, and then escaped overboard before
its mad progress could be stopped. How a similar feat
was performed in King's Channel was graphically told
by E. M. Bryant in the Corpus Christi Caller, June 18:

"Capt. Tom Roberts's adventure with the tarpon on
board the yacht Alice recalls to mind a similar exiierienoe
of myself and two other Mustang Islanders some years
ago, that was rendered all the more thrilling on account
of my enfeebled condition, I being an invalid at the
time and so weak that 1 could scarcely stand. I took
passage for Padre Island on the old schooner Highland,
bound down Corpus Christi Channel.
"Nearing the quarantine station we entered (close-

hauled on the wind) a tortuous narrow cut known as
'King's Channel.' Just then I was standing near the
oompanionway, watching the schooner's course, steady-
ing my weak body by holding on to themainboom, when
all of a sudden a monster tarpon came on board, slightly
grazing my left shoulder, turning me half round with,
the velocity of the touch, and nearly throwing me over-
board. Striking the starboard side of the cabin with
great force, the glancing blow launched the tarpon
swiftly forward, where he brought up against the star-

board hatch combing. My brother, Martin Bryant,
immediately seized a hand spike and engaged the tarpon
in battle.

"Capt, Jas. Grant, Sr., being closely occupied steering
the vessel, took no part in the spirited action, while my
weak condition rendered me a non-combatant. The vio-
lent struggles of the fish threw him into the hold down
the hatchway, where he was speedily dispatched. He
measured over 8ft., and his large silvery scales surpassed
in size and brilliancy a brand new silver dollai\ Hia
scales were secured hj Mr. Peter Benson, the quarantine
officer, and are, I believe, still possessed by his good lady
in Corpus Christi as a relic of tne adventure."]
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PIKE COUNTY STREAMS.
The sketch of "Tom's Creek," in Forust a.n.d Stream

of June 23 is locally interesting, says the Port Jervis
Oazette, but the writer is all wrong in saying, or intimat-
ing, that trout fishing in the brooks of Pike county is not
as good now as heretofoi-e. There is no better trout fish-

ing in the streams of any part of Pennsylvania, or any
other State in the Union, than there is, this year, in those
of our neighboring county of Pike. The writer hereof
has had ample opportunity, during a number of weeks
past, to see and experience proofs irrefragable that as
many of the "speckled beauties" have been caught in the
streams of Pike county, this seasou, as there have been
for manj' years past, within a like number of weeks,
He has been there and has seen and tasted the lovely
trout, from time to time, and seen the "catches" of friends,
during the season, -as in former seasons, and knows
whereof he affirms.

Several times this season has Forest and Stream pub-
lished paragraphs and letters in which it has been asserted
that trout fishing is not as good in Pike county this
season as heretofore, and we hoije that this excellent
sporting journal will permit us to convince it of its error
and that it will hereafter do justice to that favorite resort
of fishermen and hunters.
We fully concur with the Forest and Stream con-

tributor in what he says in praise of Mr. Fauchere's
inimitable cooking of trout and of his excellent dinners.
Mr. Fauchere has few, if any, peers ia his line in these
parts, pr anywhere else for that matter. And we cordially
agree with our lively sportina: contemporary in all its

praises of the charms of the Upper Delaware Valley—its

fine drives and beautiful birds, lovely scenery, etc. But
w(i object to our esteemed contemporary's disparagement
of the trout fishing in Pike county, or its intimations that
such fishing is not as good there as formerly, and we hope
that popular paper will publicly acknowledge its error
in this respect.

We are not certain who "Harry Hudson" is, but we
Fuspect that he is our friend, Russel Headley, Eiq., of
Newburg. a,nd that his friends, "John" and "Mac" are
John W. J.yons, Esq,, of Port Jervis, and Norman Mac-
lean, Esq., late of Godetlroy, now residing temporarily
in British India and amusing himself in the cultivation
of coffee.

SALE OF TROUT IN CLOSE SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice Mr. A. C, Collins of Hartford, Conn., has

criticised my paper read before the American Fisheries
Society in reference to Connecticut, having modified her
law in relation to the sal& of artificially raised trout. I
give the law as furnished me by my Connecticut at-
torney:

Sec, '-im. Revlsecl Statute of 1888 of Connecticut. Every person
who shall catch any brook troiu except witli a hook and line, or
shall sell, expose for salH, purchaBe, catch, or have in his posses-
sion any trout except from the first f!<tv of April to tlif; first day
of July, shall he fined not more than §30, or imprisoned not more
than thirty days or both; provided that any person may take
trout in waters owned by him, for the purpose of RtockiuK other
waters or take and sell any truut reared in such waters.

If the above is correct I think our friend will have his
hands full in preventing the sale of cultivated trout in
Connecticut at any season of the year, either dead or
alive. If I have been misinformed T shall be happy to be
set right in the matter.

I think our friend can find little consolation in the
o|)inion of Chief Justice Shaw and others of the U. S.
Supreme Court, which he has cited, for it must be ac-
knowledged by every fair-minded man that the public
would be greatly benefited to have 500, 000 lbs. of brook
trout raised annually and sold in the markets as a food
product after Jan. IS, thirty days after the spawning
season has passed, and all objections that have been
raised are purely sentimental, or as one sportsman ex-
pressed himself to me, that he did not want any trout
sold in the market before the opening day, as it would
take the romance from trout fishing. The estimated
500,0001bs, of trout to be raised annually in Massachusetts
or Connecticut is certainly a large amount; but it is
within the possibilities to do. I know of facilities in this
town for raising lOO.OOOlbs., and in what are now waste
wa,terg, not yielding 501 bs. of trout yearly.
Trout raising is to-day in its infancy, and only asks for

a fair chance to become an important industry in many
of the States. W. L. Gilbert,
Plymouth, Mass., July a.

I

OHIO RIVER MASCALONGE.
Editor Forest and Stream;
At lastlam ableto exclaim with Archimedes, "Eurekal"

For nearly ten. years I have been tryina: to obtain a speci-
m< n of the mascalonge of the Ohio River basin, locally
known as "pike," and have only recently succeeded in
getting one through the zealous exertions of Mr. J, H.
Newton, of Newark, O., a member of the Ohio Fish Com-
mission.
Early last April I had a conversation with Mr. Newton

on the subject, and he promised to use his best endeavors
to secure a specimen. He was more successful than I
dared hope for after the repeated failures on the part of
others.
In the latter part of April Mr. Newton and Mr. Chas.

Heipley, of Newark, proceeded to the mouth of Wills
Creek on the Muskingum River, where they met. by pre-
vious arrangement, Messrs. John P. and Claude Sturtz,
of Adamsville, all of whom were experienced anglers.
After a day's fishing on the part of the four gentlemen,
Mr, John P. Sturtz had the good luck to hook and land a
tine mascalonge,

Mr, Newton packed it in ice and shipped it to me at
Washington, where a mold and cast were made of it for
the World's Pair. It measured 43in. in length and
weighed 18lbs. In coloration it could not be distinguished
from the typical St. Liwrence River mascalonge. Its back
was dark olive green, a little lighter on the sides, and the
belly of porcelain whiteness. The body and fins were
marked by numerous dark, roundish spots, almost black,

I had previously seen the heads of some half dozen
mascalonge of the Ohio Valley, and expected that the
coloration would be similar to that of the same species in
the upper Mississippi, or northern Michigan, that is, of
almost uniform grayish green, and without the charac-
teristic and well defined black snots usually seen in Sfc.

Lawrence River examples. James A. Henshall.

Susquehanna River Fishing.
_Mr. W. L. Powell informs us that fishing in the

vicinity of Harrisburg, Pa. , has not been very good on
account of continuous high and muddy waters, but a
good many fish have been caught at Newport. Fish ap-
pear to be plentiful about Harrisburg, but the conditions
are unfavorable for catching them. There has been a
good deal of agitation, writes Mr, Powell, regarding the
propagation of the rainbow trout; he assures us that a
great many Pennsylvania streams have been successfully
stocked with this species. In one stream to which he has
given particular attention, and in which only mature fish
were planted, a good many small ones, five or six inches
long, are now being caught, which demonstrates the fact
very forcibly that they will thrive in some of the waters
of the State.

The Yankee Fish Hook.
Thk "Yankee" fish hook, advertised elsewhere in our columns,

although only put upon the market a few months, has already
achieved n great, success. From trout streams and mountain
lakes, as well as from tide waters and the deep sefi, come reports
of iTj^ achievements, and it is safe to say that no more practical
or effec(,ive devjce for fillin? the angler's basket has ever been
invented. The fact that it is endorsed hymen who earn their
daily bread by fishing is the strongest possible l ecommendation,
but If further proof is wanted the reader is advised to send to the
manufacturers for sample hooks and become convinced of their
merits by personal experience.—^du.

EASTERN FISH IN CALIFORNIA.
Wk are indebted to Hon. Marshall McDonald for permis-

sion to publish the following extracts from a letter ad-
dressed to him May 16, by Mr. Ramon E. Wilson, secretary
of the California Pish Commission, about the progress of
landlocked salmon, brook trout and other fish introduced
from the East.
The landlocked salmon at the Bear Valley Station "seem

t'^ be doing well, and the loss is exceedingly small, but the
fry do not seem to grow very fast. They have not yet com
menced to take food given to them, although the sac has
left them for some time. We intend to put them into a
small lake from which we will be able to take them for
distribution."
The Country Club planted some brook trout "in one of its

lakes ODO year ago last month. The club received from Mr.
Mills, Pish Commssioner of Nevada, 14,000 fry. Nothing
was heard of them after they were planted until last month,

-~— caugh„ ,....^,.,„..ufs
13in. .Hnd weighing from 13 fo 14oz. There is no mistake
that the fish caught were the ones planted, as before the
planting there were no fish of any kind in the lake. The
females are fuU of spawn, as large as No. 6 shot, and from
present appearances it would seem as if they would spawn
late in August or in the first part of September. We have
had excellent luck with t,he .spawn taken from Nevada and
have distributed about 3,000 foiiUiialix. most of them in the
streams on the coast. Ir is an experiment and we are afraid
they will find their way to the sea and not return.
"We are now taking spawn of the rainbow, and up to date

have secured about 500,000 eggs, aud hope to raise this to
1,500,000 or even more.
"It has been reported to us that lobsters, which were

planted here some years ago, have recently been caught in
Monterey Bay. We are now at work trying to confirm the
story.
"Our striped bass are increasing wonderfully. One was

netted recently weighing 351 bs. Many experiments have
been made, especially recently by, skillftil sportsmen to take
them with book and line, but thus far without success."
The growth of the brook trout above referred to is certainly

remarkable, and probably cannot be equalled in Eastern
waters; the average weight of yearlings under domestication
is only about ;3oz.

The .spawning season of the rainbow trout mentioned
above is later than usual, on the McCloud River the season
usually closed before May 1

.

Eugene Gr. Blackford, who was for nearly thirteen years
a member of the Commission of Fisheries of the State of New
York, and for a great part of that time president of the Com-
mission, is in the city, says the San Francisco Chronid.c.
Mr. Blackford, who is the largest wholesale fish dealer in the
Fulton Market, New Y'ork city, was appointed by Governor
Lucius Robinson, and he held office until Dec. 31, 1891, the
appointment of his successor, David Hackney, of Fort Plain,
N. Y., who is said to have acknowledged that he "did nob
know a sucker from an eel," being the last official act of
Governor Hill. Mr. Blackford has made a handsome for-
tune in the fish business, and he is now president of the
Bedford Bank, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. and a director in three or
four other financial institutions in New York and Brooklyn.
He has been making a tour of California, spending two or
three weeks in the sonthera part of the State, but for the
past week he has been in Sau Francisco. He leaves here in
a day or two for Portland, Seattle aud Tacoma. and on J\ine
6 he will sail on the steamer Qtteen from Tacoma on a totir
of Alaska,
Mr. Blackford is an enthusifist on the subject of fi.sh and

fishctdtitre. In conversation with a Chronicle reporter yes-
terday, he said: "During the week that I have been in this
city I have been getting up early and making a tour of your
wholesale fish markets at 5 or 5:30 in the morning. 1 did
that because I wanted to get a view of your fish when they
are fresh and before they are distributed to the retail trade,
and I have in that way seen a good many things that inter-
ested me.
"What did I see that most interested me? Shad. The

shad here not only interested but surprised me. Fifteen
years ago the United States Fish Commission procured from
New Y'ork and sent here 80,000 young fry less than half an
inch in length in charge of Seth Green. They were planted
in the Sacramento River and were the first shad ever seen
in Pacific waters. To-day I should s:iy, judging from the
price, that shad are more plentiful here than in the East.
Within the week the price has been one and a half to two
cents a pound wholesale for shad of an average weight of
five pounds. I have seen many shad here weighing twelve
pounds and one exceptionally large one weighing fifteen
pounds. Now I think that is remarkable when you con-
sider that the average \yeight of our Connecticut River shad
in the East is four and one-half pounds, and that the largest
of which there is any record is eleven pounds.
"Then, too, I would like to say a word about your striped

bass. Oaly nine years ago there was not a striped bass in
your waters. At that time I was president of the New Y^ork
Commission, and at the rf quest of the United States Com-
missioners I procured 1,500 small fry about one inch in
length. They were sent out her.e and planted, I think,
somewhere near the mouth of the Sacramento River. Now
I find them in your markets in such quantities that they are
sold as low as fifteen cents a pound. They would probably
bring a higher price if yoiu* people were as well acquainted
with the merits of the fish as we are in the East, where they
readily bring from thirty to forty cents a pound when the
supply is at all light

And right here I do not think that it is possible to give
too much credit to the United States Pish Commission, and
especially to the late Spencer F. Baird, who was so long at
its head. In the introduction of the shad and striped bass
alone they have given to the Pacific coast a food supply
which more than repays the whole expenditure of the Com-
mission since its establishment.
"How does the quality of the fi.sh here compare with the

sanie kind in the East.' That depends. I have eaten as fine
a piece of shad here in California as any that ever came out
of the Connecticut River; but I got it fresh from the water,
and it was handled and prepared aceordina: to my own
directions. The fish, however, as it generally comes to the
table of the consumer here is not in as good condition as we
get it in the East, and that, probably, is wh v, as a food, it is
not as popular here as it ought to be. Yes, I have heard
complaints that the meat of the shad here is soft and mealy
and that it has not that firmness which is its characteristic
in the East. The complaints are perhaps just, but the fault
does not lie with the fish but with the manner in which it is
handled. Perhaps it is the high price of ice, or perhaps the
unwise economy of those who control the wholesale trade
here which operates to prevent the fish reaching the con-
sumer in as good condition as it might and ought to. I
notice that little or no ice is used in your tish mar-
kets. Now, shad should be laid in fine ice as soon
as caught, and should be kept there until out on
the .stabs for sale to the consumer. It i.s the mo,<5t
tender-meated of all fish. The fish should be bandied as
tenderly as a baby and stacked up in boxes in the ice on their
backs, edgewise, so to speak. InstPad of that I see them
here slammed around and thrown into the boxes one ou top
of another, fiat side down aud in all sorts of confusion.
The result is that 'S^-'^''-- jc hvnken up and it reaches the
consumer soft aiSne thing that haSoQtjy ^[i-;^ ^.j^g ^.^p

Tacoma and Seattle, ^ gnjer the li e °ow setting in New
York a large portion o. , , from those places. The
first shipment we recei ;r ^ le year aud a half ago,
came m poor condition ".^"^^ ^^^J the business for a time,
but now we are getting T';'ng grour;f,pioad in improved re-
frigerator c^rp, and ifc d to be no aper and better than the
halibut from Gloucestens take t During the past winter,
up to the time I left Newb.e clea-Avelve carloads had reached
us from Seattle and Taci;,o ev-t>e carloads averaging 23,000
pounds including ice, or ak.;.Lit 12,000 net. The fish sells in
New York for about 15 cents a pouud wholesale."
Mr. Blackford concluded his remarks by reiterating his

belief that in its fish the Pa-cific coast had an inexhaustible
supply and that all that v care^seded to make our fish more
popular as food was more San'hxl handling by those Avbo
are engaged in the trade.— Francisco Chronicle, May :>4.

MINNESOTA PROTECTIVE WORK.
The Fish and Game ^''mmi.ssioners are again after

the law breakers, and the '^lillers and proprietors of dams
who have failed to comply with the requireoients of the
law providing for flshways over dams. A meeting of the
Cummission was held at the .State capitol yesterday fore-

haye become aware of the fact that yery few mill owners
have complied with the State law providing for the con-
struction of fish ways over dams. Their excuse has been
that the water has been too high to allow such work ou the
dams. The Commissioners are determined to have the
law obeyed and have instructed the game warden to see
that its provisions are complied with.
The game warden submitteil his report, covering a period

from Dec. 1 to May 1, During these' months he bad con-
ducted a number of prosecutions for illegal fishing and .shoot-
ing game out of season. In several instances the par-
ties were either fined or imprisoned. He called the Com-
mission's attention to the fact that the law was being
violated on Lake Pepin by parties usiing nets to catch fish.
The city markets are largely .supplied from this lake and
the amount of fish taken in the course of a year is some-
thing astounding.
The game warden said that he was unable to enforce the

law from the fact that the Wisconsin warden had failed to
co-operate with him in the enforcement of the law although
requested to do so. Whenever he had attempted to arrest
the poachers they would ci'oss to the Wisconsin side. Vice-
President Timberlake was ipsfcructed to communicate with
Gov. Merriam in reference to this matter, rtquesting the
Wisconsin authorities to assist in the enforcement of the
fish laws on that lake. The neglect of the Wisconsin game
warden to co-operate in this affair is regarded simply as an
oversight on the partof that official.

The committee appointa'- to confer with railroad officials
to secure their refusal to transport game and fish out of .sea-

son reported that the maj,grity of the lines had agreed to
this. They considered it i;. to their interest to preserve
the game and fish on acc.>'a£,: of the additional tEatfic they
received during the huntiu'g and fishing season. Petitions
were received asking that the lakes of the State be stocked
with small-mouthed bass, of which the Commission has a
large stock at the hatchery below St, Paul. The request of
the petitioners will be complied with.—St Paul Pioneer
Press.

F I XTU R E S.
eePG SHOWS.

Sept. 6 to 8.—.Second A othtl T)oa; Show of the-Haiiiilton Ivenael
Clab. at Flamilton, Car-p^,,„^\. D. Stewart, Pe^-'y.

Sept, li to 9.-Roebesr , el Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Dr. O.
S. Bambpr, Sec'y, Ought 1

Sept. 1;J to 15.—Four-feed whl Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition -trengthe^' Toronto, Canada. C. A.
Stone, Spc'v, ' ^
Sept. 19 to 22.-Thi'nce as tnai^g sj^^w of the Kingston Kennel

Club, at Kingston. C-fiti-aaa H. O. Biiee, Sec'y.
Sept. ;« to 2y.—Western Michieari Kennel Cluii. iit Grand Rapids

Mich. K. Dale Adams, Gi-alc&hurK, Mirlu, Superiatendent.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa, Can. Alfred fieddes, Sec'y.
Oct. So to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. B. L.

Marston, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
- Sept. •''v.—Manitoiia Field Trial.?, at Morris, Man. A, HoHoway,
Wiuuipp^g, Man., Sec'y,
Oct. 25.-Tliird Annual field Trials of the National BeBglei Club,

at Nanupt, N. y. Bench ahow of the club Oct. 21. H. Y. Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
JSov. 7.—International Field Trials Olub. third annual 1 rtalg, at

Chatham, Oot. Amateur Stake. Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8.
W. B. Well=, Sec'y,
Nov. 7.—United States Field Trial", at Elizabethtown, Ky, P.

T. Madisor, Indianapolis. Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New Ene-laad Field Trials, at AsEonet, Mass. Qeo. B.

Stick ney, Newburyport, MaHs., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.— Fou'tb Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H, BaU'd. Sec'y.
Nov. 13.—American Field Trial?, at Columbus, Ind. W. J, Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 3f.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, C.

W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov, 2S. -Philadelphia Kennel Olub Trials, aS High Pcjilit, ST. C.

F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. .5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Ool. Odell,

Sec'y.
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SPANIELS USED FOR FIELD SPORT.
[Continmi^ fmm Page SS.]

THE IBISH WATER 8PAKIKL.

The origin of the water spaniel has been a source of con-
siderable speculation, each variety having cliaracfceris-

tics foreign to the other kinds o£ spaniels, .and thore being
BO great resemblance between the three or four breeds of

water spaniels at one time found throughout England and
Ireland.

It is scarcely likely that the Spanish pirates, wbo occa-
sionally landed on the west coast of Ireland, had sporting
dogs with them, although sometimes the serenity oE things
generally and the attractions and hospitality granted to

them very frequently turned foraging expeditions into
friendly visits.

Besides the Irish vairieties of water spaniels did not arore

nearly reseiri hie spaniels of the orthodox kind, than those
found in if'nglaud. There wtm uo dog common to Ireland
that could be crossed witlj the land spaniel for the produc-
tion of a new variety, sncli as i Le present Irish water spaniel,

and hence there is no Hlti>rua(i\-e bnt to revert to the intro-
ductory remarls:s leaHrdlng the dilfereuce of type and char-
acter and the probable cause for such in the land spaniel.

If we look to those countries tlirough whicli the spaniel

passed before getting to England we find thnt there is a
curly water dog called the Earhet, which hfis many points
in cominoQ with the water spaniels. The first point of re-

semblance is the unkempt appearance. Then there is the
inclination to curl in coat, the same instinct and ovei power-
ing fondness for the water, and nue feels disposed to ask
wby there should have been any question as to the origin of
the'water spaniel. Still the two kinds are not entirely alike
and it may he asked how they became classed as spaniels?

The b?st explanation that can be g'veu to the former query
is that it does not require much imagination to conceive
that the Barbet and land spaniel together are responsible
for this multiplication of the spaniel family. As to the
latter question it may be remembered that the word spaniel
was at one time far" more conqsrehensive than it is at pres-

ent, and as in the case of the Clumbers, it did not require
the marriage of two of the same family, for the transmis-
sion of a name.
When there were three or four kinds of water spaniels

struggling for existence in Britain, Mr. MacCarthv took in

Land those more common to the south of Ireland, and suc-

ceeded in establishing a uniform variety, which is now the
only one worth V of attention.
Mr. Justin McCarthy was very much

attached to bis kennel of water spaniels,

and nearly fifty years ago had so far
succeeded in securing a sporting dog
suitable for the boggy districts, whose
liking for the water, hardihood, hunting
instinct, and intelligence of no ordinary
nature, were just as essential as the
foundation, as retrieving and other
pioints were necessary accomplishments.
In striving for the production of a

strain unrivaled in these respects, he did
not overlook uniformity, and he was
soon able to insure a dog, about 22in.

at shoulder, with a thick ^ set sturdy
build, supported by legs as straight as
gun barrels, and larger than other dogs
of his size, a coat of a dark liver, with a
short curl, not exactly like the negro's
head or that seen on one kind of French
poodle, nor yet similar to the tagging
of the other variety, but more of a
crinkle. The ears were pendulous and
rather well feathered like other spaniels,
but not excessively so, like the poodle.
The feet were webbed to the fttllest

extent, and the tail a few inches from
the stern, was not covered with more
than sufficent hair to cover the skin, and
tapered to a fine point. Tne face and
the front part of hind legs were simply
covered with short hair, and as the eyes
were a bright amber color, the McCarthy
spaniel presented almost a grotesque ap-
pearance, but sportsmen of those days
were sportsmen indeed, and though they
were ever admirers of beauty, it was
utility which they chiefly secured in
adopting this strain, that soon proved
its fitness to survive.
Some of the chief patrons of the breed

were Capt. Edward Montresor. Mr. J. S.
Skidmore, Sir W. Verner, Mr. Tallico
Macarthy, Mr. J. M. O'Neil, Dr. Tuffnel,
Capt. Keyes, Mr. Tollemache, Sir H.
Mark, Lieut. Cole, Sir H. Massey, Mr.
Philip Hill and the Earl of Howth.
After a time there was an attempt to

improve this dog to make him more at-

tractive for bench show puipoces, when
a cross with the French poodle was
tried, which resulted in what might
have been expected in attempting to cari-
cature the grotesque. It soon became necessary that the coat
should be ragged, and unless there was the necessary amount
of poodle blood this was unnatural, and could only be imi-
tated bj' allowing the growth of coat to remain, till at last
vermin collected, and as exhibitors dared not clean their
dogs properly without risk of spoiling their chances at the
shows, it became an evil which the Spaniel Club of England
was asked to remedy, and as Colonel the Honorable Le Poer-
Trench championed the cause, matters have been much im-
proved.
To detect the poodle cross it is only necessary to examine

the parts which should only be covered with short hair, for
unless the dogs are tampered with they are found to be
about evenly covered on the front legs, which is not right;
to be thickly covered on the front part of the hind legs, and
less clean on the tail and face are also wrong, besides the
eyes are often a dark hazel instead of an amber.
The Irish w'ater spaniel, like all kinds of spaniels, is an

excellent general purpose dog, good on all kinds of game,
all conditions of land, whether in marsh or upland. He is,

par excellence, a duck dog and a retriever, and in sport or
as a companion, he is very sagacious and obedient. It is

not surprising that in a country like America his usefulness
should .soon be appreciated, and there is no doubt that asthe
Eastern States get "cleaned up" and sportsmen have to
seek other grounds, a still greater value will be attached to
this variety of the spaniel family.

shows a few years since. She was of course a great pet and
fancied herself entitled to all the luxtiries of this life. We

Ghampio-\ :ifi725).

had a fox-terrier, unknown to fame, still none the less a pet.

Sunny mornings in winter, because of a sunbeam that came
through the curtain.s on a certain spot on the hearth nip, the
sitting room was a favorite lounging lAme for the dogs, and

puppies should be as near as possible of the age of those to
be adopted. In treating of diseases of the respiratory organs
the Doctor recommends at the moment of chill, among other
things, an ounce of whisky; this we should say is too much,
and would very likely cause vomiting. Tn treating the dis-
eases of the genital orgai^s the author might have men-
tioned chronic balanitis, a common affection accompanied
by a constant slight discharge from the sheath.
Regarding rabies, Dr.Mills omits thefirst and an important

synis)toni—loss of appetite. In diseases of the skin several
prescriptions for ointments are given, two of which contain
morph. sulph.; but we should question the advisability of
their being freely applied. Ointments containing morphia
should be very sparingly applied. In .speaking of the causes
of rickets, the author upholds the heredity theory, bnt this
is far from being the generally accex)ted cause; it is largely
a matter of diet, and to be cured by dieting. Regarding dis-
temper. Dr. Mills remarks that the rii.sease is apt to break
out in kennels during wet or cold, or during muggy weather.
T'hi.s weather has little if anything to do with it, no,matter
what the weather is distemper will not break out in akeunel
unless the eoutaginn has been carried there by some means
ui other, in dealing with anaesthesia, the author asserts
that "dogs are extremely lialde to die under chloroform—so
much so that it may he laid down, as a rule, that its adminis-
tration is contra-indicated." This position we beg to ques-
tion, <3ur experience has been that dogs nve not so ex-
tremely liable to die under this ana'sthetic, but rather the
opposite. It is preferable to ether, as the latter is more ir-
ritating and aiso causes more struggling before an;esthesia
takes i)lact\ We quite agree that both should only be ad-
ministered by an expert. There is little else to criticise in
the work. Most of the principal diseases are accompanied
by illustrations showing the parts under discussion.
Altogether, the illustrations of the different breeds of dogs
are better than anything that we have yet seen in any sim-
ilar bonk as they represent dogs that are now winning on the
bench cither in England or this country, and of course go
far to enhance the appearance of the book. Altogether the
work is one of great use to the breeder and the vetei-inary
student, and one that should find a place in every dog man's
kennel shelf and library. The price is $3.25.

HTJ NTING DOG-S, when they grow old, become rheumatic,
or at least debilitated with pains. We know, too, that they
crave heat, and get as near the fire as possible—a craving
which increases as they grow older. One such dog, older
than the others, and slower in getting into the lodge on re-
turning from the hunt, was often crowded away from the
fire by the other livelier dogs getting all the best places
before him. Finding himself thus turned out in the cold, he
would dash toward the door barking, when the others, sup-
posing it was an alarm, would rirsh away too, while the old
rheumatic went to the fire and selected a"place to suit him.—
Revue Soientific. A similar experience occurs to us on read-
ing theabove. Toy spaniel fanciers will remember Duchess,
fhat capital little Blenheim spaniel that went the round of

Champion Harp (K. C. S. B. 3S578), A^tke .\ Dive.

the Duchess usually appropriated this sunny foot of space
for herself. The fox-terrier also had an eye to its soothing
influences, and should he by chance be first on the spot and
Duchess find him there, she would walk round him a few
times pretending not to notice him, when all of a sudden
she would rush to the front door, barking vociferously until
Dick came out to see what was up. Then the Duchess
trotted cjuietly back to the sunbeam, and it would have
taken two fox-terriers and a host of possible beggars or
tramps to fool her out of the vantage ground. This did not
happen once, but many times, and the terrier never seemed
to grasp the situation.

"THE DOG IN HEALTH AND IN DISEASE."
This is the title of Dr. Wesley Mills's new work. In

this book the author explains that for the student or
breeder to form a correct idea of treatment in disease they
should have a knowledge of the dog in health, and to this
end he deals vpry extensively and minutely with the stand-
ards of the different breeds of dogs and explains all their
physiological characteristics. The standards of nearly
every breed of dog are given wdth intelligent explanations.
From this the author passes to the care and management of
dogs in health, breeding, rearing, and in fact everything
that pertains to the dog from puppyhood to old age.
In describing the different diseases the dog is heir to, the

Doctor has treated the subject very elaborately, but at the
same time more with the view of it:^ being a "guide to the
breeder rather than the students of veterinary surgery.
In glancing cursorily through the work there are several

points in which we would differ from the Doctor in general
treatment. On page 143 Dr. Mills says the bitch may be
washed the first week after whelping, but even "if all goes
well" we should say this is risky, especially with long-
haired dogs. In dealing with foster mothers the author
hardly lays sufficient stress on the foster mother being
healthy; attention should be drawn to the fact that she
must be free from mange a'nd distemper, and there should
be no risks of her carrying the contagion to the latter.
There is no mention made of cats as foster mothers. They
are very useful, especially for the smaller breeds of dogs.
Attention should also be drawn to the fact that the fester's

JUDGE, REPORTER, EDITOR. SUPERINTENDENT
EcUtor Forest and SWeam:
"And still the wonder grew that one small head could

carry all he knew."
The quotation rises unbidden to the

lips as we regard the fourfold combi-
nation in our title and see one fallible
mortal attempt to fill all these oflices.

There is much discu.ssion now in the
papers anent shows, so it may be a
good time to toucli on what is a
veritable abuse of office, an anomaly,
almost an impossibility.
The judge's work needs no detailed

explanation. His reasonable knowl
edge of the classes under his charge is

a foregone conclusion— or should be.
The reporter's province is simple, if he
will let it be what it should, but he
is apt to complicate it by acting critic
alsn, and in place of giving us an intel-
ligible account of the awards, and de-
scription of the dogs and their sur-
roundings, he makes himself a judge
of the judges and stabs with his pen
their "mistake.s," knowledge of which
too often he gleans from disappointed
exhibitors or interested spectators.
How else should the reporter know

them unletis he be a man learned in
all classes of dogs, thoroughly posted
on "points" of the possible forty nreeds
represented at a large show? By the
time he has accumulated all that knowl-
edge his span of life must have .stretched
info one longer than that usually rep-
resented by the brisk knights of the pen
whom we see about the judging rings.

But never mind knowledge, let us be
critics, say they; so the confiding public
is bewildered to learn that the beau-
teous bulldogs it has admired as first

prize winners are unworthy of notice
and that quite the worst pointers have
been given the best places. If Cato is

present in the catalogue, though absent
from the exhibition, it sometimes bap-
pens to that happy canine to be de-
scribed and criticised all the same,
while the catchy word, the meaning-
less phrase, does duty repeatedly, until
we wonder why "well-defined" applies
to a St. Bernard's skull as well as to a
ring on a turtle's back or a limit of a
boundary fence.

If the reporter has also acted as judge
it is hardly in human nature not to

exalt his own awards, if not to decry those of other judges.
When he is judge, reporter and editor altogether the climax
is reached and he must be a remarkable"""all-round" man
who can fairly, intelligently and ably conduct himself in
the affairs of each.
To bo judge and superintendent at once demands the im-

possible and in the effort to achieve it disaster must ensue
somewhere. To perform two different sets of duties at the
same time, to be in two places at once, to do and itndo simul-
taneously, he must be more than mortal who succeeds in
this.

The club so poor as not to afford a superintendent to
superintend and nothing else may presently find none so
poor as to do it reverence.
Who points out failings should at least suggest a remedy,

Some aids to present ills maybe in having each judge write
his own report of his classes briefly, but explaining difficult
decisions as space allows, and noting good and bad points
for the instruction of the inquiring reader. Signed with
his name it carries the weight of the writer's character,
That this adds to his labors is true, but it would be worth

its cost in many ways. Let the reporter report, and also
sign his articles, that the public may know of his knowledge
and write, or not write, him down a Dogberry.
And when the critic sharpens his pen and attacks the

error or misjudgment that stirs his reason r'itherthan his
personal feeling, let him too name his own name, that his
criticism may stand in full strength, audit "offien.?e be took"
it may be in the right quarter. Obsekveb.

The Sheffield (Eng.) show is said to have been a great suc-
cess. Many of the best known dogs were on hand." The en-
tries numbered 1.053,an increafie of 277 over the last show held
in the "Cutlery" town in 1885. Mr. James Mortimer was
present and we are pleased to hear that Mr. George Helle-
well, the well known and deservedly popular English judge,
had so far recovered from his severe illness as to take part in
the judging. Among the specials given was one for the
"fattest fox-terrier." This is a novelty and hardly one to
be encouraged. It waa won by a poor brute that cottld
scarcely toddle.
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FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—Mr. Mercer in last issue of Forest and

Stream seems to doubt the correctuess of the cause I as-
signed for Mr. Mlddleton's resignation as a member of the
'Ottawa committee. The following letter should satisfy him:
"Ottawa, June 7.—H. B. Donovan, Esq., Sec'y C.'K. C,
Toronto; Dear Sir—Mr. W. H. Middleton has tendered his
resignation as a member of our bench show committee, and
at a meeting held Friday afternoon it was laid over until
an answer bad been received from the 0. K. C. executive as
to whether the disqualification of his partner, Mr. Mei-cer,
affected him. I have been instructed by the conamittee
to say that in their opinion Mr. Middleton knew nothing
whatever of the Little affair and that it vpas done without
bis knowledge or consent. Will yeu kiudlj^ bring the mat-
ter up at the next meetintr and let me know the decision.
Yours truly, ALFRED G-eddes, See'y." Is further proof
necessary.!'

A bench show will be held at Winnipeg, Me.. July 25 to
29. The following classification is provided: First prize of
$5 to both dogs and bitches in mastiffs, St. Bernards (rough
and smooth), Newfoundlands, pointers, English setters,

Irish setters, G-ordon setters and collies. In thefollowng
dogs and bitches have to compete together for one prize of
$5: Great Danes, greyhounds, deerhounds, cocker spaniels,
retrievers (smooth and curly), bulldogs, pugs, fox-terriers
(smooth or wire) and toys. A prize of $5 is offered for the
best kennel of foxh': unds, not less than two couples; diploma
for best kennel of sporting dogs (either setters, pointers or
retrievers), also diploma for kennel of non-sporting dogs.
Entrance fee is but 50 cents and judging commences Tues-
day, July 26. The name of the .iudge is not announced.
The show will not be held under kennel club rules. More's
the pity!

A resolution on the books of the C. K. C. says that a mail
rote of the executive committee shall be taken when re-

quested and necessary. This is being done for the first time
in the case of clashing of dates of Kingston and Montreal
shows. The voters are asked, in a circular sent out by the
secretary, to vote yes or no as to whether Kingston or Mon-
treal should have the dates claimed, or both hold a show the
same Aveek under C. K. C. rules.

I had a long interview with Prof. Wm. Saunders, com-
missioner for the Dominion to the World's Fair. I went into
matters pretty fully with him regarding Canadian dogs at
the fair, and one re'sult, I am glad to say, is that the Do-
minion government will bear the expense of the $1.50 entry
fee on all dogs sent from Canada. A knotty point is the
selection of fitting representatives of each breed—as the
commission desire quality much more than quantity. This
selection will probahly be referred to the C. K. C, and that
body will be asked to propose a plan whereby representa-
tive exhibits may be selected by competent men from all

over Canada, though it is probable the entry will be largely
if not entirely confined to Ontario and Quebec.

Mr, H, W. Fores, Toronto, leaves for San Francisco this
month to occupy a position in the Western Assurance Com-
pany, with which corporation he is identified. He takes a
brace of his fox-terriers with him, the dog Pickles, a winner
here, and the brood bitch Kismeth,

A meeting of the executive committee of the Canadian
Kennel Club will be held here at the Queen's Hotel on July
8 at 8 P. M.

At a meeting of the Toronto Kennel Club, held June 29.

it was decided^ to apply for incorporation to the local gov-
ernment. A club room will be rented in a new uptown
building to be ready in August, a "Question and suggestion
box" inaugurated, etc. The subject for debate at the next
meeting Avill be: "Resolved, That the dog is more de-
serving of admiration than the horse." A lively ti me is ex-

Jiected. H. B. DONOVAN.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, July 2.—In the past few weeks there have been

several ca.ses reported in the daily papers here of mad dogs,
dog bites and hydrophobia, newspapers apparently develop-
ing epidemics quite as much as communities of individuals,
the Chicago daily papers having at present the mad dog
scare. Not that it requires a real and genuinely mad dog to
serve for the basis of a sensation—a dog in a fit; a dog so
teased that be becomes angry or bites to defend himself; a
dog in ill temper—any of these furnishes ample material tor
the reporter in search of a sensation. As to whether the
dogs are mad or not, the reporter does not care. To simply
write that John Smith's son was bitten by a dog would be
onl3' of local interest; but to publish that John Smith's son
was bitten by a rabid dog which was last seen running up
the street biting at people and horses promiscuously com-
mands the earnest attention of everybody. The particulars
are generally collected from people who know nothing what-
ever of the symptoms of rabies, or the symptoms of any dis-

ease which afflicts the dog, and no small part is collected
from hearsay.
The following is taken from a Chicago daily paper of June

30 and refers to a recent event of the kind iinder considera-
tion: "The Cook county hospital authorities have not yet
decided whether or not the case of Jo.seph Schwager, who
was bitten by a dog some weeks ago and died in terrible

agony, was really one of hydrophobia. A post-mortem has
been held, but no satisfactory conclusion could be reached
from it. 'In order to settle the question,' said one of the
hospital authorities, 'it has been determined to inoculate
some rabbits with vims from the body of the dead man.
If he really suffered from hydrophobia the poison will get
in its work and in fifteen or sixteen days the rabbits will un-
mistakably show the evidences of the disease.'

"

While the uninformed spectator feels competent to diag-
nose the case of any dog at a glance, the skilled physicians
can only determine the matter by the most elaborate tests.

I once saw a dog running about blindly and wildly, on
Madison street, this city, he having just recovered from the
worst stages of a fit. His jaws were frothy, eyes wild and
actions unnatural. He ran in erratic lines to and fro in the
street. A crowd soon gathered, the cry of "mad dog" was
raised, missiles were thrown at him and excitement was
general. In his sickness and bewilderment he ran under a
passing street car and was crushed to death—a lamentable
ending, but perhaps more merciful than the policeman's
club or UQcertain bullets. The event was considered a lucky
ending of a mad dog, yet the dog was not mad.

The Pearl of Pekin—Chicopee Lass case appears to drift

further away from final action, and to become more compli-
cated as time passes. There is a lamentable want of back-
bone displayed by the committee, as well as tiresome pro-
crastination. Either Pearl of Pekin was run over or was
not; yet, after nearly nine months have passed and after pro-
found official evasion of the matter, the case is more com-
plicated than at first, and still unsettled.
Mr. Bartels' letter of last week shows a remarkable phase

of the case. It would seem that an executive officer of the
club, if he performed his duty properly, would devote his
energies and influence to the welfare of the club; and that
he would in particular, in his official capacity, do his duty
conscientiously as such officer. According to the quotation
by Mr. Bartels from Mr. Lowe's letter, the latter gentleman
being a member of the executive committee, the main idea

pervading the letter was not so much an answer to Mr.
Bartels' inquiry as it was an earnest effort to suppress every-
thing pertaining tn the matter till it could appear in his
favorite journal. He sacrificed his duty as an officer to
further a personal motive. His duty to his club, to the
parties directly at interest and to the public from whom the-
club must look for its support and success, required that
he should make the matter public through all the recog-
nized channels, instead of suppressing it for weeks to ac-
complish a personal favoritism entirely apart from the issue
and from his official capacity.
Will such a policy develop the coursing interests at large

and in the best manner?
Is an officer of the executive committee supposed to carry

his personal likes and dislikes into the club's affairs, and
give them prominence over important club business?
The whole course of the executive committee in this mat-

has been one of shilly-shallying inefficiency and evasion.
Not that there are not able men on the committee, but that
in respect to this matter they have not acted. They are
able men, for they are quite as able not to act as to act if it

so plea?es them.
The whole matter should have been settled within a day

after the close of the meeting. So far as the executive coni-
mittee is concerned, that committee's special strong point
appears to be in referring the matter to some one else.

B. Waters.

DOGS AND DOG SHOWS IN ENGLAND.
The intei-viewer is said to be an essentially American pro-

duction, but has also now become a necessary adjunct to
journalism on the other side^ and Stocli-Kecper, with its
usual enterprise, succeeded imnterviewing Mr. Mortimer as
to how things dogly .strike him in old England. The scene
was the Harlow show in Essex. After the usual taffy the
writer gets down to business, and as Mr. Mortimer is gener-
ally credited with a level head, his remarks on the English
side of the question may be of interest. After touching on
the duties on dogs exported to this country, and expressing
the conviction that the A.K.C. will still be able to have
the restrictions materially modified, Mr. Mortimer was
asked what he thought of English shows, and we are glad to
see that in the case" of the Kennel Club show he gives good
advice, for instead of having the sporting appliances on the
ground floor and the dogs upstairs, he would have reversed
the order of things and so done away with "all the tramping
upstairs" and the dogs have been more comfortable.
The manager of the New York show ahso gave them a

wrinkle on getting the piiblic up to show fever heat through
the aid of the daily pi-ess, which we well know over here can
pretty well make or mar a show. Asked as to his opinion of
the English dogs at the shows he had attended, he remarked,
"What has struck me so far are the laj-ge classes of collies
and fox-terriers you have here, and the St. Bernards are also
good, and bob-tail sheepdogs wonderfully so; indeed, I don't
think they have yet seen anything like them over with us.
We have so many of the lurcher type, you know." This
remark may not have been quite as Mr. Mortimer put it, as
a bob-tail of any description is a rarity at our shows nowa-
days.
About sporting dogs in England, he said:

"I have seen some very good ones of those since I've been
over, and I think they are ahead of ours by a long way; that
is to say, they are a more even lot than we have."
"How do you, as an old pointer man, like champion Sad-

dlebags?"
"Well, I have seen him before, you know, when I was

over in the Jubilee year. Of course he was got byNaso of
Upton, a son of Naso of Kippen, whom we had over in our
kennels when I was at the Westminster Keunel Club. 1

I think Saddlebags a grand dog, and a better pointer than
Graphic ever was, and I tell you why. You see, he has a
better loin, and he beats Graphic in hindquarters, stern
and carriage of stern."
"And any others?"
"Oh, yes! You have several others excelling in character,

legs and feet. Devonshire Nero is another one I thought a
very good little dog."
How did you like the Gordon setters at the Hall ?"

We could a few years back have showed as good a lot in
America, but they are getting them too coarse now, and
breeders there could with advantage take a leaf out of Mr.
Chapman's book, for I see he is getting a lot of quality in
them."
"And the Irish setters:-^"

"Well, I thought several of them very small, which I
fancy is to be regretted, although there were some excep-
tions, and I liked the winning dog." (Harlech.)
"And how do our setters compare?"
"Well, you see, it is like this; our setters are so mixed up

in America. They—the Americans—pay more attention to
.shoulders, legs, feet, and style than they do to coat in Eng-
land. The Llewellyn setters have iiroved themselves ex-
cellent dogs in the field, and that is the reason they are so
very popular with us."
"And in judging them?"
"To tell you the truth, our great trouble is that we have a

job to make our judges understand they are judging ac-
cording to a standard. They often lose sight of this fact
altogether, for they have seen the dogs work in the field, or
know they are good ones there, and therefore become
prejudiced,"
"Our fox-terriers, what do you think of them?"
"I think they have improved vastly, so far as I can see

since I was over last. There are more good ones about, and
they certainly appear workmen, too. I fancy they are on
the' leg more, but shoulders, fronts, legs, feet, a7id heads
have come on greatly. Most of them, however, are inclined
to be leggy, but that good and real terrier head is coming
back again, and breeders are to be congratulated."
"Have you any shows like this—Harlow?"
"Oh, yes! Of course we call them fairs, and dogs are

being gradually taken in as one of the attractions, not only
in America, but Canada. It's growing at a great rate, I can
tell you."
And then we are told a little news about Mrs. Mortimer,

who it seems takes a great interest in Sealyham terriers,
those game little dogs from South Wales that Captain
Edwards makes a specialty of. Mrs. Mortimer came from
Fishguard, Pembrokeshire, which is near the old mansion
of Sealyham, and the least Mr. Mortimer can do now is to
bring a "Sealyham" back with him and incidentally allow
Americans to see what they are like. Mr. Moi'timer after-
ward was to -spend some time iu Devonshire among the
jointers ©f that famed county, and from there intended to
;ake in the Sheffield show, -which took place June 22 and 23.

DOGMATICS OF DOGDOM.
Many dogs work well regardless of any standard.

Dogs differ from men and mules in that they are not
kickers. —§—
Some men never discover how pretty, intelligent and well

bred your dog is till they want to borrow him.

What does blue Mood fiiean as applied to a dog?

Some people will blame a dog for barking all night with-
out reason, yet the same people will thxxmp a piano all night
regardless of the dog's feelings.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
A MEETING of the board of governors of the New England

Field Trial Club was held at 266 Washington street, Boston
Mass., Tuesday, June 28, at 2 P. M., president W. A. Power
iu the chair. Present, Messrs. Power, Hayward, Lovell
Tucker, Wells and Osborne.

'

In the absencsof the secretary Mr. Lovell was appointed
secretary pro tem. Minutes of last meeting read and ap-
proved.
Chairman Hayward for the committee on judges reoorfced

the formal acceptance of Messrs. N. Wallace, of Farming-
ton^Coun., and Washington A. Coster, of Saratoga Springs,

This report was accepted.
The report of the committee on advertising was accepted.

Mr. A. M. Tucker, for the committee on game, reported pro-
gress. The resignation of Mr. G-eorge E. Sticknev, as secre-
tary, was read, and on motion accepted. Voted to proceed
to ballot for Secretary to fill the vacancy caused by Mr.
Stickney's resignation. Ballots were cast and counted, re-
sulting in the unanimous election of Mr. E, Knight Sp?rry,
of New Haven, Conn. Voted that all the existing commit-
tees be discharged and the following committees be estab-
lished:
Finance.—President W. A. Power, Dr. J. W. Hayward,

A. M. Tucker.
Auditing —Dr. J. W. Hayward, J. C. Sharp, Jr., Wm. C.

Davenport.
Publication.—President W. A. Power, C. P. Curtis, Jr.,

Geo. W. Lovell, E. Knight Sperry.
Transportation and Accommodation.— President W. A

Power, A. M. Tucker. Dr. J. W. Hayward, Geo. W. Lovell!
Membership.— E. Knight Sperry, John C. Sharp, Jr., F.W.

Whitlock.
Prizes and Specials.—F. W Whitlock, Arthur R. Sharp,

A. M. Tucker.
Legislation.-Dr. J. W. Hayward, A. Tucker, C. P. Cur-

tis, Jr., W. C. Baylies.
Grounds and Game.—D, A. Goodwin, Jr., Dr. J. W. Hay-

ward, A. N. Tucker, Geo. W. Lovell.
Rules.—E. O. Damon. Arthur R. Sharp, C. P. Curtis, Jr.,

A, M. Tucker.
The meeting then adjourned.
The next meeting of the board will be held at 266 Wash-

ington street, Boston, Tuesday, July 12, at 2 P, M,

RETRIEVING AT FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
You ask for my views on retrieving by pointers and setters

in the field. I do not think that the act of taking up in the
mouth and fetching a bird can be any more injurious to a
dog than being allowed to find a dead or crippled bird with-
out retrieving. The actions required in both instances are
precisely the same, excepting the mere act of fetching. Any
one who has ever hunted dogs in the field knows that the
anxiety to find dead birds is just as great in the dog that
does not retrieve as in the one who does, if the former has
been used and encouraged to find the game killed as the
latter has been. The great objection in both cases is that so
many birds are flu.shed in the search and anxiety to find the
dead or cripples. Every dog used by a good shot thinks
there is something always killed when the gun goesoff and is
never satisfied ifttil he finds out, and consequently in his
search often puts up birds that under other circumstances
he would have pointed. I think, however, that any sports-
man would rather see ten birds flushed and go away un-
harmed than lose one dead or crippled bird, therefore when
I have no other retriever I prefer a pointer or setter to re-
trieve. Had 1 a proper retriever I then would not want the
others to raove from their position until the retriever's
duties were over.

I have seen setters quite equal to the best retriever I ever
saw, both on land and water, and in no way injured iu their
field work by retrieving everything killed over them, even
to wild turkeys and geese.
Where so many different opinions exist as to what consti-

tutes a high class dog, like many others I have also an opin
ion—that is, the best gentleman's sho6ting dog is precisely
the dog the old-time market-.shooters (or pot-hunters, their
more modern name) delighted to own. Speed, nose, daah,
intelligence and endurance were the qualities sought after
With these men it was a business, and as in all businesses
of to-day they wanted to make the most out of the least in-
vestment; the fast, dashing, intelligent dog was the favor;
ite, other qualities being equal. Then as to-day the fastest
dog always found the most game by getting there first,

and if he failed in doing so theu he was lacking in .some
more usefitl quality than speed which another less speedy
possessed. Life was considered too short to trifle it away in
watching a dog run that could find nothing; we were out
for the frequency of the occurrence, rather than the quality
of the performance.
A gun that made a remarkable target and went off once

a day would soon have been cast aside for one that went off

on every opportunity, making a regularly fair target. We
never knowingly left a country abounding in game to gointo
one where game was scarce, because the scenery was a little
prettier in spots a long distance apart, our eyes always got
tired and our guns heavy when the loads were carried too
long. We had no colored boys to carry them, nor wagon to
meet us with fresh relays of dogs. A rnan and dog that
could not stand one full day through and through at a
moderate rate was considered as belonging to the effeminate
order. We wanted our dogs to cut out an open country at a
slashing rate, ranging far and fast, and always hunting to
the gun. When taken on to marked birds or into cover, to
hunt as close and active as spaniels under full control. The
proper use of pointers and setters is to find and point game,
and the one possessing the greatest combination of qualities
to enable him to do this to the advantage of the shooter, in
the least time and with the least exertion to the sportsman,
is the best dog for my use. John Davidson,
MONHOE, Mich., JuTje2r.

We have received a charming photograph of some pointer
puppies owned by Henry Matern, Jr., of Sandusky, O. We
wonder breeders do not use the camera to a greater extent
than thev do. It is educational as well as a good business
move. Educational because we are not all ble.ssed with good
memories, and should the puppy grow into a prize winner it
is an advantage to be able to turn over the leaves of one's
scrap book and see how the dog looked as a puppy, so that in
future litters one may be in a measure guided as to which to
dispose of and which to keep. A business move because the
picture of a quaint little puppy may often sell it to awaver-
mg ciTstomer when any amount of description and assertions
that it will be a champion, sure, are unavailing.

The Canadian Government seem to be taking the greatest
interest in the coming World's Fair, and anxious that the
live stock of the Dominion shall be creditably represented.
The Canadian Kennel Club has, however, a task before it
that will task its resources to the utmost when it essays to
determine which dogs of the different breeds shall uphold
the honor of the country at the big .show next year. Such
selections vnll, however, considerably lessen the labors of
the selection authorities on this side who are to decide what
dogs are worthy of being placed before the judges and those
that are not.
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DOG CHAT.
From a private letter from a well-known member of dog-

dom in England we learn that the Psovois are quite the
breed in England, but the strength, of one kennel, the
Duchess oC ISfewcastle's, will, itis;thought, ultimately choke
ofl: competition. This hardly seems possible in such a
coiintry of sportsmen and wealthy fanciers as England; but
we have bad a similar lesson in America, when the con-
tinued success of Mr. Han-ison's ; Chestnut Hill Kennel
of collies did much to dishearten other breeders, or rather
prevent them from exhibiting, and so metiting almost cer-

tain defeat. This the proprietor of the Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels was wise enough to find out in time and sensibly profit-

ing by the discovery withdrew his kennel from the ring till

the fall of this year. Almost at once the effect was appar-
ent, and our coilie classes were filled by repi-esentativea from
other kennels, while a number of smaller kennels sprang
into existence, so that this handsome and intelligent breed
will in all probability become even more popular.

We have received a pleasing picture of Messrs. Bartels'
now very noted greyhound bitch, Pearl of Pekin. She
seems to be a well formed animal, especially from the shoul-
der to quarters.

Mr. James "W. Whitney is in London, aafl feeling himself
among the heads of the fancy. He lunched with the editor
of the Stocli'Kcepcr at the Kennel Club soon after his ar-
rival, so evidently he has fallen into good hands, and when
under proper guidance he has had a look round the mastiff
kennels, may return with a mastiff or two that will help to
boom the breed along a bit, for it needs it bad enough.

A meeting of the executive committee of the Irish Setter
Club is called to meet at 634 Race street, Philadelphia,
Monday July 11, at 5 P. M.

Mr. T. G. Davey is getting quite English in the make up
of his kennel which now numbers no less than sixty dogs.
He has just imported an English retriever bitch from Mr.
S, E. Shirley and a dog from Mr. John Morrison. He has
now on the ocean a pair of pointers, a dog and bitch, that
are said to be clinkers. A bitch out of his Ightfield Madge
by Lad of Kent will still further strengthen the Brighton
Kennels. By the way. Lad of Kent seems to be doing his
full share of good to the breed in this country, he is evidently
that vara avis—a. good dog himself and equally good as a
stock getter. Mr. Davey tells us that his purchase from the
Westminster Kennel Club sojne time back, Westminster
Drake, is showing up well in the stud. Tom Hallam will
have his hands full as Mr. Davey has entered his dogs in all
the trials, and thinks he can pull something oft and mutters
something about "The people." Time will show.

Dr. Wesley Mills writes another letter for publication this
week, but in accordance with our resolve that the contro-
versy between Mr. Wade and the Doctor should end as far
as Forest A"ND Stream was concerned, we only publish Dr.
Mills' answer to that part of Mr. Wade's letter in which the
latter accuses him of cuf&ag his greyhound's ears in the
ring. Dr. Mills writes: "I therefore challenge Mr. Wade to

Erove that I ever unmercifully cuffed the poor beast's ears,
f Mr. Wade will prove this I will donate the sum rf S25 to
any public charity in the United States, provided Mr. Wade
will agree to donate a like amount to any charity I may
name in this country should he fail. The evidence to bo re-
ceived and adjudicated upon by such person or persons as
shall be mutually agreed upon. I did believe till recently
that Mr. Wade was above this sort of writing, but as he has
resorted to it I must now ask him to keep to this charge, and
this alone, and to prove his case."

It is our sad task to chronicle the death of one of the most
energetic workers at the late Denver dog show. This was
Mr. Robert W. Isenthal, the show secretary of the Continen-
tal Kennel Club. He was a native of Pittsburgh, Pa., and
went West, we believe, in search of health, being afflicted
with consumption. He died July 1 at St. Ijuke's Hospital,
Denver, Col. It will be remembered that Forest and
Stream at the time of the show published a capital portrait
of the deceased secretary.

A meeting of the National Greyhound Club will be held
at Mr. L. C. Whiton's office, July 11, at 4:30 P. M. The
matter of the Pearl of Pekin protest will be fully di.scussed,
as the letters from which we published extracts last week
are now in the club's possession, and we trust that those
who can in any way throw any light on this now celebrated
case will aid the club in every way.

Mr. Calvin S, McOhesney has sent txs a capital picture of
a litter of pointer pups by Pedro out or Jill II. If the pup-
pies only develop as well in after life as they have done on
the plate their owner will be a fortunate man.

The quarrel in the California Kennel Club grows warmer.
In denying the charges against him which Mr. Schell pub-
lished recently, Mr. Truman produces the following state-
ment from the officers and members of the executive and
managing committees of the club:
"We, the undersigned officers and members of thefexecu-

tive and managing committees of the California Kennel
Club, desire to state that at no time during the existence of
the California Kennel Club has a protest been entered by E.
P. Schell or any other person against A. B. Truman assum-
ing control of the financial aifairs of the bench shows. We
also deny that A. B. Truman disbursed or received money
for this club without the full knowledge, authority and con-
sent of the secretary and treasurer, also of the executive and
managing committees. In fact, a motion to that effect was
passed by the managing committee and approved by the
executive committee authorizing Mr. Truman to act as
chairman of the managing committee and business manager
of the show. As such he secured a great number of valuable
special prizes and gave his entire time to the success of the
show. At a meeting held upon May 23, 1893, Mr. Truman
presented a report of his management, including a report of
moneys received and expended. This was accepted and re-
ferred to the financial committee. Mr. Schell officiated as
presiding officer at this meeting and made no objection to
the report. We have never heard Mr. Truman's honesty
questioned in these matters, and have felt secure when plac-
ing this trust upon him, Mr. Schell's statements to the con-
trary notwithstanding. J. B. Lewis, President; E. T. Hervey,
Treasurer; F. J. Silvie, Secretary; Robert Liddle, Joseph
King, John de V.aull, J. J. Jamison, R. Ringrose, Dr. James
Stanton, James W. Orndoffi and Dr. John Gallwey."
Relative to the charge of Mr. Schell, that Mr. Truman

without authority took charge of funds, Mr. Truman pre-
sents a check on the Hibernia Bank for $300, signed by Mr.
Schell on May 6. This, Mr. Truman holds, should be proof
of the fact that Mr. Schell did not, as he stated, protest
against the handling of money by Mr. Truman.

Those who have followed reports of dog shows and field
trials on the Pacific slope will remember Mr, Thos. Higg's
English setter Lady Tripne (Mingo—Lady Thunder). She
died June 27 at the kennels at West Berkeley. She was an
excellent field dog, having won the All-Age Stake of the P
C. E. T. January 1892, and was also a winner on the bench
her last win being at the late San Erancisco show . He
death is a severe loss to her ovmer, especially as she was dti

to whelp July 5, to Lee R. (B,odtiey—Phyllis), winner of the
P. C. E. T. Derby, 1891.

Dropping into the "RendeKvous" where every one knows
that current dog cases are continually being heard in cam,-
era, we found old champion Black Prince snoring on the
oHice chair. Calling him down we saw that the old dog,
who will be 11 years old on the 15tb, was looking as well as
many a one with only half his years. Tiiere are few field

spaniels on the bench to-day tha.t have better legs or a more
typical head than he has, and that he i.s none too old to

rouse a woodcock from his seclusion i.s vouched for by Mr,
Wilmerding, his owner, who, with friends, shot several of
the longblUs over him last Monday near Morristown.

A correspondent writes us asking whether, in the event of
the social club being formed, the A. K. CJ. will still con-
tinue to provide a reading-room with all the papers as at
present. This is a very fair question and shouhl I'eceive

attention. While there are, no doubt, many dog men and
others who will not be inconvenienced by the dues de-
manded for the social club and who will of course be en-
titled to its varied privileges, there are also many poorer dog
men who will visit New York, perhaps ouce or twice a year,
to whom the club, as a club, will be useless. These men,
however, belong to local clubs and no doiUjt do their shard
of sending in $1 i-egistration fees, and who, therefore, in a
sense, make the A. K. C. possible. These should certainly
not, in the event of the A. K. C. taking up its quarters in a
club house, be deprived of the privilege of reading all the
kennel pa]jera, as at present, and the chance of meeting
fellow-fanciers for an exchange of dog chat. The social
(iepartmeut idea is all right as long as it does not interfere
with the present rights of the dog men, but do not let us
run the danger of having the A. K. C. called a rich man's
club.

Paris, France, is experiencing the terrors of the dog
catchers. The "machine" is run on the same principle as
in New York, with the difference that, until brought to
government notice, the dogs were at ouce hustled into the
death chaiuber. Now. however, the dogs will be kept
twenty-foui- hours after being caught. Tlie Paris dog taxes
amount to $100,000 during the year.

We once thought that the celebrated bulldog Forceps
would find a home in America, but the latest is that Dr.
Bennison has sold him to the owner of British Monarch, S.

Woodiwiss.

There is a rumor in English show circles of a new St.

Bemai'd star but it is kept very dark and nothing is known
as to his breeding. The same thing happens over here con-
tinually, with this difference, that we are told every partic-
ular even to how long it will take for it to get into the
challenge class.

Mr. Reick has not been able to devote much time to his
St. Bernards last month, as the Minneapolis and Chicago
conventions have demanded his undivided attention, fie
has returned to find his dogs well and puppies almcst all
sold out, shipping one to Maine yesterday; of course Mr.
Reick advertises in the Forest and Strea?»i, iKTh .s'«p.

Princess Florence is well, but short of coat just now. She
will probably be bred again to Refuge II.

Both Stoch-Kcepe-r and BriUsh Fancier publish interest-
ing accounts of the Duchess of Newca.stle's kennel this
week, with pictures of the kennels, the principal Psovois and
the Duchess herself. The former journal's pictures of the
three most noted Psovois and the group of Clumbers are
especially good, and the same may be said of the colored
frontispiece of the Duchess and Ivan III. in the British
Fancier. When Mr. Huntington was building his kennels
at Lawrence, L. I., he would scarcely believe us when we
remarked that one of Mr. Hanks' Psovois had leaped a 10ft.

fence round its kennel; nevertheless, Mr. Huntington made
preparations to keep bis own dogs within bounds. Accord-
ing to Stnck-Kcepcr the Duchess of Newcastle has one of
these dogs called Peter that often jumps the 10ft. boundary
fence of the kennel. Speaking of the Clumber kennels, it is
unfortunate for the breed of spaniels of that name tha.t the
dogs seen at the kennels are not by any means representative
specimens. No attention has been paid to the propermating
and consequently the breed has deteriorated con.siderably.
Running round with the wolfhounds is a tame wolf that
seems to be quite at home except when he, like the Psovois,
takes it into his head to clear the 10ft. fence.

Joe Lewis, manager of the Oak Grove Kennels of Irish
setters, called on us on his way to his old home iat Canons-
burgh, Pa., last Friday. He reports the Oak Grove dogs as
in full bloom and quite ready for the fall shows, where they
expect to take a leading part. "Joe" will sell nearly all his
dogs at Canonsburgb, but brings back with him his well-
known setters Tony Gladstone, Fanny and a promising
Roderigo piip which he will retain for himself.

The National Greyhound Club will after all hold its show
for all breeds of dogs on the dates originally intended—Nov.
22 to 25—at the Claremont Rink, Brooklyn, N. Y. It is ex-
pected that the prizes will be on a basis of .$15 and $10: and
there is no reason why the club should not hold a rattling
good show.

There are several new advertisements of dogs this week.
Among them H. Northwood offers his imported fox-terrier
Painter and another for sale; James L. Little, Scotch ter-
rier pups; Matern Pointer and Setter Kennels, pointer pups;
Edward Brooks, Dandle Dinmont and Chesapeake Bay dog
puppies; J. R. Pawling, Irish setter; M. A. Dorwart, English
setter pups; Dr. Leo, great Danes; Rochelle Kennels, three
Newfoundland pups. Wants: Dr. Treat, several dogs to
break; The Gables, great Dane pup. In the stud: E.Brooks
offers his weil-known prize winner King o' the Heather.
We also draw notice to Dr. Glover's "Book on Dog Dis-
eases."

We draw the attention of our readers to the letter by "Ob-
server" in another column. Thereis much food for tliougbt
in its perusal and we are not breaking any confidences when
we say "Observer" is a very "fair" writer.

Mr. A. C. Bradbury, who has for some time managed the
College Dairy and Poultry Farm, Findley, England, sailed
on the Missotiri last week for New York. He brings with
him, according to Stock-Keeper, a St. Bernard, of which
breed he is said to be a good judge, by champion Pouf out
of Lady Curzon, who is by Lord Bute.

A Foreign Opinion.
Prizes for the best sporting photographs are being offered

by Forest and Stream, 318 Broadway, New York, and
should attract a gi'eat many amateur competitors. The only
conditions are: That the work must not have been exhib-
ited or published; and that it must relate to game or fish,
alive or dead; to shooting and fishing; to campers, camps
and camp life; or to sporting travel by land or water.
There are ten prizes, ranging from a first, of £5, to six of
353. each. To a photographer who is interested in sport,
the pleasui-e of having his work reproduced in a leading
sporting paper is in itself a sufficient reward, even if he
fails of the prizes.—Praciical Piwtographer (migland).

WOLF COURSING IN RUSSIA.
(Translated from Ndvoye Vremya.)

The 17th (29th) May at Kolomyagui (near St. Petersburg)
were the last greyhound coiirsings. After the adjudica-
tion of prizes for fl'eetness(?f'.,?t)OHt, literally fr iskiness, play-
fulness), begm the competition of Borzois in fighting (zloba,

—literally wrath). The wolves replaced the hares. Truth
requires it to be said that the wolves were stalwart enough
this year, fresh and powerful, not starving and enervated
wretches as in former years.
The prize was 250 roubles (about £26) for a couple of Bor-

zois of any a,ge and breed. The coursing commenced by the
start of Mr. Dili's couple Hvatai and Molodeta.
Dexterously set on a robu.st two-year-old wolf, the dogs

collared him in the most brilliant fashion. One of the dogs
was slightly bitten, and during the muzzling of the wolf
the hunter was bitten in the hand. This fir.st successful
course proved to be also the last one, the following were
quite unsuccessful. The dogs could not master the wolf.
One of the wolves safely scampered away to the nearest for-
est, to the great terror of the Inhabitants of Kolomyagui.
The last of the wolves was attacked by four dogs, and not-
withstanding this the brute was not mastered. They were
obliged to let another couple loose on him, and only then
the six dogs mastered the wolf with great difficulty. The
prize was adjudicated to the couple of Mr. Ditz, Hvatai and
Molodetz.

A. W. POLTOiiATzAY, Chronicler of Prizoda % Okhdta.
—Stock-Keeper (Eng.).

KENNEL NOTES.

NAMES CLAIMED.
||^~ Prepared Blanks gent free on application.

Golfleti SiMr and (TiMm Bone. By J. B. Martin, San Francisco,
Oal., for black, while and tan fox-terrier hi tohep, whelped May 11,
11^93, by Woodale Rustic (Warren Jim—Warren Torment) out of
Blemton Rapiiire (champion flegent— champion Rachel).

BRED.
(0^ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

FairMU Qiieen—Kinti Ee.gmt. F- Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa.) St.
Bornard bitch Fairhdl Queen to Swiss Mountain Kennels' King
Reerent, April '.t.

nielma—King Hcgmt. Edward Dudley's (Camden, N. J.) St.
Bernard biih Thelma to Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent,
Feb. 20.

Harmony—Kind Ucmnt. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (German-
town, Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Harmony to their King Regent
March '!.

Benita—Kiiig Rema. O. W. Voleer'a (Buffalo, N. Y.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Benita (Tristan G.—Mountain Queen) to Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels' King Regent, March 21.

Nancichel—Kinfj ItagcnL Swi.sa Mountain Kennels' (German-
town, Pa.) St.. Bernaid bitch Nanoiebel to their King Regent,
Feb. 4r.

OladyH—Spolianc. Eberhart & Kinnie's (Cincinnati, O.) png
hitch Gladys (Sir Lorls—Phyllis II.) to their Spokane (champion
Kiah—Lady Thora), June 3B.

Fairy—EherJiarVs Ca,?7iier. Miss H. B=>lt'8 (Milford. 0.) pug bitch
Fairy (Sir Victor—Topsy, Jr.) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eber-
hart's Ca.shier (champion Kash—Lady Thora), July 1.

Maud NohU- Antonio. N. Wallace's (Farmington, Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Maud Noble ( Kowdy' Rod—Pnarl Noble) to Blue
Ridge Kennels' champion Antonio (Roderigo—Bo Peep), May 16.

Countm W.— Uod''8 Tfliim. N. Wallace's fFarmington, Conn.)
Enellsh setter bitch Countess W. (Count Noble—Jennie III.) to E.
A. Damen's Rod's Whim (Roderigo—Florence Gladstone), May 26.

Lorai'ie—Ktng Br.gent. Swiss Mountain Kennols' (Germantown,
Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Loraine to their King Regent, May 16.

Lady Gay—Cop, Swiss Motmtain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.)
cocljer spaniel hitch Lady Gay to .John Evan's Cop, May 13.

Dixie Bess—Ben Ormonde.. A. W. Albright's (Chattanooga,
Tenn.) St. Bernard bitch Dixie Bess to Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Ben Ormnnde, May 4.

Lady Blanca—Ben Ormonde. F. B. Hege's (Salem. N. C.) St.
Bernard bith Lady Blanci to Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ben Or-
monde, May 14.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Flora Ji. F.A.Anderson's (Chicago, Til.) great Dane Flora A
fSchultz's Cicsar-Schult's Daisy), May 7, eleven (five dogs), by J.
O. Lineman's Fritz.
Bonnie Bondhu. L. Rauacb's (St. Louis, Mo,) Engli.sh setter

bitch Bonnie Bond hu (Count Walsefleld— Pearl Bondhu), June 6,

ten (seven dog&), by Blue Ridge Kennels' CJath's Hope; two bitches
since d^ad.
Princess Hepsey. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.)

rough St. Bernard bitch Princess Hepsey, June 9, eight (three
does), by their King Regent.
Broconie S, Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.)

cocker spaniel bitch Broconie, May 30, seven (one dog), by their
Snnwball.
Hornell Lady. Rev. L, Bradley's (Philadelphia, Pa.) cocker

spaniel bitch Hornell Lady, March 84, flye (four'dogs), by vSwiss
Mountain Kennels' Snowball.

Florette-. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Florette, May 12, nine (three dogs), by their Scottish
Leader.

Benita. O. W. Volger'.« (Buffalo, N. Y.I St. Bernard bitch Benita
(Tristan G.—Mountain Qup.eu), May 32, eight bitches, by Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Kine Regent.
Barmony. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Harmony, May 6, thirteen (nine dogs), by their King
Resrent.
Nanciehel. Swiss Mountain Kennel*' (Germantown, Pa.) St.

Bernard bitch Nanciebel, April 11, tour (two dogs), by their King
Reeent.
Ida P. V. Petrola's (Washington, D. C.) St. Bernard bitch Ida

P., April 15, fifteen (eight dogs), by Swiss Mountain Kennels' King
Regent.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bifsy Be&. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 31, 1890, by
champion Jersey out of Cliip K., by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Grer-
mantown. Pa., to .1. P. Willey, Salmon Falls, N. H.
Jen'y Jarvis—Lady Bess whelps. Dark red Irish setter bitches,

whelped May 17. 1892. by F. L. Abbey. Detroit. Mich., one each to
B. W. Parker and S. F. Puller, both of same place.
Oolumbian Cordova. Mnltese and white great Dane dog, by

Hock's Cnesar out of Seller's Bella S., by F. S. Anderson, Chicago,
111., to Mr. Mosherpaugb, same place.
Claremont Heather. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped July 23,

1889, by Claremont Patsy out of Nino, by H. G. -J. HaTlowell, Oon-
sbnboeken. Pa., to Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Oolden Star. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

May 11, 1892, by Woodale Rustic out of Blemton Rapture, by J. B.
Martin. San Francisco, Cal.. to G. W. Debenham, same place.
Golden Rose. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

May 11, 1S93, by Woodale Rustic out of Blemton Rapture, by J. B.
Martin. San Prsncisco. Cal., to W. R. Jost, same place.
King Regent-Flora whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch,

whelped Nov. 9. 1891, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown,
Pa., to Tbo8. Dela'iey, Providence, R, I.

Cherry Boy—Lady Gay ivhelp. Buff cocker spaniel bitch,whelped
Dec. 24, 1891, bv Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to
Henry Jarrett, Chestnut Hill. Pa.
King Regent—Dart whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch,

whelped Dec. 9. 1891, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown,
Pa., to W. B. Vandergrift. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. T. I., Philadelphia. Pa.— tTlive winnings of champion

Plunkert (A, K. C. S. B. 61^9). champion Stella (imported), cham-
pion Bob (E. K. C. S. B. 1.700), Hutchinson's, both bench and field
trials. Ans. Champion Plunkett.—Field trials: Second Siirews-
bury, first Vayno], 1870; first in Borough Staken and first in braces
with Countess Vaynol, 1871; divided second in Hampshire Stakes,
Snuthampton, 1871; second Bodfel Stakes withMarvel. Vaynol, .1873.

Bench shows: Second Crystal Palac?, first Boston, 1870; champion
Bala 1879; champion North Wales 1873; first and special Louisville,
Kv., 1877. Dhampion Bob, Birmingham champion 1864; second
Islington 1863, first 1864; first Cremorne 1864. Champion Stella:
First Birmingham 1869; second Crystal Palace 1870. The two latter
^ot registered in the A. K- O. S. B.
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FIXTURES.
JULY.

Eastei-D, Cruise, Marblehead. 23. Hull Cor., Hull.
Riverside, k-vm., Riverside.
Hull, Classes I, C, Hull.
MoDotiQuot, ODen., Ft. Poini

23. Sippiean, Club, Marion.
23, ObBrry Diamoud, Ann.,Larch-

mont.ri. , . - ,

9. Slppicm, IstOppii t^w., Marion 25. Rhode Island. Cup.
BulTalo, Laaies' Day.

J. Seavvaokaka, Bouse and Wet-
more Cups. Ovf^ter Bay.

10. SaviD am, Casli Prize.
15. L Y Tf.A.. B'MlPville, Ont.
16. Roy. N.S.. Chaiwcr Cup, Hal.
16. Hull, Classes o, 4, 5. Hull.
16. Mos. Fleet, Cham,. Boston.
18. Wiuthrop, Ann. Cruise.
IS. Dorcl3cs:er, 2d Cbam., Dor-

chester .

18 Beveri.y, Moininient Beach.
U. Cape Cod. North Denni?,
18, Osweso, L.T.R.A.. Oswego.
•21. Eochester.L Y.R A.,Charlotte

Corinthian. Atlantic CitT.

as. Boy.Ham.,L.Y.R A.,Hamilton
27. Royal Can., L.Y.R.A., Toronto
as. Qtieen City, L, Y.R. A.. Toronto
28. Eistfjrn. 21fr. Class, Marbleh'd
28. Quincy, Ladies' Day, Quiocy.

Mass.
29. Beverly. 21£t. Clasp, JVIarbleh'd
30. Hull, Classes 3, 4, 6. Hull.
30. Dorchester, Ladies' Day, Dor-

chester.
30. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green

wich.
30, Corinthian, Marblehead.
30. Sw.-m Hill, 3d Cham.
TO. Moa. Fleet, Open, Boston.
30, Beverly, Monumeat Beach

S3. Moiiatiquot, 1st Ch.^m.. Ft. Pt. 30, Buffalo, Cruisins:, Sweeps.
23. Corinthian, Marblehead, oO, Roy. N.S.,Wenonan Cup, Hal.

AxiersT.

16. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day.
15. Dorchester, 3d Cham., Dor-

cheater.
Ifi. Winthrop, Cash. Wintbrop.
17. Hull. Ladles' Day, Hull.

New York Cruise.
Hull, Open. Hull.
Winihrop, Moonlight Sail.

Corinthian, Atlantic Oit)'.

Goelet Cups, Newport. „ ^

Donglaston, Ladiea'Day,Little 19. Winthrop. 3d and 4th Classes,
?feck Bay. Wintbrop.

Fippican, adOpen Sw., Marion 30. Roy. K,S., IJuth Cup. Halifax.
Cape. Cod. Town Cove. 20. Corintl^ian. .ATarhlehead.
Corinthian, Marblehead. 90. Beverlr. Munument Beach.
Hull. Classes 1, 2, Hull. 30. Hull Cor., "id Cham., Hull.
Boy. N. S.. Ladies' Prizes,Hal. 20. Cape Cod. Town Cove.
Royal Nova Scotia, Halifax. 20. Miramichi, Triang., Chatham.
Buffalo, Annual Cruise. 21. Winthrop, Cruise.
Miramichi,Stewart Pen, .Black 23. Rhode Island, Open.
Brook.

Corinthian Mo-quito Fleet.
Bochester, Ladies' Day.
Dorchester, Dorchester.

23. Fall River, Open. Fall River.
25. Rochester. Club Regatta.
26. Quincy, .3d Cham., Quincy,

Mass.
Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Ft. Pt. 37. Hull, Cup Race, Hull.
Chelsea.
Savm Hill, Second Cup.
Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
Winthrop, Ladies' Day.
Cape Cod. Town Cove.
Quincy. Invitation Race,

Quincy, "vlnss.

SeavvauUaka. Rouse and Wet- 27. Buffalo, Ladies' Day.
more Cnp^. Oyster Ba.y. 27. Sippiean, Open, Marion.

Co". of N. Y.. 46ft. sweeps, 27. Roy. N S., Lord Alex. Russell
Newport. Cup, Halifax.

SBPTEMBEE.

Winthrop, 3d and 4th Classes,
Winthrop

Roy. N.S., Handicap, Halifax.
Larchmont. Fall, Larchmont. 10. Seawanhaka. Rouse and Wet-

27. Dorchester, Open Cup, Dor-
chester.

27. Larchmont, Ovster Boats.
27. Savin Hill, Sail Off.

27. Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
27. Wmtbrop, 2d Class Cham.,

Winthrop.

8. Miramichi, Sweep, Newcastle.
8. New York, Schooner Sweeps,

New York.

Bochester, Autumn Cruise.
BeverJy, Monument Beach.
Buffalo, 2d Pennant.
Hull Cor.. Open. Hull.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Beverlr, Monument Beach.
Mos. Fleet, Open, Boston.
N.Y.Y.R.A,, Ann., New York.
Corinthian. Atlantic City.

5.

X
6. _ „ ., -

5. Douglaston, Sweeps, Little 13. Miramichi, Triang.Newoastle.

more Ciips, Oyster Bay.
10. Sippiean, od Sweep. Marion.
10. Eastern, Fall, Marblehead.
14. Roy. N.S., Capt, L EusselPs

Cup, Halifax.
14, AVinthrop, Cash, Winthrop.
15. Rochester, Crand Beview.
15. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
17. Beverly. Monument Bea<!h.

Neck Bay.
. Lvnu, Open. Nahant.
, Fall iiiver Club, Fall River.

24. < 'helsea.

24. Buffalo, 3d Pennant.

OOTOBBK.

i. Corinthian, Atlantic Oii.v. 15. Buffalo, Closing Cruise,

The timely article on the ownership of the America's Cup which we
publish this week presents a view which will be new to many, but
which is in all probability the correct one. The writer, Mr. Jarvis, is

an old yachtsman and a lawyer by profession, though better known
as a writer on yachting subjects. The question of its legal rights as

the temporary holder of the cup is one that has always been treated

very lightly by the New York Y. C. ; the first change of the condi-

tions, in 1882, was made in the face of the opinion of an eminent
lawyer that the club had no power to alter the conditions of the

original trust, but as this action of the club received the tacit en-

dorsement of yacht clubs at large in challenging under the new con-

ditions of the second deed, the question of the legal right to make
still another change was hardly considered at all in If our cor-

respondent is correct it should be a very easy matter for the New
York Y. C. to declare the new deed null and void and to recognize

only the original terms of the trust. As we go to press a rumor is

current to the effect that a new challenge from the Royal Yacht
Squadron is now in New York, to be delivered if the new deed of gift

lie rescinded by the club.

The Boston Herald quotes a portion of our remarks concerning

designers and dimensions as applying exclusively to British designers,

and calls attention to the fact that the dimensions of the American
yachts are pubUshed in the various club books. As a matter of fact,

there is little to choose between the two nations, soaped windows
locked doors and "cooked" dimersions are quite as well known about

New York and Boston as on the Clyde and Solent: and if more news
is published on thi.s side, it is due to the push and enterprise of Ameri-
can newsjiaper men rather Chan the desii'e of American designers to

impart information. It is true that certain dimensions appear in the

club books, but so many are plainly incorrect that they are all unre-

liable. The ofBcial measurements of length, sail area and rating of

all British racing yachts are published through the season; and that

the corresponding measurements, waterline and sail area, are usually

known in this country is due solely to the courtesy of the club

measurers, as they are not officially published.

The America's Cup.
THE CLTTTrN& OP THE GORDIA}? KNOT.

At the late meeting of the Yacht Racing Association of England,
which was called to consider the advisability of permitting the use
of wtiihted cenierboards, the celebrated yacht designer G-. L, Wat-
Fon, alter tipeaking of ttie speed which might be developed by the in-
novatioD. and its influence on international yacht racing, went on to
say: "This part of tbe question, however, in the present state of
matters connected with the America's Cup, is not pressing. Now,
this meeting of the Y. R. A. was attended by the taio^t prominent and
influential yachtsmen from all parts of the United Kingdom ; and
knowing how careful Enghsh artisans are ro retain the good will of
their patron.s, it is clear that Mr. Wa.tson wasaware that he voiced tbe
unanimous sentiment of the delegates from all tbe clubs which were
there represented. And the incident indicates tbis^and it is openly
st-ated in England—that no .yacht club in either England, Seo'land
or Ireland will by any further challenge agree to the terms of the
last deed of gift of this cup to the New York Y. O.
This means that the supreme interests and excitement of interna-

tional yachting contests are apparently at an end until, as Mr. Dixon
Kemp cheerfully suggests, "the present committees of yacht clubs
die bif, when po.s.sit)]y theu- successors may wish ro challenge atrain."
Of course everybody is aware that the cau.se for the present dead-

lock is the conditions in the last deed of gift, In particular that which
calls upon the challenger for the Cup to furnish a statement of the
rig, the load waterline length and beam, the extreme beam and also

the draft of the challenging vessel, together with ten months' notice
of challenge. It is not the intention of this article to express the
smallest opinion as to whether Che Ena^lish are justified In objecting
to this last couditiou or whether the N. Y. Y. C. were right in seek-
ing to attach this condiiion to the Cup. I deal with the matter in a
different w,ay. On this side of the wa'ftr it is claimed that informa-
tion as to length, breadth and depth of a yacht pive hut very littie
idea of what her sailing qualities may be. .But as an Englishman
said to me last week, "We know that these dimensions do not tell
everything, but they tell more than you have a right to ask. Under
the original deed to the club we could race on a six months' notice
after supplying length, rig and Cu.stotn house tonnaee; and we have
a right to put our tonnage into any shape we hke. If we manaa;e to
whittle out a model more speedy than any yet known, we have a
right to win on it without disclosing any hint as to its shape."
W^hether or not there be any ti-utb in this, there Is no question

about one fact, that the Cup has been "deeded off the course as far
as sport is concerned.

It was stated not long ago in a New York paper that "when Mr.
William Henn, owner of the Galatea, was here last winter be was
given to understand by members of the New York Yacht Club that
the dimension clause could and would be waived." And the article
continues. "But in England this generosity does not have much
effect " As to tbis it may be said that the Royal Yacht Squadron, in
whose name tbe Earl of Dunraven (*allenged in 1S89, and whiab re-
fused to recognize the deed, would not probahlv consent to he
allowed through "eenerosity" to compete in a matter where its own
rights as one of the many beneflciaries under tbe original trust gift
are flj-mly established.
WbUe carelully avoiding any expression of opinion about this

clause, the ground 1 take and what I propose to show is this: That
out of the three conveyances of the Cup to the club the last two are
void : that the only trusteeship the club possesses in this Cupis under
the flrst trtist gift; and that the only conditions under whichit can be
held are those therein set out.
The owners of the yacht America, which in 1851 , at Co wes. England

,

won the Cup at the roeaita of the Royal Yacht Squadron, were
Messrs. J, C. Stevens, .1. B. Finley, Hamilton Weeks, Edwin A.
Stevens and George L. Schuyler. Apparently the cup came to them
as their own property and not as a cliallenge Cup; and in .July, 1857,
It was conveye 1 by all the owners of it to the New York Yacht Club,
in trust to carry out the following conditions:
"Any organized yacht club of any foreign country shall always be

entitled, through any one or more or its members, to claim the right
of sailing a match for this Cup, with any .vacht or other vessel, of not
less than thirty or more than three hundred tons, measured by the
Custom House rule of the country to which the vessel belongs.
"The parties desiring to sail for" the Cup may make any match with

the yacht club in possession of the same that may be determined
upon by mutual consent; but in case of a cUsagreenient as to terms,
the match shall be sailed over the usual course for the annual regatta
of the yacht club in possession of the Cup, and subject to rules and
sailing regulations; the challenging party being bound to give six
months' notice in writing, fixing the day they wish to start—this
notice to embrace the length. Custom House measurement, rig and
name of the vessel.

"It is to be distinctly understood that the Cup is to be the property
of the club, and not of the members thereof, or owners of the vessel
winning it in a match, and that the condition of keeping it open to be
sailed for by yacht clubs of all foreign countries, r.pon the terms
above laid down, shall forever attach to it, thus making it perpetu-
ally a challenge cup for friendly competition between foreign
countries."
In this convej'ance the owners of the America parted absolutely

and forever with the whole of their right, title and interestin the Cup,
and it is clear that not until ownership in the same was legally con-
veyed back to them could they, or any of them, make any further
conveyance of the slightest validity. There was in the original trust
gift no reservation, condition or proviso by which the Cup could in
any event revert to the grantors of 1857.
Subsequently, in 1882, it was thought desirable to alter the condi-

tioiis regarding the trusteeship of the Cup. As they have been
superseded, it is not necce.ssary for this article to quote the altera-
tions supposed to be made at this time. In the notice of same
printed tor distribution among foreign clubs, the secretary of the
N. Y. Y. C. states that the Cup "having been returned to Mx. G. L.
Schuyler, the only surviving donor, has been re-presented to theNew
York Y. C. subject to the conditions expressed in the folio wing letter."
Then follows the letter, signed by Mr. Schuyler, dated Jan. 4, 1882.
which, I am informed, is the only writing supposed to be a convey-
ance which deals with this alleged transfer; but which, however,
contains no words of transfer or assignment; merely saying that the
Cup is again "offered" to the club on the conditions and for the
tiniats as therein stated.
Then, after the Tliistle's contests with the Volunteer, it was again

thought desirable to alter the trusts and conditions under which any
club entitled to the possession of the Cup should hold it. Aud this

ing uses and purposes":
"Tne Cup is donated upon the condition that it shall be preserved

as a perpetual challenge cup for friendly competition between foreign
countries.
"Any organized yacht club of a foreism country, incorporated,

patented or licensed by the Legislature, Admiralty or other execu-
tive department, having for its annua! regatta an ocean water course
on the sea, or an arm of the sea, or one which combines both, shall
always be entitled to the right of sailing a match for this Cup, with
a yacht or vessel propelled by sails only and constructed in the coun-
try to which the challenging clubs belong, against any one yacht or
vessel constructed in the country of the club holding the Cup.******
"Should the club holding the Cup be for any cause dissolved, the

Cup shall be transferred to some club of the same nationality, eligi-
ble to challenge under this deed of gift, in trust and subject to its
provisions. In the event of the failure of such transfer within three
months after such dissolution, said Cup shall revert to the pre-
ceding club fiolding the same, and under the terms of this deed of
gift. It is distinctly under.stooa that the Cup is to be the property of
the club subject to the provi.sions of this deed, and not the properly
of the owner or owners of any vessel winning a match.''
Now, the grounds I take are as follows: Firstly—If the reader re-

peruses the conditions of the first conveyance' of 1857 he will see
that "it is distinctly understood that the Cup is to be the property of"
any club whose representative yacht shall win it; and also "that the
condition of keeping it open to be sailed for by yacht clubs of all
fojeign countries shall forever attach to it, thiis making it per-
petually a challenge cup for friend^'- competition between foreign
countries." Here it will be seen that a distinct trust was created in
favor of all yacht clubs whose representative yachts should either
compete for or win the Cup; that the Cup should. be "the property"
(in trust, of course) of sucb clubs, "which shall always be entitled
* * * to Claim the right of sailing a match for this Cup;" and that
the only ways in which the New York or any other yach t club could
deal with the Cup were to observe the conditions wnich should for-
ever attach to it, keep it perpetually open to challenge, and hand it

over to the club whose yacbt shotdd win.
In the face of this unmistakably clear language in the creation of

the trust, what did the officers of the New York Y. C. do? They
twice handed the Cup over (as is said) to a man who legally had
nothing; to do with it, and on each occasion took back alleged con-
veyances from a man who had nothing to convey, because nothing
had been conveyed to him. Mr. Schuyler, together with the other
owners, parted forever with all their title in the Cup in creating a
trust in favor of certain institutions. The important benefits passing
to the beneflciaries under this trust gift immediately attached as of
right to all of them, and could not be revoked or altered by arrange-
ments between Mr. Schuyler and the present and merely temporary
trustees. Mr. Schuyler's former intimacy with the matter, as one of
the donors, seems to have blinded everybody's eyes to the fact that
after the flrst conveyance he was, legally, a complete stranger to the
Cup ; and also that the trusts and conditions flrst made cannot be
interfered with.

Stirely it must be clear to all that the N. Y. Y. C. could not possibly
convey to Mr. Schuyler an owership in the Cup which it did not itself
jMissess, and that consequently his alleged conveyances to the club
should never have been made. The New Yorir Yacht Club is a con-
duit pipe to lead the Cup to another conduit- pipe which will lead it

to another; and so on into the future. Even if Mr. Schuyler had
actually paid the full hundred guineas for a conveyance to him from
tue club be could gain no particle of ownership in the Cup, as against
the beneflciaries, and he took tbe same with full notice of the trusts
attaching to it.

As a second ground, it may be as well to remark that in the secre-
tary's notices to the foreign clubs of both the alleged conveyances
he merely states that the cup was "returned'' to Mr. Schuyler. There
may be a ' retm-n" or "handing over" which by no means amounts
to a re-conveyance; and It is suggested that although Mr. Schuyler
acknowledged the return of the cup to him, and even supposing the
chib had power to re-convey to him, there was, in one case at least,
no dealing with the cup which amounted to a legal reconveyance.
This point, however, is of comparatively small importance.

If, then, the club had no power to re-convey, or "if. as suggested in
the last paragraph, it did not re convey, where did Mr. Schuyler' re-
ceive his ability to make, tljis so-called deeds now in. question? If

anyone could be so absurd as to claim that any property in the Cup
remained m him after the flrst conveyance to the club made by all
the original donors, this would be to admit that the legal representa-
tives of the four other deceased donors were now entitled to a four-
fifths share of the same remnants of ownership as his. A member
of the club suggested to the writer that perhaps these legal repre-
sentatives ought to have been also dealt with in the iransacti"ns
with Mr. Schuyler. This is a mistaken idea which many posses,s.
These representatives and Mr. Setiuyler were at the time of the last
transactions total strangers to the Cup. legally speaking, who never
by any imaginable means, except perhaps an act of Congress, could
hold ownership again.
The writer states that this article will be understood to he written

in no .spirit of hostility to the N. Y. Y. C. ; the only object of it is to
indicatetheway to cutthe Gordian knot on strictly legal grounds,
so that international contests may re-commence. And, if the above
mentioned intimation to Lieut. Henn was in anv way official, there
is reason to believe that if the matter could have been done legally,
the club would long ago have willingly expunged the clause which
inadvertently gave offence in foreign quarters, If the same incliiia-
( ion still exists, it is a simple matter to take the advice of counsel
for the club and ascertain that the views here expressed are the only
legal views that can be held. When the club is thus satisfied that
tbe last conveyance or conveyances can never be altered or renewed
and that they never had any legal existence, then a pubhc procla-
mation of intention to stand solely on the terms and trusts of tbe flrst
conveyance wifl be in order.

It will be seen that the terms of the original trust gift were very
poorly thought out, and that it allowed any club in possession of the
Cup to make any rules it pleased, adopt any unfair system of meas-
urement for taxation, and arrange a club course tha,t might be
utterly unfair to a foreign vessel. But it is. as I submit, all we have
to go upon, and it certainly nrovides unhmibed scopa for amicable
arrangement on any point. The vagueness of it illustrates the pro-
priety tbe N. Y. Y. C. members felt in endeavoring to render per-
manent such conditions as would make all round fairness coropul-
sary upon any club which might in future hold the Cup; and they
succeeded in making some rules and conditions which, if not legal,
were satisfactory lo everybody. The fact that they succeeded as
well as they did shows that their desire for fairness was of a higher
grade than the legal talent which advised the making of these two
last deeds. Yachtsmen will consider that much of the care which
has been expended in guarding against unfairness of foreign clubs,
which might in future hold the Cup, may safely be dispensed with.
Tbe ethics of amateur sport are well understood.
When the two alleged conveyances from Mr. Schuyler are can

celled then tbe club, in reverting to the terms of the original trust
gift and the six months notice of challenge, can simply propose for
amicable settlement each of those conditions of the new deed which
have been generally approved of. The proposals, when agreed to,
will no doubt be retained and utilized by any club which may here-
after hold the Cup. No club winning the trophy uader these agreed
conditions could dare to alter them except for some unforeseen and
perfectly fair reason.

If the N. Y. Y . C, through adoption of the views and methods here
indicated, places the Cup once more in competition, then the Ameri-
can yachtsmen on the upper lakes will have a chanc to compete in
England if the Cup should cross the water. At present they a.nd all
yacht clubs on the great lakes are shut out because theii: annual
regatta course is not "an ocean water course on the sea, or on an
arm of the sea."
Tbe New York Y, C. can experience no loss of dignity in reth-ing

from a position which its present lawyers will doubtless advise to be
untenable. There will be no altering or withdrawing of any partic-
ular stumbling block clause when the whole of tbe two alleged con-
veyances can be seen to be the result of a long mistake in which the
best motives were so poorly assisted by legal advice.
The incompleteness of the terms of the original deed virtually be-

queathed the America's Cup to tne honor of succeeding generations
of amateur yachtsmen. It comes to us with some of the vagueness
with which tbe world comes to us in the Genesis record ; but as with
the world and the America's Cup, and all things which are given us
under unalterable conditions, we must in every case "make the best
of it" and endeavor to fulfill tbe trusts thus created. Indeed it seems
not only a safe but also a becoming thing that the greatest spertine
trophy the world has ever known should in this vague way be left
entirely to the sense of fairness of gentlemen; and Ifeefthatthe
New- York Y. C. could do much to permanently estabiish highest
standards of honor by trusting these standards of honor to the
fullest extent. Stinson Jarvis.
New York, June.

Atlantic City 'Y'acht Association, June 34.
ATLANTIC OITT, JI. J.

Thw first catboat race of the season was sailed under the most
favorable circumstances, clear ."=ky, stiff easterly breeze and a heavy
sea. The course laid out was from the Inlet pavilion out the souta
channel across the bar, thence to the Brigantine Shoal Whistling
15uoy (due east), thence to a .stakeboat off Young's pier and around
stakeboat off the North Bar, thence in over the bar lo finish, a dis-
tance of 20 miles. The boats entered were:

Elapsed.
4 18 37
4 30 OT
4 25 49
4 ,37 43

4 39 32
4 39 431.^

Start. Finish.
Sayonara, Capt. George Gale It 33 04 3 51 41
Carrie, Capt. Adolph Parker 11 .33 20 .3 58 27
Stella, J. Monroe 11 ,32 38 3 58 27
Meyer, Ed Crane , H 33 10 4 10 5;J

Lmda. Samuel Mills ...... , 11 .33 43 Withdrew.
Katie, Capt Loder 11 34 33 4 04 04
Annie, Capt. Casto 11 32 58 4 13 415^ . „
Sayonara allows Carrie Im. 30s. over the course, which with the

ICs start makes a tie.

Prom flrst to last the race was desperately fought out between tbe
old champion (Carrie) and the new boat (Sayonara). whde tbe heavy
seas end stiff breeze added greatly to the excitement. It was a
serious chance to face the breakers on the bar, but all the boats suc-
ceeded in running the gauntlet, but not without shipping some heavy
seas. Linda caught one which so nearly filled her that she was
obhged to withdraw from the race; the others were more fortunate,
and allhouab all suffered more or less succeeded in getting through
safely and in fine trim. On the thrash to windward, while the wind
was blowing strong, Sayonara did some splendid work, leaving Car-
rie raiMdly, uutQ put about on the port tack, having- gained at least.

2m.; tiut the wind became fltfid and with many holes in it, and
Sayonara found those boles to ber deti'imont.
Carrie gradually overtook her and rounded the Whistling Buoy

10s. ahead in floe style. With booms athwartship, the yacht soon
changed position again, Sayonara once more gaining the lead and
keeping it, not only to the lower stakeboat hut to the finish. The
rest of the racers did good work, taut Stella was badly handicapped
by a bad fitting sail and the unfortunate neglect or forgeifulness of
her captain to see that bis board was sufficiently down to enable her
to do her best; in point of fact, be did not attend to it until he had
sailed three-fourths of the race, from which time he began to show
that his boat had the ability to speed that the others claimed.
The recros«lBg of the bar, witn a following wind, was suflBcient

excitement for two ordinary races considerd as one: the breakers
were formidable and evidently bent upon swamping all that dared
to encroach upon the circumscribed domain.
The race resulted in £, tie between Sayoiaara and Carrie for flrst

place, both having sailed over the course in exactly the same time
to a second; the regatta committee decided that there was no race
and that a resail should take pUce on June 29.

Douglaston T. C. Annual, July 4.

LITTLE NECK BAT-LONGf ISLAND SOLTSD.

The Douglaston Y. C. opentd its new house at Little Neck Bay and
sailed its annual regatta on Monday, the course being from off the
elub house, ai-ound Old Tom and Gangway buoys, and home, 18
miles. The wind was strong N.W. The times were:;rongJ

CLASS A—SLOOPS, Ot:TTERS A2<tD VAWLB.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Duster 12 .^6 45 3 29 30 2 33 45
Bstella 12 56 .50 Withdrew.
Minnie 1 00 05 Withdrew.
Fearless 12 58 34 3 13 30 2 44 58

CLASS B—CABIN OATBOATS OVER. 32fT.
Greyhound 12 56 46 3 27 56 2 31 09
Ai-cber ,. .12 56 04 3 28 30 8 32 36
Eoi 13 57 01 3 13 40 2 16 31

CLASS O— CABIN CATBOATS tlNDEB 3?FT.
Willada 12 57 27 3 33 65 3 36 38
Melita 1 00 05 Withdrew.

CLASS E - OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 23FT.
Sadie 12 .^8 U5 3 33 50 2 .35 46
Orescent 12 55 24 3 28 31 2 :3:= 07
Sadie L _ 50 17 3 28 33 2 31 35
GesSo 1.-' 5ij 55 3 21 26 2 24 31

CliASS OPEX CATBOATS 17l?T. OR TINIIEE.

Sandpiper i 00 05 3 16 25 2 16 20
Louise... 1 00 05 Withdrew.

Duster, Roi and Ges So each win a cup given by Mr. W, P. Donglas,
Willada wins the Barnes cup, and Sandpiper tbe Dpuglaston Y, C,

j3Up.

Corrected
satis

2 44 56

3 31 09
2 33 -26

3 IB 36

3 31 43

2 31 45
3 33 37
3 25 35
2 18 S3

3 14 05
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New Rochelle Y. C. Annual, July 2.

ECHO BAY—LONO ISLAND SOUND.

The seventh annual regatta of the Now Rochelle Y. O. was sailed

on Saturday over the usual club courses on the iSound, the classes

over 30ft. sailing- from the startinp Hue past biio.T at n est em I of Exe-

cution Reef, thence around buoy oit M.'iiinieock Point, Dieuce around
sialceboat south of Captain's Island, thence past the east end of Exe-
cution Reef, thence around buoy at west end of Execuliou Reef,

leaving all buoys on the said reef ou the starboard hand, thence

across the finish" line; 22 nautical miles. The boats under 80fc. .sailed

from starting Ime around buoy at west end of Execution Reef, thence
around black buov off iVLaiinieock Point, iheiice arotind easterlyhome
stakeboat, leaving it on the port hand, thence to buoy at east end of

Execution Reef, thence around buoy at west end of nxecution Reef,

thence across tliclinish ihje: ITnautical miles. The wind was W.S.\V.,
moderate, all da> . and the sky was bright and clear—an ideal sum-
mer day. The start was made at noon. After a reach across the
Sound the licet was timed at Execution

:

Anaconda 1 07 (TO Phyliss 1 24 20

Penguin ] 09 00 Truant 1 24 40

Gulnare 1 09 i55 Nellie 1 24 40

Sasqua 1 13 45 Kitiie 1 20 ]0

Tattler 1 i t I.t Sirene .1 20 30

Phantom 1 19 00 Addio L. D 1 2(j 60

Saona.. 1 19 30 Myrtle 1 27 30

Genevieve 1 20 00 Lena 1 80 10

Edna 1 22 30 Twilight 1 80 40

Roi 1 ;;i3 15 Sadie 1 33 10
Nellie 1 33 30 Punch 1 32 40

Wacoodah ...1 23 30

After the run across to Captain's Island the times were taken:
Anaconda 1 46 55 Saooa 1 59 00

Gulnare I 49 50 Genevieve 2 (4 45

Penguin 1 51 15 Wacondab 2 07 30

Sasqua 1 53 00 Addie L. D 3 11 00
Phautom 1 68 10 Nellie 3 11 10

The full times Were;
CABIN SLOOP.'3-53ft. CLASS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Anaconda 12 03 35 3 33 15 3 28 40
Gulnare 12 05 i5 3 39 47 3 84 .32

CABIN SLOOPS— 46pT. class.
Penguin 12 01 35 3 40 40 3 36 05

CABIN SLOOPS -40FT. CLASS.
Nellie 12 03 57 4 33 fO 4 30 03
Genevieve 12 07 49 4 14 52 4 07 03

CABIN SLOOP.S— 35ft, CLASS A.

Sasqua 12 00 45 3 46 37 3 39 53
Phantom 1:.' 05 55 4 05 28 3 59 33
Saona 12 07 48 4 00 23 8 63 21

CABIN SLOOP.S— 35]iT. CLASS B.

Wacondah 12 07 14 4 32 43 4 25 39
Addie L.. D 12 06 00 4 42 32 4 86 32

Elephant 13 03 00 Withdrew.
CABIN SLOOPS—30ft. CLASS.

Lena 12 07 13 3 28 03 3 20 50
Pavonia 12 12 CO 3 37 00 3 25 00
Kittie 12 to 17 3 18 45 3 08 28

Petrel 12 12 00 3 24 25 3 12 25
CABIN SLOOPS—25Fr. CLASS.

Duster 12 11 50 3 41 10 3 29 20
JIB AND MAINSAIL.

Tattler. 12 08 25 2 57 15 2 48 47
Sirene.... 12 12 00 3 09 20 2 57 20

CABIN CATS—OVER 26FT.

Truant. 12 lO 25 8 16 47 3 06 13

Edna 12 OS 55 3 09 40 3 00 45
CABIN CATS -26ft CLASS A.

Roi 12 07 13 3 06 30 2 68 47
^ elite 12 07 40 3 12 10 3 04 30

CABIN CATS—26ft. class B
Archer

32

08 54 3 36 10 3 27 16
Marguente 12 OS 52 Disabled.
Twilight

12

08 15 2 25 12 3 26 57
Myrtle

12

00 56 3 14 58 8 05 08
CABIN CATS -23ft. CLASS.

Isnit 12 09 15 3 46 35 3 37 21

Melita 13 10 54 3 59 05 8 48 10
CABIN CATS—SOFT. CLASS.

Willada 12 08 45 3 47 25 3 38 40
Florence 12 lO 49 4 03 59 3 53 10

OPEN CATS—23ft. CLASS.
Phebe B 12 12 00 3 82 40 3 20 40

OPEN CATS—20pT. class A.

Punch

12

07 47 3 29 20 3 21 33
Sadie

12

09 49 3 29 43 3 19 54
Ida K

12

09 52 4 14 47 4 04 55
PUyllis

12

10 06 3 12 03 3 01 57
OPEN CATS -TINDER 19fT.

Ges So 12 11 27 3 28 02 3 16 25
Presto 12 11 32 Not timed.
Spindrift 12 07 55 3 47 00 3 39 05
Narrisch 12 07 14 3 54 55 3 47 41
Caorice 12 09 40 3 59 47 3 50 07
The winners were Anaconda, Penguin, Genevieve, Sasqua, Wacon-

dah, Kittie, Duster, Tattler, Eana, Roi, Myrtle, Isnit, WiUada, Phebe
R

,
Phyllis and Ges So.

The regatta committee Included P. J. Krackel. F. W. Schoonmalcer
and Edward H. Sturges.
The judges were B. C. Fuller. W. Grant Cook and G. B. Butler.

The timers were C. C. Hughes, George D. Phillips and William
Abbett.
The iron steamer Cepheus carried a large party of members and

guests.

Eastern Y. C. Annual.
MARBLBHBAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

The annual regatta of the Eastern Y. C, sailed off Marblehead on
Mondav of last week, resulted in an interesting race in two classes at
least. Marguerite, Merlin and Mayflower, of the schooners, makmg a
good race; while the fln-keel Handsel again met Hawk and Fancy in
the 30f c. class. The race between W'ayward and Thetis was less in-
teresting, while of the two 46-footers, Wasp so easily disposed of
Barbara that there was no interest at all: though this class is expect-
ed to furnish much of the racing of the season. Neither Harpoon
nor Alborak were entered. The starters were:

FISST CbASS SCHOONERS,
Saihng Length.

Marguerite, R. S. Palmer 83.75
Mayflower, W. A. Gardner 89.06
Merlin, W. H. Forbes 93.45

SECOND CLASS CUTTERS.
Wayward, David Seai-s 65.77
Thetis. C. S. Dennison 66.95

FIFTH CLASS CUTTERS.
W^asp, Archibald Rogers 55.27
Barbara, C. H. W. Foster 52.86

SIXTH CLASS SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.
Handsel. J. R. Hooper 33.22
Fancy, C. F. Lyman ,. 36.67
Hawk, Gordon Dexter 26.85
The weather in the morning was thick, damp and chilly, the wind

fresh S.E. and a moderate sea, but by 10 A. M. the mist cleared away.
The courses selected were: Course '"W," irrom starting line with
Half-Way Rock on port, leaving Outer Breaker Buoy (off Pig Rocks)
on starboard, past Nahant Matk, leaving it on port; tnence leaving
Graves, Martin's Ledge and Boston Ledge Buoys on starboard,
around stakeboat oflf Minot's, leaving it on starboard : thence return
by same course, leaving each mark on the opposite hand to finish
line. Allowance for 35 miles.
Course "F" from starting line, leaving Outer Breaker Buoy (off

Pig Rocks) on starboard, past Nahant Mark, leaving it on port,
thence leaving Graves Buoy on starboard, to and around Three and-
a-Half-Pathom Ledge Buoy, leaving it on starboard. Thence return
by the same course, leaving each mark on the opposite hand to the
finish. Time allowance for 23 miles.
This made a reach over the first leg of the long course, a beat to

the outer mark, a run to Nahant Mark and a reach home. The
shorter course was practically the same in direction, the turniug
mark. Three-and-a-Half-Fathom Ledge, being about half wa.y
between the Nahant Mark and Minot's. The start was made by
classes at 11:15, 11 :25, 11:30 and 11:40.

The schooners carried their reaching kites, balloon jibtopsails and
staysails, Thetis set a balloon jibtopsail and Way wara her No. 1, the
sloop running rapidly ahead of the cutter; in fact. Wasp and Bar-
bara had soon overtaken and passed Wayward. Hawk, with a No.
1 jibtopsail, led the thirties. Handsel coming next, while Fancy,
with a balloon jibtopsail, was last.

There was more w'ind on the second leg, and with sheets in Mar-
guerite picked up on the other two. Mayflower passed Merhn and
held the lead for a time, but finally Jlarguerite went ahead and
stayed there to the finish.

^hetis wade poor work to windward and was passed by Wayward

in spite of her long lead on the first leg. The .30-footers were timed
at Three-and-a-Half Fathom Ledge:
From here the.v laid a course str.^ight For .H.^lfway Bock, a close

reach. Handsel was I'ar in the lead and F.iucy, lugging- a topsail,
wa,s second, Hawk stowing ber topsail as sne tiirned. At the finish
she failed to cross the luie and was not titned. Wa^p had pushed
the laruff liriats all day runi won the Puritan cup l!or ijest corrected
time The full times were:

FIRST CLASS SOHOONER.S.
Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Marguente 11 19 55 4 3<1 47 4 27 54
j'layflower 11 18 48 4 37 58 4 35 12
Merlin 11 17 23 4 38 42 4 3^ 43

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Wavward 11 29 4T 4 58 37 4 57 30
Thetis 11 25 25 5 01 21 5 01 31

FIFTH CLA.SS SLOOPS.
Wasp II 30 40 4 'fO 11 4 40 11
Barbara 11 3i) .50 4 59 12 4 57 05

SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Handsel n 46 3 28 15 3 19 .30

Fancy ll 38 55 3 :38 45 3 88 45
Hawk 11 38 50 Did not finish.

Marguerite wns $100; Wayward, $100: Wasp, $75, and Handsel. §75

liarchmont IT. C. Annual, July 4.

LAUCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The 13th annual regatta of the Larchmont Y. 0. on Monday was
quite a success, with a fairly good list of starters and the finest of
summer weather without the usual Fourth of .July squall, which
arrived this year a day ahead of time. The only drawback was in

the trftiisfer'of the guests from the shore to the steamer Albertina,
tlie small prooellor engaged as a tender failing to turn up. so that
steam lauuclies had to bo used. This excitement; is so much apart
of the auiiual sporr, however, that it would hardly seem like the
Fourth If every one was put aboard andlauoed from the steamer in

a convenient and conventional way.
The schooners sailed the Stamford coiu'se, 27 miles; the small

schooners and the single stickers over 25ft. sailed the Caplaiu's Island
coure, 21 miles; the cabin cats and 25-footers sailed the Matinnicock
course, 13 miles; the open cats sailed the Scotch Caps course, 10
miles. The entire fleet wentiirst to the Hempstead mark, there
separating. Tne wind was fresh from N.W., making the greaterpart
of the course a reach. The water was smooth all day.
Dauntless sailed over alone, the three other entries in her class

being absent. Atlantic, Phantom and Iroquois made up a class, but
in the class below tne racing was partl.y spoiled bj' a uiistake of
Viator, who followed the big schoonei's over the Stamford course,
leaving a duel between Peerless and Azalea, the latter proving the
winner. Wasp had practically a sail-over with the old sloop
Bertie, now Forget-me-not. In the yawl class two of the three
boats sailed the wrong course. In the 95ft. class Pyxie sailed alone,
Bl Chico being late in gettin.g over from Oyster Bay. The cabin cat
class was well filled. The full limes were:

SCHOONERS— CLA.SS A.

Wasp ,

start. Finish. ^Claiised Corrected.
12 18 60 4 01 51 3 45 01 3 45 01

SCHOONERS— CLA.SS B.

12 18 35 3 56 20 3 37 45 3 87 45
12 17 23 4 14 37 3 57 14 3 47 14

12 22 20 3 51 11 8 28 51 3 38 51
SCHOONERS—CLASS D.

12 .22 41 3 27 40 3 04 50 3 04 59
12 19 51 3 41 25 3 31 ::J4 8 31 31
12 39 05 4 15 31 3 56 26 Disqualified.

SLOOPS- CLASS 5.

12 38 51 3 28 46 2 49 55 3 49 55
13 39 17 8 52 10 3 13 53 3 54 58

SLOOPS

-

CLASS 8.

12 42 54 4 43 51 3 59 57 3 59 57
13 44 04 4 53 17 4 08 13 4 04 53

TAWLS— CLASS 9.

12 39 37 3 29 14 DisuuaUfled.
13 37 44 4 4i 05 4 04 21 4 04 31

13 38 23 3 08 17 Disqualified.
25-RATERS—CLASS 10.

11 36 fa 3 11 47 3 3i 2tl 2 35 29
CABIN CATS—CLASS 11.

13 36 21 3 27 40 2 51 19 2 51 19
12 39 45 W^ithdrew.
12 43 25 3 25 01 3 41 .36 2 41 86
13 39 24 3 16 07 2 86 43 2 36 43
13 41 30 3 38 17 2 56 47 2 56 47
12 43 47 3 15 27 2 31 40 3 31 40
OPEN CATS -CLAS.'i 14.

12 37 42 3 17 07 2 39 35 2 3.1 25
12 41 05 2 44 25 3 03 21 2 03 21

OPEN CATS -CLASS 16.

13 40 50 Withdrew
12 40 22 2 49 47 3 09 35 3 09 25

The race was sailed under a handicap as was done last year, the
result comparing well with the regattas of other clubs under the
usual conditions.
Wasp wins the Connor cup, there being no competition for the

Gould cup. Wasp also wins a special cup for her class under the
regular club allowances.

Iroquois, Azalea, Wasp, Kangaroo, Kittie, Aura, Wilmerad and
Phcebe each win first prizes, and Almira a second prize.
Gulnare, Mr. John E. Dwight, was entered to sail with Wasp, but

did not start. While running with the fleet from Hempstead to
Captain's Island, she shook out a reef, her m^ist going over the side
a moment later. The regatta was managed by Messrs. J. F. Lovejoy,
Otto Sarony and 0. L. Burger, ©f the committee.

Hull Y. C. July 2.

HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

The second club race of the Hull Y. C. for boats of classes 2, 3, 4, 5,

6 and special class, was sailed on Saturday in a breeze that varied
from W. to S.W., increasing from a light air before the start to a
double-reef breeze during the latter part of the race. It was a Her-
reshoff day in all respects, four out of six winners being Bristol
boats. The times were:

SECOND CLASS—80pT.
Length Elapsed. Corrected.

Handsel, J. B. Hooper mM 2 47 55 3 11 06
Chapoquoit, O. H. Jones 37 10 3 49 10 3 16 57

THIRD CLASS—25ft. C. B.

Ginsy, A. C. Drinkwater 1 53 56 Not meas.
Posy, R. G. Hunt 1 58 38 Not meas.
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 1 56 32 Not meas.
Moondyne, Shaw Brothers 1 .59 41 Not meas.
Ustane, S. N. Small 27.03 1 59 52 1 38 06

FOURTH CLASS—31FT. J. AND M. C. B,

Alpha, Dunne, Brown & Hutit 23.05 1 30 38 1 06 45
Catspaw, 0. A. Prince 26.05 1 82 20 1 10 56

SPECIAL CLASS—21 FT. J- AND M. K.

Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 34.03 1 31 04 1 08 02
FIFTH CLASS— 21ft. OATS.

Magpie, H. G. Otis 22.04 1 14 10 1 19 31
Koorall, B. C. Robbins 23.04 1 44 14 i 20 27

SIXTH CLASS—18ft. cats,
Mab, John Shaw . . . ; 17 .02 1 2;? 43 0 57 53
Marvel, H. M. Faxon 20.03 1 27 09 1 04 SO
Don, W. H. Shaw .' 18154 Not meas.
Handsel, Gipsy, Alpha, Vanessa, Magpie and Mab win legs for the

championship and also cash prizes. Marvel wios second prize, and
third goes to White Fawn or Posy, according to tlie measurement.
The judges were Me.ssrs. J. H. Chadwick, W. A. Gary. E. K. Friend,

E. C. North and Franklin Adams.

Wlnthrop Y. C, July 3.

WINTHBOP, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

On Saturday the Winlhrop Y. C. sailed an open race for cash
prizes in second and third classes, the wind being fresh S .W. The
times were:

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Magpie. C. A. Pike 20.03 1 33.37 1 08 49
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 23.00 1 35 48 1 12 19
Perdita, Milton and Cheever 23.06 1 37 23 1 14 17
Eclipse, W. Myrick

21.11

1 38 05 1 J4 24
Marion, Chesterton and Devereaux... 23. 00 1 41 55 1 18 18

FOURTH CLASS.
Cadet, C. L. Smith 19. uO 1 22 05 1 01 27
Mattie G., W. A. Garrett 19.09 1 28 03 1 08 t3
Scud, L S. Meston 17.00 1 33 48 1 10 47
Modoc, H. Belcher Not meas. 1 29 CO
The annual cruise of the club, as far as Camden. Me., will start

from a rendezvous off Point Shirley on July 9, The first anchorage
will be Marblebead,

Canarsie Y. C. Annual, July 3,

CARARSIE, L. I.—JAMAICA BAY.

The annual regatta of the Canarsie Y. C. was sailed on Saturday
over a 10-mile triangular course on Jamaica Bay in a strong B.W.
wind, the times being:

CLASS A— CABIN CATBOATS OVER 21 FT.
Elaosnd. Corrected.

Adeline, G. N. .Johnston 1 54 04 1 54 04
Lona. J. C. Deubert Withdrew.
Gelerc. F. A. Reid Withdrew.
Duchess, A. H. Ackertran 2 15 18 3 12 18

CLASS B—OPEN CATBOATS. UNDER 3'^FT.

Steeple Jack, C. Kent Withdrew.
Janet, W. A. DeLong 1 .55 18 1 5,5 18
Pilot, T. H. Northritle Withdrew.
Selfish, J H Ives 1 52 241^ \ m 2414
Caddie, E. X. Karr 1 59 12 1 57 063^
Winnie, J. U. Clark 2 01 23 1 59 42}^
Siren, I. F. Fischer I 54 46 1 52 03

CLASS C—OPEN CATBOATS, UNDER 20fT.
So So, J. D BriiLSley , .. ..i 56 18 1 56 IS
Spray. F. Maier .• • 3 06 03 2 05 nb]4
laeal, W. Sampson Wlihdrew.
Amaranth. P. Ketchura 2 00 46 1 59 08
Anita, E. O'Donohue 2 01 38 1 59 m^.
Lochinvar, Mr. Sabin - 2 05 20 2 02 19%
Flirt, Mr. Simmons 2 03 (12 2 02 Oriy„

CLASS D—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER IBFT.
Wave, C. Fitzmaurice Withdrew.
Teaser, G. B. Wheeler Withdrew.
Arno, W. Smith 2 08 42 3 C6 56J^
No Name Withdrew.
Grace L., F. Manchesster , 2 06 37 8 0.6 37
The winners were Adeline, Siren. So So and Gracie L., Selfish win-

ning the pennant for Ihe best elapsed tune.

KiU Von Kull Y. C. Annual, July 4.
PORT RICHMOND, S. I. -NEWARK BAY.

The fifth annual regatta of the Kill Von Kull Y. C. was sailed on
Monday over a lO mile course, three rounds of a triangee betwesn
Staten Island, the Newark Bay bridge and the red buoy off the club
house. The wind was strong N.W. The limr-s were

:

CLASS G—OPEN CAT.S, IH TO 22PT.
Start. Finish Elapsed. Convcted.

Just Woke Up 12 27 35 1 58 :10 1 27 25 1 27 25
Libbie May 12 28 03 2 03 15 1 .35 12 1 .33 33

CLASS F- CABIN CATS, 30p!r. AND UNDER.
Sea Bird 13 80 00 2 12 ]0 1 42 10 1 42 10
Try Again 12 32 50 2 06 45 1 83 45 1 ,33 54

OUkSS G—OPEN CATS, 22 TO 26ft.
Tarpon 12 .30 10 3 04 35 1 34 45 1 33 16
J. J. Carroll 12 33 15 Did not finish.

( LASS H—OPEN CATS, 20 TO 32FT.
Tormentor 12 33 30 2 05 06 1 31 08 1 25 54
Eureka 12 32 30 2 03 .53 1 30 23 1 26 50
Dora D. D 13 31 40 Did not finish.

CUISS I—OPEN CATS, 18 TO SOFT.
Playmate 12 30 25 2 ll 30 1 41 05 1 30 66
Tomboy 12 30 30 3 05 45 i .35 09 i 36 15
Bon Ton 12 30 :'!7 2 01 50 1 30 28 1 21 21
Doctor .12 29 .55 Did not finish.

CLASS L—OPEN CATS UNDER ISFT.
Essex 12 31 52 2 12 42 1 34 50 1 29 00
Lydia 12 30 00 2 11 27 1 40 27 1 30 38
Gracie 12 31 35 2 13 45 1 40 10 1 28 33
Maggie P 12 81 24 3 12 45 1 40 21 1 88 58

CLASS K.—CATS UNDER 16fT.
Irving H 12 32 00 2 18 20 I 40 20 1 31 53

CLASS L—OPEN CATS UNDER 16FT.

Nameless 12 31 50 2 20 IX) 1 48 50 1 35 15
The winners were Just Woke Up, Try Again, Tarpon, Tormentor.

Bon Ton, Gracie, Irving H. and Nameless. Bon Ton won the special
prizs for best elapsed time.

New Haven Y. C. Annual, June 27.
NEW HAA'EN—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thi5 eleventh annual regatta of the New Haven Y. C. was sailed on
Monday week in a fresh S.E. breeze, the courses being: For yachts
24ft. and over, from a line between the committee steamer and Par-
dee's Bar buoy, leaving Ludington's Rock, Welch's, Pond Point and
Charles Island buojs on starboard' hand, around the mid channel
buoy at the entrance of the Housatonic River (located eight miles
from Ludington's Bock buoy, on a line with Stratford Point), return-
ing over the same course, leaving Charles Island, Welch's, Pond
Point and Ludington's Rock buoys on the port hand, For yachts
under 24ft.. open sloops and catboat classes, from olT Pardee's bar
buoy, leaving Ludington's Rock, Welsh's and Pond Point buoys on
starboard hand, thence around buoy oflf the southward of Charles
Island and return over the same course, leaving Welsh's, Pond Point
and Ludington's Rock buoys on the port hand.
Rival led the fleet over the course, winning in her class and also

taking for the third time the Derby challenge cup for ihe best cor-
rected tiitie. thus holding it permanently without further challenge.
The full times were:

CLASS .3—CABIN SLOOPS, 86 TO 40ft.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,

Rival 11 34 31 2 34 04 3 59 r33 2 59 .33

Carrie W 11 32 23 3 48 19 8 15 50 3 14 29
CLASS 4—CABIN SLOOPS, 38 TO 3.3ft.

stranger 11 ;32 44 2 54 30 3 21 26 3 15 45
Seabelle 11 .36 06 2 58 41 3 22 :35 3 22 28
Undine 11 33 .36 2 58 04 3 24 28 8 24 38

CLASS E—OPEN SLOOPS, 24 TO 8lFT.

Commodore ll 33 31 2 39 59 3 06 28 3 01 29
Venus 11 32 :13 2 46 37 3 14 04 3 14 04
Dare Devil .11 33 07 3 04 13 3.32 06 3 37 42

CLASS 6—CABIN SLOOPS, 20 TO 24pT.

Yidette 11 .32 49 3 38 37 3 05 46 3 03 37
Zenia 11 37 16 2 49 00 3 11 44 3 11 44
The winners are: Class 3, Rival: Class 4, Stranger and Seabelle;

Class 6, Vidette; Class 7, Commodore and Venus.

Bensonhurst Club. July 2.

BENSONHURST—GB.iVESEND BAY.

The second annual regatta of the yachting department of the
Bensonhurst Club was sailed on Saturday over an 8-mile course, two
rounds of a triangle between Bensonhurst, Norion's Point and Fort
Hamilton. The wind was strong S. W. The times were:

CLASS B—CATBOATS.
Elapsed . Corrected.

Edda D., R. W. Rummell 1 51 24 1 48 50
Isabel, R. H. Sherwood 1 51 17 1 50 04
B. O., J. C. Egerton 1 50 .32 1 50 32
Caprice, H. S. Hollis 1 55 81 1 51 33
Ariel, G. B Owen 1 52 .53 1 52 46
Nettle, C. L. Cosine 1 57 55 1 55 35

CLASS 3—SLOOPS—SPECIAL RACE.
Seminole, John Brown, Jr
Jewel, Mr. Harper
Seminole and Jewel were not timed, but the former won by a long

lead. Edda C. wins, subject to a protest for fouliog from Isabel,

The Southern Y. C.

It is not generally known that the Southern Y, C, of New Orleans,
La., is second only to the New York Y. C. in age, having been organ-
ized at Pass Christian, Miss., on July 3!, 1849. But one of the original
members, Mr. Harry Rareshide, is now living. The first regatta was
held on Aug. 6 of the same year, with the following entries: Sloops-
Laura, Rebecca, Undine, Mary Ann, Coralie, R. Morris, Harrv Hill,

Rigoletto, Mary Baker, J. L. Jitus. Anna, Pilgrim, Cora. Virginia, E,
Riddle, and J. Mitchell.
The club has now a station and fine house on Lake Foncharlrain,

with a large fleet of steam, naphtha and sailing yachts. The racing
has up to a recent period been done by open sandbaggers, rnanv of
the fastest of the New York cracks having found their wav to New
Orleans, among them being Silence, Mary Emma and Meplilsto; and
the S, Y. C. has given some of the largest money prizes ever offered
for small yachts. At the present time a larger class of yacht is com-
ing rapidly into favor, the Burgess boat Nepenthe having been buiit
for a member, while the new schooner Adrienne, designed by Stew-
art & Bum ey, is for another. The old waterline length rules have
been used by the club since its organization, but as the results of the
deliberations of a special committee on measurement, appoinied at
the last annual meeting, the Seawanhaka rule has just been adopted.
On July 4 a race was sailed, open to seven classes, from 20ft. cat-
boats up to schooners. The old rule is still used for the open cat

-

boats and for the working boats not enrolled in the club which ar^
eligible in some regattas.
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Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C. Annual* July 2.

OYSTER BAT—LONG ISLAND SOUKD.

The twenty-second regatta o£ the Seawanhaka-Corinthian T. C.
was quite a departure from those of a dozen years past, the scene
being changed from the Lower Bay, the barren beaches of Sandy
Hook and the green seas about the two lightships to the calmer and
quieter waters of Long Island Sotmd, with green valleys and hills,

and picttiresque country places. The central pomt was of course
the new club house and anchorage at Oyster Bay, the racing being
done on the Sound just outside the harbor, where two courses of 34
and 18 miles have been laid out. The longer was from a starting
and finishing line between the committee tug Mutual and a mai-k-
'boat off Lloyd's Neck, across the Sound to a second mark-heat oil

SShippan's Point, thence across again and around a mark-boat off

Matinnleook Buoy, and back again over the .same course. This wuh
a W.S.W. wmd made a run across, a beat to Matinuicoclf, a run back
and a beat home. The classes under 46ft. followed the larger yachts
to Matinnlcock and then reached straight for the finish aloiig the
Long Island shore.
The day was fair and bright, with a moderate breeze Toy noon, and

quite a party was gathered at the club house, many going aboard the
yachts, while some waited for the steamer Myndert Starin, which
left New York with other guests at 8 A.M. There was some delay
after the Starin reached the club dock, owing to a slight mishap to

the club steamer, which had gone to Oyster Bay to meet the train,

but the steam yacht Emu and the committee boat finally carried
over these guests and brought the club boat iu tow. Through this

delay it was 13:45 l^efore the preparatory whistle was blown, the
start for the larger yachts being given 5m. later. The starters, 20
out ot a list of 24 entries, were:
Schooners over 80ft.—Mon tank, F. E. Weeks.
75ft. class—Miranda, Com. O. W. B. Hill; Iroquois, R. K. Ellis;

Peerless, Messrs. Ackley and Mitchell. 63£t. class—Viator, W. G.
Brokaw ; Azalea, Edmund Klunt.

SINGLE- STICK CLASSES.
iieft,.—Wasp, Ai-chibald Rogers.
3oft —Indolent, 8. V. K. Oruger ; Mirth, Eear-Com. J. W. Beekman

;

Daffodil, William Whiting; Volusia. J. M. Williams.
25ft. Sailing Length—Pyxie, Oswald Sandei-son; Nameless, 0. W.

Wetmore; El Chico, H. Maitland Kersey.
Jib and Mainsail Boats—Nadjy, A. P. Montant; Sinbad, T. S.

Young; Meteor, William Trotter; Dodo, E. M. Townsend, Jr.

Catboats—Gunhilde, E. C. .Tewett; Oconee, C, T. Pierce,

Iroquois was at the line too soon. and ran back, while Miranda was
well up the harbor, and was handicapped, Montauk making the best
start. All set spinakers to port and large jibtopsaiis, the two
schooners Peerless and Azalea looking odd with the old single jibs.

The 25 footers presented a pretty pictiu-e with spinakers well bagged
out and balloonjibs pulled hard. Nameless ran ahead quite fast and
took lead at first. El ( Uiico having hardly wind enough, buc in a little

time the fln-keel went to the front and continued to gaui over the
.two Gardner boats.

On the second leg the fleet separated, Montauk and Iroquois hold-
ing out in the Sound, while Miranda and the smaller schooners went
in by the Long Island shore. Wasp was with the two leaders, doing
the best work to windward ; Iroquois reached the Matinnicock mart:
.ahead of Montauk, atter an interesting bout, whUe Miranda, who had
come up quitt) rapidly toward the end of the leg, put in between the
two ana also tu^l^d before fitontauk. The times were:
Nameless withdrew on this leg. The first division of the fleet ran

across to Shippan Point again with booms to pert, having to beat
home from there. Wasp easily left the schooners astern, and came
home far In the lead ;

Iroquois being second and Montau k third. The
full times were:

SCHOONERS OVEK 80FT.
Finish.
4 59 32
5 00 20
5 05 00

Elapsed.
4 07 16
4 00 31
4 07 58

Con-ected.
4 07 16

4 2<) 18

4 07 15

3 48 18

3 17 46
a 22 l.'J

a .36 sa

3 19 06

2 21 50
2 20 54
2 25 00
2 .38 .33

3 33 26
3 29 50

4 29 18

4 07 15

3 48 18

not meas.
not meas.
not meas.

3 13 37
3 19 06

not meas.
not meas.
not meas.
not meas.

not meas.
not meas

Start.

Montauk ^KfJl
Iroquois ^2 53 49

aiiranda 12 5o 00

75ft. class.

Peerless 12.53 12 5 22 30

63ft. CLASS.

Azalea 12 52 2!) 4 59 44

Viator 13 55 00 Withdrew.
46pt. sloops,

•Wasp 12 58 35 4 46 53

35ft. sloops.

Mirth 1 0*^ 00 4 17 4ti

Daflodil 12 58 29 4 20 42

Indolent 12 59 03 4 35 26

VoluSa... 1 00 00 Withdrew.
25ft. RACtlSG LENGTH.

El Chico IJhiI
PYxie 12 59 Ofa 4 18 12

-Nameless.'.'.' 12 58 45 Withdrew.
JIB AND MALNSAIL,

TWeteor 12 58 28 3 20 18

^odo 13 59 06 3 30 00

Nadiv 1 00 00 3 25 00

Sinbad'.V.' 1 M 00 3 88 32

CATBOATS.

Oconee 12 58 45 4.32 11

Gunhilde 12 ob .58 4^6 54 „.

Montauk and Iroquois were disquaufted for passing inside

of a channel buoy. Peerless and Wasp each win half the
regular prizes, having sailed alone, $100 and $50. Miranda
wins ^200, Azalea $10o. Mirth $40, El Chico ©5, Dodo and Gun-
hilde each $25. Wasp also wins the Leland challenge cup,
and the helmsmen of El Chico and Dodo each win prizes of

$25 presented by Mr. Wm. Whitlock. The guests steamer returned
10 the city after the fmish. The regatta was managed by
Messrs W. G. Kerr, R. 0. Townsend, R. W. Gibson, Wm. A. Haines
and W. C. Tuckerman. The second race for the Rouse and Wetmore
xjups will be sailed on July 9.

The Peerless—Boyd Collision.

A DECISION has lately been reached in the case of the libel of the
steam vacht Peerless, by the owners of the tug Thos. Y. Bovd, sunk
last June by the yacht in Hell Gate. The case was tried before
Judge Brown, whose decision, for whichj we are indebted to the
American ahipbuilder, reads as follows-

"At about 8 o'clock p. m. on June 26, 1891, the plantilT's tug Thomas
Y Bovd, while going up the easterly channel of Hell Gate between
Flood Bock and the Astoria shore, in the first hour of the flood, and
having in tow on a hawser of 40 fathoms two small schooners, each
about B5ft. long, came in collision with the steam yaciu Peerless

hound west at a point a little below the line running Iro n Hallett's

Point light to the northerly end of Flood Rock. The stein of yacht
ran into the starboard side of the tug. The force of the blow' with
the flood tide carried botn 1 ogether near the dredge at the upper
end of Flood Rock, and as soon as the yacht was disentangled from
the tug the latter sank and became a total loss. The libel was filed

to recover damages, alleging negligence of the yacht in not taking
one of the westernly channels, viz , either the middle or the main
ship channel, and not keepmg out ot the way of the tugs. The claim-
ants contend that the accident arose wholly from the neghgence of
the tug in not porting her wheel as she might and ought to have
.done after the exchange of one whistle between the two steamers.

"The most important fact in dispute between the two parties is the
position of the tug at the time of collision. The clear weight of

evidence is that the tug was then in mid-channel with the schooners
.directly astern of her, that is to say about 500ft. to the westward of
Jhe Astoria shore, and not within iOO or 150fr.. of the Astoria shore,
ag several ot the libellanis' witnesses allege. This appears not only
from the greaternumber of witnesses who testify to this fact, in-

.oludmg some called by the defendant who were in the best position

Jor seeing the true place of the tug iu the channel, but from other
.circumstances, which confirms the weight of the direct evidence.
For the tug after collision was carried by the force of the blow with
ithe yacht close to the dredge on the western line of the channel; and
.this could not have happened if the collision had been close to the
Astoria shore and the light. With the Peerless backing and the
iflood tide, the tug could not have been carried so far to the west-
ward, and she must also have been swept further to the northeast-
ward. The schooners, moreover, after the collision, the hawsers
being cut or broken, continued on in about mid channel and passed
about 100 or 150ft. to the eastward of the boats in collision. The
Peerless at the time of the exchange of one whistle was upon a
course about west, which course she had taken from about 400ft. off

Negro Point, and which made her cross the channel from Negro
Point to Hallett's Point about two points to port. The exchange of
one whistle was made when the Peerless had nearly reached the
light on Hallett's Pomt and the tug opened up below it. The boats
must then have been at least l,0i.0it. apart and probably more. The
Peerless was running at half speed, about 7 knots through the water
or 5 knots by land; the tug about 4 knots by land or 2 knots through
the water.
'The signal of one whistle, which the yacht gave to the tug, and

which the tug immediately answered with one, imported that the
boats should pass port to port, and that the tug would keep to the
right, The tug did not do so but kept a straight course and without

slacking speed until collision. The yacht ported hard, and as soon
as she saw that the tug was not turning to starboard, reversed, hut
not in time to avoid collision. Under her port wheel she changed
before collision about 2 points to stirboard, so as to heal nearly
directly across towards the dredge at the north end of Flood Rock.
"I find that there was nothing to prevent the tug from porting her

wheel and goin^g to the right as her signal egreed she would do.
Despite the claimant's testimony this is evident not merely from the
evidence of the libellants' experts, but from the fact that the two
schooners lashed together behind passed cm without difficulty, not-
withstanding the fact of the collision. It is self-evident that a tug
like this, which is handled easily, could have gone to the right as
her signal imported she would do, with perfect ease and so Save
collision with herself. Nothing prevented theslackingof her hawser
for a moment if that was necessary for a quick turn; and the
schooners would not have been thereby in the slightest degree en-
dangered, as their subsequent passage proved. As the tug could
have pursued this course without dilBeulty, she was legally Vjound to
do .so, both under the agreement made by the exchange of one
whistle and by the rule of the starboard hand (Rule 19.) 'Her fail-
lire to do this brought on the collision for which the tug is therefore
to blame.

"I find no fault proved in the yacht. She was meeting two
schooners under sail beating to the eastward through the gate, and
were right in front of her in different positions. The course adopted
by the yacht under such circumstances, vi>!., to go through the
easterly channel, was deemed by her master to be the most prudent
course to adopt to avoid the iwo'schooners, and'so far I can percei?e
was a proper one. If the tug when below at Astoria, gave any long
whistle, as some of her witnesses testify, it was not heard by any-
hody on the yacht or other vessels near. The yacht, therefore, had
a right to suppose that the easterly channel was clear. But even
had the tug's long whistle been heard, if she gave any, her position
iu the easterly channel was not such as to forbid the yacht from
taking that channel with two schooners impeding the course toward
the middle and north channel; for upon the westerly cour.se that the
yacht was holding, the evidence shows that there was no difficulty
in her going to the westerly side of the easterly channel, and that
when the exchange of one whistle was made, there would have been
no difficulty in passing the tug, had the tug observed her duty. The
yacht had a right to assume that the tug would go to the right, as
her whistle and the rule required. As soon as the whistrles were ex-
changed the yacht did all that was required of her in porting her
wheel, for there was time enough and space enough for the tug to go
to the right. I am satisfied that the yacht backed as soon as she
could perceive that the tug was not doing her duty. She was under
no obligation to stop and back as soon as the exchange of one
whistle was made; because that exchange of whistles was a suitable
and sufficient provision for avoiding the collision, had the tug per-
formed her duty. That exchange of whistles for the time being,
therefore, determined the risk of collision, as the yacht had a right
to assume; and as soon as the risk of collision could reasonably be
apprehended anew, the yacht reversed. This was all that was re-
quired of her by the rules, or by common sense and prudence. The
collisione therefor being the fault of the tug, the libel must he dis-
missed with costs."

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The ladies' day race of the White Bear Yachting Association on

June 18, brought out a fleet of fifteen yachts, all but one manned in
part by ladies, Hornet sailing over but not being eligible. The wind
was light from the west ; the times were

;

CATS.

Merry M.,_ Miss Margaret Hall

Storm King. Mi.ss Mary Tavlor.'

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 01 17
1 08 39

. 1 09 or 1 09 01

1 07 41

1 10 20 1 08 26
1 0.3 15

.1 10 .33

57 29 56 57
50 06

. 1 00 22 57 17
1 01 26

56 21

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 07 20 1 07 30
1 07 45 1 07 40
1 09 21 1 09 01

The inquest on the bodies of Nicholas Michaels and Mary Simonin,
who were drowned on June 11 in the Hudson River through the
running down of tbeuTowboat by the steam yacht Alva, was held
on June 29, the verdict of the jury being accidental drowning. The
testimony of Capt. Morrison, of the Alva, was to the effect that the
rowboat, after once stopping, was rowed directly in the yacht's
cour.se, the oarsman being frightened and making no effort to row
on out of danger. The yacht at the time was in such close proximity
to U\e wariship Atlanta that she had little room to clear the rowboat
at the last moment.

Only three boats started in the second championship race of the
Mosquito Fleet Y. C, of South Boston, on ,Iuly 2. The wind was
strong S.W. and the times were:

Length.
Tantrum, F. L. Perkins 11.00
Escort, W. H. Radsom 14.11
Annie, E. H. Rich 14.08
This makes the second leg won by Tantrum.

Freak, the Paine fin-keel, is now completed, and sailed her first
race on Monday. She carries a wire stay from the end of her bow-
sprit to the fore end of hex fln-keel, to guard the latter from weeds
and similar obstructions; an attachment which she is likely to dis-
pense with after a very brief trial.

Titania, centerboard cutter, has been sold by C. Oliver Iselin, for
whom she was built in 1887 from Mr. Burgess's designs by Piepgrass,
to Robert H. Inman, owner of Adelaide. Mr. Inman will fit her
out at once. She is still on the shore at Piepgrass' .yard, City
Island.

The owner of the Norwood has deposited the sum of $25,000 in the
Park Bank, of New York, as a wager that the yacht can perform
several feats in the way of fast steaming in smooth water. On Jul.y
1 Norwood made a record run of two miles at New London.

On June 27 Messrs. Read Bros., of Fall River, launched the Mabel
F. Swift No. 2, designed and built by them for Mr. C. W. Anthony.
The new yacht is a centerboard cutter, 53ft. over all, 84ft. Sin. l.w.l.,
13£t. Oin. beam and 5ft. draft.

At a recent meeting of the Boston Y, C, resolutions of condolence
were passed over the death of Augustus Russ, one ot the founders of
the club, its treasurer from its organization until 1886 inclusive, and
its commodore in the years 1887, 1888, 1800 and 1891.

On June 27 the new Boston steam yacht Navarch No. 2, built by
Ambrose Martin tor Com. C. F. iierrill, South Boston Y. C, was
launched at Jeffries Point, East Boston.

The race of the Rochester Y. C. on June 22, was iiostponed indefln-
itely on account of the disappearance of the lake buoys, none of
which could be found by the competing yachts.

Lasca, the new Smith schooner owned by Mr Brooks, took her first
sail on Saturday afternoon. Capt. Rhodes, formerly of Sea Fox, will
command her.

Exile, 31-footer, has shipped a hollow mast, and one has been got
out for Thrush.

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhcvrclt, Price $10. Stmm Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $3. Yaclits, Boats and
Canoeg. By C. Stansfleld-HiCks. Price SS.69. Steam MacJvSn&rn. Bi/
DonaJdson. Price tl.so.

Savin Hill Y. C, July 2.

The first of a series of races for cups offered by the Savin Hill Y.C,
for club boats was sailed on Satm-day In a fresh S.W. wind, the times
being;

SPECIAL CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Annie, E. P. ISharp 22.02 1 26 00 1 01 13
FIRST CLASS.

Mildred G., G. L. Sears.. 25.08 1 24 23 1 02 14
Annie Maud, F. O. Vegelahn Not meas. 1 26 47

SECOND CLASS.
Arah, W. F. Seott 19.11 1 24 80 57 32
Siko, F. A. Mclnnes 19.08 1 28 55 1 01 41

THIHD CLASS.
Marchioness. C. E. Hodges 16.01 1 30 tO 58 at
Florrie, W. 11. .Besarick 16.06 1 31 40 1 00 41
The winners each take a l^g for a class cup.

Humber Yawl Club.

The little yearly record of the Humber Yawl Club, of Hull. Eng.
is a uniqe afl'air, the list of members and boats being supplemented
bv a number of clever sketches, short cruises and lines of new craft,
two specimens of which we reproduce. The club, which is devoted
mainly to canoe yawls, has a membership of 50, with as many boats,
canoe-yawls and wide canoes.
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FIXTURES.
JITLY.

9. Toronto, Regatta and PaddUng 9-23. W. 0, A-Meet, OsTifeosTi,W)s.

Cup, Toronto. 15-30. Northern Div. A. 0. A.
!i. Rochester, 2d Tropliy Race, Meet,La.keOouf,hiching,0an

TroDdeqiioit Bay. 23. Rocbester, 3rl Trophy Race,
trondequoil Bay.

4-2.5. A.O.A.Meet,WillsboroiighPt .27. Rochester, 4th Trophy Race,
6. iSpringfield, Cup, Springfield. Irondequoit Bay.

15-20. A. O. A. Meet, race week,
WillsboTough Point.

SEPTEMBER.
3. Springfleld. Cup, Springfield. 6. lanthe. Annual Regatta.
3. Brool£lyn,Vi8iting Cruise, Pas- 8, Roelie.«ter. Fall Regatta, Iron-

saic River. dequoit Bay.
3, Orange, Ann., Arlington, N.J,

OOTOBBH.
1. Springfield, Gup, Springfield.

There la much sound sense in an editorial remarK of the New York
Herald, that "The only reason why there are not more carriage ac

<!idents than boating accidents is because horses have some sense.

There would be still fewer accidents in pleasure craft, canoes, yachti

and rowing and sailing boats, if those in charge of boating partii

knew how to manage a boat and to swim, and had the good sense to

keep sober, to take no one on board who was not sober, to avoid over

crowding and skylarking, to keep all hands seated low in theboat^

allowing but one person at a time to stand up in entering and leav.

ing, to atiend carefully to the direction of the boat at all times, an
to carry no more ladies and children than there are good swicnmeri

to care for them in case of a capsize. As to canoeing, a person who
cannot swim should never be allowed afloat alone save in smooth
and shoal water; and no one should attempt to sail or even paddle

canoe who cannot divest*himself of part of his clothing and keep
himself afloat for a time if thrown suddenly into the water. It is not

absolutely necessary that a man should be a fast long-distance

swimmer, but he should be able so regain his canoe imder any ordi-

nary circumstances and to keep himself afloat for Ave or ten minutes
unaided. There are same accidents in which a much higher degree
of proficiency is essential to safety ; but in the great majority of cases

it is the first one or two minutes which count, before the speediest

of assistance can reach one.

But four weeks remain before the opening of the thirteenth

annual meet of the American Canoe Association, at Willsborough
Point, Lake Champlain, and the time is short for such preparations
as remain to be made by clubs and individuals. Those who are not
members but desire to visit the meet will have but little time to file

their applications for membership with the Division pursers, as the
names must be published for two weeks before approval. Those
members who have not made up their mind will have to decide
qtuckly in order to get to camp early and with all duffle in good
shape. There is yet time for the various clubs to do much in the
way of inducing members to attend the meet and also to do so in

way that will reflect credit on their club. In each club delegation

an offleer should be in sole command, or if none of the regular
officers can attend, one member should be chosen to take command
of the club camp. By pitching tents together, setti'jg up a big pole
for the club burgee, and maintaining a neat and well-kept camp
members may do much to improve the appearance of the whole
camp, and to brmg credit to their club in particular. In club work
of this kind the "club bar," which has become entirely too promi
nent a feature in some recent camps, is not at all essential, and may
well be left at home.

The early fathers of canoeing in America were noted for a ten
dency toward statistics and elaborate calculations which were abou
as truthful and reUable as the proverbial VYaterbury watch. One o:

them is still at it, as witness the following from the Baltimore News
"John IIa.bberton says there were not twenty canoeists in'the country
when he began to paddle a canoe twenty years ago. Now there are
20,000 of them who write their names 'in water' every year. John
Murray, of the Challenger expedition, says there are 32.3,000,000 cubic
miles of water in the world, so that there is still room for the paddler
to increase, even at the astonishing Habberton ratio."

Apropos of John Habberton's calculation as to the number of can^
oeists who write their names in water every year, the display of
bottles about the abandoned site of the various meets of the Associa-
tion and divisions suggests that there are not a few who use some^
thing stronger, possibly ink or Vichy,

Around Lake Champlain.
The morning air was still cool from the shower of the night before

when my chum and 1 shouldered our packs and started for the rail-
way station at North Leominster to take the Western express on the
Pitchburg R. R. We were bound on a .summer's trip by boat and
afoot through the Lake Champlain region, with no definite point to
reach, for we mtended to go wherever fancy led us without troubling
ourselves to count the passing days. My chum carried an army
knapsack which had become dear to him by service on several such
expeditions, but I wished to economize weight and therefore carried
only an Indian pack, of which our httle shelter tent and my gray
camp blanket formed the basis.

'

Once seated in the cars and disencumbered of our luggage, we fell
to talking over our journey, and refreshed ourselves with several
bottles of ginger ale. Away we sped through the cool morning and
hot noonday down into the fertile valley of the Connecticut and on
again up through the windinsr valley whence Deerfield River pours
down from the Berkshire Hills. Then we saw for a moment the
great, yawning mouth of the Hoosac Tunnel, and with a rattle and
roar the train plunged into darkness. Fifteen minutes later we
stopped for dinner at North Adams on the western side of the range
The ride from here to Saratoga was uninteresting, and we were glad
when, soon after crossing the upper Hudson and skirting the north-
ern shore of Saratoga Lake, the ti ain reached the terminal depot at
Saratoga Springs, and our journey had really begun.
The roads were dusty and the heat suffocating as we tramped

along the country road which winds leisurely tdrouah a fertile
country toward Mt. McGregor and we were glad to stop heie and
there to rest in the shade or to picK the ripe, juicy raspberries which
grew in the valleys. By sundown our great camp pail was full of
berries and we thought it was about time to camo. We nitched our
tent in an orchard, on a hillside which sloped" gently" toward the
south, and got some milk for our berries at a neignboring farmhouse.
I had just seated myself on the stone wall with my pail of berries

and milk on my knees, and was expatiating on the beauties of camp
life to my comrade, who was more modestly seated on a log wben
the stone under me rolled, and alas, my views of camp life were
somewhat clouded. Thus the first day ended, with a quiet evening
chat and refreshing sleep, disturbed only by the curiosity of some
horses which were pastured in the adjoining field.
The days that followed were like the first. We visited Mt Mc-

Gregor and the cottage where Gen, Grant died. It is a spot of great
natural beauty. The surrounding country is generallv flat and
stretches away in a broad circle of green plain and woods snecked
with white villages and solitary farms, imtil the blue sky sinks tomeet it on every side.
Then there was Glens Palls with its arched cave m the great sand-

stone ledge below the falls. This cave is the scene of the opening
chapters of Cooper's '"Last of the Mohicans," and as one stands at
the further opening of the passage and listens to the dull roar of the
falls and watches the great patches of foam go whirling past he can

almost imagine that the centuries have turned back and that he is

witnessing the stirring scenes of the "Leather Stocking Tales."
Other interesting spots were close at hand and we made our camp

one night near the shores of Bloody Pond in the gloomy shadow of
French Mountain. It is no wonder that the place has a dismal
aspect, for here occurred the massacre which has stained Mont-
calm'.-! name ui Kaglish memories. The garrison of Fort William
Henry bad surrendered to the French officer, and under a promise
that they would not serve again during the war were allowed to
return to their homes. But an they passed alonR the narrow trail
between the mountain and the pond they were attacked by the
Indian allies of the French, and being wholly unarmed were itiassa-
cred almost to a mau.

It was not far to the southern end of Lake George, at Caldwell,
where Fort.s Williani Henry and St. Edward and the little Port St.
George gu.'irdPd the gateway from Canada until the final success of
England in 1759.

We .spent some time around the shores of the lake and at last one
afternoon came back to Caldwell and boarded the steamer Horicon
for a trip down the lake. We got seats in the bow of the boat and
spread out our map of the lake in order to recognize the places of
interest.

As we swung away from the pier the beauty of the lake burst sud-
denly upon our eyes. The water was clear as crystal, so that you
could look down into immeasurable depths, and stretched away to
shores where hrown rock and green clad hills rose .sheer from the
water's edge.
Woody islands half concealed the entrance to innumerable bays,

the mam lake itself wound here and there among the hills, so that
it seemed at times as if we must sail through the mountain wall, but
at an unexpected moment a cleft would appear among the hills and a
new stretch of lake open before us. The spray that leaped from the
bow of our steamer tell back in the form of silver rain. Tlie water
was unruffled by the .slightest breeze. The green hills wore mirrored
in its edge and did not lose in color by the relleetion. Here and
there along the shore beautiful vdlas elistened on the hillsides,
while small hamlets clustered on the sliorn at points where there was
a good landing. Here we saw men fishing lazily from the wharf or
putting out in boats for more ambitious efforts.

One. of the wildest spots wa.^^ Roger's Rock, a lofty precipice to
which no tree or plant can cling, wjiere he wlio gave the rock its

name leajjed to the lake to escape kis Indian pursuers.
When the boat reached Baldwin the twilight was rapidly deepening.

After taking supper at the old tavern, we walked outside the village
and rolled up in our blankets on a grassy bluff which overlooked the
lake and its outlet.

The next day saw us in possession of a good skifl* and bound on a
voyage down Lake Champlain. "It's all very vrell to cruise here,"
said the good people along the shore, "but wait till you get down
beyond Port Henry; then you'll have lake enough." Well, we did in
time. But first we visited" the historic places in the narrow end of
the lake. The ruins of old Fort Ticonderoga stand on an old prom-
ontory between the lake and the river which connects lakes Geoi'ge
and Champlain. The garrison house, powder magazine and redoubts
are still In a fair state of preservation, and the hollow ways inside
the fort can still be traced.
Crown Point was even a finer ruin. A strong earthwork incloses

eleven acres, and inside four large barracks, built of rough slate,
mark the limits of the old irarade ground. Two of these barracks,
though roofless, are still in good condition, and one is sure to notice
the great fireplaces which are built into the wall of every room. On
one of the walls is cut the inscription "G. R. (Gaorgius'Bex ), 1759,"
with the broad arrow and St. Andrew's cross. It was probably cut
by some English soldier who wished to signify that the capture of
the old French stronghold in 1759 had made the spot forever English
soil.

And now we were really on the broader part of Lake Champlain,
the only American lake that has a history. Before the Dutch had
settled at Manhattan or the Mayflower landed her httle band of
Pilgrims at Plymouth, as early as the year 1609, the waters of tbi.s
lake had been explored by the great French adventurer whose name
it bears. For 150 years the hostile troops of two great nations passed
up and down its valley. They left m their passage material for many
a legend, and one cannot travel long without hearing some story of
on p eon ntrv ',5 ^'hprnin actpiour'country's "heroic age.
One of the finest bits of scenery on this part of the lake is Spht

R-ck, the famous rocher fendu. The western shore is here a lofty
limestone cliff, gray m color, mottled and striped with iron ore.
The day of our visit was very calm and we were able to row close to
the cliff and look up at its dizzy height whfie we thought of the 400ft.
to which it .sank through the green water at its base.
It was very pleasant to get up in the early morning, cook break-

fast, and row until it was time to go ashore for dinner at some farm-
house, then to row on again for a spell and go into camp about 4
o'clock. Two of our camping places were especially beautiful. The
first was on the shore of a shallow, sandy bay at the mouth of the
Willsborough River. Our tent .stood in a grove of pines which grew
a rod or two from the shore, and as we sat there writing tetters we
had a view of many miles of lake. Just about sunset we rowed up
the river a short distance, and, as the twilight deepened, floated
back with the current. The blackness and coldness of the river
water, the silent fligbt of birds overhead, and the dismal croaking of
frogs coming to us across the water, lulled us into a frame of mind
which was in keeping with the Sunday evening.
One afternoon we were driven ashore by a squall at the mouth of

the Ausable River. After the sea had gone down we rowed to Tal-
cour Island and camped at the head of the little bay on its western
shore. Across a broad stretch of blue lake lay a semicircle of whi te
sandy beach, at the upper end of whicn stood a row of tall, spire-like
poplars resting on the background of the blue Adirondack hills. The
splendor of the sunset was added to this beauty, and we sat looking
out over the waters until darkness shut out the picture from our
view and it was time to roM up in our blankets and listen to the weird
night sounds until we fell asleep.

In the bay, opposite our camp, Arnold's fleet was defeated by the
British in 1776, and when the water is low you can stiU see the skele-
ton of his flagship, the Royal Savage, near the rocky islet south of
Valcour.
We had grown rather tired of boating, so from Plattsburg we took

a side trip into the lumber woods and the Northern Adirondacks. It
was a strange region, rarel,y visited by tourists. We went from set-
tlement to settlement along the old lumber roads, many nights com-
ing across deserted logging camps, and spending other nights in the
deep forest.
One of our most striking adventures befell us on the very edge of

the "bush country." We had camped one night on the rough road
which leads from Purdy's Mills to Jerusalem and Jericho (tbis is a
bibhcal country, you perceive). The midgets were exceedingly at-
tentive that evening, and at last we decided to break camp" and
travel all night. We knew that it was five miles to the next cabane
but the midgets were more terrible than the journey in the dark
even though we had been entertained all day with bear and panther
stories by the natives. It was now tweniy minutes of nine, and
quite dark.
For two miles and a half we stumbled along over a corduroy road

which was made up of tilting logs where they were not needed and
deep mud holes where they were. Suddenly we heard a terrible
scream in the distance. I looKed at Allen, and he looked at me
"That's a panther's yell!" I said. We increased our pace decidedly
In a few minutes the cry rang out again. This time it was nearer'We grasped our hatchets and revolvers and started on a run. Every
few moments one of us would stumble over a log and go down with
a crash. Again the cry was repeated, and we immediately broke the
record for all short distances.
We came to a cabane in the center of a clearing. All was dark

inside, but we knocked at the door. It opened, and by the faint
starlight we saw an old French lumberman. After a short parley in
French and Enghsh we were admitted. It was a rather ticklish situ-
ation, for we did not know what sort of a crowd there might be
inside. Some one lighted a lamp which burned a piece of porouswood instead of a wick, and by its light we saw that the only other
occupants of the room were an old half-breed w^oman and a boysome 18 years old. We concluded that It would not be well to tell
our real bu.smess in the country, and therefore passed as fellows
looking for a job at the lakes. The old Frenchman was very com-
municative, aod filled the evening with stories of adventure He
had taken us for Canadian spies at first, he said. Some years before
he had been concerned in the Riel Rebelhon and had hved ever sincem fear of the Canadian Government,
He told how the game wai'den came up from Albany every year

and of a good joke he once played on him. It was winter and the
deer were "in yard" in the snow of a mountain valley. He got the
warden into one of the deepest paths and got an old buck starteddown it, so that the warden barely escaped with his life. He told us
also of the murderer King who had been hiding in the "bush" for
four years, and of the fight on last election day when the Canucks
and Yankees laid out four Norwegians with clubs. He had a bitter
hatred for the rich and said that the people of the bush country
killed deer whenever they wanted them, but that when a rich fellowcameupfromNew York his very guide betrayed him and got the
reward. & ^

We awoke after a refreshing sleep on the cabane floor. The lum-berman was already stirring and we soon sat down to breakfast
which consisted of fried salt pork, eggs, bread and tea (without milk
orsugar). Our ho.st excused himself because he had no potatoes—
they were very high, and for his simple life a luxury.
We spent mmy pleasa;nt days tramping through the bush country

and in Saranae boat or canoe upon the lakes, and among the pleas-
antB,st memories of our whole trip is that of the little whitewashed
log huts and the mongrel French of their kind hearted owTiers. For
these people are kind-hearted in spite of their rough exterior, and
many a man, in his rough, picturesque imagery, speaks of the deer
as the •wild sheep," and kills, not for .sport, but for hvehhood.
Well, on Sunday morning we reappeared on the streets of Platts-

burgh in season to shock the worthy people who were streammg into
the churchyard and a few hours later were again on Lake Cham-
plain. Our course lay to Lacotle, across the Canadian line. On
the way lay picturesque Point au Roche, jutting out with Imes of
green and brown from a low green shore. Of cour.se we saw the old
Albnrgh ferry as we returned along the Vermont shore and visited
Isle la Motte anrl its quarries.
One moonlight evening we tried to row to Maquam, but our map

was at fault and we were saved from going out into Broad Lake only
by a chan(!e raeellog with n boatload of young people who invited us
to their cottage on the South Sister Island, Next day, however, we
reached Maquam, only to be detained several days by bad weather.
Toward evening on one of these days of wailing we were swing-

ing lazily in hammocks on the crest of a bluif, which rose rocky and
covered with cedars on the western shore. AU day long dark clouds
had been scurrying across the sky and the sheep ha4 been running
on the lake, as the tret^h-water sailors say. But now the clouds lay
piled on the western Jiorizon, fitfully lighted by the embers of the
sunset. Wlieii first we noticed them they were in the shape of the
walls of some ancient city, with battlements and lofty lOM'ers, whose
softened lines su^'gested untold age. But as we looked the hand of
time was laid upon the city; great blocks of stone were dislodged,
rolled down and crumbled into dust.
The walls opened and we saw a fair city with gilded domes and

minaret!^ and countless dingy roofs, while in the plain beyond a
deep blue mouuiain pointed toward the evening star.
An unknown force breathed upon the cit,y and walls and roofs gave

forth a crimson glow. The heat Increased; palaces, temples and
hovels, all were fused in the vast crucible, the earth itself melted
away, and against the glowing sKy the sohtary mountain stiU kept
guard, the symbol of eternity in the midst of endless change. TQen
weu d form.s crept across the sky and sank struggling into endless
fiery depths, untd at last the fire seemed spent and all was black
aijaln.
Slowly the cloud mass took the form of a massive human face.

Darker and more malignant it grew, ink-black, with eyes and mouth
and nostrils of fire, until on a sudden a terrible flash shot forth from
those bloodshot eyes, a look of inflnite hatred and cunning blended
with insufferable pain, searing its image into our memory forever—
the sun had set.
After the storm w^as over we continued south, visiting St. Albans

and minor places along the shore. One Sunday we staved at Georgia
and attended church. A farmer had offered to hoard its if we would
let hira use oiu- boat. We ate "three loaves" and he caught "iwo
small fishes."

I remember well how I took our skiff on my back across the Sand-
bar Bridge, and our visit to South Hero, and the evening row to
Burlington across the broad stretch of lake where the Adirondacks
and Green Mountains seem to meet at north and south.
We spent some time ac Burlington and of course visited Shelburne

Farms, the residence of Dr. Webb, but our pleasantest visit was to
Ausable Chasm. We crossed by steamer to Port Kent and went by
rail to the chasm. The Ausable River plunges into this chasm and
flows through it in a channel from 5 to lOft. wide with walls which
measure in places nearly 200ft. For a part of the distance there is
good walking along the brink of the river, lower down tliere is a
trestle and hand-rail, while at the end is a wild boatride through the
rapids of the little canon.
To one who has seen the great western canons and has looked up

from their sunless depths to the narrow cleft and strip of darkened
"ky where the stars shine at noonday, this place has but httle

mg white sandstone walls rising ledge by ledge from the foaming
stream, with gnarled cedars growing on every shelf, which the song
of the thrush, and the sqturrel's chatter are heard above the gurgling
of the waters— this picture of life and suclight leaves a pleasaiu im-
pres.sion upon one's memory which is totally different from the awe-
stricken silence with which ha emerges from one of those abysses
where neither light nor life can dweU.
Prom Burlingion to Ticonderoga we took passage on the canal boat

John H. Ireland, Oapt. Tom Kelly, Mate Tom, Jr. When we came
on board Capt. .Kelly was Just lamenting the deslruction of sixty
barrel-^ of beer, which had been seized and poured into the sewer by
the Vermont authorities. "Sixty barrel o' beerl" he said. "Sixty
barrel o' beer! Oh, Tom, me boy, there was many a good drunk m
that. Sure, they'd never 'a' dared to do it among the longshore
boys in New York. Sixty barrel o' beer! Sixty barrel!" He re-
peated this, mournfully shaking his head, at intervals all day long
The Ireland was one of twelve boats in the tow, lashed two and two,
and as we followed rapidly in the wake of our powerful tug, we haa
a good chance to observe the strange life of the canal-boatmen.
We had spent part of the evening in the forecastle in order to

escape the chilly air, but about midnight we came on deck agala.
All was bustle and confusion m the tow, for they were preparing to
drop a boat at the iron furnace just above Port Henry. It was a
striking scene—the shouting and creaking of ropes in the pitchy
darkness and the weird, blood-red eye of the blast furnace glaring
down upon us and lighting up the black lake water.
At Port Henry we lowered our skift' into the water and made fast

to a tow of twenty-five loaded boats bound for Whitehall. Our lake
adventures closed in a fitting wa.y when our skiff broke loose at 4
o'clock in the mornmg and was saved only by a rash jump from the
canal boat.
We left our skiff at Ti, and after crossing the lake on the wheezy

old ferry, started for the summit of the Green Mountains. Our path
led us through the region which was the scene of Ethan Allen's ad-
ventures with the New York ofilcers, and to Lake Dunmore. a beau-
tiful sheet of water with a mountainous eastern shore, where the
great outlaw took refuge in a cave when they pressed him too
closely.
From Lake Dunmore w^e passed down a beautiful valley between,

two ranges of the Green Mountains to Rutland, and thence up to Mt
Holly. The last two days of our tramp it rained steadily, so at
Ludlow we took the train, and rapidly descending into and down the
valley of the Connecticut, were again at Leominster, and had filled
the measure of our summer wanderings. W. R, Bitokminster
Malcbn, Mass.

Arlington C. C. Annual, June 25.
WEST ARLINGTON—PASSAIC RIVEH,

The Ariingtou C. 0. held its first club regatta of the season onJune 25, and proved a decided success; the following events beins-
contested ;

^

Event I., paddling, any canoe, seven entries: R. E. MoUoy, Redante
first ;^B. R. Room, La Tosca, second, tG. L. Crowell, Jr., Snake, third-
C.V.Schuyler, Meda. fourth; R. Ellis, Surprise, fifth: H. Frazer'
Zinga, sixth; F. J. Gibson, Joy, seventh.

'

Event II., paddhng, tandem, open canoes, four crews: R. B, Molloy
and U. Frazer, Zinga, first; R. EUis and F. Gibsoa, Surprise, second-
B. R. Room and G. L. Crowed, Snake, third; 1. V, Dorland and O V
Schuyler, Meda, fourth.
Event lit,, paddling club, two crews of four: Meda, I. V. Doriand

^e^iiylei-, R. Ellis and fl. Frazer, first; Soake, B. H. Room, R E
Molloy, C. P. Shepard and P. E. Brockway, second.
Event IV., padoling upset, four entries: C. V. Schuyler, Meda, first-

B. R. Room, La Tosca, second; G. L. Crowell, Jr., Snake, third- C P
Shepard, Joy, fourth,

i
•

•

Event v., swimming: G. L. Crowell, Jr., first; B. E, Room, second-
C. V. Schuyler, third ; C. P. Shepard, fourth.
The club bouse has recently been much improved in appearance as

well as m utility by the addition of a large covered balcony over the
river. The club is now in a prosperous condition, its membership
having increased materially this season, and it expects to send a
delegation of at least six men to the A. C. A. meet. On May 28-31 a
cruise was made by a party of nine, from Chatham, N, J., down the
Passaic River, ana several members propose to repeat the trip on
July 4. The annual open regatta wfll be held on Labor Day, Sept fim the morning. A number of club races will be held through the sea-
son, the next on July 16, all canoeists being welcome. The club
house may be reached by the N. Y. & G. L. R R., from Chambersj
street, N. Y., to West Arlington, the afternoon trains running at 1:36
and 3:3-2.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A. C. A.: Eastern Division—Sayward Galbralth, Kpringfield, Mass
Central Division—J. P. Nash, Albany, N. Y. ' ^ ^ ,

»=. .

Canoeists who have attended the last two meets af the A C A
will learn with regret of the death of Mi-s. Schuvler, wife of c' V
Schuyler, of the Ariington CO., which occured on .June 30 Mrs'
Schuyler was a canoeist, a member of the A. O. A. and a lover of
P.^P She was a victim to consumption, a trip to Florida lastfaU faUmg to arrest the disease, - ' ^
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CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The canoeists of Trenton, N, .1., have obtained psrmi ssion from the

Paris: Commissioners to erect a club Ijouse on the Park laud along
the Delaware River, and a hanisorue two story building will be com
meneed very soon. Among the gentlemen interested are Blessrs.
Edmund C. Hill, W. 0. Lawrence, J. B. Agnew. P. B Yard, Joseph
O. Riclrey, Jr., H. A. Hill, Fred. W. Donnelly, G. V. Packer, J. Wal-
lace Hod, H. C. Alien, Wm. B. Ku-kbride, E. D. Ander,son, F. W.
Sigler, C, H. Swan, C, Carper, David S, South, Wm. T. Purman, R. P.
Wilson and Herbert Lanning.

Many of the visitors of the coming A, C. A. meet at Lake Cham-
plain will profit by their near proximity to the Adirondacks to make
a trip, however short, into this famous resort. To them, and also to
those who 10 reach the carap must pass through some of tbe most
noted localities of the early colonial wars, since doubly celebrated
by their natural beauty and hisioric interest, the new edition of
Stoddaru's "Adiroadacks, ' a copy of which we have just received,
will prove indispeasable as a guide and cicerone
A very sad accident to a war canoe occurred on July 2, in which

sis young men were drowned. The war canoe Minnewawa, of the
lirand Trunk Boating Club of Montreal, started out on Saturday
a,fternoon with a creiv of 17 bound for St. Helen's Island, in the si,.

Lawrence River, The canoe was capsized and but eleven of the
crew were rescued by boats which put out for the purpose, the bodies
of the other six not being recovered.

The New York 0, C. has surprised itself and violated the traditions
of years by a veritable canoe cruise made this week.

Rensselaerwyck.
Albany, June 20.—The following scores were made to-day by

mernbers of the Third Brigade Rifle Association, at Rensselaer-
wyck range. Shooting was at aOOyds., Standard American target:
conditions were unfavorable for high scores:
Ohas P Frey (off-hand) 8 9 6 6 .5 8 9 8 6 6- 71

10 '7 8 5 1 5 7 9 9 9— 73

„ ^ , , 7 5 6 9 9 6 6 5 4 fi- 63Wm C G-omph (rest) 7 6 12 13 6 8 10 7 8 9—8:1
11 13 8 9 10 7 8 10 10 7— 83

, 8 11 13 11 11 10 8 9 18 10-103
Off-tana.... 6 10 B 7 8 7 8 0 8 10^ 76

Major ChasH Gaus (rest) 10 10 12 13 9 iz 13 13 9 10-108
11 II 13 10 13 11 13 9 li 13-113

, J3 9 11 13 10 8 9 11 9 11-103
Off-liand 7 6 8 7 8 10 9 10 8 8— 81

Revolver Shooting in England.
TaERE is to be an extra prize foi revolvers this year at Bisley,

besides the eleven already mentioned. It is to be called the
"Smith & Wesson" and is to be shot for with target revolvers,
open to all comers, at 30yds., at a target appearing and disappear-
ing at intervals of three sf conds. First prize is a Smith & Wesson
.38cftl. RuSisian model target revolver, gold plated and pearl
stock, presented by the makers. It has been decided, on the re-
commendation of Mr. Walter Winans, to reduce the SOyds.
revolver buUseye from Sin. to Gin., but his suggestion that the
"inner" should be reduced in proportion has not been adopted;
the "inner" will therefore remain at 16in., leaving a ring.5in. vride
round the buUseye. much too wide for a target meant for fine
shooting. There seems some hitch about getting up a pistol com-
petition as distinct from revolvers. The English revoh^er makers
are experimenting in the direction of .SOSsal. for revolvers and
they have attempted to induce the English National Rifle Asso-
ciation to sanction that caliber at Bisley this year, hut without
STiCoesB so far, .38cal. being the minimum allowed for revolvers.
The new revolver range of the South London Rifle Club, at

Staines, is not ready yet, but it is hoped it will be completed in
time for members to begin uracticing for Bisley next week.
The 50yds. pool target at Bisley is to have a 6in. buUseye mth a

4in. ring inside this, shots in this ring only to count.
For the .50yds. competitions this ring inside the buUseye will

not be used.
The best scores to hand in practice for the various competitions

at moving targets at 20yds. h«ve all been made by Mr. Walter
Winans with various Smith & Wesson revolvers. They are: Dis-
appearing target, with military revolver, 38; with target revol-
ver, 39; at sliding target, 39 (with target revolver), equal to his
Tvinning score last year at Bisley where the target had the easier
Sin. buUseye; rapid firing, 38, with military revolver: this target
Is in sight only twelve seconds, during which timp all six shots
must be fired. Tne buUseye being only 2in. at 30vds. makes it
very difficult to get the aim rapid enough with military sights.
Mr. Winans sot five of his six shots into the Sin. center, three of
them being buUseyes.
The English National RiflB Association have now decided to

adopt Mr. Wmans's suggestion of having smaller suh-divlsions
round the buUseye in the fiOyds. revolver target. The hnllseye
being 6in., inner lOin.. and "magpie" 18in. This will make it into
a practical target. The Martin Smith competition at Bisley for
hunting rifles at UOyds. stationary target used to be next tbe
"running deer," this spot has been objected to by many of the
competitors as being too much exposed to the wind, the range has
therefore been removed to a sheltered spot to the west of the
revolver range, a thick hedge being the full length of tbe range on
the side the wind generally blows trom; this ought to Improve the
scores several points. It has been decided not to have any com-
petition for single shot pistols, but perhaps this can be arranged
next year.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
The regular shoot of tbe Cincinnati Rifle Association was held

on Its range to-dav—ihe shooting conditions were very unfavor-
able, there being a bad 6 o'clock flsh tail wind; SOOyds. off-hand
standard target: '

Gindel*- 10 7 8 10 10 7 7 8 9 8-8496869979 10 7-80
6 8 0 8 7 9 9 7 9 9-81

Best

0

8 8 7 fi 9 9 6 7 9-7577876986 10 7-75
9 9 7 8 6 5 7 10 5 6-73

Weinheimer 6 5 8 9 5 9 fi 8 6 8—7096957688 10 8-75776 10 88889 5-70
Houck 10 7 7 10 9 9 3 6 5 7—73858584987 5-63
Zelger 10 6 5 10 6 7 7 5 5 4-66

10 33445947 6—ot6833853 5 5 (i-,53
Stegner 7 6 8 5 4 7 7 9 6 4—63

7 8 5 6 7 7 7 8 5 6-65715588798 5-63
Wellinger 7 7 6 10 6 10 6 6 6 9-73
Topf 7 5 7 10 5 3 9 4 6 6-03

9 6 7 3 4 7 10 6 7 6-65
6 8 10 6 3 5 5 7 5 5-60

Speth 57 10 887979 10-80
10 10 4 9 9 4 10 6 8 8-78
10 7 6 4 6 10 8 8 10 6-76

Brumback 9 10 7 7 6 7 8 7 5 7-73
6 10 7898664 10-74

10 68656679 S-n
LBlser 8 5 3 7 4 7 10 5 4 6-58
Drube 9 7 4 5 7 5 7 5 6 10-65796667789 8-73
Ehlerding 979886778 9—7a35 10 69774 10 7-68456677676 8—6

Chicago Rifles.

Chicago, June 28.—At the weekly shoot which took place this
evening at the Burley and Erickson gallery, 146 South Halsted
street, formerly known as Geo. McCune's tgallery, the following
scores were made, possible 300;

CAHaukle 271 Jos Hosie 260 W Frlsbie 2.53W J Gibbs -27 1 G L Cutler 257 F Erickson , , . . 247as Burley 2«3 A McBean 253
In the sweepstake that followed Mr. Hauklewon. The public

•wilinotice the change of name in gallery. Owing to the sickness of
Mr. McCune he was obliged to dispose of his business, and Mr.
Burley and Mr. Erickson can be quoted as being thoroughlv con-
veroant in the shooting gallery business, as both are members of
the Garden City rifle team, they appreciate the wants of their
customers; they have had the gallery refitted at a great ex-
pense both as to scenery, guns, pistols, targets and a drinking
fountain. As & rifle shot Mr. Burley need scarcely be mentioned,
as it Is a well known fact that he is one of the finest marksmen
(both long and short rang?) in Chicago, and in the championship
revolver contest throughout the United States, which took place
last spring, he captured second priz?, closely crowding first place.
He has been in the gallery business for several years throughout
the United States and is well known to all the marksmen here.
Mr. Erickson is genial in his way and a thorough gentleman
always ready to please and assist his fellow men. With the above
enterprising men in the gallery sportsmen need not lack for ac-
commodations. It may be added that the championship diamond
medal contest will take place at the Burley & Erickson gallery,
commencing July 11 instead of the McOune gallery as heretofore
given out. All desiring to enter please make application to Bur-
ley & Erickson, 146 South Halsteii street, C, A. Hauklh.

The Rifle at Shell Mound Park, Cal.
Sak Francisco. June 35.—The crack of heavy-weight pistols

to-day at Shell iMound Park informed the people of that neigh-
borhood that the officers of the Second Brigade and First Regi-
ment were hoMing a State shoot with .45cal. pistols. The scores:

State Shoot. Staff of Spcond Brigade.
Gen D-ckinson 0234334234-37 Maj Easton 0332202304-18
Lieu-Col Edwards.42444'>403S-30 Maj Dodd 2454444245—38
Ma j Stanley 044332;j3,i3-36 Maj Miller 444.4335344-38
Ma J Dubose 0L'334i3ri04 -35 Oapt Coleman 0000330000- 4
Ma n Miles 23iiOOUUOJ3-10 Capt Smith 3303444854-33

Score Officers First Regiment:
Col Sullivan 4032403238- 33 Lieut Barrere ,. , 43444.55445—43
Maj Gallwey '3440.14833—32 Maj Burdick 8434443304-33
Lieut Bull ,53.53343433-34

The Revolver Championship.
Dr. Louis Bell Is keeping his hand in at revolver work for the

meeting with his first challenger, W. Geo. Jantzer. A recent

target is shown in the annexed cut of 6 shots at SOyds., measuring
5J^in. as the string. It is a good line target, but the distance from
the center one too great.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.
Boston, July 3—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its

regular weekly shoot at its range to-day with a good attendance
of shooters. A strong, unsteady 0 to 9 o'clock wind kept the
scores down rather low. Mr. French won the bronze seal medal
Below are the scores in detail, distance 200yds., standard Ameri-
can target, all bemg re-entry matches:
„^„, ,

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.W Charles 80 F Daniels 75 D Bayley 70OH Eastman 79 HHMartin 74 O Moore 68
4- La^. 76 J A Jones 72 D N Winn 65AN Winchester... 75 E H Foote 70

„^ „ „, All-Comers' Best Match.W P Thompson. .109 J Hurd 103 J B Hobbs 98RE Hunter 103 HLWillard 103 D Martin ., 97
J French 103 A H Ballard 101 HE Newton 93
^ Pistol Medal match- -50 Fds.

LBell 95 O Moore 90 D Martin 84M T Day 91 AG Stevens 88
All-Oomers' Pistol Match—50yds.LRAvay 80 JAJones 81 D N Winn 79A G Stevens S3 J B Hobbs 80

Lischke Scores.
Jersey Cmy, ,Iune 31.—L'schke Rifle Club:

Lischke 25 25 35 25 23 23 23 '>3 ''3

Reicherz 25 25 24 24 3? 33 20 20 19
Steidel 24 24 34 33 23 21 31 31 20
Schulie 24 23 22 22 21 21 21 20 20
Strater ,25 23 23 23 31 31 21 20 19
JDyroff 25 24 24 23 23 30 20 19 15

32-335
16-318
16—313
20-313
15-309
14-207
O. s.

Lady Miller Rifle Club.
HOBOKEN, N. J.. June 80.—Card receiver, three months, one

winning most. 80ft. rest:
MissTSina 236 Miss K Born 243 MissL Sessmamn 243

- MissJYogal 236 Miss L Kelly 315
Miss H Stadler, . , 328 Miss M iVLiller . . , 239 Mrs D Miller , . , , 231
Mrs H Meyer. . . , 343

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following;

July 11-14.—Durant Gun Club's tournament and first interstate
shoot, Durant, Miss.
July 13.—Boston Shooting Association tournament, under man-

agement of Cnpt. Frank Cowee, Wellington, Mass.
July 12-13.—Battle Creek Gun Club's tournament and State

League shoot. Battle Creek, Mich.
July 13-13.—White House Gun Club tournameht, at White

House, N. J.
July 13-15.—Peoria Gun Club tournament, Peoria, 111.
July 13.—Hadlyme Gun Club's tournament, Hadlyme, Conn.
July 14-16.— Second annual tournament, under m'-inagement of

Wallace and Miles P. Miller, Austin, Tex.
July 31-33.- ladependent Gun Club tournament. Plainfleld. N. J.
July 18-20.—Baltimore Gun Club, summer tournament, at Tol-

chester Beach, Baltimore, Md.
July 26.—Boston Sliooting Association's tournament, under

managpment of Capt. A. W. Gore, Wellington, Mass.
July 28-30.—Johnson City Gur Club tournament, Johnson City,

Tenn. -

July 28 30.—Interstate Mannfacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, at Watertown, N. Y.
July —.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, team contest, at

CLaremont, N. J.
Aug. 9-13.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's an

nual tournament, Reading, Pa. Walter D. Eiler Sec'y
Aug. 10-11.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Borlington, la.
Aug. 1012.—Missouri State Amateur Association tournament,

at Lexington, Mo. Added purses. Address G. A. Sturges, Soc'y
Aug, 14.—Lincoln Gun Club tournament, Alameda Point. Cal
Aug. 14.—Lincoln Gun Club's tournament, Alameda, Cal.
Aug. 19.—California State Shooting Association tournament.

Concord. Cal.
Aug. 16-19,—Standard-Keystone Target and Trap Co., fifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
Aug. X748,-GaiUard Uuji Olyb tournament, Natobe?, Miss.

Club's tournament, Natchez, Miss.
f If

"o?~|^^shland Gun Club tournament, Des Moines, la.
Aug. 33-36.—lnterDat;ooal tournameni, Des-chre-shos-ka Island,

Detroit. Mich. Live birds and targets.
Aug. 39.--California State Shooting Association's tournament.

Concord, Cal.
Aug. 30 to Sept. l.-Hackettstown Gun Club tournament, at

Hackettstown, N. J ; two days at targets, third day at live
pigeons. Address James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J.
^^'^^P^iDl^er.-Saratoga Gun Club, annual tournament, at Sara-

Septemher.—Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association annual
tournament, at Denver, Col.
Sppt. .5.—Frankfort Game and Pish Protective Association, firstannuil tcurnampnt, at Frankfort, N. Y.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Jacksonville, 111.
September (second week). - Interstate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association tournament, at Auourn, N. Y.
.. D '^°^i''^^™^'*^*'0* ttie Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, is. J. First two days targets, last day live birdsJohn P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oot. 13-13.—Wilmington Rod and Gun Club tournament, Wil-mington. Del.

WnminlT^on^oIf
^'"^'^'''^ ^^^^ tournament, at

Oct. 18-30.-^Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des
Moines, Iowa.

The Retired Trap-Shooter.
The Retired Trap-shooter sat in the back part of his billiard

hall m the little < ountry town, and from where he sat he could
nearly every time. A stranger came in at the door

at the front.
"Morning," said the stranger,
"Mornin' " said the old shooter, not getting up. The stranger

paused a while, then went over to the cigar case.
]
I guess I'll lake a cigar," said he.

"I 'lowed you'd want one," said the shooter, still remaining
where he was. "What for kind a cigar 'd you want?"

* Got any ten-centers?"'
"Nope. We don't hardly ever go over five down here."
"All right, I'll take a half dozen."
"All right. Just open the case and take 'em out."
vvell, here's your money."

"How much money is it?"
"Dollar."
"Can't change it. Just put the cigars back, and come in againwhen you've got the change." •
"Do you ever play billiards here?" asked the stranger, looking

at the table. » ,
p,

"Sure. At half-past three there's a game here every day. Bill,
he's the station agent, he comes in here every day then, and him
and Lewy Augenheimer. he's the saloon-keeper 'cross the street,
thev play a game 'bout every day."

' Well, can't you and I get up a" game of pool?"
"Game of pool? Can if you don't mind plavin' with eight balls.

Some's busted. Our ffilers don't mind that."
"How do you know I'm not one of your fellows?"
"Stand-up collar. Our fellers wears their turned down. How's

your club shootin'?"
"How do you know I'm a shooter?"
"Catrich on your chain. Medal on your necktie. Reckon you're

club champion?"
"I am. This medal—"
"Umph-humph. Got a box full of 'em myself. You a world-

beater?"
"Well, I think I'm about as good as any of them."
"Umph-humph. Used to think that myself. Feller challenged

ye?"
"Ves. That's what I wanted to see you about. Y'ou see—

"

"Challenge in writin'?"
"Yes."
"Published in all the papers?"
"Yes."
"LTmph-humph. Used to do that myself."
' Yes, and he's been making an awful lot of talk about it. Says

I'm afraid «o shoot a man like him. Says he's beat everything in
the world but me, and that I'm no shooter, but he would iust
shoot me once before he quit the business. He's going to retire
you see."
"You retired yet'?''

"No, and you see I can't now."
"Yep. Top late now. You'd orto retired liefore, it you know'd

he was goin' to challenge you. He got a forfeit up?"
"Yes."
" you covered it?"
"Yes."
"Umph-humph. I used to do that wav myself when I was

young. You made any talk in the papers?"
"Right along. I've given him as much as he did me; and told

him I was the only shooter of much account left in the country
now. I've come clear down here to ask you what to do next."
"How's your health?"
"Good."
"That's too bad. How's your gun?"
"She's all right."
"Pshaw! Shells all right?"
"The best I can get."
"Same as you always shot?"
"Just the same."
'T see you're new in the business. Any death in your famblv

lately?"
"No."
"Oh, yes they was."
"What do you mean?"
"Why, your Aunt Marier, respected rellertive, died this week

in Ohier. On account o' w'ich lamerntable event, you will be
obliged to start at onct for Ohier, and must declare all engage-
ments in regard to the match at an end."
"Oh, I see;- yes, certainly, I see."
"Say, you're a young hand at this business. Now, I'm retired

myself, and have been fer years, but you sort o' stir me up again,
talk in' of old times. Now. you just turn your champion man
over to me. I'll take care o' him, and don't you forgit it. I oaly
got one lung, and my wife and four daughters died last week.My shell man has diseoointed me 'bout my .shells, and my new
gun ain't here yet. Besides, I've retired—more'n onct, 'tween
yiJuandme. You jast leave me alone, and I'll make your man
think he ain't no shooter at all. What chance has he got ergainst
a retired shooter with only one lung and five deaths in his fam-
bly? Say, my friend, let me tell you something. No man with
two lungs an' a healthy fambly has got any business in the trap-
shootin'line. Y''ou hear me? Come in and git them cigars some-
time, when you have the change." E. Hooqh.

The growing use of nitro powders has stimulated the invention
of loading appliances specially adapted to insuring the best re-
sults from such explosives. ThelatPst device is the Bridgeport
Guu Implement Co.'s nitro rammer, of which they say: "The
necessity of exerting a uniform and steady pressure in loading
high-grade paper shells with nitro powders has induced ua to

place upon the market the nitro rammer, with which the most
satisfactory results can be obtained. It seats the wads properly
and is so constructed that a pressure equal to 19lbs. is required for
every shell loaded. In loading nitro powders in ordinary paper
shells with regular primers a greater pressure is required, and we
therefore furnish extra strong springs, equal to 25 or SOlbs,, which
can be inserted in the regular nitro rammer. Tbese sprjoga are
made to order only."—.'idi).
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Willimantic Shots.

WiT^LiMANTic, Conn., July 1.—The weather was very impropi-
lioTis, but, quite a number of shooters put in an appearance and
the shoot was a decicled purceas. The most interpstinff feature
was the team race between Now Haven and Willimantic, which
was won by the former. The race between Messrs. Willey and
Burbiflge and Savatre and Bates of New Ilaven was not shot, as
Mr. Bnrhidge failpd l o aiuiear on tlie grounds.
No. 1, 5 birdf, 50 cents en1 raiice:

Baldwin 01111-4 Bates 11011-4
Webb 11031-4 Card 11000-^'

Potter 11111-5 Goodwin 10111-4
Viberta 11101-4 Lnngdon UllO-4
Edgprton 11111-5 WLlley 11001-3
Bill 11111-5 Ames 11101-4
Savage ..11111—5 Penn 11111—5
Albprt lUU—5 Hayzel 30010-3
Bush 01111-4
No. 3. 10 birds, SI entrance:

' Edgerton 0311111111- 9 Viherts IllOllOllO— 1

Bates 3111101111- g Goodwin li'OlOOllOl- ^

Bill 1110110110- 7 Sterry , lllUinil—10
Albert ininoill— 9 Wf bb IIOUIUOI— 8

Potter imnn 11-10 Baldwin OOlllJlllO—
Mike 3111111111-10 Busb 0111111011-8
No. 15 birds. 3fl.50 Futrance:

Albert. _ 111111011011111-13 Webb 111010111111131-13
Potter 11111H01111111-34 Baldwin 111111111111111-15
Bill ... 110111130110100-10 Willey 311131111011131-14
Mike 111111101101111-13 Williams llllUllllllOU—14

Kdgerton llllD 100111110-12 Longdou 1011 0111 111 13 1 1-13
Sterry 110101101011111-11 Maok 110111031111111-13
Bates 111111101111111—14 Jordon 110111111110111-13
Viberi s 31111111011 11 11 -14
No. 4, 20 birds, $2 entra.ncp:

Wierrv . . .lllOllOOllllOlllllU-lfi Baldwin . -1111111101101]01l011-l(j
Potter ... 11 imi111111in01U-l!l Savage.. ..13311 111111111111111—20
Albert... lllUlllUllOlllllU-l'.t Bill 013111111 11111330331-18
Edgerton. llllllOllllOOimUl-IT Loii^rinu .1 lOKUUlOl 113333310-l(i
Vibert-... 13131110110111011111-37 Mack ....31010103131310111111-30
Willey.... lllllllOOlUlimOOl-ie Williams. 11111111111111110113-1!)
B-ates. . . .11111111111113110011-18 Card 11110111011101111111-17
Webb 11011111131111011011-17
No. 6, team race, 80 birds, entrance $?:

Bates 111131011111113111111111111101-58
Potter lllOllllllOnU 111131111111111-28
A Ibert Ill 1111111 110011111 11111101111—37
Longdon 1 01 01 11011 1 01 1 11 ] 1 1 1101 1 111111- 25
Savage 110011111111 1 lOOUl lH 01111011-24
S ^erry 11 101 11001 1111 1010100110110101-20
Ed gerton 1 OilU 1010 1 111 0031 1101 OlllHll-23
Webb 01 nil 111111 111111011 111110011-20
Baldwin 333111111300I113]001111111]U1-26
Mack lllllllOliniOLUlllOllll 11111-27
Willey 1111OI1111O1O1110O1O1111111131-24
Jordon -- 100110010111111111111111111110 - 24
No. 6, 13 birds, entrance $1.50:

Potter ..111111111011111-14 Bates IJ 111011111101 1-13
Baldwin 111101111101010-11 Bill 111111111111001-13
Albert 111111111103131-14 Edgerton 111111101111111—14
Willey 011011111100111-11 WiUiams 011111110101133-13
Sterry 110111111003111-12 SavHge 111111110311111-14
Mack .111011103113110-12 Webb 111301101011311-12
O oodw in 001 OOOOOOOOlOOl- 3 Card Ill 1 11 101111001-13
LongdoD 111101101001111-11
No. 7, 10 birds, $1 entrance:

Edgerton 1113111111—10 Bill ...0133311100- 7

Potter 1111110111— 9 Goodwin 0113111101— 8
Penn 3100111101— 7 Williams lllUllOll— 9
Mack 1110111111— 9 Bates 1113031330— 8
Baldwin 0111110110— 7 Savsge lllllOllll— 9
Viberts 3031030311- 7 Albert 1111111111—10
No. 8, 20 birds. $3 entrance:

Baldwin. .31111011010111011101-15 Webb 10111111111111101110-17
Edgerton. 11110111111111111111—19 Card 11111111110111011011—17
Al bert . . . 11111111111111 133111—20 Bill 0111111111111013 1 311—18
Potter ....11111131133111111110-19 Mack 111111331111111 13311—20
Savage... .31311333111301131311 -19 Willey.. ..31013111111111111111—19
William" 10111011110110111101-15 Bates 11111101130031110111—16
No. 9, 13 birds. .Sl.aO entrance:

Edgerton 111111110111011—13 Willey •011111111111310—18
Baldwin .111301101311111—13 Bill 111110110110111—13
Albert 111101131010111—13 Bates 110111111111110—33
Potter 311111001011111 - 32 Mack 111111303311111—34
Webb 130111011111111-13 Bristol lOUllOOllOllOl-lO
Savage 111111111110013-13 Penn 111100110010111—10
Goodw in 011113 111 1 01111—1 3 Wi llinms 101lOOlllllllOO—10
No. 10, 10 birds, expert rules, entrance $1:

Albert 0111010001—5 Johnson 1030110111-7
Mike llUlOOill- 8 Goodwin 0001031111-6
Webb 1011113001-7 Willey .0011111111-8
Edgerton 1111101011-8 Mack ...0111011301—7
Bates 1313O11O00-6 Pott er lOlKlll 111-8
Baldwin 1101000103- 5 Card 0110010000-3
Bill 0010011001-4 Williams 0001101100-4
Longdon 1111033330—8
No. 31, 10 birds, ai <^ntrv:

Bates 1111111011- 9 Baldwin 0111110111— 8
Mike 1111111111-30 Webb 1011011330- 7
Edgerton 3333301103- 8 Jordon :.. ..3111101111—

9

Albert 1111111011— 9 Longdon 1101111011- 8
Willey 1111011111- 9 Potter 1111100111-

"

Extra event, 10 birds, $1 entry:
Jordon 9 Albert 8 Willey
Baldwin 8 Sterry 7 Longdon ........ 5
Potter 9 Bates 10 Savage
Mack 10 Viberts 7 Ames 9
Goodwin 9 Willams 7
Bill 8 Webb 9

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
Dbxtbh Park, L. L, Wednesday, June .29.—The Glenmore's

regular monthly shoot was well attended. It was the last meet-
ing of the club's year and several of the members considerablv
improved their averages for the Eppig diamond badge and other
extra prizes. K. Phister, Jr.. E. Helgans and Adam Eppig shot
well, but the first named will probably be the winner of the
trophy. Fine weather and good birds made the shoot a pleasant
one. The score of club shoot and sweepstake:
Club shoot, for Eppig diamond bado;e, at 7 live birds:

Englebrecht (25vds.).. .1033330-5 E Vroome (29) 0011122- 5
Phister, Jr. (27) 3111311—7 J Bennett (:10) 1111120-6
Helgans (37) . .1111211-7 Schlieman (37} 1300331-5
Levins (37) 0120120—4 Vorbach (28) 0010131—4
L Eppig (25) 1010000-3 Vincent (37) 1311131-7
A Eppig (80) 1111231—7 Selover (28) 2120133-6
Still (38) 1320110—5 D Snipe (30) 1111213—7
Hayden(37) 0000300-1 E Thompson (28) 2201110—5
Dr Boehme (37) 0211123—8 E Thompson (3.5) 1313101—6
J Youngs (35) 1110101-5
Sweepstake, |1 entrance, two moneys. 27vdB.:

Helgans ^21—2 J Young 110—2
Hayden. . . , 2 1—3 Englebrecht 011—2
Phister... 111—3 Still 212—3
L Eppig 023—2 Vorbach 232—3
A Eppig 121—3
At the close of the regular club shoot somB of the members ar-

ranged PeveiBl small matches for IfiilO a side and the price of the
birds. John Young defeated M. Havden. and then the two as
partners defeated If- Thompson and J. A. Still. The scores:
Match, 15 bbds, $10 a side and birds. 37yds.

Hayden 120131031331011-13 Young. 333221111311112—15
Team matches, $10 a side and the birds; 27yds.

First. Second. Third.
Thompson 11111—5 1 00201-3 Ow.
Still 01100—3 0 32310-4 30011-3

1-8
Hayden 10011—3 0
Young.... 10111—4 0

6
03220-3
31211-5

3
11011-4
Ow.

7 0-7
Referee, Major Pentz; scorer, Mr. C. A. Bellar.

First German Gun Club.
Dexter. Park, L. I., Friday .Tuly 1, 1892.—The members of the

First German Gun Club of New York held their regular monthly
shoot at ten birds each, Long Island rules, for the club's gold
medal and an extra-prize. P. Pfander and D. Nfusoh were the
best Rcorer.s, the latter taking the medal as the former, haying
previously won it. was not eligible to take it a second time, so he
was awarded second prize, la the sweep.'stake shoot the two low-

est scorers bad to pay for the birds and the t^o highest scorers
divided the one prize. The scores:
Club shoot for go'd medal and second cash prize:

J Schwack lUOOOllOl-n P Neusch 1110111011-8
FPfaeuder 0111110111-8 A Neusch 0111000010-4
A Pfaff 1111000000-4 A Loelz 0110110110-0
J Miller 1001111100-6 F Breitstein lOllOflllll- 7

O Schell 0111031310-7 H Zahn 0111110101-7
Jilestedt 0000100101—3
Sweepstake $1 entry:

J Schwack 101 C Schell Ow A Loelz Ill
FPfaender Oil J Bestedt 010 FB-eitstein Ill
A Pfatr 000 PNenach. 101 H Zahn Oil
J Miller 000 A Neusch 100
Referee, Mr. F, Pfaender. _^

The New Jersey State Lea^e.
The Jersey shooters ttirned out strong at the monthly shoot of

the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League, held under the auspicot?
of the Independent Gun Club on their Plaiufleld groundH on .luue
30. Up to 1:30 P. M. the weather was favorable, but a that hour
the clouds began to gather and a two o'clock at very heavy sbovver
drove all hands from the tield and compelled them to remain
under cover for tiearly an hour. Afterward the sport went mer-
rily on until dark.
The grounds of the lodependent Gun Club are situated about a

mile from the depot, the roads between the two places being ma-
cadamized. They have a club hruse 15x20ft., one story in height.
The grotmds nestle down under the shadow of the mouotain and
are surrounded by heavy woods. The location is a picturesque
one. On the above day Charley Smith, the Teutonic gent with
the "Dutchy" cognomen, had a huge lly-tent pitched under some
big trees and here he served up clam chowder, sandwiches and
pips that would tickle the palate of an epicure.
The attendance previous to the noon hour was very light, but

afterward the uttmber steadily increased until fully fifty shooters
were on the grounds. It was feared during tlie early hours that
a small number of team entries would be received, but the mau-
agement was agreeably disappoiated to have nine teams report.
Tne team shoot was under the supervisiou of Neaf Apgar, man-
ager of the League, assisted by Secretary Wm. R. Hobart. It was
close to 3 P. M. when the team match was railed, Chad. H. Town-
send, trap editor of Forest and Stream, being the cffl^ial scorer.
The result of the contest was another victory for the team of the
Independent Gun Club, which rolled up a grand total of 115 breaks
out of 125 t&rgets shot at, an average of P3 per cont. Enoch D.
Miller, who is slowly recovering from a severe attack of bilious
dysentery, put up a clean score of breaks, this being the only one
made in the contest. There were eigbt full teams and one short
one, that of the Brunswick Gun Club, which could muster only
four men. Below are detailed scores of the team shoot:

East Orange G. O.
Duk es 0011110 11 11001 II 1 00110101-1

0

Den'z OllODOlllOOlOOllDOOlOUOOO—30
S S lieddon lOUltXll 11111101010100111—17
A B Hedden 000111 110101001010D0110I1—13
B abbage 010133 00 1 1 0, 103 1 10101)100 1-14— 70

N. J. Shoodns? Clnl).

Lawrence 3 .1 10 1 1 13 n 3001 1. 1 1 3U 301 01-20
V Irden 000011 030 U 30111-000133001—13
Purdy 1011 lllOlllOl 111101111011-20
Moore 1101101101ollllll00111111-2«
Richmond lllllllllllllllUllllllOl-34- 96

Independent Or. O.
Smith 11113111'1111111111110ni-24
Brantuth 1111111111101111011011111-23
Soper 1111111111101111111110111—33
Apgar 110113111111 1100111111101—21
Miller 11IU131111111111111U1U—23-115

Passaic City R.&G. C.
Shaw 1131301 111111111111330111—23
Coeman 1101111O11111111133111333-33
Abbott 003133O301O3O3O310113U331-16
Kevitt 3111(311010103010010131110—16
Campbell 1111101110001000113110100-15- 98

South Side G. 0.
Brein tn all 1111111 1111011 llOlll 1 lt)l 1—23
Hoba rt 11111 3 3 llUllOll 1111111011-23
Whitehead 001111101131113 1310mil0-20
Hedden 1110011 1111111 IIOIUII 111 -33
Pnillips 1111101111111133131333010-22-108

Boiling Springs K. and (-t. C.
Meyer 1301111311303131331111111-23
KeUer 001 1101110 1 010110001 11010-14
Collirs 1111131113333030031100030-17
Lindeley . 101 1011303 1 101 1 1 103111000 -17
James 1010111313110111111111111—23- 93

East Side—Mutual G. C.
Baar 0111001110101303011110110-16
Koegel 1100111111111111111003111—21
Seliraflft 0111131311111133311110301-23
Schilling 1111111100313011111111100-20
Hague 1113000103001110011011111—1.5- 94

Maplewood G. C.
Drake 0111331011011111311011110-20
C Deane 1111311111011101111111111-23
W Smith llliniOOllllUOllll 111 11-23
Sickley 11111110110lillllii0111]l-33
J L Smith 0111111111110111001111111-31-108

Brunswick G. C.
Voorhees 1010111110111111110101131—20
Fisher 0100101110011011001001101-13
Van Nell 0110100101113 10lOllOlOnOl-14
Sperling 00111 10011110103001111111-17- 64

This is the fourth victory for the Independent team in five con-
tests. During the day a regular programme of sweepstakes was
(hot off, besides a lot of extra events. On the regular programme
No 1 was at 10 singles, $1 entry; No. 3. 35 singles, $1 50; No. 3, 10
singles, $1; No. 4. 15 singles, $1.50; No. 5, 10 singlt-s, $1; No. 6, 20
singles, No. 7, 10 singles, $1; No. 8, 15 singles, $1.50.
Below is a summary of the scores:

i 3 3 A « « 7

Russell .... 7 13 10 11 9 17
8 I2 3!f66'r8
10 Abbott 8 13

Bra'l'gb'm. 8 15 10 14 9 19 9 11 riall 4 .. 3
Breintnall. 9 16 10 13 10 19 10 11 Kevitt 30 .. 9
C Hedden.. 6 14 30 33 8 16 . . 15 Coeman 7 .. .. !W Smith.. 7 33 9 11 8 30 "

'

Richmond. 6 13 7 15 9 18
Moore 9 13 8 15 9 18
White 8 . 8

Drake 7 13 9 15 9 16

J L Smith. 9 14 7 11 7 17
Manning .. 7 12 10 12 9.. 8 1.8 Voorhees....
Hobart .... 9 14 7 15 Geoffrey
Miller 10 6 14 8 18 9.. Phillips
C Smith.. ..15 8 10 8 18 9 13 VanNuis....
Keller 14 8 12 6 18 9 10 Heller
Soper... 7 .. 8 .. 10 .. Meyer.

9 13 Pierson

7 .. 0 ..

8

3
8 18 .. 15
6 ..

7 ..
'8

. 11

. 14 9 13

. 38

. 14
9 8

- ^ - 9 13
Schralf t 14 10 14 7 12 James 7 13
Lindsley 11 7 18 9 10 Fisher 8 8
i^ddison 10 '~ "
Koegel 14
Collins.
Schork

.. 10 10 37 .. 13 Bitz 7 31
14 7 38 9 13 L T Terry 9 .

11 8 16 9 10 Tice 8 .

.

3 .. B Hedden 13
D Terry 13 9 .. 11 .. Cockefair
Shaw 9 . . 6 .

.

No. 9, 10 singles: Soper 8. Geoffrey 5. D. Terry 8, Meyer 9, Piersoa
5, Cockf fair 7, Apgar 10, Lindsley 10, Heller 7, Dutchy 9, Branting-
ham 7. Collins 6.

No. 10, 10 single?: Apgar 9. Lindsley 9, Mever 9, Geoffrey 8, Hel-
ler 7, Cockefair 8. Dutcby 9, Soper P, Collins 7, Tee Kay 6, Pierson 8.
Extra events: Ten singles each, $1 entry.

1 0 a U 5 6 1 'J 3 U 5 aW Smith 8 6 7 4 9.. Rupell 10 8 8 6 8
C Smith 7 8 9 9 10 . . Hobart 8 9 8
Apgar

.

9 7 10 7 9 . . Dean 6 10 .

.

Breintnall 10 10 9 8 9 8 Moore..
C Hedden 9 8 10 8 8 8 Richmond 9 8
Drake 9 6 10 9 8 .. White 7 ..

Keller 9 9 S 8 10.. Havne 8..
Brantingham.. 10 9 8.. 8.. Miller 10 10
ManniDg . . .

.

J L Smith.
9 9 10 7 9 10 Soper 7
9 8 9..

"

Auburn Gun Club.

AtJBUHN, July 1.—The Auburn Gun Club to-day had a change
of sport, and answered a long sitgeof talk by an acceptance of
the oft'er of the City Baseball club for a game of baseball. There
were several hundred spectators and they saw the Baseball Club
suffer its first defeat at tb© hands of the gtinmen by a score oi 8t$

to 16.

Freche Outshoots Reinhardt.
A FAiBLY cool air, a pretty stiff easterly wind, a good gray

light and two hundred birds, the like of which are seldom seen at
this season, were the combination at .fobn Erb's "'Old Stone
House" grounds in Newark, N. J., on .hily 3. when Gus Freche and
Chris. Reinhardt, both of Newark Gun Club, had a battle royal
for tbe possession of a $200 purse. The match was made on the
previous week, and as no notice had been given the public through
the colnruns of the sporting or lay press, barely half a hundred
people saw it. It was nearly three o'clock when Freche appeared
on th<3 scene and 3;05 when the flrat shot was tired. Ohas. M.
Hedden was selected as referee and C. H. Townsend, trap editor
of Forest ano J^tream, as offlcial scorer. Reinhardt won the toss
and he sent Freche to the score, the latter making a kill of a
moderately fast incomer to tbe left. Reinhardt next downed a
right incomer. Freche's 13th bird was an awfully tricky twisting
left- quartering driver, killed with a fine first. His 14th. in the
same direction, was also a fine kill, as was his 19th. Rlst, .331 (fine

air at lull "Oyds. This was a phenomenal shot. His 9th, 11th, 15th,
20th, 26th. 38th, 31st, 3(ltb. 43(1, 44th, .56th, 57th. 60th, 69th. 74th, 75th.
83d and 9Hth birds were also very hard ones. His bith bird, a
right- yua.rtering driver, caught two full loads, flew within a few
yards of the boundary, then turned .nnd went across the grounds
to the left and fell stone dead near tbe left fence. This was cer-
tainly a lead carrier. His 7l8t bird fell dead a foot inside the
boundary. While some of this lot of birds had to be flushed, they
were still, as a whole, the best lot of fivers I ever saw at this sea-
son. The score of the shoot la detailed below:

rrai) score ti/pe—Uopyrigh is'.i:!, by Furest and Stream PubHshing Co.

351 5333333231 1 3521132 5 533
v/4-\\f-/'/'H->^.<r'\t,\\\i/'^'£,HT^\H\

G F Freche. . .2 100 1 3 11310011133 042 11111 0—19
13 114 5 5 2 14 3 3 3 5 2 5 4 4 4 4 5 113 3

1011022231 0 12301130101ol 2—18
134435313314 5 5 415 34353 3 53

^ \ H N ? i HT H /N
• 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 ; "

-

1 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 :i 2 l 2 1 3 2 "3 12 111" 2-24
3 5 3 13 3 3 2 4 3 13 3 3 3 3 12 3 3 5 14 3 4

i ? HTH^->H \<>^\<~>H T<-
1 0 2 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0-20-81

3 4 3 5 3 3 3 15 3 5 4 3 15 4 13 5 3 3 2 5 3 5

0 Reinhardt. 1102 2 01 11212111132221010 1-81
4 3 3 13 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 118 4 3 5 2 115 5 2 3

102131220211201101121213 1-21
5 5 1 5 4 3 3 3 5 1 3 3 5 3 4 5 5 8 2 5 5 4 5 5-5

i T/' <- \-^-4.s" H Si -> <-H \ i \ Si "£1

111 21112002121111 0 00 2-1 01 2-19
344233154342331443 5 412223
<-H<-/->*^<-5\,-><-i i-^<-<-H i 1->T«-T\?loll 10121110011110211111 0-18-80

Reinhardt had the match all his own way until it was over h>ilf
shot, after which he seemed to lose bis grip, while Freche steadied
down 10 business. The chances at various stages are shown by
the following table of kills in strings of 5 birds tach:

First Half.
Freche 3 8 11 15 19 33 27 30 34 .V/

Reinhardt 4 8 13 18 21 25 29 33 37 42
Second Half.

Freche 41 46 51 .56 61 65 68 73 77 81
Reinhardt 47 50 55 57 61 65 69 72 76 80
Previous to the above race a "warmei" was shot in the form of

a $1 miss-and-out, tbe result being as shown below:
Hedden 3412 Erb 10
Reinhardt 3111 Hollia 0
Castle 2110
Hedden and Reinhardt div.
After the race the appended sweeps tvere eliot, 4 birds each, $3

entry, two moneys, all lies divided. Hurlingbam rules governed,
a^ they did in the match:
Caetle 1100—2
Hollis 2111—4
Hedden 2112-4
Griffin 1121—4
Erb 0110-3

1123-4
1111—4
0021—3
0110-3
2020-3

1111-4
0120-2
1201-3
1011-3
1223-4

New Utrecht Gun Club.
WOODLAWN Park, L. I., July 2.—The weekly competition for

the first and second medals of the New Utrecht tiua Club for
Keystone target shooting was well patronized on Sattirday. Each
member shot at 20 targets, 20yds. rise, right and lelt angles. A.
A. Hegemnn, the youneest member of the cltib, was the winner of
1 he first medal with 18. W. F. Sykes won the second medal by

Hfgeman. The scores:
Club shoot, at 20 Keystoue targets, SOyds. rise, two medals:

P A Hegeman 11 HZeigler.- 7 CASykes 13M Van Brunt 15 J P Adams 8 L G Mitchell .. . 0
D Deacon 15 W R' Sykes 15 A A Hegeman.... 18
P Adams 3 RR Street 10 J Lott 15
Sweepstake shoot:

P A Hegeman 11111—5 W P Sykes 10132—4
D Deacon 22112-5 R R Street 31122—5
P Adams 00002—1 C A Sykes 11111-5
H Zeiuler 0?022 -3 A A Hegeman 01111—4
J P Adams 21310-4 J Lott 02311—4

Erie Gun Club.
WooDtiAWN Park, L. I., July 1.—The postponed shoot of the

Erie (lun Club was held at VVoodlawn Park, L L, on Friday. The
wet weather considerably interfered with the attendance, only-
seven competing for the club medal and extra prizes. Tbe birds
were a fair lot. C Mohrman won the medal and first prize with
the only straight score of 7. H. Janskowsky took the second and
J. Plate the third prizes. Two sweepstakes were shot off at 5
birds each, all ties divided. The scores:
Club shoot for medal and extra prizes:
H Dohrman 2311120-6 J Plate 0011311-5H Janskowsky 3112103—6 C Plate 1111110—

S

Elssasser 1010123—5 H Blattmacher 1011101—5
C Mohrman 2113112-7
Sweepstake shoots, SI entrance, 2 moneys in each-

H Dohrman 120S1-4 22201—4
H Janskowsky 10120—3 20100—2M E Issasser 12212—5 12101—4
C Mohrman 21013—4 33111—5
•j;

Plate 20313-4 20121-4
C Plate 21112-5 20112-4H Blattmacher 21001—3 12212-5

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association.
Harrisburg, Pa.. June 28. 1893.—To the Clubs Composing the

Pennsylvania Sportsmen's Association: Do not fail to elect one
delegate to attend the annual meeting of the Association at Read-
ing, Pa., Aug. 9, 1893, at 8 P. M. It is especially intended to make
the discussion of game and fish protection and propagation the
important feature of this meeting. All delegates are therefore
requested to be prepared to express the views of their cltibs on
these subjects. Suggestions and papers bearing on the revision of
our game laws and the best means to secure legislative action will
be most acceptable and receive close attention. United action
and a clearly defined course of procedure for the ensuing year
will undoubtedly bring success.—C. E. H. Brblsford, Pres.

Kochester Rod and Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y., June 29.—The third badge shoot of the

Rochester Rod and Gun Club took place this afternoon at the
Monroe avenue grounds. The manner of the contest is a slightly
peculiar one, the persons taking first place in the six separate
shoots contesting at a seventh shoot for first place, and the same
with those taking second place. The score of the shoot, which
was at 25 bluerocks, follows:
Stewart 23 Richmond 20 McCarthy 17
Hadley 21 Borst.... 19 Babrock 16
MoVeau 31 Mills 19 Grimth,,.-.,;';"ri5
Mann 20 CS Smith 18 DoUv,,,. ., ci"

SO Hicks 18
^^"-•'">. J
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Nortli End Gun Club, of Frankford, Pa., has been reorganissed

under the name of the Keystone Shooting League. The SporHng
Item has the following anent the reorganisation i "Tlie spirit of re-
organisation that has pein'aded the North End Gun Club, of Trank
tord, Cor some timev has at last borne f rilit. The energy of the mem-
bers has resulted in placing the ulub upon a good sound footing. To
properlj- act'omphsh ihis result, it wss found desirable to change the
nahie of the clUb to Keystone Sbooting League aurl incoroorate the
same, and this has been done. The jirime reason for changing the
battle of the club was that the fame of the North End Gun Club had
hiade U so prominent, that its name was pirated by every vagrant
V-Wwd who needed notoriety; hence, the name originated by the club
over tea years ago, was discarded and Keystone Shooting League
adopted. The men who brought the old North End into the very
front rank of shooting circles, are the bohe and sinew of the Keystone
Shooting League^ aided by fresh and constant accessions of tried and
true men at the trapi The Wolstencroft brothers, Welcl), Hust,
Irwbrei Kleioz. E. D. Miller, Treadway, Pack, Greenwood, and a host
Of others no less prominent, whose sliill with the shotgun does not
heed the teiling, shows the quantity of timber possessed by the
league. New grounds have been secured near BridesbUrg Station, P.
fe. R., and plans have been made for a new and commodious club
house. Wednesday has been selected for Regular weekly practice,
and trappers will always be in attendance. Plenty of traps for either
hianimate or live bird shooting have been provided, and members of
other clnbs. and visitors generally, are cordisliy invited to come and
spoil all the amhlunition they wish. The .shooting fraternity are re-
tjuested to make a. note of change of name for future reference."
U(yntU"unications should be addressed to the secretary, John C. Shall-
croft, 1,930 Harrison street, Praakford, Pa.

* • *

The meeting of the State teaguB ot Trap-Shooters at Lansing,
Mich., was well attended, there beingnearly sixty present from Bat-
tle Creek. .Jackson^ Manchester, Ovtd, Kalamazoo, Detroit, Morenci.
Mason, Yicksbitrgand Grand Rapids. The League was organized in
vlackson, M..^y 211 Its roster contains the names of some of the best
trap shooters in the State. The ofiicers are: President, J. C-. Nichols,
Lansing; first Vice-President, E. E, Threshers Kalamazoo; Second
Vice-President, H. E. Sutton, Jackson- Third Vice-President. N. A.
Osgood, Battle Creelr: Fourth Vice-President, N. W. Holt, Manches-
ter; Fifth Vice-President, T. A. Rowley, Morenci; Secrettry and
treasurer, W- O, Woodworch, Grand RapidB. Tiie League will hold
two snoots during the season, the first being at Battle tUreek, July 12
and 18, and the second at Grand Rapids, the date to be fixed later.
'The Cleveland bluerocks were adopted as the standard pigeon of rhe
Club.

* * *

Wm. Tell Mitchell, of Lynch Station, Va., although not heard of
very often during the last four or five years, is by no means a new
coiner to the pigeon shooting ranks; as far back as 1878 he was able
to hold his own With the bpst of the experts. He has shot six matches
against John L. Brewer, the scores in each being as follows: 100
birds each, Mitchell 86. Brewer 93; Mitchell 88, Brewer 98. Out of 94
birds, Mitchell 88, Brevver 89 (match declared off owing to scarcity of
birds). 50-bird matches, Mitchell 46, Brewer 44; Mitchell 47, Brewer
4i5; Mitheli 48, Brewer 48. Tnis gives him a grand total of 40-3 kiUs to
Brewer's 417 out of 444 birds shot at. Living, as he does, in a very
paradise for game, Mr. Mitchell has unlimited facilities for keeping
up bis practice and the chances are that during the fall he will make
a tour of the Western States and shoot a dozen or more matches en
route against the best men he can find. His best hold is iu a CO-bird
race,

***
The championship live bird match of the Hollywood Shooting Club

was held at Hollywood Park, N. J., July 3. The entrance fee was
$100. The conditions were fifty birds each at 30yds. rise. The wind
blowing quite strongly from the southeast carried Che birds quickly
out of bounds, and therefore the scores made were oa the whole very
creditable. The winner of the match was R. B. Thompson of New
York, who has won two previous matches this season, the last one
being at Tuxedo, a couple of weeks ago. J. S. Hoey was referee of
the match, and H. B. Wallacli was the scorer. Following is the score:
J. S Williams, 38; T. S. Davids, 46; A. W. Money ; 40; L. T. Davenport.
a, Fred Hop\ , 39; E J.Murphy, 41 ; B. R. Ladew, 33; R. E. Thompson,
47; Dr. W. Wilson, 36: Geo. Work, 40; W. G. Murphy, 28; C. Dolan, 41.

W. G. Murphy withdrew after the thirty-.seventh round.

The Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club are now making a very liberal offer

to every one to talre part in their weekly shoots, so as to promote the
SDOrt and get the citizens of the town interested in the sport. Thurs-
day of every week they hold a match at Acton's Park, and Satiu-davs
another at Tolchester. The members of the club have decided to
furnish the shells and targets for 5 cents a shot to any one who
wishes to take part, and, if you are not so fortunate as to own a gun,
they will lend you one. This offer should certainly be liberal enough
to induce many who are fond of shooting to take part, as it is cheaper
than the shells and targets can be bought for toy any private indi-
vidual.

* * *

H, B. Bishop writes us that every effort will be made by the White
House Gun Club to make their first annual tournament on July 12
and 13 a grand success. White House, N. .L, is forty-flve miles from
New York, on the line of the New Jersey Central, the grounds
are within easy reach of the depot and there are two good hotels in
the town. Keystone targets and traps will be used. Plenty of lunch
ahd ammunition will be on the ground. The club is very aBxioiis to
see all the New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey experts present.

* * *

Frank Class, the Now Jersey champion, has been showing phenom-
enal form for -several months, and just at present should be able to
give ev-^u Brewer a run for his money. In his recent matches be
has shot at 60'J birds and killed 5ii5. an average of 94 1-6. In five
matches at 100 birds each he has killed in order 91, 94 93, 93 and 95.

On June 29 he killed 48 out of 50, and in two matches at tir> birds each
he killed 35 and 24.

James E. Wheaton, of the Newark (N. J.) Gun Club, and R. N.
Shelley, of Morristown. N. J., will test one another's nerve on the
Blorristown Driving Track nest Tuesdav. They will each shoot at SB
live pigeons, 30yds. rise, Hurhngham rules to govern, for $S5 a side.
Frank Glass will have several hundred good birds on hand and open-
to all sweepstakes will preceed and follow the match.

The Watertown Gun Club is looking forward to a large attendance
and a fme time for shooters at the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association tournament, to be held on their grounds at
Watertown, N. Y^., July 26, 37, 28. Keystones will be used. The
grounds are easy of access and pleasantly situated. Programmes
will be ready in a few days.

The fourth annual inter-state tournament at West Point, Miss., will
be held Aug. 9, 10, 11 and 12; open to the world; $100 in eold added.
The American Revised Association rules to govern all contests. A
regular old-time "befo' de wan" barbecue will be served at 1 o'clock
each day on the grounds. Geo. C. Nance is manager.

A match at 50 singles and 25 pairs of targets will take place on
John Erb's grounds, Newark, N, J. early in August. The entrance
fee wih be JilO, exclusive of the cost of the targets. There will also
be a number of fifteen target events shot off on the same day open
to all comers.

* * *

And, speaking of live birds, what a farce it is to attempt to have
apy sport in shooting them at this season of the year ! It would be
policy to drop the sport between June 1 and October 1, as during that
period bu'ds are not only hard to flad, but those that are found are
soft and unfit to snoot at.

* * *

Prank Fralic was severy injured by a prematurely sprung trap at
the range of the Bradford (Pa.) Gun Club on Juue 25. He was repair-
ing the trap; a boy pulled a string and the arm strucli Frank across
the mouth, bruising his upper Up and loosening several teeth.

Prank Class win have a three day's tom-nament which wiU be a
formal opening of his new grounds, the last of this month. The first
two days will be devoted to saucer smashing and the last day to
shooting live pigeons.

"Tec Kay" and "Dutchy" say they will give the boys a great
lime during the Independent Gun Club tournament at Plainfie'd,

July 21 and 32. They are both gi-aduates of the famous Middlesex
Gun Club and know just how to handle a shoot.

* * *

Thomas Brantinghara, of the Independent Gun Club of Plainfleld,
N. .1., has recently been shooting in his oldtime winning form. On
June 30 he averaged 93 1-10 per cent, in shooting at 145 targets. Tom
ia looking for a position with some gun firm.

Gus Manitz and .los. Williamson shot a match at ten five birds for
$10 a side on the Essex county toboggan club grounds on June 25,
the result being a victory for Williamson, who shot Manitz out on
the seventh round.

West Orange, N. J, has a new organization known as the Ivy Hill
Gun Club, which shoots at artificials every second Saturday. ¥he
club is compri sed of amateurs only who shoot sitopJ^ for ptatJtiCe;

***
The Washington City Rod and Gun Club held a tournament on

June 20 but the scores were missing when the writer reached the
town.

* * *

Plans are now being arranged for a grand tournament of Iowa,
Minnesota and Dakota sportsmen at LeMars, la., about Aug. 1.

B rank Class will run a three days' tournaraent at Morristown thi§
month. Artificials for two days and live birds on the third.

,1. FRANK CLASS.

The eiglith annual tournament of the Baltimore Gun Club at Tol-
chester Beach, Ui'd., oa July lB-30, will be attended by a big crowd.

***
Frank Class is shooting the race of his life and is anxious to try

his skill against some of the "world beaters."

* * *
;

The South End Gunning Club, of Reading, Pa., has fine groimds on
Boyer's Island and shoots twice each week,

A gold watch will be shot for on the grounds of the West End Gun
Club at Conshohockeu, Pa., on July 16.

4 * *

A number of Jersey sportsmen are Strongly in favor of stopping
live bird shooting from June 1 to October 1.

Lieut -Col. BrdhtnallghCSt an average of 91 4-10 at the New Jersey
League shfiot.

* * *

Harry Mowry, of the iSportinci Goods Gazette, of Syracuse, was in

town last week,
** *

Over50,0Q0 kingbird targets were thrown diu-mg the New Y'ork
State shoot,

John Erb says gim clubs shoidd stop shooting hve pigeons from
June 1 to October 1,

* * *

The next shoot in the Connecticut circuit will be held at Walliug-
ford the last week in July.

* * *

The Peoria (Id.) Gun Club tournament on July 13-15 will draw all
the Western men.

* * *

B D. Fulford is pushing work on a new telephone line to run from
Cleveland to Chicago.

Billy Wagner thinks of going on the road provided he can procure
the right kind of an opening.

* * *

The Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club will elect officers on
July 11.

* * *
The Standard-Keystone tournament will attract a big crowd to New

London.
.* * *

The Johnson City (Tenn.) Gun Club's programme is a great one.

** *
A gun club is to be organized in Peoriaj 111.

Boston Shooting.
VYeTjLinqton, Mass., July 3.—The following scores were made

to-day in r,he merchandise match at the weeklv shoot of the Jio&-
ton Shooting Association ; Glass A—Sanborn 23, Climax 23, Brad-
bury 21, .Stone 17. Class B—gore "31, Defiochemont 20, Amsdeit 17,

Gale 17, Darnels 15. -
.

.

Shooting at Morristown.
fOft anumher o* yfeats the Morristown (N. J.) Driving Park,

controlled by Sire Brothets, fids been noted for the memorable
trotting matches which have taken place there, hut Until June 39
it had no standiug as a trap-shooting groiind. On that date, how-
ever, it was formally dedicated to the cause, when Frank Class
and W. T. Mitchell shot a match at 50 live pigeons each. The
park, which is about IM miles from the D. L. & W. depot, Is ad-
mirably adapted to the sport. Right at the entrance is a com-
modious and well-kept hotel where meals and lunch can always
be procured at reasonable figures. A short distance heyond is a
large and well-built grand stand, and directly opposite this across
the track, where the ground is level almost as a table, is where
the shoot was held. All around there is clear ground to the
park fence. On three sides the park is bordered with a heavy
wood. AVhen the match in question was shot the grounds were
not Ih as good trim as they might have been, there being no
boundary staked off, and consequently no way of telling whether
a bird was In or ollt of bounds except by pacing off the distance.
Then again the grass was ctit dnly for a few yards from the traps.
In my account of the Woodlf(,wn rhatch 1 stated that the match

at Morristown would be at 100 birds, bttt upon arriving at the
latter plae« I found that the men were to shoot at only 60 birds
each, the result of this to also decide the tie match of the previous
day. The day was a splendid one both for shooters and birds.
The sun was warm and bright, but over the mountain tops came
a refreshing breeze which caused the birds to feel like flying.
The birds, which were furnished by Robert Cos, of New York,
were all blue ones, old and hardy, and while sonne of them were
slow In Startlrg, they flew like demons once they felt the wind
under their wings.

It was 3S50 when the match started. Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of Warren-
ville, Ni J., being referee; C. H. Townsend. trap editor of Foeest
AND Stream, and Frank Mason, of the Amcrtcan Field, oflicial
scorers; John Harrison, of Dover, N, J., trap puller. At this time
there were on the grohnds beside the above Harry Piper, Prank
Piper, James Timmins and S. N. Shelley, of Morristown; John
Riggotts, of Rnckaway; J'amea JS. Wheaton, of Newark; Mr.
Thomas, the well-known dog fancier of Denver, Col.; P. Cocke-
fair, of Bloomfield, N. J.; Mrs. Frank CKss. of Pine Brook; Fred.
Class, of Pme Brook, and perhaps seventy-five others.
Glass was in his best form, and no matter how hard the birds

flew he mowed them down in grea,t shape until he had 46 straight
lillls to his credit. His 47th bird, however, an ugly zig-zagging
left-quartering driver, broke his run, as it took two full loads of
No. 7 and went outside to die. His next bird was hit with the
first, but dodged out of the second and got away. He finished his
score with 48 kills.

Mitchell was not so fortunate. He caught, a circling dodger on
the opening round and scored a lost bird. His leth, a right-quar-
tering incomer, got safely thi'ough both loads, as did his 33d in
the safe direction; his 46th, a zigzagginer driver, and his .Wth,
another right-quartering incomer. This left him 45 kills.
Both men made some beautiful kills during the mateh. Class's

6 9, 11. 14, l.*;. 31. 23. 24, 4l. 36, 39 and 43 were all better than average
birds, his 6, 9, 23, 31 and 43 being parti ''ularly fine kills. Mitchell's
star birds were his 18, 33. 23, 28, 38, 39 and 41, all of which caUed
forth anplauf e. He also did great work on his 4, 11, 13, 20, 35, 30,
34 and 37 birds.
The particularly weak point of the Virginia man seems to he on

right-quartering incomers. It will be noticed that he ha only
seven birds to talie this flight. Of these he lost three, anu the
others were merely "slobbered" down. On birds that go away
from him, no matter how fast or what style of flight, he seems to
be capable of doing fine work, but. ne is surely in need of improve-
ment in his work on incomers. The guns and loads used were
precisely the same in all particulars as those used in the Wood-
lawn match. -

-

The score of the Morristown match, ia here shown in detail:

Trap score type—Copyrloht, iS9a, by Forest and Stream FiibHshing Co.

3211 232338213111231121213
T'^/'H^-^—*\\<-H<-t/' NT/' T T

J F Class 1 21112 2 33111133111311313 1-25

12313 13331331323132131823
11111 2.3 31132331313213»0 1 1-33-48

31333 23333333133313131133

W T Mitchell.O 11331331113111 0 11211331 1—23

13131133233 3 123 3 33 2133332
113113102111321331 120111 0-33-15

After the match the following sweepstakes were shot:
Four birds, $3 entry, thr»e monevp:

J E Wheaton 1303-3 3310-8 J Timmons 1310-3 3332-4
F Thomas 3013-3 0011—3 J Leonard 0002—1 0033—3
PJay 3103—3 3112-4 W Armstrong.... 1000—1 2013—3
J Riggott 0112—3 1011-3 R N Shelley 2020—3 0020-1
In the second event Armstrong and Riggott divided on the

shoot off, after killing 6 each.

O^he Fountain Gun Club.

WooDLAVTN Park, L. I.. June 29.—The members of the Fountain
(lun Club held their postponed shoot at Woodlawn Park on
Wednesday. The attendance was not as large as usual, but the
marksmanship was up to the average. H. W. Blattmaoher and
Abel Crook did some fine shooting. The weather was delightful,
birds good and a fine afternoon's sport was enjoyed by those
present.
Club shoot for annual prizes, best averages, 10 live birds, 5 traps,

unknown angles, SO^ns. boundary, M. H, rules.

tt McLaughlin 0120131113- 8 R Graves 1213101112— 9
J E Lalie 1013212100- 7 A Crook 1110113131— fl

HW Blattmacher. 1212211211—10 W A Stewart 1213100000— 5
M Lindsley 3010331113— 8 W Schumacher.... 20'^0221321- 8

••Wanda" 0111321113- 9 Dr VanZile 3101110311- 8
Sweepstakes, 5 birds, $1 entrance, two moneys, 38vds.

First. Spcond. First. Second.
DrVanZile 11310-4 13113-5 "W«nda" 10310 - 3 10200 -3
H McLaughlin .01222—4 13111—5 W A Stuart. . . . 02211-4 OHIO - 3
R G raves 32021—4 20 w-—1 F MeLaughl in . 12010-3
H 8]attmacher.01213—4 13111—5 M Elssaaser....01U0—3 21112—5
M Lindsley... .31021—4 12111—5 WSchumaeher,11112—5 01111-4
A Crook 20113-4 31211-5 J E Lake 3L221-5 13101-4
First Sweep.—First divided, VanZile and McLaughlin divided

second on shoot-off.
Second Sweep.—VanZile, Crook and Elssasser divided first on

shoot-ofl.
Referee, Mr. H. McLaughlin.

The Hollywood Matches.

Long Branch, N. J —Louis Duryea, of Glen Cove, L. I., shoot-
ing a^ L. T. Davenport, was the wioner of the Futurity Cup at the
opening Hollywood shoot on July 1, 25 birds, handicap rise, ties at
5 birds, entrance S50, or only $23 if declared out by May 15, 60 per
cent, and the cup to the winner, 30 per cent, to the second and 10
per cent to the thiri" ; two declared:

L T Davenport (30 yds.) 1311133323123222231112223-23

E G Murphy (Slvds.) 203133322023222232222-^222-23

W Wilson (Dr. Zolnowski) (27yds.) 11232121ll31233a,22200-2112-23

B Killredge (27yds.) 211]221,2223?0120133233320-3-3

L S Thompson (31yd8.) 3333220132223222200

w

J S Williams (30yds.). .. 121032333100332321

w

C Dolan (SSyds.) 3130111122010203120w

Vv G Murph V (39vds.) 3232332200232000220

w

Fred Hoey (Slvds.) 23203323i 0023031003

w

Ties.-E. O. Murphy, 33;333: W. Wilson, 01231.

Immediatelv after the Futurity the match and post entries for
the Schmidt and Peters prize of three cases of yellow label cham-
pagne, miss and out, took place. The entries were the same as for
the Futuritv, with the addition of Messrs, Dando, Moorehead,
Green and Capt. Money. Edgar Murphy had to shoot fifteen

birds straight to win, Dando being second with fourteen.

Blasted Expectations.

Hotel Guest—"Meester, what you call dem long bill tings?"
Sportsman—"Woodcocks." .'

Hotel Guest—"Veil, sir, I kill twenty-four woodcocks before
brakefast."
Sportsman—"What! Where?"
Hotel Guest—"In mine p°droom."
Sportsman—"Oh, get out! Y'"ou mean muakeeters."
Hotel Guest—Veil, den, I kill twenty-four muskeeters before

brakefast in mine pedroom dis morning."—JSiVcJicMitfe.
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Utica Scores in Fine Weather.
UticA, N. Y., July l.-Club stoot of the O. L. 8. A., kingbirds,

5 traps:
Hunter nil 1111 11UlllOm 1 11 1 11-34
Booth 11111 0111UUOUl 1 1 11111 1-23
KUbourn HlOOlllOlOOll 11 111111111—20
Gates 0111111111101011111101111-21
Smith Ill 111 1 111m 111001110111-23
Knowlton 1011011 1 011111 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 11ll-3a
G ilmore 110011 0011 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11011-18
Katties 1111111110U1111U1111011-24
Pfeiffer 1110111111111111111111101-23
Wiieeler 1111111011110111111011101-21
Weed imOlOOlOinOOOOlOllllOOl-13
Trench 11110001110000010001 lOllO - 10
Klapres 1101010011110100000101001-13
Smyth. lllOlllllllU 011110111011-21
Badee shoot; on tie on 24 Hunter won with 10 straight to Smith's

6. Score:
Katties 1001111111111110101111111-21
Knowlton 1111101101111111110111111—22
Hunter. . 1111111111111111111111110 -24
Booth OOlllimilllOlllOllllOll-20
KiIboume 00001 1 1 ICOf 10 11 1 01 11 01 011-1

4

Gates 1 11 1111 111 11 1 0101 0 1 0 1 1 1 01-20
Smyth 1111111111011011011011111-31
Pfeiffer 1110111001111111011111111-31
Gilmore 0111010110110011010011100-14
Elliott IIIOIIUIOU 1 111111 111011 -32
Wheeler lOllllOOlllllOlllllllllU-21
Henning 0101111111010111111111111-21
Maynard 0111111011010111110101111-19
Smyth 111111 1111111111111101111-24

Seattle Rod and Gun Club.

Seattle, Wash., June 25.—The Seattle Rorl and Gun Club held
its regular medal shoot tc-day at its grounds in West. Seattl>^.

The honors in the first class were won by W. A. Hardy, in the
second by Downing and in the third by Haven. The scores were
as follows:

First Glass.
Ohurchill..... 110101011111 11 011101-1 .5 00 10 11- 3-18
Joe H>jrdy lllllUlOUllOllllOl-17 10 10 11- 4-21
W A Hard y 11111111011111100111—17 01 11 11— 5-23

Sefond Class.
F Webber 10101000011110100010- 9 10 10 10- 3—13
Downing 10110101 '01101011111—14 10 01 10- 3-17

Thirri Cla-Bs.

Hoisington OOlOOOOOlOOlllOOOOOO- 5 10 10 10-3-8
Haven 001010 llOlOOlOOOOiOO- 7 10 11 10- 4-11

There was also some practice shooting. In the first at 20 singles
Conover killed 19 and A. H. Harrison 11. The second at 20 singles
gave Haven 13, DowniuE 16, Omover 1(5, Churchill 18, Joe Hardy
17. In another at 10 singles Weber killed 9, Atkins 9 and Har-
rison 6.

The Down Town Gun Club.

Grassmbbe, Staten Island, July 1.—Owing to wet weather, the
second shoot of the Down Town Gun Club did not prove much of
a success at their new shooting grounds, Grassmere, Staten
Island. Eleven competed for the club's modal, at nine birds each,
modified Long Island rules, SOyds. rise. C. Wolf won the trophy
witb a ecore of eight out of nine. The score:

H Ruppell IIOIIIOOO-S J Doscher 110101110-6
LMaisch 011111100-0 C Wissing 000100010-3
C Wolf 111111110-8 J Muller 000000010-1
H Fajer 110111010-6 C Hammer 010110110-5W Joost 111110100-6 J Schmelz 101111000—5
JWSchmenger 110010110-5

Mo Motloe Taken of Anonymoas Oorreapondenta.

C. Y, H„ Chadwick.—Is there an attachment for the wheel of a
naphtha launch to prevent the grass from entangling around it?

Please answer in your next issue. Ans,—A great many experi-
ments have been made to get something to serve the purpose, but
without success. So far as we have been able to ascertain there is

nothing that will do the work successfully.

C. W. H. Wellsboro, Pa.—Can you give me a recipe for (lyeing
gut for leiiders lead color? Ans.—The favorite "mist" color is

produced in gat in two very different ways. The old way is to
imtnerse the gut for several mintites in a stain made by boiling a
drachm of ground logwood and 6gr. of copperas in a pint and a
half of water. This is considered objectionable by many anglers.
A simpler plan is to use Arnold's writing fluid or French writing
ink diluted with an equal quantity of cold water for the stain.
By changing the proportions of ink and water almost any tint
from greenish blue to dark brown can be produced.

N. T. L , New York.— Where, and from whom, can I get some
small-mouth and large-mouth black bass? I am desirious of stock-
ing a pond which I think suitable for this purpo.se. with these tish.
Would also like to know about wall-eyed pike. An?. Hugo
Mulertt, Brooklyn, N. Y., advertises black bass for sale at 25
cents each and special rates for large numbers. He may be able
to furnish wall-eyed pike also. This ful', known also as pike perch
and Susquehanna salmon, is a valuable kind, but is not considered
suitable for small ponds, it is better adapted to lakes and large
riverp. The Sufquehanna and the Delaware have been well
stocked with the fish. In the upper Connecticut a specimen
weighing 11 J^lbs. was taken, while spawning, in April. The pike
perch grows to the weight of 401bs. As a food and game fish it has
tew superiors.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and Information between American sportsmen
The Editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be regarded .

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.
^

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single copy .$4

per year, $3 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies. $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express mojiey-order, registered letter, money-order, or
draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The
paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States
Canada and Great Britain.

Foreisrn Subscription and Sales Agents— London: Davies & Co. ;

Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co. Paris: Brentano's. Foi'eign terms ;

$5 per year, $2.50 for six months.

ADTERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates for three

six and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to
issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Only advertisements of an
approved character inserted.

Address all commuuicatlona

:

FOREST AND STREAM PUIILISJIING CO.,
N». 318 Krondwar. New Vnrb Oitv

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalcgue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SALMDN FISHER.
BY

CHARLES HALLOCK.
CONXKBiTS : Distribution of the Salmon

.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Pishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now; and to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

This is the only Brush that will Clean Your Gun Thoroughly.

No. 248 B. No. 248 B.

It is made of the best brass wire, and as a rust remover it cannot be equalled. The brush is
adaptable to all rods made by us, and will outlast two of any other make. Sample mailed free on
receipt of 75 cents. Send 6 rents in stamps for our Illustrated Oatnlogue.

For Sale by all Gun and Hardware Sealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.. Depot for Sales. 313K Broadway. H.Y.

SPECIAL_PRICES.
SH^^n FOR.

AGENTS DISCOUNT
ON

BICYCLES
Send for General Catalogue.

CHAS.J. GODFREY,IIWarren;St.,;N.Y.

The Best Device for Mailing
\ THESE ENVELOPES ARE MADE OF

A STRONGJOUGH MANIllA PAPER
o pV AND WILL NOTTEAR OR BURST ^
> * |\ OPEN IN THE MAIL BAGS. S
iJLi eirlN \ THE S
Q,gC|)7 CLASP FASTENING S
^ Q I / IS MADE OP THE

cj'S / BESTQUAllTYorSHEETBRASS S
iLl / AN D Wl LL

^ / NOT BECOME LOOSE.

/ ^ULL OUT OR BR£AK- \^

Athletic Goods, Fishing Tackle,

Gun and Bicycle Fittings,
IS THE

CLASP ENVELOPE.
Large Catalogue Envelopes a Specialty.
Box Envelopes for Mail ng Cloth Bound

Books, Etc.
Samples and Price Lists free by mail on

application.
Endorsed by ex-Postmaster General

Thomas L. James, now president of the
Lincoln National Rank, and C. Van Cott,
Postmaster, New York City.

THE CUSP ENVEIOPE CO.,
39 & 41 West Broadway, N. Y.

^OTTS ^PARKUNG (^IDERS

In Quart and Pint Champagne Bottles,

Moderate cost, exquisite quality.

GOLD LABEL.
DRY AND SLIOHTLY STIMULATINa,

WHITE LABEL.
SWEET AND NON-ALCOHOLIC,

- ALSO

Choicest Quality Cider Vinegar.

Order of your Grocer, or write for pint sample,
enclosing ten tys^o cent stamps. We pay expressage.

GENESEE FRUIT CO.,

NEW YORK and ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Our New Alaska." By Chas Hallock. $1.50.
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C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPBOIAIiTT.

Special Designs famished on application
free of charge.

as fke highest starpdard
I

new d^om made eigaf
^

NEW YORK.!

nUALlTT in^5mo

kin§ tobacco^ depends on

fhe peculiar

and correct

selection

of be5[

varieties

of leaf to-

bacco, and

the proper

^ of manufac-
ture.

Thirty year^* experience
ha5 enabled vs [o pro-

duce the splendid

MASTIFF
PLUG CUT

J.B.PACf TOBACCO CO.. R1CHM0HD. VA..

. W. HART S CO.,

1 1 & 13 Jacob St.,

NEW YORK.
Near Brooklyn Bhidgk.

Aniniitig, Birds and Viali Mounted true to
nature, and gnaranteed agraiust iiiolli.

FINEST EXHIBITION IN NEW YOKK.
Send for Trice Iiist.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodalk & Prazab i

And Dealersm
©lass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies

^M§, Birds' Eggs and Skins.
Send stamp for fall lllTiBtrated cats

The AdiFondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket ediiion on inaD-ViOTid ptiper. $1,00
"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Foresf and Stream.

Pocket Map of Xiake Ghamplain and Lake
Georgfc. Map-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—Tlie Adsrondacks> Ulilfltrateci
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 eta.

liake faieorse and liake Ghamplain. cts
ddrew B>, MTODDA&B, &l9nu Falls, N. Y.

GTLL HOUSE, HENDERSON HARBOR, N.Y.
Attention bass flsbeimeni Jt you wish to

learu of a place wbere you can take your fami-
lies and have the pleasure of a pleasant country
he me, and you get the best small-mouth bass
fi hivs in 1 be country, addi ess H. H. trILL, Hen-
ei son Harbor, N. Y.

imim PATENT REFLEOTIHG LAMPS,
with Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjnstable Attachments.
For Sportsmen and General

Illuminating Purposes.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP
See adv't In another column.

Send stamp for UIus. Catalogue

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Office, 310 Bro;idvvay, New Yorlr.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, aalmal.'? and manufacttu
ng purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Pleasf
aention Fohest and Stream.

369 Oanal street, Mew Tork.

ANTAS CANOES;

HOW TO BUILD THEM
Bt PARKER B. FIBLD.

I'he directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
iitile for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
i7in. at an expense of not to exceed |7, while the
imple operations are within reach of the skill of

.:;y careful amateur. No technical terms are
iscd and tlie successive operations are careftdly
escribed in detail, each step being made clear
efore proceeding.to the next. Illustrated; paper
S pages; price 50 cents.

OREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
^riH T5roa<iwav. Mbw Vork.

rlunting in the Great West.
(Bustliags in the Eookies.)

Hnntlag and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300

pages Ulxistrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

TOBEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

Athletes,Cyclists, Baseball and Foot-
ballists. Horse-back riderS; Boxers

and Oarsmen ;
^

When you want to ride, run, walk,
row, skate or swim a long distance«

AHTl'STIFF

it is a marvelous preparation for Strength enmg the
Muscular System. With Aiiti-Btitt' there la no faith

required: it goes etraight for the muscles, and yoxi can
feelit at work. It has a peculiarly warming, comlortm^
and Btimuiating effect on all weak or Btift muscles and
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in use.

Rub it into the muscles every nlfrht for a fortnight, and
you will be pleased at its supporting and strengthening
properties. There is not, nor has been, anything hUe It

til) now. Xt differs from all Oils. Embrocations and
Xiiniments, both m substance and effect. Some Athietea

»re 60 fond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box. ^
® TrainerB size, $1,00.

I; FOUEERA & CO.. AGENTS FOB U- S, 30 N. WILLIAIfl ST., l-ft

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, Fox Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

FOR THOROUGHBRED LIVE STOCK. IN-
cluding genuine rough-coated Scotch collies,

Swiftsure foxhound.^, English beagles, registered
Jersey,Guernsey, Ayrshire and Holstein-Friesian
cattle, sheep, land and water fowls, pigs. etc.

Address SAMUEL H. NULL, West Grove, Pa.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lspits ameiicamis)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G.RiCH,Bethel,Me.

FOR SALE -SMITH HAMMERLEPS lO-ga.,

8lbs. llozi., Damascus barrels, ftill pistol
grip, never Phot over fifty time.'; perfect condi-
tion; cost $100; will pell at a bargain. Address
for full particulars F. C. JoSLYif. Syracuse, N. Y.

WANTED ALIVE.
All kinds of

American Animals,
BIKDS (fc REPTIIiES.
For Sale—All kinds of

Foreign Animals, Birds
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,
115 Roosevolt St.. N.Y. City,

EXCELSIOR
DASH LAMP.
Silver plated locomotive

Keflector, outside wlch
regulator, burns kerosene
perfectly without a chim-
ney, is adjustable to any
kind of dasli or velilcle.

UNITEKSAL LAMP,
The best lamp for sportsmen 's

use ever manufactured. See
adv't in another column.
Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON
Oflice, 310 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

inm MM,

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud doKs, puppies and brood bitche".

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. aiOOR-E, Melrose, Slass.

AX SXllD. EEE »25.

MAINSTAY,
By Mainspring out nf Barmaid, litter sister to

Rip Rap and Maid of Kent; winner of 3d, C. P. T.
Club Derby, 1891.

AX SXITD. EEE $r5.

BOUNCE (12070).

Apply to ELISHA BURR, Hingham Kennels,
Hingham Center, Mass.

rn the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Sou^be^n Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is ih^e bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lanaar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

(A.K.C.S.B. 24,986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwood. New York City.

Great Dane at Stud.

A,K C.S.B. 20,425.

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.

To a limited number of approved bitches.

SHOQUOQUION KENNELS,
Lyons, Iowa.

Scotch Terrier KILROY.
Black brindle, no white markings, perfect head

and ears, grand body, bone and legs, superb coat;
winner of twelve Ists and Ave specials, and twice
winner of 30 guinea champion cup in England,
and Ist and special in Boston, 1893. For particu-
lars address

HENRY BROOKS, West Medford. Mass.

IM TME STUD.
Heather Kennels'

KING 0' THE HEATHER, $16.
BDWABD. BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

(A. 20,883). Fee $50.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL. PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,7.57). Fee $50.

Rosiyn Conway,
(A. 20,882). Fee $20.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735), Fee 815. (A. 17,577). Fee $o5.

ENGLISH PUGS.
Kash, Jr.,

A. 17,804). Ist, Albany; 2d, N. Y., 1892. Fee 3

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'9a.

Fee $35.

JEEBY JARVI5,
(A. 15,347) litter brother
to Duke-E)cho. Fee $15.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitcbes entriisted to ua receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable price.=, including several
good stud dogs and Ijrood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on yand.

FOX-TESEIEBS
IN STUB.

Starden's King $25
Brockenliurat Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Gtiampion Raby Mixer 15
SlOO will be given for the best vuv sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.

Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - S50.
Wellesboume Charlie, S50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
(Ch. PliDllmmon ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty first and special prizes, including five
first and four specials ihi« season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Pllnlinimon. He
is the sire of Lord Couitenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernai'd Club show, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful s tud dogs of to-day

.

Eee $50.

YOUNG~kEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Eee $25-

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

IRISH AND ENGTISH SETTERS.
Ch. Inchiquin, 18,101, imported. The most famous

sire in America- His get never fail to win when shown,
and are remarkably handsome and excellent field dogs,
just the blood needed to advance the Irish setter in
America. Stud fee S25.
Prince Noble, 8243, English setter, blue belton, by

CountNoble—Lassie, grand field dog; his get are first-
class field dogs. Stud fee $10.
Gas Gladstone, 8210, by ch. Gladstone—Donna J.,

black, white and tan. A great fielder; none better, and
an excellent stock getter. Brotlier to Rush Gladstone,
the Derby winner. Stud fee $20.
Puppies byInchiquin always on hand out of prize win-

ning bitches, cheap. Pedigrees and cuts on application
to J. J. SCANLA.N, P. O. Box 339, Fall Elver, Mass.

THE MASTIFF ORMONDE,
Son of the great Cumbrian Princess.

Ormonde has won Ist at Rookford, Freeport,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Chicago. Is sire of
Ist and 2d prize winners, Rocliford, Freenort and
Chicago, 1893. Some grandly bred pups lor sale.

Send gtamp tor catalogue.
CHAS. E, BUNN, Peoria, III.
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BEARING FISH FOR DISTRIBUTION.

In OTJE. comments upon the papers and discussions re-

lative to fish distribution brought before the American
Fisheries Society, we had no desire nor intention to profit

by Mr. Mather's misplaced decimal point. It was our

purpose merely to show how an earnest but prejudiced

advocate of a certain disappointing system of stocking

may let his fancy outrun his judgment and actually de-

ceive himself by figures based upon theories not facts.

It has been clearly shown, by actual trial in several local-

ities at least, that yearling trout can be produced at a cost

of about one cent each. In order to ascertain as accur-

ately as possible the cost of attendance and transportation

in the distribution of fish by the United States, we have

applied to the Commissioner of Fisheries for data upon

the subject. The appropriation for this work during the

year ending June 30, 189 L, was $50,000, nearly one-half of

which was paid for salaries of employees in this branch

of the work. The cars and detached messengers traveled

about 180,000 miles (nearly 462 times the width of the

State of New York) and five-ninths of the mileage was
paid for. The distribution included about 152,000,000

eggs, 285,000,000 fry and upward of 2,000,000 fishes rang

ing from fingerlings to yearlings and older. If the trans-

portation of those yearlings had cost one-tenth as much
as Mr, Mather's estimate in our issue of June 80, the

balance of the appropriation available for carrying

437,000,000 eggs and fry would have been only about

$6,000 Evidently there is still something seriously wrong
with the calculations of the fry-planters, and it will re-

quire more than talking to convince the people that a fish

which they can see and count for themselves is not better

than a score of fry which a sculpin can destroy in a

minute.

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.

IV,—"DRAW YOUR WEASEL."

A chain that is blown away by the wind and melted

by the sun, links with pairs of parallel dots the gaps

of farm fences and winds through and along walls and
zigzag lines of rails, is likely to be the most visible sign

that you will find in winter of one bold and persistent

little hunter's presence.

Still less likely are you to be aware of it in summer or

fall, even by such traces of his passage, for he is in

league with nature to keep his sectets, "When every

foot of his outdoor wanderings must be recorded she

makes him as white as the snow whereon it is imprinted,

save his beady eyes and dark tail-tip. When summer is

green and autumn gay or sad of hue she clothes him in

the brown wherewith she makes so many of her wild

children inconspicuous.

Yet you may see him, now and then, in his white suit

or in his brown, gliding with lithe, almost snake-like

movement along the lower fence rails, going forth hunt-

ing or bearing home his game, a bird or a fat field mouse.

In a cranny of an old licheu-scaled stone wall you may
see his bright eyes gleaming out of the darkness, like

dew-drops caught in a spider's web, and then the brown
head thrust cautiously forth to peer curiously at you.

Then he may favor you with the exhibition of an acro-

batic feat; his hinder paws, being on the ground in the

position of standing, he twists his slender body so that his

fore-paws are placed in just the reverse position on the

stone or rail above him, and he looks upward and back-

ward.

He may be induced to favor you with intimate and
familiar acquaintance, to take bits of meat from your

hand and even to climb to your lap and search your

pockets and suffer you to lay a gentle hand upon him,

but he has sharp teeth wherewith to resent too great lib-

erties.

While he may be almost a pet of a household and quite

a welcome visitor of rat-infested premises, he becomes

one of the worst enemies of the poultry-wife when he is

tempted to fall upon her broods of chicks. He seems

possessed of a murderous frenzy and slays as ruthlessly

and needlessly as a wolf or a human game butcher or the

insatiate angler. Neither is he the friend of the sports-

man, for he makes havoc among the young grouse and

quail and the callow woodcock.

The trapper reviles him when he finds him in his mink
trap, for all the beauty of his ermine, a worthless prize

drawn in this chanceful lottery.

When every one carried his money in a purse, the wea-

sel's slender white skin was in favor with country folk.

This use survives only in the command or exhortation to

"draw your weasel." When the purse was empty, it

gave the spendthrift an untimely hint by creeping out of

his pocket.

In the primest condition of his fur he neither keeps nor

puts money in your pocket now. He is worth more to

look at, with his lithe body quick with life, than to pos-

sess in death.

BARTER.
There was hint of a scheme in "Esau's" note last week,

which might be put to the test in a small way. He sug-

gested that as the Indians of the Northwest, who capture

beaver for their fur, take everything that comes to hand,

old and young, the State might well afford to pay the

savages for the uncaught beaver to be left uncaptured.

The system is capable of expansion. For instance, in a

certain village amid the hills of eastern Connecticut lives

a young fellow who pots for the market practically all

the game killed in the vicinity. There are others in the

village who would like to have at least a chance to im-

prove an occasional opportunity to try to capture some
of the game for themselves. This chance of an oppor-

tunity they might acquire by treaty with the Connecticut

savage. Thus: "How many quail and partridges do you
expect to shoot and snare this year? How much do you
expect to realize for them? Will you sell them all to us

at that price, we to pay you in advance now? Here is

the money. Now the birds are ours. You need not

capture them for us. We will do that for ourselves. And
if we fail to get them all, to the last feather, we shall not

expect you to refund. But, remember, we have bought

the game; it is ours; you are not to interfere with it."

Or, take a trout stream: "How many trout do you ex-

pect to 'snake out' this season? At so much a pound that

comes to so many dollars. Here is the money. The fish

are mine. You need not trouble to catch them." As
every fisherman expects to catch twice as many fish as

he actually takes, the man who is paid thus in advance

on a basis of his great expectations is paid twice over.

Such a plan of compromising with the powers that be

would not work in cases where the shooter or the fisher-

man is not a simon-pure pot-hunter, but is impelled by

other than mercenary motives. The expert, who shoots

or who fishes partly for money and partly for fun, might

readily enough anticipate his money returns for quail, or

ducks, or trout, or bass; but his fun he will not sell; or,

if he would, the price put on it would be beyond reach.

Game and fish have a market price; but who is ever to

estimate the money equivalent of the satisfaction of the

making a grand shot? or the worth per minute of playing

a big trout? or the price for which one would sell the

present transient delight—making no account of the

precious memory—of a successful day afield?

There are some things in this world we cannot buy,

and there are some things in this world that the poorest

and roughest and most prosaic of mortals—even an Indian

—would not readily barter.

SNAP SHOTS.
In the distribution of animal life nature employs many

agencies which at first seem mysterious, but admit of

easy explanation. Forest and Stream has contributed

its share toward the fund of information upon the spread

of species. A recently made and Ashless pond becomes
stocked with fish without human intervention and the
result is a source of wonder until inquiry shows that

winds, water birds and insects are the distributing agen-
cies in some cases, while in other localities, notably in

Florida, subterranean communication with bodies of

fresh or salt water is capable of demonstration. Fish are

"rained" down in the streets of a Nebraska city, or

"snowed" down in a city of -Tennessee. Crabs fall in the

streets of San Francisco. Crawfish cover the ground
near Union Depot at Cameron, Mo., after a heavy rain.

These are results of cyclone action and have come under
observation in localities widely remote. Frogs and woi-mg

are often carried in the same way, but for the most part

these are simply brought out from hiding by rain and do
not "drop from the clouds."

The picture on another page entitled "In a July Wood-
cock Cover," was taken of an old woodcock shooter who
was well known to many of our readers. He is no longer

living, but in his life he was a good shot and a good fel-

low, and had followed the dogs in many fields. No one

ever enjoyed summer shooting more than he, yet no one

strove more earnestly to have it forbidden both by law
and public sentiment. If ever there was a pleasure which
was labor, it was this summer shooting. Who does not

recall its tortures, its suffocating heats, its thick brush,

its swarms of mosquitoep. How laboriously one used to

break through the brambles and alders, and pull himself

through the mire, while with one hand he wiped away
the sweat and the insects, and with the other kept leaves

and branches out of the eyes. It was hard work, but

when one heard the ringing whistle and after the shot

the rustle of the bird as it fell through the leaves, and the

light thump as it struck the ground, he forgot all his suf-

ferings.

"Didymus" has been prompted by "Podgers" [what

names !] to utter a note of protest on the song bird mil-

linery abomination; and he suggests that the lan-

guage he uses may be intemperate. On such a subject

virility of expression is in order, and the pity of it is

that, however vigorous may be such denunciations of the

atrocity, because aimed at the general public they are

likely to prove as ineffective as did the remarks of the

enraged Scotch lawyer who addressed no one in particular,

but "just stood in the middle of the road and swore at

large." If "Didymus" and "Podgers" had needed further

proof that birds' feathers were still worn, they might

have found it by studying the Christian Endeavor hosts

who took possession of this town last week. There were

some 35,000 of them, a large majority of the fair sex, and

one noticeable characteristic, as observed by the Forest

AND Stream, was that most of them wore birds' feathers

in their bonnets.

Poetry is all right enough in its place; and it may serve

a practical purpose when it voices humanity and a regard

for bird life; but what shall be said of Mr. John Robinson's

apostrophe in the Witness to the sportsmen to spare the

birds?
Then, sportsmen spare the birdsl

Still let the welkin ring.

And feathered songsters symphonies
To their Creator bring.

Inviolate be the nest

Beneath the verdant shade,

Nor may the wanton, ruthless hand
Peace and content invade,

Mr, Robinson's appeal is a work of supererogation.

Sportsmen do not shoot birds in the spring, and the birds

the sportsman does shoot are not of the species that join

in symphonies.

The lawyers' year has closed, and according to the

Evening Post the litigating lawyers of the great profes-

sional syndicates are off fishing. The Delmonico wood

-

cock case is still untried. The records of the courts show

that it is easier for a red-haired servant girl to get dam-

ages from a red-haired mistress for pulling her hair and

blackening her eye, than for a game protector to get

judgment against Delmonico for serving woodcock in

July.
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RAMBLES IN THE ROCKIES.
lb is so long siiice I have had a pen in my hand that the

habit of writing a chronicle of my adventures and mis-
adventures has almost left me. A new country has to be
well explored before it can be thoroughly enjoyed, and
the rapid melting of the snows during the latter part of

April has made excursions in every direction pleasurable

as well as possible.

As soon as the passage of the mountains is practicable,

and that has been for the last two weeks, the sheep that

have wintered in Dixie and in Arizona come over the
divide to the lambing and shearing grounds and summer
ranges of the upper Sevier country. There are now no
less than 130,000 sheep within twenty miles of Panguitch,
and the coyotes and kitties are enjoying their annual
feast. The grass no sooner starts than the sheep have it

nibbled to the roots, and so all the horses and cattle must
be hunted and driven out of danger of starvation up to

some of the grassy canons and parks beneath the melting
glaciers, where the shepherd will hardly dare to follow.

Of course, the men are apt to spend several days hunting
their stock, and bacon palls upon the taste of even an
epicure. Fresh meat is easily obtained, and, as a rule,

I tind that the men living in this vicinity are careful not
to kill more than they actually need for immediate c~)n-

sumption, and there is, at this time of year, no danger of

mistaking the sex of the animal, as the knobs on the

bucks are quite prominent.
It was my good fortune to go on one of these horse

hunting expeditions with a mighty hunter, whose name
is Ben. Ben has lived in this country for twenty years,

and has the reputation of having never shot a deer or

caught a trout beyond the number required to supply
himself or his camp with grub. We had neither of us
tasted fresh meat during the month of March, excepting
two little messes of duck, and there is no use of denying
the fact that Ben carried a rifle and was resolved to de-

fend himself to the utmost against any male Cariaeus
that might put in an appearance. In woodcraft Ben is

the peer of any man that I have ever seen. When Illinois

was on the frontier he hunted and fished over the great

prairie region, and forty-two years ago, with the Mormon
pioneers, he crossed the plains. He knows little but the
frontipx, and until the completion of the railroad, he
freighted in Wyoming, Uoah and southern California.

He would not be at home on the pavements of a great

city, but turn him loose in the forest or on the desert,

with a blanket, matches, knife and rifle, and he is on his

native heath. Tiie sun, the stars, the bark on the trees,

and the trend of the sagebrush twigs are all the compass
that he uepds. How little knowledge we have, those of

us who claim to be sportsmen, that we do not owe the

patient teachings and careful observation of these noble-

men of nature, who are as destitute of the urbanities of

civil'Zition as though they had been born in the heart of

the dark continent.

The first day of our outing we left our horeesi in the

cedars, jnst b low the snow, and proceeded to climb and
wade U[j to the high southern exposures, where we knew
the deer were sunning themselves. _ But the wind arose

and circulated among the cliSi^, so, alihiugh we climbed
clear up mtothe realm of the gnzzlyar d of the mountain
lion, we siw nothing but tracks and droppings that were
scarcely five minutes old. We must have started at least

a dozan deer, yet all we saw was a white- mountain hare,

that gave us every opportunity to bag him had we been
60 di^ipoifd. For supper we had the same old bacin and
frying-pan bread, but the next morning was calm and we
started out with every assurance of success. Sometimes
we were in waist-deep snow and sometimes stood on
barren r'dgcs where we could look over hundreds of miles
of mountain and valley. At length Bin stopped and
sniffed the air.

"1 dmell 'em," he said, though I walked fully a quarter

of a mile before I could detect the deer odor. Slowly we
crawlf^d down into a caii^n and up to the top of the next
hog's back. Ben looked over the edge and down into the

next gulch. His rifle was poked through the branches of

a pine and there was a crack. I looked below. A deer

was starting to its feet and wondering which way to run.

The sight went up another notch, there was another
report, and Mr. Daer leaped and fell beneath the pine

where he had b^en taking his morning nap. We packed
SOlbs. of fresh meat back to the wagon, and for a week
we lived "high."
Trout fishing is the great sport of this section. We

have the river fishing, where trout run from 3 to olbs in

weight; lake fishing, where trout weighing Slbs. are fre-

quently ciught, and brook fishing, which to my mind is

the most enjoyable of all. A dozen small streams enter

the Severn' in this immediate vicinity, and to say that

they are iull of trout hard y does justice to them. Under
the Slate law, fishing below dams in streams used for ir-

rigatina; purposes is allowable at any season as these are

not public waters, and in Panguitch we can have a mess
of trout on any day of the year,

Oid residents have a theory about the movemebts of

the trout which 1 give for what it is worth:
"Lake trout remiin in the lake save as they enter the

tributary streams for the purpose of spawning. Fry
hatched' in streams and creeks remain in the brooks for

two years. The third season they run down to the river

and return every April to spawn, seeking the river again
in June. Brook trout and river trout are identical save
in point of size."

This last assertion is a little too much for me to swal-

-low, as the river trout are typical red-throats while the

brook trout are more like the /oji^inah's, though some-
what darker than the brook trout of the East. In the

catching of trout this spring I have averaged seven males
to every female. This I can account for only on the

theory that the femdes. being havy with spawn, lie close

to the bottom and are not especially hungry. Local fish-

ermen, who use wood grubs for bait and fish on the bot-

tom, catch as many females as males. I tip my hook
with a fish eye and troll about three or four inches below
the surface. Fly-fishing will be impossible for at least

.another month. The immense bodies of melting snow
keep the waters muddy, and about noon the waters be-

gin to rise and do not fall until after midnight. I have
jried several oF the creeks with very poor success, and
« yen the Pah TJtes, whose wicciups are in every canon,

liave no luck with a hook and line.

Last Saturday I went upon one of the most delightful

excursions that it has been my privilege to enjoy in this

mountain land. It came about in this way : About two
weeks ago an insurance agent, C. D. Seymour, formerly
of New York, struck the settlement. He wanted fish ; so

did I. This was our golden opportunity. About ?> o'clock

we started for Panguitch Creek. And now a word as to

this outlet of Panguitch Lake. It travels by what Caesar

would call "a circuitous route" from the lake to the
river, going about 46 miles to get 16 miles from its head.
For 11 or 12 miles from the settlement it has no tributary,

and there is neither ranch nor cabin upon its banks.
There the aspect of the country changes. There is a suc-

cession of broad meadows and narrow, picturesque
caftons. The meadows are all dairy ranches, and are de-

serted from November until April. But the farmers have
just moved back to their mountain homes, in time to

protect themselves from the inroads of the sheep, and, at

this time of year, when travel is almost unknown, the
fisherman is a welcome visitor at the lonely cabin or the
isolated tent of the herder.
Tne road was rocky, and we went slowly uphill for 11

miles. I am heartily glad that we had neither shotgun
nor rifle, for the numbei's of mourning doves and of

mallards that constantly encircled us would have tempted
to a trial of marksmanship. About the creek and lake
greenheads breed in great numbers and afford fine sport

during the open season. Nor were fresh deer signs want-
ing, and once a spotted lynx deigned to show himself
and a coyote surveyed us from a neighboring hill. Just
as the sun was touching the western mountain we drew
up at an old saw mill and made camp in its deserted
bunk house. The creek was too high for any fishing. It

had risen 30in. since noon and was very muddy. After
supper we enjoyed the pipe and camp fire, and then when

"The charioteer and Btarry gem iai,

Htmg like glorious crowns, over Orion's grave

Low down in the west-,"

there was a cracking of the sag< brush, a footfall on the
turf and a new comer stepped into the light. It was
George Dodds, who owned the adjacent ranch and who
proved to be one of the very few men of this region who
know anything of the outside world. Dodds left New
York at the close of the war; S ymour left three years

ago, and somewhere between the two I started on my
western journey. It was 1 o'clock when he left and we
had discussed the ins and outs of the metropolis from
Castle Garden to Harlem. We had a kind of homesick
feeling when we lay down on the hard bunk and tried to

slepp.

B fore sunrise we were driving up the creek, reveling

in the sharp, bracing atmosphere of dawn. Our route
lay through a meadow that was literallv covered with
sage hens and they were of immense siz-^, Th«y were
mating and I could not but stop and w^tch their curious
antics. The love-dance of the Pedioccefes is not new to

me, but I was not prepared for any such exhibition on
the part of Genii ocerms. The struUing, the combing of

the ground, the c tckling reminded me of a turkey-filU d
barnyard. Some of the birds have already mated, as I

found, later in the day, a nest contHining Sfven eggs.

It was right at the edge of a snow bank, on a bleak hill-

side, but I suppose the old lady knows what she is about
and will look out for her brood. Our horse and cart

were left at D odds's, tied to the corral, and we went on a
quarter of a mile to get grubs from a dead joine. Be-
neath the pines I found thf first wild flowers of epring—
a diminitive species of Dtdba. Each with a white grub,

we wandered back to the water, and one pool gave us six

trout, of which I secured five. This was most ercourag-
ing as I rather dreaded Seymour, and he fully expected
to do me up. Indeed if it had not been for this streak of

luck he would h»ve had the longer string at night. O
our way back to Djdds'sandto breakfast we had ducKs
within gunshot all the tim=*, and there were plenty of

kiidter and jacksnipe. I also saw a species of j ay that

was new to me and that must belong, with many of our
southern Utah birds, to the avifauna of Arizona and
Mex CO. Speaking of birds reminds me that during the

day I saw a small red hawk not so large as a domestic
pigeon, and witnessed a pitched battle between a flock of

blackb irds and a magpiein which the larger bird was in-

glmiously worsted.
Dodds had breakfast ready for us, and from him I ob-

tained many facts concerning the country, and the same
details were afterward given me by. other residents along
the creek. The fish in the streams are not nearly so

numerous as they were before th*-- sawmill sent its refuse

into the water. But there are still enough for all comers.
Every spring when the waters recede from the over-

flowed meadows the odor of decaying trout poisons the
atmosphere for miles. Fly-fishing in the creek is exc^l-

lent after the middle of June, and the fly-fi^her always
obtains more fish than his bait-loving rival. Eegarding
lake trout, the statement was made that twenty tons of

trout are caught annually in the lake. Thi^^ seems in-

credible, and yet on investigation I have found that, the
price of fish being 10 cents a pound at the lake, eleven
men during the past winter averaged $tjO each, and three

men with families, who do nothing bur. fish from June to

February, average $350 per year. Half of the twenty
tons are accounted for, and the sheepmen, ranchers and
summer campers can get away with a great part of the
remainder. I)i?er are so common in the sumnner time
that Dodds says that they often come to his corral bars

while he is drinking. Mountain sheep may be obtained
within a half day's ride, and antelope in a day and a half.

Sage hens, grouse and pheasants (Bonasa) are all here in

season, and ducks are common in summer. Bears are

few, but the Fdidce have at least four representatives.

Wild berries commence to ripen late in July, and the
August camper can, with a half-mile walk, supply him-
self with fish, flesh, fowl and fruit.

Leaving Dodds's hospitality we spent-the day in wan-
dering up the creek, throwing into the most attractice

pools, enjoying the magnificent scenery. Now the

stream, lined with silvery willows, meandered among
broad fields and the further hills were pearly with the

white coats of thousands of sheep, now the pines came
to the water's edge and yet again the brook cut its way
through perpendicular walls of basalt. In one of these

gorges the stream, 30.ft. wide, was forced through a
chasm less than 3ft. in width, with walls as straight as

plumb line for 42f^., thence gradually receding for 350ft,

further. According to the Powell survey we were, at

; this point, 6,000ft. above the sea level. Higher up the

, oreok we found fine fishing at the beaver dame.

Sundown found us back at Dodds's ranch with fish

enough for supper and breakfast. The evening was
spent at his fireside, and Nationalism and Theosophy,
Mormonism and the silver question took up the time
until midnight.
Monday morning our excursion ended with a drive

to the lake, from which the ice has not yet entirely
melted. The open water was black with ducks. But of
Panguitch Lake more at another time. We struck a
splendid dinner at a sheep camp and 6 o'clock found us
back in the settlement ready for bacon and bed.

Panguitch, Utah^ ShoSHOSE.

KELLUP'S CANOE.
Toward the latter end of winter Kellup disappeared

after supper almost every night, and presently you might
have noticed a light in the woodshed. Try the door
though, and your rattle would only provoke a louder
pounding within. Even his old friend Sammy C dhoun
possessed no "open sesame" and had to betake himself to

the house. "What's the old man up to now?"
"I'm not supposed to know;" andSusan shook her head

solemnly at the work in her lap.

Presently Sam picked up a book from the floor full^f
cuts of boat models. Then he reached another from the
sewing machine and found it treating of "Canoes and
Canoeists."
"Aha!" This was long drawn out. "A-hah h-h! Now

I know what he's building," said accusingly. "His time
o' life, too," This last in a deprecating tcne.

"I know it," sighed Susan, "I've been through all thai;

but what do you suppose he say-'?" and she looked up
quick at Sammy with big eyes and her lips set tight.

"What do you suppose he says—says 'Nesmuk was ojder

than me when he quit paddling.' All Vm afraid is he'll

want to sleep in it nights, or under it out in the yard,

and catch his death. This is a flannel shirt I'm making
him now."
By the look on her face Sam thought she might be

making him a shroud. "Yes" he paid, "he'll probably
sleep in it. 1 expect that's what he wants it for. There's

no water near by." Then he said he guessed ht'd be
going, but he would be on hand on F.mrth of July even-
ing, because Susan said that was K' llup's next holiday
and he h^d engagpd a man to haul the boat to a little

river out in the country.-;{*«»*
Well, on Monday evening S^m dropped in about 8

o'clock and found Kellup sitting there with his sleeves

rolled up. rubbing vaseline on his armt—a pair of thin,

sinewy arms.
' H^'llo, Cileb! Where'd you get each a color as that?"
Kbllup commenced to smile. First a lit-le round the

mouth, then a set of wrinkles took it up and communi-
cated to others till presently the whole furrowed, beard-

less countenance was covered with smilf^s. 'Simmy?"
then he stopped and took his knee in his bands and it

looked as if he was going to start another pmile, but he
checked it and finished his sentence, "Did you ever go
canoeing?" Sam said no, and intimated that a steam-
boat would suit him better.

"Well, well, every man to his taste. Well, when I

launched her down in the meadows she was pjetty

cranky at first, and I was wishing I was somewhere eke
anel expecting t" be in a minute. Well, she kept poking
her nose in the reeds on both siden, and finaliv climbed
up on a brown, slimy log just under the suiface and
hung wobbling. I coaxed and coaxed and at last she slid

off like an alligator
"

"Big river, Caleb?"
"Nu, just about wide enough for three barges abreast.

Well, I trained her out of the meadow into a thick,

swampy wood with grapevines hanging from tall trees

and trading in the water and ihe underbrush thick as a
hedge and dripping in the river, too, and oh, S im, T tell

you with the current d ep and slow and all shut in like

that it seemed like, like— well, like floating on a tropical

inundation,"
"See any game along?"
"Well, no. Saw a watersnake wriggling over the sur-

face toward the leafage, and by and by coming ar- und a
bend I surprised a chipmunk on his way to drmk; and
what do you suppose his way wa^? Why, a big old
chestnut leaned out from the b ink at d dropped a limb
till the water rippled up against his elbows, and that was
his pathway. The little rascal chattered at me. B jt,

by George, Sammy, I wish you could have seen the quiet

cove I came to. I just lay there watching the brown
scum on the surface, a kind or pollen scum, that left the
current and came slowly round the bend to trwcean in-

tricate scroll work among the yellow lilies. P- eity soon
I got on a move with the double paddle, slowly, t-iow-ly,

tid I got pretty close, and then I stnle out thfl 'puddina:

stick,' the single blade, you know, and—" "What foi?"'

"What for! Why, N^ <=muk always stole up on a deer
that way, always," and Kellupgot up, indignaint, and pre-

tended to rummage on tne mantelpiece for bis tobacco.

When he sat down again Simmy commenced: "What y'

got all over your flannel shirt collar, Cale -
?"

" Well, you see, along about noon the black flies got
pretty thick, so I spread on the fly daub. Some 1 made
last"

"Black flies, man, there's not a black fly in the State,''

"Well, mngqaitoes, then, hang it!"

These interruptions were irritating. The thread of his

eloquence seemed broken, and he only mentioned casu-
ally the things he noticed on the trip down stream in the
afternoon. The warm sun, the restless wind, the vines
all swaying and showing the whHes of their leaves, the
dark retreats where the trees overarched, and the meadow
vista of bushes and high tuft grapses, w^ith red-winge^
blackbirds and a Bob White sweetly calling—somewhere.
There was a place worn smooth on the bank near a willow
that looked like an otter slide, but might have been made
by boys in bathing, and there w.t,s a butterfly that lit on
the prow and basked in the sun—a long voyage.
"But oh, Sammy, you talk about the 'poetry of motion.'

I just lost myself for a minute once and thought I could
paddle on forever, and paddle on and on and on and
right into heaven, mebbe."
Then they all kept still for a minute till Sammy winked

at Susan and broke the spell. "Yes,." he says, "that's

what your wife's afraid of."

Kellup didn't seem to real'ze that someone had sprung
a joke anywhere round, so after Sammy had a good loud[

laugh by himself be said good night.

1
JefFBBSOK SCRIBB^

"
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BREEDING BUDGERIGARS.
I KNOW of no bird which has such a multiplicity of

names as this charming little fellow. In English, shell

parrot, undulated grass parrakeet, warbling grass parra-

Keet, zebra grass parrakeet, ainsjing parrakeet, scallop

parrot, etc, In Garman, WelhinMreifflger Sittich,Wellen-

papagei, Kanariensiitich, Ifiischel'iiific.h, etc. In Dutch,
Qmnparkeit. By scieutiats, Melopsittacus unchdatus,
but 1 prefer Budgerigar, as it is the name by which it is

called by the aborigines of South Australia, from whence
it comes in large nutnbers. I ones saw a vessel in Cape
Town which had three thousand on board, and after-

ward helped a dealer in Adelaide to count out three
hundred and fifty pair, which were the catch of one of

his trappers. It is deservedly a great favorite, no leas

from its pretty plumage than its great docility, and the
wonderful readmesa with which it breeds under the most
unfavorable surroundings. It is

now bred in large numbers by
European amateurs, who have
succeeded in producing varieties

in color, such as yellow and also

blue ones. But the most singular

fact is that there are several well

authenticated instances of its

having developed the power of

speech. Its surprising lameness
and docility is well exemplilied

by the numbers which are seen

on the street corners, sitting on
the tops of their cages, waiting

the signal from their Italian own-
ers, to pick out an envelope, tell-

ing your fortune.
It is very hardy and can be

safely kept in a room where the

temperature falls nearly down to

the treezing point, but no lower,

provided it is furnished with
proper retreats, into which it can

retire and protect itself from the

cold. I have frequently seen

them flying about in an outside

aviary during sharp snow squalls,

in an early fall or a late spring.

It is particularly sociable, and
numbers of pairs will live together

without trouble, if they are sup-

plied with sufficient nesting facil-

ities, without which there will be

constant disputes for the choice

of favorite locations. In all their

movements they are graceful and
quick; the flight is exceedingly

rapid, can walk well on the

ground, running about, nodding
their heads and warbling music-

ally, which no doubt gives them
the name of "singing parakeet."

Should one not have sufficient

room, a canary breeding cage

will answer for breeding purposes,

provided it is furnished with a

cocoanut husk, which should be

fastened on the outside of the

cage, with the wires bent aside,

BO as to allow a free passage for

the birds. It is the best nest that

can be offered, but has one serious

drawback, being such an excellent

harbor for paxasites. So soon as

a husk is found to be infested

burn immediately, and give the

cage a thorough painting with

benzine, being careful to intro-

duce it into every crack and
crevice. Just below the hole

made for entrance a small perch

should be placed, where the male
will sit and warble while the

female is engaged in incubating

on the inside. Should one be so

situated as to have the use of a

small room, or even a portion of

it, so much the better, as it seems

to me to be cruel in confining

such active little birds in a small

cage, where they will sit and
mope a greater portion of the

time, from not having sufficient

space to follow their natural bent

of flying about and keeping
almost constantly in motion. By
giving them room and ample
nesting accommodations, their owner will be fascinated

by their beautiful plumage, lively manners, low, but
sweet song, and surprising prolificness.

If one cannot make use of an entire room I would sug-

gest a place built in the corner of one, which should be
in the second story with a southern exposure. There
should be a window in the inclosed space, the size of

which can be made suitable to the fancier's ideas, and
the number of birds he intends to keep, as a cube of 30in,

will suffice for each pan*. It is better that the bottom
should be supported on iron rods about 2ft. in height, so

as to facilitate all cleaning operations, and also to pre-

vent the entrance of mice, which are the greatest pests

with which a breeder will have to contend By building

in a corner the walls of the room will serve for two sides

of the cage, while the others can be made of wire netting

of iin. meshes. It is best to use netting which has been
galvanized and then paint it with drop black, which will

prevent any dazzling effect and show the birds with bet-

ter advantage. Make a small door in one side for the
purpose of introducing the vessels for holding food and
water, and along the entire length of the bottom of the

other side hinge a narrow flap, which is to be used for the

introduction of a small scraper for cleaning the floor. Of
course it will be necessary to cover the window with wire
netting. It will add greatly to the birds' heallh and
comfort if an outside cage is so constructed as to fasten

on the ou:t8ide of the window, in order that they can have
the benefit of fresh air and sunlight during warm
weather. It should be made entirely of wire netting and
of the same width and height of the window frame, pro-

jecting some 3 or 4ft., thus giving the birds a chance of
flying out and enjoying a bath during gentle showers. In
this case the sash can be entire! .y removed during the sea-
son the outside cage is in use. The inner cage must be
fitted with coacoanut husks and small nesting boxea hung
upon the walls near the ceiling. The boxes to be 6 in. in
height and width, about 9in. deep, furnished with en-
trance holes near the top about liin. in diameter, and
small perches as mentioned in reference to the coacoanut
husks. G ouge out a slight depression in the centers of
the bottoms of the boxes to keep the eggs from rolling
about and becoming chilled during incubation.
In the center of the cage stands a pine or poplar log,

from which the bark has not been removed and reaching
from the floor to the ceiling. This must be fitted with
nesting places, by sawing it in half from end to end,
gouging out the halves of nesting places in each section,

immediately opposite eaeh other, nailing the parts

UNDER THE BEECHES,

Examining Nest of Red-Eyed Vheo.

From a Photogkaph, Jan. 10, 1892, by W. P. Daa^xson, Lockpobt, N. Y,

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

together, baaring entrance holes and fitting perches, as

directed with boxes and husks. Just here I wish to relate

an experience of mine with one of the above described
logs. I had been using one with great success for some
time, when I noticed that the birds had forsaken it en-

tirely and were disputing with the occupants of the husks
and boxes. For several days I watched closely, but could
detect nothing wrong, t then changed my tactics to

night surveys, and with the help of a small bullseye

lantern detected a mouse peeping out one of the holes.

The next morning each hole was stopped with a paper
plug, the log removed outside, and as fast as each plug
was extracted the spout of a kettle of boiling water was
introduced. To my great surprise I found every nesting
place occupied by interlopers, and the seed pans gave
forth a decidedly mouse-like odor. Sawing off about 2 ft.

of the log, I inserted an iron rod to support it, hiing the
food and water pans by fine wire from the ceiling, and
thus starved the enemy out. For perches, a few clusters

of small branches fastened in the corners will be suffi-

cient, and as they become soiled or gnawn can be easily

replaced. Keep the bottom of the cage well covered with
coarse sand, and a fresh sod should be given as often as
possible. Give an abundant supply of pure water, which
must be renewed twice daily, Badgerigarsare essentially

seed eaters, and will thrive on a diet of mixed canary and
millet seed, but I have always b^en in the habit of giving
them a crust of stale bread, soaked in hot water and
squeezed dry, when they have young ones to feed. Daring
hot weather this should be changed twice daily, as it is

when the different grasses begin to flower and seed, a
small sheaf should be hung up in the cage daily. The
food and water should be placed in small shallow pans,
and these again in larger ones, which will prevent any
dirt or moisture on the floor of the cage. The sod ought
to be arranged in the same manner. I have never seen
them bathe as other birds commonly do, but they sefm to
take a great delight in rolling and tumbling about in wet
grass, consequently I have made it a practice to sj)rinkle
the sod daily.

They are not subject to many diseases, a greater por-
tion of which can be easily prevented by a few precau-
tions. Fits or convulsions are caused by too much dry
and heating food, therefore the remedy is low diet and
plenty of green grass in seed. Cramps come from damp,
accompanied by cold, hence it is necessary to remove the
bird to a dry, warm place. Egg binding is the most
serious complaint with which I have had to contend. My

theory is that it is caused by a
lack of lime in the food, and for
that reason I use sea beach sand,
mixed with bits of mortar, for the
floor of the cage, and mingle
crushed cuttlefish bone with the
seed, A temporary remedy is a
drop or two of castor oil, ad-
ministered internally, and also
applied to the egg passage with
a small feather. To give intern-
ally, gently hold the bird on one
side and drop the oil on the beak,
when it will be instantly swal-
lowed. I know of no permanent
cure for this distressing ailment,
and counsel that the bird be not
allowed to nest any longer. Such
is its fecundity that it will go on
breeding during the entire year
except during moulting season,
if kept in a warm place. My
custom has been to separate the
sexes about October and place
them together again about March
or April. By so doing one will
succeed in I'earing much finer

specimens, I have known them
to mate before their first moult,
and the sequence would be feeble,
weakly progeny; therefore, take
the young out and keep the sexes
in different compartments until
they are a tvvelvemonth old.

The hen lays from four to six
eggs, but I have never been able
to find out the exact period of
incubation. Would say that it is

from fifteen to eighteen days, and
as the young are not all hatched
at the same time, but will appear
with the interval of a day or so

between each exclusion, I am
very much inclined to think that
the hen commences setting before
she has laid her full complement
of eggs. The length of time
which the young remain in th
nest also varies very much. Have
known them to come out in about
thirty days, and sometimes forty
will elapse before they will make
their appearance. In a few days
after exit the young are perfectly
able to take care of themselves,
and the female immediately
cleans out the nesting place and
prepares to bring forth another
brood, In feeding the young, the
old birds hold the youngsters by
the beak, regurgitate the half-

digested seed, which the nestlings
swallow. Let any one follow the
above directions, which are but
the repetitions of more able pens,
and take a few pairs of these
exquisite little birds from the
cages in which they are cooped
up in all of our bii d shops, trans-

fer them to such a little place
as I have described, and I will

warrant, in a I'.rge majority of

instances, that he will be trans-

formed into a veritable " bird

crank," Frank J. Thompson,
[The budgerigar forture- telling

outfit is familiar to city people.

A perch is provided with a rack of sealed envelopes, and
there are usually two or three of the bright- plumaged
birds, presided over by a grim-visaged wiz .rd, and pat-

ronized by a bevy of giggling girls. When the fee is

paid the wiz ud pokes up one of the birds with a stick; it

runs along the perch and picks out an envelope, pulling

it with its bill, and the wiz a'd hands it over to the girl,

who, giggling more than ever, opens it to find the

promise of a handsome husband, with wealth galore—and
all for five cent^]

"Under the Beeches."

This refreshingly cool winter scene should be accept-

able in sultry July. The portrait is of our valued con-

tributor "J. L. D.," whose frequent notes on bird life add
to the interest of these columns, and whose story of a

visit to "the old home" in our issue of May 13 will be
recalled with pleasure. Mr. Davison tells us that he
was "taken" all unconsciously by his son, and a moat
charming picture was the result, to be added to the
FOEEST AMD STREAM'S Amateur Photography Collection.

apt to become sour and cause diarrhoea. In the spring, ' tion

A Quail-shooting Club.

We have been shown the details of the plan proposed
by the advertiser of quail shooting this week, and it ap-

pears to afford an unusual opportunity to make sure of

excellent sport at a nominal outlay. The certainty of a
plentiful supply of game appears to be assured by the

project, which is, for that reason, well worth investiga-
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-IV.

GREEN LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The One Lone Bass of Green Lake.

"We were up next morning before the sun, and on the
water soon after—Sam and Charley in the skiff, Harry,
Gooder and Kelpie in the Traverse boat, while I went it

alone, the Masons having gone home the night before
with a promise to come back next evening to see "what
luck," and the Colonel still holding to his determination
not to wet a line till a bass was brought in.

I pulled out for the point below on the further side of
the lake, the other two boats going across to the rush-
grown bar and around into the deep bay at the extreme
further side of the upper arm of the lake, a part of the
upper waters that they had been over only once the day
before.
The lake was quiet except for a gentle ripple on the

water, and I expected to get a bass or two at the point;

but 1 fished patiently all around it for two hours with-
out a solitary bite, and I was glad old Sam was not in
hailing distance.

I pulled across to the further shore—the lake was nar-
row here, a matter of forty rods wide—and fished awhile
along the bulrushes in shallow water with the same re-

sults as on the other side.

Tired of sitting in the boat, I went ashore and walked
back to a farmhouse, a quarter of a mile from the lake,

and bought a cou^ple of pounds of home-made butter,
which I carried back to the boat in a small tin lard pail
furnished by the good housewife.
While she was getting the butter ready I tried to scrape

an acquaintance with a big savage-tempered pup—

a

cross between a Newfoundland and a mastiff—chamed
to a small dog house in the yard, but the attempt was a
total failure, I evidently didn't remind him of any one
he had ever been introduced to, as he came near "stran-

gling himself in his efforts to break the chain and get at

me to "chaw me up into sassige." He barked and
choked and growled savagely by turns and surged at the
chain at every move 1 made, and all my arguments to

convince him he was making a show of himself were
wasted, I would have given a dollar of our daddies for

a chance to knock the conceit out of the vicious cuss with
the swipe of a good peeled elm club, but at the same time
I was glad the chain had no weak links in it, else I would
have had to " tree" on mighty short notice.

Back at the boat I shaded my butter in the bow with
some willow boughs and pulled across to the point, where
I put in another hour trying to make the acquaintance
of some stray bass or pickerel, but it turned out like the
attempt to make friends with the big pup.

I went on down the lake, fishing carefully over all the
good-looking water till near the mouth of the trout
stream, and not caring to try that again, crossed over
and fished up the opposite shore for a mile, crossed back
and fished around the point some more, and then around
into the bay at the head of the lake, and around the long
sandbar and across to camp as the long shadows began
to creep out on the water without once hearing a click

from the reel that could by any stretch of the imagina-
tion have been caused by a fish during the whole unsatis-

factory cruise, although I had tempted and persuaded
them with minnows, frog and spoon.
Two days of patient, careful fishing without a symptom

of a nibble was a backset to my ]5ride as a bass fisher

that tempted me to smash the faithful old rod across my
knee, cut a pole in the "bresh," and tie on a piece of the
flag halliards for a line and start in anew to learn it all

over again.
I made up my mind that I was mistaken about the bass

congregating in the pool below the chute in the spring or

at any other time; I was done with Green Lake at all

events and ready to break camp at the faintest sugges-
tion.

The other two boats were in with another assorted lot

of goggle-eyes and bluegills, and as I climbed the bank
old Sam rubbed it in on me with—

"He didn't ketcli a single bass,

Nor nary pick-er-el."

But Sam had really hooked a bass, a small-mouth, a
S pounder, the lone bass of Green Lake, and lost him. In
relating the unusual episode he wound it up with, "He
sailed out o' the water a couple o' Joot high an' when he
lit into it agin, with the hook still aholdin', I thought sure
he was my meat, but he made a streak for the grass, an'

before I could git in the slack o' the line he was teetotally

tangled up in the weeds, an' all the pullin' I could do
didn't budge him. Charley backed the boat over the
place where the line was fast an' I jest pulled on the
durned thing till it broke, an' then my heart dropped
down into my nigh shoe, for I wanted that bass worse 'n

the boy did the woodchuck. I reckon he was the last o'

the tribe in Green Lake, fur that was the only bite any of

us got all day, 'ceptin' o' them ornery red-eyes and blue-

gills, which they ain't no 'count no how."

How Green Lake was Ruined.

When we had staked out our claims around the camp-
tire after supper, with Kelpie in the chair, it didn't take
long to vote Green Like a full-sized failure as far as the
fishing in it was concerned.
Aleck, who was present, admitted that he had not

fished the lake for four years, but he had advised us to

come there believing that it was as good as when he last

fished it. He had overlooked the fact that the year before
there had been two railroads built that passed near it, the
Chicago and West Michigan within a mile and a half and
the Manistee and Northeastern, that ran between Green
and Duck Lakes, not more than twenty rods from our
camp, crossing the C. & W. M. at Interlochen, and he had
not kept track of the spearing that had been done in it,

as told us by a farmer who stopped at the camp for a few
minutes' neighborly chat while on his way home from
the village. He said that the railroad laborers, the
villagers and the neighboring farmers had speared the
lake the season before till there were no bass or i>ickerel

left in it, or at lea^t only a very few; that often from 10

to 15 "jack-lights" could be counted on the lake of a
night, and that from 30 to ISOlbs. of bass and pickerel—
mostly bass —to the boat was about the run of the "kill"

for the night; that be himself, with a partner to paddle
the canoe, had killed with a spear ISOlbs. of bass a»<}

pickerel in one night; and he added, "I 'Ipw there wasn't
more than 10 or 12 big pickerel among the whole lot."

And that guileless mossback stood up there with a
spring-lamb-like look of innocence on his face and be-
wailed the scarcity of fish in Green Lake.
Of what use are fish laws in a locality like that? Had

the goggle-eyes and bluegills not been too small for the
spear they too would have been included in the general
slaughter, and it was lucky for us that they were small
fry, else our frying-pans would have given forth only the
smell of pork, not counting the fleeting odor of the six-

teen hapless trout.

It was no longer passing strange that six old bass fish-

ers had fished the better part of three days and only
struck one vagrant, lonesome bass, and lost him, which
was a fitting wind up to our shattered dreams of
sport. Old Sam shifted his stool a few feet out of the
smoke and remarked with a solemnity befitting the occa-
sion, "Bunkoed agin," and he about echoed the sentiment
of the c imp.
Aleck's glowing account of the fishing in the lake had

proved, as Sam said,"powerful misleadin'," but we "held
no skunner agin him" for it, neither against Postmaster
Colbjornson, who had doubtless just waked up from a
couple of years' nap when he wrrote, "The fishing is im-
mense, the "finest lakes for fishing in the State of Michi-
gan," etc,

Carp Lake is the New Hope.

Duck hike, about a quarter of a mile from the camp,
had doubtless been more industriously worked with the
spear than Green Lake, as the upper end of it was only a
short distance from the village. At any rate we had
taken a dead-set against the region and it was decided
not to waste any time investigating Duck Lake, although
as viewed from the shore nearest camp it was larger,

much richer in scenery around its shores and a more
"fishy" looking body of water than the other. It only
remained to decide between Platte Lake, about fifteen

miles west nor'west of us, and the upper waters of Carp
Lake, nine or ten miles northwest of Traverse City,
where we had camped the year before.
Carp Lake was the choice without much discussion

because we knew the water and the fishing, which, if

not the very best, was yet "good enough for the Jonese?,"
and we would be near the best of neighbors who would
be glad to welcome us back, and we could get boats
without any trouble, to say nothing of the good things
brought to us in the shape of vegetables, milk, butter,
eggs, a chicken or two when we hankered after pot-pie,

a quarter of Uncle .Jimmy Nolan's unapproachable mut-
ton whenever we felt "sheepish," "lashin's o' rozberries,"
and so on—all at prices so surprisingly low to us "city
fellers" that it seemed like giving them away.
We would go back to Carp Lake and make our camp at

some pleasant spot along its familiar shore and feel that
we were again with an old friend. We would float and
fish, and dream and idle away the sunny days on its

bright waters, and be soothed to sleep by the plash of tbe
waves on the beach as a child by the voice of its mother.
Again we were living in the pleasures of anticipation,
Aleck was to send over the wagon by 8 or 9 o'clock

next morning for the first load, and the last was to be
ready in time to reach the station for the 13:05 P. M.
train to Traverse City.

Before breaking up next morning Harry took a few
snap-shots at the camjj with his Kodak, a copy of which
he furnished each of the party after we returned home,
and that is about all we have left (and about all we want)
to keep the remembrance of Green Lake green in our
memories.
On top of the last load the big boat was hoisted and

tied fast, and when a hundred yards or two in the woods
the wagon was stopped and we climbed on top, except
Harry, who took a "pot shot" at us with the Kodak,
which he afterward christened "yachting in the woods."
The wagon kept on down the road and we cut through

the woods to the railroad track to walk to town, leaving
Green Lake and its disappointments behind without a
regret, although we had enjoyed the camp because it was
a pleasant one.
There may have been hundreds of bass and pickerel,

and a stray "muskylong" or two in the lake at the time,
but they were not for us. It may be they were on a
strike—albeit we felt "nary a strike" from any of them—
or holding a mass meeting of three days' duration in some
secluded bay to discuss the advisability of leaving a lake
where everything in the shape of a man within miles of
it was the owner of a spear; or it may be that we had for-

gotten our early training and failed to find out the kind
of bait that would tempt their capricious or as Dick Mac
says, their "facetious" appetites.
At any rate we got none of them, and we have been in

some doubt since whether we were altogether in fault, or
had been beguiled to a barren lake by a couple of guile-
less old fish liars for a little fun at our expense. If the
latter, we "acknowledge the corn," but will keep our
weather eye open hereafter for lee shores on "the best
bass lakes in the State of Michigan,"
As we strung out in single file along the hot, sand

ballasted track, casting a glance now and then over
toward Duck Lake, I think the only regret at leaving
was, that we had not fished it a couple of days to ^ee if

there were any bluegills and goggle-eyes in it.

Some of the villagers had told us it was a better lake
for fish than Green Like, others that it was not nearly
as good, but we were satisfied with our experience with
the region and not in a mood to believe anything good of
it. We had but a short time to wait for the train, long
enough for Harry to arrange for shipping his boat back
to Traverse City and to say good-bye to Aleck, who had
come over to see us off. It may ease his mind, if he
ever sees this, to know we found no faxilt with him.
He had done the very best he could for us and was
honest in his belief about the fishing in the lake, as it

had been a few years before, and he had spent four or
five days hunting boats for us and getting lumber and
straw to the camping place, and the bill, including team
work, was $16. We were satisfied and left him with
kindly feeling and good wishes.

The Caravan Wends its Way toward Mecca.

Gooder had gone in on an early morning train to have
a couple of wagons ready, so no time would be wasted in
getting off for Carp It-ike, for the camp had to be made
Before dark. The wagons were waiting, one a long-
bodied lumber wagon that held all the calamities, the

'

other a spring wagon with seats, and by 1 o'clock we
were on the road, Harry and Gooder leaving us here,
however, to take the steamer for Omena, with a promise
to come over to camp in a few days: but they didn't
come, which we laid to a "weakenin' o' the spine" on
account of tbe experience at Green Lake.
A mile or so out of town we stopped at a little stream

flowing into the bay a few rods from the road to eat a
lunch, prepared before leaving Green Lake, which dis-

posed of , the spring-wagon took the lead, and before 3
o'clock we were looking down on Carp Lake from the
top of a hill with the site of our last year's camp in plain
view over two miles away on the further shore, and we
fancied we could see the inside of "Mother Nolan's"
spring-house, nestling just below the dwelling house on
the hillside, with its score or two of crocks and pans of
sweet, cold milk and cream ranged in scrupulous order
and neatness in the shallow, stone-lined basin, fed by a
cold stream of purest water gushing out of the hill from
under the very foundations of the house above. And we
caught a glimpse, too, in our mind at least, of a big
churn full of nectar fit for the gods, standing in one
corner, and of divers rolls of hard, sweet butter in their
snowy cloths, made by the hand of Mother Nolan herself,
bless her gentle, kindly, motherly old heart.
All these good things and more we were reminded of,

and our mouths watered, and we resolved that it would
not be many days before we again saw the inside of that
weather-stained old spring-house, to drink a health and
long life to "Uncle Jimmy" Nolan, his good wife and
their boys and girls for the kindness and neighborly feel-
ing they had shown us the year before.
At the foot of the hill the road turned squarely to the

right and led along down the lake shore, over a strip of
lowland between the lake and the hills that would have
been ' bottom land" had the lake been a river. A pleas-
ant drive of a couple of miles over an excellent road, at
no time more than three or four rods from the beach,
brought us in sight of a place we had selected the year
before for a camp, should we ever visit the lake again.

It was in a small grove of young birches on a point
overlooking the water from a height of 13 or loft., and
only a short distance from a farmhouse standing a few
rods back from the lake at the foot of the hill, near
which a little clear cold stream flowed with ceaseless
whimper into the lake, where we had often stopped to
eat our noonday lunch and slake our thirst. A hundred
yards oft' this point at the break of the sandy bar where
the water suddenly deepened we had taken some very
fine small-mouthed baas, some of near 5lbs. , and we
hankered after some more of the same batching.
A couple of hundi-ed yards, however, before we came

to the farmhouse we noticed a spot on the bank of the
lake that looked even more inviting for a camp than the
birch point, and stopping the wagon the others waittd
while'the Colonel and I walked down to the little grove
to decide between the two places, either one of which
was "good enough for the Joneses."
We found the point a trifle more rocky and lumpy

than it bad looked to us the previous summer, and
although an excellent place for a camp we agreed that it

"wasn't in it" with the other spot, and we have never
regretted the choice, for we found it afterward to be the
most perfect and comfortable camp we have ever had in
all the years of our camping out.
The little village of Bingham, with a big sawmill near

by it on the lake shore, Avas only about three-quarters of
a mile below, and as we could do nothing toward camp
making till the slow-going lumber wagon arrived with
the calamities, Charley and I prevailed on the youngster
who had driven us out to drive down to the mill for
some lumber that we would need for a table, etc., and we
were back with it as tbe boys were unloading the last

mess box from the wagon. It just then occurred to ua
that the owner of the land might object to us campine
there, and I went to the house to ask permission, but
finding no one around but a mean yaller dog with an
evil eye that wouldn't let me come inside the fence with-
out a "permit," I went back and we concluded to risk it

anyhow and move afterward if we had to.

As we were putting the finishing touches on the first

tent our neighbor came up from the house—a pleasant
old German who seemed to have spent a good many years
in a fruitless effort to get the best of the American lan-
guage, and when we had introduced ourselves and our
wishes, permission was cheerfully given to camp there
"yust so long what you like," adding, in his best Ameri-
can, "You make some company mit me, don't it?" Had
he any straw in his barn? ' No straw," and the only man
he knew in the neighborhood who had any lived about
three miles below Bingham. Would he hitch up his team
(our teamsters had fulfilled their contract and started on
their i-eturn) for a consideration and go after a load? He
would, and Barney was detailed to go along in order to
get back the sooner. Then camp-making besanin earnest.

KlNGFISHBR.
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New Editions: The Gun and its Development, 0$.oO,
The Modern Shotgun, $1. For sale at this office.

Iowa Prairie Chicken Grounds.

Algona, Iowa, July Q.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
two months' time the prairie chicken crop will be fit for
use. The rains have destroyed some of the young birds,

but we have had no spring prairie fires to destroy the
nests, so that taking everything into consideration I think
prairie chicken shooting will be fairly good. I have talked
with many farmers and they all say that there are a great
many young bu-ds. We are trying to stop all violations

of our game laws; and if all the clubs take hold and
work, there will be but little shooting out of season. The
farmers in this section like to see game laws enforced,
and are ready to lend a helping hand.

I receive many letters every week from sportsmen
wishing to know where they can find chicken shooting.

I know of no better place than the northern part of this

county. Sportsmen can find hotels at Birt, Bancroft,
Ledyard and Elmore.
Our lakes, rivers and sloughs are full of water, and I

see no reason why oiu* fall duck shooting should not be
good, John G, Smith,
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A DAY WITH THE GROUSE.
On one of those clean, northerly, transparent Novem-

ber mornings, when the elfin frost eketchers had left the
tops of the kitchen window panes sufficiently clear to
give an impressionist effect of yellow sassafras leaves in

the yard and embers of autumn over beyond upon the
mountain side, John and Imoved our creaky old-fashioned
chairs up to the farmhouse table and fortified ourselves
lor the prospective hunt with hot buckwheat cakes and
sausage gravy, with home-made sausages that had
splutterea and burst in the frying-pan and then turned
ail crunchy when their insides had quickly browned,
and finally, with a warmer of coffee containing blobs of
real cream and uncertain sugar.
We were clad in stout canvas hunting suits, flannel

shirts, thick hob-nailed brogans, and corduroy caps; and
if any one doubted our intentions for the day they should
have seen Don and Belle, the two setters, as they rapped
the table legs with their tails, and poking their heads into
our laps with impatient whines looked up with that in-

tense expression that one sees when the dog realizes that
his master is all ready for a hunt. Honest old Foghorn,
the hound, sat in drop eared dignity with bowed head
near the stove, looking at us occasionally out of the
corners of his eyes and hoping that he would be invited
to follow, but knowing full well that when we were out
after grouse it was his day to remain at home. One who
has not lived and loved with well-bred dogs cannot ap-
preciate their keen perceptions and their quick divination
of many of the master's thoughts and intentions. The
ordinary observer would have said that Foghorn did not
care to go with us on
that day, and that the
other dogs were wist-
ful because such was
their habit, but not
a word had been
spoken, and they all

judged of our plans
for the day from
something in our
manner that the gift

had not been given
us to realiz3 our-
selves. Dogs seem
to see the ill-defined

nebulae of thought
and have their de-
ductions all made
while the philosopher
is waiting for some-
thing more definite;

and although the
quickness of their
conclusions is antag-
onistic to good anal-
yses of our motives,
they turn at each
limitation of knowl-
edge to a friendly
supposition, and it is

with a wag of the
tail instead of a growl
that they await fur-

ther information. Bo
that as we become
more familiar with
philosophers' ways
we find a little more
yet to appropriate
from our setters.

But this is digres-
sion. We were not
out of the door before
Don and Belle had
bounced through
ahead of us, and the frightened hens about the stone

steps ran and flew ca-dark-ut-ing in great con-
fusion back to the barnyard and over the fence
into the orchard. A chilly crow unhunched himself
from a frosty rail and flopped heavily along over the

field of corn shocks and ungathered pumpkins, and out
of the stiff frozen grass fluttered a few belated white-

throated sparrow as we rustled noisily along through the

windrows of dead leaves in the path. High up on the
hill tops the sun was just beginning to mingle with the
few brilliant leaves that still clung to the maples, and
down in the valley a line of haze above the dark hem-
locks marked the course of the stream that had been so

interesting to us in the trout season. It was a rough
climb through the woods to the upper grounds where we
intended to hunt, and the air was provocative of such en-

ergetic movements that we were in a glow when the high
levels and the morning sunshine was reached. Away to

the right of us stretched a series of beech and chestnut
ridges, with many acres of thick pines and hemlocks,
while the edges of the woodland were lined with brushy
lots, and patches of reddish buckwheat stubble here and
there adjoined the saplings.

Festoons of grapevines hung from the hornbeams in

the gullies, and the ground in many places was thickly
carpeted with wintergreens and princess pine. In the
debris of the very first crumbling log we found a group
of four wallow holes and a loose grouse feather that
looked as though it had been recently shaken out.

Neither Don nor Belle made any signs of game just

there, but they ranged eagerly back and forth to the
loose heaps of brush, through clumps of sapling pines
and along the stump fence, until the rapid wagging of

Don's tail as he hesitated for a moment in the cart path
showed that a grouse had been along there that morning.
For several minutes Don was busy in trying to determine
the direction of the trail, but gradually becoming con-
vinced he started off cautiously through the scrubby
oak bushes with elevated nose and swinging tail. We
could see his nostrils dilate and hear him snuffing, as
with half-closed eyes his every energy seemed concen-
trated in the delicate effort of catching the floating scent.

How lightly he stepped as he led us off toward a fallen

tree top! And then he began to grow stiff" legged, and
stopped. His tail straight out: every rauscle rigid: and
his right foot lifted from the ground. Belle, seeing that
he had foxind a bird, bounded up so hurriedly that the
grouse rushed out and disappeared behind a pine before
we could shoot. Out from under a scrub oak went an-
other grouse,and neither of the guns happened to be read^.

It was necessary to call Belle in and scold her for being
so careless, and her drooping ears and tail showed that
her feelings were hurt more than they would have been
if we had punished her. The direction that one of the
birds had taken led us out to a sumac thicket on a knoll.
Both dogs were making signs of game and trying to lo-

cate the grouse, when suddenly out of the ferns at my
very feet burst a great gray cock and sprang whirring
into the air, swishing the saplings with his wings and
whisking a circle of loose brown leaves into the air of
his wake. The instant that the gun stock struck my
shoulder and the trigger was simultaneoualy and uncon-
sciously pulled, the feathers flew in a puff, the powerful
bird dropped headlong through a thorn bush, and struck
the ground with a thump, leaving a few loose feathers
hanging lightly among the twigs, while dried thorn
leaves rattled down from limb to limb as they followed
the bird. The empty shell in the gun was quickly re-

placed with a loadfd one and Don was given the order to

fetch. How proudly he came trotting toward us, tossing
the prize upward in order to get a better hold as he ran,
and at the same time being careful not to muss the
feathers. His eyes were not for a moment taken from
the limp grouse in my hand until its tail had disappeared
in the capacious hunting coat pocket.
Along the edge of a buckwheat stubble both dogs

worked ambitiously back and forth,following first one trail

and then another until we werecmvinced that a whole
covey of grouse had been gleaning there and that their
tracks were so intermingled that the dogs had a difficult

riddle to solve. We were making a wide detour of the
field when it was noticed all at once that Belle was stand-

web takes the place of a Murillo, there is a feather bed
into which the hunter who has killed a dozen ruffed
grouse in the day softly sinks until his every inch ia

soothed and fitted, and settling down and further down
into sweet unconsciousness, while the screech owl is call-
ing from the moonlit oak and the frost is falling upon
the asters, stocks may fluctuate and panic seize the town,
but there is one man who is in peace.

Dr. KOBBBTT..lSQRItISV

IN A JULY WOODCOCK COVER.

ing on a "dead point" at a small wisp of foxtail grass and
ragweeds, and Don was a few yards away backing her.
The idea that a grouse could hide in such cover without
being visible seemed ridiculous, but we had entire con-
fidence in the two mute authorities.standing there so
motionless in the stubble, and as I walked up to Don a
grouse sprang like a new revelation out of the wisp and
started off with plenty of room to gain all wished for
headway. The first charge of shot loosened a couple of
wing feathers and the second shot sent the bird bounding
all in a bunch among the seedy ragweeds. Just then
two more clucking and squealing grouse with spread tails

and half opened wings unexpectedly appeared and
ran straight toward me, mounting on wing so close
that I could almost have touched them with the gun.
Another one jumped from the wisp straight up high into
the air, and a moment later two red fellows whirred
away side by side low over the field. A volcano and
earthquake of grouse! There I stood with unloaded gun
and trying so hurriedly to get two cartridges into the
breech that they would not have gone into a peck meas-
ure just then. If my efforts at being wise had ever been
so severe and so energetic as my efforts to get those cart-
ridges into the breech in time for a shot, the nineteenth
century might have had its Plato.
One of';:the birds scudding down the wind past John

suddenly folded itself up in mid air, and a long shot at
another so surprised the bird that it wheeled and alighted
in a hemlock at the edge of the field.

In brush lot and in bark slashing and from hilltop to
swale we found grouse that day, and when in the long
shadows of the thin sunlight on a cold-waxing autumn
evening we reached the farmhouse and spread our birds
out upon the woodshed floor, the dogs with ears full of
burrs and memories replete with good deeds, curled up
contentedly behind the stove for the night.
The cider in the blue pitcher that was set upon the

table after supper helped to strengthen many of the weak
points in the yarns of the old settler who had dropped in
to tell us of the three coons that he had found in one
tree that day, and Gran'ther Bradtree, leaning his sunken
cheek on the trembling hand that balanced the cane
against the arm chair, was encouraged to tell again such
stories of his exploits in the good old days as are usually
reserved for grandchildren and withheld from contem-
poraries.

I have seen the beds of Eastern princes, and the luxuri-
ous couches of Occidental plutocrats, but under the
rafters of a farmhouse in western New York, where the
mud wasp's nest answere for a Rembrandt and the cob-

OLD-TIME HUNTING IN OHIO.
Further extracts from the him ting diary of a well-knowa Ohio

sportsman, oxtractetl from the oriKinal manuscript for the
Forest and Stream by the late Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland.
See issues o£ Jan, 22 and Feb. 13, 1891.

Nov. 04, i>9J7.—Having received an invitation to join
a hunting party from Cleveland, who had camped in Rus-
sia Township, Lorain Co., Ohio, we accepted and started
off at 8 A. M. in the stage and arrived at Amherst at 4
P. M.

;
taking it from Amherst we went to Burgesa'd

House, four miles, where we stopped for the night. In
the morning, getting one of the boys for a guide we went
fom* more miles through the woods to the camp of the
hunting party. None of the hunters were in camp when
we arrived, but toward night they began to string in like

bees to a hive. The party consisted of six in all, includ-
ing myself. A tixrkey and one deer constituted the re-

sult of this, their first day's hunt. Suffering some from
cold from sleeping in a tent, it was proj)osed that the
whole party should devote the next day to backing in
straw from Hi chcock's clearing, two miles away, and

try to make our sleep-
ing department more
comfortable. Some
went to work and cut
down a large tree for
back logs, while
others fixed up punch-
eons around our camp
or extended the blaz-
ings. A few days
after two more hunt-
ers joined us, bring-
ing with them tobac-
co, pipes, a large bag
of hard bread and a
two-gallon jug of
brandy. This addi-
tion made eight in aU
for our party. Our
fire arms consisted of
eight rifles.six pistols,
two of them rifle bar-
reled.

G-ame was not very
plenty at first, but
Having a good stock
of ju'ovisions includ-
ing sugar, codfish,
etc.; we passed the
time away very mer-
rily. At the end of
the week, our party
having killed five
deer, and the weather
getting warm, we
went to work and
jerked them. The
snow having all gone
and rainy weather
setting in, we had no
success in hunting for
several days, but with
oui- jerked venison
and occasionally a
turkey or partridge,

we fared well. Coming into camp one daywe discovered
that a hound belonging to one of the party had eaten up a
large portion of our jerked meat. The aforesaid hound
being in the habit of chasing deer continually, and spoil-
ing our hunting, we after a short consultation decided he
should die. We drew cuts which of us should kill him.
The lot fell to X. He led the hound off into the woods;
shortly we heard the report of his rifle and the loud yelp-
ing of the hound. A few minutes later the hound, all

covered with blood, came rushing into camp. We both
sprung for our rifles, but getting mine first I shot him
down. We then carried him into the woods and secreted
him in a large fallen hickory tree top. X, said that when
he raised his gun to shoot his heart failed him, and so he
made a bad shot. We kept the affair an inviolable secret
from the rest of the party,80 it was generally supposed the
dog had strayed off or gone home.
At this time a light snow fell, but in less than twenty-

four hours turned to rain, and though still-hunting was
bad we never lack for deer, turkeys and numerous lesser
game in camp. It so continued rainy weather more or
less for the next week, and no prospects for snow, dis-
couraging many of the party. The result was that most
of them left us for their homes, leaving myself and two
others only in camp. We passed away our time pleas-
antly sitting around our camp-fire at night, smoking, dis-
coursing about the part present and future, and recount-
ing all little incidents in each other's history. Our camp
was so far from any settlement no noise disturbed us,
and the stillness of the forest was seldom broken at night
save by hooting owls that had a fondness for our camp,
or minor sound peculiar to the locality. Hunters from
Wellington, Camden, Henrietta and other clearings near,
often visit us, exchanged stories and news of the day and
never departed without tasting and partaking freely of
our camp hospitalities.

After living in camp by ourselves three weeks, (occas-
ionally killing a deer or turkey, as our tastes demanded)
with rain and warm weather continuing, one evening
brought a change and fresh excitement in the almost
every day routine, by the arrival of one of our hunters
from Cleveland with the latest news. Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's day had all passed pleasantly,
weather open and steamboats making their regular trips
from Detroit to Buffalo and touching at Cleveland, on the
route. This was Jan. 35. A little snow in the moi'ning,
but before noon it had all disappeared. Fate seems to be
against us in regard to snow, we had had a glorious time
all around, plenty of game to eat for the hunting of it.

We were all stronger and in better health than when we
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came into the woods, so it was voted on all bands to
break the camp of 1837-38, and make for iiome, which
was reached sate and sound in due time, j)artly by stage
and partly by foot, as we came.

INDIAN DOVE NOOSE,
GEYSEEVILLE, Cal.—On the overland train going east,

not long since, we had the pleasure of the companion-
ship of one of the most ardent sportsmen that it has been
our good fortune to meet for many a day. He hailed
from Minnesota, the land of blizzards, and was on the
way home from his first visit to our coast and fresh from
a hunting trip among the Sierras, as well as from a raid
upon the feathered denizens of the California tules.

Being a born sportsman, a lover of nature generally, he
was not long in discovering our weakness for the mem-
bers of that persuasion, and he at once became an inter-
esting traveling companion. Among other things, he
was delighted with the coast scenery—particularly with
Yosemite Valley—and enthusiastic in his praises of our
State in general.
In relating some of the incidents of his trip, he refer-

red to the unique manner in which the Indians of Tulare
county capture turtle doves. Armed with a neat little

device in the shape of a horsehair slipnoose fastened to
the end of a rod, the catcher would secrete himself in
the foliage beside a spring where the little birds were in
the habit of going for water, and while in the act of
drinking, the noose was dexterously slipped over the
little head and the victim quickly whisked out of sight.
It was done so quickly that there was no chance for a
flutter or commotion to frighten away the other birds,

and the "native son" soon roped in as many as he wanted.
I have just been reading the interesting article by

Edward A. Eobiuson, in a recent FOREST AND Stream,
"On the Pampas of Entre Rios," and I notice that his
scheme for capturing partridges in South America is

somewhat similar to the Indian method of capturing
doves, mentioned above. Marion.

Freaks of Bullets.

While shooting my .22oa]. Ballard the other day, and
adjusting my Lyman sights for shooting cats at ISffc. or
thereabouts, I shot at the end of a stick of hard wood that
was lying in a pile, and feeling a smart rap on my left

side and seeing something drop, I stooped and picked up
what was evidently a badly demoralized "long rifle" bul-

let. On examination I found my bullet had struck the
lower side of the stick, gone diagonally through and
made quite a dent in the side of another stick lying be-
low and obliquely to it, and then around back, evidently
to let me know that, if my sights were perfectly adjusted
for 75ft., they threw lead too low at 15, Can "Podgers"
tell me the wherefore of this? S. S. Noeris.

The Ideal Handbook.
The Ideal Manufaclnring Company of New Haven, Conn., is a

progressive concern lliat aims at perfection in the manitfacture
of reloading tcols, and is satisiitd with nothing short of its ideal.
SuccesP, instead of assn.igmg, seems onJy to wnet its appetite for
improvement, and no wonder the company has made an enviable
record, and intrecclied itself in the hearts of shooters from Maine
to Yubadam.
"The Ideal Handbook of Useful Information to Shooters" is a

valuable little book published by this company, which will be
sent free to any reader of FoRJiST and Stkeam.—JLcZu.

BIRDS AND BONNETS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I pity that indiscreet contributor of yours, who spells

his name with a big, big P. He hardly has time to pull
his foot out of one scrape before he puts it into another.
Some time ago he got to tampering with women's hair,

and as might have been expected, it didn't take them
long to go for his. He says, "Ask her to wear her hair
some other way that may be much more becoming; do
you think she will do it?" Well, no. I tried that when I

was younger; but this court wont do it again if she
knows herself, and I should think the aforesaid P. was
old enought to know better than to meddle with female
fashions.
A young lady at my present resting place indignantly

denies that women are any longer at the bottom of this

needless bird slaughtering business. She says that nearly
all women who have souls worth saving have joined the
Audubon Society, and scarcely a bird is worn in bon-
nets now.

If this is true I may yet die hapi^y. I am a sportsman,
but this bloody business has made me miserable for many
a weary year.
In Florida, where I eat my daily bread, the slaughter

has been frightful. I have heard men, who claim to be
sportsmen, tell of shooting into a tree where egrets col-

lect by hundreds to roost, and then in the morning pick-
ing up those that had attractive plumage and leaving
the rest to rot. Now, I believe when such fellows die,

their souls, if they have any, will be kept in a state of

miserable unrest for several eternities by the screams and
flutterings of birds that they have slain in wanton bar-
barity.

In Brazil a great part of the revenue is derived from
the skins of humming birds and other birds of plumage,
millions upon millions of the lovely little creatures being
killed to decorate the hats of the tender-hearted ladies,

who would hardly tolerate the presence of a man who
would brutally treat a dog or cat. These little innocent
creatures are in their finest plumage during the nesting
season, and when the old birds are killed the young ones
must, of course, die a miserable death by starvation.
Now, if the women who thoughtlessly give encourage-

ment to this hellish torture could be brought to the point
of thinking on the matter, the revenue of Brazil would be
seriously diminished. Didymus.

A Feathered Cut-Throat.

My cousin Sam, who lives in Beyroo, says that there is

a pigeon hawk in Syria which kills pigeons by cutting
their throats with its sharp bill as they fly. It gives a
swoop, a quick dart, and presently there is a tumble.
The pigeon is picked up with a gash across its throat.

Chas. Hallock.

RARE BIRDS' NESTS.
We are permitted by the recipient to publish extracts

from a private letter written by Mr. H. Austen of Hali-
fax, N. S., to Dr. Elliott Coues. The notes are of great
interest to ornithologists. It will be renaembered that in
Forest and Stream of Nov. 26, 1891, we published a
figure of the nest of the ruby-crowned kinglet from a
specimen taken by Mr. Austen. This, if we recollect
aright, was the first figure of the nest of this species ever
published.
In his letter to Dr. Coues, dated June 27, Mr. Austen

says:
"It has occurred to me that you might be interested in

the following note about 'ruby' kinglets, as your Key to
North American birds says 'eggs unknown.' I think I
was the first to discover the nest and eggs of this bird.
On the 5th of this month I found a female ruby that had
just begun to build her nest. On the 6th all the out-
side was complete, on the 9th she was carrying feathers
to line the inside, and on the 18th I examined the inside
and found it to contain one egg. I looked at it again on
the 24th._and as it still held only the one egg, and as the
female did not show up and the ega: was cold and inside
of the nest damp, I knew she had deserted it. Hearing
the male about I went to work and in one hour and ten
minutes had the new nest, which contained six eggs. I
left it until the 26th, and it still holding the same number
I knew the set was complete and so took it.

"Now to day I was out again, and hearing the male
about the same place I spent part of the day in the vicin-
ity and saw the female carrying material for another
nest, and after a time I succeeded in locating the bough
on which she has commenced to build her third nest for
this month, I watched her come to the place three times,
and can just make out with my glasses that the nest is

started, and when it is complete and eggs are all laid I

will take it. Is this not something remarkable and worth
knowing?

"I have taken 5 nests of the bay-breasted warbler this
month; 3 ruby kinglet, 2 with 6 eggs each and 1 with 10;
1 nest of the Nashville with 5 eggs; 1 nest of olive-sided
flycatcher with 3 eggs; 1 nest of Canada jay (last April)
with 3 eggs, and many others beside. H. Austen."

IZAAK WALTON.
With thee to trudge up Totoam Hill

That summer morn so cool and still.

When smiling in the early day
Around the peaceful landacape lay.

The humble cot in vale withdrawn,
The noble mansion on its lawn,
The village church whose taper spire

As index finger pointed higher.

The whistling plow-boy far afield.

And distant rivers scarce revealed,

1 think as in thy book I read,

I should have liked it well indeed;
To listen to tlie liomely talk

That still beguiled the tiresome walk,
Of scaly wonders of the iiood

From Pliny and Dubartas good,

And texts with holy meaning fraught
In plenty from the Scriptures brought,
And legends, too, of pious men
Who loved to angle through the glen,

More pleased tbe speckled trout to hook
Than ponder o'er some ancient book,

To barken as thou didst rehearse

Sir Henry's or sweet Herbert's verse,

I think as in thy book I read
I should have liked It well indeed;

For such the talk with which the way
Thou didst beguile that summer day,
While pleased Viator,* led along
By holy text and fragrant song.

Forgot the dust and growing heat
As on he pressed with willing feet.

Till in surprise at length he sees

The "Thatcht Hnuse" shining through the trees.

Its swinging hoard the sign of rest

And comfort for the welcome guest.

Where in a brimming cup of ale

He reads the moral of the tale.

T. J. Chapman.
* The first edition of "Walton's Compleat Angler" opens with

but two interlocutors, Pisoator and Viator.

NEW ENGLAND FISHING.
The trout fishing season has proved to be a most singu-

lar one thus far, especially in northern New England
waters. Early in the season the water was unusually
low, the melting of the snows in April and May not
bringing the Maine lakes and streams nearly up to high
water mark. Indeed at the time of the ice leaving the
Sebago, the Rangeleys and Moosehead those waters were
the lowest ever known at that season. This was generally
unfavorable to trout and salmon fishing, though many
fair catches were made. But later the tables have turned.
From a very dry April and May there has followed a June
noted for its rainfall. For twenty days in Maine it

actually rained some part of the twenty-four hours,whUe
for ten full days and nights it rained all of the time. This
was followed by a perfect flood of rain the last days of
June and the first of July, till by that time the lakes and
streams the most noted for fishing were the highest ever
known. Old guides said that they had never before seen
the Rangeley Lakes so high as they were on the last days
of June. The rivers have been running full banks, and
the smaller streams have overflowed their banks. At the
Upper Dam and Middle Dam, Eangeley Lakes, the gates
had to be started, the water being above the danger line.

All this has been ruinous to fly-fishing.

Some of the papers, which make it a business to habit-

ually lie on this subject and always represent the fishing

good at the points they are the most desirous to boom,
have told fish stories this season the same as ever. But
in spite of such stories, fly-fishing has been unusually
poor. A party of expert fly-fishermen returned last week
from Camp Stewart, Richardson Lake, where they had
been spending a couple of weeks. They tried the fishing

faithfully every day, when it did not rain so hard as to

preclude the getting out of doors, even clad in rubber :

coats and boots, and they found it diflicult to get trout .1

enough for the table. They caught nothing above l^lbs.

'

in weight. The water ran roily and spring high into the
Richardson Ponds and all the streams where they tried to

,

fish. This party was composed of Mr. C. S. Robertson, i

city auditor of Somerville; J. F. Wellington, of the Boston
(

Coal Trade; J. S. Murphy, superintendent of Stickney,
Poor & Co.'s spfce works, and John J. Vaill, of Somer-

i

ville. These gentlemen came back pleased with the resti,

they had had, but their fly-fishing was a failure. They
tried at the UpperDam several times, but without success.
A party consisting of H. H. Haskell, son of E. B.

Haskell, one of the senior proprietors of the Boston
Herald; H. C. Moffitt, R. D. Ware. S. A. Lord and C. B.
Ashendent, have recently returned from Allerton Lodge,
Mooselucmaguntic Lake, where they had been stopping
for several weeks. They too found the weather noted
only for the continuous rain and very poor fishing. Mr.

'

Ashendent is credited with a 61b. trout, however, by the
papers, but the paper story remains to be confirmed by ,

some member of the party. It is a remarkable fact that
these later fishermen to return report that the black fliea ;

have been less troublesome than usual this season, not-
',

withstanding the wet weather, which is usually favor-
able to their growth and increase. :

Gov. Russell, of Massachusetts, is an angler, and he is .

as popular among anglers as he is as the ruler of the
Commonwealth. Lately he has had a new honor con-
ferred upon him. He had good success with a peculiar fly

at B Pond this spring, where he was the guest of Messrs,

;

John and Bayard Thayer. The fly was a suggestion of
,

Senator Simpkins, a companion angler with the Gover-
nor. It has- the body of a silver-doctor, the wings of a 1

professor, with brown hackle under feathers and a red '

tail. Messrs. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall have lately been
j

making the fly, and at the suggestion of Mr. j. Oda '

Wetherbee, another companion angler of the Governorj,
|

the fly is to be called the "Gov. Russell." Such a fly ia i

likely to be heard from in the fall campaign.
Some of the Boston salmon anglers in Canadian and

other waters are already returning, generally reporting
very poor success. The streams have been greatly swollen
by the very heavy rains, conditions decidedly against
success in taking salmon with the fly. It is believed that
the run of salmon is being a heavy one, the high water
being favorable to their ascent of the rivers to their
spawning grounds, though not favorable to angling.

'

Besides, it is understood that the unusually high water
'

in some of the salmon rivers has hindered the operations
of the net fishermen.
July 3 and 4 was to have been pretty generally given

over to bluefisbing by a number of Boston anglers. Re-
ports indicated that bluefish were plenty, especially off

Nantucket, and a great fleet of boats was chartered for
the days in question. The late trains on the Old Colony
were pretty well crowded with sportsmen on the Satur-
day night of the 2d, and matters looked propitious for
good fishing. Mr. Horace Cook, of the Boston grain
trade, at the Chamber of Commerce made up a party of
his friends consisting of Harry B. Moore, A. A. Keen,
agent of Pillsbury's flour in Philadelphia, and Mr. F. W.
Darling. They had a nice 32-ft. boat. They went down
to Nantucket, where they arrived Saturday evening. The
next morning there were some 20 boats, with crews and
skippers all engaged, in Nantucket harbor, ready to go
for bluefish. But the weather was bad. There was
a heavy wind, with one of those peculiar fogs that make
it dangerous going a dozen rods from land. Most of the
parties refrained from starting out. But the Cook party,
having an excellent boat with a captain and a mate, de-
cided they would try to get around i;he point. They made
good headway before the wind, but when the Point was
reached the captain decided that it looked "too nasty'' to

venture out into the open sea. The boys were disap-

pointed, for not a bluefish had they caught. But there
was nothing for it but to beat back into the harbor. By
this time the wind had increased almost to a gale. The
captain suggested to the mate to put on his oil suit and
take the helm while ho donned his own oil clothing.

They put the boat about, and the fishermen, who were
not much used to rough salt water, soon began to appre-
ciate the putting about and the difference between run-
ning before a heavy wind and beating against it. Though
the mainsail was under three reefs, yet the boat careened
so that she took barrels and almost hogsheads of water at

every sea. It was necessary to pump constantly to keep
the craft afloat. Added to the wetting was the fact of a
terrible mal de mer that seized the poor landsmen. I

asked Harry Moore if he was seasick. He answered,
"Seasick! No. I was too frightened to be sick. Hon-
estly I was never so scared in all my life. I want no more
salt-water fishing; the inland lakes and ponds are good
enough for me."
After beating for two or three hours the Cook party

got back into Nantucket harbor, and the universal ver-

dict was that no money would hire them to try it again
in such weather. The other boat that ventured out had
about as tough a time as did the Cook party. Very few
bluefish were caught. On Monday, the Fourth, the wind
again blew a gale from the northwest and fishing was
almost an imposibility. Such is fisherman's luck.

Special,

Colorado Trout.

Ceipple Creek Gold Fields, Colo., July 3,-1 am not
a subscriber in the full sense of the word, but have been
a purchaser of it for many years past. Being a miner,
my occupation necessitates moving from place to place
oftener than I would wish the address changed to reach
me. It will be fifteen years this fall since I first beheld
Old Sol rise over yonder mountain range. Since that
titue I have arrayed myself in raiments of buckskin, and
with the ever trusty ''Old Reliable" Sharp .45-90 have
hunted all kinds of game to be found in the Rockies,

sometimes being very lucky, at other times not so lucky.

But of more recent years the study of geology has re-

mained the foremost thought. T have just now come in,

pick and shovel on shoulder and pan in hand, from a
search for the yellow metal. At this season of the year
Dame Nature (here in the mountains) is dressed in her
lovelies'; of robes. Over on Ten-Mile trout are quite

plentiful. A friend of mine went trouting there last

week and had the pleasure of taking 32 fish. I will go
and try my hand at the business, and if I have good luck
will write you all about it, and if no good luck will write

anyhow. Buckskin Harry.
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AMERICAN FISHERMEN IN CANADA.
ANunusuaUy laxge number of American anglers are

at present in Canada, both upon the salmon streams of

the far east and the trout and ouananiche waters of the

northern district of Quebec. On the Eestigotiche among

other members of the Restigouche Salmon Club, Dean

Sage of Albany and Mr. Caldwalder of New liorkand

Colonel Cutting have done fairly well. Other members
of the club now whipping the same waters are Arthur

H Weeks SFcretarv, John S. Kennedy president and Dr.

Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia. All report the fishing

slightly better than last year. As a matter of fact, the

shipments of salmon from the Restigouche th)8 year ex-

cefd by oyer a hundred boxes the shipments last year

up to the same date. Robert Goelet and Stanford White
the well known architect are fishing at Red Bank on the

Restigouche, where the former in one day killed eight

salmon ayeraging oyer SSlbs. each. Harry liolhns, Mr.

Vanderbilt's broker, has done well at Brandy Brook,

having killed thirteen fine fish in two days. The pools at

Indian House are being successfully fished by Mr. James
Breeze and wife, Mr. and Mrs. John Purdy, Charles

Fearling and Captain Emmet, all of New York. Rev.

Dr. Rainsford has been fishing the Patapedia for nearly

a month, and Camp Albany on the, Restigouche has

yielded some famous fish to Abraham Lansing of Albany

and Dudley Olcott and C. H. Raymond of New York,

The American anglers who have thus far fished the

Lake St. John waters this season are charmed with their

success, especially with the ouananiche. The run of

these fish into the Grande Discharge of Lake St. John
during the last week or two has been unyrecedentedly

large, Messrs. E. N, Coates and D. H. Coates, of the

Springaeld Fishing Club, took upward of a hundred

pounds of fish in one day at the Discharge at the end of

June, and also report the trout fishing as excellent in

their own lakes. Dr. J . Lundy, of Philadelphia, recently

killed twenty-five ouananiche- in one day, and Mr. and
Madame Petit, of Paris, took sixty. Messrs. James Cham-
berlain and W. H. Mathews, of Rochester, are at the

Alma Club on the Grande Discharge. Capt. Rose and
the T^ady Cecil Rose, of London, the latter a daughter of

the Earl of Cathcart. are making a long stay in the Lake
St. John district, and are at present fishing the splendid

ouananiche waters of W. A. Griffiths, Esq., in the Grande
Discharge, where some of the grandest sport is had and
the largest fish taken. The fish are here sometimes taken

up to eight pounds in weight, and those of three and
four pounds each are by no means uncommon. To take

equally large fish in Mr. Beemer's waters, anglers should

descend two or three miles below Scott's Camp. At
present the fish take bright and large-sized flies, chiefly

the professor, Jock Scott, silver- doctor, etc. Soon they

will require much smaller flies of the same character or

darker hues, and will probably be easily seduced by the

B. A. Scott, a new fly tied in close imitation from
?8mples of flies taken last season in July and August
from the stomachs of ouananiche and supplied by Mr. B.

A, Scott, the manager of the hotels and fishing grounds

at Roberval and the Grande Discharge.

Among others who have recently passed through Que-
bec on their way to the Grande Discharge are Messrs.

Euaene McCarthy, of Syracuse; E. H. Curtiss, Dr. Paul

F. Munde and Dr. B. H. Wells, of New York, and Mr,

Nowell, of the Boston & Maine Railway—all of them,
with the exception of Mr, Nowell, old-time fishers of the

ouananiche.
In Like Edward there have recently been some mag-

nificent catches of red trout. J.U.Gregory, Esq., re-

cently took a beauty nearly 6lbs. in weight, and has

splendidly preserved the skin. His nephew, Mr. Van
Felson, took on Monday last a number of handsome
specimens in the St. Anne River, from the preserve of

the Tourilli Fish and Game Club, up the line of the Que-
bec & Lake St. John Railway, and that notwithstanaing

the constant rain of the last few weeks, which has swollen

the riyers enormously. Two of these trout weighed re-

spectively 3| and olbs. E. T. D. Chambeks.

QtTEBEC City, July 7.

SALE OF TROUT IN CLOSE SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. W. L. Gilbert, in his reply to me in your issue of

July 7, appears to labor under the hallucination that I

will have my "hands full in preyenting the sale of culti-

vated trout in Connecticut at any season of the year
either dead or alive." Probably I have had more experi-

ence in prosecuting illegal trout fishermen and illicit

dealers in trout than Mr. Gilbert's "Connecticut attorney"
ever did. I have never as yet failed to cony.ct all persons
found violating Connecticut's "modified" (so called) law.
I fully understand how tenaciously some cling to the pro-

viso in our law which reads:

That any person may take trout in waters owned by him for the
purpose of stocking oilier waters, or talie and sell any trout reared
in such waters.

Undoubtedly Mr. Gilbert catches at the ellipsis in the
above c^uoted proviso. To understand the fish laws of

this State one needs to read more than one section. I beg
to call attention to Revised Statutes, 1888, Section 2,523,

which reads:

Nothing in this chapter [Fishing in Ponds, Reservoirs! and
Streams] shall prevent the Fish (Jommissioners. or any person
authorized by them, from taking fish at any time and place, and
as they choose, for the purpose of science and of cultivation and
dissemination.

Now I claim that without one of these permits no
person can legally sell trout in the close season. I am
ready to try conclusions with Mr. Gilbert's "Connecticut
attorney" to test my claim.

The courts would construe the statute quoted by Mr.
Gilbert in accordance with the legislative intent; since it

is always to be presumed the Lsgislature designed the
statute to take effect, and not to be a nullity.

HABIFOBD, Conn., July W. A. C. COLLINS.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

Disappointed in his efforts to legalize in Massachusetts
the sale of artificially reared ti'out during the months of
January, February and March, Mr. Gilbert has applied to

the Commissioners of the District of Columbia for infor-

mation about the law governing the sale of trout in this

District, and has been told that there is no law relative

to the sale of brook trout. It was incorrectly stated that
only about lOOlbs. of brook trout per annum reach the
city. It ja true the oaarketg have a, very small lot of trout,

but the large clubs and hotels receive the fish in large

quantities from private preserves and distant markets.

"There is no prohibition of hook and line fishing within

the limits of the District at any season of the year," says

the Book of the Game Laws. It would appear, therefore,

that any kind of game fish can be lawfully sold in its

spawning season. This is only one of the many signs of

a benighted understanding among the District's law-

makers, and only here and in similar fossilized commun-
ities can the sale of unseasonable fish and game go un-

punished.
Anglers' fishes in Washington comprise a goodly list

in the markets during April, May and June. The in-

spector of marine products reported the arrival at the

river front of weakfish (called sea trout), croakers, blue-

fish (called tailors), white perch, yellow perch, striped

bass, flounders, spots, Spanish mackerel, carp, ecup

(called porgies), sheepshead, drum, pike and black bass.

He might have added many other names, but these will

serve to show how extensively the game fishes figure in

the city's food supply. Only two black bass found their

way to the market, but hundreds of the spawning fish

were caught and eaten. Fario.

Washtnqton.

SOUTH SIDE SPORTSMEN'S CLUB.
From the twenty-sixth annual report of the commit-

tees of the South Side Sportsmen's Club, of Long Island,

we find that the membership now numbers 100, which is

the limit of the organization. The ofiicers for the ensu-

ing year are: Roland Redmond , Pres.; W. Bayard Cut-

ting, Vice- Pres.; George P. Slade, Treas.; Francis 0.

deLuze, Sec'y; George G. DeWitt, Counsel. The four

honorary members of the club are: William H. Furman,
William Nicoll, James Benkard and Samuel Shaw,
The record book of the club shows 5,862 trout killed

last year. "The brook fishing was excellent up to the

close of tlae season, showing the wisdom of employing
the game keepers or wardens, as only three years ago
there was strong evidence of the stream having been
netted." A large amount of woodland was cleared with-

out improying the shooting. Many coveys of quail were
raised, but owing to the drought they concealed them-
selves in inaccessible covers. Deer have increased on
the property. Twenty-two were killed at and near the

boundary fence.
Owing' to ill health Supt. James P. Swain was forced

to resign, and J. Brian Foulke was appointed in his stead.

In the fish preseryes, during some necessary repairs,

eels entered and proved very destructive to the young
trout. One eel was killed containing 43 fry. By these

depredations the stock of fry was reduced to 7,000. and
it became necessary to buy 20,000 from the Tuxedo Club.

In order to keep out these marauders concrete floors are

being laid in the preseryes. In the upper brook a, 213

trout were killed averaging in weight 3t^z, The average

of the other 2,649 trout was 12^oz. Of the 193 rainbows
killed the heaviest weighed Bibs., 12oz.

"Of late years the number of large fish taken from the

pond has been small, and upon examining the reports it

was found that since three year-old fish have been turned
out instead of two-year-olds, the fishing in these waters

has declined. It has now been decided to turn out mainly
two-year-olds, keeping only about 1,200 until three years

old. These will be put out for the early fishing. Experi-

ence has shown that after natural food becomes plenty,

the old fish are hard to lure with artificial fly.

The members of the fish committee are Roland Red-
mond, John G. Hecksh^r and George P. Slade. To the

report of the committees are appended the charter, con-

stitution, by-laws and fishing rules ot the club, the rules

of the executive committee and the special provisions of

the new game code of 1892, Art. VII., relating to Kings,
Queens and Sutiolk counties and Long Island Sound.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see in your issue of June 23 Mr. Ramon E. Wilson, of

San Francisco, sees fit to criticise my letter of April 7,

and to make many erroneous statements regarding the

same. If Mr. Wilson is capable of reading a letter intel-

ligently, and will refer to my letter, he will note that I

referred to the trout fishing in this State as being good.

I am familiar with and haye fished in some of the north-

ern streams Mr, Wilson mentions, but have yet to find a

better stream for trout than the San Gabriel. To be sure

many fishermen would not come south so far to find trout,

and no more would the angler here journey to the "north-

ern citrus belt" for that purpose. My letter was meant
to giye the most conyenient places where the fishing was
good, and not out-of-way places like Tahoe, Donner, In-

dependence, the Klamath, etc., which are practically out

of the State. Mr. Wilson mentions some places where I

do not think there are any better fish than catfish, and
the statement made by me that the fresh-water fishing in

the Eastern and Southern States is far superior to the

fishing here, and that practically trout were the only
fresh-water yariety worth angling for here, remains a
fact despite Mr. Wilson's numerous doubts.

1 brought a fine rod with me when I came to this State

ten years ago, and after sppnding a small fortune in tips

and repairs, I now leave it at home when I so fishing,

and take a couple of light bamboo poles. If Mr. W. will

refer to my remarks about the purchase of tackle, he will

see it referred to salt-water, and it is a fact, as any one
who will inyestigate will find, that it is impossible to get

a fine salt-water outfit—such as one will find at Mills or

Vom Hofe's—in this State. Therefore I say, bring your
salt-water fishing tackle with you.
Speaking of large trout, one was caught in the Bear

Valley Lake weighing 12Jlbs. This trout was on exhibi-

tion in Los Angeles last year, and on its bed of ice looked
very handsome and tempting. I believe Gus Knecht of

the'Bear Valley Hotel caught it.

In conclusion I will say whateyer I write is the result

of practical experience, and solely hoping to be of use to

some brother sportsman. C. B. Willis.

Alhambba, Ga l-, June 29.

In the Great Back Bay.

St. Albans, Vt.—Lake View House.—In July: One
boat—32 wall-eyed pike, 3 Northern pike and 7 bass. One
boat—37 wall-eyed pike, 1 mascalonge, 9Jlbs. One boat

—

20 bass, 1-Jlbs. to S^lbs. One boat—13 bass and 18 wall

eyed pike, AU boats catching other small fish. Fishing
H. L. SAiasoN.

TyE ANGLING EXHIBIT.
Now that the exhibition space in the building for the

Angling Exhibit at the World's Fair is nearly all allotted

to manufacturers and dealer's in fishing tackle, it is in

order to notify the anglers of the United States and
Canada that they can contribute very materially to this

exhibit. Individual .anglers and angling clubs can furnish

various articles that will add much to the completeness
and attractiveness of the display, in the way of i^aintings,

drawings and photographs of fishing scenes, club houses,

landscapes, etc., fish specimens, articles of tackle, etc.,

which can be utilized in decorating the screens and walls.

It is hoped and urged that almost every angler will con-

tribute something to this display. A single article from
each angler woiild form an aggregation that would be
both unique and novel, and one that could not fail to be
exceedingly interesting to all who love the fisher's art.

At the Pifcatorial Exhibition, held Feb. 18 to March 5,

1892, at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, Loudon, there

were neatly 3,000 entries by anglers and angling clubs,

consisting of paintings, photogriiphs, drawings, fish speci-

mens, articles of tackle, etc., and it seems to me that

American anglers should do as much for the great World's
Columbian Exposition and make this feature of it a truly

representative one.
The classification of the Exhibit is as follows:

Gr<jup 39.—An()WW E.vlnbti.

Class S-l'^.—History and Literature ot Angling.
Hection 1 — Hooke, periodicals, poems, etc.

Sf ction 3.—Pa'ntinBi?. drawiugs, engravings, photCKraplif,
maps, eic.

Section 3.—Anglers' troplnes, medals, prizes, etc.

Section 4.—Mounted fishea, flsh skins, fina, earbones, etc.

CTjAsr S-l-l.—Salmon Rods and Salmon Tackle.
Section 1.—Salmon rods.
Section 2.—Salmon reels.

Section JJ. -Salmon lines.
Section 1 —Salmon fliep, leaders, etc.

Section 5.— tiaffs, butt-reste, bags, etc.

Class 245.—Rods, Reels and Tackle for Bass, Trout, Pike. etc.

Section 1.—Bait rod?, flv rods, trolling rods, etc.

Section 3,—Matf rials and mountings for rods.
Section 3.—Multipb ing reel?, click reel?, automatic reels, etc.

Sedion Keel fittings, reel fiisreuings, etc.

Section 5.—Fishing lines; braided, twisted, laid. etc.

Section ti —Materials and dressings for lines, etc.

Section T.-Fisli hoolcs of all kinds, unmounteH.
Section 8.—Fish hooks, snelled and mounted, gangs, etc.

Section 9 —Aitificial flies and materials.
Section 10.—Silkworm gut, leaders, snells, gimp, etc.

Section 11.—Artificial minnows, insects, etc.

Sect'on 12.—Trolling baits, spoons, spinners, squids, etc.

Section 13.—Sinkers and swivels, all kinds.
Section 11.—Floatr, furnished lines, etc.

Section 15.—Minnow seines, nets, traps, etc.

Section 1<J.—Landing nets, net rings, gait.*, etc.

Section 17.—Creels, basket^', bags, live nets, etc.

Section 18.—Minnow buckets, crates, b.sit boxes, etc.

Section 19.— Rod cases, reel cases, butt restp, rod Iwlders, etc.

Section 20.—Tackle boxes, ta el? le books, flj" books, leader boxes,
etc.

Section 31 -Insect repellers. fly oil, lly cream, head nets, etc.

Section ^2 —Tools, pliers, knives. Hies, oilers, etc.

Section 23.—Miscellaneous articles, ba'ancaf, disgorgerp,
stringers, elearit g rings, drj lug reels, etc.

Section 24.—Accessories; fly wax, dyes, varnishes, stains.water-
prooftogs, etc.

CjjASS 247.—Anglers' Apoaral and Appurtenances.
Section 1.—Hats, clnihing, wading pants, boots, shoes, etc.

Section 2.—Filters, cups, flasks, etc.

Class 348.—Anglers' Camp and its Outfit.

Seocion 1 —Tents, portalile houses, camp furniture, hammocks,
cooking utensils, pack baskets, canned food,
lamp=, etc.

Section 3.—Fishing boats, canoes, fish cars, etc.

I will take pleasttre in furnishing blank applications for

space, and all desired information as to details, etc., to all

who will communicate with me.
Jamfs a. Hes shall.
In charge of Angling Exhibit.

No. 210 Tenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Fishing for Fun and Fishing for Money.
Lock Haven, Pa.. July 4.—Trout fishing in all our

streams this season shows a great improvement over for-

mer years, and numerous large ones, for our waters,

have been taken.

I captured with fly in McElhattan last month a 15 and
a 16in. trout weighing respectively li and l^lbs.

We have a Fish and Game Protective Association, or-

ganized last spring, that is making great efforts to im-
prove the fishing in our county and to compel the ob-

servance of the laws protecting fish.

It was reported that Clinton county applied for more
trout fry this season thaia the whole State could furnish.

The grfatest obstacle we have to contend with in re-

plenishing our streams is market-fishing. Certain per-

sons are on our trout streams night and day catching
trout for sale to the saloons. They make a regular bitsi-

ness of it throughout the entire season, and of course be-

bome very expert and successful in taking trout. They
are bait-fishers. They are strongly suspected of using
dynamite or other illegal devices to fill their baskets.

They are the worst trout hogs we have—trout hogs for

money. We want a law to prohibit catching trout for

sale. . T. M. C.

Fishing Incidents.

A CORRESPONDENT of the London Fishing Qazette re-

lates: "I had hooked and was playing a roach, when I

saw hovering over it a kingfisher, which made a dash for

the fish, but, striking the rod instead, fell partly stunned
upon the water. I could have reached the bird with the

net, but thinking it might recover, let it float away. AU
at once there was a rush, a swirl, up flew the water, and
the kingfisher disappeared in the jaws of a pike.''

In connection with the incidents of overboard hauling

of fishermen by fish, noted by Mr. Cheney last week, read

this from the Brownwood (Tex ) Banner: "Several parties

were fishing in the Colorado River on the Brown county
line a few days ago. One man left the party in a skiff to

examine some set hooks. Not returning in due time hia

companions went in search of him. They found hia

empty skiff floating on the water. They then examiaed
the hooks, and upon one they found a 1351b. catfish and
their lost companion with the hook run through his hand.
It is supposed the man had drawn the fish up and tried to

take it off, but the fish in flouncing around had hooked
his captor and dragged him under the water."

Blue fish in Great South Bay.

The first run of bluefish came into Great South Bay-

last week. Some of them weighed as much as 12ibs.,

and they were caught in large quantities near Sayyille,

I^ong Island,
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JUGGING FOR CATFISH.
Among the diverse modes of fishing in the great rivers

of the Mississippi valley there is one that is known as
jug-fishing or "jugging" but more properly float fishing,
and is much in vogue with those who fish for recreation.
A dozen or more earthen jugs tightly corked, or blocks

of wood, to which a baited line a few feet long is attached
generally complete the outfit; but these make-shifts are
clumsy and inconvenient and the better way is to secure
the requisite number of air-tight tin cans four or five
inches in diameter and twelve or fifteen inches long with
a ring at one end to which the line or leader is attached.
They are usually kept in stock where fishing tackle is

sold, but can be made by any tinsmith. They should be
painted white to prevent rust; and besides they are more
readily seen in the water.
About two o'clock one warm afternoon of last August

Harry and 1 loaded thirty-three floats (there's luck in odd
numbers you know) in a light running skiff and pulled
up the river about four miles to while away the afternoon
and take in a few catfish. The river was smooth as glass,
not a breath of air stirring, and o'd Sol was getting in his
work as if it was his last chance for the season.
Coming to a suitable place we pulled across the river,

throwing out the floats two or three rods apart with hooks
baited with scraps of fresh meat from the butcher shop.
We were "honin fur cat" and werecoaxing them to leave
the gravelly and muddy depths of the Mississippi to come
up and take a bite.

The floats move oft" in line like a file of soldiers on par-
ade. Now they break ranks, some lay behind, others
advance. Some drift into shallow water and the lines
drag the bottom. We row over to them, shorten the lines,
examine the bait, and start them on their journey again.
The floats in the eddies bunch up like a flock of teal as if

in consultation, then they separate. Some swing off to
the right, others to the left, others advance like skir-
mishers, and a few bring up the rear while the skiff floats
silently a hundred yards behind.
"There's a bite!" Over to the extreme left a float goes

down with a jerk and comes up with a jump; down it goes
again, bobbety, bob, bob, now it goes up stream with a
rush, then toward the bank. "It's a big one." Swiftly
and quietly with muffled oars we piill over to interview
him.
"Easy now, don't grip the line as if you were checking

a lumber raft: take it between your forefingers and thumbs
and pull him in gently: if he struggles turn him loose till

his fight is over; the float will hold him. There, let him
fret a little longer. Now try him again. Don't lift him
out of the water for he may not be safely hooked."
The skifi: is cautiously tipped until its edge is level with

the water and he is floated m without a struggle. He's
a "blue cat," a twenty -five-pouuder if an ounce. He is

dropped into the "live box" in the bow of the skiff; and
the hook is baited and dropped overboard.

There's trouble with the lower float in the center of the
current; it's spinning like a top but don'tgo under, "That's
a little one, "a fiddler." Down we goto the front and
take in a three-pounder, just enough for a good meal if

you are really fish hungry.
The floats have now drifted to both banks and the line

is three- fourths of a mile in length; but there is not a
ripple on the water and you can see them without
trouble.

"There's another bobble" near that tow head. He's
lively but it's not a big one. He's moving down stream
toward that drift pile." Then we row over and head
him off and when his dance is done float him in, a good
fifteen-pounder. This is safer than a landing net, for
uxiless the fish is well hooked or completely tired out he
is apt to plunge and you may lose him in the moment of
victory.
We rest on our oars until the floats pass us, then we

take our position in the rear again where we can over-
look the scene of action.
Now we float a mile or more without a bite or nibble,

"There's a float that seems to be sinking. I wonder if it

leaks." It is still for a few minutes but slowly comes up
again. "It's a turtle and you can bet your biggest fish
he's stole your bait."

We drop quietly down and replace it and pick up a half
dozen straggling floats and drop them noiselessly in deep
water alongside an island and pull back to our position,
to await results. On looking back there are but five
floats in sight and away we go to see about it. But the
missing float pops up suddenly as if to catch breath and
down it goes again. In a few minutes it comes up thirty
yards lower down.
"That's the biggest one yet and we mustn't lose him.

He's too near the bank, he'll get fast in the willows and
then good bye,"
The boat is quietly backed down between the fish and

the bank and by striking the water with an oar blade we
drive him into safer quarters where he can take his time
to finish the battle. When he got quiet down went the
gunwale and we floated him in and took in several
bucketfuls of water at the same time, but that is a small
matter to a fisherman.
This was the biggest flsh we caught and I will not say

how much it weighed lest some of your readers might
say it was a fish story and wouldn't believe any of it.

We had spent so much time in taking him in that our
nearest floats were a quarter of a mile down stream and
when we reached them three were daccing like puppets
and made lots of sport for the next half hour, but we
secured all the fish.

As it was nearly sundown and we were nearing home
we picked up the floats and pulled into port. Our seven
"blue cats" weighfd 125Ibs., a pretty good catch for a
four hour run. We divided liberally with our friends
and had an abundance for ourselves.
Our luck that day was better than usual, but was not

remarkable; I have seen better work when the run was
longer and the water in the right stage and condition.
At other times we might go over the same course and get
nothing for our trip but fisherman's luck.

I could a fish tale unfold that would harrow up a fel-
low's feelings because he was not there himself, of phe-
nomenal catches and big fishes of the western rivers in
early days that would fafl on incredulous ears except
among those living near those streams and to whom such
things are no marvel.

, Cameron.

An Oregon Trout.

OfiEGON is productive of many remarkable things,

amopg wbirh may mentioped troyt, Mr. John

Williamson, who is in the employ of F. M. Warren, at
the Cascades, has brought from that place a trout 3ft. in
length and weighing 13lbs. This monster trout was
captured in one of the waterwheels at the Cascades. Mr,
Williamson says that in all his twenty years' experience
he has never seen anything to equal in size or weight the
fish that has been captured.

—

Portland Telegram.,

Big Salmon * Score.
Mr. Stanford White, of the well-known firm of archi-

tects, McKim, Mead & White, returned last Saturday
from the Eestigouche Eiver where he has been angling
for salmon. In a little over three weeks' fishing he killed
forty-six fish, the aggregate weight of which was 1,049
pounds. This is the best salmon score for the Restigouche
Club to date, and is well worth recording.

Hemlock Lake Association.
A NUMBER of gentlemen met at Frank J, Amsden's

office this morning and perfected an organization to be
known as the Hemlock Lake Association for the Protec-
tion of Fish and G^me. Officers were elected as follows
President, L, A, Pratt; Vice-President, L. G, Wetmore,
Secretary and Treasurer. F, W. Emerson; Executive Com-
mittee, Wm, Manning, Gso. A, Eeynolds, E. B. Ashley,
F. J, Amsden, Geo, P. Marten. The object for which the
Association has been organized is a most meritorious one.
It is to prevent as much as possible illegal fishing in the
lake. This will be gratifying not only to cottagers at the
lake but to citizens of Rochester generally, for it is a fact
that there has been a great deal of illegal fishing at the
lake. In many instances the poachers have left set lines
in the lake such a length of time that the water has been
polluted more or less by the decaying fish, and so many
fish have been taken from the lake by set lines and nets
that the stock has become diminished to such an extent
that it is difficult for legitimate sportsmen to make a re
spectable catch. Similar associations for the protection
of other bodies of water have been formed in different
parts of the State. The local association will take steps
to prosecute all persons found fishing illegally in the
lake, and all property owners and cottagers at the lake
will be asked to become memheTa.—BocTiester Union and
Advertiser, June 27,

Conesus Lake Association.

A DUMBER of cottage owners at Conesus Lake held a
meeting in F. J. Amsden's office this morning and per-
fected an organization to be known as the Conesus Lake
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game. OfiSl

cers were elected as follows: President, Horace McGuire
Vice-President, L. L. Williams: SecretLry and Treasurer,
Daniel C. Bascom; Executive Committee, John C. Hiy
den, Lewis Ennecker, Willard G. Eich, Geo. Field, H. T.
Jaeger, The object of the association is the prevention
of illegal fishing at Conesus Lake, which has heretofore
been carried on to a considerable extent. All cottage
owners at the lake and others interested in the protection
of fish will be asked to join, and steps will be taken to
prosecute all persons found fishing with nets and set lines
at the lake,— Roe/iesfer Union and Advertiser, June S9.

Better than Bait.

The boy had been sitting for three hours watching the
bob on his fishline when the man came along,
"What are you doing there?'' said the man.
"Fishin'," said the boy.
"Got anything?" said the man.
"Yep," said the boy.
"What?"' said the man.
"Patience," said the boy, and the man offered him

four dollars a week to come down to the railroad office
and answer questions.—De^roisi Free Press.

Quebec Trout.

Quebec, June 3.—I have just returned from a short
excursion on the Tourilli Club territory, up the St. Anne
Eiver, where, notwithstanding the height cf the waters,
which are overflowing its banks, we were fortunate
enough to kill seven brook trout over 31bs, pach. the
largest being 51bs. Van V.

LONG ISLAND SOUND STRIPED BASS.
A petition extensively signed and sent to the New York

Fish Commission sets forth the great decrease in the game
fish of the Sound, particuhtrly between Fort Schuyler and
Rye Neck and Oyster Bay. "Within twenty-five'years it
was not uncommon for an angler to secure one hundred good
flsh, of five or six sorts, in a single day, at any point within
the bounds named, but now such a catch is xihbeard of, un-
less it be of the coarser sorts, such as flounders and eels.
That an improvement of the angling in the Sound would be
of great advantage to our towns, does not require proof; and
it appears to be a discrimination against salt water angling
when the ponds and streams of the interior of our State are
supplied with trout, etc., and these waters, so near New
York city, are comparatively neglected. We therefore re-
quest that you will, as soon as practicable, commence an
annual distribution of eggs or fry of salt-water flsh, but
especially of the striped bass (Lahrax Imeatus) and weak-
fish (O^olit/iu.s re(7fl!?is), in the waters of the sound as indi-
cated,"
In response President Huntington advised the petitioners,

July 1: "We have had one of our men at Barnegat Bay, and
otherwise made efforts to secure weakfish eggs, thus far
without success; hope to secure some yet this season, also of
sea bass, and perhaps of other .salt-water fish. Could do
nothing with striped bass this season, as our finances are
very close, and it would incur a considerable expense to get
the eggs and handle the flsh, as the coast of North Carolina
is, from the most reliable information obtained after a dili-
gent investigation, the only location where the eggs can
with any certainty be had. Our appropriation for nest year
having been increased, we will then make the effort, and
hope for success."

American Fish in Germany.
Max v'ON DEM Borne wrote the Commissioner of Fisheries

June 18, 1892: "The two dogfish sent by your Kindness last
year have spawned, and many hundreds of yonng dogfish
were seen around a parent flsh. The same happened with
the long-eared sunfisb sent last year. The calico bass un-
fottttoateljr died dunng the severe wJttter."

Yearlings Versus Fry.
Mr. Chas. F. Orvis has informed the U. S. Fish Commis-

sion that he intends to rear 20,000 brown trout to yearlings
before putting them into his ponds, for he believes the
comparative failure of restockin.g their streams has resulted
from the fry having been nearly all destroyed very soon after
they were planted,
Mr. J. G. Bailey, president Silver Springs Milling Co.,

Rogers, Ark., wrote to Mr. William F. Page that a yearling
rainbow trout received from him at Silver Springs Decem-
ber, 1890, or January, 1891, jumped out of his race April 21,
when 28 months old. It was 22in. long and weighed 31bs.
dressed. No food has been furnished them. This was a
female full of eggs,

American Fisheries Society.
No. 81 Fulton Street, New York, June 1.—Editor Forest

and Stream: We are anxious to have at least 600 members
present at the next annual meeting, which will be held in
Chicago on the second Wednesday in August, 1893. All
persons interested in the Society and its work are cordially
invited to join as members. Edward P. Doyle, Sec'y,

lennet

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
Prevention of cruelty to animals is making rather a

noise just now, various societies existing for this alleged
purpose, being very active in various demonstrations, and
unfortunately these demonstrations are much more in the
line of punishing some one for assumed cruelty than in a
preventive direction. A prominent magazine devoted to
household .'science recently put the question whether the im-
pertinent and presumptous interference with private rights
by these societies was not a greater evil than the cruelties
they seek to suppress, and startling as such an inquiry is at
first sight, it is worthy of serious consideration. The under-
lying trouble attendant on the work of all such societies is
the sentiment on which they are founded going the way of
all sentiment and swallowing up considerations of practical
utility or even common sense. It is practically certain that
sentiment, that may almost be called fanaticism, is a neces-
sary part of any such work. None will be apt to devote
much of their time to a work so essentially abstract in
its character from practical motives; "the gameis not worth
the candle" is the viiw practical men would take. Asa
result, fanatics, necessarily with ill-regulated minds, impa-
tient of restraint or moderate measures, come to the front
in .such work, and the cruelty they practice and the enor-
mous as.sininity they develop is simply natural evolution,
soon arriving at the conclusion that an enforcement of law
is a secondary matter, that their views of what the law
should be is the right ground to proceed on.
Such idiotic procedures as opposition to vivisection, de-

horning cattle, many sports, etc., are the result of mental
fermentation that cannot and will not be tolerated in an
enlightened country. To vivisection we owe all the htnlliant
triumphs of modern surgery in saving many human lives,
dehorning cattle is wisely done for the benefit and comfort
of the animals operated on, and the transient pain produced
is many times outweighed .by their subsequent comfort.
Sports have long been an enjoyment of many of the noblest
men the world was ever adorned by; and indulge in ab-
stractions as much as fanatics may, it is useless to attempt
to persuade the world that men, standing far above their
fellows in self-sacriflcing works of mercy, are cruel in their
devotion to sports,
A most ludicrous spasm of prevention of cruelty societies

is the performance in Cincinnati of such a society undertak-
ing the work of killing vagrant dogs: sentiment has no
place in such work. It is just as thoroughly a police duty
to remove the hordes of va,grant and worthless curs that
infest our cities as it is to suppress rowdyism, and it is just
as much the duty of municipal governrnents to incur the
cost of protecting the public from one evil as the other, and
that irresponsible agents of a S, P. C. A. will continue to do
the work as satisfactorily as sworn public officers is not to
be expected, and if the prospect of making money by cap-
ture of vagrant dogs becomes a factor, the worst excesses of
the dog-catcher will soon be excelled. This may seem un-
warranted, but have not the outrageous assumptions of
authority by such agents given a strong color of probability
to such a belief? This suggests the only protection the
public have from such men is a resolute defiance of their
threats and commands, thereby teaching them that obedi-
ence to the law on their own part is the only condition on
which they will be tolerated.
As to "dog catching," The Onlooker would again impress

it on all municipalities that the foundation of the abomina-
tions of the business is the wretched "per head" system;
make it a matter of duty of regtilar police officers to cap-
ture stray dogs and the work will be better done and with-
out the disgusting features that now characterize it.

The Onlooker regrets that the respected editor of the Lon-
don Stock-Keeper should misconceive his exception to the
remarks as to that "noble" incident and assures said editor
that nothing was further from his intent than any reflec-
tions on the motives directing the unforttanate remark. The
Onlooker cannot but hold that the remarks to this were
hasty, inasmuch as the editorial columns of Forest and
Stream have always been free from gush and maudlin sen-
timent, and an error of writing or print was more likely
than that slush like the unfortunate word was the fact.

The Onlooker.

DOGMATICS OF DOGDOM.
Bloodhounds are sometimes used to track criminals

which do not take their tracks with them, but setters and
pointers will make a good stand on "footpads."

According to recent versions of the two matters, the man-
ner in which a Colorado wolf glimmers in the horizon and
the manner in which a high class field trial dog ranges are
one and the same.

Field trials must be most destructive competitions, for in
the reports we read that nearly every dog "breaks his back"
at some stage of the race.

It is generally admitted and presented as a special feature
of merit that coursing is the noblest of sports, because the
dogs run honestly, they being out of control of man for the
time being. The converse of this suggests itself, and is a
sad commentary on the honesty of rnan.

—§—
About the most pathetic scene in life is that of an old

maid buying a Newfoundland because that breed is famous
for saving children from drowning.

-I-
Man or dog does not look right when out at elbows.

—§—
Did you ever see a dog "toe the scratch''? If not. watch

oue wMck has J»»»ge or fleas, THE Cynic,
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COLOR. TYPE AND RETRIJEVING.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It did me lots of good to read Capt. Pat Henry's sensible

article in the last issue of a contemporary. The idiot's

course that iias been more or less in vcgue to cull out all

colors but black, white and tau for several years past,
deserves to be severely condprnned by all breeders who have
a desire to improve the field quality of our setters. What
figure color cut?, I cannot see; and when compared to field

quality is of no more importance than coat.

Since Mr. Llewellin said his say on the color question, T

have heard of several breeders saying that they bave been
right there all the time; yet, only a few years ajjo, one of

these same parties was the worst color crank I ever talked
to. Why! he could not see any good iu a lemon and white
at all, no matter if their work was deserving of the highest
admiration.
My old friend "Pious Jeems" and myself have had many

an argument on that question, but I have always stood firm
on the basis of Capt. Pat Henry's logical illusti-ation of

Jersey cattle color. Tbere you have it. Color cranks tried

to side-track the breed, and might have done so if one
sensible man had not pulled the switch and sent them right
through on the main Hue again.
By the way, that iliastration will knock the support

"galley west" from under those who maintain that the field-

trial dog is differently put up from the field dog, or that
there can be a difference.
We want the field dog for his field qualities, same as the

Jersey cattle for their butter qualities, and whenever the
field trial dog is ackuowledged not afield dog, the field trials^

have done our pointer and setters more harm than they ever
have done good.
But. speaking of breeding, it makes me smile when I

think of H. S. Sevan's article headed "Eoglish Setter
Type," in a contemporary, not so much because he says
nothing about type of any kind except to mention what Dr.
Rowe said of old Gladstone,
and the type he is pleased to
call the Tennessee. Look out,
friend Bevan, and don't jump
your "Tennessee setter" on us
quite yet. "Tennessee type!"
That ainuses me.
Take Mr. Sevan's partial list

—Gath, Roderigo, Gath'sHope,
Daisy P., Chance, Jean Val
.Jean", Rowdy Rod, Antonio,
Lady C, Gladstone's Boy,
Sportsman. This is not all,

but enough. Take this list,

and show me a type. Big-
boued, sway-backed Sportsman
won't t.vpe with .Jean Val
Jean, whose hips are two inches
lower than his shoulders.
Daisy P. won't type with

delicate Lady C; Gath's Mark;
and Gath's Hope will hardly
show the typical form of
Rowdy Rod or Toledo Blade,
the two last ditSering as widely
from each other in type as they
do from the two first, etc.

Now, wher'% Mr. Bevan, is

your vaunted Tennessee type?
Then again, two Tennessee

dogs, Gath and Roderigo, were
sired by Count Noble; Jean
Val Jean by Mingo, so rightly
only the credit of breeding
them belongs to Tennessee. Tennessee got in on the
"ground floor" in this "dog business," and has bred more
dogs and has more practical men breeding dogs than any
other State in the Union.
But, Mr. Bevan, you have no type any more than Ohio

has an Ohio type; Indiana an Indiana type, etc.

And, Mr. Bevan, the very type of do§s you condemn, you
mention in your partial list as dogs of Tennessee type as
wonderful how many dogs have been bred in Tennessee or
its vicinity.
I note that the question of retrieving at field trials has

about lost its interest. The "anti-retrievers" have the
Eastern and Central trials solid. I see some bave claimed
that retrieving has a tendency to make a dog low-headed. I
do not thiuk so. I hnve always practiced a system of teach-
ing my dogs to retrieve in the kennel, birt not allowing
them to retrieve in the field until they pointed staunchly,
were steady to wing and shot, and obedient. With the
amount of experience a dog would acquire in getting this
far along, he would have become confirmed in his method
of carrying his head, and the mere act of hunting a dead
bird would have no influence on his carriage of head. I
have seen many dogs that did not retrieve that carried low
heads; and all the dogs that I know anything about per.son-
ally that carry low heads and retrieve did so before being
taught.
Only last winter I had a bitch that the only trouble in her

retrieving was that she carried too high a head, and the
runners nearly always escaped her in the grass, and my ob-
servation has'been that, in the field trials, instead of low-
headed retrievers, the opposite has been the case. The dog
is told to retrieve, and he gofs with his head up, like a shot,
after the flushed birds. The handler gets him back and the
dog hunts about with high head, and his handler gets
nearer and nearer the birds, working his dos back and
forth across wind until it finally strikes the scent, finds the
bird and retrieves it. Of course, there are dogs that mark
the dead bird when it falls, and go directly to it and get it.

In either case there is an absence of low beads. There are
few retrievers of good judgment but that can tell the
difl:erence between a live, a wounded, or a dead bird. Those
who have ever experimented with a dog of any experience,
with a cripple bird, by trying to get it to point, may recollect
how unfruitful in points the experiment was.
The old way at field trials of throwing out a dead bird and

shooting off the gun for a retrieve came as near showing the
kind of a i-etriever a dog was as throwing out a ball would.
I have had dogs that would retrieve a bird that way every
time, but would not touch a bird on the ground until it

had been handled.
That system was just as practical as a party I once knew,

rwho made a practice of going to the market and bujdng a
snipe before goins: out to look at a dog he intended to buy,
and putting the bird in a pocket to test the dog's nose. If

the dog was friendly inclined and came and smelled him, as
dogs frequently do a stranger, he became a firm believer in
the quality of that dog's nose. If the dog paid no attention
to him, he held the opinion that the dog could not smell
tar. I have noticed that a good, level-headed dog, with lots
of experience, which retrieves, acts altogether ditJerently on
a wounded bird when the birds were shot at than on one
which was slightly wounded and made a long flight. The
dog expects to""flnd a dead or wounded bird when the birds
are flushed and shot, and pounces on the cripples with
confidence unmistakable; but when he comes on to a cripple
that has flown off when the dog knows there should be no
dead birds, he often makes a hesitating point for an instant
before being apparently satisfied that the bird is wounded,
and then dashes iu and gets it.

The main reason that retrieving is less thought of among
the handlers i? that most of them do not shoot many birds

, over dogs in their preparatory work; the dog's work being
sharper without' it, All hamuers aim to produce a dog that

will range and hunt just outside of its competitor, if within
the bounds of possibility. Therefore, when a gun is fired

and no bird is killed, a handler doesn't want his dog to stop
in a long cast to look the ground out for "dead birds," but
to hustle tor the live ones. I could not help contrasting the
Derby last year at High Point with a memorable one I
recollect about .seven years ago. In the one I have in
mind were Bob Gates, G.ath's Mark, Gath's Hope and other
good ones. In the heat between Gath's Mark and Bob
Gates, iu the timber where a number of birds had been
scattered, it seems to me they made more points than were
made in the entire first series of the Eastern Derby last

year.

I was glad the quality of the Southern Derby was good,
as I have remarked a falling oft" in quality of the puppies
each year now for several years past. Speaking of falling
off, what has struck me more than anything in this line is

the falling oft' in attendance. Compare the number of
spectators at the last trials at High Point with those at the
same trials of 1883. Then they had a crowd of .sportsmen
gathered together, all bent on having a good time and a
friendly contest. Each had a dog entered and was anxious
to have the best dog for field-shooting win. The last meet-
ing I noticed was composed principally of handlers, judges
and reporters.
Why is this? I think it is owing to several reasons.
First—Because the honor of winning is now secondary to

the purse.

Second—Because all were then out with the idea that the
dog whose work showed the quality of the superior field dog
was the best dog. All were more or less practical shooters,
and as such knewwhat qualities a first-class field dogshould
have. The trials were conducted on these lines, and every
one understood and was interested. But now, let a practi-
cal man who has shot for years go to atrial and advance
some of the ideas he has acquired by actual experience in the
field, and he will be smiled on pityingly and told that his

PUPPYISM.

A puppy may look as wise as an old dog, but he don't always know as much.

ideas'wiirdo]forl"plug shooting dogs," but 'not for "high
class field trial dogs." He sees dogs hunt without regard to
gun or whistle. He hears these dogs extolled to the skies
for their pace and range. He sees them on game miss more
opportunities to point than they take advantage of. He
pictures in his own mind himself trying to shoot over one of
these dogs in the small fields and brush where he and old
Dash have put in so many pleasant days and had satisfac-

tory bags, and he shakes his head as he l;hinks how impossi-
ble such a thing would be. Busine=!s calls him home by the
next train and the field trials know him no more.
While it is necessary to keep the crowds at field trials

where they will not interfere with the work of the dogs, yet
field trials should be made as interesting as possible to all

spectators who attend. The pleasure of a field trial are
much increased by a large attendance of jovial spirits, and
the entertaining chats that take place in the evenines after
the day's work are full of pleasant recollections of the good
old times that fallowed the trials in days gone by.

Ckoakkr.

THE PEARL OF PEKIN PROTEST.

Editor Forest and Stream.:
I notice a letter in your paper, June 30, fi-om Mr. T. W.

Bartels, asking for information respecting the decision ar-
rived at by the executive committee of the American Cours-
ing Club on the Pearl of Pekin protest. I thought Mr.
Bartels understood the decision of the majority of the ex-
ecutive committee—Dr. Shaw and Mr. C. G. Page—for their
decision appeared plain enough in the American Field ot
April 23, and the reason given why they had made this de-
cision.

It appears that both Dr. Shaw, who is one of the executive
committee, and Mr. Ira Brougher, the secretary of the club,
made an affidavit that in their presence Mr. T. W. Bartels
had agreed to an arrangement with Mr. Edmonds, the owner
of Chicopee Lass, to settle the dilflculty between them, so
the majority of the executive committee under the circum-
stances considered it best to refer the protest back to the
club.
As far as I am concerned in the case, as one of the execu-

tive committee, as Mr. Bartels thinks fit to quote remarks
from a private letter, I may say that I made no secret of my
decision, which was in favor of Pearl of Pekin, and I was
simply guided in this decision by the coursing rule ex-
nressly laid down to meet such an emergency.

H. C. Lowe.
LiAWRBNCE, Kan.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicaoo, 111., July 9.—The World's Pair management is

busily engaged in arranging the preparatory routine details.
There is, however, nothing new which is interesting to dog
owners.
The recognition of the Canadian Kennel Club Stud Book

by the bench show managers was a move in the right direc-
tion, for it is fair to presume that their regi.stration is at
least quite as correct as that of the American Kennel Club
Stud Book. Moreover, it is the recognized registration of a
large and prosperous country, and is entitled to recognition
for this rea.sou alone.

In regard to the registrations in stud books, it would seem
to be a necessity that all errors should be corrected in the
interest of dog fanciers at large, and a duty which should
be promptly performed by those having the publication in
charge. Volume II. of the A. K. C. Stud Book contains a
number of errors. In Irish .setters there are several regis-
tered as Irish .setters, the dam of which was a coal black
native English setter of short pedigree. There are also
erroneous pedigrees, as in the case of Gath and others. Some
dogs, erroneously registered, are re-registered in later vol-
umes, while other registrations remain as originally and
erroneously published.
The re-registration of a dog for the purpose of correcting

an error in the original registration, accomplishes the pur-
pose only in part, when there is no reference in the original
registration to the error or the later correction of it. A
reader can not possibly know that a registration is erroneous
or that it is correctly registered in a later volume if the fact is
not stated in counection with the registration. For these
important reasons earlier volumes of the Stud Book .should
undergo a thorough revision, and printed slips should be
inserted in each one, correcting erroneous pedigrees or
giving information in regard to where the correct pedigi-ee
can be found. I was conversing recently with a gentleman

who is thoroughly "posted in
kennel matters, and he inci-
dentally mentioned the small

• value of a registration of
which the pedigree contained
a few common proper names.
For instance, John Smith's
dog Bob might be registered
as being by Dick out of Sal,
she by Jack out of Moll;
Dick, by Tom out of Nell, etc.

Of what value is such a regis-
tration to a breeder ten years
hence? The pedigree may be
correct, but as a record it has
little value. The information
is too meagre and vague. Out
of the multitude of dogs hav
ing such common names the
question of identity is most
puzzliDg. Whose Dick? Whose
Sal? Whose .Jack? Whose Nell?
These are questions which now
occur to any one having much
to do with ppdigrees and the
stud book. To make a regis-
tration or practical value to
those who purchase the .stud
book as well as those who
register their dogs, full infor-
mation should be required of
owners who register as to the
owner and breeder of each
parent in a pedigree, excepting

where parents can be referred to by number in the stud book,
which reference would accomplish the same purpose. This
information would be available in later years to identify
every Jack, Tom, Nell, Dick, etc., beside reducing the oppor-
tunities of fraudulent entry, which such loose requirements
as at present obtain can not guard against. If this were
enforced it might entail more labor and expense; but as the
publication of a correct and useful stud book is one of the
chief ends of the A. K. C, the added labor and expense
would be most profitably incurred. As there is a fairly good
sum in the tremsui-y, probably, if more extensive informa-
tion were given, it could be done without any added expense
to owners.

Death of a Noted Collie.

Last week we had a visit from Mrs. Smyth, owner of the
Swiss Mountain Kennels, and while she reported all well at
her own place, we were very sorry to hear that Mr. Jarrett,
owner of the Chestnut Hill Kennels, had sustained a severe
loss in the death of his beautiful collie bitch Roslyn Dolly,
which was worried bj^ a mastiff boarding in the kennel.
Though small, this bitch probably showed more intense
collie quality than anything yet seen on our benches, but as
a practical sheepdog she was rather too much on the bric-a-
brac order. She was about two years old and had whelped
only a week before her death a fine litter by Wellesbourne
Charley, and these are living yet. Dolly was not shown ex-
tensively but in her short career she was most successful,
beating among others the hitherto invincible Flurry II.

Dolly was by Christopher out of Roslyn Torfrida. We hope
that her last litter may console Mr. Jarrett for his heavy loss.

Dolly had one litter previously by the English dog Gladdie,
to whom she wqs sent during la.st summer.

I was pleased to notice the election of Mr. E, Knight
Sperry. of New Haven, Conn., to the secretaryship of the
New England Field Trial Club, and I believe that the club
acted wisely in selecting him for the responsible position.
Mr. Sperry'is an earnest, enthusiastic sportsman, thoroughly
interested in the welfare of his club and the improvement of
the dog, and firm in the faith that a successful trial can be
held and established in New England, in all of which he is

perfectly sound. So I am informed that the honor came to
him unsought {in fact, without his knowledge till after his
election): the mark of confidence and esteem of his fellow
members must have been most gratifying to him, although
the office, so far as any profit is concerned, is only in the
satisfaction of knowing that a good work was done and a
good cause helped along. There is no money in it. There
is, however, hard work and some expense. I shall look for-

ward to a most successful trial in New England this fall,

as the result of Mr. Sperry's popularity, skilful work and
support of his efforts.

The time for giving pointers and setters their yard train-

ing is nowhere. Amateurs should not overlook the fact
that morning and evening, the coolest parts of the day, are
the best. The lessons should be given with deliberation
and kindness, as hurry or severity is certain to make the
dog nervous, or else he becomes overheated. In either case
he is not in the best state to receive his lessons. But little

can be accomplished in attempting to teach in the warm
parts of the day. The dogs become too heated to pay any
attention to the tutor and suffer much discomfort. A good
run after the lessons and kind treatment at all times will
permanently gain the affections of the youngsters, and if

properly encouraged they will not look upon the lessons as
something to be avoided. B. Water.s.

Terrier Importations.

Me. Stmonds, of Salem, Mass., and his henchma,n, George
Thomas, not content with running an already crowded ken-
nel, are, like that well-known charity boy, still crying for

more. The steamship Tauric brings another batch of dogs
in charge of Harry Pinder—four Scotch terriers and a York-
shire. The latter is—well, a dandy—so says our informant,
especially if his price is any criterion. It has been imported
for Miss Rotch, of Bar Harbor, Me., but unfortunately will
probably not be shown. The terriers from the "land o'

cakes" are brothers and sisters of Scotch Hot, which was
spen out at the shows this spring. They are Highland Roy,
Scotch Cold and Gip?ey Yet, by Gipsey King out of Kelvoir
and running back to the best blood of the breed. Then there
is the bitch Norwich Mouse by champion Alister out of
Ashley Kate. It will be therefore seen that this kennel will

make a strong bid for honors in this game breed. The fox-
terrier Ebor Spendthrift and black and tan Beaconsfleld
won in the challenge classes of these respectiye breeds at the
Sheffield, England, show the other day.
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NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
This meeting was held at 36fi Washington ati-eet, Boston,

Mass., and was called to order at 7:55 P. M., President Chap-
in an in the chair.
Vice-Presidents B. S. Turpin and W. S. Clarlf, O. W.

Brooking, W. A. Power, J. T. Phmnelly and H. V. Jamieson
were present in person, and the following members of the
club were present by proxy, via.: Messrs. "William H. Ash-
burner, John Davidson and Dr. N. Rowe were represented
by Mr. P. W. Chapman: IT. W. Lacy and E. L. Bryant were
represented by Mr, F. Y. Jamieson. The above gentlemen
vested in said F. W. Chapman and H. V. Jamieson full
power of attorney to represent and act for them on any mat-
ter that should come before the meetinsr for the welfare of
the National Be3gle Club. Messrs. H. Ij. Kreuder, C. S.
Wixom, William Manard, William H. Child, Paul C. P.
HoflEman and George W. Rogers were represented by Mr. P.
W. Chapman, to vote on judges for coming field trials and
bench show of tbe N. B. C.. as per their Avritten suggestions
to tbe club.
Treasurer read report as follows:

Total receipts .fll4 68
Total expenditures 74 30

Balance on hand $41 38
Voted that report of treasurer be referred to executive

committee.
The matter of the report of the executive committee hav-

ing been brought forward, and the executive committee not
having prepared a rexiort, it was voted that the report of
executive committee be laid over until next club meeting.
Communications read. Moved by O. W, Brooking, and sec-
onded by B. S. Turpin, "That selection of judges for the
bench show and field trial of this club, for' 1892, be left to
the executive committee." Five affirmative, six negative.
Vote doubted by B. S. Turpin. Ballot being taken resulted
in the following: Messrs. Brooking, Turpin, Power, Clark
and Flannelly in the affirmative; Messrs. Jamieson, Rowe,
Davidson, Ashburner, Bryant and Lacy in negative. Motion
lost.

Affirmative argument being that power of selection of
judges lay wholly with the executive committee; that the
club had no voice in the matter.
Negative argument being that a quorum of the club being

present, they desired to act at once to expedite matters.
Believing that power of selection of judges lay in the hands
of the club when they so desire to exercise it, which desire
had been manifested by their instructionsto their represent-
atives and their- suggestions to the club.
Immediately after the above vote was announced, the

meeting became a scene of such long continued disorder that
it was evident that the members present would permit no
further business to be transacted, and it was therefore voted
to adjourn s(;ie die.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—The circular issued to the C. K. C. execu-

tive has resulted in a vote almost unanimously in favor of
Kingston alone being allowed to hold a show on the dates
claimed by the dog .show committee of that city. This
means that if Montreal holds a show on same dates that it
cannot be held under K. C. rules and wins will not count.

_A meeting of the executive of the club was held Friday
night, the following members being present: Williams,
Kirk and Donovan (secretary). The meeting fully concurred
in the full vote of the executive taken by mail in regard to
the Kingston and Montreal claims for dates.
The club will issue a certificate for exhibits at the World's

Fair show similar to that used by the A. K. C, hut on a
different colored paper. A dog to be entitled to such certifi-
cate must be eligible for registration in the 0. K. C. S. B.
under the regular rules, i.e., three generations on both sides
or have won two first prizes.
In the case of Mr. Bell's St. Bernard St. John the decision

of the A. K. C. was upheld and the amended pedigree
banded in by Mr. Bell (sent him by Mr. Jas. Watson) was
referred to the stud book committee of the C. K. C. for its
investigation and approval.
The letter that appeared in last week's "Flaps" from Mr.

Geddes re Mr. W, H. Middleton's resignation from the Ot-
tawa committee was read, and it was the unanimous opin-
ion of the meeting that there was no evidence before it im-
plicating Mr. Middleton in the act leading to Mr. Mercer's
disqual i ficat ion.
A committee consisting of Messrs. Williams, Mitchener

and Stone was appointed to proctxre the certificates, cost not
to exceed $100 for 1,000.

Fourteen new members were received. The secretary was
instructed to procure the volumes of the E. K. C. S. B. for
1890 and 91 and to subscribe for 1893. Also to write the sec-
retary of the A. K. C. to see. what mutual adjustment of
dates on both sides of the line could be arrived at.

I hear that Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto, is down to judge all
classes at Winnipeg, Manitoba.

H. B. Donovan.

A DAY AT SPRATTS' KENNELS.
Last Thursday we took a pleasant jaunt to the above

kennels. It was not a business trip, as the kennels have
already been described in the Forest and Stee.^i. We
wanted the outing and to hear Mr. John Brett, the
manager, talk of Darkies and Tycoons, Royal IV., etc.,

slipping greyhounds, beagle hunting, pheasant rearing,
puppy raising, and the hundred and one trials and pleasures
of a head game-keeper's life in England, is a delight that
only those fond of dogs and a country life can fully appreci-
ate. The man is a veritable encyclopedia on sport', and as a
fisherman he can catch or "kipper" a salmon with equal
facility; the catching we had to take for granted as there
are no salmon in Jersey, but of his salmon-curing abilities
we had a practical test and we liked it. The kennels hardly
interested us much, as they werechiefly filled with boarder.s,
which, however they might delight "their ownei\s, are not
calculated to inspire a fancier with any great enthusiasm,
though they all looked well and the kennels were sweet and
clean. Mr. Brett's own dogs interested us more. We saw Real
English, one of that trio of clinking good English setters
that resulted from the happy nick of Mr. Brett's Myrrha,
that he brought with him from England, and Mr. Wind-
holz's champion Rockingham. The other two of the trio
are Rockaway, that Mr. Raper bought and took back to
England with him, and Rockingham, Jr., that Mr. Wind-
holz swears hy.
Real English, unfortunately, after Pittsburgh show, in

racing through the fields became overheated, and to cool oil
ran into a pond and took a chill which resulted in paraly-
sis. His limbs were useless for some time, but now we
are happy to say the dog can almost raise a gallop, and
though he majr never face the judge again, Mr. Brett thinks
he can pull him through. Of course, Myrrha was mated
again with Rockingham, and as if to clinch the good judg-
ment displayed in this breeding, there are four puppies,
nine weeks old, that are tumbling over each other on the
lawn that would astonish some of our setter breeders. They
are simply grand. Such heads, general make-up and
activity we never saw in pups at that age; and that they
are game is fully proved by their destructive work among
Brett's pet game fowls, six of which they put hors de com-
bat the other day without turning a hair. While lament-
ing the loss of the chickens, their owner consoles himself
with the thought that they "have it in 'em." A St. Ber-

nard pup, by Kingston Regent, that suckled with them, in
fact Myrrha and the St. Bernard bitch shared their milk,
is a picture of its sire and we hope will grow to be as good.
With genuine English hospitality, Mr. and Mrs. Brett, the
latter of whom is a sort of ready reference for Brett's de-
fective memory, entertained their visitors, and what with
looking at photographs of celebriti es on the other side,
both canine and human, dog chat and rolling the puppies
over on the grass, time passed all too quickly.

RETRIEVING AT FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I differ with excellent judges as to aboli.shing retrieving
at field trials. Mr. B. Waters in your issue of June 30 states,
"Retrieving being an educational quality, is iu the same
category with dropping to shot, turning to whistle, staying
at heel, dropping to order, etc., acts acquired by education."
The field trial clubs justly recognize the educational quali-
ties. The Southern Club nuts a penalty of twenty-five
points of demerit on the following educational qualities:
Breaking shot. 5 to 10; breaking in, to 5; chasing, 10. Why
not dispense with these and other educational qualities and
let the dog hunt d la naturel, it would save trainer's fees

—

quite a consideration—and time so often quoted by the ad-
vocates of abolishing retrieving. If the arguments used for
abolishing retrieviner bold good the same can be used with
equal force in abolishing the other educational qualities.
These educational qualities afford many useful requisites in
a field dog, and demonstrate the ability of many dogs to
train on when deprived of their own way of doing things
and complying with some of the wishes cf the shooter. The
test of retrieving at field trials can be done as well as the
testing of pointing, backing, ranging or any other quality
of a field dog.

_
It all takes time, and in the language of the

Texan, "that is what we are here for," Instances can be
mentioned for and against almost all essential qualities.
The question, is it of .sufficient importance to be retained

along with chasing, breasting shot, breaking in, barking,
obedience and other educational qualitifs? I think it is.

If these educational points are not retained there is very
little of the natural dog I would want. If the naturfi'l
qualities cannot be brought under control without injury,
it is time we were finding the same out and lireeding more
for educational points. It is well known to many the pecu-
liar chiiracteristie many of the stud dogs of the day possess,
am) in their hereditary power of transmitting these char-
acteristics lies their worth in breeding the dogs of the
future. Some have speed and dash, others level-headedness;
others bird sense: others retrieving. If you count out any
good quality at the field trial, that quality will have little
value to breeders and will finally be lost sight of. Retain
as many good qualities as possible; have fewer stakes if

time is such an essential feature to all, and run those well
that are run, and do not eliminate so many good qualities
simply on the plea—it takes time. 'P. H. Brtson.
Memphis, Term., .fuly 7.

MR. MIDDLETON AND THE C. K. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Geddes's letter shows that it is the committee of the

Ottawa show who draw my partner, Mr. Middleton, into
complicity with me in the Newcastle entry afl'air. A peru-
sal of his letter as published by Mr, Donovan proves this
clearly.
Mr. Middleton, I repeat, has nothing whatever to do with

the matter, nor yet are the dogs composing the kennel im-
plicatfd. My partner resigned' simply because he did not
desire to serve on the Ottawa committee. This he will
state over his own signature if Mr. Donovan Avishes it.

It seems hard that innocent persons should be dragged
into this unpleasant business. F. H. F. Mkrceg,
New York.

IS THE DOG TAX CONSTITUTIONAL?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Can any of your readers inform me as to whether the con-

stitutionalit.y of taxing dogs has ever been tested.^ I have
an idea that a decision was [rendered avoiding the dog tax
on that ground either in New York or New Je'rsey, and that
an appeal was taken, but the judge died without rendering
an opinion. GRAY .John.

Central Field Trial Club Derby Entry.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Through an oversight we find that the subjoined entry

was omitted from our list of Derby entries. Will you kindly
notice same?
Belle op Kentucky (Fairmount Kennels), English setter

bitch. (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Grirl).

C. H. Odell, Secretary and Treasurer.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recogaition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Fobbst and Stream offers a series of
prizes for niei-itorious work with the camera. The conditions
under whicn these prizes will he given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will he ten prizes, as follow:: First $3.5, Second $30
Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amatem-s only.'

The subjects must relate to Forest And Stheam's field—game
and fi,9b (alive or dead), sljootirig and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will he received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All worlc must be original; that is to saj', It must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.
There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Foeest and Stream.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qua-lities; and other things
being equal, the unique an<1 difHcult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identiticatinn. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title oC view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and

Stream. This applies only to the particular prints f ent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process
samples of the work submitted, and should the interest iu

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion
by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Gamp-Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote
will be quite distinct from the awftrd by the coJBioittee,

DOG CHAT.

New Bngland Field Trials.

Those who are interested in the field trigls this fall will
be pleased to note in our business columns the rapid advance
made by the New England Field Trial Club in the matter of
stake money to be run for at their second annual trials, to
be held on Nov. S at Assonet, Mass. Last year the prizes
were a percentage on the entrance money" This year, in
the Derby Stake for setters and pointers whelped after Jan.
1, 1891, the prizes will be $200, «100 and $50. Ten dollars to
nominate and ten to fill. Entries close Aug. 1. In the All-
Aged Stake, entries for which close Nov. 1, the prizes will
be the same, also the entry fees. The stakes are open to all,
and with such well known judges as Messrs. N. Wallace,
of Farmington, Conn., and '"Wash" A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., field trial men should have every confidence
in entering their dogs. Any other information about the
trials may be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. E. Kuight
Sperry, New Haven, Conn.

Who Comes Here ?

Fox-terrier men in England are very much interested in a
publication of amezzotintof the celebrated fox-terrier cham-
pion D'Orsay, who is considered so nearly perfect in form that
he was also chosen to represent the breed in bronze by the
German Fox-Terrier Society. This is the first time a dog
has been illustrated ia such an ambitions style. The mez-
zotint is said to be a faithful representation of Mr. Bed-
mond's terrier from a painting by Miss Maud Earl, and en-
graved by Richard Josey. The size is :i0xl.5in. There are
100 artist's proofs at $15.75 and the nrints cost |3 25. F. Man-
sell & Co., Barnsbury, London, Eng., are the publishers.
We know there are many of our fox-terriers men who are
anxious to get a good picture of this dog and that is the
reason we tell them about it. for as an artistic illustration
of type it is valuable to all lovers of the breed. D'Orasy has
beaten every terrier on the other side.

Hamilton Kennel Club.

Although the Hamilton, Ont., people cannot hold a show
this year they do not mean to let the erass grow under their
feet, as it is probable that about the time of the Canadian
shows theH, K. C. will hold another dog show with entries
confined to Wentworth county. As the club ran rather
behind on their expenses at their first show, they, on July 1,
held an athletic festival with the idea of rai.sing'money to re-
pay some of the guarantors who made good the losses'on the
show. We are pleased to hear that quite a crmfortable
sum was realized, and this week a tug of war will be held to
decide the championship of Wentworth county. Mr. John
Hackett,t)ne of the executive ccmmittee of the'H.K.C, is in
New York city, and will stay for about a month.

Brooklyn Dog Show.
The dog show at Brooklyn in November, to be held by the

National Greyhound Club, promises to be quite an elaborate
afliair, second only to the W. K. C. show. A premittm list
of over ^2,500 will be is.sued, and it is expected that a large
number of specials will be given. Mr. James Mortimer will
superintend, and that alone is a good move. The entry of
sporting dogs, that is pointers and setters, will probably be
affected by the field trials, but other breeds should fully
make up the deficiency. There is every reason to believe
that a show in Brooklyn, well managed and advertised,
would be a big success. The ground is new and it is about
time that the dwellers iu the City of Churches fell into line.

Gladstone's Pet Dog-.

Mr. Gladstone, who at the present writing seems to
stand a good chance of once more being Prime Minister of
Great Britain, has a pet dog to whom he is much attached.
It is a black Pomeranian that came from Schwalbach, Nas-
sau, Germanj^ where some of the family were sojourning in
1888. Mr. Gladstone finds a new amusement that varies the
monotony of chopping down giant oak trees in the passion
that his dog Petz has for retrieving sticks, and the dog will
lie outside the noted statesman's dressing room door in the
early morning hours in the hope that he may be allowed to
accompany him on his matutinal walk, when he knows he
will have an opportunity to indulge in his favorite pastime.

CufSng Elcho at Kingston.
iTSf answer to Dr. Mills's "charitable proposition," Mr.

Wade has nothing to .say except that he will pay no atten-
tion to such "financial arguments." As to whether Dr.
Mills did cuff Elcho's ears, Mr. Wade writes: "I was in-
formed as to Dr. Mills's cufliDg E]lcho's ears at Kingston
show by Messrs. and

,
gentlemen of undoubted

veracity, with ample opportunities to know whereof they
spoke; and another wires me to-day, 'Take Mills up for five
hundred.' Do I understand Dr. Mills to explicitly fleny any
such act?"

Celebrated Dachshunds.
Some time ago we mentioned that Mr. Manice was im-

porting some crack dachshund bitches, to be sent over after
the English Kennel Club show. Jargonelle, the best one,
arrived July 4, and the next day whelped five nice large
pups (two dogs), by champion Pterodactjd, Jargonelle has
a most beautiful head, and with Janet, Mr, Manice has a
great brace for next year's shows. Jay and the other two
bitches were to arrive last Monday.

Mr. Mortimer Buys an Irish Water Spaniel.
In company with Mr. Raper, Mr, Mortimer has been doing

a good deal of show trotting. He attended the Belfast
show June 39, then back to England at Burton-on-Trent, in
Nottinghamshire, the next day, and to Ripon, in Yorkshire,
July 1. At Burton-on-Trent the manager of the Hemp-
stead Kennel claimed an Irish water spaniel, named Eileea
Shaughran, that won first and second.

Feom present indications the coming dog show of the In-
dustrial Exhibition Association to be held at Toronto, Can-
ada, Sept. 12 to 15, will surpass anything ever beld there. A
by-law was passed last week by the ratepayers of the
city of Toronto voting SloO,UOO for exhibition purposes,
all of which will be expended this year. A new race course
will be made and a new grand stand erected capable of seat-
ing 12,000 people, the dog show also receiving its share of
the grant. Exhibitors from the United States are reminded
that the dog show is run in connection and bv the Exhibi-
tion Association, and that the exhibition is second to none in
America, being attended by some 300,000 people every year.
Those holding bench show tickets are entitled to all the
privileges of the grounds without any extra expense. The
premium lists are now in the hands of the printer and will
be ready next week. All communications should bead-
dressed to C. A. Stone, secretary and superintendent of
bench show, 82 King street, East, 'Toronto.

One of those inquisitive little birds has just whispered us
that one of the most prominent oflicials of the Duquesne
Kennel Club will shortly join the ranks of the Benedicts.
We wish him, and so will every dogman that knows him,
every happiness. Paul Gladstone, we believe, is quite recon-
ciled to the change.

We hare r«eeivea a rery tastefully arranged eat&logw
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ispued by the Seminole Kennels. There are several capital
pictures of the noted dogs in the kennel. One of cham-
?ion Rosiyn Wilkes is especially good, and so is that of the
rish setter champion Tim. The kennel contains some of

the best blood obtainable in the three breeds, Irish setters,

collies and pugs, of which their owner makes a specialty.

It was a matter of great surprise to Mr. George Raper
when he saw tbe large number of excellent Japanese spaniels
that were brought before him at the late JSTew York show.
He remarked then that it was the finest collection he had
ever seen. It is more than likely that Mrs. Eugene Clark,
who stands facile, princeps in this breed, will be able to
materially strengthen her kennel, as her husband sailed re-

cently from San Francisco, Cal., on a visit to Japan, and
will bring home some of the best of the breed that he can

Good Reason—She—''That odious Mrs. Newritch seems to

think more of her dog than of her boy." He—"Oh, well,

the dog has a pedigree."—ii/c.

Dr. GriffiD, of Hamilton, Ont., who is well known as an
ardent sportsman and also as vice-president of the Hamilton
Kennel Club, sails this week for Europe, with the intention
of buying some good bull-terriers.

We are pleased to note that Mr. E. Knight Sperry, of New
Haven. Conn., has been elected secretary of the New Eng-
land Field Trial Club. Mr. Sperry is in touch with field

matters, and we have no doubt that he knows how best to
serve the club by bringing it more prominently to the atten-
tion of the kennel press than has been the case so far. The
New England Field Trial Club should not hide its light
under a bushel.

We regiet to announce tbe death of Mr. James P. Kerr,
the proprietor of tbe Breeder and Sporl.t<man. Mr. Kerr
was well and favorably known on the Pacific slope, having
been for many years connected with the San Francisco Call.
Ten years since he started the paper which he owned at the
time of his death. Mr. Kerr was born in Scotland in 1853,
and died June 27, 1892, at Denver, Col , where he had gone
to try and recover his health.

Tbe recent cricket match between North and South of
England hae creatfd a feeling among several of our dogmen
that a similar game should be arranged over here There
are difficulties in the way of such a meeting; still, if a com-
mittee of three cculd be formed to undertake the prelimin-
aries, we see no reason why some such reunion should not
take place. We have a list now of about twenty-five well-
known dogmen who would more than probably "take part,
and should be pleased to receive the names of those who
would really care to join in and make a pleasant day of it.

Mr. Harry Twyford can secure a field for operations, and no
doubt a little gathering of this sort will add to the good
feeling that should prevail among all members of the
fancy.

Mr. J. E. Long, of St. Louis, Mo., who is well known to
all collie men as a breeder, and a judge at Chicago shows,
is probably by this time on his way to England, where he
will purchase some collies for his kennel.

Mr. Rawdon Lee's crack English setter Richmond met
with a painful accident in liondon recently, breaking one of
the bones in a hind leg.

In commenting on the great number of English dog
ghows, Mr. Freeman Lloyd wonders where all tbe dogs
come from that make them possible. He says there must
be, roughly speaking, 10,000 show dogs in England at present.

An important case bearing on the sale of dogs from pounds
and dog homes, such as the institution in London, has just
been decided in England. It seems a young lady bought a
dog from the Battersea Home for Lost Dogs, kept it for some
time until it was recognized by its former owner and action
brought for its recovery. The judge ruled that, despite the
authority given the secretary of the Home by the Commis-
sioner of Police to sell dogs after detaining them three days,
he had no right to do so in law, and the dog was restored to
its former owner, the young lady being allowed the price she
paid for the dog.

They are asking in America, "Will beagles follow a drag?"
Will a bear eat honey? Will a fowl bask in the sun—Will
a frog go a-wooing—Will a fool follow his nose—Will a
soldier follow a cook? Well, what do you think?—iitocTc-

Keeper (Eng.).

If a thing is worth doing at all it is worth doing well is
evidently the idea that prevails in Goshen, Ind. The other
day a "mad dog" bit a number of animals. Twenty-seven
dogs were exterminated during the afternoon owing to the
difficulty in identifying the one affected.

The Horse—How are you getting along, old fellow?
The Dog—Oh, I have to work like a horse. How's things

with you?
The Horse—I live a regular dog's lite.—Judge.

Owing to the exertions of "Billy" Graham, who is so well
and faA'orably known over here, the Irish terrier classes at
Belfast show were filled with a record entry, no less than
168 entries facing the judge, and competition, especially in
the open dog class, was so keen that many well-known win-
ners were shut out of the money.

Arrangements have been made, according to the English
Field, by the National Pointer and Setter Field Trial Com-
mittee, to hold a meeting over grouse during the forth-
coming shooting season. It will take place August 23, on
Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's place at Kingussie, Invernessshire,
Scotland. Such a meeting has often been talked of but little
or nothing has been done. It will be quite a change from the
usual English style of trials in the spring, when necessarily
no birds are shot over the dogs.

There was a sale at Aldridge's, London, the other day,
and the pointers and setters belonging to that fine old
sportsman, Mr. Thomas Statter, who died some time since,
were sent to the block. Prices ruled small, Toil, a field trial
winner, only bringing *70 and the lot $715. Mr. Lloyd
Price's yearly draft brought good prices, Saule, a well-
known field trial pointer, fetching 1420.

One of the most useful small terriers we have heard of is
one which helps an English electric light company to carry
wires through the pipes laid underground. The terrier has
been so trained that when a light cord is attached to him he
runs through the conduit from one man-hole to the next,
dragging the cord with him. After each performance he is
treated to some favorite morsel, and he has thus come to
consider his work a pleasure.

Among the new advertisements this week we notice that
R. H. Alberts, Jr., offers a kennel of English setters for
sale; R. O'Neill, English foxhound; H. G. Hallowell, litter
of Irish setter pups; J. M. Fronefield, Jr., English setter
pup; Samuel Abraws, two me^stiff pups, 0. D. Roberts ftd'

vertises portraits of his pointer Duke of Dexter; BdFishet
wants dogs to break.

We have received from Mr. Stone a list of the railroads
that carry dogs free to the Toronto show, but space will not
permit of our publishing them this week. They will appear
in the premium list.

J. Cumming Macdona, who Is so well known in England
as a thorough sportsman, and to American lovers of the St.
Bernard as the pioneer breeder in England, has just been
elected Member of Parliament for Rotherhi the, England.

A good joke was played on the two farmers who judged
collies at Edinburgh, Scotland. A Mr. Tait, according to
Scottish Fancier, led in his celebrated Young Elsinore
(which was not entered), to see how they would treat a good
collie. Result— first out; award nothing!

As only two members of tbe board of governors of the
National Greyhound Club are in New York city at present,
the meeting which was to have been held last Monday was
postponed.

The regular quarterly meeting of the New England Field
Trial Club will be held at 2fi6 Washington street, Boston,
Tuesday, July 13, at 2 P. M. A meeting of the board of gov-
ernors will be held at the same time and place.

We should not think that the climate of Florida would
suit St. Bernards, but P. L, Siegel, proprietor of the Plaza
Hotel, Pensacola, has just purchased Prince Rupert, by
champion Ben Lomond out of Bernie IV. Prince Rupert
will have as a kennel mate Princess Lula, a daughter of the
celebrated Sir Bedivere, "who saved upward of seventy-five
lives in his time," so the local paper tells us. This will be
news to Mr, Sears.

Servant (delivering message)—Mr. Triplett sends his com-
pliments to Mr. Gazzam, with the request that he shoot his

PSOVOIS KRILUTT AND DAMOK.
From the London "ficforial World."

dog, which is a nuisance in the neighborhood. Gaazam—
Give Mr. Gazzam's compliments to Mr. Triplett, and ask
him to kindly poison his daughter or burn up her piano. —
Harver^s Basa7\

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.
BRED.

Prepared Blanks sent free on appUcationi
JiU~Bamho. Dr. NichoTs (Cookstown, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch

Jul (Doctor—Lnc\) to his Bambo (Bob Obo—Maida), June 3.

Mystic II.—Chubb. E. H. Bragg's (North Sidney, Me ) beagle
bitcb Mystic IL. (Ross—Spot) to his Chubb (imported Blue Boy—
Mvstic), May H.
Primrose—King Kruegcr. Dr. Nichol's (Conkstown, Ont.) beagle

bitcn Primrose (Brittle—PearJ) to his King Krueger (Sport Ban-
nerman—Virgil ) June It.

Louie—Master Rich. C. E. Rowland's (Toled", O.) greyhound
bitob Louie (Trales—Dick's Darling) to F.y. Anderson's champion
Master Rich (Rich and Rare- Minnif) March 3.

Hawthorne Belle—^faster BicJi. W. E. Stevens's (Riverside, III.)
greybounfl bitch Hawthorne Belle (champion Double Shot—cham-
pion Clio) to F. S. Anderson's champion Master Ricii (Ricli and
Karr—Minnie). March 5.

Narka-Knight. E. B. & O.W. Pfau's (Hartwell, 0 ) St. Bernard
bitch Marka (Peter—Nanet) to F. S. Anderson's Knight (Imnorted
Tell—imported Mona), April 5.

Bonnie Bondhu—GaWs Hope. L- Rausch's (St. Louis, Mo.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Bonnie Bondhu (Count Wakefield-Pearl Bondhn)
to Blue Ridge Kennels' Gath's Hope), April 6.

Golden Bod—Inspiration. Ohas. Clipninger's (Lansing, Mich.)
pointer bitch (^^olden Rod (champion Beaufort—Zuba) ro J. H.
Winslow's Inspiration (champion Bang Bang—Telie Doe), June
16.

Lady Victoria—EberharVs Cashier. W. T. Garton's (Des Moines,
la.) pug biioh Lady Victoria (Lord Clover ) to Eherhart
Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier (chamoiou Kash—Lady Thora),
June 25.

Wee Wee-Bradford Ruby IT. Mrs. A. W. Canningham's (New
York ciiy) pug bitch Wee Wee to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Brad-
ford RubylL, June 26.

Princess Hepsey—King Regent. Swiss Monntain Kennele' (Ger-
mantown, Pa ) St. Bernard bitch Princess Hepsey to their King
Rpgent.
Lakme—King Regent. Mrs. J. F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa ) St.

Bernard bitch Lakme to Swiss Monntain Kennels' King Regent,
Jan. 33.

Ida P.—King Regent. V. Petrola's (Washington. D. C.) St.
Bernard bitch Ida P. to Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent,
Feb. 17.

Altonetta—King Regent. P. E. T<amb's (Arlington, Md.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Altonetta to Swies Mountain Kennels' King Regent,
April 3.

Donna Silva—King Regent. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Che.«tnut
Hill. Pa ) St. Bernard bitch Donna Silva to Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' King Rf gent. May 7.

Florette—Seottish Leader. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (German-
town, P*).) St. Bernard bitch Florette to their Scottish Leader,
March 33.

Dart—Scottish Leader. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (German-
town. Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Dart to their Scottish Leader. May 6.
Bounce—Ben Ormonde. H. B. Ward's (Moore's, Pa,) St. Ber-

nard bith Bounce to Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ben Ormonde, Jan.

Miss Waggles—Snowbdll. Swiss Mountain Kennels" (German-
town. Pfl.) cucljer spaniel hitch Miss Waggles to their Snowball,
Mav 14.

Hrrnell Lady-Snowball. Rev. L. Bradley's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
cccker spaniel bitch HorneJl Lady to Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Snowball, Jan. 19.
Brownie S.—Snowball. Swiss Mount'iin Kennels' (Germantown,

Pa.) cocktr spaniel bitch Brownie S. to their Snownall, March 38.
Bernie—King Regent. W. S. Dififenderfifer's (Baltimore, Md.)

St, Bernard bitch Bernie (Sargano-Floss) to Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Kine Rf gent, April 6.

Nellie—Gus Gladstone. Dr. Geo. Lewis's (Westport, Mass.) Eng-
lish Salter bitch Nellie (Royal Albert—N* Hie 11 ) to J, J. Scanlan's
Gus GladBtone (champion Gladstone—Donna J.), June 16,

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent firee ou application.

LovM<i'f J. J. ScanJan's (Fall River, Mass.) Irish settet bltcli

Louella (Elcc—Hazelnut II.), .July 4, eight (three dogs), by his
champion Inchiquin (champ'on Sh°ndon li.—lona).
Lucy Gloster. L. GardneiVs (Mt. Vernon, N. Y ) English setter

Lady Glohter (cbainpion Gloster—Lady Gay Noble). June 10, ten
(fourdoai=), by his Roger (Count Noh'e—Queen Meg).
DnraDeanc. L. Gardnei's (Mt. Vernon, N Y.) English setter

bitch Dora Dpane (Count Paris- Nellie CamhridgeT, June 11,
twelve (five doge), by his Roger Count Noble—Queen Meg).

Elsie H. J. J. Scanlan's (Fall River, Mass.) Irish setter bitch
Elsio H. (Elcho, Jr.-Magaie H.), Juno 27, eight (five dogs), by his
champion Inchiquin (champion Shandon I[.—lona).

SALES,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Blanca. Orange, white markings, St. Bernard hitch,
whelned Nov. 39, 1.880, by Kastelhorn ont of Topsey, by Swiss
Mi^untain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to F. E. Lamb, Arlington,
Md.
Lady CaWercagh. Orange, white markings, St. Bernard bitch,

whelptd Aug. 25, 1887, by Puritan out of Rnvine. by Swiss Moun-
tain Kernels. Germantown, Pa., to F. E. Lamb, Arlington, Md.
Lad. Red Irish settor dos?, whe'ped Aug, 24, 1S91. hv charapion

Inchiquin ont of Haz-^lnut II , by J. J. Scanlan, Fall River, Mass..
to Dr. Linsey. same plice.
Dan. Red Irish softer dog, wheloed April Ki. 1881. by champion

Inch qum out of Jess, by J, J. Scanlan. Fall River, Mass.. to Jas.
Walker, same place,
Kintarra. Red Irish setter dog. wlielped April 19. 1891, by

champion Inchiquin out of Jess, by .1. J. Scanlan, Fall River,
Mnsa., to C. L. Wiiitman, Greenwich, Cour.
King Repent-Dart VJhdps. St. Bernard dogs, whtlpfd Dec. 9,

1891, l.y Swiss Mountain Kennels, (•iermantown, Pa., one each to
P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, N. J., and .T. P. Persch, Germantown,
Pa.
King Regent—Nancibel whelps. St. Bernards, whelped April

11. m::, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, (germantown. Pa., a dog to
C. M, Bull, Brooklyn, N. V., and a bitch Miss R. Simkin.s, Vine-
land, N. J.

Brantford Red Jacliel—Brownie S. tohelp. Cocker spaniel dog,
whelped Oct. 9, 1891, bv Swiss Mountain Kennels, Gretmantown,
Pa., to E. W. Blaziel, Eitchburg, Mass.
Tristan G.—Nanctbe2 whelp. St. Bernai-d dog, whelped May 28,

1891, by Swiss Monntain Kennels, Germantown, Pa,, to G. S. Fox,
Philadelphis. Pa.
inchiquin -Louella ivhelp. Red Irish setter b' tch, whelped Nov.

30, 1891, hv ,T, J, Scanlan, Fall River, Mass., to Wm. Coons, Rhine-
beck, N. Y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering quesUons under this head. All

nuesiions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
t<heru'ood, a member of the Boyal College of Veterinary S^u-qeons.
Communications referring to other matters' connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will receine careful attention.

E. J. U., Hyde Park, N. Y.—You do not give the breed of dog.
H. H , Hyde Park, N.Y.—You do not give the breed of vour dog.

To rpgister in the A. K. O. S. B.. ihe only one now published, yr ur
dog must show an authentic pedigree for three generations back
or the sire and dam be alreadv registered. Registration in the
A. K. R., which has been incorporated with the A. K. C. S. B., is
not sufficient.

FIXTURES.
.JULY.

MassachusettK, SI and I8ft. 23.

Classes, Dorchesler Bay,
L.Y.n.A., Belleville, Ont. 25,

Koy. N.S., Channcy Cup, Hal. 25.

Hull, Classes :i. 4, 5, (j. Hull. 27,

Mos. Fleet, Cham.. Boston. 28.

VVinthrop, Ann. Cruise. 28.

Dorchester, 3d Cbam., Dor- 28,

Chester.
St. Lawrence, Montreal. 29,

Beverly, Monument Beach.
Cape Cod, North Dennis. 30
Oswego, L.Y.R.A., Oswego. 30.

Rochester,L.y.R A,,Charlotte
Corinthian, Atlantic City. 30
Monatiquot, 1st Cham.. Ft. Pt.
Corinthian. Marblehead. 80.

Hull Cor., Hull. 30,

Sippican, Club, Marion. .^0.

Cherry Diamond, Ann.,Larch- 30.

mont. 30.

St. Lawrence, Montreal. 30.

White Bear Lake, Club
Trophy, White Bear Lake.

Rhode Island. Cup.
Roy.Ham.,L.Y.R.A.,Hamilton
Royal Can.,L.Y.B.A„ Toronto
Queen City, L Y.R. A., Toronto
Eistf,rn. 21ft. Class, Marbleh'd
Qniney, Ladies' Day, Quiocy,

Mass,
Beverly, 30ft. Class and under,

Marblehead.
Hull, Classes 3, 4, 5, Hull.
Dorche.ster, Ladies' Day, Dor-

chester.
Indian Harbor, Ann., Green-

wich.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Savm Hill, 2d Cbam.
Mos. Fleet, Open, Boston.
Biverly, Monument Beach
Buttalo, Cruising, Sweeps.
Koy. N.S ,Wenonab Cup, Plal.

Commodore Gerry made a vcy unfortunate allusion in a recent
interview when he spoke of respecting the last wishes of the late
Mr. Schuyler, as such a remark naturally suggests an inquiry as to
how the wishes of the other four original owners of the America
Cup have been observed by those who have twice ventured to med-
dle with the original conditions, finally obliterating them entirely.

It is a matter of history that the reception which Com. Stevens and
his party met witb on their arrival in British waters was neither
chivalrous nor generous, the fame of tbe yacht bad preceded her,
and yacht owners declined to give her a race. This treatment was
keenly felt by Com. Stevens, as his correspondence shows ; but when,
a few years later, he and tbe other four owners drew up the condi-
tions under which they intended presenting the Cup to the club, they
threw the compttition open boldly to England and the whole world.
No one can read the original deed without being lmpres.sed with the
fair and sportsmanlike spirit which inspired it, and the absence of
any vindictive or retaliatory feehng. The wishes of these Ave own-
ers, so clearly expressed, have been utterly disregarded in the subse-
quent returns and reacceptances of the Cup; and yet the plea is made
that a change which is imperatively demanded by all fair-minded
yachtsmen must not be made because the lastwishes of Mr. Schuylei-

must be respected.

The report of a new challenge for the America Cup, based on a
positive offer of a challenge in the event of the rescinding of the
present deed of gift, has renewed a good purpose in provoking a
difcussion of the whole subject. The more American yachtsmen
learn of the terms of the new deed and the manner in which the doc-
ument was forced upon the New York Y, C, the better chance there
is of a return to the true deed. The comments in the daily papers
tell the story of the great change iu public opinion, lu 18S7 but two
American journals, Forest and Stbbam and rhe New York World,
dared to say that the New York Y. C. was wrong both in making a
most arbitrary change in the conditions, and in requiring so much
from the challenger; DOW the course of the club is boldly discussed
by the leading daily papers.

At every fresh rumor of a change of the new deed the Boston
Herald rushes to the defence of the New York Y. C. with the historic
if somewhat time-worn remark of Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes, to the
effect that it is not any well grounded objection to the new terms
that prevents Brittsh yachtsmen from challenging, but the recollec-

tion of the "two miles of open water betweenVohmteer and Thistle."

When a man has an oppoi-tunity to distinguish himself by a clever
bon mot, it is asking altogether too much that he should deny him-
self out of regard for anything so trivial as the truth; and under the
ci: cum-tancps Mr. Forbes cannot be blamed for his remark. At the
same time all American yachtsmen know that this reflection on the
plucKand courage of their antagonists is most unjust and untruthful.
The last race for the Cup was flnis'aed at 4;30P. M, on Oct. 1, off the

Scotland Lightship, the entire fleet reaching New York about 6 P. M.
Within two hot;r§ lat^r a forinal notice of another challenge was
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handed to the secretary of the New York T. C. So far from being

deterred by the victory of Volunteer, the new challenge was penned

by the members of the Royal Clyde Y. C. before the wake of the two

yachts, including the "two miles of open water," had disappeared

from the face of tbe ocean.

Immediately on the receipt of this challenee a call was sent out for

a special meeting of the club, held three days later, at which all

matters pertaining to the America Cup "were taken out of the hands

of the club and entrusted to a special committee, the result beiug the

new deed of gift. The many changes that appear in that document

were made in the face of a 6r»ia fide challenge from i-eputable yachts-

men, which challenge was of course withdrawn when the terms of

the new deed were made public a month later.

On tlie eve of the sad cruise two years ago wblch was opened hy

the sudden death of Mr. Schuyler, the report was current that the

meeting between him and the officers and leading members of the

club on the flagship during the cruise would be the occasion of a dis-

cussion of the whole subject of the new deed, with a view to certain

change?. Sir. Schuyler's sudden death on the evening he boarded

the flagship of course disposed of the matter in an unexpected man-

ner, but there is good reason to believe that if he had lived through

the cruise the final and irrevocable terms of the uew deed would

have been materially altered, in accordance w'ith what were under-

stood to be his wishe=. Throughout a long life Mr. Schuyler was

noted as a particularly fair and liberal-minded sportsman, and his

influence in behalf of fair play for a challenger is on record in con-

nection with the early races for the Cup. In view of this lifelong

record.it isdiffl nilt to believe that in his last years he could have

indorsed something so completely contradictory of all the views of

himself and his fellow-owners; or that he fully understood the terms

of the document which was drawn up in bis name by the lawyers of

the coiumittee.
^

Within the past week a new form of water sport, akeady quite well

known in England, has been introduced in New York, which, if it be-

comes general, will add considerably to the excitement of yachting.

The only requisites are a large cannon of the most modern type and

a stretch of open water frequented by yachts, fishing vessels and

trading craft. In Eagland the hulling and sinking of small craft by

guns used in tests and artillery practice has become quite common,

some lives having been sacrificed. On Saturday last, in testing a new

lOin. gun at Sandy Hook, one of the three shots fired passed com-

pletely through the hullof a coasting schooner, sinking her so quickly

that her crew had barely time to launch the yawlboat. The decks

were thrown up and two great holes smashed in the stern and port

side, the vessel being a total loss. The crew were picked up by a

steam yacht. While this is the first serious accident, it is by no

means the first instance of reckless firing about New York and the

Sound by which the lives of yachtsmen and fishermen have been

imperilled.

The American Y. C. has met with tindeservedly hard luck this

year. On the day of the great steam yacht race the Sound was so

rough that one of the yachts declined to start, while on the day of

the annual sailing regatta there was not a breath of air all day. The

obvious way in which to avoid fuch mishaps in the future is to set

both the sailing and steaming events for the same day.

Boston City Regatta, July 4.

BOSTON—BOSTON HAHBOK.

The annual regatta of the City of Boston, sailed ofl- City Point on
July 4 brought out an unusually small list of starters, owing to the
bad weather, there being a heavy sea and a gale from N.W.^ Those
that sailed the course had a hai-d time, and their skippers deserve
much credit for making a race under such circumstances. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS CENTEBBOAEDS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Nimbus, J. S. Gushing a 4rt 09 3 14 03
Violet, H, J. MoKee 2 4fi -37 2 14 21

FIRST CL4SS KEELS.

HandseK J. K. Hooper. ... 2 20 15 l 44 .34

SECOND CLASS CEKTERBOABDS.
Climax. M. F. Kelley. 3 25 15 1 45 11

Minnie R.. T. D. Rice 2 40 07 1 58 S6
Stanley, W. L. Colson 3 48 20 2 08 03

SECOND CLASS KEELS.

Swordflsh, Hall & Johnson 1 ,34 33 0 52 33
lone, J. S. Poyen 2 41 38 2 00 83

THIHD CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Hazard, Pierce & Moody 1 20 33 0 .52 43
Good Luck, J. B. Earrell 1 21 48 0 52 55
Sea Bird, U. L. Joy 1 3 ) 50 0 57 19

THIRD CLASS KEELS.

Irene, W. E. Gordon 1 30 14 0 52 04
B. D., James Mclntyre 1 34 03 0 54 04
Astrea, R. M. Benner 1 24 32 0 54 18
Wahneta, Smith & Oobb 1 27 89 0 57 07
Helen. George Collins 1 27 Ofi 1 00 19
Judith, W. B. Pidgeon 1 28 35 i 00 34
Alcyone, O. S. Armstrong I 38 26 1 01 25

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning "

1 24 09 0 48 29
Magpie, C. P. Pike , 1 21 45 0 48 43
Modoc, H. M. Belcher 1 28 24 9 50 43
Scamp. H. N. Nute 1 25 25 0 51 07
Magpie, H. G, Otis 1 23 15 0 51 43
Arrow, W. P. Scott 1 33 25 0 53 53
Cadet, C. L. Smith 1 28 53 0 53 83

FOtlRTH CLASS KEELS.
Phantom. George M. Hazlett 1 31 53 0 58 .36

JIB AND MAINSAIL CLASS.
Alpha, Dunne, Brown and Hunt .1 14 49 0 43 05
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 1 16 36 0 46 22
Spurt, D. B. Pierce 1 23 19 0 53 39

SPECIAL CLASS.
Icurez. H. Jackson 0 38 03 0 17 44
Cutty Sark, M. Torrence 0 -39 10 0 17 48
Tantrum, F. L. Perkms 0 38 15 0 18 49
Annie, E. L. Rich 0 41 05 0 19 54
Princess, Samuel Ware.. 0 40 20 0 20 49
The judges were: M. J. Kiley, chairman: J. S. Gushing, E. A.

Paige, James Bertram, Joseph O'Hare, W. A. Cook.

South Boston Y. C, July 9.

CITY POINT - BOSTON HARBOR.

The second championship race of the South Boston Y. C. was
sailed on Saturday in a light southwest breeze, the courses being-
For first class—From starting point, leaving Red Spar Buoy No. 2
and Thompson's Island on starboard, Spectacle and Long islands on
port, Rainsford Island and Wilson's Rock Buoy on starboard; re-
turning, leaving Rainsford Island on port, Long Island on starboard.
Red Buoy No. 3 off Thompson's Island on port, to Red Buoy No. 4,

leaving it on its starboard, to finishing point; 13 miles. For' second
class—To Cow Pasture Buoy No. 6, leaving it on port to Buoy No. 7,
off Fort Independence, leaving it on starboard, to Sculpin Ledge
Buoy, leaving it on port; returning to Buoy No. 7, leaving it on port
to finishing point; 7 miles. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Quissett, W. P. Taylor 26 .08 I 44 00 1 15 47
Climax. M. F. Kelly 26.00 1 43 15 1 15 21
Violet, U. J. McKee 33.08 1 48 10 1 31 16

second clasl.
Good Luck, John J. Bligh 21.08 1 58 48 1 26 19
Awilda, WilUam McLeod , 24.09 1 S5 17 1 36 10
Julia, James Bertram 21.11 2 10 11 1 .33 00

THTBD CLASS.
Triple, James Cashing 18.05 2 04 24 1 85 46
Race, J. F. Berrigan 18 00 2 08 10 1 89 03
Maggie, Peter Cougal Withdrew.
The judges were Thomas Christian, W, El. Godfrey, N, R, Stone

and W, H. W, Cb-emngton.

Quincy Y. C. July 4.

hough's nbok—boston harbor.

The Quincy Y. C. regatta of July 4 was saUed under the manage-
ment ot the Quincy Y. C, the wind being strong N. W. The full
times were;

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed.

Gipsy, H. R. Drinkwater ) 37 45
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 1 28 47
While Fawn, A E. Jones 1 £9 55
Posy, R. G. Hunt 1 32 09
Adolpb, Henry Moebs 1 .33 38

JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Vanessa. A. Bigelow, Jr l 23 00
Exile, J. F. Small 1 23 21

.SECOND CLASS.
Magpie, J. S. Otis 1 21 40
Oppchee, W. P. Barker 1 22 20
Vision, George Crane 1 83 44
Niobe, A. F. Schenkelberger 1 23 48
Smoke, Rice Bros _ 1 23 51
Helen, R J. Sawtell 1 39 56

THIRD CLASS.
Midget, H. M. Faxon 1 19 55
Scamp, H. W. Nute, Jr 1 20 16
Imp, Geo. F, May bury 1 33 16
Flora Lee. C. D. Lanning 1 23 16
Don, W. H. Shaw 1 23 55
Dandelion, Arthur Adams 1 28 55
Mab, ,Tolm Shaw i 23 22
Elsie, Gordon M. Keating 1 29 16
bunoeam, Harold Faxon 1 33 27
The winners were: First Class- Gipsy, first; Moondyne, second;

White Pawn, thii-d.

Jib and Mainsail—Vanessa, first; Exile, second.
Second Class—Magpie, first; Opechee, second; Vision, third.
Third Class—Midget, first; Scamp, second; Imp. third.
The judges were George E. Pfeffraan and P. H. Gavin.

Savin Hill Y. C. Open Regatta, June 30.
SATTN HILL—BOSTON HARBOR.

The annual open regatta of the Savin Hill Y. C. was sailed on June
30 in a strong blow from S.W., all the starters being close-reefed, and
even then having more than enough wind. Only Exile and Alpha of
the 31ft. class were present, and as the former was not willing to
sta^t with but one competitor, there was no race in the class. There
were good races in the first, second, third and fourth classes, the
winners being: Wapiti, Magpie, Don, subject to measurement, and
Annie. The official times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected,

Wapiti, James Bertram 3 00 17 l 24 30
Ustane. S. N. Small 2. 05 lO 1 27 23
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 2 08 00 1 34 08
Fannie, E. P. Sharp .Withdrew.
Good Luck, J. B. I'arrel Disabled.

SECOND CLASS.
Magpie, H. S. Otis 1 16 ,33 47 10
Arab, W. F. Scott 1 25 a3 ,56 05
Trifle, J. F. Cashin 1 39 26 58 59

THIRD CLASS.
Don, W. H. Shaw 1 24 45
Agnes, James T. Bache 1 24 22 53 i9
Wink, Frank Gray 1 37 00 54 16

FOURTH CLASS.
Annie, E. H. Rich 57 29 23 44
Cutty Sark, M, M. Torrance 57 15 29 32
Princess, Samuel Ware .. Withdrew.
The judges were A. A. Sallow, L. A. Horton and ,Iohn S, Besarick.

Riverside Y. C. Annual, July 9.

COS-OOB, CONN.—LONti ISLAND SOUND,

The third annual regatta of the Riverside Y. C. was faUed on Sat-
urdav, but in such a light breeze that the race was anything but ex-
citing. The larger classes had butjfew starters, the chief interest
being in the open boat classes, Tattler beating Siren and Phyllis win-
ning in her class. The times were:

SCHOONERS—SOFT. CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Nirvana 12 47 03 5 45 03 4 58 00
SCHOONERS—70fT. CLASS.

Azalea 13 50 05 5 24 29 4 34 24
Peerless 12 53 35 5 26 15 4 33 40

SLOOPS -60ft. class.
Eleanor 12 47 41 5 28 55 4 41 14

SLOOPS—50ft. class,
Alcedo 12 46 07 5 27 40 4 41 33

SLOOPS—25ft. class.
Alma ..13 49 08 6 38 03 5 38 54
Merope 12 48 29 6 19 07 5 30 38

CABIN CATS—35ft class.
Gunhilde 13 53 39 4 55 28 4 03 44
Dawn 13 54 39 Did not finish.
Aura 12 ; 3 30 4 55 54 4 02 24

CABIN CATS—30fT class.
Almira.... 13 54 59 4 42 31 3 47 22
Myrtle 12 52 35 4 44 20 3 51 45
Oconee 12 54 47 4 46 41 3 ,51 54
Kittie 13 .53 34 4 50 .34 3 58 00
JSellie 13 ,54 59 4 45 45 3 .50 46

CABIN 0ATS-36FT CLASS.
Mischief 13 .55 33 5 11 44 4 16 11
Nahma 12 51 29 4 45 44 8 54 15
Pearl 12 51 33 4 47 66 8 56 23

JIB AND MAINSAIL—25ft. CLASS.
Sirene 12 51 14 4 23 07 3 31 53
Tattler 12 51 10 4 18 54 3 27 44

OPEN CATS—SOFT. CLASS.
Wilmerad 12 57 25 4 54 50 3 57 25

OPEN CAT.S—26ft. CLASS.
Gertrude 13 51 89 4 56 17 4 04 48

OPEN CATS— SOFT. CLASS.
Sadie 12 51 45 4 51 45 4 00 00
EflQe 12 51 57 4 51 13 3 69 15
Phyllis IS 54 S3 4 17 32 3 33 09
The winners were Peerless, Merope, Aura, Almira. Nahma, Tattler

and Phyllis, the yachts in the other classes sailing over. The
steamer Hazel Kirke carried a large party of guests over the course

Corinthian Y. C, July 4.
MAHBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY,

The sixtieth regatta of the Corinthian Y. C. was sailed over club
courses off Marblehead on July 4, the wind being very strong from
N.W., all of the small number of starters being reefed down. In the
third class the new Paine fin-keel Freak sailed her first race, but
withdrew after picking up a lobster pot on her fin, a similar mishap
befalling Reaper. The official times were:

THIRD CLASS,
Length. Elapsed.

Reaper, Benson 24.3 1 47 58
Sirocco, Fowle 26.6 1 52 41
Korali, Robbins

, 1 58 50
Freak, Paine Did not finish.

SPECIAL CLASS A.

Modoc, L. Ring 1 38 09
SPECIAL CLASS B,

Elapsed. Corrected.
Carl, Foster 1 31 65 1 31 55
Bob, Harding, 9m 1 32 50 1 32 50
Janet, Parker, 3m 1 37 20 1 34 20
Nancy, Taggard, 3m 1 39 00 1 36 00
Sculpin. Hardi"g, 14m 1 54 50 1 40 50
Voga, Morse ' Withdrew.

Southern Y. C. Cruise.
The fleet of the Southern Y. C started on their annual cruise on

Saturday, July 2, at 5 o'clock. The yachts ra?ed from the start to
anchorage at Waveland on Mississippi Sound that night, making the
60 mfies sailed with a fair southerly breeze within six hours and a
half. The flagship Zoe, Com. Gordon at the stick, won on time al-
lowance. The boats were at Waveland all day Sunday, and on Mon-
day, July 4, sailed in a regatta given by the Waveland and Bay St.
Louis (Miss.) Regatta As.sociation.
The race was started with double the required 5 knot breeze (S.W.)

at 12 M., and ended pell mell in a rain squall. The sloops Susie B.
and Montauk carried away their topmasts and the open sloop Lady
Luckett capsized. The sloops Annie M. (50ft.) and the Siren came all

the 'wray from Mobile, Ala,, but wpnW not eater the qoaiest, Tiie

sloop Nepenthe had nothmg to sail against. The cruise continues on
to the outlying islands of the Gulf and will last the greater part oftwo weeks. The times of the race were:

SCHOONER CLASS. SLOOPS UNDER 20FT
^

Elapsed. Corrected. Gypsie 2 81 15 3 19 13
X'ola 2 24 58 2 16 00 Toutsev 2 54 53 2 .54 5:^
H. T. Howard 3 31 01 3 21 51 White Wing... 3 17 00 2 58 15
Gertie 2 31 45 2 26 03 Susie 3 13 44 3 11 48
yolly 3 47 66 2 47 56 Edith 3 18 44 3 15.38
Hope 3 24 49 3 18 .53 Lady Luckett. Withdrew.
Nereus Withdre«-. catboats over 20ft.

SLOOPS, .30 TO 40ft. St. John 3 ,33 17 3 31 30
Stella 3 08 51 2 06 27 Maggie 3 00 43 3 53 43
Zoe 3 19 04 2 10 .39 fJarrie V 3 03 .31 3 03 31
Montauk 3 53 46 2 53 46 Emile Yell. . . . W^ithdrew.
Susie B Withdrew. catboats under 20ft.

SLOOPS, 20 TO .30ft. Yo Tambien . .3 55 36 2 50 34
Silence 2 10 23 2 10 83 .luanita 8 58 01 8 58 01
Nyanza 2 20 18 2 13 14 Geronimo ... .3 00 28 3 59 13
Bertie 2 ?8 29 2 13 07 Royal Flush. .3 00 34 3 59 43
Pluck* Luck. 3 23 44 2 17 16 Volunteer ... .3 00 14 3 59 53

Detroit Y. C, June 20.
DETROIT, MICH.—DETROIT HIVBR.

The opening regatta of the Detroit Y. C, on June 20, was sailed in
a fresh southerly breeze, with a heavy rainstorm at the end.
The course for the first, second, third, fourth and fifth classes was

from a stakeboat anchored abreast of the Park House dock, around
the Grosse Pointe Lightship and return, thirteen miles. For sixth
and double-cat classes, around the Dummy Light and return, eleven
miles.
The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

1 10 hd 3 28 38 2 18 38 2 18 38
1 04 40 3 36 48 2 32 08 2 31 43

SECOND CLASS.
1 04 08 3 59.25 1 55 17 1 55 17
1 05 18 3 07 13 3 01 55 2 01 56

,1 03 43 3 13 50 2 10 OS 2 09 42
,.1 09 56 3 29 35 2 19 89 2 16 37
.1 10 hd 4 05 00 2 .55 00 2 54 08

third CLASS.
1 07 43 3 17 55 3 10 13 3 10 13

4 01 55 2 59 47 2 57 37
FOURTH CLASS.

,1 06 55 8 32 53 2 26 57 3 24 1,3

1 10-hd 3 44 ,30 2 34 81) 2 34 31
1 04 58 3 57 13 2 52 15 2 51 23
1 03 48 Withdrew.
1 01 50 Withdrew.

,,1 01 53 Withdrew.
FIFTH CLASS.

1 09 05 4 18 53 3 04 47 4 03 29
1 05 02 4 09 35 3 04 33 3 04 aj
1 03 13 Withdrew.
1 lO-hd Withdrew.

SIXTH CLASS.
1 09 50 8 37 03 3 17 13 2 17 13
1 or> 08 3 23 14 3 18 06 3 18 06
1 06 31 Withdrew.
1 10 00 Withdrew.

SPECIAL CLASS.
1 05 05 3 06 31 3 01 29 1 59 39
1 08 48 2 13 31 2 18 45 2 06 31
1 03 46 3 16 07 3 13 31 2 13 21
1 03 03 3 19 15 2 16 13 2 14 00
1 06 25 .3 85 30 2 19 05 2 17 87
1 06 18 4 03 58 3 57 40 3 55 88
1 02 3t) 4 29 00 3 26 34 3 23 1 6
and North Cape withdrew to go to her aid.

Hammond. The lime-keepers were Louis Hilsendegen, J, A. Minne-
wegen, C. F. Fraser and Will Hayes.

New York Fishing Club.
RICHMOND VALLEY, S. I.—NEW YORK HARBOR,

On July 4 the .vachts of the New York Fishing Club sailed a race
off the club station at Richmond Valley, S. I., the times being:

SECOND CLASS.
"

'

Start. Finisih. Corrected.
Bijou, J. A. Hassmer 10 31 06 11 33 87U 1 10 6,3U
Florence, W. Lubeck 10 31 04 11 .33 37M 1 li 33U
Dolphin, A. Stroh 10 .80 54 Withdrew.

FIRST CLASS.
Bessie, O. Prohwein 3 32 04 3 49 25 1 16 06
Falcon, E. Vom Kofe 2 35 00 3 51 41 1 16 41
Lillie, F. Fredericks 2 .33 85 3 .54 14 1 19 34
Acme, Hy Fisher

2

8l 50 3 f 5 07 I 22 03
Salvator. W. Lubeck 3 31 30 4 01 23 1 27 19
Petrel, F. Peterman 2 33 21 Withdrew.
The official timekeepers were Messrs. John H. Loose and N

Engel, Jr.

Beverly Y. C, July 4.

MONUMENT BEACH—BUZZARD'S BAY.

The 185th regatta, second sweepstakes, took place at Monument
Beach on .luly 4. It had been blowing very hard trom the west, but
moderated before the boats started, the result being as a rule that
they started with too many reefs, but soon shook them out.
As Hector is the only first class boat in the bay, there was no race

in that class, and no fourth class boats appeared, it looks as if the
new Herreshofl' fln had frightened the whole closs; but as she has
not been delivered by the builders, and when delivered is likely to
sail in third class, to say nothing of the fact that she will be an ex-
periment in the water, ihe scare seems premature.
In second class Gynote again showed up well. She is vastly im-

proved, but was not ciuite good enough for the old Mist with her
overhanging stern. Torment was looked on by many as the winner,
but broke down after being badly beaten.
In third class Doris had been pared down at both ends and got into

the class, but does not seem quite up to Eina and Puzzle, who made
a very good race.
Second class course llM miles, third class

fluky.
SECOND CLASS.

Length.
Mist, G. H. Lvman, B. Y. C 37.10
Gynote, W. E. 0. Eustis, B Y. C. . . .37.03
LestrisXlate erawl),J. Crane,Jr. ,B.Y. C.36 . 04
Torment, C. C. Hauiey, Mon. Beach. ,37.01

THIRD CLASS.
Eina, John Parkinson, B. Y. C 22.04
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 2d, B. Y. C 32.09
Doris, John Parkin-ion, B. Y. C 23.03
Daisy, Howard Stockton, B. Y. C 21.01
Judges: N. H. Emmons, W.Lloyd Jeffries.

;.7J^ miles and rather

Elapsed. Corrected

.

3 03 46 1 53 05
2 Oil 04 1 55 48
2 17 17 1 05 38
1 19 44 3 09 03

1 37 05 1 26 16
1 37 52 1 26 58
I 38 45 1 38 14
Withdrew.

Eastern Y. C. Special Race.
A SPECIAL race of the Eastern Y, C. for invited yachts which do

not exceed 2tft. waterline measurement, or which do not exceed 35ft.
racing measurement, will be sailed froni Marblehead Rock on Thurs-
day, July 28, 1892, at 10:45 A. M., unless unfavorable weather necessi-
tates postponement. All matters connected therewith, not otherwise
specified herein, will be governed by the racing rules of this club so
far as 'hey may apply.

Entries, which must inclose the certificate of measurement from
the measurer of the club from which the yacht enters, muse he
delivered to the secretary of the club, Mr. William S. Eaton. Jr.. 38l
Franklin street, Boston, before 2 o'clock P. M on Tuesday, July 36.
Each yacht must carry a number, which wiU be supi:)litd by the re

gatta committee at the club house, upon each side of her maiiasail, as
near the center as possible.
Time allowances will be given at the rate of <'i„ of a second per

mile for each tenth of a foot racing measurement, taking the nearest
tenth. Racing measurements will be reckoned according to the
present rule common to the Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead and the
Beverly Y. C. The crew^ of any yacht shall not exceed five men. No
spinakers. shifting ballast, or outriggers wfil be allowed. One life
preserver must be cai ried on deck.
The prizes are: First prize, $50 and the medal of the club; second

priz3, |35, if five or more start; third prize, $15, if seven or more
start. Regatta Committee. Wm. S. Elton, Jr , Chairman; R. D.
Sears, P. T. Jackson, Augustus N. Rantoul, Henry H. Buck, Secretary
of Committee, 50 State street. Boston,

The ManayuDk, Pa„ Model Y. 0, s^led s, regatta on July 4 on the
Schuylkill Rlyej-,

. .
.i v =
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New York Y. _R. A. Cruise.

The New York Y. R. A. made a decided change of progi-arame this
year in arranging the route for its annual cruise, Lone isJand Sound
DeiDK abandoned as too far distant for a short cruise and t he vicinity
of the Lower Bay and the Dighlaiids chosen instead. x\IttiougLi the
waters are not so well adapted for yachtincc as the Sound, tlicy an-
swered the purpose of the cruise "much better, and brousht out a
good lleet. The programme of the cruise was announced ni the fol-
lowing :

General Order No. 1.—The annual cruise of the New York Yacht
Eacin.e Associri timi shall start on duly 4. Yachts shall rendezvous in
iTravesen l Bay oft Batii Keach on Saturday afternoon, July 2, report
to the fleet captain and remaiQ at anclior over Sunday, and sail as
follows:
Monday, July 4, to Keypnrt.
Tuesday, July 5, to Hiphlands.
Wednesday, July 0, to Red Bank.
Thursday. July 7, to Atlantic Highhmds.
Friday, July 8, to Sei\ aren.
Saturday, July 9, to BrooUlvn Y. C. and disband. This part of the

programme will be decided upon by the owners of the yachts present
at the rendezvous.
The start will take place at 10 A. M. each day. At 9.-SO A. M. a ?un

will be flred to prepare to start, and all the yachts must remain at
anchor until the slartine: g-un is flred. The first yacht reaching the
desiination ot the day will take ner own time of arrival, anchor in
Boine convenient place, hoist an ensign and take the time of arrival
of all the othi r j'-achts, all of which must pass between this yacht
and the nearest fehore. The record of each day's run shall be deliv-
ered to the ileet captain immediately after the arrival of the last
yacht.

In the event of a steam yacht accompanying the fleet the time of
all arrivals shall be t ken by the steam yacht.
Yachts desiring to leave the fleet must first obtain permission from

the admiral. During the cruise the iDresident of the association
shall command the fleet and act as admiral of the fleet, and shall
issue such orders as may be necessary. He shall also appoint a fleet
captain, wuo shall .-ee that iiis orders are executed.
The vice president of the association shall act as vice admiral dur-

ing the cruise, and in the absence of the admiraJ shall command rJie
fleet.

The admiral Shall appoint a fleet surgeon, who shall attend to all
sickness or accident to members whfle on the cruise.
The fleet shall be composed of a squadron from each club in the

association, numbered according to date of organization, and each
EQuadrori will be commanded by a commodore of the club rtpre-
seoted by the squadron, who shall receive all orders from the ad-
miral and execute the same

All yachts shall carry the association flag at the masthead and its

club flag at the peak, but yachts may display both flags at the mast-
head while at anchor.
The daily runs shall be subject to such changes as may be deemed

proper by the admiral during the cruise.
Commodore B. F, Sutton, of the Brooklyn Y. C , will act as fleet

captain during the crui.te.

Prizes wid he given to yachts making the best average runs in their
respective classes during the cruise.

A. J. Prime, President N. Y. Y. R. A.
The fleet assembled on Saturday in Oravesend Bay. bunday being

spent at anchor. On Moiiday at noon the yachts were under way for
Keypori, arriving at 4 P. M. The above programme was carried out
successfully, the fleet disbanding on Saturday.

Royal Hamilton Y. C, Queen's Cup, July 1.

HAMILTON, ONT.—LAKE ONTARIO.

The race this year for the Queen's Cup of the Roval Ha nilton Y.
O., won last year for the first time by Vreda, Com. Boswell, R. C. Y
0., was open.only to yachts of the 30ft. class, and was sailed over a
20-mile triangular course oft" Hamilton on Dominion Day. The wind
was west, quite light most of the time. Out of the fleet of fourteen
starters the most interesting boats were the new Fife ceuterboai d
Veaette, sailed by Mr. ^milius Jarvis, and Nancv, built from his
own designs by Mr. Thos. Daltonfor Mr. F. S. Malloch in ]8«9. Vedette
is new and hardly tried yet, but Nancy showed her speed in the lake
circuit m 1889, heading her class. Last year she was laid up, her
owner sailing a new 35ft. Daltou boat, Dinah, but in view of the
Queen's Cup being racod for by her class she has lately been launched
and fitted out.
Vedette had the lead at the start, the first leg before a light breeze

under spiuakers, but Erma and Nancy soon passed her, the order at
the first mark being Erma, Namcy, Echo, Maud, Vedette and Volante,
On the second leg, reaching, IN ancy headed higher than Erma. and
passed her to windward near the mark, Maud pushing Nancy, the
turn being timed:
Nancy. ....11 U :iO Echo 11 .30 .30

Maud B 11 Sb 30 Vedette 11 ;ja 00
Erma... 11 27 30 Volante 11 .33 30
Lotus 11 28 00
The wind freshened for a, short time on this leg, Vedette gaining,

the umes at the end of first round being:
Nancy 12 ]7 24 Maud B ^ Ig 34 ig
Vedette 12 23 51 Lotus , 13 26 09
Echo 12 34 33 Volante... 12 31 43
Erma .....12 19 (.5

After some changes in second and third places the race ended as
follows:

Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected.
Nancy 10 3 £0 21 4 50 31 4 49 21
MaudB 10 3 01 47 5 01 47 4 50 44
Vedette . 10 2 54 26 4 .'54 S6 4 54 26
Erma, 10 2 56 05 4 56 05 4 55 .54

Echo.. 10 2 56 56 4 56.56 4 56 2i
Lotus 10 3 01 37 5 01 37 " 4 59 41
Voh-nte ... 10 3 07 13 5 07 13 5 06 44
Chpper, Mona, Quickstep, Balona, Dolphin, Cariili and I'llaway

started, but were not timed.
Next year the cup will be sailed for at Kingston, open to the 40 and

35ft. classes. Nancy was sailed by Mr. J. H. Fearnside and the
Nadia's crew.

St. tawrence Y. C, July 1.

MONTREAL—DORVAL—ST. LAWRENCE BIVEH.

The first race of the St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, for the per-
petual challenge cup presented recently by Sir Donald A. Smith' for
an annual race on each Dominion Day between yachts of Classes A,
29ft. and 24ft., was sailed on July 1 over the club course from the
station at Dorval. The entries were:

L.W.L. Beam. Lenglh.
10 36.02
12 35

28.09}^ 11.6 32 5-i

27.01 11 31.01
25 10 29 06
S5.10 10 29 04
23.071^ 10.0 28.45
20 8 25.93
21.09 8 24.01
19.10 7 21.01

Valda, sailed by her owner, Mr. G. Herrick Duggan, woo; the times
being:

Start. Finish.
Valda 10 10 45 12 19 24
Viking 10 13 10 12 13 45
Chaperon 10 12 a5 12 49 30
Molly Bawn 10 11 30 1 04 30
Eagle 10 15 00 Withdrew.
Coquette 10 11 26 Withdrew.
Frohc , .10 26 30 12 52 40

Elapsed. Corrected."
2 00 03
2 00 35
3 83 15
2 46 0()

2 08 40
2 00 33
2 86 55
2 53 10

3 26 10 Not limed.
Eagle ran aground at the Chateausruay Buoy. This race was sailed

in the morniner, one ot the regular series races, being sailed in the
afternoon, Valda again winning.

Monatiquot Y. C , July 9.

WEYMOUTH, MA.SS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The club race of the Monatiquot Y. 0. was sailed on Saturday over
the club courses, the Vvind being fresh S.W. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Elapsed.

White Fawn, A. E. Jones.. 1 58 22 Moondyne. A. J. Shaw a 15 49
Posy, R. G. Hunt. 2 03 59 Gipsy, M. F. Drinkwater. . .2 18 41

SECOND CLASS.
Opechee, W. P. Barker... .1 ™ 10 Mab, John Shaw 1 59 50
Primrose, H. M. Faxon... .1 50 42 Dandelion, Arthur Adams 3 07 .36

Imp, W. F. ;.laybury 1 52 05 Asp. E. S. Hunt 2 08 50
Diadem, L. A. Hayward.. .1 52 16 Don. W, H. Shaw . . 2 30 00
Helen, R. W. Sawtell 1 53 08 Lora, D. E. Whelan 8 13 58
Asp broke the jaws of her gaff on second ieg. Com. Cavanagh's

new yacht was disabled while leading the first class. The sailing
lengths of the yaQht.s ^re i»ol; jet kiiown. While Fawu profe^W

ta,kes first prize in first class, with Posv second and Moondyne third.

Primrose wins fli>t in second class. Imp or Opechee second.
The .iudges were Hi='nr.v Gardner, C. G. Sheppard, F. \V. Cowing,

Dana Smith and L. W. Morrl.son.

Riverton Y. C, June 30.
lUVRBTON—DELAWAKin UIVKB,

The yncLts of the Riverton, Philadelphia and Coriothian yacht
clubs sailed a joint regatta on June 30, on the Delaware River, the
course being 10 miles and the wind fresh from S. W. The times
were:

'

SCHOONERS.
Elapsed.

hym, 0. D. Wilkinson, C. Y. O 1 51 55
FIRST CfCASa StOOPS.

Narounya, R. P. White, 0. Y. C 1 38 43
Schemer. F. S. Brown, P. Y. O . ..1 43 47

SRCOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Narina, W. B. Henry. C. Y. 0 ,1 19 51

Majorie, J. P. Edward, R. Y. 0 3 22 Si)

Mermaid, R. E. Tucker, C. Y. C 2 23 11

J. S. M,, M. K. Muckle, Jr., P. Y. C withdrew
c:lass a—open yachts.

Coronet. H. Yale Dolan, R. Y. C. 1 54 35
Mohican, C. B. Kugler, P. Y. C 1 56 18
Olga, A. W. Hansen, R Y. C 1 58 -38

Spray. L. C. Cook, H. Y. A 2 1.3 40
G. deB. Keim, G. dc B. Kejm, R. Y. C capsized
Nettie, O. M. Riddle. E. Y C disabled

c^la.'ss b— open boats.
Keystone, Geo. T. Gwlllia iii, P. Y, 0 2 24 20
Bonnie Jean, W. S. Grant. Jr.. P. Y. 0 disqualified

NAPHTHA LACNCHES.
Camera, F. G. Stuart, R. Y". C 1 09 35
Time, G. W. B. Roberts, R. \^ C ; 1 10 08
Amerique, C. A. Wright, R. Y. C 1 11 87

Volunteer Sailing Club, July 4.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.—NEW HAVF.N HARBOR.

Tnic Volunteer Sailing Club, of New Haven, sailed its first annual
regatta on July 4, over a four-mile course. The race was started at
1 :40 P. M. in a light northwesterly wind. The limes were

:

L W.L. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Veto, Com. Couklin 17.05 4 43 .30 6 06 00 1 23 30
Norma, Oapt. J. Jooss.. . .15.06 4 43 30 6 00 20 1 23 50
T_.ottie, Geo. Veruholt... .14.11 4 43 00 6 08 00 1 25 00
Lassie. J. .fobnsou 15.01 4 43 00 6 21 W 1 38 20
Belle, L, M. Uoi.aey .. ..13.05 4 42 00 6 55 00 2 13 00
Veto, Norma and Lottie sailed a very close race. Norma winninar by

corrected time. Anotner race will be sailed on Sept. 5, thi» three
boats making the best records in two races to be awarded flr.st,

second and third prizes respectively. Race committee, Webster fl.

Mathis, chairman: F. F.Upson, J. H. Jooss. Capi George Damon
,iudge. J. W. E. Johnson. Sec'y.

American Model Y. C, July 4.

The second regatta of the above club was somewhat a disappoint-
ment, d^ie to the action of the owners of the first class yachts, who
refused to start in the face of a northwest wind. True it was very
unsteady, a large bill on the northwest shore splitting it up and
causing it to come in spiteful puffs; but even so it would have been
a very pretty race, with a quartering wind on the ttrst half and a
close li.-vul on the last half of the ^ mile course. Five yachts showed
up at the starting line, and finally tearing the hard work before them
concluded not to sail over the course. The second and third class
yachts showed their mettle by starting, only two yachts finishing in
their respective clas.'^es out of four starters over the regular trian-
gular mil-j course. The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Marjorie ...11 26 00 38 17 37 Oi
Mai'ia Shoofly 11 35 30 35 42 35 42

THIRD CLASS?.

Jennetta 1 11 15 .36 08 86 08
Mischief 1 10 50 37 15 35 01
Maria Shoofly won in the second class by Im. 20i., whUe Mischief

won in third class by Im. 7s.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The White Bear Y. C, of White Bear Lake, near St. Paul, Minn.,

has arranged for a series of four boat races. The conditions are that
the yachts mu.<t be owned and run by club members, and entries
must be made to J. H. Eamaley, secretary. One race was sailed on
July 4, the other dates being: July 9, club trophy, now held by
Fortuoa; .July 23, club trophv, catboat cud; Aug. 13, club trophy.
The race ot July 3 of the While Bear Y. A. was sailed in a iieavy

blow from the east, the limes being:
SLOOP.S.

Elapsed.
Wapsie. Charlie Bigelow 1 49 40
Kitten, Sam Stickney 1 46 05
Hornet. Paul Gotziau ...... 1 49 30
Shark, Jim Elmer 1 14 43
Manitou, Gene Ramaley , 1 53 00
Fortuna, Doc Welch ] 43 18
Victorine, Dick O'Brien W.

CATS.
Nushka, Lucius Ordway 1 46 01
Kelpie, 0.-:car Taylor ...2 00 43
.Mischief, L Bement 3 03 00
Fortuna was disqualified for folding a mark. Shark wins, with

Hornet second. Nushka wins in her class.

On July 2 the sloop Vashti sailed from Hull on a cruise, having on
board Com. Herbert O. Stetson, Hull Cor. Y. C, Messrs. Russell
Field and Henry Wilson, and her regular crew. At J A. M. next day
she was off Monhegan, the weather being foggy, with a heavy sea
and very high wind. The yacht was under two-reefed mainsai'l and
storm jib, and when about 6 A. M. she was found to be noaring the
breakers an attempt was made to tack her. After the failure of
three attempts, she was anchored close inshore, her two cable? hold-
ing from 8 A. M. until 4 P. M., when she parted both and went on the
rocks on Whitehead Island, near Rockland, Me. All hands reached
the snore safely, but the port side of the yacht was entirely stove m
and her dinghy was wrecked. The party were cared for by Capt.
freeman Shea, of the Life-Saving Station. The yacht w?,s floated by
Capt. Snow, of Rockland, Me , and towed to that place by a tug
brought from Boston by Mr. Stetson's father. Com. John A. Stetson.
The yacht will be repaired at Rockland.

The following additional notice has been sent out by the Beverly
Y. C. to govern its regatta of July 29: "The club mle requiring boats
to be sailed by a member will be waived for this race. Special class
and third class sloops may carry five men. If no 25-raters start
special class will be at)andoned. and prizes in third class sloops will
be increased to first, $50; second, $30; third $15; fourth $iO; fourth
prize to be given only if eight ooats start, Beverly Y. C. rule of
measurement is the same as that of Hull and Massachusetts clubs,
and, except as regards spinnakers, ihe same as that of Larchmont
and Seawanhaka clubs. Additional course—If two No. 7's or No. 8's
are shown, third class and special class will sail same course as fourth
class. The regatta will be open to yachts not over 30ft.

On July 9 at 10:30 A. M. the fleet of the Eastern Y. C. started on its
annual cruise 10 the eastward, the following yachts making up the
fleet: Schooners—Mayflower, flagship. Vice Com. W. A. Gardner;
Uitana, W- F. Weld ; Constellation, Bayard Thayer; Fortuna, H. S.
Hovey; Marguerite, R. S. Palmer; CEoone, G. W. Weld; Triton, C. R.
Holman. Sloops—Wayward. David Sears: Bayadere, T. W. Merrill;
Barbara. 0. H. W. Poster; Thelma, F. B. McQuesten; Baboon, Geo.
A. Goddard; Elf, Henry Howard; Gossoon, Chas, A. Morse; Harpoon,
Adams Bros.; Polly, sir., 0. S. Eaton. Harpoon sailed from Boston
to join the fleet and will return to Lawley's alter the cruise to ship
her heavy board.

On July 4 a regatia was held at Onset. Mass., the times being:
SECOND CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Adelaide, F. Sherman, East Wareham34.00 1 58 04 1 31 33
Mary, H. Bloul, Chatham 2-1.00 2 11 36 1 35 15

THIRD CLASS.
Phenomenon, D.L.Whittemore,Boston23.04 1 02 49 42 35
Vivian, N. Huckms, Onset Bay 23.04 1 05 58 45 28
Marion. G W. Jones, Onset Bay ..23.01 1 08 45 48 15
Amy, Capt. Robinson, Onset Bay 23.04 Disabled.

The report has reached London from Australia that the steam
yacht Sunbeam recently sunk in Admiralty Gulf, North Kimberly
District, Australia. No particulars are given save that the disaster
w^as caused by corrosion of floors. The yacht is of composite con-
struction, built in 1874 and has l)ee3 made fanious by I/ad,y Brassey's
voyagas and books, '

-

The large sharpie Bristol, owned by iMr. Edward Ingraham, of
Bristol, Conn., is a typical Florida cruiser, beine built for the Indian
River and similar waters. She is T"f t. over.all, 73ft. 1. w.l.. 'Mtt. beam.
6m. draft forward and 27iu. aft. She was built by J. McPadden of
Melbourne, on the Indian River, in 1891, and cruised all last winter on
the Halifax and Indian Rivers and Lake Worth. She is schooner-
rigged and has a large cabin house elegantly furnished, ofl'ering ac-
commodations for a large party. The yacht can make about 8 miles
per hour and carries a crew of five. The large cockpit aftgivesspace
outdoors, a great con venience in warm weather.

The American Y. 0. held a race for naphtha launches on July 4,

over an 8 mile course off Milton Point. There were 8 starters, Louise,
G. 0, Smith, winning by 4m. Os. , with Sweetheart, H. C. Schriever,
second. On the morning of July 6, the date of the annual saiUng re-
gatta, there were present the yachts Iroquois, Peerless, Viator,
Azalea, Wasp, El Chico, Pyxie, Chippewa, Sasqua, Oconee, Phyllis,
Willada, Aura and Merula, with the regatta committee. There was
hardly a draft of air on the Sound, and the regatta was finally post-
poned indefinitely.

On the night of June 30 the Sound steamer Maine and the steam
yacht Nourmahal, now under charter from the Astor estate by Mr.
.T. M Waterbury, were in collision off Bartlett's Reef Lightship, in
Long Island Sound. The Maine struck a glancing blow on the star-
board quarter of the yacht, damaging the rail and plating somewhat.
The collision in sonie way stopped the dynamo on the yacht, arid
all the lights went out at once, cau.sing some alarm on board. Mr.
Wateroury and a party were on their way to the Yale-Harvard race
at New London. The responsibility for the collision has not yet been
determined.

The Massachusetts Y. C will sail its 146th race July 15 on Dorches-
ter Bay, the classes being as follows; Special—Jib-mainsail boats
measuring 21ft, waterline and under. Prizes $15 and $10. Sixth
class—Citboats measuring 18ft. and less than 21fc. witerline. Prizes
$10andJ5. Seventh class—Catboats measuring less than 18ft. Prizes
$10 and ,$5. Fifty per cent, of the prize money will be awarded to
any boat sailing over the course and having no competitor, and no
second prize will be awarded in any clas.s unless three or more start.
The race will start at 2:30.

Mr. J. R. White, of Rochester, N. Y., present owner of the center-
board sloop Onward, has sent the following challenge to George N.
Leavens, of Belleville, secretary of the P.a.y of Quinte Y. 0. : "I
hereby challenge the yacht Norah to a race for the Fisher cup, now
held by her, and desire that the race be held on the 15th or 16th of
.luly, 1892, if the owner of the Norah will waive Rule 3 of the condi-
tions of challenge as to the twenty-ftve day clause, and if not I would
name as the time .luly 30, l,t92, unless another date can be agreed
upon."

On .Tune 28 a catboat belonging to Chas. H. Pratt, of Glen Cove, L.
I., was found adritt and full of water, her boom broken end sail in
tke water. It was learned later that she was stolen from her moor-
ings by two men, of whom no trace has been found except two
satchels left in her cabin. It is not known whether the men escaped
from her in safety or were drowned in the squaU which swamped the
yacht, Her watertight compartments kept her afloat after filling.

The annual regatta of the Carolina Y C , of Wilmington, N. C,
was sailed on July 4. the finish bting timed:
Idler 1 41 56 Mamie B 1 55 48
Peggatty I 43 58 Comet , 1 39 44
Litt'e Alice .....1 53 10
The club hav ug abolished the three classes of boats and put them

all in one class, Idler was declared the winner.

The Baltimore Y. C. fleet, including the following yachts: E. L.
Barilett's Comfort, Capt. Dorry; Ella, steam yacht, Capt. J. D. Mal-
lory; Ibis, schooner, Capt. S. C. Townsen d ; Leon a, Capt. James A.
Smyser; Lagonda, Capt. George W. Coale; and Gaetina, Capt. F. W.
McAllister, has been on a cruise on the Potomac River. The steam
yacht Ella struck a wreck when near Solomon's Island, and was
beached for repairs.

The new Gardner schooner AIceiB is now in commission, and lias
been ac Boston, New London and New York, her appearance being
generally admired. Tue Gloriana bow is not a thing ot beauty in
itself, but the model is a very handsome one above and below water.
The trip from Bos on to New York proved that the yacht was over-
sparred, and she was taken immediately to Tebo's, where both masts
were lifted out and shortened 3ft. 6in. on the heel.

The Marguerite Y. C . of Menasha, Wis., elected the following
officers on June 25: Com., P. D. Lake; Vice Com., S. H. Vaughn;
Fleet Captain, W. H. Miner; Sec'y, Harry DeWolf

; Treas., Geo. IJ z.

Several new members were elected. It was decided to accept Com.
Felker'siavitation 10 join the Oshkosh and Fond du Lacyachts in the
annual regatta to bo neld at 0.^hkosh, July 16, for the cup.
The "Yachting Guide," issued each year by Andrew Thompson,

London, is a compact and convenient little vulumeof information for
yacmsman. containmg a great deal of useful matter, though much
of it is of course adapted 10 British rather than American yachting.
The rules and allowances of the Yacnt Racing Association are given
in full, also the rules of the Y^'acht's Boat Sailing Association.

On July 4 the Lincoln Park Y. C, of Lincoln Park, near Chicago,
sailed a race on Like Michigan with the following starters. Period •

winning with Alice secona: Period, Charles Monsall; Alice, C. O.
Andrews and D. D. Dutton; Louise, G. Poole; American (xirl, Berg-
man Brothers and Wood; Dragon. Lovedaie Brothers and Word:
Buaao, W. Todd.

The latest addition to the smafl classes in Boston is a 21ft. racing
skiff from the St, Lawrence River, imported by Mr. J. S. Poyen. She
is 3tt. 4in. beam and of canoe model. It sue is well sailed her per-
formance against the fins and splashers will be very interesting.
She probably carries 450sq.ft. of sail, the others carrying from 700 to
900.

On Julj^ 10 at 10 A. M., while Mineola, Mr. August Belmont, was
lying off the Corinthian station at Tompkiusvfile, S. I., her gasoline
stove exploded, injuring the deck and interior conslderabU . The
steward, John P. Smith, was badly burned and jumped overboard,
being picked up by Capt. Neilson, the club janitor.

The first race of the Provincetown Y. C. was .sailed on July 4 over
a i'lO-mile triangular course In a light breeze. The winners were:
First class, sloop Hersey U. Taylor, 2h. 8m. 4ls, ; second class, stoop
Etta, 2h. 30m. 30s ; third class, cat Duster, Ih. 33m. ais. ; fouritt
class, sloop R. R. Kelly, Ih. 51m. 33s.

On July 1 a yacht club under the name of the Lake Geneva Y. C.
was organized at Geneva, III., with the following ollicers: Com., N. K.
Fairbank; Vice-Corn., C. LeB. Withrow: Rear-Com., H. W. Marsh;
Sec'y and Treas , W. S. McCrea. Directors: Julian M. Kumsey,
George S. Isham and .1. Leiter,

The new fin-keel for Mr. Howard Stockton, for racing on Buzzard's
Bay, has been named Fin. She is 17fc. iwi. The Herreshoffs have
just sent away a centerboard 30-footer similar to Alpha, to ue raced
about New York. Tne machinery of the 1.30ft. steamer is in place
and tne cabin work is well advanced.

The fifth championship regatta of the Minnetonka Y. C, of Lake
Minnetonka, Minn., was sailed on July 3 over a 10 mile course, the
wind being light from the north. The .winners iu the various classes
were Wnite Wing, Bird, Idler and Ida. Bird is a Herreshoff Doat.

Pyxie, Mr. Oswald Sanderson, is now at Woods's yard preparing for
a cruise to Boston, where sne wilUsail in the regi-dar events of the
Eastern, Beverly and Corinthian clubs, and also in special matches
with Reaper and Vanessa, the two 31£t. fin-keels.

The St. Lawrence Y. C. of Montreal has issued a very neat year
book, a chart of the club's racing courses being given for the first
time. The club now numbers SiO members and a flaet of 51 saihn g
yachts and boais and 34 steamers.

On July 4 Luther C. Ward, formerly of the firm ot Ward & Stanton

,

yacht builders, of Newbiirgti, N. Y., died at the age of 69. The firm
built the steam yachts Radna and Polynia, and also the Shaugraun,
afterward Henrietta.

Com C. M. Connolly, of the Corinthian Navy, has bought the cut-
ter Pelican of Hugh Boyd, of the .Ytlaniic Y. 0. The Pelican will be
put in commission before Aug. 1 at Poit Jefferson.

The fast run of the Yankee Doodle on July 4 was followed by the
iuevitaole breakdown two days later, the steam pipe breaking and
carrying away the smokestack. Vamoose is out again after her
accidents.

On July 4 a catboat capsized on Ulster Park Lake, drowning Mrs.
Kellert, of New York, and Herbert Slater, who was in charge of the
boat.

Brunhilde, schr., J. J. Phelps, which has been under charter to the
Banamas' Lighthouse Service for a year, sailed for New York on
July 5, her cnarter having expired.

On the night of July 6 a fire broke out on the steam yacht Thyra

,

Com. Lawrence, American Y. C, but was extinguished by the ciew,
the damage being about $200.

Alpha has been hauled out at Hull for painting and to replace her
centerboard, which she lost m the latter part of the Boston City re-
gatta of July 4. She will be ready for Friday's race.

On July 9 the fleet of the AViathrop Y. C. sailed on the annual
cruise for Camden, Me. The yachts were Nimbus, Widgeon, Eva,
Qlara, Hattie, Signet, I«raiad, Alda, Marjon, Eclipse.
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The open reeratta of the Staten Island Y. C. on July 9 wa<! sailed in

a very lig-ht air, only two yachts finishing out of a fleet of six. Mamie
S. won by 57s.

The annual cruise of the Corinthian Y. O. of Philadelohia will be
through Long Island Sound, the fleet assembling at Larchniont on
July 6.

Duplex, naphtha yawl. Dr. C. M. Wilson, dragared ashore on July
3 in the squall and sustained some damage to her bottom.

The Citizens' Yachting Association, a new organization, of Detroit,

Mich., has just taken possession of a new club house.

The yachts of the New Bedford Y. C , Pointer, Nadir, Iris, Saracen,
Wanda and Tahena sailed on July 2 on a cruise.

Vice-Oom. Morgan's new steam yacht Ituna was spoken off Cape
Race on July 7, and arrived at New York on Tuesday last.

The Herreshoff ai^ rater Wenonah has made a fine showing in the
Clyde regattas, winning every race of last week.

The Jamaica Bay Y. C. sailed a race on July 4, the winners being
Beanie, Gil Bias Anna and ludian.

Tillie. steam yacht, has been chartered by W, H. Starbuck to H.
McK. Twombly, of New York.

Meteor, late Thistle, has had her channels removed and her spars
considerably lightened.

The South Bo.ston Y. C. will start on July 16 on its annual cruise for
Boothbay. Me.

Adrienne, schr., sailed from Boston for New Orleans on July 7.

The annual regatta of the Fall River Y. C. was sailed on July 4.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

9-3-3. W. C. A. Meet, Oshkosh,Wis. 23. Rochester, 8d Trophy Race,
15-30. Northern Div. A. C. A. trondequoit Bay.

Meet,Lake Couchiching,Can

AUGUST.
4-25. A.C.A.Meet,WillshoroughPt 27. Rochester, 4th Trophy Race,
6. Springfield, Cup. Springfield. Trondequoit Bay.

15-20. A. C. A. Meet, race week,
Willsborough Point.

SEPTEMBER.
3. Springfield. Cup, Springfield, 5. lanthe, Annual Regatta.
3. Brooklyn,Visiling Cruise, Pas- 8. Rochester. Fall Regatta, Iron-

saic River. dequoit Bay.
3. Orange, Ann., Arlington, N.J.

OCTOBBR.
1. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

The question as to the standing of a brass center'board weighted

with lead is a very interesting one, as there are indications in both

canoeing and yachting that the loaded fin, whether fixed or movable,

is likely to play an Important part in racing. We pointed out some
time since that the very wholesome restriction on weight of center,

board has disappeared from the rule, probably by a clerical error-

As to the present standard of the weighted centerboard, we are in-

clined to differ from the opinion expressed unofficially by the chair-

man of Ihe regatta committee, and to consider them as admissible

under the rule. The use of a limited amount of ballast in the certer-

LAKE CHJMPtiATN,

board has been fully recognized in the rules for many years. No
objection has ever been made to the hollow centerboards filled wilh

movable blocks of lead that were used by Ihe Toronto canoeists in

1883-4-5; they were admitted on the same footing as a solid gun-

metal board of the same weight; and wooden boards weighted with

lead have always been admitted under the rule. The principle of

extra weight of ballast in the centerboard being thus recognized, the

only question is that of form ; and if the lead cylinder on t^e lower

edge of the brass center plate js so fitted as to house completely

within the trunk, we should consider it as coming under the same
head as the ordinary heavy metal board of uniform thickness, which

now is not even limited in weight.

A CORRESPONDENT calls attention to an error in Rule 1, as printed

in the new Year Book, and asks for official information. While the

Year Book is considered as the official standard of all rules, there is

clearly an error in this case, as the sole change made in Rule 1 last

Noyeroherwa? the substitution of the word "cruisiog'*;for "geperal

puriiose." The limit of drop of centerboard was removed, but the
vote was afterward reconsidered, and the limit was left as before, at
18in. We print elsewhere the rule as our minutes, made at the meet-
ing, show it to stand, in effect unchanged from last year. The
trouble arose from the hurry with which much of the work of the
meeting was necessarily done, in which the racing regulations, as
usual, are the chief sufferers, they being considered after the ques-
tion of location, date of the meet, etc., are disposed of, usually at the
end of an all-day session.

The work of amending the i-acing rules has been very badly done
for several years, and it is time that more serious attention was given
to a matter of such importance. It is one of the most important
functions of the regatta committee to present to the executive com-
mittee at the November meeting a report which shall include in defin-

ite form all proposals for changes of the rules. The present regatta
committee is better fitted to deal with this subject than any that has
been appointed for some years, and they cannot do a better service

to the racing men than to lay before the executive committee a care-

ful revision of Rule 1. The rule has been vei-y carelessly meddled
with in the past, some important restrictions being dropped out for

no apparent reason.

We shall publish during the next month all the information obtain-
able in regard to the A. C. A. meet, and members will do well to

watch our coliunns for official information which can be given to all

through no other source after the camp circular has been sent out,

which will be done very shortly. Com. Winne requests us to state

fhat he will give personal attention to such inquiries in regard to the

camp as may be addressed to him. At the same time we would sug-
gest to inquirers that they make cerlain that the information has not
already been published before apply iog for it, as the commodore's
lime is well taken up just now.

On Saturday last the meet of the Western Canoe Association

opened at Lindenwald Point, Lake Winnebago, and on Friday of tnis

week the meet of the Northern Division, A. C. A , will open at Geneva
Park, Lake Couchiching, Canada. We hope to give full accounts of

each meet.

COM. c. V. "VyiNNE.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL MEET.

Willsborough Point.

OFFICE RJ^, 1893.

Commodore. 0. V. Wiunc, Albany, N. Y.
Sec'v-Tbeas., W. B. Wackerhagen, Albany, N. Y.

Central Division —Vice-Corn., E L. French, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Com.. T. H. Stryker, Rome, N. Y.
Purser, C. G. Belman, Amsterdam. N. Y.

Eastern Division —Vice Com., J- W. Cartwright, Jr.. Boston, Mass.
Rear Com., E. C. Knappe, Springfield, Mass.
Purser, R. A^^polonio, Winchester, Mass.

Northern Division—Vice-Corn.. D. B. Jaque?, Toronto, Can.
Rear-Com., W. F. Sweny, Kingston. Canada.
Purser. J. \V. Sitarrow, Toronto, Canada.

Atlantic Division—Vice-Cora., L. W. Seavey, New York.
Rear-Com., L. B. Palmer. Newark, N. J.
Purser, F. L. Dunnell, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Regatta CoMmTTEE-R. S. Oliver, Ford Jones, H L. Quick, E. H.
Barney and R. W. Gibson, chairman.
Camp S^ite Committee—W. H. Brown, W. E. Christie and W. R.

Huntington, chairman.

Transportation Committee—J. W. Sparrow. Dr. Sidney Bishop

,

W. S. Smith and I. V. Dorland, chairman.
Signal Oflfieer, Dr. Geo. L. Parmele; Ass't Signal Officer, H. R.

Tilley; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. W. J. Nellis; Official Photographer, 8. R.
Stoddard. Clerk of the Course, Geo. P. Douglass.
General Meet— Willsborough Point, Lake Champlaln, Aug. 4 to 25.
Division Meets—Central, Atlamic and Eastern, none. Northern,

Lake Couchiching, Can., July 15 to 31,

The birthday of the American Canoe Association is Aug 3, as it

was on that day twelve years ago that the little party of thirteen
canoeists, mostly strangers to each other, met in convention at Cros-
byside, Lake George, and organized the Association. Ttie coming
general meet will miss being a birthday party by just one day, as the
camp will be formally opened on Aug. 4.

The location of the camp of 189^ is already familiar to many who
were present at the same spot last year, and to many more through
the very favorable reports which w-ere spread by these formw, as
well as through the excellent photos made by Mr. Stodrlard, several
of which we reproduce by his permission. Willsboi'ough Point is one
of the most beautiful spots in a region famous for its scenery, which
includes the famed Adirondacks, Lake George and the Green
Mountains; not to mention Lake Champlaln itself. Tiae Point is six
miles distant from Port Kent, eight miles from Burlington, Vt., and
nine and one-half miles from Essex, N. Y.

It is a high rocky peninsula, a spur of the mountains on the main-
land, running north and south for four miles, parallel with the New
York shore, and forming on its west side a bay about one mile wide.
The point is covered with thrifty farms and farmbouses, but there
are no buildings within a long distance of the camp except the hotel.
From Willsborough station, on the Delaware & Hudson R. R., the
camp may be reached by a pleasant drive of nearly six miles. From
the camp is visible a wide expanse of Lake Cham plain, with the city
of Biu'lington opposite, the Adirondack Mountains immediately at
hand on the west, and the distant peaks of the Green Mountains on
the east.
The camp may be reached from Burlington, on the east side of the

lake, and on the we^t from Port Kent, the lake steamers from Port
Douglass, a special station of the D. & H. R. R., by launch, and
from Willsborough station by carriage. It may also be reached
from the various points on tbe lake, Plattsburg and Ticonderoga.
The D. & H, C. Co. will have a platform and small station, with a

telegraph operator in charge, ready by August just opposite the
camp.
The following is the time table to let off and take on pissengei's:

Going North.
Leaves'" N. Y. 7 P.M. Albany. 11 :15P.5L Arrives at Camp. 6 A.M.
Leaves N.Y.. 9;X0AM. Albany. ItlOP.M. Arrives at Camp. 7:aOP.M.
Leaves N. Y.. 11 :59P.M. Albany. 6:50A.M. Arrives at Camp. 11 :30A,M,

Going South.
L'b Montreal. 7:15A.M, Camp. ..11 A.M. New York 7 P.M.
Loaves* Camp 8:30P.M. Albany. ?:20A.M. Arrives at camp. 6:45A.M
*Runs Sundays.
All freight and baggage must be shipped or checked to Port Kent,

and then the owner can arrange with tne baggage man on train to
put oil baggage at camp station.

All freight, duffle and canoes shipped to Port Kent will be looked
after by the D. & H. agent, and if marked will be reshipped to camp.
Mark everything with owner's name. Port Kent, N. Y., A. C. A. Can?p,
Willsborough Point, N. Y.
R. R. fare from Albany and return, $ti.20; R. R. fare from New

York and return, |t0,30; Canoeists come on nigbt boat from New York
fare $1.50, and take the train that leaves Albany at 6:50 A. M. and ar-
rive in camp 11:30 A. M., they can purchase their certificate at
Albany.
The steamer Chateaugay, of the Lake Champlain Transportation

Co., will make trips as follows: Leaves camp at 8 A. M. for Burling-
ton, connects wittl Vermont from Port Kent and returns to camp
9 A. M.; leaves camp 9:15 A. M. for Port Kent. Leaves Port Kent at
4:2t) P. M. and arrives in camp at 5:15 P.M. Leaves for Burlington
and connects with the Vermont coming trom Ticonderoga and re-
turns to camp at 6 P. M., maKing a ferry between camp and Burling-
ton in the morning and evening at very convenient hours.
The steamer Vermont leaves Port Kent 7:30 A. M. and connects

with the Chateaugay at Burlington, getting tbe canoeist ia camp at
9 A. M., and the Vermont leaves Ticonderoga 1:25 P. M and connects
at Burlington with the Chateaugay, arriving in camp at 6 P. M.
The trip from Ticonderoga permits the tourist to vary his route and

pass through Lake George one way at an extra expense of but $1.50
The rates of fare for the round trip are very nearly as follows: From
New York, $10.30; Rochester, $11.40; Springfield, 88; Toronto, $17.
During August low rates from the West prevail. The railroad
tickets to the camp are good on the Champlam steamer from Port
Kent, Burlington and Ticonderoga. All of tbese npints are reached
by the D. & H. R. R. from Montreal on the north and Alnany on the
south, while Burlington is also in close connection with the entire
railroad system of New England.
The A. C. A. camp covers the extreme north en 5. o the point, on

land owned by Mr. E. K. Baber and leased him to the Association
at a nominal rental of $1 per year. The accompanying plan of the
camp, specially drawn for the Forest aNd Stream, shows the gen-
eral arrangement and the lay of the gro^md. Beginnine- at the ex-
treme end, the ground is quite high, rocky bluffs rising from 20 to 30ft.
above the lake, while the land slopes upward toward the center of
the point, this portion being quite heavily wooded. The fringe of
wood extends for half a mile along the east or lake shore, up to the
wharf just in front of the hotel. Within this grove is the ladies'
camp, which will take in a part of the point and the shore opposite
Pumpkin Reef. The bluffs extend along the west s-hore, overlooking
Indian Bay, and forming a fine point of view commanding tbe main
camp and the racing courses. Last year headquarters was located
on this high ground, as shown in one of the views, but this year no
tents will be allowed on the large open meadow which forms the
hill.«ide. The men's camp will be located in the place selected by
common choice last year, along the south shore of Indian Bay, where
a grove provides ample shade for those who prefer it, while there is

plenty of open space for those who prefer to camp in the sun.
The grove and beach in front of tne main camp are shown in two

of the views. Owing to the very low water of last year a wide and
stony beach was exposed, but It is probable tbat the wat«r will be
higher this year, covering the worst of this beach. A wharf will be
built, as shown, and a landing for canoes will be constracted imme-
diately in front of headquarters. The ground in the main camp
rises gradually and is very convenient to the beach, but high enough
to afford dry tent sites. Headquarters will be located nearly on the
site of the Puritan camp of last year, just inside the fence corner.
The road has been graveled, making a good walk to the pavilion,
where meals will be served. This is located between the camp and
the hotel, on the lake shore, and in a pleasant grove. Members
are at liberty to select such tent sites .as they may pre+er in all places
not reserved for pubUc use. These are the west "slope of the hillside,

PLAN OF A, C. A. CAMP, WILLSBOBOUGH POINT.

SpeciaUy drawn (or the Forest anb Sibeam by W, P, Stephens.
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the sruall grove on the beach in front, of htsadquarters, and I he open
space on the west point of Indian Bay It ia desirable to preserve
one compact and well arranged camp, and members are requested in

selecting tent sites to leave a clear road bnlween the water aud the
first row of tents, and to preserve ihe necessary passageways at con-
venient intervals between the various jiroups of tents,
Mess.—The camp mess will be under the direction of Mr. Otis, as

last year. It will l)e served in the large pavilion, and everything will
he as clean, neat and palatable as last year, generally admitted to
he thi' best yet provided at a meet. The price will be $1 per day, or
thirty five cents each for brealcfast and supper and lifty cents for
dinner.
HoteZ.—The WillsboroiJgh, formerly the Green Mountain View

House, manased by Mr. J Henry Otis, is a cosy and coatfortahle
hotel, located about one quarter of a mile from the camp. It offers
every convenience for lames anil chance visitors who do not care to
camp, and at the same time it is eotirelv free from the ohjeciions of
the ordinary summer hotel which brings a host of tourists aud
sightseers into the camp. Mr. OHs has been specially accommodat-
mg 10 the Assoei.iijoij, a id will do all in his power to insure tlie com-
fort of those i\ lio |ii efer the hotel to ihe eavnp. Jleais may he taken
at the hotel, or. if pipferred, with the canoeists in t he ]>avtlion.

No. 15. Sailing upset and maneuvering, no special appliances, no
limit to ballast; at signal throw over astern and recover paddle; sec-
ond signal, canoe to be heeled over until top of foremast touches the
water; canoes to be righted and cross fiuisb line under sail. 'lime
limit hour.

No.it). Paddling upset, usual conditions, no special appliances.
No. 17. Hurry scurry, run, swim and paddle short distances.
No. IS. Gymnastics.
No. 19. Long distance cruising race, two or tbiee days' racing,

about six hours each day, and cauijiing at night, each man with his

own outfit. Details of this event to bo decided at a meeting to be
held at camp Saturday evening. Aug. ti.

Note.—The events will not be called in the order of number.=. The
long distance cruising race will be made (if made ac all) between
Aug. and 12.

The sailing races will be taken up Monday, Aus: 15. if there is

wind, and continued, as long as wina is good, untU finished.
Paddling races will be called earlyon the Brst day it there Is no

wind, but if there is they will commence later that day, or on the
second day.
Events 15, 16, 17 and 18 will be called, if possible, on the afternoon

of Thursday, Ang. IS.

MAIN CAMP VIEWED FKOM OLI) HEADQUA IITEBS.

Ladief' Camp will be located the same as last yf ar, or the east side

of the Point and will he in charge of one active member and four

lady assocltt'le members, selected one from each division.

Wharf will be located on the bay side very near headquartei s.

Headquarters n ill be located on Indian Bay, at the approach to

camp from the main wharf,
^ , , u . ,j

Mail will be in charse of a postmaster at headquarters. Address

for all mail matter, '"'A. C. A. Camp, Wilhborough Point, Essex Co.,

N. \r."

Telegrapli station at hotel.

jrarfter.—A good barber at hotel. ^
. . ^

Dark Room at ho'el for the use of A, C. A. photographers.

Carpenter^; and Lubnrerfi have been engaged and lumber pur-

chased and tent doors and skids, etc , -will be built for members at

cost on applioatiim to camp site committee. Flag poles can be fur-

nished at a reasonable price. We earnestly request members desiring

floors to send their measurements to Wm. E Huntington, chairman
eampsitecommittee.Willsborough Point, after Aug. 1.

^ , . ,

Camn Store will he located near mess pavilion with a stock of the

articles usuall> in demand, and orders taken for articles not in

^'^Si'onoZs —The A. C. A. Signal Code will he used to convey all

inteiligencB from hearlquarters to the entire camp, the signal station

and poles being located at headquarters. Copies of the code may be

obtamed of the secretary. Price, 10 cents.

Gamp Rules.

1 A member of the execu'ive committee will act each day as

executive officer, and will be obeyed accordingly.

2 Daily before 10 o'clock tents and grounds must be put in order,

all refuse, papers, etc., must be ready for removal by the camp cart.

Members wiU be held responsible for the appearance of their tents

and the surrounding grounds.
^ t <• j_

3 The commodore and secretary wdl be at headquarters for trans-

action of business each day from 9 to 11 A. M. Immediately upon
arrival members will register at headquarters.

4 Flags will be raised at 8 A. M. and lowered at sunset,

!5 Tents may be located by owners, subject to the approval of the

camp site cotnmittee, and with due regard for the thoroughfares and

^'T^Camp will be open daily from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. Guests may
be invited by card, to be obtained of the secretary. Before 10 A, M.

and 5 P. M. no guest will be expecied iu camp except by invitation

for occasions specially announced on bulletin board.

7 Neither guests nor members from maia camp will be expected in

the ladies' camp before 10 A. M. or between the hours of 5 and 7 P.M.

At 11 P M, all guests and members from the main camp are expected

to leave the ladies' camp except when present by special invitation

announced on bulletiu board.
8 On Thursdays. Aug. 11 and 18, visitors are invited from 10 to G,

during which hours the rules governing admission of guests to camp
will be suspended,

9. Vi4ring boats must land at the steamboat wharf or at the head-
quarters, unless otherwise directed by officers in charge.

10. Taps will sound at 11 P. M. After that hour quiet must be
maintained in camp.

11. As these rules are few and simple as possible, the orderly and
creditable appearance of the came is intrusted to the members gen-
erally. Chas. V. WiNNE, Commodore.
JVon'-Memfeers.-By-Laws, Sec, 2; Every member attending the

general A. C, A. camp shall pay $1 for camp expenses. Non-mem-
bers when accompanying members may be admitted to the camp at

the discretion of the commodore and secretary, provided that, if

they spend more than two nights in camp, the members introducing

them shall pay $3 each, the same dues aud camp charges as regular
members.
Water Parade and Illumination.— A. special effort will he made

to decorate and illuminate the camp. The executive officers urge the
members to bring colored lanterns, flags and colored fire. Au illumi-

nated parade will take place if possible. The camp will open on
Thursday, Aug. 4, aud will terminate on Aug. 2i5.

Regatta Programme,
beguijAk events.

No. 1. Paddling and sailing combined, half miles alternately, total

three miles. Time limit, 1 hours.

No. 2. Paddling, half-mile, straightaway.
No. 3. Saihng, four and one-half miles, same rig and ballast as in

race No. 1. Time Umit, two hours.
These three races to constitute the record races.

No. 4. Trophy paddling, one mile, .straightaway. Exempt from
one-man- one- canoe rule.

No 5. Paddling, open canoes, not under 551bs. weight, single blade
paddles, one-half mile str.iightaway.
No. 6. Unlimited sailing race. No limit to rig or ballast, six miles.

Time limit hours. Starters in the trophy race to be selected from
this race. See Rule 5.

No. 7. Trophy sailing. No limit to rig or ballast, nine miles. Time
limit .31^ hotirs. Starters to be selected as by Rule 5.

No. b.~ Novice sailing race. No limit to rig or ballast, distance three
miles. Time limit li^ hours. Open only to men who have not sailed
a canoe prior to Sept. 1, 1891.

No. 9. Sailing, thePecowsic Cup. Four and one half miles, no limit
to rig or ballast. Time limit 3 hours. Winner of trophy barred.
No. 10. Saihng club race, distance four and one halt miles. Time

limit 2 hours. First three members of any one club to count. No
citib can be represented unless it enters at least three men ; all men
entered must have becomemembersof the club they represent before
the first day of the A. C. A. meet.
No. 11. Cruising race. Open to "greneral purpose"' or "cruising"

ctnoes, sailing and paddling combined, one-half miles alternately.
Distance three miles. Time limit IJ^ hours.

OTHEfi EVENTS.

No. 12. Paddling war canoe race. Details will be posted.
No. 13, Paddling tandem, half mile straightaway.
Ho, 14. Paddling club fours, half mile straightaway.

Particular attention Is called to tlie followinK rule and notice:
Role X —Paddling races shall be started by the starter asking:

"Are you read'V?" On receiving no answer, he shall say "Go." If
he considers the start unfair-, he may recall the boats, and any canoe
refusing to start again shall be distanced.
The combined paddling and sailing race shall be started in the

same manner, the word "t^o" being immediately followed by a gun.
RuleXIII.—Five minutes before the start, a signal will be given

and a blue flag hoisted, and four minutes later a second signal will be
given and a yellow flag hoisted, and one minute later a third signal
will be given to start and an A. C. A. flag hoisted and left up.
Any canoe which crosses to the course side of the starting line

prior to the third signal, must return above the line and recro.ss it,

keeping out of the way of all competing canoes, using the padrlle if

n( cessary; but after the third signal the start shall be considered as
made, and all canoes on either side of the line shall be amenable to
the Sailing: Rules. Canoes may take any position for starting, and
prior CO the third .signal, may be sailed and worked in any manner
(outside aid not allowed). A green flag displayed signifles that buoys
are to be left to starboard, a red flag means to port. The regatta
committee may vary themanner of starting at their discretion, but
all sailing races should be started to windv/ard when practicable.
The course flag if used wUl be put on a staff separate from the

starting flags.

The regatta ccmiuittee vyjll ;arrange for a division race of war

The A. C. A. Measurement Rule.
TSclitui- Forest and Sin-am:
What is a cauoe uuder A. C. A. rules? Material changes in Rule I.

of the racing regulations—which detuies a canoe—were made at the
executive committee meeting in Hoston, 1890. and published in the
1K91 Year Book. Under the rules then adopted there were three kinds
of canoes: Unclassified—racing machines— under which no canoes
have thus far been built, or races provided for them on the pro-
gramme, as far as I can learn; racing canoes, Ihe boats that have
generally lieen used for racing purposes, ami "general purpose"
canoes. The racing canoe, according to the ]891 rule, must not be
over Ifift. in length, over .SOin. in beam, or under 38in , and must not
draw over lOin, of water, and the centerboard must not drop more
than IS'in. below keel.
The lS9t2 Year Book states on page 39 that changes were made in

Rule I. at the executive committee meeting in Albany, Nov. 14, 1891.
It does not state what those changes were; but on pages 9 and 10 Ihfl

rule is printed, and it is quite different from that printed in the 1891
book. A hasty reading of this rule shows that there is a typograph-
ical error in it, and a careful reading develops the fact that the first

paragraph remains unchanged, but that the new matter is in the
teeond paragraph. The limit of drop of centerboard to 18in. is left
out--by mistake or on purpose it is impossible to learn—and the re-
striction that the board when housed must not project above the
coaming is added. The third, fourth and fifth paragraphs have not
been changed, I believe.
Now, the questions are, has the limit of 18in. been done away with,

and no limit placed on the drop of board? and did the committee
pass a rule forbidding the board to project above the coaming when
hauled up? These are points the racing men want to know about
right away. If the board cannot project above the coaming, is there
any boat, new or old, that can enter the races at the meet m August?
It is certainly a vital point to have Rule I. absolutely ti ee from errors,
and 1 would suggest that a corrected copy of this rule be sent to
every A. C. A member without delay.

Is lead on the centerboard ballast? and is It against Rule XIV. to
put it there? This is a question for the rega'ta committee to decide,
1 suppose.

Is the unclassified canoe entitled to enter any races on the pro-
gramme, and, if so, which ones?
Experience has shown that hot more than four canoes can start la

a sailing race around a triangle with half mile sides and have an
even chance of wincing. The canoe that gets the lead at the start, if
rnf^re boats than four sail, has by far the best chance of winning.
There is no chance after the start to make up even half a minute of
lost time; for while the delayed boat is fighting her way through the
fleet, the leader, unhampered, is increasing her lead all the lime.
The short course is in the interest of the spectators and not of the

canoeists. While it is. perhaps, inadvisable for the regatta commit-
tee to make any radical changes in the course this year for all the
race?, there is no reason why the trophy race should not be so laid
out that every one of the fifteen canoes entitled to enter should not
be given an even chance to win. This can easily be done. The dis-
tance tn be sailed is 7)4 miles. There will be several launches at the
disposal of the committee aud the A. C. A. owns a patent log.
Therefore, on the day of the race a course could be logged off-
after the start if necessary— 3?:^ miles to windward and return on
the open lake, or an L course, 3 miles to windward and back and 1)4
miles reaching. The start and finish would be where the whole
camp could see them, at d plenty of sea room would be given each
canoe to sail a fair race from start to finish. Nothing in the rules
prevents this change, aud, so far as I can see, there is no reason why-
it could not be made, and every reason why it should.

An Old Member,

Editor Forest and Stream:
The confusion which is said to exist in Rule I. as printed in the

A. 0. A. hook prompts me to direct attention to a matter which I

laid before the executive committee at Albany last November.
I then urged the necessity of an official standard certified version

of the A. C. A. constitution, by-laws and sailing reg lations. which
should be engrossed with enough space for the insertion of changes,
which changes should be only entered by the secretary and certified
by the commodore.
My suggestion was met by a declaration on the part of the com-

mittee that the book of that year was an official veision of the con-
stitution.
The present state of things shows that this action entirely fails to

meet the requirements. Nobody knows what is the official reading
of Rule I. The book is apparently incorrect, and there is no otficlal

document by which to correct it.

1 therefore beg to repeat to the executive committee my personal
suggestion, that a duly attested record is necessary.

BEACH OF MAIN CAMP. OLXl HE-^DQUAETEItS OPPOSITR Of< HILL.

canoes, if required, and will also arrange I'aces for any special prizes

offered by individuals. '

Notice, as to Punctuality.—"ihe regatta committee and their assist-

ants will make every effort to start races punctually on time; in jus

tice to those members who are at the line ready. Any canoe entered

may, if late, cross the line and join the race at any time after the

start, but will not expect the race to await her arrival. All mem-
bers will recognize the necessity of avoidmg those delays, which tire

out the punctual meu before the race begins.

Prize Flags.

TttE regatta cotnmittee of the American Canoe Association begs to

ackuowledge receipt of contributions, or promises of contributions,

for pri/.e flags, since the last publication in the Forest and Stream,
as follows, and to cordially thank the respective clubs aud members.
Yonkers Canoe Club S5. Prize flags: per Commodore C. V. Winne,

one each from Miss Florence M. Seavey, Mrs. O. Bowyer Vaux, Miss
S. B. Yair, Miss Fanny Ar?habald, Miss Christie, Mrs. W.P. Stephens,
five from Mohican Canoe Club. R. W, Gibson, Chairman.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership In the

A. C. A,: Northern Division.—John Agnew, Toronto; W, R. Hornell,
Luclinow, Ont. Central Division.—John C. Neville, W. B. Robeson,
Archibald McClm-e, Albany; Stephen Waterman, Providence, R. I.

;

Quincy Pond, J. Merrill, Jr., Boston, Mass.

The regatta committee itself is unable to decide questions which
will be tn-ought before it.

My personal impressions are, however, that the A. 0, A. rules
recognize for races, only such canoes as come within its classification
limits, but that in is a custom for the regatta committee to make a
race for any canoes, even unclasjifled, if any one should offer a
special priz.e for that purpose.
My impression is that the limit of drop of centerboard was not

officially removed, and that the restriction that the board should
not project above the coaming when housed was intended to apply
only to cruising canoes. It would appear that Rule XIV. forbids
lead on the centerboard and was intended to do so.

As to the triangular course, which has become customary in the
A. O. A , there are many things to. be considered besides rhe advan-
tages of the spectators. The small triangular course develops and
encouraees and rewards maneuvering power in the canoe, and skill-

ful handlmg by the racer. There is far more science in sailing this
course than once around a long course. It is well known that more
than once a race has been won by skill in handling a boat which was
not absolutely the fastest, and it is not in accord with mv experience
that only four canoes can make a fair start on such a course.
It is true'that blanketing is apt to occur in a crowd, but it is equally
true that it does occur even in races between two boats, and it can-
not be avoided except by providing each boat with its own separate
course, which would be absurd.
A radical change in the manner of laying out the course would

make such a different kind of race, and so affect the result, that it

should be made only after due deliberation by the au tbority of the
Association.
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Moreover, the uncertainty and confusion caused by the use of sev-
eral different courses, as compared with the simplicity of the single
triangle, seem to me to urge ttie latter method most emphatically.
All the A. C. A. sailing races should be sailed on the same triangu-

lar course, according to the established system which everybody un-
derstands, and which can be carried on without a hitch.
For the coming races the plans of the committee have been made

after careful deliberation, and it would be undesirable at this late
hour to make any radical changes. If an experiment isdesired. such
as a long L course, any member may offer a special prize and lay
out suoQ a course, and will in that way no doubt obtain satisfaction.
But it would be unfair to increase the work of the committee, which
every one knows is sufficiently heavy, by calling upon them to un-
dertake the experiment.
Let me repeat, however, that these opinions arc personal, and not

from the regatta committee.
To conclude I would point out that it is the executive committee

and the secretary who are the custodians and recorders of the A. C.
A. constitution and by-laws and regulations, and to them we must
look for the corrected version. K. VV. Gibson.

In order to save time, we submitted the first letter to Mr. R. W.
Gibson, chairman of the regatta committee, whose reply appears
above. Rule I. is incorrectly eriven in the Year Book. As we under-
stood the action of the executive committee at the November meet-
ing, the rule should read as follows:
Rule I. A canoe, to compete in any race of the A. C. A., must be

sharp at both ends, with no counter stern or transom, and capable of
being efficiently paddled by one man, and must come within the pre-
scribed limits, as follows: Maximum length, 16ft., and for that length
a maximum beam of :30in. Minimum beam, 28in. Beam may be in-

creased %ia. for each full inch of length decreased. No canoe shall

have a draft of more than lOin., except the unclassified boats, to
which class the limits of length and breadth only shall apply.
In centerboard canoes, the keel outside of the garboard shall not

exceed l^ln. in depth, including a metal keel band of not over J^in.

deep. The centerboard mtist not drop more than 18in. below the
garboard. and when hauled up must not pro.iect below the keel.

Canoes without centerboards may carry keels not over 3in. deep be-

low garboard, and not weighing more tnan S61bs. Leeboards maybe
carried by canoes not having centerboards.
Measurement.—The length shall be taken between perpendiculars

at the fore side of stem and the aft side of stem. The beam snail be
taken at the widest part, not including the beading, which shall not
exceed IJ^in. in depth. If deeper it shall be included in the beam.
The word -beam" shall mean the breadth formed by the fair lines of
the boat, and the beam at and near the waterUne shall bear a reas-
ODflble proportion to the beam at the gunwale.
The ''cruising canoe" shall be one which conforms to the above

conditions, and, in addition, has a well not less than 16in. wide for a
length of 3ft. Cm., with a sleeping space of 6ff., of which at least 5ft.

shall be clear. There must be no projecting centerboard when
housed. The sliding seat shall not be longer than the beam of the
boat, and no standing sail shall bfl used. The regatta committee may
rule out any canoe which, in their opinion, does not conform to the
spirit of these regulations.
The foregoing rules of measurement shall not be interpreted to

disqualify any canoe built prior to Jan, 1, 1890, which conforms to the
rules prior to"that date.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The fourth annual camp of the Owanux Canoe Association will be

held at Merwui's Point from July 23 until July 30. The races will be

held on Tuesday and Wednesday, and are as follows: Paddling, one-

half mile straightaway, paddfing tandem, combined sailing and
paddling, sailing on the triangle three miles with no limit to rig, etc.,

iip.set, lOOyds. and hurrv scurry race. The regatta committee are
Messrs, J. H. Rowland. G. H. Lauzzettle and 0. T. Gilbert. The camp
committee includes G. Foster Sanford, William Stark and S. B. Row-
land. On Wednesday evening of the camp week the annual meeting
wUl be held and prizes for the different i-aces awarded. At the con-
clusion of the meet the big camp fire will be lighted.

The neatest and daintiest of all canoe club books is the little white
volume of the British Canoe Association, the fifth annual edition of

which has lately reached us. The Association has now 170 members.
The book contains six handsome proto-gravures of the 1891 meet on
the Norfolk Broads. The meet this year will be on the Menai Straits,

beginning Aug. 15

The boathouse of the Brooklyn 0. C, at the foot of Fifty-fifth

street, Brooklyn, was entered the night of July (i by tbieves, who
stole a gold watcb and chain and apocketbook containing $13 from
a locker belonging to one of the members. Tne club house was
robbed about a year since, llie thieves being detected.

I would like to correspond with some one who would take a cruise

on Lake Michigan and perhaps Huron, in canoes or small boats dur-

ing July and August. House tent and camp outfit enough for four
or five, and could accommodate one light weight in my sneakbox.
Address, G. A. R., 47 Eleventh street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Mail and Times, of Des Moines, Iowa, contains a very interest-

ing canoe cruise on the Des Moines River by Messrs. Tac Hussey and
Walter Weatherly. Mr. Hussey is an old A. C. A. man, No. 79 on the

roll.

The July number of lAppincotVs Magazine contains an article on
canoe cruising, the sixth of the "Athletic Series," by W. P, Stephens.

Mr George P. Douglas, of the lanthe C. C. won the one-mile novice

bicycle race of the Riverside Wheelmen in New York, on July 9.

The National Rifle Association.

Editor Fcn-est and IStream:
1 inclose herewith copies of the correspondence m regard to

the withdrawal of the National ilifle Association of America aid
the holding of its annual matches at New Jersey, which spaaks

While the abandonment of Creedmoor by the N. B A. will

probably put an end to compfttitive shooting in New York State,

the N. R. A. will probably be maintained in existencp, but only as

the owner of the Hilton shield and other similar trophies which
will probably be offered for competition at tbe ranges of the dif-

ferent States so as to give all the national guard an equal chance.
The aggressive nssociatioa which has been the parent of the

various international matches and the founder of rifle practice

will, however, practically cease to exist. Geo. W. Wingate.

New York, June 30,

State of New York, Departmtent of Rifle Practice, 99 Fourth
Avenue, New York, June 23.—Gen. G. W. Wingate, Pres. N. R.A.,

Qit,y _gii-_To enable me toflx a date tor the State and Brigade
matches, I have the bonor to rf quest what dates in September
next the N. R. A. proposes to hold its fall meeting at Creedmoor,
L I. A reply by bearer, if convenient, will much oblige very
respectfully your obedient servant, B. M. Whtxlook, General
Inspector of Rifle Practice, S. N. Y.

The National Rifle Association of America, Temple Court,
cor Beekman and Nassau Streets (Room 400). New York, June 24,

IQQ'i _Gen. B. M. Whitlock, General Inspector of Rifle Practice, S.

N. Y., Albany, N. Y.: Sir—I am in receipt of your letter of the

gsii inst, requesting a statement "as to what dates in September
next tbe N. R. A, proposed to hold its annual meeting at Creed-

moor " m order to enable you to fix the dates for the State and
brigade matches. In reply, I have to state that the, dates assigned

by yon for the practice of tbe National Guard at Creedmior have
left no time unoccupied which could be used by the N. R. A for

its monthly matches or annual meeting. It has, therefore, been
decided not to hold any annual meeting at Creedmoor during tbe

present year, and the N. R, A. will transfer such meeting to the

State of New Jersey, where its exertions m establishing rifle prac-

tice seem to have earned for it a warmer regard than on the

range it created. Yours very respectfully, Geo, W. Wingate,
Pres. N. R. A.

New Y^ORK, June 34, 1893 —Gen. Bird W. Spencer, General In-

spector Rifle Practice, S. N. J., Passaic, New .lersey: General—

I

wish to inquire of you ofhclally whether or not arrangements
can be made by which the matobes which tbe N. R. A. has been
in tbe habit of shooting at Creedmoor, may be shot upon the

range at Sea Girt, New Jersey. The matches I refer to are those

for the Hilton Shield, the Interstate Trophy, perhaps the VVlm-
bledon Cup and tbe Judd Trophy. It is not desired by the N. R.
A to have any personal management of these matches, or to re-

ceive auy of the income, but simply that thev shall be shot as a

part of the programme of tbe New Jersey Rifle A8B(>i:Jatlon and
m its range, under the supervision of tl^e N. B. A, We think tbe

giving of these matches at Sea Girt will undoubtedly attract a
number of competitors to it, who would not otherwise be willing
to come. Yours very truly, Geo. W. Wingate, Pres. N. R. A.

State of New Jersey.—Inspector General of Rifle Practice,
Trenton, June 28, 1893.—Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, Pres. National
Rifle Association: Dear General—Incurs 24tb received. I have
had a conference tn-day with Governor Aboett and s-'cured his
approval to your proposition as therein outlined. We shall be
glad to include the matches in our programme, and you may
annonnce the completion of the arrangement as far as gone, as
ynu deem best. The details we will arrange later. Yours truly,
Bird W. Spencer, Inspector General Rifle Practice.

New York, June 10. 1892.- tieneral Josiah Porter, Adjutant-
General, Aloany, N. Y.: General—It is with the most profound
regret that I learn that the State lias taken steoa which have
practically resulted in driving the National Rifle Association
from Creedmoor, and may result in its dissolution.
The Association, as is well known, only maintains itself by the

receipts which it gets from the monthly sharpshooters' matches,
with which receipts it is enabled to carry on the matches them-
selves (at which large numbers of National Guardsmen qualify
without cost to the State) and to provide the prizes which induce
the mass of the National Guard to engage in these competitions.
The small surplus left and which constitutes its only income, en-
ables it to provide the prizes and to carry on its annual fall moet-
iug, which meeting always involves a loss of from S250 to S750.
The refusal of the new General Inspector of Rifle Practice to

recognize as heretofore the scores made in these mutches, pre-
vents their continuance, and in consequence prevents the holding
of the annual meeting at Creedmoor even if the assignments made
by bim of the range had not occupied the entire time which the
matches and meeting could be held.
The N. R. A. has therefore been compelled to abandon tbe idea

of having an annual meeting at Creedmoor and to close its oflice.
1 desiie to put upon record an earnest protest against this action

by the State as I cannot but consider it as calculated to be de-
structive of competitive rifle shootin.e in the National Guard and
as a necessary consequence to be injurious to all military rifle
practice. The etflcieucy of tbe National Guard organizations in
rifle shooting and the number of men who engage in it is in the
cities of New York and Brooklyn, in direct proportion to the elH-
ciency of their regimental teams, and those teams are developed
and trained in the competitive matches of the N. R. A. The
sharpshooters' matches did not interfere with the free practice
proposed by Gen. W^hitlock. No one was obliged to shoot in them
and those who did did so without expense to the State. An-
nual competitions In military rifle shooting such as those of
the N. B. A. are fostered among the citizen soldiers of all Eng-
lish-speaking people as of great military value, and I am unable
to see why the authorities of Naw York State should, upon the
twentieth year alter the estsblishment of Creedmoor, reverse all
its traditions and turn tbe Association out of the range thev have
(treated, which is the birth place of rifle shooting in the United
States.

,

1 cannot also but consider that this action by the State author-
ities is a practical breach of faith toward the National Rifle As-
Fociati''n. When we recently donated Creedmoor to the State it

was with the express reservation of the right to hold the annual
meeting and with the implied idea that we should be permitted
to continue our matches there as previously under your adminis-
tration. It was thought that it was possible that there might be
in the remote future a new administration which might possibly
interfere with this. But the idea that it would be done within
two years after the giving to the State of this valuable property
and by those who know the circumstances of the transaction was
too incredible to be considered.

I must say also that I think in view of our personal and mili-
torv relations, the position I occupy as president of the National
Rifle Association, and the criticisms which I will be exposed to
from Its members, in consequence of tbe part I have taken in
turning the range over to the State in reliance upon an under-
standing which is now ignored, I was entitled to have you confer
with me before a policy was adopted by the State which will re-
sult in practically wiping out the National Rifle Association and
abolishing all competitive shooting in the National Guard of
this section.
Of course (Ten. Whitlock is entitled to manage bis department,

but I respectfully submit that with all his experience in regard
to shooting matcers, it is not sufficient to justify upsetting the
whole system and ignoring those, without whose efforts there
never would have been any such position as that which he occu-
pies. Truly yours, Geo. W. Wingate, Pres. N, R. A.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpeeiallv Bevorted for Forest and Stream.l

Miller Rifle Club, Hohoken, N. J. Captain Puchard W.
Dewey, Wednesday evening, July 6. The appended scores were
made to-night in the regular weekly shoot, at the new head-
quarters of the club, new No. 423 Washington street, Hoboken.
The conditions were 10 shots off-hand, 2.5-ring target, possible 2uO:

D Miller 243. P. Liell 213, Louis Sohl 239, F. Brandt 2.38. J. H,
Krnse 238, Frederick Kloepping 235, August Meyns 235, W. Rogers
234 H P. Meyer 233, Henry Sflteureich 283, H. Vanderheyden 225

W ' Forkel 224, R. Zoch 223, G. A, Demorest 220, F. Kammel 220, J.

J beviti 315, F. Dunsteadt. The regular monthly meeting of the
club followed, after which an unusually spirited social session was
in order. The members are more than pleased with their new
be'>''quarters. Two 75ft. channels are fitted in with all improve-
ments, on the Zettler plan.

Lady Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J. Headquarters 423 Wash-
ington street. Thursday evening, July 7. Unusual high scores
were ihe rule to-night in the regular weekly competition for tbe
handsome and costly cake basket. Those ntade are below. The
conditions were 10 shots on rest. 25-ring target, possihle 2.50:

Pres Mrs Stadler .243 Miss L Pnen 243 Mrs J Vogel 239
MrsMMiller 343 Miss M Miller. ...241 Mrs M Meyers.... 230
Miss K Born 243 Miss T Sma 241

Greenville Schuetzen Park, Greenville, N. J., Friday, July 8. In
the regular semi-monthly shoot between the Newark Shooting
Society and the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey City, at tbe range
in the park mentioned above, the scores made were: Fred, C.
Ross N. S. S., 233; Michael Dowler, N. S. S.. 228; William Hayes,
N S S., 222; L. P. Hansen, E. R. C.,2l5;.lohn Coppersmith, N. S
S

'

313: William Weber. E. R. C, 195; James Hughes, E. R. C, 190;W B^rgerow. N. S. S.. 188; William H. Robidoux, E. R. C, 181

The conditions were 10 shots, off-hand, 25-ring target, possible 250,

distance 200yds. In the flag shootiing that followed the result was:
Red. White. Blue. Red. White. Blue.

Fred CROSS. 8 7 4 WKRobidoux 4 8 15
WBergerow.. 3 8 19 W Weber 6 4 12
JCoppersmithie 18 19 Jas Hughes... 9 8 35
W Haves 10 19 17 LP Hansen.. 6 14 13

M Dorrler....ll 17 11

The Greenville Rifle Club, Capt. W. H. Robidoux, are at present
bunting up new headquarters. They lost their last through some
trouble between the proprietors, Joseph Kaiser and Peter Vree-
land. The outcome of the matter was that the "house" was closed
up The matter will probably be speedily adjusted, and an amica-
ble feeling renewed between Messrs. Kaiser and V^reeland. The
handicap tournament among the club members will continue just
as soon as the club is again housed.

Many Hudson County riflemen attended the Newark Shooting
Society's two-days' shoot at Newark, .Monday and Tuesday, the
4th and 5th inst. They also captured a fair number of the prizes.

The Excelsior Rifle Club of Jersey City has completed all ar-
rangements for its annual open-to-all outdoor shoot at the Green-
ville Schuetzen Park. Friday and Saturday, Aug. 19 and 20,

through an unusually efBcienc committee. On tbe ring target
fifteen prizes averaging from |10 down to $1 are offered. Tickets
are $1 for three shots, best two tickets for first five prizes to
count. On tbe bullseve target prizes ranging from $35 to $1 are
up for competition. Premiums for tbe most flags and beat three
tickets consist of go, $3 and .$2. The shooting committee consists
of- First Shooting Master, L. P. Hansen; Second Shooting Master,
William Weber; William H. Robidoux, John Speicher, Ward J,

Channing and William H. Hallowell. The shoot will no doubt
turn out to be the success anticipated, as tbe committees and
members are working hard.

The Palisade Rifle Club, Capt. John Reinhardt, is continuing
it.8 weekly shoots at headquarters, 354 Palisade avenue, Jersey
City Heights, notwithstanding the warmth of the weather. Barely
possessing fifteen members they have among them a dozen men
who are deeply Interested in rifle shooting as a sport. The club
bas a committee at work making preparations for an outtng.

Tbe Shooting Club of the Sixth Battalion, Germania Schuetzen
Bund, W. R. N. J., have changed its headquarters from Moye's
Hall, First street, to August Meyns' Rifle Ranges, 423 Washington
street, Hoboken. They meet for practice every Saturday evening.
The change is for the better, as regards the locality and is nearer
to fche membefs' bowes,

The Hansen Rifle Club shoot weekly at headquarters, Wisch's
Schuetzen Ranges, 300 Adams street, Hoboken. The membership
of this club is dwindliog down lately, and unless new life is in-
fused in a short time, the Hansen Rifle Club is liable to "go up the
spout," to use a slang phrase.

The Hoboken Rifle Club, Capt. John H. Y^eck, elect a new set of
oftieers at next month's regular meeting. The present officers
were elected for a period of three months.
Rifle shooting in Hoboken has receivfd quite a boom. A club

which will be composed largely of German citizens, will be or-
ganized in Benger's Hall, Adams street, near Second, next week.
At present there are quite a number of clubs in Hoboken com-
prising the Miller, Hoboken, Hsinsa, Frieay Night, Shooting Club.
Bitallion and last but not leasf, the Ludy Miller Rifle Club,
which club possesses a membership of twentv, all of whom are
ladies. At present they are interested in a shoot for a bandsome
silver rake basket.

The Herman Rifle Club, have abandoned rifle shooting for tbe
summ'^r. At present they pass their spare time away in fishing.
Tbe raids they make on the finny tribe and fish dealers are some-
thing enormous.
The Hudson R'fle Club, Captain Henry L. Hansen, unmindful

of the warm weather, meet every Monday for practice at heati-
qurrters. Giles avenue, Marion. By the May, Ogpt. H. L., isn't
ic about time you passed over that plate. .Jay H. Kay.

Bellville Sharpshooters.
Bellville, 111., July 2 —The Bfllville Sharpshooters held

their tournament to-day and it proved to be one of the most en-
joyable shoots of the season. It was a success financially ns well
as socially. To Mr. D. Schneidewind are due the thanks of all
visiting shooters for the able manner in which the shoot was con-
ducted, and his untiring efforts to make everything pleasant for
the boys. Bellville has long held the reputation for her hospitality
to visiting sportsmen and their appreciation of the same was
shown by the crowd that came to-day.
The shooting was fast and furious from the ripening gun in the

morning until 5 o'clock P. M.. when most of the visitors left for
home on the evening trains; but a few could not resist the temp-
tation to stay over until tbe Fourth.

Ring Target.
Chas Baptie L Schweighoefer. .63 F Vogel fO
n' Lendi m V Rapp 63 SGDorman 60
Frank Kurka 66 Dom Wiget 61 Hprman Zuber...,.57
D Schneidewind.. .65 JohnMorf. 61 L Fr.<iuk 55
Otto Schroeder 63 Wm Batter 61 Frank Knapp 55
FredEtling 63 Robert Bethmann .60

Man Target.
Chas Baptie 91 Otto Schroeder. .. .83 Wm Bauer 74
FredEtling 91 F Vngel 81 F Kurka 73
L Frank 87 SGDorman 78 F Lendi 73
JMorf 8.') L Sohweighoefer..77 T Rapp 72
D Schneidewind... 83 R Bethmann 77 C Rubier .58
Tbe following prizes were won on the point target: Wm Bauer

$9.55 S. G. Doiman S8.50, D. Schneidewind $7.95, L. Sohweighoe-
fer $6.60, F. Lendi $5.05, C. Baptie 84 10. Namrod.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, July 9 —The Massachusetts Rifla Association belds its
regula- weekly shoot at its range tn-dav for rifle and pistol shoot-
ing. There was a large attendance of shooters and some fine
scores were marte by Messrs. Lee. Gushing, Daniels, Francis, Bur-
nitt and Bell. Tue shooting conditions were flrst-plass, good light
and not much wind. Below are to-day's scores in detail, 200id8.,
standard American tareet:

Seal Mednl Off-Hand Match.
H Cashing.. 87 E H Cnmey 79 SC Snow 77

S O Merville 88 D Martin 75
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.W C Spooner 79 M T Dav 78 A Law. 76

Seal Medal Rest Match,
F Daniels 113 B E Hunter lOH B J Cooke 103
O Moo re Ill AH BaHard 107

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J Francis Ill S Wilder lOT JW Soule 10;i

PTMosie,. 109 JFrench 105
All-Comers' Pistol Match-50vds.W O Burnite 94 S C Svdney 87 A G Stevens 84

LRAvay 88 H D Martin... .... 86 JBHobbs 83
Pistol Medal Match- -.50vds.

L Bell 93 J B HoDbs 88 D Martin 85
A G Stevens 99 L R Avay 87

Ea^le Badge Pistol Matoh-SOvds.
LBell - 91 AG Stevens 87 JB Cooke 86

Palisade Kifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of tbe Palisade Rifle Club, I. Reinhardt,
Captain; headquarters, 3.54 Palisade avenue; 25-ring target, possi-
ble 250:

First Class.
AMatz ...237 I Reinbardt 233 Reynolds 330
GGray 235 Bird 2.S3

Second Class.

CBhrk 237 H Rosenthal 805 JKehrwalt 202
C Engsbere 211 A Rossy 204

At the Tareet of Honor shoot of the Palisade Rifle Club, beld at
Shafer's Park, .lune 25. G. W. Graf won tbe first prize, a handaome
gold chain; H. Rosenthal second, C. BlVrk third, A. Rossy fourth,
A. Ma!z fifth, I. Reinhardt sixth.

H. Rosenthal, Sec'y P, R. C.

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City Rifle Team met for their weekly contest Tues-

day evening, at Burley & Erickson's shooting gallery, 146 South
Halstea^d street, Chicago. Conditions were: 25yds. 25 shots each,
open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts papBi- target.
Possible 300 points;
WJGibbs 268 A McBean 258 PEriokson 250
JPSBurley 264 Jnhn Polites 2r)G John Martin 349
Roy Taylor 263 W Frishie 253 ThosFord.. 249
C AHenkle 259
After the regular shoot a sweepstake was shot for and won by

Mr. W. J. Gibbs making a score of 110 points out of possible 1"20.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

July 14-16.—Second annual tournament, under management of
Wallace and Miles P. Miller, .Austin. Tex.
July 18-20.—Baltimore Gun Club, summer tour nament, at Tol-

chester Beach. Baltimore, Md.
July 31-33.- Independent Gun Club tournament. Plaintteld, N. J^
July 33.—New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League seventh

annual tournament, Claremont, N. J.

July 26.—Boston Shooting Association's tournament, under
management of Capt. A. W. Gore. Wellington, Mass.
July 26 28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Watertown, N. Y.
July 26-29.—Corry Gun Club tournament, Corry, Pa.
July 28-80.—Johnson City Gvm Club tournament, Jobuson City,

Tenn.
July 28-30 —Springfleld Gun Club tournament, Springfield, O.
July 29 —Dexter Park Shooting League team contest. Dexter

Park L. 1.

July —.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, team contest, at
Claremont, N. J.

Pelham Heights Gun Club.
Pelhamville, July 6.—The Pelham Heights Gun Club held a

private sweepstake shoot on Wednesday at 25 blucrocks under
American Association rules. S, C. Barnum was the winner. The
score

:

S C Barnum 11101lllOlOlllllOmoi 010-18
Dr J Hutchinson IIOOIIOIOIIOIOIOIIIIOIIOIO-IS

M Rodman 1010110110001001001001011-13

H Halsey 0010001010100601001000101- 7
Match between B, D. Barnum and Dr Hutchinson;

Dr HntcM»BQn....lOmonom-9 S C Barntim. 00,010000010-3
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Johu Parker, the ever popular "Jack," of Detroit, wites us that

everything is booming for the Interimtional shoot, to talce place at

Des bhree-Snos-Ka Island on August 38 to 3(i.

** *

Ami, by :h6 wav. "'.lack" has been con juring his brain for many
days to devise some equitable handicap for target oveuts; a handicap
Wliic^ will serve to protect the medium shot without i)uttiug a sure-

losins penalty on the man who ha<i superior skill. He has at la^l

worked out a' scheme which is so well thought of in Michigan as to he
adopted for U9e at the semi monthly shoots of the Michigan Trap
Shooters' League.

* * *

The handicap embodies a combination of the Interstate and North
systems, and is thus descrioed: In event Wo. I everybody shoots
trom known traps and angles. All who win or tie for first money are
obhged in the succeedins event to shoot as experts from traps Nos.
1, 2 and 3, unknown traps and angles; those wbo win or tie for second
money shoot in the succeetling event, as serni-esrperts, from known
traps and unknown angles; all others shoot from known traps at

known angles. Bv using traps 1, 2 and 3 for experts the shooter is

not out-gunned. This system was given a trial at Lansing, Mich.,
and suited everybody, this seems to be an equicable handicap, and
we can see no reason why it should not become generally popular.

* * *

Once moi'6 we will say for the benefit of our readers that we have
no space for publication of personal complaints concerning arms and
ammunition. We do not believe that the experience of one or a
dozen men is sufficient to properly demonstrate the fact that the
product of a firm is defective. Because one man buys a "Jones" gun
which bursts at the first fire it does not necessarily follow that all the
product of the "Jones" factory is defective. A hberal-minded sports-

man would refer lo the "Jones" flrtn. rather than to the public press.

Again, if a man wislies to know why his shoulder was bruised by a
charge of "Squedunk" powder he would be more likely to get the
information trom "Squedunk & Co." than from the e-'litor of a
paper.

* * *

i new gun club has been started by some of the hill sportsmen,
Spokane, Wash., under the name of the Cliff Park aun Omb. Jos.

H. «pear has been chosen president and Mr. D. S Cowgill secre-
tary and treasurer. The club intend to fit up their grounds on top
of the eliEE, the use of wbich has kindly bei-n offered by Mr. Dill-

man. They will put in the latpsC improved traps, which have been
ordered for them by Messrs. Ware Bros, from the East. They will

hold a regular shoot once a week, the day not having been fully

decided upon, but the club will allow no Sunday shooting.

* * *

The Baltimore Gun Chib members who are training to uphold their
reputation in the tournament which will be shot at Tolchester, Ju ly

18, 19 and 20, had a p entrance pool at Acton's Park on July 7 with
the following result: At 40 keystone targets Bufflugton broke 33, Dr.
Smith S9, Greener 39, Malone 29, Hartner 40, Cantler 38, Price 30, Snip
28, Grey 37, Edwards 38, John«on 28, Gilpatrick 36, and Nixton 23
Hartner, recording secretary of the club, won first money; second
money was divided between Dr. Smith, Malone and Greener,

At the annual meeting of the Inglewood (Mass.) Fish and Game
Corporation, the treasurer reported no liabilities. The assets in-

clude cash, eight buildings,',fuinisbings, boats, i-ights, privileges and
about twenty years' lease. The airectors elected for the ensuing
year are: Andrew S. March, President; Henry P. Brigham, Vice-
President; Samuel Shaw, Fred E Whiting, Lsroy S. Brown, Henry
E. Cobb, C. A. Hopkins, ];. Noyes Whitcomb and Joshua Knight.
Henry O. Cutter was eleeted treasurer.

* * *

The sporting men of Waukesha, Wis., have perfected the perma-
nent organization of the Waukesha Gun Club. The new organization
starts out with thirty two members. It is the intention to hold bi-

pionthly trap-shooting contests the first Jriday and second Saturday
of each month. OiHcers were elected asfohows: President, .Tohn C.
Land; Vice-President, K. S. Greengro; Secretary, Adolph Estberg;
Treasurer, William A. Qault; Captain, George Anderson.

* * *

The members of the Santa Fe (N. M.) Gun Clab held a shoot yes-
terday afternoon, north of the Santa Fe elevator. Clay pigeons
were used at a distance of ISyds. Following is the score" out of a
possible twenty-five: Peach )8, Myer 16. F. A. Foster 18, Babcock
lO, J. P. Foster 50, Spien 14. Gumly 14, Thompson 16, Sweeney 18,

Crube 15, Tolly 14, Eagan IT. Logan 18, Heflfustay 15, Furman 17.

* * *

The seventh contest for the prizes of the New Jersey Trap Shooting
League will take place at Claremont. N. J., on Saturday, July 23,

under the auspices of the New Jersey Shooting Club. The traps will

be in position at 8:30 A. M., and the team shoot wi'l be started at 3
P. M. The facilities at these grounds are unsurpassed and a big turn-
out is looked for.

* * *

At the annual meeting of the Watertown Gun Club, July 7, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Pres., O. M. Pad-
dock; Vice-Pres., A. F. O'Connor; Sec'y, J. C. Ayers; Treas. and
Team Capt, W. H. Tallett. The club is in a prosperous condition,
and is m iking active preparations for the coming tournament, July
26, 27 and 23.

* * *

Of the younger sporting associations in Grand Rapids, Mich., the
Valley City Gun Club is one of the most flourishing. It has a mem
bership of nearly forty, and many good shooters are being de
veloped. In a short time, as soon as a classification of members can
be perfected, suitable prizes will be offered for the best scores in
each class.

* * *

Considering the fact that the various gun clubs throughout the
country depend upon the trap journals for free advertising for their
tournaments It would he no more than just for them to reciprocate
by furnishing the said papers with the scores. At the Atlantic City
Sboot the newspaper men were obliged to sit down and copy every
score.

Henry Matz, of the Reading Shooting Association, which will en-
gineer the annual tournament of the Pennsylvania Slate Association,
August 9 to 12, says the shoot will be the best on record. Every
member of the Reading Association is an active worker, and as they
are all pulling harmoniously together, success is sure to be their por-
tion.

The fourth annual interstate tournament of Mississippi gun clubs
will be held at West Point, Miss., Aug. 912. Four days sport will be
provided. On the last day the championship of the South will be
decided in a race of 50 bluerocks. In addition to the sweepstake
*""0 in gold and several medals wdl be added by the management.

The Androscoggin Gun Club of Auburn and Lewiston, Me., enter-
tained the Bath and Lisbon gun clubs on the Fourth, a friendly
Boston target shoot was indulged in on the club grounds, but there
was no regular match. The regular shoots of the Androscoggin Gun
Club occur every Thursday afternoon.

E. H. Breintnall was unable to get to Atlantic City on account of
having to march his regiment in the Centennial parade at Paterson
N. J. If Col. E. A, Campbell is elected Brigadier-General of the Fii-st
Brigade N. G. N. J., Lieut.-Col. Breintnall will be promoted to the
colonelcy of the First Regiment.

As Charles Burbidge failed to appear to shoot along with A.llen
Willey against Messrs. Savage and Bates at Wiifimantic, Conn., on
July 1, Forest and Stream stands ready to pay over the forfeit to
Messrs. Savage and Bates unless good reason is shown for their
not domg so.

C. F. fearnes, of Wheeling, W. Va., is out with the following broad
challenge ; "I challenge all comers to a lOO-bird shooting match, gun
below elbow until bird is on the wing. I will lay odds of two to one
and shoot a match of lOO birds, 50 from right shoulder and 50 from
eft shoulder.

* * «

The Island City Guu Club, of Wlieeling, W. Va., has a team whicti
should hold its own with an7 five men in the country. Its score of
lie, made at Atlantic City, tees the score wa«Je by the teanj of the

Independents, of Plaihfield, at a recent shoot of the New Jersey
League.

* * *
H. Balsir and E. H. Garrison are matched to shoot agahjst 0. Fur-

gupson, Jr., and G. Morris, of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at 50
live birds each, 28 ond 30yds. rise, for $200. The match will be shot
on the Atlantic club's grounds at Coney Island, when Garrison names
a date.

***
The official orgati of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League failed

lo publish a line anent the League shoot at Plainfleld on June 30.

***
Forest and Stream, however, gave a full account of the shoot.

* * *
The Sipe & Sigler cup shoot w^as held at the grounds of the Cleve-

land Qim Club, July 2. The number of birds killed by Crockett and
Brett was 28 each, but a h8.ndica.p of one bird each was given, leaving
the score tied at 29. The cup was won by Crockett in the shoot-off.

The Young Men's Gun Club, of Parkershurg, West Virginia, has
elected the following officers: President, J. H. Dils; Vice-President,
Conrad Goetz; Secretary and Treasurer, G. M. Cover; Field Captain,
H. H. McVey. The club has blossomed out finely this season,

* * *

The.Brunswick Gun Club, of New Brunswick, N. J., thinks of locat-
ing a fish and game preserve in Pennsylvania. The club has an offer
of a mo it desirable tract, which a committee of members will be dele-
gattd to inspect at an early date.

* * *

Fn lion. 111. has organized a gun club and has sent out a challenge
for a match for the championship of amateur clubs of the State. The
Spring Valley ( Burea'i county) Gun Club has accepted the challenge
for a purse of $25 to $50.

* * *

George S. Atwater, a popular member of the Boiling Springs Fish
and Game Club, has met with a sad loss in the death of his seven
months' old daughter, Mabel, which Gccm-red at Massilon, Ohio, on
July 1.

I!. B. ORGAN,
President IlUuols State Sportsmen's Association. 1892-9.^.

All trains on the South Branch of the Central Railroad of New Jer-
sey will stop at the shooting grounds during the tournament at
Flemington, N. J., on July 26 and 37.

Johnson City, Teun., will be the Mecca for trap shooters on .July 26
to 30. This should be one of the biggest shoots of the season judg-
ing from the fine programme.

The East End Gun Club, of Houston, III,, has been organized with
J. \V. Smith as President; Robert Jankes, Vice-President; W. H.
Roberts, Treasurer; L. C. Palmer, Secretary.

* * *

The old grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club at Marion, N.
J., will soon be converted to other uses. The coming live-bird season
will probably be the wind up there.

"Court" will soon be in the vicinity of the metropolis worrying the
gun trade. And he will be accorded a rousing welcome in sporting
as well as btisiness circles.

* * *

Harry Thurman will hold a two days' tournament open to all and
no handicaps, on the Pier at Atlantic City some time dm-ing the early
part of September.

"Dutchy" and "Tee Kay" are up to their eyes in business booming
the shoot of the Independent Gun Club, to be held at Plainfleld, N.
J. July 31 and 23.

* * *
Shooters all over the Eastern section of the country agree with us

in saying that gun clubs should discontinue live bird matches from
June 1 to Oct. 1.

* * *
At the shoot of the New Jersey League on July 23. targets will he

charged for at the uniform rate of two cents each. This should help
fill the events.

The Baltimore Gun Club has put out an attractive programme for
its summer tournament to be held at Tolchester Beach, Md., July 18
to 20.

* '^ *

Frank Class has organized a gun club at Morristown, N. J. The
club wUl hold weekly shoots at the Morristown Driving Park.

Invitations have been received for the fourth annual tournament
of the West Point (Miss.) Gun Club, to take place Aug. 9 to 12.

The Michigan State League has adopted the bluerock targets, ex-
pert trap, Paul North's electric pull and the Parker handicap.

The annual tournament of the Corry (Pa.) Gun Club will be held on
July 26 to 29, and a big programme is announced.

The Harrisburg and Williamsport, Pa., and Statmton, Va., contin-
gents failed to materialize at Atlantic City,

* *
Paul North, the "ruddy faced chap" from Cleveland, O., will be

chief hustler during the Johnson City shoot.

* * -*

The Rod and Gun Club of Steuben ville, Ohio, spent a week camping
out at Toronto after the Fourth.

* * *

East Liverpool, O., has a new gtm club, which will hold weekly
shoots on the East End race track.

The Wawasec Gun Club, of Wilmington, Del., will engineer an ex-
cursion to Augustine Pier on Jtily 31.

* * *

Twenty members of the Knoxvil'e Gun Club have signed an agree-
ment to attend the tournament at Johnson City, Tenn.

* * *

The Parkway Rod and Gun Club will hold a shoot and picnic, open
to all, at Miller's Dexter Park on Aug. 28,

* * *

"Picus" will be one of the prime workers during the Baltimore
Guu Clnb shoot.

Tredway's new recoil block caught the fancy of the shooters at
A'lantic City.

.Joe Hunter says he will go to .fohnson City if he has to walk.
* * *

The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club will ba held at Marion on
July 22.

Newport, Ark., has a new gun club.

C. H. ToWNSEND,

The Illinois Rule.

The Bucyrus (Ohio) Guh Club will give a big tournament Tbursdsy,
July 38, ftt live birds and targets.

Chicaoo, 111., July 9.~In the Fohest ani> Stiieam report of the
Illinois State shoot there was comment upon ihe absurd rule
adopted in the convention, which rule pi ared all gauges at the
same score, without any handicap whatever. Dr. N. Rowe, editor
of the J mcrtcan Field, was the mover for this rule, aa was duly
shown. In the issue of the American Field for July 2 the said
gentleman editor replies in said paper to the aforesaid comnaent.
There is no doubt as to th° iHentltv of the writer of the reply
No member of the Amerimn Field staff can imitate that fine
Italian English, strive he never so diligently. To establish Ibis
coiut r need only quote the opening sentence: "The adoption
of the rule at the convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association, placing 10 and 12-gaupe guns at the same distance
tirought forth the remark on the following day, from a gentle-
man who was very much excited over It, that it had put
the question of ten and twelve gauges back twenty years, a
statement which could have been made only through not con-
sidering the circumstances."
A glance at this opening sentence establishes also further facts.

The reply of the editor of the American Field lacks candor and
a frank and cheerful manhood. It lacks logic. It lacks also a
tenor even with the actual facts of this case.
In the first place, the "gentleman who was very much excited

oyer it" is purely hypothetical. He is identical with ''tlie friend
I met at the Palmer House." He is a dummy. This "gentleman"
means really "the Forest and Stream report." For "back
twenty years," read "one hundred years behind the times." There
you have it. It was the Fore.st and Stream report that the edi-
tor felt constrained to try to answer, not a dummy gentleman.
The candid, frank and msnly thing to do would have been to say
an, directly and plainly. It was lack of frank and manly candor,
iuci a surplus of concealed but purely selfish motives, which in-
duced this gentleman and editor to move for the adoption of this
rule. That got him into trouble. A further exercise of the same
1 unentable weakness will never get him out.
In the next place the reply is illogical. When the gentleman

uses the expression "placing 10 and 13 gauges at the same distance"
'le is guilty of the logical fallacy known as "begging the ques-
tion." I cannot speak as to the early educational advantages of
the editor of the .^mericaji Fic/4, and perhaps lie does not know
what begging the question means. If he did, certainly he would
not commit so ruinous a fallacy in the first sentence of an explan-
ition meant to get him out of-a serious difficulty. If he did not
lie should take better thought. Certainly he knows or should'
know, and certainly all his readers know, or will know that this
was not the question ot "placing 10 or 13 gauges at the same dis-
t'nce,"hut of placing lOs, 12s, I63 20=, all at the same distance.
In short, it is the uuestion of abolishing all handicap in pigeoii
-hooting, for suns above 10 gauge are not to be used. The editor
stuck to the lOs and ISs because he thought tiat would be the best
sort of sophistry. Any sort of sophistry is bad, is ruinous, is self-
condemning when the facts are shown. The editor of the Ameri-
canField may fool himself, either through ignorance or intention
but he cannot fool the shooters of America nor of Illinois. They
will gee clearly through a misfit explanation intended to coyer up
a position taken for purely selfish and money-seeking reasons.
To evade the real issue m a case, to adopt a special pleading, to

,'liif t from post to post and not courageously stand and meet the
statements of the original bill of declarations—all this may avail
a lawyer or an editor who seeks only to save time and trusts to
Providence to save his case; but they do not win a case, and they
do not incite admiration or respect. Any explanation of an as-'
sumed position, no matter how unfortunate that position may be
must have a tenor even with the actual facts of the case. It will
not do to say, "1 have four potatoes and four turnips, therefore I
have eight oranges." The people ^yill not believe it. They will
detect the lack of logic at once, and suspect that the mover of the
proposition has neither turnips nor potatoes for the market.
To say so much is to (»ver the whole of the article in question. It

is not candid; it is not logical; it is distant from the actual facts. I
cannot find it in my heart to respect demagoguery which seeks to
justify demagoguery, and which insults so noble a body of sports-
men as the Illinois Association with such remarks as. "The Illi-
nois Association's rules are not national," . . . "The rule and
its effect are purely local." W^hat sort of pleading is it to belittle
a body of sportsmen actually the first in all the land, unless we
shall except the older organization of New York? No rules,
neither those devised by any sportsmen's organization nor by any
body of men are national, or can he national, for reasons that are
obvious. But this great Illinois Association is national in its im-
portance, and from it the shooters of this Nation have a right to
expect and to demand wise and well-considered action, and not a
chf-ap fffort to gain a few subscribers for a newspaper. It will
not lake the Illinois Association long, when it sees It is being
worked in so open-faced a manner, to show that it is national
enough to change this "purely local rule," and to change It before
all the world has had time to laugh at it.

To excuse this 10-gauge doctrine, as does the able editor of the
American Field, on the ground that it is purely local in applica-
tion, is not only slighting to the Illinois Association, but is of it-
self hopelessly illogical and absurd. No rules can he national,
but in shooting matters there are certain principles, which, if es-
tablished as true, must be national In their application. If a 10-
gauge gun is no better shooter than a IS here in Illinois, the same
gun is no better than a 13 in New York. If IO3 and 13s should
theoretically stand at the same score In Chicago, they should
theoretically stand at the same score in New York. If this propo-
sition is wrong in N»»w York, It is wrong in Illinois, if both States
are equally alive to progress. Therefore it is no defense of the
doctrine to call it purely local. That is inconsistent and absurd.
The able editor's syllogism has a hole in it.

In logic this hole is called a faulty middle. A homely illustra-
tion in point of this Is that ot the ancient sow which sought to
crawl tnrough a hollow log which led into a turnip patch. The
log was hollow, but also crooked, and both ends came out en the
same side of the fence. The animal went through the log several
times, but to its intense surprise remained always outside the
field. To this day It does not understand why It could not get in
to the turnip?. The defense of this rule on the "purely local"
basis is simply the act of going through the hollow log and com-
ing out on the same side of the fence. This simile is further sin-
gularly fl^ The editor of the American Field was after suffrages
when he went into the log, and he is after them now he is out.
But he will never get them until he finds a straighterlog.
Not content with the weak "purely local" plea, and not con-

tent with evading the comparison between the 10-gauge and the
le-gauge. which is quite as legitimate as that between the 10 and
the 12, the writer 01 this unique defense attempts to prove tM.
practical equality of the 10 and the 13-gauges. He says:
"The only advantuge the 10-gauge has over the 15 is a larger

killing surface, but this Is more than counterbalanced by the
greater facility with which the 13-gauge can be handled and
thrown on to a fast bird, and so make it.an easy bird before it

gets to be a hard one."
This proposition is much as if one should say, "Things not equal

to the same thing are equnl to each other." There is no hard and'
fast method of comparing the execution of 10 or I2-gauge8,
because the physical qualities of the shooters handling them are
not available as factors. As a general thing lO-gauges are handled
by powerful men, to whom their weight is no more than that of a
12-gauge is to a man of less physical strength. I know a very
earnest 10-bore man who claims that he does not "fire steady" at
the score with a gun lighter than his old 10-gauge, The matter of
quickness in getting on is also variable. The quickest man I ever
saw »t tbe trap shot a lO-'gauge, Now be has cbanged to a 1^
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gauge, but he does uot get his birds any closer to tb« trap. Now-
aday?, f ven withi the gun-below-the-shoulder riile, tiie gun i«!

practieaUy at the shoulder wheu the trap is sprung, and ths 10-
gauge mm gets on practically as quick as ihe 12. A study of the
June tournament would go far toward showing this, physical
differences of shooters duly considered.
1 tear the able editor at bar is rememliering the old days of gun-

below-the-elbovr-sbooting, when he was so ardent a 12-bore man.
A greater difference it) the qutcknei^s of handling the two arms
existed then, and a less need of handicap. To-day there is Ipss
difTerence in quiclsDess In gettirg oji, and therefore a greater
need of handicap. Yet what does our able editor do? lasteadof
recognizing this facr, which cannot he avoided, he reverses the
actual case for purely selSsh and pDlitic reasons, bars all handi-
cap just when a handicao is actually needed, goes back a hundred
J ears into the past, gets himself into an absurd position in trying
to cover all his difCerent policies, and then seeks absolution
through an explanation whose abstrrdity will attract more pity
than the original mistalie, which might have been excused by the
frank avowal, ' Gentlemen, I want popularity w'th you all, 10s,
13s and everybody else, and I will fortgo thought, progress,
record, or anything else for that immediate purpose."
The closing sentences of thtsremarkable editorial utterance are

as follow?;
' Therefore, the quick shot has been developed, ajid the majority

of birds are killed within 40yds.
"To do this and meet the changed conditions at the trap, the

gun must be hBudled quickly, and the light 13-gauare is the gun
only with which it can be done. It can, therefore, be seen that
the man with the lO-gauee gun is handicapped, for he cannot pns-
Fibly cover a bird as quickly as his equal in skill can with the 12-
giuge; and it wouJd be the rankest rot for any one to claim that
at 40vds. the 12-gauge will not kill any bird that the lO-gauge will
kill."
So we are informed that the "light 13-gauge is the gun only

["only gun" was probably meant] with which this can be done."
Really, the 10-gauge men will feel their toes stepped upon, will
they not? The able handler of two policies should be more care-
ful with his feet. And how about tne 16-gaugeaf Are they not a
"gun only" also with which this can be done? Is not a 16 gauge as
easily handled as a 12-gauge? If it can "be seen that the man
with the 10-gauge gun is handicapped," should not the man with
the 12-gauge gun be penalized"? And if the man with the 13 gauge
gun should be penalized, should not he with the IS gauge be pen-
alized still more? In short, should not the 16-bore stand at
33yds., the 12 at 30yds. and the 10 at 2Syds.y These are some of the
plain and logical conclusions to which so absurd a system of rea-
soning must bring us. The whole labored article reduces itself to
an absurdity.
Therefore it proves nothing.
With one statement of the article in question I can not for-

bear asklns space to file a speciQc exception. It quotes itself as
follows: "The battle of the bores has passed into history, and has
not to be fought now. It lasted many years, a-^ d ended in a vic-
tory for the 12-gauge gun."

I do not conceive that there has been any battle of the bore?, or
that there has been any "victory for the 13-gautje gun." I do
not conceive that there has been any victory for any gause,
although thfi r2-gauge is the practical standard of to-day. I con-
ceive that there has been a battle over the question of a handicap
between different gauges, and that th^ necessity for such ahandi-
cap has been accepted all over the world, long ago. It is ridicu-
lous to fight that fight;over again. It is

ONE HtrNDHBD YEAES BEHIND THE TIMES.

It is ridiculous for any man, especially one who would pose as
an authority, to gratuitously suppose that this fight has not been
fought, when all the world knows better. Indeed, it is almost
waste of time, almost threshing of old straw, to go over this re-
ply in seriousness. It is digoifying the ciupstion too much. The
principle of handicap is all of it that should be recognized. I

have no right to say that one gauge is better than another. T

believe a man has a right to shoot a 10-gaugs if he likes, or a
13 or a 16. Destroy personal preference and you destroy sport.
But destroy handicap and you destroy spnrt with equ'jl and with
speedier fataluess. Ir, is a principle as old as the Mexican plains,
as the Arabian deserts, as the R'jman hills. It is recognized
perforce in every form of sport, for the principle of fair play is

only another form of the prine pit of handicap. Every shooter
in America and every shooter in the "purely local" organization
of the Illinois Sta^e Sportsmen's Association must on thought
admit it. It is a principle that cannot be explained away even
by a writer who is careful and logical, far 1 as by one who is

unguarded, uncandid and illogical. It Is the purblind abandon-
ment of so well-established a principle which makes deplorable
this action of the Association at this most momentous time. It
is not in any sense a contest of the 12-gauge against the 10.

The facts in regard to the adoption of this rule seem to be as
follows: There was great discussion at the convenlion and the
10-gauge men, irate In advance at a merely supposed attempt of
the committee to force a heavy handicap upon them—an attempt
never really made, for a compromise, naming the old handicap,
was offered during the discussion—waxed all the more indignant
as the talk advanced. An ardent believer in the 13-gauge arose
and said that he thought a man who shot a 10-gauge handicapped
himself—a statement which is both true and untrue, since it can-
not be made general in its application, the individual man not
being a constant factor. Quick as a flash, upon hearing ihis
statement, an inspiration came to the mover for this remarkable
rule and writer of this remarkable article in its defense. It was a
strong 10-gauge crowd. Ten-gauge dollars were good. It would
be a great stroke to make capital with—the 10-gauge men also.

The no-handicap scheme would do it! Enough. The motion was
made. No handicap whatever, gentlemen, that ought to be fair
for all. The members, such as were left present, for it was now
late, were tired, disgusted, reody for anvthing. No handicap,
gratlemen, that ought to he fair for all. The weary disputants
did not detect the sophistry. With a whoop the motion carried.
There was no wisdom in its making, there was no deliberation in
its acceptance.
What men do in their haste they undo at their leisure.

E. HOXTGH,

Towanda Gun Club Shoot.

ToW.A^UDA, Pa., July 9.—An ideal afternoon for trap shooting
was July 4 on the grounds of the Towanda Gun Cluh, and a num-
ber of would be target smashers came to take adva ntage of it.

W.K.Park of Wilkesbarre, Pa., representing the Williesbarre
Gun Ho., was as usual one of the first to appear on the scene
loaded to "break em all." Look at the scores and see how he did
it. Joe Adams of Waverly, N. Y., came down but as he neglected
to bring bis reliable Scott gun could muke no straights. McOor-
mick of Ithaca, N. Y., who is a steady shot came to the front in
fine form. Dr. Keyes of Williwanna. Pa., always attends our
tournaments, but complained of making an unusual number
of "gooseeggs." In fact the shooting was rather difiieult for all.

Among other shooters from out of town were: Chas. Arm=itrong
of Arnot, Pa.; JoelParrott of Scranton, Pa ; Wm. Tynpll of Orwell,
Pa ; Hamaker, F. Welles and N. Welles of Wyalusing.Pa.; Griffith
of Foot-of-Plane, Pa,; James Emery of Evergreen, Pa. (Propri-
etor Evergreen Kennels); Montanye, Snider, Brown and Dittrich
represented tee home oluh. The shooting was from two bluerock
and one Keystone trap, rapid firing system, birds thrown hari and
varying somewhat in flight owing to trappers having trouble in
setting traps. Sweeps were aO and 75 cents entrance, 10 single
targets each except last two. Score as follows:

1 S 3 J, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Armstrong 1 6 6 6 7 6

Sayder 6 5 6 7 9 ,5 10 8 7 8 10
Purrell 4 .5 C 7 ,

Parrott 5 ,5 4 7 3 4 3 7 5 7

Montanye 10 7 9 7 8 9 8 8 8 9 9
McCormick 8 7 5 7 8 8 7 9

Adams 5 5 7 5 7 5 8 0 . . ..

Park 5 7 6 6 8 8 7 7 8 8..
Dimock 2 .. 2

Keyes 3 7 5 7 6 8 9 4 7 7 5

Brown 4 4 4

F Welles 5 5 4 . . 5 . . 8 6
Hamaker 3441.. 5 865
J Emery 5

N Welles 4 6 7 4 8 9 .. ..

Ditf.'-ich- • 5 7.. 7 7 7 8

Griffith..,. 6 .. .. 4 .. 3

Turner 5 • '

Shiner 6 .. ..

Match 12, 3 doubles:
Montanye 10 10 10- 3 Snyder 10 10 11— 4
Keyes 11 00 11— 4 Dittrich 00 11 00— 2
Hamaker 10 10 11— 4 Parks 10 00 00— 1

F Welles ,10 11 10 - 4 N Welles 00 10 11— 3
Match 13, 4 singles and 3 doubles:

Keyes .1000 11 00 10- 4 Snyder 1101 10 10 10— 6

Dittrich 1111 00 10 10-8 Parrott 0000 10 10 10—3
Hamaker 1001 10 1010-5 Turner 10 1100-8

W. F, DiXTBiOH, Seo'y.

The Fountain Gun Club.
WOODL.AWN Park, Gravesend, L. I., Julv 6.—The majority of

the members of the Fountain Gun Club did some good shooting
for the annual prizes, the best seven averages of the seafon to
count, R. Pbister. Jr., the winner of the (llenmire diamond
badge, kUled all his bird-? in good shape. Dr. Shields also shot
well, killing 4li out of 49 shot at dtiring the afternoon. The weather
was delightful for shooting and the birds a very good lot of fivers
The sweepstake contests were all well contested. Dr. Shield's. C.
W. Wingert and W. Lair getting the most of the boodle. The
scores:
PbPgular club shoot for hpst aver-igas for annual prizes:

H McLaughlin 1121200121- 8 Dr Shields 1012011211- 8
O W Wingf rt 1101212112— 9 J E Lake 1121111031- 9W Snbumacher. . . .0120130113— 8 Pv Phister, Jr 3312212113-10
H W Blattmacher. 0111111131— 9
Sweepstake shoot, $1 entrance, 3 moneys. 5 birds, 25yds. rise,

classified:
Dr Shields 11101-4 W Lair , 11231—5W Schumacher 20121—4 DrVan Zile .....21231-5
R Phister, Jr 12113-5 H W Blattmacher. 02022-4
J E Ljke 11101-4 C W Wingert 11111-5
H McLaughlin 11313 -5
Phister, Jr., Lair and Wingert div. first, Dr. Shields second,

Blattmacher third.
Sweepstake, same conditions:

Dr Shields 12121—5 W Lair 10220-3W Schumacher 10211-4 Dr Van Zile 10112—4
J E Lake 10112-4 H W Blattmacher 01111-4M McLaughlin 11201-4 C W Wingert 13111—5
Dr. Shields and Wingert div. first, Phister, jr. second. Lair

third.
Sweepstake, same conditions:

Dr Shields 11111-5 WLair 11021-4W Schumacher 11220-4 Dr Van Zile 23311-5
r>r Little 02110-3 H W Blattmacher 01101-3
.I E Lake imO-4 C W Wingert 11011-4
H McLaughlin 10012-3
Dr. Shields first. Wingert se-^ond. McLaughlin and Blattmacher

div. third. Referee, H. McLaughlin; scorer, O. A. Dellar.

Wauregan Gun Club.
PELHAMVii,r.B, July 4 —The Wauregan Gun Club having secured

new grounds at Pelhamville. N. Y., bad a good day's sport on the
Fourth in sweepstake and match shootinst. They started early
in the morning and kept the fun up until dark. The birds were a
good lot and a considerable number got away, especially during
the latter part of the day. The scores:

Live birds. Hurlingham rule.=, $3 and birds:W H Brickner, OlOol—2 110-2 GSilberhorn... 20212—4 000 -0
Sweepstake shoots, first S3 and birds; secand $3, 3 moneys; third

$3,1 money: No. I. No. 2. No. 3
GSilberhorn loSOO—2 00010-1
J Mills 10100-3W H Brickner 01 '01—3 21022—4
L E Miner 00021—2 12012—4
JJLoonie 20102- 3 lOoOl—

3

PBrennan 00102—2 02203-3
J Darling Colll-3
Fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth miss and out, $1:

No. 4. No. 5. No. 8. No. 7. No. 8.WH Brickner 20 20 0 0 10
JJLwnie 21 11110 0 21 0
GSilberhorn 20 0 0 20 ..

PBrennan 0
L Miner 0 232U 0 0 22
EValentiae 0
J Mills 12110 . 0
M F Brickner 3
George .... . .. lo

Sweepstakes, m'SB and out: No. 9. No. 10, No. 11. N". 13.
JLoonie , 1110 00 0 01111W H Brickner 11320
L Miner..... 110 Oo 100 0o013
P Brennan 0 .. ...

J Tiernan 21232 03 102 10021
Sweepstake, 3 birds, ties shot off: L. Miner 3, J. J, Loonie 3, W.

H. Brickner 3, G, Gilbert 3. Brickner won tie.

The Hollywood Shooters.
The Independence Club had its third shoot of the season at

Hollywood on Julv 8. It attracted a brilliant galaxy of Long
Branch fashion and a score of crack marksmen. The conditions
were 15 birds, entrance .$20, 70 per cent, of the total amount to go
to the winner, and 30 per cent, to the second man. The m^tch
resulted in a tie for first place between E.G. Murphy and J. S.
Williams, both of New York, each killing 14 birds out of 15. In-
stead of shooting the tie off they decided to divide the prize
money equally. £ red Hoey and C. Dolan each killed 13 birds.
The fcores:
E G Murphy (30yds.) 102232221322222-14
J S William.s (SOyds) 211123202221213-14
Fred Hoey (3yd. ) 312232322202220-13
Clarence Dolan (28yds) 313122033122201-13W W Leonard (22ydt) 132100332210331-12W Wilson (28yds) OOOw.
Capt Money (30yds) lOOw.
Gould Hoyt (20yd8) 332220212101w.
B R Kittredge (:22yds) 0110 w.
There was a st cond match, free for all, for the Moet and Chan-

don prize. Conditions, 5 birds at 30yds. rise, the prize for the
winner being three capes of champagne, presented by George K.
Kessler. There were fifteen entries. Cap'. Money, Fred Hoey, J.
S. William=i and W. P. Thompson were tied for first place with a

record of 5 straiffht for each. Cap •. Money won on the shoot off
with a score of 11 birds straight. John S. Hoey was referee.

The Acme Gun Club.

Dexteb Park, L. 1., July 5.—The members of the Acme Gun
Club held their monthly competition for|theannual|prizes to-day,
the best average of the two shoots to counf. Tlie attendance
was small and the shooting was not up to their u^ual average.
The score:
First club shoot, 5 live birds, H, & T. traps:

H Lemalre UlOl-4 C Horney 11011 -4
T Short 11111-5 J Link 11111-5
F Rausch 11111—5 C Dethloff 00111-3
C Munk... 11001-3
Club shoot at 20 targ 'ts, annual prizes, 18yd«.

:

CStnetzlelOOUXlOOOlOOOOinOlO- 7 LsMaire..l00110i01100001inOOO— 8

J Link .- .OlOOOOOUlOOUOOUO-ll C Horney 01000000000111100000—

4

e Dethloffll 100101001000100001— 8 .11 Reach, .OOOnoOOOOOOOOOOOOCOO- 0
CMuQk..001001000000lC1000nO— 4: Lyon 10 10111111111100011 -15
T Short. .-OOlllOllllOOOOllOlOl—11 Monroe. . .OOOOOOIOOIOOOOOIOOCO— 3
F Rausca.l0111011ll00100(X)100-10
Sweepstakes, 6 targets each:12 3k 1 3 S U

C Dethloff... ... 3 2 8 3 C Stuetzle 2 3 5 2
S Lyons 3 4 4 5 C Monk 1

J Link 2 3 1 .. F Short 3 3 5 ..

F Rausch 4 13 5 C Horney 2 3
In the first sweep Link won third money on the shoot-off. In

No. 2 Short won second; in No. 3 Short won first; in No. 4 Lyons
won first.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

WOODLAWN Pabk, L. I., July 9.—The weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club at 20 keystone targets each resulted in D. Ben-
nett winning the gold medal and D. Deacon and C. A. Sykes lied
with 13 each. Bennftt bjing allowed a handicap of one bird, took
the first, the other two shot off for second. The score:
Twenty clav birds 20vda. rite. 3 trap :

W Sykes.. OlOOlOllClOOOOn 10100- 8 J Adams. OOOlOlOllOlOOOOOOOOi- 5

Dpacon...llll000110nil]0')110-13 No&trand.lOllOllOOlOO OlOUOn—10
*A AdamsOOllOIOliOlOUOOlOll—11 B°nnei t. ..lOOlOOlOllUOmillO-14

*Ford ....OOnoOOOllOOlO1011001- 7 C Sykes. .11100100110111110110-13

P Adams. 00001001010. O lOlOJO— 7

Ties for second place. Deacon anp C. A. Sykea.
*Not members.

A New Forest and Stream Club.

Mabysville, Wash., Jun« 30 —Last Monday the Forest and
Stream Bod and Gun Club of MarysviUe was organized with ten
member '. Constitution and by-laws w^re adapted and the follow-
ing officers were elected: President, Edmund Smith; Vice-Presi-

' dent, H. B. Myers; Secretary and Trea'-urer, C. H. Schaefer;
I Directors—C. A. Creese, F. C. Bertois and M. P. Shea, The objects
of the club are recreation and the protection of fish and game.

I The cjub makes a creditable showing for a small town,

Northwestern Shots.
Tacom.a, Washington, July 4.-Seattle, Whatcom, Victoria and

Tacoma were represented at the i rap tournament under the aus-
pices of the Tacoma Bifle, Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma kept up
her record by carrying off the honors of the team shoor, as wellasm the general averages. The prizes aggregated MOO in cash,
and an additional |,500 in extras donated in cash, and nearly $500
in articles contributed in prizes. The wind was quite strong,
interfeiing slightly with the shoo'ing. Toe team shoot resulted
as follows, the teams following each other in t he order named:
Tacoma: Morrison 6, Rist o, Barry 8. Bjx 8, Mullen 9, Burnett 7;

totalis.
Victoria, No. 1: Minor 7, W. H. Adams 8, J. C. Maclure 7, F. S.

Maclure 8, Weiler 9, Combs 8: total 47.
Tacama: Dodge 9, McNoughton 8. Kimball 7, Shutt 4, North-

over 8, McCoy C; total 42.
Victoria. Nn. 3: Beckford 8, John 4, White 3, F. Adams 7, W.

Henly 7, W. A. Dier 3: tot al 32.
Tacoma: Smith 8, Danham 10, Ellis 10, Eberly 9, Bringham9.

Barlow 10; total .58.

Tacoma also defeated Victoria in a leim pool shoot, 106 to 98,
out of 100 birds.

Ottawa, Kansas.
Ottawa. Kan., July 7.—There was a celebration at this place

on the Fourth, appropriate to the day, and some of The promi-
nent shooters of this county gatliered together and had a pleasant
shoot. For some unaccountable reason the Ottawa Club did not
show up, except one member, so they do not appear in the club
shoots.
Team shoot, 4 men from each club, 10 hluerocks per man:

Richmond 34, Willow Springs 28, Oentrooolis 25
Team shoot, 4 men from each club, 6 bluerocks per man: Rich-

mond 24, Will "W Springs 23, Centropolis 14.
Team shoot, men chosen from all clubs present, 10 bluerocks

per man;
Sutton,. 8 Lock P
Thornburg 10 Putnam 9
Paramore.. 8 G Anderson 5W Anderson 8 Giles 7
Gait 6—40 Scott 3—33

F. B.

Endeavor Gun Club.
The Endeavor Gun Club held its semi-monthly club shoot at

Marion, N. J., on July 9. This is a lively organiz Uion. the mem-
bers of which aie di\ided into three classes in the prize competi-
tions. They shoot frcm five traps, under the rap-d-fjiing sysitm.
The scores, 25 bluerocks each:
Mehl 1110111011110111001111101—19
HoUisl er .0100111010111101001111110-16
Lawrence 1110010111101111011111101-19
McPeek 1011111101111111111111001-21
Pry nOllllOlllOOlllUOOOOlOOl—14
Straden 1111111000001011100011111—16
Dr Fletcher lOllllOOlllOOlOlOlOOOOOOO-ll
Polhemus 0000010011100100000000000- 5
Post 1 110000001 10 1 oooooocoaooI- 7
Creveling 0111110101010010010101101-14

The Manhattan Gun Club.
Dexteh P.4RK, L I.. July 6.—The attendance at the regular

monthly shoot of tne Manhattan Gun dub was verv slim in the
competition for the two class m^dalj in A and B. The weather
was fine and birds good, but the shoolitig was dull. H. Messer-
schmitt and D. Monsees did very well, (he f- rmer winning the
OlassAmpdal. C. L'chtenberger won the second prize in that
class. H. Deffar took the medul in Class B, being the only com-
petitor. The score of club shoot:

Class A.
H Messerschmidt 2112111—7 F Hoffman 0113003-4
DMonsees 1111211-7 H fi'unck 2102001—

4

P Neusch 0012010-3 C Lichtenberger 2012011—5
Tie:
H Messerschmitt Oil D Monsees 200

Class B.
H Deffar 1000113—4
Referee, Mr D. Monsees; scorer. Mr. E. W. Dellar. Messei-

schmitt won Class A medal; Lichtenberger, second prize. Class
B medal was won by Deffar.

Sown on the Newark Meadows.
The members of theEaPt Side-Mu'u d Gun Club had some lively

shooting at Wiedemeyer's Park, Newark, N. J., on July 7. The
principal event was in the form of a challetige shoot between
Robert Baar and Robert Schrafflc in which each waeered that the
other would not make a clean score in a match at 10 live birds
each. Schrafft succeeded in killing his 10, while Baar was obliged
to be content with 8. The artificial events were at 10 bluerock
targets each, the results being as appended

1 B 3 /, 6 6 7 8 9 10
Hague B 8 6 6 8 5 6 8 6
Koegel 7 9 I »• 7, 7 S « 6 8

Luedecke 5 6 7 7 10 7 8- .. .. S
Smith 4 6 .. 6
Baar 9 8 10 7
Srhrafft -8 7 9 6
Merh 3 ..

Albright 5 3 ..

Fisher 6 5 4

Shooting at Pearl River.

There was a small attendance at the Fourth nf July shoot of
the Excelsior Gun Club at Pearl River, N. Y.. but what was lack-
ing in numbers was latoned for in the enthusiasm displayed.
The day was a delightful on« for the sport and the presence of a
fine lunch servpd to keep the party in a holiday humor. In the
ten sweeps at 10 targets each the scores were as b low:lg3U66789 10
Peterson 7676 5 87768
JHBlauvelt 6 6 6 5 6 10 5 8 8 8
De Baum 5 ,

Taylor 754 7 8 7 10 779
J J Blauvelt 6 3 7 5 8 6

McMillan 5 w 6 4 5
For Shay 3
Demarest 6 7 9 7 7 9

The Ridgewood Gun Club.

RiDGEWOOD Park, L. I.. Jnlv 8 —The shooting on Friday by the
members of the Ridaewood Gun Club was rather poor, although
the birds were a medium lot. Louis G-'hrmg and C. L-ieger tipf"

with six each for the club's gold medal and an extra prize of $10
to be won three times in succession. Gshring could not lake the
medal, having previously won it three times, so Laeger was
awarded it, Gehring taking the -eeond prize. C. Nicol also kilkd
six, butlwas not eligible to win it, being a new member. The
score:
Regular club shoot, 25yds. 'iae.

H Guenocho 1201203-5 L Gehring 1112101—6
C Deckelman 2210013-5 F Gardes 0010.202-3
HW^elz 020mo—4 H Nodtl .. ?O0tllO]—

3

C Nolte 2021102-5 F Durst 2002312 -5
H Kramer 0102J0 !--4 F Ibert lino?01—

4

F Z rweck 0020003-2 C Laeger 3-^0^111—6

H Woltman 0002000-1 H Wiegold 2002010—3
C Nicol 2130213-6 F Hermendes 0100101—3

Boston Shooting Association.

WELLiNGTfW. Mass., July 9.—There was a good attendance at
the weekly shoot of the Bcton Shooting Association to-day, and
some good scores were made in the feveral ma'chps. In the mer-
chandise match at 25 targets the following scores were made:
Class A—S anton 24, Sanborn 32. Bradbury and Barrett 21. Perry
19. Cowee 18. CUss B—Gore and Gale 32. DUl and Warren 21.

Bradstreet 19, Daniels 14. Class C—Parker 13, Dobson 13. The
ubual sweepstake matches followed.

Shooting at Morristown.

A NUMBER of FrauK Class's friends gathered at the Morrlsrown
(N. J ) Driving Park on July 4, and as live birds were conspicuous
by their abpeufe, artificial ta'gets were shot at. The princ^'pal
event was 25 hiuprncks each, So entry. The scores were: Timmlna
21, Quimhv 20, Hathaway 20. Larison 19, Carlisle 19, Reilly 18,

Day 16, Muchmore 16. Leak 15, Leonard 15, Shelley 15, Erai U,
Piper 10, Mann 9,
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By- the Sounding Sea.
Atlantic City and the board walk are familiar to sightseers the

world over, and no matter from what clime a tourist hails he has

not "done" the country until he has seen them. At this season

Atlantic City is especially attractive. All the hotels are running

full blast; the bathing is superb; the flshinu is flr8t--class; all ihe

amusement stands are offering special attractions; the owners of

yachts are anxious to do business without taking all theweali.h

of the pleasure seekers; Pain's "Sardanapalus" burns regularly

three times each week, and last, but not least, the fine grounds oC

the Atlantic City Gun Club are open every day, with traps in

position, for the use of all comers, and J. Howard Brouse will be

found ready to extend the right hand of welcome. Nearly every

I
day a party drops in and ppends a few hours practicing at the

' artificials. The club house is one of the mO:t attractive both in
point of appearance and location of any that the writer has had
the privilege of visiting. It is situated on the shores of the Inlet,
almost half a mile from ilsmotith. The building, an excellent
cut of which accompanies this article, is about '-iSft. square. The
veranda, which extends around three sides of the house, is 10, t.

I wide. From this can be secured a fine view of the ocean beyond
I the Inlet. Directly opposite is Brigantine Shoals, on which are
I some attractive clult houses owned by private parties. In the
I
offing and made fast to the pier are dozens of catboats and sloops

} used for pleasure trips and fishing parties. All day long cau
I these white-winged fivers be seen scurrying over the waters of
i the Inlet and old Mother Ocean.
I Directly in front of tHe trap screens and distant about lOOyds. is

I
a line of piling, and beyond this can be seen tho hotels above the

I Inlet. Adjoining the club grounds on the south is the driving,
I running, athletic and base ball park, and still further south the
Inlet Park Amusement Company's property which comprises
Pain's "vSardanapalus," Ed Travis's rifla range, merry-go-roundg
and other attractions. East of this last-nam^d place is Smith's
Inlot Hotel and the Pavilion. Sou^h of the Pavilion is seen the
nortb end of the board walk, wh'ch is Sdft. wide and three mile"
in length. This was erected in 1891 at a cistof $60,000. It tp-
placed the old-time walk which was only I8ft. wide. Tnis is "the"
promenade of not only this town but of the fountry as well. All
along the "walk" are found amusements galore. Here you find
the tin-type fiend; next the Edisonian where at lea.st a f core of
phonograpbs resale the cir with sweet strains. Then you can
drop in to a Natat"rium and see a number of experts display their
skill in feats of daring in ttie water, af ler which you walk in and
take a comfortable seat to watch the work on a d zen or more
shutfie-boards, all the players being refined people who practice
the sport for recireation only. The "elpphant" also comes in for
its share of attention. The lofty lighthou-e on Ahfcom Shonls,
for whicb the refiectin? glasses cost Uncle Sammy $8,000, is in full
view from all parts of the town, and at night its rays can be seen
twenty miles away.
The above an I a thousand and one other attractions, however,

were not alone what took the writer and a large number of
shooters to the famous watering place and k^-pt them therefor
four days last we« k. The prt-mier attrftction was the secoiid
annual louruamfnt of the Atlantic Citv Gan Cluo. Tne shoot
opened at 9 A. M. on the gloriona Frurth. aud from that time

I unt'l near dark on the evening of the 7ch bluerock and Kevstone
targets were kept flying ahout. Two s^ts oP 5 traps ea h wer^
used, one Keystone and the other the "expert" with Paul North's

H. THUHMAN.

electric pull. The programme was so arranged that each alter-
nate event was open for all wiib no bandicaps. In the amateur

I events the pspt-rts were obligp.d to shoot frrm unknown tr«p .

AU the amaieui- event'' were at bluerock targets, while the open-
I for-Hli eve"ts were at Keystones.
I The attendance on the opening day was much better than was
anticip'Jted, the^e bping close to 30 entries in the regular events

I The shooters ame from various part- of the country and a num-
Iber

brought their families along. Amnne them wei-p Milton P
Lindsley and wife ("Wanda") from Hoi^oken, N. J.; Enoch D.
Miller and wife, Sprir gQeld, N. J.; VVm Wagner, wife and chil-

idren, Washing'^n, D O.; j s. Thurman, Jr.. and wife, Gfrm-^n-
(town, P'.; JoR. H. Hunter, wife and child, Wagbine-ton, D. C;
k Harry Thurman and wife, German town. Pa.; E. R. M^'Mullen,
(Mabau'iv City, Pa.; R. T. 01a» ton, Tamaqua. P i.; J. H. P nn, Dr.
iE. C. Myer, Gpo. W. Lemon, R. D. Wrigtit and R, R. Burt, of the
.'Wand ilicy Gun Club, Wbet-lmg, VV. Va.; Gns E. Grit flf, of New
York: J. W. Tredwav. H. L. David, E. W. David and Wm. Gar-
vin, of Phiadelphia, Pa.
While the shoot was generally supposed (ohe under the auspices

of the Atlantic City Gun Club, and the members of said club were
more than willing to be credited with the afl'air, it was very no-
ticeable that the club members were cinepicuous by their absence,
all the active work being done by Hai-ry Thurman, J. Howard
Brouse, Wm. Garvin atid Enoch D. Miller. Although the club
has over thirty members, there were not enough on hand to take
part In the management. In the events al=o verv few of the mem-
bers' nam" 8 appear. In order that the gpueral reader may judge
for himself as to how liberally the club offl' ers and members sup-
ported thf ir own venture, we append a list of rfficers, memherK
^nd associate members, sn that thpy may be compared with the
list of shooters in each dav's events.
President, L. R. Adam?; Vice-President, A. C. Griscom; Secre-

tary and Treasurer, R C. Griscom; Trustees, Chris. Sander, R.
Stroud, Wm. Riddle; Captain, Charles Minprd.
Members; Geo. Thompson, 8. Lillie, T. Wilson, Duke Smith,

John Clark, George McCormirk, H. Pastoll, C. Marsden, John E.
Mehrer, Adolph Schlechr, L. P. Scott, G^o. Cluin, E. L. Plum, Dr.
J. D. Leckner, Fred. P. Currie. William Riddle, Daniel Sander,
William Raun. C. Herold. J. li. Young. Prank Smith, J. Everett
iVlehrer, Jr., Charles Whippey, William A. Bell, R. Barlovv, E. L.
Griscom.
Associate Members: Charles Gale, William Muhlrod, Dr. A. L

Helmbold, E. L. Robinson, L. T. Brooks, E. A. Htbbs, D. John-
ston, Dr. William Wright, W. H Vanest, Phil J. Leigh, Louis
Groil, Mr. Godshalk, J. Howard Brouse. manager.
The weather on the openiae day was delightfully cool and

the light perfect. The targets and traus worked fairly well
a'jd the shooting was up to the average. During the afternoon a
large number of ladies visited the grounds to encourage the
shooters. In the evening some wpnt to see the burning of Sarda-
aapalua. while others passed thp time in patrolling the board
walk or in other ways soueht to kill time Balow are the scores
of the first day's events: Ten bluerocks (amat-ur), $1 entrance;
16 Keystones, open to all. $150; 10 bluerocks (amateu') $1; 10
Keystones, open to all. $3; 10 bluerocks (amateur) $1; 20 Key-
stones, open to all, S3 .50; 16 bluerocks (imateur), $1.50; 1& Key-
stones, open to all, gl.oO; 10 bluerocks (amateur), |l; 15 Keystones,
open to all, $1..50,

Miller...
Hunter..

Wright.

Whilcomb.,
J Tburman.

Terry
David

s 4 5- 6' i S 9 io

8 18 16 6 37 IS- 13 8 u 83 57
13 7 17 S 80 ISs 13 8 15 85.71

^ 15 20 14 12 15 g 13
8 13 7 18 9 12 14 7 15 85'.

3 11 8 1ft 7 13 13 9 14 81.66
8 7 18 10 ie 14 14 10 12 87. 14

« IR 10 18 IS 7 7 8J. 33
8 9 7 H 1 ii g 12 G A 83.14

9 13 'f a 1 ia 14 ii 'i ii 80,"

C. 20 6 r 8 3
e 11 7 is r 11 11 0 iC
1 14 9 15 8 ie 13 13 6 15 82. «5

A. t'OOPBH GHISCOM.

. , 10 15 10 18 tf 13 8 13 91. SO
9 13 8 9 12 12 8 19 85.

13 9 20 9 13 14 8 15 fl.03
r-andis 13 9 17 8 ii 11 13 8 10 76.80

9 10 9
Gripff 13 '6

i(5 13 ii 10 ii si'.'

9

4 ..

10 19

Sanders...
Br use 11
Captman is
Snellf nberger . s

L'ndsley ,.

Whitcomb 9 ..

Murphy 10
Bnad
Ad ms
Aikman
Olyscnm
J Minerd
Mack
Clinton
Harvey

8 ..

13 13

13

The Second Day
opened with a cool breeze and a haze in the air which boded well
for H good shooting dav. This rmmise "as fuxfi >d, the con-
ditions being almo.-t perfect up to the firing of the last shot.
There were several new comeis, among them b ing Eddy ColUnf
>f We«t Hobnken, N. ,L: Neaf Apgar of Plainfieid, N. J.; Dr
Jauips Wolstencroft the no'Pd specialist of Frankford, Pa.; W

I. Wolsteu' roft also of Frankfcd; "'Tew Kay" Keller of Plain-
flpld, N. J. and W. C. Clarke of Alioon», Pa.
Ttb atti-ndanee was ah ut the same as on the opening day and

a very pleasant time was spent, the shootine; beirg continued
until dark. During thp day the team of the Phlh-df'lrhia Shoot-
'ng Association shot its score in the te^m match, rolling up the
handsome aggregate of 114 breaks out of 125 targets shot at.
When thp member" left <he score tLev were heartily congratu-
la'ed upon their work and b-ts Wfre nflered that ^he score would
not be hpaten. during the n' xi two days. The result of the second
dav's work is here shown:
No. 1, 10 Keystonps ( ma*eur). pn+rance $I; Vo. 3, 15 bluprncks,

ppen to ^ll, entrance $1 50; No. 3 10 Keysfones (<imatPtiT), entrance
$1; No. 4. 20 hluerocK'. op> u to pIi, tntr.ince $3; No. 5, 10 Keyston s
(»matpur), pu'rance 51; No. 6. 20 bluerocks, ( p=n to «lj, e-^trance
S3.60; No. 7, 15 Kevst( up.^ (amatf-ui). enrrancp SI 50; No. 8, 15 blu« -

cocks, open to all, entrance 81.50; No. 9. lOKevstoms (amaieut),
entrance $1; No. 10, 15 bluerocks, open to all, entrance SI 50.

BY THK SOUNl>lN(J .SEA.

LinHsley
r'ollins
Miller
H Thurman
Apgar
Hnhter
Wagner
Tred way
French
Pean
Lpmon
Budd
Lane
Wright
Clayton
Grieff
J Thurman
F Miller
Brouse
David ,

Gilbert
Royals .

.

Lu'z
J Wnl?tencroft....W Wolstencroft.

.

Kellpr
Hethersall
Mi nerd..
Clark
Landis.
Thomae

/ ;? 4 6 / ,S' 9 10

s 13 8 20 li 17 12 12 12 81.14
6 13 8 18 7 19 11 13 73.04

13 G 19 5 17 12 14 9 11 82.84
15 10 18

6 14 8 19
'8

io 14 it io ii 87
'.8.5

14 9 lb S 19 11 14 9 15 8M4
9 13 IS 10 17 1.3 14 10 15 PO.
7 13 9 19 17 14 10 13 80 40

10 13 9 17 9 i4 8 88.88
10 14 9 20 10 20 13 15 8 ii 95.
8 13 8 19 10 17 14 15 9 13 90.
8 13 8 18 8 SO 13 13 7 14 86.12
10 15 8 17 Ii 19 11 8 12 81.80
8 i:i 10 18 10 18 in 13 10 11 !^0 71
K 17 9 17 13 13 9 14 89 60

10 is 9 17 8 17 8 85.45
7 14 9 19 7 15 io 13 10 io 85.
7 11 5 14 8 9 9 76.73

13 16
9

8

10
1

18 11 13 6 14 85."7i

r>

6 IT 9 14 8 10 81.90
7 15 13 13 8 15

13 10
14 8 11
11 6 ..

12 9 15
14 . . 13

13 ,. 10

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry: Hunter, Apgar and Collins 10
each, HathersaU, Davis, W.Wolstencroft and E. D. Miller 9 each,
Lindsley, H. Thurman, Dav'd, Clayton, Hunter, Wagner, Penn
and Tredway 8 each, Budd, Garvin and French 7 each
Extra No. 3, 15 singles, S1.50 pntry: Hunter, Tre'^way and Penn

10 each, W. Wolstencroft. Wagner and E. D. Miller 14 each,
Thomas, Wris-ht and Budd 13 each. Landis. Clark. Apgar, Hath •

ersall and Collins 12 each, Ciavton and D^vid 11 each, J. W. Wol-
stencroft 10, Keller, Lane andF. Miller 9 each.
Extra No. 3, 15 singles, $1 50 entry: Penn. Hunter, Waeuer and

Thomas 15 each, Tr^dwa.v 14, Collins and Landis 13 each, Clark.
Budd, Hathersall. Apgar, Wright and Ola>ton Vi each, Grieff 10,

Wanda and Keller 8 each. E. D. Miller 7.

Extra, No. 4, 10 singles, $1 entry: Apgar 10, Collins, Wright and
Wagner 9 each, Brousp, Clayton, Thurman, Clark, Landis and
Thomas 8 each, David, Tredwav, E. D. Miller and J. W. Wolsten-
croft 7 each. Lane 6, Wanda 4.

Extra No. 6, 5 pairs. $1 entry: Apgar 10, Wagner and Brouse 9
each, Landis 8, Thurman, Rice, Tredway, E. D. Miller and Clay-
ton 7 each, Clarke and Thomas 5 each,

A ORKAT BOWIjING MATCH.

On the evening of Tuesday a large number of local and visiting
shooters, accompanied by a party of friends, went to i he Bruns-
wick Bowling Allejs, the attraction being a ten-frame match
same between teams of five men each representitig Atlantic Cit.y
and the visitors, arrangpd by the tournamant managers- The
alleys on which the match was rolled was in fairly good condition
and of regulation length. The pins, however, wire not spotted
according to regulations. Previous to the start of the game
Feveral impromptu matches were rolled by the shooters and their
friends, and some nice scores resulted. Everybody was in a holi-
day humor, and although the majority were pretty tirtd after
their all-day's shoot they heartily enjoyed the sport.
It was 9 o'clock when the great championship match was started,

the teams being as follows:
Atlantic City team: W. Leigh, L. R. Adams, captain, A. C.

Gri.'comb, W. Chew and J. Clark.
Visitors' team: M. F. Linrisiey, C. H, Towns? nd, J. H. Hunter,

Harry Thurman and T. H. Keller, captain,
Mr. Webster, of New York, was impressed into service a»

umpire. From the start it was conceded that the home team
had a decided advantage in being accustomed to the alleys to
which the visitors were utter strangers. LTndor the circum-
stances the only wonder was that ttie mart;in in favor of the
Atlantic City contingpnt was not greater than 80 pins. The full
score of the match is given below, an asterisk (*) denoting a strike
and a dagger (+) a spare.

1 S

Atlantic City Team.

A 5 6

Leigh 10 £0 50 79 98 108 137 151 177 193

Adams... 30 *7 44 64 93 120 128 135 173 179

Griscomb.. 7 20 29 39 51 67 87 113 130 133

* + * + * *
Chew 20 33 43 .53 72 81 101 119 1-7 14"

+ + + + * + «
Clark 10 30 50 68 88 105 115 135 155 172

67 150 216 308 401 t8l 561 673 761 833

7 8 0 10 Strikes Spares B'ks

6 2 3

4 3 3

2 5

4 3 4

3 4 3

19 14 17

WH. GARVIN.

Visitors' Team.

t * +
Lindsley.. .16 33 42 51 68 74 83 93 101 120 1 3 f

TownEend.l7 34 54 83 102 115 133 141 158 167 5 3 3
+ + + » + * +

Hunter.... 10 19 ,36 57 60 60 100 120 140 155 3 5 3
+ * •* +

Thurman. .20 37 48 55 73 83 88 107 116 146 5 3
-I" + ^ ^ •j'

Keller 11 31 31 51 76 91 100 113 131 158 4 ;^ 4

74 126 311 296 369 412 503 553 646 748 17 15 21 _

Tburman and Keller did great work on the wiud-up, tho former
getting a tripler and the latter a doubter. But for had lu^k in
the second and seventh frames t^e ."Scores would have baen much
closer. The visitors were pprfectly satisfied, howevei-, with the•showing they made. .

.
luo

The Third Day.

Another perfect stretch of weather, with the same cool breeze

hich two teams had shot on the preceding day. This drew anumber of new men, among whom wern Messrs. Matz. Ritter'Schmelck, Schaaher and Sheele of the Reading (Pa.) Shootiuff
Association; Dr. Bristor. of Altoona, Pa., Mr. Burt, of Wheeling;W. Va.; Mr. Royds. of Gprmantown, Pa ; Messrs. Haddon, AuiltEnTuhlandLeaming, of Camden. N.J. Ir has been previoualv
stated that on Tuesday, when the Philadelphia contingent rolled

^_ „ _^'^'"J^'^oy^A. •j'juLi jjDi vc Jiuu 8B1U DV put-
ting up a score of 115, this remaining the top figure in the match'Seven teams In all were entered, each man shooting at 35 larseta'
Joseph Thurman, Jr., of the Germantown Gun Club, and J h'Penn, of the Island Citv Gun Club were the only ones to roll' nn
clean scores. Harry Thurman. of the Germantowns, E. D. Miller
of the Unions, J. H. Tredway and Mr. Lane, of the Pniladelphia'^'
scored 34 each. In addition to receiving 30 per cent, of the en-trance money, the winning team was awarded a special prizs inthe form of a ^10 eold piece, presputed hy the management
Theprogrammeeventswereall well filled during the daV andthe shooting was first-class. In addition to the pragramme'thf^re

weretwoextraeventsshotoff. oneatlOand the other at 15 sin-
gles. Below are the team scores in full, and a table showine thp
result of the programme events.
No. 1, 10 Keystor.es (amateur), $1 entrance; No. 3 ISbluernnka

(open to all). $L50; No. 3, 10 Keystones (amafpur). »l- 'No S '0
bluerocks (open to all), $2; No, 5, 10 Keystonps (amateurs). U- No
E',f^''^'iT"'"^^'^^-^e?«° *2 50; No. 7, 15 Keystones (amateursh-
$1.50; No. 8, 15 bluerocks (open to all), $1.50; No. 9, 10 Kev8toTip«
(amateurs), $1; No. 10, 15 bluerocks (ooen to all), |1 50.

'^''^-^^^^^^
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9 19
9 18

15
13
13 r
13 7

8 15
8 18

10 18
10 17

9 19
8 17

15 9

13 15
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13 11
14 14
11 11

13 ID

9 13 10 17 8
14
13

13
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10 10
5 7

13 10
14 8
.. 8
.. 6
14 10
.. 6

.. 5

7 17 8

9 16

6 17
9 11

7 15
9 ..

8 19
0 ,.

10 ..

6 ..

10 30
7 13
f 14
8 ..

7 ..

15 14
14 13
10 10
14 13
13 14
13 ..

13 13
13 ..

8 15
18 10
11 ..

13 13
13 5
13 13

Thurinan 9
Penn 9
Wagnei" 8
HuTiter 9

Miller 8
Lindsley 7W Wolstencrof t .... 9

Collins 2

Apgar
Penrose
Lemon 8

Wright 9

Meym-B 9
David 10
Bart
Thomas 10
Land is 9

Hothersall 7

Clark 8

tscbaaber 6
Bitter 0

Matu 7
Preach 7

Sohmack 8
Claytoa 8
Biidd. 7

Lefever 9
Mack 7

CUntoD 4

Taylor 5
Hadden
Kpller
F Miller
J Wolstencrolt
Ritman
firieff

Brouse
Leckner
Dennis 9

Dock 7

A See 13
Learning 7

Lenison
IVIcCormick 3

Lsamon
Minerd
Young
R G-rfscom
Stroud
Mullen
Burke -

.10 Average.
u S9.3S

90.

13 90 53
14 90.

14
6 79.38
13 S7.14

13 80.

14 85.52
13
14 93.84
1+ 88.67
13 70.

11 80. 82
8«.88

i2 84.76
14 86.66
13 81.11
11 90.50
14 85.85

87.'30

i3 83 14
13 83.40

8 17
7 ..

16

11 13 7 12 77.89

'.. 10 .'

15 13
13 ..

9

10
8 ..

8 ..

7 ..

8
. 13

Extra No. 1,10 singles, $1 entry: LanUs, U^tonhale, Penn,
Hunter. Lemon and Griefl 10 each; Thomas and Burt 9 each; Le-
fever. David, Haddou and Mever 8 each; Ritter, Wright, Hother-
sall, D 'ok and Scliaabdr 7 each; French, ftreen and Matz 6 each;
Davis 5.

Extra No. 3, 15 singles. $150 en^ry: Tlnnter, Apgar And Thur-
mau 15 each; Wagner 14, Lemon, Divid; SmacK; Lefever, Wright,
and Burt 13 each: Clayton an-i Meyer 13 each; Schaaber, Ritter,
Landia and Clark 11 each; Deck 6.

IHE TEAM MATCH.

Island Gun Club, W^epline. W.Va.
Lemon OlUUl 11001111111 1111111-23
Meyers 1011111110111111111111111-33
Wright 1101101111 nnilllinilll-23
Penn 11111111111111111111 11 111-25
Burt inilllTlllllllllllOOlllO-22-115

Philadelphia Shooting A spooiation. PhiladelnViia.
Treadway 0111111110111111101011111-21
H David 1111111110111111101011111-22
E David 1101111101111111111111111-23
Thomas 0111111111110011110111111-21
Lane 11111111011111111 11111111-24-114

G-ermantown Gun Club German town. P
,1 Thurman 1111111111111111111111111-2.-1

Jav 10 LlllllUOlll 1001201 1Oil—19
Royds 1011111111111100011110111—13
Gai- win 101 1 1011 101 11110011111111-20
U Tiiurmau 11111 11111 1 11111111011111-34-107

Union Gun Club, Sprinefi Id. N. .J.

Lindsley 1101011111111010101011100—17
Apgar 1111111101111111101111111—23
Keller OlOUGIOlOlllll'l 111(10111—18
Miller 11111101111111 111 1 1111111—24
Collins lOlllllllOimillllllllll—23-105

West Jersey Sbootiug Club, Camden. N. J.

Griscom 110 111111OUUOIIOI 000111-1

8

Haddon 1100111011101111 UOlll 111-20
AuHtermubl OllllllllllUlllllOlOl 111-23
Budd 1111011011111111111011011-31
Learning 1 0111 1 1110011110111011111—30-101

Atlantic City Gun Club, Atlatitic N. J.

0 Miner. , 1111111111111101111111010-32

A C Grisoom 1101111111110101011101111-20
Brouse 0110111111111101111110111—31
.1 Minerd 0111011011011101001001101-15
S K Adams 0111111111011111011101111-31— 99

Reading Shooting Associatinn, Reading, Pj.
Sbaaber 1001011110110111111010110—17

R.tter 1110111011110110110101001-17
Schweck 0111111111110110111010111—20

Steele lOl 1111011111111110111111—22

Matz 1000000011011110011001011-12— 88

MILtEK IS A SffXMMEB.

On Wednesday evening a swimming match took place at Kip-
pell & McOann'sNatatorium, among the contestants being Harry
Ttiurmpn, Frank Mason, Neaf Apgar, Ed Collins and E, D. Mil-
ler. The swimming pool is less tban 100ft. in length, and the
course comprised the length of the pool and return, the premier
honors were carried off bv Enoch D. Miller, who easily out-swam
h's competitors. The alfair was a pleasant one to all except
Frank Mason, who was unfortunate enough to leave all his cash
in his pockets when he placed his clothes in the closet, the result
being that while he was sporting in the water some contemptible
pneak "went through" his clothes and extracted all his wealth.
The next time Frank goes bathing he will leave his valuables in
the safe.

The Final Day

as usual was rather flat, the most of the shooters having left for
home on the previous evening. Siiil a dozen men hung on until
the last shot was fired. The scores are appended:

Huntpr 8 14
ED Miller 6 12
Thurman 7 U
Wright - t 14
Lemon » 9 14
Jones , 6 13
Landis 9 15
Myers .. 7 10
Burt 9 13
F Miller 10 11

Penn 13
Grieff - 15
Keller 11

Apgar .. 14
Gessler
Day
Gaylor
Clar.k
McCormlck
Currie
J jbnson
Mullen

s

19 6 19 13 15 8 14
15 5 20 13 13 9 15
15 6 18 13 14 10 14
18 7 18 11 15 8 14
18 6 30 9

.. .. 16
17 5 19 13 14 7 13
10 7 14 9 9 8 11
19 10 18 15 13 8 15

is) io
20 10 18 15

10 Average.
88.57
83.14
81.43
84.38

85.

73.14
93.14

8 7
9 10 73.11

19 7 17 13 ..

14 ..

13 7 .. 10 13
. . 5

10
6

10 10
T 8

.. 4 10

C. H. TOWNSBNU.

Putney Patriots* Fourth.
Putney, Vt,, July 5.—The Putney Rod and Gun Club held an

all-day's shgot the Fourth of July, which was a success in every
way. Besides their regular members, Messrs. Bolt, Blarney and
Douglass, of Holyoke. and Messrs. Akeley and Slockwell, of
Bratrleboro, were present. The event of the day was the team
match; two members compose a team, and each member 'o phoot
25 birds, Puni'-y entered three teams, Holyoke one, and West
Brattlfiboro one. First mouev was won by Putney No. 1 team,
while Holyoke took second and Putner No. 3 took third. Sweep-

stake matches preceded and followed the above event. The
wiTineTs were as follows:
No. 1. 10 singles: Warren 7, Robertson 6, Crosby 5.

No. 3. 5 singles: Wing, Blarney and Willard 4, Wing winning
on shoot-off; Bolt, Crosby, Robinson and Pember 3, Robinson
winning the shoot-off.
No. 3, 5 singles: Robertson and Bolt 4, Willard 3, Crosby, Blarney

and Wing 2.

Team match:
Putney No. 1.

Warren 01Hill 010010111111011 11 1—1 o

Crosby 1001111101011111111011111-30-39
Holyoke.

Bolt 0101111100101010000000101—11
Blarney 1101111110110000111010110-16-37

Putney No. 2.

Aver 0111001000100001101011101-12
Wing 0111101011100100011000101-13-25

PutPey No. 3.

Robertson 11011011 001001011 01011100-14
Willard - 0000000000001011001001010- 6-20

West Battlehoro.
Akeley 0011110100100000100000110- 9
Stockwell 0001100011000101100001110-10-19

W. E. Ayek.

Rochester's Fourth.

ROCHDSTKK, N. Y., July 7.—The Rochester Rod and Gun Club
observed Independence Day by holding an open-air tournament
and sweepstake shoot on their grounds. The wpather on the 3d
was not very promisinef, but the 4i;h opened up in fine form, and
as the day gave promise of being an exception to the usual rule it

brought out a large number of sportsmen, and a programme of
eleven events was shot. The conditions governing each contpst
were the same, 15 Peoria blackbirds, under the Paul North system
of handicap, 5 traps,

No. 1:

Truesdale... .111101101111111-13 Hays 111101100011001-9
Brufl 110101111101010-10 Mann 101111111011110 -13
Borst OOOOOlOllOllllO- 7

No. 2:

BruEf 110101011101111-11 Norton 111111101011010-11
Meyers OllOOllllOOOlll- 9 Orange IIOUIIOIOIIOIO-IO
Borst 011101111111111—13 Truesdale llOlIOOIlllOlOO-

9

Walzfr 111110110000110- 9 Mann lOOlOOOlllOOlU— 8
No. 3.

Hinks 101101111110111-12 Ely 01 01 11 OlOP 111 1—11
Richmond ... .100010111101110- 9 Hays 001010101111100- 8
H .) StuU 011100111101000- 8 Foley 110111101111111-13
Meyer 111011110111111-13 Mann 011101110101101—10
Quirk 00100100010001L>— 4 Borst 111111111111101—14
O S Sbull 100111111110111—12 Bruff 010110001111000— 7

Walzer 110111111010010-10 Norton OlllOOlOlOOOlOO- 6

Truesdale .111011111101111-13

No. 4.

Expert.
Borst UOOlOllOniOlO- 9 Truesdale IIIOIOIIIIIOIIO-JI
Mejer 011011111101100-10 Foley 100001011011111—9

Amateur.
B Hicks 001 000110000110— 5 Walzer.. OlllUlllOOIOlO-lO
Miller 010000101001111- 7 Bruff 101101111100111-11
Quirk 110100111001010- 8 Norton 101111101011011-11
H J Stell 001100010101101— 7 Orange 101010111101101—10
R chmond.... 011111110111011-12 JRisslnger ..111010111101111—12
Po'-ter llOllOlllOltOUO- 8 Hays 000001010010001- 4
O 8 Still 101110111101101-11 Rider.... 110111110111110-13
Hicks 111101101011111 - 12 Mann 1 111 '1001011111-15
Ely KjOlOiniOlllOO— 9 HiU 110111111101111—13

No. 5:

Expert.
J RiEsinger. . . .010100111111111-11 Truesdale 010011110110111-10
Rider 011111111010111-12 Bruff UOlOlllOlOOlU-pi

O S Stull 0111 1 1 001001 Oil- 9
Norton OUUWlOOllOll—10

Mann 110111101111111—13
H 1 cks 000011 1 01111111—10
Richmond ...,000100111110111— 9

Amateu)

:

Borst 10 Brasie. 5 Ryer 14
H.Jbiull 7 C Rissinger 10 McCarthy 9
Jurison 9 Foley 6 Hill 12
Walzer 12 Gardiner 10 Van Ostrand 11
Ely 11 Quirk 10 Roeers 10
Tassel! 11 Meyers 13 Jeft' 12

No. 6:

Truesdale ..... 13 Borst 13 Cooper. . 9
Bruff 10 Rice 12 Wiljard 4
Hifks 12 J Ris.singer 13 Van Ostrand 8
C Rissinger 11 Walzer... 11 Evershed 11
Norton 12 B Hicks 7 Ha dies •

Quirk 8 Ely 13 Jeff
Rider 12 Judson 10 Hill „

Richmond 13 Tassel 13 O Stull 10
Rogers 8 McCarthy .9 Kay 11
H J Stull 10 Orange 12 Schleyer 7

Experts.
Bever 14 Mann 13 Meyer 12
No. T:

Willard 9 C Rissinger 14 Evershed 14
McCarthy 9 Foley 11 Orange 11
Van Ostrand 11 Norton 10 Meyer 9
Cooper 7 Ely . .10 Rogers
- - - Peck 13 '

Redmond .11

Judson.... 11
Hi'-ks 13
Jeff 7

Barhite 9

...10

.10

..13

Morris 9
Harvey 7
Mann 13
Beyer ..13
Borst 11
J Rissinger 10

Walzer 13 Tassell 13
Rice 13

Schleyer 8

Quirk 11
bruff 11
Richmond 13
Kay 8

Rider 13
Crouch 14
Biusie 7

No, 8.

Kav 110111110011101—11 Borst HllOlllOlllOOl—11
Barhite 010110100010010— 6 Van Ostrand .MllOOllOllOllll—11
Blv 011111111111111—14 Hill 110011111111110-13
Norton 011111111011111—13 Judson 101111111000000- 8
Willard .... ..lOOllOllOOllOOO - 7 Brusie 011010111100011- 9

Cooper OOOOOIOOIOUIOI- 6 Sage; lOOOtXlOOOOllOll- 5
MfCarthy.... 111101011111111—13 Mann lUlOllllllOOOO-10
J Rissinger... OltiOlliOlOlllOl— 9 Meyer 111011111111111—14
Morris ...011010111101101—10 Fulton Ill 00010101 1011- 9
Bruff 111110111010111-13 Schlej er 1"1010111101HO-10
Richmond 1101011111111 11- 12 Orange lOUlllOllllOlll— 1

1

B Hicks OOOIOIOIIOOOUO - 0 Barr 1111 11001111111-13
R-dmond OOlOOllOOiOOllO- 6 Quirk 111001010011011- 9

Foley millllOllllll-14 Beyer 110110111111011-13

Expert.
C Rissinger. . ..111111011111101—13 Hicks 111111111001011-13
EvershPd 011101111111111-13 Walzer lUUllOOOOllOO— 9

Orouch 001111101101100- 9 W Rissinger. .100111110101101—10
Rider 101111011111101-13 Tassell 010111111111111—13

No. 0:

Rogers 10 Quirk 13 Hicks 14

McCarthy. ...» 8 Bruff 13 Crouch 14
Mann 14 Richmond ....15 Walzer 11

Fulton 13 Byer .....13 Schleyer 9
Nolan 10 Van Oatrand 13 JRissing?r 9

Morris 10 Borst 9 W Rice 9
Barhite H Kay 11 HiU 8

Rider 13
Experts.

Meyer 10 Evershea 12 Ely 9

Knrton 9 O Rissinger 8 Tassell 11

No. 10:

Bruff 8 Redmond.... 13 B Hicks .. . 7

Rider 14 Ely 11 Foley 8

Borst 11 Walzer 13 Borst 10

Rarr 11 Norton 13 Meyer 6

Van Ostrand 13 Kay 10 Crouch 11

Byer 15 C Rissinger 13 Rider 9

Foley 10 Meyer 11 Ely 10

McCarthy 9 Evershed 14

Experts.
Hicks 13 Richmond 12 Crouch 11

No 11:

Foley imiOOmUl10-13 Meyer 111111111111011-14

McCarthy 110110100011111-10 W Rissinger.. .011101001111010- 9

Borst ..llllOOmOllOOl—10 Richmond 111111111100101—13

Va n Ostrand . .
010000110101111- 8 Kav UllllOlllO'OlO-ll

Hicks 111111111111111—15 B Hicks ..001010001001001—5

Norton lllllllllOOUOl-13 Ely llOHlllllllUl—14

Experts.
Rider OOOltlOlOlllOU- 9 Beyer ...111111111011101-13

John B. MuJ/Len, Sec'y.

The Glorious Fourth at Lynchburg'.
LYNCHBtTRG. Va., July 5.—The Lynchburg Gun Club h^ld its'

annual picnic and Independence Day shoot yesterday. The day^'

opened cloudy, but by 11 o'clock it was clear as a bpll and just cool]
enough to be pleasant. The attendance was heavy. From Staunton;
there cnme a. team comprised of W. F. Summerson, Dr. E. F.'

Wayman, E- B^.rkeley, "Happy Billy'" McDonald and R. S. Bow-
man; Pami)lin City sent us Murrell, Chambers, Ham'et. Franklini
and Womack; jolly George McAlpin came over from Richmond;
Bryan Taliaferro, of the JacfesonviUe (Fla.) Gun Club, came alon?
with "Gauoho" Du Bray, of the Parker Gun Company, who has
Lynchburg tied to one of his strings and is liable to push around
this way at short notice; and W. F. Clements, the U. S. pigeon,
man from Baltimore, also put in the day. '

The visitors were entertained in great form, and it was the most
pleasant occasion since the organization of trap shooting in tb'Si
citv. Among the scores you will find some marked "field." In
these events the shooter goes down in front of the traps and takes
the field, as if following a dog. The man at the pull cils "marki"
and immediately pulls some one of the five traps. Toe shooter
must find the bird as best he can and shoot. In these even is it's

best man win and no favors. The visitors were greatly pleased .

with the new idea. At noon an elegant luncheon was served,
after which shooting was continued until dark.
One of the most interesting events was the contest for teams of

5 men each, at 20 targets per man, entrance S5 per team. First
honors were tied for by the t am of the Staunton Gun Club and
the Lvnchburg No. 1 team on 70 breaks each. This m%tch was for
a silver cup. Below are the scores made in the team match, ihe
"Picked Tfam" shooting for targets only:
Only for Targets. Lynchburg Nn. 1. 'Staunton Team.

Taylor 13 Nelson 10 Wayman 18
Terry 13 Bowman 13
Dirnin 19 McDonald 10
Cleland 13 Berkley - 13
Moorman 15—70 Summerson. ...16—70

Pamplin Team. Park Team.
Murrell 9 Christian 8
Chambers 15 Lee 2
Hamlet 14 Jenkins 15
Franklin. 6 Strother. .. ... 8

Womack ,10—54 Hamner 8—41.
Picked Team.

Goggin 8 Adams 4 D Christian— 7—37'
Lee Lone 9 Mitchell 9
Below are the tabulated results of the programme events whifh

were as follows: No. 1, 10 singles, rapid flrp, ,|2 entn ; No. 3, 6

pairs three trap", entry; No. 4, 15 singles, $1 ent.r' ; N". 5, field

shoot, 10 singles, |1.50 entry: No. 6, 10 singles rapid fire. $1 entry:
Nos. 7 a,nd 8, same as No. 6; No. 9, field shoot, 5 singles, $1 50 entry:

-75

Du Bray 16

Taliafero 15
Clements 14
McAlpin 16-

Lynchburg No. 3.

Smith 12
Miller 7
Withers 13
Durphey .10

Clark 15—57

No. 10, 3 pairs, i

divided:
1 entry; No. 11, 7 singles, $1 entry. All ties were

Dornin 9
DuBray 8

Cleland 8
Taliaferro - . . 4

Moflett 4
McDonald ,...4
Berkley 6

Clements 9

Summerson , 8

Terry.... 8 5
Withers 4 5

Nelson 9 6
Moorman 7
Wayman 8

Hamlet 7
McAlpin 7

Strother 3
Miller 6
Durphy 7
Merrell 3
Chambers....— ,— , 7

Bowman 3

Franklin , 3
Taylor 8

(Uark
Younger
Smith,
Womack

4 5

14 8
13 7

7 8

8 9
8 9
8 8
9 R

4 .

7 6

9 10 It

4 4 7
4 4

. 4

13
S 11

10

10 6

7 11 4
8 15 7

6 11 .

7 13 8
, 6 5

8 6
8 9

7 8 8 4 4 6

n . . . 11

Haiimer 9

Jenkins 6

Averett , . . 6

D Christian 4

Jennings
Adams
F Christian

A Novel Shooting Place.

Tbap-shooting has become such a well-known sport that under
ordinary circumstances the spactacle of a party blazing away at
live birds or targets attracts little or no attention from the non-
ppirting public, unless some of the shooters chance to be personal
friends. Away down the Jersey ooa.at, however, at a place yclept •

Atlantic City, there may occasionally be witnessed a sight that is

rather rut of the common run and which invariably attracts a •

big crowd of interested spectators. If >ou chance to he in the
town on a pleasant Friday, eat your lunch about 1:30 P. M, and i

then stroll down the board walk until you reach the pier of
Young & McShea. Go out on the pier, and when you have walked
about as far as you can without going overboard you will see

'

fastened on the extreme end, 1,400ft. from ^hore, a set of bluerock '

traps. Rather a novel place for a trap-shoot, say you; and the
novelty is still further enhanced when you are informe.l that the
IPier Gun Club, by whom the traps are used, is comprised of both

;

women and men, and that the members of one sex are fully as en-
thuBiastic as the other. The last shoot of this organizati'm, held
on Friday, July 8, was attended by nearly a score of members,
and the totals made were very creditable, considering the strong
southeast wind, which caused the targets to be somewhat erratic

in their flight. The shoot was directed by that irrepressible ra^ Jnr
domo of shooting affairs. Harry Tnurman, better known as "0:d
Father Time" and "Rainbow." Harry is happiest when dabbling
m shooting affairs, although incidentally he puts in an odd spell

at the Rainbow Knitting Mills or in hustling up trap copy for the
Philadelphia Item.
In the club shoot each contestant shot at 25 targets, 16 and

18yds. ris*", under American Shooting Association ru'es. A feat-
ure of the event was the fine showing made by Mrs. J. L. You' g.

This was Mrs. Young's initial attempt at this style of work, but
she proved herself to be an apt novice by powdering 15 out of her
35 targets. This score goes to show that with a little practical ex-

perience Mrs. Young will become an adept. In fact the entire
Young familv seems to be endowed with the ability to shoot, as
Miss Emma Young broke 8 and J. L. Young 20 out of 25. Below
are the scores of the shoot in detail:

H Thurman 1111111111110101010111110-30

C Minerd. lllllUllOlllOlllllOlOOOl-19

J L-igh 1100 1 1101111101 lOlOllOt Ol—16
R. Hires 1000010101111001110011011-14

JL Young 1110101101111111100111111-30

Geo McCormick lltllOlOlOlllOlllOllllllll—19

H McCann 1110010001111111111010111-18
J R Denny OOOOOllOOllOOlOOlOOOOw. — 4
L R Adams 1001111101110111111111110-20

H Wood - IIUIU umillllllUlOlO -33
Mrs. J. L. Young 15; Miss Emma Young 8; Mrt-. F. Applegate 3:

,

Mrs. E. Morris 1.

Two sweepstake events followed. Miss Emma Young securing
first prize in each.

Shooting at Somerville.
The Somerville (N. J.) Gun Club held an interesting day's sport

on July 4, there being a good attendance of shooters from pur-
rounding towns. Among the visitors were Dr. P. J. Zeglio and
Jos. Zeglio, of WarrenviUe; E. G. Lott. Geo. R. Reading and J. T.
Chamberlin. of Flemington; H. Bishop and M. Anderson, of White
House, and Geo. Cramner, of North Branch. The events were at
10 birds each, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 being from three traps, unknown
angles, and No. 4 from three traps, known angles. The score:

Bishop 3 3

P Jay 6

J Zeglio 3
Vallentine 3
Layton 4

Cranmer 6 8

Chamberlin 5 8

Dickey
Voorhees 3 3

Dilts . 4 5

Pickel 3 ..

6 8 RockafeUow,
8 7 Hendershot 3
6 5 Lott 6

6 3 Mathews 5
.. 4 L Hall 5

9 8 M Anderson 3
4 6 EUinham 3

3 Scott 4

4 6 W Anderson a
3 4 HHall.. 2

.. 4 Clark. 3
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The Fourth at Blauveltville.

The Spritisr Hill Gub Club held a very pleasant shoot at Blau-
velivlllfi. N. Y., on July 4, the attpnrlauco being good and ttiB

weather bpautiful. Among those present were Mes«ra. Simpson,
Moore find Hicbmond, the hard-ahooting *^rio of the New Jersey
Siiooting Club, of Claremont, and L. H. Schortemeier, tbo rotund
and tall Grerman who made such a fine Pbowing for the Emerald
0UU Clnb at Syracuse durius the State shoot. Both live birds

and targets were used. The scores in tlie programme target
events were as follows:

1 31 3 h 3 G 1 8 9 10' 11

Ricbmond 10 13 11 13 15 13 14 13 13 9 ..

Schortemeier 7 18 13 13 11 U 13 13 IP. 8 U
Moore - 8 11 14 1+ 7 13 13 13 14 9 14

Simpson 7 13 14 13 13 14 18 13 11 10 15

Baker 6 10 11 13 \H .. 7 ..

Lewis 3 4 ,.

Fogartv 14 15 .. 15 .. 13

Farmer . « 7 7 9 7 9 8

Bogarl 3 .. 14 .. 15 13 13 14 9 ..

Duryea ^ ft 8 ..

Allen 5 11 8 ..

Little .5 b ..

Nop. I and 10 were at ten targets each, $1 entry, three monRy f;

all others fifteen targets each. $1.50 entry, three moneys, except
No, 11, in which there was one money only, Nn. 5 was at unknown
angles. Bluerocii targets were thrown from Keystone traps
Special events: Ten pair doubles, $1.50. two moneys: Simpson 15,

Moore Ifi, Richmond 10. Schortemeier 17.

Twenty-live singles, |)3.50, 3 moneys: Simpson 21, Bogart 'J3, Dr.
A-llen 16, Moore 31, Richmond 30, Schortemeier 38, Baker 19, Dur-
yea 13.

Live bird events: No. 1, seven birds, $4 entry, three moneys;
No. 3, ten birds, $5 entry, three moneys; No. 3, seven birds, %i
entry, two moneys. Hurlingham rules, exoot boundary, which
was bnt 20yds. eacii side and 60yds. straightaway from center
traps, 35yd8. dead line.

No 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Simpson 21o'.'010-4 1112011122- 9 2011101-5
Durve!) 12110?!-B 1020121—5
Riclimond 1111101-6 1131111111-10 1223110-6
Allen 0000101-3 1101021110- 7

Schortemeier 1221112-7 2213123101- 9 o233310-5
B-ltou 2000001—2 0012013100- 5

Baker 0111201—5 ?022011121- 8 3113101-6
Moore 1032111-6 lO^iimOOO- 6 1111110-6
Ketile 1011113110- 9

Farmer 13231..

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.

The following scores were made by the Colt Hammerless Grun
Club at Hartford. Conn., on July 9, each member shooting at 25
Keystone targets:
No. 1:

Peard 1001010010101000101101110-13

Melrose 101 1111101111010110011111—19

Olmstend 0001011011 1 00111 110 1 111 1 1—17
Hills 1110111111101111110111110-31

Rlsley 1011111111111101111 111111—23
Groeu ... 0111111001011111111011000-17

Burbidge 1111111111111111111111101-34
W hi te UllllOOlOOOOOoOOlOlllOOO-11
Decker.. lllUllOlllllllOOOlOlOOOl-17
M Cook 1101010111100011000000101-13

Higby lllOOUlOimioOOl 1011111-18
Wfiley 100i>1010101H110111000111-15

Alger 1010110111111111010011 111—19
Vi bberts 1111110000110011111111111—19

Sterry 1111111111010111111011100-30

"McGinty" 0101111111111001111111011—20
Wood 0110111110111111111110011-20

Nichols 1011010010100011001 111111-16
J Conk 0010100101000000010110010- 8

No. 3, for medal priz^is:

Wille V 1111111 llllUlOlOOlin 111—33
Treat: 100111 IIOIIOU 1111 1 011100-18W Hills. - . .- 1010100000111101010111111—17

Risiey 111011111 1 11111 11111111 11—24
Olmstead 110010101001000111011 1101 -14
Bill , 1110111111111100111111101—31

Higby 1101001111011000001111101-15

Hyde 000011010101 0000001000100- 7

White 10111 0010000 111 0000 1 01 100-10
Parsons lUOOOlOlllLOlllllllOOOlll-lO

Decker 1 111010100100011101111110—16

Melrose . . 1011011011001001011111101—16

Alge r lin 0101 011110 1101 1011110-1

8

xManross - 0010111011110111111111111—19

M Cook 1011111111100111111111011—21

Hotchkiss 1111111011101111001011111-19

Woorl 1001110110111011101111101-18

Nichols 01110111110101 10101010100-15
Vibbers 1011110110000011111110111-17

Oakleigh Thorne Wins the International.

The international pigeon match for the Gun Club International
Cud, whicb took place in England recently, was in many ways an
unusual contest. The winner, Oakleigh Thome, was one of the
three Americans in a field of sixty-nine competitors, including
some of the best snots of England and France,
Mr. Thorne is the wealthy owner of a stock farm in Millbrook,

Dutchess county, this Stat°. He is a thorough sportsman, and is

very much interested in trap-shooting, devoting a large amount
of his leisure time to the sport. The two other Americans reprf^-

sented in the contest for the cup were Charles Macalester and H.
Yale Dolan. Among the Frenchmen were M. Moncorge. M.
Journu and M. Drevon, wlio are considered to be the best trap
shots in Erance.
The Gun Club international cup is valued at 8)1,000. Besides

this. Mr. Thorne won $750 sweepstakes. A foreign paper describes
the match as follows;
"Thanks to the strong wind, the birds left the traps at a rare

pace and misses were very frequent, the fielders in the two opsn-
ing rounds having by far the best of the betting. The chances of
no fewer than twenty-one of the contestants were extinguished in

the first tour, this number including several crack shots. Six-
teen were dropped out in the second round, and on the termina-
tion of the seventh only seven were left in to continue the shoot-
ing. Of these Westley Watson was the first to retire, as his
eighth bird, struck with both barrels, made a desperate effort and
.iust cleared the line of demarcation. M. Journu, the French
champion, shot under a rising bird with both charges, and in the
tenth round M. Drevon was also beaten bv a similar rock, which
went away as if on a special mission. Mr. Dolan's bird looked
like going, but was brought to grass by a rattling good second.

"The scorer now announced four ties, those successful up to

this point being Mr. Thorne (31), Mr. Dolan (31), T. Taylor (28]^),

and C. Bewicke (28). Now for the battle royal between England
and America, Our friends from across the Atlantic looked as

confident as possible, but Mr. Bewicke displayed a certain amount
of nervousness. The quartette brought down bird for bird until

the 13lh round, when Mr. Bewicke was beaten by a. smart ore
from No. 3 trap. Success also failed to smile on Mr. Taylor's

efforts, for his rock flew ofE to the left apparently none the worse.

"This left the issue to be fought out by Mr. Thorne and Mr.
Dolan. Strange to say, both missed their 14th pigeons, after

which Mr. Thorne added two more birds to his score, showing
fifteen kills out of sixteen."

, , .

Mr. Dolan missed bis sixteenth bird also, thus scoring four-

teen kills out of sixteen shots. It was considered a grand per-

formance for Mr. Thorne to beat such a lield at 31yds. rise. Mr.
Dolan won second prize of »500, and Messrs. Taylor and Bpwioke
divided third and fourth. The scores of the four prize winners
were as follows;

. , . ^ , , ^ , , , , i i „ > i

Oakleigh Thorne (31) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 j 0 j
1

H Yale Dorian (31) 1111111111 111010
T Taylor (SSU) 1 111111111 110
C Bewicke (i 1111111111 110

The Machimoodus Fourth.

Thk Machimoodus Gun Club held an all-day tournament at

their p'lrk, Moodus, Conn., on the Fourth, which was attended by
ov. r thirty gtmners from all over the State, including a number
of Connecticut's best shots. The most exciting event of the day
was the second contest for the genuine W. W. Greener breech-
loading shotgun, the gift of F. C. Fowler, and sweepstakes. The
conditions of the gift were that the gun bf shot for at four tour-

naments held by the club during the year 1892: The man winning
it at each tournament is barred from shooting for it at any othrr

of the remaining tournaments. Then, at the end of the four
tournaments, each winner will shoot off the ties and the gun will

become the absolute property of the party winning it. In case of

a tif at any of the tournaments, both or all parties will stay in

and be allowed to shoot for the gun at the final shooting for the

gun. Twenty-five targets. Keystone system, entrance $1, targets

included. The score in the second contoat was as frllows:

Cook 101 lllOOlOlllll' 111 110110-19

Brainard Iiuni01ini111illllllll-31
Mr^hier 1011110011111011001110111-18

Bill " ;
1100110000111111111010111-17

Merriman llOOOllllllllllUH' 10011-30

Fowler lllllllUmUIOlllOll 111-33

Edearton lOn 11 1011111 111111111101—23

Burbidae' 1111111111111110111111111—24

Dana 1111110101111111110111111-33

Avery.' linOlO.IOlOllUllllllllll-21

Pitt 000011 1 imioioiooiool 110-14

Wi>lev 1011110110101110111111111-20

Banuing ^ 1.111111111111111111111111-25

McGlnty 11111110111011111imilll-23

Bates .."
' 11UU11111111011111111 11-24

Savage ' 1111111111001111111111111-32

Olmstead 1 110110111111111111100111-31

Treat '
'" 001010iai0010l00110100101-10

On the wlioie day's shooting Bates of New Haven. Edgarton of

WiUimantic. Burbidge of Hartford and Brainard of Moodus ran
up the highest scores, averaging over 90 per cent.

The next tournament will be held the last of the present month.
Machimoodus Club has a membership of 30, and their club

house is second to none in the State. Keystone rules, traps and
targets. The establishment of the club was mainly due to Mr. F.

C. Fowler, proprietor of the well known Oak Grove Kennels at

this place, the homerorKildare, Seminole, Duke Elcho and numer-
ous others of the aristocracy of the Irish set'er family.

At the election of oJficers of the club Mr. Fowler declmed the
presidency, to which he was unanimously elected, but accepted
the none less essential office of captain. While the grounds are
four miles distant from the Valley Railroad and tive miles from
the Air Line, the fact is no hindrance to visiting sportsmen from
attending the tournaments given by the club, as on previous noti-

fication to the secretary they are met at either road and con-
veyed both ways free of expense, in teams provided by Mr.
Fowler. A feature of Machimoodus groitnds not found elsewhere
is the '"captain's tent," which is supplied with choice cigars and
drinkables from sparkling Ap'^Uinaris to the best spirits Ken-
tucky sends forth, which are dealt out free to patrons of the elub,

and the captain "pays the freight." Moodus.

The Crescent Gun Club.

Dexter Pabu, L. I., July 7.—The members of the Crescent Gun
Club bad a fine afternoon's sport on Thursday although the at-

tendance was not very large. The contest for the Parker gun
was vpry close, C. Mohrmaa killing his seven straight and won,
W. Catman winning the second prize after outshooting three
others. The birds were fair and shot from five unknown traps,

gun handicap 35 and 27yd8. The team shooting was very close,

two out of three resulting in ties. The scores:

Regular monthly shoot for best averages for the Parker gun
and extra prize:
C Hubbell U10131—6 W Oilman 102mi—

6

OHillmer 0300S01—3 J Vagts 3111110-6

CMohrman 1331221-7 W BoHer 0013131-5

C Winchester 0100113—4 S Hopkins 1110111—6

Tie for second won by Gilmer.
Team shoot, $1 each entrance, losing side to pay for the birds, 3

birds each, club handicap:
First Match.

C Hubell, Capt 100-3 C Winchester, Capt... .ill—

3

J Vogts 010-1 C Mohrman ^ 211-3

W Gilmer 112-3 S Hopkins... 002—2
OHillmer 120-2 W Bolton 302-3
C Bandman 111—3-10 H Merrihew lUo—1—10
Winchester's team won shoot off.

Second Match.
C Hubbell, Capt 011-2 A Hopkins, Capt 111—3
C Mobrman 101-3 W Gilmer 110—2

C Winchester 11.2-3 J Vagts 111-3
W Bolton 010—1 S Short 201—2
C Landman 112-3—11 H Merrihew 100-1—11
The second sweep was to decide the winner of first with both

moneys. ^ ^
Sweepstakes at 10 targets, $1 entry, three moneys. No. 1: C.

Landman 5, C. Hubbell 9, T. Short 9, C. Winchester 7, H. Merri-
hew 8.

No. 2: O. Landman 8, C. Hubbell 9, C. Winchester 8, H. Merri-
hew 8.

Referee. Mr. C. A. Delia
P. S.—At the commencement of the shoot the birds were rather

slow but improved during the atternoon when a good lot of flyers

got away. The Crescents had fine weather for the first day in

their change of dates.

Shooting at Roger's Fort Hill.

Thk Common Council of Lowell, Mass., appropriated 8100

toward a t;rap shoot which wns held at Roger's Fort Hill Park on
July 4. Each man shot at 10 singles and 3 pairs of artificial

targets, there being 51 entries. The results:

Edward Hartford 1.5. ,1. E. Burns 14, G. V. Gregg 13, G. C. Bates

12, Harry Runels 11, Ohas. Hayes 10, W. L. Gregg 9, Dr. Downs 8.

E. A. .Smith 7, S. B- Hall 7, Edwin Ooburn 5. N. W. White 4, W.
H. Sp«lding 3, M. Knowles 10, H. Hartford 8, A. D. Bntterfield 8,

O. E. Blaisdell 6, .Tames Shepherd 5, Enos Brocker 3, M. McDer-
mott 8. Jamps MfCaskin h. Frank Lee 0. A. Lawrence 3, W. P.
Edwards 11, W. Bufier 4, Peter Beck h. Mosea Davenport 4, A.
Ooburn 4, G. Maynard 13, L. A. Derby 9, J. 0. Wheeler 14, D. D.
Snyder 8, N. Brown 10, F. Bramhall 9, A. Maynard 6, E. W. Love-
ioy 13. Samuel Greenwood 0, David Foster 3, G. R. Dickey 9, H.
W. Burton 8, F. Sherman 9, W. Wiley 4, Henry Boynton 10, W.
M. Owen 8. A. Allard 7. I, Allard 4, Geo. O. Moore 8, Geo. Maasey
4, G, H, Nutting 8, H. Jones 11,

, _^

The appropriation of $101) was divided as follows: »15, .fl4. |13,

S13, $10, $8, 87, $6, |5, $3, ,$3, $1. This will be presented to the first

thirteen named marksmen in the above score.

Niles Gun Club.

NiLES, O , July 6.—The second and last day of the Niles Gud
Club tournament was a pronounced success throughout. The
contests for the various prizes ofl'erpd by the business men of th"

city were very exniting and close. The following is the score of

the" main shoot of the day: Upman 19, Runnell 31, Andrews 31.

Morris 31, Lewis 16, Turner 21, Cremer 19, Cochran 21, O'Connell
19, Ward IS, Phillips 20, Fry 20, Wilson 16, Miller 19, Geo, Naylor
17, W infield 17, John Naylor 20.

\mweiiH to ^arrespandmis.

fW Mo Notice Takea of Anonymoaa Oorreapondents.

P. E. A., Waterbury, Vt.— Will you kindly give information on
following p faints: 1. Weight and size of largest small-mouthed
bass on record. 3. Weight and size of largest big-mouthed bass
on record. 8. Is the snake commonly isnown as the spotted or
checkered adder in this .section a poisonous one, and if rot in

there anv poisonous reptile in Vermont, except the rattlfsnakf?
Ans. 1. '81b. lOoz., length 3,5in., girih 18-Min.; this was caugi t by
Mr. Boynton near Glens Falls, N Y., and wpighed by Mr. A- N.
Cheney. 3. 331b8. 3nz., Jleugth 37}^in..;girth 393/^'n. Caught near
Altoona, Fla.. by Mr. H. W. Ross. The hf>ad of this fish is now
m the FoBEST AND STREAM office. 3 Probably your spotted
adder is the snake known as spreading adder and blowing viper
{Weferodon plaUjrlilnm), a ferocious looking but harmless species.

When alarmed it fla'tens and expands its head, darts out its

tc^gue and hisses and sputters for dear life, bnt this is only for
its own protection, and no harm is caused by its teeth, Tbe
spreading adder is usually brown or reddish, with numeroun
(more than twenty) dark blotches on the back and sides and half
rings on tbe taiL It reaches a length of 30in. In tbe Eastern
United States it is one of tbe commonest of the snakes. The
copperhead, a venomous snake, is found in New Erg'ar.d. bitt is

comparatively raie. In color the body is brown, the belly yellow-
lowish and with 35 to 45 dark blotches on the side; tbo he»d ^«

coppery-red abovf; across tie back Uitie ar" Jitin 15 to 25 V-
shaped markings.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Thk Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment. Instruction and information between American sportsmen

The Editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages

are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be regarded .

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single copy $4

per year, $3 for sis months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers

:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order, oi-

draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The
paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States

Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents— London : Davies & Uo, ;

Brentano's; Sampson Low&Oo. Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms ;

$5 per year, $2.50 for six months.

ADTERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates tor three

six and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one

inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not be

inserted. Reading notices $1,00 per line. Only advertisements of an

approved character inserted.

Address aU commnnicatiouB

:

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
Vn. StlK Rrnadwav. New Vnr^^ Dlt^*

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Gatalo{ue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Bugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

W&RD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SALMM FISHER.
BY

CHAKLES HLAJLIiOCK.

COKTEKTS : Distribution of the Salmon.
Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now; and to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Cloth, 136 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York,

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, li"ew York.
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1 opularly known from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from Maine to Mexico, aa thehighest standard New 1 ork made cigar and fully equal in gualiUj and atyle to

I.*.' « fiiifst vniported article. For sale by first-class dealers.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY, 331-333 Bowery, New York.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A gPXiCIAIiTY.

Special Designs furnished on application
' free of charge.

The Best Device for Mailing
THESE ENVELOPES ARE MADE OF

STR0NCJ0U6H MANILLA PAPER
AND WILL MOTTEAR OR BURST

\ OPEN IN THE MAIL BAGS.
UJ Oz-In \ THE
fl-gCi) > CLASP FASTENING

1/ IS MADE OP THE

d'5 7 bestqualityofsheetbrass
LU / AND WrLL

NOT BECOME LOOSE.

OUT OR BREAK. V);

Athletic Goods, Pishing Tackle,

G-un and Bicycle Fittings,
IS THE

CLASP ENVELOPE.
Large Catalogue Envelopes a Specialty.
Box Envelopes for Mail ng Cloth Bound

Books, Etc.
Samples and Price Lists free by mail on

application.
Endorsed by ex-Postmaster General

Thomas L James, now president of the
L'ncoln National Bank, and C. Van Cott,
Postmaster, New York City.

THE CUSP ENVELOPE CO.,
39 & 41 West Broadway, N. Y.

Send in your suggestions for im-
proving the 1892 edition of$175 IN PRIZES.

The Sportsmen's Directory f Year Book
^ Illustrated (Just out) Bicycle, Gun, Fishing Outfit, etc., for best suggestions.

16 Superb Pull Page Illustrations ofLeffingwell. Henschall,
and other famous Sportsmen and "Writers, Athletes, Bicy-
clists, Prize Winning Dogs, Famous Trotters, Yachts, etc.

Biography of Famous Sportsmen, Pseudonyms of
Sporting Authors, Works, eto.

\ List of Expert Trap Shooters. FISH & GAME
f LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA,
Sporting Terms in Shooting, Fishing, Dogs, etc.

The Most Compact and Best Arranged Records in
Shooting, Fishing, Athletics, Boating, Turf, etc., in

America.
Select list of Hunting and Fishing Kesorts

I

in each State and Canada.
Field Trial Winners of 189 1. etc.

CLUB DEPARTMENT.
List of American Clubs -with Secretary's

name and address as follows :

Shooting, Fishing, Athletic, Kennel, Fox
Hunting, Field Trial and Coursing, Tennis,
Archery, Cricket, Chess, Curling, Boat, Eow-
ing, Trotting, Jockey, Polo, etc.

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
Manufacturers Sporting Goods, Fishing

Tackle, Bicycles, Athletic Goods, Kennel
Goods, TurfGoods, etc.

Selected list ofdealers in each ofthe above.
Elegantly Boaiid, Board Cover*, Cilt Title, BcsntlfnllT PrlnteS,

pjst-paid. • $1.00;

Send orders to POND & GOIiDEY. Milwawkee, Wis.

NEW GUNS.
The Wilkes-Barre Gun Co.,

Manufacturers of

^^llle Hammer and Hammerless

(For the Ti-ade only). Write for prices.
WILKES-BARBE, PA.

ESTABUSHBD 1853.

Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers iu

Fire Arms, Revolvers, Bifles, Etc.
Our worfcshops are the most complete to be found.

Guns rpstocked, barrels bored and rebrowned. dents re-
moved, stocks bent; all kinds of gun work and altera^
tlons perfected. Send for Catalogue.

61 V.\m Stwftt. Boston. Mass.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
Bead for 96page Catalogue of Sightsand Rifles.

ABDBESS

WM. hjmni, mDWBiwmw, conn.

All children enjoy a drink of

[ires' Root Beer.
So does every other member of the family.

A 25 cent package makes 5 gallons of this delicious
drink. Don't be deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind ia
" just as good "—'tis false, 2?a imitatiou js«8 gopd

the geftuine atSESV

EXCELSIOR
DASH LAMP.
Sliver plated liocomotive

Keflector, outside wick
regulator, burns kerosene
perfectly without a chim-
ney, is adjustable to any
kind of dash or veliicle.

UNIYERSAL LAMP,
The best lamp for sportsmen's
use ever manufactured. See
adv't in another column.
Stamp for lUustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON
Office, 310 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

ittm mm.

FERGUSON'S PATEHT HEFLECTIfiG LAMPS,
with Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments,
For Sportsmen and General

Illuminating Purposes.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP
See adv't in another column.

Send stamp for Illus. Catalogue

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Office, 310 Broadway, New York,

J. KANlSrOFSKX.
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufaetur
ing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Pleasf
mention Forest and Stheam.

389 Canal street. New York.

. W HART & CO.,

1 1 & 13 Jacob St«,

KEW YOR.IC.
Near Brooklyn Bridge.

Animulti, Birds and Fish Mounted true i

nature, and guaranteed ugainsr, moth.
FINEST EXHIBITION IN NEW TOBK.

Send for Price List.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodale & Feazae)

TAZIDERMISTS
And Dealers m

Olass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies

iinarals, Blrsls' Eggs Mi Slins

WOODCRAFT
By "NBSSBnrK." Price SLOO.

VORTTjaT ATJT) HTRTT.AM PrKf.T«WTXTC1 OO

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 8d, .SWhern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure blew-

ellln breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the hluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

GHAMFION GARNET,
(A.K.C.S.B, 24.980).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwood. New York (Jity.

Great Dane at Stud.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A.K.O.S.B. 20,435.

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

SHOQUOQUION KEN>JELS,
Lyons, Iowa.

ua.T JSTTJDD.

Scotch Terrier KiLROY.
Black brindle, no wliite markings, perfect head

and ears, grand hndy, bone and lege, Puperb coat;
winner of twelve Ists and five specials, and twice
winner of 30 gu nea champion fup in England,
and 1st and special in Boston, 1892. For par icu-
lars address

HENRY BROOKS, West Medford. Mass.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,7.57). Fee ^50,

Rosiyti Conway^
(A. 20,882). Fee S20.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

(A. 20,883). Fee $50.

CHAMPION

RosifII mw,
(A. 17,577). Fee $35.

IN THE STUD.
Heather Kennels'

DANDIE DINMONT
KING 0' THE HEATHER, $16.

EDWARD BROOKS,
BLyd© park, Mass.

ENGLISH PUGS.
Kash, Jr.,

A. 17,8114). Ist, Albany; 3d, N. Y., 1893, Fee $15.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
Ist and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee $25.

jehey jauvis,
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee $15.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in v/help.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

F0X-TEBSIER8
m STUD.

Starden's Kin^ $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Keckoner. 15
Gitampion Ratoy Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pnp sired by any

of these dogs during the year" 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS.
LAtSTCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

80 per cent. ofE to members of Collie Club.

lEISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HILL KENNEI^S,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
(Cli. Phnllmmon ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty first and .special prizes, including five
fli'st and four specials this season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Flinlimnion. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernard Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, wmner of over forty prizes and specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
lilm to be one of the most successfiU stud dogs of to-day.

YOUNG~KEEPER
(Keeper ei Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Fee $25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWAKD BOOTH, Manager.

IRISH AND ENGLISH SETTERS.
Ch. Inchiqiiin, 18,191, imported. The most famous

sU-e in America His get never faU to win when shown,
and are remarkably handsome and excellent field dogs,
.lust the blood needed to advance the Irish setter In
America. Stud fee S25.
Prince Noble, 8242, English setter, blue belton, by

Count Noble—Lassie, trrand field dog; his get are flrst-
class field dogs Stud fee $20.
Ghs Gladstone, 8310, by ch. Gladstone—Donna J.,

black, white and tan. A great fielder; none better, and
an excellent stock getter. Brother to Eush Gladstone,
the Derby winner. Stud fee $20.
Puppies bylnchlquin always on hand out of prize win-

ning bitches, cheap. Pedigrees and cuts on application
to J. J. SOANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

-A.T JSTTJ3D.

THE MASTIFF ORMONDE,
Son of the great Cambrian Princess.

Ormonde has won Ist at Rockford, Freeport.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Chicago. Is sire of
1st and 3d prize winners, Rockford, Freeport and
Chicago, 1893. Some grandly bred pups for sale.
Send etaittp for catalogue.

OHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111,
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MAJOR H. W. MERRILL.
Re.\df.rs of the Forest and Strkam, particularly those

who remember his slietches in the earlier volumes, will

learn with sircere regret of the death of Major H. W.
Merrill, at his home in this city, on last Thursday, July

J 4. The intelligence was received at this office with sor-

row, for the Major had been not infrequently a visitor here

for many years, and he was one of those men with whom
a personal acquaintance ripens into alfection. His age

was 78 years. His wife survives him. A son, Frederick

J. H, Merrill, Ph.D.. is Assistant State G-eologist of New
York. A brother, Nelson Merrill, is a member of the bar

of this city.

Major Merrill came of New England Puritan stock.

He traced his ancestry back to Nathaniel Merrill, who
emigrated from England to Connecticut in 1633-34.

About the year 1803 Jared Merrill moved from Connecti-

cut to what was then the far West, and settled in the

Oneida country of New York. In 18 11, his son Asa
Merrill went still further west, and made a pioneer

farmer's home in the wilderness of the Genesees, at a

point subsequently known as Byron. Here Hamilton

Wilcox Merrill was born in 1814. The child whose birth-

place was on the advance line of civilization was destined

to spend a large portion of his active life in service on the

frontiers. Living on the home farm to the age of twenty,

he went as a cadet to West Point, and graduating in

1838 was appointed Second Lieutenant of the 2d Dra-

goons, then on duty in the Seminole War. On the way
to Florida Lieut. Merrill was for a time with Gen, Scott

in Georgia and Tennessee, effecting ' the removal of the

Cherokees. Arrived in Florida his introduction to active

service was as the volunteer leader of a scouting party in

pursuit of the Indian murderers of a white family ; the

trail led into a dense hamak, impenetrable by horse, and

the young officer led the way, pistol in either hand, into

the dark cover, only to find, as was the rule in that war,

that the Indians had made good their escape. The three

years' campaigns which followed were full of hardship

and adventure, relieved by indulgence in field sports, for

which the Florida game supply of that period afforded

unlimited opportunity.

Coacoochee and his followers at length deported from

Florida, Lieut. Merrill in 1841 marched with his com-

mand 1,400 miles west to Fort Towson, in the Choctaw
aud Chickasaw Nations, north of the frontier of the Re-

public of Texas; and from this time, except while in the

Mexican War, he was almost constantly in the field, in

the Indian country along the Texan frontieir, and in the

West, until his resignation from the service in 1857.

In 1846 he joined Gen, Taylor's army at Camargo, in

Mexico, and took part in the battle of Monterey. Then,

in the army of Gen. Scott, he was in the siege of Vera

Cruz, the battles of Cerro Gorda, San Antonio, Contreras,

Molino del Rey (where, now Captain, he won for gallant

action and meritorious services the brevet of Major), and

the bombardment and battle of Chepultapec; was one of

the eight mounted men who escorted Gen, Soott into the

City of Mexico after its fall; and took part in the two

days' ftgbt i» tb^fccity after tl>e surreiidp^r \)7 t^a^Rta 4i}na,

One whose life had been passed around such scenes

could not fail to be an interesting personality. Major
Merrill had a rare fund of entertaining reminiscences of

the old days, stories of how the elusive Seminole Coacoo-

chee lured the Scouts into the depths of Florida swamps,
there to make mock of them; of Capt. Martin Scott (the

man for whom the coon came down) who, in a moment
of peril, when some one called out to him to lie down

,

answered, "Martin Scott never lies down," and the next
instant fell, mortally wounded by a Mexican bullet.

Again it would be a story of the memorable charge over

the Mudellin Bridge at Santa Cruz, where 300 American
dragoons put to rout 1,400 Mexican lancers; or of

that still more memorable charge, with fiercer odds,

at Molino Del Rey, where Mijor Merrill's horse

Black Warrior was shot under him; and more than
once, in such recital, the narrator would catch the martial

spirit of the hour and tell the story with inimitable efi'ect.

Or it might be a humorous incident in his own experi-

ence, how, when separated from his command in the

Indian country and obliged to camp for the night alone,

he was awakened by a terrific alarm, which, half awake,
he recognized as the Indian war whoop, but which proved

to be the screech of an owl perched just overhead.

Again, it would be a pathetic tale of a pointer dog found
on the battlefield of Molino del Rey, forgetting its own
mortal hurts, to seek out its dying master and lick his

face and wounds.

From early life Major Merrill had a decided taste for

hunting, and it was his good fortune to be stationed

throughout almost the entire period of his army life in

regions where the game supply afforded unstinted scope

for this favorite pursuit. In the vicinity of his first

Florida camp, on the Ocklawaha River, the deer, wild

tm-keys, and wild ducks and geese were found in an
abundance which astonished him. On the Texan fron-

tiers and in the western Indian country were vastnumbers
of buffalo; the command often marched for days together

in sight of the herds, and it was necessary to detail riders

to keep between their hosts and the wagon trains to pre-

vent the buffalo from stampeding the mules. Here too

there were deer and antelope, wild turkeys, ducks and

geese, grouse and quail, to say nothing of foxes and

wolves. We may well believe that with such incitements

to the chase hunting was often a more agreeable pursuit

than scouting for Indians; and an officer who knew how
to handle a gun might well deem it his duty to keep the

mess supplied with fresh meat.

The records show that Major Merrill was a capable and

efficient officer in the command of his troops and his deal-

ings with the tribes; none the less was he accomplished

as a sportsman. Constant practice gave him great skil'.

Mounted on his faithful "Black Warrior," or on his

trained hunting pony, he outstripped the fleetest game
and thought it no feat to bring a buffalo to earth by a

shot while both pursued and pursuer were at full speed.

Such hunting will never be known again on this conti-

nent; it is as much a thing of the past as are the condi-

tions of frontier life which prevailed in the Southwest a

half century ago. His experiences on the plains in the

'403 and 'oOs afterward furnishedsmaterial for a number of

interesting sketches contributed to the earlier numbers of

the Forest and Stream.

The hunting rifle in use at that time was of course the

muzzleloader, and it was the good work done by the arm
in those days of frontier life that caused Major Merrill to

be a life-long advocate of its merits. The superiority of

the muzzleloader over the breechloader as an arm of

Ijrocision he maintained with much sturdiness. His

writings most valued by riflemen and of the greatest

practical good were those relating to point-blank and

the trajectory curves of sporting rifles. These were sub-

jects to which Major Merrill devoted much study, and to

him belongs the credit of having first presented them in

a form adapted to popular comprehension and instruc-

tion.

Major Merrill inherited a strong constitution, which
carried him unscathed through the exposures of Southern

campaigns, and blessed him with a hale and vigorous old

age; from his Puritan ancestry, too, came those high

traits of character which marked his public and private

life, and were the crown of that old age. His were
the bluntness of the soldier, the simplicity of a child, the

gtraightforwar(Jnee^ jogenmQTjww Qf wewbo

SNAP SHOTS.

Last autumn we chronicled the successful introduction

of our native quail into China, where the American trav-

eler is now greeted by the cheery whistle of Bob White.
There are other conquests in store. The authorities of the

Cape of Good Hope are greatly interested in a project of

introducing into that colony American game birds. Their

agent, who has naturally come direct to this office for

assistance in the undertaking, tells us that the South
African people want both quail and grouse. There is

probably no obstacle to prevent the successful transporta-

tion of quail from America to the Cape of Good Hope. If

properly cared for the birds will bear the confinement
and hardships of the voyage; but it is very doubtful if

ruffed grouse can be carried so far. The almost uniform
failure of all attempts to keep this creature in confine-

ment for any length of time appears to jioint to certain

defeat of such an enterprise as its transportation to South
Africa. On the other hand, the Massachusetts Associa-

tion has been decidedly successful in bringing sharp-

tailed grouse across the continent; and properly cared

for that species might weather the voyage to the Cape.

The undertaking is one which will be watched with much
interest and with many hearty wishes for its successful

achievement. Future Fourth of July orators may yet

with truth and pride allude to the whistle of the Amer-
ican Bob White saluting with the British drum beat the

rising sun around the world.

Two* New Haven gentlemen, Mr. J. B. Robertson and
Mr. Clayton Redfield, have secured two pairs of Mongolian
pheasants, and are trying the experiment of rearing these

birds in confinement. The birds were received from
Oregon, and soon after their arrival in New Haven began
to lay. The eggs were taken as fast as laid and put under
bantam hens, and the first brood, numbering eight

chicks, was hatched July 5 The hen pheasants continue

to lay, and it is hoped that a considerable number of the

young may be reared this summer. If the expected suc-

cess should be attained, it is proposed next spring to turn

out a number of the birds in different parts of Connecti-

cut in the hope of stocking the State covers. If this

turning out should be done, wide publicity ought to be

given it, so that sportsmen who come upon the new birds

may recognize and spare them for breeders.

Mr. Stewart Culin,curator of the archaeological museum
of the University of Pennsylvania, has been appointed

secretary of the Board of Commissioners for the Colum-
bian Historical Exposition in Madrid. The University

will make a considerable display of its arcbfeological

collections at the Exposition.

The New York game law abolished at one fell swoop
more than forty .«pecial county regulations respecting fish

and game.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under which these prizes will be giveo are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $%. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of |5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The sulgects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether In 1893 or in previous yearq.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest and Sthbam.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qnalities; and other things

being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for Identification. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of oampra.

The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and
Stream. This applies only to the particular prints f ent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

byavotfrof all our readers after the manner of the successful

aud famous "Oamp-Fite Flickering Vote.'* Such popular yot/Q
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CAMPING ON THE BLUE.
In the running water there is life. Who can ca-ch and

hold the glint of the rivulet y No camera can reflect the
rapids. No two breaks of water lushing over stones are
alike. "Writers have attempted to tell the story of the
breakers, the song they sing. But they never sing the
same song twice. Wherein they have the advantage of
some singers and most story tellers. The songs of the
waters are always melodious. It is a medley with melody.
The rythm of swift- flowing water is the rarest sound in
nature. The beauties of the Blue have been told in poetry.
One denizen on the banks of this most crooked and tur-
bulent stream, one who has studied it in all its moods,
writes of its charms in a local paper:

Mark the massive walls arise,
Lifting rugged rocky sides
Into deeply vaulted skies,
Wliei'e the fllmv fleece-rloud rides.
Here and thfre a stately colatnn
Leans its lonely form, and solemn
Embattled lines of sharp peaks set
Spear-like upon the parapet
Pierce with jagged, Dragged rrest
The Heaven's unresistine breast.
There a gnarled oak. dark and high,
Bare and bleak, and Wasted by
Crashing wind and flashirg sky,
Extends its wasted, bony form,
And still, though dead, defies the storm.
Here a majestic monarch shoots
Id lifted rocks its grappling roots:
Over the precipice, bald and bare.
It fearlessly flings to the upper air
Branches broad, storm-bent and old.
Black arrow-headed <:rags and tall
Leap up, and out, and over al!.

Our camp ig ten miles from Milltown, the crossing of
the Air Line Eail-

road to Leavenworth
on the Ohio River,
by the country road.
By river it is fifty-

five miles. This will

show the windings
of the stream. It is

not sluggish. It

does not meander
through meadows.
At times the bluffs

rise abruptly for 400
feet; natural falls,

rapids, alternate
deep pools, form nat-

ural feeding groimds
and hybernating
places for fish.

The canoeist can
here find swift
water, long reaches
of deep and quiet
water, abrupt turns
with ever varying
scenery.
Adown the stream

is a picture for an
artist of nature. The
camera and the
draughtsman may
delineate its fea-

tures as nearly as
they can be repro-
duced. Bat yet the
beauty of the scene
is not portrayed. It

can not be put upon
canvas, neither can
a pen portrait por-
tray its beauties.
Looking from the
front of the camp,
three rapids and two
beautiful green isles

make a picture that
can only be realized -

by being gazed upon
from our dining
room on the days
when sun and at-

mottunere cjmbine to display effectively all its charms.
"Fishing ii only for those who have learned the sport.

Like that of the wing shot, the art must be learned
in early life." Oae of the ladies of our party who had
never handled a rod hung a very nice, fish on an 8oz. rod
without a reel, with a very light line, and with a little in-

struction from "the old man.'' landed it in very nice
style. The main thing in taking a fish is to keep cool
and keep your mind on the business you are engaged in.

Cisting into a pool of a depth of from ten to twenty
feet of clear, cold water forms an ideal fishing place for

black bass. The expert fly-fisher has here full swing.
For fotty yards in his rear and forty in front there is no
obstruction. He can stand and cast for hours without
disturbing the pool. Aba! says the fly-fisherman, the
bass will not rise to the fly. Yes, they will, but it must
be cist with skill, and so rushing are the rapids on either

side that his casting, the strike and struggles of the
hooked fish, do not create the commotion and consequent
disturbance that they would in quiet waters. Most val-

uable things learned are by experiment. Theory may
teach Wt practice makes perfect. To catch a bass in

midsummer in the streams of southern Indiana, requires
patience, perseverance and a knowledge of the stream.

Bv these requisites do not understand that the effort is to

catch these Graves of the waters on their spawning beds.

Far from it. It is after they have gone through that pro-

cess that they are the most wary. In the early spring
and during the first frosts in the fall season the bass will

rise to fly or bite at minnow, but in the season when
camping out is the most agreeable, it requires finesse to

catch the finny pride of middle Western waters. It is

then the art of the angler has the most exercise.

Standing in the rapids and casting the fly for the bass

one may occasionally be surprised by the lunge of the
mascalonge (called the pike, but which David Starr Jor-

dan pronounces the mascalonge of the great Northern
lakes), and if he has tackle strong enough and his nerye

is responsive to the effort, one of the gamest fish that
swims may reward the expert angler. Within a mile of
water stretch from where the patient angler in the pic-
ture stands, five pike (mascalonge) were captured in a
short time, the smallest weighing 6 and the largest
8lbs. Dr. Jordan says these fish, or their progenitors,
went down the Mississippi to the mouth, thence up the
Ohio to the mouths of the small rivers emptying into
that stream, up which they went and spawned and to
which they annually return.
As a hint of how we live, here is a dinner bill of fare,

in plain Eoglish, as all bills of fare should be made out
for English-speaking people:

Turtle Soup.

Tiutle fried in rolled crackers. Baked Mascalonge.

Claret Punch.

Broiled Squirrel, Frog Legs. Broiled Mushrooms.

Corn roasted in husk on the coals.

Boiled Beans with Bacon. Stewed Potatoes with cream dressing.

Buttermilk. Sweet Milk. Tea. Coffee.

Liquors.

Cigars—Cob Pipe if preferred.

We catch our own turtles, shine our own frogs, gather
our own mushrooms, and, if particular about it, can milk
the cows and make our own buttermilk, which the same
we have not done.
Coon hunting at night is a favorite amusement for the

young folks.

There is Wyandotte Cave only a mile away, where the
underground way to the bowels of the earth can be
traversed. And what is there not here or hereabouts to
charm the eye, make music to the ear and cheer the heart
of all who love nature in her manifold beauties. Jap.
New Axbany, lud.

CANNON ISLAND CAMP, BLUE RIVER, INDIANA.

JTkom a Photograph by Mtss Maby O. Collins.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-V.

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
Kelpie was feeling better than when he first joined

us, but he was still "powerful weak an' porely," and he
was ordered to plant himself in a chair in the shade, light
his pipe, look on and take comfort, which he did with
some growls and protests, as he said it was the first party
he was ever out with that wouldn't let him do any of the
work of making camp.
But we wanted him to take it easy till he came to his

appetite and gained a little strength, and we at last con-
vinced him that it was no use for a "'little old fragile
half sick feller" to stand up and. argue against four siza-
ble old strong and hearty ones.
He had found his way into our hearts from the start,

and I believe any of us would have turned out of a snug
bed at midnight to roost on the ground and make a place
for him.

Th?, three larsrer tents were put up in line a few feet
back from the break of the nearly perpendicular bank,
which was here S.or 9 ft. above the level of the lake.
All along the steep slope, down to the narrow strip of

sandy beach was a growth of young birch trees, white
cedars and small bushes, with here and there a wild
cherry literally loaded down with bright red, half ripe
cherries, on which the robins, bluejays, flax birds and
others of our feathered friends would have a rare feast as
they ripened.
Between this and the foot of the hill, from 4 to 8 rods

wide in places, was a strip of level, grass-grown, sandy
ground entirely free of bush or shrub, except a few puny
looking mullen stalks that had lost the ambition to grow
for lack of moisture in the hot, sandy soil.

Near the first tent put up, a few feet from the bank,

were two low, wide-topped jack oaks, dividing near the
ground into two and three separate branches, and under
their spreading boughs Charley and I built the table and
stretched the big fly over it, tying the guys on the lake-
side to small trees over the edge of the ba^^k.
The ironclad was taken out of its box and the empty

box mounted on its side on one end of the long table,
the hinged lids to swing up, and this served admirably
for a cupboird in which the keeper of the frying-pans
kept his tin cups, plates, knives and forks, spoons, salt,
pepper and sichj Here was at once our dining-room,
parlor and general loafing place, a cool, laziness-breeding
retreat, for it was in the shade at all hours of the day.
A couple of rods from the big fly, up lake, near the

bank, where he would have shade in the afternoon,
Barney's kitchen table and fireplace were located, and
just across the road at the foot ot the hill his tent was
pitched to be handy to his working territory.

Kelpie, who had been lazily looking on and "coaritatin'
in his mind" during the camp-making, emerged from a
reverie and the shade of the oak with a well simulated
Rip-Van-Winkle expression on his face, remarkirig as he
knocked the ashes from his fireless pipe, that ' it looked
like somebody had been around there making a camp,
and being a stranger in these parts, he wondered if he
could get to stay all night with them."
This smacked of a protest against his enforced idleness,

but his conscience was quieted by old Sam with, "Take
it easy, old pard; we don't 'low any sick man to do any
work around this ranch. Jest wait till ye kin gifc away
with a pound or two o' bacon at a settin' an' git some fat
on ver ribs, an' then maybe we'll let ye do somethin'—
see?"

The wagon came back-with the straw in good time ard
before dark the beds were made and the camp about fin-
ished except for a pole on which to hoist "old glory" to
the breeze. •

Barney put a good supper on the new tabl^, helpfd out
by a bucket of rich
milk brought up
from the bouse by
neighbor Gehring,
which was a wel-
come change from
the pasty " con-
demned" stuff we
had bepn ut-ing in
our coffee at Grpen
Lake, and even Kel-
pie attack* d that
supper with a zeal
that started Barney
into a quiet chuctle,
as he poured him the
second cup of coffee,
at the success of his
cookery.
We built no camp-

fire (hat ni»ht, but
went early to bed, as
happy and tired a lot
of mortals as ever
turned in for a
night's well earned
rest.

Next morning
Charley and I walk-
ed down to the vil-

lage to get a few
supplies at the store
and hire a couple of
boats, old Sam going
along with the axe
at a "right shoulder
shift" as far as a
tract of swampy
woods below the
birch grove to cut a
flas' pole.

We found our
friend Oberlin, who
was postmaster and
proprietor of the
store, the same ge-
nial clever fellow as
when WG made his
acquaintance the
year before, ready
to lick a stamp for a

fair customer, or sell at a "marked down"anythmg from
a cross-cut saw or a Chicago ham down to a yard of
calico, a fish, hook or a stick of black jack chewing gum.
A good country store keeps about everything necessary
to the comfort of mankind, and our wants were soon
supplied, not omitting a "reddin' comb" for old Sam,
whose wild-looking unkempt locks, Charley said, imita-
ting Sam's manner of speech when he atTected backwoods
dialect, which was most of the time—"made him look
like one o'them furrin' planer pounders what goes 'round
givin' recitals, as they call 'em."
Oberlin told us where we could hire a couple of boats,

and in half an hour we were pulling against a stiff wind
back to camp, wherewe found Snakeroot and the Colonel
trimming a basswood sapling about 25ft. long, with
Kelpie standing by trying to figure out, as he said, "how
much longer that pole would be if the crooks were
straightened out of it."

The next pole Sam cut, which be found in a grove a
quarter of a mile above camp near the water, was a
smooth-barked white birch 60ft. high, which he got
neighbor Laidlaw, living a little further up the lake, to
snake down to camp next morning behind his wagon as
he went to his work at the mill, and when the old flag
whipped out 55ft, from the ground to a salute from the
Colonel's big pistol, he was so swelled up with "tickle"
over his selection that, we didn't hear the last of "that
dandy flag pole o' mine" till he was in the wagon a couple
of weeks later ready to start for home, and it will doubtless
be his model for a flag pole whenwe make the next camp.
To make the spot even more perfect as a camping

place there was plenty of dry wood scattered along the
shore under the bank for the cook's fire and the nightly
camp-fire, and we were "jest about as near heaven as
the Joneses ever expect to get" when Barney found next
day, not more than ten rods up the lake, a spring of
delicious, cold water boiling up out of the sand under the
bank, with a perceptible taste of iron and^ we thought, a
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little sulphur in it, as it coated the graTel and pebbles
over which it flowed into the lake a few feet away with
a dirty, blackish copper color.

Barney dug it out with a shovel and cribbed it up with
a bottomless box, and it proved a spring of great comfort
to us to the very last day in camp. The temperature was
exactly 46 deg., as noted by the camp thermometer after
being held in it a matter of five minutes.
Flowing out of the bank not two feetaway was another

spring not so cold, and without any taste or sign of iron
or sulphur in the water, each running a stream aboub the
size of the grip of a bass rod.
Afterward we found along under the bank for two or

three, hundred yards up the lake a dozen or more other
springs of about the same volume or less, several of which
were more or less impregnated with iron, but we stuck to
Barney's first discovery for our drinking water, as we
found that besides its refreshing coldness and agreeable
mineral taste, it was possessed of slightly laxative quali-
ties, and it must have had in it, too. some mysterious
property that worked directly in harmony with tlie diges-
tive organs, for before we were in camp a week Kelpie's
appetite had developed at such a satisfactory and remarka-
ble rate that he could hide a square meal with a celerity
that put him in the front rank, a state of affairs that kept
the keeper of the fryin' pans a hustlin' to meet the in-

creased demands made on him at meal times.
A day or two after the keeper found another spring

under the bank near the flag pole, boiling up clear and
very cool near the roots of some young birches; just plain,
pure spring water without the faintest taste of mineral in
it. This he also cribbed and u>ed as a refrigerator, where
he kept his butter almost too hard to cut easily, the milk
sweet and cold, and the buttermilk in such a state of
seductive freshness that there was no resisting it, and at

strife with old-time foes; him of the bronze back and
valiant heart, the crafty pickerel and the mighty mask-
inonge—peer he of all the warriors of the North or South.
Memories of battles won and lost come trooping through

the rifts in the cloud of gray; the trusty old rod doubled
to its work, the swishing line taut and tense; the frantic
rush, the leap in air, the whirring reel—a tuneful melody
—and last of all the^deadly gaff or ready landing-net, or—parted line and blighted hopes.
Brother of the rod, a look into the past age stirs the

blood.
A very wizard is the old brown pipe to revive the half-

forgotten recollections of river, brook and lake; of the
forests and the sti-eams; to rekindle the old camp-fires,
around which the weather-beaten disciple of the rod has
spent many a happy care-free hour, that will never come
again.
But now I know that if the reader is an old camper

with silver in his hair he will forgive me this digression
and charge it up to the old pipe, for has he not himself
had dreamy visions of the camps of bygone days through
the smoke of the weed that comforteth the angler's heart?
The camp was finished to our pleasement and nothing

remained but to go a-fiohing. The Colonel did not care
to go out that day, and as I had some arransrements to
make with our neighbors about milk, butter, vegetables,
etc., we let Sam and Charley and Kelpie open the cam-
paign in the two wooden boats off the birch point, wh«re
we had found some good bass fishing the year before.
When I went down to the Gehring farmhouse the same

surly cur was there taking a nap on the porch with one
eye open, and as soon as he got it trained on me he seemed
to be reminded of something, but just as he got his
bristles raised to the proper elevation for trouble to set in
and sounded the tocsin of war in the shape of some

Tommy, be it known, was a sturdy youngster of ten
years with a sixteen year old head on his shoulders, whom
everybody in the camp took a liking to for his manly and
upright ways. A bargain was also struck with Tom to
pick every day and bring to camp from three to six quarts
of the luscious red raspberries growing wild nearly every-
where in great abundance, a contract which he faithfully
carried out, and we did the rest in the way of keeping
them from getting sour.

If there is anything more satisfying to the inner man
than a tin cup full of ripe red "rozberries" with powdered
sugar and cold rich milk over 'era, it must be two cups,
which line of figuring Br'er Kelpie was ready to up-
hold three times a day. Twice a week a butcher's waoon
from Traverse City made the rounds of the neighbor-
hood, from which we could get a cut of beef, a roast of
pork or a quarter of mutton, selected by the "keeper,"
with the critical eye of an old meat inspector, and then
we had bass and "rookies" (we were above eating the
"snakes" we caught), and bluegills and trout till had
there been anything in the popular delusion that a fish
diet makes brains the camp might have been appropri-
ately named "Camp Smarty,"
"Great airth an' se9,s!" such living as the Joneses had

in that camp was a caution to dyspeptics. M'ith all the
good things with which the table was supplied and the
awful examples set him in the way of hiding them from
sight, Kelpie began to pick up rapidly and come back to
his original shape. Every few days he would furtively
let out another tuck in the waistband of his breeches, so
to speak, or, to put it nautically, shake out another reef
to make room for the "rozberries" and trout called for
by his steadily increasing appetite.
The color was coming back in his face, and the marked

improvement in his health was a revelation to us, and a

CAMP OF THE KINGFISHERS.

Robin's Kest Camp, Cabp Lake, Michigan, 1891.

1. IGngflshei- (Old Hickory). 2. Snakeroot. :). Kelpie. 4, Old Bliiegill. 5, S. The Two .Tohns. «. The Keeper of the Frying Paris. r.Old Frigitl.

well-regulated intervals a "vial o' wrath" found its way
into the spring to be cool for the boys when they returned
in the evening after a hard day at the oars and felt the
need of a "liver invigorator."
For a camp of pure, solid comfort, free, too, of black

flies, skeeters and "croppies" (Dick Macauley's no see
'ems) we had never found its equal, and never expect to
find a better one, and many a night when sitting before
the camp-fire weaving fancies in the embers and looking
back to the old camps of the past through the flickering
flame and smoke I longed for my old dead comrade and
chum Uncle Dick Sloan to be with us again in the flesh
to help enjoy it all. And sometimes my faocy outlined
his fragile old form holding his well-worn old camp
stool do 4vn on the further side of the fire with the half
paralyzjd old leg hung limply over the good one, suck-
ing comfort from his welt-seasoned old briar root pipe,
and fighting with his only good arm and hand the stifi-
ing puffs of pmoke from the camp-fire as in the by-gone
days. Ah, me! The loss of a cherished old comrade and
bosom friend who has shared your camp in brotherly
harmony in all weathers for twenty odd years is a calam-
ity that never rights itself; a wound that takes the rest of
a lifetime to heal.
Thinking of him as I write, I have wandered from the

trail into a wilderness of old memories, conjured up by
the dissolving rings of misty gray from a reminiscence-
breeding pipe of "Old Judge," through which, from out
the shadowy past, appear in turn the old camps on the
Tippecanoe, on Central Lake, on Sisson's, Six Mile, Carp
and Black, Echo, D mglass, Brown'fi and Platte; and
around the wavering flame of the waning fire, disputing
with feeble flicker the sombre shadows of encroaching
night, sit "Diddv Foulds" and "Judge" Snider, Billy
Wetzel and Ben Renshaw, rare old Ben. loyal old com-
rades they and well beloved, who with Uncle Dan have
crossed over the divide into the unknown land beyond.
Through the delusive film come memoiies, too^ otfleBce

ominous growls, Mother Gehring appeared on the scene
and by a vigorous kick in his rear and a few words in
German—or maybe it was the attack in the rear—pre-
vailed on him to slink around the corner of the house,
where he turned and stood eyeing me with an expression
on his dog(ged) countenance that said plain as print,
"Old feller, I'll get even with ye for that kiek if it takes
me all summer."

It was plain, too, that he thought this in German, but
I have rendered it into elegant American for the bene-
fit of any reader who may not have had to do with cross-
grained Teutonic canines.
He was another good subject for a peeled elm club,

which I felt the more need of because, unlike the big
savage pup at Green Lake, he was not chained. I had a
notion, as the ill-favored cuss glowered at me from around
the corner, that he woidd have willingly parted with an-
other joint of his already abbreviated caudal for a chance
to hustle me out of the lot and take a mou'ful out of the
seat of my breeches—if nothinr "^Ise—as I went over the
fence; but the presence of his luistress and the remem-
brance of the jolt in the rear prevented the carrying out
this vengeful scheme, and Mother Gehring and I pro-
ceeded with our negotiations—a hard tussle for me with-
out an interpreter—touching on the matter of milk,
vegetables, and baking bread for the camp, without fur-
ther interference from "the ornery cuss around the
corner." We furnished the flour and Mother Gehring
baked two, three or four loaves of most excellent bread
at a time as needed, and every evening we got a half gal-
lon or a gallon of fresh, sweet, rich milk, but no butter,
as she made barely enough for their own table, and all
the vegetables from the garden we wanted.
From neighbor Laidlaw's, a half mile or more up the

lake we got every other day a roll of golden butter right
from the churn and a big tin pail full of fresh butter-
milk which littleTommy took on himself to tote to the
camp.

flattering testimonial to Barney's out-in-camp cookery.
The properties of the mineral spring, or something else,
seemed to keep us hungry most of the time, and old Sam
was not much out of the way when he remarked one
evening as he speared his fourth trout from the pan with
his fork, "This gang would bu'st up the best tavern in
ole Kaintuck in two innin's," and in the same breath,
with a wink at Kelpie across the tabli^, "Jeems mackerel,
tech them rozberries a leetle mild; too many of 'em might
give ye a pain in yer diafram."

It was a great camp; full of good fellowship and good
cheer, and we enjoyed it all as only they who go to the
woods with long intervals between; as only they who love
the voices of the forest, and hear music in running
brooks.
The boys came before sundown with a couple of snakes

and a fair string of small-mouthed bass, and by the time
Barney had supper ready the odor from the frying-pans
reminded us of old times again.
They had not found the fishing quite up to their ex-

pectations, but it was so much better than at Green
Lake that old Sam's chin—which we got to read like a
barometer by the elevation or depression thereof—gave
indications of a mind serene and at peace with all the
world. When he came up the low bank near Barney's
table with chin away down it meant "nary nibble all
day;" chin away up "heap good luck," with graduations
between the two extremes that told almost unerringly the
measure of his success for the day.
After supper we carried up some logs and limbs from

under the bank and built a big camp-fire at the foot of
the hill back of the tents (that started the "ornery cuss'
at the farmhouse to barking, thought it was a newfangled
moon, maybe), and sat around it till well into the night,
telling over the stories of old camps—stories that bear
oft repeating and never grow old—and laying plans for
the morrow's fishing.

KiNGtFISHEE.
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THE BIRDS AND THE MUSIC BOX.
Mt music box I wound, and placed

It out of sight amid the grass.

Then, just heside it, artluUy
Inclined a polished looking glass.

The hirds were busy with their cares

Of keeping house and brooding youag.

Trilling, meanwhile, soft luUabyes,

No sweeter songs were ever sting.

They heard the music in the grass,

And Ihis is what they seemed (o say:

"Wh5!" "Whatlsthat?" "What can that beV"

"Some bird has come from far awaj !"

A swallow first came skimming down,
And caught within the mirror bright

A flashing glimpse of her own wings.

Then circliDg upward with delight

Told all the birds that llitted near—
They heard the news with great surprise—

"A singing swallow has arrived,

I've seen it with my own two eyes."

Next robin redbreast hopped along

And chirped: "Oh, welcome, cousin dear;

No song so sweet as our old song,

'Twas kind in you to settle here."

Then an excited phojbe came.
And p'ped: "Dear me! I've always heard

That long ago, before the flood

The phojbe was a singing bird.

"And this one has a dress and hood
.last like the one I always wear;

I'll practice a few notes myself!"

"How very siily, I deelai't!"

A bluebird trilled. "I've just baen nigh
And saw the bird. She's very fair,

With wings like bits of summer sky,

And such a modest, lovely air!"

Tust then the music box ran down,
And all the birds began to slug;

A perfect medley filled the air.

That made the whole green hilltop ring.

Maple Cohser, Wellington, Conn. Anmie A, Pheston.

THE MULE DEER IN DOMESTICATION.
The mule deer is found in the Sierra Nevadas and Sis-

Ijiyou Mountains of northern CJifornia and eastward
into the Rockies, and also in the Oaecades of Oregon and
Washington. They are Tery seldom seen west of the
summit, where the black-tail range. The latter some-
times cross to the eastern slope, but are not found far in

the interior. The fawns of the mule deer can often be
found during the latter part of May or early in June,
hidden in the dense thickets of the wooded mountain
side, where they have been left by the doe. If their
dainty hoof-marks are seen in the soil they can be
tracked, with considerable assurance of being found.
When run upon they will lie very low and quiet, their
ears thrown back so as to lie flat on their shoulders, and
their large, lustrous eyes watching every movement of
the strange enemy. If one is cautious in his approach,
advancing in a sidelong direction, he may sometimes get
so near to them, that by a quick spring he can catch
them. It muBt not be supposed, however, that this little

creature is slow in getting up and starting oflf. On the
contrary, they ai'e very active, and make no ceremony in
starting. A sudden spring raises and throws it forward
at the same time. And for a short distance they are
very fleet, but when quite young they soon tire and can
be run down and caught. Their cry is a low, plaintive
bleat, which certainly must arouse the sympathy of the
rather hardened captor.

The young do not run with the mother, but she goes to
them a number of times during the day, that they may
suckle, and then leaves them again. If you should
chance upon them at this time they will separate, the
doe going up the mountain side, while a streak of flicked

white and russet disappearing in the thicket marks the
flight of the fawn.
When captured they will struggle violently for a little

while, and their sharp hoofs will do some damage to

one's person or clothing. But they soon become recon-
eiled to their new surrounding and are quite content.

They are beautifully spotted, and the&e remain during
most of the summer, but gradually disappear as the hair
falls, and by the last of September have entirely disap-

peared and given place to the uniform blue coat.

The fawns soon learn to drink milk from a bottle hav-
ing a rubber nipple, or even from an open vessel: but
owing to their habit of butting while drinking, the latter

method of feeding is not always a safe one, as the dish,

milk and all, is liable to be thrown into the lap of the
feeder. Their appetites are vigorous, and they will drink
too much if allowed, which causes indigestion and a weak-
ened condition. They become very gentle and are fond of

going into the house in search of any knick-knacks that
may be given them, such as nuts, candies, fruits, etc.

They know their masters or those who feed them, and
will follow them about the yard. They begin browsing
early, grow quite fast, and the supply of milk can be
gradually cut down, The leaves of the wild rose and
sarvis bushes are favorites with them, but the tender
twigs and buds of various kinds are eaten, and they often
graze on the meadows the same as a sheep. They gener-
ally feed late in the evening or early in the morning, pre-

ferring to lie in the shade and cool dark places during
the heat of the diy, away from the annoyance of flies

and mosquitoes. They feed some at nigh
, especially

during moonlight, but dark nights are more quiet, and
lie resting or sleeping under a tree or some rude cover.

They will lie on the same spot night after night, prefer-

ring this to a new bed each night. In their wandering
about,;should they run across a cabbage patch, their appe-
tite is soon satisfied with this dainty morsel.
The males grow a small stub of an antler the first fall.

This drops ofl' the following winter and the new antlers

start out about the middle of March, These grow rap-
idly and are covered with the velvet most of theBummer,

drying and peeling olf or are torn off on the bushes about
the latter part of July, and by the first of September the
antlers aie clear and fully grown. These remain until
the following January and then drop off, sometimes
nearly at the same time, or there may be several weeks
between the time of the two being shed.
The horns are often quite large the second autumn

—

that is, when the animal is a year and a half old, some-
times having four points, but there may be only a spike.
Little reliance can be placed on an estimation of the age
from the number of points. The hoofs of the animal in

domestication grow long and are distorted, interfering
considerably with its fleetness and activity. This is ow-
ing to their not being worn ofl; by the rough rocus of the
mountain sides in travel, as in the wild state.

The general appearance of the animal when quiet and
undisturbed is awkward. Its form is not symmetrical:
its gait is a long swinging stride. But when startled it

becomes a thing of beauty; its whole figure commands
admiration.
During the first year of its life its disposition is gentle

and inoffensive; it is playful and harmless, but as it grows
older becomes more sullen and treacherous, and will
often attack children or women, and if it should get them
down will stamp them with its front feet, or, jumping up
and putting all four feet together, will come down, strik-

ing with all of them at once. It will also attack with its

ho^ns, and as they grow to healthy proportions it can do
considerable damage in this way. It is prone to use them
in a brisk tussle with the clothes line or any flaunting rag
that it imagines is defying it. As sometimes happens,
when in its moonlight rambles it comes across the pre-
vious day's washing idly flapping in the night breeze, it

will strike at the garments with its feet, and the good
housewife next morning finds the shirts and various
other articles slit from end to end and hanging in halves
and different shapes along the line. But not always is

the battle to the brave or the strong. IE during the fierce
attack the line should break and become fastened around
the antlers of the brave charger, there is a change of ijro-
gramme. The line and its array of ghostly forms now
becomes the attacking party, and follows close the re-
treating and thoroughly frightened monarch of the forest,
flopping and striking at every bound, producing a scene
of the wildest confusion and most laughable nature. At
the finish the deer is the most exhausted and subdued, if

not the more dilapidated of the two.
The female is less sociable and more timid and treach-

erous than the male, neither is it so vigorous under
domestication. Both are subject to diarrhrea and kin-
dred disorders, owing probably to the change in diet. If

not given entire freedom, and that in the locality or
climate in which they are found in their wild state, they
become sickly and do" not live as a rule longer than three
or four years, generally dying from some bowel trouble.
If the does bear young at all, they are liable to be weakly
and do not attain full growth.
When about a year old if given full liberty the animal

will leave the place for several days at a time, and then
return, only to leave again when its fancy dictates.
Finally on one of these trips, especially if it be in the fall

of the year, it meets with congenial company and never
returns. Sbould you in hunting run across the band of
deer to which it has joined itself, it will recognize you as
a familiar and harmless creature, and will stand looking
at you, until the rest have gone so far that it fears it will
be lost from them, and then turns and follows them.
This confidence on its part sometimes causes it to lose
its life at the hands of some hunter who is not acquainted
with the fact that it is the property of some particular
individtial.

The mule deer is larger than other species, sometimes
attaining a weight of 375 or SOOlbs. The best method of
hunting the animal, and the varions experiences one has
in its captttre must be deferred for sonde future time, or
to some more skilled marksman than the writer.

Dks Moines, la.
' SYLVAN,

SNAKES.
[Contiyvued from Page S ]

Ir one's knowledge of snake habits is alone from ob-
servations made on specimpns in captivity, but little

credit should be given unless a study has been made
covering a period of several years, and even then at best
much is lacking. I am well satisfied that much that is

written on the subject is copied from the writers of the
marvelous or presented from stories recounted by others.
One quickly learns or at least believes, and

"Like one,

Who having, unto truth, by telling of it,

Made such a sinner of his memory,
To credit his own lie."

The idea that a snake can strike for its full length or a
greater distance, and that, too. from the coil, is a popular
and very erroneous belief, and must be quickly dispelled
on consideration by every thinker. If a snake struck
from a coil of two or even one and a half convolutions it

would of necessity have to make one and a half turns or
more of its head. To illustrate this plainly let any one
flex the elbow, resting the .finger-tips on the shoulder;
then present the finger-tips from you at an object,
straightening the arm. It will be seen at once that the
hand has to make a half revolution in describing the

Fifl. 1. Fig. 2,

semicircle in order to have the flngers still in position
with palm of hand presenting down. Of course a strik-

ing snake does not direct his head away from the enemy,
but the principle is identical, and any thinker will see
that it is impossible for a snake to strike any distance
from a coil. The fact is, no snake in America that I have
met with can strike half the length of the body, anyway,

counting from a standard or central point in the coil.

Of course the innocuous species lack the dash and vigor
of the poisonous ones in attack, but any person can
readily verify what I say in the following lines by taking
observations on any small streaked snake, and settle a
point to their satisfaction. A massasauga 24in. in length
can strike from a central point about 9 or lOin., but
rarely more, and a large rattler 6ft. long could cover 3ft.

or less. I have repeatedly irritated blacksnakes and blue
racers and caused them to assume the defensive, and do
not think one ever reached over two-fifths from a central
point; that is, 2ft, in a length of 5ft.

In Fig. 1 is shown a very large massasauga lying at
rest, and much as the diamond rattlers lie, although a
favorite position with them is with the rattle more ele-

vated and frequently drawn into the middle of the coil.

Here the dotted lines indicate how the tail is vibrated
by muscular action to warn in attack. At A is seen the
deep pit in the upper jaw, an invariable cavity, which is

well defined and lies between the eye and nostril in all

rattlers, moccasins and copperheads, serving as an iden-
tifying mark for many poisonovis species.

Fig. 3 shows exactly the position, from above, of a
small massasauga ready to strike. The head is drawn
back and the body arched out so that it can get the full
spring of its tense muscles, and which it could not do
from a coil. This is the exact position a massasauga
assumes when badly bothered and from which it strikes
about quicker than a flash and with remarkable accuracy
within a short distance. It will be seen that there is no
coil, or at least what we should look for from the des-
criptions we read of the marvelous, convolutions rising
coil on coil, etc. At C is represented the head when
thrown or sprung forward and which is elevated con-
siderably, as could be seen if viewed from the side. B
is the central point which I use or figure from as a stan-
dard from which to measure striking distance. Of course,
the position varies constantly in an irritated individual,
and frequently I have teased specimens so that they
would flop about, first biting from one side, then the other,
until finally they refused to strike at all. One word
more and I have done on the subject of striking. Who-
ever answers this article let him' quote no authority, but
give only personal observations. "I'm weary of conjec-
tures." Snakes cannot and do not strike from a coil,

and though a portion of the body remains coiled, that
portion thrown forward from a central point must cer-
tainly be free from the coil. Another time will consider
snakes' methods of ejecting then- venom.

Dr. Morris Gibbs.

The Red Desert Buffalo.

The Raivlins (Wyoming) Journal says that a buffalo
bull was discovered on the range near Bridger Pass one
day this sprmg and that he is belit-ved to be one of the
bunch that range up on the desert nonh of Bitter Creek.
This bull was probably one of the survivors of the burch,
now we fancy all gone, which used to range in the Red
Desert country. Not so very many years ago there were
450 of these, but they have been growing fewer in num-
bers, and when we last heard of them, a year or two
since, there were only about fifteen left.

')^tnie ^iig md
Nero Editions: The Gun and its Development, $S.5o,

The Modern Shotgun, For sale at this office.

RIFLES FOR BIG GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
With regard to the size and weight of rifles for deer, it

is plain that it depends not only upon the shooting capa-
bilities of the man, but also very greatly upon the make
of rifle and kind of ammunition used. The .45oal. Win-
chester need not weigh more than Olbs. , even when used
with lOOgrs. good powder, if it is held propprly. What
difference will 1 or 2lbs. make to a PT'origmanV

I have shot a deer dead with a .33 long, and then had
another run off, apparently unhurt, with at least two
bullets in him.

1 should like your correspondent to see my. 33 40 do the
work, and see whether it is a "bean- blower." A rifle

with a good powder charge and a light bullet will do far
better work than a much larger caliber, using a badly
proportioned cartridge. A .32-40 should have a rapid
twist, because otherwise, sufficient rotation will not be
given to the bullet, to enable it to maintain its accuracy.
Finally, though I prefer a .45 for all large game, I main-
tain that a .'?yi 40 properly handled and using a split

bullet is quite large enough for deer, "Aztec'' says the
,38 40 is large enough; well, my 32 40 is a long way ahead
of a .38 40, as regards power, penetration, accuracy and
long range. All sportsmen should bear in mind that
good cartridges, good shooting and good rifles do the
work, whether the calibers used are large or tmall.

Bbrgehville, Quebec^ L. D. VON I.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The comparative general pffects of the .33cal. with any

powder charge, and the .50 110 will be as follows: A deer
struck by a ,50110 hollow point ball back of the shoul-
ders is virtually dead the instant the ball hits it. If
struck in the shoulder the animal is paraKzed, and re-

mains in that condition until it dies. The opposite
shoulder will be uninjured. If struck too far back, it is

so badly hurt it cannot go away, and can be diepatched
by a second ball.

A deer shot with a .33, any powder charge, will feel a
sting, and being frightened by the report of the gun, will
make a run. If the ball in passing through the animal
should happen to sever any large artery, the deer will
die— give it time enough. If shot in the shoulder the
hunter may get it. The meat of the forequarters will
be badly "bloodshot," the certain result, if the animal
lives after getting the wound. If shot too far back, and
the intestines are "distorted," it will also die. If not
shot again it will go about one mile, and then lay down.
And the hunter when he finds it—if he finds it—will also
find from eight to twelve beds the deer has made, beds of
great suffering. The meat of the deer will be valueless,
but the man that shot it will have the satisfaction of
knowing that by using a ti-ifling gun he has added hours
of agony to the death of a beautiful, harmless creature.

Ei>, Richmond.
'

Colorado.
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A BIT OF GROUSE HUNTER'S LORE.

The game laws of New York allow raffed grouse shoot-

ing between the first day of September and the first day
of January, and although the young birds are pawerful
and quite knowing early in the spring, they are not much
hunted until the autumn leaves are falling and the cjol,

invigorating air allows the hunter to climb and tramp
over windfalls and rocks with comfort. During the

mouths of September and October the voung grouse have
comparatively short tails and small ruffs, so that they are
readily distinguished from the old birds, but by the latter

end of the season many of them are in perfect feather

except that they lack "the sheen, like that of p;j]ished

mahogany, which can be observed when the b ick of an
old bird is held in the proper light. The very large birds

with iridescent black ruffs are usually cocks, although it

is fi'equentlv difficult to find any marks of differentiation

in plumage which will distinguish them from hen^, and
hunters are very often mistaken as to the sex of any par-

ticular ruffed grou'e. The best test without dissection is

perhaps that afforded by spreading the tail to i^s fu'l ex-

tent. If the two external tail feathers can be brought
into a straight line with each other before the other
feathers of the tail separate from each other at the mar-
gins, the posse sor of that tail is in all probability a mile
bird. The feathers of the tail of the hen bird usually
separate from each other while the two f x'.ernal tail

feathers are making an obtuse angle. It

for hunters to suppose that the birds

with brown or chocolate-colored ruffs

are females, but the calor of the ruff is

not a distinctive sex mark.
The general coloration of ruff, d grouse

varies greatly in different localities, the
"partridges" from northern New Eng-
land, for instance, being almost invari-

ably' ashy gray in general tfffct, the

3olor of the tail being most pronounced.
In Pennsylvania the "pheasants" give an
impression of reddish brown coloring,

and the (ails of these birds are beanii-

fully rich in their reddish elements. In
New York State we find red birds and
gray birds in about equal numbers, acd
in one brood we find individuals repre-

Benting both extremes in such color

variation, just as i^ the case among the

(Screech owls. Ruffed grouse from Ore-

gon and from Texas are smaller and
much lighter than their Eastern relativt s.

Lite in the autumn the grouse develop a
row of narrow movable projecting scales

•along the sides of the toes for aids in

walking upon slippery snow and ice, and
these scutelJa', as Ihey are called, drop
oft' when the snow melts in the spring?.

The average weight of full grown East-
ern grouse is about twenty three ounce>',

but this weight varies two or three

ouncf 3 in accordance with the character

and abundarce of the fo:d supply. The
food in the autumn includes almost afl

berries that are accessible in any given
locality, but sumac and cedar berries aie

not usually eaten until winter. The
grouse eat beech nuts, acorns, chestnutr,

mushrooms, vetch pods and seeds, witch
hazel flowers and many succulent leave?.

They rarely touch wheat, maiz^, oats,

or barley, but of buckwheat they are

inordiaately fond, ard rarly in the sea-

son they strip off the flowers atd im-
mature grains, and continue to glean in

the buckwheat fields until the stubble is

deeply coveredwith snow.
Hunters who are familiar with the

birds' habits beat the fences and deep furrowed
plowed ground all about the buckwheat fields that
are not too far removed from the woods, and find

there many birds that the sportsman in the brush
knows nothing about. Grouse are fond of tearing
the fleshy fruit of the skunk cabbage to pieces in

order to get at the seeds. They devour the fruit of all

of the species of wild grapes with avidity, and a covey
of grouse feeding among the tangled festoons of graps-
vines furnishes an inspiriting spectacle for one who
knows how to approach them with due cmtion. The
leaves of the bishop's cap {TiareUa cordifoUa and T. nuda)
rare as staple an article of diet with ruffed grouse as

bread and butter are for the Am^ricin citizen, and at all

seasons of the year fragments of the rough lobed leaves

are found in their crop:; even to the excludon of all

other articles of diet at times. Daring the wiater the
food consists principally of the buds of birch, poplar and
niaple trees, the leaves and berries of the wintergreen,
and the leaves of the bishop's cap: and as there are. very
few days during the winter when grouse cannot find an
abundance of some one of these forms of provender they
a,re almost always in good condition and ' as plump as

partridges." Kalmia leaves, which are sometimes eaten
by them in winter, are said on good authority to make
the flesh temp )rarily poisonous for man, and the fact

that the birds' food directly affects their flesh is exem-
plified in the delicious aromatic flavor of grouse that
have been feeding extensively upon birch buds and win-
tergreens, the grateful odor pervading the whole house
when such birds are so unfortunate as to get upon the
hot old kitchen stove just before dinner time.
Ruffed grouse are as neat in their habits as such proud

and self I'especting birds ought to be, and they are very
fond of dusting in the wallow holes which they make in

the dry dust of crumbling logs in the woods. Vv^herever
the grouse live we are so certain to find their dusting
holes that the hunter wastes no time in the woods in

which the crumbliag logs have not been thus utilized by
the elite. During the day the birds spend most of their
tlrne in the brushy edges of the woods and in thebrambly
gii dies that extend out into the fieHs. and if there are
stumps near at hand in the open the grouse are fond of
running out about them and hiding there during the
middle of the day. We should naturally expect to find

the grouse on the sunniest hillsides when the weather is

> eiT cold, but they seem to be rather indifferent to the
eixiperature of their surroundings and the covey is almost
as likely to be found in the dreary north-facing ravine as

company the birds keep up a constant talking to each
other, but in low voices as though fearful of being over-
heard. There are querulous notes from the spinsters and
solemn warnings from the dignified matrons when the
obstreperous young cocks challenge each other to a
wrestle, but the loudest vocal expression of the ruff d
grou?e is the clucking and squealing of a bird that has
lain long to the dog, when, running likea rabl)itout from
under the bru>h heap, he bustles on roaring wing away
through the swishing birch twigs and gives vent to his
emotions as he departs. Not all grouse squeal when thus
flushed, but they seldom tail to utter their loudest notes
when alighting on a tree overhead after being startled;
and when running for a hiding place they utter a hurried
"quit, qiiil, quit," that attracts the immediate attention
01 the dog. A molhfr grouse with young whines pre-
cisely like a dog when an enemy is near her brood.
At night the grouse usually sleep upon the ground, and

indifferently in the woods or out in the open clearing if

the weather is dry. When it is rainy they sleep under
logs or recks or clumps of conifers, and frequently a
whole covey will be found at night scattered along under
an old tu nbledown fence in the woods. In winter when
the snow is deep they sleep either high up in coniferous
trees or under the snow in the open, so that just at even-
ing it is no uncommon sight to see a- covey of grouse
diving from wing, one after another, into the snow. If

the weather is very boisterous and the birds happen to
is custoniary d ive down to a patch of wintergreens or clover or young
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winter wheat they may i-e'.uaiu under the snow for several
days, burrowing for short distances and eating the green
leaves that are thus found. When a grouse is sitting

tiuietly at no great depth beneath the snow, a little hole
about' as large as one's finger is kept open by the bird's

breath, and the moisture congealing in large flakes upon
the frosty twigs or grass just over the hole will easily

locate the bird for a good observer : and the grouse in such
a position will allow one to approach quite near before he
leaves his comfortable room beneath tlie winds.
The snow is sometimes too hard to serve for house pur-

poses, and then the birds may not alight upon the ground
for many days at a time, but fly from the hiding tops of
evergreens to the trees in which they bud at morjiing and
at evening. On the first warm day though, when the
sun has softened the snow, the boy who is following a
rabbit in the warm corner of the thicket will sud-
denly come upon the neatest, the trimmest and the most
inspiring bird track that is ever imprinted in any woods
on the pure white surface of this good earth of ours.

Three evenly spread toemarks in front and one short
straight mark behind. One footmark just as far in ad-
vance of the previous one as that is ahead of the one
before it, and all in definite order. Here the track leads
around a mossy boulder; there it goes along the whole
length of that half-sunken log and then straight out
through the sheep path among the hazels, No slipshod
stepper ever mide such marks. So clear, so well defined,

so mathematical a track is indicative only of such char-
acter as belongs to the noblest of all game birds, and per-
haps the boy will hear from him in a moment. No!
There is where he strutted; and there are the concentric
segments of circles made by the wing tips in the snow as
the old fellow flew, several minutes before danger ap-
proached. The danger was not so great, though, after

all, if I am familiar with that boy, for the bird that left

was game for a man of sharp wit and good judgment.
Grouse are quite apt to keep each other company in

small coveys until spring, except when they are much
disturbed, but certain very old birds are quite content to

be solitary, and they are then quite difficult to approach
under ordinary circumstances. A wary old bird will slide

quietly out of the way as soon as he hears the sportsman
approaching him, and it is folly to attemjotto corner him,
but most of the grouse run and hide when there are
signs of danger, and a eood pointer or setter will follow
them easily to their places of concealment. A grouse will

not often remain before the pointing dog for more than
two or three minutes, and then he bursts forth with the

of a coal cart upon the pavement, unnerving the hunter
who is not cool and steady in his aim. If the bird makes
a high flight at first he may bs expected to alight upon
the ground on descending. If he goes off low he will
probably slant upward at the end of his flight of a few
hundred yards and alight in a tree, barring accidents
which are liable to happen at the hands of gunners.
Grouse are sometimes caught in snares that are set for

them on their feeding grounds, and hunters who cannot
kill a flying bird are not beneath chasing them with
spaniels which bark at the flushed birds and cause them
to stop, out of curiosity, and alight upon limbs overhead
in order to watch the antics of the dogs. The hunter can
then approach closely before attracting the attention of
the preoccupied grouse. It ia a very difficult matter to
see a grouse that has alighted in a large tree at the end
of a deliberate flight, as he usually sits bolt upright very
close to the trunk and moves not a feather, and unless
one 8C ins every foot of the tree systematically the bird
will probably not be discovered. Hunters often declare
that they have never been able to find a grouse in a tree,
just as we hear young women eomplain that they can-
not discover a four-leafed clover, and yet certain eyes are
very expert at detecting grouse in trees and four-leafed
clovers in the greensward ; much to the discomfiture of
untrained observers who were nob previously aware of
their lack of the requisite power.
Wing-shooting is the most certain and the most satisfac-

tory way of getting a good bag of grouse, and for this
purpose well broken pointers or setters
are indispensable. Their keen noses en-
able them to detect the pcent of a bird
that has walked along the ground per-
haps half an hour previously, and they
follow the trail until the vicinity of the
game is reached. The bird being located
in his hiding-place, the dog stands
silently pointing until the hunter has
found a good place from which to shoot
when the grouse springs out on wing.
The most succet sful shots in the brush
are not often the men who make good
scores in open field shooting, for in the
latter sort of work one learns to take
sight along the barrel of his gun, and in
the woods such sighting is naturally in-

terfered with. The best grouse hunters
of my acquaintance shoot with both
eyes open and head erect, moving the
gun with the same intuition that guides
the batter in striking a ball after "sup-
pressing the image" of everything ex-
cept that of the object aimed at. The
image of branches and trees upon the
retina of the eye being suppressed at
will by the hunter, he is then conscious
only of the presence of the swiftly mov-
ing bird, and this object he follows as
accurately with the gun as he would
with his fineer if he were pointing out
the bird to a friend
Very nice calculations are reqtdred in

order to hit the bird, however, for if the
gun were aimed directly at a crossing
grouse at the instant of firing, the charge
of shot would pass far to the rear of the
game. It is necessary to know ap-
proximately the length of time required
for combustion of the powder, the time
occupied by the charge of shot in reach-
ing any given point, and to judge cor-

rectly of the distance and direction of

the angles and curves of flight of the
bird. All of the factors excepting the
first vary with each fraction of a second
after the bird is on wing, so it would
seem almost impossible that any one

could be capable of making the calculations requisite
for striking a swiftepeeding grouse among the trees
were it not for the aid of that peculiar faculty of in-

stinctive co-ordination in action of brain and muscle.
A. strong bird is not easily killed even when fairly hit, and
it seems cruel to allow a woimded grouse to escape, but
men who have been struck with shot testify that the be-
numbing effect was such that they did not suffer any
real pain after the receipt of the injury. When we know
what a fox or hawk would do with a captured grouse it

makes the hunter's conscience easy.
Dr, Robert T. iilORRTS.

on the warm southern ex^ipisurts. When they are in startling roar that reminds one of the sud(ieu dunjping

New Hampshire Deer and Grouse.

Lancastur, N. H.—The prospects for game this fall

are very flattering. Deer are seen by some of the anglers
nearly every day, and people sitting on First Lake House
piazza have several times seen deer in the small open
space on the opposite side of the outlet, or narrows, above
the dam. not over twenty-five or thirty rods from the
house. Last Tuesday forenoon two ladies, guests at the
Lake House, were oirt by the roadside above the house
gathering wild flowers, when they saw a movement in
some bushes jus!^ in advance of them, and on looking
closely they spied a fawn not 10ft. from them. He had
evidently been curled up, sound asleep, and was not
aware of their approach until, as one of the ladies de-

clared, "she could have reached out and put her hand on
him."
The law protecting the deer until Sept. 1 is being

strictly observed here, as has been the case for the past
few years, and each year when the first of September
comes is shown the wisdom of such a course, for nowhere
in the New England States can a deer be more easily

secured than in northern New Hampsbip during Septem-
ber or October, and it seems to us that the three Connec-
ticut lakes possess more advantages in that direction

than any other place, both in point of location and ex-

tent of territory.

This year is "partridge year," too; last season scarcely

any were brought in; this season should furnish them
more abundantly, and favorable reports of young broods
are beginning to come in. Rob.

The four full-page picture?. Young Mountain Sheep, American
Elk, Groun of ElK, and Forest and Stream's Grizzly, from the
"ii'ores/ and Stream Animal Series,'' handsomely printed on heavy
paper suitable for framing. The set of four (in tube) will b« sent
for ten cents (stamps will d.d),~Adv,
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THE LONELY COOT.
Tom Jenkins owne.a an old musket,
Aged ninety years or more;

At d evprywhere that Jenkins went,
You'd And this old smoothbore.

He took it to the shore one day,

The wary duck to Shool;

And when the pebbly beach he reached,

He Fpied one lonely coot.

Tom hid behind a pile of stones

That this coot he might secure;

He capped his gun with a G. D. cap,

And aimed both long.and sure.

For ODCP the Kun did not miss fire,

To Tom's unbounded glee;

A.nd around that coot's devoted head
Struck a charge of double B.

But the coot it never moved or winked.
Or turned upon its back.

So in his gun Tom again poured home
An ounce of powder black.

Da trp of this a dried grass wad
And a pound of double B;

All rammed home by T' m's strong arm.
And capped with the old G. D.

Eight times or more Tom shot in vain.

Then cursed hia wayward luck;

This iron-clad coot that died so hard
Was but a decoy duck. Hbrbbrx A. Davibs.

Oswego, N. Y.

The Quail Shooting Club.

"Quail shooters who have been used to expending much
time and money per quail for their sport, will do well to
investigate the plan proposed by an advertiser, "Quail
Shooter," in this issue. A3 explained to ug this is a per-
fectly practicable project for securing unusual quail
shooting: opportunities, and there is in it nothing of a
speculation for the advantage of the advertiser, who is a
sportsman, and has no axe to grind.

Want a Camp Away Back.
Editor Forest and Stream: Having but two or three

wpekd at our dieposai tnis fall, and consequently not
wi-btng to gpf nd much time en route, a small party of
us have concludfd to try Pike county. Pa. We wisn to

get well back and f stablit-h a camp. Cdn some cf your
r« aders give us through the co.umns of your valuable

p .per a pointer on the befat locality for bear and deer, and
how to reach it ? - W, A. D.

Hardly.
Editor Forest and Stream:
D d you ever see or imagine anything more unsports-

maDlike, irccmsistent, more double-faced or incongruous
than thp spectacle of a profeseed sportsmen's paper this
weekcffermg nets for sale for advertiser of all 'descrip-

tions, both for fieh of all kinds and partridges, etc,

Why, ii'd shameful. Old School.

"That reminds me."

Bill Philip, a big, good natured Irishman—Red Bill

we Called him—told me he never shot a gun in his life.

He always had a fine dog, usually a hound, and was fond
of going hunting with eome one of us hunters, taking his
dog along on a chain. Passing his cabin one morning, I

noticed his dog—a powerful hound—and I said to Bill,

"What did you cut his tail off foi?" "Well, I tell ye,"
says Bill. "Jim Mason an' me went hunting up the iJog
Meadow Creek the other day, and just below where the
tote road crosses it we jumped a big buck. The dog see
him and gives a big jump and jerked me down on me
hands and face, and away be went chain and all. The
deer run across the alder bottom, and was just at the
culass, when Jim shot at it. We went and looked, and
Jim says, 'We'll get it; here is lots of blood;' and sure,
the blood was spattered all over. We followed the trail

down across the hardwood ridge to the river, and over
into the big blow-down about a mile, finding blood all the
way, when the dog came back to ua. And phat do ye
think? Efery bit that Jim hit the deer was to shoot two
inches cff the tail end of the dog." Igsotus,

It Puts Names on Hotel Registers.
{An entirely unsolicited letter.)

DUKINMELD HouSB, Avnra, North Carolina, May 18. 1802,—
FoifcBt and stream Pub. Co.: Dear Sirs—Last SPaeon I put a
small advertisement of my hotel in yoxf valuable journal, and I
must say it brought me letters from all over the country, and
was Ihe cause ot quite a number of first-class Northern sportsmen
finding my shootiijg place. I advise all who have hotels, shooiiog
resorts, or anything for sale, to give your paper a chance. We
are malsing great ijrcpiralions for the coming season, as we have
lois of quailleft over for breeding purooses. While 1 am writing
this there are several calling within 200rds. of the hotel. We arc)
sowing large patches of buckwheat, peas, and outs all over the
preserve, and intend adding one thousand more quail to the pre-
serve earlv next seRfon. I also intend giving the Forest and
Stiieam another ad vertisement when the season open", to let all
siJortsmen know where good shooting can be found, as I bflii-ve
they will bo sure to see it if it is in the Foeest and SaHEAii, as I
think all the hpst of sportsmen read it. We also have as flue bass
fishing at my place as can be found ant whPi-e, and the door is

alwa.\s open to strangers.— S. W. Evbeitt Manager.

m Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography
^

Competition.

See details in another column.

mm

CLOSE SEASONS.
Game and Fish.

The periods designated in this summary are those dur-
ing which game and fish are protected and may not
taken. For other limitations, exceptions, etc., see full

text of statutes in the Booh of the Game Laws, Where
no close season ia given for game or fish the law provides
none.
InsecMvorous birds are protected in most Of the States

and in Canada.

Arizona.— d^er, an<^eJope, mountain sheep, mountain goat.
Ibex, ocLWeen Fi b. 1 and Oct. 1. Paitridgp, wild lurliei , g<^osp,
brant, swan, curlew, plover, snipe, rail, ducks, between Match 1
and Sopt. 1. Grouse (orairie chicken), five j ears from 1887.
^rTcansas —Deer, bei ween Feb. 1 and Aug. 1. W'ld lurKev, be^

twetu Mav 1 and Sept. 1. Pmnaieri grouse (piairie chicken), be-
tween Feb. 1 and Sept. 1, Quail (Vugmia partridge), between
March 1 and Oft 1.

Cali'/omta.—Quail, pnrtridge, grouse, wild duck, rail, between
Marun 1 xnd Oct. 1 Doves, between J»n 1 and July 1. Male
deer, antelopp, mountain sheep, until 1S93. Female deer, ante-
lope, elk. mountain 'beep, at alt times. Imported wild tuik«v,
prairie chi'ken, bob white quail, p' eapani, giouse, until 1895
^rou^t, between Nov. 1 and April 1. Salmon, bttw^en Aug. 31 and

Co?o?'ado.—Wild turkey, quail, at all times. Partric'gp, pheas-
»n>. prairie chicken, except from Sept. 1 to Nov. 15. Wildfowl,
''xcept from Sept. 1 to April 1. Bison, buff ilo, mountain sheep,
m untnin poa', ibex, a" all iimea. Elk, deer, ant^l^pe, except
b-tween .Tulv 1 and Dec. 1. Trout and tood fish, December to
Apt-il inr'u«ivp.
OojznecMcKf.—Woodcock, quail, ruffed grouse (partridge), eray

Fqulrrel, Ottween Jan. 1 and Oct. 1. Srra (rnil) in f oumif s oi New
Haven, Fairfield, L'tchQeld, between Jan.l anri A tie. 20; in other
counties, between Jan. 1 and Sept. 1. Wild duck, wiM goose,
brant. May. June. July and August. Trout, except, from Aoril 1
to Jnly 1. Black bass, in May and in June until after June 10.
DeJmoare—Par I ridge, grous". quail, woodi ock, rabbit (hart), in

Kent and Sussex counties, Oetwi en Feb. 1 and Nov. 15; in New-
castle county, bpti»een Jan.l and Nov. l.*). Rpod bird, ortolan,
rail, between Feb. 1 and Sei't. 1. Wild yoose, swu, tyrant, wild
ducks (pscf pt snmm r or wood ducks-), belwren Apr'l 15 and
Oct. 1. Black bass, trout (in Newcastle countj), be'ween Nov, 1
anO.lurpl.
District of CnJwmbiVi.—Partridge (quail), between Feb. 1 and

Nov. 1. PhnaFaui (lufl'fd grnusf ), beiween l^'eb. 1 nnd Aub-. 1.

Woodcock, between Feb. 1 »nd July 1. Pinnated giouse (pra^'rie
chicken), between FpK 1 and S-pt. 1. Snipe, plover, betwe^-n
May 1 aud Sept. 1. W'ld duck, wild goose, biant, bt-tweeu April 1
and Sept. 1. Water rail, ortolan, reed bird, rice bird, between
Feb. 1 and Sept. 1.

jP/on"da —Deer, Fxcept November to February inclusive. See
county laws. Wild turkey, quail (partr'dge), except from Nov. 1
to March 1.

Jda?u>.- Buttilo, elk. deer, antelope, mountain sheep, between
Jao 1 and S-pr. 1. Mongolian phoasSiTit, at sll times. Quail,
except between Oct. 1 aid Dec. 15 Pb'afan', gfoiise (piai'ie
chic-pr), between t-'eh. 1 and July 15 Wi'dduck. gjose, between
Ap'il 15 and Aug. 1. Moose, for six y^ars trom lS9i,

277i?iofs —Detr, wild lurkej , bptw»t n J<d, 15 bnO »^ept 1. Pin-
n-tfd gr- use (araiiii chickti), between N 'V. 1 »nQ Sfut. 15
Ruff-dgr u^p. quail, p-easan'. pur li '86, be' wepu Dec.lardOc.
1. Wordccck, betwetn Sipt 15 ard July IS. '-iray. red, fox or
nlsck Equlrrel. between l)t c. 15 and June 1. Wild goose, duck,
brant, hetw^een Apiil 15 and S pt. 15,

iHdiajia —Deer, between Jan. l and Oct. 1. Quail, pheasant,
from Dfcc. 20 to Oct. 1.5. Wild lurkey. between F b. 1 and Nov, 1.

PrMirie eblckens, between Ftb. 1 and Sept. 1. Woodcock, between
Jan.l and July 1. Wild duck, between April 15 and Sept. 1.

SquntpI. from D- c. 20 to June 1.

Jotto.— Pinnated grouse (prairie chieker), between Dpc.1 and
Sip.l. Woodcock, betWfi-n Jan. 1 and July 10. Koffrd gr' u-^e
(pbeossni). wild turke.v. quaii, tif tween Jan. I ard O 1. 1 Wild
du<k, CO ISP, hrani, betwn n May 1 nnd Autr. 15 I 'eer, elk, be-
twe- n Jan. 1 and Sept. 1. Salmon trout, between Nov. 1 and Api''l

1_ Bahs, pike, croppie, other game fish, between Nov. 1 and May

, iTaTisas —Prairie chicken (pinnated grousf ), between Sept, 1 and
Jan. 1. Quail, at all times, ex'^fpt that a person may snoot quail
on bis <^w(i premises between Nov. 1 and Jan. 1.

IfenfMcfci/ —Female deer, March t'^ Augu,r, inclusive. Quail,
parinoge. p^^easant, March to September inclusive. Wilofoni,
May, June. July, Augu=t, and first halt of Sepi> mber. Woodcock,
January, Feoniari, March, Aoril. May. See county laws.
-Lowisi«na.—D''er, between March 1 and Oct. 1. Wild lurkey,

between Annl 13 »nd Oct. 1. Quail, partridge, pheasant, between
Aoril 1 and Oct. 1.

itfai?)e.—Moose, deer, caribou, between Jan, 1 and Oct. 1. Wood
duck, rtusky duck (olauk duel), teal or gray duck, between April
land Sept. 1. >«ufied grouse (oartiidgO, wooocock, hptween Dec.
1 and Sept. 1. Quail, between Dec. 1 ano Oct. 1. Pmnated grouse
(prairie chirkei). between Jan. 1 and St.pt. i. Plover, between
lyiay 1 and Aug. 1. Sa'mon, bttwten Sept. 15 nnd AprU 1. Land-
locked salmon, trou' and togue, between Oct. 1 and Mn v 1. Hhcs
buss, Oswfgo bass, wbire pi^rcn, between April 1 and July 1. See
othpi sea^^ons tor .'peeifled waters.
Mcissaciimetts.—l>eeT, at all times. Pinnated grous", woodcock,

rult'ed g^ou^t (partridp* ), between Jan.l and Sfp'. 15 Quail, be-
tween Jan 1 and Oct. 15. Wild duefes, between Apr il 15 nnd Sept.
1 Plover, snipe, tandp'per, rail, shore, mbrsh or beach blrd«. be-
tween May 1 and July 15. Wild pigeox , gull, tern, between May 1
and Oct. 1. Gray squirrel, hare or rabbit, b' tween March 1 anri
Sent. 1. Salmon, btlween Aug. 1 srd May 1. Trout. ]snH]onked
fcalmfn,lalie irr.ut. bftween Si-pt. 1 ano April 1 ( n Berbphire,
Fraj klin and Ha"p=tiire counnes. bPtw en Aug. 1 aid April 1).

Black bass, iieiwten Dec. 1 ai-d July 1. Smelts, between Marcn
15 anri June 1,

Jlftc?»t'0O9i.- Deer in Lower Peninsula, save only from Nov. 5 to
N v. X5; iXs Upper Pttiinsula, save only from S' pi . 25 to Oci. 95.
Wild turkpv, except ^rom Nov. 1 to Dec. 15. Woodiocb.+xetpi
from Aug 15 to Dec. 15 Wi d ducb, wild goose, waiertowl, snipe,
8hv« only liom Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 (-ee sections 10 and 1.5, page 77).

Ruffed grons-^ (part ) idge, plieasani), except from Nov. 1 to Dec. 15
iuciusivt; in Upper PeDinsula, f xcepi from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1 inclu-
sive. Quail (Virginia panridgf ), save oulv from Now. 1 to Dec. 15
inclusive. Pinnated grouse (prairie chickpn), to Sppt, 1, 1894.
Trout, landlo< ked salmon, giailms, from Sepi. l to May 1.

7Mi?i?icsota.—W^oodcock, b'-tween Oct. 31 and July 4, Prairie
chicken, wbite-bieas'ed grouse, sharp-laUed grouse, beiwnen
Nov. 1 and Sep'. 1. Quail, partridge, ruifed grouse, pbeusant,
between Nov, 1 ana S pt 1, Wild duck, wild goose, i>raijt, snipe,
all squatic fowl, between April 25 and Aug, 20, Moost-, deer, elk,
antelupe, between Nov. 30 and Nov. 1, Trout, save only in April to
S-ptemb"r inclusive.
Mississippi.—Deer, between March 1 and Sept. 15, Wild tttrkey,

quail iuanridgi), between May 1 and Oct. 1,

jMissoM7'i.—DKer, between Ji.n. 1 and Oct. 1. Wild turkey, be-
tween March 1 and Sept. 15. pinnated grouse (prairie chicken),
between Feb. 1 and Aug. 15. Rnfl'ed grouse (pheat-ant or partridg' ),

quail (VuginiH partridge), between Jan- 1 and Oct 1. Woodi ock,
between Jan. 10 and July 1. Turtle dove, meadow lark, plover,
between Feb. 1 and Ans-.l.
Montana.—B^sov, buffalo, quail, for ten years from 1891. Deer,

mountain sh* ep, mountain goat, antelopt*, elk, moose, between
Jan. 15 and Sept. 16. Grouse, prairie chicken, fool hen, sage h^n,
partridge, quail, between Nov, 15 and Aug, 15, Wild geese, wild
oucbs, bPtw^en May 1 and Aug, 1.5.

Nebraska.— Ruff 'lo, elk. moun'ain sheep, deer or antelope, be-
tw»-en Jei.n. 1 and Oct. 1. Grouse, between Jan. 1 and Sept. 1.

Quail, wild 'uikey, l>etween Jan. 1 and O^r. 1.

Ifevada.— P'iTindgf, ph«'asant, wocQccok, wild goose, wild
ducKs, tandtiill crane, brant, swan, plover, curlew, snip", grouse,
robin, metidow-latk, fhirp-taUed giouse, bt-twetn Jan. 1 ai'd
Aug. 1, Quad 'leiwten Jan.l and Sept. 1. D'^er, antelope, elk,
mountain slitep, mountain goa*. between Jan. 1 and .Stp*^^. 1 inclu-
sive Trout..landltcked salmon, between Oct. land April!. Lake
trout iv lakes, from Jan. 1 to April 1.

Neiv Hampshire —Plover, yellowlees,sandpipers,ducks, ra^ls, be-
tween feu. i ano Aug. 1. Woodcock, ruffea grousf, parrririge,
quail, bftwten Jan. 1 and Sept. 1. M' ose. caribou, depr, hprwpen
Jan, 1 anri Sept, 1, (Dogspcobibited except be' ween Sept, 15 and
N"V. 1.) Rsccooo, gray squiirel, between Jan. 1 and Sep .1 Hare,
rabbit, muskrat, betwe>-n April 1 and Sept 1 Landlocked, or
fresh-water salmon, between Sept 30 and Aprd 16. Lake trout,
brook trout, between Sept. 15 and April 16 (txcppt tbat lake trout
may be taken with sinele nook and line only during January.
February, March and April). Pike-percfi, white per- h. May and
June. BlacK bass between April 3fi and Juue 15, Muskallonge,
pickerel, pike, grayling, April and Miy.
N-ew j€i?^«ej/.—Deer, except between Oct. 31 and Dee, 1, Quail

(partridge), rabbit, except between Got, 31 and Dec. 16. Ruffed

grou'e (pheapant), except between Sept. *50 «ndDec. 16. W^-^d-
cocJi, except during July and between S p'. -30 and Dec. 16. Up-
land or gras^ plover, txcept between July 31 and Dec. 16. Wilaon
snipe, English or gray snipp. except riuring March and Aoril, and
between Sep'-. 30 and Dec. 16. R^en bird, rail birri, marsh ben, ex-
cept between Aug 25 and Dee- 16. (-J-rav or black ^ q lirrel, exc pt
between Sept. 14 and Dec. 16. Pinnated grou=e (prairie chic ken),
except taetwepn Nov. 1 and Jan.l Wood ducK, between Jan. 1

anri sppt. I, European partridge, grouse, hen phea<=aur, protected
to 1895. Lake trout, Ooioher, Noyemb-r, D-ce mhpr. Jam ary and
February. Brook tr- u*-. except from Aprd 1 to July 15 inclusive.
Black bass, O^weg" bass, December, January, February, March,
April snd May to May 30. Pike, p.oiierel, between Dec. 1 and
April 1,

New Fo}*.—Deer, between Nov. 1 and Aug. 15 (protectpd for five
years in (Tieene, Ulster, Sullivan and Delaware countlet), Hounrt-
ing fo'>^idden between Oct. 11 and Stpt, 10 (fort^idden a t ail dmes
in i^t, Lawrence, Delaware, Greene and Ulster counties, and lie-

tween Dec. 1 and Oct. 1 In teulliva'). Buck and grav squirrels,
between Jan, 1 and Sept. 1. V/en-footeri wildfowl, exee pi geese
and brant, bstweeh Mav 1 and Sept. 1. Q'tail. between Jan. 1 and
Nov. 1. Woodcock, ptrtridge. grou^^e, oetween Jan. 1 and Aug.
15. Wilson's or English snipe, plover, rail, mudhpn, gill. nule,
grebr, bittern, surf bird, cm lew, waer chicken, bay snipe, shore
bird, between Jan. 1 and Sept, 1 (excepting in Onondaga, Wajne,
Oneida, Oayuga, W\oming, Genesee, Niagara, Monroe, Erie,
Oba.utauqua, Cattaraugus and Orleans countie.-). Mt artow lark,
bet^ween Jan. 1 and Nov, I, Robins and a l other wild birds nro-
t< cted at all lim s (excpnt Englisn "pa.rtow, crane, hawk, wren,
raven, crow-blackbird, blackbird, kiugfiaher).
Trout of any k'ud he ween Sept.. 1 anri Ap'il 15 (trout, salmon

trout and lannlrcked salmon under 6'n. in length protected
always), Salmon trout, landlocked salmon, between Oct 1 and
May 1. Black basa, Oswego bass, between Jan. 1 and May 80 (un-
der Sin, at all time.'). Black and Oswego bas;, in L/tikt- Qt o g- be-
tween Jnn, 1 and Aug. 1; Black Likp, Jan. 1 to May5. Mu kal-
longe, between Jan. 1 and May 30, W.ull-evfd pike, p'ke, jellow
bass, in Susquehanna River, between Nov. 1 and May 30.

ion& JsloHrt.—WiHfowl, between May 1 and Oct. 1. snip", etc.,
Jan.l huo July 1. Woodcock, partiidge, grouse, Jan.l ana Nov. I.

Trout, Sppt. 1 and April 1. Salm ;n trout, lanr locked salmon,
Oct. 1 and April 1, Black bass, Jan. 1 and Miy 30. Hares (rab-
bits). Jan, 1 and Nov, 1. D'er, except from Nov, 10 to 16 inclusive.
Black and gr'>v 'quirrels, Jan. 1 and Nov. 1.

The law of 1892 abolis'^eo all exis ting locul county laws.
New Mrxico.—Elk, buffalo, dter, antelope, mountain sheep, wild

turkey, grouse, quail, beiween May 1 and Sept, 1. Trout, food
fisb, dur ng November to April inclusive.
North Carolina —Deer, be- ween Ft b. 1 and Oct, 1; for exreptions

=ee pdg<-130. Partridge, quail, roo n, wild turkey, bet wet n March
16 3 u-^ Nov. 1. Mountain trout, between Oi^t. 15 and 11 -c. 30.

iVo?tfe Do/fotrt.—Prairie eh- cken, pinnaied e'oiise, shart-tail d
grouse, ri) ifed grouse, wild duck, b-tw^en Dcc, 1 and Aug. 20.

Quail for lour years from IhQl. Bulf .l^ elk, f'eer, amt-l'-'pe,

mountain sheep, between ,I«n. 1 and Sept. 1. Pike, pickerel,
perch, bass, muscalonge. between Feb. 1 ana May 1.

Ohio —Quail, except between Nov. 10 and Dec. 15. Grav, fox -ir

black squirrel, exc pt letwpen July 1 and Dec. 15. SVoodcock,
except between .luiy 15 and Nnv. 1. Rutfed grous", prairie
cnicken, except, between Stpt. 1 and Dec. 15. Wild turi-fv,
except between Oct. 1 and lico. 15. All datcb inrlu-iye. W'ld
duck, excep*^ between Sept. 1 and April 10, when shooting is for-
Ijidden on Sunday, M'^rday and Tuesday of each week. Df er,

^xcept between O I, 15 and Nov. X'O. Brook r.rtu', landlocked
I mon and Oalitornia salmon, fiom Sept, 1 to Maich 15, inclu-

sive.

Oii'ahoma.—Wild turkey, quail partridgp, prairie chiclfen or
fioupe, txc pt trom Stpt, 1 to Dec. 31. Deer, antelrpa, between
'ph. 1 and Nov. 1.

Orccon.—Deer, i^etwpen Nov. 1 and -July 1 (females, between
Jm. 1 and Aug. 1). El'*, mnose, m' nniain "beep, between Nov. ]

and Aug. L ]• Wildfi-wl, between March 1.5 and S< pt. 1. Prairie
chicken, sage hen, bPtween Anril 1 and June 15. Giousr, pneas-
ant, Mong'd an pbtasan*-, quail, partridge, between JSov, 15and
Sept, 1. Mountain or hrof k trout. Nov-mber to March inclusive.
Rprifish, Nkp trour, from Aug 10 to Dec. 31

P6?i?isyi!t'am'a.— Deer, save irom Oct, 1 to Dec, 15. Gray, black,
fox i-qUiireLs, optwefn Jan. 1 and S^-pt. 1. Harp, ratbit, betwe-n
Jan. 1 and Nov. 1 W Idfop], save ir'-m Srpt.. 1 to May 1. Wild
tni key. between Jan. 1 and Oc". 15. Upland or grist- plovpr, be-
tween -Ian. 1 and Jnh 15 W'^odccck, between Ja,n. 1 and J ii' 4.

Qua'l (Vi. g'ula partridge), be ween Dec-lSand Nov. i. Kulfjd
eious'- (pheasa- 1), pinu'^ud grouse (ptair-euuict-en), hfjtwei^n Jan.
land Oc',1. Rail. 'Cpd b'rd, exutpi m Stp ember, Octo'^er and
Novpmb»r, Speckhd tr( ur, gave fr"m April 15 to July 15.

Salmon, grilse, sive from March 1 to Aug. li. Lake irom, in Oc-
tober, Ni,vpmbpr and Decemner. Black bis'=, rock ba.'^s. wall-
eyed pike (Susqu hanna salmon), bet wpen Jan. 1 and Maj 30. Pike
or pickerel, between Feb. 1 and Jnn« 1. I'ike County.— Dfer, ex-
cept between Oct, 1 and Dec. 1. Gray or black tquirrel, exc»pt
between S'pt. 1 and Dec, 15. Gay rabbit, OAcept boiween
Oct. 15 and Dec 15. Word duck or summer duck, ex ;tpt hr-tween
Oct 1 and Jan. i. Woodcock, except between Jnly 4 «nd D c. 15.

Quail (Virginia partiidgO. except betvveen Oct. 15 and Dec. 1.

Ruffed grouse (pheasant), esc pt between Sept, 15 an'i Dpc. 15.

Salmon or fpecklpd trout, exiepc bptwef^n M-v laud Aug, 1. Pike
or nicker 1. except b'tween June 1 and Feb. 15.

Rlmde Island —Grouse or neath ht n, bi-'t«'een Jan. 1 and Nov. 1

.

WooccocK, irom Jan. 1 to Sept. 1. Ruffpd grousf (o '.riridsf ),

from Jan, 1 to Sept. 1. Q'lail, from Jan.l to Oo'. 1. BariraEn'.=4

tattler, upland plovtr (siass plovei), fiom April ! to Aug. 1.

Dusky or black durk, wood oucK or summer duck, blue or gtfipu-

wingpd teal, from March 1 to Sept. 1, Hdre (rabbit), gray qu'r-
rel, betwi en Jan, 1 and Sept, 1. Troutj between Aug, 15 and March
1. B'ack bass, betwt^en Marcn 1 ann July 15.

South Caiulina.—DefT, between Ft o. land Sept. 1. For excep-
tion- i-ee page 155, Wild turkey, partridge, quail, woodcock,
pheasant, between April 1 and Nov. 1. Dove, between Marcti 1

anri Aug 1.

South Dakota.—Preario chicken, pinnated grousp, sharp-la.iled
giouse, iiilfeo grous". between Jan. 1 and Ane. 15. Wild duck,
Ruipp. goose, biant, plover, cu 'lew, between May 15 and Sept. 1,

Qua l ior rhree \ears irom 18b0,

Tennessee—Utev. exct-pt from Aug. 1 to Jan. 1, Qaa'l (partridge),

esc p' ir- m Nov. 1 to March 1

Trms —Dee-, bttwten Jan. i'Oand Aug. 1. Wild turkoy, bf tween
Ma> 15 and S pt. L Pmnaied grouse (prairii chicker), March,
April, Ma\, Juue and July, Quail (paiuicg' ), Aptil, Maj , June,
Jill'-, August and Stptemner,
Utah —&\k. deer, butl'j.lo, bison, antelope, mountain sheep,

bPiwetn Dec. 1 and Stpt.l, Quail, partrldcre. pheasant, prtine
chicken, sage hen or giouse, betwepn March 16 anri Aug. 1.5, Wild
goose, wild duck, snine, hetsveen Aprill and Sept, 20. Trout, except
be' ween June 15 and Feb. 16.

Tcrmojit.—Deer, to Nov. 1, 19(XJ. Quail, ruffed grouse, oartridge,
wild goose, wild duck, between Feu, 1 and Sept, 1. Woodcock,
between f eb. 1 and Aug. 15. Trout, landlocked salmon, salaon
tiout, longe. between Sept, 1 and May 1. Black bas=', wall-eyed
pike, pike- perch, between Feb. 1 and June 1.

Virgin ia.—Di^bT, from Jan. 1 to Aug, 15. Partridge cr quail,
between Jan. 1 and Oct. 15. Pheasant, rulTed grouse, wild turkey,
between Feb. 1 and Sept 15. In the counties west of the Pine
Ridge (except RockbridgO, and in R.rckbridgp and the ccuniies
eastof thp Bine Ridee("xceot Prirc* Ed ward), between Jan 15

and Oct. 15, In Prince f'dward, beiwe<n March 1 and Oct. J5. In
Fluvanna, between Feb. 15 and Nov. 15. Wattrlowl, bei^'-een May
land Stp". 1. Woodcock, between April 1 and Nov, 1. Trout,
between Sept, 15 and April 1. River bass (black bass, pond bass,

black perch), pond bass (southern chub), between May 15 and
Jui^ 1

Waslitimtnn.—Klk, mo'-se, de^r, mnuutain sheep, mountain goat,
betwi en d -n, 1 and Aug, 15. Wildfowl, between April 1 and Aug.
15. Mountain g''ouse, blue or dusky groaae, rnff-d grouse
(pheasant), ointall grouse, prair'e chicken, sng" hen,hftween J^n.
1 and Aug. 1. Quail, and gold and silver and China or Mongolian
pheasant^ tor tive years trom 1891. Trout, from November to
April ircluslve.

irest riz-aitiia.—Deer, from D-c, 15 to Sept^. 15. Quail (Virginia
partridgi ), tipiween D-c. 20 and Nov. 1, Wild lui.k«y. uot -eeu
Jan. land Sept 15, Ruff'd grouse (oheasaui;, pii nattd gfouse
(pia-rio chicken) oetwt-fU Jan. 1 and Nov. 1. Wildiowl, beiwten
Apr 1 1 and Oft, 1. Snip-', eacept bet,w<:en M'lica 1 and July 1.

Woodcotk, txpept bcit'S'epn July 1 and Sept, 15. Jack salmon or
white salmon, between April 1 and June 16, Brook trour, land-
lock- d salmon, between Sept. I and J<tn, 1.

If (S''0)i.Si'« — Woodcock, quail, partridge, pheasa'nt, niffed
grouse, praine chicken, prairie hen, fcharp-taileo grouse, oiner
grrusp, mallard, teal, wood duck, &mp<^ and plover, i etivetn De",
land S'-pt,l, Wild duck, wili goose. Diant. «11 aquaiic fowl, be-

tween May 1 and Sept. 1. Deer, between Uec. 1 ano Nov, 1, Brook,
raint-ow and mountain trout, from Stpt 1 to April 15. Mackinaw
or l«ke trout, from Oct. 1 to Jan. 15. Pikp (wail-eyed p'ke) from
March 1 to May 1. Black, green and Oawtgo bass ana mutoa-
lonee. from F^b. 1 to May 1.

TFj/omfWff.—Par' ride e, pheasant, prairie chicken, prairie hen,
groucP. « xcept from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1. Sage chicken.pxcept from
July 15 to Sept. 15. Wildfowl, except from Aug. 1 to May i. Deer
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elk, monse. roomi^ain sTieep, raoxintaiti son*, antelope, may be

killea bv rPs^Hftits any time for food; at no time by non-resi-

dents. Bnffdlo to moo.
, , . ^ .CANADA.

Britkh Columbia -Dfer, elk, reindeer, c-rihou, mountain goat,,

m..uMii.,in sue^p. iiaop. fr-^in .Tan. 1 to S-p". It inclusive. Urm e.

partridgo, prniTidowl, qnail snrt meadow larn. oetween b eb. 1

(.nd S pt. I. Wilddncii. ti„iween Mavch 1 and An?, rfl incluiive.

Oock purassnt, bytw^en Feb. I and Sept. 30. On ^be raimland ol

Brllisi. 0 duratiia. quail and cock paeasant, to 189t. Tront, from

O. t. 15 tr. MaTfb 15 inclusive.
. , .,

Manltoha —Oe^r, cibri, w°piti, moose, reindeer, ct.nbou,

between Jao. 1 and Oct,. 1. Grouse, nraine chicWeuB, pljcasants

partridije, between U«c. 1 and Sept. 15, Woodcncb, plover (-xcept,

B Iden) ptjipe, sardoipprf*, between Jan. l^nl Jniv l.'j VVililriucK,

Ij^twe'-n May 1 and Sept. 1. Pickernl (lot 6), ' etv^epn A_nnl 15 and
May l.H ^ni-biJivp. Sppckled trout ber.ween Oct. 1 and Jun. 1.

Weiv Bnwsivich —M -ose, caribou, d- er. red deer, between J in.

15 and Any . SI. C 'w moose, at hU time". P U'tridgp. tietween Dee.

lan-i Srpf. a) Woodcocl;, baiween Dec. 1 and Sept 1. Siipp.

between Ma. ob 1 and 8^ pi. 15. Salmon, except, betweetj H eh 1 and

Aug. 1, E-r rod li-bins. Soeckled trout, la.4.e trout, landlocked

sajmon. be'^wp.^n s pi. 15 and M-iy 1.
,-, . ir •

i

Acwfci"?7rito»/''.-Car'bon, excep', from feept. 15 to ben. 15, ineiu-

siVf P aruiitjhU. wlow srousp, paririd"' . otb r crrou=e. between

J n. 13 and Sept. iri. Moose, elk, lo Babb>t. b»re, from
MB.rcli 1 10 S"pi. I. Ourlpw, plover, t-nip^, oiber wild or mig'->M,ory

birds (f'cepl wild grtso ), hpiween .1 an. 13 and Aug. 20 Salmnu,

from Sept. 10 to Mav' 1, iuclnaive. Trout, ctiar, whitensb, laud-

Icc e<l ealm' n, tipi wpen Sept. 15 and Dec- 1.

mrthvrsL Tcrrifory -Klk,moo-e, caribou, antelone. depr, raoun-

tain Hicep. m .unratn g^at. hare, between Ffb. land Sept.l. Smp?,
berweeu May 1 anH Au;^. 15 Grru^e, parirvjgA, pheasant, prairie

chicken, ne^vten F 0 1. a^ d S p<. 1 Wild . nek, wild goose,

b-tw^en Mav ^5 and Aug. ].5. P.fttpr.l ( t doi e) Hprw-eti 4pril

15 'ti ' M '> i5, lie ns ve. f>, eekled rou'. hdi we-n Oo^ I an t J m. 1.

Nam i'cotia -M )'-8>-, caribou, excep from Sep-. 15 to .J lu. 31, 'n-

rlusive. Haip, raob'', oetween Mu'cb 1 and Oc . 1. G ms:' er

pi.'XrKlee, taelwpen J ^n. 1 and Sept, 15. incluwve. Woodci ck,

snip^t^al, between Marcb 1 and Auk. 20. Blue-wmsed duck
dni-ina Api'il, M<v, .T ine and JuW. S-tlmon. between Aug. Ir a-

d

M'lrca 1: fl ' fi-timtt p^rm tied between Feb. 1 and Aur. Lj.

.sipeckleri tr oiir, id-bc trout, landlocked salmon, between Oct. 1 and

^^Princr EiiwarcVs Maiul.—Tvont, between OzK 1 and Dec. 1.

Qyefiro — li. e.r, bei.ween .Ian. 1 and 0;t. 1. Moose and caribou,

ba. We. n F.U). 1 and Sept i. WoodcocK, snipe, partridge, betwte.n

Feb. 1 and S°pt, 1. Wild dnck", between May 1 and Sfp|. 1.

Pioke'-el (loie), bi-twpf-u Ap'-d 16 and May 15 inclusive. P.-Isf,

masklnouKP, icom M ' V 25 -o .Tiily 1. Saluiou ffly- Oshic^), excppt

hetwee" •''eb. 1 ann Aug. 15. Speckled 'rout, iit'tween O :t. 1 and
Apr I 30. Gra>' trout, lake trout, landlirked ealmou, b?twee'i Oct,

15 M.iid Deo. 1, incliistve. Winauish, from Sept. It to D, c. 1

1^^ mfd iwer

LITTLETON SPORTSMEN.
The beaTy rains during tbe past few weeks liave raided

th. waver in the ponds" and streams bo that fishermen

have not put in so mxirii work as usual. Tue trout season

is well on, and although some very good catches have

been made this spring, they will not compare with those

o£ a year ago at ibis time.

A good story is told o£ a party of fiahermen from this

section. Late one evening they started for Round Pond,
where there is good sport with pickerel. Arrived at the

old deserted farmhouse about midnight, they put up their

horses in the barn near by, and spreading their blankets

on the mows above they sought the sleep of which they

were so much in need.

Tiiere was a heavy storm during the early morning,

and when fina'lv they awoke it was to find the fljor of

the barn flooded and the horses standing knee deep in

their stalls. There was no way by which they could dis-

mount from their position, and to make matters worBe

th-i water was constantly rising. None of them could

swim, and after a long consultation as to what was best

to do, they collected enough timber for a raft. Oa tbis

they pidoled out of the barn, and, reaching the land,

made their way to the nearest house. Here they received

aid and ere long the horses and carriage were takenfrom
their dangerous position. Without waiting to fish they

made their way home. Somehow the st'-iry of their un-

comfortable advputure leaked out, and they have not yet

heard the last of it.

Profile Stream, about 13 miles from Littleton, is a

favorite retreat for fishermen. Already several trips

have been made to this place and good strings of trout

secured. A few days ago Mr. Clias. H McCarthy and
Mr. Geo. Par ker, with others, secured 840 fine trout in a

few hours. This is probably the largest catch made at

any one time in this section this season.

Df. R jweli, of Stamford, Conn., a yearly visitor in Lit-

tleton, arrived here last week, and not a day passes but

wJiat he makps some trip to the lakes and streams in

this section. The doctor is an expert angler and seldom
returns without a eood string of trout.

Jadge Cjlt, of Boston, has been the guest of .Judge

Aldcich, and these two gentlemen have had some good
spjit with the rod. The judge er j .ys a day's fisaing

now a" much as he did twenty years fgo,

Oieof our young in-urance men had an experience

recently which has furnished amusement for his many
friends He had passed the day fishing and secured

about a dozen small troufc. Tieturning home he had
taken care of his team and was j ast leaving the barn
when he met a little fellow who lived near and was thus

aeo isted by him:
*'S ly, what'il yoti give me for these fish?"

Oar insurance friend opened the basket the little fellow

held and saw there ten or a dozen small trout. The
thought occurred to him that should he buy these and
add them to those he had caught it would make a fair

.^bowing for his day's tnp.
"Well, how mucn do you want?"' he asked.

"Will you give me a quarter?"

The twenty-five cents were placed in the hands of the

youth, who readily promised not to tell that he had sold

him the fish.

With a smile beaming upon his face as be thought of

his cleverness, our friend returned to the barn to place

thf^ fldh he had purchased with those he had brought
back.

"Strange," he muttered to himself, "where I could
have put that fish basket." High and low he searched,

and then all at onoe an idea presented itself. He set

down the fi^h basket h^ had taken from the youth, eyed
it suspiciously, and then when he saw his own mended
shoulder strap he for the first time i-ealized tha,t he had
been the subject; of a pretty good j ike, the little fellow

having taken it from his own team and then asked him
to buy his own fish. He doesn't like to have people ask
him about buying these fish now. He says it was a good
joke, but they ought to let the matter drop.

There was some ijidig»ft]ta©a atpMM*g spartpmen heve

a short time ago when a report was circulated that the

approach to Linesome Lake on Cannon Mountain would
h« blocked. Tbis lake is owned by Mr. Prime, of New
York, who is now passing the summer at this retreat.

The prevailing belief at one time was that bear traps

would be set along the trail leading up the mountain, and
for a few weeks no fisherman would venture on a trip

to Lonesome Like. It is not known who started this

Btory, but it has been proven that there is no truth what-

ever to it. Mr. Prime is a true sportsman, and although
owning this retreat, does not ot^ject to sharing it with

fishermen, providing they do not abuse the privilege.

The Gale River valley is another favorite place for

anglers. It is extremely pictureeqtie, the water tumbling
over rocks and boulders, forming miniature cascades

along its course. The bank=< are lined with a heavy
growth of everarr^en, and the fisherman with long rubber

boots must wade in the water or climb along the lower

bank in order to cast his hook in the deep and shaded

pools.

Mr. C. F. Nutting returned Friday from a trip to G ale

River, and in bis basket were th'rty-five handsome trout.

The reader of thp Foeest and Stbe \M will remember
the name of "Z'p" Trombley, one of Littleton's noted

pportamen. On Saturday with Mr. H. Emery, of Lynn,
Mass., he passed the day'fisbing around this section and
secured a oe^iuMful string of trrut.

Already sportsmm from the Eist and Sotith are com-
mencing to arrive at the many reports am-ng tbe White
Mountains. The vicinity in and about Littleton sff^rds

ample opportunity to engage in spirts, and hardly a day
passe.s but what some angler with rod and kit steps oif

the train at the station and makes bin way to some of the

hotels about here. W. Stanhope Husbton.

LtTTT.wTON, N. H., July 12.

THE RESTIGOUCHE SALMON CLUB CUP.

The silver loving cup presented to H^^nry AV. de Forest,

the well known pportsman, by membsra of the Risti-

gouche Salmon Club, ii more thoroughly typical of this

popular fport than any trophy or testimonial yet con-

ceived to p'^rpetuate the festive salmon with all his

associationi«, in the highest art of American silversmithy.

Tiff tny & C)., the makers, have evidently studied the

salmon from every conceivable point of view, and in this

beautiful creation have rictured him to us with a snap
and vim that must fire the heart of any fisherman to the

highest pi<ch of enthusiasm.
Oq one side of the cup we find the venturesome salmon

making a reckless cut through the stream intent upon a

first nibble at the bait, which in another minute will seal

bis fate. On the front of the cup he is pictured with bis

THE RESTIGOUCHE LOVINGC0P.

tail curled up in that contemptuous fashion which be-

speaks the fisherman's delight, who at the other end of

the line ia viewing with calm satisfaction the game
fight for liberty which his latest victim is struggling

for.

The body and handles of the cup are profusely embel-
Jished with decorative work of tbe highest order, every
leaf and mark of which is clos' ly associated with the
subject treated. Over the inscription on the front are

clusters of pine cone.s, which are always to be seen on the

banks of the streams where the salmon are mostly found.
Around the three handles are clinging vines of ivy leaves

indicative of the friendship einWied in the testimonial.

Around the base a pretty eft'eot is produced by the maiden
hair fern introduced between the palm branches, the
latter suggestive of success.

The cup, which is of sterling silver, stands llin. high,
has a capacity of IH pints and weighs over 83 ounces.

The decorative treatment ii a comHiuation of repousse
work and etching, with the eflleot heightened by delicate

shading produced by oxidizing, and as a whole is a
masterpiece of study in design and faithful fx^cution of

workmanship. G. F. Heydt.

Blueflshing Near New York.

New Yoek, July IH.— Editor Forest and Stream.:

Please say to the boys if they want good bluefishing with
a rod SkV.d reel to go to Perth Amboy. Oq S iturday, July
16, with I'od and reel our party of three caught 14 on the

last of the flood and the ebb tidf. We used shedder
crab3. Mr. Frank Diwsoa was our boatman and placed
us as usual in the center of the fishery. Last year on
July 20 the same party causht fifty bluefish at the same
place, still fish ins:. My opinion is that the reason we do
not have better fishing in waters around New York city

is that the bunker boats are seining not onl^ bunkers, but
our game fish that should be caught only with a line.

^M. a W.

NEW JERSEY COAST FISHING.

At the present time there is a great scarcity of desir-

able fish on the northern coast of New Jersey. This is

not only true of the fish that ordinarily fall a prey to the

skill, patifnce or luck of the angler, but ia also observed
in a marked degree in the case of those which are taken
by commercial fishermen. For the noncp, therefore, the

sportsmen and netters who have annually waged such
fierce wars of words, have ceased hostilities and are ex-

changing sympathetic Fentiments. Even the long-sufi'pr-

ing "menhaden pirate," who has figured so prominently
in the periods of fish scarcity in this State, is having a
much needed rest.

Early in the season a large body of bluefish appeared
off this coast, and the indications for a brief time were
favorable for a period of good fishing; but the fi-«h did

not tarry, and almost before they were rt cognized they
had passed on to the east. During most tf cent years

there has been a substantial body of bluefish cff this ehore

throughout the summer, but this season so far has been a
conspicuous exception, and the few fi^h taken have been
only stragglers. The exfcpnsive bluefish fishery at Sea-

bright has been a failure, and the same unfavorable re-

port comes from other points on this coast.

The principal angling now b- ing followed at tbis place

is for fl junderg; these are taken from the pier and in tbe

surf. At times lirge nutnbpr.s of people fish from tbe
pier, altl|pus<h the sport has been poor A nhort, stout

rod is used, and by means of a heavy sinker, about 125ft.

of line are gotten out. Crabs, clams and fish are used
for bait. The only fish taken in quantities are flounders,

locally called "plaice,'* and small skates which are num-
erous and annoying. Occasionally a sea bass or a king-

fish is landed.
There is some surf fishing at times, but I can learn of

no satisfactory sport of this kind.

Parlies angling from boats catch flounders and sea bass.

A local paper of the 12 bh instant contains the following

account of a catch of the former fish:

'•Leonard Hulit is crpdited with the largest catch of

flounders this season. Seventeen, from 3 to Slbs. each, is

rather exciting sport. Mr. Hulit made his haul from a
boat ofl^' A von Beach yesterday morning. "J
Sea bass are quite abundant, and market fishermen

usually take from 100 to 2501b8. daily to a boat.

The pound nets which are set. in this vicinity to supply
the iiotels with fish are not yielding very satisfnctory re-

turns. The catch of late has consisted chiefly of sea

robins (called "pigfish"), skates (called "sea 'possumh"),

and rays (chilled "pigeon stingtayb"). The utu-ually

great abundance of small skates is thought by the fisher-

men to be the cause of the scarcity of other fish. The
pound nets are also securing a few pora'ies, sea bass,

sheepshead, bonito and weakfish, and some days there is

a good run of small butterfisb.

Only four Spanish mackerel have been caught this sea-

son, but as the main run on this shore is usually in

August, the fishermen are not much concerned at the

present scarcity. Twenty-one sheepshead were taken

at a lift on July 8, but tbis fish is scarce and some days
none are caught, Weakfish are also generally nut abun-
dant, but a laree school seems to have struck on during

the night of .July 10, for the pound nets above this place

yielded 60,0C01bs. the next morning, this being much the

lare»^st catch of the season. The nets hers contained
2,000.bs, the same day.
The absence of menhaden from this coast attracts at-

tention and occasions considerable comment when taken
in connection with tho scarcity of game fish. Like the

bluefish, the "bunkers" appeared on tbis shore early in

the season in large numbers, but they soon passed, g( ing
toward the east, and only small scattering tcaools have
since been seen. At this time no schools are observed

and the pound nets are taking only a few fish daily.

H. M. 8.

OCEAjy Grove, N. J„ July 13.

DO SALMON FAST WHILE RUNNING?
Editor Forest and Stream :

In reading some very interesting information concern-

ing the Eanidfe by Dr. Garnier, the Canadian naturalist,

I note this significant passage, to wit:

"I think I may state it as a fact that the fir.=it three

species of frogs, R. halecina, palustris and sylvatica, do
not take any food till after they have ceased spawning.
I have examined many stomachs and do not remember
having found food in them till after the rut has ceased."

This is precisely the analogue of what some observers

claim for the salmon, and i'' true, will tend to give txtra-

ordinary support to what will have to be regarded here-

after as something more than a mere thpory in reppect to

the salmon's abstinence from food during the rutting

(running) season.

However, for myself I have alwavs maintained, and do
insist, that the food of the salmon in rivers and estuaries

is rhainly of a pulpy nature, and, therefore, is digested

with such rapidity that it leaves small trace, if any, in

the stomach. So, also, land frogs (as distinguished from
aquatic frogs) feed principally on iosectp, slugs and earih

worms, the pulpy nature of which readily accounts for

their apparently empty stomachs. It is during the rut-

ting season that such food is most abundant, and it there-

fore affords their staple article of diet at the time. Int^ect

life disappears with the advent of frost, and tprrestrial

frogs then go into hibernation. Charles Hallock.

Henderson Harbor Bass.

Henderson Haebor, July 12.—When so many are

seeking a place for a few days' black bass fishing this

place should be made known. One may step on the train

at New York at 9 o'clock and be at Adams at 8 next
morning, where a conveyance will take you for a drive

through a lovely country, and fet you down here in

ample time for dinner, and to make all arrangment for a

day's fishing. To-day a party of sis made an early start,

a,nd returned at 8 P. M. with 159 small-mouth black bass,

ranging from f to 2ilbs. The larger firh will commence
to run about July 20, and continue until Sept. 15, when
the pike abound in numbers and of large size. At the

close of the season I hope to give your readers some de-

tails regarding this charming epot, so little known to

.sportpmen of your city. iNO,
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ANGLING NOTES.
In a recent issue of the London FisMng Gazette there

is a fascinating story written by "The Amateur Angler"
about his outing with "Pigcator Major" on the Itchen in
the south of England. The sport is dry-fly fishing for
brown trout, but there are grayling in the stream, and
thereby hangs a moral:
"Another rise—across the water a little higher up. The

major's eye is upon him, and his unerring fly is over him.
Down he goee—a tremendous rush and splash,

" 'It's a grayling, I'm afraid," says Piscator. A gray-
ling it turned out to be; and who after this will tell me
that a grayling is a 'dead-hearted" fisb? This grayling
was as plucky as ever was a trout—he came to grass
weighing at least 2^ lbs. Now, as a faithful narrator. I
have to tell a melancholy story. Says the Major, 'He
must go back to the water.' '"Wlaat foi?' said I. 'What
has he done? He's a regular beauty—fat and plump.'
'Out of season,' said this quixotic angler. 'Grayling
spawn in April and this is only May,' And back to the
Itchen goes this beautiful, sweet-smelling, thymy-Ecented
fi^sh."

That is "The Amateur Angler's" tribute to "Piscator
Major's" respect for the unwritten laws of eport. ' Pis-
cator Major" writes me:
"I had a glorious time on the Itchen with my dear

father and hope to have many more. He is the best man
I ever met, God bless him ! Don't mis« his articles in the
(razeite." That is "Piscator Major's' tribute to "The
Amateur Angler." Who will say that angling has not, as
Walton says it has, "A calmness of spirit and a world of
other blessings attending upon it?"'

We look to England for our silkworm gut and England
looks to Spain for it. Every year we get discouraging
reports about the gut crop, and higher prices are pre-
dicted, until we have become accustomed to and look for
these pessimistic reports from the other side. It is

generally the best grades of gut that suffer most, but
there is a generous falling ofl: in the quality of all grades
in length or thickness, or both, I cannot see what is to
prevent the gut industry from starting in this country,
A bill was introduced in the United States Senate early
in the spring for the encouragement of silk culture, and
it provided for five experimental silk stations to be
under the direction of the Agricultural Department.
There are now two Government stations, one at Wash-
ington and one at Philadelphia, but they lack money for
carrying on the experiments. We have one silk-produce
ing State, for in Kansas not only are the cccoons grown
but the silk is reeled. This station receives State aid
and it is said that cocoons are raised in forty-six counties
in the State, I have seen gut drawn from Chinese
worms, raised in the United States, that was equal to
Spanish gut. It is a simple matter to draw the gut if

you have the worms. If the worms are raised here it

would seem that the gut would follow as a natural con-
sequence. The gut of the future, however, will be that
from native American silkworms, the cecropia. and the
2)olyphemnf<, when the proper food is found for the
worms. Strong gut has been drawn from thf se worms
that was 9ft. long, and can be again if they are thoroughly
experimented with, 1 have two paintings, life size, of
the cecropia and pohjphemus moths that were painted
in 1T90,

Most any kind of a record is a ticklish thing to deal
with. A man may think he has a cinch on some particu-
lar record and prints it onl^ to find that a fellow in the
next county walks all over it. For instance, the St. Louis
EepiibUc has an interview with a man who has beaten a
record, and it is all about a tarpon that is ''perhaps the
biggest silver king yet caught." As the fish weighed
"nearly ITOlbs,," and as Mrs. Stagg has killed two tarpon
of IIH and 205lb8., and Mr, John Hecksher killed one of
184+ibs., all three killed on a rod; it is not the biggest,
but that is not where the record comes in. The record
was about the time of playing and killing the fish. The
tarpon was caught in April last, and its captor desired to
"make a new record, the best then being about two hours
from the time of a bite to that of landing a tarpon."
After the tarpon was killed the gentleman's time keeper
said: "You are the luckiest man I have ever seen. With
a broken pole you have landed that tarpon in just 56
minutes." ' It was true I had broken the record, but let
me tell you I had to remain in my cottage for three whole
days afterward." Now let us see about that record, for
the tarpon which weighed "nearly ITOlbs." has been pre-
sented to the St, Louis University and is on exhibition,
and the record of its capture may need some repairs. On
April 17, 1892, Mrs. McGregor killed a tarpon of 1601 bp.

in 45 minutes, but that may have been after the St. Louis
fish. So we go back to i&91. On May 1, of that year,
Mrs. Geo. T. Stagg killed a tarpon of lieibs. in 27 minutes:
on the 5th, one of 1251bs. ia B2 minutes: on the 6th, one of
Ol^lbs. in 4 minutes; on the 7ch, one of llSlbs. in 12
minutes, and one of lOOlbs. in 15 minutes; on the 8th,
three tarpon of 16o, 153 and 1251bs. each, in 35, 24 and 155

minutes respectively. Even then this lady did not retire
to her cottage for any length of time, for the next day
she killed a tarpon of l4Slbs. in 25 minutes. If it is

necessary to whittle the "record" down any finer, the kill

of Mr. H. A, Weatherspoon, of Louisville, Ky.. who on
April 5, 1892, landed a tarpon of 1451b8. in 3 minutes
may be added. If the St. Louis gentleman had used a
rod instead of a "pole" he might have killed his fish more
quickly.

I see that Dr. Henshall has succeeded in getting an
"Ohio River pike" or mascalonge, and now he can settle
thp matter of the number of spines in the dorsal fin. In
1883 the late Dr. Sterling, of Cleveland, Ohio, wrote me:
"The Mahoning pike of the Mahoning River, etc , is an
inhabitant of all the tributaries of the Ohio, as far down
as the State of Illinois. * * The markings of this flsh

are very similar to those of the mascalonge, without
scales on the operculum, and would be taken by the care-
less observer for thp latter fish. * * Another peculiarity
of the fisla is its thirteen spines in the dorsal fin." The
same year that this letter was written one of these
mascalonge weighing 361bs. was sent to New York city,
where it was found among other things that "the anterior
half of the lower jaw was toothless and it had thirteen
spines in the dorsal fin." This is a less number than is

possessed by the mascalonge of the St. Lawrence system.
Ju4^€ Greene'd article upon the feeding of salmon re-

minds me of a recent experience. A marketman in town
sent me word that he had a salmon from the Delaware
river which he would like me to see. Upon seeing to the
market I found a handsome fresh-water fish, and one
that had been in fresh water long enough to lose its sil-

very appearance, lying side by side. The bright fish
was the alleged Delaware River fish, but I contended that
it was not what it purported to be, as in all probability it

came from Canada. In proof I could only say that the
Delaware contained no salmon but those recently planted
unless it might be a stray one from some other stream,
in which case it would not get into the country to be sold
for thirty cents per pound. The fish was so fresh that I
bought a part of it—it weighed twenty-six pounds—and
when it was opened the stomach was literally packed full
of capelin; some were scarcely digested, being nearly
perfect in form. This settled the question as to the sal-
mon coming from the Delaware, for the capelin are not
found so far south as even off the New England States.
The fish proved to be by far the best I have had this year.

An advertisement in one of the newspapers begins:
•'The grand pilgrimage to the wonderful shrine of Sainte
Anne De Beaupre, 21 mil^s below Quebec, will leave,
etc.," and itconcludes: "This pilgrimage will give parties
a splendid opportunity to make a trip to Saguenay and
Lake St, John's celebrated fishing grounds." At first

glance a devotional pilgrimage and a fishing trip may
seem to be strange bed fellows, but the Christian religion
and fishing have always been associated together. As
the result of a conversation in the street with Rev. Dr.
George B. Gow, be sent me a letter, of which I give the
substance. The Greek word signifying fish is composed
of five letters, although in English characters it is spelled
Jchthus, The early Christians made use of the figure of
a fish as a symbol of their faith, reading the word thus:
The first letter stands for Jesus, the second for Christ, the
third for God's, the fourth for Son, the fifth for Savior.
So that the fish to the early Christians, carved on a tomb-
stone or used in any place,' signified "Jesus Christ, God's
Son, (our) Savior." 1 conclude that the pilgrimage and
the fishing trip are all regular.

Lastepring I sent you, at request of Mr.John Mowat, of
Campbellton, N. B., an advertisement of some fishing
water that he had for sale on the Restigouche. The fish-

ing was not sold and I brought it to the attention of wy
friend Mr. Archibald Mitchell, of Norwich, Conn,, who
leased it with the privilege of buying. Mr. Mitchell has
just returned from fishing the water, and writes me that
it was all that he expected to find it. He killed thirteen
salmon, weighing 2751bs., an average of 211bs. per tish.

He also hooked eighteen kelts, which after giving lots of
sport, were beached, unhooked and returned to the water.
The last clean fish was a 25 pounder, which rose twice to
a silver-doctor (which ily killed nearly all the fish taken)
and then refused it, when it rose to and was killed on a
Mitchell fly. One day while poling up stream one of the
canoemen saw a salmon in swift water which the other
man gaft'ed. It was an ISlbs. fish with both eyes gone,
having lost them in a net. This, he was told, was not
uncommon. Mr. Mitchell was so well pleased with the
fishing that he bought Mr. Mowat's Upaalquitch water.

A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff C(yrres^Mnd6nt.^

Chicago, 111., July 9.—The labor riot now agitating
the town of Homestead, Pa., could have been predicted
on May 9 by at least one man in Chicago. That man is

Mr. A. Hirlh, manager orSpaldingb' retail tackle depart-
ment in this city, who received letters at that time which
described fully the situation now actually existing, say-
ing the a flair would be as bad as that of 1881 2. It is a
fact not generally known that in 1881 2 Mr. Hirth was
burgess, or mayor, of this same town of Homestead, and
had the handling of the labor riot of that time. He says
he doesn't want any moi-e of it.

I presume that Mr. Chas. Norris, of the Big Four rail-

road, has this season caught more large trout than any
angler of Chicago. He is back to-day from another trip
to his paradise iji the north peninsula, whose where-
abouts he persistently refuses to divulge. This time he
had good luck and bad luck too. He caught plenty of
good trouf, but lost nearly all he caught, through a series
of singular accidents. He tried to keep his fish alive, and
to this fact owed his misfortunes. Twice hi^ live box xrp-

sefc in the river and let out every trout he had; once he
smashed a barrel which he had impressed for similar use
and so lost all the live trout he had in that. Finally,
having caught another lot to bring home, he left them in
stUl water over night and they all died and turned a faini;

and sickly j'ellow. This sort of fishing does not depopu-
late a stream very much, but it is rough on the angler.
Mr. Norris swears an early revenge.

I ran across Charlie Burton and a party of friends up
at Eagle Lake, Wisconsin. One day last week when I

found him he was out in a boat, casting fly for sunfish.
His party had 18 bass and a half dozen pickerel. On the
day following, I hear, Mr. Burton got into somebody's
trout preserve by mistake, caug;ht a 2iS lb3. trout, and got
chased out of the field. And the trout went with him.
If I had a 2^ lbs. trout that I loved, I should hate to risk
it with Charlie Burton.
There will jirobably be a good many anglers among

those who for one reason or other will go up next week
to attend the meeting of the Western Canoe Association
at Lindenwald Point, below Oshkosh on Like Winnebago.
There is splendid fishing on this big body of water, and
up Neenah way it is likely the mooneys have not yet all

done running. Mr. John Earle caught 8 on the fly last

week.
The Chicago Fly-casting Club sends out to its members

the following card

:

"The July practice meeting will be held Thursday, July
14, at Washington Park, 3 P. M. The entertainment
committee will set out a light lunch at the grounds.
These meetings are proving very instructive. Attend if

possible." It is pleasing to think of a better understand-
ing of this essential art in angling growing up in this
city, where it has been all too little known.
Speaking of a light lunch reminds me once more of

the proportions which the angler's appetite may assume.
Now there is my friend T. B. W., just back from his
camping trip. I went with him into a restaurant to-day.

"I am not very hungry," said he, "so I think I'll just
have a New England boiled dinner:" and hedid. I never
saw a New England boiled dinner before, and at the time
I had doubts as to my friend's ability to cope with it.

Those doubts exist no longer. His sublime confidence in
himself forced admiration. He told me these New Eng-
land boiled dinners were the only thing that seemed to
touch the spot, since he had come back from the woods.
Mr. Herman J. Burrell, of Portland, Ore., was in the

city lately, though I believe he has since returned to his
home in the great Northwest. The longing thoughts of
many anglers of this region will go back with him.
From what they tell us, I presume our fishing here is not
worth the name, in comparison with the sport of that
great domain beyond the upper corner of the Rockies.
Our little parly on its brief camping trip took just 70

black bass, not fishing very hard, but still having only
two really big das §• I can not refrain from awordabout
the latter of these, bpcause it was one of those thoroughly
enjoyable and satisfactory experiences which make an
angler feel good all over. We had been taking in the
lake all the big-mouth bass we cared for, and had grown
disgusted because they wouldn't come out of the grass
and fight like men. We wanted some email-mouths, and
the day before 1 had located some, during a frog hunt
along the banks of the Fox River, about 3 miles from our
camp. I had found them in a deep pool beneath a wagon
bridge, but had not been able to make them bite, for they
seemed as shy as trout. On our last afternoon in camp
we concluded to walk over to this wagon bridge, just
for the sake of looking at the big fellows in their home.
I had tried them in vain with frog, flv and all the arti-
ficial baits at hand, and we had no idea that we could
make them rise 'to any lure within our means, for we had
no minnows nor crawfish, indeed no live bait whatever but
a few big frogs, which under the circumstances we did
not value, for the day;was warm, bright and cloudless.
As we approached the bridge, one of the party with his
rod knocked ddwn one of the dragon flies, or "devil's
darning needles," which were flying all about. Recalling
the f£cc that we had found many of these insects in the
stomachs of the big-mouth bass we had taken on the lake,
he put this one on his hook, and stepping to the end of
the bridge tossed it over. On the instant the water was
all a-boil! A dozen great bass broke for it. One big fel-
low missed, doubled back, nabbed it, and swung down
under the bridge with a strain which nearly broke the
stout bait-rod at the first rush. A pretty fight he made,

'

but had to yield. He weighed 41b3. and was a magnificent
fish in every way. Meantime J. B. H. essayed a cast
with a live fi-og, and at once hung a second bass almost
as large. We could see a whole school of big bass follow-
ing the hooked captive about as he rushed wildly through
the water. The scene was most exciting, and all three
of us yelled like Indians, We were directly above the
fiih, and the unrulfled water was so clear that we could
see every movement they made. I doiiibt if a better
chance was ever offered for watching the feeding habits
of the small-mouth bass.

The first bass struck boldly, savagely, and in apparent
anger. His fins were all ruffled up, and he seemed mad
clear through. The second bass seemed to feel the same
about the frog. After that the bass acted differently.
They seemed to see us, and to grow cautious. They sank
to the bottom, and took the bait slowly, carefully, deli-
cately, and only after the most thorough investigation.
With the most tempting live frog they would have noth-
ing to do. A spoon hook they scorned. A quill minnow
they would not look at. An artificial cricket brought
one gingerly rise, and no more. There was just one bait
which they could not resist, and that was the dragon fly.

When we lowered one of these, hooked lightly through I

the shoulders and not broken up or mutilated, down to
the bottom of the deep clear water, we could see tempta-
tion depicted on every bass countenance. They would :

c7ias.st;r around, look nervous, go up and softly take a;
smell of it, and then finally one o'd fellow would gently
suck it in. Then would come the rush of his jealous
comrades, suddenly emboldened, and the fight, and the ^

wild yells from the bridge above. We could see the •

whole panorama, could count the bass in the pool, could
see each bass take the bait, and knew in advance how
large a fish we had to play. T do not think a similar
opportunity often otters. We simply exulted in the fact
that we had outwitted these wily fellows by finding the
bait they couldn't help taking. It was matter of further
self-gralu'ation that we found near by a clover field in
which the dragon flies were numerous, and where we
could catch them easily in the landing net. After this
we shall bear the dragon fly in mind when the bass will* i

not rise. We took here, under these interesting circum- .

stances, 16 small-mouth black bass, averaging 2^1bs. in
weight. It happened that I was the only one using a fly-

rod, in this instance a Harris model Kosmic, weight less
than 4ois. On this baby tool I killed 3 bass, each weigh-

,

ing over 2Ub8. , and a more sensational angling experience
I do not care to have, for at every moment we expected

'

to see the little rod go. The bass would only bite at the
edge of the shadow on the upper side of the bridge, and
when one was struck it ran with the current, directly
under the bridge. There was no way of saving the rod,
and there was little skill possible in playing the fish, for
it was only a question of the endurance of the rod, whose
slender tip, even under all the lift I dared give it, rattled
ominously along the ends of the planks. Sometimes the
fish would run out from under the bridge, but when he
saw us he would go back under, and then we could hear
the fight, but could not see it. The rod would tell when
the bass sprang clear of the water, and we could hear him
splash when he fell back, but we could not see the spring

,

or the shaking of the head. We were all mightily tickled
'

to see how the little strip of bamboo stuck to the big bass, i

and finally brought them out completely beaten. It was
as severe a test as could be devised for any rod, and I

must say my admiration for the capabilities of the fly-rod
increased materially. There is no comparing a bait-rod
with a fly-rod when it comes to sport in playing a fish.

Here we had actual, genuine sport, and albeit a trifle

anxious in its nature, I believe the best lever knew under
any circumstances. We left the 'bridge with our big

'

string of bass after only a couple of hours of fishing, and >

each of us asserted that prettier, cleaner, easier and
better sport he had never had. Above all rose the exults

)

ant feeling that we had circumvented these knowing
fish, and beaten them at their own game. We had gone
there baitless, but we returned with abundant credentials
to show our fortune. Dillenbeek, the owner of the vilL
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age hotel, said that we were the first party who had
taken such a string of fish there, on rod and line, in 20

years. "We never go to the river to fl^h," said he.

*'Sametimes we go spearing there, or take a net and catch
a lot of "em, but no one fishes much with bait there."

Still another citizen assured us that the spearing for

small-mouth bass was beltpr in the creek below the mill.

I noticed one singular thing in fishing for these bass,

which mates me think the hook does not hurt a bass

very much. I was directly abov^o one old fellow when
he sucked in the dragon fly, away down deep in the
water, I struck him, and. as I learned later, drove the
keen sproat clear up through the hard roof of his mouth.
The bass did not seem to mind it much, but flirted his tail

and made slowly off, sculling gently up toward a bank of

weeds and grass above the bridge. Of course here I put
strain on him, and soon as he felt the lift of the rod he
changed at once and became a regular demon. I do not
think a fish hooked in the mouth feels so much pain as it

does anger. Immediately after its anger oomes fear,

sooner in the weak-hearted fishes than in the plucky
small-mouth.
AVe had opportunity on our trip to compare the habits

of the big-mouth and small-mouth bass very carefully.

The big-mouth bites nearer the surface and plays near
the bottom. The small-mouth bites nearer the bottom
and plays nearer the top. The big-mouth makes a
savage rush and splash in striking, while the small-

mouth is far more deliberate, cautious and gingerly in

its action. The big-mouth hunts the weeds when hooked
and sulks, while the small-mouth will come to the top
and try to shake out the hook, or to break away from it

by sheer strength. As to fighting qualities, much
depends on the depth and quality of the water. In
Phantom Lake the bass, big-mouths, ran small and did
not fight very well, though that is deep, cold spring
water. In the mill pond the big-mouths ran very fierce

and strong, but it was so weedy we could hardly tell

much about their fight. Over in Bsulah Lakp, off a
steep, rocky shore, we took a 'Ub. big-mouth, which out-

fought any fish killed on the whole trip, large or small-
mouth. It was probably 8 or 10 minutes before .1. B. H.
got him up out of the deep water higch enough to see
what he had on. We took the small-mouths under the
bridge in about 10 Ft, of water, and had the water been
deeper they would have made still more trouble. I

believe they fousht harder and longer than trout of the
same weight. IToder thf* circumstinc^is it was easy to

note everything very closely, and I am sure there was
a dilference in the fighting quality of individuals of the
same weight. I could notice this on the fly-rod especially,

because these ones could not hurry matterR, but pimply
had to hang and let the bass kill himself. When I struck
my last bass we all thought the rod was gone, for he
kept the tip under the bridge for what seemed a quarter
of an hour, and made so long and hard a fight that we
thought he must be much larger than the others. Yet
he was of just about the same size, as near as we could
judge, and was hooked like the others, square up through
the roof of the mouth, a fact due to our position directly

above the fish.

We noticed another thing, which doubtless is not new,
though it never appeared so forcibly to us before, and
that is, a fish in the water looks only about half as big as

it really is. Distance does not lend enchautraent, if you
actually land your fish. Our b iss got bigger after we had
them out. The larg-^st small mouth we took weighed
tlbs., but judging by the apparent S'za of some of the
bass which followed him around after he was hooked,
there must have been several in that pool which weighed
over 5Ib3., and one or two that would have gone 6lb3. or
over. I don't believe that small-mouth bass ever get
much bigger than one old fellow we saw swim lazily out
from under the bridge several times. This fellow had a
torn, white spot on top of his upper lip, as though he had
been hurt or hooked before. We did not hook him, though
once or twice he came very near yielding to the tempta-
tion of the dragon-fly, and apparently experienced keen
regret at his own cowardice when he saw a bolder brother
swim ofi! with the coveted insect inside his mouth. For
my part, I never dropped a fly down in there on my lit-

tle fly-rod without the devout mental resnrvation that I

didn't want that big bass to take hold. He would have
smashed things sure.

I presume m angler would use a bait-rod to catch a
bass if he could e^et the lure out to the fish in clear water
with a fly-rod. Unfortunately, this cannot often be done,
so we put up with the brutality of a short, stiff casting
rod, which, aside from its utility in the pretty art of bait-

casting, is a purely unsportsmanlike and butchering tool.

When you are casting frog for big-mouths, the fun is over
when the fish has made his rise. The best part of this

sort of fishing is the casting itself, I cannot leai-n that
casting from the free reel is much practiced in the East;

at least, I have never seen an Eastern angler come out
here who knew anything practical about our style of bait-

casting. Eastern rod makers for a long time seemed to

have no idea of the right sort of rod for it. Many a
"bass rod" has been sold in Chicago which was worthless
to its owner, though he paid a round price for it. A rod
maker must kno w the sport for which he is making rods,

or he is working in the dark, and does not know when he
has hit the idea. I have seen so many handsome, highly
finished -'bait-casting rods" which would not cast a bait

at all, though they would play a fish to perfection. There
is the difficulty of it. It is no sport to snub a fish up on
a short, stiff; x*od which gives him no chance, and yet
without such a rod in much of our fishing one could not
hook any fish to snub or otherwise. This is why we are
congratulating ourselves upon our interesting evening at

the bridge. We actually caught big fish on little rods, in

clear water, on a fair field and with no favor.

The art of bait-casting from the free reel is much
harder to learn than that of flv-oasting. I shall never
forget the bitterness which sounded in the voice of our
friend, the Chief-witli-two-Stomachs, as he wiped his

brow and gazed intently at his frog, which had landed
directly behind the boat instead of in front of it, as he
had wished, "1 can do almost anything some," said he,

"but I can't do this any !" E. HouGH.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. P)Hce SO cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By R. P. Wells. Price $^.50, Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
PHce $1.50, American Anglefs Book. By Tliad. Norris,
Prim, $0,50,

IN NEW ENGLAND WATERS.
Tub extremely high water in the New England lakes

and trout streams is being of some advantage to the trout
fishermen after all. Such a state of the water greatly
injured the early fly-fishing, it is true, but later there
are more encouraging reports. Just here it may be men-
tioned that good trout fishing is always to be looked for
soon after high water. This is especially true of moun-
tain streaais. Trout bite in such locations soon after
very high water has bpgun to subside, other conditions
being favorable, Mr. .1. W, Chickey, subscription man-
ager of the Boston /fi^raid, with a friend, has recently
had a turn at the brooks in the vicinity of North Conway,
N. H , with good results. They took some fine strings of

trout, and were happily surprised at the size of some they
caught; several running up to 13 and 14in. in length.
Tnere are also reports of better fly-fishing in the M^ine
lakes and ponds, now that the term of rain and high
water is over.

Fish Commissioners Stilwell and Stanley, of Maine,
finished their planting of salmon for 1893 two or three
weefo ago. Last fall they succeeded in getting 175,000
lardlocked salmon eggs from (Irand Lake Stream and
Sebago. These were hatched at Enfield, and have lately

been distributed in Hopkin's and Flood's oondsin Otis; in

Tdmab Lake, in Washington county; Ashland, Frank-
lin and Trunk pond«, near Sorrento, and in Cherryfield
and Columbia Falls waters. They have also let out some
fish in Waterville and Ilartlaud waters. They have
liberated 175,000 s^a salmon fry in Sebago waters, besides

returning some 100,000 Sebago salmon fry to the same
waters, it being a law of the State that a large proportion
of the eggs taken Prom Sebago shall be returned, when
hatched, to the same waters.

Mr. Stanley says that great injury is being done to the
brook fishing this year in that State, by the greed of the
marketmen and hotel men. The market men in several
towns have been selling these fish freely. In some cases
they, with the hotel men, have had fishermen hired to

take fish and have paid them wages. The Commissioners
think that this should not be. Citizens and visitors should
be allowed to fish for and catch what they can use for
their own eating, but should not be allowed "to catch and
ship to market.
A true fish story is told of Commissioner Stanley this

soring, and it ia all the better for being perfectly true.

Early in the f ji'-ing he was one of the first at Weld Pond
to fish for landlocked salmon. There was still some ice

in the pond, but not strong enough to support a man.
Mr. S anley went out in a boat. He came to where be
desired to fish and threw an anchor out on the ice. He
fished there for some time, taking a number of fish. But
after a while the wind caused the anchor to loosen. Mr.
Stanley laid his rod on a cake of loose ice that was close

beside the boat, while he went to the bow to throw the
anchor again into more solid ice. Looking back he saw
his rod disappearing over the edge of the ice. He calcu-
lated that a big fish had hooked himself and was away
with his tackle. Soon he got sight of his rod again, but
immediately it disappeared under a floe of ice. He rigged
another rod and fished for about three hours. At the end
of that time he saw his rod again coming up the pond.
Evidently the fish had repented and was returning the
rigging. The rod came so near to the boat that Mr. Stan-
ley caught it and soon landed a 71b. salmon. Mr. Stanley
says it was a "spent" fish or it would have weighed 13lb 3.

at least. He liberated the penitent thief, and was thank-
ful to get back his rod and line. He took that day eight
salmon, weighing all the way from 'ii to 71bs. Five of

these were "spent" fish and returned to the pond at once.
Mr. Stanley says he has seen a number of "'spent" fish at
Weld Pond this season. This shows that many have
spawned there during the past season; a gratifying indi-

cation.
Mr. Stanley adds the injunction that every reasonable

fisherman will return "spent" fish to the water. They
are worthless and a sportsman should be ashamed to re-

tain one. They are no worthy specimen of Maine sal-

mon. If they are returned, one year will make them
into salmon that any angler may justly ba proud of

.

Such a course would tend to the good of the future of
angling in Maine, and w^ould not be much of a disap-

pointment to the honest angler. Would it not be a good
idea for Mr. Stanley to give the Forest ajjo Stream a
nice description of a "'spent" salmon or trout, in order
that the uainitiated may recognize such when taken. It

is easy to understand how an angler, not experienced in

the Maine waters, might not be aware that he had taken
a fish that was worthless from having bred only a few
months previous.
The Commissioners say that more salmon have been

taken at Sebago this year than ever, though not as many
at Rangeley. Many small fish have bf-en taken at Sebago
weighing from 2 to SIbs. This is a good indication that

the number of salmon is increasing: the small fish evi-

dently being young. They have great hopes of the sal-

mon in Maine, and not without excellent reasons. Oae
hundred salmon, weighing 1,850 lbs., are reported as

having been taken in the Bangor pool this year. As usual,

Mr. F. W. Ayer has taken the lion's share, he having
caught twenty-one fish, and his nearest competitor eleven.

This is not a bad record for a pool that was almost totally

exhausted for several years, till restocking and protec-

tion brought it up to present proportions. The more
wonder is that it is a pool that everybody fishes, from
the boy in a punt with an alder pole and a cotton line, up
to the rig that cost the angler hundreds of dollars—both
fishermen faring about alike.

Still the salmon fishermen are returning from Canadian
waters with stories of rather poor success. Messrs. F. C.

Coffin, T. J. Homer, J. W. Bailey and George L. Clark,
all of Boston, together with Prescott Clark, of Provi-
dence, left Boston early in June, and after visiting Que-
bec, proceeded to Riviere du Loup. From thence they
proceeded to the head-waters of the St. Francis. When
they i-eached Fall Brook great^expectations were dashed.
The brook was too much of a roaring torrent, and big
trout could not be taken. The St. John was followed as
far as Fredericton, and thence to Boston. The members
of the party are delighted with wilderness canoeing, but
the fishing was not a success.

H, S. Kempton, of the Boston Herald editorial staff,

and S. Albert Wetmore, city editS'r of the same paper,
did the reporting of the Republican Presidential conven-
tion at Minneapolis. The time was too short for them to
retiu'h to Boston before doing tho Democratic convention
at Chicago, so they resolved to try the fishing in the cele-
brated Mlnnetonka. They had great success, and they
are distributing among their friends a photograph of
their success. They are holding a pole between them in
the picture on which are strung some twenty big bass.

An enormous pickerel shows off' his spotted sides in front
of the other fish. This fellow weighed over 13lbs. The
guide stands in the rear, and there is the lake and the
boats. The picture should have been a good one. and
worthy to have been entered in the photographic prize
competition of the FOREST AND Stream. But alas for the
skill of the Western expert photographer! The picture
was ovprtimed and not restrained, and is all too fiat.

Mr. Rowe, Mr. F. A. Larkin and Mr. Sawyer, all of
Milwaukee, Wis., are in the East for a few days' blue-
fishing. They are in the hands of Capt. Ned Robinson,
of Cataumet, and it is calculated that they will have fine
sport, since bluefishing is good in that direction.
Mr. Richard O. Harding, with George B. Appleton &

Co. , and secretary of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association, has got back from salmon fishing.

He has been absent for three weeks, the guest of Mr, D.
H. Blanchard, at his fine river, the upper half of the
northeast branch of the St. Marguerite. Mr. Blanchard
owns the upper half of this river, and Mr. Walter M.
Brackett controls the lower half. It was Mr. Harding's
first trip to the Canadian salmon waters, and he enjoyed
it much, as who could help enjoying a trip of that
sort, under the patronage of so genial a soul as Mr.
Blanchard. But alas! the salmon fishing was very
nearly a failure. The water was remarkably high and
the river white in all of the rapids. It rained every day
for eight days during Mr. Harding's stay, and it not
only rained, but it poured. Not a salmon was taken
till just before Mr. Harding was obliged to leave.
Then Mr. Blanchard hooked a big one in the pool
below camp, and the fellow took them down river nearly
a mile before he could be subdued. Mr. Harding had the
good fortune to be in the canoe at the time, though he
did not have hold of the fish. He says that the working
of that magnificent fish was well worth the trip. He
was hooked some thirty-five minutes before he was
brought to the gaff. The fish weighed 37lbs. Mr.
Blanchard got another one that weighed 121bs. before
Mr. Harding carae away, and that was all the result of
three weeks' outing with over two weeks on the stream.
Mr, Harding got no salmon. When he came away Mr.
Walter Brackett had taken no salmon, though his son
Arthur had taken one 241b. fish. Later the fishing will
doubtless be better, since the "fresh run" of salmon had
just begun when Mr. Harding came out. The small sal-

mon of Mr. Blanchard's was evidently one of the "fresh
run," while the big fish had been in the fresh water for

some time. The St. Marguerite Club, which controls
the northwest branch of the river, had taken but twelve
salmon, the result of five rods for nearly two weeks.

Special.

A TOUGH SCULPIN.
I am Sir Blob;

I enter and rob

The nesti of the spawning salmon.
I down the fry

And wink my eye

At the law's ijrotective gammon.

BoiLiNa springs would not be selected, as a rule, for
fishculcural operations: but occasionally tough-skinned
fishes like the miller's thumb or blob hover around the
edges of the hot-water areas in search of their prey.
Even the blob, however, has a limit of endurance and
falls a victim to heat stroke. Dr. O, P. Rex, 921 Chest-
nut street, Philadelphia, was the owner of such a rash
blob which was cast up by the Boiling Spring in Benton
county, Arkansas. Not recognizing the fish he sent it to

the LT-. S. Fish Commission for identification, and it was
found to be one of the varieties of Cottifi bairdi, the
ub quitous miller's thumb or blob,a very near relative of the
one shown in our illustration accompanying these notes.

The blob is a fresh-water sculpin, and if it has any good
points they were long since forgotten. Represented by
numerous varieties and ranging from Arctic regions
across the continent and southward to Alabama, occupy-
ing besides other waters the territory inhabited by salmon
and trout, it is one of the most inveterate and destructive
of the enemies of eggs and young fish. The blob grows
to a length of about 6 in., but its capacity for destroying
fry is not to be measured by its size. Multiply his length
by his activity, his povver of forcing his way into rock
crevices, his superb digestion, insatiable appetite and
tough armor, and you will more readily appreciate his

approval of the ancient policy of planting tender trout

fry in his domain. He lies in the streams and laughs a
broad and generous laugh, and looks to it that the vic-

tims of misplaced confidence are planted sure enough,

THE LTBIQUITOUS BLOB.
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THE SHEOMET ANGLERS.
Eiiitor Forest and Sircoin:

I desire to acquaint yoa of a newly-formed angling
club, all of whose members, with two exceptions, are
residents and prominent business men of Springfield,
Mass. The club has chosen an Indian title, the Sheomet,
and has purchased 180 acres of land in Franklin county,
Mass., six miles from AthoU and two hours by railroad
from Springfield. The land compasses a little lake of
some 50 acreo. in which trout have always abounded, and
in which 50,000 fry were placed this spring, the same ex-
periment to be repeated annually. The club has also
secured leases covering fifteen years of the various brooks
in the vicinity and measuring over twenty miles in length.
An excellent'house and stable are included in the club's
purchase, but the buUding will at once be enlarged and
elaborately improved with all modern conveniences and
comforts. Membership is limited to twenty persons, at a
fee of $200 each, and when the project was started it re-

qLuired l»ss than two hours to complete the roll. This
will eive an exhibit of the angling spirit that blossoms iri

the Qaeen Cicy of the Connecticut Valley, and bpcomes
more interesting from the fact that for some years Spring-
field has been the home of another prosperous coterie of
fly-capters—the Amabelish Club, whose preserve, cover-
ing 800 square miles of woods and waters, lies near great
Like Sc. John, Quebrc—thehomeof that marvelous finny
•warrior, the wminnish—the one superlatively grand
game fish nf the world.
The rfiioprg of the rewly-formed Sheomet Club are:

Pres., Dj,Qjon N. Cjatp; Vice'-Pres., Henry M. Phillips, P.
M ; S c'y and Trpas., W. F. Callender. Directors: W. H.
Wti-son and N. D Bill. Members are: B, M, Coats, A. B.
F >rbes A. B. "Wallace, E. S. Bradford, mayor of Spring-
fi Id. W. H. G Ibert, E. C. Barr, E. H. Sterns, H. S,

Dickenson, J. W. Goodrich, J, W. Kirkham, D. F. Ful-
lerton, G, L, Goodhue, J. A. Murphy, Warren Cheney
and R. L Cheney. Kit Clakke.
Netv York, July 16.

Merrimack Salmon.
The salmon fisherman does not need to go down into

Maine to fiad excellent sport at his favorite amusement.
The Merrimack is now an inviting field for angling with
the rod for the king of game fish. The salmon can be
seen striking all over the lower river—that is, from the
mouth of the Siiawshin down—but it requires an expert
handler of the rod and fiy to secure a fish worthy of his
prowess. Twenty-pound fish are no exception. They can
bo seen disporting themselves in the Waters of the Merri-
mack at early morn or deAvy eve, their silvery sides flash-
ing back the earliest rays of the sun or its last glances as
it reluctantly leaves the earth to lunar's glories and the
night. Patrick McCarthy, with commendable pride,
shows the first salmon caught with a fly of late years in
the Merrimack, It is a fine specimen, weighing about
lOlbs,, and was captured just before dusk. Mr. McCarthy
used his old rod which has stood him in good stead in
Penobscot waters and there pstablished his fame as a
salmon killer. A fire-brown fly—an Irish production

—

was used. The salmon took it greedily, and was handled
with cai'e and skill for ten minutes, when Mr. McCarthy
gave the rod to his companion, Fred Palmer, who con-
tinued the operation of leading the "silver king" into
captivity for five minutes longer, when Mr. McCarthy
gave him the erfiff and secured the pi-'vz&.—Lawrence
(Mass.) Eagle, July IS.

Fresh-Water Sunfishes.

From the Eeport of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries
for 1888 we have just received a pamphlet copy of a Re-
view of the CentrarchidaT or Fresh-water Sunfishes of
North America, by Charles H. BoUman, A.B. This review
was unfinished at the time of Mr. Bollman's death, but
notwithstanding the want of notes on the names and
observations on the habits of the species, which he in-

tended to add to the paper, it will prove useful to students
of these fishes. The article contains keys to the genera
and species, together with accounts of their distribution
and some critical notes upon their relationships.

Most of the species of this family are fully described
and fifteen of them are illustrated, the figures with one
exception being reduced copies of those in the Fishery
Industries. The illustrations include the round sunfish,
calico bass, crappie, Sacramento perch, rock bass, war-
mouth, mud bass, black-banded sunfish, long-eared sun-
fish of the West, red-breasted bream, chinquapin perch,
blue sunfish or bluegill, the common sunfish, and the
small-mouthed and large-mouthed black basses.
We notice that McK-iy's sunfish {L. euryoriis) "is re-

ferred to as identical with the common sunfish , but after

a careful comparison with thetypeof this species and the
examination of several additional specimens, we find that
the two fishes are quite distinct.

Sale of Pennsylvania Trout.

The PENliJSYLVANTA. FlSH PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
1020 Arch street, Philadelphia, -July 1^—Editor Forest
and Stream: Your correspondent "T. M. 0.,'" in your
issue of July 14, bewails the catching of trout for sale to
saloon and hotel-keepers. If he will consult Sec. 8 of
Act of Assembly of Peijn., April 16, 1870, P. L. 1870,

page 12, he will find this provided for. It is too late

this season for the Game and Fish Protective Associa-
tion of his locality to take action. This act referred to

applies to Potter, Lycoming, Tioga, Clinton and Sulli-

van, and if trout fishing is to be of any good hereafter
in open waters should be made general. It is to be hoped
that a united efi'ort will be made by all the fish and
game associations throuabout Pennsylvania to have the
Legislature at its next session make it a finable ofl:en8e

to catch fish for barter or sale and make the purchaser
just as liable to punishment as the seller. This will do
away with one great evil which now almost threatens
the total destruction of trout fishing in open waters in

Pennsylvania. R. M. Hartley, Treas.

IV^ew Hampshire Fishing.

LiNCASTER. N. H., July 15.—At last we are having
s^me goi d fi-hing, the first this season. For the past
week every one here has caught fish and plenty- of them;
Bome good ones, too. But the fishing is very backward,
and although nearl;^ every one who has been here has
had .plenty of fish, it has been an ajl-day's job to get

enough of them to supply the table, instead of taking an
hour or two, as usual.
The Connecticut Lakes have been well patronized this

year and every one has seemed satisfied, after taking the
weather conditions into account.
The j oiliest party of anglers I have met for a long time

arrived here last Friday, the 8th. The party was com-
posed of twelve traveling men and members of the Stag
Outing Club, of Boston. It was their first trip here, and
they express themselves as being highly delighted with
this section, both for fine fishiner, beautiful scenery and
good accommodations, and they all say that they have
enjoyed the best fishing both with bait and fly that they
have ever had, without any exception, and ihey are ail

fishermen, too.

The fish thus far have not averaged as large as they will
from now out probably. Though a few good ones have
been taken, they have been running from i to 141 bs., and
within a very few days a few of from IJ to 3'lbs. have
been taken. I see no reason why fishing in this section
will not remain good the rest of the open season or until
Sept. 15, so little ha,ving been done early, owing to the
unusually wet June; but no one denies that this season
has not been a "trout saver" all over the New England
States, Rob.

Something: to Be Proud of.

This charming picture is from a photograph sent iis by
Mr, H. D. Stevens, of Malone, N. Y,, and shows his little

daughter, with the 4Hb. speckled trout caught by him in

Lake Duane in the first week in June of this year, as al-

ready recorded in these columns. A man might well be
proud of such a fish, and a man might well be proud of
such a daughter. The privilege of being proud of such
a fish and such a daughter is something that does not fall

to the lot of one man in a million.

. Texas Tarpon.

VlCTdEii., 1?ex,—I have just returned from Pass Caballo,
which lies between the end of Matagorda Peninsula and
the upper end of Matagorda Island, I spent two weeks
there fishing, sailing and bathing. The fishing is very
poor this year, both on the coast and inland throughout
all southwest Texas. It almost seems as if some disease
had attacked the fish, for a scarcity of fish is someihirig
we very seldom know here. Although most of the fish

on the coast are scarce there is one kind that is not—the
tarpon, or, as we call him here, the grand de coy. There
are great numbers all through Matagorda Bay. The fish-

ermen catch them in their nets and either throw them out
on shore to die or kill them with a gig. As I had no
regular tarpon outfit I only fished about half a day for
them and did not succeed in hooking any. If I go down
again I shall take a regular outfit and catch one or more.
Having read all the accoims in I^'obest and Stream of
tarpon fishers' trips to Florida and other places, I thought
this might be of interest to them.
Any information I can give concerning the place can

be had by writing me through Forest and Stream.
W. M. P.

A Bunker Boat's Haul of Weakfish.

New York, July 18,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A
party of friends started last Saturday morning from
Canarsie for a day's chumming. The captain of our boat,
who had been requested to obtain a barrel of bunkers,
had failed to do so because no steamers were in: and he
reported hunkers very scarce this season. On the way
out we saw a steamer at Fairchild's unloadinsr into the
tramway cars that empty the fish into the vats. We could
not get a bunker from them, because the whole boatload
consisted of weakfish! The name of the boat was the
John A. Moore. Gonzale Poey.

A Iiow Rate to Washingrton, D. C, via Pennsyl-
vania Railroad.

Fob the. meeting of t he League nf American Wheelmen, to be
held at Washington, D. C, July ISrh to 30bb. an event which iii-o-

mises to surpass anything of the bind held for years, the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company will sell exchrsion tickets « t a single
fare for tne round trip from New York. These tickets will he
sold and good going J.ttlv IGtih to 19th inclnciye, and valid for re-
turn passage until J uly 24th inclnsive.=-^fli'.

PLANTING TROUT AS FRY OR YEARLINGS.
[Read before the American Fisheries Society.]

Mr. President and, Gentlemen:
In the last report of this Society, pa^es 11 and 13, this

question was discussed in a small way, neither side havine:
any figures to show the cost of feeding and planting a trout
which was a year old. lam quoted as saying: "I do not
believe that it is economy to raise trout" (for distribution

!

"to be a year old," and that belief has been confirmed by
subsequent experience. The advocates of planting yearlings
have had an innings, and have vented their views in the
newspapers and perodicals, but the other side has not been
heard from, and, if I am not mistaken, th s opening gun
from our line will be followed by others of larger caliber.
We believe that the best results will be had from planting
trout as fry and will essay to prove it.

If a man wishes to plant an orchard he would like to have
trees that will give him a crop at once, and if he would
stock a stream he naturally wishes yearling fish, hence the
scheme of feeaing trout until they are a year old commends
itself to the anglers and also to their jouraals, but what they
want and what we can afford to give them are diSrerent
things. The nurseryman will give you several small trees
for the price of an older one, and the fishculturist can give
you a hundred or more frv cheaper than he can raise and
deliver a yearling trout. That the yearling is worth many
fry is true, for it has escaped a class of eoemie=! that can only
kill smaller fish, hut the kingfisher can still take it, and
does. I will not consider the question of the ability of a
pond-fed flsh to take care of itself, for it may be able to do
so, and I nronose to treat the subject squarely, and strictly
on what I believe t'l be its merits.
At the last meeting of this Society, it seemed as if my

position was unsupported to any extent, and this was not
encouraging to one whose only object was the general good
of fishcultui-e, but. months afterward, letters of approval
incited an experiment in the cost of feeding young trout
and a consideration of the expense of planting them, but it

was not until the first of January last that my foreman re-
ceived orders to weigh and record the food of 16,800 bi'ook
and brown trout, the hatch of the previous spring. The
record gives date, pounds of food, tern ptrature of air and
water, and remarks on weather, etc. It covers the months
of January, February and March, 189;i, ninety-three days,
on three of which we had no food. If it be said that these
flsh, so near a year old, would consume more food in the
last quarter, the record shows that on twenty-three cold
days the fish were not taking much food, ranging from 4 to
Slbs. of horse meat against 15 to SOlba. on other days.
During the previous quarter, October to December, I have

the word of the man who cut the meat, that the fish took
more food, for we have little cold weather on Long Island
before Christmas, and the record shows that the taliing of
food was influenced not onlvby the temperature of the
water dropping below 40:leg. Fabr., but also ijy the temper-
ature of the air and the atmospheric conditions. Therefore,
I am disposed to take this, the last quarter, as a fair esti-
mate of the consumptinn of food during the year, for we
started in with nearly 25,000 fry which fc-dalongfrom March
to nearly the last of May, when the mortality began, the
weaker ones died, and there is a great waste of food when
so finely chopped as it is necessary to be for the "babies."
Horse meat has been spoken of and a digression may be

pardoned to say that durmg mv twenty four years' lite as a
fishculturist the question of the best and cheapest food for
trout has bet-n the leading one. Begiuning with hen's eggs,
which is the worst of all, the_ u^ual baef's liver, lisrhts
(lungs), heart, maggots, mosquito larvce, soft clams (iVfj/Cf

arcnaria) and salt-water mussels {3Iytilus cdulis) have been
tried, until in November last, a mm who kills wovq out
horses for their hides, bones and doa-meat, was found, who
delivers us clean, sound muscle, free from bpne, of horse,
mule, or cow that died in calving, at the uniform price of
four cents per pound at the station, and it is the best food
for trout and the cheappst that we have found. At this .sta-

tion beef livers from New York averaged, with express
charges, .seven cents per pound, i. e., they cost fifty cents
each and averaged lOlbs. apiece, and the freight on the box
cost forty cents, whether containing one or three, and the
supply was uncertain.
To resume. During the quarter mentioned, we fed 16,000

trout as follows:
Pounds.

January '^281-3

February BIGV^
'

March

1.1403^

This, for ninety days, would equal 13 68lbs. per day, which
at 4 cents per pound would cost a trifle over H0}4 cents per
dav or 8184 per year for the Ifi.OOO flsh.

Divide this an i it gives 55 per thousand fish. Add to
this the transportation. Oae man can take care of ten cans
of fry for twenty-four hours, and each can will carry 5,000
fry or 30 to .50 yearlings, according to size.

Say, for instance, that you have a million trout fry to
pldut. This will require one man for twenty days, if he can
take them in 1-:ts of 50 000 in ten cans of ten gallons c^pacity
each. Without counting railway fares, bis d«ilv expenses,
say .$3, and his pay, say $3, would equal about -flOO for the
whole. Now keep these Jry for one year, and if you have
good luck you may have 600,000 to plant. From thirty to
fifty of these are all that cm be carried in a can, and ten
cans are as many as a man should be asked to care for on a
trip of 12 to 24 hours, or 500 at one time, at the largest fig-

ure. Thiswould require twelve men for 100 days, and again
throwing out railway transportation, would cost at the low
average of ^ per day per man for wages and expenses the
sum of $4,800, and I defy any man to prove that the result
of feeding trout to be yearlings, and then planting them,
would be in any sort of proportion to the expense of food and
transportation, wliich added together would make a grand
total chat would be appalling to States with small appropri-
ations.
• Let us say that one yearling is worth ten fry, which has
not been proved, and then compare the expense. Let us
plant fry in sufficient numbers to allow for all losses and
not waste our means on planting yearlings, a new notion
which has been loudly heralded as a grand success, but
which cannot be proved to be so.

It has somewhere been stated that the United States Fish
Commission had stocked some far Western stream with
trout fry for years and no good results followed: a year or
two ago some yearlings were put in, and lo, the stream now
aft'ords good fishing. If fry cannot live in this stream, we
might ask how the .stock is to be kept up-' By planting
yearlings each year, when their progeny cannot live? Surely
such a stream is not a good stream for trout and should be
abandoned.
That those who have streams to be stocked yvtU clamor

for yearlings Instead of fry is to be expected. They would
like two-year olds also, and if we would give them our old
three-pounders, they would be very happy; hut they should
apply for their two-year olds just two years before they need
them and give us twelve months to produce yearlings on
natural food in their own streams without expense to the
State.
When we count the cost of food, attendaace and planting,

with incidentals, such as ice, extra help, etc., it will be
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found that a yearling, trout will bdve cost from 6 to 10 cents

more than it would if planted as a "baby" the year before.

Of course, th^ idea of 'jranapnrbatioa is one that cannot be
accurately figured, for obvious rpasons. A man maybe gone
from balf a dav to tliree days with ten cans of fish, costing

itom *10 to i?15 for his labor and hotel bills, exclusive

of nilway fares, and the planting of yearlings cannot, it

seems to nic, begin to cotnpensate "for the great cost of rear-

ing and planting them The assertion has been made that

it Is the best. mp>ihod, and this has been repeated and reiter-

ated until iiiauT peov:*le believe it. There are but few men
in the coimtry wliose practical experience renders them
Rompeteut to speak on this question, and I am assured that

an overwhelmiag majority of them are in favor of planting

fry. Fred. Matheb.

New YoaK. FxsHiCfiy'^ COMMtsaiON, Cold Spring Harbor, N, Y„
M n-y , 1892

.

Mi5slssi|ipl River Shad.
youKG shad in a pood at the TJ. S. f'iah Commission

Station, Neosho, Mo., are doing well. They are seen in larsre

schools throushout the entire pond, and excite the interest
of the many visitors, Before the advent of cold weather in
the fall the fish will be allowed to escape, and will make
their way into the Mississippi and Gulf of Mexico. Owing
to the abundance of natural food iu the water snpplyiogtbe
station, the growth of fishes which feed upon iasects and
cru.staceans is remarkable. This is partiotilarly noted with
the tench and the rainbow trout.

In respedt to penalties, i5early all rules go further than
the foregoing, and say that "the second chase, howerer,
loses any further dpnortunity of competina: in the stalte."
The best dog in the stake niicrht cliase twice, wbicb, under
fhe rule Mr. Bryson quotes, would foot ud a demerit of 20.
On the other hand, tnis dog might have merits ammaot-
iogto 70, yet he is disqualified because he is not fitted
properly to compete. This fact aloue shows th? true pur-
pose of the penalties.
Now, dropping the purely negative aspect of the matter

let lis consider what the clubs say, directly and positively,
about training. Nearly all say that "all doers must be tbor
onghly broken as a matter of cour.se," or ''all ^oea should
be oroken," etc. If a breaker disregards this requirement
of tfae clubs, thp latter punish him for it by penalizing the
most offensive faults of his dog. This is more as a matter
Of protection to theinterestof the competitors and the trials,
as shown by only those grosser faults being considered
which are obstructive to the trials or injurious to the com-
petitors.
Concisely, it is as if a club should say; *'We require your

dogs to be well broken, hue if they are not so. there are" cer-
tain faults of training which we enumerate and which we
will not excuse; we will penalize or disqualify your dog for
them,"
Thus it will be .seen that all clubs require dogs to be

broken, and if the rpquire.ment is disregarded up to a certain
point, the club retains the discretionarv power to consider
and act upon it, and beyond that point inflicts arbitrary
penalties or di- qualification.
To suggest, even for the purpose of a reductio ad absuv

dum, that the dogs be turned loose in atrial in an unbroken
state and run wild, or an natiircK is g lioa entire) v ou'side
of the issue. No field trial man has ever advocated such a
mea.snre in whole or in part, therefore it is irrelevant. All
appreciate and approve thoroueh training.
The terra natural qualities are used to distinguish them

from the educational, not to imply that the latter should be
abolished.

If a dog is not educated properly, he suffers in the inferior
quality of his work; for flushing, awkward pprformance on
birds and working out the ground inefficiently carry their
own penalty. That is, the results of educated natural qual-
ities are judged, and not the education itself. Even the
general results are governed by rule, for under the heading
of "bird sense," nearly all clubssay in substance or in words:
"Bird sense is shnwn in a dog by his desire to hunt, birds;
his selection of likely places to hunt in; his method of bunt-
ing places; his industry in staying out at his work, and bis
skill in handling and pointing the birds after he finds
them." This embodies all that isrequu-ed uf a dog in work-
ing to the .gun, and while his natural qualities are con-
sidered, it is only in their practical application and practical
results, in a prescribed manner.
Tbe values of all educational qualities are determined by

their practical results. To give an arbitrary value to erluca-
tional qualities would result in giving a thoroughly edu-
cated dog an arbitrary reward, whereas only by the applica-
tion in actual work "can his educated natural qualities be
properly determined.
As to the purposes of a field trial, whether they are for

the purposes ot determining which are the best dogs for
finding and pointing birds under conventional conditions,
or which are the best dogs under other considerations, com-
monly called an ordinaiy day's shcoMng, is a question still
unsettled by sportsmen at large. If the latter is the case,
then the rales and theory of running which at present ob-
tain need remodeling from beginning to end. I believe that
the former is the case, hence I believe that the present
theory is correct.

In other competitions there is an analogy in the principle.
For instance, in a horse race, the education of tbe horse:
breaking to harness and to respond to the bit and voice; his
acquirement in hauling a weight, etc . are not. considfred.
Only the results of these educational qualities combined
with his natural abilities, are considered; but if an im-
trained and unbroken hor«e wpre started in a rnce be would
suffer the penalty of disqualification. He would not be
fitted for the competition without the training.
Therefore, all who consider that field trial clubs do not

consider anything but tbe purely natural qualities of .setters

and pointers are laboring under a grave misapprehension.
The natural qualities are considered, but they are fducafd
natural qualities; and, as hereinbefore shown, if these quali-
ties are uncultivated or imperfect, there are ample safe-
guards to meet any requirement.
The matter of retrieving at field trials has been prf tty

well threshed out, and so far as I have obseiwed any reason
in the arguments advanced by the supporters of retrieving
at trials, it all rested on the fact that they wished to secure
the birds after they had shot them. The fact that a field
trial is not an ordinary day's shooting, in fact or in theory,
was not considered for a moment. A field trial is for testing
the doe's qualities thoroughly in competition on birds,
while tbe ordinary day's shooting is to bag the birds. When
a setter or jjointer has found and pointed birds, he has done
all that is natural to hijm in his special field as a finding
dog. Wheu the bird is killed, the matter of finding and
bringing it to hand is a matter of (ducation. Of course, it

requires intelligence to retrieve well, but it is only such in-
telligence as is possessed by dogs at large, and not at all

peculiar to pointers and setters. The shooter himself can
often retrieve the bird. Poodle^. Newfoundlands, etc , Or
even curs can be tauerht to retrievp, but they have not the
natural requirements for bunting birds.

No field trial man denies the usefulness and necesoitv 6f a
retriever in field w^rk, and but few of them consider it a
field trial quality. On the other hand, every m m whose ex-
perience has been confined to ordinary shooting, considers
such ordinary day's shooting the true test of a field trial.

I noticed recently where an advocate of retrieving made
the ludicrous reihark tl"! at those who advocated its abolish-
ment at field trials were "compelled" to acknowledge its
usefulness afield. This is truly a solemn affectation of par-
tial victory. Considering it as a matter of fact, the writers
referred to never admitted anything else than that retrieving
was neces.sai'y in actual shootiine'; therefore, the term "com-
pelled" is badly chosen and misleading.
There is a widespread misapprehension as to a field trial

meaning of natural and edncitional qualities, owing, no
doubt, to taking them in their commonly accepted meaning
and not tbeir special field trial meaning. If any drubteir
will carefully read any club's field trial rules, he will find
that the matter is as herein set forth; and i hat field trial
Ideas b^ve been greatiy misrepresented in the arirumeiits
aiivaneed duting the past few months. B. WAif^iHS.

Coursing Items.

A coursing eoi-respondent informs us that Mr. Ralph
Taylor, of the Emporia Kennels of grevhounds, has re-
moved from Emporia, Kan., to Colorado Springs. Mr. Ed.
Lyons, of tbfl same kennels, will probably join Mr. Taylor
at Colorado Springs shortly, and then they will rnove their
kennels to the Springs. Among the noted dogs in their
coursing "stable" are Girl's Favorite, Brilliant," Trales and
some Trales—Brilliant pups. They seem to think that the
altitude of Colorado Springs will develop the lung power of
the greyhounds better than any other, Tbe St. Patrick
Greyhound Kennels have sent their bitch Irish Las* to
North Pl.atte, Neb., to be bred to Col. Cody's (Buffalo Bill)
Dingwall, wlaich was recently presentefl to him by Col,

„ -North. Irish iiass is a Utter sister to the much tailked of
'Pearl of J»eMn.

REARING FISH FOR DISTRIBUTION.
Editor ForeM and, Stream:
In your issue of June 30, Mr. Fred Mather, in discussing

the question of "Rearing Fish for Distribution," takes oc-

casion to correct the arithmetic, or punctuation, of his
paper read before tbe American Fisheries Society at its

iMay meeting, and while he virttially admits in this correc-

tion that tbe cost of food for a yearling trout, at Cold Spring
Harbor, will be only a fraction above one cent, yet be states

the fish [yearling troui) will cost about ten cents by the
time it is planted. If under Mr. Mather's management the
cost of attendance and transportation (with the courtesies

of railroad aud expres'^ passes*) is nine times the cost of

food, tbeu Mr. Bo .vtnan is right in his opinion that it is too
expeu'^ivu to raise trout to yearlings for distribution by the
New york Coniraission. Moreover, Mr. Mather is right for
oure on this (luestimi, in saying he is one of those who do
not belii ve in wasting money in that wa.y. Right he is, as
far as be goes. I fully agree with his Western friend that
tbe Gnvernor should investigate an establishment where
the cost of attendance aud tran.sportation is nine times the
cost of food— svhere it costs ten cents to raise and plant a
yearling trout.
Mr. Matiier brings into the question the element of cost

of transp'vitation. It would oe interesting to know his
basis for compuiHtiou. It is true some approximate ratio
may be obtained by comparing the number of fry with the
number of ye.irlings which may be carried in cans of the
same six.e.

' But it is manifestly absurd to state definitely in
cents tbe cost of attendance and tran,sportation without
knowing the constantly varying factors of distance to be
travelpd, means of transportation, time of year, number of
fish, etc.

Mr. Mather's broad assertion that tbe yearling advocates
were routed horse, foot and dragoons, is born of fancy. We
brought r-old, hard, .sttibboi-n facts; the fry advocates were
armed with vague aud visionary theories backed by at-
tempted ridicule and discreditable aspersions. The yearling
advocates left the field well satisfied, and if there is to be a
Gettysburg next year, Mr Mather will find other hands than
Mr. Clarli's bearing steel which will command his atten-
tion (i had almost said convince him).
Hespeaks of yearling advocates whose opinion on any

fishcultucai suhj-ch would have but little weight. Tbaf's
tough. It reminds me of the boy who, having received a
well-merited chastisement, threw a stone in the dark
hoping to hurt something, but failed to hit anything. How-
ever, I extend my sympitbies to Mr. Fairbank, Mr. Ben-
kard, Mr. Redmond,"^ Dr. Bean and others of my friends,
Avbo must feel this severe criticism.

If it were not, f^s Mr. Mither pertinently states, that life

is too short and ink too high, I would tell him how trout
cjiu be raise 1 to yearlings and planted for less than one-half
of ten cants eacli. However, if he will come West we will
trv to show him, provided he is not one of those who will
11 ot see. Wm. F. Page.
Neosho, Mo.

* iee Mather's report in New York Commission Report for 1889,

p. ao.

Pacific Halibut for New York.
Mr. RutiENE G. Blackford has visited Tacoma, Wash.,

on his recent traA'els through the Far Northwest, and has
naturally enough looked into the future of the fishery inter-
ests of the Puget Sound region with j)articular reference to
Tacoma as a shipping center. He predicts that in ten years
eleven carloads of fish per day will be sent to the East. Ex-
cept durin.g the time from June 10 to Sept. 15, New York
gets its supply of halibut from Portland and Vancouver.
They can be shipped fiom Tacoma to New York by express
in six days and arrive in perfect condition. The fishing
banks oft' Cape. Flattery, he believes, will prove wonderfully
rich. Ginneries, however, are not needed there and it

would be injurious to the permanence of the industry to
establish them.

If Mr. Blackford were less interested in flshculture and
tbe development of the fisheries and more devoted to the
spoils of office he mightnot have been set aside for a polit-
ical worker, whose first remark on entering the office was:
"What i.s there in it?"

IiBik^ bntario Whitefish Hatchery.
iT is understood that tbe location at or near Theresa is

practic-Jly seltled upon for an United States whitefish
hatchery, but owing to a report that tbe water supply is in-
sufficient during the dry season and tbe midsummer tem-
perature of tbe water too high, final action will be deferred
tiotil the Commissioner can examine into the matter and
ascertain the true conditions of the place. In August, it is
claimed, the adverse conditions are most evident, and in
that month the investigation will be made. When these
vital points are settled satisfactorily steps will be taken to
.secure a site. It is not probable that the station can be
operated during the coming fall and winter. The Commis-
sioner is greatly interested in the establishment of this
station which has such great possibilities. Notwithstand-
ing the present uncertainty about the site, Lake Ontario
will probably not be neglected as the Commissioner can
continue the usual heavy plants of whitefish from the Ohio
aud Michigan stations.

State Fish Exhibits at Chicago.
Fish CoimissroNEBS Ford and Powell, of Pennsylva-

nia, UuutingtOQ and Bowman, of New York, and Titcomb,
of Vermont, had a conference on July 1.5 in Washington, D.
C, '.vitb Ciipt, J. W. Collins, Chief of the Department of
Fislieries, relative to their proposed live fish exhibits at
the World's Fair. .The plans proposed and the means
available for making tbe display were brought up for dis-
cussion. Letters were read from a number of State Com-
missioners wbo are interest.ed in the work but could not be
present.

Wisconsin Fish Planting.
Sixty-two cotmties in Wisconsin received nearly 7,000.000

of fry of the brook trout and rainbow trout during the clis-

tribur.ion from the State hatchery at Madison last spring.
The trout were almost equally divided between the two
kinds. In addition to the trout 6,000,000 bass (presumably
white bass) ai^d 1.15,000,000 pike pereu were deposited in tbe
ibterior waters.

FIXTURES^
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 6 to y.—Second Annual Doe; .Show of the Hamilton Kennel
Clnb. at Hamilton, Ca.nadi. A. D. Stewart, fac'y.

%pt. 6 to H. - RoclKJfiter Kennel Club, at R.ocbester, N. Y. Dr. O.
g. BitQbpr, Sec'y.

Sept. l;Ho 16.—Fourth Anpu.a] Dog Show of tbe Toronto In-
dustrial Extiibition Association, kt Toroiito, Canada. O. A.
Stone, Sflc'vv

Sept. I9t0 33,-Th!r(l Annual Dng Show of the Kingston Kennel
OmK at KiDtrstoti, Odnada H. O. BMfSP, SeC'v.
SpBt. 20 t" 23.—wefitfrn MicMigan Kenne) Glu*->, at Granrl Hapida

Mioh, H-. D<le Ad-'ms, Galfslimc, Mirh., Superiu'e dent.
gpijt. ^7 to 30.—Dog fihnw at Ottawa. Can. Alfrtd Oeddes, Sef'v.

det. ?o fo 28.—Oinalia Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.
Mdtacoti. S'ec'y.

yjELD TRIALS.
Sep*. 5.—Manitolift Field Trials, at Morris, Man. A. Hdll6way,

Wilinip°g, Man., S?;c'y.

Of t. 2S.—Third Atmtt*! Field Trials of the NtttlpnalBeaglP. Ohib.
at N$.nTi''t, N. Y. Bench show of the cltib Oct. 24: 11. V. Jarnle-
8op, See'y.
^ov. 7 —Intemationftl Field Trials Club, tliirfl an.nual trials, a t

Chatham. Obt. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Bta&es, Nov. 8.

W. B. Wp1T«, Seci'.v.

N^v. T.-Uilitj'd .States Field Trial=, at Bdzabethtown, liy. P.
T. Modisori. IpaianapDlisjrua., Sec'y.
Kov. New En^Iaud P'eld Trials, at Assonet, Mass. Geo. E.

St i-vi.-^
, >".-n'bnrypOrt, Mass., Sec'y. . „ ,

Jill tb Anmml TrialB of the Bruuswlbk Fttr OWb, at
1

i .J. H. BdU'd. Sec'y.
) , 1 > laerican Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck,

^'^i^ik. tft.-^Iaateru Field Trial Club Trltfls, at Higtt Paint, N. C.
W. A; dost^f. Sa<fy. , . _
Nbv, -Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Pdiaf, isr. C.

F. G-. T'lylor, Sec'r.
Dec. 5.—Central Fi^ld Trials, at Lexlngtoni N.C Otil. Odell,

See'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
GiircASO. July 16.—The possibility of holding field trials

in ditferent parts of tbe country comes up periodically for
consideration, the matter of holding one in Kansas or vicin-
ity being the most recent. The fact that successful field

trials were held there in years past would go far toward
proving that it can be done again.

I believe that a great deal of good could be accomplished
if local clubs would form with a view to running their trials
with local support only, tbus-developing a local interest and
educating a larger class of sportsmen. The value of the
purses could be gauged by the probable revenue which tbe
trinl would produce, or it cotxld be made, a sweepstake.
Local trials run on the sweepstakeplan could be run in many
sections of this great countrv where no trials are now held.
Almost every field trial club starts with a determination

to assume or achieve national importance. With this end
constantly in view, they shape their policy to harmonize
with that of the established clubs. Tbey claim dates to (it

in with tbe great national events, and run their trials in a
different section of country from their own, a section so dif-

feient in climate, cover, grounds and habits of birds that,
from their local point of view, it is a foreign land.

If the local clubs were formed, with trials held in the best
season on their own grounds, and run according to con-
ditions existing in their own country, the test would be of
far more value to the sportsmen of each section.

If a club is too ambitious, and hangs up larger purses than
the support ot the club will warrant, its efforts can only re-
sult in discouragement and failure.

In the last issue of Forest and Stream I read the article
of that eminent authoritv on field trials and field wot-k, Mr.
P. H. Bryson, of Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Bryson, in the article
referred to, discussed some of my remarks on retrieviue at
field trials and ditt'ered fx'om my views, and also the views
of those who oppose retrieving bein^ considered at field
trials. From Mr. Bryson's remai'ks, I perceive clearly that
I did not make my .argument so full on tbe point pertaining
to educational qualities as I should, hence it needs more
elaboration. Mr. Bryson states bis positinn as follows:
"Mr. B. Waters in your issue of June 30 states; 'Retriev-

ing being an educational quality, is in tbe same category
with dropping to shot, turning to whistle, staying at heel,
dropping to order, etc , acts acquired by education.' Tbe
field trial clubs .iustly recognize tbe educational qualities
The Southern Club puts a pen ilty of 25 points ot demerit
on the following educational qui^litips: Breaking shot, 5 to
10; breaking in, 3 to 5: chasing, 10. Why not dispense with
these and other educational qualities and let the dog hunt
d la naturel, it would save trainer's fees—quite a considera-
tion—and time so often quoted by the advocates of abolish-
ing retrieving. If the arguments used for abolishing re-

trieving hold good the same can be used with equal force iu
abolishing tbe other educational qualities. These educa-
tional qualities afford many requisites in a field dog, and
demonstrate the ability of many dogs to train on when
deprived of their own way of doing things and complying
with some of the wishes of the shooter. The test of retriev"-

ing at field trials can be done as well as the testing of
pointing, backing, ranging or any other quality of a field
dog. It all takes time, and, in the langusige of the Texan,
'that is what we are here for.' Instances can he meotioaed
for and against almost all essential qualities. The question,
is it of sufficient importance to be retained along with chas-
ing, breaking shot, breaking in. backing, obedience and
other educational qualities? I think it is. If these educa-
tional points are not retained, there is very little ot the
natural dog I would want. If the natural qualities cannot
be brought under control without injury, it is time we were
finding tbe same out and breeding more for educational
jjoints."
Taking up Mr. Bryson's first point, namelv, "The field

trial clubs justly recognize the educational qualities. The
Southern Club puts a penalty of 25 points of demerit on
the following edtxcational qualities: Breaking shot, 5 to 10;
breaking in, 3 to 5; chasing, 10." The faults enumerated,
which are really violations of education or lack of educa-
tion, can hardly be considered ediicationai qualities. They
are faults pure and .simple. It is true that clubs recog-
nise these fautts, not in the sense that tbey are educational,
but that they are obstructive to the progi'ess of the trial,
injurious to a competing dog, since few dogs, however well
•broken, will pprfortti well with au unsteady competitor;
andj more paa-ticularly, it>i8 impossibfe to |adge with a,ixy

precision the real capabiliti^ of iin unsfetatty or vfdld iSosg.
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FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can,—The beagles impoTted by the Albion

Beagle Kennels of Toronto arrived from England two weeks
ago. They are: Rally, a -t-year-old, MJ^in. bitch, by old
champion EiB.s:wood out of champion Abagail. R'ngwood
in his day was the best beagle on the bench and champion
Abagail was first three years io succession at Birminghara,
besides winning other prizes Rallywood, a 14)iiD. dog.by old
Rallywood o\it of Rally, is ;i years old; Comely, a bitch, by
Daster out of Crafty; Baffler, a 3-year old dog by Bowler out
of Ringlet, and Dimpler, a 14-mnnths bitch by Duster out
of Ringilet. Rally canie out in wbeln to Bowler. Comely
whelped seven puppies (two dogs) to Chancellor at Corawall
on the way up from Montreal, one bitch has since died.

You have cut oft a line of copy in senond paragraph of
miiie last week. In addition to the names of tho=e gentle-
men given as being present at the C. K. C. executive meet-
ing there were Dr. J. S Niven, London (in the chair), and C.
A. Stone anrl J. G. Mitchener. Toronto.

Mr. A. D. Stewart has been appointed superintendent of
the exhibit ot dogs from Canada at the World's Pair.

A special order has been issued by the Dominion Customs
authorities to permit dogs entered for the Canadian circuit
to enter in bond at one point, take in the circuit and leave
at any poiut most coavenient to owner's place of residence.

I cannot think that Mr. Geddea would brine Mr. Middle-
ton's name up in connection with Mr. Mercer's case unless
he had authority to do so. I have written Mr. Geddes, and
if his reply reaches me in time will send it with this. If
not, later.

An old spaniel breeder and judge writes me as follows:
"Coat is a matter that .judges must take a stand on in the
Uear future. Last year we saw dogs winning that had no
more coat than a .smooth fox-terrier should have, and placed
over better dogs becau.se of a .sfrf / * coat. This seems to
me wrong—not what the standard calls for nor what a
spaniel should have."

Mr. H. Falconer, Shelburne, Oat., has boi^ght the mastiff
bitch Attraction from Mr. Geo. P. Dustan, Peterboro, N. H.
She is 16 months old, and is by champion Beaufort out of
June (AK-CSB. 18,548) (champion Ilford Caution—
Winchell's Bess).

Mr. S. fl. Thompson. Toronto, has purchased the lough-
Goa,ted St. Bernard bitch Survivor, by Monarch out of Judy
III., from Mr. A. M. Dodge, New York.

Mr. A. D. Stewart, Hamilton, has imported from Mr. Geo.
Kaper, Sheffield, the smoo+h fox-terrier dog Raby Dotnino,
by champion Domino (Pitcher—Vene) out of Dawniug
(Brittle—Day Dream). In color she is white, with black and
tan spot over left eye and ears ticked with blacic. Whelped
April 7, 1890 Winnings, second puppy, second novice,
second open, Haslingden. H. B. Donovan.

PACIFIC KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
The xeeular monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel CJliib,

held at 21 Kearney street, on July (3, was well attended, the
following members being present: E. P. Schell, Horace
Oscar, Clarence Haight. H. L. Miller, L, L. Campbell, Thos.
Higgs, Geo, H. Croley,S. E. Fischer, T. J. Watson, William
Henry Huber, Frank Markey, E. H. Wakeman, Dr. Bohill,
P. D. Linville, Jas. E. Watson, A. Russell Crowell, T. W.
Skaife, D, C. Golcher, W. J. Golcher, John Hefferman and
Hypolite Biers.
The meeting was called to order by Vice-Pres. E. P. Schell

in the absence of Pi,amon E. Wilsoa.
Committee on poixltry and pigeon prizes reported $147.75

paid, other charges are on the books, but the parties cannot
be found and con.sf quently the bills cannot be liquidated.
The following names were submitted and the gentlemen

elected to membership: Geo. P. Sperry, Stockton: Fred
Howard, Howard Vernon and Henry Spencer, of San Fran-
cisco.
In the absence of the president, the appointing of the

finance, membership and other committees was laid over
itntil the next meeting, in August.
On motion of Mr. Watson the secretary was instructed to

present the stricken family of the late Wm. S. Bowen, of
Sapta Clara, one of the oldest members of the club, with a
copy of the resolution of regrets passed by the club.
The secretary was then instructed to purchase books and

engage a collector for delinquent dups.
Oq motion of Secretary Haight the monthly dues will

become due on the first of the month following their
election. Afterward the treasurer reported SL75.80 in the
treasury.
On motion of Mr. Schreiberthe secretary was requested to

correspond with Mr. Jas. Mortimer, requesting him to act
as delegate to the A. K. 0, Aa,journed at 9-A5 P. M. until
Aug. 3.

IRISH SETTER CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the executive committee of the Irish

Setter Club, held July 11, 1892, there were presf'nt Messrs.
Child, Thompson and Davis, and by proxy Dr Rowe. E. B.
Bishop. F. L. Cheney and F. H. Perry.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the

club: Geo. T. Leach, High Point, N. C; H. B. Anderson,
Glen View, N. J.; F. C. Fowler, Moodus, Conn., and Dr. L.
C. Sauveur, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
The question of holding field trials was taken up and

many communications from members, trainers, and others
were read and discussed. It was not thought advisable to
hold our trials independently, but that it was essential to
run them at or near the other trials so as to form one of the
circuit, and thereby obviate the necessitv of the trainers
making a separate trip to run their Irish Setter entries.
This left two localities to chose from. New Albany, Miss;,

and Lexington, N. 0. Should they be run in connection
with the Southern trials it would necessitate holding them
during the second week in February. As many of those
who run their dogs also desire to exhibit them on the bench,
it was thought that this would be too close to the bench
shows and interfere with tfie preparation of the dogs for
that event, besides putting the trials off too late in the sea-
son. In considering the question of holding the trials at
Lexington, we could begin them immediately after the con-
clusion of the Central Trials, and as most of the handlers
would be in attendance at either the Eastern, Philadelphia
or Central Tibials, which are to be held immediately before
ours, it would not require them to 7nake a separate journey
to run their Irish dogs. Under these circumstance's it was
thought best to again hold the trials in North Carolina, and
the following was decided on: To run the Irish Setter Trials
at Lexington, N. C, beginning Dec. 19, immediately after
the conclusion of the Central Trials; to have two stakes,
a D rby, the entries to which are to close on Sept^ 15, and an
All-Age, the entries to close Nov. 1. The fees for each stake
are SIO to enter and $10 to fill. The pri'',es for the Derby
are .¥300 to the winner of first, SlOO to second and !;50 to third".
The prizes for All-Age stake will be announced later.
There will also be some special prizes. The rules of running

and any further information desired can be obtained by ad •

dressing the secretary, G, G. Davis, Secretary,
13r 8 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
A MEETING of the board of governors of the New England

Field Trial Club was held at 266 Washington street, Boston
Mass., Tuesday, .July 13, at 3 P. M., President Power in the
chair.
Mr. A. M. Tucker for the committee on grounds and game

read communications from several parties relative to an in-
creased supply of game. The report was very satisfactory
and was accepted.
The matter of posting the grounds and making a penalty

tor hunting on the.preserve wasrefeiTed to the next meeting.
The committee on incorporation reported that their duties

were finished, the chartf-r having been granted June 39, 1893
The committee on publication submitted copies of circu-

lars, entry blanks, etc., issued according to instructions from
the board.
The following gentlemen were elected to membership;

DOG CHAT.

THE POINT EE RIP RAP.

Roading in the Four Hour Rice at Csntral Field Trials, 1891.

Geo. H. Lyman and Dudley B. Fay, of Bo.ston, and Geo. E.
Thompson, of Bath, Me.
A very interesting discussion was indulged in by all

present, and all felt greatly encouraged at the excellent
prospects for the coming trials.

A pleasant feature of the occasion consisted of a large
punch bowl filled with delicious lemonade from Young's
Hotel, accompanied by cigars, donated by Mr. E. Knight
Sperry, secretary of the club.

MR. MIDDLETON'S RESIGNATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose a copy of Mr. Middleton's resignation which

speaks for itself. I might just add that in handing it to
.Mr. McMabon he said that he would prefer to remain on the
committee, but thought it was the only thing left for him
to do. He also spoke in the same way to other members of
the committee as well a.« mvself, and asked me to write the
secretary of the Canadian Kennel Club and ascertain if he,
as a partner, was affectpd by the disqualification of Mr.
Mercer. This, I think, is quite snIHclent to prove that it
was not the Ottawa committee that drew Mr. Middleton
into the unpleasantness, a^i Mr. Mercer states.

ALT' RED Geddes, Sec. Bench Show.
O'Xi'AWA, Can.. Jnly 17.

Copy of Mr. Middleton's letter:
"B. McMahon, Esq

,
Secretary Central Canada Pair,

Ottawa: Dear Sir.—In consequence of the verdict of the
Canadian Kennel Club with regard to the Little-Mercer
affair, I have no alternative but to place my resignation as
a member of your committee in the hands of the conimit-
te?. I should like it, however, to beclearly understood that
Mr. Mercer's action with regard to the entry of the Clumber
Newcastle was done entirely without my knowledge or con-
sent. Yours faithfully, W. H, MiddletoI'T. "

CANADIAN FIELD TRIALS.
The Interoation 'I Field Trials, which begin with the Ama-

teur Stake Nov. 7, promise well. Birds are very plentiful;
the young coming out after the rains had ceased were not
destroyed by the wet weather.
Mr. William Brailsford, who is coming out on a visit this

fall, will be one of our judges. The other two have not been
selected yet. The Amateur Stake, which will begin a day
before the regular trials, will be for all-aged dogs broken
and tUQ by amateurs. It is to be hoped that those who de-
light in breaking their own dogs, as well as shooting over
them, will turn out and make the only amateur stake in the
country a success.
The entries for the Derby close Oct. 1, All-Aged Stake Oct.

15. The judges will be instructed to be as lenient as possi-
ble as to breaking, in the Amateur Stake.

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.

The handsome steam yacht owned by Dr. Derby, one of the
otfieers of the American Mastiff' Club, was burned to the
water's edge at Nyack, N. Y., July 13. The origin of the fire
is a mystery, as no fire or light was left on the yacht over-
night.

Admirers of the I'ed setter will be pleased to read Dr.
Davis's letter in another column. The Irish setter men
had almost come to think that the first attempt was to be
the last, but we know what an enthusiastic worker Dr.
Davis is and we scarcely expected him drop his oars until
he had taken another pull. We sincerely hope that the
success attained last year will be doubled this.

Mr. Grace, in a letter to one of the Forest and Stream
staff, says that he wilt be unable to attend the Great Bend
meeting this year, and probably tbe Merced meet. too. He
remarks further that the weather in San Francisco is beau-

are the.same as used last year, bemg those of the United tiful for com-sing and owners can jmn their dog.s everv dav
States and Eastern trials for 1891. Copies of these rules of the year at Cauaavaji's Park. "

"

National Beagle Club Aflfairs.

The next meeting of the National Beagle Club, July 28
promises to be a lively one. The friction among the officers
seems to be on account of the selectioa of judges—whether
this shall be done by executive committee or by the clubWe do not know how such things are usually worked but
one would think that the club as a whole should be heard in
the matter. The secretary to secure the names of those who
would be willing to act in a judicial capacity and then send
out a voting list of those men and let the members choose,
and the two men secttring the most votes be elected judges.
The executive committee is the servant of the club, and if
a majority of the club calls for a certain line of conduct that
line must be followed. By the w&v, the American Stoclt-
Keeper, in a paragraph that is difficult to understand,
wishes to know our authority for stating exclusively that
Mr. A. C. Krueger would probably bs one of the judges.We had onr information from two sources, one was the sec-
retary, and this is what be said after asking our terms to
judge: "Mr. Kruegeraeemstobe very favorably looked upon
as one of our best judges; would he be acceptable to you as a
coadjutor? I ask this that we m^y choose men friendly to
each other, that the most possible good mav come to the
National Beagle Club." This seems to us suffi lient ground
to give the news that Mr. Krueger would prnlxihhii be one
of the judges. The club has sent out a list of amendments
to he voted on by the members of the club.
The attention of members is drawn to the Rule III. Sec. 3,

of the Running Rules. "Entries shall be mailed to the sec-
retary in sealed, printed envelopes [to be mailed with entry
blanks] endorsed 'field trial entries.' All entries so received
to be open and acted upon at an executive committee meet-
ing." This rule is contrary to all procedure and an insult
to the secretary. If a secretary is elected he is supposed to
command the respect of everyone and his honesty be un-
doubted, then why may he not receive tbe entries as they
come in, post them in bis book in the regular manner in
which this is done by other show and field trial .secretaries,
pnd has hitherto been the method pursued by the previous
Sfcrrtary of the club? This is not the open-hearted policy
hitherto pursued by this club.

Foster Mothers.
The prudent breeder makes provision for emergency. It

is a well-known fact that many of our best breeding stock
on the female side are sent around to shows to get a record,
and they are often unfortunately in a condition when tbe
quietude of home is better adapte'd to their state than the
htrrly burly of a dog show. The average breeder is not at
all far sighted, and of course he should not expect a healthy
litter or a healthy free-milking mother when the dam is
subjected to such treatment. This leads up to the advice we
wish to give—more attention should be paid to the subject
of foster mothers. A man who owns a valuable bitch owes
it both to his reputation as a breeder and the breed of which
the bitch maybeashininglight, to, if at all pos.sible, arrange
for a foster mother, so that even if everything goes right,
and the bitch has say a litter of eight, several puppies can
be transferred to the fosster and the whole litter probably
saved. Many breeders, when a bitch has a litter of eieht or
ten, or more, will drown three or four so that the remaining
ones may do well, picking out those that seem least likely
to grow into good ones. This is sometimes a dangerous
policy and w'll often defeat its own ends, for it is a well-
known fact that the ugly duckling of a litter may turn out
to be a crack -a-jack when matured. In England more at-
tention is paid to "fosters" than here, and only this week,
as we turn to the Stock-Keeper, we find that there are nine
advertisements for foster mothprs or of them. The charge
for the bitches averages about S.5. That sum will secure a
fostpr in this country, either through the dailies or the
kennel press. This is very little outlay and trouble for a
great deal of good. It is not necessary to order your foster
according to the size of the breed of your puppies. We have
known a small bull-terrier suckle three St. Bernard puppies
and bring them up in fine shape. The case in point was
champion Daphne's when she had a litter by champion Plin-
limmon. By such a procedure the wear and tear of maternity
does not fall with such a weight on the valuable bitch, and
another important fact is that for every foster mother used
there will probably be half a dozen mongrels less to run
about our .streets, and that means so many less "mad dog"
scares.

Peterborough Hound Show.
This is an annual event among hunting men in England

that excites them to the highest degree of rivalrj^ The sight
of so many beautifully modeled hounds with waving sterns
and the background of pink-coated horsemen and whips, to
say nothing of the musical chorus that must come from so
many throats, would stir the blood of everyone, even though
completely ignorant of the top bar of a five-barred gate or
the mysteries of a bullfinch. No le.ss than twenty-four packs
were entered, and "Brooksby,'' that entertaining writer for
the Field (Eng.) tells us that there was hardly a discredit-
able hound among them and few without a fashionable
pedigree. No one kennel swept the board, but as usual the
Warwick.shire, which showed the champiou dog and the best
bitch, was well to the front, while the Oakley, Mr. Fernie's,
the Worcestershire and the Vale of White Horse packs also
carried oft' their share of fionors. It will hardly interest our
readers to give the names of the winners, but we may say
that Hermit, as stated above, belonging to the Warwickshire
hounds, won the stallion hound cup, and Royalty, who was
the best: bitch in her class and would have won the champion
cup had she been on the grounds at the time of judging, also
came from the same pack. It is Interesting to note that with
regard to the bitches the judges seemed determined to en-

force the wholesome principle that excellence of a pack of
foxhounds is dependent mainly upon its brood bitches, and
that if these do not promise sufficient power and size, a pack
must of necessity deteriorate to weediness; and this doctrine
holds good in other breeds as well.
The harriers and beagle packs also had their annual meet-

ing and were surrounded by their special admirers. The
beagle Bronwyd Nigle won the champion cup and was so
much fancied that he was sold after the show for $130.

Compared to a Frank Forest this is not a large price, but as
working beagles go in England is considered so over there.

Death of Noted Enj^lish Collie.

One of the most celebrated collie brood bitches has gone
the way of all flesh. We allude to Mr. T. H. Stretch's Sweet
Lassie. She was known as the dam of such cracks as cham-
pion Ormskirk Amazement, Excelsior, Dolly and others.

Her value both as a show and brood bitch was extraordi-
nary; in fact one of her litters produced six cup winners. It

will be remembered that two years since meutioo was made
of her having been sold to Capt. Heaton for .*1,350, but Mr.
Stretch was never content till he got her back again. Un-
fortunately for her owner, Swefet Lassie was due to whelp
the day she died of inflammation, to Ormskirk Chri.ss, the
sire of Ormskirk Ormonde.

Toronto Show.
The premium lists of the dog show to be held at the
city of Toronto, Canada, Sept. 13, 13, 14 and \fy, are now
ready for distribution. Considering the entry being only
S2, the list is a very liberal one, some .$.3,000 being offered in

cash prizes, besides medals, diplomas, etc, The majority of

t-he specialty clubs have donated specials. The list contains
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193 clflsses in all, 53 challenge classes, $25 to the party mak-
ing the largest number of entries, and *lo to second lara;est

number, 34 kennel prizes and sweepstake prizes. In the
majority of the large breeds fonr n-oney prizps of 815, $10,

$5 and f3 in the open classes, and $15 and diploma in chal-

lenge classes, sexes divided, are oftVrt-d, whilp in the follow-
ing classes, pointers, English, Irish and Gordon sftters,

collies, field spaniels, cockers, three moneys: $15. $7, $3 and
diploma in open classes, and SIO and diploma in challenge
classes, are ottered. The remaining classes have two, of

m, and $3 and diploma for third. There is also a rule
that in classes made for dogs and bitches, should there
be six or more entries, two classes will be made. We
would draw the attention of our readers to the railway and
express arrangements which are printed in the list, thus en-

abling intending exhibitors to have before their eyes the
rates of the different roads. There are still, we learn, .sev-

eral roads to hear from which will be published through the
press. Entries close Sept. 1. All communications should
be addressed to C. A Stone, secretary and superintendent
of Bench Show, 83 King street, East, Toronto, Ontario.

Pearl of Pekln Protest.

The news now comes from Mr. Brougher, secretary of the
American Coursing Club, that this case having been re-

ferred back to the club, will not he acted upon until the
annual meeting in October, 1893. Mr. Brongher's words
are: '"The executive committee have reserved their decision
until the October meeting of the club. They did not give
any reason for so doing." The protest was tntered in
October, 1S91, and it is a sad commentary on the way cour.s-

ing troubles are evidently adjusted in this country, that it

will take one year to decirie a question that, according to
the rules, should require one hour to decide, especially as
the evidence that Mr. Edmunds was iu the wrong seems to
be overwhelming. In the lace of this it. is hardly in good
taste for any officer of that club to ask the N. G. C. or any
one else to get up a sixteen dog stake and give a handsome
cup. We have a letter from one of the principal members
of the present executive committee, in which he says: "It
matters not to me personally, which way it goes, as each
party are personal friends of mine. I promise you this, if it

should be referred back to the club and come up before the
present executive committee, it will not lay on the table
long—let it hurt who it may." This has the right ring
about it, and with this coursing men and those directly
interested in the alfair must rest content till the meeting at
Great Bend. It is not at all probable thnt the N. G. C, will
get up a .sixteen dog state nor give the cup.

Cat Nursing Puppies.

.lANiTOE Enoch Edwards is having a little milleuium,
when we are told that the lion will lie down with the lamb,
ail to himself. At present in his flat is the unusual spec-
tacle of a cat nursmg lour Skye terrier puppies. How
Edwards happened to become possessed of this singular
combination is not without interest. Up to last week he
owned a Skye tei-rier bitch, but she was .stricken with
apoplexy or something, and died just before whelping. Her
owner was much moved, and in the interest of science, and
incidentally his own finances, he decided that the pups
must be saved at all co.sts. The mystery of the Caesarian
operation was to him a blank, but he tried it, and success-
fully. He tried to feed the puos by sticking their noses in a
saucerful of milk, but naturally this resulted in nearly suf-
focating them. He was about to reconcile himself to the
inevitable, when he bethought himself of the cat, which
was suckling her kitteas, and the Skyes were quickly iu-
stalled in the kittens' quarters during the mother's absence.
The cat naturally acted a little queer at first, but being a
sen.sible and a feline mother, she went to work and has
since suckled them as if they were her own flesh and blood.
The puppies are of ordinary size and perfectly healthy.

Greyhounds.
Greyhound men are continually adding new blood to

their kennels, and what is particularly noticeable and to be
commended, is the fact that gr^at attention is paid to run-
ning blood. Mr. James Black, of Sheepshead Bay, L. I.,

has imported a good young greyhound dog called Flash, by
Col. North's Huic Holloa, out of Phoebe Mayflower. Huic
Holloa is a well known coursing dog, having won $8,87.5 in
.stakes. Col. North gave Mr. Dent, his trainer, 500 guineas
/or him. Mr. Black's new dog has every appearance of
being fast, having plenty of length and depth m the right
places. Mr. Black's Dolly Dollar, that won at New York,
whelped nine puppies recently by Prince Albert, but she
killed all but three. This is hard luck, as there was a good
market for them. Mr. Black has sold one and retains a dog
and bitch. He is thinking of running Dolly Dollar and the
new dog at the Great Bend meeting, and we trust he will do
so, for we should like to see the Eastern kennels well repre-
sented this fall. If this is done our grej hound men must
remember the leading cause for past defeats and send out
their dogs in good time to become acclimated and in fit con-
dition to run.

Psovois.

It is well to throw a light on some of the smart gentry
who think a dog an excellent medium whereby they can
turn an honest (?) penny. Stock-Keeper (Eng ) gives an
extract from a Russian journal called in English lire
Sportsman'^ Diary. The part we quote will especially
interest American buyers of these Busslan dogs: "* * * At
the last auction, which took place in the riding school of
the St, Nicholas Palace, St. Petersbiirg, dogs did not sell

easily, although the prices ran as low as three roubles, the
highest fetching 300 roubles. It is true that the three rouble
specimen was not worth that price even, being cross-bred.
Count Sheremeteff bought a number of dogs at this sale,

among them Zavlaidai, for 200 roubles; he is not a bad dog.
Mr. J. J. Rousseau bought several Borzois—not expensive
ones—for instance, one cost him six and another seven
roubles. All taese dogs will be sent to America, of course,
which country Mr. Rousseau has flooded with Borzois that
are not free from faults." To properly explain the pith of
this we may remark that a rouble is worth about sixty cents
in our money.

Another St. Bernard Importation,

The Mount Sion Kennels, Albany, N. Y., have just pur-
chased from Mr. Wm. Marshall, of Scotland, brother of John
Marshall, of Troy, the Newfoundland breeder, a rough-
coated St. Bernard bitch, litter sister to the late Scottish
Prince, and is expected by steamer Circassia next week.
She is described as "standing: 3lin. at shoulder, with im-
mense bone, a beautiful orange m color, with perfect mark-
ings, great depth of muzzle, best of legs and feet and per-
fectin disposition." Mr. Marshall was the breeder of Scottish
Prince, also Sunray, Harmony and Scottish Leader, owned by
the Swiss Mountain Kennels, and several others of note It
is from Mr Marshall's kennel Mr. Sidney Smith has picked
up so many youngsters that have afterward made their
mark in the" St. Bernard world.

Cuffing Elcho at Kingston.

On this subject Dr. Mills writes: "After Mr. Wade's
fiasco regarding the charge of cruelty to a hound I showed
at Kingston, it is plain to me, as I think it must be to
others, that hii object is simply to annoy me. I shall,
therefore, take no further notice of anything that Mr. Wade
may write affecting my character or reputation. If any of
the 'gentlemen of txndoubted veracity' he refers to wil

make the same charge as Mr. Wade over his own signature
in any Canadian paner, I will however make him prove it in

a court of law or suffer the conseciuences—if he is worth that
much attention."
As an afterthought Mr. Wade sends us the following:

"While I have no wish to trespass on your stand against
prolonging the wrangle between Dr. Mills and myself, may
I not point out that I have never quoted the iiTcident as to

cuffing ears as hointi, in itsiif, wrong. I simply pointed it

out as an illustration of where ultra refinements of dog
show moralities would land us."

Coursing at Merced, Cal.

The people of Merced, Cal., will give a purse of $1,000 for

a coursing ineeting next year, open to the world, but with
this proviso, that Mr. John Grace will guarantee to sports-

men of Merced that he will be on hand to judge the meetiL'g.

The Californian s are afraid to hold a large meeting unless

they are certain of having a judge that can be relied upon
to give fair decisions. The experience at Madera last year
taught them a lesson. Dr. Irwin Royce is making strenuous
efforts to have a coursing meeting at Topeka, Kan., this

year; he savs in a letter to Judge Grace that it is a grand
location, with eleven miles square of open country and jack-

rabbits ad iiliiiiuih.

A Hunt Club For Albany.

The following gentlemen, Messrs. Henry A. Peckham,
William M. Whitney, .Tr., C. L. A, Whitney, I-ewis Balch
and George D. Miller, have formed a society to be known as

the Albany County Hunt. The particuldr object or purpose
of the society shall be the keeping and owning of foxhounds
for the purpose of bunting and for other lawful sporting
purposes.

Marc Anthony Dead.
The well known St. Bernard Marc Anthony died last week

of apoplexy. Last year he won first in the puppy class at

New York show, and at the time of his death was owned by
Mr. White, of Staten Island, Marc Anthony was a son of

Courage III. out of champion Cleopatra and bred by Mr.
Daniel Mann. He was only two and a half years old when
he died.

Beagle Stormy.

Mr. George Laick, of Tarrytowo, N. Y., has sold the
beagle field trial winner Stormy (10,785) to Mr. F. B.
Zimmer, Glover.sville, N, Y"., secretary of the dog show that
is held in that town.

Now that the grouse season is near at hapd, the principal
pointer and setter breeders for the field in England are
.sending drafts from their kennels to Aldridge's auction sales

in London. We notice that Mr, Heywood Lonsdale had
some up the other day, ten setters realized $835; a lemon and
white bitch, Alpha, bringing $l30. Beacon, a pointer,

brought $157. The prices do not seem large considering their

breeding and field qualities.

The best Chtmber spaniel imported to this country so far-,

at least of those seen in public, is dying and may by this

time have passed to the other side. This is Mr. Mercer's
Lady Snow. Unfortunately she has never been iu really

good health since she was imported, as she ari'ived in

wretched condition.

Dog shows and field trials are working the good in Cali-

fornia that they have already done in the East, and the
sportsmen of the Pacific Slope are making constant drafts
on the best blood that can be procured in Kastero kennels.
Mr. R. L. Gnrduer, of Oakland, Cal., received July 7, from
the Blue Ridge Kennels, two young English setters, a
dog by Gatb's Hope ex Tempest, she by Count Noble ex Lit.

and a bitcli by Galh's Mark ex Princess .loy. They arrived
alter the long journey in good condition. Mr. L. S. Camp-
bell, of the Bay View Kennels, will have them in charge.

Mr. H. H. Hunnewell, Jr., of Wellesley, Mass., is a new
fancier in the fox tei-rier field, and will also go in for brown
poodles. At present he has a fox-terrier bitch, Meg, a
daughter of the wire-hair Tyke imported by G. E I, Grain-
ger, and two puppies. He has ordered two good bitches and
a dog from England. In poodles he nas a good brown one, a
prize winner at Paris, France, shows, and has left a com-
mission in that city for a first-class dog and bitch. His
kennels are called Hill Hurst, and are now in process of

erection.

Mr. Frank F. Dole, the well known bull-terrier man, and
his brother have organized an athletic and sporting goods
company in New Haven, Conn., to be called the Dole
Brothers Co.

Mr. C. F. R. Drake, treasurer of the National Greyhound
Club and part owner of the Tubby Hook Kennels, has not
been well for some time and has taken a trip to Houghton,
Mich., for his health, and will not return till September.
He has just had presented to him a fine foxhound by ch.

Bravo (9,291) out of Frances (15,409). He tells us that he
has seen outthere somevery good deerhounds of Mr. Thayer's
stock, and one, a puppy, he speaks very high'y of, remark-
ing that "it would make some of the New York cracks
hump themselves"—and why not?

The Seminole Kennels have ^purchased from Mr. F. H.
Perry of DesMoines, Iowa, his Irish setter Pride of Patsy.
The bitch Nino, formerly owned by Mr. Perry and now bv
Gail W. Hamilton, and a well-known prize winner, was bred
to Claremont Patsy, and on June 23 whelped a litter of ten,
five of which were dogs.

A poor old toper, who was in the habit of getting lost on
his way home, was asked how he could afford to keep the
dog that was always with him. "That dog," he said, "not
only boards himself, but finds me."—Boston Post.

Among the records of the Superior Court there is a quaint
little volume containing interesting reminders of the early
days of Baltimore. The book has 564 small-size pages,
on which are recorded indiscriminately everything legal
thought worthy to be preserved. It embraces the time from
June 2, 1741, to Aug. 3, 1750. Among other curious entries
is the following, recorded by J. Bierewood, clerk: "This
day John Bell, planter, on My Lady's Manor, in Baltimore
county, with his son, Frederick Bell, about 12 years old,
who had unfortunately lost his left ear by the bite of a
dogg about a year agone, to the truth of which he attested,
and rf quested me to record the same, and recorded accord-
ingly 30bh June, 1746."—BaZtimo re Sun.

Af-cording to Stock-Keeper Mr. T. Duerdin Dutton,the
well-known St. Bernard breeder, has lost his celebrated St.
Bernard, Tiger HI., through fatty degeneration of the heart,
the dog being found dead in his kennel. The dog was by
Pliny out of champion Grace, and

, up to 1S90, had won thirty-
four prizes.

Bulldogs must be a popular breed in England to be able
to support two specialty clubs. A new one has been formed
in England called the British Bulldog Club, with head-
quarters at Manchester, the first meeting has been held and
the first specials Will be given at the coming Gloucester

show. Mr. Cyril F. W. Jackson is the secretary of the new
organization.

Mr. Mortimer has for some time had a sneaking liking
for a dachshund, and it seems that the missing dachshund
that we read about in the English papers after the Shtffipld
show was one that this gentleminn had claimed at that
show and the secretary had omitted to advise the previous
owner of the transaction. The dog's name is Tack and
with it Mr. Mortimer won his first prize on Eoglish soil at
Belper show the other day. Mr. Mortimer also takes one
of the Feldman K —Bessie K. litter, that Mr. Klocke, of
Pittsburgh, tells us are now weaned, Mr. Frank Dole, we
believe, taking nearly all the rest of them.

The kennel of English setters and pointers belonging to
Mes,srs, .los. H. and J. A. Hunter has been moved to Rloom-
ingtou, Monroe count\', Ind. This reminds us that "Joe"
Hunter has lately been devoting his .spare time to trap
shootintr, and though we can scarcely term him a "Black
Wonder," .still he has surprised his many fi-iends by hisskill
with the shooting iron. At the Washington Trap Shoot he
tied with such a noted shot as Miller, and carried off .several

prizes; then he ran down to the big shoot at Knoxville.
Tenn., where he won several sweeps and a lot of specials. He
is one of the prime movers of the Washington Gun Cluband
very popular among his fellow members.

Mr. Sidney Smith seems to have a faculty for getting hold
of real good things in St. Bernards, for now we learn that
he has a pup by the late Scottish Prince out of a sister to
Mr. Moore'slat'e Alton, that will, it is promised, "bang Bana-
gher," and we all know what he did. Our informant says
"it is the largest and finest specimen ever bred." This can
be no other than the dark star we alluded to a week or two
since.

Mr. Manice's two dachshund bitches that he purchased
from the English dachshund breeder. Mr. Harry Jones,
have arrived, and he is well pleased with them.

The secretary of the A. K. C. is all ready for business
now, as far as the World's Fair is concerned, having pro-
cured a ponderous volume containing 1,600 duplicate certifi-

cates of registry, which owners of dogs that »re intended to
be entered in the World's Fair show must supply themselves
with at a fee of 50 cents each. This, with $1 for registration
in the A. K. C, and the $1.-50 for entry fee to the show,
makes the amount f((ual to an ordinary $3 entry fee; $1.50
of this will be returned providing the dog is absent Irom
the show. The .50 cents extra that the A. K. C. charges for
the certificate ol reeistry may seem rather exorbitant, but
it is the intention of the club to devote this money to the
purchase of silver medals, which will be donated by the A.
K. C. at difi^erent shows.

Last Thursday we took a run up to the northern part of
New York city and in the wilds of Morrisania we snent a
pleasant hour or two looking over Mr. J. B. Blossom's Gor-
dons and Mr. George Jarvis's pointers. First wetook a look
at Lad of Kent, who seemed as vigorous and full of health
as ever: Lass of Kent, his kennel companion, is heavy in
whelp to King of Kent, and the 23d is the date that "George"
expects the advent of .=ome future champions The setter
Rock Belton and a promising pup by Lad of Kent completed
the kennel. Then we took a stroll over to Mr. Blossom's
delightful place, but sorry we were that the ro.se garden's
glory had almost dfparted. Old Beaumont, Heather Bee
and York, well known to fame, seemed fit to show any
moment, and champion Kelso, the Irish setter, was another
interesting pet that has the freedom of the place. We were
just about returning when Mr. Blossom came up from the
city, and this was the .signal for an adjournment to the cool
of the dining room, where Mr. Blossom dispensed his hospi-
tality with a true knowledge of the average dogman's weak-
nesses.

Mr. M. H. Thiman has sold the noted Irish setter Geh.
Husted to Miss N. Frances H. Cole, who in turn presented
it to Mr. T. Chevalier of New York city. This dog is look-
iner very well now, having filled out very nicely since the
early spring, when he won several prizes. Mr. Thiman also
sold Duke, an English setter, to Mr. Louis Contoit, the
well-known Irish setter breeder.

The well-known prize winner Irish setter Noma whelped
July 11 nine puppies (six dogs), by the no less noted Duke
Elcho. Edna H., who is also well known as a big winner
from the same kennel, was bred July 8 to the same dog.

There are several new kennel advertisements this week.
Among them we find Gladerigo Kennels have seven English
setter pups for sale; New York St. Bernard Kennels, several
litters of ptippies by their noted dogs; W. G. Kingsley,
brok n liver and white setter; Handsome Brook Kennels
cocker spaniels; John Fox, pointer bitch; Frank Forest
Kennels, beagles; C. T. Brownell, five Gordon pups; Dr.
Leo, Great Danes; Geo. Betts, cocker and field spaniels.
Wants.—T. R. Burns, Irish spaniel; J. H. Lindsay, bulldog.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without cbarge; and blanks

(faxnlBhed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMBD.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

King Bon II. By T. T. Ashford, Birmineham, AJa., for liver
and w nlie poii ter dog. whelped Feb. 18, 1893, by Kina: Don (Yan-
devori'.-^ Don—Yandevori's Luck) out of Paiti M. 11. (Nick of Naso
— Patii M.).

Corlituivn Crib and Corldoivn Coxey. By Corktown Cocker Ken-
nels, Ottawa, Oat., for black »nd wriitechpfit and black tip cocker
spaniel dogs, whelped AprU 20. 189.J, by Tip Obo (Bob Obo-Cleo)
out, Tough (Wildair— Bell ).

Corktown Chubby, Gorktoivn Caution and CorMoim Tamiie. By
Oorktnwn Kennels. Oiiawa, Ont., tor two black cocker spaniel
does and one black and tan bitch, whelppd April 20, 1892, by Tip
Obo (Bob Obo—Gleo) out of CEnone (Obo, Jr.—Tough).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bonnie Bondhu—Oath's Hope. L. Rauscb's (St. Lnuis, Mo.) Eng-
listi setter bitch Bonnie Bond hu (Oouot Wakefield—Pearl Bondhn)
to Blue Ridge Kennels' Gath's Hope ((j!-ath—Gem), April 6.

Duke of Dexter^ C. B. Pinto's (Bar Harbor, Me.) pointer
bitch to 0. D. Roberts's Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—
BoBki), June 6.

Miss King Don—UvMe of Dexter. C. D. Roberts's (Dexter. Me.)
pointer bitch Miss Kmg Don (Kmg Don—Patti M. II.) to his Duke
of Dexter cDuke of Yernon—B ski). May 9,

Nino—Claremont Patsii. G. W, Hamilton's (Centreville, Kan.)
Iri.sh setter bilcb Ninn (ohamnion Elcbo—cbamoion Noreen) Lo F.
H, PeiTv'a Claremont Patsy (Friscne—Nellie IX ), April 31.

Carrie B —Kent Elgin. F, 0. Rochester's (Logan, O.) pointer
biicb Carrie R. to T. T. Ashford's Kent Elgin (King of Kent—
Vera Rmf), AD^il 24
Dora Dott-GUp Graphic. A. W. B^aler's (Atlanta. Ga ) pointpr

bircti D"ia D Ml (Meteor, Jr.—Belle S.) to T T. Ashfnrd's Clip
Graphic (imported cHainpion Brackett—champion Sally Brass II.),

July 14
Vera—Kent FRgin. T. T. Asbford's (Birmnieham, A'a ) pointer

bitch Pera to t'i,* Kent Elgin (K'ng of Kent—Vera Bang), June 6.

Fanny V. Croxtcth—King Elfftn. E. G. Eaton's (Athens, O.)
pointer bi'ch Fanny V. Uroxceth to T. T. Ashford's King Elgin
(King of Kent—Vera Bane). April 13.

Lucky Trtnket-Kimt Elgtil. Dr. C, E. MitcheE's (St. Louis, Mo.)
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pofr-fer bu-h Lu':"'kv TriBket, to T. T. Ashford's Kent Elgin (King
of Kpit.—VpTa Banev. UavBS.
Mack's Jimo ^Clip GrrapMe. T. T. Ashford's (Birinincbam,A.la.)

pO'i}t»^r Sirch Miioi* 's .hiK. fRdx Mofg-an—Klee'V to his GlipGrraphic
fcbq-nopi'-'T) 'Bra^kAtt—rtiamnfon SalW Bras" II ), May 2fi.

£/!«n/ Dashicood-'Flasti. M. Murphr's (Brooklyrv, N. Y ) errey-
hnuTifi bi'nb Ln :v TH-s" wonrt (.Tuto^''^—SHvia) to Jas. Black's Fiash
CHuic. H^lln>-P- MaTflasve-). Julv 8,

Ltmy Dashw'iod^Flo.^h. M. Murplt\'s (Rrooklyn, V.) erev^-
hoiion bitcbLuuv n si vood(Jiimb('<—"^i'via) to Jas. Black'sFlaab
CHHi.^ H'^]lo<'— °i'0jH- ,M:i5/fl isvflr), Mav 33
Viriiinia^HappU Toby. Eberhart Pug Kf>nnels' (Oipcinuafi, O.)

f>ua: biifb Vtrgittift (St"^kaTie- Ra-'t Lake Virgie) to fheir Happy
Toh^ (Spr;TiaTl^-T,<,ll«. R.>okM. .Tllll' 13.

PtQqie Priidt—&pr;hO,ne,. Eberbart Puk Kenufls' (Oinnlntiati, 0.)
pxii nirpb P-tfgie Pfyde^Ene'Tiarfs O-ishiAr-i-FIO'SV II ) to O. P.
Kinnie'd Spokane (champion K*8h—Lady Thora), July 11.

WHELPS.
Prepared BlanKs Bent free on application.

DonyDollar- .Tag. Bhck's (Sheopsbead Biy, L. I ) greyJiouBd
l>5tcti D lly Dollar C^inkert^n—M'-R. GoMfie'd). March 7, rime
(goT^or, ,i. e- ), bv his iTfnco Albert (MoPhorson—Brighton L:;rty).

Kathl'-.ev. E L'^vei V (' iver'.ro'-'k. Pa ) Irish terrier b'lrb Kath-
lo. i) (P a\ hoT — Binsiipe IL), .June fi, j'iEihc fsix doet), by J. Oanap-

Fannie V. Cnateth. K. G. Eaton's (Athens. O.) pointer bitch
Fannin V. Croxieih (D-'vonshirfi Sam—Buonev Crox*'6t' ). jTinw—

,

six (f.wo dags), ny T. T. Ashford^s Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
B=>nQ).
Nolly. W. H. Gordon's (Bllenbnrgh, N. Y ) pMnter bitnh N^llv

(SCBn' nb B->b—Flash). .Tniy 5, thirteen (^"ven does), by Dr. H. 8.
J's'-e's O-Tide HiroH (D')i?e nf a^'^^eT^—PaHni'zi).
£)otSmirle Corkiown Corkpr Kenn^l'^' (Oftawft, Ont.) cocker

spaniel bicub Dot '^m'rlo (B h Oio— Tongli), June 29,£otir(two
d''?B) >iv tbe'r T p Om (R bOho— Ci»o).
Mno 0. W H.TniUon'd (C"<ntrevill", Kan.) Irish setter bttob

li«uo (E cb-—Vore'TiK.Janp 23. te" (Ave dogs), by F. H. Perry's
Cl(r ninn'-P.'s^ (F' isc.ni—Mellie IX)-
Bonnie Bondku. L. UHiUsc'^'^ (S Lou's. Mo.) English eettf r

bitch B unt" Bjudbu (Couat Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu), June (5,

ten (=tven dig'), by Blue Riflee Kennels' Gath'a Hope (Gath—
Gem): two bitches since dead.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pride of Patsy. Dark red Ir'sh setter doe. whelped Jan, 20. 1^,^,
by Olare'moni Patsv ont of Nin'^. by F. H. Perry, Das Moines, la.,
toS t^l^•aole Kennels, Cbtstnut Hill. Pa.
Prinm Black ami tan terrier dog, whelped Sept. 1^, im, by

Vor'l!;'6m 11. ont of Kitty, by E. Lever, Oyerbrook, Pa., to Addi-
son Rowe. Lauedown.

Pilot.. Gordon sfitter doK, whelwid May 20, 1892, bv Grouse out
Of M ud, w C. 1. B-rownell, New Bedford, Mass.. to B.W.Walker.
MuTiy, Pa.

jDlrr.ey Gordon setter d"g, -whelped July 25, 1889, by Murkland
ont of B-^aulab, by C. T, Browuell, New Bedford, Mass., to F.

R. Wit>sj, fame place.
Koivlu' Gordon setter hitfb, whelped July 10, 1889, by Max out

gf Ja-ly, bv C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass., to F." R, Wing,
pam" n'a'-p.
LUtleGirl. Girdon setter bitch, whelped Aug. 20, 1890. bv Ham

6lir, ot B li, by O. T. Brownell, New Bedford. MaSs., to F. R.WiHg,
same nlaf".
The Judge, Silver fawn pu7 dog, whelped Marnh 18, 1893, by

Sposaue oat of Flora, bv Eierhart Pug Kennels, Cincionaii, O.,
to A- A. Bogen, New Ul*rt, M'nn.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There in no diaro'' for auswerirKj questifins uuftur this head. Ali

^pkUi&ns relatmg io fiiimente of clogs will be amwerf.d by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a nieinbi-r of the Ubiial CoUcae. nf Vpteriiiaru t-'itrffeon^.
wmmunications referring to otfier matters conneoted with Keniiei
Manauement and dogs iciU receive careful at.tentiwi,

G. H. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.—You WiU require two moresrenera-
Hons oil bith sides to reKie ef ynnr biinhinthe A. K. O. Stud
Booh. It' yon register yOnr hitch the puppies are eligib'e to reg's-
try providing you have ttieir .sire's p*-digree for two generatiotis
back.

W. ft. B.—What is the beat cure for mange that i« on an Eni;-
Hsh Feiter about one year old. Ans. Applv rb° following: Sulpb.
iroo. Siz.. kerosene 20oe., vaHpline oil add iOrz ; m'x together and
well run all over tbe dcg every otber day tor two weeks, then
Wasb nff and letDeat if n 'ceasary. Treat lor worms. Feed the
ftbe well, allnwing a fair quantity of meat.
J. D. C, Pi'ovidfnce. R. I.— 1. Does a bitch after spavlng ever

Cpme in heat ? 3. Wnat are the usual prices for the op ration? 3.
?)b you know of any one in Boston or vicinity that does the work 5

4 Are ihtre any booko puhliBhed on 'he anatomy of the dog?
Abs. 1, \'e=>. 3 From SIO, 3, Any veterinarian can do it. 4.

Kone on che doa a'ont ; Caev m treats of it.

.
Constant REAotR, Falls VillaBe. Conn.— I have a pointer

|>uppy, 2 moiihs i>id, that bad small sp.its come «n the head w ere
the nair came off and would f-s er at drat. Tben the festers came
on tbick as they could be and would form one sore as large as a
ponny, »ud tbib is now working back over bis body. Ans. I'rob-
ably ( a=i to some dietio error. Apply the following lotion:

Magneait oarb 3li
Pulv. zirci tiS 3 =S
P ilv. amyli jiii
Aq. ad 5 vi

Mix: Lotion.
Apply to irr' table parts freq,upntly with a p'ece of cponse. Give

tHised with thp food for a few davs a grain of sodi biCarb. and
Sgrs. of mug. sulph. Treat for worms.
Cbooked Legs, Long B-anch, N. J,—I have three valuable

eetttr tjups ot my own raisine, now i months old, whose tront
legs have become so extremely bowpd as to cripple them and pre-
vent their moviue faster t ban a walk. Tsey uavfii always been
kept in an outdoor run. 25ff. by 12ft., naturally shaded and per-
fectly Clean. Tbe estremn crookedness ba.s developed within the
last month. The j litiis of two of ibe pup3 are immfnsely large,
like t bo«e of youDg ma°tifr^. I have fir the last week turned
them fill entirtly excf p'. wben f^edrng f nd at night. I feed three
tim-saaavat retulai tours, tiiviot^ table ecrw ps. natroeal and
cccasionaJly milk and stale hread. Trx^ysre all very large and
heav . a,nd haietom 'Vp, A br Iher of theirs, much Smaller, is
pertf C'lv straieht and activ - «9 a cat, but he has not befti confined
in n'^'v way sire 1 eav himawa^ The dogs are now absolute
cr'pples. An«. Treat for worms. Feed principally on raw mf>at,
m'nctd. ond milk, and add a lir.tlfi bone meal to the f od twice
daily. Kefp the puppies out of doors as much as p isgibl". Give
.^alf a tea!=p >oniuL t^vica a day of cotnp^'UQd syrup of hyp^ptios-
ahiteg, and also one teaspoon ful of cod liver oil twice a day. Or
Tife cod 1)vet oil cakes instead.

FIXTURES.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Eighth Annual Meet.

9-3S. W. C. A. M«et. Oshkosh.Wis. 23. Rochester, Si Trophy Race,
i$.30. Norrberti Biv, A. U. A. trisHdeqaMt Bay.

IVleistrLake Gou3hichmg,CaB

A.r!.A.Meet,WTllsboro!ighPt 37. RoCbester, Trophy Race,
"b Kpt^ngrfteld, ('hp. Springfield. Irondequoit iBay.
IS'^aO; A. b. A. Meet, race week,

WillSbor.ough Point.
SEPtKMaSBB.

3. Stjrfngflelfl. Cup, Snringfleld. 5. lantbe, Annual Reg: itta.

3. Broofclyn.Visiting GiUis<i, Pas- 8. Rochester. Fall Regatta, li'on-
Sa'ic River. dsquoit Bay.

'3. Orsflg*, Ann., Arlington, N.J,

OCTOBBiR.
1. SpriRKiafeia, Cttp,S{)l'fnfc'(5eTd.

A. C. A. Membership.
Tae feflSwlag gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A. t). A.: Aflan'Tc Division.— Herbert Wilcox, Subitnft. J,- Alfred
W, Dater, Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Fratiii Alburtus iviarsellus, New "York,
.fia'^ttrn Divisioii.—Tlohn A. Jennings. Frank F. TLlcirerman< Boston,
Mass.; vS'm. T Donnelly, Ta'iaton. Mass ; I. A, "iVadsworrii. W. R.
Slocum, H-irtford, Conn, Northern I/iviJilon,—A. 3. i)^ Brien. Tcir nto.
Central Division.—Wallace T Foote, Port Henry, N. Y.; Eefr. Lewis
Francis, Brooklyn- N. Y. ; Arthur W. Fmncis, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Lewis
yf. Francis, Port Henry. N. Y,

Camp, Lindenwald Point, Lake Winnebago, Wis
,
July 14.— "B-s-s-

8-sh-boomI abT' Tbis was the remark, made incidentally but
positively, la.st night by thirty muscular youngmen dressed in sweat-
ees and knick'^rbockers, who occupied the front row of seats at the
0.-5hkosb Opera House. The re'it of the audipnce jumped nei-vously,
''Look out for the stick 1" remarked the thirty musculi»r young men
witb equal posi'iveness. The audience dodg"ed and looked a trifle
scandalized. The audience wasglaJ when the orchestra besan to
play. ISo were the thirty muscular voung men, because before long
they beard the opening note of a f ^mili'^ar popular air. The tbircv
itfusctilar yovaig men with one voice fell into line and joyfully sang—

"Ta-ra-ra boom-de 3yi
Ta ra-ra boom de-aj.'
Ta-'/c-ra boom de ay

!

Ta-ra-ra 6oom-de-ayr'

Then they repeated softly, and repeated loudly, and did 't
da capo, and ollvriretto, and staccato, and scherzando,BeDd forte, and
d I capo aaam some more yet. 'fhe thirty muscular young men were
faradlar with this air. They had sung it cheerfully to every farm-
bouse and to every young woman they had passed on their way into
town on the long 'bus. Kvery time Dickie Merrill, who sat on the
front seat and carried the honorable office of head bugeleer, gave
warning, in the dear notes of the cavalry assembly call, that a
farmhouse or a girl was in sight, the Cbirty muscul ir young men fell
Into line and sanp cheerfully. This disturtied the cows a good
deol, and caused mo.st of the young women to jump che fence and
take to the woods, but it gave the yonng men a tine chaace to grow
familiar with the intricate air of "Boom de-ar." ^nd enabled ih.-m
to execute it at the opera bouse with greai, esprit, eclat and sa.ng
froid At first the bliiod of the audience ran cold. 'Tuen the wnrd
went back that the thirty mu-icular young men were not wild men
from Borneo, but canoeists from Lindenwald. The audience ap-
plauded. Mr. Kitchen of Chicago, appointed a committee of one,
arose from his seat near the orchestra, turned to the audience
and bowed profour'di;y with his hand upon his heart. Then
the audience yelled with delight, and everybo^j^ was in tbe best
sort ot rapport for an evening of solid fun. fn wliieh the i nfortunate
stage people were the main suflCorers. Tbe villain was openly reviled
and tbe comedian and his wife were given some advice, in a frank'
canuid way, as to methods by which they could improve their make-
up. With any song the toirty young men joined in and assisted che
actors, and at any dance they cheerfully patted Juba in perfect time
Fmally the leading danseuse. clad in scarlet all over and under, ap-
peared to do her act, and a loud "Ab-h-h !" greeted her. A rapid
word passed down the hue—"Bouquet! bouquetl" Every muscular
young man took from bis broad bosom the brave red wild" rose which
had been ordered as part of ibe evening's uniform, and in a moment
Commodore Gai-dner had a double handful ot roses. A gentleman
volunteered the rather dirty string which bad bound a rag upon his
sore finger, and the roses were tied together with a double bowline
hitch. A collection, taken up in a cap. and consisting of cigarettes,
chewing tobacco, matches, eoppera, quarters, etc., etc., was passed
with the dowers to the head usher, aud he presented the latter to
the dancer in scarlet, who smiled, flushed and redoubled her efforts
She danced harder, one dare say. and to heartier applause, than ever
in her life before. In the next act sue wore the roses oh her bosom
and every time she appeared the thirty young men greeted her with a
clieerfur'Ah-h-hl" when the soubreitecameon they said "Ah-b-hl"
also, and helped her when she danced by patting lovely time and
whistling a cheerful chorus. At the close of the performance the
manager tried to make a speech, but be didn't make much of a
speech. As the curtain fell the soubrette made a line shot at the
young men with a half loaf of property bread, which was caught
fair by Mr. Kitchen, who yelled, '•Judgment!" Tne audience Hied
out, and in the open air took a long breath.
Then the thirty muscular young men got ioto their long war canoe

'bus, and sang •Boom-de-ay" for a change as they started home.
They passed a policeman, a foolish Hibernian, who didn't know the
mayor had given the W. U. A. the city of Oshkosh to play with for a
week,
-G'wan, g'wan," said the policeman, whose name was Casey.
'•Boom de ay," remarked tne thirty young men.
•"O I'll not haive that!" said Casey. "Ol'Jl i*un yez in, Oi will, Oi

will!"
"Whoa!" cried everybody. '"Get in, ofdeer, and we'll take you

around 10 the SI ation house."
So Casey got iu, or rather got on the back step of the 'bus. From

this he fell oil after a short ride. When the boys mi-<sed him they
turned around and drovf back after hiui. meetin^f him much blown
with a fruitless lun after the departing vehicle. He was again
offered a ride to tne station bouse, and the situation seemed different
to him.

'ui'll arrist the driver," said he.
'No, no!" cried everybody, '"it wasn't his fault."
'Well. Thin, Oi'll arrist the horrrses and wagin!" said Casey, who

felt that the dignity of the law must be mahitained. But he 'houeht
better of even that, and so the party went on back lo earnp. This
niorniog, when he sees the mayor and the chief of police, Mr. Casey
will probably ivgret the fact that he tried to nm iu the owners of the
iown. As the war wagon left the city there was a temporary change
Of air to one embodying the sinftdness and lack of wisdom of that

"Peculiar policeman called Casey,
For fear of losing his place, he
Would run In tbe boys
For a-mal;in' a noise—
This peculiar policeman called Casey."

Tben the thirty inuscular young men sang "Boys will be Boys,"
also "Little Old Man," "Tavern in Our Town," and about a thousand
other native melodies, with seme occasiooal revertance to the piece
of resistance, -'Boom de ay." And as they turned in it was nearly
time for another day.
Prom the above and foregoing it may be seen that the canoe meet

of the West is now in progress, and that all is going about as it

snould.
Under Secretary Woodruff's supervision the first tents went up

last Saturday, July 9. Sunday there was rain. Monday was clear.
Heavy rain fell Tuesday afternoon. It was clear yestertay and to-
day is a lovely day. The prospect for enjoyable weather is good.
The movement of this AssoeiftcioD meet rrom Ballast Island to

0.''hkosb for this year was probably oenelieiai on tbe whole, as it

awakt ns interest In circles to whiCh Ballast has seemed a distant
country. In the future, should the old location be taken up, it ma,y
not si-em so remote as no «. It is new men who are needed in the As-
sociation, and tbig should not be forgotten in any place. The old
men are bound to continue in their loyalty.
As to the quality and charat terisiics of the 1892 location, we can

probably n-.t do belter than to iead from the year book, which has
the folio wing to say:
"Lake Winnebago is one of the prettiest sheets of water in the

Northwest, and unequalled either Eist or West in its facilities for
canoeing or yachtmg. It is thirty miles long by eight to eleven miles
wide. The eastern shores are high and abound in picturesque sweeps
of scenery. The western shore is lower, in.^uring steady breezes. It
is on this shore, four miles south of Oshkosh, and twelve miles north
Of Fond du Lac, on Lindeuwald Point, that the camp will be pitched.
'Lane Wiijuebago has an historical interest, which is of itself one

of the most charming features of the beautiful inland sea. It may
well be called theChamplain of the West. When New England was
an unexplored wilderness. Lake Winnebago was a link in the chain
ot waterways which formed a route by which French missionaries
and French explorers had penetrated to the heart of the condneot.
Fh?et after fleet of hght canoes had dancea along its waves or swept
swiftly over its mirrored surface, while Hoston was but a half-formed
hamlet and New York a fat, somnolent burger town.owing allegiauca
to the land ot the blue tulip. For years afterward this was tne only
route from the great lakes to the Mississippi. Starting from Green
Bay. the line of canoes or batteaus would push uji the Pox River
with its foaming rapids, coming out into Late Winnebago and
gfidiug down its sparkling waters until the mnu'h of the Wolf was
reached, where now s ands the bustling city of OshKosb. and then up
the Wolf again into the JBox to the "por'age," half way across what
now Wisconsin, and down that broad river to the Mississippi.
"Any canoer can, if he will, travel the same route this year, and

with more ease than was eriven to the old explorers, as the govern-
ment has locked the rapids rf the Fox and pretty cities are strung
along it every few miles, like pearls on a chain, where he can find
resting place. Above, the traveler would have to pick his way along
tbe rice swamps and i-eedw, as did his ancient predecessors.
"It will be .'ieen, therefore, that in choosing Lake Winnebago f >r a

eampiflg ground the W. C. A builded wisely. The point on which
the '92 camp will be loc ited is an ideal spot for an outing. It is 900ft.
long and from a5 to lOOfC. wide, the greatest width being at the lake
<snd. The groimd is delightfully shaded by native trees with softtinf
beneath, witb the exeepcion of an open glade at the end iurthest from
the mainland, which is clear of shrub and ha* the appearance of an
old council ground, for which it is admirably adapted On the south
.side of the point the shore is rockyAnd abrupt, furnishing plenty of
deepwater for the do<ais. On this north side is a beacb bf hard, white

sand, 150ft, long and the same in breadth, which shoals gradiially
and furnishes unexampled facilities for bathing,

' Once in camT), it will be tbe fault of the canoer if he does not
erj ly himself. There is goo I cruising in every direction. It is but
twtl-e miles to Fond du Lac, and the wav is dotted with hcspitable
homes. Oshkosh is but four miles away, while if tbe canoer is in
.'Parch of society be has only to keep on past the moutli of the Wolf
River for four miles more and he will come upon one of the most
fashionable resorts of ihe section, where be is certain to be vvarmlv
welcomed. Across the lake, plainly visible, a short ten miles away,
is tbe beautiful land nf the Stockbridges, who fleeing first fr om New
England and New York, floally came here to seek and find rest. It is
a country full of senfiment. If possessed by a touch of historical
sentiment, tbe canoer can cut loose from camp and drift loly down
the Fox, as the old explorers did ; past Neenah, Menasha, Appleton —
an o'd college town—Kaukauaa and De Pere. to Green Bay. then put
bis canoe on the cars and be back ready for the races or any other
sport the next mcrning. No better or mteresting cruising grounds
could be found anywhere."
The camp grounds on Lindenwald Psint would have been much

better had the undergrowth been cleared away at some spots along
the .shore. These wet thickets harbor mosquitoes, which pests made
trouble for a night or so, though ordinarily a fresh evening breezr!
ricis the camp nf them. Tbe site itself is "pleasant, indeed very de-
sirable, aflCording a flue view of the lake, and giving a fine position
for starting sailing races, as no sweep of land cuts off the wmd, tne
point being a long peninsula.
On this peninsula the camp is pitched along a central street, which

sweeps out into a circular plaza on the bulb of the neuitisula next
the shore. In the center of this pleasure commons there is niehtiy
builded the huge council Are, about which plenty pow-wow is held.

'

The arrangement of the tents is as follows, beginning at the big
mess tent and cook house, and going toward tbe council ground-
First, a tent of huckawa C C , of Dayton, O.; next, the tent of W.H Yardley. of Minneapolis C. C, who represents fhe St. Paul Qldbe'
next, four large tent.s of fie Mahn-a-wauk C. C, of Milwauke°,
" hich h s the lar.?est showing of any organizatim

; next, another
Ruckawatent, headquarters of Mr. O. A. WooJruff, .«ecret+rv trea«-
ui er; next, the tent of Commodore G, H. Gardner, of Cleveland C. C.
This completes the line down to the council ground. Beginning
again at the mess tent, and going down upon tbe right hand side,
tnere come first the two tents of the Racine C. C, just beyona where
space has been re.served lor two tents of Traverse City (Mich.) C C •

next beyond this Mr. A S. Oomstock, of Evanston C. "C, has i>iiched
one of his neat little Hrotean tent', and close thereby is the dotni-
ciie of Forest and SratAM; beyond again is the abode of Mr. Geo.
P. Mathes, of Mil vaukee, representing the Chicago Times in Wis-
consin, and the Milwaukee iSew.fweZ here, also using his spare timt3
In representing himself, for he has two boats along and is an en-
tbus.ast In the sport. Beyond on the line is the marquee of Commo-
dore Smith, of Davenport (la ) C. C: ; next thereto, the two large
tents of Oshkosh O. C , then the small "A" tent of Grandpa G'ites, of
Columbus (O.) C- C ; then the tent of Kenwood C. C, of Chicago, and
the big and well appointed canvas house occupied by the lively
representatives of the Chicago C. C. This again brings us to the
lake. There are now in place mueteen tents. Most of tliese are very
large. Canoeists seem gregarious in their habits, hei-e at lea>-t, anfl
there is little camping of the solitar.v, individual sort which most
people attribute to the craft.
There appeaj upon the mess tent register the following names, al 1

present at date:
Messrs. D. H. Crane, H, Ware, Geo. M. Muuger, A. W. Kitchen J.,

F. Turrill, N. B, Cook, A. S. Comstock, of Chicago; Messrs Ejiil
Hansen, Hugo Hansen, F. W. Dielrens, F. B. Huntington, Ricuard
Merrill, George P. Mutbes, A. R. McLenegan. W. A. Hansen, A. P.
Chapman, Jr., E. fl. Holmes, Cbas. Melville, J. D. McWhorteu. L. R.
Robinson. H, L. Atkins, Chas. Rogers. Masters Bert and Lester Atkine,
W. A. Armstrong and F. W. Rockwell, of Mdwaukee; Messrs. C. B.
Pratt, Robert Brand. W. Q. (;ook, B P. Fimey. C. D Cleveland, J.
J. Cowham, W. H. Titu--, F. H. De Grush, E G. Mierswa. of Os'ikosh.
^^ is. Messrs O. A. Woooruff and N. H. Crawford, of Dayton, O ; Mr.
Thos, Kennelly, of Fremont, O.: ,^lr, G. H Gardner, of Cleveland, 0-;
Mr. Thos. S. Gates, of Columbus, O.; Messrs. A; T. Johnson, W..J.
Reynolds. A Anbur Gnilbert. Gen. A. fease, Thos. Bishop and Cant.
H. Gray, of Racine; Mr. Marcus C. Smith, of Davenport, la.: Mr. W.
H Yaidley, of St. Paul, Minn.; Mr. J. E. Edgewrigut. of St. Louis.
Mo
There ai-e at this writing 36 canoes in camp. This probably does

not cover the full number to be expected, nor is the above list of
names indicative of the full assembly, Fmiay and Saturday will
probably be the biggest days. The Milwaukee fleet is quite respectable
at date, including the following cmoes: Lilla, P. B. Tluntiugton ; Bon
Ami, H. H. Hansen; Skyver. P. W, Dickens; Oualaska. . x. Daw-
son; Avis, E. .1. HanseD; Ruth, Richaz'd Merrill: Dixie, E IL Holmes;
No Name, A. W. Friese; Stevens, A. R, McLennpgen; Unknown, Go
Safely, George P. Mathes. Chicago will send up Me.>-srs. Lee and
Waters and perhaps othera at the close of the week and possibly
these will bring a boat or two alone. All in all the meet is not dis-
appointing in any of its hearings.

THE RACING.
' The reg'jlar events did not begin until Tuesday, but on Monday a
scrub race was pulled off tor the amusement of the gentlemen on
board the Milwaukee yacht Idle Horn-, one of the many boats which
from time to time bad run into the bays near by. on bom-d this
boat were Me.=srs Will a.nd John Mariner, H. B, Sanderson, George
Nash, A. W. Frie.se and Riebara Merrill. The start for the ncrub
race was made from the yacht and the course lay to a boat anchored
about a mile out in the lake, around this and r'etiirn. The starters
were O. A. Woodruff, canoe Wood; Nat Cook, c^ooo Lo'us-; F. B.
Huntington, canoe Lilla; F. W. Dickens, canoe Sky ver; Emil Han-
sen, canoe Avis; A. McLiaegan, canoe Safety; Hugo Hansen, canoe
Bon Ami; A. W. Friese, canoe Eleetra. At the hne the positions
were Nat Cook, Huntington, Woodruft', E. Hansen, Dickens, H.
Hansen, McLinegan and Friese in order given. At the turn the
positions were, in order, Woodruffl, E. Hansen, Huntington, Nat
Cook, Dickens, H. Hansen, McLinegan and Friese. The first leg of
the course was a straight run before a puffy .sou'west wmd and
the return wa.s a beat to windwai-d. At this latter the crew of the
Wood seemed at home and won without serious doubt of it, Nat
Cook and Huntington fluisbiog next neck aud neck, Emil Hansen,
in his peculiar flu keel Gardner boat. Avis, coming next, af'er miss-
ing in hi? last reach and going about. The others in order were
Dickens McLinegan, Friese and Hugo Hanson.
After this Utile eye-opener the caoos Eiec^ra, a birch-model boat,

furnished amusement to several amateurs by dumping them into
ttje lake.
On Tuesday morning the course was established for the reeular

events. The stai'ling stake was placed at a point perhaps aOOyds.
from the point of the peuinsula.a line from this to the iJommodore's
tent being made the starting basis. Tne eourse is triaogidar, the
first buov from the dne laid at a distance supposed to be naif mile,
though probaiily it is greater. Tbe three lens of the triangle are
equ-1, or intended to oe so. and the eourse is twice round the tri-

angle, for three miles. The starting is done by three guns, the
first a flve-minnte gun. the second a one-minute gun, and the third
tor "go." In this work the tidy cannon presented the Association by
the late Judge Longworth was used. The time-keepers sat on the
high shore at the end of the peninsula, whence tbe entire course
was easily visible. From this position of aovantage the scene was
very animated and beautiful as the graceful 'ittle ships went
nodding and bowing by, or wheeled in graceful curves about the fur-
ther buoys.
Tbe flrsc event of the meet for the Gardner cup, was started at 10.20,

under a .stiff southwest wind.
Race No. 8, sailiug, first beat, for the Gardner challenge (sailing)

cup, presented to the Association by Hon. Geo. W. (Jardner, July 1886,
Op-n to all classes, no limit to ballast or rig for classes A and B;
class C to be governed by the usual rest' ictions.

The starters were as follows: O, A. Woodruff, eauoe Wood, B class;
F. 6, Hunting'on. canoe Lilla, B class; F. W. UiLkens, eauoe Skyver,
C class; Kmll Hansen, eauoe Avi--, B class; Hugo Hansen, canoe Bon
Ami, C class; NatCciok, canoe Lotus, C ela«s; E, H. Hoimes, canoe
Dixie, B clasB; A. S. Comstock, canoe Bluebeard, B class.
By a clever maneuver Nnt tJook made the line on a le.id ot 25yds.,

the others in order being Emil Hansen. Comstock, Diclcens, Hulmes,
Woodruff, Huntiasiton, H. Hansen, The first, leg was a dead run
before the wind and nearly all winged out eariy. Cook kept his neat
lead, crowded by Woodruff -ind Holmes, till Woodruff hroke his
steering gear and fell out of it. At the home buoy ov the first round
the order was Cook, Woodruff, Holme?, Hunting'on, Oiekens. E.
Hansen, Comstock, H. Hansen dropping out. On the secoud rotmd
Cook led the chase, the finish being: Nat H Cook, first, time 37m.;
E. H. Holmes, second, time 'i%va. ; F. B. Huntington, third, time
39m. 15s.

Race No. 12, saiUog (passenger race); free for all classes, .3 mUes.—
This was a pretty and exciting event The v/ind was almost a gale,
and many a man from C Tinth wished bis hiking board was 12tt.

long. The passengers weighted the B Class boats pretty well doivn.
McLinegan aud Hansen went over, and the wonder was thdt others
did not also. The crews and passengers were as follows: G. H.
Gardner and O. H. Woodruff, Nat Cook and John Turrill. F. H. Hunt-
ington and C. Cleveland, F. W, Dickens and Tom Kennelly E H.
HolraP-s and Tom BlKhop, , McLinegan and Jlmil Hansen, Robert
Brand ana W, Cook, The start waa at S:47, and in the folloiving
order; Cook, Gardner, Huntington, Dickens, Holmes. McLinegan
and Brand. All went off wing and wing, and Gardner collared Oook
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for first place, aud tbougb the latter turned cleverly on his heel at

the fli-st buov, Gardner torged by soon after, both boats gome: a clip-

pirg gait. ivicLinesan and Haiisen went over near the firs c buoy
and were picked up' by a launch. At the second buoy both Gardner
and Cool; stood well out for an offing, for the home stake, and turu-

inu toiTCiher, Cook went to windward and took the lead aemn.
Rounding the home stake, ClTdner wiuge<i out, aud domg well at

this, again collared Cook afier a hard strugpJe up, and thence led

him in. Holmes and Hunliugton also got in. but passenger work in the

stiff wind was too mucn for the others. The finish was at follows:

Gardner, first, lime fi4m. 3')-; Cook, second, time 85m. iiOs ; Holmes,
third, time SOm. 55s. : Huuiingtou, fom th, time J m. The prize ia

this race was a handsome silk blanket, whicb Com. Gardner will

henceforward wrap about nis manly form of evenings.

Tnegale of -wind increased after this lace was flois'ied, and soon a
terrible rain and wind storm was upon the camp Everything was
drencbed, and at the time it seemed ihatali the rents would be torn

up and the whole camp demolished. The pegs held, however, and
by sunset nature seemed to have repented. ForLunately all tbe

boats were in, aud no ,<„ccident occurred in consequence of tlie squall.

Yesterday, Wednesday. Juiy 13, was fair and pleasant, with not
etiough wind to scare a. ripe dandeUon. The morning was well ad-

vanced when the gun sounded for th« first event of the day.
Race No 9. first beat for the W. C. A sailing trophy, which is

raced for under the following rules and conditions:

1. The cup shall be Imown as the VV. C. A. saihng trophy.

3. It shall be sailed for annually at the meet, on tne fourth day of

regatta wetk, weather permitting, or on the first fair day thereafter.

8 Tbe race is open to all Class A and B canoes: no limit set for

ballast or rig.

4. Ooly active members of the W. C. A. in good standing can enter.

5. At least five canoes must, start to make a race.

ti Thp course to be triangular, distance act less than six miles (see

Rule XXV )

7. Ti e cup can be held by the winner, who must give bonds for its

safe return, tor one year, when it is to be returned to the regatta
committee m good order, to be raced for again.

8. The winner of the Gardner cup w;U not be allowed to enter for

the trophy, nor will the winner of the trophy be aUowed to sail for

the Qardnpr cup at any one meet. Note.—Both conditions are re-

corded, as it is impossible to state beforehand which race will be
called tl'st.

9. These rules can be changed or amended, if it is thought advia-

ahle by the regatta committee, at any annual meet, by a vote of two-
thu"ds\%) of the members prespnt.
Tbere were five starters out oE the entry, all B class boats: O A.

"Woodruff, canoe Wood, Buckawa C, 0., Davton. O ; P. B, Huutipg-

Pigeon, . -

a-wauk C. C, Milwaukee. At the gun these started for the line at
10:30, under a mere bivatb of a breeze from the north, getriag off in

the following order: Huutmg oo, N. B. Cook, Woodrmf, E. Hansen,
Holmes. All hauled close and it was a pretty test of the boats for
the first leg. Half way over Cook led. Holmes still further to wind-
ward. Woodruff away 'to leeward. Cook came about first at the buoy
in lOJ^m., and taking tbe wind abeam, fairly flew for the second letr,

leaving the others out of it. Mr, Cook is the designer of his boat, the
famous Carrier Pigeon, for light work a hard one to beat. He has
started four times in this event and every time has capsized, being
unable to hold her down. To day was his sort of a day, and the
Pigeon showed only her heels lo the rest. He even had m lOOlbs, of

ballast as it was. Holmes reached tor the buoy but eoiill not make
i . he and Bansen goiog about together. Time at the first turn; Cook
10.80, llolme-s 12.50, Han>en 13 Himiiugton 18.40 Woodruff
At the second turn Cook wt*s increasing his lead. Time: Cook

16.20, Holmes i9.15, Hansen 19 25, Huntingion 20 20, Woodruff at. 10.

Tbe boats now winged out. came down ruunmg nearly free.

At the home buoy, end of th« first round, th-re was a little brush
between Wood and Dixie. Woodruff blanketed Huntington, aud
they came down stem and stem in a slow struggle for tbe turn. Wood-
ruff drawing by a half length. Time at the l^mile: Cook 34.43,

Holmes 28.25. Hansen Woodruff .31.35, Huntington 31.40.

tkn the leg for the a-mile stake tbe wind haided a little, and Cook
could V ot point up so close. Woodruff now showed what he could do
when he wanted to. and laid up closer than anybody, though he
did not reach tbe stake. Dixie now had a bout with tbe odd fln-k-el

heat, but Hansen laid tbe latter about in advance of Dixie. Time
Smiles: Cook 3(im. 553 , Hansen 40m , Holmes 40m. 05s., Woodruff
43oQ. Hri»., Himtingiou 45ai. .35-!.

Cook seeme d not in the least eoncerned about this race, and bet-

tered nimseif when he Uced. Time, 21^ miles: Cook 4 m. 22s , Han-
sen 44m. 40s., Holmes 41m. SOs., Woodruff 48m. 208., Hummgion &0m.

20s.
AX the nnUh, Hansen bettered his lead for seftond ovr Holmes by

several lengths, and this made all the contest that there was. Time
record. 3 miles, W. B. Cook, first, 47m. 203.; Emil Hansen, second,

SOm. O.-;.; E. H. Holmes, 50m. HOi.; O. A, Woodruff, 55m. O63,; F. B.

Huntington, 5Vm.
After the abce the wind freshened a little, aud the next event was

sailed before luncheon.
. ,. . ,

The start of the second heat for the Gardner cup was at 12:05.

Emil Hansen got off first, Nat Cook second. Holmes and Woodruff
fouled and had hard to clear. The others went off bunched. Nat
Cook kept close to windward, Dickens following far out to leeward.

Emii Hansen, in his finnan hadnie boai, nailed Nat for first place as

they went about for tbe buoy, but fell out of ir. lime at tbe oue.halE

mile: Nat Cook 11.51, Huntington la.l5, Emil Han.ser 12.37, Woodruff
13m. Dickens, Holmes, oshkosh, Cook an i Hugo Hanaen turned tne

buoy in order.
At the mile buoy matters had freshened up a bit. and the time wa.s:

Nat Cook 17.15. Huntington 17.17, Emd Hansen 17.;38, Woodruff 17..'i5.

Holmes, Dickens, Oshkjsh and Cook passed nest in order. Hugo
Hansen was still working patiently for the half-mile buoy. Corn-

stock's Bluebeard had damaged her rudder, and he pulled out of it on
the second leg.

At the one and one-half mile turn the tnn« was: Nat Cook 22.10,

Huntington 22.32, Emil Hansen 22.:35, Woodruff 28: the others holding

I heiir former relative positions.

£ nr the 2-miles hxwy the fleet scattered badly. Cook and Woodruff
hoth went about in a pretty brush for place at the turn. Woodruff
not making it Cook and B. Hansen both drew by, Haasen ha,ving

now shaken Huntington off. Hugo Hansen now It-tt the courj-e. and
brought his diminut've dandy sail hack to docs. Emil Hansen and
Nat Cook now showed together in ihe lead, a id there was great JVlil

wautee enthusiasm as Emil orew up and both boats went around 10-

geiher. Time, Nat. Cook and E. Hansen .35.03, Woodruff 35.40, Hunt-
ington 35.50,

Wind abeam on the next leg. Emil with the fin gaired four lengths

on Nat. and the turn was as follows: E. Hansen 89..50, Nat. Cook
39 57, Woodruff 40.32, Huntington 40.34,

On the run in for the home stake there was a lovely finish between
E. Hansen, Nat. Cook, Woodruff and Huntjngtou, the boats much of

the lime being only a couple of lengths apart. Hansen, however,
jealously maintained his advantage and won the heat Record time,

Emil Hansen, first, 4a.24, Nat Cook, second, 45.3.5, Woodruff 45..55,

Hunting'on 46.30; Holmes and Dickens followed later.

Afier luncheon two lively little paddling races took place, which
furnished a great deal of amusement to the largecrowd of spectators

which had assembled.
Race No. 5 —All canoes to upset at gun, aud then to cross line.

Entries: EmU and Hugo Hansen, O. A. Woodruff. Nat Cook, E, B.

Huntington, P. W. Dickens. . This race was won by Woodruff, Nat
Cook second.

, . .„ ,

Race IN o. 0, Hurry Scurry —To dive trom stand, swim 'lOyds , get

aboard canoe and paddle "lOOyds. Same entry as in !no. 5, except
Huntington. Nat Cook was first aboard, Woodruff next. Woodruff
laid the shorter course, and there is grave suspicion be could havo
won even by greater margm than he did, Woodruff first, Nat Cook
second. There will ba suitable prizes determined later for first and
second in both these events.
Racing will be continued throughout this week, and the camp will

last I hrougb next week. All of which wfll duly appear in tbe foUo w-
ing Issue. E. HouoH.

Toronto C. C, July 9.

TOKONTO—TORONTO BAY.

The annual retratta of the Toronto C. C. was held on Saturday
afteinoon, July 9, at Hanlan's Point, the first race being called

shortly after3 o'clock. The weather was perfect, a clear bright day,
with a fresh southwest breeze, just sufficient to keep it from being
uncomfortably warm The regatta oommitte« and officers of the

day deserve great credit for tbe excellent arransemen s made for

the accommodation of visitors and the way ia which the races were
put through.
Tbe usual experience of spectators of aquatic sports is a succe's

sion of long waits and short exoitements, nut the several thousand
who lined the shore floated about in canoes or boats or were lucky
enough to have ticseis for tbe grand ttand witnessed the list of ten

feven;s promptly disposed of in two and one half hotu-s.
• The C' iir?e was boomed on both tides tor 200yds. at the starting

point, thus giving the contestants all a good sboiv. The olBjers of

tneday were: Com. G. R. liaker. referee; George Wi'kie, judgii; A.
Shftw, starter; Fred Woouland, clerk of course.

On account «Jf the lack of entries for decfeed paddling, a sfiflEn

chaae was substituted, which was won by B. R. Rolph, with A. E.

Bell second and R. B. Elgie third.

No. 2. The International Trophy Race was the event of the day; the
entries lieing: M. F. .Tohnstonand U. H Tilley, Toronto C. C ; R. G.
Mun'z and J. F. Smellie, Argonaut R. C and .T. H. Carnegie. Toronto
C. C. When the starter arrived at the startiug flag.s he fouud the

quintette waiting patiently for him, each one conscious tb«t a
struggle was waiting for him. The wind seemed to frenhen a lioile

and It looked as if Johnston and Tilley, who paddle in the standing
tip position, would have it a htlle harder 00 that account.
The draw for position gave Carnegie tbe inside course, next John-

ston ; Smellie, Mun'zand Carnegie used canoes litrhtiy decked nuli

oiled silk aiid paddled in the one knee position. Srnelue had a eoui-

fortable wad or cushions and .sat. with both feet forw-ard in a lean

looking canoe.
The star ing was easy, a few words of direction and a pistol shot

set the five at work; srradua.lly Carnegie and Muni?, and Bcnellie

forged ahead leading .Johnston and Tilley slightly behind, tno former
steering badly and the latter shipping witter at every dip. At half

way Muuiz took tlie lead, but so little advantage had he that he
could not alloi d to let up till almost home, when he allowed Carnegie
to close up to about three lengths wi;h the same space back to

Smellie. On account of the wmd Johnston was driven out ot his

course considerably, while TlUey filled and a friendly skiff picked

him up. '

. ,

It was expected that the mile would be made in 9m. bnt the

watches showed 10^-4; this may be accounted for from tbe fact that

it was nece-sary to paddle twice on one side and all drifted oif the

course slightly. Tne course was staked out on the ice last winter and
is guaranteed and therefore perhaps differs from records on "esti-

mated miles." , ,
Therepiilt proves beyond doubt luat Mun^z is one of the fastest

paddlers in the world and is justly entitled to the honors he holds as

champion paddler of Ihe A. C. A, and first winner of the T. C. C in-

ternational paddling trophy. Undoubtedly bis position in a canoe is

the fastest, and tb at the standing positions of Johnston aud Tdley
should be discarded, as it has been abundantly proved thai, it is not
the thing for a fast race. As for Carnegie and Srpellie, the.y are

worthy opponents, who will make the work for tbe winner a deal

harder next year Mr. Mtmtz will hold the cup until the next re-

gatta when he returos it to the Toronto O.C. He is also the recipi-

ent of a haiidsiimp, gold medal pre.sented by Mr. W. G. Ellis.

No. 3. Junior singles wis won by E R. Rolph, who tlefeated A. E.

Bell by Zft-, the pair beinar three length ahead of H, Ford, R. Sweny,
R. Y. Douglas and R B. Elgin, finishing in order named.
No. 4. Senior Singles.—J. H. Carnegie won easdy by two lengths

over M. F. Jobnsicn. who s'eared a very erratic cour-ie.

No. 5. Fours.;—A very close race to turning buoy, when the crew,
consisting of R. B. Elgie, R. Y. Douglas and A. M, Ricn won by a
length from T. D. Elhs. E. R Rolph. H. Ford and A. E. Bell, with M.
F. Johnson, H. R. Tilley, J. C, Iredale antl Jas. Wallace a few
lengths behind.
No. 0. Gtmwale Race.—M. F. Johnston won, R, Sweny second, R. B.

Elgie third. H. R, Tilley overbalanced him<eif and had 10 give up.

No. 1. Handicap Tandems.—Seven crews fined up for- this and got
well started, all reaching the turning buoy together, when Bell and
Rolph forged ahead, wiunmg by two lengths, with Sweny aud Rice,

Douglas and Ford, TiUev and IVlusson, Johnston and WOey, Elgie

and Hill, GriiSii and Vanston finishing in the order named, making
a very exciting race, thev being bunched at the finish,

No." 8 Tandem Hurry Scurry.—The competitors had to swim 50yds.

to canoe anchored and paddle across the hue. The Elgie brothers,

who are expert swimmers, were tbe fir.^tto reach their canoes, but lost

time getting in. Johnston and Ellis were firht home, Rice and Sweny
second.
No 9. Tandem Upset.—Johnston and Tilley won handily, the

former's ability belntr simplv astonishing. After starting another
gun warned them to upset The water wa.s. shaken out of the canoas,

and climbing in they paddled across the line. Sweny and Ellis sec-

ond, tbe other crews retired.

No. 10. Tug of war— which was a complete surprise. The light-

weights succeeded in holding more than their own until the others
swamped. Wingers: Bell, Rolph. Wallace and Sweny, defeating
Johnston, Millej ,

Douglas and Elgie.

Red Dragon C. C. Regatta and Camp-fire.

The Red Dragon C. C. held its annual regatta on June 25, and
never in the nisiory of the club has there been a more successful

and eventful day. Everytbmg was favorable: perfect weather, a
nice breeze from S.W. springing up with the flood tide and continuing
until the termination of the sailing race.

The eour.se was around a triangle approximately mile.s, twice
around for sailing canoes and onoe around for canvas canoes and St.

Lawrence skiffs The boats were all started together, making a- very
pleasing sight. They were well bunched together and crossed the

line in the following order: Kie Loe. Enid, Pollywag, Kid, Ratz,

Bubble, Osceoln, Sugar Loaf, Nassau, Picnic and Olga. Osceola cap-
sized about 200yds from the scairting point. In rounding tbe first

buoy on the jibeRatz, Bubble and Nassati t(pset. With no other
misbaps they hoishedin the folio wing order, with time of winners:

BAItINO Ciia?OSB.
Start. Finish.

Kie Loe, F. W. Noyes, R. D . G. G ... .3 «& 80 4 1 3 00

Pollywng, R. B FleischflQ&n, E. D. C. C 8 ^6 00 4 1 7 00

Euid, E. S Fennimore, R. D. C. 0 .« «5 .80 4 .32 00

Kid, W, P. Rickev, Jr , P. I. C A 8 80 30 4 25 00

Ratz. E Bonze, P. I. C. A 3 36 Upset.
Bobble, F Zeigier, p. L C A ,8.3«00 Upset.
0,-?oeola, D. MacOormick, R. D.C. C... 3 87 00 Upset.

ST. .LAWRENCE SKUPFS.

Picnic, W. F. Norgrave, R. D. C. C. . : 8 40 00 4 26 00

Olga, H. Blumnef, R, D. C. C 3 .40 00 4 80 60

CANVAS CANOKS.
Sugar Loaf, W, Gray, R. D. C. C .3 36 30 i 10 00

Nassau, S. Wilson, R. D. C. 0 2 38 30 Upset.

In tbe single paddUng race there were fotu- starters: jRatz, E. D.

Anderson. P. I. C. A. : Mochdronus, N. P. Rickey, Jr., P I C. A.;

Kie Loe, JVI, D. Wilt Miquinouu.! C. C. ; Enid. P. O. Gross, R. D C, C.

The start was made at 5: il^, flnisbmg m the order named above, the
first 5:14, ibe .second 5;14J4-
In the tandem paddling three canoes started ; Mo'ihdroaiiJ, E D.

Anderson and N. P. Rickey, Jr.; Kimd, H. Fleischmau. Q. C. B. C.
and F. O. Gross, R. D. C. C; Raiz, Robert Lucas and J Rickey, P. I.

C. A. They started with a bound, all taking the water at tue same
time. Enid had a little the advantage of the tide, having tbe outer
course, and soon had the lead of about three-qaarter.s ot a length
over Mochdronus, which she maintained until about 100ft. from the
finish, when both crews spurted, Mocudronus gaining until almost at

thefinish, when she fouled Enid. Tne la ter's crew ceased paddling,
fearing a crash , However, Enid pa.ssBd the line a few inches in ad-
vance of Mochdronus. Ratz was aoout three- lengths behind the
leaders.
There was only one entry in the upset paddling. P. \\ - Noyes with

Enid paddled and upset over the course, giving a scientific exbioition

of upsetting and righting a canoe while remaining in the coclqiit.

As it was late in the evening and the wind had died out, it was de-
cided to declare off the novice race.
The gentlemen then repau-ed to the club house, where lunch was

spread and the inner man provided tor. The cora cobs were lighted

and songs indulged in. As the evening shades darkened the sur-

roundings, Chinese lanterns su-pended from the club house and
ti-ees, and the blazing camp fire on the beach, with occasional
flashes of red lights, made scenes which will be long remembered by
the 100 guests and members of the dub,
Mr. Rotbrey, in a humorous and apologetic speech, referring all

his shortcomings to the effect ot the influence over him of his friend
Mr. W. H. Baker, presented the prizes to tbe wmners.

First prize in safliug race, a sfiver smoking set, four pieces; second,
a canoe lantern; third, a paper knife.

First prize canvas canoes, silver mug.
First prize St. Lawrence skiffs, silver mug.
First prize single paddling, silver cui>; teoond, canoe ax.
First prize tandem paddhng, each a silver goulet; second, each a

can of spar varnish.
Fi St prize in upset paddling, silver cup.
The members of the club extend their hearty thanks to the Park

Island Canoeing Association for the large representation taey sent
and for the interest they manifestea in makingthe regatta a success.

P. O, G.

Canvas Canoes am how to Build Them. Sy Parker B. JB^ld.

Price SO cents. Came ancl Boat Bwllding. By fV. P. Stephem.
Price p.OO. Canae Handling. By C. B. Yaux. Price .$2. Caiioe

and Cam era. By T. S. StcKle. Price 1JO. Four Months in a Sneak-
box. By N. E. Bishop. Price iUO. Canoe and CamP Cookery
Bv '•^Seneca." Price 41.

I'm a shaky old-fashioned man.
With white locks on my poll;

And my aucientflash-dn-theTiPaii

FIXTURES.

Corinthian, Atlantic City.

Monatiquot, 1st Cham,. Ft. Pt.

Coriut;hian. Marblehead.
Hull Cor., Htdl.
Sippican, ClUD, Marion.
OhtiiTy Diamond, ADn.,LHrch-
mont.

St. Lawrence, Montreal.
White Bear Lake, Club
Trophy, Wltii e Bear Lake,

Rhode Island. Cup.
Roy.Ham.,L.Y.R.-A.,Hamilton
Royal Can.,L.y.R.A.. Toronto
Queen City, L Y R.A.. Toronto
Eistern, 2lft. Class, Marbleh'd

JULY.

28.

New York Cruise.
Hull, Open. Hull.
Win'hrop, Moonlight Sail.

Connihian. Atlantic Citv.
Qoelet Cups, Newport.
Doiiglaston, Ladie8'Day,Liittle
Neck Bay.

Fipptcan, 2d Open Sw., Marion
Cape Cod, Town Cove.
Corinvliian, Marblehead.
Hull, Classes 1, 2, Hull.
Roy. N. S.. Ladies' Prizes, Hal.
Royal Nova Scotia, Halifax.
Buffalo, Annual Cruise.
MiramichijStewart Pen.,Blaek
Brook.

Jersey Citv, Ladies' Day,
Comrauuipaw.

Corinthian Mo-quito Fleet.
Rochester, Ladies' Day.
Dorchester, Dorchester.
MoDatiC(uot, 2d Cham., Ft. Pt.
Chelsea.
Savin Hill, Second Cup.
Mos. Fleet, Cham , Boston.
Wintbrop, Ladies' Day.
Cape Cod, Town Cove.
Qumcy, Invitation Race,

Quiucy, Mass.
Seawanhaka, Rouse and Wet-
more Clips, Oyster Bay.

White Bear Lake, Club
Trophv, White Bear Lake.

Cc. of N. Y., 46ft, sweeps,
Newport.

AtlCUtST.

16.

Qnincy, l^adies' Day, Qviony
Mass.

Beverly. 30ft. Class and uniJer,
Marblehead.

Hull. Classes 3, 4. 5. HtiH. .

.

Dorchester, Ladies' Diy, D<^-
chest- r

Indian Harboi-, Aah., Gi«<m-
wich.

Corinthiau, Marblehead.
Sftyin Hdl, 2d Cham.
IMos Fleet. 'Jipen, Bfigtoii,

B-verly, Monument Beach
Buffalo, Cruising, Sweeps,
Roy. N.S.,Wenonah Cup, Hal.

Monatiquot, Ladies' Day.
Dorchester, 8d Cham:, Dor-

che.-ter.
Winthr p. Oa^h, Winthrop.
Hull, Ladies' Day, Hull
Wiitthrop, 31 and 4th Classes,

Winibrop.
Roy. N.H., Ruth Cup. Halifax.
Ccrintdian, Marblehead
Beverly, IVloniiment Beach.
Hull Cor . 9dCham.. Hull.
Cape t'od. Town Cove.
Miramichi, Triang., Chatham.
St. Lawrence, Montreal.
Win'hrop, Cruise.
Audubon, Cruise to Pishing
Bank«.

Rhode Island, Open.
Fall Rivei", Open, Fall River.
Rochester. Club Regatta.
Quincy, 3J Cham., Quincy,
Mass.

Hun, Cup Race, Hull,
Dorchester, Open Oop, J>(it-

Chester.
Larchmont. Ovster Boats.
Savin Hill, Sail Off.

Mo--. Fleet, i')ham , Boston.
Wintbrop, 2d Class Cham.,
Wintfirop.

Buffalo, Ladies' Day.
Sippican, Open, Marion.
Koy. N S , Lord Alex. Rusa**!!
Cup, Halifax.

Jn view of the unprecedented terms of the "dlmensio" clajise,"^.a]|i£l

the exacting nature of its demands, it is but nitural that itflboulfil

have become the central point of the argument from the time of the

first public ition of the new deed of gift; but tbe fact must notjb^

overlooked that the objections extend much fm-ther than to ihte

clause alone, and its "waiving," or even its complete abrogation,

would not remove them. The real points at issue are two; first, and

most important, the rights of aU yacht clubs as heneflciariis under

the terras of the original trust, to challenge for the America OUj);

second, the specific conditions which shall govern the races. The
importance which the dimension clause has assumed is due not only

to its unfair and impracticable demands, but chieily to the fact that

it is the principal one of several limi atiotis sp'seia ly designed to re-

strict the free right of challenge criginaliy teslosved on "all organ-

ized yacht clubs." The practical operation of this cln use is to place

the challenger in the position of a petitioner to the New York Y. C.

asking humbly that he may be allowed the privilege of con^petlngfof

the Cap on sucQ terms as may graciously be granted him.

In all other challenges, not alone in yachting but in all spofts, the

two parties meet on an equal footing to agree upon terms, the chal-

lenger being the peer of the defender, fa the case of the America
Cup, however, the ehaUenger must build, or at least begiu the con-

struction of his yacht, a year prior to the race, complying carefully

with certain limits; be must then furnish to his opponents full infor-

mation as to the yacht, and after they at their leisure have fully

digested it, he will be permitted to know whether his cballsnge has

been accepted and what '-generous concessions'' have been be.s'^owed

upon him, though hs is still left in utter ignorance of the craft fteat

will he pitted agai nst .him

.

While the dimension clause plays an important pat'.t,in bi'ingiijg

about this soi-t of "mutual agreement," it is not the only factor, and
its abrogation would by no means remove the obj'-ctions to the .new

deed. A critical comparison of that document with the true deedpt

gift wfll show this important difference, that while the deed of 1S37

treats the challengers as the equals of the holders, specify ing a "mu-
tual consent" as the first 8tep,s toward a race, and imposing arbi-

trary conditions only in the event of a failure to agree; the deed of

ISSr places the holders—practically the New York Yacht Club, so

long as races are sailed under this deed—in a position far above the

challenger; and imposes on the latter from the first moment a

series of conditions such as have never before been kuuwn in the his-

tory of yachting.

In order to form a fair judgment on the whole question it is neces-

sary to bear in mind the difference we have pointed out between tile

two classes of conditions. Just now, ns in the offer recently made-to

Lord Duuraven, the New York Y. C. is ready to make a race on per-

fectly fair teriES so far as matters of measurement, time allowances,

courses, number of races and similai- details are concerned: without

inquiring whether this is due to an innate .spirit of fair play, or to

the pressure of public opinion since 1887, the simple fact may be ac-

cepted as correct. In regard, however, to the absolute right of .all

clubs to challenge, the New York Y. C. stands by the letter and

especially the spirit of the new deed, in denying the right of a chal-

lenging club to meet it as an equal in the discussion of terms which

shall be mutually agreaable to both parties. In this the club is at

east consistent, having taken the position in 1870, on the receipt of

the first challenge for the cup, and stood by it in 1871, in 1876, and

notably in the case of the Royal Clyde challenge in 188G.

If the America Cup is to be restored to its old position of the pj:^-

mier yachting trophy of the world, it must be through no muttlated

or patched-up version of the new deed, but through the re-establish'

ment of the rights of all organized yacht clubs to ehaUenge freely

as the equals of the holders. If this right is restored by the-prjeseiit

holders, there will be no objeoUon on the part of any foreign clubito

such provisions in addition as may b a necessary to secure fair and

oipen coupaBStamd-tajfi^rlghts of oemterboard vessels.

Feom the first discussion of the new deed in 1887, its apologists

have displayed much more valor than discretion, and have enurely

faded to appreciate the very delicate nature of the task assumed by

them. Forgetting all about stones and glass houses, they have re-

peatedly made open charges of dishonestyand unfair dealing against

the Royal Clyde Y. C, In connection with Thistle's length, as tnbngh

all unfair dealing in InternatLon-^l racing had been confined to one

party alone. .They have urged as a reason for the 90ft. limit that a

British club wiig'Ar be guilty of such an unfair act as tbe cbangij^

ofjaimeasur.ement rule after is as holder of the cup, had reeetve,d5a

^hftfiangfl ; ;3ao'^«inuati«n vthiah ysi-y.iiaturallyjai^gfiSte,Jth^
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question whether the New York Y. 0. ever has done such a thing.
In the same heedless manner they have bi-ougtit up another subject
which will not staid a strict scrutiny, in the recent attempts to be-
little the number and character of theii- opponents.
Their statements that all opposition to the new deed is confined to

a few malcontents who in no way represent the New York Y. C.
naturally suggests the question of how fully does the new deed rep-
resent the real sentiaient of this large club. The new deed was the
work of less than a dozen men : the whole matter of returning the
cup to Mr. Schuyler and accepting it back was arranged by a small
aiid select party; it was nominally submitted to the club at a special

meeting, at which few members and still fewer voters were present;
ajid the actual work of drafting the new deed was done a little later

by a committee of six, aided by the club secretary. Only the
xainutes of the meeting of Oct. 4 will show the exact number
present and voting, but it is not likely that over 15 members, out of

a total of some 700, actually voted on the question of returning and
re^accepting the cup.

8o far as the club at large is concerned, all knowledge of the
terms of the new deed was kept from the members until long after

the document had been finally adopted; and the yacht owners of the

New York Y. C, the voting members, have never yet bad en oppor-
tunity to vote on the acceptance or rejection of the work done in

their name by a paternal board of officers. As the new deed stands
it represents the ideas of about a dozen men out of a club of 700 to

800, many, if not a majority, of the larger number condemning it

openly. -

The America Gup.
A STRONG effort is being made by the supporters of the new deed

of gift and by several newspapers, the Boston Herald and New York
Becorder in particular, to ridicule and belittle the growing opposi-
tion, as the work of a few malcontents whose sympathies are enrirelv
English. So far from this being the case, tliose most interested in
the matter- and there are too inany of them, both within and with-
out the club, to be hindi^red by such misrepresentation—are one and
all American yachtsmen who feel that the national reputation has
been seriously compromised in the blundering efifott to retam at any
cost the possession of a piece of silver whose wbole value disappears
the instant that any suspicion of unfairness attaches to the condi-
tions under which it is held. It has taken nearly lave years for the
general yachting public and press to see the question in a fair and
unprejudiced Ught, looking at its technical points rather than at the
political ones, but that the subject is pretty well understood is proved
by the current talk among yachtsmen, and by such extracts as the
following from various American papers.
The New York Tiines of July 10 handled the matter in a very able

editorial, too long for us to reprint in full. Speaking of the new
deed it said: "It seems a pity that this matter has to be discussed
anew, for all unprejudiced persons are bound to see that the small
and obstinate element in the New York Y. C. which insists on the
preservation of the clause as it stands in the deed of Oct 28, 1887, is

an obstacle in the way of international sport. This element is fond
of proclaiming its belief that, because all the donors of the famous
cup have passed over to the majority, the club must not venttu-e to
tamper with the wishes of the last of them, Mr. George L. Schuyler,
which are embodied in the present deed.

"As for the deference which must, according to certain luminaries
in the New York Y. C- , be paid to the wishes of Mr. Schuyler, a few
words may be said. It is impljing tha.t he, who was one of the most
thoroughly sportsmanlike yachtsmen that ever trod a quarterdeck,
was lacking in ever' instinct that goes toward the encouragement of
sport to insinuate that he delibei-ately constructed the new deed of
gjft with the purpose of putting an end to international vachtiQg. If

he did not do it for that purpose, then toe club has a right to
treat that deed as Mr. Schuyler would treat it were he a'ive; and
it is beyond doubt that were he alive he would rather modify the di
mension clause than see the death of the America's Cup contesis.
"But if the club thinks that Mr. Schuyler's deed must be respected

because he is dead, it takes a still more untenable ground, for all the
other donors of the Cup are quite as dead as the gentleman just
named, and there were more of them than of him. It is not from
any disposition to treat thi"! matter with levity, but with a wish to
show the utter absurdity of the position of our yachtsmen that the
facts are thus treated. If respect for the dead is to be an element in
governing the action of the New York Y. C, it should go back to the
original deed and obe.v tne wishes of the majority."
The Tribune comments as follows: "It is strange if the New York

Y. C , with the challenge for the America's Cup knocking at i's

doors, does not recede from the obstinate position whicli it has as-
sumed and maintained in the face of the yachting snutiment of the
civilized world. It seems as if the club must finally pay attention to
and act in accordance withsuch strong public sentiment, which never
yet existed without finally fulfilliDg the end for which it was striving.
Waiving for a moment every other consideration it must be admitted
that the deed of gift by which the America's Cup, the symbol of the
yachting sovereignty of the world, is held, should oe, like Oiesar's wife,

above suspicion. With the exception of a few men in the New York Y.
C, who unfortunately, from their social standing, their reputation as
yachtsmen and gentlernHn, are able to draw after them a following
which forms a wall of adamant, against whica the great waves of
popular sentiment have so far beaten m vaua, and of two or three
men in the Eastern Y. C, the whole yachting world and every man
who has a sportsman's instinct and a love of fair play, whether he be
a vacht man or not, is opposed to the present deed of gift. The
ch'allenge, which all Americans want, which wonl<l do so much for
yachting, is already here, and it' only remains for those few people,
who have so far successfully opposed their wishes to the wisues of
the great majority of people, to remove their opposition and we shall
see again one of Those great internaiional yacht races which have
done so much in the past, and, is Is to be hoped, wiil do so much in

the future, to improve the type of yachts, to increase the maritime
spirit of the world, and to foster among nations a generous rivalry
in matters pertaining to the sea and to the noble sport of yachting.''

As showing how general the feeling in favor of strict fair play is

among all classes, we quote the following extracts from various local
papers which usually interest themselves very little in yachting;

"Etxglish yachtsmen, it is reported, have challenged the New York
Y. C. to sail another race for the America's Cup provided the deed
of gift is amended to meet with the approval of the Britishers. The
deed should be amended and another international race should be
run. We have beaten the Eughsh yachtsmen in every race since the
America won the Cup, and with Yankee ingenuity to design the
racers, the best workmen in the world to build and rig them and
American sailors to run them, there is no reason why we cannot
keen that Cup this side of the Atlantic."— C7u-07i7'fZe, Poitsville, Pa.,
July a.

"It looks as though nest year would witness another of those ex-
citing yacht contests for the America's Cup which stirred patriotic

America to her utmost depth* in the seasons of 1885, '86 and '87.

Since the latter date such races have been practically impossible be-
cause of the almost prohibitive terms of the present deed of gift

under which the New Y'ork \'. C. holds the famous Queen's Cup cap-
tured of the English yachtsmen by the American yacht America at

Cowes, on Aug. 2iJ, 1851. The Cup was given by the owners of the
America, J. C. Stevens, E. A. Stevens, Hamilton Wilkes, J. B. Finley
and George t-chuyler, to the New York Y''.,0 , to remain forever a
perpetual challenge to international competiiton. Ttie original con-
ditions required of would-be contestants were very simple. The New
York club accepted the cup on those terms and became the custo-

dian of it. In 1882 the club, desiring more stringent conditions with
respect to foreign competition, returned the cup to Mr. Schuyler, the
only survivor of the original givers, and he returned it with a new
dee"d of trust imnosing the desired conditions. Under those provis-

ions the races of the three years mentioned were sailed. The Eng-
lishmen were defeated on each occasion, yet after the Volunteer-
Thistle race of 1887 was sailed, the New York Y". C. secured a new
deed of gift in the same manner a.s before. This time the conditions
were made practically prohibitive. A large number of American
yachtsmen objected to this as manifestly unfair, and it is maintained
that Mr. Schuyler had no power to receive the Cup and return it wii;h

a new deed of trust. It is announced that a challenee has been sent
by an Englishman for a race for the Cup on condition that the re-

strictions be modified. This, it is believed, will be done, and that
next season there will be another series of races off Sandy Hook
seems probable. In view of the work done by the American yachts
in all former races for the cup, there seems to he no good reason
why the New Yorkers should be backward about letting the English-
men try again. They certa'mly ought not to res an to unfair and
unsportsmanhke means to prevent the old world yachtsmen from
winning back the cup they lost forty one years ago:"—Ro»ie (A. F.)

Sentinel, Julu 7.

^'Since 1887, when America beat the English contestants for the
America Cup, yachting as a sport of general public interest has de-

clined Steadily. Recent contests iu New York's lowev bay have been

failures, and the annual race of the New York Y. C. attracted little
attention.
"Another international regatta would no doubt revive interest in

one of the cleaue'^t and fairest of sports, but the English sho v no
disposition to enter upon another contest, Fol- this the New York Y
C IS responsible. * * *

"Many yachtsmen, including a strong minority in the New Y'ork
Club Itself, acknowledge the injustice of tbp conditions, but a major-
ity of the yacht owners stand by it. Toerefore. the Cup is helu in
this countr.y, not by reason of superioritv. but because the terms by
which it is held are unfair. No contestant in any trial of skill or
ingenuity .should be forced to confess his strong and weak points to
his adversary before the cutest;. Every American must blush to
think that an organization representing, in a sense, the nation, should
seek to retain by unfair means an advantage fairly and honestly
won. It would be better to lose the Cup ihan to retain it en such
terms. '—Albany Evening Journal. July K.
The Boston Olobe of July has a very conservative and impartial

statement of the case, in which tne matter of waiving the dimension
clause is presented with more emphasis than it deserves in an inter-
view with an anonymous defender of the new deed, but the article as
a whole i* very fair.
The Field comments as follows: "The annua" announcements that

a challenge has been received by the New York Y". C. for the America
Cup have commenced rather early this season, and the one made
this week on the subject is shrouded in more than its usual quaint-
ne.ss. The statement that the New Y'ork Y. C. will not consfaer the
challenge until it has the opportunity to eliminate the objectionable
dimensions clause from the -New Deed of Gift' shows a superb sense
of magnaminiiy, if true: i«ut we are incluied to think that somebody
is poking fun at the New YVirk Y. C. At any rate, there is not the
slightest foundation for the statement that the Earl of Dunraven is
the challenger, and we very much question whether any British
yacht cluh could be found which would venture to back a challenge
under existing conditions."

Vessels and Drawbridges.
The following decision, for which we are indebted to the Ammcan

Shipbuilder, will be of interest to »1I yachtsmen whoareunfortunute
enough to cruise in the vicinity of drawbridges, especially the vachts-
men of Newark Bay.
We have had little personal experience of the bridge in question

within thepa.st two years, but from a long experience prior to that
time we can'bear testimony to the difScultv of the passage, especi-
ally for a small yacht, owing to the strong tides, tne cross currents
anJ the breaking of the wind by the bridge itself, and also the total
disregard by the bridge tenders of all rights of small craft The
suggestion below, of a signal by which a saihng vessel might know
whether to stand off or to come for the draw, is a mo.st valuable oneNo signal is now given, and when the draw is swung open the vessel
is expected to be ready to go through at once, although it is im-
possible for her to lie near at hand while waiting. We have a lively
recollection of one occasion on which, after waiting half an hour for
the draw to open, we were greeted with a round of profanity from
the bridge hands because of the necessary delay in beating up
Brown, J,-On Nov. 15, 1891, at about ^-JiO A. M., the scow Senate

towed with a cargo of about 160 tons of brick, while proceeding upNewark Bay in tow on a hawser from the tug Winnie bound for
Newark, in going through the westerly passage of the draw ot ihe
Central Railroad bridge, came iu contact with the chamfered end of
the central abutment. The bow of the scow was square on d^ck
but sloping beneath. In the contact with the pier a plank from' its
side was thrust through the bow of the boat below the waterline
about a foot inside of the sloping corner beam, which caused a leak
from which she sank soon after passing through the draw.

'

The llbellants claim that this collision was not through any negli-
gence of the tug, but through the negligence of the defendants in
not opening the draw when signaled bv the tug, and iu compelhog
her to wait for a freight train, without giving her anv answering
signal to show their intention, thereby embarras.sing herein the hand-
hng of her tow, that through the cross set of the tide, collision re-
sulted without any fault on the part of the liDellants. The evidence
leaves no doubt that as respects the management of the tug the
signal given, and the trains passing, the account of the libellants is
more accurate than that of the re-pondents. The defendants' evi-
dence with regard to the passing of the trains will illustrate how
liitle reliance can be placed on the general recollection of persons
in regard to ordmary occurrences under their immediate observation
when their memory i^ not charged with the matter at the time Sev-
eral witnesses Irom the bridge testified most positivelv that no train
went past within a couple of hours before the tug and tow went
through, and that there was no detention or delay, whereas it subse-
quently appeared by incontrovertible evidence "that at least three
trams had passed svithin an hour, and one of them at about the same
time the tug captain stated. The undoubted fact^, therefore
are that the tug, pursuing the usual course to go through the
westerly passage of the draw, gave the usual signal of three whistle*
wuen about half a mile distant. No answering signal being received
the tug, after running dOO or 500ft.. gave a second signal, and aft^r
that saw a freight train coming from Singer's factory to the west-
ward about two miles off. The tug then stopped and drifted till the
train bad passed, when a third signal of three whistles was given
ana afterwards three more, after which the draw was seen to be
turumg off; whereupon the tug started up full speed in order to pass
her tow properly into shape for going into the passage: but then in
consequence of the waiting and drifting meantime and of the set of
tne tide, the starboard corner of the scow struck with a heavy blow
the sloping corner of the pier, some two or three feet from the anale
with the result above stated.

'

It is not tne practice in the management of that draw to give any
answering signals to vessels desiring to go through. In the day time
vessels in passing are required to wait until they see the draw be-
ginning to open

:
in the night time a red light is exhibited when the

draw is closed, and a green light when it is off; and vessels do not
know whether the drawls opening or not until the green licht is
seen.

^

With a freight train two miles distant and a tug on a hawser com-
ing up with the tide not over 1,500 or S.OOOfc. away, the refusal to
open the draw m order to give a preference to so distant a train was
an unreasonable and unjustifiable obstruction of the tug and 'tow.
Its unreasonableness was incre-ised by the omission to give any sig-
nal, which left the tug in uncertainty what to do or what to expect.
The practice of the bridge to give no answering signal's, is one little
to be commended and is hable often to place, the bridge in the wron".
The draw is worked by steam, and answering signals, such as are
given upon other bridges, could bo given witnoiit difficulty. True
signals are not made a statutory duty. But the practical necessitv
of such signals is manifest, particularly wnere there is a cross set of
the tide, because wiihout them it is impossible' for the approaching
vessel to know with any certamty whether she can safelv contin le
on towards the draw, or whether she must stop and manceuvre for
delay. The embarrassment to a tug encumbered with a tow iipou a
hawser is still greater, and it is so evident, that I have no hesitaiion
in nolding that the omission ei her to open the draw wh-n the tug is
at a reasonable distance, or to give prompt notice bvsoaie practi-
cable answering signal if the drawca.nuat then be opened, is negli-
gence and misconduct; because it violates the rule that is obligatory
upon all persons charged with duties concerning navigation, to use
all reasonable and practicable means of avoiding collision and the
attendant losses of hfe or prpperty. Edgerton vs. the Mayor 37
Fed.SSO. The defendant's neglected this dutv in the present case-
that was the efiftcient cause of the accident, and T do not find anv
lack of reasonable skill and diligence on the part of the tu".
Decree for the libellants, with costs, with an order of reference to

compute the damages, if not agreed upon.
Robinson, Bright, Biddleand Ward for the libellants; Da Forrest

and Weeks for the respondents.

Sippican Y. C, July 9,

MARION, MASS.—BUZZARD'S BAY.

The first race of the Sippican Y. C, an op?n sweepstakes for first,
.seoood. thira and fourth classes, was sailed on Saturday in a fresh
S.W. breeze. The courses were:

T.^°^ J^""^*
^^'^ second classes from the judge's yacht, anchored ott

Hotel SiDpican, past Southeast Ledge Buoy No. 13 on starboard. Nye's
Ledges Buoy, Seal Rock Buoy on port, and return; 35 miles
For third class was off Sherman's Wharf. Southeast Ledge, Cow

Bells Buoy. Seal Rock Buoy and return; 8 miles.
Fourth class to a stakeboat oft" Plantin's Island, Seal Rock Buov

and return: 7 miles.
The new Hiller boat, Flight, was the only entry tu the first class,

and the new .Tenney boat. Venture, was the only second class boat
so they sailed together. Flight, with her large sail, had all the wind
she wanted, and Venture, with her small sail did not; but Venture
did very well, considering, against the larger boat.
In the third class was the best race of the day. There were twonew boats, Sippican, built by Holmes, and Vivian, by Huckios, and

the Cottage City crack, Natici, came to trv her luck with the Buz.
zard's Bay boats. Hermione crossed the line firet. followed by Sip-
pican, Phenomenon. Vailca, Vivian, Eina and Tycoon, in the" order
named. Sippican had too light a gaff and too short a masthead to
bold up her large sail, and could not do verv well to windward. After
all her triumphs m Boston Phenoniennn was near the tail end. Nalica
was passed by even the fourth class boats on the first leg, and she
continued on her way home without finishing.
In the fourth class the old Edith met the champion Cat. Squall

was missed, for she could not be put in condition in time. Cat gained
about three minutes on the first leg, and Edith could not gain more
than a minute and a half on the run home.
Worry had no competitor in the fifth class, and did not go over the

course.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.

, ^ . ,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

THIRD CLASS.
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Maitapoisett 33.01
Hermione, R. L. Bsrstou, Mattpoisett. , ,23.01
Eina, I. Parkinson, Bourne 33.10
Sippican, W. H. Davis. Marion .23.02
Phenomenon, D, L. Whittemore, Boston. 23 08
Vivian, H. Huckins 23.02 , „
Natica, E. H. Raymond, Nantucket Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Cat, Bruce Clark, Marion 19.0'J
Edith, Van Renssalaer, Marion 19.04

2 .34 10 8 93 11

3 45 28 3 31 08

1 36 10 1 34 52
1 37 43 1 26 14
1 33 m 1 37 06
1 89 06 1 27 56
1 40 32 1 28 49
1 40 59 J 29 48
Withdrew.

1 48 33 1 33 03
1 49 88 1 34 14

Seawanhaka Corinthiaa C.
OYSTER BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The following are the official times of the tivo racas thus far sailed
for the Rouse and Wetmore cups, at Oyster Bay. The next race will
be on Aug. 13.

Jime 25 —One gun start; preparator.y 12, start 13:05:
Fintsh. Elapsed.
5 81 00 5 26 OO
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
5 29 00 5 24 00

Start
Pvxie 12 05 00
Nameless 12 05 00
Indolent 1-3 05 00
Mirth 12 05 00
Meteor 13*35 00 . ..

July 9.—One gun ,«!tart; preparatory 1:50, start 1:55:
Center Lloyd's Bell Center Llovd's
Island. Point. " " '

' " '

Nameless..3 08 31 ,2 38 07
El Chico.. .2 08 10 3 40 Za
Trinket 2 10 56 2 41 49
Nadiy 2 OS 54 2 35 09

Corrected.
5 26 00

Beverly Y. C, July 16.
MONUMENT BEACH—BUZZARD'S BAT.

The l86th race. Buzzard's Bay championship, was sailed on July
16 at Monumpnt Beach. All the morning there was a three-reef
breeze blowing S.W. by S., and courses were fixed accordingly.
Just as second class was starting wind fell light and in two minutes

was blowmg N.W. by W., giving the boats a free wind race The
courses for third and fourth classes were hastily changed ami third
class went off in a light air, but five minutes later when fourth class
went off, it was again blowing a strong double-reef breeze and
rapidly increasing.
The result of this was a very rough race, the two seas running

across each other, the smaller classes having a long and tough beat
of it.

Whisper started for a walkover in first class, but carried awa.y her
rudder off Wing's Neck. In second class Lestris led off. but was
soon passed by Gymnote, who is sailing very fa.st this year. Mist fol-
lowed but could not catch the leader. Mist carried a single racing
reef only and finally split the step of her mast and .started the plank-
•'ng. She had to give it up and was luf^kv to get home.
Doris and Daisy only started in third class. Sippican was on hand

but carried away goose neck just before the start.
In fourth class Fin put in an appearanct* and attracted much atten-

tion. She is just from fTerreshoft''s yard, rather higher than the
Boston flns and with rather more overhang in proportion. She
measures 28ft. and some inches on deck, Ifift. lOi^in. l.w 1 and 5ft
9i^in. beam. Kitten was ready, wishing to try the iflarion boats with
her new sail. Squall, Cat and Edith were on hand, but Oat had a
bad attack of stage fright when Fin appeared and refused to start.
Fin got a vfry bad start. She was changing from second to first

reef and shifting jibs when gun was fired, and when she got off with
a five minute handicap, she had no jib set and mainsail was only half
hoisted. This, however, did not trouble her. She took the seas
easily, carried sail well and won handil.y.
Squall was oversparred and gave it tip. Edith hung on till Kitten

had beaten her very badly ano then withdrew. Summary:
FIRST CLASS.

Whisper, Theo. Weld Broke down.
SECOND CLASS,

n i -.T, T. ^ n, ^-S,"?*'^-
Elapsed. Corrected.

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 27. Oi 1 38 25 J 28 4i
Lesti'is, J. Crane, Jr 26.04 1 40 46 i .30 00
Mist, Geo. H, Wyman 27.04 Broke down.

THIRD CLASS.
Doris, T. Paj-kmau 23.02
Daisy, Howard Stockton 20.00

1 85 10
1 40 29

1 34 49
1 27 35

FOURTH CLASS.
Fin, L. M. Stockton 17.01 I 40 2T 1 33 13
Kitten, Toby Club,. 30.00 1 45 55 1 33 u
Edith, G. G. VanRansalaer 19.04 Withdrew
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 30.00 Withdrew.
Gymnote, Doris and Fin take first and legs for pennant, Kitte

n

takes second.

Hull Y. C, Third Club Race, July 16.
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

The thu'd club race of the Hull Y. C. was sailed on Saturday in a
strong reefing breene from N.W., making rough water over the
course. The principil feature of the race was the 21ft. class, this
divided, the keels making a "special" class, while the centerboards
sailed iu the regular fourth class. Alpha was not ready, her new
board not being in place, so her crew sailed Idler. Mr. George
Stewart sailed C-atspaw, making a good race until her bobstav
parted. The times were:

THIRD CLA.SS- 25 FOOTERS.

. „ ^ . ,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gipsy, A. C. Drmkwater 38.08 1 50 20 1 24 46
Posy, R. G- Hunt .30.07 1 54 15 1 30 11
Ustane, S. N. Small 27.03 1 57 29 1 30 43
No Name, John Cavanagh 1 55 58 Not meas
White Fawn, A. G. Jones 80.11 Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS—2lFT. CEKTBRBOARDS.
Exile, J. F. Small S(».03 1 26 .33 1 05 03
Catspaw, 0. A. Prince 36,05 Disabled.

SPECIAL CLASS—!21ft. KEELS.
Vanessa, A. Bigelow. Jr ., 24.03 1 21 35 0 58 33
R. D., James Mclntyre 25.04 1 27 12 i 05 01
Tadpole, W. E. Waterhouse 25.04 1 27 53 1 05 42
Asp, E. S. Hunt.. , Withdrew.

FIFTH CLASS—2lFT. CATS.
Idler, F. L. Dunne.. . 23.04 1 22 36 0 58 40
Koorali, R. C. Robbins 23.04 1 26 35 1 02 48
Madge, W. H. -Thayer... 1 27 58 Not meas.
Magpie, H. G, Otis 32.04 1 28 .39 1 04 00
Smoke, H. L. Rice 1 .33 00 Not meas.

SIXTH C3LASS—18fT. CATS.
Mab, John Shaw . 17.03 1 18 88 0 52 49
Primrose, H. M. Faxon 17.11 1 19 53 0 54 50
Don, W.H.Shaw 20.03 Withdrew
The prizes were; Thu-d cla'^s, $15, $10 and |5; fourth class, $15

»10 and $5; special class, «15, §10 and ?5; fifth class, $15, $10 and 85

;

sixth class, $10 and 15.
The judges were: W. A. Cary, Franklin Adams, James R. Chad-

wick, E. K. Friend and E. C. North.

Buoy. Ishnd. Point. Finish. Elapsed
8 42 40 .3 50 20 4 25 36 5 Oz 05 3 07 05
3 44 44 3 6, 56 I 28 27 5 08 00 3 13 00
8 50 25 4 03 30 4 35 30 5 15 30 3 20 30
3 3S 30 3 51 35 4 19 45 5 01 10 3 06 10

Meteor. . . . 2 09 :30 2 38 17 3 43 30 Withdrew.
Dodo 2 OS 4S 2 39 .50 3 41 30 3 55 SO 4 25 25 5 04 41 3 09 41
P.yxie .2 08 30 2 3^ 42 3 35 28 3 49 11 4 19 3S 4 56 0(i 3 01 06
The course iu this race was a triangle off the mouth of Oyster Bay ^.

Harbor, around the Bell Buoy. Lloyd's Neck Buoy a,nd Center Island Percy Allen, V. Bacon

Cape Cod Y. C, July 16.
EAST DENNIS—CAPE COD BAY.

The third regatta of the Cape Cod Y. C. was sailed on Saturday in
a fresh breez?, the times being;

^ r^,^- ^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
City of Chicago, F Crosby 25.05 3 04 44 2 33 07
Nobscussett, L. Hall 24.06 3 13 03 2 40 26
Ariel, H., H. Sears ... 21.07 3_17 04 3 40 52

Buoy, two rounds, making 10 miles,
Withdrew,

R. C."TowNSEND, Sec y, The judges were S. Sears,' H, h". Hall' aiid B, H. Porter,
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Hudson River Y. C, July- 10.
HEW YORK—HUDSON BIVER.

Tbe Hu'dson River Y. C, sailed a repatta on July 10 over its regular
course, a triangle off the club bouse at iSinery-secoud street. The
wind was lifrht and moderate, S.W. The times were:

(;la8.s I— ovum sloops— ~6ft. and over.
Start. y iuish. Corrected.

Lizzie F 109 50 3 38 15 a 38 25
J. A. Cameron 1 1^ 04 3 35 40 33 34

OPKN BOATS—24 TO 36ft.
Clara S 1 12 04 3 58 37 2 46 Ol

Moore 1 12 04 4 01 22 a 49 18
Wenona 1 13 01' Withdrew.

OPEN OATS—21 TO gSFT.
Koxie

..1

lli 19 3 15 03 1 58 43
Oliver 1 15 50 3 15 10 1 50 20
Hilma ..1 Iti 14 3 13 17 1 57 03

OPES OATS—17 TO 3i.FT,

Maggie 1 OS 33 3 11 85 2 03 02
J. L. Miller 1 15 16 a 69 09 1 44 54

Bon-Ton 1 l(i 50 8 Oa 35 1 45 45
Peerless i 15 35 Withdrew.
Bonita 1 13 35 S 15 04 2 01 30

CABIN CATS.
Ada : 1 14 11 2 53 37 1 88 S8
Nell.. 1 15 '23 Withdrew.
Sophia .1 14 56 3 17 06 2 02 10

CABIN SLOOPS—24ft. AND OVER.
Mermaid , 1 12 i)l 4 CO 58 3 48 64
Lottie 1 17 37 Withdrew.
Nautilus ..1 17 37 Withdrew.
After the finish of the race a tug' of vfW^ took place on shore, with

various wat^r sports.

Massachusetts T. C, July 15.

COM.MEROIAL POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

The first race of the Massachusetts Y. C. off its new club
Commercial Point was sailed on Friday in a very light S.
the times being:

SPECIATj cuass.
Finish.

Catspaw, Gordon Prince 4 03 33
Tadpole, O. A. Prince 4 10 50
Fannie, Percy Hodges 4 17 OB
Thrush, Henry Brirant Disabled.
Exile, J. F. Shaw _ Withdrew.

SIXTH oIjAss, catboats 18ft. and less than 21ft.
Magpie, n. G. Otis 4 23 40

SEVENTH CLASS, 0ATBO.4TS LESS THAN 18FT.
Wink, Francis Gray. , 4 34 07
Scamp, C. II. Nute 4 34 44
Primrose, H. M. Fason 4 80 00
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges Withdrawn
Mirage, L. M, Clark Disabled.
The julges were W. 0. Gay, A. J. Clark and F. L. Perrin.

hou,«e at
W. wind.

Elapsed.
1 17 33
1 35 50
1 33 06

1 29 07
1 29 44
1 35 00

Savin Hill Y. C, July 16.

SA"STN HILL—BOSTON HARBOR.

The race of the Savin Hill Y. C. for cash prizes in Glasses 1, 2, 3
and special, was sailed in a fresh west wind on Saturdav, the limes
being:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected,

Caprice, R. W. Bird 80.00 1 34 51 1 07 57
Fannie, E. P. Sharp 23 03 Withdrew,

FIRST CLASS.
Annie Maud, F. O. Vegelahn 2 01 38

SECOND CLASS.
Arab, W. F. Scott 19.01 1 45 02 1 18 04

THIRD CLASS.
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 16.01 1 45 37 1 14 08
Circe, P. N. Kenway 17,01 1 59 45 1 29 32
Agnes, J. V. Bache , , 1 54 47
Mirage, L M. Clark ... Disabled.

American Y. C, July 16.
NE^VBURYPORT, MASS.

,

The first regatta of the American Y. C. of Newburvport, Mass.,
was sailed on Saturday in a single reef breeze I'rom N. W , the times
being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Spurt, D. B. Pierce 19 11 1 25 11 0 .58 12
Gleam, P. J. Lowell ..19 08 1 39 35 ] 12 21

SECOND CLASS.
Wizard, C. Corlwright 14 06 1 06 00 0 41 04
Pert F. Knigtjt 16 06 1 04 30 0 43 26
Elf, E. M. Bailey 16 09 not taken.
Spurt is a new 3i-footer, this being her first race.

The Fisher Cup.
The following acceptance of ihe challenge published last week

has been sent by the Bay of Quinte Y. C.

:

Belletille, Ontario, July 13 —T. B. Pritchard, Esq.. Sec'y Roches-
ter Y. C, Rochester.—Dear Sir: The Coward's challenge" to yacht
Norah to a rac8 for the Fisher Cup, dated July 1, and postmarked
Rochester, July 5, was received by me on the" 7th. Mr. Bell, owner
of Norah, being away from homp, I was unable to answer you before
the 8ch, and as you stated that both Mr. White and \ ourself intended
taking in the circuit, and would probably s'arfc on the 9[h, I addressed
Mr. Bell's acceptance of Onward's challenge to you at Cohourg. I
have just learned that the Onward was not at Cobourg, hence this
letter and telegram to-day. However, inclosed find conditions
governing the competition for Fisher Cup. and Mr. Bell requests me
to say that he accepts the challenge on behalf of Norah. and names
the date July 30. Will be pleased to give you every possible informa-
tion required, so that the race may be fairlv and satisfactorily con-
tested, yours truly, George N. Leavens, Sec'y Bay of Quinte I'.C

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
THE steam yacht Linta, designed and built by Seabury & Co. for

Mr. Walter Luitgen. (*ommodore of the Rahway V. C., was launched
at midnight on July 13, the shipyard bemg illuminated by electric
light. The yacht is Soft, over all, 72ft. I.w I., 14ft. beam,5ft. draft
The main saloons and stateroom^ are located aft the machmerv, and
consist of two large double staterooms, fitted with dressing cases
toilet rooms, etc. The owner's room, on the starboard side, has a
bathroom attached These rooms are finished in cherry and ma-
hogany, with panel ceUmg. The saloon is aft of tbe staterooms It
has four large berths, which are used as seats during tbe daytime
and tor sleeping purpose.* at night. At the fonvard end of the
saloon, on the port side, an ^Eolian organ is placed, and on the star-
board side a large bookcase is fitted. This saloon is flaished in very
delicate cream color enamel paint, with gold trimmings, and highly
ornamented with papier mache panel work on sides and ceiling
Forward of the machinery are the crew's quarters aoel forectstle"
also galley and ice boxes, chain lockers, stores, etc. The pilot house
is of polished mahogany, large and roomy, with smoking room ad-
joining. The machinery consists of a Seabury compound engine and
a Seabury safety water tube boiler, very compact and powprful. The
yacht is also supplied with complete electric light plant for lighting
throughout. The furnishings are of silks and damasks, with Axmin-
ster carpets, rugs, etc. The yacht is intended [as a family cruiser
iei- speed being 12 miles.

'

The second annual race of the Cherry Diamond Y. C. will be sailed
on Saturday, July 23, on Long Island Sound off Larchmont. Prizes
will be offered in each class where two yachts start with the full in-
tention of completing the course, and in each class where four or
more yachts start a second prize will be given . The race will be open
to yachts of any club. All cabin yachts will be classified according
to their racing length, and all open yachts according to the actual
loadwater line length. Among the prizes are the Manhattan Athletic
Club gold cup, value $'M, for the 46f C. class only, and the Tyson cup
value $50, offered by Geo. G. Tyson, of the M. A. C, for the cabin cat
class. The champion pennant, offtred by Com. J. C. Summers for
the 20ft. open class, and won by Phyllis, will also be raced for. Tbe
steamer Bay Queen has been chartered for the, members and guest*
and the steam yacht Vamoose will act as judges' boat. The Bay
Queen will leave tho foot of East. Thirty-first, street at 8:15, dock at
New Bochelle at 10:30, making the same landings after the race.
Cappa's 7th Regiment band will furnish the music and a caterer will
serve luncheon on board.

The Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler Co. are rapidly approach-
ing their five hundredth boiler, having sold 150 this season. They are

now building boilers of about 40^q. ft. of grate for the Titusville Elec-
tric Light Co., and also for Ros.- & Sanford's tug ittargaret J. Sanford,
as well as a large boiler for a Pacific coast steamer o« ned at Port-
land, Ore. They have also furnished a boiler of about the sanip size
for the steam yacht Fra Diavolo, and a boiler with about 24.-q, ft. of
grate fot i) new fast steam yacht on Lakti Ohamplain owned by Kel-
logg & Avei ill. Rev. Mr. Aspinwall's new steam launch Secret has
one of these boilers and is reported to develop about 20 miles an
hour, and the duplicate boiler is in a new launch owmed by ex-Mayor
Howell, of Brooklyn, and he expects to develop -<imilar speed. The
new Roberts boiler in the Bo-Peep will probably be tried this week,
and the one lu the Dock Deptittment launch is giving the best of
satisfaction. The owners ot Theresa and Evelyn are reported to be
well pleased with t he boilers in their yachts.

On ,Iuly 15 at 11 A. M. the tlagship Electra, New York Y. C, with
Com. Gerry on board, grounded on the middle Tuckemuck Bhoal,
near Nantucket, for which place she was bound. Intrepid, schr.,
Mr. Lloyd Pdcenix. was near and offered assistance, and the steamer
Nantucket parted a hawser in the attempt to haul tlie yacht off. In
answer to a telegram from Nantucket, the Boston Tovvboat Co. sent
their tug E'sie from Vineyard H.aven, and ai 'J P. M, the yacht was
floated, apparently uninjured. She steamed to Viupy.ird Haven and
later to New Bedford. The grounding is ascribed to iucorrect infor-
mation on one of the private charts, a change in the bell buoy, made
some time since, not having been noted, although shown on the
Coast Survey charts.

Mineola, cutter, wan at Wintringham's last week to repair the
damage caused by the explosion of July 10. The cause of the ex-
plosion is not known, but it was presiunably due to the vapor of
naphtha which had collected in the bilge. Although one burner of
the naphtha stove was lighteo, it was not extinguished nor was any
damage done forward. The whole force of the explosion was about
the companion ladder, well aft, there being one very loud report, ac-
companied by a llasu, but followed by no fire. The damage was
mainly to the deck, which was lifted several inches, the glass and
chinaware, and the skylights, which were blown off, the coamings
being loosened.

On .July 5 a new yacht club was organized at Jamestown, R. I., op-
posite Newport; with the following officers: Com., H. R. Hostetttr,
of Pittsburg; Vice-Com., Nel'son Emmons, of St. Louis: Sec. and
Treas.. W. Murray; Judges, A. S. Murray, A. W. Luther; Measurer,
R. Wadsworth; Regatta Committee, Dr. Reichert, A Emmons, Dr.
Birney, T. Newhall, P. Labens. The pennant is dark blue with white
J. The club now has thirty members owning twenty fine boats, and
proposes 10 give a regatta at least once in every two weeks. Four
Courses were laid out and the catboats divided into three classes, Uie
first over 31ft., the third under 18.

The programme for the Atlantic Y. C. cruise, arranged at a meet-
ing on July 13, is to rendezvous at Cold Spriug Harbor on ,Tuly 23,
runcing to Black Rock on Saturday, the 28d, to Morris Cove on
Monday, New London on Tuesday, where a meeting ot captains will
determine the future course. The following new members were
elected at the meeting: Then. R. Hostetter, cutter Mignon ; Roland
A. H. Harper; R. Suydam Palmer, schr. Marguerite; Robert A.
Osborn, cutter Clara; Walter A. Peck, H. L. Goodwin, cutl;er.Lasen

;

Theodore Van Tyne Johnson, D. D. Tompkins and Edwin B. Con-
don, schooner Republic.

Commcdore G. W. Gardner, Cleveland, Ohio, has just received
from the St. Lawrence River Skifl', Canoe and Steam Launch Co., of
Clayton, N. Y., his new single rater, specially de.sigtjed for the above
company by Mr. Wm. Gardner. The boat is iSft. i.w.l , 23ft. over all

and beam 5ft., and draws (iDcluding fin) 4ft. Tne fln is composed of
a steel plate J^in. thick, weigaing SOOlos., with a cigar snaped lead
bottom weighing lOOlbs. She is very fast, as well as being non cap-
sizable and self- bailing. Com. Gardner will race her in the Inter-
Lake Yacht Association races,

A very strange story is told of the schooner Crest, of Boston, which
cap-ized off New burg on July 16, her crew of two, with Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. ibtiu-tevant and Miss Ella Qilson, guests, saving themselves in
the yawl. According to the captaiu, John Masury, the yacht lost her
metal keel a day or two before, and nothing was done to replace it,

so she rolled over the first time a squail struck her. She had lately
come from Salem, Mass.

On July 16 th« sloop Galena, Thos. Giblin and John De Vito, of Bos-
ton, was in collision with a coal barge oft" Fort Independence. Boston
Harbor. The yacht lo.st her bowsprit and leaked so badly that she
sunk at Commercial Wharf, where she was towed by the police
boat.

On July 13 the steam yacht Coot, owned by Dr. J. H. Derby, of
Lloyd's Neck, was burned at Nyack, where she had gone for
repairs The origin of the fire is unknown, as there was no fire in
the furnace. The loss is $5,000, insured.

Prince Karl, cutter, has been hauled out at Wintringham's and her
brtllast increased by the aadition of two semi-cigars of iroi^ bolted
to the loiver side of her iron keel, forming a bulb. The weight is

about l,4001bs.

The fourth annual regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C!. will be sailed
on July 30 off Green wich, Oonu. E'ltries may be made up to 11 A.
M., July 38, to Mr. F. S. Doremus, 20 Nassau street, New York.

On July 14 Sakonnet, steam yacht, fouled a submerged can buoy
off Vineyard Haven,^ losing all but one of her propeller blades and
damaging her bows. She made New Beoford under sail.

The races of the Lake Yacht Racing Association are now taking
place on Lake Ontario. Owing to other matter we are compelled to
posipone our report until next week.

The third championship regatta of ^he Mosquito Fleet Y. C. was
sailed on July 16 with but one starter. Tantrum, this race giving her
the trophy, a silver ice pitcher.

On July 12 an afternoon squall on New York Bay capsized the
working schooner Palestine, her captain and crew of one being taken
off by the steamboat New York.

On July 16 a race for $1C0 per side was sailed over a 16 mile course
on tne Shrewsbury between LTudiae, 0. R. James, and Enigma, F.
Oakes, the former winning.

On July 16 Pyxie, Mr. Oswald Sanderson's 35-fouter, started from
Larchmont for Boston. Among other races she will sail a match
with Vanessa on Aug. 3.

The Larchmont Y C, has enjo.yed a very pleasant and successful
cruise during the past week, the fleet reaching Newport on July 14.

On July 16 the Jersey City Y. C. held a ladies' day, the fleet saihng
down the bay in the afternoon, a supper and dance following.

The revised times of the Larchmont Y. C. regatta of July 4 show
that Marguerite, and not Aura, won in the cabin cat class.

The special regatta of the American Y. C which was postponed
July 6 for lack of wind, wUl be resailed on Sept. 1.

Mr. George L. Kingsland, a member of the New York Y. C. since
18,55, died on July 16 at the age of 63.

Windward, yawl, has been sold by Mr. Whitehouse to R. H. Pee-
bles, of New York.

Arab, sloop, has been sold by Edmund Fish to F. M. Freeman, of
Bellhaven, Conn.

Windward, sloop, has been sold by G. O. Shattuck toG. A. Adams of
New Bedford.

Mr. N. D. Lawton has replaced the 40ft. Chispa by a 25ft, Cape
cat.

Starl ing, steam yacht, has been sold by E. A. Seccomb to David
Dows.
lone, sloop, has had a lead cigar added to her keel.

Yacht Pictures.
Fob list of yacht pictures s'^nd your address to Forest and Stream

Publishing Company, 318 Broadway, New York,

No Kotlce Taken of Anonymoiu Oorreapondents.

pROviDBNeiE, R. L—The J'feic/, Land andWaur&nd. the lllm-
trated SjMrtinci and Dramatic News, all of London.
JA, P., Manchester, Va.—Please name some good book on chub
and pike-fishing; also one on baaB-flsblng. Aa<=. The chub is not
classed among game fish by American writers. We have seen
chub ta.ken with crickets and helgramites by black bass flsher-
.men. Worms and small minnows bave also been used success-
fully. All of the general angling works of the Forest and
STBEAii catalogue r-ontaiu chapters on pike. For the black bass
there is nothing else equal to Dr. Henshall's two toooks, "Tbe
Black Bass" and "More about the Black Bass."

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following;

July21-33.-lndependent Gun Club tournament. Plaiafleld, N.J.
July 33.—New Jersey State Trap-.Shooters' League seventli

annual tournament, Claremont, N. J.
.July 26 --Boston Shoo'iug Association's tournament, under

manag* meat of Oapt. A. W. Gore, Wt-Uington, Mass.
July 26-,27.— Fourth annual shooting tourntiment and family

picnic of the Tri-State Gun Clubs, at Coney L^land, Cincintjati,
under the management of Henry Goodman, A. C. Dick and Wm.
E. Limbers.
,luly 26-27.—Second tournament of the Michigan Trap-Shooters'

League. Grand Rapids, Mich. R. O. Wharton, Sec'y.
July 26 28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Watertowu, N. Y.
July 28-29.—Corry Guu Club tournament, Oorry, Pa.
July 28-30.—Johnson City Gun Club tournament, Johnson City,

Tenn.
.Inly 28-30.—SoTirgfleld Gun Club tournament, Springfield, O,
July 29 —Dexter Park .Shooting League team contest. Dexter

Park, L. 1.

July—.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, team contest, at
Claremont, N. J.
Aug. 9-i;i.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's an-

nual tournament, Reading, Pa. Walter D. Filer. Rec'v.
Aug. 9-13.—West, Point Gun Club tournament, 'VVeet Point, Miss.
Aug. 10-11.-Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Burlington, la.
Aug. 10 13.—Missouri State Amateur Association tournament,

at L-xington, Mo. Added purses. Address G. A. .Stuiges, Sec'y.
Aug. 14.—Lincoln Gun Club tournament, Alameda Point. Cal".
Aug. 19.—California State Shooting Association tournament.

Concord. Cal.
Aug. 16-19.—Standard -Keystone Target and Trap Co., fifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
Aug. 17-18.—Gaillard Gun Club tournaaient, Natchez, Miss.
Aug, 18-20.—Highland Guu Club tournament, Des Moines, la.
Aug. 33-26.—Internat'onal tournament, Des-chre-shos-ka Island,

Detroit. Mich, Live birds and targsts.
Aug. 29.—California State Shooting Association's tournament.

Concord, Cal.
Aug. 30 to Sent. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club tournament, at

HackettstowD, N. J ; two days at targets, third day at live
pigeons. Address James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. .1.

September.—Saratoga Gun Club, annual tournament, at Sara-
to?a, N. Y.
Septemner.—Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Denver. Col.
September.—Flarry Thurman's tournament, on Pier, Atlantic

City. N.J.
Sept. 5.—Frankfort Game and Fish Protective Association, first

annul] tournament, at Franfefort, N. Y,
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Jacksonville, 111.

September (seccnd week). — Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association tournament, at Aunurn, N. Y.
Oct. 5-7,—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper. .Sec'y.
Oct. 12-13.—Wilmington Rod and Gun Club tournamtnt, Wil-

mington, Del.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Soraerville Gun Cltib touinament, Somerville, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
We have been informed, and the information ia presumed to be

reliable, that a match is to take place between Jacob J'eniz, secretary
of the Newark Gun Club, and George Raynor of the same club, the
condiiions to be 50 five pigeons per man "for $100 a side. Tbe chal-
lenge was a chaffing one from Mr. Raynor and it aroused the old-
time en husiasm in "Uncle Jake" who determined to enter the ranks
once more and see just how much of his old-time skill he retained.
The date has not been definitely decided upon, hut the inatch wili
probably take place at John Erb's "'Old Stone House" grounds in
Newark. It is a good many years since "Uncle Jake" has faced the
traps in a contest, but still we are inclined to think that we will "go a
box" on his chance of winning.

* * *

The shoot of the New Jersey State Trap Shooters' League to be
held at Claremont on Saturday is expected to be a record-breaker
in point of attendance, as the grounds are easy of access and well
adapted to accommodate a large body of shooters. Sweepstakes will
be s*>otfrom 8:30 A. M. and at 2 P. M. the State championship team
contest will begin. The fact that targets will cost only two cents each
in both the team and sweepstake events will materially increase the
attendance. All New Jersey Central trains from New York will stop
at the grounds. Tnose coming from Newark should get off at Lafa-
yette, which is.only five minutes' walk from the grounds.

The Boston Herald of July 7.—"Certain inquisitive sportsmen have
been prying into the recesses of the covens, just to find out how the
young partridge are getting on. Tne report is full of promise
Broods are large and healthy, and unless some such mysterious ail-
ment as that of last year attacks the young birds between now and
the autumn tbe sportsman is not liKelv' to be as disgusted with his
luck as he generally was last fall. Two bad years running are the
exception, and probably the average per gun for '92 will be consider-
ably beiier than it was in 'SI. The noaener, however, is certain to
come out on top, as he always does."

* * *
The open tournament of the Independent Gun Club to be held at

Plain field, N. J. to day and to- morrow wUl dravc a big crowd, "i'argets
will be charged for at the uniform rate of three cents each. Blue
rook targets will be used. One-half a cent for each target thrown
will be divided into five average moneys each day. This should insure
a neat purse. The pxogram .comprises events at 10, 15 and 30 targets
each, and each alternate event will be at unknown angles from
known traps. "Dutchy" Smith will be prime hustler during the
shoot.

*
*

The Round Bay Gunning Club, of Baltimore, Md., will hold a pic-
nic at Acton's Park on Monday, July 25, and the proceeds of the ex-
cursion will be applied to the purchase of three solid gold medals to
be presented to the men who saved the lives of the eleven persons at
the foot of Hanover street, July 3 The presentation speeches will be
made by Ed. Thomas, president of the ciub.

An interesting shoot given by the Carondelet Gun Club was that of
the medal shoot July 10, Mr. Labruyere won the gold medal killing
sixteen birds straight. In the confusion shoot, which was an inter-
esting affair, the score resulted as follows: Branecke 5, Hart 8
Schrempp 7, Yockey 3, Loy 6, Roy 5 and Labruyere 7.

'

* *
President Baker of tbe Baker Gun Company, while shootmg for

practice on the grounds of the gun club at Batavia, N. Y., on July 9,
received some copper shreds from an exploding cartridge m bis ri"ght
eye, producing a painful injury. Dr. LeSeur was called and removed
the particles from the eye.

i- * *
The members of the Watertown (N. Y.) Gun Club anticipate a big

time during the Interstate shoot to be held on July, 26, 27, and 28.
The Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association guarantees .$200 on the
first day, |350 on the second and $200 on the third. The usual aver-
age moneys will be awarded in the classes.

* *
i:

While cutting hay on his farm, near White House, N. J., on
July 11, S. K. Large uncovered three nests of quail. He says these
birds were never so plentiful in his section as now. But when the
gunning season opens he expects ;to have the usual hard time to
find the game.

* *
if.

The Savannah (Ga.) Press, of July 8. says: "Gun clubs seem to,
have the 'mning' on all other clubs now. Every day or so the pop,
poo of their guns can be heard on Hutchinson's Island. Yester-
day it was the Fore«t City and Independent clubs. The former
won on a score of 103 to 96,"

* * *

E. D. Fulford wiites as follows from Bryan, O, : "1 am pushing my
line toward Chicago, with a force of 80 to 100 men, through a splen-
did coimtry , I never saw so many quail. Every day I see from 8 lo



FOHEST AND STHEAM.

16 CGveys in a drive of fKom 10 to 30 miles. The young are big enougto
to fly strong. Expeet great sport in the fall.

"

* * *

With twenty men from Knoxville, ten from Bristol, three from
WashingrtOD, half a doz u fro n LyQCbburg-, added to the local con-
tingent, JohDson City shoulJ show one of the biggest tournaments of
the year. The added money, merchandise and special prizes for
averages are the combination that catch the boys.

* * *

The following scores were made at the shoot of the Passaic Olty
Gun Club at Pa«Ra>c. NT. J . on .July 9.— Tiiirty birds each: Wise 27,
Kevift 20, Hall 26, Lenotie 21, Rei 1 18, Bowes 17. Giston 33, Smock 17,

Stone 37, Coman 2^, Jellerae 23, Hemion J8, Tolten 14, Campbell 23,

Abbott 21.

* * *

The Curry Gun Ohib tournament a*^^ Corry, Pa., next week, will at-

tract the full strengfh of 'he PeunsylviDia trap shooting fraterni.tv.

Corry is dehghffuUv situated for a s >oot and every person in the
town will assist in entertairing the visitor.s.

* * *

The eleventh meet of the Ma'lison County Sportsmen Association
will txke placf at Cazenovia. N, Y. Two days' shoot nt kiiig birds on
the gun club's new grounds, the first week In August. I'pr ipro-

gramme address Will H. Cruttenden. Oazenovia, N. Y,

***
From Busyrii', O , we learn that the gun club members are going:

ab^ad with the prepaiations for their shooting tournament, which
Will be held on Weonfsday and Thursday. July 27 and 38. It is proD-
able a large crowd will be in attendance.

*

The White House (N. J.) (iun CluH is offleered as follows: President.

.T. H. Dasis: Vice Pretident, S. K- Large: Secretary, M S. Anderson;
Trea>;\irer and General Manager, U. jiishop. The club will run a
merchandise shooc in the fall.

** *

E D. Fulford shot at 100 targets ou July 4 at Wauseon, .0., asid

broke 98. He was to shoot at live birds, but as they could hot be pro-
cured targets were substituted.

The Fond dii Lao (Wis.) Gun Club has been organized with the fol-

lo^flng officers President, M. S. Tredeven; secretary, A. E. Keating;
treasurer, L. F. McLean: captain, JM. M. Ander.son.

The tournament of the Forester Qxm Club advertised to take
place on July 86 and 27, has been postponed until later in the season
when it is hoped it will be cooler weather.

a * *

The ninth contest of the Connecticut Shooting League will bn held

on the groimds of ihe National Guu Club at Wallingford on July 26.

Tne fuu will start at 9 A. M.

Why is it that the Interstate Manufacturers' and Pealei s' Associa-
tion does not arrange for reduced fares dtiriug the mohthly tourna-
ment?

* * *

At JCilamazoi, Mich., on July 7, Win. Orm^by broke 14 out of 50

cl&y pigeons, his shOQttag timd being 2 minutes, 17 seconds. He used
four guns.

^

The members of the Foresters' Guu Club, of Fleming* on, N. J.,

have assurances of a large atteadance at their tou.rjmmen^t pn July
26andS7,

The Manhattan Guu Qlnbwlll IxftU^^anJnyltation shoot at Dextei
Park on Aug. 3. The principal feature will be a contest at 10 live

pigeons,
* '

Had it not been for the West Virginia and Plainfleld, N. J., oontin-

gentii, the White House tournament would nave been very Hat.

* * *

Ah the Rochester, Buffalo, Saratoga, Johnstown, Aubiu'n and S.yra-

cuse shooters are expected at Watertown next week.

XJlass and Helgins will have anotjier match at 100 live birds each'
Glass should win by a wide margin.

f ^ *

The West Side Trap -^hootine League will hold ite monthly team
shoot at Wcodlawn Park to-day.

* * *

The Park-^ rshurg (VV. Va.) Gun Club will run au exftfl,r«ion frqm
that place to Hantlngton on July 24.

* * *

Don't forget. Tai:g-et^ only 2 cents e^ph at the JSIew Jersey League
shoot at Claremonc on Satm-day.

**«
Teipel's Park, in Gorangton, Ky.i-is toepoiniiiff^aiiteJi popalar place

for trap contests. .

* * *

S. W. Bbea, mayor of Bristol, Tenn., will be with his club at the
Johnson City meet,

* * *

The great auburn-haired yp4th"€J!P^n K;i^0XV.8fei GShas. B. Rosa, will

be at Jonnson City.
^

The Somerville (N. J.) GunClrfb wiMi hold a tournament on Opt. 19
and 20.

* * *

The Kansas City (Mo.) Gun Club tournament on Aug. H and 4 will

be a Dig affair.

Ebp(J« Island shooters complain of a scarcity of sport at the
tvm

*

Wm. B. Hobart has severed his connection with Von Lengerke &
Detmold.

* * *

The Pier Club of Atlantic City shoots on the pier every Friday.

A gun and rifle club is to be formed in Raleigh, N. C.

C. H. TOWSEND.
New London will attract a big entry list.

Onondaga County.
Utic*-. N. Y., Julyl5—Oiondaga County Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, cinb Bhooia, 2.5 kingbirds, A. 8. A. tuI'-b:

Booth Illmil 1 11 i 11 1111 1 noil 1-2i
Kol lies 11111 0 1 Gill 1 1111 1 nil 1111-23
Knowlton lllllimilinOlOllI mil—24
Kilbonrn 0I]0111Uin]011iniinil-2:J
J Pfei tier 1 1 Oil 11 1 101 101 111001 01011-lS
tfunter niiiiiuiinmiiuinii-?.'i
Ga»-es iiiioiinRiiinoinimoo-20
M'zner 11111010110101111111110(10 -IS

Elliott inioiiiinuiniiiiniio-g.3
Smith llliilll'lOillllOilllOn 10-20
Kiuges iiiiiiinn,oiiiniinnii-33
Henn'nK OlLUlOlOnillllOllOUOOl—20
Miiispi u. umonnoinifii i in 1 1110-20

Sh^-rman 02011100il00l01111inoi01—le
Hicks. 1011011010,11 10111110,11 1-19
!=mvth oiiiaiuiiioiooniiooioi— 17
P irker 1 lini 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 01 1 0001 1 000-15
Harris llOllIinOlliOlOJll 111)01-20
French llOnOOOOOUOOOlOOllOOOOl—10
Badge shoot at 25 kingbirds fromtxper' Tr-p :

Gates IIOIIOI 111 110100011001111-17
Booth lllimillOlllinill 11111-24
KUhourne llOlOlillinnOlOlliOllll-20
Sml'h IIOOIOCOOOOOIIO t
Preiffer. llOl 1 101110.0100001111111^17
Elliott iominoninniiiiniii-:23
Hunter nillUllilinil[linilll-g5
Smvth - OOlOlllOlllOllOOlOllw
Knowlton lOlllOinUOilOlililllin—21
Barria'. ,....,,Oilllw

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
Thb regular weeklv shnot of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun

Club was held at Woodlawn Park, L. 1., on S^ixirdav, Jnlv 16.
'Ihe competition was for the gold and .silver medals. Mort Van
Brunt won the gold one with a scoro of 18 out of 20, and D. Deacon
again won the silver one with a score of 16. Several livf-bird
.sweepstakes were shot ofle, also four matches between Dr. Wynn
and K,. R. Street. The scores:
Club eold and silver medals, 20 Keystones, 3 trap°, unknown

angles. 18yds. rise, American Association rules. Also three sweep-
^lases: igt. 2d, 8d.
Deacon 11101101111011111101-16
Bennett 0inilll00ll011OllO10-J2 5 7 5P Hegeman OlOOdOOOOOOlOOOliUll- 6 4 6.
AH^geman 100111 IIiil 111110110-15 3 6 6Dr Wynn OllOOiinoniiOlllOOO—11 .. .. .P Adams^ (KllOlOOlOOOOOOOOOOOO- 3
J*Ii Brunt 101110111111! 1111111-18 8 7 5*AW Adams 1110 OinOOlOOOlOaHl- 8 8 4 4
*0r J Adams lOllOlOllliOlIJOJllO-lS
*f^ordham lOOOOOIOOdCOlOnoOOOO- 3O A Ss kes. . .. , inoillOOOni 1011000-12

Street 00101000011000000011- 6 .. .. .,
Visitors and not members entitled to compete. Referee, Mr.W. F. ^ykes

; scorpr, Mr O. A.Dellar.
Sweepstake at 7 live birdo, ilfl entrance, 3 moneys:R R Street 1211210-6 A W Adams ^22001-3

I)r \Vynn 2101111-6 C A Sykes....- 22] 1123- 7D Bennett 1120200 -4 H W Blaitmacher 1111121—7M Vat) Brunt ]221in-7 W F Sykes OlOlw
S H»-geman 0011211^-5
Same conditions:
RR Street niini-7 C A Svkes 1202122-6
'L''-Wynn... 1121101-6 H W Blattmacher 1020111-5

1311221-7 J Adams 0111202-5
Match shoots, $20 a side and birds:

Dr Wynn 1100111111-8 2121111111-10 21111-5 111-8R R Street 1212012120- 9 . 2112210221— 9 11110-4 010-1

Wheatou Outshoots Shelley.
A NUMBKB of Jersev sportsmen went to Morrislown, N. J., on

July 12 CO witness the 23-blrd match between .Ks. E. Wheaton, of
the Newark Gun Club, and R. S. Shelley, of Morristown, which
took place on Frank Class's shootine: grounds. The match was
for IS25 a side. und<^r HurlinghKm rules. On the thirteenth round
Wbeaton had killed 10 to Shelley's 4, and at this stage the Morris-
town man threw up the sponge.
In a 4-bird sweep, $3 enirv, which followed, the scores wer^:

0«8tle. 2111-4 Tenaud 2010-2
grddea 1211-4 Riley 10 0-2
Wheaton 1111-4 Hathaway 0(120-1
Timmins 0111-3 Riggott 2111-^
Toe winding-up shoot of the day was at 25 targets per man, the

results being a"* tollows: Timmins 21, F. Qnimbv 20, A. Qnimby
20, Hathaway 20, Carl i ale 16, Tunison 19, Riie^ 18, HlUie, Mucb-
moT-p It), Day 16, Tenaud 15, f^eek 1.5, Shelley 14. Guailen 11, Piper
10, Mahan 9.

liOng Iisland Sportsman^s Club.
Only four members of the Long Islnnd Sportsman's Club were

present »t the regular monthly shoot at D'-xter Park. L. L, on
Monday. July 11 . L. Gertzlipger won the medal for the first time
with a s'ore of 16 ru' of 20. SruPtzl« took the lion's share in the
following swefpstsJcf 8 f-hiots. The scores:
Club shoot. 20 bhierocks, two traps, 18yds. rise, monlhlv shoot

for gold medil.
Fluf gel . . .OllOlOlllllOinilOOl-14 Thiel 10101110101101110011-13
Gentzl^s'rlOlOlllllllll 1111010—16 Stueizle.. 01101111111101011101-15
Sweepstake sboots, 25c. entrance, two moneys in each:

ist. 2d. ;31. 4th.
S'uetzie 101111-5 moiinoi— 8 oinniin— 9 uiiiiini—lo
HuFgel nilOO-l 1011110101- 7 0110101111- 7 0111111111-9
Genizlinger,..nii000 - 2 3111110000- 6 1010111111- 8 lOlOHIOiO—

6

•Thiel 110111-^ lOlJOllOOl- 6 OllOlUOlO- 6 lOllOlOUl- 7

Wauregan Gun Club.
Skveeal members of the Wauregan Gun C'uh paid a visit to

the club's new ground^ at Pelham H;eig)its, W. stchestervand shot
off three sweepstakes cod tests on Sa tuxday, July 9. W. H. Brick-
ner and J. Loonie were thf> principal winners. The scort-s:
Ten live birds, 5 traps, 27yd3. rise, SOyds. boundary, M, H. i-ules,

$3 entrance, 2 moaeyg:
E B-irnboeft 2111211100-8 J J Loonie 0021222023—7W H Brickner 0121210121-8 S C Barnnm .1003200200-4
Five birds, S2 entratcf ; 2 monies:W H Brickner. 33112—5 S C Darnum 00320-2

K Bornhoef t 00222—3 W Hutchinson 00020—1
J J Loonie .1-100—3
Sams:
W H Brickner 12000—2 S C Barnum 00110-2
E B irnhoeft. 01003 -2 W Hutchinson 03000-1
J J Loonie 12222-5

TexfLS Traps.
LAKF.DO, Tex.. July 8.—Gn the "gloriooa Fourth" the Laredo

Gun Club held its shoot in Heisht Park. There was a large gath-
ering of spectators, and many people from out of town were
present.
The flr<=t shoot was 10 single hi uerocks, which scored Dryer, of

Laredo, 6, Colst. of San Diego. 7. Critz=>r, of San Antonio. 7, Field,
of Laredo, ,8, Statem, of Laredo, 6, Haynes, of Laredo, 8, Blaler,
of Sm Diego, 9, Miret, of Ssn Diego, 3. G. C. Woodman, of Laredo,
8. .J. J. Haines, of Laredo, 5, D. K. Murohison, of Laredo. 6, F.
ttldder, of San D'ego, 4; wnich rebulted in Blaier, of San Diego,
wmuing first prize.
The sevfnth and last regular shoot wa« live pigeons, which re-

"pl ed as follows-; Drver 8 Oolst fi, Criizer 7, Field 7. Murchi«on
5. Poge 7 Stratham 6, McKnight 1. J. Haynes 2, Dryer winning
first prize. The shooting was Kept up during the day. dosing at
about 6 P.M,and the largo number of spt etator.^ en.ioyed the
sport as well as those who participated.

Waverly Gun Club.
The postponed regular montlily sboot of the Waverly Gun Club

was held on Friday, July 15 at Dpxter Park. O, Hillmer won the
club medal vrith a score ot 6 out of 10 Tne scores:
Rpgular monthly shoot, 10 bluerocks, 3 traps, right and left

angles, A. A. rules:
Hplmstead 1111011110-8 Schulz 1111101101-8
fllUnier llllOinn-9 Fils... 01(fllllOil-7
Grane. 0111101111—8 Mohrman 1110110111-8
Fmkbeiner llOlOllOil-8
A number of sweepstakes followed.

West Shor«is of Syracuse.
Syracuse, July 17.—The West Shore Gun Club, composed of

engineers and firemen, held their shoot Saturday. The following
is the score at 20 blupmcirp:
Crosby....11110111111111111111-19 Jones IIUIOUOOOIIOIOIOIOI-II
Duncan ..innilOOlimoill 111-16 Eddie OlOOOlOOOlJllOllOOOOl- 7
D4VIS OlIlOli'lLlOllUlOOOU—12 Long Ill 001 lUO 111 1011101-15
Peters.... OOaOiOOOOlOOOUlOOlO- 6 R Peters-OOOOOw. — 0
WbitwPll.OOOOjOnilOOlllOllOU- 9 FArrar....lllOQinOlU10llOlOl^l4
Ack'rmanOOulllOomilOlllOll-13 Herma,Q. .lUULUlJOUimiOll-lS

Cleveland Gun Club.
C'LEVEiiAWD, O.. July 11.—The Cleveland Gun Club held their

regular snoot this atternocm. Tamhlyn won the first and Page
second badge in Glass A. Silsby won first and Watts second badge
In Class B. The following were the 8eor»-s made at 80 bird":
Tamblvn 28, Curtis 14, Flick 23, Elworthy 22, Page 24, Watts 19,
Silsby 23.

Boston Shooting Association.
Wellington, Mass., July 16.—Charley Bradbury did some line

shootiiiB to-day at the grounds of the Boston Shooting Associa-
tion, breaking 23 out of 25 targets in the strons; wind which pre-
vailed, and which Is consl' ered by experts to be as good asaclean
score on a calm day. Stanton also dia some good shnoiing, getting
23. ^he scores made in the merGbandlee match follow: Class A,
Br^idbury 23, Stanton 22, Stone 21. Cowee 20, Climax 19, Bond'is,
Clftos B, W^rr^ 81,-(&prp a,v4 ii*le,aCl, ^>|ifti^l8 16.

'
^

North Side Gun Club.
FoTJETBEN members of the North Side Gun Club turned nnt onTuesoay, July 12, at the Queens County Driving PaXrMRspeth

^•//i-'K°/"™P^i^u''' ^J""
regular monthly shoot of the club fo? the

l^n'^^f average scores for the annual Ss. Theveteran A. Duryea and J. Tiernan tied with scores of seven
ft^l^.^''

the latter withdrew from shootinroff and Duryea took
^^^^m?^"^- A? sweepstake contpsts, m-ss and out, the M^er -

Tb^ scores?
^"'^"'^'P'^l winners. O. H. Meyer shot in fine fom.

Club shoot for gold badge:
^ Class A. niasR B

aisi? MOM.™tog...'.'':.,.i,.„o,_3

D|fi.T;:;:;;:;;:.-;:;ffifgr| J¥'rSi.:v. 3!Srf

gv&v.-. -.-.viafffiri y f.«r • isBSweepstakes, SI entry, miss and out:
OJOUOIW-1

r-n^^+ Ti/r
^'^st Sboot.

^°Jrdt Meyer 12112112 A Luryea . 0
J<M Meyer 3U2mi J Krneger . . . ] 0Sf'as Meyer miO M C Manning. . . .'.'.lO

.......2110 JTiert^an... ... .1110HKuhnast 22112110 O Sceffens :] no
r. ,, Second Shoot.
S9J;^^Meyer mo HKuhnast nil

B^^i^^^^iJr-o->r c stefliens.... ......v.'.. 2inReferee, Mr. S. 'Lyon.
^xi.L

Independence Day in Texas.

he^^?onTn'«F?,^.^,^'^^^•-'^^^!^''°**^= '^O'ltest that took place

Sa^'1^'7!&i O.^W&e?\!=E?p^/;s'oS^^^ ' "^^'^

Schwim o''^"''*"""''''''
^^"'"^ ^^' ^'"^'^ ^°' ^^''^^^'^ 9. Thompkins 8.

Or^aig^arld^'^ili^ats I'^^i^^^t'zT'^'^'"^
""^^ ^^"'^--'

pa^v^eit'yi&ri^^iS^^^^^

6, GUhamSluls^S; Wade^l^'^''
'^lompkins

8, Williams and Payel

Sa^il^ Ld G^^m'l; W^S'sLYth f '""^ ^'^'^^

Or'lrg'aifd'^^^S^^s^^i/g^a'l''
and Payel 5, Sauls 4,

B ^^^Vf- v*?™® oftbe, shooting done by expert^:
* No' ?n fi hh?I°^\^'

Brown.6, Thompkins .5. Craig 4, Rogers 3.No. 10, 6 blue'oeks: Rogers and Thompkins .5, Craig 4, Brown 8.

H' ^
^'.•^lerocks: Brown. Craig and Rogers 4. '

^™wn ^i.

M •
v|- A ^'""^^^ "^'^ Craig 3. Kogers 1.

^ ?f i
Wuerocks: Brown 4, Craig 3. Rogers 2.No. 14, 6 bluerocks: Brown 4, Rogers 8, Craig 3.

A Pittsburgh Cruelty Case.

^^f^'?*®'^?5^°^®^'l*l^''^^'^i",t«^''s* was broueht up before JudgeEwiug. It was that of M-j E. H. McWhort.r and J. O^R.
^^^I'^'.^^y^^^-'^ot the f^ponsm-n^s As^ociati-n, who were
^P^;^^^^^^'' ^^Yf^y}o &r^yma.ls. The charge was bas^d upon a
wo.^ d °°

;
''^'^ '^^ association's grounds in the Nineieenth

.i^'^Fi^
Ewing charged the irry that the Supreme Court hadrecently decided that It was not cruel to kiU pigeons whet^ the

to°. t?il J^f interest of skill; that if a wounded pigeon
nl^ni "^^^ f question for the jury as to whether Ir was

'

cruel or humane to deprive it of suffering. The judge .i,ed the
K I""**

^^^^ ^^''^^^^ luote'S from ihe Seripiurethat birds and fish are made for the pleasure of man. Th« iurv

JtSlftf
* not enilty.-Pittaburfih Commercial Gaiette,

At Hollywood Trap.

^i^^?.'''*;^?'*-^'^^'^.'
N./.' -Tuly 1.5.-The Independence Sweepstakes

shoot, the fourth of the summer's series of shooting * v«nts atHollywood, took place at the grounds of the Hollywood Gun Clnb
this arternoonm the presence of a fair-siz«>d crowd. Tho conoinons
were 10 birds, at rises ranging from 26 to 31yds. and il5 entmncege. Inere were ten participants, including Cipt. M .ney, Fred

^^l?.'^^
^i^l^s Murphv, Dr. Wilson, NoelMonpy, W. B. Thompson, Walter Leonard. Gonid Hoyt and Philin

S^/i?fr^*''.''-
Wilson won first mon^y, 70 per cent, of the

tees, killing h's teii straight birds. Noel Money and Walter Leon-ard tied tor second money, each killing eight.

Newark Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club, at John Erb's on

July 14, was slimly attended, only half a dozen mpmbers taking
part in the club shoot, at 10 targets per man. Despite the exces-
sively hot weather the birds were as fine a lot as ever were
trapped on the grounds, everyone of them being a veritable
' srorcher." The scores were as follows:
Collins 1232312212-10 Raynor .0120in0in- 6
Lindsley 2132]ol]22— 9 Lpddy ]o012'^a2-''0—

7

Castle. . Oinimn- 9 Hedden .1121112nL-10
At this point the supply of birds gave out and ended the tport.
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The White House Gun Club.

On Tueadav mornjner, July 13, the meTObors of the White Hniise
(N'. ,r.) Gun Club felt sanguine of succef-s in their vputure of open-
ing a two-days' trap tournaroent, for ai the opening hour quite a
r+'sp-cable coulineent of ^iaitors were on hand and they were
quHe sure liiot the num'ier would be auKtnented before the day
vas far advanced. At t^e opening liour there were on hand
Mtssrs. Brar t'ngliani. Squierp, Sot er. Aptrar and Plerpon of the
lod^penrient Gun C'luhof Plainfielri; M P. L'ndaleyof Hobolien;
Wright. Mver and Bnrt of 'be Island City Gun Club of W heeling.
W. Va., and R. Dickey of SomTville. The day wore on, however.
Without an> further aocesstona to the ranks of the contestants,
nat ft single member of the local club firing a shot in any of the
regular events.
The grounds of this club are situated almoit a half m'le from

the White House Depot of the New JerFey Central Railroad, r>n

the farm of S. B. Large, who has erected for them a neat 15x20
house. Sitnater' right in the >'€art "f the most thriving agncnl-
tursl section of >Tew Jerpey. White House offers great attractions
to visitors. The country is rolling, with a rich soil particulaily
adapffd to the raising of fine fruit. Peach orchards are pfeen in
eVf rv direction, and the county also boasis of a large numbpr of
stcck farms, as well as extensive dairies. The place received its
name many yrats ago from the old "White House Hotel," situ-
ated almost; a mile fiom the depot.
The shnotine during the tournament was at keystone targets

thrown from keystone traps, all at known angles. On the open
ing dav <'vent8 Nop. 1,3 and 5 were at 10 tarerets ea''b, $1 'nir>

,

JSIos. 3, 4, 7 and 10 nt 15 targets each, jfl 60 entr) ; Nos. 0 aim 9 at 20
targets each. $2 entry, and No. 8 at S5 targets each, $3.fj0 entry,
The scores tollow:

1 $ 3 U 5 6 II 8 9 10 AveraoG:
Brantringham ........9 713 s) 9 17 12 18 .. .. 77.50'
flquiers- ,.. , 5 9 9 9 9 10 ... ,

1^'nrlsley 6 7 11 11 9 14 8 IH 15 U 70.09
M>e.rs...: 9 7 9 11 8 15 11 23 19 W 80
P'erson ; 5 7 8... 7 15 17 9 61.81
Wright 8 9 13 14 7 19 14 24 18 14 S9.67
Poper 6 .7 12 11 8 1(5 ....
Burt 8 9 13 10 10 13 11 2;n7 10 83.23
Apgar 11 10 19 13 23 18 14 80.16
Dickey 5 4
kSlCx-ra No. 1, 10 singlep, SI entry: Apear 10. Myer 9, Llndsley 8,
Wright T, Piersou 6, Bigt-op 6. Brantrii gham 5, Burt 4.
No. 3, snme: Apgar 9, M"- rs 8. Wright 7, Liiidslev 6. Burt 5.
No. 3, pame: Lever 5, Bishop «, Pierton 4. Soper 3, Dickev 3,

Vt orh"es 2, Sohenc k 2.

No. 4, same: Bishop 7, gquiers 5. Pierson 5, Lever 5, Voorhees 4

TJie Second Day.
On Wednesday morning the members once more tried to antici-

pate a E-ood aitenriance, and once more were iheir hopes dashed
to the ground. The weather, as on the opening dav, was intensely
hot, with scarcely n breath of air until near 4 o'. lock, w' en there
was a Strom? blow lasting for an hour. It was after 1 o'clonk hn-
fore a t^hol was fired, the only visitors hping .T. L. Smith, of Hack-
ettst'iwn. and M-thlon Ruppell, of Milford. The regular pro-
gramme was abnn oned a^d a Peries of ten target events substi-
tuted, the results being appended:

Sml*h 6 7 9 8 8 7 7 7
Buppell 89888 10 86
Bi«bop 98» 10 08667
Hi-ndersot , 3 2 5 5 8 3.. 3
Davis 3 2 4 3.
Large

, 3 3 8 '.

Cole 7 4 a

Team Shoot at Mobile.
Mobile, Ala., July S.—The team shoot which took place here

yesieiday was a pleasant affair throughout and all the visitors
were pleaspd with the a-ratigements. The tenm contes'- was for
tenms of six men each, from any "luh. at 13 singles and 4 pairs of
tflrgeiB per m- n. First honors were divided bv the Dixie &un
Clut^ (of Pensacola, Fla.) and the GrecTisboro (N. O.) Gun Ciub.
The scores:

Dixie Gw Olnb.
Hutchinson IIIOIIIIOIO'I 10 00 10 00—10
Fordes lOllOlllllOl 10 01 11 10—14
Turton 111111111101 10 10 K) 10-15
Vidal 111111011111 10 11 10 10-16
Muiaon. iiioininn 11 11 01 oo-ie
Yates 111010111101 10 10 10 11—14 85

Greensboro Gun Club.
Dallas lllllinilOO 11 10 11 10-10
Barbour 110101111110 10 10 10 11-14
Mathews lllOlllOtHl 00 10 On 00-10
Blount .llUOlOmni 10 11 00 10—13
Ward lOllinillOl 01 11 10 01—15
JRandolph 111111111111 10 10 01 11—17—85

Mobile Wing Shot Club.
Ladd ..IIIOUOOIU 10 11 11 10-15
Rodgers. 11101001 lOOO 10 tiO 10 10— 9
Mmgold 111111111011 00 10 00 10-13
Vass 111111110111 10 00 10 10-14
Lott IIIOIOIIIUI 10 11 11 10-16
Dimmlck 111010111111 11 10 00 00-13- 80

Mobile Gun Club.
Vass 110111111111 10 00 10 10-15
Boltz OllOlOllOlll 10 11 11 10-14
W' eener... OOOIOOUIIU 00 10 10 10-10
Tibolt 110010011101 10 10 00 10-10
Flneh HOOOllHOll 10 10 11 10-13
Caslen 000111111100 10 10 11 10—13-'

Brewton Gun C tub.
Buck....... lllllllllUl 10 00 10 00-14
Bass

, OIIOIIOIOIOI 01 10 10 10-11
Stevens 110111101010 00 10 00 111—10
Lovelace 111111101110 10 10 10 10—14
Theis .111111101100 10 10 00 00—11
Rankin 111101011011 10 11 lO 10—14—74

Soranton (Miss.) Gun Club.
Gau'ler imillllUl 10 00 11 00—15
E Gaufier.... 101111101110 00 11 01 11-14
Inze lOOOtilOllOlO 10 10 00 10— 8
Fountaine 101100111111 11 1] 00 10-14
Haynie, . ... COllOlOlOOlO 00 11 O't 10- 8
Wallace 111100011001 00 00 11 11-11-iM

The Unknown Gun Club.
This fine weather of Thursday. July 14. drew a big crowd of the

mtmbers of the Unknown Gun Club to Dexter Park, L. I. It w»8
th« rPKu'ar monthly shoot for fie championship trophy and three
es'ra imzes. The ties for the first divided, 0. Hnbbell won the
SBconri prize and W. Munch the third; O. Hubbell ^so won the
sweepstake, miss and out prize. The scores:

Sevf^u live birds, H. an^l T traps, 80pds. boundary:
Lohden 1030002 -3 E Vroom 21011 ?2—

6

D'e i-n, OLIOOOO—3 AMerrihew 2102300—4
MOinchBSter 0in22-6 a Knebel 1113112-7
J Rinkez 1012003-4 J Plynn 01oO.-233—

4

JDovle 1112113—7 Schumacher ..1103111—6
DrSohwartz 1112111—7 I Hvde 0111111—6
J Vagte 1111021—6 JVanLeben lO.'llU—

6

C K 0] 1 ver , . .0111313—6 W M 1 n ch 310021 1-5
J AKhuTSt ..0111211-6 C Detl"fsen, 1210131—6
WSkidmore.... .2112001—5 ABorkland .1113211—7
n Hubbell 3112110-6 M J Rathbone 1101o31-5S Ri.'merman .........00 2201—4 DrLit'le 12!S012 6
"'Saurer 0100023-3 W Gilman 3130011-5
PSweenez..,. 0100111—4

Swpep«take. $1 entrance, miss and out

:

M J RathbO'ie. .0 O D'^-lefsen. 1110
C Hubbell .,111111111 W Gilman .... ,. 0
AMerrihew tt ' G Van Sice 10
.1 Mejrihew millllO J Bolten 0
Drlilttle...... ....1110

The Keystone Annual.
New Londok, Conn,, .inly 16.—We have found it necessary to

chatige the dales for our annual tournament in order to accom-
modate a number of local shooters and as ihe week following the
dates nlreadv claimed bv us have been claimed for the Des Ct>ree-
Sho.'^-Ka ahoo^. wit;h whicts we do not care to onnfl'ot. we have
decided to bold our shoot on Aug. 30 and 31, and" Sept. 1 and 3,
which we shall be pleased to have you note.
Programmes will be ready for . distribution on Aug, 1. and we

will send you a supply so that you will be able to furnlsb shooters
that mav write to yoti for same.
In addition to our regular trophy contests and diamond ring

Individual cbamp'onship the fir't. race betwcpen the N' w Jersey
and Connfcticut State League Tenms will be shot during the
tournament and also the team race between tlie Eist and West.
We are also getting up a very attractive programme of regular
events. One event will be shot under our novelty rule, open to
all, TTibody barred; th» n an event under ti^e Toterst.ate Associa-
tion hand irap, alternating, flrst one and then the other through
the entire programme. This is quite novel and is bnund to draw.
In shooting the novelty rule we use 16 trans instead of 10, Six traps
are placed in the field OOvds. frohi Ihe score and throw right and
left quartering and straight incdm''rs. LInknown traps, unknown
aneles and different distances. This will make intensely Ihterest-
irg shooUng and we believe that the anmteurs will, at least at this
first shoot, make nearly as good scores as the fxperts. The sur-
plus money will, however, be added to the latersiate Association
handicapped events, so that in case the amateurs do not shoot as
well In the novelty rule, events- they will not lose the opportttaity
of getting their averages in the amateiir Class. We have made a
study of this novelty rule, and made a practical test of it, and
have come to the conclusion that it.;is the coming rule and will
give entire satisfaction. The management reserves the right to
modify the rules governing the phoot to please the me.i jfity of
shooters present, and every shooter that at tends Will get. all the
shr>ot1ng he could wish for and to his own liking.
Hotel accommodations will be first c1ps°, reduced railroad fa'^es

will be obtainable, and everything will be dpne to provide for the
comfort and pleasure of visiting sportsmen. We have the finest
located grounds in America, right on the banks of the famous
New London Harbor, and they are being laid out with tourna-
ment fixtures that will make them second to none in the world.
The tents will be arranged the same as at the Interstate Associa-
tion tournaments, and will present a living mass of canvas, while
the entire f core will be covered with a canvas screen which will
protect the shooter from the snn. H. A. PENitoSE,

(Standard Keystone Target ana Trap Co.).

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

At the monthly shoot of the Onei'ia County Sportfmen's Asso-
ciation at Urica, N. Y., on July 7, the members shot at blueronk
targnfs thiown frfm espert traps by Paul North's electric pull,
shooting at unknown angles, tJevertheltss the scores were as high
as usual. Elliott made a straight in the shoot for the club prizes.
The f cores:

Medal shoot:
Knowlton l]OO011111111111]Oliriin-3l
Hunter. Ill OlOll 1 1 11 1111 11 lODll 1-21
Kilties OlOiCOllllOHlllOllOlllll-18
Smyth 1111101111111111111111111-24
Elliott II llOniOlOlOlUll 1101111-20
Pfeiffer.. lllOOlOlOlO 0111001111111-18
Wheeler lOllOIUOOOOO'OlOlOOnOlO -12
Kdbourne ICO lOllOllliOOllllllOlll—18
Hehning lOmoilOOl 1 Oil 1010111111-13
Booth lOlOlllllOUiniOll 111111-21
Gilmore OlOliOllOOlOnOOOllDlllll -15
Harris OlllIOllllllOlllOllllllli—31
Gates 00110101111111111 10110100-r
Club priz9 shoot:

M'llspaugh 1000110111111111111111111—31
Elliott lUllllllinilUllUlllll-25
Knowlton 1111111111101111111111110-23
HuDter ....mOlUlllll 11111111 inOl-28
Booth 11111 llllllOlUllUilllll-24
Kilbourne lOlllOlllOllllllOlOOrilll-19
Kallies : 1111110011111 1111 lllOlill-23
Smyth 101 1 1 111 101 101 1 1 11 1 11 101 1 -21
KIa.yf8 001010000101100000IOO<XiOl— 7
Gilmore 1000011010100001001111110-13
J Pfeiffer IIOIOIIUOIII 101010111111-18
P*rris .llUOlimilimU.1111111-24

The Hamilton Gun Club.

HAMit/roN, Ont., July 11.—The Hamilton Gun Club held its
morthly sho'it on the East Hamilton grounds to-day. The ex-
tremely hot weather accounted for the meagre attendance, Wm.
Stroud succeeded in winning the challenge medalfrimJ. W.
Bowm->n with th" close score of 18 to 10. Th° match as u-ual Was
at 15 singles and 5 pairs. For the club medals Mr. J .Smyth won
with themagnificent s"ore of 24 in first class and Frank Kaiser
won in second class. The new constitution and by-laws of the
club are now in the hands of the members, who feel proud of the
new edition.

Challenge medal, 15 singles and 5 pairs, unknown angles:W Stroud OOllOOlinUOU 01 11 11 11 10-18
J W Bowman OIOIOIIIIII6OOI 11 10 12 00 11—16

Club medals, 35 singles, rapid firing:
Bowman, 1100101110111101001101110-16
J Stroud 0000*10(10100100001000 1 1010- B
Ross 01010011000110100110000(1—1

1

Parker 010011100110011 10'00100]0-12
Kaiser OOUO 0ii0"1101011010li01-15
Wilson 1111011111111111101110010-20
ASmvth - 1101101111111111011011111-21
W Su-oud OOllOOOOlllllOlOUll 1 1010-15
Eby 0111111 lllllUKlOinnill 22
Graham 100 1 1 lOOOOOOOOlOOll 111 1 10-13
.(ones ; ..100100 lOlOOlOlOw
Lindsy 1011100111111000110101110-16W Stroud lUOlOllllOllllOOOOOw
D Smith. 0110110101101011111101101-17
Crooks . OOIOOOOIOUIOIOIOUOIOOIO v
J Smyth llllOlllllllillllllll '111-34

Wilson.

Parkway C^un Club.

There was a good attendance at the Parkway Gun Club's regu-
lar monthly phoot at Dexter Park, L. I , on Wednesday, the ISth
inst. The competition was for th« prizes in Classes A, B and C,
together with the president's medal. J. Ochs wts the only mem-
ber to kill 7 sti-aight and took the medal wifh Cluss B p^ize; J.
Bennett won in Class A and M. Meyer in Class 0. The birds were
good, a light breeze with a cloudy sky made shooting very pleas-
ant. The scores;
Shoot for medal and class prizes, at 7 live birds, 5 traps, un-

known angles:

Class A.

T Short... ...1212012—6 A Andrews 1101100-4
A Botty 0131111-6 H Lemaire 1220112 -6
EHeleans MloUS-O FRausch.... ll-,i0'00-4

J Beniiett .1310111-6 L Moeller .............. .Illo303 -5

Class B.
H JBookman.... 0002012—3 J Ochs 1111211—7
HJS lover .1112210-6 J Link.. 2203130-5
H Bramwell S3iS0I12-6 P Kunzweiler ..1020132—

5

Class C.
M Meyer 0311211-6
Sweepstakes, $1 entry; first, 2 moneys; second, 3 moneys; 3 live

birds each:
Ist. 2d. Ist. 2d.

T Short ....111—3 011-3 J Link 313-3
AAt>dre«8 210-3 100-^1 H Selover 013-2
H J Bookman 202—3 101—3 L MoeUer .... 110—2
HBrflmwell 131-3 111-3 FRausch 000-0
A Botiy 110--3 112-3 J Bennett oil—

2

BHelgans 103-2 110-2 ADon. 133—3
HLeMuire....; 021-3 102-3

First, sweep—Ties div. Second sweep— Bramwf 11, Botty and
Link div. first; Helgaus, Selover, Moeller and Bennett div. second.
Referee, W. Mills.

At I<os Angeles.

The East Los Angeles. (Oal.) Gun Club held its li'st shoot July 4
s.ndirreat interest aftacned to the meet. Tuti b'rds weire blue'
rocks, 13 to a man, nf IS ds rise. The scores were: Gi'^b- 9. Houaer
8, Lewis5, Menasco 8. pI'imm'-T 4, Weidenmin 3, Lee 9, Wh ttnker
5, WellfareS Girj^esS, BrighimS. Dewald 5, Merr^ 7. As -will be-

seen Gibb' and L^e made a ti<?, which b -ing shot oft was- won by
Lee. Gibbs and l^ce then chose sides and a team shoot was held,
which was won. by Gibbs' side by a single bird.

The Fourth at Portland.
The Consolidated Bofi and Gun Clu'^ held its third annual

shoot ing rouvnament at Woodstock. July 4. The attend', nee waa
v(rygrod,and the event was characterized by much excellent
WCk. Hoxie won the first prize fo general average
The first match resulted in a tie between Messrs. Wheeler,

Hoxie, Hughes, Bial and Ril«y.
Match No 3: First prize won by Thorn. .30; .second prize won by

Beal, H); third pr'ze won by Hoxie, 18; fourth nrize, tie by Story
and Krupke, 17; flMh pr tie by Caratierand Paiker, 19: stv^nth
Erizi w"n bv K nzel, IT); t^ighth prize, tie by Hoxi«», Powt-H, Riley,
awrencp, 14; ninth prize, tie by Pii.tock and Wheeler, 14; lenih

pr'z '. Hughes and Erllnger.
Match No. 3: First prize. Thorn, 10; second prize, tie, Barrel!

ana Besl, 9; third prize, tie. Hughes, Hagie, Miliarri, Laige. Hurl-
son. 8; lourrh prize, tie. Rilev, Lawrence. Krufete. Ku zel. 7; fifth
prize, tie, Parker and Powell 6; sixth prize, tie, Jacobson, Rubb
and inraan, 5.

Match No. 4 was the S°lby medal contest. Each team was com-
pos* d of three men. Riley, Real and Krophie won with a store
of 65.

Match No. 5, two handsome gold medals, one to go to the man
making the highps" score who had nevpr won a medal. Hox'e
and Beal were tjie leaders, each 14. Hoxie won in the shoot off,
20 to Beals' -^ 19. '

The Du-^lev diamond medal was the fir=t priz'* in mat^h No 6.
Story Wfm t-he medal, ,28. Then entran'p minev wasdividfd >uto
f'luv parts and was » on b\ Lii^g 36, Kropije, Hughes and Hoxie
34, B»al, PoweU and Millard 23, Wh elcr 21
Msfch No. 7: Fi's' prize. L"ntr, 15; s"roud, Hoxie and Wheeler,

14; th'r^, Kinzel. Riley and Evans, 13; fourih, D^Harl and Par-
ker, 12; ftfm, Millard, Pi-tock, Rnal ami La^vlor, 11; sixin, KrO' ke,
Bubh, Hnahes and ''"rete'hton, 10; ^eventh, Stnrv, doneymm. Bar-
rel anci Carah*--, 9; eightp, Hauli, Seed, Jones, Green wald and
Guis', 8; ninth. B iwlf S nud Honeyman.
Match No. 8: '^'irst money by Loog and Evans. 21; second,

Hoxie auri Bonier, 31; third. Kinztl, Rilev and Beal 20; fourth.
Palmer. Wheeler, Story and Kropse, 19; fifth, Millard, Honey-
man and Cars her, 18.
Match No 9, consolatioi shoot, prfze Winchester repeating

sho gun. Bowl- & and Edear, 9.

Hf xie won the first prize for the general average shoot. The
prize wag a Hack onyx wau h charm.

Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.
The members of the Coney Inland Rid and Gun Club turned

out very strong on Wennesdav, Jalv 13 at Woodlawn Park,
Gravesend, L.I. Thp day ws fovoralvle fir shooting, a light
b-eeze and sligh'ly cloudy. The principal contest was for the
Epp^g diamond badee ard six extra prizes. A good race took
place be'wten A. Eppig, iho donor of the laadee, and F. Pfaender;
the latter won by killing 26 b'rds straight J. E. Orr dropped out
on the 231 round. The birds were n fair Int. The .scores;
Sh.'ot for Eppig badge and s'x ex'ra pr'zi'', at 101've birds:

A Enplg (BOyd- ) 1112111111-10 21111123221323„0
J «chlitra«n (27) 1111111231 10 witndrew.
C.Engleb echt (25) 1010111011- 7 010
L Epp'g (2,3) 000(1120000- 3
FLat zer(3,i) 1031110000— 5 div. flifth prize.W Lohmann (21) 10201(10211— 5 div. If fh prze.
F PfaeBder(i7) 1I1KI1121-10 IlllllUllllllll won badge.W Lair (25) 20^3220^10-7 010
J E V o h^es (28) 012'12llll- 9 11 div. second przs.
F M Laughlin (23) OlllllMll- 9 23 div. second prize.M iKcttnbone (31) 2121121113-10 002'

Dr Litt e (23) 011011 1210— 7 11111 diy. fourth prize.M Elpsns'er (251 ]1220-'o202— 7 110
1 Hvde (2D) I(,r2210-.;2H- 8 110
DrVanKlB(27) 0112120131- 8 210
VV F QulD:lh^ (2() ,.1022011301— 7 11111 dIv. fourth prize.W Hugi'es (25) 2100132113— 8 0
J E On (2.5) 3131121112-10 31211131313310
O Plate (28) 1112011210- 8 110
F Inert (-^5) 1112202221- 9 20
R Lambert (25) 0201011 '010- 4 won sixth prize.
D Leveridge (2^) OailOUlU— 8 111 won third prize.H McLaughlin (35) 101lll?011- 8 10
H Blaitm>-cher (39) 131111212—10 13110W Green (31) 0S00131200- 5 div. fifth prize.
S<\efp«take shoot, 85 entrance, lowest .scores to pay for the

bi ds 25yd8.:
R Lamoert 11011-4 HO F Ibert llUl-5W Lair 11110-4 111
Referee, Mr. H. McLaiigblin; Scorer, Mr. J. C. De Fraine.

Vernon Gun Club.
The members of the Vernon Gun Clu^ hid a team shoot at the

club's grounds, Rifigewood, L 1 , on Tuesday, July 13. Dr. Cor-
bin's tpam was the be.st. The scores:
Ten Knyptonep, 3 trxps, SOyda. rise, A. A. rules:
Dr. Littlt's T'»am— F'rst, Dr. COroin's Team -Fipgt.

Dr Little .0111000111— 6 Dr Sorbin ()OOinoiO,0O— 3
G VanSice 1110 dOOlO - 5 H Knebeis. Jr..niliniril— 9
Dr Cru-chly. ...OOOUllUOO— 4 Dr Schilling lOlll 01010- 4
Dr Dreyer 0000000000— 0 Dr Wei schert.. 00010 01 II— 5
Bullwinkle OOOOO.tOOU— 2 H Haraed 1111100010- 0
G VanSice, Jr , .

1000000001— 2-r-19 Cameron lOOOOOUOp— 3—29
Second Second

Dr Little 1111111111—10 Dr Corbin IIIIQICOQO- 5
KreiUer ...... 00 OO'iOUOO- 0 .S. bqiiug llllOlOull-^ 7
J Merrihew....lOlllOil01— 7 G VanSice lllUHlll—10
H Knebel, Jr..,llOloailO- 7 Scott OllOOlUOI- 6
Cameron OOOOOOIOH— 3 Wischert lOIOOOOilQ- 4
Drerer OOuOOlOOOl— 3 Harned 00 0100100- 2
Cook 0000000000— 0-29 Bullwinkle 0010100011- 4-38

Walnut Hill.

BoSTOKf, July 16.—The Massachusetts Eifie Association held its
regular weekly shoot at its range to-day with a good at endance
of shooters, t'ut the conditions were very unfavorable for high
scores, there being R very strong 9 o'clock wind. Mr. Crownin-
shield won the bronzg and silver pistol medals, Mr. Mervilie the
bronze seal mednl and Mr. Avoy the bronze and silver pistol
medal, distance 200yds„ Standard AiSierican targets, all re-entry
TY\ fl,t.f*.Vi AS °

AH-Comera'Offi-Hand Match.
E H €omey 77 C W Hoimes 73 O Moore 67BE Hunter 73 L Ames 70 B C Snow,. 63

All-Comers' Rest Mai ch.
JFrancis..........l07 O Moore 103 E K Comey . . .91
S Wilder ,105 J B Hobbs ..100 DNWmn.. .89
HLWillard 104 B E Hunter 9r

Ea"ie B'.dge Pistol Match 50yds.
Crowninshield... 95 L Be'l ..89 L B Avay 83M T Dav , 93 D Martin 88 J B Hoobs ...'.83
O Moore... 91

Pistol Medal Match—.50vdB.
L Bell H o M ore ...90 D Martin., 87
MTDrty 92 JBHibbP 89 E HComev 84

B'-onze eagle badge wi' b pistol—Won on 10 s' oivs of 80 or beftet
by F. B Crowninsh'eld, 87. 93, 88 92, 93, 91, 91, 89. 83, 94.
Silver eagle badge with Disrol—WnTi o- 10 ^^r.re.' of ^8 or better

by F. B. Crowninshield, 90, 88 88, 90.93,91.93, 954 91 95.
Bronze anu silver pistol m" dal Won on lOacores of 81 or better

by L. R. Aya^^ 84, 81, 83, 85, 83, 82 84, 85, 83 83. . ,

Rensselaerwyck.
At6AiiT.N,Y.,J,uly 14—The following scores wete mads* to-

da.'* t'iy t,> e Tb^rd B' ieade Rifle Asscoiation, shooting at 2CiQyds.
otS-hand, standard American target:
Wm O tlomph.... 6. 9 3 6 9 9 7-6 9V4-68

7 10 8966868 8-76
,
9 10 10 7 9 ^9 9 9 10 8 90

MajopQhasH Gaus... 7 5 8-5 6 3 8 7 9 10—67
' ' ^ 8, 0 3 9 6 7 5 in 10 8-::'74

.9 9 7 7 7 9-6 6 8 8-76
cwi.'??iifcmi9<j* f-».a h 8. 7 6 r 5 7-^7

- ^ - n ^ f^- I y 6' e 8 7-76
7 8 .7 7 5 0 6 7 9 .5-8(5

ChasFFrey. ....5 10 5 4 9 9 7 3 8 6-66
a .5 5 8 3 7 7 6 9 5-68
8 6 4 6 6 If) r.-S. 6 6-63
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The Miller Rifle Club Team.
BeIjOW will be found a general descrlntion of the shooting

careers of the men who helped win the Fohbpt and Steeam's
handsome tropUv emblematic of the New Jersey rifle champion-
ship, for the Miller Rifle Club, with a most handsome record,
although several clubs were dangerously near. That the Millers
are entitled to the trophy is conceded bv every club entered in
the tournament, as they met many good clubs with very strong
teams. The first man whose career we will present is

CHABLES .TDDSON.

In 1848 Charles .Tudson, then a boy of 12 years, was a drummer
boy with a company of regulars stationed in Texas. One day
during a stroll he stopped at a brook for a drink of water. He
was about to arise when several Indians, members of a band who
were known to be in the neighborhood, leaped upon him and
made him prisoner. For two years he was compelled to stay with
them. They endeavored to induce him to remain witli them.
Tbey gave him a small rifle and a few rounds of ammunition and
they taught him how to shoot game. He made it appear that ne
liked the Indians' life, but was ever on the lookout for the least
chance for escape. At last his opportunity came. Every evening
he would be sent out to bring in the horses of the band of sav-
ages. He took a liking to a horse, which lie knew possessed en-
durance and speed. The latter equine he mounted, and just as
soon as he renched a safe distance from the wigwam he let- the
horse out. His ideas of the horse's speed were verified. Upon
reaching the neighboring hills he looked around him and saw
that a score of the braves were in pursuit. Upon seeing this he
gave the borse bis head with the result that they stumbled upon
a camp of United States scouts. As he was attired in Indian
garb tbey were about to flr'> upon him when he hurriedly cried,
"The Indians are coming." As the latter reached the scouts'
camping place they
turned to retreat but
were fired upon with
ths result that quite a
number were killed
and wounded. After
remaining with the
men a few days he
ioined them, enlisting
as a scout. He remain-
ed with them until 1866,
then being 30 years old.
In all that time he had
never heard from his
father or mother. He
returned to New York,
when, upon the organi-
zation of the Zittler
Kifle Club, he became
one of its members. I^^

all he has shot 135
matches with them,
they never meeting de-
feat. In the Newark
Bundesfest five years
ago he and two others
divided the first,second
and third prizps.
amoiin ting to $500. He
was a member of the
Knickerbocker Rifle
Club and captnin "f
the Seppenfeldt Rifle
Club, of New York. He
is also one of the organ-
izers of the Miller Club.
At presput he is giving
his "Wild Western'"
show in Rockaway. Al-
though he is now £6
years old, Dave Miller
believes'him to be the
equal of any marksmen
in the United States for
all around shooting, in-
cluding the rifle, pie-
tnl, gun and revolver.
Unfortunately Charley
.Judson could not be
over to be photo-
graphed, therefore he
IS left out of the group.

DAVID JULLlllR.

At 14 vpara of ag«,
back in '57, Dave Mil-
ler, after taUing a little

nrelimtnary, nraotice
joined the Christian
Mu'^keteers in Long
Island.and at their tar-
get shoot be took his
first prize with an old
flintlock musket of his,
made in 1813. A few
months later he organ-
ized the Attorney
Light Guards and waa
considered one of their
best shots. Years latre.
in 1876, he, after taking
quite an amount of gal-
lery practice, helped
to organize the Zettler
Rifle Club. He has
shot 125 team matches
with them. He has the record for the highest score ever
made in prize shooting, 74 out of a possible 75. at the
Union Hill Schuetzen Park, in 1W8, distance 200yds. In
that year he made i5 out of a possible 75, at a festival of
the Seppenfeldt Rifle Club, at a distance of 800ft. In Cook's
Park, Brooklyn, he made 74 out of 75 at the same distance.
He was a member of the Knickerbocker and Seppenfeldt rifle

clubs. During the war he served in the quartermaster depart-
ment before City Point and Petersburs. Te-enlisted and went to
Nashville, Tenn. In 1871 he joined the Ninth Regiment, serving
until 1879. He became a member of the Jersey Schuetzen Corps
in 1878 and the Independent Schuetzen Corps, of New York, with
whom he made the trip abroad a year or two ago. While there
he V on the urn presented by the North German Lloyd Steamship
Company at the tenth annual Bundesfest at Berlin to the best
American marksmen in attendance. The urn is valued at 3,200
marks. His score was 58 out of a possible 60 at a distance of
1,030ft. He also won two candelabras given by the City of Berlin
and valued at 1,500 marks. To mention all prizes won bv Dave
Miller on that trip would be taking up too much space. On Feb.
13, with six others, he organized the MiUer Rifle Club, which was
named after him.

L. TOGKIi.

L. Vogel. who is better known to his intimates as "Birdie."
commenced shooting in 1861, taking in numerous target com-
panies afl:air8. He has been connected with the Helvetia, HrI-
wig, Zettler and Miller Rifle Clubs. Birdie holds the record for
the highest score ever made on the target of honor, made in the
Union Hill Schuetzen Park, in 1878, 73 out of a possible 75. Dur-
ing a tournament on the Helwig's club gallery in 1877 he beat the
twenty shot record for 100ft. by getting them (i'lain. from center.
The previous recoi-d made by a Mr. Hamiltoni measured 7*i6.
Birdie has won numberless prizes, but it is diffictilt to get him to
talk of what big shooting he has done. He has shot in numerous
matches with the Zettler Club of New York,

GEORGE S.CHtilCHT.

George Schlicht is now about thirty-four years old. When a
boy in Gutteuberg, he while with target companies as loader of
the rifles, would now and then during a lull fire a few shots.
This practicing at last brought good results, as to day Gteorge
Schlicht is one of the best SOOyds. shooters in the vicinity. He
has been a member of the MiUer Club for the past few years, and
his boast is that he has never missed a match that the Millers
photin,the tour,nament. Jle is well thought of in the Germauia
Schuetzen Bund of which he is a membei;

AUGUST MBYNS.
August Meyns did his first shooting in '7*} with the Atlantic

Rifle Club of Hoboken. In '79 he became a member of the Hoboken
Schuetzen Corps. Three times he became their king, that is mak-
ing the highest score on the target of honor at the Corps' annual
festival. He was one of the organizers of the Miller Rifle Club.

LOUIS ELACH,
Louis Flach has been shooting for the nast fifteen years. In

1879 he became a member of the Zettler Rifle Club, New York. He
has shot in fifty matches witla them and is always considered for

a first-class score. His record is nearly equal to that of all the
well-known cracks. He became a Miller man in 1890. He is one
of the most popular marksmen to-day. He is about 32 or 33 years
of age.

ERNEST EISCaEK.

Ernest Fischer is a comparatively new shooter, he only being in
the "biz" for the past five years. Sis first shooting was done as
a member of the Miller Rifle Club. He is a most enthusiastic
marksman, he fairly being in love with rifle shooting. He ac-
ooinpanied the Independent Schuetzen Corps of New York on
their trip to Europe. Among other prizes he won a handsome
and valuable cup at Bingen on Rhine. He holds the position of
treasurer in the Miller Rifle Club. He is 33 years of age.

FBEDBHICK BUANDT.

Frederick Brandt has been shooting for the past seven years.
In 1887 he became a member of the Miller Rifle Club. In justice
to him it can be said that he is one of the Miller Rifle Club's best
members, he never missing a shooting or meeting night. He has
won numerous prizes and trophies, as he is a clever marksman.
He is 35 years old.

FHEDEBICK LIELL.

Fredprick Liell commenced shooting ten years ago, when a
member of the Hudson Amn teurs. His popularity and efficiency
in the holding of his rifle gained him the position of captain thret
years latter, '85 to '90 inclusive. Two years ago he became a mem-
ber of the Miller Rifle Club. He is about 32 years of age.

LOUIS SOHL.

Louis Sohl started in shooting with Fred Liell ten years ago,
and proved an adept at once. He has won many prizes in club

l.ouis Fi.Acir.
FredK, BaiNW. Capt. R. W.;DF.wiiv.

tournaments and those of other clubs. He became a member of
the Miller Club two years ago. He is about 30 years old.

CAPTAIN RICHARD W. DEWEY.
Captain Richard W. Dewey was one of the organizers of the

MUler Rifle Club, and at the first meeting was elected their cap-
tain. This position he has held ever since, as his ability as a
hustler has never been questioned. The genial captain becomes
really enthusiastic when talking Miller Rifle Club. In credit to
him it must be said that he leaves no stone unturned to improve
the club's affairs. J. H. Kruse.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Thk regular shoot of the Cincinnati Rifle Association took

place on its range to-'lay (July 17) and the following scores were
made, (.'onditions: 200yds., otT-hand, at (he standard target. The
shooting was not quite up to the standard, as a strong and fitful
12 o'clock wind, varying from 10 to S o'clock, was blowing:
Gindele 7 8 9 9 8 10 9 8 810-8*5

0 6 10 (> 9 9 10 10 8 7-84
7 98977888 10-81

Beet 7 9 10 7 7 8 10 8 5
8 7 U S) 7 8 -7^7 8

10 9 « 7 6 10 7 6 ti

Weinheimpr 9 10 7 10 5 8 6 10 7

10 6 6 7 7 7 9 10 78e8'9645 10 G
Houck ,7 7 2 -5 5 8 9 10 8

Steguer , 3 4 10
9 6 5
7 6 6

Topf 6 8

7 iO 9 4 10 8 10 558824964

1

6

Payue 10
5 10 3
7- .MO
8- 7

'

'L 7

6 10
5 9 2 5
9 6 6 8
8 7 6 5
5 7 5 5

7 4 5 9

8-79
8-77
6— 75
6- 7!5

o-r7
7—tiS

y-70
5 0-68
6 10-63
6 4-63
a

,
fi-63

8 6-fi3
6-59
4-59
P-55

Speth 7 10 8 10
"

6 7 8 7
7 10 5 6

9 10
6 7
8 7

8 9
6 6

8 6 8 10-80

9 JO 9-76
9 5 10-Sl
8 10 9-75
8 9 7-73

The Elcho Shield.

London. July IB.—The shooting at the Bisley meeting, which
began on Tuesrlay last, was continufd to-day. The number of
qualified competitors tor the Queen's prize amounted to nearly
3,000, as against 3.050 last year, while that for the St. George's
prize was about 2,000. In the contest for the Elcho Shield, which
Tdok place to-day, only four points .separated the two leading
ti-ams when the Shootiiig closed. The shield was ceptured by
Scoilfind, the scores being as follows: Scotland, l,t96; England,
1,692; Ireland 1.663. In the shooting for the Kolapore Cup the
team representing En«land secured the tmpuv, leading the Cana-
dian team, the next higfapst competitor,' by 28 points. The score
was as follows: England 684, Canada 663, Guernsey 6.59, Jersey 638.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpeciallv Revorted for Forest and St^e<im.']

MitjDER Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J., Captain Richard W.
Dewey. Wednesdiy, July 13.—The scores of to-uight are ap-
pended below. The conditions were: 10 shots, ofiE-hand, 25-ring
target, possible 250:

P.Miller 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 22-239
.J H Kruse 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 33 33 32-236
F Kloepplng. 25 25 26 24 24 23 23 23 23 20-234A Meyns 25 .' 5 24 24 ?3 23 23 33 22 22—233W Forkel 25 25 35 35 34 23 23 S3 23 18-231
H F Meyer 25 25 24 24 24 23 33 23 31 20-230
H Seltenreich 35 25 24 23 23 23 23 23 20 18—327
G A Demerest 25 34 24 23 23 i3 23 23 19 19-3^6
R Roch ..25 34 33 33 22 23 33 33 31 30-324
H Vanderheyden.... 25 35 24 33 23 21 21 20 30 20—233
F Kammel 25 35 25 23 22 21 20 20 20 19-220
G Dunsteadt ; .26 24 23 33 33 31 30 20 17 10—313
The club has a fair attendance at its weekly shoots, considering

the extremely warm weather, a time when it is a most dlflicult
matter to get a man to do any rifle shooting.
Through a local papor, J. H. Kruso^was challenged by Frederick

W. Kroeger of the Hoboken Rifle Club, in fact a club member, to
what the latter calls a "trick, fancy and dlfHcult shooting match."
I'lietfTmer has never dabbled in this sort of shooting, and was
therefore surprised. He was, however, induced to accept by sev-
ers! friends, and the event takes place Aug. 7 in headquarters,
Wisch's Hall, Third and Adams streets, Hoboken. Now Jay H.
IS busily engaging his spare time in learning all the looking glass
and othpr shots possible. Fred. W. a year ago did quite eome
shooting in local amateur entertainments, letting the audience
down easy with the nom dc plume of Captain Fred. Leroy. It is

not yet known who is

training Mr. Kroeger,
hut he could not find
a better one than Gus
Thurk, a Miller man
and proprietor of a
shooting gallery on

_—=- ^ —~, Washington street,Ho-
boken.
The Miller Rifle Club,

of Hoboken, has re-

j

ceived and accepted a
I

challenge to a 6-men
I

fceaTU match at 200yds.
on Sunday, the 2l8t

! inst , with a team
named after a Secau-
OUP, N. J., hostelry,
known as Tammany
Hall. The proprietor
of the latter place,Geo.
B. Bergkamp, has late-
ly fitted up a long
range and he took
this means of letting
the shooting people of
tip this way know he
is open for business.
The MiUer team will
consist of Dave Miller,
Louis Flach, Ernest
Fischer, George Sch-
licht and either August
Meyns,William Forkel
or Frederick Brandt.
They will take a stage,
leaving the Hoboken
ferry entrance, oppo-
site the D. L. & W.
depot, at 1 o'clock in
the afternoon, the
match starting at 3.

The Hoboken and
Hansa Rifle clubs have
agreed to put the five
best men of each club
in a team match.which
takes place Friday eve-
ning. July 29, at the
headquarters of both
clubs.Third andAdams
streets, HobokeUi The
teams will be: Hobo-
ken-J. H. Kruse, W.
F. Dilger, Fred Kloep-
plng, Capt. John Yeck
and Charles Paasch.
Hansa—Otto Schmidt,
A. Setter, F. Hepke. L.
Wangersheim and Max
Klammer. This con-
test, it is guaranteed,
will be for blood, as
there is much friendly
rivalry between the
clubs. Come down and
referee Henry E. B.

The annual shoot,
picnic and summer-
night's festivalof the
Htilson City Schuet-
zeu Company No. 1,

Capt. Peter Bluemel,
took place at Berg's
Pai k, Jersey City

Heights, Monday the 11th inst. First Lieutenant Fuller
was crowned King of the Festival, he making the highest
score on the target of honor. Frfderick Freitag made
the second higi^est score. On the ring target the winners
wtrf : A. Schmidt, A. Malz. G. Buck, A. Mulbeisen and G
Rotthmanu. The winners in the bowling contests were: Henry
Peters, Henry Reiser and Adolph Rapp. During the evening
dsinclng was a feature. The floor was under the direction of
Adolpb Rossy. The company made quite a neat sum of money
through the indefatigable efforts of the olflcers and men to make
the a flair a success.

Lady Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J., President, Mrs. Alson
Stadler, Thursday evening. July 14. To-night's scores are ap-
pended below. Conditions, 10 shots, rest, 25 ring target; possible
250:

Miss K Born 25 25 25 35 24 24 24 24 35 23—343
Mrs J Vogel .25 25 35 25 25 24 24 24 33 31—241
Miss L Prien 25 25 35 25 25 24 24 24 23 31—340
Miss L Miller 25 35 25 25 24 24 24 23 33 32-240
Miss M Miller 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 32—239
Mrs Stadler. 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 34 23 23- 239
Mrs A Cordis 25 25 25 25 2+ 24 33 33 33 31-338
Mrs D Miller. 35 25 25 24 24 23 33 23 33 22-236
Mrs Meyer 25 25 25 35 24 23 33 23 22 21—236
The interest in the shoot for the handsome silver card basket is

still unabated. At present Mrs. Stadler, the president of the or-
ganization, leads by a narrow margin.

Hoboken Rifle Club, Capt. John Yeck, Monday, -July 18.—To-
night's scores follow, the conditions being 10 shots off-hand, 35-
ring target, possible 250:
Capt Yeck 35 25 25 24 24 33 23 «3 18 17-227
J H Kruse.....:.: .........25 24 23 23 22 33 22 33 18 18-319W F Dilger. : 25 25 24 33 33 33 21 31 18 18-319
F Kloepping : 35 25 34 24 23 21 20 30 18 17-217
Chas Paasch .35 36 34 23 23 21 30 19 18 18-216

r.. voiiKi,.

F W Kroeger.. i 23 23 23 33 21 31 20 20 19—316
M Raedeger 35 34 24 34 23 20 20 30 18 16—214
A Dahl. " 25 34 23 23 22 33 31 31 16 15—Si3
J Schneider ; 35 33 33 23 38 23 31 18 18 17-213
As a glance above will suflice, it will be noticed that poor

scores were the rule this evening. This was due to the poo.v
light, which will be attended to at once. The club will sooa
inaugurate a medal shoot among the members after the club has
been divided into several classes.

The Palipade Rifle Club recently had an outing to Schaefer'e
Park, West Hoboken. The members enjoyed themselves hugely,
as an unusually eflicient committee had the arrangenients in
hand. George W. Graf captured first prize in the target of honor
shoot. :

,

August Meyn's shooting range, 433 Washington street. Ho-
boken. now has four rifle clubs who make it their headquarters,
jjfi follows: Wednesday, Miller; Thursday. Lady Miller; Friday,
Friday Njght and Saturday, the shooting club'of the Sixth Bat-
taliou. Gemani^i Sehuety,8H Bund, The ranges are models of
neatness, Jay H. Kay,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and prpcerv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Bugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARLES HALLOCK.
CONTENTS! Distribution of the Salmon.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers,

A book to read now; and to be put in one's
pocket for reading Fsain in c^mp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $1.00,

FOREST AND 8TKKAM PITHLISHIXG CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken,

ABBEY & IfflBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Vesey Street, New York.

Special Numbers of

Forest and Stream
Sent to any address on receipt of lo cents each.

1

The Black Basses and their Allies.
Fifteen Illustrations.

2. Salmon and Trout.
Twenty-five Illustrations.

3. Fish of Florida Waters.
Twenty-four Illustration's.

4. Stories of Boyhood Days.
The Most Popular Number Ever Issued.

5. Sport in Foreign Lands.

Gun and Rod in the Great West.

7. In the Adirondacks.

8. Brewer=Fulford Match at Woodlawn.

i
1

1

1

9. Adirondack Life.

10. New York Dog Show of 1892. ^
Twenty-eight Illustrations.^

II & 12. The Yacht Gloriana. ^
Illustrated. 7^

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., ^
318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

\ Popularly known from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from Maine to Mexico, as the
highest standard New York made Cigar and fiillif equal in quality and style to
the finest imported, article. For sale by first-class dealers.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY, 331-333 Bowery, New York.

C. B. WILKINS
42 John street, New York.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
* SPKOIAI-TT.

The Best Device for Mailing
\ THESE ENVELOPES ARE MADE OF

A STRONGJOUGHMANIllA PAPER
o^ AND WILL NOTTEAR OR BURST ^

> 2 X OPEN IN THE MAIL BAGS.

7 CLASP FASTENING g^ IS MADE OP THE CO

BESTQUAUTYotSHEETBRASS ^
NOT BECOME LOOSE. I g^ ;

**ULl OUT OR BREA*^'^

Athletic Goods, Pishing Tackle,

Gun and Bicycle Fittings,
IS THE

CLASP ENVELOPE.
Large Catalogue Envelopes a Specialty.

Box ETivelopes for Mail ug Oloth Botiml
Books, Etc.
Samples and Price Lists free by mail 011

applicatioD.
Endorsed by ex-Postmaster General

Thomas L James, now president of the
L'ncoln National Rank, and O. Van Cott,
Postmaster. New York Oily.

THE CLASP EKVEIOPE CO.,
39 & 4 1 West Broadway, N. Y.

WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY CLUB,
APtD IN EVER-Y XOWPS OR CITY

WHERE THERE ARE SPORTSMEN,
*ro SEI,!* THE

Quickest Selling Sporting Book
IN THE COUNTRY.

r

COMPILED BY WILL WILDWOOD.
Contains 250 pages brimful of statistics, records, biographies, fish and game laws,

field trial winners, sporting terms, hunting and fishing resorts, lists of rod, gun, kennel,
athletic, canoe, etc., clubs: manufacturers and dealers in guns, fishing tackle, sporting,

athletic, kennel, bicycle goods, etc., etc. Superbly illustrated with full-page portraits

of prominent sportsmen, famous trotters, athletes, bicyclists, dogs, yachts, etc. Bjard
covers, gilt embossed.

It sells on sight. Price $1.00.
See prize list. Address FOND & GOIDEY, Milwaukee, Wis.

It has met with such a
success that we advise
sportsmen who load their
own shells with these pow-
ders to send for one with-
out delay. It gives a uni-
form and steady pressure
in loadingr high gr de
paper shells with Nitro
Powders, and is the only
rammer from which the
moat satisfactory results
can be obtained. The
wads are all seated prop-
erly, and it is so cou-
strucled that a pressure

equal to 191 bs. is required
for every shell loaded.
Send 60 cents lor pample.
Our ra'alo^ue mailed to
any address on receipt cf
6 c nts in stamps.
For sale by all dealers.

THE BRIDGPOBT GUK

IMPLEMENT G?.,

3X3}4 Broaawa>

,

NEW YORK,

i^^OiaJ J?«9Pign8 furnished on applicattov

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A mag^nificeiitly illastrated volame descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

New Edition of Steam Yaclits.
Steam Yachts and Launches; Their Machinery and

Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition

^

with extended text and many added illustrations.
Cloth. Price. 83 00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,,
New York-
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SPORTSMAN'S I.IBRARY.
frorcstand St/ream Pub. Go. forvm-d <my qf these Books by mail, postpaid, m receipt ofprice.

HegzstraUon 10 cents extra, Owr responsibility ceam aft&r qood» are maim,

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
AH6I.INO,

American Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls 5 50

American Flsb and How to Catch Them. . , 1 00
A-merioan Fishes, Gfoode .... 3 ^0

Vmerican Saimoti FishiBg, Wells 1 00
Angling. Blakely.. SO
Ajigling ano Troijing for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

A.ngllng Talks, Dawson ,50

A.rt of Angling .Holberton 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley....... 100

Black Bass Fishing, He ashall 3 00
Book of the n-ame [huiI Fish] Laws 50
Bool' on Anglmg. Frar^ls B 36
'Domesticated Trout." Stone 8 50
Fish :!niinre, ]S orris . ........... .. 175
Fishing in American Waters. Scott, over 200
iilnstr^iioTis; new edit on— 2 69

Fishme Tourisi, Hallocb 3 UO
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene, . . 1 50

eiShii gWitv *>. Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collect-
tioj . new editioi. 2 53

ffly T ishes Entomol 3gy. Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 OO
ffly Pishing in Main ^ Lakes, Stevens 2 0!"

PIj Rodjs and Fly Ttckle, WeUs 2 5'

ffranii Forester's Fish and Fishing 2 6.'

Fysshe «..u.. . . tshyage,... 10^
Horn*' Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 5^
L>ike OharovlH n and I's shur- F. 1 00
vi'ire About the Black iSass. Henshall 1 50

PracticHl Angl-r, f'^laikp 50
Prime' I Go a-F.phing 50
Rod and Line in Oolorado Waters 1 00
Scientific Angler, Foster. . 150
Superior Fisbmg, or the Striped Bass.Tront,

etc.. h\ Roosevelt ... , ... 2 00
The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, hy Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman. Wilcocfcs, iUus 2 00
Tbe Salmon Fisner. HaUock 1 00
Tronl Culture. Sla^k 1 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-
'ated: oaner 50

With Fly-Roi) and Camera, Samutis 5 00

BUATINe AND VAOHTINO.
4Jtof Sailmaking, iUustrated. 8 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50
Soat Building and SalUng, Neison. . . 3 00

3oat Sailing and Management, Prescott— 36

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtroueh. . . ...... 2 00

BoafingTnp on ^.pw Ergland Rivers 1 25

Cslnoe and <7amp Cookery, Seneca. .. 1 00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs,new
edition, W. P. Stephens. ... ... 3 00

Canoe Handling and Saili'ig, C. B. Vanx.... 1 00

Caaoe and (^amera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 60

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 60

Oorlnthiah yachtsm-an, Biddle < 1 8C

Omises in Small Yachts Speed 3 50

(Jmtse of the Little Nan Wllkins 50

Fore and Ait Sea.manBhip 60

ITorms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Forty-'-is Foot R .cms Yachts, 10 plates,
b )U[jdiij mu-lm • 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1 SO

B'razar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald $1 00
BLnots. Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and 75
Manual of Naval Architecture, WTiite P 60
Masting ajxd Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 8 26
Model Yachts, Grosvenor 2 00
Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50
Practical Boat Building, Neison 1 00

Erotica! Boat Sailing, Davies 3 00

Riggers' Guide and Seamens' Assistant 1 26

Sans and Sailmaking, lUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 26

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, Ulus. 1 28

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 8 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Bosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 60

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt. ... 3 00
The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00
The Steam Engine, Holmes, 212 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 244 ills. 8 00
Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck .. 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Biizzaid." Havden 1 00

Tacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 12 00

yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00
Yachts and Yachting. 135 illus 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50
Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt. . . 10 00
Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00
Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, otc 1 50

Y-acht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.50; fuUTur-
feey m.orocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YAOHl t lClURES-lN COMHS.

Pnritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26xJ6
|1.60. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 38x 40, $3
volunteer, 26x 86, $2. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28vi9. gs.

CABCFINO AND TBAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . i 50
Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 26

Amateur Tranper, naper 50c.; boards 75
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields ...— 1 35
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northruj? 1 35

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations In colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman 1 85
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 50

Canoe and Camp i^ookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Jomnlete American Trapper, <-Hbson 1 00

Gypsey Ttnts and How t-. Uf-e Them 1 25
Hiuts on Campina, Henderson 1 26

How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Tranper, Thrasher 75

Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 35
Jhe Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
' Headley.. 3 00
i'rappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Wooacjrafi "''^loHBtionlr" 1 00

HUNTIKG—SHOOTING,
A. Lost Opi>ori.unity; Stopping an Incomer:
A Side Shot, Three pictures in colors, by
Zimnj'arman: the set. . . 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 83 Ulus ] 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 60
^ntel^p*" and Deer of America, Caton 3 <iO

Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Boar rtunfcm Bowman .. I 00
Big Game 'f Nori b America, Shields, 8vo.,

600 ti., 80 illustracions: cloth, $5; hair calf,
$8 50: full morocco.. 8 OC

Book of fhi Game Laws 5t
Ornlsings in the Cascades 83; haOf morocco 3 00
Dow» W«st Hranrh, b> Capt. Farrar.... 1 ?.6

Field, Cover aud Trap Shooting, Bogardue. 2 00
frank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vole., each 2 00
r. fforeeter's Manual for Yonog gportsmea 8 00

Fifty Years with Gun and Rod. Cross I 50
J-unsmiths' Manual, iUus., 376 pp 2 00
Sow I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
7ow to Hunt and Trap. Ratt'- , 1 50
duuting in the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Tunter and Trappi er. Thrasher 76
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Jnnting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
fiunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. , 3 00
istru'^tioBv Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt... 2 "O
Law of Field Sports , .. 100
LiPtters to Ynnrg Sbontprs 3 50
Modern Arn<.n>a'i B flfl 3 00
VlndoTT! c'Votgu T«, Greener 1 CO
'^"i-ntain Trails nnd Parks in Colorado. ... 1 50
Rod and Gnn in Ca ifornia, Van Dvke.... 1 50
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
lustrated, Lefliugwell 3 50

Shooting .DC Wing - . . .... 7b
Shore ouds; a namphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West .... 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-I oader, Glom 1 35
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 25
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 25
The Gun a,nd Its DeTOlopment, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated «l 00

The Pistol . 60
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gtm in
Norway

frajectorv Test
,

Wild Fowl Shooting. Lefflngwell, in cloth,
63.50: in half morocco

Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Kdfle,
by H. C, Blise

.

1 00
60

ifiO

60

OUTDJB BOOKS ANO MAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califor-
nia. Mans and Illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. »''an«.. paper.. 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 26
Guide to Androscoggin Region 50
Guide to Lake Genree. 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, be Baron,
strong linen naper 2 GO

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes,. . . 50
Mao of chf Thousand islands ... 50
Mountain Trails and Parks In Oolorado ... 1 60
OldSt. Atigustine, Ulus. ... ... 160'./lU OU. iiUgUOtillW. Lu.ua. ... ... AOU
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 50
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Parrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 60

HOKSB.
Diseases of Horses, Daiziel, paper. 76
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 36
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason ^ 50

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville fYhyte's Riding EtecoUections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 60
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer, ed., 13mo. 9 OO
The Horse and His Diseases. Jennings, illus 1 25
Training 'he Trnfing Horse 3 50
Woodrufi"s Trotting Horses of America » oO
Youatt and Spooner on tho Horse 1 60

KKNNBX..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
ameriuau Heunei, Burges a uO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book... 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Daiziel 3 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel ^ i oO

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdun Lee i 50

Diseases of the Dog, DalaieL 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2 00
Dog Breaking, Floyd 50
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illtis.,

Landseer 35
Dogs for Ladies as Companions 3 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 3 00
Dogs of the British isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Maybew and Hutchinson. . . 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond 60

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont. 8 no

English ±GS. Book, Vol. I ..... . 6 00
English K.C.8. Book^ols. III. to IX., each 4 50
ffiTiff1<«h ir n.S Bnnh Vr,ia . XX tr XVI -a«-h 4 &
Foj£-Terrler, Lee, 15 portraits and illustra-
Hnup 1 fin

(Jlover's Albtim. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs 50
How to Keep a Dog in the City 35
Modern Training and Handling, Waters,. . . 3 50
Our Friend the Dog, Stables ... 3 00
Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration 3 60

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms 50

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date 60

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables: cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont 60
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
MiUan's.. .. : l (K)

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth , 1 oo
St. Bernaro, niSLOry, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Plinlimmon. 1 36

stOTiBbenge on the Dog , 8 w
Teut'el the Terrier 75
Tne Doff in Health and Disease, W. Mills... 3 35
The Spaniel and Its Training 1 oO
The Dog. by Idstone . 1 35
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait l oO

Tbe Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 25
The Masti ff, the History of, M. B. Wynn 3 60
Th«' Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun 3 50

TVaining Tr'ck Dogs, illus. ae
Youatt on the Dog 1 50

NATUKAI. HISrrOBT.
A Naturalist's Rambles About Home, Abboit 1 50
American Game Birds. Trumbull, »0 illus. 2 80
Animal Lite of our Seashore. , , 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Cai on . 2 50
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America: Laud Birds,
3 vols., $30: colored, $60; Wat«r Birds, 2
vols., S34; colored

. 60 00
Batty'o To xidermy, new edition 1 60
Book of Poultry 5 00
Bird Notes 76
Big Game of Nortli America. 6 00

NEW GUNS.
The Wildes-Barre Gun Co..

Msnnlaoturers of

Fine Hammer aud Htammerless

(For tlie Trade only). Wrile 'or prices.
' WILKES-BAKRE, PA.

• Established 1853.

Manufacturers, Itnoorters and I'ealers la

Fi-^e Arms, Revolvers, Hfles Etc
Our workshop.^ are thp most comnlete to be found,

Guns r-stOLv od, bHrrels boied and rebrowned. deiits re
mo%'ed, stDclcs bout; all kinds of eun woric and altera-
tioHh pi.rfected . Send for Catalogue.

61 Elm KfT"pe+. Boston. Mjirs.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
Se;id for 1^6 p ige Catalogue of Sights and Rifles.

ADDKESS
WM. LYMAN. MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

EXCELSIOR
DASH LAMP.
P liver plat<>d l,iicomot.iv'

K<-fl ctor, iiati-ido wlcb
r"pul-»tor, bu'us keroMem
perfuoly wtth-u a chim-
ney, is aojunta le to Bay
kiucl of nasa or vehicle.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
The best lamp for pp-irtsmeu
use ever a' ufarlur»-d. Se
atlv'i i" anorboT col-imu.

.Stamp for IUustrate>3 Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON
- Office, 310 Br<»advvay,

NEW YORK.

J. K.ANNOP8BY.
Practical Glass Blowers

A"'' 'nanufacturer" ^'

Artificial eves for birds, animnla and mannfactnr
Ing purposes a «pecialtv. S^nd for prices. Pleaff
mem ion Forest isrn Stream.

S«g ri<a,n«1 eitrnnt. York

The Adiromdaci^s
Map of the Adirondack "W ilderness.

"It Is the most complete map of (he Adirondack
region ever published."—yibresf and Stream.

Pocket M.p o) Lake Champ'ain and Lake
George. M p-h' nr) p-ip ). 50 c'^nts.

Guide Bo«k«.-Ti,c A.|ii«mla.-ks. Illustrated
16mo , 273 t ages, pseudo cloth cover, 2.5 cts

liHlo • .I'D mi- and l.n kp rhni>i|>lnin 2.5 ctg

THE PROTEAN TENT.

Pat. U. and Canada. Four sizes, 3 weights
duck kept in .ito^'k Can be had with Jointed
pole, duck cover and pack straps for carrytng on
the baclf.

Send for illustrated circular and price list.

A, S. COMSTOCK. Evanston. 111.

.Price 25 Cents
Post /:>a.cclinU.S.''

A Sensational Uirtlimakerl
Wo chemicala or Bry.pIotM.
More fun and entcrtamment
than ony S2S CAMERA. Yon
iresa tbe bull, everybody langhai
Jatis&ctiouor moaey returneii.
Order at oace.

MAGIC INTRODUCTION CO.
321 Broudwny, New Torki
Other noveWes teedy.POCKETCAMERi^

Grfat Dane at Stiid.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A K C.S B. 30 425.

Sire. Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.
To a limited nnm^'er apprnvefl hitches.

SeOQTIOQUION KENNELS,
Lvoop, Iowa.

Scotch Terrier KILROY.
Rl'-cli briudle, no wh'fe marHngF, perfect head

and ears, grand hnd* , iione »nd h g=, 'up> rb f-rai;

wmn-r o' Twelve l-t? and five ppei i Is, and twict
wirti- r of 30 e" nf»a oh mcion • np iu Ergland
and l^t and ppecial iu B 'Slon, lt93. For p r icu-
lars a-^droof

HKNR Y BROOKS, West Medford. Mass.

Gbampion Pommery Sec
(Oh. ftraphic ex L^dy VinnlO-

For stud fee. H"' of winnings, etc., address
Wm- H. HYiiAUD, North Tarrytown, N. Y.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

Th^ Squire,
(E. 15,7.57) Fee $50,

Hosyn Cmway
'A, 20,882) Fee $20.

Sir Kelpie, mm DAW,
(A. 14.735). Fte $lo. (A. 17,r>r7). Fee $35.

ENGLISH PUGS.
Kash, Jr.,

A. 17,804). Ist, Alban-i
; 3d, N. T., 1893. Fee $15,

IRISH SETTERS.

(A. 20,«83). Fee $50.

CHAMPION

Champ T'M
1st and soecial. N.Y.,'93

Fee S35.

JEEHY JARVIS,
(A 15 3i7) litter bro'hor
t. DuKe-Elcbo. Fer S15.

Expended '"ediarpFs of "uy of th» above on ao-
pl'catmn. Bi cbes entru-t'd to us rtce-ve t'e
• est o'' care. F ne ^p'^oimpT's of the above brefds
for 8al° at reas^oiiablp pricp=, 'nriuf'iug peveral
good stud dogs and brood bitclies in wbeip.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TERBIERS
IX STVD.

Sta»-den'.H King: $25
Brockenhurist Tyke 16
tteekoner X5
Uliampiuii Raby Mixer. ....... T6

$'.00 will be given t^r the best p^n sired by any
of ihese dogs during Tfie >ear iS9^. Prize to bp,
competed f'<r at t> e Ntw York show of 1893,
Douor not to compe e.

HILLSIDE KFN^ELS.
LANCASTER, MaSSJ

Puppies always OTi ha'-d.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES_AT STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesboiirne Charlie, S50.

80 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stocls for sale. Bogs rf all

breeds taten to hoard, conditioned for shows,
kept a t stud and sold on commisiiou.
Address

CHESTinJT HILL KENNELS,
Cbesti.ur Hill. Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
(Oh. I'hnllmttion ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner 'if forty Drst and special pr<ze.s, n eluding live
first and four sp cials i.hlJ senson, won almost i-on-secu-
lively. The tallest .lUd heaviest sen of Hllnlimmon, He
is the sire of Lord Courteuay, winner of s^' Oi.d p. Ize at
ihe late St. Bernard tlub snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over f- rty i rizo.s aud specia s, ai d
numerous others. Tlie cbove uamert progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful stud uogs of ,1»-day.

Fee «5o. '

YOUNG' KFEPEt
(Keeper ex -Surprise, by QxiiAe.y .

,

This young dof? has a massive and typicai ii^i,. This
with liis sui.erb breeding s, ould be of e^eoiiilii-'value to
bltchts weak In that respect

, •i^,. --ii

Fee ®35.

OUTGHESS KEIWiEtS. 1639 Thirtf Ave., H. I
EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

IRISH AND imM SITTERS.
Ch. Tiicli)<iiiin, 18,19', impoited. The most ffmoua

stre In .ini^ rica His pet never fr.il to win.wlien shown,
aad are remarkably hanilsome ai-d excell nt field doga,
just the blood needed to advance the Irish setter ia
America. .Stud fee S25.
I'rince ISobte. S242, EngUsh sf tter, b'ue b'Jton, by

f"oiint .\oble—Lassie, ajandfleld <l0ii; his get are flrst-
cl.^R>fielda gs Si ud fee $20.

(inr. (ilnd-toiie, 8210. by ch Gladstone—Donna J.,
black, wiiite and tan A great fielde- ; nr e better, and
an esc'-llentsiock getter B other to Rush tSladst re,
th" Derby winner. .Stud fee S20.

-

Puppies byInohlquin alway.-'on hand ont'of p- ize win-
ning bitches, cheap. Pedicrrees and cuts on application
',o J. J. SJANL AN, P. u. Box S39, Fall Rlverrfllass

THE WIASTIFF ORMONDE,
Son of the^re-tC mbriau Princess,

Ormonde bas w-on iFt »l Krckford. ^repport.
Clpvelaud Ci'icinnati, and Cbicaro. I* sir*- of
l^t and 31 rinze winner'. R^cl*ford Frefpirt and
Ch'casrn, 1893. Snm- grandly bred pups for sale.
Send stamp for ca aloRue.

CHAS, £. BUNN, Peoria, IlL
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OUR AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS AT THE
WORLDS FAIR.

Provision has been made for an adequate Forest and

Stream representation at the World's Fair; and among

other exhibits will be shown, in part or in whole, the

collection of amateur photographs received by us in the

amateur competition. It may safely be predicted that

the series will set forth in most effective manner the out-

door life of the American sportsman.

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES,
VIII,—THE OOLDEN-WINGED WOODPECKER.

The migrant woodpecker whose cheery cackle assures

U3 of the certainty of spring is rich in names that well

befit him. If you take to high-sounding titles for your

humble friends, you will accept Colaptes auratus as he

flies above you, borrowing more gold of the sunbeams

that shine through his yellow pinions, or will be content

to call him simply golden-winged.

When he flashes his wings in straight away flight be-

fore you, or sounds his sharp, single note of alarm, or

peers down at you from the door of his lofty tower, or

clings to its wooden wall, or clinging to a fence stake

displays his mottled back, you recogniza the fitness of

each name the country folk have given him—flicker, yel-

low-hammer, yarrup, and what Thoreau often termed

him, partridge-woodpecker.

It is a wonder that the joyous cackle wherewith he an-

nounces bis return from his winter sojourn in the South

has not gained him another, and that love-note, so like

the slow whetting of a knife upon a steel , still another.

Perhaps it is because they are especially sounds of spring

and seldom if ever heard after the season of joyful ar-

rival and love-making.

During the sama season you frequently hear him attun-

ing his harsh sharp voice to its softest note of endear-

ment, a loDg-drawn and modulated variation of his

cackle,

When household cares begin, the lord and lady of the

wooden tower, like too many greater and wiser two-

legged folk, give over singing and soft words. At home
and abroad, their deportment is sober and business-like,

and except for an occasional alarm-cry, they are mostly

silent.

As you wander through the orchard of an early mid-

summer day and pause beside an old apple tree to listen

to the cuckoo's flute or admire the airy fabric of the wood
pewee's nest, a larger scale of lichen on the lichened

boughs, you hear a smothered vibrant murmur close

beside you, as if the heart of the old tree was pulsating

with audible life.

It is startlingly suggestive of disturbed yellow-jackets,

but when you move around the trunk in cautious recon-

noisance, you discover the roucd portal of a flicker's

home and the saund resolves itself into barmjessness. It

is only the callow young clamoring for food, or complain-
ing of their circumscribed quarters.

Not many days hence they will be out in the wide world
of air and sunshine of which they now know as little as

when they chipped the shell. Lusty fellows they will be
then, with much of their parents' beauty already displayed
in their bright new plumage and capable of an outcry
that will hold a bird-eating cat at bay,

A little later they will be, as their parents are, helpful

allies against the borers, the insidious enemies of our
apple trees. It is a warfare which the groundling habits

of the golden-wings make them more ready to engage in

than any other of the woodpecker clans.

In sultry August weather, when the shrill cry of the

cicada pierces the hot air like a hotter needle of sound,

and the dry husky beat of his wings emphasizes the ap-

parent fact of drouth as you walk on the desiccated slip-

pery herbage of meadow and pasture, the golden-wings
with all their grown-up fsmilyflyup before you from
their feast on the ant hills and go flashing and flickering

away like rockets shot aslant, into the green tent of the

wild cherry trees to their dessert of juicy black fruit.

Early in the dreariness of November, they have van-

ished with all the horde of summer residents who have
made the season of leaf, flower and fruit the brighter by
their presence.

The desolate leafless months go by, till at last comes
the promise of spring and you are aware of a half un-

conscious listening for the golden-wings.

Presently the loud long joyous iteration breaks upon
yom- ear and you hail the fulfilment of the promise and
the blithe newcomer, a golden link in the lengthening

chain that is encircling the earth.

THE IVAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR.
Two full-grown men in Clinton county, this State, on

a recent Sunday, lugged a .44cal, Winchester rifle into

the woods at Fern Lake for a hunt. In the evening two
other men, alarmed at their failure to return, went out

to look for them. When the searchers saw the hunters

coming, one said to the other, "Let's scare them;" and
the two hid in the bushes. Then one of the searchers, we
are told, "began to imitate the roars of wild animals."

The hunter who had the rifie promptly fired at the roar-

ing, and the roarer lived an hour and then died.

At about the same time another catastrophe to a July

hunter happened in the Maine woods. A young Bostonian

went from Parmachenee to Eump Pond, near the Can-

adian border, on a hunting expedition. He was shot in

the thigh, and the Phillips (Me.) Phonograph tells this

story of what it means to "go for the doctor" when a

man is wounded in the wilderness:

A guide was at once despatched for Dr. Palnaer at Phillips,

sixty miles away. The guide started about 6 P. M. He reached
the falls on Cupsuptic River at half past mne. There was no
boat there and he constructed a raft on which he hoped to reach
Pleasant Island, hut in the darkness he soon ran upon a snag
which precipitated him into the river. He succeeded in getting

safely ashore and remained there during the night. At day-
break he went to the upper landing and found a boat, which he
dragged around the falls, a distance of half a mile. In this he
reached Billy Soule's camp, and he accompanied him to Ringeley,

where they summoned the doctor by telephone. The doctor left

Phillips at quarter past ten A. M. by special train. From Range-
ley he went by team to Haines's Landing, where a steamer was
in waiting to carry him to the falls of the Cupsuptic, Above this

he was conveyed by a rowboat for six miles to Camp Parmachenee.
From that point they proceeded on foot across the "carrv," six

and one-half miles, to Parmachenee Lake, and then two and one-

half miles by boat to Camp Caribou, which was reached at 8 P.M.

The young man was found with the bullet in his thigh. The doc-

tor removed it and the patient was taken to Boston in a comfort-

able condition.

It would be ungracious to point out to these victims of

their own folly and carelessness—although the reflection

naturally suggests itself—that had they not been breaking

the game laws they would not have brought woe on
others and themselves. A person who blazes away when
he hears a roaring in the bvishes may not be credited with

intelligence enough to know that there are such limita-

tions as game laws in existence. As for the Boston man,
he cannot plead ignorance, and presumably is of that

large class, hailing from other States than Maine, who go

into the woods year after year bent on killing game out

of season, in defiance of the statutes, of decency and of

the rights of their law-abiding fellows. The list of their

catastrophes and fatalities warrants the belief that a

rigid enforcement of game laws would efl"ect a saving of

human limbs and human lives, as well as of the game.
If, in the case of some of the visitors, the statute, which

now prescribes imprisonment after violation of the law,
could be applied to effect a preventive imprisonment be-

fore contemplated violation, there would be fewer unfor-

tunates carried out of the woods on stretchers.

MEMORY.
How magic is the sportsman's memory, and how pot-

ent the story of another's field experiences to renew the
recollection of one's own days with dog and gun. It is

one of the never failing charms of a sportsman's journal
that, reading its pages, one may in fond fancy see again,

as in the mirror of the Arabian tale, the fields and the
woods and the streams and the skies and the comrades of

years long gone by. Such a graphic sketch as the story

of "A Day with the Grouse," by Dr. Morris, in a recent
number, not only pictures the scenes described, but
brings vividly to the minds of the reader his own days
with the birds, and musing he lives over again each
particular incident of the hunt.

By the way, if anyone happens to require a fit reply to

the carpers who can find no savor in shooting, we com-
mend as something fully covering the case the con-
cluding paragraphs of Mr. Hampton's sketch of grouse
shooting, to be found on another page.

MASSACHUSETTS GAME BIRD IMPORTATION.
The report of progress sent us by the Acclimatization

Committee of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protec-

tive Association abundantly justifies their appeal to the

sportsmen of the State for contributions of funds to ex-

tend the enterprise. The response should be prompt and
generous. The results sought are for the common good
of all Massachusetts sportsmen. In thus stocking public

covers for public benefit, the Massachusetts Association

is displaying a rarely disinterested spirit. In these days
of private game preserves and the absorption of public

hunting territory by individuals and clubs, a society

which intelligently strives to better free shooting privi-

leges is deserving of much honor and substantial support.

SNAP SHOTS.

For the very interesting amateur photographs of a
nesting woodcock, reproduced in our Natural History

columns, we are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. G. Hills,

of Hudson, N. Y., who discovered the nest and suggested

the photographing, Mr, Jaquins tells us that after he
had taken two photographs of the bird sitting on the

nest, the bird was lifted from the nest by Mr. Hills; and
the third plate, of the eggs as shown, was then made.
We have also a set of photographs of a nesting woodcock
taken by Mr. T. M. Aldrich in North Carolina last spring.

Mr. Aldrich at one time set up his camera, then going to

the nest crouched behind it, and pulling a string snapped

the shutter and succeeded in securing a picture which
shows not only the bird on the nest but his own portrait

as well. His experience and that of Messrs. Jaquins and
Hills illustrate the well known fact that nesting birds

lose much of their wildness and exhibit at times surpris-

ing fearlessness in the presence of man.

Dr. Louis Bell, the holder of the Winans Trophy and
the champion revolver shot of the United States, is now
in the Eastern States on professional business. On sev-

eral recent shoots he has been present at the Walnut Hill

range, and at 50yds. outdoor work has shown that he is

worthy of the leading place he holds in revolver endeavor.

He is hard at work keeping in proper form for his defense

of the trophy. The first and present challenger is Mr.

Geo, F. Jantzer, of the New York Pistol Club. Mr,

Jantzer stood third in the list of contestants at the open,

ing shoot, and is ambitious to have the honor of holding

the trophy. The men will have an early meeting, and if

careful practice can secure them, some very close records

are promised.

Mr. Walter Winans, the donor of the American revol

ver championship emblem, is worthily maintaining his

place as the leading revolver shot of the world. At the

meeting of the British National Rifle Association, at Bis-

ley, which closed on Saturday last, a special cable in-

forms us, Mr. Winans is credited "as the winner of

nine in the twelve varieties of revolver matches pro-

vided, while in the other three he tied the winners but

was not himself credited as a winner under the condi-

t
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-Vl.

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
In the morning Sam and Charley and Kelpie were sat-

isfied to use the wooden boats again, while the Colonel
and I put the ironclad together for a cruise up the east

shore of the lake to Fouch'a landing, about 3 miles, and
thence across for a visit to Uncle Jimmy Nolan, "the rare
ould Irish gentleman,'' and as good a neighbor as we
ever had in all the years of our camping out.

We borrowed a few minnows out of old Sam's bucket
"onbeknownst" to him, and throwing an old grain sack
in the boat in which to bring back some potatoes, took
our way up shore with a stiff wind abeam from across
the lake that gave the ironclad a chance to show her best

points. A half mile or more from camp I took my first

bass, a small one, guessed at a trifle under a pound
weight, which was returned to the water to grow larger

if some wretch without a conscience didn't happen along
in the near future and yank him out to glorify himself in

the eyes of his friends of the same ilk as a count fisher.

He was a vigorous fighter, however, for his size, and
for a minute or so the arch of the old rod came near
fooling us into the belief that it was battling with a 3-

pounder, but as he was the first bass I had felt for a
year we charged the error of judgment to the old wrist,

which was too much out of practice for a close guess at

the size of a fish by the strain on the muscles, and to

a "sneakin' hope" that overcomes us all at times that
the fish at the other end of the line may turn out larger
than he feels on the rod.

The little fellow must have slipped around ahead of us
and told all the bass and other fish that be came across
on the way that a couple of dangerous old fish cranks
in a torpedo boat were cotning, loaded, and to give them
a wide berth or they might run against a "live wire"
trailing after the boat and come to grief through the
alluring antios of a harmless-looking shiner, for we
fished all the way up to the point across the little bay
from Fouch's landing without getting another bite, save
from one bold and reckless goggle-eye who failed to
heed the warning and fell a victim to his curiosity in

trying to find out what was the matter with the erratic

shiner.
We stopped around the point and caught a few good

minnows with hook and line, still-fished awhile without
success, and then pulled across the bay to the landing to

stretch our legs ashore and slake our thirst at a pool in a
clear, cold little spring branch that came stealthily out of

the tangle to the right of the road and lost itself a few
rods down to the left in the grass and lily pads lining the
shore of the bay.

(It may be noted for any one desiring the information,
that this landing is the place to where "summer resort-

ers" for the Fountain Point House are conveyed from
Traverse City by vehicle—there will soon be a railroad-
to take the little steam launch Rambler for the house,
twelve miles below.)
After a good rest and a smoke we got back in the boat,

and shipping both pair of oars settled down to a pull of

two good miles and a half across the lake almost in the
eye of the wind and against a white-capped sea that
slapped an occasional half pint of water in over the
bows, but we had got used to the ironclad's ways and
snaky manner of climbing a sea and didn't mind it

much.
We forced the boat through a dense belt of bulrushes

growing a couple of rods from the shore, to the landing
we had made in front of our last year's camp, and got
out to look around for reminders of the pleasant days
spent there in sun, and rain, and storm, for even the
rainy and stormy days have their pleasures in a well-

balanced camp.
First, was the Colonel's famous camp-fire, or rather the

reminder of it in the shape of a weather-beaten pile of
ashes and a few sodden, partly burned roots of a great
stump that he had spent many hours, far into the nights,

in reducing by piling around it a half a cord or more of
logs and limbs and touching it off with certain prefatory
bibulous festivities and ceremonies, which would shoot
up into a blaze of flame and sparks that could be seen for

miles down the lake Around this we had nightly gathered
and smoked and told fish lies, and took solid comfort till

drowsiness drove us one by one to bed, except the Colonel,

leaving him to sit and weave fancies in the embers till

the last flickering flame died out.

Two or three rods up shore was the "sign" of another
old stump that had shared the same fate, and a little fur-

ther on still another, which had moved the Colonel to call

it "Threa Stump Camp."
Of a verity, "The Kurnel is a main hand at buildin' a

camp-fire."
Next came a smaller lot of ashes, flattened and beaten

into the ground by the rains and snows of many moons,
and a few charred ends of chunks and sticks, which de-

noted the spot on which many an appetizing meal had
been prepared to the accompaniment of more or less

variegated profanity, notably when it was raining and the
fire wouldn't burn well.

Near it still stood the two posts on which had rested one
end of the "kitchen" table, the other supported by a
handy stump, on which the camp-fire fiend had not been
allowed to operate for a display of his fireworks.

A rod from this were yet standing three of the six posts

on which had rested the dining table, and off to the right

were four well-defined squares where the tents had stood,

with here and there the weather-beaten head of a tent
pin sticking out of the ground as we had left them when
we broke camp.
While we stood talking over the pleasant days we had

spent on the familiar spot, a lot of cattle and some horses
grazing in the field caught sight of us and came hurrying
up to within a few yards, where they stood with necks
outstretched and bursting with curiosity, staring at us in
open-eyed wonder, with trouble brewing for us, as we
knew, if the inspection did not turn out to their satisfac-

tion.

We were in some doubt as to their intentions, ami m9,de

a hasty mental calculation how long it would take us,
with a sudden and pressing impulse for a starter, to reach
a division fence a few rods back of us; but our fears were
quieted by an old brindle cow with a clanging bell hung
to her neck, who seemed to recognize in us old friends,
by a low moo-oo, which the others appeared to understand
as a signal that we were all right and not to be molested,
and somewhat to our relief they turned lazily and began
feeding again, as though nothing had happened to disturb
the quiet of their humdrum life.

One mild-eyed young filly, however, seemed to wish a
better acquaintance, and stood eyeingus curiously, afraid,
or too timid tomake the first advance, but when I snapped
my fingers at her she came confidingly up and stood
quietly to have her nose rubbed, making an occasional
playful snip the while at the grain sack hanging overmy
shoulder.

It was a pleasant "episode." as old Sam would have
called it, but when we had rubbed noses to our mutual
satisfaction, and got quite well acquainted, the Colonel
and I—having in mind the cream and buttermilk in
Mother Nolan's spring house—started for the house, 60 or
70 rods back on the side hill, with her ladyship following
demurely behind to the fence at the lane, where she
stood looking after us with wistful, reproachful eyes,
"cogitatin' " doubtless on the uncertainty of human friend-
ship.

Truly, it is a comfort to make friends with the dumb
animals—big, savage pups and "ornery ours" omitted.
At the house we found uncle Jimmy sitting out on the

porch with a neighbor and Johnny, a lad of seventeen
and the baby of the family, aU three doing nothing and
apparently enjoying it. He welcomed us cordially and
boisterously as is his wont, shaking hands vigorously the
while, and called in at the open door. "Mother, mother,
come out; here's Colonel Culbertson and ould Hickory,
two o' thim Kingfishers that wur camped down beyant
by the lake last summer, d'ye mind!" "Gintlemen I'm
glad to see ye, so I am : sit ye down an' have chairs an'
rest yereelves; where's ould Sam and Charley, an' little

Ed.—ah, but that Ed. was the bye for mischief an' pranks,
an' makin' the fun, so he was; where is the botherin' bye,
I'd like to see him—isn't he along with ye? An' Dick
Marris [he remembered all the names of the party]; him
that presinted mother with the illegant bottle o' the
crather for midical purposes—be the same token the
milary gi' me a bad twisht soon after ye left us," with
a wink at the Colonel, "an' Mister FouHs, the rale gintle-
man that he ia, an' Harry an' Mister Gooder as I mind
him with the shiny sthandin' collar that 'ud make the
side boards of a wagon—an' where ar' ye campin' now,
for I know yer campin' or ye wouldn't be here, d'ye see?"
All this without an intermission, in a high, strained
voice that might have been heard half way across the
lake, as the wind was, but his honest old heart was in it

all and we let him run down without interruption for a
fresh start.

Meantime gentle Mother Nolan had come out on the
porch and we had a good handshake all around, and when
Johnny brought up a crock of cold, sweet cream from the
springhouse the Colonel made himself at home with it,

while I preferred to go down to the springhouse and sample
the buttermilk of the morning's churning in the big
churn.
The first dipper went down so slick that I hardly got a

good taste of it, and I tried another with better success,
but it took the third one to get at the exact flavor, and
then I wished brother "Wawayanda" was there to com-
pare it with the nectar he drank once upon a time
in a stone-lined cellar somewhere in Canada, and
then telling about it afterwards in Forest and Stream
for the sole purpose, as I figured it out, of making my
mouth water.
When I returned to the porch Johnny and the neighbor

had slipped off somewhere, and as the two older boys,
Dan and Mike, were out in the fields, and Mary too tiniid

and shy to be coaxed from the back room, whither she
had fled at the first sound of her father's greeting as we
stepped on the porch, we spent near an hour in pleasant
chat with the old folks.

When about ready to take our leave Johnny and the
neighbor came up the hill to the porch with a sheepish,
expression on their faces that meant they had been in
mischief of some kind, and it soon developed that they
had gone down to the lake to have a look at our canvas
boat, the first they had ever seen, and the temptation
to try it was too strong, and they had been overcome.
Getting in, they raced up and down the shore awhile,

having great fun, when they concluded to land at a
sandy beach a hundred yards below that looked to them
a better place than where we had left it. Alas! for their
good intentions.
When within 10yds. of the shore they struck a sharp,

unnoticed snag sticking up out of the sand, and ripped a
hole in the canvas that started the boat to filling rapidly,
but as the water was less than a foot deep they jumped
out on either side and snaked it ashore before it had taken
more than a few gallons.

Then they sneaked up to the house to break the news
of the catastrophe.
When Johnny had, with much trepidation, told his

tale Uncle Jimmy nearly exploded with wrath, and gave
the boys such a scoring for their "schylarkin' an' med-
dlin' ways'' that they were glad to take refuge in the
house under the protection of Mother Nolan till the storm
abated.
Uncle Jimmy insisted on "settlin' all the damiges,"

but we lifted a load from .Johnny's mind by assuring him
that we looked on it as purely an accident and he nerd
not worry about it; that the damage done was so insignifi-

cant that it could be repaired in a few minutes when we
got to camp.
After the Colonel and I had consoled ourselves at the

springhouse with a last dipper of buttermilk, we started
in a body for the scene of the wreck, stopping in the
potato field on the way to "grabble" a half bushel or more
potatoes to take to camp in the grain sack. However, we
did not know how we were going to get them there, as
our boat was useless and the camp on the opposite side of

the lake three miles or more away. We found the boat
dragged up half her lengthon the sand, with an L-shaped
slit in the canvas about 2in. long on the starboard side
near the forward stool and five or six gallons of water in
the stem.
The water was scooped out with the tin cup brought

along, aided by the big sponge, the boat carried out on
the beach and taken apart, and then we stood looking at

each other in a vacant sort of way, in a of a category
as to how to get it back to camp.
"Shipwrecked b'gosh," old Sam would have said, but

we were on a hospitable shore, which does not always
fall to the lot of castaway mariners.
The neighbor came to our relief by saying he had a

big new skiff a short distance down the shore which we
could use to get to camp and keep till he needed it; and
in half an hour we had the collapsed ironclad loaded into
the bow of the big skiff and headed down the lake in the
direction of the camp, much to Johnny's pleasement no
doubt, for it was plain the boy had been greatly worried
over the mishap and did not expect to come out of the
scrape so easily.

A few hundred yards down shore we beached the skiff
at the mouth of a little stream, out of which we bad
taken sixty or seventy good trout the year before, but
after fishing it carefully up to an old deserted mill at the
road without a bite—the only part of the stream we had
found any fish in—we took a short cut back to the boat,
convinced that it was either a poor day for trout or that
the youngsters of the neighborhood had cleaned it out.

I tried it another day some time afterward, but got
nothing, only the information from a boy that it had
been fished industriously nearly every day for a month
or more, and what fish they had failed to catch were
doubtless scared to death.

Off the mouth of the little stream a hundred yards was
a stake sticking up in about 12ft. of water, where with
his boat tied to it, the Colonel had spent a fair part of his
time the previous year "inveiglin' of bluegills" with a
barnyard hackle for a tail fly and a couple of gaudy
"other" flies for droppers, the heft of the pleasure and
comfort being furnished by a light split-bamboo Leonard
fly-rod. The immediate vicinity around the stake had
been christened "the bluegill hole," for on almost any
day or hour of the day a string of them could be had for
the trouble of pulling a boat down from the camp to the
"hole" after them.
The Colonel's weakness for bluegills, and the recollec-

tions called up by the sight of the old weather-worn stake
overcame him, and we pulled out, and taking a couple of
half-hitches around it with the painter, settled down for
an hour's sport with "them little fellers that kin knock
the spots off'n a trout a-hustlin' an' a-cavortin'," accord-
ing to old Sam, and Sam's estimate of their fighting qual-
ities is not far wrong.
After taking and stringing 25 or 30 big ones—enough

for a couple of fries for the whole camp, and returning
to the water as many more smaller ones, we had enough,
and once more took our way down the lake—first chang-
ing snells and hooks for bass—but we got nothing but a
pickerel in two miles" fishing, and gave it up and crossed
over to camp about 5 o'clock, well satisfied with our day
out, even though the ironclad had a hole in her bottom
and had to go in dock for repairs.
When we climbed the bank near Barney's table we

were greeted by two raw recruits from Cincinnati, sitting
under the big fly, whom the Colonel had telegraphed to
come up while in Traverse City, and they had been in
camp an hour or more waiting for some of us to come in
and do honor to their arrival.
They were father and son ; the former a man of the

sawed-oft' variety, the son a spindlin' shrub of 18 years
from the sturdier parent stem, who had sprained his eyes
by over-study so such an extent that he was afflicted with
short sight—and glasses, but he was a good, jolly sort of
bov, and we took a liking to him.
What the paternal parent lacked in stature he made

up in other accomplishments, among which was a burn-
ing desire to impart his knowledge of angling to his son
—who knew more about it than he did—and he could
hold up his end, too, equally well with the Colonel or
the Kfntuckians when it "came to a question of ' O. F.
C." or "Old Crow."
I will not inflict the whole of his name on the reader

lest he get as tired hunting for the end of it as we did of
his unappreciated wit, the old wormy chestnuts he
S]}rung on us at all hours, seasonable and unseasonable,
bis very funny (to him) but pointless (to us) play on
words and his irritating sarcasms directed chiefly at
his friend, the Colonel, who we sometimes wished would
pick him up by the slack of his breeches and pitch him
into the lake. But he was a good follow, with capabili-
ties but little tact, and we finally got used to his "ever-
lastin' smartness" and looked for it as a part of our daily
fare, to be taken, however, like castor oil, with fortitude,
if not with a relish, and thereafter the camp run along
with less friction than might have been expected.
There may be a moral to this, if the reader has a mind

to hunt it up.
We called them Johnny No. 1 and Johnny No. 3 to dis-

tinguish one from the other, but it was only a day or two
till old Sim departed from the usual Kentucky custom
and dubbed No. 1 "Perfeseor" instead of Colonel, and
thereafter it was "Perfeesor" and "Johnny."
We carried the ironclad up in the shade of one of the

oaks and sewed on a neat patch of canvas over the rent
and waterproofed it with boiled oil, mixed with the
preparation sent with the boat, and in the morning it was
as good as new and ready for another cruise.

When the boys came in a little before sundown and
climbed the bank old Sam's "barometer" indicated "not
bitin' very well; toler'ble pore luck," but they brought in
fom" or flve bass and some pickerel, which, with the blue-
gills were more than enough for our needs, and some of
us, at least, were satisfied. Kingfisher.
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THE MUNGOOSE IN JAMAICA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I HAVE read "Arefar's" letter in your issue of May Sfi,

and would have replied to your request somewhat earlier
but that an accident placed me fiors de combat for nearly
three weeks.

If "Arefar" and his Californian friends will take what
I may term experienced ad-
vice, he and they will let

vrell alone, and keep at as

great a distance as possible

that to xis ubiquitous pest,

Herpestes iclmeumon.
Tue mungoose was intro-

duced into this island for

the ostensible purpose of de-

stroying the large, gray,
white-bellied rat, that played
havoc with the growing
canes on the sugar-making
plantations. That they fairly

achieved the object for

which they were imported
cannot be gainsaid, but that

"they would ever become the
universal pest that they ai-e

at the present day, and have
been for the last ten years,

was never anticipated. So
long as they kept to the
cane-growing plantations

and ate the planter's poul-

try, eggs and all young and
available animal life within
a reasonable distance, all

went well; but with its rapid
and prolific powers of repro-

duction, and its vagabond
and roaming disposition, it

in a very short time—a few
years—was to be found in

every part of the island,

froni the sea shore to the

tops of our loftiest range of

mountains, the highest peak
of which runs up to 7,360ft.

above sea level.

I have had a long and in-

timate acquaintance with
the mungoose, that is since

its first introduction, just

about twenty years ago. In
a brochure written some six

or seven years since on agricultural matters, at the in-

stance of'a leading local society, that on Commerce and
Agriculture, I drew attention to the mungoose, its greatly
increased numbers, area covered, and the devastation it

was accomplishing, not only to young animal life alone,
but to vegetation. Toward the end of 1889, at the request
of the editor of one of our
foremost metropolitan dai-

lies, I again drew attention
to the mungoose question.
This article served the pur-
pose in view, and brought to

our newspapers letters from
all parts of the island, all of

which complained most bit-

terly of the mungoose and
the damage it was causing
everywhere. The general
wail had the desired effect,

and a commission was ap-
pointed by the local govern-
ment to inquire into and re-

port upon Herpestes. When
the commission sat I was the
first summoned, and I stated
what I knew of the animal,
its habits, life, food, etc.

Very many gentlemen were
called and gave evidence,
and with one solitary excep-
tion—a cane cultivator and
sugar boiler— their voices
were raised against this new
and introduced pest. I have
not a report of the mun-
goose commission, but if one
is to be had it shall be sent
on.
The mungoose, as I have

said, was introduced to de-
stroy the cane rat. It has
by no manner of means de-
stroyed those rats, but it has
lessened their number in the
cane fields, and saved the
sugar planters a lot of
money. It was not intro-

duced to destroy, but it has
most effectually nearly ex-
terniinated all our ground
laying and feeding birds, our
poultry, eggs of all kinds on
the ground and in trees, including those of the land tur-
tle; it kills young pigs, lambs, kids: eats fruits of all
kinds; canes, ground provisions, fish, wildfowl, snakes
(ours are, or rather were, harmless), lizards, crabs, etc.
All young and tender life, animal and vegetable, is in-
cluded in its menu of daily fare.

It has been said, when folks here knew but little of its
habits, that the mungoose does not climb, and that he is
only a day forager. Neither assertion is correct, for the
animal will climb into a tree that would try the agility
and pluck of a young descendent of Ethiopia, and during
the beautiful moonlit nights, that one only experiences
in the tropics, the mungoose will take his walks abroad
intent on destruction of some kind. A¥hen up a tree he
will destroy the eggs or young of birds, taking them from
the nest, or eat the fruit that may be ripe. He does not
kill our domestic or dark-furred rat, and I am aware of

an instance in which a mungoose and two of these rata
found a common home or lodging place in the hollow
trunk of a fallen tree. This, however, must be taken as
a rare exception.
We had in this island a beautiful and indigenous snake,

a friend to the agriculturist, the Cliilobothrus inornatus,
commonly called the yellow snake, and growing to a
length of 6 and 7ft. It is gone; love or money cannot
procure an individual, at least I have not been able to
obtain a specimen for a snake fancier friend living across
the big water, although I have been trying for the last
three or four years. Another friend of the l^nd cultiva-

MRS. WOODCOCK'S HOME.
From a Photooraph bt &. E. Jaquins.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

tor, the ground lizard (Ameiva dorsalis), is gone. I have
seen but one individual during the last five years; form-
erly they might be seen by the hundred in every mile of
ground covered.
When he has cleared off the animal life and the fruit

in a district, the mungoose turns his attention to the

MRS. WOODCOCK AT HOME.
From a Photograph by Or. E. JAQmNg.

Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

ground provisions, and here again he shows the variety
of his taste and the power of his jaws. He will gi-ovel
away with his paws until he lays bare yams, cocoas
(Alocasia) sweet potatoes, cassava, bitter and sweet (the
former, Manibot titilissima, poisonous in its raw and un-
prepared state), and other ground food bulbs. Of fruit
he has a partiality for the banana, the various Ananas,
the mango and others, as well as for some of our tree
vegetables, for instance the delicious akee (Cupania
edtdis) and pear {Pias cauUjlora) et hoc genus omne.
The mungoose will destroy fish, and when our irriga-

tion canals are drawn off for cleaning, he will seize the
fish and make off with them.
Beside the destruction to animal and vegetable life, not

the least harm it has done has been by the destruction of
insectivorous birds and lizards, and the great increase of
another nuisancfi, the tick. Here is a suhjeci that our

local government is bound to take up in the near future,
and there is or will be found only one remedy, the intro-
duction, propagation and protection of insect-eating
birds. (Would that we could exchange with you the
mungoose for the sparrow).
Herpestes breeds about six to eight times in each year,

and I have never known of more than five young at one
time, but upon this point opinions differ, one eminent
local doctor of medicine (and a naturalist) stated before
the commission that the young numbered ten to eleven.
The mungoose lives in the hollows of dead trees, dry
walls and other such places. His activity is wonderful,

and it is a treat to see him
leap at and secure a young
fowl; he very seldom misses
the quarry, which, when
secured, he proceeds to mu-
tilate in the groin, first of
all drinking the warm blood,
then devouring the liver,
etc. With all his activity
and pluck—and he is plucky
-=-he is no match against a
good terrier, and those who
wish to rear a few chickens
must and do keep two or
more terriers. The mun-
goose is cunning and saga-
cious; in fact he is highly
educated. I have seen one
abstract an egg from a hen*s
nest, take it up with the
forepaws, hug it to its heart
and walk off on its hind legs.
Here is an instance in proof
of its intelligence and rea-
soning power. The narra-
tive comes to me first hand
from a gentleman holding
the commission of the peace
and not given to Munch-
hausenism. My friend, who
is the owner of one of our
principal coastal wharves,
and his own wharfinger,
told me that his premises
are overrun with mungoose,
against which he wages a
perpetual war. He had
noticed for a considerable
time, as he sat in his office,
an old buck constantly trav-
eling to and fro between a
log wood heap and the large
warehouse. His constant
perambulations had worn a
distinct track on the sandy
soil. Afraid to have re-

course to his gun in such a place, he provided a new
sprmg trap, upon the lever platform of which he tied, as
well as he could, an egg, and when the employees had
drawn oft" for the midday meal he excavated a hole in the
track, placed therein the trap, which he covered over
with loose sand, leaving only the egg exposed, and after

making all smooth retired
to his office to watch. Ere
long out came Herpestes,
"who commenced a series of
maneuvers as comical as
they were cunning. After
reconnoitering by some half ,

dozen circular evolutions he
gradually approached the
egg, and with his fore pawa
commenced to scratch the
sand away about 6 or 7in.
from the egg. A part of
the trap soon became ex-
posed, when a few runs
round doubtless expressed
his satisfaction at outwitt^
ing the wharfinger. The
excavating and circular per-
ambulations continued until
the trap was undermined on
the one side, when, losing
its equilibrium, it fell into
the miniature pit, the egg
rolled off and was immedi-
ately carried away by the
intelligent but destructive
little animal.
The mungoose is easily

trapped, and it is a strange
circumstance connected
with its capture that very
few females are taken or
killed, perhaps one in twen^
ty. This would lead to the
conclusion that either the
males are greatly in excess
of the females, or that the
latter stay at home to super-
intend the domestic arrange-
ments and the family.
However interesting the

mungoose may be from a
natural history point of
view, the fact remains that
it has overrun every part of

Jamaica, has done and is doing incalculable damage in
every direction.
The question may be asked, "Is it not possible to ex-

terminate them ?" The answer is handy in the negative.
On the plains and in cultivated districts they may be par-
tially kept down; in the hills, in the rocky, inaccessible
and uncultivated districts, never. Here they are and
here they are going to remain until the last trump sounds.

I have written no exaggerated account of the life of
Herpestes iclmeumon in Jamaica, but the facts experience
has brought to my notice and note book. "Arefar" and
his friends had better leave their gophers, squirrels, quail
and poultry, and the mungoose alone,

JAMAICA, w. I., July 4. Edward M. Earle.

Chained to business? Cant go fishing? Make the
best of it. Read Forest and Stream.
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CALIFORNIA SONG BIRDS,
OAKLAND, Cal., July 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
To the native son of this State, to one who believes in
California first and hiraself second, nothing ia more soul-

inspiring, nothing more nearly approaches the sublime in

literature than an adverse criticism of the climate of this

glorious commonwealth by tixp man who lives where he
dare not go out of his house in wiuter without gloves on
his hands, flaps on his ears and a 50 pound overcoat on
his back: and dare not go out in summer without a sun-
shade over his hat and a piece of ice under it.

Thus '-Didymus," of Summit, N. J., in Forest and
Stream for Oct. 1, 1891: "During certain seasons" in
Cilifornia "every spear of grass, every weed dries np for

want of water, and every insect dies for want of grass
and weeds; and how, under such conditions, little birds
can live I can't imagine. They require water very often,
and Californians expect too much if they suppose the lit-

tle musicians are going to entertain them with no grain,
grass seeds or insects to live on and not a drop of water
to wet their whistles with."
Shades of the Argonauts! Does man say this and live

unhaunted? "Not a drop of water to wet their whistle
with!" What. Mr. "Didymus,'" do you think we wet our
whistles with— whisky? In this city, only a month ago,
two temperance advocates secured total abstinence
pledges from 4,000 people. Poor, ignorant fools; what
will not be their sufferings before next rainy season!
True, there are a few desert spots in California. But
gather them all in one piece, place it at one end of the
State, and cut that end oif. Why, ifc would never be
missed from the map; it would not be so much as a dog's
ear on a quarto page. It might be a little larger than
New Jersey, but would be considerably smaller than a
reasonable-sized wheat farm. And who ever thought of
distributing song-birds in a desert? Who would there
hear the music but an occasional lost prospector who
would give all the singing of all the birds that ever ex-
isted from the beginning of time until now for one small
drop of watei?
Mr. "Didymus," you err. Have you ever visited this

State, or do you rely upon the vague hearsay of some-
body who was told by somebody, who also was told by
somebody, ad infinitum, that such is the case? Take
your map of California, "Didymus," and I will give you
a lesson in geography. Do you see that line of moun-
tains near the ocean? That is the Coast Kange. And do
you see that other line jjarallel to the first, but further
east? That is the Sierra Nevada Eange. Here you will
find many peaks perpetually covered with snow. Be-
tween these two ridges are the Sacramento and San Joa-
quin valleys, through which flow two large navigable
rivers. These rivers are fed by iunumerable smaller
streams, which drain nearly the whole interior of the
State. Now, when a bird, no matter where he may be
(except in a cage), feels in a convivial mood and asks his
neighbor to smile, within a few minutes' flight the two
can always find flowing water with which to drink each
other's health. Again, "the birds that wanton in the
air" can here riot on. luscious, juicy fruits of many vari-
eties the whole year through, which, Mr, "Didymus," is

more than you can do in New Jersey. Further, as the
combined eft'orts of the population of all the planets can
not make free birds stay where there is neither food nor
water, your warning is unnecessary.
As to the seeds and insects dying, we have not so

good luck. If such were the fact, and the injurious
weeds and bugs would die, then indeed would this be
Paradise,
But one word more and I shall be through. The irri-

gation district, when compared to the size of California,
is very small; and while the conditions of plant life and
in consequence insect life have been materially changed,
the State as a whole has been unaffected. N. S. G. W.

'iitnie md 0nri.

Neil) Editions: The Gun and its Development, $'2,50.

The Modern Shotgun, $1. For sale at this office.

STOCKING MASSACHUSETTS COVERS.
To the Sportsmen of Massachusetts:
The undersigned, a committee appointed by the Massa-

chusetts Fish and (lame Protective Association for the
purpose of increasing the game supply in this State,
present these facts to you. AVe have loosed alive in
Massachusetts during the three years of our work the
following:

Sjg pinnated grouse (Cupidonia cupido).
Ii6 sliarp-taii grouse iredkecetes pliasianelliis, var. colum-

bianus).
1 030 Bob White quail (OrUix viryinianm).
320 '^amhel's partride-" (Loplwrtyx (jamheli).
20 plump.d partridge {Oreoriyx pictus).
87 Norttiern hares (Lcpiw amer-icamis, var. virginianils).
A total of 1,918 head of game.

Evidence in abundance shows conclusively that the
undertaking is already successful, and from the Berk-
shire Hills to Provincetown, from Haverhill to Fair-
haven, we hear that the game loosed has survived our
winters, has bred and has increased.
The work has been done and paid for (save by the aid

of a few donations from other generous and public-
spirited gentlemen) by the members of the Massachusetts
Fish and Grame Protective Association—a private club of
sportsmen, for the public good alone. We are now at
tue openmg of another season's work, having learned
how and where to procure game valuable to our State
and how to care for it when procured; and it is our pur-
pose to loose in different parts of the State during the
coming season some 3.000 head of hardy game birds,
three-fourths of which are already ordered and will
soon begin to arrive. We have some money left; this
we shall use, and we want much more for the' same good
purpose, and it seems to us that there are many sports-
men who would gladly embrace this opportunity to add
their contributions for increasing the order (as funds are
provided for those already ordered).
Ours is a labor of love, for we pay no salaries, no office

rent, neither is it merged with other moneys nor used for
paying club expenses; all money at the command of this
committee is spent for game, and the more money the
greater the result may be. The opportunity is beyond

our means, and we ask that every Massachusetts sports-
man make our cause his and help us in this work.
Each year witnesses the retreat still further west of the

pinnated and the sharp tail grouse, and every year brings
more Western sportsmen to our Eastern country for the

I deer and moose formerly to be found near their own
home. The deer and moose have gone, the grouse are
going fast. Pinnated grouse were found when the Pil-

grims landed in the old Bay Scale, and it may be no idle
dream that an httndrpd years hence pilgrims from the
West may come to find them here again.
Massachusetts is the only State east of the Alleghanies

where it can be said the pinnated and sharp-tail grouse
exist. Now, they do exist here, they thrive and may be-

come a common game bird if sportsmen do their part to
help.
Ahiv is the time. Help us now.' A few years lience will

be too late, and the time will be past when it may be pos-
sible to do the work we are now accomplishing. Some
have given to the cause a single dollar, some one hun-
dred. Give us what you can, and join with the moral aid
already profliered the financial help which will bring full

success.
Edward E. Hardy, Sears Building, Boston, is treasurer

of the committee, and due acknowledgment will be made
to each contribution. John Fottler, Jr.,

Edward E, Hardy,
Heinrt J. Thayer,
Edavard Brooks,
Outram Bangs,

Committee on Acclimatization.

Mr. Richard O, Harding, well known to the readers of
the Forest and Stream as the secretary of the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association, has just
returned from spending a most delightful day at the ex-
tensive game preserve of Mr. B. C. Corey, of Hyanie. As
everybody acquainted with the place is aware, the game
preserve of this gentleman is on an island, connected
with the mainland by a bridge, Mr. Harding says that
the center of the island is a perfect forest, where even
deer can find sufficient cover to flourish in and remain as
wild as the deer of Maine or the Adirondacks. Around
the woods and on the borders of the sea the ground is

cultivated with several varieties of grain in order to ftxr-

nish the game birds with good and sufficient food. In
the winter considerable fodder is supplied to the deer in
the case of very deep and continued snows. The deer
are prevented from leaving the island on the sides next
to the mainland by a high fence. Even to Mr. Corey
these deer are very wild and almost unnumbered. One
day last winter he put out food that he was aware that
the deer would come to, and then by climbing a high
tree, he was able to count ninety-three of these beautiful
creatures or to satisfy himself that there were that num-
ber in the preserve,
Aa for quail, he has a great abundance, the result of

stocking, some of the stock for which he obtained through
the Fish and Game Protective Association. Mr, Corey
and Mr. Harding drove and walked over a part of the
preserve. They became aware that they were near to
a body of quail, when by a detour near the covey they
were able to see nearly half a hundred of them as they
flew away. The chicks were evidently two-thirds grown
as they flew with the old birds without difficulty so far as
seen, Mr, Corey is satisfied with his success in restock-
ing with quail, but with pinnated grouse he is not at
all satisfied. He put out last year all the birds of this
variety he obtained from the Association. These birds
he saw for a whUe but soon they all disappeared, and
no signs of them have been discovered since,
unless,, indeed, a very long-distance sign is

to be counted. It will be remembered that a
pinnated grouse, in an exhausted condition, was found
in the vicinity of Saguin Island, near the mouth of the
Kennebec River, in Maine, last winter. It is siiggeated
that this may have been one of Mr, Corey's birds, or at
least it must have been from the birds put out somewhere
in Massachusetts, since there are no pinnated grouse in
Maine. Mr. Harding expresses the opinion, coming from
Mr, Corey, that the pinnated grouse is too migratory in
its habits to ever be a success in restocking the game
resorts of Massachusetts. Mr. Corey has two or three
golden pheasants at his preserve, but with these beautiftil
birds he has not made a success in general stocking. Some
chicks have been hatched either artificially or by the old
birds in confinement, but they have not done well, and
have scarcely reached maturity in a semi wild state.

The quail put out in Franklin Park, Boston's great
pleasure ground, are evidently there still, and in all

probability they tiave bred. They have been out over
one winter, and one of the drivers of the public car-
riages tells me that he has seen and heard them many
times. As to what numbers he is not quite sure, but he
is inclined to think that there is quite a covey in the
vicinity of Scarborough Hill,

The open season on shore birds is at hand in Massachu-
setts, but what with the intensely hot weather and the
flood of other summer attractions the gunnerp have not
given them much attention yet. Special.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the field and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest akd Stheam offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under which these prizes will he give i are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follow:: First $35. Second §30

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of f5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Foeert and Stbeam's field—game
and fish (alive or dead;, a>iootiDg and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1802 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work mnst be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or & pseudonym
for identiflcatinn. Wi'heach photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camTa.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and

Stkeam. This applies only to the particular prints teat us.

ANOTHER DAY WITH THE GROUSE.
WiLLiAMSBURO, Ind,, July 17.—Among the mail re-

ceived this mommg was the Forest and Stream, con-
taining: Dr. Morri-i's 'A DAy with the Grouse." Aa u&ual,,
Forest and Stream received the first notice, and thei
duocor'e article happened to be the first one read, and the
last one for to-day, too, for I felt it to be a suflicient feast
for one day. So graphic and so true are his descriptionsi
that one who has been there felt that he was there again,
and living over again, one of those hapjiy days. Beforei
a fourth of the article was read I forgot that I was only'i

reading, and became one of the doctor's party and as full
of enjoympnt as any of them. When, at last, the day
was over, the paper dropped from my hands and I sat a
while, living over the days when a favorite brother (now
gone to join the silent majority) and I with strong limbs
that laughed at the idea of getting tired; well trained
dogs who only lived to serve us, and good guns that we'
knew how to use, tramped the gray fields and the brown
carpeted woods. There were many of those days, many,
of thetn, too, that did not bring heavy bags, but
none that did not bring keen enjoyment, both at the.
time and when remembered. One day in particular
was brought to view by the doctor's "day," and as it is

the day of days in my shooting memories, perhaps it may'
be worth relating.

It was late in iSTovember when Brother Dave returned
from the West, and we were reunited after a long part-
ing. He had great stories to tell of shooting and fishing
in the wildest parts of the Rockies. ''But,'" said he,
"there was none of it so good as the old times with you,
and I now suggest that we have just one more day with
the Jay county 'pheasants.' We will go on this' after-
noon's train, have Dick drive us to the west end of the":

big woods early in the morning, and then we will bunt"
back toward town."
A forty-mile ride landed us at Briant, just at dark,;'

Dick was at the station, and gave us a hearty welcome,
and said he had a hot supper waiting for us. After

'

supper we told him we wanted to be set down at the west,
end of the big woods a little before sun-up. Next morn-'
ing at 5 o'clock he announced that breakfast was ready
and the team harnessed, and in thirty minuter more we
were on the road. A faint gray tinged the eastern sky. -

The dead weeds and grass and the rail fences werei
silvered with frost. From a weed field near by came th&j
plaintive calls of a covey of quail, scattered during the!
night by some owl or mink. Two or three owls were'j
hooting in the woods, and a belated rabbit hopped across!
the road. In the south was a bank of fog, and all the air;

was hazy with smoke and tinged with the smell of burn-|
ing brush and smoldering logs.

The sun was just in sight when we climbed the fence
into a ijasture lot dotted with clumps of hazel brush and
littered with logs and piles of brush. The dogs jumped
over the fence, but did not take a step. Both pointed thei
instant they struck the ground. "Must be quail," said
Dave. "It isn't likely pheasants would be out here so-

early."

Just then five grouse thundered out from the further^
side of a clump of hazel brush. Four shots that woke thei
echoes far and wide—one bird down, another going oS,
hard hit and the other three out of sight in the woods; allj

m a very few seconds.
The next performance was by a man who mounted a

stump a hundred yards away and launched at us a string*
of expletives that showed long practice in that line. The
expletives were sandwiched with commands to "get out:
of there," threats of prosecution, death to the dogs andj
personal violence to ourselves. Dave remarked thatii

"that fellow must be feeling pretty lively, but was tooi;

talky to do anything else. At any rate he will have toJ
come over here before we pay any attention to him. I

'

marked th« crippled bird, did you mark any of the.!

others?" "Yes," said I, "two of them." Dan proposed ,

that we get the crippled one and then hunt for the others.
I

The bird was found without any trouble. It was able to^
fly but an easy shot finished it. We next went to the.;!

place the birds flew from and I got the bearings by which i

the two birds had been marked. One of them was found
after thirty minuteb' search and got away, followed by,
two loads of shot. We concluded that the other one^
must have gone into a tree, and as it is next to impossi-,
ble to find one of these birds in a tree, unless the exact

'

tree is known, we gave it up.
The next find was foixr birds that were wallowing

in the dust on the sunny side of a log. They flushed wild'
from me but one dropped to my second barrel. Dave was
forty years away but got a shot at one flying past him.
It towered straight up above the tall trees, but recovered,
and flew away. We followed and it got up wild from
the dogs. A second time it rose wild but did not fly so
far. This time the dogs pointed in an open place, with
nothing on the ground but dead leaves, beaten flat by the
rains,

^

"Now he is our bird," said Dave. "We will get him,
sure. The bird is not 30lt. from old Dick's nose," Slowly
we approached the dogs, every inch of us on the alert, at
every step expecting the swift flight that would try our

j

qtiickness. Step by step, till we i-eached the dogs. No
bird flew. There was nothing to hide a humming bird,

much less a grouse, I said I didn't think there was any
bird there, "Yes, there is," said Dave. "Old Dick don't'
do that way for nothing. Catch it, Dick," D ck walked
10ft. further and stopped. "There it is," said Dave, "3ft,

from Dick's nose." It was dead; lying breast down and
wings outspread, its plumage harmonizing so closely

,

with the dead brown leaves that it seemed a part of them.
We found that but one shot had hit it, but that was in the
neck at the base of the bill, breaking no bones but cutting
a vein that bled it to death.
From here we crossed an open space grown up with

;

wef ds and bushep, the dogs flushing one bird that went
into the woods, flying along a place that had been cleared
of timber and a rail fence built. As I was some distance
nearer to the fence than Dave, I went after the bird, and
presently looking back saw him following. Forty rods
down the fence I walked almost right on the bii d. It

rose within 4ft. of me and flew back between me and a
tree, so close that 1 struck at it with my gun. Thi'! de-
layed my shooting, and by the time I had turned and was
about to pull the trigger I remembered that Dave was back
there, but immediately noted that the bird was 12ft. high
and Dave would be safe. By this time the bird was under
full headway, but the shot was a good one. The bird

folded its wing and fell dead without a struggle. Dave
stepped oub of a fence corner and said, "When your gun
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pointed this way I got into that fence corner pretty quick.
Just as the bird was opposite me I saw the feathers
knockpd out of it. Look whore it lies, and it was not
over 13ffc. high when it was hit."' It was thiity-five steps
to where it hit the ground. It seems incredible that a
bird can fly so swiftly and safely through such thick
brush, but they do do it, and have often done it in the
night, too.

We next went into a tract of several hundred acres
that had borne many large white oak trees. They had
been cut down the year before when the leaves were on.
The bodies of the trees had been hauled away, but the
leafy tops still dotted the ground and were excellent
cover for the birds. Wild rose berries, black haws and
the seeds of various weeds furnished abundant food.
Oae of the dogs pointed at the edge of a thicket and I

saw the bird standing on a log not ten feet away,
"Come over here, Dave," said I, "there's one on that

log."
"Why don't you shoot his head off?" said Dave,
"Oh, I'll kill him with a club;'' said I, "look out now!"

And I tossed a stick that flushed the bird. We shot
three times at him, but for all T know he is a good bird
yet.

The next find was in one of the big oak tops. We
stationed ourselves on each side and urged the dog to go
in, but he did not like to and stood looking alternately
at us and at the leafy top that hid the bird. After a good
deal of urging he ran to the butt end of the lop, got on a
big limb six feet above the ground, walked out on it till

he got directly above the bird and pointed again, partly
crouched on the limb, his head hanging down at one
side of it. In spite of our urging he stood this waj
several minutt s, but finally sprang at the spot he thought
held the bird. Out came two in a mighty hurry. There
were two shots, two clouds of feathers floating "in the air
and two birds fluttering on the dead leaves. The dog
came out of the top and looked as though he had very
grave doubts about that being the proper way to do it

and wondering whether he would be switched or praised.
He was patted on the head and told to fetch the dead
birds, and after that was fully satisfied that it was all

right, because we said it was.' He had also got the idea
that the birds were all in these tops and put in the rest
of the day running from one top to another, always going
on the lee side, generally running right by if there was
nothing there, but would occasionally stop and take a

snitf or two to make sure he had not overlooked a bird,
and soon got very willing to go in and scarce the birds
out.
At noon we lay on the dead grass in the warm sunshine

and ate the lunch that our host had slipped into our
shooting coats, and afterward tried to take a nap, but our
minds were too full of the sport we had had and of the
sport to come, and the dog wagged his tail and whined,
90 we were soon afield again.
At last the sun got low and the air chilly, but still we

tramped the woods, and the faithful dog ran from top to
top, and our guns cracked and the birds flew away or
were killed, till at last the dark came on and the woods
•were left to the owls and the coons and the foxes. If the
day had been longer the sport woidd have lasted longer,
but we felt that we had had enough.
A review of the day's incidents showed that we had

flushed sixty-five birds, shot at forty-two of them and had
bagged twenty-one. Of caurse, we did not see sixty-five
difierent birds, as quite a number were flushed more' than
once, and more than fifty shots were fired, as both of us
frequently shot at the same bird.

Did the day's enjoyment end with the day? By no
means. It was enjoyment to see the interest of wife and
children as they unpacked the birds and counted them,
and admired their plumage, and asked how they lived
and how we got them. It was enjoyment to sit down to

the luscious feast they made, to eat them and to see the
loved ones eat them. It was enjoyment to lay one nice
young bird in the hands of an invalid friend, -r nd to be
told how lie had bsen longing for just one pheasant's
breast. It was enjoyment to read the letter from a city
friend to whom some of the birds were sent—a letter

that said the birds made him smell the autumn leaves
and see the smoky Indian summer, acd ended by com-
plimenting the skill that bagged so many of such wary
and swift-winged birds. Neither wa=! all this the end of
that day's enjoyment, for the day had been lived over
Hgaia in memory a hundred times, and will be a hundred
times again. And further yet, that day and others like
it have kept my body strong and my mind clear from
many weary cares, and mide warm friends for me,

O, H, Hampton.

A Deer Floating Incident.

Mb, Elliott Smith, president of the American Wood
Powder Company, though an enthusiast at trap and tield-

shooting, does not think much of the sport of deer hunt-
ing—at least, by the method of water butchery so common
in the North Woods.

Several years ago he was initiated into the mysteries of
"floating," and killed a fine deer the first night. He had
been out the best part of the night and had fallen asleep,
when he was suddenly awakened by the boat stopping.
He had heard his guide whisper to shoot, but though he
looked carefully on all sides, he could see nothing at
which to aim. Though only a few feet away, the deer
the guide had located was hidden from view. Presently,
however, it made a sudden leap for the safety of the
woods, and he caught a glimpse of its tawny form. It

was only a glimpse, but it gave him the opportunity he
needed, and he bowled it over with a neat snap shot.

Several days later the guide he had on this expedition
approached Mr. Smith and asked if he did not want to
try for another deer. He agreed, and that night they
went out jacking a second time, when the guide suc-
ceeded in paddling him up to a fawn that was neck deep
in the water in search of the succulent lily bulbs, of which
deer are so fond, and brought the boat so close that Mr,
Smith was enabled to reach out his rifle and tap the
frightened innocent on the head. This last expprience
was enough for him. The sport savored too much of
barnyard butchery, and he made up hie mind to give up
deer hunting till he could find some better method.

Chained to Business?

Can't go fishing? Make the best of it. Read Forest and
ST«JtA.M.

THE OLD MUSKET.
!

Yeaes ago, in the dreamy days of my early childhood,
there stood, in the earner of "the kitchen entry, one of
thosa fearfully and wonderfully made firearms known to
our grandfathers as a Queen's Arm, musket. How well t

remember the old gun, with its long barrel, heavily
stocked full length, its insty but still formidable bayonet,
the iron ramrod and massive lock. How strong and safe
seemed the great bands which strapped the barrel to the
stock, and how suggestive was the heavy black leather
pling which dangled about the piece from the big swivels.
Proud indeed must have been its first possessor, as he
shouldered the musket and hurried to the Assembly on
General Muster Day. How at "ground arms" its glitter-
ing bayonet must have towered above my tail ancestor's
head, as if to smell the battle afar ofi"; and"how handsome
its carefully polished stock, redder than the blushing
cheek of the maiden who stole admiring glances at his
sinewy form, as the "Right shoulder arms, march," com-
XDelled him to go from near her.

It had in its youthful days been a noted weapon.
Stories were told around the lire to eager, childish ears,
of how the British had recoiled from its muzxle when
my great-grandsire had pointed it in their direction at
the battle of Odwego; and well they might, for its huge
iron bore and mighty barrel seemed capable of annihilat-
ing a small arriay if it were only loaded to its full
capacity, I, at least, never doubted that it had slain its

dozens on that momentous occasion. That was half a
century before I saw the light. Yet when I made its

acquaintance it lacked none of those chief attributes
which had made it formidable to invaders. The great
brown barrel, the long red stock, the iron ramrod and
the heavy bayonet which had lost its glitter, were all
there. One great change, however, had taken place in
its mechanism; when it no longer became necessary to
hurl huge leaden bullets from its angry mouth at public
enemies or dangerous beasts, it had been put away until
the time came for gi-andfather to learn the use of fire-
arms. Then it had been taken to a smithy and trans-
formed into a percussion musket. What a lock that was!
It yawned open when at full cock, like a bear-trap; and
when the hammer fell something had to go.

It was during- this period of its existence that its fame
as a game destroyer became established, and traditionary
tales of marvelous shots at vast distances and close range,
performed by the old gun, have come down to the writer
through generations of truthful men. Thirty-five pigeons
at one discharge; a wild goose "at 30 rods;" a black squir-
rel at "90 paces," with bird-shot, and a man's leg at 10ft.,
with buckshot, are only a part of the wonderful record of
this lead-slinging machine.
In the course of nature my grandfather laid the gun

away, and my father, then a sturdy farmer's boy of four-
teen years, became its possessor. Many times have I
hung about his chair in breathless interest, listening to
the story of when he went muskrat hunting. He used to
tell it something like this: ' When I was a lad I lived in
the country on a big farm, which was a little boy's para-
dise. There was small game of all kinds to be had in the
fields and woods, and through the back end a small brook
ran, where I used to catch some nice fish. One day I was
hoeing corn near the brook, and being thirsty went to it

for a drink. As I clambered over the fence, to my de-
light I saw a number of muskrats swimming about in the
water. I ran at once to the house for the old gun, which
I knew how to use; stopping only long enough to hammer
down a good big load, I went back to the creek and stole
quietly up behind the fence. There were the long-tailed,
sleek rats still sporting in the water, at least six of them.
Carefully poking the gun through the rails, I took good
aim. and shutting both eyes, I fired.

"Tnere was a stunning report, a crash against my face
as though a mule had kicked me, and for the next two or
three minutes I didn't know anything. Then I got my
senses, and began to look around me for the wreckage.
My nose was bleeding a stream; there lay my hat a rod
away : there lay the musket smoking like a volcano, I
picked it up, got my hat and staggered home, with a fear-
fully blacked eye, an acbiug head, and a shoulder that
was useless for a week. The gun was already loaded
when I put in that second generous charge,"
Just here I always asked, "Pa, how many muskrats

did you kill? " But he never would tell.

The time finally came when my older brother must
learn how to shoot, and to that end, the venerable Queen's
arm was taken to the town and thoroughly cleaned. One
day, a great flock of crows settled in the wheat field near
the house, and began business on an extended scale. My
brother saw them, and came flying into the kitchen
caught up the musket, loaded it heavily, ard ran out,'

Stealing up behind the lilacs, he took aim and pulled the
trigger; the cap only snapped. Afresh one was tried,
with the same result. Then another was put on, the gun
was cocked, and he was about to try again, when the
thought came into his head to prime the nipple. Running
back to the house, he leaned the gun against the side of
the woodshed, and went in for the powder horn. Scarcely
had he secured this, when a cannon-like roar and a crash-
ing sound, aa if the building was collapsing, broke the
stillness. Rushing out, the cause of all the uproar was
apparent; in some manner, possibly by slipping a trifle,

the gun had been fired, and the entire upper corner of
the wood shed had travelled off into the supernal em-
pyrean, along with the charge of big shot.
Before I grew large enough to put in a claim to the use

of the old mu-^ket, it had begun to show signs of dilapida-
tion. In the first place, the bayonet was missing. Only
two people in the whole world know, or ever knew,
where or bow it went; those are my brother and myself.
He had been shelling corn in the time-honored way of
rubbing two ears together, when the brilliant idea oc-
curred to him of fastening that bayonet into the edge of
the tub, and ripping the kernels olf the cob on the point.
The scheme was speedily put into operation, and worked
splendidly for a time; but growing careless, he made a
luckless motion, the point of the bayonet entered his
wrist, and laid his hand open to the bone, an ugly gash
Sin. in length.
Never shall I forget the ominous silence which suc-

ceeded his first yell of pain; then he seized the bayonet,
wrenched it loose from the tub, and rushing out of the
barn threw it a mile and a half into the next township.
It was never seen again, unless some one has since plowed
it up and put it carefully away under glass as a me-
mento of some ancient conflict fought in that neighbor-
hood.

Then the ramrod went ; I suppose I was accountable
for that. Down tlie road a piece, where the creek had
been bridged, a deep pool, thronging with big yellow sun
fioh, used to tempt small boys like me to dally on their
way to school. One morning I rigged the long, springy
ramrod with line, hook and sinker, and started for
school, intending to spend a few minutes in fishing at the
bridge. I had pretty good success, and was hatding out
the yellow beauties very freely, when suddenly I was
startled at hearing the recess bell ringing from the
school window. Forgetting that f had the ramrod and
not a Bwiloh for a pole, I dropped it into the deep water
and started for the seat of learning on a run. Tuen the
horror of what I had done flashed upon me, 1 stood
still, almost paralyzed. School was forgotten, fi^h were
disregarded, and I spent the rest of the morning trying
to recover the lost ramrod, I never did.
But the last and greatest catastrophe which befel the

old musket, overtook it at the hands of my mother. We
moved from the old home into town, and the days of its
usefulness would thus naturally have been over, but it

might, in its last days, still have adorned the wall of my
bed-room, had it not been altogether shorn of its true
proportions. One day after the kitchen stove had been
put into place, mother wanted to insert a piece of oil-
cloth beneath it. She was juat then alone in the house;
the stove was heavy, and would have oft'ered an insur-
mountable obstacle to almost anybody else, but not to
her. First she tried removing the lege, one at a time, l5ut
nearly brought the whole apparatus down, pipe and all.
Then she thought of a lever, and casting about for a good
one, discovered the musket in a corner of the store room.
Eureka! The gun was brought in, and set to the task.
As on every other occasion, it did its full duty, but when
the job was over, what a gun it was! Had it been loaded
and fhed at the top of the church steeple, the charge
would surely have blown a hole through the door. It
was too bad, for four generations had loved, prized and
revered the old Queen's Arm, and that it should meet its
fate in that unromantic manner was hard. After its
ruin, however, it was put away in the cellar with all its
record and associations, and its history ceased to be told.
I found it there the other day, in a search for something
else, and there it still hes, rusty, worm-eaten, a,nd almost
nothing but a memory. D. F, H,

MAJOR MERRILL'S "BLACK WARRIOR."
The story of the late Maj. Merrill's hors*^, "Black

Warrior," which we copy from a New York Herald of
November, 1857, is interesting, not only because it is the
record of a noble war horse, but also because it shows an
admirable feeling on the part of Black Warrior's master
—a regard for the faithful comrade of march and scout,
which provfd a warm heart and fidelity to friends. The
Herald said: "This remarkable war horse died in this
city last week at the advanced age of 28 years. He was
raised in Tennessee, and branded U, S, D, (United States
Dragoons) on the opening of the war in Florida, where
he served in the swampa and everglades to the close of
that inglorious campaign; after which, for several years
he was used in the chase of wild Indians, horse thieves,
border ruflians and at odd spells of foxf s, deer and buf-
falo, at the various military posts on the prairies west of
Arkansas.
"Having marched all over the country, and swam all

Uie principal rivers between St. Augustine, Fla., and
Mexico, he was in the whole of the Mexican war, and
took an active part in nine general battles, having been
wounded by a musket ball at Molino del Rey, and again
by a piece of shell at Chepultap 'c. Peace be'ing restored,
Maj. Merrill was unwilling to part with his faithful com-
panion in arms, who had borne him successfully through
two wars, from the grade of second lieutenant to brevet
major, or to break him down with more service, and so
he Drought him Nortb and placed him on a 'retired list'
for life in this city with full rations, where he has been
cared for at the stables of Disbrow. the equestrian pro-
fe-sor.

"He was ridden by Kossutb, and also by President
Pierce, on occasion of their triumphant entries into the
city of New York a few years since, and was uf ually rid-
den by Gen. Sanford on the r((Uith of July, and often by
Col, Duryea, at theheadof his famou- S venth Regiment,
"He was never in harness, but was un. qusb d for disci-

pline and grace of movement under the saadle : very fond
of music, knowing his place and the word of command,
and the bugle call quite like an old soldier, was never
sick or lame for a day, or knovvn to fall or stumble: and
was remarkable for his great powers of endurance, ket p-
ing fat on prairie grass on long marches; a tine bloodfd
animal, of medium height and weight, perfectly sym-
metrical and beautiful in form, clean limbed, small head
well formed, bright, quick, handsome eyes, large thin
nostrils, red as fire when distended; very ppirited, yet
kind and gentle and very knowing, and possessing a
greater number of good points than any other of his con-
temporaries in the long line of his service, all of whom,
perhaps, he outlived.

'

"Black Warrior may well ba elapsed along with the
Bucephalus, Copenhagen, Old Y/hitney and other cele-
brated chargers that have 'said among the trumpets, ha,
ha, and smelt the battle afar oft" the thunder of captains^
and the shouting.'

"

Freaks of Bullets.

If "Podgers" does not answer S. J. Norris'a query I
shall be very happy to do so, as I have often noticed this
"freak." Every rifle has two points, at which the bullet
and the line of sight strike the same point, viz., the near
and far point-blank, your rifle being sighted for 75ft..
would have its near point-blank at about 25 ft.

; and pince
the lines of sight and fire converge at only 35 and 7,5ft.
the rifle would shoot low at 15ft,, the line of sight being
above the bullet. The flatter a rifle shoots the less will
be the difference in elevation of the two point-blanks
This difference is also modified by thickness of barrel and
height of front sight^ L D. von Ifpland,

"Chained to Business."
Office of ' The Workman." Pittsburg. Pa , Julf 14 —Puhmii

ersFureM and Stream: Omtlemen: sSnolasH'i please find 10 cei "s
tor the pictures oJ: ihe grizzly btai's bead, etc.. which vou offnT
in the last Dumber of your paper. To ihose of us who caDnot setsway sour journal is an ever recurring ^ource of pleasure and
jov, and in imagination we can live over again all the former dp
lights of outings brought so vividly to our minds by the eranbir
and readable acoounta of your oorrespoadents. Yours truly,

1), L. Pa^s.avans:.
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YELLOWSTONE PARK NOTES.
Yellowstone National Park, July 18.

—

Editor For-
est and Stream: The weathei- here is very hot during the
day, flies and mopquitos, dust and heat add to the tourist's

discomfort, but the nights are cool and refreshing. It

has not been hot long enough yet to dry out the forest, no
fires have been rei:)orted, neither is there any smoke drift-

ing in from fires outside the Fai'k.

Owing to the late spring the snow did not begin to

melt rapidly until about June 15, when our hot weather
began in earnest, sending down the snow so fast that all

the streams rose as high as ever before known. The
bridge across Lamar River and one across the Yellow-
stone was carried off. Only one person was drowned in
the Park so far as known: that was a stranger on his way
to Co )ke City; his body was seen going down the river

below Gardiner,
While on a trip with Scout Burgess and three soldiers

in June, we fouod that the buffalo had moved but a
short distance from their winter range. As late as June
30 their summer range was under from 2 to 10ft, of snow.
They had not crossed to the west side of the Madison
River and only a few had moved as far south as the west
bay of the Yellowstone Lake. They are not in the least

danger from poachers as long as they keep on their pres-

ent ranare.

All the ice did not go out of Yellowstone^ Lake until

June 15. Even at that date the shore foi miles along the
south side was lined with immense drifts of snow. All
the higher plateaus were covered with a very heavy body
of snow which in places reached as low down as the lake
shore. We found the roads in veiy bad condition owing
to the late season. Now they are all open and tourists

make the round trip.

Camping parties are very numeroiis, nearly all travel-

ing with wagons, some of them coming from States as

distant as Colorado, Iowa and Oregon. On July 2 Capt.
George Anderson, superintendent of the Park, was called
East on business. Capt. George L. Scott is acting super-
intendent during Capt. Anderson's absence.
Charles Pendelton, who was ordered to keep out of the

Park for catching young buffalo, was arrested on Slough
Creek. He is held in the guard house at Fort Yellow-
stone by the commanding officer, who is awaiting instruc-
tions from Washington. Pendelton had permission to

travel the wagon road between Gardiner and Cooke City,

but not to leave it. He was arrested three or four miles
from the road.
The "tramp" bears that usually hang around the hotels

during the summer, living on waste from the kitchens
are back, some bringing their friends. The guests find it

quite an attraction of an evening to walk out and see
them feeding around the pig pens and corrals. So far
they have been amusing scavengers. H.

THAT GAME POCKET.
Kearney, Nebraska.. — Editor Forest and Stream:

Your correspondent, "O. O. S," in your issue of June 30

is very enthusiastic for such a little thing as an ol¥er to

assist brother sportsmen in finding good locations for fall

shooting. Indeed, I had no idea that my simple offer

would be estimated "sublime" and was inclined to look
on the letter from friend "O. O. S." as sarcasm. On
second reading I believe that he means it, so "shake, old
man."
Now, my experience has been that none but the

"whitest kind of men" take up with such invitations as I
issued, and that the true lover of field sport, the dog and
gun is invariably a "white man." Ooce in a while
one runs across a grumbler or a chronic kicker, but when
the circumstances arise to show him in his true color, he
always pans out what "0. O. S," calls "the whitest kind
of a man." I have no fears but that the gentlemen who
work out my game pocket this fall will be courteous to

the farmers who kindly give their consent to hunting on
their farms, equally as courteous and polite to those who
deny their consent. That they will carefully close ga es,

damage no fences or live stock, drive over no grain or

hay fields, and in case of accidental damage that they
will call upon owner and settle for it. Upon their good
behavior depends the continuance of the friendly feeling

at present existing between the farmers and myself, and
furthermore, it remains for them whether the parting
words shall be "Come again next year," or a simple,
polite, "good-by."

I have letters from the following gentlemen, some of
whom have already signified their intention of coming
here: Mr. A C. Peterson, Homestead, Pa.; Mr, Wni. W.
Tracy, Pittsfield, Mass.; Mr. R. C. Ferguson, Knoxville,
Iowa; Mr. P. Moeller, Nyack, N. Y,; Mr. Wm. H. Wild,
Jersey City, N. J, ; Mr. D. R. Anthony, Leavenworth,
Kan.; Mr. F. C. Hand, Atlanta, Ga. Most of those who
come will bring friends with them.
Last week I found nine coveys of chickens within a

half mile of each other. On an eighteen-mile drive I

scared up six coveys along the road. Quail are more
plentiful than ever before, and November will be the
grandest month for sport this section has ever seen.

C. P. Hdbbard,

Some Eddying Oddities.

The Portland Aryuii tells of a Maine genius who captures seals
by kookingthem. He takes a p de several feet in length, to which
Is attached a numbei- of common codQsh hooks with lanyards
several feet in length. Tbe hooks are baited with herring. This
contrivance is anchored and buoyed, the hooks being jusr. below
the surface. The seals in swallowing the herring become hooked
and are caught.

The steamer Henry DumoiR, which arrived at Boston from Port
Antonion. Jamaica, on July 13, 9 A. JVI., when about forty miles
southeast of South Shoal Lightship, p'cked up a fisherman in a
dory that had gone astray from his vessel. He liad bet^n sword

-

flsbing and was towed several miles to sea by a .swordfish, which
he harpooned about 7 o'clock on the morning of tbe 121 h. He was
towed until dusk. He managed to hang on to the Hah, whicli
weighed about SOOlbs., and on the arrival of the Dumois at Boston
he disposed of it to the market men.—IVci'j I'or/c Times.

Aslmus has on exhibition a monster bear trap, which is interest-
ing on account of its proportions. Billy Clark and hi« father, who
was then blacksm'ihing at Olympia, con? trur-ted it about tweuly-
flye yeare ago for an Indian nampdMowitoh Man, who was unable
to pay for it. O'ark afterwards loaned it to a hunter named
Tucker, who lived at the head of tbe bay, and there it has re-
mained until recently, when Asimus learned of it and had it

brought to Shelton. The trap is enlarged on the scale of the com-
mon steel trap, but is nearly 5ft. long, and is all one man can
carry. Every part is made of heavy iron and the springs of the
best ateel, which makes the cost; the pedal is big enough for an
elephant's foot and the trap strong enough to be u.sed in trapping
elephsbata—Shelton (Wash.) Journal.

m\d ^iv^r ^kiting*

DAYS AT MOOSEHEAD LAKE.
KiNEO, Me,, July 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Since June 18, when 1 arrived here, fly-fiehmg has not
been as good as usual. I am told it was good in May.
But few trout are now being taken with fly in the lake.
I have killed a few large brook trout with fly, btit I have
had to work hard for it. Much rain has fallen and the
water in the lake is high. The weather has been cool,
but on the whole pleasant. Lake trout, a very fine fish,

have been taken lately in abundance. Fishing for lakers,
as they are called, is usually done here in nearly the same
places year after year. These places are near the hotel,
near the middle of the lake, where the water is DO to 60ft.

deep. The fish are found on the hard bottom, or among
rocks there. Drop lines and minnows are used. Their
weight usually is from 3 to 4lb8. One was lately taken
which weighed iS^^lbs. Occasionally one may be taken
very much heavier. On all pleasant days several small
boats and canoes are seen anchored out engaged in this,

the most usual way for guests to fish. A good many
parties for camping out make their start from here.
They visually go on further north, where lakes and
streams and wilderness abound.
A party of six married couples from New York lately

left here to camp on Indian Lake, some 60 miles north.
They took with them 23 guides and 88 c iinoes. They are
expected to return here not long hence.
MooFchead is a beautifitl lake. It is the largest in

Maine, near forty miles long north and south, and one to
four miles wide, very irregular in. its shape, and it ap-
pears to be about half filled up with islands and peninsu-
las. Its margin is everywhere covered with dense woods
of dark wildwood gi'een. Back of this margin are high
ridges, and still back of these are knobs and quite high
movmtain tops, a dozen or more of these, of ornamental
cone-like shape, may be seen at one view in every direc-
tion, except Mt. Kineo near the hotel masks the distant
northern view. The lake is on high ground, a thousand
feet or so above Portland, and lies about 150 miles north
of that salt-water city. The lake has not that sunken
look that lakes frequently have. This, to me, adds mvich
to its beauty. Theau- here is very invigorating. The water
is cold and good. The neat lawn around the hotel is now
covered with the sweetest white clover. Dust and mud
and hay fever are unknown here. So are roads and
plowed fields.

The great original growth of pine in this part of Maine
was mostly cut ofi' forty to sixty years ago. Now much
spruce and a dense growth of more than half grown
Northern trees make the forests everywhere around as
dense and wild as they ever were.
When the State of Maine was first invaded by specula-

tors in pine, somewhere about fifty years ago, not a single
deer, I am told by an old resident, could be found any-
where. A vast number of wolves had then kept them
out or destroyed them. Soon afterward the State gave
large bounties on dead wolves. The wolves soon disap-
peared entirely, with the aid (mainly) of poison applied to
the carcass of a moose or the like. Now deer abound
everywhere in the wild woods, by thousands and thous-
ands and thousands Dogs that can chase a deer are now
not allowed by law, as you know. Dogs have not been
seen by me in Maine. A gentleman, while camping out
from here a few weeks last year saw and counted 104
deer. They apijeared mostly at the water's edge for
drink or for" water protection from flies. Last week two
small deer were taken (for taming ) in the lake not far
from this hotel. An angler for trout when a little way
north of the hotel last week pushed his canoe so near to a
swimming deer that (angler like) he cast for it, and
hooked it, but he hooked it foul— by the tail—audit broke
away, as trout often do (you know) when hooked foul by
the tail. [This story was told by the angler's guide."]

Some moose and some caribou are yet in the Maine woods.
Much pains has been taken by Maine to preserve by law
her game and fish. Ifc may be stated (I think) that hunt-
ing and fishing in season in Maine are generally good.
At the water's edge only a score of rods over the lawn

in front of my window stand three stately pine trees.

They seem to have been left to live as samples of the
original growth here or to show what good pine trees are,

as some men are said to "live to show what good men
are,"

Only a short time ago, amid clouds and rain and
thunder, lightning struck the top of the tallest one and
ruthlessly made bare a large bleeding wound, reaching
from its top all the way down its aged body to its very
root. The "good man of the house" here feared it would
pine away (no pun intended) and die. A few mornings
since I saw from my window two fearless men in the
very top of that pine. They were nearly hidden from
my view by its den^e foliage. I first saw a movement,
and then I saw a man, and then another man there. I
wondered and looked, and wondered more, not seeing
any person about the tree or in that direction. I could
not make out what it all meant. My first thought was
of that thrilling historical event about an Indian in a
pine tree top, which occurred near Saratoga long ago,
and at about the same time and not far from the same
locality (if I remember right) when that other thrilling

historical event occurred connected with Jane McCrea.
The Indian event was this: It was war time. An In-

dian enemy had hidden himself with his rifle during the
night in the top of a large pine tree which overlooked
his enemy's military fort. Shot after shot was faintly
heard at long distance in the fort and at long intervals,

when every time a soldier would fall. For a long time
no one in the fort could tell where the bullets came from,
but it was finally discovered that the Indian did the
firing, when of course his time to fall came.
You will pardon me (I know, Mr. Editor) for alluding

to this Indian story when 1 declare to you that ever since
the time of my boy-reading, now long ago, I have never
seen a lone pine with a large top anywhere in any of my
travels but I have instantly thought of that Indian story.

But I must also, as a truthful chronicler, declare to you
now, that with the Indian story again youthfully in my
mind, and seeing, too, that this pine directly overlooked
my window, I was not frightened.

1 went out to investigate.

The two men were silent but active, and carefully at

work. They were near together. The lower man with

,

a broad chisel was very carefully cleaning the wound, as.

if preparing for some other's treatment. The upper man, ^

with a large pail on his arm and a large brush in his?
hand, was applying coat after coat of healing tar over the
wound.

I watched their silent working for a long time as they
slowly worked their way downward among the limbs
until they reached the lowest one, which was yet near;
fifty feet from the ground, when they used a dangeroua-i
looking ladder leading them to the ground. That vener-'
able old pine now appears to be cured of its fearful
stroke.

Shall we not soon have among us Doctors of Trees or
Doctors of Lightning as professionals emanating from
colleges? Who knows! And the good they might do!
For here we see that two fearless, astute citizens of the-
Pine Tree State have used the best Southern blood of the
pine of North Carolina to heal an elemental wound of its

Northern kindred. N, M.

MAINE TROUTING.
The recent very high water has begun to fall in the

New England trout and salmon lakes and streams, and
the result is better fishing. Several reports speak of re-

markably good fly-fishing in the Maine lakes since the
water began to subaide. Mr. J. A. French writes from
the Upper Dam, Richardson Lake, that the fly-fishing for
the past week has been the best for the season. Several ,

of his guests have been ha^dng excellent success. Dr.
Buckland and his wife have been taking from twenty to

thirty trout a day in the pool below the dam. Good sue-:

cess is also reported from the Middle Dam. Mr. Edgar
W. Curtis, of Meriden, Conn., has been having his usual
good sport there. He is credited with a string of twenty-
eight trout in a day, with one or two weighing 4lb8. and*
over. Mr. Curtis has long been a regular visitor to the'

same lake, and he is an expert fly-fisherman. The fact,

that he has taken trout always signifies that they were
taken with the fiy.

Eeports of late have made His Excellency, Gov. Ru8-
sell, of Massachusetts, go down to Maine fishing again,
and he ia located by gossip at the beautiful camps of the;

Messrs. Thayer—Birch Lodge—at the head ol Richardson
Lake. Well, the Governor did not tell everybody where
he was going, and it is more than probable that he has,

really joined Mr. Joseph Jtfferson, the renowned actor,

and Mr. A. H. Wood, of Wood, Pollard & Co., at Mr.
Jefi'erson's salmon preserve, on the Miramichi. Mr. Jef-

ferson left Gray Gables, the summer home of ex-Presi-;

dent Cleveland, last week for his salmon pool, with Mr.
Pollard, and Mr. C. W. Walker, the celebrated scenic
artist, as guest. It was also understood that the Gover-
nor was to accompany them. But His Excellency did
not leave the State House till several days after.

Mr. Leroy S. Brown, of Blaney, Brown & Co., is a
prominent member of the Tnglewood Club, the extensive
preserves of which are located in New Brunswick. Mr.
Brown is much interested in the success of this club. Hel
is a very active member of the house committee, having!
been secretary for several years. He left Boston lasti

Wednesday evening for the home of the club. His wifel

is to accompany him on this trip, the club houses andi
privileges being open to ladies and children during July
and August. Mr. Brown received a letter just before
leaving Boston that there were some thirty guests at the
clubhouses, and it bethought him that his attention might
be desirable, and especially some ten or fifteen more were
to follow him on Friday. The letter also so stated that a
bear weighing GOOlbs. had just been killed on the club's

pre.oerve.

Mr Eugene E. Patridge, of the North American Insur-i

ance Co., has gone bass fishing to Lake Annebessecook.!
(I am not at all sure about the spelling of this name.) It
is the lake below the village of Winthrop, Me., and is

perhaps better known as the Lower or Long Pond. Mr.,

Patridge is a part owner of the island in the lake, and he
expects good sport. '

That there is actually good trout fishing in the near
vicinity of the celebrated Bar Harbor may be news to the!

many. But such is the case, to those who are fishermen;

and are acquainted with the locality. Mr. A. S. Haskell,,

of Waltham, Mass., with his friend "Skipper" Somes-
(everybody calls him Skipper or Skip), have been spend-f

ing their vacation at Somesville, very near to Bar Harbor.'

Mr. Somes comes from Somes' Sound, or Somesville; in
fact the place was named for his ancestors. His father
kept a hotel there for years, and indeed I believe that his'

mother is there in the hotel to-day. At all events, Skip
is a great lover of the rod and line, though he is now a
machinist in the Waltham watch factories. He told his

friends, when he left the Hub, that he should take some
4lb. trout, but they were inclined to laugh at him. On
Saturday evening Mr. Al Tompkins, of the firm of
l^'oster, Weeks & Co., received a dispatch that there would
be a box of trout on the Bangor steamer for him on Sun-
day morning. Mr, Tompkins went to the steamer and,

the box was there, but the steamer people informed him
that the box came by express and that they could not
deliver it. The express people would not have an open
ofiiGe till Monday morning, and in the meantime the trout

would not be growing any better. Mr. Tompkins told the
officer in charge what was in the box, and he also added
that the box he was going to take. After some palaver

and taking of names he obtained the coveted box and
took it home. It contained two trout that weighed about
4lbs. each and two that weighed 81bs. each. Skipper had
kept his word. The trout were lakeu in Long Pond, or a

tributary of that pond, in Somesville. Special.

Lake Champlaiu Fishing.

Albany, N. Y., July 30.—Fishing on Champlain at the
present writing afi'ords poor returns. The water ia higher
than ever before in the memory of the residents there-

abouts, and so roily that the only places worth trying are

the bays and setbacks. Even here only perch, rock bass

and an occasional black bass are taken. The pike and
pickerel are beyond the reach of spoon or fly among the

weeds close to the banks. A party of us who had in-

tended spending some days there returned after a couple

of days' stay, convinced of the uselessnees of remaining
longer. Good sport is expected with the falling of the
water, and parties contemplating a trip to the lake would
do well to defer ifc until that time. Naiitra,
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DOC.

What rare foltune it is to meet a kindred spirit on your
trip to the woods— one who loves nature and all her chil-

dren and is as keen after sport as yourself, and who counts

the day not a total failure if the game bag be light and
the creel contains more ferns than fish. Such a one was
Boo, and moreover Doc was a woman.
The first time I saw Doc—that is after she had been

reconstructed, so to speak—be came walking into the

dining room of a small house in a big wilderness in Penn-
sylvania. His curly head, which had a pronounced sun-

set tone, was covered by a little blue cap. Rubber boots,

a black neglige shirt, and my pair of best Sunday trousers

cotistituted his make up. He was rigged out for troutiog

on one of the wildest streams of the State, where the

underbrush, drifts and tangles would discourage the

average man before he had traveled 100yds. It was
trying work for the aforesaid trousers, and it is safe to

say that I selected the most open paths for them,

Ten minutes previous to Doc's appearance I had hung
my offering of the trousers upon the doorknob of Miss

's bedroom. She desired to go trouting and skirts

were simply out of the question on such a brook. I

christened her Doc after a most beloved chum. How
could I say Miss to a pair of

trousers. So, with two lunches
stowed away in the pockets of

my hunting coat and an ample
supply of worms, Doc and I

started for the stream, I did

not think Doc would stick to

it long, and insisted on a very
pmall lunch for myself. That's

where I made a most serious mis-
take, as I discovered later. But
It lunch time Doc caught me
syeing his piece of cake so wist-

fully, "just like a hungry dog,"
IS he remarked afterward, that

oe insisted on dividing with me.
How could I resist?

We slid into the brook from a
teidge a mile below the house
and fished for nearly two hours
without a nibble. We floated

worms 30 or 30ft. ahead under
bushes, by the sides of half sub-
merged logs, and let the strong
black eddy at the head of drifts

isuck them under, but all to no
purpose. Doc was making ex-
cellent progress for a beginner,
much better than some men I

liave seen at the work, and de-

veloping an amount of patience
and perseverance that really

astonished me. Sometimes be
waded the stream and again
walked the bank, or at my sug-
gestion (as I thought of those
jrousers) made a short detour to

avoid the top of a fallen tree or a
clump of thick bushes. Once
when my line got badly tangled
on a limb Doc heard me running
the scale on a few choice cuss
words that I use only on that
particular stream, and wanted
to know what I was saying.
"Nothing much," said I, "it's

only a habit I have of talking to

myself." But Doc, who had met
with much of the same aggravat-
ing experience, smiled sympa-
thetically, as though he had him-
self felt the need of something a
trifle stronger than "goodness
gracious."
My first fish was a xMckerel. I

promptly broke his neck and
threw him away. They have a
wonderful appetite for young
trout. A few yards further down
I took a trout, and then two more
before we reached the clearing.

Doc's head began to ache and I

was afraid he would say "let's

play something else" if he didn't
catch a trout very soon. At the
edge of the meadow I selected a
likely spot and told Doc to run
his line through it. He did so
and pulled out a fish in short order. As he sat admiring
his first wild trout, with such thoughts as any old fisher-

man can recall, I asked about the headache. "It is much
better," says Doc, and so it was. It was not the first ache
a fish or head of game has cured. Another trout soon
fell a victim to Doc's rod, who was improving with suc-
cess, but no more until we reached the end of the
meadow, where he missed a nice one that rushed out
from under a log, by pulling too quick.
We stopped in the edge of the woods and partook of

lunch seated upon the trunk of a fallen tree. After
lunch Doc walked back to try again for the one under
the log, but could not induce him to take hold. Here
was where I made my only bad break. I pulled out a
little rainbow trout about Sin. long, and wishing to show
it to my companion before returning it to the water, I

called out, "Look here. Miss , I've caught a rainbow."
Just at that moment a woman walked down from a barn
above the bank, and from the sharp glance she bestowed
on Doc I knew she smelled a mouse. But what cared

re.

Before we quit Doc caught two more trout and I took
one—just four apiece—making our total eight. Not a
record-breaking event by any means, but Doc had ob-
tained the experience he sought and we were not return-
ing empty handed. On the way home I stopped at a
bridge, saying I thought there was a trout under it, just
to test Doc's gameness. He promptly demanded bait and
began fishing. It was a hot day and we had been out
nearly five hours tramping over the roughest kind of
ground, so you must not wonder that I felt inclined to
slap Doc on the back and say "Good boy." The experi-
ment had proved a brilliant success all around. Doc was
pbarmed with his outfit, and several timeg that day had

I noted the smile of triumph light up his face as he
straddled the trunk of some fallen tree, or rested for a
moment upon the top rail of a fence, just like a sure
enough man.
Trouting was not the only fishing Doc and I tried. We

wet many a line together after the black bass iu the lake
near by, and some right interesting arguments we had
with that noble fish. On these occasions Doc wore skirts,

and it was always Miss from me, except in moments
of intense excitement, as when a bass was doing the
circus act on the other end of the line. However, I

sha.ll continue to call her Dnc on paper, and when she
reads this issue of Fobest and Stream I shall be too far

out of the woods to be snubbed for my temerity.

Doc was a very fair ha,nd at the paddle and could lay
as straight a course as any man, provided the wind was
not too strong, and could do ffood casting with the min-
now, both accomplishments havi:7g been acquired during
her stay at the lake this summer.
Even as late as the middle of July spinning or casting

with shiners was more efi'i^ctive than any other method.
We tried trolling and still-fishing with shiners, sunfiah,

percli and frog?, but with poor success. We made a rule

of these strikes and out, or one fish and out; that is, the
fellow who got three strikes in succession, or boated one

CHAINED to Business .> Can't Go Fishing ? Make the

Best of it. Read FOREST AND STREAM.

fish, whatever size, species or previous condition, had to

yield up the rod and do the paddling. Often it was an
8 or 10 -inch bass or a perch or small jpickerel that made a
fellow sit down just when some favorite spot was almost
within reach. In such an emergency I have known Doc,
I am pained to say, to be mighty slow in taking up slack
line on a small bass. Every bass under lOin, was thrown
back unless too badly injured.
One afternoon while fishing a piece of the lake where

we seldom struck anything but pickerel, Doc landed his
shiner within a foot or two of the shore and right along-
side of a bunch of grass. The minnow had scarcely
touched the water before a bass grabbed it with a rush
that meant business. He made a break toward the boat
for deep water and I yelled to Doc to take in the slack.
Out of the water he came with a shake of his head that
sent the spray flying and made me groan, for I expected
to see the rod straighten up when he fell back. But no,
down he went, and the rod curved and bent until Doc
cried out, "Oh! it will break; I know it will." It wap a
light fly-rod and Doc was hanging on with both hands,
but I knew its quality and feared not. Out he came again
with another spiteful shake and then a dive that took
more line. Doc began to recover some of the line and at
the third break I was feeling that we had a mortgage on
him. A few more curves and twists and bis broad sides
were showing, a sure sign of distress. The net was soon
under him and he was safe in the boat. Doc sat down
and chewed furiously on his wad of gum

,
actually too

happy to speak. I weighed him by the "eye scales" for
at least two pounds, and was very much surprised when
reaching the house to find that one and three-quarters
was his exact weight.
On another occasion Doc fastened to a bass, and at the

same moment a red ant made his debut on the end of
Doc's nose and started up to investigate her bangs. Ex-
amine a red ant and you will observe that he has very
small feet, but when one is walking over your nose it

feels as though he wore No. 13 shoes filled with spikes.
Both of Doc's hands were on the rod. She would make
a claw at the ant and the bass would pull down her
hands. Another claw that fell short by half an inch, and
then Doc tried to wobble her nose, but it was such a
small nose that it wouldn't wobble, and the ant fell off
after biting her under the starboard bang. Doc was not
one of your summer girls, else I should have had to fish

that rod out of the bottom of the lake. What's more she
landed that bass and then equelched me for daring to
laugh. Old Man.

EXPERIENCE WITH RAINBOW TROUT.
I HAVE previously mentioned some points of interest

in regard to the so-called California or rainbow trout,
but now, after six years' experience with these fish, I am
in a position to say with some positi^eness what may be
of vspecial interest to the readers of Forest and Stream.
Six years ago I procured some fingerlings from the TJ.

S. Fish Commission, and planted a hundred, all the sur-
vivors of a thousand which were
sent to me, at Highlands, N. C.
This locality is the highest in-

habited locality east of the Rooky
Mountains, and its climate and
its abundant cold

,
sparkling water

that pours down the mountain
sides, renders it a most favorable
home for the trout. The com-
mon brook trout has existed
abundantly there for many years,
some of the natives say they
were always there, and others
say the streams were stocked
artificially. This may be so, for
all the water that flows from the
mountains goes either to the Gulf
of Mexico or to the Atlantic
below Cape Hatteras. The rain-
bow trout therefore had a good
chance to show all their best
qualities.

The fingerlings were put in the
water in one of my ponds near
Highlands in the summer of 1885.

The next spring one was taken
lOin long, and he made a gallant
struggle for his freedom. He
was at once returned to the
water. But I heard of others
being taken by poachers and sold
in the village that summer, half
a poimd weight. The next year
one of Slbs. was taken and garn-
ished <he table. I need not de-
scribe its beauty, or its gameful
resistance to capture, but only
say that its flesh was all that
could be wished by the piscatorial
epicure. The color of it is a deep
red, almost as deep as that of the
salmon when fresh from the
water. It is firm, and full of
flavor equal to the best brook
trout.

The next year one was hooked
by a young lady in one of my
ponds, in which it was placed
three years before. There was
an exciting battle between the
lady and the fish, in which the
issue was very doubtful for some
time. But the fish was landed,
and coming loose from the book,
the fight was renewed on land
for fifteen minutes longer, before
the biggest fish ever taken in
North Carolina waters was finally

secured. The lady was, of course,

as all young ladies are now, an
amateur photographer, and trans-

ferred the fish and her own in-

tensely pleased countenance to a
film, a copy of which is laid be-
fore the editor in proof that it

(the fish, not the countenance)
was 23in. long and weighed over
31bs. The lady's name is not

Victoria, although her face has a victorious expression.

The same year other fish were taken down the river,

where they had migrated from the pond and stocked
another pond five miles lower down, but as the lower
pond also belongs to me I was able to protect the fish

to some extent. But a large number were taken from
the stream by poachers in spite of all my efforts. Some
of the original one hundred, however, still remain, proba-
bly more than half of them, and it is probable will re-

main, for those who have been hooked smash the tackle,

and showing their tails insultingly, leave the fisherman
without saying good bye. Some of my friends who have
experienced this bitter disappointment aver that the fish

are over 3ft. long and must weigh at least 71b8., which is

quite a reasonable conclusion considering the early

growth which is safely known. The big fish are mostly
in the deep holes under the waterfalls or between the
recks, or in the deepest parts of the ponds. The increase

is enormous. In the early summer the little shallow
pools near the banks of the stream are black with the
young fish, and many fish of a pound, or two pounds,
and less, are taken. They breed well and grow fast, and
are more gamy than the common fontinalis.

I have the best reasons to believe that the two breeds
have met and crossed. Three years ago I saw a male
rainbow on a spawning bed with the brook trout, and
his pugnacity against the waiting brook males was ridic-

ulous. When one of these approached, its rival darted at

it and drove it off, and like a flash returned to his duty
again. I saw him two days in succession, and since then
some fish having every appearance of being hybrids have
been taken. The iridescent scales are plain upon them
as is also the darker back, buit they are not pure rainbows.
Last year I tried to get a specimen for examination, but
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failed, the first that is taken however will be sent to the
Forest anp Streaji to settle this interesting point.
From the foregoing it will appear very conclusively

that this fish is a valuable addition to our Eastern waters,
and that it will live peaceably, and perhaps usefully,
with the native kind. I have never seen any indication
that it preys on his relations, but one T saw take a good
sized frog, as it jumped off a limb as I was slowly drift-
ing down stream, and disturbed the frog's meditations.
The fish met it in mid air. springing out of the water,
and going under with a splash that indicated a large fish.

It takes the water newts, crawfish and rises at a fly as
freely as the common trout. The white miller in the
evening when the shades are getting too dark to see any-
thing, is the moat killing bait, and the most prolific time
for this fish. Henky Stewart,
Highlands Pabk. N. C.

SALE OF TROUT IN CLOSE SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of June 80 that Mr. A. N. Cheney
says that I iix the spawning time for trout. I was not
aware that I was endowed with supernatural power, so
as to cause trout to spawn at my command. I notice he
has found a place way up on the boundary line of Canada
where trout are fpawning as late as Dec, 23, eight days
later than my date of the closing of the spawning season.
He does not say whether there was any ripe male trout
to fertilize the eggs, a very important subject to be con-
sidered in trout raising. Every trout raiser has probably
experienced the difficulty of finding ripe males enough
to fertilize the eggs taken the latter part of the spawning
season, and for this season we are often compelled to
stop taking eggs even while there are many ripe females
yet to spawn. It is also well known that these very late
eggs are of poor quality and hardly worth taking. My
statement that trout are through gpawning: in New Eng-
land and southeastern New York on Dec. 15 is practically
correct, and is only owing to some abnormal condition
that a few individual trout spawn after that time.
I think that the trout culturists who take millions of

trout eggs annually ought to know as much about the
spawning season as guides, whose only experience has
been in catching trout, and know nothing about their
habits. I will say, however, that my neighbor, Mr. Nath.
Hoxie, was at the Farmachenee Lakes one year in Sep-
tember, and found trout on their spawning beds in great
numbers at that time, which goes far to con-oborate my
statement, I am aware that the trout in Caledonia Creek
spawn in Janiiary and February, and even into early
March, but Caledonia Creek is in Western New York,
while I confined my statement to New England and
southeastern New York, I am also aware that the Eu-
ropean brown trout spawn in December and January, but
there are none of them to my knowledge in any public
waters of this State, I imported the first lot of brown
trout eggs in this counti'y in January. 1881, and I now
have them of all sizes from the fry up to 71bs, in weight,

Mr, Livingston Stone in his" work ("Domesticated
Trout") says his trout begin to spawn Oct, 13 and finish
the first week in December. Mr, E. B. Hodge, superin-
tendent of the Plymouth, N. H., hatchery, eays some of
his trout spawned last year in July and August, but as
there were no ripe males the eggs were lost. He says
the first eggs were placed in the hatchery Sept. 3 and on
Dec. 1 there were over 1,000,000 eggs laid down, and as
that was about the extent of his taking we must con-
clude the spawning season was practicaDv over at that
time. On Nov. 34, 1874, I received 75,000 eyed brook
trout eggs from Moosehead Lake, Maine, and to be eyed
they must have been taken at least four weeks. The
trout in Mr. J. W. Hox ie's ponds, at Carolina, E. I,, are
all through spawning early in December, also Mr, Fur-
man's, at Maspeth, h. I, My trout begin to ppawn about
Oct. 30 and are all through before Dec. 15. I think with
all this testimony it must be accepted that the spawning
season is practically over by Dec. 15. Col, Theodore
Lyman is authority for the statement that trout are
done spawning in Marshpee River, Cape Cod, on Dec. 1.

It is evidently the intention of some few sportsmen to
prejudice the public against the trout raisers as trying to
destroy trout, when they are actually doing more toward
stocking the streams than all the sportsmen in the
country (the Old Colony trout ponds alone having furn-
ished nearly 10,000,000 eggs and young fry for this pur-
pose since 1881) and are as much interested in the pass-
age and enforcement of laws for the protection of trout
during the spawning season and development of eggs.
The trout raiser could not be induced to sell his trout at
such times. It would be like killing the goose that lays
the golden egg. Ho does, however, want to sell bis
trout for food as soon as they can be brought into a good
condition after the spawning season has passed, and
no good reason has been advanced why it should not
be done. The ever increasing demand for fish,

consequent upon the increasing population and in-
creased facilities for transportation is such that the
time is not far distant when artificial culture must be
resorted to. Nature is doing her best, but she cannot
long stand the drnin which is upon her without assist-
ance, China has long since recognized this necessity,
and fishculture is there carried on so extensively that the
late Mr. Burlingame once stated that we had much to
learn of those so-called barbarians, and among oth^r
things the cultivation of fish; that in China an acre of
water is many times more productive than an acre of
land.

Therefore, the best interests of the country demand
that trout culture should be encouraged, and all legisla-
tion should be to promote rather than to cripple the in-
dustry. It will come in its own good time. The people
only need to be educated on this subject and they will
demand it. Then will trout culture receive its rights,
the business be stimula,ted to a great extent, a food pro-
duct of the highest class furnished in large quantities
and at a season when most needed. W. L, Gilbert.
PLYMOtriH, July 33.

Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence.

The ninth annual meeting of the Anglers' Association
of the St. Lawrence will be held at the Hubbard House,
Clayton,:N. Y., Aug. 3.

POTOMAC NOTES,
Wi SHINGTON CiTV anglers can now rejoice, and the

knowing ones are all smiles. Fishing is good in every
direction; fresh water, brackish wafer and salt water is

giving up its inhabitants in great shape, and from the
source of the Potomac to Norfolk, Va., and line fishing is

extra good. In the bay, trout (weakfish) weighing from
1 to Olbs. are caught in good numbere; about Fortress
Mouroe the fishing is exceptionally good. Bluefish, trout,
sheepshead and tautog or blackfishare taken in quantity.
H. C. Huggett, of Messick, York county, Va , has been
very successful taking sheepshead and "chub" (what do
you think of the name chub for blackfish or tautog), and
it just puts one on needles to be there fishing. This place
is about eight miles above the fort. Very few rods are to
be seen on Chesapeake Bay; hand-line fishing is the rule.
Mannanose clams are the principal bait, of course shedder
crabs are choice, but the fishermen say they are too easily
lost oft the hooks.
One is never through learning; they call the blackfish

chub, the black or gray drumfish sage drum or pale
drum, the large-mouthed black bass in the fresh waters
chub or mill-pond chub, the menhaden ol'wiv, the weak-
fish plain trout, the bluefiBh taylor or snapping mackerel,
and what startled me most was to bear thst the old Vir-
ginia name for the pompano is "eunfish." Some very
fine pompano and lots of Spanish mackerel are taken in
the bay, but they are seldom hooked. A pretty large
fleet of fishing smacks are in the bay after bluefish for
the New York market. They are taking rather small-
sized fish, about 2+lb8. each, and during the middle of
the month fish were a little scarce. Five thousand fish

are considered a good fare, so the half dozen men to each
smack have plenty of fishing, as it is all done with hook
and line. The fish are kept in the well during the fish-

ing and then packed away in barrels of ice and so pre-
served fresh until the boat reaches New York, A trip is

made in from two to three weeks.
The black bass fishing in the Potomac and its tributar-

ies is improving daily. Mr. Frank Libby has just re-

turned from the South Branch and he is all over enthusi-
asm about the fine fishing at Wappocomo, Hampshire
county. West Virginia, where Mrs. C, C. Parsons acted
as hostess in a most satisfactory manner. John Bush is

a guide at this point and a good one. The usual black
bass baits were used, but the very best bait is the grass-
hopper; more large fish are taken there with the grass-
hopper than with any other. Mr. Libby had sixteen days
of clear water and says that the fishing is the easiest he
has ever come across. All done from boats; exjienses of
living and fishing merely nominal. Quite a number of
clubs resort yearly to the South Branch. Mr. F. F, David-
son, Dr. McCann, Dr. King and Dr. Lang, all of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., were found there in July,
The Mignon Club of Washington will have the follow-

ing members on the Potomac for two weeke: Tauber
Schmidt (the well known woman-hater), A. Stanlev, J.
Brcckingier, 0. Mills, F. Schafhirt and C. Zange. These
gentleman intend to camp out at different points along
the river from Point of Eocks to Seneca or the Great
Falls, leaving here Aug. 15. Myron A. is a very busy
man nowadays—he keeps a tackle store. BoN.
WASHlNfiTON, J). C, .iDly 25.

PLANTING SALMON AND TRAPPING
BEARS.

Lowell, Me.—I have just finished transporting and
planting landlocked salmon at Nicatowas Lakes. Those
fish were hatched at Enfield, in charge of A. J. Darling,
and he estimated the amount that I had taken away from
the hatchery to be 100,000, I put some of them in the
stream at the foot of the falls. There were some good-
sized rocks where I put themin, and a slime had collected
on the rocks; and soon as the little fish were turned in
some of them commenced to feed on the slime that had
gathered on the rocks. I took one of them in my hand
that was feeding and put him in a foot from the rock,
and he darted for the rock again. I remember some few
years ago watching some pollywogs feeding on slime or
a substance that had collected on the sticks that were
under water, and those little salmon reminded me of the
young bullfrogs. Those small fish when being trans-
ported require a great deal of care. It does not do to let

them stop on the road without keeping the water in
motion to let in the fresh air, and the water must be kept
the right temperature.

I had a yoimg lad to help me beside the teamster. We
had to make two trips from Eafield to the lake, and a
shift of horses so to keep them moving. The last load to
the lake I took six cans of them to the head of the lake,
some eight miles to the inlet from Gasabeas Lake. I had
a large canoe. The cans would weigh some 2001b8. each.
I put the teamster in the bow to help me paddle, and the
boy to keep taking out water from the cans and pouring
in fresh water. A head wind sprang up and there was
quite a heavy sea at times, but I worked along the shore
until near the head of the lake, then we had to cross in a
side wind, and occasionally a sea would break in. The
boy of 14 years would look up to me and say, "I can't
swim." I could tell about what the canoe could stand,
and I intended if it looked to me dangerous to pour the
water and fish into the lake; but we reached the inlet all

right and put our young fry overboard and returned to
the foot of the lake.

There was a party of fishermen there who had caught
five nice ones, averaging Slbs. Another party camping
a short distance away that were said to be salting trout
and salmon, and they are professors of high standing,
too.

It has been but six years since the first young salmon
were put into these waters and they have had good suc-
cess with their own spawn, as many young yearlings
have been seen to go through the dam to the lake this

season ; and it now looks as thouah this is going to be
one of the best fishing resorts in Maine. It always has
been good trout and white perch fishing.

The next morning we loaded the cans on the team and
the boy and myself went down the stream, to the head
of the falls and then to join the team again. On our
way we saw a large doe feeding on the meadow. We
got quite near her before she saw us. Then she gave a
snort and bounded to the woods, and then halted and
kept up the blowing until we were out of hearing. She
had fawn without any doubt. When doe leaves its fawn
and goes to the water or meadows to feed it is more at-

tentive to feeding than other deer that have no young,
and is not on the lookout half as sharp as are the bucks.

I had a trap set for bears near the head of the falls and
we landed to look at it. The boy suddenly stopped and
said, '-Hark, I thought I heard a chain rattle." And sure
he did. Bruin was in the trap sure and fast, and had
been in but a short time. The log that the trap was
fastened to bad brought up on his first start; and he was
digging and biting fearfully. I had no gun and I looked
the business over and found that he could not get away
or reach me if I did not get too near. I got a club about
six feet long and two inches in diameter, and as I ad-
vanced on him he backed between two trees as far as the
trap would let iiim. When I struck at him he dodged hie
head to one side and back, and I missed him. The boy.
laughed and remembered that the bear understood box-
ing. I then made several false motions and gave him
one blow which felled him, I thought he might come to
again and I took my knife and bled him.
We set the trap again and carried the bear to the road

to join the team. We put the bear by the side of the
road. The teamster had a very saucy dog with him and
he came in advance of the team. I told the boy to watch
the dog. When the dog got scent of the bear he wheeled
as quickly as his legs could turn him and dropped his
tail. Most dogs will give a bear a wide berth.

I had the bad luck to lose a bear in another trap; he
had been in about a week and died and spoiled.

J. Darling,

ANGLING IN CANADA.
SI^"CE the date of my last letter several other parties of

anglers have returned from the salmon streams. The
largest fish reported to have been taken this season was
a beauty of SSlbs. killed a week or two back on the Cas-
capedia by the Hon. Victor Stanley, a son of the Gov-
ernor-General of Canada. This magnificent trophy was
Rent by the fortunate angler to his messmates, of H.
M. S. Canada, upon which he is a lieutenant. With two
exceptions the north shore salmon streams have yielded
but little luck to anglers this season. Messrs. J. L, Pike,
of New York, and J. G. Creamer, and F. S. Hodees, of
Boston, however, enjoyed splendid sport on the Natash-
quan and left for home yesterday. The fishing on the
Moisie has, too, been an exception to the general rule. It

has been fished from the middle of June by Messrs, D.
G. Zates, B. P. Moulton, Dr. F. H. Getchell and E. P.
Borden, of Philadelphia, who arrived upon Sundav. The
fishing only commenced to be good about June 24, and
few fish were taken after July 9. Bpitween these dates
the above mentioned party killed 305 fish, averaging
23.711b8. Mr. Yates was the most successful of the
party, killing 94 salmon, which weighed 3,154-^lbs., the
largest turning the scales at 37lb3. Mr. Yates has come
to the conclusion that it is the 25lbs. salmon that makes
the gamest fight.

On the Trinity, the Mingan and the Marguerite, the
fishing has so far been exceedingly indifferent.
Far less uncertainty has so far attended the fishing of

our inland waters. Among ouananiche fishermen the
season of 1893 promises to be long remembered as the
most successful that has been experienced since the open-
ing of the Lake St. John region to civilization by the
construction of the Quebec and Lake St. John railway.
This is doubtless due m some measure to the precautions
taken during the last few years for the preservation of
the fish, and to the prohibition of netting. But there is

also a noted change in the manners and habitat of many
of the fish at the Grande Discharge this season. A fort-
night ago I mentioned the fact that the fish were exceed-
ingly plentiful in Mr, Griffith's waters, and that in order
to take them in the hotel preserves, it would probably be
necessary to descend below Scott's Camp. But whether
it be due to the higher water than usual or otherwise,
certain it is that in addition to their ordinary haunts at
this season of the year, the ouananiche are remaining in
large numbers in and about the immediate outlet of the
lake itself, above the first of the rapids of the Discharge
and between and among the first small ielands at the
narrowing of the lake. Some excellent fishing has been
done there by Captain and Lady Cecilia Eose of London,
who are indefinitely prolonging their stay at the lake, by
Dr. Lundy of Philadelphia and by Eugene McCarthy of
Syracuse. The two latter mentioned gentlemen have also
been working great havoc among the trout in the streams
flowing into Lake Sc. John. In both the headquarters of
the Ouiatchouaniche, which flows into the lake from the
west, and in the Ouiatchouan, between the falls and
Lake Bouchette, they managed to take nearly 200 fish in
a day, the average weight being from |lb. to l|lbg., though
several fish were taken between 3 and -Slbs, each.
Some of the largest red trout, outside of a few from

Lake Edward, that have been brought to town this sea-
son, come from the preserves of the Montmorency Fish
and Game Club. Dr. Ivers brought to town yesterday,
as the result of two days' fishing, a trout weighing 4flb?.,
one of 3|lbs.,twoof 3ilbs., two of 31b3., one of Sflbs.,

two of 2ilbs., two of 21b8., and two of Ulbs. Besides
these he claims to have returned to the water nearJy fifty

fish weighing lib. each and under. I hope soon to be in
a position to speak more fully of the fishing in the Mont-
morency B.iver. E. T. D. Chambebs.
Quebec City, Jaly 20.

The Bluefish.

New York, July 25.—Bluefishing seema to be the best
at the present time off' Sandy Hook. We followed them
last week from Perth Ambov, where we caught a large
number; and on Saturdav, July 33, Mr. Frank Dawson,
our boatman, engaged Capr, Walter's sloop Metgser, of
Perth Amboy. We started at 6 A. M. and anchored off

Sandy Hook about 12 o'clock, after a tedious drift more
than half way. We started fishing with shedder crabs
for bait, and soon discovered it was absolutely necessary
to have bunkers. We hailed a dory fisherman and pur-
chased for $3,50 all the bunkers he had, which gave to us
just three-quarters of a pail of chum. We used this in
one and one-half hours' time and catching twenty of the
largest and most gamy bluefish that ever we caught. We
were anchored part of the time about 400ft, east of the
Southwest Spit.

Mr. Wm. Pitman, Mr. Wm. Barnett and myself never
fish for bluefish except with rod and reel, and from the
way we are questioned by fishermen we are led to believe
that it is considered a new departure. I should advise al
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to try it and see for themselves and stick to the way by
which they can receive the most enjoyment, I do not
deny one can catch more fisli in the usual waj', but to

take one of these bulldogs with a long line out gives

to one the genuine sensation of having a fish on one
end and a fisherman at the other end.

I do wish our brother pportsnien would write more
frequently to the Foeest ant) Stream celling us of their

fishmg trips; in this way we could locate where the fish

are. H. C. W.

ANGLING NOTES.
If one should ask where the greatest variety of game

fishes could be found in water that is open to the general
public for fishing I should say in Sunapee Lake, New
Hampshire, for of all the waters of the globe there is

none to equal it in this respect. There are Bunapee
trout or saibling, landlocked salmon, common brook
trout, Loch Leven trout and black bass. Smelt are also

found in abundance, and rainbow trout and blue-black
trout have been planted. The best season for angling is

soon after the ice goes out and when the salmon tribe is

at the eurface where they will take a fly, but the fishing

is good now. An extract from a letter from Prof. J. D.
Qubckenbos will give an idea of the fishing; "Bickford"
(this is Sidney Bickford, the artist, who lias painted the
best picture of the Sunapee trout that I ever saw, and 1

am vtry glad to say that it hangs on my wall, a present
from Prof, Quackenboj:) "caught a 9;b. salmon on his

hand line yesterday off the banks; on Wednesday I took
Prof, Dunning, a green hand with a greenheart, over to

Hedge Hig; he had three bites on his greenheart, lost

the first fish, then killed a 2|lbs. alpiims, and then one
of a pound. We had the refrigerator full of usual small
fry at night. Two salmon were lost on smelt lines that
afternoon. Jake Hutchinson was pulling in an imma-
ture trout when a monster salmon grabbed it and leaped
from the water with a splash that turned everybody in

that direction. But that was the last of him. I went out
for the first time with Payn, my tip went down with a

snap, and I hooked and killed a 3|-pound alpinus, which
Payn netted with consummate skill. I longed tor your
presence that you might see the glory of his symmetry
and July coloration. Large black bass nose around our
pier; but since these disturbances in the weather, acconi-
panied with a rise of some Sin. in the water of the lake,

the bass have in the main left the shores and the fly-

fishing for the moment is over," In explanation of the
catching of salmon on smelt lines I may say that hand
lines with .^mall hooks baited witb worms are used to

catch smelt for the purpose of baiting the rod lines for
salmon and trout, and the smelt fishing is done where
salmon are found, so that it sometimes happens that
after a smelt is hool?ed a salmon takes it instead of wait-
ing until it is prepared for him on the rod. While smelt
are most desirable for bait", I saw a salmon of 14|lbs.

caught at Sunapee last year on a common minnow or
chub. Any one desiring a small map of Sunapee Lake,
the pimphiet coutainine: it also containing rcprodut'tions
of Sunap^"e trout and black bass by Bickford, can obtain
it at the exp nse of a postage stamp by writing to F. H,
Divis, New London, N, H.

Of the salmon fishing in New Brunswick Mr, John
Mowatt, of Cimphellton, writes: ''This has, on the
whole, been a fair angling season on the R^stigouche,
and fully as good on the lower as on the upper waters.
The reason of this is not far to seek. The early Qsh rise

well, the rods are numerous and they have the first

chance at the fish. Consequently so many rising salmon
do not reach the head-waters as usual. Twenty years ago
a salmon was not looked for until you got away up about
30 miles, and the famous pools of Indian House, Cross
Point, Pdtapedia, Eed B ink. Devil's Half-Acre and others
were supposed to be ne pi us ultra, Naw the first 20 or 30
miles of water is fqual to the best of them, particularly
in the month of June, The catches run from 30 to, say
70 fish, for parties of two and three rods, and some single
scores of 30 to 32 fish, I hear of no single rod that has
done as well as our mutual friend, Mr. Archibald Mitchell.
Many anglers have left for home and others have taken
their plac-'s, but unless good rains come to freshen tbe
waters the best of the season is past, as July is hot, un-
pleasant, and mosquitoes, black flies and midges rule the
I'oost. From ail I can hear none of the Biy Cbaleur
rivers have come up to the Eestigouche. Tae Big Casca-
pedia brags of a 53Alb. fish, and our largest is 45^1bs.

Iq Answers to Correspondents you say the largest small-
mouth on record is Boynton's bass of SIbs. lOcz. That
was the largest at the time, but last year one of lOIbs. was
taken from Glen Lake. When I weighed it the fish

weighed O^lbs., but when first taken it weighed fib,

more. A, N. Cheney.

State Stocking of Private Waters.
A correspondent asks why the Telegram does not con-

demn the posting of private lands under the game laws,
it having condemned the stocking of private waters in
this and other States and in foreign countries with fish

fry hatched and reared at the expense of the State. The
answer is a simple one. Private lands, woods, are stocked
by private expense, and the State does not contribute one
cent to that end. If private clubs, the same as the Mon-
roe County Sportsmen's Association, at large expense, im-
port quail and other game birds, they are justified in in-
ducing farmers and owners of prop rty to post their lands
for the purpose of furthering the objects of the clubs.
But the State is out of its legitimate sphere when it ex-
pends money to raise fish fry to stock private streams
and premises, which are closed at all times to the public.
That this has been done to a great extent is true. Under
the present system of fish propagation and fish food sup-
ply, we cannot see that the public is greatly benefitt:ed.

The public waters stocked are netted to such an extent
that the efforts of the State are nugatory. Several inland
bodies of water have been stocked so that the line fishing
was Kooi at one time. But poachers and netters soon
despoiled the waters, and the money expended went to
support the pirates. The stocking of Lake Ontario and
other great lakes with wliitrfi?h by the United States
Grovernment is a feasible project, one that would yield
great benefit to the people, and these efforts should have
the encouragement and assistance of the State of New
York. It is an open question whether our fish commission
is not a political junketing body, and of no earthly use or
benefit to the people.

—

Ehnira Telegram.

REARING FISH FOR DISTRIBUTION.
Editor Forest and SUxaiv:
I wish to tbauk you for publishing ray paper on "Plant-

ing Fry or Yearlings," in your issue of July 31. You have
been so unjust to our side that we are glad to have yon pre-
sent one of our ar-gnments in favor of fry. Iq your issue of

July 14 you treat the question as if I was one lone crank, by
saying that you wished "merely to show bow an earnest but
prejudiced advocate of a certain disappointing system of
stocking may let bis fancy outrun his judgment," etc.

True, I am earnest snd perhaps prejudiced, but I do not
know of a .single State Fish Commission that is not of my
opinion, hence the injustice of your i-emark. The aystern
of fry planting is not disappointing, but is perfectly sati.s-

factory to Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and New
York, the States that do the most trout planting.

I cannot go over my arguments again, and will only say
it is a strange thing that our side should be expected to
prove our position. A new theory is advanced and the bur-
den of proof should rest on those who advance it.

Evidently Mr. Page did not have a copy of my paper when
he wrote on the subject, for I leave out railway fares, and
counting time of men and hotel bills the expense of plant-
ing yearlings is greater than their alleged worth. W ho can
say that tbe loss of fry in suitable streams so far exceeds the
lo.ss on artificial food as to raaive a yearling worth a large
number of fry? Two of the gentlemen quoted by Mr. Page
have long been connected with the Soiitli Side Sportsmen's
Club of Long Island, and have raised many millions of

trout, but for their own ponds mainly, and have not sent
men on long journeys with yearlings, and therefore they
come within the list of those with whom Mr. Page sympa-
thises.
My old angling friend, Mr. D. H. Fitzhugh, of Bay City,

Mich,, who has helped plant thousands of trout in years
past, writes me as follows: "I have noticed your articles in

planting fry m more mature fish, and from our experi-
ence most heartily agree with you. Our State Commission,
which has always been the most able one, has planted
millions of fry, and now there is hardly a stream in the
State which is suitable for trout that does not furnish good
fishing. About six years ago I sent Babbit, whom you re-

member as one of our best guides (now, alas! in heaven)
5,000 fry from the commission, which were quietly placed in

a. stream which has not since been generally known to con-
tain trout. I was on that stream five days ago, and it

swarms with trout. In a few hours I took 86 hsh going
down a few miles, and I understand that tbe whole stream,
about 30 miles loug, gives a.s good a showing."
My time does not permit me, nor does inclination incline

to further discussion of this subject at present, and only
on account of what I consider to be a slighting of our side of

the question and an assumption that the assertions of the
yeaning men are correct and that they are a majority of

practical fishculturists, which is not true, 1 have been forced
to intrude. The very able article by Hon. Herschel Whita-
ker. President of the Michigan Fish Commission, would, if

published in yoirr columns, give another view of our side, to

which in all fairness we are entitled. Fred Mathee.

THE LAKE ONTARIO WHITEFfSH SUPPLY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your j >urn-il deserves credit for its efforts in arousing

public sentiment for better laws to prot-ct game birds and
fish, but I would suggest a larger and more useful field for
your efforts, food fish.

I am one of the very large majority of wage-earners (witb
a fair-sized family to support) who only once in a while can
afford to knock oiff and go fishing. Of course, I get the
recreation and possibly a mess of fish, but the cost of the
latter comes pretty high. Now our State, I find, by the
published reports, is expending nearly ¥40,000 yearly on tbe
fish business, and I have been trying to make out how I

derive any benefit from this large expenditure. This money
seems to be wholly spent on trout, a fish that I have never
seen and could not catch even if 1 had the time, for nearly
all trout streams are now under control of wealthy indi-
viduals or clubs, and the few that reach the market sell at
75 cents a pound, which is beyond my reech, so that I must,
rnr my family use, depend on the public fish market for fish

diet. We are all fond of fresh fish and would like to have
them twice or three times a week, but I find that good fish,

and in fact all fish, have of late years gone up in price, so
that it is, as a matter of sustenance, more costly than meat.
Whiteflsh now cost a shilling a pound, and as they come

from Canada and Michigan they are seldom ever fresh—not
in the least like our old time Lake Ontario whitefish. Why,
I can remember, only a few years ago, when this flue fish,

caught the night bet ore, was brought to our very door and
sold at five cents per pound. A great many people along
the shore of Lake Ontario made a good living catching and
peddling these fish; now there is no such industry and we
poor people have to pay almost triple for the same fish, of a
poorer quality.
Why should the Commissioners of the State of New York,

with lots of the people's money, allow such a state of things
to exist? Why have they not protected and fostered the
fishing interest of Lake Ontario, instead of devoting their
entire attention and expenditures to the raising of fish for

the few rich to enjoy exclusively, while the poor man's fish

have been entirely neglected?
Will you kindly take an interest in this matter? You

may, if you wish, publish this, for possibly it may j)rovoke
a reply from the commissioners or their friends; they may
have a good defense, and if so I would like to hear it.

A WORKINGMAN OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

Chained to Business?

Can't go fishing? Make the best of it. Read Forest and
Stream,

Among the many enterprises in southwest Missouri there
are probably none that attract more attention than does the
snake farm located three-fourths of a mile due west of
Chadwick. The farm proper consists of about five acres,
half inclosed by a natural stonewall or a ledge. On one
side of this inclosure is a natural rock cave, and out of this
cave runs an everlasting stream of the purest water. This
spring being on the highest spot of land on the farm, it is
easily conveyed to all places where needed. Mr. Childs, the
owner, has been dealing in snakes and manufacturing rat-
tlesnake oil for over ten years and finds it quite profitable,
as he supplies all species of snakes for exhibition purposes,
all kinds of snake curiosities, rattlesnake oil to the drug
trade and charges an admission tee of ten cents to all visit-

ors who come to the farm. He is now fixing up the place
for the summer trade, and will have large pens built for the
snakes with a living pond of water in each one, and a plat-
form on tbe outside where visitors may stand out of danger
looking at the hundred different species, all in their natural
state, eating, drinking, playing, swimming, fighting, sleep-
ing, etc. Mr. Childs also proposes to pay cash for all Jive
snakes of any species measuring over 3ft. in length. He
proposes to ship all the snakes out of this part of the
country and bring back eash^ in their stead.

—

Ozark (Mo.)
News,

REPORTERS. CRITICS, ETC.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The communication of "Observer" in your numbFr for

July T must have met with general approval, and the hot
weather must alone explain why no one has written to sup-
port the position take by this writer Lest, however, he
shoul feel that he is alone in his opinions I wish to state
that I have thought much as "Observer" has for a long
time.

I think the judges' report in full would give more satis-
faction to readers of all classes than any other, and it would
probably be a popular thing for the journals to have the
judges to write such a report, which might be furnished to

all the papers, Avhen the expense to each would be light,
while the remuneration to the judge for his labor, which is

not pleasant to all, would be considerable.
A judge who has to write a report is more likely to be cart-

ful and examine bis dogs well.
The work of the critic might then be confined in point'ng

out those details in which hediffers from the judge, fnr sub-
sequent publication. Editorial or reporter's comments or
statements would still be in place, and might be of the nature
of encouriigoment, censure, etc, on the management of the
.show, and e.specially suggestions for the future.
In all cases reports, criticisms, etc, to be signed by tbe

writer's own name.
If the Forest akp Stream and every other paper of-

standing were to ann^ince that in future onlv those articlPsT"
signed by the writei-'s name, or some well-known nuiii, dv
plume, would be published, probably not a dozen vahiabl«
contributions would be missed in a year, while those who
fling their mud from behind a ditch would find their occu-
pation gone, greatly to the benefit of the kennel world aa a
whole.
Will the Forest and Stream be the first paper to make

the experiment? I confidently predict success for the jour-
nal that will do it; and were 1 about to establish a kennel
paper to-morrow I .should stand or fallen this plattoTOi,
and would rigidly exclude all writing that was offensively
personal no matter from what source it came. The latter is

practically done by some papers in England now. But a
very curious thing is seen in the case of one paper which,
while doing this as regards Euglishmen to a very large
degree, seems to make an exception to abuse .and misstate-
ments which come from this side.

Do you not agree with my views, Mr. Editor? From your
love of peace and fair play I think you are the very man to
initiate the proposed changes. We.slet Mills, M, D.

MONTJRE.iL.

[The Forest and Stream has made it a point for some
time p'lst to have all important show reports and reports of
field trials signed by the writers.!

GORDON SETTER CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the executive committee of the Gordon

Setter Club of America, held on Wednesday evening, July
20, several new members were elected and various matters
acted upon.
After considerable discussion it was resolved that the

Gordon Setter CI ub offer a special prize of .?.50 for the Gordon
setter showing the best field work at the New England field

trials at Assonet, Mass., commencing Nov, 8, 1892—provided
there are at least three starters.

This amount is likely to be increased soon, and it is ear-
nestly requested that owners of Gordons send in their con-
tributions early, so that a goodly number of Gordon setters
can be attracted to these trials.

There are many Gordons, good in the field, in use for pri-

vate shooting in the Middle and Eastern States, and as these
can be shown at Assonet without the long and expensive
journey to the North Carolina field trials, it is thought that
they can he drawn out, as the kind of country calls for the
manner of field work that our Northern sportsmen have
been accustomed to.

As soon as details can be arranged, notice will be sent to
the weekly jom-nals. L, A. Van Zandt, Sec'y.

New York City, July 23.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.

TOBOSTO, Can,-—During a chat with Mr. A, Miu-doch, of
Hamilton, a day or two ago, I learned that KugbyNorah,
the crack Irish terrier bitch recently imported by Mr. Mur-
doch and his partners in the kennel, had whelped six flue

puppies (three dogs), and that three, two dogs and a bitch,

Uad already been bespoken to go to three dilferent cities

across the line. The others will be retained. The kennel
has been named the Rugby Kennel, in honor of Norah, and
puppies bred here will be registered with this prefix.

It is likely that the Toronto Kennel Club will bold a
coursing meeting this fall, and beagle trials are also mooted.
There is a difficulty in getting jacks to run on, and the
little gray rabbit offers no sport,

Mr. Geddes' letter, in last issue, lets me out and should
convince Mr. Mercer.

Mr. Kirk left on Thursday to fill his engagement at

Winnipeg, Manitoba, show. H, B, Donov an.

THE PACIFIC FOX-TERRIER CLUB.
Editor Forest and Slyream:
The Pacific Pox-Terrier Club held its regular meeting

July 18, J. E. Watson in the chair. The following gentle-
men were elected members: G. D. Shearer, Dr. Thos. Bow-
nill and D. J. McCarthy. The treasurer made his report,
showing ?50 on hand, but this amount will be increased to

$150 by next bench show season, and the money will be used
in purchasing special prizes to be competed for by dogs
owned by members only at the shows of the Southern Cali-

fornia and Pacific Kennel clubs.
The club is doing a lot of good for this breed on the coast,

and expect to encourage the breeding of good specimens and
educate the people up to the proper idea of just what a show
terrier should be. J. B. Martin, Secretary.

San Francisco, CaL

DOGMATICS OF DOGDOM.
The versatility of the dog is shown in having three or four

different breeds of dogs in one litter. The versatility of
man is shown in selling the litter as being of three or four
different breeds, or more, if occasion arises.

To listen to many dogmen talk you would think that the
whole world was their enemy. Go out in the world and
you will seldom hear of them. When you do hear of them
it will be in terms of inditference.

—
Specialty clubs are so, in fact, but specially for the ad-

vantage of the members and not for the dogs.
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DOG CHAT.

A Dog Show at Nashville,

The executive committee whicli has in hand the pigeon,
chicTien and dog show to be held in Nashville, Tenn., Nov.
22 to 25, held a meetinc; last Saturday. The show is given in
aid of the Day Home for Children of Working Women, to be
established by the Flower Mission of the Relief Society.
Mr. A. R, Gray, of Nashville, was elected superintendent of
the dog department, and Mr. O. T. Ambrose secretary. The
chicken iiart of the show is attracting a good deal of atten-
tion, but the time of year is unfortunate for the dog show,
as many of the dogs and people that make Tennessee famous
in dogdom will be busy at the trials. It is expected that a
great many special prizes will be donated by the towns
people.

Psovois.

We publish this week an interesting series of pictures of
two of the leading dogs of this breed in ATnerica, Mr. H. W,
Huntington's Argoss and Mr. C. Stedman Hank's Leekhoi.
There are many of our
readers, too many, we
fear, who not having
attended a dog show,
have been in the dark
regarding the correct
form of these animals.
We are all familiar
with the desultory dis-
cussion which has been
carried on overthe rival
merits of the two dogs
Argoss and Leekhoi.
The former is known
and has won over the
other from the fact
that he more nearly
approaches the grey-
hound in build and
general conformation
than the latter, and in
the present undefined
state of the standard
our judges have per-
haps pursued the safest
course, at any rate a
tangible one. 'The fact
remains, however, that
according to a stand-
ard that has been more
or less circulated in
the kennel press, Leek-
hoi, with his " fish
side." fills this stand-
ard better than Ai-goss.
The standard also calls
for a sickle-back in the
dog,and Leekhoi shows
this to a much greater
extent than the other
dog. The purpose of
these pictui'es is to
show these diflrerent

Soints, also the wide
ilierence between the
two in formation of
loin and spread of
quarters. In the smaller
pictures the apparent
difference in size is not
so in reality, as in tak-
ing the pictures we
" focussed " Argoss
somewhat nearer than
the other dog. The
question now resolves
itself into this: Which
type must our breeders
follow? There isalmost
as much to be said on
one side as the other.

Let it be said.

A Dog Hospital.

The dog hospitalnow
in process of erection
in connection with the
University of Pennsyl-

• vania, promises to be
the most elaborate in
the world. We have
already given a descrip-
tion of the proposed
building, which will
be the first of the kind
in America. The finish
of the principal wards
and bath-rooms will be
elegant and tasty, and
all the latest appliances
for the amelioration of
canine suffering will
be found therein. The
idea is to afford the students an opportunity to gain an
insight into canine pathology, or in other words serve as a
nursery for the qualified "vets" of the A. K. G. of the
future.

California Kennel Club Meeting.
The following account of the California Kennel Club

meeting, which was held July 13, in San Francisco, Cal.,
with J. B. Lewis in the chair, was received too late for pub-
lication last week: The club passed a vote of thanks to A.
B. Truman for his management of the last bench show. E.
P. Shell's resignation was laid on the table, as his office had
been declared vacant at the meeting previous to the receipt
of his letter. The names of members who had joined the
Pacific Club were not stricken from the roll as reported, but
all officers of the club who joined a rival organization were
expelled from office. The club decided to give $10 as first
prize and |5 as second prize to the winners at its next bench
show, and the secretary was instructed to notify the Ameri-
can Kennel Club accordingly. The reports of Mr. Truman,
as manager of the recent bench show, were approved by the
finance and executive committees and the club. The books
handled by him are open for inspection by any member of
the club who desires to review them. The treasurer has
been notified to give a bond of $3,000. The meeting was very
enthusiastic, and the members appear well pleased with the
club's management up to the present time.

A Valuable Collie.

Mr. Megson, the well known English collie breeder, has
been giving another long price for a collie. This time it is
Scotland's Prince, a noted winner of valuable 'prizes, in-
cluding the challenge Collie Club trophv. Fifteen hundred
dollars was the value given for Prince, Westwood Wonder
being part of the deal. During eighteen months as a stud
dog. Prince has served 111 bitches, which only shows what a
little gold mine a man has in England when he possesses a
good and well bred collie.

Mad Dog Scares.
Scarcely a day passes in New York and vicinity or in fact

any of our large towns, but that some dramatic incident is
chronicled in the daily press with a "mad" dog as the heavy
vilain in the cast. Though in many of these cases, we might
say in nearly all of them, the riog is no more mad than its
persecutors, still as so many injuries arise from these scares
the matter should seriously command the attention of our
city authorities. It has been shown that the existing regu-
lations and mode of doing away with the curs of the street
are well nigh useless. The situation calls for larger safe-
guards to protect the public. We would remind those who
should know better, that human beings treated as many
dogs are treated would generally lose their mental balance
and be liable to become dangerous. Torturing muzzles,
constant chaining, neglect in feeding, thirst and many
other acts of carelessness on the part of owners, all con-
tribute to put the dog in an unnatural condition. If the
dog is a denizen of the street its peculiar actions attract an
excited crowd and the dog di-iven to extremities loses all
control of its passions and finding every man's hand against
it, uses the only weapon nature has given it to defend itself
with. The carelessness and ignorance of how much there

MK. C. S. IIANK^S LEEKHOI. MK. n. W. HUNTING-TON'S ARGOSS.

DIFFERENT TYPES OP THE LEADING PSOVOIS IN AMERICA.

is in common between the nature of man and brute is

largely responsible for the increase of these seemingly
rabid dogs. It is the neglected, half starved and persecuted
dog who is in special danger of becoming wild. In all this
great city it is a matter of comment that there are so few
drinking troughs for horses, and it is a most exceptional
case when a troutrh is low enough to allow any but the
largest dog to drink from. There is a wide scope for phil-
anthropy in this respect.

Bribing a Judge.
It does seem absurd that a man with sufficient intelligence

to form the idea of bribing a judge at a dog show, should be
capable of carrying it out. Mr. J. F. Smith, the St. Bernard
breeder, was to judge at Leeds show, and a man called
Booth wrote to Mr. Smith, and after telling him that his
dog was a rough-coated St. Bernard, class 9, bench No. 55,
remarks: "Kindly accept this small present (S3.50J from me
for good judgment. Will see you at the show, etc." The
case was brought to the Kennel Club's notice, and though
Booth was repeatedly written to for an explanation he did
not reply, and a registered letter came back marked
"refused." Sentence of the K. C. Court that Mr. Booth
be deprived of the privilege of showing at K. C. shows dur-
ing the term of bis natural life.

Central Field Trials Derby.
Col. C. H. Odell, the secretary of the Central Feld Trial

Club, asks us to draw attention to the fact that the second
forfeit of .|10 for entries in the Derby is due and payable
Aug. 15.

American Field Trial Club Stakes.
The entries in the American Field Trial Clab's Derby

close Sept. 1, the A:l-Age Oct. 1, and the Puppy Stake Nov.
1. The membership fee of §5 must accompany the nomina-
tion, Mr. W. J. Beck, Columbus, Ind., is the secretary.

A Peculiar Case.
Mr. A. C. Wilmerding's spaniel bitch High Rock Jet

whelped July 25, three pups. This in itself would scarcely
be matter for special comment, but it seems that she is
peculiar in her nature and somewhat decided in her opinions.
On April 27 and May 1 she was served by Mr. J. P. Willey's
champion Jersey, and in less than a month afterward she
came in season again, and not showing in whelp by the pre-
vious services was bred to Mr. Wilmerding's own dog Rollo
on May 27, with the result as stated above. Rollo is a black,
white and tan dog, and the pups are also parti-colored. The
bitch is black and so is champion Jersey.

A Dog's Long Fast-
A mastiff dog, weighing lOOlbs. was inadvertently locked

in a vacant store in Toronto, on June 18, and was not dis-
covered until July 20. The dog was still alive after lis
twenty-nine days' fast, but weighed only 24lbs. A veterin-
ary surgeon thinks he can save the animal's life.

Valuable Terrier Stolen.
Some weeks since we drew attention to the fact that oue

of Mr. Brooks's importation of Dandle Dinmonts had been
stolen from the ship when she reached her dock. It seems

Mr. Frank Dole, who
purchased for Mr. Ed-
ward Brooks, of Bos-
ton, Mass., the noted
Dandies, King of the
Heather and Heather
Madge, last summer
while in England, was
also commissioned to
buy another pair and
bought a pup called
Laird o' the Heather
and its mother. They
arrived all right, but
on Mr. Dole inquiring
for them he found the
pup was missing. He,
however, shipped the
mother to Mr. Brooks,
and then put a detec-
tive on the trail of the
missing pup, which
was a valuable one,
$250 having been given
for him. The detective
found a clue and
thought it better to
keep quiet till the
vessel returned from
England. On Monday,
July 15, the vessel ar-
rived in New York and
the steward of the ves-
sel was immediately
arrested. He turned
State's evidence and
said that a saloon
keeper close by the
pier was the person in
possession of the ani-
mal. This was found
to be true and the
officers took charge of
both the pup and the
saloon keeper. The
pup was shipped at
once to Mr. Dole, who
in turn forwarded it to
Mr. Brooks, who writes
the former that the
dog arrived safe and
sound July 20. The
saloon keeper has been
placed under -$1,000
bonds, and the trial
will be in the United
States court. Perhaps
it would be to Mr. C.
S. Hank's interest to
apply such corrective
measures, for we are
told that several of his
wolfhound pups were
stolen on their arriva:!
the other day.

Sale of Noted
Pointers.

Mr. W. B. McCloud,
manager of the Liberty
Training Kennels, Hy-
attville, O., writes that
as the result of a recent
purchase the well-
known pointers Spot
Dash and Nadjy of
Naso, lately owned by
Mr. " Bob " Leslie,
Lynn, Mass., have be-
come their property.
Spot Dash, who has
been before the public

very acceptably for some time, having won five firsts, four
seconds, etc., will be used as their stud dog. Nadjj% who is

also a winner, counting two firsts to her ci'edit, will join
the matrons.' Mr. McCloud expresses himself as well
pleased with the bargain, and infers that friend Leslie's
modesty has not led him to say too much.

Cuffing Elcho at Kingston.

We should very much like to see this discussion brought
to a close. Mr. Wade simplifies matters by the following:
"My informants as to the above were Mr. Geo. Bell (who
has repeated the same in Turf, Field and Farmj, Mr. C. S.

Wixom and a third that 1 decline to name. I dare
Dr. Mills to deny my assertion. So sure as Dr. Mills
ever figures as plaintiff in any suit over this matter so sure
will he figure as defendant in another suit. I propose to
'take notice' of everything Dr. Mills writes and do not pro-
pose to keep silence about it either. I never propose to
'annoy,' I 'expose.'

"

Spratts Patent and World's Fair Show.
Spratts Patent on this side received by the steamshif

England
,
Saturday last, a pug consigned to a Mr. Gamble,

of Louisville, Ky., and a Psovoi from D. Sewell consigned
to a gentleman in this city. Spratts Co. will, it is expected,
have charge of the German exhioits at the World's Fair,
taking them out to their kennels when they land, fixing
them up f'->r the show and see that they reach Chicago and
are properly shown. This is a good plan, and, by the way,
is it not time to see about arrangements for the reception of
English exhibitors and dogs? All this sort of thing must
not be left to the last moment. It would be well to appoint
Spratts Co. in England as secretary to receive English en-
tries for the World's Fair show.

English Shows.
English Kennel papers must have a hard task before them

to keep abreast with the numeroxx.g dog shows that are held
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in the tight little island during the summer. Fancy seven
shows in one day! This is what occurs August I. No won-
der the secretaries have to send out hurry calls for entries,

for the average exhibitor with such a selection before him
will hardly hurry himself in deciding which to send his dogs
to. The funny part of it all is that although England is

such a "fancier" country, the work of judging seems to fall

on the shoulders of some half dozen professionals, several of
whom are also exhibitors, and we remark that the annual
kick by the amateurs has commenced, they complaining,
and justly, of the jadges at certain shows being also exhibi-
tors; in other classes, of {;ourse, than those they judge. Still

this cause for complaint should not exist.

Mount Holly Dog Show.
Those who do not care to take the long journey to Toronto

show can make it worth their while to attend the Mount
Holly, N. J., show, Sept. 13 to 16. The prizes for every breed
aie: Challenge, dogs and bitches, gold medal, value
sexes divided. Open classes, dogs and bitches, $10 silver
medal aud diploma; classes will be divided by sex when
there are five or more enterics. Dogs will be received Sept.
13, hut judging does not commence till the next day. The
entry fee is"$3, and entries close Sept. 1.

Important Beagle Sale.

An important sale has just been made in the beagle world.
Mr. 0. W. Brooking, proprietor of the J^'orest Beagle Ken-
nels, has sold his kennel and good will to Mr. H. V. Jamie-
son, Melrose, Mass. The dogs included in the deal are Forest
Hunter, Gypsy Forest, June Rose, Forest Queen, Daisy S.,

Lady I;ee and Vick R., all registered. Mr. Jamieson is to
be congratulated on such a purchase, hut we are sorry to
hear of it, if this means the retirement of Mr. Brooking
from active work among the beagles,

Deerhounds in England.

Mr. W. Arkwright, in his report in English Kennel Qa-
zette of bis classes at the Kennel Club show remarks about
deerhounds: "There was a large show of these dogs, but I
cannot say the classes were very distinguished. There has
evidently been of late a straining after excessive size among
the breeders, to the prejudice of workmanlike qualities, and
soft, woolly coats with poor movement and lumpy shoulders
are some of the general results."

A White St. Bernard.

Staten Island prides itself on having a pure white St.
Bernard. He is a large, handsome dog, and has filled out
nicely. He is called the white bear in St. George, S. I., where
he is owned by Mr. Julius Smith, who we believe was the
owner of Kingston Regent before Mr. Reick bought him.
White Friar took vhc. at the last New York show. He is by
Plinlimmon, Jr., out of Lady Tatton.

Skye Terrier Importation.

Miss Sparks, of Philadelphia. Pa,, has purchased from
Mrs. Freeman, of Wandsworth, England, the drop-eared
Skye terrier Sir Bevys (E.K.C.S.B. .30,001). This dog is very
well bred, as he is by Kidd's Lochiel out of Mrs. Freeman's
Lady, Rob Roy being the grandsire on both sides. Sir Bevys
has won three first and several minor prizes.

"Brockenhurst," whom everyone knows as the genial and
sunny-tempered son of Albion, Harry Twyford, intends the
coming month to take his family to England. Leaving his
better half and that eldest one with the "literary turn" at
home, "Brockenhurst" will return with renewed energy
and a "single" purpose to smother "Espan" before the "By-
standers" can interfere.

Mr. Geo. R. Krehl imderwent a new experience the other
day, as judge of the cattle drovers' dog show at the Cattle
Market,' Islington, London. We are told that the tykes
brought forward were hardly up to show form but that is

not what was expected. The idea that is instilled into these
men, by such a gathering, to give a second thought to the
intelligent animals witnout whom they would "get along
but poorly in their daily work among the sheep'and bul-
locks, is something gained, and from little causes like these
oft come great effects. It is interesting to know that a "bob
tail" won the special for best in the show. The drovers
seemed to take great interest in the proceedings and especi-
ally when several well-known show winners were led into
the ring as object lessons, among them being old Eclipse,
the property of the judge.

Mr. Nutt, the well-known beagle man of England, took
several whippets to a show in Holland, where he gave ex-
hibition races, incidentally sold his dogs and at the same
time stai-ted a craze for the sport. Given a nice stretch of
ground, about 200yds. long, which can be secured on any
Fair grounds, there is no sport that would pay our Fair man-
agers better to introduce.

At this same show, Scheveningen, Holland, Mr. Freeman
Lloyd, who is well known as "Thames Tattler," lost his
Psovoi, Young Krilutt, after it had won in the novice class,
through an acute attack of inflammation of the lungs.

Mr. J. E. Fisher, the owner of the Riverside Kennels,
Riverside. Ind., has remodeled his kennels and now has a
house 50x30 and is fully ecjuipped for boarding and training
dogs. With the trials ot the U. S. F. T. C. aud American
Field Trials Club to prepare for, Mr. Fisher should experi-
ence no difficulty in having both his hands and his kennels
full in a very short time.

The Oak Grove Kennels have sold Bonnie Sarsfield, in
whelp to champion Kildare, to Mr. Paul H. Reilly, Oak-
land, Cal. Such breeding as this litter will have should
make them a valuable acquisition to our California fanciers
of the red dog.

The black and tan terrier Beaconsfield has been having an
easy time of it lately at English shows, scooping in chal-
lenge prizes here and there. At Belper, however, he came
against the new aspirant for honors. Prince Eric, and the
old dog went down.

Any one who knows Mr, Kreuder, the beagle owner, will
not be surprised to see that instead of resorting to the read
ing columns of a paper to exploit the merits of his dogs he
does it at so much a word. At the same time Mr. Kreuder's
dogs are sa well known that he could have claimed that in-
dulgence at our hands which is all too freely given by some
journals until the continual and blatant bleating becomes a
bore. Mr. Kreuder's challenge sounds like business from
every point of view and we commend it to the attention of
the beagle men.

Although this is the hot and quiet season in dogdom our
patrons find that the results of a Forest and Stream ad-
vertisement are cold facts. Among the new ones this
week we notice that J. J. Scanlan has Inehiquin pups
for sale; W. Loeffler, well-bred dachshund pups; Seminole
Kennels, several high class pugs, bitches and dog; C. E.
Bunn, four mastiff pups: W. H. Gordon, well-bred liver aud
white pointers; L. L. Martin, broken and unbroken English
setters: Wapsie Kennels, two black pointer bitches; A. E.
B., English setter bitch: Bos 77, beagle pups; H. L. Jeffrey,

|

well-bred collie pups; C. A. Paetzel, pointer pups; Geo. W.
Lovell, trained pointers and setters; Robert Leslie, two ex-
cellently well-bred pointer pups; L. N, Edwards, trained
foxhounds. In the stud: J. .J. Scanlau's Irish setter Inehi-
quin, Liberty Kennels' pointer Spot Dash. W. Loeffli-r'5;
dach.shund Hundesport's Bergmanu, (1 A. Pnetzpl's Nut-
wood, Training Kennels: River.side Kennels. Wants:
Frank A. Ward, a mastiff skin. We also draw af tention to
n. L. Kreuder's beagle challenge and J. E. Larnier's mange
cure,

We understand from Mr. Waters, who t?as so liiformed by
the secretary of the Manitoba Field Trials, that Mr. .J. M.
Tracy has been chosen to judge those trials.

It is a difficult matter to put much enthusiasm into any
one these hot days, not to mention a dogmau, unless one
jumps on his dog. This c)'icket match, or r xcuse for
general re-union, progresses but slowlv; we hidve received
just two names, and one of those from Philadelphia, outside
of those who are directly interested in getting it up. We
would like to have the names of those who would take part
on the day selected, Aug. 11, to send in their names by
Aug. 5.

Mrs. Nicholson is having a good deal of trouble in getting
her new St. Bernard off" the steamship Circassia of the
Anchor line. She has the certificates all right, but the
shipper neglected to send the bill of lading, and conse-
quently the dog stays on the ship till it turns up. The new
bitch is Grizella, by Prince Regent out of Moss Rose. She
won first in the puppy class at the late Scottish K. C. show
at Glasgow.

The judges for the Brooklyn dog show have been nearly
all chosen but we cannot break confidence by giving their
names. One, however, we will give, even if we incur the
displeasuxe of every one concerned. Mr. W. Wade will
judge mastiffs. At last.

The National Greyhound Club should have held a meet-
ing last Monday but there was no quorum and the meeting
was adjourned for a fortnight, as Mr. Mortimer may be
home by that time.

Mr. Harry L. Goodman has given up hi.-s kennel at Auburn,
111., to take the management of the Cumberland Kennel
Club, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn. The club has
a fine farm of 110 acres three mile.s from the city, and every-
thing; is well fixed for the dogs. The Mohawk Kennels' pugs
will form part of the kennel, which will include also great
Danes and Italian greyhounds. We wish Mr. Goodman
every success in his new undertaking. His letter will be
published next week.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicacio, July 2.3.—The following, taken from one of the

great Chicago dailies, will be of interest to owners of
Psovois and wolves: "The stockmen of South Dakota have
recently imported from Tennessee a number of R.us.9ian
wolfhounds to help in the extermination of wolves, which
have of late been killing a number of calves and colts."
Tennessee is not famous as a nroducer of Psovois, still there
may be some owned there unbeknown to the owners. There
arerro gray Avolves in South Dakota worth mentioning; but
independent of all these matters, this item serves very well
and with average truthfulness for news in a dailv paper.
This wolfhound and wolf business bobs np with cheerful
frequency, and if the wolf supply were only larger there is
no douljt but what the demand for the Russian dogs would
be larger.

The Pearl of Pekin—Chicopee Lass Matter,
I had a pleasant call a few days since from Mr. Page, who

is a member of the executive committee of the American
Coursing Club. The matter of Mr. Bartels's protest was in-
cidentally discussed, and Mr. Page explained that the ques-
tion of late hung on a proposition made by Mr. Bartels at
the time of the meeting last year, namely," that if Mr. Ed-
munds would make an affidavit that he dicl notrun over the
dog, he (Mr. Bartels) would withdraw his protest. There
now appears to be some misunderstanding or something as
to what Mr, Bartels actually said concerning the matter.
Mr. Page is earnest and conscientious in tnis matter, as

all who have the pleasure of his acquaintance know with-
out any assurance being necessary. As for Mr. Lowe's
action and effort in the matter, they appear to have been
directed more to accomplish two purposes, one other than
the main one.
With all respect for the acts of the executive committee,

I think it has been following a wholly irrelevant matter
for some months. To make my meaning clearer, I will
quote the rule governing the matter, aud which was adopted
by the club at its meeting in October last year. It is as
follows;
"RiDiTsG OVER A Greyhound.—If any subscriber or his

representative shall ride over his opponent's greyhound
while running a cotirse, the owner of the dog so ridden over
shall (although the course be given against him) be deemed
the winner of it, or shall have the option of allowing the
other dog to remain and run out the stake, and in such case
shall be entitled to half its winnings."

Briefly, in the course between Chicopee Lass and Pearl of
Pekin tiie judge decided in favor of the former. The ques-
tion then was raised that the owner of Chicopee Lass had
ridden over Pearl of Pekin while running the course. The
judge could not take cogni?;ance of the matter, for in one
place it is ruled that * * * "and shall not recall or
reverse his decision on any pretext whatever, after it has
been declared," and again, * * "but the deci.sion of
the judge, once given, shall not be reversed for any cause,"
That some provision was intended in case of a dispute is

shown by the following clause of Rule 1, pertaining to the
executive committee: "The management of the meeting
shall be entrusted to this committee. The committee alone
shall decide any disputed question by a majority of those
present, subject to an appeal to the National Greyhound
Club."
Thus it will be seen that the question could be decided

only by the executive committee alone, and not by the club,
and also that the question could be settled by a majority of
those of the committee present. Therefore the committee
was wrong in evading it and in referring it to the club
proper, and the club was wrong both in taking cognizance
of the matter and referring it to the National Greyhound
Olirb before any decision had been reached by the executive
committee, and appeal taken by the parties interested. The
whole matter, under the club's laws, was in the hands of
the executive committee.
The plea has been advanced that one of the members of

the committee left Great Bend before the protest was con-
sidered, and that this hindered the committee's action. This
is simply an evasion, for the rule states specifically that a
majority of the committee present can act.

At the time the question came before the committee it
was very simple and only concerned a matter of fact, name-
ly, whether Mr. Edmunds did or did not ride over Pearl of
Pekin. If he did do so, the rule was plain, and it was
equally explicit if he did not do so. This matter could have
been settled easily on the same day that it occurred, and it

was the only matter in that connection for the committee to
consider.
But the real issue has been abandoned. The committee

has been considering a proposition which Mr. Bartels made,
cr IS alleged to have madp, to the end that if Mr. Edmunds
would make an affida\dt that he did not run over Pearl, Mr.
Bartels would withdraw his protest. The committee ac-
cepted Mr. Bartels's proposition as the real issue, a raattet
entirely foreign and irrelevant to the real issue. It is plain
that if Mr. Bartels by an agreempufc can settle a matter in a
manner diQurent from what the rule requires, John Smith
or Toin .Jones can agree to settle a matter differently from
the requirements of some other rule, or the same rule, or all
rules.
I doubt whether the withdrawal of the protest would have

any effect whatever on the matter, for there is nothing said
in the rule.s about a protest being necessary. The rule
specifies "disputed quesLion.s." The committee uuce having
charge of it, it was entirely and permanently out of the
hands of the disputants. The .sijuple fact that there was a
d^ispute brought it under the juriadictiou of the couunittee.
That anything the interested parties agreed upon would be
irrelevant is shown by the wording of the rule: "The com-
mittee alone shall decide any disputed ((uestion," etc.
After nearly a year of inefficient action, the question now

resolves itself into the same matter of fact which exi.sted at
the time the matter occurred, and .t is wholly free, when
properly considered, from the irrchn-ant matter' and sophi.s-
tries which have been tacked to it. There was no reason
why It should not have been dealt with Ormlyand promptly
on its real merits at the time it occurred. At all events it is
precisely the same matter now, and it is not so easy gener-
ally to decide a matter of fact a year after it occurs as it is
at the time of its occurrence.
The true reason is that the committee, as a committee

shirked the responsibility of deciding it There is a lamen-
table want of "sand" displayed in dealing with the whole
matter, and there was an at)KHnce of knowledge of the com-
mittee's powers and duties in considering every irrelevant
and frivolous circumstance presented in connection with
the affair.

Coursing,
In a letter from the genial secretary of the American

Coursing Club, Mr. Ira D. Brongher, he mentions that the
prospects for a .successful meeting in October are excellent.
The jack rabbits are more plentiful than ever, and a bic

meeting is expected. His cordial invitation to a staff repre-
sentative of Forest Asd Strea^i to be with them again is
appreciated, and will be one of the things sure to happen in
October.

Dog Taxes in Australia.
The following, taken from The Atistrnlmian, shows that

the doggy troubles have extended to the continent of
Australia: "It is high time some revision was made in the
dog act. At present Victoria is almost overrun with the
cross-bred animal usually termed mongrel, for which most
owners pay the sum of os. per head annually as registration
fee. I would simply suggest, in order to decrease the num-
ber of mongrel canines, and restrict ourselves to pure breeds,
to levy a tax of £1 per head on bitches, and all our dogs go
free. LTnder such restrictions any person keeping a bitch
in his possession would keep a good one, and in order to
recoup his outlay would see that she was suitably mated,
as the progeny would bring better prices."

Gypsie, a toy black and tan terrier (Jack—Fancy), owned
by Mr. L. P, Whitman of Chicago, died a few days' ago in
her seventeenth j^ear, an extremely old age for that breed,
or for any breed nowadays. She was a winner on the bench
in 1884 and 1885, and was well known to show goers.

Owing to the energetic measures taken by the Chicago
city authorities, the dog owners are observing the ordin-
ances, pertaining to dogs, quite closely. The number of
licenses issued have averaged 600 a day for several days
One issued yesterday bore the number 31,343.

B. Waters^.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
Sucu incidents as the cat nursing puppies, noted in your

Jirly 21 number, are always interesting, but it mu.st be re-
membered that they are nothing new. In fact I think a re-
cent chapter of the excellent notes in the London Stock-
Keeper, headed "Hints to Beginners." mentions the use of
cats as foster mothers for pu.Dpie.s. The Onlooker has seen
even this fosterhood exceeded in a case of a cat suckling a
young flying squirrel, her natural prey. Whether from
race antagonism or from some other cause, the cat's milk
evidently did not agree with the young squirrel, as it lost
flesh steadily and died in about ten days after its strange
adoption. That excellent English publication, ChaUerhox,
has cited at least one case of a cat suckling a young rat.
The simple explanation of such unnatural associations",
points the way to inducing any foster mother to adopt
strange young. She is oppressed with accumulated secre-
tion of milk, and the relief by suckling is grateful, therefore
always allow the foster mother to go a considerable time
without being suckled, and when her milk receptacles are
distended put the strangers to her, she will take much
more note of the relief afforded than of the kind of animals
effecting it. Certainly the oddest association of this sort
The Onlooker ever saw was a nanny goat suckling a donkey
foal, which was kept up until the foal was considerably
taller than the goat, and the nanny was induced to accept
the foal by unusual retention of milk in her udder. Of
course this method of securing acceptance of strangers i.s as
old as dog breeding, but like many another okland'most ex-
cellent idea, it has become forgotten more than it should.

The course of Forest and Stream as to a certain personal
quarrel, apparently underlaid by bitter personal enmities,
seems to the writer to be about the wisest cottrse that can
be adopted in such cases. We dislike them, would infinitely
prefer not to know of them, but so we would also wish to
avoid the pain of the sttrgeon's lance when a deep abscess
afflicts us. About the only course for a wise editor is to let
the wranglers write their fiery shot at each other, cutting
down such as the public should not be inflicted with, and
thereby giving the over-loaded boilers of the disputant's
wrath a safety valve, for the mere writing of angry epi-
thets let off a poi'tion of the super-heated steam, even if the
editor does not print it.

"Let dogs delight

To ba'k and bite"

and allow their owners and admirers a little of the same
amusement. I feai- "for 'tis their nature to" applies to
owners as well as dogs. The Onlooker.

Toronto Dog Show.
The English Setter Club of America has donated the

club's medal to the breeder of the best English setter dog or
bitch without regard to ownerspip, and to the best English
setter dog or bitch with a pixblic field trial record. The
Cincinnati, Dayton and Ohio R. R., will carry dogs free
over their lines, and the Dominion Express will return dogs
free on usual terms.

Chained to Business?
Can't go fishing? Make the best of it. Read Forest ANJJ

Stream,
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WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Eighth Annual Meet.
Camp, Point I indenwald, Oskosh, Wis., July 30 —Good weather

has continued to bless the little ship sailors fairly well throughout
the mept. Only one day, last Pridav, has been too rough for work.
The wind on thts sheet of water, however, proves S'reaky acid capri-
cious, and part of the time there ha^ not been enough air to invite a
journey on the scarcely rippled lake. It has been good loafing
weather and this is probabl.y the laziest crowd that ever got to-
gether. Com. Gardner, whose regaCa committee has sedulously left
tiimto run tMngs, has bard work to get decent entries for the

Lilla, E class; F. W. Dickens, canoe Skyver. C class; Emil Hansen,
canoe Avis, B class; Hugo Hansen, canoe Bon Ami. C class; Nat H.
Cook, canoe Lotus. 0 class; E. H, Holmes, canoe Dixie, B class. A.
S. Oomstock. canoe Bluebeard, B class. Tne start was scattered,
the order at the line being Huntington, Comstock, Woodruff. Nat
Cook. Holmes. White, tbe others back.
Emil Hansen was next to the last, and the lead over him was very

considei-able, but before the half mile stake was reached he had
changed all that, and was next to first. This he accomplished by the
well-known "pumping" antics, rockine or sawing his boat into tbe
ligbt wind, and gradually drawing by one after the other of his
rivals. Cook also used these tar'tics at the latter part of the leg. as
he saw Emil drawing on hmi. (hatching a slight puff, Comstock went
about, but although he cros^sed Krail's bow, he could not rench the
stake, in spice of the fine new fm keel he had screwed on his canvas
boat Bluebnard the day betore. Time at tbe half: Nat Cook 23m.
3os , Emil Hansen 27m. 30« , Huntington 27m. 4.5s., White ;!8ni.. Com-
stock aom

, Woodruff 29m. 30i.
The fleet now got the wind on the quarter, but it was onl.y a brea th

and the time was a crawling sort. Time at the mile stake: Nat Cooi;
88m., Huntington 43m. 57 -i , Emil Hansen 4.3m 3s.. White 43m. 12^

Q. Harry Gardner, Rettbinc} Commodore W. ('. A,

evetits. The records do not represent the canoes on haurtis fully as
could be wished.

It takes an hour or two to persuade anvboly to move aftei' a race
is called. The boys are growine fat. Mr, Kitchen, of Chicago ha-;
been obliged to send home for a pair of trousers vutb a gore in them,
and even "Feather" Ware is exulting in the fact that he has gained
a pound. For these reasons the racing has drageed along into the
second week. There is talk or reducing the number of races next
year, but it might be just as well to increase the number of sailors
with a little more ginger in 'em.

THE REGATTA.
Thursday last afforded a little working weather and some progress

was made.
Race No 1, paddling, class 1, % milR feslimated ).—Five entries,

Messrs, F. B Huntirgton, R. Merrill. Emil Hansen. O. A. Woodrutf
and E. H. Holmes A pretty start was made at 9:46 and the boats
came well bunched till the last 100yds., when a gra^e susp'cion
appeared that Woodruff wa« not paddling as hard as ever he might.
Huntington crossed first, Merrill second. Time, 3m. 36s. and 8m.
39.-!., Woodruff next.

OARDNER CUP, FINAL HEAT.
The third heat of the Gardaer cup was sailed in a breeze so light

that the boats barely succeeded in keeping within the time limit.
The start was at 10:41, wind in east. There appeared at tbe line the
following: Charles White, sailing A, W. Friese's canoe Elecrra, C
Class; O. A. Woodruff, canoe Wood, B class; F. B. Huntington, canoe

Comstock and Dickens 44m. .57s. Hugo Hansen and Holmes were now
just rounding the half mile >take
At the mile and a half home stake (he crawling match showed lit-

tle alipi-ation, the times being: Nat Cook .5Im. 35s., Emil Hansen
S4m, Us., Woodruff 54iu. 4(js., HuotiDgton 55m. 2s., Comstock 5tim.

The breeze now freshened a trifle. Woodruff pointed up siroug on
the reach for the two-mile stake. Tbe birch model lateen Electra
showed her nose in it also. The time at two miles for Nat Cook was
Ih 25s., Emil Hansen lb. Im. 2s. Electra, Wood and Dixie were
close up.

_
At the 21,6 -mile turn the wind had freshened and the interest had

increased. Time: Nat Cook Ih. 8m. :s.. Woodruff' lb. 9m. SO-- Emil
Hansen ih 9m. 43s., White lU. 10m.. Huntington Ih. 11m. 23s.

Still the hreezTi freshen d, and the finish was exciting to a deo-ree
The last leg of the second round was full of tacks as a rarpl^t ai
spring bouse cleaning, and for moments at the close it was any-
body's race. Just around the 214 miles buoy Enid collared N:H for
first, got to h's windward, and on woat both meant for tbe final tack
Enid led. and was layrag out on his board to a pnffy wind eatine
well up into the wina. Here he appeared rattled, went into stays by
mistake and lost ten lengths. Both he and Nat now set atiother
course for the stake, and Enid, thinking a good thiug always good
began to -'pump" again, though he soon dropped that. Nat skated
across Enid's stern TO blanket him. but threw himself our, by doing
so. as they were now close to the stake. To tbe surprise of every onewho had been watch ng the flght between Nat and Enid. Huntington
now bustled up, having laid up into the wind, and came near

taking the place from both of them. The three boats were now
lapped, and their bo«'8 did not differ by 6ft. The wind was provok-
ingly irregular, but slowly they forged up, just grazing the stake
Inch by inch, as all held their breaths, the nose of the "finnan
hadoie' boat showed ahead, and at the gun a wild yell arose for the
blonde young Mahn-a-wauk viking from Milwaukee. FinUh time-
Emil Hansen, first, Ih. 24m, 50s.: Nat Cook, second, lb. 24m 57«

Klu^'
Huntington, Ih. 25m. 00s.; O. A Woodruff, 3h. 25m'. 46s;

Others not timed.
Mr, Emil Hansen, canoe Avis, won the Gardner cup for 1892 Pre-

vious winners have been: 1886, JRegina, C. J Bousfield; 18S7. Carrier
Pigeon, N. B. Cook; 1888. If. G. A. Warder; 1SS9, Dixie O A Wood-
rufl

; 1890, Wood, O. A. Woodruff; 1891, Nereid, J. R BaVtlett
In the afternoon two races were s-ailed at once, the second heat of

the trophy and the first heat of the Longworth cup. the start in the
latt-r event being ten minutes later than the trophy snn The
records Eollow :

r j &

W. C. A. TROPHY, SECOND HEAT.
The wind was puffy and light. 8tart 2:01 P. M.. the order at the

line of the five starters bein^ E, H. Holmes. A, S. Comstock Emil
Hansen, P. B. Huntington, N B. Cook. Emil Hansen sailed only
for a record, not being eligible for the cup, he having won the Gard-
ner cup. Holmes went off with a tidy lead, which be got by a swift
gybe almost at the stake. N. B. Cook, the veteran crew o£ the lovely
little craft Carrier Pigeon, was delayed 2}^ minutes at the line by
fouling his gear, but this seemed to trouble Mm little. The light
wind was just the sort for the Pigeon, and she drew away to wind-
ward of the fleet and calmly passed the first buoy in the lead. Time
at the half mile, N. B. Cook 10m. 18s.. Holmes icim. 23s., Huntington
lOra. 303., Hansen 12m. 80s , Comstock 13m.
On the one-mile leg Holmes and Huntington blanketed tbe Pigeon

and both drew by. Time at the one mile, Holmes 19ai.. Huntington
19m. 2s , N. B. Cook 19m. os., Hansen 21m. 20s , Comstock 23m
The one ard one-half miie stretch was closed in the following order

N. B. Cook having retm-ned the comphment to Messr-i. Holmes and
Huntington: N. B. Cook 25m. 33s, Holmes 25m. 50s., Huntington 96m
ns.. Hansen 27m. 50s., Comstock 30m. 35s. Hansen fouled tbe buoy
in passina-.
At the two miles Cook had bettered his lead only a few seconds

Time, N. B, Cook 33m., Holmes 33m. 35s,, Hansen 37m. 30s., Hunting-
ton 38m., Comstock 39m.
At the 2^ miles. Cook had just held his own with Holmes who

stuck close to him in "Sliver" Woodruff's old canoe Dixie. Time
N. B. (;ook 40m. 25s., Holmes 41m. Tbe others were out of it.

'

Coming down for the home stake, it being a case of windward
work ae-ain. the Pieeou got tbe better of it, and the finish was: N E
Cook4'rm. 27s.. Holmes 49m, 37s. Htmtington, Hansen and Corn-
stock followed in order.
This placed Mr. N. B. Cook winner of the trophy. Emil Hansen

and Holmes having each taken a second, to«sed for it. Hansen won.
N. B. Cook, canoe Carrier Pigeon, won W. O. A. trophy for 1893

Previous -winners were: 1887, Pluck, C. J. Bou-field: 1S88, Notus, R
W. B iley; 1889, Wood, B W. Wood; 1890, Ah There,' G. H. Gardner-
1891, Wood, O. A. Woodruff. '

THE LONGWORTH CHALLENGS CUP.

Race No. 10.— For the Longworth Challenge Cup (first heat). Pre-
sented to the Association by the late Judge Nicholas Longworth, and
first sailed for at the meet of l^89.
Rules and Condiiions.— 1. The cup shall be known as the "Long-

worth Challenge Cup." to be competed for by Class C canoes only
2. It shall be sailed for at each annual meet.
3. Only active members of the W. C. A. in good standing can enter.
4. At least, five canoes must start to make a race.
5 Tne course to be triane-ular. distance not less than 3 miles, and

the course must be completed in le.ss than iJ-j; hours or no race
6. The cup can be held by the winner, who'must give bonds for its

sate return, for one year, when it is to be returned to the Reeatta
committee, in good order, to be raced for again. At the end of ten
years the peison winning it the greatest number of times shall be-
come irs owner. In case of a tie, the ownership shall be decided by
another race at the same meet.

7. These rules may be changed or amended, if It is thought advisa-
ble by the Executive Committee, at any annual meeting, by a vote of
two-thirds of tbe members present.
The entries for this C class event were as follows: F. W. Dickens,

of Milwaukee, canoe Skyver; G H. Gardner, Cleveland, canoe Ah
There; Hugo Hansen. IMilwaukee, canoe Bon Ami ; Chas. Whire (for
Mr. Friese), Milwaukee, canoe Electra; Nat Cook, Dayton, 0 , canoe
Notus; D. H. Crane, Cnicago, canoe Perhaps.
The start was made at 2:11 P. M., in the following order: Gar-lner,

Dicken.s, White, Cook, Hugo Uansen, Crane. The lateen rigged
Electra was in this race for third, otherwise it -was mucb a question
of Nat Cook and Commodore Gardner. The sailing time was as fol-
lows:
At the 14 mile: Gardner 7m. 10s., Nat Cook 7m. 23s., Dickens 8m.

8s.. White Sm. 22s.. Crane 8m 40s , Hugo Hansen 19m. 22s.
At the 1 mile: Nat Cook 16m. 31s.. Gardner 16m. 37s., White 17m

32s., Dickens 18ra., Crane 18m. 55«., Hugo Hansen 9m. 45s.
At the 114 miles: Nat Cook 32in. ESs., Gardner 23m., White 24m

16s., Dickens (fouled buoy) 34m. 38s.. Crane 25m. 30s., Hugo Hansen
i7m. 52m
At the 3 miles: Nat Cook 29m. 30s., Gardner S3m. 46?., White 31m.

52s., Crane 32m. 38s . Dickens 34m, 55s.
At the 2H mile?: Nat Cook 37m. 48s., Gardner 38m. 13s.,White 39m

38s , Crane 41m. 6s.

At the finish stake: Nat Cook 41m. 3as., Gardner 45m. 13s., White
46m. 45s., Crane 4Sm J7s. A the finish tbe remaining boats were
about a half a mile astern bunched.
Race No. 13, Sailing maneuvering.—Conditions: Free for all. At

the minute gun all sails will be 1 iwered; at tbe starting signal sails
will be hoisted and canoes got under way, sailing to first buoy - after
turning first buoy all sails will be reefed, canoes continuing "to sec-
ond buoy under reef; after turning second buoy reefs wUl be shaken
out, eanofs continuing under fuU sail across the line; distance one
turn of the course
The start for this race was made at 3:5^ P. M. with 7 entries, who

cro?.Eed tbe line under canvas in tise following order: Holmes
Dickens, Gardner. Woodruff Crane, "Grandpa" Gates and N, b!
Cook. '-Grandpa" Gates has his canoe Isabel very nicely rigged but
at tbe minute gun he got into trouble with his halliards, and after
that the others went too fast for him. or he might bave beea in a
bett V place. A<i it was he was an easy last. Time at the half:
Holmes 18m. 50s., Gar-^ner 21m. 2O3., Wo.jdrufl 21m 47s Dickens
22m., Crane 32m. 15s. N^B. Cook 23m. 23s., Grandpa Gates 26m SOs.

, . . „ . ^ ^^j^^ wasn't
. B. Cook 33m.

. , , ,
- — — • Grandpa 39m.

28s. At the last turn Holmes shook out his canvas away ahead, gave
no one a chance to look at him. and came in easily first Time-
Holm' s 37m. 30s., Woodivuff 40m. 30s.. N.B.Cook 41m. 2s , Dickens
41m. 57.=., Gardner 42m. 13s , Crane 42m. 02s., Grandpa 58m. SlUg
Grandpa also got a gun as he crossed the line, but his bronzed and
grizzled countenance was placid as ever.

Start of tbe TROPHr M..\rt;, Weunes at.

W« Co A.—-The Start—The, Pa.sse^,'Gee Race, Tuksday, The Tmma Stakd.
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Holmes won first. Woodruff second.
The camp has all tbe time attracted more or less visitors from

neigliboring points, and Thursday saw a great man.y of these on
hand, the steam yacht Jessie bringing a goodly quota. In the even-
ing the flyer Carrie Morgan, Oapt. J. B. Har.shaw commanding,
brought down a pleasant little party from Oshkosh, including Mayor
Bichraan, and a highly enjoyable camp fire was held, at which hosts
Tied with guests in en'lertaiuing. Messrs. Cole and Bass, of Oshkosh,
did a song and dance, and Mr. Herbert Cornish sang popular airs.

Mayor Dichman made a speech oL" welcome, apologized for the action
of the noble Duke Casey, and atsured the boys that if they should

DIXIE—E. H. HOLMES.

From photo by B'ly.

come to town again there wouldn't be a second case of Caseyism.
Commodore Dodd, of Fond du Lie, made a pleasant address also.
Dave Crane, of the Chicago tent, recited a humorous selection, and
all the boys joined in with the customary canoeing airs. It was late
when The Carrie Morgan spread her big mainsail for home. Ic was a
great Mabn-a-wauk nighr., that club feeling moved to celebrate the
victory of their man, Emil Hansen. Ic is not of record that the wm-
ner of a cup should receive a shampoo, but it was decided ' o shanjpoo
EDiil, and there being no sea foam handy, a substitute was found in
a mixture of mashed potatoes and tomato ketchup, which did very
well.
On Friday morning it was very cold, with a northwest wind blow-

ing a gale. ' The white-capped rollers broke on the beach with a vio-
lence that forbade all thought of boating. The yacht Molly, flagship
of the Oshkosh squadron, with Com. Cha°. W. "Pelker on board, was
weather-bound in the bay by the head wind, and the Commodore bad
more time to visit at the camp. Minerva, of Pond du Lac, ex-Com.
Dodd in command, also lay at anchor, making rather bad weather of
it and threatening to go ashore. Dione, of Kacine, was backpd into
the creek mouth, and Idle Hour, of Milwaukee, lay near by. Queen,
of Oshkosh. with a party of ladies on board, came flying down into
the bay early in the morning, but left her anchorage again later ana
went back. The Carrie Morgan and Marguerite, of Menasha, also
hove to in the bay. The camp lay idle and watched the yachts. No
canoeist put out except Nat Cook, w'ho did a little interesting surf
work with a paddhng canoe. It is astonishing how much one of them
sturdy little boats will do in rough water.
On Friday night the camp was strengthened by the arrival of

Messrs. C, W. Lee, J. B. Keogh, Burt Gardner and Dr. C. F. Matteson,
of Chicago, and G-. Gregg, of Milwaukee. These with their guides
arrived abouc midnight. They promptly began to burn red fire and
sing sweet, joyful music. The whole camp was aroused, and sleep
was forgotten until 3 o'clock in 'he morning.
Saturday morning dawned bright, and a light breeze had replaced

the gale of the day before. A gallant mast was planted on the ex-
treme end of the point and hereon was hoisted the black burgee of
the Occident, showing a pleasant stove-poHsh .sun in the act of sink-
ing beneath the wave. After this declaration of possession, the Com-
modore ordered out the crews for a little business.

THE LONftWOBTH OITP, SECOND HEAT.

Enuies: Dickens, Gardner, White, Nat Cook, Crane and Keogb.
At the gun, 9.87, Crane got off iirst. Gardner close behind, White and
Dickens together. Cook went over the line too soon and fouled the
buoy, but returned. Keogh, sailing Louise, also got over before
the gun. but thinking be was all rii,'hf, sailed on. Hi- tune is given,

AVIS—FINKEEL OAKOE—EMXL HANSENi

Winner of Gardner Cup. From photo by Ely.

but it is not of record. Had he gone about and made the line as Cook
did she would have won the heat with ease.
At the half-mile: Keogh 6m. 56s., Crane Tm. 20a,, Gardner 7m. 2ts.

Cook 7m. 40s., Dickens 8m. 4s, White 8m. r,ns.

Boundmg the fijst stake, the wind being light and from the north
west, it was slow work, with plenty of chance for different Ideas in
seamanship. Keogh and Crane stood on longest. Gardner came
away in. apparently heading for the starting point. Twice his
canvas fluttered, and he seemed in trouble, but explained later
that it was the puUy nature of the wind which brought him up.
When he laid over on the other tack he made a grand run, passed
Nat Cook, who had stood in with him, and drew by the others nearer
the buoy. Time at the mile: Keogh 20m. SOs.. Gardner 2Sm. 5s,,
Crane SSm. l8s., White 23ra. 41, Dickens 23m. 30s.. Nat Cook, 25m. 40s.
Keogh kept on sailing around, sailing a faultless race and main-

taining an easy lead. Time at the half mile: Keogh 25m SO-
Gardner 29m,. White 29m. 1:3s., Crane 29m. 2fe.. Dickens agm. 365 ,

Nat Cook 30m. 57s.

White, in Electra. sHpped the jaw of Ijis boom as he went about
ihe stake, but lost little headway, and held his place to the 2 miles.
Time, Keogh 3lm, 433.. Gardner .81m. 56s., White 33m. 318,. Crane
34m. 56s , Dickens 36m. 48s,, Nat Cook 37m. 14s.
Gardner gybed close at the two-mile stake, but shaved around, and

coming far in on his old tactics, maintained his place nicely. The

divergent ideas appeared again on this windward leg. Electra stood
away off and fell out of her place. Nat Cook followed Gardner's
course and made up a little of the time he had lost so largely in the
becalmed streaks of the freaky lake. Nat passed Crane, but the
latter exchanged courtesies later. Time 234 miles, Keogh 40m 21s.,
Gardner 49m. 31s.. Crane 50m l-3s.. White 50m. 55s., Nat Cook .50m.
58s. Dickens qait aud sailed home.
The finish was made in a very shitty, puffy wind, Keogh raced in

away ahead. Nai Cook bettered himself a little. Electra fell back.
Finish, sailing i ime, Keoeh 5im. lOs., Gardner 55m. 45s,, Crane 56m.
ars., Nat Cool; f,7m. lOs., White 57m. 43s.
G. H. Gardner won this heat. Keogb disqualiflpd. Nat Cook having

won the first hear, it became necessary to sail the third. All the
others withdrawing, tbe commodore and Nat sailed this oft' together
after luncheon.

LODOWOKTH CUP, THIRD HEAT.

The start was at 2:35, with a puffy wind from the N.W. on the
quarter. Gardner's bow showed past the line first to windward.
Hoth boats made the half-mile in close company, Nat in 11m. .333 .

Gardner in 11m. .38s. On the next leg. to windward. Gardner aban-
doned the tactics which had won for him before, and stood off, Nat
coming well iti and getting a substantial lead on the run to the one
nile after he went over on the other tack. Time at the mile, Nat
Cook Uiin. 5Ts., (Gardner 18m. OOs. The wind was now nearly astern,
'XI d on the free run Nat made the mile and a half at 23m. 03s„
G rdner 21m. 3l8.
At the two miles, Gardner was still losing slowly, the time being

t ook 28m. 41s., Gardner 30m. 19s , but the race was close and appar
pnily one of pure luck, as the puffs of air would send first one boat
l id (hen another spinning along. Oa the beat to windward, Gard-
ner pomted tip the closer, and made up seme of his distance, but had
to go about lor Nat's right of way as they closed. Both reached
I II- the .?('ike. The wind headed Nnt off, and he fell away, a seesaw

ill placo in the flawing wind. Nat at length got around
!9m. 3Ts , Gardner 50m l7s. On the run home, Gardner

I
M r a verv seamanly race, and gained but could not close.

I ii.io ai Llie linish Nat Cook 55m. 48s., G. H. Gardner SOoa 18s.
Nai Cook, canoe i^otus, won the Longworth cup, Q H.Gardner,

eanoo Ah 'there, second. Previous winners were: 1889, Dorothy, D.
tl. Crane; 1890, Nereid, .1. E. Bartlett; 1801, Lotus, N. H. Cook.

THE BUSINESS MEETINti.

,\.t the business meeting, held Saturday, the tollowlng members

I,OTirS—NAT COOK—WINNER OF LONGWORTH CUP.

From photo by Ely.

were present: Messrs. W. H. Crawford and O, A. Woodruff. Buck-
awa C. C, of Dayton. O. ; F. H. Gary. N. G. Cnok, G. A. Backstoff,
R. P. Finney, W. H. Huntington, R. B. Pratt, E. Brand. Jr., of Osh-
kosh Why C. C. ; F W. Dickens, E. Hansen, H. Hansen, A. R. Mc-
Linegan. Wm. A. Dawson, Geo. P Matbes, F. B. Huntington. A. VV
Fi ie.se, R. Merrill, E. Holmes, G. F. Gregg. Chas. White. Mahna-
ivauk C C, of Milwaukee: Herbert F. Johnson, W. J. Revnoids, A
Arthur Guilbert, Racine C. C, Racine. Wis. Thos. S. Gates, of

C lumbu«, O : D. H. Crane, J. Herbert Ware, A. W. Kitchen, J B,
Keog'i. P. F Munger, B. M. Gardner, C. W Lee, Dr. n. F. Matteson.
'Chicago C. C, Chicago: N. B Cook and Nat Cook, Kenwood C. C
Chicago; G. H. Gardner, Cleveland C. C, Cleveland, O. : A S. Com
-tock, Evanston C. C, Evanston, 111 ; G. M. Munger, of Eureka. Kan..
Mareius D. Smith. Irrawadi C. C, Davenport. la.; Peter O. Kiob',
Menasha, Wis.; W. H. Yardley, Minnesota Boat Club, St. Paul, Minn.
This conitiiutes the largest meeting ever held bytheW. C. A. Six
States were represented. Had the promises directly and recently
made to the secretary been fulfilled there woidd have been 25 more
men on hand. This was disappointing, but not discouraging.
Commodore Gardner in the chair and Secretary Woodruff at the

tahle, 1 he minutes of the last meeting were read, election of followed.
The officers chosen for 1892-3 are: Com., G. M. Munger, of Eureka.
Kan.

;
Vice-Com., F.W.Dickens, of Milwaukee, Wis.; Rear-Com.,

H'. H. Gary, of Oshkosh, Wis.; Sec'y-Treas , F, B, Huntington, o
Milwaukee. Executive Committee, G. H. Gardner, of CleV' land, O.

;

W. H. Crawford, of Dayton, O.: Hon. S. N. Maxwell, of Cincinnati,
'jI-. After the meeting the regatta committee for the enssuing year
vvas announced to be Geo. P. Mathes. of Milwaukee; J, Herbert Ware.
Lif Chicago; Ga\!ord G, Case, of Jackson, Mich, and Mareius D,
Smith, of Davenport, la.
Nat Cook moved that the executive committee at their next meet-

ing abolish the pumping or sculling a boat to windward by rocking
her, calling attention to the fact that the A. O. A. had abolished this,

Refen-ed. Votes of thanks were passed to Secretary Woodruff and
other officers for the labor of establishing the new camp, and to tbe
owners of the grounds. Thanks were also extended to Mayor Dich
man and to Frank Gary, vrhose unselfish labor as the "committee
on terminal facilities"' has lightened the cares of many non-resident
members. Mr. Gary was later presented with a fine pair of marine
glasses in token of his services.

It is probable the next meeting will go back to Ballast Island,
though the Madison Lakes of this State are mentioned. This mest
has been pleasant in many ways, but there have been drawbacks.
The city of Oshkosh wished the canoeists well, but such local men
as could have skinned the boys at every opportunity. The livery
man who ran the club 'bus charged the boys 5 cents for every letter
he carried out to cacnp, although he was getting plenty of chance to
rob on passengers and freight Such picayunish greed needs
rebuke. Oshkosh can spare a citizsn liire that and mav remember
that he did his best to drive the met t away for next year.
On Saturday evening a pleasant file aux lanternes was held at

tbe council groxind. About 200 Japanese lanterns were strung about
the trees, a lantern was run up on the flagstaff, and a booming fire
was built. A large crowd of members and visitors assembled, and
music and merriment were prolonged until long past midnight. In-
deed, the dawn was breaking and the birds were singing when a few
of the best seasoned stayers ate the last of the Wlener-wm-sts and
sought a couch more restful than the dancing platform by the fire.
In these festivities Grandpa Gates shone well, and also Mr. Crane of
Chicago, and "Three Times" Pratt of Oshkosh, No one knows why

"Three Times" ia called "Three Times." Billy Friese's camp name
of "33" is easy of solution, because 32 is alwa.ys freezing-point.
''Sliver" Woodruff's common name, in view of his present portly
frame, is not in evidence, but they do say he was once so slim they
called him Sliver. Sliver Woodruff has a great head. Some friends
of his came out to the camp, and be took them otit fishing. His
method of taking friends out fishing is to let one friend row and the
other look after the bait, while he himself handles the rod.
A beautiful display of the Northern Lights took place Saturday

night. The whole heavens seemed full of tbe lambent bine flames.
wBicb shifted, tossed and shot up in'o the zenith in a weird splendor

From photo by Ely.

all their own. The apex of the display lay directly above the ca np,
and the whole effect was most impressive, all the sky being a
glitter. No such displav is remembered here, and it was something
long to te borne in mind.
Saturday night developed the musical ability of Messrs. Ware,

Tardly, P. F. Munger. Burt G-ardner and others, who performed
upon the guitar, banjo and mandolin, or led the cheerful vocal ef
forts of the happy band.
Sunda.y was passed in rest or in entertaining visitors. A fe'v boats

put out; among these Grandpa Gates, who went over out in tbe mid-
dle of the 'ake, but sustained only a slight wetting and no damage.
Comstock star ed for home in the afternoon, cruising up tbe lake to
Oshkosh, receiving the customary two gtms salute as he set out.
On Monday the tank drama proceeded, under a wind south and

very stiff. The boats were ordered out at 10 A M. for the "man-
overhead" race, but the weathpr looked so squally that only three
crossed the line. Woodruff in Wood, Nat Cook in Lotus and Hugo
Hansen in Bon Ami.
Race No. 11, sailing, free for all classes —At signal, crew to throw

a paddle to leeward, pick it up and continue cour e abr ut half-mile
buo.y and return. Hugo Hansen went about first, but failed to collect
his paddle, and bis later efforts at this so delayed him that hg was
not a factor. A blue squall name up as the boats crossed tbe line,
and it was very risky looking business, but the race itself was the
prettiest hing in the whole regatta. Woodruff's run after he squared
for tbe buoy being the most remarkable flight of a - anoe ever seen
by the oldest present. He got square into a squall of wind, and
stayed in for a quarter of a mile, sitting out on his balcony as far as
be c ould get. His boat never yawed, and his boom never'iifted, but
as if frozen rigid the boat slid across the rough water, carrying a
spit of w hite water as high as her crew's head, clear across to the
turn at the stake. The boat was probablv going 15 to 20 miles an
hour, and only the Sliver's substantial avoirdupois and his able sea-
manship kept her up in sucb weather. He started with mainsail
and dandy reefed, but tbe wind blew out his mainsail reef, and he
could not better matters with the broken gear. He said later that he
was all of a tremble throughout the run, bv reason of the excite-
ment and the muscular strain. He certainly showed the capabilities
of a well-handled canoe. At the turn he went about carefully and
came back again, with centerboard almost out, and won amid heariy
cheers, which latter expressed relief as well as applause. Had his
boat not stood up she would have dived, and no one could have told
where she woula have stopped. The start was at 10:20, and the
fini<h 10:36:02, but the lime for the mile, 16m. 2s . does not in-
dicate its speed, as much time was lost in ihe start to the line and
the coming about for the man ovet board.

J3LUEBEA1SO—CANVAS CANOB—A. S COMSTOCK.

Evanston C. C,

Nat Cook sailed the course without reefing, but did not have
Woodruff's squall, though he caught plenty to make him go and to
keep folks anxious for him. His sailing time was 19tn. 47s.
Rain beeau to fall shortly after tbis event, and the weather being

unfit for safiing, the greater number of the boys piled into the 'bus and
went to town. Mr. N B. Cook tried a spoon near the dock in the
pvening. and caught a little pike, which served as a basis for an out-
of-door supper which was cooked on the beach back of the Chicago
tent by the more staid members who had kept at home. From fish it
was an easy step to coffee, and from coffee to the camp luxury,
Wiener wursts, and from that to crackers and cheese. The im-
promptu meal developed all sorts of neat cooking outfits among these
Coiinthian men, and the night advanced well as Grandpa Gates. Mr.
N. R. Cook, Sliver Woodruff' and several others sat about the fire and
talked about cooking outfits, cooking, canoes, tents, and all sorts of
that kind of things. This was one of the quietest and also one of the
pleasantest evenings of the meet.
Tuesday dawned fair and pleasant, with a working wind in the

west, and the Commodore resolved to finish the racing in short
orler.
Race No. 7, sailing and paddling, Classes A and B. one and ahalf

miles, finish under sail; record event,—It was resolved to sail this on
starboard tack, so tnat the paddling leg would be nearer ahead of
the wind. The starters were Geo. P. Mathes, canoe Nagawicka, B.j
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O. Ai Woodruff, Wbofl, B; iJmil Hansen, Avis, B; (Irandpa Gatep,
Isabel, B; N. B. Cook, Carrier Pipreon, B> E. H. Hoimes, Dixie, B;
Chas. Wliite, Eleotra, B; W. H. Yardley, Porcupine, A. They eot off
at 9:47 in the following order: Carrier Pigeon, Nagawicka, Wood,
Disie, Elecira, Isaijel, Avis. Porcupine broke her halliards, but came
ashore, repaired, and pulled into the race only two minutes late,

At the half mile the order was as follows: Carrier Pigeon, Dixie,
Avis, Electra, Isabel, "Wood, Nagawicka, Porcupine. All now hauled
down their canvas, but at tbis N B. Cook fell around in the wind and
Holmes in Dixie got a good lead. Suddenly out of the ruck shot
White in Electra, paddling a regular walking-beam stroke, passing
everybody and going on Holmes, wbo went about the stake only 46s.

ahead. The order here was Dixie, Electra, Wood, Avis, Isabel,
Carrier Pigeon, Porcupine, Nagawicka. Holmes was am. ahead of
Woodruff and SJ^m. ahead of the fleet Carrier Pigeon, and it seemed
his race.
To the surprise of ever.y one now the Wood forged across to the

lead, outpointing Dixie on the beat in to windward, and the Pigeon
also, by a long reach in, appeared willing to make trouble. At the
turn White had bhe misfortune to tear loose his deck pulle.v. and his
tnainsail came down with a run, putting him out of it.' Half way m,
all Were about, and the fieet presented a pretty view spread out in
profile. Holmes came about too soon on his home tack and his
sails were flapping as the Wood came down, straining full. All this
time the Pigeon was holding her course awa.T to windward on a long
leg, and when her veteran crew threw her over for his reach for the
Kre she came down fairly boiling. Cries of "Cook! Golmes! Wood-
ruff!'* arose, and for a few moments it belonged to either of them.
At the finish, however, the stratagem of the veteran sailor proved
itself and the Pigeon won, AVoodruff evidently giving second to
Holmns. Time total, IJ^ miles: N. B. Cook, 35m. aVs ; Holmes,
.I6m. 51s ; WoodrufE, 37m. 41s.: Emil Hansen, 3iim. 3(js. ; Grandpa
Gates, 40m. 47 2-5s. Maggie and Porkie were having a sociable time
further back. Af i-er the race was finished it was discovered that the
winner had gone the entire distance without dropping his rudder.
His race therefore was fairly to be called a mixture of good judg-
ment and good luck.
Eace No. 14. Consolation Race, for non-winners. Sailing, oue mile.

—Three starters, Dickens in Skyver, Whitein Electra, Grandpa Gates
in Isabel. Start at 12:25, Dickens first, Grandpa next. Electra, that
exuberant example of what monkey shines a canoe can cut up at
times, affording a good deal of pleasure to evervbody but her rider,
who sat on his porch in the cool morning air. If he had let off his
mlzen, he might have gybed easier. All the way across to the half
mile Electra rolled and acted nasty, and later on broke the step of
her mast. It wasn't her day. Dickens winged out. and the big Sky-
ver made the half in 7m. 50s,, Electra Bm. SOs., Isabel 8ra. 5bs. It

took two tacks for the next buoy, and the time was: Dickens 17m.
40s , Electra 18m. 10s., Isabel 19m. 20s. On the run home, wind

» abeam, White had to crawl out to keep Electra up. Dirkens took it

easy and crossed winner. Time: Skyver 23'ji. 13s., Electra 23m. 30s.

Grandpa was making one of his famous finishes by himself and came
in at 26m. 10%s.
Eace No. 2. Paddling, Class II., % mile, estimated, record event,—

Three entries. Emil Han^^en, canoe Kitch; Hugo Hansen, canoe La
Gitana; E. H. Holmes, canoe Huh. Start 1:07:10. EmU Hansen
wanted this for his rec ird string and worued like a beaver, winning
in 2m. 20s., Hugo next 2m 25s., Holmes 3m. 3s.

Hace No. 3. Paddling, tJlass III., }^ mile, estimated, record event.
Pour e tries, J, Turrill in Kich, White in Mudhen, Nat Cookin Sun-
maid, Grandp> Gates in I.sabel. Start at 1:24-45. Time, White Im.
50s., Tm-rill Im. 51s., Nat. Cook: Im. .55s ,

Grandpa 2m. »^3. Whi e
tron.
Eace No. 4. Tandem, all classes. }i mile, estimated.—The boys

stripped for this, and three boats came out, manned as foUows: Dick
Merrill and Hugo Hansen, canoe Kitch; G. M. Munger and Nat Cook,
canoe La Gitana; Chas. White and Emil Hansen, canoe Go Slowly.
Start at 1:25. A foul between Go Slowly and Gitana occurred
directljr after the start, for which each blamed the other. Go Slowly
slowed up and didn't finish, and Gitana didn't git any. Meantime
Dick and Hugo, bare to the waist and yelling like Indians, came on
down and won in 52s.

This finished the long drawn outprogramme. After lunch a scratch
race was sailed for a pair of shoes offered by Mr, Atkins, There was
a good entry, the main interest centering about Mathcsand Youlley.
At the finish leg of the mile and a half course, Mathes was the favor-
ite and won handily in 34m.
At the close of the racing all these husky youths let go a long sigh

of relief as the last possible restraint on earth was taken away, and
forthyvith began to disport themselves. A most discordant band of
diabolical instruments was organized, and the familiar air of "Boom-
de-ay" was heard in the land, while the famous dialogue of Johnnie
TurriU and Dickie Merrill was perpetrated over and over again.
Johnnie (in deep, gruff voice)—"Any ice to day, lady?"
Dickie (in fine, soft voice)—"No, thanks."
Johnnie—"Web, if the lad.y don't want no ice, git up, Bill!"

Dickie—"Oh my, what a heavy load that poor man has!"
One must come" to a W. 0. A. mfet to fully appreciate this dialogue

or many others he may hear, For sheer frolicsome fun and high
spirits, a canoe meet seems to surpass any sporting gathering yet
devised, ,iust as in its picturesque features it is unapproachable. It

shows at'its best the prettiest form of sport indulged in by lovers of
the outdoor air
Last night the camp was nearly deserted, the boys going en masse

to a ball over at Stony Beach. To day most of them will be out
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cruising. A two-days' trip through Lake Butte des Nortes will be
made by a good number. The Mahn-a-wank ice box is now nearly
empfy. Gone are the succulent Wiener wursts, the pumpernickel,
the fonnygugel, and other cherished dishes which have attained
popularity in this tent of Milwaukee enthusiasts. Soon a change of
base will be necessary, and the candle which was one morning tound
burning in the Mahn-a-wauk ice box may burn on unhmdered. By
Saturday the meet will be over, and all be looking forward to 1893.

SUStMAEY,

The following brief statement will show the winners and their

winnings: ^
Kace No 1. paddling.—F. B. Huntington, first, an umbrella; R,

Merrill, second, a Swedish knife.
Race No. 2, paddling; record event.—Emil Hansen, first, a medal;

Hugo Hansen, second, a tobacco pouch.
Race No. 3, paddling; record event.—Charles White, .first, a silver

match-box; J. Turril, second, a Tarn O'Shanter.
Eace No. 4, tandem paddling.—E Merrill and Hugo Hansen, first,

a pouch and a corkscrew; G. M. Hunger and Nat Cook, second, two
Tarns.
Race No. 5, upset, paddling.—O. A. Woodrufif, first, Silver campmg

service; Nat Cook, second, silver flask.

Eace No. 6, hurry-scurry.—Woodruff, first, a boat Sponge; Nat
Cook, spcond, a match-box.
Eace No. 7, sailing and paddling; record event.—N. B. Cook, first, a

jersey; E. H. Holmes, second, a camp knife.

Hace No. 8, the Gardner cup; record event.—Emil Hansen, first, the;

cup; Nat Cook, second, camp knife.

Race No, 9, the W. C. A. trophy; record event.—N. C. Cook, first,

the cup; Smil Hansen, second, silver camp service.

Race No. 1(), the Longworth cup, second event;—JiTat Cook first, the
cup; W. H. Gardner second, silver Hask.
Race No. 11, man overboard.—Woodruff first, an oil paintisgj Nat

Cook second, a single blade paddle.
Race No. 12; passenger race;—Gardnei' and Woodruff first, two silk

blankets; Nat Cook and J. TurriU second, two Oshkosh spoons,
souvenirs of policeman Casey.
Eace No. 13, maneuvering.-E. H. Holmes first, silver smoking set;

O. A: Woodruff second, silver flask;
Race No. 14, consolation.—J. W. Dickens first, silver soap case;

Chaa. White second, a briar pipe.
Scratch race, for silver cup offered, by I^lle Hour Ciub of Mil

AA'aukee, won by O. A, Woodruff.
Special prize, a ha.nd=ome Japa.nese doll, for last place in race

No, 13, won by Grandpa Gates.
The W. C. A. 1892 record wag won by Emil Hansen, Mahn a-wank

C. C, Milwaukee, with two firsts, one second and one fourth in
record races, a total of 180 points. The next in record were E. H.
Holmes, 110 points, N. B. Cook, 100 points (2 starts and 2 wins); Nat
Cook and 0. A. Woodruff, 70 points tic. Chas. White, .50 points: h\ M.

Huntington, J. F. TurriU and Hugo Hansen, 40 points tie; Tbos. S
Gates, 10 points.
The W. C. A. is all right. There is nothing the matter with it, It

has 243 members, and has money to lend.

BELIEVE rr, FOB THIOY TOLD IT SO.

Com. G. M. Muncjer.—l have been in Kansas a years. It is too dry
there, and I am glad to be back among the sailors. 1 was one of the
early Chicago canoeists.
Ex-Com. 6. H. Gardner.—1 will probably have a nice new little red

N. B. Cook's Cakbibb Pigeon.

Winner of the W. C. A. Trophy Eace.

canoe when we meet next at Ballast. Why will my boat be like the
other canoe papers? Because it is little red. I can't help it.

Ex Oom. D. H. Crane —The only reason why I don't like knicker
bockers is that the tiles eat my legs. (Smack.) if this keeps up I

shall have to stay covered up in bed all day (Biff )

Sec'y ffwnftn^Von.—There appears to be no insurmountable trouble
with Milwaukee this yenr.
Ex-Sec'-y Sliver Woodruff.—"When I lean out on my boat, she has to

come. I carry my ballast right along with me, so it's always bandy.
That's a good" thing,
Ex-Sec'y J. Herbert Ware.—In canoeing it is always best to part

your name in the middle, so as to trim ship. Why don't I race this

year? I'm resting. Yes, the report is true that I have gained a
pound.
Mr. Kitfhin.—'SViW you walk into the parlor? The key of the Chi-

cago tent is always hanging out.

Emil Hansen. —1 think we ought to have had more fonny-gugel in

the ice-box.
Hugo Hansen.—I think we ought to have a Wiener-grab every

night.
Dichie Merrill.—1 never left the caudle in the ice-box. It was Billy

Friesp.
Billy Friese.—I boil at 213°, When I look at that crazy boat of

mme I boil.

N. B.Cook—1 didn't quite like the way centerboards were ar-

ranged, so I fixed mine to shde forward after dropping in the well.

I didn't just like the rudders, so I fixed mine with a slot, so it

drops and folds both. I didn't altogether like deck seats I saw, so
I put spj-ings under mine. You see. when the gunwale goes under
this spring throws the seat board up clear from, the resistance of

the water. 1 didn't build the Carrier Pigeon ou any creed. Her
lines and rig are all my own.
Nat H Coofc —Maybe you think I didn't want to win the Gardner

cup. I was awfully sorry when I found I couldn't make the stake.

Say, why don't yoii have a lot of Westei-n canoe news?
Vice-Commodore F. W. Dickens.—The maker of ray ship Skyver

only charged me $38 for the hull. I laid the lines myself, but I

believe I would have done better to leave that to him. She's too
high and round, and that makes her roll. Still, she skyves some.
Charlie Lee.—The regatta committee for 1892 was a pronounced

success. I didn't mix up with it much because I don't like to push
mvself.
Grandpa.—You. see, I had an idea there were a few prizes for

last place, and so I played for last. That's a great deal easier than
first. Did you see the handsome prize I won by this?

Terminai Facilities Gary —Many happy days.
Johnni" T/ar/7/.—Lady, lady, is there to be no ice to-day? No? Git

up. Bill!

Tlie Bi(,u Jtirtvf.—Youse fellers don't come often, see?
7Vie Messieiit Man .—We're 'way losers. Eat? Say—eat'
Policeman t'a.scT/.— G'wan, G'waul
Tlie W. A. C—Many happy days.
^U.—Many happy days.
The Good-Bye.—Many happy days. E. Hough.

175 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Modern canoeing originated with Capt. John MacGregor, a
traveler and explorer familiar with nearly all the waters and boats

of the world, who in his search for novel and attractive means of

travel took up the crude and primitive form of decked paddling

canoe once used to a small extent ou English rivers, and set to work

to produce from it a craft suitable for his purpose of solitary voyages

on strange waters. The result was the Rob Roy canoe, in which his

notable cruises on the Rhine, the Baltic and the Jordan were made,

a craft so nearly perfect that after twenty-five years of development

and improvement it stOl stands alone asadistiuct type of moderu

canoe. General types by the score and special models by the hundred

have been produced, filling in the whole scale from the 101b. paddler

to the small cruising yacht, but the Rob Boy of Capt, MacGregor, in

the condition in which he left it, is still recognized by canoeists as

one of the three or foiu- distinctive Tyjjes of cruising canoe.

From this little craft and from tho voyages made in it has grswn

up a pleasme fleet of thousands of canoes; while the sport of canoe-

ing has expanded and developed into the several distinct branches of

cruising, pleasure-paddling and sailing, and racing,— W. P. Stephens

in July LippencolVis.

The cable tarings the news of the death last week of John Mac-

Gregor, the founder of canoeing, at the age of 67,

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Northern Ditision Meet*
LAKE COUCHlOHINd, ONTARIO, CANADA.

The distance from Canada to Lake George or even Lake Cham-
plain has prevented the general attendance of the members of the
Northern Pivision, with the natural result that the home meets have
been much more successful and largely atteuded than in either the
Eastern, Central or Atlantic divisions. The meets thus far held by
the Northern Division have beeii: 1887, Stony Lake; 1888, Lake
Couchiching, Horseshoe Island ; 1890. St. Lawrence River, Lake of the
Two Mountains. Montreal: 1891, Pigeon Lake, Big Island, In 1889 the
general meet of the Association was held b.y the Northern Division,
no local meet beicg held, as will be the case next year.
This year tor the second time the Division goes to Lake Couchich-

ing, to Geneva Park, the property of Mr. Thomson, of Orillia and
Lougford (a member of the Division), which he has kindly offered the
use of to the members: a point running out into the beautiful waters
of Lake Couchiching. To the east of the point lies a bay well shel-
tered, except from a south wind, which is notthe pi-evailitig wind; to
the west and south lies the body of the lake. Standing on the
southern end of the point can be seen the town of Oriliia, 61-^ miles
distant, the narrows opening into Lake Simcoe, and the Indian village
of Rama, also some islands, among them the site of the '88 meet.
Thfi park is well wooded with maples and other trees, and the ground
even and admirably suited for tents. Around to the southwestern
part of the park is a' cleared spot which the committee in viewing in
April thought would make an ideal ladies' camp. There is a good
beach for bathing, and on the point is erected a bathing house which
is at the pleasure of the Association, also a platform on which those
who are so inclined may trip the light fantastic in the cool of the
evening.
The date set for the meet was Jul.y 14 to 31, the second week being

largely given up to the following programme of races;

RECORD EVENT,?.

Ko. 1. Paddling—One-half mile straightaway.
No. 2. Combined Sailing and Paddling — Half mile alternately,

thred miles in all.

No. 3. Sailing—Four and one-half miles. No limit to rig or ballast.

OTHER EVENTS.

No. 4. Free for all Sailing—Four and one-half miles; to be first
sailing race called.
No. 5. Northern Division Trophy, Sailing — Seven and one-half

miles. Open to members of Division only.
No. 6. Paddling—Open canoes, single blades, Class HI., one-half

mile straightawa.y.
No. 7. Paddling Tandem—Class IV., single blades, One-half mile

straightaway.
No 8. Paddling Upset— Classes III. and IV., 200yds., canoe must be

completely turned over and paddled across finish line with crew
inside.

No. 9. Hurry-Scnrry-Run, swim, paddle.
No. 10. Sailing Upset—No special appliances allowed, canoe to

carry two sails, no limit to rig or ballast, half mile, at signal canoe
must be tipped over till top of mainmast touches the water, canoe to
be righted and cross finishing line under sail.

No. 11. Sailing Club Eace— lb windward and return, two miles,
first two members of any club to count.
No. 12. Sailing Open Canoes—Three miles.
No. 13. Gymnastics.
The novice race, open only to members who have never sailed a

canoe before September, 1891, will be awarded on the result of the
first round in race No. 3.

The most important of the above races is that for the Orillia cup,
presented to the Northern Division as a perpetual challenge trophy
l)y 51r. Thomson, of Orillia, in 1S88, and won thus far as follows: 1888,
Lake Couchiching, by A. H. Mason, canoe Cecebe; 1889. Stave Island,
St. Lawrence River, Colin Eraser, canoe (Jna; 1890, Lake Two Moun-
tains, C. E. Archibald, canoe Mab; 1891, Pigeon Lake, D. B. Jacques,
present holder, canoe Waif.
The officers and committees for the present year are as follows:

Vice-Com., D. B. Jacques, Toronto; B.ear Com.,W. Sweny, Kingston;
See'y-Treas , J. W. Sparrow, Toronto; Executive Committee, R.
Eastou Burns, Kingston; Eegatta Committee, P. Minns, Geo. Halton,
.1. G, Edwards; Executive Committee, D. B. Jacques, W. Sweny, J.
W. Sparrow, K. Easton Burns; Committee on Camp Arrangements,
W, J. Read, Arthur O'Malley; Transportation Committee, J, N. Mc-
Kendrick, C. E, Archbald, J. VV. ira]rw.^ather.

The first contingent, consisting of Vice-Com. E. B. Jacques, H, F.
McKendrick, W, A, Fraser and Robert Tyson arrived at camp on
Friday afternoon on a steam yacht kindly loaned by Mr. Thomson,
of Orillia, On arrival they were greeted by a lively thunder storm
and a heavy downpour of rain, but nothing daunted, they inspected
the camp site, and found it very much improved shice their former
vi-iit in April. The rain continuing, very little was done that day,
but Saturday morning saw them up bright and early, and before that
evening had set in they had headtptarters tent pitched, docks erected
and the camj) assuming a presentable appearance. The same even-
ing saw the purser and a party of ladies and gentlemen from Toronto
arrive. Sunday was quietly spent in camp with no arrivals, the mem-
bers enjoying themselves with short paddles and in viewing the
scenery of the beautiful lake from headquarters. On Monday morn-

W. 0. A. SAILING TBOPHY.

ing the officers were up early and hard at work making further
preparations for future arrivals, and were also anxiously awaiting
the arrival of Mr. Jacknaan, the camp caqjenter, who had been un-
fortunately detained by the death of hl.« son. The afternoon boat
arriving brought in a second party of ladies and also Mr. Jackman,
who w^as soon at work, and with his lon,g experience in many past
camps soon had flag-poles up and tent floors laid, etc.

Tuesday and tVednesday saw a number of other arrivals, including
a member of the regatta committee who soon had buoys made and
jilaced in position, so that the sailing members, who had bepn anx-
iously waiting to try their speed, had their first opportunity to do
so. Thursday morning broke bright with a light breeze, and soon
the sailors were seen hurrying through their breakfasts, anxious to
have some friendly brushes on the tr'iangle. Among the arrivals that
day were ex-Oom. Edwards and his brother, J. G. Edwards, chair-
man of the regatta committee, who were delighted with the appear-
ance of the camp site chosen by the committee and expressed the
opinion of it being the finest ever held b.y the Assoeiati'^n.

In the afternoon Vice-Oom, Jacques oifered a prize for a handicap
sailing race with the following entries: Una, Cohn Fraser; Goose I.,

W. A. Fraser: Eel, J. W. Sparrow; these men were placed at the
scratch. H. F. 3IcKendrick, who started in an old canoe loaned by
one of the members, being given 200yds. start, Mr. John Agnew in
Mr, Tyson's Proa being given 350yds., and Mr. Harrj'^Ford in an open
canoe given half a mile Great speculation was indulged m as to the
probable winner, every contestant having a number of backers in

camp. The start was made in a light but steady wind, the first leg

of the triangle being to windward, and here the three scratch men
soon started to gain on the leaders, and on the beat to windward

I
op second round they had passed them and the race was virtually ic
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their hands from that out. They finished in the following manner:
W. A. Fraser flrsi, Colin Fraser second with Sparrow lapping him
about six feet.

Com. Winne will visit the camp during the present week.

A. C. A. Transportation Committee Circular.

FoK the general information of canoeists who contemplate attend-
ing the annual meet of the American Canoe Association, at Willsbor-
ough Point, N. Y., Lalse Champlain. Aug, 4 to -25, 1893.

FROM THE EAST.

The Fitchhurg Railroad Co will grant reduced rates to the meet on
the basis of fare and one third for the round (Tip, on certificate plan,

either to Burlington or Port Kent. Canoeists Avill have to nialte their

own arrangements for the transportation of their canoes, either as
freight or by expeess, as this road will be unable to take canoes on
their passenger trains.
The steamer CImteaugay will leave Burhngton for camp 8:30 A. M.

and 6 P. M. daily, except Sunday.
FROM TttE NORTH.

The D. & H. will have a platform and small station, with a tele-

graph operator in charge, opposite the camp.
The following is lime table to let off and take on passengers:
Leave Montreal 7:15 A. M., Rouse's Poiut 9:10 A. M. : arrive atcamp

11 A. M.
Leave Montreal *4:30 P. M., Rouse's Point 6:30P. M. : arrive at camp

8:80 P. M.
Fare from Montreal to camp and return, $4.55; Rouse's Point and

return, |'3, certificate plan.
*Runs daily.

FROM SOUTH AND WEST.

Leaves New York ^"T P. M., Albany 11:15 P. M. : arrives at camp 5:30

A.M.
Leaves New York 9:10 A. M., Albany 1 P. M.; an-ives at camp 7:24

P. M.
Leaves New York 11:69 P. M., Albany 6:50 A. M.; arrives at camp

11:30 A.M.
*Runs daily.

Pbbey between station and camp.

The new steam launch Ruth, Capt. Charles Piepenbrink, will meet
all trains stopping at the station opposite camp.
The night boat leaving New York at 6 P. M (fare $1.50) connects at

Albany with 6:50 A. M. train on D. & H. tor camp.
The Lake Champlain steamer leaves Ticonderoga on arrival of the

T). & H. 8:30 A. M. trains from ^Ibanv, reactiing camp 6:30 P. M. by
connection with steamer Chaleaugay at Burlington, giving the canoe-
ist a delightful sail through Lake Champlain. Railroad certificate
tickets will be received for passage.

iRvnsG V DoRL'^ND, Chairman, "I

Dr. Sidney M. Bishop, LonmmittPf.
Wm. SiUART Smith.

j-Committee.

J. W. Sparrow. J

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A. C. A.: Eastern Division —Philip A. Warner, West Newton, Mass.;
Edmund B. Walbridge, Boston; Mass.; Clarence H. Kendrick, B.arre,

Vt., and F. P. Webster, Boston, Mass.; Geo. W. Coulie, Lawrence,
Mass. Atlantic Division—Charles A. Deshon, New York. Northern
Division—Fred H. Bratt, Toronto.

Chained to Business?

Can't go fishing? Make the best of it Pi.ead Forest and Stream.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

29. Beverly. 30ft. Class and under, 30. Corinthian, Marblehead.
Marblehead. 30. Savin Hill, 8d Cham.

.30. Hull, Classes 3, 4, 5, Hull. SO. Mos. Fleet, Open. Boston.
30. Doi-chester, Ladies' Day, Dor- SO. Beverly, Monument Beach

Chester. 30. Buffalo, Cruising, Sweeps.
30. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 80. Roy. N.S.,Wenonah Cup, Hal.

wieh.

The regatta committee of the New York Y. C. has done the grace-

ful and proper thing in changing the date of the schooner sweep-

stakes so as to avoid all interference with the Eastern Y. C. The

date originally chosen was Sept. 8, but the race will be sailed on

Sept. 15, thus giving time for yachts to reach New York after the

Eastern Y. C. regatta of Sept. 10.

Cherry Diamond Y. C, July 23.

LAROHMONT—LONG rSX,.iND SOUND.

The annual regatta of the Cherry Diamond Y. C. on Saturday was
spoiled by lack of wind, the start at 2 P, M. being made almost in a

calm though a light S. W. breeze came up lattr. The times were:
' CLASS P—SCHOONERS.

Stare, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Viator 3 00 00 Withdrew.
CLASS 11- CABIN CATS AND YAWLS

Roi 1 58 59 7 24 33 6 25 24 Not meas.
Neiiie ...2 00 00 Withdrew.
Oconee v. .7..'.'.' ...159 32 7 20 30 5 26 29

Almira 2 00 00 Withdrew.
Kittie (yawl) 2 00 00 Withdrew.

CLASS 12—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL.

Jennie A. Willis 1 59 31 6 10 40 4 It 09 4 17 09

CLASS 15—MAINSAIL YACHTS, 28FT. AND OVER.

Elvira 1 58 13 6 36 47 4 38 34 4 88 34
CLASS 16 OPEN CATS, 20FT. AND OVER 15.

Phvllis . ...154 15 6 12 50 4 13 35 4 13 83

Sadie ..2 00 00 6 33 08 4 38 03 4 38 03

Zelda 1 52 20 6 46 SO 4 54 00 5 54 00

Martha 1 58 16 Withdrew.
Dawn 3 00 00 Withdrew.
The winners are Viator first, Roi first and Oconee second, Jennie

A Willis first, Elmira first. Phvllis first, Sadie third. Vamoose acted

as' judges' boat for Com. Summers, who had charge of the race, the

steamer Bay Queen carrying the club's guests. Phyllis wins Com.
Summer's pennant for best corrected time, held by her from last

year. The Tyson cup goes to the winner in class 11, presumably Roi,

though she has not yet been measured.

West Hampton Country Club. July 23,

WEST HAMPTON CENTRE, L, I.—MORICHES BAY.

The first yacht race of the West Hampton Country Club, for the

season of 1892, was sailed over the club course In the eastern end of

Moriches Bay, on Saturday, in a moderate southwesi wmd. The
principal interest in this race was centered in the performance of
the new boats—Ann T., Maisie and Vitka, the two former built by
Gilbert Smith of Patchogue, and Vitka, by Thomas Clapham of

Roslyn. The opponents of these boats included the cup winners in

each class last year and two other crack boats by Smith.
As will be seen from the annexed table, Maisie, though the smallest

boat in her class, won with ease, beating her nearest competitor by
over 4m. elapsed time.
The Clapham boat finished third in her class, making a much

closer race than had been predicted by all the local experts. She
came in for second prize owing to the disqualification of Enigma:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Comet, G. Penniman 31.08 withdrew.
Siren, H. Maddocks 19.n}4 withdrew.
Ouiia, W. Laimbeer 19.11 2 03 53 2 0 0 54

Princess, O. Z-ibriskie .20.02 2 03 37 2 00 56

Ann T., J. L Delafield. .. 20Mm 2 07 32 2 05 .53

Maisie, J. T.Horn 19.04 1 58 20 1 55 ;3S

THIRD CLASS.
Enigma. M. Fitzgibbon 19.02 2 05 00 disqualified.

Betsy, D. Hare 17.10 3 07 OS 2 05 20

Vitka, Thomas & Blagdon .... 16.11 2 08 42 2 05 33

Lady Margaret, C. E. Pellew 18.09 withdrew.

Lake Yacht Racing Association, 1892.
LAKE ONTARIO.

Titm week and last the j^achtsmen of Lake Ontario, from Niagara
to I he St. Lawrence, have been enjoyinsr their grand annual vacation
on tlie ninth rouud of the lake by the Association of American and
Canadian Oiuh.s formed in 1884. Tbe programme arranged at the
spring meeting was as follows: Ticu'iei'.vous and fli-st race, Belle-

ville, Ontario, July 15; Oswego, July IB: Rochester (Charlotte), July
22: HamittoD, .July :;5; Toronto, RoyitI Oaaadian, July 27; Queen
Citv, July 28. The progr.-ininie was latei- changed to bring the Roches-
ter Y. C.'regati a on Jul V 23, while some of the yaclits arranged to

stop at Cobourg ou the way to the rendezvous for a special regatta

on July 13. The amount of work involved In the two weeks' cruise

including seven races is shown in tbe following table of the distances
around the lake:

Miles,

Hamilton to Toronto 30

Toronto to Cobourg 65

Cobourgto Kingston 95

Kingston to Oswego 54
Oswego to Charlotte 57

Charlotte to Hamilton 112

Total 413

Toronto to Oswego. 145

Cobourg to Oswego 90

Coboiirge to Charlott 55

As the fleet is not made up of large schooners and steam yachts,

but of the smaller sailing yachts from }i^ft. to 45ft. waterline, and as

tbe two weeks of the cruise almost always include one respeetable

summer gale, such as the blow of 1884 at Oswego, that of 1885 follow-

ing the Toronto regattas and scattering the fleet, and that of 1890 at

Kingston, in which several yacbts were badly damaged, the cruise

calls for bard work and skillful sailorizing. a demand which the

hardy Coi'inihians of tbe Lake are always ready to meet.
The Lake fleet this year is far ahead of anything yet seen on fresb

water, to tbe older craft, the Smith schooner Oriole, the two Watson
boa's Vreda and Aileen. the new Fife Yama and the old but re-

nowned Cyprus and the Cuthbert White Wings, having been added
three new' Fife boats built on tbe lake, Zelma, 40ft. class, Vedelte,

SOffc. class, and Nox, 25ft. class, with the Smith sloop Cinderella, the

A,

Yama.—Owned by Allen Ames, Esq.

Burgess 40 footer Choctaw, and the sloop Onward, all purchased in

the East.
On the Lake the classification by sailmg length has passed the pre-

paratory and experimental stages which it is still enjoying among tbe

larger American yacht clubs, and is in practical operation, with the

best results. The'long and narrow yacht wbich has been confidently

predicted as the inevitable result of a classification by sailing in place

of waterline lengtb, has not yet been built; very much to the con-
trary, Mr. Fife, in attempting to beat Yama, built in 1890, by a new
yaebt, has taken in Zelma a foot more beam and a little less sail, on
the same draft, from all appearances thus far with^good results.

The experiment of placing all the details of 'he timing and man-
agement of the races in the hands of one man proved so successful

last year that it was repeated this season, the official timekeeper of

the entire round heing Mr. Wm. Q. Phfibps, Royal Canadian Y. 0.

Cobourg Regatta, July 12.

COBOURG, ONTARIO—LAKE ONTARIO.

There was no wind on Monday, and after waiting until the after-

noon, all attempts at a race were abandoned. On Tuesday there was
still a calm, but a start was made at 10:15, tbe course being from a
starting buoy moored about 100yds. south of the harbor to a buoy
two miles southeast by south of the starting buoy, thence to a buoy
about five miles west of south buoy in a line with Gull Island light-

house and thence back to starting buoy, leaving all buoys on the

srarboard tack. The first round was timed: Condor 2:15:55, Vreda
2-17;51, AVhite Wings 2:21:28, Oriole 2;24:07, Dinah 3;09:40, Zelma
2-12'45, Yama 3:12:50; lolanthe 2:27.14. Whitewings won in the first

cia'-s. Condor and Oriole giving up. The 40ft. class was timed as fol-

lows at the finish; Dinah 4:19:18. Zelma 4:20:27, Yama4:21:50. Dinah,

the winner, is a sister to the little Nancy, whose victory we recently

noted. In the 80ft. class Erma beat Vedette, and in the 25ft. class

Salola won, tbe starters being: Mona, of Hamfiton; Kelpie, of

Toronto; Quickstep, of Toronto; Nox, of Rochester; Java, of

Toronto; Odie, of Trenton, and Salola, of Hamilton. The race was a
drift throughout. In the evening a ball was given at the Arlington.

Bay of Quinte Y. C, July 15.

BELLEVILLE, ONT.—BAY OF QOTNTB.

The programme arranged by the Bay of Quinte Y. C was as fol-

lows, the fleet being divided into but three classes:

First Race.—For S100;for all yachts over 40ft. corrected length;

divided |60 to first, $40 to second.
Second Race.-ForSlCO; for all yachts under 40ft. and over 30ft.

corrected length; divided $50 to first, $30 to second, $30 to third.

Third Race.—Purse $75; open to all yachts under 30ft. corrected

length; divided $40 to first. $25 to second and $10 to third.

The day was fair, with smooth water and a moderate S.W. breeze,

making a beat over one leg of the triangular course, with two legs

reaching. The course was a triangle of B% miles, sailed three times

bv the first class and twice by each of the others. Vreda went over
w'ith the eun, the one-gun start being used in all races of the L. Y. R.

A. Condor and White Wings also made good starts, but Oriole was
handicapped nearly 5m. The first class started at 12:80, the second
at 12:45, only Zelma. lolanthe and Dinah beuig present. The third

class started at 1 o'clock. The first round was timed:
Vreda 2 01 00 Erma 2 48 10

Oriole 2 08 46 Norma 3 47 00

White Wings 2 06 30 Nox 2 56 15

Condor 2 15 45 Salola 3 0110
Zelma 3 12 30 Mona ,..,3 0150
lolanthe 3 20 30 Odie. 3 07 00

Vedetie 2 39 25 Quickstep S 08 30

Dinah was very unforfunate, losuig her mast at the hounds on the
last leg of this round. Zelma on the same leg, to wind ward, sailed

very fast, beating Vreda; the times of the round being:

Oriole. 3 13 30 White Wings 3 84 25

Vreda. 3 18 45 Condor Withdrew.

The full times of the race were:
FIRST CLASS—START 12:30.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Oriole, G. Gooderham 63.55 3 48 06 3 48 06
Vreda, A. P. Boswell 47.69 3 58 15 3 43 46
White Wings, E. G. Zealand et al 45.74 4 19 15 4 02 30
Condor, C. A, B. Brown 42.70 Did not finish.

40pt. class—start 12:45.

Zelma, N. B. Dick 39 96 2 50 00 2 50 00

lolanthe, M. H. Biggar SV.S.'} 3 04 50 3 01 54
Dinah, Dr. Malloch 37.66 Disabled.

30ft. class-start 1 p. M.

Vedette, Gray & Reed 29.91 8 04 10 3 04 10
Erma, L. O, Percival 20 75 3 13 20 3 12 02
Norma, F. Strange 28.95 3 14 05 3 12 40
Nox, Mfiler Bros 25.38 3 22 30 3 12 -38

Kelpie, F. J. Campbell 24.98 Not timed.
Salola, W. J. Briggs 24.47 Not timed.
Quickstep, J. Gardiner 24.69 Not timed.
Mona Not timed.
Odie Not timed.

Winners: First class, Vreda first, Oriole second ; 40ft. class. Zelna
first, lolanthe second; 30ft. class, Vedetie first, Erma second, Nox
third.
Regatta Committee-D. B. Robertson, chairman; John A. Brazier,

A. ( Jillen, R. B. Lazier, F. C. Clarke, D. M. Waters, Jas. Jenkins, W.
N. Pnnron, J. H. Starling, D. R. Leavens. J. F. Wills, W. H. Campbell,
Col. Lazier, Jos. D. Clarke. Judges, R. S. Bell and W. O. Phillips,

Association timekeeper.
After the race the fieet anchored off Massassaga Point, and on Sat-

urday morning all were under way early. A stop was made off Stone
Mills for an excur.-^ion ashore, and at night the fleet anchored in Mac-
Donald's Cove. On Sunday a heavy gale swept over a part of the
lake, doing damage to the shipping, and the fleet met rough water as
soon as the yacbts were clear ot the land, the wind being west, a reef-
ing breeze. The passage was wet and hard for the smaller yachts,
but all reached Oswego safely by night, where the yachtsmen found
the usual hearty welcome.

Oswego Y. C, July 18.

OSWEGO, N. Y.—LAKE ONTARIO,

Monday was fair and bright, with a freshening westerly wind and a
good sea on the lake. The course laid out was five miles to wind-
ward and return, tbe yachts over 40ft. sailing 3 rounds, or 30 mfies;
those of 30 to 40ft , 3 rounds and the 24ft. class 1 round. A fine fleet

was present, including Yama and Cinderella, making -better classes
and closer racing than at Belleville, but unfortunatel.y Vreda while
on starboard tack just before the gun was in coHision with Yama, on
port tack, losing her bow&prit. The flrsc round was timed:
Cinderella 11 31 25 Erma 12 14 08
Oriole 11 38 24 Norma 12 20 35

Yama 11 42 30 Nox 12 28 43
Zelma 11 43 44 Salola 13 47 58
White Wings 11 58 43 Cyprus, .. 12 48 15

Vedette 12 07 35 Kelpie 12 .54 30
Mr. Wintringham. Yama's builder, was knocked overboard in the

fouhng, but picked up by Kelpie, she losing some time in con-
sequence.
On the second rouud Yama gained on Zelma, finally winning. A

protest was made by Zelma against Yama for fouling at the outer
buoy on the first round, but it was not allowed by the committee.
The'fuU times of the race were:

CLASS ONE (start 10:00).
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Oriole, Geo. Gooderham 63.55 5 31 29 5 31 29
Cinderella, R. K. Pryer 52.90 5 10 03 5 04 43
Vreda, A. R. Boswell 47.69 Carried away bowsprit.

46ft. class (start 10:00).

White Wings. E G, Zealand et al 45.24 6 09 45 6 09 45
Aggie, Marlett & Armstrong 40.33 6 23 55 6 19 04

40ft. class (start 10:00).

Yama, Allen Ames 39.90 3 36 45 8 86 38
Zelma, N. B. Dick 39.96 3 88 10 3 38 10

35ft. class (start 10:10).

Cyprus. M. S. Thomson 32.08 5 20 18 5 20 IS

Katie Gray, J, P, Phelps did not finish.

30pt. class (start 10:10).

Vedette, Gray& Reedy 29.91 4 18 15 4 18 15

Erma, L. V. Percival 39.75 4 35 45 4 34 43
Norma, P. Strange 28.95 4 87 40 4 35 59

2.5ft. class (start 10:10).

Nox, MiUer Bros 24.38 2 18 43 3 17 58
Salola, W. J. Brigger 24.47 2 37 58 2 37 51
Kelpie. P. J. Campbell 24.98 3 44 30 2 44 80
Winner of first prizes: class one, Cinderella; 46ft. class. White

Wings; 40ft class, Yama; 35ft. class, Cyprus; 30ft. class. Vedette;
25ft, class, Nox. Winner of second prizes: class one, Oriole; 30ft.

class, Erma; 25ft class, Salola.
Regatta committee: A. H. Ames, R. S. Sloan, W. E. Lee, W. B.

Couch, Karl Kellogg, F. D. Wheeler, L. W. Churchill, Judges: Hon.
Clark Morrison, T. C. Goble. Timekeeper, W Q. Phillips.

Yama was so badly damaged that she was obliged to haul out, and
could not accompany the fleet to Charlotte. A dinner followed the
regatta, the fleet sailing next day for Charlotte.

Corinthian Y. C, July S3.
marblehead—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

The first race of the championship series of the Corinthian Y. C.
of Marblehead was sailed on Satui'day in a light S.W. wind, there
being a good lot of starters, the principal ones being Freak, the
Paine fin-keel, Reaper, Herresholf Sn-keel, and Sirocco, the Stewart
& Binney cutter. Tadpole was too late at the line to start in the
race. The times were:

first class.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected,

Hawk, Gordon Dexter 2 01 45 3 01 45
SECOND class.

Susie, W. W. Keith 2 15 45 2 13 48

lone, J. S. Poyen 3 14 40 2 14 40
- THIRD class.

Freak, J. B. Paine 25.08 2 09 05 3 08 14
Reaper, H. P. Benson 24.03 2 13 23 2 09 58
Su'occo, W. P. Fowle 36.06 3 16 43 2 16 48

FODKTH CLASS,
Typhoon. J. I. Tavlor 1 33 25 .....
Koorali, R. C. Robins . , . . 1 41 00

CLASS A.

Handicap.
Countess, R, L. Sewall 1 34 00 1 84 00
Vandal, W. Friend 1 52 15

Cat Bird, Saltonstall 20 00 2 11 35 1 51 35
CLASS B,

Bob, E. Harding 18 00 1 59 05 1 41 05

Nancy, H, Taggard 14 00 1 55 40 1 41 40
Jane, C. W, Parker 13 CO 1 58 30 1 43 .80

Josephine, D. H. Follett 3 00 1 52 06 1 49 06

Edith, F. M. Wood 1 50 50 1 50 .50

Vega, C. J. Cabot 6 00 1 59 15 53 15

Hawk sailed over. Susie, Freak and Typhoon each win first prizes
of $10; Countess wins $15; Bob wins $10, and Nancy $7.

Typhoon is also a .Stewart & Binney boat. The judges were Messrs.
Appleton and Jones^

Commonwealth Y. C, July 23.
CITY POINT-BOSTON HABBOR.

The first championship regatta of the Commonwealth Y. 0. was
sailed in a light easterly breeze on Saturday, classes and courses
being: First, keels 25ft, and over, 12 mJes; second, keels 18ft. and
less than 25ft., 9 miles; third, centerboards less than 21£t, sailing

length. The times were:
-FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Naiad, Macomber & Gallagher 25.05 3 11 00 2 33 00

Mamie, O. F. Justice 25.00 3 09 30 2 34 40
SECOND CLASS

Wahneta, Smith & Cobb 20.09 1 45 00 1 11 24

Phantom, G. Haslett 19.00 1 51 40 1 15 44
THIRD CLASS.

Coot, T, Murphy 18,07 1 38 00 1 16 28

Tike, L, Leverige 20.02 1 54 05 1 19 44

The prizes were: First class, $18; second class, $15: third class,

,$15. The regatta committee included Messrs. C. R. Lyman, J. B,
Smith, C. S. Rushton, W. C. LePetrie and George Cobb, The nudges
were: G. R. Lyman, James W. Booth and Charles H. Heath.

Yacht Pictures.

Fob list of yacht pictui-es sond your address to Forest and Stream
Publisbing Company, 318 Broadway, New York.
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Chesapeake Bay Y. C, July 14.
BASTON, MD.—OHBSAPEARE BAY.

The seventh annual open regatta of the Chesapeake Bay Y. C. took
place off Oxford, Met., on TQursday, July 14. The race was open to
all Chesiipeake canoes not over 37ft. Ions; boats under 30ft. must
rate at that length to enter. The class tor Chesapeake skiffs did not
fill, but one boat entering.
Tbe course was from a line drawn from the judge's boat to upper

wharf at Oxford, thence to markboat off Plaindealing Creek, leaving
it on the port hand, thence to Castle Haven B ,oy, leaving it on the
port hand, ana return over the same course, keeping to the westward
of Benom's Point Light going and returning; 10 nautical miles.
Tbe canoes entered were: Island Belle, 85ft. lin.; Island Bride,

nm. 2m. ; Island Bu-d, 28ft., rated at nOtt.: Hazel Kirk, Sadie B., Car-
rie V. and Dashaway rated at 30ft.

The preparatory gun was fired at 12:17 and the second gun five
minutes later. The boats crossed in the following order. Wind, a
fine breeeze, N.N.E.:
Sadie B 12 22 15 Island Bird 13 23 50
island Bride , 12 22 25 Carrie V 12 22 50
Dashaway ..12 28 30 Hazel Kirk 18 23 85
Island BeUe 12 aa 40

It was a beat to the first markboat. which was rounded as follows

:

Ishind Belle, followed by Island Bride, with Dasbawa.y third, and the
others following in close order. From this point to the Light it was
a I'un dead olT the wind, the boats setting spiaakers and large square
opsails. Passing the Light. Island Belle had obtained a lead
of two minutes over Island Bride, who was about as far ahead of
Dashaway, tbe others pretty well bunched. From this point the
wind was on the port quarter and the boats flew for the buoy at
Castle Haveu. givmg the fast launch in which the race committee
were, all she could do to stay with them. Tne buoy was rounded as
follows: first, Island Belle; second. Island Bride: third. Dashaway
and others following in order, except Carrie V., who withdrew at the
Light. The Bride gained on the BeUe 30s. running from the Light to
buoy, partly owing to Capt. Covington who sailed the Belle, mistak
ing the position of Casile Haven Buoy and running off his course.
From the buoy home it was a dead heat, wind fi-esh and some sea,

in this work tne Briae picked up the Belle in the first two tacks, but
as the boats worked out of the Choptank River into the mouth of
Third Haven River, the water grew smoother and the wind, though
still holding, was not as fresh as outside, which seemed to suit the
Belle better with her immense sails, carrying five men at times on
her outrigger. After passing the Light on the return she opened the
gap between herself and the Bride steadily and turned the mark at
Plaindealer Creek some 4m. ahead, increasing this at the flnibh line

to 5m. The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Island Belle 12 22 40 2 42 00 2 19 20 2 19 15

Dashawav 12 32 3i) 2 49 30 2 27 00 2 21 55
Island Bride 12 22 35 2 47 00 2 24 35 2 24 8>
Hazel Kirke 12 33 35 2 .55 30 2 31 55 2 26 5"

Sadie B. . ; 12 22 15 2 55 45 3 33 30 2 2S 25
Island Bird 12 22 50 withdrew.
Carrie V 13 22 50 withdrew.
The time allowance was that of the club for its open races viz

;

2m. to the foot for length from inside of stern to inside of stem posi
for twenty nautical miles. Island Belle wins first ;prize. and Dash
away second, as the Bride did not save her time although crossing
the line second.
Tbe fleet of the club met at Oxford on July 13, under the command

of the commodore, there being present the flagship, Yawl Lulu.
Com Goldsburgh: steamer Sunset. Rear-Com. Barton: Yawl Cora
.J G. M-orris; schooner Water Lily, Capt. Thompson; steam launch
Beulah, Messrs. Batemen and Leonard; Island Bride, E. L. Mood
side and Peach Blossom, M. T. Goldsburgn.
A large number of the club members aud their guests witnessed

the race from the State steamer McLane, kindly offered to the club
by the commander of the force. Gen. Seth.

Mobile Y. C, July 16-17.
MOBILE, ALA.—MOBILE BAY.

The Mobile Y. C. sailed two open races on July 16-17, the course in

each being a 13-mile triangle on Mobile Bay. The first race was
sailed in a S.W. hieeze registering 20 miles an hour, the times being:

SLOOPS 25FT. AND OVBR.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Carrie G., E. D. George 33.09 2 13 20 2 12 03
Olivia, W. B. Sterner 83.00 2 11 35 2 09 54
Miueola, A E. White 30.06 2 12 00 2 08 00
Ocean, J. C. Witt 85.00 2 04 40

18 TO 25ft.

Phantom, T. I. Hodson 22.90 2 32 40

Maggie P , B. F. Pickett 18.00 2 23 45 2 IB 15
Ripple, T. G. Bush 21.11 Capsized.
Seadtift. John McPhUlips 22.00 Did not finish.

14 TO 18JJT.

Teaser, S. R. Thompson 16.00 2 25 05

Helen, T. E. Mitchell 18 00 2 26 00 . ...
CAT SKIFFS.

Grade, D. R. P. Schowalter 16.00 Did not finish.

Toy, Henry Gautier 16.00 2 41 20 2 32 55
Lone Star.Nom. Petite.. 14 GO 2 31 50 2 20 14

J. J. Taylor, H. H. Hanson.... 19.03 2 28 60
The winners were: Class 1, Ocean, Mineola; Class 2. Maggie P.,

Phantom; Class 3, Teaser, Helen; Class 4, Lone Star, J. J. Taylor.
Judges. L. C. Dorgan, G. M. Van Liew and W. H. Sadler.
The second race was sailed in a 23-knot breeze, and was open to

working schooners as well as yachts, the times being;
ffOEKlNG SCHOONERS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Native, Rohnwiek ....48,00 1 55 20
Corrigan, J. C. La Coste 40 00 1 56 00 ...
Ora Blav. Geo. Ross 30.00 Withdrew.
J. B. Hooper, J. W. Fulford 42.00 1 54 10
Consuello, W. Cuthbert 48 00 1 51 40 .....

SL0 31-S 25p'T, and oveb.
Carrie G., E. D George 3j.09 2 05 25 2 04 08
Mineola, A. E. White 3U.0ti 2 09 05 2 05 05
Ocean, J C. Witt 35.00 1 51 85
OUvia, W. R. Steiner 33.00 3 03 45 2 02 04
Amelia, John Plash 34.06 Withdrew.

SLOOPS 18 TO 20ft.

Phantom, T. Hodson 22.00 2 13 20 .. ..

Maggie, B F. Bickett 18 00 2 17 40 2 10 10
Teaser, S. R. Thompson i8,00 2 16 30 2 09 00
Annie P., D. Oallagnan 18.00 Withdrew.

CAT SKIFFS.

Lone Star, Norn Petite 14.00 2 28 11 2 22 34
Toy, Hy Gomtier 16.00 2 17 00
Annie, J. Zundell 15.10 Withdrew.
Briua, Chas. Rapier 15.09 Withdrew.
The winners were: Class 1, 1st, Consuello; 2d, J. E. Hooper. Class

8, 1st, Ocean: 2d, Olivia. Class 3, 1st, Teaser; 3d, Maggie P. Class 4,

skiffs, 1st, Toy; 2d, Lone Star. Judges, G. M. Van Liew, W. H.
Sadler' lien Coster.

The New York Y. C. Cruise.

The usual large fl.eet is likely to be present at the rendezvous at
Glen Cove on Aug. 2 for the annual cruise rf the New York Y. C. and
everything points to a very successful cruise. The racing programme
will include the annual squadron runs and the very large number of
ex-racers in the tleet,;including many of)the40ft. and 46ft. classes, will

make these races specially interesting. In the racing fleet proper
there will be Wasp and Gloriana, with the new schooners Lasca and
Alcese: with Marguerite, Iroquois and possibly Volunteer. The fol-

lowiuir general orders have been issued;

Flag-Ship Electra, New York Y''acht Club, Harbor of New York,
July 15 General Orders No. 1.—The commodore hereby assumes
command of the squadron. Mr. Stephen Peabody is re-appointed
Fleet Captain. Elbridob T. Gerry, Commodore.

Flag Ship Eleotra, New Y^ork Yacht Club, Harbor of New York,
Juiy 15. General Orders. No. 8.

1. The vessels of the squadron will rendezvous at Glen Cove, on
Tuesday, August 2.

2. Captains will report on board the flag ship on the same morning
at 11 o'clock when funire movements of the squadron will be con-
sidereJ. Yachis will be m readiness to start on signal from the flag-

ship immediately after the meeting if so ordered.
3. The race for cups presented by Capt. Ogaen Goelet, will take

place at Newport, on Friday, August 5, unless otherwise ordered.
4. During the cruise, the Owl and Game Cock colors will be raced

for by the four-oared gigs and double scull cutters and dingies be-
longing to the yachts of the squadron, and the holder will be subject
to challenge at any liine on oneday's notice.

5. There will also be a race for the steam and naptha launches be-

longing to the squaoron, the time, condiiions, and prizes of which will

be hereafter announced by the Commodore.
6. The routine and rules contained in the club manual will be ob-

served during the cruise. Attention is especially invited to the fol-

lowing amendments of tbe Signal Code, adopted at tbe third geoeral

meeting of the Club; and Captains are earnestly requested to correct
their club books accordingly.
General signal F to read : "F.—Wants to speak with you."
General signal G to read: "G —Dress ship (at )."
General signal P to read ; "P.—Prepare to get under way (at. .

).

"

Special signal CP to read; "CF.—Race will corae off (at . .
.).-'

Special signal CG to read: "CG.—Race is postponed (until )."
Special signal CN to read: "ON.—Finish off . . .

.

"

7. The time of yaehts competing in squadron runs will be taken by
the J udges' boat, which will carry the American ensign at the fore,
previous to the start.

8. The orders for the day will be sienalled by the flag-ship each
morning as soon after colors as practicable.

9. Captains are requested to apply aboard the flag-ship at all times
during the cruise for any information affecting the movements of the
squadron.

10 Captains are further requested during the cruise to utilize as
far as practicable the stations and landing- floats of this Club, instead

striking

By order of the Commodore', Stephen Pbabodt, Fleet (Saptain.
A steamer will be provided to accompany the fleet to the ren-

dezvous, and another to follow the race for the Goelet cups.

Hull Corinthian Y. C, July S3.
HULL, MASS,—BOSTON HARBOR.

The Hull Corinthian Y. C. sailed a very interesting race on Satur-
day, the principal feature being the 31ft. clas.s, in which Mr. Nat
Herresholt sailed his fin-keel Vanessa against his centerboard Alpha,

The Sinking of the Alva.
The largest aud finest steam vacht of the American fleet, Alva,

owned by Mr. W, K. VanderbiU, was cut down and sunK early on the
morning of July 24 in a fog off Pollock's Rip. Nantucket Shoals. On
Wednesday of last week Alva, in charge of Capt. Henry Morrison,
formerly commander of the American Line steamship Illinois, with
a crew ©f 52 men, left Newport for Bar Harbor. On board with the
owner were Messrs. Frederick W. Vanderbilt, George W. DeForest,
Winfleld Scott Hovt, Carrick Riggs and Loms Webb.
The yacht reached Bflr Harbor on Friday afternoon, sailing for

Newport at 3:30 P. M. on Saturday. When she was off the Shoals at
5 A. M. on Sunday, after a pleasant trip thus far, a dense fog was
encountered, and the yacht anchored near some coasting vessels close
by Pollock Rip Lightship. Her passengers were still asleep, but
Capt. Morrison and the crew were on deck, a sharp lookout being
kept, while the ship's bell was sounded constantly.
About 8:?0 A. M. the large iron freight steamer H. F, Dimock, 1,7S6

tons, owned by the Metropolitan Steamship Co. and commanded by
Capt. Chas. G. Berry, reached the shoals, bound from New York to
Boston. It is claimed that she had stopped shortly before nearing
the Alva, and was running slow at the time, but when she sighted the
yacht in the fog she was unable to stop, and crushed into the port
bow of the Alva, cutting ner down below the water.
The sleeping passengers of the yacht were at once summoned, Mr.

Vanderbilt on reaching the deck springing aboard the Dimock and
helping his friends aboard her. Under Captain Morrison's direc-
tions, aU of the Alva's boats, including the steam launches, were
lowered and manned, everyone being saCely taken off and trans-
ferred to the steamer.
Alva's launch started for Newport, while the Dimock laid by the

wreck. The yacht s-etlled and sank within a few minutes after the
collision, lying on her starboard side in about six fathoms, with

W. K. VANDERBILT'S STEAM YACHT "ALVA."

with Cat spa Thrush and Exile. Alpha won, with (iatsp mv. sailed
byMr. Geo. A Stewart, second, and Thrush, sailed by Cript. Joe
Turner, third, the fin-keel taking only fourth place. Tne wind was
light southeast and the six-mile course included lunniog, reaching
and beating. R D. also started in the class, but with a handicap,
finally witbarawing. The times were:

. • iriRST CLASS—21-FOOXEnS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Alpha, Brown, Dunne & Hunt 2:1.10 1 26 15 1 06 14
Catspaw. C. a: Prince .26.06 1 26 45 1 OS 27
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, .Jr 24.03 1 29 00 1 09 1§
Thrush. John Bryant 37.02 1 2S 45
Exile, J. P. Small 26.03 1 :30 10 1 11 33
R. D., J. F. Molntyre Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS—19 FOOTERS,
Caprice, R. W. Bird 1 46 15 Not meas
Jewel, C. C. HiU 2 09 00 Not meas.

THIRD CLASS—21-FOOT CATS.
Madge, J. W. Thayer 1 43 30 Not meas.
Marjorie, M, 0, Bouve , 1 55 00 Not meas.

FIFTH CLASS—15.F00TERS.
Phyllis, W A. Comey :37 45
Victor, C V. Souther 39 25
The first yacht in each class wins a silver trophy; Catspaw also

wins a cash prize for second place.

Mouatiquot Y. C, July 83.
WEYMOtlTH—BOSTON HARBOR.

The first championship regatta of the Monatiquot Y. C. was sailed
over the regular club courses off Port Point on Saturdav in a light
east wind. Beatrice, a new yacht, did good work against W^hite
Pawn and the other old flyers. The limes were:

FIRST CLASS,
Elapsed.

Beatrice. John Cavanaugh 1 43 09
White Fawn. H. A. Jones , 1 45 25
Posy, R G. Hunt ... , 1 50 50
Secret, E. F. Linton 1 58 SO
Folly, J. F. Shpppard , .2 00 41
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw . , 3 04 20
Gypsy, M. F. Drinkwater , Not timed.

SECOND CLASS.
Opechee, W. P. Barker 1 43 82
Lora, D. E. Whelan 2 08 32

THIRD CLASS,
Imp, W. F. Mayberry 1 47 50
Primrose, H. M. Faxon 1 49 10
Mab, John Shaw 1 49 53
Dandelion, Arthur Adams 2 33 17
Don. W. H. Shaw 2 03 -43

The yachts are not measured, so no correc*ed time could be calcu-
lated. Posy protested Beatrice and White Pawn for passing on the
wrong side of Pig Rocks.
The judges were Henry Gardner, Dana Smith, George B. Bicknell,

Edward T. Jordan, Frank H. Cowing, and L. W. Morrison.

White Bear Yachting Association, July 16.

Dellwood, Minn.—Pennant race o£ the White Bear Yachting As-
sociation :

class I

Elapsed. Corrected.
Wapsie 1 35 45 1 23 23
Hornet 1 28 00 1 24 55
Kitten 1 25 35 1 24 58
Storm King 1 2? 15 1 25 41
Shark 1 27 15 1 26 13
Fortuna.. 1 30 10 1 23 19

CLASS II.

Secret 1 33 40 1 80 00
Aurelia I 38 43 1 30 52
Kelpie 1 S3 45 1 33 36
Nushka. • • 1 33 10 1 3.^ 10
Queen 1 36 25 1 36 11

Sloops and a eatboat rounded the mark within 35s. without afoul
or protest after overlapping for nearly a mile.
By an amendment to the sailing rules the fleet is now divided into

two Classes, caiboots Ql.) and sloops (I,).

A, A, MoEBcasiB, Sec'y.

masts and s ock abore water. The Dimock reached Boston in the
afternoon, the rescued passengers on the yacht taking the cars for
Newport, When they left the yacht they wore only pajamas and
Eight clothes, but they were supplied by Capt. Berry with such
clothing as the steamer affjrded. Capt. Morrison came on to New
Y'ork and on Monday, at 6 P. M., the Merritt Wrecking Co. sent the
steamer Rescue from Staten Island to raise the yacht. The crew
were paid off and discharged, each man being liberally recompensed
by Mr. Vanderbilt tor the loss of his effects.
The Alva was built in 1886 by Harlan & Hollingsworth, of Wil-

mington, Del., from the designs of Mr. St. Clare J. Byrne, of Liver-
pool, her principal dimensions being:

Feet.
Length over all

, 335 OO
Length for tonnage .2,56 00
Length on l.w.l .., ..252.00
Extreme beam

. . 32 03
Moulded beam .32 OOU
Depth in hold loiol

"

Diameter of wheel
, 13.05

Extreme draught 16!08
She has been in constant usa since 1887, having made three trips

across the Atlantic. She is reported as insured for about two-thirds
of her value.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
On July 23 the Greenville (N. J.) f, C. sailed a special race, the

rpgular event, for the Harrison cup, being postponed until July 30.
The race was sailed over a 7-m)le course in a fresh S-W. breeze, the
times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Anita P 4 08 46 5 14 47 1 06 08 1 04 02
Lizzie 4 08 35 5 13 25 1 05 10 1 05 10
Alida P 4 08 15 5 13 46 1 25 :10 1 25 30

On July 35 the steam yacht Allpgro, Col. S. V. R. Cruger, ran on
the Niggerhead Reef, Thimble Islands, at 3 P. M. Col. Cruger was at
the wheel, the yacht making twenty knots, her headway carrying
her entirely over the reef, to the serious damage of her screw and
shhft. The steam yacht Margaret went to ber aid and escorted her
into New Haven, aud later on to Bridgeport for repairs.
The cruise of the Atlantic Y. C, beg-an as per programme on July

23, with a rendezvous at Cold Spring Harbor, the fleet swiling on Sat-
uraay for Black Rock, where a stop was made over Sunday. On
Monday the Beet sailed far Morris Cove. The following yachts make
up the fleet: Schooner Waterwiich, Com. David Banks; steam yacht
Kanapaha, Vice-Com. Moore; sloop Tigress. Rear-Com, James Wier,
Jr. ; steam yacht Orienta, E. R. Ladew ; steam yacht Neaira, S. H.
Austin, Jr.; schooner Una, J. F. Ackerman; .sloop ,4,thlone, E. B,
Havens; sloop Rival, P. G. Sanford; sloop Daphne, W. H. Booth;
sloop Concord, H. C. Roome; sloop Annie, J. M. Tappen: sloop De-
siree. P E. Camp; sloop Portia, S. H. Mason, .Jr.; sloop Penguin,
George E. Brightson; sloop Nimpoy, H. H. Salmon, Jr, : sloop Aglaia.
E.J. Bergen; eatboat Gunhilde: steam yachr. Ola, Mr. Harris, and
sloop Forget-Me-Not. Butler Brothers. The fleet will sail to New
London and thence to Greenport, where a race will be held for a
prize offered by Viee-Com. Wier.

A regular meeting of the New York Y. O. was held at Delmonico's
on July 21, with Com. Gerry in the chair. Beside the routine busi-
ness in connection with the coming cruise, the club decided to give a
reception to the officers of the United States cruiser New Y'ork on
her return to the City, at which the silver punch bowl given by the
club will be foimally presented. Sec'y Oddie was empowered to
sectu-e statistics and prepare a report on the inland waterways to tbe
Lakes aud Chicago, which wiU be published for the use of all yachts-
men. The following members were elected : G. Weaver Loper, Lloyd
Aspiuwall, George W. Jones, Henrv D. liftany, Colonel David E
Austen. William R. Hearst, William P. Ward, Grant P. Schlev, F. E
Gilbert, William H Taller, Oliver J. Geer. G. Creighton" Webb,
Eugene Kelly. Jr., George Floyd Vingut, Lieutenant J. D. J. Kelly,
V. S. N., Commander F. E. Chadwick, IT. S. N., A'onzo Flint, William
H. Mitchell. John G. Agar,Nathan D. Bill, John O, Furmer, Chauneey
Marshall, William A. Hazard, Stewai-t Shfllito, George Austin Morri-
son, George Austin Morrison, Jr,, Harry M, Gillis, John E. Dwight,
Lieutenant James H. £ull, U. S. N., James M. Waterbury, Jr,, Law-
rence Waterbury, Captain J, E, de Lamar, A. E. Austin, James
Edward Tolfree, U. S. N., Duncan S, Ellsworth, Thomas G. Condon.
Thomas S. Rodgera, U. S. N.

On July 20 the United States Circuit Court o£ Appeals, Judges La-
combe, Shipman and Wallace sirting, handed down a decision in tbe
case of the United States against tbe scbooner yacbt Miranda and
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George H. B. Hill, affinniugc the decree rendered by Jiide'e BRiiedict.

in the United Biates District Court n-leasins Mie vfissi^ls from Mie
payuieut of ''llglit iDout-y." Jinlg-o Stiijjman f-ays; "We^ are oi' tlie

opiliion that the ueruiicace issued from the Custom H<iu-e, ou 8ept.
IB, IBS'), is a 'regular document," proviug tlie sehoouer Miranda to be
American properly wittiiu the meaning- of Secitoii 4.^20. and that she
is by virtue of that .section exempt from hability to pay light

money,"

On July 20 the naphtha launch Bob, owned by Robert Soltau, of
New Yo/ k. was found bottom up off Long Beach liife-rfaving Stauon,
On the south shore of Lous: Island. Mr. soltau, a wealthy India rub-
ber dealer, had owned die boat for some weets, but was not experi-
enced in manasiug her. Two days before. In company with his

younger broth'^r, Ernest, he loft Eigrhty sixth street, Bast River, New
York, to run to Long Beach, where he intended to keep the yacht
all summer. That same evenina: the launch was soon ai tempting to

cross the bar at Far Rockaway Inlet, and the supposition is that she
was rolled over in the heavy sea, and both men were drowned.

Our report of the Massachusetts Y. O. race of July 15 was incorrect
so fai' as Che weather is concerned, the y-ichis crossed thel'ue in a
heavy S.W. squall, which held its force thrjugh the whole race, the
yachts lugging whole sail, there being no cuance to .stop and reef

.

Under these trying conditions the race was one of the mcst interesting
of the season, ' Oaispaw, sailed by Mr. Stewart, scored a most cred-
itable win.

The latest phase of steam yacht racing is a newspaper controversy
between the owners of Yankee Doodle and Norv\ ood, which is likely

to result in nothing. Thus far there are no indications of a bona fide-

race between any of the yachts, new or obi, this setisoiK

The steam yacht Sunbeam, recently sunk in Australian waters,
was not the well known yacht owned by Lord Bra^'sey, but an older
craft built in 1861. She was an iron vessel and her loss was due to
corrosion under the engine room flooring.

The arrangements have been maae for a race for the Pisher cup
between Norah. of Belleville, and Onward, of Rochester, to be sailed
on July 29 or 80 on the Bay of Quiute.

On July 18 at midnight the schooner Alert went ashore on Goat
Island, Newport, but was hauled off by the revenue cutter Dexter
without injury.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpecially Renoorted for Forest and Stream.!

Hudson Rifle Club, Mai ion, N. J., Capt. Henry L. Hansen.—
Monaay euening, July 18.—The scores made in ttie medal compfl-
tition of the several classes are appended below. The conditions
were 10 shots, off-hand, g5-ring target.

Firt Class.
O E Bird. 35 35 35 35 25 25 2i 24 23 23-244
J Rebhau 35 35 35 35 35 34 24 24 33 23—243
A Steuber 25 35 25 25 31 34 24 23 23 33-238

Second Olas.s.

J Smith 35 25 35 35 34 24 33 23 23 19-3.=^C

M HoflE 35 25 24 34 24 33 33 22 22 21-231
T A Reynolds 25 25 35 24 34 33 33 23 23 20-232

Third Class.

S A M^dflleton 35 35 25 24 24 23 S3 23 33 19—330
A Heidorf 24 25 25 23 23 33 33 33 20 19—339
C Schleinacher 34 33 33 20 20 20 18 18 17 17—201
.1 Kufcr 35 23 33 33 17 16 10 15 12 11-180
A feature of the evening was a 50 shot match between C.E.

Bird and John Rebhan, which the former succeeded in losing by
>.QPSP. scores:
O B Bird 238 241 244 239 211—1203
John Rebhan 240 243 213 239 241—1206

"Jerry" Steuber still holds the "shooting" championship of the
club, althnugh hard pressed forthe honors (?) by Cnarles E. Bird.
The latter alleges 'hat Steuber derives considerable assistance
from his (Steuber's) rifle, which it is alleged pulls a little over
4l01bs,, for it seems to strengthen his lungs when he gets »
'•flinger;" in other words, a bad cartridge, or "the gun moved
just as I pulled the trigger." It is said that -lerry's laurels will
De soon taken from him, as C. E. has purchase! a patent lung
.'streng' hening maet ine. But appropos, as a team of shooters,
Jerry Steuber and 0. E. Bird can'c be beat, and take Jay H. Kay's
word for it.

Miller R'fle Cluh, Hnboken, Captain Richard W. Dewey, Wed-
nesday. July SO. To-nighi's scores are below. The conditions
were ten shots off-hand, 25-ring target, possible 250:

Frederick Brandt 25 25 25 25 25 34 34 23 22 21-239
G Schlicht 35 35 25 25 24 34 23 23 33 21-238
D iMiller 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 21—237
F Kloepping 25 25 35 24 24 34 23 33 23 22-237
A Meyns 25 5 25 25 ''4 24 23 23 33 20—337
L Sohl 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 21-237
F Liell 25 25 25 35 24 24 23 22 23 20—236
J R Kruse. 25 25 25 34 24 24 23 23 22 31-235
J Carragher 25 35 34 24 24 23 33 23 21 21—232
D Peters 25 25 24 24 33 23 33 33 21 21-231
H D Hencken 25 35 24 24 24 23 22 31 21 20-229
H Seltenreieh. 35 35 35 24 23 22 22 23 21 19-227
H F Meyer 25 25 24 24 23 22 33 22 18 18-223
R Zoch ..25 34 23 23 23 23 21 20 20 20-223
J J Devitt ....25 25 24 24 24 21 21 20 18 18-220
F Kammel. 25 25 24 24 22 22 31 18 18 18—317
F J Dunaieadt 25 24 23 23 21 21 31 20 20 19-315
The members are greatly pleased over the line reprodttciion ot

a pho'ograph of their victorious team.

Lady Miller Rifle Olub, Hoboken, N. J., President Mrs. H. Stad-
ler, Thursday, July 21 —The score.? made to-night in the prize
competition are appended below. The conditions were 10 shots
rest, 25-r ng target, possible 250:

Miss M Miller ,.25 25 35 25 25 24 24 24 24 33—244
Mrs B Katenkamp 35 25 25 25 25 25 34 24 23 23-344
Mrs H Stadler ...25 25 35 25 24 24 ii4 24 23 23 343
Miss L Prlen 25 25 25 25 35 24 24 93 23 22-241
Miss K Born 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 33-i39
Mrs L> Miller 25 25 25 24 24 33 23 23 22 21-235
Mrs H r Meyer ?5 25 24 34 ^3 23 23 28 23 21-238
Mrs A Meyns 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 21 21-233
Miss Henckel 25 24 33 21 20 20 17 16 15 14-195
Mrs ACoodts 25 2.4 33 23 22 21 21 21 0 0-180

The shoot arranged by the Onion Athletic Club of Hoboken for
members closed recently. Three prizes^were offered tor cnmpeti-
tion . The winners were: First prize, James Malloy. with score of
116. silver goblet; second prize. Ernest Fischer, 175, silver watch;
third prize, Henry Lohman, Jr., 114, gold locket. Otners who
made good scores were N. Crudens, M, J. Murray. C.J.Brown.
C. Brewer, Gr. Copp, Geojge Stein, R. J. Tolles, Geo. Naegell.

Excelsior Rifle CluK Jersey City, Friday, July 23, Greenville
Schuetzm Park.—The scores of to-day on the 200yd8. range of the
club are appended below. Oscar Boise with his score of 206 and
25 Doints added captured the medal. The conditions were 10 shots
off-band, 25-ring target, possible 250:

L P Hansen 35 24 23 23 31 31 21 20 20 20 -218
O Boire 23 25 24 23 23 18 18 17 17 16—206
W J Channing 24 23 23 22 20 19 18 18 17 16-201W H Robidoux 24 23 22 31 20 19 19 18 18 17—201
Wm Weber 24 g3 33 22 20 30 18 17 17 14 -198
The record in the medal shoot now stands L. P. Hansen won

three times, Wm. Weher won three times, 0. Boice won twice.

The flve-men team match arranged between the Mil'er Rifle
Club and Ail Secaucus. took place at Tammaay Hall Ra- ge, Se-
eaucus. N Y., last Sunday afternoon. Only twoof the AllSeenucus
put^nan^pp nrance. The distaic" was 200yds. Angu'^t Meyns
led the sc res with the fine total of 217, Grorge Schlicht came next
with 215 biid Dave Miller third witn 214. The scores made were:

Miller Rifle Ciub
D Miller... 24 19 19 21 21 24 18 21 32 25-214
G Schlicht 19 25 31 30 la 24 33 24 21 20-215
E Fischer 19 16 23 33 14 19 22 32 16 32-195
F B andt 16 16 23 33 13 24 15 20 31 20—188
A Meyns 20 19 20 23 23 24 21 23 23 23-217—1029

All Secau lis.

J Heflich 19 23 18 15 15 24 23 18 21 18—195
G B Bergkamp 14 18 21 9 20 18 8 19 15 17-159— 354
Scorer, J. H. Kru«e.
Tne stakes were $10 a side and refreshments. The absentees on

the Secaucus team were several members of the Herman Rifle
Club.

Hoboken Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J., Monday evening, July 35

—

The oforea made this evening are appended below. The condi-
lioas were: 10 sbots, off-hand, 35-ring target, possible 2S0;

Win F Dileer
.1 H KniHe
F VV Kropgor
C'ba- PaBS' h
Jfio Sieiu

..25 25 34 34 34 24 23 23 20 19-280
..25 24 24 24 24 23 23 22 20 19- 228
..25 ;u 33 3.* 23 2;; 22 20 20 18-220
..^5 2=. 24 i-:5 23 32 2 18 18 230

i ;;h 2n ;;3 ;u :il :::o lo 19-219
.1 Schneider 25 31 24 2i :iA 20 20 19 is 18—215
M Baedeger 35 -.JD ;-'5 ::H VA ;.'() 20 18 IH 17-313
() Ktfll-rT ;.'5 :i5 24 24 20 IC. IC 16 ir,—&14

'i'ne memher.s are wo^k irif? hard to make ihe i rieic, fancv and
difflciilt shooting < lub clui.nittion'^lii i> alT-'irfl luM ween F. W.
[vroeger and J. H K'use a siUJCfS'. Ti'e event t.akea place in
Wisch's Hall, Hob iken on Aug. 7. A number of clever variety
performers will also appear.

North End vs. Schuetzen Verein.
Ephrata, Pa , July 23 —Tho North Ead R'fle Club held its ret -

ular monthly "Tesl-iho It," on its new range on the gr 'un'IsoC
'he Ephrata Shooting Association, this afternooQ, with the fol-
lowing results: the weather being very fine, distance 185yds.,
standard American target:
L Bl Wiest 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 10-97WD Winters 10 8 8 9 10 10 10 9 8 10 93
JAt^tober ,-..9 6 B 7 8 7 10 9 10 8-83
DBLefer 10 8 b 7 10 7 5 9 10 10-.S2
J M Sheafller 8 10 9 7 8 6 ,5 7 6 7-73
T ie next meeting will be otT-hand. Friday, Aug. 13.

Ever since the N Tth Etd Rifl i Oiui) was orgauized it has beeu
customary for its members to annuslly m-'et the memhers of the
Lancaster Schuetz u- Verein in friendly routesl, either on the
shooting grounds of the latter or ou the grounds of Ihe former.
In these contests the North End boys invariably came out the
winners, and manv a handsome badge they took from the Lm-
caster hoys, and they refusfd to enter into a rontest witli the.

North End marksmen where a medal was to be shot for, proftr-
ring to purchase a fine gold mediland give it to the member of
the Ephra'a team who did the best shooting.
The contest for the present year W'S arranged some time ago

between the captains of these two clubs and was to consist of two
matches, the first to be held at Enaleside. Lancaster, the second
10 be held on the shooting grounds of the Ephrata Gun Olub.
where the North End Club has it range. No medal waa to be
shot for in these matches. The Lancaster boys were willing to
muster as many men as the Fphrata team could furnish, and
have a fi i' ndly bout, a real good time and see wh'ch team could
do the best scoring The first match came off severnl davs ago .at

Lancaster and proved a "Waterloo" for the Morth End boys. P
was not owing to poor marksaianship alone that thevsuflfi red
defeat, but ra' her to the very eycellent "hooting by the Lin' as-
ter boys, whose scoring was by far the best they ever did ia con-
test with the Ephrata team.
Each team entered 8 men, 10 shots being allowed to each m!in.

Out of a possibh' 800 points ti'C Lancaster shooters pcored 59(5, or
an average of "iii^- The North End boys scored 570 points, 26

points less than their opponents, or an average of 71M. The fol-

lowing is the full score of points made by each club:
Schuetzen-Verein,

J H Wentzel 7 10 9 7 9 8 8 V 10 8-83
rhos Anderson 7 8 9 8 6 8 8 6 10 0-70
Jacob Wolfer 8 S 6 7 fi 5 fi 4 4 7-61
BenjEiehl 8 S 0 H 7 6 8 5 5 9-71
DW Wentzel 10 8 lu 9 8 10 8 7 8 8-S6
Chas Franciscus 9 7 « 10 6 10 7 10 7 5-80
Chas Herbert 6 9 5 8 8 5 8 10 7 10-76
Peter Dommel 5 7 8 9 10 .5 7 8 5 5-69-596

North End Rifle Club.
JMSheaffer 5 5 5 4 0 7 9 6 9 6-56
JAStober 0 9 5 5 8 4 9 9 6 5-60
L M Wieat 9 9 8 6 9 10 7 7 7 10-82
SL Sharp 4 6 5 7 6 0 7 8 6 9 -57

C S Wenger 9 9 9 10 7 10 10 8 9 10-91
D B Lefever ... 7 4 7 9 9 10 5 6 9 6—73
WD Winters 8 S 6 10 7 10 4 4 9 8-HW L Carpenter 8 7 7 8 8 8 9 8 5 10-78-570

D. B. Lepeveb, Sec'y.

j
All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following;

July 36-29.—Corry Gun Olub tournament, Corry, Pa.
July 28-80.—Johnson Oity Gun Ciub tournament, Johnson City,

Tenn.
Jtily 28-30.—Snrir gfield Gun Club tournament, Springfield, O.
July 29 —Dexter Park Shooting League team contest. Dexter

Park, L. 1.

AuBUtt —New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League eighth
monthly totirnam'-nt, Harbison, N. J.
August (first v^eek).-Madison County Sportsmen's Association

eleventh annual tournam-nt, Cazenovla, N. Y.
Aug. 2-3. —Standard Gun Club tournamenl:, Acton's Park, Balti-

more, Mti.
Aug. 3.—Ma,nhattan Gun Cluh open shoot and .iollifieation,

Dexter Park, L mg Island.
Aug. 6-7.—Stiebojgan Gun Club tournament, Shebovgan, Wis.
Aug. 9 11.—Arkansas State Spu'tsmen's toumameut, at Hot

Springs. Ark.
Aiie:. 9-12.— Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's an

-

nual tournament, Reading, Pa. Walter D. Biler, Sec'y.

St. Louis Sharpshooters.
St. Louis. July 17.—The King shoot of the South .'^t. L-'uis

Sharpshooters WHS held to-day at Crev« C'wur Lake. The King
medal shoot was open only to members of the South St. Louis
Olub. and the luck v winner was M'-. Jjhn Morf, shootinff master.
The other events were open to all and the following scores were
made:

Ring Target.
0 K Dunkerley. . . ..55 E Schottiander.. . 47
C Meisbach 54 Aue Mende 45Wm Bauer 52 M Kaur 45
L Prank 51 T L Matthias 44
D VViget 51 JohnHof 41
C Bam 49

,48

.65

.64

Aug Yunge.
John Morf...
Franz L«ndi . 62

S G D jrman 61
D Schneidewind. ...59

F Kurka 58
L Schweighoefer..58 F Frank

Man Target.
F Knrka 97 " '

L Scbweighoefer. .87

Robt Betlimann .. .87

S G Dorman 87

L Frank 87

Aug Mende 74
Nic Burch 73
L Pf'ester
F Frank 70
M Sc h ottl aender . . . 69

F Lendi 81
0 Meisbach S2
M Kaur 81
J 'hnHof 80

.. P Buerkel . ..79

John Morf 86 C K Dunkerley ... .76 Fred Wagner 69
D Schneidewind... 85 Wm Baun 76

Point Target.
SGDormin 3.33 C K Dunkerley .. .208 M Kaur 129
D S 'hneidewind..8v9 F Lendi ...159 D Schroeder 108
WmBaun 247 Wm Lell 158 Namiiod.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, luly 33.—The MassacHnsetts Rifle Association held its

reeular weekly shoot at i>s range lo-dar.
Tnere was a fair attendance of shooiers, hut no high scores were

made, there being a had fiah-tail wind
There was a large number of military marksmen in attendance.

B-low are the scores in detail, distance 203yda., standard jAmeii-
can target, a 1 being re-entry matches;

All-Oomers' O EE- Hand Match.
DNWiun 7 8 7 9 9 7 7 10 5 7- 77
O Moore... 10 8 6 7 9 8 9 8 6 8—76
F Daniels 6 8 8 8 7 5 9 5 8 10-74

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J Francis 12 13 11 12 10 8 11 10 12 11—109
H L Willard D 13 11 11 12 11 10 10 10 9-107
JHurd 8 13 11 11 10 9 8 8 12 12-101

All Comers' Military Match—Creed moor Target.
GLMarsiiall 455444445 4-43
D Martin... 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5—43

Pistol Medal Match- -.50vds.

L Bell 10 10 10 8 8 10 10 10 9 10-95
AG Stevens 9 8 10 10 9 9 9 10 9 10—93
On each Wednesday from .July 13 to D- c. 28, Inclusive, the Mai-

sachiisetts Rifle Association, in addition to the usual practice
and sweepstake matches, will ofl'er the following list of prizi^s.

open for competition to all trap-shooters, subject to these condi-
tions: This "Giid Coin and Merchandise match" «hall be shot
through a series of 13 competltiont; entrance fee 50 cents each
da\ ; scores-20 single birds, Kevstone system, and 10 single bird?,
unknown angles. The m^dal will be delivered at the close of each
day's contest to the fompeiiior making the bigaest score of the
dav, who will hold and vouch for it, and return it to the secre-
tary, at the range, on the day of the succeeding shoot. No com-
petitor exc-pting the flnal receiver of the champion midal. can
win more than one pr'z", Tt^s to be s'^ot off at 20 targets.
Shootine to begin at 10:30 A. M. The Gold Coin match will be shot
at 3 P. M. Birds 3 cents each to non-members. Bird cards re-
deemed.

Wilkesbarre Gun Club.

WiLKBSBAUKE, Pa., July 25. -The following Fcores were made
onth*- nhooting grounds at the WiikeFbarre gun factory on Sat-
urday, The day was rather warm for shooting, but all seemed to
ei j

ly it.

i'irst match, 25 single U. S. pigeons, known uneles:
Dr Warren 0100111111111101010011011—17W K Park.. OllllOOmilllllnOOllOlOl—17
Tom Eley .100111010110111 lOOi 110101—16
R Ernest —:r lOOnoiOllOllOOOOOOOOllOll—10
Se",ond match, 25 bluerocks, Paul Nortii'.-< exp it >iii p;

Dr Warren H 11111 101 imillOlOlOlll—21W K Park Ill llllllOh) 111011111110-31
Tom Eley lOOlllllllOOllOlllOOlllll-lS
R Ernest 0101101001001 lOlOli OlHl 1—14
J Roades 0110000100110101010010100-10
We hope to send a delegation to the Pennsylvania Stnte shoot

at Reading Aug. 9 to 12. W—Barbe.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The second annual shooting tournament of the Kansas City.Kans.,

Gun Club will occur at Chelsea Park on Aug. n and 4. The committee
in charge, Messrs. N. Smock, P. Larson. F. M. Soward, J. J. Eooney
and W. E, Stevens, has arranged an interesting programme of 80
shoots covering the two days, the prizes being very liberal ones. Al-
ready a large number of answers have been received from the invita-
tions sem out., and all the prominent crack shots of the two States
will be present. Shooting will begin at 9 o'clock ea- h day, and will
be governed by the lat-st American Shooting Association rules.

* ''^

*

"Wm. Tell Mitchell, of Lynch Station, Ma., writes us that he would
like to have a go with C. F. Barnes, of Wheeling,West Va., in a match
at 200 live birds each, gun below the elbow until bird is on the wing.
IVlr. Mitchell will shoot for a reas nable stake, and will allow Mr.
Barnes his railroad fare if the latter will shoot the match at Rich-
mond, Va. If Mr. Barnes will communicate with Mr. Mitchell at the
above address a match can readdy be arranged.

* 4

The rivalry between the New Haven and Willimantic gun clubs,
the two crack team.s of Connecticut, culminated in a team match for
$100, which was shot on the g. ounds of the local club, July 21. The
New Haven men won by a handsome margin. The score: Teams of
four, at SO targets each: New Haven team—Sherman 26. Savage 24,
Langdon 27, Potter 30: total 107. Willimantic—Mack 17, Edgarton 23,
Webb 21, Burbridge 25; total 87.

* * *
At the shoot of the Johnstown (N. Y.) Gun Olub on July SI, Pierson

broke 25 cut of 30 for the club medal, Chanman scored 24, Northrup
25, Partiss 26, Walrath 20, Timmo. s 24. Kennedy 22, E Potter 23, Hil-
debrandt 24. lu a series of sweepstakes at 10, 15, 10 and 5 targets in
the order the scores were: Pierson 10, 13, Kennedy 10, 15 10; Hilde-
brandt 10.15,10; Northrup 9, 15, 10, 5; Partiss 8,4: Timmonsl0 4;
Walrath 10, 14, 8, 4.

Shooters will be pleased to learn that for five years to come they
will be able to smash targets and rnffi=) feathers on the old .Jersey
City Heights Gun Club grounds at Marion. Last week a new arrange-
ment was entered into and a five year lease signed. Toe grounds will
be cut down about 20yds. on ibe Marion side, but otherwise they will
not be distm'bed except by moving the traps lOvds. further to the
left.

The Stillwater Gun Olub, of Minnesota, has elected the following
otfieers: E. S. Brown, fresident; L. Manwariug, Vice-President; C.W Merry, Secretary Treasurer. Toe executive board is composed
of the otHcers elected, Herman Ja;soy and Harry Heisel. A propo-
sition for the consolidation of the istiilwater and St. Croix club.s has
been tabled for the prtsetit.

The monthly competition forthe New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club's
h>e bird trophy will be held at Woodlawn Park, on Saturday, July
30, commenciog at 1:30 P. M. sharp. A clay bird shoot for gold and
silver medals will take place Saturday throughout the year, at 3 P.M.
snatp.

* * *
John Riggott, of Rockaway, N. J., is said to be after the scalp of

Frank Class, of Mornstown, who ia «tyled the champion of New .ler-

sey, Mr. Riggott is a cool, nervy shot and skillful withal, and a con-
test between tire two would be worth seeing.

E. D. Miller states that the Union Gun Club will hold a tournament
at Springfield, N. J. on August r. and 18. The first day's shooting
will be at Keystone targets and the second day at live birds. Mr.
Miller says he will have a good supply of first class birds.

The representatives of the press were handsomely entertainrd by
members of the New Jer.--ey Shooting Olab at Saturday's League
shoot. The only coaipliint ihey were jus ified in makiiig was on
account of the poor facilities for securing scores.

* * *
The eleventh annual tournament cf the Madison County Sports

men's Association will be held at Cazenovia, N. Y , next week, and
some very valuable prizes will he awarded in the open as well as ihe
State events.

* * *
The Pennsylvania sportsmen are laboring hard for the success of

their State tournament. The member-! of the Rsading Shooting As-
sociation are all workei-s and are doing yeoman's service.

* * *

The fourth annual tournament of the West Point (Miss ) Gun Cluh
to be held on August 9 to 12, inclusive is expected to ba a grand affair.
The program is an attractive one.

The Sheboygan Gtin and Rod Club will have a tournament on the
Lake front at Sheboygan, Wis. on August 6 and 7. All the shooting
will be at bluerock targets.

* * *

The Baltimore and Capital City Gun Clubs shoiild enter teams along
with Connecticut, New Jersey' and Massachusetts during the Key-
stone tournament.

* * *
Jack Parker wants to see "everybody" at the Des-ehree-ahos-ka

Island shoot in August. And by the way, Jack is now in the employ
of the bluerock people.

* * *
The '-Jack rabbit" system will housed at the tournament of the

Stanlnrd Ouu Club to be held at Acton's Park eii Aug. 2 and 3. This
IB very popular in Harrisburg.

* * *
What has become of the propo.«ed team match between the old

North Enii Olub, of Fi-ankford, Pa., and the Union Gun Club, of
Springfield, N. J. ?

* * *
Cincinati wants to pit a team of five of her representative marks-

men against a like team from any city in Ohio at 50 targets or live
birds p'^r man.

* * *
Do not forget the shoot at Rockville, Mo., on Aug. 25 and 26. Every-

body guaranteed a good time. Write for circulars to Sec'y, Jas. P.
B. Veris.

* * «
The Desier Park Team Shooting Leaa-ue will hold its monthly

team contest at Dexter Park to-morrow. Live birds will be used.

• Auburn is making great preparations for the Interstate shoot to be
held there the second week in September.

The Johnstown (N. Y ) Gun Club will hold a two days' tournanient
early in August. Frank is or thrup will be there!

The I Hack Be<!r Inn will catch a large number of visitors during
the Pennsylvania State shoot.

Pr. Fort says the Baltimore Gun Olub can defeat any 10-man team
in the State -'for $60."

" * *

The Oatka Gun Club, of LeRoy, N. Y. ,has elected James M. Hewitl
as vice-president.
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'The Glenmore RoA aud Gun Club has opened a summer headquar-
ers at Canarisie.

* * *
Considerable live bird sbooting will be done at Claremont tbis

all.

* * *
H. A. Penrose says the New Louden shoot will be a record breaker.

Brewer and Mitchell are to sJioot a ICO-bird match for $500 a side,

ir * *
Billy Wagner was in great form at Tolchester Beach.

* * *
J iinmy Malone is a first-class hustler. 0. H. Townsend.

The Emerald Gun Club,
Twenty-three members of the Emerald Gnu Club were present
the regular moni blv shoot hold at Dexter Park. L. I., on Tues-

day, July 19. Louis Miller had furnished a fine lot of birds for the
contest for the three club medals in tlieir respecUvp classes. Each
man shot at 10 birds, unknown traps, club handicap, Emera,ld
Gun Club rules. There wa* some good shooting, four making a
score of O out of 10. Col. J. Vo«s won the Glass A medal, Dr. Horn
that in Class B, although he tied with H. Thau; thelattf-r having
won it on two^previoui occasions was not eligiole to take it for
the third time. W. Hogan won the Class C medal tor (he second
time with 7. TUe score:
Dr Hudson -laiPHOlll—S P Batz 1011200010— fi

JVosB :.'1211 10111-9 J Porter 10O1300000—

3

A Wraff 11000-20002—1 L Schorkemeier 1010001111—6
ANowak 0101011310-0 T Cndv 0220012000-4
E Doeinck 3110010013 0 Df L°veridge 1201133102—8
Dr Klein 0122022100-6 II Thau 0112111213—9
.1 Boole 1111103310—8 W Hartye 1111203033-8
N Hogan 1101023230 * P Moore 2011021121—8
R Regan 1 lllOOOlOl—fl Dr Horn 1011131311-9
L O Gehriug 03221110: 0-6 J Moore 1020001211-6
O Klein 0103223010 - 6 ip Thompson 1112312380—9
J Maesel 1013202013-7

Rockville Rod and Gun Club.
ROCKVILLE. Md., July 17.—The Rockville Rod and Gun Club

was organized here Jan. 37 last. The officers for the ensuing year
are Ja=. P. B. Veirs, Presideni; Hon. Geo. Peter. Vice-Presidenl;
.Tolin W. Kotchner, Secret-iry; D.avid H. Warfl"ld, Treasurer;
Wm. H. Robbe.tt, On plain, and Harrv O. Hurley, Lieutenant. Our
club is quite a large one considerine; the size of our town, it hav-
ing about forty members on its roll boon, and our grounds are
such that any club could justly he proud of, being close up to
town and being well titted by nature for the purpose, having
plenty of shade aud spring water. Here in old Montgomery, the
banner county of western Maryland, within sixteen miles of the
National Capital, where the hand of man has male so much im-
provement and game has become so scarce in the last few years,
our members have at last realized the fact that either the flagrant
violation of the game laws throughout the countj', and especially
along the Potomac, must be stopped, or in only a very short time
our sport at wing-shooting will become a mockery. Our sport
here at fishing is most exclusively for the small-mouth black
bass.
The points alone the Potomac where angling is mostly indulged

in are Pennyfields, Point of Rocks. Hancock and Weaverton,
though Pennyfields. about twenty- five miles above Washington,
is the mostly frequented point. Here at this place is where, dur-
ing the past AdfuiDistration, ex-President Cleveland made some
good catches. We hope to have a good many sportmen with us
on Aug. 2.5 and 28 nest, when our club will give a two-days' shoot-
ing tournament, V.

Wilson Wins the Takanassee Cup.
SsThts shonf for the Takansssee cup was the drawing magnet on
July 21, at the west end of Long Branch. The conditions were a
sweeiJStake at §20 each, 15 birds, handicap rise, ties at three birds.
The entries were: Chauucy Pioyd Jon^s 2Byds., Mr. Williams
SOyds., Fred Hoey 30yds., Captain Money 30yds., Dr. Wilson 28yds.,
L. S, Thompson SOyds., W. P. Thompson 27yd8., N. Simpkins
gSvds., Phil Daly 27yds.
Fred Hoey and Dr. Wilson tied at 14 killed birds, the former

missing his 13th and Wilsnn his second. In the shoot off Dr.
Wilson had to kill 4 out of 5 to win.
The best shooting nf the day followed in a sweep, $10 each, at 5

birds, all at 26(27 and 28yds., allowed one miss as one bird. The
entries wpre: Floyd Jones, Williams, Fred Hoey, Captain Money,
Dr. Wilson, E. G. Murphy, L. S. Thomp.son, W. P. Thompson, Nat
.Simpkins, "Phil" Daly and .Sullivan.
Five stayed in with straight scores, namely: Murphy, Floyd

Jones, L. S. Thompson. "Phil" Daly and Sullivan. On the shoot
off Sullivan missed his 12th, Floyd Jones missed his 20th, "Phil"
Daly missed his 24th, counted as no bird, and killed his allowance.
Daly, Murphy and Thompson then went on and shot 3.5 straight,
when darkness prevented the finish and the stakes were divided.
This is a remarkable performance at 31yds, boundary—105 birds
killed straight,

The liinden Grove Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Linden Grovo Gun Club took

place at Dexter Park, L. I., on Friday, July 23. There was a fair
attendance of members, who competed at seven birds each for
the best average of eight shoots during the season for the club's
gold medal and extra prisias. Some good shooting was made, the
birds being strong and fast. A sweepstake match and several
small sweeps were shot off. the results as follows;
PJ Eppig 0012000-2 C Englebrecht 1101111-6
JBirmel, 3121301-0 J Martin 1111110-8
a Horney 1331313—7 L New 1021001-4
JSchlleman 1111111-7 F Iber.t 3310120-5
T Eich. 0003110-3 C Birmel. 2313113-7
AS Eppig 2113311—7

Shooting- at Peekskill.
The White and Peekskill gun clubs had a match at live pigeons

on July 13 on the grounds of the Peekskill Club. Chas. S. Ray-
mond and Wilbur S. Gettel are members of the Peekskill Club
and were in the team. The scores made, out of a possible 25, were
as follows:

White Plains. Peekskill.
ThosWard .22 WmH Pierce 18
Eugene Halpin 31 John B Halstead 18Wm Ward -.18 Wilbur G Gettel 23
Edwin Ward 18-79 Chas S Raymond .20—78
A Fecond shoot under the agretment is to be shot at White

Plains In the near future.

Kings County Gun Club.

Only seven members of the Kings County Gun Club were pres-
ent at the regular montt^lv shoot at Dexter Park, on Wednesday
July 20. H. Ztrkell and F Greinex tied for the club medal with 8

out of 20, and on the shoot-off fireiner won. Several sweepstakes
Wreshot off .''t 6 tare-ets each, 3 moneys. The "cores:
R Zirkell.,10101011100000000110 - 8 J Linstedt.00001010000011110016-7
P Greiner..00 100000001011110011-8 C Dones.. .00001000000010000000 -2
Dethlofl'. . .0111000100(1100003010-6 J Link 11001000000000000100-4
C Thiel. . . .00011000001000000100-4

Trap at Cleveland.
Clevelanu, O., Jttly 31.—The East End Gun Club held their

regular shoot this afternoon. Murray won first badge in the
shoot off, with P. North and Dubroy second badge. The follow-
ing were the scores made;
P North .011110111011111101110111011111—24
Murray 111011110111110111101111111111-24
Dubroy 01101 1011 1001101101 1011010 1111—20
Beard 111101000011011101101001101011—18

Yisitors.
Elworthy 24 Clapp 20
Sterling 20 Meeker U

Garfield Goings-On.
Chicago, July IB.—The Garfield Gun Club has accepted an in-

vitation to shoot a friendly match with the North-Western Gun
Club, at Avondale, Saturday, the 23d inst. Train will leave the
North-Western Depot at 1:30 P. M. There will be no shooting on
our grounds on that date. Not'ce has also been given that a
photograph of our members and shooting grounds will be taken
Saturday, July 30.—Geo. H. Brown, Sec'y.

The West Side Trap-Shooting League.
The third meeting of the West Side Trap-Shooting League was

held on Thursday, July 21, at Woodlawn. Park, Gravesend, L. L
ihe five clubs that compose the league sent teams of 10 men each
to compete for the two sub.?cription cups for the first and second
best aggregate scoring teams at the five shoots. The Atlantic Rod
and Gun Club, Fountain Gun Club, New Utrecht Rod and Gun
Club, Erie Gun Club and Coney Inland Rod and Gun Club were
the clubs entered, and their teams shot in the same order. The
shoot, was started one hour late. ITp to the 431 round the Erie
Gun Club held a lead over the New Utrecht and Coney Island
teams, the Atlantios and Fountain^ being last. After the said
round the Coney Islands and New Utreohts alternately led up to
the 9l9t round, when they again tied with SI each. The Coney
Island teani lURt managed to win by one bird at the finish with a
score of 89, New Utrechts second wdth 88, Fountains third with
83. Atlantios fourth with 82, and the Erie last with 76.
The bird.9 were a medium lot of flyers, but the majority of

those missed were strong quartering drivers. The score:

^ „ ,
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

J E Voorhees 2201112103- 8 J Dooloy 1210123111— 9
t^ Morris 0203031100- 5 C B Morris 1121111112-10
JMartm 0101222001- 0 H Bilzir 1112112323-10
C Meyer 2211310110- 8 D Monsees 2111111131-10W Boyle 3102132121- 9 H Kronika 11O0O21132- 7-82

Fountain Gun Club.H W Blattmaeher ,2201111121- 9 C Wingert 0111111311- 9
Dr Schwartz 2011121000- 6 Sohonmacher. .2012321112- 9
A Crook 1112nilll3- 9 Dr Wynn 2031121111- 9

9 ^"'^^^^ .1221201122- 9 S Northridge...2101011112- 8
J E Orr 3121100111- 8 C Wingert 0201031121- 7-83

New Uir^-cht Rod and Gun Club.
.... ..1101210033- 7 CFuraiteson... 11 11121111-10W F Sykes 3113110130- 8 G W Cropsy.... 0101331131- 8A A Hegeman 1111211111—10 D Deacon 1303111112— 9M Van Brunt 1313223112—10 C Fuigueson. . .1211111111—10R R Street 1111102111- 9 G Nostrand 0210023211- 7-8S

Erie Gun Club.
opiate 1111111121-10 J Plate 2110021110- 7
J Schwadeke 1232102011 - 8 F McLaughlin.1311211020- 8M Elssasser 2013112311- 9 H Janskowski..1031211000- 0
HDohrman 1211111121—10 C Mohrman. .. .3313001020—

6

WScheelje 1000100000- 3 CDetlefsen ....1113313113-10-70
Conov lalHnd Rod and Gun Club.

E Helgans 1130311331- 9 S Northridge. . .2112133112-10A Eppig 1320212111- 9 CDetlefsen 2222132322-10
J Schliemann 1112101131— 8 W Lair 1121102120— 8
Dr Van Zile 2232112200— 8 C Plate 0110101111— 7
F Pfaender. 2212111111—10 E Helgans 3311101111- 9-89

Aggregate Scores.

. , .
Ist. 2d. 3d. Total

Atlantic Rl 93 83 255
Coney Island 80 91 89 260
New Utrecht 84 82 88 2.54

Erie 57 77 76
Fountain 60 17 83

New York German Gun Club.
The members of the New York German Gun Club held their

regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park on Monday. July 18, sev-
eral days prior to their recognized date of shooting, on account of
one of the members being about to take a trip to the Vaderland.
The birds furnished by Bonden were fast ones and a good many
were missed. There were two medals shot for at 10 birds each,
H and T traps, modified Long Island rules. The ties for the best
scores of six were shot off to determine the winner. J. Schlicht
won Ihe first and P. Garms, Jr., the second. Two small matches
were shot off and then followed two shoots, the losing team to
pay for the birds. The score: Referee, Mr. J. Carwein. Scorer,
Mr. C. A. Dellar:
PGaims 12010010-1 F Santer 11100001—4
J Frazer 10101200—4 M Bonden 13001111-6
P Garms, Jr 13101103—8 J Schreiner 2000001 1—3
J Willbrock 01231003-5 J Schlicht 12002123-6
H Nobel 12131300-6 J Stuernagel 20101111-6
H Thornton 31133300-6 W C Edwards 02130100 -4
J Carwein 12210200-5 J Kleinz 00120000-2
JGoerlitz 21212001-5
First match, $10 aud birds:

H Nobel 10001—2 M Bonden 01000-1
Second match, |10 and birds:

JWellbrook 12112-5 J Carwein 22003—3
P Garm's Team. W Schlicht's Team.

P Garms, Jr. . . . . ..121—3 11—3 W Schlicht 111—3 12—3
H Nobel . . r 10,2—3 10—1 J Goerlitz 001-1 11—3
J Eraser 133—3 10-1 J Carwein 120 -2 32—2
M Bonden 111—3 01—1 J Stuernagel 130 -3 22—2
JWellbrook 131—3 21-2 1' Santer 112—3 12—3W Bland 101-3 .. J Klein Ill-

3

16 14

Match Shooting at Utica.
Ui'iCA. N. Y., July 23.-Henry L. Gates, of this city, defeated

Charles H. Mowry, of Syracuse, tn-day, aftf>r the most stubborn
contest ever seen here. This was the second match between these
gentlemen and was shot under expert rules from five traps. The
first match was shot In Syracuse in May and Mowry won easily
by the score of 85 to 70. The final match will be shot in Syracuse
in September. Appended is the score:
Gates 111101 111101111101111111 1-33

1111101111111111111001011-21
11111100101 ] 11111111 11111—23
lllllllOnilllOlllinilll-23-88

Mowry - llillllOOlinOllllllOlOll-20
1111011110111111111111111-23
iiiiiiiiiiimuoiniiiio-23
1111111011111111101111011-23-88

Tie:
Gates llllHlllll 1101111 1111111-24
Mowry 10111 1 11] 11011111 11111111-23
On the same day George Holloway, of Syracuse and J. George

Knowlton, of this citv, shot a match under the same conditions,
which resulted as follows:
Holloway 1011111110111111001111111-21

0111111111111111111111100-23
111101111 11 111111110111 1 1-33
1111101110111111111101101-21-87

Knowlton 1111 111111111 illOUl 10101-22
1011010111111110111111101-20
1111101111110111111110111-23
1111011111111110011111111-22-86

.
O. A. W.

Wauregan Gun Club.

The members of the Wauregan Gun Club had a good day's
sport at their new shooting grounds at Pelham Heights, West-
chester, N. Y., on Tuesday, July 19. Bight competed for a new
gold medal given by W. F. Brlckner, themember making the best
scores at five out of six shoois to become the owner of it. E.
Bornhoef t and W. Harris tied with 8 each, and on the shoot-off the
former won. Several sweepstakes and match shoots followed.
The scores:
Ten live birds, 5 traps, 25vds. rise, SOyds. boundary, M. H. rules,

gold medal, wind light S.W., weather fine, birds flr.st class:
E Bornhoef t 1311210032- - 8 F Kerker .2022010130- 6W Harris 21212' o3U- 8 J J Loome 1010202021- 6
J Fay II0I2O031I— 7 M Fay 00.12OOOOII— 3W H Brlckner o32o300122— 6 GW Silberhoru . . . OOO0O2IIOO - 3
Four matches for The birds. No. 1, 6 birds: G. W. Bilberhorn 2,

N Kerker 1. No. 3, 5 birds: J. J. Loome 3, W. Kerker 3. No. 3,

3 birds: J. J. Qoome 1, W. H. Brlckner 0. No, 4, 3 birds: J. ,T.

Loome 1, W. H. Briokner 0.

Sweepstakes, 5 birds, $3 entrance, one money:
No. L No. 2.WH Briokner 12001—8 12011—4

G W Silberhorn 10110-3 11012-4W Harris lol20-3 lOlol—

3

No. 3, 3 birds, $3 entrance, won by Briokner.
Other sweepstakes followed.

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.
Hartfobd, Conn.. J uly 23.—The following scores were made by

members of tlie Colt Hammerless Gun Club, at 25 bluerocks each,
to-day:
John Alger 23 "Mct^'nty" 18 D 8 Seymour 13
FredRieley 23 O B Treat 17 J J Peard 12
E Decker 21 CWV^ibberts 16 S Hills 12
A Willey 20 F Olmstead 16 John Melrose. . .11
TP Bill 20 ChasHigby 16 AC Collins 8
CHBurbidge 19 SB Douglas 15 M E White 7
Mr. John Alger won the club medal.

The Pennsylvania State Tournament.
One of the most instructive as well as attractive prooTamme=!received by us this season is the decidedly unique produc^Kf

^^^t^
Sportsmen's Association, whose tourna:ment will be held on the Reading Shooting Association's groundson Penn Mountam, on Aug. 9 to 12, inclusive. The book BontXsseveral pages of well-written matter descriptive of thenast and

P't'^^^ i'^T^ °* Reading; points out nil the objects of interest

&R^^^"bit"'i^etFo^ir °^ To^frSt

tv,?v ?nff ^ffi
" ^

^}f'
°^ the clubs, names of president and secre-address and number of members of each, compris-mg the State Association. The list shows 28 club« with an ae^re

^nd" ft.f^vAf '^^•^
l^^^^^' S^^^

i« the Po^Svilfe Gfme
^°5'^'^^'Y®

Association, which has 149 members; theReading Shooting Association has 97; Harrisburg Shootins Assoeiation 55; Fulford Gun Club, of Humnelstovin, 53: KeyftoneShooting Leagup. of Frankford. and Lancaster Oonnly ShootingAssocmtion. of Mquntville, 49 each. The Westches'er Gun Clubw:ith 13 members, is the smallest. The oflicers of the State V=so-eiation are: Pres., C B. H. Brelsford; Vice-Pres., N 1 Huehes"
iTr- Bn'p-

Wolstpneroft; Sec'y, J. H.' Worden Cor. stc'^W d!

H a W Mai?
^'"''tors: Harry Thurman, F. F, Davidson and

In addition to the very attractive programme of shooting
n???^!:.^

synopsis of which is given below, the committee hfaarranged for a summer-night'a festival at the Black Bear Pa-vilion on Tuesday evening. On Wednesday evening tlfert willbe an excursion up the Neversink Mountain and on Thur=dav
f.^'^^^'fo^i over the graviiy road to the Tower. Theannual meeting of the State Association will be held at Mat z'a

WednesdaTlve°iiio^|."'^
^"""^ Muhlenberg streets, at 8 o'clock on

o.i^*7/Q°°A^ ""^^ birds will be u=<ed; shooting willbe-
g n at 9 A. M. each day; targets will be deducted from the en-

wm hl'^f.w^^ 'r^'^^^ 'if^t^ '^^d '^ll ties in target events
4mpr,vlr, w' foUwiug prizes will be contested for.

f.lni?^v^ nt»
?o- ^silver cup, to be awarded to theclub whose team dengnated as "No. 1" shall make hiehest average shooting in the following six events: T^e™day! teami of twomen, match No. 1 at 10 singles. No. 2 at 15 singles W^desdTy

TW^d«l^"t^^'^n?'?'''^°''^°'^ at 10 singles, No. 2 at 15 singlesIhursday, teana of^ two men. match No. 1 at 10 singles and 3pairs, No. 3 at 10 singles and 5 pairs.
aiugies d.uu

Harrisburg Sho9ting Association's silver trophy, value S300 for

&on ffiday ^ ^'"''^^^^ min, to be

Hi^^'ai'^IS'^®^®^-'^'""^^-'^
^'^OP^?' a medal, value $100. for in-

Wednesday
^''"'^^^

' per man, to be shot on

Reading Shooting Association's silver trophy, value $200, teams
Bhot^n ThuLsdll!^

^""^ ''^^'^Plonship of State, to be

v^i^y/-"^"'^
championship diamond badge, value $250, presented

]^^^^l'^^'^^°^.'^^^^^^'^^vov{^\^}i^^h\TA^, to be shot Friday,

year
P"zes are to be held by the winner in trust for one

'3^ '^^9^ "^^y there will be a State event at 30 Keystones, $3entry, for 4 moneys. On Friday there will be five live birdpvents, open to the world. On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-day there will be ten Keystone events, open to the world. In the
10-target events the entry win be $1, 15 targets $1,50 aud $3, and
20 targets $3 and $3. All the hotels will gives special rates'

Shooting in Kansas.
Manhattan, Kan., July 23.—Inclosed find scores of match be-

tween teams of six men each from ihe Manhattan Gun ciub of
this city, and the Wamego Gnu Club, 10 targets per man, shot
here to-day. Sweepstake events filled in the day:
Team contest:

Manhattan. Wameeo
G K Helder 101101011-7 G Jenkins 1110110111-8
CRehfeld ,0010010000-3 H Crane 1011101001-fi
GFlagg ..,.1000101111-6 S D Pardee. 11 00010100-4A J McCa.be 000110111O-5 S Deweese 1011011011—7H M Shepherd. .lOOtJOOOOOO-1 H E P.n-ter 1101101011-7
VV Shepherd.... 0010111111-7-33 J T Genu. .. . .'.oi00110111-6-,3S
First event, 10 single bluerocks: G. Jenkins 8. H. Crane 3 A J

MoCabe 4, H. E. Porter 4, C. M. Breese 1, S. Deweese 6. G. Flaag 8*

J. J. Davis 5, S. B. Laid 3. S. D. Pardee 4, J. T. G«nn 6,' N 1 Mavo
3, H. M. Shepherd 7, W. Tegmeir 3, B. Harrop 7, G. K. Helder 7W. Shepherd 5, C. Davis 3.

'

Third event, miss and out, 35 cents entrance, one money H
Crane 1, S. D. Pardee 4, S. Deweese 8, H. M. Shepherd 0, J. T Genu"
1. H. E. Porter 4. W. Shepherd 0, G, K. Helder 4, G. Flagg 0 A JMcCabe 1, G. .Jenkins 2.

'
a. j.

Fourth event, 10 singles, unknown angles, 60 cents entrance
four moneys: A. J. MeCabe 4, (i. Flagg 6, B. Harrop 1 G K Hol-
der 6, H. B. Porter 4, S. Deweese 5, S. D. Pardee 6, G. Jenking 7,
H. Crane 5, J. J. Davis 4, J. T. Genu f, H, M. Shepherd 3

Sixth event, team contest, 5 bluerocks, psr man, two men

North Star Gun Club.
Minneapolis, Minn., July 23.—The following scores were made

at the North Star Gun Club's weelsly shoot yesterday:
Twentv-flve singles: Marshall 24, Nicholson 23, Warwick 33

Hobbs 31, Pike 20, George 10. Marshall won the "Sports amA
Amusements" badge.
Fifteen singles and 5 pairs: Smith 24, Marshall .23 Pike 22

Nicholson 22, Warwick 19, Hobbs 15, George 14. Smith won the
Journal badge and Hernlund the junior badge.
There are t)ut four more shoots to decide the ownership of the

Journal badee, and tho race is a neck and neck one between Smith
Marshall, Whitcomb and Carriel, and the winner cannot be
picked until the last bird is shot at.

The Boston Trap Shooters.
Wellington, Mass.. July 38.—"Dan" Melcher did the best

shooting in the merchandise match under the auspices of the
Boston Shooting Association to-Tay, and it was the first time that
a clean score has been made in the series.

The matcli is at 15 singles aud 5 pairs and he broke them all.
Gale was a good second with 24, and there were several who

broke 23, making the best scores that have thus far been made in
the match.
The scores made in this match follow; Class A—Perry, Stanton

and Sanborn 23. Stone 22, Bradbury 20, Class B—Melcher ,25. Gale
24, Warren 23, Gore 21.

'

Falcon Gun Club.

The members of the Falcon Gun Club still adhere to the old
Long Island rules. H. and T. traps, the bird if killed with second
barrel to count a half bird. Only five competed on Thursday
July 21, at 10 birds each, 25yds. rise for the club's gold medal
John Bohling killed 10 straight with his first barrel and won. The
birds were first class. The score:
JHMoeller 1 0 1 1 1 1 lu 11^—8
J Bohling 1 1111111 1 1-10
J A Herkmam 1 1 1 1 j4 fl lu 1 i—g
JELaeger 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 i-

y

J Meyer 1 1 0 1 }4 ^ 0 1 1 1- T

The Erie Gun Club.

The firie iSruH Club, for the first time in the past three monthf,
held its regular monthly shoot on the date of fixture , the Wed-
nesday succeeding the shoot of the Con^y Island Rod aud Gun
Club, which was last week, July 20, at Woodlatvu Park. Graves-
end. L. I. Each member shot at seven birds, club handicap, mod-
ified Hurlingham rules. J. Plate won the medal and first prize,
C. Plate the second; the third was divided. Owing to the poor
qu Jity of the birds no other event was shot ofl". The score-
H Dohrman 1112112—7 D Lynch 0111012—6
0 Plate 2111011-6 J Schmadeke 1223110—6
JtPlate 1111111—7 0 Mohrman 1112020—5
FGrafiE 0201131-5 M Elssasser 1122011-6
H Janskowski 1121110-6 H Plate 1112110-H
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On the Chesapeake's Shore.

One of the most popular summer resorts for the people of Balti-

more is Tolcbester Bpach. situated on the west shore of Chesa-
peake Bay, twenty-nine miles be)ow the Monumental Oity. The
sail from the city on the three-decker Louise is a delightful one,
leadine-past Fort McHenry, Fort Carroll and other points of inter-

est- The attractions at the heach are of the character to attract
the young people, who flock there in hundreds every day and en-
joy the delights of the carrousel, "Pike's Peak" gravity road,
toboggan shoot, swings and a hundred and one other things. The
place is a strictly temperate one, nothing stronger than soda
water having been sold there for fourteen years. Tbe outfit com-
prises an extensive grove, a base ball diamond, quarter mile driv.
lug track, boat houses, bathing houses, and a well-managed hotel.

Scattered here and there are tables and benches to be used for

lunching. There is also a moderate-sized dancing provilion. Over
a score of saddle horses are kept in connection with the track,
and for a nickel the boys and girls are allowed to take a mile ride.
All the amusements are of an innocent ohara'^ter and there are to
be found none of the usual fake games for fleecing the unwary.
The fishing in the vicinity is excellent, and while the young people
are disporting on the green or under the shady trees, the fathers
and brothers take a hand in trying to fill their creels. Taken al-

together it is one of the best adapted places in the country for
family excnrsions, and every day from June 1 to Oct. 1 the
grounds are crowded.
The grounds proper are about 30ft. above the level of the Chesa-

peake, and just across the hotel lawn, on a level field just, on the
edge of the bluff, occurred on July 18, 19 and 20 one of the most
enjoyable trap-shooting tournaments of the season. This was
the eighth annual tournament of the Baltimore Gun Club, one of
the oldest organizations in the State, and the one which met with
such shabby treatment from the weather biireau in March when
it gave a tournament at Acton's Park in connection with the
Interstate Association. But last week the clerk of the weather
was in a more amiable mood, and excepting for a couple of hours
on tbe 19th the weather was all that could be desire'^.

The shooting began shortly after 11 A- M. on the 18th, at which
hour the sky was clear as a crystal, Old Sol was sending down
warm, very warm raye; there was scarcely breeze enough ^o pro-
duce a ripple on the face of the placid Chesapeake: a quarter of a
hundred shooters were on hand; the great and only "Jack"
Parker from Detroit was hustling hither a,nd thither arranging
to start the sport; General Manager James Malone was casting
his weather eye about and looking pleased at the promising out-
look; "Ned" HaU was seated in the cashier's chair "scooping" in
the shekels, and various other club members were assisting in
various espicities. Beside all this there was the jo'ly, good-na-
tured, steady-nerved old veteran from Washington, "Billy"
Wagner, with the same old "90 per cent, glasses:" Henry Guliok,
and crack of the Capital City and president of the Capital City
Gun Club; tall John P. Miller and his club mate, George VV. Had-
dox, aM the way from Winchester, Va., "just for fun, you know;"
Dr. Fort ("Picus"), from Ellicott City, Md., where he alternately
practices medicine and and revolver shooting, and John A. Hart-
ner, from Ormgeville, Md., who holds the position of recording
secreta.rv of the local club.
This place is not the regular stamping ground of the club, and

consequently there is no club house. bu»- still there was good pro-
vision made for the comfort of the shooters- The traps, ten in
number, were all of the "expert style, with North's electric pull-
ing attachment. In rear of the score iine was a big duck fly,

50ft. long and 15ft. wide, which pro%^ded shelter from the rays of
the hot sun. In rear of this was another fly, 30x2.5, under which
1 he boys also took their ease. To the left of the first mentioned
fly was the cashier's and secretary's tent, and in front of this
tbe blackboard.
To the credit of the officers of this club it must be stated that

on the opening day and to the close of the tournament every one
of them was on the ground, and what is more, each one assumed
his share of the work and also shot in the majority of the events.
This is an exception to the general rule, and is worthy of note.
The officers are E. C. Hall, President; J. P. Jones. Vice-President:
Dr. Haber Smith, Secretarv; John A. Hartner, Recording Secre-
tarv; J. R. Malone, Treasurer and Tournament Manager; J, A.
Williar, Captain. Every one of these officers is not only a good
shot, but an untiring worker as well.
The shooting was under the American Shooting Association

rules, bluerock targets being used. The purses were divided into
40, 30, 30 and 10 per cent., and the sliding handicap devised by
John Parker was used. This handicap, wtiich has been adopted
by the Micliigan State Trap Shooters' League, was fully explained
in Forest and Stream of July 14. It spemed to catch the fancy
of all the shooters present and not a complaint was heard. When
shooting as experts one of three traps only are sprung for each
man. Each alternate event on the programme was at fifteen tar-
gets, for merclaandise prizes, the others being the usual sweep-
stake events. In No. 1, a sweepstake, and No. 2, a merchandise
event, all the contestants shot as amateurs (known angles and
traps). The handicap was not carried forward through the events
in regular succession, but No. 1 handicanped No. 3, No. 3 handi-
capped No. 5. No. 3 handicapped No. 4, No. 4 handicapped No. 6,

and so on. The targets were thrown rather easily. The shooting
throughout was flrst-place, that of Wagner being an exceptional
feature as he broke 141 out of 145 shot at, getting 97 out of his first

hundred. His first 25 were shot under the amateur rule; at 45 he
shot from known traps, unknown angles, and at the others under
the three-trap expert rules. Franklin also had his "shootipg
clothes on," as his average of 95.17 will show. Cantler with 92.41
and Hartner with 90 were also "out for blood." Ducker was only
one bird short of 90. The events were as follows: No. 1, 10 sin-
gles, $1 entry; No. 3. 15 singles, $1-50; No. 5, 20 singles, $2; No. 7,

10 singles, $1; No. 9, 15 singles, $1.50. Nos. 3. 4. 6, 8 and 10 were
merchandise events at 15 singles, 75 cents entry.
The following table shows the result of each match, along with

the average of those who shot in five or more events. An asterisk
(*) before the score shows that the contestant shot under expert
rules; a dagger (+) under the North expert rule, all others being
amateurs: l!S3Uo67S9 10 Average.
Edward 11 14 13
Brown 7 11 14 10 *15 9 6 14 13 t7
Vance 7 8 13 10 +13 9 7 13 13 7
Llnday 5 .. .. 15 17
Malone 6 12 10 11 .. 12 8 14 .. ..

Jorey 10 11 *8 11 .. 13 9 14+15+13
Franklin 10 15 *14 *13 m 13 +10 15 *14 *15
Smith 9 li +'3 +13 +15 11
Cantler 9 15 +13 *15 +18 *13

Hartner 10 13 *J4 14 *18 +13

Willey 9 10 +11 13 19 14

Haddox— , 9
Wagner 10
Miller 8
Osborn , 10
Henry,... 9
Ducker 8
Bonday... 9
Parker 9 13+14
Willies
Mattingly 10 11
Linthicum , . 13
Hall , 13

11 w 13
9 14 +14 +15
8 14 .. +13

+8 +11 13 11
8 12 14 .

*9 *14 +15 +15
7 U .. ..

8 11 .. 13
9 13 +15 13
9 13 +14 15
10 11 .. ..

10 15 *13 *11
14 19 +15 13
13 19 13 +8 14 w +13

13 +12 JO 18 12
15 *14 *14 *20 +15
11 12 11 17 13
11 *10 13 16 12

14 +12 +14 17 +13
13 .. 15 17 *13
12 +13 12 16 11

14 *I8 +12

14 12

73.10
60,60

1%M
8S.35
95.17
83.30
P2.41
90
82.07
83.07
97.24
80.86
80
88 37
89.23
80.86

83.50

S8!57+13 10
Ereeland 12 13 .. .. 4
In the last merchandise event Edward Mattingly, Jorry, Smi h

Williar. Hartner, Osborne and Parker shot off, mi=s and out tor
third prizes, which were won by Parker and Hartner.
Below is the detailed score of event No. 5, at ^ singles, 83

entry:
*Parker . .11111111011101111111-18 Willey. . . .11111111011111111111-19
*FranklinllllllH111111111101—19 Haddox. ..11110111111011111111—18
* Wagner. lllllllllllllUlUH—30 Bonday. . .11010011111111101110—16
*Hartner..U111111111101111110-18 Mattingly11111111111111110111-19
*Brown . ..10101111101011111110-15 Ducker. . .01111111111011111110-17
+Smith . ...11111111111111010000-15 Henry... .11111111111111011100-17
+Vance. . .01001011101111011010-12 Miller. . . .01101111101111111111-18
+Cantler. .11110110111111111111-18 Williar . . .lOllllOllUlUmill-19
Osborn . . ..01111011110110111111-16 Linday . . .10111110111011111111—17
The majority of the shooters took the two-hour boat ride to

Baltimore in tbe evening, but some dozen of them remained at
the Tolchester Hotel over night, when they were lulled to sleep
by the swash of the water on the shore, this being about the only
sound heard after 9 P. M. There were some half-dozen guests
besides, but at the hour named all hed retired. While an ex-
tremely pleasant place during the day it is dull enough to please
the most fastidious after the evening boat steams away. There
is positively no way of passing away the time during the evening,
not even a drink of soda water being procurable.

Tuesday, the Second Day,

opened with a portentous haze in the air. which gave notice that
either rain or intense heat might be expected. When the Louise
cast off her fastenings from the Light street wharf alight sprinkle
set in, but this lasted only a few moments. At 11 o'clock, when
she was made fast to the Tolchester pier, the sun was shining,
but the before-mentioned haze was stiU hovering about, a^d.

before 13 o'clock the rain began to fall again. This was another
short-lived shower, however, as the sun som reappeared, only to

disappear at intervals, dtiring each of which there was a shower.
None of these bursts, however, interfered with the sport of the
day.
This was expected to be the big day of the meeting, the premier

attraction being the match for teams of ten men each at 25 blue-
rock targets per man, $10 entry per team for cash prizes of $50,

f-25 and $10 respectively to first, second and third best teams.
This was a much talked of event for which teams were entered
by the Capital City Gun Club of Washington, D. C; Standard
Gun Olnb of Baltimore and the Baltimore Gun Club, These
teams had met in the arena before, and so evenly were they
matched that the odds in favor of any one of them were very
light. The shoot was called about 1:30 P.M., and I am fain to

confess that it was one of the most hotly contested affairs held
for many a day. The work of the Capital City team, who won
flrpt prize, was away above the average, their score of 2413 out of
250 targets being so far as 1 can learn the highest on record. The
first man on the list breaking only 19 out of his 35 targets seemed
to have no effect on his team mates other than to stimulate them
to more careful work, not a man going below 23. While the
average of the team was 93.80, the last nine men averaged 94.66.

Mattingly who was first on the list has recently passed through a
severe illness, otherwise he would have rolled the aggregate up
still higher.
The team of the Standard Gun Club was also in fine lettl", as

its total of 237 breaks will show, this being an average of 90.80.

The Baltimore Gun Club, which up to this time had a clean record
of wins for all matches shot, was » way below its usual form, be-
side being short of some of its regular team members. Th^re is

a great deal of allowance to be made for Malone, who made the
low total of 14 breaks. All day on Monday and up to the time the
team match was called on Tuesday "Jimmy" had been bustling
hither and thither looking after the general running of affairs,

beside taking nart in the various events. The result was that
when called upon to shoot on the team his nerves, which had
been on a taut tension all along, failed him, as was perfectly nat-
ural. To play the part of "chief hustler" at a two days' phoot,
with the mercury well up in tbe 90'3 is not the best thing in the
world to fit a man to undergo the strain of a team contest. The
Standtrd team claimed to be short one or two good men, while
the Capital Gitys were minus the great and only .Joe Hunter.
Previous to the team shoot the programme events were being

hustled off, the opening contest having thirty-three entries.

About noon the par'y was called upon to welcome Wm. F. Sum-
merson, of Staunton, Va., who can be depended upon to be on
hand whenever he is able to find a chance to pursue tiis favorite
pastime. The shooters all gave him a hearty greeting. The work
thoughout the day was of a high order as a look over the table of

averages will show. Wagner was in maguiflcpnt form, rolling up
an average of 98.26 and making a run of 67 straight before losing a
target. Cantler with 95 20, Jack Parker with 93 60. Ducker with
93.33, Buckbpe with 91 24, and Mills and Evans with 90.13 each also
showed to good advantage. In event No. 2 at 15 singles with
thirty-three entries the average was 88.88, and in No. 5 at 25 sin-

gles with twenty-four entries the average was 88. This is a fine

ten-men teams, 35 targets per man. f10 entry per team; No. 5, 25

targets. $5 entry; No. 6, 15 targets, $2 entry; No. 7, 5 pairs, $1 en-
try; No. 8, 10 singles, $1 entry. Results and averages:

1 s s U 5 e 7 8 Averaae.

10 *15 "15 25 24 15 9 98.26
8 13 .. 34 32
8 14 14 23 24 93 .'33

8 13 13 35 23 15 10 10 93.60
9 14 +13 24 20 13 86.08
9 .. +9 18

10 13 *14 23 33 13 8 9 82.40
14 10

6 .. 13 19

9

Brown
Franklin
Malone
Miller
Happers. 8

Mills 10 13 *11 24 24 16

Arnold - 9 14 +13 23 ,. ,.

Evans 10 12 *10 25 24 14

Bond 6 15 14 35 33 14
Haddox. 7

Tracy 8 12. H 21 .. ..

Clements 9 13 .. 21 .. ..

Lupas 7 13 .. 24
Buckbee 8 14 13 34
Price 9 14 .. 23
Pruitt 9 13 +14 23 21 14
Happer, Jr 9 15 +13 23 30 ..

Davall 7 15 .. 34 15 15
Willey 9 12 +7 . . 16 . . . . 7

Fristo 10 14 *13 23 23
Bonday 6 10 13 .. 25 14 9 10
Hartner 9 15 .. 32
Barker.... 7 11 13 .. 23 10 .. ..

Cantler 10 13 *12 35 24 14 10 10

90.43
89.56

15

8 8

2

91,34

8S"'
88.88
88
60
88.88
87

78;75
95.20
8'*.69Smith 10 14 +14 20 22 15

Lindsay 9 12 .. .. 21
McCloud 8 13 .. 25
Williar 7 12 .. 33 34
Hicks 13 13 23
Mattingly 14 11 19 31
Euston 13 14
Jorey 13 13 21 9
Spikes 14 .. 39
Hall..... 24 19 .... 8 . ..

Summerson.. 23 13 8 10
Taylor. 11

Edward 10
S Cantler 13
Mauldin 7
Warfield 6 ......

THE GREAT TE.iM CONTEST.

Capital City Gun Club.

Mattingly-.. llinOlllOOllOOlllOllini-19
Mills. 111101111111011111 1111111-24
Fristoe 0111011111111111101111111-23
McCloud 1111111111111111111111111-35

Osborn HllllllllllU 11111111110-34
p rnitt 11111101nil 11111 1111 1191-23
Wagner 11lilllllllllllllUini 11-25
Arnold 1101111111111111111011111-33
Happer, Jr 101 111111111101 1111111111-23
Gullck 0111111111111111111111111-34-333

Standard Gun Club.
Franklin HllllllllllU 11111110110—23
J orry 101 lllllll 101011011111111-21
Bva,ns 1111111111111111111111111-25

Price 0111111101111111111111011—33

Dovall. 1011111111111111111111111-34

Hicks • imiinilOllllllOllllOll—32
Tracv 1100111011011111111111111—31

Lupas 1111111111111111111011111—24

Buokhee 1111111110111111111111111 -34
Clements 0110111111111110111110111-21-237

Baltimore Gun Club.
Ducker lllllOOllllllimiimill-33
Parker 1111111111111111111111111-35

Smith 1101111101110111111111010-90

Hartner 1111101101 : Oil 1 1111111111-23

HaU 1101111111111111111111111-24

Bond 1111111111111111111111111-35

Cantler .1111111111111111111111111-25

Malone 0100111110010100110011110-14

Brown 01001 11100110101111111111-18

Williar 11111011111 11111111111001-22—318

No. 6, 25 targets, $5 entry:
Linday 1110011111111011111011111—31

Willy \ 0100101111010010111111110—16

S Pikes 1lOUl 1011111011001 110111-19

M ller 1111101011101101101111101—19

Hall .0001100111111111111101111—19

Wagner limilll111011111 1111111—24
Mattingly 0111101111101111111111101-21

Pruitt, 1110111111001011111111111-21

Parker ... 1111111111111111110111110-23

Mills 1111111111111111111111110-24

Henry 1011111111110101111001111-20

Happer, Jr 101110110111 1 OIllHI 111111-20
Frcstoe. 1111111001111101111111111-23

Barker 11 11111110111101111 11UU—33
Evans 1011111111111111111111111—24

1 Bond lllllllOllllUlKXllll 1111-22
Osborn 1110101111111111111111110-33

Franklin • 1111111111100111111111111—33

DuvaJi ,.iimmmiiujmiiiiii-35

Oaufcler 1111111111111111111111110-34
Summerson 1111111011111111101111111-33
Ducker lllinUllOllllllllllllll-24
Smith 1111011111110111111011111-22
Williar lUlOOmoimill UUlll 1-24
Bonday 1111111111111111111111111-25

Wednes(^ai), the Final Day,

was another intensely hot day up to 3 P.M. At that hour a re
freshing breeze sprung UP, and the rest of the day was passable
A t noon H. A. Penrose, president of the Standard Keystone Tar-
get and Trap Co., of New London, Conn., arrived on the grounds
and took part in the snort. The attendance was rather light,
there being no special features as on the previous day, excepting
a match f"r teams of three men each nt 25 targets per man. The
shooters matched to suit themselves, first place being won by the
"Country Team" of the Baltimore Gun Club who broke 73 out of
76 targets. The scores foUow:

Parker 1111111111111111111011111-23
Osborn 1110101101111101111100111-30
Summerson lllOlOlllOlllllU 11111111—23—65
Penrose 1111111101111111101110111-22
Hartner 1111111111 1111 11 1111 11110-24
Cantler 1011111111111111111111010-23-68

Bond 11111111 IIIIIIIIII1IUIII-25
Ducker 1111111111111111111111111-35
Bondy 11111011111111111011 111 11—S8—731

Hall nilllOOlOllOlllOlinoiOOl-16
.Jorev ..llimiOIOllllllllllOlUl-23
Smith 1111110111010111111111111—23-63

The scores in tabulated form are shown below. No. 1 was at 10
targets, 81 entry. No. 3, 15 targets, $5 entry, for merchandise
prizes. No 3, team race, 3 men teams, 25 targets per man. $B
entry per team. Nn. 4, 15 targets, 75 cents entry, fo" merchandise
prizes. No. 5. 10 single^, $1 ertry. No. 6, 15 singles, 75 cents entry,
fT merchandise prizes. No. 7 10 singles, $1 entry. No. 8, 5 pairs,
$1 entry. No. 9 and 10, 10 singles. 81 entry:

9 10 Average,.

73.30
90.76
80.00
79.33
93.33
78.75
89.33
80
86

8 9

'(J
'6

9 8 85.!

1 a S h 5 6

Willpy ., 8 11 .. 10 8 10 .

Parker 10 13 23 15 *9 »13
Summerson 10 15 22 *8 *7 13
Penrose 8 14 23 +12 8 11
Hartner 9 15 24 *13 +8 15
Jory 7 10 23 10 13 .

Bind

10

13 25 15 *8 13
Bon-lay 7 9 33 13 9 11
Cantler 14 33 +13 +9 11
Smith 9 10 21 .. .. 14 ,

Malone 10 13 . . . . *5
Oaborns 9 14 20 +14 +5 +13 .. 9 .. .. 83
Wood 10 7
scantier 10
Ducker 14 25 +13 .. 15
Hall 11 16
Hooper 8 8
C Smith 5

It was about 6 o'clock when the tournament was brought to a
close, and twenty minutes la^er a tremendous thunder shower
came up, the rain falling in torrents for nearly an hour. Such a
hurryicig and scurrying to escape the elements is seldom seen.
Scattered about the grounds were nearly 3,(JQ0 excursionists,
abot three-fourths of wnm were ch ildren dressed in the lightest
of summer clothes. These all made a mad rush for the Lotxi.se,

as though that was their only safety. Once on board it was found
that owing to the fact that the heavy blow had sent a large por-
tion of the water off the fiats the steamer was hard aground, and
it was only by driving ahou^, one-half the people to the .shore that
she was floated. Before the boat reached the Monumental City
the shower passed by, the sky was clear and the rest of the night
was intensely warm.
From start to finish the tournament was a very pleasant att'air,

with good management and the best of good feeling prevailing.
The attendance was equal to the average tournament ""'f the day,
and in fact was considerably above some of them. The officers
and members of the home club did all in their onvver to cater to
the comfort of their guest«. The targets md traps worked well
and the merchandise prizes were of sufficient value to put vim
into the contests. The club was satisfled with its venture despite
the fact tnat on Tuesday evening some vandal stole about fSO
worth of prizes, including a gold-headed silk umbrplH. These
prizes were made good by the management. C, H. Townsend.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
Utica, N. Y., July 23.—The regular shoot of the Oneida County

Sportsmen's Association took place here to-day, thp weather con-
ditions being fine. A light westerly wind was blowing- The
conditions were 25 kingbird targets per man, thrown from 5 king-
bird traps, A. S. A. rules. Contest No 1 was the regular club
prize shoot and No. 3 was for the club medal. The results:
Club shoot:

Kilbourne 1111111111111111111100111-23
Hunter 1111111111111111111111111-25
Penning 1110100111110110111111011-19
BBoth iimiiinmiioniiiiiii-34
K'ages. lOlOOCOlllOOlloOOlOlOOOl 1—11
Hicks 1011000(.)0010010111100010()-10

Weed 1010HU11111 1 11 01 001 0111—19
Knowlton 11111110111111 1111 1 11 Oil1-23
Mayhew lllllllllOlUlOllllllllll—33
Gates lllUllOllllOliniOlOlllll—20
Sherman .0001100011001111111100111-1.5
Mizney 0011101111110111010111011—18
Pfeiffer 1111111111111011111111111—24
Smyth 1111101111111111111111001-32
El lio 11 111111111111111111lllllll- 25
Badge shoot:

Hunter 11111111 lllllll 111 1111111-25
Booth 11111111 111111 1 1101111111—34
Smvth 11111111 1011111111111 1111-24
Kilbourne 1111001101111111111111111-23
Henning OOOlllOllOOlOl 10000111111-13
Knowlton 1101111011111i:illlllll01-32
Klages 110110100110010^.
Ma V hew 1IHHOl 111 10101111111111—32
Elliott...... 1111110111 w.

Sherman 1001010110111110001010101—14
J Pfeiffer 0100011110011001000101111—13

Passaic City vs. Boiling^ Springs.

The members of the Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club
journeyed from Rutherford to Passaic on July 16, ann shot a
match against the Passai • City Gun Club, on the latter's grounds.
The weather was delightful and the mpmbeis of the home club
exerted themselves to make the visitors feel at home. The grottnds
were in splendid condition, and the traps and targets worked per-
fectly, as they invariably do at this place. The match was for
teams of 10 men each, at 36 targets per man, the scores being ap-
pended:

Passaic City Gun Club.

Abbott 1110011010111111110011010—17
Kplley OOOOOOlllin 1001 OlOOOfKlll-1

1

Wise union 1 1 11UHll 11101 '1-33
Gaston 011101111 niinion 11 1111-23
Coman 111111110101 UUOlOllOllO -19
Shaw 1111111111111111111111110-24
Vermerol HH 11011001111 1 111111100-20
Kevitt . . 1011110111001101111111101—20
Jellfme 1011110111001101111111101—19
Hemion 0010110111110011 011011111-17-193

Boiling Springs Gun Club.

Paul 0101111111101111111010110-19

frank lOOOOlllOlllOOUOl 0001101-13
Coe 0101001100011100011011011-13

Wood 1 lonooiiuiui loioin 1011—1 s
Jennerette 101111001011101100101011 1-16
(1 Collins inilOOlOOOOlOOlOlOlllOOOO-10

James UU 111101111 100011100110-18
Meyer 10101101001 1011111101 1011-1

7

VfcM 1001000101000110100001101—10

W Henry 0010110100111111101110010-15-149

Chained to Business?

Can't go flshingV Make tbe best of it. Read Forest and Stbeam.
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The Peoria Shooting' Club.
P-EOHIA. 111., July 16.—The annual tournament of the Peoria

Shooting Oiuh was opened on July 13 and elnspd lo-niffht. The
phoot. was held at Tontv Park, about four miles north of Peoria.
The weather on the opening day was extremely warm and in
consequence the attendance was light. Among those who were
PI^??"'^,'^.»8 t]'^^

Hon. Thos. A. Marshall, of Keithbnrg; Rexroat,
pf\ irgint»; Ppuup, of Decatur: Tho=<. Tavlor and Wm. Dunn, of
Jacksonville; Chas. Williard. of the Colt Gun Oompnny, and Ed
Bingham, of Moutgoraeiy, War/I & Cn.. Chicago; Pendergrast
Mead, Haggerty and Reflman. of St. Louis; Soloman, of Snriue-
field; and Budd, of Des Moines.
On Tliursday the heat made the shooting anything but pleasant

ami most oi the shooters decided to start for home. Under the
rapid-firing system a three-days' shoot will give all the shooting
one desires. There is renlly no pleasure in this style of shooting
and the majoritv of Americans will gladly welcome a return to
the old style, under the old National rules, when they can do
away with the machine work of shooting from known traps at
known angles. The sooner we return to old times the better
Below are the results of the various events:

No. 1 15 siuglps. $1.50 pntrance:
Prendergast.

.
.011101111111111-1.3 Tde .lllllnilinoiOl—13

Hagerty 111111111111110-14 L J McGee ....101111111110111-13
Mead 111111111111111-1.'-, Fontier llllinilimil-15
Walbert lUlJOlllllllll-U Powers llllOllllUllll-U
Disfm 111111 1 1 1 0 111 1 1-] 4 Rex Ill 111 1 1 1111111-1

5

Boring 111111110011111-13 Budd llllHOllllllll-W
F Nelson 111111111111110-14 l^mery lUllllOlllOlll- 13
Brawn 111111001111011-13 Black 111111111111111-15
Pngh inillllimin-16 Plattner 111110111111111—14
No. 3, 15 singles. $1 .50 entrance:

Walport 1 111101111 10(^00-10 Dixon lUOOli 11 101110-11
Poe... . lllimilin 111-1.5 Black J 11 1 11111111111-15
Pondetill llUlOnnnni-14 Portier OllllOlOOllllin-io
Hagerty.. .,..110111111111101-13 Howett llllOOlllOlUll-13
Porders llllllOllllini-14 E 0 Barilett . .111111110111111-14
Budd lllinuinilll-lh Fritz 101111011100111-11
Rex llllilllllinil-15 Child'^ 100111001011000- 7
Nelson 111111 lOKiOlOlO-10 Schilling 011111001111011-11
Aleafl. . ..... .... .111111111111111-15 Brown. lOOlllOllllUll-ia

Buriug .111111011111111—14
Grim 111111111111111-15
Budd 111111111111111-15

No. 10. 15 singles. S3.50 entrance:

Pu\'§^^'^\\\\- i%%\%%^^^^^^
imooiniiioio-11

Po wers 11 1111imill 11— 1

5

Kagerty 1111111101111)11-13
Bingham 1011110 LI 011111—12
Wlllard IIOIOIIIOOOOIU- 9
Rpx 111011111111111-14

Mead.... .....111111111111111-15
Budd 111111111111111-15
Taylor 101 1 111 1101 001 L-14
Solomon 111011001001101-
Penegan 111011100111110-1.
Wpst 111111111110101-13

No. 11, 15 singles. |3 60 entrance:
Pugto

• • 111111111111110-14 Ha-erty I llOllllllOlUl-lS
Marshall 111111101111110-13 Bingham 101111111111110-13
Solomon 111110011111001—11
Budd< - .111111111111111-15
Taylor 101111111111111-14
Powers 111111111111011—14
Penegan 111111111111011-13
No. 13, 20 singlpp, $2 pntrance:

Hagerty. .10011111011111110010-14

Walpert Ill 101111 00 1 Oil -11
Wlllard .111111011110110-13
Coywood .....111111111101100—13
Rex 111111111111110-14
West lOCOllOUllllll-ll

Willard...10111011111111111111-18

No. 3. 15 singlefi
Pendergrss. . . .111111111001111—13
Pugh 111111101111111-14
Powers llimiUOlllU—14
Hagerty 100111111111101-13 Mead 111101111111111-14
Fontier .111111111110111—14 Brown 111111110111101—13
Ide lOUOin 1101101—11
Nelson OlOlUOlOlOlldl— 9
Walpert 1111 11111011011-13
DiKon. m 111111111111-15
Harris 00011 1 1111 010 11-10
Rex 111111111011111—14
L J McG"ugh.011010imilllO-ll
No. 4. 20 singlps. $2 entrance:

Peuder. . . 11101111110111111011-17
Pugh llllllUllllllOlllll-19
Powers.. .10111111111111111111-19
Hex 11 1 11 111 111111111111-20
McGough. 10110011111111111111—17

Homett 1011 111 OnoilOOO- 8
Black 111111111111111-15
Gillen 110101 1 11101011—1

1

Plattner 011111111111111-14
Fritz , .. 011111111110111—13
Bartlett 011111110100111-11
Coulton 101111111001001—10

Mead 11111111111111111111—20
Budd lllllinilJ 111 111111-20
Welpert. .1111100101 lOUUlOii-is
Foriier....1111 011111011011 1100-15

„ - DeMarr. .10011111101101111010—14
Hagerty.. 11111111111111101111—19 Grimm. ...lllllllUlllllllllll-20
Dixnn 11101111111111111101-18 Black 11111111111110111111-1!!
Bouring.. 11111 111111111110011-18 Plattner. .lOnillllUlinillll-lO
Brown... 11011111111101011111-17 Bartlett. .lOUllOlUU 1 1101000-14
No. 5, 25 singles:

Haetrty 1111111111111111111101111-34
Pender 110111100111011111 11 1 1111-31
Budd 1111111111111111111111111-25
Powers llllllUllllllllllllllIll-35
Pugh 1111111111111111111111111-25
Rex nil 111 lin 11101 111 1 1 1111—24
Dixon Ill 1 1 11n 11 1 111 lllOOOll 1 1-23
Walpert Ill 1 11 1010111 001 00 1 00101 0-15
Jj J McGough lOOOliniUllllllinoUOl—20
Marshall 111111 1 11111011111111 1110-23
Black 111110111111111111)101111-23
E Wright OOlOlOlOOOOllOOOOllOOllOl-lO
No. 6, 10 singles, $1 pufrar ce:

Pngh 1111111110- 9 Fortier 11110011 U— 8
Friiz 1111 111011— 9 Budd llllUllOl— 9
Dixon 1010111011—7 Mead 1111111111-10
Marshall 1111111111—10 Ciolder 1111111001— 8
Powers 1111111111-in Black 1111110111— 9
Wright UOOUOOIOO— 3 Grimm llOllllUl— 9

L JMcGoagh 1111101101— 8
Howfttt 1101111100— 7
DeMarr lOUlIOOOO— 5
Plattner 1111111110- 9
Shilling 0111011111- 8

Rex 1111111111—10
Walpert 1100111011- 7
Brown 1101110111— 8
Hagerty 1111011110- 8
Pengrass 1111110111— 9

Nelson- 1110111011- 8

No. 7, 10 singles, $i.r^Q entrance:
Pugh 1111111011— 9 Povyers 1111111111—10
Hagerty 1111101111- 9 Mead lllllUlll-IO
Marshall 1111111111—10 Fritz 1111111111—10
Pend-^r 1111111111—10 Taylor 0111111111— 9
Black 1111111111-10 Fahnestock lllllOilOl- 8
Dixon 1111111101- 9 Grimm lOlllHloi- 8
Rex mil nil- 3 Spink iifloniiii- s
Wright lOOlOOOOOO- 3 Shilling 0100111111- 7
Budd 1111111111-10 Read .0111100111- 7
No, 8, 15 singles. $1.50 enfranre:

Pugh .111101111111101-13 Walpert 111111111111111-15
Powers 111111111011011—13 Hagerty 111111111111010—13
Marshall 111111111110111-14 Grim 111111111111111-15
B'ahuestock. ...111111011011111— 13 Plattner 111111111111011—14
Rex in nil 11111111-15 Black m 11111111 1 1 11-15
Gnle 010111011110111—11 Demose OllOOlOOGlllOOl— 7
Dixon 111011111111111—14 Mead 11111111 1111111-15
Taylor Illllliailll0l-14 Peuderse nilllllOllllll-14
Harrase IIOOIOIIOIOOIII— 9 Budd 111101011111111—13
Wright 0101011 '0000011- 7 Howett 110011110111110-11
Brown -...lllinillOlllll-13 Fortier 1111111 llOlOni-1

3

Gilies OllolOlUllini-ia Fritz OllU 1111111111-1

4

No. 9, 15 single^, $1,50 enfance:
Marshal 111111111111111—15
Budd 111111111111111-15
Pow«rs 1 Ulllll 111 1 11 1- 1

5

Pugh.... lllllllinilllO-14
Pendergast.... 1111101111111111-13
Hagerty iOlllliniiniO-13
Taylor 111111111111101-14
Rex lllllinillllll—15
Walpert 111101111111111-14
No. 10, 10 singles, SI pntrance:

Marshal ..1111111111-10
Riel ...1110111111—

Dixon lUlOlllinniO—13
Wright 011000011110100— 7
Mead 111111111111111-15
Black 11 1101 1 1 1111111— 1

4

Grim 101111111111100-13
Fritz 1111111 10111011—13
Fahnestock. . 111111110100111—13
Splianon 1111111111 llUl- 15
Spellman 1110001 1 1 111111—13

Powers 1111010011— 7
Budd 1011111111- 9

Pugh 1111111111—10 Fahnestock 1111111111—10
Bingham .0011111111— 8 Walpert 1111111111—10
Dixon ..1111111111—10 Howett lllllOini— 9
Wright 0110100001— 4
Taylor 1111111101- 9

Peudergras llllOlllll— 9
Hagerty lllullllll— 9
No. 11, 5 pairs:

Perdrase 11 10 11 11 11— 9
Hagerty 11 11 10 11 11— 9
Walpwt 10 10 11 11 11— 8

Brown 01 10 01 01 11— 6
Pugh 11 11 11 10 11— 9

Mar-hall 10 11 II 10 00- 6

Mnshier 10 01 10 10 10- 5

Frilz no 01 10 11 10— 5

Spink 11 11 11 11 11—10
No. 12, 20 "inglop. $3.50 entrance:

Spink 1111110110— S
Grim OUllOllll- 8
Fortier 1101111111— 9
Black imiiniO- 7

Spellman 01 01 10 10 10— 5
Solomon 11 11 10 10 11— 8
Black 11 00 11 10 11- 6
Power 11 11 10 01 11— 8
Rex 11 n 11 11 11-10
Bighorn 10 01 11 10 11— 7
Budd 11 11 10 11 11— 9
Taylor 10 00 10 11 11— 6
Fahnestock ....11 10 10 11 10- 7

Power. . ..mil I iniiiiiiiiini-20
Pugh . . . .111111111101111111111—19
Pender-
gras.... 0100010w

Spel lminlOOllOimOinilllin-16
Wal pert . Ill 1 11111 0111111111 11-19
Tavlor... 111111111111111111111-20
B i nghamll 1 111 1 11111 1 01 1UUl-l 9
Budd... 1 1 inimim nil 1111-18
MarshaU 111111111111111111 111—30

Hagerty . .01 111111111111111111—1

9

Howptt. . .11111101111111110111—18
Wright. . .11111101011011101010—14
Fa hnesi'k 1 llll 1111111 11111 101—19
Solomon..innilinillllll011—17
Rex 11111111111111111011-19
l<'ortier. . . 1011 llOOOlllll 01 1111-1

5

G'im lion 101 iioiinioiii-16
Black llllllllin 111111111—20

The Second Day.

No 9, ISsingl-^ il.yO entrance.:
Bowers 111111111111111—15
Marshall 110111111111111-14
Walpert 011111111110111—13
Penegan 111111111111111-15
Push... 111111111011111—14
West .......... lOniOlllll 1111-13
Mead 11111 11111 11011—14
Taylor, limilUlllI 10-14

Hager ty OlllUlllHOllC-l 2
Res 111011111111111—14
Willard n 111 nil UOl 11-14
Bingham 111110111111110—13
Budd 111011111110110—13
Solomon 011111111111111—14
Shilling loiioiionnno-n

j

Pugh nniiniiiiiinmi-3o Rex niniiiiiinnnoii-i9
Bingham

.
110

1
Oil 1 11111 1 mil 1-18 Bud d lini 111 IHOll 1 1 1 1 10-18

Marshall .OllOinilliminilO -17 Taylor.... nnmOlllllOlOlon-16
Powers. . . .10111111 llUl 11111 1 1-19 Solomon ..nillllOOniOl 110110-15
Pendcrg'tinnO110411inioni-17 West UlllOlllinilinOll-18
No. 1.3, 25 singles, $2.-50 entrance:

Mead 1111111101111101111111111-23
Pendergast llliniinilllllllinnoO-23
Pugii niiiiioi 1111 iniini 1111-24
Powers iminiimioiinonini—33
Hagerty 1111111111011011110110111—31
y^alpert 0111101111111111101111101-21
Marsh«ll llini 111111mmm 1111-25Bmeham nnnnTllinillini 1111-35
Snlomon 1101111110101111011010110-18

ionmiiiiniiniimiii-24
Wlllard 1010011101111110011011001-16
Redman 1111111111011101111101101-21
Ta\ior onnmnnnonmii 111-23
B d , in 1 11 1inomimi > loni -33
West niiooiiiiioimiiiinoii-2i
•^rita 1110111011111111111111111-23
No. 14, 5 pairs, %1 50 entrance:

Pendergast..... 10 11 11 11 10— 8
Pugh 11 10 11 10 11- 8
Marshall 11 11 11 10 11- 9
Redman 00 10 10 11 00— 4
Rex 10 n 01 11 11— 8
Solomon 10 11 10 10 11- 7

Bingham 00 11 11 11 10- 7
Hagerty 10 11 11 10 11— 8
Taylor 11 11 11 01 11- 9
Budd 10 11 11 10 11- 8
Powers 10 11 11 11 11— 9
Fritzinger 10 11 11 II 11— 9

Thorn 10 n 10 01 11— 7 Barr 11 10 10 10 11- 7
Walpprt 11 n 10 10 10- 7 Mead 11 11 11 11 11-10
Stringer 01 01 01 00 01- 4 West 11 10 10 10 01- 6
No. 15, 10 singles. 81.50 entrance:

Pugh OmiOllll- 8 West 1111111111-10
Powers Ill 1111111—10
ConneUy 101 01 00111- 6
Marshall 1111100111— 8
Barr 1111111111-10
Willard 1111101111— 9
Oapp noiiooin- 7
Caywood 1111011010- 7
Leavitt 1001111110— 7
Solomon 1001110111- 7
Tavlor 1111111111—10
No. 16, 15 singles. |l 5ii -n'ran^e:

Budd lllimilinill—15
Bl4ck Ill 1 0 1 11111 1111—14
Mead 111111 1 11111 110—14
Powden 111110111110111—13
Marshall 111111111111111-15
Rough 011111111111111—14 .
Hagerty 111111111111110-14 Barr lOOl 00011010101

-

Walpert lllllllinnilO-14 Solomon n 1111111111110-14
Brill 111011000001010- 7 Pendrass 111111110111111-14
Oapp llllOOininon-13 Taylor llOOlllllinm-13
No. 17, 30 sineles, $3 entrance:

Paugh niimnii iiniiiii-20 Dixon . . . .iiiiiiiionoinoini-17
Marshall .11111111111111111111-20 Budd niimnillllllllll-20
Conelley..n01inninilllin0-18 Walpert.. 01111111111111111111-19
Hagerty..llOnilliniinnilO-18 Penogragsllllinillllllllllll-20
Bingham. lOllOllllinilUOllO—Kj Willson. . .10110111101111111110-16
Powers. . .11111111111111111110-19 Solomon. .10011111111011101010-14
Redman.. 01111011110111001100-13 Taylor. .. .11111111110111 nilll-19
Rex 11101111111111111111-19

milm 11-10
Redmen linilllOl— 9
Budd 1111111111-10
Walpert OOllOlllll—
Black 1111110111-
Price 0111110100-
Bmgham 11111 UlOO—
Hagpriy 1111111111-10
Rendvan ..llllllillO— 9

Binglow 111111 1 11111111-1

5

0-nley 111111110111101-13
West niniioniioi-13
Ceywood 101110111111111-13
Bex innioiimiii-15
Redman 111111011111010—12

No. 18, 15 singles. $Z entrance
Bingham 011111111111111-14
Hagerty 11011 1111111011-13
Marshall 110111011111101-12
Dixon nnminmii-io
Powers nnnmmm-ifi
Pugh 1111010111 10110-11

Conolley llininoinill—14
Barr 011111101101111-13
Copp noiiiiimoni-13
Rex 111111111111110-14
Redman 111001111111111-13
Solcmon 101011111111111-1

Pend Omoi 111 101111-13 Taylor !

'.Ill nillini110-15
Wiison inn 1111011111-1

4

West loiimmiiioi - 13
Budd 111010lOniUll-12
No, 19, 10 singles, $1 entrance:

Marshall llllllim—10
Wilson nioonin— 8
Pend 0111111110- 8
Pngh iioinini- 9
Ross 0000110111— S

Walpert 110111111110101—1:.
Mead millinnillO-14

Hagerty 1110111111— 9
Capp 1001111111- 8
Walpert OlOnilOOO- 5
Rex 1111111111-10
Barr 1111011011-8

Dixon OOllinilO— 7 Powers.. 1111111111-10
Bingham 0111111111- 9 Budd 1011111111— 9
Taylor 1111011111— 9 Redman 1101011111— 8
Solomon 0111111110— 8
EKtra No. 1, 10 singles, $1.60 entrance:

Marshall.. 7 Barr. 7
Pugh 10 Fritz 8
Bingham.. 10 Budd 10
Williams 8 Solomon 4 Oonners C
Extra No. 2, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance:

Pugh 15 Tivlor 13
Wilson 14 Marshall 14
Powers 15 Solomon 8
Rex 14 H'sgerty w
No. 20, 15 singles, $1,50 entrance:

Marshall 111111110001111-13 Bex 111111111101111-14

Rex. 9
Redman 8
Powers 10

Price 10
Binglo vv 13
Leviit 13
Redmond 14

Redman OOlOlllOOOOUOl- 7
Budd 111111111111111-15

PEN 010011110111000— 8
Hagerty 010111111111101—13

Pugh 101011111111111-13 Pawdori 111111111111110-14
Duer . .

.101111101111111-13 Gilen 110010111110001— 9
No. 31. 15 singles ent.rarce $3.50:

Marshall 111111111111111-15
Hagerty mmOOllCO. 01-10PEW llinilOlllllll-14
England lllllllOmini-14
Middleton . . . .111010011110111-11
Rex lllllllllllinn-14
No. 33, 15 singien. I1..50 entrance:

Dunn niiniOl 111111-14
Bud d Ill 111 I 111 11111— 1

5

Mead 111011111111110-13
Redmond 110110111111011—12
Powers nnnniiimi—15
Fritz 111110111111010-13

niinmiimo—14PEN iioiimoioiiio-n
Dunn nninniiino—14
Midd 1aton 1 ill) 1 1111 1 01 111-13
K Wilson 010111111111111-13
Conners OIOIOD 10101111-10

Redman . . 11111111101110100101-1 _
Budd iniiiiiniiininii-20
Powers. . .11011111111111111110-18

Budd 111010111111111-13 Powers
Marshall 111111111111111 -15 '

~

Giles 111111010111100—11
England 111111001111011-13
Redman 101111001100111—10
Bex 111111111110116—13
No. 23, 30 singles. «3 pi tr 'ncp;

Marshall. lllllllllOllinmil-19
Spellman 11101111111111110011-17
Rex 1111111001 1111111111—18
Thorn ... 11100110101101011110-13 MiddletonllliniOOlllinilin—18
Duer 11111111111111110110-18 Shilling.., 11111101111111111111-18
England. .oiinmnnnnoioi-17 Aibright..ioniiiioiiioiiinoi-i6
No. 34. 35 singles, $3.50 entrance:

Marshall nnnniininoiiniiiii-24
Knel and 1111 d 1 1 1 1111 010 11 0100110-19
Budd iniiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiii-io
Powers .1111111101111111111111111-34
Duer llliniOllllllllimOllll-23
Rpx iiiioiiiii.iiiniiiimio-;j3
Extra No. 1, 5 pairs, $1.50: Powers 10, MirshallS, Duer 9, Rt'x

8, England 8.

Exira No. 3, 10 singles. $1.50: Budd 10, England 9, Marshall 9,
Powers 8, Rex S. Duer 10,

Extra No. 3. 10 singles, $1 SO: Powers 10, Marshall 8, Hagerty 6,
Geo. Fritz 9, Diipr 9 Rex 10, Redman 7, P. E. N. 6, Budd 9.

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, $1.50: Mead 8. MarshaU 8, Powers 7,W >lpert 6, Rex 8, Fritz 8 Budd 9, Duer 8, Willson 7.

Extra No. 5, 15 singhs, $150: Budd 11, Rex 13, MarshaU 13,
Powers 11, Shillirg 16 Duer 14, Pugh 9. Walpert 10. Meade 10
Extra No. 6,10 singles, $1: Pend 9, Hagerty 8, Taylor 8, Wal-

pert 10, Thnrn 8. Spellman 7, Jiler 7, Redman 9. Hanna 9, Wright
3, Wilson 10. G. Frisby 10.

Fxtra No. 7, 10 singles, $1: Pend 8. Hagerty 9, Walpert 9,

Thorn 7, Wilson 10, Wright 5. Taylor 8, T. Ailer 8. Hanaa 8, Friiz
5, Spellmfln 4. G. Fritz 7, Redmpu 8, Tyng 7. Shellirg 8,

Extra No. 8, 10 singles, $1: Walpert 9. Redman &. Hagerty 10,
Pend 8, Wilson 6, Tavlor 8, Ross 1. Shilling 5, F. Fritz 6.

, Extra No. 9, 10 singles, $1: Giles 7, Hanna 7. Tyng 4, Fxitz 10,

I Wright 7, Thorn 7, Marshall 10, Duer 10, Powers 9.

15 10 8

Extra No. 10, 10 singles, $1: Thorn 5. F. Fritz 3, Spelman 4, G.
Fritz 7, Walpert 6. Schilling 5, Conner 6.
Extra No. 11, 10 sineles, $1: G. Fritzenger 6, F. Fritzenger 3,

Owiners 5, F. Thorn 5. Spelman 5, Walpert 5. J. Schilling 5.
Extra No. 13, 10 singlps, $1: Hagerty 9, Pendergast 7, Thorn 8

G. Fritz 8, Walpert 8. Ifflond 5, Tyng 7, Schilling 9.
Extra No. 13, 10 singles, $1 entrancf: Willaoa 7, Redman 8,

Spellman 7, Wright 6, Tyng 9, Taylor 8, shelling 8. Conner 8. :

Extra No, 14. 10 singles, 81 entrance: Wright 7, W.alDert 10, Tay^
Ipr 8, Willson 8, Conner 10, Shelling 9, Friiz'neer 10, Thome 10,
Spellman 8. Walburt 9, Redman 8, Hagerty 9, Thorn 10, Fritz 10.
Spellman 5, Tyng 9. '

- > -
-

The Brett Gun Club Tournament.
Brett, Iowa, July 30.—The two days' tournament of the Brett

Gun Club, which closed here to-night, was slimly attended. The
weather was very warm. Among those who took part were J. G
Smith, S. S. Sessions. H. Durant and Ward, of Algona; Sundstrom
and Stembring, of Bancroft; Howard and Cartright. of Forest
Oitv; Oxlpy, Thompson, Balten, James, C^rwith and Budd, of Des
Moines. Owing to the scarcity of live birds, only one event was
shot. The birds were a fast lot, and not a straight score was
recorded.
The following events were shot on the first dav: No. 1. 10

singles, $1 entry. No. 2, 15 singles, $1.50. No. 3. 5 pairs and 5
1'.,"?^"^ atlgles, $3. No. 5, 0 singles and 2 pairs,
.$3.50. No. 5, 10 siQgles. $1. Nn. 6. 3 "ingles. 3 pairs and 3 singles
from unknown angles, $3. No. 8, 15 singles, $1. The results follow:

1

Smith
, 10

Sessions 8
Budd 8
Snndstrum 9
Ward 8 „
Tibbs H 6
C Mertinson . h 11
Durant 7 11
Dayler 9 ..

Steinburg 7 ]3
Harland 4 3
Graham 10
Soribner 9
Bolien 13
Cartright .. ,,

Howard ..."„

.James ".
..

Oxley. .."
.""

H'ox
Peterson ,. .'. .. ..

Tomsen . y
Over .; ;; .;

Thompson
,

F Mertinson .'. .'.

Estley
Event No. 7, 8 live birds, $5 entrv:

Smith nunni—7 Sund^trum 11110110-6
Budd 10101111—6 Davlor 11101000—4
P"xey 10110000-3 Oxley inO<)110-5
Durant 11011001-5 Howard ..11100111—

6

Graham 11 101000-4 Rolton 11 10111 1—7
Brown 00010000-1 Dyer nillOll-7

TI16 Second Day's
events were as follows: No. 1, 3 singles from unknown angles and
3 from known nnglps, $1 50 entry; No. 3, same, $3; No. 3, 10 singles
and 5 pairs, $3 .W; No. 4, 3 unknown and 9 known angles, $1.60; No.
5, 10 singles, $1..50; No. 6, samp; No. 7, 10 singles, $1. The result

:

„ ^, 1 ^ S U S 6 7 1 2 S U 5 6 i
Estley 8 8 15 11 10 8 9 Oxley 6 .. 7 .

Daylor 8 7 .. .. 9 6 .. Scrifner 8 5 'k
Bu''p 11 9 18 10 9 10 10 Peterson 8 n
Graham. . .. 7 . 13 9 9 8 6 Townsend 6

9 .. Midget..

h

12 11 10
14 11 .

14 13 10
13 l;i 9

9 5

9

7

13
10

6 13
8 ..

7 11
8 ..

io i2
.. 10
10 14

9

1

8
6
m
4
7

8 3
12 9

14
9

13

Durant 10 5 14 8 9
Dyer 7 7 11 8 6

6 6 .

The Sherman Rod and Gun Club.
The following scores wore made at the last regular shoot of the

Sherman Rod and Gun Club at Columbus, O., the conditions being
25Jtaigets per man, thrown from five Kenwood traps, unknown
angles, rapid tiring:
Walt iiiioniioiimininnii-23
Mack ioimoiniiiiiiioinini-33
Robinson 1111111111111111111101010—32
Greene 1111111011101111111111111—22
Wilson 1 00101011 111 1111111111 ni-31
Fink lononnoioiiimnmoi -20
Ball 1110100nin0111101111111-30
Irvin llOniloniOlOOlOlllllin—19
Baker. 1 nnonmoooionoimii—19
S"lhach 1111111111111000011101001-18W H Miller...., 0111001111110011110101101 17H Miller .. ..0010111111100111101110110-17
Flowers 11 0011 010110111 lOOll 1 1 1 10-17
L Werner 1100101011011111110111110-17M Miller 0111111110011001110010011-16
A Werner 011in010110IOlllllllOji»-16
Weakley 0110010111110011001101011—13
After the badge contest was finished a team matca was selected

on the basis ot the scores made by the members of each team in
the badge match:
Robinson 1010011111111111111111111-34
Mack 111111010 1 11 10 1 1 111111111-32M Miller noiioininoninionoii-20-64
Green e 011 1110101 111 1 11101111111-21
Ball OIOOlOliOlllllOnilllOlll-18
Selbach 1110111111inilllllon[10-32-Bl

The Essex Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club, of Newark, N. J,,

was held on Al. Heritage's grounds at Marion on July 21, there
being fourteen members present. The weather was pleasant,
there beins breoze enough to temper the sun's rays and enable
the shooters to kepp fairly comfortable. Tne sport was optned
with a "Jersey" swepp at four birds per man, $3 entry, three
moneys, which resulted ai follows:
Smith 1011—3 Morris

S 'eke Is

Freche. .

,

...1100-3
...1010-3
nil—

4

Hoilis 1101—

3

Walters 1010—2

Wa.lley 1111-4
BreininaU 1111—4
Thomas 0111-3
L O Hedden 1111—4
A C Decker 1010-2
Then came the regular club shoot, which is usually at ten birds

per mm, but in this instance there was a scarcity of birds,
owing to which only those who led for the cluV> prizes got their
full allowance, the others sh^otiae at nine birds each. In addi-
tion to 1(8 being a club shoot, however, It served the purpose of
a sweepstake, the first nine birds counting. The resul':
Breintnali 2211111111—10 Waltprs 1111332011— 9
Thom«s 0012111320— 7 Smith 112030221 — 7
L G Hedden 3313111200- 8 Green 1113103111- 9
HughPB 1021110111-8 Terrill 233 '201101—

8

Decker 0101120020— 4 Freche 0:0113111 — 7
WiUey 2122212011— 8 Moore .1311111011— 9
Sickels 110331110 — 7 Morris 323212010 - 7
The rest of th" day was devoted to smashing bluerocks, the con-

ditions being 10 singles per maB.$l entry, three moneys. The
scores:

No. 1.

Freche IIIOHIOIO- 7
Sickles nmooooi— 6
Walttrs noillim— 9
Smith 1111111111-10
Thomas OnoOlOlll— 6

Moore 1111011 lOl— 8

Decker 1001111001- 6
Richmond 0111111011- 8
Breintnali 1111111111-10
Morris OlOOOOOQil- 3
Hedden 1100111000- 5
Willey - OnomiOl- 7
Hughes OlOnilOOO- 5
Cottrell

No. 2.

oooioiono-4
O110O11010-5
001 01 n 010-5
OlOOlOOlll-.'i

lOCllllllO-7

oiooodoiii—

4

inioiiiii-9
011OO100OO-3
lllOllfOOl-6
111101101 1-

8

1110110101—

r

The Union Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Union Gun Club took place at Spring-

field, N. J., on July 18, the attendance b"ing v.iry light. In the
sweepstnke shooting pt 10 t.srgets enoh Miller sco-ed 9, 9. 9, 10, 8,
9 and 10; Sigler 10, 9, 9. 10. 9. 7 ad 10; W, Smith 10, 8, 10, 10 and 9;
Breintnali 9, Terry S, Williams 4.

Ina ^S-targ^t shoot Sirkley broke 23, Breintnijil 21, Sigler Sn.

In another Breintuall broke 33 and Sigler
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Maplewoods and Independents Tie.

The seventh montlily slioot of the New Jersey T'-ap Shooters'
League, which was held on the grnunda of I he New Jersey Shoot-
ing Club, at Claremont, oa Satarday, July 33, reminded one of the
old-time tournament days when Claremont was in the Jerney
circuit and when the tonrnarafints there used to draw such well-
known experts as Budd, Courtney, McMtirchy, Heikes, Whit-
ney, Albee, Mosher, Luther, Kleinz, Brewer, Osrter, J E. Miller,
McAlpin, Skinner and dozens of others of like ilk. Those were
the days when a man banded out his rash and took his ohances
on an even mark with all others and never thought of calling a
winrer a "shark." The opening shoot on these grounds was on
Oct.yS to 26, 1888, the first two days being at Keystones and the last
two days at live pigeons. On the first day was seen the first exhi-
bition for this section of the working of the Keystone rapid-firing
system, with which the Jerseymen at once fell in love. Theman-
agement of the grounds was at that time in the hantls of the New
York Suburban Shooting Grounds Association, of which Charles
Richards was president. The grouuds are situated on the main
line of the Central Railroad of New Jersey about seven minutes'
ride from the ferry. The grounds have a fi'ontage of (iOOft. on the
railroad, and run back 530ct. along Caven Point road on the east
and 500ft. along the canal on the west, being narrowed down to
IJOOft. in width at the northern boundary along Pacific avenue.
At the junction of the railroad and Caven Point road is a station
where all except express trains stop. After nmuing the grounds
with varying fortime for some time the old association ceased to
exist and about a year ago they came into the possession of the
New Jersey Shooting Club, the majority of the original members
of the club having been members of the shooting contingent of
the New Jersey Athletic Club of Bergen Point. The original
club house still remain* but the "grand stand" which was on thfi

roof has been removed. Othervyige the building presents the
same old appearance, txcept that it is considerably weather-
beaten.
On the day of the League shoot it was fearfully hot on the

shooting side of the building where the sun poured down in mei-
cilessiashion on the heads of the enthusiasts. Here what little

air one could catch felt ns though it blew through a furnace. Oa
the railroad side of the house, where there is a 3ft. verandah,
there was a decided change for the better, it being shady and
cool. The interior of the bou^e was lilte an oyen.
The shoot was fairly well attended, there being nine clubs rep-

resented in the team match. Altogether, in the sweepstake
events 50 shooters took a hand, although the highest number of
entries in any one event was 33. The traps were in position at
8:30, but it was considerably before a crowd gathered. The prime
hustlers in the affair were Messrs. Moore, Virden and Richmond.
The team match was supervised by Neaf Apear and W. R. Ho-
bart. The shooting was from Straps, under the rapid-firing sys-
tem. Two sets of traps were in use. The shooting was not kept
up at as lively a rate as would have been the case on a cooler
day, but nevertheless a fair number of targets were thrown, the
aggregate being close to 5,000. With the facilities at hand and a
dav when the shooters were not in fear of being converted into
grease spots these grounds should readily get away with 10,000 in
a day's shoot.
In connection with this shoot there is just cause for complaint

by the newspaper men. as n^t a single sweepstake score was kept,
in duplicate, nor was suy effort made to see that duplicates were
furnished. The majority of clui)s when running a tournament
seem to take it for granted that newtp iper representatives have
nothing to do but sit down and copy scores, nor, seeming to think
that their employers may object to paying men for what is really
the work of a boy. As has before been stated, clubs are ever
ready to avail themselves of the use of the columns of the sport-
ing press in order to advertise their shoots and attract a crowd,
this advertising being cheerfully given them. Once they get the
crowd on their grounds, however, the usefulness of the papers is

supposed to he ended. This is not as it should be. Carbon paper
costs but 50 cents per dozen sheets and every club should have a
supply on hand m order that duplicates may be made of all
scores shot. It reo[uires as much work to make one as four
copies. One good turn deserves another, and if the papers accord
free pufflQg the cltibs should reciprocate by famishing nlainly
written duplicates of all scores. The team seores at the League
shoots are always made in duplicate.

It was 3 P. M. when the team shoot was called, and during this
contest W. R Hohart and Al. Heritage acted as referees; Wm.
Sigler and W. S. Simpson being the ofhcial scorers, The condi-
tions were five men to a team, 25 targets per man. Thecluhs
entered were the Passaic City Gun Club, of Passaic; Woodslde
Gun Club, of Newark; Boilins: Springs Pish and Gun Cluh. of
Rutherford; South Side Gun Cub, of Newark; Independent Gun
Club, of Plainfield; East Side-Mutual Gun Club, of Newark; Ma-
plewood Gun Club, of Maplewood; New Jersey Shooting Club, of
Claremont, and the East Orange Gun Club, of Harrison. Each
club was supposed to have out a rattling good team, and some
sharp work was expected. When the contest closed it was touud
that the Manlewood and Independent teams had tied for first
honors on 110 breaks each, the South Sides snoring 103 and the
New Jersey Shooting Clut) 103. In five out of six previous con-
tests the Independent team had won first place alone. E. D.
Miller, Independent, was high man, with 24; Soper, Independent,
Deam, Sicklev, and Drake, Maplewood; Phillips, South Sidt;
Purdy, New Jersey; Post, Boiling Springs, and T. Dukes, East
Orange, making 33 each. It is very rarely that a party of this
caliber gets together without some clean Foores being recorded.
The tie in the team match was not stiot off nor la it likely to be,
as the Independents have already won first place, and the shoot-
ing-off of tne tie cannot benefit the Maplewoods. Below are de-
tailed scores of the team contest:

Passaic City Gun Club.

Abbott 01 11 011101 1 101111111 11011-20
Hall ] 0100011 1110101 1 1 10011111-17
Ooman 0 lOl 1 nOlllOO100110011011— 1

5

Wise— iiioiioiiiomiiioiimii-si
Shaw« 1001110101101118010111100-15- 88

Independtnt Gun Club.

Miller ...1111111101111111111111111-21
Apgar n lllllin 101111011101111 - 22
Sigler 0 111 101 1 0111111 11111 0 1 11 0-;'0
.'^oper 0011011 1 Ullll 11111 1 1 1111-23
Branlingham lOlllllllllllOllllllOUOl—21-110

Maplewood G. C.
E Dean ". 1111111011111110111111111-33W Smith llllimOlliOOUOlOlimo 10
Sickley II lOlllUll 1 11011111111 11-33
J L Smith 1111111101111011111111110-32
Drake 1111100111111101111111111-23-110

South Side G. C.
Breintnall. . . . , 1111111111111111110011011—33
Hedden 1111111111110101191111111—30
Hohart 1010111111111110110011111-20
Phillips 1111011111011111111111111-23
Heritage OllllOCOinoilolOOllllUO—16—103

N. J, Shooting Club.
Moore ... 1100011111111101110111010-18
Simpson 1 1 1 100111 11 10 ! 1011 1 111011-30
Purdy 111111111 OOlUll 1011 1 1111—23
Richmond in llOlllUOiOOiliin iiU-2]
Oompsoh 11101 unillllllllOlOOUO -20-103

Woodside G. 0.
Geoffrey 1111110111100111111110110-20
Heller 10000011 1 1 1110 1 OOIK < 1011 1—15
Van Dyke 0111101111110011111111111-31
Oockefair Illinnm001111110100010-18
Walters OlllllllllOllOlOlliailU—31— 95

Boiling Springs G. C.
.1 ames OlllUOlOOOlOlllllllllll 1—19
Mayers 10 1011 111 1 1111111 1 10 10111 -31
E Collins. OOlOlUllOllOUllllOlllOll-17
Lindsley 0111111010111110011101110 -18
Post 1111110111111111111011111—33— OS

East Orange Q. C.
T Dukes Ill 110111 1011111111111111—23
S Hedden 1 1 ICOOl 1 101 1110011 1 1 1 1 1 10 -isW Duk es 1111 0 llOlOn 110000 11 0 1110-16

ioiooiooooooiiconiioiiio-12
ge 1110110101111 010110111101—18-87

East Side—Mutual G. C.
KoFgel 1110110100:01010110101001-14
Scbrsfft. OOlOlOllOlOOOOllOlllOUUO—13
HafsiDger IIOIIUIUIIOOOUIIOIOOIOI—16
iSch illing 11 1111 100 1101111110010001-17
Hagu B Oil lOOllUlllOOlOOlilOOll-16-75

The sweepstake shooting went along merrily both before, dur-
ing and after the team shoot, and below is found a tabulated
record of the events. N'*. 1 was at 10 singles; Nos. 3, 4 and 6 at 15
singles; Nos. 3 aud 5 at 30 singles: No. T at 36 singles; No. S at 20
singles;

1^3
Breintnall 9 13 18
Sigler 9 11 18
Moore 9 13 18
tl Heddeu 9 14 16
Hall 8 10 ..

Wise • 8 11 14
Perkins 9 10 16
Shaw 4 9 ..

f^ollina 7 11 18
Hobart -. .. 8 14 Vi
.1 Smith 9 13 13
Coeman 8 .. ..

Abbett 5 11 18
Simpson 9 .. ..

Braiitiugham 10 13 17
Soper ..: 8 13 ..

Van Dyke 10 15 20
Dean 8 13 14

Addison

Compg(

.. 15 14 22

.. . l(i 24 20
11 20 13 2S 19
13 11 10 21 .,

11

12 18 8 17

ii
'.'

'.'

.'5 .. .. ..

9 17 8 ..

.. 8 ..

.. 10 ..

19 13 23
.. 13 ..

u

8
8

J >

14 18
i t

17
8 . . 13

7 8 13 9 . . 16
10 13 19 13 20 13 .

8 1? 15 13
11

Average
96.68
87.61
91.33
83.33

7.5;76

81.25

S2.m

7,'<.75

87.68

es'.'ir.

92.63
78.33

15 17 . . 20
8 11 20

15 11 15

86, 25
56.73
68.43

11

U
9
10

16 13 24 19

13
19

13 ..

li 18

11
9

Hassinger 5
Clarbe 7W Smith 17

Shraffit »
Lindsley I'i

fieotfroy 13
Richmond .. 20
Phillips 17
A pgar 16
Hsilfr
D Valentine
E Valentine 12

S Hedden 6

Babbage ... 7

Meyer 8
Peck 8
(IJonn'ir 13
Sunderman 12

Rnsaell 15

Cock^fa^r 13
Reanv. 8
Grieff 17 11 33 16 83.75
Walters 17

Hague 9
Raker 14
Craft

Rtgular event No. 7, 25 singles. $3 entrt;
Apgar 1111111111111111111111101-24
Moore Pill J 11 11111111111111111-25
Grieff 1011 lllllU 101 1 111111101 1-23
Sigler llllllllllinilllllllOin-94
Lind sley 01 0 1 lUll 1011 0lH OOOUOl 10-
Coll in s 11 OllOOi n 11011)1 1 11 0 1 1100—1

7

C M Hedden 0111lol0iUlllllllllilll0-3l
Van Dvke. 011011111111I101111111111-.23

CockefHir lOlUllOdOllOllUllOllHO-lS
Breintnall lOlilllOlllllllllU lOUll—22W Smith 1111011111111101011011110-20
Schraflt 1111111011101101111111111-20
Meyer lOlllOIUlllOOlllOlllllll-20
Wooley 0100010110110001001101010-11
The foUowii g extra events were also sbo :

Pirst extra events, 16 singles, 6 entries: Van Dyke 15, Miller 15,
Simpson 15, Breintnall 14 C. Hedden 14.

Second, expert rules, 10 targets, 6 entries: Miller 9, Breintnall
9, Van D' ke 7, Simpson 7, Hedden 7.

Third, 15 targets. 9 entries: Van Dyke 15, Miller 14, Breintnall
14.

Third, 15 ta''gets,]l entries: C. Hedden 15, Breintnall 14, Collins
14, Moore 14, J. D. Smith 14.

Fifth, 15 targets, 10 entries: Van Dyke 15, Miller 14, Moore 13,

Z'sler 13
Sixth, 10 targets, 4 entries: Apgar 10, Moore 9, Everingham 8,

7j gler 8
Seventh, 15 targets, 3 entries: Argar 14. Everintrham 13, Moore

11. C. H. TOAVNSENJJ.

Shooting at Hyde's Park.
The I ndependent Gun Club, of Plainfield, N. J., had splendid

weather for its tournament, held at Hyde's Park, on July 21 and
33. While the sun was hot on the opening day, a pleasant breeze
came over the mountains. The grounds were in elegant shape
and the arrangement of the traps, etc., was satisfactory to all.

Under the shade of the big trees "Dutchy" Smith served nn
appetizing chowder and fixings, to which full justice was done.
The attendance on the opening day while not as large as was

anticipated was still heavy enough to make a very interesting
affair. Among the shooters was Hon, J. Lewis Bumgardner, of
the Penrose Gun Club, of Staunton, Va., who was recently elected
commonwealth attorney of Augusta county and who has been
recuperating at Long Branch, N. J., for a couple of weeks; Harry
Hartlove and Charles Fehrenbaoh, of the Wilmington (Del.) Gun
Club; P. R. Bissell, of Chicagn, 111.; W. Fred Quimbv, Charles M.
Hedden and Ferd Van Dyke, of Newark; Eddy Collins, of West
Hoboken; R M. Manning, of the North Side ^un Club, of Mas-
petb, L. I.; E. D. Miller, of Springfield; and '-Uncle Billy" Sigler.
of Montclair.
"Tee Kay" Keller and "Dutchy" Smith played the part of chief

hustlers during the day and managed to keep everbody in a jovial
humor as usual. The great and only Sam Wilbur ofliciaied in
his old-time style at the cashier's window. All the shooting was
at bluerock targets thrown from bluerock traps, one set of five
and one set of three traps being used. All purses were divided
into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Targets were charged for at the
rate of three cen's each and half a cent was deducted for each
target thrown for the purpose of creating a fund to be awarded
at the close of the day to those making the first to fifth best aver-
ages in order in the known angle events. The programme was as
follows: No. 1, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry; No. 3. 10 bluerocks, $1 e'^-

try; No. 3, 15 bluerocks. $1-50 entry; No. 4, 15 bluerocks, il..50
entry; No. 5, 15 bluerock", SI 50 entry; No. 6. 10 bluerocks, $1.50
entry; No. 7, 30 bluerocks, $3 entry; No. 8, 10 bluerocks, 81.50 en-
try; No. 9, 15 bluerocks. $1.50 entry: Nr.. 10, 15 bluerocks, ll.'^O

entry; No. 11, 15 bluerocks, $1.^,0 entry; No. 12, 15 bluerocks, $l.oO
entry. Nos 1, 3, 5, 7. 9 and 11 were shot xiuder the rapid-tiriiig
system, known angles; the others were shot from known trap'i at
known angles. Below is a tabulated account of the da^'s work;

1

Sigler 10
Hedden 8
Miller 9 8
Collins 9 10
Apgar 8 10
Smith 10 8
Keller 9 8
Van Dyke ... 10 10
Brantinghain 9 7
Minniug 9 10
Fehrenbach.. 6 ..

Hirtlove 8 1

Bumararduer. 8 6
Sooer.

9 18

^ S /^ 5 G 7 S
9 15 14 15 10 19 10
10 13 13 14 0 19
8 15 15 15

10 11 13 13
10 14 13 14
8 14 13 13

13 13
14 15
.. 11

10
10 16

16

,9 JO

15 14
13 11

10 14 15
9 14 13

10 13 13
8 14 11
8 14 13
9 14 14

.. 14 ..

.. 15 ..

.. 10 ..

. . 13 .

.

4 13 10
13 ..

15 13
11
13 .. 13 7 .

13 11 14 .. 17
.... 13 6 19

Quimby 10
Bissel 11

Scoit
The average winners were as follow:

1.—S'gler 96. 6S '

"'

2.—Miller 95.55
3.—Collins 8S.88
4.—Hertden 87.77
4.—Smith 87 77
No. 7, 20 singles. .f3 "nt'-ance. known angles

11 If' Average,

95.7.5

86 66
9x75
87.27
f7.!sr

84 84
84 24
90.30
80.90
80.80

71.11

74.83

4.—Manning 87.77
5—Apgar. 86.66
5—K'-lLr 86.66
5.—Van Dyke 86.63

Apgar . . ..1111 1 1 11 0011 1110nil—17
Bamg'rd'jOllllOlltlllUlUllO-17
H3daen...llll0llllllllini111—1<1

f 'oIliDP . , .,llllllll111111111111-.20
Bfant'h'mlUllOllOOLllllllllll-16

Smith ... .1 mil 111 1 111 loioon— r.

Van DykeOll 11101111110110110-15
Sieier.....11111111101111111111-19
Millr 11110111111111111110-18
Soper. . . . lllllUlOlllllllllil—19

Manning .01001111100111111111—15 Keller. . . . 11111111111111111110-19
Extra No. 1, 10 singles, SI entry: Apgar and Bliller 10 each; Sig

ler. Smith. Manning, Van Dyke and Coll'us 9 each; Brantingham
8: Keller 7; Bumgardnsr and Hedden 6 each; Fehrenbach and
Hartlove 4 each.
Extra No. 2, same as before: Miller and Sigler 10 each; Apgar

and Manning 9 each; Smith 8; Keller and B''antingham 7 each.
Extra No. 3, another of the same style; Hedden, Qaimby, Ap-

gar and Sigler 10 each. Miller, Collins, Keller and Hartlove 9 each
Van Dyke and Soper 8 each, Manning and Smith 6 each, Fehren-
bach and Scott 6 each.
Extra No. 4. a wind-up at 10 sinerles: Smith aod Apgar 9 each,

CoUins T, Hedden. Ha,rtlove and Keller 6 each,

On the Second, Bay
the weather conditions were fully as favorable as on Thursday ,

hut the attendance was considerably lighter, a number of the
visitors h^vine loft for their homes. Among tha new-comers was
"Father Time" Tliurman from Germantown, Pa,, and Milton F,
Lindsley, of the American Wood Powder Co., of New York. With
the consent of the contestants the regular programm'^ was aban-
doned and a series of ten target events, |1 entry, filled in the day.
During the afternoon there was a little excitement caused by a.

couple of picked team races, the results ofaWhichjwere as shown
below:

First match:
Apgar 1111111011- 9
Hartlove .1110011110- 7

Stiuier 1111111110- 9-35
Second match:

Apgar-. IIOQOIIOU— 6
Hartlove UOlllOlOl- 7
Squler llOlltllll- 9

Lindsley llOlllllll- 9—31
Third match, 25 singles:

Lindsley till llUllllllllOl llirilll-,23
Hartlove 1011101 10 111! miOOOUl 111 -18
Brantingham , .lini!0lllllllimillllll-34
Sr>per nOllU 11 1101 1 110111 10110-21
G .'-'qulers 1101101000111101011111011-19-103
Apgar 11111 111 11111111 1 111 1 ini-25
Smith lllimillllinilllllllxi-35
Thurman llli 111111111 110111111111-24
Keller 11010 11111110111001001000-15
Teeples 1010010111111111000110111-17-106

The scores and averages wpre as follows in the sweepstake,
events:

Smith lOOlllOOH— 6
Keller 1111111111-10
Fehrenbach .... 11101001 10— 6—23

Srnith 1111011111— 9

Keller 0011111111— 8
Fehrenbach.... lllliUOU— 9

Thurman 1111101101- 8—34

Fehrenbach.

.

Keller

1 $ S U 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average,
9 t 8 10 8 9 9 9 i) S 86
8 8 8 9 9 7 9 9 8 5 80
6 6 3 7
9 8 "a

'9 "8
7

*8
10 16 fi 83

"

10 7 7 S 8 8 10 10 10 f6
n 8 6 f 8 r 8 9 9 10 81

7 8 7 6 6 7 8 10 9 77.77
9 7 8 8 8 78.33

6

6

Hartlove
Soper
G Squier
W Sfjuier
Teeple .s

Terry .. 8

BrantiughB.m .. 5
Voehl - M
Of the above events No. 4 was for both barrels, gnu below the

elbow until target was thrown. No, 5 was at unknown angles,
shooter standing at center score, No. 6 was a walking match.
No. 8 was from unknown traps. C. H. Townsbnd.
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Williamsport Rifle and Gun Club.
WxLLiAMSPORT, Pa., July 16.—Our club has been quite inactive

this summer, many of our members having been absent on busi-
ness, some away to the resorts, etc., and our regular shooting days
have found but a few of the boys present. Live birds always call
out the hoys, how«ver. if they are in town, so I quietly collected a
couple of hundred birds and on Thursday last notified all whom 1
knew were in town that we would have our regular club shoot on
Friday afternoon, at inanimate and live birds. The day was
rather too warm for comfort, but a fair turnout was present to
eojoy the sport, and a lively shoot we had. We first tackled the
inanimates, just to get our guns warmed up, with the following
i-esuPs:
No. 1, 10 single bluerocks: Smith 7, Hughes 9, Armstrong 3,

Bvrne 2, Millspaugh 7.

No. 2. 15 single bluerocks: Smith 13, Hughes 14, Byrne a, Mills-
paugh 14. Armstrong 5.

No, 3, 15 single bluerocks: Smith 14, Hughes 14, Byi-ne 7, Mills-
paugh 13, Armstrong 5.

No 4, 25 single bluerocks:
Smith 11U11111011111011 llOUlO-31
Hughes 1111111111111011110111111-33
Byrne 00000 11000010001 0001 00000- 5
Millspaugh 0111011010111111101111111-20
Ar rast ron g 1001011 1100001110100110111—13
No. 5. 15 single bluerocks: Smith 13, Hughes 12, Byrne 6, Mills-

paugh 11, Armstrong 6.

Many were anxious for the live-bird events, so at them we went,
p ud a lively lot of birds wo had, in fact I never saw a better lot of
flyers for this season of the year; out of 190 trapped only three or
four refused tiight; the moment the trap was sprung. They
astonished many, as some of the goose eggs will attest.

No. 1, 5 live birds, American Association rules, jpS entrance, 3
moneys:
F WarfifId 33333-5 Hughes 20102—3
Runk S?lll-5 Millspaugh 10101-3
Smith 10111—4 Roihrock 00118—3-
Armstrong 33113—

5

Ties on first carried forward in next event, others div.
No. 3. 10 live birds. $5 entrance, same conditions;

F Warfleld 0011 ' 12aX)—5 Rothrook 1101323120-8
Millspaugh 1101121011-8 Hughes 0322331211-9
Runk 13121101i;3—9 Smith 1111100023—7
Armstrong 10020113,33—7
Runk "-on the tie in first match. All ties div.
No. 3. 15 live birds, $7 entrance:

F WarftHld ... 101021010100323— 9 Hughes 102011111332110—13
Millspaugh. . . .033111010131330-11 Smith 12111 1102033111—IS
Ru nk 3 1100131 13 11121—13
Ties div. Bkspijmeh.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Fohbst and Stream is the recognized medium of eucertain-

ment, instructiau and information between American sportsmen
'Vhe Editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages
ai-e devoted. Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms; B'or single copy $4

per year, $3 tor sis months. Bates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16,

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- order, or

draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The
paper may be obtained of newsdealers thi-oughout the United States

Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents— London; Davies & Co, ;

Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co. Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms

:

$5 per year, $2.50 for six months.

ADTERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates tor three

sis and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous tO

issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Oilly advertisements of an
approved character inserted.

Address all comxaunlcatloua

;

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
Ho,> 818 Broadway, Kew York ©it?
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
_
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Slsins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of workm Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SALHON FISHER.
BY

CHARIiBS HALIiOCK.
.COS(TEI«XS s Distribution of the Salmon.

Life History of the Salmon. Technologv of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read noiv; and to he put in one's
pocket for reading again in c»mp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken,

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

ixrci»tic5^ to JE*MSil[i.^ir:Bcx3L&icLZ Cut ^iriocsss for 1.892:
I am with voia again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
^°T^ni«? «*J't^?o^:^h/^L'^*^i^?''^4^i^ ^"^n^f ^^^^ at $1 88 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.

;
9|ft. GJoz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOMt., 74oz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8ift., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

;
9ift., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds , 88 cts • 60Any ol ttje above 1 eels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage. ' '' '

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; .5 cts. extra for postage.

S?<f^
of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts.

; 80yds., .58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.Best quality imported metal center Trout Ply Lines at ^ cts. per yard in leneths of 25, 50 or 100yds., sent by mail 2 cts. extra for postageA special lot of irout Flies at o'O cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.A special lot ot Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
"

;
60yds., 94 cts.

;
80yds., 98 cents.; lOOyds., $1M.

1 i!^f H®f * ^5 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leadei-s, 33in., Sets.Special lot of best quahty lOOtt. (.men Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage. y y

Send 2-ceiit stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special t,Ist JSo. 2.
Open Evening-s until 9 o'clock.
Saturday Eveninjes ir o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 55 Coupt St., Bpooklvn, N. Y.

No mysteries here

Some stores aifect the highly mysterions plan, allowing the public

to see the fireworks, bnt the rest is behind closed doors.

We believe in letting everyone have a key—the daylight theory-

no mysteries here. Onr Buyers G-nide will tell yon as mnch abont our

business and methods as we know ourselves.

The Guide is sent only upon
receipt of 15 cents to pay
postage or expressage.
560 Pases. Ill to 116 Michigan Ave,, Oliicap

WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY CLUB,
AKfI> IN EVERY TOWN OK. CITV

WHERE THERE ARE SPORTSMEN,
TO SEr,l, THE

Quickest Selling Sporting Book
IN THE COUNTRY.

(1392.)
COMPILED BY WILL WILDWOOD.

Contains 250 pages brimful of statistics, records, biographies, fish and game laws,
field trial winners, sporting terms, hunting and fishing resorts, lists of rod, gun, kennel,
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THE LONE TREE.

The last of its kind it stands alone in the midst of the

wide, flat prairie. Immediately at its foot the cut bank

breaks away, and beyond is the bed of the river, a

broad expanse of white sand, interrupted here and there

by narrow channels, through which the water flows.

From the tree's top can be seen for miles east and west

this verdureless bed of sand, and under the light of the

morning and the evening sun its channels gleam and

shine as if crooked bars of silver were laid across

the colorless waste.

Here, many many years ago, stood a great grove of

these trees, this one the furthest from the river. As

time went by the course of the stream changed, and as

it changed, the rushing waters, swollen by the melting

snows which lay deep on the distant mountains, eat

away the soil from beneath this grove, and one by one

the tall trees bowed their lofty heads and fell into the

stream. There they were rolled over and over and borne

away by the current toward the Gulf, or were buried

in the sands carried along by the hurrying torrent. Now
there is left only this single survivor, a solitary senti-

nel overlooking the plain.

How long has it stood there? What has it seen since

the time, when as a tender sapling it first pushed its pale

green leaves above the grass toward the light? The deer

and elk have brushed it as they passed, and birds have

built their nests in its branches while they were still soft

and green. As it increased in stature, it got to know all

the animals of the plain and all the birds of the air.

Each day it saw the buftalo come stringing in to water,

and it watched them from the time when the herd first

appeared a long way oft', as a little dot against the distant

sky, and then grew and became longer and longer, but

still only a black line, until at last it could see that they

were animals following one after another. Soon the

herd reached the water, and drinking and climbing up

the bank fed a little and then lay down. Eagged old

bulla and little yellow calves alike rubbed their sides

against the tree's rough gray bark, and after a while this

bark near the ground was no longer rough and gray, but

smooth and brown and shining, and in its crevices were

left tufts of brown hair and wool, which the lark bunt-

ing and the white-winged blackbird and oriole found and

snatched away to make soft beds in which their delicate

eggs and their feeble, tender young should lie.

It learned to know the Indians, too, those wild rovers

of the plains, who sometimes raced across the river bot-

tom, piercing the fat cows with their feathered shafts, or

rode slowly at the head of a great camp, with women and

children and dogs and travois, and halted in its shade to

make their camp. It had looked down on the women,

hard at work dressing hides or drying meat, while black-

eyed babies lashed to their boards stared about with

solemn, unwinking eyes, and boys romped and shot

arrows and chased each other about, and men reclined

in the shade of the lodges and smoked and talked.

It had stood there long and had grown to be a great

tree, still green and vigorous to its top, while such of its

older fellowg as were still standing were wind-8Wept

dead above, and each had only one or twoliving branches.

And these its old-time comrades were growing few in

number now, for each year the bed of the river was

creeping nearer and nearer, and each spring those that

stood nearest the bank were undermined by the waters.

So at last it stood alone, a sentry keeping watch over the

plain.

All the sights and sounds of the prairie it had seen and

heard, but one day the tree saw a new thing. Far off on

the horizon dark objects were coming as of old, but with

them other objects which were white. Nothing like this

had ever appeared before. As the shapes drew nearer

and nearer they seemed still more wonderful, Indians on

foot, but with white faces and beards, spotted long-

horned buffalo followed by great white ill-shaped lodges

—a train of wagons. These people called this the Lone

Tree and camped under its shade, and the next day passed

on, but that day and for many days after this the tree

wondered at what it had seen. Afterward it saw many
such comers, and travelers came to know the lone tree,

and were glad when far off they saw it standing like a

slender spire against the sky.

VERSATILITY.

The versatility of the typical American is admirably

illustrated in his recreation as well as in his work; and

an instance is afforded by the description Mr. Brelsford

sends us of his gun camera, and the interesting specimen

of work accomplished with it. The sportsman of Wash-

ington's day was taught to shoot, to ride, to cast the fly

and speak the truth, in these later times a wider versa-

tility and more varied accomplishments are demanded

—

among them the knack of photographing. That this ac-

complishment is possessed by a goodly number is abund-

antly demonstrated by the collection of pictures already

received in the Forest and Steeam's Amateur Photog-

raphy Competition. The ingenuity of the sportsfhan of

to-day is shown in Mr. Brelsford'a gun camera, devised

by himself, and the capital specimen of work done

with it is something which is creditable not alone to

the individual who accomplished the feat, but to the

American sportsmanship of the day. The pictures

already received by us in the amateur contest give

promise that the completed series will be a pleasing

presentation of outdoor life with rod and gun as reflected

by the camera; and the Fokest and Stream's sports-

men's photograph exhibit at the World's Fair will deserve

study and win appreciation.

IS THE SNIPE A ''WATER FOWL" 9

The question whether a snipe is or is not a water fowl,

which is now agitating Chicago sportsmen, is not likely

to be decided except by the courts.

The Illinois law of 1877 designated "any wild goose,

duck, snipe, brant or other water fowl," in a subse-

quent section referring to these as "any of the wild ani-

mals, wild fowls or birds mentioned in section one."

In 1879 the law was amended to read, "any wild goose,

duck, brant or other water fowl," also using in another

section the term "wild fowl" as synonymous with "water

fowl." The present law retains in Sec. 1 the reading

"wild goose, duck, brant or other water fowl;" forbids

snaring "any wild goose, brant, duck, rail or other water

fowl," and forbids the sale at certain seasons of "the ani-

mals, wild fowl or birds mentioned in Sec. 1." Evidently

the law of 1878 included snipe among "water fowl," and

the law of 1889 includes rail among "water fowl."

Manifestly the question is as to the intent of the legis-

lature; the diificulty of determining this lies in the fact

that the term "water fowl" is not susceptible of exact

scientific definition. The lexicographers give us no help.

It is quite certain, however, that the systematists in or-

nithology, who make the artificial classification into

land and water birds, do recognize the snipe as belonging

in the latter class. Nuttall many years ago, and more

recently Baird, Brown and Ridgway in their great work

on North American birds include the snipe among "water

birds." If we use synonymous terms the snipe may fairly

be called an "aquatic fowl." To this of course it may be

objected that fhe term "water fowl" is used in this case in

a special sense. Is a "water bird" of the systematists a

"water fowl" within the Illinois law?

Many of our terms used in sport are hundreds of years

old and come to us from England, and in English books

on sport we may find hints on this somewhat obspure

point. As Col, Bond and Mr, Bortree are bringing up old

authorities, we offer them this from a work printed in

1792, 'The Sportsman's Dictionary; or, the Gentleman's

Companion for Town and Country;" we find under the

head, Fowl, the following definition:

"Of water fowls there are two kinds, fuch as live off

the water and fuch as live on the water without fwimming
in it, but wading and diving for it with their long legs:

the other webfooted and fwim as the fwan, goofe,

mallard, &c,"

In describing the manner by which "waterfowl" are

to be taken with "fnares and fprings," "woodcocks,

plovers and fnipes" are mentioned. This doubtless will

count on Mr, Bortree's side, although Col. Bond may well

enough claim that the including of "woodcocks" shows

the 1793 classification to be antiquated and not "a late

authority."

SNAP SHOTS.

It has been offJcially determined anew that one may
not camp out in the wilds of New York city. There are

inviting and umbrageous woods, running brooks and

stretches of old farms run to waste, where the catbird

calls in the hedges and Bob White pipes on the stone

walls; but the would-be outer, who yields to these entice-

ments and pitches his camp is destined to cruel inter-

ference. An oyster opener, out of work because oysters

are out of season, and unable to pay rent, took to these

woods with his family last week, and pitphed his tent in

the wilderness. At the end of a three days' outing the

police captured them, and the children were turned over

to the Aid Society to be cared for until the return of the

oyster season shall provide work and wages for the

father, "Nessmuk" once told us of an amusing attempt

he made years ago to camp out for the night in Central

Park, a project to which the police put a speedy and

ignominous end.

"The pen is mightier than the sword," and than the

shotgun and rifle and bowie knife and revolver. Armed
with all of these, many a bold and courageous man would

fail to "reduce to possession" the mighty and ferocious

game he so comfortably and so expeditiously slays with

his pen, when he sits down in the shade to work up an
animal story for a Sunday newspaper.

A NOVEL fishing news item was given in the press

dispatches last week, reporting the capture by fly-fish-

ing of four salmon in the Hudson at Mechanicsville,

July 29. Ttireeof the fish were killed by Mr, Chas. Van-

denburgh and the fourth by Mr. John Dyer, both of Balls-

ton Spa, The weights were 8, 9, Hi and I31bs,

Newspaper publicity makes strange bedfellows. Two
items in juxtaposition in one of the dailies last week re-

corded the heroism of a father who rescued his son, who
had fallen into the water while fishing, and the fining of

a Beaverkill (N,Y,) trout spearer who had speared a 5flbs.

trout.

The Fort Myers (Fla.) tarpon record for the season from

Jan, 1 to June 28, 1892, as printed in the Press of that

town, shows a recorded catch of 300 fish, ranging from

4ft. Sin, to 7ft., and from 581bs. to 184lbs.; 108 were over

6ft., and only six were under 5ft.

"Kingfisher" might be said to belong to the "realistic

school" if that term were not applied to writers of fic-

tion, and the "Kingfisher" chronicles are understood to

be faithful relations of actual experiences. There is no

disputing their claims to realism.

Dr, Tarleton H. Bean, of the United States Fish Com-

mission, and angling editor of Forest and Stream, has

just been appointed to the charge of the Division of Fish-

Culture, a position which will give him larger opportuni-

ties in a chosen field.

The Amateur Revolver Championship now rests with

Mr, Geo, A. Jantzer, who yesterday won it from Dr.

Louis Bell. ' Mr, Jantzer must do better work the next

time, however, or he cannot hold it.

"The Camp Keeper," which appeared in our issue of

July 7, it should have been stated at the time, was drawn

from an amateur photograph by Mr, A. Ames Hewlett

,

of Syracuse.
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CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
About this time our "trout tooth" began to bother ub,

each and seTerally, and Sam and I laid out a trip that
night after the camp fire was built that promised to give
us relief and some sport at the same time.
Something over a mile below on the opposite side of the

lake was Alexander's Creek, out of which I took a 17in.
trout in 1884, and we had taken a mess or two of good
ones out of it the previous summer.

Thither we took our way in the ironclad next morning,
Sam and I, with a big lunch wrapped in a paper, for we
intended to be out all day for trout and bass. We stopped
at Alexander's Point, across the lake, and caught a couple
of dozen good big shiners with hook and line for bass
bait, as we were goine to cross over to "Cattail Point"—

a

noted place for bass—and fish along for maybe a mile or
two below before turning back for camp. But we would
fish the trout stream first, before the noon-day heat made
the trout too lazy to bite.

We pulled down to the mouth of the stream and rowed
carefully into a smooth, sandy beach, and when within 6
or 8ft. of the shore, with the boat at a standstill, I leaned
over the side to scan the bottom for snags, when I heard
a 8w-i-s-h, and looking down near the stool on which I
sat, there was a stream of water gushing up through
another rip in that cussed canvas, this time on the lar-

board side nearly opposite the other one.
The water was not more than 4in. deep under us, and

we stepped out with scant ceremony and pulled the boat
up on the sand, and then I waded back to look far the
cause of the calamity—like that would do any good after
the damage was done.

There, sticking up out of the sand and barely discern-
ible, was a snag an inch long of a broken-off limb on a
log that the washing sand had covered out of sight except
the little sharp point, and when I leaned over my weight
had settled the boat squarely on it, from which only one
thing could result—a hole in the canvas. Had we pulled
in 4in. further to the north the boat would have gone
clear.

Old Sam stood looking at the hole with an air of utter
prostration, but he at last managed to give expression to
his feelings with,' "Shipwrecked agin, by the great gosh I

I wouldn't give a nickel with a hole in it for a whole fleet
o' sich boats, I wouldn't b'gosh."
We had seen an old skiff lying on the bank at the

point as we came down and we decided to fish the stream
up through the fields as far as the woods and then go to
neighbor Schaub, living near the point, and borrow the
boat to get back to camp in, first going back after the
ironclad. We sunk the bucket of minnows under a root
at the mouth of the stream, hid our coats and lunch in
some tall grass near by and took our way up the stream,
not very much discouraged over the mishap, but I won't
chronicle the remarks we made about Brother Osgood,
and canvas boats in general, lest it prejudice the reader
a trifle against that species of water cratt, and yet it was
an accident that might not have been avoided, even with
more vigilance in making the landing.
Next time we would maybe have "boss sense" enough

to bring along a needle and thread and piece of canvas,
or at least needle and thread, in which case we could
make shift with a piece of doubled shirt-tail till we got
to camp.
We fished along quietly up into the last field next the

woods pasture without any special happenings, taking a
dozen or more good trout on the way, and it was open,
comfortable fishing, too, for there was no tangle to
bother us and make us warp a certain commandment,
albeit old Sam always left it to "Jeems Mackerel" to do
the "warping" when occasion required. When near the
upper fence I had just picked out a finely-colored 9in,
trout from under a big stump under which the water had
scooped a deep hole, when I heard a bellow behind me,
and looking over by shoulder I saw a big black bull
coming toward me not 20yds, away, with a lot of other
cattle following to see the fun, as I hastily figured it out.
I knew there must be a couple more good trout under
that stump, but I hadn't time to stay and have it out with
them ; the loss of a minute might complicate matters with
the bull.

I jumped across the stream with an agility that would
have made Old Sam smile had he seen the performance,
without a thought of the hitch in the rheumatic old star-
board knee joint, and before the bull was through with
his little preliminary practice in the shape of pawing,
bellowing, goring his horns into the soft ground and toss-

ing a handful or two of earth over his back—as he was
going to do me—I was on the further side of the fence,
rod, trout and bait box, with a rent in the rear of my
breeches made by an unfriendly knot on a fence rail as I
slid over, shouting to Sam, who was coming up a hundred
yards below, to "look out for the bull, and make a wide
'come around' to the left and climb the fence at his earli-

est convenience, or he might run into trouble."
When the bull had plowed up a yard or two of ground

with his sharp horns, he straightened up and took a brief
intermission to look in the direction where I had been,
but I wasn't there, and I took comfort to myself for my
absence, not counting the rent in my breeches.
He soon spied me shaking my fist at him, which I felt

safe in doing as there was a good fence between us, and
started with a warlike bellow straight for the fence, but
stopped when he got to the stream.
He eyed me sullenly for maybe a minute, and then

started to tear up the ground again with his horns right
at the banks of the stream.
There must have been a friendly root in sympathy with

me near the bank, for as I watched him he sunk a horn
in the earth, and giving a great surge of his powerful
neck the horn did not come up—it had caught under a
root, and he threw himself flat of his back and rolled into
the stream, at which I rej aiced vehemently and laughed
till my sides ached; nor could I help shouting at him,
"Goody, you black devil; I only wish you had broken
your cussed neck." The water was less than a foot deep
where he rolled in, and he was directly on his feet again, <

the most crestfallen-looking bull I reckon in the whole
State of Michigan.
He shook his head in a dazed sort of way, gave a

couple of snorts without once looking in the direction of
the cause of bis discomfiture and started slowly back to
the other cattle, who not having perhaps enjoyed the
turn of affairs as well as I, had quietly resumed cropping
the short grass.
That hidden root was something that he could'nt quite

understard, and it had knocked the conceit and "big
injun me" air entirely out of him and he went to feeding
with the other cattle with a look of humility that moved
me to another fit of hilarity.

I left him to his grass and reflections and turned to the
stream again, better satisfied doubtless with the outcome
of the "epipodf^" than the black bull.

Just above the fence was a mass of drift lodged against
the bottom rail where the stream ran under ic, and above
this I dropped in the freshly baited hook, letting the
current carry it under the drift, and in less time than it

takes to mention it, I swung a trout out over the low
bank that was about equal in size to the one taken at the
stump where the black bull came to grief.

By this time Sam had climbed the fence 50yds. away
and came up to "jine me" in another laugh over "gittin'
one on the bull," and then he rasped out the introductory
lines of old Bill SchroU's favorite ditty

—

"The old black bull came down from tlie mountains,
Long time ago:

He pawed up the ground an' then he bellered,

Long time ago."

We felt under the drift for another trout, but not find-
ing one crossed the lane and climbed another fence, to
fish the stream up to the woods a hundred yards or more
to the last hole, a deep pool under the roots of a great elm
where I fooled the 17in, trout some years before 1884.
Two years before, little Ed. Vedder—my boy chum—

-

and I had been chased away from this pool and out of
the field "a whoopin' " by a red bull, and when I related
the episode to old Sam he said we ought to call the stream
"bull crick,"
Fortunately there were no cattle in the field and we

had a chance to fish the pool in quiet.

When within three or four rods of it we tied our fish
in the water and laid our plans for fooling a big trout,
for I had found in the three seasons I had fished it that
there was always at least one big fellow in it that was
boss of the hole, besides some lesser ones that were too
big, however, for him to swallow,

I stood back a few yards and let Sam do the fishing,
for I wanted him to have a taste of glory if it was in the
pool. He crawled up on hands and knees till he could
poke his rod over the water and let the carefully baited
hook suck under the tree, when it was instantly seized
by an Sin. trout and the victim of the wiles of a seduc-
tive Kentucky fisherman was as instantly and quietly
swung out back on the grass, where I released the hook,
adjusted the bait and Sam dropped it in again without
changing a muscle or his position.

Before I had time to put him on the stringer, Sam
hoisted out another of about the same size, and he kept
repeating the performance till he had yanked out six in
twice as many minutes, when they quit biting, and still

the big fellow had not made a sign that he was there.
Sam laid on his beily for half an hour trying all his arts
to coax the big one to take the bait—we were of course
certain that there was a big one in the pool—but to no
avail, and he at last gave it up with the sage observation,
"When trout quit bitin', they quit hitin', an' I reckon
there's not nary 'nother one in that hole, nohow."
We went over to neighbor Schaub's and related om-

tale of shipwreck to him, and borrowed his boat without
any trouble and went down to the beach and put it in the
water, when we found it leaked about a gallon a minute,
but we consoled ourselves with the thought that it would
swell up after awhile and we could make out to get to
camp in it by one bailing with an old basin while the
other rowed. The oars, too, were a marvel in their way,
handy almost as a pair of fence rails, but the outfit was
the best at hand and we felt thankful for it. The wind
had risen while we were on the trout stream, blowing
down the lake—was it ever known to blow in the right
direction when you want to get back to camp?—and the
water was rough and choppy. It was no trouble to go
with the wind, and we were soon at the sandy beach and
had the ironclad apart and loaded in the clumsy skiS,
While Sam went for the minnow bucket I went for our

coats and lunch where we had concealed them in the tall

grass. The coats were all right, but some torn scraps of
paper scattered around and a "passel o' hogs" grunting
and rooting lazily a few rods up the shore told the tale of
the lunch. Then it was in order to give the command-
ment another violent "warpin'," while old Sam stood and
looked a complacent approval.
The "warpin' " finished to Sam's satisfaction, we pushed

oH again and began the real work of getting back to
camp. We got along fairly well till we rounded the point,
where we got the wind dead ahead in its full force, and
then with our utmost exertions the headway was barely
perceptible, and sometimes an energetic gust of wind
would give us a backset of a few feet.

I unshipped one of the oars, and standing up in the
stern used it as a pole, hugging the shore in shoal water
where I could reach bottom,and with Sam alternately baH-
ing and pulling at the other oar, we managed to keep the
old tub moving. We labored slowly and sweatingly along
up the shore till a quarter of a mile or more above, where
we could see the old flag whipping straight out in the
wind and slanted across with the wind on the quarter to
camp, worn out, hungry, out of humor and the command-
ment badly w^arped, but with trout enough to satisfy the
trout tooth of the whole camp and make up for some of
our misfortunes besides.

The ironclad was again carried up in the shade of the
oak, and when we had cleared the table of the lunch
Barney set for us, we patched and waterproofed over the
slit, and then old Sam made a big vow that he would
"never set his foot in another one o' them confounded
no 'count tissue paper boats as long as he lived."

The others had been in camp all day except a while in
the morning on account of the high wind which made
the lake too roueh to handle a boat and fish, but they
had caught more bass than we could use, a fact attested
by three or four on a stringer tied to a log lying partly in
the water, where they had been left hanging till the surf
beat the life out of them against the bottom.

The sight of the trout Sam and I brought in had "het
up" old Kelpie's blood to a point that gave him no rest,
and that night around the camp-fire he fidgeted and
squirmed around in his chair, and swapped legs so often
that we knew there was pometbing serious on his mind,
and at last it came out, He must go trout fishing in the
morning, and he wanted Johnny to go along and row the
boat up to Fonch's landing, from where they would walk
to the stream running through Fonch's land and fish it
till they got trout enough to "take the conceit out of old
Sam and Hickory," as he expressed it.

Johnny snapped eagerly at the chance of a day out
with Brother Kelpie, and from that on till bedtime they
became intimate as two old chums as they discussed their
plans for the next day's fishing—beardless boy and griz-
zled veteran, they were drawn together by the same
cord that binds the brotherhood the world over.
They were off in the morning early and when they re-

turned in the evening "Sam and Hickory had the conceit
knocked out of them" with thirty good trout as they
were counted and laid on the table with a great flourish
by Johnny, who spent the better part of the next three
days, and the nights around the camp-fire, telling us juat
where each trout was taken and just how it was all
done.
The same morning Sam and Charley had taken the big

white skifl" and started for Maybert's Creek, three miles
below on the same side of the lake as the camp for trout,
but they somehow misunderstood the directions I gave
them about finding it, and wandered around through the
woods two or three hotirs, sometimes within 50yd8, of it,
as I learned a few days after when Charley and I made a
trip to it, when tired out and disgusted, and pestered to
the verge of profanity by "skeeters," they went back to
their boat and spent the rest of the day after bass and
pirkerel.

The day Charley and I fished it we took back to camp
seventeen that were little over the 6in, limit, and put
hack in the water nearly twice as many more that were
3, 4 and 5Ln. long. A farmer whom we met told us there
had been not less than 1,200 fish taken out of the stream
before our arrival. No wonder the good ones were scarce;
the count fisher and the trout hog had "got in their
work,"

Ever since we had been in camp we had been getting
minnows with hook and line, and although there was
"lots o' fun" flipping them out, the procpss was some-
times tedious when in a hurry to get to fishing. The
Colonel and I determined to lay in a supply that would
last two or three days or more, by setting the glass trap
and filling all the spare buckets around the camp, which
would please the boys and gratify our desire to "see the
thing work."
Leaving the "Perfessor" in camp writing some letters,

we pulled down to the break of the bar off the birch pointi
and drove a small, trimmed sapling in the bottom at the
edge of the grass, to which we hung the trap a couple of
feet under the surface, baited with pieces of broken
cracker, and then anchored our boat 20 or 30yds. above
to fish for bass awhile and await developments.
There were hundreds of good minnows along in the

grass around near the trap, and we had no doubt but we
could go back in half an hour or so and find it so full that
their tails would be sticking out of the hourglass-shaped
entrance hole. But we didn't.

We went back after awhile and saw plenty of them
swimming unconcernedly around it, but "nary a one" in
it. We moved it down tlip lake a few rods where the
minnows were "thicker'n skeeters in a cedar swamp,"
caught a few good shiners with hook and line and went
back to our bass fishing.

At the end of another hour we paid it another visit and
found it full—of water and broken cracker, and nothing
else. We began to think the contrivance a fraud, or
maybe the bait didn't remind them of anything, and we
caught five small shiners and put them in it, thinking
that when the others saw them in there they would go in
to get a share of the broken cracker.
This scheme promised so well that we did not stay

long at our fishing but went back to see how it bad pan-
ned out, ready to shout like a couple of boys at the suc-
cess of our ruse. But the best laid schemes o' mice an'
men, etc. There was a barred perch that could little
more than turn around in the trap, who had crowded in
through the hole, and one of the five shiners was missing.
We were both amused and surprised and made a few re-
marks to suit the occasion. Here was a new way to
catch perch, and we felt duly thankful and passed a vote
©f thanks to whoever invented the trap.

While we sat in the boat a few feet away, studying
the case over, the big perch gave his tail' a sudden flirt,

closed his jaws on another of the helpless minnows and
proceeded to swallow it with the greatest complacency,
and then we were convinced that the first one had not
made his escape by the entrance hole of the trap.
In the next ten minutes that cannibal deliberately

swallowed the remaining three right before our eyes and
then turned lazily two or three times in the narrow con-
fines of the trap looking for more.
As we had not set out to catch minnows to feed a big

lazy perch that was too shiftless to skirmish for them
in a legitimate way, we raised the trap, and taking his
pot-bellied smartness out, pitched him 10yds, out into
the lake, for which he doubtless thanked us, for with all
his cunning in getting in he hadn't sense enough to find
his way out of the hole through which he went in.

We set the trap again and did not return to it till

toward evening, when we found three small perch in it,

but no minnows.
We had heard and read a good deal about the merits of

this trap as a minnow catcher; some of our friends had
used them of the same pattern with success, but our ef-
forts with it resulted in total failure; none entered it

only the five little ones we put in—to furnish a square
meal for the big, lazy perch.
A day or two after we took it across the lake to Alex-

ander's Point, where there were always hundreds of good
minnows along the edge of the bulrushes and grass, but
it remained empty from day to day, although we could
sit in a boat a few feet away and catch with hook and
line all around it as many good big shiners as we wanted,
sometimes within a few inches of the entrance.
We lost faith in it altogether, but it may have been our

own fault in not knowing how to manage' it, and some of
the brethren who have used them may be able to tell us
the reason of our failure.

At any rate we got no minnows with it, and if it per-
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forms no better when the next cavnp ia made it will find

a final resting: place on the bottom in thedeeppst water to

be found in the lake.

We burned a good many logs and limbs that night, for

each one had his story to tell about the happenings of

the day, and the hour was late before the camp-fire gave
its last d J ing flicker, warning us to seek the tents and
bed: even tbe Colonel had run out of warp and woof for

the fancies he bad been weaving for the last half hour in

the glowing embers, the ashes were knocked from his

fireless pipe and be was ready for once to turn in with the
rest of us.

' Kingfisher.
[TO BE CONTINUED. 1

rock above him, the male bird walked slowly forward
toward the cMff, talking in a low note to the others behind
Mm, while the mother bird stepped forward to a little

point of dry land at the edge of the marsh, and there
threw herself forward flat upon her breast, spread her
long head and neck on the ground in front and lay still.

Soon the little one walked up, and, poking hishead'under
his mother's wing, squatted down and wriggled forward
under her wing close to her side, and soon the little head
and slender neck came twisting up through her feathers,
and there be was housed perfectly from the cold of the
approaching night. I watched them for an hour or
more, as long indeed as I could distinguish my rifle sights,
and when at last I crept away homeward I was careful to

make no disturbance, and giving no alarm to the watch-
ful creatures resting peacefully below.
What other reader of Forest a tsd Steram has ever

seen the mother sandhill crane liover her young? Don't
all speak at once. Obin Belknap

are right. Snipe are not wai erfowl in any usual, proper or re-
coeni zed sense of the word. By waterfowl is understood ducks,
geesfi and swan, and such is always the intent of the laws oon-
cerninsr game. You can rest asstired of this, and you will do good

.if you make it clearly understood whenever the question comes
up. Yours truly (Signed) Er,r,iOTT Coues.

"Prof. R. A. Turtle, the well known taxidermist,
writes:

CHT(J\r.o, .7ulv v.—Col. E. S. Bond: Dear Sir—You ask if 1
thonnbr, snipe came under the head of waterfowl. My answer is

a decisi ve no. When you show rae a snipe starring out from shore
and swimming of his own free will, then I will say tiaey are clas-
sified as such. ji"Waterfowl" includes ducks, geese, swan, pelicans
and any bird that alights in the water. Yours truly,

(S'gned) ,R. A. Turtle.

".John Watson, the veteran sportsman and snipe
shooter, who knows as much about snipe as any one,
writes:

rmcAoo July 7.—Ool. E. S. Bond: As to the question 'Are
snipe waterfowlfc'i" my answer is: Clip a snipe's wings and throw
it into the water SOOvds. from shore, and it would drown before
reaohiog land. The claim ia unmitigated rot. Yours truly.

(Signed) John Watson.

"Prof, Packard, of Brown University, in his elemen-
tary course in zoology, says there are four different types
01 birds, viz., the running, walking, swimming and the
perching, Baird, Jasper and Coues follow this classifi-

cation nearly. Among old ornithologists a,re Bonaparte
and Wilson, about the beginning of this century, whose
works are out of date and out of print. Audubon comes
next as to habits and description of birds, fie will always
he authority, but great as he is, he has ceased to be author-
ity on classification. Baird, Jasper and Coues's works
have been published within the last fifteen or twenty
years or later. I ask Mr, Bortree to produce some late
authorities, or even the opinion of five men, who know
anything about the matter, who say snipe are waterfowl,
I do not believe he can find one in the State besides him-
self. In the whole range of my acquaintance I have not
found one who takes his side of the question. The game
warden thinks it very wrong and almost wicked for me
to advise the dealers to make a test case, and appears to
be very much aggrieved. He cannot tolerate an honest
diff'erence of opinion, but thinks it our duty to submit to
his dictation. I will have to lacerate his feelings further
by repeating ray advice to dealers to test the law, and I

now call on the sportsmen to contribute and make com-
mon cause against the dictation of one man, who prob-
ably never read a modern work on ornithology.
"In any event, where authorities conflict the courts will

be govei-ned by the intentions and understanding of the
framers of the law, and this can be easily established. I

have several letters from prominent sportsmen concern-
ing the stand I have taken. The game warden's con-
struction of the law means very little snipe shooting. It

will not make much difl'erence in the spring, but the best
shooting in the fall comes before the 15 'ih of September,
and the best I ever knew opened on the 12 th of August.
This ends all I have to say on the snipe question.

"E S. Bond,'"

A TEST CASE NEEDEt).

Col. Bond puts up a rather rugged case to handle, that
is sure. As to the original intention of the law there is

no question. Neither has there been any case, to my
knowledge at least, with decision counter to this original
intention. The general impression and belief of Chicago
shooters is alike unmistakable. They do not class snipe
shooting with duck shooting, nor snipe with ducks. One
of the heaviest bags of snipe ever reported here was
made by shooters who took off their rubber boots, walked
in their thin sheepskin inside moccasins, and shot snipe
on ground where the walkers kicked up du3t at every
step. The snipe shooter is not an expert who sticks to
the marsh when the snipe are missing. Pie must try
the high knolls miles back from the marsh, and per-
haps even the willows or brush in rough weather.
This much, snipe hunting will teach any one, but it

does not settle the question of classification, and it does
not settle the point at law as raised by Warden Bor-
tree. I hardly think the sportsmen will or shoitld fol-

low the shiftful advice of our friend the Colonel, and
contribute toward the expense of a test suit. Should
they do this, they would appeal- to rebuke Warden Bor-
tree, and so might lose his services, which are alto-

gether too valuable to be dispensed with. We can't af-

ford to spare the first real, actual, active and in
earnest warden we ever had here. Knowing so
well that Mr. Bortree is sincere, even if he grows extra-
zealous, I have some hesitancy in saying anything which
he might take to be ojiposition, and I know a great many
of our sportsmen feel the same way. It seems to me now,
as it did at first, that we need a test case to live up by.
The sportsmen will back the decision. They want to back
the warden, W^e don't want a weak-backed warden. It

is all right for M r. Bortree to pluckily stand up for his
position, and. not to give it up easily. In this case, how-
ever, should he smile good-naturedly and say, "Well,
boys, back me the better on the chickens and ducks and
we'll let the snipe question rest for awhile,"' I don't
suppose he would lose much dignity or prestige! The con-
fession is nevertheless extorted that a compromise is not
desirable to the warden, and not often desirable at all in
a question of this kind. The right and the wrong of it

should be determined actually and definitely. We may
as well admit it; until the test case we are all at sea, and
don't know what to think. Oar personal beliefs or
preferences ought not to weigh. W^e want a case. By
courtesy the sportsmen can not start it. Has Col. Bond's
right hand lost its cunning':* He has retired from the
street, but has he not his old influence among the dealers?
In a half day can he not raise all the small money needed
for a case? Come, Colonel; this would be only another
chance at thine ancient enemies. For the game dealers,
consider: Sujipose the warden seizes 500 snipe some day,
and makes his case hold. A case by consent might be
cheaper, L^t U'^ have it.

Chicago, 111., July 30 —Mr Percy Stone, of this city,

relates a little incident of his late visit to the old home-
stead near Osonomowoc, Wis., which may ofter to Prof.
Garner a new field for the study of language. Mr. Stone
was looking out toward the wood in front of the house
when he saw an obi fox squirrel and five young ones
coming toward him along the top of the fence.

"It looked just like one big squirrel, about 5ft. long,"
said he, "for they were all running along one close after
another, and every tims the one in front would come to a
post in the fence over he would go and each one behind
right after him, They kept right along on top the fence

NOTES ON THE SANDHILL CRANE.
On the top of the rush-built mound or house of the

muskrat near the shore of lake or slough, and just far

enough from the bank to be safe from the marauding
coyote, the sandhill crane scooped out a nest and raised

her young in safety, in the old days when Minnesota and
northern Iowa formed the finest trapping ground on
earth.

I once found such a nest, and although the mother bird
laid her head down close to the side of the rat-house to

escape observation, she was driven from her treasures,

and a glance into the nest revealed two eggs about the
size of those of the turkey, brown in color, mottled and
spotted with darker brown. The sight of the nest and its

embryo occupants was enougli to repay the discomfort of
WHding in the icy water to reach them.
W^ho among the readers of our dear old journal has

seen the weird dance of a flock of sandhills? Once only
in a lifetime of more than half a century have I seen
this strange performance in its perfection, when each
member of the flock of fifteen or twenty long legs en-
tered into the sport with the evident intention of getting
as much square fun as possible out of this "all prom-
enade" of nature.

It was on the prairies of Iowa nearly forty years ago,
and for half an hom- 1 faced the northwest wind of early
springtime to watch the awkward hops and fantastic
posturing of this merry group of untaught dancers, as
with wings half outspread the strange "hop, skip and
jump" went on, so very like the awkward, stiff-legged

dances of the Indian braves that it really seems as though
the Indian dances were first suggested by observations of
the wild gyrations of the sandhill crane. Certain it is

that the Indian is not so very much the more stiff legged
and ungainly performer of the two.
Courageous, too, is this wary bird of the wilderness,

and in extremity can fight with the energy of despera-
tion. On a well-remembered day "lang syne,'' when dear
old Jim Morehead followed the same trail across the
prairies with me, a pair of cranes was approached within
300yd8., and as Jim was the rifleman par excellence, the
old muzzleloader was quickly passed to him, and the bul-

let broke the wing of a stately bird, which fl 3pped and
fell awkwardly as its mate rose in the air; and at the
sight of the struggling bird Jim's old dog Coaly sprang
forward to retrieve it.

Courageous and active as he was, for once he reckoned
without the host. The brave old bird drew himself
grandly up and met the reckless charge of the dog with a
veritable iance thrust of the long neck and spear-pointed
beak, so fierce and deep that with a howl of pain the dog
recoiled, and tried by actively springing from side to side
to catch his prey unawares. But ever the fiery eye and
lance-pointed beak fronted his attack, and another fruit-

less effort or two soon taught him the value of discretion,
and he was forced to await with impatience the help of
his master to put his foe hors cLe combat.

I once had a fine exhibition of the courage of this bird
when not half grown. I was looking for deer one even-
ing an hour before sunset when, at a distance, I saw an
old crane closely followed by two little ones nearly large
enough to fly. As I approached the little ones disap-
peared and the old one took wing. Carefully marking
the spot and keeping my eye fixed steadily upon it I

walked directly to them as they crouched in tbe grass. -

I lifted the little creatures in my arms, being careful
meanwhile to protect my eyes, but as the little female
appeared almost overcome with terror and refused to be
comforted I put her carefully down again, when with
drooping head and outstretched neck she scudded away
through the grass for a few rods and dropped from sight
again. Not so the male. He was for war immediately
if not sooner, had got his "dander riz," and proposed to
prove that he was from Bitter Creek direct.

After amusing myself with him for a few minutes,
during which I kept hold of his neck to protect my eyes
which he appeared viciously inclined to strike, I put him
down and offered him his liberty. Not a bit of it! Lib-
erty was nothing to the fierce joys of the warpath with
this fiery young savage of the prairie.

The brightly shining heads of the brass rifle shells pro-
truding from my cartridge belt seemed to arouse all his
wrath, and a dozen times he amused me and no doubt
gratified himself by stalking up in front of me and spear-
ing those offending shell heads with rage insatiable. I
really had quite a difficult j )b shaking him off as he
followed me through the long grass for quite a distance,
all the while muttering his little impotent wrath and
daring me back to the fight.

But it was not until within a very few years since that
I saw what I very much doubt if any half dozen readers
of Forest and Stbeaai ever saw—a mother crane hover-
ing her young. Again 1 was looking for venison, and
having reached a point of rocks nearly a hundred feet
above the swampy bottomland of the Colville River,
almost directly beneath me, and as this was a favorite
point of observation with me, from which I had killed a
dozen or so deer at other times, I sat down on the gnarled
root of an upturned tree, and as the sun sank behind the
mountains far off toward the Cqlumbia River I watched
the open swamp for the coming of a deer. Not a deer
appeared. Half an hour after sunset came three cranes
instead—two old ones and a little bird half grown.
Flying slowly around to survey the ground, they

alighted at length within lOOyds. of the base of the cliff

on which I sat. Taking a careful look at all his sur-
roundings, but seeing nothing of jne perched high on the

Is it a New Humming Bird?

I H i.^'E seen it stated that there is but one species of
humming bii'd native to New E igland, namely the ruby-
throat. This may be correct, though observers here in
Cummington assert that they are visited very often in
mid-summer by two kinds, Avhich vary not only in color
of plumage, but in form and figure. Every day at this

season the ruby-throat visits the flower beds, very tame
and often seen at rest on the stems' of annuals and small
woody plants. L '.st year and the year liefore there came
frequently in company with the ruby-throats, two pairs
of humming birds noticeable for their stouter bodies and
shorter tails, with black heads and green reflections all

over the body and wing coverts. One flew into a window
and was caught; so that upon examination the difference
became strikingly apparent. This year, however, none
have been seen.

Is it possible that these birds with green plumage were
mere casual visitors? or have they come to stay?

OUTVIMTNGTON, Mass. CtLiRLFlS HaLEOCK

')nnie ^nq mid 0ittj,

New FAliUons: The Gun and its Develojmient, $ii 60.

Ttie Modern Shotgun, .fl. For sale at this office.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Cnrresr.>mi(lrnt.l

Chicago, 111., July 20.—In regard to the suggestion of
a test case in the much vexed question whether or not a
jacksnipe is a waterfowl, my c intentions friend. Col.
Bond, has the following to say in regard to Warden Bor-
tree's position

:

"Ravenswood, 111., July 14.—I send you my reply to
Mr. Bjrtree. Ic may worry him some. The sportsmen
should contribute and have a test case, as they are as
much interested as any one. But I do not expect a penny
from them, as I never knew them to give anything for
game protection, though they always stand nearby to
share the benefits secured at the expense of others.

E S. Bond.
The article prepared by CoL Bond is as follows:

ABE SNIPE WATERFOWL?
"Sickness has prevented my answering Mr. Bortree's

reply to my letter in the Tribune. Both have been pub-
lished in the For est and Stream, and have been read
with interest by sportsmen generally. Mr. B irtree
appears to depend greatly on dictionary definitions to
find out what a snipe is. They are poor authorities at the
best, as compilers of dictionaries are not supposed to
know much about birds, and probably would not know a
snipe should they see one. Webster's definition of snipe
is 'A bird of the genus Sc.olopax, that frequents the banks
of rivers and the borders ot fens." In this he is correct.
He does not say that they are waterfowl, or even go into
tbe water. The Century Dictionary gives no definition of
waterfowl: its definition of 'water bird' is 'an aquatic as
distinguished from a terrestrial or aerial bird,' oliierwise,
water as distinguished from a land bird. Worcester's
Dictionary is so old it is no authority. Mr. Bortree must
be hard up for authorities to go as far back as Belonin in
1.555. No one disputes that some old writers had a class
called waders, but this classification has been abandoned
by all modern ornithologists. The same can be said of
Rev. Hick's catalogue. So far as Mr. Henry Breton,
State geologist, is concerned, he may know something
about rocks and stones, but is not supposed to know much
about birds.

"Mr. Bjrtree sayshe does not find any authority to sup-
port my statement that -'Any bird that makes its home
on the land is not a waterfowl." The authority is the ex-
ercise of plain, common sense. If M r, Bortree will read
Coues's "Kfy to North American Birds" and Jasper's
"Birds of North America," he will know more about birds
than he does at present. The game warden's personal at-
tacks I care nothing about, and do not consider them
worthy of any attention. The question is "Are snipe
waterfowl?" Mr. Birtree labors hard in defending Jus-
tice White, and his absurd decision as to what is a "wild
buck." The inconsistency of his decision can best be
illustrated by taking a mountain sheep. The male would
be a wild buck and protected by law, but the female being
a ewe, would not be protected. This would be hard on
the ewe, as the game warden says as to snipe. I offer the
following letters in support of my position that snipe are
not waterfowl. Dr. N. R owe writes:

CHiOAfiO, June 10. 1893.—Ool. E. ,S. Bond: There is one thing
tbat everybody is off on m regard to snipe, lb was 1 who, in order
to harmonize matters proposed to remov^e all protection from
snipe, and it was thoroughly and positively understood that fnipe
should not be protected. Moreover, the snipe is not a waterfowl;
that I stated in tiie ^r/UTiVad P(.e7(7 several limes. In reg-ard to
this very question you can stale positively what I have writ-
ten you. Tnat it was 1 who proposed to throw tue protection oflE
from snipe in orclef t > get better protection on some other game
birds. Yours truly, (Signed.) N. fiowE

ALMOST EQUALLY GOOD.
"Prof. Elliott Cones, the author to Coues's 'Key to

North American Birds,' a professor in the Smithsonian
Institution, and the best living authority on birds, writes:

Smithsonian Tsstituiion, June ?.-S. S. Bond: Dear Sir—You
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for a number of rods, taking all the inequalities in line
and never breaking rank, I stood and watched them
and they were not afraid, for no squirrels are allowed to
be shot on the old farm. At last they came to the wagon
gate in front of the house, and here there was trouble-
There was a high post, boxed up and with a board cap to
it, that projected high above the level of the fence. The
old squirrel took this right in her stride and so did the
next tour young ones, all going down on the opposite
side of the post and running on across on the top of the
gate. The last squirrel was a little one, apparently the
last of the lot, and he balked at the post. He wouldn't
try it, but seemed afraid. He put his paws up against
the post and set up a dreadful chattering. The other
squirrels all stopped and began to chatter too, but the
little fellow wouldn't move. Ho just sat and hollered.
All the other squirrels came on back across the gate, to
the other side of the post, and then sxich a chattering
you never heai'd. The little one didn't take any advice,
however, and the upshot of it was that after a while he
skinned down the post to the ground, ran up it on the
other side and got into line behind again. Then away
they went as far as I could see them, bobbing along
like a long red snake on top the fence. It was easy to
see that those squirrels had some sort of language,
though I couldn't make out whether they were coaxing
the little fellow or swearing at him."
Mr. Stone, it may be remembered, is active in the man-

agement of Diana Club, of the Horicon marsh. He says
that this year there is plenty of water all over the marsh,
so that there will be no difficulty such as there was last
fall in getting about with the boats. In fact the second
rise of water may have beea damaging to the ducks, as
it may have caught many on their nests. The mallards
this year are nesting away back where it was dry and
dusty last year.
Just what the effect of the wet spring has been upon

the chicken crop it is still too early to learn with any ac-
curacy, though the general impressioh seems to be that
in this State the birds did not suffer so very much. Com-
pared with the terribly dry season of last year, the shoot-
ing in Minnesota and South Dakota may be very satis-
factory after all this year.

Messrs. M. R. Bortree and F. S. Baird will leave in
August for their annual chicken hunt near Huron, in the
Jim River country, Dakota. Here they get fair shoot-
ing, all the birds they care to eat at the farm where they
stop.

The first of August is now at hand, and many are
making plans for a little chicken-shooting campaign. He
is very fortunate who can count with any certainty upon
finding a chicken country where he can get good shoot-
ing. In accordance with my promise, made earlier in
these columns, I shall on Aug. 1 privately notify all
inquirers after the whereabouts of the "game pocket"
over which we had a little writing last winter. There
are several gentlemen who have inquired personally or by
letter after this, and to all these the same reply will be
made, viz. : The name and address will be given of the
gentleman who gave me the information, and his terms
for board, etc. I have no late information from this
locality, but have written for it. There is every reason to
think the chicken shooting good. I could not, and can-
not now give this locality out publicly, for the informant
does not want the market shooters down on him. To any
gentleman of references the information is free as the
air, of com-se, and gladly given, and I only hope that,
diflficult and usually thankless as it is to direct any one to
a locality for a sportiug trip, this "game pocket" may
prove itself not over-estimated, and may be the means of
affording pleasure to some gentlemen who may in their
time have gone fm ther and fared worse. This year and
next the market shooters will about clean up the chickens
in northwestern Nebraska, which for the past few years
has been the best chicken country left in the West. The
Indian Nations country is pretty well shot down now.
After this corner of Nebraska goes, there will not be any
real chicken country left. The shooter will have to pick
his shooting here and there, as he can find it, and "earne
pockets" like the one in question here will be of^ still

greater value. I must add that I cannot testify to the
actual value of this ' pocket" out of any personal experi-
ence,_ though gentlemen who shot there last fall write me
that it was all that could be asked as a chicken country.
The hot weather here has stifled all aspirations for sport

for the present, and most of our shooters and fishers are
absent at the country clubs trying to keep cool. Messrs.
C. G. Page and N. C. Wheeler went this week up to Pot-
ter's Lake, near Mukwanago, Wis., after bass, but unless
there comes a cooler time they will hardly get any bass.
The Kankakee club houses are about all full now, but the
chief amusement is sucking straw?.
That pleasant summer club, the Crand Calumet

Heights, has put in about ,f1,500 in improvements, and
now has a pleasant lawn and improved buildings. The
fishing for game fish is next to nothing, but the location
on the lake shore is pleasant and restful, apart from the
city, as it is by only a short remove. So far as can be
learned, our friend Alex. T. Loyd, lately mysteriously
disappeared, has been living down at Grand Calumet
Heights Club all the time. 1 think some of organizing a
relief expedition and going down after him. Mr. Loyd
is a great explorer. It will be rfmembered that he dis-
covered the sources of the mysterious Little Calumet in
a country never before trod by the foot of civilized man,

E. Hough.
No. 175 MONBOE fcTKEET, Ohicago.

A GUN CAMERA.
Hareisbtjrg, Pa.—As I understand the photographic

competition in the FOREST AND Stream, it is the desire
to get not only good pictures, but photographs of game,
incidents, etc , out of the usual channels.
The ordinary tripod arrangements is hardly adequate

to meet sudden emergencies (taking too long to set up).
The hand cameras are good, but as used with the ordin-
ary finder on top or sides, a small moving object, like a
bird flying or hare or dogs running, is difficult to keep
"in" the tinder.

It has been my ambition to get a photograph of a bird
in the air the moment it was struck by a charge of shot,
and I have tried to accomplish this end by attaching a
hand camera to a piece of wood shaped like a gun.

Instead of looking into my finder whexa a bird arises I

A POT SHOT.

(Not a portrait of "Pizarth.")

throw my "gun camera" to the shoulder, and„whenon the
bird "pull" the button.

It looks easy, and it is, to get the bird just before being
shot (by your assistant) or just after, but frankly confess
I have never caught it just at the right moment.
You don't get very good "pictures" by this method,

but you will get some very queer photographs, although
I have secured some pretty pictures by pointing the cam-
era about half-way between the shooter and the game.
One easily learns the angle of his lens and the camera,
being on the under side of what correspond to the barrels
of a gun, is bound to hang level. But it is not "pictures"
you are hunting with this arrangement, but odd photo-
graphs, and with a little practice you will get them much
better than by the usual way.
The accompanying rule drawing will give a fair idea

What is the Interpretation?

The Utah law on California quail is found in Act of
March 13, 1890, as follows; "Sec. 4. Any person who
shall kill, ensnare, net or trap any quail, partridge,
pheasant, prairie chicken, sage hen or grouse within the
Territory of Utah between March 15 and Aug. 15 of each
year, or who shall kill, ensnare, net or trap at any time
any lark, whippoorwill, thrush, swallow, snowbird, bobo-
link, woodpecker, or other insectivorous birds, not being
birds of prey, except English sparrows, and the bird
commonly known as the California quail, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor." According to this, what is the law
on California quail? May they be killed at no time or all
the year around?

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the
Qame Laws,

THE GUN CAMERA.

of the "rig" and any one can fix their hand cameras with-
out injury to them. The method of pressing the button
is easily arranged. The simplest b^ing an old guitar
string which has all the stretch taken out of it, running
from the trigger on the stock to a spring near the but-
ton. By pulling the trigger you press the button.
Some of the results are rather astonishing.

PiQABTH.

On the oi)po8ite page is a reproduction of one of Mr.
Brelsford's "gun camera" photographs, and though he
did not succeed in getting the bird just at the instant
desired he certainly did secure a most ai-tistic and effect-
ive picture. In reply to an inquiry Mr. Brelsford writes

:

Yours of the 24th at hand and noted regarding the pic-
ture of the duck rising at the water's edge.

I wish to state that it is bona-fide and taken while the
bird was in the air. The negative was retouched and
print spotted of course to give the necessary sharpness.
The flight of the duck was a trifle fast for the speed of
shutter. A second later I would have caught the dis-
charge of the gun and the duck falling. I suppose I
have wasted over a hundred—yes two hundred plates try-
ing to get a picture of a bird the instant the shot struck
it. I have several immediately before and lots just after.
They don't make good pictures, as generally they are
either all sky or all ground. When the dogs stand I en-
deavor to locate the bird on the ground, and telling my
assistant who does the shooting to yell "now" just as he
pulled the trigger, snap the shutter and by having my
"gun camera" pointed about half-way between the shooter
and the bird get the whole scene about once in twenty-
five times, but have never gotten the supreme moment
yet. But still we might just happen to strike it some
day, and that would be our reward,

Wooly Venison.
A |5,000 damage suit was instituted in the district

court yesterday by William A. Peers, a minor, through
his brother, Robert A. Peers, who, by order of the court,
was on Tuesday appointed guardian in order that suit
might be commenced. The action to recover is against
Deputy Game Warden Charles A. Nichols, and behind
the whole affair is a story that would be extremely ludi-
crous were it not for the serious consequences entailed.
The ground for suit is alleged false imprisonment.
Oq Saturday evening last, according to the allegations

of the plantiff, he was engaged in his occupation as driver
of a meat wagon. About 8 o'clock in the evening he
carried into the Ideal restaurant, on Superior street, a leg
of mutton which had been ordered, Nichols was stand-
ing near the desk when the meat was delivered, and
whether owing to defective eye-sight or ignorance of the
real quality of the meat, he declared it was a leg of veni-
son.
"You're mistaken," was young Peers' reply,
"WeU, I guess I know my busmess," retorted Nichols;

"I know venison meat when I see it. T guess I'll run
you in for violation of the state game laws," The butcher
boy did not take kindly to the threatened deprivation of
his liberty and the aid of a policeman was invoked. He
was finally taken to the central station and locked up.
After seeing his prisoner safely behind the bars. Deputy

Game Warden Nichols returned to the restaurant and
took possession of the piece of meat, about the "shank"
of which clustered several large mats of wool. He took
the meat and repaired to a butcher shop near bv withhia
prize. He asked the man in charge to be allowed to
place the meat in the ice box until Monday and was given
permission, a receipt being given him for "one leg of mut-
ton."
"That ain't mutton" said the game warden knowingly,

"it's venison."
Notwithstanding the butcher declared it mutton and

refused to give a receipt for venison. The warden sought
out another shop but he was given a reception that led
him to reflect. After consultation with several of the
leading butchers in this city Mr. Nichols finally came to
the conclusion that he had made a mistake and hurried
to the jail and ordered the release of the boy. The latter
had been imprisoned three hours and hence the suit.—
Diduth Tribune, July 14.

Here's a Programme.
A CORRESPONDENT writes: "I- intend to shoot wood-

cock, ruffed grouse, etc., in the East during the autumn
months; then spend the winter South, among turkeys and
quail; then another pummer in the northern Rockies and
upper Pacific coast."

POTOMAC NOTES.
For fine white perch fishing seek the estuaries of

Chesapeake Bay. The fish run exceptionally large in the
brackish water, and are as plentiful as mosquitoes on the
Jersey coast. Then, too, the grounds are easily reached
by railroad or steamboat, guides and boats are readily
secured, and proper baits occur in the water at hand and
along the sandy beaches. Messrs. O. C. Hine, George
Scharf and Jake Scharf have just returned from a week's
outing on the Chesapeake, about ten miles from Bengies,
Md. The route from Washington is via Baltimore to
Middle River Station on the P. W. & B. From this point
they proceeded to their camping place, ten miles away,
where they pitched their tent and had a very enjoyable
time. Two of the party hooked 68 perch, none of which
were less than Sin. long, in one hour and a half. The
fish were taken on a spreader, two at a time, and being
provided with rod, line and reel the sport was thoroughly
interesting. The baits used were sand fleas, which proved
superior to crabs and other baits. The fleas were caught
at night by means of lights, around which they would
gather in large numbers, when they were easily scooped
up with the hands.
Although out of season, the boys took on the 20th of

July seven fine rockfish, averaging about Slbs. each.
Yellow perch were very plentiful, but returned to the
water as fast as they were taken ; like your humble ser-
vant, the party had no use for that unjustly celebrated
fish. Plenty of catfish are found in these waters also.
Parties living at this point say that the prospect for rock
and pike (pickerel) fishing next fall is all that could be
desired. Bengies has furnished good duck shooting in
the past, and President Harrison has made frequent trips
there during his administration. There is ten miles of
beach, which furnishes good sport in the fall, although
the gunning has been poor for the pasttwo years; whether
the President has had anything to do with this or not is
hard to say, but from the fact that the county is a Demo-
cratic stronghold, there is likely something in what this
sentence is intended to suggest. These grounds are re-
sorted to by hundreds of lovers of fishing from Baltimore.
The other day I approached one of our well-known

anglers with the question as to how he had fared bass
fishing on the Potomac during the present week. He re-
plied that it was entirely too hot to fish, and so have many
others. There has been a wonderful cleaning up of
Secretarial and Senatorial outfits of fishing tackle during
the past few weeks, and now throughout the mountain
regions of the country, along every wooded stream is to
be heard the term "Mr, Secretary," or "Senator," "what
luck?" Secretary Noble has departed, and with him a
very complete sportsman's outfit. Ex-Attorney General
Garland is another enthusiast with the rod and .gun,
especially the latter, and has gone to his Arkansas home
well supplied with guns and ammunition.
Forest and Stream's "Chained to business? Can't go

a fishing?" is fully appreciated here by a lot of poor,
sweltering cusses. Ye happy mortals, who can get away,
go and let us hear from you and your enjoyments
through this great, full medium. BON.
Washington, D. O., July 3Q,

Shrewd.
Mrs. Barry—Our guide is a very shrewd fellow.
Mrs, .SiraBgp—Yet?
Mrs. Barry—He always makes out his bill on birch bark aad It

is Fo charmingly quaint that one can't help paying him—New
Torh U&rcad.
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DAYS WITH CANADIAN TROUT.
I HAD lonff been anticipating a trout fishing expedition

to tlie Canadian lakes and rivers north of Quebec, when
on the fifteenth of June last I received a note from my
good friend and fellow sportsman, Mr. A. L , of Quebec,

saying that he had learned from parties just in from the

woods that the trout were taking the fly well and were of

large size, and that I had better n'oin him at once. I im-

mediately made my plans to leave New York on the fol-

lowing Saturday, overhaul my fly-book, rods and tackle,

and on Saturday evening took the night train for Montreal.

Monday wag' clear and beautiful, and as I had never
seen the quaint old city of Quebec, L. iosisted that I must
remain there that day, at least, which was spent in driv-

ing about the most unique city on the Western Continent,

completing our preparations for our trip and in conferr-

ing with N. Tacbe. the Comraiasioner of Crown Lands
for the Province of Quebec, regarding the large number
of lease-hold properties acquired by Americams during
the past few years in the Pmvinc* of Quebec for shooting

and fishing purposes. N. Tache, who has held his pres-

ent position for many years and whom I found a most
courteous and cultivated gentleman, informed me that it

are the largest in L.'s preserve, although it contains
altogether about 100 lakes. But, "Man proposes, etc.,"

the rain again began, and on overhauling our traps we
found, as we supposed, that the fresh meat had gone on
in the train to Lake Sfc John, sixty or seventy miles away.
There was nothing to do but pitch the tent, send Martel
on a long and weary tramp of fourteen miles up the rail-

road to the nearest telegraph station, at Lake Ed ward,
where he could wire to L'lke St. John and have the meat
brought back on the train when it returned that night.
While old Marasse pitched the tent and kindled the

fire, L. and I covered our faces and hands with a good
glaze of tar and pennyroyal, for the rain made the flies

troublesome, and taking my light rod I put on a cast
especially prepared for L, by our good friend Wakeman
Holberton, a yellow fly whose name I do not know, a
Parmachenee-belle and a silver doctor, and despite the
rain I stood on the bank of the river which just below
our camp flowed quietly by after a long rapid, and made
a cast. My flies had no sooner touched the water than I

had a fine strike, and brought in two half-pound trout,

one on the silver doctor and one on the yellow fly. I
fished the remainder of the afternoon right in the same
spot, and rarely if ever failed to bring in one trout and

the intensely blue sky and moderated the excessive heat
of the sun. The lakes seemed like emeralds set in still

darker emerald frames, and there was no sound save the
mocking laugh of the loon. As the sun was too hot for
fishing on the lakes, we camped for an hour or more on a
grassy point, while Marasse cooked us a delightful lunch.
This over, an hour's paddling brought us to the beautiful
rapids where the Lake of the Three Caribou and the Lac
du Biscuit discharged into Lao de la Croix. Here I left

the canoe, and putting on a small piece of pork in the
place of the silver-doctor, but retaining the Parmachenee
and yellow-fly, I cast in the roughest part of the rapids,
A three-quarter-pounder rewarded my first cast, and for
an hour 1 had superb sport. L., seated in his canoe on
the opposite side of the rapids, looked on approvingly,
every now and then reeling: in a large fish himself while
Martel and Abelard handled the landing-net for me, and
old Marasse and his companion, for a new guide, Pierre
Jean, had joined us, looked on with suppressed excite-
ment. The lengthening shadows at last told us we must
start for home, but we found we had over 30 magnificent
fish, and this compensated us for the disappointments of
the preceding days.
The paddle home of fifteen miles was simply delightful.

was the policy of the Canadian G-overnment to encourage

the formation of sportsmen's clubs in northeastern

Canada, that the 0-overnment were convinced these clubs

protected the game, and brought a desirable class of

people into the territory, many of whom became inves-

tors, and that while no long leases could be granted,

those that are now in force would always be renewed or

payment made for all improvements that the clubs had
made during their term 'of occupancy. A delightful

lunch at the Garrison Club was also one of the features

of the day.
Monday morning dawned cold and gloomy with a

strong northeast wind and every sign of rain, but we
started off gaily at 8 A. M. on the day train on the Quebec
& Lake St. John Railway. We had with us two tents, an
abundance, as we thought, of provisions, including an
assortment of sekcted fresh meat and a small retriever

spaniel. Our objective point was a little spot known as

"The Bakery," on the railroad, about a hundred miles

north of Quebec, and the four hours' ride to this point

was one of the most beautiful railway rides I have ever

taken. We passed the village of Indian Lorette, where
a hundred descendants of the Huron tribe live, and it

was interesting to see the numerous moose and caribou

skins, which these Indians tan, hung out in rows on poles

around each little house. At the French-Canadian village

of St, Raymond, forty-five miles from Quebec, we took

on the train one of our guides—Martel. From this point

the railroad runs almost due north along the bank of the

Batiscan River, one of the wildest and most picturesque

of mountain streams imaginable, and although the long-

threatening rain had now begun to descend in torrents,

we enjoyed the scenery, wild beyond expression, to the

fullest extent. Suddenly the train stopped. I could see

nothing but woods around and an abandoned log hut on
one side of the track.

"Here we are at the Bakery," said L., and we alighted,

our traps were put off, and with calls of farewell from
passengers and train crew the train moved off and left

us in the wilderness. An old French Canadian and a
young boy now came up and greeted us. These were
Jean Marasse, known through the country side as one of

the best bush cooks and an expert guide, and little

Abelard, the fourteen-year-old son of Martel, who had
joined us at St. Raymond. The rain had now ceased for

awhile, and shouldering our traps we plunged into the

woods, and after a short walk of a quarter of a mile

reached the bank of the Batiscan River, where we found
two birch-bark canoes and where we had intended start-

ing at once in these canoes for the great lakes Des Passes

and Batiscan, about ten miles to the eastward, and which

'•STEADY! "

From a Photogp.aph bt Mb. O. E, H. Brislspohd,

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competitioa.)

more often two at each cast. Toward the sunset hour,
although it was still raining heavily, I had Jean Marasse
paddle me in a canoe to the foot of the rapids above men-
tioned, where, although I was wet to the skin in the
almost tropical rain, I forgot it all in the excitement of

the sport, as I killed at least ten or twelve large trout.

Returning to camp I found L. awaiting me with a steam-
ing cup of tea, some good salt pork and some of the trout
I had caught in the afternoon.
The night was a dreary one; as it rained constantly we

were glad when the morning dawned, although it only
brought gray skies and Martel, who had returned to say
that the meat was not on the train. After breakfast I

fished a rapid lower down the Batiscan with good suc-
cess, but as the rain still continued , and as we knew it

would take half a day to reach the Big Lakes, and I had
to be back to New York on Saturday, we struck camp at

3, and returning to the railroad boarded a freight train
which took us, traps, canoes and all, three miles further
north to the little station known as SkrOder's Mill, where
we found a neat little frame house, clean as wax, and a
thrifty little housekeeper, the wife of Section Master
Colombe, who gave us good cheer and good beds, Thurs-
day, the last day of my stay, dawned clear and beautiful,
and at 4.30 A. M. I started with Martel and Abelard to

portage over the mountain opposite Skroder's to the almost
unknown Lac des Cotaux. A short paddle across the
river to the opposite bank from Skroder's, a carry of half
a mile up the mountain on one side and half a mile down
on the other, brought us to the lake—one of the most
beautiful sheets of water I ever saw. It was about five

miles long by an average of half a mile in breadth, sur-
rounded by hills, thickly covered with hemlock and stud-
ded with little islands, and best evidence of its remote-
ness, these islands were covered with the nests of wild
ducks and sea gulls, who flew shrilly calling around our
heads, fearful lest we should disturb their setting mates.
We paddled the whole length of the lake and back, but
the morning was too hot, and the trout would not rise to
my casts, nor would they take trolling a small piece of
pork cut in shape of a minnow. Two lovely twin islands
at the head of the lake I named Abelard and Heloise, for
my young companion.
Carrying over the portages again to Skroder's we found

that L. had left two hours earlier for the waters of Lac
de la Croix, where he expected us to join him. After a
short rest we started, and after two short portages and a
long, delightful paddle up the Batiscan River, through
the Lac du Riviere into the Lac de la Croix, we reached
ifcs upper end and found L. awaiting us. The day was
superb. Great masses of white, fleecy clouds rolled over

Long reaches of river and crystal lakes succeeded eacn
other. We shot the rapids that we had portaged over in
going up and reached Skroder's at nine o'clock P. M.

,

wearied in body but joyful in spirit. At midnight we
took the train for Quebec, reaching there early Friday
morning, Saturday morning saw me in Montreal and
Saturday night in New York, making a week filled with
delightful incidents and one which will ever dwell in my
memory from the sport it afforded me and the delightful
hospitality that I received.
My experience and my trip showed me conclusively

these lakes and streams between Quebec and the head
waters of the Saguenay at Lake Sfc. John are the Adiron-
dacks of the future. The soil of the country does not per-
mit of successful cultivation, and all the section for hun-
dreds of miles is now taken up by clubs, who are obliged,
under their leases, to properly protect their holdings from
poachers. The tract belonging to L., which I fished and
which is called the Grande Batiscan, is for instance,
twenty-five miles long by thirty wide, and is a virgin
wilderness. As can be seen from my experience, its

waters team with large brook trout (Salrno fontindlis)
only, while in its pathless woods the moose and caribou
roam in good numbers. I can see no reason why the
ouaniniche or landlocked salmon of Lake St, John, only
sixty miles north, cannot be propagated in the rapid
waters of this and the other tracts surrounding it, and
Mr. Greenough, of Boston, who has made a study of the
matter, tells me that they can. To the west of the Batis-
can lies the St. Maurice Club, at Lake Edward on its

northwestern boundary is the Paradise Fin and Feather
Club, while the Metabetchuan Club bounds it on the east.
This whole region, through the new Quebec and Lake St.
John railway can now be reached within fi-om twenty-
four to twenty-six hours from New York city, and I ad-
vise any of my fellow readers of Forest and Stream who
are fond of and want to be sure of good trout fishing and
deer shooting, to get into one of these clubs of the
Province of Quebec as soon as possible. As I have before
said, the territory is the Adirondacks of the future, and I

may add, in my opinion, of the near future.
James B. Townsend,

A Lobster of Record.

A LOBSTER said to weigh 481bs. was exhibited at Camp-
obello. New Brunswick, July 21,

Shad have been very abundant in Bass River, Notl^
Scotia

J
2,800 were caught on a single tide.
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SALMON FEEDING IN FRESH WATER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
la your issue ol July 7 is a very intereFting article from

Judge S. H. Greene, of Portland, Oregon, on the question
of salmon feeding in fresh water. In this article a very
complimentary reference is made to my studies on
the salmon of the Northwest, together with a challenge
for the proof of certain statements connected with my
publication.

First, the statement which has been several times made,
originally, I believe, by Livingston Stone and afterwards
by myself, that wbile the salmon of the Columbia River
will more or less readily take the fly or a baited hook,
they have never been known to feed while in the river.

The basis of this generalization lies in the fact that
neither Mr. Stone, nor Dr. Bean, nor Dr. Grilbert, nor my-
self, nor any one else whose observations have been
placed on record, have ever found any food of any kind in
the stomach of an adult running salmon. This absence
of food and ultimately the absence of any room for food
in the stomach has been taken as negative evidence to
show that the salmon does not feed. The fact that the
running salmon become in time excessively lean, besides
their sexual distortion and the fact of the gradual con-
sumption of the oil which fills their flesh when they leave
the sea, may be taken as collateral evidence in this

matter. In taking the fly or baited hook it is apparently
uncertain whether these running salmon take it as food
or whether they simply snap at an ob ject which happens
to be in their neighborhood with no intention of actually
devouring or swallowing it.

All these data on which our opinion is based seem to be
accepted by Judge (rreene. The question is. Are these
data sufficienl? And in this matter, as in all others, I trust,

I am open to conviction. If any food can be found in the
stomach of any salmon which has run any considerable
time in the river, I shall certainly believe that the salmon
feeds in the river. At present the balance of probability
seems to be on the side that it does not feed. It may,
however, be true that this early run of salmon feeds upon
insect larvas and other soft, nutritious ^ substances which
leave little or no trace in the stomach, and I quite agree
with Judge Greene that much is yet to be learned of the
habits of the salmon in fresh water.
As to the second point, of the adult salmon which

ascend the rivers in the spring and are therefore able to
go some six or eight hundred miles before the spawning
season oA'ertakes them, it is certain that a very large and
unknown percentage die before they reach the ocean. Of
the young salmon which spawn before the age of four
years is reached and of the salmon which enter the rivers
late in the fall and can therefore go no great distance
before the spawning seasdii arrives, an unknown and
doubtless large percentage survive. Considering the
distortion, leanness, weakness and disease of those salmon
which have started early in the sirring and gone to great
distances in the river, I think that the percentage of
those which reach the ocean must be extremely small;
l)erhaps none of them return. Of those whose run is a
short one and who have gone but a little way, there is no
doubt that there are many survivors. In regard to both
these kinds of salmon we have absolutely no way of
ascertaining the exact percentage. The great majority,
I think, of the salmon running in the river are about
four years old, and the average weight of these is or
should be about 331 bs, I have no doubt that the occa-
sional oOlb, salmon are fishes which have spawned more
than once; but what percentage of the 221b. salmon
have had a previous experience in the river it is impos-
sible to say."

Among all our fishes there is none the life history of
which is BO difficult to trace as that of the salmon. I

I have felt gratified that so much of the work which I

have done on this subject has stood the test of time, and
I have felt still more gratified at the general agreement
of the conclusions which I have reached with those of
Stone, Bean, Gilbert and others who have been at work
on the same problems. But all conclusions of this kind
are oi)en to rev^ision with more evidence. Biology is

always an inexact science because it is never possible for
one man or one generation to get together all the data
necessary for an absolute settlement of any great ques-
tion. David Staer Jordan.
Palo Alto, Cal., July 20,

"DOC" REPLIES TO "OLD MAN."
May the woman dubbed as "Doc"' in your last issue

venture into the columns of your paper, columns that
are decidedly masculine: but then," having once worn
trousers, and "Sunday ones" at that, I make the venture.
"Old Man," blessings on him, can never tell of the

keen enjoyment of this vacation of mine. I, who never
caught a trout or bass before in my life, surely appreciate
this wild Pike county home. Here are worn the "old
dads" and an immense straw hat. the only trimming
being a shoestring to tie under one's chin when the wind
blows. Here c ome the ro8^'S to one's ch^-eks in the shape
of sunburn and here also com<- the freckles, which I give
a fljwer-likf> name to, too, ' B chelor buttori&" I call

my trecklf s, for any man in beholding them would re-
main a bachelor all his dayw were I fhe only choice.
That trouting pxpedition wUl evtr be as a poem in my

memory. How I wished I was an artist with a box of
water-colorf, for oils would seem too gross for those
tender shades. How soft those tones of green, with here
and there patches of gold in them from "old Sol:" how
tangled the ferns and vines running over some fallen tree
of tba,t wilderness!

I enjoyed that tramp, and the cool, rushing water was
soothing to my feel, clad in hot rubber boots, and then

—

my first trout. Surely no trout ever before had such
pretty specks on him, none ever so supple, and. when his
neck was broken 1 was downright sorry; but was soon
busy with a fresh, fat, pink worm.
After such days are long past and we are back in the

busy city once more, we can sit and muse or tell pro-
digious yarns about our sport. We are more charitable
toward our fellow men, for we have been in communion
with nature and she teaches us gentleness, patience and
steadfastness of purpose.

I pore over the advertisements of Forest and Stream
with a very knowing air which I think would amuse my
friends, I discuss light-weight rods, fishing tackle and
boats in a manner that has the "courage of its convic-
tions." My life will know content when I own a bunt-
ing coat such as I see advertised, "Old Man" carried

worms, frogs, snelled hooks, leaders and book of flies,

lunch, pip<^, tobacco, re*^ls and even small snakes in those
blessed pockets, while I, with envy in my soul, trudged
along, a handkerchief thrust in my belt and one poor
useless pocket, the whereabouts known only to my
modiste.
"Old Man" is modest and tells not of the frog he man-

ufactured of pork, the legs of which dangled in the
water in a most comical manner, causing us njany a
hearty laugh and many a loss when we attempted to
strike. It was "Old Man" who taught me how to cast
and how to coax the bass from "the shadows of great
rocks" and to have patience with the fastidious pickerel
and give him time when he chews with dainty nibbles
your choicest perch bait. "Doc" blesses "Old Man" and
forgives him that libel, that gum gossip,

"Doc" (M. K.).

ANGLING NOTES.
Photograph of Dr. Bethune.

When Rev, Dr. A. J. Upson, vice-chancellor of the
University of the State of New York, told me a few days
ago that he had something to show me that I would be
pleased to see, it was not long before I called upon him
to find what the something was. I found it to be a pho-
tograph from life of Rev. G. W, Bethune, the editor of
the American edition of "Walton's Compleat Angler,''
This photograph had but recently come into Dr. Upson's
possession, having been presented to him by one to whom
Dr. Bethune gave it, and it was taken under the follow-
ing circumstances: The officers of the Piseco Trout Club
were Mr. Henry Vail, President; Dr. Bethune, Vice-Pres-
ident; Mr. Alfred Brooks, Secretary. On one occasion
Dr, Francis Vinton, of New York, entered Dr, Bethune's
study, and noting the surroundings of books, fishing rods,
creels and other angling paraphernalia, asked for a pho-
tograph of him for the club, as he saw him there. Con-
sent was finally granted upon condition that after a few
prints were made for members of the club and a few in-
timates the negative should be destroyed. The photo-
graph represents him sitting in his study with morning
gown and cap, spectacles on nose, pen in hand, and a
ponderous volume on the desk before him. Leaning
against the desk is a long-stemmed pipe—his "orthodox
pipe," and on the wall are rods and fishing creel. A friend
said: "We owe many a fervid page, and many a burst
of eloquence to that same creel and rod, for they kept his
heart young and his body manageable." I shall not at-

tempt to give a description of Dr. Bethune's personal ap-
pearance from this photograph, T imagined him to have
been tall and spare, but Dr. Upson, who knew him
long and well, tells me that he was, as the photograph
bears witness, rather short and quite stout. Dr. Upson
relates that once Dr. Bethune was detained at the home
of a fisherman all night by a storm: "Who are you?"
said the man. "You have been with me in my boat all

day fishing, skillfully, not swearing once, and now you
have sung like an angel and prayed like a saint. Who
are you?" One who was brought into the closest relation
with Dr. Bethune by their common love of angling and
forest life is a contributor to the columns of angling and
shooting journals of to-day, but his identity is concealed
under a pen name. He prepared a sketch of Dr. Bethune
as an angler, but the copy was lost in a newspaper office

before it was printed, and it is not probable that the
sketch will be rewritten.

False Cuff for Waterproof Coat.

A friend, Mr, Wm. W, Ladd, Jr., told me of a false
cuff for a waterproof coat, and I asked him to describe it,

which he does in a letter as follows: "The false or inner
cuff about which I wrote you came to my notice in an
English-made waterproof coat which I obtained last year.
It is very simple in construction, and I have tested it last

season and again this, and found it to answer its purpose
admirably. Picture to yourself a cuff made of the same
material as the coat placed inside the sleeve so that the
lower edge is about one-half inch up from the end
of the sleeve. The edge of the cuff nearest the elbow
is attached to the inside of the sleeve so as to exclude
water in the same way that the sleeve is joined to the
body of the coat. The lower edge of the cuff is turned in
over an elastic band which keeps it close to the wrist and
prevents the water running along the arm. The cuff does
not show below the sleeve, and is a neat, and as I have
said , an efficient protection from that nuisance in wading
or boat fishing—wet arms. I have never seen anything
of the kind on waterproofs made in this country, but I

am sure that it could be copied to the comfort of anglers
and sportsmen in general." Wet arms and wet knees are
to be avoided by anglers if possible, for as a rule these
parts of the body add more to one's discomfort than any
other when they get wet. I fought against wet knees
unsuccessfully until I got a waterproof coat in Scotland
with (-kirta that came to my heela, and with room enough
to permit one to nit down. With false cuffs added to a
long skirt, boat-fishing in the rain may be a pleasure, pro-
vided the fi:sh bite, and in stream-fishing the skirts might
be turned up and buttoned to the body of the coat.

Open Season for Black Bass.

Juit eight years ago, in a column letter in Forest and
Stream, I said: "For several years the impression has
been gaining ground, from personal experience, that the
close season for black bass in tbe State of New York is

altogether wrong, and at no distant day will result in
depleting our waters of this game fish , unless there is a
change made in existing laws. From the examination of
local waters, interviews with professional fishermen, and
correspondence with anglers in different parts of the
State, the impression has resolved itself into a fact as to
the present, and the fulfilling of the prophecy must follow
as a consequence."
In commenting on this letter editorially you were good

enough to say that the subject was one upon which I was
competent to speak, and added, among other things: "In
the State of New York, the date at which all law-abiding
bass should have finished spawning and protecting their
young has been fixed at Jime 1, but we regret to say that
the majority of bass are so depraved and have so little

regard for law as to delay their family arrangements for
a month later, and the question is. Shall the fish be com-
pelled to change their habits to comply with the wisdom
of our legislators or shall we acknowledge that they know
best when they want to spawn and accommodate our-
selves to them? * * * The main opposition to such a

I

change would come from summer resorts and country
hotels which look for black bass fishers in June. With

I them it is a question of dollars, in which we and unselfish
anglers like Mr. Cheney are not at all interested. The
law npeds changing."
The law was changed and made to open May 30, Deco-

ration Day, which is a holiday. The sole reason given
for this change was to afford anglers the opportunity to
avail themselves of the holiday to catch black bass in
Greenwood Lake. Then those who were actually inter-
ested in keeping up the supply of bass, and who realized
that June fishing promised to destroy them, procured
special legislation to protect black bass in a dozen differ-

ent waters until July 1 or later, The new law of '92

wiped out the special laws, and again the destruction
goes on legally, for the season opens everywhere, except
in Lake George, on May 30. I know that it is an old
story, but I shall harp upon it as long as the abominable
law remains on the books. In a recent letter from that
prince of writers, the author of "Sam Lovel's Camps,"
occurs this reference to the black bass law:
"So far I have wet a hook but once this year, when the

boy and I went to the Slang for bullpouts, and didn't get
'em. We fished opposite Sam's and Antoine's camping-!
place, very much changed since they and I first knew it,

when it was surrounded by the primeval forest. What
laws we have, and how they are enforced! What an
absurdity to extend the close time for pike-perch months
beyond their spawning time, and open the black bass
season in the very height of their spajs'ning. Such idiotic

enactments disgust law-abiding people with protective
legislation, and makes them lukewarm concerning the
disregard of it by the lawless. I hope for more intelligent
legislation." I think I have nothing to add to those sen-
timents. A, N. Cheney.

SALMON OF THE GRAND CASCAPEDIA,
The followintf letters explain themselves. The action of Mr,

Davis is moat I umuafciMlEiblt; aiidtvtf.> uu., inif.iosTed in salnjon
fishing will hope that :io imptdimpnt may stand in the way of hl6
completing the proposed arrangement.

Naeraqansett Pier, R. I., July 93 —To the Hon. C. H.
Tapper, Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, Can.:
Deah Sir—The net-fishermen at the mouch of the Grand
Ca&capedia River, five in number, have agreed to take up
their nets for five years if I pay a certain sum to each,
and if the Government will not revoke their licenses at
the end of said term, providing the law remains the same
as it is now, allowing them to fish by paying so much to
the Government. They seem to think by taking up the
nets they will forfeit their rights, which I sincerely hope
is to the contrary. I am very anxious to preserve the
salmon in the river, and by taking up the nets for five

years it will be the means of restocking it.

Will you kindly tell me at once if the Government will
grant their licenses as usual? so that I may assure them
that by leasing to me they will not be deprived of their
rights at the end of the five years, if net fishing is then
allowed. They of course will pay for their licenses each
year, but will not put their nets out.

We are hoping to have a boundary placed at the head
of the river to protect the salmon on their spawning
ground and where fly-fishing will not be allowed.

I trust that you will please give this your immediate
attention, so I may notify the men and make arrange-
ments for the coming year. Respectfully yours,

E. W, Davis.

Nareagansett Pier, R, I., July 22,—To the Hon. Fd-
mmid J. Flynn: Dear Sir—For the past two years I

have been trying to get the net fishermen, at the mouth
of the Grand Cascapedia River, to take up their nets and
have at last made terms with them for five years, pro-
viding the government will not revoke their licenses at
the end of said term, if licenses are then issued as now.
They will take out their licenses yearly and I am to pay
them not to fish. It will help the river greatly, but to

preserve the salmon a boundary should be made at some
point on the river and no fly-fishing allowed above that
point.

I have looked into the matter thoroughly and consulted
with the oldest fishermen on the river—I refer to the
natives—men who have speared and know the habits of
tbe fish; they all tell me that no fishing should be al-

lowed above Indian Falls, this giving a stretch of water
thirty miles above the township line for fly-fishing. Some
of the men think the boundary should be at the forks: if

the boundary is made there parties can fish L^zy Bogan,
which it is absolutely necessary to protect. Lazy Bogan
is a stretch of pools where the salmon collect before
starting up the forks, and any number of fish could be
killed there, formerly, late in the season. It is their
spawning ground as well as the forks and should by all

means be protected.
If I am allowed by the government to pay the net fish-

ermen not to fish for five years and you will help us in
protecting the salmon at the head waters, it will take
but a short time to get the salmon back by protecting the
river as I have advised. The government, should it de-
cide to lease some of the fishing, would receive a good
round sum for the privilege.

A petition will be sent you and I sincerely hope you
will give it your consideration, as by so doing you will
be helping us to protect the gamest fish in the world, in
their most beautiful river, the Grand Cascapedia, and
at the same time you will have the good wishes of all

tiue sportsmen throughout the Dominion, as well aa
yours respectfully, E. W. Davis,

Tobogganing for Fish.

Erie, Pa., July 24,—As I believe that catching fish with
a toboggan is not a very general practice, I send you this

account. A young gentleman using the marine toboggan
slide at Massassauga Point (the summer resort at the head
of our bay) experienced the queer sensation of some large
slippery body gliding between his legs Saturday last.

Suddenly remembering the reports which were circulated

a few years ago, to the effect that some men when closing

an exhibition at the Point had freed several good-pi,''.ed

alligators in the bay, the frightened young man scrambled
to the shore and califd the bystanders to the scene The
animal proved to be a huge sturgeon, which had probably
wandered in from the lake to catch some spawn. Men
set upon the fish with clubs, a gun not doing the work,
ard soon had him landed, The prize measured 4ft, 9Ln.

and brought the ecjales down to 421b8. Mallard,
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WHITEFISH AND GRAYLING.
The illustration of Williamson's whitefish -will be

welcomed by many anglers who have found it difficult to

recognize at sight the differences between the grayling
and the whiteiish of the Rocky Mountain region. The
whitefish has no teeth, but the grayling has well devel-

oped teeth in the jaws. The large back fin of the white-

fish has about twelve raye; that of the grayling has
about twenty; the color of the adult whitefish is bluish

above, pilvery below; the grayling has many small black

spots on the front of the body and the back fin is gorg-

eous with i-ose-colored lines and green spots.

Williamson's whitefish inhabits clear streams and
lakes from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific; it is

common also in tribu-

taries of the Saskatche-
wan. The figures ac-
companying these notes
were copied from Com-
missioner McDonald's re-

port on the establishment
of fiahcultm-al stations

in the Rocky Mountain
region and Gulf States.

The presence of parr
marks in the young
whitefish was made
known by Prof, Ever-
mann and is of the high-
est interest.

Judge L. B, France,
who has given a graphic
account of fishing for
the whitefish in "Mr.
Dide; His Vacation in
Colorado," stated inFoE-
PST AND Stbeam, July
80, 1891, that he has seen
fish of this kind weigh-
ing 31bs. Our illustra-

tion is one-half the length of an
adult specimen. The whitefish,
according to Judge France, has
an odor similar to that of the gray-
ling. He says it "is an excellent
food fish, rises readily to the fly
and makes a good fight, although
it keeps below the surface as long
as possible when hooked." It
spawnn in the fall.

"Livingston," in Foeest and
Stream, Aug, 6, l89l, describes
the whiietibh as lying sluggish
with heads up stream, agreeing
with the observation of " Big
Horn." He found an abundance
of whitefish in the Gallatin, one of
the forks of the Missouri, in Mon-
tana, "H. L,," in our columns
Aug, 13, 1891, mentions "a fine
place for taking whitefish in the
Madison, at the upper end of the
Upper Madison Canon."
With grasshoppers for
bait his party caught
about a bushel in about
an hour's time. They
found horseflies a killing
bait also, taking a fish as
soon as the fly struck the
water.
The food of the white-

fish consists of small
crustaceans and insects.
As a table fish it is con-
sidered ecxual to trout
and grayling. As a
fighter "H, L." found it

as strong as the trout, if

not stronger, and in-

clined to hang to the
bottom of the stream.

Writing of the English fish, Dr. Day states: "It pre-

fers clear streams, in which there are a succession of

sluggish pools and shallows, with sandy, gravelly, or
loamy beds, rocky or stony bottoms being unsuitable.

The larger ones seem to resort more to the deeper and
quiet spots, the moderately-sized and small ones to the
shallows, taking their post behind a rock or a bunch of

weeds. Although clear streams are preferred, still a
moderate or cold temperattxre of the water seems to be of

more consequence, but too much cold or too much heat
are asserted to be equally fatal to it."

The Michigan grayling frequents spring-fed rivers with
sandy bottoms of about .52°, In Montana and Alaska it

abounds in rapid, rocky rivers and in lakes. In the Gal-

latin the temperature often rises to 60% In northern

The Grayling (Thymallus signifen. Auult.

The Grayling {ThymaUii.s mjnifer). \'oung.

Williamson's Whitefish [Coregonus willimiisoni). Adult,

The Graylings.

About six nominal
kinds of grayling have been re-
corded from the temperate and
Arctic parts of the northern hemi-
sphere. Perhaps these really
represent only three well-defined
species, and of these we are con-
cerned only with the common form
of the British Islands and Con-
tinental Europe, the grayling of
Michigan, and the wing-finned or
Back's grayling of far northwest
America.
Thymallus, the generic name of

the graylings, was given because
of a fancied resemblance of the
odor of the fish to that of the
water- thyme; although some au-
thors trace a still stronger resem-
blance to that of the wbirl-a-gig
(Gyrinus nalator). Grayling,
probably a corruption of gray lin

or line, relates to the horizontal
lines along the body. The E quimau name for
northern species, Eeu'loohpowaJc, denotes wing-like
The European grayling inhabits the fresh waters of

central and northern Europe, in Eogland it lives in
streams and does not enter the sea, but in Scandinavia it

occurs in laiies; it is found also in the North Sea, C^tte-
gat and Billic. Our American species are known from
Michigan, the headwaters of th ^ Missoun, and from the
region northward to the Arctic Circle in British America
and Alaska. Richardson found it abundant in rocky
streams of the primitive country north of the 62d parallel
of latitude, between Mackenzie's River and the Welcome.
According to "Kelpie" U frequents the Hersey, Pine,
Manistee, Pigeon, Sturgeon, Au Sable, Maple, Black and
other streams of Michigaii, In Montana it is common in
the G illatin, and occurs also in the Jefl'ereon and Madi-
eoQ. Prof. Evermann took it in Red R:)ck River, Beaver-
head. River^ and in th® Gibbon at its junction with the
Firehole, also in the stream formed by Horsethief Springs,

Wilha5ison'.s Whitefish {Coregunus udlliamsotd), YouNti.

the
fin.

America, according to Richardson, "it is found only in

clear waters, and seems to delight in the most rapid parts
of the mountain streams. In the autumn of 1820 we ob-
tained many by angling in a rapid of Winter River, op-
posite to Fort Enterprise."
The graylings eat insects and their larv», small mol-

lusks, also water flea=?. The larva of the caddis fly is a
favorite food of the English grayling, and it takes along
with the larva pieces of stick and stone attached to it.

Beetles and spiderg are also eagerly sought for, while in
the West grasshoppers and crickets form part of the food.
The spawning season and spawning habits of the

American and European species are so nearly alike that
I quote from Dr. Day the following account of the Eng-
lish species:

"It generally spawns on the shallows in April or May,
or even earlier, while at a little distance the eggs some-
what resemble frog spawn. Fish under half a piuud
-weight do not appear, aa a rule, to spawn, rendering it

probable that they do not commence to do so until their
third season, or possibly the fourth. The ova are smaller
than those of the trout [Salmo fario], and transparent,
while the interior may be white, opalescent, cornelian
color, or even deep orange. The eggs are deposited on
the gravel near the tails of shallows, and in shallow nests
or redds, like thw salmon, trout, or char, but not to so
great a depth. Neither do these fish attempt to pass up
to the heads of streams for breeding purposes, but select
shallow localities near where they usually reside, and
where females may be seen waited on by two or even
three males. The ova are more delicate than those of
the trout or char, and it has been remarked in Hereford-
shire that should a severe frost occur during their spawn-
ing season, the succeeding year's supply of young fish

appears to be deJeteri-

ously aft'ected. The body
of the embryo is visible

in the egg on the ninth
day, and usually hatches
from about tbe twelfth
to the twenty-fifth day;
few days elapse between
the appearance of the
eyes of the embryo and
the eggs hatching. The
young when hatched
must be kept in very
pure water, for that
which is suflaciently

good for a trout alevin

is not always suitable for

grayling. At the hatch-
ing time the egg shells

should be at once re-

moved, as they are found
to be very deleterious.

About the end of July or
commencement of Aug-
ust the fry are about 4
or .5in, long. In aquaria

it has been observed that young
salmon or trout will readily eat

young grayling."
The graylings are capricious in

their movements, but are bolder
than trout, and on account of their

tender mouths it is difficult to

land them. The habit of boring
with head upstream when hooked
in order to get to the bottom has
been observed by all who have
fished for them. The rise is often
unexpected, and when the natural
fly is being taken freely, the arti-

ficial fly will often be refused.
The fish will often rise repeatedly
at the same fly unleFs touched by
the hook. Richardson, in his

early account of fly-fishing for
grayling, said: "This grayling
generally springs entirely out of

the water when first struck with
the hook, and tugs
strongly at the line, re-

quiring as much dex-
terity to land it safely

as would secure a trout
of six times the size."

Pennell vfTote: "Gray-
ling seldom take the
minnow, either natural
or artificial, or the
worm." ' K^lpie" ttlls

that he has seen it

caught vriih worms and
ev^n with pork. In
American stn ams the
fi<h rises well to the
black, brown, gray and
red hackles, "Kelpie"
found brown or gray
gnats taking in early
summer. Among the
favorite grayling flies

are the Abbey, Montreal,
professor, royal-coachman, Lord-
Baltimore, grizzly-king, green and
yellow grasshoppers, and yellow-
sally. There is no coyness about
the fish, for it rushes at the bait

and returns until hooked.
The characteristic black spots

on the sides vary greatly in

number. Prof, Evermann found
twenty-five on one side and
eighteen on the other side of the
same fish. He has called atten-

tion also to tbe presence in young
examples about i^irt long, of nu-
merous steel-blue blotches along
the sides resembling the parr
marks of younjr trout, salmon
and whitefish. These are clearly
shown in the figure of the yotmg
accompanying this descriijtion,

The writer has continued to

write of the American graylings
as representing two well-marked kinds, vVith this, how-
ever, Dr, Jordan disagrees and he considers the Alaskan
form identical with that of Michigan, My reason^ for

using distinguishing names have been previously stated

in Forest and Stream, and I have nothing new to add
now. The Alaskan fish appears to have a much higher
dorsal fin, a wider space between the eyes, a shorter lower
jaw and fewer gill-rakers. By comparing ourfirat figure

with that of the Arctic grayling in Goode's "American
Fishes," page 485, the reader will observe some of these
points of difference. One of the greatest difliculties in the
way of studying these fishes is the lack of large series of

specimens of the Alaskan grayling; perhaps intergrada-
tion may be shown when sufficient material is at hand.
With the present specimens, however, the characters
noted should receive due consideration. T. H. B.

Send us a postal card new/ note of fishings where to

fish, or fishing incident.
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LAKE BUELL;
How blitliely miglit the hugle horn
Chide, on the lake, the lingering morn!
How sweet, at eve, the lover's lute

Chime, when the groves are etill and mnte:
And, when the midnight moon ghould lave
Her forehead in the silver wave.
How solemn on the ear would come
The holy matin's distant hum.*******
And bugle, lute and bell, and all

Should Bsoh bewildered sti anger call

To friendly feast and lighted ball.

—ScoWn "Lady nf the Lalte."

Nestled among the wooded heights of Berkshire, Mass.,
like a beautiful diamond in a areen casket lies the lovely
sheet of water called Lake Buell, three miles long and
one-half mile in width.
Our good old uncle had welcomed us in his heartiest

manner to Fern Cottage, on the western shore of the lake,
and though great sport had been promised, and though
we had skittered with minnows, fished with worms,
grasshoppers and crickets, thrown flies of every hue and
varied combination, trolled with rubber frogs and fishes,

yet, so far, but a few small black bass and perch had
rewarded us for our eiforts. Something must be done on
this the 22d day of July, as we must return to our busi-
ness the day following, and when the day dawned so
gloriously, with a light breeze raising a catspaw on
the surface of the waters, a trolling programme was
at once laid out and agreed upon. Our enterprising
and lively little Cousin Carrie had unearthed from some
nook a perforated live-bait ,'pail left by some fisherman,
and from its depths extracted a troll line and spoon ap-
parently in good order, and the rubber frog and fish were
laid aside at once and declared "no good" forthwith.
What a morning it was—at first a mere glimmer of

the sun was faintly discernible through a thick mist
that covered the eastern shore and blended with the
waters of the lake shutting out the wooded heights be-
yond. As the mist dissolved, the rays glared with fierce
intensity and the waters glowed as a liery furnace of
molten metal. Troll lines and spoons were looked to and
tested, boats slipped their moorings, anchors were hoisted,
and amid the rattling of chains, oars and oarlocks, "good
lucks" and farewells of our aunt, cousin and lady friends,
we were off for a mile away, where black bass of large
dimensions waited to be caught by lucky fishermen:
Cbapin rowed my boat, what a fisherman he was and
how he wanted to hold the troll line himgelf, I knew only
too well, but he is one of those magnanimous men who
wants the other fellow to have a good time too, and so,
though seventy-one years old, he insisted on doing the
rowing while I handled the line and spoon. Out by the
borders of the eel grass and pickerel vveed we went, and
he knew the course to take full well and he kept it too,
with deep green waters on the one hand, clean and free
from obstructions; and the lily pads and eel erass (under
which lay bass and pickerel) on the other. Up and down
we trolled, once, twice, three times, not a rise. Was I
at fault? could a more experienced fisherman handle the
troll in a more alluring and fascinating mannei ? I thought
there might be something in it and taking my seat in the
bow we allowed the boy to row awhile, and Chapin took
his place in the stern with the troll. I had risen too
early, the sun was pouring its beams with unstinted
severity upon my head and I lay on the bow seat with my
feet crossed lazily on the boat side, the motion was de-
lightful and closing my eyes I listened with calm content
to the ripple of the waters about the keel as it pushed its

way through. I fancy that I lost myself for a moment:
the waters sang me a lullaby and soothed me with their
siren voices. I heard Chapin say in a far away tone
"I've got him," but in the moment it took me to collect
my scattered senses the best of the sight was over. I
saw the troll line deftly brought in hand over hand, a
wake of foam out for 50ft., and the stalwart form of the
troller erect and vibrating with fiery excitement, but the
magnificent jumps of the hooked fish I had lost; on it

came, and with a deft toss was landed in safety, and a
21b. bass splashed the water in the boat with the vim and
velocity of a lawn sprinkler. With all our wooing no
more would rise that forenoon, and as the wind died
away about 10 o'clock, still- fishing was resorted to and a
few good sized perch rewarded our efforts.

At noon our fair-haired cousin blew the dinner horn,
its brazen notes roused the echoes of the sleeping hills
and back it came, once, twice and thrice; we paused to
listen and again the notes came from the fair musician's
horn, and soft and softer came the echo back and forth
across the lake. A row home to a good dinner and then
we were ready for another troll. A strong breeze had now
sprung vtjj and light caps sat upon the waves which
promised us sport, and seemed daring us to test their
strength in another row, so not to be dared out we went
again, Chapin at the oars, the undersigned at the troll.
Up once and down part way—ah, a strike!—and a tingle
through my hand and arm, every drop of blood flows
madly through every vein. Way out in the waste of
waters—at least 400ft.—a dark form shoots wildly in the
air. "Keep him taut," you've got him," shouts my com-
panion, and I wonder if it is possible that that fish way
out there is mine, and pull madly on the line, the bass
disputing and contesting every inch of the way. On he
comes, fighting as I pull in, and now he darts this side
and the other, and my best endeavor is not to let him get
the advantage he is striving for. Suddenly I feel a slack-
ening of the line, a sickening feeling comes over me; a
complete let down. Have I lost him? No, he has made
a rush for the boat, and when within 50ft. out he goes
again 4ft. into the air, his sides gleaming like dusky,
burnished bronze in the bright sunlight. Where am 1?
For a time I certainly lose sight of myself and all sub-
lunary things except that fish. I call loudly for Chapin
to help me at the finale. We have no landing net and I
feel unequal to the emergency, but the end is near at
hand. On comes the fish in a wake of foam, and we brace
ourselves for the grand effort, and now he is close to the
boat and I see his coppery, tawny sides gleaming in the
green waters. I know he will do something entirely un-
expfoted at the last moment; will he rush tmder the boat
or jump? It's a jump, I feel the slackening; before my
blurred vision springs a graceful form in a shower of
watery diamonds, and just in the nick of time Chapin
grabs the line and with a dexterous twist and flirt lands
the fish safely in the boat.

"Over two pounds," says my friend. "Yes, and he
pulled like a four-pounder. I am well paid now for all

the waiting. Now my blood is up." "More and better
ones where he comes from," says C, and we try it again.
A few times more we run up and down without success,
except for two good perch, and then we change to the
west side of the lake. A sudden rush and strike and I
have another fast. Hand over baud I haul him in ; no
breaks along the line, not a ripple on the surface except
such as the line makes as it curves through the waters.
"Seaweed," says C, "Eel grass," say I, and pull in with
a mighty strain, as one would tug a refractory cow to the
butcher. "Mighty heavy eel grass" I think, but not a
quiver on the line, only a steady strain, but when within
ten feet of the boat I see a glimmer too large for that of
the spoon, and down to the bottom of the lake sullenly
plunges a large pickerel, and now all is excitement; we
didn't expect this, and up he comes to the surface. Now
the fight begins in earnest; the water is foaming as
though on a boil; I can hardly discern the fish though a
glimmer as of a rapidly-revolving wheel of green dazps
and bewilders me; I give him a flirt as he helps himself
to a rise. Up he cornea almost in the boat. I hold him
in air a moment; a four-pounder at least. Down he
comes. I do not give him line enough, his full weight
bears on the slim hook, it breaks and the parting wa-
ters close over my prey. I gaze wildly in the direction
he has gone.
But we must catch fish while we can, and up we go

again, and the spoon is soon playing merrily in the lake
waters, Ah! another strike and l have him hooked. Out
of the water he goes high in air, "another bass and a
bigger than the first." What a monster! He pulls until
the line gets fairly hot in my hands and I am getting
tired of pulling him in. You caa trace him by the jumps
and rushes he makes, and he keeps the water churning.
Chapin is ready to help me, and 1 pull steadily and keep
a tight line on the bass. Suddenly on he comes with a
rush and the line is slackening rapidly. "Look out or he
will rush the other way, or sulk suddenly and tear out,"
"Yes, I know it, but what can I do better than I am
doing?" And now he comes straight toward the boat
and rushes madly along until within fifteen feet, and
then he turns and rushes fiercely for the center of the
lake. Over my head goes the line, and I play it out un-
til he stops and I feel it slacken; then I pull him in again.
What rushes and thrills and throbs and pulsations! Up
he comes. I lift him. We see him plainly, bis broad
back fin flared and pointed. Chapin cries, "He'll weigh
4 to Slbs. sure." Again a broken hook, and the fish drops
so closely to the boat as to graze its side. Lost, lost!

Softly upon the breeze floats the melancholy plaint of two
despairing and saddened mortals.
With chastened countenance and hope born of misfor-

tune we prepare for battle again and mend our troll with
new hooks, but "the day is far spent and night's coming
on," and though we try our luck again nothing rewards
our^toil;and talking and sighing over the fish we have
lost we row dejectedly to the cottage just as the sun is

sinking over the blue hill in clouds of amber and red
gold. 'Up through the narrows the waters reflect with
vividness the high lights of a glorious departing day.
A church bell slowly tolls at Hartsville, its notes mel-

lowed by distance chime in with the scene and fall on
our ears as a benediction, soothing and quieting our ruf-
fled spirits. Insensibly I close my eyes and the images of
the "Angelus" shape themselves to my inward vision. I
am worshipping at the shrine of which this sweet toned
bell is a reminder, and I trust I am better for the in-

spection.
A hot fish supper with tea, and a sing on the broad

piazza in the gathering twilight close the day's sport.

A rumble of thunder with vivid flashes of lightning
announce a coming storm and we sing until the rain
pelts sharply on the piazza roof. Up from the cottage a
quarter of a mile below comes a round of applause as a
compliment to our singing, and with a good-night song
to the appreciative cottagers we retire to sleep the sleep
of the just and happy, and Lake Buell out in the storm
receives the raindrops on its breast and reflects the vivid
lightning from its darkened sullen surface, and the hills

around echo and re-echo the booming thunder.
ALBERT Lewis.

NEW ENGLAND ANGLERS.
The summer catches of trout that have followed the

remarkably high water of the month of June and early in
July are a surprise to all the fishermen who have been so
fortunate as to have had the opportunity to try for them.
Mr. Charles E. Sanborn, of the noted tea and coffee firm
of Chase, Sanborn & Co., has been passing a few weeks
at the celebrated stock farm and country residence of Mr.
James Sanborn, of the same firm, near Poland Springs,
Me. Mr. Henry Savage, the Boston agent of the New
York coffee firm of Hard & Rand, has been with the San-
borns for a short vacation. Mr. Charles F. Nason, well
known as a riflemaker at Lswiston, Me., for a number of
years, but now foreman for Chas. Sanborn & Co., also took
his vacation at the same time. It has long been under-
stood in the vicinity of Lewiston that if anybody could
get flsh and game it was Charlie Nason. j The above-men-
tioned gentlemen made several trouting trips to the
streams with fair success, but it remained for Mr. Chas.
Sanborn and Mr. Chas. Nason to cap the climax and sur-
prise the country boys. They made an excursion to a
stream that flows into Cobbosseecontee Lake. Here
they expected some big trout. They had heard
that some of the Lewiston market fishermen had
been getting some remarkably fine trout somewhere.
Indeed some of then- catches had been displayed
in the shop windows of that city. The stream
was very high. The banks were also ornamented with a
beaten path, made by the numbers of fishermen who had
been there before them. They came to one of the best
pools, as Mr, Nason well knew. They did not try the
trout till after sundown. Then they carefully threw in
well-baited hooks. They had previously tried flies with-
out success. Almost the instant the bait struck the
water there was a great swirl and a S^lb. trout was
brought to the net. Still the fun continued, till they had
taken 15 trout. Mr. Nason himself was much surprised.
Eight of the string weighed SOlbs. Two of the truly
splendid specimens of perfect Salmo fontinalis have
been the town's talk ever since, though the sportsmen
have not yet explained to the Poland Springs visitors I

where the string was obtained. One of these two weighed I

41bs. 8oz., and the other 41b8. lOoz. There were a number
of trout that were over 31bs., and no small ones in the
string. The big ones were brought to Boston. Mr.
Nason says that he has thought over the catch a good
deal, He has come to the conclusion that the high water
had started the trout upstream and th t they had congre-
gated in the pool. He also thinks that the low water of
the fall, winter and spring previous had prevented their
migration till the June rains had started them.
The Forest and Stream was entirely correct about

the whereabouts of Gov. Russell, of Massachusetts, in its

account last week. The fact is the .Grovernor tried to
elude the rei>orters and the usual bore's of his office and
escape to a haven of actual rest for a few days. He
could scarcely have selected a better place than the
camps of Joseph Jefferson, the actor, on the Miramichi,
in New Brunswick. When he left home it was under-
stood by his private secretary that his location should
be kept a profound secret till his return. He followed
Mr. Jefferson, his son Willie Jefferson and Dr. Swan, of
Cambridge. He was too wily to depart with them ; that
would have been giving away the whole story. They
have had a glorious time: even Mrs. Russell admitted
this when called upon by the ubiquitous newspaper re-

porter, but as to his present address she really did not
positively know. The party made an excursion to a
celebrated trout lake in the woods, a tributary, through
its outlet, to the Miramichi. They went several miles
through the woods, by compass, instead of going the
regulay way suggested by the guides, and were lost in
the woods, in fact, being nearly the whole of one day in
getting straightened out and getting to the fishing ground
at the inlet of the lake. There were four in the party to
make the excursion; Gov, Russell, Dr. Swan, W^illie Jef-
ferson and Mr. Walker. They had six or eight gtiides to
do the lugging, construct rafts to fish from and make
the camps. The first fishing was done toward nightfall,
and they had wonderful sport, till a thunder shower
drove them under their partly-constructed lean-to. Tho
shower was soon over, when again the sport was excel-
lent, lasting till after dark. The Governor hooked and
landed doubles, and Dr. Swan landed a 2-pounder. The
trout would rise close to the rafts and all about the fish-

ermen. The guides were kept busy unhooking the trout
and handling the landing nets. The Governor's raft,
with Willie Jefferson, had a score of 42, while the other
raft made a score of 62. All the small trout were thrown
back as soon as unhooked. One of the party thinks that
they must have put back at least 150 trout.
The party remained in camp that night, under the

lean-to and before the camp-fires. The next morning they
were up very early and expected to renew the sport of
the evening previous. Btit alas, for the fickle nature of
the trout! Not a single trout would rise, however hard
they might try. By 10 o'clock they gave up in disgust,
and having all the trout they could posgibly take care of
they concluded to break camp and go back to the salmon
river. The way back was taken by a detour through the
woods by the old route, and then by catioee down the
river to camp. No trail by compass was attempted. They
had had enough of such traveling. But the Governor, as
he usually does, took the lead, even in threading the
almost irnpassable swamps of the compass trail of the
day before. The Governor is to be back in Boston again
this week, and at his position in the State House. From
the salmon camp the party have made other excursions,
some of them lasting two or three days. They have seen
the tracks of caribou and deer, and numerous signs of
bears. Who wouldn't be a governor and make such out-
ings! W^ho wouldn't be a Joseph Jefferson, get rich
through playing RipVan Winkle, and then own a salmon
right on the Miramichi? SPj!.cial.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST..
[From o Staff Vorr&apondmiA

Chicago, III., July 23 —This is the sort of weather that
wears whiskers and talks in a deep bass tone of voice.
The fish are out in the woods hunting shade. The frogs
wear sponges on their heads and carry fans. It is an easy
guess that the tepid waters afford but little sport, that the
trout are hunting the little creeks, and the bass the deep
sleeping holes. Worst of all, there now comes on the
drying up of the many overflow ponds left by the unusu-
ally high waters of the spring, and the funeral baked
meats of the little fishes in the mud.

It has been, for this section of the country, an excep-
tionally good year for the breeding of fish, barring the
above inevitable attendant upon high water. The rivers
literally swarm with fry of all sorts. Along the Fox
River I noticed this especially. Another thing was
noticeable as a result of the high water, and that was the
distance fish will go out into shallow water, away from
the main body, while in search of food. While hunting
for frogs along the Fox River meadows I twice stepped
on bass which were away out in the grass, where no one
would have thought of finding them, and where the
water was not ankle deep on my boots. Yet they gave a
great flop and always headed right for deep water, though
they could not swim direct to it, but had to follow the
wetter places of the meadow. It was never clear to my
mind whether these bass were after frogs or were out
picking strawberries. The ground was not right for
spawningibeds.
Lake Winnebago, where the highly enjoyable and

pleasant meeting was held of the Western Canoe Associa-
tion, is nearly 10ft. above its usual level. The bay west
of the canoe camp is ordinarily nearly cut off by a sand
bar, but no trace of this bar was visible last week. The
lake is also of an unusually brown stain this year, by
reason of the heavy outpour of the northern Fox and its

lumbering tributaries,

Neenah, on the north end of Winnebago, is a lovely
place, and in the house kept by Roberts and his son I

found one of the few summer resort places of which I

could conscientiotisly approve from the standpoint of an
angler and loafer aliJie. The grounds here slope right
down to the mouth, or rather, the source of the Neenah
River. The stream is so bold and wide that you can
hardly think of it as running out of, not into, the lake,
which rolls just beyond the two promontories a rifle shot
from the docks. A boat left without anchor, however,
would soon discover the error, for the current sets down
very strong,

the "mooneye" of neenah.

It is in the Neenah River, and indeed generally right
- ear this head of the river, or along a space less than
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quarter of a mile in extent, that the now famous "moon-
eye8"or "mooneyed shad," or so-called "fresh-water shad,"
are taken. There has been much discussion over this fish

in the columns of Forest AND Stream, which has been
the only paper to locate and name the fish. It had never
been my fortune to see one of these fish, and being now
upon Ihe lake I was glad to find opporlunity to accept
Mr. J. P. Roberts's repeated invitations to come up and
catch one. I did catch one, and just one; for although
the run has been very large and' has lasted very late, it

is now long past time for the disappearance of these fish,

and when they leave the river no one knows where they
go. Their biting time rarely runs over thirty days, and
usually depends upon the supply of a large ephemera,
locally known as the "G-reen Bay fly.'" It is like the
"sand fly," which sometimas delug'es Chicago, though I

think larger. The gray drake artificial fly is in its imi-
tation, though a No, 3 bass fly would not be larger than
the actual insect. Early in the season the fly deposits
eggs on rushes or other water plants. These hatch and
the larva? fall into the water, and in the first stage of their
life become water insects. Shortly the shell-like chry-
salis is abandoned and left floating upon the water to

make the ignorant wonder why so many young crawfish
have shed their thin and tender skins. The delicate fly

now takes to the shrubs and trees. AU day long you
will not see it unless the weather be very cool and cloudy.
At evening, not at sundown even, perhaps, but half an

fishing lasted only about ten minutes. It was over in half
an hour the night before. No one in the past week has
caught over two on any evening, I have mentioned Mr.
Earle's catch of eight a couple of weeks ago. A few
years ago a boat could catch 40 or more in an evening.
There were thousands of the fish. The dredging in the
Neenah River seems to have disturbed the mooneyes, for
they are. not half so abundant aa formerly. At no other
point about the lake, neither in the Northern Fox River,
nor in Lake Butte des Mortp, or in Little Butte des Morts,
nor in any of the other connecting waters, are these
singular fish to be found. At least that is what I heard
on my too brief trip.

WINNEBAQO BASS.

In early July the black bass were in schools and chas-
ing minnows in shore. Chet told me that two weeks
ago he saw one school of bass along the beach, which he
thought was over a mile long. IIe.ivy catches can be
made on such occasions. We had very dull hot weather,
and no really lively bass fishing, but we caught 21 black
bass in our boat in the part of a day we fished. And on
what sort of bait does one suppose? Worms. Plain
worms and nothing else. Nothing else would do. Min-
nows, frog, fly, crawfish—none of these woxild my lord

Dolomieu have. J ust now the best of all bass baits on
Winnebago, even for. big bass, is the plain, red, wriggling
worm, and plenty of him. This was the first time I

Forest and Stream's Fishing Postals.

"BBOP VS A LINE" ON A POSTAL CARD.
FisMng Newa, Place lo Catch Fish, Fish Caught, Fish-

ing Tncldents.

Capis Vincent, Thousand Islands, N. Y., Aug. 1.—The
following veritable record of a half day's sport by some
of the guests of the Algonquin Hotel may interest the
readers of Forest and Stream:

O. W. Weeks 87 bas8, 71 lbs. weight.
O. T.Mackey 98 W "

O iaren re Fall nest ock 101. " 68 "

w. p. Estorljrook .,.,92 " W " "

John Baldwin 48 " 34 " "

The above gentlemen are all New Yorkers, who fre-
quent the upper St. Lawrence River, and who know
where the best bass fishing in America is to be found.
Now that the illegal netting is well nigh under control,
this is the most attractive spot in all the United States
for those who love to "fight it out on that line" with the
gamy bass or the fierce muskallonge, Carleton.

GLtSN Eyre, Pike county, Pa
,
July 29.—The black basa

fishing in the lakes and ponds of Pike county is the best
for years, and the lover of this aport cannot complain of

HI ll.LUb f KAT.I^U 'A'QUUU S.LAH; UHIOAU.O,

THE FISHERIh:S BUILDING OF THE WOHLU'S FAIR.

Bi' courtesy of ttie "riluatratBil Worlrt'.^ Fair."

hour or an hour later, and most just as the darkness
thickens, you will see the fly come out. Then, if you be
fortunate, you will in this restricted bit of water be in-
debted to it for a few moments at least of rare and
keenly interesting sport.

In company with the best guide upon the lake, Chet
Halsey (I wonder why the best guide and boatman on
any water is always named Chet? I know a dozen of
them), I went out from the hotel dock at about half-past
7 in the evening, and made for the bank opposite, near
the inlet of the river.

"I don't expect we'll get a fish," said Chet; "they're
working out pretty fast now. Few days ago you could
see them rising, hundreds at a time, all over here. Look!
There's a rise now."
A faint circle of the water showed where the fish had

broken.
"There goes a fly now," said Chet, "watch it. There's

another. Here they come. We'i'e going to have a few
flies after all. Look out now. Get ready. See 'em

—

there they rise!"

The dusky air now began to fill with the flight of large,
gray-winged flies, and as these fell upon the water, splash,
splash! the "shad" began to take them, ail around the
boat, and everywhere, sometimes with a faint ripple,

sometimes with a big boiling splash. No man ever saw a
scene like that on a trout stream,

I thought I was going to catch about a hundred fish in
four minutes, for they were taking the fly within ten feet
of the boat, but I soon found that they knew the differ-

ence between my No, 8 gray-drakes and the big natural
insects, though I cast scores of times directly over the
swirls made by feeding fish. At length I felt a sharp tug
in the dark, and had a fish hung, all by accident, A
prettier little fight I never had. The mooneye played
fair, and did not take to the weeds. He ran long and
sharp, and kept on running, and three times he came out
high and shook himself like a little tarpon. I don't see
that a trout of the same weight has much the advantage
of a mooneye. This fish was not large, weighing only
about a pound and a half. In shape and color it was
quite like a shad. The great round eye was the distin-
guishing mark of it. The mouth was smallish, but not
at all a sucker mouth. The roof of the mouth was very
hard and covered with sharp teeth, which proclaimed it

a minnow feeder beyond doubt. Some of the heaviest
catches of these fish have been made on small minnows.
They speak of the mooneye being a very "tender-

mouthed" fish, and needing very careful playing. I think
this is only half true. The lower jaw is softer, but I
believe most of the mooneyes are lost because they are
BO hard-mouthed. It must be hard to set a hook into that
bany roof of the mouth.
Out of 500 rises I saw, and seemingly twice that many

casts, I only hooked one other mooneye, which escaped
at once. The following night I did not get even one. I
had a heavy strike, and after a long fight discovered that
we had on two fish, a walleyed pike and a mooneye.
In landing them the mooneye broke away, as Chet
took the top fish, the wall-eye, into the net first, and the
eader parted below the net at once. On that night the

ever still-fisbed with a casting outfit and got baas out
from under the boat. We caught 4 good big bass, Sllbs.

each, on worm, but also caught a great many so small
that I was ashamed to keep them. Thinking to give
them a show for their white alley, I rigged up my fly-

x'od for worm, but the bass quit biting after I had lost

half a dozen strikes by waiting too long. When you
are fishing black bass with worms, it seems, you must
strike as soon as you feel a touch at the hook. Chet says
they take in the whole buDch of worms at the first

motion, and will spit it out if you are not careful. When
I was a boy and fished for minnows this way we used to

"let them run with it," but this will not do on bass. Sa
much for another chunk of experience.
Our friend the big-mouth bass seems in disrepute on

Winnebago. Even Chet did not know where to find
them. "I don't hunt after any sort of fish but the regu-
lar black bass," said he, This hunting after the bass in
a big water like this, where they have full swing for all

their capricious habits, is a course of study where it

takes time to reach a df'gree. I took pleasure in listen-

ing to Chet, who is one of the men we don't hear talk
about their skill and knowledge, but who do actually
know something of what they talk about in black bass
habits.

"No man can learn 'em," concluded he, "and it makes
me tired to hear of anybody knowing all their habits so
as to tell what they are going to do. You can't tell

when they are going to bite, or what they are going to
bite, or why they are going to bite. They are liable to
take Just the bait you don't expect, in just the sort of
weatner when you weren't expecting it. You can't
figure 'em out, and all you can do is to learn their run-
ways and keep on a trying, I've studied 'em for years
and I vow they're too deep for me." E. Houail.

New Tarpon Grounds.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is generally conceded that good tarpon fishing; is to
be had at only three or four localities in the United
States and those on the Mexican Gulf coast. Of these
probably the best are Punta Gorda and Fort Myers, Fla.
But I saw last winter many tarpon at Tampico, Mexico;
so plentiful were they that at times one could fe^ several
breaking the surface of the river at once. But the
reader says Tampico is out of the world. Not at all.

It is a pleasant ocean voyage from New Y'ork via
Havana, and doubly so in winter. Tampico in winter is

quite warm. The only drawback is the hotel accammo-
ciations, but better are promised soon, Tampico can also
be reached by rail from Laredo, Texas, to Mont'^rey, and
by Monterey & Mexican Gulf Railroad to Tampico.
Aside from the chief attraction, game of all kinds is

abundant and the country and people odd, strange and
picturesque. • J. B, BuKKls.
ClovbrdatjE, Ind., Julv 37.

The Big- Fish.
First Fieh— Say, I came mighty uear gettiuyr ctiugbt by an

atiglw thismorniBS.
Second Ditto—Well, voa're in luck. I'll bet you'vp pot th«

reputation o£ being the biggest flsli in the eea now.—2V. F. Herald

poor results. Not since 1888, then the best year for some
time, have the average catches in numbers or size been
equal to this season. This applies to all waters of Pike
CDunty. The waters near Milford are easy of access, and
Jones Lake near Hawley oft'ers ample sport. Trout fish-

ing closing this month has been poor of late owins to
severe drouth. Y,

Boston, J uly 30.—I have just returned from an eigh-
teen-day trip from Belgrade Mills, Me,, after black bass.
The largest bass caught while I was there weighed SJlbs.,
taken in Long Pond. They state that the fishing is not
as good as last summer. H.

Frankesmoth, Mich., July 36.—Perch and bass flshine:

is fine in Saginaw B iy at present. Some fine fish are
caught here. ^ K.

Just What Was to be Expected.
Dr. S. T. Davis, of Lancaster, Pa , who has been

advertising his anti friction tip in the Forest and Stream
and elsewhere, writes us: "I have had calls for the tip

from all parts of the United States, and cheering words
from nine-tenths of my customers. I li.ive received

one-third luoie orders tliroiigli tlie FOREST AND
STREAM tliixu frtnii all the other sources coiiibiued."

That was to be expected. There is no other medium in

the land that goes to so many anglers as does the Forest
AND Stream: none other of such value to anglers ; none
other so carefully read: none other that can pay so well

the advertiser of anglers' goods.

Three Harvest Excursions.
HAlit' KATKS VI.i THE5 IIjLINOIS ClfiHTUAL. AUG. 30tH, SEPT. 27tH

AND OCT. ?5TH, 1892.

The Central Route will sell excursion tickets to the agricultu-
ral regions of the West, Southwest and South, at one fare for the
rounri trip, from stations on its lines north of Cairo, on Aug, 30
and Sept. 27. A third excursion will be run to the South and
Southwest on Oct. 25. Your loo il ticket agent will give you full
particulars in regard to these Harvest Excursions. Arrange-
ments can also be made in this connection to visit the desirable
rail'-oad lands for sale by the Illinois Central in Southern Illinois,
on obtaining special permission to do ao by addressing the Com-
pany's Land Commissioner at Chicago. Mr. E. P. Skene. In ad-
dition, a few weeks before the first Bscursion date, your local
ticket agent will be able to furnish you with a special folder,
issued by tbe Illinois Central, which will give you particulars o£
these Harvest Excursions in such forms as will enable you to plan
your journey at home. Should you not be within call of a rail-
ro^id ticket oflce, address A. H. Hanson, G. P. A., Illinois Cen-
tral H. R., Chicago, 111.—^Idt'.

COPY FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST REACH THIS
OFFICE NOT LATER THAN TUESDAY MORNING,
AND SHOULD BE RECEIVED AS MUCH EARLIER
AS PRACTICABLE. gaf
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IMPREGNATING EGGS OFTHE RAINBOW TROUT
LA paper read befoie the America,n Fisheries Society.]

The object, of this paper is to bring to the notice of this
Society and through it to the notice of flshtmlturista in sen-
eral a subject which has not receiA^ed that degree of atten-
tion its importance would warrant; the wish is to arouse
interest sufficient to lead to a correct, and if possible a
practical, solution of the difficulty of impregnating the eggs
of the rainbow trout.
On page 819 of the Report of the U. S. Coinmission of Fish

and Fisheries for 1882, under the report of Mr. Frank N.
Clark, is the earliest record of a peculiar incident occurring
in the work of impregnating the eggs of the rainbow trout.
This peculiarity cannot be better described than by quoting
Mr, Clark's report:
''Our facilities being first-class and having been uniformly

successful in the propagation of trout, cot excepting the
preliminary experiments with rainbow trout for four sea-
sons, I had confidently expected to embryonize from one to
two hundred thousand eggs from the stock of irideuis
hatched and grown at this station: but we succeeded in get-
ting only 45,000 eggs (many of the females failing to mature
their spawn) and in fertili/Jne but 15 per cent, of these, re-
sulting in a hatch of 6,400 fish. The parent fish of both
sexes were and still are perfectly normal, so far as conduct
and appearances woulrl indicate. The trouble, however,
seems to have been entirely with the females, as the quan-
tity and quality of the male principle was all that could be
desired. Whatever the cause of the difficulty, the effect
wa:-« at once apparent in the abnormal character of the fluid
surrounding the eggs. From most of the females the eggs
would fall into the receiving pan like shot, accompanied by
one-half to one fluid ounce of watery substance, sufllcient of
which had been absorbed to prevent fertilization. If there
was any doubt that absorption of water by a large percent-
age of the eggs had taken place before leaving the fish, it
was dispelled by the fact that they were quite full and hard
when taken and refused afterward to take up any more
water. Moreover, the eggs from six females were found to
be enveloped in the natural viscous fluid, and these were
successfully fecundated."
The record above set forth refers to the spring work of

1883 at the Northville Station of the U. S. Fish Commission.
Succpeding reports frnm this station, including the season
of 1888, give varying degrees of success, ranging from 15 per
cent, to (59 per cent., and" averaging but 39 per cent, of im-
pregnation during a period of sis years.
When we consider the large experience and high degree of

success attained by Mr. Clark as a fisheuHurist, we cannot
help but be struck most forcibly by the seeming failure of
this branch of work at Northville. But the report quoted
by Mr, Clark -shows us where to search for the cause. It is
to be found in those hard, distended eggs which fall into the
receiving pan like shot, and are fi-equently accompanied by
an abnormal flui If this trouble were eonaned to the
Northville Station solely, it might not be considered of
snlficient importance to bring to the attention of this Soci-
ety; but it is more widespread and destructive in its perni-
ciousness than is generally known or supposed.
There is, in fact, just reason to believe that during the

past twelve years there has been a loss of fully ten million
rainbow trout eggs to the fishculturists of the United States.
Had it been possible to impregnate these ten million eggs
they would have had, all things considered, a value of
$18,000 to *30,000.
While the trouble has proven insurmountable in Michi-

gan, it has been serious in New York, alarming in Arkansas,
and felt in no small measure in Virginia and "Missouri. In
Wisconsin the hard, distended eggs are not strangers
(though Mr. Nevin is able to hatch 80 per cent.). And fol-
lowing it westward it shows its hydra head in Colorado and
even in California.
In his original report of this trouble Mr. Clark says:

'SVithout attempting to account for the failure I am "in-
clined to think that the flsh were overfed and that the in-
flow into their pond gave them a current quite too slow and
feeble, resulting, for the most part, in a great inactivity and
in their being in good condition for market at spavfning
time. I propose to reduce their food allowance to a mini-mum and place them in a good current of water."
Future reports do not show that these remedies were tried,

though it is fair to presume they were. But in the U. S.
Fish Commission report for 1S85, page 126, this statement
from Mr. Clanc occurs: "It would seem that the species
(iriclem] will not acclimatize to the waters of this station
(.Northville, Mich.)."
These views of Mr. Clark are here given to call to your at-

be orroneous.
Messr.s. Annin, at Caledonia, N. Y.; Monroe fo-een, at

Mumford, N. Y.; Mather, at Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.;
Dean, at Leadville, Col.; Robinson, at Mammoth Spring'
Ark., and Fitzpatrick, at Chabot Lake, Cal.. in common
with Mr. Clark, at Nortfiville, Mich., have not averaged
above fifty per cent, of impregnation with the rainbow-trout
eggs.
Mr. Seagle, of Wytheville, Va., concedes 30 per cent, of

his average take to be "'hard, glassy eggs," and Mr. Nevin
of Madison, Wis., acknowledges "we get a number of hard'
glassy eggs." At the Neosho Station during the seasori
just passed 66 per cent, of our rainbow tr-out eggs failed to
fertilize. Summarizing the statements from these different
sources, I am forced to the conclusion that of the whole
number of rainbow trout eggs arbificiallv spawned from
domesticated fish, less than .50 per cent, are impregnated
because of the impotency of the eggs to receive the fertiliz-
ing principle, at some places, in some seasons, the percentage
will run higher, while as has been shown, on other occa-
.sions it v\ill fall much lower. This average of 50 per cent is
based on the work of ten hatcheries In eight States, em-
bracing all the climatological and hydrogranhical condi-
tions of the United States, except the Far South, and may
be modified by the accession of additional information; but
I feel pretty sure that upon fuller investigation the state-
ment will be confirmed rather than disproved.
During the season just passed, when studving this mat-

ter, it seemed tome unreasonable to suppose" that at all of
these stations an error had been made as to the proper feed-
ing and watering of the parent stock of trout. Therefore I
discarded the theory first advanced by Mr. Clark and began
to cast about for some other ground.
During .January, 1892, Hon. Marshall McDonald, U. S

Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, at my earnest request
sent Prof. Chas. Bdw. Riley, of Drury College, Springfield
Missouri, to the Neosho Station to make a microscopic ex-
amination of the eggs and milt at the time of their extrusion.
I-rof. Riley made several examinations of the hard, glassy
eggs, and also of the accompanying abnormal fluid. By the
aid of the highest power lenses, he discovered a tape-worm-
like parasite in the hard eggs and also in the accompanying
abnormal fluid—no parasites whatever were found in any of
the normal eggs, either dead or alive. He concludes his
report of this investigation in these words: "From a careful
consideration of these facts, I should say that some parasite
had infested the trout. It breeds on this peculiar fluid
before described, and is absorbed with the fluid before

spawning; thus causing the eggs to swell up and sound hard
when they strike the pan. I am strengthened in this belief
.since apparently the same thing was found in the peculiar
fluid, in the eggs, and in the water after passing over the
eggs; while the water at the supplvpipe was practically
pure. T cannot name the parasite, or account for its
presence."
Later in the season a series of egga, normal and abnormal,

was carefully prepared and forwarded to Prof. Riley, at
Spnngfleld, for further examination. Under date of March
24, he wrote: "I have carefully examined these specimens,
and in each case simply corroborated what I found at
Neosho."
Another series of specimens preserved at the same time

were forwarded to Washington, D. C .but unfortunately
wer= so long delayed before reaching Dr. Gurley, of the U.
S. Fish Commission, as to be in most cases in an advanced
stage of decomposii^ion, and unserviceable for examina-
tion,

I stated above that the hard, shotlike eggs and accom-
panying fluid were the cause of the imperfect impregnation,
but if Prof. Riley is correct they are but an effect, and the
true cause is yet deeper. A study of these parasites with a
view of their possible eradication opens a field which but
few If any fishculturists are prepared to tread. If further
investigation confirms the impression that these parasites
are present and that to their presence is due the loss of one-
naif of the possible efficiency of our work with the iridcus,
we have a serious and delicate problem, one which probably
only the skilled bacteriologist can handle.
Dr. Gurley has happilv suggested that a simple though

heroic cure may be found in the progressive elimination of
those females producing abnormal eggs. The only practi-
cal solution may yet be found to lie in this direction. In
the meantime it would be of value if any of our sp iwn-
talkers could positively state that the female rainbow trout
which yield normal eggs in one season do not yield the ab-
normal hard eggs in subsequent seasons. The converse of
this proposition would be of equal value.

It has been suggested as a possible solution of this diffi-
culty that it arises from inflammation of the ovaries, estab-
lished by improper and rough handling at the time of arti-
flcial spawning. From my own experience I can state that
though this suggestion may be true in some isolated cases,
it is scarcely applicable to the case in general.
At the Neosho Station during the season of 1891-92 we

spawned 1,000 twenty months old irldens. Manv of the
i:emaleswhen handled for the very first time readily gave
down these hard, shot-like eggs without the least pressure,
.showing conclusively, to my mind at least, that inflamma-
tion of the ovaries, if existing, had not been occasioned by
improper handling. I might here state that it is poor work-
manship to use any pressure on the abdomen of a trout in
taking eggs. If the fish be ripe, and she beheld in proper
position, she will, by her own exertion, extrude her eggs It
is true that a genlle assistance will sometimes be necessary
to enable her to pass the eggs from the anterior portion of
the ovary to the vent; but the exercise of enough pressure
to set up inflammation would be inexcusable. Such an
amount of pressure may be and is employed on fish caught
and destined for immediate marketing, such as shad, white-
fish, etc., and again it is unreasonable to suppose that the
exercise of pressure at one spawning sufficient to occasion
inflammation of the ovaries would not result in the death of
the female before the occurrence of another spawning peri-
od, or, if not in her death, at least in such a disordered con-
dition as would be indicated bv some outward symptom
After reading the report of Prof. Riley, as above set forth,

as to the presence of para.sites, I thought that they (the par-
asites) might have been introduced into the domesticated
rainbow trout by the use of beef liver, the almost universal
flsh food, somewhat in the way that trichinfee are introduced
into the human system by the use of raw pork. Workingm a preliminary amateur fashion along this line, I addressed
a number of letters to prominent fishculturists. Some used
raw liver, others a mixture of raw and cooked liver, and
others a mixture of raw liver and mush. But the answer
which iqiset my theory came from my old preceptor, Mr.
Fred Mather, who had experienced the trouble of hard,
glassy eggs from rainbow trout which had never been feed
on any beef liver, raw or cooked. Following on the heels of
this came a letter from Mr. James Richardson, Superin-
tendent of the California State Hatchery at Sisson. His
communication contained a statement of a fact which I had
never dreamed. He says: "Yes, I have observed to a small
extent the hard, glassy eggs from wild trout caught from
the streams of the Pacific .slope." This, so far as I am able
to ascertain, is the first intimation that the hard eggs are
found 1 a these fish in their native h ome. It is true that Mr.
Richardson says that under his observation it occurs
to a small extent. Mr. Richardson's statement may
be taken as a further argument against the theory
of inflammation being established by rough hand-
ling. But its true significance is this- The origin of
this abnormality of the irideus is not attributable to
domestication. It exists to-day among these fish in
their native State. But it seems that in domesticating
them we have aggravated this abnormality. That is to say:
we have, in some occult manner, given prominence to envi-
ronments that increase the propagation of the parasite
discovered by Prof. Riley, and which appears to exist, to a
limited extent, in the female trout in her native habitat;
while, on the other hand, we are omitting something which'
would tend to suppress its reproduction. This being true
the remedy for the trouble might be found in a condition of
food and life approximating those of nature. Such may
not be attainable at all points. No method seems so feasible
as that employed by Mr. Gremaz. of France, in his ponds
for the self-reproduction of natural flsh food. It would, of
course, be necessary in such an undertaking to stock the
ponds with proper natural food from streams on the Pacific
slope; for, otherwise, that particular element which tends to
maintain a healthy condition of the reproductive organs of
the iridcus might be omitted.
In conclusion, I beg to quote the following significant

clause from the Report of Wisconsin for 1.SS2: "In producing
and raising from helpless infancy some of the fish tribe art
may surpass nature; but only by a return to the ways of
nature at a period when helpfulness succeeds helplessness
can the best development come." Wm. F. Page.

Chained to Businei^s?
Can't go fishing.? Make the best of it. Read FoBBST Atsb

Stream.

Low Rate Hanp-est Excursions.
Thk a.nnouTiceinent that the Kortb-Western Line, compri'-itie

over 8 000 miles of thoroughly ' quipped railwav. has arraBc-ed to
run two low rate Harvpst BxcursioDs durin;? the months oiAns-
ust and Sep*^emh8r, will bf gladly received by those who are in-
terested in the developmf nt of the great West and Northwest as
well as by those who desire to visii; this wcderfully productive
r' gion at a season of the year when exa-^t demonstration can hemade of the merits and advantagas it offprs to home seekers and
those in search of safe and profitable investmf nts. These exotir-
sions will leave Chicago on Au?. .30 and S^pt. S7. and tickpts can
be purchased at the very low rate of one fare for the round trip to
points in lows, Minnes'-.ta, N'-^rth and South Dakota. Nebraska
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Montana. They will be
strictly firist-olass in evpry particular, and will b>^ good for return
passageatany time within twenty days from date of purchase
Fnll information con. ernina; rates and arrangements for these
excursions can be ohfain^-d upon application to any coupon ticket
fluent, or to W. A. Thrall, G. P. T. A., Chicago & North-Western
Railway, Chicago.—J.c(v.

Hfw Mmnel

F 1 XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 12 to 16.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, at Toronto, Canada, O. A.
Stone, Sec'.v.

Sept. 10 to 23.-Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kinsrstoti, Canada. H. C. Batee, See'y.
Sept. 20 to 23.—Western Michigan Kennel CJub, at Grand Rapids

Mich. H. Dale Adams, Galesburg, Mich., Superinteident.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa, Can. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 25 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.

Marston, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS,

Sept. .5.—Manitoba Field Trials, at Morris, Man. A. Holloway,
Winnipeg, Man., Sec'y.
Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club,

at Nanupt, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H. V. Jamie-
son, Sec'y.

iSJov. 7 -Internationa] Field Trials Club, third annual trials, at
Chatham, Oct, Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8.
W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—United States Field Trials, at Elizabethtown, Ky. P,

T. Madison, Indianapolis. Ind.. Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England Field Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry, New Haven, Conti., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.— Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. .!. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W,-J. Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 31.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Sec'.v.

Nov, 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. O.
F. G. Tiylor, Sec'v.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. O. Col. Ode]],

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.-Irish Setter Field TrialSi at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. DaviSj Philadelphia, Pa.. Sec'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, July 30.—In a letter recently received from an

eminent field trial handler and trainer, one who.se large ex-
perience and accurate knowledge entitles his views to care-
ful con.sideration, I noted some comments on the subject of
ranging which impressed me as being particularly in'terf .st-

ing and instructive. He said, in regard to field trials: "I
consider that ranging is the weak point, one which is not
sufficiently studied. At present there seem to be two classes
of rangers, one kind which will not go out far enough, and
the other kind which bolts or does not hunt to the gun at
all."

I claim that a dog should range very wide, any distance in
fact that we want him to. But he should not just skim the
ground out. taking the very best looking places and missing
lots of ground quite likely enough to hold birds. It is easy
enough to accustom high-class dogs to hunt in the latter
way: and when they do that, provided that they will point
and back, the average judge seems quite satisfied and gives
such dogs great credit for bird sense.
"A trouble in this connection is that the judges always

hurry on following the leading dog, when perhaps the other
dog is working out some hard ground in good .shape, know-
ing that birds are near at hand. Many a time have I been
left behind in that way, and my dog found the birds when
there was no judge to see him."
The points in the foregoing are well taken, and are of

general interest. At every field trial one or more incidents
of this kind occur, and every field trial handler has suft'ered
a loss from them many times. In the greater number of
instances the error arises from a lack of judgment on the
part of the judges, or from not having any system in con-
ducting the running. It is, nevertheless, one of the popular
delusions on field trial matters that a man who has shot a
great deal over pointers and setters must therefore be a
good judge for field trials. As a matter of fact a man may
have shot during every season of a long lifetime and not
know what qualities constituted a good dog, or what con-
stituted the first principles of a competition. The field
shooter's sole test of a dog's performance is whether it
affords a shot or not. Many setters and pointers of inferior
capabilities aflford good sport if they work intelligently.
For instance, a dog may have a poor nose, yet, by his in-
telligence and caution, he may get quite close to the birds
and point or flush them, in either case affording a shot
What was considered a success by the shooter might be an
error in a field trial. An experienced field shooter, with no
field trial experience, is a most helpless and incompetent
judge.
Experienced judges even make many errors during ai

trial, the most common one being that mentioned in the
foregoing quotation. One dog gets far ahead of the other,
and all three judges become absorbed in watching and fol-
lowing him. thus leaving one dog without a jud^e to watch
his work. There is no excuse or justification for this when
three judges are acting. The presiding judge should always
detail one judge to remain with one dog if separated from
the other. It is unjust to do otherwise, aside from its un-
skilfulness and bad management.
Experienced judges should be so expert and vigilant that

no circumstance could arise but what would be met by
them promptly and effectively. But such is not the case.
Many errors occur in all the large trials, due to the slow-
ness, awkwardness or indolence of some one of the three
judges; for it almost always happens that one judge has
one or more of these qualities.
The most common fault is that of riding too far behind

the handlers. Prom fifteen to twenty yards behind them is
a good distance for the judges to ride when performing
their duties in the open fields. It is a common fault for
.some one judge to get into a trance and ride areamily many
yards behind the ether judges. He trusts to the others see-
ing any work, which he may miss himself. In the thickets
he lags behind in much the same manner as in the open,
and is an endless nuisance to reporters who are striving
conscientiously to get a full report of all the work, for they
hesitate to go ahead of him. Nearly every judge feels more
or less irritated if a reporter gets ahead of fi.im, however far
he may be behind himself. By their disinclination to any
active exertion, many judges miss seeing about half the
work done in cover, lagging behind just far enough to miss
a great deal. One judge out of the three, in most instances,
is active and alert, is up with all the work done, and the
other judges seem satisfied to have him do so.
Another source of error is when the judges ride elo-sely in

a group in the open, chat pleasantly together and become
inattentive to the work. Where the ground is irregular the
judges when grouped cannot possiblv see all the -details.
They should spread a proper distance apart so that each
would secure a different view, and thus have as full
knowledge of every detail of work as can possibly be secured.
Another error witne.ssed at times, one bordering on the

ridiculous, is for a judge to ride furiously after a dog which
is lost sight of for a few moments. It commonly breaks up
the range of both dogs, and is a useless act. The matter
could be handled much better in a less demonstrative
manner.
The judge who gets left far behind every time a fence,

ditch or gully is crossed, is another annoyance. He will ride
gingerly to thft edge of a djtch, his face expressing his mis-
givings. He will Jiold his harae in ^ tiie edge, at tlia^aajue.
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tltne ui'Kint; hiin forward. The horae soon becomes afraid
or irritatpd, and refuses to cross. Tn the meantime, dogs,
handlers and other judges are far in the lead. The timid
judae takes a long detour to avoid the ditch and comes
stxagrgling in later on. At every obstruction he repeats his
timid act.

One of the first reyuisites in a judge is that he should see
the work. Tf he is too timid or such a nonr hoi'seman that
he cannot ride over an ordinary ditch whicii everybody else

rides over, or if he is too indolent to exert liimself afoot to

see the work in the thickets, or if hifi clothes and footgear
are too pretty and new to go into briers and mud, be is not
a pood judge, however great his knowledge of field trials

maybe. He must have energy and intuition to be in the
right place at the right time.
Then tliere is the judge who is ordering the handlers

what to do at every turn till both handlers and dogs, by
constant balking become confiT«pd and disgusted, losing all

idea of what they .should do. The momenta judge assumes
to control the handling of the dogs he begins to injure and
delay the running. Hp will soon get dogs wnd handlers into
pockets and corners, will r<^peatedly be forced to make new
starts, and wi'l end in a broken, irregular and unsatisfac-
tory heat. Aside from instructing the handlers in the be-

ginning of the heat and at such other times during it as are
necessary, old judges assume no .supervision of a handler
excepting when there is some matter necessary under the
rules r>eeding attention, such as to bring his dog in to back,
etc. Under a judge who leaves the handling to the handlers
everything generally goes smoothly and satisfactorily. I

have always doubted the right of a judge to dictate to a
handler where he should work his dog at every turn,
although I never doubted its impropriety. The judge then
not only judges the dog, but as.siimes his handling also.

The traiiier pays his entry fee to exhibit bis doer, or the
owner does so, and he should be permitted to handle in his
own way, as is his right Of course the judge should point
out the course to be followed, but the manner of working
the dog is the handler's preroerative.
Ranging is an important matter, and has not been given

proper consideration. It requires experience and thought
to discriminate between a dog which will go over large
tracts of country, working for his own pleasure and one
working for the advantage of the gun. Some dogs will
work steadily for the gun for a while, then self-bunt a while.
Some will range wide and work to the gun,, but have no in-
telligent plans. And there are other variations too nxxmer-
ous to mention.
In fact, field trial judging is susceptible of many improve-

ments in its practice, not in the way of ne;^ rules, but in the
judg attainments. It should not be inferred that there
are no judges free from these faults. Some are very expert.
The faults are confined to the minority, and it is only neces-
sary I believe to point them out, to se'cure their correction.

B. WATERS.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
SoMK TIME since The Onlooker pointed out the Solidity to

which breeding dogs for sale had attained, as shown by the
names of some of our leading kennels appearing in sucb a
class business publication as the Seeger & Guernsey En-
cyclopedia, a work whereby a buyer may learn where any
known article can be bought, from ''cowboy boots" to "crab
apple cider." This was reaffirmed in The Onlooker's mind
quite recently by coming across the advertisement of one of
our leading kennels in some hierh-class family journal, one
of our monthlies, or Harper''s WeeMy or Bazar.
That a seller of dogs finds it remunerative to advertise

ia such a periodical, and that such careful compilers as the
Seeger & Guernsey Company include sellers of dogs in their
encyclopedia demonstrates better than dozens of dog shows,
the widespread, practical iaterest our people take in dogs.

In connection with this matter of breeding and selling
dogs as a business, a most misleading remark recently ap-
peared in the correspondence of a contemporary, that the
man who ran a kennel as he would a business was no fan-
cier. This is absurdly incorrect, both in practice and in
the abstract. Mastitis and pug.«, for instance, have been
made what they are in this country by two breeders of the
former and one of the latter, who always conducted their
business strictly as business, just as they would have run
a grocery store, and this truth ayjplies to breeders of many
other breeds. As a philosophical abstraction, it would seem
evident that the man who breeds dogs with the view of
making money thereby, will accomplish greater success as
a fancier than the man who breeds for amusement, the in-
centive to success being greater. That this rule is not
constantly evident is due to the fact that the vast majority
of such breeders devote themselves to the popular fancy
of the day, devoting themselves at different times to dif-
ferent breeds and thus do not make as shining marks as

. fanciers, but their general averages will show the gi-eat
practical work they accomplish. The Yorkshire owes his
existence and the wonderful development of his coat to the
wives and daughters of English workingmen, who have
devoted many fold the care and attention to the dogs that
their children received.

Another evidence of how widespread the interest in dogs
has become is in the excellence of canine illustrations iu
our periodicals not specially given up to kennel matters.
The August number of ,S't Nicholas has an admirable pic-
ture of a mastiff on page 744, and on page 745 a very good
one of a dachshund, neither accompanying an article on
dogs, apparently merely put in "to look pretty," and neither
artist is known in connection with ca,nine portraiture.

The "Onlooker" notes a regrettable dissension in our
Beadle Club, and while most distinctively disavowing any
partisanship in the dispute, dissents most strongly from the
statement piit forth in the dispute that there are acts as to the
affairs of a club that the club itself may not lawfully do, but
must be done by the board of management. This is utterly
untenable. A board of managers, executive committee or
whatever the working arm of the club may be called, is en-
tirely the creature of the club at large; it is appointed by
the club to do the executive work of the club, which by
reason of the impracticability of convening the club mem-
bers frequently, mu<;t be done by a smaller, more compact
body, but it is utterly unreasonable to say that the creature
is greater than the creator, and no inference as to powers
being delegated to a board of managers to do what the club
as a whole may not do, can be admitted. To support such a
contention there must be an absolut--, unmistakable state-
ment of this intent, from the club itself, properly passed and
recorded. It is important that this be' carefully thought
over and always borne in mind, as this very mischievous
view has arisen in clubs in previous instances.

The ONLOOKER.

A STRANGE GAIT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have often noticed that some dogs that are perfectly well
formed, always when they go at a walk or jog trot or canter,
move sidewjj vs or diagonally. Can you account for it? When
they gallop fast they go straight enough. Probably some
of ou y a aato ai i^ts ean explain this. TAR Heel .

Lbjonqton,

NORTHWESTERN FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S DERBY
The entries for the Northwestern Field Trial Club's Derby

closed July 21 with the following entry, consisting of 22
English setters, 16 pointers and -J Irish setters. The All-
Age Stake entries closed Aug. 1. The trials will be at
Morris, Manitoba, Sept, .5.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
CLE0PATR4 (W. B. Wells), bitch (Mungo-Cambviana).
SwAJB (H. A. Greeley), dog (Manitoba Tos.s—Pitti Sing).
Bes.sie June (Franlc Kichards), bitch (Chance— Bessie

Avent).
Queen Noble K. (A. J. Kolflanda), bitch (R,omeo—Queen

Noble.
R-ONAiK (Avent & Thayer's Kennels), black and white

dog (Roderigo—Juno A.), Jan a.

LocuiNvAE (Avent Thayer's Kennels), black, white and
tan dog (Chance—Be.s.sie Avent), Mav .30.

KiNGJSTON (Avent &; Thayer's Kennels), black, white and
tan dog (Chance— Be.s.sie Avent), May 30.

Shadow (Avent & Thayer's Kennels), black, white and
tan bitch (Jean Val Jean—Lucv Avdnt), Jan. 7
Rill (Tbos Shelton), (Manitoba Toss—Pitti Sing).
Jem Gladstone (J. M. Saeed) dog (PaulGladstone—Kato-

nia).

Duff (W. T. Hunter), dog (Manitoba To.ss—Pitti Sing).
FAN Chatham (C. W. Smith), bitch (Chatham— Baball).
Winnipeg- (Thos. Johnson), dog (Manitoba Tos.s--Pitti

Sing)
P,syCHE (Thos. Johnson), bitch (Manitoba Toss—Pitti

Sine).
S&T (Thos. .lohuson). dog (Manitoba Toss—Pitti Sing).
Cash Noble (B. K, Devereux), bitch (Breeze Gladstone-

Katie Noble).
Spot Cash (H. K. Devereux), dog (Vanguard—Georgia

Belle).

^^Vaeo (Thos. A. Montgomery), bitch (Bruce M.—Frost

Borneo Rare (Geo. E. Grey), dog (Couut Roderigo—Bon-
nie).

Nttn of Furkess (fi. ff. C^otiaian), bitch (Monk of Tarness
—Merry Girl)
Eagle Monk (S. J. Gottschammer), dog (Monk of Furness—Qaail).
GATh C. (Jos. Crugon), dog (Gath's Hope—Paxie Maid).

POENTERS.
David C. (Jas. Cugron), dog (Duke of Hessen—Marguer-

ite).

Princess Dolly (Jas. Cugron), bitch (Duke of Hessen—
Princess Marguerite).
C0N,SCRIPT (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), black

and white dog-(King of Kentr— Hops) June W.
Jingo 'Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), liver and

white dog (Mainspring— Queeny TI ).

Biz (W. H. Smith), dog (King of Kent—Lass of Bloomo).
Manitoba Shot (Thos. Stone), dog (Coton—Psyche).
Manitoba Sal (Tho.s. Stone), bitch fCoton— Psyche).
Diamond (Thos. Shelton), dog lUpton—Blythe).
Victor (J. B. Kelly), dog (Coton—Psyche)
King of Manitoba (Thos. Johnsonj, dog (Upton—Blythe).
Gem of the We«t iThos. Jounson), bitch (Upton—Blythe).
TOPSY Pape (George E. Giey), bitch (Joe Pape—Topsy M.)
Lonsdale (Joe Philips), dog (Coton—Psyche).
Alberta Joe (John Sharpies), dog (Upton— Blythe).
ALBERTA Ruby (John Sharpies), bitch (Upton-Blythe).
Sam (Thos. Stone), dog (Coton—Psyche).

IRISH SETTERS,

Claremont Clare (Messrs. Perry & Boweu), bitch (Olare-
mont Patsy—Nellie Glencho).
HAWKEYE Queen (Mtssrs. Perry & Swetzer), bitch (Clare-

mont Patsy—Nora of Claremont).

DEFORMITIES IN ST. BERNARDS.
Several letters have appeared lately in Stock-Keeper on

this subject. Mr. Hughes-Hughes maintained that the
large size, etc., that St. Bernards have been brought to is
responsible for the crooked forelegs and cowhocks .so often
met with, and seeks to prove this by a.sserting that the
monks of the Hospice St. Bernard never had dogs over 3lin.
in height at shoulder. This may be so, but we have met
with about as many crooked-legged small ones as the large
ones. A correspondent answering Mr. Hughes-Hughes con-
tends that inbreeding is responsible for the deformities, but
admits that nearly all their largest St. Bernards, and wf eds
too, are sadly crippled. He makes a startling suggestion to
counteract this Inbreeding, and start afresh, as it were. He
proposes that a class .shall be set apart at large shows for tiie
best St. Bernard bitch the product of a mastiff' and St Ber-
nard. He remarks whether we like it or not that sooner or
later this problem will have to be faced. We heard a whis-
per some time since that something of this sort had already
been done with some celebrated mastiff as the sire.
Mr. Hughes-Hughes in a later letter says that he does not

wish to make aoy dogmatic assertions, but his idea resulted
from observation at shows and the results of his own breed-
ing. Regarding cowhocks, he thinks they are caused to a
great extent by dewclaws, and that he has for a long time
past had these "hideous appendages" removed from all his
puppies as soon as they could walk. Another writer this
week thinks that the cause of crookedness is worms dur-
ing puppyhood, a fat, heavy puppy being quite as likely to
have them as a lean one, and that the requisites sought in
a St. Bernard, big head, heavy, deep bodies, are the very
things bearing the wormy puppy down, while the light
collie-looking St. Bernard skips round with small leg bones
that never go wrong He thinks that if a puppy's legs go on
right till it is f-Smos. old, only distemper or some disease will
affect them, and therefore he does not see why the puppy
should be blamed for what occurred to it long before it was
Blin. high. He also makes a plea for the cripples, asking
that some definite number of points be deducted from a dog
afflicted with cowhocks or crooked legs, but if he is good
otherwise not to be thrown out at one show for that cause
and win at another. We .should think the standard provides
for that.

NEW KENNELS AT NASHVILLE. TENN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is now a little over twelve years ago that I established
the Mohawk Kennels at Auburn Park, a beautiful suburb
of Chicago. During this time I have devoted almost my
entire time and attention to the breeding and keeping of
dogs, and there has never been a time when the kennels
have not been filled to their full capacity, from the big
mastiffs, St. Bernards and Great Danes down to the tiny toy
terrier. During all these years I have maniged the kennel
with a profit to myself and satisfaction to my patrons. In
many cases the same dogs have found a pleasant retreat
here durmg the season for many years, but the time has at
last come when such a thing as successfully conducting a
kennel at Auburn Park must cease to exist. The reason for
this is that Auburn Park is now nothing mor-e than part and
parcel of the great city, and a city is a poor place tor a large
kennel. Were it not for the fact that I was here first and
that I own a good deal of ground I shouhl have bsen com-
pelled to move long ago. But the time has at last come, and
after Sept. 1 the welcome bark of my many canine friends
will be a thing of the past. But I am not going out of the
bAsine<=s. I sb.-dl be in it bigger than ever after the above
date. I have just completed arrangements with what here-

after will be known as the Cumberland Kennel Club. The
club will be located at Nashville. Tenn., and is organized by
a few of its best citizens and bu=iiuess men, every one a great
lover of dogs. As to the terms of my arrangement the
public is not interested, and it is therefore not necessary to
give details. Suffice it to say that I .stand on equal terms
with the members in the profits of the business, and hold
the position as manager- The club will breed great Danes,
pugs, and Italian greyhounds, and hereafter the celebrated
pugs of the Mohawk Kennels will be the property of the
Cumberland Kennel Club.
To carry on the business successfully, the club have se-

cured a most beautiful and lovely place of 140 acres, three
miles from Nashville, eighty acres of this is timber. Here
the kennels and yards will ba located, there will be a com-
modious club house with office and reception room for vis-
itors and the residence of the manager. The club will also
have a city office which will be connected by telephone with
the club house^ but what strikes me mast of all is the great
beauty of the {dace, the land lies on the top of a gentle slop-
ing hill, it is well drained in every direction, has several de-
lightful springs, the water of which will be utilized in the
way of a constant supply through the kennel yards. Com-
modious kennels will be fitted up, and with an unrestricted
range for exercising, plenty of shade, abundance of pure
water, a climate that cannot be excelled, this should be a
perfect heaven for dogs. The country around and about
Nashville is famous for its beauty and this place of all
others is one of the most beautiful. It is on the same road
that leads a vi.sitor to the famous Belle Mead Stock Farm,
three miles beyond, where 3, .500 acres are inclosed by twenty-
two miles of stone fencing and the sires of some of the most
noted thoroughbred horses have their home. In conclusion
I beg to extend a cordial welcome to all my friends and
lovers of fine dogs, and let me assure you that the twenty
minutes drive from the city ever a perfect road will pay you
for your trouble. The club besides keeping their own dogs
will also keep those of others; dogs sent for the season will
be returned free. The city office for the present "will be at
428 Church street, Nashville, Tenn. HArry L. GoodmAjs.
AuBURsr Park, 111.

PROF. WESLEY MILLS AND HIS TRADUCERS.
"Editor Fored and SVrcarn:
Canadians as a class feel very bitterly in rearard to the psi-seeu-

ti"n that is being carried on against the eminent scientist, Dr.
Wesley Mills. If this crusade were warrantPd in the sbghtest
degree uothlng- could be said, and even now I should not feel it
necessary to write in dpfense of my friend, if it, were not for the
fact that some men who are not personally acciuainted with the
Doctor are hecoming pre.judiced as a result ol reading so much
that is malicious and untrue. It i.s the old story of those wbo
wish to do wrong fighting against the Tnao who fearlessly upholds
right. Few of thn^e who have been fathering this persecution
have dared to put their names to their productiotis, and the f-nly
thing that has been npenlv said against Dr. Mills is a foolish
charge of cruelty to Elcho during thf^ judging at Kingston. To
those who know thf> man and his etforta on behalf of the do? and
other domestic animals, and to those who have seen the affection
he has for his pets, such a charge is absurd. The incident that
gave rise to the charge was too trivial even to refer to, and as no
less Than three of the bench show committee—viz., Mr. Corbett,
Mr. OldriPve and myself—were presenf. during the judging of
greyhounds, there can be no mistake about the matter. If there
is anv one who practices what he p'-eaehes Dr. Mills is that man,
I am sorry that Mr. Wade should have listened to those who

have said unkind things of Dr. Mills, for I feel satisfied thatif Mr.
Wade knew Dr. Mills as well as I do he would at once spe how
earnef tly and deeply the man is devoted to the solving of problems
that are of the most intense interest to dog breeders. We must
have practical men of course, and it is wonderful how much they
can add to Fcientifio lore, but at the same time we cannot expect
the most difficult scientifio problem.9 to be solved without the
highest kind of scientiflc trainins. Mr. Wade and Dr. Mills are
just the men who should be fripnds rather than at enmity, and it
is unfortunate that such discussions as that over the Mercer difB-
culty have arisen. If Mr. Mercer should not have been diFqualfipd
there is something wrong in tie constitution of the C.K.C. and
the A.lv.C Most of us think the rule that disqualified Mr. Mercer
had a reason for existence, and although we are sorrv to see any
mar get into trouble, feel satisfied that Mr. Mercer received a fair
and impartial trial and just punishment.
I fancy that Mr. Wade oid not "pour oil on the troubled waters"

when he attempted to .=chool Dr. M ils on the previous sire qups-
tion and said that Dr. Mills's views had been "swept away" by Mr.
Millais, an enthusiast in dog show higiene (Cor which he deserves
all praise), but a mere novice in biology. Dr. Mills is an investi-
gator of the highest order and, like Darwin and men of that type,
gives nothing to the world thai- is not founded on facts arrived at
only after the most pitient aud careful investigation.
Possibly Dr. Mills may not thank me for writing of his stand-

ing in the soientitic world, but an antidote for the venom that is
defiling the columns of a contemporary must be provided if the
best interests of cynoiogy are to be protected.
Here are a few facts worthy of consideration; Dr. Mills is over

forty years of age, and is neitiier a youth nor a novice as rpgards
dogs. He is a graduate in arts of Toronto University, a member
of the Oollpge of Physicians and Surffeons, Ontario; a grad uate of
Humqn and Comparative Medicine of McGill University; and a
member of the Royal Society of Canada, etc. He practiced
human medicine for years, but does not practice either human
or veterinary medicine for a livelihood, but devotes his time to
tiie duties of his chairs as Professor of Physiologv in the Faculty
of Human Me Ucine, McGill Univeraity. and of Comparative
Medicine and Veterinary Science in the Veterinary Dapartment
of the same university. He has for yp*>rs conducted a public
clin'c for dogs in connection with the Faculty of Comparative
Medicine. His students are very enthusiastic admirers of their
professor, and there is a strong feeling of indignation among
them at the abuse heaped upon him by anonymous literary
assasins who are bound to triumph in the cause of wrong.
Dr. Mills is the author of many works of high order, and his

books on physiology are standards. He has written two excellent
works on the dog, is an origmal investigator and an accomplished
lecturer. He has been a breeder of dogs and other animals nearly
all his life, and is about tho oldest breeder of some varieties In
America. His knowledgp, which is derived from observation, has
been gained in Europe and Britain as well as in America. Proba-
bly no one aasoc'ated with dogs in America or Britain is prepared
to discu's them more profoundly.
As a judge at Kingston last year he showed his characteristic

independence and proeressiveuess and put into practice his belief
that dogs should he so handled that onlookers can see the reasons
for the awards. No one could be more careful than he was, and
the ju gmg was made most interesting to the general public.
Such a msn as Dr. Mills should be welcomed by the kennel

world, as he h.sa no intprest to serv« beyond that of putting things
on a higher level. The anonymous scribblings of a cliciue
should not be allowed to prejadica good men who a'-e interested
in dog breeding. I feel satisfied that in the end this view must
prevail; however, if it turns out that the kennel world is not
read v for such a man, so much the worse for the kennel world.
KiNGSTOB, July 28. C. K. CiAEKE, M,D.

MR. MIDDLETON'S RESIGNATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
After reading the copy of Mr. Middleton's letter of resigna-

tion as a committeeman of the Ottawa dog show, which
appears in Forest and Streaji for Jtily 31. the only course
left me is to retract my charges against Mr.' H. B. Donovan
and the Ottawa Committee. I also wish to express my regrefc
for having made them. There has been quite a bit of mis-
understanding over this matter; but the only inference to be
drawn from this published letter was that taken by your
Canadian correspondent and the Ottawa Committee.

F. H. P. Mercee.
Ottawa, Canada, July 35.

Business.
Lynn, Mass.. Jnlv 26.— Editor I'^ore-st an't Stream: T takenteae-nrem sTHtiDg t rtn.'hti e.-ma l"aa"mFoRvsiANDSTHEAM havemade five 'ah to otc- fnoi all ether seurcen oombineri, aUd th'nk

the Forest a^v Stkijam ha best adver^siitg medium for kennel
Duameas In the United States.—O, W. Bsookiho^
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DOG CHAT.

Dog Law in Pennsylvania.
In the case of "Commonwealtli vs. Deputy," the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania has decided that dogs may be stolen.
Not. however, vrith impunity. Oa the contrary, a majority
of the bench has ruled that there is such a thing as property
in four-footed beasts of the canine kind, and that the law
passed to bring about this condition in 1889 does not offend
against the constitution of Pennsylvania. It seems that one,
Deputy, made off with a spaniel dog of the value of $20, and
when branded as a thief claimed that there was no law in
the State making dogs personal property. The decision of
the Supreme Court is here given: "We need not discuss the
rule of the common law upon this subject, nor its wisdom.
This case turns upon the act of May 15, 1889, P. L. 232, en-
titled 'An act for the taxation of dogs and the protection of
sheep,' the sixth section of which provides, 'That all dogs in
this Commonwealth shall hereafter be personal property,
and subject of larceny.' etc. It is urged that this act was
unconstitutional, for the reason that the said provision of
Section 6 is not fully expressed in the title of the act. We
cannot assent to this proposition. One of the objects of the
act, as expressed in the title, is the taxation of dogs. Hence
when the Legislature seeks to lay a tax upon what was not
property at the common law, we think it entirely germane
to the object of the act to declare that the prouerty taxed
shall hereafter be personal property, and. subject of lar-
ceny."

The Same Dogs, in Different Classes.

A writer iu Stock-Keeper raises a poiut in connection
with shows that is of interest. He wants to know if his
brother exhibitors think it right for the judge, when a dog
is entered in sevei-al classes, to ask the exhibitor if the dog
has been in before and what his previous number was so
that he could refer back and give the dog the "same again."
The writer in question thinks, and properly so, that the dog
should be judged on his merits each time he appears. This
is right, though the judge's reputation may suffer after-
ward. As a dog may not show himself in the open class, but
get him among a lot of puppies and more used to the noise,
or have his own handler and he will be altogether a different
dog and might easily, in the case of a fox-terrier, Irish ter-
rier or collie, mislead the judge, who, not knowing the dog
would probably place it higher comparatively than before,
and the dog receive its due, whereas if the judge knows its
number and refers back in his book and finds he. against it
in the other class, thatdo^'s fate is sealed and he won't rise,
but the judge has saved his reputation. Some of our judges
are very careful in this respect, and we know one well-
known judge who scanned his novice class awards very care-
fully when the open class was on, the novice class having
come on first, and we can hardly blame him.

Areca Nut Sometimes Fatal.

We are told from time to time that areca nut is a danger-
ous medicine to give dogs as a vermifuge. Probably it is.

and like many another medicine if given in excess will
cause death . We have used it extensively for worms in dogs
and never bad reason to regret it. Our plan is always to
give it in two half-dram doses, with an interval of an hour
between each dose, for ordinary sized dogs. Mr. Treman, a
well known coursing man in California, has just lost one of
his fine young greyhounds by giving it an overdose of areca
nut. The powder one buys at the drug stores is rarely of
much good. It should be freshly grated from the nut as
required, and given in that way a small quantity will be
found quite violent enough in its action and will generally
move the toughest tteuia. As the action of this medicine is
rather rugged, if we may use the term, it is always well to
feed "soothingly" for a day or two afterward, giving soups,
milk and soft food till the digestive apparatus gets into good
working order again.

More Mew Dogs.
Mr. Mortimer's visit to England is bearing fruit, for

Spratts Patent Co. in this city advise us that on the steam-
ship^ Canada their Loudon house shipped three fox-terrier
bitches, Refuge, Eggersford Safety and Eggersford Sapphire,
and a black retriever, consigned to Mr. J. C. Hull, Jr., .51

Liberty street, New York city. Also by the same vessel
come three fox-terrier bitches for Mr. J. C. Grainger, .54

Broad street, New York city. On the steamship Prance two
more retrievers are coming for Mr. Hull. We are pleased to
see the interest which is being taken in the useful retriever;
provided they are good ones they are handsome and intelli-
gent enough to become a favorite breed with sportsmen,
especially along the shores, for though they probably are uo
better than the Chesapeake Bay dog for duck work, still
they have this advantage, they do" not come in all manner of
shapes, sizes and shades. They are a distinct breed.

Formation of Dogs' Feet.

Mr. D. F. Zambaco, the noted Psovoi breeder, says that iu
his short experience the barefoot is the best in the .straight
line, and the cat foot in turning. He says also that "Bor-
zois" are wolfhounds, not rabbiters, and must therefore
have hare feet. "Any Russian will tell you that." Further
he remarks in Stock-Keeijer, "That the ground dogs have
to run upon has much to do with the conformation of their
feet, and climate with texture of the coat. So no rule can
be given in these matters," and he is about right. In re-
gard to the theory that a light, fiat-boned dog has always a
hare foot, we can produce a fox-terrier with that sort of
bone but standing on a very good sample of cat foot. Is not
the fiat, light-boned leg generally accompanied by a splay
foot, long-toed and open? which is a very different thing to
the tight, springy hare foot.

Pointer Importation.

It may interest Eastern pointer men to know that Mr.
Huber's. of San Francisco, Cal., pointer Sally Brass 11.
whelped July 13 nine puppies, all nicely marked, by his no
less well-known Duke of Vernon. Four have since died, but
Mr. Huber has still two dogs and three bitches. Mr. Huber
seems determined to put his kennel in the front. When
Mr. Mortimer went to Europe he had a commission from the
Californian sportsman to buy the best pointer he could find,
both for field and bench. Mr. Mortimer has just secured for
him the noted field pointer dog Glenbeigh, by Grouse V. out
of Rita, whelped February, 1890. This pointer won several
stakes during the English spring trials and has also won on
the bench, a third at Birmingham last year is one of his
prizes.

Gordon Setters and the N. E. F. T. C.

The action of the Gordon Setter Club in donating a hand-
some special to the New England Field Trials for the best
Gordon running at their meeting this fall should provoke
competition in this rather neglected breed from a field trial
view. The owners of Gordons will not be able to complain
of the pace being too fast for them, and the nature of the
country should just suit them. Take time by the forelock
and have them properly prepared this time, in the same
way that the pointer and setter men treat their candi-
dates.

Duchess Kennels.
The Empress of Contoocock's one pup ia coming along

nicely and is now five weeks old—a most old-fashioned lit-

tle piece of dog flesh. It was taken from its mother when
ten days old and has been fed by hand since. At the age
when most pups are being weaned this youngster can tackle
a crust or a biscuit with the greatest vigor and relish. Col.
Ruppert's Baroness Cardiff whelped July 27 to Aristocrat;
and a peculiar fact is that three pups came first, live and
strong and marked like the dam, with a good deal of white,
then came five dead ones, all beautifully marked with solid
orange bodies like the sire. Mr. Booth'blames the inbreed-

!PM% remiuds us that a good St. Bernard stud dog
with blood a long way removed from Plinlimmon is badly
needed in this country just now. There is too much Plin
limmon blood about on both .sides.

Champion Plinlimmon, Jr.

The St. Bernard fancy is constantly receiving fresh re-
cruits so that there is hardly any cause for the fear that in-
terest in the breed will deteriorate, at least not at present.
Mr. Geo. Fox, of Cincinati, O., is the latest aspirant for
.show honors, and in purchasing champion Plinlimmon, Jr.,
he has started with a good dog, Mr. Sears bought this well
known dog in England as a puppy in arms as it were, and
it was the nucleus of a kennel that has become widely
known. There is no dog on the bench to-day that can sur-
pass Plinlimmon in body, legs, feet and action. Mr. Fox is
the proprietor of the Eden Park Kennels, and intends going
in for St. Bernards. Mr. Al Eberhart will handle Plinlim-
mon, Jr., at Toronto and Grand Rapids, Mich., shows this

imraon. Jr., arrived at Cincinnati July 2i infall. Phnlimn ^

charge of one of Mr. Sears's men.

Pointer Devonshire Nera.
It is reported by Stock-Keeper that this well known poin-

ter is booked for America. As the manager of the Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels has been spending some time in Devon-
shire, and Devonshire Nero is or was owned by Messrs. Lee,
Bulled & Turner, of Witheridge, Devon, we may be allowed
to draw our own conclusions in l?eu of definite information
This dog is by Molton Baron out of The Village Star, and
was whelped January, 1888. He is a noted field dog, and
can count several wins at important shows to his credit. He
won a second in the Irish Setter Club's pointer ijuppy Derby
Stake, and was fourth in the Kennel Club's All-Age Stake.

Greyhounds and Coursing.
The greyhound Miss Kitten, one of the bitches presented

by Col. North to Col. Cody (Buffalo Bill), whelped June 32
eleven puppies, five dogs and six bitches. They are sired by
Dingwall, runner up for the Waterloo Plate in 1889. These
Euppies will be just the right age to run in the Great Bend
lerby of 1893, and ought to give a good account of them-

selves if raised well. Col. Cody has quite a kennel of grey-
hounds at tiis ranch in Nebraska. H. S. Boal has the entire
charge during the absence of Col. Cody.

Beagle Trials Judges.
The meeting of the N. B. C. last Thur.sday night was a

protracted one. We have not received full particulars of
the meeting, but understand that, commencing about 9
P. M. on Thursday evening, it did not break up till about .5

A. M. Friday morning. The judges selected for the trials
are Messrs. W. S. Clarke and '-Joe" Lewis, an excellent pair
to draw to and one that will command confidence. The
bench show judge is H. W. Lacy. The meeting though pro
tracted, ended harmoniously, and we trust matters will move
smoothly henefcorth.

There are a lot of new dogs advertised for sale this week.
Among them we notice that Wyoming Kennels have brood
bitches and puppies for sale; George W. Lovell, four well-
bred pointer pups; W. H. Hyland, pointer pups; Fred.
Schmitt, St. Bernard pups; Clay Gaitskill, foxhound pup-
gies; C. J. Gayler, well-bred English setter pups; R. G.
iverton, St. Bernard Kentucky Rex; A. E, Brown, English

and Gordon setters and pointers; O. F. Conelly, some well-
bred St. Bernard pups and Newfoundlands; F. R. Page,
pointer pups. In the stud: W. H. Hyland's champion
Pomraery Sec and champion Ossining. George Thomas will
handle dogs at Canadian shows, and those who know him
are satisfied of his ability in this direction.

Mr. H. W. Huntington is in ecstasies over a fine litter of
Psovois whish his noted Princess Irma whelped, July 27, to
his well-known Argoss. This blending of color should make
some very handsome looking animals.

We were in error in saying that Mr. Black imported his
new dog Flash, as this dog was shown at the last New York
show by Mr. Cushman,

The Rochester Democrat a nd Chronicle says that there is
a probability of the Rochester Kennel Club holding their
show with the Western New York Fair at Rochester, com-
mencing Sept. 26.

The well known beagle man, W. F. Rutter, Jr., of Law-
rence, Mass., called upon us last Tuesday. He had been
spending a couple of days with IVIr. Phoebus, at Bernards-
ville, N. J., and the two beagle enthusiasts had a glorious
time among such a crowd of the little hounds—there are
about sixty at the kennel and Mr. Phoebus has about thirty
more at Tuxedo Park. We are pleased to hear that friend
Phoebus is enjoying better health, but is still not strong
enough to take part in the coming beagle trials.

Harry Jennings, Mr. Reick's kennelmau has been "asked
to resign" for sufficient reasons, and Mr. Reick next week
will offer most of his dogs for sale. This does not mean,
however, that Mr. Reick is going out of the breed by any
means.

Mr. Megson, the well-known collie man, has just bought
Hadfield Monarch, by Metchley Wonder, for $2,000.

The bull-terrier Autocrat Victor will find a home in Bos-
ton, having been purchased from Mr. J. J. Sturgess, and
.'ailed from England July 16 per steamship Durham City.

A writer in the Chicago I>itcr-Ocea?i, who "does" a kennel
column, gravely tells us that Mr. Belmont cabled an offer of
§10,000 for the fox-terrier champion Result, but the offer was
promptly refused, the dog being more valuable as a prize
winner and stock getter. The only comment that need be
made on this is. if the above sum was divided by five Mr
Belmont would still be guilty of reckless extravagance.

Last week we made mention of the Drovers' show in Lon-
don, but omitted to allude to the rather novel way of judg-
ing collies as to their ability to work. It seems every drover
making an entry for the best working collie prizes,' was
requested to name the dog, of course not his own, which, in
his estimation was the best worker. In this way the com-
mittee was able to find out which dog in the popular
estimation was a good performer among the sheep and
bullocks, and as these men are generally pretty practical in
their ideas there is little fear but that the best dog got his
deserts.

The Swiss Mountain Kennels have sold the rough-coated
St. Bernard, Duke of Loraine (19,118) (Marquis of Stafford—
Loraine) to Mr. F. E. Hege, Wachovia Kennels, Salem. N. C,

IS well marked and nicely grown, and his bloodshould make him a valuable acquisition to the Southern
n kS^ w-,

Snyth some time since purchased from Mr.
A??i^'„y'^T"?*°°.' ^^^h'

Bernard bitch Duchess ofArlington, by Lord Bute-Margharita. This is the bitchthat struck Miss Whitney's fancy at Washington. TheDuchess won m the novice class. Her infusion of Lord Bute

kennef
™ ™ ^ ^^""^ ^^^^^ ^^s. Smyth's

There is a movement on foot to organize another coursing
club, to hold annual coursing meets. The meetings are to
be held m October, near Kearney, Nebraska, where the
jacks are nearly all "white tails," and plenty of them. It is
to be hoped that such a club will be organized and the dates
of their meets so arranged as not to conflict with the GreatBend meeting.

We hear that Edgewood Fancy, the noted bull-terrier, haswhelped a sp endid litter at Mr. Huntington's kennels, byMr. Dole's Gully the Great.

The Psovoi we mentioned as coming over recently was Mr.
Huntington's Zerry, who has been in England under Dr.bewells care for some months past. The English papers
criticised her in a show report as a bitch of intense quality
but small. She is really only a shade less than Argoss and
Argoss is a pretty big sort of a dog.

While the trouble caused by the peculiar actions of the
Rochester Kennel Club is much to be deplored, we see no

pa-milton cannot step back to its original dates
^^.,.^'^1° The sympathy of the exhibiting public iswith the Hamilton Ciub in this busine.ss, and they would
probably get a good entry. A little hustling may do it yet.

Mr. Robert Leslie has shipped his two pointers, King and
Cora of Lynn to Mr, McCloud's Liberty Kennels, Hyatts-
ville^ 0., to be prepared for the field trials. His King of
K.ent—Belle Randolph litter is doing well. There were two

died
bitches, but one of the dogs has unfortunately

/T>'^5;-^" ^* ^^'^"^^'^^ '^^^ sold his noted beagle Tom Boy
(Rattler—Actress IL), but the purchaser's name is not
given.

Mr. De Fashion—"I see an Englishwoman has been fined
tor having her two dogs pull the b djy carriage." Mrs. De
Fashion—"She ought to be, the cruel thing. Why didn't
she make the baby pull the dogs?"—jB.^.

St.Bernarddom has evidently lost a wonder in the death of
Messrs Smith & Baker's Premier. When such a paper as
Stock-Keeper says that he is "the best and biggest dog we
have ever seen * - * and could beat and beat well any
St. Bernard before the public," there must be fire with this
smoke. The dog's only fault was hardly a deep enough stop.He stood .36in. high, and weighed 1981bs. at 18 months old.
This is certified by the above journal, and besides hi« limbs
were sound and straight. Inflammation of the lungs after
an attack of distemper carried him oft'. He had not yet been
shown, and was by Scottish Prince, whose death is still more
to be regretted, out of Lady Melrose, and was bred by Mr.
Uocksey. It is a long time to wait for the next one now.

Mr. James Mortimer, who has had quite a busy time of itm England, was to sail last Saturday, but in case he could
not arrange his affairs to do so will sail for America Auo- .5

DOGMATICS OF DOGDOM.
Nature always maintains an equilibrium of forces. Men

wear shirts without collars and dogs wear collars without
shirts.

Sometimes a dog's happiest moments are when he is Inst,
for then his master is absent.

—§—
The man who wrote that any stick was good enough to

beat a dog with, had a depraved heart.

The most sheepish dogs are the collies. The Cynic;.

HAMILTON AND ROCHESTER SHOW DATES.
Rochester, July 33.-A. D. Stewart, Esq., Hamilton: Dear Sir—As 1 nave been out of town, have been unable to keep posted

about the aliairs of our kennel club. HaviuK just met our secre-
tary, Dr. Bamber, he informs me that you returned his last letter
unopened. I desire to say personally and as treasurer of the
Rochester Kennel Club, that we have decided to withdraw our
dates for the tall show and. not conflict with Hamilton. If this
notification is not all that is necessary, our secretary will be
pleased ro forward you official notice of our withdrawal unoii
apphcation from you. Very truly vours,

, Hakhy Yates.

Hamilton, Canada, July 35.—darry Yates, Esq.. Treasurer
Rochester Kennel Club; Dear Sir—I have to acknowledge receipt
ot your note of July 32, in which lyou tell me that the Bochester
Kennel Cinb has decided to withdraw its dates for the fall show
"in order that it should not conflict with Hamilton." The mem-
bars of ycur committee evidently dearly love a joke and must be
themselves a most jovial and hilariously inclined body of gentle-
men. Permit me, tiowever, to say that your club has already
coutlioted with Hamilton, and that so seriously and deliberately
as to knock our club completely out of the Canadian circuit. Our
fall show is now an impossibility, and whether your club goes on
with its show or gives it up, is a matter of no monient to my com-
mittee. You will bear In mind that our club has never desired
that you should give up your show, on the contrary we offered to
withdraw voluntarily ourselves from the field, if no amicable ar-
rangement could be arrived at, and an impartial board of arbitra-
tors should decide against us. With your club on tbe contrary
the cry was "no surrender" on any terms, no courtesy, no fair
play, no give or take, nothing that was generous or sportsman-
ike or manly, and as that style of doing things is not in vogue
here we let your club have its own way, and it can go on lost as
't pleases without further reference to us. I am dear sir,

A. D. Stewart, Hon. Sec'y H. K. C.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are Inserted wltboat charge; eaiA blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

,
Yankee Oladstone. By Dr. C. E Stanley, Middlotown, Conn.,

tor black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped .fune .5, 1891by Breeze Gladstone (champion Gladstone—champion Sue) out ofFanny Flake (Chief Justice—Nancy Lee).

BRED.
Prepared Blanlcs sent tree on application.

Edna H.—Duke ElcIw. Oak Grove Kennels' (Moodus.Conn.) Irish
setter bitr-h Edna H. (champion Elcho, .rr.- Romaine) to theirDuke Elcho (f-hampion Eloho, Jr.—Maid), ,Iuly 8.
Klldare Jessie—Duke Elchn, Oak Grove Kennels' (Vfoodus Conn )

Irish setter bitch KUdare essie to their Duke Elcho (Elcho Jr —
Maid), July 17. '

'

Bonny Bell-Duke Elcho. Oak Grove Kennels' (Mnndns, Conn )

Irish setr-r bitch Bonny Bell to their Duke Elcho (Elcho. Jr.—
Maid), July lo.

AmnaaU—Duke Elcho. Oak Grove Kennels' (Moodua. Conn )
Irish setter hiich A^ondale (Jncbiquln-Jesf) to th«?ir Onke Elcho
(Elcho, Jr.—Maid), July 12,
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Belle—Dasli. J. A. SinetheT'B (Berwick, Pa.) English setter bltcli

Belle to O. 0. Evans's Dash, Tuly 18.

WHELPS.
^^f~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Alma. EberhartPug iiennelpVCin/'itmati, O.) pug bitch
Lady Alma (Eberhart's Casblei—Mablo E.), .Tuly 28, six (two dogs),
by their Happy Toby (Spoka.iie—LaUn Rookb).
Norma. Oak Grove Kemipls' (Moodus, Conn-) Irish setter bitch

Norma (OS-rab—Flora), July 11, nine (six dogs), by their Duke Ekho
(oham^ilrin Elcho, Jr.—Maid).
Wavell. A. O. Siirs (Harrimari, Tenn.) Chesapeake Bay bitch

Wave 11. (Gowrie ll.-Wave). July 13, ten (sis dogp), by H. H.
Smith's champion Barntim.
Mach's Juno. T. T. A'hford's (Birminp-ham. Ala.) pointer bitch

Mack's Juno (Rex Mo reran—Fleet), .July l''^ thirteen (five dogs), by
his Clip Graphic (champion Bracket—champion Sally Brass IL).

Carrie R. F. C. Rnohester's (Logsn. O.) pointer bitch Carrie R.
Meteor II.- Carrie), June 23. eight dags, by T. T. Ashford'a Kent
Elgin (King of Kent—Vera Bang),

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bonny Sarsfleld. Red Irish setter bitch, by 0«k Grove Kennels,
Moodus, Conn., to Paul H. Rellly, Oakland, Oal.

FIXTURES.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. G. S., Pittsbitrgh. Pa.—Messrs. Jos. H. and J. A. Hnnter,

Bloomington. Monroe county, Ind., own a good strain of black
pointers,

W. S., Cortland. N. Y.—1, Yes. if the pedigree is all right. 3. If
the bitch can show a pedigree for three generations back. 3. A
bitch can be bred at once after she has stopped bleeding.

H. L. J.. Stratford.—The only greyhouTul called Prince is No.
7.808, Vol. v.. and there is a Belle, No. 9,!isg, Vol. V., but they are
bred and owned by Western people and do not correspond to those
you mention.

A Subscriber, Medford, Mass.—The article you refer to abont
bloodhound.s is a most sensible one and we quite agree with the
wi'iter. The bloodhound proper is a dog of enod disposition and a
noble animal, entirely different from the "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
mongrels.

R. A. R.. New York City.—Please give pedigree of pointer Rus-
tic, shown' in New York. 1887 or 1888. Ans. Rustic was shown by
D. S. Gregory, 14 West Sixteenth street. New York city, whelped
July 19, 1886, and was by Bracket out of Lucia. Shown at New
York. 1887.

Ghitten^noo —Are there any Irish pointers that yon know nj?

If so give dpsoription. Ans. There is no breed called Irish
pointers. Probably your drg is a cross between a red Irish setter
and a pointer. There are liver-colored pointers, perliaps yours is

a very light colored onR. You cannot do anything for the tail.

The best books are Modei-n Training, etc., by B. Waters, price $2,
and Dog Training by S. T. Hammoad, price 50 cents.

A. E. DA-^as, Worcester, Mass.—Give the pedigree for fonr gen-
erations, with numbers, of the English setter bitch Fedora Lav-
erack, owned by O.H- Clapp, of Brockton. She is the dam of
Draco Kent (34 825). Ans, Fedora l^av^rack (A.K.C.S.B. 17,2«2,

Vol. VII.) by Gun (1,618, Vo). II.) out of Victoria Lavprack (S,391,

Voh v.), by Tempest (1,799, Vo'. il.) rut of Ul\y (2.070, Vol. )!.), by

{359,Vol. I.): Gladstone, by hlewellin's Dan ( ) otit of Petrel (472,

Vol. I.). This is fls far as we can go.

T, T. A., Birmingham, Ala.—How many years back is traceable
tbe autheatic pedigree of setters:', also of pointers? Throush
which strains? Ans. Mr. Laverack, at the time he wrote his
book on the setter in 1872, claimed that Old Moll and Ponto, from
whom he derived bis celeljrated strain, were descended from pure
bJood in the kennels of Rev. A. Harrison Carlisle, England, trom
whom he purchased them in 1825, and for 35 yearH.before that ian
authentic pedigref^ had hfen kept. But Old Moll and Ponto are
the starting points of the breed in the records. The earliest
public records of traceaiile pedigrees nf pointers is that of the
English Kennel Club's stud-book for 1859 to 1874. AVe can hardly
be expected to trace out tbe diflferent strains, it would take ton
much time. If there is any particular strain you would like to
have traced we will do what we can for you.

X. Y. Z.. Oakland. Cal. -l. A neighbor of ou^s has a dog, a cross
between a Newfoundlsnd and a mastiff, fight months old, which
is suffering from an affeciion of the mouth. The symptoms are
fetid brea,th and gray spots about the size of a pea on the lips and
margin of the tongue. On the upper lip these are isolated and
firm, while on the lower lip tliey are soft and appear to coalesce.
There are also two wart-like growths on the top of his neck, one
nf which, on becoming partly detached , exuded a watery fluid.

We are treating for Irlain as recommended by "Ashmont," but
owing to the absence of ulcers or abscesses and the freshness of
tbe floor of the mouth, although the disease is running two
months, we are not sure of our diagnosis. 3. Also tell us if brped-
ing from the two dogs, whose pedigrees are inclosed, is scientific.

Ans. 1. Treat for worms. Wash the mouth out twice daily with
the following: Boraoic acid two drachms, chlorate of potash one
drachm and a half, tr. of myrrh four drachms, water eight ounces.
Touch the Foft spots with nitrate of silver. Give five grains of
salicylate of bismuth. 3. What do you mean ?

J. P. W., Boston, Mass.—My pointer dog. not yet "ne year old, is

in a bad condition due to the distemper. His left leg and shoul-
der is almost useless to him; thev sre twitching violently day and
night, either awake or asleep. If he starts to run for a short dis-

tance the Ifg gives way and he falls prostrate. His nose is dry
and crusty for a number of weeks past. I have used all methods
that I know of to bring him around, but alt of no avail. I am
treating him after Dr. Mills's method, but I think I shall finally

be compelled to hasten his exit to the nappy hunting grounds.
Do you think I can make anything out of him ? Will be be able
to stand a day's hunt if he gets well? He has not eaten anything
for two days. He moans and cries at odd intervals d urine the day
and night. He has been reduced to a shadow during the past
week. I had him rut one week ago and he had Ave tits inside of
one hour. Ans. Give the following mixture:

Syr. bypophos. co S iii

Tr, oinchon co 3 iss

L^q. arsenicalis pot mxxxvi
Aq. ad 3 vi

Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day. Also give
three or fnur times a tablet triturate containing one hundredth
of a grain of byoseine bydrobromate. Along tbe spine apply com-
pound turpentine liniment. If fits come on insert a seaton at the
poll. Feed on raw meat minced, eggs and milk, beef tea and
cod liver oil. Give a little whisky two or three time a day if

necesEary. Write again next week.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the field and prairie and mountain and

forest and stream, the FoRiiSi and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. Tire conditions

under which these prizes win be giveu are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First 833. Second S20

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of 83 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.'

The sub.iects must relate to Forest and Stream's held—game
and tish (alive or dead J. shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1S93 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec, 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style ol camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not ha a sirbscribsr of Forest and Stream.

All photographs will be submittecd to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In raakiog their awards the judges will be in-

btruoted to take ini .> coii3ii.k'vatlon the technical merits of the

work as a photn.ctaph, its artistic qunlitief; and other things

being equal, the unique and diiiicult nature of the subjeot.

Winthrop, Moonlight Sail. 16.

Corinthian, Atlantic City. 17.

Qoelet C^ups, Newport. 17.

Douglaston. Ladies'Day.Little 19,

Neck Bay.
Sippican, 2d Open Sw., Marion
Cape Cod. Town Cove.
Corinthian, Ittarblehead.
Great South Bay, Ann., Islip,

I.ong Island.
Boy. N. S., Ladies' Prizes,Hal.
Royal Nova Scotia, Halifax.
Buffalo, Annual Cruise.
Miramichi,Stewart Pen. .Black 21.

Brook.
Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New 21.

York Bay.
Corinthiaa Mosquito Fleet.
Rochester, Ladies' Day.
Dorchester, Dorchester.
Monatiquofc, 2d Cham., Ft. Pt.
Chelsea.
Savin HiJl, Second Cup.
Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
Winthrop, Ladies' Day.
Cape Cod, Town Cove.
(Juincy, Invitation Race,

Quincy, Mass.
Seawanhaka, Rouse and Wet-
more Cups, Oyster Bay.

White Bear Lake, Club
Trophy, White Bear Lake,

Co"-, of N. Y.. 4f)ft. sweeps,
Newport,

Monatiquot, Ladies' Day.
Greenville, Greenville, N. J,

Dorchester, M Cham., Dor-
chester.

Winthrop, Cash, Winthrop.
Hull, Ladies' Day, Hull.
Sippican, Cham., Marion.
Winthrop, 3d and 4th Classes,
Winthrop.

Boy. N.S., Ruth Cup. Halifax.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Bevei-ly, Monument Beach.
Hull Cor., 9d Cham., Hidl,
Cape Cod, Town Cove.
Miramichi, Triang., Chatham.
St. Lawrence, Montreal.
Winthrop, Cruise.
Audubon, Cruise to Fishing

Banks.
Audubon, Ann. Excursion to

Fishing Hanks.
Rhode Island, Open.
Fall River, Open, Fall River,
Rochester. Club Regatta.
Quincy, 3d Cham., Quincy,
Mass.

Hull, Cup Race, Hull.
Dorchester, Open Cup, Dor-

chester.
Larchmout, Oyster Boats.
S.avin Hill, Sail Oft.
Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
Winthrop, 3d Class Cham.,
Winthrop.

Commonwealth, Cham., Dor-
chester Bay.

Harlem, Ann., New York.
Buffalo, L,adies' Day.
Sippican, Open, Marion.
Roy. N S., Lord Alex. Russell
Cup, Halifax.

If any of the New York yacht clubs desires to have some good

racing and awaken a serious interest in tbe smaller classes, it can-

not do better than to offer some substantial prizes fur all yachts not

over 31ft. l.w.l., prizes sufficient m amount to induce some of the

Boston flyers to come around the cape, as they would undoubtedly

do, Boston has learned a great deal since Mr. Alley took the old

Cruiser around from New York in 1884, and in the new fleet she has

undoubtedly the largest class of the fastest boats of their length

afloat. A series of races near New York would attract a very lai-ge

attendance of yachtsmen.

The races of all the aif t, class in the East derive a special interest

from the fact that a number of the yachts are sailed by their de-

signers, amateur and professional. Catspaw is sailed by Mr, George

A. Stewart, Tadpole by Mr, W, E. AVaterhouse, Freak by John B-

Paine, Exile by J. F, Small, Gadfly by Mr, Sidney Burgess, and Mr.

A. G. McVey is the most active and eathusiastic of Thrush's crew.

New York Y. C. Cruise.

The forty-eighth annual cruise of the New York Y. C. began on
TufcsdH.v, with a rendezvous at Glen Cove, Hemi^stead Bay, as last
^ear, a large fleet being present on the arrival of Com. Gerry in the
flagship Electra at 1 1 A. M. The principal yachts were : Ituna, Vice-
Com. E. D. Morgan: Huron, Rear-Com. W. Butler Duncan, Steam
yachts Conqueror, Sultana, Jean, Raaha, Magnolia, Nomad. Hel-
vetia, Allegro, Corsair, Halcyon, Emu, Avenel, Clermont. Ladoga,
Vivienne, Neiera, Fapphire, Evelyn, Nooya. Oneida, Videtle. Darmg,
Lucille and Nydia. Schooners: Agnes. Gevalia, Magic. Montauk,
Meteor, Nirvana, Constellation, Dauntless. Coronet, Portuna, Viator,
Meihn, Alceaj, Lasca, Iroquois, Viking, Lancer, Comanche, Fieet-
wmg-, Fenella, Miranda, Phantom, Azalea, Marguerite, Atlantic, Alert,
Ramona, Quickstep, Columbia and Shamrock. Sloops and cutrers;
Katrina. Oracle, Wasp, Liris, Gloriana, Clara. Wizard, Forget-me-not,
Wbitlry, Sayonara, Peri, Eleanor, Idlewild, Nymph, Athlon, Desire,
Fanny, Pocahontas, Ventura and Sagitta. A number of outside
yachts were present, while, by the courtesy of Mr, Hearst, the swift
Vamoose accompanied the fleet and carried the representatives of
the New York and Boston papers.
Immediately on the arrival of the flagship a meeting of captains

was held, at which it was decided to sail at 1 P. M. for Morris Cove.
New Haven, the run being an informal one, no times being taken;
tbe regular squadron runs of the cruise to begin with the rnn from
New Haven to New London on Wednesday.
The start was consequently very uneven, some yachts getting away

far in the lead, but as the weather conditions were favorable for
racing, the fleet broke up into little groups of yachts racing together.
The morning was cool and cloudy, with a moderate wind E. by S.,

a little rain falling at the start. There was a very strong flood tide
against the flset, but the breeze increased by 3 P. M., being then due
east.
Wasp and Gracie were among the first away, so that Gloriana had

no chance to try her rival, Wasp leadmg the entire fleet. The two
new schooners, Lascar and Aloeas, naturally made a match, being
anchored near together and geliting an even start. They were close
togetber all the afternoon, but with Lasca ahead,
A 4 P. M, Wasp was well in the lead in Smithtown Bay, with Gracie

perhaps a mile astern. Constellation was over a mile astern of her,
while next came Gloriana, Katrina and Viator, the latter having held
a good place after an early start. On the other shore of the Sound,
in by the Norwalk Islands, the other division of the fleet was led by
Fanny and Marguerite, the latter having for the time distanced
Merhn after a long brush. The order of the division was: Fanny,
Marguerite, Quickstep. Shamrock, Lasca, Alceee, Clara, Liris. Poca-
hontas, Iroquois, Fortuna and Miranda, with a laree fleet scattered
astern uf them. A hght rain was falling and the wind was moderate
from the east, while the strong tide kept the fleet back.

Eastern Y. C, July 28.
MARBLBHKAD-MASSACHUSETTS BAT.

Thk special race of the Eastern Y. C, was the occasion of some very
imeresting racing off Marblehead last week, as two other clubs, the
Beverly and the Corinthian, arranged to foUow the Eastern with
races for the same class. The original idea was to bring together
the Boston Sl-footers, built under a length classification, and the
yachts of the 25ft. saiUng length class establisbed in New Y'ork last
year, with a view to ascertaining the relative merits of the two
classes. So far as this comparison goes, tbe experiment has hardly
been successful, as but one of the Ne^v Y^ork yachts made the voyage
to Marblehead; and she, almost as a matter of course, was badly
defeated in the very light weather that prevailed in the three races,
The small attendance of the New York yachts was due to tbe dis-

tance and to tbe very few boats in the class, which really includes
only the four Gardner boats (Smuggler, Nameless and Needle, built
last year, and tbe new Pyxie) and the Herreshoffi fin-keel El CJhico.

Of tbese, Smuggler and Needle are not racing this season, leaving
three boats in tde class.

A single look at the sail plans of the Boston craft is enough to con-
viiioe one that the So footers have no possible chance beside them in
weather that the smaller ones can carry their whole sail plan; the
smaller boats measuring from 26 to 28ft. sailing length, as comijared
with the 25ft. to which the larger New York craft are limited. The
smallest of the Boston boats, Alpha, the Herre^hoff centerboard, car-
ries on 21ft. l.w.l. about tbe same sail as Pyxie does on 23ft, 9in.,

wnile the other iil footers carry from 150 to 300fc. more. Under such
different conditions it is hardly to be expected that a test will afford
any useful information, as the shorter hulls and larger rigs will win
in Hght weather, the larger and snugly rigged boat having her turn
as soon as the others are forced to reef.
The fleet of small boats that Boston turns out, not merely once or

twice a year, but for every race, sometimes three or four a week, is

calculated to awaken the envy of New York yachtsmen accustomed
to seeing three or four boats in each of the small classes. Being
limited to one class, tbe fleet of tbe Eastern Y. C. was much smaller
than thai; of the follow ing day, but even it was a sight well worth
seeing, eleven yachts, all new and built to the class this year, tbe list

being; Alpba, ceuterboard splasher, Brown, Dunne & Hunt; Thrush,
centerboard splasher, John Bryant; Catspaw, centerooard splasher,
C. A. Prince; Exile, centerboard splasher, J. F. Small; Koorali,

centerboard Cape cat, B. C. Robbms; Shrocco, keel cutter, W. P.
Fowle; Vanessa, bulb-fin fin-keel, A. S. Bigelow, .Tr.; Reaper, bulb-
fin fin-keel, H, P. Benson; Freak, bulb-fin fin-keel, J. B, Paine; P.yxie,

fin-keel cutter, Oswald Sanderson.
The exact classification of all the new types is a difficult matter,

but a distinction seems necessary between such a boat as Pyxie, in

which the Hues of tbe middle body are those of a cutter, although
the dead woorl is so cut away everywhere as to make the keel a mere
fin: and such of the still newer type in which the hull is of very shoal
draft, almost a canoe in model, wnile the fin is of thin metal, cariy-
ing a cylinder of lead. Alpha, Catspaw, Exile and Thrush are more
or less closely allied to tbe old skimming dish, or the Boston
"splasher," but with longer ends; their beam varying from 9 to 12ft.

and their sail area from 700 to 1,000 sq. ft. Koorali is of the common
Cape cat type, carrying a jib in this race, but at times sailing without
it, ,as a catboat. Sirocco is a cruising cutter, built for the 21ft. class
early last fall, before the present development of the class was fore-
seen. The fin-keels h.ave been so frequently described that no further
mention is necessary.
Freak has undergone a number of alterations since her first trials,

and is much improved, the wu-e grass-catcher that ran from her
stem to the fore end of the lead bulb has been removed and a small
well built through the keel and up to the deck, through which a pole
may be used to clear the fin of weeds, lobster-pots and other impedi-
ments which it may collect on its vertical fore-edge. The hull is a
very handsome bit of joiuer-work, mahogany throughout, but for
this race it was defaced by being roughly smeared with pot-lead and
white paint after the fashion set by Maj flower in the International
races.
So far as beauty goes, Pyxie was generally conceded to be far

ahead of the others by the local critics, with ber graceful ends,
polished black top-sides and gold stripe and scroll. The 21ft. class,

however, was built for performance and not appearance, and little

has been wasted in merely ornamental features; but taken altogether
tbe boats are far ahead of anything yet seen in workmanship, both .

of bull and rigging. Most of the boats are double-skinned, tbe outer
skin of Spanish cedar or mahogany, the flns (and in one. Alpha, the
centerboard) are of Tobin bronze, the spars are hoUow. the rigging
carefully fitted to turnbuckles and metal work of special design, and
the sails by the best makers.
The extreme heat that has oppressed the entire coast during the

past week was tempered by a light easterly breeze about Boston,
making the weather comparatively endurable, but not promising
much in the way of racing. About 10 A. M. the regatta committee
on the large tug Dudley Pray ran out of the harbor and anchored off
Marblehead Rock, the course being approximatel.y an equilateral
triangle of 7i4 miles, the first side of 23^ miles being marijed by a
buoy set by the tug S.E. by S. of the Rock, the second mark being
the whistling buoy on the Pigs. The course was sailed twice, making
15 miles.
The preparatory whistle was given at 10:65, the start being from

tbe gun at 11 A. M, The wind was E.S.E., very hght, making a beat
to the first mark. Koorali was in doubt as to which way she should
cross tbe line, coming up from the wrong side just before the
whistle, and lying near tbe weather end of the line without steerage-
way. As the other ten crowded for the line she lay directly in the
way, being unable to recross. Catspavp, steered by Mr. George A.
Stewart, her designer, was first over, near tbe middle of tbe line,

followed by Thrush, with Mr. McVey, her designer, on board, and
Tadpole, steered by Mr. Waterhouse, her designer,
Tbe rest of tbe fleet rushed down in a bunch, crowding as close as

possible to the tug, regiU'dless of rules and overlaps, tne best man
over first. Freak, steered by Mr. John Paine, her designer, was in

close company with Alpha and Pyxie, the latter steered by Mr, Sand-
erson, AQ came out of the scrimmage safely, and as they settled
down to the windward work, all on port tack, the order was: Freak
and Alpha together in the lead. Reaper and Tadpole to leeward of
them, Catspaw, Vanessa and Pyxie nest, the others scattered astern
The leaders held on port tack for tbe first half hour. Freak show-

ing well in the light an-s; Reaper, tp leeward, was holding a good
pai e: astern the rear of the fleet had tried to tack to the eastward.
Wlea Freak came for the mark. Reaper was a long way to leeward,
but after tacking she caught a little breeze that brought her up very
quickly, so that she rounded with Alpha, who bad hunted Freak
closely thus far. The elapsed times over the first leg were as fol-

lows:'

Freak,., .iiij... .50 36 Exile 59 37
Alpha. .. 53 07 Tadpole 1 03 32
Reaper 53 52 Pj'xie 1 02 46
Vanessa.-.
Catspaw...

57 07 Thrush,-.
58 43 Sirocco

.

. . 1 03 .50

.,1 OH 14

The second leg was down wind, bonms to starboard, headsails
boomed out to port, and all spinakcis barred. The majority of the
Boston boat---, those which have sailed in all the races tnus far, set
their large jibs; Pyxie set her silk lialloon jib made for this race.
Freak in addition kept her working jib set and sheeted to leeward,
the ballooner being boomed out tx) windward. The order was
changed on the run, Catspaw passing Reaper and Vanessa, while
Alpha cut down Freak's lead. The elapsed limt to tbe Pigs mark
was:

Freak 1 38 31 Vanessa. ......... ... ,1 44 17
Alpha 1 39 48 Thrush 1 51 03
Catspaw 1 42 23 Tadpole 1 53 45 .

Reaper .,.1 43 25 Sirocco 1 .54 46
Exile .-1 43 42 Pyxie 1 57 14

After a jibe all starled on starboal^d tack for the starting line, the
elapsed times again being:
Freak 2 13 48 'V^anessa 2 20 38
Alpha 2 14 48 Thrush 2 21 23
Catspaw.,, 3 16:33 Tadpole 2 28 34
Reaper 2 18 43 Sirocco 9 28 53
Exile 3 19 50 Pyxie 3 33 3S

On the first leg Catspaw had sailed poorlj', but later on she began
to pick up, finishing the round in the third place wita a gain of 4m.
Pixey had fallen into the last place, her small sail plan being of no
use In so ligbt a wind.
The second round was a repetition of the first, the elapsed times at

the first mark being:

Fi-eak 3 56 08 Thrush 3 10 20
Alpha 2 57 .37 Exile 3 10 31

Catspaw 3 01 48 Sirocco 3 31 06
Reaper 3 05 24 Tadpole ....3 S3 16
Vanessa 3 07 54 Pyxie 3 25 21

After the second run the order at the Pigs stood:

Freak 3 44 32 Vanessa 3 58 08
Alpha .y 45 49 Exile 3 58 22
Catspaw 3 48 36 Sirocco 4 13 40
Reaper 3 54 02 Tadpole 4 13 17
Thrush.... 3 55 43 Pyxie 4 16 49

The last leg, the reach from the Pigs to Marblehead Rock, was
quite exciting, as FreaK threatened to break Alpha's straight record
of ten firsts to the same number of starts. Catspatv, by a fortunate
puff, passed Alpha and came in between the two, but stood for noth-
ing better than third prize after she had given ner allowances. The
finish was timed:

Finish. Elapsed
Freak, John B, Paine 3 16 54 4 J6 54
Catspaw, Gordon Prince 3 19 10 4 19 10
Alpha, Brown, Dunne & Hunt 3 19 59 4 19 59
Reaper, H. P. Benson 3 34 36 4 24 36
Thrush, Dr. John Bryant 3 24 50 4 24 50
Exile, John F. Smafl 3 28 16 4 38 16
Vanessa. A. Bigelow, Jr 3 28 31 4 28 31
Sirocco. W. P. Fowle 3 44 54 4 44 54
Tadpole, W. E. Waterhouse , ,,3 45 34 4 45 34
Pyxie, Oswald Sanderson , 3 50 43 4 50 43

The carrying of the large sails on Freak. Tadpole and Pyxie caused
quite a commotion among the vanquished, and the news that the re-
gatta committee had summarily disqualified both Freak and Pyxie
was hailed with glee. Mr. Paine however decided to make a fight for
the prize, and demanded a hearing in appeal from the decision, at
the same time making a protest against every boat sava Sirocco on
the ground that each had violated the rule in booming out headsails.
He also demanded a remeasurement of Freak and Alpha, which was
made at once, tbe times being but slightly altered thereby. No eor-
reeted times were maie up. but under the allowance. "^joS. per mile
for each tenth of a foot of sailmg length, Freak would take first

prize, Alpba second and Catspaw third; the amount being gSO, S35
and $15, the first boat winning in addition a handsome bronze medal
given this year by the Eastern Y. C. as a tropiy with each first

prize. The final ownership of the prizes has not yet been determined
in view of the appeals and protests, but Freak sailed a good race, be-
ing the flrst of the class to defeat Alpha. Catspaw's sailing was very
uneven, as she was very slow at the start bun picked up wonderfully
after sailing for an hour. From all appearances it was splasher day,
and the two Herreshoft" flns bore out this idea, being well astern of
the leaders, which makes the performance of Freak tbe more
notable. While thewmd was very light, it was as fairly steady as
such breezes usually are, and though one boat or another was spec-
ially favored by a puff at times, the race could not be called a fluky
one. The regatta committee Included Messrs. Wm. S. Eaton, Jr., H.
H, Buck and P. T. Jacksoui Jr.
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Indian Harbor Y. C, July 80.
GBKENWICH, CONN.—LONG ISLAND SOPND.

Tkk annual repratta of the Indian Harbor Y. C, of Grreenwich,
Coun., was sailsd Saturday under most unfavorable conditions. Tbe
start was called for 11 o'clock, but i he wind was so llglit that the
yachts could not work up to ihe staniog line off Little Captain's
Island, and it was nearly J2 o'clock before the preparatory signal
could be given. Even then mo^t of the larger boats wei-e handi-
capped on account of not being able to cross the line inside of the
time limit.

There was a lierht air from the southwest at the start, which died
out shortly afterward and left the lleet becalmed for nearly three
hours, when a light wiad sprang- up from the northeast which en-
abled such of the boats as had not been discouraged and given up
the race to make tbe first mark, the buoy olf Matinicock Point.
Shortly after the leaders had rounded the tiuoy the wind began to
freshen, and before the yachts had reached the second mark, the
buoy off Center Island, it was blowing half a gale and the small fel-
lows had a hard time of It ou the run in to the finish.
There vpere 61 euiries and 44 starters in the various classes, and

but for the unfavorable weather the race would have been a great
success. The fleet was the largest that has started in any regatta on
the Sound this year, and comprised some very fast boats in the
smaller classes.
The course for all yachts over 80ft l.w.l. was from tbe starting line

to the buoy off Mitinicock, to the buoy off Center Island, back to
the Matinicoct bur>y, thence home, 20 nautical mile^. The course for
all yachts 30ft. l.w.i. and under was to the buoy off Matioicock. to
the C'^ntpr Island buoy, thence homp, 15 nautical miles. The course
for the little jib and mainsail boats and catboats was twice around
Captain's Island, 10 nautical miles.
Gold Dust and Phyllis drew ahead of the ileet shortly after the

stirt and retained tlielead throughout tbe race. Volusia"kept ahead
of Daffodil and Kathleen passed Esttla during the drift, to the first

mark. It was nip and tuck between the big Forget-me-not and the
Nirvana all the way over to the buov, Nirvana rouudnig the mark
ahead. When the wind freshened up, however, Forget-me-not
passed Nirvana and finally finished an easy winner.
The times of the leaning yachts around Matinicock buoy were

taken as follows:
Gold Dust n 16 10 Kathleen .,6 51 15
Phyllis 5 20 .59 Oconee 5 5.3 59
Effle 5 31 3.5 Myrtle 6 00 50
Commodore 5 94 .59 Daffodil 6 02 .35

Bomona 5 35 00 Nirvana 6 04 48
Seuorita 5 38 15 Nahma B 05 afl

Jewel 5 38 55 Elvira b 05 29
Chippewa 5 42 05 Boi (i 05 40
Alcedo 5 50 35 Forget-me-not 6 05 50
The yachts finished in the following order: Gold Dust, Phyllis,

Commodore, Tite se, Chippewa, Jewel, Kathleen, Roi, Myrtle, El-
vira, Almirai Evelyn, Forget me-not, Senorit;a.

The full summary of the race is as folio vs:
SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.—58FT. CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Forget-me-not, G. V.& W. H Butler. ... 6 21 00 6 21 00
Roamer, Stephen D. McElroy Withdrew.

4t!PT. CLASS.
Nirvana, John MoUer . Withdrew.

40ST. CLASS.
Alcedo.Wm. Hamilton Disabled.

35pt. class.
Daffodil, J. R. Whiting 40.87 Withdrew.
AVhite Cap, Jos. R. Husson Withdrew.
Senorita, J. Maxwell Williams 36.50 6 20 20 5 33 39
Viking, F. R. Adams Withdrew.
Mascot, L Lefferts Withdrew.

30FTi CLASS.
Kathleen, Merritt & Hoyt 37.44 5 3 4 23 6 00 16
Estela. O. S. Sonaerville 84.67 Withdrew.
aiarie, James B. Smith Withdrew.
Abby Jane, Elmer E Smith Withdrew.

3!ft. class.
Chippewa, Thomas Clapham 3fi.00 5 08 55 4 34 08
Alma, Chas. E. Diefeuthaler 25.00 Withdrew.

YAWLS.—30ft. class.
Kittle, Hazen Morse Withdrew.

CABIN CATBOATS.—80ft CLASS
Roi, Lynch & Thomas 28.95 5 46 55 5 02 50
Almira, J. H. Hannan 37.70 5 50 15 5 05 43

GLASS.
Oconee, Qhas. T. Pierce 26.30 5 87 14 4 49 57
Myrtle, Avers & Sanger 36,94 5 42 01 4 54 43
Nelhe, M. F. Plant 26.65 Withdrew.
Mabel, Dr. A. H. Scofleld Withdrew.
Archer, E. T. Smytbe Withdrew.
Nahma, W. E Luke, Jr ,22,33 Withdrew,
Caper, P. L. Howard Withdrew.

gm. OLA.SS.

Florence, A, L. Embury ..... .....
Lestris, Chas. P. Williams .... ....
Ada, Rlwood W. Russell .....

JIB AND MAINSAIL—CLASS A.

Commodore, Francis Burritt 27.00 4 59 14 4 12 06
32ft. class.

Ramona, Herbert Jennings 21.00 Withdrew.
20ft. class

Evelyn, Taylor & Downing 18.10 5 S3 50 4 47 32
Senta, F, B. & W. J. Jones 19,00 Disabled.

OPEN catboats—CLASS A.
Elvira* Alfreds. Smith..: 27.42 6 50 56 5 04 26
Wilmerad, W. Hanan , 27.10 Withdrew.

25ft. class.
Edna. George Grieve 24 .38

Gold Dust, Hopkins & Ball 24.31 4 53 39 4 00 33
30ft. class.

Jewel, E. S. Wheeler 1.J.95 5 30 54 4 3£> 45
Phyllis, W. J. .t F. B. Jones .....19.92 5 03 26 4 03 02
Effle, George Vassar, Jr 19.93 Withdrew.
Sadie, Benjamiu M. Wallace . .19.92 Withdrew.
Zelda, Charles B. McManus..., ....19.42 Withdrew,

special 1.5ft. CL4.SS.

Presto, Harry Watson 15.00 Disabled.
Vitesse, Percy Hicks 14.83 7 07 05 5 49 35
Coot, A. D, Prince 15.00 Disabled.
The steamer Wm. Fletcher accommodated the members and their

guests and the launch Diana; was used as committee boat. The
regatta committee were F. S. Doremus, chairman, E, D Cowman, D.
H. Winne and F. B. Jones. F. S DoRBMUSj Chairman Segj Com.

Two New Chicago Yachts.
Chicago, 111 , July 26.—There arrived in Chicago two days ago the

new steam yacht, unnamed and known as "No. 12," property of A.
V. Armour, of this city. This boat was built in Poughkeepsle, N Y,,
after design of Dr. t5. C. MlHer, the yachting dentist who designed
the Dagmar, later purchased by the U. S. Goverurueut for use as a
despatch bont. This boat is 81ft. long, 10ft. beam, draft 5fL , fitted
with triple expansion engines, 9in stroke, approximate horsepower
200. On her trip through the lakes she steamed 14 knots easily. Mr.
Armour expects 18 miles per hour. Mr. W. J. White's Say When, of
Cleveland, is capable of making S3 miles an hour. Outside of this
l3oat, or perhaps Mr S. 0. Reynold's steam yacht Signa', of Toledo,
No. 12 should be as fast as any craft on the Lakes. The latter boat
will be at Detroit and possibly at Chicago this week on a cruise now
in progress.
Mr. W. F. Steft'ens, owner of Bonito, steam yacht, is bui'ding a

handsome new boat of the same class at North avenue, and expects
10 have it launched within a shore time.
Lately I saw the ill-fated Countess of Duflerin, known later in her

career as the Countess, lying idle and abandoned in a slip down in
the lumber district near the mouth of ihe river. The Countess. like
many another lady of high tit,le and high claims, has had hard luck,
and has also failed to substantiate all her claims. She was a gooi^
cruising boat, but she never goc a good owner in late years, thougla
she tried a good many. E. Hough.

Yachting^ on the Miramichi.
The Miramichi river, besides being famous for its salmon and

smelt fisheries, is noted as a splendid yachting water. The inner bay,
which is protected from the outer bay by a line of sand dunes 15
miles long, is a beautiful sheet of sheltered water, varying from 10
to 60ft. deep, and there are passages from it into broad and shahow
stretches of sheltered water, called gullies, whoss channels are nav-
igable for light draught vessels. The outer bay can be reached
through these gullies or through the ship channel, and then the
yachtsman has the Gulf of St, Lawrence before him, and may coast
north or south, or stand -across the Straits of Northumberland for
Prince Edward Island. The fir.-t yachting association formed In
New Brunswick was the Miramichi Yacht Club, which was organized
in 1866. and still lives and flo Irishes. The oi imOership is no . large,
but the leading spirits are enthuiiasti? avil ead \ vel vith good stay-
ing qualities. John C, Miller, manager of the Milter Tanning Extract

Company's works, has been commodore, and J. L. Stewart, editor of
The Chatham World, vice-commodore.ever since the club was formed.
It has held an opening meet every S4th of May and half a dozen i-aces
every season, besides club cruises to the lower bay. The fleet in
fludes several small steamers. Improvements and additions are
b'-ing made this season. The commodore has sold the flag-ship Kil-
bride, which has won most of the races so far, and is building a new
one with larger cabin accommodation. She will have long overhang-
fore and aft, a lead keel and all the latest improvements regardless
of cost. Vice-Commodore Stewart has a dpsign for a center-hoard
yaeht which he and Surveyor General Tweedie are to build from. It
was drawn by ET, C McLeod, agent of the Bank of Nova Scotia at
Minneapolis, who has had great sucoe,5s as an amateur designer, his
boats having been victors at Halifax, N, S.. and Lake Minnetonka,
Mion., on many occasions, Mr. Stewart exijlained its strong points
to a visitiner covresponleut, and is confident that his new yacht
will defeat all comers. The design embodies the very latest ideas in
yaeht architecture. There is nothing, unless it may be the boats
now building by the Herreshofl:'s, showing a more radical departure
from stereotyped form. This yacht, unlike them, has no abnormal
features, like a lead cigar hung by a metal plate beneath her; but is
nautical all over. ' She will be of moderate beam, draft and power,
will be easily handled, will be non-sinkable and non-capsizable, and
will be fast on every point of sailing. Her lines are all easy and she
will sail as fast; with her covering board under as on her bottom.
The native builders are making very wry faces at the design and
predict failure, but Mr. Stewart is confident of its great superiority.
The first meeting of the tw^o new yachts this season will be an inter-
esting event.— Exchange.

Sippican Y. C, First Championship,"'July 23.
MABION- ISUZZARD'S bay.

The course for first and second classes was from .•judges' yacht,
leaving Nye's Ledge and S. E. L^dge buoys on port and return, 15
miles For third and fourth classes, from judges' yacht, leaving
Bow Bells and S. E. Ledge liuoys on port and return, 8 miles. Wind
S.W., hghtening toward finish:

first class cats.
Length. Start. Finish, Elapsed. Cor.

Flight, I. Hiller 30.00 1 39 06 4 14 03 2 34 57 2 34 21
Hector, E. C. Stetson 28.10 1 36 20 4 15 40 3 38 54 2 26 19

SECOND class cats.
Venture, J. D. Jenney 27.04 1 4l 59 4 21 31 2 39 32 2 25 17
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eiistis . . .27.03 1 44 34 Disabled.

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr... 23 01 1 47 37 3 22 49 1 :35 12 1 23 .50

Sippican. W. H. Davis 32,10 1 46 32 3 31 .59 1 .35 37 1 21 05
Doric. John Parkinson .33 02 1 49 42 3 26 47 1 37 05 1 25 62
TTermione, R. L. Barstov^ 23.00 1 46 57 3 25 07 1 38 10 1 36 48
Phenomenon,D,L.Whittemore23.08 1 48 30 Withdrew.

FOL'RTH CLASS CATS.
Edith. G. G. Van Rensselaer.. 19. 04 1 61 41 3 3S 46 1 47 05 1 31 41
Cat, Bruce Clark : 19,03 1 51 10 3 48 27 1 57 17 1 41 47
Squall, ,J. G. Palfrey 19,11 15118 Withdrew.
Gymnote broke her rudder soon after the start. Squall had too

much sail and withdrew. Flight, Venture, Tyconu and Edith win
legs for the chamnionship. Regatta committee, J .G. Palfrey, W.
H. Davis and G. G. Van Rensselaer. Judges, Messrs. T. H. Yardley,
J. H. Congdon and Dr. J, S. Whiting.

Lake Yacht Racing Association, 1 3 D

White Bear Yachting Association, July 23.
DELLWOOD—WHITE BEAR LAKE.

Second championship, course, 5 mile arrow head course, twice
ai-ound to go 10 miles, weather fair and bright, wind 12 to 15 miles
west, distance 10 miles:

FIRST CLASS.

Start. P'inish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Wapsie.Stic!5nev&Bigelow..3 40 44 5 17 42 1 36 58 1 29 41
Kitten,Stickney&McKechnie3 43 04 5 16 57 1 34 58 1 31 16
Shark, L. E Newport 3 40 35 5 17 24 1 .36 49 1 32 11
Hornet, P. H. Gotzian 3 41 26 5 22 55 1 41 39 1 33 45
Manitou, E. J, Ramaley 3 40 59 5 18 12 1 37 18 1 34 1?
Storm King, J. W. Taylor. .. 3 41 40 Did not finish.

Fortuna, J. M. Welch 3 41 15 Broke down.
Later On, C. M, Griggs 3 40 59 Lost her rudder.

.SECOND CLASS.
Nushka, Elmer Cordway 3 47 15 5 32 02 1 34 47 1 32 14
Albatross, W.J, Murray 3 46 10 5 25 42 1 39 32 1 82 21
Aurelia, A. McLaren 3 47 05 5 39 09 1 42 04 1 33 49
Mary Ann. L. Corning 3 46 12 5 33 10 1 46 58 Notmeas.
Our l.w.l. is taken atain. above the waterline. The Wapsie, Shark

and Hornet are new boats with overhang fore and aft. It seems as
though they "'steal" something in time allowance on our measure-
ment basis from the older boats whose stems are straight. Regatta
committee, S. C. Siickney, L, P. Ordway, W. S. Morton, Judges, E.
B. C. Bement and A. Petersen,

Eight Chicago Yachts.
ChioAGO. 111., luly 36.—Eiyht Chicago yachts sailed a brisk little

race lasi Saturday in a stiff wind, which brought all tbe seamanship
their skippers had. The yacht Lois could not stand up and was
swamped early in tbe race, though .she declined help from the judges'
boat, and was towed in by a tug. The course was from oppositi tbe
foot of Randolph street viaduct to the intermediate ana four-mile
cribs to the waterworks crib and back to the stakeboat for the
second class. For the I bird and fouf-th classes, from the same start-
ing point to the intermediate and thence to the waterworks crib and
return. The judges were Justice Bradwell, Dr. Wallace Blanchard
and George W. Rogers, H. F. Grusehow and M. J. Steffens acted as
timekeepers. The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hattle B 3 08 29 4 50 24 1 41 45 1 41 45
Zephyr 3 08 10 6 U7 21 1 59 11 1 57 17
Pinta - . 3 08 52 5 20 44 3 11 52 2 10 56

THIRD CLASS
May B 2 12 39 5 03 21 1 60 81 1 50 31
Sea Shell 3 08 02 5 03 19 2 51 17 1 58 59

FOURTH CLASS.
Growlei- .3 07 45 5 02 11 1 54 26 1 60 16
Eileen -.3 11 06 5 13 04 3 01 88. 2 01 (8
Blade 3 07 50 5 21 58 3 14 08 2 13 41

Mosquito Fleet Y. C, July 30.
CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

The tenth annual open regatta of the Mosquito Fleet Y. C. was
sailed on Saturday, starting in a fresh S.E. breeze aaid flnishihg' in a
calm, the times being:

FIRST CLASS
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ustane, S. M Hall, < ... .21 07 3 34 19 1 .57 58
Good Luck, J. ti. Farrelt 21.08 3 35 15 1 59 10
Wapui, J. Bertram 23 04 3 38 31 3 04 38
Strideaway, Snow & Allen 24.10 8 43 10 3 10 04

SECOND CLASS.
Caprice. R. W. Bird 19 04 2 87 10 1 57 45
Scamp. H.N. Nute...,,.., ,18.01 2 66 40 2 15 14
Trifle, J F. Casbin 1^.05 3 06 3.5 3 35 82
Saraphin, Niles & Richardson. . . Id.Oi 3 06 40 3 27 00
Memento. Young & Co

,20.09

3 08 40 2 .31 20
Coot, T, Slurphy 18.07 3 11 32 3 30 46
Wraith, J. F. Berngan 18.00 3 18 15 3 36 40

THIRD CLASS.
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 16.10 3 59 30 2 15 53
Escort, W. H. Ranson 15.01 3 07 lO 3 20 03
Elsie, Keating & Bailey 16 02 3 36 35 2 61 40
Cadet, 0. L. Smith 16.04 AVithdrew,
Magnet, Turner & Narnock 15.04 Withdrew.
Annie, E H. Rich 15 00 Withdrew.

1 he winners and prizes were: First class, first prize, $13. Us aue;
second prize. |j8, Good Luck, third prize, $3, Wapiti. Second class,
first prize, flO, Capnce; second piiz?, $5, Scamp; third prize, |3,Trifle.
Third class, first prize, g3, Flora Lee; second prize, |5, Escoit: third
prize. $3, Elsie.
The judges were E. S. Powers, T. A Magulre. J. F. Barry and W

O. Elliot. Messrs. J. T. Powers, G. L. Paget, W. O. Elliot, S. C. Hig-
gins and L. P. Keiser made up th2 regatta committee.

Bellport Regatta, July 39.
The annual regatta of the yachts of Bellport, Long Island, was

sailed on Friday, the times being:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

The Duchess 3 01 19 5 :30 22 2 29 03
Red Cedar 3 01 35 5 8.3 16 2 34 41
Idler Z Oi OS 5 87 04 2 34 56
BenRu«sell ..3 02 2S 5 39 27 3 36 59
The winner, the Duchess, is anew yaiht with modern overhangs,

built by Gilbert M. Smitli, Of PatcUbgae, for 'Miss Helen Barrr ', the
actress.

Rochester Y. C, July 32.
CHARLOTTE, N. Y—LAKE ONTARIO.

The regatta of tbe Rochester Y. 0. was sailed .July 23. the day be-
ing warm and fair with a moderate S.W, wind and smooth water.
The course was a triangle with four-mile sides, sailed twice by ali
over 2,5ft„ and once by tbe 25 and ISEt. classes. Yama was not pres-
ent, being out at Oswego for repairs. Cinderella lost her topmast on
the first round,and Dinah parted her bobstay and withdrew. The full
times were:

FIRST CLASS, START 10:40.

First Fin- Cor-
„. , Length, round, ished. Elapsed, rected,
Cinderella, R. K. Dryer.....57. 90 13 47 42 2 39 45 3 59 45 3 55 28
Vreda, A. P. Boswell 47,69 13.58 45 2 53 03 4 13 03 3 69 09
Onward. J R. White, et al.54.26 1 02 26 3 35 13 4 55 13 4 48 00
Oriole, Q. Gooderham 63 .57 1 05 20 3 41 57 5 01 67 5 01 57

46ft CLASS, START 10:50.
Aggie, Marlatt&Armstrong40.33 1 13 .55 3 45 57 4 6,^ 67 4 49 01
White Wings, E.G. Zealand45.74 1 09 32 3 48 SO 4 53 20 4 58 20
Verve, J. W. Hendrie Did not finish.

40ft. class, start 11.
Zelma, N. B. Dick 39.96 1 23 27 4 13 60 5 13 50 5 13 50
Dinah, Dr. Malloch 37.66 Withdi-ew,

Soft, class, start 11:10,
Vision, Wm. Black tS.OS 3 00 12 4 52 35 5 42 35 5 <13 3h
C.yprus, W. S. Thomson... 32.80 S 10 00 5 50 48 6 40 48 6 38 39
Majil 30.78 Did nnt finish.

30ft. class, start 11:20.
Vedette, Gray and Reed.. . 29.91 2 11 55 5 14 05 5 54 05 6 64 O'i
Erma, L V. Percival 39.76 3 24 00 5 18 23 5 58 ^ 5 67 57

2.5rT. class, start 11 :30.
Nos, Miller & Bro 24. -38 . .. .. 3 20 40 2 50 40 2 50 13
S;alola, W. H. Brigger 24.47 , ., 2 ?9 45 2 59 45 2 59 29
Quickstep, J. Gardiner 34.69 3 88 20 3 03 gO 3 03 30
Kelpie Did not finish,
J'lva Did notflni.sh.
Mona Did not finish.

18pt. class, start 11:.30.
Dot, W. C. Whittlesey 8 13 45 4 43 45 4 39 45Undme, J. W. Robbins 8 11 48 4 41 40 4 41 40The winners were: Class one—Ciurlereila. first, $40- Vreda sec
ond, $:30. 46ft. class—Aggie, first, $35. 4Jft. class -Zehna, first S'5
35't. class—Vision, first, ,$25; Cvprus. second, $16. 30ft class—Ve-
dette, first, $20; gSft. class-Nox, fl' st, $15; Salola, second,$10: Quick-
step, third, $6, 18Ct, class-Dot, first, $10,

^
Regatta committee, Bovd G, Saunders. c>'airmau, Geo W BrowneC S Davis, T, B, Pritchard.J.E, Burroughes. Henry Willis, Geo H

Clark. Judges, Hon. H. H. Warner, Hon. Chas. S. Baker, Max Brick-
ner and W. O. Phillips, timekeeper.
After the race a dinner was given by the Rochester Y. C. at Char-

lotte, the fleet sailing next day for Hamilton.

Royal Hamilton Y. C, July 26.
HAMILTON, ONT.—LAKE ONTARIO.

The wind was very light east on Tuesday, the day clear and watersmooth. Oriole withdrew^ and the larger classes were stopped before
the full courses were completed. The times were:

FIRST CLASS, START 10:30 (Decided on second round, 16 miles)
Length. Turn. Fini-bed. Elapsed Corrpntpri

Vreda 47.69 3 17 38 6 10 27 7 40 37
Oriole 57.90 2 53 40 did not flni.sh.

46ft. class, START 10:40 (Decided on third round, 34 miles)
Aggie 40,33 1 35 07 7 01 35 8 31 26
White Wings 45,74 2 11 45 did not finish.

4CPT. CLASS, START 10:50 (Decided on second round, 16 miles)
Zelma 39.06 l 53 00 4 .S9 00 5 49 (0 5 49 on
Dinah 37.66 3 03.30 4 48 13 5 58 13 5 55 52
Psyche ...37.25 3 31 28 6 17 02 7 27 03

doFT. CLASS, START 11:00 (Course two rounds. 16 mileq)
Vision 33,95 1 45 40 4 38 28 5 38 28 5.38 28
Alert 33 .38 1 54 28 5 03 37 6 03 37 6 Ol 29

30ft CLASS, START 11:10 (Course, 16 miles)
Frroa 39.75 2 18 54 6 00 45 6 ,50 45 « 50 37
Volante 29 85 2 41 O'I 6 17 33 7 07 22 7 07 16
Vedette 20.91 3 59 04 6 42 63 7 33 53 7 33 52

25ft. class, START 11:20 (Course, 13 milesh
Maud B 34.68 2 35 30 S 67 03 4 37 03 4 87 05
Salola 34.47 S 48 40 4 25 35 5 08 So 6 03 05Nox 34.38 3 00 29 4 58 40 5 38 40 5 38 13WaWa .21.86 3 07 40 5 18 05 5 58 05 5 53.34
Nadjy 5 19 30 5 59,30 ... . ,

2lFT. CLASS, START 11:30 (Course, 8 miles)
Gwendoline 2 39 03 3 10 00 8 04 57

3 40 00 3 09 30 3 06 28
I'h Away 2 40 45 8 10 45 3 10 45
Eclipse 2 45 13 3 15 13
Alliance 2 46 40 3 16 40
Rustler... 3 48 44

Winners-riass one, A'reda, S40; 46ft. class, Aggie, $40- 40ft class
Zelma, |;4':, Dmah, $20; 35fc. class. Vision, $30; 30ft. class Erma 130*
Volante, $15. Vedette, $10; 25ft. cla s, Maud B., $25, SalnK 815 Ndx
.$5; 'ilfc. class, Gwendoline, $20, Canuck, $10, I'll Away $5
Regatta committee: F. H. Ambrose, chairman; J. F Monck R A

Mathesius, T. L. Stephens, F. B. Waddill, J. B. Young Judges- E
H. Ambrose and W. Q Phillips, Association timekeeper '

'

In the evening the Royal Hamilton Y. C. entertained the visiting
yachtsmen at dinner in their handsome club house on the beach.

Royal Canadian Y. C, July 28.
TORONTO, ONT.—LAKE ONTARIO.

The final regatta of the Circuit was that of the Royal Canar'ianY C, at Toronto, the proposed r^iratta of the Queen City Y C
being abandoned. The day was cool and fau-, with a light s'w'
wind, freshening during the race. The course was a triangle on 'the
lake, five miles to a side, the starting buoy being oit the Eyhitiition
Wharf, another off Mimico, and tbe other out in the lake making a
beat to the Mimico buoy, a reach to the lake buoy, and a run h.-jck
The times were,

FIRST CLASS, START 10, 30 MILES.
Length, 1st round. Finish. Klansori. nr.,.,a^tj,^

Oriole 57.90 13 16 05 3 15 10
Vreda 47.69 12 18 10 2 33 64

46ft. CLASS, 'iO MILES.
Aggie ..40.33 12 30 30 2 56 57
White Wings 45.74 12 37 05 3 M .54

Condor 43, 72 13 44 04 3 36 25

IOft. class, 30 MILES.
/.Pima 3y.P6 13 ;J5 30 3 53 07
DiiJidi 37.66 13 46 43 3 49 35
P.^yche 37.25 12 67 30 Did no:

35ft. clas,s, start 10:10. 35 mile.s.
Vision 33.95 3 36 29 4 20 29
Alert 83.38 3 15 34 5 05 24
Cyprus 32.80 Not timed.

30ft. class, start 10:20, 15 miles.
Vedette 29.91 1 03 40 2 43 30
Erma 29.75 1 09 15 2 49 15
Volante 29.85 1 12 4H 2 52 48

25ft. class, start 10:20. 15 miles,

4 15 10 4 15 10
4 33 64 4 15 31

4 66 57 4 48 16
514 54 5 14 B4
6 35 35 5 80 44

4 48 07 4 43 07
5 39 25 5 .35 04

4 S6 29
5 01 19

2 48 40
2 48 42
3 52 40

M.ai!dB
,

24.68
Nox 24, 3S
Salola 24.47
Caprice
Edna...

1 37 84 3 or 34 3 07 84
1 29 00 3 09 00 3 07 49
1 30 15 3 10 15 3 09 24

Did not finish.
Did not fim'sh.

31f1'. class, STAtlT 3 p. M , COURSE INSIDE TORONTO BAY
Ethel 3 58 20 1 68 20 1 56 43
G-vendoline 4 02 18 2 03 18 1 57 15
I'll Away 4 02 41 3 03 41 2 03 19
Canuck 4 03 13 3 03 13 1 59 94
Winners— Class one, Oriole, $100; 46ft. class, Ageie, $80; White

AVings, «50; 40ft. class, Zelma, $60; Dinah, $40; 35ft. class. Vision
$50; Alert, $80; -SOft class. Vidette, $S0; Ei-ma, ,$35; 2m. class, Maud
B.. $40; Nox, $35; Salola, $15; 21ft;. class, Ethel, $35; Gwendoline.
$15; I'll Away, $1 J.

'

Sailmg Committee-C, A, B. Pr.iwn. chairman; N, B. Dirk, A. E
Gooderham, T. J. Campbell, M. Jaivis. L. V. Percival. Wm. Arm-
strong, Thomas McOaw, C. W. Posilethwaite, W. O. Phillips, Associ-
ation timekeeper. Judge and stflrtp-r— .Mr. Jeffrey Foot.
The orui--e tiiroughour. v.'as a success, the weather being n oderate

and pleasant, though two of the races were spoiled by calm'. The
.absence of Yama, after her mishap at Oswego, was a disappoint,
menttoati, as the racing between her and Zelma promised to be
very close.
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Beverly Y. C, July 29.
IIARBLEHEAD- MASSACHUSETTS BAT.

The ISSth regatta of the Beverly Y. C. on Friday was open to
yachts of any i-ecognized club not over 30tt. waterllne, the conditions
toeing:
Yachts over 2.3ft. and not over 30ft. waterline to form first class;

over 21ft. and not over 25ft. the second class; over I8ft. and not
over 21ft. the third class; 18ft. and under the fourth class.

The third class will be divided into sloops and cats, separate prizes
b^ins given in each division.

In order to give a race to New York yachts which may be present
a special class was arranged open to sloops which are either not over
2Wt. waterline or not over 25ft. sailtnK length (Beverly Y. C. rules).

This class will start with third class sloops and sail the same course.
Crews may include one man for every 5ft. waterline and fraction

thereof, and special and third class sloops may carry live men. Cor-
inthian rule will be waived for this race.
At 11:45 white flags with numbers of the conrses will be hoisted on

the judges' boat.
The race must be made by one boat in first and second classes re-

spectivelj at the rate of 2% miles an hour; in third, special and fourth
classes at the rate of 2)4 miles an hour.
No restrictions as to sails in first and second classses; in third, spe-

cial and fourth classes sloops may carry maiosall, fureataystail and
jib; catboats, mainsail only. Jibs may be boomed out in third, spe-
cial and fourth classes, but must be tept on the stay or in their usual
position, if set flying.

The prizes are: First class, first prize $40, second $1.5: second class,

first print) S30, second §10; third class sloops, first prize 630, second $5,
thira $ilO; special class, first prize $50, second $15, third SIO; third
class cats, first pri/.e $40, second 815; fourth class, first prize |20,
second flO.
No second prize will be awarded unless at least four boats start; no

third prize unless six boats start; no fourth x>rize unless eight boats
Start.

The cour.se for first class was from starting point, leaving E. Y. C.
turning buoy on starboard. Graves whistling buoy on starboard. Pig
Rock buoysj Roaring Bull, Tinker's Island and Tom Moore'-s Rock on
port and return, about 34 miles. For second, third and special classes
from starling poiut, leaving mark (buoy and red flag) anchored
miles S. E. by S. of Marblehead Rock nn starboard, S. E. Pig breaker
buoy (bell) on starboard. Roaring Bull, Tinker's Island and Tom
Moore's Rock on port; markboat on starting lino on starboard;
course to be sailed twice j ound, 15 miles. For fourth class, same as
above, except course is to be sailed over but once, VA miles.
The race brought out the following large entry list, the majority of

the yachts starting in the race, though some were absent through
the very light weather. In the 21ft. class was Bpart, a new splasher
from Newburyport, and R, D., the latter hting entered for the E. Y.
O. race, but only reaching the;harbor on Thursday as the race ended.

FIRST CLASS.
Sailing Sailing
Length. Length.

Hawk, Gordon Dexter Handsel, .1. R. Hooper -3:3,05

Ohapoquoit. C. H. .Tones,... 37.10 Climax, M. F. Kelly
SECOND CLASS.

Beatrice, J. Cavanagh Ustane, S. N. Small 27.00
SusiP, W, W. Keith Korban, E. M. Honon 33.08
lone, J. S. Poyen Seabitd, C. L. Joy .30.04

.Tudith, W. B. Pigeon 23.09 Good Luck, .1 B. Farrell.... 27.03
Black Cloud, E. H. Tavlor.. 30.04 Hazard. Pierce Moody
Irene, H. P. Armistead 38.03 White Pawn, A. E, .Jones. . 30.05
Gipsy, H. R. Prmkwaier ... 22.10

TniRD CLASS—SLOOPS AND SPEfiTAL.

Kraken, Perov Chase Freik, J. B. Paine 25.10
Nixie, F. D. Cochrane Calspaw, Walter Abbott.. .. 2t).10

Thrush, A. G. McVey 27.00 Alpha, J. P. Brown 23.05
Tadpole, W. E. Waterhouse 25.04 Caprice. R. W. Bird
Sirocco, W. F. Fowle 26.09 R. D., R. Mclntyre
Pyxie, Oswald Sanderson... 24.11 Spurt, D. B. Pierce
Vanessa, A. B. Bigelow. 2d . 24.00 Exile. J, F. Small
Reaper, H. P. Benson.. 24.00

THIRD CLASS—OATS.
Tvphoon, J. I. Taylor 23.09 Magpie, H. G. Otis 22.04
Vision, George Crane 22.06 Madge. W. H. Thayer. .... . S2.04
Koorali, B. C. Robbins 23.01 Arab, W. F. Scott 21.08
Opechee, W. B. Barker

FOURTH CLASS.
Alpine, C. J. Blethen 20.10 M.,cloc, O. G. Allen
Pearl, P. H. Kemble Marchioness, O. E. Hodges
Scamp, H. Y. Nute 20 03 Imogen, M. B. Wendell. Jr.. 18.10
There was an interesting fleet in Marblehead Harbor on Thur.sdav

evening and Friday morning, including the ma.iority of the new
Eastern boats, all under 30ft. in length, but none the less interesting
and instructive on that account. There is no use of talking of cruis-
ing accommodations or of desirable types so far as the 21ft. class is

concerned, speed, and speed only, is the sole consideration there,
and such craft as Hornet and Kraken, of 1890, or Sirocco, the new
Fowle boat, which may be classed as afi around boats, designed for
speed, but giving such' accommodation as may be had on 21ft., are
clearly out^of the racing beside the new fins and splashers.
In ttie 30£t. class tCie same extreme has not yet been reached and

the two new boats must be classed as legitimate cruisers so far as
build and accommodations go. Handsel, the Herreshoff fin-keel, is

a very different craft from her 21ft. sisters, being designed for
general use, including the wioniug of prizes, bub her useful features
have been by no meaas sacrificed. The main eabiu is roomy and
most comfortable, with a reasonable amount of headroom, over 5ft

,

under a low house, while the stowage room fore and «ft is pratically
unlimited, space for berths, lockers, pantries and galley, as well as
tor-anchors, gear, etc. The cockpit is roomy and quite deep, the
owner carrying his children with him in cruising; tho deck room is

ample, clean and unobstructed, the ing is light and compact, and
though 7ft. Sin, is a heavy draft in many places, in other respects
the yacht makes a handy and roomy craft.

The other new ;30, Chapoiiuoit, is a Cape cat, an improved Har-
binger, but quite different from the usual bufld. Her bows have
been run out to a shovel, she carries a permanent bowsprit, and she
is rigged as a pole-masted sloop, although the mast is stepped at the
end of the waterline. Her aimensioiis are: Length over all 41ft.

6in., l.w.l. aaft. lOin., beam I4ft. 4in., draft 2ft. Sin. A low cabin
house gives over .5ft. headroom, with good width of floor on each
side of the long centerboard trunk. The cockpit is quite large, and
there is ample room for galley, stores, water, etc. Unlike Handsel,
she carries a club and jibtop?ail on her high pole mast.
Friday m rning was warm and calm, but by noon there was a light

S.E. breeze, with a haze over the water. The steam yacht Corona,
with her owner, Mr. J. P. Cushing, and his fellow members of the
regatta committee, Messrs. Walter Lloyd Jeffries, N. H. Emmons and
F. Elliott Cabot, was at the line in good season, but owing to the
light wind the start was delayed as long as possible^ the signal for
first class being blown at la:15. Hawk and Chapoquoit were to wind-
ward of Handsel, her rig being dwarfed by their clubtopsails; while
Climax was to leeward. Chapoquoit was moving faster than the
others, and she and Hawk were soon clear of Handsel, tbe latter
luffing up and lying on the line for a moment before flihng away
again and starting. By the time the four were fairly under way a
thick fog was rolling in from the sea, and wiihin five minutes they
were lost to sight from the judges' boat. The nine starters in the 25ft.

class made a good start, all carrying toosails, but the fun began when
the 21-footers came for the line five minutes later, a baker's dozen of
them, all on the same tack and crowding for the weather end. The
only rule recognized was the unwritten one, "Pu.sh vour bowsprit in

where you can and push your boat in anywhere that your bowsprit
can enter.'" Such trivial details as overlaps and right of way were
entirely disregarded, and there was a general scrimmage throughout
tbe fleet. The yachts were bumped together, one pushing the other,
and some were actually turned round by the crews of rival craft, who
seized them by bowsprit or boom end and endeavored to push their
own craft ahead. The third class cats started at 13:30 and the fourth
class at 12:35, after which nothing was visible but the dense fog.

The Judges' boat ran out to the first mark and timed the small yachts
as follows:
Freak 1 15 50 Spurt 1 S9 46
Alpha.... 1 18 20 Magpie .1 31 5i

Thrush 1 19 46 Caprice 1 34 26
Vanessa 1 20 30 Kraken 1 34 51
Reaper 1 22 00 Moondyne 1 3S .34

Exile 1 32 27 Typhoon 1 36 53
Catspaw 1 22 55 Susie I 35 56
Pyxie I £4 16 lone 1 :36 35

Beatrice 1 25 10 Ustane 1 38 49
Tadpole 1 26 31 Koorali 1 40 09
Seabii-d .1 26 48 Vision 1 42 00
Black Cloud 1 28 ,50 Alpine 1 43 58
White Fawn 1 38 55
No times were taken at the Pigs, the steamer running to the line to

guide the yachts by her whistle. The fleet was timed on the first

round

:

Ereak 2 10 22 Black Cloud 2 31 05
Alpha a 19 24 Pyxie 2 31 3S
Thrush.- 2 20 58 Spurt 2 32 38
Exile 3 22 58 Tadpole 3 33 48
Vanessa ..8 24 58 lone 3 40 34

Catspaw ,.§ as 13 Magpie 2 41 05

3 26 00 Susie ,.2 41 14
Reaper 2 26 00 Typhoon 2 46 36
Seabird 2 28 47 Koorali 2 47 05
White Fawn 2 29 14

Thrush was holding third place well; Pyxie had again drojjped to
the rear, the wind, though fresher than at the start, still being very
light. The 25ft. class, starting 5m. before, and with all the advan-
tages of toptails and larger sail plans, was well astern of the 21-

footers at the end of the round. Typhoon had sprungher mast below
deck, and withdrew at the end of the round.
One by one the boats loomed up into view through the fog, were

visible for a minute as they trimmed in sheets and luffed around tne
markboat, and then disappeared entirely. Not until they were close
aboard tbe steam yacht was it possible to identify each, and the ex-
citement was much increased by the uncertainty.
The judges' boat laid at the line sounding her whistle, and a long

and tedious wait followed, broken by the appearance of Thrush,
followed by Tadpole and Vanessa, from the direction in which they
had last di.s'appeared. All reported that they bad failed to fin.I the
outer mark. After them came other stragglers, until half of the
fleet had given up. When Alpha finally appeared, bunted closely by
Freak, she made for the line and crossed it, reporting that she had
found both marks. Freak at once set to work inditing a protest
against Alpha for setting two jibs at the same time. Hawk, Climax
and Handsel turned up late in the afternoon, having abandoned the
race, and it was supposed that Chapoquoit had done the same, but
she tlnally finished late in the afternoon, reporting that she bad com-
pleted the long course. The third class cats made the course, but
were over the time limit. About 4 :.30 the wind fell entirely, though
the fog was as thick as ever, the yachts as they came in having
trouble in making the harbor.

FIRST CLA.SS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hawk , Withdrew.
Chapoquoit Withdrew.
Handsel Withdrew.
Cfimax Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS.
Beatrice -. 4 36 36 , .. ,

Susie 5 26 34

lone 5 27 18

Seabird Withdrew.
White Fawn Withdrew.
Black Cloud Withdrew.
Moondyne ,

Witndrevv.
Gypsy Withdrew.
Ustane Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS SLOoP.'? AND SPECIAL CLASS.
Alpha 3 55 47 3 35 21

Freak 3 55 68 3 39 13

Catspaw 4 21 23 4 05 80

Exile 4 .34 32 4 18 47

Thrush .Withdrew.
Vanessa Withdrew.
Reaper Wi th d rew

.

Pyxie Withdrew.
Sport Withdrew,
Tadpole - Withdrew.
Kraken Withdrew.
Caprice , Withdrew.
R. D. Withdrew.

THIBD CLASS CATS,
Magpie No race.
Vision No race.

Koorali No race.
Typhoon No race.

FOtjRTK CLASS.
Alpine 3 24 15 8 11 28

Marchioness 2 23 30
Modoc 4 11 OS 3 55 42

Pearl Withdrew.
Imogen Withdrew.

Corinthian Y. C, July 20.

MARBLEHEAD—MAS.SACHUSETTS BAY.

The race of the Corinthian Y. C. on Saturday fared even worse
than the two preceding ones, the wind falling and allowing none of
the fleet to fini.sh. The race was open to the 2lft. class and the 25-

fooiers, Pyxie alone representing the latter. Tue entries were

:

OLAS.'? A.

Sailing Sailing
length. length.

Pyxie, Oswald Sanderson. . ..25.00 Reaper, H. P. Benson 24.00

Catspaw, Walter Abbott. . . .26.04 Alpha, J. P. Brown . . 23.06
Spurt, D. B. Pierce *R. 0 , R. Mclntvre ....

Exile. J. F. SmaU 26.03 *Su-occo. W. P. Fowle 26.05
Tnru'h, A. G. McVey 27.02 Tadpole, W. E. Waterhouse. .25.04

Vanessa, A. Bigelow', 2d 24.00 *Carl, C. O. Foster 2:^.00

Freak, J. B. Paine 25.10
CLASS B.

Koorali, B. C. Robbins 33.04 Magpie. H. G. Otis 23.04
Madge, W. H, Thaver 22.09 *Modoc. O. G. Allen 18.05

^Typhoon, J I. Taylor 33 09 *Arab, W. F. Scott. . , 21.08
'^'* Did not start.
The course was from off the club house, leaving black buoys 1 and

3, Tom Moore's Rocks anO Tinker's Island on starboard, bell buoy on
the outer breakers off Pig Rocks and Halfwa.y -T.ock on port; Cat
island on starboard, and black buoys 3 and 1 on port to judge's line;

ten miles; limit, four hours.
There was a promise of rain on Friday night, and a moderate N E.

wind in the morning, holding when the race started at 2 o'clock.
Catspaw took tbe start, with Alpha, Exile and Freak near her, the
first incident of the day being the parting of Freak's bobstay, send
ing her home before the race had farely begun. The course out of
the harbor was by the wind, the sheets were started for the run to

Pig Rocks, Thrush taking thiid place from Vanessa and then second
place from Catspaw, the times at the mark being:
Alpha 3 ;i8 CO Reaper 2 40 20
Tnrush 3 38 30 Pyxie 3 40 50
Catspaw 2 38 40 Tadpole.... 2 41 13
Vanessa 2 :i8 50 Spurt 8 41 40
Exile ..3 .31137

On the first of the windward leg to Halfway Rock Alpha gained a
long lead on the fleet, but after a little time the breeze dropped,
finally dying away entirely and leaving the fleet scattered about, not
one reaching the Rock. Reaper came nearest to it, but even she
found that the time was too late for her to make the race within tbe
allotted limit, and she with the rest withdrew. The race m the cat
class was between Magpie and Madge. Koorali being a poor third

.

Tne race was finally postponed to Tuesday, when all wfll start again.

Savin Hill Y. C, July 30.
SAVTN HILL, MASS.—BOSTON HAPBOR.

The second championship race of the Savin Hill Y. C. was sailed

on Saturday, the wind being moderate from S.E. at the start, dying
out to a calm before the finish. The times were

;

SPBCtAL CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Romance, Loring Sears... 146 11

FIRST CLASS.
Mildred G , Loring Sears 23.02 2 12- 52 1 50 33

Annie Maud, F. O. Vegehlan 27.04 2 18 40 1 57 12

Anemone, J. Shaw ...Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS

Arab, W. Scott 19.01 2 00 :^1 1 33 34
Siko, J. H. McBeth 19.08 2 05 :i2 1 38 18

THIRD CLASS.
Circe, P. N. Conway Withdrew.
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 16.01 ;3 03 36 1 33 ;33

FOtTRTH CLASS.
Midget, W. H. Besarick 12.03 1 44 00 1 15 17
Margaret, S. Warr. Withdrew.

Hull Y. C, July 30.
HULL, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The absence of a part of the Hull Y. 0. fleet at Marblehead made
a small enti-y list for the fifth club race on Saturday. The wind
was moderate at the slaif, dying out before the finish. The times
were:

THIRD CLASS—21 TO 2 FT. L.W L,

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Beatrice, J. Cavanagh Not meas. 1 56 37
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 30.11 3 02 12 1 88 23
Moondyne, W. H. Snaw Not meas. 2 12 22

Gypsy, A. C. Drinkwater ...38.08 Withdrew.
SIXTH CLASS—LESS THAN 16fT, L.W L.

Mab, .Tohn Shaw .17.02 1 a? 49 1 02 00
Primrose, H. M. Faxon ,.17.11 1 28 52 1 03 50
Don, W. H. Shaw 20.0-3 Withdrew.
The judges were John R. Ohadwick, Com. J. J. Souther, J, Foster

Clark, Wta. E. Sheiiffs and Edward K, Friend,

The Yachting Situation at Chicago.
Chicac+o. Ill,, July 25.— It is somethin.g of a mistake to think fbe

water sports of the Great Lake region as in their infancy, or as not
having reachtrl an advanced stage of development. It is true that
this development has been retarded, and will always be to some ex-
tent retarded by causes lying in tbe natural ^conditions of the
coimtry. It may be held back further by the fact that the country
of the Great Lakes is still practically new, and its men still busy.
Time will change much of this, and has already changed much of
it. There is a large body of men living along the thousands of mdes
of shoreline on these inland seas who know and enjoy the capabili-
ties of a sailing craft. In no section of the country is canoeing
growing so rapidly as here, and to say that;the water lovers of Cleve-
land, Detroit, Chicago, and many others of the larger lake ports will
not own yachts and sail them and race them and enjoy them, is to
convey an impression founded on mistake.
So far from yachting being a new sport in Chicago, it is to the

contrary an olo sport, and one which has seen its best days, or rather
days better than those of the present. The outlook for the future is

more encouraging than for years back. In regard the yachting f-itu-

ation, past and present in Chicago, the Chicago Times of July 22 has
the loUowing sensible appropriate remarks:
,i"Chicago is to have a yachting revival. Time was when it had a
couple of as energetic and sportsmanlike yacht clubs as any city.
At all events there has been a decadence in yacht sailing for many
years past. From time to time there were faint attempts to re-
establish good clubs, but up to the present little or no succes.s
attended the efforts, Ten years ago some of the older members of
clubs, almo,st forgotten, go't together and the result was that tempo-
rary success crowned their intentions to make Chicago a yachtmg
port. For a little while only though, for squabbles arose over
expenses connected with regattas, and the men who loved the .sport
for the sport itself, and not for wbat money their was in it. got tired
of the wrangling and soon dropped out. Many of the yachtsmen of
that day were practical sailors, men like Commodore John Prindi-
ville, who loved the sailing for itself alone. The fame achieved in
such yachts as Frolic, Annie L. Carey, Fleetwing, Ina and Viking
excited the envy of men of wealth. These latter entered with zest
iijto the pastime, but their ambition was for honors in the regattas.
Yachting was popular then and tbe prize winners were considerably
envied. But there were men also in the old clubs that never won a
prize, and the fact did not lessen their ardor for the pastime one jot:
on the contrary, it was constantly, spurring them to greater efforts
in building or finding better and faster yachts than the ones that
failed to win a prize for them.

' fhou.sands. and for that matter, tens of thousands, of dollars were
spent by the men of the time referred to in the purchasing or build-
ing of craclc vachts. But it was not very long until the lucer-loving
ones entered the field, and the true sports and owners found Ihem-
selves competing against hired hands for tbe prizes of the regattas.
The races deteriorated into a mere mouey-making business, and the
old bloods changed their courses and went off on crui.ses by them-
selves.
"Although the'-e were yachts and yacht racing here as far back as

twenty years ago, it was not until 1876 tnat a regularly arranged race
was held. It came off June 15 of that year, and the popularity of
the affair was attested by the thousands of persons who lined the
shore of the lake wherever a vantage point was to be found from
which to see the race.

'•The eutrie.s in that regatta were: Fleetwing, commanded by T.
M. Bradley, commodore of the club; Frolic, Capt. John Prindiville,
chairman'of the regatta committee, Lucy, B. C. Band

; Peri, John P.
Quiggs; Zephyr. W. E Barnum; Dawn, William Dean: Lulu, William
E. Miller; Annie L. Carey, William F. Higgle, vice-cornmodore of the
club; Lincoln, Capt. Fergus; Naiad, R. B Kllerton.

"It was, however, when the Ina, a cutter yacht built at Cape Vin-
cent, Canada, was brought down here by her Canadian owners that
the greatest possible interest was created. The Ina was 37ft. on the
keel, 14ft. benm, and 5ft. depth of hold. She was matched to race
the Frolic and ,$8,000 was stalled on the result. The Probe won, but
th« result was not satisfactory to either yacht owner and a second
contest was arranged. In this trial the Ina came in first, but on ac-
count of an error made in rounding a stakeboat the judges gave the
decision in favor of Frolic. Great excitement resulted over the de-
cision, and all sorts of unfair play were alleged against the Chica-
goans by the Ina's people and lots of other Canadians. The papers
of thatperiod had columns about the trouble every day for nearly a
week, so great was the interest manifestea in the decision. As the
race was not satisfactory to the Ina's owner, he immediateiy issued
another challenge to the Frolic for any amouht from $2,500 to $10,600
a side.

"Interest in yachting slackened considerably from 1876 to 1882,
when a sort of revival agai" occurrel and was maintained for a
couple of years. In August, 1882, a famous crut-^e was made to Mil-
waukee in the teeth of a big gale. Although about a dozen yachts,
among them the Countess of Dufferin and tne Peri, started otit, only
five of them finished tne voyage to the Cream City. The Idler was
the first to make her appearance there, and was closely followed by
tne Wasp, the Viking, .Mamie and Cora, in the order named. The
Countess of Dufferin, the famous schooner yacht which had been
brouaht from Cobourg, Ont,, and the Peri were among the yachts
that returned to this port after ta.-iting the weatner outside tbe harbor.
The Countess, which was built by Cuthbert to beat everything in the'
shape of a yacht on sea or lake, now lies a forgotten hulk in the
Michigan Basin. The Idler is owned by .lohn Cudahy, and at pre-sent
is at Mackinaw. She was built by George Steers, of New Yoi k, and
bought by Capt, Prindiville in ]'879. Two years ago she was com-
pletel.v overhauled and $26,000 expended in remodeling her under the
supervision of the captain. Sne is said to be now iu as good condition
as she ever was. The Wasp, which was built for Capt. Prindiville in
1883, now has her moorings at Cleveland. She is owned by ex-Mayor
Gardner, of that city. The W^asp was buUt on the same lines as "the
Greyhound, formerly the Annie Cuthbert.

"It might be interesting for yachtsmen of the present day to know
who the pioneers of the sport were in Chicago, In 1875 the ofBcers of
the Chicago Yacht Club were: Com., John Prindiville; Vice Com.,
T. M. Bradley; Bear-Corn., W. F. Higgle; Sec'y, C. E. Kremer; Treas.,
Louis Wahl; Meas., W. W. Bates. Executive Committee: William C.
Lyon, Joun A. Farrow, John Q. Fergus. Thomas B. Mfller, W. H.
Barnum. Regatta Committee: W. H, Mc Henry, Arthur O. Ducat,
F. W. S. Brawley. V^. P. Wentworth, E. C. Baud

•'As has been stated at the outset, there is a big revival of yachting
on hand, and lovers of the sport predict that Chicago will socn again
be a yachting port of no rnean iniportance. The Columbia Yacht
Club may well be given the credit as pioneers in the movement.''

B. H.

Plymouth Y. C, July 30.
PLYMOUTH, MASS.—PLYMOUTH HARBOR,

The Plymouth Y. C. made an attempt to sail its annual regatta gh
July 29, but after one round tbe race was postponed until tbe follow-
ing" day, the wind falling to a calm. On Saturday the wind was
strong N.E. at the start, but shifted to easterly and died out before
the finish, though the large fleet of starters completed the course.
The times were.

FIRST CLASS—CATBOATS.
jjength. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ariel, H. H, Sears...... ..,21.07 2.30 22 1 57 47
Wave, W. B. 8pooner 20.01 2 S3 38 1 ,M) 11

Percv Allen. V D. Bacon 21.03 8 ,34 28 2 01 29
Future, W. T. Whitman 21.08 2 40 12 8 07 44
Wanderer, A. W. Watson ,28.01 3 40 00 2 08 ;39

SECOND CLASS—OATS.
Sigrid, Watson & Loots 17.10 2 46 57 3 09 17
White Swallow, E. W. Watson 18.09 2 48 36 3 12 18
Iris, John Crowell 17 09 2 .55 59 2 17 11

Nau V Hanks, P. W. Maglathia 16.06 2 57 87 2 17 47
Leda; C. P. Blinn 17.10 3 00 00 3 22 OO
Mildred, Prank Harlow 18.01 Withdrew.
Agnes, J, T. Bache 17.02 Withdrew.
Nemo. M. F. Cavil.... ". 17.04 Withdrew.
Imp, V. D. Bacon 19.04 Withdrew.
Marion, .T. M. Watson 19,04 Withdrew.

THIRB CLASS—.SPBITSAILS.
Old Honestv, J. C. Dawes 16.10 2 41 45 2 02 29
Fair Play, G. D. Bartlett 16.10 2 47 17 3 08 Ql
Vixen, A. Gorham 17.01 2 54 14 2 15 23
Puritan, C. D. Craig , 16.11 3 00 02 3 20 fifl

Pilgrim, Ansel Bartlett 16.02 3 18 42 2 37 17
Mystery, T. S. Diman 14.1! 3 21 04 2 38 19

Gip.sy Girl, W. Steele 17.01 Withdrew.
Clear the Track, O. Hunt 15.03 Withdrew.
Katie L , J. Bagnell 1'^.04 Withdrew.
Watermelon, W". W^, Burgess 15.04 Withdrew,

FOlTRTH CLAPS—SIPF FOKEBAIL .SPRIT BOATS.
Aphrodite. A. G. Fay 16.03 2 49 13 1 10 09
Thelma, F. C. Holmes 15 07 3 10 03 3 28 35

Spray, C. F. Bradford 16.00 3 18 34 3 37 41

Wild" Fawn, W. T. Eldridge 17.03 3 19 24 8 40 40
Abbie D , George M nter.... 17.11 3 80 00 2 48 27
Two Stars, H M.Jones 16.06 Withdrew.
Sachem, Frothingham & Gardner 16 11 Disabled.
Minnie B., Israel Keith .16.00 Withdrew.
Mtgnon, Damon Bros 16.25 Disqualified.

Mignon was disqualiiied for fouling Tvyo Stars.
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The Loss of the Wanderer.
The schooner yacht Wanderer, of Erie, Pa., was lost in a squall on

the night of July 24 off Dunkirk, N. T. She was being brought to Erie
after rebuilding and recanvasing in Buffalo.
One of her men, Louis Qranzow of Dunkirk, died from exposure

while clinging to her main boom, which he and another sailor, Stack,
her only other hand, had cut away before she foundered, they not
being sighted untii late on the following Wednesday. Stack was ua-
eonsious when rescued. The yacht was 50ft. over all, and the
property of Bacon & Co. Stack's story is:

"We left Dunkirk Sunday morning about 11 o'clock,"' he said, "and
between 9 and 10 o'clook at night we had reached a point between
Barcelona and North East. 1 left the wheel in charge of the boy
Granzow while I went into the cabin for a bite to eat. While I was
below the squall struck us, throwing the yacht over on her side. I
ran up and began to make things snug as' best I could. The yacht
had an iron keel o£ six ton in weight and carried six ton of iron ore
as ballast. You can rmagine how the wind blew, when the boat ran
along on her side with the keel out of water, and the wind so strong
that the weight of the keel and ballast could not right her again. It

was dark as pitch, and we could not see where we were, or what our
danger was only as the lightning flashed. I told Louis to get his
shoes off as quick as he could, for we would soon be in the water.
He didn't want to lose his shoes, but I compelled him to throw them
overboard. Then we took off our oil skins, and cut the sail off,

Tnen we cut away the main boom and lashed ourselves to it. We
had hardly finished doing this when the Wanderer capsized and
sank. We floated all cigbt, with the waves washmg over us, and
with the small boom, only a few inches thick, it was hard work to
keep afloat on the heavy sea."

Jamaica Bay.
The annual race of the Jamaica Bay yachts, for a sweepstakes of

$150, was sailed on Saturday over a 10-mile course, the wind being
light S.W. at start, freshening as the race progressed. Aurora parted
her throat halliards wtien in third place, finishing last in conse-
quence. The times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected,

Selfish 2 51 15 5 16 a5 2 25 lO 2 :36 26

H H Adams 2 50 .'iS 5 28 49 2 38 14 2 38 33

Lady Glenmore 2 53 40 5 40 08 2 46 28 3 44 20

Aurora 3 52 47 5 .39 18 2 48 31 2 47 58

Ours '" 3 52 11 5 29 45 2.37 34 2.37 13

Unknown'.'. 2 50 10 5 28 59 2 38 14 8 .38 14

Selfish takes $125 and H. H. Adams »85. The judges were Daniel
Brinsley and W. TiUotson. Dr. O'Donohue was timekeeper.

Brooklyn Y. C, July 30.
BATH BEACH—SRAVESEND BAY.

ThE! "Brooklyn Y. C, sailed a race for catboals on Saturday, the two
paizes being presented by a member of the club. The wind was
light, maUing the race a drift. Duphen was disqualified for poling
over the Ime. The times were:

Stare Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

BO 4 49 56 6 46 30 1 55 34 1 56 34

Sappho' 4 45 54 6 50 54 2 04 00 3 03 49

DuDhen 4 56 50 Diaqualifled.

EddaD 4 50 22 6 46 10 1 55 48 1 54 28

Eddys . : ;
. 4 47 42 Withdrew.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The Yapewi Aquatic Club, which was formed this summer at Bor-

dentown. N. J., on tbe Delaware, ha.s just completed a two-story club

E Burr- Captain, J. H. Longstreet: Mate, L. W. Wiese; Directors—E.
Haas t' D. l^andon, F. J Potter. The word aquatic was used be-

cause the members are of such diversified tastes; the captain owns
the famous catamaran Duplex and the 40ft, cabin steam launch May
(this is the launch which was at the A. C. A. camp last year, and is

nowawaj^ on the u.5ual summer cruise in the same latitude again),

and among the members are sloops, canoes, St. Lawrence skiffs,

duckers batteaux, etc.; besides some are fishermen, bathers, etc.

Yapewi'cYah pay-wee) was the Indian name for the bluff on which
Bordentown is situated.—Cazique.

On the night of July 26 the three-masted schooner Everett Web-
ster of Philadelphia, 'loaded with coal for Boston, ran over the wreck
of Che Alva, datnaging the yacht very badly. The schooner sustained

seri JUS iniuries, leaking badly and was towed 1o harbor. The hull of

the yacht is reported as nearly cut in two. The Merritt Wrecking
Co secured the ship's safe, but the tug Bescue returned to Staten

Island on Saturday. Mr. Vanderbilt has been in consultation with

wreckers and has decided to abandon all attempts to raise the yacht,

and she will be sold at auction as she lies this week. The steamer H.
P. Dimock is at Boston with her bows partly stove in.

Harpoon was hauled out at Lawley's on Friday of last w.eek,

to prepare for the New York cruise. Messrs. Adams, her present

owners have been members of the club for some years, so that she

will be eligible to all races. She is now carrying a heavy metal

board an iron framework filled with lead. Her rather short over-

hang carries a light outrigger of angle-iron, some 2ft. long, on which

is a short traveler for the single outer block of the main sheet, giving

a lead similar to the Herreshoff yachts. She is in fine condition

above deck, but the bottom is not as smooth as Wasp and (iloriana

.

In a race between Druid, Scorpion and Phantom, of the Lincoln

Park Y C of Chicago, July 30, the course was estimated to be 14

miles long'' The actual time of making it was 2h, 4m. 50s. for the

Druid and'2h 8m. 45s. for the Phantom. The time allowance given

the Phantom on account of the Druid being 6£t. Sin. longer reduced

the Druid's lead to Im. 4s. The Viking was the winner of the pen-

nant in the second class.

SiDPican Y. O. has set dates for two more club races on Aug. 17

and Sept 7 Championship cups will be awarded in each class to

the vaotits'winning two of the three races, July 23, Aug. 17 and Sept.

7 In case of a tie between three yachts the sail-oft' will be held Sept.

Tee races are open only to members of the club. ,lohn Gorham
Palfrey, William H. Davis and G. Qriswold Van Eensselaer, regatta

committee.

Wee-Winn Miss Winifred Sutton's 5-rater, arrived on Saturday at

Southampton, from Messrs. Herreshoff's .yard. She is a beautiful

niece of workmanship, built of pine, with oak and white cedar fit-

tings and is sloop-rigged. She sailed her first race at Bembridge on

Mond'ay Mr. Cochrane steering her, and won easily, beating Semi-

breve Idono, Jeanie, Pique and Otokesa.n.—Meld.

FIXTURES.
AUaUST.

i-'S A C.A.Meet,WjllsboroughPt 15-20. A.. 0. A. Meet, race week,
5~ New York, Bensonhurst. Willsborough Point,

fi' Soringfleld, Cup, Springfield. 27. Rochester, 4th Trophy Race,
'^ Irondequoit Bay.

A. C. A. Membership.

The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A C A • Eastern Division—H. J. Bardwell, W. Chapman Brown,
Wm" M Baynolds, J. L. VV5ckoff, John P. Chase, Holyoke, Mass,

Northern Division—W, L, Qermaine, Ottawa. Central Division-

Walter Weatherby, Des Moines, Iowa; Andrew Tromblee, Port

Henry, New York; R. 0. Black, Pelham Manor, N.Y.; Warren N.

Goddard, New York^^
^

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The following item, from the Toronto Globe of July 26, betrays an

astonishing amount of ignorance concerning the American Canoe
A^isociatioB of which many Toronto canoeists have been members
foVover ten years: "Com. Weinett in Town.—Com. Weinett, of the

United States' Canoe Association, is in the city eu route to the Cana-

dian annual canoe meet. He is the guest of the Toi-onto Canoe Club,

the members of which entertained the commodore at dinner last

nia-ht at McConkey's. After dinner an adjom-nment was made to the

CMoe club house, where many pleasant hours were spent."

The New York C. C. will hold its annual regatta on Labor Day off

the club house at Bensonhurst. Ai-rangements are in progress for a
large regatta, open to all canoeists.

Those who have promised prize flags are requested to send them
to Com! C, V. Winne, A, C. A. Camp, Willsborough Point, N, Y.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
The first challenge shoot for the Wlnans Trophy and the Ama-

teur Revolver Championship of the United States took place at
the St. Marks Place Gallery, in this city, on the afternoon of

Wednesday, Aug. 3. Dr. Louis Bell was challenged by George F,

Jantzer, who stood third in the opening shoot for the trophy.
At that shoot the score of Dr. Bell in hia 18 record shots was
17.r)2in., while Mr. Jantzer's string was 20.40in. The challenge
match was fired under the same conditions as the initial contest
Any revolver, any ammunition, SOyds., fi rounds of 6 shots each, 3

best rounds to count for the score. The men have been ardently
at work in practice since the match was decided on several weeks
since. Dr. Bell has been busy at outdoor work on the Walnut
Hill range near Boston, while Jantzer has taken his practice in

the home galleries and on the outdoor summer range of the New
York Pistol Club, The match of Wednesday passed off in a quiet
way with the shooting editor of FOBBSX AND Stream present as
referee. The same revolvers as used in the opening shoot were
employed. Dr. Bell firing a.44cal S, & W., while Mr. Jantzer used
a ,38cal. of same make. The scoring was very poor. Indeed, and
the uncertainties of revolver work were well illustrated. There
was some smoke in the gallery between shooter and target, bttt a
great deal more "buck fever" at the shooting end of the SOyds.

Only four strings of 6 shots each were fired, and in each of his

strings Dr. Bell managed to get off the 5-inch disk. Mr. Jantzer
did the same on two strings, and the other two measure about
B% and. fi^in. respectively, giving him an average of over 23in, in

18 shots. President Oehl, of the New York Pistol Club, was ready
with a challenge, and it is likely that during September Jantzer
will be called upon to meet a fellow member of the New York
Club.

In the opening shoot for the trophy where Dr. Bell led the field,
the record shot by shot score stood:

1st string. 2d string. 3d string. 1st string. 2d string. .31 string.
.15 .7-2 .40 1.00 1.07 .85

1 9,t At. 2a 1 ai ia an

GE0B(3E F. JANTZER.

1.34 .44

.50 1.75

.86 1.63

1.70 .95

1.04 1.06
1.'5
a.io

1.64
1.28
3.48
.04

1.01

5.59 6.55 5.38

Total 17.5Sin.

.48 .90
1,42 1.35
,90 1.40
.56 2,30

1.00 .75

5.37

.80.40in.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpecially Bevorted for Forest and Stream.']

MILT.EB RIFL.B Olub, Hobokeu, K. .1., Captain Richard W-
Dewey. Wednesday, July 37. The following scores were made to-
night in the regular weekly shoot of the above club, high scores
were the rule. The conditions were 10 shots, off-hand, 25-rlng
target, possible 2.50:

G Schlicht 241 L Sohl 235 R Zach 2.30

D Miller 238 J Carragher 234 F Landolt 228

E Fischer 238 F Brandt 234 W Rogers 227
J H Kruae. - 237 H F Meyer 23,2 J J Devitt 208
D Peters 236 F Kloepping 332 F Kammel 2(.i6

A Meyns 236 W ForKel 2.30 FDunsteadt 304
F Liell 236

The members are greatly pleased over the choice made by a
committee appointed some time ago to find new headquarters for
the cltib, and the one selected, which is situate 423 Washington
street, Hoboken, suits them to a T.

The defeat given the "All Seoaucus" team on the 200yd. range,
two weeks ago, was no surprise to the many followers of the
Millers. Although only two of the former team were present,
they could not have won, as the last three men had to make 225
average to win the match. Dave Miller with his 214, George
Schlicht with 215 and August Meyna with 217 proved that at least
three were in stiooting trim.

The match arranged between the Hoboken and Hansa Rifle
Clubs, to take place at headquarters of both clubs. Third and
Adams streets. Hoboken, last Friday evening, has fallen through.
The Kansas sent word that their membership has dwindled down
lately and they therefore could not get a good enough team
together capable of making a fair score, so as to stand a chance
with the Hobokea's team. It will soon be a case of exit Hansa
Rifle Club.

The Lady Miller Rifle Club were notified by their President, Mrs.
Alson Stadler, that the weekly shoots of the club will be discon-
tinued until the fall. The handsome silver card basket, which
was offered for competition until two weeks ago. has been won by
Miss Miller, tjulte a number of the members are decidedly in
favor of continuing the shooting through the summer, and if what
they say goes for anything it will be resumed in a short time.

The Friday Night Club held their annual fishing excursion
recently. An efileient committee had the matter in hand and the
result was many took in the affair.

The Uaion Hill Schuetzen Corps. Captain .fohn Engle, held their
annual picnic and festival at the LTaion Hill Schuetzen Park last
Monday and Tuesday.

Samuel Anthony and P. M. McCoUough decided a fifty-shot
match between them at Thtirk's ranges, Hoboken, last Monday
afternoon, with this result:

SP Anthony 239 333 2l3 240 236-1190
PM McCoUough 236 232 233 335 330-116!5

' Billy" Dilger led in the scores of the Hoboken Rifli Club last
Londay evening, with a total of 340. The other scores were rather
Qor. The light-haired "Capt. Bill" is feeling good over his sood

Monday t

poor. The light-1

target.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O., July 31.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held
its regular shoot at its range and made the scores as appended
Conditions 200yds. off-hand at the standard American target:
Gindele ....S3 80 76 Simon 71 69 69 Topf 66 61 61
Best 74 71 70 Stegner.. 69 67 6.i Drube 75 73 73
Wemh'im'r72 71 66 Wellinger .75 73 72 Brumbaeh,76 78 75
Hanck 64 66 59 Payne 78 76 74 Speth 81 76 75

Denver Riflemen.

Dbnveb, July 25,—The following is the standing of the various
members of the Denver Rifla Olub:

At mid range, medal match, 500yds,, possible .lOO points: Cham-
berlain 485, Dean 473, Peterson 468, Frazer 460, Bell 462.

Standing at liOOyds., championship off-hand match, possible
1,000 points: Adamson 851, Peterson 838. Sehoyen 750, Do?y 727,
Gilbers 725

New Jersey State Rifle Association.

AT the recent annual meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle
Association the following officers were elected for the ensuing
term: President, Gov. Lson Abbott; Vice-Presidents, R. S.Green,
E. J. Anderson, J. J. Toffey, Gen, J. W. Sewell. Col, A, R. Kuser
James Smith, Jr., Gen. J. W, Plume, Gen. W, S. Stryker. Ool. G.
B. M. Harvey, Col. J, M. Van \ alen, Coi. J. 0. Owens, R. B. Read-
ing, Wm. Hayes, J. L. Kuser, Gen. G. E. P. Howard; Treasurer,
Gen. B. W. Spencer: Secretary, Col. J. M. Van Cleef

; Statistical
Officer, Col. J. M. Van Valen; Superintendent of Range, Capt. J.
M. Bodwell; Executive Offioer, Gen. B. W. Spencer, a reduction
was made in the dues from $10 to $3 per annum. Any officer or
member of the National Guard of New Jersey may become a
member,

The Elcho Shield.

In the recent competition for the EJcho shield at Bisley five
perfect scores. 875 each, were made. Four of them were at 800yds.
by members of the English Eight, the team total reaching 579 out
of 60O at that range. Capt, Millner, of the Irish team, made a 75
at 900yds. Capt. Lamb, of the English team, made the highest in-
rtiyldual aggregate (319) in the possible 225,

Revolver Work at Bisley.
Bisley, .luly 17.—The first week's shooiing is over. The revol-

ver competition as well as the "running deer" and "running man"
keep op»n till July 23.
At the revolver competitions Mr. Walter Winans has kept his

lead m all twelve competitions except at the 50yds. military
(Series IV,), in which Mr. Joynt has one point more. The oOydS.
IS a range at which Mr. Winans has not yet hart more than a few
entries, as he wishes to finish thn short ranges first.
At the military sliding target (Series I.) he has made 40 out of

MIUTABY SLIDING TAItOET—SCOBE 40.

a possible 43, which is practically certain to win it. At the mili-
tary rapid firing, six shots in twelve seconds, he has 38, whlct is
also about a certainty for first prize.
Mr. Winans does not intend to siioot any more in these two

competitions, unless in the very unlikely event of their being
beaten. Herewith are full size diagrams of these two scores. He
used a patent military front sight of his own invention. He in-
tends to try and make good scores in the other two military com-
petitions, and then take gallery ammunition for the target revol-
ver competitions.
The event of the week in off-hand work was the way in which

Mr. Winans captured the running man prize,
A few minutes before lunch on Friday, having ten minutes to

spare, he thottght he would have a few shots at the "running

MILITABT BAPin FIRING TABGBT—SOOBB 38.

rnan" Hillhotiae cup competition. Ho has not shot before at the
"running man" for years. His rifle not being handy h e borrowed
onti he had never shot before. He started straight into compe-
tition withotit any sighting shotp, and greatly to his surprise
made a score five points above that of Mr. Ellicott, the usual win-
ner of the "running man" competition, and has most likely won
the cup, as Mr. Ellicott considers it useless to try to beat the
score.
The first shot hit the "man's" chest, and all the remaining five

were in his heart or chest. The figure runs at a 5-minute gait at
110yds, distance. The rifle was a .4oal. double barrel by Purdey,
the contest calling for either Martini or hunting rifle.

The Winans cup has been won by Capt. Edge.
A pistol maker here in camp is making a good business in sell-

.ng Smith & Wesson revolvers, of which he has imported a
batch, by going round and saying "Who wants a Smith & Wesson
revolver e.\actly like that with which Mr. Walter Winans has
made his wonderful score this morning?" They are selling like
hot cakes, and he has had to send for a fresh supply, as all the
revolver shots want them.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, July 30.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its
week IV shoot at its range to-day. The attendance was good and
a few fine scores were made. George R. Russell made 83 and 82
with a Springfield military rifie. Below are the scores made to-
day, distance 200yds., standard American target, and all being re-
entry matches:

All-Comers' Off- Hand Match.
*GR Russell 83 E H Comey 76 A S White 71
F Daulels 79 ALaw 74 MTDay .68BE Hunter 'IS J B Hobbs 74

All-Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder 113 A H Ballard 101 A S Hunt 87
J Francis 109 S Jackson 100 L Ames 84
H L Willard 108 B E Hunter 96

'

'

'

M T Day 103 G E Emmons 91
Eagle Badge Pistol Match, i50yd.'<.

LBell 88 LH Greene So A G Stevens ^81
J B FeUows 88 O Moore 85 J B Hobbs ... ^ . .-.Ta-

All-Comers' Pistol Matcb, BOvds.
SO Sydney 93 L R Avoy 81 B E Hunter.. ....v.'TfiMFDay 83 AG Stevens 78

OP Moss 81 DNWinn fi
* Military rifles.
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A Bisley Target Device.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The. lOOydB. range for hunting rifles (at a stationary target) has

been put at the extreme west of tlie ranges umler shelter of a
hedge on a bank, which runs the entire length of the range.
This is a great improvement on last year, as then it was along-

side the "running deer," in a windy part of the grounds.
The secretary. Ool. MacKinnon, has invented a very ingenious

arrangement at this raniji^ for showing if two bnllets have gone
through the same hole. The targets for the hunting rifles have
always been cardboard discn a foot in diameter, with a 3in. bulls-
eye, having a 2 n. "carton." This disc is sent down from the
firing point after the shooter's name is written on it and he fires
7 shots in the single-barrel compatif.ion and 8 shots in the double-
barrel rifle competition before marking.
As may be imagined, bullets often cut into the same hole, one

of the rules being that nobody may tell the shooter where his
shots have hit till he has fired all his shots.
Col. MicKinnon's invention is intended to overcome this diffl-

eulty. He has a band of paper on two rollers (like a "Kodak"
film), which is stretched out behind the target so that bullets
after they go through the target go through this paper, and after
each shot a slight turn by cogwheel? from the markers' butt rolls
up the paper half an inch on one roller, taking it the same
amount off the other roller.
The idea is that if two shots go through one hole on the target,

they will be in separate holes on the paper behind and registered
two hits.
Even with this apparatus it is possible for three hits on the

target to appear as only two, as follows: Suppose the first shot
is a plumb center, the next half an inch to the right of plumb
center, this second shot will make a separate hole in the target
but win go through the same hole as the first in the paper behind,
because this latter has moved half an inch to the right after the
rtrst shot was fired.
Now if the third shot is again plumb center, there will be only

two bullet holes in the target, No. 1 and No. 3 being in the same
hole, and there will also be only two holes in the paper behind.
No. 1 and No. 2 being In one hole and No. 3 an inch to tbe left,
therefore a man putting three hits in the buUseye would only be
credited with two. Of course this is a very unlikely thing to hap-
pen, and in practice Col. MacLiinnon's invention ought to be a
great success. London.

Miss Leale. Riflewoman,
London, July 18.—In the rifle shooting at the Bialey meeting

to-day JMiss Leale took part in the contest for the Graphic prize.
She attracted much attention by her shooting. She handled her
rifle in a businesslike manner, and, amid rousing cheers, scored
24 out of a possible 35. Revell, of Canada, and two others made
the full score.

Ail ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like tlie following:

Aug. 6-7.—Sheboygan Gun Club tournament, Sheboygan, Wis.
Aug. 9-11.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's tournament, at Hot

Springs, Ark.
Aug. 9-12.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's an-

nual tournament, Reading, Pa. Walter D. Eiler, Sec'v.
Aug. 9-13.—West Point Gun Club tournament. West Point, Miss.
Aug. 10-11,—Chad wick's tournament, at Marmont. Ind.
Aug. 10-11.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Burlington, la.
Aug. 10-13.—Missouri State Amateur Association tournament,

at Lexington, Mo. Added purses. Address G. A. Stuiges, Spc'y.
Aug, IL—Lincoln Gun Club tournament, Alameda Point, Cal.
Aug. 1.1.—Live pigeon tournament, at Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Aug. 17-18.—Dixie Gun Club tournament, at Pensacola, Fla.
Aug. 17-18.—Gaillard Gun Club tournament. Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club tournament, Des Moines, la.
Aug. 19.—California State Shooting Association tournament,

Concord. Cal.
Aug. 23-24.—Hackettstown Gun Club tournament, at Hacketts-

town, N. J.

Aug. 23-26.—International tournament, Des-chre-shos-ka Island,
Detroit. Mich. Live birds and targats.
Aug. 3.5-26,—Rockvilie Gun Club tournament, at Rockville, Md.
Aug, 26-27 —Sparta Shooting Club tournament. Sparta, III.
Aug. 29.—California State Shooting Association's tournament.

Concord. Cal.
Aug, 39.—Parkway Rod and Gun Club open shoot and picnic

Dexter Park, Long Island.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2.-Standard-Keystone Target and Trap Co.,Jfifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
August.—Niles Gun Club tournament, at Niles, Mich,
August.—Connecticut State League, at Bristol, Conn.
August.—New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League eighth

monthly tournament, Harrison, N. J,
Aug. 30 to Sept. 3.—Keystone tournament. New London, Conn.
September.—Saratoga Gun Club, annual tournament, at Sara-

toea, N. Y.
September.—Rooky Mountain Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Denver. Col.
September.—Harry Thurman'a tournament, -on Pier, Atlantic

City, N. J.

_ Sept. 'i.—Frankfort Game and Fish Protective Association, first
annual tournament, at Frankfort, N. Y.
Sept. 5-7.—Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, two

days at targets, last day at mtid bens.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Jacksonville, III.

September (second week). — Interstate Manufacturer-s' and
Dealers' Association tournament, at Auburn, N. Y.
Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Ky.
Oct. 5-7,—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N, J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines, Iowa.
Oct. 19-90.—Somerville Gun Club touinament, Somerville, N. J
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) touinament, targets and live

birds.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The South Side Gun Club, of South Norwalk, Conn., has decided to

hold a badge contest during the months of August and September
A badge costing $25 or $.30 will be put up as the trophy, to be shot
for every Saturday during the months named, at twenty-five birds
per man, and at the end of the time specified to become the personal
propertyof the man having won it the greatest number of times
The contest will be open only to Connecticut shooters.

The Belfast Rifle, Rod and Gun Club had a shoot at their new
grounds on July 26. with the following score: Healey 19, Coombs 14
Deerow 10, Tnttle 18, Weshe, 6, out of twenty-flve clay pigeons'
Some new members were admitted to the club, and the following
officers elected: Pres., Halph H. Howes ; ViCR Pres., Horace Chenery •

Sec. and Treas., Charles B, Coombs; Capt., John Healey; Directors'
Gto. E. Johnson, Fied White and Will Weshe.

The Rockville (Md.) Rod and Gun Club has arranged for a grand
clay pigeon tournament on its grounds the 25th and 26th of August
The contests are open to all and a number of expert shots are ex-
pected. Tbe business men of Rockville and Washington have don-
ated numerous costly merchandise prizes, and these, as well as
money prizes, will be shot for. The grounds are almost in town and
possess every advantage.

The gun club of the rayetteville,N.y., held its first shoot on July S6
In the first match George Ebehng and Edward Snook each scored 8
out of 10, In the second Robert Flattery made 7 out of 10 and Mr
Dunham 5 out of 10. In the third F. W, Strong was first, and M s"
Pratt second . Robert Flattery took the next by making 14 out of 15-
Charles Pi-att made 9 out of 15,

'

The Niles (Mich,) Gun Club elected the following (ifficers on July
S7: President, George Rough: Secretary, E. P. Woodcock; Treas-
urer, Charles Julius; Field Captain, Wm. Vanderbeck. On the same
day the club snoot was held at Dowagiac Creek, Charles Julius
breaking 27 out of .30 targets. The club will hold a big tournament
this month.

* * *

.Tames L, Smith informs us that the tournament of the Hacketts-
town (N. .1.) Gun Club, announced for Aug, 80 and 31 and Sept. 1, will
be held on Aug. 23 and 24. as the New London Gun Club has taken
the dates formally claimed by the Hackettstown club. The latter
club announced its dates early last spring. Only targets will be used,

The annouLiced match between Mitchell and Brewer is off, Mitchell
says he is anxious to shoot a match at 100 live birds with C. F,
Barnes, of Wheeling, W. Va., for $100 a side, gun below elbow until
bird is on the wing. At the Johnson City shoot he stated that he had
written to Mr. Barnes, but received no reply,

* * *

A big toui'uament will be held at Milwaukee, Wis., on Nov. 23 to
26 inclusive. The principal events will be at hve birds. The entries
will be high, so that fat pots are assured. The shoot will be man-
aged by Richard Merrill, president; A. H. Chapman, vice-pi\ sident
and E P. Thoihas, secretary.

* * *

At the annual meeting of the Kirtland (Ohio) Gun Club, the follow
ing officers were elected: .T.H.Schneider, President; C. H. North
Vice-President; .1. Loomis, Seci'etary; George Auer, Treasurer; W.
F. Bell, Captain, and A. Berger and T. Packard, Trustees.

* * *

The Arkansas State .shoot, to be held at Hot Springs next week,
promises to be a big affair. The most important event will be the
State team .'^hoot, to take place on the 11th, the conditions being 20
bluerocks per man, four men to a team.

Harry Matz, president of the Reading Shooting Association, says
his club will erect a house for the exclusive use of the cashier and
the press representatives. Don't forget to make carbon copies of al
scores, Mr. Matz

!

* * *
Chadwick's mid-summer tom-nament will be held at Culver's Park

(Lake Maxinkuckee), Marmont, Ind., an Aug. 10 and 11. The shoot-
ing will be at artificial targets. Two purses of $40 each will be shot
for.

* * *

The following scores were made at the weekly shoot of the Trojan
Gnn Club at Troy, N. Y., on July 26: A. A. Y^oung 69, L. Buller 45,
M. Qemrafil 49, W. W. Turner 57, E. R. Dederick 62, Q. W. Gemmill bO,

* * *

E. J. Brown, F. B. Porter and Thomas Baldwin are arranging for a
big tournament to be held at Quincy, 111., the last week in August,
Live birds and targets will be used and $1,000 in prizes offered.

i * *

At the biadge shoot of the Rockville (Md.) Gun Club on July 25
Edward West took premier honors with a score of 45 out of .50; Rarry
Hurley was second with 40, .Tames Viers breaking 39.

* * *
Harry E. Smith, the young expert of the Newark Gun Club, and

Allen WiUey, editor of the Hartford (Conn.) Globe, are matched for a
shoot at 100 live birds each.

Billy Wagner of the Capital City Gun Club of Washington, D. G.
will manage the shoot at Rockville, Md., on August 25 and 26.

* *

The Lynn Fish and Game Protective Association has been incor-
porated imder the laws of Massachusetts.

Horace B. Darby is making a great reputation for the ti-ap and
trigger department of the Albany Argus,

* * *
C. W, Budd is president, G. E. Cowen seci-etary, and A. 0. Miller

treasurer of the Highland Guh Club, of Des Moines, la.

* * *

The next shoot of the Connecticut Shooting League will be held on
the Bristol Qmi Club grounds in East Bristol.

Harry Thurman says he will guarantee that no cabs will be upset
on Penn Mountain during the Reading tournament.

.-p * *

All the Interstate tents will be pitched on the club grounds at New
London during the Keystone tournament.

* * *

Joe Hunter has been sent to the mountains by his physician's
orders. Hence his non-appearance at Johnson City.

The Knoxville Gun Club will have three days' shooting at targets
and one day at live pigeons next May.

A. W. DuBray, Parker Bros,' popular traveling man, will probably
make a a trip to Canada this season.

* * *

Maryland and the District of Columbia should send teams of ten
men each to the New London tournament,

* * *
E. D, Fulford will be at the Pennsylvania State shoot to defend the

individual championship which he won last year.

The eighth monthly shoot of the Union Gun Chib will be held at
Springfield, N. J., to-day.

Alive pigeon shoot will be held at Mt. Pleasant, near Glen Carbon
Pa. on August 15.

'

* *

Pennsylvanians should uot forget that their State shoot will beheld
at Reading next week.

At the badge shoot of the Washington (N. J.) Gun Club on July 32
J. L. Smith was the winner.

Three days' shooting at Johnson City, Tenn. and not a 90 percent,
clip cut out on any day.

The Baker (N, Y.) Gun Company, is putting up an iron building at
Batavia, N. Y, •

A team match is likely to occur in the near future between the
Baltimore and Standard gun clubs.

* * *
The several Pennsylvania gun clubs will hold forth in tents during

the State shoot at Reading.

Enoch Miller says he will have plenty of good, lively birds at his
tournament on Aug. 17 and 18.

Jack Parker's new handicap has caught the fancy of Michigan
shooters.

« * *

The Newark Gun Club will hold its monthly shoot at John Erb's
next Thursday,

* * *

The "Big Pour" intend to ".spread" themselves during the coming
Interstate shoot at Aubm-n.

* *
Neaf Apgar has been under the weather for some time but is

.slowly getting into condition,

* * *
Two shoots in New Jersey and one in Connecticut were announced

for the same dates,

* * *
Reading will be the Mecca for sportsmen next week,

* * *
A big crowd of Jerseymen wUl be at Reading next week.

Don't forget Reading on Aug. 9, 10, 11 and 13,

0. H. ToWNSEND,

The lie Mars Tournament.
Le Mars, Iowa, July 38.—The throe days' trap tournament of

the Le Mars Gun Club was a pronounced success in every particu-
lar. The weather was warm and sultry on the first and second
days, but to-day was cool and pleasant. The attendance was
fairly good and the manaeroment was perfectly satisfied. Among
the visitors were Abbett and Arff from Charter Oak; E. W. Bird
of Fairmont, Minn.; Asland of Mitchell, Dak.; Baer. Campbell
^^'^ ^J^l'chell of Moville; Lyon, Brock, Gorman and Williams of
Sioux City; Hon. J. G. Smith and Henry Durant of Algara; Stein-
burg and Sundstrom of Bancroft; Eddincton of Sheldon; Slocum
ofPringhara; Todrick of Staunton, Neb.; H. J. and E. D, Trotter
°' ^^'^S^^X! '^"'^^ Georgeson of Kelley; G. E. Hughes of Fonda
and C. W. Budd of Des Moines.

The First Day's Shoot.
Event No. 1, 10 targets, $1 entry; No. 2, 15 targets, $2.50 entry

No. 3, 5 pairs targets, $3 entry; No. 4, 10 targets, $1 ,50 entrj ; No 5
15 targets, $3 entry; No. 8, 9 single ,nid 3 pairs targets, $3.50 entryj
No. 7, 10 targets, unknown angles, $3 entry; No. S, 20 targets, $3
entry.

1 3 3 u 5 f> 7 8 1^3 users
Georgeson... 8 11 5 7 9 6 .5 18 H J Trotter..** 13 10 9 12 8 10 19
Arff 7 10 7 10 .8 6 15 Brown.. 7 11 9
Hughes 9 15 10 10 12 8 7 19 Eddington.... 8 5
Steinberg 3 .

Campbell.. .,5 6
Merves 5 7

Baer 1 ..

Smith 6 12
Budd 9 12
Durant 7 8
Bird .7 12
Asland 9 12

5

6

I 14 Abbett 13 7
5 0 8 Slocum 9 7

6 6 4
8 13 7
8 10 2

Ackerman.... 10 10 5 14 7

5 ,

3 8
5 15

.. 10
6 18

8
5

7 .. 6

7 3 11 6 ,. 8 Brett 13 6 7 7 8 6 10
5 3 11 7 • 3 14 Meyer 11 6 6 7 5 ..

9 9 15 8 10 19 Williams 9 8 8 13 5 6 .

9 3 8 6 6 13 Gorman 13 10 8 12 8 3 9
8 8 in 7 7 18 Lyon 7 8 8 10 . 8

- - - - 8 8 10 . 3 ., Burger 5 7 .. 7
'

Sundstrom ..8 13 9 6 14 7 .. 14 Katerman... 6 7 10
E D Trotter..8 13 10 9 12 8 10 19 Twitchell 10 10 13 7

6 .

6 12

The Second Day.
No. 1. 10 targets, $1..50 entry; No. .3. 15 targets, $2,.'i0 entrv: No 4 6

singles and 2 pairs targets. fl.50 entry: No. 5. 15 singles,'$3 entry
No. 7, 15 singles, $3 entry; No. 8. 10 targets, $1.50 entry:'"''^S 1 2 U 5 7 8

8 Durant 5 .. ., ,

.. Gorman 6 9 8 12 "i's

. . Williams 5 9 8
6 Abbett 8 11 10 9 !. 8
6 Arff 9 13 8 1113 9

1 3 h 0 7

Budd 8 14 8 14 14
Slocum 6 9 9 9..
Eddington 4 .. .. 10 ..

Hughes 10 12 9 13 13
Steinberg 2 11 8 9 13
Miller 3 .. Meyer 11
Sundstrom 9 14 8 10
Bird 7 14 9 11 14
Ackerman 7 14 9 15 12
Lyon 6
Smith 7 13 8 10 ..

H J Trotter 9 14 9 14 14
Georgeson 8 11 .. 10 11
Minard 7 .. .. 5 ..

Obson 5 .. .. 9 ..

TwitcheU 7 10 6 13 13
Brett 7 9 8 10 ..

E D Trotter 9 13

2 .

8 13 ..Asland
8 Towson „
9 Dent 5 '4

8 Campbell..., 5 4
. . Doney 9
8 Means 13 '7

7 Barley 8 \

,, Baer 9 ' "

8
.. Turnbull 13
.. Clark 12 8
9 Watkins 12 6

A 5 7 S
.. 13 .. ..

6 13 15 14
9 13 19 12
6 10 16 13
8 14 19 14

17 11

7 15 13

No. 2, 7 live birds, $4 50 entry:
Abbett 0122011-5 E D Trotter .111001ll-5
Ackerman 1111111-7 Dailey 110011^4
Bird 1110012-5 Baer . IIIOOU-*
Arff 1111110-6 Eddington lHOim-5
Smith 1111101-6 Campbell llOOoK
Hughes inilll-7 Merves 1101110-^5
Budd 1111111-7 Williams OlllHO-5
Gorman 1111100-5 H J Trotter 1111111-^7
Mltiard 1111011-6 Sampson 1101000-^3
Slocum H>00]10-3

....liuiuuu o

No. 6, 8 live birds, $5 entrv:
Bu^d 11111111-8 Minard 00111110—5
Arff 11111111-8 Baer H10]000^4
Hughes. 11111111-8 Williams 01111100-5
Dent. -. .11111111—8 Merves 10000001—2H J Trotter 11111111-8 Abbett 11111110-8
Ackerman 10111111—7 Smith 01110111—6

T7te Third Day.
Event No. 1. 10 targets, $1.50 entry; No. 3, 15 targets, $3 .50 entry-

No. 4, 5 pairs targets, $3 entry; No. ,5, 7 singles and 4 [.airs targets
I2..50 entry: No. 7, 20 targets, $3 entry ; No. 8, 15 targets, $3 .50 entry.'
four equal moneys.

1 ^ U 5 7 3 1 ^
Ackerman 9 14 li .. 17 14 Twitchell 10..
Campbell 5 7 5.. ..10 Abbett 7 14
Hughes 7 14 6 15 20 15 Budd 10 14
Sundstrom 7 13 10 13 19.. Artt' 8 10
Sampson 4 .. .. HJ Trotter.... 9 13
Hull 7 Steinberg 7 7
Clark 8 13 .. Williams 5 6
Merves 5 11 Magher.. 8 ..

Smith 7 Kline 8
Gorman 5 9 Georgeson 11
Brett 6 10 .... 16 .. ED Trotter 13
Baer 3 11 Lyon 13 . ,

Bird 8 13 7 12 15 15 Kingston "'is
No. 3, 8 live birds, $5 entry

:

Hunt 11111011—7 Lyon 01001111—5
Ackerman .11111111—8 Williams 11101011—6
Budd 01111101-6 Clark 00110100-3
Georgeson 11111111—8 Sunstrom 1111111(^7
Arff 11111110-7 Bratt 11101111-7
Bird 11001110-5 Gorman .11101111—7
Baer 10111111-7 E I Trotter ". I11IIIII-8H J Trotter 11110011-6 Abbott llUllll-8
No. 8, 10 live birds, .$6 entry:

Georgeson. . . 1110111101—8 Williams 1111001110-9
Bird llOOOlOni-6 Heintges 0101000110—4
Dent 0111111 11 1—9 Sunstrom 0111101111—8H J Trotter 1001111111-8 Merves 1011011110-7
Budd 1111101011-8 Clark 0100101111-6
Ackerman UOlllllll—9 Morton 1110110000—6
E D Trotter 0111111111—9 Brott 1011111110-8
Arff.. 1110101111-8 Lyons 1111010100-7
Kline 0110111111-8 Baor "..limiOOll-8
Campbell 0111011111- 9 Gorman .,1111110110—8
Hughes 0111111111—9 Abbott 1111110111—9A citizens' purse of $50 was added to the stake in event No, 6
on the third day. Fifty Peters cartridges were added as fifth
prize in event No, 8 on the first day, No. 3 on the second day, and
Nos. 3 and 7 on the third day.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
The first shoot for the new medal by the members of the Glen-

more Rod and Gun Club took place at Dexter Park, L, I.,on Wed-
nesday, July 27. Each man shot at seven birds, the usual club
handicap. A. Eppig, R. Phister, Jr.. and G. Englebrecht tied
with seven each; the last named won thn medal, R. Phister, Jr.,
withdrawing on the shoot off. Sweepstake shoots followed; the
first, L. Eppig had to pay for the birds; J. T. Van Wicklen and
M, Hayden divided the second; A. Eppig and C. Englebrecht also
divided;
L Eppig 2010000-3 M Hayas 2010111-5
A Eppig 1111223-7 J J Van Wick 1011001-4
J Schlieman. 1111110—6 R Phioter, Jr 1122112—7W Levins 1213110—6 C Englebrecht 2112112—7W Vance 0220111—5 J Borrell 1113111—7
P Sutter 0010311-4 A Botty '. Hlg202-6
E Maier l;-01131-6 J A Still 31 13120-6W Livingston 3001231-5
Englebrecht first on shoot off.

Sweepstakes, 5 birds, $1 entry, two moneys;
No. 1, No. 3. Ties.

J Schlieman 00111—3 12310—4 0
C Englebrecht 11131—5 10310-3 122211
li Eppig 01200-3 12023-4 1A Eppig 23101—4 20011—3 12-3122M Hayden , , 11110-4 3
J Bodwell 11200—3 0
JAStiR 01112-4 0
J Van Wick , 12220-4 2

Shooting for the Renault Pri^e,
Hollywood, N. J., July 29.—The live pigeon shoot for the

Renault prize took place this afternoon on the grounds of the
Hollywood Shooting Club, 80yds. rise, one miss and out, entrance
free- The prize was given this year by George Renault. There
were nine entries, as follows:
Dr. Wilson, Frederick Hoey, R. Muser, George Work, W O

Floyd Jones, J. S, WiUiams, Capt. Money, L. S. Thompson and
W. B. Thompson, Work and Floyd Jones were tied lor first klU-
lag twelve straight birds. They divided the prize.



Garfield Gun Club.
Chicago. Ill,:, .Tiilv 80. -Garfield Gun Club, of this city, has a

peculiar method of PSTahjijhing rluh shooting dues. No chare«
whatever Is made to meiaijers for ih" targets the.F stioot, but the
total cUib account for targets wirh the dealers is *>alaaced
moiiihly, anrl a p^r capita asseesmeut is levied to cover the same.
Tous every memoer, whether he shoot much or little, pays the
same amount, for shooMDg each mouth. At first sight this might
seem unfair, but; in the result it does not seem so. In two years
Gartield Club shooting assessments have only been saO in all, and
the average monthly assessm 'nt in the h^sc shootiag season is
about $1, certainly not a verv high tax. This gives all the pmfit
to the siiooters, ind it encourages the shooter to come out and
pt)oot, if for no other reason than to get the worth of his money
hack. As a club this oreaniZiation seems very well united and
harmonious, and there is no grumbling over the arrangement.
Garfield Club has a very high average attendance, this running
for each shooting day about 50 per cent, of the membership. To-
day there were nearly as m^ny shooters at the club's pleasant
West Side grounds as you will see in the average tournament,
there being 28 entries in the club medal shoot, and a very spirited
representation in the practice shoots. The Ladies' Aid Societv of
the Central Presbyterian Church served a sood lunch. Saturday
afternoon at this club is very much a ladies' day, and to see the
laiies and children about gave the place an air novel for a shoot-
ing ground, but one of decidedly agreeable impression.
Last Saturday Garfield Club accepted the invitation of the

Northwestern Gun Club to shoot a friendly matcli, 8 men teams,
35 targets per man, on the Northwestern grounds at Avondale,
an'lwentovpr 30 strong, the Garfield Clut) team consisting of
M-sars. Ccppirnol. Richards, 0'Bri6n, Hicks, Teffit., Bortree,
Brown and s. Palmer. The total score wai-: Northwesteru Gun
C ub 118 G irfield Gun Club 145. A return match will probably
soon bt< sb'it on the grounds of the winning team.
Mr. M. R Borrree, well-known as the city game warden of

Obicago. it now serving his second term as president nf Garfield
Club, and the present portly t-nd obliging secretary, Mr. Brown,
will dnubiless have several more te'ma if be keeps his present
gait. Tnia seems to be a shooting cluh that shoots.
Garfield Club classifies its members. A, B and C: A class, all

over 85; R cl iss. all between 55 and 65; C class, all uuder 55. The
average's obtained from five different shoots of the shoofpi's
record. Following is the score of to-day's medal shoot, three
medals, A. B and C, 20 U. S. pigeons:

Cop 11001111110111000001-12 Grubbs ...Ullinilll 1111001111-1r
Drake... ,01111111100011001111-14 Bowers ...11111111111111111111-^0
D Mrek.. llOOmilllllOOiOlll-15 J North-
Bortree. .

.11110000100101101011-11 cott 11110110110011011011—li
Baird OlOOOOJIllOOOlOlOOOl— 7 Hodsoo . . .lOllOOOOOOlOOlOllllO- 9
Paterson . lllOlOOOnOllQLlllOi-i:^ Steck 11111111111111111111-20
K Palmer. OUOOlOUllCOOllOiOO-lO .''parks. . ..llOllllOOnlOllOOlOlO—11
Tiauterb'b 00111 1'^IOIOIOIO 1 0000- 9 O'Brien. ..11101111001111111111-17
WPalmei 00111111111 nillOOlO-l.T Peters . ...OOOOllOOOOillOCOOOOO- 5
R'chards.llllllllinnOllllOll—17 StevensonlOlOOOOOlOlOlllOlllO-10
Teftc . ..10101001110110111110-13 Pilz 11001030011000111111-11
Ackerm'LlllllOOllOOlllllllll-18 Brown.... 11110111101111011111—17
Young . . .10110011101101100000-10 Hicks 11111111111111001111-18
WNo>ih- Cruver.... 00001011000011010110 - 8
colt ....lOOnilOOlOllllOOlOl-13 Campbell OllOlllllllOOllUlll-ltj
Mf.ssrs. Steck and Bowers shot off the 20 tie at 5 oirds, and Mr.

Steck missing his last bird, Mr. Bowers won the A class medal.
Mc. Brown won the B class medal, and Mr. Drake the C class.
- " E. flOtTGH.

_ Canadian Trap Shooters.
-Toronto, Jul y 23.—The Toronto Shooiirg and Game Protec-

tive Association held an interesting shoot this afternoon at
St-arli 'a grounds. Tbe targets were live blackbirds, which make
excellent sport owing to their rapid and erratic flight. The prizes,
given by the president of the cluo, were gold and silver watches
for first and seconH placp respectively:
Charles 211121111111111-13 Gooch 110111100111131-12
McDowall 311211011111111-14 Bovel lOOUOUlOlOllO- 9
Caldwell 131112111101111-14 Mander 000210011013110-8
: Ties at 14, 21yds. rise:

McDowall 11112-.') Caldwell.... 31112-5
Ties at 5, 24yd8. rise:

Mcnowall 10201—3 Gald well 11122—5
July 2'?. -The members of the OwJ Gun Club held their semi-

auuu a .-hoot for the Moore cup at Stark's Athletic Grounds this
afternoon. Owing to the hid weather the attendance was not
large, but those who were present had a good time and witnessed
some very close shooting,
D Bha (ISyds) 1101111111111111111111111-24
A JTymon (13) 1110111111111111111111111—34W McDowall (IS)... 1101101111111111111111111-33
C Ayre (18) ...1111111111110111111111110—23
J Douglas (37) OlOlOUllOlUlllll 1111111-31
GHeury (ISi , 1111111111011100111101111-31
A Austin (16> llllUlllilOllOlllOlOlllll-20
a Charles (37) .....lllUlllllOlOOllllOOlllll-20
H Gforge (18) OllillOOllOllOll 111111111-30W Smith (18) ..101111111111110111 1011001-20
J Slmi«on(l8) ...1111110000lilll0110llliii_i9
TLwden (18) 101in00llllll0ll01101101-l»
,r Stinson (1H) lIonOOlllllOlOllOlilOllO-17
K Tuflsy {16} OOillll010;Mn00010111101-l4
Ties of 24:

D Blea 1111111111-10 A J Tymon 1111011110- 8

Shooting at Utica.

UtiCA, N. Y., July 29.—The regular shoot of the Oneid'-i County
Spjii&men's Association was held here to-daj in the rain, with a
string westerly wind that bothered the bojs in '•getting on" to the
targets. In event No. 1, at 25 targets, for club prizes, Elliott and
Bnoih tied oa clean scores e^ch. In No. 2, same conditions, for
ihe club badge. Hunter made a clean score.
No. 1, club prizes:

Kiiiott iiininn 111111111111111-25
Hunter 1111111111110110111111111—3.3
Booth 111111 111 1 1 11111111111111-25
Harri s 11 1 1101 lllOlUll llloillll—22
Kilbourne. ... 1101111111011111111111111-23
Knowlton .lOllllllllillllliniOllll-23
Hicks inimooioioiiii 11001110-18
Mavhew lllOlOOlOllOOlOO 1 1 1100011—14
Mizner 11001110111 illlOlll 111011—20
Dexter llllOlUll 111101011111001—20
French , 11110111 11 1110011 11 01 Ull- 21

Nn. 3, for badge:
Knowlton llUllll'miOllllllimi—24
Elliott Ill 11111 1 1 11 1 11 11101 11011—23
Hun;er lllllllllllllllllUllllll 25
Booth 11011 llUlOlOlllllll 11111—32
May hew llOKILOl 11111110001101001—16
Kilhourne llOllllllllll 111111111111-34
Harris. ..1111111011111111111111111-34

The Kansas City Cup.

Kansas City, July 28.—The quarterly shoot for the Kansas City
cup, repre.=ent)ag the local wing-shot championship, took place at
the shooting park, and despite the showers and threatening
weather a dozau of the crack local trap-shooters competea for the
trophy. Ths conditions of the cup shoot are 25 single birds under
American Shooting Association rules, entrance money the price
of 1 hd birds. J. Lee Porter, who won the trophy at the last snoot,
made a gallant fight to retain it and compelled Champion Elliott
to kill 34 straight birds to win the rsce.

The cloudy weather and occasional showers made the birds
somBwhat slow in talking to wing, but this handieajiped the
Hhooter also, particularly on dark birds, and the scores made were
very creditaole to the shooters. J. A. R. Elliott, Lee Porter and
Oicar W. Cogswell all shot in grand form, but the worn of Jas.
A. B lien, who is matched to shoot against Elliott Saturday for
th» American Field cup, was a dipappointment, as he made the
tail e id sC'Te, lo-sing 9 out of 25. He was shooting a strange gun.
however, and may be able to put up a different race against Elli-

ott on Saturday afternoon.
Elliott and Porter killed their 25 straight, and the match be-

tween them was an exciting one from start to finish. In the
shoot off Elliott grassed his birds clean and neat, while Porter did
considerable "slobbering," and his 32d bird, although hit hard,
fluttered oat of bounds. Oscar Cogswell, of the Independence
Club, was their most formidable opponent, staying right up with
tbe procession until his 17th bird, wbioh fell dead out of hounds.
Thit was the only one he missed, but It cost him all the chance he
had for the cup. Fred Maegley lost his 6ih and lOch birds, but
finished strong, killing his last 15 straigtif. J. B. Burrell, W.
Kearns and Walter S. Halli well also shoe well, each scoring 22
dead birds, and Kearna had a straight score until the 17th bird,

when he fell back and lost two more dead out of bounds. W. V.
Rieger killed 31, George Oliver and A. A. Mulligan 30. A. L. Ben-
Jiettl9 aixd J. A. Bolem 10. The score!

Trap score type—Copyright, hy Forest and Stream PuUishinci Co.

M/-*4.NN<-/'.;'//'i/^N\\^w->tH/"<-N\
J B Porter ,..2 0223331 1 3 1012 2 12oll3132 1-33

W Kearns-. 2 3222122122121 I 3 0 223lo2o 2-23

W S Halliwell. .
. 0 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 l 0 1 3 1 2 3 0 1 1 3-23

G B Orr 3 00121 1 02111331011201121 1-30

A L Bennett 0 2oll3311o201083211 1 0 133 2-19

Geo Schroeder ...lo2ollllll Drawn,

J A Bolen 10oll0 10oa01o213ll0 12l3b 2-16

O W Cogswell.
. ..3 1312]112131ia21ollll311 1—24

JAR Elliott 1 1321313321 1211131 3 21311 3-25

TT r-. . -^<--»-><-->->i^<-tHt<—^'^'Vk'/'-^->-\^^;^4.
J L Porter 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 2.1 1 3 1 8 I & 1 3 3-35

J^'eger 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 ] il !l tl.2 J 0 0-31

Holmes 3 3 0 2 3 1 3 0 0 1 Drawn.
-> > >li—*H^<-\

E W Kennan 1 1 02221111 Drav;'D.

Maegley 1 3 3 1 1 0 3 1 3 o 1 1 ] 3 3 1 3 2 3 1 l 1 1 3 2-33

Whipple 3 01310 0 1o3111130ll2113 11 S-gO

^„ *—>4-NT*—>->t->W G Peters 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 2 Drawn.
Shoot-off:

Elliott a 1111211a Wins cup.

Porter 3 1 3 3 1 3 o Whititteld.

Whipple and Kinnan.
Kansas City, July 29.—a. A. Whipple and E. W. Kinnan shot

a,50 bira race at the Shooting Park this morning. The weather
was cloudy but the birds proved to he an average lot of flyers
The race was an exciting one throughout. Kinnan got off in the
lead iu tbe first half, but Whipple took a bracer and finished
strong, killing his last .21 birds straight. Tne score:

Trap setw type-Copyright, iHM, by Forest a.nd Stream Publishing Co.

A A Whipple. ...3 10311 20 101031110003 3 1 1 2 i

0 2 J 0 1 1 1 12 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 3 3 1-41

E WKinnan.... .0 1;ji31lliluil33l012U3illa
7-T i \N NW /i ^ \ ->\ \ \ / 1 \ 1^
0 12 0 2 2 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3-40

Elliott and Bolen.
Kansas City, July 30.—James A. R. Elliott successfully de-

feuaea the ./I meHcaw if'i'eZf/ cup for the tencn cccsecutive time at
tne Kansas City isnooting Park, his opponent being James'A
Boien, also of inisciiy. Elliott was in granu form and lost only
one bird out of the 50. a big white one tnat was hit oehmd bui
strong enough to carry the load back to the pigeon bouse. Bolen
commenced losing birds pretty early in the race ana grassed but
40 out of the .50. He maae some great kills however, during the
match and was enthusiastically applauded a number of times. The
weather was pleasant and i htre was a good crovvd out. The "birds
were an exceptionally good lot for this seasun of the year, but one
bird outot the hundred requiring flagging. A. H. Piett of Topeka,
Kan., refereed the match, and James vvhitfieli was tbe official
scoler.

aiternoon's sport, and made the match go mach amooiher and
faster than it would have gone witii oojs gathering the birds
the shoot being over in fifty minutes after it was started.

'

Elliott used nis 13-gauge Greener gun. "lbs. 4oz., and shot 4drs
of- American wood powaer in each load with IJ^oz. of Tatham's
cnilled No. 6 sbot in the right barrel ana No. 7 in me left in Eley's
shells.
Bolen shot a 12-gauge L. C. Smith weighing 71bs. 14oz., and his

loads were 3 3 16irs. of Scnultze powder and 1 3 Ifiuz. of Talham's
LbiUed No. i thot in each barrel in Eiey cases. Two of Boleu's
lost buds fell dead out of bounds. His best rua was 18, in the
middle of the race.
Tne cup now btcomes Eiliott's.personal property, he having suc-

cessfully defended it tor two years. Elliot first won the cup from
George C. Book, of luulanapolis, Ind., Aug. 4, 1890, In that match
be killed 47 out of .50, wbile BecK scored hut 43. One of Elliott's
last birds felt deaa out of bounds, and two of Beck's got away
after I eing hard bit. Elliott lost his first bird and then made a
run of 39, and during the match killed 37 with the use of one bar-
rel Olilj

.

Samuel Gay, Jr., of GlenhaU. Ind., was the next candidate for
the cap, and he shot a grand race, against Elliott here on Aug. 25,
1890. Tne score at LUo close of the race was a lie, each Having
gioBsea 47 out of 50. Elliott's work was the best, however, the 3
lost Dy nim falling dead out of hounds. In the shoot-ofl at 10
extra biras, Elliott made a straight score, while Gay lo^t two,
making the grand total of the score at 60 birds 57 to 55 in lavor ot
Elliott.
James B. Haggerty, of St.^Louis, was the next victim, being de-

feated m I his uity on Oct, 27 ny a score of 48 to 47. In that race
Elliott made runs of 24 ana 23 straight.
Wm, B. Crosby, of O'Eallun, 111., then challenged the champion,

and Elliott beat him m noUo.t style on Nov. 24, 18a0, by a score ot
48 to 39. Elliott killed 28 straight, and out of cue two birds lost
one leil aead out of bounds. Crosby svas handicappsd with a
poor gun, shooting under and behind the birds be looi.
EUioit was then given a rest, his next race being a second at-

tempt by .James E. Haggeny, of St. Lois to beat him. Haggerty
did not mate as good a showing as in his former mate ooing
Oeateu by a score of 48 to 4 j, Eluutt finisuing stn-ng by kiUmg bis
last 28 birds straight. This match tooii plac« Feb. 33, 1891.

Chtiiles W. Budd, of Ues Moines, la., a former holder of the
tropiiy, was tbe next cnallenger, and hi was beaten April 13,
1891, oy a score of 49 to 46. Elliott killed 31 straight from tne
opening ot the match, his lost oird being a hard right- quartering
driver.
William B. Crosby then essayed to down the champion again in

July of 1891, .and the race was a grand one. Elliott kiilnd -50

straight, wnile Ciosby scored 48, and of the two biras one fell
dead out of haunds.
A. W. Wiley, the champion of California, familiarly known as

"Biuuer," was the next seeker after Elliott's scalp, and he met
wun deieat ou August 17, 1891, by a score of 47 to 43, all of Elliott's
lost biros falling dead .iusi outside the bounuary flags.
The next aspirant for the cuampiousbip honor was E. D. Ful-

ford, the Pfnnsylvanian, who created sacn a sensation by defeat-
ing the famous Capt. Jack Brewer in a series of matches m the
East. Euiiord had beaten Brewer by phenomenal scores, but he
was clearly outclassed wnen ne met Eliiott. He came bare sev-
eral days m advance of the date set for the shoot, April 30, ana
practiced laithtuily on the Kansas City grounds, oat he was
oeaien easily by a score of 46 to 43. Boon .startea ofl: like ama-
teurs in that race, Elliott Icijing luree out of the flis^ five and
Fuiforafour. From i.aat out it was a good race, Elliott shootingm perfect form, and killing 37 straight ou the ta'l end of the race.
Tbe score in detail:

Trap score type—Copyright, iso», by ForeM and Stream Publishing Co.

1 3 3 1 o 5 8 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 9 ,5 5 3 3 1 4 3

JAR Einott..3 2 2 0 » 1 1 3 1 1 a .i 3 a ;i 3 3 1 1 ;i 1 :i 1 - y_a4
5 5 3 3 3 114 3 3 4 5 3 5 3 6 3 13 4 5 3 5 3 3

? i-. ? Hv* t-^v*\\ H-*\•^J'«-3123l;^3lKal;;13;i3all;dlJ12 2-35-49

5 415131441342532353344 5 15

J A Bolen. . .,2 *1030i311U3 3 3:J 3 320lX'331 1-20
144343453314 4 433 3 38 3 43314

113 2l33333aa*UilX3U33U03 3-20-40

Dexter Park Trap Shooting League.
The attendanc at the third meetirg of the Dexter Park TrapShooting League, held at Dexter Park on Friday, July 29, was notquite as laige as at the previous ineptings. The hot weather nndother attractions was ttie CRUse. The Wauregans did not put inan appearance with th-ir team, and tbe Crescents shot with sixmen only. Evj^rythir g passed off very pleasantly, but the ex-treme heat affected the birds and shooters considerably TheGlenmores made the best scores with 93, their old rivals, the Park-ways, being second with 88; the Emerald and Unknown comingnext with 84 each, the Lmoen Grove slightly improvincr theU'

position by scoring 80. The Fuknowns still lead in the ag-re^^te
genre by one bird, the Emeralds being second, Glenmores thirdand Parkways fourth. The scores:

Glenraore.
J K Borrell 3201132120- 8
E Freucend.... 1311111221—10
A Eppig 1301113313— 9
D Lichmond. ...1111113111-10
C Englebreohi.ll212ill2l-10
W Hayden 2-'2123130i— 9
T S Van Wick .0111133111- 9W Levins 3212103212— 9
JScnlitman.. .1311111112—10

, Parkway.
HSelover 2120212212— 9A SFryeloflF....1321110111— 9
T Short 1111111113-10
E Helgans 2nil3m2—10
L Miller 0311111130— 8
A-B ... 3111130103- 8D Van Shakle.,3023121 111— 9H Booneville.. .2021123111— 9A Anderson.... U11201102— 7R Pbister, Jr.. 1C01113111- 8-93 J Doainek...';::ill212211^1()-R8

Emeralds.W J Simpson...1111001201- 7
E Domick 1231131110— 9
S C Gehring. . . .2111311132-10
J H Voss 0130011013- 6W F Qaimby . . .3131231111-10
G Nowak 1113101111— 9
S Shor tern air.. 3ollo22131— 8
D Hudson Hl2o31122- 9
T Keller I2111IIO0I— b

Unknown.M Chichester..1301112211— 9
E Vroome 1010011320- 6
C Hubbell .. ..2111311121-10
JHvde 1110112313- 9
HKnebel 0231311011— 8D Monsees :.11311il33- 10
J Flynu 2322 ^23302— 9
Dr Schwartz.

. .0201020221— 6
- - C Murphy 1102111021 8

P Ritz 0011311111- 8-84 C Platl. 1122111101- 9-84
LiU'^eu Grove.

J jytife 1212120122-9 J Bermer 2132111113—10H Wilman .3331130110-8 G Migior UW2212331- 9P J Oppig
"flJflff5 H McLang 3320201000- 5

JEaser.... 0]ollll21]-8 F Ibert 1121201101—8
LNeir 2202?20221-8 C Horney 0021031311- 7-10

Gau Club.
C Winchester 0131112120 -8 G E Laible 1210111011-8
C Mohiman 21111012:^1—9 W Gilmer 1123110111—9
O Floyd 0110113310-8 L Hopt '..'..13121303(30—7—50

Aggregate.
Unknown 348 Emprald 347
Glenmore 24t Parkway 342

Worcester Shooters.
Worcester, Ma«s., .luly 26.—Tbe nineteenth trophy shoot of

the Wurctster Sportsmen's Club was contested at Cial Mine
Brook this afternoon. There was a good fl«ld of contesl ants and
quite a number of spsctators at the grounds. The scares were in
the main very fair. la class A Crompton scored 1 he 1 irgest num-
ber of points, but, as i e had not challenged, the firsi place went
to the next highest competitor. Henry and Davis tied with 14
each, and in the shont-off Henry woo, scoring S to his opponent'ci
6, In class B Larkin won without much effort. In class C Parnej-
and R C. Walls tied. Walls won in the shoot-off. scorine 7 to
Parker's 6. The scores follow at 20 birds each:

Class A.
Crompton 18 Davis 14
Henry 14 Howe

'

Class B.
f-'arkin Iti Fuller 13 Dr Oaheler:. 9A L Oilman 14 Harvey U J M Harris 9
CFo.ehana 13 Divoll 11 Webber 8
CUoane 13 AW Walls... ft Crosby.. .'.'.'!.'.'!;;."^"

6
Class C.

RC Walls 13 Williams 10 McClellan IW Parker 13 White 10
'-'^''''''^^

Only sii more trophy s hoota remain to be contested. The stand-
ing m the different classes ut) to date is as follows, the number of
limes each contestant has won the cup being given after his
name: Class A, W. L. Davis 6. Howe 5. Henry .3, W. L). Gilman 1
Class B. A. L. (Silman 5, C. Doane 4, C. Forehand 3, Larkin 3,Webber 1, Walls 1, KinBe> 1, Kuowles 1. Class C, R. C, Walls fi

Parker 6, McOielian 4, Robinson 2. Day 1.

New Yorli German Gun Club.
The members of the New York Geman Gun Club held an extra

day's shoot at targets at Dexter Pars, on Tuosday. July 36 Qoiy
six members were present, and the veterau st ooter Sam Lyons
.ioined with them in the fun. The competition was f 'r a gold
medal for target shooting, 20 birds each, ISyds. rise. P. Garm^,
Jr., won the medal wiiu 15 Saveral team shoots followed at 5
birds each, the losing team to pay for the birds. The scores-
Garms,Jr.lll01111111111010001-i.-, Daanefel-
Fiazsr... OlOOlOlUlllOUllliOOt-11 ser .. 11010101101010001100-10
W'ilorooklOOOlOOillllUOOlliilO-10 Sauter. . . .OOUOOOOflOOllOOOUlOl- BThomfordOlOlOOWl lOlOOll 1100- 9 Lyons 10OOllHllllllOUUl—16
Team shoots, lo.sefs to pay for birds:

J Frazer 11001-3 lUlO-4 11111-/5-13
S LNOns 11100-3 01111-4 01011—3—10
J Welibrook OOlOJ—1 ilOlO—3 nifOO—2— 6HTnomford 00000—0 01001-3 01101—3— .5—.3.3

P Garms, Jr lOOJO—1 11111—5 11001—3— 9P Daniiefelser OOlli-3 (UliO—3 uOll-4—10F Sauter OlUliO— 1 11111—5 01001—3— 8
J BJand UOlU— 8 latOl—2 11010—.3— 8—35

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot for the Netvton diamond badge was

belli ar, the West End grounds, Coney Island, by the Atl mtic Rod
ana Gun Cluo on Thursday. July 38 Ninetaen memner.s com-
peted, at 10 oirds each, cluo handicap. D. M miees and R. Dwyer
tied with 10 eacn; the former vynn on the fourth round of the
shoot-off. A luug race tooK place Ior the sccund money, which
was won by H. Halzer. Tne scoie-:
C E Moms 1021111111— 9 W Boyd 1202101101— 7D MoLseeii 1131l3;;i3i—10 O A Sykes lll3l311o3—

9

C Furguson 0111211113—9 HBalzer . 1111121101—9
C Muhrman 0011210010— 5 AS Jouuson 3003100000— 0
it J Sutuerland. ...0111212211— 9 .J Cavm 2ilil31(l2.)l- 7M Bondts OiiOiOOinO- 4 P. B .-jn-tei

, 200221al il- 8
i< J Martin UlUllUOil— 7 GKleiat ...Ill00l20ji—

6

D Nostraud 111321o023— 8 W Weber O210.2:iaio3— 7
0 M Meyer . . .i:;111203l3— 9 K u wy^r n2filhi:>l—10WF Sykes 1101321113- 9

.. i ~tiii-.ii lu

Shooting; in California.
Oakland, Cal., July 24.—The main season trap shoot of the

Monaco Ciub was held at tne Oaklana racetrack ytsierday after-
noon. Some exceptionally goud .siiots were maue by the contest-
ants, the rtgaiai matcn enuing in three ties, between Robinson,
Slade and haae, who killed 11 birrls each ana divided fiiSL money.
Tue followlbg was the score:
Fay 033110312321-10 "Randell" ;il 1031333131-11
Haas 012221111211-11 -'Worth" 111131031311-lU
Robmfon Il:il01ll3-/^0l—lo Birney 131020331302— 9
-Slade" 301311113213—11

Still better shuotiug Wiis done in the pool shoot, when the high-
est scoremade ou tne grounus lor some seasons past was made.
Slade ana Kobinsou again tied with 12 bird.s eacu to their credit,
whichis the highest pj-siblenuaiDCT. Below is the score:
Haas 131111233011—IL Rooinsun 121111121111—12
Fay 01a23l3l31l3—li itaudell

,
1l]2Oi300011— 8

Slade IIUI 3121131—13 Baruej 132hi3331011—10

Rome vs. Utica.
ROMK, N. Y., July 26.— A. delegation of tbe Oneida County Sporta-

meu'o .ci-sSijCiatton hduaBhoot at Kume yesterdav. TaV .--coies
were, U,ica: Gj,te3 22, Hiuiisl7, Mtzatrl8, KauvvItoii2H DVxter
21, Kilnournc34, Maji^ew 21, VVneder 19, H. H. .Smith 15, I'teiff'er
16, Eliot 22, Cumraiugs IH. KDine- HaiiK 1«, vVurdwin IS, H. ijlaud
18, jA.. H. i^ahlej' 18, hueichei 10, B^ison 17, Bmgutiai :i2, Kingsley
lo, iiuniingLun 31, li'elion 20, Wordea 13, Lamn 3b: roiuls, Utica334.
Rome 219.

Peekskill vs. White Plains.
Whitb Plains, N. Y., .luly 37.—a piKcua m:i,tnu for the cham-

piousuip vvch.cheoLcr uouuty ,v-.i-< bliot on the Westchester
County Fair Groauds tui.=j af teinuun odtwcen the Peeu.'sliiil Ga\x
Cluo and bhe White Plains Guu Ciu i, The match was 100 live
birds a aide, SOjdb. riiC. 11 iriiu^juaui rules, for ijlOJ.
White Pltiiuo—Halpm .2;i, Ward T Ward 20, vVoj, Ward SO.
Peek.bkiU—Pieico 33, tactile Iri, Ha.l-iteaa2i, BiymjndliJ.
Judges— L. C, Piatt auaCEveringtiain., Ue£eree—Wm,Wesley,
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In the East Tennessee Valley.

Thostb people who are imbued with, the idea that the life of a
newspaper man is one of unalloyed pleasure Bhould have accom-
panied the writer on his trip from New York to the tournament
Sf the Johnson City (TenD.) Gun Club. Leaving the Metropolis

on TuesdEV. .luly 26, when the mercury was making frantic

efforts to rlimb through the top of the tube, haviner to choose
between the evils of sweltering with closed windows or smother-
iiDg with them open was by no means a pleasant experience. On
Tuesday nieht it was so intolerably close as to preclude any pos-
sibillTy of Bleeping. Wednesday was hotter even than Tuesday,
the thermometer in Washington markieg 05 degrees. All along
theliue from Shenandoah Junction to Johnson City the dust
rofe in clouds, and owirg To the numerous twisting and turn-

ing of the track it was irnpossible to find "a shady side" of a car

for auy length of time. On Wednesday evening there was a very
heavy shower, lasting for an hour or more, hut after this had
passed away the heat was as intense as before. The route has
been so often described that it is unnecessary to say more than
khat if there is any section of the country which offers more
aiversifled attractions in the way of scenery than does the East
Tennessee Valley the writer would like to see it.

Arriving at .Johnson City the writer foimd at the Hotel Carnagie
„ goodly number of sportsmen all tqulpped snd eager for th«
battle at the traps. There was William Tell Mitchell, the well-

known live pigeon and target expert, held shot, dog breeder,
[rain er and handler and all around good fellow, vyho had trav-

eled from Lynch Station, Va., just for fun; "BUly" Wagner,
Washing on's most expert target breaker, who is shooting a
champion's race this season, and worrying all the boys; Dr. S. \V.

Khea, raavor of Tennessee, Bristol one of the best shots and most
pofinlar sportsmen in the State, and one who would "rather shoot

I
I esi;" J.J King and Dr. W. H. Hicks, fellow-townsmen of

I- Rhea, and both good shots; R E L. Gilman, the slim-
,
auburn-haired youth from Greensboro, N. C, which town

1 5 will give a cracking good shoot on Aug. 23 and 24; Arthur
Ju Brav. Parker Bros.' popttlar Southern salesman, who
s m-vriads of friends by his genial manner, bright conversa-
and habit of putting in a good word for every gun in the

ink't regardless of makej J. W. Todd, J. S. Carson and G- A.
Inwall, all the wav from Charlotte, N. C, which town Howell
av:: is possessed of a club of "shooters" everv one of whom ptits

LuYull time during a •ournament; J. L. Fonda, of Cincinnati. O.,

'vho looks after the Western and Southern intert^sts of the Clark
'hr°ad Co., of Newgrk, N. J.; S. P. Mwis, another of Bristol's

ntbusiasts; and last but not least we come to the bright gala.sy

f expert enthusiasts from the Knoxville Gun Club, Roger H.
nd S'immer A"an Gilder; Chas. B. Ross, the "youth with the

) ^t]hiu-n complexion," who carries a horseshoe for luck; Thomas
!, Eldridge, F. Morris, Alderman .John W. Connor, the Mead

I
Tothers, Arthur E. and Frank S., and A. F. Smith. They are the
iriKht luminaries of the shooting world in their section, and while
he V [ire always willing to do a lion's share of the work in running

i avaament they also do what is better still—shoot in every
i from start to finish, and never utter a complaint if nnfor-
r enough to be shut out of a pot.

Johnson City is situated in one of the most fertile agricultural
iHxd rich mineral regions of ihc E ist Tennessee Valley, a,nd is

SECEETAKY .J. A. HARTNER.
Baltimore Gua Club.

Eurrounded by remarkably fine scenery. The town proper has a
typical Southern aspect wl*-h its rambling hnildings, but on the
outskirts some fine modern buildings of stone and brick. The
Hotel Carnagie, which stands on a rise of ground about a mile^om the city proper is a model building, costing about $90 OPU.
Directly opposite this are the depots—pa'ssenger and frplght—of
the "Three Os" road, these being built of brown stone. This road
When completed is expected to orove a boon to the citv, opening
up an entirely'new country. The population of the city is 5,000,
hut it is steadily growing, the trend bping toward the section
Where the above hotel and depots are located. During 1S90 there
were 63 buildings erected, and since that time there have been
mi dwellings put up. Its altitude is 1 650ft. above sea level, the
average temperature being about 56 in the spring. (4 in summpr;
i)7 m fall and 39 in winter, an annual mean of about 36.50. The
Roan Mountain, 6,394ft. in height, is 33 miles east of the city and
on the summit of this is the Cloudland Hotel, the highest human
habitation east of the Rocky Mountains. Nnrth of the Hotel
Carnngie is an immense steel plant, which while representine an
outlay of $130,000, has stood idle for a year awaiting the comple-
tion of the -'Tnree C.s" road. With its natural facilities aided by
Northern capital the town has a great future in store. One of its
premier attractinns will be a public, park comprising 60,000 acres,
contributed by individuals and corporations.
The shooting grounds of the Johnson Citv Gun Club are situated

abnut a mile from the Hotel Carnaeie, and are reached by a fluelv
equipped electric road run by a Thomson-Houston plant. Cars
Tun every twenty minutes to and from the grounds. About a
quarter of a mile beyond the shooting grounds is a fine little sheet
of water known as Lake Watausee, which is surrounded by a
heavy woodland, affording a cool retreat. On Tuesday and Fri-
day evenings of each week the Johnson City Brass Band gives
concerts in the pavilion at this lake. The shooters all went out to
enjoy the mu.sic on last Friday evening.
When the shoot opened on Thursday morning there were about

twenty-five shooters present for the initial event. The Incal men
were conspicuous by their absence, Messrs. H. L. Williams and R.Burrow being the only club members to shoot through the pro-
gramme. The weather was intensely hot, there being scarcely a
breath of air untU near evening. The shooting wa« at blnerock
targets, thrown from expert traps by North's electric pull, and
trom start to finish these worked well. It was expected that the
attraction of $500 added money, with additional valuable prizes of
merchandise, wotild draw at least half a hundred shooters, but
about oue-third of this number failed to materialize. For onetbmg I can vouch, and that is, that just so long as clubs, no mat-
ter where situated, state in their programmes that the nhnoxious
expert" rule will be enforced, just so long will the "spenders"'

remain at home, saving money by so doing. I was informed by
members of the home club that had the Northern shooters ap-
peared they would have been shown the same consideration pre-
viously accorded them at Knoxvillp; but after the shoot was
opened was rather a late hour to make any such announcement,
particularly when the shooting world had been told that the pi-o-
gramme would be carried out as printed. The club that imposes
tbe • esnert" rule on a shooter commits an injustice to the shooter
and injures its own prospects as well.

use woodland, the ground sloping upward to
! rem the traps, made the shonting rather difflcnlt, so that the
'J6 were not up to the usual standard. The first event was
:-oiK tnr vi Li traps and known angles, the sliding scale being

avents. One set of five traps were used, and
-.tfady use all day. The shooters were served

1 1 1 .

'ii; lunch at the restaurant on the grounds, To

the right of the Une of traps was a grand stand which aftorded
them shade between events, an entrance fee of ten cents was
charged to this, shooters and all being ohMged to "see the captain."
The club has a neat club house about 15X80 and between this and
the restaurant was a shed under whibh were seats and loading
tables. To the left of the score line w°8 the rashler's offi-^e and
to the left r'f this the scoring' stand. The hustling was done by
H. L. Williams and Robert Bnrl-ow, who were ably assisted >y
Summer and Roger Van Gilder, and Frank and Arthur Mr ad of
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the Knoxville contingent. All of these Knoxville people are
master-hands at working the "hustle-act," and they made their

work tell from the moment they took hold. Had it not been for

their assistance the programme would not have been completed
before dark.
The shoo'iug, as I have said, was extremely d'fflcult on account

of the dark foreground, and none of the m«n were able to pull out
good averages, Wagner being high with 89.41, breaking 153 out of

the 170 Tareets shot at. The next high man was Mayor Rhea, who
brokp 144; Sommer Van Gilder getting 113 and W. T. Mitchell 141.

All of these men are good for 90 per cent, or better under reason-
able conditions, but here they did not seem able to do their u=ual
good work. The table of averages given will show that the poor
showing was not on account of any "fluking" by an Individual,
but that it obtained with all hands.
The asterisk (*) preceding a score denotes that the score was

made shootins from known trap, at unknown angles.
The club added $155 to the purses on this day. The events were

as follows- No. 1 15 singles, $3 entry; No. 2, 15 singles, $3 entry,

1 Ari'A-LN .J , A. XLLl A R
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$20 added: Nos.
|35 added; Nos.

Connor., .

R Van Gilder.

.

Eldridge
Mitchell
Martin
Williams.. ....

Rhea
Burrow
Du Bray...
Smith
Wagner
F S Mead
S Van Gilder...
Oarson
Gilmer
Fonda
Ross
Morris , .

Wolfe
Todd .

Howell
A E Mead
Hicks
King
Winston
Cos
Boring
Stover .

.

J R Burrows
Scott
Hal•^.... .

W^ofiord
,

. 3, 5 and 9 same as No. J

4 and 8, 20 singles each,

1 a s 4 0

11 *Ib' *10 13 10
12 *9 *11 *U *11

12 11 J3 16 13

14 *14 ni 17 12
12 fi 1^! 17 13

.......U 13 -8 15 9
13 -13 *15 *1(3 *J3
11 9 U 13 11

13 *io '11 nv *10
10 *n «13 *13 *12
14 *13 •113 *lti *15
8 n 15 *19 11

10 13 14 *15 14
10 14 *8 13 11
11 11 10 16 14
13 11 10 15 10
13 11 9 14 IS

..13 10 S 15 12
10 9 7 15 9
9 1.3 *13 13 10

...13 9 10 16 13
13 10 16 13
8 1.3 9 ..

9 9 9 6
4

No. 0, 25 singles, $3
$3 entry, $20 added:

0 7 S 9 10 Ac
*19 *11 *16 11 *14
*17 *15 *19 *10 *13
17 13 13 14 *1S
'20 13 *1S *]3 *11
17 11 16 11 *11
19 13 16 U 11

*31 *14 *14 *11 *14
18 12 13 8 ..

*17 *11 *17 *14 *]0
*19 *12 *19 *11 *8
*32 *15 *18 *14 *13
19 12 14 .. ..

*20 13 *18 15 *13
15 .. 11 a ..

*19 11 10 11 11
17 13 n 10 12
12 .. IS 7
23 *13 15 10 13
19 .S 11 7 9
23 *9 14 11 14
14 .. 14 9 ..

18 13 *i4 13 *11
16 6 17 10 13
17 6 15 .. ..

.. 7 13 G ..

en t ry,

eragcti.

75.88
7411
79.41
83 94
75.39
74.11
84.70

78.33

89 41

72.94

74.11

79.41
03.35

6
10

. . - 10
.. .. 9

3 ..

13 17 11
"10

, .
,

.

No. 4, 20 singles. S3 entry, $20 added:
*A Smith .00101101011101111101-13 Wolfe IQllllOll 01101110111-15

*S Van Stover. . . . 01001110000111000111-10
Gilder.. 11111011111111101100-15 Hicks 11111101110111011101-16

*Wagner..ll011111011110111011-16 Howell... 010016111100D110ICOO- S

*Rhpa ...11111101111001111011-16 King 00110101101010010100- !^

*Dubray.. 11110101111111111110 -17 Morris. . ..11110101101111011011-15
^Mitchell 11111111111111000111-17 *F Mead..01000010011011101001- 9

R Van Todd 00100011011101101111—13
Glider . . OllllOOillOllOlll 011-14 Pon da olllUllllllllllOlOO-lS

Martin . . ..11111011111011110111-17 A B MeadllllOOlllOlUiOlllll—16
Eldridge..11111001011111011111-16 Ross 01111011011011110011-11
Williams.llOlllOnilOlllOlllO-15 Gilmer.. .11101011111101110111-16
Connor. ...01011111111001100011-13 Winston..l0010l0010010011001l- 9
Carson . 011110011001100011)1-13 Burrows..10111000110lll011110-13
No. 6, 25 singles, |3 entry, $35 added: . , , ^

^Mitchell .11110innillll01111111CO-20
* Wagner 1111111001101111111111111—23
*Rbpa 1111111111111101111100011-21
*S Van Gilder 0101111111111101110110111-20
*Gi]man .1111111111110001110110110-19
*R Van Gilder Il00l0ll001110111110lll01-ir
*Oonner ; . ,0010011111011111111111110—19
*Ross .llOOlOrOOOOlOOllOlllllOOl—13

Hicks 0110100111111001001111100-16
Eldridge ...OOllOOlOllHllllllOlllOlO-lT
F Mead 11011101 101inill00110111-19
Carson 1101 1 10110110101101111101-18
Fonda 1111010101101101110011011-17
Wolfe 1001111111110111111000111—19
A Mead 1111101101110111101100101-18
Martin llOllOOlllOOOliOllOHllll—17
King ...1111010101101111001010111-17
Du Bray IHlllllOOll 1 1 00011 100101-17
Smith 1101101111011110111001111-19
Burrow 1010011 11 1101001 1 1 10 11 110-13
Howell 0100110101111010110100101-14
Williams lllUOi 101101111010 111 101-19
Todd 1111111111111111100111111-23
Morris 1011111111011111111111111-33
No. 8, 20 .triples. f3 entry, $20 added:

*Rhea . . . .11011100K0111011111-14 Carson. . . 11010111000101100101-11
*nonnor.. 11111101110111100111- 16 Ross 10011110101111011000—12
*Wagner. 11111011111011111111-18 RVan Gil-
*Dubr.sy..0111]10nillll011Ul-17 der 11111110x01111110111-17
*S Van Gil- Morris. ...lllOlllOllllOlUOflll- 15
der 11111011111101111111-18 A P SmithllOlllUn 1111111111-19

*Eldridge nOllOlllllll 1010110-15 A Mead. ..10101111101110011110-14
*Maitin . . .11110111111110111001-16 Winston . .01011101 111101001101—18
Mitcbtll. 11111111111101111011-18 Wolfe ... 10111010010010111100-11
Howell.. ..01010111110010111111-14 F Mead...11 101001011111011011-14
H art Oil 11 101 11111(011 111-1 7 Gilmer . . . .101111 10! 00 1 00000110-10
Williams. 11101010111111111011-16 Todd 11011110110001101111-14
Burrows. .C0000111111101101101-12 Fonda. . . . 00010111010101111011-11
H cks Omi 1011 11111111011-1 7 King 11110111111110110110-15

The Second Bay
opened much cooler than Thursday, although It was still warm
enough to answer all practice I puipo.ses. There was just hreezs
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enough to make the targets take slightly erratic flights and to
temper the edges of the sun's rays. The work began promptly at
9 o'clock, the attendance being about the same as on the opening
day. About 10:30 there came up a shower and at noon there was
another, the weather being delightful »f ter this. On the previous
evening it had been stated that the club members were complain-
ing of the short attendance and that tbey were inclined to cut
down the shoot to two days, as otherwise they would be sure
losers. This brouerht forth expressions of indignation from every
one of the men. many of whom had traveled long distances in
ordpr to take part fn the sport, the main attraction being the an-
ponnfement that $500 would be added to the purses "by the Johnson
City Gun Club." This announcement should in honor have bound
the club to run a three-days' shoot according to the programme
no matter if onlv half a dozen men entered the even's. It was
finally decided that the pi ogramme should be continued for the
full three days, but the members also decided to cut down the
added money just one-half on the second day. Instead of 8135, guar-
anteed on honor, only $77.50 wa^^ added to tbe purses. It was natur-
ally supposed that the club was sure of $500 whe n it guaranteed
to "add" that amount, but it transpired that the club had been
unable to secure that amount and conseouently it adopted the
suicidal course of violating its promise", a procedure which
will tend to keep shoo'ers away from future events run under its
management. With fifteen members on its roll there was no good
reason for the breaking of a promise of this kind, as anm rata as-
sessment on its members would have been merely a nominal sum.
The cut-down was made, however, despite the weU-found^d pro-
tests of those who had the interests of the club at heart. On Fri-
day evening the club members held a conference and came to
their senses, announcing that on Saturday the programme would
be carried through as published. This was a most sensible con-
clusion and it is to be regretted that they did not look far enough
ahead to keep their promise on the second day.
The shooting on the opening day was extremely difficult The

targets, however, were thrown in conformity with the rules as to
height and distance. As on the previous day no one reached 90
per cent.., Wagner again leading the van with 88 83, breaking 151
out of 1(0 tai;gets. Harry Williams was his nearest opponent with
144 breaks. Todd scoring 143. The events and amounts added
were as tnllows: Nos. 1, 7 and 10, 15 singles, $3 entrv; Nos 3 3 5
and 9, 15 singles, $3 entry. SIO added; Nos. 4 and 8, 20 single? $10
added; No. 6, 25 singles, 817.50 added. BeloAy is a table of scores
and averages:

Rhea
Wagner
Cox
Burrows .,

Vorris
Hicks
Fonda...
Gilmer
Martin

Connor

FS Mead.,
Ross
Todd
StOA-er

,
.

,

i a' 6 3 .9 10

11 13 12 17 9 15 13 19 11 13
13 13 13 IB 13 19 14 17 10 12
13 8 11 17 11 13 13 19 15 14
12 13 13 18 11 20 13 18 13 10
15
7

13 13
7

15 13 33 15 20 13 IS

13 13 13 is io •2Z 9 ir ii ii
9 13 10 15 11 19 8

11 8 14 13 11 21 14 16 11 IS
11 13 13 14 11 20 10 17 10

913 14 13 15 11 20 13 13 11
9 9 13 13 9 19 13 13 11 13
9 13 13 14 15 19 13 15 13 11

13 14 13 13 15 19 10 13 15 11
13 13 13 16 13 23 13 16 13 12
8 10 10 13 12 24 13 15 13 11

9
11

13 14 13 11 20 10 16 10
913 9 14 18 30 11 17

18 13 13 16 7 16 12 17 6 fi
14 9 13 16 13 33 13 IS 12 14
12 7 13 13

77.05
81.17
77.64
82.35
88.83

80.00

?r'64
73.94
77,05
68.82
79.41
78,82
83,35
75.29
75.29

84, II
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Williams 13 13 11 17 13 31 13 18 14 11 84.70
J B. Burrows 9 .. ....

King 12 10 n .. .. 17 .. .. 7
Howell 11 6 14 13 9
Carson 11 11 14 11 .. 10 .. 8
Scott g
Love 11 11 in .. 6 10
Baglish.. 19 14 17 13 13
Wolfe 9 . 13 11
BoniDg 8 11 7
McNeil.. 11 11
Hart _ ; .. 7
Harrison 6
Denton .. .. 4
Kirkpatrick 8

No. 4, 20 singles, $3 entry, SIO added:
*S Van *Wagiier..noil 1011111110101111-15
GUder.. .11111100101111111111-17 *Morris...10010111100111111111-15

*E)dridge.l01011110111110lllll-16 A Mead. ..11111111010111101011-16
*R Van Fonda 10111101010111011011 -14
Gilder. ..11111100111011111110—16 Burrow. . .10011111101101111011-15

^Dubray. .OlllOlllOOlOlllOlini-13 Carson. . ..01111011011011111110—14
Gilmer . .11111111111010010101-1.5 A Smith. .10000111111010011111-13
*MitchelI.ll]1111010111U01111—17 F Mead . ..liniOOlOllOlOlOllll-13
*Rhea 11011111111111101111-18 Williams.011111011110in011H-17
*R08S 01111111011101111110-16 Martin. ..01111101110101000011—13
*Todd. ....11100111111111101011-16 Howell. ...lOOUll 1001011011 111—14
*Hicks. . ..10100111101101111100-13 Connor. . .10011111101011110011-13
No. 6. 35 sinorles, S3 entry, $17.-50 added:

R. Van Gilder 111011011 0111011011011111-19
^iisuer 1111111111011110111110111-32
S Van Gilder 1011010110110001110101011—15
Dubray 1110111011101110110111111-30
Rtiea 11101111011101 11011101111-30
El d ridse 1 1111011111 1101 1111011111-33
Mitchell 101101110100101 1101001011 —13A E Mead 1011111111001110011110111—19
Smith 1111011011110110010111111-19
Burrows 1111111111101111111110110-33H Mead 1011 11 0 1111 01111101110111-20
Martin 1110111011101110101101111-19
Bndd 1111111110111110111111111-33
Stover 1101 OlOOOJ 1 01010 1 1010001 1-1

3

Fonda 1111011011011101111110111-30
Gilmer 1111011111111011011101110-30
Kina: 1000011111011101111111100-17
CoBnor lllllllllllimilllimiO-34
Williams 1111111011101111011111110-21
Ross iioiiooiioninomoioioii-16
Howell 1101011011110111001010011-16
Love 1101000010000011101101 010-11
English... iiioiioounoiiioiiioini-19
Hicks 1111111001111111111111100-21
Morris 1111111001111101011101011—19

No. 8, 30 sineles, $B entrv, SIO added:
*Martin ..01101111001110010110-13 *R;Dglish .10111111110101111111-17
Mitchell, millllllllllliom—19 *Was:ner .11111111111111111111—30
*DaBray. 10011111110110111111—16 Sm'th 10100111001111011011—13
*S Van Gil- Fonda . . . .llllOllUlOOmillll-17
der 11111111111101111111-19 Gilmer.. ,.11110001011101011001-12

*Eldride:p.llll0111111110110101—16 Williams. 11111111111111101110-18
*R Van Gil- Connor!. .01111101011110111110-15
der 00111111111101111111—17 Todd ....11101111011111111111-18

*Rhea 10111101111111110011-16 A Mead.. .10111110010111111110-15
*Burrow..llllllllllllH110001—17 Ross 11111111111100011111—17
*Hiok8....11101111101110111101-16 F Mead...11011011101111111111-17

The Third Day
was (^ool and clear until 10:30, when a heavy shower set in. lasting
for a half hour. Then there was a clear spell for an hour, an-
other downpour and a very warm ppell until a few minutes before
4 o'clock, when down came the rain again and drove all hands to
shelter. A number of shooters had got away early in the morn-
ing and at noon a few more departed. The regular programme
was shot out as printed, a dozeu men shooting in all the events.
Roger Van Gilder braced up and won first average on 88 33, A. W.
DuRray making 84,11, Sommer Van Gilder 83.53, A. F. Smith 83.94,
E. L. Gilmer 80.50, and W. T. Mitchell 80 per cent. The events
were as follows: Nos. 1, 7 tnd 10, 15 singles, f3 entry; Nos. 2, .3, 5
and 9. 15 singles, $3 entry, $30 added; Nos. 4 and 8, 30 singles, $3 en-
try, $20 added: No. 6. 35 singles, $3 entty, $30 added. The results
are here shown in tabulated form:

12ShB67S9\10 Averafje.

5 Van Gilder 12 *13 *15 *17 *13 *30 *13 *16 *I3 *12 83.53
Mitchell 14 *13 *11 *18 *14 *17 *11 *13 *13 *14 80.

Dubray 14 *15 *13 *16 *12 *18 *13 *17 *14 *11 84.11
R Van Gilder 14 *13 *13 HI *14 *33 *14 *17 *13 *13 88.33
Martin 13 *10 *13 17 10 17 *15 *13 *11 *11 75.88
Wagner...... 10 *13 *14 *16 *13 *33 *12 *18 *14 *13 76.47
A Mead 10 13 11 17
F Mead 11 11 10 14 .. ..

Williams 10 10 13 19 *19 33 *14 13 12 9 75.39
Conner 14 *14 *13 18 *10 21 10 14 9 *14 79.41
Ro3S 11 13 13 15 11 23
Carson 12 7 .. .. 11 18 10 . ..

Rhea. 12 *13 *]3 11 *]3 *17 *13 *18 *14 *13 78.42
Smith 15 *13 *13 16 n3 *19 *10 *17 *1« *13 82.94
Todd 10 13 14 *19 *13 19 14 *17 *13
LovB.. 8 7 .. 15
Howell 13 11 11 15 14 *13 9
Gilmer 13 11 13 17 10 18 13 13 5 *10 80.50
Fonda 10 10 11 16 10 30 10 14
Burrow 10 13 13 18 *13 .. 9 17 13 11 71.17
Wolfe 11
DRntoi 6
McNeil 13 30 .. .. 8
No. 4, 30 "ing'es. $3 entrv. $30 added:

*Wagaer .1001111101111111011 1-16 Williams .11111111111101111111-1

9

Mitchell. 01111111101111111111-18 Ho well....11111111111111000100-15
*R Van F Mead, . .01111010111111101100-14

Gilder.. 11111101011101111111—17 Burrows. .11111111111111111001-18
*Dpbney. . 11111110101011111101-16 Martin . . ..1011 1101111111111101-17
*S Van Connor .... Ill 1 1 1 lllOlli 1101111-18
Gilder . . lOllllHll 1 01 1 111 110-17 Smith llOOlU 1 011111110111-1

6

*Rhea . . . .lOlllonOlOl 101110010-11 Fonda. . . ,
11111110111001011111—16

*Todd 11101111111111111111-19 A Mead . . .11111111111111001110-17
Boss 01101111101101011111-15 Love 11116011111110001111—15
Gilmer. . ..11111111101101111011-17
No 6, 26 singles, $3 entry, $30 added

:

*Wa gner 1 011111101111111111111111-33
*Mltohell 11111000111 11100001110111-17
*B Van Gilder 0111111111111111111111011-23
*Dn brav 111011 01110111 00110110111—1

8

*3 Van Gilder 11010111101101111101111 11-20
*Smith 1110111011011101101101111—19
*Rh6a 0111111100111111100011100-17
*Howell 1100 lOO110100110101100100—12
Fonda 1110011110011111111111011—20
Connor.... 1111101101111011111011111—21
Will iams 1111111101111001111111111—32
Burrow ,111 Oil 10111110111101111 10-20
Martin 110101 1 10 1 1 11 0011 Oil 0101 1-1

7

Grenner 110111101 00110110111011 11-1

8

Dodd 111011110011 1101110011111-19
Ross 1111111111011111011111110—23
Carson 1110111101111100011011011-18
No. 8, 30 singles, »3 entrv. $20 added:

*Wfigner..llllllOUnilin0111-18 *Dubray..lll01111111110111011—17
Mitchell. 11011011000111011100-13 *Wil]ia's. 11001110110110011101—13
*B Van *Todd 01101111111111111110-17

Gilder...ll0lllll011111101111—17 *Martin. .,11001011110110011101-13
*Rhea 11101101110110001110-13 Conoor. . .11011110011101110110-14
*Smith . . .11111011011101111111—17 Fonda. . . .10111011011110101101-14
*S Van Burrow. ..01111111110101111111—17
Gilder. ..11111011101111011101—16 Gilmer. . .01010111011010101110-12

A Parker hammerless gun was presented to the management to
be disposed of as they saw proper. This was drawn for and won
by E. A. Mead, of Knoxville, Tenn. C. H. Townsend.

Boston's Trap Shooters.

Weluington, Mass., July 30,—The closing contest in the mer-
chandise match took place to-day at the grounds of the Boston
Shooting Association, The prizes were articles of silverware
and the conditions of the match were the best six scores out of
10 to count, at 15 singles and 5 pairs. Stanton won the lirst prize
in classA with a score of 141 out of a possible 150.

Fond du Liac Gun Club.

Fond dtt Lac, Wis., July 23.—The regular shoot of the Fond du
Lac Gun Club took place to-day, each memtier shooting at 25 tar-

get;s The scores were: W, F, Keating S3. A. B. Keating 21, F.
Hurlburt 19, F. McLain 17, Wm- Andefson 16, B, Aij>ory 15, L.

Big' Tournament at Battle Creek.
BattI/E Creb:k, Mich., July 14.—The first tournament of the

Michigan State Trap-Shooters was held in this city July 13 and
13. The Parker handicap and Michigan League's classification
which was adopted at Lansing, was used throughout the shoot
and worked to the entire satisfaction of all contestants. The
attendance was not as large as anticipated, but withal the shoot
was an exceedingly pleasant one and enjoyed by all participants.
» This is the first tournament held by the Battle Creek Gun Club
in which professionals were not absolutely barred, and all enjoyed
having the experts in line under a handicap which placed them
on an equal footing with less skillful but equally ambitious
shooters.
The targets uspd were the reliable bluerocks, thrown from

pitted traps, with the Paul North pull and John Parker, of
Detroit, to see that the targets were sent off in style.
The weather on both days was all that could 'be asked, being

coo] and clear. Following are the scores:

First Day.
Event No. 1, 10 singles (all shooting under amateur rules):

ParkerlO, Halladay8, Nicholse, Woodworth 5 Schilling 9, Holt
9, Howes 8, Hopkins 10. Carpenter 7, Osgood 7, Melchoir 6, White
5, Hubbard 5, tJrowell 9.

No. 3, 10 singles: Experts—Parker 9, Hopkins 9. Semi-Experts—Crowell 8. Schilling 10. Holt 9. Amateurs—Nichols 9, Haliday 9,
Osgood 8, Melchoir 3, Woodworth 6, Hubbard 5, Carpenter 10,
Howes 7.

No. 3. 10 singles: Experts—Schilling 9, Carpenter 7. Semi-Ex-
perts—Parkpr 8, Hopkins 9, Holt 7, Nichols 7, Halladav 9, Ama-
teurs—Osgood 8, Crowell 10, Weickgenant 6, Woodworth 6, Howes
6, Hubbard 8.

No. 4, 10 singles: Experts—Crowell 8. Semi-Experts—Hopkins
10, Halladay 8, Schilling 10. Amateurs—Nichols 8, Woodworth 7,
Parker 10. Weickgenant 7, Hubbard 4. Howes 9, Holt 8, Carpenter
9, Osgood 9.

No. 5. 20 .single?: Experts—Hopkins 12, Parker 19, Schilling 13.
Seml-Bxperts-Carnenter 14, Osgood 11. Amateurs—Woodworth
10, Halladay 18, Crowell 19, Nichols 19, Weickgenant 13, Holt 16,
Howes 15. Hubbard 13, Andrus 12.

No, 6, 20 singles: Experts-Andrus 15. Semi-experts-Nichols
18, Parker 20, Crowpll 18. Amateurs—Halladv 15, Hopkins 19, Car-
penter 14, Howes 17, Holt 14, Schilling 19, Woodworth 5, Mel-
choir 5.

No. 7. 30 sineles: Experts—Parker 20. Semi-experts-Hopkins
19. Schilling 17. Amateurs—Nichols 15. Carpenter 15, Halladay IB,

Crowell 18, Stacy 13, Holt 15, Osgood 17, Searies 17, Andrus 18.
Howe= 14.

No 8, 20 singles: Expert—Parker 18. Semi-expert—Halladay
17. Hopkins 18. Amateurs—Nichols 16, Searies 15, Waruf 19, Os-
good 16, Crowell 20, Weickgenant 10, Schilling 18, Andrus 18, Car-
penter 18, Holt 17.
No. 9, 15 singles: Experts—Crowell 13. Semi -experts—Parker

11, Warnf 14. Amateurs—Searies 8, Stacy 10, Howes 9, Halladay
12, Schilling 13, Nichols 14, Carpenter 10, Osgood 8, Hopkins 12,
Andrus 14, Weickgenant 9, HoU. il.

No. 10, 15 singles: Exoerts -Waruf 9, Nichols 11, Andrus 13.
Semi-experts-Crowell 15, Schilling 13. Amateurs—Wood 13. Bar-
ringer 10, Searle.s 14, Parker 15, Woodworth 8, Halladay 13, Car-
penter 13, Hewea 10, Eubbaxd 10, Hopkins 14, Stacy 10. Holt 13.
No. 11, 15 singles: Experts—Parker 11, Crowell li. Semi-experts

—Searies 14, Hopkins 14. Amateurs—Nichols 15, Waruf 13, Mel-
choir 7, Woodworth 7, Halladay 13, Holt 12. Schilling 13, Carpen-
ter 13. Stacy 11, Andrus 14, Howps 11, Metcalf 12.

No. 13. 15 sinelep; Experts—Nichols 12, Semi-experts—Searies
14, Andrus 14, Hopkins 13. Amateurs -Carpenter 13, Hubbard 9,
Parker 15, Crowell 15, Melchoir 7, W^aruf 12, Metcalf 12, Holt 7,

Halladay 13, Schilling 10, Howes 14, Stacy 8, VVharton 13, Gau-
tbier 10.

In tbe evening a meeting of the Michigan League was called at
the Williams House parlors and shooters classified for entrance
in the medal race of the following day, the classification to stand
until changed by the League. After a thorough discussion on
each name, members were assigned to their respective classes and
all appeared satisfied.
A letter to the League from Mr. E. E. Thresher, of Kalamazoo,

whose gun exploded recently while trap-shooting, mutilating his
left hand in a frightful manner, was read and resolutions of
sympathy were adopted and wired to him at his home in Knla-
mazoo. In the letter referred to Mr. Thresher said: "Although
suffering from a painful wound, the cause of which is enough to
make almost any man afraid of a gun, I still expect the time to
come when I shall be able to trot in the hottest company of the
expert class." It is needless to add that all the Michigan shoot-
ers will be only too pleased to see him face the traps again.
A number of applications for membership in the League were

presented and the applicants admitted to membership. The meet-
ing then adjourned and your correspondent was unable to get the
exHct scores made for the balance of the evening, but from re-
ports the next morning all seemed to have enj oyed themselves
unless it was Sid Crowell, who, so John Parker tays, was troubled
with frigid extremities and had to retire early.

Second Day.

No. 1, 10 singles: All shooting under amateur rules-Bush 9,

Parker 10, Gauthier 5, Searies 9, Waruf 10, Wright 10. Cooley 6,

Crowell 9, Hopkins 9, Wharton 10, Schilling 7, Howes 7, Wood-
worth 6, Nichols 8, Holt 8,

No. 3: Experts—Wright 8, Waruf 9, Parker 8. Wharton 8,

Semi-experts—Andrus 8, Carpenter 7, Crowell 10, Hopkins 9. Am-
atenrs-Rennick 9, Nichols 9, Gauthier 7, Bush 8, Cooley 9, Searies
7, Halladay 7, Woodworth 5, Johnson 7, Howes 10, Schilling 10,

Holt 9.

No. 3, 10 singles: Experts—Crowell 8, Howes 3, Shilling 8. Semi-
experts—Rennick 5, Waruf 10, Nichols 9. Amateurs-Cooley 5,

Holt 6, Woodworth 7, Bush 8, Gauthier 6, Searies 7. Parker 10,
Wharton 7, Wright 8, Halladay 10, Carpenter 8. Stacey 6, Andrus 8.

No. 4, medal race emblematic of individual State championship,
35 single targets, each man:

Experts.
John R Parker, Detroit, Mich 1111111111011110111111011-33
S A Crowell, Hastings 1111111111101110110110111-21
H Waruf, Kalamazio 1110011011111101101111110-19
Ben O Bush, Kalamazoo 1100101111111101101111110—19
Andrus, Detroit 1010111111111101110111010-19

Semi-Experts.
J E Nichols, Lansing 1110000110111101110111111-18
B F Cooley, Lansing 0110101110010111010101101-15
H L Searies, Lansing OOOIlllOlinilOllOllllUl-19
Caspar Scliilling. Lansing llllllOllllllllllOOlOlUl -21

Harry Hopkins, Kalamazoo 1111111111010111111111011-22
Ed Halladay, Battle Creek 1101101111011110111111111-22
W S Wright, Lansing 00101010^'

B C Wharton, Grand Rapids 1101111111111100111110101-30
N Holt, Manchester .

, 0001110110010011111100111-14

Amateurs.
Sam A Howes, Battle Creek 1101010111111011110111111-30W O Woodworth, Grand Rapids 0110011101111110011110000-15
John Weickgenant, Battle Creek ! .0000110110010111101010010-12
Frank F Bock, Battle Creek.. 1010111001101010100011010-13
Dallas Carpenter 0111111011110100001011110—19
N A Osgood, Battle Creek lOlllOiniUlllOlllllllll-22
G Gauthier, Grand Rapids ..1101001111111111111111100 -31
Nelson E Hubbard, Battle Creek 1101111101101100111111111-30

Harry Hopkins, Jno. R. Parker. N. A. Osgood and Ed. Halladay
tied on 33 birds. The tie was shot off at 25 targets with the fol-
lowing restilt:

Ed Halladay 1111111111011111111110111-23
Harry Hopkins 0111111111111111111101110-33
N A Osgood UiniOllllOlOw.
Jno R Parker lllOlOOw.
Medal and championship won by Ed. Halladay.
No. 5. 15 singles: Experts—Parker 12, Waruf 13, Halladay 13.

Semi-Experts—Nichols 13. Amateurs—Searies 11, Gauthier 11.

Cooley 9, Crowell 14, Wharton 12, Woodworth 6, Howes 11, Wright
14, Stacy 10. Schilling 11, Carpenter 15, Holt 8, Bush lO, Andrus 10,

Rennick 14, Melchoir (birds only) 7.

No, 6: Experts—Carpenter 8. Semi-Experts—Wright 15. Cro-
well 14. Amateurs-Waruf 14, Wharton 15, Searies 13, Cooley 13,

Gauthier 11, Halladay 13, Parker 15, Schilling 15, Andrus 13, Nich-
ols 11, Howes 9, HoltlL
No. 7, 18 singles: Experts—Wharton 13, Parker 8, Schilling 12,

Wright 10. Semi-Experts—Crowell 14, Waruf 11. Amateurs—
Sea-rles 11, Cooley 14, Carpenter 13, Holladay 11, Nichols 11, Holt
10, Gauthier 13, Andrus 10, Howes 11, Bush 13.

No. 8, team race, for State team trophy, 35 singles, 3 men to a
team:

Peoria Gun Club, Detroit.
Parker 11111111111111011 11111111-34
Andrus 1111111111111111111011011—33
Rpnnick lllOllllllllOOlimUOlll-31-68

Auxiliary League Club. Grand Rapids-
Crowell 1101110111111101110111011—20
Ga.uth6ir .1101111011111111011101111—31

Wbartqii ..1111110imilllli;Ulllll-34-65

Lansing Rod and Gun Club.
Nichols 1111110111111111111111111-24
Cooley OllinOOlOllOlllUlllOlOl-17
Schilling 1111111111111011111111111-24-65=

Battle Creek Gun Club, Rattle Creek.
Howes 0111101101111011110111111-30
Halladay 1111110001110110111111111-30
Carpenter. 1011011111110110111111111—21—81

The Peoria Gun Club, of Detroit, carried off the honors in this
event.
No. 0, 15 singles: Experts—Cooley 12. Nichols 10. Semi-Experts

—Crowell 13, Amateurs—Waruf 13. Bush 14, Carpenter 10. Hub-
bard 11, Wright 13, Holt 11, Parker 15, Schilling 13, Howes 10, Hal-
laday 14.

No, 10. 15 singles: Experts—Paiker 12. Semi-Experts—Halla-
day 10, Bnsh 7. Amateurs-Schilling 13, Carpenter 10, Crowell 13,
Waruf 13, Cooley 13, Holt 14, Wright 14. Hubbard 11.
No. 11, 15 singles: Experts—Holt 13, Wright 10. Semi-Exports-

Crowell 14, Waruf 14, Cooley 8. Amateurs—Parker 14, Halladay
14, Schilling 13, Carpenter 13.
No. 13, 15 singles: Experts—Crowell 11, Waruf 12, Halladav 11,

Parker 13. 8'=mi-Exoerts- Carpenter 9. Amateurs—Wright 14,
Cooley 15. Schilling 14, Holt 15.
Henry Waruf, of Kalamazoo, and S. A. Crowell, of Hastings,

tied for best average. J. B. Parket, of Detroit, won second beat
average.
The next meeting of the League will be held at Grand Ranids,

July 26 and 27, and following this the League will meet at Kala-
m£ z 10 on Aug. 10 and 11. Sam A. Howes, Sec.

Shooting at 110 in the Shade.
Watbrxown, N. J., July 27.—On account of an unfortunate

chain of circumstances, intense heat, railroad accidents, etc., it
was deemed advisable to postpone the Interstate shoot which was-
to have been held at Watertown, July 26, 27 and 28, so in order to
entertain the shooters who had come to particip^te in tbis shoot,
sweepstake shooting was indulged in for two days which kept the
boys in good spirits and gave them all the shooting they cared for.
The thermometer climbed out of sight at 110 in the shade.
Among those in attendance we noticed "LTncle Dan" Lefever

with his new ejector, which of course works to perfection; Geo.
Mosher at the Hunters Arms Co., also with the pjfctor timith.
gun; M. F. Lindslpy, christened "Wood Pulp," in hia usual p'eas-
ant mode, with a joUv word for everyone; Geo. Lu'her. and last
but not leasf, H. A. Penrose, who in a shoot is invaluable and al-
ways hustling in the right spot, and the new Keystone targets
under his management were thrown through the two days with a
breakage of only two in delivery- The officers of the club, Messrs.
Paddock, O'Connor, Tallett and Ayres, were in attendance, doing
all in their power to give the visitors a good time.
The grounds are very pleasantly situated about a mile from the

heart of the city ami are easy of access, being reached by omni-
bu'ses once every half hour. '

The scores as will be seen, were very good considering the ex-
treme heat:

THfiJ FIRST DAY'S SCORES.

1 3 8 U S 6 7 8

Mosher 8 9 9 11 6 7 11 9
Paddock 9 9 10 14 8 9 ]1 9
Byer 9 7 9 11 10 8 11 10
Lefever ...9 9 7 12 5 7 14 9
Luther . 8 8 5 12 5 9 13 7
Tallett 9 9 9 13 7 8 15 9
Avrea 6
Lindsley , 8 9 7 10 6 0 13 7
Keyes , . 3 4 3
Sampson .. 5 4
Taylor 5 6 14 7
Allingham 7 5 13 9
Chickering 1 5 13 7
Walker 4 8 8 4
Livermore . ., .. 6 .. ..

Knapp ., , .. ,. .. ,. 5 13 ..

Conroy. d 4 .. ..

Vincent
Scott
Pauling

a 10 11 m 13 Ik 15

13 8 15 9 .. 8 ..

15 10 14 10 15 10 13
13 7 14 10 14 10 13
14 10 14 8 13 9 ..

15 8 13 9 13 8
12 9 14 10 13 8 15

11 7 9 6 12 7 .

.

4 ..

9 6 10
10 6 .. 9 8 13
« 11 ,. ..

13

14 "7 13 "4
's io

,. 6 .. ., ..

.. 5 .. 7

each, $1..50 entry;Nos. 4, 7, 9, 11, 18 and 15 were at 15 Keystones
the others at 10 Keystones, $1 entry.

THE SECOND DAY'S SCORES.

1 2 3 h 5 G y'i

Penrose

8

14 9 13 10 15 10
Tallett

10

15 10 14 10 14 10
Byer

10

14 6 14 9 13 .. .

Lefever 10 12 9 15 9 14 ...
Paddock ,. 10 15 9 15 9 12 ft

Mosher

8

13 9 9 8 13
Luther

9

12 8 14 9 ..

Allingham...

9

11 9 .. 10 11
Avres

7

11 7 10 8 .. iS"

O'Connor

6

11 7 . 5
,

Sampson 9 .. .. 5 ..

Vincent

10

6 8 6 ..
.'

Zimmerman
, 8 13 .. .. ..,

Lindsley ... 5 's.;

Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 7 were at 10 Keystones each, f1 entry, the othersl
at 15 Keystones each, $1.50 entry. J. C. Ayhes.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen '

The Editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages •

are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be regarded i|

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For single copy $1

per year, $3 for sis months. Rates for elub.s of annual subscribers:
j

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16. i

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order, or'

draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The
paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States

Canada and Great Britain.
j

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents— London : Davies & Co.;
Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co. Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms:-

$5 per year, $2.50 for six mouths. i

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates for three •

six and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

issue in w'nich they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not be
i

inserted, Reading notices $1.00 per line. Only advertisements of an
j

approved character inserted.
|

Address all communications : J

FOBEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
No. ai9 BvQ^dw^y, Kew 'Pork Oltjf
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
flOOHESTER, N, Y.

THE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARIiES HAIiLOCK.
CONTENTS : Distribution of the Salmon

.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Lnxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now; and to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

IKTo-tloe i;o "Fx^lJL&irxx^&iBJLZ Out; Px*xoes fox*
I am with, von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find, by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 imtil aU are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and vdll give satisfaction.

Length, and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJft., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. : 9Jft., lloz. ; lOft., l3oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised'Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring CUck, 40yds., 88 cts.
;
60yds., 94 cts. ;

80yds., 98 cents.; lOOyds., $1.96.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4J cts. per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or 100yds., sent by maU, 2 cts. extra for postage.
A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of HoUow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; foui* ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for lllustra.te<l Cataiog:ue and Special I^lst iVo. 2.

Open Kvenlnsrs until 9 o'clock.
Saturday £veulnirs ix o'clock. J. F. MARSTEBS. 51. &3 Sn 55 Court St.. Brooklvn, X. 7.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
Beware of those who offer yon a dollar for ninety cents; yon are

snre to get the worst of it in the long rnn.

Onr rnle is to trade even. We have no goods to sell at cost, or

below; no goods on w.hich we do not make a fair profit; no cnt prices,

few bargains; no second-hand or shop-worn articles. Can we secure

any of your business on the good, old-fashioned, value-received plan.

Our goods and ways are dependable. Your money is never beyond
recall. Will you look into it? If our prices are low enough, we ought to

have some of your trade.

Montgomery Ward $t Co., Ill to 116 Michigan Ave., Chicago

equal to 191bs. is required
for every shell loaded.
Send 60 cents for sample.
Our catalogue mailed to
any address on receipt of
6 cpnts in stamps.
For sale by all dealers.

THE BRIDGPORT GUN

IMPLEMENT GO.,

Broadway,
NEW YORK.

It has met with such a
success that we advise
sportsmen who load their
own shells with these pow-
ders to send for one with-
out delay. It gives a uni-
form and steady pressure
in loading high gr de
paper shells with Nitro
Powders, and is the orly
rammer from which the
most satisfactory results
can be obtained. The
wads are all seated prop-
erly, and it is so con-
structed that a pressure

The Best Paper Shell on the Market.
THE RED "V. L. & A."

with re-enforced copjcal base and treble extra primer No. 3, specially adapted to Nltro Powders.
13-Gauge, 60 cts. per 100. 10-Gauge, 65 cts. per 100.

VON liENGEKKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Ave., Chicago, m.
QUM, Ammimition, FlBhtns; Tackle and Sportamen's Goods. Loaders of High Grade Ammunition. B^e Chloaso
4«©»ti; C^0patie4 ^tmaotte Qx^, U, J. fiptbegrov^'g Pg^y^ aod Ckwdaroy Clotblog, CaaicJira Dog E^eilles,

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
New Yoek, July, 1892.

Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco IVEW YORK made
cigar, our world-renowned " MEPHISTO " and all other liner
grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to those
made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUR New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliness is per-
mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,
and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or
a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition, every "MKPHlSTu" cigar is banded.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York,

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A 8PEGIAI4TY.

Special Designs furnished on application
free of charge.

Price, #1.GQ^

fg^ SAIiE FO?lEST ANU STIl|3AM PUBLISHING QQ,
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBBABY.
Forest and SPream Bub. Co. forward am^ of these Books bp mail, poslmaid, <m receipt ofprice.

Registration 10 oenU extra. Ow responsibiMtv ceases goods a/re ma/iM.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.

50
50
50

1 00
a 00

50

4inerlcan Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norris 5 50

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00
A.merican Fishes, Goode 3 50
Vmerican Salmon FishiBg, Wells 1 00
Ajigling, Blakely 50
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line

Angling Talks, Dawson
Art of Angling ,Holberton
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley

Black Bass Fishing, HeashaU
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws
Book on Angling, Francis 5 35
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50
Fish Oxdttire, Norris 175
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300
illustrations; new edition 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50

PishingWith th\» Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collect-
tion, new edition. 3 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 5 00
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 8 00

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells 2 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Champlaih and Its Shorps. 1 00

More About the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50

Practical Angler^ Clarke 50

Prime's I Gb-a-Fishing 50

Eod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc.. bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Gaine Fish of the Northern States ana
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUus 3 00

The Salmon Fisber, Hallock 1 00

Trout Culture, Slack I 00

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

trated; paper.. 50

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sallmaking. illustrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott. ... 25

Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualiroueh 2 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 2-3

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs,new
edition, W. P. Stephens 2 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, O. B. Vaux.. . . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field ,50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 5C

Crtilses in Small Yachts Speed 3 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Alt Seamanship 50

Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75

Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,

bound in muslin

•

3 00

EVjtir Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald gl 00

Knots, Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and 75

Manual of Naval Architecture, White 9 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Mariae Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 85

Model Yachts. Grosvenor. 3 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 2 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 35

Sails and Sallmaking, IUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 36

Sailor's Language, W. Clark RusBell, Ulus. 1 35

SaUor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 60

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. ... 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 213 wood cuts. . 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 244 ills. 6 00

Vacatijon Cruising, Rothrick 1 BC

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard," Havden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Tacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 12 OO

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 TO

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50

Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc : . . . 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.50; fall Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Y'acht Architecture, Kemp 16 80

YACHT PICIURBS-IN Colors.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26Xi56

$1.50. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28x40, $3
Volunteer, 26X36, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28x19. S3.

CAMPING AHD TKAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp . . . i 50

Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. I 25

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 25

Camps and Tramps la the Adirondacks,
Northrup 1 25

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,

Murray; paper boards, $3.60; cloth 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 75

Camps In the Rockies, Grohman. 1 35

Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU 1 50

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00

Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00

Gypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25

Hints on Camping, Henderson. i 26

How to Hunt and Camp. . . 1 25

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 76

Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50

Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 35

The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 3 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition ... 1 00

Woooorafi. "Nessmuk" 1 00

HVNTING-SHOOTINO.
A Lost Opporsnnlty; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 83 iUus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 3 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 60
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 100
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

600 p., 80 illustrations; cloth, $5; half calf,
$6.50; full morocco ..... 8 05

Book of the Game Laws .... 5t
Crulsings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar.. . . 1 36
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardue. 2 00
Ifrank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each 3 00
W. Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 8 00

Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross
Gunsmiths' Manual, iUus., 376 pp
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow
How to Hunt and Trap. Batty
Hu Qting in the Great West, Shields, ubw ed
Hunter and Ti'appeV, Thrasher
Hunters' Hand Book
Hunting Beaufort and Morris.
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.

.

instructions in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blxmt. .

.

Law of Field Sports
Letters to Youug Sbooters
Modern American Rifle v

Modern Shotguns, Greener,
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado
Rod and Gun in Oa ifornia. Van Dyke
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Lefftngwell
Shooting on tbe Wing
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore

Sporting Adventures in the Far West
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke
The Breech-l oader, Gloan
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide
The Gun and Its Development, Greener
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated

i

The Pistol ,

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway

Trajectory Test .

Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, In cloth,
$3.50; in half morocco..

Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by E. C. Bliss

BOOKS AND SIAFS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Maps and illustrations, cloth

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. paper,

.

Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard
Guide to Androscoggin Region
Guide to Lake Georere
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Ba ron,
strong linen paper

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard. .

Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes.. .

.

Map of the Thousand Islands ...

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado . .

.

Old St. Augustine, iUus.
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke, . .

.

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus
Mayhew's Horse Management
McClure'B Stable Guide
Melville Whyte's Riding Recollections
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 12mo.

.

The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus
Training the Trotting Horse
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.

KENNKL.
American Book of the Dog
American ttennel, Bnrges
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book...
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Diseases of the Dog, Dalziel
Diseases of the Dog, Steel
Dog, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking, Floyd
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, IUus.,
Landseer

Dogs for Ladies as Companions
Dogs of Great Britain and America
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. .

Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont

English K.0.8. Book, Vol, I

English K.C.S. BooktVols. Ill, to IX.. each
Enal'Eh TC O.M.Knob.VoK. Xr <^nXVI -a-b
Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and lUustra-

tiona..
(ylover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases
House and Pet Dogs
How to Keep a Dog in the City
Modern Training and Handling, Waters
Our Friend the Dog, Stables
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration ,

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date

Practical Kennel Guide, Stables; cloth
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Pllnlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog .

.

Teufel the Terrier
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills...
The Spaniel and Its Training
The Dog, by Idstono
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait . —

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.

.

The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. . .

.

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

Training Trick Dogs, illus

Y'ouatt on the Dog

1 BO
2 00
1 00
1 50

75
75
50

3 50
3 00
2 00
1 00
3 50
2 00
1 00
1 50
1 .50

2 00

1 00
50
26
50
60

2 00
1 00

50
50

1 50
1 60
1 50
1 00
1 50

76

1 25

50

50
3 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
3 50
2 00
1 25
3 .50

3 60
1 SO

6 00
3 00
8 00
3 00

2 50

1 00

1 50
80

3 50
2 00

60
3 00

36
3 00
3 00
6 00
3 00
1 00

60
75

3 00
8 00
4 50
4 80

1 sn

60
50
35

2 50
a 00

2 50

50
1 50
60

1 00
1 00

1 25
3 RO

75
3 35
1 00
1 35

1 00
1 35
S 60

1 50

NATUBAI. HISTORY.
A Naturalist's Rambles About Home, Abboit 1 50
American Game Birds, Trumbull, 90 IUus. 8 60

Animal Life of our Seashore SO

Antelope and Deer of America. Caton . 3 50
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00
Balrd's Birds of North America: Laud Birds,

3 vols., $30; colored, $60; Water Birds, S
vols., 834; colored . 60 00

Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50
Book of Poultry 5 00
Bird Notes 78

Big Game of North America, 6 00

^^
^ Special Numbers of

I Forest and Stream
j

T Sent on recfcipt of lo cents each.

1. Black Basses and their Allies.
T Fifteen lllustraiions.

2. Salmon and Trout.
^ . Twent}^-five Illustrations. J

3- Fish of Florida Waters.

J
Twenty-four Illuatrations. ^

4. Stories of Boyhood Days.
T The Most Popular Number Ever Issued.

J 5- Sport in Foreign Lands.

6. Gun and Rod in the Qreat West P
7. !n the Adirondacks. f
8. The Brewer=Foiford Match at

^ Woodlawn.

9- Adirondack Life.

4 10. New York Dog Show of 189a.
Twenty-eight Illustrations.

f II & 12. The Yacht Gloriana.
T lllu-strated.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,

3 "8 Broadway, New York. X

Log Cabins

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins frona the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materiaJs at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a A-ariefcy of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

I ONdon: davies & 00.. 1 yinch Lane.

in mt »m.

REFUGE II.
(Pllnlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, including che medal
for the heat st/iid dofi. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891.

Fee, $60.00.
Cliampioii

Kingston Reg'ent.
Fee, $50.00.

Prince Clifford.
Fee. $i!0 00.

SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE
DOGS FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIV^ER.

HENRT .JENNINGS, Manager.

[u the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Sm'bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of stn'ctly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is The bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BE VAN, Lamar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

(A.K.C.S.B. 2t.986J.

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwood. New York City.

IN THE STUD.
Heather Kennels'

DANDIE! DINMONT
KING 0' THE HEATHER, $15.

EDWARD BROOKS,
Hyde Park. Mass.

Scotch Terrier KILROY.
Black hrindle, no white markings, perfect head

and ears, grand body, hone and legs, puperh coat;
winner of twelve Ists and live specials, and twice
winnfr of 30 guinea champion cup in England,
and 1st and special in Boston, 1892. For parricu-
lars address

HENRY BROOKS, West Medford. Mass.

I»01NTER IN STUD.
Have recentlv purchasea Spor.Dash (7923), win-

ner of 5 firsts, 4 seconds. 1 third, 5 specials, as well
as numei-ous commends. Fee .%35.

LIBERTY KENNELS, Hyattville, Ohio.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

(A. 20,8831. Fee $50.

CHAMPION

(A. ir,5<T). Fee $d5.

CHAMPION

The Squire,

(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,785). Fee $15.

ENGLISH PUGS.
WINK,

(32,oa:). H. C, New York, 1893. Fee $10.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM. JERRY JARVIS,
1st and special. N.Y.,'93. (A. 15.317) litter brother

Fee $35. to Duke-Elcho. Fee $19.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive tbe
best of care. Fiue specimens of the ahove breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and hrood hitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBRIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $26
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Oltiampiou Baby Mixer. ....... 15
$100 will be given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.

Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES_AT STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

miSH fERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - S20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HUX KENNELS.

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Pliullmmon ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty ftivst and special prizes, including Ave
Ilrst and foiu' snecials cMs season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of PlinlLmmon. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay. winner of second prize at
the late .St. Bernard Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and specials, aufl
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

Fee $50.

YOUNG~KEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, )>y Guide-)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Fee $25.

DUTGHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

xryrGXx:x<^X7X rar
Imported. lias proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stttd and has skown 1st prize winners at N, Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. Y„ Ist
Wasbington, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners let and
3d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize wiuni g bitchef, comprising tbe best blood
both of Euroije and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee, S35. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Bojs 339, Pall River, Mass.

Great Dane at Stud.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A.K.C.S.B. S\Xi^5.

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.
To a hoiited number of approved hitches.

SHOQUOQUION KENMELS,
Lyons, Iowa.
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Fishing "Up Salt River."

Assured of good, fishing up Salt River, a defeated

political candidate, who is so blest as to have a taste for

angling, may find in such piscatorial possibilities some

mitigation of the sorrows of exile to that saline stream.

Both Benjamin Harrison and Grover Cleveland are

fishermen; before each looms up the alternative of

going to the White House or departing hence "up Salt

River;" and each of them may ba presumed to be inter-

ested in the fishing outlook there.

With its customary enterprise the Forest akd Stream

has undertaken to secure reliable information on this

point. A special and well qualified correspondent has

been detailed to investigate and report on Salt River's

fishing resources. The result of his investigations will

be printed next week, and we need not assure Mr. Har-

rison and Mr. Cleveland that they will find in their

Forest and Stream of Aug. 18 even more of interest

than in the ordinary issues; and to all political candi-

dates of lesser note, who may not be among our regular

readers, we submit the wisdom of placing an order with

their dealers for that number.

PAN-ANGLICAN SPORT.

The proposition has been made and favorably received

for a periodical meeting for contests in athletic sports in

a grand pan-Britannic and all- English-speaking gather-

ing. The idea of the scheme is to bring together in a
national festival, probably every four years, all the sport-

loving Eaglish-speaking people. Suggestions are now in

order for a programme of sports ; and tentatively running,

rowing and cricket have been placed on the list. The
Canadians urge lacrosse and the Americans will probably

be heard from with a hint that baseball is worthy of a
place on the roll of sports. When each and every Eng-
lish colony and offshoot have been heard from, and their

special sport ofi:ering accepted, there will be a reasonable

prospect that each will go off a victor in at least one
number on the programme. This plan would simply

string together a number of foregone conclusions. The
mother country ought to put the champion cricket eleven

in the field. Canada ought to carry ofl: the honors, at

lacrosse and the United States may be depended upon to

capture the baseball record. Rowing is in large measure
a restricted sport, and there are large sections of the

country, particularly in the United States, where facili-

ties for rowing are wanting, It is even in some respects

more restricted by locale than even yachting.

Field athletics fill the bill admirably for the young, but

there is the older sportsQian, what of him? Anglo-Saxon
blood, whether in British or American veins, never ceases

to carry to every finger tip a love of sport. Strapped to

the saddle, the one-legged Englishman will follow the

hounds, and with only one arm, or suppoKted by a

crutch, be may be seen taking a. pop at the live birds as

they leave the trap. The gun is distinctly the mark of

the English-speaking sportsmen. In rifle shooting and in

shotgun work the blue Si xon eye is far and beyond all

others the eye of the true marksman, and wherever an
English-speaker is located he has his firearm by his

side ; he is ever ready to listen to its pleasant bang and
note the perfect target score or game dropped in its

track.

To have a pan Anglican sport gathering and omit
powder burning from the list of contests, would be a

grave error. With it on the bill in any or all of its forms,

the veterans would come forward to rank with or out-

rank the youngsters. Instead of the young men only

displaying their ability and prowess, a place would be

found for the more luature sport-lovers, and this means
the active interest and co-operation in the scheme of a
very influential majority of the sport-pursuing people of

both hemispheres.

A BISLEY WHINE.
With the close of the Bisley meeting comes a curious

sort of whine anent the revolver work. As readers of

our revolver reports are aware, Mr. Walter Winans
by his remarkable skill with the revolver has had
things pretty much his own way in all the revol-

ver competitions. There is no question about the fairness

with which he holds his place, but his skill and jiromi-

nence made him the mark for the following sling in a
paragraph of the Evening News Mid Post, of London, on
.July 25:

It can scarcely be maintained that the olject of keeping up
revolver competitions at the annual meeting ot the National Rifle

Association is to provide a little pocket money for an American
millionaire who enjoys exceptional facilities for acquiring skill

with the pistol, and retaining it by constant practice. There are
seven revolver competitions at Bisley reported in Saturday's re-

Fults; Mr. W. Winans won two, tied with the winner in a third,

and was second in the remaining four; he drew a total of £26 10s.

in prizes. Mr. C. E. Haig won two of tlie events, tied with Mr.
Winans in a third, and was second in a fourth, drawing £17 in

prizes. These two gentlemen, in fact, collared all the prize money
given for the seven revolver events, except £12. which was divided

among three other competitors. If the object of the competition
is to encourage oi-dinary Volunteers to improve their skill with the
pistol, it is obvious that the money is being wasted.

Is this British pluck and fair play? If the Volunteers

do not like the fact that an American revolver in the

hands of an American leads the field, they have the very

simple resort of so improving their own skill as to force

Mr. Winans back on the prize list. There surely is not

going to be a repetition of the small-bore record, where
Americans jumped, made the weapons, cultivated the

teams and set the record in long-range work at a point

where all the years of practice by British teams have
not been able to land them. If Mr. Winans is to be

barred off the English revolver butts because he shoots

too well, let that fact be plainly stated, and let the Eng-
lish shots, civilian and military, equarely confess their

incompetency as revolver shots. Don't whines; "either

shoot or shut up."

THE TILEFI8H REDISCOVERED.
In 1879, about 75 miles south of Newport, R. I., this large

and beautiful new fish was taken for the first time in

American waters, and was described by members of the

U. S. Fish Commission. Until 1883 it continued plentiful,

and had become famous for its readiness to take the hook
and its excellent food qualities. . Then it disappeared and
was thought by many to have been swept out of existence

by a sudden and fatal change of water temperature in its

habitat, but now, after a lapse of ten years, Commissioner
McDonald has succeeded in finding it on the old grounds
during an investigation with the tilefish as its special

object in the schooner Grampus, It is hoped now that

definite information of the habits and migrations of this

handsome species will result in great benefit to the public.

SNAP SHOTS.

The offer by the World's Fair Commission of a prize

for the best collection of native birds has considerably

stirred up some of the newspapers. The fear is expressed

that this offer will greatly stimulate the destruction of

our birds by inducing boys everywhere to bill them in

the hope of securing the prize. This alarm is probably
groundless. No one but a very young child would
imagine that in the few months between now and May 1,

1893, a collection of North American birds could be made
which woul4 successfully compete for the prize. It will

be awarded without doubt to some museum collection or

to some professional collector, and the collection which
wins it will be the fruit of years of work and thousands
of dollars of expense,

The pubhc holiday proclaimed by President Harrison
for Oct. 21 next will commemorate the completion of 400

years since Columbus diecovered America; also of a

years, 3 months and 16 days since Game Protector Kidd
discovered the serving of illicit ,Iuly woodcock by the
Delmonico establishment of New York city; also of

periods of various durations from the several occasions
on which District Attorney Nicoll discovered new excuses
for not bringing the Fifth avenue law-breaker to trial.

It is a common defect in amateur photographs that if a
human being is included the face is turned toward th e

camera, at which the eyes stare. Thus in a photograph
of three persons fishing, with rods extended over the

water, all three are staring hard at the camera as if

if sitting for a full-face picture. The artistic qualities

of scores of pictures have been spoiled in this way. A
lake view with a man or woman, back to camera, look-

ing out over the water, is decidedly better than the

same scene with the man or woman full face to the

camera.

A correspondent writes: "I am more and more im-
pressed with the excellence of the amateur photographs
you are reproducing in the Forest and Stream series."

Much interest is taken in the (collection ; and we appreci-

ate the co-operation of those who have alrf n dy contribu-

ted to make the competition a success. Several corres-

pondents have requested copies of the printed slip giving
details and conditions, . to hand to their photography
friends who are not readers of this journal, We shall be
happy to supply these slips to any one who will make
such use of them. The contest is open to all.

As a dealer in game. Col. Bond, of Chicago, must be
conversant with the vagaries of nomenclature applied to

game birds, and he might here find abundant ammuni-
tion for putting to rout Game Warden Bortree in the

great question, is a snipe a water fowl? Let the Colonel

remind the Warden that snipe means woodcock; that the

woodcock may be a timber-doodle or a hookum-pate, but
it is also a mountain partridge; a partridge is a pheasant;

and a pheasant may be a quail or a ruffed grouse, but as

neither of these can it by any possibility be classed with
water fowl—so there you are.

If this shall not convince Mr. Bortree, let the Warden
utterly confound the Colonel by accepting the proposi-

tion that snipe means woodcock, but showing that wood-
cock means woodpecker; and the sportsman who sets out

in pursuit of the native's woodcock, which thus proves to

be a woodpecker tapping grubs out of a treetop, surely

goes on a "wild goose chase"; and, gentlemen of the jury,

if a wild goose is not a water fowl, what is it?

Send us a postal card of fishing news or experience or

incident. Our angling columns are always open, and
their interest depends upon the number and diversity of

communications which appear there. No other journal

in this country begins to give the amount and variety of

fishing literature here printed from week to week. It is

the ambition of those in conduct of the Forest and
Stream to increase its value and interest for the Amer-
ican angler.

Individuals who have bear cubs, or farms suitable for

preserves, or setter dogs, or sets of antlers, or houses to

rent, or guns to sell or exchange, are advised that neither

the editors nor publishers of this journal do a general

commission business; nor do they "happen to know of

some friend who might want to invest;" nor can they
undertake to find customers. Our advertising columns
are always open, and advertising in theiji always pays.

Secretary Ball, of the Syracuse Rifle Club, tells us that

no one has come forward on the part of the breechloaders

to enter the proposed contest of muzzleloaders against

breechloaders. Probably a contest will not take x^lace,

since the result either way would be without practical

advantage to the winner,
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-IX.

CARP LAKE. MICHIGAN,

The Carp Lake Camp.
In the morning Sam and I got ready for a trip to Mc-

Conners Lake for trout. It was a stream about three
miles below the camp on the opposite side of the lake,
comparatively easy to fish, and was usually fairly stocked
with average-sized trout with an occasional good one or
two to keep the "expectancy'" up to the proper pilch.

We had taken a good string out of it the years before in

two or three hours' fishing and it was worth the pull

down and back if we could^do it over again, and besides
there was always a bass or two to be picked up in Hor-
ton's Bay into which it flowed through a cedar swamp, a
feature of nearly all the little streams feeding Carp Lake,
only two or three of them being visible from a passing
boat. When near the mouth of the stream we left the
boat—one of the wooden ones, as old Sam could not be
coaxed into the ironclad again— at the old log yard near
where Ben Renshaw and I cut the poles for the dining fly

in 1884, and followed a path out to the road which led us
to the stream a short distance above where it was siDanned
by a rude log bridge. Here the little stream, at no place
wider than an active youngster could jump across, made
four or five sharp elbows in as many rods, at each one of
which the water had scooped out a deep place. We tied

on a barnyard hackle and Sam dropped his in at an elbow
right against the steep bank above the bridge, and before
I had time to note how it was done he swung an 8in. trout
out on the grass with, "Jeems Mackerel, get on to that
feller will ye?"
A rod above where he was fishing was the lower end of

another pool, fringed on the side I was on with a growth
of low bushes that hid the water from view along the
foot-high bank over which they hung.

I reached the point of the rod over these and dropped
the baited hook in the water close up to the bank, when
the tip was suddenly jerked down and the next instant a
bewildered trout nearly as large as Sam's was swung
quietly out over the bushes with many twists and contor-
tions and landed on the grass near where the other one
was flopping and turning flip-flaps in his eft'orts to find
the water again. Sam got another a minute after which
appeared to exhaust his pool, for with the most careful
fishing he got no more out of it. Meantime I had poked
the rod over the bushes again and lifted out another a
little larger than my first one, and the performance was
repeated till I had taken out eight, each one a trifle larger
than the one preceding, the last one an llin. fellow most
gorgeously colored. Then I took time to put them on a
stringer and tie them in the water at the pool where Sam
had left, and just then I was feeling mighty well satis-

fied with myself and the world at large.

Sam had crossed the bridge and was fishing from the
top of a bank 8 or 9ft. high below it, when after a few
minutes he shouted over, "Jeems, did you ever see the
like o' that?" and looking over, there was a big trout
dangling in mid-air half the height of the bank, the line
tangled and caught in an overhanging bush and Sam
helpless to release it without taking a tumble into the
pool below him.
The trout kept curling up and twisting and doubling

himself into all manner of shapes till at last the hook tore

out and he dropped into the water, leaving Sam peering
over the bank at the place where he disappeared, with
his chin hanging down to about the point it did after the
third days' fishing at Green Lake.
After a long and earnest look into the water he straight-

ened up with "Well, ef that wasn't the beatinest flyin'

trapeze performance I ever see in my born days," and
giving the line a jerk, broke it short olf at the bush and
then made his way around across the bridge where he sat

down on a log and tied on another hook with as much
unconcern as though he had not just passed through a
very temper-trying "episode."
The trout in my pool had quit biting at No. 8, and

while Sam was tying on his hook I stepped cautiously up
to the bank and looked over the low bushes to see what
sort of looking water I had been taking them out of. It

was not over a foot deep,- but a yard or so further up it

was much deeper and I dropped the hook up stream as
far as I could for an overhanging bush that reached
nearly across to the further bank.
As the bait touched the water a trout that looked fully

18in. long flashed from under the bank and dashed at the
squirming worm, but he must have seen me as I leaned
over the bushes, for when he got within a few inches of
the hook he doubled back so suddenly that I fancied he
must have sprained his backbone, and was out of sight
under the bank before I could catch my breath.
"Great Scott, Sam, there's a trout as long as your leg,"

but Sam only laughed and said, "Got 'em agin, Jeems,
another one o' yer fish lies," and baiting his newly tied
on hook he crossed the road to another kink in the stream
below and disappeared silently in the tangle along the
bank and I saw no more of him for an hour or more when
we met at the boat,

I made three or four more nervous casts, with my heart
badly out of time, but the big trout would not come out
again from his retreat under the bank.

I went to the stringer, killed one of the brightest-col-
ored trout and cut off the anal fin and one of the ventral
fins, the latter of which I put on the hook first; the anal
was then put on in such a shape that it forced the ventral
fin up the shank of the hook, which would make the bait
whirl in the water like a trolling spoon when drawn
along or acted on by the current. Then I slipped care-
fully around the bushes up to the abrupt bend in the
stream where I could see the whole length of the pool,
which was fifteen or twenty feet long. The water run-
ning squarely against the bank had scooped out a hole
under it that looked to be three feet deep, but I couldn't
tell how far backunder the shell of earth that was upheld
by a mass of roots belonging to the bushes along and
overhanging the water.

I pulled six or eight feet of line from the reel and
dropped the double-geared fin in the water at the foot of

a little sandbar, and let the current suck it out of sight
under the bank and then gave it a pull to make it spin.

Instantly the point of the rod was yanked down, and for

a moment there was a fierce tussle and I thought I had
him sure; but, alas! the hook tore out and before it came
in sight from under the bank it caught or doubled around
an unseen root, and my heart slumped down into my left

shoe, so to speak, and I felt that the game was over for

that day at least.

I tried for ten minutes all the ways I could think of

except diving under the bank to loosen that cussed hook,
but it obstinately held its grip on the root, and at last,

giving a strong pull, the line broke and a yard or more of

it Went with the current out of sight under the bank, and
I stood there staring vacantly in the water, fairly beaten
and unable to do the case justice from a profane stand-
IJOint; so I said not a word, as old Sam was not there to

"approve the perceedin's."
It was no use to bother with that trout any more that

day, and I tied on another hook and took my way up the
stream to some other holes that I knew of, hoping to

forget my disappointment in a fight or two with smaller
fry.

This episode was worse than being hustled out of the
field by the "ole black bull."

I fished along up the creek for two or three hundred
yards, caught four or five more trout big enough to keep
and string on a forked twig, got discouraged and flayed
by mosquitoes and went back.
When I got to the big trout pool I looked into it and

passed around the clnmp of bushes without dropping in
the bait—it would not have been "trout sense" to do it—
but I formulated some design for another day.
There is more satisfaction to the angler in being out-

generaled and beaten by the big trout of the pool than
there is in fooling all the others of his lesser mates, for
he knows he is still there and it puts him on his mettle
to devise more cunning ways and means to circumvent
him,

I took the string of trout I had tied in the water and
left the stream with a determination to return, after
giving the big fellow a rest of a day or two to doctor up
his jaw and get over his scare, and slip up on him from
the upper end of the pool and let the current suck under
the bank to him a morsel that would make his mouth
water to look at—something that he had not tasted nor
seen since he left the lake to hunt up a summer loafing
place some weeks before.
When I got back to the boat old Sam was still some-

where on the stream, but a few lusty yells brought a re-

sponse from him, and after awhile he came poking out
of the "bresh" with a respectable string of fair-sized

trout, which, with what I had, made us feel easy about
a good trout supper, and may be enough left for a taste
for' breakfast.
We pulled slowly along back to camp, trying the bass

occasionally at likely looking places without much suc-
cess, however, as the lake was too rough to pay much at-

tention to fishing, and when supper was ready in the
evening the llin, trout somehow found his way, crisp

and brown, to the Colonel's plate at the head of the table,

and the expression of ' 'pure delight" that overspread his
sunbrowned countenance "a leetle more'n balanced the
disappointin' episode with the big trout, " as old Sam
said, and the loss of his "flyin' trapeze performer" at the
high bank below the bridge.
The others had not done much fishing during the day

on account of the wind.
They had taken a few in the morning off the birch point,

but the seas got bo high the anchors would not hold, ana
they had been lying around camp in the shade of the oaks
taking life easy,

I got small comfort out of my ISin, trout story, one
making it out a big sucker that had strayed up from the
lake, where the creek was high; another said it might
have been a dogfish or a pickerel, and old Sam, with a
wink at Kelpie, "reckoned it was a snappin' turkle," but
they all agreed that they would not bother the pool when
down that way, as they considered I had a preemption
claim on the big trout, dogfish, or mud turtle, as the case
might be, and might have it out with him whenever the
spirit moved me, I gave him a day's rest and then the
spirit prodded me sharply and headed me in the direction
of McConnel's Creek soon after breakfast, alone in the
ironclad, for Sam and Charley, Kelpie and the Colonel,
and the Professor and Johnny had paired off and laid
out a day's campaign in such a way that it left me to

tackle the big trout in his fastness single-handed.
I stopped at another old log yard a few hundred yards

above the mouth of the stream, caught a few small
shiners with hook and line, secured the boat .so as the
waves would not beat a hole in her against the bottom
before I got back, and took my way out to the road and
down to the creek of many elbows, full of stratagems and
schemes to secure the scalp of the warrior of the bridge

—

and anticipation; without which there is no real pleasure
in going a-fishing.

The minnows were still lively in the bucket when I

reached the stream, and hooking one on, I slipped quietly
around the clump of bushes to the head of the pool and
dropped it in where the current would suck^t under the
bank.

It was hardly out of sight when I felt a slight jerk on
the line, and then I waited an hour—maybe it was not
half a minute—with my heart in my mouth, for him to
swallow the minnow, but when I gave the rod a twitch,
to fasten the hook, it came back bare. T had pulled too
soon and scored a backset in the first inning.

I made a detour arouud the bushes, got another shiner
from the bucket and hooked it on, boiling over with
eagerness, but with nerves as steady as a rock. The
second attack resulted exactly as the first; the hook came
back without the minnow, t was too eager and had mis-
calculated the time. I quietly got another minnow, and
this time resolved to be possessed of a little more patience.
When the minnow drifted under the bank, another

slight twitch of the line denoted that the old fellow was
still there and thankful, doubtless, for the school of
shiners that was coming his way,

I waited till I was quite sure he had ample time to

swallow two minnows, and when I pulled the hook struck
something and the next moment a trout of not a finger's

breadth over 9in. was flopping and twisting and thrash-
ing the water at the foot of the little sand bar, with the
line reeled up too short to give him a chance to get under
the roots again.

I stood looking at him, disappointed and amazed at the
shrinkage that had taken place in that trout since a
couple of days before.

I was reminded of old Knots's story of the darky and
his catfish—"Golly, how datfish am shwimk"—and found
myself chuckling silently over the remembrance of the
good old times in some of the old camps.
The shrunken trout kept up the racket near the sand

bar, when suddenly a streak of color shot out from under
the overhanging grass on the opposite side of the stream,
from under a low bank where the water was not more
than Sin. deep, and flashed out of sight under the bank
from where I had just pulled the 9in, fellow.
Great Caesar's bones! it was the big trout, who had been

hidden under the grassy bank "a layin' for grasshoppers,"
and the struggles of his mate had scared him and moved
him to hustle across to his retreat under the bush, lined
bank.
Here was another backset of large proportions, for I

knew it would be next to wasting time to fish for him
any more till he got over his fright, and there was no
telling how long that would be.

I lifted the now exhausted 9-incher out, released the
hook and carried him around and chucked him in the
bucket with the minnows, sunk it in the water near the
bridge and then sat down on a log to reflect and study
the situation over a while.
At the end of a half hour's vigorous "chawin' of ter-

backer" to help solve the problem, I hooked on another
minnow and went around to the head of the pool and
cast in, but after a minute or two of waiting it was plain
he had not forgotten the queer antics and disappearance
of his mate.

I let the minnow drift under the bank a dozen times or
more and drew it out slowly, and with sundry alluring
flirts and twitches, but it was no avail; he had suspicions
around and would not be allured,

I got another minnow, the last live one in the bucket,
and run the hook under the skin just in front of the
dorsal fin which would give it the appearance of being
disabled when in the water, having in mind the fool
theory of an "eminent authority on bass," that a bass—
and why not a trout as well?—will not take a minnow
unless it seems to be crippled in some way, but even this
"loony" idea would not work in practice, and I gave it

up after a half hour's patient trying and concluded to
give him another rest of a day or two.

I had been outgeneraled again, but the big trout was
still in the pool.

I did not fish the stream at any other point, for my heart
was set on the warrior under the bank only, and I
wouldn't fool away time on fingerlings.

I went back to the boat considerably out o' gear, but
still hopeful of the final outcome, for I was convinced
that after a day or so in which to settle his disturbed
thoughts he could not resist a live minnow, even though
it did not belong to the order of cripples, for with due
deference to the "eminent authority on bass" I may be
pardoned if I think there is no "boss sense" in his cripple
theory. If bass had to wait on minnows to become
disabled and crippled before feeding on them, they would
soon all become so gaunt and thin that it would take a
whole school of 'em to make a shadow.
I [I had intended to pull across to cat-tail point and fish

a while but the wind was blowing a strong breeze up the
lake when I got back to the boat, and I concluded to go
to camp for once with a favorable wind,
When I got away from the shore outside the line of

grass and rushes I saw old Sam and Charley in the big
white skiff a hundred rods below, tied to a stake off the
point above Horton's Bay, fishing for bass, and half a
mile below was a line of whitecaps reaching across the
lake, which denoted that a "capful o' wind was coming
over from Lake Michigan," When the blow was within
a hundred yatds or so of them they seemed to take notice
of it and headed the boat up lake with a sturdy pull at
the oars which, however, did not keep pace with the wind
that was roaring through the trees along shore in a man-
ner that boded no good to me and the ironclad.
When the squall struck them Charley held the boat be-

fore the wind and they came pitching and rolling along
like a ship scudding under bare poles before a gale.
In a minute or two I was in it with the ironclad and it

was a caution to snakes to see that boat hump herself;
first 'midships up and stem and stern down one moment,
and the conditions reversed the next as she rode the seas
without, however, taking a spoonful of water, as I kept
her going before the wind at a pace that prevented the
rollers from breaking in over the stern.

Sam and Charley were only a hundred yards astern
coming up hand over hand, and Sam shouted, "Git out o'

the way Jeems, or we'll run over ye," which doubtless
caused a grin to disturb the gravity of Charley's face, as
he was doing all the work at the oars, with old Snake-
root sitting complacently in the stern.

I shook a couple o' reefs out o' the foresa'l, took a pull
at the weather braces, so to speak, and the ironclad in-
creased her speed a couple of knots, but it was a power-
ful strain on the masts and sails—the skipper's back and
muscles in other words.
The wind kept increasing in violence and it was not

long till we shot around Alexander's Point, where the
lake made a turn, and went rolling merrily across to
camp a few rods apart, puUine: a leisurely stroke, for the
pace in the last mile had tuckered the two skippers out,
and we were glad to beach our boats—lifting the ironclad
well out on the smooth sand—and call the race a draw.
The others were in camp, having taken the hint when

they saw the blow coming while fishing off the birch
point, and Johnny was cutting a big swell over his daddy
with a fine baas he had taken, while the Professor was
trying to console himself withtwo or three measly goggle-
eyes and a runty pickerel that had been forced to suc-
cumb to his prowess.
The wind veered around in the west, and by midnight

had increased to a smart gale which threatened to send
the tents sailing over the hill, but the big fly was pro-
tected by the small trees between it and the bank, and
was in no danger.

I was awakened by the whipping and snapping of the
tent fly overhead, which had started a corner guy, and
the grinding and pounding of the wooden boats on the
beach next called for attention without much waste of
time. I lighted the lantern hanging against an upright,
slipped on a pair of shoes, and getting out "breechesless
and hatless," secured the loose guy and stayed the tent
by throwing a line over the iron pin of the front upright
and making it fast to a stake driven in the ground at the
edge of the bank. The next tent was served in the same
manner, but the third one—the headquarters of the Ken-
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tucky delegation—and Barney's tent did not need it, as

they were partly sheltered from the blast by some bushes.

(Mem.—It is not hard to fiad your tools and other things

in the dark if you have a place for everything and keep
everything in its place, and another good line of conduct
in a camp is, when you see anything that needs doing,

go and do it, and you won't have to stand around waiting
for some one else to do it. This is a good rule for the

veterans as well as the you.ngsters.)

The boats were next attended to by pulling them up on
the beach out of the reach of the rollers—a tough job
for one—and then I went back and inspected the camp to

see if everything was going to hold against the gale. I

found all snug, and the boys apparently sound asleep,

except Kelpie, and the Colonel, who had began to realize

there was quite a blow going on outside, and they were
discussing the matter of getting out to see what old

Hickory was doing, but when they found everything had
been looked after they changed their minds.

I turned in and went to sleep to the whistle of the

wind and the roar of the surf on the beach; a strain of

music that is always soothing to him who is in sympathy
with nature and the wind god's moods. Kingfisher.

"PODGERS" IN THE MOUNTAINS.
In the Sierra Nevada Mountains, California, July

21.—Editor Forest and Stream: It seems but a few
days ago that I sat in your editorial sanctum, in your
best chair, with my feet on the table, after the usual
manner of editor's visitors, and here I find myself, "doing
the grand in a foreign land 3,000 miles away," perched
up near the very summits of the Nevada range, some
six or seven thousand feet above sea level, inhaling the
fresh, dry, invigorating atmosphere of the piny woods

—

while you poor mortals, slaves of the ring, are doubtless
sweltering and perspiring over your work. At least, I

suppose so; for, thank the stars, I am out of reach of
telegrams, newspapers, mails or females. Think of the
luxury, the satisfaction, of being out of reach of the
telegraph fi.end. Well! I am. There is many a mile of

sum mit and canon—mountains and valleys—between us.

Where am I? Doubtless you yearn to know of such a
spot. If you are j)repared to leave the drowsy, shade-
embowered little town of Sonora, Tuolumne county,
California, at an early hour one of these delightfully
cool mornings, and di'ive 35 miles over a good road,
climbing gradually up, up, all the way nearly, you will

arrive in the afternoon at a little oasis or valley, where
there is a roadside station or hostelry with good accom-
modations for man and beast. It is within a stone's throw
of one of the branches or tributaries of the Stanislaus
River, a rapid and in places torrent-like stream, roaring
over huge rocks and boulders, with intervals of placid
waters, beautifully clear and icy cold, where the trout

are supposad to lurk, awaiting the impatient fisherman.
They had not long to wait for your humble servant,

who was soon equipped with his best split-bamboo and a
trio of the most killing flies in his pocketbook. The sun
was just dropping behind the tall pines at the summit
of the high peaks inclosing the valley, casting lengthen-
ing shadows across the stream, as the first cast was
made and a moderate-sized trout found a peaceful rest-

ing place in the creel, soon to be joined by numprous
friends and relations to keep him from being lonesome.

I have no big tale to tell of my "catch" nor of the
whopper lost; the whoppers had gone up to the lakes
above; but the hotel -table abounded that evening and
next morning with all the trout a dozen hearty appetites
could dispose of. I have had better fishing, and I have
had much worse, the trout of medium size, as fat as but-

ter, and had the firmness and hardness that cold water
gives them in mountain streams. The insect food seemed
very abundant and the "crop" of every fish caught was
full to repletion of this natural food, hence they were
not over-anxious to take the artificial, and they bit lan-
guidly as if they merely took the fly to be obliging; still

a good many found their way into the basket, all that a
reasonable fisherman could ask for and not be a fish hog.
The next morning was simply a repetition as to size and

numbers. It was what might be termed rough fishing,

for there were huge rocks and boulders lining the shores
to be climbed over to reach the pools in the deep gorges,
with the usual accompaniment of slips, slides and barked
shins. But what does a fisherman care for such trifles?

The next day was devoted to rest, lounging in the shade
overhauling tackle and applying arnica and mutton tal-

low to damaged cuticle. On the following day along
came a trio of cattle herders bound over the range to one
of their possessions in the valley seven or eight miles dis-

tant, thi'ough which the main Stanislaus River runs, and
an invitation to join them and partake of the hospitality
of their camp was accepted. Blankets and traps were
loaded on a pack horse, and we were soon climbing the
next range, following a very blind trail—blind to any
one but these hardy mountaineers, though as easy to
them to follow as a turnpike. It was a long climb—up,
up, ever up; and the rarified atmosphere caused us low-
land fellows to blow like porpoises. Arriving at the
sumnait we halted under the shade of the great pines to
rest and cool off; and then commenced the descent—in
places so steep as to cause much weai" and tear to the seats
of our canvas overalls as we slid down, catching at
bushes to check our too great speed. The horses, plant-
ing their feet, plowed their way down, often threatening
to come on top of us. An hom- and a half of this warm
work brought us to the foot of the grade and to the river,

a large, rapid stream too deep to ford; but the boys soon
produced a dugout and we crossed over, swimming the
horses, and stood upon the level ground—a so-called
meadow a couple of miles long, furnishing good grass for
cattle and horses, which constituted the farm or ranch
of our hosts.

Saddling our horses again, we rode up the trail to the
extreme end of the valley, where the camp was located
at the base of a towering ledge of rocks running sky-
ward thousands of feet. Across the river ascended from
the water's edge a similar range. No scenery in Switzer-
land can equal the grandeur and awe-inspiring sight.

The tall pines at the summit seemed mere bushes at that
great height.
An hour's rest in the shade, a hearty lunch, and we

were ready for the fray—and spray—of the roaring,
rearing, tearing stream before us, scarcely fifty feet dis-

tant. We anticipated great sport as we jointed uj) rods,
but as we started om- hosts took a little of the edge off

our enthusiasm by wai-ningus to look sharp for "rattlers,"

which pleasant neighbors, they said, were numerous and
belligerent, and it was a poor day for snakes when they
did not kill a dozen while mowing down on the flat, and
quite frequently a stray one around the cabin. It was
not a pleasant thought, that while you were landing a
big trout an Eve's tempter might be behind you selecting
the most vulnerable poiut of yom* physical system to give
you an excuse for drinking all the whisky in camp; and
I knew that the frequent appeals to our only flask on the
way over had left but a scarce dose in the way of cure in
case of a bite. However, the trout was what we were
there for, not snakes, and we proceeded to business. The
fishing was good, much better than on the other stream,
and larger fish; and the two of us came in at sundown
with baskets well filled, content and very hungry.
A frying-pan full of the catch was soon giving forth

delicious odors of frying fish and bacon, mixed with
wafts from the tin coffeepot. The camp afforded the
luxury of a rude table, and seats were supplied by empty-
boxes; and soon we were at work, taking it in a primi-
tive way, every fellow with a trout in his fingers, stand-
ing not on the order of his munching, with occasional
approving remarks, such as "By shiminy, ain't those
trout fine! Give us another." There were five in the
party, and the artist of the frying-pan is prepared to

make affidavit that he cooked eight dozen, and they were
not small trout by any means, so that considering there
were other edibles besides—coffee, bread, bacon, etc., it

may be surmised that there were some mountain appe-
tites in the party.
The usual luxury of a pipe, stories by our hosts of their

hunting and adventures in these mountains, as we lolled

at full length around the camp-fij-e, brought us in due
time to the question of sleep. Our blankets were spread
on the pine needles and the silence not soon unbroken
except by the roar of the river and the chirrup of crick-

ets.

It was many hours before I fell asleep, for as I lay look-

ing up through the pine treetops at the stars the question
of snakes became a very vivid one in my mind. Before
leaving New York I had given much attention to the cor-

respondence in the Forest and Stream on the subject
whether rattlesnakes did or did not "spit" or eject their

poisons, and in consequence I had a pretty heavy dose of
snake on the brain, which, now that I was brought in
such close communion with the pesky things, was re-

vived with most unpleasant vividness. I said to myself
as I lay listening to the rustling of every leaf, "What is

to prevent Mr. Snake from coming crawling along through
the dry grass on his predatory excursions for his supper
and coming to me lying there nice and handy, and
saying to himself, 'Hello! here's a tenderfoot; his ear looks
rather tempting. I'll give him a nip'." I pulled the
blanket over my head and tucked it in all around me.
But it was useless. Sleep and rattlesnakes would not
fraternize. How I cussed those contributors of snake
lore of yours. I would like to have had every mother's
son of them lying outside of me and around me as bar-
riers and let them have a good opportunity to ascertain
whether rattlers do "spit" before they bite or after or
not at all. The question would cease to be one of inter-

est to them very soon thereafter no doubt; but anyhow I

wished they were all there to take their chances. Finally '

I fell asleep, after realizing the fact that the growing
chilliness of the mountain air was calculated to discour-
age such tramps, my hosts having assured me that when
it began to get cold the reptiles suspended business,

I awoke suddenly soon after daybreak to find myself
all right, and we were all soon astir; and going down to the
river indulged in ablutions in water so cold as to render
the fire very desirable to warm our benumbed fingers.

A hearty trout breakfast followed, and my fishing com-
panion was soon off again after more trout; but your
humble servant was hors -de comhat—done up—gone in
his underpinning. Ill-fitting rough hunting boots had
monopolized more than a fair share of the cuticle of the
feet in them—in other words, had ' 'chawed" my feet up
to that condition to render it perfectly impossible to travel,

and particularly to clamber over those big rocks and
boulders necessary to get to the pools. So instead of fish-

ing I spread my blankets under the trees, and finding-

some old newspaper sstuffed in the crack of the log cabin (a

year and a half old). Hay on my back, read, smoked and
doctored my feet. My chum accused me of funking and
making the excuse of lameness in fear of those promised
rattlers; but when I showed him my trotters and the
barren patches—barren of cuticle—he apologized, Our
hosts having their work to do, left me to my own devices,
and I enjoyed a day of the most perfect luxury of indo-
lence—laziness, if you will—^and rest that had fallen to
my lot since the Concord fight. The novelty of the situ-

ation, such a change of surroundings from the lurid
streets of Gotham, the grand scenery, the delightful at-

mosphere, the lulling roar of the river, all combined
served to make it a day to be remembered for a life time.
I thought of friends I left behind me, how they would
howl in ecstacy to be there, and you poor, tired wheel
horse of the editorial department, what would you have
given to have been lying on your back under that big
pine tree towering 200ft. above your bead? Can you
imagine it? * Even hypotheticaUy, like the mongoose in
the basket?

I am sorry for people that can't come to California and
catch trout 6,i000ft. above the sea level, lie on their backs
under big pine trees, and know that for three months to
come they can live in the open, with never a cloud nor
drop of rain to dampen their camp traps, where the days
are all sunshine and warmth, the nights cool enough for
blankets, and where sleep is a luxury, and where snakes
don't come, even if you do lie awake expecting them.

PODGEiBS.
"[MORE TO OOME.]

"A hare in the garden! Hand me a gun, Jacques." "But,
sir, it is 5 in the morning; everybody is asleep." "Never
mind; I'll fire on tiptoe"—ie Monde 'Illmtre.

The Emergency Medicine Case.—The Emergency Medicine
Case, advertised in our columns, is the best thing of the kind we
have ever seen, and something no traveler or camper should be
without. It contains in remarkable small compass a dozen stand-
ard medicines for the ills that arise from change of climate, water,
etc., as well as bandages, antiseptic cotton, etc., for the treat-
ment of wounds resulting from aecldent. The case is of tin, rea-
sonably tight, and as it measures less than ,.6in. in length caa
easily he carried in the pocket. The medicines are ingeniously
packed, and as they are all in solid form cannot spill and soil the
pocket. The drugs are guaranteed to be pure, and altogether the
case seems to flU a long felt want at a price that puts it within
the reach of all,—^cfu.

VOICES OF THE NIGHT.
It is a quiet night. The atmo.'3phere, clear as a bell

after the gale which so lately blustered over the marshes,
tingles with a faint suggestion of frost, though the light
air, which wafts the smoke-wreaths from my pipe, is ia
the south.
There is no moon, only the misty starlight sparkling

and snapping, in reflected glints from the still surface of
the.pools, scattered here and there through the marsh.
So still is it that we distinctly hear the metallic tong!

tongl—tinki tinit! of a cow-bell, way across on the up-
lands, where the cattle wander.

Plaintive, sweet in the stillness, there comes down to
us the call of passing birds.

"Out of sight, out of mind" is a trite old saying, but in
this case it is not fitting.

High up, somewhere in cloudland, a little flock of butit^
ings is traveling. How do I know they are buntings?
Listen! Pink! pink!—Pink! pink!—did you hear it?

Far away over the marsb, where the shadows are inky
black, suddenly there rings a trumpet note Orr-ronJc!
only once, but startling, with its indescribable tone of
wild, free life. That clarion tells us that fa.r out there in
the darkness a big gray goose is guiding its broad-winged
followers through the night. In the morning perchance
we may say, "1 heard geese last night." But will that
describe it all?

Hark! a xohirr-r rr of wings seems to fill the air, as a
bunch of ducks goes over. Every wing beat jiroclaims
their identity as they speed away. Whistlers! Properly
named from the shrill sound that accompanies the flight
of these lovely birds.

Still we hear them icheu-xi-iiuu! fainter—fainter it

grows—all is silence.

A swish-h-h of swift wings followed immediately by a
sounding surge, announces that some sort of water-fowl
has alighted near by, and presently a raucous quack be-
trays the presence of a dusky duck (Anas obscura), A
startling -whirr, a pattering of feet and wing tips on the
calm water as he rises, and again the music of unseen
wings throbs on the air as he darts away into the night.

From the northeast, where the Pleiades with their soft
light are glowing in the heavens, there comes a weird
cry, as of a pack of homids in chase. Faint at first, it has
grown with each repetition, until the welkin rings at in-
tervals with the mysterious voices as they pass. What
can they be? Our wonder is dispelled as old darky Jake
pokes his wooly head out the cabin, with the query,
"Hear dem swan, boss?" From some sedgy lake in the
far North they have voyaged, their snowy wings have
fanned the air by night, unseen, unknown, save as their
wild notes come down to us.

Twice each year this living stream of bird life flows
under the stars. Now north, now south, as the seasons
come and go. We hear the clanging cries of wildfowl,
and again the soft notes of their lesser brethren, like the
chime of far-away bells, float out upon the night, clear,
musical. Is it so very strange that one should find a fas-
cination in listening to these "Voices of the Night?"

Wjlmot Townsend,
Bay Ridge, N. Y.

AS TO MULE DEER.
Lake City, Minn.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

your paper of July 21 is an article from "Sylvan" entitled
"The Mule Deer in Domestication." In this article the
idea is conveyed that the mule deer is a species separate
and distinct from the blacktail deer. I think this is an
error. Af ter a residence of two years in the habitat of
the blacktail—northern Montana—I believe the mule deer
to be a blacktail. I have questioned many old frontiers-
men and hunters, and ail agree that the deer sometimes
called the "mule deer" is an old, abnormally large black-
tail doe, and that it is no uncommon thing to find them
with what is termed "a roman nose," as is the case with
some horses, and specimens have been killed that would
weigh over 375lbs. The writer in fact saw the carcass of
one such the past fail, which was shot on McDonald
Creek, Fergus county, Montana, which weighed when
dressed 28ilbs.

I have never known a doe and fawns to be separated in
flight, except the fawns be cut off, and by the time that
they follow the doe they are eminently able to keei?
with their dam.
They shed their horns at the same time the whitetail

and elk do, along about the middle of the winter. The
new growth of horn is covered with velvet nntil full
grown, and when the horns are full and hard the velvet
is disposed of by rubbing against trees and brush.

It is very diiScult to preserve satisfactorily a head that
has been killed in the velvet; it can be done, however, by
hanging the head with the horns point downward, and
daily inserting a darning needle through the velvet on the
points of the horns. This permits the blood and the
watery matter in the velvet to escape, and the velvet will
then dry up without spoiling or shiinking unevenly.
A well known sportsman, Mr, John Sinclair, of Great

Falls, Montana, has his own fun out of a colt's head, on
which he has mounted the horns in velvet of a spike elk.
Mr. Sinclair is not only a successful hunter, but a skilled
taxidermist, and has a collection embracing many of the
game animals and birds of this region, and nearly every
specimen is a trophy of his ability as a hunter.

S. M. E.

[Throughout the West until the Cascade Mountains are
reached the blacktail is a mule deer and the mule deer
a blacktail. In other words these are two names applied
to the same species. Mule deer is the book name, but
blacktail the common one. On the Pacific coast is found
the true blacktail or Columbian blacktail deer, which is

quite a different animal from the big-eared fellow of the
plains and the mountains. The great ears and the pecu-
liar tail of C, macrotis will always serve to distinguish
it from its relative 0. coliimbiamis, which more closely re-
sembles the whitetail or Virginia deer than does the long-
eared species known as blacktail or mule deer.]
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SPITTING OF SNAKES.
Philadelphia, Aug, 4:,—Editor Forest and Stream:

On my return from a long absence, 1 find that some of
your correspondents have been denying the accuracy of
some of my statements regarding rattlesnakes. The
assertion which is criticised is contained in a paper in the
Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, 1893, p. 687,
on the species of North American snakes, and it is as fol-

lows: "They throw the body into a coil and sound the rat-
tle, giA^ng a sigmoid flejaire to the anterior part of the
body on which the head is poised with open mouth ready
for action. At this time drops of the poisonous saliva fall
from the fangs, and by a violent expulsion of air from the
lungs ai-e thrown at their enemy. In the act of biting,"
etc. Your correspondents allege that the dropping of
"poisonous saliva" does not occur, and that it is not
"thrown at the enemy" by a violent expulsion of air from
the lunge or otherwise. One correspondent objects to
the term "poisonous saliva," believing that the saliva is

not poisonous, and is too viscid to be ejected forcibly
from the mouth. To these criticisms I reply as follows:
First—The poison-secreting glands of venomous snakes

are enlarged parotid salivary glands, and the poison is a
modified saliva.

Second—I did not state that rattlesnakes always main-
tain the position described when about to bite. On the
contrary, it is only when prevented from either biting or
running away that they act in the manner mentioned.
If a rattlesnake is annoyed by being stirred up with a
stick and pebbles, etc., thrown at him, and is prevented
from escaping, if he is in good condition and the weather
is warm, he will sometimes act as I have stated from
actual observations made on the Crotahis eon/lueniun in
New Mexico. When the mouth is opened widely the
niasseter muscle comj)resse8 the poison gland, and if the
latter is full, forces some of it to escape through the duct,
and it drops from the fangs. This is an observation which
has been often made on various venomous snakes. If the
snake expels air from the lungs in hissing, as it generally
does when on the defensive, the drops will be thrown out
with air toward the enemy. I do not suppose, and did
not state, that this is done voluntarily by the snake: it is

simply a necessary consequence of the "mechanical con-
ditions.

In conclusion, I would ask how many of your corre-
spondents have teased an angry and vigorous rattlesnake
who could not or would not run away, on a hot day, for
a half hour or thereabouts, with a stick of suitable length,
as I have done, so as to observe the consequences?

E. D. Cope.
Philadelphia, Pa.

BIRD LIFE IN A CITY YARD.
When I was a small boy one of my hobbies was ob-

serving the birds of our neighborhood, and the first an-
notated list which I began was on those species noted in
my father's yard in the heart of the villasre. This list, at
first, as my knowledge was small, embracing but few
birds, rapidly increased after a few years, and has finally
grown to "the bigness you see," embracing 134 species,
and is here presented for the first time, as—it is hoped

—

an interesting evidence of continued observation.
The yard where these notes were recorded is 5X 13 rods

in size, and is at almost the exact center of a corporation
of two and a half miles square. A t the time the list was
begun this was a village of about 5,000 inhabitants, and
it is now a city of over 30,000. A house, barn and sheds
occupied the lot at the first, as well as many evergreens,
maples, oaks, apple trees, numerous shrubs and a garden.
Time has changed the premises greatly, and fauna and
flora have assumed consequent variations. Many species
of birds which were formerly seen here each year are no
longer recorded, a result of the greater size of our city
and the increased density of the population of the suburbs,
with the consequent destruction of neighboring forests,
which were once within our limits. Notwithstanding
the changes resulting from a quarter of a century in a
thriving manufacturing city, there are still many species
which each year visit us on their migrations from the
south, and a few which are reasonably regular in ap-
pearance from their northern haunts, and there still occur
occasional surprises in the appearance of new and little-

to-be-expected species.
In addition to the list given there are a dozen or more

other birds which I have recorded here in our yard, but
about which I am not as yet fully satisfied, and therefore
do not present.

I am acquainted with 836 species in this county of
Kalamazoo, and below is given an exact list of those
seem on or over the 60 square rods of space in the city.
English common names alone are used for the sake of

brevity.

THBUSHES, ETO,

The robin is present from March to October, the wood
thrush is rarely seen, while the olive-backed and hermit
thrushes are regular in spring and fall, the former often
loitering a week among the raspberry and current bushes.
The catbird is common and noisy, but .does not breed as
formerly, as the shrubbery is gone. Occasionally a brown
thrush airs his musical talent in May. The Wilson's
thrush used to be seen in migrations.
The bluebird used to build in the little boxes we pro-

vided, but the plebeian highest sparrow has routed him.
KINGLETS, TITMICE, ETC.

Euby-crowned and golden-crested kinglets are always
seen in migration, cheering us with their active move-
ments. The gnatcatcher in spring and the curious,
pleasing black-cap titmouse in winter lend their cheerful
presence. Of the nuthatches, the white-bellied is nearly
always with us, while the northern representative, the
red-belly, is sometimes seen in company with the delicate
looking, yet vigarous brown creeper.

WRENS AND LARKS.

Only the house wren is present, breeding when pro-
vided with quarters. Both the horned lark and titlark are
often heard flying over, the latter in scattered flocks.

WARBLERS.
Excepting the sparrows, the SylvicoKdce are the family

best represented in our yard, but the little fellows remain
only a very short time in spring and fall, most of them
avoiding us in their ahtumnal journey. It is strange
that the redstart has been seen but once, while it is sur-
prising that one should find the white-browed, Cape May
and Wilson warblers in the city. The black and white

creeper, black-throat green, yellow-rump, Blackburnian,
chestnut-sided are the most common and may be observec.
yearly, while the blue yellow-backed, Nfashville, Tennes-
see, yellow, black-throated blue, bay- breasted, black and
yellow, yellow redpoll and golden-crowned thrush have
only been seen at wide intervals and some of them but
once.

SWALLOWS.
Five species out of six that I know fly over our yard:

the barn, white-belly, cliff, bank and purple martin.
The latter used to nest before the advent of the sparrow.

. VIREOS, TANAGERS, ETC.

The pleasing notes of the red-eye are to be heard each
May and June and again later in the season, while the
soul-thrilling, gurgling melody of the warbhng and the
clear penetrating staccato of the yellow-throat are often
heard. That sweet-singing bird of gorgeous plumage,
the scarlet tanager, wanders into our domain during May,
and while looking about inspires us, as well as convinc-
ing all who hear, that at least one gaudy bird is a true
songster. The cedar bird used to build in our old greenery
and still appears, generally in winter. The cherry trees,
his attraction, are gone. One white-rumped and one
great northern shrike have been seen; the latter was
killed in winter.

SPARROWS,
Among the northern species, which only appear in

winter, may be mentioned the evening grosbeak, which
is found hei'eabouta once in six or eight years: the pine
grosbeak is still rarer; the rare white-winged crossbill
and common red one, both frequent the evergreens. The
lesser red poll and pine siskin are not rarely sten, com-
ing a little after tbe common junco departs, and about
the time when the uncertain snow buntings fly over in
scurrying flocks. The migrating, sweet-singing purple
finch has been seen in past years, as also the tree spar-
row in his seasonal journey. Later, and after the appear-
ance of the chew ink. the white-throated and white-
crowned sparrows arrive, the former generally a little

behind his handsomer relative, but willing to make up
the deficiency by remaining a week or so and stimulating
us with the beautiful notes of piano-like measure and
harmony. Chipping sparrows are common from April
to October and the song sparrow a week or two earlier
and later; both nest in our yard, the latter always in a
hedge 2 or 3ft. from the ground. A vision of color and
loud song comes with the rose-breasted grosbeak, while
the sweet refrain of the indigo bird is often heard. The
sulphm- coat of the goldfinch is a pleasing sight to sum-
mer observers, while the disagreeable notes and pugna-
cious ways of the imported sparrow are ubiquitous.

BLACKBIRDS, ORIOLES AND JAYS.

Bobolinks fly over, gushing forth rollicking song, but
never deign to alight. The stealthy cow bird mopes about
occasionally, but I could never find that she made any
of her unsolicited deposits in the nests of any of the
nineteen species of the feathered tribe that have favored
US by nesting in our yard at various times. The red-
wing, rusty and meadow lark fly over during migra-
tions, occasionally resting for a, moment. The bronzed
grackle for years built in the tall evergreens, while
the orchard and Baltimore orioles both nested occasion-
ally, before the old apple trees and sugar maples were
removed. Straggling flocks of crows fly over spring and
fall, there being an hundred seen now where one was
observed twenty years ago. Surely civilization assists
some birds, if others and useful ones are becoming ex-
tinct. Our bluejay is as numerous as formerly, and is

one of our old standbys with the robins, but really more
intimately connected with us as he does not migrate to
any extent. His harsh notes are welcome in the cold
months, and his agreeable colors and odd habits are
always pleasing.

FLYCATCHERS.
The common pewee may be heard each year in early

April, next comes the clamorous kingbird, then the least
flycatcher, which, however, is rarely found in the city,
and lastly the wood pewee, which nests. Thus far I

have seen only one olive-sided flycatcher.

SWIFTS, HUMMERS, ETC.

An occasional night hawk flies over, as also kingfishers.
The black-billed cuckoo is often heard, while the ruby-
throat seeks the garden and the gyrating chimney swift
moves in semicircles or drops into the chimney, where its

stick nest is glued to the sooty side.

WOODPECKERS,
We have five species of these borers which visit us each

year; the downy is hardiest of all, and frequently seen in
midwinter. Next comes the hairy. Of the last three, the
golden wing arrives tirst in spring, then the red-head, and
the yellow-bellied last. All are seen several months of
the year, excepting the latter, which while migrating
remains with us only a fortnight, during which time it

infests maples and evergreens, drilling hundreds of
small holes from which to collect sap in the spring,

HAWKS AND OWLS.-

A barred owl was taken many years ago, and a common
screech owl made a short stay. Marsh harriers, red-tailed,
red-shouldered and sparrow hawks have been seen flying
over; a Cooper's hawk was observed plying his trade
among the English sparrows about 4 o'clock one morning,
and a sharp-shinned was engaged in the same glorious
work in broad daylight.

DOVES, GKOtrSE, SNIPE, ETC,

Passenger pigeons, so abundant in old times, once flew
over our yard in countless numbers, and I have seen the
sun darkened by their passage; but alas, this was many
years ago. An occasional mourning dove flits by in
spring migrations. A good-sized covey of parti'idges or
rufted grouse flew bewildered into the yard long since,
and one which came against the house was stunned and
captured. Less than ten months ago a large bevy of
quail crossed our yard, and I have heard them all about
this season.
Golden plover fly over rarely in autumnal journeyings,

occasionally I hearasemi-palmated, and each season kiil-

deers. The form of a woodcock was once not a rare
sight at dusk, while snipe occasionalJy towered. Least
sandpipers, grass snipe and spotted sandpipers are often
distinguished by their notes, as well as greater and lesser
yellowlegs and occasionally the field plover.

The great blue heron is the only one of the family that |

I have seen, while a dead body of an ortolan is the only
evidence of the rail family in our yard.

WATER FOWL, OULLS, DIVERS, ETC.

Once the whistling swan swept majestically by, and
among geese, the black brant, snow goose and Canada
goose were seen, the last two in thousands years ago.
Of the ducks 1 have seen only a few of the twenty odd

sptcies known here, for as they more often migrate at
night, my opportunities are small ; however, the following
were distinguished: Mallard, pintail, butterball, wood-
duck and goosander.
Among the gulls were distinguished the Bonaparte's

and herring gulls.

In loons and divers were recorded the great northern
diver and the pied-bill grebe.
In addition to the above list a great many were guessed

at, but from uncertainty are not mentioned. To many
this list will appear very defective, but to all we will
simply state that the species were observed within a
space of five by twelve rods and in the air above it. At
dift'erent times nineteen species were found breeding.
Kalamazoo, Mich. Morris Gibbs.

Migratory Birds in Malta.
Referring to Malta's spring visitors the Mediterranean

Naturalist fur June says that during the preceding month
the valleys and gorges were alive with orioles, warblers,
rollers and bee-eaters. In the rich crimson clover enor-
mous numbers of quails found shelter during their so-
journ en route for me Continent, while the branches and
foliage of the carob, the prickly pear and the orange
trees were thronged with harriers and larks,

—

Nature,
London, June 30, 1892.
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A MISSOURI DEER TRACK.
Chicago, 111., July 10.—Waking one morning and

finding about 3in, of snow on the ground, I suggested to
my brother to try a new direction for deer. Fastening
up the dog, and

.

taking a lunch, 1 carried a .44 Win-
chester, and my brother a lO-bore shotgun, as we always
do when we go together, as we expected to see turkeys,
and a shotgun is handy for turkeys. We started for a
tramp which we knew would not fall much short of six-
teen or eighteen miles. We had not gone more than
about three miles when my brother gave me the signal
which I knew meant deer sign, and which afterward
proved to be the tracks of two old bucks. With my
brother watching the tracks and me out on one side
looking ahead, we struck a good gait as the tracks
looked pretty old, and as they were going fast we had an
idea they were a long way away. After a while we
found where they had fed the evening before. We fol-
lowed around and around through brushy thickets and
wood chopping for miles and miles, until I got pretty
tired of it, and would have given them up; but Jack is a
great sticker, so he followed them uatil thoy were on top
of a big mountain, about eight miles from home, and as
they were going straight away from home, and the
tracks were still Old, even Jack gave them up, and we
started on a circle back toward home. We had not gone
a quarter of a mile until we struck the very same tracks
going in the same direction, but still old. So we saun-
tered along carelessly on the track, thinking they were
somewhere in the next county, when looking ahead
through a small opening in the light timber, about
300yds. ofl', I spied one pawing around in the snow for
acorns.

Telling Jack to stop I dropped on one knee and took
aim (just as though I was tuking aim at a chicken's
head at home). Seeing hair in the notch, I gave the
trigger a big yank and bounced up to see the result. Of
course the deer went out of sight quicker than a flash,
and Jack took a run up ahead co see if he couldn't get in
a few buckshot, as it was running quartering with us.
He had got about 100yds. when I saw, as I thought, the
same deer coming straight toward me. I shouted to
Jack to stop, and at the same time the deer stopped too,
about ISOyas. off. Taking quick aim (expecting it to run)
I fired and missed it and it wheeled. Jack let go a load
of buckshot. The deer went out of sight and the next
instant out bounced, as we thought, the same deer out of
a ravine and dashed off over the hill, Jack sending some
buckshot at it just to keep from carrying them home.
So there we were—all that shooting and notning to show.
But we started over in the direction it had disappeared,
when I happened to think that we had been following
two, so I said to Jack, "I wonder what has become of
the other deer," We stopped and glanced around. There,
not 50yd8. from where Jack had fired his first load of
buckshot, we spied a deer doubled up over a log. Cut-
ting his throat and dragging him around with his head
down the hill so he would bleed good, we struck out
after the one we had seen disappear over the hill. As
soon as we struck the track we knew Ave had touched
him as the snow was tinted with blood. Coming on top
of the hill we saw a long stretch of open timber. Hurry-
ing along and looking away ahead, we walked within
twenty steps of the game crouched down in the snow
looking back at us. We both threw up our guns at once
but Jack headed me off by putting a load of buckshot in
his head. Fastening a strap to its head we dragged it

back to the other one.
Now there we were, eight miles from home with two

big deer that we could hardly lift, not to think of carry-
ing them eight miles. Jack started for home after a
wagon. He went ,

but a mile when he ran across some
wood haulers and hired them, and we got home about 4
o'clock, two of the happiest fellows in southeast Missouri,
with lots of "meat in the shanty." Jim.

Hosts of Michigan Quail.

Dryden, Mich., Aug. 4.—The Michigan quail season
will open Nov. 1 and run to Dec. 15. There is a big crop.
The birds have not been so plentiful for years as they are
this season in this locality; and reports of plenty come
to me from other parts of the State. Sportsmen are look-
ing forward to having some excellent sport this season.

T.
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HUNT IN THE ROCKIES.
IN THREE PARTS—PART I.

It is hardly necessary to state that months of prepara-
ion and the usual fond anticipations were all gone
brough with before the arrangements were completed,
tly old companions in many a hunt, Messrs, A. 0. Kep-
^, of Lancaster, and Frank B, Blood, of Conneaut, O.,

auxious to go but could not. "Kep," one of the
ardent and efficient hunters and trappers in the
States, and a royal good fellow, was building a
luse and could not get away. Blood, the man with
of iron and deadly aim, was an important witness
•t, and compelled, much against his will and incli-

lations, to forego what we considered the most gigantic
(unting excursion on our list.

It must be admitted that my spirits sank somewhat
^low zero as I stood alone with my face turned toward
daho, with the determination" to go if 1 was obliged to
go it alone." After all, much of the pleasure to be de-
lved from an outing depends upon
greeable companions. But, as the
Id party was broken, and I was
ping, I called on the reserve,

nd wrote to my friend, fisherman,
nng-shot and gentleman, H. W.
iush, Esq., assistant auditor and
reasurer of the Kansas City, Fort
raith & Southern Railroad, at
feosha, Missouri. Well, were it

ot for the space it would take up I

ould insert his reply. Tt began
vus: "Dear Old Boy: Whoop 'er

p—I will be ihar ! Tell me how
ad what I must get ready," and
(psed up by say ing something about -—
Read-heading,"' which of course I

d not fully uuderstand, but learn-
: about it later on. I had heard
J was in correspondence with

at celebrated hunier, guide and
dian fighter, George W. Rea, of
fa ver Cafion, Idaho, had his terms

em for a complete outfit, and
1 just what it would cost; and

jssession of this bit of informa-
aused me to feel very percep-
the necessity of getting at
wo more companions to join

-^'u the hunt would, like the
13 gun, ''cost more than it

CO." My enthusiasm was so
III that direction that I offered
r two of my friends who
had galore in their eyes $50 toward defraying ex-

!! to join me: but business or some other good rea-
ya interfered, and they were reluctantly obliged to say
0 to my entreaties. Wonder if I will have the same
ifticulty to encounter this fall, when I expect to go to
bwfoundland on a caribou hunt ? Just as I was about
ving up efforts to decrease the expenses by increasing
»e number of hunters, I received a'letter from a perfect
ranger to me, Christian Weber, of Baltimore, Maryland,
ho incidentally heard that I was going to the Rockies
1 hunt, and requested that he be added to the party. I
as not long in writing him to show up with recommen-
ilions, which he promptly did; and soon the third and
St recruit was mustered in, and a capital fellow he
•oved to be, besides being an amateur pho-
igrapher and the possessor of a fine instru-
ent.

1 assumed command of the expedition,
id at once issued orders governing the
nouut of baggage, and each man was
nited to about the following articles, all to
! packed in a ca,rry-all, in order to facili-

te transportation on jDack animals: Oae
.inting suit, two undershirts, two pairs
awers, two overshirts, four pairs stockings,
le-half dozen handkerchiefs, one pair hunt-
g shoes or boots, one pair gum boots, one
lir gloves, one cap, one hat, one gum
anket, two woolen blankets, two towels,
le piece soap, ammunition and loading
ols to suit arm used, j)ipes and smoking
id chewing tobacco, in case they used any,
id any other small articles which would
:ither take up much room nor add much
"iglit. In addition to the above enumer-
; articles I carried, as I always do, a
li lI supply of medicines, hypodermic
rmge, bandages and adhesive plaster, etc.
hen all packed, each man's luggage, inde-
ndent of the arms and each a short light
Ink rod and fly-book, weighed less than
51bs.

The Start.
What follows I take from my journal of outings,
ligiously kept for the last fifteen years; and if every one
Suld take as much pleasure in looking over some of the
I records way back", where big catches of fish and bags
game are truthfully recorded, in localities on the

fders of civilization, but now under a high state of
Itivation, they could pleasantly while away many an
lur, and fight some of their battles over as the old war
terans are said to do.
Left Lancaster Sept. 30, at 4:45 A. M., fast line, on time
luppose it knew I was in a hurry to get on my way to
'i greatest hunt (to be) of my life. Arrived at Phila-
iphia on time, and, after practicing on a warm but de-
hfcfuily tough steak, I was ready to take the 8:15 train,
I, Baltimore and Ohio, for Chicago; 10:40 we crossed the
f on transports and landed in "my Maryland." At 1
M. passed through Harper's Ferry, where I had not
311 since 1861, wnen I was a gallant soldier seeking to
rtroy him who would insult the American flag, or some-
ng to that effect. Arriving at Washington, D. C. , the
it man I saw, because I was looking for him as I
isume, was Chris Weber, the little German recruit
m Baltimore. We had dinner in the rear car, talked
]3ropo8ed trip over, and each, I suppose, formed an
Qlon of the other. 1:35 P. M., "Martinsburg," shouts
toainman, and that reminded me of the three months'

.liic. I recognized nothing familiar about the place,

.away back in memory's halls_, on a back shelf, and
dded from age and inactivity, 1 resurrected a pictm-e
the destruction of a distillery, and can yet see streams

of whisky flowing like water as the heads of the barrels
were being chopped out with axes. I also see soldiers
filling their canteens from depressions in the ground.
5:20 P. M.—Passing through the Cumberland Mountains,
and now we stop at Deer Park, W. Va. The President's
cottage stands on a hill due north and about oOOyds.
from the station. It is the first cottage on the north side
of the track, and a very modest structure when com-
pared to the summer residences of some of the crowned
heads of foreign countries. The scenery from Martins-
burg to 20 miles west of Deer Park is romantic and mag-
nificently picturesque. 7:10 P. M., Grafton.—A good
supper and but 15 minutes to "bolt" it in.

Oct. 1, 5:30 A, Jf.—Just getting daylight. Had a good
night's sleep, and just passing Findlay, Ohio. Arrive at
Chicago at 10:55, and leave for Kansas City at 12 M.

Oct. fd, 6 A Retired last night at 8 o'clock, and
slept the sleep of the just. Crossed the Mississippi at
10:55 last night, and since then have been in the State of
Missouri. Arrive at Kansas City at 7 A. M. , and find the

"SHONGO" AND HIS kUNTINe HORSE "WARRIOR."
From an amateur photograph.

smiling face of Bush in waiting. After a square break-
fast at the Blossom House restaurant, we do up the town.
11 A. M. finds us on board train en route for Denver,
Col.

Oct 3, 7:45 A, M.—Here we are in Denver, the great
city on the plains, an oasis in a desert. The ride from
Kansas City to this point was not very interesting.
Western Kansas and all of eastern Colorado is an arid
plain, and resembles the ocean in general appearance;
small cactus, scrub sage and ant hills go far to make up
the very uninteresting picture of desolation. The earth
was so dry that dust filled the coaches and made ex-
istence very unpleasant. 9:45 A. M. finds us en route
again westward bound. Sixty-nine miles west of Denver,

REA AND HIS RANCH.
Prom an amateur photograph.

and the only thing interesting either in the animal or
vegetable kingdom this far through this barren land to a
traveler is the fact that it is almost impossible to look
from the car window and not see prairie dogs sitting up-
right and sometimes within 10ft. of the track, looking
cute and wise. How they live there and keep sleek and
fat, where nothing grows but sage. I leave others who
know to tell. Athol, Wyo., 1:85 P. M.—Colorado is now
east of us, and owing to a wreck on a branch road we
are delayed two hours; likewise at Cheyenne, which is a
beautiful town of 8,000 inhabitants.

Oct. 4, 6 A. 3/.—Just arrived at Green River, Wyoming.
The sctnery here is grand beyond description. Weber be-
comes enthused and as we are again delayed and there is
sufficient time, he gets out his camera and takes a view
of Castle Rock, which is a magnificent pile, 600ft. above
the railroad track, and fashioned by one of nature's best
architects. 9:20 A. M.—Off we are again, and our objec-
tive point is P.catello, Idaho. 3 P. M.—Just crossed the
hne dividing Wyoming and Idaho. For the last hundred
miles we have been traveling along the Bear River, and
li we saw one goose, brant or duck we saw thousands.
This stream meanders along through the Rockies, and is
the only one within many miles: and hence the water-
fowl all congregate on its limpid waters and guzzle over
Its pebbly bottom. 10:30 P. M., we arrive at our destina-
tion, Beaver Caiion, Idaho.

Oct. 5,—All hands up eaiiy, repacking our baggage and
getting ready for om- trip up the Shotgun Valley to Rea's
Ranch, which ia 45 miles due east, and in the direction
of the southern boundary of the National Park. We hire

a rig for |94, or |8 each, for selves and baggage. 10:30
A. M., all aboard, and we are on our way behind two
cayuses hooked to a light though strong wagon. Road
good, though very dry and dusty. Stop at 2 P. M., and
about half way, to feed. Route leads through a basin,
which is bounded on two sides by high wooded moun-
tains. Meet a band of about 150 Indians on their return
from their fall hunt to their reservation at Blackfoot,
Idaho, which is south of Beaver Cafion^ Their pack
animals were loaded to the gunwales with meat and
hides, and they had with them a fine herd of horses of all
shades of color. We had quite a parley with their chief
Tindo, who could speak some jiigeon English, and in-
quired as to whether there were any Indians at Beaver.
He was a fine, fat, sleek fellow, apparently about 50. To
the question as to whether they got plenty of meat, his
his reply was, "Indian he get plenty meat." Just at sun-
down we pulled up at our long-looked-for objective point,
Rea 8 Ranch.
Well, almost any one could form a faint idea as to the

extent of our curiosity and pro-
found satisfaction at the picture
before us, presented by a glimpse at
this veteran hunter's ranch. Bear,
deer, antelope, elk, badger and
mountain sheep pelcs were tacked
up wherever you gazed, and on the
roofs of the building were securely
anchored several pairs of elk ant-
lers. During the afternoon we saw
hundreds of sage hens, or chickens,
as they call them here, and we
bagged several by way of getting
our hands in.

Rea's Ranch is located on a bluflF,

about 200ft. from the Shotgun, and
at an elevation of about 25ft. above
the water. Rea named the stream,
and says it came to pass thus : Away
back in the sixties ne and a partner
were trapping on this stream. They
had pack animals, and among other
things too numerous to mention the
"pard" had one of those old-fash-
ioned, muzzle-loading smooth-bore
guns, as heavy as a fence rait, and
Rea says almost as long, "and not
worth a white and black skunk
skin anyway." They had camped
on the west bank of the stream,
about a mile and a half below the
site of his present ranch. The snow
was deep, the horses were over-
bm-dened and almost tuckered out;

Rea was packing the last horse, when "pard" handed
him the old gun to be strapped fast on the now over-
loaded horse. Rea says, "Keep your old gun, you are
more able to pack it than the cayuse. For a thimbleful
of beans I would chuck it into the creek." "Pard" took
the old gun's part and reached for his revolver, which
was always at his side. Rea promptly knocked him
down, and that was the end of it. "Pard" pouted, stood
the gun up against a cottonwood tree nearby, and the
outfit moved on. They soon settled the difficulty and all
went on as smoothly as before, but the old gun kept
lonely watch leaning up against the cottonwood. Several
years after the occurrence Rea came through the valley
again, and remembering the circumstance as well as

the location, visited the spot. Sure enough,
there stood the old gun against the tree,
looking much the worse from the action of
the elements and its long vigil. Rea, true
to his first intentions, took up the weapon
and cast it into the stream. Since that time
the stream is known as the "Shotgun," and
ia BO shown on the maps.

Rea's Ranch.
We return to a description of Rea's

Ranch and its surroundings. The stream
is not more than 10 or 12ft. wide 200ft.
above the buildings. About 100yds. above
it receives the waters from a spring which
rises one-half mile further south, and where
this spring empties into the Shotgun it is
60ft. wide and will average 8m. in depth.
Below the building Rhea has constructed a
dam, the back water covering several acres.
The dam is so constructed that trout can go
up but few can return. The consequence is
that the water above the dam is aJive with
the speckled beauties of all ages and sizes,
and furnishes not only fine sport but a hand-
some revenue from the sale of fish. He
seines out of that dam yearly thousands of
pounds, which net him 20 cents per pound

delivered on the cars at Beaver Caiion. He has 920
acres of improved land, most of which is park or meadow,
well set with natural grass, well watered and beautifully
located. The buildings include of the dwelling, which is
built of logs, with planing mill doors and window frames
with glass. The roof is formed with poles, averaging
from 4 to Bin. in diameter, laid side by side, in the inter-
stices ropes of hay are carefully packed in, and covering
the whole is about lOin. of earth, which .becomes solidly
packed and makes a good roof, shedding water well and
besides resisting the sun's rays in summer, as well as the
chilling blasts of winter. A good-sized kitchen attached
completes the dwelling part of the ranch; and, although
not as elegant as a brown or green stone front, with the
floors covered with Brussels and the windows draped
with lace curtains, Rea's Ranch on the Shotgun, located
as it is in that beautiful valley in far off Idaho, furnishes
finer scenery, with more solid comfort, rest and recre-
ation for the brain-worker than either my pen or camera
can depict.
The valley is about eight miles wide, bounded on two

sides by spurs of the Rockies, some of them snow-capped
and well wooded, and the air as pure as the ripphng
water. JSear the dwelling is another building, known as
the "dead house," without windows, but two doors on
opposite sides. The contents of this building furnished a
medley for a tourist not soon to be forgotten. Here hung
against the wall, to the left as we entered, the antlers and
skull of a bull elk, which had been killed but two weeks
before our arrival. In yonder corner hangs the saddle of
an antelope, with a very large piece clipped out for our
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supper. Over there in that corner lies a pile of mountain
sheep horns, antelope heads and horns. On the poles

above our heads hang bear, antelope, coyote, lynx, badger,
mountain sheep, elk and moose hides, and on the joists

above rest our guide's toboggan and Norwegian snow
shoes (some of the latter 10ft. in length). Oa the ground
floor are traps of all kiDds, some for grizzly and silver-

tip bear, weighing as much as SOlbs. each, to which are
attached ponderous chains. A great heap of riding and
quaint-looking pack saddles finish uj) the contents of this

unique inclosure, the sight of which helps to dispel the
cares of business which still hover around us, though far
from home and out of its reach.
The next structure adjoining is used for a general

workshop, and has a forge, work bench and all kinds of

artisan's tools. Near by the latter is the stable for the
horses, and connected with it is the corral, a large in-

closure in which the cayuses are confined when not graz-
ing. Below the dwelling and about half way to the
edge of the water is a cave or "dugout," such as many
families lived in on the borders of civilization, where I

used to hunt years ago in Iowa and Dakota.
The front of Rea's cave is built of logs, and has a

strong door. This is used as a cellar for the safekeeping
of meat, etc. Sapper was calted, and we were all anxious
to get there, as our ride of forty-five miles from Beaver
Cafion and the additional exercise of taking a chance shot
at sage hens gave us appetites for much less tempting
grub than juicy antelope t-teak, brook trout and roast elk,

with good bread and potatoes, which was the bill of fare
for supper, with the addition of coffee or tea as preferred.
Sunday Morning, Oct. 5.—We have all slept soundly.

The sun is jutst peeping over yonder snowclad mountain
top, the air is thin and cold, and a white frost covers the
ground, That hoary-headed peak dnesn't look to be over
five or six miles from here, but Rea assures me it is

twenty good long Idaho miles off. So much for our
judgment of distances in rarified air. As he and I stood
in front of the door admiring the beautiful sunrise as it

lit up the magnificent landscape, T kept him busy an-
swering questions, when suddenly I thought I saw some-
thing move on the side of a small elevation off to the
right, I called his attention to the fact. "Oh, they are
autelopp; I presume you can see them in almost any direc-
tion and at all times in the day from the ranch. Get
your field glass and take a good look at them." The glass
was forthcoming, the same I carried through nearly four
years of the late war, and sure enough there was a herd
of ten antelope quietly grazing. I pay, "George, how
far are they off?" Again I was surprised, and took
lesson No, 2 in computing distances in rarified air,

as he replied, "At least two miles," "Where are Bush
and Webei? We will call them. They, too, muse see the
first four-legged game," They soon appeared, half dressed,
slip-shod and rubbing their eyes. Tne gentleman of Ger-
man extraction became suddenly very much excited, and
insisted on starting in jjursuit at once, before breakfast,
and although it was Sunday morning. "How far are
they off?" queried one of us. One said three-quarters, the
other thought they might be out about half a mile. When
informed by George that they were at least two miles off,

and that it would take most of the forenoon to get around
them and under cover within shooting distance, our Ger-
man companion became somewhat less enthusiastic, and
gave up the idea of going for antelope on that particular
Sunday morning before breakfast. A spltndid breakfast
over, and, after filling our pipes, we were busy doing up
the ranch and its surroundings, lest some object of inter-
est might have escaped our attention during the evening.
We soon learned that two new and important recruits

had arrived during the night, and, as they were to form
a very important factor in the ouifit, I will devote a few
lines to a description of who they were and what func-
tion they were to perform. One was "Bill," known as
tho "Panama Kid," who was a practical "cowboy" and
an expei-ienced "packer"—the latter avocation is a trade,
calling or profession distinct from any other in the
Rockies, and whose services are indispensable on a hunt
such as we were about to engage in. His wages are fixed
both by custom and usage, and if he understands his
business his services always command his price. The
packer furnishes his own ou fit—horse, saddle, bridle,
blankets, lariat, etc., and gets $3 a day and his grub. His
duties are to |)ack the anim^ils, which is quite a feat, and
can only be acquired by long experience and constant
practice, and in addition he cooks for the outfit.

The other recruit was Frank, a very estimable young
man who had been a sheep herder for years, and who re-
ceived %i a day, his grub and a horse to ride. His duties
were to assist the packer, picket the animals and do
chores generally. Eight pack animals were required to
transport our duffl-', and it required the combined efforts
of Rea, "Kid" and Frank all day Sunday to get every-
thing arranged for the start on Monday morning. Rush,
Weber and myself concluded to try our horses, which
had been assigned us by the guide, and they were sad-
dled up. Warrior, Rea's favorite hunting horse, was as-

signed to the writer. He was a noble fellow, almost
white, and as gentle as he was good, and more will be
said of him hereafter. Bush drew Wardrobe, a fine,

wiry, jet black horse, smaller than AVarrior, but a trump
also. Weber got Buckskin, a somewhat tricky, frac-
tious cayuse, and smaller still than Wardrobe, as* Weber
was the light-weight of the party, only tipping the beam
at 125. Shongo.

Adirondack Beer.

Deer hunting in the Adirondacks will begin on Aug,
15, and the season will close on Oct. 31. Hounding will
be lawful from Sept. 10 to Oct. 10, inclusive. No deer
hunting at all is permitted in Ulster, Greene, Sullivan and
Delaware counties. Hounding is not permitted in St.

Lawrence county. One person may take two deer in a
season only. No transportation (except of heads, feet and
skins) allowed, except that one carcass may be trans-

pprted when accompanied by the owner.

"Two are Company, Three a Crowd."
In hunting moose by calling, the members of too large

a party are likely to interfere with each other and spoil

each other's chances. For instance, two of us with our
callers start out in the afternoon to spend the night on
the grounds where we intend calling the next morning
at daybreak; we have to get at least four miles apart,

and with a large party it is difficult to properly locate
them. EXPEEIENCRD,

A HUNT IN THE WHITE PINE COUNTRY.
In northwest Colorado lies a large tract of land north

of the Grand River, which is one of the best hunting
grounds now left in the United States, It would be hard
to imagine any use beyond a hunting ground to which it

will be put, a good part of it being mesa land, near tim-
ber line in altitude, and so cut up by ravines and cafions
that journeys between neighboring parts are matters
sometimes of days. In the surrounding counties are
good farming and grazing lands which have been so
thoroughly settled that the scattered game which, not
very many years ago gave the Ute Indians their living,

has been driven into this much smaller area. The Gov-
ernment has been quietly considering lately the preserva-
tion of the game and the conversion of the land into a
second great national park, but this is probably a long
way in the future.
Two years ago I found myself with time on my hands

in Glenwood Springs, the Colorado hot springs resort on
the D, & R, G, R R,, which runs through the Grand
River Canon on the very edge of the game country.
Since I had last been there, a year ago, several bears
were killed by Big Ike, the professional of that district,

in the well-nigh impassable ravines which here and there
cut the perpendicular sides of this canon,

I had only three days, but when one is in the midst of
a game country a good deal can be done in a short time,
particularly when you are familiar with the country. I

was fortunate too, for in Dotsero a few miles up the
caiion, reached by a freight train early in the morning, I

found Ned Dempsey, my guide, who has supplied me and
a great many others with sport in the mountains. He
had happened to come to town that day, and I lost no
time in securing him. It took us not more than an hour
to buy flour and bacon enough for three days, pack them
and our bedding on his donkey, and start for where, as
he expressed it; he had some elk staked out for me, We
went light, you see, for we were to be back in three days,
and then I am a little of a crank on traveling with few
impediments and dispensing with riding horses when
possible. When it is a very long way to your hunting
ground horses become necessary, but when you are there
as I was, one's legs are best, for besides the saving of ex-
pense, one's movements are not controlled by the factor
of food hunting and horse catching in the mornings. If

you can go with Dempsey you will recognize soon that
one of his virtues is a great faculty for packing quickly.
We got an eai'ly start and were soon on the trail to the
trout lake in the mountains about sixteen miles away,
where we planned our first camp. About six of these
miles is a good steady climb, sometimes zig-zag up a

steep place among furs and pines through which one can
rarely get any breeze or view of the country, but the
panorama from the top repaid all our work with interest;

forty miles away we could see the Mountain of the Holy
Cross, so called from the shape of a snow-filled ravine on
its side, near its summit. On our other side, the hill fell

down into what Ned said was a first-class bear country,
and I readily believed it as we looked down many hundred
feet to the tops of the firs and the fallen timber on the
ragged sides of the ravines, A bear hunt is still waiting
there for some man with more time than I had.
Our road led along the crest of the steep hill we had

come up, and we puhhed on, startling a bunch of cattle or
horses now and then, but no game though we were on the
close watch. I was glad of it, as the killing of a deer
meant the end of our hunt, for venison cannot be sold or
even given away in the spring according to the laws of
Colorado, though a man in the mountains can kill meat
for his own use. As the day grew short I added to our
sturdy little donkey's load, one by one, my coat, my
hunting shirt, my rifle, and was thinking of climbing on
top of them all, when at about 4 o'clock, after following
up for perhaps half a mile the prt ttiest little trout stream
with the clearest and shadiest of swirlieg holes that ever
were seen, we broke through the last clump of swamp
alders upon the bank itself of the trout lake, our first

camp.

We fished fi:om the time we drove the donkey out of
camp to rustle for his food until it was too dark to see,

and without movingfrom one small cove caught, on flies,

114 trout that would average from one-half to three-quar-
ters of a pound, I am glad to say that the laws of the
State, and their strict enforcement, which is more to the
point, will, in my opinion, allow any one to do as well as
we did for a good many years.

Four years ago, before the present Colorado fish and
game law was passed which forbids the sale of unculti-
vated trout at any season of the year, Ned Dempsey and
a partner fished this lake for the market; while one car-
ried the fish to town on donkeys, a two days' trip, the
other caught trout enough to keep him on the road all

the time. One hundred pounds of fish a day caught on
flies came out of that little lake and the mile of stream
below it for a large proportion of spring and early sum-
mer. Now, happily, this can not be done, or I should
not have enjoyed those crisp, thick little fish, for there
must be a limit, though hard to imagine these, to the fish

in any waters. The above fish law works well; fishcul-

ture has become a small industry in Colorado, and the
fiah dealers are the most jealous guardians of the law,
which is to them the prosperity of their business, and
they follow and arrest many law breakers every year.
An early start in the morning, and our donkey, with

his big pack and short, convulsively moving hind legs,

headf d our little party to the elk country; over this great
wood-covered hill and round the next we climbed, the
little lake with its precipitous green sides appearing from
time to time below us where I least expected it. Ned
was as light-hearted as I, chaffing his firm fr end, the
donkey, on his foolish appearance, and encouraging him
with descriptions of the bunch grass he would soon find

in our camp above until we arrived, at 3 o'clock, beside a
spring just left by the snow to do its summer bubbling
and give to the elk and deer what we were going to try

to take away. However, that's the way we are made.
I rolled nay thick jacket up and tied it around my

waist with a small rope, for, hot as it was then, the night
air was going to be very different, and our hunt might
lead us some distance from camp. Ned took the lead,

going carefully, examining the tracks, old and new, of

which there were plenty, but not a sight of any game
did we get; we started to follow, but gave up. A bear
track perhaps two days old peeped over each ridge, until

we came on a patch of timber in which were unmistak-
ably a number of fresh elk signs, and we knew we had

got there; Dempsey, with his finger on. his lips, turned i

and gave me a look of "I told you so!" and in whispers
he stationed me beside a clump of bushes on an edge
overlooking a green level patch with a small spring in

its middle. Then he walked softly away, and I, untying
my jHcket from around my waist, examined every rock,
tree and corner around, listening to my heart beat, and
telling myself how absurd it was to come so far and then
risk my object by excitement; but philosophy is out of
place in the mountains.

There! How in the world did he get there? 1 had not
seen him come into the meadow; but there he is, slowly
walking toward me below, nibbling a tender root here
and there, as confident of solitude as possible—a young
stag elk. Will he see me as I stealthily raise my .45 70
to my shoulder and wait for a sight at his fore shoulder.
He won't turn, but still he doesn't suspect harm; and I
abandon my first bead to take a long breath and to get a
better one as he comes from behind a shrub. Down hill

and only about seventy-five yards off, so aim well under:
he swings around, I pull, and I glilp down my heart into
its place again; for with strong, long jumps he is making
a new record for a fir patch a hundred and fifty yards
away. I pump another cartridge and pull again, but no
use, till all of a sudden down ho goes, and falls with a
crash on the very edge of the trees, a game beast, for he
ran seventy-five good yards with his heart cut in two by
my first bullet.

We carried his tenderloin to camp, down the mountain,
in the dark, and no small job it was either, but success

,

makes light of difficulties, and we enjoyed a hunter's
meal cooked over embers, and turned in under the stars
to sleep until daylight. We packed his saddle on the
donkey, but his fore- quarters were more than the little^

fellow could be expected to carry, so I hung them in a fir

tree and we took the back track for the lake We found
on our way a camp of two men and two women who had
spent about all the money they had in the world to come
out to the mountains from Kansas City, to give a last i

hope in the high altitude to one of the men, a conmmp-
tive. The poor fellow had little to eat besides trout.

They knew nothing of hunting, and the invalid had
failed rapidly for the last few days. We supplied them
with some fresh meat, and before we had started again
after our lunch they told us he had eaten a pound of
steak and had taken a new lease of tife. That's my
story; I reached town within my three days, having ac-
complished, with good luck, you'll say, perhaps, what it

takes oftener longer to do; but this, as I have said, is one
of the best game countries left to us. *

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
\From a Staff Corre^vondcnt.^

CHICAC40, 111., Aug. 6.—One of themost notable features
offered for the entertainment of the public at the World's
Fair will be the brilliant water pageant of the Procession
of the Centuries, in which will be seen doubtless the
most superb collection of allegorical floats ever prepared
in the world. The series will present in colossal pictured
form the story of America, The technical description of
some of «he niiost interesting is as follows:
"The floats or barges, 24 in number, will be mounted

upon specially conBtructed catamarans, and by ingenious
mechanical arrangements will be prf)pelled through the
water. The aboriginal age will occupy the first position.

In lieu of a single float this group will be composed of a
score or more of independent canoes of varying sizes and
characteristics, from the tiny bark canoe for a single
paddler to the great wooden war canoes propelled by
many paddlers. These canoes will be manned by Indians
to represent the many tribes, from the nearly naked
bronze-hued Indian of the tropics to their fur-clad
brethren of upper America. There will be seen the war
canoe and the daintier peace canoe, and there will be
hunting, fishing and racing canoes. All of these will

perform complicated and beautiful evolutions in which
they are to be sedulously drilled, They will form a
changing, broken group that will serve to act as an ad-
vance guard to the great procession of floats. This feature
of independent small boats is to be repeated at intervale
along the line,

"The aboriginal age will be followed by the stone age,
the cLff' dwellers. This float will be approximately 40ft.

long, ii2ft. wide, and 30fc. high, dimensions that apply
with necessary variations to the remainder of the floats.

It will show in fac simile the rude dwellings of the old
cliff" dwellers, mere caves in the rocky faces of steep
canon walls and reached by rude notched posts or
ladders. At the foot of the cliffs on the flat level space
will be seen groups of the Indians engaged in sacred
dances. Near by their women grinding corn and pre-
paring the feast. Curious feathered poles, rude trophies
of the hunt, great jars of pottery and all manner of their

imx^lements, domestic, for war, religion and hunting,
will be seen scattered about,
"Following the stone age comes 'The Age of Metal,

the Aztecs.' Not the bronze age, for America never had.

such an age, but in its place an age of gold and copper.
The vast float shows one of the huge teocallies of old
Mexico. Within the slnine is to be seen the flower gar-
landed, blood-bespattered image of HuitzUopochtli, the
war god. Before the shrine there is a possession, Moteh-
cuhzoma borne aloft by nobles in gorgeous vestments,
with slaves holding a brilliant canopy above them, Tbe
great chief is robed in marvelous garments made of the
brightest feathers of millions of humming birds and
adorned with massive gold ornaments and precious
calchihuitls. He is being conductied from his devotions
to his splendidly ornate galley blazing with gold and
color, with nodding plumes and flaunting iDanners. Other
smaller canoes attend on either hand. Some of these
draw after them floating islands covered with blossoming
flowers. On other parts of the platforms various groups
enact other scenes of Mexican life."

Others of tbe floats will be "Columbus at the Spanish
Court," "The Departure of Columbus," "The Discovery,"
"The Cavaliers," "The Pilgrims," "De Soto on the Missis-

sippi," "Marquette and La Sallf," "Pioneer Days,"
"War," "Peace," "Liberty," and still others showing the
arts and industries, science and literature. It will be a
noble spectacle in all, a brilliant and impressive sight,

and he will be a poor American who can look upon it

without a lump in his throat.

Now, I don'c know that all this would be especially

apropos of anything were it not for one fact, and that an
interesting one. All these brilliantr allegories required a.
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designer, and their birth Bhows the quality of that
designer. It was no ordinary mind and no ordinary hand
which put in color these unhackneyed pictures of form
and thought. The artist was Mr. 'W. L. Wells, of this

city. His famous pictures of "Mallards" and "Teal"
show that he has been on the marsh with both eyes open.
As a shooter he is very well known in all this section, so

familiarly known, in fact, that almost everybody out

here calls him just Billy Wel'i^, though I presume after

this we wdl have to speak of him as Signer de Welles, or

something of that sort.

This shooter-artist is as versatile as he is clever; Per-

haps some readers of Forest and Sti^.eam may recall

the amusing little comic sketches whicb. appeared in the
fOEEST AND STREAM report of the Illinois State shoot.

These were the work of the same pencil tha,t laid the
draughts for this grand Procession of the Centuries. I

think there will be many Fokest and Stream readers
who at the World's Fair will gaz-^ at this stirring pageant
with an added interest, and perhaps with another reflec-

tion on the present surprising possibilitieB of the fellow
with the gun.

THAT SNIPE.

It is probable that before very long Warden Bortree
will have something further to say in regard to his posi-

tion on the snipe-waterfowl question. Still, as I look
over this week's Forest ajmd Stream. I cannot repress

the thought that all his trouble must be for naught, since

in the end the most valuable authority of all mu't be
against him. In short, the thing has already been settled

and there is no use talking about it any further. From
Ool. Bond's article I take, from the embodied letter

written him by Dr. N. Rowe, the following:
'Moreover, the snipe is not a water fowl; that I stated

in the American Field several times. In regard to this

very question you can state positively what I have writ-

ten you."
After this final and overwhelming word on the matter,

I cannot see any use in further discussion, and trust that
Warden Bortree will consider it in the same light. If it

has been editorially stated by the American Field that
the snipe is not a water fowl that do settle it, and no
reference to the courts is necessary.
There is another phase of this question, for the sake of

which I must again quote the opening sentence of this

B 'me letter:

"There is one thing that everybody is off on in regard
to snipe. It was I who, in order to harmonize matters,
proposed to remove all protection from snipe, and it was
thoroughly and positively understood that snipe should
not be protected."
The alarming position assigned the public by the emi-

nent naturalist and rhetorician in question, in that the
said public mind be both on and off a thing at the same
time, cannot fail to set one thinking. When one thinJis,

the carking conviction eats into one's soul that there
should be a more explicit statement as to the part the
E. N, and R. actually played in that oiieinal legislation.

I have just been talking with a gentlemen somewhat
posted on the facts, and he tells me that the E. N. and R.
did not cut even the figure of head midwife at the birth
of that freak in legislation, the Illinois game law. If this

he true, my quotation reads larger than it should, I hate
like everything to destroy popular idols, but we have to

do it sometimes in our business. It's tough.

THE PRAIEIE CHICKENS.

A young gentlemen who has lately been out prospect-
ing around the edge of town says, "I believe there ai"e

more prairie chickens in Cook county than in all the rest

of Illinois." He saw a number of pairs, but no young
birds at the same time. Last week he bagged eight jack-
snipe. Jacksnipfi have also appeared in small numbers
near Hammond, Indiana.

I have heard little from the chicken croj) in lower Illi-

nois, and we are not apt to hear much from it. Shooters
who know a good chicken hole these days are not swarm-
ing into print for the most part. It is certain, however,
that there will be good chicken shooting in Illinois,

though the best of it will be gobbled before the law opens
the season. I should not be much afraid to chance it

below Bloomington, and I think a trip with Mason City
as an objective j)oint would be very likely to be success-
ful. Barring the larger number of posted farms, I believe
I would rather risk central Illinois for a chicken hunt
than central Minnesota or South Dakota. I believe that
northwestern Nebraska is in general the safest country of
all to head for.

Mr. Chas. A. Rathbone, of Detroit, Mich., has the fol-

lowing to say in regard to the "game pocket" I have been
keeping on ice for Forest and Stream people:
"I have just received your letter of Aug. 1, and desire

to thank you for your kindness in giving me the address
and remembering me. I am uncertain about getting
West this year; but should I go I will be glad to take ad-
vantage of the knowledge and use it in the proper man-
nei*,"

;

As stated last week, I have written to all the gentle-
men who inquired earlier about this chicken country, or
have attempted to do so. If by chance any inquiries
have bepn missed, I wish they might address me again
so that I may get the names and addresses. Moreover, I
should be glad if any reader of Forest and Stream who
wants to have a pleasant chicken shoot this fail would
write for this address. I believe there is room for all,

and while I know too m ich to guarantee shooting to

.
anybody, I believe this is the place a good many men
are looking for. Two days before the season opens there
will still be the same number of men who will want to

' know, right away, where they can go quick and kill

about 100 chickens a day, easy, not too far from the
railroad. That isn't the wise way to do nowadays. It is

wiser to begin plans for a chicken shoot at least a month
ah«ad.
Unfortunately, the market-shooters begin their plans

about a month ahead, also, and they get there, too. The
' unscrupulous are the most successful in the chicken
game. Early chicken shooting is not sport for any one
who ever did much of it and can shoot a little bit. The
market-hunters do not shoot these "cheepers" for sport,
but for so much a per each. It is a wonder they don't
take the eggs home and kill the birds with a club as
soon as they hatch. Great country, America.

E, Hough.

Neio Editions: The Gun and its Development, $2,50,
The Modern Shotgun, $1. For sale at this offlce,

UPLAND PLOVER SHOOTING.
Don't think from this heading that it i^ my intention

to describe my success in shooting Tipland plover or to

give my views as to the best way of shooting them. I

am merely going to give an account of an incident in

connection with upland plover shooting, which, though
not exciting or thrilling, is certainly uncommon, and I

trust that it may be of interest to the reader.
I was driving over the hills of New Hampshire one

afternoon late in July, just before the uplanders leave the
inland pastures for the sea, when my attention was at-

tracted by the whistling of some plover. Looking up I

savv a pair flying over my head, and presently I saw them
alight in a field where several more were feeding in the
long grass. This promised sport; and a few days later I

took the same drive with a gun in the wagon. When I

arrived at the field where I had seen the plover feeding,

I found that the grass had been cut and a number of men
were loading hay into an ox-cart. In the lower corner
of the field, however, I discovered a number of plover
quite near a stone wall. Having hitched my horse, I

made a long circuit and crept up to the wall, on the
other side of which I had seen the plover. They
were still there and within easy range; so I stood

up and as they ran fired at them. Whether I got
any or not is neither hei-e nor there; but no sooner had I

fired than one of the men whom I had seen loading hav
came running toward mc, shouting to me to get out and
to take myself off to warmer climes, and calling me all

manner of hard names, I waited till he came near and
then tried to tell him that I was bent on no harm but was
merely shooting plover. "Shooting plover!" he shouted.
"Don't you suppose I know what you're doing?'" and then
he came very near calling me more names. Pi-esently he
became calmer, and then he told me that he had most as

soon I went into his house and shot his children, and that
he had much rather I shot his chickens. "Why," he said,

"them plovers have been here every summer since I was
a boy, and I wouldn't have them drove off and not hear
them hollering and a whistling round the lot for nothing."
I began to feel very mean and tried to say something
about ' 'sport," but whatever it was sounded very weak,
and I went back to my wagon cured of all desire to shoot
upland plover for the rest of the summer.

It is very rare to find such an appreciation and love of

birds among farmers of New England, and it is this that
makes me think this little incident worthy of note.

BlJATTLEBOKO, Vt. J. D. B.

OLD DAYS IN MAINE.
Machias, Washington Co., Maine.—These notes refer

to the region watered by the Machias River and its tri-

butaries. Memory carries me back for more than 60
years. At that time there were caribou in certain local-

ities. In winter they collected on the plains where the
moss grew upon which the fed, obtaining it by pawing
the snow, making lai^ge heaps when the snow was deep.
I remember seeing one brought into town alive, caught
in spring on the crust. They were soon destroyed. I

think there has not been a caribou on the river for 50
years.
The moose were quite plenty in those days, but the

crust hunter annihilated them some 80 years ago. I was
told that one spring the Indians had as many as 15 car-

casses in one pile, killed on the crust. There came a thaw
and took off the snow so that they could not get them out
of the woods and so lost them.
The deer in my young davs were not very plenty.

They increased so that about 1845 they were quite plenty
and kept so for about 20 years. In 1844 or '45 the first

wolf was seen on this river. They seemed to come from
the north, appearing first at the head of the river. They
increased very rapidly, thinning out the deer. They
reigned for some twenty or twenty-five years and then
left and there has not been one seen or heard since.

After the wolves left, the deer increased. Bafore the
game laws were passed I knew of two hunters who killed

thirty-three deer in four days still-hunting in October.
The hunters thinned them off till the law was passed pro-
tecting them, since then they have increased, till now
they are as plenty as ever. One day last fall one of a
party of hunters got lost and was out all night. The next
morning his comrades with as many others as they could
muster, some eight or ten, formed a line, each keeping
within hailing distance of the other, and marched through
the woods in the direction they though, him to be, shout-
ing and making all the noise they could; this of course
drove the game before them, and the man counted fifty-

four deer go past him before the men came in sight.

Bears have always been plenty in this section. One fur
dealer in this town tells me that he handles about twenty-
five skins in a year killed within thirty miles of town.
Ducks of different kinds are plenty in autumn in our

fresh water streams and ponds. Partridges are plenty
some years and some years are not, owing I think to the
state of the snow the previous winter. They have a habit
of diving into the snow when it is light enough, to spend
the night. Occasionally there comes a sleet storm in the
night which forms a crust and they are imprisoned, and
unless there comes a thaw in time they die. We have a
few snipe and some woodcock in their season.
Pigeons were plenty in my boyhood days. We used

to catch them in nets. I have caught 150 at one spring
of the net. I know men who have caught over 5,000 each
in a season. The i^igeon had a habit of coming to the
salt marshes for a drink of salt water about sunrise. As
there were no trees for them to alight on, as they wanted
to do before going down to drink, we u^ed to puc up what
we called a raker: which has a pole set in the grouud
with another across the top with slats for them to alight
on. The sportsman (?) would hide behind a blind with
the largest kind of a gun (we called them King's arms)
loaded with fine shot. Tne top pole was i)ut in such a
position that a gun fired from the blind would rake it

"fore and aft." The pigeons would frequently come in
so large a flock that the raker would not hold them, As
many as could would alight, the rest would flutter for a
moment over those already alighted, when the old King's
arm would speak and down they came. I have known
100 as the result of two shots. But that is all gone. I

have not seen a pigeon for years.
We have pickerel in our river, white perch yellow perch

chubs etc. , in our ponds. All of our small streams and
many of our ponds abound with trout.
Now I do not think this & paradise for sportmen, but I

do think there is sport to ba had here in the gea(,son, In

the summer, fishing; in the fall hunting combined with
fishing. I think too there is one of the best if not the
best chance for a deer park in the State. There is a tract
of land in the market oE over 30 000 acres which can be
bought for about what the timber is worth standing on
it, easy of access, no settlers and no turnpike crossing it,

that takes in the best section of deer ground on the river.
It was on this tract the man mentioned above saw the
fifty-four deer. I would not be afraid to guarantee any-
where from 500 to 1,000 deer already on it. If protected
they would double every year. As it is in one block my
plan would be to enclose with a wire fence, the posts,
iron rods driven into the ground. Such a fence would
not burn or blow down and would not be very expensive.
I should want about four men for game keepers. The
timber on it would pay a good pa''t of the price of the
land, the increase of the game the cost of running it.

This tract is about 15 miles from here, a turnpike within
three or four miles, a buck bo ird road the rest of the way.
To get here, we shall have a steamer three times a week
from Rockland via Bar Harbor. L.

NORTHWESTERN DEER DESTRUCTION.
ChewelAH, Stevens County, Wash.—The game is going

fast from the Pacific coast, and we have not the power to
prevent it, because away back in the mountains there is

absolutely no game law, and no one to enforce it if there
was one; so everybody who has a gun, except the true
mountaineer, will shoot and kill any a,nd everything he
sees in the hills and at any and all times, and the small
handful of sportsmen in this country cannot prevent it.

All through the month of Febitiary the snowshoe hunters
follow the deer so relentlessly in the deep snow that they
are frequently driven down into the settlements, and
shot or killed with dogs, the Justice of the Peace and the
Sheriff taking a hand in the general slaughter. One man
of my acquaintance long carried a black eye and a large
section ot sore I'ibs, the effect of a personal encounter
with a buck deer in the deejo snow. Being unable to kill

it in any other way, he broke all its four legs with a club,
and then went home for a knife and returned and cut its

throat. Then he boasted of his daring and valorous deed,
and his friends appeared to admire him. A while ago
the Indians in this neighborhood made a drive in the
mountains and killed seventy in one day. If the illegal

killing of deer is allowed to continue long in that manner
it will not be many years before venison will cease to
occupy such a consj)icuous place on the bill of fare of our
city restaurants on the first day of March.

I notice an occasional contribution to the columns of
Forest and Stream from the pen of Orin Belknap, of
this State. He is one whom I admire very much, because
he is, to my own personal knowedge, one of the genuine
sportsmen in this part of the country ; a man who would
not kill a deer or chicken out of season if his breakfast
depended on it. K.

DON'T BLAME US.
Wh4T lover of shooting has not been called a fool or

some other equally unpleasa.nt name for being fond of
such a childish and nonsensical sport as hunting?

If, however, those who ridicule some friend for walk-
ing and working hard all day in rain and mud just to

get a few little birds which he could have bought for
quarter the money would look at it from a psychological
standpoint they would not wonder why others go shoot-
ing, but would be surprised to find that they themselves
do not.

Human beings, like other animals, possess many in-

stincts, and the hunting instinct is one of them.
If evolution and the survival of the fittest be true at all,

the destruction of prey and human rivals must have
been among the most important of man's primitive func-
tions and these have become ingrained.
The hunting instinct is a transitory instinct, and if it

is not exercised at all it may even entirely die out; and
this is what has happened to most of the present civi-

lized world. This desire is sure to make its ajopearance
in each one of our lives at some time, generally before
we are fifteen years of age, and if it be satisfied it becomes
a habit, otherwise it disappears.

If we could retrace our lives we would undoubtedly
find where this instinct has made its appearance. So,
when in the spring or fall we get "the fever," and are
blamed and scolded far going shooting, we can say that
the bill is not to be settled with us, but with mother
nature. M.

What the Snipe Is.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It seems to me some contributors are wasting a great

deal of ink on the snipe question.
AEcer exhausting the stock of modern opinion they

seem to be raking over the piles of ancient lore for "argu-
ment," as if a man's opinion was of greater value because
he was a forefather!

If Adam himself had left a written assertion that a
jacksnipe was a waterfowl, it would count for little with
me, for I don't believe he ever shot one in his life. In
fact, the most authentic ancient history doesn't state that
there was any mud in his garden, and no snipe could live

without mud. As the insignificant little thing that is

now convulsing the con*"inent could not possibly live in
the water and would starve to death on dry land, why
not compromise the matter and call it a mudfowl?

DlDYMUS.

The Massachusetts Acclimatization Fund.

Massachusetts Fish and Gasie Protective Associa-
tion, Committee on Acclimatization.—Boston, Aug. 8.

—

The committee on acolimatizxtion of the Massac tiusetts

Fish and Game Protective A-isociation wish to acknowl-
edge the receipt of the following contributions for the
work of restocking the State with game, viz.: Mr. D.
Kirkwood, $5; Mr. Richard Baker, $-25; total, $30.
By the omission of three words in the Massachusetts

paragraph of close seasons, in your issue of July 21, the
close season for pinnated grouse in Massachusetts was
stated to be between .Jan. 1 and Sept. 15. The birds are
protected at all times. Without such protection the
Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association
could not expect to stock the covers with imported birds.

He;nby J. THATE5, Secretary,
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"That reminds me."

A Seneaquoteem (Idabo) correspondent sends us this
from the Pend d'Oreille News, It has the flavor of the
soil:

Tom Murphy, W. P. Grainger and Harry Jackson are
Priest Lake prospectors. While up there the other day
and all the other bo7s having left camp to prospect, these
three started out, two with pick, shovel and goldpan, to
prospect for placer in a gulch near by, and the other, Mr.
Murphy, with a gun to try and kill some meat, as that
article was getting scarce in camp.
They traveled together for some little distance, when

the party separated, Mr. Murphy keeping up toward the
head of the gulch and the other two going lower down.
They had been separated long enough for Murphy to cross
the gulch and get on the other side and only a few hun-
dred yards above the others when he was startled by a
loud drumming noise, which he couldn't understand at
the time, but which proved to be Grainger pounding on
the goldpan. Anyhow, Tom, naturally thinking it to be
a can of some kind although a new one on him, started
toward the noise.

When about opposite the boys he saw Jackson up a tree
hanging on to a limb for dear life, and making the most
unearthly noise with his lungs possible, and Grainger
going up another tree at a rate that would lead one to
suppose he was no noviceat the business. Tom, on seeing
this peculiar performance, commenced to laugh, which it

appears was not so thoroughly enjoyed by the others, as
they commenced to swear at a 3:40 pace and wanted to
know why he didn't shoot.
This brought the mirthful-disposed shootist to his senses,

and standing on a rock from which he could look over a
clump of brush he saw the cause of the boys' peculiar
conduct. It was a grizzy bear and a vicious looking bear,
too, for the dog had been running around and snapping
at him for some time, which made his bearship some-
what angry, for he would strike such ugly blows at the
dog that the force of them would tui-n him clear around.
While all this circus was going on between the dog and
the bear the boys were hanging in the trees, taking turns
and then together cursing Tom for not shooting. Appar-
ently an opportunity for a good shot presented itself, for
he raised the gun to his shoulder, carefully took aim and
as carefully lowered, the gun again. Just to show how
"cussed" a man can be, he innocently asked, "How much
longer can you fellows hold on?" This was more than their
wrought up feelings could stand, but their vocabulary
was entirely too limited for them to express their reply
in words—they just turned black in the face with rage.
Tom then sobered down and took a shot at the bear,

which struck him, but not in a vital &j)ot. The bear
couldn't see Tom and consequently didn't know where
the shot came from. He blazed away again, the ball
striking home. On the second shot the bear saw where
it came from and made a bee line for the place. He only
made a few jumps, however, when he fell over, kicked
a few times and died. The boys came down • from their
uncomfortable positions, Tom came over from across the
gulch, they all helped skin the bear and went back to
camp. Mr. Murphy brought the hide down with him.
It's a beauty.
The funniest part of the whole business was drumming

on the goldpan. It appears that Mr. Grainger had heard
some prospector tell about charming a bear by pounding
on a goldpan. The prospector was out trying some
diggings and had no shooting iron with him when he saw
a bear making for him. Not knowing what else to do he
commenced pounding on his pan. The bear first stopped,
looked awhile, then turned around and went away.
Grainger remembered the story when he saw the bear

coming for them, and as neither of the boys had a gun
with them, he said to Jackson, "Watch me charm him."
"Charm your mother-in-law," said Jackson, "I'm going

up a tree."

Grainger kept pounding away on the pan and the bear
kept coming. When the bear got within an uncomfort-
ably close distance, Grainger started for a tree. At the
foot of the tree, however, he made a last effort to charm
the bear. Taking the pan and a stick he called out to

' Jackson, "Now watch me charm him."
"You fool, you'd better get up that tree, or the bear'll

charm you," was Jackson's reply, whereupon Grainger
started for the tree at the above-mentioned pace.
Mr, Grainger has no faith in the bear-charming proc-

livities of a gold pan.

77^6 Book of the Game liAWS has all fish and game latvs

of United States and Canada, Price 50 cents.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the Held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Fohbsx and Steeam offers a series of
prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions
under which these prizes will he glveu are in brief as here set
forth:

There wDl he ten lirizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30
Third $16. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.
The competition will be open to amateurs only.
The subjects must relate to Forest and Stbeam's field—game

and fish (alive or dead;, shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.
There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may

have been or may be made—whether In 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.
All work must be originai; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.
There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Fokest and Stbeam,
All phocographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique anf? difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or apseudonym
for Identification. With each photograph should tie given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Fobbst AITD

Stream. This applies only to the particular prints sent us.

ANGLING NOTES.
Distribution of Black Bass in New York.
For many years the black bass distributed by the New

York Fish Commission were caught during the winter in
the "wide waters" of the Erie Canal at Kochester. This
was rather an uncertain source of supply, for the number
of bass available for planting in other waters was de-
pendent upon the quantity of fish that might be leftin the
"wide waters" when the canal was drawn down. The
bass, too, were of all sizes, so that it was not always
convenient to transport them, and it was a trouble to get
them when the ice had formed. It was found to be
better and choaper to procure small bass from the net
fishermen in Lake Ontario, since which time the distri-

bution has been made in summer. List week the follow-
ing shipments were made: To Li.ke George, upon appli-
cation of Gen. Robert L. Banks, president Lake George
Fish and Game Protective Association, 250; to North
Crepk, for M. J. Merrill, 200; for A. J. Cass, 250; for W.
B. Young, 100: and for D. G. Ytipngling, .at Riverside,
250, Special Protector Wm. H. Burnett, who met the
fish at Saratoga to take charge of the Lake George ship-
ment, could not tell me the final destination of (he
bass that went to North Creek, but 1 know that
those for Mr. Yuengling were for Brant Lake. North
Creek is the terminus of the Adirondack Railway,
and one of the gateways to the Adirondack region,
where it is unlawful to plant black bass unless the
waters already contain them, or the Fish Commission
give consent by resolution. Brant Lake is a lake that
was stocked with bass, and I have been witness to the
growth and spread of the fish in this water, and witness
also to their iall, which discounts the "rise and fall-off
of the Roman Empire," vide Mr. Silas Wegg, I do not
know of a lake of its size that promised after being
stocked to furnish such unlimited bass fishing, in reason
and in season, as Brant. June fishing, however, knocked
it silly. Then the open season was made to begin Aug. 1.

The recent fish law opened the season May 30, and now
restocking has commenced. Gen. Banks asked for 1,000
black bass for Lake George, the only water in the State
where there is a close time for the fish during the breed-
ing season, and where the law is rigidly enforced, and
was given 250. A special despatch from Fort Plain to
the Albany Argus states that last week 3,000 black bass
were planted in the Mohawk River under the direction of
Fish Commigsioner Hackney. As this is the Commis-
sioner's own "deestrick," it naturally has a bulge on the
balance of the State. A close season which covers the
actual spawning time of the bass will do more to repopu-
late bass waters than all the bass that the State can buy
and plant if the fishing season remains as it is.

From Canadian Salmon Rivers.

The salmon fishing in Canada is on its last lap for this
season, and my friend John Mowat in a personal Iptter
says: "I traveled yesterday with our Premier, Sir J. C,
Abbott, who had just I'eturned from a week's tour up the
main Restigouche, and although an ardent angler, had
never seen our river. He was fairly successful in hook-
ing, but the salmon were very delicate as well as fastid-
ious, and three-fourths of those that interviewed him de-
clined any handshaking. And although one of the most
courteous of gentlemen, and Premier of Canada to boot,
be could induce only six fish to enter the parlor. He was
much pleased, however, and well he may have been, for
it was the hottest week of the season. An odd fresh-run
fish is still taken, i^rincipally at the home pool of the club.
There will still be time for a week's good fishing in the
upper pools if we have rain and cooler weather, only
there will be very few rods to embrace the oppor-
tunity should it come."

Capt. Sweeny, poor fellow, could not die in Albany,
and he made them bring him down here where he could
breathe his last looking at the spot he loved so well.
Peace to his ashes! He was one of the kindest, most
hospitable and genial of men that ever cast a fly on the
Restigouche.

Hudson River Salmon.
When it was reported last week that four salmon had

been killed in the Hudson River at Mechanicville with
the fly, I made an effort to learn the particulars of the
capture, because if the fish were actually killed with rod
reel and fly I believe that it was the first time that a
salmon had been killed in this stream with the flv. A
number had been reported previously as having been
killed in this manner, but in every instance it was found
upon investigation that the fish were killed on spoon bait.
Mr. A. C. Johnson of Mechanicville, writes me that two
of the fish were killed by Willian Yandenburgh and
Albert Miller, that the salmon weighed 8 and ISlbs. re-
spectively, and the captors tell him that they killed three
with a deer-tail fly, i. e., a bunch of deer's hair tied on a
hook. The other two salmon, killed by John and James
Dyer, father and son, were taken with spoon bait.

Sale of Metis River.

Only a few months ago it was told that Lord Mount
Stephen had sold his fishing on the Metapedia River to
the Restigouche Salmon Club, and now Mr. Mowat writes
me that he hears that he has sold his Metis property to
an American friend, and that the price is probably well
up toward $100,000, as the buildings are very fine, and
the pite and stream cost $32,000. Of the river Mr. Mowat
saye: "It is short, and a 90ft. fall three miles from the
sea is a regular stopper for the fish. The stream is ledgy,
with fine spawning bed^, and unless supplied with fry
will never be a salmon river. I hear that Lord Mount
Stephen got only one fish on it this season. I hear also
that he killed but one fish this spring in his Perthshire
River, Scotland, but he rather astonishes the natives over
there by running the rapids and fishing from a Gaspe
canoe with a couple of his old guides taken over for the
purpose.
"Some of the Narth Shore rivers, St. John and Moise,

have done fairly—90 fish to three rods in. twelve days

and 100 to four rods in two weeks. The great complaint
are, first, mosquitoes; second, lack of morning papers
Of course, vegetables, cream, butter, new-laid egg:

etc., must all come out of the can, and it is so haxcX t;

combine business (which nowadays will not wait) witl

pleasure that the North Shore rivers are now only suit

able for those who have retired from active business."
While three-mile salmon rivers in Canada are sellini

for a price well toward 1 100,000, the Hudson River is waii
_

ing to be opened in the upper part by fishways that will]

permit the salmon now m the river so reach suitabL
spawning grounds above the mills and factories. Thi]

can be done, and a fishway put in everv dam and fai

from Fort Edward to Luzerne, for about $40,000. The
fishways will not only permit salmon to run up abo"
all foul water to the streams where the fry has beer'

planted, but they will also give shad and other fish an op
portunity to do likewise. The State has built three fish-

ways in the Hudson and now all interest appears to have
ceased in making the Hudson a self-sustaining palmoE
river. This is an opportunity for Forest and Stream tc

show the power of the press in awakening the Legisla:
ture to the importance of building fishways in the Hud.<
son. A. N. Cheney.

SUSQUEHANNA FISHING.
Bainbeidge, Pa., Aug. a —Owing to the great amount

of rain that fell during the month of June and in the early
'

part of July in Pennsylvania, bass fishing in reality
opened up auspiciously only three weeks ago. The dry
spell which prevailed all along the river from the lOth of

,

July to the 31st brought the water down to a proper level I

and the fishing was very good, with the exception of the I

very hot weather, which had a baneful effect. The ab- .

sence of large fish among the large number of bass taken '

this season is remarkable.very few exceeding 21bs, having
been caught thus far. Of course the water has not yf t

reached its lowest stage, nor has bait become scarce;
when such conditions exist then it is that the old moss-
backs are wont to rush headlong to their destruction.
There are many large bass, princely old fellows, in the
deep waters of this locality, btit they seem to have had so,

much experience with tempting lures in bygone days that
only when driven by extreme hunger will they now take
the baited hook.
About ten days ago the writer, while out fishing with a

friend, witnessed a performance which was about as
amusing to the spectators as it was provoking to the'
person most concerned in the affair. Mr. Bare and I were'
returning home from a trip to tlie riffles when we espied
Squire McNeil, an old veteran fisherman of this place,
busily engaged in fishing for chubs. As is his usual
custom when out of bait, the Squire had pulled up to & i

grass patch, leaving his baited hooks trailing out from-
the stern of the boat, while be went on about the busi-
ness of securing more bait. Just as we were passing by,
at a respectful distance, and had said good morning and
"what luck," two large bass tackled the two lines and
were off before the Squire had time to wink; whr-r-r-r-r,
whr-r-r-r-r-r sang out the two reels, up got the Squire
with a rod in each hand and trying to keep both lines
taut by a graceful see-saw movement of the body, which
must have been acquired on the dancing floor years ago.
Well, as a matter of course, one rod had to be dropped

:

this was done, and the fish was soon free. The.other basi
had by this time sought the kindly shelter of some rocks,
snagging the line badly, and it was with considerable dif-

ficulty that the fish was fir ally landed, and found to he a
2-pounder. The Squire is certain that the bass loi^t was
by far the larger of the two, but just why he did not bold
on to him he is not able to explain. We were not near
enough to help the Squire with his fish, nor were we close
enough to hear any "un illigant" language. The Squire
says there was none used, he didn't have the time.
In the middle of the river opposite this town there lies

sunken in deep water an old tree; some of its branches
extend above the surface of the water. About this tree
a great many minnows gather to feed upon the insects
found in the decaying matter collected about it. Some
days since John Fullerton visited the spot and dipped

|

bait from the bow of his boat, and with them fished for
bass from the stem. In this manner he caught a dozen
fish in a comparatively short time, and later in the da)
returned to the tree and took six more.
Pike-perch ("salmon") fishing has been fairly good for

the early part of the season, but will be much better as
cooler weather comes on. Some fine fish have been
caught, and doubtless many more could be taken if th(

best bait, which is the lamprey eel, was to be had. The
lamprey seems to be the only killing bait, and its scar-
city is much deplored by the "salmon" fishers of these
parts.

Among the fishes observed occasionally in these waters
are the pickerel, rock bass, yellow perch and German ,

carp. The j)ickerel and yellow perch are rarely taken
here; the few pickerel that ha ve been caught were very
small as a rule. On July 20 George R. Bean, while fish- •

ing from a flat boat, at the river landing, caught a pick-
erel 19Jin. long and weighing L^lbs. The fish was in
prime condition, beautiful in coloration (we thought) and
very excellent food. Rock bass are seldom seen. They
are supposed to be hybrids between bass and sunfish here,
which is not so according to the books.
The German carp has only recently made its appear-

ance in the river and canal, and is frequently caught by
using worms for bait.

Dr. Hollingshead tells me that the ft«<hing on the
grounds of the Red House Gunning and Fishing Club at
the head of the Conewago Falls, has been very good dur-
ing the past three weeks. Among the catches mentioned
was one made by Mr. Fred Ebel and Mr, Baker. These
gentlemen caught in a day's fishing thirty-two bass aver-
aging a pound in weight. Fishing is reported good also
at Marsh Run and at the Middletown Ferry, just a few
miles further up the river. Stehmak Herk.

The Kingfisher's Rattle.

I've been on the road almost night and day lately, and
only at home long enough to read the ratt'l'^ of "King-
fisher"—and that in time stolen from sleep. One of these
days I too may have time togo a-fishing; just now I'm
"chained to business." HEADLiaHT,

Canadian Trout Ice Fishing.

An "order in council" of July 9 forbids fiahing through
the ice fox trout in Canada.
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THE RAINBOW TROUT.
Thp brook trout, mountain trout, speckled trout, or

golden trout, of California, having become famou=s in its

own country, was introduced many years ago into Eistern
waters, wherein it is commonly known as the rainbow.

The fish has been acclimatized also in Euroi)e and Japan.

Wisconsin, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, New York and
North Carolina now furnish suitable conditions for the

new-comer, and in some Pennsylvania streams the

jipecies thrives, multiplies and provides tine fishing.

Mr, Stewart has told in Forest and Stream how readily

the rainbow has accommodated itself to mountain
streams of North Carolina, and how it appears to take
unwarranted interest in the spawning of the brook
trout. Oar illustrations show an adult male from
Verona, Missouri, whero fry were introduced by the U.
S. Fish Commission in June, 1883, and a young specimen
from California showing parr marks. The rainbow was
planted in the Yellowstone Park in September, 1889. and
two years later Prof. Jenkins and Mr. Elwnod Hofer
found a number of lOin. specimens in Gibbon Kiver, both

above and below Virginia Cascade, near the place of

deposit. The iishing there was limited to the artificial

fly or the catches might have been larger.

The rainbow grows to a length of 3ft , and individuals

of Bibs, are on record. The relation of the rainbow to

the steel-head or Gairdner's trout

is still open to question. Ten
years ago the writer called atten-

tion in Forest and Stream (J une

15, 1883) to the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing the young of these

two, and he finds no less uncer-

tainty in the problem to-day. If

the two are identical we should

use the older name, Gairdner's

trout, for the sppcies. It is well

known that the latter grows nearly

as large as the average Atlantic

salmon, which it resembles

strongly in shape.
The rainbow feeds on worms,

insect larvge and eggs of other

SalmonidcB Dr. Livingston Stone

has given the following very in-

teresting account of its feeding

habits: "The California trout

roams about his watery hunting
grounds partly on his side, with
one eye directed to the bottom.

He is quite as dependent, and
probably more so, upon
the supply of food that is

beneath as upon the sup-

ply that falls from above
or floats on the surface.

Pie has another peculi-

arity also about feeding;

when he sees any food on
the bottom that looks to

him out of place, or has
from any cause a sus-

picious apppearance, he
wheels past it, and as he
passes the suspicious ob-

ject he strikes it a vigor-

ous blow with his tail and
then turns to observe its

movements. If there ap-

pears to be anything
•crooked' about it he will

not touch it, and will,

after striking perhaps
once or twice more witli

his tail, abandon it alto-

gether."
Sijawning takes place

usually from January to

May. The eggs are about one-fifth of an inch in diam-
eter and vary in color from light straw to deep salmon
Dink. A 31bs. female yields about 800 eggs. In water at
54° Fahrenheit the eye spots show in twelve days and the

eggs hatch in twenty-six days. The form of the embryo
can be seen through the shell four or five days before

the eye-spots appear. The females spawn in the Mc-
Cloud River when three years old.

In the McCloud June and July are the best months for

fishing.

The writer has found quiunat salmon eggs the most
attractive bait for the rainbow and others have hooked
many of the fish with grasshoppers. For fly-fishing

a brown-hackle and a white-moth were most effective

for "Coquina," while in Pennsylvania several of the
early brook trout flies were readily taken. For large

rainbows the flies must be as large as for black bass and
salmon and the gut snella increased in strength propor-
tionally. Owing to the gregarious nature of these trout

it is comparatively easy to fill a creel unless some of the
big tackle-smashers are encountered. T. H. B.

Pointe Bleue to the opening of La Belle Kiviere, in the
Lake Kenogami district, some miles southeast of Lake
St. John. They were only absent three days from Rober-
val and this is the result of their two rods' work, and the
subject of a wonderfully fine picture from Mr. McCarthy's
Kodak: two trout of 4ilb8. each, fully a dozpn from 3 J to

S^lbs., and about 300 from lib. to l^lbs. Mr, McCarthy
writes that ho has had the grandest time this year in the
lake district that he has ever had, that he is completely
in love with the country and that there is no place like it

on God's footstool,

Mr. Martin J. Chamberland and Mr. J. H. Hendricks,
manager of the Warwick Cycle Works, Springfield,

Mass., have just returned from the Metabetchouan, where
they have been fishing the waters of the Amabalish Club
with wonderful success. They brought back with them
some 1301 ba. of speckled trout, including a splendid fish

of 5ilbs.

I have good news this week for ouananiche fishermen,
and in fact for all visitors to the Grande Discharge of

Lake St. .John. The splendid new iron steamboat has
made a successful trial trip on the inland sea, and now
crosses it daily from Roberval to the Discharge, making
the distance of 34 miles in about an hour and a half—

a

Favina: of an hour in the passage. The Mistassini cost

$45,000 and has accommodation for 400 passengers.

Mr. E. J. Myers, the New York barrister, ascended

Raikbow Teotjt (YOTrN&).

CANADIAN ANGLING.
The remaining salmon fishermen are rapidly leaving

the streams. Mr. Blanchard, of Boston, came up from
the Marguerite on Monday, having killed 10 fi-*h in his

second stay of 10 days in camp. Mr. Walter Brackett's
fishing on the same river was very poor. He went home
to Boston last week. The Prime Minister of Canada, Sir

John Abbott, is just home from the Restigouche, where
he found the fishing poorer than ever. A little more
readiness on his part to meet the views of experienced
anglers in the matter of fish protection would insure bet-

ter sport for Canadian a,s well as for Americxn anglers.

. Lieut.-Gov. Angers and Major Sheppard, of Quebec, have
been the guests for 10 days past of Lord Stanley on the
Cascappdia River, The Lieutenant-Governor took 10

fish and the Major 13. Lord Stanley, while fishing with
them, killf d 11 salmon. His Excellency will remain on
the river until about S^pt. 1, having a cottage at its

mouth which he will occupy after the fishing season is

over,

A fortnight ago T wrote you a. report of the wonderful
fishing done by Dr. Lundy of Philadelphia and Eugene
McCarthy of Syracuse in the Ouiatchouan and Ouiatch-
ouaniche rivers. Last week these persistent sportsmen
piade their way with a couple of Indian guides from

RAINBOW Trout (Adult).

quite recently the great river from which the steamer
takes its name. He was absent from Roberval about a
fortnight, and made some remarkable catches of trout and
ouananiche. After the next fortnight I believe that
anglers in search of the best ouananiche fishing would do
better to ascend some of the tributaries of Lake St. John
than to fish the Grande Discharge. The best streams for

this purpose are the Peribonca, tbe Mistassini and the
Asbuapmouchouan. E. T. D. Chambers.
QuBBEC, Aug. 4.

NEW ENGLAND FISHERMEN.
Boston, Aug. 4,—At the seashore resorts this season

there seems to be more than the usual amount of fish-

ing, and the participants seem to greatly enjoy it. Mr.
E M. Gillam, commercial editor of the Boston Adver-
tiser, is a good deal of a sportsman. This season he is

spending the summer at Beachmont, as usual. Early in

the season he purchased a good boat, and with his wife
and friends the salt-water tishing is being tried with a
good deal of success. The other day some sixty pounds
of cod and hsddock were the result of a single outing.

Mr. C. W. Leonard was formerly a partner in the suc-

cessful firm of dry goods jobbers of Jackson, Mandal &
Daniell, now Chatman, Kendall & Daniell. Mr. Leonard
was tempted to go into the manufacture of dress goods
at Bennington, Vt., where he has had a good deal of suc-
cess. But he dearly loves to fish, and every opportunity
that can be caught from the carPs of a very busy life is

given to his favorite pastime. He is training his boys in

the same direction. This spasou his family is-summering
at Rookport, Mass., at the Turk's Head Inn. Mr. Leonard
goes down there as often as possible and takes the boys
out fishing. On a trip the other day they fished for

perch and tautog from the shore with rods. Mr, Leonard
likes this much better than fishing from a boat with hand
lines. On the day in question his liUle son Charlie R.,

only 6 years old, was with him, with his brothers aged 9

and 11 years respectively, a cousin of 11 years, and two
young fripnds of 13 and 14 years. In order to excite the
boys Mr. Leonard ofliered prizes as follows: 1 cent for

the first perch, 5 cents for a jperch ovpr 13in. in length,
and 10 cents for the largest tautog. Little Charlie's black
eyes sparkled at this announcement, and he was quickly
at work fishing from the rocks, Soor he landed a perch,
the first one, and took prize No. 1, Later he landed a
perch that measured IS^-in, in length, the largest for the

day, and prize No. 3 was his. Then, to cap the climax,
the little fellow soon hooked a big fish of some kind. In
fact it was so strong that his father found it necessary to
take the rod, it being evident that the fish was stronger
than the hoy. He played the fish carefully for several
minutes when be was convinced that even a man had his
hands full to handle the big fellow successfully. At last

the fish gave up and was drawn near to the locks, when
one of the bigger boys ran down, and taking the line in
his handi5, hy a careful jerk it was landed. It proved to
be a tautog weighing S^lbs., and little Charlie had won
prize No. 3. Mr. Leonard is at a loss to explain how it

could happen that the little fellow took all tlaree prizes.
Mr. James L. Reybold, salesman with Hyde & Wheeler,

was born in the Adiirondacks, His father was a pioneer
farmer in that part of the country, but really followed
hunting more than farming. His son naturally came up
with a love for the woods. Every year, at vacation time,
Mr. Reybold goes to what is left of the old haunts. At
this time he is taking his few weeks at the old homestead,
or near it, and his two sons, Will E, and Frank S,, are
both with him ; Will is a salesman at 101 Clinton st. , and
Frank is with his father. The boys, like their father
and grandfather, both take to the woods and waters, and
the gun and fish rod are the implements that suit them
best. They intend to do some camping as well as fishing.

Aug. 6.—Reports from the salmon anglers are more
favorable than early in the season,
when the water was so remarkably
high. Mr. Joseph Jefferson, the
actor, was seen in Boston the other
day. He was just back from his
salmon river, the Miramichi,
where, as already mentioned, he
has been for some days. He vis-
ited G. B, Appleton's tackle store,
and doubtless many of his theat-
rical friends, before going down
to his elegant summer home on
the shores of Buzzard's Bay. His
success, with that of his friends,
in salmon fishing, was good. The
party took 117 salmon, though a
great many of them were grilse.
His Excellency, Gov. Russell, one
of the party, as already noted in
Forest and Stream, took sixteen
salmon. Mr. Jefterson remarked
of the trip that it was a particu-
larly enjoyable one. A number
of trips were also made to trout
lakes and streams, with good suc-

cess in most instances.
Senator Aldrich, of

Rhode Island, gave Con-
gress the slip the other
day, and last Tuesday
morning he left Boston
in company with a friend
from Providence, and.
Mr, Henry R. Reed, of
the Revere Sugar Refin-
ery, and was on his way
to Canada. The Senator
is a lover of salmon fish-

ing. When the gentle-
men left the Hub their
intention was to stop one "

day at Matapedia, and
try the salmon there
while waiting for trans-
portation to their desti-
nation, the St. John, at
Gaspe. There they are
the guests of Mr. Ives W.
Adams, of the American
Net & Twine Co., of this
city. Mr. Adams has one
of the best salmon pre-

serves in the Provinces on the St. John, at Gaspe. Very
good success has already been had there this season, and
up to the time of the departure of the Senator Aldrich
party fifty salmon had already been caught, and these
were all salmon and not grilse. Mr. Adams says that it,

is a peculiarity of this river that very few grilse are ever
taken. The section is also noted for its splendid sea
trout fishing. Mr. John Fottler, not unknown to the
Forest and Stream, as one of the most earnest laborers

in the cause of game restocking in Massachusetts, and as
one of the restocking committee of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association, is now at the
same river. But he in due in Boston this week. He is

interested, with Mr. Adams, in the same river, I believe.

He has had good success in salmon fishing. There are
four or five camps on the preserve. The middle building
of one of these establishments was formerly a camp
built for Lady DulTerin, who, during the lifetime of Lord
Dufferin, was with him exceedingly fond of salmon
angling. There are also reports of several good catches
of salmon on the Nepisiquit, but I have not the names of

the fortunat'' ans-lers.

Aug, <§.—Mr. R, B, Foster, an earnest lover of angling,
died at his home in Waltham -July 29. Mr. Foster was
not wholly unknown to the readers of the Forest and
Stream, since several of his quaint and delightful
angling stories have been told in its colums. He was
born in Bethel, Me,, 66 years ago, and reared on the
farm in that town, he early acquired a love for the woods
and waters which never left him. During his last sick-

ness his dreams, when sleep would come to his pain-
racked body, were frequently of angling, often accom-
panied with struggles to find the best pools in the
stream, and then a peaceful delight in landing the trout
he loved so well to take. He came to Boston when only
17 years of age and went to work for a. truck farmer in

Belmont. He married Miss Salome G. Earns, of Newry,
a town adjoining Bethel. The firm of Foster & Weeks
was formed in 1855, in the produce trade, and it is in ex-
istence to-day. Mr. Weeks survives his much-beloved
and respected partner.
Mr. D. H. Blanchard, well known as the author of the

celebrated salmon anglers' petition, is back in Boston
from his salmon river, the St. Marguerite. He has later

had good success there, and makes a clean record of
twelve salmon, the largest weighing 37]bs. He received
a dispatch yesterday from his people at camp saying that
vhere were a good many salmon in. th© river, and he will
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immediately start again for another try at them. He is
looking "as brown as a nut," and is as genial and earnest
in the cause of salmon protection as ever. Mr. Walter
Brackett, with his son Arthur, on tlie same river, have
had rather poor success this season.
Mr. C. E. Fitch, president of the Waltham Watch Co.,

h{»,8 just returued from the Romaine River. Usually he
ha.s had good success, but this year the sport has been in-
diflFerent. The same is reported to be true of the Nataah-
quan, the Godbout and other North Shore streams. The
Natashquan has been fished by J. L. Pike, of New York,
and J. C. Cramer and F. S. Hodges, both of whom have
returned to Boston. Special.

Forest and Stream's Fishing Postals.

»Di?OP US A LINE" ON A POSTAL CARD.
FiMniJ Nem, Place to Catch Pish, Fisli Caiight, Fish^

ing Incidents.

Manistee, Mich.—I spend much of my time in the
woods looking pine land and carry a fish-line in my pocket,
and sometimes a gun, and take what fish and game I
need for camp. The best trout fishing I ever found was
in the headwaters of Fence River, in the Upper Penin-
sula of Michigan. It is also a great country for deer. I
spent last summer in the woods from July 13 to Nov. 28.
At the headwaters of Manistee River is the best place
for grayling in the State. I went trout fishing twice this
spring. Caught 23 in Cedar Creek, 8 miles south of
Manistee, B. B

Lake View House, Vt., Aug. 3.—Record of bass
caught at Lake View House, St. Albans, Vt., by Mr. A.
F. Troescher, of 860 Broadway, New York city: July 23,
23; July 25, 24; July 26, 22: July 37, 47; Julv 28, 7; July 29,
10 ii day); Aug. 1, 20; total, 152. Weighed Hlbs. to 4ilbs.
each. • Samson.

Goshen, INIass.—Trout fishing in Hampshire and Hamp-
den ct unties closed Aug. 1. If the close season could now
be extended to cover two half years from date, the range
of sport would be materially enlarged. Meanwhile the
State Commissioners ought diligently to replenish the
rivers and brooks with fry and tingerlings. Twenty-five
years ago hundreds of trout were caught to tens now.

Chaeles Hallock.

Fleminoton, N. J., Aug.—At Corson's Inlet (N. J.)
fishing good. Flounders biting well, my best catch be-
ing ten within two hours. Sea bass plenty, weak fish
commencing now, sheepshead around, can be seen around
the piling of the railroad bridge, but are rather shy, few
catches being made by the champion sheepshead fisher-
men; season now about opening and continuing to keep
good until October. j, H. S.

WASHINGTON FISHING.
Mr. Charles J. Bell, of Washington, has spent sev-

eral weeks trouting and salmon fishing in Canada and is
again home after a very successful trouting, but reports
very poor salmon fishing. Messrs. Ives and Bell took
sixty-eight trout in one day, the weight of which was
501bs. They were the sea rim trout in their silvery dress
and none of them weighed over 31bs. Flies with red,
such as red-bodied hackles, were the best. It is claimed
by old residents that the salmon fishing is being ruined

, by the Government. So many spawning fish are netted
for the purpose of propagation that the fish are being lit-
erally driven from the rivers by fright.
Mr. George Kennan, the well-known writer, was met

by the streams, and is said to be very enthusiastic over
the subject of salmon and trout, as the angler views them,
The Helmet Fishing Club, 12 members, all good, hard-

working, bona fide anglers, will go to the head of the
Chesapeake aboat the middle of August. A yacht will
be procured at Havre de Grace, with which the bass fish-
ing of the lower Susquehanna can be reached, and later
the party will go to Mountain Shore, or Carpenter's
Point, for rockfish and white perch. Aug. 11 this club
gives their annual excursion to Marshall Hall, on the
Potomac. The committee of arrangements is as follows:
C. J. James, E, M. Tolman, H. Weyl and C. Birch. All,
or many of the anglers of Washington are expected to be
present and a royal good time is promised.
The bass are having a midsummer rest here, as the

Potomac water is muddy. A few days of clear weather
and black bass scores will be as thick as flies again.
The fishing in the lower Potomac has not been up to the

standard lately; too much natural food i^erhaps. It will
doubtless surprise some people to know that crabs are
taken in very dry seasons at the Navy Yard bridge, here
in Washington, and that sharks often come within sight
of Alexandria.
Having some curiosity to know what tarpum tastes like

I followed one over from the market here a few days
since to a restaurant on the avenue where it was served
up for lunch. The fish would never be taken for fish
when boiled and served in big solid chunks were it not
for the bones, and even they were mongrels. The flesh
had a very ancient veal-like appearance, but tasted like ?
It is beastly bad eating to my thinking, and if a man had
to eat tarpum after catching it I hardly think he would
want to take the second one. I secured a large garfish
in market last week and had it served up at the table.
This fiMh is stated by Dr. De Ivay in his "Fishes of
New York " to be highly prized by epicures. I am not
an epicure and could not go into ecstasies over the
excellence of the silver gar, or bill- fish as it is
called in Great South Bay, N. Y. The green colored
bones of this fish, as well as its curious form, and the
great prolongation of the jaws, make it a curiosity. The
stomach of this example contained one lone fish, a spot
or young croaker. The gar itself was 3ft. 7in, long, and
came from the lower Potomac. They are very common
in the Chesai3eake and in the Potomac, and occur here at
Washington in considerable numbers. A more voracious
fish would be hard to find. They arc bait stealers too of
the worst stamp, and are seldom if ever hooked, as they
take a minnow in the middle, owing to the structure of
their jaws. Their internal structure is as simple as could
well be devised; a simple stomach, with a moderately
long, simple intestine, which has the appearance of being
especially well adapted for rapid transit, Bon.
WASHiNOTorr, D. C, Aug. 8.

JACK AND I AND THE MASCALLONGE.
I heard the distant waters dash,
I saw the current whirl and flash.

And richly, by the blue lake's silver beach,
The woods syere bending with a silent reach.

-H. W. Longfelloiv.

In my mind's eye and ear, as Shakespeare would say,
I heard and saw the blue waters of the lake and the swirl
and dash of river the firstweek in June, and all the ordin-
ary things of life became as mererefuFc, things despised—
for a-fishing I must go. "No," said Stephens, "I cannot
go. There'll be thousands of bushels of wheat coming in
this week and next; and if I'm to get oS for om- trip along
the North Shore in August, I must attend to business
now." Knowing this to be so, I went to see Jack. Jack
and 1 are always taken for brothers when we are together,
though why it is so neither of us has been able to find
out. I found Jack busy finishing a barge. "Well," he
said, when I made known my errand, "if I can get this
barge launched by to-morrow night I'll go,"
Where should we go for a week?

"By remote Superior Lake
And by resounding Mackinac,
When northern storms the forest shake
And billows on the long beach break."

Yes, we would go along old Superior, either to Knife
River, between Duluth and Two Harbors, or else to
Stewart River, just beyond Two Harbors. But the next
day Jack said he would rather go after mascallonge at
Elbow Lake for the week, and take the trouting trip
when we could have more time. So we arranged it, and
Monday morning found us whirling eastward from De-
troit on the Portland express, and noontime found us
waiting in Waldentogo northward; and by the gleaming
light of the setting sun, sent throxigh rifts in skurrying
clouds, we went to Park Rapids on a mixed train such as
the Great Northern Railroad Company delight to harrow
the finer sensibilities of humanity with. The Great
Northern agent at Waldena refused to check our dunnage,
and -said we must ship it as express or freight. I flatly
refused to do either, and left the outfit lying on ' the
platform until the train pulled in, when I went to the
train baggage man and asked him if he would not take it
in his car, and he very graciously said "Yes." Jack said,
' 'It was all your cheek that did it."

"The shades of night were falHng fast" when we
reached Park Rapids. Should we go to a hotel? No. We
would begin camp life at once. So in the gathering dark-
ness, in a grove of pines on the river's bank, we set up
our tent, and after making arrangements for a team to
take us to Elbow Lake in the morning, we went to bed
and went to sleep with the sound of the rushing river in
its channel and the sighing of the wind among the pine
trees in our ears. We were awakened in the early morn-
ing by the song of birds, and by half past seven were on
our way to the lake. It is a beautiful drive, through the
pine woods most of the way. By 10 o'clock we were at
the lake, and setting up the canvas boat, placed our dun-
nage and ourselves in it and started to hunt a camping
place. As we went out into the main lake, one of the
half dozen islands that beautify it was directly in front of
us. "There is where I want to camp," said Jack. I pre-
ferred some of the pine groves on the main land and
said so, but after cruising along for a mile or so and
finding nothing entirely satisfactory I gave in and told
Jack to pull for his island. I had his rod out and was
trolling, hoping we might get a fish for dinner. When
about half way to the island there was a tug at the
line and a splash far behind, and a mascallonge was
hooked. Jack had never caught a mascallonge so I
handed the rod to him and told him to reel the fish in.
The fish fought well and kept Jack busy for a time, but
finally he brought it within reach and a nice 61b. mas-
callonge lay in the boat and Jack had christened his
new greenheart rod. We pulled ashore, built afire, and
soon had dinner ready, of which broiled mascallonge
formed a toothsome part.
After dinner we walked across the island to look up a

good camp site, which we soon found in a little grove of
pines, with the water but a few feet away on two sides
of us. Jack staid there and went to clearing up the
ground while I went back to the boat to bring it and our
dunnage around to the beautiful sand beach on the south
side of our proposed camp. As I went around the western
point of the island I stopped rowing long enough to
cast my line out, and then taking the rod between my
knees I rowed along and had gone but a short distance
when there came the familiar tug at the line, just as
though the hook had caught on a log. I had my hands
full right away. A stiff head wind was blowing, and to
keep the boat headed up away from the rocky shore and
at the same time hold the rod so as to keep a tight line
on the fish required all the skill that I was possessed of.
Once I brought the fish to the boat, but had to let it go
again. Finally I saw that the boat was going on shore
anyway so I headed in, and after the boat struck I sprang
out, holding the rod in one hand and catching the boat
and hauling it up with the other, after which I proceeded
to reel in the fish and soon had the satisfaction of seeing
the beautifully-marked fellow lying on the stones at my
feet. I killed it, and shoving off started toward where
Jack was. I had just reached deep water and cast my
line in again when Jack came in sight along the shore.
He at once called out:

'Where have you been, I thought you were drowned?"
'Oh, I've been having some fun down here."
'Fun? How much?"
'As much as one can get in landing a ten-pound mas-

callonge."
"You never have gone and caught a mascallonge com-

ing up against this wind."
"Yes, I have, and—I've got another as sure as you live.

Jack!"
It was true, and without trying to reel the fish in, I

beaded directly for shore, and when the boat came within
reach Jack caught it and pulled it up while I proceeded
to land the fish, which I soon did to Jack's great satisfac-
tion. That's one of Jack's characteristics, to enjoy a
friend's success as much as .bis own. I landed the last
fish only a few rods from our camp site, and we at once
went to work to pitch our tent and fix up for our five
days' stay. In a little while the tent was up and fragrant
spruce boughs laid down, making a mattrass more than
a foot thick, on which we spread our blankets.
We went out on the water and staid out until "near the

Betting of the sun," taking two more of the lusty, game-

some mascallonge, when we thought it time to call a
halt, as the five we had now would keep the table sup-
plipd for our whole time in camp.
We enjoyed the supper amazingly, and while I made

the bed and ai-ranged the dufile in the tent, Jack built an
enormous bonfire.
"Well, if this isn't homelike I don't know what is," he

said, as he surveyed the bed and the tent after everything
was fixed. "I'm so glad and happy I can't keep still.

Whoop!" As we were going to bed the moon rose in
majesty o'er the tops of the pine-tree-crowned eastern
shore, and a great expanse of silver sheen spread from
the darkling shadows of that shore to the sand beach by
our tent.

As we lay in bed there came to our ears clear and flute-
like the cry of a whippoorwill, and several times during
the night I heard the song, Whip poor ivill; wMp-poor-
will; and one night there were four singing all at once.
We named our camp "Whippoorwill Camp." The next
day we started to explore some. We went up one arm of
Elbow Lake, and entering a narrow deep inlet, along
which we went for nearly a mile, then came to a small
lake, across which we went, and entered another narrow
passage, which soon made an abrupt turn, and then
another and still another, until Jack declared that we had
"turned to every point of the compass, and more, too."
On we went for miles, "The Thoroughfare," for so we
learned that it was called, being generally a few rods
wide, bordered by heavy timber all the way. Sometimes
80 stately were the pine trees along our watery way that
what Longfellow has sung in his prelude to "Voices of
the Night" seemed true for us.

"Before me rose an avenue
Of tall and sombroiis pines;

Abroad their fan-like branches grew.
And, where the sunshine darted through.
Spread a vapor soft and blue.

In long and sloping lines."

It was very strange and we enjoyed it very much,
winding about and at last entering a narrow .gorge
through which the water came rushing like a trout stream.
On we went a mile or so further, when we pulled up to
the bank, built a fire, boiled our cofi'ee and eat dinner. We
wondered where we could be, and found out later that
we had come about nine miles, and where we ate our
dinner was very close to Little Sand Lake, just beyond
which is Big Sand Lake, then Turtle Lake and Man Trap
Lake, all of which are famed muscallonge waters.
"Oh," said Jack, "if we could only stay a month and

explore to our heart's content," and I heartily echoed
what he said. Back we started

,
stopping at one place,

where a trail led through the pines, along which we
went but a short distance, when we came to a lake, a
beautiful sand beach all the way around it so far as we
could see. Bull Lake, we learned the name to be on in-
quiry. Returning to the boat we retraced our way through
the Thoroughfare by the devious way of crooks and turns,
until we reached Elbow Lake, again across which we
went to Jack's Island and Camp ^Vhippoorwill. We
were pretty well tired out, but did not mind that, for we
had seen something the like of which we did not know
existed in Minnesota—the crooked Thoroughfare between
Elbow and Little Sand lakes. The next day we went to
the east end of the lake, picking up a couple of tigerish
mascallonge on our way; and here we had another sur-
prise. Entering a narrow channel that seemed to lead
nowhere in particular, we came out to a part of Elbow
Lake that we had not seen before, and following along
the shore entered another channel, narrow, but very
deep, and came out in Elbow Lake again off the east
end of Jack's Island, the supposed east shore of the
lake, thus proving to be an island completely hiding a
long arm of the lake, which extends eastward over a
mile, I should judge. Jack drew a long breath, and
said, "Who'd have thought it."

In the afternoon we went fishing a while and I hooked
"a whale" as Jack called it. I very foolishly told Jack to
row to shore, and protesting against it he did. I com-
menced to reel the big fish in when something so strange
happened that I record it as one of the many surprising
things that happened on the trip. The fish ran around a
bunch of rushes and I lost him. 'Twas very singular, and
he was the lai-gest one I hooked on the trip, too. Jack
was almost heart-broken and would hardly be consoled
for my mishap.

"If you'd only let me pull out into deep water as I
wanted, you would have had that fish" he lamented, and
I agreed with him only did not tell him so. It was one
of the mistakes in judgment that we all make sometime
or other in oui- lives.

That night as we lay in bed Jack gave a big sigh.
"What's that for?" I asked.
"It's our last night here and I wish we had a month

more," he repUed, It had been very pleasant indeed,
Jack and I had never been off in camp before, but I had
thoroughly enjoyed being with him, and hope we mav
have many trips together hereafter.
The next morning "we fished for keeps" as Jack said,

and although no very large ones were taken we caught
enough to make several of our friends feel very kindly
toward us on our return home.
After dinner we reluctantly took down our tent, went

over to the mainland, where the team was to meet us,
rolled up our canvas boat and at 7 o'clock were in Park
Rapids. We packed our fish in ice and I asked the agent
at the depot to check our outfit and he promptly refused,
"Will you put the things in the car for us?" I asked,
"No, I wiil not."
"Can I leave them here at the depot until morning?"
"Yes," but with evident reluctance.
After supper we strolled around town awhile, went to

the river and examined the new fishway just put in,
then went to the hotel and asked to be shown to our
room. The door would not shut tight, so I placed a chair
against it, and placed my heavy grip on the chair. It
was very hot, so we undressed, and lying down on the
bed, Jack went to smoking, while I read aloud from the
Forest and Stee4M, Some one came along the hall,
grasped the knob to our door and half opened it, then
catching sight of t^vo pairs of legs on the bed beat a hasty
retreat. Then there was a row outside. Evidently the
landlord had put us in some one else's room or had sent
some one else into our room. Finally the clamor died
away and we were disturbed no more.
In the morning when we went to the train I went

into the baggage car and told Jack to hand me our dim-
nage, which he djd. I stowed it away and told the somcv
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what astonished baggage master that that outfit was
going to Wadena. He grinned, but said nothing, and
it went. At Wadena the dr&yman took us and our out-

fit to the Northern Pacific depot, and at my request the

baggage ma.n checked every article for us and then said,

"Gentlemen, if you want any more ice to put on those

fish there is the icehouse, help yourselves." Jack opened
his eyes a,nd said, "Is the millenium dawning?" "No,"
I replied, "it is only the diflference in the management
of the two roads." "Great is the difference," quoth he.

We were home in time for supper, and so ended a trip

replete with pleasure and pleasing memories. The pic-

ture of Whippoorwill Camp and the many incidents con-
nected therewith, with .Jack filling foreground, middle-
round, and deeply shading the background, is one that
shall ever fondly cherish. Mykon GopIJiy.

DBTHorr CiTT, Minn;
^

"Where am I at?"
The types make me blush and have brought the laugh on

me. In the recent article, "A Side Issue, but no Trout,"
Ely is located in northwestern Minnesota when it is in the
northeastern; there is no Nesaba Range, but Mesaba,
and no river called American between Dukith and Ash-
land, but one named Amnicon, This last mistake, with
locating Ely in the northwest, might arouse a suspicion

that I was in a condition similar to that of a deer hunter
Stephens and I met in Wisconsin last fall, who said,

"I've hunted in the mountains in oF Missoury lots, and
never bad no trouble, but I never saw such a country as

this. I don't know where I am half the time." This
was spoken with that drawl characteristic of some local-

ities, and taken in connection with the dejected attitude

of the man, made it very funny, and we've laughed over
it many times since, as many a reader will laugh over
the mistakes in question. MyrOk Cooley.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 5.—Our vigorous young organiza-

tion, the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, used very good judg-
ment when, through the advice of its energetic secretary,
Mr. F, B. Davidson, who knew whereof he spoke, it se-

cvired special rates over the C. & E. I. road to the bass
waters at Momence. The Kankakee River, from that point
on down for miles, affords about as good fly-fishing for
bass as any water within twice the distance. Even the
tyro members of the club have benefitted by the late

practice meets, and it is to be presumed will now go after
the practical application of the acquired knowledge.
That's different again.
The Kankakee has for ten days been clearing up and

has offered some little fishing. The Fox has been in much
better shape, and below McHenry some nice catches have
been made on the fly. There are some waters where
black bass will take the fly, and some where they won't.
The Fox below McHenry and the Kankakee below Mo-
mence are two places where they will.

Mr. John F. Randall writes me from St. Louis, that
himself and a few friends are about to organize a society
for the protection of fish, with membership largely from
St. Louis and Alton. He says "our work is all in the
future." It is to be hoped it will not stay there. Much
actual and practical good can result from intelligent and
determined work in fish protection. Fish protection is a
much easier problem than game protection. We can not
have too many societies of purposes similar to the above,
and all success should be prayed this one.
Mr. George E. Cole, easily the first man in the West in

matters of fish protection, "has given himself a vacation,
and is now with his family in the East, at Long Branch,
where he will remain for several v^eeks. Let no one step
needlessly on a clam now at Lang Branch.

It was grim, ghastly retribution which last week over-
took that Maryland man who was dynamiting fish in
Worton Creek and was hoist by his own petard. The
dispatches say that his body was blown to fragments, his
shoulder blade being driven into the body of the friend
who sa,t behind him. This is horrible enough, and too
horrible to point a moral.

I never saw dynamite used under water but once, and
that was at Lake Marie last summer, when searchers
were endeavoring to raise the body of a boy who had
been drowned, Contrary to my expectations, there was
no great volume of water thrown up, only a sort of boil-

ing ridge a few inches high. At each explosion vce could
feel a sharp, ringing clink along the bottom of the boat,
such as you will hear when a charge of shot strikes a
board. The boats retired only a short distance for each
shot. The charges did not raise the body, but destroyed
a number of fish. In the Maryland case it was different.

Dynamiting fish has become altogether too common a
method of destruction even in the sections where blast-

ing or mining is not common. It is justly censurable as
about the lowest form of low-down ways to kill fish.

At Green Lake, Wis., last Sunday, three ladies and
two gentlemen got into a small clinker boat to cross the
lake to attend church. The ladies raised their umbrellas
as sails. The boat went over. Arthur Bennett, of Chi-
cago, being a good swimmer, saved the lives of two of
the ladies. The third, Mrs, Hollister, was drowned,
Mr. R, K, Hitchens, of this city, is resident agent for

an Eastern firm, and he does nearly all his fishing in New
Brunswick, scorning Western trout and bass for the glo-
rious sport with the sea trout. He has fished for the big
brook trout of Lake Superior near Marquette, and de-
clares that they look identically the same to him as the
sea trout of New Brunswick. Mr. Hitchens says that be-
fore he came West he had never seen any free-reel bait-
casting, and he still prefers the fly. For the latter he
will find greater use in New Brunswick than here, where
the range of fly-fishing waters is restricted. E, HouGH,

Ocean Grove Bass.
Mr. a. a. Brower, of Philadelphia, who has a sum-

mer cottage at Ocean Grove, on the New Jersey coast, is

an enthusiastic and successful fisherman. Recently he
took, fishing from the Ocean Grove pier, a 14ibs. bass,
the largest fish of the season.

The Favobite Line.—Tbe Shenandoah Valley route to the
South, comprised ol the Norfolk & Western and East Tennessee,
Vireun'a & Georgia Railways, Is the sportsman's favorite line.
"The Washington & Chattanooga Limited," which is a Bolid ves-
tibuled fast fivine; train, eoneisting of Pullman, drawing mom,
sleeping cars, day coaches and Pullman dining oars, leave Wasb-
jugton 11:15 P. M. every day in the year, arriving Chattanooga
6:45 nest afternoon, making close connection for all Southern
points. Mr. B. W. Wbenn, General Passenger and Ticket Agent,
E. T., V. & G. R'y. Knoxville Tenu., will furnish free any infor-
mation desired, -Adv.

LAKE ONTARIO FISHERIES.
The movement of the Cheaper Food Pish Association of

New York, of which Judge Danforth is the president, was a
very timely one, as now demonstrated by the late census
returns of the fisheries on the Great Lakes. The decline of
the industry on Lake Ontario in the last decade is certainly
worthy of attention. In 1880 the number of fishermen was
587, in 1890 398, a decrease of .189. The capital invested in
1880 was $54,050. and in 1890 147,716, a decrease of m,33i.
Number of nets in 1880 34, and in 1880 173, an increase of 138.

The value of the fish in 1880 was $159,700, and in 1890 $85,481,
a decrease of $74,260, almost 50 percent. The number of
pounds of fish taken in 1880 was 3,640,000, and in 1890 2,691,-

94.6, a decrease of 948,054, and on close examination this
catch of fish in 1890 discloses the fact that more than half
of it was an inferior fish—the herring. The number of
pounds of lake trout taken in 1880 was .569,700, and in 1890
6,500, a decrease of .563,200. The number of whitefi-h taken
in 1880 was 1.064,000, and in 1890 it was 23,383, a decrease of
1,040,617. What makes this decline more marked is the fact
that on the other great lakes during the same period there
has been a decided improvement. The number of fishermen
in 1880 was 3,906, and in 1890 6,498, an increase of 2,592. The
capital invested in 1880 was $1,291,925, and in 1890 S2,785,243,
being an increase of $1,493,318. The number of nets in 1880
was 1,466, and in 1890 3.659, an increase of 2.193. The value
of the fish in 1880 was $1,493,200, and in 1890 $2,.530.353, an in-
of 11,037,153. The total number of pounds of fish taken in
1880 was 65,102,000, in 1890 114.393,622, an increase of 49,391,-
622. The number of pounds of lake trout taken in 1880 was
6.234,900, and in 1890 11,195,131, an increase of 4,961,231.
Whitefish in 1880 20,399,900, and in 1890 15,.303,10.5, a decrease
of 5,096,795.

Superintendent Porter, in commenting on the above
figures, gives credit for the condition of things in the upper
lakes to the work of the Michigan, Ohio and United States
Fish Commissioners; that their planting in those waters
has been the preservation of the industry, and had the i\kv,-

State Fish Commissioners been awake and done their duty,
the industry of our great lake would never have been in
the condition in which it is.

The movement of Judge Danforth and his associates has
been productive of one good thing, it has aroused the atten-
tion of the LT. S. Fish Commission, and an appropriation
has been secured for the establishment of a hatchery on
Lake Ontario, and work will be commenced on it this sea-
son. There has been some planting of whitefish in ijake
Ontario in a small way by both New York State and the IT.

S. Government, but not safiicient to make any visible effect.

Such work, to be elJective, must be done on a very large
scale. From 1882 to 1891 the United States has planted in
Lake Ontario 45 000,000 of whitefish; in 1877 to 1890 Canada
has planted in Lake Ontario 34,000,040. In 1877 to 1890 New
York State planted less than 7,000,000 in Lake Ontario. We
have more to say on this subject at a later date.

Western New York.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, Aug. 6.—While the matter of retrieving at field

trials bas been quite thoroughly discussed from every stand-
point, there has been one argument brought forward by the
advocates of it, which is most ungenerous and false, and
which has been allowed to pass unanswered. It has, in sub-
stance, been stated that professional trainers were opposed
to retrieving at field trials for the selfish reason that its
abolishment woitld save them the time and labor necessary
to teach and perfect the accomplishment. To me this ap-
pears most gratuitously unjust. With no data whatever
except the suspicions wbich exist in their own minds, they
present their surmises as existing facts. The writers who
hold these views ignore the fact that the sentiment in favor
of abolishing retrieving at field trials was not the result of
demand ou the part of field trial handlers alone. It was the
result of the experience and knowledge of practical men who
had made field trials a study. The measure had been con-
sidered many months by the E. F. T. C. before any action
was taken on it. The correctness of the measure in abolish-
ing it was not questioned by the majority; but the popular
sentiment in favor of retrieving, by men w^hose personal
field trial experience was little or nothing, was something
to be considered. It was a matter which had been most
carefully determined before many recent writers had given
it a thought.
Even if the professional trainers had all argued against it

—which they have not—it does not follow by any means that
some man who disagreed with them would be justified in
concluding that they did it for seLQsh purposes, much less
in publishing his conjecture as a fact. Who would be more
competent to give sounder opinions on the subject than the
professional trainers? Having given an opinion, why
should some man at a distance impute selfish motives to
them, with no other proof to advance than thevaporings of
his uncharitable imagination? Few professions can pro-
duce such a uniformly intelligent and reliable body of men
outside of the learned iDrofessions as the dog trainers o£
America. It is only fair to assiime, what is the fact, that
they are interested in advancing their calling in every hon-
orable way, not in obstructing its growth or lowering its

standing.
That the imputation of insincerity on their part in oppos-

sing retrieving at field trials is groundless, is shown by the
fact that all trainers concede the utility ot retrieving in
actual shooting. As all trainers break dogs in the manner
required by their employers, the doings at field trials have
no bearing on the matter. The trainer trains the dog accord-
ing to its owner's wishes. But some men are supernaturally
wise in discovering serious nothings. Their minds are so
constituted that they abandon the fair consideration of the
facts presented and search for dishonorable or selfish mo-
tives. It is gratifying to note that such writers are narrow
and feeble in fair argument. As a matter of fact if the field

trial retrieving of the past were taken as a standard it could
do no harm to abolish it both in trials and in field shooting.

Ranging.

I have received some most interesting letters of late on
the subject of ranging and its properties, and I find that
there is a keen appreciation of its true merits. It is a fact
that there is much more in it than an exhibition of rapid
scurrying over large fields or getting lost for an hour, more
or less. One paragraph deals with the senseless exaggeration
indulged in by ultra enthusiasts who strive to paint the sky
in brighter tints. I would like to give the writer's name so
that his words would carry the weight which his skill, ex-
perience and popularity have deservedly won, but as such
would be against his wishes, I can only quote some of the
interesting sayings. He says: '*I cannot think about some
of the ideas I have heard put forth without feeling inclined
to be sarcastic. 'Killing pace' always amuses me. Who is

to be killed? I suppose the dog is to try and kill himself,
All these foolish sort of ideas wottld be of no consequence if

it was not that some of our judges are possibly influenced '

by them, and consequently a fool dog tha.t gallops like fury,
if he only bas luck enough to stumble on a good point now
and again, is put before one that hunts from start to finish."
Speaking of fast dogs which performed indifferently as

workers on birds, he says: "Off their noses, of course!
That is the ever-ready excuse of owners whose dogs hunt
the wrong way. I believe that there are not many all-
around, high-class dogs whelped, not many good ones come
by chance breeding. (I mean such as are bred by men who
can only gue.=s what dogs to breed together.) One must
know the character of the dogs in every i-espect, in one's
kennel, and for as many generations i3ack as possible,
before one can establish and keep up a good strain. Noth-
ing but close observation for a number of years will do it,

and that too by one who is quick to detect the faults of his
own dogs. I askfd Mr. (a famous breeder and hand-
ler from boyhood, and now ripe in age and knowledge) if
dogs were better now than they were when he was a boy.
He said no, but that there were more of them. If a man
can turn out one or two really good dogs every year he is
doing well, I think. What we try to find are dogs that go
as hard as they possibly can hunt^ not run, much of which
depends on their style of working. Ones which have good
noses, high courage, fine tempers, lots of intelligence, en-
durance, style, etc., and no faults which cannot be cured.
When we get a puppy of that sort, or even approaching to
it, we expect to train him so that he will show off his good
qualities at the trials. If another dog does not do as clean
work we feel inclined to kick if he is put over our dog
because he goes faster, our dog not being too slow. If he
does as clean work and goes faster too, then it is all right,"

False Pointing-.

On the stibject of false pointing he says; 'A well broken,
experienced dog with a good nose will not false point at all.
He may stop for a moment or two, but he will never stop on
larks. If a well broken dog, with a good nose, a dog which
uses his nose in the right way, makes a flush, or a bird
flushes, you may be sure it is not the dog's fault. No man
living can fairly say that a flush is excusable or otherwise,
but he can soon tell where there is plenty of game whether
a dog is a flusher or not. Some strange scent, some unusual
disturbance of the atmosphere, may for the moment have
destroyed the scent, but no well broken dog flushes on pur-
pose."

Dr. J. Frank Perry, the famous litterateur and foremost
writer on canine matters in this country, is now the owner
of the copyright, plates, books, etc., of "Modern Training,
Handling and Kennel Management." This work on train-
ing has been most generously conceded to be the best one
before the public. Dr. Perry bas, forthcoming, works on the
diseases of dogs, conditioning, etc., which will add greatly
to the literature on these subjects. B. Waters.

NEW ENGLAND F. s,T. CLUB DERBY ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The entries for the Derby closed Aug. 1, and the following

satisfactory entry has been received. The total, 30, includes
4 pointers, 25 English setters and 1 Gordon setter. All these
were whelped in 1891.

POINTERS.

Dash A. (George W. Lovell, Middleborough, Ma.ss.), liver
and white dog 'champion King of Kent—Lass of Kent),
July 4.

Wild Lily (George W. Lovell, Middleborough, Mass.),
liver and white bitch (champion King of Kent—Lass of
Kent), July 4.

Bud of Kent (A. M. Tucker, Lexington, Mass.), liver and
white dog (King of;Kent—Vickery's Daisy Bang Bang),
Aug. 2.5,

Queen of Kent II. (G. A, Vickery, Lexington, Mass.),
black and white ticked bitch (champion King of Kent—
Vickery's Daisy), Aug. 25.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

DASH B. (Edward Brooks, Hyde .Park, Mass.), black, white
and tan dog (Gloster—Movis), Sept. 1.

Geouse B, (Edward Brooks, Hyde Park, Mass.), black,
white and tan dog (G-loster—Movisl, Sept. 1.

Boss (Edward Brooks, Hyde Park, Mass.), black, white
and tan dog (Jean Val Jean—Mamie A,), Oct. 23.

Rod's Chaff (E O. Damon, Northampton. Mass.), black,
white and tan dog (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), March 3.

Rod's Mirth (E. O. Damon, Northampton, Mass.), white
black and tan bitch (Roderigo— Gladstone's Girl). March S.

Count Beekshiee (F. W, Whitlock, Great Barrington,
Mass.), blackjWhite and tan ticked dog (The Corsair—Bona),
June 3.

Princess "Polly (P. W, Whitlock, Great Barrington,
Mass.), black and white ticked bitch (Rod's Whim—James'
Lassie), Dec. 29.

Tennessee Vandal (Oakland Farm Kennels, Taunton,
Mass.), black, white and tan dog (The Corsair—Effle Hill),
Jan. 19.

Tennessee Girl (Oakland Farm Kennels, Taunton,
Mass.), black, white and tan bitch (The Corsair—Efiie Hill),
Jan. 12.

BARRETT (W. B. Poster, Brockton, Mass.), orange and
white dog (Duke of Gloucester—Belle of Brockton). May . 6
PuNCK P (W. B. Foster, Brockton, Mass.), black and

white.dog (Duke of Gloucester—Belle of Brockton), May 6^
Rot Kent .*:(Cohannet Kennels, E. Taunton, Mass.), blue

belton dog (Kent II.—Fedora Laverack), Feb. 25.

NANNETTE (Cohannet Kennels, Taunton, Mass ), black,
white and tan bitch (The Corsair—Eflie Hill), Jan. 19.

Bradley (D. A. Goodwin, Jr., Newburyport, Mass.),
black and white dog (Rowdy Rod—Breeze Gates), July 4.

Albert's Daisy (Dr. James E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn.),
white and orange bitch (Albert's Garry—Fanny San Roy),
Feb. 7.

Rose Gladstone (V, L. Bossa, New Canaan, Conn.),
black, white and tan bitch (Dan Gladstone—Belton's Prin-
cess), April 10.

Mark's Lady (J. L. Wells, Attleboro, Mass.), orange
belton bitch (champion Gath'sMark—Jessie Noble), Sept. 10.

Roy Wilson (Noyes Billings, Dodgeville, Mass.), white,
black and tan dog (Dad Wilson, .Jr.-Bessie Roy), Sept. 6.

Matador (Rosecroft Kennels, New Haven, Conn.), black
and white dog (Grover—Forest Dora), August.
Pang (H. C. French, Northampton, Mass.), black and

tan dog (Paxtang—Mamie), May 15.

Rowdy Roy (A. M. Tucker, Lexington, Mass.), black,
white and tan ticked dog (Roderigo—Field's Vic), Aug. 25.

Rod Belton ( Willard W. Lewis, Rockland. Mass.), black,
white and tan dog (Count Roderigo—Bessie Roy), Jan. 14.

Druid Noble (Agawam Kennels, Ipswich, Mass.), black
and white dog (Count Noble's Boy—Model Bondhu), Feb-
ruary.
Damon C. (Hampton Kennels, Hampton, Conn.), lemon

and white dog (The Corsair—Bona), June 3.

Nellie G. (H. Rudolph Sack, Lymansville, R. I.), black,
white and tan bitch (Breeze Gladstone—Lady Snowflake),
Sept. 19.

GORDON settees.

Gypsy (Hampton Kennels, Hampton, Conn.), black and
tan bitch (Clarke's Jake—Daisy M.), -January.

E. Knight Sperey, Sec'y.

"From Nearly Every State."

Dextbb, Me., Aug. 1.— Editor Forest and Stream: From the
small ad. in your paper offering the portraits of my pointer, Duke
of Dexter, 1 have had orders from nearly every State in the
Union, and "still they come." OhAS. D. Robbkts,
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AMERICAN FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
Editor Forest an d Stream:
I have just returned from a visit to the American Fie'd

Trial Club, at Columbu=!, Ind. I found the members of the
club hustling, and ther» will not be anything ]pft undone to
make the trials next November a siiccess.

~ There will be
dogs of superior breeding and of different nicks, entirelv
diflferent from any that have run in trials before. The $5
limit is in reach of so manv more sportsmen than a.flO limit.
These trials are for bird dogs and bird-finders, not so much

lor speed as the other trials (I did not meet any oue claim-
ing to be an expert with a lariat). Therefore 'these trials
will show and try, in fact prove, some of the points our
best breeders have been advertising on. I think there will
be a big attendance just to see that merit. I went over the
grounds wbere the trials will be run. The grounds are
nicely located and there is plenty of water. We flushed
several bevies of quail that were fu'll grown, and no doubt
the second hatch is on the way. The accommodations at
Columbus for the trials are first-class; plenty of saddle
horses (not plow horses) and vehicles for the dogs and man.
Hotels are among the b;st, and those who stop at the Belvi-
dere will find the landlord an all-around .sportsman. As for
railroads the Pan Handle will get you there. I will be there
and would be pleased to meet you. Zulo.
Independence, Ind.

CANINE TENACITY OF LIFE.
In our issue of July 28 we spoke of a dog that had been

shut up for twenty-nine days in an unoccupied store in
Toronto. This particular dog may have undergone this
lonely and trying experience or he may not, but we see
nothing to doubt in the record made. It is well-known
that dogs and other animals have undergone almost in-
credible fasts, and it would be interesting if some of our
readers would give particulars of any case that has come to
their notice, so that we can show how long a dog can
possibly go without food. We have received the following
from a correspondent on the subject:

Editor Forest and Stream:
I enjoy reading your p^per very much. I saw your ac-

count of the long fast of a dog in an unoccupied store. My
wife had a cat that was driven under a bridge one evening
by a dog. That night there came a severe ice storm and
closed the mouth of the bridge. We missed the cat the
next day and hunted high and low for him. Thirty-five
days after there came a thaw, and in clearing away the
snow and slush from the bridge so the water could run
through, I found the cat. He was alive, but very weak;
could not keep any food on his stomach, not even milk, for
more than a week. When found he could not walk. We
nursed him back to life and he lived for three or four years.
When imprisoned he was a fnll-growa kitten and' very
playful, but after such a shock he did not recover his
spirits, and was never known to play again like other cts.

Sam Rogees.
West Newbury, Mas.=., July 30.

THE PEARL OF PEKIN PROTEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read in your issue of July 21, under the heading of "Dog
Chat," the following, relative to the Pearl of Pekin pro-
test:

"The news now comes from Mr. Brougher, the secretary
of the American Cour.«iDg Club, that the case will not be
acted upon until the annual meeting in October, 1892. Mr.
Brougher's words are, 'The executive committee have re-
served their decision until the October meeting of the club.
They did not give any reason for so doing'."

I was not a party to referring this protest back to the
club, but the majority of the executive committee, Mr. C.
Gr. Page and Dr. S, J. Shaw, gave their reasons for doing so,
by the folio ">?ing statement: "That as Dr. Shaw, one of the
members of the executive committee, and Mr. Brougher,
the secretary of the club, had made an affidavit that in their
presence Mr. T. W. Bartels, the owner of Pearl of Pekin,
had made a settlement of the dispute with Mr. J. J. Ed-
monds, the owner of Chicopee Lass, therefore in the face of
this affidavit the majority of the executive committee de
clined to act on the protest, preferring to leave it to the club
to do so." H. C. Lowe.
Lawrence, Kansas.

DEFENDS MR. ISENTHAL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I am indeed loath to enter into any controversy with

"Aloin",of Breeder and Svortsma;n, but his ill-timed and ill-
judged remarks anent "that hooked-nosed Israelite in Den-
ver" impel me to a.sk a little space in your valuable paper in
order to remove if possible every stain upon the character of
a gentleman who was well-known and respected by a large
circle of the lovers of the dog in this city.
To us, to whom the 'nom de plume of either "Aloin" or

"hooked-nosed Israelite" is no cover of their respective per-
sonalities, the remarks in question are read with no other
feelings than those of indignation and disgust, and of course
"knowing the source," we treat them with the utter con-
tempt both they and their author merit. But to those who
may recognize "that hooked-nosed Israelite" and not be
aware of the identity of "Aloin," I would say, that the
former was regarded in the highest esteem by all who knew
him, and his ill-timed death, a short time ago, was a severe
loss to us who recognized that we had lost a good and valued
friend and that the lovers of sport and the dog were minus
a true and faithful devotee. L. F. Bartels.
Denver, Col., Aug. 4.

ROCHESTER KENNEL CLUB SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In announcing that the bench show of the Rochester Ken-
nel Club will be held in connection with the Western New
York Fair, Sept. 26 to 30, instead of Sept. 6 to 9, it is proper
that we should state that the very day we sent the telegram
to Hamilton declining arbitration, we received from the
fair managers a proposition to hold our show in connection
with the fair, and it was decided that if Hamilton would
not buy or sell, that we would give them the dates and c :n-
sider the proposition of the fair managers. Every one knows
Hamilton's answer to our buy or sell proposition, and the
next week the correspondence appeared in print, and I wish
to call attention to the fact that there were two letters pub-
lished dated June 3, and both purporting to have been sent
to me. This is not so, as for reasons unknown to me, the
first of these was not received by me, but I hope this can be
explained, as I do not wish it inferred that the letter was
written at the time of the publication of the correspondence
to?flll a weak spot in Hamilton's case.
Again, on*.June 24 I wrote Hamilton a letter, which was

returned tinopened. with the statement written across the
back that :t was "Returned unopened, further correspond-
ence not being dp.«ired." If this letter had been read by Mr.
Stewart, he would have discovered that even after his hasty
action the Rochester Kennel Club harbored no ill feeling,
and was doing its best to drop out and allow Hamilton to
have the conflicting dates, the conflict in dates being the
fulcrum of our efforts to make satisfactory arrangements
with the fair managers. When I saw Mr. Yates I suggested
that he make a final eflfort to inform Hamilton that we

not conflioti with, them ia aey way. Tie ymlt i§ well

known, and the Rochester Kennel Club does not feel that it
is their fault if Hamilton does not hold a bench show Sent.
6 to 9, 1892.

.

^

I wish finally to call attention to the "We are so much
better than you" attitude assumed by Hamilton all through
the correspondence. Comment is unnecessarv; such things
speak for themselves. O. Stewaet Bamber,

Secretary Rochester Kennel Club.
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 8.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—I met Harry L. Goodman at the depot

here on Friday on his way to Montreal, to select a brace of
puppies, dog and bitch, from the Mount Royal Kennels'
champion Melac—Minervas fawn litter. They accompany
him to Tennessee. He is chock full of his Tennessee farm'
with twelve-roomed residence and other bric-a-brac attach
ments, and can talk of nothing else. He may lay off for a
day here on his way back, and if he does Mr. Bell will take
him in tow.

Mr. R. G. Wilkie of this city has been presented by Mr.
W. Simpson of Bgemouth, England, with the King Charles
spaniel bitch La Fleur, whelped .lanuary last, by Le Roi
(champion Ben d'Or IL—Lady EUenboro) out of Pri' cess
Adelaide de Bourbon (champion .lumbo II.—champion Grace
Darling). Mr. Wilkie intends sending her round the cir-
cuit.

Mr. AVade will enter the lists at Toronto with the mastiflE
dog Ealderman, which he has entered for that show. He is
by Beaufort out of Emma, whelped April 1891.

The secretaries of the C, K. C. and A. K. C. are in cor-
respondence regarding the claims for dates sent to both
clubs. It is de.sired to come to some mutually satisfactory
arrangement whereby clashing of dates, as in the unfor-
tunate Hamilton—Rochester case, will become an impos-
sibility. The matter will be referred to the next meeting of
the A. K. C, to be held Sept. 8, when some plan of settle-
ment will be suggested.

There is a probability of a dog show on a limited scale be-
ing held in Belleville, Ont., this fall in connection with
the Quinte District Fair. Mr. H. Parker Thomas, a promi-
nent barrister, Mr. P. Hart and other dog men are tak ing
an interest in it.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club will be
held Tuesday evening of the Toronto .show, and in all
likelihood preliminary meetings of a Canadian Breeders'
Association and the Canadian Fox-terrier Club will be held
on the same evening. The formation of the former is for
the purpose of holding one or more winter shows in Canada.

In London, Out., a by-law was in force whereby all dogs
at large in the streets were compelled to wear muzzles
Strong pressure by prominent citizens, who claim that muz-
zling in hot weather is more apt to induce rabies than to
prevent it, has induced the council to repeal the obnoxious
law, so London canines can now travel without the bird-
cage attachment.

Mr. A. Laidlaw has disposed of his interest in the Senti
nel-Bevieiv, to which journal he has been attached many
years, and will likely leave Woodstock.

Mr. R. Wanless, Sarnia, has imported from Mr. W. Harlev
Edinburgh, the Dandle Dinmont terrier dog Rodger. He
was bred by Mr. J. Hutchinson, whelped June 8, 189], and
is by Lomond Prince (Rab—Fanny) out of Floss (Hatteraick
—Dandy Polla) and in color is a pepper. Mr. Wanless when
he sold Sora to a breeder on your side may be said to have
had "wan less," but now, with his new importation, he cer-
tainly has "wan more."

Mr. A. T. Wilgress, ot Clarksburg, Ont., who once owned
Edgewood Fancy, has added three good ones to his kenuels
Trentham Duchess, Rosemary and Ted Pritchard. The last
two are light-weights. Mr. Wilgress hopes to show a strong
team at the.fall circuit.

Mr. Geo. N. Dean, of Kingston, has a large scheme in
hand, in the formation of a Canadian headquarters club in
Chicago during the Fair. He wants local dogmen who
propose visiting the Fair to join in and spend part of this
week in Toronto talking it up. H. B. Donovan.

BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As a reader of your valuable paper I would ask how it is

that a report of the business transacted at the late meeting
(July 28) of the Beagle Club is not found in your paper. The
secretary of the Beagle Club must have the minutes of that
and other meetings, and as I do not re.side in New England,
I would like to ask (for, Mr. Kennel Editor, I believe you
are a member of tbe club also) how the other fellows are go-
ing to find out what is being done. I have never read full
particulars of any meeting since I joined. It would be of
interest to those not members to see what is going on and
being done; perhaps they would become interested and join
us. The other clubs have full reports, why not the Beagle
Club? We ought not to depend upon private correspond-
ence for such information. Surely the Forest and Stream
can get a scribe to keep it posted. W. H. Ashbuenee.

[This will be attended to in future.]

DOG • CHAT.

MR. KREUDER'S BEAGLE CHALLENGE,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Any man, woman or child can buy good dogs if they have

the cash, but it takes gumption to hveed prize winners.
We are led to make the above remark after reading Mr.

Kreuder's challenge in your issue of July 38, and we have
waited a week to give Mr. Phoebus the first chance to accept.We know Mr. Kreuder well and that he is not bluffing, as
the majority of challengers do nowadays. It is evident that
he wants to show beagles, as he say's they must be under
15in,; but why he wants them over 13in. is a puzzle to us, as
some of the best beagles are under 12in. If Mr. Kreuder will
modify his challenge a little we will give him a run for his
money. We will show five dogs against his, but three must
be bred by owner; and after the bench show we will run our
dogs against his in the fi.eld trials for |I0 to $2.5 each brace
and $50 to the winner of the most heats.

HOENELL-HARMONr KENNELS.
HORNELLSVlIiXiB ACfl} POVERT, N. Y-

Rochester Dog- Show.
Mr. T. S. Bellin, of Albany, N. Y., has been ergaged to

judge non-sporting classes atthe Rochester show. Premium
lists will be ready soon. O. Stewart Bamber, M.D., 75Rowe
street, Rochester, N. Y., is the secretary.

Business.
Beookline, Mass . Aug. I.—Editor Forest and Stream: * * * £

Rm'=ar6ih'>t -s our r<=markE as to ads. and a"swers to them in
FOEJEST AND STREAM is all Correct, as has been proven bv my
email ad, of a special character as to wire-ha' '-ed Siotcb terriers,
etc, JAMBS L. LlTILB,

News from New Haven.
We are not gifted with powers of clairvoyance or we might

be able to guess at dog news, and although Forest and
Stream covers a good many points and generally manages
to give a news note now and then, still we have to send
out a hurry call sometimes just to bring certain of our
friends to a sense of their duty toward'us. Mr. Prank Dole
received one of these, and in answer he tells us he has been
laid up for a few days, but how or in what way he does not
say. He gives the name of the new Dandie Dinmont bitch
Mr. E, Brooks, of Boston. Mass., purchased with Laird of
the Heather, that was stolen, but recovered the other dav.
Her name is Ainsty Daisy and she is said co be one of the
best living, having done a lot of winning and Mr. Brooks i«
quite proud of her. Frank Dole has just sent a draft for
the well known Dandie, Amphion, winner of first, Birming-
ham; first, Manchester, and second, Cruft's show. All three
mentioned are pepper.s, and the three cost in the neighbor-
hood of $1,000. Mr. Brooks told us a year ago that he meant
to have the best and he is carrying out his purpo.se. Mr.
Dole has also just purchased for Mr. R. Dudley Winthrop'
owner of the bulldog H. M. Stanley, the well known bull-
dog Leouidas. This is a big dog, weighing 571bs.,andia
said to be the best over .5.5lbs. dog to be found. There will
be a new thing in Skyes on the Canadian circuit this fall,
and the Philadelphia people are expected to rub their eyes
when they see it. The newcomer is Endcliffe Maggie, a
young bitch that has done quite a little winning at good
shows on the other side. Mr. Dole imported her for Mr. H.
K. Camer, of Philadelphia. She Avas in whelp to Poet when
imported and had six fine pups last June,
For himself friend Dole has just bought the bulldog

Leomdas IL, by Leonidas out of Addiscombe Gipsey. He is
a black brindle and has won a second, only time shown.
Another is a good .son of Pathfinder, that weighs under
4.51bs., and also Lady Veino. by Rustic swell out of champion
Rustic Lass. This is the bitch that is the heroine of the
little story, "Tbr.°e Hundred Miles to Buy a Bull Pup,"
published in Stock-Keeper some time since. "Frank Dole has
just sent to San Francisco one of the smartest bull terriers
he h?s ever bred It is eight months old, and is by Gully the
Great out of Edgewood Fancy. "He was so good that I did
not care about selling him around here." Our 'New Haven
friend is very enthusiastic over a bitch that he has bred from
champion Starlight by Gully the Great, and this will be
reserved to hold up the stars and stripes against the English
invasion at the World's Fair show next year. Better name
her ''Hail Columbia." Mr. Dole had a letter from one of
the English bull-terrier men the other day, in which he said
that since Gully the Great's departure they were hard put to
find a good big stud dog. The dog is doing well for the
breed over here: he has paid for himself, and on -July 39 Mr.
Geo. Runtun's bitch Wild Rose whelped thirteen puppies by
him.

Specialty Club Meeting Reports.
We draw attention to Mr. Ashburner's letter in another

column. His ground is well taken. Every club secretary
should either send a report of the proceedings to the club
members or to such papers as will insure the report of
the meeting being read by all interested. It is a short-
sighted policy on the part of specialty clubs to so hide
their light under a bushel. The reason is obvious. These
rf ports create an interest in the readers that probably did
not exist before, and this may lead to an increased member-
ship list. Until the recent trouble in the Beagle Club we
have received reports of all meetings with exemplary regu-
larity, but the reports that are most anxiously looked for-
ward to by outsiders have not come to hand, notably the
July 38 meeting. Forest And Stream contained exclu.sive-
ly, however, the main result of the meeting, the choice of
judges, in its last week's is=;ue. The following we are com-
pelled to take from the American Stock-Keeper. The meet-
ing was held in the Quincy House, Boston, Mass. Those
present were "Messrs. F. W. Chapman, H. V. Jamieson, H.
L. Kreuder, W. S Clark, O. W. Brooking; B. S. Turpin W
F. Butter, .Jr., and W. A. Power.
"Voted to accept the resignatinn of Messrs. William H.

Hyland and George P. Berry. Voted that the field trial
committee consist of the following members: Messrs. F,
W. Chapman, B. S. Turpin, H. L. Kreuder, W. S. Clark,
W. A. Power, O. W. Brooking, John David.son, H. V. Jamie-
son, N. Rowe, C. S. Wixom, H. W. Lacy and W. H. Child.
Voted that the name of Mr. W. H. Child be taken from the
above committee at his own request. Voted to admit
Messrs. T. Wills Hemphill, of Glen Mills, Pa., and Henry
Hanson of Fall River, Mass., to membership." This is all
the work that was done, the rest of the palaver from 9 P. M.
Thm-sday to 5 A. M. Friday being taken up with smoothing
things and arguing. Mr. H. L. Kreuder put down the law
to some of them and his common sense prevailed.

National Greyhound Club Meeting.
A meeting of this club was held on JMonday afternoon at

4 P. M., in Mr. L C. Whiton's oflTi^e, 115 Broadway, New
York city Messrs. Huntington, Whiton and Osborne were
present. The Brooklyn dog show was the principal subject of
discussion and the time was cbieflv taken up with selecting
judges. Those so far chosen are: Mr. Wade, mastiffs, blaod-
-lounds and Newfoundlands; W. Tallman, all setters; Aug.
Belmont, foxterriers, and E. M. Oldham, spaniels. The fol-
lowing will be asked to judgp: Dr. M. H. Cryer, pugs and
toy siJaniels, etc.; Charles Heath, pointers;' Geo. Laick,
beagles: H. W. Smith, greyhounds, etc.; A. M. Hughes, St.
Bernards, R. F. Mayhew certain breeds of terriers, etc. The
club will donate bronze medals for best dog and best bitch
in tbe principal breeds and the prizes will be on a basis of
$15, .*10 and $5 in open classes for the important breeds and
$10 and 85 in others. Kennel prizes of S20 will also be given
to the more important breeds. Mr. August Belmont has
offered -SoO for the best American-bred fox-terrier under two
years old. Mayor Boody has promised to open the show and
several gentlemen like August Belmont, Col. DeLancey
Kane and others will be patrons of the show. The list of
names from which the club shall choose its list of judges
was announced; they are: Messrs H. Osborne, L. C.Whiton
C. F. R. Drake. C. H. Ma,son, Roger D. Williams, James
Mortimer, H. W. Smith, Geo. Wilson and J. F. Kirk.

Grand Rapids Show.
Our Western cousins seem quite capable of booming a dog

show in approved circus st.yle and are fully aware of the
advantages gained by working the press with neatness and
dispatch. The Muskegon Chronicle tells us that the Grand
Rapids (Mich.), show is to be a great success. Two car loads
of fine bred dogs are coming from Cincinnati alone and even
friend Hawkes of Cincinnati will be surprised to learn that
his Sir Walter Scot is quoted at $5,000 and is to be one of the
main attractions. Messrs. Roger D. Williams and F. C.
Wheeler will judge most of the show, the pointer and setter
judge however, has uot yet been chosen.

Transfer of Coal Grove Kennels,
Editor Forest and Stream: I have sold to W. W. Titus

my.entire interest in the Coal Grove Kennel, only reserving
for my own shooting Bohemian Girl. Mr. Titus will con-
tinue in the business at some point in the South and has
my kindest wishes for his success. I bespeak the patronage
of the public wth my heartiest recommendation.

J. O'CONITELL.
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The Dog Catchers.

Tbe Brobklyn dog catchers are waking up and Mayor
Boody has received many complaints about them. The last

one recites a case where a little boy and a Newfoundland
were playing on the pavement before their home, when the
bo>' saw the dog catchers coming at the other end of the
street. The boy, who was quite young, tried to pull the dog
into the house, but the latter saw no reason to hurry and
the little chap bad only succeeded in getting the dog half
way into the hallway of the house when dog catcher No. 4
tried to take the dog away. The mother of the boy came to
the re.«cue, was struck several times by the human brute and
the boy was knocked down, the dog carted off and another
act receiving the implied sanction of civic authorities had
been rung down. Mrs. Gruyot, the owner of the dog, com-
plained to the Mayor and the latter notified No. 4 to appear
before him and explain matters, but he did nob turn up and
a warrant will be made out for his arrest. Justice should
not lag in such cases.

Black and Tan Terriers.

Ur. Foote is to be asked to become one of the vice-presi-
dents of the English Black and Tan Terrier Oub at its next
meeting, according to tbe Stock-Kccipcr , the Duke of New-
castle to become honorary president. The club adopted the
Scottish Club's standard, with these alterations: "That
black and tan terriers should be more inclined to be cat
than hare-footed; that the stern should be three-quarter
and that in appearance he should be a terrier calculated to
take his own part in the rat-pit." This latter is in contra-
distinction to the Scottish Club's idea, which is an appear-
ance of speed and activity rather than strength and endur-
ance.

A New Pasteur Institute,

Dr. Gibier, whatever the merits of the Pasteur method
jnay be, has certainly worked hard In the cause, and in the

. face of very adverse circumstances. The old building was
found too small for the work, and ground has been broken
in Central Park West and Ninety seventh street, New York
city, for a five-story brick building to be known as the Pas-
teur Institute. The building will contain every convenience
and appliance for tbe special use to which it is to be devoted.
Dr. Gibier has taken a ten years' lease of it and we can now
look for a continued boom in hydrophobia scares.

Fullerton.

Col. North has generally been accounted a most fortunate
sportsman both on the race track and in the coursing field.

It is, therefore, unfortunate that his numerous triumphs
.should be embittered by the knowledge that his great dog
Fullerton, four times winner of the Waterloo Cup, is unable
to sire a pup. Several of his own bitches have missed, and
we all know about champion Spinaway's fruitless journey
t.o Col. North's great dog. It is probable that in view of this
unfortimate state of stfairs that champion Spinaway will be
.sent to Col North's Young Fullerton, who has sired some
good litters and is well known as about the fastest dog in
England.

A Kennel Club for Richmond, Va.

We do not know who are the organizers of the poultry
and kennel club that was to be started in Richmond, Va",
one day last week, but those who remember the show held
in thu't city in 1888 hope that some of the men of the Vir-
ginia Sportsmen's Association will take part in it. What a
show that was, and no mistake, and how John S. Wise did
hustle to make every one feel at home and enjoy himself.
We can hardly imagine when we see this well-known pointer
breeder walking decorously along the streets of New York
dressed in sober broadcloth, that the jovial-looking man
dressed d 7a John Bull in pink waistcoat and buff cord?,
marshalling that motley crew of foxhounds and way back
fox hunters of "Ole Virginny," can be one and the same.
Lots of dogmen wonder when the Aosociation will hold an-
other show. It will be a great one if they do.

Trotting- Dogs.

Tbe trotting dog Doc has long held a unique position, but
it is very likely that he will now have to share his honors
with another ''trotter" of the same breed. The Irish setter
,Joe, owned by D. Chapman, Cassopolis, Mich., is the new-
comer. He is a handsome, well-bred animal, is three years
old and weighs TSlbs. He was bred in Chicago. In his
races he is harnessed to a pneumatic-tired sulky weighing
221bs., which together with the rider makes an aggregate
weight of 871bs. behind the animal in a race. At a trial the
other day Joe is said to have covered a half-mile in 1:43 and
ran the same distance in 59s. Joe is matched to trot against
the Canadian dog Doc, at the Detroit Exposition, and the
contest will be an interesting one for those who care for
such affairs.

A. K. C. and C. K C. Registrations.

In connection with the Canadian shows it may be well to
remind those Americans who intend exhibiting that owing
to the reciprocity treaty in vogue between the A. K. C. and
C. K. C, dogs listed or registered with the A. K. C. can
exhibit themselves in Canada without regard to the C. K.
C. register. There is rather a nice point that occurs to one
when ruminating on this subject. Owing to these vice
versa tactics an American dog can be registered in the C.
K. C. book for 50 cents, whereas it costs $1 in the A. K. C.
book. The American dog paying 50 cents is a registered
dog just the same and carries its privileges across the
border.

Mr. H. V. Jamieson in buying out the Forest Beagle Ken-
nels is going quite extensively into beagle breeding. He
has moved his kennels to West Duxbury, Mass., where he
has an enclosed kennel yard of one acre. There is already a
kennel building 16x10ft. and another 50x30ft. in course of
erection. There are lots of rabbits on the farm, which is

situated in a good hunting country and well adapted for
beagle raising and training.

"Our congratulations to Forest and Stream upon their
Irish water spaniel illustrations, which are lovely. "—Stoc?c-
Keeper, England.

Dr.W. C. Sneeden's, of Jame^port.N. Y., well known bull-
terrier bitch, Winning Wagtail, was bred to Mr. Dole's
Gully the Great, July 15.

The following have dogs for sale this week through the
medium of our business columns: Lawrence Timpson, well-
bred Sbye terriers; D. E. Elbert, English setter pups and
two brood bitches; 9.38 Prospect avenue, choice Irish and
Gordon setter pups; W. Borrowscale, King Charles spaniel
pups; John E. Davis, cocker spaniel Brock; Jas. G. Lathrop,
trained coon dogs; F. L. Cheney, pointer pup and trained
bitch, also setter pups; Wm. Arnot, mastiff pups and bitch,
Handsome Brook Kennels, cocker spaniels, all sorts; F. F.
Capers, black and white pointer pups; E. Kraeling, pointer
Mafc Anthony; C. Moulton, pug dogs; Wm. Carey, mastiff
pups. Wants: W. A. Linn, a trained pointer dog.

The entries for the Kingston show will close Sept. 13, first

day of the Toronto show.

Mr. Thos. Shillcock is selling out his entire kennel of St.

Bernards. Her© js a chanoefor §ome of our breeders, tbop-gii

all we need is an outcross from Plinlimmon blood. The
kennels and all appliances are also to he sold, as Mr. Shill-
cock is going to take a large farm outside Birmingham.

An item of news in the British Fancier will interest bull-
dog men. Messrs. Cyril F W. Jackson and Bowers are
compiling a "Book of Bulldog Pedigrees" which is to con-
tain authentic pedigrees and all information obtainable of
every bulldog of note from the Ark down. This will em-
brace tiae particulars' of about fi,000 dogs, and will be of great
value to all bulldog men. The price is to be about |3.

Col. Ruppert's St. Bernard Lyra whelped a very nice litter
Aug. 1 to Aristocrat, eleven, five dogs. Lyra is by champion
Hesper—Cleopatra. A gentleman in Pennsylvania owns a
bitch that whelped twelve to the same dog, ten of them
dogs; so the reports that Aristocrat was not a stock getter
are blown to the winds. Mr. Booth has shipped "Lady
Hibernia, per Wells Fargo Express, to Mr. John Hefferman,
San Francisco, Cal., in good condition. This bitch was tbe
one we spoke so favorably of at Albany show. She is brim-
ful of quality, nicely marked and should do the St. Bernard
fancy some good on the Pacific coast.

The pointer Donald, litter brother to champion Graphic, is
dead. He was whelped April 15, 1881.

Mr. .Tohn Lewis, the well-known trainer, is busy with his
dogs for the trials. He has an idea that he could place a
good Irish setter or two at Lexington next December, and
those Irish setter men in need of a good honest trainer
should bear this in mind.

Dr. Perry's (Ashniont) new Look will contain fullv as much
matter as his household guide "A Friend in Need," notwith-
standing it is devoted to management and breeding. He is

"Toucli me ii' yoii J are l'"'

BEVEHWTCK TIPPT^EB AND BEVEHWYCK MIKE.

Owned by Mr. Clareuoe Rathbone Albany, N. Y.

endeavoring to make it so complete the novice cannot
possibly stray at any point. He is rushing this part of the
book towards the printer and tbe work it has entailed has
pretty well fagged the doctor out.

Mr. Mortimer was to sail Aug. 6 and is probably now buf-
feting his way over to this side.

Mrs. Morrison, until recently Mrs. Warner, the noted Eng-
lish exhibitor of toy spaniels, has accepted an offer to sup-
ply a Canadian gentleman with an important consignment
of toy spaniels (all the different breeds), and Persian cats.

So says the British Fancier this week.

Mr. Geo. Raper met with an accident the other day and
had to cancel some of his judging engagements. It is

termed a "trap accident."

Mr. John E. Williams imported recently the fox-terrier
bitch Woodbine II., a half sister to the noted terrier Plaudit,
from the kennels of Mr. Promfret Hikely, Rochdale, Eng.
Woodbine came over in whelp to Brockenhurst Roger and
whelped, just after landing, four dogs.

We are rather surprised that Mr. F. J. O'Connell should
so soon withdraw his interest from the excellent kennel that
he and Mr. Titus gathered together. We know what an ac-

tive partisan in politics Mr. O'Connell is and probably his
interest in field trials and field trial dogs will crop up again
when the busy campaign is over once more.

It is not very often that Mr. Sears breaks out, but he had
to tell us of a "special" litter by Sir Bedivere out of a Hes-
per bitch that, to quote his words, "I shall take a personal
pride in showing to my friends. * * * Most of them per-
fectly marked and at a week old were walking all over the
keniiels."

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish to add a little information for intending beagle ex-

hibitors at the coming Toronto dog show, Sept. 12 to 15, as
there seems to be some misunderstanding as to the reading
of the classes. Classes 137, 138, 1S9, 140 are for beagles 13 to

15in. inclusive. Classes 142, 143, 144, 145 are for beagles
under 13in.. consequently a 13>^in. beagle cannot be entered
in a 13 to 1.5in. clas-? any more than a ISio. beagle can be en-
tered in the under 18in. class. Entries for all the sweepstakes
can be made on the same entry forms as used for the other
classes Canadian exhibitors must distinctly .state if they
wish to compete for the Canadian Kennel class specials.

All entries close Sept. 1. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Stipt.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Happy Thought, Sis, Lady Estdle and Lizzie B. By Eberhart Pug
KeBiiels. Cincinnati. O., for silver fawn pugs, one dog and three
bitches, whelp°d July 23, 1S92. by Happy Toby (Spokane—Lalla
Rookh) ont ot Lsdy Alma (Eberhart's Cashier—Mabel E,).

Kent HI. By A. E. Davis. Worcester, Mass.. fnr-blaek, white
and lan ticked Englisli setter dog.whelped March 23.1892, by Kent
II (champion Count Howard—Ladv Westmorland J out of Miss La
8alle (King Gladys-La Salle).

Golden ax imes and Golden Gem. By J. B. Martin, San Francisco,
Cal., for while and lan and white, blacK and tan fox-terrier dog
and bitch, whelped May 11, 1892, by Woodale Bustle (Warren Jim
—Warren Torraent) out of BlemtoQ Rapture (champion Uegent—
PbaHipioa Rachel).

Bohert, Bollo, Roil. Blp Rap, Butii and Rachel. ByF. B. Zim-
mer, Gloversville, N. Y., for four black, white and tan beaple dogs
and two white, black and tan bi^cbes, whelped .Inns 14, 1893, by
.JubileR out of Nellie Bannermnn 'Jack Bannerman— Fly II ).

Rvatic. and Rumpus. ByF. B. Zimmer, Glovprayille, N. Y., for
white, black and lan beagle dog?, whelped May 32, 1802, by Drum-
mer (B'ue Cap—Chiirer) out of Millie (Blue Cap—Minnehaha).
BJujms and Bin. By F. B. Z'mmer, Gloversville, N. Y.. for

white, black and t«B beagle bitches, whelped May 13. 1892, bv
Elora Dash (Elora Yap—Lark'i out of Ginsev (Blue Cap—Cbimer).
Bocket, Ranmck, Reckless and BasJt. By F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-

ville, N. Y., for black, white and tan beagles, two dcga and two
bitchep. whelp'^d April 39, 1893, by Drummer (Blue Cap-Chimei"
out of Beauty (Blue Cap—Minnehaha).

BRED.
8^8?" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Winsome Waotail— Watchful Waqtail- Wagtail Kennels' (James-
port, N. Y.) bull-terrier bitch Win-ome Wagtail (Rusher—Nell
Bright) to their Watchful Wagtail. .Tuly 16,

Winnina Wagtail—Gully the Great. Wagtail Kennels' (James-
port, N. Y.) bull-terrier bitch Winning Wagtail to F. E. Dole's
Gnllv the Gr-at (Glsdstone-Plorie). July 1.5.

lleene-Dich Swiveller. F. C. Fowler's (Moodus, Conn ) Irish Fet-
ter bitch Ileene (chumpim Ponto -Drenagh) toW. L. Washing-
ion's ciiampion Dick Swiveller, Dec. 8.

Fanny—Dick Swiveller. P. J. Heinz's Irish setter bitch Fanny
to W, L. Wa.shingtoD's champion Dick Swiveller, Dec. 16.

Groxise—Dxck Swiveller. Thos. Ig^e's Irish setter bitch Gronee
(Count Patrick—Bella) to W. L. Washington's champion Dick
Swiveller. Dec. 8.

Ha^le Tearaway—Dick Swiveller. A. Kreb's Irish setter hitch
Hazla Tearaway (Tearawa^—Hazlenut) to W. L. Washington's
champion D'cb S"^iveller. Dec. 19.

Nellie—Dick Swiveller. J. J. Mannion's Irish setter bitch Nellie
(Cocksure-Tillie III.) to W. L. Washington's champion Dick
Swiveller, .Jan. 29.

Bella H.—Dirk Swiveller. B. D. Matthews's Irish setter bitch
Bella FT. (champion Kildare—Red Rose) to W. L. Washington's
champ'nn Dick Swiveller. Feb. 3.

Rose XIIL—Dick Swiveller. Oliver Sutnnor's Irish setter bitch
Rose XIII. (Don L.—Haidee) to W. L.Washington's champion
Dick Swiveller. Feb. 4
Lady Snipe—Dick Swiveller. A. C. Anderson's Irish setter bitch

Lady Snipe (Snipe-Nelly) to W. L. W^ashington's champion Dick
SwivPllev, Feb 10.

Stella IV.- Dick Swiveller. P. G. Hick's Irish setter bitch im-
ported S'ella IV. (Beaoonsfleld—Alma) to W. L. Washington's
ch'»wpion Dick Swiveller. Feb. 20.

Clidie—Dick Swiveller. C. D. Jolliffe's Irish setter bitch Cl'die
(Don Pedro—Daisy) to W. L. Washington's champion Dick Swiy-
eller March 11.

Lady O'Brien—Dick Swiveller. G. C. Walker's Irish setter bitch
Lady O'Brien (Joe—Kitty O'Brien) to W. L. W^ashington's cham-
pion Dick Swiveller, March 31.

Ltdu IV.—Di<:k Swiveller. S. C Anderson's Irish setter litch
Lulu IV. (Dick—Lnlu II.) to W. L. Washington's champion Dick
Swiveller, April 15.

Kildare Tajra—Dick Sivweller. A. D. Sutton's Irish setter hitch
Kildare Tara (champion Kildare—Bess P.) to W. L. Washington's
champion Die'' Swiveller. April 15.

Lady Rose—Dick Swiveller- H. Alexander's Irish setter bitch
Lady Rose (Young Sarstield—Haidee) to W. L. Washington's
champion Dick Swiveller. April 20.

Tlie Marchioness—Dick Swiveller. Kildare Kennels' Irish setter
bitch The Marchioness (McDnf¥—Molly) to W. L. Washington's
champion Dick Swiveller. June 5.

Bessie Zapp—Dick Swiveller. Fr^d Paster'^ Irish setter bitch
Bessie Zapp (Tippecanoe—Maude Jones) to W. L. Washington's
chatopion Dick Swiveller, July 30.

Ripple—JuMlee. W. W'leon, Jr.'s (Gloversville, N. Y.) beagle
bitch Ripple (Drummer—Violet) to F. B. Zimmer's .Jubilee, May
24.

Twinkle—Stormy. F. B. Zimmer's (Gloversville, N. Y.) beagle
bitch champion Twinkle to his Stormy, .Jnly 24.

Royal Bosey-Jxibilee. F. B. Zimmer'.^ (Gloversvill. N. Y.) beagle
bltc>> Royal Ro^ev to his Jubilee. Julv 17.

Nellie S.—Jubilee. Wm. Soule's (Gloversville, N. Y ) beasrle
bitch Nellie S. (Spite- Laurel), t" F. "R. Z'mmer's Jubilee, Jul r 10.

Faith—Princelimmon. F. B. Zimmer'.-! (Gloversville, N. Y.) St.
Bernard bitch Faith (Berkshire Prince- Jewell) to H. R. T. Cof-
fin's Princelimmon (champion Plinlimmon—Lady Wellington),
June 25.

Juno—Juhilee. Joseph Teetz's (Glovrsville. N. Y.) beagle bitch
JuBO (Blue Cap—Minnehaha) to F. B. Zimmer's Jubilee, vtay 20.

Flossie—Blemton Reefer. D. P. McCarthy's (Tiburon, Cal ) fox-
terrier bitch Flossie (Blem+on Shiner—Jess) to J B. Martin's
Blernton Reefer (champion Venir—chamoion Raohelj, July 22.

Diana, IT —Hundesport's Zaenker. Iroquois Kennel*' (Tona-
warda. N. Y.) dachsbnnd bitch Diana II. (Mink—Adelheid) to W.
Lof ffler'.- HuTidesrori'.^ Zaenker, July lb.

Lady Pug—EherharVs Casliier. F. C. Bloomer's (Cincinnati, O.)
pug birch Lady Pug to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier
(champio" Kash—Lady Tbora), July 26
Midget Nellie—Patsy Bolirar. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincin-

nati. O) pug bitch Midget; Nellie (Lord Clover—Si-itw) to their
Patsy Bolivar (Eberhart's Cashier—Flossy II ), July 30.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

TJno King Don. C D. Roberts's (Dexter. Me.) pointer bitch Uno
King Don (King Don—Patti M. II.), July 13. nine (three dogs), by
his Unke of Dexter (Duk" of Vernon—BosKi).
WoodMne II. J. E. Williams's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bitch Woori bine II. (Monte Carlo—Minx). June 23, four dogs, by
Pomfret Hikelj 's Brockenhurst Roger (Rational-Yetene, sister
to New Forest).

Hillside Brilliant. A. S, Tusbman's (St. Louis, Mo.) fox-terrier
bitch Hillside Brilliant, July 12, four (three dogs), by HiUside
Kennels' Reckoner.
Nellie Bannerman. F. B. Zimm' 's (Gloversv'lle, N. Y.) heagle

bitch Nellie Bannerman (Jack Bannerman—Fly II.), June 14,

eight (six dogs=), bv bis Jubilee (Lee H.-Flirt).
Aiicc- W. LoefHer's (Milwaukee, Wis.) dachshund hitch Alice

(WalHmann II.—Crawi), July 26, five (three dogs) by his Hunde-
spon's Bergmann.

Polly. B. Schwaizrock's (Milwaukee, Wis ) dachshund bitch
Polly (Hundesp-)rL's Zaenker—Lina K.), July 14, three (two dogs),
by Wm. LoefHer's Hundesport's Bergman.
Popcorn. Dr. R. A. Fergus-^n's (BakerafiPld, Cal.) fox-terrier

bitch Popcorn (Doctor—Jrssie), June — , four (three dogs), by J.

B. Martin's Blemton Shiner ( [Blemton Rubicon—Blemton Bril-
liant).
Mystic II. E. H. Bragg's (North Sidney. Me.) beagle bitch Mys-

tic 11. (Rnss—Spot). July U, five (t.hree dogs), by his Chubb (im-
ported Blue Boy—Mystic).

Laville. ^'lanatang Kennels' (Marblehead, Mass.) greyhound
bitch Laville (champioti Memuon—champion Harmonj). July 24,

by Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Hazlehurst (champion Balkis—
champion Cassandra).

SALES.
|^°° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hayward. White hull-terrier dog.whelped Aug. 7.1891, by White
Wonder out of Winning Wagtail. byWactail Kennels, James-
port, N. Y.. to W. B. Ohamberlin. Danville. Pa.
Gladys. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 1891, by White

Wonder out of Win niiig Wagtail, by Wagtail Kennels, James-
port, N. Y.. to J. H. Taylor, Bayside. N. Y.
Blemton Brilliant. White and licked black fox-terrier hitch,

whelped April 8, 1887, bv The Moonstone nut of Media, hy C. D.
Bernheimer, New Y'ork city, to J. B. Martin, San Francisco. Cal.
Sir Kent. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped April 8, 1891,

by Kent II. out of Nicolette, by A. E. Davis, Worcester, Mass., to
J. L. Adams. Lou'sville. Ky.
Lord Clifton. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 20, 1891. by

Bradford Ruby IL out of Lady Thelma, by Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels, Cincinnati, O., to F. S. Pritohard, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no cha/)vc for answering qucslAons under this head. A II

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Coynmunications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will receive careful attention,

a. S. G.. Britt, Ia.-Col. Le Poer-Trench, 3 Hyde Park Gardens,
London, England.

H. B., Montreal. Can.- Kindlv give address of secretary of the
C K. C. Ans. H. B- Donovan, Toronto, Can,

R. E. E.. EdwardBville, Ala.—What are Psovois good for? Ans.
We do not know. They are very handsome dogs and soioe neople
say they are used to hunt wolves with.
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Rockford, III,—I have a iioiuter pup, 6 months old, by

Prince Nasn H. ex Lncksie. Can I use Hammond's system of
training with success on my dog? Ans. Yea.

.T.B., IIudson.N.Y,-!. 1 bought a young foxhound of a prominent
Breeder last April when it was one year old. The first gun I flredwasm Jane, am the dog ran home. I Sad he will run and hide
If you strike a parlor match or a cap on a gua. He was guaran-
teed tome to have no suparior in this State or the State he cams
trom. is there as:remedy for a dog that is gun shy. 2. Are
there any foxhounds bred in the United States that can only be
used with nders and not adapted for the use of a guu? Aus. ].
There is no remedy for a gun-shy foxhound. 3. Yea. lots of them.
The packs of English hounds used here are never shot over.
X. Y. Z., Oakland. Cal.-The lat+er part of answer Itfco your

fluery was omitted last week. It should read: Give 5grs. of salicy-
late of bismuth three times a day. shaken on the tongue, and in
addition give the following pill:

-Ferri redact ^rg xxiv
Quinine sulph

,

.'

' igrsixii.
"

fctryohnmesulph grs M
Arsenious acid era vl

Mix and make 12 pills; give one twice'a day!
M. C. B.—Would like to know what will cure a hound dog from

itching; he scratches, and cannot b"i still hardly a minute with-
out scratching. His hair also ia coming out. Ans. Rab the fol-
lowing dressing all over every other day: Kerosene lOaz., oil of
tar 6oz., sulphur lib., sperm oil add one-half a gallon. Treat for
worms; then give this mixture:

Tr. nucis vom.
Ferri pyro-phosph.
Acid phospliori. dil aa x i

Aq. add | „:

Tablespoonful three times a day.
J. H. B., Gardner, Mass.—1. What is the matter with mv rabbit

dog? At times he wants to pass something and only a few drop^
of yellow water will come. Sometimes he looks thin and other
times all right. He also drags himself along on his quarters. He
is a cross bred foxhound and beagle. 2. What is the best book on
dogs and diseases and treatment? Ans. There ma,y be some for-
gn body lodged in the rectum. It would be advisable to have a
. S. examine it. Give a tablespoonful of castor oil and ten drops

of laudanum. 3. Ashmont's "Dogs, Their Management and Treat-
ment in Disease." Price $3. Dr. Mills's "The Dog in Health and
Disease." Price $3-75. Also Dalzell's "Diseases of the Dog." Price
0 cents. We can supply them.
An Interested Reader. Chicago, 111.—My pointer dog, 11

months old, is affected with the mange and is troubled with a
substance resembling matter, which collects on his eyelids and
ashes, rendering him almost blind. Will you kindly tell me ot a
remedy? Ans. For the mange rub sulphur ointmRnt all over
every other day for two weeks. Treat for worms. Then give this
mixture:

Dialyzed iron. , 3 ii
Tr. nucis vom 3 i

Tr. gent, co 3 ii
Syrup |ii
Water add j vi

Tablespoonful three times a day. Bathe eyes three or four times
a day with the following lotion;

Boracic acid 3 if
Zinci sulph 3i
Water add Svlii

H. T., Dryden, Mich.—I have an Irish setter dog. now sixteen
monihs old, but he keeps so thin 1 am almost ashamed to take
him out. He seems to have a good appetite and plenty of life.
I feed him house scrap?, oatmeal and milk, bones from butchers,
etc, I keep him confiued out of doors in a good clean kennel all
the time, but give from one half to an hour's run everyday.
What do you think is the matter with him, and can you suggest
anything that I can do to put some "flesh" on him. Ans. Treat for
worms. Give a little more meat in addition to food you mention,
also give twice a day a dessertspoonful of codliver oil and the
following mixture three times a day:

Ferri. pyro. phosph 3 iss.
Tr. nucis vomica 3 i.

Liq, arsenicalis pot , aa
Syrup simplex 5 isa.
Aqua ad ? Vi.

Sir. Tablespoonful three times a day.

FIXTURES.

, Dorchester, Dorchester.
. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Ft. Pt.
. Chelsea.
. Savin Hill, Second Cup.
. Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
. Winthrop, Ladies' Day.
Cape Cod, Town Cove.
Quincy, Invitation Eace,

Quincy, Mass.
; . Seawanhaka, Bouse and Wet-

more Cups, Oyster Bay.
1 .White Bear Lake, Club

Trophy, White Bear Lake.
15. Cor. of N. Y., 46ft. sweeps,

Newport,
16. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day.
15. Greenville, Greenville, N. J,
15, Dorchester, .3d Cham., Dor.

cheater.
16, Winthrop, Cash, Winthrop.
It. Hull, Ladies' Day, Hull.
17, Sippican, Cham., Marion.
19. Winthrop, 3d and 4th Classes,

Winthrop.
20. E,oy. K.S., Ruth Cup. Halifax.
20. Corinthian, Marblehead.
30, Beverly, Monument Beach.
20. Hull Cor,, 2d Cham., Hull.

AUGUST.

20. Cape Cod, Town Cove.
20. Miramichi, Triaog., Chatham.
20. St. Lawrence, Montreal.
21. Winthrop, Cruise.
21, Audubon, Cruise to Fishing

Banks.
21. Audubon, Ann. Excursion to

Pishing Banks.
33. Rhode Island, Open.
23. Fall River, Open, Fall River.
85. Rochester, Club Regatta.
26, Quincy, Sd Cham., Quincy,

Mass.
27. Hull, Cup Race, Hull.
37. Dorchester, Open Cup, Dor-

chester.
27. Larchmont. Oyster Boats,
27, Savin Hill, Sail Off.
27. Mos. Fleet, Cham,, Boston.
27. Wmthrop, 2d Class Cham.,

Winthrop.
ST. Commonwealth, Cham., Dor-

chester Bay.
27. Harlem, Ann., New York.
27. BuEfalo, Ladies' Day.
37. Sippican, Open, Marion.
27. Boy. N S., Lord Alex. Russell

Cup, Halifax.

The cruise which ends on Wednesday or Thursday is one of the
most successful in the history of the New York Y. C, and is in one
respect a remarkable one. The fleet has carried out a specially long
programme without the east delay or postponement, a succession of
fast runs carrying the squadron fi'om Glen Cove to Marblehead in

six days and a half. The lleet that went around Cape Cod before a
fine southwester is nearly as large as that which ordinarily makes the
final run of the cruise from New Bedford to New London. Thanks
to the spirit of Com. Gerry and Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, the fleet will

enjoy two fine races, the one already sailed, for the Morgan cups,
being an extraordinary success, over 100 miles of hard flghting, with
but minutes between the leaders. Com. Gerry and aU associated
with him in the management of the cruise and the races have every
reason to be satisfied with the result.

While the question of absolute speed over a measured course is

still undecided, and is likely to be so until some genuine sportsman
shall build a yacht to i-ace Vamoose, the latter has during the past
ten days given oonclusive proofs botu of her high speed and staying
qualities. She has kept ahead of the fleet without effort, and the
skillful handling and willing co-operation of Chief Heilbron and Cap-
tain Young havelmade it possible for those on board to>ee everything
to the best advantage^

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
The Bouse and Wetmore series, third race, and the handicap race

for the Breese cup will be sailed simultaneously, and with the same
entries, on Saturday, Aug, 13 They are open to all B. C^ Y. C. yachts
UQder 83ft. waterline, sailing in one class. The Rouse and Wetmore
race will be sailed imder the usual regulations for this series, except
that time allowance for keel yachts shall be determined upon theu-
racing length. A cup valued at $35 is offered by Miss E. L. Breese to
the yacht winning this race, under such handicap allowances as may
be determined hy the race committee. The winner of the Bouse and
Wetmore cup in this race shall not be eligible to compete for the
Breese handicap cup. The race will be started as soon after 11
o'clock A. M. as possible.

Walter C. Kkhr, Chairman, 17 Cortiaudt street.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE, 1892.
While there is much to regret in that decline of the regattas and

general races which has been so marked within half a dozen years,
tnere are at the same time two results of the change which go far
toward balancing its disadvantages. In the first place the with-

-iP-^
thelarger classes has been fohowed by a marked increase

ot building and raomg m the smaller; id the creation of special
racing classes such as the 40ft. in 1889-90 and the 21ft. class this year,
in winch the racing is keener and the opportunity for improvement
far greater than m the former classes, each with a few large yachts
of various ages and of unequal quality. It is safe to say that moremay be learned this year from the new 21ft. class than 'is shown inany five years of the history of racing in the old 70ft class.
In the second place, the dechne of general racing through the sea-

son or rather in June and again in September, has resulted in a vast
improvement both in amount and quality, in the racing of the great
annual cruise, that of the New York Y. C

>=

Not only do the two fleets of New York and the East that still enter
IS- 1

^'^Sattas join forces on the cruise, butmany owners who nevertbmk ot entering an ordinary club race are tempted into taking part
"ii^? ''^.^"1* ^'^ing a racing fleet of fifty to sixty
yachts, trom 120ft. down to 40fC. j j

This year the racing occupies its usual important place in the pro-gramme of the cruise, one which will probably include some six or
seven separate events. Tbe general arrangements of the races aremuch tlie same as usual; the Goelet cups, the ninth annual series, are

MoiwJ^ *° .^^ supplemented probably by a race atMarblehead, while the usual prizes are given for the .squadron runs.
Ifiese latter are made under the regular racing rules, in cruisiog
trim, anchors on bows and boals carried, no ciubtopsails, and no wa-
ter to be taken mto tanks after 8 a. M. each day. A first prize is
given m each class for every rase, with two starters, a second ifmore than three start.

ix

The racing division of the fleet includes about 40 yachts, all told,though the starters m each squadron rim will average about 30 The
largest schooner class is showing up well this year, in spite of the
absence of the btately old Palmer, the handsomest by far of the his-
toric old racing schooners. The new Constellation not only looks
well, but is sailing fast under her new ownership of Mr. Bayard
Thayer, and with Gapt, Watson handling the wheel as tbough he hadnever heard ot anything so small as little Pappoose with her bucketsteenng well. The old Dauntless looks and is a different boat withher masts plumbed, the old historic rake having been taken out last
winter, Thi,s year she has fairly broken her record, sailing ^^•ith the
fleet for a whole week without breaking a spar. Ramona, the old
KejOlute, is around to make a picturesque background to the fleet of
small fry, reminding one of the old days when she and Palmer In-
trepid, tleetMung, Sappho and their mates were the queens of the
racing fleet; when 40 and 46-footers were never dreamed of. Coronet
too, IS with the fleet this year, big and ungainly in hull and rig, with
neither the finish of the newer yachts nor the yachty style of the
very old schooners. j j

The two old rivals, Fortuna and Montauk, are together again in thesquadron runs, though standing aside when t.'ie Goelet cup is men-
tioned, their day for such racing being over.
The 90ft. class lacks only the presence of Volunteer and Sea Fox tomake it complete, mustering more yachts than in half a dozen vears

before. To the old boats, Merlin, Mayflower. Phantom, Comanche
Atlantic and Alert, are added two new ones, Lasoa, designed by Mr'
A. Gary Smith, and Alcsa, designed by Mr. William Gardner!
Since last flying a racing flag Atlantic has been rebuilt and is now in
new- bands, being owned by two keen young yachtsmen, Messrs
beeley & Marshall. Comanche, though an old yacht, is new as a
racer, being the schooner ..Eolus, rebuilt last year.
Lasca, the new centerboard schooner, is a handsome yacht a fit-

ting mate to Iroquois and Yampa. with a good sheer and a handsome
rig. Ugly as the "Gloi-iana bow" is in detail and on close inspection
It is not specially noticeable when the yacht is under way, and doesnot detract from her appearance, which has attracted only favorablecomment throughout the fleet, Her topsides are black from thewaterhne up with a heavy teak rail, the usual gold ornamentation
showing well on the black paint. She has not been out long enouffh
to stretch her sails, but her clever skipper, Captain RhodesTis doingmuch to push her ahead in spite of this handicap
^caea, the Gardner boat, is a keel craft, the most ambitious stepm this direction yet made by an American designer, all the other

racers of her class, deep as some of them are, having centerboard«
Unfortunately, by dint of one even coat of white paint and the ab-^sence of all ornamentation, she does tot show what a handsome boat
she really IS. Her figurehead, trail boards and other trimmings are
to be very elaborate, but as they are not yet completed, she is sailing
about with the rough end of her stemhead as the sole ornamentHer rig, patterned like Volunteer after that of Mkan da. the "two-masted cutter," is very rakish, and under way there is no fault to befound with her appearance. Like Lasca. she has the fashionable
snout, but of handsomer form, and her plating being all flush and
particularly well laid, the bow has a cleaner look than in Lasca.whosem and out nlating gives her a fullness in the bow. Alctea has beenunder way long enough to stretch her canvas, and is ahead of Lascam this respect.
The soft, class is sharing the prosperity of the 90ft. this year with

Marguerite, Iroquois and the new Shamrock. Since last season Mar-
guerite has been entirely remodeled in sail plau and ballast plan byMr. George A. Stewart in connection with her skipper. Captain Sher-
lock. The lead keel has been removed and recast m new shape andimportant changes have been made in the sail plan. Though built in
1887 and rebuilt in 1890, Shamrock is ne<v to the schooner class her
rig having been altered this spring. Her place is naturally at thehead of the 70ft. class, but Mr. iWaxwell has elected to lengthen herenough to sail with Marguerite, Iroquois and CEaone, the former two
being 10ft. longer
Quickstep has sailed for several seasons without a rival in her own

class, but this year she has found one in the old Azalea, a boat thatunder her new owner, Mr. J. Chnch Smith, has been sailing very fastm the early regattas. With them is Gevalia, another old" boat and
also Peerless. '

"

The larger single-stickers are all well known, Gracie, Fannv Eat-rma (with a new owner, Mr. George Work), and Huron. Tbe "61 and
53ft. classes together include Wayward, Athlon, Clara and the Bronx
River craft Ventura, the boats being classed from day to day accord-
ing to entries.
The two Herreshoff boats in the 46ft. class, Wasp and Gloriana, arenow well known, but the other leader, Harpoon, is comparatively unknown this season. As a matter of fact she was one of the mostnoted of the 46fc. class last year, but at the same time Harpoon of

189»is a very different boat trom Beatrix of 1891; so much so that the
question that was mvolved at tbe end of last season, of the superioi ity
of bloriana or Beatrix, must remain without an answer. The change
of name is hardly greater than the other changes which have beenmade in Beatrix under the direction of Mr. Burgess's successor Mr
Stewart. " '

After a trial by Mr. Stewart of a heavy centerboard in the 30ftHawk, Messrs. Adams. Beatrix's new owners, determined to risk thesame experiment m Harpoon, the change involving a material altera-
tion ot her ballast plan. The old keel was removed and replaced aweight of 4J^ tons being taken from it, the space on top the lead
being filled in with wood. The vew board is made of steel plate, filled
with lead, and weighs 314 tons, special hoisting mechanism being
necessary to handle it. The sail plan was changed by the use of a
longer gaff with less peaking up. and a very large clubtopsail to-
gether with minor alterations of the rigging by which tne peak is
held up. The result of tbe changes of ballast was a reduction of lU
tons in the displacement, giving a shorter waterline, while the sailing
length was not increased over last year. The stabihty has been in''
creased by the weighted board, the yacht carrying her sail better
The 40ft. class has brought out a few of the old flyers on the runs'

but with no close or continuous racing; the mutablJity of yacht rac-
ing was never better shown than as the fleet was running across fromNewport to Vineyard Haven. The last boat, far in the rear was a
little black cutter, plodding along as though she had never been
within hearing of a starting gun. Coming up from the eastward was
a white cutter of about the same size, driving carelessly along with a
boat in tow. The two met and passed with no more ceremony than a
pair of coal-laden coasters, almost on the spot where two years before
the whits one was within her time allowance in the Goelet Cup race
and the whole yachting world was watching this pair. One -wak Gos-
soon and the other Minerva,

Glen Cove to Morris Cove, Aug. 2.
BB^fDEZ^'0US AND FIRST RUN.

Opinion was divided last year as to the advisability of abandoning
the accustomed rendezvous at New London and returning to the
former one at Glen Cove, Hempstead Bay, at the west end of Long
Island Sound, and even after a practical trial the question was still
an open one. The fact th^t Glea Cove was again selected this yearmay be taken as proof that the change was an acceptable one to the
yachtsmen, and after this second trial the experiment may be setdown as a success. The long and severe race of last year from Hunt-
ington to New London was not quite what yachtsmen were looking
for, but no one was hurt by it: and this year the distance from
Glen Cove to New London has been covered very easily and com-
fortably.
The main objection to a Glen Cove rendezvous has not been real-

ized, so far from the traditional calms of Long Island Sound, some of

the strongest winds of the cruises of both years have been met on
the first and second day, west of Nrw London. Ttje weather onTuesday for tbe first run was similar to that of the Huntington NewLondon run of la.st year, though less severe.
In order to enable the non-owners and their friends to take part in

the opening ot the cruise, the steamer Myndert Starin was engaged,
starting from New York early in the morning and accompanying the
lleet until late m the afternoon, A tug was also provided to carry
the captains from New York to their yachts at the rendezvous. Tde
flagship Electra, wita Com. Gerry on board, anchored off Glen Cove
at 11 A. M, with a fleet of some 80 yachts in attendance. A meeting
of captains was held at once, the decision being to sail at 1 P. M forMorns Cove, New Haven Harbor, the run not being timed
The morning hnd been cloudy and quite cool, with an easterly

wind, and when the signal for a start was made a light rain was fall-
ing. The wind wa,s theu E. by S. moderate, with a foul tide and a
Intle sea m the middle of the Sound. The yachts were anchored atrandom, some outside and some well up the harbor, and as thpy gotunder way as they pleased the start was a very uneven one. Viator
took the lead, with Wasp and Gracie, Lasca and Aietea were close
together and got under way at the same time. Fortuna was in com-pany with them. The most of the yachts started on starboard tack
across the Sound, a few working the Long Island shore. Constella-
tion and Merlin were st the head of tho schooners out in the Sound
Lasca and Alcjea chose the latter course after a short time, Lasca
being to windward and doing the better work, while Fortuna was
astern of the two, but to windward of Alcaa.

o .Ta^?.,^'^^'^^'"'''
Wasp, Gracie and Viator, passed Oyster Bay about

(jtoriaua being then over a mile astern of Wasp. Fanny" Clara.
Katnna, Quickstep, Shamrock and Liris were following along the
shore. Lasca at this time was standmgin for Lloyd's Neck, consider-
ably ahead of Alcaa. crossing her bows by a good clear space on the
tact!, oa: shore. Alcaja came about and the two stood on together,
but Lasca was evideutly pointing higher and holding on better, while
she showed less angle of heel under the same sails. Shamrock, Quick-
step and Fanny left the others off Lloyd's Neck and stood far acrossFanny working ahead very well.
About 8 P. M. the sky cleared, the wind still holding fresh. Mar-

guerite, Merlin and Iroquois for a long time had been over on the
Connecticut side, the former being ahead.
Shortly after 4 o'clock the Long Island division was in Smithtown

Bay, Wasp leading Gracie in a very pretty race, the next boat, Con-
stellation, being over a mUe astern, Katrina, Viator and Glorianahad just passed Eaton's Neck. Over on the other .shore, near theNorwalk Islands, was Fanny followed by Marguerite and Merlin thetwo schooners fighting for the lead. Lasca and Alca5a were still
together, inshore, but the former still ahead, though Alcasa was
doing better work than in the first part of the run
Thus far Marguerite and Merlin'had held together, the advantage

being on the side of the former, but after passing Norwalk Inlandsand making a long tack off shore, Marguerite stood in, while Merlin
held her tack, the two parting company.
At 5 o'clock Fanny was still leading her division with Marguerite

near her and Merlin well out in the sound. Shamrock had Quickstep
^l",,^'' il^*"

insbore, while Lagca and Ateea, the next pair, weie
still m the same relative positions, save that the former bad increased
her lead Little Liris was hunting Clara close inshore under Alcsea's
ee, while astern were Pocahontas, Fortuna, Iroquois, Miranda Ath-
lon, bayonara, and most of the tail of the fleet.
The real leaders were the boats which held to the Long Island

shore, the order still being Wasp, Gracie, Constellation, followed byGloriana, ^atnna and Viator. With a head tide and a lighter breeze
It was 8 P. M. before Constellation anchored in Morris Cove, soonfollowed by Gracie and Wasp Marguerite was the second schoonerand Lasca led Alcaja m. The others came in one by one until allwere accounted for, save some who put in to Black Rock over night
Fleetwing lost her foretopmast off Eaton's x>feck and kept on for

Morris Cove to New London, Aug. 3.
.SKCONn RUN.

Wednesday morning was cool and cloudy, after a brisk showerduring the night, the wind being light from northwest The orderswere for a start at 10:30 A. M„ and before that hour Ituna look her
position outside New Haven harbor, sending out a dinghy to markthe lee end of the starling line. The race for the day was to NewLondon, passing outside of Bartlett's Reef, 89 nautical miles The
preparatory gun was flred at 10:17, the start for the 70ft- scbionersand all si ogle- stickers being at 10:28, all o hers starting at 10-37
The wind by this time was N.N.W., but still light, and a number of

westward
^^'1^'^ ^° ^a^^e Morris Cove were coming up fi-om the

Gloriana and AVasp were first for the line, the former crossing lust
fter the gun, setting balloon jihtopsail after crossing. Wasp how-

ever, bore away, setting her ballooner and crossing with good wav
on, Gevaha was third, followed by Athlon, then Quickstep and
bayonara. jlzalea was just too late for the handicap gun. at 10 '87the signal for the remainder of the fleet. Lasca was first of "ihe
large schooners, the fleet being timed;

Preparatory 10 20 00 Dauntless 10 47 37
Start 10 30 00 Ventura ' " ".10 47 50

Marguerite 10 48 05
Comanche 10 48 20
^c8P.a 10 48 26

-- -~ CEnone... 10 48 flo
Sayonara 10 3S 33 Atlantic " "

10 48 4fiWorrlinar. Sfo..
p,^j,j,y V.V ",'.

'"

. 10 49 S6
Handicap !, 10 50 00
'^Shamrock 10 60 00
*Iroquois 10 60 00
^Constellation lo 50 00
*Oi"acie 10 50 00

„ *Coronet 1 0 50 00
Fortuna. 10 46 25 *Ramona 10 50 00

MeS.:-,..::::;;::;::::jr4?i
.•.•.105000

Handicapped,

W^ith a ten-minute interval to cross in the yachts struggled over
one at a time, making the start devoid of aU interest
Nearly all carried balloon jibtopsails,the schooners carrying balloonmamtopmast staysails. The course brought the wind about abeam

the fleet moving briskly on the last quarter of the ebb Just after
the handicap gun at i0;47 a number of yachts reached the start from
the northward, among them Gracie and Phantom
As the leaders reached the Thimble Islands they struck a calm

patch, the result being a most remarkable lining up of the whole
fleet. Gloriana stopped first, Wasp soon running up and stoppine
3 ust abeam of her. as the others ran up each in turn stopped as she

f in line as though

forged ahead, but AlcEea, Lasca,' FortunaT and^t he'*' larger'boL^^wer^m a bunch, almost moaonless.
As the first division drifted ahead the wind left them as well andsoon the leaders were drifting without steerage way. Wasp Liris

Gracie, Fanny and Gevalia came together, the latter three bling in
collision, but touching so hghtly that no harm resulud.
When the leaders were near Falkner's Island, at 12:80. a breezefrom S.W. wandered along, picking up a yacht here and there atrandom, bayonara, the first boat, had her bonm to port while Wasp

?u ^^J'^t/'t'*
^®^"'-' ^° starboard. While most of the fleet were holding

t^f .N'.W- breeze a number of scattered yachts caught the new wind
all iibmg over by 1 o'clock.

c ucw v^iuu,

With a very light air and a foul tide, the fleet moved slowl v while
It was so strung out that all semblance of a race was lost. Sayonaraand Wasp were fighiing for first place, the old boat holding tiie new
one; Gloriana had been left in the toss for places some distance
astern, and was now chasmg Fanny for third place. Lasca was first
of the schooners, with Marguerite and Shamrock further offshore
followed by Atlantic.
When Cornfield Lightship wes passed, Wasp was timed Im, 30sahead of Sayonara, the order of the leaders beinirWasp, Sayonara"Fanny Lasca, Gloriana. Marsuerite, Shamrock, 'h oquois, Atlantic'

Dauntless, Quickstep, Consteflation, Merlin, Phantom/Alert. Katrma
Alcasa, with the rest scattered astern. From Wasp to the last boatwas a distance of three or four miles.
The remainder of the way was made still more slowly. Ituna and

plectra ran m to New London about 5 o'clock, and Wasp crossed the
finish ime between Ituna and New London Ligh- at 5-i2 with Lasca
6 minutes astern, Fanny 6 minutes later. For tw-o hours the otherscame stragghng m, the wind having died out at sunset. Dauntlesswon m her class, Lasca was nearly an hour ahead of hers Mar-
guerite won m hers by half an hour, Qmckstep in hers. Fanny cameup to her old reputation as a light weather boat; Clara beat Athlonm spite of a heavy handicap at the start, and Wasp was far ahead of
Gloriana. The full times were:

10 20 00
30 00

10 30 39
10 33 20
10 32 86

35 12
10 3.S 33

40 00
10 40 00
10 40 00
10 40 00
10 40 00

-43 38
10 45 25
10 46 25
10 48 31
10 47 25

FIRST-CLASS SOHOONBHS.
^ ,

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Dauntless 10 47 37 6 47 45 8 00 08
Constellation 10 50 00 6 53 38 8 03 28Bamona 10 50 00 7 08 07 8 16 07
Coronet 10 50 00 Withdrew.
*Portuna 10 45 35 7 30 .36 8 45 01

Corrected.

8 37 04



AtJq. 11, 1893.] FOREST AND STREiAM.

THIRD CI.ASS SCHOONERS.
AJcEea 10 4H 2li 7 £9 8 34 33
Mfrlin 10 47 g5 G 46 31 7 58 50 ...
Lasca 10 43 48 .5 48 18 7 04 30
Alert 10 45 25 7 €0 30 8 45 11 , „ ..

Pbantom 10 50 00 0 50 55 8 00 55 , .. ..

Atlantic 10 48 48 6 47 07 7 58 14 7 6S 03
ComaTiehe 10 48 28 7 41 16 8 52 56 8 47 0.3

POTIRTH CLASS .BCHOONffiRS.

Marguerite 10 48 05 5 59 58 7 11 .53 7 11 53
Iroquois . ..10 50 00 0 32 07 7 43 07 Not lueas'd
CErone 10 48 30 7 -31 OH 8 46 36 8 44 U
Sbamrock 10 .50 00 6 31 24 7 41 24 7 .33 04

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Quickstep lO 40 00 C 5) 58 8 15 50 ....
Gevalia 10 32 SG 6 55 20 8 22 44
Azalea 10 40 00 7 41 18 9 01 18 8 54 00

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Katrina 10 46 31 7 12 14 8 26 43

Grade 10 50 00 7 .34 08 8 44 08 8 42 01

Fanny 10 49 .56 6 54 35 7 04 39
FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS.

Clara 10 40 00 7 48 23 9 08 23 9 OS 23
Atlilou 10 32 20 7 41 15 9 C8 45 Notmeas'd
*"Ventura 10 47 50 Withdrew.

SIXTET CLASS SLOOPS.
Wasp 10 35 IS o 42 39 7 07 37 t ^1
Sayouara. U) 3S 33 5 51 58 7 13 26 12 16
GloriBua lO 80 .39 B 08 12 7 37 33 7 88 20
»L,iriS 10 40 00 7 42 00 9 02 00 8 53 17
*Mtoved up from next lower class.

The winners are: Dauntless flisi, Constellation second prize; Lasca
first, Atlantic second; Marguerite first. Shamrock .second; Quickstep
first; Pann.y first, Katrina second ; Clara fli-st;Wasp first, Sayonara
second.
The race amounted to nothing as a test, but was a fluke after the

first hour.
A large fleet of New York yachts was in attendance at New Lon-

don, while ofl: the New Yorli: Y. C. stat'on were anchored the vessels
of the North Atlantic Squadron. Dolphin. Philadelphia, Concord,
Miantonoraah and Vesuvius. After nightfall the entire fleet was
illuminated, electiic lights and lanterns being shown all over the har-
bor, while the search lights of the war vessels threw their beams
in all directions across the water and to the clouds overhead. A
meeting of captains was held on board the flagship, at which it was
decided to sail lor Newport nest morning on orders from the flag-
ship.

New London to Newport, Aug. 4.

THIRD nxm.

Thursday morning brought a fine summer day, clear and brightwith
a light southerly breeze and .«mooth water- Among the yachts which
joined the ileet were Sagamnre, Mayflower, Gravling, Narwhal, Min-
erva. Mariquita, L^^cquowa, Harbinger, Mintjola, Uvira, Verena, Sper-
anza, Peerless, Wampanous and Aloha.
Fleetwmg was up the harbor shipping a new foretopmast. Among

the outside yachts in harbor were ssocial, schr. : Wacerwitch, schr.:
Kajah, yawl; Muriel, cutter; Countess, steamer; Awa, sloop.
There was a light haze over the waier when Ituna ran out to

Sarah's Ledge and set a boat to mark the western end of the line,

but it disappeared a little later without treiihling the fleet. The pre-
paratory gun was fired at 11:15 with the gun for the first division at
11 ;25, with lOm. to cross in. With this time and a light wind the start
Was a mere straggling over the line, the times being:

Preparatory 11 10 00 Montauk 11 40 15
Start 11 20 00 Alert 11 40 32
Wasp 11 25 45 Fanny 11 41 05
Sayonara 11 26 35 Adantic 11 42 55
Qlbriana II 25 27 Fleur de Lys 11 44 48
Minpola 11 27 02 Ventura 11 44 48
Quickstep 11 27 52 Handicap Gun 11 45 00
Uvira 11 29 01 *Dauntless 11 45 00
Liris 11 29 01 *Lasca 11 45 00
Mariquita ll 30 26 *Merlin 11 45 00
Verena 11 30 28 ^Alcsea 11 45 00
Gevalia 11 31 12 'Comanche 11 45 00
Clara .11 33 19 *Shamrock 11 45 00
Minerva 11 33 44 *Athlon 11 35 00
Handicap start 2d Div. .. .11 35 00 *Katrina 11 45 00
Iroquois 11 36 53 *Phantom 11 45 00
Huron 11 38 16 *Peerless 11 45 00
*Azalea 11 S'l 00 *Constenation 11 45 00
Mayflower 11 38 48 *Ramoha 11 45 00
Gracie 11 38 48
*Handicapped.

Wasp and her class crossed ou the weather end of the line on port
tack, in close company, the 40ft. cla.ss also being well together, but
the other classes were broken up from the start. Lasca and Alcasa
kept close together over the weather end of the line. Nearly all

went in on starboard tack, working out for Race Rock.
The wind was light and fluky and the fleet was scattered. At 12:30

the leaders. Wasp, Gloriana. Mariquita, Sayonara and Qiuckstep
were off Race Rock, the 4B-footers carrying baby jibtopsails. Beyond
the Race the wind was steadier, but man.y yachts werq caught and
becalmed before they reached the lighthouse, the result being that
by early afterDOon tne fleet was strung out over some .sis miles of
water, robbing the race of neariy all interest.
About 1:30 a moderate breeze from S.S.W. struck the leaders,

waking up one after the other, until the whole fleet, save a few un-
fortunates who had not cleared the Race, was under way at a good
speed, with ballooners straining at every topmast.
Far in the lead were Wasp, Gloriana, Miueola and Sayonara, the

latter not d'-ing as well as yesterday. Quickstep, to windward of
them, was far ahead of Lasca, the second schooner. Atlantic, Iro-
quois and Mayflower were together well off shore, with httle Uvira in
a good place further in. Astern of her were Huron, Clara and Liris
abeam, with Merlin astern of them, while far outside of her was
Gevalia, Verena and Alcsea came next, while Shamrock, after lead-
ing for a long time, gave placf* to Marguerite. Inshore of these two
was Constellation, reaching at a great pace. Gx'acie was leading
Fanny, with Katrina half a mile or more astern, with Peerless fol-
lowing the three, while last of all was Ventura, heeled we'l over.
Still in the Race were Alert. Dauntless, Fleur de Lys, and a lot of un-
fortunates apparen tly destined by hard luck to make an after dark
finish off the Dumplings.
With the fleet so scattered and strung out, there was little oppor-

tunity for comparison, the smaller cutters heitig matched beside the
large schooners. The 46ft. quartette was haviug a fair trial of speed,
with Wasp and Ginriana nearly even; Quickstep and Lasca, each
alone, were certainly sailing fast; Atlantic was holding Mayflower;
Marguerite and Shamrock were having a race; and .so were the three
70-looters. Many however, like Merlin, Clara, Constellation and
Huron, were sailing far from their classmates, merely liurrjing lo
the finish as fast as balloon sails could carry them.
Vamoose ran in and out everywhere through the fleet, now ahead

to place the leaders and then drifting astein untfl the rear of the
procession passed. At 3:30 she stopped oft Point Judith to time the
leaders as they passed, all breaking out spinakers to starboard before
they bore away for Narraganselt Bay. Those timed were:
Quickstep 3 35 00 Lasca 3 38 00
Wasp 3 37 00 Gloriana 3 ;39 00
With started sheet Lasca soon passed Quickstep and finished in the

lead. Huron did excellent work, winning in her class. Clara started
late, coming from Black Rock, and apparently alone in her class, to
her surprise learning afterward Chat she had beaten Athlon. The
most surprising detail of the race is the time made by Alert and the
other large schooners, apparently left behind at Race Rock:

FIEST CLA,SS - SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsod. Corrected.

Dauntless 11 45 00 5 .33 38 5 -38 00 5 47 28
Constellation 11 45 00 4 56 05 5 10 05 .....
Ramona 11 45 00 6 06 00 6 28 00 . .. ..

*Monlauk 11 40 15 5 19 36 5 39 21

THIRD CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Alcafja U 45 CO 5 02 55 5 17 55
Merlin 11 45 00 4 55 21 5 10 21 5 10 21
Lasca 1) 45 00 4 46 16 5 01 16
Alert 11 40 32 5 34 46 5 54 13

Mayflower 11 38 48 4 55 14 5 16 26
Fleur de Lys 11 44 48 7 86 22 6 51 .34

Phantom 11 45 00 6 01 12 6 16 12
Sptranza 11 45 00 6 33 27 5 28 07
Atlantic. 11 42 55 4 58 37 5 15 43
Comanche 11 45 00 5 52 44 6 07 44

FOUHTH CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Marguerite li 44 40 5 05 15 5 20 35
Iroquois ll 36 53 4 5S 13 6 21 19
Shamrock 11 43 41 5 23 00 6 38 19

FIFTH CLASS— SCHOONERS.
Quickstep li 27 53 4 47 45 5 19 53
Peerless 11 35 00 5 48 47 6 13 47
Gevalia. _ 11 31 12 5 26 19 5 55 09
Azalea 11 35 00 0 08 07 6 33 07

5 53 01
5 13 58

5 10 38
6 03 17

5 20 35
5 20 17
5 29 -33

5 19 63
6 11 35

THraD CLASS— SLOOPS.
Katrina..,^.', it,.;. 11 45 00 5 18 25 5 83 25 5 .33 25
Gracie.......:.,,,, 11 38 48 5 21 14 5 43 26 5 40 39
Fanny 11 4l 05 5 25 29 5 43 39
Huron n 88 16 5 13 09 5 .33 53 5 36 21
*Ventura 11 44 48 6 48 00 6 08 12 5 46 06

FIFTH CLASS— SLOOP.S. »
*Clara 11 33 19 5 27 28 5 54 09 5 54 09
Athlon 11 35 00 5 08 25 6 28 ^5

SIXTH CLASS—SLOOP.S.
Wasn 11 25 45 4 47 01 5 21 16 5 21 16
Sayonara 11 26 85 5 08 05 5 41 33 5 40 19
Mineola ,11 27 02 4 54 51 5 27 31 5 26 20
Gloriana 11 26 27 4 48 46 5 23 19 5 21 OH
Uvira 11 S>9 01 5 22 17 5 53 16 5 40 13

SEVENTH CLASS- SLOOPS,
Liris 11 29 01 5 27 46 5 58 4 5 5 .58 45
Mariquita 11 30 20 5 49 35 6 19 09 6 17 55
Minerva ..11 33 44 5 50 47 6 17 03 6 11 OS
Verena ,11 30.38 .5 47 56 6 17 18
*Moved up from lower class.

The winners were: Const eflalion first, Montauk second; Lasca first.

Merlin second
;
Iroquois first; Quickstep first. Gevalia second; Huron

first, Katrina second; Clara first; Gloriana first, Wasp second; Liris

first, Minerva second.
Near the finish Constfllation was in collision with the schooner

Idlewild, Mr. ,J. Cooper Clark, folding the topping lifts and unship-
ping the main boom of Idlewfld. The boom flew fore ward, its fore
end striking Mr. Clark in the head. He escaped with several cuts
sufficiently serious to require the care of a surgeon, but the accident
came very near proving fatal. The old sloop cutter Active was also
run into bv a steamboat, losing her headgear.
In Newport Harbor were many more yachts waiting to join the

fleet, among them being Harpoon, VVayward. Puritan and Wild Duck.
It is five years since the New York fleet has gone beyond Vineyard
Haven, and the idea of prolonging the present cruise to Marblehead
was discussed early in the season. At a meeting of captains on board
the flagship in the evening, it was decided to go around the Cape and
hold a race at Marblehead, the entire programme being embodied in

the following general order:
Aboard Flagship Elbctba, I

Harbor Newport, Aug. 5, 1S92. f

General Order No. 4:

The squadron will next proceed to Vineyard Haven and thence to
Marblehead.
The Commodore offers for competition two cups —one for schooners

and one for sloops which have not hauled to clear bottom since the
commencement of the cruise. The race to he sailed at Marblehead
over the Eastern Yacht Club's course under the rules of the New
York Yacht Club, and to be open for yachts belonging to other
clubs.
Captain J. Pierrepont Morgan, of the Corsair, offers two similar

prizes to be sailed for on the squadron rmi from Vineyard Haven to
Marblehead.
The regatta committee offer an additional prize £or all keel schoofl-

ers on the squadron run to Marblehead.
The date and details of the race for the Commodore's cup will he

duly announced at Marblehead after the aiTival of the squadron, and
after the race the fleet will there be disbanded.
The squadron will remain at anchor in port on Sunday and will dress

ship on signal. The boat races will take place at Marblehead.
By order of the Coramo a ore.

Stephen Peabodv, Fleet Captain.

Goelet Cups, Aug. 5.

NEWPORT—BLOCK ISLAND COURSE.

Last year the Goelet cups, offered by Mr. Ogden Goelet for schoon-
ers and" singlestickers, brought^ut two new and notable boats, the
rebuilt Volunteer in the schooner class and the famous Gloriana.
This year Volunteer is absent from the schooner class, but in her
place are two new schooners, whose performance is watched closely
throughout the fleet. Thus far Lasca has made much the better
showing, but Alcsea. is evidently capable of more than has yet been
brought out of her.

In the singlestick class the interest was doubled b.y the presence of
the new Wasp alongside the old victor Gloriana, the three preceding
races having failed to settle finally the question of superiori'y. Har-
poon ,

too, who as Beatrix was unable to enter last year, was waiting
at Newport, while there was another unknown in the 53ft. Ventura.
The most interesting entry was the new Drusilla, the 35ft. fin-keel

budt for Vice-Corn. Morgan by the Herreshoffs, and sailed to day by
Mr. N. Q. Herreshoff. She measures just the 15 tons required by the
club rules to make her eHgit)le to enter.

The entries were:
SCHOOIJERS.

Alcasa, L. V. Clark....
Merlin. W. H. Forbes.
Lasca, J E. Brooks . .

.

Length.
107.38 Allows

Not meas.
93.85 7 54

Not me^s.
91.53 9 03
89.83 10 14
86 31 13 39
83 48 14 42
83.24 15 41
70.11 26 07

74.03 Allows
00 32 14 24
54.97 21 11
54 34 29 19

Not meas.
54.17 .32 19
38.

Harpoon, Messrs, Adams.,

The first event of the day was a short but severe squall about 10

o'clock, just as the yachts were preparing to leave Newport Harbor
for the usual start off Brenton's Reef. Gloriana, just under way
outside the inner harbor, caught the full force of it. Harpoon, at
anchor inside with her big clubtopsail aloft, had hard work to stow
her canvas, everything being adrift for a few minutes. A number of
yachts dragged their anchors, but no damage was done, and by 11

o'clock the racing craft were working out of the harbor. There was
a promise of real racing in the strings of small boats loaded down
with anchors, hatches and general dunnage, and moored astern of
friendly .yachts that remained at anchor, and also in the big clubtop-
sails which were sent aloft for the first time on the cruise.

The storm left a flat calm, and the Ittma lay off the Brenton's
Reef Lightship for over two hours wailing tor the breeze. When it

came it was from S.W, and very light, bringing a big fleet slowiy out
of the harbor, all the racers sending up clubtopsails. By 1:30 there
was enough wind to warrant a start, late as the hour was, a post-
ponement being in every way undesirable, and the course signals

were set for the Block Lland course, 13>g nautical mUes, to a mark-
boat oft" Block Island, almost dead to windward ; 18 miles to a mark-
boat off West Island, a free reach, and 614 mUes home on the wind.
As it proved, the race was almost a duplicate of that of last year.

On the first leg the winners worked the Narragausett shore down to

Point Judith, about half-way, doing better than those offshore. The
second leg was run under spinakers, to starboard; but the third was
a little closer work this year, three or four hitches being made, while
last year each yacht laid her course for Brenton's Reef without a

With a 5m. interval to cross in, the start was a very poor one.
Ituna made the weather end of the line and the Brenton's Reef
Lightship the lee end, the yachts coming on port tack from the one
direction and on starboard from the other. Shortly before the start

Quickstep took in her clubtopsafl, carrying a jib-header through the
race, and Drus-illa, with a low pole mast, could carry only three
lower sails. All the others carried clubtopsails and baby jibtopsails,

Gracie setting a jib-header with the ballooner in case ot more wind.
The first gun found Drusilla in the middle of the fine, hove to. Har-

poon was working to lee^iard of the lightship, while Gloriana,

Gracie and Wasp were to windward of Ituna. With the gun Gloriana
luffed around Ituna's stern, while Harpoon dartea across from the
lee of the Lightship. There was little to choose between them, save
that Gloriana was on port tack, and when they met a few moments
after crossing she was obliged to tack under Harpoon's lee bow.
She stayed there for a short time, when Harpoon tacked and left

her. standing in for the Narragausett shore. Gracie crossed on port
tack a minute after Gloriana and at once straightened out for the
shore, being to leeward of Harpoon. Wasp held back, working
above the line, and finally following Gracie on port tack. Drusilla

was slow in starting, going over on port tack from the middle ot the
line, only to meet a small steam yacht and a catboat directly in her
way. Iq avoiding them she drove down on the lightship, squeezing
by with her mainsail almost touching it.

The start of the schooners followed close on the smaller boats, at
2:25, Marguerite making a good start from the lee end of line,

closely followed by Iroquois and Constellation, Mayflower mean-
while coming over from the weather end of the line on port tack.
Merlin followed Constellation, Mayflower going between the two as
she crossed tacks with them. A minute later and Lasca came by
the lightship as Quickstep shot around clear of Ituna, with Atlantic
well in her wake. Both Alceea and Alert were handicapped.
Though there was no close work for positions, the start was a

pretty one, in the schooner class especially, the .yachts shooting
across from both ends of the line at the same time. The times were:
Gun _ 2 20 00 Mayflower 2 26 30
Gloriana 2 20 53 Constellation 2 26 87
Harpoon 2 21 86 Meriin 3 27 08
Gracie 2 23 27 Lasca 3 28 35
"Wasp 2 23 23 Quickstep 2 28 49
Drusilla 2 33 41 Atlantic ....2 29 28
Handicap and starting gun 2 25 00 Handicapgun. , 2 30 00
MHrguerite. 2 25 54 Alcsea... 2 30 00
Iroquois ........2 26 10 Alert 2 30 00
Wasp went on the starboard tack early in the race, Drusilla held

her original tack for a time, but when she came under Grade's lee as
the latter stood offshore, she tacked and started after Wasp, leaving
Harpoon and Gloriana still heading for the beach, Mayflower and
Quickstep made for the shore, but the other schooners macie short
lacks on middle course before standing in. Alcsea and Atlantic were
close together, but after a luffing match the new boat took the lead,
leaving Atlantic and Alert, tne latter well off shore, to bring up the
end of the procession.
Quickstep had dropped from second to nearly last place in her

class, while Constellation, following the course of Pappoose and
Sayonara"in previous races off Newport, had worked the shore with
good advantage and gone to the lead, with only Harpoon, now Hear-
ing Point Judith, ahead of her. Gloriana was to leeward of Har-
poon, while Lasca held second place of t be schooners. Well inshore
and astern of her were Mayflower, Marguerite, Merlin and Iroquois,
close together, the little Drusilla tmder their lee. Alcsea was alone,
oft'shore from the group of schooners, and considerably astern, while
Quickstep, Atlantic and Alert were hopelessly lost. Gracie and Wasp
by this time were far offshore. Wasp having the better position and
being about fifth or sixth boat in the fleet.

Harpoon was clear of Point Judith at about 3:30, standing along on
starboard tack with Gloriana, Constellation and Lasca following on
the same course. Mayflower had left her mates, and cleared the
Point a good distance ahead of Merlin, the latter having Marguerite
for company on her weather.
Alcfca had held a poor place all day, and was well astern of her

fellows at Point Judith, but she saw a chance for a change of luck,
and going on port tack as soon as she cleared the Point, she stood in
along the land, holding a good breeze and stemming the strong tide
whicn was driving the fleet to leeward.
Lasca was making a good race with Constellation, the pail' going

to the westward when some distance off shore, leaving Mayflower,
Merlin, Marguerite and Iroquois chasing the small boats as they
stood to the southward on starboard tack.
For a time the .spectators were entertained by a brush between the

two steam yachts Conqueror and Wild Duck, the former taking the
lead. When nearing the outer mark, Lasca broke tacks with Con-
stellation, standing over toward the leaders. Harpoon and Gloriana,
the big schooner still standing to the westward until she could make
a final leg for the mark.
Her long cast upshore had so helped Alcsea that when the whole

fleet came driving together for the turn she was close asiern of Con-
stellation, coming to the turn on starboard tack just in time to put
Lasca about, the situations of the two suggesting the famous meet-
ing of Volunteer and Gracie at tbe same point last year. The turning
of the mark was a creditable piece of work all aroimd. the big ships
coming up close together and working like catboats. Harpoon led
the fleet, setting her spinaker before she was fairl.y headed on her
new course. The times were;
Harpoon 5 02 19 Wasp 5 10 18
Gloriana 5 04 02 Merlm 5 10 40
Gracie 5 06 21 Marguerite .5 11 17
Constellation 5 07 19 Iroquois 5 14 21
Alcsea 5 08 57 Drusilla 5 19 55
Lasca 5 09 27 Atlantic 5 21 08
Mayflower 5 09 -31 Quickstep 5 38 18
Drusflla was 15m. astern of Harpoon, something more Chan her

allowance. It was 5:30 P. M. when the last boat rounded, and with a
light wind the finish was hound to be a late one. Svery stitch was
sec, .spinakers, balloon jibtopsails and maintopmast staysails. The
order of the leaders was unchanged for a long time after the turn,
but in the middle of the fleet there was some racing. Mayflower ran
Lasca and headed her. Marguerite and Merlin had a close race, the
former leading. Harpoon laid a straight course from mark to mark,
with Gracie, Gloriana and Wasp following her, but Constellation, to
avoid bothering tne smafl fellows perhaps, held more to the south,
the schooners tollowing her rather than Harpoon. The wind fell at
dark, and when Constellation found herself to leeward of her course
to the West Island mark, she had but a light breeze to work up in.

Alcsea followed her and was caught in the same predicament, the
other schooners steering a better course and reaching the mark close
to Constellation. The only times taken were:
Harpoon 7 26 00 Qioriana 7 28 45
Gracie 7 27 15 Wasp 7 :32 34
Constellation came next, then Margueiite, Merlin, Mayflower and

Iroquois. On the last leg the yachts headed up on port tack in hopes
of fetching the lightship, but before the six miles were covered were
obliged to tack. Gloriana passed Oracle, finishing second; Merlin
led the schooners, with Constellation second, Mayflower third and
Lasca fourth. Alert and Drusilla withdrew on the first half of the
run. The full times were:

Schooners.

Constellation.

Quickstep .

.

Gracie

Start. Finish. Elapsed
2 26 37 8 53 22 6 26 55
2 30 00 9 03 48 6 m 48
3 37 08 8 50 06 6 23 58
3 28 35 8 5S 58 6 30 23
2 30 00 Withdrew.
3 26 20 8 54 02 6 27 42
3 29 28 9 18 .34 6 49 06
,2 25 54 8 57 11 6 31 17
3 36 10 9 00 26 6 .34 16
.2 .98 49 9 19 f.O 6 51 01
cutters AND SLOOPS.

.-i 22 27 8 39 45 6 17 18
2 26 23 8 35 47 6 12 24
2 21 36 8 30 11 6 08 35
.3 go 53 8 35 00 6 14 07
3 n 41 Withdrew.

Coi-rected.
6 26 55

6 17 28
6 88 27
6 16 35
6 18 .35

6 24 54

0 IT 18.

5 51 13

5 si 48

Merlin for the second time wins a $1,000 Goelet cup, while Harpoon
wins the $500 one. The latter part of the schooner race was less in-
teresting and decisive than the first part, but in the smaller class the
flght was a good one from start to finish, unimpaired by chances or
flukes. Harpoon and Gloriana had a square fight together all day,
the former coming out ahead. Both Wasp and Drusilla suffered by
leaving the fleet for the oft"shore course on the way out, and tne little

fln-keel did not find wind enough; but it Is easily possible that with
the breeze just suiting she might save her time, over half an hour,
from the 46-footers.
During the first half-hour of the race an accident that nearly

proved serious happened on board Constellation. Mr. Henry A.
Bryant, of the Eastern Y'^. C, so well known as the amateur designer
of Alert and Thetis, was working forward when the handle of a mast
winch broke, striking him in the thigh and making a deep cut. He
was cared for by his brother, Dr. John Ei-yanc. and taken ashore
after the race. Though the wound bled freely, no arteries were sev-
ered, and it is likely to heal quickly. With a light wind, it was quite
late when the racers finaUy reached the harbor.

Newport to Vineyard Haven, Aug, 6.

fourth run.

Saturday morning was very different from Friday, a perfect day
for such an important race as tbe Goelet cups, but unfortunately
they were already won, and the programme called for a 11 o'clock
start for Vineyard Haven by way of Sow and Pigs and Vineyard
Sound. The day was clear and sunny with a fresh breeze from S W.

,

making a free reach to the Sow and Pigs, 18 miles, and a run to West
Chop, 19 miles f u-ther.
The gun was fired at 11:30 for the smafler yachts and 11:40 for the

larger, with 10m. time to cross in for each. No clubtopsails were
allowed, but bactsstays were well set up on the starboard quarter to
stay there all day, and No. 1 jibtopsails were kept up. The first

division was over the line promptly, but the second took more time,
ihe procession being ten minutes in crossing. Gloriana was quickly
away alone, but Wasp crossed to windward of Harpoon and tne two
were soon at it, hammer and tongs, in a lulling match, being so
nearly equal that it lasted, off and ou, for some five miles, when
Wasp's topmast went over the side and she started homewai-d for
Newport to repair damages and rejoin the fleet. The schooners set
their maintopmast staysails on tbe line. Merlin having hers In stops
and breaking it out smartly. Mariquita was badly handled, getting
on the wrong side of the lightship and jibing to get back to the line.

.Just as she crossed her topmast snapped and she returned to New-
port.
After timing the start Vamoose returned to Newport for stores, the

result being that when she was again off the start the last yachts of
the fleet were so far ahead that even she could not catch them,
and even a short cut through Quick's Hole only brought her in as the
last boats were staggering into Vineyard Haven under the hard gusts
off the hills. The race, however, though exciting through the speed,
was devoid of any special incident, being merely a straight run. Off
the Sow and Pigs spinakers were set to starboard before an increas-
ing breeze. The stranding of a backstay cost Gracie her topmast
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just aboTe the cap. but her spinaker and the club burgee were lashed
TO the stump, and she came in but a little astern of ber class. Uvira
also lost hers. The story of the race is told in the followins table of
times:

FIRST CLASS - SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish.

Dauntless 11 41 13 3 03 53
Constellation 11 41 32 2 55 45
Ramona ..,.11 44 03 3 12 46
Fortuna 11 45 15 3 12 84

THIRD CLASS —SCHOONEKS.

Elapsed . Corrected

.

3 19 40
3 14 33
3 24 43
3 27 19

Alesea... . 11 43 29
Merlin 11 48 03
Lasca 11 44 32
Alerr 11 42 32
Phantom 11 44 10

Atlantic 11 45 15

Comanche 11 42 54

2 09 51

3 08 40
3 05 13
3 13 40
3 33 03
3 20 47
3 20 51

FOURTH CLASS— SCHOONERS.
Marguerite 11 49 30 3 19 18

Iroquois 11 65 00 3 24 55
CEnoue 11 46 43 3 35 40

FIFTH CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Quickstep ...118L49 3 17 52
Peerless 11 35 36 3 3r 28
nevalia 11 3i 17 3 32 54
Azalea 11 31 38 3 23 53

THIRD CLASS -SLOOP.<!.

Katrina , . ll 43 42 3 21 37
Gracia 11 45 55 3 41 3i

3 26 22 '

3 25 87
3 30 40
3 30 08
3 38 !i3

3 31 33
3 37 .57

3 S9 48
3 34 55
3 38 .57

3 46 13
4 01 52
4 00 37
3 52 15

3 39 55
3 55 37

3 14 32

3 20 si

Not meas.
Not meas.
Nor meas.
3 29 01

3 34 23
3 29 54
3 32 54

3 29 48
3 83 57
8 36 38

3 4'l 13
3 59 50

3 39 55
8 53 49

11 47 55 3 38 .93 3 59 25 3 48 30
FOURTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
11 48 15 3 39 13 3 50 57 3 50 57
11 45 20 4 00 41 4 15 21 4 09 20
11 44 44 3 49 17 4 04 33
11 32 IG 3 44 09 4 n 53 3 59 33
FIFTH CLASS—SLOOPS.

11 30 50 Withdrew.
11 31 20 3 47 03 4 15 43 4 14 37
11 30 44 3 37 09 4 08 34
11 SO 34 3 36 30 4 05 56 4 04 50
11 33 33 3 59 45 4 26 12 4 14 08
SEVENTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
11 39 07 Witbdrew.

- 11 37 18 4 C6 31 4 29 13Verena
* Moved up to higher classes.

Constellation makes the best time in her class, probably the fastest
recorded run over the course, but the great event of the race was
the performance of Lasca, her elapsed time being but 6m. greater
than Constellation. Marguerite beat Iroquois, and the olti Azalea
astonisbed eveiy one by a victory over the smart little Quickstep.
Katrina won in the 70fc. class, and Wayward, in the 61ft. class, de-
feated Ventura and Clara, who were put up with her, although she
started with the last, and the j', with Athlon, with the first division.
Gloriana and Harpoon had a close race, the former winning by

seconds. Uriva saved her time from Sayonara in spite of a broken
topmast,
For once the fleet was in harbor early, many of the yachtsmen

finding their way over to Cottage City. Sunday, a clear bright sum-
mer day, with a fine bracing breeze off the sea, was spent as usual,
the fleet dressing ship at noon, and the wise ones I urning in early to
prepare for a 5 oclock start for the race from W^est Obop to Marble-
head Rock, 130 nautical miles, for the two Morgan cups.

Vineyard Haven to Marblehead.
FIFTH RXIN—AUG. 8.

Long distance races are spldom a success, owing to the uncertain-
ties of weather, which decide the ownership of the prizes, or chance
rather I ban merit. The last race around Cape Cod. on the cruise of
1887, for cups offered as now by Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, was a
marked failure, a drifting match of two days, the whole fleet lying
becalmed off Chatham all night, and reaching Marblehead 36 hours
after tue start. The present race started under far more favorable
canditions, and with every prospect of a good run, there being ani.;e
S.W. breeze over the starboard quarter, with four hours of ebb tide
to help the yachts well over Nantucket Shoals.
The yachtsmen have been favored with exceptionally fine weather

at Cottage City, the atmosphere being remarkably clear on Saturday
and bunday nights, every line angle of the building-s in the town
being sharply outlined against a cloudless sky of deep blue, with the
full moon hung out alofc just over Cape Poge Light. Monday morn-
ing brought the same clear weather and cloudless sky, so tbat the
turning out shortly after sunrise was a treat rather than a hardship.
Sails were set on about 50 yachts, some going on with the fleet and
others returning to the westward,
Vamoose is certainly an ideal boat for the work she is now

doing, and though on the present cruise her possibilities have
not been properly brought out, it is plain that only from
.such a craft and under proper management can the races of
the cruise be seen witb such accurraey as is necessary to insure a
truthful report. The programme arranged for this race was to start
several hours after the yachts, pickhig up the rear of the fleet and
steaming slowly through it, reaching Marblehead in the afternoon.
Tni^ involves the seeing of the race stern first, and by way of a
change the story may be more interesting if told in the same
direction.

In order to see the start it was necessary to turn out at 4 A. M., an
ea<;y walk of a mile or more carrying one to East Chop Lighthouse.
From here the view well repaid tbe slight trouble involved, the rising

sun lighting up the sea and showing the first of the fleet, Huron,
Peerless and (iloriana standing out of the harbor, toward the line.

Ituna being anchored off the black buoy under East Chop.
Huron set a jibtopsail and laid her course for Cross Rip, but Peer-

less and Gloriana stood back, the latter soon falling in with Wasp,
who had shipped a new topmast at Newport, and rejoined the fleet,

being towed from Newport by the steam yacht Tranquilo. The main
fleet was slowly working out fer the line, the prej^aratory gun being
held until all were near it at 5:80. At the starting gun, 10m. later.

Gloriana went over the line on Wasp's weather, the two timed to-

gether. Once over the line, Wasp walked ahead and was soon clear

of Gloriana. Mr. Nat Herreshoffi was with Mr. Rogers on board of
Wasp.
Azalea made a good start, just after the two, Sayonara, with no

number and a boat in tow, going over the line, America also crossing,

though of com-se not in the race. She had met the fleet at Newport,
being out to see the Goeiet cups sailed for, and on Saturday she had
sailed with the fleet, making a very fast run in spite of a foifl bottom.
To day she started two minutes abead of the gun, intending to try

her speed against the newer boats.

Mariquita bad shipped a new topmast and hurried over from New-
port, crossing the line just under Quickstep's lee. With her was
Gossoon, not in the club, tiut sailing a private match with Mariquita.
Harpoon was in no hurry to get away, wisely leaving Wasp and
Gloriana to do the luffl ag, while she sailed a cour.se of her own.
Mineola crossed wii;h number up and boat in tow, returning in a little

while and not starting.

The start of the schooners and the larger cutters was slow and un-
interesting, they got over the line, which is about all that can be
said. A line start with a ten minute interval is a safe and convenient
affair, and the risk of collision which attends a one-gun start is

largely avoided. Such a slow but sure proceeding, however, is not
racing, and robs the race of much of its interest. Alert. Speranza and
Fortutia were all handicapped. With the racers started Electra,

icima. Corsair, Oneida, Clermont, Columbia and Conqueror. Lasea
did not wait for tue race, but started on Sunday, Some of the yachts
spread their ballooners, but a number were content with large jib-

lopsailsand maintopmaststaysaits. Once well clear of the head-
lands, tne fleet struck a good pace and hurried off for Cross Rip
Lightship. The start was timed:

Eirstgun 5.35 00 Katrina 5 48 00

Gloriana 5 35 41 Constellation 5 4S 39

Wasp 5 35 42 Atlantic 5 49 52

^2alea .3 36 01 Dauntless 5 50 23

Qaicic ' "

. 5 27 CEnone. ...5 51 41

Mariquita 5 37 31 Alcaa 5 52 43

Harpoon 5 38 09 Ramona 5 53 37

Second gun 5 45 00 Miranda 5 53 5i

Peerless 5 43 11 Mayflower 5 54 25

Iroquois 5 44 42 Marguerite 5 34 5;J

Merlin 5 46 43 Handicap gun...- 5 55 00

Qlara 5 47 25 Speraza . . 5 55 00

Wayward 5 47 47 Alert 5 t5 00

Phantom 5 47 57 Eorluna.... 5 55 00

The leaders not only carried a good ebb tide to Pollock Rip, but
caught the tide to hold them along the shore of Cape Cod. At the
Handkerchief spinakers were set to starboard, being shifted to porD
after the jibe. AC Pollock's Rip Mayflower lost her foretopmast after

passing Shovelful lightship.

It was 8:08 A. M. when Vamoose left the wharf m front of the Sea
View House, at Cottage City ; the fleet, with a start of over two
hours being out of sight. Tne sea was smooth, the yacht running
easily'and hardly rolling, the entire motion, including the vibration,

being so slight as to pertnit of writing a fairly' legible hand with little

difficulty. At 8:45 a small cutter was passed, cruising to the east-

ward, not one of the fleet. At 8 :56 Capt. Young put the boat cleverly

under the stern of the Cross Rip Lightship, and Mr. Heilbron, the
engineer who has charge of the boat, threw a bundle of papers
aboard. On the way to Handkerchief a .slight roll was met: the Ught-
ship was passed at 9.37, the hundle of papers just striking the raO
and dropping into the se^, the first of manv bundles thrown bv Mr.
Heilbron smce the cruise began which has failed to go aboard.

'

At 10:05 Vamoose slid by the side of the red lightship on Pollock's
Rip, and five minutes later she was beside the wreck of the Alva,
near which was anchored a small wrecking schooner. The three
masts are stfll standing, showing a heavy list to starboard, the
bow lower than the stem. The foretopniast is broken short off
above the cap, and the main and mizzenbooms are afloat, the ends
showing on the surface of the water. The sight is a sad one, pspe-
cially when contrasted with Electra, Corsair and Ituna. or even the
jolly little Vamoose; enough to send a shiver through the stoutest of
steel frames.

.Just before Pollock Rip was reached the whole fleet hove in sight
ahead, running with spinakers to port, and at 10:25 the schr. Fenefla
was passed, cruising along in the rear of tbe racers.
As the drf ary sand wastes of iVIonomoy gave place to the green-

topped bluffs, covered with snug old farmhouses and picturesque
modern cottages nestling about tbe twin lights, which bore abeam
from Vamoose at 10:38. the head of the fleet was picked up. the
schooner Speranza holding that enviable position : always remember-
ing that this yarn is running at half speed asterii. In shore of her
and 100yds. ahead was Clara. Closer in to the beach and a httle
ahead was Peerless, spreading a large balloouer between her top-
masts, and ahead of her were Mariquita and Gossoon. Cavalier and
Nonparitlle were not racing, though the yawl was cari-ying a mizen-
staj sail. Sayonara and Fleur de Lys were not racing.
This ended the first part of the fleet, there being over a mile of

clear water between Fleur de Lys and Phantom, while half a mile
further along were CEnone and Azalea. Before Nansett was reached
spinakers came in. Another half mile of water and Alert was passed
carrying balloon topmas^tstaysafl and balloon jibtopsail. Wayward
being close inshore of her and Miranda.
Another piece of open water with one little sloop pegging along

inshore, and a fleet of nine yachts was met, Hamona being first, then
Gloriana, inshore. Quickstep and Atlantic being immediately ahead
of her. Harpoon was ahead of Atlantic, with Alctea on her lee bow.
Wasp was next, while Mayflower. Blarguerite and Kortuna completed
the group. When Vamoose passed NansettLights at 11:26, Mayrtower
inshore was just ahead. Marguerite a quarter of a mile astern, and
Fortuna a short distance from the latter.
Ituna was off to seaward of Vamoose, with jib, fore and mainsail

set. and ahead of her was Republic, in trouble, witb headsails down.
Wasp, Harpoon and Gloriana were spaced about a half-mile apart in
single file.

When a couple of miles north of Nansett. Katrina lost her top-
mast, letting the three schooners run up on her. At the time she was
a mile and a half ahead of Mayflower. Save a steam yacht in shore
and Baboon alone outside of all the fleet, there were no yachts
within three miles of Katrina. Marguerite and Fortuna took in jib-
topsails, setting smaher ones. Katrina, after her mishap, ran for
some time under two sails before setting her jib, but later she rigged
a jm-y topmast and ,set a jibtopsail.
Below the Highlands the tug Sylvester Ward, carrying the two

photographers, Messrs. Stebbius and Peabody, was passed.
The cutters Thelma, Huron and Iroquois were just off the Life-

Saving Station at the Highlands, only the latter in the race, but she
and Huron were both travehng fast, with booms well over the star-
board quarter.

It was 12:20 when Vamoose passed the Highland Lights, and came
upon the first bit of close work in the race. Thus far it had been a
procession, but here were two yachts. Merlin and Dauntless, close
together and flghting hard for the lead, having luffed each other all
the way up the beach. Merlin going clear in this, the last of several
spiritea luffing matches. The breeze was now quite fresh. Merlin
carrying working topsails and second jibtopiails, heeling to her
scuppers. .

The leaders, clear of the land, wei-e heeling to a strong and steadv
breez«, but those still under the shore caught it in puff.s, one strik-
ing Ak sea, with both big ballooners set, and heeling her weU down.
Both she and Iroquois picked up fast between Nansett and the
Highlands, and improved their positions considerably. Con.'-.tella-
tiou was visible a long distance ahead, astern of her being America
and Columbia. Both had started from East Chop, Columbia about
half an hour ahead of start of the racers. America, was carrying a
heavy naphtha launch swung out on the leeside, and when she met
the sea and wind in the Bay it was necessary to stop for a time and
swing in the launch. For a time she held side by side with Oneida,
the i^atter under both steam and sail.

One large schooner in the middle of the fleet, not one of the racers,
called forth many objurgations, especially from the smaller yachts,
by her disregard of the rights of others, to .say nothing of the cour-
tesies always accorded by outside boats to those which are racing.
At 1 o'clock Vamoose passed Columbia, picking up America half

an hour later. Conqueror and Oneida, both under canvas, being
abeam but to seaward of America. Both America and Constellation
were carrying spinaker booms dropped to windward. As the leaders
left tne lee or the land off the Highlands and hauled up for Marble-
head, they found a freshening breeze, still S.W., and a lively roll to
tbe sea out in Massachusetts Bay. Vamoose had a chance to show
some of her good qualities, among which is not an entire freedom
from rolling.

At 2 P. M. the afternoon was as fine as the morning had been,
light, fleecy clouds on the horizon and a blue sky above; not only an
ideal yachting day, but an ideal schooner day, with a good quarter-
ing breeze over nearly all of the 102 miles. At 2:20 Vamoose passed
to the leeward of Constellation, far in the lead of the fleet and driv-
ing along with mauitopmaststaysail and jibtopsail set, and at 3:14
the little steamer was off the lighthouse at Marblehead, where the
flagship was already waiting to Ume the yachts.
Vamoose left Cottage City at 8:05, making the run of 102 miles in

7:0i, or as timed by some on board, 6:5i. No effort was made to test
htr speed, the object being to obtain a good view of tne entire race
from start to finish, which was satisfactorily accomplished, there
being half an hour in which to reach Castle Rock, on the end of
Marblehead Neck, before OonsteUation crossed the finish line at
3:45:10. Not very long alter came America and Columbia, the for-
mer well ahead.
Ear out to the S.W. was a long string of white sails, Dauntless and

Mtrlin rising fast, big Ramona easily distinguishable, and close by
her the little 80rt. Iroquois. Next came the new linen sails of Alcroa,
then two white schooners and a black one, beyond them a succession
of white dots, all that was distinguishable being that the smaller
boats were heeling to a sharp angle under the strong breeze in the
middle of the bay.
Along the rocks were many excited spectators, attracted by the

coming of the fleet, eagerly scanni"g the water with glasses and
speculating as to the identity of each distant white dot. The inter-
est of the race was centered on Harpoon as against Wasp and Glori-
ana, Boston against Bristol, and every white boat which appeared in
the lead of a black one was triumphantly hailed as Harpoon, with
Wasp second and Gloriana out of sight.

The finish was more exciting by far than the start. Dauntless
crossed at 4 :16::j8, leading Merlin (4:32:13) by nearly 8m. Iroquois
and Ramona made a fine finish, the little clipper luffing out anfl run-
ning abead within the last mile, crossing at 4:39:48 to Ramona's
4:10:19. Alter Aloaja there was a long gap to the next group, the
three pasted long before in company off Chatham, Fortuna, Marguer-
ite ana Mayflower. They were separated by about a quarter of a
mile each, Mayflower, in spite of tne loss of her foretopmast, having
held the other two all dav. Tney were timed at 4:51:38, 4.53:57, and
1:56:28 in order.
On they came, Alert at 5:01. Atlantic at 5:03:33, and Miranda, also

without a foretopmasc, at 5:05:36. When Katrina approacheti she was
carrying a small jibtopsail set on a jury topmast, a tepsail yard
lashed to the masthead. She was timed at 5:14:55. Tne golden
serpent on Phantom's bow was visible a long distance off. She
crossed at 5:2l::30, with Quickstep at 5:24:09. Huron followed Katrina
in, she not being in the race. Fleur de Lys, astern of Quickstep, also
was not racing. CEnone crossed alone at 5:32:43.

Now came the singlestickers, rising quickly, the second boat was
unquestionably Wasp, and there were few on all Marblehead Neck
who doubted tbat the white Burgess boat a quarter of a mile ahead
of her was Harpoon. A lubber on the rocks who timidly suggested
that the white boat was very large for a 46-footer, and' that Way-
ward was not yet heard from, was completely withered by the scorn-
ful glances of those who heard him, and was glad to sneali off under
the pretext that he could see the race better from behind a sheltering
cjmer of the rock.
As the pair neared the excitement increased, untQ it culminated

in a marked calm as the mainsafl of the leader swung a little, dis-
closing the racing number, 94. Wayward crossed at 5:54:30, Wasp
lollowmg at 5:55:58, Speranza between them at 5:55:07.

Again the buzz of excited conjecture was heard along the rocks,
bill, this time it was shortlived, there was no mistaking the familiar
shovel-nose of the leader of the two white boats now within easy
sight. Gloriana was leading Harpoon, having passed her when the
piir struck the sea, and was now a minute ahead, the times at the
line being 6:07:09 and 6:08:03. As Gossoon has not been measured,
the corrected time is not known, but with her late start she leads
Gloriana by Im. 32s.

Azalea had passed almost unnoticed at 6:02;24, and the last boats
now came up, Peerless 6:09;44, Claxa 6;44;58, and Mariquita at 7:09:14,

winning her match with Gossoon by Im. 20s., a close fit for a distance
of 102 miles.
As the flagship passed into Marblehead Harbor she was greeted by

the guns of the fleet, and the most successful long-distance race ever
sailed in America, if not in the wprld, was over. Twenty-five yachts
started, the longest of 116ft. waterlin-. the smallest of 40ft. The
best time was just under 10 hour, or rather better than an average of
10 knots, while tbe 46-footers averased 8 knots and the 40-footej-s
just under 7j^ knots. The full times' were:
The times for the squadron run cups and for the regatta commit-

tee prize for keel schooners were:

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.
start. Finish. Elapsed.

Constellation 5 43 03 3 45 10 9 56 .31

Fortuna 5 55 00 4 51 38 10 56 38

THIRD CLASS SCHOONERS, 90fT.
MerUn 5 4<5 43 4 22 13 10 35 30
Alcaaa 5 .52 43 4 42 .57 10 50 14
Mayflower 5 54 25 4 56 28 11 02 03
Pnantom... 5 47 57 5 21 30 11 33 33
Atlantic 5 49 ,57 5 03 33 11 13 41

FOURTH CLASS SCHOONERS, 80fT.
Iroquois 5 46 42 4 39 48 10 5 ^ 06
Marguerite.... , 5 54 52 4 53 57 10 69 05
CEnone 5 51 41 5 32 42 11 41 Oi

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS, 70FT.
Quickstep 5 87 27 5 24 09 11 46 42
Peerless.' 5 42 11 6 29 44 13 27 33
Azalea 5 36 01 6 03 34 12 20 aS

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS, 70fT
Katrina 5 45 05 5 48 05 U 26 50
Wayward 5 47 47 5 54 56 12 06 49

FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS, 53fT.
Clara 5 47 .35 6 44 58 13 57 33

Corrected.
9 66 31

10 81 15

10 35 30
Not meaii.

10 55 43
11 21 02
11 00 47

10 50 25
10 59 05
11 .34 34

11 48 42
12 21 S4
12 07 S4

11 26 SO
11 39 31

SIXTH CLASS SLOOPS, 46fT.
Wasp 5 H-j 42 5 55 58
Gloriana 5 35 41 6 07 09
Harpoon 5 38 09 6 08 04
Mariquita 5 37 31 7 19 14

KEFL SCHOONERS.
4 16 33
4 40 19
5 01 00
5 05 36
Not limed.
5 55 07

Dauntless .5 50 28
Ramona ....5 53 37
Alert..... ft 58 00
Miranda o 53 53
Fleur de Lys 5 41 00
Spranza 5 55 00

The times for the Morgan cups wert

:

SCHOONERS.
Start, Finish.

ConsteUaiion 5 48 39 3 45 10
Dauntless 5 50 23 4 l6 88
Merlin 5 46 43 4 22 13
Ramona 5 .53 37 4 40 10
Fortuna 5 55 00 4 51 .38

Mayflower 5 54 25 4 56 28
Alcasa 5 52 43 4 43 57
Alert 5 55 00 5 01 CO
Kleur deLys 5 41 00 ....
Pha.ntom ..5 47 57 5 21 .80

Speranza 5 55 00 5 .55 07
.•Atlantic 5 49 52 5 03 .32

Miranda 5 63 52 5 05 36
Marguerite 5 53 52 4 53 .57

Iroquois 5 46 42 4 39 .38

CEnone 5 51 41 5 3i 43
Quickstep 5 37 27 5 24 09
Peerless 5 42 11 6 09 44
Azalea 5 36 01 6 02 34

SLOOPS.
Wasp 5 35 43 5 5.5 58
Gloriana 5 ;15 41 6 07 i.9

Harpoon 5 .38 09 6 OS 03
Katrina 5 48 05 5 14 55
Wayward 5 47 47 5 54 36
Clara 5 47 25 6 44 58
MariQuita . . .5 37 31 7 19 14

13 20 16
12 31 28
12 29 54
18 41 43

10 20 15
10 46 42
11 O i 00
11 H 44

12 20 16
13 28 25

11 06 00
11 01 12

Elapsed. Corrected.
9 56 31 9 56 31
10 26 15
10 35 30 10 14 OB
10 40 32 ..

10 56 38 10 87 15
11 02 03 11 34 19
10 50 14
11 06 00 10 41 as

11 .33 .33 10 59 38
12 00 07
11 13 41 10 33 23
11 11 44 10 36 40
10 59 05 10 10 15
10 .53 06 10 10 36
11 41 02 10 54 44
11 46 42 10 35 55
12 27 33 11 11 07
13 26 23 10 56 37

12 20 16 11 17 49
13 31 28 11 25 68
IS' 29 54
11 36 50 11 26 50
12 06 49 11 39 .31

12 58 33 11 55 29
13 41 4;H 12 10 23

Constellation wins the $1,000 Morgan cup and Wasp the $500 one,
Mr. Rogers winning a similar cup in Bedouiti in 1887.

The programme for the final days of the cruise was announced on
Monday nightin the following general orders:

Aboard Flagship Electra,
|

Harbor of JVIabblehead, Aug. 8, 1893,
)'

General Order No. 5.

1. On Tuesday, Aug. 9, at noon, a gun will be fired from the flag-
ship, both flags hauled down, the New Tork Yacht Club signal sent
to the main and the Eastern Yacht Club signal sent to the fore.
Two guns will then be fU'ed from the flagship as a salute.
Each yacht will then fire one gun as a salute to the Eastern Yacht

Club.
When all the yachts have saluted the Commodore of tbe Eastern

Yacht Club will return the salute in behalf of his club with two
guns.
One gun will then be flred from the flagship, the colors hauled down

and the former colors reset.
Immediately after, a gun will be fired from the flagship, when all

yachts will dress ship and remain dressed untU sunset.
2. The boat races will take place on Tuesday, pursuant to general

order No. 6.

3. On Tuesday evening at 9:30 P.M. the commodore and members
of the Eastern Y. C. have invited the captains of the New York Y.
C. and their guests to a reception at their club house in Marblehead.
Yachts in the squadron will illuminate with fireworks during the

evening.
4. The race for the commodore's cups will be sailed on Wednesday,

under tbe direction of the regatta committee.
5. On Wednesday evening, Aug. 10, at 9:30 P.M., a reception will be

given by the commodore on the flagship to the officers and members
of the Eastern Y. C. and the captains of the New York Y. C. and
th eir guests.

6. The attention of the captains of the squadron is called to a cir-
cular Issued by the house committee of the Eastern Yacht Club, re-
questing the names of the guests in the squadron, and also contain-
ing valuable information; a copy of which is sent herewith.

7. A meeting of the captains will be held aboard the flagship on
AVednesday evening at 9:15 P. M., in the event of the race having been
sailed, for the purpose of disbanding tbe squadron.
By order of the commodore. Stephen Peabody, Fleet Captain.

Flagship Elsctra, Aug. 8, 1892.

General Order No. 6.

squadron cruise boat races.

Owl and Game Cock colors—The Game Cock colore will be tor
four-oared gigs pulling sweeps. The owl for cutters pulling two
sweeps or two pairs of sculls.

For other boat races—Entries will be $2 an oar, made by the owners
of yachts, and boats will be classified according to the number of oars
they pull.

Coxswains must be carried in all boats except dinghies.
The commodore offers as additional prizes $25 to the winners of

the Game Cock and |10 to the winners of tbe Owl colors, and f25 to
the winning launch.
The start will be made alongside the flagship, and entries will Ije

received and details as to course be given on board.
Letter B (club code) displayed at the fore will signify "the boat

races will take place to-day at — and the hour will be indicated at
the main.
By Older of the commodore.

Stephen Veabody, Fleet Captain.

In the evening the harbor was filled with boats and the rocks were
covered with people, all eager to see the yachts. The chief point of
interest in the fleet was Vamoose, the little flyer being new" to East-
ern waters. It was ladies' night at the Corinthian Y, C , a band
playing on the lawn, while the piazzas were crowded. The steam
yacht Sultana has attracted general attention in every port by a
handsome display of green electric lights from bowsprit end up over
her three masts and down to boom end.
On Tuesday the programme of salutation and boat races was car-

ried out, the results of the races being as foUows:
Gamecock colors, 4-oared gigs, Dauntless 1, Speranza 2, Constella-

tion 3. Owl colors, pair-oared uutter.s. 7 starters, Nonpariel 1, Alert3.
Single scull race, seven starters, Merlin I.Barbara 2. The steam

and naphtha launch race was won by Electra'a launch, steered by
the mate, Mr. Fish, with Columbia's launch second, beating Daunt-
less, Fortuna, Fleur de Lys, Atlantic and Sultana.
During the afternoon the shore of the Neck was lined with hand-

some turnouts from Beverly, Salem and the surrounding country.
A band played in front of the Eastern Y. O. houie, and the day wias
a general holiday for all Marblehead. The programme for Wednes-
day called for a race for the two cups offered by Com Gerry, with a
possibility of another race for cups offered by the Eastern Y. C. on
Thui-sday, the fleet disbanding Wednesday night.
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Racings at Marblehead.
Following the t hree races of the previous week were three separate

matches off Marblehead on Aug. 1; the first being between the cats
.ftTapTpie, Koora.1i and Typhoon ; the second between Pyxie and Reaper

;

and the third bet^reen Reaper and Vanessa. The day was rainy,
with a reefiuff breeze from K.E, and plenty of rain. The first race,
from off the Eistei u Y. C. house around Bowditch Ledge Buoy, two
rounds, making 18 mhes, was started at ll A. M. The flrst leg of each
round was to windward. ^Magpie and Koorah kept together by the
wind, but witli sheets started Magpie gained. Typhoon fell astern on
the wind wird work and wilhdrew on the second round. The finish
was timed:
Magpie to 50 53 Koorali 10 51 U
Magi:ie wins by 41s. elapsed time.
The next race was between Pyxie and the Hereshoff fin keel Reaper,

for S'^5 per side, over the same course. Both yachts carried .sit gle
reefs, Pyxie leading from start to finish. She broke the jaws of her
gaff on the last run, but won by 7m, The first round was limed. The
race was not finished, but the ,stakes were paid on the result of the
Corinthian race next dav.
Pyxie : .,,3 17 1(3 Reaper 3 58 00

The third race, started at 4,10 P. M., was between Reayjer and her
sister boat Vanessa, over the same course. Vanessa winning by .5Ss.

On Tuesday morning the wind was light, with a sea still roUing.
Pyxie had to borrow a gaff that was too heavy for her. In the morn-
ing she sailed a match with Vanessa, once around Bowditch Ledge,
6 miles, being beaten.

The Corinthian Y. C. race of Saturday, postponed for want of
wind, was re-sailed, starting at 2:10 P.M. The course for the 2Ift.

and 25fc. classes was around Pig Kocks and ilalf Way Rock. The
Wind was E.N.E. After beatuag out of the harbor the yachts ran
for Pig Kocks, where the order was Vanessa, Thrush, Reaper,
Freak, Catspaw and Pyxie.
After the heat to Halfway Rock the times were:

Reaper 4 00 10 Catspaw 4 09 05
Freak 4 07 30 Vanessa . 4 (9 40
TUrush 4 08 45 Pyxie Not timed.
Reaper held her lead off the wind and won, while Vanessa was

Second on allowance. In the cat class there were three starters,
Typhoon, Koorali and Magpie, the former leading all the way. The
times were

:

CLASS A.
Length. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

Reaper, 11. B. Benson 24.00 4 44 15 2 34 15 2 SO 53
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, .Jr 24 00 4 49 53 2 89 53 3 36 30
fCat^paw, C. A. Prince 2f).04 4 47 50 2 37 50 2 37 00
Freak, J. B. Paine ::5.10 4 48 43 2 38 43 3 37 23
Thrush. .lohn Bryant 27.0s 4 48 03 3 38 03 3 38 1)3

•?yxie, O. Sanderson 24.11 5 09 20 3 59 20 3 57 01
CLASS B.

Typhoon, J, I. Taylor 23.09 3 55 43 1 40 42 1 40 43
.tfagpie, H. G. Otis 22.04 3 .^9 14 1 44 14 1 43 06
tCoorali, R. C. Rol>bins ^3.01 3 58 9S 1 44 38 1 4^^ 07
Reaper wins S30, Vanessa $20, Catspaw $15, Freak SIO, Thrush $E

,

Typhoon g25 and Magpie $15. Pyxie. has ended her racing at the
East and is on her way home.

Beverly Y. C.

MONUMENT BEACH.

;he 188th race, third open sweepstakes wa<i sailed at Monument
aoh .July 30 in a double-reefed northeast wind. Gymnote was on
id, but carried away her mast on the deck just before the start.

1 put in a little ballast in order to measure into the third class.
;ult as follows:

SECOiro CLASS.
Length.

Mist, G. H. Lyman, B.Y.O 27.04
Lesiri.s, .J. Crane, Jr. B. Y. C 26.04
Torment, C. C. Hanley, Mon Beach.. .27.04

Surprise, Thos. Codman, B, Y. C .... 27.04
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis Dismasted before start.

THIRD CLASS.
Cayuse. F. W. Sargent, B. Y, 22.09

Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole. Jr , B. Y. C. 23.01
Eina, -J, Partiason, B. Y. C 22.10
Vivian, IS. Hucliens. Jr., Onset 23.00
Fin. L. M- Stocldiu. B. Y. O. 17.01

.Pnenomenon, B.L.Whittemore, Onset2''j.00

Daisv, H. Stockton. B. Y, C 21.01
Doris, J. Parkinson, B. Y. C ^3.02

FOTOTH CLASS.
Cygnet, E. Fenno, Falmouth 19.11

'Kitten, Toby Club, B. Y. C 19 , 11

Edith, G. G Van Rensselaer, B. Y. C..19.01
Mist, Cayuse and Cygnet take first; Lesiris and Fin second; Tycoon

third.

Judges, N. H. Emmons, F. E. Cabot. Courses, lOJ^, 8}4 and 5 miles.

189th race—MARBLEHEAD.
The sail-off for the third class cats, not made on time July 29, took

place Atig. I, at Marblehead, in a strong two reef northeaster;
course from stakeboat off E. Y. C. house to Bowditch Ledge beacon,
and return, twicd around: Bowditch Ledge being 2% knots dead to
windward of starting point.
Only Magpie, Koorali and Typhoon started, at 11:10, the Last

.crossed the line too soon and had to come back, losing i}4 minutes.
Magpie and Koorali carried two reefs, Typhoon seemed to have

three. Magpie at first seemed to draw away from Koorali, but under
the Beverly shore Koorali picked up a htile. and Magpie not know-
ing the beacon turned rather wide at 12:01; Koorali made a close
turn three seconds later and took the lead. Coming home before
,the wind Magpie stuck to her like a leach, the turn being made:
Koorali 12:29:11, Magpie 12:39:19, Typhoon 12:35:35.

After rounding 1 hey split tacks for a minute, and when they met
Koorali on the port tack barely cleared Magpie. Koorali at once
''^nt on starhoard tack, close to windward of Magpie, who at once
Ipmed to shoot into the wind, Koorah went on port tack and Magpie
ept on. When they next met Magpie led, and from here on gained
eadily. Bowditch Beacon was rounded by Magpie at 1:50:50,

Koorali 1 :51 :25. Summary is:

Magpie, H. G. Otis 22.00 3 40 50 2 23 48
Koorali, R. C. Robbins. 23.04 3 41 25 2 26 03
Typh on, J. L Taylor 23.09 Withdrew.
Koorali protests IMagpie. It will be decided Friday. Ail three are

new boats. Typhoon liy Stewart & Binney, the other two by Hanley,
of Monument Beach. Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

Elapsed.
1 57 45
1 59 40
3 02 56
3 04 15

1 52 42
1 53 10
1 53 55
1 55 45
2 00 00
2 01 47
i 03 17

Corrected.
1 48 01

1 48 54
1 53 12
1 54 31

1 40 43
1 41 41
1 43 01

1 44 06
1 44 01

1 50 00
1 49 30

Broke tiller.

1 17 55 1 08 44
1 18 50 1 09 39
Withdrew.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 56 20 1 50 15

White Bear Yachting Association.

A CUP and pennant race was sailed on July .30, at Dellwood. White
Bear Lake, Minn., distance 10 miles, waaiber flne, wind 8 miles, un-
steady ana steady S.W.

FIRST CLASS,
Start, Finish,

Later On, C. M. Griggs 3 45 13 3 41 58
hornet, P. H. Gotzian 3 46 00 5 42 55

artuna, ,J. M. Welch 3 44 50 5 41 05
'apsie, Stickneys & Bigelows2 45 Oa 5 42 20

Shark, L. E. Newport 3 45 20 5 48 20
atten, Stickney& McKechnte3 48 37 5 46 13

norm King, J. W. Taylor. . . 3 45 12 5 58 10
SECOND CLASS.

Boret. L. T. Bement 3 55 00 6 01 22 3 06 23 1 59 01
lischicf, E. H. Ozmun 3 61 05 6 01 06 2 10 01 3 03 11
fushka, Elmer & Ordway....3 50 33 6 00 00 3 09 28 2 09 28

,ry, L. Corning.... 3 51 22 6 04 40 2 13 18 2 12 10
ielia, A McLaren. ...... 3 53 40 6 12 32 2 18 42 2 13 00
ry Monarch, H, Galusha..3 51 41 6 09 40 2 17 59 2 17 47
toners—First Class: First prize, Later On; second, Hornet.

Scond Class: Fhst prize, Secret; secon.]. Mischief.
Later On must stand remeasurement before being allowed the

-•ace. She will probably be placed second, with Hornet flrst, the
Hhers remaining unchanged. Judge: R. B. C. Bement.

1 56 55
1 56 15
1 57 18
1 57 56
1 57 46
2 13 57

1 50 44
1 52 33
1 63 34
1 56 51

1 56 42
3 09 48

Lake Winnebag'O.
OsHKOsH, Aug. 21.—The annual regatta of the combined lleets of

takp v\ inuebago has been sailed and the yacht Carrie Morgan owned
jy ex-State Treasurer;H, B. Harshaw is jthe winner of the commo-
ibre's cup. The cup is a trophy given by Commodore Charles W.
Pelker several years ago, to be sailed for each successive year. The
a.ce for it ibis year was fixed for July 16. and upon that date a race
hat led to considerable hard feehng was sailed. Three yachts were
iptered. They were the Minerva of Fond du Lac, the Marguerite of
Itenasha and the Carrie Morgan of this city. The race had hardly
legun when the wind died ont and it developed into only a drifc-
ig match from which, just after rounding the stake boat, the
targueriie withdrew. The Carrie Morgan drifted in flrst and was
warded the prize. The Menasha yachtsmen at once entered a pro-
BSt claiming that the race should have been sailed under a rule
jreecribing a time limit of three hours, whereas fully five hours had
eea consumed. In consideration of the distance saUed, six miles to

leeward and windward, they urged that the time limit was just.
Upon looking up the rules ot the Oshkosh Y'acht Club under which
the race was sailed, it was found that the Menasha yachtsmen were
mistaken as to time limit, that limit having been abolished by resolu-
tions in '85. Owing to the misunderstanding, however, Col. Harshaw
offered to sail a second race for the cup and a purse of $100. The
proposition was agreed to and Thm'sday, July 38 was fixed upon for
the second race. On that day it rained and the race did not come
off till the 29th. Again it developed into a drifting match and again
the Carrie Morgan won. The entries were the same as in the race of
July 16, and the course measured the same distance, twelve miles.
The exact time made was as follows:

Start. Finish. Corrected.
Carrie Morgan ....2 18 10 5.38 40 3 20 30
Minerva 2 16 35 5 37 45 3 21 10
Marguerite... 2 20 20 5 43 12 3 22 52
Owing to a time allowance due the Minerva the Carrie Morgan won

by only 35s., but the Marguerite was beaten by 3m.

HuU Y. C, Aug. 1.

HtJLL—BOSTON HARBOH,

The race of second class boats of tiie Hull Y. C. on Aug. 1 found
only two sta.rters. Handsel and Ohapoquoit, the weati^er being Tery
unpleasant, a N.E. storm with a heavy sea. The start was made at
11:3' from ihe pUot boat's moorings ofiE Boston Light, the com'se be-
ing front the judges line, leaving Boston and Martin's Ledge buo.ys
on the port,' to the Graves Whistling Buoy, lea\-ing it on the star-
board to Davis Ledge Buoy, leaving it on the starboard, thence
leaving Harding's Ledge Bell Buoy on the port to starting line, 20
miles.
There was a fresh N.E. breeze through the race. Handsel crossed

with a lead of 10s., gaining rapidly on the first leg to windward and
holding her own free. The times were:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Handsel, J. R. Hooper 33.04 3 24 32 2 35 18
Ohapoquoit, C. H. Jones 37.10 3 29 39 3 46 41
Judges, Com. J. J. Souther and Mr. J. R. Chad wick.
Handsel wins 825 and one leg for the championship.
Aug. 3.—On Tuesday a second race, the wind being IG.S.E. The

course was the same as on Monday, Imt there was smoother water.
At the Gravi-s Ohapoquoit was ahead, but on the beat to Harding's
she was passed b.y Handsel. On the close reach home, with more
wind, Handsel gained, the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Handsel, J.R. Hooper 33.04 4 29 30 3 40 14
Ohapoquoit, C. H, .lones 37.10 4 31 55 3 48 57
Judges, Com. J. J Souther, Messrs. E. C. Nortn, J. H. Ohadwick

and W. E. Sherriffs. The prize was $85 and the Rice cup for .30 footers.

Pyxie—Reaper Match.
Aug. 1 at 2:36 Pyxie and Reaper started on their match over same

course as Magpie and Koorali, except they were limited to the chan-
nel, which meant rougher water. Pyxie with four men aboard, car-
ried whole sail. Reaper, with live men, carried single reef and
stormjib set half-way out on bowsprit.
They started on the second, Pyxie to windward; she at once began

to outpoint and rather outfoot Reaper; half-way down Reaper lost
about two minutes, luffing up and getting jib on end of bowsprit.
Bowditch Ledge was rounded by Pyxie at 3:22:10, Reaper 3:28*45,

but in jibing round the beacon Pyxie badly cracked her gaff, a meas-
urement saving contrivance not over strong, uhe peak was slacked
down, but as she entered harbor gaff broke completely in two. She
crossed hue at 3:47:30, Reaper at 8:53:15.
Pyxie of course was out of it and anchored. Reaper picked up a

mooring, put in another reef and then sailed over course with
Vanessa, who had jnst arinved and also carried double reefs and
stormjib. Tanessa came back 58 seconds ahead of Reaper.
The accident to Pyxie was much regretted. It was fairly her race,

and after Mr. Sanderson's very sportsmanlike conduct in bringing
the boat from New Yoric and testing the 35 rating and 31ft. classes,
no one liked to see him lose a race in this fashion.

Riverside Y. C.

New Yoek, Ang. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Owing to the
delay in getting measurements of some of the new boats, the regatta
committee of the Riverside Y. C, have just completed their corrected
time of winners in regatta of July 9, First class schooners. Nirvana,
a walkover; second class schooners, Azalia won, beating the Peerless
by 3m. 58s, ; first class .sloops, Alcedo won, beating the Eleanor by 5m.
4!).-!.; second class sloops, Merope won, beating Almy 9m. 25s.; yawls,
Kitty won, beating Rajah Im. 10s.; first class cabin cats, Qunhilde
won, bfating Aura 6m. 4s.; second cia.<s cabin cats. Myrtle won, Nel-
lie second by SOs. ; third class cats, Mabma won, healing Pearl 15m.
43.; jib and mainsail class. Tattler won, beating Sirene 5m. 7s.; first

class open cats, Wilmered won, beating Gertrude 3m. 37s.; second
class open cats, Phyllis won, beating Effie 36m. 6s.—C. 1'. Pierce, for
Committee.

Yachts, Boats and Canoes.
Ip you have a yacht, boat or canoe that is lying idle, and for which

you would rather have the cash than tbe keep, or if you are thinking
of buying and can't find what you want at the price you are willing
to pay, advertise in the columns of Forest and Stream. For a dol-
lar, or even fifty cents (at the three-cput a word rate) you can insert
a comprehensive advertisement in our columns that will at once put
you in communication with brother sportsmen far and near. Let
them know what you wish to buy or sell and you will hear from them

The Sale of the Alva.
The wreck ot the steam yacht Alva was sold at auction on Aug. 5,

as she lies under water off Mouomoy Point, Cape Cod, the price real-
ized bei. g $3,500. The purchasers were Perkins & White, of Boston,
who will set to work at once to raise her if it is still possible.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The race for the Queens cup of the Royal Yacht Squadron was

sailed on Aug. 2, around the Isle of Wight, the principal interest
centering in the Emperor William II, , who was on board his yacht
Meteor. There seems to have been a general attempt to let Meteor
win, as Irema withdrew, L'Esperance grounded on the Brambles,
and Corsair was nearly half an hour astern. The weather was light
and fluky, and a stray breeze caught Corsau-, the Payne 40-rater, near
the finish, and brought her in just within her allowance.

Eugene Spear of Chicago, is building a handsome standing keel
cutter yacht, :Wft. over all, 6ft. 6in. wide, and 4ft. 6in. deep, which
will be launched early this month. Joseph Hansen is the builder.

On Aug, 3 both Meteor and Irene, Prince Henry's 40-rater, were
defeated

,

FIXTURES.
august.

4-25. A.C.A.Meet,WillsboroiighPt 37. Rochester, 4th Trophy Race,
15-20. A. 0. A. Meet, race week, Irondequoit Bay.

Willsborough Point.

The Red Dragon Trophy.
Philadelphia, Aug. 8.—Tbe second race for the R. D. C. C. trophy

cup wa-i sailed Saturday, July 30. Four boats competing. Start
8:30 P.M. Osceola, H. E, McCormick; Kieloe, T. W. i^oyes; Eoid,
D. A. McCormick; Tadpole, R. G. Pleischmann. The wind was
strong from N. W. terminating in a thunder squall. Rain drove the
judges under shelter so the time was not taken at the finish. Max.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A. O A.: Atlantic Division—Dwight G. Hoibrook, Yonkers, N. Y',;
L S. Bracher, Thos. VV. Bracher, C. Walter Cushier. New York city;
W.Irving Hare, Brooklyn. Eastern Division—L. W. White, Charles
A. Pratt, Worcester, Mass.; Wm. V. Forsaith, Boston, Mass. North-
ern Division—Thos. Main, Orillia; A. H. O'Brien, Toronto,

Atlantic Division Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Atlantic Division A. C. A., will be held

at the A. C. A, camp, Willsborough Point, on Monday evening, Aug.
15, at 8 o'clock. Election of officers.—F. L. Du.-.nell, Purser, F. W.
Seavey, Commodore,

Northern Division Meet.
The report of the Northern Division meet intspe for this week, has

been crowded over to our next issue.

Big Shoot on the Jersey Range.
The magnificent range at Sea Girt,where all the Jersey guards-

men are put through tnelr paces during the rifle shooting sea-
son, will be the scene of some intensely interesting matches on
Sept. 5 to 10, inclusive. These grounds aro on the New Jersey
State Camp grounds, said by compatetit judges to be the finest
camp grounds i d the world. Th^ plot comprises 148 aore« of land,
almost as level as a billiard table. The grounds are a parallelo-
gram in shape, bordered on the north by the Beach Road,
leading to the old Stockton mansion (now the Beach Housed; on
the west is the Long Branch Railroad; on the south Squan Lake,
and on the east the broad Atlantic, riituated 60 miles from New
York and only 13 miles from Long Branch (8 miles from Asbury
Park), the camp is not only easy of access, but those who go there
to take part in the shooting can readily run up to the Park or
Branch for a little relaxation in the evening.
There are ten mid-range and ten short-range targets, all of the

elliptical pattern, similar to those used in the regular armv.
There are also two targets for 1,000yds. work. The shooting is
done toward the ocean, and the ligbt is invariably favorable.
The great attraction in September will be the second annual

meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle Association, the programme
tor which incluoes the Interstate, Hilton trophy and Wimbledon
cnp matches, formerly shot at Creedmoor.
The full programme of the meeting is given below:
No 1. Member's Match.—Two hundred yards, open only to

members of the New Jersey B fle Association; rounds five; posi-
t'on, standing; weapon, an.ymilttary rifle. Entrance fee $1, re-
entries allowed. Prize—The member's onampionship gold badge,
shot for annually, and held by the winner ftnring the year. To
be shot at any time during meeting. Won in 1891 by Col. A. R.
Kuser.
No. 3. The Kuser Match.—Continuous, 7 shots at SOOyds.; posltioni

prone, head toward target; rifle, any military; opeu to all eomers,
Bntrles .fil each, or three for $3, if taken at one time: re-entries
allowed. Prize—A Maynard rifle with two barrels, value $85,.
presented by Col. A. R. Kuser, Second prize, 25 per cent, of
the entrance money. Third prize, 10 per cent, of the entrance
money. All prizes to be won on the aggregate of three scores,
and ties in totals to be decided by the next best score (or scores).
No. 3. All-Comers' Military Match. — Continuous. Open \\>

everybody; distances 200 and 500yd5.; position, standing at 200,
prone at 500; five shots at each distance. Entrance fee $1, or
three tickets for $3, if taken at one time. Kifles, the U. S. Spring-
field, or any military rifle adop'ed and issued by any State. The
firing at both ranges must be done on the same day or the score
will be void. Scores which would qualify members of the N. G.,
N. J., as marksmen will be alloweo. Prizes— First, 10 per cent, of
entrance money; two of 5 per cent, of entrance monej; ten of
Z]4 P t cent, of entrance money.
No. 4. The Schuetzen Match.—All comers, continuous match,

distance SOOyds., position standing, number of shots seven on the
standard American target, with 11-inch bullseye (the buUseye
including the 7 ring.) Any weight rifle wltn any trigger pull,
palm or other rest allowed. When flr'ng the muzzle of 'he rifle
must be kept outside the loophole of the shelter. The allowance
for military rifles will be four points on each string. Cleaning
allowed between shots. The aggregate of three scores to count
for all shots. All tif s in aggregate will be decided in the manner
prescribed in Paragraphs 651, 6.53, Small Arms Firing Regulations.
Entries unlimited; fee $1 each ticket. Sixteen prizes, viz.: 1 of 25
per cent, of entrance monej; 1 of IQ per cent, of entrancB money;
4 of 5 per cent, of entrance money; 10 of 3}^ per cent, of entrance
money.
No. 5. New Jersey National Guard Match —Open to teams of 6

from each regiment or battalion of the National (4uard of New
Jersey. (As fully provided for in circular. Department of Rifle
Practice, daied Trenton, July 30 1893 )

No. 6. Regimental Team Match.—Open to teams of six from the
regimental and battalion organization of the National Guard of
the following States: New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Delaware Maryland, New Jersey and District of Columbia. (As
fully provided for in circular, Department of Rifle Practice,
dated Trenton, July 30, 1893.)

No. 7, Perrin-^ Memorial Match.—Continuous. Open to oflicers
and enlisted men. N. G. N. J. only; 5 shots each at 200 and 5(jOyds.;
position, at 200 standing, at 500yds. prone, with heart toward tar-
get; entrance fee 50 cents, re-i ntries unlimited. Rifles, tne Statu
arm. The firing on both ranges must be done on the same day.
Scores which would qtialify members of the National Guard as
marksmen will be allowed. Prize, a gold medal presented by
Col. Lewis Perrine, Jr., in memory of the late Quartermaster-
General Lewis Perrine. Shot for annually, to be held by the
winner during the yf ar.
No. 8, Wimbledon Cup Match.—Onen to all citizens and residents

of the United States. Distance, l,O0OydB. Thirty shots. Weapon,
any rifle within the rules, cleaning allowed. Position, any with-
out artificial rest. Entrance fee $2. To be shot on Friday
Sept. 9. First Prize.-The Wimbleaon cup. Presented by the
National Rifl.9 Association of Great Britain to the N, R. A. of
America, to oe competed for on conditions to be decided upon by
the National Rifle Association of America, and to be helrl tiy the.
winner till tbe next year, when it will be shot for on the same
condition. Value, S5()0. Won in 1875 bvMnj. Fulton; in 1876 by
1. L. Allen; in 18T7 bv Dudley Seloh: in 1878 by Frank Hvde; in 1879
by C. a. Laird; m 1880 by W. M. Farrow: in 1881 by F. J. Rabberh;
in 1883 by W. Bud worth; in 1883 by ri. T. Rockwell; in 1884, 1885
and 1886 by J. W. Todd: in 188T by T. J. Dolan; in 1888 byW.M.
Merrill, in 1889. 1890 and 1891 by 0. H. Gaus.
No. 9, Hilton Trophy Match.-Open to teams of twelve from the

following: 1. The L^nited States of America—A. The army of the
United States, one team from the troops statumed within each of
the thr^e military divisions—Atlantiic, Pacific and Missouri
(three teams in all). B. The United States Navy (one team). The
National Guard or ununi formed mlhtia of the several States and
territories, including the District of Columbia (one from each
State or Territory), 3. Other cottntries.—Eagland, Ireland. Scot-
land, and each of the provinces of Great Britain, and all other
countries, one team each from the following: A. The regular
army. B. The militia. C. The volunteers. D. The navy of any
country. Separate teams may be sent out when the organizations
are separate. The members o£ each team to be officers or enlisted
men, and active members of the corps or organization which they
represent, and to appear in the authorized uniform (full dress or
fatigue) thereof. They shall be selected in such a manner as shall
be prescribed by the military authorities of the country or State
thpy represent, and shall, if required, be certified to bv them as
being tbeir authorized representatives. Distances, 200, 500 and
600yds. Rounds, seven at each distance. Position, standing at
200yds.; any at .500 and 600yds. Weapons, any military rifle which
has been adopt' d, authorized or issued as an official arm by any
State or government. Ammunition, any. Entrance fee, $3 each
man, io be shot on Friday, Sept. 9. Prize.-A trophy, presented
by Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York, to be shot for annually at
such range as the National Rifle Association of America shall
select, to be h' Id during the year by the head of the eorp=i or or-
ganization whose team may win it, to be returned to the N. B, A.
at the expiration thereof. Value, ,$3,000. Also a medal to each
member of the wdnning team: Won in 1878 and 1879 by New York,.
1880 by Division of Missouri, U. S. A,. 18al by New York, 1882 by
Pennsylvania, 1883 by Michigan, 1884 and 1885 by Division of At-
lantie, U. S. A., 1888, 1887, 1888 and 1889 by Massachusetts, 1S90 by
District of Cjlumbia, 1891 bv New York.
No. 10. Inter-State Military Match.—Open to one team from

each State or Teriitory in the United States, consisting of twelve
members of the regulnrly organized and uniformed National
Guard or Militia of such State or Territory, including the District
of Columbia, chosen in such manner as shall be prescribed by the
military authorities thereof. Each team must be provided with
a certificate from the Adjutant General of the State it represents,
certifying that each of its number is a regular member of their
uniformed militia, in good standing, and was such on the first day
of June, 1893. Thev shall appear in the uniform of their corps.
Distances, 200 and 500yds. Position atSOOvda., standing; at SOOyns,,
prone. Weapon, any militarv rifle which has been adopted,
authorized or issued as an official arm by any State or Govern-
ment. In cases where the Stale has adopted no particular model
(which must be certified to by the Adjutant General), the team
will be allowed to use the rifle in use by the regular army of the
United States or by the uniformed militia oi any other State.
Rounds, ten at each distance, Entrance fee, $3 each man Prize—
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To the team making the highest aggregate score, a large bronze
'"Soldier of Marathon," presented by the Commander-in-Chief, on
behalf of the State of New York, to be shot for annually at snch
range as the N. R. A. may select, and to be held dnring the year
by the Adjutant General of the State whose team may win it.

Value, $500. Also a medal to each member of the winning team.
Won in 1875 by New York, 1870 by Connecticut. 187? by California,
1878 and 1879 by Npw York, 1880 by New Jersey. 1881 by New York,
1883 by Pennsvl^^ania, 1883 by Michigan, 1884 and 1885 by Pennsyl-
vania, 1886, 1887, 1888 and 1889 by MassacmisettB, 1890 and 1891 by
New York. ' To be shot on Friday, Sept. 9.

Bullseye Targets.—Bullseye targets will be open all the time
during the annual meeting. Tickets (entitling the holder to one
shot at^any bullseye target) will be sold at the office of the Finan-
cial officer, upon the range, at 10 cents each or twelve for $1.
Each competitor making a bullseye will receive a bullseye ticket,
provided he fires in the position authorized at that range. At
1 he close of the firing each evening the pool receipts (less one-
half retained for expenses) will be divided pro rata among those
making bullseyes, on presentation of their tickets. No person
will be allowed to fire more than three shots consecutively at any
bullseye target, provided others are waiting to flre.
The team competitions, Nos. fi aT^d 6, will be of two days dura-

tion, each man to tire 10 shots at 500yds. and to make two skirmish
runs of 20 shots each in each match. These runs will be from
600 to 200yds. and ba^-k. 5 halts on the advance aud 5 on the re-
treat, with 30 seconds firing interval at each halt. A trophy will
be awarded to the winning team in each match, the tropliy to be
held by the winner for one vear.

Revolver Championship.
The match shoot between Dr. B?ll, the first winner of the

Winans trophy, and George A. Jantzer, the first challenger, was
very quietly conducted at the St. Mark's Place Gallery in this
city on the afternoon of Aug. 3. It was hot and sultry, and the
inclosed gallery did not clear well of smoke, and ttie bright light
upon the disk could only define the black bullseye as a gray spot,
approaching a dull blur.
It was not an occasion for first-class work, and neither of the

men shot up to their recorded ability. Dr. Bell had placed new
sights on his revolver. The fore sight showed a square cornered
face to the eye, being cut sharp off on the breech end. The rear
bar had a square angled cut so that the fore-sight when centered
showed a clear light all about it. Centered in this way and with
the line of the rear bar tangent to the bullseye's lower cap a clear
and definite sight was obtained and one which could be depended
upon to be the same at each shot. The objection to the pinhead
sight was the uncertainty of getting it centered on the bullieye
with each shot, particularly where the difference in the size of
the two was large. When shootiu? with the pinhead tangent to
the bull there was a like uncertainty, which Dr. Bell thinks he
has obviated in the equare-cnt sight and slot.
Each of the shooters got off the 5in. disk, Dr. Bell five times and

Mr. Jantzer four times. It was evident without shooting off the
fifth round that Jantzer was a leader and this round was omitted,
leaving the score stand:

1st string. Sd string. 3d string. 4th string.
Jantzer ... 8.3 6.1 8.1 13.05
Bell 13.6 7.6 8.5 10..55

Record.—Jantzer, 32.5in.; Bell, 26.6in.
The revolver offered by the Smith & Wesson Co. to the initial

winner of the trophy has reached the office of Forest and
Stream from the Springfield factory and is subject to the order
of Dr. Bell. It is as pretty a bit of workmauHbip as the lover of
small arms would care to see. It is No. 28018 factory number,
with elaborately engravpd work upon the dark stock, barrel and
chamber piece. It has ej'^in. .44"al. barrels with ivory handle. It
rests in a morocco case and may fairly be classed as a very choice
output from a factory out of which a slovenly bit of work is never
permitted to go.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.

ISpecially BepoHed for Forest and Stream.]

The much advertised shooting festival of the Allgemelne
Schuetzen Bund, which took place at the Cypress Hill Shooting
Park last week, has turned out a flat failure, as I predicted it
would two months ago. In the first place the result was due to
bad management, and another the park is too far out of the way.
Had it taken place in the Union Hill Schuetzen Park the result
would have been different.

Schiess Club. Sixth Battalion, Germania Schuetzen Bund, W.
R. N. J., headquarters 433 Washington street, Hoboken. Friday,
Aug. 5:

G Victoria 235 D Kruse 326 L Mahle 214
L Schmidt 233 LNeukranz 326
F Neuman 239 O Schmidt 315
Class medal shooting will be inaugurated next month. This

will no doubt prove a winning factor for the club, as something
had been looked for, as the interest by the members in rifle
shooting was waning.
Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J., Wednesday evening, Aug.

3.—The scores of to-night are appended belo w. Ten shots, off-
hand. 25-iing target, possible 250:

D Miller 248 D Peters 231 R Zoch 310
F Brandt 238 HFMeyer 229 FLindolt 218
J H Kruse 234 J Vogel 228 F Vanderheyden .217
L Sohl 233 AStadler 322 P Dunsteadt 217
FKloepping 233 W Porkel 221 F Kammel '212

Medal shooting will be resumed on the first Wednesday in
October. A medal will be purchased for each of the three classes.

At the recent shoot and picnic of the Secaucus Horse Gardeners'
Troop at the Union Hill Schuetzjn Corps, excellent marksman-
ship was displayed by many of the members, and consequently
high scores were in the majority. First prize was secured by
Frederick Paschel, second by John Heflieb, and third by Henry
Engelbrecht. The affair was most successful, both socially and
financially, and the committee who had the matter in charge
deserve praise for their great hustling.
The Hoboken Rifle Club elected the following officers Monday

evening: Captain,Wm F. Dilger; First Lieutenant. Chas. Paasch;
Second r

* t^-' '• i^-.j-.i-^ ^ -r , ^. .

Sergean
J.Kennedy, , - - . . , ..so-
urer, Henry Wiith, re-electeri; First Shooting Master, J. H. Kruse;
Second Shooting Master, Edward Rnyot; Trustees, ex-Captain
John Yeek, Chas. Paasch and August Dahl. A social session fol-
lowed. The scores made in the regular weekly shoot which
followed were:
CaptDilger 328 John Stein gl7 J Schneider 212
J H Kruse 227 A Dahl 217 C J Kennedy .... .213
C Paasch 335 J Schauer 213 E Rayot 306
F WKroeger.....220
Glass medal shooting will soon be a feature.

Rensselaerwyck.
Albany, N, Y., Aug 4.—The following scores were made to-day

at Rensselaerwyck range by members of the Third Brigade Rifle
Association. Shooting was at standard American target. Weather
conditions were favorable for off-hand shooting, but light was
not bright enough for good rest scores. There was no wind until
late in the aiternoon:

OfiE-Hand.
MajCHGaus 10 6 10 8 9 10 7 10 10 7- 87W C Gomph 0 10 8 9 6 9 6 7 6 10- 80

10 10 8 7 9 7 8 10 10 9- 88
5 10 8 10 6 9 10 10 10 6— 84

ChasPFrey 7 9 6 10 7 10 7 10 8 6- 77
8 9 7 9 9 8 9 10 7 7— 83

*L Geiger 7 5 3 8 7 i 8 7 6 10- 64
Rest.

Maj CHGaua 12 11 9 11 13 1111 12 10 10-109
11 9 11 10 10 11 10 11 10 9-102
10 0 11 13 12 9 13 9 11 11-106

*L Geiger

9

12 8 8 10 11 9 10 12 9-98
11 9 7 11 13 9 9 9 11 10- 98

25-caliber.

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City R^fle Team met for their weekly contest Tues-

day evening, at Burley & Enckeon's shooting gallery, 146 South
Halstead street, Chicago. Conditions were: 25yd8, 25 shots each,
open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts paper target.
Possible 300 points:
HS Rurby 375 A Gormsen 255 ThosFord...
WJGlbbs 267 Mrs L Thornton.. 253 •

J Hosie 263 C A Hen k le 253
John Pontes 357 J C Martin 351
After the regular shoot a sweepstake was shot for and won by

Mr. H. G. Burby, making a score of 113 points out of possible 120,

^hooting.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 9-12.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's an
nual tournament, Reading, Pa. Walter D. Eiler, Sec'v.
Aug. 9-13.—West Point Gun Club tournament, West Point; Miss.
Aug. 10-11.—Chad wick's toui-nament, at Marmont, Ind.
Aug, 10-lli—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Burlington, la.
Aug. 1012.—Missouri State Amateur Association tournament,

at Jjexlngton, Mo. Added purses. Address G. A. Stuiges, Spc'y.
Aug. 14.—Lincoln Gun Club tournament, Alameda Point, Cal.
Aug. 15.—Live pigeon tournament, at Mc. Pleasant, Pa.
Aug. 16-17,— Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J.
Aug. 17-18.—Dixie Gun Club tournament, at Pensacola, Fla.
Aug. 17-18.—Gaillard Gun Club tournament, Natchez, Miss.
Aug. 18-20.—West End Gun Club tournament, at San Antonio,

Texas.
Aug. 23-24.-6reen8boro (N. C ) Gun Club tournament.
Aug. 23-24.—Hackettstown Gun Club tournament, at Hacketts-

town, N. J.

Aug. 33-26.—International tournament, Des-chre-shos-ka Island,
Detroit, Mich. Live birds and targets.
Aug. 24-28 -California State Shooting Association tournament,

Concord. Cal.
Aug. 35-36.—Rockville Gun Club tournament, at Rockville, Md.
Aug. 26-27 —Sparta Shooting Club tournament, Sparta, 111.
Aug. 39.-Parkway Rod and Gun Club open shoot and picnic

Dexter Park, Long Island.
Aug 30-Sept. 2.-Standard»Key8tone Target and Trap Co. , fifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
August.—Niles Gun Club tournament, at Niles, Mich,
August.—Connecticut State League, at Bristol, Conn.
August.—New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League eighth

monthly tournament, Harrison, N. J.
September.—Saratoga Gun Club, annual tournament, at Sara-

toga, N. Y.
September.-Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Aasoeiation annual

tournament, at Denver, Col.
Sept. 5.—Frankfort Game and Pish Protective Association, first

annual tournampnt, at Frankfort. N, Y.
Sept. 5-7 —Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, two

days at targets, la^t day at mud bens.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at .lacksonville. 111.

Sept. 7-8.—Tlfiin (Ohio) Gun Club tournament.
September (second week). — Interstate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association tournament, at Auburn, N. Y.
^Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Oct. 5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 5-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John p. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club animal fall tournament, at Dea

Moines, Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Somerville Gun. Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Nov. <i3-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May, 1893 (last week).—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, three

days targets, last day live birds; $1,000 added to purses.
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Denver, Col., News, of Aug. 1, says: "Most all of the marks-

men have laid aside their kilUng apparatus for the heated term and
adopted the more quiet but equally taking operation of fly flshmg up
in the cool mountains. Many of them returned last week from their
outing with the usual fishy stories of large catches and big individu-
als. The only pair that have stuck to their breech-loaders have
been Bryan Heywood and Mechling, both noted shots, and theu-
stories of last week's sport among wild doves equalled some of the
fish stories. They went out on Clear creek and in two hours bagged
181 birds. A match wdl be shot between the pair this wesk at the
same targets, each man to take 100 shells and shoot alternately, the
loser to pay for the supper. Charley Hampsou has the fail tourna-
ment, which is to take place September 1, under the auspices of the
Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association, already under way and
promises to make the event successful."

People wonder at the fact of from 25 to 40 entries being high at
the recent tournaments and say, "Why, a few years ago the entties
ran up to double those figures.^' Tui.s is very true, hut to day gun
clubs are numbered by the Hundreds, where they were counted by
the dozens (or less) in 1888. In the latter yeai- there were held aboiJt
a dozen first-class tournaments, whereas in May, alone, of 1891 there
were over thirty. Nearly every club in the coimiry takes a hand at
engineering a tournament, the result being that as shooters can find
plenty of sport close to their homes, Very few of them do as they did
four or five years ago. and swing around a circuit taking all the way
from sis weeks to three months. Outside of those men who repre-
sent some sporting goods, gim, ammunition or target firm, there are
very few traveling .shooters.

* *

Dr William Nicholas Pindell, who died at Newark N; J. on August
3. was one of the oldest and most; popular members of the Essex jGun
Club and was a thoroughgoing sportsman, being passionately fond
of field and water sports. Every year he woidd have an outing among
the ducks on the Chesapeake and another with the quail in Virginia
or Maryland. He had been ill for several months previous to his
death, but four weeks ago he told the writer that he was rapidly
coming back to his old form and hoped to enjoy some sport in the
South this Fall. But the dread destroyer had set his mark on him
and on the above date he p.i,ssed over to the great majority, the im-
mediate cause of his death being cancer of the stomach.

. * *

The New London (Conn.) Gun Club's grounds are taking on an
active appearance. Preparations are being made for the fifth
annual tournament of the Standard Keystone Company, which wfil
be held the latter part of this month. We have assurances from all
parts of the State of Connecticut, from New Jersey, Ma.'ssachusetis
and New York ihat a large number of shooters anticipate being pre-
sent and predict that this will be one of the largest tournaments held
this year. Programmes will be ready for distribution this week and
may be had upon apijlication to the office of this paper or to the
Standard Keystone Company.

* * *
Ebik, Pa., Aug. 3.—The Clover Gim Club was organized here last

evening with a membership of twenty. Seth Clover was elected
president; Chas C. Rife, secretary, and R. T. Brown, treasurer. The
objects of the club are to improve its members in the art of wing
shooting and to do what is possible to enforce the game and fish laws
in this section. We wfil hold weekly shoots, and in the fall will give
a tournament that will attract all ttie noted cracks of the country.
At our first shoot yesterday, at 100 Keystone targets each, Clover
broke 97; Rife 89, and Bleuner 88.-^Mallard.

* *
,*

The newly organized Sou th End Gun Club, of Albany, elected the
following officers on August 5. President, John Machwirth; Vice-
President, Charlts Voelker; Secretfiry, B. C. Rosche; Assi.stant Sec-
retary, P. J Kresser; Treasurer, Dr. J. Piftz; Club Captain, W. G.
Parr; Electrician, Conrad Kleet; Board of Directors. B H Moore, G.
C. Nichols, Geo. Deiserolh, John Saim, P. J. Kresser and J. Long.
The club has fine grounds at Parr's Island. One of the features is a
200-yard rifle range. An opening tomnament will be held shortly.

* * *
SxE.4CtisE, N. Y., Aug. S.^The monthly meeting of the Onondaga

Sportsmen's Club was held last evening. There was considerable
talk about the system of handicaps now in use by the club. It was
considered by many members as vei'y unfair in that it does not give
the best shooters in the club a fau- show to win in the medal shoots.
It is a very favorable system for the poorer shooters and naturally
they object to any change. No action was taken, but it is probable
that a change will be made.

* * *

The International tom-nament to be held by Barnes and Oilman at
Des chre-shos-ka Island, at the mouth of the" Detroit river, August 2.3

to 26, inclusive, is attracting attention all over the country and the
chances are that almost every state will be represented. The island
itself IS a beautiful place for an outing and the projectors are noted
as royal entertainers. Added to this the "only Jack" Parker will be
major domo of the affair and this is a guarantee that things will run
smoothly,

*** •

Clubs would do well not to agree t6 add itioney to purses until they
have the hard cash in their possession, as subscribers to purses do

not always fulfill their pledges. A Johnson City, Tenn., hotelproprietor promised to contribute tm diuing the recent shoot a t that
place, but after the shoot he refused to pay more than $20. claiming
that he coidd afford to gire no more, on account of having ''onlv 22shooters" stopping at his place. The Johnson City boys are noc
Idrely to send many more boarders to the above mentioned house.

The West End Gun Club of San A*ntonio. Texas, puWished an at-
tractive programme for the Texas Field Tournament to be held onAugust 18 to 20. On the first day there will be five events at Key-stone targets; two at live bats and one at live pigeons On the se-cond day five at Keystone targets; two at five bats and and two athve pigeons. On the third day three at Keystone targets; one at live
bats and two at hve pigeons. The North handicap will be used in the
target 6VGUtS,

^t:
* *

Enoch Miller tells us that the tournament of the Union Gim Club
at Springfield, N. J., will be held on August 16 and 17, instead of ori
tne 1/ and lb as previously announced. On the 16th tliere will be five
:0-target events, $1 entry; four 15-tirget events. $1 50 entry; and one
K^^^r^f second day the events in order willbe at 5, 8 and 10 hve birds and a miss-and out. Shooting from 9
a. m. each day. ^

* * *

The Perth Amboy (N. J.) Gun Club recently had a Rhode Island
clambake, and in the evening they made a fire of the boxes and
barrels, m which their stores bad been packed. Some one imagined
that a big fire had broken oat and gave an alarm, which called out
the entire Fire Department. Now the Mayor and Chief Engineer are
trying to find out whether the sounding of the alarm was a mistake
or a practical joke.

***
The HafbOr City Gun Club of Michigan City, ind., was reorganized

and elected the following ofQcers. President. Fred. S. Whipule;
Vice-President, M, H. Christner; Treasurer, C. W. Coin; Secretary,
A. E. Thornton; Field Captain, Roman Elchstaedt. Several new
members have been admitted and the club's prospects never were
brighter.

.f r

* * *
The Belvedere Gun Club recently organized in Washington, Pa., is

officered as follows: Capt. Robert L^ Tidball, Messrs. F. B. Roberts,
Jatnes CraU, B. W. Haywood, S. R. Riggle, C. A. Maneell, Chas. 0.
bmith, Wm. Smith, Harry Messenger and F. O, Lever. The club will
shoot under the American League rules. The paraphernalia has
been secured, and club practice begim.

* * *
A pigeon shooting match will take place at GirardvUl«, Pa .August

13, between H. W. Joy and John L, LaveUe against George Griffith
and P. C. Foy tor I too a side and four barrels of beer. Much inter-
est IS being manifested, as some of the gentlemen have acaoired
local fame as marksmen.

* * *
Some lively work will be seen on John Evb's "Old Stone House"

grounds in Newark, N. J., the coming season, judging from the
'•match talk' indulged in by the live bird exparta of Newark and
vicinity. Very little shooting has been done there this summer
owing to the scarcity of pigeons, but after October 1st the sport will
receive a big boom.

** *
At Morristown, last; Wednesdy, after Riggottshothis twenty-second

bird the gatherer went after it, but just as he approached the bird a
fine orange and white setter belonging to One of the spectators rush-
ed out and picked up the bird with which it trotted back in triumph.

The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club will be held on the
Marion gi-ounds on Thursday next. In the club pri«e contest, eachmember shoots at ten live birds under the club handicap rules

* * *
Enoch MiUer promises a big time at the Union Gun Club tourna-

ment at Springfield, N. J , on August 17 and IS. Tne flrst day will be
devoted to smashmg Keystones,while live birds will be used on the
second day. Stages will meet all trains at the Millburn depot.

* *

Tne Hackettstown (N. J.) Gun Club tournaoient on August 2a and 94
will draw a big party of shooters. "Long Jim" Smith will be major
domo, and that is equivalent to saying that everybody will have a
jolly time. Targets only.

* ' *
The employees of Uncle Sam in the Kansas Citv Post Oftin have

organined a gun club. At a recent shoot for the club medal, F. B.
Nofsinger, Jr., superintendent of the registry department, was the
winner) breaking 24 oUt of 25 targets.

* * *

The following scores were made at the shoot of the Fond du Lac
(Wis.) Gun Club on Jidy 30, at 25 blue rock targets per man. M. M.
Anderson 17; L. H. ?r[cLaim7i Fred, flubbell If ; A. B. Keating 1.5:

M. S. Trevelen 12.

*' * *
At the shoot of the Bradford (Pa.) Gun Club on August 1, at 50

targets each, N. Wells broke 41, J. D. Ormsby 40, J. W. Van tine 82,
L. E. Mallsry :-12, G. E. Benninghofif 31 and Ernest Koester 30.

* * *
The West Side Gun Club, of Saginaw, Mich., will give a big recep-

tion to the members of ihe Trapsnootera' League during the shoot
on Monday and Tuesday nest.

** *

Lieut-Col. H. Heber BreintnaU, the well-known Newark sportsman
and trap shot, will spend the latter part of August and a part of Sep-
tember in the Yellowstone Park region.

• * * *

Harry Thurman is making big preparations for his target and
mud-hen toiu-nament to be held at Atlantic City. September 5 to 7.

* * *
It is to be hoped that at the next shoot of the Nesv Jersey Trap

League, the East Orange Gun Club .will provide carbon copies of
all scores for the sporting press.

Enoch Miller expects to take a team of "world heaters" from New
Jersey to New London this mouth.

* * *
Dave Davis of Scranton, Pa., and James Jouea of Sibley, will shoot

a find, trap aud handle match at 21 birds each for $100 a. side at Sibley
on August 16.

The Pekin (111.) Gun Club have paid $1,400 for thirty-one acres of
land opposite the town, and will fit it up as a first-class shooting and
base-ball ground.

* * *
The Atlantic (Iowa) Gun Club will hold a live bird and target shoot

on September 1.

* * *
A big shoot is announced to take place at Tiflin. Ohio, on Septem-

ber 7 and 8, under the auspices of the Tiiifin Gun Club.

* * *

The West End Gun Club, of Ottumwa, Iowa, will hold an amateur
tournament on October 5 and 6.

* * *

J. L Brewer and Dr. Carver are to shoot a match at 100 live birda
at Atlantic City, on Saturday. The match is said to be for $1,000 a
side.

***
The Kirtland Gun Club, of Cleveland, O., will shoot for the Cuya-

hago County cup on the third Monday of each month.

* * *

A live bird shoot will be held at Mt. Pleasant. Pa., next Monday and
a good lot of birds are guaranteed.

* * *

The Rockville (Md.) Gun Club should make a big go of its tourna-
ment with Billy Wagner at the helm.

^ * a

A gun club for sport and enforcement of the game laws has been
organized at Randolph, Neb.

* * *

All the cracks in Jersey will attend the New Loudon tourii#ment,

Bradford, Pa., is to have a tournament next month.
* * *

Morgan ton, N. C. has a new gun olab with, eighteen memfaerB.

C H. TOWNSENO.
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Riggott is Jersey's Champion.

Several weeks heo, in an aanouncemeBt. of a live-bird ttiatch

to be shot between Frank Claims, of MorristowD. N. J., and Wm.
Tell Mitchell, of Lyncb Station, Va.. the title of "champion of

New Jersey" was tacked on to Class's name. While Class had
never contested in an out-and-out State cbampioaship match, he
bad nevertheless succeeded in defeating all the Jerseymen against
whom he had contested, hence the title of chanpion had been
conferred upon him by the newspaper?, and until recently no ex-
ception had been taken thereto. He had repeatedly offered to

shoot mai^ches against not only any man in New Jersey but in the
entire country as well, but his challenge went be^jging.

After tbe match above mentioned, his claim to the title was
questioned by that well-knowii aportpmau and hnnifaoe. John
Kiggolt, of Rockawav, who cballenped Class to a match at 100 live

birds each, for $250 a fide. The challenge was promptly accepted
by Class and his backers, and Wednesday, Aug. 3, was decided
upon as the date, anri FrauK Class's new shooting grounds, on the
Morristown Driving Park, as the place.
The princinals are too well known lo need any letiEtky licogra-

phy here. John Riggott with his rotund form and 230 odd pounds
of avoirdupois is noted as one of the "squarest" and most nervy
shooters in tVie State, and a man who will invariably "shoot to
win" regardless of the ' lay rf the land" in the vicinity of a pool
seller. While he is frequently seen on a shooting ground when
sweepstakes are in order he has not been much heard of of late
Tears in connection with match shooting. A couple of years ago
he and Frank ClaFS shot »• match agaitst two well known Phila-
delphia amateurs (?), the Quaker City contingent being the vic-
tors Each man shot at 50 live birds, Riggott grassing 43 and hav-
ing by far the hardest lot of birds. Last season he shot two
matches at 100 birds each against L. H. Davenport and won t hem
both. Living in a locality where game is very plentiful and being
j)assionately fond nf sports aQeld he never loses an opportunity to
follow his dogs, and is able to mxke thintra interesting for those
who attempt to outwalk or ou'bag him in the course of a day.
This work, added to regular habits of life und constant inhaling of
country air, has given him an iron constitution and a nerve which
cannot b- shaken by trifles.

Frank Ci'iss, his opponent, ia at this time one of the best live-

bird shots in America, and has marie a phenoraeual record during
this and last season, his average beina 93 ti-lO for 750 birds shot at
in consecutive matches, six being at 100 birds pach. two at 50 and
two at 25 birds each. This is a record of which any man could
well feel proud. As a "Bnishpr'" Class is a very daneerous man,
his ners'e seeming to become hardened down as he passes the half-
mark in a match. Both men are quiet and unassuming during
the match, having little or nothing to say from start to finish,

even to their handlers.
It was 3:45 when the match was called, and at that time fully

.500 people were on the grounds, nearly every part of the State
being represented. Among the spectators were noticed Chas. H.
Raymond, of Morris Plains, who imported the first Laverack set-
ters ever seen in this countrv; Robert S. McOracken, Court Mc-
Cracken, W. R. Campbell, Tneodore Young, J. L. Keggan and
"Big" James L. Smith, all of Hflckettstown; Fred Class, of Pine
Brook; Harry E. Smith. Wm. S. Canon, the one-armed expert,
Samuel Oas'le and Jas. E. Wheaton, of the Newark Gun Club;
Harry Piper, Class's backer and a well-known hotel kefiper of
Morristown; Frank Piper, also of Morristown; Milton F. Li nds-
ley, of Hoboken, the well-known wood powder expert; Al Heri-
tage ("Old South Paw"), of Jersey City; Jas. Cavanaugh, of Madi-
son, who was once considered the best live-bird shot in the State;
"Uncle Jack" Harrison, nf Milburn, an old-time field and trap-
rihot; A. Sickley, of the Uoiou Gun Club of Springfield; Dr. P. J.

Zeglio, the well-known WarrenviUe M.D., and his brother Joe,
who is developing into a crack target smasher; Neaf Apgar, the
popular representative of Henry C. Squii-es.
The weather was delightful. The sun shone brightly and warm,

but there was iust a suspicion of a breez^, which made the heat
endurable. The grounds are very pleasaotly situated about a
mile and a half from the depot. On three sides are dense woods,
over the tops of which can be seen the mountain ranges. The
shooting is done on the baseball diamond immediatelv in front of
the big grand stand. The birds were furnished by Al. Heritage
and a" a lot but little can be said in their favor. Some few were
good flyers, some were fair, and there the story must end so far as
their quality is concerned. Even at this season it would seem as
though, for an event of such importance as this, better birds
could be procurpd.
Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of WarrenviUe, was chosen as referee and

Frank Mason as otHcial scorer. Neaf Apgar, who has entirely
recovered from his recent illness, was trap-puller. James L.
Smith lookfd after Riggott. while Class's interests were looked
after by his backer. Harry Piper. The press representatives were
provided with seats and a table immediately in rear of the score.
The match was governed byHurlingham rules, both men stand-
ing at the 30yd. mark.
Class went first to the score getting a rather slow right-quar-

terer from No. 3 trap, which he grassed with his second birrel.
Riggott's opener was a right-quarterer from No. 5 trap, which he
killed with his first. The first miss was by Class on his eighth
round, wben he allowed a rather slow left-quartering driver to
get away by using a slow stcond; he lost his tenth, a light-ciroler,
for the same reason, and his twenty-fifth, an ugly zigzagger,
dodged both barrels. Riggott had had bard work with hia four-
teenth bird, a straiaht driver, and his fifteenth, a circler, both of
which fell dead within 2yds. of the boundary. Score of the first
quarter, 23 for Risrgott to ;32 for Class, with rising odds on Riggott.
On the second quarter Ptiggott made a clean run. Class's

twenty-second bird was one of the very good ones which was able
to carry a double allowance of shot to the rear boundary, over
which it toppled, Bi"one dead. Score 48 for Riggott and 43 for
Class witb wagers of five +o three on Riggott and a few takers.
On the third quarter Piiggott made a miscalculation on his

I'levpnth round and allowed a slow circler to get away, this being
his only miss. Class killed twenty-four and slinned up on the
next, a fairlv fast left-quartering driver. Riggott 73 and Class 70
killed with Riggott still the favorite.
On the final quarter Class made a run of seventeen and his next,

a passable right-quarterer. fell dead over the boundary. Riggott
made a goose-egg on his fifth, a slow driver, and on his twenty-
second, a medium-paced ditto, missing the. latter clear and > lean.
At this staee of the game the fcore stood Si for Riggott and 61 for
Class and the friends of both men began to throw out money at a
lively rate. Speculation was rife as to the outcome and every-
body began to stand on tip-toes as the men took their turn at the
score. Class kills, Riggott does likewise. Again Class sends a
third to grass and his nervy opponent follows suit. Now the Mor-
ristown man goes to the score for his last trial, gets a hoverer,
grasses it with his first and falls back with the consciousness of
having given hie opponent yi to beat. As Riggott steps leisurely
to the score and takes a long breath a hundred people are askine,
"Will he flunk?" "Ha-? he ibe nerve to kill this bird and win?"
"Well, I guess he has the nerve," says one of the Rockaway man's
snpportTS, "or at any rate I'll risk any part of a hundred on his
killing."
Up goes the gun to the shoulder for a "sight," down comes the

butt below the armpit and "pull" follows instantly. Over soes
No. S trap, out start a left-quartering incomer and as the butt is

pulled against the shoulder two reports follow in quick succession,
the bird gives up the shost and the State championship along
With the more substantial $350 belong to John Riggotf.
And what a shout went up from the supporters of the victor; a.

shout that made the welkin ring and tingle the ears, and well did
the modpst Rockaway b^nifaoe deserve all the applause hejre-
ceived. To face a man of Class' acknowledged skill and nerve,
to have to kill the last bird to win, when your opponent has 94
kills to his credit reiiuires an iron nerve and this Riggott showed
that he possessed.
Class too came in for his shar^ of credit for the splendid run he

made, killing 73 out of his last 75 birds. His fight was a game one,
the race being lost on the first quarter. During the first half of
the race he seemed to be slightly off-form, his second being much
slower than is usual with him. Later on he came down closer to
form, but it was then too la'e to save the raee.
Riggott's nerve is shown by the following occurrence whi<^h to

a man of ordinary nerve would have meant sure defeat. Early
on the morning of the day of the match a colt attached to a buggy
balked in front of i Mr. Riggott's hotel, in Rockaway. lu the car-
riage was a lady who was natural'y frightened. Mr. Riggott
asked the lady's escort if he thought the colt would move by
being taken by the bridle, and being answered in the affirmative
he talked soothingly to the animal, sfiz^d the bridle and at-
tempted to get him to move. The first pull on the bridle being
ineffpctnal he gave another, when tbe colt suddenly reared, one
of his hoofs badly bruising tbe back of Mr. Riggott's right hand.
He then brought the colt to its feet, but no sooner did it settle
than up it went again, this time giving Mr. Riggott a grazing
blow on the side of tt.e head. He also lost bis footing, and as tbe
an 'mal landed a second time it threw him to the ground. For
safety he retained his hold on the bridle, but before he could
recover his footing had received another glancing blow on the
bead and an ugly kick in the ribs. He was helped into the house
and his injuries attended to, but all the persuasions of nis
.family and friends could not dissuade him from going to Morris-

town to shoot the match. After Mr. Riggott had been so

roughly treated by the horse the driver told a bystander that
"Lbe animal always had a mortal antipathy to strangers and
would never allow one to handle him."
And yet this same man allowed "a stranger" to risk his life with

tbe horse. 1 regret very much my inability to give the name of

this driver. To undergo the above experience and afterwaid
shoot such a race as that at Morristown proves conclusively the
stamina of John Riggott. During the earlier part of the race when
Class lost two birdP, some of Riggott's admirers began to cheer
and shout, but they were very promptly checked by Riggott hirr -

self, who told them very plainly that he wanted "fair play and no
favors." After this the applause was confined to good shots.

Below is the full score of the match, the use of Fokest and
Strbam'vS copyrighted "trap score type." enabling ua to give tne
full history of the shoot in this succinct form. The first line

shows the trap from which the bird was sprung, the second line

the directiou of fiight taken from and the third line shows whether
tbe bird was killed witb tbe first or sfcond barrel, missed or tf 11

dead out of bounds. T denotes atowerei ; H a hoverer or bird

killed close to the trap; and o dead out of bounds.

Trap score tupe—Copyright, if^'JS, by Forest and Stream Publish ing (Jo.

332 5 32234 3 34311224 5 414113
-+^<-t-*t->^->/'^'^«-<-^.^<-^^^'/^*-^ ?

J F Class 2 22212101011111211211312 0-23

1 2 3 5 5 5 2 4 .'5 1 1 4 5 5 4 3 1 4 3 4 5 4 1 3

^->tN<—>T\-)Ht->/".s"->t/H7'»^-^"^
1331211111211211 II2II0II 1-24

344 3 5 451355433542322412 5 4

T<-<-H^HT\>'->^./T"^t-^\\H<-/->-»t\\ „,1111112 1111112 13 112 11] 11 0-24

44 6 2441331434545 3 42 511533

1 3 2 1 2 n 1 I 1 2 1 3 1 M 1 c, 2 1 I 3 2 1 1-34-94

J Riggott.

.JOHN BIliGOTT.

Rockaway, New Jersey,

553352314413 5 5 12.3 33435324
.1 112111l31113ool 11311112 2-33

45354235 3 1511442 2 12441322
-4 ^ ->N^/- ^ H-^*-^ H<

—

>^<r^K7'
2 31112132223211111111313 3-25

2155452 3 5134 5 442554513 3 35

2222121111011lil33111333 1—34

33142232 5 44413 5 33112322 3 1

\ NH ^/
H-+/ H -*<-<-N <- 1 N^

2 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 22 1 22 1 2112110 2 2 2-33-95

Tbe match started at 3;46; at 3:26 each man had shot at 25 bi'ds;
th« first half of the race ended ac 4:02; 75 each had been shot at at
4:38 and the last shot was Qred at 5:1U. Class u.'*ed Schul'zo and
Riggott used American wood powder. O. H. Townsend.

Nitro Powders.
Editor Forch-t and Stream:
SeVeral months ago I began a series of experiments wi+h nitro

powders, and due notice was given in Forest and Sthbam,
owing to which I received many letters of inquiries in regard to

my experimental work. My object has been to obtain a nitro
load for inanimate target shooting that I could do as good work
with as I could with my black-powder load. For the past three
years I have had a desire to shoot nitro powders, but 1 must say
that I have given it up as a bad job many times, for I could not
make as good scores with my shells loaded with nitro powders as
I could with my reg'^lar black-powder load, which for the past
two years has been 3drs. P. P. F. G. powder and IJ^oz. No. 8 shot.
Such a load in my 12-gauge, 7J41b. gun has given me entire satir--

faction. At the commencement of my experimental work witb
nitro powders it was my object to obtain a nitro load that I could
do as good work as with 3drs. of black powder. And to give a full
report of my experiments with nitro powders would occupy in
much space in the columns of Forest and Stream, so I will cut
the story short by saying that I bave established a load that I con
sider tbe hpsti have ever used.
I use dj^drs. (measure), or aagrs. weisht, of American "E. C"

powder, loaded In U- M. O. smokeless shells, two No. 11 and one
No. 12 black-edge wads over powder, and l^goz. No. H chilled shot,
with thin top-shot wad and a squire crimp. On .luly 4, at a pub-
lic tournament. I broke 97 out of 100 single Keystone targets, with
a run of 73 broken without a miss. My reasons for being strongly
in favor of "E. C." is that it has a hard grain and does not pack
down in the shells, and can be loaded with as little care as black
pnwder. "E. C." has another very desirable feature; with its

hard grains it does not clog in running through a loading
machine. In regard to wads for nitro powders, it is my
opinion that thick cardboard wads should not be used, as a per-
fect gas-check can be obtained with 3 black-edge wads. Wiien
using "E. C," "S. S." or Schultze powder in Club, Climax, Rival
or other cheap shells in my opinion it is absolutely necessary to
prime with fine black powder to overcome a peTceptible hang-
fire. Therefore I strongly advise the use of U. M. C. smokeless
shells with all nitro powders. C. H. Buhbidgb.
Hartfobd, Conn.

Nitro Measurement.
Tre Union Metallic Cartridge Co. has decided to measure its

charges of nitro powders in factory loaded shells by grains
weight instead of by drams (bulk measurement). The company
has prepared the following table of the compsirative measure-
ment of the principal nitro powders:

Sf^hultze. S. 8. E. C
2i4 drs. bulk measure equals 36 grs. 34 37
2% drs. bulk measure equals -38 grs. 36 40
:^ drs. bulk measure equals...... 42 gra. 3S 44
314 drs. bulk measure equals 45 grs. 40 - 47

3J4 drs. bulk measure equals 48 grs. 43 50
S% drs. bulk measure equals ... 51 grs. 46 33

lib. = 356ar8. = 7,000 grains.

Shooting at Fond du Lac.
Fo^D Dty Lac Wis.. Aug 6 —Inclosed find scores of our shoot to-

day. Tiiisisonb our third shoot, and assail except two are new
men we thick we are doing well. Twenty-five single bluerocks,
expert traps; M. M. Anderson 20 Lant Lewis 21, S. B. Amiry 18,
Wm. Hamilton 11, L. F. McLain 20, Frpd Huilbut 17. A. R. Keat-
ing 17, Fred Hurlbut 17, A. R. Keating 17, Fred Hunt (viaitor) 1«.

Shooting at Acton's Park.

BALTIMORE, Md., Aug. 3.—The Standard Gun Club began a two
days' shooting tournament at Acton's Park to-day. Notwith-
standing the rainy weather the attendance was large and the
shooting close and interesting. The entire day's programme,
consisting of 11 events, was finished. Tbe results:

First event, 10 singles, SI 50 entrance: Rice 8, Bonday 6, Clem-
ents 8, Bond 8, Willey 9, Buckbee 4, Hunt 6, Damm 9, Lupus 7,

Ducker 9.

Second event, 10 singles. $1 entrance: Experts-Willey 8, Damm
6, Ducker 6. Amateurs—Boud 7, Bonday 9, Clements 5, Duvall 8.

Hunt 6, Buckbee 7, Rice 8, Jersey 7.

Third event, 15 singles. 81 W entrance: Experts- Duvall 12,

Bonday 13. Amateurs—Bond 10, Ducker 10, Willey 11, Hunt 13.

Damm 13, Jory 8, Buckbee 8 Rice 10, Hunter 8.

Fourth event, 15 singles. |;1.50 entrance: Experts—Bond 13,

Damm 11. Amateurs—Ducker 10, Willey 8, Duvall 13, Bond 13.

Hunter 14, Hunt 14, Clements 8. Rice 11.

Fifth event. 20 singles, $3 entrance: Experts-Bonday 16, Duvall
15, Bond 17, Hunt 14. Amateurs—Willey 8, Damm 18. Ducker 17.

Sixth event. 10 singles, merchandise prizes, en trance 80 cenia:
Buckbpe 8, Hunter 9. Dyson 6, Hunt 4. .Jory 4, Rice 6, Damm 8,

Bond, Jr. 9, Willey 7, Ducker 7, Lupus 5, Duvall 8, Bond, Sr. 5,

BoDday 10, Franklin 8, Clements 8, Dankmyer 8.

Seventh event, 30 singles. $2 entranc : Experts—Bond 14,

Ducker 14, Damm 14. Hunter 14. Amateurs—Franklin 15, Hunt
17, Duvall 16, Bondav 18, Willey 14, Dankmyer 17.

Eighth event. 15 singles, |l.o0 entrance: Experts-Bondav u.
Hunt 11. Amateurs—Franklin 13, Bond 14, Duvall 11, Damm 9.

Ninth event, 15 :singles, $1.50 entrance: Expertf—Franklin 13,

Bond 11. Amateurs— Willey 11. Bonday 14, Ducker 13, Hunter 9,

Duvall 11, Hunt 14, Jory 10, Malone 10, Damm 11, Clements 10,

Rice 7.

Tenth event, 10 singles. $1 entrance: Experts—Hunt 7. Bonday
r. Amateurs-Willey 7, Bond, Jr. 9, Duvall 9, Damm 8, Franklin.
9. Bond, Sr. ,5, Malone 8.

Eleventh event, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Experts—Duvall 8,

Franklin 9, Bond 8, Ducker 9. Amateurs—Willey 7. Hunt 9,

Bonday 8, Buckbee 5, Clements 8, Rice 6, Malone 7, Jory 6, Damm
7, Hart 5.

Aug. Not more than 25 members of the Standard Gun Club
were present at the second day's tournament at Acton's Park to-
day. There were but few spectators in attendance. The weather
was fine, however, and the members of the club made a very good
showing in the various contests. But nine events on the pro-
gramme were shot. Following are the results;
First event. 10 singles, SI entrance: Smith 7, Buckbee 7. Frank-

lin 8, Ducker 9, Hunt 10, Damm 8, Hansen ,5, Bonday 7, Malone 8.

Second event, 10 singles, $1 entrance, $10 guaranteed to the win-
ner: Ducker 10, Hunt 10, Malone 6, Bonday 8, Damm 8, Buckbee
5 Lupus 8.

Third event. 15 singles, $1.50 entrance; Ducker 13, HuntlO, Bon-
day 15, Franklin 10. Duvall 14. King 9.

Fourth event, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance fee. $15 guaranteed to the
winner: Bonday 10, Pupker 14, Duvall 13, Damm 13, Hunt 13,

Monteomery 4, Franklin 16, Smith 11, Clements 11, Malone 10.

Fifth event, 10 singles, $1.50 entrance; P'ranklin 9, DuvaUS,
Hunt 9, Ducker 9, Damm 8, Bonday 9, Smith 9.

Sixth event, }4 keg wood powder to first. 3 bags chilled shot to
second and 2 bags chilled shot to third, 10 singles, 80c. entrance:
Franklin 9, Hunt 9, Montgomery G, Ducker 10, Duvall 10, Damm 9,

Bonday 8, Stoor 4, Buckbee 7, Smith 8, Clements 14, Malone 5.

Seventh event. 20 singles, $2 entrance and S20 guaranteed to win-
ner: Bonday 16, Smith 20, Ducker 17, Franklin 16, Hunt 18, Huka
17. Duvall 19, Damm 17, Clements 14, Buckbee 15-

Eighth event, 15 singles. Sl:50 entrance: Ducker 13, Hunt 13,

Damm 13. Huks 13, Duvall 14, Smith 11, Dankmyer 11, Franklin 14,

Jory 19, Bonday 13, Lupus 10. Buckbee 11, Clements 12.

Ninth event, 10 singles, $15 guarantee to winner: Bonday 9,

Damm 7, Ducker 9. Duvall 9, Franklin 9, Montgomery S, Hunt 10,

Jory 14, Dankmyer 6, Smith 9, Malone 8, Lupus 7, Buckbee 9,

Clements .5. A rubber coat offered as a prize for the best shot was
won by Bonday.

At the Hollywood Trap.
Long Branch, N. J., Aug. 1.—The shooting contingent, oper-

ators and spectators were out in force to-day about the Holly-
w od trap. The principal match was between Fred Hoey and
Captain Money. The ronditions were 100 birds each, SOyds. rise.
21yn 8. boundary. The stakes were put at tbe nominal figure of
$100. but several thousand really hung in the balance until the
last bird was dropped. Mr. Hoey has not been in his usual form
•his summer, and the odds were slightly in favor of Captain
Money, $100 to SS'O being offered and taken over and over again.
Both started off in good shape, the birds proving a lively lot of

genuine bluerocks. Each led by two birds alternately through
the match and four times the shooters were tied. Captain Money
missed his A^th bird, which left Hoey a lead of one, but Hoey
missed his 90th bird and the tie was re established, both then
killing the rest and finishing with 91 killed and 9 missed each.
The excitement was so intense that not a word was spoken on th«
grounds during the last ten birds except "Are you ready? Pull 1

"

A similar match will probably be made as a shoot off.

Immediately afterward the third match between Dr. Wilson "f
New York, and Clarence Dolan of Philadelphia, was begun at 100
birds. 30yd8. rise, for $500 a side. The first match was a tie at 75,
the second matcli was won by Dr. Wilson, 86 to 85, and tn-dav's
match was supposed to settle the supremacy of one or the other
of the shooters. Dr. Wilson was in great form, and steadily made
and kept his lead of two birds, winning handily, with a score of
90 killed and lU missed to Dolan's 88 killed and 13 missed.
Dr. Wilson gave a big dinner at Hollywood last night to cele-

brate his well-earned victory, as he is a much older man than
Dolan, and is obliged to shoot with very strong spectacles on his
nose.
Aug. 3.—There was the usual Wednesday crowd about the

pigeon traps a'' Hollywood to-day, when a number of sweeps were
shot. The Hollywood grounds have proved a great boon to pigeon
cracks, as they are the only ones in vogue during the summer,
and enable them to keep their hands in all the year round.
Some idea may be gained of the popularity of this sport from

tbe fact that bills for pigeons alone last week aggregated fBOO.
The first sweep, 5 b'rds, handicap rise, witb allowances, $5 en-

trance, brouaht out Fred Hoey, D. C. Jolmsnn, Yale Dolan. V.
Wilson, O. W. Dolan, P. Hazard and E. G. Murphy. V. Wilson
and C. W. Dolan divided.
Tbe second sweep, same conditions, same entries, was divided

by Dolan and Hszard. The third event. $15 entrance, same con-
ditions, was divided bv Fred Hoey and Yale Dolan with scores of
11 straight. The next fvent. similar conditions, was divided
again by Fred Hney and Yale Dolan with 14 straight.
Pinal event. $25, sweep, was divided by C. W. Dolan and P.

Hazard with 15 straight each.

The Union Gun Club.
The eighth monthly shoot of the Union Gun Club was held at

Springfield, N. J., on Aug. 5, the weather conditions being fine
and the attendance fair.
In the club medal contest at 35 targets ner man the scores were;

Class A-Wm. Sigler34, R. H. Breintnair33, E. D. Miller 21. Class
B—G. Drake 33. Jos. Hyran 31. C. Smith 31; Smith winning second
on shoot-off. R, Williams, A. Sickley and Geo. Pudney tied for
third in Class B Pudney winning on the shoot-off.
Sweepstakes, 10 Keystones per man, $1 entry, two moneys:

3 h 6

W Smith. 9 8 9
Drake , 9 8 9
Sigler 9 10 10
Breintnall ,. 9 5 8
C Smith 7 8 10
Miller 8 10 9
Sickley 8 ..

Williams , , 8 .. ..

No. 8 was at 5 pairs.

9 10
8 0

Bluerocks at Pine Brook.
On July 37 the following scores were made at Pin© Brook. N. J„

in a match at 35 bluerocks each for 85 a side between Miss Jennje
Smith and Frank Piper, the latter a recent addition to the trap
shootinff ranks:
Frank Piper 1000110101010010101010110-13
Miss Smith lOllllOllllOllllillumO—20
On the followinar day the same parties shot a match at 50 blue-

rocks each on Prank Class's new erouads In Morristown, J. E.
Wheaton also entering the lists. The entry was $10 each. The
scores

;

James Wheaton.OaDOUOlOOlllOOlllOOllOOOaOKIOnOllOOllOOlOOHOOlOl—21
Miss Smith HOU10101011101110101111U11111U0111111110111101-40
Frank Piper 11011101100)01111110101101011011011010111111011111-35
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Bergen vs. Passa/ic.
The meiDViprs of the Possaic City Gun Club went from Passaic

to Cherry Hill, N. J., on July 80 to try conclusions with the Ber-
gen Gan Club in a contest between teams of ten menench. at25
target s per man. The l-iome boys had their shooting clothes on as
the following scores will show:

Ber^jen Team.
Van Riper ....... 0001110110110111110111101-17
Tavlor 11111111 111 1111 1111101001-23
rrierlniau 1101111011111110111111010-30
Chaffee 1111111110011111100111111-31
TRlaokledge 0011110101111111011101111—17
Klees 0100110111011110000100111-14
Post ]0]1111111]11010111111111_32
>T8ey 1110011101111110101101101—18
Blv 1110111011111111111111110—32
KChaffee 1111111101100001111111011-19-1113

Paasaic TeaTii

.

Coman _ Ill] 0011 110( 1100110101011—16
Shaw 1111010111110010001111 lon-16
Beatty. 1001101100101110111011101-16
Gaston . . ^ 11001100010011O11O0101011—13
Hall 0111010000111111111011010-10
Wise nillOOlllllinoOllllllll-21
"Kevitt ; 1111010101110110001101010-15
Le-mdne 11 Oil oo ' 01 01 1 11 1 1 1 ool i lo 1--17
Jelleme 1100111111101011101011111—

W

Abbott 1110101011011001111111111—19-l(i8
The followme; sweepstakes were also shot. No?, 1 and 3 being at

at 10 targets per man, and Ko. 3 at 15 targets:

P^st
Wise 5
Van Rip?r 7

Abbett 7

Hall 4
Klees 7
Shaw 6
'^oeman 0
Jjpnone— 7
Jelleme fi

Blacklefi^o 5

1 S 3 1
5 8 l:i Robin, ?
5 7 9 ChMffee § j 13
" 8 11 Friedman 8
7 9 12 Boess 5 5 10

9 11 Rling 9 .. 10
6 13 Taylor 7 .

3 10 Gaston 6 .

7 Rower 7
8 10 H pad a
8 9 Kevitt 'g

8 IS Breatly 12

Shooting at Pearl River.
The 'Bxcelsi'ir Gun Club had a TPry ple.<isant: Time at its last

shoot, although tbn hot weather made a perceptible difference in
the attendance. There were twelve contests on the list, three of
these being at live birds. The =oores in these were as apnendpti-
N08. 1 and 3 be'ng at 10 birds, Bi entry, and No. 3 being a $1 misp-
and-out: 'n^o. 1 Nn. 2. No 3
Keittle 0?22002101-6 0O?0813212— 7 0 '

'

Shortemeipr 0111110311-8 gl01o91022— 7
Allen 0203211222- 8 3?02010000— 4
J-^nes .1031111221-9 0010100201— 4
Moore 2013112113-9 1131211111—10 1111120
Richmond w.... 1101121112-9 1012131112— 9 2221111
Simpson 1110201231-8 0o22022020- 5 120
Bafcer 0olollo312—6 ]alo231111— 8
Lindsley 20
Wanda 8120
In the tareet f vents tlie conditions in No. 1 were 10 targets, $1

entry; Nos. 2, .T Pnd 9. 15 targetp, $l..'iO entry; No. 4. 25 targets, $3.50
entry: Nos. 5. 6, 7 and 8, 20 targets, $2 entry

:

1 3 S /f o 6 7 f<

Bogart 8 13 10 17 14
Jones 7 11 10 ..

Richmond 9 14 14 21 14 14 16 20 i2
Moore 7 11 12 22 19 17 1 7 19 14
Shortemeier 8 13 13 23 20 16 12
Allen 6 9 9 11 .. ..

Simpson 10 13 10 23 18 18 17 i7 13
Baker 9 6 . 10 .. . U
Kettle 5 19 16 16 4 8
Lindsley 20 15 .. .,

No. 4. 25 targets:
Simpson 1111111111111011110111011---
Kettle lOlllllllUonOiOlOlllllll-19
Lindsley 1111011101101101111011111-20
Richmond 1111111101101101111111111—23
Moore Ill 11111 1 1011111 1 Ollol 111-32
Roga.rt 1110010011 11 00011111 1 1101-17
Shorty 1111101011111111111111110-22
Baker 1 1 001 1111 11 1111101101 1010—19
Allen OOllOaiOlinOOlUOOlOOlOOl—1

1

The Auburn Gun Club.
AuBTJUKr, N. Y.. Aug. 4.—Enclosed please find scores of last three

ph^ots of the Auburn Gud Club, at 20 singles per man for club
medalp, Jxily 6;

Olftss A
Brinkerh' 11111111111111011111—19 Oarr 01110111000111011111—14
Whyte. . . .11111111001111111001—16 *Stewart..000111011100111100U—11
Tuttle. ... 00111001111111111111-16

Class B.
Sinclair . .1 01111011100110100001—13 Brister .... 01 11 lOOliOl lOllOOOlOl— 9

ClasB C.
Kerr 10110101011111111110-15 *Goodricbll0000011]0011111100-ll
THpp 10100101001111001101-11 Barnes. . ..11001000010110111100- 10
Hanriicapped 3yd3.
July 30.—Class A : Wbyte 15. *Brinkerhoff 15. Tuttle 35, Carr 14,

Stewart 11. On the tie Whyte broke 9. and won.
Class B: Nelles 9. Steele 8. Garrett 7, ^Sinclair 6.

Class C: *Kerr 13. Goodrich 13, Barnes 9, White 8, Tripp 7.
Kerr won the tie with 5 out of 10

* Hapdicapped 2yds.
J.ua. 3.— Class A.

Tuttle . .
.
.11011111111110110011-16 Carr 110100011 loOlOOllOlO- 9

Stewart . . lOllOllOOllOOlOlllll—13
Class B.

Church . . .01101011110110100010-11 Brister. . ..OlOOOOOlOOlOllOOIOll- 8
Class C.

Goodrich. .11111111111011111110-18 Tripp OOOOlOOOOlllllllOOlO— 9
White .

. . 01011011101100110010-11 Hurlbut. .01001011001100010001— 8
*Kerr 110111011 10000010001-10

* Handicapped 3yds.

Shooting' at Jersey City.

Below are 1 he frcores made at the monthly shoot of the En-
deavor Gun Club at Jersey City on Aug. 6, each man shooting at
35 bluerock targels, from 5 trap», lOyds. rise:
C Mc Peek 1011011110101110010010111-16
J Mehl OllOlllllODllOlOllO 1 11111-18
E Collins 0101111110011111111111111-31
Fry. J 0101100111010111000010011-13
J McPeek Ill 10100110100 i 0(100001111-13
Polhamus 0010 dOOOOlOUOlOOlOOOOlOO- 6
A Lawrence 0000011010000000000000110— 5
Straders 111010111010)001011111100-16
C McPeek 0010101110111111111010111-18
Creveling _ 1101010110101101101001011-15
F Lawrence 0100111101001001110101111-15
T McPeek 0100101010101110001111101—14
Mehl 101 1011111101011111111110-30
Collins 1111110110111111110101110—20
Post 0001101OOlOllOOOOOlOOllU—l 1
Fry lOOOllOOlOlOllllOlUlllU—17
J Creveling lOllOlllllOOlOOlOlOniOllO-14

Des-chre-shos-ka International.
JUDGrNG from the very attractive list of prizes to be contested

for at the International tournament, on Des-chre-shos-ka Island
at the mouth of the Detroit River, Aug. 33 to 26 inclusive, this
should be one of the warmest affairs of the season. The first,
third and fourth days" will be devoted to shooting at bluerocks,
while on the second day live birds only will be used. The big
evmt on the ojjening day will be at SO bluerocks for the L. B.
Littlefield Michigan State championship medal and seven mer-
fchandise prizes; the medal can be won only by a I'esident of the
State, hut the merchandise prizes can be won by anyone who
shoots a stiff pace. There will also be three lO-target events, two
15 and two 20.target events, open to all comers.
Oa the second day the main attraction will be the mternatiouai

match for the Gilman & Barnes medal, won last sear by L T.
Duryea, of Brooklyn. This will be open to the world at 25 live
birds per man. There will be three merchandise prizes also in
this event. Other events in order are at 5, 7, 3 pairs and 10 live
birds and a miss-aud-out.
O a the third day the premier attraotioa will be the match for

teams of four men each from any regular organized gun club in

America, 25 bluerocks per man. the flrst prize being $.50 in cash,
presented by Gilman & Barnes; second prize will be a set of fourgome pictures, value S?5. There will also be three 10-target, three
lo-target and three 20-target events open to all.
On the fourth dav will occur t>-n match for the international

target cliampionslnp trophy, at 50 single bluerocks, open to the
world. In this there are eignt merchandise prizes beside the
^rm'^^V,

^'^"^ °^ ^^"^ ^'^'i'i filled in with target event.«.
The Parker handicap will be used in all target events excepting

those tor the medals and trophies. In these no handicap will he
used.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
Utica, N. Y.. Aue.—The weekly shoot of the Oneida County

Sportsmen's Association drew out a fair number of members
arid some good scores resulted. Once more Elliott made a
cleixn score in the club contest. Harris and Knowlton tving for
the club badge m contest No. 2 on 24 breaks each, Knowlton win-
ning on the shoot off. The weather was fair with a westerlv wind.
Tlie conditions were25 kin8-hird targets per man, event No. 1 be-
ing for the club prizes and No. 2 for the badge. The scores- Event
No. 1:

Knowlton 1111111111111101111111111—34
l^ooj]i 1111 1 11111 1111 0111 1101 111—3.S
K'' tties 1 1111001 11111 1111 01 Oil 111-21
JSll'.ott 1111111111111111111111111-25
^Vmitli 1111011111110111111011111-23
Hunter 0011111111111110011111111—31

french 1 1 0il Oil 0000011 1 1 11011101-15
R 1 "Kes OIOIOIOOIOOOOOOUIOOIOOIO - 9
Harris 1110111111111111011111111—23
'^'^'zuev 1100100110110011011011110-15
^) illiams 1011001101110011011110111-17
Hicka 0110011111010101101111111-18
Event No. 2:

Booth 1111111101101111111111110-23
Elliott ] milllOl 101 11 1] 1010111 1-31
Hunter 1111111110111110110111110-21
K" Hies 11 Oil 11011 100110000110 1 1 0—1

5

Knowlton 1111111101111111imnnr-24
HRrri s .11111 11 HillOIH 111111111-24
Hicks 0001000110011101100101101—13

The Trap at Wilkes-Barre.
WfLKES-BARRE, Pa., Aue-. 8.—Quite annmher of shooters met

on the grounds near the Wilkep-Barre Gun Factory on Saturday
last, and enjoyed themselves shooting at flving targets. Several
had never shot at inanimafps before, althoneh they were good
livp-bird shot.s. and some of the low scores will be improved in a
little time. We expect to have a practice shoot on each Saturday
afternoon, and give a two davs' tournament a* bluerocks and live
birds in a few week.«, as soon as weather will be cool enough to
give live birds a chance. All scores were mnde at bluerocks,
known angles. Ely. Park, E. H. K., Roth. Rhodes, and W. S.
.Jacobs used Wilkes-Barre e'uns.
First match, 10 pineles: Tom Elv 10. E. Roth 9. W. K. Park 9, E.

H. Y. 8, W. -Tones 7, C Renowdpn 7, T. N. Jones 7. W. S. Ja/^obs 7, E.
A. Rhodes 6. C. Sfhomaker 4, J. Schooley 4, John James 3. J. Bar-
nettS, C. Schaffer3.
Second match, 10 «i'-gle bluerocks: B. H. K. 9. T. Ely 8, R.

Rhodes 8, W. Jones 7. J. James 7, F. CoIp 7. M. Lewis 7. W. K.
Parke. E. Roth 6, J. Morgan 6. C. Schaffer 5. W. Jacobs 5, C
Schomaker 5, G. Attenger 5. n. Renowden 4. Collnm 4, Schoolev .3.

Third ma'c'i, 10 sinerle bluerocks: E.,H. K. 9, W. K. Park 8,
Rhodes 8. W. Tones B. .1. James 4, W. Jacobs 4, Schooley 4, Atten-
ger 4, E. Roth 3, T. N. Joups 3, W. Bahre.

The Towanda Gun Club.
TowANDA, Pa., Aug. 0.—A few of the faithful turned out to our

regular monthly shoot for club badge, and demonstrated they
veere still able to hold their own in making a fine score of "goose
eggs" as any club in the country. Following are the scores, first
10 targets rapid firing system, last 15 from three unknown traps,
known angles:
Montanye 1111101111 101001001111110—18
Turner 11 0111 nno 101OOOllim0010-14
Solder 1101111000 llfllOOUlllOllO-16
Brown OlUlOUOl 110000011010000-13
Dittrich 0001100110 010101010111111—14
Hamaker OOC>0101110 OOlOlOOOOOlOlOO- -8

W. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.

Dunkerly vs. Ernest.
A tivE bird match between Thos. Dunkerly, of the Eclipse Gun

Club, and John Ernest, of the Delaware Gun Club, for |50 a side,
took place on Aug. 3. on Lutz's farm, on the Notch road, at Pater-
?on. N. J. Mr. Smith acted as referee, and a large number of
people witnessed the contest. It was at first agreed that the con-
testants should have 15 birds apiece, but when it became im-
possible for Ernest to beat his opponent the shooting stopped at
the twelfth bird. The official score is as follows:
Dunkerly 111111110101—10 Ernest 011010001011— 6

The Cleveland Gun Club.
Ci,EVELAND, 0„ Aug. 4.—The East End Gun Club held (heir

regular shoot this afternoon. The attendance waa very poor. J.
I. O. won first and Sweetmau second bidge. The following were
the scores made:
Sweetman 1110011111 11 11011 11001UUl 1 11-25
J L C 1100milil011111101]lllllllll-2G
North lOllOllllllOOllOOOlOlOflOOlOOOO-14
J C Beard llOlllUOlO 1110011010001110111-20

Mo Motice Taken of Ajionymona OoraeBpoadeDta.

W. A. D.—Letter tor you here.

W, M. Tracy.—We have a letter for you.

MoPAsG.—Please send your address to this office.

L W. F.—AVe are not advised as tolthe locality. You would do
well to write to the postmaster.

G. V. G.—Your inquiry relates to a subject quite out of our line,
and of the rules of which we know nothing.

Bluefish.—Write to Game Protector Robert Brown of Port
Richmond, Staten Island, to whom we have forwarded your
card.

J. H. D.. Poughkeepsie.—We send you copies of Forest and
Stream of Sept. 18 and 2.3, 1890, which contain full and illustrated
description of the winanish.

Rattler.—There is no certain antidote for snake bite known;
the subject has been discussed at length in previous volumes of
this journal, but without result.

A. E. E., Lodi, 0.—We cannot name prairie chicken shooting
grounds in the locality mentioned, but President Jnhn G. Smith,
of the Iowa Association, in our issue of July 14, recommended
B'rt. Bancroft, Ledyard and Elmore, and vicinity, Iowa, as
affording good sport.

Snake Killer.—We know of no acid used to put out where
snakes abound for the purpose of driving them away. Broken
glass scattered about their holes and in their haunts is sometimes
effectual to di-ive oft' rats and field mice, and if your snakes are in
dens a systematic and thorough treatment with broken glass
might eft'ect the purpose.

I-IBlack B VS.S. St. Lawrence River.—Fresh liver will probably
be taken by black baes in the crates: they take it readily in
ponds. The bass will eat fiogs, toads, snakes, crayfish, helgra-
mitps and other icsect larvas; the yellow perch is a favorite food
of this fish and the smalltr sunflsh serve its appetite equally
well.

H. G., Trenton, N. Y'.—In the town of Trenton we have several
&mall brooks which have been stocked souie three or four times
with trout from the State Hatchery. They were stocked by sub-
scription, a numbsr of men got money enough together to pa,y the
expressage on the fish and a min to go after Ihem. We got* per-
mission from the otvners of the land that the brooks ran through
to put themi in, and in each case it was granted. They were
stocked the last time four years ago, and three years ago bna of
the men, through whoseipropsrty one of the brooks runs, put sign-
boards on his stream and a small pond which he has made since

it was stocked. A man was caught fishing in this brook and was
about to be arrested, and rather than to have any trouble he paid
$10 tp settle it up. Are streams which have been stocked from
State Hatchery private or are they public? Ans. Stocking a
stream does not in this State make it public. Under the trespass
laws the owner of the land may forbid fishing in the stream, even
preventing the contributors to the fund for stocking from fishing
tor the fish they paid for.

N. T. R., Westerly, R. I,—Will you please let me know in your
next paper if the gray wolf and the timber wolf are the same?
and wiU you also tell me if wolves ro«med in the State of Maine
in large numbers in 1869. and if there are any there at the present
time? 1. The same. 3. There are believed to be no wolves in
Maine at the present time.

G. P., Sr.. Albert, Can.—Please inform me the best time of year
to plant wild rice, and also the best kind of ground and how to put
ifdown. Ans. Sow in September, as soon as gathered. It should
be planted in water that has a muddy bottom, is not too cold, has
not too Strom? a current, and is not more than 8ft. deep. Before
sowing soak the seeds in water, so that they will sink at once
when cast into the water.
M. W. P., Lakewood, N. \^—On Chatauqua Lake here there are

a few quite wide marshes and bays and ducks are very shy of
the shore, no one shooting many of the immense number that
stop here late in the fall. Now we do not have many days shoot-
ing, consequently would like to find some way to gnt them.
Where can I get directions for building a sink-bos? Sink-boxs
are unknown here. We do not wish to slaughter them in quan-
tities, but would like to be able to get a dozen in a dav's hunt; as
It, IS now one is lucky to get two or three ducks, though seeing

„ propelled
by hand.

Cleremokt. South Dakota.—Have experiments been made test-
ing velocity of shot, showing the time requierd for a charge of
shot to go a distance of 50yds., gun to be loaded, say, 3drs. powder
and 1 or IJ^goz. shot, or any first-class nitro or black powder? If
such experiments have been made, will you siive them for both
40 and SO.vds.r Ans. Prof. Alfred.M. Mayer, of Stevens Instil ute,
once conducted an elaborate series of experiments to determine
the velocities of shot chargres. His report was published in full in
our issue of Ont. 28, 1880. The results were given in mean veloci-
ties for 30, 40 and .50yd8., i. e., "the average velocities of the flight
of shot over these distances, and not the velocities at 30. 40 and
SOvds. from the gun," as follows;

I. 10 Colt gun, adrs. Curtis & Harvey powder. I140Z. shot.
Size ot shot. Vel 30yds. Vel. lOvcis. VeL 50yds.
No. 1 buck 1153 1067
FF 1147 1133
BB 1147 1126 ... :

No. 3 , 1066 1015 928
No. 6 1013 963 m
^0.8... 995 8»0 775
No. 10 908 803 716

II. 10 Colt gun, 4dr8. Curtis & Harvey powder. PAqz. shot.
No. 1 buck 1067 1 018
FF 1017 1009 967
BB 1000 867 89T
No. 3 9h9 911 872
No-S m 883 8<W.

JJo 8 920 874 776
No. 10 848 756 689

III. 13 Colt gun, 3i4drs. Curtis & Harvey powder, IJ^oz. shot.
No. 1 buck., ,

FP
BB 882 795 667
No. 3 844 7S4 696
No. 6 825 739 WO
No. 8 816 749 607
No. 10 796 680 610
IV. 13 Colt gun. 4drs. Curtis & Harvey powder, li^oz shot.

No. 8 817 722 671
No. 10 748 657 m
"The prettiest shot lever .saw was made by a woman,"

said T. R. Lane, of Oshkosh, Wis., an enthusiastic sports-
man. "I was surveying in Coles con aty, 111., iu 1848, and
stopped for dinner at the cabin of a settler named Junken.
We sat in the shade by i,he cabin door while Mrs. Junketi
prepared dinner. A little tow-headed tot less than a year
old was creeping about the big yard. Suddenly we heard
the sharp wMr-r-r of a rattlesnake. Full 60yds. away a big
fellow was coiled, ready to strike, while within a yard of it
and creeping directly toward it as if charmed was the child.
To cry would cause the rattler to strike; to reach the child
in time to s tve it was impossible. The snake's head shot
forward, aud at the same Instant a sharp report ran.g out
from the cabin door and his snakeship was rolling headless
in the grass. We found Mrs. .Junken lying in a dead faint
across the stUl smoking rifle. She caught the rattler's head
at 60yds. on the fly."—6"t. Lou-h Ghtbc-Dcniorriib.

"Tommy, how did you get the back of your neck all sun-
burnt?" "Ptilliu' weeds in the garden." "But your hair is
all wet, my son." "That's persp'ratiou.'" "Your vest is on
wrong .side out, too." "Put It on that way a-purpose."
AnH ItTiW Hnou if-. "hriT-^T-vaii T^nm v^-> tr Aar%tt i-V...*- l-.r..-« ^^i.

(•ago Ti ih une.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen
The Editors invite commtmicatioas on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communications will not be regard«j4'«

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.'^

SUBSCRIPTIONS. •

Subscriptions ma.y begin at any time. Terms: For single copy $4
per year, $2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscriber.s:

Three Copies. $10. -Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order, or

draft,, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The
paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States

Canada and Great Britain,

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents— London: Davies & Co.!
Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co. Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms

:

$5 per year, $2.50 for six months.

ADYERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates for three

six and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve Jinea to one
inch. Advertisements should he sent in b.y Saturda.y previous to

issue in which they are to be inserted. Transieut advertisenienta

must invariably be accotupauied by the money, or they will not lie

inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Only advertisements otiip
approved character inserted. • u >

Address all communlcatloiiH

:

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
Mo. 81B Bjo«d«»x> Vev Tork Olty
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of woi-k
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SGIENGE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARLES HAIiliOCK.

CONTENTS : Distribution of the Salmon.
Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now; and to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

I am with, voia again witli lower prices for Fisliing Tackle. I find by experience that pxitting down the
prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my bxisiness every year.

One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfactioQ.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Ut. Qhoz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., TJoz. ; lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz. -Qift,, lloz. ;

10ft., 12oz., lOift., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts.
;
60yds., 94 cts.

;
80yds., 9b cents.

; 100yds., $1.06.

Any of the above reels sent by maU for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels. 40, 60, 80 or lOOvds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance H—'^i-- T.,-fH.,r

Best quality imported metal center Trout Ply Lines at; 4J- c ^ „ , _ .

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for pqstage.

A special lot oe Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
, , „ > , ^ ^ ^

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 2o cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen tor postage,

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by maill cent per dozen extra for postage.
x n on- ^

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m., bets.
^

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Seiid 2-ceiit stamp for Illustrated Catalogue anil Special t,ist No. 2.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 55 Court St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.

. extra loi posuage.

One'lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Ileels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.
;
60yds., 48 cts. ;

80yds., 58 cts.
;
100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

- .. .
J-

. - .
, ™

,

T .
i-t cts. per yard in lengths of 35, 50 or lOOyds., sent by mail, 2 cts. exti-a for postage.

Open Evenings until 9 o'clocls.
Saturday Evenings ti o'clocfe.

"'Fine seme and exalted sense ate not half so

useful as common seme. There are a score of

'men of wit for one m,an of good sense. Ee that

carries nothing about with him hut gold, is every

day at a loss for readier change!'—Mdison.

There are more men of sense now than in Addison's time.
By men of sense we mean men who can comprehend the theory
and advantages of a business that places the man or woman
buying for his or her own wants, in contact with the makers of
the goods. Practicing as we preach, we bny this way onrselvess
cheaper and better. We know yon can do the same.

III to 116 Michigan Ave., Chicago

The Best Paper Shell on the Market.
THE RED "V. L. & A."

With re-enforced conical base and tieble extra primer No. 2, specially adapted to Nitro Powders.
13-Gauge, 60 cts. per 100. 10-Gauge, 65 cts. per 100.

VON liENGEKKB & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Guns, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle and Sportsmeu's Goods. Loaders of High Grade Ammunition. Sole Cblca(t<
Afcents: Celebrated Prancotto Qiina. H. J. Upthngrrove's Canvas and Corduroy Clothtnsr. Canlcnra Dotr RemRil Ipb. nf^

MANUFACTUBEB BY
SMOKELESS POWDER CO., Limited, London.

ALL BRANDS OF ''SMOKELESS" POWDERS ON HAND.

IN STOCK, S. S. POWDER LOADED IN NEW SHELLS.
10 and 12-GaugeLpartIcTilarly adapted to this latest Improvement In nitro compounds.

U. R. Aeent! GEO. ¥f. 8AMP80V. 14-7 T»«ai«l RtrAAt. Roaton. Wasw

"OurNew Alaska." By Ghas Hallock. $1.50.

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
New York, July, 1892.

Our •• ONDINA " iiU Havana tobacco NEW YORK made
cigar, our world-renowned MEPHISTO " and all other liner

grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to those
made in the tropics. Iii addition to all the tobsicco markets of
the earth to which we iiave access, New Yorlc City always com-
mands the best (jf every material as well as labor. UUIt New

York factory is a pertectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of unoleanliness is per-

mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or
a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition., every •> MICPHI.STO " cigar is banded.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY.

a B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturiig Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SFBCIAIjTT.

S|>ecial Designs furnished on application
free of charge.

BY
S. T. HAMMOND.

For sale at this office. Price $1.00,
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
Forest (md Bbream Fub. Oo. forvmrd my cff these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice

Begistraiton 10 cents extra. Ow responsibilttv ceases (rfter goods are mailed,

NO BOOKS BXCHANGED.
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 60
Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp 2 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. ...... 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv l 50
Hunting in the Great West, Shields* new ed 73
Hunter and Trapper-, Thrasher 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Tnstructlons in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 2 50
Modern American Rifle 3 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener l 00
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado .... 1 50
Rod and Gun in Oa'ifornia, Van Dyke.... 1 50
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
lustrated. Lefflngwell 3 50

Shooting on the Wing
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gvm
along the shore ,

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

StiJl-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-loader, Gloan 1 25
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 25
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated SI 00

The Pistol * "

A.MOUKO.
A.meilcan Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls 5 60

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 SO
American Salmon Fishing, Wells 1 00
Angling. Blakely 50
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art of Angling ,Holberton 60
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fishl Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 5 25
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50
Fish Culture, Norris 175
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 200
illustrations; new edition 2 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallook 2 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene ... 1 50
FishingWith th.> Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tJon, new edition 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomoiogy, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 5 00
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 2 00
Fly Rod^ and Fly Tackle, WeUs 3 50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2 60
EVsshe and Fysshynge 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50
Lake Champlain and Its Shores. 100
M.ore About the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50
Practical Angler, Clarke 50
Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00
Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,

etc.. by Roosevelt 2 00
The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 3 00

The Sea Fisherman. Wilcocks, illus 2 00
The Salmon Fisher, HaUock 1 00
Trout Culture, Slack 1 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, llluB-
trated; pacer 50

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND XAOHTING.
Art Of Sailmaking, illustrated 3 00
Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50
Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00
Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 25
Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualtroueh 2 00
Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 3 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux.. . . 1 00
Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 60
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 SC

Cruises in Small Yachts Speed 3 60
Crntse of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship 50

•forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,
bound in muslin 3 00

Four Months in a Sneak box. Bishop 1 50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald 81 80

Knots. Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and 75
Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 60
Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 25
Model Yachts. Grosvenor 2 00
Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 60
Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 3 00
Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 36

Saals and Sailmaking, iUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 35
Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 25
Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough B 60
Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35
Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 60
Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt— 8 00
The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00
The Steam Engine, Holmes, 212 wood cuts,. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 24A ills. 6 00
Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck 1 5C
West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00
Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00

Yacht Designing. B.iddle. 1 00
Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus 2 00
Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50

Y«K5ht8. Small, C, P. Kunhardt 10 00
Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson, New edition 5 00
Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals. Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.50; full Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YACHT PICTURBS-lN Colohs.

Faritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 38X36
$1.60. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28X 40, $2
volunteer, 26x38, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 38x19, »3.

OAHFINO AND TBAPPINO.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . i 60
Adventures in the Wilderness; or, Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 35

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway. i oO

Trajectory Test 60
Wild Fowl Shooting, LelBngweU, in cloth,

$2.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting vrtth a Rifle,
by H.C. Bliss . 50

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 S5
Camps and Tramps In the Adirondacks,
Northrup 125

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth 3 50

Three In Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 76

Camps In the Rockies, Grohman. 1 25
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 50
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00
Gypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1. 25
Hints on Campine, Henderson 1 26
How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 60
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 35
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 2 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhonse, new edition. . . 1 00
Woodcrafi. "Nesemuk" 1 00

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opportunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman: the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 33 illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00

2 00
1 00

50

, J OC
Book of the Game Laws 6C
Crulsings in the Cascades- $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 28
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 3 00
frank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each 3 00
V. Forester's Manual for Young Sportemen 8 00

01TIDK BOOKS AXB KAFS.
Complete Guiae Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Maps and Illustrations, cloth :

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrixr, paper.

.

Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region ^
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 60
Guide to Lake Georee. . . .

Map of the Indian River, Florida, Lie Baron,
strong linen paper 3 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. ... SO
Map of the Thousand Islands 60
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado .... 1 60
Old St. Augustine, illus 1 60
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 60
Pocket Man ol Moosehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 50

HOBSK.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 25
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason 60

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 60

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Riding Recollections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 60
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed.. 13mo. . 3 00
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus 1 25
Training the Trotting Horse 3 50
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. ... 3 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 60

KBNNSlIu
American Book of the Dog ... 5 oO
American Kennei. Burges 3 oO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book... 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Patliflnder
and Dalziel 3 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 oO

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, Dalziel 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases of, HiU a oo
Dog Breaking, Floyd 60
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illus.,
Landseer 26

Dogs for Ladies as Companions 3 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 3 00
Dogs of tlie British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. .. 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont. »

EngUsh K.C.S. Book, Vol. 1 5 od
English K.C.8. Book, Vole. III. to IX., each i 60
English K.O.S. Book. Vols.. XI. tfl XVI . aach i 6P
Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and lUustra-
tJons — 1 Bfi

Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs 50
How to Keep a Dog in the City 25
Modern Training and Handling, Waters.. . . 2 50
Our Friend the Dog, Stables 3 00
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 3 60

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables; cloth
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's 1 00

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth 1 00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Plinllinmon. 1 35

Stonehenge on the Dog 3 BO
Teufel the Terrier

, 75
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills.. . 3 25
The Spaniel and Its Training loO
The Dog, by Idstone i 25
The Fox-"Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait l 00

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait. . 1 25
The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. ... 3 60
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun 2 50

Training Trick Dogs, Ulus 28
Youatt on the Dog 1 50

NATUBAI. HISTORY.
A Naturalist's RamlAes About Home, Abbott 1 60
American Game Birds, Trumbull, 90 Illus. 8 BO
Animal Lite of our Seashore "iO

Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 3 50
Audubon Magazine, 33 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds,
3 vols., $30; colored, $60; Water Birds, 8
vols., $34; colored 60 00

Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 60
Book of Poultry 5 00
Bird Notes. 78
Big Qtame of Nortb America..... , ....^ 6 00

3 00

60

50
1 50
60

SPRATTS

PATENT
]y|MT FIBBIim SOa OAEBS (WITH BEETSOOT)

REFUGE II.
(Plinlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes. Including the medal
fvr the best 8tud dog. Agricultural HiQl, London,

Fee, $60.00.
Champion

Kinffston Regent.
Fee, $50.00.

Prince Clifford.
Fee, $30. 00.

SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE
DOGS FOR, SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HENRY JENNINGS, Manager.

The Fastest Field Tjial^Winner in America.

AT STUdT fee S25.

PAUL BO
(No. 20,207).

Black, white and tan English setter dog.
By Champ. Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl.

First, Southern Derby, '91.

First. Central A. A. Stake, '91.

Absolute winner Central A. A. Stake, '91.

Second, Southern A. A. Stake, '93.

Winner of English Setter Club's Silver Medal,
for best ErgliBh Setter conforming to the Eng-
lish Setter Club standard, at Southern Derby. '91.

He v/ill be allowed a limited number of bitches
of approved breeding.

RICHARD MERRILL,
8355 Grand Avenue, - Milwaukee, Wis.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud does, puppies and brood bitchep.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee Si.50. Largest dog in the world.

h:. H. lUOORS, Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery See.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossininjsr*
(Ob. Robert le Diabie—Countess Mellie D >

For fii-ud fee. list winnings, etc., adrfrees
WM. IL HVLAND, North Tarrvtown, N.Y.

In the 8tad. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3cl, Southern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

elltn breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is th** Wiips^ of the >ilue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

CHAMPION GARNET,
(A.K.C.S.B. 24 986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwood. New York City.

IN THE STUD.
Heather Kennels'

DANDIE DINMONT
KING 0' THE HEATHER, $15.

EDWARD BROOKS,
Hyde Park. Mass.

POXNTEIt ri>J SXUD.
Have recently purchased Spot Dash (7933), win-

ner of 5 firsts, i seconds, 1 third, 5 specials, as well
as numerous commends. Fee !{S35,

LTBTCRTV KENNELS, Hvattvilip. Ohio.

SPRATTS
PATENT

OG SOAP.

lodern Traimng,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.
A comprehensive and practical gui* t He

training, care, managemen t and breedin of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

318 Broadway, New York.

3

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE POLLOWINC

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

The Squire,

(E. 15,757). Fee i

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee |15.

(A. JiO,883J. Fee |S0.

CHAMPION

BOSlfl MM,
(A. 17,577). Fee $36.

ENGLISH PUGS.
WINI,

(32,027). H. C, New York, 1893. Fee 810.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee S25.

JEERY JARVIS,
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bi^ches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Pine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable pricep, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TESBIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden'8 King $35
Brockenliurst Tyke 15
Reckoner. 15
Gliampion Baby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best nun sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

lEISH TEERIERS.
Breda BUI, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addreps
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Plinllmtnon ex Lady Adelaide.)

V?iimer of forty first and special prizes, Including five
flist and four sneclals this season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Plinlimmon. He
is the sire of Lord Couitenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernard Club snow, Bhmlngham, also
Baronet, whiner of over forty prizes aad specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
hlni to be one of the most successful s tud dogs of to-day.

YOUNG KEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be or especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWAKD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

iixroHicjxJiJxr
Imported. R&a proved the most succeFsful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has s.'iown 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire o£ Avondale, winner let N. Y., 1st
Washineton, Ist Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners 1st and
21 at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize winniiE bitehe!=, comprising tl3e best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on iiaud.
Scud fee. $25. Send for pedigree and out. JOHN'
J. SCANLAN, P. 0. Bos 339, Fall Pdver, Mass.

Great Dane at Stud.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A.K.C.S.B. 20,-l»'5.

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva,
To a limited number of approved bitches.

SHOQUOQUION KEJNNBLS,
Lyons, Iowa.
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Why They Need It.

Court House, Hamilton, Aug. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream

:

1 have much pleasure in informing you that at the last meeting of

the board of Ontario Game and Fish Commissioners it was unan-

imously resolved that in future the Commissioners should be sup-

plied regularly with copies of the Forest and Stream.

Your paper has reached such a standard of excellence, treating

as it does, hoth popularly and scientiiically, all that appertains to

the protection, preservation and propagation of game and fish on

this continent, that the Commissioners feel that they cannot be

without it.

You will therefore be good enough to place on your suhscription

list the following names, to whom you will send your paper regu-

larly until further notiee. [Here follow the names,]
A. D. Stewart,

Sec'y Ontario Fish and Game Commission.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF WILD LIFE.

We have in preparation a series of illustrations of

American wild animalp, to be published as supplements

of the Forest and Stream.

The drawings are by Mr, Ernest E. Thompson, whose

previous work in this line is well known; and we are

confident that the merits of his successful delineation will

be recognized. The subjects already drawn are of the

Felidse, and they will be published as follows. See that

your newsdealer has the numbers'.

Sept. 8. The Panther.

Oct. 6. The OcEiiOT.

Nov. 3. The Canada Lynx.

Dec. 1, The Bay Lynx.

THE FISHING ''UP SALT RIVER"
Messrs. Harrison and Cleveland are anglers; and as

we pointed out last week, since one of them, missing the

White House, must in due time go "up Salt River," both

must be interested in knowing what sort of fishing will

be found in those famous waters; and the Forest and
Stream has undertaken to tell them. Since our an-

nouncement last week a correspondent has suggested that

Mr, Cleveland might himself give us the information we
are intent on giving him; but any personal knowledge

Mr. Cleveland may have of Salt River fishing is based

on an experience now four years old; and every one

knows that the angling resources of a stream may be

completely altered in a much briefer period than that,

and it is one characteristic of our fishing columns that

the reports in them are always up to date.

A special correspondent commissioned to investigate

the fishing resources of Salt River has presented his re-

port, which is printed to-day. It must be conceded that

the picture drawn is not an enticing one for the angler,

nor of a character to afford much consolation in the

prospect. When the catalogue of "the finny tribe" of

Salt River begins with water snakes, soft and hardshell

tm-tles and crawfish, the stoutest-hearted statesman may
well enough "view the situation with alarm." Nor is

one in the end likely to be reassured by reading that the

accepted sport on the stream is "cooning for cats," a

special branch of the Waltonian art with which the

new-comer, thougli a bait-fisherman, must be sadly un-

familiar.

Nature and man have joined forces to diminish the fish

supply. Recurring floods pour ipto Salt River tone of

mud and sand which kill the fish; impassable dams for-

bid ascent to spawning grounds; barbarous modes of fish-

ing and a more barbarous disregard of nature's laws as

to breeding seasons combine to ruin all possibility of

well stocked waters.

The fish supply, however, might be improved by re-

stocking. Mr. Harrison would be making a prudent pro-

vision for himself, or at least doing the graceful thing

for Mr. Cleveland, if he were to ask the United States

Fish Commission to turn into Salt River a few million

goggle-eyes and gars and blue cats and jumpers.

But before restocking may wisely be pursued on
any extensive scale, missionary work must be done

among the dwellers on the river; they must be weaned
from "cooning" catfish oif the spawning beds, and taught
to exchange trot-lines and pitchforks for hook and
line, as savages are led to put away their breech-clouts

for pantaloons. Then, in the good time coming, with

fish in the river and true fishermen on its banks, the old

question, "Which would you rather or go a-fishing,"

might be answered in favor of Salt River fishing, even

though the alternative were the White House.

COMMON LAW AND COMMON CUSTOM.
The owner of a North Carolina mountain farm, through

which flows a stream, stocked the waters at considerable

expense with a species of trout not indigenous to the

region. The fish did well; and though the stream was
duly posted, the proprietor's neighbors helped themselves

and defied his prohibitions. The trespass laws proving

ineffectual, the common law was invoked, the trout

catchers charged with larceny, convicted and pun-

ished.

The common law gives the owner of land and water the

exclusive right to take the game or fish found thereon.

It is this exclusive right to take them that constitutes

his so-called "property" in them. Further, the common
law principle is that whenever any one else, without per-

mission, invades this right, and captures the fish or game,

the fish or game, so soon as it is reduced to possession,

becomes the property of the land owner; and takingaway
the fish or game constitutes larceny.

For instance, if Mr. O. O. Smith, of Pennsylvania, were

thus to capture a trout in the brook on the farm of Mr.

Rowland E Robinson, of Vermont, Mr. Robinson having

the exclusive right to fish therein, the moment the fish

was clutched by Mr. Smith it would become the property

of Mr, Robinson; and if Mr. Smith should take it away,
Mr, Robinson could have him punished for larceny.

This is the common law principle; but we need not say

it is a principle more honored in the breach than in the

observance. After a tussle with the fish and its capture,

Mr, Smith would not for a moment consider that it did

not belong to him; nor, whatever attitude Mr, Robinson
might assume toward the man from Pennsylvania as a

trespasser, would he think of confiscating the fish and
lodging Mr. Smith in jail for stealing it.

Common law is one thing, common custom quite an-

other. As a rule, in this country game and fish are

looked upon as belonging to the person who takes them,

not to him on whose land or in whose waters they are

taken, except in those instances where an individual or

association protects game and fish for the purpose of

sport. It is probable that in the future, as game preserves

shall multiply, and as private enterprise, like that of the

North Carolina case we have cited, shall introduce new
species and thus acquire an equitable claim to a certain

ownership in them, we shall hear more of this phase of

the common law. There will be, as there are now, cer-

tain aggravated cases, where the peculiar conditions

would in public opinion justify punishing the taking of

game or fish as larceny: but the day will be a long time

coming, if it shall ever come, when the successful sports-

man or angler shall regard himself or be regarded by

others as a thief because he has taken game or fish from

the premises of another.

An interesting note of fishery protection, recorded in

Nature, is that the Chamber of Commerce at Tahiti has

recommended the abolition of the diving apparatus used

in the pearl fishery because in their opinion the shells

found in a greater depth than 10 fathoms are those mostly

important for rej)roduction, and to destroy them will ruin

the fisheries and bring distress upon the natives who de-

pend upon the pearl-shell diving, without ^the dress and

apparatus, for their livelihood.

SNAP SHOTS.
By a discussion in the Moses case the General Term of

this State has decided that the law forbidding Sunday
fishing applies to private ponds. Last year the Clark's

Lake Anglers' Club leased the exclusive fishing rights in

Wickham Pond, in Warwick, N. Y., and the public was
warned not to trespass. As the water had always been
open to the public for fishing, much discontent was
shown with the new order of things; and two youngmen
having been arrested for trespass, a counter move was
made by the villagers, and President R. H. Moses, of this

city, was arrested for fishing on Sunday and was fined

$5. Mr. Moses refused to pay the fine and appealed his

case to the County Court, which sustained the Warwick
justice, and then to the General Term, which has re-

afiirmed the decision of the lower court. As other fish-

ing statutes apply to private waters, it is difficult to sur-

mise the grounds upon which JMr. Moses hoped to evade

paying his fine.

Probably few persons are aware of the large propor-

tions of the canary bird trade between Germany and the

United States, and fewer still dream of the extent of

the American song-bird trade between the two countries.

Some light on the subject is given in a recent report of

George H. Murphy, of the Berlin consulate, Germany
sends us every year 100,000 canary birds, of which about

two-thirds come to one firm in this city, to be shipped

thence to Charleston, New Orleans, San Francisco and
other distributing centers. This same firm sends back to

Germany from this country every year about 5,000 Vir-

ginia cardinal birds, 3,000 nonpareils, 3,000 indigo birds

and 500 mocking birds. If there is no error in Mr. Mur-

phy's figures this drain on the American bird supply is

something which should have the immediate attention of

the authorities.

Readers of the charming story which Mr. Hills sends

us relating his experience in photographing a nesting

woodcock, should turn back to the issue of July 28, and
study again the reproductions there given of Mr. Jaquin's

photographs. The pictures and the story together make
up a very interesting contribution to the literature of this

favorite game bird. In bringing out such pictures as these

the Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competi-

tion may already be pronounced a successful enterprise.

A Washington correspondent suggests that some posses-

sors of really meritorious amateur photographs may be de-

terred from submitting them by the notion that only difii-

cult subjects are desired. This would be a mistake, the

plan provides for all phases of outdoor life within For-

est AND Stream's special fields.

Have any game or song birds been introduced into

New Hampshire? A law of the last legislature provides

for the protection for five years of "birds not now to be

found in the State, but which may be brought into the

State prior to October 1, 1896." Our correspondent

"Von W." suggests that this may have been designed to

protect the game enterprise of Mr. Austin Corbin, on

Croydon Mountain. It is also possible that some of the

sportsmen in the southern or eastern portions of the

State, influenced by similar action in Massachusetts,

may have proposed to introduce pinnated grouse or Mon-
golian pheasants.

The trout fishing on the North Shore, Mr. Starbuck

tells us, has been very poor this year, in fact "played out''

for the rod and line fisherman. But the Indians have

netted tons and tons of trout, selling their catch to a

large fish dealing concern for 10 cents a pound; and the

big ones find their way chiefly to Chicago markets.

A Wisconsin man brags of having taken 480 brook

trout at one haul with a basket in a dammed stream. In

the good old days before the missionaries went to the

South Sea Islands there used to be go-as-you-please

matches to determine which chief would eat the most

man.

A sawfish 34ft. long was captured in a net at Evans

River, New South Wales. The saw measured 5ft. and

had 25 pairs of teeth.

We have several inquiries for prairie chicken grounds,

and information of available territory would gladly be

reoeiYed,
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THE FALL HUNT.
For live days I could almost hear the monotonous pat-

ter of those two horses' hoofs coming nearer and nearer
from northern New Mexico. I could shut my eyes and
see Mat's tall figure coming as if he was a part of the
horse he rode. Young, tall , a clean cut face, blue eyes,
curly yellow hair, a trifle bleached out by living in the
open all summer. But it was not by second sight that I

knew he was coming. I had received a telegram which
said: "Coming with two horses; trunk b}^ express. Mat."
I knew what it meant. Mat's steers were sold and he
was coming to spend a month or so with me hunting and
enjoying society—hunting a little and cooking some for
his own pleasure. Mat is a Yankee cowman who has
lived in New Mexico for several years, and who has
made a practice to come and see me every fall, I know
every water hole, every stream and almost every rock
from his ranch to where we live; and so I can reckon
how long it will take him to come. I told my wife,
"So you can expect Mat Saturday night. We will go
on a hunt Monday."
Saturday at 3 o'clock Mat came up to my offica

door, riding a beautiful black pony and leading a white
one packed scientifically. The halter of White was
hitched securely to Black's tail, and Mat paid no more
attention to him than if he didn't have a second horse.
He dropped his bridle and came into the office.

"How are the folks?" "Well." "Have you been on
Pawnee lately?" "No, but everything is all right there.

Come over to the house and we will stable the horses. I

win be ready to go hunting Monday." It took but a
short while to go to my house, unsaddle and unpack and
soon the ponies had their noses deep in mangers of
fragrant gramma grass.

Matthew looked like another man when he came into
the supper room a little later. When he rode up he had
on a suit of faded corduroy, a big white sombrero, and
the boots with toothpick heels that are usually worn by
cowboys. When he stepped into the dining room he was
in a black suit that fitted like a glove, and looked like the
gentleman that he is.

We sat up and talked far into the night, for we are
partners in a bunch of mares that he is taking care of,

and he had much to tell me. The next morning my wife
remarked: "It seemed that you men never would stop
talking last night. I woke up last night to hear Will
declare that he never would own another of those Nor-
mans again and I believe that he talked you to sleep, Mr.
King, for . I know he followed you into your bedroom."
But she didn't mean it, for I know she likes him almost
as well as I do.
We commenced after breakfast to prepare for a little

hunting trip, and in two days we started and steered
northwest. In my old hunting buggy familiarly called

the mud wagon, we loaded up tent and blankets,
saddles and ropes, man food and horse feed, guns and
cartridges. It's hard work to keep out useless things
from an outfit, when I go hunting: and so I have adopted
this method. I first pile everything I think I want on
the floor in one room, and then weed it out till the load
fits the wagon. I can get enough for a two weeks' hunt
on the horse I ride if I have to, but I doa't like to, so I

generally go in a buggy or wagon if I can. We hitched
up my two bay horses,' Mat tied his ponies to the horses'

girths; and away we went over miles and miks of prairie,

level, dun colored and cold. There were but few houses
in sight at the start, till after 20 miles there was not one:
and at about sunset we drove down to Hackberry Spring
to find that Fay, the old squatter, who had held it down
for several years, had proved up and gone. The door of

his stone house stood open, and we appropriated it and
soon had our outfit inside. I picketed the bays on good
grass: and Mat saddled up to prospect around, while I

got supper. Hackberry Canon is a wide open valley run-
ning down into the Pawnee Creek, and has only one
good water-hole which is close to the spring which
bubbles out of the bank near the cabin and runs down
into the water-hole a distance of about 200 yards.

By the time I had made a fire, cleaned up the room, ar-

ranged our plunder and had a good supper ready. Mat
came in looking pleased. "There is a bunch of ante-

lope," he reported, "about a mile up the draw feeding, as

quiet as if they had never seen a man. Cook is still on
his ranch down at the mouth of Hackberry. Mrs. Cook
wants us to come down and camp there, for Cook has
gone away to be gone a week and she is afraid of. the
mountain lion."

So we ate supper, packed up again and moved down to

Cook's, as I knew we would when we unpacked. For
now I will let you into an open secret. The real reason
Mat liked to hunt antelope on the Pawnee so well was
that there was an attraction at Cook's ranch. When we
rode up, Mrs. Cook and Nelly were bustling around get-

ting supper. After we had unpacked again, we had to

eat another supper and then Mrs. Cook and I exchanged
news, while Mat and Nelly, who was a very handsome
girl of 19, talked politics in the adjoining room. I re-

tired at 10 and Mat came to bed two hours after in good
spirits and seeming at peace with the world. "We are
going to be married on Thanksgiving day, if Cook gets

home all right," said he, which will show you, dear
reader, that Matthew had been acquainted with the
family before.

Don't think I am going to tell you much more about
how these people spooned around. No, I am going to tell

you how we killed the big buck, and try to have you see

the broad prairie as I saw it.

Early next morning after breakfast Miss Nell declared
that she was going hunting with us to hold the horses.

Mrs. Cook said: "If Nellie will be in the way, Mr. D., I'll

not let her go." I declared that I was glad to have a

horse holder; and so Mat, Nell and I started up the canon
in my buggy with Mat's horses hitched up; but they were
not Mat's more than five minutes longer, for he asked
Nell how she liked them, after she had driven them about
a mile, and when she said, "Splendid," he told her he
brought them up for her, and I believe I would have
given her a pair myself to get such a look as she gave
liim.

But soon we left the'creek bottom and drove up on to

the level prairie. Seeking a knoll, we swept the sur-

rounding country with field glasses, and at last discov-

ered the same bunch of antelope that Mat saw the night

before, 10 in number, led by an enormous buck. They
were just feeding up out of a little hollow about two
miles away, and headed right toward us. We drove
back out of sight. Mat and I slid into our leather panta-
loons, so that we could crawl without wearing our knees
out, and planned our crawl. We had to crawl over the
hill in plain sight of the band and be in sight for half a
mile. If they saw us they would probably take us for
wolves, and not be frightened; then we could walk up a
hollow that ran across their line of feeding, till the
hollow got too shallow to conceal us as we walked, then
crawl about half a mile more. It was a big contract;
but at it we went, and in about half an hour we lay near
the head of the swag, in a little hollow that had been
worn long ago by the water, within half a mile of the
antelope, who were feeding toward us unsuspicious of
danger. I was perspiring freely, and my heart thumped
against my ribs ; but Mat looked as cool as a cucumber,
for he was in good condition and looked as if he could
crawl all day without losing his wind.
We lay and watched the band through the tall grass

that fringed the water hole. An old doe was in the lead;
and the big buck was behind , occasionally running off a
young buck that was hanging around, when he came too
near his harem. The hair on the neck of the buck stood
up like a mane when he ran olT the young one, and I

could see that he looked white around the nose as I

squinted at him through the field glasses.

They moved toward us very slowly, and once I thought
they were going to change their course. But no, they fed
slowly on by fits and starts. The does got within lOOyds.

,

the big buck 50yds. further back, and the young one—

a

two year old—about oOyds. behind him. "We have got
to shoot," said Mat. I told him to shoot the big one (for

I knew Nell was watching us), and that I would try
the little buck. We sighted our Winchesters carefully
and both shot at once. The big buck reared and pawed
the air, then fell stone dead with a bullet clean through
him. Mine fell, then got up and started after the does,
which were making themselves scarce as fast as possible.

I fired twice more at him and down he came at the second
shot; and by the time Miss Nell had arrived with the
ponies on a lope, and with the old mud wagon bouncing
over the rough prairie, we had our quarry disembowled;
and after gazing a moment admiringly at the big buck
we lifted them both into the back end of the buggy and
drove slowly down to the Hackberry spring, intending to

stop there and have lunch: fried antelope liver, fried salt

pork, fried potatoes, bread and butter, pickles and strong
coffee. Mat and NeU cooked while I picketed out the
horses.

We ate an awful big meal. As Nell was finishing off

with a big pickle, Mat asked her if he shouldn't fry her
another panful of liver. She said no, simply, but with
an amiable smile. His foolishness bounds off that young
woman very harmlessly. Just then Harry Cook, her
twelve-year-old brother, came down the slope into our
camp like a shot out of a gun on his bicycle, and took a
header just as he reached camp. He landed with a re-

sounding thump on his stomach and slid along like a
toboggan; then limped into camp, holding both hands
over his chest rather low down, and gurgled in a voice
broken with sobs, "Oh, wouldn't ma feel awful if she saw
me fall like that. Nelly?" We assured ourselves that he
was not seriously hurt; NeU declared that she knew she
would get gray some day on account of Harry's perform-
anceo; and then Mat fried another panful of liver and
Mr. Harry ate as if he was hollow clean down to his

toes. "I believe the fall just shook Harry up enough to

give him a good appetite," said Mat. "You just git on
that velocipede and try it yourself, you old, long cow
puncher," grumbled Harry, with his mouth full of liver.

We concluded to quit hunting and drive home to the
ranch on Harry's account, for he was jolted up consider-

ably; so we put the velocipede in on top of the bucks and
went slowly home.
When we got there we found that two ladies had driven

up from ten miles down the creek to visit Mrs. Cook, and
they were having a great powwow when we arrived. I

tell you four lively women can talk considerably when
they don't meet but once in two weeks. Harry sat in one
corner seeming to be awed for once at the four women
who all talked at once like a flock of blackbirds, till at last

he couldn't stand it any longer, and burst out in a dismal
wailing, "Boo hoo." "What is the matter, Harry?" said

Mrs. Cook in an anxious tone. "I told a lie yesterday,

ma," "Oh, how could you do such a wicked thing,

Harry? You must pray for forgiveness to-night." "I
will," nenitently exclaimed Harry, and then at it the
women* went again about dress skirts cut bias and other
kindred subjects dear to a woman's heart, till Harry con-

cluded that he was not receiving due consideration and
burst out again with a melancholy howl. "What's the

matter now, Harry?" snappishly exclaimed Mrs. Cook.
"I just now remembered that I had told another lie."

"When was that?" "Oh, about an hour after the first

one." "Well, that was very bad; you must pray to be
forgiven for both to-night."

Mat and I, who were in the next room, slid out to

relieve our feelings behind the house, but Mat didn't joke
any about it, for he is loyal to the whole Cook family.

The women departed at last and we had supper, after

which Mrs. Cook and I beat Nell and Mat at dominoes, as

Mrs. Cook is a religious woman, and does not believe in

cards.
I went to bed early and Mat came some time, but I do

not blame him, for he seems to enjoy Nell's society.

When I got up next morning, they were both bustling

round, Nell getting breakfast and Mat helping her. Mrs.
Cook and Harry had not appeared yet. I went out to

feed the horses; and when I came in the family were all

up and w^aiting for me to help eat breakfast. After
breakfast I overheard Mat tell Harry a story. It ran as

follows: "When I lived in Kansas I worked for Bob
Perry; and ;one day he told me that we must go from
Jetmore, where we lived, up to the ranch to see how the
cattle were getting along. We went. It was a distance

of 20 miles, and when we got to the cabin we found it

had bpen broken open and the grub all stolen, so Bob shot

an owl and told me to cook it for supper. I cooked it

whole, feathers and all, it was so small; and after boiling

it for about an hour Bob asked me how dinner was get-

ting along. I raised the cover and tried the owl with a

fork to see if he was tender; and he squawked, so I slap-

ped the lid on again, and left him to cook some more.
At about 6 o'clock Bob came in and said we must have
dinner, so I raised the cover of the pot again and the owl

jumped out and flew away." "I am afraid ma will have
to talk to you some about lying, before she lets Nell
marry you," was Harry's comment on the story.

I started for home at noon and nevpr saw Nell Cook
again, for on Dec. 1 or therebouts Mr. and Mrs. Mat
King came to town to take the train for New Mexico;
and I shall call on them at their home in Chaparral Caflon
on or about Oct. 1, if I am alive. W. J. Dixon.

"PODGERS" IN THE MOUNTAINS.—IK
In the Sierra Nevada Mountains, Cal,, .July 31.—

My last left me lying under the shade of the big pines on
the bank of the main Stanislaus River nursing my galled
feet, preparatory to resuming fishing, which I essayed
the next morning, with only partial success as to feet,
but fair as to trout, considering that I selected the easiest
fishing in close proximity to the camp, not caring to do
tall climbing over rocks and sliding down into the deep
gorges to reach the big pools and larger trout.
A few hours of it convinced me that the feet would

give out before the trout did, and I returned to camp to
resume my blanket under the trees. I had caught all
the trout a reasonable man could ask for and was
content.
At sundown my compadre Brown came in with some

very fine fish, and after a hearty supper we voted to re-
turn next morning to our headquarters at Sirawberry
Valley and Parson's comfortable hostelry, where we had
left the team, and one of our party, who had pleaded
illness and had remained behind. Whether the presence
of several young ladies, daughters of the owner of the
hotel, had a bearing and influence on his case was a
question. At any rate we found him astonishingly
healthy on our return. The breakfast over we saddled
up and loading the pack animals with our traps, forded
the river just below camp, and began the long cUmb up
the grade to the summit.
By our early start we escaped the heat of the day later

and made good progress, although we had fairly to
scramble up places so steep that our horses had to put
forth their best efforts and to be halted every few yards
to breathe. The others dismounted and led their horsep,
but by virtue of my lame feet I was prone to stick to the
horse, he being a veteran at this service and strong. We
occasionally encountered springs of icy cold water trickl-
ing from under some huge rock, and stopped to rest the
horses, throwing ourselves on the ground under the
shade of the tall pines. Speaking of which I never saw
such a magnificent forest of pine timber, trees five and
six feet in diameter, as round as if turned in a lathe and
running up to a height of 75 to 80 feet without a limb;
timber that would fill a timber man's soul with joy. But
these denizens of the forest aresafe from the sacrilegious
axe. They are inaccessible to human hands, that is,

could never be got out to the mill. The whole distance
was one grand open park of these giants. There was no
undergrowth, and a wagon could be driven in any direc-
tion so far as space was concerned, and provided a wagon
could ever be got there, which would be impossible. So
there is one noble forest that is safe from the ruthless
hands of man

.

A couple of hours' climbing brought us to the summit,
and here we enjoyed a long rest, and man and beast
needed it. Then began the descent, which on this slope
was more gradual and easier. Just at 1 o'clock we
looked down on the roof of Parson's wigwam, a very
comfortable one, certainly, and a shout of welcome
greeted us from the invalid, whom we found taking it

very easy in a rocking-chair, surrounded by a bevy of
young ladies reading and sewing, and apparently enjoy-
ing home comforts muchly.
We found that another expedition awaited us, a trip

over another range to another stream 8 or 10 miles dis-
tant. The party included a young Catholic prif st, who
was said to be a most skillful fisherman. His hatband
was decorated with numerous artificial flies, and he was
evidently eager for the fray.

Brown and myself having had our fill, and feeling not
over fresh after our morning's ride, declined, so the
party left ua to our own devices and dashed off across the
bridge, and were soon lost to sight on the opposite slope
of the mountain. Our invalid being this time one of the
party, it was our turn to occupy the rocking-chair and
fall heirs to the ladies for the next two days, at the end
of which the party returned with marvelous stories of
the number and size of their catch.
However skeptical we may have been as to their suc-

cess, unsupported by the evidence of the padre, we could
not of course go back on him, and therefore all was
accepted as facts. They probably did have fine success,
as the stream they went to is celebrated for being well
stocked with fine large fish.

Ten lazy, dreamy days were dozed away at Strawberry,
every moment an enjoyment, every respiration of the
delicious mountain atmosphere redolent of the pine
woods towering up behind the house, a discouragement
to any waiting son of u^l-culapius—no prospective doc-
tors' bills for us.

It is one of the wonders that so few residents of San
Francisco go to the mountains. The climate of the city
is in the summer chilled by the northwest trade winds
that rise at 10 o'clock every morning and blow strongly
all day, and are not infrequently accompanied by a raw
fog; consequently people go to the country to get warm
instead of to get cool, as in the East.

A few strike out for Lake Tahoe, a beautiful sheet of
water 15 miles long and from three to seven miles wide,
abounding in lake trout—big ones; but it is not fashionable,
hence only a few and sensible people are to be found
there. The 400 go to Santa Cruz and Monterey, 75 miles
down the coast, where the climate is a few degrees
milder. They go there ostensibly to bathe, but do not
bathe—very few at least. The water is too cold except
for young women with good figures to exhibit; ice water
would not exclude those—vanity keeps them warm. The
world goes to show its Paris dressee—dance, sit on the
piazzas, gossip and flirt. The women have a dreary time
all the week, as it is not until Saturday that the men can
leave business to run down over Sunday. A few super-
annuated old beaus remain through the week, but they are
useless material to the summer girl aspiring to an en-
gagement or a flirtation. It is a poor matrimonial
market, but for the fisherman it has attractions. Trol-
ling for salmon and barracouta is tine sport, and the sea-
son is just coming in, which fact will cause the subscriber
to be heard from early the coming month.
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Tomorrow we start forborne (S^nora), and with any
ordinary lack will reach our bDiled shirts by sundown.
We have had a glorious timo, which like a serial story

is "to be continued;" and I trust I shall have other
mountain trips to write about. We have been every-
where received with open arms. by the hardy moun-
taineers, a moat hospitable set of jolly, big-hearted rough
diamonds, whose camp, horses, bacon and frying; pan
are ever at the service of the tenderfoot (that is me); and
conspicuous among those to whom we are greatly indebt-
ed for horses and hospitality I want to thank the Geniss
boys, Tom and Ed, and their partner, Mr. Whitehnuse.
Nobler, jnore accommodating, good-hearted fellows never
lived. They left their cattle and ranch work to pilot us
over the mountains and entertained us right royally in

camp, scorning the idea of compensation.
It is characteristic of the mountaineers of California,

for they are truly such. E irning their bread in herdins;
and raising sheep, cattle, etc, and lumbei-ing, thpy are

to a man splendid physical specimens, hardy, of remark-
able endurance, whole-souled, brave as lions, fearing
nothing that walks the face of the earth. They think 1

nothing of a trot over a mountain range of ten or fifteen

miles for a plug of tobacco or side of bacon, and back
before night, fresh as larks. As for instance, our camp
host, WhitehouF^e, thought no more of piloting us over
the mountains eight miles and being back to his dinner
in camp than we would of stepping around the corner to

point out to a stranger the way to 318 Broadway. The
mountains of California have given birth to a race of men
that cannot be equalled by any country on earth for

physical strength, endurance, high spirits and manly
attributes, generous to a fault, slow to anger, but terrible

when roused. Every man a Spartan—never turning his

back to man or grizzly. It is a pleasure to go among
such a j)eople after the experience of a few years in cities,

where it is every fellow for himself and Old What's-his-
name for the hindermost—and he generally gobbles the
lot.

This particular or special class of men I refer to are the
outcrop, the second crop, I may say, of the early-day
miners, bred in the hardy school of their fathers, and are
peculiar to the mount-*in region. They are born and
raised there, and nothing can tempt them to seek occupa-
tion on the flat lands. They are almost to a man cattle

raisers, herders or mill men—sawmill or quartz—all good
miners, but generally prefer the free, rovmg life of cattle

raising, on horseback all summer and snowshoes all

winter.
As an instance of pluck and endurance, the "boys"

with whom we camped hauled a sick man from their
camp last winter up the grade and over the mountain on
a sled sixteen miles, on snowshoes, over snow 6ft. deep,
to reach a doctor. Any one who has ever experienced
the vigorous exercise of climbing a mountain on snow-
shoes can appreciate the muscle and endurance it must
have involved. Your humble servant once essayed a trial

of snowphoes on a side hill, resulting: in his getting an in-

voluntary start down the hill at a 2:40 gait, ending in a
"pitch hole," landing him head foremost in the soft snow
with nothing in sight but the snowshoes, whence he was
ignominiously pulled out by the heel^. Since which
snowshoeing is to him a lost art. Every man to his

trade. Podgees.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-X.

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
The wird was still blowing heavily when we got out in

the morning, and the lake too rough to handle a boat
with any comfort, and Charley and I decided to walk
over to Fouchs Creek, a couple of miles or more, for
trout, leaving the others to put in the day as they chose.
We were put on the trail by a neighbor up the lake
where the road turned up the hill, and found our way
over and into a dense cedar swamp swarming withmos-
quitose, where we got bewildered and floundered around
for an hour trying to find the stream, at one time
scaring a cock grouse nearly out of his feathers as he
sat near an old mossy log over which we stepped- As
he sprung up almost in my face and shot off through
the tangle and out of sight with a roar of his wings.it
was a question which of us was scared the worst. We
found tue stream after we had wandered around in the
hot, dank swamp till our tongues were about hanging
out, Charleygraciously allowing me to do all thecussin'
necessary to get out of the tangle, andafter I had fished
up it a hundred yards or two and caught one juvenile
trout I had enough, and went back to the road near
where it crossed the stream, where Charley would be
sure to see me when he came back, and laid down in
the shade of a bush and went to sleep.
He came along after a while, it must have been a

couple of hours, with six or seven troiit strung on a
twig, and we made our way back over the hills and to
camp with a notion buzzing around in our heads that
it was another case of old Sam's "bunkoed agin, b'gosh."
We found the camp much as we left it in the morning,
the only "episode" that had happened worthy of note
being the hatching out of three young robins in a nest
in one of the oaks to which a guy of the dining fly was
made fast, an event that we had been looking forward
to with much solicitude for several days.
The day we made camp and for a day or two after

we had heard some peculiarly plaintive bird notes re-
peated at frequent intervals overhead in the oak which
none of us, not even Kelpie, who was chock full of bird
lore, could identify, but after much peering and strain-
ing- of eyes through the leaves of the oak a nest was
discovered, over the rim of which we could seethe head
and tail of a bird which Kelpie, after a few trials to get
the right focus with his defective old eyes, keener than
a hawk's when he was yoirnger, pronounced a robin.
About the first thing that Johnny did after he arrived

at camp and got his bearings was to climb into the tree
and scare the old bird off the nest to see how many eggs
there were in it, which he duly and vociferously reported
from the tree. "Three little eggs, by cracky," and then
he was hustled down from his perch, and in a couple of
minutes or less Mrs. Robin was back on the nest.

Since then we had been waiting with daily increasing
interest for the hatching, and to-day Johnny had again
climbed into the tree and found three big-headed and
featherless youngsters "gummed together" as it looked to
i\im in the bottom of the nest, and the strain was over,

for there had been much guessing as to whether all three
of the eggs would hatch or not.
We had learned by watching Mrs. Robin that the j^lain-

tive note was a call for Mr. Robin to "bring on the vic-
tu-els," as old Sam said, while she was keeping the eggs
warm: but now, when the batching was safely over, the
notes ceased and they were both kept busy hunting and
carrying worms and insects with which to feed the
hungry, gaping mouths, upstretched and expectant at
the slightest jar of the limb on which the nest rested.
The mother bird seemed to know we intended her

young no harm, and had become so well acquainted and
tame that she would fly down from the nest and pick up
crumbs and scraps thrown on the grass across the road,
which doubtless saved her some trips to the neighboring
fields and was a source of much gratification to us.

We watched the growth of our pets from day to day
with a feeling that they were, in a sense, under oiir

special care, and had any one disturbed them with the
intention of harm he would have had the whole camp on
his back in less time than it took one of the youngsters
to gulp a worm.
Kflpie named the camp "Robin's Nest Camp," and by

that name the i-emembrance of it will always be dear to
our hearts. Kingfisher.

SKUNK AND RATTLESNAKE.
CfiiPPLE-CitEKK Gold Fields, Col.—While camped over

on Oik Creek, in the summer of 1883, I was an eye wit-
ness to one of the most novel of combats. At noon one
day as I was coming down from the mine for dinner, 1

spied a skunk shifting itself about in a strange manner.
Thinking he was performing some acts.that were unusual
and not becoming to one of his race, I sat down; and
with my powerful marine glass I soon found the reason.
Before the skunk upon the ground lay a huge rattlesnake
coiled up for business, his massive flat head jjresenting a
most savage aspect. Now and then raising his head as
the skunk would come within reach be struck it again
and again. The skunk, as if anxious to continue the
duel, would pounce upon the back of the snake until

driven off by the i)owerful swaying to and fro of its body.
This was repeated again and again, until finally with one
heroic spring the skunk landed upon the snake and in a
twinkling of an eye almost, had bitten the head from
the body, save a shread of skin which held together.
Being satisfied with the result, I hastily picked up a rock
and throwing it at the skunk routed him, leaving me in
full possession of the field. On examination, I found the
hide of the rattlesnake uninjured save whei'e the skunk
had given it its death cut in the neck. The same evening
and for six consecutive evenings I saw the skunk, and on
the seventh evening shot it; after it had scampered
around for that length of time. This satisfied me that
rattlesnake bites do not materially retard the progressive
life of a "pole-cat," to say nothing of proving fatal
thereto. The snake was 3ft. 6 in. in length, with
nine rattles. The snake's hide I kept until recently, wore
it out as a hat band. The rattles I still have. The skunk
is the only animal (to my knowledge) that will not suc-
cumb to the deadly bite of the "rattler," unless medical
aid is invoked. Bltckskin Harry.

PHOTOGRAPHING A NESTING WOOD-
COCK.

Hudson, N. Y., Aug. lo. —Editor Forest and Stream:
Thinking that some of your readers might be interested
in the particulars of how 1 got the pictures of woodcock
published in your paper of July 28, I write you.
One evening in the last week of June while out on my

bicycle, a gentleman callel me as we met on the high-
way and said: "Do you wait to know where you can
find a woodcock's nesi?" I answered "yes,'" but con-
tinued to ride on, thinking he was joking me as I was
just learning to lide, and that he wiscied to see how well
I could fall oft" if I tried to stop. He well knew that if

there was anything he could say that would call me to a
halt it was "woodcock."
Having business in town the next morning, he called

at our office and said he wished me to come out to his
farm. I promised that I would; and that afternoon at 8

o'clock found me five and a half miles out of town. I

met him and we walked up to a small piece of new cut-
ting on the west side of a large piece of woods, and after
a short search found the bird. She was on her nest,
which was on the gi'ound under a veiy thick bunch of
new growth about three feet high, and so thick that the
bird could not be seen unless you got right down on the
ground, and she was so near the color ef the dead leaves
that you could not see her then unless you got very near.
This was a new sight for me. I have seen woodcock
feeding and have seen them running on the ground, but
never before had I seen one on the nest; and I wished
then and there that all the brotherhood of sportsmen
might have seen her and enjoyed the sight as I did,

I had taken the precaution to bring Ed and his camera
with me, so that if possible we might get some pictures.
We talked by motion and walked on tiptoe for fear of
disturbing her. After making six exposures we went
home to see if we had secured any pictures. I was par-
ticularly anxious that we should get some good ones, and
do not remember now if Ed said he would develop the
camera, and if he had not focussed the tripod too sharp
the pictures might be all right. Ed's place of business is

next door to our office; and after working half an hour
after our return I thought I must run in and see how
they turned out. They told me Ed was in the dark
room, and for fear he would forget to tell me, I opened
the door three or four times just to see how he was get-
ting along and to look at them, all of which Ed told me
in a few emphatic words was not conducive to the suc-
cess of a good photograph. Result, six plates and no pic-
tures.

The next morning at 6 o'clock we were at the place
again ready for another trial, and as the sun came up
over the woods, the light being on our backs, we could
get a better light. The nest was on the east side of the
bush. We cleared away all growth that interfered with
our view of the nest, fearing all the time, however, that
she would fly away. We secured five negatives, and
without any of my assistance at the door of the dark
room we secured th© photograph, No. 1, published iu

your paper. This was taken with the camera about 4ft.

from the bird.

The next day being Saturday, and having a half-holi-

day, I rode out to see if she had been disturbed in any
way. I worked carefully around her all the afternoon,
cutting away any growth that would obstruct the view
of her, and took oR' the leaves and extra limbs from the
bush in order to let in more light. She did not leave the
nest or appear to be in the least annoyed by my presence.
I lifted her bill uj) with a small stick and had my hands
on her back and she did not move. I was there until 8
o'clock in the evening and she did not leave her nest dur-
ing that time.
On the following Monday it rained, and I could not go

out. On Tuesday, June 38. we were out there at 6 o'clock
in the morning, and knowing that there was no danger
of her being frightened or leaving the nest we put the
camera within 3ft. of her and got picture No. 3. I then
lifted her from the nest, and we got picture No. 3 of the
nest and eggf, which you reproduced. She jumped from
my hand to the ground, and hid in the grass. I noticed
that the eggs were not picked and thought by watching
every day I might secure a picture of the young.

I was there the next day, but finding her sitting so
quietly thought I would not distui-b her. The next day
1 called again, and to my great surprise the house was
deserted, the family had moved out, and nothing was
left but the shells.

I was i^articularly anxious to obtain these pictures in
order that all sportsmen who are interested in the wood-
cock might see them and thus enjoy in part what I did in
witnessing the reality. G. HiLLS.

Nova Scotia Birds' Nests.

A NEST rareiy found in this vicinity was discovered at
this place July If). It was a nest of the ruby-throated
hummingbird, and at the time contained eggs. It was
placed on the limb of a beech tree about 35ft. from the
ground, and built of the seed cotton of the poplar or wil-
low tree. The outside is covered with a lichen the same
as gi-ows on the tree. This lichen is fastened to the nest
with the silk of cocoons. The nest is placed on the bare
limb, not near any leaves, and would easily be mistaken
for a bunch of moss grown there. The measurements of
the nest are: Outside diameter Ifin., outside depth i to
1 i, inside diaineter |f , inside depth yV- Only two such
nests were ever found near here, but no doubt there are
quite a number, as hummingbirds are plentiful through
the summer.
Another nest rarely found came under my notice last

summer. It was that of the winter wren, and was built
among the roots of an overturned hemlock tree. It was
found June 1 and contained eight eggs. The young did
not live to leave the nest, as the dirt caved in and de-
stroyed the nest, overturning it and killing the voung.

W. HfMoore,
Scotch Lake, N. B„ Aug. 2.

Habits of the Rattlesnake.

Dr. DbWitt WbbH, of St. Augustine, Fla., sends us
this note by Dr. John Vedder, whose museum of Florida
wild life 18 well known to the tourists. Dr. Vedder
writes: "You are quite correct; the diamond rattlesnake
does not follow a person after he strikes; he springs back
in a coil. He forms an S. The principle of striking is

to straighten out the vertebra with some muscular force.
He does not follow his prey; he lies in wait. I have
never seen nor heard of one following or chasing its prey.
Sometimes when discovered they will try to get away,
and even will not rattle; but when surprised suddenly he
is quite sure to strike and spring back and recover for
another attack; rattles, awaits your approach and holds

the fort."

"That reminds me."

It is a well known fact that human nature doesn't like
to be latighed at, so I'll just tell you, as a friend, a little

joke that was played on me by '-'force of circumstances"
—if you'll promise not to print it. It happened on Long
Island. I was down there woodcock shooting many
moons ago, and on the evening preceding my intended
departure I was urged to get up before daylight next
morning to shoot a black duck or two to carry home. I
strongly protested against it, as it was the last day of
September and the law was supposed to protect them till

the first of October. However, I stifled my conscience
in the face of such a temptation as they held out (assur-
ing me that they had been shooting them for two or three
weeks) and slipped ofl; quietly before the break of day to a
small pond in the woods, I was covered all over with a
guilty feeling, but "stood my ground," and with the first

streak of dawn I saw a reconnoitering party sailing over
and one of them tumbled suddenly into the huckleberry
bushes not 40ft. away.

I waited in the frosty air till daylight, and as no more
came I went to where I marked my victim down, and
after parting the thick bushes and hunting carefully for
some time I found him and hastily stuck him into my big
coat pocket, imagining a game ward'^n watching me
from behind each tree. I hurried back to the hotel, and
as it was nearly train time I ran to my room, opened my
valise and jammed the duck in without even looking at
him and got on the cars with about as guilty a feeling as
a high-minded, honorable sportsman ever walked off
with.

After getting home and sitting in my warm and cozy
room an hour or two, I rang for the servant—an Irish
lady—and told her to get that duck out of my valise and
cook it for my dinner.
She opened the valise, dragged out the duck, and then

with an ejaculatory sound that usually indicates a nasty
smell, threw down the duck and rushed out of the room
as if she suspected a trick.

But I protest, even to this day, that 1 was innocent of
any such intention. It was merely a mistake.

I had hastily pocketed a duck that some other fellow
had shot, and lost, at least a week before. It was a cold
morning and the duck was stiiT, but I stupidly overlooked
that fact in my haste to put it out of sight of the game
wardens; and it gave out no odor to indicate its condition
till it got comfortably warmed up in my room.

I have always thought it beet to respect the game laws,
and I mean to do it, Didymus.
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THE SNIPE AS A WATER FOWL.
ObtCaqo, Aug 10,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have
noticed in a recent Foeest and Saream that Mr. E. S.

Bond has published his second and last letter of attack
on the game law, the snipe and the game warden. As
the tone of his article appeals to the reckless and the
vicious, I have concluded that it was best that I should
reply. I am greatly surprised at the position he has
taken. Not very long before my appointment, he urged
me to accept the offtce, and promised me his support in
enforcing the law against the violation. In explanation
of my position in regard to enforcing the law against the
killing and selling of snipe, I wish to say: That last

spring there were a great many snipe offered in the
market here. G-ame dealers were buying them and put-
ting them in cold storuge, as the supply exceeded the
demand. Since 1879. these birds had been killed and
sold at all times in this State.
To make my case clearly understood, I will state again

what I have heretofore said. Examing the law carefully,

I found that it read: "It shall be unlawful to hunt, kill,

trap," &o., "any wild goose, duck, brant, rail, or other
water fowl," &;c.

I saw a number of game dealers and told them that I

had concluded that the law really covered snipe, as it

had mentioned the principal swimming game birds and
then had mentioned "rail." which is one of the species
termed "waders." and that it was a natural and reason-
able inference that the law intended to protect the rest
of that class of biids to which the "rail" belonged, mean-
ing all the snipe. While the game dealers did not agree
with me, they all admitted that snipe should not be
killed during the breeding season. They all said they
would not offer any of these birds until October 1st,

when it should be lawful to sell the other birds men-
tioned in the law. Nobody has made any fuss about this
matter since, except Mr. Bond. He says that I never
have read a work on ornithology. Well, he is mistaken,
as I have read all the works L can find on the subject,
including his favorite authors. For several years I rented
to him and his partner part of a store on South Water
street, in which we were joint occupants. I have al-

ways had the kindliest feelings toward him in all matters
(except on the subject of game destruction).
Now, I am not going to set myself up as an ornitholo-

gist, but I sincerely believe that a snipe is a "water
bird." For about three hundred years they have been
classed as "waders," and it doesn't matter whether re-
cent writers call then runners, trotters

, pacers or walkers.
They are certainly made after the same pattern, and they
are the same in habits and in every particular that they
were during the past centuries, during which time scores
and hundreds of able men have studied them and written
about them. I cannot see any good reason for not still

calling this class of birds "waders." They certainly are
addicted to that habit and they seek their food in the mud
and water, and one writer says they have a pump in their
bill, and that "they take their food by a suctional or ex-
tractive process."
Mr, Bond says recent writers have changed the classifi-

cation of snipe, but he gives very little .information as to
what the writers on birds have said on the subject. A
prominent ornithologist says: "Almostevery writerseeks
to be a founder of a new system, and casting down the
structures of his predecessors attempts to build upon the
ruins an edifice of his own: Linnaeus, Cuvier, Temmer-
ick, Illiger, Fabricus, Latrilla, and a host of lesser
authors have attempted to establish their own system."
In natvural history there are mentioned many species of

creatures under the title of "water animals," as distin-
guished from land animals of the same class. For in-
stance, "water deer," a small musk deer of somewhat
aquatic habits, found in certain parts of China. "Water
antelope," one of numerous different kinds which fre-
quents marshy or reedy places, a reed buck or water buck
found in Africa, "Water dog," a dog accustomed to or
delighting in the water, or trained to go into the water
in pursuit of game.

I will refer the reader to several autbora attd what they
have said:

"History of British Birds," including their organiza-
tion, habits and relations on classification and nomencla-
ture, etc.. by William Macgillivray, A.M., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Natural History, etc., London, England, in his
able works arranges that class of birds usually called
"Grallatores" (waders), in the following orders: Ist,

Oursores or runners, embracing the cranes, bustards,
prantincoles, etc. 2d, Tentatores or probers, consisting
of plovers, lapwings, oyster catchers, sandpipers, curlews,
snipes, woodcock, etc. 3d, Aucupatores or stalkers, the
bitterns, storks, ibesses and spoonbills. 4th, Lattitorea or
skulkers, the rails, water hens and coots.

"Casseil's Order of Birds," as prepared by Dr. Brehm,
says: "Order VII. Stilt walkers (Grallatores)." "The
birds belonging to this order have usually long legs,
formed in such a manner as to enable them to seek their
food at a certain distance in the water, and are further
characterized by their long, thin neck, slender, high
tarsi, bare thighs, three or four-toed, and fully developed
wings." "During a three days' passage to the White
Nile we have seen an almost uninterrupted line of birds
of this description, numbering some 50 species, running,
fishing in thousands and tens of thousands upon each
side of the stream, and literally swarming in every lake,
pond and ditch."
The classification of birds, as adopted in the British

Museum, comprises "Order VII., Stilt walkers (G-ralla-

tores) Waderi- :"

Family I. Plovers, sub family 6.

Family IT. The Herons, sub family 5.

Family III. The Woodcocks, sub family 6, including
snipe-

Family IV. The Screamers, sub family 2,

Family V. The Ptails, sub family 2.

,Order VIII. Geese (Anseres) Swimmers, Last family,
25 birds.

The Rev. J. H. Langille, M, A., writes a work which
he dedicates to Dr. E. Ooues, Buffalo, N. Y., June 36,
1884, entitled: "Onr Birds and their Haunts, of Eastern
North America." Brief histories and full description of all

species east of the Mississippi. "The illustrations which
should add much to the character of the book have nearly
all been furnished by Dr, E, Coues, Where scientific

nomenclature as given in his former work,I have adopted
throughout."
Of the "Wilson snipe" he says: "The young are of a

grayish color, heavily streaked with several shades of
brown. According to the precocious habits of the infant
waders, they leave the nest as soon as they are out of the
Shetland feed vigorously on the insects found in marshes,
moss and meadow grass, until their tender bills are firm
enough to probe the soft 00!iP." Of rail he says: "They
are abundant in the marshes and about bodies of water
throughout the middle district of our Union," etc. Of
their habits he says: "Leaving the logs and floating de-
bris it slumps in and wades or swims for a short distance
without the least inconvenience." Of "yellow shanks"
he says: "Long bills, long necks, long legs. They are
not uncommon on the sea coast, but being, rather, fresh
water birds, are more abundant in the interior."

The "Key of North American Birds," by Elliott Coues,
A.M., Ph.D,, says of snipe: "The birds are found by the
water edge the ground is soft and oozy, in moist thickets,
low rank meadows, bogs, marshes by the river side and
on the sea shore."
"Theodore Jasper: Birds of North America," says of

snipe birds: "Fourth Class, Eunners. Three families;
second division of stilt walkers. The members of this
section usually inhabit marshy land, the boarders of
swampy lakes and the sea coast." He calls all of the
following birds runners: Doves, quail, pigeons, plovers,
heron, snipe, storks, cranes, water pheasant, moor hens
and many others.

I desire to quote once more what the "Century Diction-
ary" says, recently issued and regarded as the most com-
plete and reliable dictionary ever published: Defines
"water bird" or "water fowl," "An aquatic, as distin-
guished from a terrestrial or aerial bird, m the plural the
Grallfetorial and Natatorial or wading and swimming
birds, collectively distinguished from the land birds."

It is unnecessary to furnish further evidence. All
writers seem to agree that the snipe is a bird that fre-
quents marshy places where there is water, and that he
is in every respect perfectly equipped for that purpose.
I desire to notice some things said by Mr. Bond's sup-
porters.

Some old and some new men of learning have called a
male sheep a ram, not a buck.
Now, it seems to me that Dr. Rowe, whose letter Mr.

Bond publishes, is making a tremendous claim when he
says he "proposed to throw the protection off from snipe."
Will the Doctor inform us who put in the law these words,
"Rail and other water fowl." Isn't it very jDrobable that
when the law was passed by our Legislature some other
persons besides Dr. Rowe and the Hon. L, B. Crocker had
something to do with formulating it? The Doctor also
states in his letter that snipe are not water fowl; that he
has said so a number of times heretofore in his paper.

I am in receipt of a letter from the Forest and Stream,
New York, which says: "You are undoubtedly right on
the question of snipe being a water fowl."
Mr. Turtle says: "Water fowls include ducks, geese,

swans, pelicans and any bird that alights in the water."
That proves my case. Snipe will alight in the water any-
where when they can wade.
In answer to Mr. John Watson, I will quote the follow-

ing from the American Field, July 30:

"In the last issue of the American Field I noticed in
the enipe discussion a statement that a 'wing-clipped
snipe placed in the water would drown before reaching
a shore 200 yards away.' I recollect that many years
ago, while I was shooting near Blue Island, 111., a large
yellow-legged snipe, being wing-broken, took to deep
water to avoid capture and swam for a long time without
any apparent fatigue. The distance was not any mea-
sured two hundred yards; but there was any amount of
reserved force left in the bird up to the time when the
muzzleloader was re-charged and the bird secured."—N.
Fergerson (Jacksonville, III

)

Now I am not going to defend the writers of all the
dictionaries against Mr. Bond's statement, that they do
not know anything about birds. I am sure if he had a
single one to refer to, he would be very prompt to quote
it to sustain his case if it was on his side, but they are all

against him.
I have said much more on this subject than I had in-

tended. As game warden, I am going to jorotect the
birds as much as lies in my power. My feelings have
been "lacerated" for years by Mr. Bond, while he was in
the game business, when he was in league with the
hide hunters of deer, elk, antelope, etc.; when he was the
principal receiver of thousands and tens of thousands of
trapped wild pigeons, until they were exterminated:
when year after year he was encouraging the trapping
of quail and prairie chickens in various parts of the West,
and the baiting and netting of ducks in Wisconsin, and
for years evading our game laws by keeping supplies of
birds out of reach of the law, from which he filled orders
at ail seasons.
Now be has retired from business, he has ceased to be

a sportsman. He has not a particle of interest in the
game of our country. Game dealers are keeping their
promises fairly well and obeying the law. Sportsmen
are behaving themselves better than ever before known,
and game is being protected and everybody seems satis-

fied and happy, except Mr. Bond. From him there comes
a feeble appeal to dealers and sportsmen to fight the law,
to exterrninate the snipe and disregard the game warden.
What is to be gained by any one following his advice

to "test" the law, I am unable to understand.
Among all the persons who have spoken to me on the

subject, not one has shown such a spirit of quibbling and
malice toward the poor snipe as has been exhibited by
Mr. Bond. Maurice R. Bortree, Game Warden. .

Chicago.
;

The Utah Quail Law.
MAYOB's Ops-ice, Circleville. O., Aug. 10.—iScMor Forest and

Stream: In y'>ur issue of Aug i, 1«93, you a^k tor an interpre'a-
tion ot this law. "Sec. 4. Any person who shall kill, pnsnare, net
or trap any quail, partridge, pheasant, prairie chicken, .sage hen
or grouse within the Territory of Utah hetween March l-n and
Aug. 15 of each year, or who shall kill, ensnare, net. or trap at any
time, any larV, whippoorwill. thrush, swallow, snow hird, hobo"-
lint, woodpecker, or other insectivorous birds, not being birds of
prey, except Enclish pparrows, and the bird commoTily known as
'Oalifornia quail,' ehall be guilty of a misdemeanor."
There are evidently in Utah two birds known as 'quail." One

designated simply as "quail" (the common "Bob White"), the
other as ' California quail." The const" notion ibat I placf upon
this law is that "quail" may be killed only from Aug. 15 until
March 15, and that "California quail" and "English sparrows"
may be killed at any lime without violating ar y of the provisions
of Section 4 of the law. In other worcis, this section of (he law
does not at any season of the year favor "California quail," but
treats them as outlaws. J, Whbeleh. Lotve.

AN ACCIDENTAL DEER.
While I was staying on a ranch gome twelve miles

from town, with my friend D.,he proposed that we hitch
up the buggy, take my Winchester and the shotgun and
see if we couldn't get two or three geese. The only way
we bunt them here on the piairie is to drive within
about 200yd8. of them as they feed, and shoot them—or
rather, at them—with a rifle. D ck proposed that we go
horseback, but as I had not lidden any for some six
months until the day before, when we had ridden all day,
I negatived his proposal on account of my feelings.
"Well," said Dick, "if you don't care to go horseback
we'll go in the buggy." This was a great concession on
his part, as like all ranchmen he has a mortal antipathy
to any mode of locomotion except by means of horse and
saddle. "You clean out my shotgun, as it's rather dirty,

and I'll go and get up the horses." He went on to the
lot, caught and saddled a horse, and as 1 came out on the
gallery to clean the gun (nearly all such woik we do on
the cool, shady porch of the house), he was riding off

after the horses in a gentle "lope," sitting, as only a
ranchman or cowboy can, with his body almost perpen-
dicular, his feet just touching the bottom of his sliriups,
and swaying easily with every motion of the horse.
After cleaning the gun I took it, the Winchester and a
jug of water, and placed them in the buggy. As soon as
D.ck penned the bunch he roped the bug^y horse and
between us we managed to hitch him up, but as he had
not been driven for Fome time, the first mile was a sort
of "go-as-you-please," and it was mostly his "please,"
too. We got him righted in time, though, and drove up
along the creek toward the dam.
As we came to the top of a slight rise covered with

scrub oak, the sun had just risen like a great ball of fire

and now hung, seemingly motionless, with its lower
edge just touching the horizon. Every twig, leaf and
blade of grass shone beneath bis rays, a,». though hung
with diamonds instead of dew drops, while their scintil-

lations almost concealed the forms of the twigs, I was
interrupted in my enjoyment of ihe Ecene by D ck very
calmly saying, "Yonder's a bunch of brant." Sure
pnough there, in front of us, about SOOjds. away, sat a
bunch of about fifteen brant; but alas for bumaii hopes;
before we got within 300yds. of them they fl<?w ci¥ down
the creek, quietly talking to each other in their own lan-
guage. We went on around the dam and across the flats

but "nary" goose did we see, so we struck out about six
miles across the prairie making a circle toward the ranch.
As we were driving up a little swale covered with dead

fcrub oak, we jumped three deer out of the grass where
they had been lying. Deer generally feed in the early
morning, and why these were lying down I don't know,
but so they were. After running about fifty yards they
stopped to look at u£—a buck and two does. I had made
up my mind that we cr uldn't get any closer, go I picked
up the Winchester and set the sight at JiaOyds., which I

judged was the distance, and holding fine on the shoulder
of the buck, I let her go. As the old gun spoke the deer
started otf at their usual "bur cb of si eel springs" gait.

Hurriedly throwing another shell into the gun I held, as
nearly as possible, about three inches over the buck and
fired again. Just after I did so the buck dropped his tail

and changed his gait into a sort of scrambling trot. He
didn't travel very fast, but it was just about as fast as we
could drive through the scrub, so I handed the gun to
Dick and told him to knock him down. We stopped the
buggy and he shot, knocking him over. We found when
we reached him that my first shot had gone through him
just behind the last rib and that Dick's had broken both
hips. I had not hit him at all at the second shot. We
found also that neither of us had a knife to bleed him
with, so we put him in the back of the buggy and started
for the ranch. He was a three-prong buck, but his bide
was very seedy and full of ticks. As soon as we reached
the ranch we cleaned and cut him up.
Dick and I have disputed ever since as to whose deer

he was, some hunters claiming that the deer belongs to
the hunter whose shot hits him first, others the one who
hits him last. W. M. P,

VrCTORiA, Tesas^

AN INCIDENT OF THE COTTONWOOD
FIGHT.

In the Mountains of Washington.—£'dz^or Forest
and Stream: In your issue of the l4!h inst. Mr, S. S.

Norris gives the freaks of a bullet. It might be of some
interest to your readers to learn of the freaks of two bul-

lets that came under my observation in 1S77, during the
Nf z Perce Indian war, in the Cottonwood fight.

F. A. Fenn had a bullet cut four holes in his pantaloons
without drawing blood, and one burnt both lips and loos-

ened a fi'ont tooth. This was kissing a bullet in reality.

About one week later I was running a race with some
fifteen or twenty Indians, the goal was a small mound,
whoever reached the mound first could hold it. We had
some friends coming on the trail, which passed just at
the foot of the mound. The horse T was riding was quite
fast; I had got a hundred yards or so ahead of my com-
panion, and stopped to take a shot at an Indian. After
I shot I jumped on my horse, just as a young fellow came
up. We were on the move, when he said, "Lew, I'm
shot." I asked him if he was hurt bad. Hp said, "No,
I have caught the bullet,'" "All right," said 1. "Put it in
your pocket."

I let my horse run, and soon left him, for I had, the
trail and the Indians had the grass. I reached the foot
of the mound, when the nearest Indian was about ISOyds.
from the foot on his side. The mound was tolerable

steep and about 150rt, high, I let my horse climb as fast

as he could. When I reached the top 1 jumped off; and
the Indians were on the run to get otit of the reach of my
long-range Remington. I opened fire and kept it up as

long as they were in sight. When the excitement was
over the young fellow showed me where he had been
shot. The ball had just grazed his aim, making a blue
streak about five inches long, and had strurk his gun
barrel (where it screws into the frame; and had raised a
dpnt on the inside of the barrel as large as a pea; it then
glanced and fell into his left hand. The gun was ruined,
but it paved his life.

The shot had been fired at me, as theyoung ieliow had
not been in sight for an instant.

I tell you those bullets that are out of those Govern-
ment gvins, with 70grs. powder and 45grs. lead, are
dangerous things to be kissing and catching. No, thank
you, I don't want to be around when there are any more
flying. _ Imw WlIiMOT.
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A HUNT IN THE ROCKIES.
IN THREE PARTS—PART .II.

"IHE day was all that could be
—•desired,warm, clear and pleas-

ant. We followed the Shot-
gun down to where it empties
into a branch of the Snake
River, three and a half miles
below the ranch, and then
went down the Snake about
two miles, crossed over, and
came up the right bank on top
of the bluff to the forks,

thence home. Ducks, geese
and swan fluttered up at
every bend in the stream, but
as we were only on a pleasure
trip we only
carried our side

arms. We got
back to the
ranch about 4

M., delighted with our trip and the per-

rmance of our horses, and so sore from
I first ride that we were much more
mfortable standing than sitting. Weber,

r German recruit, said he was not sore,

:t the saddle was. Our guide and the

ys, "Kid" and Frank, had in the mean-
uile arranged the pack saddles all in a

w and placed to each one what belonged

it, which includes the saddle padding,

! ropes, double J ront and rear girths for

ddle and girth for pack, also lariat or

ket rope for horse. In another row op-

iite the saddles and their regalia were
'anged the various articles of household

i kitchen furniture to be packed on each
idle. These sundries consisted, in ad-

iion to our three carry- alls, of two wall

its, two large leather paniers, in which
bedding was to be packed in order to

ap it dry in case of rain, one Dutch oven,

8 large iron pot for boiling and making
toss" game stews, two frying pans with
•ndles, one shovel, one mattock, one
luble-bitted ^xe, one pole axe, one bag
!th potatoes and onions, two bags flour,

.e bag with mess pork, one with salt, one
ith roasted coffee and tea, one coffee mill,

le sack containing horse shoes, nails of

[kinds, tools, etc., including copper and
mealed wire of different sizes, also several

swhouse traps for small fur-bearing

me, a box containing canned grapes, peaches, cherries,

Hies, condensed milk, etc. ; a mess box also containing
ffee-pot, knives, forks, spoons, tin plates and cups,

)yal baking powder and pepper; in addition, many
ber small necessities too many to enumerate. As the

bole outfit was furnished by our experienced guide,

ithing was wanting to make our
rnforts as complete as possible,

[ter moving around, observing
e preparations which had been
ade for the start in the morning,
J were informed that there would
: a circus in the neighborhood of
p corral before long, and if we
are interested we would be dead-
aded, and would be allowed
oice seats. The "Kid" and Frank
3re about to lasso, throw and shoe
rebellious cayuse whose feet were
ader, and fears were entertained
at he might give out on the hunt
(thout shoes. We gladly accepted
6 kind invitation, and were much
auaed and highly entertained at
imessing the performance, which
IS entirely new to us. Kid was
I't long in casting a noose over the
imars head, and although he ob-
ptcd to the fuUest extent of his
|Llity, it was not long until Frank
d a slip knot around one of his

kles, and in shorter time than it

lies to write it he was down and
tdy for the operation of shoeing,
^en came supper, and after that a
endly smoke and a general trad-

l of some very large hunting and
hing stories, the truth of which I

aid not vouch for, except those I

un myself. We also repacked
r carry- alls, and very solemnly
Massed the forest fires which
:re raging all over the country on
th sides of the valley. We all

-Tied in at an early hour in order
be up in good time, that we
ght get as early a start as pos-
le.

Uohday morning,^ Oct 7.—There
: laggards this morning—aU
:: at break of day. A rnyal

r and coffee that, as "Ness-
iLiid once to me as he ex-

! it an invitation to join him at Tarpon Springs,
i, "takes you by the throat." All hands to the
Utid in two hours we were ready to photograph
-t, Oar outfit consisted of eight pack animals,

riding and four extras in case of accident,
len in all. We made a short ride across the valley
"imber line, and encamped about 4 P. M. in the
ds, which our guide informed us extend from the
i in the Yellowstone Park, following the general

foi mountains, at the foothills of which we were,
too miles. The weather has been lovely since our
I in Idaho, although our guide informs us that no
_a8 fallen during the whole summer. The drought
be presence of forest fijes on all sides of us lead us
T that tbe smoke and fire have already driven or
^ive the game from their usual haunts, and make
^restless and nervous even if they can be located,
scamped in a cabin or shack and the time required
up tents was spared us, supper was soon prepared

and disposed of, and all hands, except the packers (who
do no hunting) took a whirl up the mountain side afoot,
anxious to find out whether the game signs were fresh
or not.

In this particular locality there are but two kinds of
timber growth, pine and quaking aspen. Some of the
latter are as much as 20in. in diameter, while the pine
seldom grows to be more than 1ft. The altitude at this
point is about 6,400ft. above sea level. The water from
a small spring seeps out from under an immense lava
bed, some 150yds. below the shack, and furnishes water
for our party, though the shovel had to be used vigor-
ously in order to get a suflicient supply for our thirsty
animals. Along the course of the moist ground several
old game water holes are plainly marked with the hoof
and claw prints of the elk, deer, antelope, bear and
wolverine, some dried up and hard, others where there
was still some moisture quite fresh and looking as if they

READY FOR THE START.

From an amateur photograph.

an early hour and crossed a spur of the range through a
low divide, riding about five hours. Had several light
showers of rain. Game signs no fresher than day before.
During last night it began snowing, and at sun-up this
morning it was still falling. This gladdened our hearts,
for two reasons, and very good ones; snow is the best
thing out in which to track game, and puts out fire
better than rain.

Camp Bea, on Em's branch of Snake River Valley,
Idaho, Oct. 10.—We broke camp and headed for this
point, which is at the foot of the range ju3t crossed, and
made camp by 2 P. M. Snow about 6lu. deep. Leaving
the packers to put up the tents, we divided up—Rea and
Bush going south and Weber and I going north. Rea
and Bush came up to a bull moose, and after following
him for about six miles were obliged to return without
getting an opportunity to administer a hypodermic of
lead. No other signs of game seen, as most of the ground

had but recently been burned over. The
. writer got into camp .I'ust before sundown,
and out of the little stream just in front of
our tents yanked a fine mess of trout for
all hands in lees than half an hour, with a
brown-hackle. Supppr over, we filled pipes
and held a pow-wow, determining to push
on in the morning in search of some country
where the fire had not disturbed the habi-
tudes of the "monarcbs of the glen."
Camp Kepler, on Split Creek, Reas Park,

Oct. 11.—We pitched our camp in this mag-
nificent grove of tall pines near the above-
named little stream, which is not more than
4ft. wide, and from 12 to 15in. deep, and
strange to say, the streatn quietly disap--
pears in a fissure in the earth not more than
a mile from camp. The distance traveled
yesterday was about eighteen mUes. Rea's
Park is a large area of meadow land, sur-
rounded by high mountain peaks, mostly
treeless with well-wooded foothills and
flats, and contains many thousands of
acres, well set with buffalo .grass, and
through it wind the glittering waters of
the tortuous Snake River. Deep, dark
canons open out upon the entire plain, and
through nearly all of them ripple beautiful
streams of clear, pure, cold mountain water,
which have their origin either from the
snow-capped peaks or springs. These
sparkling rivulets meander through the
meadow lands, their banks fringed with
water willows and their depths inhabited
by speckled beauties, finally emptying into
the Snake, that prince of rivers and the
angler's paradise.

^The march through this splendid country was simply-
delightful. The weather was all that could be desired.

had been made but a day or two before our arrival.

None but those who have experienced the excitement
of the chase can form any idea of the sensations experi- 1 The~sun shone brightly, and the air was just cold enough
enced by seeing fresh signs of new game, and in a brand \ to be bracing and exhilarating. The litile streams were
new country. But the fire cast a gloom over the vener- full of mallard, black and teal duck, and by the time we
able weather-beaten face of our guide, and had a |

arrived in camp we had fowl enough for days. The
honk of the wild goose and the
peculiar piping sound of the beauti-
ful swan could be heard in all direc-
tions and at all times during the
day. The arms of civilization had
not yet extended to this region,
though the said arms are getting
very long in America; but fre-

quently we came upon tepee poles
and Indian sweat boxes, showing
where some poor red devilhad been
first warmed up to the boiling
point with red-hot stones, and then
treated to a cold plunge bath in the
chilling waters of the beautiful
streams always close up. Poor fel-

lows I They had no business to be
sick, and they would not then have
been subjected to so heroic treat-

ment, and in the majority of in-

stances violent death. But it is the
same old story—all manner of man-
kind must be doctored in strict ac-
cordance with some chosen plan.
Here and there also we noticed

where hunters, trappers, or pros-
pectors had campfd at sometime,
from the fact that the marks of the
axe or the picket pins to which the
horses were tied could be seen. It

is sad to notice throughout this

whole territory the marks of that
almost extinct ppecies of American
game, the buffalo. His bleaching
bones, horns and old wallow holes
were ever j)resent, reminding us of
the useless and wanton destruction
of that noble game animal—gone
never to return to his accustomed
haunts.

As before stated, the game signs
all indicated that they had traveled
southeast, being driven in that
direction by the forest fires. The
snow, which but three days ago
was several inches deep in the val-

ley, has all disaiJpeared, except on
the mountain tops, which are still coveied and refit ct the
rays of the sun, producing in tbe rarififd atmosphere a
magnificently weird picture never to be forgotten. The
air during the afternoon has been so warm and balmy
that the buffalo flies seem to have arisen from among
the smouldering remains of their majestic namesakes,
and to be trying to form a dress parade. Tliey rnanifest

an unusual amount of industry when on the bite, and
insist upon creeping into our ears and nostrils, or investi-

gating our eyes.

Oct. i^.—This was a cold, frosty rooming. The sun
came up clear and the day is warm. To-day is Sunday;
we rest, write and darn our clothes. Rea savs he is not
tired and will go in search of fresh meat. Even this has
been a grand, eventful day for us in this far-from-home
wilderness. Rea returned to canrp empty-handed about
the middle of the afternoon. We cleaned our guns,
slept, traded hunting and fishing stories, and the packers
repaired the saddle pads and other paraphernalia pertain

OAMP KIPLER.

From an amateur photogratih.

tendency to dampen our ardor more than once, especially

when we could satisfy ourselves that the fre.sh tracks
were made when fleeing from the fiery element.
Tuesday morning, Oct. S.—We all returned to camp

last evenmg about dusk and had quite a tramp. Plenty
of recent signs of elk, but not a hair in sight: grouse
and sage hens until you could not rest; but now we were
after bigger game, and having had satisfaction shooting
small game, we paid no attention to them. Everybody
well and in as good spirits as could be expected under
the circumstances; and by the way, when I speak of

spirits I don't mean spirits of wine, inasmuch as we took
only one quart of whisky with us, which was sealed, and
said seal was not to be broken except in ca^e of sickness
or some other imnortant occasion of equal emergency.
We concluded to insert the latter clause for fear none of

the party would get sick, and we might want to celebrate

at tbe close of the hunt.
Wedfiiesday, Oct. 9.—Mounted yesterday morning at
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ing to the outfit, and baked a supply of bread in the

Dutch oven. My last act just before the sun went down
was to sit astride a log which lay across Split Creek, and
wash my handkerchiefs. Although only four feet wide
and from twelve to fifteen inches deep, while thus en-

gaged I counted eighteen trout flitting by, and not one of

them was less than ten inches in length. We have trout

baked, broiled, boiled and fried, and strange to say, we
never tire of them. This evening we enjoy the camp
fire, as the nights are cold and frosty. Rea's reconnoitre

during the day satisfies him to a certainty that the game
has gone south, and the order was given the packers to

be up before day light in readiness for an early start.

As we have had five days' experience on the ma.rch, I

must be pardoned for devoting a few words in relation

to our faithful animals, the Rocky Mountain " cayuses."
No beasts of burden coidd be better adapted to the wants
of the plainsman, prospector, hunter or ranchman. They
can live wherever a goat can manage to subsist, by paw-
ing away eighteen inches of snow, if necessary, in order

to crop the bufi'alo grass which abounds in most of the

region through which we traveled. " Warrior," the

horse which I ride, is strong, gentle, sure-footed and un-
derstands his business. I have ridden him both up and
down mountain sides as steep as the roof of a house, and
I never knew him to stumble or make a mis-step. He
will pick his way through a windfall, stepping from one
log to another, and intelligently trying each one to ascer-

tain how strong it is before putting his whole weight
upon it—leaping over the high ones, and breaking as few
sticks as many men who think themselves still-hunters.

I ride up to a flock of ducks or geese, and as they rise

shoot from the saddle, and I am positively sure that

while I take aim or have the arm. in position to fire, he
holds his breath. It is not necessary, most of the time,

to use the reins to

guide our animals ; all g>
that is necessary is to

sway the body slightly

to the right or left as
the case may be, and
they obey. When left

to themselves on the
march, they follow in

single file, and the one
in front usually picks
out the best footing in

the most difficult and
uneven ground. What
has been said of " War-
rior" can well be appli-

ed to "Wardrobe" and
" Buckskin," ridden by
Bush and Weber re-

spectively.
During our stay in

this cam]p we scoured
the country in all direc-

tions, and on many oc-

casions found game-
yards and water-holes
at the foot of canons
tramped up like sheep-
pens, and all signs not
later than ten days or

two weeks; the trails all

going south in the di-

rection of the Teton
range and Jackson's
Hole country.
Camp Misery, Oct. U.—This camp was named from

the fact that it is located on a divide between a meadow
and lava bed. We arrived here about 3 P. M., after hav-
ing marched about ten miles over very rough, poorly-
wartered country, and but little feed for our stock ; in

fact, our present camp site afforded the first opportunity
to graze our horses during all the day's march. About
half a mile east of camp, on a small branch of Warm
River, we found a beaver dam inhabited by one family
of that interesting rodent. We set three traps along the
breast of the dam, but as it was dark before we were
done they were smart enough not to repair so recent a
break in the dam, and the consequence was that when
we came to look them up this morning they were as we
left them. Had we remained another night, we would
have caught one or two of the cunning dam-builders
without doubt. The signs of moose were very abundant,
as evidenced by the fact that the tops of all the willows
which line the banks of the stream were clipped off, and
the tracks of the ungainly game could be seen every-
where in the soft soil.

Warm River, Wednesday Morning, Oct. 15.—Yester-
day we made about twelve miles through a country com-
posed of lava beds, scrub pine wind-falls, and here and
there small patches of prairie. All the streams were
dried up, and our animals suffered for water. We ar-

rived here about 3:30 P. M. and were obliged to go into

camp on account of not being able to make the next
water before dark. We are near the head of the stream,
and on the right bank. The water is so warm that there
are few, if any, fish in it at this point, and it was never
known to freeze over. It is about fifty feet in width,
and the water in some localities is quite deep. During
most of the day's march yesterday, especially when we
were on high ground, we could see the Teton Mountains
in Wyoming, looming up to the south of us, and about
fifty miles distant. The "Old Man" of the range, over
13,000 feet above sea level, especially appeared like a
cloud ; and when the sun shone upon its snow-covered
top, it resembled the fabled cloud said to have a "silver
lining," but on the outside.

After a hearty lunch we were off in different directions
in search of fresh meat, and by sun-down when all had
reported we had seven grouse, five hares, twelve ducks
and seven squirrels. Yesterday evening after the tents
were pitched, beds made and the stock attended to, the
packers made a bean-hole, and the consequence was we
had some very fine beans for breakfast this morning.
By the way, it might be interesting to some were I to

describe the method of producing Boston baked beans in
the wilderness. The trick is simple enough if you know
how, and are in possession of the following ingredients,

viz.; The beans, salt pork, salt, two or three tablespoon-
fuls of molasses, a metal stewing pot, with a good close-

ly-fitting cover, and a spade or other instrument with
which a hole two feet deep by eighteen inches in diam-
eter can be made in the earth. Fut the beansin the pot,

' COME TO BREAKFAST.

interspersed with layers of thin slices of pork, add water
sufficient to cover them and no more ; then dig the hole,

in which kindle a fire first with dry wood and keep it

well filled with green bard wood if it is to be had. The
fire should be kept up from early evening until bed time,

if two or three hours all the better, which afl'ords a good
chance for any of the party whose turn it is to tell a
whopper. When it is time to retire the coals are shovel-

ed out of the hole, the molasses and pepper are added to

the contents of the pot; and it is set in the bottom of the
pit. The live coals are filled in around it and over the
lid, and the whole covered to the depth of five or six

inches with the earth which was taken out in making
the excavation ; the burning faggots and those of the
regular camp fire are placed over the grave, and there
you leave it until morning. When breakfast is nearly
ready, the pot is unearthed, and you will be sure to have
JSo. 1 baked beans—tender, rich and finely flavored, and
an agreeable change while on the march. ShonGO.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Corresvondent.']

OmcAao, 111., Aug. 11.—Mr. C. H.Waning, of Amster-
dam, N. Y.. writes me as follows; "I am very desirous
of ha.ving some first-class chicken shooting. I want to

go to some place where I can get good accommodations
and where I can hire a man with good dogs. I noticed
your letter in the Forest and Stream, and if you could
put me on any good shooting I would, be very much
obliged to you."

I gave Mr. Warring the address of my game pocket,
which latter has proved to be a mighty convenient thing
to have in the family. I do not know of any good chicken
country on this sinful world where a man can get good
accommodations and also be able to get good dogs. Sin-
gularly enough, in these days of advanced kennel inter-

ests, there are fewer good doffs in the Western country
than there were twenty years ago. As the chickens dis-

appeared the chicken dogs disappeared also. They have
lots of fine dogs nowadays, they tell me, but of just plain
chicken dogs,with no frills on them, but with kind hearts
and hard feet, there is a large smallness.
Time was when you could go into almost any town,

say in northwestern Iowa, or in Minnesota or Nebraska,
and find a sort of stock dog that would hunt chickeos for

anybody. This dog usually belonged to the barber, and
if the barber was too busy to go hunting with you, he
would, j)rovided you had your hair cut at his shop, let

you take the dog and hunt him all the week. Of course
on Sundays the owner of the dog would expect to do a
little hunting with him himself. As for the dog, he
enjoyed himself as well one way as the other, and just so
he was hunting, he didn't care with whom. As for
needing a special code of signals, or a regular handler,
the poor, ignorant brute probably never dreamed of such
a thing. He thought it was his business to find chickens,
and not to chase them; to poiat, keep steady and retrieve
the dead birds when the covey was all up. He did all

this in a plain, straightforward way, and thought nothing
of it. He liked it. He did it for one man j ast the same
as for another. This dog, however, which I presume I

may as well call the borrowing dog, failed to perpetuate
himself. Like all immortal snaps, he was mortal and
evanescent, and he is no more.

I recall such a dog which used to live on top the bill at
the north end of Mud Lake, in Hamilton county, Iowa.
He belonged to some one, the son of the man who owned
the farm ihere. The dog's name was Don. I forgot the
name of his master. Those were chicken days, and Don
was a chicken dog, a big, orange and white fellow, of

that sturdy strain which, in the 'fiOs and '10s, was spread
all over central Iowa, and known under the very vague
name of "the Milwaukee dogs." This strain was said to
be traceable to a pair of setters imported by a Milwaukee
man, but when that happened, or who the man was none
of us ever knew. Anyhow, we called Don one of the
Milwaukee dogs, and in our camp we had another, a still

better specimen of the same strain, which we called Rex.
We came fropi a hundred miles below Mud Lake, but
Rex and Don were only brothers whose paths bad taken
them apart. They affiliated at once, and how they did
like to hunt chickens. It never occurred to Don's young
owner but what it was all right for us to borrow Don
whenever we wanted him, and we mostly wanted him;
in fact, you had to tie Don up or he was bound to be out
with the guns. And what a dog he was! Careful,
methodical, business like, thoroughly master of his trade.
I wish I had him now. He never wasted any time in a
field. He just went right to where the birds were, be-
cause he knew their habits, and knew where the birds
ought to be. I believe they call that bird sense now, or
something of that sort. We didn't call it anything then.
We just would rather hunt with that sort of a dog.

I can see old Don now, in the mind's eye, as he stood,
head high up, solid as a rock, pointing a covey which we
found on the hillside more than 200 yards away. And
I can remember, too, there being some rivalry that day
between Don's young master and myself, how we both
shot into a bird just as it topped the grass out of that
covey, and blew it out of semblance to a feathered fowl,
much to Don's disgust. I wish I could think of that
boy's name. He shot one of those old, side-bar Fox guns.
I know there is a sore spot on my shoulder yet from car-

rying the lO^lbs. Bonehill gun 1 shot that day. At that
time the Bonehill gun was in our country thought to be
the ne ultra of the shotgun kind. "They ain't no
better gun except the Bonehill," said the small dealer
who sold it to us.

Don and Rex, and the Bonehill, and Don's master are
mostly memories now. If our inquirer had been on
Mud Lake in those days and had oft'ered Don and his

master $'i a day to go shooting with him, he would have
been regarded as an object of suspicion. But Don is

dead now, and for his counterpart one must inquire else-

where than here. Can any one help out?

CHICKEN COUNTRY.

If any one wishes to go to North Dakota for shooting,
he will probably do well to go to Dakota, where within
driving distance he will get good sharpie shooting.
There is a Mr. Alexander at Lakota who takes parties

out. Larimore, N. D , is another good point, if one
wishes sharptails. Dakota is near the Devil's Lake
country, famous for wild fowl, For a fall trip this

should be a good point to bead for. There is also" good
9}iQ0ting on ^harptaUs in eastern Monta^ia now, The

above information is given me by Mr, G. T. Sidway, o
Monett, Mo., who spends most of his time in Chicag
and shoots much over the country, Mr, Sidway saystda
between the Seneca and Verdigris rivers in the Indian .

tions, on the line of the 'Frisco road, there are still a ec

many chickens, though the shooting is unsatisfactory '<-

cause contrary to the military regulations and liable to

stopped with a very round turn.
Mr. L. F. Loeb, of this city, will at the close of th

month join a party of friends at Beatrice, Neb., for

chicken hunt over pastures about twenty-five miles froi

there, where plenty of birds are reported this week.

WlTuX) PiaEONS.

My Missouri friend, Mr. Sidway, tells me that the wil
pigeons visit southeastern fllissouri every other year rc^

ularly, and that he often sees large flocks of them. TB
roost is west of the Ozarks, in the Indian territory. Lai
year a man about thirty miles west of Fayetteville, i

northern Arkansas, fed and shipped to Boston 2,000 wil
pigeons he had netted. The netting is no longer regii

larly profitable, but the bird is not extinct.
For quail and wild turkey, and very good sport, saj

this same informant, one is perfectly safe to go to Ha
rison, Boone county, Ark., going in via Eureka Spring
The residents will furnish guides and the shooting is vej

good. For fly-fishing the E k, St. Francis, Grisconad
Current and others of these Southern streams would proi

ably open the eyes of maoy a Northern angler. J
any one wanting a wild, romantic trip after big gaii

with a good working chance of getting shot by a nati'V

a trip to the Ozark Mountains would probably be al^

gether satisfactory. I think the time is not far distal
when Northern sportsmen will turn more and mor
Missouri and Arkansas for sport, either with rod or g
Our friend Italian Joe killed 19 woodcocks one day tS

week near Willow Springs, right in the edge of Chica.!;

EARLY JACKSNIPB.

A most singular thing is the appearance of great ii

bers of jack snipe all over northern Illinois and Indi

in this tirst week of August. There are numbers al

the Kankakee marsh. "Tolleston club on the Little

lumet reports that a good flight has come in there
have already mentioned them as abundant around Li

mond, Ind. About Summit, and below there on
De Plaines they are also in, and indeed there are do

:

of points which have reported them. The impression
common that these are local bred birds, but this is hai

:

possible. They have not appeared here so early in sii

numbers at any time, within my recollection, at least, a

the fact attracts comment from old shooters.
E, HoiruH,

175 Monroe Street, Chicago.

THE HUNTING RIFLE AGAIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I sf e in your paper of June 23, that there is a renev
by "Aztec" of the old controversy about large and sm
charges for killing game. Doubtless there will alvvs

be differences of opinion as to what is really the b
change for this purpose, but it is evident that a lai

bullet with a proportionate charge of powder, will 1

on the average of shots, more quickly and certainly tl

a small bullet Mtting in the same place, bfcause it'

eludes in its course through the body a larger numbei
blood vessels and nerves, and often strikes a bone or laJ

vessel which the narrower diameter of the small bu]
would avoid.
The only question then remaining to be decided is :

weight of rifle necessary to counteract the recoil of 1

larger charge. As this weight should never be more tl

can be carried without discomfort, it and consequefc
the amount of powder and lead should vary in accff

ance with the physical power, the endurance and
"

nervous sensibility of the hunter. A powerful man *
can go through great fatigue must necessarily have
advantage in being able to carry a heavy and powei
weapon. A weak man, or one who is very sensitive

recoil, will bag more game with a lighter gun and sma
charges, but should not delude himself with the idea t

such charges are in themselves as effective as large, '

Experience proves that men of average strength i

endurance cannot, especially under a hot sun, carry ri

of more than about 91bs. weight without being fatig'

and thus losing chancps of killing game when very qu
shots are necessary. Every ounce of weight tells uj

even the strongest man in a long tramp, on the princ
admitted by trainers of race horses, that 71ba. extr$
the back of a horse is equivalent to a length in a t

race. Hence the weight of each man's rifle shoull
reduced as much as possible provided the increase of

coil does not cause inaccuracy of shooting.
"Aztec" says that with heavy charges (apparently ref

ing to those between 70 and 120 grains) the recoil is

pleasant unless the gun weigh about 121bs. I used,
many years, rifles of .45-gauge weighing from 8^ to 8|1

and carrying from 110 to l24grs. of powder and 280 to

of lead. They did not kick severely at target prae
and were unfelt when firing at game. Here is a poin(*^
which beginners in the use of hunting rifles are liabf

err. They try a weapon at a mark, and rinding the

'

rather unpleasant, immediately conclude that the
is not enough for the charge. If they fired at an
the recoil would not be noticed at all. This is prol

owing to the attention being concentrated on the oi

aimed at and the rifle being held more firmly than us
Before express rifles were invented I owned a . 45 brei

loading carbine weighing only (HIba,, the charge
which was 55gr8. of powder and 390grB. of lead. Ow
to the stock being very short and straight, the rifle'

only kicked terribly but jumped upward so as to

my cheek swell when at target practice, yet when fij k
at game, or even vermin, there was not only an aba« Is

of perceptible recoil, but my cheek was never hurt in

least degree.
I have for years been convinced that the chief res

why rifles in America are made much heavier tha^

this country is that the stocks are shorter and smalie
the base, a peculiarity which originated in old til

when barrels were very thick and rifles were held n

their crescent-shaped but^s against the upper arm ina

of the shoulder. The Winchester ,40 62 210 and the
.40 60 260 are each of lOlbs. weight, while the British

85 330 has hardly any noticeable recoil at 7^ to Bibs,

is due to the stock being long and ;fitted with a shot

butt, having a much larger bearing stirface than thet

4ii
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)f most American rifles. Other things being equal, the

onger the stock the less is recoil felt; and it can hardly

je too long, provided it does not catch in the clothing

s-hen raised quickly for a snap shot. A. length of lliin.

'rom the trigger to the center of the butt suits moat men
inritharma of average length, if they do not wear very

jiiick clothes.

The Winchester .50-95-300, as made for the English

market, has a shotgun butt and weighs about 8f lbs. I

Qave found this accurate at a target and without any
lisagreeable rpcoil. The '86 model, taking the .45-90-

300 cartridge, if fitted with the same kind of stock, could

rje tired with perfect comfort at 8+lba. weight.

I will here say that the Winchester ,45 90 shell seems
;ome more nearly perfect for ordinary large game than

i,iiy other shell in the market. Being cylindrical, it is

i^sa liable to stick or require swedging than those of

jonical or bottle shape. It holds sufficient powder to

jive a very tiat trajectory and great shock, yet not

anough to spoil accuracy at ranges below ISOyds., as is

che case with the 125 grain expreps shell. With a hollow
bullet, properly proportioned, it is powerful enough for

»rizzly bear, and is not too powerfiil for ordinary deer.

"Aztec" states that "even .88 bullets, unless carefully

placed, will spoil half a deer's meat. I am puzzled to

account for his experience, having never known .45 solid

bullets, striking in any position, to tear to any extent

worth noticing. Even .45 hollow bullets, if the hollow

be of the proper size in proportion to the powder, tear

badly only when hitting the haunch. When placed in

the shoulder they make a small hole at entering, a large

Vine in the lungs or heart, and spoil the flesh for perhaps

:in. in diameter at the opposite side of the chest. As
few people eat the lungs this is of little consequence,

'mt, at the worst, by submitting to the los^ of 3 or Slbs,

eat the chances become infinitessimal of having a
stern chase or of losing the deer itself.

As to the danger to people or cattle from using large

[•;barges of powder, the .50 or ,45 hollow bullets if they
\ niss the game are usually knocked out of shape on
I itriking the ground and then stop quickly. The solid

30De of much smaller size is far more dangei'ous. I

liave seen even a .38 125^rs. bullet, driven by only 14grs.

jf powder and fired without elevating the sights, make
its first graze and knock up a small cloud of dust at fully

400yds. from the muzzle, and the ,38 56-255 would ijroba-

biy be dangerous up to a mile. I believe that the dimin-
ution in large game in America is to a considerable ex-

tent due to the use of rifles of insufficient power, I came
to this conclusion when out with hunters using very small

bores years ago in Canada, and it was confirmed by my
own experience with small game in this country. I tried

.22 rim-fire cartridgps, chiefly at rabbits, from a very ac-

curate Maynard barrel, was very successful at first, but in

the long run lost a rather large proportion of wounded
which escaped into their burrows, although hit in the

neck or shoulder. This was not from insufficient pene-
tration, for the bullets passed completely through in any
direction. I then resorted to a .30-14-75 rifle, have used
it for three seasons, and lost one badly wounded animal,
which staggered alaout six yards to a burrow. Another
rabbit escaped which seemed slightly wounded, but all

the remainder which have been hit in three years have
been bagged. Exactly the same principle applies to large

game. A hunter with a .32 or .38 40 rifle may hit three

or four deer in a day before securing one if the bullets

happen to strike a little way from a deadly spot.

Had he us* d a .50 95 or a .45-90 cartridge, the first deer
hit in the same place would have been killed quickly and
taken to camp, the others being left unmolested.
This subject was dist^ussed most fully and ably several

years ago by Mr. Van Dyke in the '-Stiil Hunter," a book
which it would well repay any one commencing his

hunting career to study carefully. J. F, Misyrick.

Devonshire, England.

The Quail Shooting Club.

Mr. Coleman, who has been organizing a club to secure
quail shooting privileges in North Carolina, "dirt cheap,"
sends us this note of the temporary organization of the
club. He tells us that his advertisement in Forest and
Steea-M has been answered from all parts of the country
Rnd last Monday a letter about it came to him from Lon-
don, England. He writes under date of Aug. 17:

Editor Forest and Stream:
Members of the North Carolina Quail Club met last

night, and formed a temporary organization, by electing
Mr. A, Coleman President ; Mr. Cbas. J. Gayler (of the
Inquiry Department, N. Y. City Post Office) Secretary
and Treasurer; and Mr. James Moylan (civil engineer)
Of .Jersey City, Chairman of Committee on Transporta-
tion, etc.

The membprship, for the present, will be limited to

100, and the yearly membership fee to |15, every dollar
of which will be devoted to paving for the lands now being
leased by club members in North Carolina. The club
will control over 30,000 acres, or some 46 square miles,
of the choicest shooting grounds in the United States,

and will be ready for sport by the opening of this seasons
shooting.
Those wishing to join must send in their names to the

Secretary if they want to avoid disappointment, as ap-
plications are coming in from Maine to Illinois. Send
names and inquiries to Chas. J. Gayler, Sec'y, Room 42,
Post Office, New York.

North Bakota Game.

Galesburg, Traill Co., No. Dak,, Aug. 11.—I fear
your Mr, Hough's treasured game pocket will be at a dis-

count this year. From observation and report I judge
the Dakotas to be one vast game pocket about now.
Game has not been so plentiful these ten years. The
floughs and lakes are full of water. One need not travel
far to make a good bag. The open season begins Aug.
30.

"
J. P. W.

The Favorite Line.—Tbe Shenandoah Valley route to the
8 mh. corapnsed of the Norfolk & Westprn and East Tennessee,
Vireinia & Georgia Rail ways, is the Fportsman^s favorite line.
" The WHshint-'ton & Chiitlanooga Limited,'' which is a polid ves-
tibnled fast flyine train, consisting of Pullman, drawing mom,
slfeying cars, day coaclies and Pullman dining care, leave Wash-
ioeton 11:15 P. M, every day in the year, aTrivingr Chattanooga

next aftemoon. makinff closn cinneoHon foi- all SoifhPT-n
points. :Nrv. B. \V. Wh.ems% General Passenger aod Tickf^t Afteiit,
E. T., V. iSrG. R'y. IvnoxvUle Tfu.n,, will Jurtii&li free any infor-
ma tion desired, -jldu.

gm dtid givi^v Salting.

Tfie BOOK OF itCB GrAMK LAWS has all fl.sh and {lautc laim

of United States and Canada. Price 50 cents.

FISHING UP "SALT RIVER."
Ik the Blue Grass of Kentucky,—Aug. ll.—Editor

Forest and (Stream: Your instructions to "go up Salt

River" fell upon most willing ears, and I am now pre-

pared to tell the great a,rmy of would-be officeholders who
may be relegated by unappreciative voters to go "up Salt

River," that if they will actually go up or down the real

Salt River, as it exists here in Kentucky, they will never
regret the journey, provided they have one drop of real

sportsman's blood in their veins and half an eye for the
beautiful in nature. It is indeed a pleasant stream, and
why should not a river flowing through the blue grass

region of this most favored State be a gem among water
courses ?

Salt River has its start either in Mercer or Boyle county.
Every man hereabouts is a partisan on that subject.

If Cove Spring is the starting point, then Mercer county
has the honor of starting the historic stream ; but the

country thereabouts is so full of purling brooks and de-

lightful bits of clear, rippling runways, that the claims of

the Boyle county men that Salt River has its start in a
strong, cold, limpid spring if. their county may be right

after all.

In this region of the State at this season of the year no
canoeist could ask for more sylvan scenes than those

along Salt River. The blue grass pastures stretch away
from either bank, and from the brink of Salt River many
a fat shorthorn gets a cool refreshing drink, many a
fair-faced, fine-limbed fawn-like Jersey comes down
with swelling udder to draw in a supply of Salt River
nectar and turn it out into the brimming pail at even
tide as the richest and creamiest of high grade milk.

Many a standard trotter, with a pedigree running back
for generations, comes cavorting down to the borders of

the much-talked-of stream, draws in a dainty drink of

natural ale and turns for a frolic over the river pasture,

presenting a picture to make the horse lover's eye dance
with joy at the spectacle. The old home of Leonatus is

visited up the bank, and the fliers of the Ohinn and Morgan
stock were raised in good part on Salt River water.

If there is a fondness for the historic and the weird in

your nature, then come and look up the legends of Salt

River. Its banks saw the earliest settlements of the
white pioneers, and the border war between the whites
and Indians waged long and bloody across these fertile

fields. There are still the beautiful woodlands of walnut,
blue ash, hickory, poplar and sugar-maple. There were
more woodlands then and through them rang out the

whoop of the maurauding rpdskin, bringiug dismay into

tho cabin of many a hardy Kentucky woodsman. There
are Indian stories by the dozen clinging to the banks of

Salt River, but there is nothing of a political significance

about them. They are simply stories of love and hate,

war and rapine, of brave deeds and fair maidens, and
another decade will see these stories die out from the
memory of the oldest of their narrators. The Indians
have gone; those who have heard their storied lore are
fast following after.

Some ten miles below Harrodsburg the river passes

into Anderson county. This is, par excellence, the home
and original birthplace of "ola-fashioned-sour-mashed-
copper-distilled" whisky. Eighteen or twenty whisky dis-

tilleries, turning out from 200 to 300 barrels per day, are
operated in Anderson county, and most of them are sup-
plied with water from Salt River or its tributaries. Tne
river runs through this county in a' northwesterly direc-

tion, and then passes into Spencer county, traverses its

entire breadth, and entering Bullitt runs through it and
finishes its course at the farther boundary of the county,
and empties into the Ohio River,

It is not a long river. With all its graceful curves and
sinuous meanderings it is not far from 100 miles long.

At Harrodsburg it is perhaps 80ft. wide, at Shepardsville,

the county seat of Bullitt county, it has broadened out
into a stream of 400ft,, fair to look upon, and with a
carryina: capacity far below the crowds who are yearly
sent to float upon it. In lalk that is, for really there is

next to no travel on the clear, sparkling waters. If one
wishes to navigate it he may come up its channel for a
dozen miles to Pitt's Point in the small steamboats fitted

to the work. In flood times boats have pushed up as far

as Shepardsville, but this is generally a fording point.

In connection with the fish in the water, the dams
come in for much attention. There are some half dozen
or more at various points up the stream. Some of these
are strongly built of hewn timbers and stone and give
promise of permanency, and at all ordinary stages of the
water it is impossible for any fish to pass over, through
or undei them. No fishways are provided, and the re-

stocking of the stream has attracted little attention; yet
it is an amusing fact that some years ago a practical (?)

member of the Fish Commission turned out in this stream
not far from its head, a few cans of salmon fry, telling

the people that they would doubtless descend the river

to the sea, but would as surely return to its headwaters
to spawn.
The soil in Bullit county grows more flat, and some-

times, where loamy, it is very productive. The trees are
being cleared off and the slopes turned into arable land.

The light whitish clay soil is washed into the stream after

heavy rains, to the destruction of the [fish and the disfig-

urement of the river.

When the delegations arrive from the various political

divisions of the country they will find that Salt River has
a number of watering places awaiting their enjoyment.
There is "old Paroguet Springs" near Shepherdsville (the

buildings all burned). A very fine sulphur spring at
Newton's or Milton's near Van Bureu, and in Anderson
county the "Boiling Spring," where is also located S, O,
Hackley's distillery. There are many very pretty villages

along the track of the stream, and no doubt some of the
corner lot owners would, gladly see the hamlets expand
into cities even though thf* census roll was swelled with
names taken from the minority ballots in the polling
places of the people.
But after all what is a river good for f scept to fish in

or from. Some people will sav that a river cf goi^d pixre

wholesome water, such as this, is useful as a supply of

drinking fluidi Welly those people are free to their opimon.

but those people and those opinions are not found along
this particular river. Others will argue that a water way
is useful first and foremost as a means of communication,
a sort of aqueous highway provided for those too lazy to

build good roads and then to breed fast horses to drive on
them. Salt River has not enough water to figure much
on a highway of commerce, but it has water enough to

furnish homes for the "finny tribe"—water snakes, soft

and hardshell turtles, crawfish (some hard shells and some
called peddlers), log-perch,sun-perch,goggle-eyes, hickory
shad, eels, gars, carp (planted or escaped from ponds),
suckers, some few white perch, yellow cats, black bass
(called in Salt River "jumpers" or "jumping-perch"), I

don't know whether small or large mouth, but I think the
former), and the lish which was named by Fokest and
Stream the crappie, called here "Newlight" or "Camp-
bellite," calico perch, silver perch, bachelor perch, etc.

Of course down toward the mouth there are other fish

such as are found in the Ohio—buffalo, sturgeon, etc.

At Shepardsville there is a rocky fall in the river cor-

responding to the Ohio Falls, though not so long nor with
so much fall; it is doubtless a continuation of the strata

that make the falls at Louisville. Some years ago there

was a high dam at thisi point, and it was told me by citi-

zens living near that in the spring the fish trying to pass
up stream were hindered by this dam, and accumulated
in such quantities that horses would not cross the stream
(the fish striking their legs), and the citizens would gather
with teams and by using a short seine (some said pitch-

forks) would in a few minutes fill their wagons and haul
them away.
The favorite fishing there and all along the river is

for blue cats. Although there are some true anglers
(e (/., Tom Floyd and Isaiah Yocum at Taylorsville), the
fish are caught on trot-line<i, and taken by "cooning,"
which is done in this way. During the spawning season,

and while watching their young, in July and August,
catfish burrow under broad rocks, clearing out beds
under the rocks, and paths and entrance ways to the
edges of the rock—two or three entrances. The fisher-

man locates these rocks and remembers them as a pilot

runs the river, by an overhanging bough, a stump or

some object on the bank; and having stopped all the
holes but one, he reaches under with his hand. The fish,

usually a large one, will seize his hand, and the fisher-

luan quietly works his hand so as to grasp the fish by the
gills and yanks it Cut, leaving the eggs or young unpro-
tected and to be destroyed. Sometimes a long iron rod
with a short, sharp hook at the end is used; when a fish

is felt and located, the hook is put over it and with a
short jerk fastened in the fish and it is thus drawn out.

"Cooning" requires nerve, for a man might find some-
thing not a fisn, and when the hand is seized it must not
1 e jerked back, as this would take the skin oft" or make
ugly scratches. I have never heard of fly-fishing in Salt

River; worms and other baits are used for cats, perch and
suckers; minnows for bass and crappie.

Away from Salt River it will not be necessary to travel

far to get a shot at deer, and as for smaller game, it may
be found all through the section.

You have asked for something of the history and sur-

roundings of Salt River. I have given them to you, and
you may begin to think that the candidate who ia sent up
Salt River is given a very pleasant journey after all. He
flods fishing and frolic, boating if he is water fond, and
the finest trotters in the world if he is one of that univer-

sal army of worshippers at the shrine of perfect horse-

flesh. There may be other so-called Salt Rivers, not so

pleasant to travel upon, but this, the only original Salt

River, is not of that sort. The tongue of the rabble makes
it a place of unpleasant anticipation and regretful remin-
ifcence. Nonsense; everything here assists in replacing

the galling past with the all- satisfying present. The fiat

of Jehovah has made it an elysium, and if the mob will

still insist upon declaring otherwise, it is only one more
illustration of the absurdity of the alliterative jingle,

Vox popvM vox Dei. Blue GrRASis.

BLACK BASS IN ILLINOIS.
J)&. S, P. Bartlett of Quincy, writes that bass fishing

at all points bids fair to be the best known for years in

the State. Large strings are taken at (juincy every day,
but the fish are mostly of the smaller size. To quote from
the letter: "One thing is certain, I have never witnessed
such a sight in my life as I did Sunday on the bay here.

It seemed to me that every available log or sandy beach
for its entire four miles of length was occupied by a man,
woman or child with a fishing pole, and everybody caught
fish.'-

"The water ia fairly within its banks and affords an
excellent opportunity for this sport, and Sunday is always
a big day nere with' the working men and their families

for a day's outing. The rivers are full of minnows, small
hickory"shad, and other food of the bass."

The following from the Chicago Tribune will serve to

show what fishermen are doing in another portion of the
State:
"Fox Lake, 111., Aug. 6.—(Special.)—Fishing at the

lake this season is breaking the record. They are being
caught by the bushel, and the women are outdoing the
men at the sport. Guests at Hotel Lippincott had their

catches weighed and counted. It was fovmd that W. E.

Goodman of Evanston caught 150 bass, weighing 2101bs,

Tuesday, and- 146 bass, weighing 2251bs., Thursday.
Mr, Munson and the women in his party cauglit

110 fish, weighing 163lbs., one bass weighing Bibs, '6oz.

Mr. De Sabe caught over 2501bs. of fish Thursday. At the

Oak Glen Club it was reported that Henry C. Davis,

brother of George R. Davis, caught 93 black bass in four

da,ys."

Slaughter of Small Bass.

Mr. W. L, Powell, Treasurer of the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission, sends an account of the depletion of

Maiden Creek by fishermen who catch busbies of yearling

black bass with small hooks, A veteran angler fished

this stream recently with a fly-rod and in the course of a
day took 60 bass ranging from 4^ to 6in, in length. All

of them were lip-booked and were liberated alive. The
creek was full of yearling bass during July, and news-
paper accounts mentioned their capture by the bushel,

bv means of hooks so small as to be readily swallowed by
the fish. The absence of big bass even in moderate num-
bers is notorious, but in the light of this information it is

mdily explained.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Correspondentl

'Chioago, HI., Aug. 10,—Mr, Addison Gumbert is one
of the all-stars aggregation with which Capt, Anson
defends the baseball honor of the city of Chicago, it

being the specific duty of Mr. Addison Gumbert to cause
the ball to assume unexpected curves, gyrations and
deviations from its natural alignment. To master this

intricate subj^^ct requires long and patient study, and
leaves little time for anything else. Some people
can never learn it at all, and many have not learned
who think they have, and who draw salaries upon
that suioposition. lb was hardly to be expected, there-

fore, that Mr. Garabert, being a great pitcher, would be
also a great fisherman. It was too much to ask of one
man. Yet Mr. Gambert accepted the invitation of some
of the Mak-saw-ba boys to come down to the club and
have a little fishing. This ttxrned out to mean night
fishing from a scow moored out in a bayou. It did not
take Mr. Addison Gumbert long to prove the truth of his

Bta.temeut that he had never caught a fish in all his life

before. That was evident when he had his first bite, the
result of which was a i\b, rock bass. This unfortunate
fish Mr. Gumbert promptly elevated high in the air,

where, the line being somewhat shorter than the rod, it

dangled for some moments, in spite of Mr. Gumbert's
sincere efforts to establish more intimate relations.

"What'm I going to do about it, boys?" asked Mr.
Gumbprt, as he looked longingly up at the fish.

A Fbice—"Looks like you'd have to climb up the
pole."

Mr. Gumbert did not like the idea of climbing so inse-

cure a support, and spent some moments in deep thought.
At length he hit upon a key to the situation. He reasoned
that as, in the original relative positions of the fish and
rod, the former had been in the water and the latter out,
it would, in order to establish the proper status, be neces-
sary to reverse the original positions; in which case, of
course, the rod would be in the water. With a bright,

glad smile upon his face, IVIr. Addison Gumbert poked
his rod into the water, and was pleased to observe that as
the rod went deeper and deeper down into the bayou, the
fish approached nearer and nearer to his waiting hand.
At length he djopped everything, and allowing the fish

to fall upon the bottom of the boat, sprang bodily upon
it, and grasped it with both hands, calling aloud as he did
so, "Judgment and "How's that?"
Mr. Addison Gumbert's young life had been so taken

up with spherical trigonometry and allied lines of research
that he had never learned that a rock bass has plenty of
stickers on its back. This interesting fact he now dis-

covered very rapidly and to his entire satisfaction. The
next morning Mr. Addison Gambert realized that his en-
thusiasm had given him a pair of hands which looked as
though he had bearded a lion in his den, or gone against
a corn sheUer. Strange to say—and I say this the more
to show the excellence of angling as a specific for all

complaints, and so to lay a basis for this story—Mr. Addi-
son Gumbert on the day after he had bearded the rock
bass in his lair, went back to town and pitched such
classic and refintd ball that he shut out the opposing nine
with only two hits, and so won a game for Chicago,
something which had not occurred before for many
moons. Mr. Addison Gumbert was heard to remark that
the roughening up of the bark upon his fingers gave him
better control of the ball. Thus doth the great and
rational sport of angling appeal to all sorts and conditions
of men.

THE BASS FISHING.

Along the Kankakee River the bass are now biting in
great style, and the boys at Mak-saw-ba are enjoying the
fun. Your uncle Joseph Cird and Billy Mussey and Mr.
L. R. Brown and Mr. John Hubbard, and about everybody
else who has gone out fishing can attest to this. Mr. Card
caught 28 bass one day, 24 the next and 15 another day.
Mr. Brown caught 16 bass one day—a good many for a
broken rod. Mr. Mussey has of late been averaging ten
or a dozen bass daily and is living at the club. Nearly
all these bass are big-mouths. It will be thirty days yet
before the smaU-mouths begin to bite much, and through
October there will be no big-mouths of consequence
taken, though the small-mouths will then be biting
ravenuously. I have never yet found any one who could
explain the movements of the bass in this part of the
Kankakee River.
The fact is that, for some reason or other, the bass

have begun to bite all over this part of the country. In
Fox Lake, Channel Lake, Lake Marie and all the chain
of that country, heavy strings of bass are being taken
daily by the casters. Lower down the system, in Pista-
qua Bay, the fishing is also good. Here Mr. C. Blomgren
caught a 61b, pickerel yesterday, to the height of his de-
light, since be rarely aspires higher than sunfish or
bullheads, while his brother, Mr. Oscar Blomgren, accu-
mulated a vast number of bullheads, dogfish, wall-eyed
pike and cropnies, and also took several bass. Still lower
down, in the Fox River, below McHenry, the bass have
been biting well this week in spite of the hot weather,
which is still at the frizzling point. At this point Mr.
Charles Antoine, of Von Lengerke & Antoine, had some
sport with minnow, deep fishing, day before yesterday.
Unfortunatelf, Mr. Antoine has not been in good health
for some time, and he came back yesterday with a bad
fever. Not that there is any malaria along the Fox, for
this is not the case.

The Fox River is now very low, at the opposite extreme
of what it has been all spring and summer. The bass are
now in the deep holes, which must be sought out among
the overgrowth, and fisbed by still-fishing, if the best re-
sults are to be expected, as the fish do not rise much.
Minnow, crawfi-h or helgramite they may take, but they
will bite very gingeily and slow. Dragon fly might be
good, and I verily believe that angle worms would be as
good a bait now for small-mouths as anything.
Further north along the Fox, up Mukwanago way, the

bass fishing should be good now. Bdly Farmer brought
down a 51bs, bass from Eagle Lake, near Mukwanago
yesterday, and also a number of brook trout from one of
the streams near there.

Messrs. Fred Taylor and "W. H. Haskell start next week
for Johnson's ranch on the Little Oconto, via Ellis
Junction, after more trout.

Spaldings show this season two mounted fish, a 2AIb8.

brook trout caught in Gogebic Lake by Mr. 0. Lester, and
a 84^lb3. mascallonge caught in the State Line waters by
Mr. Livermore, Mr. Lester and Mr, Armour are now at

Manitou Springs, Col., and will try for trout in that
neighborhood.
Mr, Lott, late of England, now in employ of Montgom-

ery Ward & Co. , has a quantity of fine English fishing
tackle along with him, which several of us have taken
much interest in examining. He has a ten guineas sal-

mon rod, supposably a fine one, but a dreadful tool to an
American eye. A.greenheart fly-rod of the lot, also a
high class article, felt as though it would pitch a fly, but
the rod was ten-ibly large and heavy. Even a pickerel
rod, intended for a light one, must have weighed over a
pound, we thought. All the rods seemed carefully and
honestly made, but no one in this region could pick out a
use for any one of them, and they appeared unspeakably
clumsy to all accustomed to the fine class American rods.
There were also two salmon reels and a trout reel in the
collection, made of high polished wood, plain clicks, with
no reel bars whatever, very simply made, though heavy
and awkward looking, bearing evident marks of fine
workmanship. These wooden reels ran as delicately
almost as our casting reels, and were very interesting
ppeciraens. We were told that these were the best of the
Eaglisb goods of the sort. The impression was that Eng-
lish tackle makers are good at their station, but only in
the infancy of angling ideas. The American implements
of like nature are far and away superior in elegance, and
of type altogether different from those here noted.

E. HODGH.

FISHING NEAR SYRACUSE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
According to promise, I send you a list of the fishing

grounds in the vicinity of Syracuse which give us gooc
fishing at our doors. Most any of them can be reached in
twenty minutes, the furthest will not take over two hours'
i-ide. From Syracuse, by R. W. & O. R. R., to Brewerton
15 miles. On Oneida liiver and foot of Oneida Lake^
Good bass, pike perch and pickerel fishing. From Bre sver-

ton to Caughdenoy, 6 miles; to Oak Orchard, 8 miles;
good riffs all along the river and fine bass fishing. Brewer-
ton to Oneida Lake, one mile; Conatantia, 8 miles; South
Bay, 5 miles; Shocketon's, 13 miles; along the shores
both sides the lake, and around Frenchman and Durham's
and all the other islands are fine bass and pike fishing,

Opposite Shockelton Points there are two bars or shoals,,

about 5 miles long and one-half mile wide, where I think
the finest bass and pike fishing can be had in the State.
This week catches of black bass have been made as many
as 88, twenty of them weighed 501bs. Pike fishing in the
grass this week, 30 to 50 fish per boat, some as large as
6lbs.

By Phoenix & Syracuse R. R.: Syracuse to Liverpool,
5 miles, to Onondaga Lake; good bass, pickerel and pike
fishing. To Three Rivers, 8 mile8;Phoeaix, Oswego River,
15 miles; to Hinmanville, 19 miles: Fulton, 26 miles; at
the above place all along the river are fine riffs and the
best of bass fishing. Large catches have been made on
flies this last week.
By Syracuse, Oswego & N. Y. R, R.: Pleasant Beach,

Onondaga Lake, 4 miles; Maple Bay, Onondaga Lake, 5

miles; good bass, pike, pickerel and perch fishing at these
points. Syracuse to Baldwinsville, 11 miles, Seneca
River, the best of bass fishing directly in the village;

below 4 miles, at Red Banks, one-quarter mile from the
hotel. At B. I have known 55 bass taken in an after-

noon, some weighing as much as 4*lbs. Above Baldwins-
ville, 10 miles, is Jack's Riffe, which are close to Cross
Lake, anglers will find the best of bass and pickerel fish-

ing; some pickerel weigh 15 to 20. bs. Good hotels and
oarsmen at Bildwinsville. I know no better place for an
outing and good fishing than this point.

The next station on this road is Fulton, twenty-four
miles, Odwego Riv6r and Lake Como. This lake is

noted for large-sized large-mouth bass and pickerel. At
the next station, Minetto, on Oswego River, there are
ten miles of fine bass fishing grounds. This is the favor-
ite grounds of Judge G. N. Kennedy, who is one of the
most expert bass anglers in central New York. Oswego
is thirty-eight miles, where there is tine fishing on the
river and close to many good angling resorts on Lake
Ontario.
By New York Central & Hudson River from Syra-

cuse, first station, Memphis, ten miles; then two miles
by carriage to Jack's Riffs, Seneca River; Jordan, eigh-
teen miles; two miles to Cross Lake and Seneca River;
Port Byron, eighteen miles, one mile to river.

Montezuma, twenty-one miles, two miles to river; Sa-
vannah, twenty-four miles, two miles to river. All the
above places have the finest of bass, pike and pickerel
fishing, and are favorite places with Syracuse anglers.
Some have cottages built there especially for fishing and
shootine; among them are Senator Nichols and Hon.
Wm, Kirk; the latter has leased several thousand acres
of land for duck and snipe shooting. This was a favor-
ite resort for a number of New York gentlemen years
ago.
By this railroad it is easy to reach Sodus Bay , Little

Sodus Bay, and other points on Lake Ontario; but its

patronage is mostly from citizens of Rochester,
New York Central & Auburn Road, Syracuse to Skan-

eateles, eighteen miles; Skaneateles Lake has fine lake
trout, bass and perch fishing.

To Auburn, 26 miles, 2 miles to Owasoo Lake; fine trout,

bass and perch fishing.

To Cayuga Lake, 37 miles; fine bass, pickerel and some
lake trout fishing. All of the above lakes are fine resorts

for the summer.
Seneca Lake, 52 miles, Canandaigua Lake, 74 miles;

both of these lakes afford good fishing, but the writer has
never visited them for angling. All other places I recom-
mend from personal experience.

Syracuse & Binghamton Railroad.—Fan- fishing at
TuUy Lakes, 18 miles.

Otisco Lake, 20 miles' drive; good bass and pickerel
fishing.

Oneida Lake to South Bay, 18 miles' drive; Shockelton
Point, 16 miles; Lakeport, 18 miles; the above places on
Oneida Lake are favorite drives for the anglers of Syra-
cuse when the weather is right. At South Bay last Sun-
day there were at least seventy-five carriages..

At any of the fishing grounds I have mentioned fair

accommodations, oarsmen and boats can be had. It is

early yet for large catches of black bass on Oneida Lake.
Any information I can furnish the anglers will be fur-

nished with pleasure by writing me at Syracuse.
Henbt Loftie.

ANGLING NOTES.
A New Trout.

Dr David S. Jordan writes me that in a few days L

will send to the National Museum at Washington a d>

scription of the golden trout from Kern River or M
Whitney Creek, and he has decided to give it the name -

this mountain, from the side of which the specimens we
taken. The golden trout has no relation to the Californ;

trout, irideus, but is an offshoot of the myhiss, formerl
c?^\\ed purpxiratus, and has smaller scales than any troi

yet on record, excepting the charrs. Mention of tl.

golden trout was made in Forest amd Stream of June 3

last.

"What Is a Peeper?"

This is a question that has been asked thousands c

times I presume, and I do not know but it has bee
answered in a thousand different ways. Every filsherma
has heard the peeper, but not every fipherman can te

what it is that does the peeping. There is a belief abroa
in the land that a peeper is a very mysterious animal, an
one evening several years ago when the peepers war
doing some of their best work a sister asked me, "Wlui
is a peeper, anyway?" Truth compelled me to say that
did not know exactly, but I thought it was part bullfros
part treetoad, part lizard, part cricket and a strain of bni

pup to give it staying powers. I was immediately "aft

upon" by the entire family and I then determined to fiu

out about the peeper. Not long after I was at Col
Spring Harbor station of the New York Fish Commissior
and one evening while sitting on the verandah of Mi
Mather's house, the peepers themselves reminded
of my resolve. I asked Mr. Mather if the peept
was not a small frog, and he said it was and that h
could and would catch one. Going down to the margi
of one of the ponds he returned with a small browi
frog not much larger than a copper cent. I put th

little fellow in a tin box with wet moss and gave hii

considerable attention during the evening, but not
peep did I hear from him. When I came away I brougli
a lot of fish fry, but I put the peeper in my bag. A
Albany I had to change the fish cans from one statio

to another and left the bag hanging in the express ca

of the New York Central. I sent back for the bag an
it was forwarded to me, but when it arrived I wa
again away from home, and the bag was not opene'
for a week or more from the time the peeper and bo
were placed in it. The day that I returned I took tin

peeper, still in the box, to my sister, and that eveniuj
it was heard to peep and was taken to a near-by pon(
and liberated. Whether or not the peeper grows inti

a big frog I cannot say; but the one I brought home waj
just right so far as size is concerned for black bass bait,

\

pretty little brown frog. A, N. Cheney, i

The Gap Fitted Him.
In the Muskoka news of the city papers there recenti

appeared a paragraph stating that Miss Blachford
]

Toronto had caught a 9J lb. trout in Lake Rosseau. H
tails of the capture have just come to hand, and the orj

questionable part of the story is the small weight giv
the fish.

It appears that the young lady was rowing a smi
boat, in which her little brother was seated. The

'

had a trolling rig out, but had caught nothing,
suddenly felt a tremendous strain on the line, and thin
ing the spoon was fast on the bottom asked his sister

stop the boat. As soon as the young lady ceased rowin
the boat began to move in the opposite direction. Seei^
that they had hooked a fish the anglers pulled on the lin

They could not get the fish near the boat, however, f

they tried to tow the fish to the shore. After 'great
ertions they succeeded in getting to land, the boy haviBj*

lost his cap overboard in the struggle. On reaching to
boat house the pair hauled on the line, but as soon as ti
fish got near the shore the line broke and the fish

refuge under the wharf. A landing net was procur|
and the fish was dipped out, when it was found that tfl

boy's cap was on the trout's head. The cap, it is supposed]
had prevented the fish from escaping after the line brokej
It is not stated in what manner the fish appropriated the
boy's cap, but the story is vouched for by a number cA

church members.

—

Toronto World.

A Dynamiter in Hard Luck.
Portland, Ore.—This news note in a recent Oregonia'a

contains a salutary warning—if only trout dynamiter^
were newspaper readers:

AreWe Hutclieson, of Newcastle, met with an accident whilt^
iisbiiig at the south end of Lake WtiBbington yesterday. A stip
of Riant Bowder, with wWch ho had been killing trout, exoloda
prematurely. His right band was blown entirely off. He wa
alone and had to walk three miles to Newcastle, where his aift
was amputated. His hat was blown to pieces and his clothiM
torn to shreds.

I am thankful to say that the mode of fishing me
tioned is not the most popular in this country, despite ofl

reputation for wildness and wooliness—for the brethra
all know that we have Judge Greene and his dog Mike 1

keep up the standard of sportsmanlike angling—not <

.

mention W. A, Storey, who thinks it cruel sport, but cati

kill 95 per cent, live pigeons without a pang of remorse,
MULTKOJIAH.

Pike Perch in the Connecticut River.

Charlestown, N, H,, Aug, 14.—I can announce on the
authority of one of my friends, the arrival of pike perch
in the Connecticut River, opj)osite this village, as he in-

forms me that he has caught two small ones of one half
sound or so. The progenitors of these fish were, I believe,

wrought from Lake Massawippi, in Canada, about sixteen
yeax'S ago, by my old friend and colleague on the Fish
Commission, the late Albina H. Powers, of Grantham,
who with some of his friends had been on a fishing trip

to Canada. Tliey brought back some of these fish alive,

and placed them in some of the upper feeders of thei

Connecticut, I think the Passumpsic, and they have been
taken for some years at Wells River, where the Passump-
sic joins the Connecticut, but I have not heard of them
so far down the river as this before. Von W.

The Book of the Game Laws has a ll fish and game Uvioa

of United States and Canada. Price 50 cents.
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THE RED-THROATED TROUT.
One of the most widely-distributed and beat known of

our native American black-spotted trout until a few years

a^o was called Clark's trout, in honor of the great traveler.

Then it wa? found that Pallas had previously eriven the

specific name pmpuroim to this species of Snlmo and
the books carried it along under this designation until

the still older name mykisa of W^,lbaum was revived for

the fish, which is credited to Kamtchatka as well as

Western America, Not having seen specimens of the

black-spotted Ivamtchatkan trout, I cannot speak posi-

tively as to its identity with the red-throated form of

Alaska; but if Pailas's description may be depended
upon, there is nothing of importance to separate the two.

The red-throated trout ranges from the Kuskoquim
River in Alaska through British America, Washington
and Oregon to Cilifornia, where it has not yet been
found common. It occurs in the Utah Basin and on
both sides of the R:)ckies in Colorado, Montana and
Wyoming. A trout closely related to this form is the

most souther Iv species of Salmo in the world, inhabit-

ing streams of the Sierra iviadre in Mexico, near the

boundaries of Durans-o. Chihuahua and Cinaloa, at an
elevation between 8,000 and 9,O00ft.

As might be expected, this trout runs into many
varieties, diff ering in color, siza of the scales and other

characters, Until within a few
years these varieties were discussed

and figured under distinct names
and represented abontahalf doz^n
nominal species. Perhaps some
time in the future they may again
be restored to their former dignity

as our ideas of species happen to

vary. It is worthy of note that

the typical red-throat in Alaska,

which is shown as one of the illus-

trations accompanx ing this article,

has comparatively few large,

roundish black spots on the body,
chiefly above the lateral line and
evenly distributed along the sur-

face; the head bears a few black:

spots; the dorsal and caudal tins

have a number of black, usually

oblon^r, blotches. In the red-tliroat

of the Eocky Mountains the black
spots are ufually small specks
and abundant only on the second
half of the body, while ,

the scales are small.

Ih the mountain lakes

and streams of Colorado
this trout comes down to

regions whose summer
temoerature reaches 60

to 65 \ when it gradually
disappears, extending its

range much further, ac-

cording to Jordan, in clear

streams with gra,vel bot-

toms than in turbid wat-
ers or those with clay
bottoms.
This trout attains to a

weight of 35 lbs., but
adults will seldom aver-

age above 51bB. or Gibs.,

except among individuals
from Lake Tahoe or sea-

going examples.
Spawning takes place

as early as March, but
usua.lly'in May and .June.

Nests are made and the eggs guarded by the male only
until the spawning is completed, after whicli they are

left to work out their own future. In seventeen days
after impregnation of the egg, the eye spots show, accord-
ing to Gordon Lmd, and the hatching period is twentv-
five days in water varying in temperature from 52° to 62

at midday.

The natural food of the trout consists of minnows,
insects, water fleas and various small rodents which may
fall into the water. Where salmon are plentiful the red-

throat consumes vast quantities of their eggs. Dr. Ya,r-

row says, "After spawning the trout invariably swim in

schools in search of food, and a,re nearly always accom-
panied by mullets and suckers. The favorite localities

for feeding in the summer are close bo the mouths of

rivers, the water of which from the mountains is ice cold,

from 10 to 12ft. deep, and the current very swift." In
the winter the trout retire to the deepest parts of the
lakes, to escape the severe cold.

Dr. A'arrow found the best baits for this species to be
mjunowB and grasshoppers. In Pauquitch Like the eye
of a fish is considered a very tempting bait. When the
genial "Pieeco" invited me to join him in a fishing ex-

cursion at Sitka, we relied mainly on fresh salmon eggs,

and usually tied them in a small piece of moF=qaito net-

ting. In the small lake back of the village, however, we
took all we cared for with pieces of fresh beef. Readers
of FOEKST AND Stream will recall an amusing account,
under the title "Trout and Mouse," of the capture of a
very large and crafty red-throated trout, by floating down
near him a small mouse fastened upon a chip. Prof.
Gilbert, of the U. S, Geological Survey, recently told

me how Mr. Heushaw once vanquished an angler of great
local fame in Colorado, by a little judicious study of the
stomach contents of a captured trout. There were small
trout galore and anybody could take more than enough
of them: but the big fellows, although plentiful, were
too smart to be caught with the common grasshopper.
A match was arranged and Mr. H. stipulated that the

local angler should fish the stream one day and he should
take his turn the following day. The angler went out,

fished all day, and brought back one trout weighing 61bs.

Mr. H. was much pleased and volunteered to clean the
trout for supper. In so doing he found that the fish had
fed principilly upon mice. He carefully saved all the
fragments suitable for bait and put them away . for use;

be also shot a ground squirrel and added this to his stock.

On the next day he fished the same waters, and invari-

ably opened the stomachs of the big trout he caught and
took out the fragments of mice contained in thsm.
When the mice were exhausted he used the ground squir-

rel. At the end of the day's fishing he had sixteen red-

throated trout ranging from 5lbs. to 6lbs. and upward,
and was nearly used up after packing in the load; but he
had beaten the record, and the local celebrity was
"snowed under."
Willard Nye gives a lively account of his success with

Utah trout by the use of extemporized flies. The Forest
AND Strbam Trout Supplement contains the story, and to

this the reader is referred for the particulars. T. fl. B.

[The illustrations of this trout were copied from the

Bulletin, U, S. Fish Commission.]

BOSTON FISHERMEN.
Boston, Aug. 13,—Mr. Clarence M. Reed, of the iron

firm of B. P. Cutler & Co. , of Boston, with several friends

from Lowell, Mass,, has gone on a fishing trip to Nova
Scotia. His Lowell friends are W. P. Edwards, pro-

Erietor of the Union Iron Foundry, Henry Edwarcfs, a
rush manufacturer, and Frederic S Ikes, connected with

the Merrimac Corporation, They started on Tuesday last

and are to be absent a couple of weeks or more. They
go first to a lakH about 20 miles from Yarmouth, noted

for bla.ck bass. Here they will stay some days. But it

is scarcely possible that so much of a trout sportsman as

Mr. W. P. Edwards will allow so much of a good chance
t<\ bIid without trying the trout of that part of the world.

Mr. Edwards is a frequent visitor to the Rangeley waters,

Rkd Throated Trout (Yodno). From Coi^orado.

Rbd-Tiiroated Trout (Adult). From Alaska.

and he has a record of one of the largest, if not actually

the largest, trout taken in those waters last year. It

weighed over ten pounds. It was tak^n at the Middle
Dam, Richardson Lake. In fact, Mr. Edwards is a lover

of angling, and his friends say of him that he " he always
has hooks, lines and flies in his packets." Mr, Reed is

not so very mucb of an angler, but the party he has
started with this time will very likely start him off as an
enthusiast.
Fly-fishing reports are very quiet just now from the

Maine waters, but occasionally anglers start off, and en-

joy the outing, even if no great numbers of fish are

taken. There is a complaint that most of the good trout

waters are occupied, that is, somebody is located there.

At every noted pond, lake or stream—noted for its fly-

fishing—there are one or more hotels or camps, and ex-

pert trout fishermen are camped there for the summer.
No wonder the poor transient complains that the grounds
are all occupied. The little fishing left for him is neces-

sarily poor.
Mr. A. E, Aldrich, of A. P. Aldrich & Son, of the flour

and grain trade at the Boston Chamber of Commerce;
Jerome Hilbourne, president of the Melrose Club; H, J.

Pettengil, treasurer of the Postal Telegraph Co., and vice-

president of the District Messenger Service Co., and
Roswell Taylor, of Boston, have gone an a fly-fishing

trip to Kennebago Lake, Me. They will be quartered at

the Kennebago Lake Camp for some days. Mr. Aldrich
says that he cannot be absent many days, but some of

the party will spend considerable time in that region.

He was somewhat doubtful concerning the possibilities

of trout, especially during the hot weather of last week,
but he felt that he could not get away from business at

any other time ; so he was bound to make tlie best of the
poorest of the season for fly-fishing—the midst of hot
weather.

The Hon. Daniel Gunn, who has been the head of a
noted Boston printing house for a great many years, has
just returned from his annual outing. This outing be
nas made for two or three years in Nova Scotia among
the sea trout. This time he fully expected a couple of

friends to be with him, one from the city of Brotherly
Love, but when the day for the steamer to saU arrived

they were not at hand. Mr. Gunn got on board with bis

tackle, just the same. He went by steamer to Halifax,
and thence by land to Antiganish. Here he hired a team
and drove across the country some fifty miles to the

vicinity of Island Harbor, Seal Harbor and Coddle Har-
bor, it was at Coddle Harbor that he had his best sport.

But the fishing was generally good and all that reasona-
ble mortals ought to ask for. He took in all over 100 sea
trout. The largest ones weighed 3lbs., with a number

weighing from 2* to 3f lbs. Mr, Gunn is delighted with
the country there, and declares ifc to be a paradise
for sportsmen. Moose be says are very plenty.

He came across an honest old guide at Coddle Har-
bor, John McDonald, and learned from him that

he had killed in all, since he commenced the busi-

ness, over 100 moose. He has on exhibition at this time
the most beautiful set of antlers Mr. Gunn ever had the
fortune to see. Mr. Gunn did not take bis usual three
fish at one cast this time, though all of his trout were
taken with the fly, A few years ago he took, on the
same cast, a sea trout, a perch and a haddock, and this

was told of in the Forest and Stream at the time. Now
his only ambition is to take a sea serpent, a shark and a
whale at the same cast, and when he succeeds the Forest
AND Stream nhall be made acquainted with the fact.

Mr. A. T Waite, assistant managing editor of the Bos-
ton Herald; his brother, C. N. Waite, and Mr, and Mrs.
C, T. Odiorne left Baston on Tuesday for a fishing and an
outing of a couple of weeks or more. Byron, Me., will be
their objective point, though they will make something
of a tour through the fishing regions of Oxford county.
They will visit the young and booming city of Rumford
Falls, where Mr. Waite has a brother engaged in the
boom all over. From thence they will go up the moun-
tain road to Byron.

Mr. W. T. Farley, of Farley, Harvey & Co. ,
dry goods

jobbers of Boston, has just re-

turned from a most delightful
ocean trip to Prince Edward Is-

land and Cape Breton. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Farley, and
by Dr. Clark, of Auburndale, and
a Mr. Peabody, with their ladies.

They left Boston by steamer, and
actually made the steamer their
home a good part of the time,
Mr. Farley had intended that this

was to be a good deal of a fishing
trip, but the attractions of ocean
voyaging in summer in good
weather were almost too great.

They landed at Charlottetown,
and from that point they took a
carriage over to Rustico and Sea-
side, there intending to have some
fun fishing. On the way over
and near the church at Rustico
they came into what is actually
almost an Arcadian village. The

inhabitants are almost
entirely the descendants
of the Arcadians. As
they neared the little

church of the village on
Sunday morning they
saw that everybody was
out in gala a* tire. The
men all wore Derby hats,

and the women, many of
them, had white ker-
chiefs pinned over their
shoulders and wore poke
bonnets, in true Arcadian
style. As the carriage
neared the church the
priest headed a procession
and came out to meet the
carriage. He came along
with all dignity till he
saw he had made a mis-
take. He had mistaken
Mr, Farley for Cardinal
Gibbon, of Baltimore,
who was expected to

visit the church that day. A carriage that would carry
six was no usual sight in that country, and very natur-

ally the priest had thought that it was the grand turnout

of the Cardinal. He explained his mistake in a most
genial manner, however, and invited the excursionists

inside the church and to wait and see the Cardinal, who
was expected every minute. The party staid and saw
his holiness, and were much pleased. They wished him
joy and that he might be the next Pope. Then they
continued on their journey witbout further adventure
than the delights of a summer drive over a country of

such primitive loveliness. They stopped at Seaside,

which is something of a summer resort. Here Mr.
Farley and Dr. Clark engaged passage with a boat's

crew of Arcadian fishermen, who were going out after

mackerel at the unreasonable hour of 1 o'clock on Mon-
day morning. Mr. Peabody and the ladies wisely, as it

proved, concluded that it was too early for them. The
sail down to the fishing grounds was a fine one, but alas

the wind sprung up and there was a sea on. The moon
had not gone down in the west and the sun was rising in

the east. The boat was first down in the trough of the

sea and then on top of the billows, and the Cardinal

begun to be dizzy-headed, and concluded that he did not

care to see the sun and moon both at once. They came
to the mackerel fishing grounds and two anchors were
thrown out, one at each end of the boat. These soon

"brought her up standing," and in the worst position

possible for landsmen of light stomachs. The Arcadians
lighted pipes that were truly Arcadian. Then they
threw out bait—clams and fish mixed—that was begin-

ning to get Arcadianed very fast. Occasionally they
would pump bilgewater from the hold, as almost every
sea would let a little too much clean water into the

craft, and this bilge water was worse than Arcadian. It

was terrible. Mr. Farley and the Doctor begun to catch

mackerel. The Doctor enjoyed the sport, but his friend

soon gave in and begun to put his head over the boat on
the lea side. The Cardinal was seasick. SPBCiAb.

Curious Catcbes.

In the fish trap at St. John's Island, Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, a whale and three albicores were taken July 13.

About six years ago the same trap took at one time a
whale, four albicores and sixteen barrels of mackerel.

A black calf whale about five feet long and weighing 40
lbs. was caught in a net about twelve miles oS shore

recently by a Cape Elizabeth fisherman. The calf died

before reaching port; its mother was not seen.—'Gloucester
Daily Times,
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LEARNING A BETTER WAY.
Aftbb. making preparations for a month's vacation

and getting together rods, reels, iiies, etc., my wife and
I left Washington, via Washington & Ohio E. R., arriv-
ing at Eound Hill, Va., at noon. Here we found tha.t the
stage would not leave for Castleman'a Ferry until the
next day, so I hired a private conveyance by which we
reached Uastleman's in time for stipxjer. After leaving
Round Hill the road passes through a very good agricul-
tural strip of land before reaching the foot of the Blue
Ridge Mountains; continuing along the pike and up the
mountain the village of SnickersviOe is reached, a
quaint old town situated in Snicker's Clap. Passing the
village the summit of the mountain is soon gained and the
descent on the other side is greeted by a vision that will
not soon be forgotten. The little valley lying below,
about one mile distant, and that beautiful little Shenan-
doah River appearing as a silvery thread here and there,
as it winds around low hills and heavily wooded country,
and what makes it yet more attractive to the lover of rod
and reel is the knowledge that its waters abound with that
gamy and most wiry fish, the small mouthed black bass.
The old Castleman homestead is situated about 200yd8.

west of the river, on a very high hill, and directly over-
looks the valley where many a sportsman and summer
tourist enjoys the excellent fishing, good living and the
hospitality of an old Virginiau family. My first question
on arrival was, "How are the bass biting?" "Biting very
good to the spoon," was the answer. Not having pro-
vided myself with a spoon, you can imagine my feelings.
However, after a good bath, a good dinner and a pipe on
the broad veranda, from which we could see the flow of
the beautiful river below, and w atch it as it rushed and
foamed over short rapids and then glide along througli
its snake-like path to take another plunge a few hundred
yards further on, I felt as if I could overcome my chagrin
at not having a spoon. Soon the sun disaiipeared and we
passed the time away in conversation. Bass were quite
plentiful I was told; suckers, pike and sunfish were also
numerous. Being thus assured of good fishing, we retired
for the night.
At daylight we were awakened by the crying of two

pea fowls, which were on hand each morning, making the
use of an alarm clock quite unnecessary and saving me
considerable trouble, as I did not have to bother oiling
and winding the birds. After breakfast I was soon on
the way to the river, taking with me an old pair of pants,
shoes, shirt and broad-brimmed hat. Having reached
the river, changed my clothes and carefully hiding with
grass the garments just put aside to circumvent any mis-
chievous small hoys who might be near, I waded in waist
deep, and tying a fly to my three-foot leader was ready
for business. What to. do next T hardly knew, as I had
never fished with the fly before and had not even seen
them used. I naturally wanted to be alone, and alone I

was. Pulling off about fifteen feet of line, and getting.it
well behind me, I brought the rod overhand with a swoop
that would have done credit to a professional baseball
pitcher. . The movement reminded me of thro wing a mud
ball with a limber stick. The fly described a ciicle hav-
ing a radius of say 22ft. and was stopped by an over-
hanging willow branch, the hook burying itself in a small
branch, causing the rod to bend nearly double. I soon
had the branch in hand, hook extracted, and a position
far enough from shore to prevent another hanging.
Looking around to make doubly sure that I had no audi-
ence, and being encouraged by the pleasant sight of a
bass breaking water at frequent intervals to secure an
unlucky fly or bug, I faced down stream and attempted
another cast, throwing the fly, right, left, forward and
back; in fact, lashing the water all around me within a
40 foot circle. Every time in recovering the line that
hook would make straight for my head, keeping me
dodging to the four points of the compass, and fearing
every minute that a surgical operation might become
necessary before I took my first bass with the fly. Talk
about bard work with a 26oz. rod, an 8oz. reel, and my
lunch tied between my shoulders, with the thermometer
at 90. It would be hard to tell what portion of the
human anatomy was the wetter, that in or out of the
water. Wading down stream and keeping this acrobatic
like performance up for three-quarters of an hour without
any success, I finally came to the conclusion that it was
time for a smoke and a rest; the smoke, too, might bring
a change of luck.

If there hadn't been fish there, all around me, I might
have consoled myself with the thought that my opera-
tions had been carried on in an intelligent and knowing
manner; but the evidence was all against me. Suiting
the action to the word, I stuck the butt of the rod between
my legs, and just as I struck a match (and I didn't do it

on the heel of my shoe eithfr) my rod gave a jerk and
the reel began to hum. Grabbing my rod , I was soon
convinced that the fish was well hooked, and I gave him
the butt as I had often read of parties doing in FOREST
AND STEEA3I, and reeling in as fast as possible I soon
found that it wouldn't do, as there was entirely too much
strain on my tackle; therefore I gave him a little more
line. I had fine sport watching and feeling the line cut
the water from left to right, now coming directly to me
and giving me all I could do to keep the line taut, then
nearly doubling the rod as he made great eftorts to get
away. Knowing that 61bs. bass had been caught in the
vicinity, I imagined that there must he a ten-pounder on
the other end of my line. Now for the first time he
breaks water, throwing himself fully 18in. in the clear,
and what a beauty, not a ten-pounder, but about 21bs.

After playing him for several minutes and getting him
pretty well tired out, I tried to get him in. Not having
a net I was at a loss to know how the feat was to be
accomplished without the risk of losing the fish. Gradu-
ally working my way to shore, making a grand rush over
the last ten feet, I succeeded in safely landing a 1 Jib?.

bas3. I pinned him down with both hands and knees,
and soon had a stout cord through his mouth. The hook,
which was firmly fixed in the upper jiw, was soon ex-
tracted, and washing the bass thorougnly I laid him on
the srrass, lit my pipe and sat there admiring the beauty
as he lay gasping for life. Having sf cnrely fastened the
stringer to my pants, I again waded in to try for the bass
that were still breaking water every few minutes. I had
scarcely gotten the line into good play, when another
bass struck. Feeling very much elated over the first

capture there was little doubt in my mind that the second
would be very easy to effect ; but in my haste to secure
the prize I caused bim to at once break water, and while
in the air he did the triple forward and. back double sum-

mersauln act and disappeared. To make matters worse,
my lunch came untied and got a thorough soaking be-
fore I could regain it. Spreading it out on a flat project-
ing rock to dry, I, too, took a sun bath. If any of you
have ever eaten water-soaked lunches you can sympa-
thize with me.
Having spent a good half hour in drying and trying to

eat that lunch, I went into the stream again. Close to a
small rJlfle, in water knee deep, I had a strike and landed
a sunfish or tobacco box, as they are here called. Before
leaving the spot 1 hooked and landed three more, and was
surprised to find how readily they took the fly. Snarting
for the house and while following a narrow trail, I could
hear the splash of hungry bass as they jumped for their
prey and I could not withstand the temptation to go back
several times and try for them. Finally, when near the
starting place, 1 saw signs of a large bass. Wading
slowl}^ out and casting the fly as best 1 could I managed
to hook myself in the seat of the pants. The hook was
soon cut out, and casting from right to left I soon saw a
rush and for an instant it seemed as though my hook had
caught in the limb of a tree; but no, it was a bass, and a
big one. too, as I knew when he started down stream. I
followed and gave out line as fast as I could, fearing that
I would lose my tip or line, and worst of all, the fish, if I

attempted to hold my ground and rely on science of
manipulation. The bass soon lured me into a trap in the
form of several large boulders, which were hidden from
view by about one foot of water. Gradually the fish
worked his way in and around the stones, and the thin
silk line not being strong enough to stand the sawing
motion against the sharp-edged rocks, soon parted. I
saw the bass as he made a dart down stream, taking my
fly and about eight feet of line with him. This was
tough luck for a beginner, and, gentle reader?, you will
sympathize with me when I tell you that the stiing hold-
ing my whole day's catch had worked loose in the fx-
citoment attending" the play of the departed bass and was
perhaps drifting a half mile down stream before I dis-
covered the loss. Their loss is all I did discover, never
heard of the fish since. I was mad clean through, and
getting into my clothes I started up the hill toward the
house.

Passing a blacksmith's shop where a half dozen idlers
were attending the shoeing of one horse, I was hailed
with a query as to the whereabouts of all my bass. Hav-
ing trutnfuUy explained to them that I had caught one
bass and four sunfish they all laughed. One of the party
snid, "1 am going after bass to-morrow; come and go
along and 1 will show you how to hook bass." I crossed
the road and entered the shop with the intention of tell-

ing them what I thought of them, but they were so good
natured about their jokes that it put me in good humor
also. T made arrangements to accompany two of them
fishing early the next morning. On my way to the bouse,
tu-ed and hungry, I debated what would be best to tell

them. If I told them that I had caught some fisb but
that they all got away it would raise a laugh, so I con-
cluded to say that I hadn't caught any.
Reaching the house there they all were, the ladies

reading and tbe men lounging around waiting for the
supiser bell to ring. "Hello, I see you are not loaded
down with fish," says one. "I thought you were going to
have bass for supper," said another. So it went the
rounds, when one gentleman more observing than the
others discovered fisli scales on my hands. Then they all

began to search me, saying that I had caught a fi^h. One
insisted it must be in my moutb, others turned my vest
pockets inside out, looking in my watch pocket, and in
short did many little annoying things. Supper was soon
announced, after which w^e adjourned to the veranda to
take a smoke. A party of us made arrangements to go
gigging the following night. Having set my alarm clock,
which 1 always take with me on such trips, I turned in.

Five o'clock rolled around very soon, it seemed, and I

was up and dressing. Hurrying down stairs I found
breakfa.=st and a good lunch waiting for me, and was soon
at the appointed place of meeting. Starting off without
delay we walked along down the river for about one-half
mile to a point my companion styled the starting.
These men were familiar with the section, being old
residents, and were good fishermen, I was determined to
take their advice and try to learn something.
The signs were favorable for good sport my guides said.

Reaching a pretty little spot under some" overhanging
willows and grape vines, we changed om- clothes; an old
pair of pants, an undershirt, a pair of hob-naiied shoes
and a broad-brimmed hat was all that was required. We
were soon in the water, three abreast, and casting down
stream. I always considered it necessary to keep quiet
when wading, but ray friends, Horace and .loe, on the
contrary kept up a continual noise, singing. Whistling and
hallooing as we went along. I felt sure that they would
drive all of the fish out of the river. To my query as to

the efi'ect of snch noise, they answered that it would have
no effect whatever. Being the taUest of tbe three, my
position was in the middle, in the deepest water, oftPU
ranging from my waist to the shoulders. Joe hooked and
landed the first bass; two minutes later Horace followed
suit, landing a |lb. bass.

It being the first time I had ever seen a fly cast I was
spell-bound for the time being and thought it one of the
prettiest sights 1 had ever looked at. Being about 6:30

A. M., the air was fresh and pleasant, counteracting the
heat from the water, which was very warm at that time
of the year, and the river looking exceptionally pretty
that morning, with its banks overhanging with rich foli-

age; beyond all it was pleasure to watch my companions
casting the fly, as they did it to perfection. At no time
did the fly seem to reach 4 or ,5 ft, above the water, with
40 or 50ft. of line out. The line would seem to pass over
their shoulders within a few inches of theii- heads and
touch the water at the full length of the line with hardly
a ripple. It was especially pretty to see one or the other
approach near an overhanging tree, with its branches
touching the water, where you could almost count on one
or two bass lurking around a sunken log or half hidden
boulder, shielded from the rays of the sun. There is in

most every case an openina: in the branches and into this

space they would put the dy without touching a leaf, and
on an average of two times out of five they would be re-

warded by hooking a fine bass.

While watching them with intense interest, holding
the rod over my shoudler with tbe line trailed straight

out by the swift current, I was surprised by the fudden
whir of my reel. My companions being near, called to

me to give him ^the butt, which T did by bracing myself

and pointing my tip up stream. As my rod began to

double they called to me to give him line, which I pro-
ceeded to do until there was none left and I had to follow
on down stream, when I found out to my disgust that a
drift log passing had fastened itself to my hook. Having
out about 75ft, of line and following as fast as possible,
taking in all the line I possibly could, Horace told me to
make shore at my left as there was deep water below.
I promptly started, but the log being lai-ge and heavy
would not be guided so easily. Being then in water up
to my shoulders and not being willing to lose my only
line, I decided to swim a distance of about 150yds. to

shoal water at the edge of a small rapids. As ill luck
would have it the log got there first, and over the rapids
it went parting the line at the leader. Putting to shore
I soon had on anew leader and flies and joined the party,
who now had five nice bass.

Having decided to cross th*i river and fish the other
side, which was better, we joined hands and started
across the edge of the rapids. The bottom was very
rough and the water waist deep, but we managed to get
over all right, and we at once resumed our fishmg. This
time 1 was near shore. Coming to a log that was barely
covered with water, I cast my fly a few inches on the
opposite side of the log, when there was a rush and a
whirl, and my first bass for that morning was hooked.
In about five minutes I had him on my string. Casting
again exactly in the same place I had another strifee, and
hooked my second bass and had some fun with him.
Horace and Joe stood close by coaching me. The water
being perfectly clear, we could see every movement of
the fish when reeled up close. He was finally landed
and proved to be a fine specimen, weighing l^lbs.

Being thus encouraged, and with a promise of better
fishing grounds below, we strung out and started casting
again. This time I was in the middlp, and only a few
minutes elapsed when I hooked Joe in the collar and
came very near treating Horace in the same way. Then
the boys decided to give me a wider berth. By this time
we could see bass breaking water all around us, and not
getting many strikes we decided to change our fl es to
ones of a more yellowish hue. This change had a good

I

effect, for as soon as Horace cast he had a strike, and
fastened and landed a li pound bass in two minutep,
while almost at the same time Joe hooked and landf d hia
fish. By this time we came to rapids again, and, the
water being too deep below on that side, we decided to

eat our lunch and then cross over and fish below where the
water was shallow.

Under the grateful shade o^ some sycamore trees we ate
our lunch, smoked our pipes and watched our ten bass as
they plashed around in the water. One thing I learned
of my companions, which has proved of very much im-
portance to me, and that was now to strmg bass or any
other kind of fish. Instead of stringing them througb
the gills, and drowning them in a very short lime, as 1

had been in the habit of doing, they cut them und^r the
lower jaw, back and under the large mugcle forming the
lower part of the mouth, which is formed of very tbin
skin. By stringing them this way they will not only Lve
hours while in the water, but a day or more. Being
ready to start again, we attempted to cross the rapid in

single file, Horace first, myself about 25ft. behind, and
Joe bringing up the rear. The water was a little less than
waist deep and coming down with a rush.
When near the opposite shore Horace told me to look

behind, and turning around quickly I beheld a very
funny and ridiculous sight. There was Joe, who had
stej)ped on a loose reck and lost bis balance, making
rapid progress down stream in tbe ^hape of a ball, first

his head and then his heels being in sight. He continued
on in this way for a number of revolutions before regain-
ing a foothold. It was a sorry sight to see him continue
his march shoreward, his fishing-rod broken, to which
he heW manfully, hat gone and blood running down the
side of his bead, which was slightly cut by the sharp
edge of a rock. The first word uttered by him was,
' Thank the Lard, I ate my lunch," To his as well as to
our surprise his fish were still fastened to him.
All hands being again on terra firma, we set to work

splicing and wrapping Joe's rod, which was soon in work-
ing order again. Beine ready once more to proceed, Joe
noticed a yellowish tint in the water, which we fcund
out to be mud, my companions claiming that there must
have been rain up the country the night before. Tbe
muddy water they said often confines itself to one side of
the river, not mixing with that of the other side for s( v-

eral hours. So hurrying down stream for some distance
we crossed over and found the water perfectly clear,

there being a distinct line near the middle; one sid^" was
now clear and the other was so muddy that we could not
see six inches below the surface. Not losing any time we
went to work with a will. It seemed as though the
muddy water had the effect of driving the ba^s over to
the clear side of the rivtr and we had good fishing for
about three hours, Joe catching altogether thirteen b iss,

Horace eleven, and I eight bass and a sunfish. As the
water was getting muddy on our side, and having had
glory enough for one day, we decided to start for home.
Taking up our line of march we followed in single file a
narrow trail along the banks of the river. When about
half way home Horace proposed that we go to a pond
about 100yds. to our left and try to catch some bullfrogs.

Joe and I bping in for it we were lanon there. The pond
was, say, 100x50yds. in size and full of lilies, grass, etc.

Bringing our rods and flies into operation, we soon bad
five large bullfrogs.

Tired, hungry and hot, we again took up our line of
march toward home. Leaving the banks of the river, we
took the road leading past the smithj'. There were sev-
eral of the same parties at the shop who had guyed me
the day before. They now came out to congratulatf me.
At the house, as on the previous evening, the folks

were all congregated enjoying the cool breezes. I walked
up with tbe au- of a loro. My eight baas, one sunfish and
three bullfrogs, as they lay on the green grass, made a
sight to gladden the heart and satisfy the soul of any
man, woman or child who has the slightest inclination
for such sport. It is needless to say that we had fish and
frogs for supper, and fish for breakfast. My better half

was the only lady that we could induce to partake of
the frogs,

I can cast the fly now more gracefully and with better
ffPect, at the same time those two days of my first fly-

fishing will linger in my memory until I enter that sphere
where fly-fishing is unknown, Clipf.

Washington, D..C.
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^1 Fishing Postals.

'DROP US A LINE" ON A POSTAL CARD.

Fishing News, Place to Catch Fish, Fish Caught,

Fishing Incidents.

Went into country trouting. Place advertised: "Love-
ly trout streams right at door. Several, Milk, buttpr,

eggs. Team vpIU meet you.'' Wont. Friend, too. Re-
ception cordial; $1.25 to meet us. Own team. Very
cordial. But streams protected. Man or woman waiting

in every field. Shotguns. Bad language. Effective.

Other streams fished to death. Three and 4in. But 'wav
over yonder 15 miles fishing lovely. Whoppers. Glad
to take us. Guess not. Interest in us fading. Small
boy would dig worms. Guess not. Fading, still fading.

Faded away. Home; |U3a to depot. Lost interest.

O O. S.

Waterbury, Vt., Aug. 8.—Friend S. while trout fish

ing last season caught a fine trout which he slipped in his

pocket, intending to transfer it to his basket later. But
the trout had other plans and promptly flipped out, re-

gaining the stream, A few days since S. was fishing in

the same place and caught a good one, which he placed

in his pocket only to have the trout flip out as before, S.

figures it out that this was the sam« one he caueht be-

fore and thinks him fully 'educated." F. E. A.

The Columbia Fishing Club, Jr., of Washington, D. C,
arranged to leave the city on Sunday for a two weeks'

trip to the lower Potomac, The 7nembers who will make
the cruise are- W, G. Walde, Geo. F. Smith, Dr. E. Burke,
Rev. E. Atherton, J'^senh Barres, Ben Bryan, John Burns,

E. Gorman, John Harbin, G. F. Lewis, Frfd Lewis, E.

McDonald, S. Murphy, W. Murphy, J. L. Neurath and
James Walsh.

Mr. Edward M. Earle is managing director of a com-
pany formed for th« development of the fisheries of

Jamaica, Readers of Forest and Stream are aware that

Jamaica has a wonderful wealth of food and game fish

as well as other useful marine animals. Among the ob-

jects of the company are to catch, cure and sell fiah, to

supply the local markets and o'hers outside with fish,

moUusksand their products, to plant and cultivate oyster

beds, and to establish and protect turtle nurseries. Mr.

Earle has labored long and persistently to develop the

Jamaica fisheries and he certainly deserves a generous
reward and success.

80,000 young fry of the shad, less than half an inch in length,
in charge of Seth Green. They were planted in the Sacra-
mento River, and were the first shad ever seen in Pacific
waters. To-day, I should say, judging from the urice, that
shad are more plentiful here than in the East. Within the
week tbe price has been one and a half to two cents a pound
wholesale for shad of au average weight of 51bs. I have
seen many shad here weighing 13lba., and one exceptionally
large nne weighing ISlbs. Now I think that is remarkable
when you consider that the average weight of our Connecti-
cut River shad in tbe East is 'tK'hs., and that the largest of
which there is any record is llibs."
"Then, too, I would like to say a word about your striped

baas. Only nine years ago there was not a striped bass in
your waters. At "that time I was president of thf New York
Commission, and at the request of the United States Com-
missioners 1 procured 1,500 small fry about an inch in length.
They were sent out here and plautfd, I think, s-'omewbere
near the mouth of the Sacramento River. Now I find them
in your markets in such quantities that they are sold as low
as 15 cents a pound. They would probably bring a higher
price if your people were as well actiuainted with the merits
of the fish as we are in the East, where they readily brine;

from .30 to 40 cents a pound, when the supply is at all light."

There is no question that the planting of fry is always
successful where the streams are suitable. The elements of

proper water and food are the main things to be considered.
If these do not exist the stocking will be a failure, whether
the stream be stocked with fry or yearling or adult fish.

As to tbe cost. No person familiar with fish breeding and
rearing will contend it is not vastly cheaper to stock with
fry. A calculation of the cost of hatching and planting to

the Michigan Board of Fish Commissioners for the seasons
1888-9, 1890-91, shows that the expense per thousand per fry

for these two seasons respectively was 10 51-100 and 10 .50 100

cents per thousand.
These were not exceptional years, and I have no reason to

believe that with some slight variation these figures cannot
be equalled by any other board engaged in breeding equally
large quantities. Certainly these figures are low and the
State can feel that the money devoted to its fisbcultural in-

terests is spent with reasonable regard for economy.
The strong argument for the original instalment of

hatching stations by the States in the early inception of

these enterprises was the economy in maintenance and the
maximum of results. With the greatly reduced numbers
of fish which would have been the result of attempting to

stock the streams and waters of this country to tbe extent

to which they are now stocked, generations would have been
born and passed away before present results would have
been attained.
To persons who can afford private preserves it is as a rule

of not much consequence what the original cost of stocking
preserves may be. It matters little to them whether the
fish needed cost ten cents a piece or ten cents a thousand.
Such persons are as a rule more interested in securing a
quick result from plants, and if they can secure a year ad-

vantage in time by planting yearlings they do not count
cost. But to the greater body of the people who look to

large results at a reasonably small outlay, the fry planting
appeals as being entirely satisfactory in results Imm every
point of view. Herschel WhitAker.
Detroit, Mich., July U.

REARING TROUT FOR DISTRIBUTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It is to be presumed that a public journal of tbe character

of Forest and Stream is interested in giving to its readers

all tbe tight that can be thrown upon questions in which
they are interested, and that it will accord fair and impartial
treatment to the advocates of all questions which are of

public feoncern.
The columns of your valuable paper have been open to the

advocates of yearling or fingerling planting of fish for a year
or so, and they have been given opportunity to publish their

ideas upon tne theories they hold. The paper itself has
rather seemed to lean toward the advocacy of this theory in

such expressions as it has given. It is fair to presume of

course that there is no pride of opinion in this matter, how-
ever, which would prevent you giving a full opportunity to

the other side to be heard.
The question of fry vs. fingerling is a question in which

all intelligent and progressive flshculturists should be
interested, and the public should be given the benefit of such
experience as they may have, anri the question should be
met fairly and discussed with a view of determining in a
candid and f«ir manner what is best, because after all the
public are most concerned in the questions of economy and
results, and care nothing for fine-spun arguments and pet
theories.
As the papers presented on this question before the meet-

ing of tbe American Fisheries Society, which met last May
in New York, were not printed in full, as were all the other
papers presented at the meeting, and as the general argu-
ment contained in my paper seems to me to have consider-
ahle weight in determining this question, will you kindly
permit me to briefly state my position upon this matter.
The two points which have the most bearing upon this

question are:

1. Has fry planting been a success or failure in the stock-
ing of public waters?

3. Has it been expensive or economical)'
As to the first point, it would seem that it has been suc-

cessful beyond controversy. This is attested by the success-
ful stocking of innumerable streams with the brook trout
(Salmo fontinalis) in the Eastern, Middle, Northern and
Northwestern States. Its entire success in the Lower Pen-
insula of Michigan and some portions of Wisconsin is be-

yond all cavil or chance of dispute. In 1841 the Lower
Peninsula- streams were barren of brook trout, and none
ever existed in them, with perhaps the hare exception of two
or three streams on its extreme northeastern shore, until
they were artificially introduced. The result of fry planting
in this peninsula h'ls been to stock hundreds of streams
which have for many years since such stocking furoished
most excellent fishing. This is also true of certain portions
of Wisconsin, while the thonsands of streams of the Eastern
and Middle States which have been thus stocked furnish in-

contestible proof of the success of fry planting.
The Penobscot, the Hudson, the Delaware, and other

rivers of the Atlantic coast have demonstrated beyond all

question that tbe fry of the anadromous fi«hes like the sal-

mon and shad may be planted in them successfully and with
the certainty of a satisfactory result. This stocking of these
rivers has been even a more trying test of the success of fry
plau'Jng than the stocking of our inland streams. Not only
must this fry encounter the natural enemies they find iu
the stream, but the vastly greater number to be found in
the ocean itself, and yet the statistics which have been pub-
lished of the fishing on these rivers show that great results

have been secured."
Hon. Eugene G. Blackford, who is now sojourning on the

Pacific Coast, in an interview in the San Francisco Chroni-
dte of May 24, furnishes one of the strongest arguments upon
fry planting. He says: "Fifteen years ago the LTnited States

' Fish Commission procured frona New York and .sent here

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.

As a recogEitiou of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of tlie field and prairie and mountain and

forest and stream, the Forbsi and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under wMcn these prizes will he given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follow=: First $35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourtb $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

Tbe subjects must relate to Fobkht and Stbesam's Held—game

and fish (alive or dead;. s>iootiDg and fishing, the camp, campers

and camp life, bportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be m'lde—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of tliis year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Fokest And Stream.

All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the i'ldgf s will be in-

structed to take intT consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qualitiee; and other things

being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym

for identification. With each photograph should He given name
of sender, title of view, locality, dute, and name of camera.

The p'lotographs shall be the prope^rty ot the Forest and
Stream. This applies oalv to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

sapiples of the work submitted, and should the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collec'ion prove

to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote

will be quite distinct from the award by the committee.

FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 13 to 16.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, at Toronto, Canada. 0. A-
St.one, Sec' v.

Sept. 19 to 33.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at KinestoTi, Canada H. C. Batee, Seo'y.
Sept. 20 to 23,—WestPi-Ti Michigan Kennel CJuH, at Crrand Rapids

Mich. H. Dale Adams, Gale&hurg, Mjrh., Superinfe'^dent.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa. Can. Alfred Geddes, Ser^'y.

Oct. 25 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.
Marstou. Sec'v.
Nov. 33 to 35,—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
1893.

Jan, 5.—GrloverHvillf, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'v.
F* b. 31 to 33.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, S^upt.
Jutie 13 to 17.— World's Fair, Chicago. •

Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Aug. 31,—Manitoba Field Trials, at Morris, Man. A. Holloway,
Winnipeg, Man., Sec'y.
Sep'. 5.—North western Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg, Man.. Sec'v.
Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club.

atNanu»t, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H.V.Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
Mov. 7 -International Field Trials Olub. third annual trials, at

Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8.

W. B. Weltp, Sec'y.
N"v 7.—United States Field Trial", at Elizabethtown, Ky. P.

T. Madi^or, Indianapnlis. Ird.. Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England F'pld Trials, at Aaeonet, Mass. B.

Knight .Sperry, New Huven, Conn,, Sec'y.
Nov. 14.— Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W, J. Beck.

Sec'y.
Nov. 31.-Ea8tern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Ooster, Se'i'p.

Nov. 28.-Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.
F. G.Tivlnr, Sec'v.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode 11,

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.-Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'garif, Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumby. Sec'y,

ABOUT THE BEAGLE CHALLENGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Under date of Aug. 7 the Hornell-Harmony Kennels, per

"Uncle Dick," replies to my "Challenge to Beagle Owners"
and he opens up as follows, viz : "Any man, woman or
child can buy good dogs if they have the cash, but it re-

quires gumption to breed prize winners," all of which i.s

duly noted.
I fully agree with our "Uncle" that a win to the credit

of your own breeding is highly pleasing and encouraging.
Supposing you buy au unmatured youngster at a long

price, bring him out as your repi'*-sentative in puppy or open
class, do you consider the rewards of your anxiety or antici-
pations less valuable .simply because you did not actually
breed the bitch ?

I contend that the man who speculates on the puppy based
on long price, is tbe man who possesses the "gumption," and
not the man who breeds the bitch and turns thfl puppies out
in a pen for better or for worse. The Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels ask that I change the wording of my challenge to read
five dogs, buttbree must be bred by owne" If you have
five beagle dogs and I have five, are yours better or mine,
poorer, or vice versa, because three of yours or three of mine
are our own breeding?
Mv challenge was i'^sued for the express purpose of mak-

ing it a matter of record as to who had the best five beagle
dogs scored on their respective bench qualities.

My challenge further reads that dog^ must be over ISin,
and under 15in. Why our "Uncle" should confess being
puzzled as to my two extreme sizes I am puzzled to know.
A beagle under 12in. is not bred for the size he has obtained,
but is simply a "happenstance," and in eighty per cent, of
such cases he was the dwarf of the litter and cannot possibly
be considered a good, strong and healthly stock-gettei'. A.
dwarf may happen pretty as well as ugly, but he certainly is

lacking in bone and substance -which is so essential a quality
for a good producing stud.
In conclusion and further reference to my challenge I

would say that bench show qualities was the only point
which I sought to make this time. I will say, however, that
if any one has any desire to match his beagles against others
for field qualities, a properly issued challenge would be in
order, as that would give every one an equal opportunity of
accepting. H. L. Kkeudee.
Nanuet, N. v., Aug. 16.

Low Rate Harvest Excursions.

The announcement that the North-Western Line, comprising
over 8 OOO miles of thoroughly f quipt'ed railsvav. has arranged to

run two low rate Harv^st ExcuiBions during the months of A'lg-

ust and September, will be gladly received by those who are in-

terested in the developmfnt of the great West and Northwest, as
well as hv those who desire to visit this worderfully productive
ngion at a season of the year when exact demonBtration can be
made nf the merits and advantagas it oft'^rs to home seekers ai-d

those in search of sate and protitHble investmpnts. These excur-
sions wUl leave Chicago on Aug. 30 and S°pt. 37. and tickets can
be purchased at the very low rate of one farelor the round trip to

points in Iowa, Minnesota, N"rth and Sotilh Dakota. Nebr^f-ka,
Wyomine, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Montana. They will be

strictly ftrat-class in every particular, and will b« good for return
passage at any time within twenty days from date of purchase.
Full information eoncerninff rates and arrangements tor tnese
excursions c»n be ohtainfd upon application to any coupon ticket

agent, or to W. A. Thralij, G P. T. A., Chicago & North-Western
Rail way, Chicago.—^du.

The Adirondacks.
Sportsmen and others intending to visit the Adirondacks should

send to J. VV. Burdick. eeneral passenger agent of the Delaware
& Hudson R. R., Albany, JS Y.. for the company's illustrated
guide to the Northerti resorts, ly^rch will be sent po.st paid on re-
ceipt of six cents.—.Adu,

"Papa," said a little Washington girl, "tell me a story."
"Well, I'll tell you a true story." "1 don't lilie true stories."

"I don't know any other kind." "Oh. yeg, von do. Tell

Hie 'botit the last time you went fishin',"—TfasMft(/to% Sta/r,

GOOD WORDS FOR THE IRISH SETTER,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The red Irish setter dog Don F., advertised in your columns

last March, which I bought from Mr. John Pox, of La Fay-
ette, Ind., was in very poor health for two or three months
after he reached me, owing to the extremely cold weather
experienced in transit here; but he is now in very good
form.

I brought him out on July 2 to the Allamuchy Game
Farm, Warren county, N. J., kept by Mr. Donald McVicar,
who bad been formerly keeper for tbe Duke o£ Argyle, Scot-
land, and the Duke of Leinster, Ireland, and keeper of
Rutherford Park, New Jersey, for the last five years

I went out to the farm on Saturday. July 30, to find that
another red setter, Flash, also advertised for sale in your
paper, which I bought from Dr. A. P. Hull, of Montgomery
Station, Lycoming county. Pa., had arrived there two days
before. He was in fine working condition, and we took both
dogs out to i,he field, where Don F. got a point and Flash
backed him beautifully on a covey of English partridge,
eighteen in number, the brood being a little larger than
full-grown quail. They flushed and crossed a fence into an
oatfield adjoining, when the dogs got several points, alter-
nately leading and backing, both working magnificently.
They also got a point on a covey of quail, but the little beau-
ties could not fly more than 4 or 5yds.

I think it would be well worth the time and the expense
of the trip to go out there and see Mr. McV. raising English
pheasants by hand. He has now about 200 of them, varying
from a month to three month old. He is also raising Bel-
gian rabbits. Any sportman wanting a competent trainer
or breaker to attend to his dogs would do well to call upon
him, as he is both trustworthy and efficient in management
of all kinds of sporting dog.s. P. K.
BBO0KX.YN, N. Y.

A valuable dog belonging to a resident of the hill bit a
drunken man the other day and the anxious owner is think-
ing seriously of having the animal treated at a Keeley ia-

I stitTxte,—BrooMyn Eagle.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, Aue:, 13.—I had recently the pleasure of reading

a few p4xa^rHphs in "The Practical Kennel Guide," by
Gordon Stables, M D., CM-, R.N., the first time I had seen
the work for many years. It served to impress me very
positively that doprgy literature in all its branches has ad-
vanced and imprriYed to a really wonderful degree in the
last few years. The conclusions deduced from the imagin-
ation are much more rare at present, exposure and ridicule
following any attempt at spurious instruction. Not that
there is at present a uniform agreement on all sxxbjects or
that the knowledge of every individual is of the first quality,
but there is greater precision in all knowledge. The ad-
vancement has been great. The literature abounds in facts,
and it has a greater elegance and finish. I felt this forcibly
on reading the following in the work mentioned, the sub.iect
being "grass." The learned author, whose name is adorned
with many letters, says: "If dogs are permitted, they gener-
ally, doctor themselves; and what they consider an infallible
remfdyand x>anacea for all the ills that can befall canine
flesh in the shape of disease, is scrass."

Here is some information of inestimable value. First,
dogs will doctor themselves if permitted to do so. Observe
what a saving would be made and what sufJering avoided
were this valuable fact known. Learned works on diseases
and thpir treatment would be unnecessary, dog doctors and
medicines would be useless, and nurses would have no occu-
pation. Give the dogs a chance. The remedy is grass, free,
green grass, winter and summer. I have seen dogs which
were apparently in good health eat grass, and 1 have seen
some sick ones which would not, but I believe that the dogs
were in the wrong in the matter in the light of the knowl-
edge quoted. It is good "for all the ills that can befall
canine flesh in the shape of disease." It will be observed
that diseases have "shape." "But," continues the erudite
author, "dogs ought always to have free access to grass, and
be allowed to help themselves. Grass has no doubt tonic
and anti-scorbutic properties. It leaves the bowels in a half-
digested condition, and mechanically not only increases the
flow of mucus in its passage through the intestines, but also
increases the peristaltic motion of the bowels, thus acting
as an aperient Grass is sometimes used by dogs as an
emetic, when they swallow anythingthat disagrees and does
n"bt easily leave the stomach."
To sum up, grass is an "infallible remedy and panacea,"

has "both tonic and anti-scorbutic properties," "increases
the flow of mucus and peristaltic motion of the bowels,"
"acts as an aperient," and is used "as an emetic." What I
object to, or rather would like to have seen more precisely
explained, is that "it leaves the bowels in a half-digested
condition." Dogs with half-digested bowels Avoukl suffer
discomfort or possibly inconvenience, according to modern
beliefs.
There is one paragraph which impressed me very forcibly

for the tone of liberality and justice in it, and which we of
this land sho:jld specially consider, for the sentiment among
a certain class of shoxv-goers is very exacting in regard to
hedging a judge up with every safeguard against possible
favoritism. Following is the paragraph referred to:

"At a little sonth-country show—Selkirk, I think—was
first inaugurated the custom of giving the judges open
catalogues to judge from. Several other shows followed
suit, such as Maidstone, Jersey and Cork, and I hope to see
the day when such will be the general custom. It is, at all
events, treating judges as gentlemen, which most of them
are, and all ought to be."

I never could understand the objection to the use of a
catalogue by a judge. In the first place, it casts an imputa-
tion o£ unreliability on the jadge from the beginning.
Second, it accomplishes nothing in the way intended, since
the judges know the ownership of the greater part of the
dogs, and know the ownership of all the winning ones.
- Even if the judge does know the ownership of every dog,
there is no inference from it that he would be guilty of
favoritism. Of course there would then be no possibility of
the judge reversing his decisions of the open class, when he
judged the same dogs again in the noxdce class, if he was
turnished with a catalogue. But the difference between a
dog which gets c. or he. in any class is very small, and gen-
erally could be reversed or withheld without doing any in-
justice to any dog or owner.
Withholding a catalogue fi"om a judge directly intimates

that the judge is unreliable. True, no club, so far as I

know, embodies such r^'striction in its rules; but there is a
law of custom and public sentiment which governs the
matter. Some judge, of courage sufficient for the occasion,
should break away from the time-honored fallacy and un-
just restriction and dare the issue. The judge is always
open to fair, honest criticism in the event that there be any
imperfection or errors in his work, which is safeguard
enough. No one, gentleman or man, will do his work up to
his best ability, conjointly with good, cheerful feeling, if

he rests under suspicion of trickery. While judging is done
openly before the public as it is done in this country, petty
restrictions are as unnecessary as they are useless. It is

hardly to be supposed that any bench show management
would employ a judge if he was supposed to be untrust-
worthy.
On the subject of judging by points, scoring each dog and

then comparing the scores, he mildly disapproves of it by
saying that "the very best judges of the day admit that
judging by points is not at all practical in the show ring."
The Beagle Club, I believe, .s tne chief supporter of judg-
ing by points in this country. It has brought out some
most ridiculous inciaents, such as a dog being scored twice
with widely varying resulcs, the second scoring being due
to the act of some mischievous exhibitor presenting his dog
twice for judgment; and the judge, failing to recognize the
dog. scored him again. Nothing shows the fallacy and in-
sufficiency of such a system more than an incident like
this. That a judge should vary ten or fifteen points on one
dog in scoring him twice is the bpst proof against its util-

ity which could be offered. In addition to its inaccuracy,
the scoring consumes an unreasonable amount of time, so
much so that it becomes wearisome. No judge alive can
put the relative value of a number of dogs in figures. There
is a certain harmonv or its absence in the relation of parts
and expression which he cannot put in figures. If he could,
no one could follow the mental processes by which he
reached his conchisions, therefore the figures would be val-
uable to himself alone. The column of figures, which is

supposed to score a dog's value, represents no idea to the
reader who is not acquainted with the dog represented. He
can form no idea whauever of the dog's form, color, disposi-
tion, action, etc. Yet this venerable fallacy still finds its

supporters and advocates.
In conversation with a doggy friend a day or two ago,

among other matters the powers of dogs' eyesight were dis-

cussed. He held the view, which I believe is the popular
one, that dogs possessed extremely limited powers of vision
and placed but small reliance on that sense, trusting more
to the sense of smell to determine any doubts in respect to
the identity of a person. He cited the many instances, which
are a matter of common knowledge, of the house dog bark-
ing at his master- as he returns to his door, the dog not
recognizing him by sight; but the dog's hostile demonstra-
tion is Chang d to joyous and welcome antics when he recog-
nizes his master by the sense of smell.

I believe that the dog has the keenest of eyesight. The
peculiarities mentioned axe probably the result of careless-
ness, or from a habit of using the nose so much that dogs
trust to it constantly.
But, on the other hand, there are the many well-known

ngtanees witnessed toy. all jfl-uek and upland shooters of <logs

sighting ducks at great distances, even when they were
mere specks in the horizon, and marking wounded birds ac-
curatelsr at great distances. The comparatively low height
of dogs is a great disadvantage in distinguishing objects at
any great distance on the same level as that on which they
stand. Squirrel dogs when hunting will watch squirrels in
the highest trees and note their eveiy movement, a most dif-
ficult feat to perform. ' B. Waters.

BEAGLES ON THE TRAIL.
The following correspondence will no doubt prove inter-

esting to breeders of beaeles who may in their experiences
meet with similar instances:

H. L. Kreuder, Esq.:
The delay in my writing you has been owing to the fact of

our having had lately such poor weather for hunting. The
first day I took Rabbi nut he had to work on quite a
stiff crust, strong enough in places to b^ar the rabbit but not
strong enough for his own weight. With the work he did
under these circumstances 1 was well satisfied; he picked up
a track, none too fresh, and worked it long and patiently.
But I have been puzzled and disappointed by his work
yesterday and a day or two ago, the only other occasions on
which I have had "him out. We have had a fresh fall of
snow, a trifle deep, but not too deep for Rabbi to work in,
nor deep enough to prevent a friend of mine from shooting
yesterday morning four rabbits ahead of a small native-bred
dog. I had Rabbi out alone, he worked indefatigably. I
found a fresh track and was waiting for an opportunity to
put him on, when out he comes from the swamp on this very
track, giving good tongue. He works in hearing for a few
minutes, then his voice grows fainter in the distance, once
or twice at intervals I hear a distant note. Then in about
twenty minutes I am exceedingly surprised to have him come
running along silent on his back track. This is a fair
sample of the work he has done for me. He hunts well and
intelligently and has no difficulty in getting his rabbit up,
but he won't stick to him. Granted the fact of his having
legitimately lost his track on a road or something of the
kind, nevertheless he should not give it up .so willingly and
quickly, he should show more stick-to it quality. It is
natural that the dog should at first be puzzled and thrown
out in this doubtless new Kind of work, but I hate to seetbis
lack of perseverance, I know very little about the hunting
powers of beagles, but certainly without perseverance they
will never do for this country. I am disappointed so far,
and would like the benefit of your opinion and advice. My
having kept Rabbi so long makes me his owner, at the same
time if you have a dog you think would be better for my
work I should like to hear on what terms you would make
the trade.

I am very anxious to introduce, if possible, beagles to this
country; for the hunting of rabbits and deer, for my own
use and for the general improvement of the stock. The
native-bred dogs are of a most nondescript nature, now and
then you will find a rattling good huntei*, but breeding from
mongrels is, as you know, absolutely uncertain and very un-
satisfactory. Mr. Randolph has had an experience very
much like mine. O. H, Palmer.
Saranac Lakb, N. Y.

0. iT. Palmer, Esq.:
Your esteemed favor of the 2M inst. at hand. Y^our ac-

count of the doings of Rabbi I find highly interesting and
instructive. You ask my advice and opinion on the short-
comings of the dog.
In the first place new owner and surroundings must be

considered. Secondly, the dog has been accustomed to run-
ning in a pack and in a measure dependent upon a pack
support. Working up on an old trail, making the start and
trailing first heat are strong and essentially good qualities
for an individual dog to do with satisfaction. After the
game has the trail and angles at will, then the most diffi-

cult work of accurate trailing begins, and at this point the
individual dog misses the pack support. I deem it quite
natural that a single dog at this point becomes disheartened
after many efforts to recover the trail and finally becoming
fearful of having strayed too far from the gun, returns. In
a strange locality the surer course for returning is on his
own track.
Under such circumstances the d"g shoiild be taken back

and every possible support should be given him for a fresh
start and so on until the game is bagged. Due allowance
should be made for nature and condition of ground where
the game is lost. If hard and flinty, possibly a windy knoll
where scent is rapidly removed, then a dog as well as the
gun should range wide, and if persevered in the game is

usually found with head and ears pressed low. During our
recent field trials 1 have seen good dogs run over an angling
point and then range wide. A dozen and more, however,
would scatter about and game finally start in the very center
of the group.
When I sent you Rabbi I never was more earnest in send-

ing out a thoroughly good dog, and I still remain in the
belief that I fulfilled my puipose. Do not consider though
that in your expressions of disappointment, etc., that I mis-
construe your meaning, as on the" whole I feel rather pleased
with the result of Rabbi'.s doings, for I otherwise construe
what you now deem essential defects. Let the dog become
thoroughly familiar with owner, ground and game, and give
him the assurance that he works the game for your gun and
not for pastime, and if after a fair trial under such condi-
tions you still consider him not the dog for your purpose, I

will cheerfully accept his return and pay expenses for his
homeward trip.

Kindly keep me advised from time to time and greatly
oblige. Yours very truly, H. L. Kbeuder,
Nanuet, N. Y,

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
There are few greater annoyances to a conscientious dog

owner than his dog being a "roamer;" the dog is not at
home when wanted there, generally being at some place
where he is not wanted.
An excellent cure for this habit is to induce persons on

whom the dog may trespass, to tie a tin pan to his tail and
turn him toward home ; the experience is so terrifying to
the dog, and is so directly connected with absence from
home, that it almost invai-iably effects a cure.

Sentimentalists among dogmeti, the variety who rant at
any punishment being inflicted on their dogs, may exclaim at
encouraging such cruelty as attaching a tin pan to a dog's
tail, but no force is to be found in any such contention.
Whether anything is ciiiel, depends on the purpose in view;
tying a tin pan to a dog's tail for amusement, is as vile a
piece of cruelty as can be named, but if done as a remedy,
it is perfectly proper.

Most dogs can be frightened out of trespassing on any
particular premises by shooting them, carefully gauging
the powder, shot and distance so that the dog will only be
stung, not "shot," and The Onlooker has known of dogs be-
ing thus kept away, when the ground was covered with
snow, and no trace of blood could be foixnd in the path of
the fleeing dog. A persistent ravager may be struck with
stones, clubs, etc., and only learn caution and cunning there-
by, but the shot rarely fails as a remedy. The Onlooker's
theory for this is, that it is the sting of the shot, accom-
panying the report of the gun, that terrifies the dog.

The Onlooker.

DOG CHAT.

Shipping Dogs.
In Pacific Field Sports this last week the editor speaks

very severely as to the state that the Sfc, Bernard Lady Hi-
bernia was in when she arrived in San Francisco, and it will
be a lesson to Californians not to import dogs, etc., etc. We
sent Mr. Booth the paper and asked for an explanation. He
writes us that he can bring witnesses who saw Lady H. be-
fore .she was shipped and will secure their affidavits. Mr.
Booth .says: "The bitch was all right on shipment. She
never had a .skin disease, and as to being in whelp, if a
swollen udder and the other indications—tired J?nd lazy—are
not sufficient to justify my thinking her in whelp, what is?
Another thing, she was not guaranteed in whelp. I merely
told him (Mr. Heffernan) there was every indication of it.

The price was not $300 or near it—it was S2;i5, I had a special
desire of her arriving in good condition and sold her at so
low a price because I thought there being no good St, Bernard
on the other coast it would lead to a good deal of business.
That was my only object in sending her that distance. I
never really wanted to part with her. The only .spot shehad
on her was a sore on her ear about the size of a bean and she
was also casting her coat. The only way I can account for
the humor on arrival must be the close confinement for
six days and a seizure of acclimation fever which all St.
Bernards are liable to." It would be well to think a little
before condemning a shijjper. Six days in a crate, with the
attention does are likely to receive on Western roads, and
in such torrid weather as we have bad lately, would not be
conducive to the good health of any dog, and it is entirely
problematical if the dog was fed or watered during the jour-
ney.

Mr. Mortimer Returns.

Mr. James Mortimer returned from his European trip on
Sunday last on the s.s. Alaska. Mr. Mortimer must hav^e
had his hands full during the voyage over, as he brought
quite a big list af dogs, and good ones, too. Additional in-
terest was lent to the voyage by the race between the
Aurania and Alaska, the former arriving two minutes
ahead of the other. The dogs came over in good shape and
were taken from the ship Sunday afternoon. Among the
dogs Mr. Mortimer had with him were thexjoiuter Glenbeigh
for Mr. Huber, of San Francisco, Gal., and from Mr. Nor-
rish's kennel the very promising young dog Sandford Druid,
that is both a show dog and a fielder. Besides these a num-
ber of collies were brought chiefly from Rev, Hans F. Hamil-
ton's kennels. The be.«t is Conrad II., by Charlemagne out
of Grace III. This dog has won a number of prizes. Then
there are two bitches Wood mansterne Trefoil and Deborah
from the same kennel. From Mr. Thos, H. Stretch, the
noted collie breeder, Mr. Mortimer bought Ormskirk Susie,
who won three firsts at Belfast just lately, and Julia, second
novice and Derby at the late K. C. show in London. Two
bulldogs by cb. Harper now owned by Mr. Mariner were
alsoincluded in the team. Their names are The Heathen
and Wat Hampson. The Irish terrier Fenian Boy, second
at the Liverpool show just held, completed the list. Ac-
cording to the British Fancier Mr. Mortimer has made
many friends and he looks as if he had had a good time.

Mastiffs.

Mr. James W. Whitney, the mastiff' man. was at last ac-
counts in Paris. Mr. Hughes tells us that he has now got
the dogs and the kennels into good .shape, but the strange
puppy fatality in this kennel still seems to hang on. This
is a sample of it: "I lost every puppy but one, which I now
have, and that one is Caution's Own Daughter's baby.
Lady Coleus had one dead pup that had been dead in her
about ten days. Lady Pamelia had nine, seven of them died
a few minutes after birth, one lived nine hours, and the last
one eleven hours. Black Sal had four—one dead at birth,
one died in a day or two and another 1 kept alive for eight
weeks, and it died of worms in the stomach. Exeter Dirce
had nine, and they all died within a few days of birth ex-
cept one I took up to the house and kept him alive for a
few weeks, and then it died of worms, too." Then comes a
tale of sleepless nights that makes one yawn for very sym-
pathy. The pups, he says seemed to lack vitality. Why is

this thus? There nuxst be something wrong. Perhaps a
change of kennel quarters would alter this, and a liberal use
of charcoal to bitches in whelp and to pups.

English Shows.
The I'itock-Kefper this week has reports of no less than

twenty shows, some of them K. C. shows and with large en-
tries; Darlington, for instance, with 860, This gives some
idea of the state dog showing has reached in the past few
years. The Darlington one-day show was certainly the most
interesting, and as usual, well managed. Beagles were very
good, and so were St. Bernards. Keeper and Lola IV. were
the challenge winners, the latter beating champion Peggoty,
Kingstonian Beauty, that won in novice bitches, is very well
spoken of as a bitch with a future. This bitch is by Lord
Bute out of Altonetta, a sister to Altonette, and owned by
Mr. A. H. Moore. Kingstonian Hero is another one that
Mr. Booth, of Hull, bred from bitches now in America. This
one is by Scottish Prince out of Miss Hannah, and won third
in the dog novice class at the same show.

Canada Represented at Darlington.

Our Canadian readers, of whom we have so many, will be
pleased to see the following from ,Stocli-Keeper: "At Dar-
lington we met Dr. Griffin, of Hamilton, Canada, a great
friend of Mr. A. D. Stewart, president of the Canadian
Kennel Club. A good and cheery sort, too, is the doctor,
who is over for a holiday, at the same time that he is on the
lookout for something good (canine) to take back. Dogs are
booming in Canada just now, and with such men as Vlr.

Stewart and Dr Griffin behind them, up they will continue
to go. One thing we continue to note—our foreign friends
will have none but the best; and they know when they see
them, too: So in a short time we may expect canine visitors
from their shores, and when they come they will have to be
reckoned with.

It Would Cost but a Cent.

A correspondent who wrote a letter to the advertiser of a
dog in our Kennel Special columns, complains that he
has received no reply, presum-tbly for the reason that the
dog had already been sold, and he submits that even if the
dog had been sold the advertiser should have had tne
courtesy to advise him of that fact in reply. We have
repeatedly been assured that advertisers receiA^ed more
applications than they had dogs to sell; and it certainly
would be a courteous thing to postalcardiae those who come
too late, explaining that the dogs have been sold. T^s
would make better feeling all around.

Death of Champion George.

Old show goers who were around in the early 8O3 will re-
member the pug champion George, and especially his charm-
ing mistress, and how she fought for what she thought were
the dog's just dues. This was in the Rhoderick and Joe and
George days. Old champion George is dead. This may
surprise many people, as his long retirement led one to
believe that his course had been run long since, George
died about Aug, 10, having been overcome by the heat. He
was nominally owned by Mr. Edvidn A- Pue, of the Comp-
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troller's Office, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Pur received the dog
as a gift from the late George H. Boker, February, 1879, on
th' latter's return from Russia-. He was exhibited for the
first time iu 1881, and was a faniiliar face at the principal
shows till 1883. At the New York show in 1881, wbeu he
first came out, Dr. Niven was the judge, and placed Dr.
Cryer's Bhoderick first; this so displeased the fair owner of

Ge'orKe that she presented the iudge with a copy of "Stoue-
hengp,'' to give him a chance to read up on pugs. In 1883,

when George beat Rhoderick under Mr. Kirk, it was the
occasion of quite a demonstration in the ring. The late Mr.
Lincoln presented George with a laurel wreath, and George
made bis then to be final bow to the public, while some-
body delivered a neat speech in his honor. In 1885, however,
he came out once more at the Philadelphia .show, and under
Mr. Mortimer was beaten by Mr. Geo. H. Hill's champion
Joe. How time flies; we can almost fancy that we can hear
Mrs. Pue's voice still ringing in our ears as she told us what
she thought about it. This was champion George's last

appearance in public. George was by Mnggins out of

Coquette, and was whelped December, 1878.

Pacific Kennel Club Meeting.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club
was held at 21 Kearney street, San Francisco, Cal., August
3, and was well attended. Nearly half of the members
being px'esent, President Pi,. E. Wilson presided. Mr. James
Mortimer was unanimously elected delegate to. the Ameri-
can Kennel Club. The president appointed the following
Committees for the ensuing year. -Finance: Messrs. H.
Bier, F. S. Butler and John Heffernan. Committee on Ad-
mission to Membership:—Messrs. William Murdock, James
E. Watson, Herbert Spencer, E. W. Briggs and Henry
Huber.
The Pacific Kennel Club has 90 members at present and

from three to ten new names are presented at every meet-
ing. The club is in a good strong condition and promises
well to be the strongest kennel club in California. It is

composed entirely of gentlemen of good standing in the
community and the members propose to build it up to a
large membership. At the last meeting a motion was
passed offering a reward of $50 for the conviction of any
party or parties caught stealing or poisoning any dog or
Hogs belonging to members of the club.

New Chestnuts.

Mr. Jarrett, owner of the Chestnut Hill Kennels, is taking
his ease these days, but still getting his due modicum of
enjoyment out of country life. We all know that Mr. Jai--

rett runs the kennel portion of the Pembroke Hunt, and
this week he writes us that the hounds are getting very fit.

"We have just come in from a good exercise hunt. W6
found a fox, probably one that was let loose last season; he
gave us a rattling run of fifteen minutes and went to ground.
We left him at rest and will try him again in a few days.
We are out every morning at daybreak—great fun!" Mr.
.Jarrett has purchased from Mr. John McLachlin, Estill,

Mo., the collie dog Commander (The Squire ex Active).
Active is a bitch the Chestnut Hilt Kennels imported and
sold in whelp to The Squire. Friend Jai-rett having ar-
ranged to go to the fairs at Yoiingstown and Columbus, O.,
with some of the high-jumping horses owned by Mr. Harri-
son, will be unable to attend the Canadian shows, as the
dates conflict. This will be good news for other collie men.
He will send a strong team to Mount Holly show in charge
of his kennelman. The dogs are all looking well and some
"grand" puppies are coming on, as he has been very success-
ful with their breeding this season.

Wire-Haired Fox-Terriers.

Mr. Smith expects his new wire-haired champion Dayles-
ford Broom, by Bushy Broom, to do a good deal of good to
the breed over here; he is also getting two or three good
bitches over as well, information about whom we shall be
able to give later on. It is to be hoped that this whilom
greyhound man will be as successful in the new fancy as he
was in the old. There is plenty of room. Daylesford Broom
was purchased through Mr. Geo. Raper, and was to be de-
livered after the Gloucester show, where he won third in a
strong lot. He is said to have very good legs, feet and body,
and his coat is of the best.
Speaking of wire-haired fox-terriers the new crack in

England, Bolton Woods Perfection, is, according to all re-

ports, not at all misnamed. Mr. Rotherham Cecil has just
purchased him from his former owner, a Mr. Smith, for
S500, and the latter stated that could he have atforded to
keep him $3,000 would have been his figure. Bolton Woods
Perfection was originally picked up at the Leeds show for
$75. We all know that Brittle, now at the Rochelle Ken-
nels, has sired some good ones, but being the sire of this
new crack adds still further to his reputation. Mr. Smith
is quoted as saying that he defied any judge of the breed to
find any palpable fault in the dog.

West Michigan K. C,

The West Michigan Kennel Club held a meeting Aug. 5 at
the Kalamazoo House, Kalamazoo, Mich. Among those
present were M. C. Byers, of Grand Rapids, Charles K.
Farmer, of Indianapolis, Ind., and H. Dale Adams, A
storm has been brewing for some time past and it culminat-
ed in a very interesting session. ;There are two factions,
one favoring the bench show at Grand Rapids and the
other the location at Muskegon. The feeling has been
very bitter, but it was believed that at the meeting held
last month the matter was finally decided in favor of Grand
Rapids. At this meeting, however, an effort was made to
change the decision of the former meeting, and it was 4
o'clock on Saturday morning before the contending fac-
tions smoked the pipe of peace and declared in favor of con-
tinuing the arrangements for the Grand Rapids show.

Death of Boz.

Our valued correspondent, Bradford S. Turpin, writes us
of the death of his Irish setter Boz. "He was an old dog
and has not been hunting for a couple of years, but in his
palmy days he bad a local reputation which extended over
a good part of Cape Cod. He had great speed, a fine nose
and no end of bird sense. As a retriever fiom water he was
great, and many a duck he has brought out of the surf for
me. Many who have shot over him will feel an interest in
hearing of" his death. He knew everything that a dog ought
to know and was a gentleman always."

California Items.

Oalifornians are particularly strong in well bred grey-
hounds, that is for coursing purposes, the coursing men
evidently taking little interest in the bench shows. Mr.
Tiernan has just bred his well-known greyhound bitch
Catherine Hayes, by Ben Ali out of Dougherty's Daisy, to
Mr. James E. Watson's Saturday, and this dog is by Friday
Night out of Mother Demdike. Such a combination of the
best imported and the best Californian blood should produce
something that will make iip for the young greyhound Mr.
Tiernan lost by an overdose of areca nut.

Water Toughs.
About a year ago the Humane Society of Detroit placed a

large number of little tubs about the streets of the city to be
kept filled with water for dogs, and already the good results
are apparent. Next summer they will have 150 of the tubs
out. An officer of the society said he had not hear l of a
single "mad" dog since they put the tubs in the street.

This particular officer knew what he was talking about
when he remarked, "I do not believe there would be any
frothing animals running and snapping on the streets if the
dogs had all the water they wanted. A great many people
make a mistake about dogs in this particular. In the ex-
tremely hot weather dogs eat very little, but they want lots
of water, and will go almost any distance to get it. If every-
body owning a dog would keep a pan of water in his back
yard and renew it daily his dog would never go mad. Why,
dogs come here for a diink from every direction, and there
are over a dozen of them that I call my regular customers."

California Kennel Club.

The California Kennel Club held a meeting Aug. 3 at 436
Montgomery street, San Francisco, .John B. Lewis presided
and J. .J, -Jamison acted as secretary. Piercy McPartland,
W. J. Blattner, Dr. F. W. Neif and Joseph Kruft were elected
members. A committee on recommending names for officers
to be voted for at the annual election, to be held the second
Wednesday in next mouth, was appointed. The treasurer
presented his official bond in S4,000, which was accepted.
President Lewis congratulated the club on the success that
had attended the club's various bench shows, and on the fact
that it corild boast of being free from debt.

Cockers Again.

Westchestee, Conn., Aug. IB.—Editor Forest and
Stream: My cocker spaniel, Rex Obo, was stolen last Friday
night, and on Monday night at 9 o'clock he came home
minus the name plate on his collar and with a piece of
clothesline attached to his collar, showing that he had
chewed the rope in two and escaped, and then made
tracks for home. He knew his business all right when he
got his liberty. K. A. Carrier.

Toronto Show.
Among the specials offered at the coming Toronto show,

Mr, Geo. Fisher, of Baltimore, Md., offers the services of his
Calumet Ben d'Or for best toy spaniel in the show. Mr.
Henry Brooks, of West Medford, Mass. , donates the follow-
ing specials: Kennel Scotch terriers, four or more, .$10; best
Scotch terrier dog, $10; best Scotch terrier bitch, $10. The
Adams Express Co. will return all dogs free to original
exhibitor who has prepaid regular rates going.

American Field Trial Judges.

The judges of the trials of the American Field Trials Club
for this year will be W. A. Thompson, -J. M. Freeman and
Royal Robinson, Over 1,700 acres in the "Haw Patch" just
north of the city of Columbus, Ind., have been leased for the
trials.

Another Trust.

This is an age of trusts. The latest is a "mud-slinging
trust," and the Forest and Stream "ain't in it."

A correspondent writes: "I am glad to see you keep your
columns clean, and do not court this later day stvle of per-
sonal blackguardism under the cover of nom de jjlumes."

When Chicopee Lass killed the hare in the final contest at
Great Bend, Kan,, last year, "bunny" was saved and has now
been mounted, and is in the possession of Mr. M, Ryan of
San Francisco. We are told by the San Francisco Call that
the animal is much larger than the general run of California
jacks found on the famous coursing plains of Merced.

We are sorry to hear of Mr. Eugene Glass's serious il Iness
but trust he will soon be on the mend again. Meanwhile
The Dog Fancier for August will not be published but will
be combined with the September number.

In our business columns we notice that George Thomas is

making every eft'ort to get a good team for the Canadian
shows. When these are over he will take a trip to England,
and this afliords those who wish to buy a dog or two, an op-
portunity of having a man select for them who knows some-
thing about a dog.

Mr. Michael Flynn we are pleased to see has not entirely
given up his dogs, but bad luck still haunts him, as he lost
by distemper three dogs and five bitches out of the litter by
Glen Jarvis out of the well known bitch Sedan.

Mr. Hedley Chapman, from whom Mr. Reick purchased
Princess Florence, has sold his residence and kennels at
Maplecroft Hall in Bath, England, to Dr, Inman, who owns
the St. Bernard Siegfried. Mr, Chapman is going to live in
British Columbia, so Stock-Keeper says.

The same journal in its report on Duke Maplecroft, at
Darlington, says his eyes are the sort that are now becoming
so prevalent, i, e., small and showing a good deal of the
haw. This, we should think, is not by any means an im-
provement in a St, Bernard.

Mr, Brodie, the Irish terrier man, is coming on a visit to
America and will probably bring his dog What Care I with
him.

The Mount Holly Fair is always a notable gathering of
country folks and agricultural stock, and when they hold
out such good inducements for the dog show we are sure
many dogmen will pay it a visit. Contrary to the custom of
our regular bench shows, with the exception of the W. K.
C. and the N. E K. C, we have received our admission
card and general invitation already. This reminds us that
our show secretaries are very remiss in this respect as a
rule. At all the shows last spring, with the exception of
those mentioned, we had to cool our heels at the door while
we craned our necks to catch a glimiise of some well known
committeeman who could give the password and let

us in.

Mr. Chapman, president of the Beagle Club, has left
Boston on a trip to Maine, and expects to pick up a good
beagle or two for the Toronto show. He expects to move
the greater part of his kennel to Orland, Me., where there is
unlimited range and plenty of game. This place is situated
four miles from Bucksport, Me.

Mr. A. E. Foster, of New York city, has purchased from
Mr. Rowland P, Keasbey his well-known field spaniel,
Beverley Negus, This is a good move on Mr. Foster^s part
as it gives him a still firmer hold on the Field Spaniel Chal-
lenge Cup, which he holds by the aid of Judex at the N, Y.
show last spring. Mr, Foster will show both at Toronto
when the cup is put up again and is out for blood this
time. We are glad to see this fancier coming into the fold
again. He was the last owner of old champion Benedict.

One of our largest and best known exhibitors writes us
this week, "Thanks very much for sending the paper, it
has saved me a trip to town each week as F. & S. is not on
sale on the stand here." Our friends want the best and
spare no trouble to get it.

Mr. Phcebus does not wish people to suppose that he was
"trying to fly with pin feathers where onl^ full-fledged
birds can soar" when we stated that some of his dogs were
quartered at Tuxedo Park. Hehas, however, thirteen (jouple

of them in Bill Marriott's hands not far from Tuxedo. He
will take them South soon and use them there during the
entire winter and spring.

We are told that Mr. T. S. Bellin has put up several prizes
at the Rochester show and that Mr, Otis Fellows will
superintend and also judge sportine dngs. At the Mohawk
Valley Fair Mr. Fellows will also judge the dogs. Follow-
ing this he will take in Kingston and Toronto, so "Qncle
Dick" may be said to be fairly in it.

Mr. E. B. Bishop writes: "It seems that I was very pre-
vious in announcing the purchase of Erne IL; Mr. O'Cal-
laghan later priced me her litter sister Elphin, and as the
latter did creditable work iu the Kennel Club's Derby she
was much preferred, and the exchange was made. She is

beautiful in appearance, in other words, she strikes me 'all

in aheap'," They are waiting for rain before they start
after the chickens again, as Irwin did not find two dozen on
the previous excursion. Mr. A. C. Waddell, the veteran
sportsmen and breeder, will soon be at Mr, Bishop's ken-
nels and will assist in looking after the youngsters.

Berkshire county, Mass,, has been troubled this year
with sheep and fowl-destroying dogs that have already
done .$1,600 worth of damage. Now they are paying their
attention to snapping at and chasing horses, A bulldog
and a mongrel were seen the other day to attack a mare
heavy with foal. The bigger dog brought the mare to
the ground and the dogs were not driven off until the
mare had sustained serious injury. The wounds will prove
fatal to the foal and possibly to the mare. Twodogshave
been caught "on suspicion," and short shrift should be
their portion if found guilty, for these are the animals that
give a dog a bad name and lead to obnoxious and preju-
diced legislation.

Our call for an outcross from Plinlimmon blood has been
the occasion of bringing several dogs, and quite good ones,
to our notice, who possess the necessary blood qualifications.
It would, of course, be invidious to mention them here
unless their names were to be found in our business col-
umns.

In our list of Derby entries of the P. K. C. and Central
trials the owner of the pointer Bradley should have been
given as Geo. N. Paine and not G. H. Price.

We have received a nice little photograph of Mr. Rath-
bone's Beverwyck Punster, that did so well in the spring
shows. This young dog has filled out nicely since then and
will do to show again. By the way, we did not say anything
about the capital little picture that we published last week
of Mr. Rathbone's fox-terriers. This gentleman pressed the
button and we did the rest. Making a guess at the dogs'
names we got one Tippler in.=itead of Fizz. But, as Mr.
Rathbone says, "one is now in heaven and the other in
Canada," it does not much matter, He has some rather
promising puppies coming on, but expects them all to go
to pieces before the spring shows, "they generally do."

Mr. A, M. Hughes, now manager of the Flour City Ken
nels, will judge the St. Bernards at Brooklyn. Without any
discourtesy to those who have .«o ably judged the St. Ber-
nards the past few years we may say that a little change
will be beneficial, Mr. Hughes has had lots of experience
with St. Bernards, and as he is thoroughly uabiased and is

personally unknown to many of the newcomers, there is no
reason why he should not have a generous support at the
Brooklyn show in November next.

Those who are interested in the Irish setter trials vdll
find very u.seful information in our business columns this
week. Those who have dogs to enter should remember the
dates of closing of entries, and the liberality of this enthus-
iastic club, which now, we are pleased to see, has no need to
go down on its knees for subscriptions. The Irish setter
field trials is an annual institution now, and the thanks are
due in great part to Dr. Davis.

Dr. Foote has been in communication with the Express
Conference authorities in Chicago, as chairman of the com-
mittee appointed by the A. K. C. for that purpose, but gives
little hope of any amelioration of present hardships that
shippers must put up with. He has been trying to get the
companies to reduce charges to singlerates on dogs to shows
and return free, and also single rates each way for bitches
sent to stud dogs, but the companies fail to see that they
would gain any increased custom by the concessions. They
seem to entirely forget the injustice of their exorbitant
charges.

Mr. William Tallman will probably judge sporting classes
at Kingston and Ottawa shows.

The Ottawa club meeting report, held Aug 3, was re-
ceived too late for publication this week. There is no fur-
ther news in it than that given by our Canadian correspond-
ent if we except the notice that the Canadian Pacific and G.
T. roads will carry dogs to show at usual excess baggage
rates and return free.

Probably the peculiar way in which we worded our par,
about Henry Jennings leaving the New York St. Bernard
Kennels, may have led some people to suppose that Jennings
had done some heinous wrong. This is not so, it was simply
a difference of opinion between employer and employee.

New advertisements are still cnming in, showing the ap-
preciation of the dograen for Forest and Stream as a
selling medium. F. H. Perry has broken Irish setters;
C A. Paetzel, a number of well-bred and trained pointers;
Lock Drawer 14, pointer bitch and puppies; H. V. Jamie-
son, trained beagles and pups: C. F. Lambert, pointer pups
by King of Kent; F. Clint :n, well-bred English setter, P.
Mayher, broken pojnter. In the stud we draw attention to
V. L. Bossa's English setter Bow Bondhu, also Edward
Brooks' new Dandle Dinmonts Amphion and Laird o' the
Heather. Wants: Wm. H. Atwood, a well-broken setter
dog; Henry Jennings, situation as kennel manager.

SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR OWN CRITICS?
Editor Forest and Stream:
The kennel press has existed a good while, and I fancy

that the editors have tolerably correct ideas as to their wisest
course, and it is somewhat startling to find a novice under-
taking to point out new departures as exclusive paths of
propriety.

It is all nonsense that a judge will be more careful if he
knows he has to report on his classes. The true judge, who
knows his business, is careful in his judging and lets any
report take care of itself. The wildest judging I ever saw
was followed by a still wilder report.
To exclude all communications over nom de plumes,

would be a pattern absurdity. Some of the very, very best
work for the kennel world ever done, was done by anony-
mes. If a man's public course as to kennel matters requires
comment, it is far better to have it over a nom de plume,
less acrimony is raised, the exposed cannot vent his enmity
on his crueifier, enemies are not thereby made, and the
knight of the hedge expresses himself with greater freedom.
Personal attacks, not based on public facts, are the sort that
should be over the writer's name. W. Wads;.
HuxTON, Pa., July 30,
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PSOVOI-BORZOI.
The following remarks of Baron Kursel are very interest-

ing as showing the ixasefitled state of the Psovoi breed even
in Russia at the present time. Primarily this translation
is given to. show the doubtiag Thomases that the dogs are
spoken of by the Russians themselves as Psovie in distinc-
tion to the "swift dogs"—Borzie, among which, it will be
noticed, is counted the English greyhound. It is further
worthy of remark that according to this article swiftness is
not altogether the point most desired, and that the grey-
hound is all very well for the hare and fox work in the open,
but not for the rougher country and wolves. We have not
altered in any way the original quaintness of the transla-
tion:

REMARKS ON THE AKTICLE OF ME. W. S. TOLSTOI IN NO. 12 OF
"THE JOURNAL OF THE HUNT":

The remarks of Mr. Tolstoi touched me to the quick as a
hunter, and I cannot pass it in silence. The trouble is, that
Mr. Tolstoi is not satisfied with. the decision of the conclave
of Psoi'ie hunters, to divide the coursing grounds for each
breed separately.
(The author is mistaken, even if the conclave asked that

the English Borzoi should be entirely excluded from the
grounds for trial runs.)
The object of the trial grounds was to show vjhich of the

Borzie was the more mettlesome and to recompense the
most mettlesome with a prize. On the trial grounds the
Eyiglish Borzoi beat and beats yet the Psovoi: so tue ques-
tion, ivhich of the Borzie is the most mettlesome can be
regarded as decided. Then why speed the Psovoi with the
English on the trial grounds?

'

There are, thank God, prizes for all breeds in the Fall—let
them then compete if they c^n.
Traditional rough-coated Psovoi, as in olden times, of a

phenomenal swiftness, they are no more, and therefore let
us not try what we cannot accomplish at present, I. e., to
beat the English in swiftness on the coursing grounds. Let
us on the contrary trv to breed in time from the pitiful
remainder of former Psovie, swifter dogs; if we succeed in
this, then let us compete. At present we are not yet able to
compete, as in general the present breed of Psoirie is a poor
one, even if it must be acknowledged that among really
blooded exemplars there happen to be very swift ones. By
such means, I think, by a judicious crossing of very swift
and full-blooded ones, without hurrying and not expecting
in one year the growing up of this breed, we will attain that
which we had formerly, when they were not over anxious to
try conclusions with the English dogs against ours.
(We are convinced that in the field it is yet the case, in

particular late in the fall, which opinion the author later on
sustains in speaking of Crimean dogs).

. Admitting that the English dog is swifter than the Psovoi,
let me put another question: Is this one quality—swiftness
—suflficient to give the preference to the Eaglish dog? That
the full-blooded English dog does not give satisfaction in all
respects of a hunt with dogs nobody will dispute with me,
I hope. Let me see only one such a pack, consisting only of
greyhounds; take something else excefit gray hares, foxfs,
and accidentally perhaps a young wolf. I do not believe
that the expectab'ons from a perfect pack would be satisfied
with such small demands.
Let us now look at the English Borzoi from a different

point of standing. Of how much advantage are they to a
single hunter, who hunts exclusively by trailing? Only
this one fact that the majority of the'm only use soutlicni
breeda of Borzie, even if cross-bred with Psovies, even if,

but very' rarely, full-blooded Psovie shows that the English
dog does not fulfil their expectations. Still, there are
found, if even seldom, English dogs with single hixnters,
but on broken ground they run (hunt) worse than the
Krimki, and if even tearing their toes, they are not faster
in general. In cold weather it is even difficult to hunt with
them, as they always .shiver and whine. In general the
English cannot satisfy the hunter, even if they take the
greatest care with them—thick cloth blankets, warm hous-
ing, etc., etc.; on the contrary, the Krimki and Gorki stand
the most severe Irosts easily. I maintain firmly that the
full-blooded Gorka by far beats the pet English.

I do not understand the reproach which Mr. Tolstoi makes
to the Psovoi If Mr. Tolstoi aims at 33>.i:in. Pobedim I.,

of S. S. Karejeff's, it must be remarked that such remarks
have no foundation whatever, as it was known that Pobe-
dim I. was very swift and staying and caught gray hares
singly. Those Psovie of whom I wish to speak do not be-
long to this class of dogs, but to the common class of Psovie
about 30in. high and have not a drop of blood from the Eng-
lish breed. Some of these dogs, certainly not all, had strong
legs, gameness and swiftness. I have hunted with them,
and yet hunt with them, alone, and for all that I get old
hares, and they do not get away because that the dogs were
winded. When sometimes gray hares escaped it happened
in a very wooded part or in the winter on a frozen snow
crust, which carries the hare but not the dog. Lender such
conditions a hare can escape from any dog whatever. I am
entirely satisfied that for a hunt of the gray hare or fox
only, the Eaglish dog is more fitted than the more robust
Psovoi, which proves that the stronger build of the Psovoi
does not give him the lightness of the smaller English. But
I warrant that the Krimka and Gopka beat them in
this respect, and I believe that the small bitches of the Gep-
moloff—Matchewarianski breed do not stand much inferior
to them. As to baiting {on short distance) with Psovie,
they are far more effective than the English. There are
certainly Psovie which are not able to catch a gray hare,
but the more should we prize the disappearing ones that
can, an opinion which Mr. Tolstoi will not hold, as he
rather prefers to them the swift English ones. We shall
have need of English dogs when there shall be no hunting
in Russia and she has become one field for sport, and sports-
men. I do not think weshall live to see it, therefore it is

too early to provide ourselves with English dogs, and even
should we live to see it, we can till then develop our cours-
ing dogs. Therefore let us rather pay attention to our
Psovoi dog, or else we may lose him as we lost the famous
Kostromski hound. What will be thegood of it, if weshall
be compelled to import in time the Psovoi from England,
as at present the Bessarabian hunter George Basilievitch
Kolmutzki was compelled to import a leash of foxhounds
because he could not acquire a decentlot. Different black
and tan celebrities, which cost him a great deil of money,
did not satisfy even a not very high expectation. Now,
gentlemen hunters, is it not a shame that for a Russian
hunt with dogs there have to be bought foreign dogs?
Thanks to the old hunters, that they preserved yet more
or less pure breeds of Borzie. I do not speak at all about
the defunct Matcaevariinoff Germoloff, whose memory
will always be preserved in the hearts of all Russian hunt-
ers, but also S. S. Karejeif has preserved tons full-blooded
Psovie, whatever they may say of him. His dogs showed
themselves also to advantage at the bench shows, and on
the coursing grounds for swiftness and for wickedness.
Does Mr. Tolstoi really not know the A B C of breeding,

that the mixing of the English breed with the Psovoi only
gives in the first generation something likely? If he does
not know then I allow myself to repeat this truth, and if

Mr. Tolstoi does not believe me then I ask him to
show to me authentic mixing of the English and Psovoi
which ever acquired any renown. I on my part
will point out the dogs of Duke Galitzin, Mr. Protasielf
Germololf, Match evarian off, Schnsharieff, Moscharoff, N. A.
and S. S. Karejeff, Tschebesheff, Imperial Hunt, Durasoff,
Baljtzoflf, Ozeioff, Tzvetkolf and many others. These dogs
acquired well-deserved renown, even if they did do without

the prescriptions of Mr. Tolstoi. I have seen Psovie take
singly an old wolf and a gray hare. I had myself one such
dog, and at the pre.sent time I know two such dogs; but
perhaps Mr. Tolstoi's dogs are still better. It would be inter-
esting to see them in action and not on paper.

Baron H. K Kursel.
P. S.—To take an old (full-grown) wolf single-handed I

understand to be this way: The dog takes and throws him
down, holds him some time, certainly not as long a a year-
ling, which a likely furilmnd cau even strangle. K.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—Mr. Stewart has called a meeting of those

interested in the proposed Fox-Terrier Club for Canada, for
Tuesday, Sept. i;:5, at 8 P. M., in the Walker House, Toronto,
and on Wednesday, Sept. 14, same time and place, will be
held the first meeting of the proposed Canadian Breeders'
Assor'iafion. The objects of the latter are to be as Mr.
Stewart writes me, "the encouragement of local breeders and
the holding of ariunal bench shows at which entries will be
confined solely to Canadian breeders."

Mr. W. B. Palmer, Woodstock, who judged spaniels at
Ottawa last year, will again take these classes. The top row
of benches in the show building has been removed and the
committee must this year positively limit the entry to 230.

Any coming in after the limit is reached will be returned.

Kingston is offering the same money as last year, i. e : $7
and $3 with diploma for third; $20 is oiffered for the handler
or kennel making the largest number of entries.

"Dealing in futures" seems to be coming into vogue with
our kennel clubs. Kiugstnn now claims the week following
Toronto for its show of 1893 and also claims the same week
in perpetuity. H^ B. Donovan.

Mr. H. E. Twyford sailed yesterday morning on the S.S.
Mohawk. A number of his friends gathered in the dining
saloon Tuesday evening to bid the genial "Brockenhurst"
and his better half bon voyage.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are inserted without charge; and blanks

(famished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanbs sent free on application.

Wait Awhile. Power, BranUy. Uncle DicK and Sedan II. By
Glendyne Kennels, Bristol. R L. f'^r red Irish setters, four dcigs
and one bitch, whplped AprillS, 1893, by (jlen Jarvis (Elcho, Jr.—
Maid) out of Sedan.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Enterprise—Gully the Great. Wagtail K^nnols' (Jamesport-. N.
Y.) bull-'erripr niLCU Enterprise to F. F. Dole's Gully the Great
(GladPtnne—Florip). July "^0.

JSellie Hunter—Bov) Bondhu. V. L. Bnasa'e C^Tew Canaan.Conn.)
Eufjli-h setter bircu NTntne Hunter (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter) to
hi>* Bow Bondhu (G\is Bondhu— Bo-Peep), Aaz. 3.

Chriatenia—Bow Bondhu.. VVm. Scotii l'l's (Bridgeport, Conn.)
Eogllsli pet,t«r I'irch Cnris'euia to Y. L. Bossa'.-i Bow Bondhu (Gas
Bondhu—Bo- Ppcp), Auec. 10.

Broumfield Madge—Broomfield Sultan. Kochelle Kennels' (N^w
Rochelie, N. Y.) bla k and tan terrier bitch Broomfield Madge
(Jackson's Patrick—Jackson's Qupeu) to their champion Broom-
Held SuUan fBr"omfield Turk—Broona Bold Belle). Aug. 1.

Meershronh Maiden— Broomfiehl Sidtan. Rochelie Kennels'
C^ew Kochelle, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch champion
Meersbrook Maiden (MePrsbrook Chance—M^ersbrook Empress)
to 1 heir champion Broomfield Sultaa (Broomfield Turk—Broom-
field Bplle), JuU' 30,

Rochelie AJa^jestic—Merry Monarch Rochelie Kennels' (New Ro-
cLpJIp, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Roohelln Mniesiic
(champion Broomfield Sultan—champion Meer**brook Maiden) to
their Merry Monarch (Halifax Charlie—Nell), July 21.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Flornont. Jap. B. Blossom's (Morrisania, N. Y".) Gordon setter
bitch Flornont (champion Beauraont—f^ouniess Flo), Aug. 3. seven
(four doe?), by his Heather York (champion Heai her Harold-
champion Belmont),
Rochelie Carmenclta. Rochelie Kennels' (New Rnchelle. N. Y.)

black and Tan terrier bitch RochnUe Carmencita fThe Senator-
Rnchelle Nadjy), July 9. tour (two rings), by thf'r champion
Broomfipld Snltan (Broomfield Turk—Broomfield BOle).
Maid of Borstal. N. Alclntosh'a (Provider ce, R, I.) Irish Fetter

bitch Mall of Borstal (champion Incbiguin—Quota Bellt), Aug.
7, seven (three doe."), by J. J. Scanlan's champion Incniquin
(champion Shandon II.—lonai.
Sedan. Gjendyne Kpunels' (Bristol, R. I.) Irish setter bitch Se-

dan (Chester D. Herald—Nancy), April 13, thirteen (seven doga),
by their Glen Jarvis (Elcho, Jr.—Maid).

vSALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

White Wonder— Wimiing Wagtail vihe'p. AVhite. small spot
around one eye, bull terrier bitch, whplped Ans. 7, is91, by Wag-
tail Kennels, Jamesport, N. Y., to D. E. Williams, Brooklyn,
N Y.
Dakota. White bull-terrier dog. wheloed Aug. 7. Ife91, by White

Wonder out of Wmning Wagtail, by Waetail Kennels, James-
port, N. Y.. to W. F. Gardner, West Union. la.

Rochells Mamzelle. Black and tan terrier bitch, wbeJped July 1,
18H1, by rbwrnplon Bi'oomfield Sultan out of Broomfield Marigp.by
Bochelle Kennels, New Rochelie, N. Y., to Louis Colomb, New
Orleanp. La.
Rochelie Scdts. Black and tan terrier dog, whplped Aug. 11, 1890,

by Brncmfleld Sulfn out of English Lady, hv Rochelie Kennels,
New Rochelie. N Y.. to S. G. Mver.a. Chicago. 111.

Broomfteld Sultan—Meersbrook Maiden whelp. Black and tan
terrier oiicb, whtlperi Feb. 19, 1891, bv Kocnelle Kennels, New
Rochelie, N. Y., to C. B. Snitter, Cedar Rapida. la.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tliere'xs ru> charge for answering questions under this head. JlU

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a mernb&r of the Royal College of yeterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will receive careful attentUm.

O. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Please give pedigree of pointer hitch
Gift (A.K.R. 5921). Ans. Whelped Aug. 20. 1S87. Sire—Main-
spriuK. by Salter's Mil'e (Bang— Stella) out ot his Romp, by Chang
out of Brochenbury's Romp. Dam—Lulu, by imported Leonard
Jerome out of Vansise's Swan, by Orgill's Rush out of Hedeman's
Swan.
P. G.. Toronto, Can.-Probably your dog was affected by the

beat. It is very foolish to exercise doffS during the middle of the
day this weather; better keep them shut till night if you have not
tne time to exercise in the morniDg. When the dog has a fit

again, or shows any signs of heing affected, apply cold water to
the h^ad and carry to a cool place. Do not feed too heavily or so
much meat.
H. F, M.—The insect you sent us is a common tick. They are

often found on does in country districts, and al30 are the direct
result of dirty kennels and bedding aud general neglect. Look
the dog carefully ever and remove the ticks, and then apply this
lotion: Flowers of sulphur, lib : unslaked lime, >61b.; water. 1

gallon. Slake the lime in the water, stir in the smpnur, adding
water gradually until it is of a r-reamy consistpncy, then add the
remainder of the water and boil down to half a gallon. Let it

stand till cold, pour oft the c'ear liquid and add cold water till

you have altogether two and a half quarts ot liiiutd. Saturate
the dog with the lotion and leave ou for ten minutes, then wash
off wit h warm water and soap and thoroughly dry the dog. This
is an excellent and saf • remedv for mange and any kind of tleas.

From a Subscriber With His Renewal.
I TAKE this opportunity to congratulate you on the great im-

provement in the paper. It has bpen my favorite journal for
years, and i should not know how to get along without it now.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

Wiuthrop, 3d and 4th Classes v 26. Quincy, -31 Cham,, Quincy,
Winthrop. Mass.

Roy. N.S., Ruth Cup. Halifax. 27. Hull, Cup Race, Hull.
Corinthian, Marblehead. 27. Dorchester, Open Cup, Dor-
Beverly, Monument Beach. Chester.
Hull Cor., 9d Cham.. Hull. 27. Larchmont, Oyster Boats.
Cape Cod. Town Cove. 27. Savin Hill, Sail Off.
Miramichi, Triang., Chatham. 37. Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston.
St. Lawrence, Montreal. 37. Wmttirop, id Class Cham.,
Winihrop, Cruise. Winthrop.
Audubon, Cruise to Fishing 27. Commonwealth, Cham., Dor-
Banks. Chester Bay.

Audubon, Ann. Excursion to 27. Harlem, Ann., New York.
Fishing Bank°. 27. Buffalo, Ladies' Day.

Rhode Island, Open. 27. Sippican, Open, Marion.
Fall River, Open, Fall River. 37. Roy. N S , Lord Ales. Ru.ssell
Rochester, Club Regatta. Cup, Halifax.

SEPTEMBER.
Wintbrop, 3d and 4th Classes, 6. Jersey City. Ladies' Day, New
Winihrop York Bay.

Roy. N.S., Handicap, Halifax. 10. Seawanhaka- Rouse and Wet-
Larchmont, Fall, Larchmont. more Cups, Oyster Bay.
Rochester, Autumn Cruise. 10. Sippican, 3d Sweep. Marion.
Beverly, Monument Beach. 10, Eastern, Fall, Marblebead.
Buffalo, 3d Pennant. 14. Roy. N.S., Uapt. L Russell's
Hull Cor., Open. Hull. Cup, Halifax.
Corinrhiau. Marblehead. 14. Winttirop, Cash, Winthrop.
Beverly, Monument Beach. 15. New York, Schooner Sweeps,
Mos. Fleet, Ooen, Boston. New York.
N.Y."i,R.A., Ann., New York. 15. Rochester, Grand Review.
Corinthian. Atlantic City. 15. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
Douglaston, Sweeps, Little 17. Beverly, Monument Beach.
Neck Bay. 18. Miramichi, Triang,New2astJe.

Lynn, Open. Naliant. 24. t'helsea.
Fall Kiver Club, Fall River. 24. Buffalo. 3d Pennant.
Volunteer. New Haven. 24. Common wealtb, Cham., Dor-
Sippican, Cham., Marion. Chester Bay.
Miramichi, Sweep, Newcastle.

CoT-inthlan, Atlantic City.
Buffalo, Closing Crui.se.

0. Jei-sey City, Ladies' Day, New
York Bay.

Teere seems to be a doubt on the part of some Eastern yachtsmen
as to the exact location of Bristol. R. I., with regard to the Hub of

the yachting universe. When Harpoon and Merlin won the Goelet
cups Boston was one place and Bristol another, Boston being still a
long way ahead ; but when the news comes by cable of repeated
victories for the Herreshoff Wenonah on the Clyde, together with
thegood work of the little Bristol half rater. Wee Win, at South-
ampton, Boston tenderly nestled little Bristol under her motherly
wing, along Rosbiiry, Duxbury. Dorchester, Jamaica Plains, Chelsea
and the rest of her suburban brood, and is ready to place the name
of Herreshoff beside those of Sullivan, Emerson and Lowell.

After the following amusing account of a recent yacht race in

Mnglaod It -will be well to "ask of the man in the moon," or to "seek
the answer in the stars," before accepting as true any statements of
the New York Sun. The race in question was sailed by Queen Mab,
Thalia and Varuna, at Cowes:
"Melbourne, Aug. a —The race for the Australian cup, the great

Australian turf event, was won by Queen Mab, Thalia being second,
Urana third and last."

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE. 1892.
The cruise of the New York Y. C. terminated on the evening of

Aug. 10, after a brilliant reception on the flagship to the members of
the lleet and their guests, together with the members of rhe Eastern
Y.' C Prior to the ref-eption a meeting of captains was held, at
which the formal disbanding of the squadron took place, though the
festivities continued until a late hour. On Thuis lay at 5 M, the
Electra weighed anchor and sailed for Newport, leaving some of the
yachts to start in the special race of the Eastern Y. C. Toe cruise
has been a most successful one from the time the tlagship catted hec
anchor off the club station at New York on Aug. 2, until she passed
to sea by Marblehead Rock nine days later, there was no misnap or
interruption, everything ran scuoothly, and the weather was as
nearly perfect as can be had for nine consecutive days. The racing
on the whole has boen satisfactory both in the numoer and q ialicy
of the starters and in the general fairness of the conditions, aud the
tluky weather of the beginning of the first two runs, as well as the
late start and unsatisfactory finish of the Goelet^ cups race, were for-
gotten after the rattlmg runs from Kewport to Vineyard Haven, and
thence to Marblehead.

Commodore's Cups, Aug. 10.
MARSLBHEAU-E. Y. C. COfRSE.

The last race of the cruise was for two cups, of $1,000 and $500,
ottered by Com. Gerry for yachts of the New York or Eastern clubs,
under the rules aud allowances of the former. Lasca went back to
Vineyard Haven, leaving six schooners to start. Merlin, Marguerite,
Mayflower, Constellation, A.lcaia and Iroquois. With Gracieleft be-
hind at Vineyard Haven with a broken topmast, and Kairiaa minus
hers, there was nothing in the 70ft. class, leaving the 46-t'ooters alone
to light for the smaller cup, Wasp, Gloriana, Harpoon and the Fife
boat Barbara.
Wednesday morning was bright aud clear, with a perfectly smooth

sea and little or no wind, a light S.W. breeze springing up before the
stait. The flagship came out of the harbor flying the flag of the
State of Massachusetts at the fore. Governor Ru.ssell being amoog
tht guests on board. Ituna ran out and anchored olf Half Way Rock.
The course was one fiequently sailed by the Eastern Y. C, a 36-mile
triangle, the first 12-mile side to Harding's BeU Buoy, the second tu a
mark boat, and the third back to the Rock.
When the starting gun for the smaller yachts sounded at 10:55:lX),

the wind had strengthened, a light clubtopsail breeze from S.S.W.
making a beat over the fli'st leg. On the second the wind went round
to the south, making a close reach and a run over the greater part of
the third leg, backing a little toward the end of me race, and caUing
m spinakers.
Gloriana and Harpoon hung about the weather end of the line, the

former going over shortly after the gun, but Harpoon, after coming
to the line on Gloriana's weather, stood back and v^aited for a lace
start. Wasp aud Barbara crossed from opposite sides, but at the
same second, the times being: Gloriana 10:53 05, Wasp 10:57:32,
Barbara 10:57::j2, Hai-poon 10:59:06. There was an interval of 10
minut(='S before the schooners crossed, they being timed: Iroquois
11:01:10. Merlin 11:01:51, Constellation 11:02:30, fllarguerite 11:02:33,
Alctt!a 11:03:50, Maytlower 11:05:31. Iroquois croissed first, followed
by Merhn and Marguerite, Constellation cutting in between the
latter pair and calling for some sharp handling. Alcsea and May-
Uower were slow in starting.
Gloriana led the fleet inshore toward Tinker's Island, Wasp follow-

ing and gaining on her, while Harpoon, also in chase, failed to hold
either. Barbara left the others from the start, and chose a course of
her own, offshore on starboard tack, which she held for a long time
with good results. Iroquois followed Barbara offshore, Merlin and
Constellation sailed a medium course, and the otner two went close
inshore. The wind was quite light along the shore, but outside it
freshened and went to the southward, helping Barbaia and Iroquois,
while it left some of the others in a very bad box. Waso left Glori-
ana to take care of Harpoon, and went in chase of Barbara, but
failed to catch her. Gloriana broke the footyard of her clubtopsail,
which hindered her considerably.
The times at the first mark were:

Marguerite

Alcfcea ..

On the reach, and with more wind, Wa>p began to overhaul Bai-
bara, while astern, Sai^opq caHSbt «WJ4 passed Gloriana, the latter

Elapsed.
, 1 00 37 2 OS 4S
1 07 17 3 09 27
1 07 44 3 OU 19
1 08 38 2 15 13
1 OS 51 a 11 60

..1 10 13 2 11 48
J VI S3 a 11 07

. 1 1!) 30 .2 27 40

.1 -iO 00 y 24 45

.] 25 05 2 .25 20
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beiup obliged to sbift her damaged topsail for a SDialler one. When
Barbara had covered about a ihird of Cbe leg her bobjjtay fjave way
and she was obliged to withdraw and '.return to the harbor, leavinK

Wasp with a safe lead. Constellation passed Merlin, and Marguerite
sailed fast, passing both Iroquois and Maytiower, so that the times at

the outer mark were:

Constellation -2 23 35

Merlin 2 28 07

Marguerite 2 28 55

Maj-tlower 2 31 11

IroQUOis 2 Si 3o

Waip 2 37 52

AlCffia 2 30 40

Harpoon... 2 49 50

Gloriana

Klap.sed.
1 14 51
1 20 50
1 18 42
1 18 48
1 23 41

1 29 14

1 14 3.5

1 29 50
1 31 02.2 .50 8;

Spinakers were set to port and baOoonjibtopsails sent aloft, but
when nt-ar the last part of the course the wind headed PuflHciently to

bring in all spinakers. The full times were;

Start.
Constellaiiou il 02 30

Alcffia 11 03 60
Merlin .. .11 01 51

JMayaower U 05 21

Marguerite 11 02 38
Iroquois H 01 10

Klapsed Corrected.Finish.
3 56 24
4 15 18
4 03 18
4 06 58
4 06 26
4 11 48

SLOOPIS.

Barbara 10 57 32

Wai-p 10 57 32 4 18 5fi

Harpoon 10 59 06 4 29 35

Gloiiana 10 65 55 4 34 29

The elapsed times on the run in are interesting, the conditions be

ing then very fair. ^

Consitellation 1 29 41 Iroquois 1 34 30

Merlin. 3 31 03 Harpoon 1 35 36

Alcasa 1.SI3I Wasp-... 1 36 56

Mayflower 1 31 39 Gloriana 1 39 43

Marguerite.. 1 33 3i

Marguerite wins easily, taking the gUiOO cup, while Wasp wins the

$500 one.

4 53 54
5 11 28
5 01 26
5 01 37
5 03 58
5 10 33

5 21 24
5 30 29
5 38 34

4 53 64
not meas.
4 53 58
4 51 55
4 49 58
4 .^5 42

5 21 24
not meas.
5 37 30

Eastern Y. C. Special Race,
Marblehead.

Aug. 11. Off

The race for the Gerry cups nominally ended the cruise, but the

race on the following day. ihursday, was practically one of the

same series of cruise races, though euiirely an Eastern Y. C. att'air.

Com. Forbes flrst made an offer of cups of equal value with those

offered by Com, Gerry, but the entries were not numerous, only the

46 footers being willing to start. A S250 cup was promised them, and
finally the four schooners. Constellation. Marguerite, Iroquois and
Mayflower, made up a sweepsiakes of $100 each, and started. The
regatta' committee of the Eastern Y C. managed the race from the

tug Dudley Pray and with a light S. S. W. wind selected the Nabant-
Glouceslei' course; from Halfway rock southwest by west, one-
quart-r west, se^en miles to a mark off Nahant; thence east by south,

one-half south. S% miles to the E. Y. C. turning buoy; thence north

by east, three-quarters east. 9)4 miles to the whistling buoy off East-

ern point, Gloucester; thence southwest by west, one-half west, 6}4

iniies to the finish at Halfway rock.
This course is almost an isosceles triangle, the start and finish

being in the center of the long side; as the wind held it gave a beat,

then a quartering run, then a dead run, and finally a close reach
home.
The start was made at 11 A. M., a one-gun start for the 46-footers

and a time start five mmutes later for the four schooners. Barbara
was not ready, and only Wasp, Gloriana and Harpoon started, the

three going over with a rush within less than a minute, till on pore

tack inshore, Gloriana leading, with the other two just astern, abeam
of each other. „ .

The schooners made the usual deliberate start—Constellation,

11 :08:2'»; Iroquois, 11:09:39; Mayflower, 11:10:45; Marguerite, 11:12:51.

Marguerite carried a peculiar little maintopmascstaysail for wind-

ward work, a triangular sail. All crossed on port tack, but Constel-

lation soon went about and stood off after Wasp and Harpoon, to-

gether working seaward, while the other three schooners headed in

toward Nahant, in the wabe of Gloriana.
Wasp gained on Harpoon and was able in a short time to cross her

bows tacking seaward, but soon made another ttck inshore to meet
Gloriana. The latter held on until close to Pig Rocks, tacking and
cro8.>iing the bows of Wasp, then going on starboard tack to wind-

ward of the others as they stood in for Nahant. Constellation held

offshore for a long time, leaving the other schooners to follow the

46-footers. Mayflower catching Iroquois near the Pigs. Both Wasp
and Gloriana overstood at the Nahant mark. Harpoun astern seeing

their mistake in time to profit a little by it. Mayflower was now the

leading schooner. Constellation being second, having made the whole
leg offshore alone. The times at the Nahant mark were:

Wasp 12 32 30

Gloriana H
Harpoon 1'- 49

Mayflower 13 45 32

Constella'ion 12 48 43

Marguerite 12 .50 19

Iroquois 13 54 25

JMayfiower rounded with aprotest flag flying, claiming that Iroquois

had not given way to her.
, , ,

The next leg, 8% miles, with a moderate breeze abaft the beam,
was rim with no cnange of place and little of position, Harpoon gain-

ing on Gloriana. The times at the E. Y. C. mark, the white buoy,
were:

Elapsed.

-WasD 1 38 35 1 06 25

Gloriana.' .'.v.' 1 « 45 H8 30

Harpoon 1 44 50 1 06 51

Mayflower 1 46 40 1 01 08

Constellation ,.1 48 28 0 59 45

Marguerite 1 52 20 1 02 Ol

Iroquois 1 58 00 1 03 35

The next leg, 9!^ miles, was so nearly before the wind that it was
a question as to which was the side for the spinaker. Harpoon set

hers to port, all the schooners but Mayflower following her. Wasp
and Gloriana chose the s'.arboard side, which proved to be the wrong
one. The wind was increasing all the time, the boats travelling fast,

and Harpoon steadily gaining on Wasp. The latter shifted her
spinaker to port, but Gloriana kept hers to starboard. Harooon
floallv caught Gloriana, the latter when near the Eastern Point
mark having to run by the lee to take her spinaker in. When she
finally jibed, after taking it in, there was a dflay with the backstay
and her topmast went over the side. The times at this mark were:

Wasp 2 52 48 ConsteUation 2 f8 23

Harpoon 2 54 40 Marguerite 3 00 03

Mayflower 2 55 42 Iroquois '3 10 55

On the last leg, 6J4 miles, the wind was quite fresh, and so nearly
ahead that the singlestickers could just lay their course, the schoon-
ers making a snort hitch to weather the finish line. The full times
were:

SCHOOSBBS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Mai-guerite 11 12 51 3 .57 28 4 44 37

Mayflower 11 10 43 3 51 24 4 40 41

In-qaois 11 09 39 4 09 42 5 00 03

Constellation 11 08 29 3 53 .56 4 45 27
SLOOPS

3 49 27 4 49 27
3 55 25 4 55 25
Disabled.

Marguerite wins the $400 sweepstakes, unless a remeasurement
should change the result. Wasp wins the Forbes cup. While the
wmd was shifting and flukv, the race was in the main a very fair

trial, and taken with the preceding ones of the cruise, places Wasp
as the first of the 46ft. class.

New York Racing Association.

The programme of the fourth annual regatta of the New York
Yacht Racing Association, to be sailed on New York Bay Sept. .'i, is

as follows;
CLASSIFIOATIOM.

Schoonei's.—Class A, all schooners 40ft. and over.

Cabin Sloops and Cutters.^-CUss B, all 62fr.. and over 5Sft.; class

C. all 5.3ft. and over 45ft.: class D. all45Et. and over il8ft. ; class E, all

38fn. and over 32ft.; class F, all .33£t. and over 27ft.; class G, all 27ft.

and under: class H. yawl rigged yachts.
Open Jib and Mainsail.—Class 1, all 32ft. and over 27ft.; class 2, all

27ft. and over 23t't, ; class 3, all 23ft, and under.
Cabin Cat-Rigged Yachts.—Class 4, all over 9:ift.. ; class 5, all 33ft.

and under.
Open Cat-Rigged,-Class 6, all 32£t. and over 37ft.: class 7, all 97ft.

and over 23ft.; class 8. all 2:ift. and over 20ft.; class 8, all 2ilft. and
over 20ft..; class 9, all 20ft. and over 17ft,; class 10, all 17ft. and
under.
In each class at least two yachts must start or no prize will be

awarded in that class.

Entries must be made in writing and delivered to or sent in time to

be recived by Mr. George E. Gartland, chairman regatta committee,
No. 11 Wall street. New York, not later than Monday, Aug. 29, at 13

o'clock, midnight.
The start shall be a flying one for all classes and will take place as

near 11 A. M. as practicable.
The siarfiog and linishing line of all classes shall be an imaguiary

one between Oyster Island Buoy No. 13 and a stakeboat anchored to

the eastward of that buoy.
To avoid confusion, if the wind be from the south, it is requested

that all yachts cross the .startmg line on the port tack.
Preparatory signal will be given by a long blast of the steam

whistle and raising blue peter on flagstafl' of regatta committee
steamer at as near 11 A. 31. as practicable.
Ten minutes later, long blast of whistle and raising a large white

flag will he the signal for Classes A, B, n, D, E, F, G and H to start.

Ten minutes later, long blast of whistle and raising a large red flag

will be the signal for Classes 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5 to start.

Ten minutes later, long blast of whistle and raising American
yacht ensign for Classes 6. 7, 8, 9 and 10 to start.

Tru minutes later, long blast of whistle will be given as handicap
signal and N. Y. Y. R. A. signal will be raised and remain flying.

All yachts not having crossed the line within ten minutes after the
signal for theu- class will be timed as starting at the expiration of said

ten minutes.
Coui-se 1.—For Classes A, B, O, D, E and F. From the starting line

to and arounp Red Nun Buoy No. 12 (Pi-rch and Ball), located N. W.
by W. M W. of and distant I'J^nautical miles from ihe point of Sandy
Hook, leaving the same in turning on the port hand and return over
the same course. Distance. 27 statute miles.

Course 2.— Fi r classes Q. H, 1 , 2, 4. 6 and 7 from the starting line to

and around S.vash Channel (red) bell buoy, located IM mfes N.W.,
% W. from Roamer Shoal Light, leaving the same in turning on the

port hand and return over the same course. Distance 21 statute

milos.
Course 3.—Classes 3, 5, 8 and 9, from the starting line to and

around Black Buoy No. 9, located }4 mile E.N.E. from Swinburne
Island, leaving the same in turning on the port hand and return over
the same course. Distance 15 statute miles.

Bourse 4.—tilass 10 from starting Une to and around Black Buoy
No. 11. % mile S. by E. from Fort Tompkins, leaving the same in

turning on the port hand and return over the same course. Distance
12 statute miles.

All yachts must keep to the eastward of all West Bank buoys , Nos.
7, 9 and 11, except in cases of rounding. In the absence of the com-
mittee steamer at the finish time will be taken from stakeboat.

The steamer Albertina, provided for tne guests of the Association,

will accompany the yachts over the course and make the following
landings: Foot Franklin street, N. R., N. Y., 9:30 A. M. Foot Morris
street, Jersev City, N. J., 10 A. M. Foot Fulton street, N. K., N. Y.,

10.-30A. M. ~

Royal Canadian Y. C—Lansdowne Cup.

return. Wind fresh S.W. ,
making it a dead beat to windward. Th^

Est ela. with new rig, her boom having been length eoed 4Et., sailed

very well, easilv outpointing Marie, and rounding Matinicock 8m.
ahead. Coming home, with baloon jibtopsails set, Marie gained
somewhat, the Estela winning, however, by 6m. 14s. corrected time.

The race was under the auspices of the Indian Harbor Y. C, the
regatta committee having it in charge.

The Delavan Lake Y. C, of Delavan, Wis., was organized Saturday-

night, Aug. 6. with the following officers: J. O, Howell, Commodore;
L. B. .Jones. Vice-Commodore; C. V. Bachell6, Secretary; John Koel-

hng. Treasurer, and F. B, Noves, Measurer. The colors of the club

are orange and black, There are to be three races sailed this season,

the prizes are pennants. The first class winner will take blue silk

pennant. The red pennant goes to the winner in the second class.

Elapsed.
1 31 10
1 38 45
1 37 00
1 34 49
1 40 14
1 37 28
1 44 46

Wasp ...11 00 00
Harpoon 11 00 00

Gloriana 11 00 00

Corrected.
4 28 33
4 28 45
4 42 53
4 45 27

4 49 27
Not meas.

TORONTO —LAKE ONTARIO.

The race of the Royal Canadian Y. 0. for the Lansdowne cup on
Aug. 6 was one of tne prettiest matches sailed this year on Lake
Ontario, being practically confined to the two new Fife boats Zelma,
40ft. sailing length, and Vedette, iBOft. The other two starters, Erma
and Wa-Wa, were outmatched and did not finish. 'Ihe course was
across a line from a buoy oft' the town club house, thence around one
at the Island club, returning around the starting buoy, through the

westward channel four miles to windward or leeward and return in

the lake, and back through the channel, finishing over the starting

line, all buoys to port, making 12 miles in all.

The day was fair, calm throughout the morning and with only a
moderate N.W. breezs when the gun fired at 2:30. Vedette, steered

by Mr. ^mihus Jarvis, was over promptly, Zelma, steered by Mr.
Norman Dick, was half a minute later. Erma fouled the buoy as she
crossed, saihng short-handed and with ladies aboard, but followed

the others. Wa-Wa was last over. The short leg across Toronto
Bay to the Island buoy was made with wind abeam, Zelma passing
Veciette. At the first turn Vedette was hindered by Erma, who
turned the buoy with her. Zelma still led on the reach back to the

ciiy buoy, and the beat out through the channel to the Lake, spinaker
being set for a time. At the outer mark, with 6m. lead, Zelma
seemed to have the race in hand, but with a stronger breeze and
some clever handling, helped by a little delay to Zelma through some
damage to her jib sheets, Vedette made up a good part of her loss,

enough to bring her over the line well within her allowance. The
times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Vedette , 2 33 00 4 50 05 2 23 05

Zelma 2 30 00 4 46 05 3 16 05

Erma 3 30 00 Withdrew.
Wa-Wa 2 30 00 Withdrew.

Corrected
2 14 15
2 16 05

Congressman W. J. White.

The despatches for Au^. 9 have the following interesting news:
"Clevelanp. O., Aue. 9.—The Hon W. J. White, the millionaire

manufacturer of chewing gum, was nominated for Congress by the
20th district Republican convention to-day on the first ballot, the

vote standing IbS^ for White to 114 for Burrows, of Painesville

White has the Republican plurafity (2,000) back of him, and nomina'
tion is equivalent to election."
Mr. White is well known as the owner of the steam yacht Say

When, a world wide cruiser, and doubtless the fastest boat on the
Great Lakes. Even more widely known than Say When is that Yuca-
tan gum, which many a yachtsman, cruiser and camper has made
part of his stores. Yucatan gum binds Mr. White to the people very
nearly, and his election will be a popular one.

Newark Bay Boat Club.

The Newark Bay Boat Club, a large and prosperous organization
with two fine club houses at Bayonne, N. J., on Newark Bay, sailed

its first race on Aug, 6, The club house was crowded during the
afternoon by members and friends, and a varied programme of sail-

ing, rowing and swimming races was successfully carried out under
the direction of Messrs. Amerman. Higgins and Woodward, Tee
sailing race was over two rounds of a five mile iriangle, in a good
S, W. breeze, the times being:

SLOOPS,
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Coquette. F. H. Hobbs.. 3 13 10 4 54 04 140 50 1 40 54

Graeie, J. A. Serrell 8 11 50 5 04 45 1 52 55 1 42 05

Hilda, L. Burritt 3 12 20 0 33 29 3 21 09 2 08 59
CAT30ATS.

Our Own. J. Vreeland.. .3 15 35 5 09 13 1 53 38 1 58 88

Nadjy, J, Dewey 3 12 00 5 13 52 3 01 62 1 55 81

Trankle, W. M,oore 8 14 05 5 37 08 2 32 58 S 15 88

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
I (The following are the winners in the Beverly Y. C. open regatta,

the l87tn, of July 29. Our first report was in error in stating that
Chapoquoit withdrew, she found both marks and made the whole
course, her three competitors failing to do so. First prizes won by
Chapoquoit, Beatrice. Second prize won by Susie. Fourth class

prizes are taken by Alpine and Marchioness but which gets first

would be decided till Marchioness is measured. Third Class Cat
Race will be re sailed Aug. 1. Third Class Sloop and Special Class

prizes both go to same boats. On the face of returns both firsts go
to Alpha. Both seconds to Freak. Both thirds to Catspeed but
Freak protests Alpha for setting two jibs at once and Alpha protests-

Freak's start. The B. Y. C. rule as to sail differs from E. Y. C,

B. Y. C. i-ule reads boats may carry jib and mainsail and the Com-
mittee in advance defined a jib to be jib shaped sail set to end of
bowsprit or on jib stay, and noisted by jib halliards or halliards no
higher up. Circular permits booming out, provided tack of sail is

kept at end of bowsptet. The Committee decided a sail so set was a
jib and not a spinaker.

We have received from Messrs. Estes & Lauriat, Boston, a lasge
volume entitled "The Official Register of American Yachting." corn-

piled by Mr. Wm. B. McCleham, secretaiy of the Boston Y. C. The
work is a complete yacht register on a new plan, the yachts being
grouped according to their clubs, full information concerning the
officers, stations, dues, etc., of each club, with.date of building,

dimensions, and all the usual particulars concerning each yacht. The
club pennants and private flags are handsomely printed, and the list

is very complete. The volume also contains much useful matter of
a miscellaneous nature, the signal code, fog signals, "wig-wag" sig-

nals, rules of the road, Ust of fixtures, etc. Altogether it is a most
useful work of reference for all interested in yachts and yachting.

In consequence of the unexpected extension of the New York Y'.C,

cruise to Marblehead, the Corinthian Y, C. has been obliged to post-

pone its annual sweepstakes off Newport to Aug. 22.

There was considerable interest at the Indian Harbor Y, C Green,
wich. Conn,, in a match race 00 Saturday, Aug, 6, for a cannon
between the cutter Estela, formerly Wilful (Mr. 0. S, Somerville). and
the sloop Marie (Mr. Jas. B. Bcaith). Course was from black buoy off

east end of Little Captata's Island to black buoy off Matinicock, and

FIXTURES.
AUGUST,

4-25. A,C.A.Meet,WillsboroughPt 27. Rochester, 4th Trophy Race,
15-20. A. O. A. Meet, race week, Irondequoit Bay.

Willsborough Point.

SEPTEMBER.
3. Springfield. Cup, Springfield. 5 Arl)ngton,Ann,,Arlington,N.J
3. Brooklyn,Visiting Cruise. Pae- 5. lanthe, Annual Reg itta.

saic River. 8. Rochester. Fall Regatta, Iron-

3. Orange, Ann., Arlington, N.J. deqiioit Bay.

OCTOBKR.
1. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

The A. C. Meet.
The 13th annual meet of the American Canoe Association has been

in progi'ess since Aug. 4 at Lake Champlain, the attendance at the

start promising one of the largest and pleasantest meets yet held.

The number and importance of the recent yacht races of the New
York Y. C, cruise has delayed our reports of the meet, but we shall

give the usual complete reports of the camp and the races in the

following humbersof the Forest AND Stream. The races will oc-

cupy the present -week.

Northern Division Meet.
Friday, July 22, opened bright and very warm, with a few new

arrivals; The regatta committee were hard at work all day arrang-
ing a programme for the following week. In the afternoon Mr. Thomp-
son called upon us and invited us to visit his large lumber mill and to

a sail on Lake St. John on the following morning. Saturday saw the
members up bright and early. Canoes were soon pushed out from
shore, and after a short paddle in the boiling sun we reached Long-
ford Dock, where Mi-. Thompson had waiting for us a team and a hay
rack, and in about twenty minutes we were landed at the mill, where
we were conducted through the different departments of their large
business.
Again boarding the hay rack, we drove to the steamboat landing on

Lake St. John, where a tus: was waiting for us; and we steamed away
northward up the beautiful lake. After passing large booms of logs,

we arrived at the "portaae," where, by the aid of steam and an end-
less chain, the logs are transported overland from Lake Coucbiching
to Lake S. . John, about a quarter mile. Returning we reached camp
in lime for lunch, greatly pleased with forenoon outing and the kind-
ness shown us by the owner of Geneva Park.
Immediately after lunch active preparations were gone into for the

reception of Commodore Winne, who was expected over by the after-

noon boat from Orillia. aiany suggestions had been offered as to the
form the reception should take, but by a large majority of the mem-
bers it was decided to have a procession to meet the boat and escort
tho commodore to headquarters. Stock being taken for material to

form a processsiou, we found the following available candidates:
One horse, two donkeys, two gotts. two peacocks, hens, duck, etc.

The horse was placed at the head of the procession ridden by a
cinoeist in a bathing suit with sugar loaf straw hat. Next came the
donkey attached to hi-s little buggy driven by another canoeist in a
red blanket and painied face, with a vacant seat for the Commodore,
closely followed bv a guard of honor consisting of twelve stalwart
canoeists with paddles on their shoulders and dressed in gorgeous
array, the remaining part of the procession being made up of the
rest "of the canoeists. The time prior to the coming of the boat was
spent in active rehearsals by the guard of honor. The procession
Started for the dock and reached it as the boat steamed in, but no
commodore appeared, much to the regret of the canoeists, but feel-

ing it would be too bad to spoil the fun the vice-commodore,spotted
the stalwart form of Dr. Powell, of Toronto, who was seized by him,
and with the aid of the guard of honor was safely placed in the
vacant seat reserved for the commodore. The procession being now
complete they started down through the avenue of trees to the
ladies' camp, thence to headquarters, where they were received with
blowing of horns, cheers of the canoeists and braying of the donkeys.
Feeling sure that Com. Winne would arrive by the evening train

the vice-commodore went over to Orillia to meet him, but much to

his regret failed to see him, he having in the meantime arrived at
Orillia and driven to the camp, coming in by the rear. Soon a camp-
fire was Ughted, and every canoeist in camp assembled to meet the
jovial commodore and to hear Mr. Flufty's Canoe and other recita-

tions.
Sunday was quietly spent in camp, some members enjoying them-

selves in sailins, others paddling m different parts of the lake; and
the balance taking frequent baths to keep themselves cool. In the
evening a camp fire with hymns by the choir, lead by Com. Winne.
Every person in camp regretted the arrival of Monday morning,

for at 9:30 o'cleck the boat was due to leave and take with it the
commodore, who had been the life of the camp for the last two days.
A light but sure wind blowing from the southeast the regatta com-

mittee ordered the r.acers to be ready at 10 :.30 o'clock for the free-

for-all sailing race, the following canoes started:

Chas. E. Archbald, canoe Mab. Roy Sweny, canoe Gwen.
C. Eraser, canoe Una. J. W. Sparrow, canoe Eel.

W. A. Eraser, canoe Mac 90. R. Tyson, canoe Boa.
Harry Ford, canoe H. F. McKendrick, canoe Mac 89.

D. B "Jacques, canoe Waif.
The canoes got away well together with Una in the lead on the

reach to the second buoy: rounding the buoy for the close-hauled
work they soon spread oiit, Una still keeping the lead, closely fol-

lowed by Waif. Turning the third buoy for the free run home, Mab
showed great speed with her loOft. of sail, passing both Eel and
Waif and shortening the distance between herself and Una. On the
nest leg Waif again passed Mab, taking second place, This order
was maintained untU Mab fouled the buoy at the jibe, shortly after
capsizing, thus putting her out of the race. Time: First, Una, 44m.;
second, Waif, 45m., sndlhird. Eel, 4614m.
The next event called was the opeu canoe single blade half-mile

padaUng, which -n^as won by J. H. Carnegie, with Harry Ford second.
In the afternoon the combined sailing and paddling race was

cafied at 2:30 o'clock, a good stiff breeze blowing. The following
was the result: First, D. B. Jacques, canoe Waif; second, J, W.
Sparrow, canoe Eel

;
third, Roy Sweny, canoe Gwen, with H.Ford

and J. H! Carnegie in open canoes fom-th and fifth.

About 6:30 o'clock large black clouds were noticed in the north-
west, and in less than half an hour we had a terrific rhunderstorm,
accompanied by a gale which blew over some of the tents, postponed
the camp-fire and kept the rest of the camp driving tent pegs and
tightening guys.
Tuesday the first race called was the open canoe sailing, 3 miles,

won with case by Chas. E. Archbald, with H. R. Pratt second. At
10:;10 o'clock was the tandem paddling, won by Archbald and Pratt,

with Carnegie and Ford second, and Sweny brothers third. The
first event in the afternoon was the record sailing race, started in a
good northwest wind, which gave the sailers all they wanted to doto
handle their large sails. The Waif took the lead, closely followed by
Mab, and was never passed, finishing in the following order: First,

Waif, second -M^ab, third Gwen, fourth Eel, fifth Una and sixth Mac.
H. F. iV'cKendrick did not fl.jish, having come to grief by the

breaking of his hiking seat.

Second event was the upset sailing, distance half a mile, with wind
abeam. The sight of the canoes in this race was hi autiful

from headquarters as they kept coming in abreast, and at
equal distances apart, MTien two-thirds distance on their course
the signal was given to capsize, all the canoes going over almost to-

gether, C. E. Archbald was first to right his canoe, giving him the
lead which he held to the finish, closely followed by Colin Eraser with
Will Fraser third. Immediately after the upset sailing race, while
some of the canoeists were still wet, a trip was made to the steam-
boat dock to start the hurry scurry, which was admirably adapted
for the purpose, the canoeists ba-vmg a good run down the dock and
a swim of about Soyds. to the canoes which were anchored, then to

paddle around a buoy and back to the dock, finishing with the fpUow-
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ing results: A. H. O'Brien first, with J. H. Carnegie about a half a
boat length behind and Koy Sweuy third.
Wednesday, the flrsr. thing was ihe meeting of the nominating com-

mittee. At 10 o'clocir the record paddling race was called, there being
sis entries, and tbe result: J. H. Carnegie first, H. Ford second Roy
Sweny third. At 10 o'clock the club race was started, the course
being two miles 10 windward arouud Horse Island and return. The
canons started for the beat to windward, in a light baifiiogwind
which dropped aUognther as they neared the Island, Fearing it

would take ail day to coniplere the course at this rate of going the
contestants decided to abandon the race and paddle back to camp.
Before they had gone far the rumblings of an approaching storm
were heard, so they decided to take shelter in the lee of a small
Island, reaching it just in time to escape a gale of wind and to see
the ram fall in torreois. Mr. Will Fraser, who had started back for
camp wa-s not so fortunate as the rest; he was caught by the storm
and capsized, finally reaching shore by the aid of an open canoe.
At 2:80 o'clock the weather was somewhat settled, so that the re-

gatta committee decided to start the great race of the meet, the
OriUia Cup race. Heretofore the race for this cup has generally been
sailed in a stiff breeze, but this year was the exception, the wind
being very li*;ht and changeable. The first leg of the triangle was a
reach, on which Una got a slight lead. Koundtng the second buoy,
Una, Gwen and Eel stood off on the port tack, while Mab and Waif
went about to starboard. For a while it seemed as if the three first

named canoes were going to round the third buos' first, but Waif
taking advantage from another quarter catne about on the port
tack, heading off the other and rounded the buoy first. On running
down to the home buoy the wind was some time abeam or directly
abaft of the canoes.
The positions at the end of the first round were: Waif first, Una

second, Eel third, Gwen fourth, Mae fifrh, Mab sixth. This remained
unchanged until the third round, when Gwen took third place, passing
Eel on the first Ipg of the tourth round, Uoa and Waif having been
close together all through the race. Una took advantage of a slight
slant in tbe wind and pulled ahead, which lead she held to the finish.

Eel in the meantime having again taken third place.
The following is the result: First Una, 0. Fraser, Ih. 31m.; second

Wait, D. B. Jacques, Ih. 31m. 45s ; third Btl, J. W. Sparrow; fourth
Gwen. Roy Sweny ; fifth Mac, Will Fraser. Ohas. E. Archbald did
not finish.
Immediately after the race for the cup the paddling upset was

started, A. H. O'Brien winning, with Roy Sweny second.
This event was followed by gymnastic, which was won by Roy

Sweny. The record winners were; First, D. B. Jacques; second,
Roy Sweny; third, J. W, Sparrow.
In the evening the steamer Longford arrived at the dock to take

the canoeists out for a sail on the lake, some of them enjoying them-
selves with dancing while others stayed on the upper deck and ad-
mired the scenery of the lake. After a pleasant sail of an hour or so
the members returned and had light refreshments, which were sup-
plied by the ladies at the mess tent.

Thursday morning the general meeting of the Division was held at
headquarters, with the vice-commodore in the chair. The nominat-
ing committee brought in their report, as follows, the nominees being
imanimousiy elected: Vice-Corn., J.' N. McKendrick, Gait; Rear-
Com,, M. F. Mmns, Bobcayjjeon; Purser, Colin Fraser, Toronto;
Executive Committeemen, Chas. E. Ai'chbald, J. H. Carnegie.
A discussion took place as to the charging of camp dues at the

division camps, some of the members arguing that the fee of $1 was
insufficient to defray the expenses of the division. The following
resolution was adopted, "That in the opinion of this meeting the
divisions should be empowered to charge camp dues at division
meets and that the executive of this division be requested to take
steps to secure the necessary amendment to the constitution."
An expression of opinion was taken as to the camp site for 189.3

and it was the unanimous opinion that the general meet should be
held at the Thou?and Islands.
After a vote of thanks to the retiring officers and to Mr. Thomson

for placing Geneva Park at the disposal of the division, and for his
kindness to the members while in camp, the meeting adjourned.
The remaining part of tbe day was spent in packing up and get-

ting ready to leave for home, and by the evening the majority had
left, after expressing the pleasure they had in camp and tiie hope of
meeting on the St. Lawrence next year. J. W. S.

Aid for the Cruisers.

To the Commodore and Officers of the American Canoe Association:
Gentlemen—While eacli year the racing rules are vigorously dis-

cussed and many alterations considered, while weighted plate, house-
able centerboards and self- bailing closed cockpits are being devised
and legislated about for the benefit of our racing brethren, the
cruiser being less boisterous and given more to the quiet of the nar-
row river or open bay, away from the excitement of crowds is some-
what forgotten by our fully occupied officers and committees and
little is done for a large contingent of our warmest supporters and
best members.
Among the most prominent members have we had good cruisers,

and seven of our twelve commodores have been known well for their
cruises. The Richelieu, Otonaoee, Connecticut, Delaware. Susque-
hanna and Hudson rivers have been written about by Alden. Ed-
wards, Kickerson, Oliver, Gibson and Rogers, aui I doubt if the
pleasures of their cruises were any le.ss than the flush of victory even
m such racers as Edwards, NickerBon. Oliver or Gibson.
But coming right to the point it is hereby suggested that the newly

elected commodore appoint in each Division one member who to-
gether with the librarian be a commiit-e on cruising and whose duties
would be that of a general scope committee to consider and devise
wa> s and means by which each individual cruiser would be benefited.
In the first place this committee could arrange the mass of matter
now in the hands of the librarian, preparing it in such a manner that
the full particulars with charts showing where railroads are, hoAV

tion would be. Then I would suggest that a similar committee of
four be appointed as a committee on transportation whose duties
would be apart from the regular camp transportation committee and
who could specially look up all such subjects as the settling of a
certain regular rate upon which canoes could be carried on rail

roads, boats, etc , and all similar subjects.

Men ask now of what use is the A. 0. A. to a man who can't attend
the meet, and a good answer to this question could be given if we
had such committees.

I send this open letter so that all the members of the Association
mav have an opportunity to see and consider it. With kindest
wishes. Robert J. Wilkin.

Brooklyn, Aug._9;

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for memb=f8hii) in the

A. C. A.: Central Division—M. H. Smith, Prank Taylor, Geo. P.
Wetherbee, C. V. Parker.

Wants and Exchanges.
Certain individuals are bom um^er a lucky star and gain some-

thing material each time they make an exchange. Others have
the faculty invariablv to lose. It does not follow, however, that
in every exchange some one must come out at the small end of
the horn, for both parties In such a tranaaction may be
gainers and both frequently are so.

If Mr. Smith has an express rifle and lives id New Jersey, and
if Mr. Jones has a .23 cal. gun and lives in a big-game Infested
region, they can make an exchange, very likely, that will be of

Srofit to both. All that is necessary Is to bring Mr. Jones and
[r Smith into communication with each other; and this can be

done by an advfrtisement in Fokbst and Stream.
FOBEST AND Stheam—advs. and all—is read by sportsmen the

world over, from Kamtchatka to Kalamazoo. Many of them
have articles of value which nature or environment has
made it imoossible for them to use and which they would be
glad to dispose of, while others have cash or equally valuable
articles to exchange. All that is needed to accomplish a transfer
and malie both parties happv is to put them Into communication
with each other. Forest and gTBBAM as not.pd above, stands
ready to do this. For the price of a telegram (3 cents per word)
it will advertise your want, or the article that you think will
supply some one else's.

A woman who is camping in the Adirondacka sent out this

message: "No one can fully value a trying-pan until one is

taken to the woods. Our guide tries bacon, and he does it in

the frying-pan. He boils potatoes, and he does it in the
frying-pan. He liakes bread, and he does it in the frying-

nan He sweeps up the floor, and he does it In the frylng-

pan!"—jBoo?i'Oin,e Herald.

The esteemed correspondent who writes on both sides of

tbe paper means well but should do better. The way to do
better 13 to write on one side of the sheet only.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 18-19.— Riverside Gun Club tournament, Youngatown, O.
Aug. 18-30.—West End Gun Club tournament, at San Antonio,

Texas.
Aug. 23-24.—Greensboro (N. C ) Gun Club tournament.
Aug. 83-24.—Hackettstown (N. J,) Gun Club tournament.
Aug. 23-26.—International lournament,Des-chree-shos-kaIsland,

Detroit. Mich. Live birds and targets.
Aug. 21-28.—California State Shooting Association tournament,

Concord. Cal.
Aug. 25-26.—Rockville Gun Club tournament, at Rockville, Md.
Aug. 26-27 —Sparta Shooting Club tournament. Sparta, 111.

Aug. 39.—Parkway Rod and Gun Club open shoot and picnic
Dexter Park, Long Island.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2.-Standard-Key8tone Target and Trap Co., fifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
Aug. 31.—Kingbird tournament under the management of Cort-

land County Gun Cmb, Cortland, N. Y. E. C. Rindge, Sec'y.
August.—Niles Gun Club tournament, at Niles, Mich.
August.—Connecticut State League, at Bristol, Conn.
August.—New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League eighth

monthly tournament, Harrison. N. J.
September.—Saratoga (N. Y.) Gun Club, annual tournament.
September.—Rooky Mountain Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Denver, Co).
ySeptember.—Conneaut^O.) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 1.—Atlantic (la.) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 5.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Associa-

tion, first annual tournampnt.
Sept. .5.—Muncie (Ind.) Gun Club amateur tournament.
Sept. 5-7.—Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, two

days at targets, last day at mud hens.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illiuois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Jacksonville, 111.

Sept. 7-8.—Tiffin (Ohio) Gun Club tournament.
September (second week). — Interstate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association tournament, at Auburn. N. Y.
Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Sept. 29-Oct. 1.—Peeksklll (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. .5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 5-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines, Iowa.
Oct. 19-20 —Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Nov. 28-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May, 1893 (last week).—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, three

days targets, last day live birds; $1,000 added to purses.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The August meeting of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club was held

in the Court House, August 5. and a good number of members were
pres-^Bt. The matter of arrangements for the State Shoot, which
will taKe place in that city in Jime. 1893. was referred to a committee
consisting of President W. J. Mann, E. D. Hicks and H. M. Stewart
The second annual tournament of the club will be held in the early
part of September, tbe arrangements for which are in the hands of
the Executive Committee. The secretary was instructed to Issue a
challenge to the Aubum Club for a shoot to come oif as soon as pos-
si' le. H. M. Stewart issued a challenge in behalf of President Jlann,
L. v. Byer and himself to shoot any three members of the club.
The challenge was accepted by E. D. Hicks, who will choose his two
associates. Ex Supervisor S. W. Bradstreet. of Parma, formerly of
Rochester, was elected an honorary member of the club.

A largely-attended meeting of the West Side Gun Club, of Sagi-
naw, Mich., was held August 5, to take action in regard to the State
tournament, which is booked for this city. The state management
has granted an extention of time to enable the home clnb to make
the necessary preparations, and accordingly the affair is postponed
until the second week in September, and will probably be of three
days' dura' ion. The Andre Driving Park on Court Street has been
selected as the place for holding the shoot, but owing to lack of ho-
tel accommodations on the west side the clubs will probably be com-
pelled to make shooters' headquarters on the east side, in which
case the league convention will also be held there.

* * *

The Baltimore Gun Club has organized a pistol club, the first one
ever established in that city. The officers are : Dr. Heher Smith,

Eresident; J. A. Hartner, vice-president; H. E. Kelly, treasurer; J.

Malone, field captain; Dr. S. Fort, secretary; D. Cantier, record-
ing secretary. The scores made at the initial shoot were as follows:
Out of a possible 35—Kelley, 20; Dr. Smith, 22; Malone, 24; Hart-
ner, 24; Cantler, 21; Dr. Fort, 2.3; Richardson, 1,5. The range was 25
yards, and the shooting was fine for the first time. They will hold
their shoots at Acton'.s Park and at Tolchester.

* * *

Tn spite of the excessive heat on August 11, several members of
the Newark Gun Club put In an appearance at Erb's Park. In the
club shoot the scores were : Castle, 10: Breintnall, 8; Lane, 9; Hoi
lis, 6; Lmith. 9. In a ten-bird sweep Castle killed 6: Breintnall, 9;

Lane, 8 and Smith, 10. The entries were $5, with two moneys.

* ' *

The New Lisbon Rod and Gun Club wUl go into camp at Bale's
Run, on Saturday. The membership comprises Jamos Charters, M.
L. Nace, Ira Young, P. B. Young, Charles Huston, James Costello,
Frank Farrell, S. E. King, F. M, Benner, J. S. Bowman, D. M. Miller
and E. F. Moore.

The first fall tournament of the Peeksklll, (N. Y.) Gun Clnb will
be held September 29 and 30 and October 1 ; the first two days at
blue rock targets and the third day at Uve birds. The club grounds
are very conveniently located and well equipped.

* * *

In the match for the live bird championship of Pennsylvania, F
P. Smith forgot to put shells in his gun on the fourth round and lost
his bird. This probably lost him a chance to shoot off for the badge
as he killed all the rest of his birds.

The South End Gun Club, of Albany, shoot every Thurhday after-
noon on Parr's Island opposite the Albany Hotel. The members of
the Forester and West End Gun Clubs have been Invited to take part
in the sport.

* * *

Messrs. Allen, Fearne, Faurote and Warden, of the Dallas, (Texas)
Gun Club, recently shot a match at twenty live pigeons. Fearne and
Allen scoring 18 each, Worden and Faurote 17 each,

* * *

Tbe Muncie. (Ind.) Gun Club announces an amateur tournament
for September 5. The shootmg wiU be at LT. s. targets thrown from
five U. S. traps under the rapid-firing system.

With over a thousand members on the roll, It would seem as if the
Pennsylvania Association should have had moi-e than thirty-one
entries for the Stale championship match.

*

The obnoxious Inter-state handicap was enforced at Reading on
the opening day. This handicap should be ignored by all level-
headed managers.

» * *

William T. Canon went all the way from Newark, N. J., to enjoy
some live bird shooting at Reading and had a chance to shoot at
only twelve birds.

During the last day of the Reading tournament a half-grown rab-
bit ran across the field and was followed by half a hundred shouting
men and boys,

* ' *

In his.Des-chree-shQS-ka progra.mme Jack Parker makes very
pleasant allusion to Fobbbo' Atm Stream and its trap department.

W .K .Park and E. H. Kniskern, who represented the Wilkes-
Barre Gun Company at Reading, shot in good form.

James L. Smith wants to see "everybndv" at the Hackettstown
(N. J ) tournament next Tuesday and Wednesday.

* * *

Henry Matz says th« Reading Shooting Association will hold no
more tournaments unless it be on inclosed grounds.

The Rockville Gun Club and Billy Wagner will attract a big fl'^ld of
entries to Rockville, Ind., on August 25 and 26.

* * *
Live bird shooters from all over America will contest for the Inter-

national championship at Des-chree-shos ka.

Charley Ross will travel all the way from Knoxville to Detroit to
take part in the Des-chree shos-ka shoot.

*

Enoch D. Miller was never known to lose control of his temper un-
til the Pennsylvania shoot.

* *
*

The Riverside, (Ohia,) Gim Club will hold a urget tournament to-
morrow and on Saturday.

* * *
During the New London shoot a canvas fly will be stretched over

the firing points,

* * *
During the last two days at Reading, Gus. Grelff lost only 17 out of

260 targets.

* * *

The Conneaut (Ohio) Gun Club proposes holding a tournament in
September.

* * *

William Wagner has secured the patents on his new loading ma-
chine.

* ' *

Fred Quimby was full of life as usual at Reading.
* * *

Saint Peter, Minn , now boasts of a gun club.

* * »

Morse, la., has a gun club, just organized.

C. H, TOWNSE-VD.

San Francisco Clubs.

San Francisco. Avg. 6.—The shoot to-day was the lore-talked
of match between the <^ountry Club of this city and the Alameda
County Sportsmen's Club. It was a go"d day, rather warm, at
first making lazy birds, but later a sharp wind sent the birds In a
hurry from the trap.
The Country Clnb. owing to the absence of Mr. Kittle, who is

laid up with an injured leg, was minus one of its most reliable
tUDporters.
Those who used 13 guns shot at ^8 yards. Only one lO-gauge

breech-loader was represented, and the handler of the larger
weapon (H. A. Skell) retired with a clean score.
Fifteen birds per man, trophy valued at S50 to be subscribed

for by losing team.
Country Club. Alameda Co. Sportsmen's Club.

15 WW Haskell... . 15
14 0 M O^born . 12
13 W E Mayhew ... .12
13 S E Knowles 10
9
11 H F Adams

. ,
,

. 11
88 Lichtenburg

13 T R Barney 14
.11 LPBolander 11
13-119 PB Norton 13-116

The Xynchburg Gun Club.

LynchbubG, Va., Aug. 10.—The Gun Club held a regular shoot
yesterday afternoon. The weather has been so very hot that only
a few members ventured to the grounds. A ra n of short dura-
tion came up during the afternoon, but soon passed away, leavlna
tbe heat almost as great as before. The following scijres were
shot:
First event, 9 singles and 3 pairs; Nelson 14, Dornin 12, Terry 8

Cleland 12. Moorman 13, Christian 6. Nelson winning clean score
and Siverthorn medal.
Second event, 9 singles and 3 pairs: Nelson 13, Dornin 13. Terry

6, Cleland 14, Moorman 10. Christian 4, Stearns 9, Osven 10, Dur-
phey 0. Cleland winning bottle of coloe:ne.

Third event, 10 singles, rapid-fire, expert ruie; Nelson 4, Cleland
4, Terry 2, Owen 4. Moorman 4, Stearns 5. Dornin 6.

Fourth event, 10 singles, rapid-fire, expert rtile: Christian 6
Owen 5, Stearns 6. Durphey 6, Langham 1.

Fifth event, rapid-fire, 5 singles: Nelson 5, Cleland 5, Terry 3,
Moorman 3. Dornan 5, Durphey 5. j).

Omaha Scores.

Omaha, Aug. 6.—The Bemis Park Gun Clnb held its weekly
shoot this afternoon, and notwithstanding the fact that the mer-
cury was boiliTig, there was a large attendance. The grounds
have been greatly improved since the previous shoot. A substan-
tial board flooring has been put down over all the space from the
shooting shed to the traps, and a broad plank walk laid from the
motor station to the stand. Another week will witness still
greater improvements, with a commodious club house, with b-.ith
and individual lockers, the club bping determined to possess the
best shooting grounds in or about Omaha. The condition of to-
day's shoot was fifteen live birds to a man, 30rds. ri=e, SOyds
boundary, from 5 unknown traps, modified English rule.«. The
birds were an exceptionally fine lot, hardy and swift of wing, and
as a consequence the general average did not reach its customary
altitude. Colonel -'Stocky" Heth leading the van with 12 kills
The scores are appended: Loomis 9. MfDougall 10. (xalbr.aith9
Blake 11. Heth 12. Reed 9 ReinhartlO. J. J. Dickey 10, Lyle Dickfiy
10, McFnrlane 10. Hawks S, Salisbury 10, Cnubbuck 13, Smead 11.
Dumont 11, Peters 9, Brown 8.

Hollywood Shoot.

Long Branch, N. J ,
Aug. 13 -The moat brilliant and exciting

V(i pigeon shoot of the season took place this afternoon on the
Sollvwood Gun Club's grounds before a large and fashionable as-
emblage. The event was the midsummer handicap, with eight
m'ries. „

This left Messrs. Thompson, Dolan and Murphy in, with but one
miss by Thompson and Dolan and two by Murphy on the third
and f<^urth birds. Dolan reached his limit at twenty-nine, leaving
tbe other two to fight it out.

_
Murphy was shooting remarkably

well, and when Thompson missed his second bird on the thiriy-
fourth shot he was the favorite to win, but a remarkably swift
bird was too much for him on the forty-eighth round.

Massachusetts State Shoot.

r ORDERS for the official matches at Pramingham of the MaGiBPhu-
setis National Gu»rd have been issued: The team match will bo
shot Sppt. 6. and the distinguished marksmen match will follow
the nest day over the same range.

The regimental teams however, compi-ise only such niiicers or
men as have made qualifying or requalifymg scores as flt.s^-t-lBaa

marksmen during t-e current target year. It has been found to
secure safety in a match, neces.'.ary to restrict regimpn'al feama
to first-class marksmen. This will do away with the individual
trophies lor the three highest scores m the junior cla.-^s. The dia
tinguished marksmeii competition will be coe ducted on similar
lines to that followpd in i«i»i.

Ohio Trap Shooters.

0LT5VELAND. 0.. Aug.ll.-Tbere wasa verv good attendance at
the regular shoot of tho Cleveland Gun

,
Club this afternoon

Bedwi' g won first and Flick second badge in clam A, and Ourtiss
first and Watts second badge m class B. The following were the
scores made:
Tamblyn 23. Flick 24, Sterling 21, Redwina 27, Elworthv 16

Rage 18, Curtiss 23, Alberts 18, Watts 22, Holt 20, Williams 18
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PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT.
PHOMPTLYat9 A. M,,on Tuesday, Aug. 9, was fired tlie flret

gun ushering in the second aamml tournament of the Pennsyl-
vania State Assnciatioii for the r'rotertion of Fish and Game,
held under the auspices of ihe ReadinR Shooting Association, on
its fine ffrnnnds near the Black Bear Inn, und^'r the shadow of

the Stauft'head Mountain. The gronnds were splendidly equipped
for the oc casion and Iheir naturally pictiirepque appearance was
enhanced by the pitching of a nnmher of tents, amoue which
were those belonging to subscribers to the Interstate Manufac-
turers" and Dealers' Association. Tte groun-is ere very pleas-

antly located in a basin just below the Black Bear Inn. three

miles from Reading, and is reached by a well-equipped electric

car line, running up the northern side of the Neversmk Moun-
tain. Thero is some magnificent Fcenery en route. The inn is

just at the foot of the Neversink Mouotains. and from the shnot-

iDg grounds can he obtained vievss of Mount Penn, Guldm s HUi,
and other lofty peaks, all clad in th« greenest of summer verd ure.

Between the grounds and Guldin's Hill is the valley through
which flows Antietam Creek, while to the southward is

OleyYalley. . ,.

Tlie members of the Reading Shooting Association
had spared no labor nor expense in the completing of

arrangements for a well attended and succesrtul sflair

and had provided two sets of ten and one set of five Key-
stone traps, all of which worked perfectly during the
entire shoot. The club house, an excellent cut of which
accompanies this article, had recently been treated to a
fresh coat of paint and presented an invitine appear-
ance. Immediately to the left of the clubhouse was tho

cozy tent of Forest a^nd Stream after which in order
the arrangement of tents aud stands was as follows:
American Field wall ten'; American Wood Powder Com-
pany's tepee; Henry C. Squirt s's big wall tent; Reading
Shooting Association visitors' tent; cashier's and press

stand; Harrisburg Shooting Association tent; Williams-
port Rifle and Gun Club tent; Tat ham Brothers' tent;

Standard Keystone Target Company's ttni; refreshment
stand; "S. S." Powder Company's tent; Union Metallic
Cartridge Company's tent; C-^k Patent Firearms Com.
pany's lent; Von Lengerke & Detmold's tent.

Ihe attendance of the opening day fully satisfied the
management; seventy shooters entering for the various
events. In the first State event there were thirty-five

entries, and in the first open event there were forty-three
entries. The weather was intensely hot, and long before
noon some of the contestants were obligfd for their own
safety lo leave the grounds and take refuge in the shade
of the trees. About 500 spectators visited the ground?,
a large number of ladies being in< luded.
Among those who were on hand at the openiug hour

were B.^D. Miller of Sp ingfleld, N. J ; Neaf Apgar of

Plainflold, N. .J ; W. Fred. Quimby of Newark, N. .T.;

Gus. GreifE of Kew York Cit>; H. A. Penrose of New
London, Conn.: AV. R. Fieles of Christiania, Pa; Jas.

Wolstencroft and W. H. Wolstencroft of Franklord;
.los. Thurman, Jr. and Hariy Thurman of Germnntown;
C. E. H. Brelsfnrd, Bnrid Kinzer, J M. Woidon. Commo-
dore Nutt and J. S. Dustin of Harrisburg; W. R. Tread-
way, H. David, £. David, Frenc h and Lane of the Phila-
delphia Shooting Association: H. E. Buckwalter of
Royersford; R. T. Clayton of Tamaqua; J. M. Millspaugh
and N. A. Hughes of Williamspoit; A. C. Kiueger of
Wrightsville; Elmer Shnner of Pittsburg; R. W. Park
and E. H. Kniskern of Wilkesbarre.
The main event of the day was the contest for tbe

team championship of Pennsylvania, priz" a silver

trophy, valued at $200, donated by the Harrisburg Shoot-
ing Association, to be contested for anoually under tbe
following conditions; Teams shall consist of six men,
bona fide members ot any club or a=sociatirinin the State
Association. An entrance fee of ten dollars shall be
charged each club, one-tialf of which shall be in pay-
ment of targets, the balance, 50 per cent., to holders of

the trophy, tbe balance, 30 and 20 per cent, to the next
teams in order. Twenty-five targets i)erman, 150 per
team shall be shot at, known angles, rapid firing system,
10 and 12 gauge guns at 16 yards rise. A bond in the sum
of S200 shall be given by the winners to the club under
whose auspices this asf-ociation shoot is given for its

return to the club under whose auspices the next asso-
ciation shoot shall be given.
The scores follow:

Philadelphia Shooting Association.
Tredway 1101111111101101111111110-21

H Dav id 111111 01 11 11 1 1111111 1 Oil0-22
E David 1111111111101101111110111-22

Thomas 0111111111111111101101111-33

French Oinill011111011110llOll10-lS

Lang 11111011 UlOltilllllllOlll—31—126
Williamsport R. & G. OJuh (shot Aug 10).

Huehes llOOOlOlllinOllOlllOini—18
Rohrbach OllomOlllllllllllllllil-22
Millspaugh UlllU 00111111000111111—20
Park iiiioiiiooioooinniimi—IS
Runk.- 000111 1 01 001 1011011011011-15

Huflc ootiooiioiiioimioiiioiii-ie—iiy
Keystone Shooting League.

Buckwalter 0111110111111111101111111—22

David 11111011101.illlllHllllll-;33

Treadway llOOlllOillllOllllllUOlO- 19

.1 Wolstencroft 1111111110111111110111111—24
Thurman lOnilllllinoiUlOUllU—2i
W Wolstencroft 1111111111111111111101111-24-1:31

Harrisburg Shotting Associatio".
Brelaford 1011111011111111111111100-21
Kinzpr 1111110111110 01111101111—21
Fieles Hill 01 1 11011110110101111- 20
Krueger 1111101111111111101111111-28
Duston 0111110111101111111111111-22

J H Worden llllllllinilllOllUOniO—23—129
Reading Shooting Association.

Schmeck 1111011110111111111110110-20
Trego 1101110110111101101110110-18

Ritter llIOOlllllOllHOlllllOlll-20
Shaaber lllllOmiOlOlllOmillll-21
Scheele 1011111101 1 11101 1 111101 11—21
Matz lllllOllllllOllOOtOOOlOlO—15-115
Before the above contest was finished a protest was

made against the trophy being awarded to the Keystone
Shooting League, who had made the Highest fcore. The
protest was based on the fact that H. David, who shot on
the Keystone team, had previously, in the same contest,
shot on the team of the Philadelphia Shooting Asssocia-
tion. The rules, as will benoteo above, state that "teams
shall consist of six men, bona fide members of any club
or association in the State Association," and does not
state that no man shall shoot on more than one team.
The management, however, accepted the protest and
hold the trophy subject to a decision from the sporting
press. This decision can not be other than favorable to
the Keystone League under a technical interpretation of
the rule. In contests of this kind a man should be
barred from shooting on more than one team, but this
should be slated plainly in the rules.

On this day was also shot the, first two contests of the
series of six for the American Woud Powder trophy, the
first of the State sweepstakes at 20 targets per man and
a series of open to all sweepstakes. In order to give a
better idea of the work in the contests for the American
Wood Powder trophy the results will be left to the finish. Below
is the result of the State sweepstake at 20 Keyptonps. entrv.
Treadway 11111111111111010111-18 Wilson... ,11001110110011001160-11
Sharp llOllOlllliaOllllOlO-14 dover. . . .IIIIOIOIIOOOHOIOHI—13
Thurman.linillllllOlllllHl-19 Krueger. .01111111110111001111-16
Landis.. ..10111110111111111101-17 Ritter ....11OOOllllllllinioill—lfi
Lane......lOmUi000111111111-16 Schmeck . 001111111011 inimO-16
Michner. .lOlllllllOlllllOOOlO-U Park 11111011010011111001—14
David 01111111011101111111-ir Shaner. .. 11111101101111110111-17
Rohrba oh 1111Hill 101 111111 11-19 Fi eles Oil 1 111111 Oil 1 001 1 11-16
Hughes. . .llllllllllllllHllll-20 Dinger ,. ..11110111011111111111-18

E H K 1111111111 lOllliniOl-17 Du-tnn . . .10100101100111011101-12
Millsp'gh.llOllOlliOOllOlUlOi—14 Brelsford. 11011010111011101001-13
Shaaber...11111011111111111010-n Worden ..11111111111111111111-20
Harry ... 11100101101001111111-14 Wellmgt'nlllllOllllOllllllUO -17

Sullivan. . Ill 11111111111111101-19 Trego 1101011(i001111011010-13

Kinzer. . ..01101101101011111111—15 Runk 1110001 01 11011110100—13

J VV olsten- Ma » z 11111010101101111001-14
croft....01111111111101110011-16 WWolsten-

Roat 11111101110010100101-13 croft. . . .111 1101111111111lUl-19
Brews ter ..lllOOlOllUOllimilO -12
Below is a table giving the results of the eight open events, the

conditions being as follows; Nos. 1. 4, 6 and 8, at 10 singles, $1
entry; Nos. 3 and 7 at 1-5 singles, $1.50 entry; No. 2 at^singles, $2
entry; No. 5 at 20 singles, $3 entry. One-half a cent for each tar-
get shot at in these contests went to make up four equal prizes

for the first to fourth best averase in all events. First went to
Harrv and Sullivan: second to Landls; third to Rohrbach and
fourth to Trego and Wellington. The table:

7 8

8 3 ..

8 16 8 14

5 Witmer.... 3 10 .. 6
9 Black 7 .i .. .. .. 5 ..

Michener.. 4 19 9 9
.. Wilson .... 9 17 7 14
M H R 10 14 18 8 19 7 13

.5 .

Wellington.8 19 13 7 19"
. 7 ..

, 8 1.5

.. 11

... 13
... 9

. 17

t 9. 3 I, 5

Apear 8 ....
Miller 7 18 14 8 17 10 11

Penrose 4
Fieles . ... 5 12 ..

Field 8 .. 10
White S 16 13
Dustin 6 1ft 14 9 20 7 13 10 Mal55
Harry 9 19 14 9 1(5 10 14 10 Runk. ..

Hughes.... 8 17 8 7 2(1 7 12,. Mack....
Millgpa'gh.lO 14 10 .=i 14 .12.. Bender..
Rohrbach 10 l.") 11 10 18 9 14 10 riastle...
Park 8 .. 10 Treadwav.... 17 .. .. 18 9 Vt ..

Trego 9 17 14 8 17 9 14 8 French 18 13 8 17 7 .. ..

E ri K . . 6 1.5 13 .,. .. 6 .. .. Thomas 19 .. 9 17 8 .. 8
Nutt 6 14 10 9 .. 10 13 7 Sharp 17 11 « .. 8 10 9

r 13 10

(5

3 . 4 4

BEADING SHOOTING AS.SOCIATION TKOPHT.

Thurman.. 9 14 12 10 18 10 10 ..

Landis 9 19 13 10 16 9 13 10
Lane 8 17 12 8 18 9 10 8
David 9 16 12 7 18 7 10 8

Evans 9 16 10 .. .. 8 9 8

Sullivan,. . 9 19 10 9 19 6 15 9
Kinzer 7 17 15 8 15 10 11 8

Brewster.. 8 18 13 9 9 12 9
Roat 9 15 10 8 .. 5 9..
Brelsford . 7 17 13 9 18 8 11 ..

Worden ... 9 16 14 8 7 9 14 ..

Shaner 7 15 11 9 18 9 14 8
Ritter 9 15 14 9 . . 9 13 0
Eppinger... 9 16 10 8 .. 9 10
Buckwa'er.lO 18 13 10 19 8 15
L°usenig .. 8 14 8 ..

Dinger... . 7 9 11 8 17 9 14
Johnson ... 6 15 13 8 17 6..
GreifP 7 17 13 7 18 10 9
Shaaber. .. 8 18 11 7 12 6 11

Alvord 9 4 .. ..

Smith 11 7 15 7 12 7

Riger 10 8 .. 610 ..

Kohr 6

Bolton 8 . f> .. ..

Hagenbuch 6 .. 8 6 6

Biekley 5 .. . .. ..

Scaeele 14 7 .. ..

Schmeck 17 8 12 8

Clover . .. 5" •
Krueger 8 ..

Wilmet : .. 6 .. ..

. Fleck 5 ..

7 Snapp 6 8 5

WillywoUy _ .. .. 5 .. ..

Lacy 3 .. 4

Pfautz 3 .. ..

Stump , , 3 .. ..

Reasler , 9 .,

Slipo 6

MEETING OS THE STATE ASSOCIATION.
The meeting of the Pennsylvania State Shooting Association

was called for 8 o'clock at H. C. W. Matz's. but it was 9 o'clock
before the body came to order with President C, E. H. Brelsford,
of Harrisburg, presiding. By nnanimous consent it was agreed

to admit the representallves of the press. Chairma,n Brelsford,
of the committee on eecurirg a charter, stated that one had been
secured, and on motion oi H. C. W. Matz, the committee was dis-
charged with the thanks of the Association. Secretary Worden.
was tendered a vote of thanks for the faithful performance of his
duties. Und^r the head of new business, ("Ihairman Brelsford Faid
that he thought a discussion of the sul ject of "the preservation
of game in Penns^lvania" would be in order. D. B. Pausi was o£
the opinion that the Association should know what they wanted
before they asked for it, and when they so decided they should
present the petition to the Legislature and back the matter up
indi\idually. Charles Matten said that the Siaie Association had
spent the most of their time at trip shooting instead of game
shooting, to the detriment of the la'ter spjrt. R, T. Clayton said
that in his vicinity many of the residents were ardent sportsmen,
and that they had spent much money individually In punishing
transgressors.

.1. C. Nutt moved that the present officers of the State Associa-
tion and five others be appointed a eommittee to draft a law to
pre.9ent to the Legislature and also asking for an appropriation

for the puip^se of protecting flah aad g<me. Charles C.
Matten asked that it he amended to read that a com-
mittee of seven be appointed to he known as the com-
mittee on legislation, lo whom all grievances shall be
submitted and tnat the committee present the same to
the Legislature with full power to act. It was unani-
mously carried and Chairman Brelsford said that the
incoming president should name the commi tee.
Elmer Shaner, of Pittsburgh, asked that the game laws

he amended to make them more uniform.
When the question of naming the place of meeting for

next year came up, R. T. Clayton, of Tamaqua, pre-
sented the name of Allentown, stating that the grounds
were easy of access and that the people w*-re of a hospit-
able nature and that as the society was young It should
be encouraged. Harry Thurman, of the Keystone Shoot-
ing League, presented the name of Harripburg, H, C.
W. Matz named Pittsburgh. Mr. Shaner, cf Pittsburgh,
thanked Mr. Matz for his cotu-tesy and then withdrew
the name of Pittsburgh.
Mr. Nutt, in behalf of Harrisburg, said that that asso-

ciation was the root and branch of the State Association
and had gone to great expense, and further, that th^y
hud the assurance that tbe city railway company would
have electric cars by next spring, ti erefore he felt that
in the interest of tbe State Sportsmen's Association the
next meeting should be held in Harrisburg. Mr. H. 0.
W. Matz then seconded Harrisburg and Mr. Fieles
seconded Allentown. The vote result eo: Harrisburg 18,
Allentown 4. The selection of Harrisburg was made
unanimous.
It was then moved and carried that the club giving

the shoot be allowed to name the date and that the S'ate
Associaiien be given «ix months notic rf their decision.
On motion of Mr. Matten, C. H. Brelsford was m.ide a

member and chairman of the commiitee on legislation.
A resolution that all State shoots heresf-er thr winners
in each event should shoot the next event at known
traps unknown angles. Mr. Matz move'' to amend un-
known traps and angles, as the Readitg Club gc uld not
arrange the traps to-day. The moc'on, which was made
bv Mr. Hughes, was then amended to read "after the
15th inst.," and then carried unanimously.
The next; subject which came tip tor discussion was

the selection ot targets for next year. Mr. Snaner, of
Pittsburgh, moved that the Keystone targeD be a'lopied.
This was amended by Mr. Millspaugh to read that "the
targets be of as good quality as any other and at as low
a figure, and that the club giving the shoot be allowed
the privih ge of selecting the targets." Mr. MUlspaugh's
amendment, so far as the purchase of targets was con-
cerned, was adopted.
H. C. W. Matz, in the name of the Reading Shooting

Assuolaiion, the American Wood Powder Company, and
J. W. Wolstencroft, presented the trophies offered by
them to the Association. Charles.Matten, of PottsviUe,
made the presentation speech.
The final business of the Association was the election

of otHc-rs, and resulttd in the re-election of the old
officers with the sit.gle excfption of corresponding stc-
retary; H. P. M. Worden, of Harriobuisr, was elected, as
the consiitution says that officer must reside in the city
in which the annual tournament is to be next held. The
board of directors elected were: E. E. Snaner, Pitts-
burgh; Harry Thurman, Germantown; O. C. Matten,
Potts ville; W. H Wolstencrott, Philadelphia; I, H.
Millspaugh, Williamsport.

Th& Second Day
was another scorcher, hut uevenholess it brought a
number of new shooters. The day was several degrees
hotter than the preceding on^, and tbe shooters suf-
fered accordingly. Among rtie new arrivals were M'lton
F. Lindsley, of Hobok^Q, N. J ; Wm Garvin, J. A Mills
and H. Greenland of Philaclelpina; G. Wilson, of Frank-
lit ; F. W. Cooper, "f Tamaqua; Fuller VVordan, of Har-
risburg, and J. L. Smith, of flacket'stown, N. J,
The principal contest of tbe day was for the Wm.

Wolstencroft & Son's trophy, for the individual cham-
pionship of Petnsylvania, at targets, under the follow-
ing eonditions: Fif 'y single targets, entrsnce $3. Key-
stone rules—IQ-gauge euns 18yds., IS-gauge guns 16.ds.:
entrance money to be divided as follows: First, 25 per
cent, of purs° and the trophj; second, 40 per cent, of
purse; third, 20 per cent, of purse; fourth, 15 per cent, of
purse. Tbe prize to be held by tbe winner each year in
trust; to be accounted for to the Pennsylvania State
Sparismen's Association. Should the s'iid association
at any time disband, this trop' y shall then revert to the
donors. This medal is of the value of SIOO.
The result:

Harry Dill 0111111111101111111101101
11 1 1 0 1 11 1 01 i 1 1 1 11 ICOl1111—4S

Landise 11 100 111 llCI lUli 11111111
miiniiiiiouiii]iiijiiiii-42

Rohrbach lllilOllllllluiOOllHllOl
iiiiinioiiiiiiinooiuii—42

Hughes llOUllOUllOllllOlllllOl
1010011010110101101110101—35

Cooper lUlllOllllllOUniOllIll
101 1 1 11on 01 oimi 1 1111111-41

White lllllOlllOilllllllllllOll
1111100111101110111011111—42

Thurman 1 Old lUOOi 1011 luOO , 11111

1

imill110ulllllllllllll0-38
Krueger 0111111111111111110 10111

111U 11001 1 1 1 0 1 101 1 lullll-42
Green lOOHllUllO'illlOllOllOll

1111111111110111011111111-41
Thomas 1111110 lOllJinilimilO

iiiouoiiiniimiHOoin—43

Lane llllllOiillliiiioilllOUll
lOiiiiiiiioiO'Oiiinioiioo-gs

B H K llllOOlllllOlllOlllllOlU
1111101110011111111111111—38

Brelsford 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 1 11 U 1 11101 11

1

loiiiiiniiiiiHUinioii—47
Fuller OUlllllOlOOOHKUllOOUO

i]ioiiiininoiiiiiioiiiii-.37
Wm Wolstencroft lllllUiniOm illlllll 110

11 iiioioiiiiiniioimiii-44
Fieles lllllOlllinOlOlOlllOOlllOlllOlinilllOlliilllllllOO-87

Shaner 00111110111011H11111111111111101101H1111U01111I-44

David llUOllllOlllllOlllllllOlOHlOllllllllOIiOllOlllll-40

WUson llinill010010llHll(J110111111('001(iM10lu01110011-.34

Duston" '
.
10101011111111110101110 01UC0mill00OlllllOlllll-8T

Trego
"

' . . . iiiiimioiniiiiiioii<noiiioi]Oiin]iiuiiiiiaoiO~43
Dinler" • 11111011111111110111011111011111111111111111111011—45

Wellington' 1111001111011000 OllOOlllllllllOlllllOlHOllOlllll—37
TreadwW..'.. ..101111111010111111101011110111111101101110.1111101-40

Sharp 11100011111111111011101111011010110101011110110110-36

SchTneck .11111101111111110111111111111111101111110111011111-45

Mills . .000110001001 lOllOOlOllOOlOiOlOlOlOOOiriOOllOlOO.Ol—22

This made Chas- E. H. Brelsford the target champion of the
State for the ensuing year.
The secodd State sv( eepstake at 20 targets, $6 entry, resulted as

follows:
Hughes. ..11111100101111111110-16 Dinger.. ..10111111111111111111-19

Rohrbachl1111l011111111imi-19 Welli'gt'nlIlOlllOOlllDiniOl-16
E H K . lOllOnmillllilOU-17 Bu'kw'lt'ilOUlllOiOJlfHinil—16
Krueger.,11111111111111111110—19 W Wolsten-
David. . . .OOlOlimnillllOlOll-14 croft. . . .111111111111101 11111-19
Mills 10100)11101100110001—10 Thurman.lOllinilOOllOnilU-ia
Brelsford. lllOOnillllllUllll—18 Fuller lOiniUOllllOinill-lT
Duston....01111111 010111100011-14 Fieles 11111011111111111110-18

Landis....11111101111110111111—18 Millspa'h.inilllinillHllOll—19
Schmeck..lllll01011101ilUOll-16 Park 0nHllll01111111Ul-18
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Tread wayl'OlllllUimomoi-17 Melot 11001101011101111111-15
roope'-....llllllinill1i0111U-19 Roat 10111010101100111110-13
SulliVan. .11011111110111011111-17 J Wolsten-
K'tizer....11111011111111111101—18 croft 1111110011110111111—17
The open to all events resulted as follows. i be full prngramme

being phot off. The events were: Nos. 1, 4, (5, 8 atid 10 10 Key-
stonefi, SI entry; Nos. 3 7. and 9. 15 Rp'^stones, $1.50 entry; No. 3,
20 Kevstones, $2; No. 5, 20 Keystones, $3 entry. The same aver-
age moneys were provided as on the previous day:

1 ^ 3 U 5 6

Lane 7 13 10
Landers 8 IH l.-i

7 .. 10
10 18 10
9 14 ..

8 ir 7
8 14 r
8 16 7
8 .. 10

.. .. 8
9 18 10
10 18 7
7 .. 9

g

9 17

l!i

8 18
8 ..

9 Ih

18

14 9

17 15
11

17 10
15 11
17 14

14

8 14
9 15

Dustin 4 18 10
White

10

18 13
.Ochmeck 4 17 11
Greiff

10

16 13
Evans

8

14 13
Thomas. 6 16 13
Thnrmsn 7 17 14
Treadway 8 19 13
Trego 10 15 IK
Hill d 11 11
French 9 17 13
Miller

9
20 12

Fieles 9 18 11 10 19 8
E,ohrbaeh 8 18 15
Cooper 9 19 14
HaiiPDbnch 6 14 8
Sullivan 9 17 13
Kiuzor.... 9 13 ],n

brewster ..... 9 16 13
Harry 9 15 13
Wellington 9 18 13
Dinger

10

in 9
Nutt 8

Fuller ; 7
Ritter 9

Soaaber 8 18
Sharp 9
Roat 7

David 7
Mills 5 8
G-reenland 6 15
Shaner 6 15
M>ck 5 16
K H K 5 15
Park 10
Apgar 9
Wolstencroft.... 9

K ueer 8

M H R

7

16 13
BreMord 8 18 12
Millspaugh 8 34 13
Hughes 8 17 14
Smith 9 16 14
Kizer 13 ..

RuQk....

7 8 9 10

10 7
14 io 14 6
12 .1^

14 io 14
'8

6 9 10
14 iz 9
15 13 6

13 8 16

13 8

15 10 15 9
15 8 13 10

13 9

8 14 9 14 9

10 12
9 13

9 15
9 10

10 12
5 ..

9
13
8

ii
12

13 .. ..

18 5 ,.

18 13 10 17
19 14 10 18
14 14

B'xier 11
Winters
Green
Bender
Hngenbottom
Mflot
Qaick
Lindsley
Qaimby
K pae
Huff. ., ..

Dick

11

10
6
13

8 8 9
10 14 8 13 9
10 15 10 14 9
7 14 9 11
8 13 8 14

"9

ii
'4

ii is
"9

8 10
7

'4

8 io
10

10 6
'7

i2
9 10

"8

8 8
'5

6 io
11 "s ii

fi 9 13
9 '7

7 4

10 13 15 6
4 7

11

Bnc.kholder 4
Wilson
Wentzell... _

Th« average winners were Wm. Wolstencroft, first; fi. U, Mil-
ler, second; Landis, third, and Dinger, fourth.
An extra open event at 10 targets, SI entrv', with 36 entries was

shot, the winners being: Schenck. K. H. K., Miller and Tread-
way 10 each, White, Mills, David, Cooper. Landis, Thomas and
Fieles 9 each, Kmzer, Shaab er, R'tter, Sullivan. Lane. Dinger,
Trego, French, Harry, Nutt and Greiff 8 each, Greenland. Hill,
Brewster, Rohrbaeh, tlagenbuch, Dnstln and Evans 7 each.
On this day occurred an incident which for downright "cheek''

excels anything that has happened on a shooting ground for
many a day. In the open to all events all were shooting at known
aneles. E. D. Miller was shooting in good form and for some rea-
son or other this excited the ire of Budd Kinzer of the Harrisburg
Shooting Association, who kept nagging at Miller about the in-
.iu%tice of deiner pu^- on a level with "'atnateurs." iasinuiting that
Miller was a pot-hunter, etc. All of this Miller stood until finally
when patience ceased to be a virtue he warned Kinzer to keep
away from him, advising him to take Ms complaints to the man-
agement and to stop annoying the shooters. Kinzer kept up his
annoying tactic until finally James Wolstencroft lost his pa-
lienre and save him a first-class ''tongue-lasliing," after which
he asked Kinzer how much he had lost. The reply was "$25."
"Well," Slid Wolstencroft, "here's S35. Pat it in yonr pocket and
start for home or you'll get a trouncing." Kinzer, to the sur-
prise of everyone, took the $25 and left the grounds and did not
reappear during the shoot.

TI16 Tliird Day
was much more pleasant than the second, a comfortable breeze
from the mountains keeping the party com°or'abie. The princi-
pal event of the day was the con' est for the $200 trophy offered by
The Readine Shooting Association, to be contested for annually
under the following conditions: Teams to consist of five men,
bona fide members of any club or association in the State Associa-
tloQ. Entrance fee $10, one-half of which shall be in payment of
targets, the balance 50 per cent, to the donors or holders of the
trophy; the balance 30 and 20 per cent, to the nex^. teams in order.
Twenty-<]ve ta^-gets p^r man shall be shot at known angles, rapid
firing system, 10 and 13 gauge guns at Idyds. rise. A bond in the
sum of $200 shall he given by the winners to the club under whose
au^'plces tMs Association shoot ia given for its return 'o the club
under whose auspices the nf xt Aspociation shoot shall be given.

Keystone Shooting League.
Kleintz 1111111101111011111110110 -21
Armstrong 0111111011111111110111111-22
Wolstencroft 11 llllUOl 1111111111011111—23
D vid llllUlllllOllllllOll 1111-23
J Wolstencroft 110 tlOOllllUlOllOJlOll11—18-106

Williamsport R. & G Cluh
Hughes 1111111011001111111110111-21
Rnhrbach 1111101111111111111111111-24
Spif-er llllOOlllUllllKJOUlllll-21
Millspaugh 1000100011001 llOimillOL -15
Smith lllOllllUOllllllU 1111111—33-

Reading Shooting Association.
Trego 1101011110111111111111111—5?2

Ritier lUOlO' 110011011010111110—16
Sbaaber 1110111001111111110110111-20
Schmeck llOOllOlllillllUllO 1011—20
Graul 0110110111111001111111111—30-98

Germantown Gun Club.
H Thurman.... 1011110111111111111101110-21
,T Thurraan OllllOUllOl 10111 1111 1111-31
B Royds .. .0010011111111000111101100-15W Jd.y 11111111000011 1 lOUlOllOlO-16W Green 1011111111011110111111111-32-95

Harrisburg Shooting Assnciarion.
Hepler 1011001110111011111111111-20
Brelstord 100 LOOIOIOIOIOI 11100 11000-12
Krueger OllinolOllllillilllillOiO-19
Dill.. 1111001111101111010010111—18
FielPS 0111111110111111111101111-22-91
Final of the State sweepstakes at 20 carpets each, $3 >-nt.ry

:

Brelstord.llllllllllUOl 010111 -17 Rohrbach 11111111111111111111-20
Lane 11111111111110111001-17 J Wolsten
Krueger. .llllOOllOlOllOlllOOl -13 croft . . .11111111111111111110—19
Fuller ....11111010011101011001-13 Dustin... .11111111000111011110-15
W'lli'gt'n 111011 1 1111111101111-18 Dinger. , . .11111111 lllOlllllUl-19
Brewster.01111101011111110110-16 8chmeck.,1 1101 101010011110011-13
Wilson ,. .11111111111110011101-17 Thurman. 11111101111111110111-18
White 10111111011111011101-16 Green 11011111011111111101-17
Dj,vid.... .100001001)0100111100— 9 Millsp'gh. 11111111010111111110-17
L'iiidis.. ..11111110011111111111—18 Hughes. . .01111110110100111010-14
F

i eles 1110111 11111 11111111—19 Smith 00 11 UliOlll 1100 1011—14
Toe averages for the 3 State events, one each day of 20 birds are

as follows:
R'lhrback 19 19 20-58 Millspaugh 14W Wolstencroft....19 19 19-67 J Wolstencroft ..- 16

-105

Dinger 18 19
Thurman 19 16
Landis 17 18

Fi^'les 16 18
Wellington 17 18
Hughes 20 16

17—50
16-49
13-48
17—

19-58 Krueger 17 19
IS—53 Brelsford.. 13 18 _

18—53 Schmeck 16 16 18-45
19-63 Duston 13 14 15-41
18-51 David 17 14 9-40
u-ao

The final contest for the American Wood Powder trophy took
place to-d-y, the trophy going to :the York City Gun Club,
whofce team No. 1 broke In the series of shoots 183 out of 322 tar-
gets. The conditions were as follows, tbe trophy to go to the club
whose team designated as No. 1 should make the most breaks in
the following contests,
Tuesday.—Teams of two men clubs or aosociatious to enter as

many teams as they want. Match No. 1, 10 singles, $3 entrance.
Match No. 2, 15 singles, $3 entrance.
Wednesday.—Teams of lour, no club or association to enter

more than one team, Mitch No. 1, 10 singles, $4 entrance. Match
No. 2, 15 singles, $6 entrance.
Thursday. —Teams of two, club or a,ssociation can enter as manv

teams as they want. Match So. 1, 10 singles, 3 pair doubles, $2.50
entrance. Match No. S, 10 singles. 5 pair doubles, $4 entrance.

t!APT. HEO. BITTE.

The scores, Match No. 1:

Keystone S. L.
J Wolstencroft 8W Wolstencroft • 8-16

Harrisburg S. A. No. 2.

Wellington..... 10
Dinser , 8-18

Philadelphia 8. A. No.l.
Treadway 9
H Divid 8-17

Philadelphia S. A. No. 3.

Thomas 10
Frencli 8—18

Birdsboro S. A.
Kohr 3
M'hr 3- 6
Williamsport R. & G. C. No. 1.

Robrbach 9
Hughes 7-16

York G.
Fieles 7

Match No. 3:

Keystone I

.J WoMencroft.
Wm Wolstencroft

Harrishure S. A. No. 2.

Kinzer OIllOlOlllOUU-ll
Duston 001001111101110- 9-20

Harrisburor S. A No. 3.

D« n ger 11111111111111 1-15
W'JlingtonlllOllOllllllll-13-28

Philadeipnia i5 A. No. 1,

Thomas ...111111010101010-10
H Dsvid...111110111111110-13—23

Philadelphia S A. No. 2.

Treadway . 11101111 11 1 1 1 10-13
E David . . .111111101111110—13-26

Williamsnori No 1.

Hughes ....101110111000111—10
Rohrbacb.lllllllllllllOl—14—24

Harrisburg S. A. No. 1

.

Brelsford 8
Worden 10-

Harriaburg S, A. No.. 3.

Kinzer 8
Dustin 8-

Philadelpbia S. A. No. 2.

E David 7
Lane 7-

Reading S. A. No. 1.

Shaaber 7
Ritter 8-

Independent G. C.
Gates 3
Lark in 5-
Williamsport R. & G. 0. No.
Millppaugh 7
Bunk 6-

C. No. 1.

Krueger 10-

1. L. No- 1.

111111111101111-14
111011010111111-12-

Williamsp )rt No. 3.

Millsp'ugh 111110101001111-11
Runk 011101111111110-12 -

Readine No. 1.

Ritter 111111111110111-14
Shaaber . ..1 lUllllOOOllll-12-

York No. 1.

Krueger . .111110011111110-12
Fieles .....111011111111111—14-

Harrisburg S A. No. 1.

Brelsford. 111101111011101—12
Worden .. ..1111111 10111111—14-

Rsarling Nil,
Schmeck.. 101111111110110-13
Matz 101111111010110-11-

.JAS, THITBMAN, JR. ,IOHN SHAABER.

York City G. C.
Trego 8
Clayton 9
Fieles 9
Krueger 7—31

Harrisburg S. A.
Wellington 9
Dinger 7
Shoup 9

Match No. 3:

Philadelphia S. A.
Landis 9
David 8
Thomas 9

Lane 9—35
Reading S. A.

Ritter 5.

Shaaber 6

Schmeck 8 ^

Scheele 6-35 B relsford 10-35
Keystone S. A. Williamsport Team No- 1,W Wolstencroft 9 Rohrbach 10

Treadway 8 Hughes 7
Thurman 7 Millspaugh 7
White : 9-33 Park 8-33
Match No. 5:

York Citv G. C. Philadelphia S. A.
Fieles 111111111111111-15 Landis ....111111111111111-15
Krueger. . .110111111111011-13 David 110101111011101—11
Trego llllOllUlllLll-14 Thomas.. .IIII1IIIIIIIIII-15
Clayton . . . .111111111100110-13—54 Lane 111010001110111—10-51

Keystone League. Williamsport Team
J Wolsten-
croft 11 1011110111011-12
W Wolsten- Hughes. .. .111101111111111-14
croft 111111110111111—14 Spi er 010f\)110milll-10

J ThurmaDllOllUOllOlOlO-lO Smith 111111101111111—14
HTburm'n 111011011111000—10-46 Rohrbach .111111011111111—14—52

Reading A..

Shaaber . . ..011001111111111-13
Schmeck ..111111110001111—12
Ri'tter 111000111111111—12

100010000101001— 5—41

Harrishurg s. A.
Shoop 111011000110000- 7
Dill 111101111111111-14
Fuller 11011111110.011-12
Brelsford.. 111111101001111-12-45 Metz
Matches Nos. 5 and 6:

Harrisburg No. 1.

BreMord 16 16
Wellington 12-28 14-30 Thomas..

Philadelphia S. A. No. 1.

Landis 11 12

Harrisburg No. 2.

Dill 13

Dinger 13

.. 8-19 16-38

13
Harry —S*? 12—35 Spieer....

Williamsport No. 1.

Rohrbach 12 17
Hughes 11 17

York City <+. C.
Fieles 13
Krueger.

15
Williamsport No. 2.

Millspaugh 11 16

Reading S. A.
Ritter 11

... 15—37 11-26 Smith 14-25 14-3
Keystone League.

J Wolstencroft 9 15
Shaaber 10-21 11—22 W Wolstencroft. ...16-25 17-1-
Summary of niatcbes for the American Wood Powder Co.

trophy;

Williams- Key-
No. shot. port. sione.

20 16 16
30 24 26
40 32 33
60 52 46
33 23 25
40 34 33

York

54
27
26

Harris- Phila-
burg. delphia,
18 17
S6 ^
35 35
45 51
28 19
30 38

Read-
ing.
15
26
23
41

21
22

1'^ 183 183 ^73
The third d-y's open events were as follows: Nos.

lOKeystones, $lentry;No. 7. 10 singles, $1.50 entry;
9,^16 singles. $1.50 entry; No. 2, 15 Singles, $2 entry; No,

entry. The results are appended:
1 i

Grpiff 8
Trego 9 14 14
Ritier 9
Shaaber 9

S 3

n 15

It 5 6

9 19 14
9 .. ..

13 13 10 16 16
12 9 10 19 13

160
1, 4. 8 and 10,
Nos 3, 8 and

I. 5, 20 singles,

7 S 9 10

10 10 13 7

MHR. 9 15 14 9 19 15
Schmeck

10

13 11 7 16 10
F'eles

10

15 12 10 15 13
Ducber fi la 14 5 11 8
duller 7 9 14 7 15 ..

Shaner lo 11 .. 8 .

Miller.. ...

10

12 13 9 18 15
Robrbach 9 J2 13 10 18 11
Krueger 9 14 13

11

12
14
12

8 7- 10 10

9 18
8 14 14
9 16 15

L*ndl3 10 12 15
David 10 10 11
Dustm 10 11 10
Paul 3 .. .

Wolstencroft 9 15 13
Arthur .,— 1

Benning 6 13 12 9 14 8
Lane

6

.. .. 8
Thomas 9 .. .. 7
White 9 12 11 9 la 13
Green 8 .. 11 7 .. ..

Brelsford 6 12 . .. 17 13
Dinger

7

12 10 9 14 11
Brewster , ... 7 .. 10 .. 14
Wtllingron 7 13 15 10 20 14
Waldron 9 8., 4 .. ..

Runk 8 8
Apgar 8 14 13 9 16 14
T. Smith 6 11 14 9 15 ..

Hendricks 5 5 5 10 «
Taylor 10 .. 3 13 ..

J, Thurman 11 . . . . 10
Williard

14

7 14 13
H. Tnurman 13
F. Smith 5 .. 12 8
Armstrong

13

.. 17 15
KMdz 13 .. 19 12
Hillegas 7 .. ..

Bucknolder 6
Spicer 8
Hagenbuch 7
Park 9
K H.K 4
Quick 7
Yost 7
Scliutz 6
Zellers 1
liilbert 5 .. 7
Goodman 2 .. ..

Dick 8 .. ..

Willywolly 7 .. .

Graff

.

. . . 7 . . .

.

T'.ray. 3 .. ..

Lindsley 5 .. 7
Millspaugh 10 15 ..

Royd 9 .. ..

Jay 5 .. ..

Luiz 5
uuff 6 '4

Hughes 17 ,,

Henry 12
Wil-on 11
Essicks 10
Hleck 4
Learning
Walt

;

Arthur
J Wilson

10 8 14
9 10 13
8 8 11
8 8 13
8 8 11
8 .. ..

9 17 14 10 9 13

10 13
.. 11

7 12
7 ..

I
1^

8 is

8 14
.. 11

5 8 12 9
8 8 15 15

13 ..

.. 13

.. 12
16 13

13
IZ

9 8 10 9
6 .. .. 4
8

10 9 13 9
8
.. 7 10 7
7 5 10 7
5 3 .. ..

9 9 13 ..

.. .. 2 3
6

9 8 15 10
7

.. 6 .. ..

9 8 12 6
.. 8 .. ..

.. .. 0 ..

First average money was won by Greiff, second by M. H. R. and
Miller, third by Wolstencroft and fourth by Flexes.

Friday, the Final Day.

This was live-bird day and the clerk of the weather must be
favorably disposed toward this branch of trap shooting, .iudging
from the fine wtather conditions dealt out. From early morning
until along toward 5 o'clock the air was dry and 'here was a good
stiff bretze to help tne birds in iheir flight. The ai tendance ooth
of contestants and f=pectator3 was very heavy. Sho • tly n fter din-
ner the number of spectators was estimated at fully 2,500 and of
these a large number were ladies. The room of the club nouse as
shown in the cut is formed into an elevated pavilion and this was
filled with lady visitors who were very enthusiastic in applauding
an excpptionally good shot.
The club had about 1,.500 b^rds on hand, these being what could

be classed as fair summer birds. Some were rattling good flyers
some were veritable duffers, but the majority were up 10 the
stsndard for the season.
The first event of the day was an open to all sweep at 5 birds, $

en trv, four moneys. AH live bird events were shot under Ameri-
can Association rules.
The results follow:

Fieles 13222—5 Thurman 22222—5
Apgar 11110—4 Clayton 00111—3
White 12011-4 Wilson 20112^
Weil - ...11021-4 Hinnershitz 13 21—5
Swartz , 10120—3 J Thurmm 022-'2—

4

StoTden ... „ 12212—5 Hughes 20013—3
Melot ...llll-<f—5 Scaldrou 0x020—3
Ducljer 11000—3 NiUard lll;Jl—

5

buston 22021—4 Z Her 1311U—

4

Cocper .21310—4 Uruber OUIOO—

1

FP Smith 11311—5 Shaaber Qio.O 3
Armstrong 01111—4 Goodman 21122—5
Kleint z 01112-4 Will y woU y lOill—

4

Denny 2il01—3 Weub 20u02—

2

Soicer ...22112-5 J J Bolton IIUOO—

2

Millspaugh 21101—4 Kothaker
M Her 11111-5 Mack 21100—3
Wolstencroft 213,2—5 R jhrbacn liall—

5

HHK 10011-8 schmeck 21321—5
Uarry , 02UiO—3 Essick... 32011—4
Cannon 12022—4 Dinger 12031—4
Lindsley 01233—4 Run k 21U02—

3

Qulmby 10210—3 Buckwaiter 11223—.5

THE STATE CHAMPIONSHrP CONTEST,

which was next in order was the big ev>-nt of the meeting, calling
out thirty of the crack Keystone marKsmen. The entrance fee
was $10 per man, birds extra, each man snooting at fltte n birds.
First prize was a magnificent diamond badge, costing $350. pre-
sented by the citizens of Williamsport. Last year's winner, E.
D. Fulford, received 40 per cent, of tuis year's entrance money,
nis share aggregating tne neat sum of Of the balance 50 per
cent, went to aecona score; 30 per cent, to third and 20 per cbuC.
to lourth. The scores are given below:
Wilson 101101211132010-1 1 Hughes 1212olg21100020—10
J White llUUi020o2l21i3—iO Smith 22l0i2212illlll—14
F Thurman . . .10xU21;il2223111-13 Millspaugh. . . .11201112i01;i 112-13
Klemiz 32i2Kllillll;i01-14 R jbroach 0lU2111ll0i0011—10
OUyton 1121201UJOl4UiO—10 Armstrong. . . . 22131i;il320Hll—14
Melot 32ll2lo21332320-13 Williard 1212i01illu321l—la
ftpicer 211211001111201—12 Dnstiu .31101^110111 131—13
Denning 02l0l0^2220i0,o— a Essictl 1U121111I121111—14
Stvartz Illli0slil20ili—13 J Thurman. ...221200;i0olillll—il
Hinnschiiz.. .23i2illi2u.;lUl—14 Runn 0UO2O.i2i2O30u0.;— 7
Cooper .11131x211112020—13 Schmtck 2ollli;20llOll22—13
Wordon 221oil2212H121—14 Buck waiter. . . 112.i23l22321222—15
Fieles 223u2201lxa2l30-12 Dinger l;'100112lili!100-ll
Mcrtz OOiliioUOUOOl— 9 ileplor 1022il2011100io—10
Geiaiuger Ulll211u200.J20o— 9 Woi8tencroft..li2,11.5iu0J3222—13
Rothaker I2;i0ol20i01il»'2—11
Thus it will be seen that Harry E. BuckwaPer, of Royersford,

won tne oadge and the State championship. Up to and including
the sixth round he was tied oy Kleintz, Hinerseiiitz, Cooper,
Armstrong, Spicer, Melot, and W, H, Wolstencroft, Qn the
seventh Melot a dead oat ot bounds, and Bpicer aaso loatt
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Hinerschitz fell out. on the tenth round; WolStencroft on the
ninth; Cooper on the thirteentl): Armstrong on the eleventh, and
Kleintz on the fourteenth.
The final event on the live hird programme was a sweep at 7

birds, $7 entry, four monevs. The scores:
Swartz... 1110111-6 Clayton 0110111—5
Smith 1011111-6 True Clayton 2200111-5
Canon lllllOO- 5 Armstrong 1102311—0
Essick lllUn-7 Huff 1121100-5
Kleintz 1110121-6 Webb 1110011-4W orden 1111112-7 Bolton .2021001-4
Wi llywollly OirooOl—2 Ltndsley .1232231-7
Ducfeer 0211102 5
The tarEet events shot during the day called out very light entry

lists, as the majority preferred to stiek to live bird shooting. Dur-
tbe week almost 37,000 targets were thrown.

Madison County Meet.
Cazenovia, N. Y., Aug. 3.—A naore glum lot of shooters never

looked upon the morning of Aug. 3. than those who came to at-
lead the shoot. Rain, rain, all day long; it came down not slowly
but thickly; but despite it a few "sweeps" were shot and t be reg-
ular county slioot postponed until Thursday. When Wednesday
morning came the sun showed itself, and once more tbe shooters
looked happy.
Contest No. 1, 10 single kingbird?, entrance $1: Mosher 10,

Knowlton 10. Lefever 9, Rindge 6, Hill 9, Mayhew 8. Luther 10,

Wheeler 9, Thompson 9, Squiers 3, Gain 5, Ba,rrett 9, Courtney 10.

Scbemerhorn 10, Dwyer.3, Petrie .5, Lansing 9, Borry 7, Card 8,

Orutlenden 9, Strong 4, Hallery S.

Contest No. 3, 15 single kingbirds, en'rauce $1.50:

Mosher 111110001111111-12 Leffver 111111011111111—14
ScbemeThorn.. 0101111111 10111- 13 Barrett 111111111111110-14
Knowlton 111111111111111-15 Rindge 110111111110111—13
Mayhew OlUlOl 10011110-10 Courtney lllllliniillU-15
Lansing 110010011111101^11 Berrv 000011011010001- 6
Thompson .... IIOIIOOIKIOIIIO- n Card 001011011110110- 9
Cruttenden . . ..lUllun 111011-14 Dwyer 110110110101111—11
Hill 111111110111011-13 Luther 101110110111111-13
Contest No. 3. 10 single kingb rds, entrance $1.30: Kno vlion 9,

Mayhew 9, Lefever 9, Barrett 9, Mosher 9. Lmner 10, Wne<4er 5,

Cruttenden 7, Gain 7, Rindge 8. Courtney 9, Scbemerhorn 9. Lan-
sing 7. Berry 8, Petrie 8, Hill 8, Thompson 7, Strong 6, Card 0,

Dwyer 8.

Contest No. 4, 30 s'ngle kingbirds, entrance $3; Knowlton 19,

L?fever 17, Barrett 17, binsing 17, Rindge 16, Petrie 14. Dwyer 14,
Cruttenden 19, Hill 19, Mosher 30, Courtney 17. Scbemerhorn 17,
Luther 16, Berry I5. Mayhew 17, Card 14, Wheelor 13.

No. 5. 9 singlep and 3 pairs double tingbirdp. entrance $1.45:
Mosher.... 111111001 110111-12 Petrie OIOIUIU 11 11 11-13
Lefever....inillUl 11 10 10-13 Luther ...111111011 10 01 00-11
Courtney-.. 11111nil 1110 00-13 Mayhew... lllillill 1110 10-13
Schemeh'n 111111111 111110-14 Cruttend'nll 1011110 10 10 11-12
Rindge lUlOOlOl 11 11 11-13 Wheeler...110 1 110 11 11 10 00-10
Lan5lng....llCllllll 111110-12 Card 110110101 00 1110-9
Barratt.... 111111111 011110-13 Berry 011111011 10 00 11-10
Knowlton..lllllllll 11 11 11—15 Thompson .011111110 10 00 10- 9
No. 6, 30 single kingbirds, R. T., entry $2: Schermerhorn 17,

Mayhew 30, Peirie 17, Elliott 17, Wboeler 16, Berry 17, L f sver 16,
Barratt 18, Knowlton 18, Dw^er 15, Luther 19, Card 14, Rindge 15,
H'U 18, Mostier 16, Cruttenden 14, G mrtney 18.

No. 7, 5 pairdouole kingbirds, by indicator, entry 80 cents.
Mosher... 11 11 11 10 11- 9 Dwyer 00 11 00 10 01- 4
Knowlton 11 11 11 10 9 Wheeler 10 10 00 11 00- 4
Cruttenden 01 11 11 11 11— 9 Card OOOOOOU 00— 2
Berry 01 10 01 00 10— 4 Schemerhorn ...10 10 10 11 11— 7

Mayhew in 0 11 11 01— 8 Petrie ..00 10 10 00 10- 3
Barratt 11 11 11 11 11-10 Rindge 10 10 00 10 11- 5
.l_,uther 11 11 11 01 00- 7 Courtney 11 11 11 11 11—10

No. 8, 15 kingbirds, R, T., entrance $1.45: Barrett 15^ Luther 15.
Hill 14, Linsing 13, Squires 8, Mosher 13, Cou'-tney 15, Knowlton
15, Schemerhorn 10, i'lat'ery 5, Wheeler 13, Rindge 9. Mayhew 15,
Petrie 14 Thomp'^on 14, Cruttenden 15, Lefever lb, Duyer 14,
StP ng 9, Grain 9. Card 10.

No. 9, 10 singla klrgbirds. R. F. K. T. U A., entraro'i $130:
Mosher 9, Rindge 8, Lather 9, Mayhew 9, Dwyer 7. Wheelf r 8,

Petrie 6, L<nsing 7. Berry 8, Hollaway 4. Mdwry 6. Lefever 9,
Courtney 9, Barrett 10, Knowlton 10, Card 6, Strong 2, Schemer-
horn 7. Cruttenden 7, Elliott 8. As ling 6. Thompaon 9.

No. 10, 15 kingbirds, T. T., entrance $1.45: Mosher 15, Courtney
15, LuihtT 15, Petrie 1-5, Berry 13, Schem- rhorn 14, AjUng 12, May-
hew 15. Holloway 14, Cruttenden 13, Thompson 14. Strong 4, Le-
fever 11. Barrett 13, Elliott 13, Lansing 13, Knowlton 14, RinHge 13,
Wheeler 13, Mowry 13, Hill 14. Prettie 7, Card 8
The averages were won by J. G, Knowlton. $6; A. G. Courtney,

$3.50; C. O. Barrett, $2: W. M. Maybew, $1.75; G. C, Luther $1.

.Ait(7. A —Yesterday was a perfect one in every respfct, but the
clouds once more nuog around the horizon, and before the day
was out, had gathered, and it rained quite a little at different
times; but the entire programme was snot out and some extra
sweep* indulged in. Promptly at 9:30 the ball opened. Thi§ was
the regular county shoot with some extra prizes for outsiders:
No. 1, 10 single kingbirds. R. F„ entrance 80 cents: Dwyer 5,

RiT.dge 10, Thompson 9, Schemerhorn 8. Markham 8. Berry 7,

Bass 8, Petrie 9, Potter 5, Card 7, Squires 3, Cruttenden 8, Atwell
8, Maxwf ll 8, Wheeler 9.

No. 2, 15 single kingbirds, R. F., entrance $1: Scbemerhorn 1.5,

Potter 10, Dwyer 11, Cruttenden 11, Bass 8. Card 11, R'udge 14
Squires 6, Petrie 7. Thomp.-on 12, Markhar- 14, MBxwell 13, Berry
13, Atwell 9. Wheeler 12.

No. 3, 10 single kingbirds, R. F. K. T. U. A., entrance 80 centp.
Schemerhorn 1111111111-10 Maxwell 1111111111—10
Markham 1111101111— 9 Potter 0000111101- 5
Dwyer 1111100100- 6 Thompson 1111111101- 9
Crulttnden llllOOllll- 8 Squiers 0001100001— 3
Atwell 0101110110— 6 Wheeler 1111110111— 9
Rindge 1100111101- 7 Berry 1111100001- 6
Card 1101101110— 7 Petrie 0011101111— 7

No. 4, 15 single kingbirds, R. P., entrance $1.35: Schemerhorn
13, Maxwell 14, Dwyer 13, Petrie 10, Berry 14, Rindge 12, Wells 8,
Squiers 7, Torry 3, Crutterden 9. Card 11, Atwell 13, Wheeler 13,
Tnompson 14, Potter 11, Markham 11.

Team championship tor Madison county, 15 singles and 6 pairs,
entrance |3 per team for four men. First prize, silver cup valued
at $150; second prii!;e, silver cup valued at $60; f'ird prize, score
book, Qonated by Keystone Target Co., valued at §3.50. Outsiders
may enter a team for targwts only or for such money as they
choose to put in purses:

Canastota Team.
Barrott 101101111111111
Ward .110111111011111
DuflEy lOOlOllOlolOOlO
Koberts lOlllOlllOllU 1

Oneirta Team.
Maxwell 111111111311011
Tuttle 110111110111101
Cavana 011110101111111
Markham 111110111111111

Cazenovla Team.
Atwell 101011111000001
Wheeler 01 1111001101100
Berry 111111111111111
Card imoniiimii

(Jazenovia Team.
Cruttenden 111111011111111 11 11 10 11 11 10-24
Thompson 0010101101 11] 11 10 11 10 11 11 11-21
Dwyer IIOIOIIOOIUIU 11 10 10 10 11 11-20
Petrie 011111011111110 10 11 10 10 01 11—20-85
This gave the flrsn prize cup to the Ca/.enovia team, and as it is

the first time they have befn at the head they feel quite proud,
espsoially when the birds were thrown harder than in any
previous contest. Oneida won the second cup and consoled them-
selves by saying, "You only beat us one bird and this cup la a
daisy." True, but one in this case is as good as a thousand. The
score book was won by the other Cazenovla team.
No. 5, 10 single kingbirds, R F., entrance 80 cents: Schemer-

lioin 9, Markham 8, Duyer 9, Rindge 7, Berrv 10, Atwell 7, Petrie
9, Wells 6, Potter 9, Maxwell 8, Thompson 8, Wheeler 8, Bass 6,
Card 8, Cruttenden 7, Squiers 2,

No. 6, 15 single kingbirds. R. P. K. T. U. A., tentrance $1:
Berry 101111010111011-11 Hquie'S 100001110100100- 6
Cruttenden... 101111611011110-11 Card 001110010001101-10
Rindge 111111010111110—12 Petrie 111100011010101—9
Wheeler. 100011110111110-20 Wells lOllllOOOOUOIl- 9
Atwell OOOOlOllOimOO- 7 Duyer 010101011101000- 7
Schemerhorn..111111111011110 13 Maxwell 111110111011111 -13
Markham 111111011111110—13 Potter OlOUllOOlllOOOi— 7
Thompson 110101110110111—11
No. 7, 10 single kingbirds, K. B.. R. P.. entrance 80 cents: Petrie

10, AtwtU 9, Rindge 5, Schemerhorn 8, Markham 10, Duyer 7
f-quiers 3, Cruttenden 7. Wheeler 10; Card 8, Berry 10, Maxwell o!
Potter 6. Thompson 9, Wells 5.

No. 8, 15 single kingbirds. R. F., entrance $1.23: Duyer 13, Berry
11, Wheeler 13, Poter 11, Squiers 3, Maxwell 13, Cruttenden 14,

11 11 11 01 10 11-23
10 01 00 10 10 11-19
00 10 10 10 10 11—13
10 10 10 11 00 10-18-73

10 11 11 11 11 11-34
00 11 11 11 00 n-20
00 01 11 11 11 11-20
10 11 10 10 00 10—20-84

11 10 10 10 10 10-15
11 11 10 10 11 11-19
10 10 10 10 11 10-32
01 00 01 10 10 11—20—76

Thompson 14, Card 10, Rindge 15, Atwell 14, Petrie 18, Schemer-
horn 14, Markham 14, Wells 9.

Members of each club In association making highest averages
in shoots 1 to 8 inclusive will be entitled to first choice by lot of
prizes. The next their second choice in same manner and so on.
Member of Caaenovia Club making poorest average 10 shaves.
Space in your valuable paper will not permit of awarding the

prizfls as won. All were satisfied in the association with what
they won and went home each with a souvenir of Cazenovla.
For outsiders A M. Schemerhorn won the bass rod and E, C,
Rindge of same place, the smokeless sbellp, and as no more out-
siders shot in all the events, the pther prizes went to the club.

Markham " 1011111111111011111111111-23
Roberta n0imoil110111111111111-3e
Petrie 0111111 11011111 lOloniK'O—20
Cruttenden inilll0ini0011111]01101-2(l
Tuttle.. •....llllinOlUlOOlllUlOllOl-20
Cavana 10nillO1101OHllllllllll-3]
Card...., 1010101111111111111111111-21
Barrott IIIIIOOOIIOOOIIIIIOIIIIIO-17
DufEv 101011 lllOOlllOOllUOOOOO-14
Atwell 0011110111011110111111100-19
Maxwell Ill lllinillioionoil 1 1 111—21
Ward 0011111111001111111111111—31
.lames Markham of Oneida won badge until next meet of

County Association. Second prize was won by E. B. Roberts of
Canaatots, M. Y , a shooting vest. Third prize, box of cigars was
won by Tuttle Maxwell Cavana of Oneida, Ward of Canastota and
Card of Cazenovla. Fourth prize, oak stand, was" tied for be-
tween Petrie and Cruttenden of Cazenovia; a "Rland" was pro-
duced. Petrie took it odd and Cxutty got left. FifMi went to G. T.
Atwell of Cazenovla Club.
To the Shooters making live highest averages in both days events

K. D. TROTTERS.

Winner Iowa L. C. Smith Cup, 1893.

(tW" does not include county shoots), the club donates cash prizes:
A. M. Schemerhorn, Cortland, first, $6; Wm. Cruttenden, Cazeno-
vla second, $5; J. C. Rindge. Cortland, third, $4; Fred Berry, Pom-
pey Hill, fourth, $3; Frank Petrie, Cazenovla, fifth, $3.
Notwithstanding tbe shoot was postponed it was a complete

sucess. The new expert kingbird traps were used and worked to
perfection. The next meet ^^ill be at Cannstdta or Eaton. The
price of entrance includes the birds and money divided, 35, .30,

20. 15. HammkrxiBss.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, HI., Aug. 6.—Following are the scores of Garfield
Gun Club in their regular shoot to-day.
Shoot Nob. 1, 3, 3, 15 singles, unknown angles. No. 4, 5 pair

doubles:
No. 1 No. 3 No. 3 No. 4 No. 1 No. 3 No. 3 No. 4

Hicks 9 .. .. 5 Pilz 9 11

Patterson. 9 .. 3 3 Brown ... 3 13 7 6

Drake 7 7 6 7 W* N'fcott 5 10
Dr. Meek.. 11 Moran 10 7 13
Tefft 13 12 13 6 W. Palmet- 9 13 .. 3
vSteck 10 14 10 .. Richards.. .1^ 13 13 4
O'Brien... 11 13 14 .. "Cop" 9 11 6

Bowers 11 9 6 .. Ack'rmann.. 14 .. 6
Skinner.. ..13 13 10 .. O'Neil 11

Laut'rbachll 14 9 .. CampViell.. . . .. 8
Sldway....l3 10 7 5 Bortree 11

Young 13 13 .. 5

Medal shoot, 20 U. S. pigeons, rapid five known trans.
Bowers... 10011110001000111001—10 Dr. Meek.OlllllinoOlOlOOlllU-13
Brown.... OUOlOlOOOOimiOlOl—11 Pilz OHllOlllllOlllOOOll-U
Drake HOOOIOOIOIIOIOIIOIO-IO J. N'thc'ttlOOOlOlOllOUlOlOllO-11
Steck 01111111011111111111—18 W. Palm'rlllll0001110lllUlll-i6
Richards. 110110011 10111110011-14 F. Meek.. 10090100011111000001- 8

O'Brien.. .01111111101011111011-16 Pa^erson. llOOOOOOllllllOOllOl-ll
Campbell.lllllOOOOOOOlOllJOOl-10 Hicks 11110111111110101001-15
La't'rb'cbOOlOOimillllllllOl—15 Young ...01111011010111011111-18
"Cop".... 01111011111110011111—16 Ack'rmanlllllOlllOl 111111111—18
W.N'thc'aOOOlOlOlllOOlOOOlOO- 8 O'Neil .. 11010100111101111111—15
Tefft 11111111111111111101—17 Bortree . . .110110011 UOll lOlOOl—12
Tefft won class A medal. Ackerman won cla^s B mednl. Pa-

terson won class C medal. Geo. H. Brown, Sec'y.

Colt Hammerless Gun Club Medal Shoot.
The following scores were made at Hartford. Conn., Saturday,

Aug, 6. by members of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, 25 blue-
rocKs. 5 angles. The scores:
Fred Risley 011111111 11111 111110111 11-23
Jobn Alger 1 11 101111 1 111111111111101-23
.7 C Capen 1111111111101111101101011-31
F H Whittelaey 1111011111001111101111111-21
C H Burbidge 1111011111100111100111111-20
Allpu Wllley 01010 1 1 011101 1 UllU 1101 1—19
O B Treat 1111011111110010111101110—18
SB Douglas lllOllllOOOOOllOlOlimil—17
Fred Olmstead lOlOlUOOOlOlllOlOOlOniO-li
Charles Higby ... 1110010110111101001000111-14
Morgan E White .,10010101101101010111010CO-13
S T Cnlt OOOOlOO'loniOOllOlOlllllOO-10
AC Collins lOIOOlOlOOOOlOOlOlOOOOlOO- 8
The tie between Risley and Alger was not shot off. Toe annual

meeting of the club will be held Saturday, Aug. 20, at 3 P. M. at
the club house.

Toronto vs. Oshawa.
Toronto, Aug. 8.—The Oshawa Gun Club gave a bluerock shoot

at their grounds to-day, Oshawa's civic holiday. Ten Toronto
shots went down and had a friendly shoot with the club. It is

needless to say that the visiting team were treated to the best in
the land, and returned feeling In good spirits after their outing.
The Oshawa men will return the visit on Monday the 231. Tbe
scores:

Osbawa. Toronto.
J Hasti ngs 13 H George 13
J Millar 13 D Rlea 19
TFinnie ...16 S Sloper 13
T Hastinos , 19 J L Cox 16
P Mothersell 14 B Pftarsall '5

DMackle 15 C Norris 16
D Vanzant ...11 W Bugg 16
J S^ kes 13 T S Bayles 12
E Everson 11 O Simpwn 16MD Campbell 13—138 W McDowall 17—153
Sweeps were also put on to fill out an enjoyable day.

Milford Center Shooting' Tournament.
MiLBOHD Ceivtbb, O ,

Aug. 11,—The largest event of its kind
so far this spason in this vicinity was the tournament hpld re-
cently at this place under the management of C. W. Tway, of
Irwin, O. Too much credit cannot be bestowed upon the manage-
ment for tbe manner In which the tournament was conducted.
Tbp tournament was held at the basebiill park, between the C. O.
C. & St. L. and P. C. C. & St. L. railroads. These are ideal shoot-
ing grounds, with clear backgrounds and good boundaries. Ten
tiapH were tised, facing northwest, one set open to all events and
one set op.3n for amstpurs. The programme was shot out with a
number of extras. A large crowd assembled to witness the tour-
nament and a number of shoqters from a distance attended.
Among the noted shooters present were Messrs. Hughes, Strong
and Young, of Springfield; Leasee and Reams, of Zanesville; Davis
and Billingsley, of Dublin; Money, Slyh. Roby, Ballinger and
WorthiDgton,of Plain City; Oushman, of Fountain Park; Sbelton,
of East Liberty; Pierce, of Marysville; Burnham. of Mechanlcs-
bnrg; Bennett, of Irwin, and many others not called to mind at
prepent. Tents were up, refreshments servpd on the grounds and
everything was comfortable for tbe shooterF. Shooting com-
menced at 9 A. M. and lasted until it was too dark to see the
flying targets. Scores:
Event No. 1, 10 singlps: Davis 9, Billingsley 7, Reams 10, Mooney

9 Shelton 7, Burnham 7. Slyh 5, Cushman 7, Lease
Event No. 2, 10 singles: Cushman 10, Mooney 9. Davis 9, Slyh 5,

Burnbim 5, Reams 8, Billingsley 5, Sanderaon 3, Lease 6, Shel-
ton 6.

Event No. 3, 10 singles; Cushman 6, Moonev 9, Slyh 6, Davis 9,

Billing? ley 8, Shelton 3, Reams 7, Brannon 3, Burnham 9, Tway 7,
Lpase 5.

Event No. 4. 10 sirgles: Moonpy 5, Slyh 8, Shelton 3, Davis 9,

Burnhsra 9, Billingsley 10. Cushman 9, Reams 7, Lease 7.

Event No. 5, 10 smcles: Slyh 9. Strnuf 9. Davis 8, Mooney 6, Bil-
liresley 9, Youoe 7. Cu<hman 4, Reams 7, Tway 7
Event No. 6. 10 singles: Young 9, Strong 8. Slvh 8. Moon»y 8.

Davis 8. Billingsley 6, Cushman 8, Shelton 4, Hughes 7, Burnham
5, Beams 6,

Event No. 7, 10 tingles: Ynung 8, Reams 8, Davis 7, Strong 9,

Burnham 4, Slyh 7, Mooney 5, Billingsley 7, Cushman 8.

Event No. 8, 10 sineles;
Young inilllOOl— 8 Davis 1011111111- 9
Reams 0111111110- 8 Mcllroy OlOHOlllO- 6
Slvh OOOOOOlllO— 3 Strong OlOllUUO- 7
Billingsley OlllllUOl- 8 Hughes 0010100001- 3
Ballinger inillHU-lO Roby 1111111110- 9
Worthington 1110111110— 8 Cushman lOlOUOlOO— 5
Lpsse 0]00"01100- 3 Sbplton 0110011101— 6

Mooney lOUinoill- 7 Bennett .0000000001- 1

Event 9, 10 sineles: Wor+hineton 6, Ballinger 9, Slyh 5. Roby 7,

Davis 9, Strong 5. Young 9, Mnonoy 6, Billingsley 8, Hughes 5,
Cushman 5, Howard 6. Reams 7. Bennett 5.

Event 10,15 slnglps: BUlinger 10, Roby 13.4. Worthington 11,
Srroug 10. Davis 14, Young , Slyh 8, Billingsley 11, Reams 11,
Cushman 8.

Event 11. 15 singles: Worthington 13. Roby 8, Young 14, Balling-
er 13, Davis 9, Mooney 11, S'rontr 9. Bfllingslev 1,3, Reams 13
Event 13, 10 singles: Howard 5, Billing-ilev 9 Place 4, Burnham

7, Shtltonl, Worthinet.on 4, Roby 8. Young 9, Strong 7, Davis 8,
Mooney 8. B'allingnr 9, Kennedy 6. Hughes 3.

EvpntlS. 15 '"ingl=s: Burnham D, Sh'-lton 8, WortliiuKton 12,
RMliiogpr 11, Young 13, Davis 8. Strong 10, Billingsley 14, Roby 12,
Reams 7

Ev^nt 14, 13 8ingl"8: BiUin^er 9. Young 11. Roby 9. Worthing-
ton 5, BuiDham 10, Kennedy 5. Shelton 4 Strong 10, Tway 8,

Reams 9 B'lllngsley 9.

Eveni^ 15 5 per doubles: Young 9, Strong 6, Ballinger 5. Worth-
irg'ion 4,

A ' wo day-" tournament w'll be held ss^n under the auspices of
the Union Gun Club at this place. Messrs. Tway and Cushman
will manage the tournamentand visiting shooters will be assured
of a good time. Persons desiring further Information and pro-
grammes should write to Mr. O. W. Tway at Irwin, O.

A. W. T.

The Trap in California.

SAi«- FSATsrcascO. Cal., Aug. 8.—The Recreition Club held their
sixth regular match tor the monthly prizes yesterday afternoon
at the Oakland racetrack. Although the sky was cloudv and
hazy the shooting was good, and the birds were very good flyers.
Following is the result of the match:

Worth 101112011101- 9 H. C. Golcher . . . .221222110303-10
Allen O0110l-mil3— 9 Gere 321111103221-11
Biruey 011112110210- 9 siade 132100311220- 9
W.J. Golcher... 133110202031— 9 Kyle. 12222021212C—10
Eddy 101101213221-10 Randall 130131001131— 9
Llddle 101101000000- 4

Dr. Gere won the first prize, a handsome silver smoking set,

with a score of 11. This is Dr. Gere's first season at trap-shoot-
ing, and his success yesterday angurs well for his future prize-
winning.
Eddy, H. C. Golcher and Kyle shot off for the second, third and

fourth prizes. At the fourteenth bird Kyle dropped out through
an error of judgment and took fourth prizs. The bird dropped
within the bounds and the dog went to fetch it when it flew out
of the bounds. Kyle had retlrad without discharging his second
barrel under the impression that the bird wis billed. Golcher
missed his seventeenth and eighteenth birds. Eddy missed his
seventeenth but killed his eighteenth, winning second prize,
Golcher third.

Kansas City.

Kansas City, Aug. 13.—The Forester Gun Club held its monthly
medal shoot at the Shooting Park, Fr'day. The club shoots at 15
live birds, and, while the birds w-re slow flpers on account of the
heat, there were many clever kills made at long rangp. Barton
and Groves tied on 14, and in the shoot-nff the former won the
medal, Jones won the sec^ind medal on 13. Toe score:

Whipple 120112101101110-11 Mohr...- 1C201012HX)2001— 8
Groves.. 121331131101131—14 Young 000130121110100-8
S arrltt 0001100nOI0221- 8 Barton 223201111223323-14
Nofslnger 320022220^21311—13 Graham. ..... .210001102202003- 8
Knoche : 212001101?22132—12 Jones 01131 2?0aill212-13
Harrison 010203221211110-11 Fioweree 011202221111201-12

The Belt Line Gun Club had its Tnonthly shoot last Wednesday,
Following is the score, at 20 bluerocks:
Mumma. 00101111001110001001—10 Van Horn0nil0mil0100100l0-12
Peck 01101011000100001110— 9 Sonnsch'tjOlOOOlOOlOOlOOlOOUl— 8
RelnholdrllOllOllOlOlllO'llOO-13 Baer llOOllOOOitlOOOIOOOOl— 7
HintEche..l01101K)l01010l01000-10 C J Nefl.. 10111101010111010100 -12
Keliey .. .11011001111111111111-17 Wmters. .01100101101000100010-

8

Neff ...... 11010101101111101111-15

You Qi-ight to hear Senator Frye tell his latest fish story—
the story of how he caught the biggest trout ever taken at
Rangeley Lake, and if we mi.stake not (although we have
not the Senator's authority for the assertion and get this
story second-hand), tbe biggest square-tailed trout ever
taken anywhere. It was only the other day, and Mr. Frye
sat at ease in his cacnp, known all over the lake region.
Looking off toward the lake, he saw a trout jump from a
pool in among some logs, and not very far from his camp.
He was surprised at his size and at the splash and splurge
he made. The day pissed and the same bis: fish jumped
again and again. The afternoon Senator Frye passed in
looking at his tackle, and making it strong beyond all per-
adventure. He reasoned that the big fish would not quit
his retreat, and he sized up his tastes in the matter of the
fly. Abotxt 7 P. M. he called his guide; announced what he
had seen; told him that as soon as the fish, should strike
and he should give the word, he (the guide) should pull for
the lake, and. thus arranged, they went forth to the cam-
paign, Mr. Frye's first cast was followed by a break of the
pool, the swish and swirl of the big trout as'he leaped to the
fly. For a moment he saw the head and body of this won-
drous fish, and then there was business. The guide rowed
with all his speed to open water, and Mr. Frye led his trout
that way, holding the fish up to the taut of the line. After
that the fight was on in clear water, with no favors, and the
huge fish, over lOlbs., we believe, was landed at last.—
Leiviston (Me.) Journal.
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New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpecialJv Revorted for Forest and Stream.']

MiLLBB RirijE Clttb, Hohoken, N. J., Wednesday eveniuo-
Aug. 10. at headquarters, 433 WashiDgton street. The scores of
to-night are appended below. The conditions were 10 shots, off-
hand, 35 ring target, possible 250:

D Miller. .. S.'i 35 2^ 35 35 24 24 24 23 33-243
O Schllcht. 35 25 35 35 25 35 34 33 33 33—242A Meyns 35 35 35 34 :H 33 23 ,33 23 31-235
J H Kruse 35 35 35 34 34 2+ 3K 23 2J 20—334
L Sohl 35 25 34 24 34 23 33 32 22 22—2?4
D Peters 25 25 35 34 23 23 23 23 33 20—233H r Meyer 35 25 21 24 23 S3 23 33 23 23—233
F Brandt 35 25 34 34 24 24 32 31 20 20—239
F Kloepping 25 34 33 23 23 23 32 22 32 22-329
EL Vanderhayden 25 35 34 33 23 23 22 21 21 21—338
C Carragher 35 24 23 33 33 33 23 23 31 20—223W Rogers 35 35 34 33 23 31 21 21 20 20—223
Hoboken Rifl<^ Club, Hoboken, N. J., Capt. Wm. F. Dilger.

Monday, Aug. 15. To-night'a scores are given below:
J H Kruse 25 34 24 24 34 33 33 22 31 30—339
Capt Dilger 24 34 23 23 33 22 32 21 20 20—224
Ohas D Pasch .25 24 24 24 23 31 21 21 20 19—333
Aug. Dahl 25 25 25 23 23 20 20 20 18 18-216
HWirth 35 25 24 23 33 20 20 18 18 17—313
J Schneider 35 24 23 22 31 30 30 18 18 18—200
The Palisade Rifle Olub of Jersey City Heights is just now

busily engaged in shooting for gold class medals every Thursday
evening.

In regard to Messrs. C. E. Bird and A. Steuber of the Hudson
Rifle Club being termed a leam of "shooters" in Forest and
Stream a few weeks ago, it would not, perha,ps, surprise many
to know that a typographical error is the cause of the mistake. I
had it written for shouters. The gentleman named do not like
the idea of being ''boomed up" as a pair of sliooters bard to beat.

St. Louis Sharpshooters.
The St. Louis Club held their king shoot at Creve Cosur Lake,

Aug. 7, and there was a large attendance, all of the local clubs
being well represented, although it was one of the warmest days
of the year. Mr. A. McBean, formerly an active member of the
club, but for some time past a resident of Chicago, came down to
see the boys and incidentally captured first prize on the ring tar-
get. Come again, Mack.
The event of the day, the king shoot, was won by Wm. Bauer,

•who was presented with the king medal and crowned king. Four-
teen more prizes were also distributed in the following order:
Second, L. Priester; third, G-. Roth; fourth, F. Knapp; fifth, L.
Sehweighoefer; sixth, J. Bardenheier; seventh, C.Miieller; eighth,
C, K. Dunkerlpv: ninth, C. Meisbach; tenth, Wm. Mackwitz;
eleventh, S. G. Dorman; twelfth, F. Lendi; thirteenth, G. Alexan-
der; fourteenth, A. Mende; fifteenth, J. Hof.

Ring target, points;
MoBean 66 Dorman 57 Stettner 54
Dunkerley 62 Mueller .56 Meisbich .53

Schneidewind 61 Priester 55 Beihmann 52
Kaar 69 Morf. .55 Alexander 51
Kurka.. 68 Steffen .55 Frank 49
Wlget 58 Bauer 55 Baptie 48
Sehweighoefer— 58 Rapp 55
Man target, points:

Kaar 91 Sehweighoefer 84 Knapp "6

Bauer 94 Kurka 83 Erdman . ... ....75
Dunkerley 87 Zimmerman H3 Schottlander 73
Rapp 86 Mende 81 McBean 71
Most 85 Alexander -81 Baptie 68
Meisbach 85 Frank 80 Ste ffen 60
Schneidewind 84 Bethman 77
Point target, points:

Dorman 358 Dunkerley 150 Rapp «7
Schneidewind 2f5 Kaar 131 Kattseiper 71
Bauer 353 Baptie 121

._ NamroC,

New York Revolver Shots.
New Yohk, August 13.—At the regular Saturday afternoon

Bhoot of the New York Revolver and Pistol Olub, the following
scores were made at tlie 5B-yard range, Washington Park, 50
shots per man, 6 sighting shots:
Geo. E, Jantzer 8 10 8 9 ]0 8 10 8 8 9—90

10 97797978 10-83
8 10 8 m 8 8 8 10 10 9-89
7 7 9 7 10 7 8 10 10 8-83
98 10 797777 P-80-435

C. Bishop 9 9 6 7 6 10 6 9 6 8—76
6 6 8 9 8 10 7 7 8 9-78
8 10 10 9 8 7 7 10 10 10-89776877 10 99 7-77
87 10 788988 8—81-401

B.Walther 7666666 10 6 7—66
7 8 10 6 6 8 10 10 9 7—81888777777 8-74578697888 8—7466857957 7 10-71—366

H. Oehl 7 9 9 7 9 8 9 7 7 10-82
10 87887788 5-76788978777 9-77
7 10 98 10 6886 7-79

10 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 8 7—77—391
Mr. Bishop used a Smith & Wesson. .38-44, the others 8. & W. .44

caliber.—F. Hecking, Seo'y.

Iiischke Rifle Club.

Jbrsey City, Aug. 13.—The Lischke Rifle Club had a grand
time at their last meeting, it being Capt, A. Lischke's fortieth
birthday, und the club's first birthday. The medals .were award-
ed to the best marksmen of the three classes as followp; first, A.
Lischke; second, R. Reicherz; third, O. Schulte. Very little
interest was shown the last month, the weather being so hot, but
we have started again and ordered three new medals for the next
six months. The score of Aug. 5 was as follows, of the 5 best
meuQ hers, 110ft., 25 ring target:
A Lischke, Capt 25 25 35 34 23 23 33 33 31 21—333
HDyroff 25 24 34 23 23 32 19 19 19 17-215
O Schulte 25 23 23 31 30 20 30 20 19 19-308
H Strater 35 24 23 22 22 31 20 18 17 16-208
F Steidel 25 23 32 33 23 33 31 30 17 14-307

O. Schulte.

The Muzzle vs. Breech Contest.

Stbaguse, N. Y., Aug. L—Editor FureM and Stream: Regarding
the contest between muzzle and breechloading rifles proposed
by our club and published by you June 10. we have received no
entries, but have received a letter from H. V. Perry of James-
town, N. Y„ inquiring as to entries and stating that there were
three or four in th«ir club using muzzleloadera who intend to
enter if any brpechloaders come to the front, but he states that
he has no "confidence or expectation" that the breechloaders
will "whack up." But if they do the Jamestown parties wUl
gladly send their money and meet them at the butts.

F. A. M. Ball, Sec'y, Syracuse Rifle Club.

Quebec Rifle Association.
Montreal, Aug. 9.—The twenty-fourth annual meet of the

Province of Quebec Rifle Association opened at the Cote St. Lac
range this morning with fine weather, hut the afternoon brought
heavy showers. There was a good showing of the recent Bisley
team there and a good delegation from Ontario.
Some of the best shooting of the day was done by the Ontario

men, and the chief event, the military competition for the
Houghton cup in skii-mishing and volley firing by scjuads of
various corps, was won by the Royal Greuadiers, of Toronto. In
the eKtra series, 50i)vds., Stafl'-Si^rgt, Simpson, of the 13th Rangers;
made a possible of 25. Lieut, T, Mitch ell, of the 13th, and Lieut.
A. Elliott, of the 13th, made 34 in tbe extra serlps. In the GOOyds.
Pvt. Smith, of the Royal Scots, made a possible 25.

Aug. 10.—a sunny dawn and a violent thunderstorm later in
the da.y were the weather conditions to-day. The active militia

Ulfttpli was fired at 200 and 500 yards in very hob weather, but the

opening squad m the Merchants match struck a black storm,
conapletely obscuring the targets. The council met and decided
that the entire match should be shot oyer on the next day
whereat there was much grumbling.
The Ontario men again showed up well in the day's shooting,

taking many of the best prizes.
In the active militia match, the Queen's Own, of Toronto, led

the teams with a score of 444, closely followed by the Royal
Grenadiers, with 441. If the Montreal Jubilee Challenge Cup
had not been confined to Montreal the Queen's Own would have
received it, as they headed the list in the team shooting.

.Li."^^...
^ 1"^*^^^''°^ °^ council of the association in the afternoon

the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, Sir Donald Smith; Vice-Presidents. Lieut.-Colonel Mac
pherson, A.D.C., Lieut.-Colonel Brosseau, Major Jones, and Hon.
John Mcintosh. Council, Lieut.-Colonel Stark, Lieut.-Colonel
Martin, Major Bond, Major Sims, Major Busteed, and Captain
Spearing.
Aug. iJ.—The Western marksmen again carried everything be-

fore them at to-day's meeting of the Province of Qeebec Rifle Ae-
sociation. They have already won all the principal events, and
to-day the Carslake trophy was added to their laurels. The cup
was won by the Royal Grenadiers' team witt a score of 630 points,
the Queen's Own Rifles' team following closely after with a score
of 6(3 points. The shooting to-day was carried on under great
disadvantages. The rain name down freely, making the ground
a swamp, and enveloping the butts in a thick mist. Despite the
weather some very good shooting was done.
The following is the scoring in the Carslake trophy match:

Royal Grenadiei"S.
'200yds. 400yds. 600vds. Total.

'.)apt. Bruce 35 33 97 85
Lieut. Pringle ]6 33 31 70
Staff-Sergt. Dent 21 31 35 77
Staff-Sergt. R, McVittie 35 32 35 83
Stafl-Sergt. Brooks 31 28 30 79
Col.-Sergt. Fowler 25 33 28 86

28 33 32 83
Pvt.Mc\ittie 17 31 20 68

Totals 178 354 198 "eio

„ 200yd8. lOOvds. 600yd9. Total.
Queens Own Rifles ..188 338 301 827
43d Battalion, Ottawa, first team 173 253 173 .598
Sixth Fusiliers 193 234 1.57 584
Royal Scots 167 217 160 547
Victoria Rifles 171 237 1.56 564
12tb York Battalion 189 338 126 553
43 Battahon, Otta, second team 143 330 143 516
Montreal Garrison Artillery, 7 men.. 145 316 140 .501
Oapt. Bruce, the veteran captain of the winning team, has been

shooting on the Grenadiers team and acting as captain for the
past ten years. He has coached his men to many victories, but
teels prouder over winning the Carslake than any other of hismany successes.
Statf-Sergt. McVittie may be said to be one of the most widely

known rifle shots in Canada. He shot for a great many years at
Wimbledon as a Scotchman; but when he came to Canada he de-
cided to oast in his lot with the Grens. and has never been sorrv
that he did. He has shot into the second stage of the Qusen's
eight times, which has only been beaten by one man. He has
been on every winning team which the Grenadiers have sent out
during the past four years.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 15.—1 inclose you scores made by the

Hartford Rifle Club at their opening shoot at Union Grove on
Saturday. The club shot last winter at 50yds. gallery, but this is
our first outdoor work as a club, although a number of our mem-
bers are old hands. We start in with several new men at rifle
shooting, but their crankiness is evident, and as all members are
of that description, it is hoped and expected that the club will be
successful, and our days long in the land.
In our medal match the club offers a bronze medal for 30 scores

of 70 or better, a silver medal for 10 scores of 80 or better, and a
gold medal for 10 scores of 85 or more.
We have also taken up pistol shooting at -SOyds. for the first

time in Hartford, and although our scores were low. owing to our
un familiarity with this weapon, it is believed that the future will
show rapid improvement.

50 Shot and Medal Match.
HMPoue 10 8 8 8 8 10 10 6 9 5—83

,35-30-99 77.6888877 8-74997986 10 10 9 9-86788 10 87078 8-80
9 8 10 8 8 7 6 6 8 9- 79-401

DSSeymom' 10 6 4 10 7 9 5 9 10 8-78
,35.bO-99 7777 7 9877 8-74

fi 8 10 6 10 10 8 5 10 10-83
8 6 7 6 5 8 9 8 8 4-69688 10 10 8587 6-76-280

FKRand 10 789869(58 3—74
,33-40-165 77589 (5 766 6—678788859 19 7 5-75.78889 5 776 5-70

8 9 7 10 10 7 6 6 8 5-7,5-361
FBCovel .5 97 5 68695 7-58

.32-10-165 5 10 6 4 4 10 8 6 6 10-69885698867 9—74
8 77 5 54645 6-,^7
10 6676787 10 4-61-329W J Dunbar 448867658 5—71

.33-40-165 764666987 5-64735666878 6-6386747 10 543 7-617486689 5 5 10-68-316
FSeaver..33-40 7 4 5 6 10 10 6 7 7 9-71
J Edwards, .33-40 7 10 5 7 8 7 6 6 6 5-63
T W Fahy 8 9 0 7 4 6 6 3 4 6-.54
A H Tyler. ..33-20 ..9 5 7 6 0 0 4 4 4 0-39
H Rand, .33-40 9 7 4 1 0 0 0 3 5 3-36

50yd. Pistol IVTatch.

Pope. 8 10 8 9 9 9 7 7 9 8-84
Seymour 9 9 8 7 8 9 9 6 6 7—78
Rand 6 10 7 9 6 8 10 6 7 8—77
Fahy 8 6 5 4 5 9 3 6 10 8-65
Dunbar 463036636 8—45
Covei 080054033 5-23

H. M. Pope, Secretary.

Oakwood Rifle Tournament Prog'ramme.
Dayton, Ohio, Aug. 9.—The Second Annual Oakwood Rifle

Tournampnt is to be held here Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 33
and 24. the committee of arrangements being composed of mem-
bers of the Dayton Sharpshooters' Snciety and Greenville Rifle
Club. Expcutive Committee: Gustav W. Sander, of Dayton; and
Dr. A. J. Marling and John Charles Hahne, of Greenville. Ashley
Brown, of Dayton, is the corresponding secretary. All programme
matches are at 200yd9., and tbe six regular matches each day are
for four money prizes, 35, 20, 15 and 10 per cent, of entrance money.
Telescopic sights are barred, and there is no restriction as to
trigger pull. Three shots in all matches.
First Daj/.—First match off-band, shooting 9 A. M. to 12:.30P. M.,

German J^in.-ring target, ISin. bullseye.
Second match, 9 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.. muzzle rest, shooter stand-

ing, gun held to shoulder, German J^in.-ring target, 12in. white
bullseye.
Third match, 9 A. M. to 12:80 P. M., bench rest, one white and

one black bullFeye.
Fourth match, 1 to 6 P. M.. oflf-hand, German target.
Fifth match, 1 to 6 P. M., muzzle rest, conditions same as match

No. 2.

Sixth match, 1 to 6 P. M., bench rest, conditions same as in
match No. .3.

Second Bay.—Six regular matches, two of them off-hand, two
muzzle rest and two bench rest, same as to time, conditions and
prizes as in the first day's programme, are to be shot on. second
day.
Special matches A, B and C are to be contested through both

days, 9 A. M. to 6 P. M., for $150 in gold.
Special match A, off-hand, German half-inch ring target, 13in.

bullseve. guaranteed purse S30 in gold; first prize $25, second |15,
third SIO.
Special match B, muz/.le rest, position standing, gun at

shoulder, German lialf'-incli riug- target, 12in. white bullseye;
gold prizes same as in spe<-ial A.
Special match O, beafh rest, same conditions as in sjiecial B.

except that one target has white and one a black bullseye; gold
prizes same as in special matches A and B.
Ten dollars in gold for best tvvo off'-liaud tickets by same

shooter, one ticket to be shot first day and one on the second day.
PUOKKYB.

Rochester SchuetzengUde.
_
Rochester. N, Y., Aug. 13.—The Rochester Scbuetzengilde fin-

ished its annual shoot at Rosenbauer's to-day. On account of the
unpleasant weather those from Syracuse and other places who
were expected to be present as guests did not come. The rain,
however, did not prevent the marksmen from carrying out their
programme as they had expected, for they shot from under a
tent. Shooting offhand in separate strings with a possible .50 in
each string. The highest scores made Thursday and to-day were
as follows:
Hoehn 39, C. Harvey 44. F. Schwickert 44, Scbmitt 43, Cook 43,

Kercher 39, Halstrick 38, Zenner 40, Bernhard 40.
Shooting with what ia known as a "peg rest" in strings as before

mentioned with a possible 60 in each the following scores were
made: Hoehn 51, Harvey .53, Bernhard 56, Scbmitt 53, Zenner 53,
Kercher 55, Wackerle 41, Neuhart .57, Halstrick 51, Perry 45, Cook
52. Schwikert 53, Dr. Habenstreit 45.
The King badge was awarded to Thomas Henley, and he will be

entitled to wear it for the coming year. It was won by him hit-
ting the exact center of an Sin. dial at a distance of 175yds.,
shooting with a "peg rest."
Sept. 4 and 5 the Buffalo Scbuetzengilde vrill have a tournament

for which great preparations are already being made. It is ex-
pected that a large delegation will attend from the organization
here.

A Revolver Challenge.
In the Shooting Timcft of London, a weekly sporting paper, there

appeared the following on July 9, last: "M. Journu:the famous
French amateur pigeon shot offers to shoot a revolver match, 100
shots, for £500 against all comers"
In the next number of the Shooting Times July 16, it says: "If

M. Journu, after Lhe Bisley meeting, is still open to carry out his
challenge one of our readers would accept it under the following
conditions:

First. "Business" revolvers and ammunition, to be used (not
less than .44 bore and 13grs. of powder and conical bullets), and
not less than 41b3. trigger pull.
Second. The target shall anpear and disappear at intervals of

three seconds, or the target shall be^in sight for twelve seconds for
each series of six shots.
There bein? no answer from M. Journu, on July 30 the Slutoting

Times says: "Mr. Walter Winans authorizes us to state that it
was he who in the Shooting Times of July 16, offered to accept M.
Journu's challenge. A meeting between two such sportsmen
would be worth going a long journey to see."
Here the matter rests at present.

South London Revolver Scores.
Now that Bisley is over, the attention of the crack revolver

shots of London is directed toward the Staines Range, wuere the
South London Rifle and Revolver Club holds its matches Tlio
revolver championship of this club, now held by Mr. Walter
Winans, is decided by the five best selectd scores made on sepa-
rate days, one score only on each day to count; tobe shotat SOvds.
with military ammunition, no restriction as to sigh but 41b3.
trigger pull. 1

To-day (Aug. 4) there were two revolver competitions in connec-
tion with th^* usual weekly shoot. The weather was very windy,
and .'^Ir. Walter Winans, who shot there for the first time, was
not able to make more than 40 at the stationary 20yds. target.
Tills, though winning flrst prize, is yet one point behind Major
Mackerrell's best score for the revolver championship of the club,
mnde earlier in the season. Mr. Winans also won flrst prize at
the disappearing target with 37.
The top scores for the championship now stand to date, as fol-

lows: Mqjor Mackerrell 41, Walter Winans 40, T. W. Heath 37, C.
F. Lowo 36,

Cincinnati Rifle Scores.
Aug. 14.—The Cincinnati Rifle Associat'on held its regular

practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as ap-
panded. Conditions, 200yds., offhand, at the standard American
target. The scores:
Gindele 84 Gindele 81 Gindele ....90
Best 76 Best 72 Best 71
*Weinheimer 66 *Weinheimer 68 *Weinheimer 61
*WeIlinger 70 *Wellinger 66 *Wellineer 64
Drube 76 Drube 75 Diube 71
Payne 78 Payne 80 Payne SS
Speth 77 Speth 74 Speth 71
*Brumbach 67 *Brumbaoh 75 *Brumbach 61
Topf 59 Topf 56 Topf 58
"Military shooting.

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City Rifle Team met for their weekly contest Tues-

day evening, at Burley & Erickson's shooting gallery, 146 South
Halstead street, Chicago. Conditions were: 25yds, 25 shots each,,
open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts paper target.
Possible 300 points;W J Gibbs 266 J C Martin 365 John Polites 256
ASorenaen 265 Ed Pierce 259 FErickson 255
After the regular shoot a sweepstake was shot for and won bv

Mr. J. C. Martin, making a score of 113 points out of possible 120.

B.

Dayton, O., Tournament.
The second annual tournament of the Dayton Sharpshooters

will take place Aug. 23 and 24. Nine running matches have been
provided, with percentage prizes in several and $160 in gold
prizes besides. The conditions have been liberally drawn, with
off-hand, bench and muzzle-rest matches.

No Notice Taken of Anouymona Oorrespondenta.

H. M., Bridgeton, Me.—How can landlocked salmon be caught
in deep water in August? Ans. The same fish is taken in some
New Hampshire lakes by deep trolling with the smelt. The lat-
ter are caught with small hooks in considerable depths.

R. .1, R., Lakeside, N. Y.—Please let me know if large-mouth
bass bite at night at troll or minnow? Ans. They feed at night
and under certain conditions may be caught in the ways you sug-
gest, but they do not take bait well until the sun is several hours
high. WTien tbe moon ia about JfuU they can be caught at night
with Brtifioial flies.

R. M., Wis.—1. What size grain of Dupont'a Eagle ducking pow-
der do you consider best for use in a 13-guage gun where very
close, strong shooting is required, as in duck shooting? 3. Will a
coarse-grained nowder give better penetration than a flue grain?
I have seen conflicting statements as to which is best. Will you
please state about the maximum size attained by the wild goats
found in the Rocky Mountains? Ans. 1. Use No. 3 grain. 3. For
duck shooting the coarser grain is preferable, being less subject
to dampness, and while slower, puts less strain on the gun.

A. S. S., Bllisburg, N. Y.—All of our county papers in publish-
ing the game laws wind up by saying that it is no longer a misde-
meanor to trespass on private parks; all that the owner can do is
to sue for damages. Is this correct? Ans. The section prescrib-
ing penalties for trespass reads: Sec. 317. Violations of the pro-
visions of this article subject the person violating to exemplary
damages in an amount not more than $25 for each violation, in
addition to the actual damages sustained by the owner or lessee.
An attempt to violate the provisions of this article shall be
deemed a violation thereof.

G. D. L., South Boston.—Will you be so kind as to tell me in your
Answers to Correspondents the cause of rceasional wild shots in
a shotgun? Barrels well choked, and it maiies a fine pattern of
from 200 to 820 pellets in a 30-inch circle at lOyds., with IJ^oz. No.
8 shot. But at frequent intervals it makes a very wild shot,
sometimes not more than 35 or 30 pellets going into the tirgat. I
load the shells with the greatest of care, preci.sely alike, and with
the same amount of crimp on the shells. Will you please tell me
the cause of these wild shots, and can they be prevented? Ans.
It is probably due to the bunching of the shot if the holding is

correct. The whole batch goes oft' at a wide angle upon leaving
the muzzle. A defect in wadding will also permit, the gas to get
into the shot, and then the .scattering is so great as to produce
the poor pattern.
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SAVE YOUE TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It Kives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPIAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts ie-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BURDIOK,
General Passenger Ageixt,

ALBANY, N, Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Ves^y Street, New York.

XO'ot^loe to Fls]3.e]7zxiexi.I Ctxt Pi:-±oes fox- 1892!
I am with, von again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing th,e quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly aaid Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 64oz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

;
10|ft., T-Joz. ;

lift., 8oz.- Reel seats below hand.

Lengthand weight of the bass rods are: 8|ft., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz. :9ift., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., 104ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillai-, Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts.
;
bOyds., 94 cts. ;

bOyds., 98 cents.
;
100yds., $1.06.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. exti-a for postage.

One lot of Multiplymg Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.
;
60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., 58 cts.

;
100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4^ cts. per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or 100yds., sent by mail, 2 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
, ^ .

All kinds of Hollow Pomt best quaUty Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four oly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen exti-a for postage.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Pour-ply Leaders, 32m., Sets.

Special lo of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

SeuU 2-ceiit stamp for lllustratea Catalogue and Special r,ist No. 2.

?iS?&'S'v%'i^^k"Ji'„sitJse- J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklyn. X. Y.

BUILT ON HONOR

SOLD ON MERIT

Such are the goods we handle; nothing else if we know it; when we find it out we drop

'em; no trash; no worthless or useless goods or foolishness, even at a lower price than

others.

Our idea is to please every buyer; we want to sell things which will bo of some use.

Few establishments are as philanthropic.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., in to ii5 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Have you our Catalogue?

WALTER BROOKS,
Of New London, Conn.,

Made the following score of 98 out of a possi-

ble 100, at artificial birds, with SS powder,

the first time he used it, which proves that

the powder is regular, and has great velocity

and penetration.
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All shooters will improve their scores at

once by using SS powder. One trial will

prove it.

Send orders to

GEORGE H. SdfflPSON,

Agent SS Powder Co., Limited,

147 PEAKL STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

If not, send for one without delay.

l^alk atoout maltinK a N^oisel

This Call is out of sight!

It, is handsomely nickel plated and is the loudest, neatest
and best Call on the market. Can be carried in the vest
pocket ond is the t;reatc9t Call made for Bicycle Riders,
Huiitsineii, l*olicemeii, Car Orlvers and Letter Carriers.

fteiid ~5 '-ents for a sample. For sale by all Bicycle, Hard-
ware and Gun Dealers. Send 6 cents tor catalogue.

M.VDE BY
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

PBPOT FOB li=4i»E§, U^H 9R0AOWAY. NEW TOBS,

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
New Yoek, July, 1892.

Our " ONDIIVA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK, made
cigar, our world-renowned "MEPHISTO" and all other finer

grades of cigars made by vis are superior in many ways to tbose
made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the -earth to which we liave access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUK New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliuess is per-

mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect cousumers from
iniposition, every " MBPHISXO " cigar Is banded.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPEGIAIiTT.

Special Designs famished on application
free of charge.

J^OGr TRAINING:
BY

8. T. HAMMOND.
For sale at tliis office, Price fl.OO.
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
forest and Sta-eam Pub. Oo. forward any qf these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice.

Registration 10 cents extra, Om responsMlity ceases after goods are mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGBD.
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 50
G-unBmiths' Manual, lUus., 376 pp 2 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Batty 1 50
Hunting in the Great West, Shields, nnw ed 75
Hunter and TrapptJr, Thrasher. ... 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Tnstructions in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 3 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 3 50
Modern AmericaTi Rifle v 3 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener 1 00
Mountain Trails and Parks In Colorado 1 50
Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornia, Van Dvke.... 1 .50

Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Lefflngwell 3 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore , 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, iUus., by Beard 3 60

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 3 00
The Breech-loader, Gloan 1 25
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 35
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
Illustrated $1 00

The Pistol 50
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 00

frajectory Test . 50
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, In cloth,

W58.50; In half morocco 3 50
ingand Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by^. O. Bliss : 50

AKOUKG.
American Angler's Book, Memorial Bditlon,
Norrls B 50

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 50
Ameri-can Salmon Fishing, WeUs 1 00
Angling. Blakely SO

Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art of Angling ,Holberton ... 60
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 100

Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 6 35
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50
Flsli Culture, Norris 1 75
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300
illustrations; new edition 2 60

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 2 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50

Fishing With tho' Fly, Orvis-Clieney CoUect-
tlon, new edition 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 5 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

Fly Rod^ and Fly Tackle, Wells 2 60

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge. 1 00

Home Fishing and Home Waters. S. Green 50

Lake Champlain and Its Shores. 100
More About the Black Bass, HenshaU 1 50

Practical Angler, Clarke 50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing.... 50

Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt — 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, illns 3 00

The Salmon Fisher, Hallock 1 00

Trout Culture, Slack 1 00

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, ilLuB-

t.rated; paper 50

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 6 00

BOATIMO AND YACHTING.
Art of SallmaMng, iUnstrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Neison 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott. ... 35

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtroueh 3 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Senecia 1 00

Oanoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 8 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera. Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field , 50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 gC

Cmises in SmaU Yachts Speed 2 50

Omlse of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship - 60

(Torms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,

bound in muslin 3 00

Four Months In a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Fraear's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints on Boat SatUng and Racing.Fltzgerald $1 80

Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 8 35

Model Yachts, Grosvenor 8 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Neison 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 8 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 35

Si^ and SaiLmaking, illus.. Kipping, N. A. 1 85

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, lUus. 1 35

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt— 3 00

The SaUing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 312 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 344 ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Hayden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 12 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus. . . . . . . .... ... 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes. Stansfeld-Hlcks 3 50

Yachts. SmaU, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals. Seamanship, etc • • • • 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9X13, cloth, $7.50; full Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80

YACHT PICTURES—In Colohs.
Pnrltan and Genesta on the home stretch, 38xd6
$L50. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 38.X 40, $2
volunteer. 36x36, »3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta ^xl9. 83.

OABEFING AND TBAPPINO.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, iUus., 300 pp. . . 1 50

Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray,new ed. 125

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.: boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 25

Camps and Tramps In the Adirondacks,
Northrup 125

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations m colors,

Murray; paper boards, $2.60; cloth 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman 1 25

Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU 1 50

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00

Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00

."iypeey Tents and How to Use Them. ....... 1 25

Hli "—Hints on Camping, Henderson 1 25

How to Hunt and Camp 1 25

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 76

Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50

Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25

The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 8 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition ... 1 00

Woodcrafi. "Nessmuk" 100
HUNTING—SHOOTING.

A Lost Opporiiunlty; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 5 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 33 lUus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope ana Deer of America, Caton 2 60
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

600 p„ 80 Ulustrations: cloth, S5; half calf,

$6.50; full morocco 8 OC
Book of the Game Laws 5C
Cruisings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 36
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 3 00
Frank Forester's Field Sports; 2 vols,, ea«h 3 00
V. Fcreater^s Manual for Young Sportsmen % 00

GVIDB BOOKS AND MAPS.
Complete Gulae Book to Southern CaUfoi-
nia. Maps and Illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake, Farr&r, paper. . 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 60
Guide to Lake Georee 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper 8 00

Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes.. . . 50
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 50
Old St, Augustine, iUus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 50
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern CaUfornia, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 80

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 76
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 25
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason . 60

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus 3 00
Mayhew's Hoi-se Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
MelviUe AVhyte's Riding RecoUections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 50
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., l^o. . 3 00
The Horse and His Diseases. Jennings, illus 1 25
Training the Trotting Horse 3 50
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America— a 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 50

KENNBI..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American Kennel, Burges 3 UO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. . . 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel 3 50

CoUie Dog, History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with iUustratlons, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, DalaieL 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases of, HiU 3 00
Dog Brealdng, Floyd 60
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, IUus.,
Landseer 26

Dogs for Ladies as Companions 2 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2 00
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. . . 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond— 60

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease. Ashmont 3 00

EngUsh K.C.S. Book, Vol. I 500
English K.C.S. BookLVols. III. to IX., each i 60
EnaHHh K-CS. Bonk.Vols.. XI, tn XVI . nach 1 60
Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and Ulustra-
tlons 1 BO

mover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 60
House and Pet Dogs 50
How to Keep a Dog in the City 25
Modern Training and Handling, Waters 2 50
Our Friend the Dog, Stables a 00
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 8 60

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms 50

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables: cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog 'Training. Ashmont 60
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
MiUan's 1 00

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth , 1 00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of PllnUmmon. 1 26

Stonehenge on the Dog. 3 50

Teufel the Terrier 75
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills.. . 3 35
The Spaniel and Its Training 1 00
The Dog, by Idstone 1 25
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 25
The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. ... 2 50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

...

3 SO
Training Trick Dogs, IUus 36
Youatt on the Dog 1 50

NATVBAI. HISTORY.
ANaturalist'sRambles About Home, Abbott 1 60
American Game Birds. Trumbull, 90 iUus. 2 50
Animal Life of our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2 50
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds,
3 vols.. $30: colored, $60; Water Birds, 8

vols., S34; colored

.

80 00
Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50
Book of Poultry 5 00
Bird Notes 76
Big &a,me of North America. .... 5 00

LIVING ANIMALS.
MAGPIES and PRAIRIE DOGS

We sell Buffalo, Badgers, Bears, Antelope,
Deer, Elk and all other living animals. Birds,
Reptiles, etc., mounted and unmounted Heads.
Skins, Skeletons and Horns. Fossil Fish and
other fo=slls. Crystals, Aeates and Curios of all
kinds. Mineral Specimens and cabinets. Indian
Relips of all kinds. Genuine Indian made moc-
casins, all sizes. We both buy and sell. If you
desire to buy or sell ^vrite us. Hunting and fish-
ing narties supplied with guides and complete
outfits. Bank reference given and required.

W. H. ROOT, liaramie, Wyoming,
Importer, Exoorter and Dealer in Living

Wild Animals, etc.

WM. W. HART & CO.,

1 1 & 13 Jacob SUt
NEW YORK.

NiiAB Bbookltn Bbidgg.
"AniinulB, Birds and Fish Mounted true to

nature, and guaranteed against moth.
FINEST EXHIBITION IN NEW YORK.

Send for I'l ice Liist.

J. KANNOFSKT,
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufactur-
ing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please
mention Forest and Stream.

8<ja Canal street. New York.

in tut »m.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
far the best stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891.

Fee, $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.

Prince Clifford.
Fee, $15.00.

SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE
DOSS FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER,

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud doKs, puppies and brood bitcheo.

liOrd Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world.

B. H. MOORB, Melrose, mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Oh. Graphic—Lady Viunie.)

Champ. OssininjBT*
(Ch. Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D )

For stud fee, list of winniners, etc., address
WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N.Y.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Soufbern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BBVAN, Lamar, Miss.

BUJLL-TEKRIER AT STUD:

CHAMPION GARNET,
(A.K.C.S.B. 24 986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwood. New York City.

BLACK WONDER,
A.K C.S. B. 33,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of all
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning The Derby aud All-Age Stake. He won two
firsts and one second on bench. He is a dog that
knows how to hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee
S35. JOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomtngton, Monroe
Co.. Indiana.

IPOIKXER. II« STUD.
Have recently purchased Spot Dash (7923), win-

ner of 5 firsts, 4 seconds. 1 third, 5 specials, as well
as numerouB commends. ITee

LIBERTY KENNE1,S. Kvattville. Ohio.

Pocket Kennel Record.
Fop Becordlug Pedigfreea, Prodnce, Sales

and other memorandti.
New edition. New forms. Full leather. 80 cents.
FOREST AND STREAM PDBLISHINQ CO.

OM Bzoadwmr. M«w Tovk.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA..

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,

(E. 15,757). Fee S50.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A. 20,888). Fee $50.

CHAMPION

ROSffl Mpy,
(A. 17,577). Pee $35.

ENGLISH PUGS.
WINK,

(33,027). H, C, New York, 1892. Fee $10.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
Ist and special. N.Y.,'92.

Fee $36.

JERRY JARVI5,
(A. 15,347) litter brother
to Duke-Eleho. Pee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Pine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including: several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TESBIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden'8 King $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 16
Reckoner 16
Champion Raby Mixer 16
$100 will be given for the best pun sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50,
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addreps
CHESTNUT HTLL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. PlmllmnioB ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty first and special prizes. Including five
first and four specials this season, won almost consecu-
Clvely, The tallest and heaviest son of PUallnimon. He
Is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
ihe late St. Bernard Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
hJm to he one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

Fee $50.

YOUNG"~kEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, hy Guide.)

ThLS young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be or especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Fee $25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third iY8., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been ]8 mos. in
stud and has s'f.own 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale. winner 1st N. Y., 1st
Washinston, Ist Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners let and
3d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire oxit of
prize winuii-K bitehep, comprising the best blood
both of Enrojie and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $25. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Maes.

Great Dane at Stud.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A.K.C.S.B. 30,i25.

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

SHOOUOQUION KENNKLS,
Lyons, lowftf
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Why They Need It.

Court House, Hamilton, Aug. 11.—Editor Forest avd Stream :

I have much pleasure in informiDg you that at the last meeting of

the board of Ontario Game and Fish Commissioners it was unan-

imously resolved that in future the Commissioners should be sup-

plied regularly with copies of the Forest and Stream.
Your paper has reached such a standard of excellence, treating

as it does, both, popularly and scientifically, all that appertains to

the protection, preservation and propagation of game and fish on

this continent, that the Commissioners feel that they cannot be

without it.

You will therefore be good enough to place on your subscription

list the following names, to whom you will send your paperregu-

larly until further notice. [Here follow the names.]

A. D. Stewart,
Sec'y Ontario Fish and Game Commission.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF WILD LIFE.

We have in preparation a series of illustrations of

American wild animal?, to be published as supplements

of the Forest and Stream.

The drawings are by Mr. Ernest E. Thompson, whose

previous work in this line is well known; and we are

confident that the merits of his successful delineation will

be recognized. The subjects already drawn are of the

Felidse, and they will be published as follows. See that

your newsdealer has the numbers:

Sept. 8. The Panther.

Oct. 6. The Ocelot.

Nov. 3, The Canada Lynx.

Dec. 1. The Bay Lynx.

In connection with the illustration of the panther will

be given some notes of observation of that creature by

Mr. George H. Wyman, and Mr. O. O. Smith's story of

bow he won his cougar skin trophy in Oregon last year.

OUB COLUMBUS NUMBER.
The Forest and Stream of Oct. 20 (the day before the

Columbus celebration) will be a special Columbus

number. The contents, both text and illustrations, will

relate largely to the age of Columbus, and will be as in-

teresting as unique.

What is a "family paper?" Certainly not every one

which flies the term "family" at its mast-head can rightly

be classed as such. There are so-called "family" journals

which one would never permit to get into his home,

rather let the house burn down first. And then there are

journals which not one man in a hundred, unfamiliar

with them, would class as "family" papers, but which

are such indeed. The Forest and Stream, for instance.

A "sporting" paper it is called, yes, but

—

&fin de siede

phenomenon—a "family" "sporting" paper. And why
not? The subjects it treats of , are they not of interest

to all, old and young? And the manner of then- treat-

ment, is it not acceptable to the most exacting ? As a

matter of fact—and we rejoice in it—this is a "family"

paper which goes into thousands of homes every week in

the year, and no one ever thinks of scrutinizing its con-

tents before laying it where all may read. The subscriber

soon comes to have faith in this quality of the Forest

AND Stream; and—on our aide—the faith is never broken.

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.

VI,

—

the fox.

Among the few survivals of the old tmtamed world
there are left us two that retain all the raciness of their

ancestral wildness.

Their wits have been sharpened by the attrition of

civilization, but it has not smoothed their characteristics

down to the level of the commonplace, nor contaminated

them with acquired vices as it has their ancient contem-

porary, the Indian. But they are held in widely differ-

ent esteem, for while one is in a manner encouraged in

continuance, the other is an outlaw, with a price set upon
his head to tempt all but his few contemned friends to

compass his extermination.

For these and for him there is an unwritten code, that,

stealthily enforced, gives him some exemption from uni-

versal persecution, They, having knowledge of the un-

derground house of many portals where the vixen rears

her cubs, guard the secret as jealously as she and her
lord, from the unfriendly farmer, poultry wife and
bounty-hunting vagabond. Confiding it only to sworn
brethren of woodcraft, as silent concerning it to the

unfriendly as the trees that shadow its booty-strewn jjre-

cincts or the lichened rocks that fortify it against pick

and spade. They never tell even their leashed hounds
till autumn makes the woods gayer with painted leaves

than summer could with blossoms, how they have seen

the master and mistress of this woodland home stealing

to it with a fare of field mice fringing their jaws or bear-

ing a stolen lamb or pullet.

They watch from some unseen vantage, with amused
kindliness, the gambols of the yellow cubs about their

mother, alert for danger, even in her drowsy weariness,

and so proud of her impish brood, even now practicing

tricks of theft and cunning on each other.

They become abettors of this family's sins, apologists

for its crimes, magnifiers of its unmeant well-doing.

When in palliation of the slaughter of a turkey that

has robbed a field of his weight in corn, they offset the

destruction of hordes of field mice, they are reviled by
those who are righteously exalted above the idleness of

hunting and the foolishness of sentiment.

At such hands one fares no better who covets the fox,

not for the sport he may give, but for the tang of wild

flavor that he imparts to woods that have almost lost it

and to fields that lose nothing of thrift by its touch.

You may not see him, but it is good to know that

anything so untamed has been so recently where your
plodding footsteps go.

You see in last night's snowfall the sharp imprint of

his pads, where he has deviously quested mice under the

mat of aftermath, or trotted slowly, pondering, to other

more promising fields, or, there, gone airily coursing

away over the moonlit pastures. In imagination you
see all his agile gaits and graceful poses. Now listening

with pricked ears to the muffled squeak of a mouse, now
bouncing upon his captured but yet unseen prize, or

where on sudden impulse he has coursed to fresh fields,

you see him, a dusky phantom, gliding with graceful

undulations of lithe body and brush over the snowy
stretches; or, halting to wistfully sniff, as a wolf a sheep-

fold, the distant hen-roost; or, where a curious labyrinth

of tracks imprint the snow, you have a vision of him
dallying with his tawny sweetheart under the stars of

February skies; or, by this soft mold of his furry form
on a snow-capped stump or boulder, you picture him
sleeping off the fatigue of hunting and love-making, with

all senses but sight still alert, untouched by the nipping

air that silvers his whiskers with his own breath.

All these realities of his actual life you may not see ex-

cept in such pictures as your fancy makes, but when the

woods are many-hued or brown in autumn, or gray and
white in winter and stirred with the wild music of the

hounds, your blood may be set tingling by the sight of

him, his coming announced by the rustle of leaves under

his light footfalls, or unheralded by sound, he suddenly

blooms ruddily out of the dead whiteness of the snow.

Whether he flies swiftly past or carefully picks his

way along a fallen tree or bare ledge, you remark his

facial expression of incessant intentness on cunning de-

vices, while ears, eyes and nose are alert for danger. If

he discovers you, with what ready self-possession he in-

stantly gets and keeps a tree between himself and you
and vanishes while your gun vainly searches for its

opportunity.

If your shot brings him down, and you stand over him-

exultant, yet pitying the end of his wild life, even in his

death throes fearing you no more, he yet strains his dulled

ears to catch the voices of the relentless hounds.

Bravely the wild freebooter holds his own against the

encroachments of civilization and the persecution of

mankind, levying on the flocks and broods of his enemy,
rearing his yellow cubs in the very border of his field,

insulting him with nightly passage by his threshold.

Long ago his fathers bade farewell to their grim cousin

the wolf, and saw the beaver and the timid deer pass

away, and he sees the eagle almost banished from its

double realm, of earth and sky, yet he hardily endures.

For what he preserves for us of the almost extinct wild,

ness, shall we begrudge him the meagre compensation of

an occasional turkey?

SNAP SHOTS.

The condition of things prevailing on Salt River, as

described in our columns last week, is fairly typical of the

state of fishing interests in all parts of Kentucky, With
abundant opportunities for a generous supply of food

fish, the waters have been rendered comparatively un-
productive by unwise and improvident methods of fish-

ing. It is discouraging to note that there is little pros-

pect of reform. The Legislature has again failed to pass

the fish bill, and the practices it was intended to suppress

will continue. The measure forbade the damming of

streams without providing suitable fishways, the employ-
ment of set-nets, seines, bush-drags, drugs and dynamite:

and gigs. In this effort made by the enlightened part

of the community to reform fishing methods there is

not a whit of sentiment; the impelling force is common
sense. A time must come when forethought and wisdom
must prevail. If some of the money and time and elo-

quence devoted to a political campaign were to be spent

in educating the masses in fishery economy, a change
would come in short order. Keep up the ' 'campaign of

education."

It aijpears that in the Sunday fishing case alluded to

last week, the defendant, charged with fishing on the

Sabbath, contended that he was guilty of no offense, be-

cause according to a decision (in the case of the People

vs, Denin), "to constittite the crime the act must disturb

the repose of the commimity." It was not shown by the

prosecution that the fishing disturbed anybody, nor in-

deed did it attract any attention, nor was it witnessed by

any other than the complainant.

But Judge CuUen held that since the statute prohibited

"all shooting, hunting and fishing," this applied to private

fishing as well as public fishing, and the disturbance of

the public repose was not involved. It is well worth

noting in this connection that the complaint in this case

was made out of spite. The same thing happened last

year when some Jamaica Bay net fishermen out of spite

complained of certain Sunday line-fishermen. This New
York fishing law is a practical and absolute dead-letter

except as an engine for spiteful prosecutions.

A writer in Oztr Animal Friends holds tip the sports-

man as a bloody-minded creature whose enjoyment in

the field or on the stream consists wholly in the killing

of game or fish. This is not in line with our knowledge

of the American sportsman of this generation as we
know him. If, as the writer declares to be the case, the

essence of sport with the gun were "the enjoyment of

death and bloodshed," few gunners wo\ild tramp fields

and force their way through brush, when the poultry

yard at home would supply all the "bloodshed" they

wanted ; and fewer still would cross plains and climb

mountains when a visit to an abattoir would sate them

with "enjoyment of death." The fact is that the writer

who sets out to depict sportsmen as bloodthirsty monsters

must shut his eyes to the truth and evolve a fancy pic-

ture. And it would be so much better to tell the simple

truth.

We print to-day a valuable resume of information

about wild rice, by Mr, E, E. Thompson, The cultiva-

tion of this food cereal has been successfully accom-

plished in numerous instances; and wild-rice planting is

one of the most sensible and satisfactory enterprises open

to wildfowlers. The frequent requests which come to us

for information on the subject give evidence of wide-

spread interest, and Mr, Thompson's text and draw-

ings must j)rove of practical use.
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THE OPEN AIR LIFE.
Give me the life beneath an endless sky,

Whoso blue afar the darker of the lake

Meets in horizoii kisses; here may I

The echo of primeval hollows wake,
And in a joyotis and exultant cry

My effervescent spirits partly slake,

Nor fear man's pigmy interdict. Here I may be

liike that which is around me—boundless, bold and free!

'Tis some small comfort in tliis fettered time,

When man wibhin convention's prison broods,

To feel I am not harnessed to the rhyme
And .iingle of her brainless platitude?;

But that in freedom 1 may boldly climb

With Nature to her most mpjestic moods;

Scale mountains—statid alone—or, eager, feel

My pulses ansveer some swift moving keel.

This is the grandest life that man can live;

And happy he who knows it from his birib!

The freest and the best old earth can give—
For 'tis indeed earth-given. 'Twixt the worth

And meaning of these words—which are the sieve

Through which we drain our pleasures—world and earth.

There is a difference which doth not savor

Of much within the world—or the world's favor.

And here the camp is pitched; and on the shore

The boats 'gin glimmer ia the light and blaze

Of merry oamp-flres, round which goes a roar

Such as the Titans laughed In olden days.

And tales are told—what though their years be more
Than those gaunt trunks the pioneer did blaze?

They'll blossom, too, and will revivify

Beneatli the influence of this life and sky.

Charles Gordon Rogers.

AS THE HOURS PASS.
Bluish haze, that seems to absorb the fervent rays

of the sua, a "saturated solution" of heat as it were, en-

velops the landscape. The very leaves hang motion^
less and limp, in silent protest against the melting heat.

Qaiet reigns, save in the swamps where birds are bath-

ing on the margin of the still pools; there an occasional

twitter is heard, subdued and peevish as though the little

fellow who voiced it were ill at ease.

Only the cuckoo is indifferent to the prevailing lethargy

which holds all animate nature. This fellow is in

his element, and industriously "paddles" himself from
tree to tree, through the glowing atmosphere, pausing to

utter at intervals that resounding koo! Tcoo! koo! koo!

which testifies to his enjoyment of the torrid heat. He
meets with encouragement from the locust, who answers
his call with a peppery hizz z! This bird and
the locust are associated in my mind with hot weather,

the voice of either is sufficient to recall hours of humid
suffering.
At last relief is at hand. A murmur of delight in the

tree-tops, a whisper of welcome to the sea breeze, whose
gentle breathing they are quick to catch. Now it is rol-

licking among the boughs and dancing in a thousand tiny

ripples on the erstwhile lifeless water. All nature revives,

a new life courses the veins.

The shadows lengthen with the westening sun. The
birds, though active, are more composed in their move-
ments, much of the vigorous life of early morning has
apparently deserted them, and an "I'm in no hurry" man-
ner takes its place. The hiz-zzz zzz of the locust, long-

continued and loud as before, is more jerky and irregular,

as though the poor fellow had wearied of the monotony
of his one song, and vainly essayed to add variety to the

refrain.
For the last hour we have heard the pipes of the swamp

robin, a few rich notes 'pianissimo. Like the musicians
in an orchestra prej)aring for the overture, which ushers

in the evening's performance, these retiring birds are

tuning up for the concert at sunset. Indescribably sweet,

these open au- concerts, enjoyed by performers and audi-

ence alike, until the fading twilight rings the curtain

down.

The last faint blush of sunset melts into dusk. The
hzeep-hzeep of a nighthawk flapping overhead in erratic

flight, falls with strange distincDness as we listen. Soon
it is lost in the distance and the hush of night is upon
valley and hill.

The queriilous chirrup of a toad announces that a new
phase of life has entered into activity, and quickly the

darkness is resonant with little voices. From the damp
coverts on every hand come curious noises, quirks and
trills of insects and the rhythmic croon of crickets, while

a pungent earthy odor, redolent of ferns and mosses,

steals about us. Now it is a whippoorwill who chants his

love song in the gloom.
The quiet chuckle of an owl arouses tne, an instant his

silhouette is seen as he darts by on velvet wing to vanish

in the shadows.
A sudden commotion among the leaves; sharp, shriU

cries of bird agony speedily silenced, apprise us that a
tragedy has been enacted. It is safe to assume that owls
were present; but as they never will tell, we shall be none
the wiser.

The hours pass! Woodfolk rest! All save little Phoebe,

as Lowell so beautifully tells us:

Ere pales in Heaven the morning star

A bird, the loveliest of its kind.

Hears dawn's faint footfall from afar.

While all its mates are dumb and blind.

It is a wee sad colored thing.

As shy and secret as a maid
That ere in choir the robins sing

Pipes its own name, like one afraid.

It seems pain prompted to repeat

The story of some ancient ill,

But Phcebe! Phoebe! sadly sweet

Is all it says, and then is still.

* * * *

The plaint of the little voice is unspeakably sad as it

floats upon the night, owing to the falling inflection with
which it ceases. The emphasis is given in the first

syllable Pha'-bc\ a cry of entreaty, it seems to say ''won t

you answer?"

The cool light of morning is awakening the eastern
skies! Among the heralds of the dawn the robin takes
"the right of line." His is generally the first voice to

sound the call. While shadows still linger in the wood-
land we wait impatiently his cheery shout. "Half-past 3

o'clock! There it is! Get up! get up! You are late ! you
are late!" he calls, and the cry is repeated by scores of his

kind. Now the ear catches the flutes of thrush and cat-

bird, their sympathetic voices mingle with the fortissimo
of the robins, and lend a sweetness to the echoes.

A swamp robin (T. mustelinus) sings just under my
window, his liquid tones fall like gi-ace notes among the
bird voices that fill the dawn with melody.
While the twilight lasts these songs continue. As

morning hurries to the sunlit day the jarring cries of

English sparrows make discord, and harmony is gone.
"Early to bed and early to rise," etc., is good doctrine, no
doubt, and as far as retiring is concerned this ubiquitous
nuisance lives up to it, but thank fortune, he rises late,

and we are therefore spared the infliction of his irritating

presence dxiring one enjoyable half-hour. Gradually
the songsters cease, and shortly the feathered orchestra

is at breakfast.
The birds with few exceptions are faithful sun worship-

pers. Full of music though they be at all times, their

very souls seem inspired at the rising and setting of the
sun.
Another day is begun! "Fall in! fall in!" ring the

bugles of orioles in the treetops, where they flash their

golden wings in the sunlight. "Fall in! fall in!" Alas!

that I have to obey the command, but there is no use in

repining, so away to the daily grind.
WlLMOT TOWNSEND.

Bay KiDGE, N. Y.

AN EXPLORATION.
There is a chain of nine -or, as some say, fourteen—

connecting lakes, not too diflicult to be reached from our
camp. Eight of these I knew from having visited them.
There are trout in all but one of them, but mostly those
great gray nmnaycush, which I do not care for. They
are good to eat, especially when fresh from the water,

but taking them is no sport for me. I would rather like

to pull out a 2i)-pounder, as was done through the ice last

winter, but where fontinalis are plenty I will not troll

for nmnaycush.
But there was one lake of the chain that we did not

know about. Lumbermen's tales reported that there
were splendid trout there. It was at the head of the

chain, and there is where I look for the best fish, but to

get to it involved several portages, and moreover I did not
know exactly where it was. I had only been there once,

in winter, and then Damase took me across country, over
roads where canoes don't go easily in summer. After-
ward I had tried three times to find it, but failed in all.

Twice my guides were no good and the other time the
muscles of my athletic but youthful companions gave
out under labors too heavy for their years.

But now we seemed to be well equipped. Accident
had favored us. First, we had Nazaire, and Nazaire can
find any lake in existence. Besides him we had three
passable boatmen and two canoes, and we were only three
passengers. There was the Professor, he who makes
straight for Lac Clair every time that bis teaching duties

let up a bit. And with him this time came another Pro-
fessor, who had never thrown a fly or seen one thrown in
his life. We christened him "Fontinalis" before we were
done with him, so great did his enthusiasm grow. So we
determined to find this unknown lake or perish in the
attempt.
We were oif at 6 A. M. A twenty minutes paddle

across Lac Clair, half an hour to get canoes and baggage
down the clift' 300ft. into Lac Long, forty minutes to re-

pair damages and get suitably packed for portaging and
then we were fairly under way.

It was an hour to Lac Goujon and another forty minutes
were used up in getting up its inlet and over the dam into

Lac Marie. It was another twenty minutes paddle across
and we came to another inlet, more portaging and more
canoeing into Lac Rat Musque (Muskrat Lake). This is

a curious place, the water being nowhere more than about
a couple of feet deef* and having a narrow channel, a
dozen feet wide or so, with a very moderate current and
all the rest of the lake, perhaps a couple of hundred acres
all covered with the rushes called prelles by the Canadians,
but I do not know their English name. I have seen this

lake later in the summer when these rushes were dotted
as full as they could be with white water lilies, a plant
which is rare in these parts. They reminded me of stars

in a winter's sky. I bad not then seen them anywhere
here except in these connecting waters, but have since

found them once elsewhere. My men had never before
noticed them.
Over another short portage and a dam we reached Lac

Travers and after that some more of the same took us into

Lac Aux Pins, where we took dinner, for somehow we
had used up a good deal of time. Next was quite a port-

age, where the baggage was carried, but the canoes were
handed up the stream d la cordelle. It was rather a nasty
stream to get canoes up, but being light they suffered no
great damage. So over another dam we got into Lac a
Daniiase and across that we came to a little rapid with a
beaver dam at the top of it, the whole not making more
than 10 or 12yd8., but giving us all the trouble of unload-
ing and loadmg the canoes. The next lake ought to have
another name but it is still called Lac a Damase.
We left the outlet of the Lac des Isles on our right and

continued through a very pretty bit of water to where we
found the outlet of the lake we were after.

There were remains of an old lumber road which half

an hour's work made into a rough but practicable port-

age, and at length we reached Lake Pas de Nom, or the
lake without a name. A canoe was carried over first,

and while the men went back for the baggage Nazaire
and I explored for a good camping ground, which it took
us a full hour to find, for the shore was mainly composed
of holes and boulders, which I do not like to sleep in or

on. Moreover, the narrow part of the lake toward the

outlet was so full of fallen timber that we had to get
over as best we could, disembarking three or four times

in a few hundred yards.

By the time we had found a camping place the baggage
was over to the edge of the lake. The Professors and I

smoked our pipes till it was brought up, and then the
men all set to work making a bark camp. My Professor
and I took the canoe and pushed off. Had we come up
there for nothing after all?

I began casting.
Once—Nothing.
Twice—Nothing.
Three times—Nothing, but I thought I heard a little

splash somewhere.
Four times—Another splash and a strike. In due time

a trout was in the boat, and then a shout went up such as
Lac Pas de Nom never echoed before. We had no scales,
but I knew he would weigh well over a pound. I held
him up in sight of Nazaire, who immediately added an-
other section to the camp he was building, for he knew
then that this was not at all likely to be my last visit

there. The Professor and I kept on till we had seven
fish, enough for a taste all round, and we were decidedly
hungry. So we went back to camp and ate them.
After supper, although it was rather late, we went out

again but got very little. My Professor took one. The
other Professor smashed his tip over another and lost
him.
We went to bed, Nazaire and I agreeing that at 3:30

A. M. we would be out again. At that time I was up.
Nazaire heard me preparing mv morning cup of coffee
and got up too, but the good ofd fellow looked as if he
would prefer another hour's sleep to anything else and I
sent him back to bed. But by this time my Professor was
up and we two went out but had not much luck. The
other Poofessor said he wouldn't fish any more, thinking
his lack of skill was responsible for his lack of fish, his
broken rod and his tangled lines, but after breakfast
we made him go and he took the largest fish of the
cruise.

We could not spare much more time, and as the weather
looked threatening and the main object of our excursion
had been accomplished, we turned homeward.
On the way up there had been some singing of canoe-

ing songs, but on the way down there was a constant
succession of them. They were sung in the regular
voyageur manner and some of them lasted a good while.
Sometimes a voice on one boat would sing one line, which
would be repeated in chorus from the other, then another
line sung and likewise repeated, and then both air and
chorus would be taken by both boats together. This
made the dozen or fifteen verses, of which many of these
songs consist, carry us over a good deal of ground. It
was very interesting and pleasant, for although I had
heard most of the songs sung around camp-fires, in lum-
ber camps and elsewhere, I do not think I ever heard
them where they were so com])letely in accord with all

the circumstances and surroundings.
The other men teased and bulldozed poor Nazaire until

he had to contribute his share to the general entertain-
ment.

Now, I had never heard Nazaire sing anything except
"L'Alouette," in which noise and vigor are of more im-
portance than music, and I would for my part have very
willingly excused him. But he commenced, and he con-
tinued. When he had sung about fifteen or twenty
verses I was strongly tempted to cry out, "Haul le slack,"
but the song was so evidently a reminiscence of the days
of his youth that I could not find it in my heart to stop
the dear old fellow, who kept on to the end and was re-
warded with general applause.
The two Professors also tried to sing, and although

both of them had excellent voices and could sing in vari-
ous languages, unfortunately they couldn't remember
more than two consecutive verses of any one song. So
they failed utterly.

We paddled softly and gently all the way down Ivac
Long and finally reached our home camp just as the buu
was going down.
That was the evening when no lamps were lighted and

every man of us was in bed by 8 o'clock.

But we were immensely pleased with our excursion,
having satisfied ourselves that there are fine trout in
Lac Pas de Nom, and that they wiU take the fly.

Aside from the principal object of our expedition was
another that I have not mentioned. I wanted to see if

there were any good places that I didn't already know
about in which to place the fry of the ouananiche. I

had already placed a good lot in waters more or less re-

motely connected with these lakes. They had done well
in some places, when last seen, but in one spot some
were found dead when grown to be about 6 or 7in. long.
I found that lake to be very shallow, and am satisfied

that the water got too warm in summer, and was not
pure enough for them.

Last week we saw some that were turned out about the
first of June of this year. They had already grown to
about oin. long and were lively as crickets.

Of those previously turned out in other places than the
one just mentioned I do not expect to see anything for a
year or two at any rate, and perhaps longer. Ten thou-
sand fish would not malie a great showing in 20 square
miles of water, if they should ever do so well. They
have a gocd chance and I have no doubt wjII thrive.

We did not find any good place not known before, but
I had excellent success in hatching the eggs, and see no
reason why with time and patience any suitable waters
may not be stocked with this splendid fish.

G. De Mojstauban.
AoorrsT, 1893.

"Useful Information."

Perth Amboy, N. J.—From a "Manual of Useful In-
formation" widely distributed in the interest of Dr. So-
and-so's wonderful liver pills, I cull the following aston-
ishing statement under the heading of "Notes of Inter-

est:" "The Condor of Peru has a spread of wings 40ft.,

feathers 20ft., quills Sin. round." Whew! And here is

another

:

"The flight of the swift is estimatfd at 200 miles an
hour, the swallow 60 miles, and carrier pigeons 38
miles."
While on natural history, it may not be out of the

way to give one more "Interesting Fact," from the same
high authority:
"A Ball is one who operates to depress the value of

stocks that he may buy for a rise. A Bear is one who
sells stocks for future delivery, which he does not own at

the time of sale." K.
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WILD RICE.
This is what Prof. Asa Gray has to say about wild rice

in his 1863 handbook:

OBAMIN^—GBASS FAMILT.
Zizania, Gronov, Water or Indian Rice.— Flowers monoecious.

The staminate and pistillate both in one-flowered spikelets in the
same panicle. Glnmes wanting or rudimentary, and forming a
little cup. Palete herbaceo-membranaceous, convex, awnlesa in
the sterile spikeluts, the lower tipped with a straight awn in the
fertile ones. Stamens, six. Stigmas, pencil-form. Large and
often reed-like water-grasses. Spikelets jointed with the club-
shaped pedicels, yery deciduous. (Adopted from Zizanion, the
ancient name of some wild grain).

[

1. Z. aquatica, L. (Indian Rice. Water Oats.) Lower branches
of the ample pyramidal panicle staminate, spreading; the upper
erect, pistillate; pedicels strongly club-shaped; lower palese long-
awned, rough; styles distinct; grain linear, slender. An aanual
plant. (Z. elavulosa, Michx.)—Swampr borders of streams and
m shallow water, common, especially northwestward. Aug.

—

Culma 3tt.-9ft. high. Leaves flat, 3ft. -3Et. long, linear-lanceolate.
Grain J^in. long; gathered for food by the Northwestern Indians.

3. Z. miliacea, Miehx. Panicle diffuse, ample, the staminate
and pistillate flowers intermixed, awns short, styles united, grain
ovate. A perennial plant—Penn.? Ohio aad Southward. Aug.—
leaves involute.

According to Beck, the botanist, wild rice is found
from Canada to Florida and west to Missouri. Canada is

a vague term when used as a northern limit, and we may
better comprehend the distribution by remembering that
it has long grown in great luxuriance at Rice Lake in
Ontario and the Lake of the Woods, and also, as we shall
see, has lately been successfully introduced into Lake
Nipissing marshes.
The appearance of the plant will be sufficiently known

by the illustrations herewith, and its economic import-
ance is attested by the early notices of travelers in Amer-
ica and the extensive literature extant on its uses, value
and mode of propagation.
The earliest important notice that I have met with is

by Carver, the American traveler. It dates about 1766,
or even before that, and is as follows:

Wild Rice.—This grain, which grows in the greatest plenty
throughout the interior parts of North America, is the most
valuable of all the spontaneous productions of that country. Ex-
clusive of its utility as a supply of food for those of the human

species who inhabit this part of the continent and obtained with-
out any other trouble than that of gathering it in, the sweetness
and nutritious quality of it attracts an infinite number of wild-
fowl of every kind, which flock from distant climes to enjoy this
rare repast, and by it become inexpressibly fat and delicious. In
future periods it will be of great service to the infant colonies,
and it will afford them a present support, until in the course of
cultivation other supplies may be produced; whereas in those
realms which are not furnished with this bounteous gift of
nature, even if the climate is temperate and the soil gO )d, the
first settlers are often exposed to great hardship from the want
of an immediate resource for necessary food. This useful grain
grows in the water where it is about 2ft. deep, and where it finds
a rich muddy soil. The stalks of it, and the branches or ears that
bear the seed, resemble oats both in their appearance andmanner
of growing. The stalks are full of joints and rise more than 8ft.
above the water. The natives gather the grain in the following
manner: Nearly about the time that it begins to tui-n from its
milky state and to ripen, they run their canoes into the midst of
it, and tying btxnches of it together just below the ears with
bark, leave it in this situation three or four weeks longer,

till it is perfectly ripe. About the latter end of September
they return to the river, when each family having its

separate allottment, and being able to distinguish their
own property by the manner of fastening the sheaves, gatber
in the portion that belongs to them. This they do by placing
their canoes close to the bunches of rice, in such position as to
receive the grain when it falls, and then beat it out with pieces of
wood formed for that purpose. Having done this, they dry it

with smoke and afterward tread or rub off the outside husk;
when it is fit for use they put it into the skins of fawns or young
buffalo taken off nearly whole for this purpose and sewed into a
sort of sack, wherein they preserve it till the return of their
harvest. It has been the subject of much speculation why this
spontaneous grain is not found in any other region of America,
or in those countries situated in the same parallels of latitude,
where the waters are as apparently adapted for its growth as in
the climates I treat of. As for instance, none of the countries
that lie to the south and east of the Great Lakes, even from the
province north of the Carolinas to the extremities of Labrador,
produce any of this grain. It is true I found great quantities of
it in the watered lands near Detroit, between Lake Huron and
Lake Erie, but on inquiry I learned that it never arrived nearer
to maturity than just to blossom; after which it appeared
blighted and died away. This convinces me that the northwest
wind, as I have before hinted, is much more powerful in these
than in the interior parts, and that it is more inimical to the
fruits of the earth, after it has passed over the lakes and become
united with the wind which joins it from the frozen regions of the
north than it is farther to the westward."

The next important contribution to the subject is dated
1804, and is by Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq., who pub-
lished in the Linnsean Society's Transactions the plate
from which the above is adapted (Trans. Linn, Soc, A^ol.

VII., 1804, XVL, p. 264), and comments as follows:

The seeds of Zizania aquatica in a vegetating state from Amer-
ica was long a desideratum among the botanists of this country.

for although seeds were received here at different times, yet none
of them grew. At last Dr. North by the desire of Sir Joseph
Banks sent them from the lakes of Canada, put up in jars of
water. As soon as they arrived they were sown in a proper situ-
tion, where they came up in a few days, and the plants ripened
their seeds extremely well in the autumn. In a pond at Spring
Grove Sir Joseph Banks has a great quantity of this plant grow-
ling annually, ripening its seeds and sowing itself round the
ledges; and I am psrsuaded that it might be sown with some ad-
vantage in Great Britain and Ireland, especially in the latter
country, where I have seen several extensive lakes which appear
well suited for tiie purpose. It grosva in graat abundance in the
lakes of Canada, and the seeds, which are as large as oats, and
perhaps as nutritive, are used by the Indian for food, as may be
seen In "Carver's Travels in America," and also in "Kalm'.3
Travels," vol. 3, pp. 33 and 54.

What effect was produced by this article in the most
important of English botanical journals I do not know,
but public interest seems to have bsen directed toward

the plant later in America, and the early Patent Office

Reports (U. S. Agriculture) contain numerous references
to the wild rice of the Northwest. From these I select

the following, 1847 : "Gen, Verplanir, late Commissioner
of the Chippewa Indians, pronounces it better than
Southern rice. The kernels are larger and its flavor is

better; for when boiled and stewed and left to cool, it

forms a consistent mass like good wheat bread, and more
nutritious. It is stated that very great quantities grow
on all the lakes in this northern country. The outlets
and bays are filled with it. It ripens in the month of
August, and is the main reliance of the Indians during
the winter months for their subsistence."

In the 1848 Report is a note by Prof. Randall, of Cin-
cinnati, testifying to the economic value of the grain.
"It is considered by him superior in taste and far more
nutritious than the Southern rice, * * * An Indian
squaw will gather from &ve to ten bushels per day. It

will grow in water, we are informed, from 6in. to 5ft.

deep, when it finds a muddy soil." Comparing it with
the commercial rice of the South, Prof. Randall says that
"the Minnesota rice ground produces as much to the acre,
and will at no distant period compete with the Southern
production."

Interest in the plant seems to have grown steadily.
Quantities of seed were distributed, but the silence of the
Reports regarding the results is ominous.
In the Report for 1855 is a note by John B. C. Clazzo,

of La Fourche parish, Louisiana, as follows: "The water

Wild Rice. Adapted from Transactions Linnsean Society. Head of Wild Rice in Seed (Reduced). Also
Seed (Ealarged.)

1. Head of rice plant, 3ft. long. 3. Stem and root. 3. Leaf. 4. Male glume, with antherfi, magnified.
a. Female glume, magnified. 6. Female glume, opened, showing pistillum. 7. Rice grain, 1% size. Adapted from plate in Agricultural Report, 1870,
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oat or wiJd rice {Zizania aquatiao) is an interesting

plant, exceedingly prolific, the roots of whicli are peren-
nial, it grows at the edges of our prairies and bayous.
Stock of eTery description are fond of it, when green or

cured as hay. Tlie first settlers of Louisiana called it

folle nvoine. It is also found wild in all the Southern
States, grows tall, and will yield two crops a year of good
bay.'" Clearly the writer confounds the two species, the
one he refers to must be Z. miliacea, but his statement
is none the less intefesting. We learn from a later report
that an attempt was made to introduce the species into

Russia, but it appears to have failed.

In the Report for 186;^ is a note from Mr, O. H. Kelly
of Itasca, Minnesota, remarking the unaccountable dis-

appearance of the wild rice from his neighborhood, with-
in eight years.
The Report for 1870 gives a good plate of the plant in

seed (reproduced in Forest and Stream, Oct. 10, 1889),

and the following:

Wtid Tiiu^ (Zizania iiquatim,Pla.te 9).—The Sioux call it psJm,
and the Chippewas inan-oni-in. It is a cotistaiit article ot foofl

with the Nortiiern Indians ot the lakes and rivers between the
Mississippi and h^ke Siiperior. This plant delights in mud and
water 5 to 20'."t. deep. W hen ripe the slightest wind shakes riff the
grain. After lieine gathered it is Laid on scaltolds about Ut. high,
8£t. wide and 20 to oOft. long, covered with reeds and grass, and a
slow Are is maintained beneath for thirty-six hours, so as to parch
slightly the husk, that it may be removed easily. Its beard is

totiarher than that of rye. To separate it from the chaff or htisk.
a hole is made in the ground, a font wide and one deep, and lined
with skins; about a peck of rice is put in at a time; an Indian
steps in, with a half jump, on one foot, then on the other, until the
husk is removed. Aft*r being cleaned the grain is f^tored in bags.
It is darlier than the Carolina rice. The hull adheres tightly and
is left on the grain, and gives the bread a darii color when cooked.
The hull is easily removed after being exposed to heat. In Dakota
the men gather this grain, but all other grain the women collect.
An acre of rice is nearly or quite equal to an acre of wheat in
BTitriment. It i>s very palataoie when roasted and eaten dry.

Prof. Hind, who explored the Manitoba region in 1857,

dwelt much on the silence and birdlessness of the woods
traversed between Lake Superior and Lake of the Woods,
until the rice grounds were reached, when he says (pp.
115, 116-118):

Below James Falls the poles of wigwams are numerous and
many Indians were seen at the foot of the different rapids, en-
gaged in fishing. The scarcity of animal life of all kinds was very
remarkable, liagles and lish-hawks, ducks and rabbits being the
only representatives seen. This scarcity is, however, confined to
the autumnal month.?, as to time, and to the Great Winnipeg
River in respect of area. Some distance from tne river the ex-
tensiv^e rice grounds cover many thousand acres and continue for
miles on either bank. Here the game congregates, and reveling
in the midst of snch an abundant supply of nutritious food, vast
flocks of ducks, geese and all kinds of aquatic birds common in
these regions, are to be found. It is here too that the Indians
assemble at stated periods amidst the rice grounds, procuring
without any diflnculty, in favorable seasons, a large surjply of food
for winter consumption. * * » * The Indians * * * de-
scribed the appearance in favorable seasons, of the ground
through which we were hurrying, as a vast expanse of waving
grain, from which they could soon fill their small canoes by beat-
ing the heads with a stick."

In the early part of his report he says also: "Wild rice

{Zizania aquatica) grows very abundantly in the marshes
bordering the Lake of the Woods. It is an important
article of food to the Indians. They gather it about the
end of August and the beginning of September, and lay
up a store for winter consumption. A soup made of wild
rice and bltieberries is a very palatable dish, and eagerly
sought after by those who have been living on salt food
for several weeks."
The following letter written to Mr. Chas. Gilchrist and

published in Forest and Stream of Oct. 26, 1882 (Vol.

XIX., p. 246) , is of interest as showing an effort to culti-

vate the plant in England:

BrLGHBvcnAS-, IJangliythen, N. S, O., South Wales.—Dear Sir:
I fancy jou must have been rather surprised at my loug silence
about the success of the wild rice, but the fact is all our experi-
ments last year, 1881, were a failure; T gave it, to several friends,
but none seeded eircepting in one instance, two or three very
small weak seeds being the result. Tiie seeds you kindly sent me
by post last fall, and tne bnshel sulisequently sent I again divided.
The first seed .sen t by post began to sprout in February in the
house, and I sowed some of it in small tubs, wuich I placed out of
doors, and some in pans in the house. The later sent, or at least
what I kept myself of it, I sowed thickly in a pond, but it has not
done any good. That put out of doors in tubs has much of it bloe-
somed. but there does not appear to be any chance of seed form-
ing. Either it is too cold or the winds we have had have blown
the flowers off. I am glad to say, with wha,t I have in the bouse,
in a cool room, I am succeeding quite beyond expectations. Some
ot the plants have grown quite 5rt. high, and to my intense de-
light, two or three days ago I discovered that seeds were forming
on several of them in quite an unexpected way. I looked for the
seedat the lower part of the truss of flowers, whereas I find they
all form at the point. I expect to gather from fifty to one hund-
red seeds. They fall moat quickly I find, and I have been obliged
to put something under to catch them. In one of the ponds in
which I sowed a lot of seed, both last year and this, there is no
sign of anything, and I much fear tho rats and water-hens have
taken the seed. I sowed some of the seeds you sent me in the
spring of 1881 in another pond, but none came up, so I did not put
any there this year; however, to my astonishment about six
weeks ago I noticed five or six plants showing above the water
and looking well and healthy. Alas, in one week's time they
were all nipped off either by rats or water-hens. I wa« down at
the pond this afternoon,'and there are now twenty plants up, but
I fear it is much too late for them to do any good: in fact never
were two summers more against the experiments—wet. cold and
stormy, and scarcely any sun. A friend to wQom I gave some in
Berkstiire succeeded very little better with the first seed I gave
itim ihan myself, his gardener getting only two or three weak
seeds, and when I paid Jiim a visit on .luly 1-i his gardener had a
number of strong and healthy plants growing in a pot in a well-
sheltered pond, and one or two wei*> then showing for flower. I
have not heard the result, but am in great hopes to have a satis-
factory account in a day or two. 1 must say I am now (as we get
a little more acquainted with the habits of the plant) very san-
guine as to acclimatizing it with your kind assistance. Am de-
termined to persevere. J think one mistake I have made in the
Dond is the sowing it in deep water, and so there is not sufficient
heat to make it vegetate early enough.—John Pugh V^aghan
Pryse.

In FOEEST Aisp SlERAM for Jfov. 5, 1891, appeared the
following;

Last fall 1 gathered about Sis. bushels of wild rice at Rice Lake,
Ontario, Canada. I took the same with me to Lake Nipissing and
planteo it, about the middle of September in one of the marshes
in South Bay. On my return there this fall I found (to use the
woi'ds of Mr. Hough) the result siniply ama?.ing. I found rice
growing abundantly over the entire marsh, thousands of yards
away from where any had been sown. How it spread itself in
this manner is a puzzle to me. Formerly the marsh was full of a
sort of joint grasH. of which I don't know the proper name. I

planted the rice whei'ever I found an open hole in this, and very
much feared that the .ioint grass woula choke it out, but instead
of that the rice has choked out the joint grass, and there is

scarcely any of it left. 1 also plantea some in several small
creeks, and in every case it did wtl!, except in one place where
the bottom of the creek was clayey, and where in spring there
must be rather a swift current, i "Nipissing,"' Boston, Mass.,
Mov. 3).

In Vol. XXXI. , No, 9, of Fokbst and Stream (Sept,

20, 1S88, p. Ititi) appeared the following brief butinaport-

ant article;

r have bandied wild, rioe seed for several years, in fact was the
first person tq advocate planting it in waters where it did not

grow naturally. I have never known it to grow well when planted
in the spring, and the sooner it is planted after It is harvested in
the tall, the better. After the seed has been gathered for some
weeks, the enamel on the outside of the kernel seems to crack,
and this I believe accounts for failure in spring planting. It
should be planted on a mud bottom; where tbere is little if any
current, and if possible where there is no othpr vegetation. As it

grows only in the water, it should not be planted on ground that
goes dry in midsummer. It will grow in water from a few inches
to 4ft. in depth, but does best in shallow water. Before sowing 1

always soak the seed for an hour or so, in order that it will sink
at once. I also think it best to sow very thickly, rather than to
scatter a small amount of seed over a large space. Richakd
Valehtinb.

Those who wish to follow further the literature on wild
rice may do so by turning up the following pages in
Forest and Stream: Vol. IV,, p, 39; Vol. TX., p. 148:

Vol. X., pp. 430, 447: Vol. XI., pp. 8, 170, 429; Vol, XV.,
1G8, 251, 269, 381: Vol. XVII.. pp. 49, 91. 128; Vol. XIX.,
246, 325, 364, 385, 427; Vol., XXt., p. 46; Vol. XXIIt., p.

4; Vol. XXV., p. 208: Vol, XXIX.-, p. 106; Vol. XXXI,, p.

166; A^ol. XXXIII., pp. 87, 236.

Rice has been found doing well on prairie sloughs of

Minnesota, the water of wbich is more or less tinctured
with alkali; it has been successfully introduced into

many of the salt marsbes of the Hudson River and Long
Island, and it grows well in fresh-water marshes and on
the banks of slow-running streams.

Its failure to grow in so many cases is due to the fact

that the vitality of the seed has been impaired by too long
beeping, and in a number of cases the seed used had been
threshed by the Indians, who scorch the grain to facili-

tate the operation. A few months seems sufficient to

destroy the vital germ, so that, though spring sovsring has
succeeded in some few cases, the trial of winter storage
is usually too much for this delicate .grain.

A perusal of the evidence already cited, as quoted,
points to the following conclusions:
Wild rice is a plant of very great importance. It is

useful as food to both man and game, and well worthy of

a wider dissemination. It is very prolific and grows an-
nually on the same grounds, requiring no care to culti-

vate. It will grow well in almost any water that has a
muddy bottom, is not too cold, and has not a strong cur-

rent and is not more than 8ft. deep. It will succed in
any of the Middle States and Northwest as far as latitude
50". The vitality of the seeds is extremely delicate and
is readily destroyed by too long keeping, by rough usage
in threshing, or by_ complete or too rapid drying. The
proper time for sowing the seeds is immediately after it

is gathered ripe, i. e., in September. The plant is hardy,
prolific and aggressive, and usually more than maintains
a footing once established, but it is readily extirpated by
cutting ic for fodder while yet in flower or while the seed
is in the milky state. Ernest E, Thompson.

MAKING POISON ARROWS.
Cripple Ceerk Gold Mines, Col.—About the most vile

use of which the rattlesnake is the vital factor is in brutal
practice among several tribes of Indians in Arizona and
New Mexico—that of poisoning the points of arrows. I was
an eye-witness at one time to the manufacuure of these
mucb-to-be-dreaded instruments of torture and death.
Part of the summer of 1884 I spent in Arizona and west-
ern New Mexico, and about ten days of that time in the
neighborhood of the Comanche and Apache Indians. As
I wandered one day up to one of their tepees I perceived
a number of Indians standing around some newly slain

cattle. Being at all times in search of new things in the
shape of knowledge, I soon found out the cause of such a
proceeding. The Indians had slain two full-grown beeves
and were taking the livers out of them very carefully.

When this operation was at an end, a box containing sev-

eral large rattlesnakes was brought and placed on tbe
gi'ound near the almost smoking chunks of liver. An
aged buck standing near by, who seemed fully to under-
stand his business, procured a piece of blanket, and with
its aid succeeded in taking one of the largest snakes out
of the box. Then unfolding the blanket so as to expose
the head of the snake, he procured a forked stick and
pinned its head to the ground, while another Indian took
a small switch and tapped it gently upon the head until

it was aggravated almost beyond endtirance: then taking
a chunk of the still steaming liver they let the snake bite

it repeatedly until it had turned to an almost purple hue.
Then the arrow points were thrust into it about one-half
inch deep and left a few minutes. When withdrawn
there appeared a scum on the points thus inserted. After-
ward the arrows were laid in the sun to dry, being ready
in a short time for such use as the owners of them saw
fit: whether it was to take human life or not, it ruattered

but little to them. BtiCKSKiN Harry.

HUMMINGBIRDS.
New York, Aug, IS.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

do not like to oppose a statement made in good faith, but
this new hummingbird question cannot pass imchal-
lenged.

Mr. Hallock sHiys, "Observers here in Cummington
I

Mass.] assert that they are visited very often by two
kinds, etc." Bo this is a second-hand matter. It has not
only been stated, but it is still stated that there is but one
species this side of the Eocky Mountains, and this state-

ment can only be disproved by securing a new one and
submitting it to the inspection of a competent authority.

I have rej)eatedly been told that at least two distinct

species have been seen, but a little questioning has al-

ways settled the matter.

The throat of the male in our bird, in certain lights, is

like a coal of fire, while in other lights it is almost black.

The whole of the under part of the female is white,

but the wing and tail coverts of both are green.

Now, why these strangers, on two successive summers,
should have favored the little town of Cummington, ex-

clusively, with their visits is unaccountable. And why
should they visit that place in pairs? I have lived a great
many years, have had a great many tamed and have
studied tlteir habits from boyhood up, but I have never
seen them traveling round in pairs. The only time
when one will tolerate the presence of another is at the

mating season, and eren then they are seldom seen
together except at the nest,

I thought it best before replying to this Cummington
puzzle to hear from Mr, Geo. N. Lawrence, who is proba-

bly the most scientific authority on hummingbirds in this

coirntry, and I find that we agree in the opinion that the

parties there have in some way deceived themeelvea. He

says, "Such a bird could hardly escape the wide-awake
New England ornithologists. I cannot place such a bird
with any known one, and my collection contains 820
species. It can only be settled by a speciman being pro-
cured and submitted to competent authority."
As an instance of how easily a person who does not

make these things a study can be deceived: A writer
some time ago described, in one of tbe daily papers, a
sparrow fight, where four or five of our common sparrows
attacked a smaller one of another species, and now the
little one successftilly defended itself against such odds
when be expected to see it killed. Now, this was simply
a little courting scene of every-day occurrence. The rival

males spread their feathers and strut around the female,
while she with her drapery gathered so close about her
that she seems but half their size, tries to fight them ofP,

sometimes holding on to one of them while he drags her
around, but they never attempt to hurt her.

DlDYMUS.

'nnje mid 0uti*

MASSACHUSETTS GAME.
Boston, Mass.—The season for shore birds in Mass-

achusetts is open, was open on July 15 in fact, but the
gunners have done very little yet. The weather has been
remarkably hot, and the lovers of the shore bird shooting
on ordinary seasons confess that the exertion, or the bare
thought of it, has been too much for them. It is not so
all along the coast, however. Eeports from Chatham
speak ot a fusilade of shot that every bird has to run that
dares to fly by that point. No good bags are reported
yet, however. Mr. Charles Canterbury is reported to
have killed a large number of "big birds" already. By
"big birds" the local gunners mean every bird bigger i

than a peep. It seems that Mr. Canterbury first tried
'

Chatham, but the gunners wei-e to many for him, and he
has since been seeking his own grounds farther north,
along the shore, and has been having excellent sport. At

|

the "dumping ground," the inner bay at South Boston, i

a good many birds are reported. They are chiefiy yellow-
legs and peep. But it is against an ordinance of the city

to shoot there, and a local gunner says that the birds
1

seem to know it: they are as tame as chickens at that
j

point. E yen the small boy presumes to pelt them with

.

stones. • i

Mr. Al. Chiiiin and C. E. Davie, of Reading, have
|

lately made a most remarkable bag or two of woodcock.
]

Mr. E. M. Gillam, of the Boston Advertiser, is a friend of
Mr. Davie—one of the most noted gunners in this part of

'

the country, and better known as Charlie. Mr. Gillam]
introduced him to Mr. ,1. C. Frost, of the Boston flour i

trade. Now Mr. Frost, has a beautiful place at Vernon, ij

Vt., and he is aware that there is some excellent shooting ^

there. The result of the introduction was an invitation I

to Charlie and his friend to come up after the woodcock i

season opened, Aug. 15 in that State. They came, and|
at the same time a couple of gunners from Springfield.

The result of a couple of days shooting of the four was
thirty-two woodcocii. Charlie and his friend Al. think:
that they shot the larger part of the birds,.though all

shooting together the second day, they were unable to be
certain of the number to each gun. It was a most re-

markable shoot to say the least, and a siuprise to the
local gunners. The fact of well trained dogs had a great
deal to do with the success of the party. It is also alto-

1

gether likely that the first fl ight of woodcock was hit at
just the right time.
The gunners at Vernon, Vt., mentioned above, found

partridges to be remarkably abundant. They saw flock
after flock, and the chicks were well grown for so early
in the season. Indeed, the reports concerning partridge
shooting for fall are good from all directions. This is the
reverse of last year, which was pronounced by all the
worst season for years. It was thought that ticks, on
bad weather, or some other cause had destroyed the young
birds. This year the reverse is true, if reports have
not been exaggerated or those who have seen the birds

,

have not mistaken their eyesight. Large coveys of par-
tridges are reported in almost every direction in the State
of Massachusetts, and the same is true of southern New
Hampshire.
Reports are yet meagre and uncertain from Maine, but

so far as received, they indicate that grouse are very
plenty. It is hoped that these reports have not been over-
drawn, and that on the beginning of the open season ,

partridge shooting may be the best for years. From
quail the reports areal so good. A gentleman tells me
that on a single ride from Bayfield to Newburyport he
started five or six bevies of quail, the most he ever saw
on the same road, and it is one with which he is familiar.

The same is true on the Cape, and in the western part of
the State. Special.

Florida Bears.

Duke, Fla., ,July 24.—I have killed three bears in little

over a month's time. Mr. Bryant and myself went down
on the edge of Graham one rainy evening. In the huck-
leberry patch, where we had seen the sign before, we had
some fun. We got two cubs apiece, but did not see either

one of the old ones. But last week I got into it right. I

was down in the swamps with the dogs, I heard some-
thing coming, the trees fairly snapping off, and I got
ready. The old bear was coming, and had the dog in the
lead. You know I did not have time to climb either, so

you know how my hair was; but I fired one barrel of my
gun at her, and shot her down. Up she got; did not have
time to catch my breath before she was on me; but the
last barrel I shot her brains out. Mr. Will Raulerson kil-

led one of her cubs, so that hunt was completed. To-day'
we had a little ftm, but it was calm. Just after sunrise

we heard a hog squealing about one mile oS, We
gathered our guns and heeled it to Graham. We got
there in time to kill the bear. E. A. E.

Kansas Wild Geese.

Sedgwick, Kans., Aug. 19.—Last evening about 6

o'clock a large flock of wild geese known in this locality

as "big Canadas'' passed over this city on their way south,

and this morning quite a number of people report having
heard wild geese passing over during the night. This is

something unknown before here, and may possiblj^ inter-

est 8ome of yoar reader?. A, G.
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A HUNT IN THE ROCKIES.
IN THREE PAB.TS—PART III,

Oct. 19, Camp on Eobinson's Fork.—After leaving
our iorely camp on Warm River, en route for this point,

we were obliged to work our way through gorges, scale

mountains and cut trails through thickets. This stream
is about half the size of Warm River, and its bed is com-
posed of boulders, some of which are quite large and
furnish ideal pockets for myriads of trout. The water is

several degrees cooler than Warm River, but strange to

eay, not more than 6l)ft. from our camp boils up a spring,

the water of which is as cold as ice water. We are about
fifty miles from the nearest habitation.

On Thursday, the 17fch, and the day after arriving
here, Rea and the writer left with two days' rations to

look up ganie piQ;n8, returning yesterday morning, the
iRr.h. "We traveled over a large extent of country, ascend-
ing one of the highest ranges composing the continental
divide, and in our ascent we went up places so steep that
small rocks, starting to roll, would gain such velocity

that they would jMrap from 20 to 60ft, at a bound before
reaching the bottom of the cafions. Our trusted cayuses
never missed a, step. Warrior would nip bunch grass
when descending places so steep that he seemed to be
standing on his head. Our camp is within about fifteen

miles of the Park line, and while on our scout yesterday

and day before we were
not more than eight

miles from the Park
line. Up to yesterday
afternoon the weather
was of the same char-

acter, heavy frosts at

night and quite warm
during the day. In
the afternoon about 3

o'clock it began snow-
ing, which was fol-

lowed in half an hour
by rain,
During our absence

of two days Bush and
Weber have been amus-
ing themselves fishing

and shooting small
game in the neighbor-
hood of the camp, and
they have been quite
successful, as is evi-

denced by a supply of

fresh meat and several

pelts on stretchers and
tacked against trees

near by. Yesterday
evening on our return
toward camp we struck
a fresh elk trail, and
this morning Rea, Bush
and Weber started in
pursuit, I concluding
to remain in camp to

write up my .iournal,

repair some tents in my
wardrobe, and arrange
for an early march.
Fall River, Wyoming,
Th n r sda y Morning,
Oct. .S'f.—Saturday aft-

ernoon about 4 o'clock
Rea and Weber re-

turned to camp and reported having found a fresh-

washed wat^r hole by ellr and moose, and we at once
started for the vicinity, with blankets and provisions for

two days. The game did not materialize, though we
remained io ambush until long after dark. Weber and
I were at the blind before daybreak and on the lookout,
Rea scoured the hills and saw an elk, but he was too far
of? to get a shot. He killed a pine martin and shot a
lynx, but too far back, and he was lost. We returned
to camp about noon, empty-handed, solely on account of
having no snow by which we could track the game.
Daring the night a bull elk came within TSyds, of our
bivouac, and kept us awake by disturbing the stillness of
the night with his peculiar whistle, well known to hunters
where the wapiti abounds. Tiie only water we could get
had to be taken from the water hole which we had come
to watch, and it was so saturated with the excrement of

the animyls visiting it that when our coffee was ready
our friend of O 3rman descent could not drink it, neither
could R^a and I without tasting more of the animal than
the coffee flavor.

We spent all of Sunday afternoon getting ready to

move early on Monday morning. I set two traps along
the fork, and in the morning I had a fine specimen of

the pine martin, which I carefully skinned for setting

up, and it now adorns a secluded spot in my sanctum.
Monday morning we were astir early, and made this

camp about 4 P. M, We are camped in a beautiful
canon through which Fall River flows, '^'esterday even-
ing we caught in a short time all the trout we wished,
and some of them weighed as much as 21bs. They are of
the salmon viriety. Yesterday it rained all day and was
somewhat unpleasant, until aboiit 8 P. M. it cleared up,
and to-day the sun is shining bright and warm. Six of
the fifteen miles we traveled yesterday was through a
burned district, and no signs of game were to be seen ex-
cept what was made before the fire.

We are heading for Jackson's Hole on L^ke Wyoming,
and as we will get an early start and have but about
twenty miles, we hope to make it to-day. Bash, the
mighty angler, is out whipping the stream, and by the
time the packers are ready to start I expect him in with
as many trout as he can take care of,

Tuesday Eveniirg, Oct. 'i2 —^As I expected. Bush came
in with a fine string, and they tasted good for supper.
We had gome rain to-day, but it cleared oft' during the
afternoon. To-day we passed over what is known as the
Continental Divide, which puts us east of the grand old
Tetons, which still loom up into the clouds, looking as
grand and majestic as they did thousands of years ago,
no doubt. On our march to day we passed through
what is known as the Teton Range, and at one point one
of the spurs seems to have been cut abruptly ofi', leaving
a beautiful meadow of say a hundred acres where the
base of the mountain would have been. Imagine a spur
of mountains ending in a perpendicular wall a thousand

feet high, with here and there a stunted jack pine cling-
ing to the rocks, its rootlets sucking an existence out of
the interstices. Along the base meanders a small stream
alive with trout, and soaring above its rocky svimmit
wei*e a dozen eagles, keeping watch over their favorite
hatching places.
We are cimped on the right bank of the Snake River,

Wyoming, about six miles west of Jackson's Hole, cele-
brated for the size of the trout caught in it and the seem-
ing)v inexhaustible supply.

Wedruisday Morning, Oct. iV/.—We had intended to
take up our line of march for the lake this morning, but
after a consultation Rga and myself concluded to take a
hunt, the other boys, Rush and Weber, electing to re-

main in camp and fish at leisure.

Fniday Morning, Oct. So —Here I am in camp alone-
no, not altogether alone, for within 10ft, of where I sit

are two members of that peculiar bird family well known
to hunters a?id prospectors as camp robbers, picking up
bits of meat, and just at this moment they are quarreling
about a choice morsel. Although these birds are called
robbers, no true hunter will harm them. More than
one 5 have I sat on a log or stone'eating my lunch in the
wilderness, not conscious of any living thing near me,
when—as if by magic—one or a pair would appear, and
frequently within a few feet of me.
As I was the sole occupant of our camp last night and

of necessity my own cook and chief "bottle washer,'' I

have ja?t finished a royal breakfast—good coffee, hot
biscuit, and elk steak of my own killing. The history of

this hunt in the Rockies, marred by the presence of

almost universal forest fires, and the' absence of snow,
which was due over a month ago, only proves again that

perseverance is always crowned with a certain degree of

success, even under the most unfavorable circumstances.
Now to Wednesday's hunt, which will explain why I

am alone in camp. But before I proceed further it might
be well to call attention to the locality in which we were
encamped, TJintah county, Wyoming,
Jackson's Hole, in Lake county, is a continuation of

that region beginning with the Washburn Range in the

Yellowstone National Park, and continuing south and
southeast, embracing the Teton Range, Y/yoming Moun-
tains and Wind River Range, for a distance of about 180

miles to the Sweet Water Mountains in southwestern
Wyoming, I am fully convinced that there are more
mountains, mountain gorges, deep canons, high snow-
clad peaks, beautiful lakes and less park land here than
any other section in which we have traveled. Directly

east and across the Snake from our camp ran a range
north and south, cut through with a deep canon. We
determined to make the summit, which could be seen
covered with snow from the little valley below—the snow
line being about midway between the summit and the

foothills at the base, through which the Snake rippled

over the pebbly bottom toward the lake.

An early start and a fearful ride through thickets, over
high rocks and around caiions in an unbroken wilder-

ness, brought us to the highest point of the range by 11

A. M. Here we dismounted, dropped our reins, and
gently moved in the direction of the blufi' or point where
we were in a position to get a view of the country below
us. We did not advance more than 50 ft. until we were
enabled to see over the whole top of the range—a country
on top of the mountains. Below us was a scoop-out or

basin, as near as we could calculate about two and a half

by three miles in diameter, with a ridge or hog-back
running through it from northeast to southwest. This

basin was composed of small hills, open parks and
clumps of stunted pines, with here and there a boulder,

the general elevation being between 8,000 and 9,000ft.

From our location we could see into nearly every nook
of the territory composing the peculiar cup-shaped
cavity.
For several minutes we scanned every part of the

picture with our natural eyes, and just as I was about re-

moving my field glass from its holster I thought I caught
sight of four small objects which seemed to move, though
they seemed not larger to the eye than a half-grown
sheep, but dark in color. I said, "George, I've found
them; look just this side of the divide, emerging from
that clump of pines—what are theyf and handed him
the gla?8. His practiced eye was not long in solving my

enigma. "Elk! Game at last! See, they are still com,"
ing out of the clump of lines—5, 6, 7, 8. i}, 10, 11, 12, IS^

14, 15, 16, 17, 18! Now for business!'" Oae fine old bul
with magnificent antlers, thirteen cows and four spring
calves; they are our meat: we are entitled to it, and we
need it. .Keep cool and your powder dry, we will out-
general them sure, if we can get down off this mountain
and into the basin on the other side of the little divide.
There we will leave our horses and slip on to them, and
the battle will begin. They will get rattled and we may
be able to drive them into the rocks beneath our feet,

and bag the whole band. No time is to be lost! The top
of the range was bald, that is to say without trees along
the edge of the preciioice, and for a distance varying
from oO to 200yds. to the timber line, tolerably well
covered with bunch grass, and that with about 6in, of
snow.
We were soon mounted, and after a brisk ride of about

two miles, all the while on the lookout for a place to
descend, we came upon the tracks of two elk. After
following their trail for some 300yds., we were not sur-
prised to find them good guides, as we suspected they
had business in the basin, and they knew well where
they could descend. Though very steep, we knew where
elk could get down a cayuse could also.

Dismounting, we landed safely in the basin, and on
the east side of the divide, after which we soon found a

clump of trees in which
to leave our horses.
They were soon secured
with the picket ropes.
"Now," says George,
"we will take ofl! our
coats, but all the am-
munition we have must
go along, for if we
came up to that band
of elk there will be a
regular old - fashioned
serenade, and that is

what we want—follow
me."

Stealthily, though as
rapidly as was prudent,
we descended the west
side of the divide, slip-

ping from one clump
of trees to another and
pick over one little

gulch to the top of 'an-
other, tintil we came to
their trail, which indi-
cated that though be-
ing pursued they knew
it.

Soon they turned to

our left, toward the
rocky range from the
top of which we dis-

covered them, "That
is what we want,"
whispered George, "we
will bear oft" to the west
and head them oft'."

To our right was a
gulch riraning in the
right direction. Hurry-
ing down it lOOyds.
we crept up to where
we could get a view of
the situation. The

guide was some 20 tt. in advance of me, and creeping on
his stomach; suddenly he dropped his head and came
running back, "1 got sight of them just above us, and
about 200yds. distant, and from the way they act I am
convinced that they have winded us, but they are unable
to locate us, as the currents of air in these basins have
no regular course, one moment the elk would get a whiff
of air from us, the next would be as like as not vice

versa. Now we will follow this depression and get
nearer, as we must make sure work."
In a few minutes more we had by crawling on hands

and knees gained our place of attack, and joeering over
the rise, our whole band was in full view at about
100yds., bunched or huddled together as closely as they
could get. What a picture for a hunter! Eighteen of

the noblest game in the Rockies, each one trying to see,

hear or smell danger, which they felt was present, but no
one of them being able to solve' the mysterious disturb-

ance of the atmosphere, and to complete the picture and
make it still more interesting, on the opposite side of the
herd from us towered the antlers of the only bull, who
stood in a cowardly position, protected by the presence
of the band of cows between him and our unerring rifles.

"Have you got your wind yet," asked the guide as I

lay flat in the snow on his right: "when j-ou.have, make
sure work of that big cow in front. I'll take care of the
big one in front of me: perhaps my .45-90 will go through
her and kill or wound another. When you are ready say
fu-e. and oft' she goes.''

"Fire," and the two cows fall. Still the herd stand,

and quickly two more shots go into the band, both hits,

and now they scamper up the mountain, which I omitted
to mention was thinly wooded up to within about 200yds.

of the rocky ledge, the point from which we first sighted
them.
"Now come on, we will drive them to the rocks," and

oft' goes the giant, sixty years of age and six feet tall,

bounding up the steep mountain like an antelope in pur-

suit. Were it to save my life I could not have followed
him at his pace. In time I, too, got there, and I shall

never forget the spectacle that met my gaze. Under two
immense boulders as large as a 12ft. wall tent, at the very
top of the mountain and some 200yds. from the timber
line where we were, stood half of what was left of the
band, including the bull. Some 50yds, lower down were
the remaining half. We opened fire again, and it was
not long before all save the four spring calves had shared
a common fate.

Just as we had finished, a trapper named Joe Kemp, at-

tracted by the firing, came to us and rendered valuable
assistance in removing the entrails from the fourteen elk.

It was 2 P. M. when we began, and at 5 P. M . we had
succeeded in getting the bodies out from among the rocks
and slid down to the foot of the range. By 5:^0 we were
ready to start down the mountain, a task which we feared

would be not only dangerous but impraoticable in the

HIDES AND HORNS,

Drawn from an amateur photograpb.
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dark. Each of us strapped a hindquarter of elk behind
his saddle for our hungry companions. Our new helper
went with us, and after many detours over a terrible

country, we at 10:30 reached the snow line, when the
darkness of the night and the roughness of the route pre-

vented further progress. We could do no better than
build a fire and bivouac for the rest of the night, and
without water for ourselves or horses.

In the morning, as soon as it was light enough for us to

see our way, we started for camp, being obliged to follow
the bottom of a gorge and in many places cut logs in
order to make it possible to get through. Arriving at

9:30 A. M., we soon gladdened the hearts of our com-
panions with the tale of our hunt, and at once set about
organizing the pack train and getting it off to the scene
of the killing.

Fortunately, within a mile of our camp the only other
inhabitants of the section for many miles were in the
trapper's camp, Joe and his companion. A day or two
before our arrival two men with a wagon had brought in

their supplies for the winter, and were waiting to get
meat and hides for a back load to Ricksburg, Wyo., as

near as I can tell, about 105 miles from where we are
located.
At 1 P, M. I had the satisfaction of seeing the whole

outfit off for the top of the mountain, consisting of 9 men
and 17 horses— 5 of the horses ridden by our party, and
12 to be used for packing the hides, horns and meat.
Some one had to remain in camp, and the writer pre-
ferred to fill that position, and that accounts for my being
alone.

Sunday Morning, Oct. &7.—The skinning out and pack-
ing in the meat, heads, horns and hides of fourteen elk
proved to be more of a task than was first supposed, and
our people did not get back to camp until Saturday at

2 P. M. The hides we kept and as much of the meat as
we could make use of on our march home, and the rest

we gave to our trapper friends, who were glad for so
valuable a back-load. During my lonely vigil in camp I

had full satisfaction with the rod and line, fishing in the
Snake, and was not obliged to go more than a few hund-
red yards from the magnificent pool just in front of our
quarters. The largest specimen weighed 311 bs., caught
with a small spoon bait. He made a good fight, and be-

came the subject of a photograph, also of the process of
skinning.
While up the mountain the outfit came in sight of an-

other herd of twenty-six elk, most of which could have
been killed, but we had all that could be taken care of,

and there was no object in pursuit except wanton de-

struction, and that ingredient did not enter into our com-
position.

The antlers of the bull elk proved to be of unusual size

and perfect in every particular. It took me two hours
yesterday to prepare the head for transportation on the
animals, as it had to be sawed through its center and the
flesh carefully trimmed off, our German artist making a
good picture of the operation dm-ing its progress.
Yesterday evening we bviilt a fire on the point of a

small peninsula in the river, and tried the experiment of
fishing by firelight. In three-quarters of an hour we
caught 26 very fihe trout by castmg the line down stream
as far as we could and then reeling up, when scarcely a
single cast failed to get a strike, and mostly a fine trout.

To-morrow morning (Monday) the trappers' team will

start for their destination, and if the snows do not come
they will get through inside of a week. This will afford
us the first opportunity of sending out mail since leaving
the ranch, and by arrangement we are to deposit the
letters in a Royal Baking Powder can at the end of a log
two rods north of the trappers' camp, they being up the
mountain bringing down tbe balance of the meat which
they were unable to transiaort yesterday.

Bea's Ranch on the Shotgun, Idaho, Nov. S.—We ar-

rived here yesterday at 4:30 P. M., after a continuous
march of six days. We did no hunting or fishing, except
the catching of a few fish as we needed them, and pick-
ing up a few ducks and an occasional wild goose while
on the march.
The only incident worthy of note occurred one morn-

ing as we were nearly ready to take up our line of march.
Three swans came flying along; Bush, who happened to

have his gun in his hand, made the remark that he would
have swan steak broiled for his supper, and as he made
the remark he stepped a few feet from the fire, took aim
and fired—and to the utter astonishment of all present
the last swan in the row toppled and fell dead to tbe
ground just 210 steps from where he stood. Swan invar-
iably fly in single file and he averred that he aimed about
4ft. in front and 3ft. above the first swan. Upon exam-
ination it was found that the ball had passed through the
neck 3in. behind the head. This was one of the most re-

markable chance shots on record, at least in my 'experi-

ence, as thg ball did its work not less than 16ft. further
back than where it was aimed.

All hands were now busy attending to the bides, pho-
tographing the horses and their riders and arranging for

the departure of Bush and Weber, who started for home
next day. I remained a few days until the hides were in

a condition to ship, when Rea and I took up our line of
march to Beaver Canon, where they were crated and
shipped by freight East. As I write the sightless glass

eyes of the bull, two cow elk and a black-tail buck appear
to be looking down upon me from the walls of my office,

and continually remind me of my most remarkable out-

ing in the Rockies. Shongo.
liANCASTER, Pa.

AN AROOSTOOK REMINISCENCE.
Thf, first time I ever went deer hunting, 1 was success-

ful. I admit at the start, however, that luck was a more
potent factor than skill in bringing about the result.

Ever since 1 was first able to lug around a gun, it has
been my practice to spend at least a few days, generally
a couple of weeks, in the fall hunting.
For some time I made my uncle's farm, not far from

Portland, my headquarters, where I got a fair number
of partridges and gray squirrels with an occasional duck
in the river, and at the same time had the pleasure of re-

visiting old friends and relatives. But a business boom
struck the town and it settled up rapidly, and finally one
fall some years ago, after hunting several days without
capturing either fur or feathers, I realized with regret
that the hunting ground of my boyhood days was played
out.

Well, I laid my gun aside and made my stay somewhat
shorter than usual that fall, and next year when the
hunting season drew near, I began to look around for a
new field of operation.

'

The result of my search was that I brought up in a
little hamlet of some half dozen houses in southern
Aroostook the first day of October. The ruffed grouse
was the main object of my quest, and I found him in

greater numbers than had ever before been my fortune
to encounter, getting from three or four to as high as a
dozen in a day's hunt. After my arrival there I found
what I had not known before that this was quite a
noted locality for deer.

I had never hunted any for large game, but was con-
sidered a fair shot with a rifie, and the first few days of
my stay the new report of several deer being killed within
a radius of a few miles stimulated me to make the at-

tempt myself. Just at this time a party of three sports-

men from Massachusetts came to the house. They were
very fly young men, and were going to kill all the game
in the region. They procured the best guides to be found,
hunted two days, saw several deer, but failed to secure
any, and at the end of the second day gave it up and re-

turned home disgusted.
The second day was Friday, and that evening one of

the guides dropped into my hostelry, and conversing with
us on the result of the late expedition, said that there
were plenty of deer over the route they had traveled, if

anybody was smart enough to get them, and that he
meant to try it again to-morrow. Another young man
who was present offered to accompany him. I had had
a pretty good session with the partridges, and being in-

vited to go also, concluded to make the third member of

the party.

We did not get a very early start, leaving the house
about half an hour after sunrise. I had a Winchester .34,

belonging to the house, which I had used some, Ernest,
the guide, had a Kennedy .44, and Arthur, the other
man, had my double shotgun. We walked up the main
road about a mile, then by a crossroad through the woods
half a mile, to an arm of the lake. Here we took a
batteau, our route for some two miles and a half being
by water. One rowed and another paddled, the third

man by turns relieving the others. The wind was dead
against us and it was no slight job to make any headway
with the batteau, as any one who has used one of these
craft can testify. They are sharp at both ends, the bow
and stern overhanging, about twice as large as a common
dory, and weigh something less than four tons each.
The arm was half a mile long and reaching the end, I

got my first view of the lake. Good judges have pro-

nounced it one of the loveliest in the country, and I could
but admit, not without reason. It was of oblong shape,

some three miles long and a half mile wide at the widest
point, surrounded on all sides by ridges heavily wooded
with a birch, beech and maple growth, which had akeady
begun to put on its autumn regalia of brilliant colors. No
sign of previous human occupancy was to be seen from
our point of view, and we could easily imagine ourselves

a hundred miles from the nearest habitation of civilized

beings. The smart breeze blowing had rufiled up the
surface of the water into waves of quite respectable size,

but by perseverance we finally reached our landing place,

in the lee of a point putting out into the lake, and where
an old logging road ran back into the woods.
We hauled the batteau up a little on the shore, took our

guns and started up the logging road, following it in a
westerly direction about quarter of a mUe, when it turned
to the north and ran up over a ridge. Here the hunt
proper began. I kept the road, Ernest took a position

about 100yds. to my left, and Arthur the same distance

to my right, and we moved slowly up over the ridge, oc-

casionally catching sight of each other to direct our
movements, the programme being to keep somewhere
near in line, and if either jumped a deer somebody would
stand a chance of a shot.

We walked along slowly and cautiously, I keeping the

road, and after proceeding a quarter of a mile I dis-

covered that I had lost both companions, but I had taken
the lay of the land and knew I could easily get back to

the boat, and pushed on. A few hundred yards more
ibrought me to the edge of a little clearing some sixty

yards square, which was evidently the end of the road.

I could see some distance through the forest in all direc-

tions, and thinking it probable that by reason of better

walking in the road I had get ahead of my companions,
I sat down on a log and waited for them to show up. I

had not sat there more than two or three minutes, when
I heard a shout and then a rifle shot to my left, apparently

a couple of hundred yards away. 1 cocked my rifle and
waited. Presently, in the direction of the shot, I saw a
small white object bobbing through the woods, coming
straight toward me. I did not know that it was a deer's

tail, and thought at first that it was an extra large robin.

Then I saw that it was too high in the air, and the idea

struck me that it might be a deer, I put the rifle to my
shoulder and sighted it on the object as near as possible.

In a few seconds a deer jumped over a fallen spruce about
forty yards away, into the clearing in plain sight, I

covered him, and the instant he struck the ground I fired.

The only effect it apparentlj^ had was to increase his

speed, and he went by me like a streak, I getting two
more shots at him before he got out of sight. I was just

about to follow him when I heard a call from Ernest; I

answered, and presently he came up and said he had
jumped a bunch of three or four deer, but failed to get a
shot, and knowing that one had gone inmy direction had
shouted and fired to warn me.

I told him my experience, and we went to the place

where the deer was when I first fired, and followed his
track to where he reentered the woods. We found no
blood or hair, and I could see that he thought I had missed
him clean. But I knew that I had not lost my nerve,
and felt sure that I had not missed the bigness of a deer
at 40yds. So we entered the woods, he taking the lead
and 1 following close behind. The deer showed no signs
of giving up, and after tracking him nearly 200yd8.,
Ernest stopped and said, "It's no use, I guess you didn't
touch him."

I was about to acquiesce, when looking ahead I saw
about 50yds. away just one of his ears sticking up be-

hind a little hillocK. I exclaimed, "There he is!" and
instantly aiming in the direction of the ear, fired two
shots in quick succession, I admit that I was a little ex-
cited then, and was about to let go a third time, when the
guide said, "Don't shoot, partner, don't shoot; he's down,"
And so it proved.
He was dead when we reached him, having bled in-

wardly. It was a yearling buck and weighed, we esti-

mated, 1251bs. Having bled him we looked for the shots,

and found but one hole in him and no place where the
ball came out. We afterward found that the ball had
struck his right shoulder, breaking it, traversed him
lengthwise and lodged in one of his hips.

So it was my first shot, as he was nearly head on when
that was fired. My second and third shots were missed
as he skipped by, which somewhat lowered my pride as
a marksman. The two last could not be expected to reach
him, as he was all out of sight behind the hillock except
the ear. The fact that he had traveled 300yds. with such
a wound, spoke wonders for their vitality.

We tied his legs together, cut a sapling and ran through
and each took an end on his shoulder and started for the
boat.

It was a pretty severe job getting him along thatrough
old road and over fallen trees, but I was not in a mood to

complain; and Ernest was a powerful fellow, used to

such work, and made no bones of it. We reached the
boat in due season and found it was only 11 o'clock. We
rested a while, ate a lunch, and then struck out again.
Arthur was quite deaf; he had evidently heard nothing
of the scrimmage, and it was useless to try and call him
back. We hunted several hours, but found no more deer
and returned to the boat to find Arthur not yet arrived.

We interviewed the grub basket again; and after an-
other rest went back into the woods a little way, where
we had seen a flock of partridges in the morning. In a
short time we got three, shooting their heads off with
rifle baUs. Two of them came my way and Ernest shook
hands with the other. Then finding no more we returned
to the lake shore and waited, occasionally making a trip

to the grub basket, and glancing into the batteau, where
the deer lay in state with the partridges, minus heads,
arrayed on either side, giving us the comforting reflec-

tion that the day had not been spent in vain. It was
nearly sundown when Arthur showed up. He had not
heard the shots and had spent nearly the whole day try-

ing to find us We set out at once, Ernest and I rowing,!
and Arthur taking his turn at the basket.
The wind was with us this time and we made pretty

good progress to our landing place, put up the batteau,
lugged our game out to the main road, hung the deer up
in a tree, and reached the house soon after dark. We
harnessed a horse, went back and brought him home in

triumph.
So 1 got my deer after all, and even now the recollec-

tion of that day forms perhaps the most pleasing remin-
iscence of my hunting career. E. W. L,

HUNTING *RIFLES AND BULLETS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Regarding hunting rifles for large game, I have read

statements of sportsmen who have had some experience;
in hunting, advocating the use of rifles from .38 to ,40cal.

and in some instances single shots in ijreference to re-
'

peaters, saying that the single shot can be made much
lighter and therefore easier to carry, also that such a rifle:

shooting a fair charge of powder and a solid bullet will
kill any game liable to be found in such localities asi

Maine,, northern New York and the Provinces, if the bul-

let is put in the right place.

Now in my opinion this if is a good deal larger than it'

may generally appear. Suppose you are still-hunting

deer on the first snow, and find the track of a buck and
follow, sometimes directly on the track, if you are a still-i

hunter keeping some distance to leeward if you have
reason to think you are getting handy to your game.
Often the deer is lying down in some fallen treetop or

similar place. It is ten to one you will not see him until

he gets up, and if he gets up it is usually because he has
heard you or has reason to suspect some danger. He may
be in such position that you can put your bullet right in
the center of his shoulder, or you may be flurried and.

shoot high and break his spine. In either case you won*t^

have any more trouble with him. Suppose, however, he;

is in such position (and the chances are more than eveni

that he will be), that you only see a patch of gray. You
ought to shoot at what you see (that is if you know it

is the game you are after); it is not safe to move so as toJ

get a better chance. You ehoot and put your solid .38 or
.40 bullet through hia body. If it goes through anywhere;
between the shoulders and hips and does not touch thel

heart or spine, you are likely to have a long tramp be-

fore you get him, and the chances are good you will not
get him at all. I can give a number of instances occur-
ring in locations where I have been hunting when deer

were lost in this way when shot through the body withj

.38, .40, .44 and .45 solid bullets. Some were followed all,

day and some were left until the next day in hopes that'

they would either die or get stiff' during the night.

When I am hunting I prefer to get my game as quickly

as possible after shooting at it, and I therefore believe ia

a rifle which may be considered heavy, but which shoots!

a charge of powder and a bullet which 1 have found by*

practical experience to do its work effectively. A veryi

light rifle and small bullet will do it occasionally. I saw
a handsome buck which was killed with a single shot'

from a 13in. .22 Stevens pocket rifle. The buck was run-

ning fast through hard-wood timber, and was dropped at

once at 70yds. with a ,23 short cartridge. It was a pure
case of luck. The man who did the shooting couldn't hit

one deer in ten under similar conditions, and wouldn't
get one in twenty if he did hit them.
Last winter I spent a night in the camp of a friend, a

young man who is as good a woodsman and still-hunter
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considering his age, as I know. On the night I refer to

he was feeling rather blue; he had been out that day and
found the track of a large buck and followed it about

two hours, when he saw him get up about 30yds. away,
behind a fallen treetop. All he could see was the middle

of his body, and he put a bullet from his .40-65 through

him, but did not get a chance for a second shot until he

had followed him some distance. He struck him in the

neck the second time, then spent nearly all the rest of

the day following, and finally lost him by his taking to

some open water. This man killed a buck the next day,

also a two-year old moose while on the trip, and had to

shoot several bullets into each before getting them.

The rifle I have used durinng the last four seasons is a

Winchester .45 90 half magazine weighing 9ilbsi. I had
it made to order and hesitated at the time between a .45

and .50. I load my cartridges with lOOgrs. of powder
and a 300grs. Keene express bullet. My old bone-breaker

has done good work so far, I have killed fourteen heads

of game such as moose, caribou, bears and deer. None
of it has gone 50yds. from where it was shot at. I have

been fortunate in getting a number of good shots, but I

think some of my game would have gone quite a distance

if the caliber had been smaller or solid bullets used. A
rifle of 7lbs. is easier to carry on a long tramp, but if you
do much hunting you are pretty sure to make up for the

2lbs. or so of weight in the number of miles you will

travel after some of your wounded game. Also I believe

in a repeater, although I have never been obliged to call

on the magazine for more than a second shot, except

once: in this case I saw two bears at quite a distance on
an open barren; I crept up within 25yds. of them and
found there were three, they were in some low scrubby

bushes. No. 1 sat up and got shot, so did No. 2 and 3; it

was pretty quick work—less than ten seconds. I did not

want a single-shot rifle just then. It was very easy,

about like shooting at tihree flour barrels at less than
25yd8., only they were bears.

I have talked with parties who questioned the penetra-

tion of the bullets I use, some of them saying they did

not think they would be eflrective on a moose at distances

over 100yds. My companion on my first trip to Nova
Scotia used a rifle, a duplicate of mine, and cartridges of

my loading. He killed two moose one afternoon, one at

295yd8. and the other at 175. (We measured the dis-

tance.) The first dropped at once, got up and staggered

a few yards and went down to stay; was struck back of

the shoulder just over the heart. The second was struck

at base of ear and dropped in its tracks, Last fall I shot a
bull which came to our calling; he came without answer-

ing and was working around to get to leeward of us. We
suspected he was trying something of the sort, so we
tried still-hunting him and came unexj)ectedly on him at

close quarters in some quite thick timber. I could see

parts of him, but not his shoulders, and shot at what I

took to be the center of his neck: afterward found it wa«
his head. The bullet struck him fair in center of side of

head. He wheeled around in his tracks and I put a sec-

ond bullet in his shoulder; he just folded his knees under
him and went down. The penetration of the Keene bullet

with lOOgrs. of powder is not as great as a heavier solid

bullet with less powder. The trajectory is pretty flat,

and I have found them very killing. They will not go
through a moose. On the caribou and deer they went
clean through, coming out in from three to live places.

They will spoil some meat, but not more than several

small solid bullets would, .

I was told that some members of the Massachusetts
Rifle Association tried the Keene bullets at targets and
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found them very erratic. I have used between 200 and
300 of them at targets from 50 to 400yds. when testing

my rifle, and I never saw any signs of their spreading
before reaching the targets. At 50, 75 and 100yds. I shot

at sheets of cardboard dipped in melted wax; the holes

were clean cut, with no sign of spreading. Before start-

ing on a trip after game I always test my cartidges, rifles

and sights to be sure they are all right. When you are

on the hunting grounds and in presence of game, it will

not lessen your chances of securing it if you know your
tools are to be relied on.

As for hunting sights, those usually put on American
rifles as sold by the trade, consisting of a chunk of brass

or copper at the muzzle and a sort of buckhorn with
high sides and a fine notch at the bottom for a rear sight

are about the worst. Good hunting sights should show
clearly and quickly and as uniformly as possible in dif-

ferent lights. I think this can hardly be claimed for the
above. In difiierent lights the reflection from the front

sight will vary considerably, also when shooting quickly
you are very likely not to get down into the fine notch of

the rear sight, causing over-shooting. A good deal of

game is missed at very short range, and two-thirds of it

by shooting too high. I have experienced a good deal

with various so called hunting sights and have not found
anything eqaal to Lyman's, and I have used the latter on
all my hunting trips. I think the Winchester express
sights are pretty good, and should choose them next to

Lyman's. It may take a. Little practice to get accustomed
to the latter: but iis I have said, it is well to test both
your rifle and sights liefore starting on a trip. Do not
start oft' as 1 have seen [jartiea do Avith rifles they liad

just bought, with no knowledge whatever of their shoot-

ing qualities except what they had been told by ' the
salesman,

Mr. O. and I expect to be on some good moose ground
the latter part of next month. We may not get the game
we are after, but we expect to, and at all events we
shall try. C. M. Stark.

Dltnbarton, N. H.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Correspondent..]

Chicago, 111., Aug. 18.—The biblical names seem to be
out of luck on South Water street. Last year it was B.

Aaron & Son who were found with a couple of barrels of

illegal prairie chickens in their clothes. And now come
Moses Gray & Co., of the same delectable neighborhood,

and admit in open court that they had twenty-five illegal

chickens secreted on their persons last week. Warden
Bortree developed this fact. .Justice White assessed the

outfit 1125 and costs, which caused patriarchal tears to

flow last Wednesday when the case came up for trial.

The way of the poor but honest South Water street man
is growing harder every year. It looks like some of

thpm will have to take to work before long.

The new president of the State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, Mr. R. B. Orga.n, has been doing a lot of qniet

hustling in game protective matters lately, and while it

would not be wise to disclose his plans, it is safe to say
that he will fully sustain the work so ably inaugurated

last year by Mr. Price. This week Mr. Organ got wind
of some illegal prairie chickens in the hands of the

Adams Express Co. here, three bpxes consigned to a
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South Water street firm. He wont to the superintendent,

who made examination, and opened not three but five

boxes of illegal chickens. All these were destroyed and
the promise of the company was given that they would
not knowingly handle any such game. This will not save

game unless in the form of an order extended to local

agents along the line, and such an order should be issued.

Last week ccmplaints came in that a great many young
ducks were being killed along the marshes of the Calu-

met, now lying within the corporate limits of the city.

Mr. Organ entered complaint to Chief of Police Mc-
Claughry, who at once detailed some officers and the

Calumet duck shooting came to an abrupt close. It

would be well if Chicago would extend her limits fifty

miles further out still.

world's fair committee.

President Organ has announced his choice of an execu-

tive committee, upon whom will fall the arduous labors

of preparation for the World's Fair Tournament of 1893,

on which much interest centers. The names are as fol-

lows: F. C. Donald, chairman: W. J. Edbrook. M. J.

Eich, H. D. Nicholls, E Hough. The fair committee
will be, W. N. Low, chairman ; F. S. Baird and B. F.

Cummings.
OfllCKEN COUNTRY.

Perhaps some light can be thrown on the Forest and
Stream's want for good chicken country. My "game
pocket" man writes me that he has sold out his former
ranch and will start on the 23d of this month for

Laramie, Wyo. I asked him to state something about
the game prospects, and also to give me a few addresses

of good chicken points outside of his country, which I

could publish for the general. He replies as follows:

"Chickens are too thick for sport, only fit for murder.
Ducks are fine and lots of 'em. Snipe in countless num-
bers; tatlers, etc., ad lib. Deer are more plentiful than
for some time, and lots of moose and a few elk. Caribou

further north.
"Grass very heavy, you want good dogs and lots of

'em. Thanks for your kind references. Business un-

fortunately prevents my remaining. I think there is

lots of game in Wyoming. Will write you on arrival.

"Write Ed. Cavileer, Pembina, N. Dak.; tell him I

said so, and he'll answer you all right. There is a fine

place some twenty-five miles west of Pembina. He
knows it.

"W. B. York, of Badger P. O., Kittson county, Minn.,

will guide men over to good shooting on chickens. I

don't advise ladies to go anywhere there without a tent."

I think that the above addresses will secure good
chicken shooting to any one who cares to go after it; but
I have been having so much fun all by myself over my
game pocket that I do not intend to give the name of rny

man or of his sacred game packet publicity. I will

gladly inform any proper inquirer by mail as to the
whereabouts of this mysterious spot, which I verily be-

lieve just a leetle lays over anything up to date.

As to the chickens nearer home, it is feared that the
wet spring wrought great damage. Reports come in

from Du Page, De Kalb and other counties of this State

that there are very few young chickens yet apparent. Of
quaila, however, the greatest abundance is reported.

There is every reason to believe that this fall will bring
unusually good quail shooting all over northern Illinois

and Indiana, contrary to the earlier imijrefsions.

Major J, M, Taylor, well knowa authority on dogs, wa,s

this morning talking with me after reading my remarks
last week on the old-fashioned chicken dog.

"I am a firm believer in the excellence of the modern
dog," said he, "but you want to give him a chance. Your
old dogs were tough because they had the exercise. You
can't take a soft city dog out in the country and expect
him to do the work of a country cousin that is in con-
stant training."
That may do all very well for an excuse, but it doesn't

explain everything. Now, the Major is going to publish
a fine book about- field trial dogs. He showed me the
picture of the first field trial winners in America, a big,

husky, stout dog, about as big as a yearling ox. That's
the sort of dog for me—the kind you can run a wagon
over without making 'em holler. No dog is a good
chicken dog unless you can run a wagon over him with
impunity to the dog; the wagon to take its chances.
Torn loose a lot of your flyers in that "high grass" my
chicken man speaks of, and see what they will do on a
warm day. They'll be hunting a place to die in a patrician
way, and I'll guarantee it'll take two generations of

them before they learn to stay. When they do, they'll

be wider out, and higher through, and plenty tougher
than they are now. Try running the wagon over your
modern dogs. That's the way to see whether they're any
good or not. I used to run over my old dog, every once
in a while, when he was busy thinking of something, and
he never seemed to mind it much. That's what I call a
good dog.

SHOT A FOX.

A friend of mine in Indiana writes me the following in

regard to an incident which in the West or South would
naturally be thought to require explanation or apology.
Out here we do not hunt foxes with a gun. It would seem
that the fox in question was aware of that fact. The
worst of it is, I had loaned my friend the gun with which
he did this deed. This constitutes a lawful taboo for that
instrument, and I reckon now he'll have to keep the gun.
His letter is as follows:
"Landersdale, Ind., Aug. 17.—I would have written

you sooner but have been busy hunting squirrels. Was
out yesterday and killed five squirrels, a big black snake,

a ground hog and a big red fox. I didn't intend to shoot
the fox, but he kept passing in front of me till I got mad.
He had passed the third time, and I said to myself as I

put a shell containing some No. 4 shot in the gun, 'Now,
you cross my way again and I will try to kill you.' In a
short time I saw him in a canter in front of me. It was
a good long shot, but I blazed away. Old Mr. Fox
jumped it seemed to me about Oft. high. I did not think
I had hurt him much, but my dog lit out and soon had
him in her mouth. He was a fine specimen of fox, but
he crossed my path once too often.''

If there can be any consolation for the owner of a dis-

graced and tabooed gun, it may lie in the reflection that

the latter proved itself a good shooter, even in the ways
of crime. I always thought that used to be a good gun,
when I was on speaking acquaintance with it, and I will

sav that now, though henceforward our ways must part.

Speaking of squirrels; another friend and I tried for

some this week when we were out fishing. We had along
two ,22cal. rifles, splendid little arms, accurate to a hair.

We found nine squirrels and got seven of them. I can
not call it right to shoot squirrels with a .22. The head
is not always visible, and unless you hit a squirrel fair in

the throat with a ,22 bullet, you will not kill it outright

one case in ten. We shot one squirrel six times. This

seems to me cruelty. A .22cal. may be big enough to

shoot deer, but a .32 is none too large for squirrels. The
old whirling-round ball of the muzzle-loading squirrel
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rifle used to take a squirrel out of a tree if it ever barely

touched him, or perhaps if it did not even touch him. I

shall use my father's old squirrel rifle next time, before

I would use a .22 on squirrels.

TOLING ANIMALS.

In an interesting little brochure, "The Development of

a Pawnee Myth," Mr. Grinnell continues the idea of one
of the stories of his earlier book, "Pawnee Hero Stories,"

and tells of the way the Indians "called the buffalo."

That buffalo could be called, or toled into a surround
will, I imagine, be news to many white men in these

days. Incidentally the author mentions the toling of

canvasback ducks as practiced on the Chesapeake Bay.
I remember that "old man Wood," a well-known char-

acter around Senachwine Lake, in this State, once told

me he used to tole flocks of mallard ducks up to shore,

by the use of a dog trained to play up and down along

the edge of the water. This is the only instance I ever

heard of whpre mallards were toled, and perhaps I men-
tioned it in Forest and Stream at the time.

E. Hough.

Three Beauties of Nature.

"I don't wonder they shoot at you," said the young
Moose to the Mountain Goat.

"If I looked like you I'd join a menagerie," said the

Goat.
"Humph! there'll be some beauty left in the world

after you are both gone," said the Buffalo.

The silhouettes are from photographs of living speci-

mens: that of the moose (a young female) was sent usby
Mr. Henry Austeu, of Nova Scotia,
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Adirondack Game Notes,

NoKTHWOOi), N, Y., Aug. IQ.—Editor Forest and
Stream: There are seyeral deer and bears wandering
around this town.
A few inhabitants here would like to have the Fokest

AND STKEA.M tell them why a bounty was put on bears.
No one was ever killed or'wounded in the Adirondacks
so far as we know. They have killed no domestic ani-
mals or tramped down any" grain.

(-)ne was t;e<iu walking' leisurely away from a large
flock of sheep a do/,en rods away. He had not touched
one though hf passed within three or four rods of them,
A guide who was in the Moose River region for three

months from April I this spring says he did not know of
any deer dying of starvation and that there was enough
feed for ten times as many deer as there are there.
AVoodchuck oil is used in preference for all others by

backswoodsmeu here for keeping their guns in condition.
A farmer complained of the partridges which were

eating up his buckwheat.
I saw a black-headed doe on Moose River three weeks

ago. Another deer seen at about sixty yards was so
thin that its ribs could have been counted. All deer are
in poor condition now.
"Johnny" Jones measured the leap of a panther on a

fly of Big Brook a few years ago. It was just B6 feet;

the jump was on a level. Mr. Jones who saw the leap
made said he wont in the air about ten feet.

KArMOJSP 8. Sl'EARS.

Tlie Rhode Island Association.

Thk Long Island Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game publishes for gratuitous circulation the Rhode
Island game and tlsh laws and adds; "In presenting the
game laws of the State in the present form lor distribu
tion, the Association deems it proper to state its general
object. First—We propose to enforce the laws for the
protection of game, fish and song birds within this State,
Secondly—To protect the farmers and land owners
against persons who mutilate stock, tear down fences, or
shoot and fish on forbidden premises. We desire and ask
for the co-operation of our farming friends throughout
the State, believing the object sought beneficial alike to

the farmer and sportsman, whom we aim to protect from
a class of law-breakers who have in the past defied them,
and have killed and trapped birds, taken fish, and tres-

passed regardless of all laws.
"Therefore we rec(uest any j)erson who knows of viola-

tions of these laws, to make complaint of such ofi:"enses

to the Association, which complaint will be carefully in-

vestigated and action taken. All communications will be
treated as strictly confidential, and should be addressed
to A. L. AnijREWs. President,

75 Westminster street, Providence, R. I."

My First Goose.

One morning in the early part of November while I

was camped on Lake lugalls I looked out fi'om my tent
door, and behold! I saw coming across the lake a fiock of
ten Oanadas. As they were coming directly toward me
T loaded my gun and stepped clown to the edge of the
lake and hid behind an old stump, hoping that they would
come near enough to give me a chance to kill my long
coveted first goose.

I had no sooner gotten well hidden when I saw that
my wish was going to be gratified, for on they came, very
low and directly toward me^ At the head of the flock
was an old honker who looked to my young eyes to be
big enough to swallow me. HonJc! lionk! he said to the
rest of his feathered friends, and as if a bugler had
sounded an order, the flock broke their V-shaped form
and straightened out in a line.

Now i was pleased, for in this shape it looked as if I

could kill the whole flock with but one shot, so just as
they got within good range I pulled on the one nearest
me. Spat! fell the bird, but instead of the whole flock
only one had fallen to my gun, I had shot at the nearest
instead of shooting down the line. When I saw but one
fall i was Bo surprised that I forgot I had another load,
AO nine out of the previous ten went on their way toward
the sunny South as if nothing had happenedj and as they
went they seemed to laugh at me and say ;

" H onkl some-
body got tooled." I wonder who it was. J. M. M.

Bolting Woodchucks.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Woodchuckb" exist here in large numbers and are a

nuisance to the farmers. I believe that good sport could
be had killing them with terriers, but as we have many
stone walls and as the animals remain in their burrows
all day and only come out at )iight, we have seldom suc-
ceeded in killing any. The most desirable way would
be to drive them from their holes and have the terriers
ready when they come out. How could this be done?
Can you or any of your readers tell me? ' Could they be
smoked out? If bo, how could this be done':' Some of
our farms are absolutely undermined by woodchucks,
and I do not see why there should not be a great chance
to see some pretty terrier work. Could ferrets be used?

O. W. D.
Boston, Mass., Aug.

1J

New Jersey Reed Birds.

Perth Ambot, N. J. Aug. 32.—Yellow-leg snipe are
reported to be on the Earitan River meadows. No reed
birds have as yet been observed flying over. The law on
rail and reed birds is oft' on Aug. 2(!, They are fairly
numerous along the South River, and feed is abundant
this year,

liOw Bate Harvest Excursions.
The announcemeiit that the North-Western Line, comprising

over 8,000 miles of thoroughly f quipped railway, has arranged to
run two low rate Harvest Excursions during the months of Aug-
ust and September, will be gladly received by those who are in-
terested in the development of the great West and Northwest, as
well as by those who desire to visit this wonderfully productive
region at a soaaou of thi? year wliou o:£act demonstration can be
made of the merits and advautagud It offersj to hom.o seekers and
those in search of stife and profitable investmentb. These e^cur-
-lions will leave Chicago on Aug. oi' and Sept. £/, and tickets can
be purchased at the very Jow rate of one fare for the round trip to
coiiits lu Iowa, IMinneBota, North and South Dakota. Nebraska..
Wyomlug, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Montana. They will be
strictly flrtit-claas in every particular, and will be good for return
passage at any time within twenty days from date of purchase.
Full information concerning rates and arrangements for these
eiccursions can he obtained upon application to any coupon ticket
agent, or to W. A. Thbalt,, G-. T'. T. A., OWcago & Norfch-Weatern
Railway, Obicneo —Ad/>\

The Book of the Game I.aws has uii Ush and game kiw-^

of United States and Canada. Prive 50 cents.

ANGLING NOTES.
Pike, Commonly Called Pickerel.

In New York State the pike (Eso.v Innirs) is almost uni-
versally called pickerel, which is the proper name for an-
other and smaller fish of the same family, namely, Esox
retieiUatus, In the fish laws of New York pickerel are
mentioned twice, once each in two different sections, and
in each instance when the name pickerel is used the fish
meant is the pike. The pike is referred to once and then
the fish meant is the pike-perch, which is in this State
more generally called pike than by its proper name of
jjike-perch or wall-eyed pike. I have written columns
of descriptions to separate these fishes, the pike, the
pickerel and the pike-percb, one from another, and some-
times the maFCPloDge comes in as a pike to add to the

confusion, but no writ-
ten description is equal
to an accurate portrait
of the fish for the pur-
pose of identification.
Hon. Jerome Lapham,
of Glens Falls, who has
a cottage on Phantom
Island, Lake George,
caught a pike in the lake
which weighed 17.1 lbs,,

another of 14* and still

another of l^ilbs., all

within a few days of
each other the last of
July. The larger fish of
the three was photo-
graphed and the mark-
ings of the fish are so
plainly shown that For-
est AND Stream has re-

produced it. The lemon
colored, bean-shaped
spots on the sides of the
lish appear more dis-

tinctly than in any fig-

ure of the fish that hap
been published that 1

can recall. Usually, and
hi very excellent figures
of the pike these spots
are represented as faint,
light-colored markings;
the shape of them, is not
well defined, so that alto-

gether I tliink this is the
best portrait of the pike
that has been published,
as it certainly is the best
photograph. I have a
photograph said to be of
a pike that weighed
351bs., and was caughc
in Lake Le Bouef, Erie
county, Pa., by Charles
Phelps, but it" does not
show spotting of any
kind on the sides of the
fish, and this very fact
has caused me to think
it might be another of
the pike family, but the
photograph is too small
to determine the matter
with certainty. If one
will imagine that the
lemon- coloi'ed spots on
the side of Mr. Lapham's
pike are removed, and
picture in place of them
dark lines and streaks,
producing a reticulated
appearance, it will be
very like the pickerel:
and if the bean- shaped
.^pots are made round
and of a dark brown
color on light ground it

will answer for the mas-
calouge. To make this

Hsh into a pike -perch or
wall-eyed pike it will be
necessary in the first

place to put two dorsal
tins on it, so I shall not

undertake it, for the structure of a fish is not so easily
changed as the color.

Mr. Stockton's Tame Fishing.

Mr. R. B. Marston says in a recent letter from London:
''Mr. Stockton, who is one of our authors, called the
other day, and I bad a pleasant chat with him about fish-

ing. I told him I quite agreed with his tame fishing-

ideas as against game fishing. He says he has written to
you about it. The tendency is to get loo scientific and
mechanical and 'dodgy' in our angling."
This is Mr. Frank R. Stockton, author of ''Kudder

Grange," etc, and his idea is that with our extremely
liglit rods and very fine tackle the modern scientific ang-
ler is too long in killing his fish. He makes one of his
characters say: "There's only two animals in the world
that likes to worry smaller creatures a good while afore
they kill 'em; one is the cat, and the other is what they
call the game fisherman. That kind of a feller never
goes after no fish that don't mind being ketched. He
goes fur them kinds that loves their home in the water
and bates most to leave it, and he makes it jist as hard
fur 'em as he kin. The longer the weak'nin' business
can be spun out the more the sport. The idea is to let

the fish think there's a chance fur him to git away.
That's jist like the cat with her mouse." Mr. Stockton
thinks that fish taste better that are quickly landed with
the fight still in them, and beca.use he believes in i^hort

Cauglit byHou. Jerome Laphan
Lake George.

work with a fish once it is hooked. Let no one think
that he is not a finished angler, because he is. The best
evidence that I can produce that I agree with hie plain
fishing idea is that while I have a couple of split-bamboo
fly-rods that weigh about 4oz, each, I do not use them
once where I use an 8 or 9oz. rod a htindred times.
Catching big fish on extremely light tackle is not always
proof of sport. I once caught a pike of aSjlbs. that was
the biggest dough-head of a fish that I ever saw, A linen
sewing thread would have brought him to gaff so far as
any fight that he made was concerned. There is a happy
medium between ''derricking'" a fish with a weaver's
beam and playing a fish with a fairy wand, and that is a
rod and tackle to match that is fine enough not to scare
the fish, and strong enough to kill them quickly once
they are hooked. A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a StajU' Correspondeyni.']

Chicago, 111., Aug, 20.—It was one of those ancient
parties, Col. Heraclitus, I believe, who was the author of
the saying, "No man has ever been twice upon the same
stream." I am persuaded that Col. Heraclitus was both
philosopher and fisherman, and that he made the above
remark after having had bad luck on a stream where he
had every right to expect the fishing to be good. Verily,
all things are fleeting, and nothing is more than once
alike.

Thus reasoned my experienced friend, the Chief with
Two Stomachs, and myself as we paused last week at the
deep hole under the bridge where a few weeks ago we
caught the 14 small-mouths. The river had fallen 4ft,

and the weeds had risen 4ft, more, and our pool was
much contracted. Moreover, there were two anglers on
the bridge ahead of us, which was eminently wrong,
primaJaeie.

•'I'lrbet they've read Forest and Stream," said the
Chief, "and so got on to our hole.'' And so it proved
later.

'Say, won't you come over here and unfasten my line?"'

called one of the fishers to us as we passed by in our boat,
"Naw, unfasten nothin'," I replied: whereat the Chief

rebuked me, and gently rowed over for the required ser-

vice. Shortly Ave learned that the anglers had recognized
us, though we did not know them at first. It was Billy
Tuohy, from over at Eagle Lake, who had brought over
Doug, Bergh, of Chicago, to try for some of our small-
mouths under the bridge, as per recent issue of .FcRE.ST
AND Stream. Such are the ministries of a big sporting
paper,
"Your big bass ^vith the white spot over his eye is in

there yet,'' said Billy. "I hooked him and ought to have
landed him if I had been careful. He's a whale,"' (This
shows the veracity of my fish story in regard to this old
fellow,) Still, as Col, Heraclitus said, things change, and
so far from ca'ching very big bass, our friends had only
taken five fish, none over a pound and a half. The
school of big bass we had left in there had dispersed or
been destroj'ed. I much suspect the reel or spear of the
natives who saw us catch our big string there.
There remained for us, however, the consolation of the

fact in natural history that if bass are not in one place
they are in another, provided there are any bass. As to
this latter we can speak in the light of our discoveries in
cjuite a new water of the different waters near this same
town of Mukwonago. Indeed, as we talked to our friendg
on the bridge, we had in our boat a water pail full of big
bass which we had caught on the way to the bridge. We
had passed hurriedly over good fishing to get to what we
thought was better, only to find the latter poorer than we
could have believed,
Mukwonago Creek rises in Beulah Lake, for one leg.

Its other leg is dammed and makes Eagle Lake, Joined,
filled with cold springs and dammed again, it makes the
Mukwonago mill pond. Above this lower dam there are
no small-mouth bass, though once in a while you see one
in Lake Beulah, Below the dam at the village the stream
is shallow enough to wade, 10 to riOyds. wide, and though,
it runs through a marsh for its two and one-half miles to
the Fo.x Piver it has a hard, gravel bottom nearly the
whole way. No one had ever fished that water, so far
as we could learn, because it was very hard to get at.

The Chief and I sort of 'lowed we would try it, knowing
that we could descend the stream to the Fox River, and
thence row a mile or so up to the bridge, where we ex-

Eected to make a heavy killing in the bass family. We
auled our boat over the dam, struggled under innumer-

able wire fences, and at length found ourselves drifting
down a swift, cold, hard-bottomed stream running
through what looked like a sea of marsh and mud. The
bass were in that creek, about '7,000 of them, and for
about a mile of the swiftest water every one of them
was a small-mouth.
"See here," said the Chief, who was rowing, "that

bridge may be all right, but there's a good many fish
right here. S'pose you put up a rod and try these fellows
right here, and not go hunting for those in the bush, you
know."
Without thinking that the baes would take a bait in

such clear shallow water, I did put up a fly-rod, and
began to whip a small trog about the boat, trying to
head oft' the big waves which were running every way
just ahead of the boat. By and by and bitf ! a big fellow
went at the frog, and after a hard tussle we got a 31bs.
small-mouth in on the fiy-rod—about as much fun as
landing a hundred big-mouths on a bait rod. This set us
to thinking, and though we passed rapidly on down the
creek, and did not stop and fish carefully, I kept on whip^
ping with the little frogs, and we caught six splendid
small-mouths in this way and one big-mouth, out of
fifteen strikes. They smashed our leaders up awfully,
and tore loose in the weeds very often. The bass were
feeding, and they had that little creek fairly alive with
big boiling splurges where they were catching frogs.
Right there was where we missed our chance to catch a
big string of bass. The bass had left the dirty, weedy
river to run up in that cold creek and catch minnows
and frogs. If they had ever been fished very much they
would have been too shy to take the bait so close to the
boat as they did, I think we made a discovery in this
creek here, just as we did in hunting out the channel
through and above the big pond, where we caught the
largest big-mouths ever take'n in that section.

And yet the Chief heeded not Heraclitus, "To-mor-
row," said he, "we will go down that creek again, and
we will break the record," On the morrow T could not
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go with him. but he went alone. He came back bathed
in a long'forgotten, honest perspiration, and had in his

company—one solitary bassl

"Those bass didn't want any frogs to-day," said he:

"they just turned up their noses at 'em." 'Cause why, it

wasn't the same stream. Heraclitus had a good head, if

he was a ancient.
NeverthelesB, when Mr, W. H, ('omstock. of this city,

asked me yesterday where to go for some fly-iishiug for

bass, I sent him to this same locality unhesitatingly. I

do not know of any wading water, anywhere in the

country, where there are so many large bass. They
ought to rise to the fly, and if they do at all, Mr. Corn-
stock will get some of them, for he never uses anything
but the fly for bass, and is very succ(^8sful.

ariEAT FISHING,

I do not know any reason for it, and indeed, there is

every reaton against it, but it is a fact that fish of all

kinds are biting ravenously all over this part of the
country. Everybody is having luck. Mr, C, W, Lee. of

the Boaid of Trade, tells me that all the Board of Trade
men now dropping in from their summer trips report

good fishing. On all h9,nd8 the stories are the same. The
high water of this spring was a blessing to anglers. The
Fox Lake country is alive with fish. At Antioch we
found big-mouth bass a drug on the market,
Bass are now taking the fly very well on the Fox at

Elgin, and the fly-fishing there will be good all the rest of

this month and perhaps for a week or so in September.
The Kankafeee swarms with bass in its upper reaches.

The Mak saw-ba boys are glorying in the pport, Billy

Mussey has been living there, and weekly adds some new
and lurid light on records. He brought up 34 Inass in one
lot, the last time he came, and in three days cauerht ;24,

19, 14, Roll Organ caught 16 last Saturday, L, R. Brown
10, Frank Reynolds 12, Geo, Holden 8, and others of the
club in the same ratio. Talk about bassl I never heard
of such fishing in these parts. All fma: casting. I recom-
mend to these anglers in the narrow Kankakee that they
lay aside their bait-rods and try pitching small frogs on
fly-rods. It is a shame to use a fly-rod so, but you can
take an old and stiffish one. In this way the angler can
have some fun with his fish. I should like to hear some
of these mighty men in connection with a 41bs. bass and a
fly-rod, and the Kankakee current,

Mr, C, W. Lee starts soon for a couple of weeks at Lake
Chautauqua, N. Y,, where be anticipates divers strug-

gles with mascallonge, pickerel or maybe rock bass, if he
has luck.
Mr, Abe Pool, of this city, is back from a northern lake

whose whereabouts he is not a,nxious to reveal. In one
day he caueht 83 bass there. On the same day a market-
fisher caught 189 bass in the same lake,

Mr. Harry Wadhams is just back from Wausaukee
Club, near Wausaukee, Wis. In his stay of some days
be caught 582 trout in the adjacent streams. He caught
8? trout in one day. He brought back with him 21 trout,

of which not one weighed less than Iflbs. They ranged
from that up to 2|lbs, I knew in a minute where these

trout were caught, for there is only one place in that

region where that is possible. It was in the deep, cold

hole at the mouth of Medicine Brook, where it eo pties

into the Peshtigo River, about 10 miles above Ellis Junc-
tion. I have reported other heavy trout from the same
spot in previous years. Yet old men will tell you gravely
that there isn't a trout in the Peshtigo!

DESTRUCTION OF TOUNG BASS,

Dr. Bartlett, of the State Fish Commission, cites an un-
usual and most unfortunate state of afliairs in the hook-
and-line murder of young bass along the Mississippi

River. The worst of it, there is no remedy. Leave the
greed of the average clown alone, and it will know no
limit till the end of the fish has come. The letter men-
tioning this reads as follows, and one can imagine the
feelings of the man who wrote it, for Dr, Bartlett is sin-

cere in his love for things that swim.
"QuiNOY, lU,, Aug, 17,—Small game fish never so

lolenty as this season. Everywhere the waters are full of

them, but I fear that irreparable damage is being done to

the future of good bass fishing. Hundreds of thousands
are caught every week of young black bass, measuring
hardly 4in. in length. 1 presume Sunday last and Sun-
day preceding 100,000 voung black bass' were taken by
hook and line outPf Quincy Bay, and every day enor-
mous strings of these little fish are taken. I have just

come to my office from the depot, and on my way up I

counted thirty-two men and boys on one little point of
land jutting out in the bay, not over 40ft. across, and
there was a little black bass in the air all the time. Every
individual had a big string; as I sit now writing I look
out of my office window and count nine boys all catch-
ing these little bass as fast as they can bait hooks.
"Think of it; one man boasted of a catch of 800 Sun-

day, and not one of them fit to eat. Ninety per cent, of

all these fish are thrown away, spoiled when they come
in, or, if taken home, go to the ash heaps. These people
are doing more harm to the bass fishing of the future
than the fishermen, a long way, and yet there is no re-

dress. It is a hard sight to see the strings that go by the
office—200 to 300 on each,
"We have a goodly number of prosecutions and con-

victions reported by our wardens—over 1,100 for the sea-
son.
"Am out of all my damage suits in good shape—new

trials or continuances, I have been quite busy with the
work in hand. S. P. Bartlett."
The Chicago Fly-Casting Club continues its practice

meets, the last being that of Aur. IB, Many erstwhile
novices are becoming quite protishient, as it were,

__________________ E. HouaH,

Fishing at Fountain City, Wisconsin.

R, L, C. and myself left Minneapolis A.ug. 11 on the
Chicago, BurlinKton & Northern for a week's vacation at
Fountain City, Wis , 107 miles from Minneapolis. Foun-
tain City contains, in its normal condition, 972 inhabi-
tants—970 German, 1 Englishman and 1 Irishman, the
last two speaking the German language as she is spoken.
It will repay any one to make a trip to Fountain City,
and it's dollars to cents th^y will say they have seen no
other place like it in the United States.

The fishing on the ilississippi River is very fair, and is

imj)roving every day as the water in the river lowers. A
large variety of Hah can be taken with the minnow for
bait—black bass, striped bass, croppie, pickerel, sand-
pike, pike, skip-jack, buffalo, sheeijshead, gar, sturgeon

and catfish, Trout can be taken in the brooks from four
to six miles into the country.
The accommodations are first class; at the Scherer

Hotel, which is kept by Albert Scherer, board can be ob-
tained at $3 per day. or by the week for $7.
Aside from the fi-^hing, as notes of sjiecial interest may

be mentioned the springs, or fountains, and the blufts.

The place is rightly named Fountain City; it abounds
with clear, cool, sparkling springe, gushing out from the
side of the bluff, and almost every residence has its pri-

vate fountain. The high bluffs overhang the city to the
height of between 500 and fiOOft. Eagle Bluft', the high-
est, takes its name from Eagle Valley, in which is lo-

cated a very nice trout stream,
C, and 1 made a trip up the bluff and were well repaid

by the view we got of the Mississippi River and the neigh-
boring islands.

We have put in the week and are to come back in Oc-
tober, whpn the trees of the hills and blulfs have taken
on their autumn colors and the ducks and jacksnipes are
in the land. W. F. D.

BLUEFISHING IN OLD TIMES.

HaviNa read in the Forest anij Steeam many accounts
of fishing trips and of various incidents in connection
therewith. And being an old and enthusiastic bluefish

fisherman, I wish to add my part to reminiscenes of the
past life in New York city.' I found myself financially

able to own a fishing yacht and thus to follow my
favorite sport night and day, for pleasure and profit.

Profit consisted in an outlay of |5 for 35 cents worth of

fish sold.

My thoughts go back to my apprenticeship of five

vears. Date 1840. Shop llth street and od avenue, New
York city. Terms i||;20 per year, boss to board me. We
used to go fishing and bathing, summer evenings, at

Sandy Gibson's, corner 13th street and Avenue B.
This love of sport seems to follow man from youth to

old age. Well, Hove it yet. But alas! where are the
fishV Thirty years back, bluefish were plentiful and
were then caught by trolling, or in the absence of wind,
by throwing and hauling the squid. As a edible or sale-

able fish they were scarcely marketable. But the mode
of catching for the past thirty years has been by chum-
ming or baiting. In a conversation with that noted smack
fisherman, the late Capt. Hiram Bebee, he told me how
this mode of baiting bluefish was found out. It was
thus: After catching in the smack a fare of sea bass, por-
gies and other marketable fish, and when the smack's
crew were washing the decks, the large bluefish were
seen feeding on the scraps of bait. So Captain Bebee
would drop a line and baited hook and haul in a few for
market. Thus, I am informed, this mode of fishing was
introduced.
Let u^ go on a bluefishingr trip. Time, twenty years

back. We have a boat, say 40ft., with living accommo-
dations on board and provisions. There are four of us on
this trip. We get 500 mossbunkers for bait from pound
nets in Gravesend Bay. Then we sail outside of Coney
Island Point on the "^ebb tide as we sail off shore. We
wish to anchor inshore off the lightship, or off shore of

the wreck of Black Warrior, We grind our bait in a mill,

thus making our mossbunkers into sausage, or fine

ground fish. We do this grinding as we sail out for the
fishing ground.
And now the order is down jib and stow it away, round

up in the wind and drop anchor, down mainsail and stow
it. And now a guess as to how long before we can draw
the fish to us and get them to bite, I say fifteen minutes.
As I generally feed the bait overboard with a spoon I

could, most times, get the first fish. But to-day we have
a novice at this mode of fishing. 1 see we have a nice
tide to carry the bait so I bait my line and give him the
best place, and also try to instruct him how to act in
fishing. In about ten.minutes I see the wake of the fish

which iiave found our feed, and I tell him the fish are
around . Then I see him snatch and haul in his line as if

his own life depended on it. As I stop him he finds there
is no fish on his hook, but he tells me what a bite he had,
I tell him not to snatch his line, but if he feels the fish

working at his bait to pay out his line and the fish will

take the bait in, and when hooked will pull in earnest;

then to pull him on board. In a short time he said

he felt a fish at his bait. I told him to pay out
his line. He did so, and now he has an 81bs, blue-

fish. But what an exciting time until he gets him
into the boat. And as he admires the fish he asks how it

will be known from the other fish. I cut a notch in this

wonderful fish's tail so that it can be known. And thus
we fish, some days catching five to 300, and then, as we
read of fishermen in the wonderful Book catching
nothing, so the same with us.

I am writing of twenty years back, when fish were
plentiful. The past few years they have been scarce,

and there are too many blank days. But they now make
it a game fish by using rod and reel. But the fish of the
past would have broken fancy tackle.

We formerly caught bluefish by trolling, I often
think of and laugh over the tricks and pranks we used
to play on each other, especially on a novice at trolling.

It used to be great fun, when you had 150ft, of line out,

and thought you were pulling in a large bluefish to lift

in a couple of bricks or a bottle, or two dead fish on one
hook, And how the man knew it was not a fish on his

line.

The late C, G. Gunther (ex Mayor) was a noted one for

pranks when out with a party of friends. As he owned
a small steamboat he was often out trolling. Once as I

lay baiting fish I saw him with friends trolling for blue-
fish: and as his boat passed my own his friends and him-
self were shouting, and the water was flying, and what
they thought was a large hluefish on their line I saw was
a large iron frying-pan. But how that fish did skip and
jump; and what a time when his friend lifted it into the
boat. But I must stop this rambling, and if worthy of a
reminiscence to you, you are welcome to it; and if not,
these thoughts have brought to me pleasant memories of
the past. John Bateman.
Gbavksknd Beach, Now York.

Angling Talks. By Qeorge Dait^son. Pnee 50 ceaiA. J^'ly-

Eocls (ind Fly-TacMe. By^H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fvilung and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. If. Keene.
Price $1..5U, American Angler's Book. By Thud. Norris.
Price $5M.

FISHING RODS FROM THE HUB.
BOSTOK, Aug, 33.—The latest reports from the fly-

fishermen are rather dubious. The weather has been
extremely hot .and very few trout have been taken in the
principal Now England trout waters since August came
in. Fishing at Eangeley has been very pooi'. There is

some fly-fishing in the smaller bodies of water that are
remote in thfi woods. At Kennebago the sport has boen
only fair. Mr. Frank S. Dpxter, of Boston, left Dix-
field, Me., last week for Kennebago; Mrs, Dexter is

with him and Miss Addie Sherma as guest. This will
be the young lady's first trip to the Maine fronting
grounds, though Mr, and Mrs. Dexter have spent aome
six weeks at Kennebago every season for a number of
years.
Mr. ,J, F, Dwinell, of Dwinell, Hayward & Co,, left

Boston the other day for a fishing trijp to Moosehead,
He was accompanied by Mrs. Dwinell and one or two
lady friends. Mr. Dwinell is an expert fly-fisherman.
He writes his son that he whipped the waters of Moose-
head all one day without a single rise. Then he was
ready to give up in disgust. The party has since started
for a trip to the White Mountains.

It seems that the nnening of the narrow-gauge rail-

road from Phillips to Rangeley, Me., twenty-eight miles
through woods and mountains, has opened up some very
good trout streams and ponds. It also seems that the
fishing has been abused. People who go up and down the
road tell me that enormous strings of small trout have
been taken in that vicinitjr of late. The little train even
stops to let the sportsmen off, and at night it stops to take
them on again. They tell of catches of oOU, and even uji

to TOO ti"Out in a day, or from one train to another. A
Boston gentleman tells me of a couple of New York boys
who got on the train he was coming out on the other
afternoon. The boys got on at ReddinE;ton, a lumber
town that has sprung up on this road. They had fifty-

eight trout that weighed IriOIbs. They had never had any
previous experience in catching trout, but this time then-
trout catching was ordy limited by their bait giving out.
They had tried to dig worms with a stick, but did not
succeed very well.

As suggested in the account of their departure in the
Forest and Stream, the gentlemen of the Edwards
party, with Mr. Clarence M. Reed, were not satisfied

with fishing for bass in Nova Scotia. Mr. W. P, Ed-
wards is too much of a lover of trout fishing. They fished
for trout at Kempville, about twenty miles from Yar-
mouth, and had excellent sport. Their best catch was
about fifty pounds of trout, weighing about three-fourths
of a pound each. These were caught in about an hour
and a half.

It seems that the inhabitants about Lake Oobbossecon-
tee and' the Winthrop, Me., ponds are at last awaken-
ing to the desirability of having their beautiful sheets
of water stocked with salmon and trout. It is proposed
that if local fish and game societies can be formed, so
that the fish may be protected, that the State will furn-
ish the fry. But the worst di-awback to be encountered
is the fact that black bass are now in the most of these
waters, and that they are fast destroying the perch,
pickerel and other food fish, A gentleman, well ac-
quainted in that section, tells me that the inhabitants are
now claiming that it was a great mistake ever putting
bass into these waters. The people care nothing for the
bass: not many of them ever using them foi- food, and as
for the sport of taking them, they have little time or care
for such pastime. Such is generally the case in Maine.
People who have a taste for trout and salmon— a taste
for angling for them—do not take kindly to black bass.

At last some pickerel are being taken in the Charles
River this summer. It will be remembered that the pick-
erel fishing was good in that river last year; but those
who have given the river a fair trial this year, a number
of times, have met with no success. Local fishermen
have been at a loss to understand the situation. But now
it would seem that the lusty pickerel has concluded to come
to the hook, Mr,T, J. Houlahan made a good catch of pick-
erel near Millis the other day. He took fifty-five fish,

the largest weighing 31bs. A Mr. Ellsworth is reported
to have caught a i -pound black bass in Lake Waldron
last Saturday. This is the largest bass on record from
that lake. It is perhaps not generally known that Cheat-
nut Hill Reservoir was stocked with black bass several
years ago, aiid that some permits to fish there are being
granted. No considerable strings are reported, however.
Bass are being taken from Island Pond at West Roxbury
and Dedham this summer, the first for several vears.

Srecial.

Harvey Goddard's T]?out.

There is hardly a fisherman in Springfield, Westfield
or Hartford who does not know Harvey Goddard, of

Granby, and few who are not more or less under obliga-

tion to him for fishing privileges in his streams or trout

pond. An unusual feature of a recent heavy storm, as
related by himself, will prove interesting to perhaps
more than the fishermen of the vicinity. At 6 o'clock on
a recent evening there came up a heavy thunder storm,
and the rain fell in torrents for two hours. Mr. God-
dard's stream during this storm rose higher than it had
ever been before, overflowing the road and the stone
wall, rushed through his fields, digging deep gulleys,

and finally plunging down through the ravine with a
terrific roar. The water, however, subsided almost as
quickly as it rose, and the following morning the stream
was only at its usual height for this season of the year.

But here comes the sad and painful feature oi^ the narra-
tive to the hearts of all genuine sportsmen : On inv^esti-

gation Mr, Goddard found that thousands and thousands
of speckled trovit had been washed from the stream, and
while naost of them were lying dead in the fields, there
were many still alive in the various jwols of water that
were left in the little hollows. With assistance he placed
many of the surviving trout back in the brook, but it

will take years, sayt) Mr. Goddard, to get the stream in

the fine condition that it was in before the storm. He
has kept this stream well stocked for years, mainly for

the pleasure of his friends, of whom he has many in
Hartford, where he -has served in the Legislature as
representative of his town. No (me regrets the work of
that great storm more than Mr. Goddard, but there are
still trout in his'stream, and, compared with the average
trout Itrook, it will prove "mighty good fishin'."— 6'or-

resfjondence Siyringfleld Republiccm.
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Forest and Stream's

^1 Fishing: Postals.

"DROP US A LINE" ON A POSTAL CARD.

F.ishing News, Place to Catch Pish. Fish Caught,

Pishing Incidents.

Boston, Aug. 20.—Editor Forest'and Stream : When
you announced your special expedition for the investi-
gation of the fishing resources of Salt River I hailed the
enterprise and looked forward to a report on a stream
which I once came near visiting' and investigating on
my own account; but, behold! Your Salt River is not
my Salt Eiver, and I never before heard of yours and
you betray no knowled?-e of mine. Now who knows but
there are other Salt Rivers yet to be heard from and all
equally well worthy of attention? Will the enterprise of
Forest and Stream not make the investigation com-
plete? My Salt River is in Arizona and its valley is
asserted to be the very best fruit-producing region on
parth, and this is said by thof=!e who know southern
California and New Mexico. But what is its volume?
Are its waters inhabited by fishes and, if so, of what
kinds? Who has explored it from mouth to source? I
have a faith that my Salt River is larger and more in-
teresting, and worthy of exploration, if not larger, than
the Blue Grass Country stream. There must be readers
of Forest and Stream who know all bout the Arizona
river and who will champion it. If not let the Forest
AND Stream commissioner explore it at once.

C. H, Ames.

East Hebron, N. H., Aug. 19 —1 have been on New-
found Lake every day for one month and have only
caught pickprel and perch. Salmon trout, for which this
lake is so noted in tlie spring, seem to he rather shy at
this time of year, Mr. Fowler, of Bristol, N. H., caught
one, weight lOlbs., the early part of this month, and this
is the only one caught since last May. It seems strange
they do not take hold at this time of year. This is a
beautiful sheet of water surrounded by the Green Moun-
tains, and Mr, J. W. Sanborn, our landlord, keeps a good
house, and I can recommend this place to any one. I
first saw account of Mr. Sanborn and Newfound Lake in
the Forest and Stream. I do not regret the trip. Of
course the salmon trout fishing is a great disappointment,
but I am satisfied the spring is the time to come. I left
New York city in the height of grand bluefishing and
intend to return in time to catch these bulldogs of the
ocean before they leave. H C, W
Goshen, Mass., Aug. 19.—Yesterday I brought in three

fine pickerel from Damon's Pond, caught with the Enter-
prise luminous spoon, which were cooked by mine hostess
of the Highland House, and seemed to have the merit of
being boneless. Perhaps it was in the cooking. Least-
wise there were no bones to bother, and the flavor was
inimitable and superior to brook trout, the water being
clear and pure and the food choice and abundant. There
have been o,000 picnickers and'.fisbermen at Damon's
Pond this season. It is a lovely spot,

Chas. Hallook,

Lake View House, Vermont, Aug. 30.—The baas fish-
ing j"8t all any one could ask for, for July and August
10 to 50 bass per boat. Better than at anv time during
the past five years'. Dr. McNeil, of Npw Haven, caught

. to-day 49 after 4 P, M. One catch of 14 .iveraged Silbs.
H. L. Samson.

Perth AmUdY, N. J., Aug, 23.—The fishing in Raritan
Bay near Perth Amboy is poor. Even porgies are scarce,
as well as weakfish, and the bluefish have disappeared.

K.

MuNcy, Pa., Aug. 19.—Two large German carp were
taken in Muncy Dam a few days ago. The largest
weighed Idlbs., the other 10 or 12. M. E. J.

BUZZARD'S BAY.
On almost any pleasant afternoon in August one may

find this delightful bay, with its myriads of coves and
harbors, studded with fishing craft of almost every de-
scription. Yet the abundance of fish in these waters is to
many lovers of salt-water angling comparatively un-
known. Our fellow fishermen from the Middle Atlantic
or the Southern States, who happen to be visiting the
New England coast during a portion of the summer
months, could find no better sport than to try a day's fish-
ing on Buzzard's Bay.
As I have already intimated, many varieties of flsh

exist here. Perhaps the most exciting sport is the blue-
fishmg. There are, however, other kinds of fish nearly,
if not quite, as gamy as the bluefish; namely; the tautog
or blackfish and the rock bass, also the little "snapper"
(or young bluefish), which is so highly prized on the shores
of Long Island, and which has achieved a deserved repu-
tation for its gaminess, has recently made its appearance
in large numbers along the shores of Mattapoisett and the
neighboring villages on the coast. The most common
fish, however, throughout the bay is the scup or porgy, a
species doubtless familiar to most readers of Forest and
Stream. The flounder and squiteague, too, are rather
plentiful in the deeper parts of the bay, while those who
are eager for a more uncommon and rather more excit-
ing sort of fishing can try their luck at dogflshing. I
myself have lately landed several of these "small sharks,"
averaging somewhat over 251bs. apiece approximately.

Andrew Oliver, Jr.

A Curious Capture.
The following fish story comes from Brewerton, N. Y.,

on Oneida Lake, and is vouched for by reliable parties
who witnessed the occurrence. Edward Bell, an oars-
man who takes parties after fish, was trolling for large
lake pickerel one day this month, and succe(ided in hook-
ing a large fish. He had him near the boat when the
monster made a lunge and either out or broke the copper
wire Ime and got away,

Our friend Edward was ready to dive in after the fish,
but thought it would avail him nothing. In despair he
looked over the side of the boat, and lo and behold what
he saw—the pickerel on his back struggling in his death
agony. Bell made an effort to secure the flsh, but again
lost sight of him for fully 10 minutes. The party scanned
the water closely and were at length rewarded by seeing
the flsh come to the surface again, when he was with
difficulty gotten into the boat with the aid of a pole and
two hooks. The fish choked to death with the spoon
hook. When the party returned they weighed bim and
found he tipped the scales at Yilbs. S. B. M.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 13 to 16.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, at Toronto, Canada. C. A.
Stone, Sfic'v.
Sept. 19 to 23. -Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel

Club, at KinestoTi. Canada H. O. Bate?, Sec'y.
Sept. 20 to 23.—Western Aliohigan Kennel Club, at Grand Rapids

Mioh. H. Dale Adams, Galesburg. Mich., Superintendent.
Sept. 26 to 30.—Root ester Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y, Dr.

O. S Bamber, Sec'y.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa, Can. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 35 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb, E. L.

Mnrston. Sec' v.

Nov. 23 to 25,—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South
Eighth street.

1893.

Jan. 5.—Gloversville, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.
Feb. 31 to 22.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Supt.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to lO.-Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 31.—Manitoba Field Trials, at Morris, Man. A. HoUoway,

Winnipeg, Man., Sec'y.
Sept. 5.—Northwestern Field Trials Club, at Morris. Man. Thos.

JohnsoTi, Winnipeg, Man.. Sec'v.
Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club,

at Nanupt, N. Y, Bench show of the club Oct. 24. H. Y. Jamie-
son, Seo'y.
ISov. 7.—International Field Trials Club, third annual trials, at

Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov 8
W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
N"v. 7.—United States Field Trials, at Elizabethtown, Ky. P

T. Madisor, Indianapolis. Ind.. Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England Field Trials, at Assonet, Mass, E

Knight Sperry, New Haven, Conn., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the'Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Baird. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W, J. Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.W. A. Coster, Serj'v.

Nov. 28.-Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.
F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.

'

Dec, .5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode 11
Seo'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr G

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacitic Coast Field Trials, at BakeravllIe, C»]. J M.
Ki'garif, Sec'y.
Feb S.-Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.Brumby. Sec'y.

REMEMBER, entries close for Toronto Sept. 1.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, Aug. 20.—In a letter dated Aug. 17, Mr. W T

Hunter, of Wheatland, N. D., writes me that birds are very
plentiful at Morris, Man., where the trials of the North-
western Field Trials Ciub and Manitoba Field Trials Club
will Ije run. The trials of the latter commence on Aug 31
those of the former on Sept. 5. Mr. Hunter also mentions
that there is a favorable outlook for a successful trial.
The best route from St. Paul, Minn., is by the way of the

Great Northern Railway to Gretna, thence by the way of
the Canadian Pacific to Morris, which is but a short distance
from the boundary of North Dakota, in a section where
prairie chickens are said to be in great numbers.

Tne Exposition Dog Show.
The entry blanks for the dog show of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition have full information of all requirements
printed on them so that any one who contemplates exhibit-
ing need only send for entry blanks to obtain all needed
information. The entry fee, $1.50, is small, too small in
fact, to give reasonable assurance of sufficient money to
defray the expenses of benching, feeding and expenses of
caretaking. If a dog offered for entry is not exhibited the
entry fee will he retiirued. This is a very unwise provision
inasmuch as the management will incur the expense of
arranging for the showing of many dogs which will be
entered, but which will not be shown. The management
will thus incur a direct expense for such dogs, with no
compensation whatever in return. It is only just that an
exhibitor should forfeit his entry fee if he does not show
his dog. It is possible that, with such a small entry fee re-
quired and not forfeited by non-appearance, a large number
of dogs will be entered without any intention of beino-
shown, the mere advertising being an inducement when i't

can be gotten gratuitously.

Coursing and Field Trials.

The famous coursing judge, Mr. John Grace, of San Fran-
cisco, in a pleasant and interesting letter to this office men-
tions, among other things, that coursing holds its popu'larit v
undiminished in California, and also that some of the
coursing there this season was very fine. Referring to
the delightful climate, he says that dogs can be run without
injury almost every day in the year, the weather conditions
and temperature are so favorable. With all the attractions
of the noble sport, he says that the love of fine horses and
horse racing is so widespread that it obstructs the growth
of coursing. However, a steady, natural growth is undoubt-
edly more permanent and better for the beet interests of the
hreed than a boom for a season, violent for the time being
and ending in failure or neglect.
The constant gain made in coursing interests, from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, indicates the intrinsic merits of the
sport and its power to interest the people, auguring most
favorably for its continued prosperity and permanency.

It is gratifying to know that the growth is not confined to
the greyhound interests, but is.general in all branches of field
sports in which dogs are factors.
There are ten field trials arranged for setters and pointers,

and one for beagles to be ran in the coming fall and winter
this year, nearly all of which are liberally supported.

If these events multiply and the doggy interest grows as
steadily as the signs of the times Indicate, they will have
beeome so large and important, five years hence, that the
doggy fancier of that time will look back upon the present;
&H very crude and hardly out of the stage of infancy. The
kennel writers of that period vrill be individually faultless, if
faults there be, it will always he the other fellow who has
them. But it is %o be hoped that vindictiveuess will not

then pass current for candor, envy pass for enthusiasm; im-
pertinence for wit; avarice for zeal, and the improvement
of the dog a cloak for ill nature.

Major J. M. Taylor made a hasty visit to Chicago yester-
day and to-day. He is hard at work putting the finishing
toitches on his forthcoming Tpvork, "Bench Show and Field
Trial Records and Standards of Dogs of America." He
expects that the first edition will be in print by the middle
of next month.

I have received from the West End Kennels, of San An-
tonio, a catalogue of the dogs of their kennel. Manitoba
Frisk heads the list in the setters, and Trinket's Chipf, Jr.,
holds the first place in pointers. B. WAtbes.

PSOVOIS.
THEOuaH the kindness of Mr. Wade we are enabled to

pubhsh several translations from a late issue of the Russian
periodical, Journal of tlie Hunt, and if further proof was
needed that the Russians speak of these Borzois as Psovoi.?,
the following free translations amply show that the latter
IS the correct name. The following letter is of interest, and
Mr. Kapegeff's visit next year is sure to create a sensation,
but we fear that he will be disappointed if he expects to
present any wolf coursing. We have thought best not to in-
terfere with the translator's phraseology in any way, as
there are many words which, if we altered them, might
spoil the meaning the writer wishes to convey.

SALE ASTD PUECHASE OF DOGS.
"We hear that during the late show in Tambor, Mr. Bolda-

reff bought from S. S. Kapejeff these Psovie-Borzie. From
the same breeder were bought, by Baron Shteingel, during
show in Kieff, nine dogs. Duchess of Newcastle's Psovoi
male dog Golnbz was bought in England from Mr, Knorr
being from Mr. Bal jtzoffi. W. N. Tschebischeff bought from
Mr. Ozepoff the male Psovoi Lebedj, son of Sudarok, of Mr
W. P. Chleboff's breed, and Aspid, of Baljtzoff's. On the
last auction, being held after the coursing of Kolomjaschki
and m the Riding Academy of the NikolajefE Palace, the
dogs did not sell very fast, even when the prices were very
low—from 3 to 200 roubles. Even the 3-roubIe dog Avas not
worth the money, as the breed was something abnormal—
the father an English greyhound, the mother the first best
cross hreed of a Psovoi with a Crimean dog.
Many of those dogs were bought by Mr. Scheremetieflf,

among them not a had male dog, Bavladaja, for 300 roubles
Mr. Rousseau also bought several dogs, but cheap ones, as
one for 7 roubles and another for 6. All these dogs will cer-
tainly go to America, which country Mr. Rousseau i/imn -

datC8 'With ivoriMess (refnse) hunting dogs.

LETTER TO THE EECACTION.
Most Honored. Editor:
Having read just now in your esteemed journal of the piti-

ful fate of oitr Psovie, which met them in America on their
trials, I cannot pass it in silence, as it hurts my hunter's
heart too much. The Americans cannot judge our dogs as
our blooded and in particular wicked dogs do not reach
thein often, because those people whom they vharne withme purchase of our doqs^ iriu not pay the money which
they are worth avco rd -/w ai Hies. Mr. RnusKemi
amd others buy in (I /i, , jr, roubles and even for
(>' rouMes, trunHport whole hcrth of ilw.m, and certainl/u
make a pile of money. For a good wicked dog, in particu-
lar now, when there are very few blooded and sportive doga
left, we ourselves pay up to a thousand roubles. Not long
ago I was offered by one of those Americans 300 roubles for
bitches in whelp. Naturally I also could get dogs for
such a price, but I don't wish to compromise my breed par-
ticularly in selling, by deceiving people, but a blooded bitch
cannot be sold for less than 3,000 roubles apiece. It is to be
supposed that not one honest hunter will sell for less. I am
going to the fair in Chicago and shall bring with me a full
Russian hunt, six leash of Bori^ie and ten of hounds and
also shall take with me wolves, and shall try to show how
our Russian dogs take them. If the Americans don't trust
our wolves they may pub their own in. Even if it is not ac-
cording to our rules that the dogs should kill the wolf, still
if the Americms like, I shall show it to them. Three dogs
easily kill a young wolf; even should he tear himself away
several times, he will be left on the spot. Now when in
Germany and America there are formed societies of lovers
of the Russian Psovoi ; many solid huuters by us sacriflce
large sums of money for the formation of such societies "

S. S. Kapejeff,

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
ToKONTO, Cau.—Mr. "Andy" Laidlaw is down to judge

spaniels at Kingston.

You or I made a "break" in the dates of meetings in last
week's "Flaps." The Eox-Terrier Club meeting is called
for Monday and not Tuesday, as therein announced.

The Toronto Humane Society also use those little water
troughs, and they can now be seen all over the city. They
are given without charge to any person who agrees to place
them outside the house or store door and keep them filled
with fresh, clean water. They are neat in appearance, bein^-
made of iron, standing on short legs and painted. The
name of the society appears in raised letters.

Mr. W. A. Haskell, formerly of Kingston, is now in Bos-
ton, where he has gone into business.

Several applications for entry at the World's Fair have
already heen received at the office of the Ontario Commis-
sion. Among others are 10 St, Bernards from S. P Glass
London; 8 spaniels from J. F. Kirk; 4 greyhounds from c'E Ireson; 4 spaniels, P. J. Keating; 4 fox terriers from h'
O, Bennett, all of Toronto. The Woodland Kennels, Wood-
stock, have sent in no less than 18 applications; Mr. Curtis
Simcoe, 8 spaniels. Mr. John Campbell, Guelph, hopes to
send a kennel of Newfoundlands. Several spifiller entries
have also heen received. H. B. DosovAN.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the bench show committee was held on the

3d inst. Mr. W. B. Palmer, of Woodstock, Ont., who gave
so much satisfaction last year, will again judge the spaniel?.
The other judges will be announced later on. The Dominion
and Canadian Express Companies will carry dogs at regular
rates to the show and return them free. The Canadian
Pacific and Grand Trunk Railways will carry dogs at
regular excess baggage rates and return them free, but ex-
hibitors must be furnished with certificates (which will be
mailed to every exhibitor with entry tickets) to be filled up
at starting point by the agent. The top row of benches,
which were so objectionable last year, have been removed
which leaves only 230, and when that number has been re-
ceived the entries will be closed. It is therefore to be hoped
that intending exhibitors will take the hint and make
their enti'iea early, as a number had to be refused last
year. Tne committee are now busy collecting specials,
which will be announced later through the papers.

Ai^FEEO aepDES, Sec'y and Supt.
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SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR (OWf* CRITICS?
Ecliior Forest and Stream:
Replying to your inquiry, I think it very well for judges

to V7rite reports of the classes they judge, provided they give
in the report an intelligent description of all the dogs in
their classes. If this is done readers can gather some idea
of liow the different points, good or bad, appear to the
judge. I do not think this should be the only report pub-
lished; judges are bound to make some mistakes, and if the
representatives of the sporting press do not criticise, the
public would only have the judges' A'iews, which are practi-
cally published in the awards. In order to write a full

report the judge would have an endless task, and this is

probably the reason their reports, as a rule, are so short. If

defeated, any one can, by properly addressing the judge,
obtain his reasons. If a winner, best let well enough alone.

Charles Heath.
Newark, N, J., Aug. 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Have not much faith in the criticisms of judges in general

when malting renorts on the dead carcasses that are left

behind at every sliow. But many that are half slain have
bad new life put into them hy some charitable work of the
critic of some paper, and it has given the owner courage to

try again under some judge who can bring out his good
points.
Some judges, in buil-terriers for instance, can get no

further than the head, and a little cheekiness, that all pos-
sess, will outweigh the grandest body, legs and feet and tail.

I have suffered a long time, waiting iiatieutly for a judge
that knew what he was doing, before I got recognition,
having been slaughtered almost past recall had it not been
for the Forest asb SteeAm's enterprise in putting a man
to judge the judges. That was the best stroke ever done by
Forest and Stream, to my mind.

I would have a report by judge and by jury, and Mr. Lacy
should be fearless and be the jary. His reports are always
interesting and have every appearance of truth.

Charles N. Symonds.

NORTHWESTERN FIELD TRIALS ALL-AGE
ENTRIES.

The eiitlies for this stake closed Aug. 1, with six pointers
and sixteen setters.

POINTERS.

Colon (J. C. Philips), liver and white dog (Ponto—
Dainty).
Alberta Joe (John Sharpies), liver and white dog (Upton

—Blythe).
Alberta Ruby (John Sharpies), liver and white bitch,

(Upton—Blythe).
David C. (Jos. Crugona), liver and white dog (Duke of

Hessen—Princess M.).
Manitoba Shot (Thos. Stone), liver and white dog (Colon

—Psyche).
IGHTFIELD BEAUTY (Thos- A. Montgomery), liver and

white bitch (Ightfield Dick—Polly P.).

ENGLISH SETTERS.

HALLELUJAH (Elms Kennels), blue belton bitch ((jatb's

Mark—Esther).
Minnesota (Elms Kennels), blue belton bitch (Monk of

Furness—Lady Faydette).
St. Paul (Li. T. Menkey), black and white dog (Monk of

Furness—Madge D.).

Doc QuiNN (Chas. Travis), black, white and tan dog
(Monk of Furness—Merry Girl).

Dan Noble (Ad. J. Kloflanda), black, white and tan dog
(Gladstone's Boy—Flame).
MANITOBA Patti (Thos. Johnson), blue belton bitch.

Manitoba Pet (Thos. .Johnson), blue belton bitch.

Ightfield BhuelAs(W. J. Beck), blue Belton dog (Down
—Sconaidh).
HULMAN (W. D. Hardins), orange and white dog (Gath's

Mark—Esther).
Sport iJ. H. Puller), liver and white dog (Don—Dolly).
Lucky Dkuid (H. P. Kennetts), lemon and white dog

(Ruber's Druid—Hoosier Belle).

Atlanta (L. W. Smith), black, white and tan bitch (Jean
Val .Jean—Shienavan).
Click Noble (C. M. Griggs), black, white and tan dog

(Dan Moore ).

Rupert (Avent & Thayer Kennels), black, white^ and tan
dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Bettie S. (Avent & Thayer Kennels), black, white andtan

bitch (Rodengo—Ollie S.).

IzA (Avent & Thayer Kennels), black, white and tan
bitch (Roderigo—Ollie S.).

IS SCORING DOGS POSSIBLE AND FEASIBLE?
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am not sure that any regular contributions to the kennel
press are more valuable than those of Mr. B. Waters. The
topics treated are timely, the style clear, his judgment
sound, and above all, the spirit of his writings is calculated
to inspire confidence by leading all to see that he is dealing
with facts and arguments and not persons. I do not remem-
ber to have noticed any of that fiery rhetoric which is but
too common in our press. He does not seem to regard
everything as already settled—settled long ago beyond all

improvement, but he invites stiggestions and is ready to ad-
mit that there may be two sides to most questions, even if

in his opinion one may be ranch better thau the other. To
me, accustomed to be on the constant lookout for changes
in scientifie thought-indeed in all things—this attitude so
common in the doggy world, of all being flsed and no room
for modification, seems one of the greatest barriers to pro-
gress; tor I hold that ftU subjects should be considered as

open to investigation and if so to possilile change. The man
who advances a new idea should be encouraged, not "sat
upon," as is so commonly the case. Any good cause does
not need to be bolstered up by rhetoric of any kind, and to
knock a man on the head does not clear his mental vision.
I have dwelt upon this subject a little because until we

become more hospitable to new ideas 1 do not see how we
are to advance much.
Notwithstanding an occasional exception in this resp ct.

Forest and Stream! is progressing, and Mr. Waters's writ-
ings will greatly help in this direction. In your last num-
ber this writer raises the question of scoring dog,s. This is

one that people now seem to think may be discxissed in a
few lines; but I venture to think that a little candid discus-
sion of the subject may do good. 1 therefore ask Mr.
Waters to explain to its how it is that for years poultry have
been .scored with the greate.st rapidity. If one animal can
be scored why not another? If dogs cannot be correctly
scored, why not;' The question of feasibility should be
kept separated. If Mr. Waters is not an expert as regards
fowls I refer him to the "American Standard of Excellence,"
published by the American Poultry Association, for all the
standards in compact form. I am taking no side on the
question at present, but would simply like" to hear better
reasons against scoring than I have yet known offered, and
altogether apart from any past attempts that have been
made to score dogs, my suggestion may at least serve the
purpose of leading many to think upon an important sub-
j ect, and it is hoped with open minds.

Wesley Mills, M.D.
Montreal, Aug. 20.

THAT BEAGLE CHALLENGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Circumstances may alter cases, but "happenstances" do

not occur in the Horiieil-Harmony or in any well regulated
kennel. If we breed a 12,V.2in. dog to a bitch under ilin. we
expect three-fourths of the litter to be txnder ISin. The laws

DOG CHAT.

Editor Forest and St/rea m:
In answer to the question whether judges should write a

report on their own judging, if you are taking a vote on the
subject please record me in the affirmative. It seems to me
it is a desirable result, but it should by no means take the
place of the ordinary and instructive criticisms as usually
published in the sporting papers. Clarence Rathbone.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 33.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Replying to your question, Should judges write their own

criticisms? I should say no; though it would no doubt be
interesting to know, from the judge himself, the reason for
some of the decisions made.

I think the judge's report would be simply a repetition of
the prize list. What we want is a criticism of the judge's
decisions by competent men well acquainted with the breeds
they criticise. The critic should at least be as competent as
the judge. Henry Jarkett.
Chestnut Hill, Pa., Aug. 32.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Yes; a jrxdge should write his own report if he is paid

double rates for doing it; this writing a report for love or
just because you are asked to do so is nonsense, but it is not
as bad as judging aud then trying to explain why you did
thusly. Let the reporters and the public b<^ the critics, not
thejiidges. "Uncle Dick."
Hohnells\t:lle, N. Y., Aug. 21.

"What's the matter with us?"

MASXKH "AVINNIE" TAYLOB AND BREEZE GLADSTONE.

of breeding are as well-defined as the law of gravity—like
begets like. The worst thing a breeder has to contend with
is atavism, but if a breeder knows his stock for three gener-
ations and cannot mate to get eighty per cent, of what he
wants, then he had better give up breeding. If he goes very
slow he might in time learn how to peddle fish.

Who told Mr. Kreuder that a beaele under 12in. was a
"happenstance" and what difference does it make as long as
they can run for eighteen hours as three of ours under 12in.

did last week? Any time they can get out they will run all

night and the next 'day until the dew is oil'. What good is

a beagle if he has not field qualities? They are just like the
world beating cockers that would not knoAV a woodcock or
a rulled grouse if they met it in the street.

According to the co'de the challenged party has choice of
weapons and place of meeting; we will meet Mr. Kreuder
at Toronto, and show five or ten against his, but for good
and sufficient reasons our dogs will not be at Nanuet this
year. Speaking of Nanuet I do not think that any judge
would place any dogs ahead of Mr. Kreuder's after partak-
ing of Nanuet hospitality, and a record at Toronto is just as
good as at Nanuet.

I don't see any "gumption" in buying a pup at a long
price and waiting for it to develop into a crack ; the gump-
tion would be in buying at a low price, for the breeder knew
that he had a good one and put his price on it, and the
breeder gets the glory, not the buyer.

Hornell-Harmony Kennels, per "Uncle Dick."
HOUNELLSVILLB, N. Y., Aug. 31.

FOX-TERRIER IMPORTATION.
The Queen City Kennels, Elmira, N. Y., have secured from

the well-known fox-terrier kennels of Mr- Robert R. Raby,
Blackrock, Ireland, the prize-winning bitch, "Blackrock
Belle." She is by "Vesuvian," the most .successful sire of
the period, and the only dog living who has sired two win-
ners of the fifty guineas challenge cup, out of "Richmond
Rescue," winner of ever thirty prizes at leading shows, in-
cluding the twenty-five guinea challenge cup presented by
the Fox-TeiTier Club for the best fox-terrier in the show, as
well as the club's silver medal for the best animal of the
opposite sex to the winner of the challenge cup. She has
given a good account of herself as a brood bitch , having
produced .several winners, among them "Raby Pilgrim,"
owned by the well-known fancier and judge, Mr. (Jeorge
Raper, and "Blackrock Dick."
Belle was served by the well-kuowQ Champion Dominie,

already sire of "Doha," "Dominica," "Dion," "Desperate,"
"Dice Box," and many other winner.?. She left Blackrock,
July 37, via Liverpool, and arrived in Elmira, August 11, in
first-class condition, and whelxjed four pujis August 13,
which are doing nicely.

IVIr. Mortimer in England.
Mr. Mortimer called on us on Monday and he is looking

very fit after his trip abroad. CJuite a long talk ensued,
naturally, upon his experiences in "dogly" England. He
says he had a royal time and every one was kind. He
thinks they are Tjehind us a good deal in the way they
manage their shows; in fact, as he says, the shows are run
off so quickly there is hardly time for things to settle into
shipshape. There is little sentiment in the English shows
as a rule. The dogs are taken in the ring and the judges
put their awards down in their books, and that is the end
of it—no ribbons, no cards to fiutter tantalizingly in the
face of the defeated ones. How different here, what a dis-
appointment to every one when the ribbons are not forth-
coming. The awarding of them con.stitutes half the charm
of showing to most people—any way one looks at it.

Exhibitors in England have to rush ofH to the award board
at one end of the show building to know how their dogs
stand. Mr. Mortimer says he saw a couple of cockers that
can beat anything we have here, but the general run of this
breed is inferior. He also spoke very highly of a field
spaniel that was shown. Glenbeigh, the pointer he brought
over for Mr. Huber, has shown so much field ability tliat
Angus Cameron, the Hempstead Kennels' trainer, almcst
grew enthusiastic over him, and we all know it takes a
good deal to move our Salopian friend. Sandford Druid is
said to be a great dog, and no wonder Geo. Jarvis felt
anxious. Provided with the requisite papers and passing
the customs, Mr. Mortimer had his dogs on the wagon and
on the way home half an hour after landing on Sunday.
He says that it is no wonder dogs come over here in bad
shape, as the captains will not allow exercising on the
decks, oft the chain, and one knows how this affects some
dogs and doubtless the seeds of disease are laid hy their

.
very cleanliness. To obviate this Mr. Mortimer had to get
around very early before the captain got up in order to let
his dogs run loose. This reminds us that all these circuui-
stances should be taken into consideration when condemn-
ing a shipper of dogs if after a six or eight days' journey
they should arrive in bad shape. Mr. Mortimer has not
moved to Hemp.stead yet, but will do so next month. The
collies he brought over are very good, but we will have
more to say about them in a future issue. His dachshund
Tack he left with Mr. Raper and will be shown from time
to time in England. As may be supposed, our friend has
not a very exalted idea of the general run of show reports
in English papers. The time the reporters have to do them
in precludes all chance of anything but the "skimmiest"
work, and how could it be otherwise with twenty shows to
report in a week. As a guide to the American buyer they
are practically useless. We .say this with no disrespect to
the journals in question, for to have the right men do the
work as it should be done is a physical impossibility.

Seminole Kennels.

Dr. L.C. Sauveur, proprietor of these kennels, called upon
us the other day on his way to Spring Lake, where he is
rusticating for a time. He was accompanied by champion
Roslyn Wilkes, who looked in good shape for this time of
year. The Seminole dogs will be right in the fight this fall,
and chief factotum Connors will have his hands full. The
Doctor tells us that he has some beautiful collies coming
on, and one he bought from Mr. Jarrett is a "cracker;" she
is a sister to Chrisolyte, that was shown during the .spring.
She has a peculiar coloi-, body black, head sable, and a
white frill. She must look very handsome. Laura B. is in
whelp to champion Tim, and this should mean something
good. The Doctor talks enthusiastically of a red setter
called Claremont Heather, by Claremont Patsey out of
Nino, and this will be seen out at the shows. Metchley
Surprise should throw something good by Roslyn Wilkes,
as she is in whelp to him. Then there is another good red
dog. Sir Elcho, by Elcho, Jr., out of Deele, both of which
were by Elcho out of Noreen. One peculiar thing the
Doctor told us of. He has m.ade a dead set again.st cod
liver oil, for it has caused the death of two or three good
dogs. When giving the dog the oil there is always more or
less resistance and the dog is apt to get the oil into the
windpipe, and from there into the lungs, where the oil
causes congestion of those organs. We suggested cod liver
oil cakes, which always go to the right spot, and are really
very beneficial to a bad doer. We may have to report an
important sale in collie circles; at present we are told to
keep quiet,

Kingfston Show.
Mr. W. Tallman will judge most of the classes at Kings-

ton show. The secretary tells us that the prospects of a
good show are very bright. The premium list is about the
same as last year with the addition of several enticing
kennel prizes and money specials. Kiogston is one of the
prettiest towns in Canada and exhibitors will find profit and
pleasure in meeting the genial superintendent, C. H. Corbett
and his fellow-members.
Mr. H. C. Bates, the secretary of the Kingston show,

writes: "Everything points to a most successful show at
King.ston, Out., this year, the largR number of inquiries for
premium lists from prominent breeders show our efforts
during the past two years to have not been forgotten. Mr.
Ben Lewis stated last year that he never saw a finer build-
ing for a dog show than our big skating rink, being so airy
and well ventilated, and the large grass field of .50 acres
surrounding the rink used as exercising ground was a grand
thing for the dogs. Collie breeders will be pleased to know
that a ^10 cash special will be given for the largest and
best exhibit of their favorites; $20 will be given for the
largest and second largest number of entries; *5 for the
best kennel of four Dandle Dinmonts; |5 for best kennel of
4 setters, and 85 for best kennel of 4 dachshunds. Specials
are also given for cockers, pointers, fox terriers, etc., etc., in
fact, all breeds are remembered. Our entries close Sept. 13,
Kingston, Ont." Mr. Andrew Laidlaw is down for spaniels.

News from Thomasville, N. C.

Mr. J. B. Stoddard, whom all field men know well, teJIs
us that the Mock House at Thomasville, N. C., which was
burned last March, has been rebuilt on a much improved
plan. The main building is 101 by 36 feet, with an L 54x20
feet. The house contains forty-three rooms. There are
sleeping rooms, single and en suite on both first and second
floors, and the whole is cooled by 5(s9 feet of porches and
verandas. The furniture is new and handsome and was
made by the High Point Furniture Company. This house
has always been headquarters for the shooting fraternity
and they will undoubtedly appreciate Mrs. Mclntyre's ef-
forts to provide for them a comfortable stopping place.

Mr. Laidlaw Seltingr Out.

Mr. Andrew Laidlaw, of Woodstock, Out., proprietor of
the Woodstock Soaniel Kennels, has disposed of his busi-
ness interests in Woodstock, and on Sept. 1 removes to Gait,
Out., where he has purchased a newspaper business. He
writes that as his time will be fully occupied he has decided
to dispose of liia entire kennel of cockers, including the well
known Red Roland and numerous otlier very good ones.
His advertisement appears in our Inisiness columns. We
fancy, all the same, that however big Mr. Laidlaw's busi-
ness may grow, it will never jn'event hia having a good
cocker or two around.
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Toronto Dog Show=
Mr. Stone writes: At the coming Toronto show the fol-

lowing additional specials are offered: SIO cash for best
kennel of four Dandie Dinmonts, and a friend of the breed
offers $35 for best kenoel of fonr, and $25 each for best dog
and bitch. O. P. Kinnie offers !||;10 for beat pug dog or bitch
sired by Eberbart's (!ashier. For the benefit of intending
exhibitors from the United States, 1 beg to state that I have
received from the Customs Department, Canada, the follow-
ing circular: ''Dogs for exhibition purposes will be allowed
entry in bond, the building in which the exhibition is held
to be considered as a bonded warehouse for the purpose."
Tbe dogs may be entered under bonds and if returned to the
United States at the close of the exhibition, the bonds to be
cancelled. The Industrial Exhibition Association furnish
bonds to the extent of .*,'^5.0U0 to cover all exhibits from the
United States, consecjuently exhibitors exhibiting in Canada
have a great advantage over Canadians who exhibit in tbe
United States, as in the majority of cases they have to put
up at the line the hard cash for the duty to have it returned
to them upon their return from the show.

Western Michigan Dog Show.
The Western Michitran Kennel Club's dog show at Grand

Rapids, Mich,, Sept. 20 to 23, will be well patronized from
all over the country, accordiog to letters received from in-

tending exhibitors. The show will be held in connection
with the Grand Rapids fair in a new building erected spe-
cially for the purpose, and as no additional admittance is

charged to kennel building it will probably have as large
attendance as some of our largest shows, and this alone has
proved a great inducement to exhibitors to show their stock.

A good premium list has been provided with a fiuelist of
specials, including those of the National Greyhound Club,
National Beagle Club, Collie Club of America, and those of

Mr. A. H. Heppner, secretary of tbe Great Dane Club. A
.special feature will be the care of dogs not accompanied by
owners. All express companies will have ofKces on grounds
and passenger trains arrive and depart from fair grounds
depot. Roger D. Williams, Frank Wheeler and John David-
son are the judges. H. Dale Adams is the superintendent.

Death of Charnpion British Monarch
Probably there has been no bulldog with a more world-

wide reputation than Mr. Woodiwiss's champion British
Monarch. The dog was found on the morning of Aug. 5

dead in his kennel with his head resting on his paws in
a most natural position. Heart disease was the cause of
his taking off. Stocli-Keeper this week gives a very interest-

ing account of the dog, but space forbids our more than giv-
ing it a cursory notice this week. British Monarch was by
Monarch out of Venice, and would have been eight years
old next October. Mr. Mortimer saw the dog when he won
his last first prize at Cii-encester show and he remarked then
to Mr. Woodiwiss that the dog did not look long for this
world and should not have been shown, as he could scarcely
stand up, and was in luck to beat His Lordship.

Club Reports.

That we struck <"he keynote in our paragraph published a
short time since about club secretaries and their duties is

proved by the following from the Boston Herald: "The
FoKEST AKD Steeam has the following in its last issue, and
as it exactly voices the sentiments of numberless dog fan-

ciers in this city, it is here reproduced. Anything more
shortsighted and absurd than the methods of some of the
Massachusetts clubs in respect to the semi-secrecy of their

meetings could not well be imagined. The more publicity

such meetings get, the better for the clubs holding them.''

Amateur Photographs.

The editor of this department, having represented to his
associates the injustice of excluding the dog from the
charmed precincts of the Amateur Photography Competi-
tion, has of course carried his point. Photographs in which
dogs' figure are to be eligible; and to show what the compe-
tition will gain from this we print to-day a specimen of the
work of Mr. F. G. Taylor. There is another picture, by Mr.
Brelsford, all ready, and to follow before long. Read the
conditions of tbe competition in the announcement which
has been crowded over into the advertising pages.

Death of- Champion Kash.

We regret to record the death of another good pug. In
the death of champion Kash last week Mr. A. E. Pitts sus-

tains a great loss and the pug fancy loses one of its best
exemplars. Champion Kash was a son of that good png
Bradford Ruby and out of Lady Cloudy, and bred by Mr.
W D. Peck. 'He has seldom, if ever, met defeat in the ring,

and as a pet dog, Mj-. Pitts tells us, he was a general favor-

ite. The cause of death was intlammatiou of the bowels,
caused probably by the extreme heart.

J. Otis Fellows.

We do not think there is any more thorough fancier or
sportsman living than the man who is known among his
friends as "LTncle Dick." A letter from him always brings
a smile on the cloudiest day. Here is a bit of one: "Don't
I buy and read the paper, and don't I kick if any one needs
kicking? Yes, I am in it, and by gosh! I won the Hornells-
ville Gun Club's sold badge last week, so you see I am not
dead yet." Mr. Fellows' one lifle arm must be a handy
weapon.

j

Trotting Dog Doc.

There are not very many dogs who can be considered a
source of revenue. But the Irish setter Doc fairly "trots"
the money into his master's pocket. Up to the present time
this ronderful dog is said to have earned for his master
$17,000. His skeleton, properly articulated, should speak
for itself and be an interesting object lesson to our "lay an-
atomists" and settle the question as to whether a dog's pro-
pelling power is fore or aft, etc., etc.

Mr. Titus Changes Quarters.

Mr. W. W. Titus, the well known field trial man, is going
to locate in Mississippi, taking the entire kennel of dogs
formerly owned by the Coal Grove Kennel Co., except cham-
pion Bohemian Girl. He will locate probably at Montpelier,
Miss , and go to training for the public when he gets the
kennels, etc., arranged, which he will do by the time the
season opens, Oct. 15,

Bohemian Girl Changes Hands.

Mr. O'Coonell seems bent on severing his connection with
celebrated field dogs, for he has now sold champion Bohe-
mian Girl to Mr. J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., so this
grand bitch goes back again to her old home.

Gertie—Paija, will our new mamma go mad after awhile?
Father—What a question! Why do you ask such a thing?
Gertie—Well, I heard her tell the cook yesterday that she
got badly bitten when she married jon.—Kate Field's
WasM7igton.

Several interesting litters have arrived at the kennels of
Mr. N. Wallace, the well-known field trial judge. His
Cotmtess W. whelx'ed three dogs to Rod's Whim last month,
but the litters that please must are one by Paul Bo, the
noted field trial winner, out of Bell Noble, and another by
Antonio out of Pearl ^oble, There is a saying about "keep-

ing quiet and sa.wiug wood." Mr. Wallace carries out this
precept quite a good deal.

Mr. A. D. Stewart tells us that he has given notice of mo-
tion officially to the secretary of the C. K. C, that at the an-
nual meeting of that body in Toronto next month he will
move for the reinstatement of F. H. F. Mercer, of Ottawa,
and the removal of the penalty of disqualification now rest-
ing on him.

Mr. F. L. Cheney lost a letter from a gentleman in Provi-
dence in answer to his advertisement of a pointer in FoEEST
AND Stream, and he has forgotten the man's name; hewould
like him to write again.

Stout Party—"I like the dog and feel rather inclined to
have him, if he's anything like ray figure." "Well, an' if he
isn't, sir, you've only got to feed 'im a bit, an' that'll come
all right."—i^i</i?i|/ Folks.

Advices from Canada are to tbe effect that the competi-
tion in the fox-terrier classes at Toronto will be very keen,
and Mr. Wheeler will have his work cut out to please every
one. Mr. A. D. Stewart has put all his dogs in the hands of
young Spraeklin to condition for the shows. Suffolk Coro-
net, the sire of the Forest and Stream office dog, is doing
good work for the breed in Canada, his services being in
constant demand.

The fox-terriers consigned to Mr. Hull, mention of which
we made recently, were, it seems, the xjurchases Mr. Morti-
mer made for Mr Winthrop Rutherford. Refuge is in
whelp to Charlton Verdict, the latter by Venio out of Sen-
tence, litter sister to Stipendiary, sire of D'Orsay, etc.

were purchased as brood bitches and their excellent breed-
ing should strengthen even the Rutherford kennels. Mr.
Winthrop Rutherford has not been well lately, and will
leave for Europe this week for a change of air.

Those who only know Mr. F. Blackwood Fay through the
Boston shows will be .surprised to hear that he is an expert
polo player. A Boston paper recently published a capital
picture of him on his smart looking pony Buckwheat. Mr.
Fay was one of the Myopia Club team that played in the
final games for the Westchester cups.

Mr. Frank Dole has purchased all Mr. Comstock's black
and tan terriers and a young "Jap" bitch. On the water,
coming from England, he has the bull terriers Sir Ruloph,
Woodcote Bill, Scamp and Lily. All will be at Toronto.

Mr. Tracy will not judge at the Northwestern trials.

Looking through our business columns this week we find
among the new advertisements Andrew Laidlaw has a fine
lot of prize winning cockers for s le; Lenawee Kennels,
cocker bitches and pups: D.W. C. Parker, pointer bitch and
two dogs: W. P. Palmer, black and red cockers; Box 26,
pointer bitch; Peter Pdulus, St. Bernards; Tenn, River Ken-
nels, Chesapeake Bay dogs; Merry Mount Kennels, great
Dane dog; M. W. Reid, poodle pups; 854 Seventh avenue,
well bred collie dog; S. Anderson, mastiff'. Wants—G. O.
Smith, high class broken pointer dog; G. K., smooth St.
Bernard pup; G. S. Thomas will prepare and handle dogs
for fall shows.

The revised premium lists and rules for the World's Fair
dog show are now in the printer's hands and will be issued
very shortly. Entry blanks can now be had of Mr. Vreden-
burgh.

ROCHESTER AND HAMILTON DATES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue you publish a letter from Dr. O. S. Bam-

ber, secretary of the Rochester Kennel Club, in which that
gentleman verv coolly states that the two letters written by
me to him on .June 3 were not received by him. Dr. Bamber
further insinuates, negatively, that one of the letters re-
ferred to was written delibei-ately "to fill a weak spot in
Hamilton's case."
Whether Dr. Bamber received my letters or not I cannot

sa^, but I do say most emphatically that both letters were
written to him, and that in the presence of witnesses, who
will be forthcomiag if desired.
Anything more thoroughly mean and contemptible than

the insinuation made by Dr. Bamber I cannot conceive, and
his letter is a fitting wind up to the corresi)Ondence which
has passed between the two clubs.
As far as my committee is concerned, it has only .sought to

place the situation fairly before the public, and having done
so, it has no desire to continue the correspondence, especi-
ally after this last emanation from Dr. Bamber'a pen.
That gentleraau now has the field to himself and can say

just what he pleases, for we .shall pay no further attention
to him. A. D. Stewart,

Hon. Sec'y Hamilton Kennel Club.
HAjaLTOx. Out., Aug. 16.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are luaerted wlthotit charge; »ud blMka

(facnlsbed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cofhtown Cliuper and CorMown CHnhtr. By Corktdwu KeTiuels,
Ottawa, Ont. t'or two black ccdiei spaniel doas. whelped .Tune 29,

1892, by Tip Obo (Bob Obo—Clco) out of Dot Smirle (Bob Obo~
Tough).
ArcUiic- By B. H- Adams, New York city, for black, white and

tan EneliPh setter rioor, whelppd March 8, Wfti. l>y Count Paris
(Cnnnt Noble—Dido II.) out of Nellie Cambridge (Raclset—Daisy
CBmhridKP).
Gypsia Queen. By .1. K. Boyd, Hempstead, N. Y., for black,

wliitesnd lan Englipii setter bitch, whelped March 8, 1893, by
Count Paris (Count Noble—Dido II.) out of Nellie Cambridge
(Raclset—Daisy Cambridge).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

(jaeen Olive—Bonaor. Jas. Bovvden's (New York city) pug bitch
Q'leen Olivfi to A. E. Pitts's BfiDSir. Aug li.

Lillian^Bomor. Geo. G'Uivon's (West Jefferson. O.) png bitch
Lillian (cbampinn Kopb—Zufii' ). t" A. E. Pitts's Bousor. Ansr. 8.

Bhmtfin BriUiant—Blemton Beefer. .1. B. Martin's (San Frau-
cisoo, Cal.) tos-iRrrier bitcb Blemcon Brilliant (The Moonstone-
Media) to hip Blemton Reefer (champion Venio — champion
Riicbe}). Aug, 18

Cleo—Blemton ISMiie.r. A F. Baumgarten'ij (Oakland, Cal.) fox-
terrier bllch Cleo (L« Lojos—Gyp) to J. B. Martin's Blemton
Shiner (Rlemton Ruoie.ou—Blemton Brilliant), Aug. 15.

Dorothy—Rustic Swell. O. P. Lawsbs's (Trentmi, N. .J.) bull
bitch Dorothy (Caliban—Hillsi'le Gir') to A. J. Hatch's Rustic
Swell (Kitterir-e Jubilee King—Rustic Belle), Au>?. 10.

CorKtoivn Belic—Tip Oho. Cnrktown Kenaels' (Ottawa, Ont.)
cocker spaniel bitcbCorktown Bebe (Bounce—CEnonc) to their Tip
Oho (Bob Obn—Cjpo). An?. 8.

LncUj Melville—White Wonder. II. M. Howes's (Somervil]e,Ma=s.)
bull-terr'er bitch Lady Melville (tmarapion Tr»nthaTn Dutch—Old
mi) to H. A. HarriB'8 White Wonder (Gully the Great -Kit),
.Tune 13.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Oarku. E. Mayer'6 (Oolutnbue, O.) pug bitch Darky, July 1, sis
og 6, by A, Tj. Pitts'a Bonsor.

Kash Girl -W. W. Stukey's (Mt. Sterlintr, O.) png hitch Kash
Gir], July 29, six (four dogs), by A. E. Pitts's Bonsor.
Nellie. C. F. Wilson's (Eljria, O.) pug bitch Nellie, July 13,

three (onp dog), by A. E. Pitts'? Bonsof. " '

,, -- — = — V* Buthven—
Airedal'" DucheRs).
MmixlNohk. N. Wallace's (Farmington, Corn.) English setter

bitch Maud Noble (R^wdy Rod—Pearl Noble). July 17. sevpn (six
does), by Blue Ririge Kennels' Antonin (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
BeU Noble. N. Wallace's (Farmingtou, Conn.) English 'setter

bitch Bell Nnblfi (Rowdy Rod—Pearl NobIe).July 28, five (one doe)
by R. Merrill's Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone—Bohemi«n Girl).
Countess W- N." Wallace's (Fariningtnn. Conn ) Knglish setter

bitch Oonatess W. (Count Noble-.fennle HI,), Julv 30, three dogs
by E. O Damon's Rnd's Whim (aoderigo-Faniiy Gladstone).

Qv.een o,T Kent. F. D. Freeman's (Cfiutrai Falls. R. I.) English
setter bitch Qupen of Kent (imported Royal Kent -imported Lady
Kendall), Aug. 7, nine (four dogs), bvGordoudale Kennels' Soudan
(champion D'uid—r-hamp'on Ruby).
'Lady AMotlle. H. M. Hnwfs's (Somerville. Mass.) buU-terrier

bitcb Lady Melville, Aug, li>, eight (Ave dogs), by Wbite Wonder.
HALES.

i^W Prepared Blanks sent free on appUcatlon.
Mrs. Money. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped May 7, 1891, by

cbainpioij Kash out of Flirt C, by A. E. Pitts. Columous, 0., toW. A. Dnn>i!riRon. fame place.
Diilte of Al De Ber. Sable, with white poiuts, collie dog, whelped

Juu. 9, 1S92, by Archie L. out of Pansy Blnssom. by B. A. Smith,
Nm-tb Attlebnro, Moss., to Chas. Hopkins, same place.
Tricolor. Black, sable mid white eolHtj dog, whelped June 9,

1893, by Archie L. out of Pansv Blossom, by B. A. Smith, North
A'tlehnro, Mass., to A. D. Smith, Baltimore. Md.
Royal Lee. Wtdte, black and tan beaglp dog. whelpod Novem-"

bar, 1891, by Lee II. out of Mayflower, by F. B. Ztmmer. Glovers-
viHe, N, Y., to L. Merritt, Norwalk, Conn.
Jcick Bannerman. White and tan beagle dog, whelped Seut. 20,

1888, by champion Baunerman our nf Kate, by JF. B. Zimmer.Glov-
ersxnll", N. Y.. to H. Card, Elora, Can.
Ha/ndicap. 'Whitp, black and tan beagle dog. whelped 1891, by

Fairy's Lee ont of Zimmer's Blue Bell, by F. B. Zimmer, GloveiE-
villp. N. Y . to F. Williamson, Hnlley, N. Y.

Rill W-ite, black, tan and blue ticked beaelo hitch, whelpedMay 1.3, l'9i! by Elora Daflb out of Gipsie, by F.'B. Zimmer, Glov-
ersville, N. Y., to S. W. Hnlatt, same place.
Delionair Roy. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped June

14,1892, byJuhilpe out of Nellie Bannerman, by F. B. Zimmer,
Gloypi^iville, N. Y'., to John MoFarland, Vallonia. Pa.
ReeMess. Black, white and tan beaele bitch, whelped April 28,

l8Sa, by l)-ummer out of Elora Beauty, by F. B, Zimmer, G overs-
vilie, N. Y., to John McFirland. VaUonia. Pa.
Rip Rap, Ruth and Rachel. White, bl-rk and tan beagles, oiie

dog and two bitoU-s. whelped June 14, 1893. bv Julia out ot Nellie
Bannerman, by F. B. Zimmer, Gloversvllle, NT. Y., to E. L. Stine,
PhilHdelphia, Pa.
Hope. White and brindle St. Bernard bitch, whelped Jan. 1,

18{t3, by Crystal out of Faith, by F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N.Y.,
to M- CoTiley, same place.

lini. White, black and tan beagle bitch, wlielued April 28, I8W,
by Jack Bannerman out of Nellie Bly, by F. B. Z-mmer, Glovers-
ville. N. Y"., to C. E. MoTis, North Wilton. Conn.
RoUo. Black, wi^ite and tan beagle dog. wheioed June 14, 1892,

by Juoile.p out of Npllie Bannerman, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-
villp, M. Y"., to C. E Morris, North Wilton, Conn.
Blackcap. Black, white and tan beagle d"g, whelped 1891, by

Fairy's L^e out ot Zimmer's Blue Bell, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-
ville. N. Y.. to R. A. Carter, Bwnson, Vt.
Hazel Deal. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

Nov 26. 1891, by Duke Boy out of Sue Eiien. by J, K. Boyd, Hemp-
stend. N. Y.. to R. B. Hamel, Bellport, N. Y.
Hazel Deal. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

Nov. ?6, 1891, bv Duke B"y out ot Sue Ellen, by W. F. Foss, Maine-
villp. O , TO J. K. Boyd, Hempstead, N. Y.
Hazel Sam. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

Nov. 26. 1891, by Duke Boy out of Sue Eden, by W. F. Foss, Maine-
viRp. O., to J. K. Boyd. Hprapatead. N. Y.
Cmint Paris—Nellie Cambrtdyc whelps. Bla^k, white and ten

English setter dog and bitch, whelped March 8, 1892, bv W. F.
Foss. Maineville, 0 , 'o J. K. Boyd, Hempstead, N. Y.
Count Faria—Nellie Cambridoe tchelp. B'ack,white and tan Ene-

Hgt- setter dog, wh- Iped March 8, 1892, by J. K. Boyd, Hempstead,
N. \'.. to B. H. Adams, same jilaco.

Ciiattiam Bob. Wbite hull-ierrier dog. whelped April29, 189S, by
Ropcop out of Lonraont Kit, by H. M. Howes, Somerville, Mass.,
to J. Met inrinack, Toronto, Can.
Lady Cliatham. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped April 29, 1892,

by Roscoe out of Loumont Kit, by H. M. Howes, Somerville.Mass.,
to C. M. Kohn. MonTgowery, Ala.
Duke of Ethiraie. White buU-terrier dog, whelped May 2,.1882,

by White Wonder out of Rose, by H. M. I-Iowes, SonieTville,Ma58.,
toC. M. Kohn, Montgomery, Ala.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
lliereis no eharge for ai^swering guestiiim under this head. All

Questions relating to ailments of days will be answered by Dr. T. G.
HherWQod. a nwnbsr of the Royal College nf Veterinarv Surgeons.
Conummimtiom referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Manayement and dogs ivUl receive careful attention.

J. L. K,—The strain «nd dogs you mention are of the best Irish
setters, and you can make no mistake iu purchasing at that price.
W. T. S.. Philadelnbia, Pi —Kindly give an extended pedigree

of Bess, the dam of Duke, 574, also of Marster's Bang and Thomp-
son's Belle (Irish selters). Ans. Bess was said to be from an im-
ported brace, names unknown. The others are not registered.

B. D. T.—My foxhouud dog has got a bunch on his lower jaw
about as large as a hen's egg. 1 noticed it last night for thp tirsfc

time, it has not grown any since theu. Can you tell me the cause
of it, and what 1 shall do for il? Ans. Do not know exactly what
you mean by "bunch." If it is a soft swelling, open it and allow
contents to escnpe; syringe nut daily with Listerine and water;
do not let wound close for a few days. If it is hard, poultice for a
few days and when soft, open.

H. P., Lake Georgn.—1. Will you kindly inform me what is the
best food for hard working bird dog of about six years of age? 2.
Proper treatment for a heavy accuruulat-ion of yellow mattsr
around eyelids of dog in tbe mornina? 3. Remedy for loosening
bowels and conditiouiugr Ans. 1. Plenty of meat, stale bread
and gravy, crackers occasionally and little ualmeal. 2. Apply
following lotion to eyes three or four times a daj :

Boracic acid jii
Sulphate of zinc , ., grs.
Water , Jviu

Mis. 3. Castor oU or a compound cathartic pill; for condition-
ing, any of the advertised tonics.

J. W. A,, Taylor, Pa.—I have a setter pup D.ve months old, whose
mouth is filled with warts. Oau you tell me the cause and recom-
mend a course of treatmentV Ans. Due to some defect in the
nutrition of the skin or to some debilitating influence. Try the
following mixture first:

Litj. ferri perchlor 3 t

Liq. arseuicalis rnxxxvi
AcL ad tiii Mix.

Give one teaspoonful three times a day. If the mixture is not
eflfectu«l theu touch each of tbe warts with very strong acetic
aeic. Take care that the acid does not go on the akin. Only do a
few warts a day.

R, J. Vf.. Ashland, Pa.—I have a young setter dog that is very
much troubled with what I first supposed was mange. In some
instances small hard lumps appear all over the tiody, resembling
mange. Lately he has had numerous pustules lilled with yellow
matter, also a light discharge from the eyes. ' have applied an
ointment of sulphur, salcylic and carbolic acids with petroleum,
and an internal remedy of cream of tartar, saltpetre and sulphur.
Ans. Treat for worms. Try the tollovving mixture;

Magaulph f i

Ferri suiph ai
Acid sulph dll zi
Aq ad jviii

Give one tablBspoouful twice a day.
Wash the dog in a soiiition of ereolm (one tiUQee -to gallon of

watel) every other day.

Appreciating Good Advice.
Editor Foi est and Stream:
My pointer whom yon presci ibed for a iortnight ago. is improv-

ing rapidly, tvaitiiu? fl"sh, ,£;oo(l appetite, etc., but the twitching
in the leg and brea^^t is just as bad. I ata afraid ho will never
st»nd a day's huut. '

•

Many thanks for your advice. J. W. (Boston GTqW,
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FIXTURES.
AUOUST.

:i7, KocUester, 4th Troyhy Race, Irondeauoit Bay.

dBPTEMBER.
'i. Bpi'iuKtield. Oup, Springfleld.

3. Brookl.vn,Visiting Cruise, Pas-
saic Eiver.

3. Orange, Ann., Arlington, N.J.

OOTOBEa.
1. Spjfingfield, Oup, Springfield.

Arlington,Ann.,Arlington,N..

J

5. lanthe. Annual Regatta.
8. Rochester. Pall Regatta, Tron-

dequoit Bay.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1892.

Willsborough Point, Lake Champlain.

\ SEcoJiD visit to Willsborou^h Point has confirmed the opinion

formed last year by most canoeists as to both the good and bad fea-

tures of the plflce. The former have been developed by the light of

experien-e, makiog this camp in many ways superior to that of

1891, while the latter as well have kept pace wich this development,

with most disagreeable results.
, . ^

The weather last year was all that could be desired, wjth compara-
tively little ralQ, but at the same time there was a threat of evil in a

small black cloud which hung persistently over the hills to the west-

ward, occasionally dri\iDg over the camp and sprinkling a few drops.

Though nothing came of it. the cloud was there night and day, and it

was evident at the time that the skies were full of moisture, which
might descend on the camp at a moment's notice, regardless of a

bright sun and clear bUie sty in other quarfcere.

This .\'ear unfortunately the lt*tent possilnlities ot this small cloud

have been brought out in a most
marked and unpleasant manner,
and for the first ten days of the
meet the camp has been a swamp
and the atmosphere a deluge.
Com. Winne has been at the ;

camp many times this spring, and
w.as readv by Aug. l,Mr. Hutit-
ingtou, of the camp site commit-
tee, being with him, while Mr.
OibsoD, of the regatta commit-
tee, had been at the hotel for
several weeks with his naphtha
laimch. The result of system and
timely preparation during the
winter and spring was apparent
,as soon as the camp opened on
Aug. 4, all ajTangements for trans-
portation, camp^mess. tent floors,

etc., being complete from the |
start. ^m~^ :

-

AVheu the advance guard, m-
cludiDg a number of ladies for
Squaw Point, reached the camp
on Wednesday and Thursday, the
weather was showery, and rain

fell at intervals on Friday and
Saturday. Sunday was fine, but
on Monday began a deluge that
lasted with hardly a break for
seven whole days. A dai-k cur-

tain of cloud hiing over the lake
and both shores, blackest to the
west, over the Adirondack hills,

and from it came rain in a steady,

soakiug downpour. The low spots
of the camp, always wet, were
soon little lakes, and after a
couple of days even the hilltops

wei'e covered with spots on which
the water lay ankle deep. Every
tent site was a puddle, every path
a biook or a mire, ana the general
moisture penetrated even the
clothing and blankets in the tents.

Outdoor life was impossible, and
all sought shelter under canvas.
Carop-fires would not burn, and
on two days the weather was quite
cool. J;

The only thiog which was not «t

dampened and which kept ihe i^t

camp alive duriug this trying time l"- . , .
•

was the enthusiasm of Com. tn .* Wkrj? M.&iia^:
Winne, who worked unceasingly
to counteract the evil spell of the
rain nymphs of the Adirondacks.
He was about the camp from
early morning until long after
•taps'' had sounrled at night, at-

tending to a thousand details of
business, and yet finding time to
lie everywhere with a pleasant
word, a ,1oke about the weather, trying' wltli good succests to put a
good face on a vei'y serious matter,

"

As the rain continued the price of rubber boots rose with each
half inch of rainfall, large supplies being sent for from Burlington.
I'he chief amusement was dig-ging and ditching, until the whole camp
resembled a distorted map of Holland's miniature canals everywhere.
The journey over heavy sodden fields to the news pavilion was a hard
one, e.speoially for the ladies, and many spent the time from break-
fast to dinner and then to supper and even later ia the dry and
roomy pavilion. Stories were told, games played, songs sung, and
at times the floor cleared for dancing.
The customary work of the racing men duiing the first week, the

practice spins under paddle and the scrub races over the triangle,

were not possible, and there was no chance to stretch or try sails.

This meet has offered several proofs that the average canoeist or
A. C. .1. man is not the chronic growler and kicker that some have
pictured him, paying a dollara year and expecting everythmg in the
way of luxury and convenience; and this was nowhere better seen
than during the week of rain. In spite of the general discomfort and
discouraging surroundings, wich grave doubts whether they would
not be obliged to return home without a race or a camp-fire, and
with all vacation time wasted, the men, and especially the ladies,

maintained a constant good nature, not a growl nor a grumble vvas

heard save some imcomplimentary remarks of a general nature
directed at the weather.
Before the patience and forbearance of the camp was tested be-

yond endurance, a happy change occurred, after a rainy Sunday the
"sun made his appearance for the first time in a week on Monday
morning, and from that time on to the date of writing the weather
has bten absolutely perfact, clear and bright all day, starl'ght at
night, with a clear blue sky, gentle and moderate breezes, and a dry
atmosphere with Httle dew, making it possible to sit and lie on the
grass during the various entertainments at night.
The present camp is identical with that of last year, and has been

frequently described and illustrated in the Forest and Stream, the
location of the various points being as given in the accompanying
plan.
The arrangement of headquarters is by far the best yet seen at a

meet; the officers' t,ents are pitched around a semi circular board
walk, in the center of the circle being a pole with the lai-ge A. C. A,
burgee. On one wing is the American flag, on the other the national
ensign of Canada, the three large flags showing out well. At one side
are the two high poles for the code signals. In front of each tent
is the small pole on which is disi^layed the official flag of the owner,
the commodore, secretary or other oflicer.

In the center of the crescent ia tbe double tent of Commodore
Winne. the inner tent at the rear being for his private use; the large
one in front being filled wt th the p rizes The tent is very hannsomely
decorated; the floor and a couple of divans are covered with bright
rugs; the roof is lined with a large British Jack, the walls are hung
with about forty handsome silk flags, and on a table are the A, C A.
trophies, Peoowsic cup, Jabberwock trophy and other prises. One
that has attracted much attention is a beautiful Uttie canoe cannon,
presented by the "Wimshester Arms Co. On the left are the tents of
Secretary-Treasurer Waekerhagen, the outer one being his office, also
the A. C. A. post office. On the left wine of the creseut is the hospi-
tal, presided over by Fleet Surgeon Nellis, of Albany, with the Uttle

Red Cross flag above it. On tbe end of the other wing is the tent of
Signal Officer Parmele, end between it and the Commodore's are the
lents of the camp site committee. Tbe headquarters face on a little

grove, from which runs out a very good httlo dock, at which the
.i-amp launch lands.

Being just outside I he ipfJin campj bead^uftrters i$Mrli»t it shojold

be—the genera! center and rendezvous of the whole camp. Through
the dav the ladies of Squaw Point and many guests are seated under
the shade of the wide awnings, and at night the camp-fire is lighted

on the beach, nearly in the center of the semi-chcle.
The official bulletin board is here, and through it and the signal

flags information Is quickly spread through the camp.
The main camp is much more compact than last year, beginning

just in the rear of headquarters and extending well around the point

on the west of Indian Bay, The main hillside is kept clear, and iii

consequence tbe tents are closer in the main camp. Last season s

tent floors and skids are being used again, quite an item of saving.

The level of the lake is from one to two feet higher than last year,

tbe result being that the stony and bad part part of the beach is

under water, leaving a wide path of pebble and shingle along the

water's edge. The men have observed the requests of the camp site

committee very carefully, and all tents are pitched well back from a

line marked out by a row of stakes, each decorated with a red rag,

leaving a wide walk along the entire camp front

.

The main part of Squaw Point is unchanged from last year, but a

laige camping party, the Bulwagea C. C., ot Port Heniy, further up
the lake, has flfled the extreme point occupied before by the Toronto

men. A number of large tents are pitched here, all being nicely fur-

nished , and one boasting an upright piano. Two steep flights ot

stairs have been built down the cliffs, leading to little coves where a

large fleet of canoes and boats are hauled up. The BuUwagga C. ('.

possesses a number of very enthusiastic novices who are likely to

become known in future races.

The mess pavilion is the same, the fare being simflar to last year.

For once the Association has been blessed with transportation ar-

rangements which leave no ground for complaint. Through the per-

sonal efforts of Com. Winne, the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. h&^f

established a new station called Willsborough Point, just opposite the

camp, at which all trains, to and from Albany and Montreal, stop.

A horse and stone draa* are at hand to transport baggage, and a walk
of a couple of hundred yards down the hillside brqigs one to a little

landing in a most pictur6.^que nook of the steep rocky shor". Here
tbe launch Ruth, Capt. Piepenbrinek, is ready, and in fifteen minutes

the passengers and baggage are on the headquarters dock. From the

camp to the truiu is a journev of less than balf a mfie, and for once
the old experience of six hours on the .stringpiece is but a memory
in place of a sad reality. Tbere are several other ways of reaching

FACL guTLEB's Canoe 'Wasp, Trophy Winner, ltf93.

the camp, but this is the most pi.pular, and in spite of one or two
delays in very bad weather, thovo has been no cause of complaint
civcr getting to or from camp.
The work of the regatta committee has been done no less thoroughly

than that of the camp site committee; Mr. Gibson was early on the
ground with his naphtha launch, and the buoys were laid out with
the greatest possible accuracy. Just ofi" the north point is No. -3, the
floisb of thepaddluig races. J>ro. a, the half mile paddling starling

buoy, is oft' the west point, and up Wflisborough Bay is the starting

buoy of the mile paddling course, No. 1. Half a mile to the north of
No. 3 lies No. 4, the south angle of the sailing course. No. 3 is in a
line with No. 3 and 1. half a mile distant, while No. 6, the west buoy,
is half a mile from No. 4 and 5. The distances have been very care-

fully laid off and verified, and they are as nearly accurate as is

practicable. The awangements for announcing and starting, and for
all details of the races were unusually complete, and aU have been
carried out mthout a hitch.
The fi_rst thi-ee days in camp passed very quietly, the rain keeping

ah under canvas. 'On Saturday night a dance took place in the
pavilion. Sunday Aug. 7, was very pleasant, the one clear day of

the early part of the meet. In the morning seiwice was held in the
pavilion, Dr. Savage of Newburgh officiating, and in the afternoon
Mr, Francis held a service in the Bulwagga Camp. The week was a
duU one. with little to enliven it until Saturday night, when a hop
was given at the Willsborough. Oq Sunday the rain had decreased,
and some stray gleams of sunlight gave a promise ot better weather.
The starters in the various races were as follows;

A. U. A. MEET, lS9;i—ENTBlKS FOR RACBS.

Canoe. Owner. Club.
Wasp Paul Butler .Vesper.
Bee D. S. Goddard Vesper.
V Howard Gray Vesper.
Jog. W. H. Cottingham Stanley Is. B. C.
Mab C. E. Archbald Pointe Claire B. C.
lolanto J. D. Patterson , Pointe Claire B. C.

I^^'lfg
{ T.E. H. Barrington New York.

Hornet'.-V. v.V. .Wm. Whttloek New York.
Bubble S. Schieffelin New York.
lo.... F. H. Foster
Tornado F. O. Moore Knickerbocker.
Glen wood T. X. Oxholm Yonkers.
Evangeline Thos. Hale, Jr Yonkers.
Foggy Dew. H. L. Quick Yonkers.
PoUywog W. C. Witherbee Bulwagga.
Pagan W. T. Foote, Jr .Bulwagga.
Bulwag C. A. Neide Bulwagga.
KiowiUa O. E. Cragge Bulwagga.
Bedouin ..... W. N. Goddard Bulwagga,

mSS^: ^- ^"^^^^^ - - springfleid,

....... .....W.E. Parsons. . SpringBeld.
Eel , . ...J. W. SpEirrow Cbrinthiau.
Rana S J. Benson Troy.
White Cloud Enoch Aston Troy.
Gertie J. K. Robertson Puritan.
Kitty Clyde C. B. Ashenden ... Puritan.
Wannolancet P. J. Burrage Newton B, C,
Sunbeam R. D'A. Scott Ottawa,
Banshee A. M. Adamsoii.. .

, , . ,-. Ottawa.
Zoe , E. ].'. .Jouas, Ottawa.
Idlemere . .. , ..G, P. Douglas ..Tantho.

The two remarkable things about this fist are the very small tota

of starters, and the still smaller proportion of flrst-crlasB racing

canoes, while of the latter ah are old boats Wasp, Bee. Toltec. Hor~

net. L'Hirondelle and Tornado have all raced before at the meets,

Gle'nwood is known through the New York cup races last Jtine, a

new Ruggles racer. Mab is a new canoe, a handsome racer designed

and built by ( Ulbert, of fiananoque, of good model and weH built,

with a smooth lap. She is, however, but aSm. wide, and .so unable

to carrv her sails, two huge standmg batswings such as are used on

the St. Lawrence River skiffs. The masts are ho'low but they are

:Mm. in diameter and the longest is ItSft. In addition she is fitted

with the old fore and aft deck tiller, so that her crew has nothing to

help him in off the seat. In spite of her model and finish she was
outclassed by the older American boatof -SOin. beam. The only other

racer was a very handsome paddling canoe built for C E. Knappe by
W. F Stevens, a Spanish cedar racing shell, of the lightest construc-

tion, decked fore and aft with oiled linen. In model she is sirnilar to

a rowing gig. very hght bilge, but in use she is amply stitf. Mr.

Knappe use.s a seat about 5in. above tbe keel, both feet resting m
sheflboat stretchers. ,, ^ ,

Vis a canoe built in 1888 bv Paul Butler, a pecuhar model, with the

S section of a modern compromise centerboard yacht such as May-
flower or Puritan. She has never been raced to any extent, and ha<^

never been to a meet. There were a number of Rushtou canoes and

some new open canoes, but none of special note.

Four of the legstta committee were present. Messrs. Gibson,

Oliver. Barney and (Juick, Mr. Ford Jones not beiug in camp. These,

with Mr George P. "Douglas as clerk of the course, were on Mr.

Gibson's launch Sirius. In some races tne start was made at the

leeward buoy, so as !o make the first leg to wmd^ard, this necessi-

tatin" the addition of one half-mile leg to the announced course, the

finish in nearly all cases being at Buoy 4. Two men in a rowboat
made the starting and finishing line, and managed the signals very

^
with a light south wind on Blonday morning, the record sailing.

Event 3 was called at 9:30, the starting gun being fired at 9:55, the

start being oft' Buoy 6 There were 14 starters. Mab, To, Hornet,

Toltec. Bubble. V, L'HlroDdelle, Tornado Evangeline, Bulwag,
Kiowilla, Joy. Banshee and Eel, L'Hirondelle and Eel made a good
start V soon came to the front and led the fleet, with Eel second,

but on the second round Mab gained down wind and passed V, The
wind fell very hght, and after a
drift the race was called, the two-
hour limit havuig expired.

.Vt noon there was a flat calm,
but by 1 o'clock a strong north
vvind was kicking up a heavy sea
in the bay, and after dinner the un-
limited race was called, Event No.
f>, starting at 2:12, with 11 starters
— Wasp, Bee, V., Mab, Toltec,
Glenwood, Tornado, Bulwag.
Pagan. Hornet and Bubble. lo
capsized before the start. Wasp
and V carried big sails, but reefed
before the start,' With a wind-
ward start from Buov fi, Tornado
was first over, but V., Wasp and
Glenwood were soon in the lead.
Wasp took a knockdown and the
seat slid to leeward, Mr, Butler
falling backward into the drink,
but he regained the canoe and

^^gi* held on his course.. At the end of
the first round the order was Glen-
wood. Ton, ado, V, Bee, Bubble,

* Wasp, etc. On the nest round
Hornet capsized, but righted:
Glpnwood had her weatht^r and
took a long lead, being nearly -Sm.
ahead of Bee at the end of second

! round. Bee, Wasp, V and Tornado
were close together. On the first
leg of the third round the lashings
of Wasp's mainsail gave way
along the yard

J
the waxed thread

of each knot slipping. One by one
thevwent, until the sailwas dis^
abled, when 31r. Butler lowered it

and ran in under the miaen. Glen-
wood held her lead and won easily,
her time being 57m. 45s, for the six:

miles, a very high speed. Each of
the four rounds, IJ^ miles each,
was sailed by the leaders in an
average lime of 15m.
In the pvening a camp-fire was

held at headquarters, and a meet-
ing of the Atlantic Division was
held at tne Trenton camp, the •

following division offleere being
elected: Vice-Com., J. R. Lake,
hew York; Rear Com., H. L.
Quick, Yonkers; Purser, F. L.

... - ; Dunnell, Brooklyn; Executive
k'liiafe;, ..'iSsfeiS Committte. M. V. Brokaw, W, E.

Dodge and W. E. Lawrence.
The rest of tbe evening was

spent (as are all nights in racing
week in camp) in protracted dis-
cussions of the sailing work of
the day. canoes and their hand-
lers.

Tuesday was as fair and bright
.as Monday, and a number of new

ai'irvals reached camp, the register showing neariy 2W name?. The
first race was the rcsailing of the record race, started from Buoy t; at
9;.S8, Ihe wind being light south, with smooth w ater. The first leg^

was a beat, the .second free and the third a reach. With a good
start V led over tbe course, Tornado being a poor second. The full
times are given in tho table further on.
The novice race followed, starting in a fighter wind at 11:60, the

starters being Rana, Pollywog, Pagan, Bedouin, Zoe and Joy. The
start was particularly poor, all waiting until long after the gun.
Pagan was first over, holding his lead for the two rounds and winning
easily.
At noon there was no wind, the lake beiug calm and smooth, and

the principal paddling races were posted, the trophy being called at
2:0'J. Last year the interest and excitement ran high o^-cr the pad-
dling trophy, a fine field of starters and some good canoes were pres-
sent, and some sharp paddling was promised for this year, especially
in the event of the removal of the weight limit of lOlbs, This change
w^as made last November, anfi there has been much talk over paddl-
ine during the winter, but the result was very disappointiag.
Only two of the leading paddlers, Messrs. Knappe and"Parsons,

were present, while total starters numbered but five. The only
Canadian, Mr. Archbald, is a saUing rather than a paddling man,
and was neither boated nor trained for a very sharp race. The pad-
dling men, McKendrick, Muntz, Johnson, Carnegie and Tilley,
were all absent. The starters were five—Knappe, Archbald, Bar-
rington, Parsons and Scott. Mr. Knappe used his new SOlbs. racer
before mentioned. Parsons used a canoe of a new material, a paper
called Linenoid, made by Crane & Co., the paper manufacturers.
Barrmgton paddled a light open Ruggles canoe, Archbald an open
GUbert canoe, and Scott an ordinary light Canadian canoe. All used
double blades, some standing and some kne^ ling, Knappe alone be-
ing seated witb legs extended and feet braced. He took the lead at
the start and increased it for the whole mile without effort, winning
in 7m, ;i63., with Scott 42s. later, then Archbald, Barrington and Par-
sons. There was much disappointment on the part of the Eastern
men because none of tbe recognized cracks were present to meet
Knappe. There was no question such as was raised last year over
the acciu-acy of tbe course, which in this case was the full mile, and
he was never pushed from start to finish, so that his time shows very
fast paddling.
The first race of the afternoon was the record paddling, won by

Mr. Knappe from Messrs. Moore, Sparrow, Hall, Gray and Foster.
The open canoe race with single blades was won by Mr. Archbald,
with Scott, McKinley, Robertson and Titus in order. The first three
men were di.«qualitied, their canoes being uuder tbe limit, 551bs., and
the prizes go to Messrs. Robertson and Titus.
There were but three crews in the tandem i>addliug, Knafine and

Parsons defeating Robertson and Ashenden and B-arrage and llrake.
The club fours brought out five crews, Springfield winning after a
good race, with New York second.
A meeting of the Central Division was held in the evening, the

following otHcers being elected, Yice-Com., T. S. Stryker, Rome, N.
Y,; Rear-Com., W. B. Witherbee, Port Henry. N. Y.f Purser, 0 G.
Behman, Amsterdam, N. Y.: Executive Committee, C, V. Winne ana
W. B. Huntington.
On Tuesday evening the camp and a number of visitors from

the hotel were entertamed by a novel performanca, of course under
the management of Mr. Seave.v. A small stage was built in the grove
on the hill, a curtain being fitted btitf,-eeQ nvo trei-s, A g<:3ries of i":'

tableaux from ''As Ttou Like It" whs, givca here, ilio parts beiug
taken by ladies and gentlemen froai tbe cnoip. Tiie cobiunijs and
the little uaccasary scenery were seut-froaj New York, a chorus sang
some of the uuisic from "The T'orestprs,'" nnd the 'oirhestr/i vvris
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made up of guitars, mandolins and bacjos. The audience found
seats on the grass, on rugs or camp stools. The tableaux were most
elaborate and artistic, and the whole performance was a remarkable
one considering the conditions under which it was given.
After the return of the men to headquarters, at 10:30 a couple of

bouts with gloves took place, one very amusing one between two men
of 13Dlbs. and 2061bs., the smaller man being the victor.
Wednesday morning was similar to the preceding ones, the same

moderate south wind just rippling the surface of the water. The
sailing trophy race was the first caUed, being started at 9:44 with the
smallest field of starters yet seen in the race since it was establisaed
in 1886. The men who were eligible through having finished in the
unlimited sailing race were Oxtiolm, Goddard. Moore, Gray, Schief-
feltn, Harrington aud Wbitlock; to whom the committee added
Butler and Archbald, both disabled in the unlimited.
The course was nine miles, six rounds of the triangle, starting and

finishing at buoy 8. The first leg was to windward, the second so
nearly free that several canoes, Bee in particular, sailed it winged
out, and the third a reach The wind was moderate and very steady,
and there was no sea. The fleet made a good start on starboard
tact. Toltec and Wasp in the lead, but V was over on port tack from
the other end of the line just in time to meet them and foul Toltec,
throwing the fleet into confusion. Tornado fouled the starting buoy,
a,nd Bubble was 5m. late in crossing. Wasp took the lead, with Qlen-
wood second. Bee third and Mab fourth when they came to the finish
buoy. Wasp held Glenwood down wind, while Mab passed Bee. Just
after passing the second mark, JIab's deckseat broke and she cap-
sized, Mr Archbald righting her and sailing home, having lost some
time and being badly disabled. Toltec was filling with water from a
leak forward, and by the end of ihe round her stemhead was hardly
out of water. There was little change in the second round save that
Tornado capsized, continuing the race however, and Hornet sprung
her mizen mast and withdrew.
At the end of the third round Wasp and Glenwood were in nearly

the same positions as at the start, but in getting in sheets for the beat
Mr. Butler lost some valuable seconds, and Glenwood ran up danger-
ously close. Being out on the end of a 5ft. deck seat, Mr. Butler
was unable to handle the sheets quickly, the canoe lying in the wind
tor quite a time. This brought the two leaders very close, aud the
race became still more exciting. There was very little difference in
the speed, and the result seemed likely to be decided by some small
mishap.
At the beginning of the last leg of this round, Mr. Oxholm lost his

sheet and nearly slipped off his seat, but saved himself; losing, how-
ever, a few precious seconds to Wasp. On the next turn, beginning
the fifth round, the Wasp was again in trouble, losing a little to Glen-
wood, but on the last leg of the round she ran away from the latter,
and also made the last turn very neatly, with no loss of time, the dif-
ference between her and Glenwood being but 21s. There was some
close racing and fine handling ou the last round, but with little

change of position, and Wasp crossed the line with a lead of 14s. in a
9-mile race. After the fini.sh the two canoes came side by side, the
men shaking hands and then exchanging boats and sailing into the
camp. Mr. Butler is the only man who has sailed every race for the
trophy since 1886, aud his victory has given pleasure to all, as he has
been very unfortunate in several previous races, as last year, when
his canoe was injured in launching for the start. The winners of the
trophv have been: 188fi-7, R. W. Gibson in Vesper and Notus; 1888,
M. V. Brokaw in Eclipse: 1889-90-01, Ford Jones in Canuck, and 1892,
Paul Butler in Wasp. The positions on the various rounds were:

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth. Sixth-
Wasp ...1 11111
Glenwood a 2 3 2 2 3
Bee 3 3 3 3 3 3
V 5 5 4 4 4 4
Toltec B 7 5 5 5 Withdrew
Tornado 4 4 Capsized and withdrew.
Hornet 7 C Disabled.
Bubble 8 Withdrew.
Mab Capsized and withdrew.

i\Ir. Goddard sailed a good race, but never was near the leaders.
The three Vesper canoes all sailed the race without mishap. Butler
and Oxholm each carried about 150sq.ft,, the former having his
well known rig, while Oxholm used Pecowsic sails.

The first race on Wednesday afternoon was the sailing and pad-
dling event No. 1, the race for cruising canoes being continued with
it. There were eight starters, L'llirondelle, lo. Tornado, Evange-
line, V, Eel, Foggy Dew and White Cloud.
The race was started from Buoy 4 at 2:43. the first leg under paddle,

L'Hirondelle leading with Foggy Dew second and Evangeline third.
On the sailing leg Fogg.y Dew ran ahead, while V took second place,
but on the second pacidhng leg L'Hirondelle regained the lead and
held it to the end. increasing it steadily. V lost on each paddling leg
and gained on the sailing, finishing second, with Foggy Dew, Tor-
nado, Eel, Evangeline, White Cloud and lo in order. L'Hirondelle
and V win the sailing and paddling prizes and Foggy Dew the
cruising prize.
The club race was called next, with six starters, the Vesper repre-

sentatives being Wasp, Bee and V, and the Yonkers being Glenwood,
Evangeline and Aljiha. At the start Evangeline broke a mast,
throwing her out. Bee carried a large mainsail in the mizzen tube
and another forward, so that she was unmanageable. She collided
with V and also struck three buoys, thus being disqualified. Glen-
wood finished first. Wasp second, V third and Alpha fourth, giving
each club five points. A resail was ordered, but as the usual indi-
vidual prize for first was not offered the Yonkers men decided not to
start.
On Wednesday evening the general meeting of the Association was

held for the election of officers. Col. Cotton, of Kingston, being
elected commodore, and Mr. C. E. I. Porteous secretary-treasurer.
AU the camp was uivited to a camp-fire on the point, as the guests

of the Bulwagga C. C, and nearly two hundred persons assembled
around the blazing- logs. The entertainment, which lasted from S

P. M. until after 11, was one of the best ever given at a meet, with
very good vocal and instrumental music, recitations and dances. The
whole grove was illuminated, and the view from the lake was very
beautiful.
Thursday another perfect day, with a breeze in the morning for

the Pecowsic Cup, which was called at 9:-30, being started fi'om buoy
6, making four and a half miles. There were but six starters: Glen-
wood, Toltec, Mab, V., Alpha and Hornet; Bee breaking a mast be-
fore the start-. Glenwood led all the way, scoring an easy victory,
Toltec being second and Mab third. Mr. Oxholm won the cup in 189),
and by this second win he becomes tiic permanent holder. The cup
wa5 given in 18S9, being won by Dr. Gage in that year, by Mr. Butler
in 1890, and by Mr. Oxholm since then.
The resail of the club race was only possible through the entrv of

another trio from the Sew York C. C, Messrs. Whitlock, Barrington
and Moore. The Vesper trio were the winners.
Thtirsday was visitor's day, and in tne afternoon there were two or

three hundred strangers present. The crowd was remarkably quiet
and unobstrusive, quite different from the hordes of picnickers who
have sometimes invaded the meets. The afternoon was given up to
the upset and similar races, the first being the paddling upset, won
very cleverly by Mr. L. B. Palmer, who was the quickest to right his
canoe. The hurry scurry race had nine starters, Mr. Barrington
leading in the run and being first in his canoe, winning very hand-
somely. The sailing upset and maneuvering had five starters. Wasp,
Bee, V, Glenwood and Mab. Mr. Archbald handled Mab very clev-
erly, being the first to throw his paddle over at the signal and to re-

gain it. After, the capsize Bee took the lead in the run to the buoy.
V lost her mainmast, Mr. Gray standing on the centerboard in the
eft'ort to right her quickly. Mab was first at the turn, holding her
lead on the beat home and winning easily. Wasp and Glenwood fin-

ished almost at the same time.
The sports closed with an exhibition of canoe gymnastics by Messrs.

Douglas, Barrington, Goddard aud Butler. Some of the feats were
very clever, each of the men capsized Lis canoe through a complete
circle, standing on the keel and then righting her and sailing on. Mr.
Douglas set four sails, passing along the deck and around each mast.
Mr. Butler walked all over the deck and around both masts, also
standing on his head on the deckseat. Mr. Barrington kept his canoe
under way while he stood on the extreme stem and held the main-
mast in his bands. He finally climbed the mizenmast. All of the
work was good, but the prize was awarded to Mr. Barrington, his
performance being the most graceful and most easily executed.
Late in the afternoon the annual meeting of the Eastern Division

was held, the officers elected being: Vics-Com., Geo, L. Parmele,
Hartford, Conn.; Rear Cora., F. A. Sears, Worcester, Ma,ss.; Purser,
F. B. Lewis, Hartford; Executive Committee, Paul Butler. W. U.
Lawson and Eaymond Appollonio,
Although but two of the three weeks had expired, the old practice

of breaking camp after the races is not extinct, and many prepared
to leave, quite a number being recalled to join their regiments in

consequence of the railroad strike. Thui-sday night was the cid mi-
nation of the meet, and it was celebrated in a fitting manner, all

hands taking part, while the whole camp was thrown open to visitors
until a late horn-, a volunteer patrol force keeping them within the
prescribed limits and guarding Ihe tents. The steamer Vermont
brought a large party from Burlington, lying oft' Indian Bay, where a
fine view could he had.
During the day a large sl racture of joists and ijoard^ liud Yif.eu

erected under Mr. Heayev's iiirection on the hill near the old head-
quarters. This wall, about 70ft. long and 12ft, high, was covered with
painted canvas representing a fort, a high tower rising from the ceu
fi^r grhd. oue from tjacU vyio^:. At dark« Jitmdred Jarge toroUes w.ere

lighted and planted in the beach around the whole long arc of Indian.
Bay, from the west point around beyond the headquarters dock, at
intervals of 15ft. Chinese lanterns were hung in all parts of the
camp, a huge campfire was started in front of headquarters, and a
large fleet of canoes, decorated with lanterns, was launched on the
bay, where steam launches and other boats were awaiting them. The
fleet moved around inproce.ssion, winding like a huge serpent about
the bay. Fireworks were set off on the water, and others from the
shore. After a time a bugle sounded the attack, and a repiv came
from the fort, followed by a volley of fireworks from the water, re-
turned by bombs and rockets from the fort, now brilhantly illumi-
nated by green and red fires. For half an hour the firing contiuued,
the successful attack ending in a grand explosion, the shattered
towers of the fort falling and leaving all in total darkness
During the morning a bass drum and snare drum arrived in camp

to augment the three cornets composing the band. At noon the fine
formed, all fell in, led by a drum major waving an old horn, and all
marched to dinner and up past the hotel. When the attack on the
fort concluded, at night, the drum beat called the camp together,
each man seized a torch from the beach, and a wild march began,
from headquarters, up to thei w^est end of the main camp, back and
over the hill through the Bulwagga camp—"Three cheers for the
Bulwaggasl"—on through the ladies' camp—"Three cheers for the
ladies)"—on to Mr. Seavey's tent—"Three cheers for Mr. Seavey,and
three more!"—then on over the fields and the rough road to the
hotel, the long line of 100 bright torches marching zigzag in a ser-
pentine path, from one side of the road to the other, a most fantastic
yirocession. In front of the hotel a halt was called—"Three cheers
for Mr. Otis["—"Three cheers for the A. C. A.!"—"Three cheers for
the ladies!" and the march was resumed back to headquarters, where
the entire party broke up quietly, leaving the camp in peace after
one of the noisiest, jolliest frolics that has ever enlivened a meet.
Apart from the general fun, the scenic display, afloat and on shore,
was most striking.
Friday saw a few arrivals and many departures, but the pavilion

was stiU well filled at raeal times. The weather was warm, but with
a strong south breeze; and toward noon some ominous clouds gath-
ered over the hills, with distant thunder and a few drops of rain at
limes. The race for the Jabberwock trophy was called in the morn-
ing, limited to members of the Central Division, not less than five
starters. As the requisite number were not ready, the race did not
take place. Early in the morning a cruising party of three canoe
yawls, with Messrs. Denni-'on, Ward, Johnson, Connell and Hatch,
reached camp after a cruise down the lake and Bichelieu River as
far as Sorel, having left Plattsburgh on Aug. 4. They were towed
into camp by the steam yacht St. Julian, of Ottawa, with Mr. J G.
Edwards on board. Among the late arrivals at the camp were Vice-
Corn. Cartwright and Mr. M. V. Brokaw.
Friday was the hot day of the meet, but toward evening a cool

northerly breeza came up the lake. At 8 P. M. a camp-fire was
lighted in front of headquarters, and after a short speech by Com.
Winne, the prizes were distributed as follows, the names of donors
being in parenthe.';is:

LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS AND DONORS.

Bunting Flags.—Sailing {Paul Butler.), Paddling (E. C. Knappe),
Record (E C. Knappe).

1. Combined Race.-1st, E. C. Kna.ppe (Puritan C. C), 2d, Howard
Gray (Mi>=s Stanford).

2. Record Paddling. -1st, E. O. Knappe (Com. 0. V. Winne), 3d, F.
0. Moore (Miss Francis S. Archbald).

3. Record Sailing.—1st, Howard Gra.y (Miss Beatrice Winser), 3d,
F. C. Moore. 1st Record. E. C. Knappe (Miss Gertrude V. Fredericks),
Sd Record, F. C. M lore (Com. 0. V. Winne), .3d Record, Howard Gray
(Miss Mary Warren Fuller), 4th Record, .T. W. Sparrow (Mrs. W. P.
Stephens), 5th Record. Thos. Hale, Jr. (Miss Beatrice Dartnell).

4. Trophy Paddhng.—1st, E. C. Knappe (Flag, Asssociation Trophy),
3d, R D. Scott (Mrs. Bessie W. Leonard).

5. Open Paddling.—1st, J. R. Robertson icanoe cushion, Mrs. F. B.
Yard, flag, Miss EUzabeih Upham), 3d, W. C. Ticus (Miss Frances C.
Archbald).

6. Unhmited Sailing.—1st, T. S. Oxholm (canoe cannon, Winchester
Arms Co.; flag. Com. C. V. Winne). 3d, D. 8. Goddard (Mrs. Edward
Leigh).

7. Trophy Sailing.—1st, Paul Butler (Association Trophy), 2d, T, S.
Oxholm (flag).

8. Novice Sailing.—1st, W. T. Foote, Jr. (Miss S. E. Vair), 2d, W.
C. Witherbee (Lt. Col. W. H. Cotton).

9. Pecowsic Cup.—1st, T. 8. Oxholm (Pecowsic Cup), 2d, T. E. H.
Barrington (Miss Elizabeth Norton).

10. Sailing Club Race.—Individual prize, D. S. Goddard; 1st, Vesper
(Misses Sherwood).

11. Cruising Race —1st. H. L. Quick (mirror, Mrs. W. C. Lawrence,
flag), 2d, Thos. Hale, Jr. (flag).

13. Tandem Paddiicg.—1st, Knappe. and Parsons (Com. C. V.
Winne). 2d, Ashenden and Robertson (M F. D.).

14. Club Four Pad 1 ling.—1st, Springfield (Mrs. John D. Parker), 3d,
New York (Mrs. H. J. Vvinser).

15. Sailing Upset.—1st, 0. E. Archbald (Miss Draper), 3d, Paul
Butler (Mrs. J. fl. T. Burr).

16. Paddhng Upset —1st, L. B. Palmer (Miss Dartnell), 2d, T. Hale,
Jr. (Mrs. Edward Leigh),

17. Hurry Scurry.—1st, T. E. H. Barrington (Mrs. F. G, Mather),
2d, T. Hale, Jr

18. Gymnastics.—1st, T. E. H. Barrington (Mrs. C. B. Vaux).
19. Jabberwock Trophy.—W. C. Wetherbee.
The prize flags were very handsome, and bore evidence to no small

amount of taste and sldll on the part of their donors. As the suc-
cessful racers came up for their prizes they were greeted, with cheers
from the large group of ladies and canoeists assembled in front of
the officers' tents. Dir. Butler's victory is the cause of general con-
gratulation, as he has been most persistent in the face of a number
of mishaps, such as that of last year, when his canoe was stove in
while launching for the trophy race. Mr. Knappe carried off a large
number of prizes, the resu It of special skill in paddhng and of good
all around work in all the races. Mr. Oxholm, too, was very success-
ful, counting among his many prizes the valuable Pecowsic Cap, his
permanent property by virtue of two wdns.
After the presentation (here followed music and some recitations,

the ladies returning to Squaw Point at about 11 o'clock. The wind
had been rising through the evening, and by midnight it was piping
half a gale from the north, squarely into the bay. AU hands turned
out, first to set up tent pegs and stow the tent flies, tlien to carry all

canoes from the skids to the beach, and finallj' to look out for wrecks
on the shore.
The steam yacht St. .lulian was anchored off headquarters dock,

with her fires out. She began to drag and fires were quickly lighted
and fed wi h kerosene and light wood, but before steam was up she
had dragged aboard the little cutter Madge, the latter's bowsprit
fouling her at each jump and smashing seventeen of the cabin win-
dows. The Sc. Julian finally steamed around the Point to shelter,
but the cutler dragged ashore, going quite high on the beach All
hands w^ere at work from midnight until 3 A. M., everyone being wet,
as rain came nth the wind, and nearly all were more or less in the
water in saving the yaohts.
During the excitement several accidents occurred. Mr. Benson, of

Troy, slipped on the wet rocks, and in falling cut his wrist very
badly on some broken glass. The wound was sewed up by Dr. Nellis,
fleet surgeon, and .Ur. Benson left for horns next morning. One man
made a misstep and feU over a bank about 10ft. high into the water,
a companion who tried to help him sharing the same fate and falling
on him Skids and landings were washed ashore, and if the storm
had occurred a few davs earlier there would have been serious incon-
venience. As it was, many were ready to leave, and the skids were
no longer needed.
Siturday was cloudy and very cool, though the rain stopped early.

During the morning those who were not busy packing up gathered
on the beach to watch or to assist in the work of wrecking, and with
the aid of the Ruth and many willing hands both yachts were flnaUy
floated with no serious damage. All through the day the tents fell,

and canoes and trunks were carted to the wharf, the scow Gloriana
being loaded high with canoes. In packing up Mr. Knappe met with
a serious accident, cutting his foot badly on a broken bottle.
After dinner the weather improved, and with a light northerly

wind the race for the Jabberwock trophy was started at 3:45, with
five starters, Bulwag, Bedouin, Polly wog, Bonme and Mr. Francis's
canoe, the course being IJ^ miles, by consent. Pollywog won the
trophjr, which Mr. Wetherbee will hold tor the year.
On Saturday evening a dance took place in the pavilion, with the

guitar and banjo orchestra and a fiddle steered by Mr. Spaulding, a
local celebrity. The pavilion was well filled and the evening passed
very pleasantly.

The general programme of the races was as follows:

REGATTA PROGRAMME,
REGULAR EVENTS.

No. 1, Paddling and sailing combined, half miles alternately, total
three miles. Time limit, IJ^ hours.
No. 3. Paddling, half-mile, straightaway.
No. .3. Sailing, foiu- and one-half miles, same I'ig and ballant as in

race No. 1. Time limit, two hours.
Thesp thi'ee races to constitute the record races.
-No. 4. Trophy puddling, one mile, straightaway. Exempt from

me-man-one-cauoe rule.

No. 5. Paddling, open canoes, not under 551bs, weight, single blade
paddltis, oue-half mile straightaway,

No. 6. Unlimited sailing race. No limit to rig or ballast, six miles.
Time limit 2^ hours. Starters in the trophy race to be selected from
this race. See Rule 5.

No. 7. Trophy sailing. No limit to rig or ballast, nine miles. Time
limit 3}i hours. Starters to be selected as by Rule 5.

No. 8. Novice sailing race. No Hmit to rig or ballast, distance three
miles. Time limit 134 hours. Open only to men who have not sailed
a canoe prior to Sept. 1, 1891.

No. 9. Sailing, the Pecowsic Cup. Four and one half miles, no limit
to rig or ballast. Time limit 2 hours. Winner of trophy barred.
No. 10. SaiUng club race, distance four and one half miles. Time

limit 3 hours. First three members of any one club to count. No
club can be repi-esented unless it enters at least three men; all men
entered must have becomemembersof the club they represent before
the first day of the A. C. A. meet.
No. 11. Cruising race. Open to "general purpose" or "cruising''

canoes, sailing and paddling combined, one-half miles alternately.
Distance three miles. Time limit 1]4 hours..

OTHEK EVENTS.
No. 12. Paddling war canoe race. Details will be posted.
No. 13. Paddling tandem, half mile straightaway.
No. 14. Paddling club fours, half mile straightaway.
No. 15. Sailing upset and maneuvering, no special appliances, no

hmit to ballast; at signal throw over astern and recover paddle; sec-
ond signal, canoe to be heeled over until top of foremast touches the
wa'er; canoes to be righted and cross finish line under sail. Time
limit 14 hour.
No. 16. Paddling upset, usual conditions, no special appliances.
No. 17. Hurry scurry, run, swim and paddle short distances.
No. 18. Gymnastics
No. 19. Long distance cruising race, two or three 'da>s' racing,

about six hours each day, and camping at night, each man with his
own outfit. Details of this event to be decided at a meeting to be
held at camp Saturday evening, Aug. 6.

Event No. I, paddling and sailing combined, distance 3 miles. Start
2:43:

1st round. Finish. Elapsed.
L'Hirondelle 3 00 20 3 27 00 44 00
V 3 03 55 3 29 05 46 05
Foggy Dew 3 00 55 3 29 05 46 05
Tornado 3 03 00 3 29 45 48 46
Eel 3 04 40 3 31 45 48 45
Evangeline 3 01 50 3 84 30 51 30
White Cloud 3 02 45 3 35 40 52 40
lo 3 05 30 Withdrew.
Event No. 2, record paddling, distance % mile. Times not taken;

L'Hirondelle i
Tornado ' 3
Eel 3
Evangeline

, 4

EventNo. 4' sailing record, distances miles. Start 9:38:
"

"

1st round. 2d round. Finish. Elapsed.
V 10 01 10 10 18 45 10 34 16 56 16
Tornado 10 03 25 10 23 40 10 41 25 1 03 26
Eel 10 04 00 10 24 00 10 43 06 1 03 06
L'Hirondelle 10 05 .55 10 36 1(1 10 45 45 1 07 45
lo 10 08 5S 10 31 23 10 52 00 1 14 00
Evangpline ;..10 31 30 10 36 44 11 01 15 1 33 05
Pollywog 10 24 :35 10 49 40 11 18 25 1 33 25

Event No. 4, paddling trophy, distance 1 mile. Start 12:09:35:

Marguerite, E. C. Knappe. 7^36**"

Sunbeam, R. D. Scott ,
s IS

C. E. Archbald '
8 3(5

Paddle, T. E H. Barrington 8 39
Parsons 8 46

Event No. 5, paddling, open canoes, distance mile:
C. E Archbald Disqualified—over weight limit,

Sunbeam, R. D Scott Disqualified-over weight limit.
lolanthe, J. D. Patterson Disqualified—over weight limit.

D. S. McKinley Disqualified—over weight limit.
Gertie. J. R. Robertson Winner.W 0. Titus Second.
Eveat No. 6, sailing, unlimited, distance 6 miles. Start 2:47:00-

1st 2d 3d
round, round, round Finish. Elapsed,

3 16 00 3 ;10 17 3 44 45 57 45
3 18 39 3 m 35 3 46 55
3 19 47 3 35 51 3 50 f.9

3 19 35 H 36 25 3 53 3T

Glenwood 3 02 0.)

Bee 3 04 03
Tornado .3 03 44
V 3 03 45
Bubble 3 04 07
Toltec 3 06 50
Hornet 3 05 07
Wasp 3 04 14
Mab 3 06 16 Dist.; withdrew.
Pagan 3 08 37 Withdrew.
Bulwag 3 11 47 Withdrew.

Event No. 7, sailing trophy, distance 9 miles. Start 9:44:

40 3 37 54 3 54 44
3 23 30 3 3!) 35 3 56 47
3 22 44 3 41 .30 3 59 13
3 19 07 Dist.; withdrew.

59 35
1 03 49
1 05 37
1 07 44
1 09 47
1 13 12

5th 6tb 7th
Round. Round. Round.
10 59 27 11 14 37 1 .30 3?
10 .59 48 11 14 51 1 ;10 51
11 01 33 11 17 03
11 10 05 11 38 04
Withdrew.

1 33 03
144 04

1st 2d 3d 4th
Round. Round. Round. Round.

Wasp ... 9 59 34 101411 10 29 06 10 44 01

Glemv'd 9 ."ig 59 10 14 53 10 29 47 10 44 30
Bee 10 01 09 10 16 14 10 31 20 10 46 01

V 10 02 31 10 19 01 10 35 12 10 53 27
Toltec .. 10 02 50 10 21 13 10 39 39 10 58 13

Tornadol0 03l>3 10 18 30 Withdrew.
Hornet.10 02 55 10 3012 Withdrew.
Bubble. .10 07 10 Withdrew.
Event No, 8. novice sailing:

Elapsed. Elapsed.
Pagan 47 50 Redouin Not timed
PoUywog , 1 10 00 Rana Not timed!
Event No. 9, Pecowsic cup, distance 4}^ miles. Start 11 :48:

1st Round. 2d Round. Einuh.
Glenwood ....10 03 07 10 18 14 10 .33 47
Toltec 10 04 32 10 20 :» 10 3d 33
Mab 10 04 45 10 21 25 10 38 16
V 10 04 .53 10 31 55 10 .38 30
Alpha 10 05 13 10 23 14 10 40 30
Hornet 10 05 46 10 24 10 10 43 88
Eel .10 08 35 Withdrew.
Evangehue 10 13 30 Withdrew.
Event No. 10, club race; distance 4i^ miles:

VK.SPER c. c.

Elapsed.
45 47
48 33
50 16
50 30
.52 30
54 33

Elapsed.
29 39

Wasp 31 (

V Si as
NEW TOHK C. C.

Tornado 33 32
Toltec 34 36
Hornet Disabled.
Vesper 12 points. Now York 3 points.
Event No. 11, cruising canoes, distance 3 miles. Start 2:43:

1st round. Finish. Elapsed.
Foggy Dew 3 01 55 3 29 05 46 05
Evangeline 3 01 50 3 34 30 51 30
White Clottd 3 02 45 3 35 40 53 40
lo 3 05 30 Withdrew.
Event No. 1 8, tandem paddling, distance mile

:

„ „ Elapsed.
, Knappe and Parsons 3 52

Gertie, Robertson and Ashenden 4 o9
, Burrage and Drake ..- 4 13

Event No. 14, club fours, distance% mile:

-Elapsed.
Springfield C.C 4^02
New York C. C , 409
Pointe Claire E, C 4 II
Puritan CO 4 15
Bulwagga C. C Not timed.
Event No. 15, saiUug upset and maneuvering, distance 116 miles*

Mab : 1

Wasp 2
Glenwood .s

Bee 4
V Dismasted
Event No. 16, paddling upset, distance mile.

L. B. Palmer ; 1

Thomas Hale y
T. E. H. Barrington , :j

R. D.Scott 4
A. S. M. Adamson
J. W. Sparrow
H. D. Banks
Event No. 17, hurry scurry, distance J4 mile:

T. E. H. Barrington , , _ 1

Thomas Hale, Jr a— Taylor a
A. S. M. Adamson........ > .' 4
R.D.Scott 5
C- B. Ashenden g
jr. J, BuiT^'e 7



:^OnESt ANiD StHfeAM,

— Foster 8

H. D, Banlc? 9
Event 18, gymnastics:

T. R. H. Barrington J

Paul Butler . -

D. 8. Godclard -3

George P. Douglas '*

Jabberwock trophy, distance IJ^ miles. Start 3:50:
Finished. Elapsed.

Pollywog 137 28 47 28

BulwaK ..4 41) 20 56 20

Bonnie 4 48 08 58 08

Bedouin 4 49 00 5» 00
Withdrew.

SITMSURY OF RECORD, 1892.

Sailing. Paddling. Combined. Total.

L'Jlirondelle, E. C. Knappe 6 3 6 15

Tornado, F. C. Moore h 5 4 14

V, Howard Gray 2 6 5 13

Eel. J. W. Sparrow 4 4 3. 11

Evangeline, Thos. Hale, Jr 8 1 3 6

lo.F.H. Foster... 1 3 1 4

37.

27.

37.

27.

27.

FIXTURES.
AUOtlST.

Quincy, 3d Cham., Quiney, 37. Winthrop, 2d Class Cham.,
Mass. Winthrop.

Hull, Cup Race, Hull. 27. Commonwealth, Cham,, Dor-
Dorchester, Open Cup, Dor- Chester Bay.

Chester. 27. Harlem, Ann., New York,
Larchmont, Oyster Boats. 27. Buffalo, l,adies' Day.
Savin Hill, Sail Off. 27. Sippican, Open, Marion.
Mos. Fleet, Cham., Boston. 27, Boy. N S., Lord Alex. Russell

Cup, Halifax.

SEPTE5IBER.

Winthrop, 3d and 4th Classes, 6. Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New
Winihrop York Bay.

Roy. N.S., Handicap, Halifax. 10. Seawanhaka. Rouse and Wet-
Lai-chmont, Fall. Larchmont. more Cups, Oyster Bay.
Rochester, Autumn Craise. 10. Sippican, 3rf Sweep, Marion.
Beverly, Monument Beach. 10. Eastern, Fall. Marhlehead.
Buffalo. 2d Pennant. 14. Roy. N.S., Capt. L. Russell';

Hull Cor., Open. Hull. Cup, Halifax.
Corinthian. Marblehead. 14. Winthrop, Cash, Winthrop.
Beverly, Monument Beach. 15. New York, Schooner Sweeps,
Mos. Fleet, Open, Boston, New York.
N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York. 15. Rochester, Grand Review.
Corinthian, Atlantic City. 15. Corinthian, Atlantic City.

Douglaston, Sweeps, Little 17. Beverly, Monument Beach.
Neck Bay. 18. Miramichi, Triang,New2astle.

Lynn, Open, Nahant. 24. Chelsea.
FaU Kiver Club. Fall River. 24. Buffalo. 3d Pennant.
Volunteer, New Haven. 24, CommonwealtD, Cham., Dor-
Sipplcan, Cham,, Marion. Chester Bay.
Miramichi, Sweep, Newcastle.

OCTOBER.

Corinthian, Atlantic City. • 9. Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New
Buffalo, Closing Cruise. York Bay.

Mattapoisett Regatta.
Aug. 13.—The annual regatta took place here to-day. There were

six classes, one for sloops and five for eatboats. The race was sailed

under the Beverly Y. O. rules. The course for the sloops, first and
second class cats was 1(5 miles, third class 15 miles, fourth class 0

miles and fifth class 4 miles. The interest centered in the third class,

for the Tycoon, a Mattapoisett boat, beat the Sippican, a Marion
boat, by 10 seconds. There was a good whole sail breeze from the

southwest, and some of the boats carried a reef. The following is

the summary

:

SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Fin, H. Stockton 17.01 2 54 31 2 17 42

CTiapoquoit, C. A. .Jones 33.11 2 24 80 2 18 09

Lorita, J. M. Arnold 31 10 2 36 08 2 27 15

FIRST CLASS CATS.

Hector, E. C. Stetson 2S.10 2 40 48 2 37 5?

Flight. C, E. Hiller 30.00 2 40 31 3 39 13

Surprise, J. M. Codman 27.04 3 45 10 2 29 58
SECOND CLASS.

Mist, a. H. Lyman 20.08 2 43 02 2 25 46

Gymnote. W. E. C. Eustis .27,02 3 44 41 2 29 13

Defiance, A. G Perry 2 46 35

Daisy, .lohn Welch ....24.03 3 03 25 2 44 58

Success, John F. Perry .Disabled.

Minnie B., Ben Slocum Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Tycoon, J. Stackpole, Jr 23.01 3 36 34 2 15 24

Sippican, W. H. Davis 23.01 2 36 44 a 15 34

Doris. J. Parkinson 23.03 2 38 24 3 17 32

Algol. J. B. BuUard, Jr 23.02 2 .89 0(3 3 18 05

Eina, .1 . Parkinson 22. 10 3 39 48 2 18 06

Hermione, R. L. Bar.stow 23.00 3 41 OS -3 19 47

Hera, L. Bacon 21 . 11 2 45 31 2 22 10

Aucoot, E.Battelle 23.03 2 44 53 2 24 01
FOURTH CLASS.

Marianna, L. G. Wood 17.07 1 13 80 0 59 14

Cat, Bruce Clark 19.03 1 13 20 1 00 42

Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 12 .86 1 01 03

Ramona, J. L. Sherrate. ., 17.08 1 16 34 1 03 28

Annie and Susie, W. L. Gammon 1 16 37
Frolic, N. W. Cobb 16.11 1 23 30 1 09 37

Psyche, R. L. Barstow. Jr. 1 24 10 1 10 11

Hermia, T. R. Sherwell 17.03 1 39 23 1 15 45

FIFTH CLASS.
Rena, A. M, Hiller .....16.07 53 06 43 32

Cola, H. Dexter 17.08 53 51 43 47

Lady May, S. Bartelle 14.04 .57 34 46 07

Konungo, A. Stackpole 13.07 1 09 07 55 55

Sippican Y. C.

MARION -buzzard's bay.

1 03 1 18 45
1 HI 43 1 20 11

1 32 37 1 31 10
1 34 32 1 23 33
1 35 31 1 23 69

1 42 21 1 26 57
1 43 35 1 28 05
1 48 03 1 33 31
2 00 47 1 41 07

1 25 36 J 11 47
1 38 51 1 28 11

TH^IBD CLASH OATS.
Tyoodtt, J. L. Stackpole, Jr. 23,01

Sippican, W. H. Davis 22.10

Algol, J. R. Bnllard, Jr 23,11

Buzzard, A. B. Shepley 23.07

Eita, .fohn Parkinson 22.10
FOURTH CLASS OATS,

Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19,04

Cat, Bruce Clark 19.03

Squall. J, G. Palfrey 19.11

Eel, W. E. C. Eustis 16.03
SPKCIAL CLASS.

Cheenmun. F. W. Palfrey 18.01

Wide Awake, J. C. Pegram, Jr 16 06
Flight, Tycoon and Edith win champiouships, having won in the

first race. July 33. Cheemauu wins a leg. Judges—Dr. J. S. Whit-
ing and Mr. T. H. Yardley.

IOth oprn swkbpstakes rbgatta.
Marion, Aug. 6.—First class, from judges' yacht leaving Nye's

Ledge and S.E. Ledge buoys on port and return, 15 miles. Third and
fourth classes, from judges' yacht leaving Bow Bells and S.E. Ledge
buoys on port and return, 8 tuiles: wind, a three-reef breeze, S.S.W.:

first class oats, 24pt. and not over 30ft.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hector. E. C. Stetson 38.10 3 21 43

Flight, J. Lewis Parks 29.03 2 23 43

THIRD CLASS CATS, 17fT. AND NOT OVER 20pT.

Tycoon . J. L. Stackpole, J r 23 .01 I 37 21

Doris, John Parkinson 21 . 02 1 211 20

Hermione, R. L. Barstow 22.11 1 39 57

FOURTH CLASS CATS, 14fT. AND NOT OVER 17FT.

Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19 04 1 43 22

Eel, W. E. C. Eustice 16.08 1 47 56

Winuors: Class 1, Hector: Class 3, Tycoon; Class 4, Edith. Judges;
Messrs. Carey. Yardley and Whiting.

Thb second championship race was sailed Aug. 17 ina freshW.S.W.
wind. Flight, Venture, Tycoon and Edith had already won legs.

In the first cla«s Hector started first and held the lead on the flrsl

leg to windward, but Flight outran her, passed her on the second
leg and finished well ahead.

.

Venture was unable to race and Gymnote was the only starter m
the second class. She soon came to grief again, this time breakmg
her centerboard.
In the third class Sippican led ott', followed by Algol (a new boat

iust built by Holmes), Buzzard, Eina and Tycoon. Tycoon sailed re-

markably well to windward and was second boat at Bow Bells.

From that time she had the race well in hand, although Sippican

gamed a little running. Buzzard beat Algol untd they got into a
seaway and then Algol gained on the wbole fleet. Tycoon protested

Sippican for fouling a buoy and Sippican anl Algol protested Tycoon
for not being sailed by a member of the club. Both of these pro-

tests, however, proved to be groundless and were not allowed.

In the fourth class Edith started first, followed by Eel, Squall and
Cat. Cat had some difficulty in hoisting her sail and consequenlly

was handicapped 2^s. She gained 3m. on the first leg, passing

Squall and Eel. Squall mistook t.he mark and ovei stood it, losing

thereby about 5m., but sue gained a little on the run home. Cat
spi'ang her nidder-head and could not be steered off the wind, and
lost the race after she had apparently won it.

In the special class Cheemaun distinguished herself by not only

distancing Wide Awake but keeping up with the fourth class. In

the sea she was in her own element, while her rival seemed to be
stopped by it. ^ -r . .

Courses—First class, from judges' yacht, leaving Nye s Ledge and
S. E. Ledge buoys on port and return, 15 miles. Third and fourth

classes, from judges' ya<;ht. leaving Bow Bells and S. E. Ledge buoys
on port and return, 8 miles. Special class, from judges' yacht,

rounding Bow Bells Buoy an port and return, 614 miles:

FIRST CLASS CATS.
Length. Elapsed,

FUght. J. Lewis Pai-ks 29 . 08 2 22 07

Hector, E. C. Stetson 28 . 10 3 25 58

SECOND CLASS CATS.

Gymnote, W. B. C. Eustis .27.04 Disabled.

2 09 3S
2 13 17

1 16 03
1 18 07
1 18 29

1 86 58
1 28 16

North Ends Defeat Lancasters.

Ephuata, Pa., Monday, Aug. 22,-Somo time ago tlie meinbors
of the Lancaster Schuetzen-Verein and the North End Rifle Club
arranged for two contests for the championship of I;ancaater

county, the first contest to beheld on the range of the former
near Lancaster Citv, on the banks of the Conestoga Creek; the

seconii on the range of the latter on the Cocalico Creek, m
Bphrata, the headquarters of the North End team. The first

match was held several weeks ago, eight .shooters on each aide,

and was won by the Lancaster team. The aistance was 200yds.,

rest shooting, standard American target being used. The Lan-
caster boys scored .596 points, the North End boys but -570 points.

The day was favorable for good shooting and the event was
greatly enjoyed by all participants.
The second contest came oft last Friday morning on the range

at Ephrata, the conditions the same as on the previous occasion
except that there were ten shooters to a side. The visitors came
to Ephrata in the morning and the entire day was spent on the
range. After all trial shots had been had, which occupied an
hour or two, the contest was entered, both sides determined to do
their best shooting. At the end of the contest the visitors had
made 697 points, and the home team 781 points, leading 84 points.

The following are the scores made:
Lancaster Scbuetzen Verein.

J H Wentzel

Excelsior Rifle Club Shoot.

The Excelsior Rifle Club of Jersey City, held its second annual
prize shoot at Ambruster's Greenville Schuefzen Park last Friday
and Saturday, Aug. 19 and 20. A large number of New York and
New Jersey marksmen attended, -with the result that the prizes

offered for competition were equally distributed among the repre-
sentatives of both States. Fred Ross of the Zettler Club came to

the front on the last day, making a 73, tying the high man, Henry
Holges. The results on the different targets are below.
German Ring Target.—Open to all comers. Tickets (3 shots) ., _

Tickets unlimited. Two best tickets to count for first five prizes,

one ticket to count for the remainder. Only one prize and one
premium can be obtained by any one shooter. Ties divided,

distance SOOyds. First -orize, $40, and second prize S30, divided
between Henry Holges, Zettler Rifle Club, with scores of 33 24 3-^—

73 and 23 25 24—73 total 141 and 34 25 24-73, and 33 24 35-71 total

144 respectivelv. Third prize, 835. William Hayes, Newark Shoot-
ing Society. 23^33 25-71 and 24 33 24-71 total 143. Fourth prize.

»30, Louis'Plach, Zettler and Miller rifle clubs, 25 23 33—71 and
33 24 33—70. total 141. Fifth prize, $15, Ernest Fischer, Miller

Rifle Club, 25 25 32-72 and 25 24 19-68 total 140. Sixth prize, $13,

A. Bergerow, Newark Shooting Society, 23 24 33- 71. Seventh
prize, $10; eighth prize, $9, and ninth prize, $7, were divided by
Wm. Weber. Excelsior Rifle Club, 23 23 23-69; M-'chael Dorrler,
Zertler R. C. 24 23 33-69 and Joseph Speecher, Excelsior R. C,
24 31 24—69. Tenth prize, $6, L. P. Hansen, Excelsior R. C, tied

Barney Walther, Zettler B. C, for this and the eleventh prize,

S5. with scores of 23 33 33—68 and 23 23 25—68 respectively. Twelfth
prize, $4, J. G. Hard 23 20 23- 6.'i. Thirteenth, fourteenth and
fifteenth prizes, consisting of $3, .$3 and $1 were divided by David
Miller 23 21 30—«!, Geo. Weigman 20 23 32—64, C. Hutch, Harlem
R. C.20 31 23-64, and L. Vogel. Miller R. O., 22 20 22-61. The

70 70—352. A premium of $1 was also offered for the first and last

flag every day. The winners were: First dav, morning, Wm.
Weber; evening, F. C. Ross. Second day, morning, Wm. Hayee;
evening, James Hughes.

^ v.
Bullseye Target.—Open to all comer.?. Tickets (10 shot?) $1, re-

entries unlimited. Target with black of 13in., with Sin. center.

The best shot of everv shooter to count by measurement. A pe-

culiar feature in the shooting at this target took place at about
three minutes to Ave, a few minutes before firing was discon-

tinued William Hayes, the Newark crack, scored the best flag at

the last moment, beating the next man. Fred Ross, by a hair, A
summary follows: First prize, $20, William Hayes. 17; sscomi
prize. $15. Fred C. Ross, 20fe third prize, $13, L. P. Hansen, 34:

fourth prizo, »10, Henry Holges, 37; fit th prize, $8, Wm. Weber,
41; sixth priz<<. $6. J. Horn, 41>^; seventh and eighta prizes. $o and
$4, were divided bvEmest Fischer and J. Hughes wiih 43 each:
ninth prize $3, J. Oha,vanl; tenthiprize, $2, George D. Wiegman,

^^jjie premiums for the most bullseyes were secured by Fred C.

Ros«. «5, with 35 flags to his credit; William Hayes second prize,

»3, with 17, and third, $2, to L. P. Hansen with 16. In all there
were 331 flags made on the bullseye target.

Target of Honor.—Open to members of the club only, three
shots, for prizes contributed by members and friends:

litprize. LP Hansen 31 22 33-65

3d prize. Thomas Hughes 23 33 20-65
3d prize, J Spaicher 20 19 35-64

4th prize,W J Channing 31 32 20-63

5th prize, Wm Weber _ 20 30 20-60

6th prize Colin Boag -0 15 15-50
7th prize, James Hughes 15 12 30-47

8th prize, Oscar C Boyce 16 14 11-41
9th prize, Wm J Hennessy 13 14 11—g.

lOfch prize, C L Pinnev • 12 10 11—33
nth prize, Wm J Hallowell 10 11 10—31
The hours of shooting were from 9 A. M. to 13 M., then 1 P. M.

to7P. M., with the exception of the bullseye target, on which
shooting was stopped on the last day at 5 o'clock. The shooting
committee consisted of L. P. Hansen, First Shooting Master;
Wm. Weber, Second Shooting Master; Wm. H. Robidoux. John
Speicher, William H. Hallowell and W. J. Channing. The Excel-
siors are no doubt pleased with the financial outcome of their

shoot.
NOTES.

Messrs. Horn and Hutch created some merriment by their

efforts to strike a bottle with several stones. Their excuse wa
that they had forgotten how to shoot at a target and were gettin;

square with the bottle.
, , ,

Fred Ross, William Hayes and several others enlivened those
present with a rendition of the celebrated "Obadiah" chorus.

The only needed article missing to make it a bigger success was
said by Barney Walther to be a certain well-known Alexander.
The latter, it is said, can drive what little music there ia in any
popular song right out of the question.
The measuring of the bullseyes scored was done by Henry Oehl

of the Zettler Rifle Club.
George Schlicht had charge of the markers and warners, and

consequently this part of the affair ran smoothly.
Messrs. -John Bender and Laute, of the Our Own Club, Newark,

also attended.

Revolver Shooting in Eng:land.

At the South London Rifle Club's competition of Aug. 11, there
were two competitions for revolvers, one at a stationary target,

the other at a target appearing and disappearing at intervals of

three seconds at a distance of 20yds. (^similar to the Bisley com-
petitions). Mr. Walter Winans won first prize in both with a
score of 41 out of a possible 42 in each; the one at the disappearing
target being the "best on record" at the Sin. Bislfey target. Only
one score being allowed for the revolver championship in each
day, Mr. Winans chose his 41 made at the stationary target ( which
was a slightly better, counting 41) to represent hira for the cham-
pionship. He has now passed Major Mackerrell, the scores for
the revolver championship of the club now standing:
Walter Winans 41 40-81 T W Heath 39 3-5—73

Major Mackerrell 41 37—78 OFLowe ...36 36-72
H Andrews 39 38-77 Mortimer 34 34-68

CoiTected.
2 11 05
a 13 50

Chicago Championship.
Chicago, IlL, Aug. 17.—H. S. Burley accepts C. A. Hankie's

challenge to shoot 1-50 shots on the same conditions as the cham-
pionship of Chicago was shot for, 25yds., strictly olf-hand, with
open sights, for S50 a side, match to take place at the Garden City
shooting gallery, Saturday evening, Aug 27. H. S. Burley .

Champion of Chicago.

O H Obreiter..
P Dommel—

O S Wenger.,

8 8 10 10 r 9 8 10 8 8-85
10 8 9 5 5 6 9 7 9 7—75
.10 6 7 8 8 6 8 7 9 8-77
. 7 9 8 8 6 9 8 6 8 8—75
8 9 10 9 9 10 9 8 7 5-84
8 5 10 10 8 8 6 5 6 7-73
6 0 6 6 0 8 7 4 4 5-46
6 8 8 7 8 8 7 4 0 5-61
7 9 7 8 10 7 4 7 9 7—75
6 4 0 6 8 () 0 8 6 7-45-679

^th End.
0 10 9 9 9 6 8 0 8 10—69
7 9 8 10 8 8 8 8 10 9—85
8 6 9 10 0 9 6 10 8 8-74
9 9 8 9 9 9 10 8 9 10-90
9 9 10 8 10 8 8 6 5 9—83
10 10 9 8 8 10 7 9 6 8-83
9 6 9 8 10 7 7 4 6 9-75
6 8 10 10 9 8 6 9 6 9-81
9 9 7 7 9 8 7 7 6 8-77
4 8 4 7 8 0 9 10 7 8-65-781Kegel

During the shooting a fine lunch was spread upon the grounds
of the club and afterwards the visitors were taken to Winter's
hotel, in Ephrata, where they were entertained at an elegant sup-
per. As things stand now the clubs are even, each having won
one match. To decide the best two in three another match will

bo shot shortly. Both clubs will make a desperate eflr'ort to win,
and will pick out their best men to go to the front. When the
third match will take place is not known as yet. It is probable,
however, that it will he held at Mt. Gretna, in the latter part of

September. D. B. L., Sec'y.

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.

\_SpeciaUv Bevorf.ed for Forest and Stream.^

A hundred -shot match has been arranged between Secretary
Charles E. Bird and Captain Henry L. Hansen, of the Hudson
Rifle Club, to take place August 37, at headquarters on Giles Ave-
nue, Marion. The conditions are to the effect that the mutch be
finished in an hour and thirty minutes. Mr. Bird thinks he can
do it inside the hour mark, as he is counted upon as the most
rapid shooter by the club. Speaking of the Hudson Club's mem-
bers, reminds me that Monday is an off day with John Rebhan,
the former captain. He is one of Jersey City's many tonsorial
artists.

Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J., Wednesday, August 17. To-
night's scores are appended below. The conditions were:
Ten shots ofl^^ hand; twenty-five ring target; possible. 2.50:

D Miller 25 35 25 35 34 24 34 28 28 33-341
E Fischer. 35 35 25 34 24 34 24 24 23 32-340
F Brandt 35 25 35 24 24 34 33 23 31 31-236
.1 H Kruse 35 35 34 34 34 .24 33 33 23 30-334
F Kloepping 25 35 25 24 24 33 23 23 33 33—284
A Meyns .. 35 36 34 24 34 34 33 33 31 30- 234

H D Heneken 35 24 24 24 23 23 23 33 31 21—380
W Rogers 35 85 34 24 23 23 23 31 30 20-237
R /oeh 25 24 23 23 33 33 21 31 20 30-333
H F Meyer 25 35 24 23 23 23 31 31 30 20-333
H Vanderhayden 35 24 24 34 23 S3 23 18 18 18-319
H Seltenreieh 35 34 24 33 33 32 32 23 17 15 - 317

F Kammel 35 23 23 33 31 31 20 20 18 18—210

F lJunsfeadt'.' 25 33 21 21 20 30 19 19 S9 18-205

The sixth anniversary shoot of the Our Own Club of Newark,
N. J., at Shooting Park, Labor Day, Sept. .5, promises to be a fine

afl'air. The bulIse^ e target which is op»n to all comers, offers

prizes of a silver ice pitcher as first prlzs. $5, $4, S3, $3 and $1, also

nine silver medals. The shooting commences at 9 A. M. and
('lo=es at 7 P.M. The committle of arrangements consists of

Gus. Goerk Chairman, G. D. Wiegman, John Coppersmith, Jacob
Hunzicker, Jr., Henry D. Uhl and John F. Bander.

All communications for J. H. Kruse will kindly be addressed to
No, 105 Adams street, Hoboken. Jax H. Kay.

The Big Shoot at Sea Girt.

Gen, SpenOeh is beginning to feel sanguine that the second
annual fall meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle Association, to

be held at Sea Girt, Sept. 5 to 10 inclusive, will be an immense
success. The First, Second, Sixih and Seventh Regiments, N. G.
N. J., will positively enter teams of six men each for tl'-e New
Jersey team and Columbia trophv matches, and the Second and
Fourth Regiments may also put teams in. These teams, along
with two from the District of Columbia Militia, Sixth Pennsyl-
vania, Twenty-third New York and a team from men will also

contest in the match for six-men teams for the Interstate Regi-
mental Team trophy. The Interstate and Hilton trophy matches
will call out strong teams from New York, New Jersey, Maine,
and the District of Columbia and Pennsylvania and Massachu-
setts may also enter teams, although it is not certain that they

The District of Columbia team will reach the Sea Girt Range
on Sept. 4 and will camp there until after the meeting is ended.
The Jersey teams will go to the camp on the same date. They
will be quartered in comfortable wall tents, provided with floors,

cots, blankets, camp stools, tables, etc., these being furnished
gratis by New Jersey. Meals will be procured by the teams at
Greason's restaurant on the grounds. Plenty of tents wiJl be
pitched on the field near the rifle range, and civilians and guards-
men alike, who go there to shoot, will be provided with quarters.

World's Fair Schuetzenfest.

Chicaoo, Aug. 32.—There is a grand gathering expected by the
Chicago Schuetzen-Verein at the Columbia SchueTzenfest in con-
nection with the World's Fair. The programme Is a simple one
but some big prizes will go to the lucky winners. The list of

matches stands as follows:
Point Target—4in. center in 13in. black, distance SOOyds; en-

trance fee §25. entitling the shooter to 200 shots. All shooters
shooting the 200 shots will receive a gold medal valued at fl5; 173

prizes, ranging from SlOO to |3.

King Target—German ring-target, 3?-%in. rings; entrance fee S5,

10 shots each. First prize $150 and king medal valued at $50; 200

prizes, ranging from $150 to $3,

Siich Target-9in . center in 13in. black; entrance fee So. A pre-
mium of $5 will be given to each shooter making three center
shots; 103 prizes, ranging from $2.50 to $1.

Public or Ring-target—German ring-target, 2.5Min. rings; en-
trance fee $3 for first t=cket, re-entries $3, three shots per ticket;

116 prizes, ranging from $1-50 to fl.

Man Target—Entrance fee $3 for first ticket, re-entry $3; five

shots per ticket; 116 prizes, ranging from $1.50 to $1.

Creedmonr Target—Sin. bullseye target divided into six rings.

The entrance fee, number of shots and prizes are the same as on
the man target.

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City Rifle Team met for their weekly contest Tues-

day evening, at Burley & Erickson's shooting gallery, 146 South
Halstead street, Chicago. Conditions were; 25yds. 25 shots each,
open sights, free oflT-hand position, Massachusetts paper target.
Possible 300 points: „ .

HSBurlev 279 W J Gibbs 360 FErickson 252

C A Hankie 268 J O Martin 359 Ed Pierce .350

A McBean 263 GO Misga. 256

Al Sorensen .263 John Pontes .355

The score of Mr. Burley is the largest ever made in the team
sweepstakes. Mr. Burley scoring 118 out of a possible 120, the larg-

est score ever made in the gallery. B. 8. H.
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Port Chester Riflemen.
PoBT Chester,. N. Y.. Aug. 20.—The foUowing scores were made

hy merntiers of Port Chesier HiHe Club on Saturday, Aug. 20,
200yds. olf-ha-nd, standard American target:
F A Bachman , . 9 6

6 3 5
J Smith 4 8 2

(i 9
R Rudd ,. U

5
R McNeil, Jr 2

H Boeger 9

4 3
6 5

i
3 7
6 -T
3 6
6 9

6 7 7
I 6 9 10
7 8 5 4

8 6 8
8 B 8
6 3 9

9 6 6 8
6 2 5
4 4 4

2 6

6 9

7 6

5 3-60
5 8-03-133
7 7-55
4 7-66-121
3 5-53
7 5-61-116
7 3-60
7 7-51-111
3 4-47

4-58-105
R. McNmL, Jr., Sec'y.

Massachusetts Riile Association.
Boston, Aug. 20 —The Massachusetts Rifla Association held its.

regular weekly shoot at its range to-day. Some very good scores
were made by Messrs. Willard, Bell and Merville in the difl!er<»nt
matcheSi FoUowiag are the scores, distance 200yds., standard
American target, all being re-entry matches:
» »AIl-Comers' Off-Hand Maich,—H. L. Lee 80, A, Law 74, P. H.
Ketiible B lyiey 71, A. Remington 70.

All-Comers' Rest Match.— FT. L. Willard 112. .
I ohn French 109,

D. Winchester lOS, O. Moore 108, A. Ballard 108, W. P. Thompson
106.

AU-Oomers' Military Match, Creedmoor Tareet.—0. H. Brigham
44. A. F. (Jary 41. G. C. Marshall 40, O. Mnore 39.

Eagle Badge Pistol Match, 50yds.—L. Bell 92, A. G. Stevens 91,
M. T.'Day 91, O. Moore 91.

All-Comers' Pistol Match, 50yds.—L. B, Avery 76.

At Lion Park.
At the annual reunion of the A. O. LT. W. at Lion Park, New

Yorl? city, Aug. 17, Charles E. Bird, of the Hudson Rifle Club,
Marion, N. .L, succeeded in securing the second prize, and Gus
Zimmerman the first. The scores were: G. Zimmerman 17 17 18—
.52. and 18 17 18-53, total 105; C. E. Bird 16 17 17-50, and 16 18 18-
52, total 103. The distance was 75vds. Mr. Bird did his shooting
with a .22cal. Ballard, while Mr, Zimmerman used a ..32-'i0 Ballard.

Two Harvest Excursions.
The great West and Northwest offer special attractions this

season to tourists and home-seekers. For the purpose of enabling
the public to visit the immen'ie region included, the Cnicago
Grear, Western Railway 'operating the Chicago, St. Paul and
Kansas City Railway, will run two harvest excursions, selling
tickets to all principal points in the territory included, on Tues-
days. Aug. 30 and Sept. 35, 1893, at the low rate of one fare for the
round trip. An additional excursion will be run Oct. 25 to points
South and Southwest. Tickets sold only on above dates, good to
return in twenty days. For detailed information call on your
nearest agent, or address F. H. Lobd, General Passenger and
Ticket Agent, C. G. W. Ry.. Chicago, 111.—^d«.

The F-Avohite Line —The Shenandoah Talley route to the
S uih, comnnsed of the Norfolk & Westprn and East Tennessee,
Virginia & Georgia Railways, is the sportsman's favorite line.
'•The Washington & Chattanooga Limited,'" which is a solid ves-
tibuled fast tiding train, consisting of Pullman, drawing mom,
sleeping, cars, day coaches and Pullman dining oars, leave Wash-
•ineton 11:15 P. M. every day in the year, arriving Chattanooga
fi45 next afternoon, makine close connection for all Southern
noints. Mr. B. W. Wbenn, General Passenger and Ticket Agent,
E. T.. V &G. R'y, Knoxville Tenn., will furnish free any infor-
mation desired. ~A(iv.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 24-28.—California State Shooting Association tournament,
Concord. Cal.
Aug. 25-36.—Rockville Gun Club tournament, at Rockville, Md.
Aug. 26-37 —Sparta Shooting Club tournament. Sparta, 111.

Aug. 29.—Parkway Rod and Gun Club open shoot and picnic
Dexter Park, Long Island.
Aug. 80-Sept. 2.- Standard-Keystone Target and Trap Co, , fifth

annual tournament, at New London, Conn.
Aug. 31.—Kingbird tournament under the management of Cort-

land County Gun C ub, Cortland, N. Y. E. C. Rindge, Sec'y.
August.—Niles Gun Club tournament, at Nilea, Mich.
August.—Connecticut State League, at Bristol, Oonn.
August.—New .Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League eighth

monthly tournament, Harrison, N. .1.

Septemher.—Rocky Mijuntain Sportsmen's Association annual
tournament, at .Denver, CoJ.
Septemlier.-Conneaut (0.) Gun Club totirnament.
Sept. 1.—Atlantic (la.) Gun Club tournament.
Sep". 1-3.—TJntontown (Pa.) Gun Club tournament.
Sep'. 1-5,—California State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, .Shell Mound, Oakland. Cal.
Sept. 5 —Franlifort (N, Y.) Game and Fish Protective Associa-

tion, first annual tournampnt.
Sept. 5.—Muncie (lad.) Gun Club amateur tournament.
Sept. .5.—Beaver Falls (Pa.) Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment.
Sept. 5-7 —Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, two

days at targets, last day at mud hens.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

toarnament, at Jacksonville, 111.

Sept. 7-S.—TiflBn (Ohio) Gun Club tournament,
September (second week). — Interstate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association tournament, at Auourn. N. Y.
Sept. 14-15.—West Side Spoi'tsmen's Association tournament, at

Roon ester, Ind.
Sept. 30 22,—Auburn Inter.state Tournament.
Sept. 20 k3,—Saratoga (N. y.) Gun Club, annual tournament.
Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand live days tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Ky
Sept. 39-Oot. 1.—Peeksklll (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 5-7.— First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Rpd Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. lo^a.
Oft. 19-50 —Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May, 1893 (last week;).—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, three

days "targets, last day live birds; $1,000 added to purses.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The following has been received from H.A.Penrose: '-The work

on the grounds of the New London Gun Club where the fifth annual
tournatnent of the Standard Keystone Target & Trap Company is to

he held Aug. 30. 3i. and Sept. 1 and 3, is now aboui completed. The
tents of tne 1.' M. & D. A. are pitehpd wiih otner tents and canvas
covering score where shooters stand so that l;hose attending can be
in the suade continually if they wish to. As our grounds are on the
banks of the barbor and within gun sliot of the water, it is almost
sure to be cool and i^leasant. We have stated in our programme that

the management reserves the right to modify programme to suit the
shooters present and every visiting sportsman may be assured that

he will get all the shooting he wants and to his own hking. We give

this shoot annually m order to oring the boys together and to deter-

mine who are the champions of the season, for whif>h we have ar
ranged leam races, indiviaual races, etc., each day. Event No. 5 on
the 4th day. is to determine who is the champion lai'set shot of
America, for which we give a handsome diamond ring. I purchased
thering while in New Yoi'k last week, and it is by far the best one
that we have ever given. It weighs a karat and a half, is handsomely
set and will certainly be worth battling hard for. We have also ar-

ranged to have stages run from the hotel to the grounds and have
arranged with hotel people tor a reasonable rate for all attending the
tOWDaroePt'- So come one and all, ajid to those that enjoy shooting

we can guarantee a royal good time. Shells for prominent trap
shots from dilferent points have already, at this early date, arrived,
and all those who are goiug to attend and want to ship their shells
may ship them to me and I will see that; they are taken to the
grounds and cared for. There will also be plenty 'of loaded shells on
the grounds, and in fact, everything pertaining to a tournament.
The citizens are taking a good deal of interest in this .shoot, so taking
It all in all it should be the shoot of the season."

Programmes have been received for the fifteenth annual tourna-
nament of the St. Paul (Minn.) Gun Club to be held at the State Fair
grounds, Sept. 6 to 8 inclusive. The programme comprises five 10-
target events, five at 10 singles and 3 pairs: four at 15 singles, three
at 30 singles. Tne entries are from $1.50 to $2.50. The main event of
the week will be a special contest at 26 singles and 12 pairs of targets,
S5 entry, targets extra, for the Chamber of Commerce diamond
badge and niue valuable prizes of merchandise. The winner of the
badge this year will receive the entrance money in the 1893 contest.
Very valirable merchandise prizes are offered 'in eacn event, in addi-
tion to the money divisions, All except the special badge contest are
open to the world. There will also be 23 prizes for the high averages
in all therevents during tlie three days, first prize being .$40 in cash,
second $35, third $30, fourth fifth $20 and so on down to a bronze
figure for the 33d average.

* *

ATLANTicCiTy, N. J., Aug. 23.—The Pier Gun Club, of this city,
will hold iheir first tournament Sept. 5 and 6, and what was at first
thought would be only a small shoot promises to be quite a tourna-
ment, as we have had letters and assurances from quite a number of
shooters from different parts of the country that tney will be there,
and as we have a variety programme and a novel place to shoot, it
will be something new for the boys. The pier, off the end of which
the bn-ds will be thrown, extends 1,400ft. out into the Atlantic Ocean,
and just behind the score is a large pavUion for spectators.
Atlantic in September is at her l:)est: the mud hens are ripe and tne
flishing in its prime; the nights cool and the air through the day
bracing and healthy. Just what a person wants after ihe long hot
spell this summer—a few da.vs of fresh salt air.—Thurman & Garvin,
Managers.

* * *

Labor Day, Sept. 5, will be a great day for trap shooters all over
the country, and almost every club will do more or less shooting on
its own grounds. Besides there will be any number of tournaments
at various places. Those on our list at this time are the Central Gun
Club at Elizabeth, N. J.: Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective
Association ; Muneie (Ind.) Gun Club tournament; open shoot at ,Iohn
Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds, Newark, N.J.; opening of the
Pier Gun Club tournament at Atlantic City. N. J.; Beaver Falls (Pa 1

Sportsmen's Association, and the final contest of California State
Sportsmen's Association at Shell Mound, Oakland, Cal.

Sheboygan Falls, Wis., Aug. 17.—The Sheboygan Falls Gun Club
has just been organized here with a membership of 16. The officers
are: Pres , A. C. Bassuener: Yice-Pres , Wm. Langner; Sec'y and
Treas.. M. Clark. Directors, Geo. Wilson, Wm. Blust and J. Kehl-
Uapt., Chr. Kerskamp. Traps and a supply of bluerock targets have
been ordered, and the first shoot will take place next Sunday. The
chib will meet the last Monday in each month,—W. C. Thomas.

The Londonville (N. Y.) Gun Club announces a kingbird target
tournament to take place on Sept. 6. This club has very convenient
grounds, reached by the Troy and Albanv electric ears. The targets
will be thrown from improved Keystone traps. The events will com-
prise five at 10 targets each, $1 entry; four at 15 targets each, $1 50
entry, and one at 20 targets, $3 entry. Shooting will begin at 9 A il
and there will be no postponement on account of the weather.

The next shoot of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League will be
held on the grounds of the Ease Orange Gun Club at Harrison on
Sept. 14. The grounds of this club are located within three raiau'tes'
walk of the terminus of Newark & Hariison Horse Railroad Com-
pany, and are provided with a pretty club house and plenty of room
for any number of traps desired. A fringe of trees extends across
the field in rear of the clul) house, providing an elegant shade after
11 o'clock.

* **
Teams of five men each from Orange and South Orange will shoot

a match on the Maplewood Gun Club's grounds on Saturday The
conditions are 50 bluerock targets per man, 5 traps, Keystone rules
the losing team to pay for the targets. The contest wifl begin at 2
P.M., and these are the teams: Orange—J. Warren Smith, (juintin
JMcGall, .lohn Siggins, Henry Quad, O. L Yeomans. South Oranee—
A, Sickley. A. Perry, W. Swift, W. N. Drake, F. Tillou.

"

* * *

A. G. Coui-tney received a warm reception from his friends in and
about New York city, "Court"' has the happy faculty of being wel-
comed wherever he goes. He says the now Lefever "ejector is "the
gun," and that it is going to revolutionize the market. From the
Metropolis "Court's" route leads through Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington, Reading, Harrisbvu-g, Pittsburgh, and thence to Deiroit
and the West.

* * i:

The St. Paul Gun Club has arranged to give its annual tournament
at tne State fair grounds at Hamline, Minn., on Sept. 6, 7 and 8
Bluerock targets and Paul North's electric pulls will be used. The
programme will include fourteen regular events, and the contest
for the Chamber of Commerce diamond badge for the individual
championship of the State, now held by Sheriff Block, of St. Peter.

* * *

The Coh Hammerless Gun Club, ©f Hartford. Conn., has elected
the following olHcers: A. C. Collins, president; John Alger, vice-
president; Millard F. Cook, secretary; J. C. Capen, as.sistant secre-
tary: W. R. Hopkins, treasurer: executive committee, A. O. Collins
John Alger, M. F. Cook, .7. 0. Capen and .Tohn Melrose. K. Decker'
instructor. ' '

* * *

The final match of the series between the Cambria and Western
Maryland Gun clubs took«place on Aug. 18, at Cumberland, Md , the
teams comprising ten men each and each man shooting at 36 targets
The result was in favor of the West Marylands, who broke 118 to theii-
opponent's 132.

The traps will be in position on Monday on the New London
grounds so that the "early birds" will have a chance to shoot in im-
promptu sweeps to "catch on" to the lay of the land. It is likely
that a number will go up on Sunday night and will spend Monday in
Bailing about the beautiful harbor and in shooMng for practice.

'

T. W. Morfey and G. Doremus shot a match at 10 live pigeons
each for %ZQ a side at WiUlard Park, Tom's River, N. J., on Aug. 17
Morfey killing 8 to his opponent's 6. On the same day a match at 3o'
glass balls each, for $30 a side, took place between James Donnelly" ^ innellv hfoUa 13 trv fiai'aifloV Cand Milton Garside. Donnelly bi-oke 13 to Garside's 7.

The following bags were made by Ltica sportsmen on the opening
day of the season. Jahn Cummings and Charles Mizner got 10 wood-
cock; George Knowltoa one partridge and one woodcock; Thomas
Parson, three woodcock and one partridge: Hardie Richardson and
J. P. Davis, five partridge and one jacksnipe.

*
*

The Oxford Rod and Gun Club has got leave from the Supreme
Court to change its name to the Long Island Country Club. The
club is composed of Brooklyn gentlemen and owns 900" acres of land
at Eastport, where it has erected a large club house for its mem-
bers. Mr. Henry G. Preston is president.

A New York daily on Aug. 13 gave a very graphic account of a
match "at 100 bluerocks," between .1. L. Brewer and Dr. Carver, said
to be in progress at Atlantic City, when said paper went to press on
the above date. On that date Dr. Carver was in the West.

The Pierrepont Gun Club, of Ftica, has been incorporated with the
Secretary of State for himting and fishing purposes. The directors
for the first year are Henry T. Grouse, Isaac N. Maynai-d, Frederick
S. Kellogg, Hugh White and Wm. Pierrepont White, ail of Utica,

* * *

Mystic, la., has a new gun club with twenty-five members. The
organization was formed on Aug. 8, the officers being as follows-
President, Wm. Orr; Secretary, Peter Barker: Treasurer. Wm Ellis'
The club wil I shoot on the 30th of each month,

* * «

A few short weeks more and all the Browns, Jones. Grays, Blacks,
etc., will begin to come out with their periodical challenges to shoot
for the championship of Squedunk and other large eotintrie,s, to say
nothing of the United States,

* * *

'l^e Uaion Hill Oun OUibbelditeteoii-Blontblf'iiliDist atiQ'Utteii-

herg on Aug. 17. Each man shot at 25 birds. J. Waller won first
prize by killing 23. The other scores were: H. TJaterainer It, P .

Sullivan .3, Theo. Butterbaum l.S and J, Collins 23.

* * *

The Dayton (Ohio) Gun Club entertained about 301 of their friends
to a picnic on Aug. 15. A fish-fry was prepared in the evening and
George Klett acted chief cook and bottle washer. After a meal was
made on fish the genial cook was presented with a diamond.

The Conesus Lake (N. Y.) Fish and Game Protective Association
has elected officers as follows: Horace McQuire, Pres.; L. L. Wil-
liams, 1st Vice-Pres. ; Robert Matthews. 2d Yice-Pres. : 0. U. Wood-
worth, .3d Yice-Pres. : D. C. Bascora, Sec'y-Treas.

* * *

It should have been "Jos." instead of "Jas. Thurman, .Jr." io last
week's FoHESTANo Stream. And the real handsome chap whose
picture appeared beside that of George Ritter is Harry Matz, presi-
dent of the Reading Shooting Association.

* *
.I.

"S. S." powder is gaining a decided foothold, and is doing good
work. When E. B. Sperry, a Connecticut shooter, used this powder
for the first time he broke 99 out of 100 keystones. This is his best-
on-record score.

* * *

The officers of the St. Paul (Minn.) Gun Club are: John Pflster,
President; Dr. Wm. Richeson, Vice-President; B F, Schurmeier, Sec-
retary; B. S. Kennedy, Treasurer; Henry Blakelv, J. P.Biirkhard and
Paul Hauser. Jr., Board of Directors,

The Yon Lengerke & Detmold representatives, Ferd. Van Dyke
and Gus GriefiP, made a great showmg at last Saturday's shoot of the
Maplewood Gun Club. Bach of them shot at 110 bluerocks and each
broke 102, an average of 93.73 per cent, for the pair.

* * *

The Passaic City Gun Club has purchased a tract of eight acres of
land situated between Speer's Vineyard on Van Ho uten Lane and
the D. L. & W. R. B., at Passaic, N. J. A fine club bouse will be
erected.

At the monthly shoot of the Lake City Gun Club, at Madison, Wis..
August 16. at 18 singles and 3 pairs of Peoria blackbii-ds, C. A. Mayer
broke .32, Louis Fauerback 21 and Wm, Dunn 10.

S: * *

The Long Pond Fishing and. Game Association has been incorpor-
ated at Utica. N. Y. The trustees are Joseph Ardesson, Andrew Z^hr
Thos. Glenn, P. H. Striffe and Michael Nortz '

"

We regret being unable to produce pictm-es of the officers of the
Missouri State Amateur Sportsmen's Association owiug to the fact
that it was impracticable to reproduce the tin-type pictures.

* * *

The regular monthly shoot of the Kansas City Gun Club took
place on Aug. 16, the medal being won by Rooney on a score of 29
breaks.

At the shoot of the Quincy (111.) Gun Glub on August 17, Frank Mo-
Davitt broke 17 out of 20 Peoria blackbu-ds and won the club's
medal.

*
In another column will be found an attractive ad. of the "S. S''

company, showing each week the picture or some noted expert ex-
ponent of that explosive,

Jos. Wolsteucrof t has received a lefter from H. M. Woi-den of the
Harrisburg Shooting Association, denouncing in strong terms the
actions of Budd Kinzer, detailed in last week's story of the Keadins
hoot.

» » »

The Norwich line boat; which leaves Pier 40 (old number) North
River, at 5:30 next Monday afternoon will take a jolly crowd of New
Jersey and New York shooters to New London, Conn.

* * »

Charley Tuttle and his fellow hustlers, of the Auburn Gun Club
will give ^'isitors a warm reception during the coming Interstate
shoot at Aubm-n.

* *
:>

It is expected tliat a score of 100 straight will have to be made to
win the diamond ring at the Keystone shoot. And the rine is wpll
worth 100 percent. * '

* **

Lieut.-Ool. R. Heber Brelntnall won the aiaplewood (N J) Gun
Club's monthly cup contest on Saturday last by breaking 48* out of 50
targets,

* **
The Eagle Eye Gun Club, of Centre Belmont,' Itte., aho'ts every

Saturday afternoon on the premises of Chas. Lamb near Tilflen
Pond.

'

*
*

The Courtland County Gun Club anticipates a big time on Km<^ 'M
when it will hold an all-day tournament at kingbird targets.

'

"Doe" WoUtencroft, alias "Captain McParland," was in ereat fonn
at the Springfield tournament, killing 58 live birds straight?

The Rockville (Md.) boys expect to have a lively time at their
shoot this week. Billy Wagner will be prime hustler!

'

* * *

The Findley (Ohio) Gun Club hell its weekly shoot on Aueust Iti
Evans winning the main event with a score of 43 out of .50 targets*.

'

"Happy Jack" Mlliott and Pilkington, the shooting oarsman are
matched for a lOO-bird race, to take place early in September.

'

* * *

Prizes aggregating $300 will be awarded at the shoot of the Mich
igan Trap-Shooter's League, at East Saginaw, on Sept. B. 7 and 8.

W. H. Wolsteneroft, E. D. Miller and Rolla Heikes will he mem-
bers of the Western team at the Keystone tournament.

John fiullen defeated Stewart Linton in a IB-blrd match at Eas*^on
last week by- a score of 13 to 11. ' '

"

The Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club will have atwo-davs'
tournament this fall at Syracuse.

"

Al Spangler has had a force of men engraving on paj-ts of Smith
ejectors for a year and can not catch up to the orders.

« * !S

The Central Gun Club, of Eliza'beth, N. J., will have a bird shoot at
Deugler's Grove, on Labor day.

H. A. Penrose says the Keystone tom-nament will reach high-water
mark so far as entries are concerned.

The Peeksklll Gun Club will have some flrst-clasg bird,s on the final
day of its tournament.

The Cortland County (N. Y ) Gnn Club will have a biiar time at its
Kingbird-target tournament, on August SI

.

The annual open shoot and picnic of the Parkway Gun Club will be
held at Dexter Park, Long Island, on Monday.

The West End Gun Cltib will hold a tournament on Sent A and at
Davenport, la. ^

.

•

The GriCfin Gun Cli

Camp Narthem.

The WalkervillB ana Keystone Gun OUibs. of Detroit. Mich., have
consolidated. - u., cv»t-

b. of Atlanta, Ga„ holds its regular shoots at

I It will be a battle royal between thp New Jersey and Conneoticut
teams ftt .New London next Tfeek.
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The next shoot of the Connecticut Shooting League, will be held at

WiiiclRor Locks,
**«

The '-Smokeless" shell of the U. M. C. Co. is makiog friends

wherever it is tried.

The Wauregan Gun Club has elegant new grounds at Pelhamville,

Staten Island.

* * *

What a gathering of the clans there will be next week at New Lon-
don.

* * *
Saratoga has not yet arnoiniced tne date for its tournament.

E. E. Kniskern says the Wilke«barre gim is having a "boom.''

* * *

All the Interstate tents will be at New London.

* * *

St. J ames, Minn. , has a gun club.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, III., Axig.l6.—JSc7#or Fo»-CTt and. Siream; As you will

see tne Garfield Gun Ciuo won a victory on Auk. 13, over their

neighbors the Douglas Gun Club, by a moderate score on both
sides, but still with a good fair margin. It is a curious thing that

some men who rsuaily are strong shooters at a clnb shoot go all

to pieces, so to speak, when an event like this ia on hand. This

can be readily seen by comnariuK the scores in the two shoots.

Nest week we shoot a match witn the Northwestern Gun Club

.

In tact, from now till 1 he end oi our season our time will be pretty

well occnpied in various matches. This is right, it wakes up the

boys, and if defeat meets us we will try still harder. By a chal-

lenge received we will have need of all our skill to maintain our
lead. Scores below: „, , „

Garfield Gun Club Team.
S Palmer 01 lOOUlllllllOlllll-lG

O'Brien ...llllllUllOllIllllOl-18

Steck 0111 IllllOOllOlUlll—16

Bowers "
' llOlOllllOuOOlllllll-11

"Cop" 101UlllOUOlOOl 1111-1,5

HickB.'
"

'." 11011011101111110111—16

Richards lOlOlUlOOOOnilOlOllO— 9

TeflEt llOlimiolllOOOOm-14
Lanterbacli 11011110111 110000111-14-133

Douglas Gun Club T-am.
Harris 11111111110111111111-19

Ifiich • .111111111 10111110111—18

Church 11001011001101111011-13

Beckman 00001100000100011101- 7

.lohnson OOCOIOIIOIOIOIIDIOOO- 8

Lansdon
" 101001101UOOOOOOIOO— 8

Bmgham 11011111110111111111—18

Barto llllOllllllll. 000111-10

Stabfei-d..".'. 1101001OiOuOllOUOOll- Sf-llfi

Regular medal shoot. 20 U. S. pigeons, known angles;

TeHt .. ..11001010101101101001-11 Pilz 01010111111101100111-14
Ack'man.OllinOllOlOllOulllO-13 Northcott lOOOlOlllinOlOOOOOO- P

••Cop"....001]01001111ll]01011—14 S Palmer.lOlOllOlOllllOlOUOl-lS
StecJi llOllUlllllliOUOll-1? Campb'll.lOOOOllllllOllllllll-ir,

Hicks OOOiniOOlOullOllOOO— 9 Baird ... .111000 11000010100011- 0

Bowers... 10010030mi0110l011-ia WPalm'jOlOlOlOlOOllOOOllOlO- 9

Richards . 10111 111nil 11111111—19 8 teve n s'n .000000100 lOOOlOOllOO- ."i

Cruver....00001Ulli00001000i30- 8 Laucerb'h 01110111011001 100111-13

O'Brien ..IllOlOllllOllllOUll-lG O'Neil.. 11111111111011111110-18

Diak^ ....lOOOOlllOOlOllOimi-13 Brown.... lOlUOlOOlOlOOOlllOl-11
Norf dk ..11011100101011000110-11 Young. .. .lOOOlOlUlliOllllUl-l.-)

Richards won A class medal, Foung B class and Drake C cUss.
:z::z H. 0. Browk.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

The usual weekly sh"ot of the New Utrecht Gim Club was held

on Saturday, August .30, at Woodlawn Park, S. I. The competi-
tion at targets was for the gold and silver medals in that class.

D. Deacon, who has won the golden trophy several times in suc-

cession, had to succumb to R. R. Street, a novice at target shoot-

Ine. M. Van Brunt won the silver trophy. The sfore:

M \"an Brunt. 11101010101101011111-] 4

D ' Deacon OlllOlOlOlOlOllOllU- 1 :i

A. A. Hegeman 10110111 1001001OlOll-W
D Callender 11011001011011011100-12
U. C Bennett... OOlOOlOODlOlOOlOlOO- 8

P Adams . . . .
' 100001 OOOIIOOOOIOOJO- 0

R. B. Street 11111110010111011101-15

AV. F. Sykes 11011111001110011011-13

Sweepstake shoot, ftl entrance: three moneys; live birds:

W.F. Sykes 1 1111-3 02021-3
R.R. Street 1 1112-5 12111-5
D.C.Bennett 11121-5 12011-4
D. Deacon 11111-5 11001-3
M. Van Brunt 1 1310-4 21021-4
P.Adams 0 2 3 12-411111-5
A. A. Hegema,n 1012 2-4 11211-4
D.Reese.... 10 101-3
D. Callender 10 2 2 1-4

The Ottawa Tournament.
Ottawa. Aug. 20 —The Rideau rifle range had an attendance

of trap-abooters to-day at the tournament given undfr the aus-
pices of the St. Hubert and Rideau Gun clubs. The shooting at
times was away up and the St. Huberts first team with 9K m a
possible 100 did a noteworthy feat. Much regret was felt that
the Aylmer Gtm Club were unable to send a team to compete for
the beautiful silver cups given for this match by Mr. R. .1. Shaw,
president of the St. Hubert Gun Club; but it is understood that a
challenge will shortly be sent by the Aylmers to the St. Huberts
for the Montreal challenge cup, at present held by the St.

Huberts. Should this be the case an interesting contest may he
looked forward to.

Sweepstake No. 1, 15 birds: W. P. Batterton 13, .J. Locke 11,

,1. P. Nutting 10, W. J. Johnstone 11, A. Stewart 7. A. W. Throop
12. P. Trndeau 12. R. G. Dalton 14, C. L. Panet 6, W. E. Calvert 6,

W. R. MoEwen 10. E. A. Grant 3, W. McMahon 8, W. -L Henry 6,

J. Stewart 12, J. N. Desiauriers 8.

Match No. 2, guaranteed to $40, five prizes of .$8 each, class
shooting, 20 birds each: Dr. McPnee 12, Throop 17, Johnston 18,

Lack 19, A. Stewart 10, Dalton 18. Deslau iers 17, Calvert 12,

Batterton 16. Nutting 13. Martin 16, Trodeau 16, McMahon 12,

Panet 12, White 18, Stewart 19, McEwan 15, Grant 9.

Matcn No. 3. sweepstake at 15 birds: Lock 14. Johnstone 14,

Dalton 13, Throop 15, Desiauriers 13, Trndeau 13, McEwan 13, Dr.
Martin 12. J. Stewart 13, Batterton 12, Nutting 12, White 9, A.
Stewart 10.

Match No. 4. team match:
St. Hubert No. 1. St. Hubert No. 2. Rideau Gun Club.

R G Dalton.... 20 Dr Martin 17 W R McEwan..l2
A W Throop. ..19 J P Nutting., , 14 W E f lalvert. . .10

A.lohnstone...l9 P Trndeau 18 W P Batterton.l6
J Lock 19 S White 14 E A Grant 10

J Stewart 19—96 T Desiauriers. ,17-80 W J Henry 10—.58

Match No. 5, guaranteed of $40, 5 prizes of $8 each, class shoot-
ing, 20 birds: Johnston 16, Lock 20, Throop 19, Desiauriers 19,

Dalton 20, Dr. McPhee 12, Calvert 13, Nutting 15, Batterton IT,

Trndeau 16, McMahon 15, Panet 11, Grant 8.

Fond du Lac Gun Club.

Fond DiT Lac, Wis.. Aug. 20,—Inolo.sed find score of our slnoot

Aug. 13. 25 bJuerocks: S. Burris Amory 18, Fred Hurlbut 14, Will
Reinig 5, L, F. McLain 10, Will Hamilton 15, M. S, Treieven 15.

Score of regular shoot Aug. 20. 25 single bluerocks: M. S. Tre-
ieven 1.5, W, L Hfimilton 9, A. R.' Keating 13, F. Hurlbut 10, A.
Hamilton (visitoi) 4, F. S. Mcl ain 10, Lant Lewis 19. M. S. Treie-
ven 5 pairs, 0; A. R. Keating 6 pair, 7; Lant Lewis H pair, 6, wjth
Winchester repeater. A. R. K,

Coney Island Shooters.

SO.ME good races were shot off on Monday morning at Coney
Island between some of the members of the Atlantic Rod and
Gun Club. The fl'St under modified Hurlingbam rules between
R. Dwyer and C. E. Morris against J, B. Collins and T. Langcake
was won by the former with the score of 42 to 39. The second
under modified Long Island rules, bird to be on the wing, both
barrels, caused a consideiable amount of fun between the shoot-
ers and referee. All tJie birds scored as missed were lost on ac-

count of sun being aboye tbe elbow. The last matob reaultefl in

a tie, and as tlie birds gave out it was declared a draw, each man
paying for his birds. The score:
First team match, 8200 a side, 35 birds:

R Dwver 1131123120110211110011020-1

8

0 E Morns.. 11123im211olll2311«l131-24-43

J B Collins 1131103321120200121221012—20

1 Lapgcak e lloloUOlll232131U0201211—19 -39
Second match, SlOO a side, both barrels bird on wing:

B Dwyer 00021'0111-6 1001110111— 7

T Langcake 1.101110111—8-14 1110111101— 9—16

C E Morris 2003101111-7 1111111111-10

J B Collins 1101120211-8-15 LllOllllOO- 6-16

Wauregan Gun Club.

On Thursday, Aug. 18, several members of the Wauregan Gun
Cluo had a private match shoot at their new grounds at Pelham-
Wlle, Westchester countv. N. Y. A match was shot oft on Satur-
day, Aug 6, between W. H. Brickner and partner against F.Ker-
ker and partner, which resulted in a tie of 43 on eaeh side. The
return match was arr.mged to conie off at me Ust meetmg hut
only Brickner and Kerker were present, so the two shotolf a race
for the birds. Some other good races took place and the scores

were:
First match, 27vds.. $85 aside:W H Buckner... :. . . . . . .... 2212010321212310122101233-21

F Kerker ..0310120132312012002102003-16

Second match, 10 birds: „„„„„„„ „
J Elliott 1202312210-8 P McGee 3110220220-8

Third match: „„„ _
J Elliott 0031022021-5 P McGee 1310023103-7
Sweepstake, miss and out, »1 emry, won by Godfrey.
Bluerock sweepstake, 35 targets: J. Elliott 19, G. Greenville 19,

J. Godfrey 12, P. McGee 2.

Riverside Giin Club.

Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 19.—The regular monthly shoot of the
Riverside Gun Club took place to-day on the Beach street

grounds. Tfiis was the first meeting of the season, and the at-

tendance waslaig^. The first event was a club handicap at seven
live birds, in which there were twelve entries. First money was
divided between John and Edward Cooper and John B. Bergen,

WALTER D. PItEK,

Seci-etary ReaOiii.i? Shooting As.-iOfriaUoii.

who scored 6 each. Henry C. White and Frank Heyer scored sec-

ond money with 5, and .Tames Cooper, Jr., was third with 4.

A sweepstakes match atnine bluerocks had ten entries, Edward
Cooner winning first money with 9, John Cooper and Oscar Hesse
broke 8 each and divided second money. Edward Cooper won the
final event at five pairs of bluerocks, scoring 8. John Cooper and
Hesse got 7 each.
The club is getting ready for its tournament on Oct. ;j. b and <

.

The grounds are to be inclosed and other important improvt -

ments to be made. A number of the leading clubs in the State
will be invited to take part. The targets will be live and clay
birds.

Wilmington vs. Grubb's Corner.

The following scores were made in a mat<^h between teams of

10 men each from the Wilmineton Rod and Gun Club and the
Grubb's Corner Bod and Gun Club, both nf Delawarp, on Aug. 13:

Wilmingten R. and G. C. Grubb's Corner R. and G. C.
Bilderback 13 W Pierce 19

Ola rk 13 A H arvey 15

M H D 14 W B rov,'n 16

Harris Ifi L Vanco 18

Stout 17 W Booth 13

Hartlove 20 W Pierce . . . , 13

Bvrne 12 BAance... lo

Cooper 13 1 Bird 19
'

Hamilton 13 N Grubb 11

Wagoner 19—148 I Pierce 9—144
The match took place on the grounds of the winning team. This

is the second time the Wilmingtons have defeated the Grubb's
Corner team. A series of sweepstakes at 10 targets each resulted
as follows:
No. 1: Bilderback 6, Booth 3, Hamilten 9, Pyle 0, Grubb 3, Hart-

love 8, t^nderwood 8, Cooper 9, Clark 4, Harris 6, Pierce 3, Lan-

No. 2:* Bilderback 6, Hemilton 9, Wamsly 5, Harris 7, Cooper 8,

Pyle 5, Lancaster 5, Gmbb 1, Hartlove
No. 3' Hamilton 7, Wamsley 5, Harris 9, Cooper 8, Lancaster 8,

Pyle 6, Grubb 5.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

Utica, N. v., Aug. 19.—The weekly sl'oot of the Oneida County
Sportsmen's Association was rather slimly attended despite the
favorable weather conditions. The scores were as follows:

No. 1, badge contest:
Smvth 1111110111111011111111111-33

Eliott. ' 1111111111111111111100011-33

KnowlVon 0111100011111011111010111—17

Harris
' 0011111111111111010111111-31

Knowiiol''!'. 1110111111111111111111111-24

SinyOi lllllllllliniimuilllO-24
Elliott'

•

; ;; niimiiiiiiimiiiiim-ss
Koiiies 1111111111111111101111111-24

Gilmore*" '.

- 1000000101101110011011110-13

Harr'8. 1110111101111111111110101-21

Kilbourne'
"

' 0' 11111110111111101111111-22

Weed lOOlOOOOlOlOOOlUOOOllOlOO- 8

Lane OllOOOliailOUllOOllOlOlO -13

South Branch vs. Centreville.

A MATCH between teams of eight men each representing the
South Branch Gun Club, of Somerville, N. J., and the Centreville

Gun Club took place at Centreville on Aug. 13, the scores being:
South Branch. Centreville.

L T Schenck 10 H Cortelyou 1 /

J H Ross 19 DDilts 13

JDewis 16 FHall -...U
PSTingley .15 F Servis 19

GVApgar 19 OHufl ...19

F Lewis 20 DHall 14

RHoagland 10 gayiBon , ,..,17

M Hurling 15-134 D Snyder 4-113

Shootings in the Blue Grass State.

Covington. Ky., Aug. 15.—An interesting shoot at live pigeons
took place at Teiple's Shootiug Garden, Covington. Ky., ytster-

d»y. among the contestants being C. A. Young, of Springfield,

O.; Verges, of Lowell, O.: Richard McGraw. an old-timer from
Mason: Ben.i. Davis and Samuel Condell. The gronnda are finely

adapted for live-bird shooting, the boundary being tOyds. front,

33yds. left and :j2vd8. right, with a dead line 33yds. from the cen-
ter trap. Otherwise the shooting was governed by Hnrlingham
rules. The result:

Event No. 1. 5 birds, entrance $3:
J Schreck . 11202-4 Lee. 23123-5
C A Young 01011-3 Snider 12011-4
C E Verges 03222-4 Ben Davis 20121-4
Tug. ... 12111—5 Wood 21022—4
Murphy 12103-4

No. 2, entrance %?>:

J Schrfck 11010-3 C A Young 12101-4
H Robinson 12111-5 Tug .12222—5
D McGraw ... 11 210-4 W Condell 21 101-4
Reed 2.323^-5 Lee OGOll-2
Snider 12101-4 J Klein 10011-:^

H Goodman 13101-4 Duff 20100-3
B Davis 10231-4 Murphy 01111—4
C E Verges 21101-4

No. 3, entrance $3:

McGraw 11111-5 Verges 12211—5
Reed ..11100—3 Mason 0.3311-4

Robinson 31201-4 Condell 01012-3
Snider 13211—5 Erlanger 23U1-5
Tug .10223-4 Schreck 120C0—

3

Murphy 31131-5 Davis , .11020-3
Kline.. 01101-3 Goodman 21110-4
Young... 21II0—

4

No. 4, miss and out, entrance |3:
Tug 111312112110 Schrect 0
Verges 121131113121 Mason 0
young 12311110 -Goodman 0
Erlanger. 12310 Condell 0
Murphy 12310

Hamilton Gun Club.

HAMILTON, Aug. 6.—To-day for the fourth time the members
of the Hamilton Gun Club competed for the handsome silver
medal donated by the Hamilton Powder Co. Thi.'< is a handicap
competition, with the number of birds allotted to each marked op-
posite their names. Tne winner has one bird taken oi¥ and all

the others a bird added for the following competition. As no
score can count higher than 20 it will readily be .seen that it will
be next to impossible for one mdividual to win many times in
succession.
Tn-day was J. W. Bowman's secmd win, D. Smith and Wilson

having won onc» each, the competition for this medal is to con-
tinue until May 1, 1893.

The club medals were also shot for. Bowman winning easily in
first class and Parker in second class.
Much regret was expressed at the absence of our esteemed vice-

president. Captain Spencer, whose portly form and pleasant face
add much to the enjoyment of our monthly competitions.

Hamilton Powder Co.'s medal, handicap, unknown angles:
Bowman, 24 101101110111111001111111 —19
Kaiser, SO OOOOlOlOOllOOCOOOOOOllllOllOOO—10
Hunt, 24 111000101000001111111010 —13
Clifford 25 lOOUOUlOlOailOOOllOOlH —14
Wilson, 22 101lllOllUOliOOOO 1001 —13
Hamilton, 25 ODlOllOlllOllOOOOOOllOlUll —14
Parker, 29 OllllOOlOlllOOlOlOlOllOjllOlO —16
Crooks, 28. OOOOll 10111010011111011 1 1011 —18

Club medal, 25 singles, rapid-firing:
Bowman | 0110111101111111111111111—22
Kaiser 0100110011011 010110011111-15

Hunt 1100110010111110111011111-17
Clitford 1010110000111111001000001—12

Wilson .". 0111101111011111000111011-18
Hamilton 0110010100111110011000001—13
Parker 1100111110011010111111011—18
Crooks : lOOOllOOOlOOlOlllOOlllOU - 13

J Smyth llOlllllIimn 0101110011-20
A Smyth 1100001001010010111011111-1

4

Marshall 0000001011100111011011100-12

Colt Hammerless Gun Club Scores.

HAUTFOitD, Conn., Aug. 22.—The following scores were made by
memoers of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, Saturday, Aug.'20,
25 standard key stones, 5 traps:

F H Whittelsey Hllllll 11111111111111111-25

C L Hotchkiss 1111111111111111110111111-24

F Decker , 1011111111111111111111111—24

John Alger 101 1111111111 011101111111-23
CH Burbidge millUlOlliOlllOOlllOll—21
Allen Willey 1101011101111111101110111—20
Millard F Cook 1110110101101011010111111—18
Fi-Pderick Green 0101101011111111110111001-18
Samuel T. Colt , 1010101001111111111100101-17

Henry F Nichols 1111110011011010110110100-16

Morgan E White 0111101011100011011101100—15

John F Cook llOllOOlllOilOilUOlOIOOO—If.

Charle=i H Higby 0011001011010011110100110—13

Lewis B Buahueli 0001011101000011111110100-13

James J B-ard .IIOOOOIIOOJIOIIIIIOIOIOOO—13

A C Collins 'OlOOOOlliOOlOOOOlOlOOOOO— 8

Willie G Melrose OOOOlOlOuOOOtOOOOOOlOOlOO- 5

A. C. CotjT.ins, President.

Minneapolis Gun Club.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 20.—The Minneapolis Gun Club will
open its regular winter season on Sept. 8. The diamond badge
con' est will be at 100 singles. Tne secretary announces the fol-

lowing members eligible to shoot in the several classes, their
average for the past spason being also shown;
Senior Class-John Marshall .875 per cent., E. W. En.sign .875,

L. Harrison .805, H. C. Lawrence .860, J. C. -Joyslin .860, H. A.
Richter .800.

Junior Class—W. L. Ellis .785 per cent.. James Ford .775, W, L.
Wnlford .770, John Nicholson 760, F. A. Richter .760.

Amateur Class—F. C. Lawrence .';60 per cent.,W. H. Jacoby .755,

Ed Terrill .64-5, Geo. Gooseman .635, ^. B. VVhitcomb ,830.

All ties in these matches will be shot at -30 singles and 10 pairs.

Diamond Badge—Senior Class—.lohn Marshall ,935 per cent.,

H, C. Lawrence .935. J. C. Joyslin .9.36, D. Harrison .92-5, E. W. En-
sign .895, P. C. Lawrenre .88t'.

Junior Class-H. A. Richter .875 per cent., Jas. Ford .84-5, W. L.
Wolford.815. John Nicholson .815.

Amateur Class-F. A. Richter .810 per cent., F. B. Whitcomb
.800. W. L. Ellis .795, Ed Terrill .660.

Tipsin this match will be shot at .50 singles. Juniors are allowed
a handicnp of 8 birds in the 100 and amateurs 16.

Erie Gun Club.

On account of the scarcity of birds during the month of May,
the regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club was indefinitely

postponed. The regular monthly shoot for August was held at
Woodlawa Paris, Gravesend, L I., on Wednesday Aug. 17, and it

was then decided to shnot off the postponed May contest for the
club's gold medal and three extra prizes, at seven birds each. C.
Plate and H. Dohrman tied with seven straight, the former win-
ning on the shoot off. The ties for the second prize to be decided
by the scores in the regular Angnst shoot which followed. A
good race took place between .1 Scbmadeke and M. Elssasser for

the medal and first prize. Scbmadeke won on the seventh round.
J. Plate took the second money and D. Lynch the third in both
shoots. A sweepstake shoot followed with eight entries, and a
long race took place between .T.Plate and O.Mohrman.the former
winning on the fourteenth round of the tie. The scores:

May Shoot. August. May Shoot. August.
C Plate ..2111113-7 0110211-5 J State 1111120-6 0220111-5

FGrefl ....1101121—6 1102021-5 Scbmadeke 1211202-6 2201211-6

H DobrmaBll111]2—r 0112210—5 C MohrmaDll22120-6 1221201-6

D Lynch... 1011000—3 (lOOOOll-3 M Elssasser0211113—6 1211101-B

Sweepstake, 5 birds, $1 entrance, 3 moneys;
C Plate 01101-3 M Elssasser... 11021—4
J Scbmadeke 12110-4 C Mohrman 02222-4

J Plate .11220-4 H Dohrman OlOlO-S

D Lynoli .lOOQO-1 F Gveff ,10123-4



i^ORfiS't AND StREAM
The Central Iowa Tournament.

Amiss, Iowa, Aug, IS.-The Central Jowa SliootiBg tournamient
opened at tbe Driviug Park at this place ou Tuesday and closed
Jast nigut, the attendaace being rather light owing to the warm
weather and busy season. The shoot was under the management
of tr. C. OhristiansoTi and John Georgeson. Bluerock targets and
trap3 were used and both gave good f?atisfaction. The shooting
was from hve traps under the rapid-firing system, which in myjudgment tak^-s away every particle of pleasure from target
shooting. I for one will welcome the day when some shooting
club gets backbone enough to hold a tournament under the old
system of shooting from three or five traps under the National or
American Association rules.
Among the shooters in attendanre were Hon. J. G. Smith andHenry Durant, of Algona; E. D. and H. J. Trotter, of Kingsley; G.

E. Hughes, of ionda; Bergen and Kosrerman, of Ida Grove; But-
ler, of Boone; Leonard of Nevada; Allerton, of Sandford; Whit-mg and Budd, of pes Moines; J. M. Taylor, of Knoxville and G.

. Resroat, of Virginia. The office work was done by P. C. Whit-
ing, who was always ready to take in or pay out cash.

17)6 First Day's Scores.

Target events, 10 targets, $1, and 5 targets, $1.50; 20 targets, $3;
AO targets, 3e**;oO;

Regulars,
U S 6 7 9 10
9 19 7 13 S4 17
7 39 8 14 20 20
e 16 8 13 . . 14
1 n .. 14 21

Extras.
2 3 A 5 (5 7

6 10 10 10 8 8
8 9 8 8 9 6
9 8.. 7
4 4/8
3 9 8 9
6 10 9 8
5 7 6 7
6 8 7 6
6 4 6 8

^u^^,^l l^^'iKi°^J^'^^'^^'- .^^^'^ '^^''^^^^ marked about 88"

Ii^i .^i^
Parl^ot the day, but the edge of the heat was cut off bytbe pleasant breeze which came down over the Orange Mountains.

8 10 5
9 7 ..

9 7 7

7 7 'fi

1^3
Budd... 9 11 11
Hughes 8 11 10
Sandford 9 13 11
Hibgins 6 8 6
E U Trotter 9 14 11 10 17 10 12 23 19 10H J Trotter 7 12 11 9 18 6 12 21 18 10
Allerston 9 10 ]0
Berger 6 8 8 7 12 4
McFarlane 7 10 10 5 16 9 6
Durant .5 13 8 4 6...
Bex.;.... 0 14 13 9 18 6 11 23 17 9 4
Taylor., ... 2 .. .. 4
Georgeson 10 8 6 IS ,. 4 ..

Christianson 10 9 7 13 7 14 10 .

Waite 8
No. 8, 7 live birds, $4 entry, 4 moneys:

Budd 1112311-7 J H Waite 0123123-6
Hughes ....1211131-7 Rex 1111121-7
Sanford 1112212-7 E D Trotter 1111111-7
Higgins ...^ 0201221-B Taylor 0120000-3H J Trotter 3123111—7 Georgeson 1113100—.5

Christianson 0311211—6
H. J. Trotter killed 8 straight and won tie for first.

The Second Day.
Target events, 10 targets $1, 15 targets .fl-.W;

Regulars.
' ' U S 6 1

14 15 9 9

8 9 10 9 8
4 ..

3 6
7 7 a 8

14

14 ..

15 14
7 9
15 13

Extras.
I^ 5 6

1.5 34 14

10 10 14 15 13
5 7 11 .. 14
9 9 13 15 13
" 7

9 14 13 12
8 7 10 9

10
2
5

7 8
6 7

Budd 9
Durant 9 9
Berger 4 ..

Hughes 10 13
Christianson... 8 14
H J Trotter 9 14
McFarland 6 11
Res 8 1,5 13 13 6
Higgins . 0 10 9 6 3
Kosterman e3 11 13 . ..

J G Smith 8 14 13 14 ..ED Trotter 10 12 13 12 10
Georgeson 5 13 11 .. 4
Butler 3
Leonard 7
Citizens' purse match, at 10 live birds,

Budd 1111112112—10 Georgeson 12121201 11— 9
J A Smith 1111201211- 9 H J Trotter 1111111211-10
Butler 0201310110- 6 E D Trotter 1111111110- 9
Higgins 0121012121— 8 Rex 1001110111- 7
Hughes 1111121101— 8 Johnson 0000002200- 2
Christianson 1231112132— 9
Mi-s and out, $1 entry, one money:

Higgins 0 Hughes HI

9 11
10 15 14 14 8

.. 4 2 9 4..

.. 5 10 .. .. 6
5 entry, $15 added:

McFarland (i

Rex 10
E D Trotter 211
J E Smith,, , 221

Georgson 10
Christianson 0
Butler 0
H J Trotter. 221
Budd. 0
Kight live birds, |5 entry;

Budd. . . 12111111—8 Durant 31211013—7
Higgina 00121111-6 Christianson 12111211-8
Hughes 3J111111-8 Georgson 11211230—7
Miss and out, 81.50 entrj

:

HJTrotter 11210 E D Trotter 13121
Burler, 0 Budd 11330
Georgson 130 J AJmith .. 10
Hughes ,...,1310
Ctiristianson 31131
Higgins 1210

Moffarland ..0
Rex.... 11210

C. W. B,

Dando Wins the Grand National.
The grand national handicap of the Hollywood Gun Club was

shot at Hollywood Park, near Long Branch, N. .J., on Aug. 19, the
conditions being SO live pigeons per maa, $100 entry, 70 per cent,
to first, 20 per cent, to second, and 10 per ceat. to third, modified
Hurlinghara rules to govern, rises from 37 to 31yds., 21vd8. bound-
ary, ties to be shot off at 10 birds each. There were eleven entries.
The birds were a mised lot, some being extra good, some few
poor, but the majority above the standard for the season. The
weather was beautiful, wicb a southeast breeze tempering the
heat. The grand stand was filled with a fashionable audience.
The match, was a close one throughout, the result being a victory
for Thomas Dando, who grassed 48 of his birds. E. G. Murphy
shot a game race, killing straight after the eleventh round. John
8. Hoey was referee. The birds were procured by L. M. Gilbert
The shoot began at 11:35 A. M.. and closed at 5:15 P. M. Dando
saved his last bird and will have it mounted.
Below are the scores of the match in full:

F Hoey (30yds)
. ..23320333202332230203330200333332033183011133212313—41H Y Dolan (31). .12221120220033323123320312321331332011111212103103-44

AW Money (30).21333223i3103213033220i301113333331313132222011111-45
P Daly, Jr (27).

.
13323322222233233322333331033333212302210122^23300 -45

F Loeb (36) 101U1132U220233222003013313131302301123331121220-41
E G Murpay (-31) 33300121220322232322232322332332333323333333233312—17
J Williams (30).. 123123120210122200020312)1 110223131223133333203322-42
C Dolan (37) . .

. .33103013120003011203001203331211310331011001133112 -36
E Garrison (38) .

.333S2333330232303330232023333222230323333332320213-45
T Dando (30; . ..12113331112113111112121111110311113111202223111221-48
L DavBuporr. {31)103133133ll0333303220200il22111112l233123121100113-42

Ties for third money:
AW Money 1331021101-8 3.331332311—10
Phil Daly, .Ir 032101320w
E H Garrison 1222321200—8 302122331w

The Utah Championship.
OODEN, Utah, Aug. 1.—The second match for the championship

ba ige of Utah between James M. Anderson, formerly of Kansas
City, who won the badge July 4. and A. J. Dermody, of Ogden,
took place in Salt Lake City J Illy 29, and was won bv the latter.
Conditions: 40 single bluerocks and 10 pair. .5 unknown traps.
Score:
Anderson 1110111011111000110101111111110111111111-33

11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 01 ll-18-,50
Dermody OlimilllOllimiOilllllllllllllOllllll-iifi

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 01 10 10-r/-,53
Following score made by Ogden Gan Club at their regular

weekly shoot to-day. Conditions: 20 single bluerocks, unknown
traps and 6 pair. Score:
T^iford 11111011111100010101—14 11 10 11 10 10-T—21
J Browning 11111111111101011111—18 01 11 01 10 lO-fi-24
Brewer lOUlllllllllOUOlll—16 01 10 00 01 11—,5—21
Dermody 11111111111111111111—30 10 11 10 01 11-7—37
Bigelow llllllllOmOllllOll—17 11 10 OO 11 il—7—g4
S Browning 11110101101011111111-16 11 10 11 10 10-7-23
Sweepstake, 10 singlRS, unknown traps:

Twiford... lUllllllO— 9 Dermody 0111111111— 9
J Browning 1010101001- 5 Bigelow 1111111111-10
Brewer 1100111111— 8 S Browning llllOlllll- 9

Light Attendance at Springfield.
The tournament of the Uoion Gun Club announced to be held

at Springfield, N. .1., on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week was
expected to attract a big crowd of shooters especially from those
clubs in and about Newark. Whenever a club in this vicinity
holds a shoot there are sure to be represenatives of the Union
Club present and for this reason it was thought that Newarkers
would, patronize the ahoor. But although the weather conditions
were favorable the crowd failed to materialise, eight entries being

arK, A. (j. Courtney the portiy representative of tbe Lefever
P F„^rL°™/u'?y"

W- R- Drake of Maplevvood and Postmaster W.
fo'llows-

J^^iaiiit'eld. The events on the opening day were as

tr?nA^' 1^ ^^1^ i^°T^''^"
SI entrance; No. 2, 1.5 Keystones, Si 50 en

tianofc. No. 3, 10 Keystones, $1 entrance; No. 4, 20 Keystones, rentrance; No. 5. 15 Keystones, .«1.,50 entrance: No. 6, 10 Keystones.U entrance; No. 7, 15 Key.'ftones, $1.50 entrance; No. 8, 10 Key-
srone.% U entrance; No. 9, 15 Keystones, $1.50 entrance; No. 30,
10 Keystone,?, $1 entrance.

the best two averages; S3 to first,and $2 to second, to those shooting in all programme events.Ihe results were as below;

p l.^i^h
"

7 14 10 13 31 o .... 13

V *™"h 9 15 8 17 14 8 14 9 14
^Pga/ 7 15 8 18 33 5 11 9 11

8 14 9 18 13 8 13 8 10
." 9 13 9 20 14 10 15 9 14

S;ake : . 7 10 7 12 8 9 12 4 12

IV.!"- ^ 7 18 12 9 12 9 13Addison 9 11 .

Greift'— \ _ 9 is 10
First average prize was won by Mliierywho' broke 133 out 'of 180;

wTtlflogTut of 130
°° Courtney was third

The following lo'-target events, $1 entry, were also shot: No. 1

:

Breintnall 8, C. Smith 10, Apgar 9, Courtney 6, Miller 10.
No. 2: Breintnall 9, C. Smith 9. Apear 10, Courtney 4, Miller 8.
No. 3: Breintnall 7, C. Smith 9. Apgar 8. Courtney 7, Miller 10.
No. 4: Breintnall ti, Courtney 8, Miller 10, Greiff 8, W. Smith 6.

17(6 Second Day.
Wednesday was live bird day and the attendance was a little

better than on Tuesday. Among the visitors were Mr. and Mrs.M. P. Lindrtey. of Hoboken; ./.Frank KleintznndR. H. Arm-

6, 10 live birds, $10 entry: No. 7 and i\ $2 iniss-and^-outs! "The bfrds
were a good lot 9! summer flyers. The shooting was under the
rules ot the American Shooting Association. The results:

No.L No. 3.
?\gler 11001-3 011110-4
Lmdsley 12211-5 222122-6
Asmstrong 21211-5 211111-6
C Smith 11221-5 121222-6

¥,^¥F---- 11133-5 111212-6
Wolstencroft m02-4 111113-6
.y.emtz 11111—5 123120—6
White 22111-5 121113-6
Wanda 11112-5 ....

No. 4. No. 5
Sigler 12010122—6 2110310321— 8
Lindley 211322oo—6 0002330222- 6
Armstrong .12ol2210—6 1122111220— 9
C Smith 0OI31IIO—5M i) ler 0 1211111-7 2112121121—10
Wolstencroft 12131212—8 lloll01213— 8
Kleintz 21111111-8 1111131313-10
White 11111113-8 1111111222-10
Wanda 00203301—4 0010331o31— 6
Canon 3U1002001— 6
Drake

Nr.. 3.

113111—6
003313-4
111101—5
210111-5
111112-6
111103-5
111122-6
111211-6
102222-5

No. 6.

2oii210122- 8
1112311220- 9

2113323111—10
21'21031011— 8
1112211131-10
1313112311-10

White I2212
Miller 21U11
Armstrong 113121
Sigler 11111]
L=nds]ey 111I2O
Kleintz iiiaio
Wolstencroft 0
Canon 0
White, Miller, Armstrong and Sigler dlv. Nos. 7 a

1031030230- 6
213213j:012- 9

No. 8.

1121231
1211231
12U121
1111111

Sheboygan Rod and Gun Club.
Sheboygan, Wip, Aug. 16.—The first annual tournament of the

Sheboygan Rod and Gun Club was held here on the 18th and 14th
at the club grounds on the lake front and it was an immense suc-
cess throughout. Rolla O. Heikes of Dayton. Ohio and John
Ruble of Chicago, 111., were present as wei;e several experts from
Milwaukee, Manitowoc and Two Rivers.
The scores made in the more important matches were as fol-

lows:
Twenty bluerocks. entrance $3 50:

Heikes. ..11111111111111111111-20 M Kroos-.lUlllOOllllOOlOl 110-14
Bock 11011011111101101010-14 Ruble ....11113111111111111111-20
Brazelton 111001011 11110101110-14 DilU'gh'mOll 11001011111100011-13
Keller ... .11111110000111111111-16 Lxdwig. . .10110111011011110111-15
J Kroos. ..01111111101011111110-16 Bandman 10111011011011000011-12
Meunier. .10001111111101111111-16 Kaufman 00101000110111001101-10
Kurtz 01111011011110100101-13 Dilli'gh'mlliniOOlllllOlOllOl-15
Hamilton 01111111111110011110-15
Fifteen bluerocks. unknown angles, known traps, entrance Si-

Keller 111011111011111-13 Meunier 101010^01110111- 9
Lad wig 111110111010100-10 Sch'fteneder. ..lOlOllOlOUOlOO- 8
Heikes 111111111011111-14 Bock 101100111110111-11
Ten single bluerocks and three pair doubles:

Heikes... .1111111111 10 1110-14 Bock 0110011101 10 10 00-

S

Bandman 1111111101 10 10 00-11 Ladwig.. .0111101111 10 10 00-10
Roux .. ..1011110101 10 10 10-10 Hamilton 1011101110 10 01 11-11
Keller... 1011111110 10 10 10 11 Sc'if'Ded'rllinilUi 10 10 11-14
Zaiheide..0011011011 10 10 10—9 Meunier. .0111100011 U 00 00—

8

Brazelton UnOOlOlO 10 00 10— 8 Nelson. . ,.1101000011 10 00 10—7
Team shoot. Tbree men in team.
\
Ruble 1111111110- 9 ( Rummel^ llllllOUl- 9

1- Stannard 1111111111—10 4- Sahift'eneder .0011111111- 8
( Keller 1111111111-10-39 / Bandmann. . .1111111111-10-37
1 Heikes 1111111111—10 1 KaufEman. . . .1110110111— 8

S-j Richards 1111101111— 9 5- Morrison .., .1111110110- 8
' Bock 0110101111- 7-26 \ Oeker 0011110011- 6-22
iGuenther 1110011110-7

3- Dillingham ..1110111111- 9

I Ladwig imOlOOOl- 6-23

S50 guarantee pur.se at 20 blue rockf
, entrance f3; Heikes 19

Brazelton 16, Rous 16, Baodmann 1.5, Buck 30, Meunier 17. Kurtz
11, Stannard IS, C. Schmidt 14. H. P. Hamilton 11, Keller 17, Schif-
feneder 15, Ladwig 13, Ruble 16,

10 blue rocks. Unknown angles, known traps; Stannard 10
Richards 9, Morrison 4, Heikes 9, Keller 9, Hirschbuehl 7, Ocker 7,
M. Kroos 8, Bock 0. Schmidt 7. Henry 7, Ladw'g 7, Bandman 10.
Schiffeneder 7, Ruble 8, Woodward 4. Meunier 9.

10 blue rocks. Heikes 10, Richards 9. Keller 8, J. Kroos 8, Rum-
mele 10, Dr. Guenther 8, Dillingham 9, .VI. Kroos 8, Schmidt 8,
Ronx 7, Zurh«ide 6. Sohift'eneder 9, Stanuard 8, Lidwig 9. Bock 9,
BaldivinO, Brazelton 7, Ruble 7, Bandman 10, Trester 7, Ocker 9,
Morrison 7.

$75 guaranteed purse, 30 blue rocks, entrance $3.50; Heikes 19
Stannard 19. Riciiards 16, Rummele 18, Winter 8, Henry 17
Schmidt 15, M. Kroos 13, Keller 17. t^ueuther 15, J. Kroos 15, Bocli
18, Dillingham 14, Kaufmann 17, Trester 15, Bandman 15, J.
Meunier 11. Hirschbuehl 16, Ocker 17, Morrison 19, Scbiffeneder
15, Ruble 19. Ladwig 18,Ivrez 7.

Citizens' Purse. 35 blue rocks, entrance $2; Heiok« 34. Stan-
nard 31. Richards 31, Rummele 31, Trester 18, McNeil Jr. 14, Win-
ter 11, Back 31, Schmidr. 22, Morrison 21, Fizlaff 10, Henry 20, Dr.
Guenther 30, Ladwig 15, M. Kroos 17, Banrtmann 19, Kautmann
18, Ocker 18, Dr. Squires 15. Dillingham 19, Brazelton 14, J. Kroos
15. Koehn 3. Schiffeneder 21, Ruble 24, K. JSTeumelster 8, Bitter 6
Richards 20, Rummele 21.

Ridgewood Gun Club,
The members of the Ridgewood Gun Club held their regular

monthly shoot at Deckelmao.s Ridgewood Park on Pr'day, Aug.
19. L. Gehring, P. Kramer, Ignatz Martin and C. Kadel tied with
six eachfor the club's badge. Gehring was debarred from shoot-
ing off the tie and R. Kramer won. The scores:
Flhert 1101011—5 C Schneider 0001110-3
P Kramer 1111011—6 CNi'-ol .. 0111011—5
B Guensche olOlloi—4 A P Nolte 1110101—5
F Frick UUOIO—5 C Wagner 0101101—4
J WFrey 0010001-2 C Kadei HlllOl-6
J Welz 1000111-4 C Laeger. OOOOOOO-O
C Deckelman 0100101—3 CZerweck .1011010—4
J Martin lOlllU-G GDuest '.

. . .1101000—3
R Weigalt 1101010-4 L Gehi-lng 0111111^6

New Canaan Gun Club.
Ganaan Conn.. Aug. 35.~The members of the gun club of

^ fyl^ll^
and a large number of their friends met at tne groundsof the gun club on Saturday and enjoyed one of those oleasant

J^fk-W^'/n" "^r^ H sportsmen in smashing bluerocks!

kindie^d Hufipn.t ^T'n shooting this fall and
frViJlgafntextSaTuVay.^'^^^^

^^^^'^ pleased and said we will

on^^^ma'Jl^
^""^ ^}\^ ^1*^16 not all made large
^^"^^"^ improved form over the last shoot"

^vrv\ t^^^TT'i^^ ^P'^'^'i mention are Henry Banzhaf and
wArP^w^w^*' ^'^o*^^ tl^e trap before, and
Thfscorl^a^re'Auows-"^ ^"^^ ^'^^^ entered their teens.

AbArn^^r°an-i°
bluerocks: Chas. Bishop 7, L. Messenger 5, M.

Ben'l^arLL'Ho^a'rTs^
5. M. Finer 6, H.Davis 7. G. Isaac S^g!

f< ®T«a ^Sl^*^!® ^ b ™is8 and out : D. Arnold 4,

a^'p r1=i.A^q^°"4°° 4, L Adams 1. G. Beenway 0, L. Messenger
V r

HS'^ard 1 H. Davis 4, M. Ahem 2. M. Bouton 4,

vf- ^' ^^9- Searles 3, E. Fancher 3, M. Finer 2.

A Sa"^o'.f
Wiigrocks, ties miss and out: D. Arnold 5, G. Isaac 3, L,Adams p,G. Benway 2 L. Messenger .3. U. Bishop 0 L. Howard 4

mtte^V^^T^^'",'' ^' -5< V- ^- Bossa 2,'e. Fancher IHitchcock 2, D. Lockwood 3, G. Banzhaf 1. O. Bright 2.

R nn!AL^?f''T'^''f' "®?.™o^^.a^S'i O. Blshopl, D. Arnold 4,H. Davis 4, D. Lockwood 3, E. Bouton 3, G. Isaac 4 L Messena•e^
' A Ahern's'-H '&^? 1' 7' h^'«^^ right G.1S
M •

< o?? ^' H. Banzhaf 4, L. Adams 1. G. Benway 0.

n T Ar I^L^L^fS° a''^,',*'^? "^Kf r?"^^'-
Hitchcock 2, 0. Bright 1,

S'G^&slUsSrV- ^^''^'^ ^^-^^^ 1'

No, 5, 5 bluerocks: H. Davis 5, O. Bright 1, Hitchcock 3,

Eboewood.

Lynchbui-g Gun Club.

^J'aV^i?^^'^?! 18.-The Lynchburg Gun 'Club had a

Mlowing scores
" their regular day, making the

lO^liHli'iSw^^ ' P*'''^ Moorman
event 9 singles and 3 pair: Nelson 14, Dornin 11, Terry

'^it&roi'ei'^r ''^^^'^"-^ ^'^'^^^-^

rr,,.. ^ „ . ,
Team Shoot.

Third event, 20 singles, rapid fire-
Dornin 15
Moorman 15
Smith 9
Withers ' u
P Christian 9
Clark 3—82

Gleland 19
Nelson , 13
Terry 13
Stearns ..,18
Owens 10

oif??''i'^^ ^m®"^*' ^.5^1^= Nelso^^e, Mooi-manS,' Dornin"
2'

'SmitVl!Cleland 4, Terry 4, Stearns 5, O wens 2, Clark 4. D,

Essex Gun Club's Monthly.
The members 9f the old-established Essex Gun Club, of Newark,N. J., held their monthly shoot on Al Heritage's grounds atMarion on Aug. 18. The attendance was fair and the weather

conditions favorable. The birds were a good lot of flyers consid-
ering the season. The opening event was a sweepstake at 5 live
birds, $4 entry, three moneys. Tbe scores follow:
Green. 11111—5 Moore 11111—5O M Hedden 20212-4 Thomas ...3ini-5
Smith. .

. 12112-5 Walters Aim- 5
Breintnall 23121-5
First money was carried over to the club shoot and won byGreen and Breintnall.

pr?ze«*
birds per man, club handicap rises, for club

Ties. Walters 2031220212— 8Green 1111111111-10 Dicker mmi201-

9

CM Hedden.011123mi- 9 21111 L Hedden '. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2131003103- 7Smith .
. ,21]1111031- 9 10 Ti llow llOaOllOl- 7

Breintnall...U3imil2-10 Terrill ....0311012110- 7Moore 1111111011-9 11111 W Hughes 1111111111-10
Thomas... 1232031131- 9 12310 Morris 1302303213-

»

Sweepstake, 10 live birds, 85 entry:
iM«,iu,4j:i-s b

Moore 111111 illi-io O M Hedden 1211111311-10Wa ters. 1311110011- 8 Hayes 1111101012-8
Breintnall .1111011101-8 Morris OU00O''l-5'>—

6

fS-:::.\\\-::::.'Sr 9^
l o Hedden'.:: :::;iioiii2no-8

About Powders.
WiLKESBAKRE, Pa.. Aug. 13.— While in attendance at the Penn-

.ylvania Slate tournament, held at Reading last week, I noticed
the almost entire absence of the use of black powder among the
shooters. It would be safe to state that 49 out of every 50 men who
took part in the open to all events used nitro powder.
This shows a most remarkable advancement and a big card for

the nitro powder companies. The powder used at last year's
tournament at Williamsport was about evenly divided between
black and nitro, and even this year's tournament of the NewYork State Sportsmen's Association at Syracuse showed thatmany were still using black powder ("soft coal").
Why first-class shooters will still persist in using black powder
more than I can understand. A Williamsport shooter re-

marked that a man who used black powder ought to be handi-
capped by himself; but I think it would not be hardly fair, as a
shooter who used hlack powder in a big tournament is handi-
capped enough.

I found on inquiring among the most prominent sportsmen and
those who were winning the ma,iorityof prizes, that American
wood powder had the best of it, although E.G., S.S. and Schultze
came in for a share of the money. VV, Bahre.

Wilkesbarre Gun Club.
WiLKBSBARRE, Pa., Aug. 32. -Following are the scores made at

the shooting grounds near the Wilkesbarre gun factory on Satur-
day last. Bluerock targets were used, thrown from 3 traps, rapid
firing system, and il was the first time that this system was ever
used here, but the shooters fell into it at once and thoroughly
njoyed themselves.
First event. 20 s'ngle bluerocks;

WKPark.0imill011111111010-l(i J BusMce.lOlOOOlOlOttOllOUOOl- 9
T Harris..ll01inil01101110110-15 E J ButlerOOlOllOllOOOOOOllOK)- 8
J Edw'ds.lOOOlOlOOllOlOlUlOl-U J James. .01000110010010110001- 8
C Snyder. 00300111001010101111-11 -las Kane. 011030 1 1011000000100- 7
Dr Butler.OIOOIOOIOOOIIOIUUO-IO J Jones . . . 110100011 lOOOlOOOOOO- 7
Al BarnesOlOOllOlOOOlOlOlOOU- 9 J Brown..OOlOOilUOOOOllOOlOlO- 6
J Griffith. 01011100011011001000- 9 K Arnold.OOOUOOhlOlOOlOOlOOlO- 5R Ernest. COlOllOUOOOOlOlOOll-

9

Nearly one-half of the shooters used Wilkesbarre guns. Three
months ago not a bluerock trap or target existed in this city. A
small gun club in the suburbs were shooting at glass balls, hutnow three difterent clubs have purchased traps and targets of the
latest pattern and hold weekly practice shoots, besides several
modest sportsmen who have traps and birds of their own for their
private practice, as they are not accustomed to appearing before
the public. New shooters are springing up every week, and be-
fore long this city will show a list of entries equal to the big
shoots. w, Baehe.

Shooting at Maplewood.
The Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club held its monthly shoot on

Aug. .30, the weatner conditions being perfect and the attendance
good. Among those present were R. H. Breintnall, of Newark-
Gus GrieiT, of New York; Ferd. Van Dyke and C. M. Hedden, of
Newark. The mam event was at 50 bluerock targets per man for
the club cup. which was won by Lieut.-Col. Breintnall, by the
fine score of 48 breaks. Other scores in this event were Ferd
Van Dyke 47, J. Warren Smith 45, Gus Grief 45, R. Yeomans 42.
C. C. Dean 41, Jackson Smith 40, R. Van Iderstine 39, W. R. Drake
^8, H. Quad 37, W. Siggins ,33, E. Fisher 23. C. W. Brown 18, In a
series of sweepstakes which followed the conditions were as fol-
lows: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 10 targets, known angles: No. 6, 10 tar-
gets, expert rules. The scores:

1 ^ S U 5 6 1 $ 8 U S 6
Yeomans 30 8 10 7 10 8 Siggins 8 .

Breintnall 10 10 7 9 10 7 Qaad 8 9
'j

Jackson 10 10 10 7 9 .. Hedden 8 8 10 6 16 'fi

GriefE 10 10 10 10 10 7 Van Iderstine. .. 7 7 7 9 6
Smith 9 8 9 8 9 6 Parry 6 7
Sickley 9 .. 8 Fisher 5 !: is 7 "'i 'i
Drake 9 10 10 7 .. 8 Brown .... 2
Van Dyke 9 9 9 10 10 8 Hobart .. "c
Dean 9 S H> 18 .. 6
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"New London Will Catch Them All"

Says H. a. Penrose, and if liis word is not made good it will not
be ttie fault of himself nor the Standard Keystone Target and
Trap Company, whose flfth annual tournament will be held at
the above place on Tuesday to Friday, inclusive, of next week. A
very handsome sonvrenir programme has been scattered broad-
cast thronshout the country, this showing well-executed pictures
of several "well-known trap experts, as well as of the Standard-
Kevstone, I.. G. Smith and Peters Cartridge companies' trophies,

Mr. Penrose has secured reduced rates on all railroad and steam-
boat lines, and has also secured a reduction in hotel rates during
the tournament. Tiie shooters' headquarters are announced as
the Crocker Uonse. Stages will be run from the hotel to the
grounds. Lunch wHl be serv^'d on the ground, under canvas, at
noon each day. ,

'
, xt

The tournament will take place on the grounds of the New
London Gun Club, which are situated on the banks of the New
London Harbor (about one mile from the hotel), atlordiag an
almost uupqualled open foreground for shooting. The tents will

be arranged, after the manner of the Inter-State Manufacturers'
and Dealers' tonrnameuts, on the wooded slope of the hill to the
rear of the grounds, whUe the score will be covered with an im-
mease awniner that will prevent the rays of the sun from inter-

ferioK with the work of the shooters.
In previous years the Kevstone tournaments have attracted im-

mense lists of entries and the nrospects are that the comine: af-

fair will exceed all previoiis efforts. The program has been carp-

fully prepared and presents events under a diversity of rulen.

An innovation will he in those events shot under the "Novelty"
rules which call for sixteen traps, the system being thus de-

scribed: Six traps will be placed in the field sixty yards from the

score, five yards apart, and will throw right and left mquarterers
and straight incomers, while the other ten 'raps will ihrow the

targets in the nsual manner. Unknown traps unknown angles,

different distances, open to all, no handicap. As this rule is en-

tirely novel, as its name implies, the amateur will have an f quai

chance with the expert.
. ,

When ehro-ing the Interstate Association Handicap events the
iShooters will he classitied under those rules and the management
will make particular efforts to classify every shooter acc ording
to his abilities. Ten traps will be used in a straight line. In

shooting the Trophy, Diamond Piing and Team Bices the Ama-
teur Rules will govern. There will he no handicap and all will

shoot on an equal footing.
The full proeram is as follows:
First dav. StandTd-Keystoue trophy day, $300 guaranteed:

Event No. 1, 10 singles, novelty rule, entrance $1. No." 2, 1-5

Fingle. Interstate Association, entrance $3; S40 guaranteed. No
3. 10 singles, novelty rule, entrance gl .50; $30 euaranteed. No. i

15 singles, Interstate Association, entrance $1.50. No 5, 20 singlet,

novelty rule, entrance $2.50; $50 guaranteed. No. 6, 10 singles.

Intergtate Association, entrance $1. No. 7, 15 singles, novelty

cent, to first and 5 per cent, to second for best average in expert

class to those shooting In all guaranteed purses on any one day; 10

per cent, to first and 5 per cent, to second for b st average in

semi-professional class, and 10 per cent, to first and 5 per cent, to

second for best average in amateur class to those shooting m ail

guaranteed purses on any one day. All averages paid each night.

The surplus mohev in the Novelty rule events will be added 'o the

surplus money in the handicapped events, and will be paid to the

O. B. DIOKEY, OF BOSTON, MASS.,

Captain of Eastern Team.

rule, entrance $2; $40 guaranteed. No. 8, 50 singles, trophy con-
test, entrance No, 9, 15 singles. Interstate Association, en-
trance $2; $40 guaranteed. No, 10, 10 singles, novrlty rule, en-
trance |l. In the contest for the trophy there will be no handi-
cap.
Second day, L. C. Smith trophy day, S!f200 guaranteed; Event

No. 1, 10 single?, noveltv rule, e^tranoa $1; NTo. 2, 5 pairs, open to
all, $3, $40 guaranteed; No. 3, 20 single.", novelty rulp, $2.50. $.50

guar.; No. 1, 15 singles, Intei-state Association, $1..50; No. 5, 20
singles, novelty Yule, $3..50, S50 guar.; No. 6, 10 .singles. Interstate
A-^s'tt. |1; No. 7, 50 singles, tronliv contest, $3; No. 8, 15 singles,
novelty rule, $150, $30 guar.; No. 9, 10 singles. Interstate Ass'd,
$1.50, $30 guar.; No. 10, 10 singles, novelty rule, $1. There will be
no handicap in events No. 2 and 7.

Third day, Peters Cartridge Cnmpiny's day, 3200 guaranteed

:

No. 1, 10 single?, novelty rule, $1; KSo. 2, 15 sinfflps. Interstate
Ass'n, $?., SIO guar.; No. 3, 20 single^, novelty rule, $2.50, $50 guar.;
No. 4. 15 .'^ingles, rnT.*=rstate Asa'h, $1.50; No. 5, 20 singles, novelty
rule, $2, $40 guar.; No. 6, 10 singles. Interstate Ass'n, $1; No. 7. 50
singles, trophv contest, $8; No. 8, ]5 singles, novelty rule, $2. $40
guar.; No. 9, 10single=i. Interstate Ass'n, $1, $-30 guar.; No. 10, 1"

singles, novelty ml >, $1.
Fourth day, championship day, $75 guaranteed: No. 1, 10 sin-

Ble-". novelty rule, $1; No. 2, 15 singles. Interita.te Ass'n handicap.
$3, $35 guar.; No. 3, 20 singles, novelty rule, $3 60, 540 guar.; No. 4,

25 singles per man, first ntatch New Jersey State League vs. Con-
necticut Sta*^e L-^ague, open to one team from any State aesocia-
tion or league, $50 oer team; No. 5. JOO single*', individual cham-
pionship of the UnitPd States, $5; No. 6 100 singles, team race
between East and West for championship of America, $60 per
team; No. 7. 10 singles, novelty rule, ,|1. No handicap In events
No. 4. 5 and 6

Event No. 4 on the fourth day is open to one team of aC men
from any State association or leagui?. In ca?e more than two
teams enter the purse will be divided to suit the captains of the
several team". Enoch D. Miller, of Springflpld. N. J., will cap-
tain the New .Tersey State I jeague team and C. E. Longden, of
New Haven. Conn . will caprain the Connecticut Sta'e League
team. Entries will be received up to 12 M. of the day of the
match.
Event No 6. on the same day, is between teams of six men each,

representing the Eastern and Western sections of the country,
Ttie purse will go to the winning team. M. F. Lindsley, of Hoho-
ken, N. J., will captain the Western l^earo, and can select any six
men living west of New England. O. ^. Dickey, of Boston, Mass.,
will captain the Eastern team, and can select any six men living
east of New York. B^ich captain will have at least ten men on
the grounds to select from.
Event No. 5 on the fourth day is to determine the individual

champion target shot of America, the prize to be a diamond ring
costing $200, which becomes the property of the winner.
All trophies won by individiials at this tournamen are to he

held by them for one year, and b.'jnd given for their safe return at
expiration of said term. If winners prefer, donors will hold tro-
phy and no bond will be required.
In the trophy contests, winners of trophies get the trophy only

this year; and the money is divided, to winners of trophies in 1891,
40 per cent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 20 per cent.; fourth, 10 per
o«»nt. Next year the winners of this year's trophies get 40 per cent,
of the entrance money.
All purses in the regular events will be divided 30 percent.. 35

per cent.. 20 per cent., 15 oe^ cent, and 10 per cent. All ties will be
divided unless majority in purse decide to shoot oft. All surplus
money diyide.-J ^.s fojlows: 55 per cent, added to purses; 10 per

E. D. MItiliBR, OF SPniNnifJELU, N. -I ,

Captain N. J. State Leagu?. Team.

shooters winning the highest averages under the Interstate Asso-
ciation classification. Thus it will he seen that if the amateurs
do not make as high an average shooting the Novelty rule they

will not lose tlie opportunity of winning an average in their class.

Western Chips.

Cbicago 111., Aug. 19.—There has been no shooting at Watson's
Park of late, chiefly for the reason that there hasn't been any
Watson's Park. As announced last June, Mr. Watson has been
compelled by encroaching real estate imnrovemouts to give up
the lease on the old Buruside ground, and for the second time in

three years has had to get out of the way for south-bound
Chicago. He has secured grounds just beyond the old ones,

equally goo<l and almost as accessible; since ihey are reached b.

tne same railroad station, Buinside. In a short time Mr. Watson
will have things in running order aaam and will be furnishing

the old J. Watson brand of harsh, sudden pigeons. In the mean-
time a large slice is taken out of Chicago trap shooting.

GOL. MEADE-WINSTON.

Col. Jack Mfade-Winston, of St. Louis, which is the same tha*

beat Geo. Kloinman here once and probably thinks he could do it

again, though probably he might not, baa, it appears, forsake'-

the tobacco trade and gone into the hand-loaded shell business a

St. Lnuis. He aptly claims for trade murk the "Wiuner Brand."
and will load three grades, the winner best, the winner medium,
and winner worst.

MKHCHANDISE PRIZES.

There are certain customs which by reason of their hoary ok!

age have attained a respect and reverence which do not belong to

them by any ex-'stent virtue of their own. 1 am told that there is

a certain holy stone in Mecc which all good Mohammedans kis

when they travel thither in pilgrimage. Coniinual kisMDgbaf
worn the stone thin. I am told also that dev ut Catholcs have
in similar way neariy kissed the great toe off the statue of St.

Peter at Rome. Evidently these people have thus kissed this

natural stone and this artiftrial toe in stone because they have
seen thousands kissing before them. Now, 1 should not like to be

irreverent, or to step upon anyone's toe, artificial or otherwise,

but really, those are jast the sort of places I shotild not want to

kiss at all. The antecedent thousands wouM be no argument.
I can not see why the antpcedent thousands should be per re an

argument anvwhere. 1 can not see why a custom should con-

timie simply because it is a custom. This is no day for Mi-cca

stones. No temple threshold to-day is sacred but the door stone of

the temple of orogress. Customs 'o-day need reasons under them,
not history behind them.

^. . ,

These things occur to me as I look over the list of special mer-

and buy other ornamental beer mugs and parlor lamps? Not m
the least. He does not even know the donor's name. He speaks

of the gift in tones of the utmost carelessness and contempt. It

is a gift pure and simple, without reason in commerce or in

common sense, yet I never knew a shooter who had considera-

tion enough to thank the donor for such "plunder"—as it is

usually called. „ „ , .

The management would not beg stuff for his own personal use.

Why should he beg it for a use which is intended for his own
direct personal gain? Because it is a custom? I can see no rea-

son for such a custom. It might have done tor the past, when
shooters needed pampering. We ought to be more dignified and
manly than that now. We are men grown in shooting now, and
we ought to have the independence and dignity to shoot like gen-
tlemen and like men. It is time for the trap-shooter to shake
free from the old pampering policy, to get out of coddling arms,
and stand aqua,re down on his own legs. He is old enough now to

walk. He is old enough to see that the most honorable future for

his sport is one in which it shall not be mere gambling and divid-

ing up of unfairly obtained and still despised -'plunder;'- but
where it shall be a manly and honorable contest of Bkill among
competitors made as nearly equal as possible by a just system of

handicap. Sport, not a gambling scramble, that is what trap-

shooting should be.
,^ ^ . ^

"But." says some timid friend, "such talk wm ottend the
shooters."
Not in the least. Such talk will oiTend no shooter of intelligence

who will stop for one instant to give the matter thought. The
custom has nothing to 'do with It. if we must eo back in cus-
toms, much better would we hold to the customs of the old

Oylmp'c games, where men contended with aH the energy of
their lives, not for stilf hats and ornamental beer mugs, but
for a simple crown of laurel. The American custom is wrong.
The Grenk custom was right and is right. Oive us medals, tro-

phies, prizes, souvenirs—honors, in short—but keep us away from
lawdriness, mTcenarness, from the vulgar principle of mere per-
sonal gain. These latter will ruin n-ap-shooting it allowed to run
an unthinking cours".
The Illinois State Sportsmen's Association took the first .step in

the right direction this year, when it declined to do any soliciting

for special merchandise prizes, offering only such as came in vol-

untarily. It may be that in this is sounded the first note of the
coming cry, "The merchandise list must gu."

NOT ONE OITN Tj¥SS,

Not one less gun would be fired if every management would
hoist this motto on its banners. Indeed, that state of affairs

would be a relief to all concerned. No shoot will suffer which
abandons this old and senseless custom. No shooter will sulfer

who casts his vol e against it. To vote thus i3 to vo' e for a modern
and a higher sportsmanship. It is to take a step up, to a more
dignified and manly plane of sport. I fear of offending no one. 1

know that that plane is where trap- shooters belong, and where

C. E. LONGD2N. OP Ni.W HAVEN, CO^^N.,

Captain of Comi. State League Team.

ohandise prizes of Detroit tournament. Aug. 23-26, Ar\y other list

of merchandise prizes would do as well.

WHY?
Can any one "tell just why this custom of merchandise prizes

still remains in these modern days of American trap-shootirg?
Are we MuRsulmen? Are we backwoodsmen, countrymen, knock-
ing together any sort of odds and ends to shoor, for, since cash is

not at hand? Admitted that we are, why, then, should we not
shoot for our own stuff? What right have we to go to nnin teres ed
home merchants and beg for contributions? Is it not asking
quite too much of local tradesmen of all sorts, to draw upon them
for contributions for which they cannot in natural course expt ct
any return by way of trade? My expectant tradesman, imp ir-
tuned by the tournament manager, gives from his stock (I quote}
"one stiff bat," "one pocket knife." "one umbrella," "one p'c-
ture," "one ornamental beer mug," "one parlor lamp," etc.. etc
I have seen loaves of bread, bottles of liniment, etc.. in such lists.

My tradesman is not a shooter, perhaps, but only that much
enduring man, a local merchant. Does the winner of the orna-
mental beer mug or the parlor lamp go to the donor of his prize

M. F. MNTlSLKY, OE HOBOKK^, iN . -i -.

Captain of Westsxii Team.

they want to go. They do not belong in babydom to-day. They
do not belong in a mercenary ma^^hine system. They belong in a
system of active, fair and honorable competition in sport among
men and gentlemen. That is the plane for them. That is where
they belong, and where they all want to eo. The trap-shooter of
to-day is a man of thought, intelligence and progress. He is ad-
vancing with aJi the world of sport.

The merchandise list must go. E. Hottgh.

Michigan Trap Scores.

Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 16.—The West Side Gun Club tried a new
stylw of expert trap at their shoot Sunday for the first time.
They are operated by an electric pull and the appliances were
put "in perfect operation by John tJerman, of the electric light
works, the traps operating in flue style. The operation of the
new traps puzzled the marksmen of the club not a little and
more lost birds were scored than at any previous shoot. The
naedal for the A class was won by Edward Carpenter for the
second consecutive time. The scores are as follows, each being
out of a possible 25:

A clnss—Carpenter 22, Brechtelsbauer 20, Keller 20, Bowden 21,

Bastian 18, Kindler 14, Ward 16, C. Z-choerner 20. Adams 14,

Cone 14, Hatcherson 17-

B class J. Herman 20, H. G. Zschoerner 17, Wirth 11. C. Delon-
jay 14, C. Schoeneberg 14, Held 11, H. G. llrogmann 7, Michel-
son 12.

C class-A. Delonjay 21, Wm. Brown 9, L. Herrig 8.

Ghand Rapids, Aug. 17.—As ihe game season is near at hand,
the Valley City i-)un Club will probably discontinue its trap shoots
hereafter and confine its attention to the more exhilarating
sport of shooting animate birds. The farewell shoot took place
yesterriay afternoon at the club's grounds near the Country
Club and a contest for a supper was indulged in. fTauthier, the
winner of the State individual championship, and W. S. Cole-
man were chosen captains. The score by teams is as follows;
Captain Gautbier 19, Summers 17. Davidson 16, Hansen 8, Kel-

sey 4. Freant 13, Knowlaon io, Pugh 10, Planes 9, Stainton 1;

total 112.

Caiitain Coleman 13. Wharton IS, Gould 16. Walton 13, White
17, Rood 15, Temple 6, Nelson 12, Scribner 4, Love U; total 121.
The losing team escorted the winners to Sweatland's, where a

.sumptuous supper was served and a general good time enjoyed.

Money Defeats Hoey.
Captain A, VV. Money, the well-known expert, and Fred. Hoey

of Long Branch shot a match ai Hollywood on Aug. 15, the con-
ditions being 100 live birds each, 30yds. boundary, 21yds. rise, for
$100 a side. The shoot began soon after 11 A. M., there being
breeze enough from the west to temper the sun's rays and kepp
the shooters comfortable. Lou Tnompson looked after Captain
Money while Daniel Johnson did the honors for Mr. Hoey. The
birds were a good lot. Up to the eig'>tieth round the race was a
close one, but from that point to ^he finish Money had things his
own way as the appended scores wUl show:
Fred Hoey 322322231212221223202100'?22I122222 1 20222"22] 320222

1212322220222222321323222123n002002200l20203121220-84

Captain Money . .11232201200222321112112222112222220332233321222228
313211321232 100312223332123200213332] 2233333333221-93
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Missouri State Shoot.
Lexington, Mo,. Aug. 13.-The Missouri State Amateur Asso-

ciation hpld its second annual tournament at Lexington, Mo..
Aug. 10. 11 and 12, which proved to be the most pleasant and suc-
cessful shoot ever held in the State. The fournament was under
the management of the Lexington Gun Club, and much of th"
success of this association is due to the Lexington Club. Long
since the old Missouri State A.ssociatioa wag taken in hand hv
all the professional shooters of the United States, and is run and
managed so entirely for this class of shooters that the member-
ship of this association has dwindled from 115 olnbs to fl clubs,
there being no chance for the younger shooters to do anything but
put their money into the professionals' pockets, and they nave
become tired of this. The old association now ."Stands with an
enrollment of 5 clubs from Kansas City, one from St. .Joseph, one
from Lexington, one from St. Louis and one from JeflEerson City.
The Lexington Club last year feeling it was time something be
done for the amusement of the amateur shooters of the State,
issued a call for a meeting of tbe amateurs throughout the State
to be held in Lfxineton in the month of August for the puroose
of forming an assoomlion exclusively for the amateur shootere.
The call v as responded to by 2.3 clubs with indorsements of clubs
from all over the State in the movement. And at the second
annual meeting just held about 10 additional clubs were enrolled.
Constitution and by-laws were adopted protecting the amateur
shooters by barring all professionals and A class shooters.
This association under the protection for the amateur shooters,

as provided for in its constitution and by-laws, is bouad to grow
more popular each year; the attendance during tliis tournanient
was over 100, and the Lexington Club had spared no expense to
make it the grandest aifair e^er held in tlie State, together with
placing on their programme $300 in added purses. The weather
wa« fine, the grounds the best in the State. There were two sets
of live bird traps constantly in u«e, the live bird traps were
operated with the W. T. Bast non electric nuli, and one set of
bluerocks with the Paul North electric pull. The Best and North
pulls were the crowning success of the tournament, consuming
5,500 live birds and 20.000 bluerocks. Paris, Missouri, was de-
cided upon as the plane of next meeting, and judglnEr from all
present appearances the opxt tournament of this association will
be even more suc-essful than this has been.
C. L . Blanton, President; J. W. Barre, Vice-President; G. W.

Haden, Secretary and Treasurer; R.. E. Seer, Montgomery Oitr;
E. Chanslor, Lexington; J. W. Wright, Warsaw, were chosen
officers and board of managers for the ensuing year. This
closed the second tournament of the Missouri State Amateur As-
sociation, which, with its popularity, is bound to become the
association of tbe State of Missouri.
Following are the scores of th« principal events of the tourna-

ment:
TARGET EVENTS.

No. 1, 10 blueroclis, $1 entrance: See 8, Love 0, Spencer 4, Brasher
7, McQueen 6, Pranca'ite 8, Dallmerer 8, D->ehler 8, Rhodes 3, Lu-
cas 10, Hall 6, Meyer 5. Barre 7, Wright 0. Morgan 6, Lindsay 4,
Vaughan 7, Pendegrass 6. Weaver 8. Rawlings 9, Ski Ski 9, Cop-
pock 6. Seward 7. Hayson 9, Blanton G, Redman 6. Nickell 9, Mo-
rally 9, Buttles 5, Havdon 9.

No. 2, 10 bluerocks. $1 entrance: Seward 4. Coppeck 7, Redman
6, Love 8. Trigg S, French 5 Hales 8, Francotte 9, Shacklett 8,
Davis 7, Wright 5, Hayson 10, Lucas fi, Marshall 7, Dallmeyer 4,
Doehler 5, Meyer 3, Uaydon 7, Pendergrass 10. Vivion 4, Ski Ski 8,
Meyer 8, See 9. Wilraot 6, Green 5, Hughes 7, Nickell 6, Rawlings
8, Weaver 9. Hall 7.

No. 3, 15 blu'^rocks, S1..50 entrance: Redman 7, Havdon 13. Kish
7, Marshall 14, Trigg 8, Se(< 11. Doehler 13, Barre 8, Davis 10, Wil-
mot 9, Rawlings 7. Chanslor 11, Pendegrasa 13. Rush 11, Marrs 14,
French 8, Wrigtit lO, Green 11, Havson 11, Weaver 13, Trigg 5, Hill
12, Coppock 12, Bennett 13, Dallmeyer 11, Blanton 8, Shacklett 12,
Wright 11, Hales 11. Ski Ski 14.

No. 4, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: S'^i Ski 10, Havson 5, Drepps 1,
McNally 5, Dallmver 9, Doehler 7, Hill 8. Buttles 7, (Jou'lute 3,
Green 6, Payne 7, Buchanan 5. Davis 7. See C, Blanton 5, Hales 7,
Barre 9, Haydon 6. Mi7.e 8, Marshall 9, Pen'iegra.=!a 10. Ru5>> 8,
Brasher 10. Redman 7. Coppock 7, Happv 7, Francotte 8, rial) 7,
Chanslor 8, Wilmot B, French 5, Rawlings 10. Haggerty 9, Wright
8, Weaver 8. Lucas 9, Shacklett 7, Rhodes 8, Hughes 8, Marrs 9,
Bennett 8, Sturges 7.

No. 16, 10 bluerocks, $2 entrance; Pendesrass 8, Weaver 10,
Marrs 9, Httggerty 10, Wright 8. Hayson 8. Hales S, Francotte 8
Bennett 9. Wilmot 10, Ski Ski 10, Coppock 9, Sturges 6, Rawlings
6, Davis 5.

No. 17, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: Bennett 7, Francotte 10,Wright 6, Pendegrass 9, Weaver 9, Hales 8, Hasfgerty 10 Lucas 7,
BlackWBll 7, Browu 7, Redman 6. Hughes 8, Ski Ski 9, Rush 5,Harnes 9, McKee 6 Hayden 6, Davis 8, Rawlings 1, Barre 7, Dins-
more 6, Hughes 5. Hayson B, Green 9, Wilmot 9. See 9, D illmeyer 7
No. 10-Any number of teams of two. 10 blue rocks. En-

trance, %i per team.
First Prize—Badges, donated by Central Missouri Association,

to be shot for annually; the winner this year to receive 50 per
cent, of the entrance money next year; HQ per cent, of entrance

TREAStJREB A. GEYER.

Missouri State Amateur Associatlou.

money this year goes to present holders of medal. Balance
divided, 30 and 20 per cent.
Dallmeyer 7 McKee 8
Doehler 8—15 Rush 3—11
Bennett...., 8 Pend'?gra89.... , 6
Francotte 0—17 Weaver 9—15
Redman. 5 Wright 6
Barre... 9—14 Rawlings S—14
McKee 5 Hayden 8
Shacklin 5—10 Dav's 5—13
Love 8 Wilmot 10
Carter 7—15 Sturges 8-18
See 9 McNally 4
Hales 8—17 Rattles 8-12
Marrs 7 Campbell 3
Happey 9-16 Huehes 3—6
'''lark 8 Thompson 9
Longnecker ,5—13 Nelson 3—12
Haggerty 10 Chanslor 7
Ski Ski 9-19 Trigg 4-11

Weaver .....5 Rush 4 Spencer 2
Morgan 3 Doehler 5 Davis 3
Ski Ski 5 Chanslor 5 MUler ..4
Pendergast 5 H'll 5 Dinsmore 4
Dripps 4 Wilmot 5 Hayson a
Bennett 5 McNally 5 Hughes 6
White 5 Buttles 5

STATE MEDAL SHOOT.

No. 3, 10 live birds, medal won by Edward Pendegrast, of St.
Louis. Medal cashed the following year by holder. Medal was
held and cashed this year by Love, Barre, Chanslor and Dripns
for $135. Score:
Nickell 7 Clark 1 Rhodes 10
Florida 10 White 8 Blanten 9
Francotte 10 Brasher 8 Sturges 10
Biiri'e 7 Green 9 Chanslor 9
Buchanan 8 Love 8 Lindsey...... 9
Seward 10 Shac\lett 8 Kist. ......... 7
Wright 8 Wilmot 8 Hale 7
Morgan 3 Thompson 7 Buttles 7
Weaver 8 Spencer 8 McNally 7
Dripps 5 Dinsmore 8 McQueen 6
Ewing 4 Happy 8 See 8
Redman 5 Lucas 8 Longnecker 5
Dallmeyer 8 Pendegrast ,.10 Davis 6
Doehler 7 Ski Ski 9 Trigg 8
Martin 5 Hayson 5 Campbell 8
\aughan 4 Hughes 6 Meyer 6
Hill 7 Bennett 9
No. 5, 10 live birds:

Weaver 9 Pendegrast 6 Love 7
Hill 9 Doehler 9 See 8
Florida 7 Sturges 5 Wilmot 10
Dallmeyer 9 Lucas , 9 Jones 8
Seward . ..8 Ski Ski 8 Drepps 8
Bennett 9 Francotte 10 Redman S
Chanslor -. 7
First money $38, second 829, third $19, fourth 10.
No. «.—This was the most interesting shoot on the Association

programme this year and was for any number of teams of two,
10 live birds to each man, 19 teams were entered. The first prize
was $100, given by the Lexington Gun Club, to team making best
score, and was won by Hill and Chanslor, the only team havuig 20
straight:
Boonett 9 Doehler 10
Farotie 9—18 Dallmeyer .. 8-^8
Happy. 10 Clark 9
Buchanan 9—19 Lindsey 9-18
Dinsmore 6 Pendegrass 10
Barre 8—14 Ski Ski 8—17
Bush 9 i^lorida _ 6
Rush 6—15 Weaver 8—14
Green 8 See ... 8
Hayson 7—15 Love 10-lS
Seward 9 Martin 9
Lucas 10-19 Hughes 9-18
White 7 Hill 10
White 9-16 Chanslor 10—20
Shackler 9 Wilmot 10—19
Second money $70, third $53, fourth $35, fifth $18.
No. 7, 10 live birds:

Florida 7 Huorhes 10 Spencer 9
Ski Ski 9 .Scurges 9 McQueen 9
Hill 10 Dallmeyer 10 Pendegrass 10
Barre 10 Blackwell 10 French 7
Martin 8 Wilmot 9 Dripps 9
Faratte 10 Lindsey 10 Davis 6
Bennett 10 Longnecker 7 Seward 9
Weaver iO Clark 8 Coppock 9
No. 8 was an extra shoot, 20 live birds to the man, between

Haggerty and Florida. Haggerty 18, Florida 13.
No. 9 wai also an extra; 10 live birds per man: Haggerty 10,

Weaver 7, Florida 8, Wilmot 8,|Bennett 10, Pendegrass 7. Haggerty
and Beimett shot oft' for drst monev, Haggerty missing his 27th
bird. Florida and Wilmot shot off for second money, Florida
missing his 13th bird.
The $35 given by the Lexington Gun Club to the shooter making
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No. 5, 15 bluBrocks,!$1.50 entrance: French 6, Haydon 10, Dripps
1. Hall IL Bolton 10, Ski Ski 14, Spencer 9, Barre 10, Bennett 12.
Pendegrass 13.'Weaver 12, Chanslor 9. Love 13. Blanton 9, Wilmot
12, Nelson 10, Marrs 18 Lucas 14, Shacklin 11, Hayson 10, Davis 14.
Brasher 5, Davis 12, DiehlerlO Wales 11, Rush 7, Dallmeyer 12,
See 11, Francotte 14, Marshall 12, Rawlings 8, Sturges 12, Redman
12, Hughes 10. Coppock IL J. R. Divi.'> 8.

No. 6. 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: McNally 4, Dav's 7. Marrs 7,

Pajme 4, Chanslor 0. Hill 8, R^'dmai 0, Haydon 1, Barre 8. Ham-
mer 5, Weaver 9, Blanton 7, Bolton 8, Brown 5. Hughes 5, Davis
9, Doelher 9, Francotte 8, Rawling" 5. Frain 9 Dallmever 7, Ben-
nett 9, Sturges 5. Wright 9. Buttles 9. Havson 9, Hamlin 8. Brasher
8, Love 8, Thompson 8, James 3, Meyer 3. Trigg 9, Nickell 9, Kist
1, See 9. Mize 6, Wilmot 6, MarshalllO, Hughes 2 Rush 8 Lind-
sey 5, Coppock 6, Lucas 8, Pendegrass 7, Ski Ski 1.5, Ball 7, Nel-
son 4.

N6, 7, 8 pairs bluerocks, $1 entrance: Marshall 7, Francotte 5,

Barre 9, Lucas 7, Ski Ski 9. Pendegrass 6. Bennett 3, Sturges 3,
Trigg 6, Hales 4,Thomp-on 4, See 6. Hayson 8, Hall 6, Marrs 2, Hiy
den 7, Mize 5. Brasher 6, Sharklln 6, Ooppock 5, Wright 8, Rhodes
5, Rawlings 7, Wilmot 7, McNally 7. Buttlps 9.

No. 8, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: Bennpt.t 10, Ski Ski 8. Barre 6,

Francotte 7. Hughes 4. Love 7. Wright 10, Weaver 9, Havdon 8,

McNally 8. Buttles 5, Sturges 8, Havson 7, Pendegrass 9, Brown 8,

Wilmot 7, Lucas 7, Rawlings 4, Hall 8, Hales 9, Blanton 5, Coppock
8, See 7, Davis 8, Brasher 9.

No. 9, 10 bluerocks, $2 entrance: Pendegrass 8, Hayson 7, Ben-
nett 4, See 10, Weaver 8, Ski Ski 10, Francotte 9, Love 7, Redman
7, Wright 9. Sturges 6, Bolton 4.

No. 10, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: Wilmot 8, Weaver 10. McNally
7, Buttles 9, Bennett 9, Ski Ski 9, See 8, Francotte 9, Wrignt 8,

Ring 9.

No. 11, 10 bluprock,«, $1 entrance: Francotte 9, Brasher 8, Dall-
meyer 6, Hall 10, Blant on 6, Hayson 4, Pendegrass 7, Rowlings 8,

Ski Ski 10, Haggerty 8. Wright 8, Weaver 9, Martin 5, Hughes 5,
Chanslor 8, Brown 7, McNallie 7, Buttles 7, Lucas 8. Deahler 4,

Rush 6, Nickell 9 Coppock 6, Wilmot 0. Meyer 7, Hill 0, Bennett 8,

Haydon 6, Lovo 10 Hales 8, Davis 7, Barre 7, See 10.

No. 12, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance, unknown angles, 5 traps, shot
down: Rawlings 4, Francotte 7, Barre 6, Hayson 8, Pendegrass 9,

Wright 6, Davis 8, Ski Ski 9, Coppock 7, Hill 7, Se^ 5, Higgerty 8,
Leaversy 2. Hales 7, Hayden 6, Hall 9, Chanslor 1, Bennett, 8.

No. 13, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: Weaver 9, Love 9, Wilmot 8,

Ski Ski 8. Hales 8, Marrs 7. LaavRy 3, Hughes 2, Lucas 6, M«-Kee 6,

Brown 2. Rhodes 8, Haggerty 9, Pendegrass 9, Francotte 7, Rush 5,

Bennett 9, Wright 7, Davis 8, Shackten 8, Blanton 5, Carter 9, Barre
4, Coppock 8, Prather 6
No. 14, 10 bluerock-i, $1 entrance: See 9, Carter 7, Pendegrass 7,

McKpo 8. Rush 5, Weaver 8, Ski Ski 9, Martin 6. Wright 8, Love 7,

Hayd' U 2, Hales 6, Coppock 6, Redman C. Davis 9, Haggerty 10,
Vaughn 5.

No. 15, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: Bennett 5, Francotte B.W^eaver
8, See 6, Hales 6, Sturges 8, Redman 4, Prather 1, Coppock 7, Davis
8, Besh 4, Haggerty 10, Leasey 3, McKee 7. Peudegrasfj 7, Ski Ski 8,

Marrs 9, Nickell 7.

Haggerty and Ski Ski win the badges. Wilmot and Sturges
win first money. Bennett and Francotte, and See and Hall win
second money.

Buchanan 4, Haggerty 7, Blackwell 7, Hill 5, Hayden 6, Francotte 6,
No. 20. 20 bluerocks, $2 entrance: Redman 14, Ewing 7, Weaver

17, Wilmot 13, Ski Ski 18. Marrs 16, Francotte 19, Hales 10, Cop-
pock 14, Wright 13, Rush 9. Doehler 14, Jones 17.
No. 21. 15 hluerocks. SI. 50 entrance: Haggerty 10, Bennett 10,

Ski Ski 12, Wright 11, Hayson 13, Francotte 14, Coppock 9, Hughes
2. Hayden 9. Weaver 12, Blackwell 4, Pendegrass 13, Rush 7, See 12,
Hua:he9 13, Davis 9.

No. 22. 10 bluerocks. $1 entrance: Dripps 0, Morgan 5, Ski Ski 7,
Weaver 9, Francotte 8, Jones 7, W^right 6, Hughes 7, Coppock 8,
Rush 5, Rfdman 7, Hageerty 6,

No. 23. 15 bluerocks, $1 50 entrance: Francotte 14, Coppock 9,
Mayer 10, Sturgfls 11, Ski Ski 11, Bennett 12, Wright 10, Hughes 9,
Haggerty 12. Weaver 13, Rush 5.

No. 24. 10 bluerof>8. $1 entrance: Pendegrass 9, Haggerty 9,
Ski Ski 7. Coppock 8. Rawlings 6, Bennett 9, Wilmot 10. Payne 3,
Wright 7, Weaver 8, Thompson 7, Miller 5, McDonald 9, Shack-
lett 8.

No. 25, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance: ' Pendegrass 7, Coppock 10,
Francott 7. Haggerty 5, Weaver 9, Shacklet 4, Wilmot 7, Miller 3,
Rawlings 7.

LIVE BIRD EVEIs'TS.
No. 1, 10 live birds:

Florida 8 Hamlet 7 Weaver 9
Stui-ges 8 Campbell 10 Green o
Pendegrast 8 Hale 10 Bennett 9
Brasher 9 Ski Ski., 8 Nickels 8

Mize 10 Hughes 8
McNally 9 Meyers 6
Buttles 9 Hammer 9
Barre .... 8 Rodman 7
Hill 7 Happy 9
Longnecker,

Hicklin
Spencer 5
Francotte 10
Dallmeyer 9
Dripps 4
Doehler 7

Lucas .. 9

Wilmot 9
Morgan 6
Wright 6
Love 10
See 10 Seaward
Lindsey 9 Chanslor

„ - - - Trigg
Rhodes 9 Thomnson 9
Clark 8 Davis 6
McQueen. _

Rist 8
Hayson 8

,10

10

Marrs 8
Ha.ssell 7
Nelson 7
James 7
Martin.. 7
Yaughan 9Buchanan 10 Coppock .

First money $70. second .$55, third 835, fotirth
No. 2, 5 live birds:

Florida 5 Lucas ,,.5
Rhodes 5 Francotte 5
Clark 4 Lindsey 5
McQ, ueen 4 INIeyer 5 ^
Rawlings 5 Blanton 5 Seward 5
Dallmeyer 5 Wright 5 See 3

Longnecker 3
Hassell 5
Sturges 5
Riser 4

highest aA-erage in shoots 1. 3, 5 and 6, was won by F. M. F, Fourote
of Osceola.
The .$25 given by the Lexington Gun Club to the shooter making

lowest average in shoots 1, 3, 5 and 6, was won by E. C. Redman of
St. Louis.

Wawaset vs. Nonesuch.
The Wawaset Gun Club, of Wilmington, Del., and the None-

such, ot Newport, shot a match with teams of twelve men each,
at iwenty-flve targets per man, on August 13, the result being as
appended;

Wawaset.
C. Buckmaster 25
E. Miller 22
W. Buckmaster 21
A. "Williamson... 18
T. Wright 19
R. Miller 24
J. Fitzgerald....'. 19
J. White 15
E. Camp 16
G. Huber 19
D. Buckmaster 17
C. Springer,

Nonesuch.
Smith 13
Wright.". n.
Groome

, 19
Williamson... , 16
Webb 13
Young 18
Allen 31
Myers 13
J. R. Lynam 14
Slaw 16
H. Lynam... 11

. 33-238 Lancaster 13-187

Pacific Slope Shooters.
Sacramento, Cal., Aug. 15.—Tbe Spoonbill Gun Club had a

shoot at the Curtis ranch, which resulted as follows:
Thomas 33 Soule 19 Morrell UL Morrison 81 Bryant 18 Todd. 13
Flohr 31 VanAlstine 17 Stiegler 13
Capt Bohn 20 Maddux 14 Mold 12
Naeghel 19 Chapman 14

No Notice TakQiQ of Anonymons OorrespondentB.

J. H., New York.—Yfis, yon will find such game in tha Adirou-
daoks.

E. R. J., Albany.— Rail season in New York State will open
Sept, 1, Ou Long Island it opened July 1. The birds are not pro-
tected at any season in Onondaga, Wayne, Oneida, Cayuga, Wy-
oming. Genesee, Niagara, Monroe, Erie, Ohaatauqua,CattaraugU8
and Orleans cotmties. Full text of law iu Baok of the Game Lam,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It elves directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

niustrated guide to the Northern resorts if-

sued by the Delaware and Hiid son Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BURDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AliBANY, N. V.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

nrotioe to :E*AisloL^irxxx&jULl Cue aF^rAO^es for 18921
I am with, von again with, lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold afc $1.88 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft. , (3oz. ; mt. Qhoz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., TJoz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Lengthand weight of the bass rods are: SMt., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

;
gjft., lloz. ; 10ft., 13oz., IQift. 14oz.

^ , . on q« . a
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts.

;
bOyds., 94 cts.

;
80yds., 98 cents.

;
100yds., |LOb.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or lOOvds., 28 cts. each; .5 cts. extra for postage. ^ ,.o i «q *-

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ;
60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., 58 cts. ;

lOOyds., 68 cts. ;
loO yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4J cts. per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or lOOyds., sent by mail, 3 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Plies at 80 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
, ^ , -, ^ ^ j

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; tour ply, 2o cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozea, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
t •, o.^- o i.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m. , 8cts.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Seud 2.cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue andl Special JUist :Pio. "

Open £veulng:s uiitll 9 o'cloclc.
Saturday Eveninjfs xi o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS, 51. 53 55 Court St.. Brooklvn, N. Y.

'^0?i their own merits modest men are dumb"—Colman.

We are not a bit modest; have no hesitation in telling about our
many good points (we have no bad ones).

No one seems willing to tell about us, and we really feel that you
ought to know the facts. See this space from time to time.

If at any time you seriously think of expending some of your sur-

plus for Firearms, Ammunition, Tents, Seines, or Sporting Goods of any
description, see us or write us.

III to Ii6 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

C. H. STERRY,
Of Tolland, Conn.,

writes: "I have given SS powder a thorough

trial, and to say that I am pleased with it

would be expressing myself very mild. The

merits of the powder are: Quickness, no

smoke, little recoil, even pattern and great

penetration. I have tried all kinds of Mtro
powders and think BS is the best. I made
the following score the first time I used SS

powder at a shoot of the Tolland G-un Club

on July 4, 1892, at artificial birds:

1111111110 1111111111 1111111111
1111111111 1111111111 1111111111
1111111111 llllllllll llllUllll
1111111111-99."

Send orders to

GEORGE H. SaMPSON,
Agent SS Powder Co., Limited,

147 PEARL STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

Watch this space from week to week for the faces of prominent sportsmen who are using SS powder,

Messrs. Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago,

111., have instructed Messrs. Pond & Goldey, of

Milwaukee, Wis., to send a copy of the 1892

edition of the "Sportsman's Directory and Year

Book," with their compliments, to every shooting

and Fishing Club in the U. S. west of Philadelphia.

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
JfEw York, July, 1892.

Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK made
cigar, our world-renowned "31EPJaiSTO" and all other liner

grades of cigars made by us are superior In many ways to those
made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUK New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliness is per-

mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To prot ect consumers from
imposition, every '« MKPHISTu " cigar is banded.

D. HIRSGH & COMPANY.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPBGIAIiT?.

Special Designs furnished on application
free of charge.

BY
S. T. HAMMOND.

For sale at tWs offioe. Prie^ 11=00,
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
Forest and SPream JPub. Oo. forward any qf ihm Books by mail,

Begtstraiion 10 cents extra, Owr responsiMUty ceases tt/fer

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.

!, on reee^ ofprice,
ore mmled.

A1TOI.IKG.
American Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norris < 6 50

American Fish and How to Catcli Ttiem. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 50
America.n Salmon FishiBg, Wells 1 00
Angling. Blakely 50
Ajigling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art of Angling .flolberton 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 6 35
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 3 50
Fish Cultnre, N orris 1 76
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 800
illnstrations; new edition 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00
Fiehing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50
FishingWith th\> Fly, Orvis-Oheney Collect-
tion, new edition. 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 00-

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00
Fly Rod.s and Fly Tackle, Wells ' 2 50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Champlain and Its Shores 1 00
More About the Black Hass, HenshaU 1 50
Practical Angler, Clarke 50
Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Bod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster. 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Tront,
etc.. bv Roosevelt , . 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 3 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUus 3 00

The Salmon Fisber, Hallock 1 00

Trout Culture. Slack 1 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illnB-

trated; paper 50

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels.. 5 00

BOATING AND TAOHTING.
Ai't of Sailmaking, illustrated 3 00

Ajnateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat BnQding and Sailing, Neison 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Proscott— 35

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 3 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 2o

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 3 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele ; 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 50

Cortnthlan Yachtsman, Biddle 1 oC

Cruises In Small Yachts Speed 3 50

Omlse of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship 50

B'orms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,
bound in muslin ... - 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and REWjing,FItzgerald $1 00

Knots, Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and 76

Manual of Naval Architecture, White P 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 35

Model Yachts. Grosvenor 3 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Neison 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 3 00

Riggers' Guide and Seamens' Assistant 1 35

Sails and Sailmaking, iUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 35

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 35

Sailor's Manual a,ndHandyBook,Qnaltrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches, Knnhardt. ... 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard. 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 34i Uls. 6 00

Vacation Ornistng, Rothrick 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden ... - 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 12 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus 3 00

Yachts, Boats s^nd Canoes, Stansfeld-Hlcks 3 50

Yachts, Small, C, P. Kunhardt.. 10 00

rachtsman'8 Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals. Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x12, cloth, $7.50; full Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp IG 80

YACHl PICTURES-lN ColohS.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 36X36

fl.50.
Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28x40, $3

'olunteer, 26x36, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 38x19. S3.

OABIFINO AND TBAPPINQ.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . 1 50

Adventures in the Wilderness; or, damp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. I 25

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.: boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 35

Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrup 1 35

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth— ... 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gnn in
Norway.. 1 75

Camps In the Rockies, Grohman 1 35

Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 60

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson I 00

o^yp8ey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25
Hints on Campine, Henderson 1 35

How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75

Log Cabins and How to BuUd Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 35
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 2 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhonse, new edition... 1 00
Woottcrai I. "Neaamnb" 1 00

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opportanity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 22 illus ] 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 3 60
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

600 p., 80 illustraiions; cloth, $5; half calf,
86.50; full morocco 8 OC

Book of the Game Laws 51
(Jrnlsings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 ^
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 3 00
Fxank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each 8 00
IT, Fa'^ester's Manual for Young Sportsmen S 00

Fifty Years with Gun and Bod, Cross 1 50
Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp 3 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv l 50
Hunting in the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and TrappeV, Thrasher 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
fnstructloTis in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 3 50
Modern American Rifle , 3 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener ] 00
Mountain Trails and Parks In Colorado. ... 1 50
Rod and Gun in Oa'ifornia, Van Dyke 1 50
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
lustrated, Leffingwell 3 50

Shooting on tne Wing 76
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for tliose who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, llltis., by Beard 3 50

Still-Htmter. Van ^yke 2 00
The Breech-I-oader, Gloan 1 36
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 35
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated $1 00

The Pistol 60
Tliree in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 00

Trajectory Test 60
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefiingwell, In cloth,

$3.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by H. C. Bliss

.

50

OUTDB BOOKS AND SLAPS.
Complete Gulae Book tx) Southern Califoi-
nia. Maps and illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake, Farrar, paper. . 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 35
Guide to Androscoggin Region 50
Guide to Lake George - 50
Map of tine Indian River, Florida, be Baron,
strong linen paper 8 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 50
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado .... 1 50
Old St. Augustine, illus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S, Van Dyke. ... 1 50

HOBSK.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 35
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason 50

Lessons in Horse .Tudgihg; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 50

Mayhew'8 Horse Doctor, 400 illus 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClnre's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Riding RecoUeotlons 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 50
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 13mo. . 2 00
The Horse aud His Diseases, Jennings, illus 1 25
Training the Trotting Horse 3 50
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. ... a 50
Yonatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 50

KKNNXII..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American Kennei. Burges , a oO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennol Record and Acc't Book... 3 00
Breaking and Trainiug Dogs, by Pathflnder
and Dai/Jel 3 50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel l 00

Collie or Slieep Dog, with illustrations, by
E,awdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, DalaieL 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases o tj HLU 2 00
Dog Breaking, Floyd 60
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, IUus.,
Landseer 35

Dogs for Ladles as Companions 3 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 3 00
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. .. 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond... 50

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont, a 00

English K.O.S. Book, Vol. I 5 00
English K.C.S. BoobLVols. III. to IX.. each 4 50
English K.O.S. Book.Vols.. XL to XVI . each i 6P
Fox-Terrler, Lee, 15 portraits and illnstra-
tions 1 sn

tHover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs go
How to Keep a Dog in the City 35
Modern Training and Handling, Waters.. . . 3 50
Our Friend the Dog, Stables a 00
Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, flfth gen-
eration 2 60

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms 50

Points of .Judging, new edition, corrected to
date 60

Practical Kennel Guide, Stables; cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont 60
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's 1 00

Sheepdog, paper 50o.; cloth 1 00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of PlinUmmon. 1 35

Stonehenge on the Dog 3 BO
Teufel the Terrier 75
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills... 2 35
The Spaniel and Its Training 1 00
The Dog, by Idstone ,. . l 25
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 35
The Mastli3E, the History of, M. B. Wynn .... 2 50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

...

3 50
Training" Trick Dogs, 111ns 25
Youatt on the Dog l 50

NATURAL HI8TOBY.
A Naturalist's Rambles AboutHome, Abbott 1 60
American Game Birds, Trnmbnll. 90 lUnB. 2 50
Animal Life of our Seashore ". 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds,
3 vols., $30; colored, 860; Water Birds, 8
vols., 834; colored

.

80 00
Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50
Book of Poultry 5 00
Bird Notes 76
Big Game of North America. 600

LIVING ANIMALS.
MAGPIES and PRAIRIE DOGS

A SI>ECIAI«XY.
We fell Buffalo, Badgers, Bears, Antelope,

Deer. Elk and all other living animals. Birds,
Reptiles, etc., mounted and unmounted Heads,
Skins, Skeletons and Horns. Fossil Pish and
other fo=8lls. Crystals, Aerates and Curios of all
kinds. Mineral Specimens and cabinets. Indian
Relics of all kinds. Genuine Indian made moc-
casins, all sizes. We both buy and sell. If you
desire to buy or sell write us. Hunting aud fish-
ing narties fupplied with guides and complete
outfits. Bank reference given and required.

W. H. KOOT, Laramie, Wyoming,
Importer, Exoorter and Dealer in Living

Wild Animals, etc.

WM. W. HART & CO.,

1 1 & 13 Jacob St.,

KEW YORK.
Near Brooklyn Bridge.

Animals, Birds and Fish Mounted true to
nature, and g:uaranteed against motli.

FINEST EXHIBITION IN NEW YORK.
Send for Price List.

J. KANNOFSKT,
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufactur-
ing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please
mention Forest and Stream.

389 Oanal street. Hew Tork.

inm »m.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the 6est stwd do(i. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891.

Fee, $40.00.

Cliampion
King'ston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.

Prince Clififord.
Fee, $15.00.

SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE
DOas FOR .SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
JFee «50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. JtlOO«.E, Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch, Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossining*.
(Ch. Robert le Diable-Countess Nellie D

)

For stud fee, list of winnings, etc., address
WM. H. HYLAND, North TarrytowD, N.Y.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided od, S'>u'bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breediug always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD: .

GHAKFION GARNET,
{A.K.C.§.B. 24.986).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
In wood. New York City.

At
The blue belton setter BOW BOKDHII

(n,852), winner of several flrsi prizes, by Gm
Bond tin ex Bo Peep, she the dam of the noted
field dogs Antonio and Chance. Is a fine field dog
and an A 1 retriever. Will be allowed all the
bitches he can get. Fee $15. • Address for cut
and stud card, V. L. Boss A, New Canaan, Conn.

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field,

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.
16 Portralta and IllaBtratlon/i; 180 pages.

PKIOE, »1.50.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway^ New York.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHiA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICESOF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,

(E. 15,757). Fee S50.

Sir Kelpie,
(A, 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A. 20,883). Fee fSO.

CHAMPION

Mim DMDf,
(A, 17,577). Fee $35.

ENGLISH PUGS.
WINE,

(33,027). H. C, New York, 1893. Fee $10.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM, JERRY JARVIS,
1st and special. N.Y.,'93. (A. 15,347) litter brother

Fee $25. to Duke-Elcho. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to its receive tne
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEEBIEBS
m STUD.

Starden's King $26
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Ctianipion Baby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pun sired by any

of these dogs diiring the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.

Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES_AT STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

80 per cent, off to members of Collie Olnb,

lEISH TEEEIEHS.
Breda Bill, - - $80.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows-,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addrei's
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Phnllmmon ex Lad.v Adelaide.)

Winner of forty flrst and special prizes, Including five
first and four sneclals tliis season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Flinlimmon. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. BernEird Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

Pee $50.

YOUNG~kEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
vith his superb breeding should be of especial value to
t)itches weak in that respect.

fee $25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1839 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been It! mos. in
stud aud has skown 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. Y., Ist
Washingtou, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L., winners Ist and
2il at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize winnii g bitchep, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $35. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Bos 339, Fall River, Maes.

Great Dane at Stud.

CHALLENGE PEDRO
A.K.C.S.B. 20,425,

Sire, Mentor II. Dam, Minerva.

To a limited number of approved bitches.

SHOOUOQUION KENNELS,
Lyons, Iowa.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF WILD LIFE.

We have in preparation a series of illustrations of

A merican -wild aninialf, to be published as supplements

of the Forest and Stream,
The drawings are by Mr. Ernest E. Thompson, whose

previous work in this line is well known; and we are

confident that the merits of his successful delineation will

be recognized. The subjects already drawn are of the

Felidee, and they will be published as follows. See that

your newsdealer has the ntimbers:

Sept. 8, The Panther.
Oct. (i. The Ocelot.

Nov. 3. The Canada Lynx.
Dec, 1. The Bay Lynx.

In connection with the illustration of the panther will

be given some notes of observation of that creature by

Mr. Greorge H. Wyman, and Mr. O. O. Smith's story of

how he won his cougar skin trophy in Oregon last year.

NIGHT SOUNDS.
Usually when" the labors of the day are ended the

men sleep soundly, A long day's toil, marching or

hunting, the work of making camp and cooking supper,

prepare the traveler for the dreamless enjoyment of his

bed.

It may now and then happen, however, that some man
of the party for a long time lies awake, and such a one

hears sounds that are hushed except during the watches
of the night. Even the commoner sounds of the wilder-

ness—those that are audible at all times—take on a dif-

ferent character to ears that listen to them after the

quiet of slumber has stolen over the camp. The wood
of the still burning fire snaps and crackles now more
viciously than it did during the evening, and the fall

into its soft bed of ashes of a burned-off stick, which
would have been unnoticed in the daytime, is now dis-

tinctly heard. The whisper of the gentle breeze among
the pines and the intermittent brawling of the little

brook speak to the listener in tones whose purport he
feels that he understands, though, perhaps, he could not

translate their speech into the commonplace language of

everyday life. To all of us there come now and again

thoughts and emotions that we cannot voice.

Soon after darkness has settled down over the

earth, the coyote begins to utter his complaint, and from
the top of some near hill sound introductory barks, fol-

lowed by a series of shrill yelps, growls and shrieks,

swelling at length into a chorus, as if all the little wolves

of the neighborhood had gathered here to annoimce their

woes and make their appeal to those whose camp-fire

burns so brightly near at hand. Yet we know that all

this noise issues from the throat of one little wolf, so

small that a man could easily carry him in one hand. The
noise continues for an hour or two—longer if the mcon is

bright—and then ceases, to be renewed just before day-

light in the morning. Though the little animal which
makes this noise is a most harmless beast, from his cries

you might judge him to be a demon, and more than
once we have seen men new to the country nervously

grasp their rifles, and anxiously inquire "What's thatf
when they first heard the coyote's voice.

It is in the middle of the night that we hear the stranger

voices of nature, some of which we may not comprehend.
The cracking of sticks in the timber, close to the camp,
tells of the passage of some heavy animal, perhaps a bear,

since no footfall is heard, though the sounds are near.

Besides, it is only now and then that a stick snaps, and
the changing directions from which the noise comes show
that the creature is not merely passing by the camp, but

is prowling about it on all sides. At length these sounds
come more and more faintly as their author moves away,
and there is silence, broken only by curious faint noises

hardly to be detected or described, but which the ear as

one listens recognizes as the dropping of a pine cone on
the soft forest floor, the snapping into place of a twig
which has been bent bsck and is now freed, or the pas-

sage of some tiny animal through the grass. All at once
one is startled by a sound like that of a horse galloping;

but it is only a little field mouse that is running over the

canvas of the tent, which, drum-like, magnifies the patter

of the tiny feet, and makes them seem like thunder.

Often the tent may be invaded by a dozen of these little

intruders, which race over the sleepers, forage among
the food , and have a genuine revel amid their novel sur-

roundings.

As the night wears on, an odd snuffling, almost like the

grunting of a young pig, is heard approaching, and for a

time a skunk works about the camp, causing—^if the tent

door has been left open—some anxiety lest curiosity

should lead him to enter and investigate. In the South-

ern country, the bite of this animal is greatly feared, but

we recall no cases in the North where skunks have
attacked sleepers.

The minutes and the hours pass. The skunk has moved
away and again there is silence, interrupted now and then

by the petulant squall of the lynx or the faint bark of the

distant fox. If the month is September, and the moon is

bright, one may hear all night long, if in an elk country,

the musical bugling of the challenging bulls, and per-

haps a band, coming down from the mountain side to the

water, will call and whistle and splash and play all night,

making sleep impossible in the camp. Sometimes will

be heard the clash of horns when two enraged bulls meet

in the headlong charge, and push and push until the

weaker little by little yields and gives ground, and either

comes to his haunches or nimbly springs aside to draw
ofi: and get his breath for another charge, or perhaps to

fly ingloriously before the threatening antlers of his

victorious rival. But in these latter days such sounds

are seldom heard.

As day approaches the great owl sounds bis resonant

call from the tall tree where he rests, and is answered by

some distant comrade, and a little later the serenade of

the coyote begins again. The whistling wing-beats of

migrating wild ducks thrill the air with their faint

music, and other sounds of traveling birds are heard.

The horses, whose footfalls and croppings of the grass

ceased early in the night, awake. You can hear those

which have been lying down get up, and all begin to

move about and feed. The wind rises; the sighing of the

pines becomes at first a murmur, then a groan, and at last

a roar, drowning every other noise except the shrill scream

which comes from two branches rubbing together, or

the crash of some falling tree. This tumult will last till

morning. There will be heard no more voices peculiar

to the night. Let us turn over and go to sleep.

One of these days we shall have a legal treatise on the

"Fishing Alibi." Some years ago an absent bank cashier

was charged with having absconded; but he turned up
again and explained that he had been belated on a fish-

ing excursion. A defendant in a murder case on trial for

his life was asked to explain certain blood stains on his

clothes; he showed that the stains were not of blood, but

of a mosquito preventive, which he had used on a fishing

trip. In the Borden murder case at Fall River, the

woman accused of murdering her father and stepmother

alleges that at the time the murder was done in the house

she was in the barn looking for some lead to make sinkers

to go fishing with. It is not often that a fishing trip or

the preparation for a proposed fishing trip is fraught with

such momentcuB consequences.

An international fly and bait casting tournament will

be held at Edinburgh on Sept. 20. The competition will

be in trout and salmon fly-casting. What has become of

our own National Rod^ and Reel [Association with its

9,ngling^tournai»ents?

SNAP SLIOTS.
The syndicate letters sent out over the signature of

Albert Edward Tyrrell are among the phenomena of

modern journalism. We observe one of his efforts in a

recent New Orleans Times -Demoerat, headed "Mecca of

Hunters;" and it is as extraordinary a mixture of lies

and thievery and silliness as an exchange reader may
come across in a fortnight. "When you have named
Cameron, Deer River, Tuxedo Park and Ellenburgh,"
says Mr. Tyrrell, "you have called off all the really avail-

able hunting grounds in New York State." A deer stalk-

ing, he tells us, is now being arranged by some of the

famous New York hunters, who make annual pilgri-

mages to Florida . An enthusiastic quail hunter, whom his

friends call the "philosopher," lets Mr. Tyrrell into the

mysteries of shooting. Many a novice, the philosopher

tells him, does not know when he has hit a bird, but a
good quail hunter ought to know "before the bird has
fallen two feet" whether or not to shoot at

it again. "Henry Welles, the gentlemanly sec-

retary of the Spalding Club," evidently "sized up"
Mr. Tyrrell for an idiot, and stuffed him with a story of

having bagged four pheasants (by which he means quail),

"each of which weighed three and three-quarter pounds
apiece." The syndicater also claims to have interviewed one
"Edward Lacy, of the Forest and Stream," who was
bound for Maine hunting, and told him, "In fact, I'm

going into Washington county after deer. I understand

that some one has seen a jet black animal of that genus
up there, and that's the creature I am going after." Mr,

Lacy also appears to have filled him up with a pleasing

bit of fiction about a fox-hunting club formed by "rich

New Yorkers," to gather in all the best foxhounds of

the country. All this, and there is more of it, is illus-

trated with drawings stolen from the Forest and
Stream, without a word of credit; one of them being

labeled "A Moose Hunter's Camp." The marvel is not

that the Albert Edward Tyrells of the syndicate bureaus

will write such screeds as this, but that any managing
editor in his senses will print them.

Politics unfortunately often have an evil influence in

the appointment of game and fish wardens; but on the

other hand it is equally unfortunate that an official's

record and attitude with respect to the enforcement of

fish and game laws are not more often taken into consid-

eration as political factors. It is only occasionally that

we hear of the members of the fish and game protective

societies going into a local election to support a constable

or sheriff" or district attorney who has done good service

in this respect, or to oi^pose one who has made for him-
self a bad record as to fish and game. In Massachusetts,

Sheriff Crosby, of Pittsfield, was asked the other day
to appoint as a deputy, for special service in

enforcing the fish law, a member of the Rod and
Grun Club. The sheriff' not only refused to do this but
told the seventy petitioners that he didn't think much
of the law anyway, didn't see why a man couldn't buy or

eat a trout of any size at his own table at any time of

year—an official opinion about a law he is sworn to en-

force, which recalls the advice of Mr, Robert B. Roose-

velt, when as a fish commissioner of this State he in-

structed the game protector not to enforce the reed bird

law because that statute did not find favor in the Com-
missioner's eyes. There is some satisfaction in learning

that the Pittsfield Rod and Grun Club members propose to

make Sheriff Crosby's dereliction an issue of his cam-
paign, and it will be a yet greater satisfaction when elec-

tion time comes to record iheir success. A fish commis-
sioner who instructs his subordinates not to enforce a

certain game law which he disapproves, a sheriff who
sneers at a trout law, and a district attorney who as-

sumes to have private opinions respecting the woodcock
in close season law, may have views on a dozen other

subjects, and as public ofiicials will bear watching.

A German fish breeder has brought suit against the

Duchy of Oldenburg to recover for damages for the loss

of his fish, which he claims was due to neglect on the

part of public officials who permitted drainage from mills

to pollute the breeding waters. Yet in this country the

public is year after year defrauded of a possible food-fish

supply in rivers and streams by the thousand and one

pollutions from mills and factories; and in its simplicity

the public never dreams of collecting da^magos nor of

putting an end tp the costly abuse.
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THE CONTEST.
The day is well chosen; this rock-riven stream

la tilie angler's ideal resort,

Tiie waters rain-tinted, nor muddy, nor clear.

Not twenty such days in the calendar year

Are desiKued for the lover of sport

Who draws near the brink—true to nature as ever.

And matches his own with the flies on the river.

For he who would master the art must discern

The shade of each delicate thing;

From the creatures that glide o'er the waters' clear face,

Interwearing themselves in. their frolicsome chase,

To the dragon fly's gossamer wing.

How the shades of the silk and the wild fowPs feather

Are suited to changes of season and weather.

A cloud has passed over the sunlight, and he

Who'd remained for an hour so still-

Having stretched his gut line to its utmost tense

And examined each knot to relieve the suspense—
Now wields the lithe weapon with skill.

Each acgler we meet baf original notion:

;

Come let us approach and observe all his motions.

His flies are cast forth with a sinuous sound
That resembles the flight of a dove,

While each in succession drops into its place,

To lure and to baffle the star-ipeckled race,

'Til again the line whistles above
And falls unperceived in the white foaming eddy.

A flash— 'Us a rise, now you have him, hold steady.

And now the rod bends to its shndow below,

And the pulse of Ihe angler beats quick,

While bis fingers are artfully trying to deal

With a subtle silk line rolling oat from a reel

That responds with a musical click.

Look out for the rapids and "bear on him" lightlj;

When he runs give him rein, when he slackens hold tightly.

Behold, now the struggle is reaching i1 a height.

And the brisk trcut, to vary the scene,

Lespa upward and quivers one moment in sigh*^,

Then pierces the pool with the shafts of his light,

'Til the angler, though wai-chful and keen.

Finds out that his utmost precaution is taxed;

The fish has run shoreward-the line ia relaxed.

Step back a few paces—rely on the reel;

That fatally musical click

From the clock of a life; and ifruns rather low,

As the king of the water course soon must know,
For his movements no longer are quick;

Keep his head above water and bear him down streamwise,

As a landing, yon shadowy inlet would seem wise.

Our hero has yielded—his efEorts were vain

Against science, that dealer in death;

Full twenty-flve minutes-the struggle was brave;

He floats like a sunbeam aslant on the wave,

All conquered and gasping for breath.

The landing net now does the last stroke of duty
And we are "all eyes" for the star-speckled beauty.

The steelyards bring hither—five pounds to an ounce:

Such a prize rarely falis to our lot;

And lo-night when you meet with the mates of your club,

You can give the old anglers an eloquent snub
When they greet you with "What have you caught?"

That infallible question—they're certain to ask it.

For answer—just raise up the lid of the basket.

H. F. O'Beibnb.
El, MoRO, N. M

VACATION TIME.
The vacation time is here, and go where we will we

meet tellers, bookkeepers and clerks from all branches
of business—on wheels, in canoes, in the mountains with
rod and reel, with dog and gun; on the seashore; all

enjoying their outing—and what a blessing it is. The
getting ready and packing up for weeks before, the
thinking of every little thing to take—all these are a
pleasure in themselves. Oftentimes the outing itself is

a disappointment. We don't find the birds. Fish do
not bite. Water too rough. And other things that in-

terfere, but the large majority have very enjoyable times
and come home refreshed and ready for the duties that
their positions require. We find work has accumulated
in our absence, but we are equal to the task, and as the
weeks roll on into months, some day or evening, while
poring over a ledger diflierence, there comes the thought
how that old partridge did tumble, and then in less time
than it takes to tell it here we see all the nooks and cor-

ners in the woods, and after that staunch point of Mol-
lie, how the old grouse did get up from the other side of
that log and like a rocket fly right over toward Doc.
And what a shot. "Steady now, old girl, there he lies.

Fetch." We sit down and look him over, and as it is

lunch time and here is a cool spring we enjoy the spread,
and after a smoke then on to that woodcock cover,

fest But where is the ledger difference? Oh, that is all

right. We'll find that now very soon, and we do. We
have had the help of Doc and MoUie and that glorious
October day—all have given us a helping hand.
With me vacation never ends. It comes to me in days

of trial and perplexities in business, in the evening hours
at home with my family or with friends. How pleas-

antly we talk over our outing days of each year, and
read over the diary, where we saw our first deer—and
so on.
Vacation to me is not how many birds shot or how

many fish caught. These may count for something, but
the true and lasting value of every vacation comes from
the lifting of mind and body out of the daily ruts of toil

and care. The individual who carries his business into
his vacation might as well stay home. To such an one
the strike of a mosquito will do as well as the strike of a
trout, and the pop of a ginger-ale bottle as well as the re-

port of a wood powder shell. Fling care to the wind
when vacation begins, and every wind will waft back
comfort and restful influence.

One word on half days off and the man at the head r,f

the oflace in which I am employed. He isn't a shoot

fisher—don't know a woodobuok from a woodcock or a
sandpiper from a pickerel. He isn't interested in field

sports, but he is interested in the help under him, and
there ia no occasion to use the old dodge (which they say
so many clerks have used), presenting a telegram to the
employer that your aunt's grandfather of the mother's
side is dead and you wish to go to the funeral. Nothing
of the kind. We walk up and say we would like to go
away for the afternoon. It is always, "Go, and I hope
you will have a pleasant time, and if the boys have too
much to do call on me and I will do your work."
My brother bookkeex)ers, clerks and any and all of you

who may read this, my wish is that you all had such an
employer, but I know you have not. I know that there
are those who only think of you for the good you are to
them , and if they give their consent for your going for a
half day, do it so reluctantly that it takes from the after-

noon all the anticipated pleasure, and you are wishing
that you had remained at your post, and not asked for the
favor.

I expect to take my vacation about Oct, 15, when the
grouse are all full-grown and the woodcock from the
north are with us, and I may tell you about it, H.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-XI.

CARP LAKE. MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
At breakfaBt next morning while sorting the bones of

one of Charley's trout, old Sam said, with a face as
solemn as an owl's, -'Jeemes Mackerel, that l8ft.—beg
pardon, 18in. mud turtle o' yourn must be getting oneasy
at your absence by this time ; better go down this morn-
in' an' hive 'im. Take the glass minner trap along with
ye an' put two er three shiners in it an' he'il go in after
'em, same as the big-bellied perch did, an' then you've
got 'im. See?"' And then they all laughed, even the
keeper of the fryin' pans had a bro£d grin on liis face as
he peered over the boat box at the end of the table, and
Kelpie rubbed it in still deeper with, "Hickory, I'll go
along^if you like, and take a landing net, and if you suc-
ceed in getting the 'what d'ye call il?' out from under the
bank I think we'll manage to land him." It needed no
hint with a sarcastic twist in it from old Sam to start the
expedition, and in half an hour Kelpie and I were on the
way across the lake to Alexander's Point, in the ironclad,
where we stopped and caught a lot of shiners, for we in-

tended to do eome bass fishing on the way down which
would only give the boss of the pool a little longer lease
of life.

We stopped and caught three or four medium sized
bass near the first log yard, and kept on down to the
point at Horton's Bay where we always expected a strike
from a maskinonge, for hadn't we been told by not less

than a score of people since making camp, that one had
been caught on a troUer right there a few weeks before
that was six feet and an inch long, and another of
five feet—eye measure—lost by the clothes line breaking
after a prolonged and desperate fight of two soul-harrow-
ing hourf?
None of the twenty or more who had told us about

this monstrous fish—the six-footer plus an inch—would
put themselves in a corner by saying they had seen it, but
one at last said that George" Fox, living near the head of
the lake, had actually helped weigh it (he had forgotten
the number of pounds), but knowing George, we never
asked him about it, as we didn't care to have a good fish

story spoiled by hearing George's version, for we knew
he would tell the truth.

I have no doubt it was the same fish we heard about in
1884—weight B71bs.—that bad only kept pace with the
natural growth of country fish stories till now the fish had
stretched to Oft. lin. in length, and if the ratio of in-
crease holds out, and the natives along the lake don't for-

get the combination, that fish (story) will be about 6ft.

13in. at the end of July, I89rj, At all events, the story
had its effect, and none of us ever neared the point with-
out a streak of expectancy running through our frames,
hence Kelpie and 1 forgot the big trout for the time and
dropped the anchor stone in 10 or 13ft. of water near a
patch of big bush weeds to have a try for the five-footer
that had got away with the troller and some yards of the
clothes line to which it was attached.
However, we were not loaded for maskinonge, having

no trollers or clothes lines along; nothing but ba=s tackle
and minnows for bait, but if we should by any mischance
strike one, we could do no worse than 'lose him in the
bush weeds, with mayhap a few fathoms of line. Besides,
we would not have fished with a hand line, for we hold
the angler in small respect that uses one to "windlass" in
a fish: that is not angling.
We fished diligently for half an hour or more, making

long casts up, and down, and out into the lake, reeling in
after each cast by which a bass was brought to grief now
and then by Kelpie's rod, but neither the five-footer nor
any other footer of his tribe seemed to be around, and the
streak of expectancy gradually gave place to a feei ng of
mild disappointment, a state of mind that had possessed
us more or less ever since we struck Green Lake, till we
had come to look on it as one of the natural results of too
much anticipation.
We said nothing (audibly) but fished,

Kelpie, fishing outside from the stern of the boat was
having some sport with the bass, while I, fishing further
inshore, had my patience about worn out with goggle-
eyes—the pests of Carp Lake—which were returned to
the water with what must have seemed to them un-
seemly haste and a lack of gentleness that doubtless gave
them a crick in their backs for the rest of the day.

I got little comfort oitt of my share of the fishing ex-
cept when Kelpie let me handle a bass on his new Bristol
steel rod. I had been anxious for some days to try the
temper and "feel" of it in actual service—goggle-eyes
barred—and when he struck a fish that gave promise of
some weight I asked the favor of trying the rod, which
was cheerfully granted, and for a few minutes that little

steel tube was in shapes that must have brought Kelpie's
heart in bis mouth, for at times the tip was pointing the
same way as the butt. I was well pleased with its per-
formance, and were it not for a feeling of "top-heaviness"
they eeem to possess—I have handled two or three others
since—I believe that for a base rod and rod for all work
they ar*^ not surpassed.

"^'•^ Sam, and Charley, and Harry and Gooder have
d themselves each with a steel rod, but the

Colonel and I are sticking to our old friends that have
been true to us for years.)
When the bass was at last led over the landing net and

swung over into the boat I handed the rod back to Kelpie,
who looked carefully over it from butt to tip to see if it

were all there, I fancied, for I had given it a straining,
purposely to try its backbone, that few rods would have
stood.

"Three pounds and a half, strong," Kelpie made it out
when he had hung the bass on his pocket scale and
squinted at it for a good half minute—it seems that fish
are always two, three or four pounds, strong, as the
case may be, but never two, three or four pounds fcant,
unless it may be the "other feller's" fish is on the scale
—and then he complacently consigned him to the
stringer with the others. The fish was a big-bellied, big-
mouthed bass, but he had made a good fight for a big-
mouth, and we made no complaint about his girth amid-
ships.

A quarter of an hour after, when the anchor was
stowed, we pulled around to the Old log yard in Horton's
Bay, and after securing the boat were soon at the bridge
crossing McConnell's Creek, talking in subdued tones
about the prospect of hiving the big trout, and treading
softly the while lest we jar the ground near the stream
and remind him of something. Kelpie said he would slip
around up the stream a few yards and fish while I was
getting ready to "lay the big fellow out," but would be
within call if I should happen to need the landing net,
which he took along; from which I inferred that he, like
the others, did not take much stock in my 18-inch trout.
He made his way around the upturned roots of a big tree
that lay prostrate across the stream a few yards above the
pool, and was at once out of sight in the tangle. I got a
lively 2 -inch shiner from the bucket, hooked it care-
fnlly through the lips and slipped stealthily around to the
head of .the pool, having it in mind not to jar the over-
hanging bank as T passed around the bushes, where,
without showing anything but the upper half of the rod
over the water, I dropped the minnow in below the little

sandbar, when the current soon sucked it under the
bank.

It was barely out of sight when I felt a slight twitch
of the line which, being interpreted, meant "trouble has
set in." I pulled 2 or 3ft, of line from the reel and let
it run freely through the guides as it went under the
bank, and then I waited till I thought that whatever was
tampering with the shiner—trout, dogfish or "mud
turkle"—had plenty of time to swallow it and settle
down to digest with a mind free of care, unless the line
tickling his throat would arouse a suspicion that the
harmless looking minnow was loaded.

I felt a "nudge-nudge" on the line, and not to hurry
the prcceedin's, bit off a fresh "chaw t'backer" and
waited some more, for I was determined to take no
chances on hooking him somewhere in a tender part of
the jaw and have the hook tear out and destroy my peace
of mind for another week.

I waited till I got a trifle nervous and then stepped
cautiously out from the screen of the bushes where I
could see the whole pool, taking up the line at the same
time till the rod tip was down near the water.
When the suspense had reached the unbearable notch

I gave the rod a quick, strong side pull—a "Watterson
wipe," as they call it in Kentucky—to keep the line clear
of the overhanging bank, and at the same time I felt a
violent yank that sent a thrill up the old rod, and the fun
was started.

I drew him straight out from under the bank without
giving him time to dodge around a hidden root or find
out what was "agitatin' his bowels;" he didn't even have
time to leave a notice saying when he'd be in his office
again, and the next moment a magnificently colored
trout was out in the open water making the snray fly,

turning over and over, and squirming and twisting at a
rate that threatened to turn him inside out.

I kept a short line on him that prevented him from
getting under either bank, and several times in less time
than it takes to write it, the rod tip was doubled nearly
to the point of breaking; but the trusty old stick had
pulled through worse difficulties than that, and I still

bad faith in it.

I shouted to Kelpie, "Bring the landing net, quick; I've
got him!" and then waited seemingly an hour before I
heard a commotion in the brush above and his answering
"All right; I'll be there in a moment." But Kelpie's eye-
sight was poor and the tangle bad, and the trouble was
increasing in the pool.

I noticed that the hook was out of sight down his throat
and I decided to try and land him "without waiting for
Kelpie and the net.

Raising the point of the rod and letting the line run off
the reel under a pressure to keep it taut till I got enough
off to get the spring of the whole rod, I dragged him, de-
spite his twisting and flopping, out on the little sandbar,
and stepping down from the bank, the rod upheld in one
hand and the line still taut, I graeppd him and threw him
out on the bank with a"Whoop-ee!"thatmu8t havemade
Kelpie's hair stand on end.

I stood looking at him as he turned flipflaps on the
grass, a good deal disappointed, for he did not look near
as large as I thought the big trout ought to look; in fact,

I couldn't make up my mind that it was the same trout
that had disturbed my nightly rest for near a week in
devising schemes for his capture.
The old warrior wa.s still in the pool, hid under the

bank, laughing at me—that was a settled point in my
mind—and this greedy imposter had snapped up the
shiner before the big fellow got a chance at it.

Kelpie emerged from the bushes around the upturned
root with, "Well, Hickory, I see you've got him, and he's
a fine one, too. I came as quickly as I could for the
tangle, but I see I'm too late to be of any service with the
net. I'm sorry I wasn't here to see the fun," and then he
deliberately pulled a rule from some hidden pocket, and
after unfolding it with the same deliberation placed it

alongside the trout as it lay on the grass.

After squinting at it deliberately for half a minute or
more a smile twitched the corners of his mouth, he
said, with the most harrowing deliberation, "Hickory,
somebody must have been along here in the last day or
two and sawed off about oin. of your 18in. trout, for I

find he is only 13ln., strong," and then as the smile broad-
ened he folded the rule and returned it to the mysterious
pocket with the same calm deliberation that had marked
ilia movements and speech while measuring the trout.

We stood looking silently at one another for the frac-
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tiion of a minute and then laughed, for we were doubt-
Ifisg thinking of the same thing. The possibilities for fun
I'or the boys in camp at the expense of "Old Hickory"
and hi8 foot and a. half trout were great, and I had a no-
tion to toss the gasping beauty—for he was a beauty
even though only 13in. "strong"—back into the pool.
Bat I thoiight better of it, and biting off the line near

his mouth, leaving the hook still in his bowels, he was
soon on aBtringer and "coming to" in the cold water near
where the minnow-backet was sunk.
Then a mild difference of opinion arose as to whether

th it one was the big trout of the pool or not, Kelpie try-
ing to convince me that it was, while I held out and still

believe that the big fellow that I had been fishing so per-
isistently for was at that very moment "layin' low" under
the bank and tickling himself against a root over the
t hought of having outgeneraled me again by holding
hack, while his less wary mate swallowed the loaded
shiner and found himself ingloriously yanked out. for
there had not been a semblance of "ai'tistic angling'" from
11, fly-fisher 8 standpoint during the whole performance,
but 1 got the trout—not the big one, however, as I still

maintain, Kelpie and the boys to the contrary notwith-
standing.
Kelpie took his way down the stream to fish toward the

1 ike, while I hooked on another shiner to try the pool
just once moi-e with a forlorn hope that the big trout
might ba fool enough to bite, to the utter confusion of
Kelpie and his notion that I had taken the last one in
the pool. Besides my "Scotch was up"'—obstinacy, if it

(its tlxe case better—and my pride as a trout fisher was a
trifle ruffled and I hated to give up the fight.

But the wary warrior of McConnell's Creek was too
smart for me, and after trying patiently for half an hour
nr more without as much as an indication, I put the 13
inches of disappointment in the minnow bucket, and
burdened with a good-sized load of "depression of sper-
1 it," went back to the boat laboring under the conviction
vhat it was another case of "bvmkoed agin, b'gosh."
Somehow I lost interest in that pool—the reception I

got at camp may have had something to do with it—and
never went back to it again.
The difference of opinion as to whether I got the big

one or not still exists, and I reckon I'll not hear the last
of that 18in. trout till the Kingfishers break camp for the
last time, which I trust is many years yet in the future.

1 found Kelpie at the boat ahead of me, and as I caught
sight of him a few yards upshore he was just shying a
club at a thieving mink that he had caught in the very act
of trying to steal our bass hanging at the side of the
boat. He was a "sassy cuss" and went "snoopin' along"
near the water seemingly in no hurry to get out of range
of K'^lpie's missiles, but at last he dodged one that struck
the grouud uncomfortably close to him and disappeared
in the laisb, and Kelpie came back to say as he drew
near: "Tnat mink's got more cheek than two book agents
and a tree peddler. I found him tampering with our fish

on the stringer and he wouldn't leave till I was on the
point of tapping him on the head with the tip of my rod.
Then I tried what virtue there was in clubs and chunks
of wood, instead of the 'tufts of grass' of our boyhood
spelling books, with the result that you have just seen.
"The nerve of some minks is past comprehension: the

audacious rascal"—this last in a tone that doubtless would
have ]3aralyzed the hungry mink had he been within ear
shot^—and then with characteristic deliberation he fished
out his tobacco pouch and pipe from some recess in his
clothes, filled the pipe with careful accuracy, returned
the pouch to its proper receptacle, scratched a match,
took several long, deliberate whift's to fire the tobacco,
and after blowing out the flame of the match and tossing
it with a satisfactory flourish into the water, sat deliber-
ately down on a log to comfort himself with a smoke, I'e-

marking between two whiffs, "That rascally mink;"
while I got the boat in readiness to start back to camp.
He had taken no trout from the stream worth mention,

but he never growls over poor luck, neither does he
become unduly hilarious over a big catch; he sails always
on an even keel, so to speak, and never envies a comrade
the taking of the biggest fish. Rare old Kelpie—the
world were better were there more in it like you.
We stopped at the point and caught a few minnows in

the grass and fished awhile, expecting, of course, to get
a strike from a maskinonje, but, of course, we didn't,
but we did get another bass to put on the stringer and
then went on our way up the lake to Alexander's Point,
where we stopped to "feel fur a bass or two" and have
another look at the glass minnow trap that had been
hanging on a pole for several days at the edge of the
sand bar where we always found the grass and rushes
alive with minnows and an occasional school of young
perch. We thought to find mayhap that another pot-
bellied perch had strayed in, if nothing else, but there
Avas nothing in it but pieces of broken cracker and water
and we once more voted it a transparent fraud; however,
it was a great contrivance for keeping our "expectancy"
up to the proper pitch, and we let it hang.

KiNQFISHEE.

Care of Animals in Captivity.

"A Handbook on the Management of Animals in Cap-
tivity in Lower Bengal," by Ram Bramha Sfnyal, Super-
intendent of the Zoological Gra."rden, Calcutta, is favorably
reviewed in Nature, Aug. 4, 18S)2. The author is a native
of British India who has a taste for natural history and
has been for some years in charge of the collections sup-
ported by the Government of Bengal, but controlled by a
committee of the subscribers. The plan of the handbook
was drawn up by a sub- committee.
The volume contains & complete classified list of the

mammals and birds—341 of the former and 402 of the
latter—which have been kept alive in the Garden. The
author kept a j ournal of observations on the treatment of
the animals in health and in sickness, their longevity, and
their habits in confinement.
"In a case of a fight between a lioness and a tiger,

which were by some accident allowed to pass into the
same compartment, the tiger was completely victorious
and killed the lioness." "The longest* xaeriod during
which a tiger has lived in the Calcutta Gardens is four-
teen years.'" An account is given of a young rhinoceros
which was born in captivity. The American ant-eater
and the African ant-bear endure life in confinement very
well.

The handbook will prove of much value to superin-
tendeuta of zoiilogical gardens in other parte of the
world.

A CARIBOU WITHOUT FEAR.
Mt«TREAL, Aug. 6.—A very remarkable adventure

befel my two daughters on Saturday afternoon last while
on their way to the Mastigouche Lakes, where they usu-
ally spend several weeks every summer. About a quar-
ter of a mile beyond the last settlement (Mastigouche),
where the woods road to our camp begins, there is an
abandoned clearing of some few acres in extent, now
overgrown with ferns, raspberry bushes and small shrubs.
The buckboard with my two daughters and driver

(David Prevost, who is so well known to all the visitors

at the lakes) had just entered this clearing when David
suddenly stopped his horse and pointing with his whip
said, "Oh, look at the caribou," And there some 300yds.
or less directly in front of them, was a fine caribou
quietly feeding and apparently unconscious of their pres-

ence. After looking at him for some moments David
said he would drive on slowly and see how near he could
get. After covering about half the distance the caribou
looked up at them, and evidently thinking there was
nothing very alarming in their presence, quietly returned
to its feeding.
David then drove slowly along to see how close he

could approach without frightening it away, and when
within some 40 or 50yds. it walked into the woods, but
almost immediately returned and stood gazing at them.
As the team still drew nearer, it again turned into the
woods, but this time came out again close to the wagon,
and walked deliberately toward them. David ])ut out his
hand and called and the animal reached out his head to
smell of his fingers. It then passed on to the horse, walk-
ing alongside of it, then crossed in front under the
horse's neck and back along the other side, so close to the
buckboard that my daughter could have put her hand on
it, then around the back of the wagon and up again on
the other side near the horse.
David thinking that as the animal seemed so tame he

would try and catch it, handed the reins to my daughter,
quietly got down and approached the caribou, holding
out his hand and calling to it, when it put out his nose
and smelled of him. He rubbed its nose, scratched its

head, which it put down and rubbed against him, and
finally got up close alongside of it, and threw his arms
over his neck and grasped the long hair underneath.
Then the caribou jumped and struck at David with its

feet, but fortunately did not strike him, David mean-
while grasped it under the throat with his other hand
and held on, and in the struggle both fell to the ground,
David on top. The girls of course were very much ex-
cited and kept calling to David not to hurt the poor
creature, but to let it go; and as it lay there panting after
Prevost got up they were sure he had broken its leg or
hurt it some other way so seriously that it could not get
up. However, after punching it with his foot once or
twice the caribou got up, shook itself and moved slowly
away ; and as David got into the wagon and drove off

the last the girls saw it was quietly feeding again as if

nothing had happened.
From the description given of the animal I should

judge it to be a female about 18 months old and full

grown,
The place where this happened is near the Mastigouche

Club lakes, in the Laurentian range of mountains, about
ninety miles northeast of Montreal, and is a locality
j)robably well known to a number of your readers.

H. W. A.

THE SNAKE'S SKIN-SHEDDING.
As Dr. Gibbs says, snakes always attract attention, at

any rate, mine alwa.ys do, I have owned several, of
different kinds, at different periods of my existence, but
each specimen for only a very brief season, but like the
majority of your contributors, I never saw a snake spit,

or eject venomous saliva or other material, and the con-
sensus of opinion seems to be largely against any such
habit. When a person states positively that he has seen
a snake eject froth, spittle or venom, that ends it as far
as that specimen goes, or as far as the spittle went, though
we are as much in the dark as ever as to whether it was
froth, spittle or venom, whether the snake just "b'iled
over" with rage and frothed at the mouth because he
couldn't help it, or whether he had "malice prepense and
murder aforethought" in mind, neither do we know that
any other snake would do it if he had a chance. There
is 80 much individuality about snakes, as there is about
other animals (never mind now, whether a snake is an
animal or not) that it isn't safe to generalize. Some
animals (men included) when angered right smart will
"tear passion to tatters" and froth at the mouth like "all
possessed," but they are not always the ones you want to
watch the closest, generally it's the non- spitting kind that
bite. So with snakes, maybe. Seems to me if a snake
ejects venom, being as how it comes from his fangs on
each side his jaw, he has got to have his air-gun trained
down pretty tine to hit anything, though maybe he is

choke-bored. If the current shoots out the center of his
mouth it wouldn't hit the venom on the side, unless the
snake has muscles specially formed to convey the venom
to the center, and you don't suppose that is the case, do
you? And if the current went every which way, he
couldn't shoot anything with it, I am impelled to the
belief that any case of snake spitting was purely acci-
dental and shouldn't count.
But what I set out to say was about the skin shedding

of snakes. Dr. Gibbs wrote a very interesting account
of the process as performed by a massasauga. That
snake had much "method in its madness," We infer
from the doctor's article that snakes in casting the skin
begin at the head and work backward, inverting the
skin as they crawl out. This is not always so, I believe.
Once, while hunting in the South, I found a snake skin,
not long cast, lying stretched nearly perfectly straight,
by the side of a brush heap. The tip of the tail was
firmly glued to a twig and the skin wg^s right side out.
That case needs no demonstration.

I was reading the doctor's article to my little daughter,
who is quite observant and who has found a number of
cast-off skins, when she remarked, "Why, papa, I ,don't
believe all snakes crawl out of their skins in that way,
leaving them wrong side out." "Why not?" said I,

"Because," she answered, "I have seen a good many, and
the skin over the eye was convex side out, which

wouldn't be the case if the akin was wrong side out."
Which I thought quite natural and a very rational con-
clusion. O. O. S.

A Habit of tlie Robin.
At my home in New York a robin had built her neat

on a projection over a window which was well shielded
by a rose bush. From the story above I could plainly ob-
serve her every action through a small hole in a card-
board which T had tacked to the window sill, and which
projected sufficiently to shield my head from the bird's
view. Generally, after she had fed her young, she would
stand upon the edge of the nest as if in meditation. As
soon as one of the birdlings began to stir, as with a trem-
bling motion, her attention was at once directed toward
it. With this motion of the birdling its rump became
elevated and it voided excrement, being a globule the
size, say, of a small marble. Instantly the old bird took
it before it coiild drop into the nest, and invariably swal-
lowed it. If the naturalist has never observed this I have
taught him something. N. D, Eltino.

Migiating Martens.
BtroKSPORT, Me., Aug, 26,—Migratory martens are

coming into Bucksport daily from the eastward. On the
evening of Aug, 35 a bird house on thR premises of Mr. J.
F. Moses was filled with these birds, and the writer
counted forty which could not crowd in and were cling-
ing to the outside during a rainfall. Mr. Moses has an-
other bird house over his carriage shed, but the martens
never enter it, and nobody can tell why they prefer the
other. The resident martens left Bucksport on Aug. 15.

Mr, Moses has in previous seasons observed hundreds of
the birds resting over night on the masts and yards of
vessels lying in the harbor. B.

lit e Book of the Game Laws has all fish and game laios

of United States and Canada. Price 50 cents.

VELOCITIES OF SHOT.
Oaklakd, N. J., Aug, 2Q.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of Aug. 11, that in answer to
"Cleremont, South Dakota," you give the results of Prof.
Mayer's trials, as to the velocities of shot. I do not know
what instruments he used to obtain these results, but
either his instruments must have been inaccurate, the
calculations wrongly worked out, or a misprint have
taken place. His results show that with S^drs. Curtis &
Harvey's, li shot, the following velocities were obtained:

Size of shot. Vel. 40vds. Vel. .50yds.
BB , 79.=i 667
No. 3 "H 098
^'o. 6 • 739 COO
No. 8 749 ' 607

No. 3 shot is shown to give higher velocity than BB at
SOyds. Also, No. 8 is shown to give higher velocity than
No. 6 at 40yds.

I believe both of these results to be an absolute impos-
sibility, and I cannot understand the velocities being so
low, although several things may account for that. Since
1880 great improvements have taken place in shells, shot
and wadding, Curtis & Harvey's powder may also have
been improved, but I rather think it is the same now as
it was then.

Prof. Mayer's trials may also have been shot in
bad weather: velocities are high in dry, still, clear
weather, but in a damp, rainy day they are very much
lower, as the following results show, the difference in
velocities on the two different dates being entirely due to
the atmosphere.
The shot used is No. 7 Leroy's chilled trap, 276 pellets

to the ounce,

Aug. 23.—Dry, cfear day:
Powder. Size of shot. Vel. lOyd,---.

E. C 43grs ... .No. 7, IMoz. 883ft. per second.
C. & H., Sdrs No. 7, l%oz. Smt. per second.
April 4.—Damp, wet day.
Powder. Size of shot. Vel. 4Gyda.

E, C. 42grs No. 7, D^oz. 826eT. per second.
0. & H., 3dT3 .No. 7, 13-^)2. 813ft. per second.

The damp causing a decrease of about 60ft. a second;
these averages were taken from a series of twenty shots
each.
The velocities were obtained by BDuleoge electric

chronograph, which gives the results absolutely accurate,
N. E.' Money.

THE HUNTING RIFLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with great interest Mr. Meyrick's article ia
your issue of August 18. I find that we agree that
large caliber rifles should be used for deer and all

other large game; but there is still one question
to be discussed; in fact more than one. Now f >r

example, I go into the woods expecting to see deer, and
knowing that I shall see all manner of small game. Now
the question which at once presents itself is, "what rifl'?

shall I take?" I need a rifle with which I can kill small
game (especially large birds) without breaking them a'l

to pieces; and as moat of these are shot (my experience
at least) at a considerable distance, a shotgun is of no
use. The rifle then must be of small caliber. In the
second place the rifle must be powerful enough to kill a
deer, and kill it quickly too. I don't want to shoot any
more deer with a .22 (your types make me say a .32). "l

have tried a great many rifles of almost all makes and
calibers, and now have a .33 40 Merwin & Hulbert. The
rifling is the best that I have yet seen for that caliber and
cartridge, and with a solid bullet and 40grs, of C. & H.'s
No. 6 powder it gives a flat trajectory and is very power-
ful. With a split bullet it will tear any ordinary- sized
cat or hawk all to pieces. I cut a crow completely ia
two with one of these bullets: in fact it smashes far
more than the solid .45 bullet has ever done to my know-
ledge. For deer its penetration must be suiiicient, as I

shot a ball completely through a dead steer at about
forty yards, making a very ugly-looking hole, I think
that this is a good all-around gun and am certain that a
deer shot in any vital part, or near it, will die as quickly
as though shot by a .45 solid bullet.

L. D, von Iffland.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staf Correspondeni.'l

CHiOAfiO, 111,, Aug. 35.—Altogether the most important
shooting event now on the tapis is the opening of the
duck season at Horicon Club marsh, "Wisconsin, Sept. 1,

This event has grown greatly in importance, the more bo
because of the heavy bags usually made on that now
famous marsh. The forty who will go up to the Diana
club house will, under lead of Manager Percy Stone, in-
clude Col, C. E. Felton, Messrs. F. C. Donald, C, L.
Hunter, Walter F. Clark, L. M. Hamline, L. J. Stone,
W. S. McCrea, P. D. Armour, Jr., C. B. Dicks, W. P.
Mussey. W. C. Buchanan, F. H. Lord, Geo. C, Lames,
W. L, Shepard, Henry Smith and J. A. Hanley, all of
Chicago; Messrs. H. B. Hibben and brother, of Indian-
apolis; Mr. H. D. Smith, of Appleton, Wis,; Messrs.
Richard Merrill, L. J, Petit, Wna. Sanderson, Frank Falk,
Louis Auer and B. Leidersdorf, all of Milwaukee: quite
a party certainly. These should bag somewhere between
300 and 800 ducks the first day; the lowest bag of any
spring day before last fall never having been lower than
sixteen birds, with top bag seventy or over sometimes.
Just what the shootiiag will be this "time is hard to say,
but one thing is certain, it will be much pleasanter than
it was last September, for there is plenty of water all

over the marsh, so that the boats can get about. Last
fall the marsh was a sea of mud, and punting over it was
an experience never to be forgotten. I only wish I
could accept the kind invitation to come up next week
and have a horrible revenge for last fall's experience on
the flats of the West Bay. Not so many ducks are re-
ported this fall as last, but the grass is very high, and it

is iikely that there are plenty of ducks on hand, and more
are appearing daily from somewhere or other, possibly
young birds coming out of the grass.

Great numbers of snipe have appeared on Horicon
Marsh, and when the grass is dry enough to burn and the
low ground has been burned over, the shooting at this
bird will be very fine,

No one seems to know what baa brought the snipe down
so early this fall. There is some report of low water in
the British Provinces, but without confirmation,

THE NORTHWEST.
Dakota and Minnesota are this year experiencing a

complete revival in game matters on account of the gen-
eral rise of the local waters. For some years these two
States have been dried out, and this affected even the
chicken shooting very seriously. This year the dried-out
lakes and sloughs are full of water, and the result is most
surprising in the improvement of the game supply. There
will be better duck shooting in the Northwest this year
than for several seasons past, and the chicken shooting
will be much better than it was last year.
Yesterday that widely-traveled market-shooter, Billy

" Griggs, came up to my office, on his way from Central
America to Dakota, and in search of a good, comfortable
place to shoot a few thousand ducks this fall. Billy tells

me he had word from northern Minnesota a week ago
that the Indians were gathering the wild rice nearly
three weeks earlier than they usually begin. He thought
that pointed to an early fall and an early flight. The
snipe may see more attractions in the well-soaked soil of
this parallel than in the country further north.
Mr. Mart M. Whitcomb, president of the Minneapolis

Gun Club, and an enthusiastic fowl shooter, was in town
this week, and has completed arrangements by which
Mr. R. B. Organ, of this city, who had so nearly a fatal
experience last season in his night in an open boat on a
Minnesota lake, will in October join the old party, in-
cluding Mr. Whitcomb and Col. Jacoby, and will again
try conclusions with the ducks in the blizzardy clime of
northern Minnesota.
There are very few Western men, I presume, who go

East for either shooting or fishing, but it is surprising
how many Eastern men there are who are interested in
the shooting and fishing country of the West. Just now
I average from two to five letters a day from gentlemen
of the East who want to know about chicken and duck
country. From two received this morning, one from
New York city, and the other from Amsterdam, N. Y., I
take the following:

"Two friends and myself contemplate taking a trip
during September out West, and I wriie to ask if you
can inform me where we can obtain good prairie chicken
and duck shooting, and what part of September is the
best time to go? It is immaterial whether we go to
Minnesota, Wisconsin or any northwestern State, but we
desire, if possible, to obtain good shooting. Do you think
the shooting would be better in North Dakota than in
your vicinity? Can you give me the names and addresses
of parties in your section who could give me information
in reference to the shooting?"
Of course reply was made to this to the best of my

ability, much on the lines of such comment as appeared
on this topic in Forest and Stream of Aug. 18 and 25.
Illinois is not the place for chicken shooting this fall.

Last fall, I believe, Illinois was really better than Dakota
or Minnesota, though very few believed that then or will
now. This season it is difi:erent, for any one coming
from so far east as New York for a shoot it would be
much better to follow the usual Chicago trend and go on
out to the further Northwest. A party could take the
Great Northern road, north from St. Paul, and go on up
into extreme northern Minnesota, and relying on local
advices of the railroad men, etc., could hardly go wrong
for a good, pleasant trip, if they had any experience in
hustling at all. The Manitoba field trials, which will be
run next week, will be held at Morris, Man., not far
across the Minnesota State line, and they certainly expect
plenty of chickens in that section. It is obviously im-
possible to give exact local advice, for we don't get much
idea of the supply of birds until the season opens, and
only a general idea of the excellence of a locality can be
had until after parties have reported actual experience
there. It is safe to go to North Dakota or Northwestern
Minnesota for grouse this year, but it is assuredly not safe
to take any outside advice blindly. Get the general
direction, get out on the ground, and then inquire and
move around, 25 or 50 miles at a jump, till you get your
spot. Judicious treatment of local residents has much to
do with success in locating good country,

LATE SHOOTING.

For those who want to kill a whole lot of soft young
bu-ds out of the grass or stubble, now is the time to go,
for the coveys are not so much shot down and the birds

re much easier to kill. I cannot see in what respect this
early chicken shooting can be called sport. A trip in late
September or early October would offer far more pleasure-
able shooting at chickens, with a much better chance at
ducks. For chicken shooting as a sport, with some
features of skill and chance in it, I would rather, person-
ally, wait till October, and then go to the sandhill country
of northwestern Nebraska. Then one gets grouse shoot-
ing in a form fit to be called a sportsmanlike performance.
No fluttering of wings of a weak bird trying to get out of
the grass. Each bird booms up strong, clean and swift,
and you have to hurry, not wait till it gets far enough to
shoot. It is a mistake to think that chicken shooting is

not good, and that the birds will not lie to the dog after
they have packed up. If they are worked properly on a
warm day, they will not only lie to the dogs, but will
offer the prettiest sort of sport, I can well quote our
market-hunting friend, Billy Griggs, on this, and I like
to do so, as showing that a market-shooter is not always
fond of shooting young grouse.
"I like to hunt chickens in October," said he. "You

go along a strip of the light sod corn in the morning, and
you put out a great big bunch of birds, maybe 500 of
them, big as turkeys and as wild as deer, you think. You
watch 'em go, far as you can see them, maybe two miles,
your driver standing up on the wagon seat and watching
them with a pair of field glasses tiU they go down in
some grass or slough. Then you drive right for them,
and put them up again, and shoot at them often as you
like. They won't go so far this time, maybe half a mile,
and you work over after them. By and by your dog strikes
one, and you kick it out and kill it, and then another one
goes out, or two or three. That's all you want. Don't
be in a hurry then, but just unhitch your team, get out
your lunch and wait a while. The sun gets warmer and
the birds will not leave. You have got them located all
right, and after awhile you go to woi'k on them. You
will find they lie well enough for the dog, but they are
wilder and stronger than the August birds, and better
shooting every way. You want No.6 shot for this shooting.
Very often you can walk around the edge of a bit of sod
corn and get maybe a dozen of these great big booming
flyers. I would rather kill a dozen that way than to ki 11

fifty little ones in August or early September."
The second letter above mentioned has to do with my

now famous game pocket, and from it 1 quote:
"I write to you for the location of your game pocket.

I do not want the location for myself, but for my grand-
father, Mr. Elias Mathias, of this city, and Mr. Joseph
McMurray, of New York city, both thourough sports-
men, who hunt for sport and never for profit. They
would like to hunt chicken for ten days and hire dogs at
the pocket. If you should conclude to give me the loca-
tion please let me know if they can hire dogs at the
pocket."
This inquirer was also given the address of the

"pocket," which, fortunately, is big enough for all. As
to the dog question, one must refer again to the issues of
Aug. 18 and 25. I beg to be understood not as advertis-
ing a spot where all the earthly wants of a shooter can
be supplied on demand, but only a place v^here there
are some birds, therefore a place a good ways from the
conveniences of civilization. Never having been there
myself, as 1 must repeat, I cannot say whether or not
any broken dogs can be hired. One or two might be
found, but it would be far safer to take dogs along.
This I say for the benefit of other readers who contem-
plate a trip of this sort. The Northwest chicken country
is not yet much given over to the guides who furnish
everything, including dogs. Go out in there and get
acquainted with some man who has a herd of Jersey
cattle, and a good-looking family, and some well-broken
dogs, and treat him so well that he'll invite you to come
out next year and shoot with him. That's the way Roll
Organ does, and others of our successful sijortsmen who
go out to Minnesota and the Dakotas. Under this sys-
tem you don't need a dog.

laNORANCE OF THE LAW.
A young gentleman of this city has long been planning

a trip to Nebraska after chickens. He and his party
went last week, and he faithfully promised to send
friends a lot of chickens before this time. At this writ-
ing he has sent a pair of jack rabbit ears, invariably the
first trophy of an Easterner in the West. As the Ne-
braska law does not open the season until Sept, 1, and as
it prohibits the shipping of such game out of the State, it

is probably jiist as well that he didn't send any chickens.
Now, if this gentleman had only read the Book of the
Game Laws before starting on his trip, he need not have
wasted two weeks of time, nor have gone to Nebraska to
learn the Nebraska law. One thing 1 do counsel, and
that is that every one about to go shooting should get
this same book and refer to it. Without such reference
to the different laws, the best of shooters may uninten-
tionally violate a law, I am sorry for our friend waiting
out in Nebraska for the season to open.
For any one desiring chicken shooting near Chicago, I

would advise a trial at Annawan, Henry county. 111., via
Rock Island railway. There is good nesting ground
there still, and from earlier prospects there should be a
little shooting there now at least.

Some chickens are to be found, or last week were to be
found, near La Grange, in Du Page county, just west of
Chicago on the C, B. & Q. road, though it is doubtful
whether there will be any left Sept. 15, as the early
shooters are after them. Mr. T, C. Morris, lately of Balti-
more but now of Chicago, lives at Hinsdale, near by the
fields, and he has long had a covey located in the fond
hope that he would be able to get a shot at a prairie
chicken, something he never had in his life. Mr. Morris
got wind of a party of three who next Sunday, Aug. 28,

will make a sneak on his covey of birds. He entered
complaint of this in the proper place, and President
Organ of the State Assodiation will have an officer meet
Mr. Morris to-morrow night. They will arrange a little

Sunday surprise party for these three ardent souls if they
can, and I truly hope that by the time this appears the
way of the transgressor may have been made hard. All
three of these men know the law is not oft' till Sept. 15.

A well-connected young sportsman of this city was in-

nocently telling his friends yesterday of killing sixteen
woodcock out of seventeen that he found in a little wil-
low patch near Lake Koshkonong, Wisconsin, last week.
He was absolutely ignorant of the fact that the Wiscon-
sin season for woodcock does not open till Sept. 1, I did
not know .this myself till I looked it up to-day in the
Booh of the Game Latos.

R. A. Turtle is .just back from a few days on the Kan-
kakee Marsh above Water Valley. He and a friend killed
fifteen dozen yellowlegs, but only saw three jacksnipe in
the country where they hunted. Mr. Turtle says that
dozens of young wood ducks are being killed along the
river at that point, and that one party whose identity
would occasion great surprise, had been netting, and one
day caught 144 fish. It would seem that the Kankakee
Association could do a little desirable work just about
there just about now.
The game law of Ontario opens the season on ducks

Sept. 1. I understand that another paper states this as
Sept. 15. The same law limits any shooter to 300 ducks
in a season. This clause, one would thinJj, would sit

lightly on our urbane friend and earnest young sportsman.
Col. Harry Dale, of Rice Lake Club, Ontario, Col, Dale,
howf-ver, resents this imputation, and offers to bet |1,000
to 13.50 that he kills 500 ducks this fall. At a reasonable
fine per each of the extra 200, I am afraid he wouldn't
get the best of it, even on that basis, though I don't be-
lieve he thought of that.

"That's nothing," said Mr. R. S. Cox, also of Rice Lake,
and Col. Dale's faithful friend and companion. "After
a while I'll tell you the name of another man over at
Rice Lake who always fishes all through the close season,
and promptly winds up his line when the season opens.
He says he wouldn't give a cent to fiah when everybody
else can." From all I can learn Rice Lake must be a
weird country. E. HoTJGH,
175 Monroe .Stkeet, Chicago.

ABOUT KILLING ELK.
The Union League Clue, New York City, July 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Happening to glance over
an article m Forest and Stream, current date, I came
upon an account of an elk stalk, in which the two gentle-
men killed fourteen head out of a small bunch, of which
thirteen were cows. Now every one who ever had any-
thing to do with wapiti knows that after the difficulties

of the stalk are overcome and fire is opened, the herd
will huddle and lose their heads so that most of them can
be killed There is no particular skill required in the
process, for their confusion admits of much shooting, and
the veriest "duffer," if he fires often enough, must make
some hits. So much for the achievement. The disgrace
lies in the fact that two men were unsportsmanlike
enough to kill fourteen of these fine creatures, and thir-
teen of these cows, for a camp of about eight people.
Killing the bull for his trophy was well enough, espt oi-

ally as the cows would be gone to find a new mate dur-
ing the rutting season, and perhaps one cow might have
been shot for meat. The death ot the other twelve with
their possibilities of eight or ten calves next season was
an atrocity. Alas! however, it is only one of the atroci-
ties which have made of a country, which one remem-
bers twenty-five years ago as well stocked with beautiful
creatures, now a dismal waste without life.

I note that these considerate '-sportsmen" let the
yearling calves go free, possibly out of a fellow feeling
for the bears and wolves who probably made meat of
these unprotected innocents in a very short time.

I really wish that it could be made a penal offense in
this country to kill any game bird or animal with any
other weapon than a long bow or single-barreled smooth
flint-lock. This would give the game a chance and in
case of an able-bodied bear would indicate "sand" in the
hunter. M.

Editor Forest and Stream :

I feel that, in common with other sportsmen, I owe you
a debt of gratitude for publishing, in your impression of
Aug. 25, the account of the hunt in the Rocky Mountains
signed by "Shongo."
Many men—even many newspaper editors—would have

suppressed the article on the ground that such a tale of
butchery had no place in a journal published for sports-
men's reading. I am glad that you took the broader view
and published the paper, thus bringing up for discussion
a'subject which can not be too thoroughly canvassed.
Many wrongs are committed through ignorance or
thoughtlessness, which if publicly condemned will not
be repeated, and many young men, who have read the
article by "Shongo," and will see the comments which it

must call forth, are likely to ponder both, and to mark
out for themselves a course of action against the time
when they shall find themselves within easy range of a
band of elk or blacktail.

I presume that I am old fashioned, and having hunted
in the West in early days, when all game was very jslenty,
I learned never to kill more meat than 1 could use. I
have always been a "pot-hunter," so far as big game is

concerned, for I always killed meat to eat and for no other
purpose. I always preferred to kill a deer i-ather than an
elk. and an elk rather than a buffalo, and if the season
was right I never killed does or cows.
The butchery of thirteen cow elk in these days seems

to me little less than a crime, and so far as can be learned
from the account given by "Shongo" was entirely without
justification. I do not wish to condemn that writer, for
I know too little of the circumstances to do so. It may
be that he is a young boy who lost his head in the excite-
ment of seeing game, and' led on by his older compan-
ion, kept shooting as long as there was anything stand-
ing; or he may be one of our English cousins, who are
somewhat notorious for their love of bloodshed. The
Reas, George and Tom, I used to know well enough years
ago. They are old and good hunters, men who value the
game for what it will put in their pockets and with no
idea above the d jllars and cents of a hunting trip. They
have been hide hunters, and I was told years ago that
they made a practice of dynamiting trout at Henry's Fork
of Snake River, and I know that they used to haul away
the fish by the wagonload to the towns nearest their
place. These men would shoot down the last buffalo or
the last elk in America with no feeling beyond one of
triumph that they had the last one and there were none
left for other people to kill.

In these days every man who reads knows that big
game is very scarce, and it should be the ambition of
the hunter to kill as little as he can get along with
rather than as much as possible. The hunter's camp
must have meat, but a single deer or a single elk repre-
sents enough of this to last a long time. A great quan-
tity of meat carried about for a long time spoils or
becomes sour.

Females should never be killed unless meat is really
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needed. Most men hunt in the late summer, or dtiring
the autumn, when the males of all the larger game
animals a.re fat and in good condition, while the females,
which are only juat weaning their young, are usually
thin in flesh and poor eating. Each female spared
means one or two head of game added to the next
season's supply. The importance of preserving the
females is coming to be more and more ereneraliy recog-
nized, and to-day the laws of several of the States pro-
hibit the killing; of female deer at any season of the year.

I might write much more on this subject, but I will
close by asking "Shongo" whether he expects us to
understand that he and Eea, after killing thirteen cows
and the bull, really spared the four calves ?

White Wolf.

New York, Aug. 26.—Editor For&st and Stream.:
"Shongo" is a butcher; he should be ashamed to tell the
disgraceful story of butchering 14 elk cows. I am sur-
prised that you print such reports. C. P.

MASSACHUSETTS' SHOOTERS.
The gunners are getting ready. The open season on

partridge and woodcock begins on Sept. 1 in New Hamp-
shire and in Maine, and several Boston gunners propose
to make early excursions into these States. Eeports say

' that groute are very plenty in southern New Hampshire,
thoiish the backwoods remain to be heard from. From
Maine I have not yet heard any reports that have made
me very enthusiastic in regard to game birds. Mr. C. Z.
Basaet, of Geo, B, Appleton & Co., is as fond of gunning
ss he is of trout tishing. With his friends, Dr. Langmaid
and Mr. Thairlwall, he will go to their shooting ranch in
New Hampshire as soon as the season opens. They have
4 spot up there that they do not like to talk much about;
md no one can blame them. There is a farmhouse that
they make their headquarters, and they have a number
of well-trained dogs. They will be at the ranch off and
on till the fall shooting is done.
Mr. G. N. Smally, the trout-fishing friend of Mr. Bas-

set, with his brother, is already at their shooting ranch
up in Canada. They are on the borders of a lake and re-
port the fidhing excellent. They wdl be absent till the
autumn has fl jwn or till they are tired of shoof ing.
About the best bags of shore birds for the seaeon by

P -Ion gunners were made about Aug. 28, just after the
storm. Mr. Claude H. Tarbox, with A. E. Aldrich

Jo., at the Chamber of Commerce, is keepuiar house,
wiih his wife, in a cottage on Plum Island, just off from
Newbury port. On S iturday he invited Mr. R. H Jen-
kin?, chief of the grain inspection, and Mr. Allen P. Aid-
rich, of the firm, down home with himself for a bird
shoot. The next morning before breakfast Mr. Tarbox,
who, by the way, is one of the best gunners in this sec-
tion, had brought down thirteen birds by himself, and
several of them were black- breasted plover, birds that
delight the gunners. After breakfast the shoot begun in
earnest. The sport was truly rare. Mr. Jenkins made a
hag of thirty-four birds to take home. They were sum-
mer yellovvlegs, plover, ring-necks and peep. Some
golden plover were seen, but none were obtained. Mr.
Aldrich also had rare luck, taking some large birds.
There are also several reports of other good bags, and

at other points. A party of Boston sportsmen were down
to Pittick's Island on S.iturday and they obtained eleven
big birds and some twenty peep. They saw numerous
plover flying in the morning, both golden and black-
breasted, but they would not respond to either decoys or
whistles. On the whole, several of the gunners claim that
the flight of birds was not what might have been ex-
pected after an easterly storm of such violence and long
duration,
Mr. N. G Mqnson, Jr., will start for Camp Leather-

Stocking, on Ptichardson Lake, Me., on Saturday. He
will be accompanied this time by his friend Mr, Ned Byn-
ner, Mrs. Bynupr and her sister. Later they expect a
brother of Mr. Bynner with his wife, fi'om Chicago. Mr.
R Henry Fuller, a relative of Mr. Manson, will also be
one of the party, the 8<ime as last year. Mr. Fuller has
been spending the entire summer at Pine Point, Scarboro,
Me. He is a retired New York hotel man, and finds
nothing equal for his leisure to the woods and waters of
Maine. Later in the month of September Mr. Manson
expects the company of his brother in camp. Camp
Leatherstocking was built last year, and Mr. Manson is

sparing no pains to make it an attractive spot for his
friends. He will enjoy a well-earned vacation during the
month of September, "under his own vine and fig tree."
Like Nathaniel of old, his namesake, he may climb one of
the fig trees to see what is passing beneath. Special,

NEW YORK WOODCOCK AND GROUSE.
Albany, N. Y,,Aug. Q—Editor Forest and Stream:

A fair number of Albany gunners took advanta.y:e of the
ppening day of the woodcock and grouse season last
Monday, and hunted favorite covers adjacent to the city.
No bags of any account were secured, however. The
want of success was chiefly due to the dense underbrush,
which rendered it almost impossible to do any work ex-
cept on the outskirts of the covers; but hunting before
the lawful time was also somewhat accountable for it.

We found evidence of this in the broken up broods and
in the wild and scattered condition of the broods.
Sportsmen complain of a scarcity of woodcock and

.grouse, but in this I think they are mistaken. From my
observation, covering a good portion of the State, birds

' vrere never, of late, more abundant than this summer.
That the section of the present code, permitting the

killing of game birds at a time when it is impracticable,
• and undesirable, is unwise, must be admitted. Were the
' sentiment of sportsmen generally expressed in the enact-
ment of a law, the season would not, I think, open earlier
than formerly if before Oct. 1. There is no reason why a
State law that is of benefit to but one county should be
borne by the remaining counties. And sportsmen should

J iook to their boards of supervisors for legislation more in
harmony with their interests. Natura,

How I Hunt the "Grays."
Whitehall, New York.—From Sept. 10 to 20 is the

best time to shoot gray squirrels in this locality, and in
my judgment there is no better ground in the State than
here.
Last "squirrel year" I ba,gged thirty-seven in four

hours (two hours in the morning and two at night).
Some years they are more plenty than others. Twice

in my life I have seen "squirrel year," the last about nine
years ago, when it was no trick to bag twenty-five in a
day.
My way of hunting them is to "look for shuck" in the

hickory groves, then, just at night, or early in the morn-
ing, sit down and wait for a bark, or for a gray to show
up. When I see one if out of shot T run toward him
until near enough to kill, then I stand perfectly still, and
as he jumps from treetop to treetop I drop hiru with No.
4s. I have killed as many as eight out of one hickory
tree. It will soon be time to hunt them, and I anticipate
some great sport, for I am told by many farmers that
they are quite plenty this season. C. B. Pike.

Lard with Shot.

Some months back a correspondent of Forest and
Stream gave his observations of the efl'ectiveness of lard
as a concentrator of shot. I concluded to test the matter,
having, however, doubts about duplicating his extraordi-
nary target.
The result of my test was that two charges, one with

and the other without lard, gave exactly the same re-
sults—92 No, 6 pellets each in the same target. I once
read of a man who killed a very poor, scraggy bear and
applied his oil to his own head, and the man's hair all

ctme out, but he solved the mystery by conckiding that
the bear was shedding his coat and that it was "hair shed-
din' ile" that he had used. Maybe the lard I used was the
shot sheddin' kind. Sportsmen with sufficient curiosity
may try the dilference between the Suffolk and a razor-
back. I don't know the condition of the porker from
which my lard was taken. N. D. Eltino.

Vermont Woodcock and Grouse.
HiGHGvTE, Vt., Aug. 24.—We are having fine wood-

cock snooting here now. The writer has never in former
years found as many birds in our covers as are now here,
though the wet season has made it laborious work to
bunt them, as the ground is very soft, and there is a
most luxuriant growth of vines that makes our bottoms
vei-itable tangle swamps. Ruffed grouse are also unusu-
ally plentiful: the open season for them does not begin
until the first of next month, so they now are a perfect
nuisance, for half the points that my dogs get are on
grouse. Yesterday my blue bel ton, Bruce M,, gave me
more than a score of staunch points on these birds, which
means big sport when the season opens. Stanstead.

Two Harvest Excursions.
The great West and Northwest ofifpr sp-cial attractioBS this

FeasoD to tourists and homp-seekers. For th^ purpose of enabling
the public tp visit the imnien=<e regi'm included, the C' icaeo
Grear Western Railway 'operating the Chicago. St. Paul and
Kansas City Rail wa.v, will run two harvest escursions, pelh'ng
tickets to a1] principal p'^ints in the territory included, on Tues-
days, Aug. 30 and Sept. 37, 1892, at the low rate of one fare for the
round trip. An additional excursion will be run Oct. 25 to points
South and Southwest. Tickets sold only on above dates, good to
return in twenty days. For detailed information call on your
nearest agent, or address F. K. Lobd, General Passenger and
Ticket Agent, C. G. W. Ry.. Chicago, 1)1.—Adv.

"That reminds me,"

Danvis, Haugus fourtepn Day,

—

M'sieic Fores Strim:
Afi'll ant read it biccause Ah'll ant gat tarn for read, but
Ah'U hear ma frien' M'sieu Mum'sin read on you papier
'baout rattlin snake spit off bees pizina for keel somebodee
w'en he'll go hugly,
Wal, sah, Ah'll ant b'lieved it, an' Ah'll toF you what

for.

We'll ant got some wil' rattlin snake, here, but Ah'll
see some tame one, w'en hoi' Joe Maurice brought it roun'
for show on hees woggin' from York State where he'll
caught it.

Hoi' Joe he'll come any place where dere be some
folkses, he'll beegin holler, "Any one man want see nine
rattlin snake, for twanty-fav cen', jomp on de woggin,"
Den w'en you'll gat on for look, hoi' Joe he'll stroke it

wid a steek an' mek it tur'ble hugly, so he'll rattlin lak
ev'ryting an' bit lak lightlin.

But Ah'll ant see it spit, no sah, for all he look lak he
gat juice plenty for spit 'f he'll mine to.

Naow Ah'll goin' tol' you what Ah'll mek ofl; ma mine
of it.

De rattlin snake ant spit fore he'll bit, but after some-
tam.
W'en he'll bit off piece of man he lak tase of it, he'll

ant spit. If he'll ant lak tase of it or he be too hoF an'
tough, den he spit heem off, jus' sem anybodee.
Ant dat sensibly for rattlin snake? Hein?

Antoine Bissette,

That reminds me of the way they catch rabbits in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. The hunter goes out
just at dusk, and builds a large fire at the edge of a cedar
swamp, then retire. The rabbits seeing the light are at-
tracted in large numbers. Fmding the fire warm and
agreeable they sit around until the fire burns out. The
snow being warmed and melted, freezes rapidly, and very
soon the rabbits find themselves frozen fast. In the morn-
ing the hunter comes armed with a club and knocks them
on the head, B. B.
Manistee, Mich.

'm dtid ^iv^r fishing.

TROUT AND BEATEN PATHS.
Makistee, Mich. , Aug. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:

On Monday, Aug. 1, I went to Sherman, a small town on
the Toledo & Ann Arbor E, R., 60 miles north of here,
on business; but I always combine pleasure with it when
opportunity offers. That evening Mr. Frink, who keeps
the Exchange Hotel, told me of some wonderful catches
of trout. He had caught over 700 in three weeks. A man
who keeps the book store said he kept count of his catch
until he got 520; had caught quite a number since that
he did not count. Other natives of the town also re-
ported large catches until they had me so excited that I
was ready to start at once and fish all night. As I could
not persuade any one to go with me I decided to wait
until morning. The book store man furnished me a box
of nice worms. Said he had tried artificial fly with poor
success, and everybody used worms. I got the location
of a stream 1^ miles from town ; there were three other
streams from 2 to 5 miles out, all good trout creeks.

I made arrangements to have a lunch put up that even-
ing po as to get an early start, as I had to leave on the
10:49 train next morning. I retired early and slept well
Considering my excited state of mind in consequence of
the big fish stories. I put up my window curtain so as
to catch the first streak of dawn, and awoke promptly at
a quarter past four; was soon dressed and eating my
lunch just as the chore boy commenced to rattle around
the kitchen stove, and by the time the sun was half an
hour high I had found my way to the creek, which
looked very trouty, indeed. It was fifteen to twenty feet
wide, full of fallen tree tops and old logs, deej) holes,
and every little way a cascade three or four feet deep.
It ran through a deep ravine, and hemlock, maple, elm
and cedar shaded it beautifully. A well worn path on
either side told its own story—fished to death. I soon
cut a yellow birch pole, and using line and hook that I

always carry with me, I baited with a wriggling worm
and dropped into a fishy-looking pool where the water
dashed over an old log. The bait was no sooner out of
sight than it was caught and I landed a 9in. trout. Then I
began to think how I could carry them all home and
speculated how I would surprise my friends, several of
them each with a fine mess of trout. I rebaited my hook
and tried again and for five minutes did not get another
bite.

It was a lovely morning, just cool enough so the mos-
quitoes were not troublesome. The sun was glinting
through the trees; birds were singing; the stream was
rapid and I felt repaid for getting up early, if I did not
catch a bushel of trout, and that is just about what hap-
pened. I fished until half-past nine and only caught five

m- asuring from 7 to 8in.

When I got back to the hotel I was told the fish bite
better toward evening; but my enthusiasm of the night
before had cooled oft' somewhat, and I took the train for
Manistee. Got to Cnpemish ten minutes behind time and
had the satisfaction of seeing the train on the Manistee
& Noriheastern road just going around the curve, and
there I had to wait from 11:30 to 4:20. At the hotel I

was told of a trout creek one mile down the railroad.
After dinner I found the barber, who had angle worms
to sell, and for a good cigar furnished me all I wanted. I

started for the trout once more and found the creek; but
it was rather a tame looking affair, small and shallow,
with no current or rapids, but a well beaten trail and
plenty of fresh-cut poles showed that there had been
plenty of fishermen there before me. I fished up and
down for two hours in all the likely looking places I

could find, but never got a nibble; saw three trout run
out from under a log that I stepped on, so I think likely
there might have been some in the creek; but it was not
the right time of day for them to bite. The sun was so
hot and mosquitoes so numerous that I returned to the
hotel without adding anything to my morning catch.

I met Mr. Hatch at C jpemish, who had some fine trout
in a basket for a friend. He has a private trout creek on
his farm, three miles from Copemish, and has been en-
gaged in raising trout for the past five years. Said he
had now 350 full-grown trout, some measuring 21in. and
weighing S^lbs. Said he had as much right to raise and
sell trout any time of year as sheep or cattle; they were
his private property and the law had nothing to do with
him. He was deputy game warden. Had never seen a
copy of Forest and S peeam, and I have forwarded him
several copies, especially those containing articles on sale
of cultivated trout during the close season. He gave me
a pressing invitation to visit him, and said he would phovr
me some fine trout and one of the finest natural trout
streams in the State of Michigan. Snd he could con-
tract all the trout he could raise for 40 cents per pound
delivered at the station. I expect to visit his farm in the
near future and may have something to write you in
regard to it. B. Bristol.

A REMARKABLE STATEMENT IN THE CENSUS
RETURNS-

Editor Forest and Stream:
Have yon noticed in the report of Mr. Porter, Superin-

tendent of Census, the following statements, which would
indicate that in the State of New York for once there had
been too much legislation in the way of protecting fish:

"The marked aecllne in the fisheries of Lake Ontario has
been chiefly due to legislation. Laws have been enacted with
the avowed purpose of prohibiting commercial fishing, and
the efi:ect of their rigid enforcement is shown in the deca-
dence of this once important industry."
"From 1886 to 1889 the Legislature of the State of New

York passed many laws, the avowed pui'pose of which was
to stop all commercial fishing in certain counties bordering
upon Lake Ontario excepting that fishing done with hook
and line held in the hand or attached to a fishing rod. As
is shown elsewhere in this bulletin, the decline in the fisher-

ies of this lake has been marked, and is no doubt largely
attributable to the legislation referred to."

"Lake Ontario is the only one of the Great Lakes that
shows a uniform falling oil in the points under considera-
tion. These results are due undoubttdiy to the restrictive
acts passed by the New York Legislature to prevent com-
mercial Ashing in Lake Ontario, and Ihe fignarts are conclu-
sive evidence that this purpose has been largely accomplished.
The decrease in the number of persons employed in 1889 as
compared with 1880 was 33.20 per cent.; in capital invested,
11.72 per cent., and in the value of the catch, 46 51 per cent.,
or very nearly one-half." Westeex Nevt yoBK.

Nebraska Prairie Chickens.
A Nebraska corre.'^pondent offers to give information

as to good prairie chiciven grounds in that State to any
inquirer who may address him through this office. He
writes that there will be plenty of quail, prairie chickens,
grouse and ducks in northwestern Nebraska this fall.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting ivith the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cmts. Rifle, Rod and
Chun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
muk.' Price §1. Trajectones of Hnnting Rifles. Price
50 cents Wild Foivl Shooting; see advertisement.
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ANGLING NOTES.
Caught on a Fly.

The artificial fly is intended only for hooking and catch-
ing fishj but fishermen have caught very strange strings

other than fiah when casting the fly, and a list of the
things, of the air that have been hooked with fly-rod and
fly at some time or another would prove interesting.

Birds, bats and chickens would in all probability occupy
the most prominent places in the list of animals that have
fallen victims to the allurements of counterfeit insects,

but other animals have been captured or hooked when
they had no desii-e to accept thf fly as a lure which
promised to satisfy the appetite. One nf the most notable
cases was told by the late Dr. T. S- Up De Grraff, of his
friend Mr, S. S. Hamlin, who gave his name to the Ham-
lin fly. Mr. Hamlin was fishing a Pennsyvlania trout
stream when a deer appeared on the bank within reach
of his cast, and as the deer made a startled plunge into
the stream to cross, the angler cast over his back and the
tail fly fastened in his rump. The butt of the rod was
advanced, but it was useless to hold such big game, and
the deer disappeared in the woods taking flies, leader and
most of the line that was on the reel, for the angler tried

hard until the smash came, after all the line was run cff,

I have a photograph of Dr. Up De Graff in the act of fish-

ing the ' Slope-Wall Pool" on the Lycoming and after
the doctor gave it, to me some one wrote on it with pen-
cil "Deer Pool," but it is not where the deer was hooked.
A few years ago I catight an owl with a fly-rod, but not

with a fly, for a slip noose in the end of the line did the
business for his owlship. The most recent instance of
catching other than fisli with a fly I find in Land and
Water. A gentleman was fishing the lien, in Cork, Ire-

land, for salmon, and hooked and played, an S-poundfish,
and as he was about to gaff it a fox-terrier jumped from
the bank and made a da^h for the salmon and succeeded
in getting a dropper fly fast in the paw. "Then came the
tug of war. The salmon, i Tightened by the sudden ap-
pearance of the dog, rushed out with renewed pnergy into

the pool carrying the little fellow well under water.
Sometimes both would come to the surface, the dog
wanting to reach land and the fish to escape. This con-
tinued amid the greatest excitement for twenty minutes,
when the salmon was successfully landed and the fly was
taken out of the terrier's paw."
Of water animals the late Col. Frank Pinckney has told

of hooking a big bullfrog, and another angler hooked a
muskrat, both being caught foul while fly-fishing in the
evening. I presume this list may easily be added to, for
I think Mr. R. B. Marston, of the Fishing Gazette, once
hooked a cow on the back cast.

I was once fishing a stream that in places was so thick
with brush that it was impossible to get a fly on the
water, and I was using fUes, while a friend who was with
me used bait. He declined to fish one alder-covered hole,

and I borrowed a worm of him and took off my leader
and flies and baited a snelled hook, and caught the
largest trout of the year from the stream. Expecting to

at once replace the leader I did not wish to coil it, so
went out of the brush and placed the leader and its three
flies, all new, on a flat rock. In ten minutes the leader
and flies were gone. There was no wind and the earth
was bare about^the rock, but I never saw the leader again.
If I could know what animal was deceived by the flies I

might add it to the list.

Rank Heresy.

A few years ago I thought it my duty as an angling
writer to criticise adversely one of the letters in the Jour-
nal of Commerce that are signed with an old English W.
I did 80 with the greatest regret, the more so because for
twenty- five years I have had a warm admiration for this

brilliant, captivating, angling author, but his position
made his advice the more pernicious. Then his letter was
headed, "Stop Killing Lirge Trout—Absurd Game Laws
—Useless Fiau Commissions." Briefly, he advocated the
abolition of the 6 in. trout law, the captiu'e of fingerling

trout, and a law which should forbid the capture of trout
over a half pound or a pound in weight. Fish commis-
sioners were held to be useless, and a possible repeal of
all fish and game laws predicted. Of that letter I wrote
that in my opinion "Ic is weak in argument, wrong in
assumption of facts, and utterly lacking in that for which
it was commended—common sense. I say it with re-

gret, but the author appears to have given no heed to the
results, dtrived from years of practical fishculture, and
little thought to the habits of the fish thtmselvps, other-
wise he would have chosen compariiions in breeding with
surrounding conditions more alike than those of farm
cattle and wild fiihes. ' * * * Except for the old Eng-
lish W at the foot of the letter, one would think it was
written by a pot-fisherman or 'trout hog' of the most pro-
nounced type, a man who delights to catch fingerlings

for market or to boast of his catch in numbers. If all the
male trout could have rings in their noses and be led with
leading sticks, and the female trout be haltered in box-
stalls, and the fry be herded in pastures by watchful
men, then Dr. Prime's plan might work; but until trout
are taught to eat hay and oats, and stay on a farm
without jumping the fences, I fear we will have to
continue to breed fish in water, strengthen our excel-

lent Fish Commission, protect the young, healthy breed-
ing fish, kill the old cannibals, and send the netter, fin-

gerling hunter and trout hog to j iil for non-compliance
with just and reasonable laws. * * * I can charge
the letter only to lamentable ignorance, but coming from
such a source it mig;hfi work injury if it was passed by
unnoticed, as it would be if writ en by another pen. I

have attempted to write mildly upon this subject in face
of the face that a grievous wrong is done to our Fish
Commission by one whom I feel would uphold them if

he understood better the admirable work they have
accomplished and are accomplishing, but such changes
as are advocated in the letter would surely be the means
of destroying entirely our trout fishing for years to

come." Dr. Prime has recently written another letter

dealing chiefly with black bass and the manner of fish-

ing for them, which is interesting and instructive, but
he thinks that an error has been made in stocking the
lakes and ponds of New Eagland with this game fish,

because it has displaced the pike (the so-called pickerel)

and the yellow perch. I fully agree with him that many
small lakes and ponds have been planted with black bass
that should not have known the fish in their waters, but
I think no one will agree with his manner of getting rid

of them. I quote only the final paragraph, which con-

tains the remedy, and this requires no comment from
me: "The beginning of the remedy should be to repeal
all laws protecting the black bass in the early season.
They are as good a food iish when they begin to form
their nests on the shaUows in the spring as in July, and
if with spear, and net, and trap and hook their increase
can be kept down, there may be a chance for the perch
and pickerel, and the farmers' families may again have
fish food once in a while." I wonder if the omission of
dynamite was intentional, and also wonder what the
farmers' families think of the remedy? A. N. Cheney.

TROUTING IN THE NORTHWEST.
On Friday evening, July 23, at 4 o'clock I finished

sawing the last log I had in the mill, went up and turned
off the water, went to the house, hung my hat on a pair

of antlers, which I use as a substitute for a hat rack,

picked up the Forest and Seream, and had just finished

reading "Kingfisher's" article No. 2, when there was a
rap at the door, and I said, "Come in." In stepped
Andrew, my Indian helper, and said: "Lew, nica, nica
tillicums tickey clatawa. Sockley ocoke illihe iskum
mowich. Wake siaw. Polackley Sunday kilipi." Which
meant that he and his friends wanted to go up on the
big mountain aud kill some deer and he would be back
Sunday evening. I told him "All right."

After he left 1 read for a short time, but could not help
sympathizing with '-Kingfisher" and his companions and
wish he was here. We would go to a stream where the
trout are not all caught out yet. I concluded I would go
over to Kettle River and see if I could catch a few trout.

Next morning I heard the clock strike 3. I jumped out
of bed, donned my clothes, started a fire in the stove, and
milked my cow while the stove was heating up. After
eating a hearty breakfast, consisting of oatmeal mush,
poached eggs, a slice of bacon, hot biscuits, fresh butter

and honey, I picked up a rope and started for my horse,

which I found in a short time. On getting back to the
house it did not take me long to get ready.

At 5 o'clock I mounted my horse and was off for Kettle
River, B. C, distant twenty-three miles, over a tolerably

high divide, but splendid trail. To a person who is not
accustomed to mountains this route would be considered
quite pictui-esque: here were rolling prairies, deepcalions,
high mountains in the north, a high mountain covered
with thickets that are almost impassable for man or beast

on the south, while the snow-capped peaks stretched far

away to the west. But this beautiful scenery has long
since lost its charm for me. When I reached the summit
I rode out to a little lake which covers four or five acres

of ground and is the breeding place of a few mallards
and coots or mud hens. The old mallard had quite a
brood; I could not count them, as they made a break for

the tules as soon as she discovered me: but the mud hens
were not so shy, there were nine young ones.

I kept on, and Frank (my dog) kept flushing bevy after

bevy of grouse, some over half grown, while occasionally

a brood would not be as large as larks. He made some
very nice points, but I would not shoot any, as we were
too far from camp and I was fishing, not hunting, just

then.
I reached Kettle River at 12; here I met an Indian

acquaintance who wanted to know where I was going.
I told him I was after fish. He exclaimed, "Tenas;
kikooly hyiu," down the river a little there were lots of

them, and he measured up on his arm to the elbow that
they were that long. I went down about one-half mile
to a shallow ford, but the river was quite deep. I was
told by the Indian that I could not cross, but I was going
to try, for the fishing is always best on the other side.

I rode in and the water came up within six inches of

my horse's withers. Here the stream was about fifty

yards wide and ran quite swift. I got across O. K. and
went down a short distance where I found a good place
to camp. I soon had my traps off, picketed my horse,

jointed my rod, attached the reel and line, and put on
a couple of small hooks baited with grasshoppers.

I went down a short distance to a small point that had
an eddy below it, where X threw out my line and it had
floated down but a short distance when, ripiiy swish
splash, and a reddish silver streak flashed through the
water. It looked as if a trout was trying to play whale,
and my grasshopper a yawl loaded with sailors; it was
so sudden it made me jump, and I think a stethoscope

would have shown that my pulse was on the increase at

a rapid rate. In an instant my pole received a big jerk.

I gave it a quick twitch which hooked a fish, and from
the way he jumped and thrashed I thought I had one as
large as the Indian had indicated.

The reel began to sing as the trout made for the other
side of the river, he, too, thinking the other side was the
best. Aftpr he had gone seventy-five or eighty feet I

began to haul him up; I saw two leap clear out of the

water, and as they were near together, I thought they
were both hooked. I played them until they would
fight no more, when I landed them. They were beautiep;

one was fourteen inches long while the other was a foot.

I killed them, then took them oft" the hook, put them on
a string and laid them in the water.

I put on a couple more grasshoppers, threw out my
line, and in an instant felt a jerk at the pole, which I

responded to by a smaller jerk. This was a very lively

one, but he soon ran down and T landed him. He was
about the size of the smaller one of the first pair. I

dressed these, went to camp, built a fire and got my
dinner.

I brought along a spider to cook in, as it is much
thicker than a frying-pan. I can cook anything better,

and do not scorch it. I put in four tablespoonfuls of

lard, one of butter, rolled my trout in flour, and when
my grease was smoking hot I put mv trout in, covered

up the spider with a tin plate and let them cook until

they were a delicate brown: then I turned them over and
cooked them until they were done. After they were
done I poured the grease off into a can and my dinner

was ready—such a dinner, too, fit for a workingman:
fried trout, bread, butter and gooseberry preserves, and
for beverage a cup of hot water.

After dinner and a short rest, but no smoke, T went to

fishing, and in two hours I caught 27. the smallest lOin.,

longest 15m. I fixed up my pack, saddled up my horse,

recrossed the river, went back up about four miles, and
camped for the night. After picketing my horse I got

supper, then made down my bed, went to bed and in a
very few minutes was sound asleep.

Next morning I was up long before old Sol, got my

breakfast and palled out for home. I had gone but a
short distance when Frank put up a fine bevy of ruft'ed

grouse, they were not large enough to kill, when one
could do better and I was not hungry. In a short time
he came to a staunch point. As I had left the creek and
brush I thought it must be blue grouse. I got down and
walked up to him, when up got six or seven nice grouse,
they were a little more than half grown. I shot twice,
got one I marked down, when a couple settled, and when
they got up one at a time I got both. I drew the three,

tied them on to the saddle, and started on.

Frank was very anxious to have his hunt; he was up a
slope to my right when he ran out an old cock grouse.
When it flushed he chased it down past me. I hollered
at him and he came in. I scolded him. He looked up as
much as if to say : "My father is a greyhound, my mother
a Gordon setter; now, if I point half the time yuu ought
to be satisfied. Last winter when you broke the leg of

that big black-tail doe and you told me to catch it, I

bayed it in the brush until you came up and shot it in

the head: then you patted me on the bead and said, 'G jod
doggy,' now, because I chase a grouse you t^cold me. I

will just get in the trail behind G^-orge and won't hunt
any more." Well, if that is what he thought he did not
carry it out, for in less than 100yds. he was hunting as

busy as ever, and he made some points as nice as I ever
saw.
The cover was good; the day not hot. I kept getting

off and killing until my last cartridge was shot. I started

with fifteen loaded shells and I had killed ten birds. Not
a first-olass showing. Well, I will have to do better than
that if I cut much of a figure in the World's Fair tourna-
ment at Chicago.

I reached home -just as the clock struck eleven. I had
had two days' splendid sport, and the only thing that

could have made it better would have been to have had
Kingfisher or any other good sportsman alone- to share
the sport with me. Lew Wilmot.
LOOMIS, Wash.

WHEN YOU HAVE ON A MUSKALONGE.
Augusta, Ga.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 inclose

you a letter writen by Rev. Dr. Lansing Burrows, of

Augusta, and published in the Ghroniele, of this city,

yesterday. The Doctor has been on a vacation to Michi-

gan, and for description of the sensation of fishing it

;

excels anything I have read. Thinking you would like

to republish same I inclose copy.—J OHN M. Weigle.

There are four of us in this pilgrimage into the wilder-

'

ness. Mr. F. N. Lewis, a Main street merchant of Louis-

ville and his son, a student of fair Harvard, Col. Weir, -

of Owensboro, a typical Kentuckian, and the Georgia :

pilgrim. With wonderful preparations for fish slaugh*-

'

ter we have penetrated to the furthest extreme, head-
quartering at the "Elliot." This is no Arlington. The
glimmer of a few white tents bespeaks the presence of a
party of camoers, and this is as near the chair-warming
feature as woods hostelry can boast of. The points

further back have claimed the greater part of the fishers

;

and we have the primeval wilderness almost to oursel-

ves. The breath of the balsam woods fans the tanned
cheek, the same air that Bayard Taylor has described "asi

grateful to the lungs as Falernian to the palate." The
clear, cold waters rush and swirl in tortuous channels i

ranging from boulder-lined shore swallows to fifteen

fathoms. Merrily they dash their green waves striped

with golden sunrays upward to catch the blue of the.

cloudless ether. This is the home and haunt of the bass

and pickerel and trout and the majestic and gamy
muscalonge. On first landing our introduction was a
seventeen pound pickerel! What do you think of that,

ye Edisto fishermen?
McGulpin is the guide. Brown of face and with a

cheery smile, he looks like a battercake with a dab of

honey on it. From Elliot's he leads us through the;

spruce forest a half mile, over a velvety turf formed of

the fallen spruce leaves, as soft as a Persian carpet, and
we come out on the most lonesome expanse of water I'

ever saw. It is between great islands, but the entrances

on either side are narrow and winding. The shores of

rock are lined with the everlasting green of the balsam—
and the trees, the bright green water and the encircling

sky are all that eye can behold.

The trolls are out. The silent oarsman bends to his

work. The quiet is depressing. Not a sound disturbs

the eternal silence. Even the oars dip without more,

than a ripple. Only two lines follow in the wake of the-

l3oat. The C lonel and the Student have gone away to

themselves, too far cff to note their luck. The moments
lengthen out—and then the line lengthens, too. What is'

this? Have I caught a hidden rock? Queer rock to lash

tail likH that! In it comes, tugging and raging, and with

open mouth threatening a modern edition of Jonah, to lie

panting and wrestling in the boat—a lOlbs. pickerel.

Better a moment of Les Cheueaux
Than a hundred and twenty Ertistoe!

This is enough to make a man poetic. Solomon never

would have written in dyspeptic vein had he been able

to land lOlbs. pickerels. The fishing is not very good in

Palestine, I think. With a line pulling out almost as

fast as one is ptilling in, and the waters white with con-

tagious rage of a finny gladiator, there could be no re-

collection of the depressing heart-burn and provoking

cough of indigestion. To be fishing where there never

are mosquitoes or malaria, or even black flies and other

insects contributes to the sources of universal charity and
generosity. E ven the hay fever patient snuffs only the

battle with the trout

But to catch a muecalonge—a palpitating, throbbing,,

gamy aggregation of five and twenty pounds of aqueous
life—you Brier Creek men must wait for that before you
come 'to tell what luck you have had. Oh you swamp
fishermen, gently throw out your line and watch that no

leaf or lily pad or stalk of bulrush entangles its intrusive

green upon your glittering spoon. Did you feel a gpntle

tug I Draw up; you have caught a weed. Take it oS. an(?

carefully let your 100 ft. of line out again. B^ patient,

for you may do this a dozen times. But the air has stirred

the waters with ripplings. The fugitive clouds have

swept the golden glitter from these creeks—be wary now/
Permit the line to lie along the fore finger, pressing the'

tips. Lounge not, sit steadily, drawn up like a tiger ready

to spring, alert and lithe in an instant. That glittering.^
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revolving spoon, spinning on its swivel -will be seen pres-
ently. Look out! is your arm out of joint? Gather your-
self. Never mind McGmlpin's chuckle, for he will look
out for oars; you look out for yourself. You have hitched
a lightning express train, and it is billed through. Haul
in, keep taut, oh, for your life don't slack the line. Blood
on your finger? all right, that will cool your fever a little,

it is only the line that has cut through into the flesh.

Come in steady, jerk not, still come in. You can't. You
must. Take a good breath. Never mind McGulpin, he
is pulling toward shore. There he goes, that hillock of
foam means one fearful strike for life. It must be tiger
against tiger now. Let him tangle your line and he is

safe. Ah , that rush means business, never mind the boat,

go overboard, but hold that line tight. Pull, pull, pull—
o)i, pull, for a yard of slack will raise the laugh on you.
Good, McGulj)in, the bow is among the bulrushes and the
shore is near. The lashing monster feels the tickling of the

I bulrushes and he knows that means speedy death. Now
for one last, mad, despairing effort. Straight up into the
air he shoots himself, his lithe sides sparkling with drops
that glisten like diamonds, a volcano of hot rage; let him
have his way, let out the line just so much; how much?
enough to keep him from snapping it in twain, and not
enough for him to loosen that hook; this is his one grand
chance for life. He flings himself like a circus acrobat,
nose pointed away from boat and shore. Now, if you
know anything, let him go, but only until with gentle
pressure you can turn him as a tug will tow a great ship
around. Is he off? No, that white turbulent circle means
that he is still hooked and your skill is bringing him to-

ward you again. Will he try another leap? He would if

he knew how out of breath you are, standing there quiv-
ering like a frightened girl, panting and with eye aflame
with delirious intoxication. Draw in steady, the boat is

in the shallows. 'V^^iat's that brushing your legs? Never
mind, it is McGuli^in crawling aft with his gafl^-hook.

Are you going to lose your quarry? You see him plainly
now, six feet away. Will he shoot that monstrous power
against the boat and tear himself away to freedom? You
may have the muscalonge ague and lose everything if

you are not cool and steady. Lean out, throw that right
arm as far as possible from the boat. Suppose you do
fall out. Stand up to your armpits but don't lose your
taut hold. There he is, his tiger eyes, bloodshot and de-
flant, glaring at you. Now for McGulpin—you have done
all that man can do. Steadily the guide reaches out the
gaff—a plunge, a mighty lashing—a peaceful flash—out
you go—up the bank—falling limp and breathless on the
sweet, soft boughs of spruce, while McGulpin hauls in
hand over hand your 40 lbs. muscalonge.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staif Corrmjonclent.l

From Sept. 1 on till Nov. 1 the fishing for bass, pike
and masuallonge will be good and will improve for thirty
to sixty days. This fact is usually lost sight of in the
advent of the game season. From now on we will hear
less and less of fishing, and more of shooting, from those
who leave the city for a sporting trip. Bass fishing is

bettfir now than it has been at all, but the ducks and
chickens will drown the bass, so to speak, after next
week.
Mr. F. H. Andrus, of A. G. Spalding & Bros., in com-

pany with Mr, J. D. Knight, start to-morrow to join the
Oliver camping party, now on the Little Two-Heart
River, Lake Superior, South shore. There are already
in camp Messrs. John Oliver and his law partner Mr.
Showalter, with Messrs. Snow, Holden and Marshall, all

of this city. These have been in the woods for some
time, and must doubtless have had magnificent fishing
on those little- fished and abounding waters. Mr. Andrus
and Mr. Knight will arrive too late for trout fishing, as
the season closes Sept. 1, but will have some bass fishing
near by. Word comes down that the party now in camp
killed a fine black bear lately.

State Fish Warden F. L, Buck, of Elgin, had a serious
aff:ray in attempting the arrest of four men who were
doing illegal seining in Honey Lake, Lake county, July
38 The men resisted arrest, and one of them stabbed
Buck in the back. Buck used the fellow, a big Bohe-
mian, very roughly, indeed, after he was struck himself,
and would probably have killed him—as he ought to
have done—had he not grown weak from loss of blood.
Buck landed all of his prisoners, and they were duly
fined, but the warden was then forced to take to his bed,
and is now only just able to be about. It is a very foolish
thing for illegal netters to resist arrest, and resistance of
tliis sort would have justified the promptest and straight-
est sort of shooting the warden knew how to do. Buck
did not shoot, but beat the fellow insensible with his re-
volver. The Bohemian is badly disfigured for life, and
he ia no longer in the ring.

She wore glasses, carried a handbag, and wanted to
buy her husband a birthday present.
""Vou sell fishing poles?" she asked of the gentleman at

the tackle counter.
*'We have a fewrods in stock for that purpose, madam,"'

said he.

"What do they cost?" asked she,
"More than we sell them for, madam," said he. "This

is a
'

"You needn't get gay with me, man. All I want to
know is what them poles cost. I want to buy one for my
husband for a birthday present. Is this here the bargain
counter?''
"Madam,'" said the salesman, with his hand upon his

heart, "every rod on this counter is a bargain. We sell

only the finest goods, made especially for the birthday
trade. Our birthday presents in fishing tackle are war-
ranted to restore peace and harmony to families long torn
by discord."'

"Say, I'd like to know what difference
""

"Oh, not at all, madam "'

"How do you know there's any discord in my fambly?"
"I did not mean in the least

"

"Ob! you didn't? Well, I don't care what you mean.
I won't have no talk like that from you, a perfect
stranger. I come in here to buy a pole "

"Yes, madam, a rod "

"A pole for my husband, an' you go to talking of dis-
cord in my fambly."
"You misunderstand me, madam, I assure you. I beg

a thousand pardons, but I meant another family alto-

gether,"

"Oh, did you? You didn't mean me an' Henry? Well,
now, I tell you: there hez been a little trouble in our
fambly. Me an' Henry has been havin' an argyment ever
sence last winter,"
"Ah?"
"Yes. He's great to go fishin'."

"Yes."
"I told him it cost too much, a.n" me needin' a new

dress."

"Exactly,'"
"Yes. An" he said I had dresses enough."
"Humph."
"Yes. That riled me."
"Of course."
"Yes. An' 1 cried."
"So?"
"Yes, an" threatened to leave him."
"Well!"
"Yes, an' — say, I didn't half cook."
"Indeed!"
" Yes. Well , that fetched Henry.

"

"He got the dress?"
"Yes. Got it on. Pretty good dress, ain't it?"

"Certainly is.'"

"Fits pretty smooth?"
"Indeed it does."
"Becoming, eh?"
"Well, I should say it was. You look simply charm-

ing in it."

"Go 'way! Do I'?"

"Yes indeed. A good figure, you know, always—'"

"That's what I always said. Henry, he's got carelesser
about how I look or what I wear, but I says a woman
has to have clothes, if she expects to be anybody at all."

"Why, certainly."'

"Well, Henry he got the dress all right, an' so, to show
him there's no feelin"s on my part, I thought I'd get him
a fishin' pole, for I know there's nothin' on earth he likes
so well as to be foolin" around with a fishin' pole, even if

I didn't let him go fishin' very often."'

"Exactly.'"
"Now, what's the price of this here little pole, with

red an' yellow stripes around it? It's rather pretty, but I
think navy blue 'd be a better color for summer wear."
"We can sell you this rod for |2.5, madam.'"
"What! Twenty-five dollars for that little thing? You

must be crazy. Say, you don't know your business. I'm
goin' right to the head of this house and see if I'm going
to be insulted this way.'"
"The boss will charge you $40, madam; the further

upstairs you go the more it costs."
"You don't say? Well, I'll have to get another sort of

pole. Have you got any for a dollar?"

"Yes, madam,we sell an excellent rod for a dollar,with
hook, line and sinker thrown in."
"Thafs more like, I guess I'll have to take it, though

I did like that pole with the redand yellow passamenterie
trimmin's on it. Say, have you got any o' these little

wheels they wind up the line on?''

"Reels'/"'

"Yes, maybe, What do they cost?"
"A good one can be bought for |10 to $50.

"

"What! Gee, but you folks are robbers. Got any for
fifty cents?
"Yes, madam, an excellent reel for thirty-seven cents."
"That's too much money. I guess I won't buy none of

them wheels, I used to go fishin' myself, not so very
long ago, when I was a girl, an' I know we never had no
wheels to wind up fish with.
"No?"
"No indeed. Well, how much do I owe you"?''

"One dollar, madam. Is there nothing else to-day?'"
"Oh, yes. Henry must have a yachting cap. I come

near forgetting that. How much is these blue ones on
this counter?"
"Two seventy-five, madam. They are the latest."
"All right, I'll take one of them. Six an' five-eighths,

please. I'll get it small so't I can wear it myself some-
times."

"Is that all, madam?"
, "Yes, that's all. How much? Three seventy-five? All
right. Good bye. I think this is a real nice place to buy
things." E. Hough.
175 MoxROE Street, Chicago.

THE FISHERMEN OF BOSTON.
Boston, Aug. 30.—It is singular how bad luck always

goes in strings. I do not mean that a plenty of twine
in one's pocketjwhen one goes a-fishing means bad luck,
or that there is bad luck in. a good string of fish. Bad
luck goes quite the contrary, in both cases. Perhaps
my meaning is more exactly expressed by the familiar
saying that "It never rains but what it pours." Mr.
David H. Blanchard has got back from his second trip
to his salmon river, the St. Marguerite. He left Bos-
ton Aug. 9 on receiving word from his men that there
were a good many salmon in the river. He reached
Quebec all right, but there his string of bad luck began.
The steamer started down the river, but she encountered
such rough weather that she had to put back; some-
thing that veryrarely happens. This delayed Mr. Blanch-
ard two or three days, and all the time the salmon
were running. Finally he got started again, with his
baggage and his fishing tackle all checked for Tadousac.
He got ahead of his tackle. It went wrong, and he
saw nothing of it for ten or twelve days. Ml this time
the salmon were running but he had no tackle, vifter
the rods did come he got four salmon—one up to 871bB.
Mr. Blanchard carefully cleaned and smoked his sal-
mon. They were for friends in Boston and elsewhere.
He used fine salt in the process. When he got to Bos-
ton the other day he opened the smoked salmon that
were intended to be the finest his friends ever saw.
They were all spoiled. This completed the string of
bad luck and tied a knot in the end. He thinks the
fine salt did it.

Mr. John Fottler, .Jr. , is in Boston again after his sum-
mer's outing at the celebrated salmon river, the St. John,
at Gaspe, owned by himself and Mr. I. W. Adams. He
went into camp early in the season, with Mrs. Fottler and
his little daughter, twelve years of age. They have actu-
ally "kept house" in camp for some thirteen weeks. Mr.
Fottler says that he has found the true way to enjoy a
fishing season. He has taken some fifteen salmon this
season, the average weight of which was about IT^lbs.
The largest weighed 361bs., and there were several that

tipped the scales at 2.5lbs. and above. But then one would
come in that would only weigh lOlbs. or so, and this
would knock the average down badlv. But their best
sport was with brook trout, after all. Mr. Fottler and Mr.
Adams own a beautiful trout lake also. It is up the
mountain something like a thousand feet above the river,
and yet is reached quite easily from the salmon camps.
At the lake Mr. Fottler has built a cabin or two, so that
fishing trips can be made there covei-ing several days.
The fly-fishing in the lake is something delightful, as Mr.
Fottler explains it. Even the little Miss Fottler could
take the very lively trout with the fly, though only just
beginning to learn to cast. But like the real sportsman
that he is, Mr. Fottler allowed no trout to be killed that
could not be made useful for food. SmaU ones were in-
variably returned to the lake.
Mr. Fottler must have had simply a glorious time, and

there are few men that deserve it more than he, for the
noble work he is on record for having put in for fish and
game protection in Massachusetts. While not flagging
in his interest in the cause in his own State, Mr. Fottler
is forced to acknowledge that after all "we must go
further into the wilderness for fishing and hunting than
is at all satisfactory." He will visit the salmon camps
later in the season, or go into that section for caribou,
and he has every reason to believe that his chances for
success are very good. It seems that Senator Aldrich
and Mr. Reed, of Boston, did not get as far as Gaspe, as
mentioned in the Forest and Stream, though they
started, and Mr. Fottler was ready to receive them. The
Hon. Senator received telegrams that called him back
before the St. John was reached. He hopes to accom-
pany Mr. Fottler after caribou this fall, however.

Special.

A KANKAKEE BASS POCKET.
HtJNTiNGTON, Ind., Aug. 2.5.—Last Sunday we visited

some friends at a railroad contractors camp, on the Kan-
kakee River, just above Mud Lake, and were told some
very encouraging stories of the good fishing, not four or
five miles up or down the river, but right there at the
camp. We took a look at the water, and found the chan-
nel BOyds. wide, with a depth of 8 to 13ft., the current
sluggish, and the moss encroaching on the channel from
both sides, till there was only .20 to 40ft. of clear water in.

the center. Had we been looking for an ideal place for
4lb. bass and 151b. pickerel, we would have looked no
further.
The following evening we drove to a creek five miles

away and caught several hundred minnows, and an
elegant lot they were. From 2 to Gin. long and of all
varieties that live in creeks. The minnows were supple-
mented by two dozen half-grown frogs.
Next morning the rising sun found us in the boats, en-

tirely happy, except that we feared our tackle was not
strong enough. It had not entered our heads that pos-
sibly they would not bite. No indeed. No bass in his
right mind would refuse such tempting minnows as those,
and no pickerel ever passed by such frogs as we had. It
was not in expectation but in full confidence that our
minnows were dropped right at the edge of the moss; but
the confidence soon changed to disappointment, for no-
body got even a nibble. At last, after an hour of this,
Mr. E. said, "I've got one." At this, the rest of the party
took in their tackle to give Mr. R. a clear field, and lots
of advice.
He was told to "play him easy.'" "Don't let the line

slack.'" "Keep him out of the moss," and a general as-
sortment of advice was showered upon him. For the first

five minutes the fish bad it all his own way. The line
did not seem to control him a particle, btit fortunately he
did not go straight away till he reached the end of the
line and then break it, but chose to swim in circles. After
a whilo he weakened and was drawn nearly to the top of
the water, but he didn't stay there. He went straight to
the bottom, and was see-sawed between the bottom and
top of the water a good many times before he was drawn
near enough to see what he was, and when we did get a
view, there were vigorous exclamations that would not
look well in print, for the fish was nothing but a worth-
less old dogfish, but it was the only fish that was hooked
in eight hours' faithful work. They would not bite and
we couldn't make them. Sadly we put away our tackle,
threw the minnows overboard and were unanimously of
the opinion that we had been basely lied to by everybody
that told us fish could be caught in that nart of the Kan-
kakee. O. H. Hampiojst.

CRAIG'S POND.
BuCKSPORT, Me., Aug. 25.—The fishing in Craig's Pond

has been better than ever before. Brook trout and land-
locked salmon are found in considerable numbers. Parties
have gone from Bucksport, Castine and other towns, and
most of them have been unusually successful. The pond
contains minnows and smelts in great quantities, and
these are the natural food of trout and salmon.
At first it was sufficiently easy to catch all the minnows

needed ^^^th a dip net along shore, but gradually the little

fellows would rush off out of reach upon the approach
of the netter. Earth worms and cut fish were relied
upon for hand line fishing, and the best groiinds were
located near the middle of the lake in about 40ft, of
water.
The same difliculty was met in the capture of land-

locked salmon during August, as described by a corre-
spondent in Bridgton; the fish refused to take bait be-
cause they were in the deepest water in company with
their favorite food, the smelt.
The improvement in the fishing in C^raig's Pond has

steadily improved since the results of stocking from the
Craig's Brook station were first noticed. The average
afternoon catch of landlocked salmon has been 8 or 10 to
the line, and the fish weighed from 3 to 41bs.
Last spring for the first time these salmon were caught

in Toddy Pond, at Mason's ftlills; but Craig's has been
the favorite water. Mr. Creamer, of Bucksport, had
taken 3-5 salmon up to the end of July, and continued to
make fair catches in August. Mr, Winters and Mr,
Emerson were also among the successful anglers.
Many of the lakes in the vicinity of Bucksport cojitain

black bass, white perch and pickerel, and furnish excel-
lent fishing. T. H. B,

Tfie Book: of the Game liAws ha-is all fish and game lawit
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Camp Jibbrnainosat, Lake Waquekobing (Clear

Water), Aug. 17.—Algoma, Ontario. Total catcli of the
Kingfisher Club, 81G bass and 77 troiit, pickerel, etc.,

while at this canip. Will try and give you a few items
soon, Camp breaks up to-morrow. Kelpie.

RUSHMOEE, Aug. 26.—Lake Champlain not quite up to
the average this year, owing in part to high water. I
think the vast hordes of yellow perch are helping to
clean out the black bass. Have been through part of the
Adirondacks this week. Had three kinds of trnut—bull-
head trout, perch trout and trout. Dexter,

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.—The fishing at Anglesea is

fine, large catches of sea bass, with a few weakfish, por-
gies and eels are caught daily from the decks of the
steamer which takes you to the banks. Bait and lines
are furnished on board. S. P. RI, T,

CHAIRBACK MOUNTAIN TROUT,
It is not generally known, I think, that West Chair-

back, the highest trout pond in Maine, is also one of the
best stocked. West Chairback is 2,120ft, above the sea
level and is situated on the side of Chairback Mountain,
whose height is 2,270ft. above the sea.

It is not of the height of the pond or the quantity of
the trout I wish to speak, but of a ppculiarity regarding
the latter I never noticed elsewhere, although it may be
common. When you strike them right—and it's rare
that you don't—you catch square-tails averaging about a
pound almost as fast as you can land them, and our
party was enjoying this very agreeable pleasure. After
we had brought in a dozen, I happenpd to glance down
at them as they lay in the boat. We hadn't taken the
time to cover them up and the sun was shining upon
them. Instead of being a uniform color, some reflected
back gi'een, some a royal purple, some crimson and some
yellow. Of course they didn't show these colors out of
the sun, but they were distinct enough as they lay glisten-
ing in the bottom of the boat.
After that I noticed them when brought over the side

of the craft we were fishing from with the dip net. First
there would be a yellow one, then a green, a purple or
red. What I desire to know is if West Chairback trout
deserve any special diRtinction on account of this pecu-
liarity I have mentioned. 1?"red K, Owen.
Auburn, Me.

[The same variation in colors of brook trout has been
observed in many other localities; but besides this there
are geographical races of trout which differ permanently
in color from the usual standard and yet have no other
character of importance which would entitle them to a
distinct name. Maine lakes contain a red-spotted trout
which is different from the brook trout and has a name
of its own—the silver trout of Flood's Pond is an ex-
ample.]

GREEN LAKE, MAINE.
At this date the fishing for brook trout and landlocked

salmon is comparatively poor, as these fish are found
only in deep water, where they have smelt in abund-
ance. White perch, on the contrary, are just beginning
to take the hook freely. A fisherman caught eighty one
day last week.
As we steamed up to the head of the lake at noon, Mr.

Grirard and Mr. Webster, of Bangor, who were fishing
from a boat, told the writer that one of them had just
lost a fine large salmon by the breaking of a leader.
Mr. Daniel E. Wight, foreman of .the Green Lake fish

hatchery, states that ful'y 200 landlocks have been
caught in the lake during the Reason, chiefly with worms,
in .June and July. Mr. Gould, of Bangor, took 25 and
Mr. Samuel Carr, of the same place, has caught more
than that number, besides some very nice brook trout.
Mr, J. W. Davis and other employees of the hatchery
secured about 25, At the mouth of Mann's Brook fully
75 were captured from the bridges in shallow water.
What brings the landlocked salmon into shallow water

and the mouths of streams early in the season, say in
May and June? Smelt. These toothsome little fish form
the favorite food of the salmon. They run up into the
mouths of streams to spawn and are followed thither by
the landlocks, as well as the big brook trout.

It must be a wonderful sight, this struggling host of
smelts that fills the stream, crowding upward only in the
night, and coating every rock, twig, and blade of grass
with the little golden adhesive eggs, Mr. Wight has
scooped up a half bushel of the fish at a single scoop of a
net.

These eggs evidently hatch in a short time, for on July
1 the fry were from i to fin, long, just right to feed
young salmon and trout in the hatching troughs. The
wild trout of course help themselves to the same delicate
food in the brooks.
In October another instinct will impel the landlocked

salmon from its feeding haunts in deep water and cause
it to re-enter the streams falling into Green Lake. The
female will ascend first, and she will select a place in
cihallow water where stones are plentiful, from which to
build a nest. She will work at night and rest in hiding
during the day under some sheltering bank or submerged
stump in the deepest water she can find. Two nights will
generally suffice for the hard work she must accomplish.
The nest will be a rock pile about 3ft. long, 2ft. wide, and
7 or Sin. high, and it is surprising to see it composed
largely of stones as big as a man's fist.

Mr. Wight has seen the female making her nest, and
says she loosens the stones with her snout and pushes
them into position with her tail. The male makes his
appearance after the work is completed ^ No female will

|use a nest abandoned by another female, but e^-cb must
'

have a new nest of her own.
'

It seems evident that this salmon spawns biennially.
A number of females were tagged and liberated after
spawning two years ago. None of the tagged fish were
taken last year, but six have been caught this year.
The nest does not protect more than about one fourth

of the eggs, the rest are carried away by the current and
eatpn by chubs and suckers, which are always to be seen
on the spawning grounds of the salmon, and are always
found to be gorged with eggs when their stomachs are
opened. T. H. B.
GuKEN Lakk, Me., Aug. 37.

WOODS HOLL AND THEREABOUTS.
Woods HoLL, Mass., Aug. 23.—Bluefish made their ap-

pearance in the "hole" about two weeks ago, and are here
now in small numbers, but they do not take the hook
freely, and bait has been scarce and high EeL^km,
which was the favorite for trolling last year, is not ef-
fective now. Menhaden have been selhng for 5 or 6
cents each until yesterday a party secured a fine lot for
bait at 3 cents each. This partv steamed out into Vine-
yard Sound, about half way to Tarpaulin Cove, and in a
couple of hours took about forty fish, one-half of which
were beautiful spa bass, the largest weighing 5 lbs. The
rest of the catch was chiefly scup, with a few grunting
pea robins and several small sharks. It goes without say-
ing that the bass and scup slacked oG as soon as the
sharks appeared.
Bass have only recently "struck in," and our catch at-

tracted considerable praise at the wharf. The "robins"
are despised by most persons, but without reason, for
their flesh is really very good eating. Professional fish-
ermfn have such a prpjudice against them that they do
not consider them fish at all. The bass were very plump
and full of food, and when they came on the breakfast
table they were found to be white-meated, flaky and firm,
while the flavor was excellent.
We were fishing on hard bottom, in water about 75 to

90ft. deep. The tide runs sbrong and heavy sinkers were
required during its strength.
The fresh-water black bass which were introduced into

ponds in the vicinity of Falmouth many years ago
thrived and multiplied under judicious protective laws.
Now that the leases have expired and fishing is open to
the public, the fishing has declined somewhat, but is still

fairly good. Bass weighing 6lbs. have recently been
taken.
The Grampus returned on Sunday from a trip to the

tilefish grounds and brought in another fine specimen
weighing ISIbf, The rich lemon yellow spots were well
preserved, but Prof. Libbey said it showed none of the
characteristic rose tinge in life. The upper parts were
steel blue, and with the overlying lemon blotches the
colors were very pleasing to the eye.
The shores are almost barren of' fish. T do not recall a

season in which young scup, tautog and menhaden have
been so scarce.
Birds are few and far between; the kingfisher and a

small tern are the only species in sight. The surround-
ing country is parched and thirsting for rain. T. H. B,

CULTIVATED TROUT AGAIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When a Governor assumes superior knowledgeto the com-

bined wisdom of the Legislature he invites criticism.
It cannot be said of this trout bill that it was passed

hastily and without due consideration. On the contrary it
received more than usual attention and was fought fiercely
and persistently by the sporting fraternity. But after all
the objections, both real and imaginary, it was the decision
of the Legislature that the fisheulturist .should have the
freedom to sell the products of his industry in a more ex-
tended season. But not so the Governor; as a sportsman
and in sympathy with the present restrictive, arbitrary and
despotic trout law, be vetoed the bill. Although a spor-ts-
man, the Governor does not seem to realize the wonderful
achievements and grand possibilities of flshculture.
With repeated demonstrations beyond question of the

value of artificial propagation of trout for increasing this
desirable fish, he expresses fears that if the people are al-
lowed to engage in this business, without restrictions, the-
streams will become depopulated. This is strange logic. If
the business is made profitable it will incite capital to enter
it, and our streams will be taken and utilized to their full
capacity With increased production will come competi-
tion and with competition only can the price be reduced.
The Governor speaks of the expenditure of large sums of

money and expensive offices of the State, in trying to pre-
serve and increase the trout. The State has undertaken the
artificial propagation of trout, and with great care and ex-
pense hatches and rears about one-half million of trout an-
nually, to a certain size, but not having waters where a
trout can live, they drop botH scientific and business meth-
ods and turn them into private streams to the tender mercies
of their enemies. When we consider the variety of birds,
animals and reptiles that enjoy a meal of trout, and know
they can catch them, we can form some idea of the number
the State will be obliged to hatch to make them plentiful
and cheap. The fisheulturist employs scientific and biisi-
ness methods, but unlibe the State, uses them continuously.
He would as soon turn his young fry into the street as into
a stream with their enemies and expect profit. He is obliged
to class his fish according to size, as it is a fact that big fish
eat little ones.
A yearling trout has no scruples in devouring twenty-five

of his kindred young fry for breakfast, while a dozen would
not furnish a frog with a luncheon. It is in the utilization
of the great fecundity of fish and carefully guarding life
from the germ to the marketable product that fishculture
has actiiev^ its wonderful results. In the natural state,
but a small per cent, of the eggs can hatch, as they are
eagerlydevouredby other fish, while the trout, cannibal like,
will destroy the eggs of his neighbor. By the artificial
method of propagation in a well-regulated hatchery more
than ninety per cent, of the eggs are expected to hatch. Those
familiar with Warrens Wells brook before Mr. Gilbert em-
ployed .'-cientific and business methods in the production of
trout can readily compare the difference between nature and
art. Now, more than one hundred pounds of trout are pro-
duced where one grew before. As the business has developed
into an industry, it does not ask for special legislation, it
only asks for the same freedom in water farming that is
accorded to land farming, but it does ask to be divorced from
game laws.

Artificially reared fish being domesticated, should not
come under game laws. With game is associated pleasure,
but pleasure and business cannot harmonize. It is this
point that needs adjusting. The Legislature has favored
business, while the Governor has favored pleasure, and in
his veto calls it special legislation if this business is allowed
to develop naturally and the people allowed to buy the fish
when they want them. We think the Governor has more

[

than ipade a mistake; he has blundered. The population is 1

too dense and the small boy too numerous to respect game
laws. The savage still lingers and is ever on the alert to
measure his strength with all animate nature around loose.

If the sesthetic gentlemen of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Association must have game for pleasure, they must
retire to distant flelrls where the shriek of the locomotive is
not heard, where the music of the babbling brook is not
hushed by the mill dam; where nature in its primitive
beauty greets them; where the small boy is not; there they
can find game that is worthy of the name, and there around
their camp fires can spin their yams of what once was in
Massachusetts. W. S. Hadawat.
Plymouth, Aug. 5.

[This communication is interesting chiefiy because by
its characterization of the Association members as "the
aesthetic gentlemen," it illustrates the misconception many
people have as to the character of those who care about pre-
serving the wild fish and game.]

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept, 13 to 16.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, at Toronto, Canada. C. A.
Stone, Sfic'v,

Sept. 19 to 23.-Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kineston. Canada H. C. Bales, Sef'v.
Sept. 20 to 23.—Wesrern Micbigan Kennel Club, at Grand Rapids

Mifh. H. Dale Adams, Galesburg. Mich., SuperinTeadent.
Sept. 26 to 30.— Rochester Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Dr.

O. S Banjber, Ser'y.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa, Can. Alfred Geddea, Ser^'v.
Oct. 3.5 to 88.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.

MflrstoTi. Sec'v.
Nov 32 10 25,—Brooklyn. H. "W. Huutlngton, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
1893.

Jan. .5.—Gloversvillp, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'v. \

Ffb. 21 to 22.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.
Mortimer, Supt.
.Jure 13 to 17.— World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontano. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Northwestern Field Trials Club, at Morris. Man. Thos.

Jobnson. Winnipeg, Man.. Sec'v.
Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club,

at Nanu' t, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 24. H. V. .Jamit -

son, Sec'y.
J>Jov. 7 —International Field Trials Club, third annual trialp,

'

Chatbaca, Oct. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8, I

W. B. WePs, Sec'y.
Nnv 7.—United States Field Trial", a,t Elizabethtown, Ky. P. I

T. Madipof, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y. ,

Nov. 8.—New England F'^ld Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.
Knight Sperry, New Hnven, Conn., Sec'y. i

Nov. U.— Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunsmck Fur Club, at !

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y. i

Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck,
'

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Ooster, Sec'y.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G. Taylor, Sec'v.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Odel),

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa.. Sec'y.

SOME GOOD GREYHOUNDS.
When the s.s. Tauric arrived a couple of weeks since she

brought over a lot of horses and four greyhounds consigned
to W. E. Warren, Fox Lake, Wis. Not" being able to gain
any particulars from the steamship people about the dogs,
we wrote Mr. Warren inquiring the pedigrees, etc., of the
dogs. The principal owner of the greyhounds is Mr. E H.
Mulcaster, of Brandon, Wis., an Englishman who has bad
considerable experience in breeding and training greyhounds
in the old country. These fine dogs were selected and pur-
chased by his father, Geo. Mulcaster, whose nameis familiar
to greyhound men. The four dogs are Glen Kirk, Miller's
Rab, Gilda and Roy. Glen Kirk is a red dog, weighing
GSlbs., and is by Misterton out of Glengowan. His perform-
ances are as follows: Ran up to Lord Sinkat in February
Stakes (33) at Haydock Park, Pelmiary, 1SS7; won five
courses Gosforth gold cup, March, 18Sr, beaten t)v the win-
ner, Huic Holloa; won three courses Gosforth gold' cup, 1888,
beaten by the winner, Burnaby; divided September Stakes
(21) at Haydock Park, 1888; won Londesborough Stakes (12)
at Market Weighton, 1888; divided Gosforth gold cup, 1889,
and has alwayeran a good cotxrse whenever slipped. Miller's
Rab is by Waterford out of Nancy MciPherson. Weighs
62lbs. and is a black dog. He divided the Haydock Cham-
pion Puppy Stakes, value £6.50, 137 runners, and won Buc-
cleugh cup, etc. He is the sire of Gymnast, Porridge, Glad-
iator, Jungfrau, etc. Roy is a fawn, by Glentrnim out of
Glade and is also well bred. Gilda, fawn, was whelped in
1889 and is a fttll sister (later litter) to Gladia, who won the
Caledonian (16) and Lytham ctrp (18) and also sister to (ilad-
iola, who won the Croxteth Stakes (3i5) at Altcar and three
courses in the Waterloo cup. She is by Mentor out of
Gladys, by Mis^erton—Annie Macpherson. It will there-
fore be surmised that these dogs are both good performers
and of royal breeding. Mr. Warren is also interested in
their ownership and tells us three or four will be fitted for
the Kansas meeting. There are few greyhounds in- that lo-
cality, and unless oitr breeders see fit to take the risk we are
afraid these dogs will be lost to the general xun of grey-
hound breeders. However, it shows that the gieyhound
fancy is spreading, and as long as such good ones are im-
ported we shall alVays see some good coursing.

PACIFIC FOX-TERRIER CLUB.
Mr. J. B. Maktik writes us that the Pacific Fox-Terrier

Club held a meeting Aug. 22, at 21 FCearny street, San Fran-
cisco, -L E. Watson presiding, J. B. Martin, secretary. G.
W. Debenham, Dr. Thomas Bowbill and Robert Liddle, of
San Francisco; R. B. Bain, of Fruitva e; A. F. Baumgart-
ner, of Oakland; G. D. Schearer, of Sar Rafael and H. H.
Carlton, of Alameda, were present. H. W. Fores was elected
a member. He recently arrived from Toronto, Canada, and
is the owner of Pickle 11., by Suffolk Coronet ex Flora Tat-
ters; bitch Kismuth, by New Forest ex Ebor Nettle, and an
unnamed bitch puppy, Pickle II. ex a Brockenhurst Rally
bitch.
The matter of awarding prizes to Californian bred dogs

only was fully discussed, but this did not meet with the
approval of the members, who desired that competition be
open to all dogs owned by motnbers of the club, but a prize
will be oftered for the best California bred ptrp at each of the
shows of the Southern California and Pacific Keiiirel Clubs.
It was determined that all the specials to be given by this
club consist of cups and silver plate.
The following was adopted: Whereas, The Pacific and

California Kennel Clubs, having each claimed the dates
May 3 to 6, 1893, for the holding of a bench show in this city;
Resolved, That the Pacific Fox-Terrier Club extends its
support to the Pacific Kennel Club, and requests the Ameri-
can Kennel Club to award the above dates to said club.
Treastuer Debenham reported -^TO.'on hand. The meeting

then fidjourued until Monday, Sept. 26.

•J, B. MAETIN, Sec'y.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.

CniCA&o, Aug. 27.—There is uo more common fault in

training than that of over-traininj?. Nearly everyboiiy

thinks that a setter or pointer cannot be trained too much;
that the mo.st perfect obedience and deference should be
established and maintained, and that the dog should look
frequently to his handler for orders, when searching for

birds. Tiiis is the belief of nearly every shooter or amateur
trainer who has not attended field trials or had the advan-
tage of coaching, in practical training and baioiUiug, by
professionals, and it is the opinion of some who have had
both. Many a good dog has had his individuality entirely

destroved, or his best capabilities impaired, by a course of

training wherein the trainer taught on the theory that he
furnished all the brains and the dog simply did the work.
Even in the practice of professional trainers it is not an
infrequent occurrence to see dogs show hesitation in certain

parts of their work and look to their handler for orders or

assistance, often in matters so siaiple that they should have
instantly decided for themselves without any reference to

the handler. This is a much more sei-ious fault than is'com-
monly supposed, .since the dogs work but a few moments at
a time on any plan or responsibility of their own before
looking up for orders, which they obey promptly as soon as
received, entirely abandoning all previous plans. He may
not precisely tmderstand what the order or signal means,
but he works diliseatly in obedience to the order as he un-
derstands it, whether it is useful or entirely useless. As
this erratic matter happens every few mintites, the day's
work, in its entirety, is but a succession of disconnected
efforts, every one different from its predecessor in direction
and idea; consequently the results must be unsatisfactory.
A dog of this kind may be industrious and willing, but
having uo self-reliance and no plans, his work is common-
place.
Many dogs of mild and pleasant dispositions are easily

over-trained. They are uHturally deferential aijd anxious
to please their masters, therefore soon look to them habitu-
ally for orders at every turn. Very few dogs are of such an
independent and confident disposition that they cannot be
over-trained. However, constant meddling and ordering,
in season and out of season, will mar the work of auy dog,
be he ever so self-reliant by nature.
In positive contrast is the dog which plans his work ou

bis own responsibility, ranging from place to place in an in-

telligent manner, one act following another in useful
sequence. Such a dog is rarely in doubt about what is cor-

rect to do next. With all his diligence and earnestness in

bunting, the self-reliant dog works to the guu with the
greatest nicety and good intention, if his training has the
proper finish.

It should not be inferred that a self-reliant dog is self-

willed or disobedient. On the contrary, he -hould be thor-
oughly obedient. The distinction is that one is constantly
looking to his handler for orders as to where to work or
what to do, the other works freely without any prompting.

Handling.

As the season for dog training is now begun and the shoot-
ing season has opened in the larger part of the va.st region
comprising the chicken country, a few hints as to manner of
handling a dog to develop his best abilities without over-
training him, may be of value to many readers. The man-
ner of doing so is very simple, so simple, indeed, as to be
deemed hardly worth observing by the sportsmen at large.

The fault of overtraining comes chiefly when the trainer,

becomes a boss of his dog.
The whole matter of correction is comprised in permitting

the dog to do his work and solve his problems in his own
manner without bossing. Of course, training to systemati-
eallv work to the guu should be enforced, but as to the man-
ner of searching, the dog should be thrown largely on his
own resources. If he shows a disposition to unnecessarily
look to his handler for orders or prompting, the latter should
ignore him entirely. When the dog finds that the handler
goes on his way without concerning himself about him, he
will soon work on his own plans and cease to expect assist-

ance at every turn. The thoroughly trained, high-class dog
is one which will work correctly and diligently without
orders or prompting. Too often a dog is bossed when he is

doing right.
A fault very common with amateurs, and one from which

professionals are not always freed, is too many orders habit-
ually given in too loud a tone of voice, sometimes at the
highest pitch of the voice. Besides being harsh and inele-

gant, it is harmful, and withall it is needless.

If Mr. Angus Cameron, who handled the team of English
dogs in the trials of 1890 in this country is a fair representa-
tive of English trainers, they far excel the American trainers,

considering them as a class, in handling dogs quietly and
establishing perfect obedience. I do not mean to imply that
American trainers can not handle quietly or enforce perfect
obedience. The fact that they have not done so is the point
presented.
Undoubtedly the old heat system had much to do in

developing a large class of disobedient dogs, as each heat
was a separate race, one doe: beating the other regardless of

what good or bad work either may have done in previous
heats. A disobedient dog had a great advantage over an
obedient one, xu'oviding that he did the bulk of his own work
well. The dog himself and the loud orders necessarily used
in handling him constantly interfered with the obedient
dog.
The signs of the times indicate that a more finished style

of training is desired and demanded, in addition to develop-
ing the dog's best natural capabilities, and trainers will act
wisely in recognizing those signs.

The Memory of Dogs.

The powers of memory are much more acute in dogs than
is commonly known, and those who do recognize it do not
give it the importance to which it is justly entitled. Many
instances could be mentioned, showing that some have re-

markable ones. However, everybody has observed this
faculty and other phenomena of mind in the dog.

I desire to mention the importance of it in a field trial

competition, in res]3ect to which it is very i-arely considered.
So far as I know it is not recogaized by field trial judges in
general, although it is often a very important factor, and
has been sometimes decisive in its restxlts in determining
winners. It is in this connection that it is more particularly
important from a competitive standpoint.
So keen is the memory of some dogs that they will remem-

ber the exact location of each bevy found in a heat. Prom
experience in field work, they know that it a bev^y is not
found in a certain place where it has been foixnd and whpre
it haunts, it will be found somewhere in the near vicinity of
it, A few rapid casts skilfully taken, generally result in
finding it. Dogs ot this class often have a great advantage
in a field ti-ialT One having such k-en power of memory
and certainty in applying it, has a great advantage in run-
ning subsequent heats over the same grounds. He skims
from the haunt of one bevy to the haunt of another, seldom
failing to find them. His competitor is hopelessly handi-
capped by his absence of knowledge of the locality, if he has
not hunted the same grounds. It is particularly harmful in
the final heats where the best dogs come together. I have
seen many dogs handicapped in this manner. It is a fault
in manag-ement which occurs a number of times at every
large trial, the opportunity to profit by knowledge of the
grounds being repeatedly afforded by following the same
route over the same grounds everjr time that they are used,
l^ot only doe? a dog learn a certain route after hunting it

out once, but in a case where such dog has preAdously com-
peted in the same trials in previous years, he has a good
knowledge of the grounds before he starts in the competi-
tion. It may be asked bow siich complications and inequal-
ities of conditions can be avoided. Simply by not running
a dog or dogs a second time over precisely the same route,
and by running the final heats on grounds entirely new to
the competitors. There is not much real bunting in work-
ing a dog over a route with which he is perfectly familiar.
He goes from bevy to bevy as a matter of absolute knowl-
edge, the real searching being insignificant.

The Chicago Tfibum in an account of a landslide at St.

Paul, has the following mention of a pathetic incident
which deserves wide publication so it may be added to the
innumerable good acts already credited to "man's
best friend." It says: "In one of the hou.ses demolished
two little boys were buried, one of them, a child named
Swengert, ten years of age, being killed, the other badly in-

jured and may die. A dog belonging to one of the boys
scratched away where they were buried until he uncovered
the earth and thereby saved one." •

Messrs. A. Merriman and W. B. CTates made a pleasant

)

call at this office. Mr. Gates is on his way to his home at

'

Memphis, after a pleasant sojourn at Eastern watering
places. Both were looking in the best of health.

Mr. Harry L. Goodman will probably not be able to finish
up his business interpsts by Sept. T, in this city, but he
expects to have his affairs settled and be in charge of the
kennels near Nashville before Sept. 12.

Scoring at Bench Shows.'

I was just closing up "Points and Flushes" for this week
when Forest Asd Stream, Aug. 35, came to hand and af-

forded me the pleasure of reading Dr. We.sley Mills's cour-
teous letter on the subject of judging by .^coring to a scale

of points. I have not the time at fjresent to deal with the
subject at length, as I start shortly for Manitoba to attend,
in the interest of Forest AND STREAM, the field trials held
there.
Touching the matter briefly, T think that chicken fanciers,

among whom scoring by points had its staunchest believers
and advocates, have become divided in their beliefs as to its

soundness, the chicken fancy being arrayed for and again,st

it. It my memory serves me correctly, the great poultry
show of New York was judged by comparing fowls, the old
style of judging by .scoring being thereat abandoned. I think
that the circumstances in this respect were the same this

year at that show. In short, the theory and practice of
poultry judging is in a state of evolution. All progress
means destruction of something preceding, and I think that
Dr. Mills will find on investigation that scoring to a scale of

points is already partiallv demolished and piled up vdth the
deljris of the past. I believe it will not be long before it is

abandoned.
Reading between the lines of Dr. Mills's pleasant and in-

structive letter, I infer that he is a believer in judging by a
score card. If so, it would intere'st the readers of Forest
AND Stream, as I know it will me, if he will give his views
at length. •

. B. WATERS.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.

Toronto, Can.—My Ottawa correspondent tells me the
electric cars are playing havoc with the dogs in that city.

G"iug home recently he saw two "laid out," one a fine black
and tan foxhound, a recent purchase of Mr. G. W. E. Austin,
V.S., the other a nondescript spaniel.

Mr. J. W. Wurtele, Ottawa, owner of the greyhound
Justinian, has added Jetsam, first in open class and diploma
for best bitch at Ottawa last year. Mr. Geddes will handle
the pair at the Canadian shows.

Mr. Hugh Falconer, Shelburue, has been making further
additions to his kennel. One is the pug dog Peek-a-Boo,
from Mrs. J V. Newton. He is by Wink out of Little Kate,
and back of these are Lord Clover, champion Treasure, etc.

He also has had from Mr. J. L. Winchell a;mastiff puppy by
Beaufort's Colonel. I have seen Mr. Winchell's letter and
he writes highly of him and says he is "one of the most
promising young mastiffs in America."

The annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club will be
held in Richmond Hall, Richmond street, Toronto, on Tues-
day, Sept. 13. An executive meeting will be held one hour
earlier at same place.

Mr. A. D. Stewart showed me part of a letter the other
day from Dr. H. S. Griffin, of Hamilton, who is now in
England. Dr. Griffin has purchased the crack bull-terrier
champion Principio, the winner of many cups, medals and
other prizes, and who ha? beaten Streatham Monarch. But
meagre particulars are at hand other than that he is by
Bendigo out of Kit. A bitch is also coming over, Kathleen
Mavourneen, by Gully the Great out of Rose.

Mr. John Saunders, Homston, has imported a sable and
white collie bitch who claims Gladdie as her paternal
parent. She is due to whelp Sept, 1, to one of the best dogs
in Scotland.

Mr. T. Swan Smith, Montreal, has imported from Mr.
Alex. Smith, Auchcairiel, Scotland, the collie bitch Auch-
cairiel La.ssie, a black, tan and white, about one year old.

She has a double cross of Christopher, being by Auchcairiel
Topper (Christopher—Pittengaden Flirt) out of Auchcairiel
Duchess (Christopher—Sweet Las.sie).

A small dog show will be held at Barrie, Oat,, in connec-
tion with the Agricultural Fair, Sept. 36, 27 and 28.

The following notices of motion have been forwarded the
C. K. C. secretary for action at the annual meeting. By Mr.
H. Gorman: "That a breeder's certificate be attached to
every application sent in for registry in the C. K. C. S. B."
By Mr. A. D. Stewart; "That the penalty of disqualification
imposed by this club upon Mr. F. H. F. Mercer, of Ottawa,
be and is hereby removed, and that said Mr. F. H. F. Mercer
be and is hereby eligible for re-election in the Canadian
Kennel Club unon payment of usual fees." 2. "That Sec-
tion 7, of Rule 1.5 be amended by striking out all the words
after the word 'class' in the sixth line of the said section."
The adoption of this would do away with the necessity of a
dog winning at least one challenge first, in a show of 500
entries or over to become eligible for the title of champion.
3, That Rule 18 be struck out and the following be sub-
stituted; "No dog eligible for special prizes can be with-
drawn from competition in the regular class, a class in
which it has been entered " This compels every dog
benched to come before the judge.
The following addition to Rule 26 I entirely agree with

,

and if adopted it will do away with this circus style of ad-
vertising, which if carried to excess, as it frequently is,

becomes nauseating: "Exhibitors at bench shows held
under C. K. C. rules may nail, hang up or fasten to the back
of the bench, cage or section in which their dogs are exhibi-

ted, a printed card containing the name of the dog, the
name and address of his owner, and a list of the prizes which
the dog may have previously won. No other particulars of
any kind shall be allowed to be printed on.the said card, nor
shall any card, notice or printed or written particulars of
any other sort, other than the card above alluded to, be
nailed, hung up or fa.stened to the cage or bench occupied
by the dog. Biat nothing contained in this rule shall pre-
vent the nailing up by the secretary or superintendent of
the show any prize cards awarded to the dog during the
progress of the show at which the dog is being exhibited."
By Mr. J. G. Mitchener: "That no two dogs ot the .same

breed shall be registered in the C K C. S- B. under the same
name unless with a registered affix or prefix." The word
"registered" may well be left out of this otherwise excellent
rule. It will hardly do to compel a man who may have per-
haps but one or two dogs to enter to claim and pay for a
registered prefix or affix.

Mr, A. Murdoch gives notice of motion: 1. "That the
office of treasurer be abolished and that the duties apper-
taining to that office shall be performed by the .secretary
under the title of 'secretary-treasurer,' such secretary-
treasurer to give a bond for $1,000 to the Canadian Kennel
Club annually as secui'ity." 2 "That a patron be elected."
3. "To amend clause 4 of Rule 15." The notice of motion
does not give the proposed amendment to the rtxle, but we
surmise it is to strike out the word "Britain." The rule
now reads; "The novice ci'iss * * shnll not have won
a prize at any recognized .^how in Canada, United States or
Britain. "

C. A. Stone will move that Sec. 6 of Rule 15 read, "The
open class shall l»e for dogs of any age which have not
already qualified for the challenge class and for which no
challenge class has been provided" That Sec. 3, Rule 26 be
struck out. The rule now reads, "No addition or alteration
shall be made to any prize list issued by any bench show
committee after it is once printed and distributed, special
prizes excepted."
Mr. Donovan has an eye to the funds, and gives the fol-

lowing notice of motion to Rule oof the constitution: "After
the word membership on first line insert the words 'accom-
panied by the necessary fees." This rule refers to the appli-
cation for membership.

Mr. C. H. Oorbett, Kingston, will take all .setters and
pointers at Ottawa, and Dj.We,sley Mills the remaining
classes other than spaniels. Mr. P. S. Keyes has undertaken,
to compile the catalogue, and entries sent in after Sept. 17
will most po.sitively be declined. H. B. Donovan.

THE USE AND THE ABUSE OF ARSENIC,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Before the abuse of any drug can be rationally understood

its use must be known. Every one is aware that arsenic
will produce, in sufficient doses, acute fatal poisoning. It
is not, however, generally recognized that chronic or slow
poisoning also occurs. I remember a physician being
hanged, in my boyhood, for poisoning his wife with arsenic,
the process extending over months, if not years. I am con-
vinced that some dogs ai-e slowly poisoned with this drug,
owing to constant drugging with it to keep them in .show
condition, though this is probably more common in Britain
than in America, shows being so numerous across the
water.
Arsenic is an alterative, i. 6., it produces profound changes

in the nutritive processes of the body. The object of the
administration in disease is, of course, to alter processes
that are abnormal. The drug should never be given to a
healthy animal, even if a little out of sorts.

What are the circumstances that call for the administra-
tion of arsenic? I do not propose to exhaust the subject but
to mention a few of the conditions that clearly call for its

use. It is never to be used in acute conditions of any disease
of the dog. It is well known to those of experience that
nothing disorders a dog's skin so quickly as a derange-
ment of the digestive organs. But keep these right and
skin disease, excepting, of course, those forms due to
animal and vegetable parasites, will be rare. Now as arsenic
has a strong tendency to disorder the digestion under the
most favorable conditions, it is manifestly unwise to give it

for the acute stages of skin disease. As a rule, all forms
of eczema, except the dry and usually chronic kind, are
made worse by arsenic.
There is, however, one kind of skin disease that is often

benefited, viz., the dry or scaly, either patchy or diffuse
form of eczema or skin inflammation. Occasionally a dog
does not do well; his coat keeps constantly falling out; at-

tempts are made to rectify his condition by attention to his
digestion; he is perhaps given tonics to no purpose, as well
as that attention which a judicious person is accustomed
to bestow on an animal he values. In such cases a few small
doses of arsenic often work a great change for the better.

Indeed, when other means fail in bettering the health of
an animal that does not pull up after distemper, after rear-
ing puppies, after excessive field work, etc., arsenic may be
used with great advantage. Before it is resorted to, how-
ever, other remedies should be given a trial, such as cod
liver oil and various tonics. Judicious regular grooming
and massage will often do more for a dog than any medicine.
The method of administration of arsenic is important. The
liquid form freshly prepared is to be preferred to pills.

Fowler's solution is excellent, jjerhaps the best. But the
drug should always be given at first in minute doses, in
plenty of water, and just after food; absolutely never on an
empty stomach. By "a small dose 1 mean one to four drops
for a dog of the size of a setter. Large doses at first never do
good, and may do much harm.
The effect should be carefully watched. As soon as the

eyes get red, the tongue whitish, the appetite poor, or there
is any evidence of digestive disturbance, it should be
stopped. In any case it is well to make the administration
intermittent. If the dog does not show improvemen t in two
weeks, after two or three intermissions in the administra-
tion, it is better to desist for some time at least. In the case
of chorea it may take months of treatment to accomplish
much good.

I would like to utter a very^.rong warains against the
use of arsenic for "conditioning" dogs as ordinarily under-
stood. It is absolutely impossible to predict what the
results may be; but they are almost sure to be bad and pos-
sibly rninous to the physical or mental condition of the
animal. I have seen very bad effects follow a two weeks'
use of the drug in moderate doses given to a healthy dog to
improve coat and general condition. The dog, weeks or
months later, may become very fat or wretchedly thin, dull,
etc. In my opinion it is unwise for anyone to prescribe
arsenic for a dog except he be an expert conversant with the
action of drugs, the laws of life (physiology), the principles
of disease (pathology), and with an experience greater than
falls to any one breeder or haodler. As a last resort an
owner of a dog who cannot possibly consult an expert may
use the drug cautiously under the conditions stated above.
I think all owners of dogs who put them in charge of
handlers or trainers should stipulate that they be given no
arsenic in any form except under the advice of a thoroughly
qualified expert. The Forest and Stream has in the past
uttered timely warnings against drugging dogs for shows,
and for the second time I wish to emphasize in the strongest
way the danger of this treatment, which is the rankest sort
of an abuse of a powerful remedy. Weslet Mills, M, D,
MoNTRBAn, Canada.
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SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR OWN CRITICS?

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think there is a great deal of humbug about this fuss for

judges making reports over their own names. Everybody
knows some of our very best judges cannot clearly express
their ideas of their own judging; they know they are right,
and I know it too, but they havea't the faculty of putting it

in words. All the use there is in judges reporting their
classes is that sometimes we get mighty good reading, and
more times the judge shows us what kind of an ignoramus
he is. If the judge is a good critic in the way of writing a
good criticism, we want his own criticism, if he is not, we
don't want to be bothered with any more rot; that is the size
of it as I look at it.

But I can tell you what we do not want; we don't want a
lot of men, that don't know a dog from the doxology, that
can no more judge dogs than they can jump over the moon,
who don't know any more about dog men, dog shows, doggy
ways, or doggy rights and wrongs than a dog does of preach-
ing, breaking out like lava from Vesuvius and laying down
the law as though Solomon could not hold a candle to them.
This kind of pest has become very numerous lately. There
is nothing whatever abrut dogs, from the color of a St.

Bernard to the twist of a pug's tail, that these fellows
haven't learned more about in two years than you or I have
learned in all our years with dogs, and they suppose it is

tun for us to swallow it. They dou't hurt any of the old
hands, we all know how much value to put on upstarts, but
they swell round with such airs ol universal doggy knowl-
edge that modest fellows, new at the fancy, think these im-
posters really "know it all" and have to lyileai-n a lot before
they know where they are.

I have bred more dogs than some of these prattlers ever
saw. I am sure I would not undertake to say that I could
always breed them of any particular temper, yet novices are
getting such rot put down their throats all the time. I know
scores of men that are able writers thatneverthink of sitting
down to write an article to any paper, yet these same men
could write more common sense in five minutes than some
we are afflicted with could write in a life time. G-. Bell,
ToBONTO, Canada, Aug. 37.

Editor Forest and, Stream:
As to whether or not 1 think a judge should write a criti-

cism of his own awards, 1 most emphatically say "yes"

—

provided that a comoetent critic reports in tfie same paper
bis opinions of the decisions, and both are placed side by
side, but not otherwise. This will then let us know at once
how much the judge knows, and if it is wise to show under
him again. Tnanks to whoever it was who taught us, we
all now are able to tell the faults and strong points of our
dogs, and if we discover the judge criticises ours wrongly,
we then know what to expect of his other decisions. Such
egregious errors have been made in the ring and are con-
stantly being made, that I consider it absolutely necessai-y
for the good of all breeds, that experts should go over the
judge's work and point out the defects, else the judge, who
alone makes the report, will OA^erlook his errors (if they have
been pointed out to him), and so will be led to believe bad
ones are phenomena. It is not human nature to expose and
parade one's errors, and I know not many judges who, dis-
covering them, would boldly come out in their reports and
acknowledge them. They will try to cover them up and
mislead the public. But if the expert critic is after errors,
he'll find plenty, and so correct what would become a griev-
ous wrong if repeated. Where the judge writes his own
reports, he becomes both judge and jury, which is not my
idea, except he be one whose continued work is so meritor-
ious that even his enemies consider him eminently capable
to act in the dual capacity. H. W. H untington.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 see no good reason why a judge at dog shows should

not write his own report, or, in othei' words, be his own
critic. If he is considered honest and capable enough to
judge his classes, he .should certainly be able to seudina
report of the dogs he judged, conforming with his judg-
ment of same.
.Judges make mistakes, and often enough too, but if

honestly made all we can do is to consider that no one is
infallible. There has been to my certain knowledge a lot
of funny judging done, some of it at our last New York
show, and one of these days I intend putting some strong
facts iu shape and sending it for publication. There has
been entirely too much fuss made over some of our judges.
This will spoil a good man oftener than benefit him.

"

Al. G. Ebeehart.
Cincinnati, O., Aug, 34.

Editor Forest and Stream:
If the judges explain in their reports why they awarded

prizes to certain dogs I think it ail right, because it is in-
structive to the owners, but i disapprove judges writing
and not signing their names and praise in glowing terms
the work of the judge. The reports in the a lmcrican Ken-
)hel Gazette I approve of. John E. Thavkk.
LahCastek, Mase., Aug. 27.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
In regard to whether judges should be their own critics or

not, I should most decidedly say no. Judges should no more
criticise their own work than exhibitors judge there own
dogs. Gko. W. Lovell.
MinuMBOKO, Masp., Aug. 27.

HANDSOME.
It is not often that a well bred dog is honored with a

biography, although lengthy pedigrees are compiled and
photographs taken of many that are unworthy of the time
and trouble. It is rarer still for the exploits of a cur to ap-
pear in print, although many curs are valuable and of great
service to their masters. Ail of us have met with animals
of this race which were, so to speak, ill begotten in every
sense of the word, yet possessed of traits stamping them as
much above the average, in canine sagacity, and recom-
mending them to our consideration as factors in the move-
ments and undertakings of sportsmen and hunters.
Handsome was the property of my friend Ben S., and in

the position he filled as follower and often forerunner of his
master, frequently came under my notice iu the many trips
taken by Ben and I. These trips, the memory of which
transports me twelve to sixteen years into the past, were
made by us in our search for game and were among the
jdeasantest of my youthful days of hunting. This un-
pedigreed cur of doleful aspect and sneaking manners was
oy ail odds the most uncouth and misshapen creature it has
ever been my experience to gaze upon. Erom this lack of
redeeming qualities in his personnel, his master in a moment
of grim humor had dubbed him Handsome, a name which
clung to bim during life and which even now, after the
faithful animal has lain nnder the sod for some years, causes
one to smile, at the memory of his gaunt figure and gener-
ally ridiculous appearance.
The mother of this peciiliar cross was a foxhound of some

pretensions as a hunter, but the sire's pedigree was shrouded
in obscurity of such density that its elucidation was finally
given over. As this evidence of mesalliance grew up from
puopyhood, the conjectures as to his suspected lineage were
all proven fallacious by the appearance of a decidedly shaggy I

though scanty coat of a dRrk gri«»ly and tan co1o;l', wliicii
hung from his skin in isolated tag.s.

•

j

Ben always maintained that his strongest evidence of a
good strain lay in his voice and ears, "for you see," he would
continue, "his eai'S are just like his mother's, and you ought
to hear him bellow when he gets after rabbits," In features
it would be as impossible to describe Handsome hy a pen pic-
ture as to attempt an anatomical relation and sketch of the
joining of the wing of an angel with the shoulder; an abso-
lute impossibility from want of precedent. No other dog
ever had quite so elongated a jaw; no canine before or since
possessed an eye of equal depths of melancholy; no speci-
men of the race owned so woebegone an expre.=!sion of coun-
tenance as did Handsome. In general appearance, aside
from his pathetic expres.sion, he failed to inspire the be-
holder with confidence. He might be wise from experience,
judging from his facial interpretation, but his entire make-
up failed to heighten one's opinion. He was angular, ragged,
thin, slab-sided and crooked-legged.
Handsome's chief peculiarities lay in his singularly

drooping ears and tail. They were long, with a decided
droop, suggestive of many whippings, a,nd as they were
stuck full of burrs and brambles over half the year, usually
had the appearance of a collection of door mats hung about
him.
This remarkable animal had a gait that was the crowning

Splendor of magnificence, and at first sight one wondered
how he maintained his perpendicular. He always moved
sideways and on a slow trot, and dragged his feet, which
were so big they hardly passed each other. If he increased
his pace he much resembled the movements of the carriage
horse which the grand marshal of the day borrows to ride
on the Fourth of July in the procession, and which forges
sideways before admiring crowds. However, you must not
think tJaat this 301b. cur, without a redeeming trait in per-
sonal appearance, was good for nothing. On the contrary,
he was a good hunter and faithful friend, in addition to
which Ben said he was an excellent "skyoudle" to keep
bread from molding. Moreis Gibes.

THE PSOVIE-BORZIE IN AMERICA.
The following is another translation from the Journal of

the H iinit, of interest to those who own this breed of dogs:
'

The Americans, as the Forest axd Stream communi-
cates to us, have been entirely disenchanted as to the Psovoi
dog without any cause whatever, let us add, on our part.
The matter is this: Mr. Paul Hacke and Dr. Grimes
imagined from some cause or another that the Psovie-Borzie
in Russia serve especially for the extermination of the
wolves, which they strangle without the least assistance of
man. In addition they have convinced credulous people
that the jaws of the dogs have a capacity of shutting spas-
modically on the wolf till he is strangled.
To show people how the Psovois exterminate wi>lves, two

dogs were slipped on a wolf, one a cro-ss breed of a deer-
hound, the other a Psovoi, Pospeck (of what Russian kennel
is not said). The first to attack was the deerhound: he
stA-uck the wolf with the chest and passed by. After this
Pospeck reached the lying down wolf, but'when the wolf
showed his teeth he gracefully skipped by; deerhound re-
turned to the wolf, looked at him and ran away, but Pos-
peck pushed (pulled) the wolf several times. Seeinethis a
certain Mr. Rae put a bullet into the wolf. Dr. Grimes ex-
jilained the action of Pospeck by saying that he was used to
take a wolf by twos and the deerhound did not help him.
Mr. MacDougall did not say anything but shot his dog then
and there, only remarking. "I bought him for wolf-baiting
(hunting), and was cheated." The other hunt also ended in
a fiasco. The wolf used for the hunt was a tame one, as the
original said, but as it happened this tame one had been for
all that a wild wolf for eight months and was about a year
and a half old. A boy led the wolf by a rope into the field,

took the i-ope off and ran away, the v^olf remaining on the
spot and following him with his eyes. But when he saw two
dogs speeding toward him he hardly moved from the spot.
The onslaught of the dogs astonished him, and when he
turned toward them one of them desisted right away and
turned back, the second threw himself on him and pushed
him, which he returned, and this light pushing forth and
back continued on both sides until they took the wolf away.
After this Dr. Grimes undertook to show how Psovois
strangled a wolf, at the same time accepting two bets of fslOO

each that his dogs would strangle the wolf. The following
day the hunt took place in the same locality and with the
same already experienced wolf. As the "stranglers" ap-
peared, two male Psovois, Zloeem, a dark brown from the
Duke Galitzin, and Asmodei, whose pedigree we do not
know. The flrst to reach the wolf was /doeem, who caught
him near the "shoulder" (probably the neck), and threw
him, but tore again loose; the wolf righted himself and
threw himself on the coming Asmodei. Then the dogs be-
gan to push from both sides, but the wolf tore himself away
and ran, followed by the dogs. But when Zloeem caught
him from behind he turned and catching the dog threw him
(iff. in the air. After recovering from the onslaught Zloeem
again started to attack the wolf, together with Asmodei,
but neither one nor the other dog took him up, and after
five minutes both of them stopped and wagging their tails
followed the judge's horse. On all questions Dr. Grimes
only answered that the dogs did notfuUhl their mission and
that he could find no excuse for their behavior.
As to the wolf, he was bought there and they gave for

him in.stead of :lt!l5, which sum he had cost his owner, $200.
Dr. von Hummel and H. C. Lowe, who bought bim, ex-
plained that the object of this purchase wa.s a .speculation:
they would exhibit the hero wolf, his mate, a fox-terrier,
and the boy who looked after the wolf, at the American dog
shows. The result of this hunt was a complete di,?illusion,
says the American journal, as it was supposed that the
Psovois were bloodthirsty dogs who devour the wolf.

Stoclx-Ki'('i]er remarks on this head very rightly that only
in America they imagine that the Psovoi-Borzoi is an "ex-
terminator of wolves," whereupon all Russian hunters
only shrugged their shoulders, and that such amateurs like
Mr. Hacke and Dr. Grimes should not endanger the propa-
gation of such a splendid breed as the Psovoi-Borzoi and can
only provoke ridicule.
Itistobe regretted that no good coursing dogs with a

good handler haijpens to be in America, and more to be re-
gretted that the Americans do not trouble to occupy them-
selves with Psovoi dog.s. Still this trouble can be remedied
and a very opportune time for it will be the coming exhibi-
tion in Chicago. Probably there will be fonnd Russian
hunters who will bring to this fair good and sportive dogs,
providing themselves with an experienced huntsman.

BEAGLE HANDLERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Prom experience derived as secretary of the National

Beagle Club during the last two years as well as from cor-
respondence which has recently come to hand, I am led to
believe that many are deterred from entering and running
their dogs in our trials because of the difficultyin procuring
efficient and reliable handlers. To all such I would say that
if they will write either to the secretary, Mr. H. V. -Jamie-
son, Melrose, Mass., or to myself it will be a pleasure to us
to put them in communication with parties who are thor-
oughly conversant with the training and handling of beagles
both for the field trial and bench show, and who will do so
at moderate prices. Intending exhibitors can thus send
tbeir dogs to the trainers, who are located not far from
where the trials will be held, and rest assured that their
dogs will have the best of care that experience can sugsest.

P. W. ChAPMAX, President National Beagle Chrb.
Melrose, Mass.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY ENTRIES.
Editor Forest a/nd Stream:
Inclosed find list of entries to the fifth annual Derby of

the Southei-n Field Trials Club. There are 10 pointers, 1
Irish setter and 52 English setters, all whelped in 1891.

ExaLisH setter.^.

RoxiE (F. T. Myles). black, white and tan bitch (Jean
Val Jean—Queen Ella Noble), March 37.

FAT (F. T. Myles), black, white and tan bitch (Dan—
Prince.ss Belton), April 10.

Modoc (F. T. Myles), black, white and tan dog (Dan
Gladstone—Princess Joy), Mav 31.

Bev. S. (P. T. Myles). blue belton dog (Tennessee Dicta-
tor—Tennessee Divy), July lo.

MAT Gath (F. T. Myles), blue ticked bitch (Jolly Gath—
IjuIu), Mays.
Pai'L Dombet (H. S. Bevan), white>, black and tan dog

(Chance—Nettie Bevan), June 4.

Pet Gladstone (W. T. Hunter), bitch (Gladstone's Boy
—Gladstone's Girl), March —

.

Jean Meda (Will Wilson), white, black and tan bitch
(Jean Val .Jean—Andromeda), April ^B.
Esmeralda (Blue Ridge Kennels), black, white and tan

bitoh (Cincinnatus— Canadian Queen), IVIay —

.

Liath Adams (.J. A. McCorgo), black and white bitch
(Dave B.—Kate), March —

.

Onward (D. C. Jones), black, white and tan dog (Toledo
Blade—Sees II.), Oct. —

.

Proctor Knott (Blue Ridge Kennels), black, white and
tan dog {Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady), Jan. 6.

Hope's Mint (Blue Ridge Kennels), orange and white
dog (Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady), Jan. G.

LANOIERS (Blue Ridge Kennels), orange, white and tan
dog (Gath's Hope—Dasbing Lady), Jan. (1

Dick Pox (Blue Ridge Kennels), black, white and tan dog
(Chance—Countess Rush), April 8.

Ladt Brooks (Blue Ridge Kennels), black, white and
tan bitch (Chance—Counte.ss Rush). April 8.

Miss Wrat (Blue Ridge Kennels), blue belton bitch
(Gath's Mark—Mollie Belton), July.
Dot Rogers (P. Lorillard, .Jr.), black, white and tan

bitch (Roderigo-Gladstone's Girl), March 3.

Rod's Sue (P. Lorillard, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), March 3.

Addie T. (P. Lorillard, Jr.), white, lemon and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Maggie Gladstone), March 3.

Maiden Mine (P, Lorillard, Jr.), white and lemon bitch
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), .Jan. 8,

GlAdeola (P. Lorillard, Jr.)j white, black and tan bitch
(Blade— Kstelle), Jan. 15.

Spike's Girl (P. Lorillard, Jr:), wMte, black and tan
dog (Chance—Spike), May 2.5.

ScHLET (P. Lorillard, Jr.), black, wbite and tan dog
(Chance—Lufra), May.
Gaiett (Royal Robinson), black, white and tan bitch

(Lone Jack—Gay Rha-be), Feb. 1.3.

Dessie Hope (P. T. Madison), lemon and white bitch
(Gath's Hope— Stocking), May 9,

Andrew White (M. F. Rogers), black, white and tan dof?
(.Jean Val -Jean—Marv Anderson).
Rap Eye Dan (Miss Helen McCreary), white and black

dog (Ben Hill— Dolly S.), May !».

Apollo Hill (J, Shelly Hudson), blHCk, white and tan
dog (Hen Hill—Dolly S.), Mav 9.

Tim Tkkzevan r (Pat. flenr.y), dog (Roderigo—Gladstone's
Girl) Mireh.
Direct (J. W. Shriver), black, white and tan dog (Gnu-

Victoria Laverack). Aug.
Cleo (J. W. Shriver), black, white and tan bitch Gwi—

Victoria Laverack), Aug.
Ai LD Clootis (N. B. Nesbitt), white, black and tan dog

(Dick Boudliu—Shena Van), July 9.

KinCtSTOK (Avent & Thayer's Kennels), black, white and
tan dog (Chance—Bes.sie Avent), May 30,

Hamlet (Avent & Thayer's Kennels), black, white and tan
dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), May 30.

LocHiNVAR (Avent & Thayer's Kenueh), black, white and
tan dog (Chance—Bessie AA-ent), May 30.

Sam KS (Avent (S: Thayer's Kennels), black, white and tan
dog (Chance—Be.ssie Avent), May .:'0.

Chevalier fAA^ent & Thayer's Kennel;-), block, white and
tan dog (Jean Val Jeanj—Lucy Avent), June 7

Shadow (Avent & Thayer's Kennels), black, white and
tan bitch (Jean Val ,Jean—Lucy Avent), .June 7.

Miss Juno (Avent & Thayer's Kennel.s), black, white and
tan bitch (Roderigo—-Juno A,), Aug. 11.

Hope's Pride (Manchester- Watrace Kennels), liver and

I

white dog (CTath's Hope—Georgia Belle), Aug. 31.

Rasger B. (Zvlanchestei -Watrace Kennels), liver and white
dos (Vanguard—(jleorgia Belle), -Ian. 8,

Sport (Manche.ster-Watrace Kennels), liver and white dog
(Vanguard—Georeia Belle), Jno. 8.

Pink (Manchester- Watrace Kennels), black, white and tan
dog (Vanguard— (jeorgia Belie) Jan. S.

Toledo Sue (Man Chester-Watrare Kennels), black, white
and tan bitch (Toledo Blade—Bess S.) April 16.

(W. P. Conner), black, white and tan dog (1)8 Sobo
—Zuda M.). Feb. 33.

(C. L. Stewart), black, white and tan bitch (De Hoto
—Zuda M.), Feb. 33.

(Whyte Bedford), black, white and tan dog (De Soto
—Ruth), July 37.

Napoleon (J. W. Barker), black, white and i,sn dOf^
(Roderigo—Hazel Heny), December.
Ren the KiNt+ (Jackson Denmark Kennels), black, white

and tan dog (Lad B —Phyllis), .Jan. 3.

Lillian Russell (Jackson Denmark Kennels), black,
white and tan bitch (Philip Gladstone—LarJs). May 15.

Gale Noble (H. K. Devereux), black, white and tan
bitch (Breeze (jladstone—Katie Noble), March 31.

Spot Cash (H. K. Devereuxi, black, white and tan dog
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), Jan. 8.

RuBT Blade (R. B. Morgan), black, white and taa bitch
(Toledo Blade—Zula C).

IRISH SETTEES.

Elphin XL (Glendyne Kennels), red bitch (Tyrcuune—
Kinovara), May.3],

POISTEES.

Don P.\squal (W. N. Kent (liver and white dog (King of
Kent—Vie kerey's Daisy), Auij. 35.

Lady Mignonette iJ. R. Purcell), black and white taitcJi

(Dick Swivel ler-Countess Bang), Feb. 3.

LADT PECr (W. T. Hunter), bitch (King of Kent—Lass of
Bloomo), March 20,

Georgia Sund (M. F. Rogers), black and white bitch
(Adam's Ale—Bessie Pope).
Kent Elgin (T. T. Asbford), black and white dog (King

of Kent—Vera Bang), March 3,

RiDGEViEW Beppo (Graphic Kennels), liver and white dog
(Beppo III.—Revelation), February.
Bermt lass (Kd Gordon), liver and white bitch (Earl of

Kent— Charlotte), June 31

Conscript (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels) black and
white dog (King of Kent—Hops), .June.
Jingo (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), liver and white

dog (Mainspring—Queen II.), May.
T. M. BP.UJIBT, Seo'y.

The Irish Setter Clttb trials will be held Sept. 13 and fol-
lowing days on the moors of Cookstown, County Cork, Ire-
land. -Judges, I. Small and Capt.W. Axbtithnot Gresson.
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DOG CHAT.

Rochester Dogr Show.
Tbe preminni list of the fall show to be given by the

Rochester Kennel Club in contiection with the Wjestera
New York Agricultural Society, Sept. 2T to 30, has been re-

ctiyfcl. It is a model of simplicity, and the only numbers
the exhibitor has to keep before his mind are 5 and 3, which
r< present the number of dollars put up by the club as prize
money in every class provided—challenge as well. Although
io common with other 7uembers of dogdom, we cannot in-

florae the action of the Rochester people in their late "dog
in the manger act," still they deserve the thanks of exhib-
itors for not providing a pupjjy class in any breed. Whether
Ibis arires from motives of economy or humanity it matters
no'", the fact remains that the pupp"ies won't be in it. Span-
iels have classification No. 1. Several cash prizes are given,
among which Mr. Bellin, the judge, gives S5 for best in each
open class and the third prize in open dog, bitch and novice
classes in wire-haired fox-terriers. The Irish setter winner
in 1 he open dog class, wall get .fa extra, through the kind-
nefsof Messrs/ Selhaar and Warren. Mr. T. S. Bellin will
take all non-sporting breeds, and tbe sporting classes will
devolve on Mr. J. Otis Fellows, who also fills the role of
.superintendent. This is not a wise arrangement nor one
th.1t will allow Mr. Fellows to do iustice to himself. It is

lipyond the physical possibility of any man to be in two
places at once. ' We are expressing our views .simply in tbe
interests of justice to exhibitors, for if there is any uian
whom we would like to see benefit by such an arrangement
it is ' Uocle Dick." There is, however, a saving clause in

Ibis affair, we notice that Mr. Harry Yates will be assistant
superintendent. Entries close Sept. 15 with Dr. O. S. Bam-
btr, 7'o Rowe street, Rochester, Y. Judging will com-
mence Wednesday, Sept. 38, at 10 o'clock, and as all dogs
must be in the building on Tuesday A, M. this gives Mr.
Fellows time to arrange matters. Dr. O. S. Bamber, secre-
tary of the Rochester dog show, announces later that a spe-
cial of |3 will be given by fancier.? as a third prize in the
smooth fox-terrier open dog, open bitch, novice dog and
bitch classes. He also calls attention to the fact that those
holding bench show tickets are entitled to all the "fun of
the fair,"' which includes races^ competitions for hunters
and four-in-hands.

The Beasle Trials.

The bsa^le trials ai-e assuming more inportance every
year, and since tae initiative was taken in 1890, sentiment
has largely given place to business methods, and few dogs
will be'entered "just to fill up," as was the case at the first

trials. It will not be long before professional handlers and
trainers will crop up whose business it will be to see that
their charges come well -trained and in i^roper condition for
the work to be done. This all shows a progressive spirit
and is to be encouraged. At the same time we should like
to see a little more sportsmanship displayed. If men who
keep beagles simply for show purposes and therefore look
upon their stock more or less from a business point of view,
have their opinion as to whom they will show under, all

well and good. In the field, however, an etiquette obtains
that should inspire every beagle owner with a different
feeling. In the field there are so many untoward happen-
ings and, contrary to a bench show, the animal itself is so
much more the master of the situation, that this very un-
certainty should appeal to the sporting temperament of the
owner and lead him to enter his dogs for the pui-e love of
the sport and not with the idea as to whether such and such
a judge will be inimical to his chances of winning. If a
man has a good field beagle he should not be afraid to run
his dog under any two judges, provided of course, tho.se
chosen are capable of recognizing good work when they see
it, and the beagle club committee is not a body which
would choose certain judges unless they were fully satisfied
as to their ability. Let there be no cry of cliqueism or fav-
oritism and especially in an underhanded way. If a beagle
owner thinks he will not receive justice or has not received
justice, let him state bis case and there are any amount of
men on the grounds who will be able either to refute or indorse
his criticisms. Run your dogs like sportsmen and don't be
deterred by the idea that one or the other of the judges favors
certain strains of beagle to the disparagement of others.
We do not believe it.

Railroad Jack.

Those dogmen who attended the Albany and Toledo shows
some time since where he was exhibited were all intei-ested
in Railroad .Jack, the apology for an Irish terrier that is so
well known to every express messenger and baggage
"smasher" on the roads from New York to Chicago. A
couple of months since he took a trip to Cuba in company
with some member of the fraternity. He was sent to -Tack-
sonville last month and since then he has been traveling in
the South and Southwest, passed on by one road to another,
finally reaching New York last Wednesday, where he held a
reception at the American Express ofKce, and some 500
people "shook him by the hand." Jack had his trunk along;
and this was almost as much of a curiosity as Jack himself.
Originally a strawberry basket bos, it now contains an as-
sortment of material that would puzzle others than Jack to
Know what to do with. Every trainman and admirer on the
roads seems to have contributed something, for among the
articles were umbrellas, a box of cigars, pipes, tobacco, a
knife over 2ft. long, two pistols, a pair of handcuffs used for
slaves at Harper's Ferry during the War, a silver medal
marked with a lone star and inscribed "Texas Jack," and a
lot of other things more ornamental than useful. He left

Wew York for Albany, his "native" city, on Wednesday
afternoon. He was dressed in a tag which read, "In bond
from New York," When he arrived at Albany he greeted
his old friends in the depot and then started off into the
city, pi'obably to see old friends of his own kind. His trunk
is covered with tags which tell an eloquent tale of his wan-
derings. For instance, on July 2T he was at Andad Suarez,
Mex., and C. H. Schaffer, a customs broker, took him across
the Rio (jcande into old Mexico..

Toronto Dog^ Show^.

Mr. Stone informs ua that entries have commenced to
pour in for the Toronto dog show, Sept. 13 to 15, and the in-
dications are that it will be the most successful ever held.
The show now ranks among the first in America, and ex-
bibitors both in the United States and Canada are very
desirous to secure a win at Toronto. The fair itself
being an unusually good one the fixture is always popular.
The diplomas donated by the Canadian Kennel Club
for competition among the members will be very handsome
and well worth winning. Exhibitors are reminded that
there are special passenger rates to Toronto. Entries close
Sept. 1.

Heavy Bonds for a Dog.
An interesting dog case of mistaken identity has just been

decided, at least for the time being, in the Second District
court of Newark. A Mr. Hammesfahr was positive a certain
Irish setter belonged to him and another, Murtha, was
equally positive that, he had a just right to the dog. Hence
the suit. Hammersfahr lost his dog on .]une 21and adver-
tised for it on June 28. Murtha owned a dog which had been
lost a year, but a. day before the advertisement appeared his
dog returned home. Hammesfanr fou.ud out abovit Murtha's
dog and then claimed it as his own. Murtha refused to give
it up and the other brought a charge of grand larceny

against him, besides takine out a writ of replevin and
furnishing a bond of $11,000, which was demanded by
Murtha's counsel. Then Mtirtha replevined the dog on his
own account and the other man's counsel insisted that a
large bond be given. Murtha's counsel said they could go
to any extfut; Hammesfahr then said he would be satisfied
with ,|;50,000, and Murtha qualified in .!!tjl,000, s.oO.OOO for the
dog and .111,000 to cover Hamme.sfahr's bond. While the
dog was in the jurisdiction of tbe court the constable had a
sleepless time of it, thinking of tbe heavy responsibility he
had assumed, and built a structure especially for the dog.
The trial resulted in testimony which favored Murtha as the
owner and judgment was given in his favor. The end is not
yet, for Hammesfahr intends to appeal, and the case may
resolve itSelf into a repetition of the famous Western "calf
case."

A Musical Dog-.

A very unique and amusing trial develo]>ed out of a suit
of replevin for a dog brought by Dr. E. T. Brady against
John A. Levi, in Justice Shannon's court in Kansas City,
Mo., the other day.
Both parties claimed the ownership of the dog, and after

several witnesses had been examined on either side the
judge was at as great a loss to r.lecide th*" question of owner-
ship as at fir.st. Dr. Brady's attorneys, however, staff d that
they could prove the claimantship beyond doubt by the
recognition of the dog for Mrs. Dr. Brady, and she was ac-
cordingly summoned. The dog immediately jumped from
his i)lace in the prisoner's dock and showed with every
demonstration of canine joy his recognition of his mi.stress.
In consideration of the adverse testimony this was still not
convincing to the judge, so Mrs. Brady agreed to give a last
indis putable proof of the dog's owuership.
She stated that if she would sing a certain song the dog,

in response to bis training, would join in with her in his
dog fashion and voice and sing the song through. This she
did, and at tbe first words of the song the dog leaped for joy
and fulfilled his part of the duet, to the astonishment of the
.spectators and the court.
No further evidence was taken, and the dog returned home

with Mrs. Brady by order of the court.

Grand Rapids Deg Show.
The prfemium list of the above show, to be held Sept. 19 to

23, i.ssued by the Western Michigan Kennel Club, is before
lis. For an inaugural effort we must say the prize list is

quite a good one, but we can scarcely compliment the man-
agement on the division of money. Mastiffs, great Danes,
deerhounds, greyhounds, foxhounds, Irish and Gordon set-
tei'S, collies and bloodhounds are given the Blodgett and
bronze medals in the challenge and $8 and M in the open
classes. St. Bernards are put ofi with the same challenge
prizes, but only $6 and •63 in open classes. Other breeds have
various moneys ranging from $r> and $3 to $3 and $2, but
scarcely according to importance. Pointers and English
setters have $10, So and .if.3 in the open classes with the same
medals as above in challenge classes. The .sporting cla.sses
are well cared for with specials. The National Greyhound
Club gives several medals, as well as the Collie Cluij. The
show is held under A. K. C. rules and entries, fee $2, close
Sept. 10, and should be addressed to H. Dale Adams, Gales-
burg, Mich, Roeer D. Williams will judge greyhounds,
deerhounds, bloodhounds, Rsovois, foxhounds, whippets,
etc. Frank C. Wheeler will take all non-sportmg classes,
and on John Davidson devolves the task of sorting out the
winners in the sporting classes which include great Danes.

An Interesting Trio.

"For several years I resided at Bromley, Kent, in rooms,
as a bachelor, "says a Vfritev in IlltiKtrdtccl SlMntiug aiicl

DramaMc News," and when I first went there the landlady
had a rabbit and a kitten, which lived in the house. I took
my collie with me and he soon was used to the rest of the
family. I objected to the rabbit coming into my room as it

used to eat the newspajiers, and therefore whenever I went
in and heard the rabbit there, I used to say to Scot tbe
collie, 'turn him out,' whereupon he would look under the
sofa, and when he found the rdbbit i;sed to go after him and
chase him out. If the rabbit got away from the chairs and
tables, but would not go through the open door, Scot would
guide or force him out with his nose. I never saw Scot offer
to bite it. I have often seen collie, cat and rabbit all lying
in front of the fire on the rug in the win*er— rather a funny
trio. Many friends of Scot's will remember the performance
with the rabbit, as Scot used to have to perform the difficult

feat of driving the rabbit out of the cover provided by
chairs, table, sofa, etc., for their amusement."

Brooklyn Dog Show.
The Brooklyn show people are out with their list of judges

for the November show. It looks almost like a new draw to
the average exhibitor, and as they say new brooms sweep
well we hope the result will be satisfactory to all:

T. S. Belliiv—Bedlineton, black and tan, bull. Dandle
Dinmont, Irish, Scotch, Skye and Yorkshire terriers, blood-
hounds, bulldogs, dachshunds and miscellaneous.
E. M. Oldham—Chesapeake Ray dogs, Clumber, cocker

and field spaniels.
MAETtN Dennis—Collies.
H. W, Smitu—Deerhounds, greyhounds and psovois or

Russian wolfhounds.
W. Tallm vn—English, Irish and Gordon setters, pointers.
August Belmont—All fox-terriers.
A. H. Heppner—Great Danes.
W. Wade— Mastiff's and Newfoundlands.
M. H. Cbter—Poodles, pugs, schipperkes, Italian grey-

hounds, toy spaniels .ind toy terriers.

A. M. Hughes—St. Bernards.
H. W. LacV—Foxhounds and beagles.

Unsound St. Bernards.
That a change will come over the methods of judging St.

Bernards in tbe near future we are firmly impressed. Mr.
W. O. Hughes-Hughes is striking in the wedge of common
sense that we hope will make itself felt. At the last meet-
ing of the English St. Bernard Club be gave notice of the
following motion to be broxigbt forward at the next meeting:
"1. That in the opinion ot this committee a St. Bernard
which shows unsoundness in any respect ought to be dis-
qualified by the judge at adog show from receiving anyprize
or commendation whatever. 2 That in the opinion of this
committee a Sc. Bernard is unsound which has in the slight-
est degree bowed forelegs or cowhocks." This, if carried
into effect at once, would put a stop to the pretensions of a
good half of the winning dogs of to-day, and this we cannot
hope for at present. Still, if judges would pay a little more
attention to the symmetry of tbe whole and leave size alone,
in a year or two we should see a vast improvement, and
owners would not be so liable to have that sinking feeling
of shame when they walk out with a dog whose legs describe
pothooks in. the earth as he strolls along.

Kingston Show.
The judges for Kingston are W. Tallmau, who, as stated

before, will have most of the classes; Andrew Laidlaw is
down for spaniels and Dr. Mills for mastiffs, St. iiernards,
great Danes, Newfoundlands, etc. An excess baggage cer-
tificate will be issued with every identification ticket and
the express companies will do as well as usual.

A Dog Without a Brain.
AGeoriJing to the Weider Medical Fressc, at the last meet-

^
ing of German neurologists, held in Baden Baden, Prof.

I Goltz, of Strasbarg, reported a most remarkable experiment.

He cut ont, in two operations, almost the entire cerebrum of
adog, leaving the cerebellum and a small portion of the
base of the cerebrum. The animal lived for fifty-one days
after the last operation, and then died of pneumonia. The
remarkable part of the experiment was the infiuence it had
on the dog, who, a few hours after the operation, raised
himself on his hindlees, put his paws over the side of the
box, and looked inquiringly around. He could walk, eat
and drink, and would chew any food that was placed in his
mouth. Waking and sleeping alternated naturally. He
was restless before feeding, but afterward became qiaet and
slept. A alight touch would awaken him from sleep. Hear-
ing, taste and smell were, of course, absent.

Smuggling Dogs.
That many good dogs are smuggled into this country

very few will deny. We need not revert to the genteel
evasion that goes on under the "for breeding purposes"
plea. Last Saturday, however, the customs officers dropped
on a man named James Doyle, an oiler on the s.s. Nevada,
who tried to smuggle a Skye terrier and two Prince Charles
spaniels. The dogs are valued at $7.5 each. Besides the
animals, five dozen dog collars, two dozen dog brushes and
other similar articles were found in Doyle's quarters. With
the almost prohibitive rules now in force regai-ding im-
portation of dotr breeding stock there are likely to be agood
many canine mih rom importations.

Sympathy in a Dog.
A butcher residing at Brodick, in the Isle of Arron, told

me that he had two collie dogs at tbe same time, one old
and the other young, relates a writer in the Spectator. The
old dog became useless through old age and was drowmed
in the sea at Brodick. A few days afterward its body was
washed ashore, and it was discovered by the young dog,
who was seen immediately to go to the butcher's shop and
take away a piece ot meat and lay it at the dog's mouth.
The young dog evidently thought that the meat would re-
vive bis old comrade, and thereby showed remarkable sym-
pathy in aid of, to him, the apparent "weak."

That Mr. Mortimer has "landed with both feet" in the
dog world is amply proven by the interesting article Stoch-
Keeper publishes in the issue Aug. 19. A capital pen and
ink sketch is furnished showing our "impressario," as some
one had it, with one foot in England and the other in
America, just "landing." It is clever and a good likeness.
Mr. Mortimer's visit to England should be of inestimable
value to him in the judging ring, for we agree with the
above journal when it infers that he is thoroughly "up to
date" in dog show matters, has seen the latest styles of win-
ners and talked with the men who are making the history
of dogdom on the other side, a condition enjoyed by no other
man in this country. Fashions change in dogs as well as in
other less important matters.

When a child dies in Greenland the natives bury a live
dog with it, the dog to be used by the child as a euide to
the other world. When questioned in regard to this pecu-
liar superstition they will only answer; "A dog can find
his way anywhere;" and we should think would do his
level best to get out again.

Canadian fanciers will be pleased to hear that there is a
movement on foot to start a kennel club in Montreal, Can-
ada. The dog .'^bow la.st fall seems to have furthered the
idea, and the then secretary and others are now anxious to
start a club on the proper lines. There is no reason why a
good kennel club should not be started in Montreal. There
are many fanciers there, and it should be a good show town.
A local paper says: "There is plenty of rootn for improving
our kennel interests in Montreal, and the principal draw-
back seems that we are too bashful to make ourselves known
to the doggy world."

The Toronto Kennel Club ia an active body. They will
move next month into their new quarters in the new Odd
Fellnws Hall. The Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario has
promised to become a member, and the club has been in-
corporated under tbe laws of Ontario.

Tbe president of the Beagle Club writes us that he was
more than pleased with his trip to Maine, where he secured
a place, as we mentioned in last issue, for the raising and
training of his beagles superior to any he has yet seen.
Deer, wildcats, foxes, coons, rabbits, etc.. abound, and it is
needless to say the range is unlimited. When he gets things
fixed, as he has engaged an experienced man to break and
train his dogs, he will have quarters for a few others whose
owners may not be able to give their dogs such advantages
at home.

The only "German" does not come out of his shell of
silence very often—unless it be show time. He tells us in a
recent letter that he intends doing the Canadian shows, and
as he will have time to run a dog or two there for some
other exhibitor, any one wishing to avail himself of this
chance should do so. We all know the care Mr. Hopkins
takes of his dogs when on the circuit and that he is reliable,

Messrs. Charles Ditt'enderft'er and T. J. Sheubrookes, two
leading members of the M. K. C , called on us Monday
morning on their way to Atlantic City. They tell us that
the M K. C. will surely hold a show in Baltimore next year,
and whisper very mysteriously of a spaniel that the former
has invested in. tinder what classification of the Spaniel
Club it comes could not be ascertained, but that it is a No. 1
dog we were fully assured.

"If you have any regard for suffering humanity, refrain
from mentioning in columns of Forest and Strea_m that
I have any pups for sale, or else I will be compelled to secure
tbe services of a type writer. Annouiice to the public that
all my pointer pups are sold, and that Forest And Stream
was an important factor in disposing of them." So writes
Mr. R. Leslie of Lynn, Mass.

The Southern Field Trials Club must be congratulated on
the excellent entry secured for their fifth annual Derby. As
will be noticed, tbe English setter is still strongly in-
trenched, but we trust that tbe few pointers entered, which
by their breeding show that they come from the right sort,
will, in spite of all odds, give a good account of themselves.
Mr. Bishop's solitary Irish setter has a heavy burden to
bear, but for the honor of the country she has recently come
from and her previous reputation, we hope that her owner'.s
pluck will be rewarded. The English setters can take care
of themselves or others for them.

The freedom of the Adirondacks would be considered
ample exercising ground for any dog. If the report in the
Auburn paper is true, that Kemp, "the dog fancier of the
Adirondacks," has sold Dr. Conant-Sawyer a St. Bernard
pup three and a half months old and weighing SOlbs., it

would seem as if the question as /to the best climate and
country for breeding St. Bernards was solved.

New advertisements continue to fill our business columns
we notice this week that C. T. Brownell has Gordon setter
pups for sale; E. S. Everett, broken sttter; E. Leach, Eng-
lish setter bitch; John N. Lewis, choicely-bred English set-
ter pups; W. H. Chapin, pointer puppies; Matern Pointer
and Setter Kennels, six well-bred pups; H. B. Vondersmith,
Gardon setter pups. Training dogs, J, M. Whaite and C.
W. Ellis.- Wants—E. K. C. and A. K. C. stu.d books.
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SKIN DISEASES OF THE DOG.
Db. a. J. Sewell writes aiDother interesting article on

this subject, in the English Kennel Oazette and as it applies
to questions as to treatment that we are continually re-

ceiving from readers of FoEEST Stream its publication
may be of benefit to some poor tortured animal. Dr. Sewell
says: "Severn! articles by my pen about canine skin dis-

eases appeared in different numliers of the Kennel Gazette
during last year, 'nxt no mention was made of that particu-
lar form of cutaneous disorder called Pityriasis versicolor,
the subi "ct of the present paper.
"This dis'='ase, like follicular mange, is confined almost en-

tirely to puppies, by which I mean dogs under twelve
months of age; it sometimes occurs in puppies as young as
two months, but it generally commences when the dog is

about four months old, which is the time the teeth are be-
ing changed, and the system, as a result, seems somewhat
below par.
"I do not mean to say that adult dogs do not suffer from

this complaint, but it is of a most rare occurrence and they
do not form one per cent, of the cases.

"Pityriasis versicolor is of a contagious nature, but all

dogs that come iuto contact with the disorder do not con-
tract it more than they do follicular mange. Some are more
susceptihle than others, but if a healthy pup is put to live
in the same kennel with one suffering from the disease it is

almost sure to be transmitted.
"Dogs of all bree is are more or les.s liable, bub of the two

hinds, the long and smooth-coated, the latter seem more
susceptible; at any rate, one sees more cases among the
short-coated varieties; and dogs with a white coat seem
more subject to the disease than those of other colors.

"Pityriasis versicolor is due to a vegetable parasite, which
can only be seen with some difBculty with a microscope; it

consists of a number of tortuous tubes, many of which
branch at right angles.
"However, the disease is so very characteristic that the aid

of a magnifying instrument is scarcely required to diagnose
a case.
"Si/m7?toTOS,—Small bald patches, about the size of a three-

penny-piece [ten cent piece], which have a tendency to be
circulnr, appear in different parts of the body, legs and head.
During the earliest stages the spots are very small, in fact
are scarcely noticed even upon a smooth dog when one is

standing in front of the animal, more especially when the
patient fs a dark-colored one, but when standing behind the
dog, and looking as it were through the coat, the bare places
may be observed.

"If the patches are carefully examined by parting the hair
from the surrounding healthy cuticle, the diseased skin will
be noticed almost circular, and nearly denuded of hair; oc-
casionally there remain a few straggling hairs, but as a
rule, these are broken oS short.

"The surface of the skin is a dull greyish color, of a dry,
scaly appearance, and covered with fine dandriff. Here and
there upon some of the patches may be seen small red
pimples.
"The patches of diseased skin, as just stated, are, as a rule,

at first small, but without the parasite is destroyed they in-

crease in size until they become as large as half-a-crown, or
even bigger. Now and then one sees a case where the whole
head is covered with the disease; this has been caused by the
disorder spreading from several centers and meeting.
"The same may happen on the body or legs, and then, of

course, it loses its circular form,
"There is considerable irritation—more so in some cases

than others—accompanying jiityriasis, but nothing near to
the same extent as is noticed in ordinary mange.
"Treafrme?it.—Thisisnow a simple matter, but at one time,

when I used to use' cooling lotion, with the idea of relieving
the irritation, also sulphur ointment, which is one of the
most useful remedies for general skin diseases, the attack
very often used to continue for months, whereas since I have
dressed the affected parts with the sulphur and lime lotion
I And the complaint yields to treatment in most cases in
about a month. The lotion should be made as follows:

Slaked lime J^lb.

Powdered sulphur Xlh.
Water 2qts.

"The lime and sulphur should be mixed together and then
boiled with the water in an earthenware vessel until the
fluid is reduced to about one-half. Set aside to cool, and
when cold pour off the clear fluid, which should be kept in
a well corked bottle.

"The dog, before being dressed, should have a thorough
washing in tepid water, in which a little common soda has
been dissolved.
"The lotion should bo applied with a somewhat stiff

brush, daily, to all the affected parts, not only to the bare
places, but also to the apparently healthy skin, for at least
half an inch outside the margin of the diseased skin, so as
to insiire the whole of the cutaneous structure likely to be
attacked being dressed.

"This is most important, for, if the remedy, whatever it

may bi, is otherwise used, it will be found that, while the
pityriasis is being cured in the center of the spot, thedisease
is extending at its borders
"When a person has neither the time nor convenience for

making the sulphur and lime preparation, a bottle of
Spratts' mange lotion, which answers the same purpose,
should be obtained.
"With the idea of preventing the spread of the complaint,

once a week I recommend the patient should have a bath in
a warm solution of sulphurated potasb, made of the follow-
ing strength: One ounce to every gallon of water.
"This is to be used in addition to the above lotion, which

should be applied only locally.

"When the disease is dead, new hair soon commences to
appear on parts that were bare, and to stimulate its growth
I advise that the dog should be dressed all over, twice a
week, with cocoanut oil, but the lotion should not be dis-

continued too quickly, for if that be done there is sure to be
a return of unfavorable symptoms.
"As to internal remedies, arsenic is useful, and the solu-

tion of arseniate of soda is about the best preparation.
"For toy terriers, give from one to two drops.
"Fox-terriers, and other dogs of similar size, from two to

four drops.
"Collies, etc., from three to six drops.

"St. Bernards, etc., from four to eight drops.
"The minimum doses are for puppies four months old,

and the maximum doses for pups ten months or older.
Between these ages the medicine should be given propor-
tionately.''

BAD FORM.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Donovan notes my entry of my mastiff Ealderman at

the Toronto show, and while I, personally, have not the
faintest objection to the fact being ever so widely known, I
wish to suggest to Mr. Donovan and to all show officers,

that it is bad form to announce in advance that any dog is

to compete at any show. I remember well that many years
since I had a bitch come in use just before a Pittsburgh
show, and was uncertain whether I had better ship her to
Boston for service or await coming of a dog to the Pitts-

burgh show, and on inquiry of Mr. Lincoln whether any
mastiffs were entered, found him very reticent about the
matter, although finally on my representation of the case,

he advised m.e, in very strict confidence, that a certain dog
was coming, and I kept the bitch for this dog, securing the
owner's consent to the service. Exceptional circupistances

may make it proper to divulge entries in advance, but the

presumption is always very strongly against the propriety
of so doing.
I again assure Mr. Donovan that I have no shadow of ob-

jection as far as I am concerned, but am merely calling at-
tention to a dangerous custom that seems growing.

„ _ W. Wade.
HtiI/TOn, Pa., Aug. 13

SNAKE AND DOG FIGHT.
A MOST exciting fight, says the Indian Daily Nevjs, be-

tween a bull mastiff and a snake about 4ft. oin. long, ap-
parently of the dhamin species, was witnessed early last
Friday morning by a number of persons residing ip a housem Entally. The gentleman in whose house the occurrence
took place keeps a large poultry yard, and the snake intend
ing no doubt to make a meal of one of the fowls or ducks,
was stealthily crawling into the yard, when the birds, scent-
ing an enemy, began to crow and cackle and flutter about in
their alarm The snake had just caught'a duck when the
bull mastiff came rnnning to the spot attracted by the noise,
sprang upon the snake, and seized it close to the head. Act-
ing on the defensive now, the snake released the duck and
coiling itself round its antagonist endeavored to crush it. It
compelled the dog to roll over; but the latter refused to quit
his hold, while with his hind paws he struggled to tear the
coils off him. This he partly succeeded in doing, and re-
gained his feet, but the reptile once more coiled round him,
and lb appeared now as if the dog would be strangled, the
folds of the snake forming a double ring round the mastiff's
neck. The wriggling of the snake and the frantic struggle
of the dog were now almost terrible, and were all the more
intensely watched from the fact that no help could be ren-
dered to the plucky dog, who never relaxed his grip. Both
combataots rolled over a second time, and continued strug-
gling for fully five minutes, while the dog pawed up the
ground all round, and at last managed to make a slit about
a span long in the skin of the snake by means of his claws.
This was the beginning of the end. The dog once more
threw off the coils and rose to his feet. Releasing his grip
for a moment he made a dash at the head of the snake, and
completely crushed it Having disabled the snake so far,
he tore the snake's body till the reptile was disemboweled.
After a severe contest, extending over a quarter of an hour,
the brave dog gained a complete victory. Strange to relate,
the mastiff, with the exception of a large swelling in the in-
side of his mouth, .sustained no injury, and appears to be
doing well.

THE CREDIT IS DUE TO THE BREEDER.
Editor FnrcM and Stream:
It is not my usual custom to rush into print, but there has

been a good deal said of late in the beagle line as to whom
belongs the credit of bringing out good dogs, the buyer or
the breeder.
As one of the oldest breeders, I wish to briefly state my

views in the matter. "Uncle Dick" in his letter to Fobest
AND Stream of Aug. 25, seems to hit the nail on the head
when he says, that to the breeder belongs the glory. While
the buyer should receive his share of credit for showing his
speculative judgment in buying good dogs, the breeder
should be entitled to most of the glory for producing the
same. For instance, a careful breeder will study the dis-
position, breeding, and also the good and bad points of his
bitches, and will then select a stud dog who will most likely
suit them in all points, and past experiences tell me that
the result will usually be gratifying. That is the way good
specimen dogs are bred, and I think the breeder who pro-
duces them should receive the glorj'. It is gratifying to me
to state, that two of Mr. Kjeuder's best beagle "dogs were
bred by me. Geop.&e L'aick.
Tarrytown, N., Y. Aug. 37.

DOGMATICS FROM DOGDOM.
It is astonishing what a close resemblance there is in the

appearance of famous dogs and ones not famous.
-§-

The man who buys a dog and pays before seeing him
learns a whole lot after.

-§-
The number of quarrels a bone contains depends on the

number of dogs about.

Barking dogs will sometimes bite; also barkless dogs.

Because a greyhound carries a long face it does not follow
that he is a sad dog.

-§-
What is considered an amiable discussion among dog-

men would be considered a battle royal among other frater-
nities.

I once bought a watchdog, and then had difficulty in accu-
mulating property for the dog to watch.

-§-
The dog that the policeman would destroy he first makes

mad. The Ctnic.

IS SCORING DOGS POSSIBLE OR FEASIBLE?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Scoring dogs is possible, bub not feasible. It has been

tried and abandoned many times years ago. If you will
publish that little picture that vou drew years ago, "Point
Judging Beagles," it will nip all such nonsense in the bud.
Poultry has been scored by points, but no large shows do it
now. Comparison is the only true test for dogs, poultry or
anything else. I could a tale unfold about scoring dogs, but
do not care to inflict yotir readers any more than possible.

"Uncle Dick."

GREAT DANES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am not very familiar with dog shows and the classifica-
tion of the different breeds of dogs, but just now, being the
owner of a solitary Great Dane or what I am led to suppose
is one, I would like to know whether this handsome and
intelligent animal is considei-ed under the head of "sporting
dogs." My friends tell me he is not, but as I believe this
breed is known in some countries as a boarhound, I should
think that ougnt to settle it. German Dogge.
Woodstock, Can.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are Inserted without ohftrge; and blanbs

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

JennieD—Daybreak. Thos. Dunn's (Proviflence. R. I.) English
setter bitch Jennie D. to N. Mcintosh's Daybreak (Roy Monarch
—Blue Jennie), Aug. 17.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sarah. E. Brooks's (Hyde Park, Mass.) Dandie Dinmont bitch
Sarah (Border Jim—Fan), Aug. 23, five (two dogs), by hie King o'
the Heather.

Lady Flute. R. W. Pope's (Gardiner, Me.) beagle bitch Lady
Flu^e. Auer. 18. sIy (four doo's). by liis Royal Hunter.

Flossy. C. V. Griffith's (Andersoii, Ind.) pusr hitoh Flossy (cham-
pion Kasb--__), Aug. 9, four (thrpe dogp), by Ebsrhart Pug .

Kennels Eberhart's Capbier (champion Kash—Lady Tbora)
Mabel E. Eberhart Pug KeDnels' (Oincinuati. O.) pug bitchMabel B. (cbampion KRSb—Lady Tbtirman). Aug. 22, six (three

ocs), by their Patsy Bollvsr (Eherhart's Cashier— Flossy If)
Gladys. Ebprhart, & Kinnio's (Cincinnaii. O ) pug h\uh Gladys

(Sir Loris-Phyllis II ), Aug 23 live (three dogf), by their Spokane
(ch-uip'on Ka^b—Lady Thora).
Primrose. Dr Nicors (Cookstown, Out.) beRgle bitch Primrose

(Brittle Pearl), Aup. li, three (one dog), by his King Kru<ger
(Sport Bannerman—Virgie).
JUL Dr. NicoPa (Oookstown, Ont.) cooker sp'^me-l bitch Jill

(Doctor—Lucy), Aug. i, nine (three dogs), by his Bambo (Bob Obo
—Nina).

SALES.
!^°° Prepared Blanks sent tree on application.
Hapyy ThouQht. Silver fawn pusr dog-, whelped July 23, 1S93. by

Happy Toby out of Lady Alma, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Ciacin-
nati, O., to F, A. Davies, Pittsburgrh, Pa.
Satan. Silver fawn pug doo;, whelped Aug. 30, 1891, by Spokane

out of Sara BRrnhar'<t, by Eberhart Pug: Kennels, I lucinnati, O..
to Wm VV. Weeks BriHeretoTi, N J.
KiUJare-Rose Sarsfield ivluilp. Red Irish sptter, by Oak Grove

Keunels, Moodus, Conu., to David Laughlia, Udcs. N. Y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tliereis no charge for ansivering questions umlcr this head. All

qwstirjns relating to ailments of dogs will be amwercd by Dr. T. G
Sherwood, a member of the Royal Cnliege of Vrterimmi Sunmnis.
Comrnunications referring tn other matters eonncctnl wiUi Kennel
Manaijcment and dogs luill receive careful attention.

Reader, Detroit. Micb.—I have an Euglish mastiff whose ears
are sore, i.ansed by fli'-s. Please inform me what will cure them
and also prevent the fl'es from .settling on them again. Ans.Rub some oil of tar on the spot, when dry put more on.'

A.^ S. L., Buffalo, N. Y.—Please erive ex^trrded uedigre« of
Counters of Devoasbire. Aus. BvBrucfioutof Wiltshire Kate,
hy Monarch "Ut of Nora, bv M-arquis ou^- of Bdlb : Monnrcli, by
Lang out of Rbona; Biuue. by Don out of CounTesp, hv Lane out
of a hitPh of Mr. Lanti's: Don, by Lang out of a bitch of Mr.
Lang's. Breeder, J. L. Bulled, England.

W. A D.—Should the nose of a dachshund be black or flesh-
colored? Ans. It all depends on the color of the dog. If a black
and tan, the nose shouUi be blacfe; but if red, it i.s a matter of
choice. If black, it euhancps tbe dog's appearance somewhat.
Yes, the ears should be long enough to lap over the nose.

Constant Reader, New York City.—See advice to "F. T. A."
Syringe tbe shfaih out with warm water three times a day, and
then u'" the following lotion:

R- ZiTici pulph
, gr. v.

Plumbi acet , ; ^r. iii.

Carboli c acid m . v.
Glycerine 3bb.
Pnly. acacise gr. viij.
Aq. ad ? vi.
M. F. T. lotis.

In.iect a t-iblespoonful each time and hold it in the sheath for a
minute or two.

F. T- A , Sharon, Conn.—I have a livr and white settpr dog,
some five years old and a fine worker. He is fat and fee's lively,
but he has had two or three turns of bleeding from 'heaheaf'h
during the p^st six months. He has not been hurt to my knowl-
fldge and has no weakness of the back or hips, and why be bleeds
I cannot see. For the last two weeks he has seemed to "ub very
much constipated; at any rate, seemed to he in pain when tbe
howels wished to act. Will yelp and draw his hinder parts on tbe
ground as if it hurt him to have a passage. Does the constipation
cause the trouble? What is tbe best physic tn administer'' Ana.
Better take the dog to a veterinarian, who conld examine thp parts
to see if there are any lesion'', the result of inj'iryor disease; he
might also examine tlie rectum. You do not say whether be
passes water freely. Give a tablespoonful of castor oil with 10
drops of tincture of byoscyannis. Keep tbe parts clean and erive
the following pills: Eigotinegrs. 3 ss; gallic aoid, 3 i; to make 12
pills. Give one three times a day.

Oke of the pleasant features of the meet has been the abwndance
of music, not strictly classical, perhaps, but none the less appro-
priate. The three cornets made lively music, not only at "colors"

and "taps" and for marching, but at the camp lire. The two drums,
too, gave martial air to the camp, and one of the pleasantest frolics

of the meet was the wild march by torcbUght over the entire poinf,

to the music of the drums and cornets. The Bulwagga camp boasted
a real piano, but it was not of general use, being nou-portable, Tbe
eigbt or ten guitars, banjoes and mandolins in camp made a very-

good orchestra for dancing and singing, as well as ^drlQStrtitnencal

music at the camp-fires.

Fortunately "Comrades" was forgotten thin year, but the other
'sspielers"—"Maggie Murphy," "Annie Rooney" and "Joe"— were on
band, in company with "Mary Green," and even the disreputable Mr.
'McCliiskey" found his way in with them.

The A. C. A. meets have been remarkable for the odd and attrac-

tive songs which have come in from year to .year, .some being unde-
servedl.y forgotten. In 1884 thtre wei-e the two French Canadian
songs, "Alouet'e" and "Boule Roulant," both very taking airs; also

the old calcb, "Hop Along, Sister Mary." A year later Dr. Neide
brought to camp a shanty song of more than usual merit, "RoUing
Down from Old Mohea," which has since been forgotten, though
deserving oC preservation. A favorite song in 188ii was "Ring, ring

the Banjo," sung by Mr. Andrews, of the Rochester C. C. In 1888

Mr. Lnndberg, of the Mohicans, came to Lake George and captured
the camp with his magniftcent voice and the charming .song

Neckeii." The Jessup's Neck meet of 1889 will long be remembered
for its famous "Ooon Baud" of thrf>e darkies with tbeir "Water-
melon (Jrowing on the Vine," still a universal favorite in camp, as
well as for the popular "Cock Robin."

The present meet has brought out more music than usual. Mr.
Howard Gray, of the Vespers, has helped out every camp fire with
some good comic songs; Mr. Moffatt, of the Yonkcrs C. C, has
sung a number of ballads, though his taste for comic songs has.for
some reason declined since 1890, and the "Wail of Toe" was not
heard once, though often demanded; Mr. .J. R. Lake, of the Mew
York C. C, brought to camp a rousing shauty .'ong, "Bound for
Australia," which has been sung, hummed and whistled everywhere,
lending good aid in all the camp work. Messrs. Francis, of the Bui

-

waggas, brought some good college songs to tht) camp^flre." and
lent good aid in all choruses. The chief musical feature, however, was
the singing of Mr. C. B. Asbendeu, of the Newton Boat Club, the for-

tunate posses!5or of a fine baritone voice. His singing of "Annie
Laurie" won the praise of all who heard him, and thehttleFong
Fraulein," which was demanded on every occasion, is one of the

quaintest and daintiest of airs ever heard at a meet.

The work of the various committees this year has been so carefully

done as to call for no complaint or criticism. Messrs. Gibson, Hunt-
ington and Dorland in particular have managed their respective

committees in a way never done before, and the races have been run
on time, with no protests or unfinished business; the transportation

has been most satisfactory, and Mr. Huntington has been on the

groimd from the first day to the last, attending to the camp tloors

and lumber supply and the general rnanagement of the camp.
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The various comrnents and criticisms vvhicli tlie Forest and Stream
in common with canoeists has made on previous meets have been

met by the statement that the average canoeist is a chronic Ificker

who pa.TS but a dollar a year and wants everything in return. That
this is untrue is shown by the present meet, at which there has been

hardly a complaint from anyone, even under the trying conditions o£

the rainy weather. The fact that the officers bad made an earnest

and succpssful effort to secure all practicable advantages for the

campers, was appreciated by all; and such work and discomfort as

is incidental to all camping was accepted cheetfally as a part of the

fun. That grumbling which has been heard in other years over de-

fective transportation or poorly managed rai..es was absent this year,

not because everything was absolutely perfect, but because all ar-

rangements were as good as could reasonably be expected.

The incidental entertainments which have been an interesting

featui'e of every camp since Mr. Seavey joined the A. 0. A. in 1S84

have all been surpassed by the number and quality of those given
this year. The old fellows will remember the first affair, the Indian
war dance and tableau on the hill at Grindstone, in which little Sob
took a star part. From that time on Mr. Seavey has been the recog"

nizedhead of all camp frolics, inckiding the famous "ball" at Bow
Arrow Point in 1887, the "Great Triple Atigregation" at Stave Island

in 1888, the minstrel show at Jessup's Neck in 1890 and the great sea
serpent and improptu tableaux here last year. The greatest of all

of th<-se was the Stave Island circus, an entirely impromptu affair,

but excellently managed. The two entertainments this year were
more elaborate, being plaoned long in advance. The "As You Like
It" tableaux were worthy of a far larger audience and of more than
one sohtary performance, being most artistically produced. The
illuminalion and storming of the fort were also on a most elaborate

scale, and would have attracted attention under any circumstances,
being all the more remarkable when produced for a single night in

the woods. With these two were the camp-fire of the Bulwagga
C. C. with the best musical programme ever given at a meet; the
three making a series of performances which will probably be tm-
equalled tor a long tune, although it is the wish of every good A. C.

A. man that "Seavey may manage all our shows, for a hundred years
to come."

The two facts which stand out most prominently in connection
with the 13th annual meet of the American Oanoe Association are
that it has been an unqualified succtss, and that this success has
been due primarily and principally to Com. Winne. The able and
efficient work of every committee has been an important factor, hut
from first to last, from the meeting of the executive committee last

November until the A. C. A. flag was lowered for the last time in

camp last week, the Commodore has worked unceasingly over every
detail The weather of the first ten days was most discouraging,
threatening a failure of the entire meet: but through it all the Com-
modore \ras as bright and cheerful as ever, all over the camp, with
a plf asact word here and a laugh at the rain there, leading in one
project or another to keep the camp alive and the canoeists amused
The perfect working of all details of transportation, camp location

and other matters wbich have given so much trouble in previous
years, bears testimony to bis executive ability; but beyond this he
has done much for the social life of the meet, bringiog the men to-

gether and making of the camp one large party of intimate friends.

There are two very difficult tasks which fall to the lot of every
commodore during the meet at which he presides. One of these is

to keep the camp alive, to amuse and interest every one, and to

mould the whole parly of over two hundred, many of them new men
and strangers, into one friendly and sociable body. Tbe other task
is to restrain the more turbulent spirits who bring disorder to every
meet, and to keetj Ibem within bounds which shall not infringe on
th" enjoyment of the majority of those present.

Com. Winne has proved equal to both tasks; he has taken the lead
in every entertainment, and has made the headquarters what it

should be, the central ppint of the whole meet and camp.

The quiet and order which has prevailed in the present camp is in

marked contrast to some previous years. The first experimental out-

break after the style of last year, led hymen who from their positions

should know better, met with such prompt action on the part of the
Commodore that it was not repeated, and the result was that such
fun as prevailed after taps at 11 P. M., was so subdued as to cause
little disturbance to those who wished to spend a part of the night in

sleep.

A Lazy Cruise for Recreation.
Smyth proposea it. Ward suggested the destination—the Atlantic

Highlands. Vaux moved that a sloop be chartered to take the
canoes and duffie across the Biy and bring them hack. Stevens en-
gaged the sloop, and he and Plummer purchased the "prog." Mac
Lake and SchieffeUn simply agreed to go. Rauol said he would sail
over in his own boat and camp with the party, and he did. Ward
could n t get his catboat off the shore, wbere she grounded in a
squall, and therefore missed the fun and unfortunately for all—him-
self included—had to stay at home over the glorious Fourth.
Friday evening just at sunset the 40-ton sloop Grover Cleveland

dropped anchor off the Bensonhurst pier and Captain Mack came
ashore to the New York O. C. float in his yawl to report readv for
orders.
The club house presented a busy scene. Old camp kits and shore

tents were being overhauled, and the racing canoes were put in
cruising trim Few regatta day visitors would have believed that
the house contained any cruising outfits, since tbeir many visits
there had revealed to them nothing but large sails, 5ft. sliding seats,
and purely racing canoes. It must be confessed tbat the word crwis-
Mifif has rarely been heard spoken in the club house of late years,
and since the ante South Beach days no cruising has been done by
the members or from the club house except by the veteran Dr.
Curtis—who is now off for a month—and young Raoul who has
never had an attack of racing fever.
There was no wind at 8 on Saturday moi-ning and therefore the five

who were on hand took things leisurelv, and by easy stages ferried
the duflle out to the Grover and got their canoes on deck, Raoul left
the house at 5 in the morning to sail to the camp in Marguerite Lake
and Sciiieffelin could not leave their offices in time to sail down on
the sloop, but were to go by train later in the day, and therefore
tbeir canoes and camping things were put aboard the Grover with
the rest.
A light breeze sprang up at 10 o'clock, S.S.E.. and dead ahead

Everything was on board and" ready for the voyage. The anchor
was lifted, the jib setand the sloop headed as near south as she could
pomt. The day was perfect, hot sun and cool breeze, and the men
could not have enjoyed the sailing more if they had been on the deck
of the finest yacht.
The steward started a fire in the cabin stove a little lat^r on and

prepared a meal for the captain and crew, including a big ba,tch of
hot biscuit, a large part of which he offered to the passengers, and
they were not slow in accepting the kindness. The stove was turaed
over to the two cooks of the party as soon as captain and crew had
dined, and a delicious meal was served up to those on deck, thtis
making the first hole in the camp stores.
The tide was high at 1:30. At 2:30 the sloop ran hard and fast

aground on the highest flat in the Horseshoe, a mile off shore. By 3
P. M the canoes were all afloat and ah the camp dulHe was stowed
in the yawl alongside ready for the voyage up the Shrewsbury to the
campground that had been settled upon beforehand. All sailed,
even the yaw!, and worked to windward up to the Central R. R.
drawbridge. There a very strong ebb current was encountced and
the yawl carried away her centerboard by striking a bar. Plummer
and Smythe had gone ahead above the draw. Mac. Stevens and
Vaux kept near the yawl, their base of supplies. A council of war
was held, and it was decided to get a shore meal before proceedine
further. While the men were dining Plummer and Smythe returned
and then it was decided to campnearby as it was getting late and the
crew had to return to the sloop tQ help O&pt, Maclf gpt the Grover
pffi.tiie flat at' tte nest high tide,

>^ '
-

The onlji Republican in the 'partv'deliberated some time early in
the day before he consented to board a transport having such a
name, and was jnl-)ilant when the sloop ran aground, and he could
get in bis "I told you so "

Running down before the wind the cano&s skirted the shore at the
mouth of the river, and a mile below the bridge on the shore of tne
bay a fine sand beach was found. The canoes were beached less
than half a mile from a house where it wss evident fresh water could
be obtained, and the camp things were taken ashore from the yawl,
and the work of pitching terns began. It was dark before, the
two ten 5 were up and the cots and blankets placed in th<^m ready for
the night, Plummer put a small tentov^r his canoe and slept in it.

After the heavy work was done a camp-flre was started and a re-
freshing beverage brewed over it, just as a hke tipple used to be
made on Gnndstone Island.
Probabilities were talked over and it was aaroed that Raoul had

reached the camp ground on Pleasure Biy before dark, and that
Lakeand Schieffelin,coming down by train, hadfound him and would
camp with him over night, and not 'finding the rest of the party, all

three would sail down the river next morning in the Marguerite look-
InK for the main camp.
ExBctly this happened. The Marguerite made her appearance be-

fore 11 o'clock and then the party was complete. Lake and SchieffeUn
went out to the sloop and got their canoes and pitohed their tent.
As a stiff gale of wind was blowing, tbs rest of the party was con-
tent to stay ashore and rest. The day was intensely hot, and swim-
ming proved to be the most satisfying divnrsion.
After dinner the w»st showed manifest signs of a heavy squall and

thunder shower. It w;is Hue watching the storm gather and the
heavy clouds gradually s|)read out to the north and east. Ample
warnine of the coming troniile was given, and the old campers
heeded the signs in the sky by securing their tents with strong guy
lines and long pegs driven far down into the heavy sand. Rubber
blanket,s w^ere spread over the things in the tents, oilers and so'wes-
ters were fished out ready to be put on at a minute's notice. When
the storm broke it did no damage, although it was by far the most
violent experienced in this vicinity thus far this year.
Those who were at Jessup's Neck in 1890 that first Sunday of camp

will appreciate what a heavy thunder squall means to campers. The
men did not stay in their tents, but in oilers and with hare feet re-

mained outside to bo prepared to repair damages quickly and satis-

factoril.y if any accident happened. The tents stood the test and
remained firm, leaking so little that nothing of any account got wet.
Dry wood bad been stored away, and when the heavy part of the
shower passed over, a Are was started and a royal dinner cooked and
eaten just as darkness shut in. The rain Kept up in a half-hearr<=d
wav till nearly 10 o'clock; but with a gO">d camp- fire and comfortable
tents it mattered not to the campers what the weather might be.

One of the lanterns had a bad habit of eroing out at inconvenient
times. The owner had been using it pretty constantly for some time,
either carrying it about with him, or leaving it on the ground to
mark the spot where some useful article had been temporarily
placed. While carrying this lantern late in the evening the owner
was seen moving about the beach in a way that indicated that he
was in search of sompthiog. He visited every spot where his things
had been placed at different times, and was heard to mutter strangre
incantations meanwhile. Finally he exclaimed, "Confound that
lantern; it's out again, and I can't find it." A roar of laughter
greeted this remark, and he was asked if be expected to find it by
the light in his ham I. He lb i^n admitted that "it was one on him"—
and his name was Vaux. Before 11 all were asleep
At about 1 A. M. the wind shifted, the sky cleared and a violent

wind squall from the west struck the camp, driving sand, sticks and
beach-drift before it, which hammered on the canvas and awoke the
sleepers, who at once supposed anothprrain squall was uti^n them.
The wind was even more severe than during the thunder squall, and
bl«w the hot coals from the slumbering camp-fire along ttie bpach,
emitting sparks as they went, which threatened destruction to tents,
sails and canoes. Water had to be hastily rhro vn over the fire to

prevent a conflagration. The large tent occupied by Lake, Schieffe-
lin and Plummer blew about in such a violent manner and made such
a noise about it that sleep for them was impossible, even after they
felt certain it was not in danger of hlowine away. Not until 4 A.M.

,

when the wind moderated somewhat, did they go off to sleep again.
The ot^iers had no trouble.
Monday morning was in every way tbe glorious Fourth. The sky

was clear, the air cool, not a cloud to be seen and a strong west
wind was blowing, which kicked up a heavy sea, as it had the full

width of the bay for its sweep. After a very elaborate breakfast,
which took time to prepare and dispose of. the wind dropped some-
what and the canoes were launched for a little sailing.

The tide was low, but ' ising, and the canoes often ran aground
and had to be pushed off the flats. Stevens's canoe Kismet draws
about lOin. of water ann therefore he had more trouble than the re^t
At one time his keel touched and he luffed up, and toeing within lOft.

of the shore stepped overboard to wade in. Imagine his surprise
and the mirth of those who were watching him when he did not find
bottom with his feet, but lost his balance and plunged in head over
ears. He happened to bit upon a deep hole and was unmercifully
laughed at for his misplaced confidence.
The boy of the party—Schieft'elin—kept the others in constant fear

of their lives wbfle he celel5rated theFourth in the true old-fashioned
way, firing giant crackers near the tents and canoe sails. Then he
shot at a mark with a long-barreled revolver, the muzzle of which
had a bad habit of raking the entire camn from time to time. Peace
of mind was not restored till his last shell had been exploled. Part
of his kit consisted of two heavy, long, sharp, bo wie knives. These
he did not carry about with him but dropped on the sand, innocent
of sheath, wherever it happened to suit his convenience. A.S the fel-

lows were walking about with feet bare, there was constant danger
of stepping on these villainously murderous weapons. As luck wouid
have it he only succeeded in cutting himself in the hand. The single
serious wound of the entire three days w'as inflicted by a mild and
usually harmless tent peg which came in contact with a bare toe
moving at a high rate of speed along the beach in order to enable lis

owner to see the sunset.
Smythe remarked Monday morning when some one called his at-

tention to his gloriously sunburnt face, that if he expected to keep
his present sKin he would have to rivet it on.
After dinner tents were struck, the canoes and yawl—which came

off from the sloop—launched and loaded, and the voyage to the
transport began. By 8:30 all was on board and a start for home was
made. The wind had died away almost entirely, and the Grover
only drifted "as idle as a painted ship upon a painted ocean."
Supper was served on board, and by 8 o'clock the sloop was within

half a mile of Norton's Point. Then the wind died out entirely, or
came in puffs from any and all directions, and a strung ebb tide set
the vessel out toward the open sea. Four hours of drjftin.ii ensued,
beguUed by song and story, and then a gentle puff carried tiie Grover
aroimd the Point into Gravesend Bay and out of the tide. The
anchor was dropped off the pier at lS:30'.and by 1 A. M. the canoes,
camping things and men were all in the club house and the cruise
was over.
The present indications are tbat the cruising fever has set in, and

if the readers of the foRBST ajjd Stream never hear of a New York
man racing again they will know the reason

One of the Cruisers.

Detroit Boat Club.
On Sept. 19 and 30 an open canoe meet will be held on the Detroit

River, under the auspices of the Detroit Boat Club. The events
will be:
Paddling races— 1, limQe, single; 3, }^ mile, tandem; 3, 14 mile,

paddling upset; 4. ?4 niile, tandem, siandmg; 5. i.^raile, single blade,
with turn; 6, mile, club fours; 7, hurry scurry.
Sailing races—8, 0 miles, limit measurements'; 9, Smiles, no limit;

10, combination, sailing and paddling.
Any canoeman who is a member in good standing of a recognized

canoeing association or club will be eligible to compete in any of
these events. Suitable prizes will be offered for each event, A. C.
A. rules will £rovern measurements and races, it is earnestly re-
quested that all who purpose entering any of these races will signify
their intentions at the earliest possible date.

New York C. C. Ke^atta.
The fall regatta of the New York C. C. will be held at Benson-

burst, Gravesend Bay, Sauirday, Sept 3. Paddling, sailing, swim-
ming and other races ; gymnasti'-s, tricks and other contests'. Mem-
bers of the A. C. A. and of canoe clubs in the vicinity, will be welcome.
All races open to all comers. Sleeoing accommodations, in the club
house, will be provided for those canoemen who come from other
clubs. Meals can be had at the pier, near by. Ferry every half hour
from the Battery to Thirty-ninth street. South Brooklyn; train from
there.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for mamberehip In the

A C. A,: Northern Divison: J. Dakers Paterson, Montreal. Gen-
tj-al PiYi^ion; Abraw Barker and W-E. Bailey, Seattle, Wash,

Corinthian Y. C. 4th Annual Sweepstakes, Aug. 22.
newpobt, r, t.

The Corinthian Y. C, of New York, has this year shared tbe luck
of nearly all clubs in the way of small entry lists, the fleet of eight
or ten starters in its former sweepstake races having shriirken to
three The race, too, has been less exciting than usual from the fact
that the pnsirions of the three yachts composing the present 46ft.
elates had already been finally settled by ihe races of the New York
Y, C, cruise, at least so far as first place is concerned,

In the three previous years it has so happened that there have
been qufsiious of supremacy undecided by the earlier racine-, and
the Corinthian sweeps'akes, with its fair and neufral course, and
with every yacht specially overhauled for it. has been accfpted as
the final test. This year the concluding racfs of the cruise at Mar-
blehead left no room for question as to Wasp's superiority over
both Oloriana and Harpoon, the only important issue eing between
the latter two for second place, and even this question excited com-
paratively little interest after the heated discussions of la^t year,
owing to the important changes in the yacht«, owners and skippers.
There is httle doubt that Harpoon i« a dpci'lpd improvement over

last year's BtJatrice, but it is a more difficult matter to gauge
Gloriana's present performance with that of 1891, and in the present
race this difficulty was increased by tbe fact tbat her trim bad been
changed by the removal of some l,5001bs. of lead from her ke^l. to
compensate in part for the added immersion caused by over a year's
soaking of the bull.

The racft was much the same in all its conditions as in the other
three years, being siUed over the same triangular course. 25 nauti-
cal mites, and in a moderate S.W. wind, there being, however, but
one prize, the $.300 sweepstakes with a sum added by the club. The
course was off Newport, starting and fluishiag off the Brenton's
Reef Lightship, the first leg. 8% miles, being in tbe direction of Point
.Judith. Tbe starters were:

Owner. Designer. HelrasmBn.
Wasp ...Archibald Rogers— N G Herreshoff . ..Gapt. Cnas. Barr
Gloriana Dr. W. B. Hopkins.. .N. G. Ilerresboff . ..Capt. John Barr.
Harpoon.. Messrs. Adams Edward Burgess.. Ch^is. F.Adams.
The wind was lisht from tbe north earlj' in the dav. finally settling

in the 8.W., and when the regatta committee, Messrs. E. H. Clarke,
Chas. Stewart Davidson and W H. Plummer. with Mr. George A.
Cormack, reached the start on the steam yacht Sapphire, thty set
the signals for the usual coui'se, the first lea: S.S W.
There was a ten minute preparatorf interval after the first signal,

at 12:26, and three minutes in which to cross after the starting
whistle, at 12:35 All three swung elub'opsails. Wasp alone carrying
a baby jibtopsail. On board Wasp was Mr. Rogers and Mr. Heres-
hoft"; on board Gloriana were Me.ssrs. Royal Phelps Carroll and Hugh
Norman, and on board Harpoon were Messrs. Sharp and Sigourney
Butler with her owners.
Wasp was close by the line and went over within JSs., Gloriara

being 43s. later. Harpoon laid back and waited almost the full
limit, being timed at 12:47:42. All crossing on the starboard tack,
they stood off sh'^re for about a mile, when Wasp tacked, followed
by Harpoon, and headed in for Narraganseit, leaving Gloriana to
stand on some distance further before t>. eking aft<--r them. The wind
was very light at the start, but increase'-l gradually. W^asp leaving
Harpoon all the time. When Gloriana and Harpcon met, after the
former's long tack nff shore, which happened as the two werenf aring
Point Judith, Harpoon had the starboard tack and Gloriana was
forced to bear away a little, Harpoon having thus gained -im. on her.
The weather mark was turned:

Elapsed.
Wasp 2 28 10 1 47 48
Harpoon 2 30 05 1 53 23
Gloriana 2 -31 05 1 55 H
Tbe second leg was run with booms to port and ballonn jibtopsails

set. Hai'poon setting her spinaker to starboard when a couple of
miles from the second mark. All jibed at the mark, the times being:

Elapsed.
Wasp 3 22 53 0 59 52
Harpoon 3 33 06 1 03 01
Gloriana . --. 3 36 40 1 05 35
With a freshening breeze Wa.sp reached for tbe finish, stlQ making

a gain on the other two, the times at tne line being

:

Gloriana
The ofacial times were:

ijloriana
Neither of the yachts was measured befoi-e the race, but fortu-

nately the finish was so decided that no question can arise over the
corrected times. Admiral Belmont was on board of Ituna as the
guest of Mr. Morgan The steam yacht Linta, Mr. Walter Luttgen,
carried the representatives of the press. Fleet Captain M, Roosevelt
Schuj'ler being in command. A number of steam and sailing yachts
wei-e present to witness the race.

Fall River Y. C, Aug. 23.
FALL RIVER—MOUNT HOPE BAV.

The open regatta of the Fall River Y. C. was sailed on Aug. 23 in a
light breeze, the times being;

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Elapsed.
1 01 09

...4 35 2tl 1 02 30

...4 38 27 1 10 47

Start. Finish. Elapsed
12 35 12 4 24 01 3 48 49
12 87 42 4 35 26 3 57 44
12 35 54 4 38 27 4 02 33

Lorita, Marion

Gvmnote. Cataumet .

.

Catspaw, Newport.

second class.

THIRD CLASS.

FOURTH CLASS.

FIFTH CLASS.

SIXTH CLA.S.S.

SBVEaraH CT/ASS.

EIGHTH CLASS.

2 03 00 2 02 45
.2 05 11 2 05 11

2 28 23 2 25 03
,2 19 -12 2 19 43
3 00 15 a 35 IT

2 32 11 2 32 11
Not meas.

2 32 40 3 32 33
2 25 27 2 22 S3

3 25 25
2 28 21

1 42 51 1 42 25
1 41 41 1 39 23
.1 42 15 1 38 22
.1 34 53 1 34 .53

,1 39 1-i 1 37 45
1 41 54 1 38 .30

.1 37 ft) 1 35 08
1 35 45

1 41 56 1 39 51

.1 45 23 1 44 26
1 44 00 1 38 19
1 53 10 1 49 22

1 15 09
.1 43 44 1 '10 31
1 43 52 1 40 01

1 45 14 1 43 09
.1 4i 38 1 44 33

. .58 14 56 45
Not measured.
54 .39 54 39

.1 07 02 1 06 13
1 04 39 1 04 33
.1 10 08 1 10 08'

The winners were: First class, Verena: second class, Lorita; third
class catboats. Flight first i-nd Hector second; fourth class. Gymnote;
fifth class. Unknown; sixth class, Dai.sy; seventh class. Dido; eighth
class. Marietta.

Prizes: First class, silver ice pitcher valued at SSO: second class,
pair Lemaue's field glasses ; third and fourth cla sses, first $20, second
$10; fifth class, $15 and $8; sixth class, $10and 85; seventh and eighth
classes, $5 and -3.

Dilemma and El Chico.
On Aug, 23 a private match was sailed in connec'ion with the Cor-

inthian Y. C. sweepstakes between the two Herreshoff fin keels
Dilemma and El Chico, th° former being the first of the type, built
last fall, and now owned by 5Ir. GouverneurKortright.who sailed her.
El Cbico was sailed by her owner. Mr. H. Maitland Kersey. The
course was over the windward leg of the Corinthian triangle and re-
turn, ]6Jg miles, the start being made just after the 46 footers crossed.
Dilemma led by nearly 8ni. at the weather mark, increasing her lead
some 2m. on the run in, and winning easily; her time for the 16^^
loiles beittg 3.51.0^,

....
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CORSAIR. Designed by A^^THUK E. Patse.

British 40 Raters.
The largest and finest class of yachts yet built under the length

and sail area rule of the Y. R. A. Is the 40 rating, nearly equivalent
to the American 60ft. Iwl. class. Above this class ai-e a few large
yachts of various sizes, Iverna 118 rating, Metor (Thistle) 116, Val-
kyrie 77. Yarana. now Maid Marian, 62, and several of 60 rating; but
the largest class with sufficient yachts to make a strictly class race is

the 10 rating. A number of good boats have been built for it within
the past five years, Deerhound, Creole, Castanet, Thalia, Reverie and
others; but the new boats of the year have proved themselves more
than a match for the best of the old ones.
The aecompanving pictures show the three, Queen Mab, yaruna

and Corsair- The, former is the most noted of the three, not only
from the fact that stie is the most successful, but because she is the
largest racing yacht yet built in England with a centerboard, not
including one or two yachts, such as Iverna, which have tried and
discarded a small fin. Queen Mab was designed by Mr. Watson and
built by Henderson & Co., of Glasgow, her waterline being just
under .'iOft and her sail area about 4,0C0sq ft. Lloyd's Register is

discreetly silent as to her beam, but we understand that it is about
16ft. or If C. more than Genesta and Galatea, 20 to 25ft. longer. She has
a centerboard of Delta metal weighing 3}^ tons. The hull is of com-
posite build. Yaruna is a sister ship by the same designer and
builders, bur a keel craft, and narrower. She has been by no means
as successful as Queen Mab.
The I bird yacht, Corsair, is the first large racer built by Mr. Arthur

E. Payne, one of tbe most successful of British designers in the
smaller classes. Thus far she has sho vn very well, though not up to

Queen Mab- How much of the latter's success is due to her center-
hoard is as yet an open question here, as nothing is known as to tne
extent to wnich the board is used. In some of the smaller Britisn

racing yachts the centerboard has been tried this year only to be dis-

carded," and one authority states that Queen Mab is now sailing with
'he board permanently housed, though we cannot vouch for the
truth of the statement. The most noticeable feature of each of the
yachts is the long, full bow.

The Freak Protest.

The regatta committee of the Eastern Y. C. has rendered the fol-

lowmg decision in the appeal of Mr. John B. Paine against the dis-

qualification of Freak in the race of July 28:

Regatta Committee. Eastern Yacht Club. Boston, Aug. 25.—At a
rehearing of the Alpha-Freak protest, held Aug. 23, the legatta
committee haverevised their previous decision, and now unanimoubly
decile that the sail carried to port by Freak and Pyxie on the second
leg of the second round of the race on July 28 was, to all intents and
inirposes, a spinnaker. They therefore disqualify the Freak and
Pyxie. They refer to an English decision atcach-»d lo confirmation of
thtir finding. The committee are also of the opinion that the sail

carried by Freak and Pyxie as above, if not a spinnaker, was a second
jib, which is not allowed under racing rule 11. Tne committee have
beard Freak's sideof her protest against the other boats for booming
out their jibs, and have decided not to allow said protest, as no rule

is infringed. WiUiam 8. Eaton, Jr., Chau'man; R. D. Sears, P. T.

Jackson, Augustus N. Rantoul. Henry H. Buck, Secretary of Com-
miitee. Regatta Committee E. Y. C.
The official summary of the race is as follows, Alpha beating

Freak by 4 seconds:
SPECIAL RACE.
Length. Allowance. Elapsed. Corrected.

Alpha 23.70 4 03 4 19 59 4 15 56

Freak 25.76 0 54 4 16 54 4 16 00

Catspaw 26.24 0 18 4 19 10 4 18 53

Reaper t24.03 3 86 4 24 36 4 21 00

Vanessa 24.03 3 36 4 28 31 4 34 55

Thrush t 4 34 50 • „
Exile +26.30 0 09 4 28 16 4 38 07

Tadpole 125 57 1 13 4 45 34 4 44 23

Sirocco 26.43 Allows 4 44 54 4 44 54

pyxie 34.96 2 06 4 60 43 4 48 37

koorali 35 . 06 Wi 1 hdrew.
t Owner's measurement. $ Not measured; about 37. IV.

Freak and Pyxie are disqualified for carrying spinnakers.

The prizes are awarded: First, to Alpha; second, to Catspaw-;

third, to Reaper.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The third race for the Rouse & Wetmore cups and the Breese han-
dicap prize was sailed on Aug.i20 off the mouth of Oyster Bay Harbor.

The times were. Start 13:55 from the gun:
Center

Lloyd's Bell Island
Buoy. Buoy. Buoy. Finish. Elapsed. Cor.

3 05 03 2 52 23 3 10 29 4 08 03 3 13 03

2 11 4S 3 55 08 3 11 36 Did not finish.

.... „ 3 05 42 3 52 00 3 07 45 Did not finish.

Meteor 119 31 3 06 37 3 52 24 3 06 13 Din not finish.

jradiv 1 19 53 2 10 17 3 54 54 3 10 36 Did nqt finish.

Rose'Marie 1 19 35 2 13 46 3 52 22 3 08 15 4 14 36 3 19 36 3 19 36

Martha ... 1 22 09 Did not finish.

Trirket ...1 32 20 3 07 44 3 53 52 8 11 15 Did not finish.

Indolent...,! 20 24 2 13 13 3 53 10 3 07 55 4 26 20 3 31 20 3 30 30

Nameless wins Bouse & Wetmore cup ;.Rose Marie wins Breese han-
dicap.

Center
Island
Buoy.

Namele.ss. .1 19 15
Dodo 1 19 20
Pvxie 1 19 45

Larchmont Y. C.

The annual oyster boat regatta of the Larchmont Y. C, was sailed
on Auir. 37, over the Captains Island course in a light N. E. wind, the
following boats finishing, out of 19 starters:

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS, 35fT. AND OVER,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Jennie R., A. L. Ford 5 38 00 5 29 22
Tosco, H. Pausoh 5 59 21 5 .50 51

CLASS 3—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER SoFT.
Claudia M.. A.L. Ford 5 18 46 5 13 16
Amateur, W. A. Lewis 5 33 31 5 25 51

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS, 30FT. AND OVER.
S. C. Bond, A. A. Bond 5 30 ,58 5 30 .58

Stella May, H. C. Smith 6 10 24 6 09 56
CLASS 4—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 30fT.

Jennie A. Willis, J. A. Willis 5 07 23 5 07 3;3

Agitator, C, T. Wiggms ..5 43 32 5 40 54
CLASS 5—CATBOATS.

Uncle Dan, W. Fordham 5 40 56 5 40 56
Delpbine, A. L. Smith 5 57 49 5 55 34
On Sept. 3, the full regatta will he sailed, with prizes in all the club

classes and a special handicap prize for three starters in the 46ft.

class. On Sept. 13, a race will be sailed, open to schooner yachts
only, for a special prize known as the "Larchmont Cup of 1892."
The prize winners on the recent cruise were as follows:
July 9—Larchmont to Black Rock: Atlantic, Gevalia, Dare and

Nymph.
Julv 10—Black Rock to Shelter Island: Atlantic, Gevalia, Clara

and Nymph.
July 13—Shelter Island to Newport: Atlantic and Agnes.
July 15—Newport to New London: Dauntless, Gevalia and Dare.
July 17—ISiew London to Shelter Island: Magic and Katrina.

Plymouth Y. C, Fourth Regatta, Aug. 22.
PLYMOUTH, MASS.—CAPE COD BAY.

The fourth regatta of the Plymouth Y. C. was sailed on Aug, 32 in

a light but freshening breeze, the course being 9 miles. The times
were:

- . FIRST CLASS CATS. OVER 20fT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Wave, W. B. Spooner 20.01 3 34 27 3 00 00
Ariel, H. H. Sears. 21.07 2 .32 .57 3 00 33
Future, W. T. Whitman 31.08 2 36 13 2 03 45
Percy Allen, V. D. Bacon _ 31.03 3 40 65 3 07 56
Nobscusset, Luther Hall 34.06 2 40 33 3 11 10

Curlew, H. Lawton. . . . 23.09 2 37 13 3 05 59
SECOND CLASS CATS, UNDER 20pT.

Attempt, G. W. Shiverick 17,11 2 30 11 1 52 38
Nancy Hanks. F. W. Blaglathlin 1 6 . 06 3 44 03 2 04 13
Leda, C. P. Blinn 17.11 3 44 48 2 07 18
White Swallow, E. W. Watson 18.09 2 4:-j 49 2 07 31

THIRD CLASS SPRITSAILS.
Old Honest, J. C. Dawes 16.10 2 33 38 1 54 33
Fairplay, G. B. Bartlett 16.10 3 40 30 3 01 14
Gypsy Girl, W. Steele 17.03 2 44 01 2 03 25
Spray, C. F. Bradford 16.10 2 46 20 2 05 37
Mystery, T. S. Diman..... 14.11 2.53 04 2 1 0 19
Puritan, C. D. Craig 16.11 2 51 21 2 12 16
Peerless, A. Holmes 16.04 Withdrawn.

FOURTH CLASS GAFFSAILS.
TwoSt-ars, H. M. .Tones 16 06 2 41 08 2 01 18
Aphrodite. A. G. Pay 16.08 2 43 40 2 03 07
Thelma, T. C. Holmes 15.07 2 51 33 3 09 55
Sachem, J. Gardner 10.10 3 08 09 3 28 43
Abbie D , &. Morton 17.11 Withheld.

Quincy Y. C. Open Regatta. Aug. 13.

QtnNCT, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

On August 13 the Quincy Y. C. sailed an invitation race, open only
to yachts enrolled in clubs which have adopted the length and
sail area rule. The wind was quite light at the start, but increased
to a good breeze later. Alpha sailed a fine race with Vanessa, the
former leading for a time, but being passed by Vanessa toward the
finish. The times were:

FIRST CLA.SS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Beatrice. John Cavanaugh 1 ,58 30 Not meas.
Whice Fawn, A E Jones 3 01 46 1 55 44
Asp, CS Hunt 3 07 30 Not meas.
Posy, R S Hunt 3 09 15 3 04 00
Secret, E F Linton 2 18 42 2 10 10

SPEOIAI. OLAS.'S.

Alpha, Brown. Dunne, Hunt ^54 39 1 44 05
Vanessa, A Bigelow, Jr 1. 54 59 1 44 33

SECOND CLASS.
Opechee ". 147 01 1 36 20
Magpie, H G Otis . '

1 48 39 1 38 07
Madge, W H Thayer 1 50 38 1 -10 41

Vision, George Crane 1 58 24 1 48 18
Smoke, H L Rice 1 ,58 59 . 1 48 27
Lorna, P E Whalen 2 10 34 Not meas.

THIRD CLASS.
PrimroFe, H 31 Faxon 1 48 13 1 33 12
Mab. John Shaw 1 52 39 1 .36 22
Flora Lee, C D Lanning Not meas.
Imp, S F Maybury 1 53 00 1 .37 53
Diadem. LA Hay ward 1 53 24 1 41 38
Don, W H Shaw 2 04 26 l .51 55
Elsie, S 51 Keating 3 06 30 Not meas.

Savin Hill Y. C, Aug. 13.

SAVIN HILL MASS. -B ;)RT0N HARBOK,

The Savin Hill Y. C., sailed a championshiij race on Aug. 18, the
wind being very light at the start, hut increasing later. The times
were:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Elapsed. Cori-ected.

Romance, Loring Sears 1 47 f5 . . ..

Urstam, S. N. Small 1 50 12 1 2a 37
Fannie. S. P. Sharp, Disabled.
Caprice, R. W. Bird Disqualified.

FIRST CLASS.

SECOND CLASS.

THIRD CLAS.S.

Midget, J. H. Besarick.

,

FOURTH CLASS.

.1 57 12

.1 59 11
2 04 00 i ii 47
2 09 47

1 58 00 1 33 '55

2 03 24 1 36 10

1 57 12 I 25 38
3 13 04 1 43 50

.1 43 06 1 13 33
1 46 59 1 30 38
1 47 48

The judges were S. S. N. Small, W. B. Bird, Loring Sears. A.L.
Hiil, R. K. Rice.

VARUNA. Designed in G. L. WAXsoif.
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To Boston In a SS-Footer.
Wm ai-eiudebtod to Mr. Oswald Randei^^on, owner of Pyxis, for the

following log of her recent eruise from Larclimont to Boston, where
she 'vill race during the present week. Pvxie is the fourth yacht
designed by Mr. Gardner for the a5ft. sailing length class, and is the
shortest of the four, her dimensions being: L.w.i. 23ft. 8in., beam
7ft. 8in., draft 6ft. Tin,, lead keel 5,0001bs. The 12 miles from Nausett

Light to Highland Light was made iu In. .30m. or at a speed of 8

knots, very good speed for the rig, try.<a>l and jib The perform-
ance of the yacht in rough water was most satisiactory. Mr. Sand-
erson was accompanied by a Boston pilot, Capt Kidder, and one
baud:

July 16.

10'3(l A. M.—Got under way from moorings in Larchmont Hfti-bor;

wind W.N.W., fresh breeze. Set stormtrysail and No. 1 ]ib. Heaa
tide in Sound.

11 :30 A. M.—Captain's Idand abeam.
J8:15P. M —Stamford Light abeam.
1 :15 P. M—Sheffield Island L'ght abeam. Wind freshen! ug and

sea rising, yacht numping and throwing some spray, but taking no
heavy water aboard.

2:05 P. M.—Penfield Beef abeam, blowing strong breeze and
s(pially: yacht making good weather; fair tide.

8:52 p; M.—Stratford Point abeam.
5:30 P.M.—New Haven Light abeam. High sea running; very

difficult to keep yacht on her course, owing to her being tossed
around by sea just abaft beam. Wind hauled by W. and com-
mencinsr CO moderate.

6:32 P. M.—Braniford Beacon abeam. Took in trpsail, set whole
mainsail; pea going dow^n.

7:13 P. M.—Falkner's Island abeam.
8:00 P. M.—Wind freshening; stowed mainsail snug for night and

set stormtrysail. Sea moderate.
10:23 P. M.—Little Gull Island abeam. Tide just turned against us,

can-ing lumpy sea to make. Wind N.W. moderate.
11:5? P. M.— Race Rock abeam. Hauled up for Point Judith. Wind

N.W. ,
moderating fast. Smooth sea outside Race.

July 17.

12:30 A. M. -Watch Hill abeam. Wind Tery hght. Set mainsail
and No. 1 silk balloon jib.

4:50 A.M.—Point .Judith abeam. Squared away for Vineyard
Sound, spinaker to port. Wind very light S. E., swell rolling in.

7:3.1 A. M —Sakonet Light abeam.
9:30 A. M.—Sow and Pigs Lightship. Wind light W. by S.: strong

head tide. Lowered mainsail to secure gaff jaws, which showed signs

of giving way. During time this work was being done, boarded
lightship, got some pepper and salt and left them New York papers.
10 A. M.—Finished repairs to gatt" and made sail. Steady W, to S.

breeze and strong head tide. Set spinaker to port.

11:10 A. M.—Gay Head abeam. Took in spinaker and jibed .ship.

Wind hauling W.S.W.
1 P. M.—Nobska Light abeam. Took in light jib and set No. 1.

3 P. M.—On course for Cross Rip Light vessel, strong S.W. breeze,

yacht traveling very fast, light foUowing sea. Gaff jaws broke in

pieces, so that repairs were qtuce impossible. Lowered and stowed
mainsail and set storm trysail.

5 p. M.—Tide turned dead ahead for us, causing sea to rise and
break badly. Wind strong, S.W. breeze. "Sacht mailing good
weather.

6 P. M.—During lull in wind a sea boarded us, filled cockpit and
w^ashed fore and aft, causing boom to jibe, but fortimately checked
full force and did no damage.

7 P. M.—Pollock Rip abeam. Hauled up for Chatham. Wind
strong 8.W., blowing over port quarter. Yacht throwing much
spray, but taking no heavy water aboard.

8:30 P. M.—C'halham Light abeam. Hatded up for Nausett Light.
Wind abeam. Sea smoothing fast.

10:30 P. M.—Nausett Light abeam.
Midnight.—Highland Liarht abeam. This makes the speed from

Nausett to Highland Light eight knots.

Julji 18.

3:03 A. M.—Race Point abeam. Light breeze and strong tide rip.

6 A. M.—Wind very light and yacht not carrying good helm to

windward. Took in trysail and tried effect of hoisting mainsail and
throwing peak over quarter lifts to hold sail up as well as possible.

While it made a sack, still it had efl'ect of taking away nearly all lee

helm. Set small silk balloon. Stood close hauled on port tack.
Wina N.W.

9 A. M.—Wind very light, hardly steerageway.
Noon.—Dead calm.

• 2 P. M.—Llsrht W.S W. breeze, slipping along, four knots.
3 P. M.—Wind hauled W. by N., fresheniug, still close hauled. Port

tack, Minot's Light on port bow, about five miles off.

5 P. M.—Passed Boston Light. Tacking up the Bay. Wind good
W. sailing breeze.

(> P. M.—Arrived off .Jeffries Yacht Club. Moored to spare moor-
ing. Time of passage 54 hours.

St. Lawrence Skis' Racing Association.
CLAYTON (N. Y.) REGATTA.

The fourth race of the 1892 series for the championship pennant of
the St. Lawrence Skilf Racing Association was sailed at Oiayton, N.
Y., on AuE 28, and was started in a northeasterly gale. Out of nine
entries there were but five starters, viz : St. Lawrence, of Gana-
noque, Ont.; Sunrise, of Clayton, N Y.; Bertha, of Clayton, N. Y.:
Shamrock, Ganaaoqae, Oot. : Akahe, of l^resco't, Ont.
In the first round lioth St. Lawrence ana Akahe carried away their

mainmasts, leaving Sbamrock with a long lead, which was aradually
lessened until the last round, when Bertha passpd her and won by
Im. BOs., Shamrock second and Sunrise third. Time over 15 miles
triangular course. Bertha 2h. 35m., Shamrock 2h. 39m. oOs

, Sunrise
3h. 43m. Clayton thus taking first and third prizes.

The second race was for the regular Sc. Lawrence River flshinsr

skiffs, with spritsail, 13 sq. yds. limit, patent folding centerboards
and no rudders. Clayton again demonstrated ht r superiority over
the Canadians and won easily, America beating the Ganancque
boat Ether by nearly lOm. over a, sis miles course.

South Boston Y. C, Aug. 13.

CJITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOB.

The final shampionship races of the South Boston Y. C. were sailed

on Aug 13, only Che first aud second classes competing, the third

class having completed its racing in the previous regatta. The times
were:

FIKST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Climax, W. P. Taylor 36.00 2 03 03 1 35 11

Quisett, M. F. Kel'ly . , 25.08 2 04 24 1 36 11

Violet, H. J. McKee a3 08 2 00 59 1 59 59

Stanley. W. L. Colson 26.00 2 04 46 1 36 52
SECOND CLASS.

Good Luck, JohnFarreU 21.08 3 02 21 1 29 05

Awilda, John Blight 94.06 S 01 13 1 30 50

The judges were C. McKenna, John Crawford, Wm. AUerton. Com.
Morrill and N. B. Stone.

QUEEN MAB. Desi«ned bt G. L. Watson.

Beverly Y. C, Aug. 20.

The IQOth race of the Beverly Y. C, the second Buzzard's Bay
championship, was sailed Aug .20 in a. strong N.N.E. breeze, all the
boats but Gymnote carrying more or less reefs. Course for first and
second classes, 10J4 miles; special class, 8,V4; foui'th class. 5.

In first class Violet had it all her own way. In second Mist got off

first and led round Pine's Buoy, but Gymnote passed her before reach-
ing Bird Island, where 3Iist jibed inside her and got almost on even
terms. In the reach to Scraggy Neck Gymnote spun out a minute's
lead. Beating home Mist pointed closer and gained a trifle at first,

but on last tack Gymnote held a better wind.
Race ia third class was close and excitmg, ail the boats reaching

Pine's together, where Tycoon ran into Cayuse and, it is claimed,
bothered the others.
First round wag made in following order; Tycoon, Sippican. Doris,

Phenomenon, Cayuse, Daisy. At this peint DorLs managed to foul
judges' boat and lost a good deal.

Iq fourth class Fin and Edith started, the latter drawing out. All

the boats seem afraid to raee Fin.
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Violet, Toby Club 27.06 1 50 47 1 41 13

"VSTiisper, S. M. Weld 28.00 1 .56 55 1 47 .50

saOOND COASS
Gymnote, W. E, C. Eustis 27.04 1 47 03 1 37 18

M'isl, G. H. Lyman 27.04 1 48 11 1 38 27
Lesiris, Joshua Crane, Jr 26 04 1 51 35 1 40 49

Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr r 26.10 1 53 63 1 43 38
THIRD CLASS CATS.

Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 23.01 1 32 55 ] 21 16

Sippican, W\ H. Davis 23.01 1 34 4fi 1 23 07
Doris, J. Parkinson 23.02 1 35 56 1 24 22

Phenomenon. D. L. Whittemore 23.00 1 36 49 1 25 05

Cayuse. F. W. Sargent 23.09 1 37 03 1 25 04

Daisy, Howard Stockton 21.01 Withdrew,
FOURTH GLASS.

Fm, L. M. Stockton 17.01 1 04 50 53 18

Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19 04 Withdrew.
Winners: Violet; Gsmnote, Mist; Fm. Sippican protests Tycoon

tor fouling Cayuse— not yet decided.
The protest Koorali vs Magpie in race of Aug. 1 was decided in

favor of Koorali. and Mr. Robbins at once offered to sad a race for
It. This was sailed Aug. 11 at Nahant over a lO-mile triangular
course, boats racing on the owners' length. Magpie led to windward,
but Koorah outran her:

Length. Elapsed . Corrected.
Koorah, R. C. Robbins 23.00 2 37 03 2 43 50

Magpie, H. G. Otis 22.04 2 38 31 2 43 88

Tne protest of Freak vs. Alpha in race of July 29 was allowed,
that of Alpha vs. Freak was not.
This gives first prize in special class and third class sloops to Freak,

second prize m each to Catspaw, third prize in each to Exile.

Hobb's Hole Y. C. Aug. 13.

The first regatta of the Hobb's Hole Y. C. was held oft" Plymouth,
Mass., on Aug. 13, being sailed in a light S.E. wind. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—CATS.
Elapsed.

Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 1 46 46

Sigrid, Watson & Lootz I 47 18

Wave, W. B. Spooner 1 50 33

Wanderer. A., M. Watson 1 50 38

Leda, C. P. Blinn 1 54 33

Nemo. M^ F. Carll Withdrew.
Triture. M. T. Whitman .Withdrew.
Moondyne won special prize for best elapsed time.

SBOOND CLASS-SPRIT.SAILS.
Fair Play. G. D. Bartleit 1 46 .58

Mystery,' P. S. Dimon 1 50 44

Puritan, O. D. Craig .1 54 33

Gvpsy Girl, W. Steel 1 58 44

Crisis, .L Watson 9 03 02

Alice, Horace Drew 2 04 26

Pilgrim, C. Bartlett 2 11 07

Watermelon, W. W. Burgess 3 04 03

Vigilance, Charles Rogers 2 08 31

Jessie, L. Mor'on 3 07 45

Sarah, Frank Rogers - 2 11 22
TTSIRD CLASS- GAFF SAILS.

Old Honesty, J. C. Davei 1 53 32

Mignon, Damon Brothers I 54 43

Spray, 0. P. Bradford 1 58 15

Abbie D., George Manter ...1 59 13

Ruffle Bar Y. C, Aug 24,
.tamacia bay.

The annual regatta of the Ruffle Bar Y. C. was sailed on Aug. 24

over a 10-mile course, in a strong southeast breeze and rough water,
the times being:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Editha ' ...2 05 15 3 03 15

Aggie ,3 09 52 3 10 00

Ffvaway 1^8 31 2 00 30

Mazeppa 1 59 30 2 01 00

Erminie-..- 2 12 06 2 11 06

Gypsy 2 03 58 2 02 50

The Jap, .". .'. 3 01 16 2 UO 40
Grace. 2 14 30 2 10 39

The Elm 2 04 05 2 05 00

Flyaway wins first prize, Jap second and Mazeppa third, The
judges were Messrs. Eighter, Clarkson and Moore.

Corinthian Y. C, Aug. 13.

MARBLEHEAD, i\fASS. — MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

The second championship regatta of the Corinthian V.Cwas
sailed on Aug. 13, in a light S. S. E. wind, the limes being:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Handicap. Elapsed. Correcle.-l.

Jane. C. W. Parker ... 15 2 42 10 2 27 10

Bob, E. Harding 20 3 47 22 2 27 23

Bath Bun, E. D. Jordan 20 3 51 (16 2 31 i li

Nancy, H. Taggard 15 2 48 42 2 c3 42

Krak'en, Percy Chase 2 34.57 2 34 51

Thais, E. Richardson

.20

3 55 ;;6 2 :3n 26

Ounara, D. H. Holdeu

15

3 .50 28 3 :j5 2K

Editb, F. M. Wood....

5

2 42 26 2 37 2(1

Shingle, E. VV. Hodgkins 30 3 08 45 2 38 45

SECOND CLASS,
Susie, W. W. Keith 3 07 24

lone, J. S. Poyen 3 12 22

THIRD CLAS.'^.

Freak, ,J. B. Paine 3 46 50 2 46 50

Reaper, H. B. Benson 3 57 37 2 S7 01

FOURTH CLAS.S.

Koorali, R. C. Robbins No race.

Koorali did not finish within the time limit.

Hull Corinthian Y. C, Aug. 20.

HULL, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The second championship race of the Hull Corinthian Y, C. was
sailed on Aug. 20 in a strong N.E. breeze, the times being:

JIB AND MAINSAIL CLASS.
Start. Fiuish. Elapsed.

Undertaker, F. C. Walsh 3 20 00 4 22 33 1 02 33

Caprice, R. W. Bird... 3 20 00 4 87 .59 1 17 59

Coot, F. T. Murphy 3 20 00 4 45 45 1 .25 45
CAT RIGS—18 TO 21 FT.

Madge, W. H. Thayer 3 25 00 4 47 49 1 22 49

Majorie,M, 0. Bouve 3 25 00 4 53 16 1 28 Ifi

16 TO 18ft.
Mab, .John Shaw 3 30 00 4 54 00 1 24 00

Primrose. H. M. Faxon 3 30 00 4 56 55 1 26 55

Don, W. H. Shaw 3 30 00 5 03 37 I 32 .'17

OPEN CLASS—15ft. and vrNDBR.

Phyllis, W. A. Comey .3 25 00 4 03 56 28 56

Judges: H. O. Stetson, H. B. Wakefield and F. H Smith, Jr.

The corrected times are not known, the boats not having been
measured.

Hull Y. C, Aug. 12.

HULL, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The Hull Y. C. sailed a race on Aug. 21 for the 21-footers, in two
classes, and for the 18ft. cats, the wind being very light from the
west. The times were

:

FOURTH CLASS.
Elapsed . Corrected.

Alpha, Brown, Dunne and Hunt 12110 0 57 27

Catspaw, C. A. Prince 1 22 39 1 01 15

SPECIAL CLASS,
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 1 23 £0 1 00 48

E. D., .Tames Mclntyre 1 39 ;32 t 15 21
'

FIFTH CLASS.
Madge, W. H. Thayer 1 28 25 L 04 31

Magpie, H. G. Otis 1 30 12 1 05 33

Koorali, R. C. Bobbins. 1 29 30 1 05 43

Typhoon, C. H. Taylor 1 29 40 1 06 14

Opeeehee, W. P. Barker .1 31 20 1 06 49

Judges: James R. Chadwiek, Franklin Adams, E K. Friend, E C.

North and W. A. Carey.

Winthrop Y. C, Aug. Z*3.

WINTHROP, MA.SS., BOSTON HARBOR.

The second championship race of the Winthrop Y. C. on Saturday,
was sailed in a heavy northeast gale, the times being;

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mattie, H. Hutchmson 38.01 1 31 55

SECOND CLASS.
Tramp, Cann and Maxwell 25.00 1 40 40

Ermmie, S. H. Cann withdrawn.
THIRD OLAS.S.

Magpie, C P, Pike ... .20.03 1 S3 00 1 Oil 22

Harrie. L. T. Harrington 23.00 1 84 00 1 10 16

FOURTH CLASS.
Florrie, G. C. Leighton 18.05 0 47 00 0 24 31

Scud, L. 8. Meston 17.00 0 48 00 0 24 50

Mattie G., W. A. Garrett 19.09 0 46 45 0 37 06

Judges, Com. J, Stearns Gushing, C. H. Studley and L. S. MestoD.

Lynn Y. C. Expert Cup, Aug. 13.

LYNN, MASS.—LYNN HARBOR.

The fourth race for the expert cup was sailed by the Lynn Y. C.
on Aug. 13 m a very hght air, the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Black Cloud. E. H. Taylor 30.04 2 32 84;^ 2 03 423^
Astrea, R. M. Benner 26.00 3 26 20 3 03 52

Irene. H. P. Armstead 28 02 2 S5 46 2 06 34

Black Oloud now holds two legs, Astrea and Irene one each.
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American Y. C, Aug.
NEWBUEYPORT, MASS.

13.

Thb third and final racs of the Americ %n Y. C. was sailed off New-
buryport on Aug. 13. The championship having been dtciried in the
first class, only the second class boats started, the times being:

SECOND CLASS.
Length.

Wizard. C. Cartwriglit 14.
"

Scout, J. Besse 18.11
Pert, Knight Brothers 16. Of!

Sundajs L. Baleh 15.02

Elap?ed.
1 35 55
3 03 55
2 19 63
2 29 13

Corrected

.

1 n 44
1 38 04
1 56 57
05 37

Wizird wins the second time, taking the first prize, with Pert sec-
ond.

Ocean Waves.
The highest waves, as might fairly be expected, are met with in the

lone Southern Oce in along the 40ch parallel of soath latitude, where
they have a good fetcti and but little laud in the way. Scoresby, more
used to narrower nor'hprn waters, marvelled at the high waves he
saw. while a passenger on board the Royal Charter, between the
Cape and Australia. The height of the waves is said to vary in the
several oceans, and exact measurements tend lo prove that exagger-
atioQ is not wanting la popular descriptions, vvhether poetry or prose.
An encyclopedia of repute gives 20£ I. as the maximum altitude of
ocean wave summits, whereas Dumont d'Urville asserted that he had
met with one which was lOOft. in height from trough to crest! In
Janiiarv, 1875, Captain Kiddle, of the steamship Celtic, when ia 48°

N., 40° W., found from reliable observations of several waves, that
their mean height was no less than 70ft., with a velocity of twenty-
five knots an hour. The. late Admiral Fitzroy. of "Wea'-her Book"
fame, had previously measured waves of this stupendous height;

Kueer match, seven Shots at 500 yds. for a Maynard rifle wltli
two barrels, and two cash prizes.
All-comers' Military match, five shots each at 200 and 500 yds.

for thirteen cash prizes.
Perrine Mpmorial match, five shots each at 200 and 500 vds. for

the PeiTine medal. This is open only to the officers and enlisted
nipn of the N. G. N. ,J;

Tbe Kuser and All-comers' are open to all, as is tlie Schuetzen
match, seven shots at 200 yds. nn the Standard American target
(ll-inch black) for any rifle without restriction as to weight or
trigger-pull. In this match military rifles will be allowed four
points on each string of seven shots. Three scores will count in
this as well as in the Kuser match. The Schuetzen match ofifers
sixteen cash prizes.
The camp is all prepared for the reception of the team*, the

most of whom will arrive on Sunday. The District of Colum-
bia and Pennsylvania teams will reach Sea Girt on Saturday,
v hile the Maine team is expected to-day. The State of New Jer-
sey provides every man with a floored wall tent, cot, two blankets
and camp stools, free of charge. The tents are pitched in groups
of eight 80 that each team will be by itself. These tents are
pitched convenient to the rangB as well as Greason's restaurant,
where the teams will be furnished with meals. There is plenty of
good soft, water for washintr purposes, while drinking water is
procured from an artesian well 700ft. in dpptb. The ocean is only
three minutes' walk from the camp, so that the visitors will have
ample opportunities for surf ba hing. Below is a list of the men
who will represent Maine and the District of Columbia.
Maiup tpam: Col. E. C. Farringtoti. inspector of rifle practice;

Lif ut. Col. W. S. Choate, Ist Rpg.; Ma.i L. 8. ChUcott, 2d Reg.;
B. J. Oram, Co. G, 1st R'g.; W. I<\ Cumming.s Co. G, 1st K g.

Guprill On. G. 2d Reg ; F. A. Guptil). Co. G, 2d Reg.;
H. F. WiDev, Co. G, 2d R-g.; Sergt. Ge". Emory, Co. A. 2d Reg.;
1?/^; ^o. A, 2d R9g.: W. A, Paul, Co P., 2d Reg.:

New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
MlLLiER Rifle Club, Hoboken, N. J.,Wednesday. Atig. 24. The

fcores of to-night are below. The condiiions were ten shots. oflE-
band, as-ricg target, possible 2.50:

25 24 24 24 24 32-243
25 25 25 25 22 24 23 22 22 22-238

. .25 25 25 24 21 24 23 23 23 20 236

and quite recently the Hon. Ralph Abercromby, a very careful ob- w.W Cookson, Ho. B 1st R.V.; Llent.J A F^i^hanks Co F 1st
server, used to seawork, Qas measm-ed waves nearly 50ft. high. If Reg; Corp. D W Loveiov Oo F Isf rV^ • R iVl Mmith
would appear that from 30 to 40ft. is about the average height of ocean ^*^fe;„^"iP- -L*- W. i^ove.ioy, oo.l!. IstReg., E. M. Smith, Oo. B,

waves in a storm; but. as we have pointed out, exceptional waves
certainly do occur, and these may he quite 70£c. high, as recorded
by such eminent authorities as Kiddle and Fitzroy.—iVaitiicaJ Maga-

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
We are indebted to tbe Quincy T. 0. for a copy of the club book for

1892

Thyra, steam yacht, has been sold by P. R. Lawrence to John A.
Aspinwall for $10,000.

We are obliged to leave over this week a number of reports of
yacht races, with other news matter.

The report is current that Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll has ordered a
90ft. schooner from the Herreschoffs for next year's racing.

Marblebead Harbor was treated to a very severe storm on Satu r-

dat, a number of small yachts being driven ashore, but without seri-

ous damage.
Intrepid, schr , has been sold by Lloyd Phoenix to Thos. L. Watt

for $22,000. She was built m 1878 from a d'^sign by A. Gary Smith,
and has long enjoyed the reputation of one of the finest cruising
yachts in the American fleet.

A movement which has been on foot for some time for the consoli-

dation of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet and the Corinthian Navy,
has lately been perfected, and tue two organizations will in future be
known as the Cormthian Mosquito Fleet. The lerms proposed by the
Corinthian Navy, the adoption of its burgee, and the carrying out of
the scheme of port stations and of lectures during the winter, were
accepted by tne Motquito Fleet, and several officers of the Navy were
elected to the board of tbe C. M. F.

Labor Day will see some close competition in the American Model
Y. C. for a cup offered by Park Superintendent De Woli¥, and the
winner will have to do some fast saihng lo secure this valuable prize,

The first, second and third class yachts will race for the cup in this

manner: Each class will sail over the course for the best two out of

three in heats, the winners in each class lo meet in a final race in

heats, best two out of three. This will evidently bring out the crack
yachts of each class and will no doubt be ttie most interesting race
of the season,
sharp.

The first class first beat will be called at 9:30 A. M.

2d Reg.
District of Columbia team: Corp. Manride Applehv, Co. B, 3d

Batr,; Cant. James E. Bell, L R. P.. 2d Reg , Oapt. W. L Cash, T.

Now for Fun at Sea Girt.

A"WAY back when the rifle-shooting season first opened and
when ihe New Jersey State R'fle Association first began to dis-

cuss plans for lis second annual f '11 meetina:, Brig.-G n. Bird W.
Spencer expressed confidenca in the belief that the meet would
be a big tucc^ss and tbat the matches, especially those for teams,
-would draw big lists of entries. The meet does not open until
next Monday and even at thi? wr'ting the expectations of the
general are sure to be more than realized. A Fokest and Stream
repre^entative visited the maerniflcent range at Sea Girt on Tues-
day and in a conversation with Gen, Spencer t^e latter stated
that while he had all along felt assured of a successful meeting
the outlook promised far more than he had an'icipated.
The programme as originally Issued had awakened great en-

thusiasm both In New Jersey and other National Guard circles;

in fact, it has been the absorbing topic wherever military rifle

shooting was cultivated. Even away up in Maine th^ Sea Girt
shoot has engrossed the attention of all National Guardsmen and
tbe Governor as well. The result is that that far-away State
h>'S h-ld a series of competitive shoots and has chosen 15 of its

representative marksmen to travel to Sea Girt, where they will

shoot in the Interstate and Hilton trophy matches, as well as the
regimental match of the N. J- S. R. A., both the First and Second
regiments being represented.
Pennsylvania, too, which for some time has confined its team

shootiLg to its own soil has caught the fever and will be repre-

sented by a team of fifteen fine marksmen, all members of the
crack 13th regiment, which has the reputation of being the
strongest shooting organization in the State, having qualified

every one of its 900 m^ mbers last year. The contingent will shoot
as a State team in tne Interstate and Hilton trophy matches, and
six of its men will also shoot in the Regimental Team match.
From the District of Columbia comes the glad tidings that

thirty-two of its militiamen wiU spend the week at Sea Girt, that
twelve of this number will shoot for the Interstate and ailton
trophy matches, and that b >ththe 1st and 2d regiments will enter
teams ior the Regimental Team match.
New York will put in a strong team for the Interstate and Hil-

ton trophies and for the Regimental Team match the strong
shooters of the 23d regiment will try their skill and nerve.

New Jersey will enter a good team for the interstate and Hilton
trophies, while for the Regimental Team match each of its six

regiments will enter
There are two matches restricted to teams of six men each from

regiments of the New Jersey National Guard. The first of these

is called the New Jersey National Guard match, open to tfams
of six men from any regiment in the State, ten shots each at 200

and 500j da., and two skirmish runs of twenty shots each. The
other is the Columbia Trophy match, open also to teams of six

men each from any ivgiment in the State, the conditions provid-

ing that each man shall make four skirmish runs of twenty shots

each In each of these matches teams will be entered by the
First, Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth and Seventh Rogiments. Last
year's contest was won by the Seventh Regiment team.
The Regimental Team match is open to teams of six men each

from the regimental, battalion and separate company organiza-

tions of New York, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Maine,
Connecticut, District of Oolnmbia and New Jersey. The condi-

tions are ten shots at 200 and 500yd8. and two skirmish runs of

twenty shots e"ch. The teams in this match, so far as entered,

are as follows: New York, Twenty-third Regiment ; Maine, First

and Second Regiments; Pennsylvania. Thirueenth Regiment; Dis-

trict of Columbia, Firscand Second Regiments; New Jersey, First,

Second, Third, Fourth, S xth and Seventh Regiments. This gives

a grand total of twelve teams. In the abjve three matches the
firing at known distances will be done on Wednesday, Sept. 7, and
the skirmish runs will be made on Thursday, Sept. 8. There will

be a preliminary practice at known distances on Monday and at

the unknown distances on Tuesday.
The contestants in the Interstate match for the "Soldier of

MaraihoD," and tue Hilton Trophy match to be shot on Friday,
September 9, will reprsent New York, Maine, Pennsylvania, Dis-

trict ol Columbia and New Jersey.

The m^tchfnr the Wimbledon cup, thirty shots at 1,000 yards,

will be sho* at 7 A. M. on Friday, September 9.

In addition to th'^ above team contests rhtfra will be tbe follow-

ing individual re-entry match, open from Monday to Saturday

^'^N^^jl^.'p.A. Members' match, five shots at 200 yds, for a gold

M. Stewart, L R. P.. 8d Bttt.; Priv S. B, Wetherald. Engineer
Corps; Priv. G. B. Young, Engineer Corps. The teim will also be
accom panied hy Maj. J. M. Pnllar, inspector general of rifle prae-
lice: Lieut. T. S. Kine-, 5th Batt,., Priv. A. S. McClain, 6th Bat*.,
And Priy. S. I. Scott, Eugineer Corps. Over a dozen other Districi
militiampn will also spend the week at Sea Girt and ."hoot in the
individual contests. 0. H, Townsend.

°Guelph Rifle Association.
GtTELPH, Aug. 24.—The annual meet of the Guelph Rifle Asso-

ciation was held to-day. Weather was good, and with several
Bisley men there a high grade of shooting was the rule. The
leadirg scores stand;
First match, open to all members, 200yds.. 7 shots, kneeling posi-

tion. Snider rifle:

ESkedden 82 Chas B Crowe 39 W 8 Russell 28H Bertram 50 .Sergt Fairburn. . . .29 J W Gilchrist 28
John Oes 30 LifU' Cot hoy 28 W G Wright 28
Major Orchard. ...29 R Rennie 28 Ad jc McDonald.... 28
Second match, op'-n to members w>io nevfr won a prize at

Toronto or Ottawa; 200yds., 7 shots, Snider rifle, any position;
TGrice 35 H Bartram 29 T Bertram 28FHoUon 3] G A Sleeman 29 W Kefifer 28
J A Coyne 30 J Smith... .29
Third match, open to all members; 500yds., 7 shots, any position.

Snider rifle:
George Sleeman... 33 MDMercer 31 J Crowe . ...30
Ohas Armstrong . . 32 W Conoby 31 W S Russell 30
William Harp 31 O E Sleeman 31
Fourth match, open to one nr more teams of three member of

any rifle association, military corps or organization of anv kind.
Scores made in first and third matches count. Berlin Rifle As-
sociation first, $10:
N S Young . . 55 G W^rigbt .56 W S Russell . .58-169
Victoria Rifle Club, Hamilton, second, $7:

ESkedden 51 FAB^^rtram 51 H Bertram....57—169F rst Brigade Field Artilery, third, $5:
John Ogg 55 Chas Crowe 56 John Crowe. ,.57—168
Toronto Rifle AsFoeiation, fourth |3:

Mercer. . 58 Rennie r,6 J K Fairbairn.§3-167
Guelph Rifle Association, fifth, $3:

Chas Amstrong.. ..55 John Gnldie .52 W Conboy....,59—166
Fifth match, open to all members, 600yds., 7 shots, any position.

Snider rifle:
'

JLimpert -31 CE Sleeman 28 J K Fairbairn 26H Bertram .31 WSMercer 28 Jotm Crowe . 25G Armstrong 80 W Orchard 28 J Wavper 25
Chas Crowe 29 Wm Harp 27 J W Griffith 24
ESkedden 29 John Ogg 27

The Massachusetts Rifle Association.
Boston, Aug. 17.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its

regular weekly shoot at its range to-day with very unfavorable
weath-r conditions. The attendance was good. Messrs, Sydney,
Paine, Brigham, Law and Bell won association medals. 'Balow
are the scores made to-riay, distance 200yds., standard American
target:

Bronze and Silver Military Medal Match.Won on 10 scores of 40 or better:
S 0 Sydney 44 44 43 42 41 41 43 41 43 44
S Paine 40 42 42 40 43 40 43 43 45 40

^ Silver Eagle Pistol Badge.
Won on 10 scores of 88 or better:

Louis Bell 88 88 91 92 94 88 88 88 89 91

^ ^ ^ All-Comers' 0£E-Hand Bifl Match.
S C Sydney 82 O Moore ,.73 B £ Hunter 63
S O Merville 74 AS Hunt 72 A Ballard 60MTDay 73 D Martin 65

„ , All-Com^.rs' Rest Match.
HLWillard 103 R J Snow 103 A Ballard 89
J French 102 S A Wise 99 S B Sampson 83WP Thompson.. 103 O M-^-ore 93

Eagle Badge Match-50vds.
LBell 95 O Moore 87 J B Hobbs 82M T Day 92

All-Comers' Pistol Match-aOvds.
*J B Fellows 88 S C Sydney 88 AD Stevens 78*LRAvay 83 DM^irtin 80 J B Hobbs 77

* Revolver.

Canadian Leag^ue.
The five matches of the Military Rifle League of Canada have

been shot, but with a number of protests to be considered no
announcemf=nt bas been made of winners. The shooting was by
teams at 2P0, 500 and 600yds., seven shots par man each distance.
Tbe ten leaders in tbe fourth and fifth shoots stood as follows-
Fourth shooi:

05th Batt, No 2 Co... 886 96th Batt, 1st team 786
Amherst R A .s.ia 10 h Bi.tt, 1st team.. 785
13tb Batt, Isc team 8^8 59 ,h Batt. 1st team. ... 782
82d Batt, Ist team.. 799 63d Batt, 1st t<»am 770

George .Sehlicht
F Kloepping
A Meyns „„ „^ „, „„ ^„ ^„ ^„
J H Kruse 35 25 35 2i 24 24 33 23 23 20-335D Miller g.i 35 25 35 34 23 33 23 21 31-236E FiFcher 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 22 22-234
L Job! 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 23 21-234
L } pgel 36 25 35 24 24 23 23 2K 21 21—234
S L;,ell-

• 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 21 20-333W Fo-kel 35 25 31 24 23 23 23 23 33 21-232R Zoeh. . .... 25 25 25 34 24 23 22 32 SI 21—232H Seltenreich 25 26 34 24 23 22 22 23 20 230H R Murphy 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 33 31 SI—230
T J Carragher 25 25 24 24 23 33 33 20 20 19—237H \ anderheyden 25 24 24 24 23 23 22 £0 30 10—220
F Kammel 25 25 23 23 22 23 31 £0 18 18—318
F Uunsteadt 35 24 23 31 21 20 20 19 18 18—210
Medal shooting will be inaugurated on the first Wednesday in

October. This is a feature which keeps the member^' interest in
club affairs at a white heat during the winter season, and there-
fore serves t^o also keep up a big attendance at the weekly shoot
and mtetings.

The Lady Miller Rifle Club will soon resume its regu'ar weekly
shoots at headquarters, 433 Washington street, Hoboken.
The Palisade Rifle Club holds its regular weekly shoot at head-

qutirters, 3;"4 Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights, every
Thursday evening. Shooting for several handsome gold class
medals helps to draw a large percentage of the members to the
regular weekly practice.

Tie Hoboken RiflB Club, Captain "Bill"
purchase a Ballard rifle.

Dilger, will this week

George R' cdel lost a fine .22 Ballard rifle last week, some one
helping himself to it while Ge'^rge was absent. Mr. Roedel was a
member of the late Standard Rifle Club, of Hobo ken. No clue as
to who the thieves were has been picked up.

Rensselaerwyck,
Albany. N. Y,, Aug. 32 —The following scores were made to-

dav at Rtsnsselaerwyck Range, shooting at 600 .-de. on Creedmoor
second class carton target. Weather conditions were favorable,
no wind, and a clear, bright light:
WmCGomph.. 6 6 5 4 3

Chas P Frey 6

Oliver Akin fl

4

6 4
5 5

4 4
5 3
5 5
6 3
2 5

5
5

4
5

4
0 2
4 3

4 6
6 4
3 4
5 6
5 5
0 6
6 3

4
4

4 5 5-48
4 4 5-^9
4 4 5—46
8 6 5—54
5 5 6-48
4 3 4-43

2-44
5-38
4-37

Aun. The following fcores were made to-day at Rensselaer-
wyt-k ranee, sh oting at eOOyds.. Creedmoor second-class cas'or
target. Weatber c^nditinns were favoratJe: L. Gieger 50, .56, ,55,

53:M '.lor Chas. H. Gaus 54; Wm. C. Gomp i 53. 49, 49; Charles P.
Frey 46, 47, 55; Ben Allen 30, 81, 43; O. Aiken 29, 28,

2d Batt, 1st team
Fifth shoot:

95th Batt, No 3 Co 913
49th Batt, 3d team 894
82d Batt, No 1 team 851
7ih Batt, 1st team 849
45th Bati, 1st team 849

Halifax G A, 1st team

.

.769

PrescottRA 841
96th Batt, No 1 team 832
iSih Batt, ad team 814
Charlottetown Engineers 813
I3rh Batt, Ist leam 811

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City Rifle Team met tor their weekly contest Tues-

day evening, at Burley & Eriekson's shooting gallery, 146 South
Halstead street, Chicago. Condiiions were: 25yd8. 25 shots each,
open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts paper target.
Possible 300 points:
HSBurley 276 G O Misga 263 John Polites 257W J Gibbs 275 Mrs L Thornton . . 261 Rov Taylor 255A McBean 270 J C Martin 260 WFrisbie 265
Al Sorensen 268 FErickson 259 Ed Pierce... 254R McBean 266 h.

The Canadian Military Gazette.
With the is=up of Auet. 15 the Canadian Militia Gazette becomes

^he, Canadian Militxiry Gazette. The etiaoge will materially en-
large ihe scope ox this excellent periodical, Militia matters will
as before occupy the chief attention, buc military matters of a
professional sort will be given more space and the whole field of
British and foreign topics carefully covered.

A. Xischke Rifle Club.
Jkhskt City. N. J.—At the shoot of Aug. 19 six members scored

over 210 on the 25-ring target at ll^ift,, as follows:
Ligchke 24 24 24 24 23 33 23 31 31 19—236
Schulte 24 24 24 23 22 21 20 19 IS 17-212
Si'harli _ ,35 95 25 ?A 32 2:3 21 21 21 20—325
Reich erz 35 24 24 S3 22 .22 22 22 16 15 -215
Dyrofl 35 23 23 23 22 33 32 31 18 10—214
Sceidel 35 24 23 33 23 22 22 22 22 21—227

Otto Schulte.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Septemher.-Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association annual
tournament, at Denver, Col.
September.—Conneaut (O.) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 1-3.—Uniontown (Pa.) Gnu Club tournament.
Sept. 1-.5.—California State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, Shell Mound, Oakland. Cal.
Sept. 5.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Associa-

tion, first annual tournampnt.
Sept. 5.—Muncie (Ind.) Gun Club amateur tournament.
Sept. 5.—Beaver Falls (Pa.) Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment.
Sept. 5.—Central Gun Club tournament, at Gantzler's Grove,

Elizabeth, N. J.

Sept, 5.—RoseviUe Gun Club tournament, Bloomfleld avenue,
Newark, N. J.

Sept. 5.—Hartford (Conn.) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 5-7 —Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, two

days at targets, last day at mud hens.
Sept. 6-8.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, at Jacksonville, 111.

Sept. 6-8.—St. Paul (Minn.) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 6-8.—Michigan Trap-Shooter's League tournament, at

Saginaw. Mich.
Sept. 7-8.—Tiffin (Ohio) Gun Club tournament.
September (seci-nd week). — Interstate Manufacturer

Dealers' -Association tournament, at Auourn. N. Y.
Sept. 14—New Jersey Trap Shooter's. League, ninth monthly

team shoot, at Harrison, N. J.

Sept. 14-15.—West Side Sportsmen's Association tournament, at
Rochester, End.
Sept. 20-21.—Auburn Inter.state Tournament.
Sept. 30 23.—Saratoga (N. Y.) Gun Club, annual tournament.
Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Ky,
Sept. 29-Oct. 1.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 0-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa
Oct. 4-7.—Chas. Polsier's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 6-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. 11.—Eastern New Y'ork League kingbird tournament, with

Cruttendens & Cords new trap and pull, at Canajoharie, N Y
T. O. Pegnim, Sec'y.
Oct. lS-13.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines, Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Somervllle Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
Alay 23-25, 1893.—KnoxvlUe Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
We have just received a pleasant letter from Roger Van Gilder

secretary of the Knoxvillo (Tenn ) Gun Club, in which he states chat
at the regular meeting of the club on Aug, 13 it was decided t'^ claim
May S3, 24 and 25 for the 189.S tournament of that club 'I'his will be
the twelfth annual tournament run by this popular and enterprisia?
organization, and judgingfrom the present outlook it will far eclipse
any previous effort, successful as they have been. The club will add
Si,000 to its purses and wifl also offer several hundred dollars worth
of merchandise prizes. They firmly intend to make this "the sren-
tlemen's shoot" of 1898, where every shooter can win monevi"fhe
shoots well. The condiiions wifl be such as to induce all the ci acks
of America to enter with no fear that they will be handicapped to
lose, the obnoxious "expert" rule being a dead and buried issue with
this club. Mr Van Gilder states, and jaatly too, that the -'expert"
rule is an outrage upon the shooters, who can not possibly stand up
with some of the semi-experts and amateurs of tne present day,

Another conflict of dates, this time between tbe Interstate Manu-
facturers' and Dealers' Association and the Saratoga Oun Club The
former announces its Auburn shoot for Sept. 20, 31 and 23, whiie the
Saratoga Gun Club claims Sept. 20, 31, 29 and S3. In all reason the
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Saratoga club should have tlie right of way. Away back in the
early sprrasr the Interstate Association annoutieed that its toiirna-
jTients would be held rturine: the spcond week of ench moinh. For
several weeks the list of fixtures in the various trap papers have
stated that the Interstate tournament at Auburn would be held tbe
second week in Septt^mber. If held the second week the dates should
be Sept. 13, 14 and 15. Takuig it for granted that the schedule of ibe
Interstate Associacion was O. X. the Saratoga Gun Olub claimed the
dates named above and now the Interstate at Auburn is slated so as
to conflict. It would, be graceful for the Interstate Association
to change its dates.

The events during the Pier Gun Olub tournament at Atlantic City.
N. J., will be as follows (each day's events being the same): No. 1, 10
Singles, $1 entry, rapid firing; Nos. 2 and 3, 10 singles, $1 entry, ex-
pen; rules; No. 4, 15 singles, SI. 50 entry, gun below elbow until bird
is thrown: No. 5, -20 singles, $3 entry, rapid firing; No. C, for ladies
only, ar 10 singles, $1 entry. No 7„15 singles, expert rules, both bar-
rels, $1 .^0: No. 8, 5 pairs, $1 entry; No. 9, team of two race, rapid
firiijg, singles, ft3 per team: No. 10 10 singles, $1 eitUy. Sporting
Item rules. Tbird day, Sept. 7, "Mud Hen Day. Everybody goes
out mud hen sbootuig, and the man that gets the most birds will
have the biggest bag of game." Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. on
Sept. 5 and 6. The shoot will be held on Young & McShae's pier,
1,400 feet out in the Atlantic Ocean^.

The chances are that as soon as the present series of team shoots
of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League are completed a new
series win be started. And here we would suggest that during tbe
next series tbe rules prohibit any one man from shooting on more
than one team during the series. Where this is allowed it is an easy
matter for clubs to dish up the ''places" to suit themselves, as ihe
majority of the 'better shots are members of from one to half a
dozen clubs. Another thing tliat should be done is to arrange for
one or more individual contests, say one at 23 singles, and one at 30
singles and 10 pairs A percentage" of the entrance money could be
retained until the close of tbe series and then be awarded for the
first to the fifth best aggregate scores in four-fifths of the events.

* * *
If some of the progressive managers of tournaments care to attract

a big field of shooters, let them offer a purse of $100 for a conte.st

between teams of ten men each from New Jersey, New York, District
of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland and Connecticut. Charge the
teams only for the targets they shoot at; let the winning team take
the entire pot, and let it be expressly stipulated that each man must
be a resident of the State he represents. The moner spent by these
team men in sweepstakes during a tournament would more than off-

set the $100 given by the management. What is the matter with
running such a contest durmg the tournament of the Wilmington
(Del.) Gun Club?

* * *
A large number of valuable merchandise prizes are offered in the

programme of tbe Frankfort (N. Y ) Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation for its Labor Day tournament. The events in order will be at
10 targets, 10 targets, 15 targets, 10 targets, 15 targets, 5 live birds, 15

targets, la targets, 7 live birds, 20 targets, team race, l-nieu team, 31
targets per man, and 10 targets. For the best average in events Nos.
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10 there will be awarded the Association badge, de-
signed and manufactured by C. M. Rich, and valued at $25. The
man making the poorest average will receive one shaving ticket,

value 10 cmts. Kingbird targets and traps wiU be used, ai:d
"Orutty" will bs chief hustler.

***
Target shooting in the South is bnoming at agreatrate and scarcely

a week passes but one or more clubs come into existence, Harrison-
burg, Ta., bus fallen into line, haviug formed a club with twenty
enthusiastic members. The offieers are; H, V, Strayer. President;
E. W. Sulliv&n, Vice-President and Captain; S. B. Loeb, Secretary
and Treasurer; G. Baughei-, Keener of tbe traps. The other charter
members are William Schultz. Winfleld Liggett, Edward Purcell, Jr.,

John feullivau, John Snyder, J, Grumbne, W. A. Herrou. George
Hassman, Robert Eastham, P. J. Lamb, C. Staples Chas. Matthews.

Anent a world's trap tournament in Chicago in 1893. what an
opportune time that would be to decide upon the champion live-

pigeon shooter of tbe world. In our judgment the proper way to
arrange such a contest would be to have a contest at 500 live pigeons
per man—100 each day for 5 days—$350 entrance fee, bird money to
be deducted from the pot and the entire balance to go to the winner
as follows; he to receive $1 ,000 in cash and a trophy emblematic of
the world's championship, said tropny to cost whatever amount may
be left in the pot after paying for birds and paying winner his $1,000.

"Too many shoots on a programme; too much driving under the
rapid-firing system, and too much partiality in the matter of handi-
capping," said a prominent shooter a few days ago, ' are what cut
down the attendance at the later day tournaments. Let the tourna-
ment managers make a rule not to have more than 150 shots fired by
a competitor in a day; let them have about four events a day shot
under the old style, 'flve-targets-down-rule,' and let them impose
their handicaps strictly on the shooting ability of a man and you will
see a better attendance."

.* * *

Lewiston, Maine, Aug. 24.—The Androscogein Gun Club team No.
1 won the first prize in the State gun club tournament at Lewiston to-
day by a score of 168. Bath Club team No. 1 won second, score 156;
Richmond Club tbird, 151; Freejiort Club fourth, 146; Androscoggin
No. 2 and Bath Nn. 2 were tied, score 132. Five men in each team
shot at 50 birds apiece. The referee was C. E. Thm'low, of Auburn;
judges, George Gat . of Boston, and P. F. Cobb, of Richmond; scorer,
R. A, Foster, of Auburn. The Androscoggin Olub has held a State
championship for four years.

* * *
The following is a list of the officers and members of the West Side

Gun Club, of Topeka, Kan.: Pres., A. H. Piety ; Vice- Pres., W. N.
Hall; Sec'v and Treas , N. D. McGinley; J. W. Mowers, W. B. Hansen,
R. M. Gage, O. 0. Baker, W. A. L. Thompson. A, C. Davis, Robert
Thompson, J. C. Clark, F. W. Wdlard, L. Biscoe, W. C. Kuox, E. L.
Dibert, A. B. Marsten, F. H. Poster, Charles Humole, T. W. Bean, W.
E. Sterne, C. W. Newell, 0. E. Wickham and C. P. Wiggin.

All to take place on Labor Day, Sept. 5: Maplewood Gun Club,
Maplewood, N. J. ; Frankfort (N Y.) Game and Fish Protective Asso-
ciation; Muneie (ind.) Gun Club, Beaver Falls (.Pa.) Sportsmen's As-
sociation, West End Club, Newark, N. J.; Central Gun Club, Ehza-
beth, N J ; Pier Gun Olub, Atlantic City, N. J.; California State
Sportsmen's Association, Oakland, Cal.; Roseville Gun Club, Newark,

* * *

The fifteenth annual tournament of the St. Paul (Minn.) Gun Club,
to be held on Sept. 6, 7 and 8, will undoubtedly draw a big crowd, as
the prizes are very valuable and numerous. Among the general
average prizes for those who shoot in all regular events during the
three days are cash prizes of $40, $85, $30, ,135, $20, $15 and $10,
shooting suits, fishing rods, gun cases, and other merchandise prizes.

The Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club announces an open to all tourna-
ment on Labor Day, beginning at lO A. M, The programme com-
prises eight 10-target events, 50 and 75 cents en ti^; tour 15-targei
events, $1 entry; one 25 target event, $2 entry, and an event for two
men teams, 15 targets per man, $2 entry per team. The shooting
will be under the Keystone system.

* * *
Frank Mason has resigned his position as Eastern correspondent

for the American Field and has assumed the position of traveling
man for The Mayflower, a horticultural monthly. Frank was im-
mensely popular with the trap shooters throughout the country, and
we know they wfilall unite with us in wishing him success in his new
field.

* * *
It is nearly time to agitate a movement looking toward a world's

championship tom-nament to be held in Chicago during 1893. An
affair of this kmd should be taken in hand by some well-known and
reliable club in or near Chicago. Who will be first to take steps look-
ing toward the booming of such an afEair?

* ^ *
The following scores were maae at the shoot of the Pastime Gun

Club, of Detroit, Mich., at 20 bluerock targets each: T. Olfs 14, R.
Schmidt Iti, P. Gross 18, C. Kaiser 11, H. Scheberly 12, A. Touniier 18,
W. Buesser 17, E. Scnwenk 17, S. Herberz 18. H. Mandt 12, R.
Schwenlc 11, J. Repp 13.

At the shoot of the Passaic City (N* J.) Gim Club on Aug. 20, Kevitt
broke 29 out of 30 bluerock targets, Wise 25, Jelleme 23, Vermoral 23,

Abbott '22, Coeman 20, BOaw 20, McGee 21, Kelly 20, Hall 19, Gaston 19,

Bowes 19, Lemoue 18, Campbell 17, Hemioii 17, Van Wickle 15, Reid 13.

Father Time Harry Rainbow Thurman came to New York on
Monday to see the boys off for New London. And what a long face
Harry did make when he stated that business would not allow him to
take "in the Keystone shoot.

At the monthly club shoot of 'the*Roseville Gun Club, of Newark,
N. J , on Aug. 25, B. A. hist won the club medal on a score of 21

breaks out of 35 targets shot at, This club will hold an all-day's
tournament on Sept, 5.

Will some of our readers kindly inform us where and at what price
English sparrows may be procured? We receive many inquiries
from parties who wish to procure a supply of these pugnacious pests
to shoot from the trap.

* * *
Harry Thurman expects to see a big attendance at the tournament

of the Pier Gun Club at Atlantic City on Sept. 5 and 6. On the 7th he
will give the visitors a chance to shoot mud-hens on the fiats.

Hildebrant Fitz Gerald, gun editor*of the Philadelphia Item, is to
be married on Sept 14 to Miss Frances C. Lyons. The ceremony will
take place at 12 o'clock in St. Mark's Church, Philadelphia.

In another column will be found a communication from a subscri-
ber who advocates the substitution of the rifle and glass ball in place
of the shotgun and "saucer."

* * *
Tbe East Orange Gun Club will hold an all-day's open tournament

in conjuncUon with the ninth monthly team shoot ol^the New Jersey
Trap-Shooter's League, on Sept, 14.

The New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association at its coming tour-
nament should introduce an innovation by shooting part of its tar-
get events under the old rules.

The tournament of tbe Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association
will be held at Jacksonville, Hi., Sept. 6 and 8, and a very attractive
programme has been issued.

* * *

The Peekskill Gun Club will publish its progi'amme in a fortnight.
Its tournament takes place on Sept. 29 and 30 and Oct. 1, the third
day being at live birds.

***
The Allentown (Pa ) and Newark (N. J.) Gun Clubs are said to have

arranged for a team shoot at live birds on Oct. 20, the shoot to take
place at RittersviUe, Pa.

* * *

R. H. Breintnall, of the Essex and South Side Gun Clubs, of Newark,
N. J., will start on Monday for a month's trip through the Yellow-
stone region.

* * *
Miss Jennie Smith and Richard Mahon shot a match at the Morris-

town Driving Park at 50 targets each, Miss Smith breaking 25 and
Mahon 24.

* * «

The New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game will hold a tournament at Marion this fall.

* * *•

It is "Happy Jack" Elliott and not Milliott who will try conclusions
with oarsman James Pilkington in a live bird match this month.

The Central Gun Club, of Ebzabeth, N. J., will hold a live bird
shoot for a gold medal at Gantzler's Grove on J^abor Day.

* * *

The Saratoga (N. Y.) Gun Club offers $2,000 in guaranteed purses
for its grand tournament on Sept. 20 to 23 inclusive.

* * *

The new handbook of the Ideal M iuufacturing Company, of New
Haven, is a daisy. It is the production of J. H, Barlow.

* * *

The final shoot for the champion medal of the Red Oak (la.) Gun
Club took place on Aug. 16, the winner being W. H. Evans.

Ohio shooters will have a chance to enjoy some sport at Tiflen
next Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

The Hartford (Conn.) Gun Club is out with a programme of a
tournament to be held on Labor Day.

* * *

There will be a live-bird shoot on John Erb's "Old Stone House"
grounds in Newark, M. J., on Labor Day.

* * *

Now that Harry Squires is home again some novelties in the way of
advertisements may be looked for.

* * *

Chicago clubs, come to the front and center and give us details for
a World's tournament in 1893,

The red "V. L. & A," shell seems to have Ihe call among shooters
out Chicago way.

The Bray's Bayou Gun Club, of Kentucky, will celebrate its anni-
versary on Sept. 4.

^

The Massachusetts Rifle Association is making a great feature of
its trap department.

Treadway's "Comfort Recoil Pad" is making friends among the
shooters,

* * *

The Newark Gun Club will hold its monthly shoot at John Erb's on
Sept. 8.

^

Keep yom' eyes open for full information as to "How our daddies
did it."

The Auburn Interstate will be a two days' shoot, Sept. 20-21.

Auburn will use kingbird targets during the Interstate shoot.
* * *

Joseph Erhard. of Atchison, Kan., was in town last week.
C. H. TOWNSEND.

The Manor Club.

LryiNGSTON Manor, Aug. 32.—The match at clay pigeons was
shot off on the grounds of the Manor Club to-day and was won by
Mr, Allan Nichols, of New York, with Mr. Avery Smith second
and Ellis Livingston third. Mr. Smith is the smart Canadian
shot, and would have won the match if he had posessed the
amount of nerve that the New Yorker showed. Three hundred
people witnessed the shooiing and were well repaid, as some of
tne birds wt re only brought down by tbe most remarkable of
fancy work. Mr. Nichols again and again forced applause from
The onlookers by his clean, phenomenal shooting. Although
making the best score ever made on these grounds and winning
the match easily, Mr. Nichols does not receive the cup—it being a
condition of the gift that it must be won by a resident ot the
county; It therefore goes to Mr. Livingston, the dc nor, Mr. Smith
residing in Canada. The birds were flown from the new traps,

and Colonel Harding had charge of that branch of the sport. The
referee was Mr. Joel Palmer, while the score was keut by that
well-known crack shot Mr. O. W. Otis, of Albany. Club rules
prevailed, the score being as follows:

AlIan Nich ols 111111111inilllll 1011111-24
Avery Smith llOlllllllOlUlimilllOI-22
E Livingston 1111111110110111111110010-20
Arthur Smith 1111011011111100111100111-19

John Hamilton 1110011110101101111111110-19

Gordon Gordon 1100011111111111111100011-19

The shoot-off for fourth honor was won by Mr. Gordon, who
beat Mr. Hamilton a bird. Before the match Ma&ter W. Benton,
nephew of the president of the club, fell from the little pier into
20ft. of water; the cries of his companions brought the tennis
people from the courts on a run, and the boy was gallantly
resrued by the subsequent winner of the pigeon match, Mr.
Nichols, who sprang into the lake without hesitation an -t, none
too soon, got thf> lad to the ladders. Mr. Nichols blushingly dis-

claimed the charge of heroism brought against him and stated
that the only regret he felt was that he had an hour previously
borrowed some tennis shoes from the president, which were
ruined by their bath. Mr. Nichols drove back to bis father's
home carrying the conviction that the club ppople had used him
too well, but they think they have seldom entertained so good a
shot or so fine a fellow. R. W^. Newton, Sec'y.

Fond du liac.

Fond du Lac, Wis.. Aug. 27,—Enclosed please find scores of
our regular shoot to-day at twenly-flve hluerocks. High wind
was blowing and scores are nothing extra.
AH Lewis. ^ 19 A R Keating 13 P Hurlbut 10

W J Hamilton.... 14 S Burtis Amory....l3 LFMcLain 18

A. H. Lewis, 2 pairs, 3. A. K, Keating, 5 pairs, 6.

A. B. K„ Sec.

Massachusetts Trap Work.
Walnut Hilt.. Aug. 23.—The usual gathering of trap-shooting

experts reported at the cosy club house of the Massachusetts
Rifle Association to-day, and after freely discussing one of Range
Master Kendall's "standard" lunches, proceeded to the main
business of the occasion— the fourth contest in the gold coin
match.
With best possible conditions and weather the scorers were

called upon to record some excellent efforts in this event, and a
glance at tbe summary ot the day's shooting will show how stub-
bornly the contest was fought to its conclusion.
The association has offered a very valuable list of prizes in this

series of competitions, and any place among the winners, from
the top to bottom of the list, is well worth securing. But the real
sportsman trap-shooter gives but little thought to the value of the
trophies for whi( h he competo, be they goid coin or valuable mer-
chandise, for he finds bis keenest enjoyment in the discomfiture
of his rivals.
Into-daj's competition the struggle for "the head of the col-

umn" resulted in favor of Mr. Black, who suece<^ded in killing 28
out of a possible .30 birds in the match, this being one point higuer
than has thus far been reached by any other competitor in the
series of contests, and giving possession of the chsmpion medal
till the next shoot. The summary of the day's shooting ia as fol-
lows:

Gold Coin Match.
Twenty birds Keyst^one system, and 10 birds from five traps,

unknown angl'-s: Black 38, Snow 27, B irrett 26, Hosmer 35, Cli-
max 24, S'one 23. Smith 23, Nichols 20, Swift 19, Stagg 17.
The minor events were:
Five targets, unknown angles: Goldthwait, Hosmer and Snow,

5, first; Barrett and Black, 4, "econd; Stone, 3. third.
Five Keystone taigets, Keystone system: Blai-k, Barrett

and Hosmar, 5, first; Swift, 4, second; Goldthwait and Snow, 3.
third.
Ten Keystone targets. Keystone svstem: Black and Climax.

9, first; Hosmer, Snow, Stone and Maynard, 8, second; Smith, 7.
third.
Five hub targets, unknown angles: Black, Barrett and Snow,

5, first; Climax, 4, second; Hosmer, 3, third.
Ten Keystone targets. Keystone system: Hosmer, 10, first: Black

and Stone, 9, second; Smith, 8, third.
Three pair targets: Black and Climax, 6, first; Hosmer, 5, sec-

ond; Smith, 4, third.
Ten Keystone targets. Keystone system: Black, 10, second; Bar-

rett, Climax and Snow, 9, second; Nichols and Stone, 8, third.
Ten hub targets. Keystone system: Snow, 10, first; Barrett and

Stone, 9, second; Smith, 8, third.
Ten Keystone targets, unknown angles: Black, 9, first; Barrett

and Snow, 8, second; Smith, 7, third.
Five hub targets, unknown angles: Swift, Barrett and Hosmer,

.5, first; Nichols, Smith and Stone, 4, second; Maynard and Biack,
3, third.
Ten Keystone targets. Keystone system: Barrett, 10, first; Climax

and Snow, 9, secono; Hosmer, Maynard and Stone, 8, inird; Gold-
thwait and Black, 7, f.-uruh.
Nine hub targets, unknown angle.=: Barrett, 9, first; Black,

Climax and Nichols, second, 8; Swift. 7, third; Hosmer and Paul-
son, 6, fourth.
Ten Keystone targets. Keystone system: Barrett, 10. first; Cli-

max and Snow, 9, second; Black and Smith, 8, third; Stone, 7,
fourth.

Kive hub targets, unknown angles: Barrett and Stone, 5, first;
Maynard, Smnh and Snow, 4, second; Nichols, 3, third.
There were present at to-day's shoot a liberal number of visiting

sportsmen from various clubs in New England, prominent among
whom were Capt. Goldthwait and son and Mr. B. F. Smart, of
Portland, Me.
The next shoot in the series, and the fifth competition in the

gold coin match, will occur at this range Wednesday, Sept. 7,

Team Shoot at Urbana.
Ubbana, O., Aug. 21.—Tbe following scores were made in the

team shoot during the tournament of the Urbana Gun Club,
nine men to a team, 25 targets per man.

Sherman Gun Club Team,
Alkire 1111111111111111111111111-24
Sprigg lllllOIlUliniOlllOlllll—22
Greene lllll01111101111iOOiniU-2l
Walt iiiomiioiiioouiioniii—20
Williams 0111101111011)01 110111011—19
Mason 1011110111101110110110111—19
Baker IIOIIHOIIIOIIIOIIOIIOIU—19
H Miller. nillOllOOOlJOlOOlOOlOOOl—13
Bobb 1000101011110001000110111—13—170

Plain City Gun Club Team.
Worthington OlllOlllHOllllOllOlllOll—19
Drvis lllllllOimoiilOl 1 00101—19
Sly 1111011111001101111101110—19
Ballinger 111101101111,1 111011 1 01101-19
Barlow. 1101110111101011011011011-18
Davis lOlllOlllbOllllOlllJOOlll—18
Harris lOlOUOOlOlllOlOllllOllOll—15
McCloud 11 OlOOl 111001 lOOOllOO 1 1 11—15
Mooney 1111011110001001111101001-15-157

Urbana Gun Club Team.
Muzzy 1111111111111111010111111—23
Arrosmith 1101111111101111111111111—23
Oushman 1011011111111111011111111—33
McLain llllimUllOOlOlllllllOO—20
Holding lOllOOOjllliOiOlllllOUOO—16
Don k 1 (^OOllOUlOl 1110000111111—IB
Hupp 0110101100001010101111101-14
Jack 00011010100010011011mil—14
Delaney OlOOOOOOllOOOlOlOOlOlOOOO— 7—155

Sprinefield Gun Cluii Team.
Young llllimOlllOOlOimiOlll—20
Strong OllOlllllinOOlJOllllOlll-19
Wilson nillllllllOlOOllllOOllOO-18
Sackman 1111011100000111110111101-17
Hughs 1001111010111111110001011—17
Dufley lUllOOllOl 1 1 010101 OlOl! 0-16
Downs OOOlOlllllOlllOOin 010 1 10—15
Hutchina llOlOOlOOOOl 1 100110011101- 13
Black OIOOOOOOOUOIUOOOOIIOOIO- 9-144

Texas Targets.
Austin. Tex., Aug. 27.—The second annual encampment shoot

given by the Miller Bros, was a pronounced success, and has led
TO the organ zation of a. very promising gun club. Inclosed find
scores made yesterday afternoon. The wind being very high, pre-
vented any fine scores being made.
First match, team shoot between sides chosen by Nalle and

Du' St, 25 single hluerocks:
Petmeckey 24 Durst 15
Nalle 15 Jackson 18
Kapperl 16-55 Basnett 17—50
Second match, same as above:

Nalle li Durst 20
Petmeckey 23 Jackson 18
Kappel 13—50 Basnett 15—53
This closed shooting for the day. We will commence improving

shooting grounds in a few days, and by Oct. 1 expect to have every
thing in fine order. John Durst.

Linden Grove Guu Club.

The heavy rain of Friday, Aug. 26, was a great drawback on
the attendance of the members of the Linrien Grove Gjin Club at
Dexter Park, L, I. Only four shot for the club medal and best
averages for the annual prize at the close of the season. J. Bir-
mtl and W. Cunningham tied with 6 each out of 7. The former
withdrew in favor of Cunningham for the trophy. The score:
J Birmel 2211110—6 F Wissenborn 0130111—5
0 Horney 0090001-1 W Cunningham 1012321-6

Shooting at Jersey .City.

The monthly shoot of the Endeavor Gun Club was held at
Jpraey City on Aug. 20, each man shooting at 25 bluerock targets.
The scores;
Dr Fletcher OOIOOIOOOOIOIUIIOOOOOOIO- 9
Polhamus llOOOOOOOOOmOnOOOOOOlOO— 6
Fry 1011100011111110010111100-16

Strader 1111100011011111011000110-16

Lawrance 1110001 OllllOOlOiOl 101110-15
Oreveling OIOIOOIOIOOIOOIOOOIOOOOIO- 8
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Big Tournament at Hobart.
HOBAHT, Ind.—Inclosed flad scores made diiring the touriia-

tnent of the Northern Indiana Shooting Association at this place.
The attendance was not heavy, hui. everybody bad their full share
of spnrt and went away well pleased with the treatment they
received:
No, 1, miss and ont, SO cents entrance: L'ghtner 4, Atltins 2,

King 1. Grubbs 3, Bnllock 0, Arnola n, Ruble 0. Saylcs 4, Feister 0.
No. 2, 10 singles, |1 entrance: Ruble 9, Grubba 5, King 9, Sayles

S, Atkino 9, Lightner 8, Green R, Bulloek4, Feister 7. Arnold 7,
Coppins 6, Grupl 4. Ames 9, Reeder S, Kineberg 4, Banks -i.

No, 3, 10 singles, $1.25 entfance: Ruble 9, Ames 7, Atkins 9,
Reeder 9, Kingberg 5, King S, Lightner 8, Gruel 9, Banks 4, Bullock
8, SaylesS, Grubbs 8. Fiester 7, Green 8, St.rattan 5.

No. 4, Ih singles, f2 entrancti Reeder IS, Kingberg 10, Atkins 14,
King 9, Gruel 15, Ruble 14. Sayles 10, Lightner 10, Bullock 10. Ames
13. Banks 14, Feister 11.

No. .'5, 10 singles, $1.95 entrance: Ruble 9, Reeder 8. Atkins it,

Sayles 5, Ames 9, Gruel 8, Green (5, Kingberg .5, Kin? 7, Bnllock 7,
Banlcs 6. Strattan 1, Arnold 7, Lightner 9, Feister 9, Coppins 10.
Grubbs 8.

No. a, 3 pairs. $1 entrance: Ames 3, Gruel 4, Reeder fi. Ruble 3,
Atkins 3, King 6, Banks 3. Lightner 4.

No. 7, 10 singles. $1 entrance: Stratton 4 Gruol 7, Ruble 10,
Arnold 4, Banks fi, Rei der 9 Kingberg 8, Atkins 8, Lightner 10,
Green 9, Feister 7, Sayles 6, Ames 9, Bullock 8, Grubbs .'i, Coppins i).

No. 8, 1.5 singles, $3 entrance: Lightner 14, Gruel 12, Ueeder 14,
Kingberg 10. Atkins 11, Banks 12, Feister 12, Bullcck 13, Ruble 18,
Sayles 13. Grrenll, Ames 11.

No. 9, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Lightner 9, Reeder 8, Kinaherg 5,
Gruel 8, Atkins 9, Ruble 8, Ames 7, Banks 9, Bullock 9, Feister 9
Arnold 8. K'ng 7. C ppins 10.

No.lO, 25 singles, entrance S3, SiO guaranteed: Sayles Ifi, L'gbtner
20, Grutfl 21, Bullock 20. Green 16, King 19, Atkins 23, Reeder 33,
Kingberg IB, Banks 19. Feister 18. Ames 22, Ruole 34, C ppins 20.
No. 11,10 singles. $1 entrance: Gruel 8, Lightner 9, Green 7,

Kingberg 7. Reeder 8. Atkings 8, Bullock 9. Feister Ames 8,
Strattan 3, Grubbs 8, Ruble 10, Coppins 9, Banks ti, Arnold 4,
Stevens 3
No. 12. 10 singles. SI entrance: Banks 8, Atkins 5, Gruel 7, Cop-

pins 8, Bullock 8, King 8, Reeder 7, Stratten 1, Ford 3, Green U,
Smith 3, Ruble 9, Lightner 10. Kine'berg 4, Feister 8, Ames 7.
No. 13, 13 singles, S1.50 entrance: Banks 13, Reeder 12, Gruel 13,

King 13, Atkins 9, Ames 12. Kingberg 9, L'ghtner 10, Ruble 15, Bul-
lock 10, Coppins 14, Feister 13, Green II.
No. 14, 10 singles. $1 entrance: Ligtner 7, GruellO, Ruble 9, King

7, Bullock 9, Reeder 9, Feister 8. Ames 7, Banks 9, Strathers 3,
Coppins 8, Green 7, Kingherg 5.

Sparrow Shoot at Germantown.
Germantown, Pa., Aug. 34. -About twenty shootprs from Phil-

adelphia and vicinity met this afternoon on a farm near this
place for a friendly shoot at the delusive EnBrlish sparrow. Com-
prised in the parly were Harry Rainbow Thurman of German-
lown, John Rothaker of Norristown. Wm. Greenwood of German-
town, Wm. H. Wolstencroft of Frankford, R. E. Irwin and .1.

Frank Kleiniz of Philadelphia. The day was delightfulifor sport
and the party had an elegant lot of fun, the host doing all in his
power to cater to their comfort and en.ioyment.
About the time the supply of sparrows had been exhausted it

began to rain, when Mr. Welch extended an invitation to the parly
to take refuge in his house, which was near by. The invitation
was accepted and upon arrival at the house it was found that
Mrs. Welcb had prepared for them a splendid repast to which all
did full .iustlce. During the meal, as a matter of course, "match
talk" Was in order, and a number of contests resulted. Wm.
Greenwood, the Germantown boniface, made a waaer of glOO that
he could furnish lOO live pigeons out of which lot Mr. Sivad could
not kill 86 upaer Hurliugham rules. Sivad promptly covered
Greenwoon's stake and the match will take place on Wednesday,
Sept. 7, at Fenwood (on the P. W. & R. R ), on the grounds of the
Sportsmen's Club. Greenwood will put out a lot of birds that will
puzzle the shooter.
Appended are the scores of to-day's sparrow contests:
First match, three-handed,25 sparrows perman, 50yds. boundary,

otherwise Hurlingham rules, 5 ground traps. 28yds. rise, loser to
pay for birds:

Sivad 311 lllllll 101 11112121 2110-33
Wolstencroft : .0201111101021201121110103-18
Armstrong .4. 211211110022200110milll—20
No. 2, 10 birds, $3 entry, birds extra, three moneys, otherwise

samij as above

:

Thurman 1112110212- 9 Wilson 0112101131- 8
Kleintz 2112211111-10 Sivad 1021100122- 7
Wolstencroft 1311011111— 9 Grepuwood 1002201120— 6
Irwin 2231211023- 9 Armstrong 1331111002— 8
Lsam 0000001002— 2 Haddon 11211123L1-10
Stravens 0210002011— 5

No. 3, fame as previous one:
Thurman 3111311311—10 Sivad 0112111111— fi

Wilson 1101211111— 9 Haddon 1110111111— 9
Stravens 1101101211—8 Irwin. . 0001010011—4
Kleintz 10U121I111— 8 Greenwood 1111201210- 8
Rochaker 10i011l;Jl2- 8 Laan^. 0022111111— 8
Maher 0011100111— B Armstrong 1130111120— 8
Wolstencroft 2111111111-10
Rothafter -atld Sivad divided ties on third. H. T.

The World's Fair Tournament.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 24.—President R B. Organ, of the IlUnoia

State Sportsmen's Association, is beginning to castabout for plans
worthy of the next tournament of the Association, which should
be a shooting event of greater magnitude than we have ever
known. This tournament will probably last from two to four
w«eks. It may take a week to finish the State shoot. There will
be shooters here from, all over America and from all over the
world. To make the tournament what it should be, a world's
event, and one typical of America, there will be needed more
money than the Staie Association could possibly give. The city
and State will be buried under the nation and the world here next
June. The .June tournament will belong to Illinois only in the
most slender connection. It will be and should be an American
event. President Organ reasons as follows:
'•There are 5,000 trap-shooting clubs in the United States," said

he, '"and these represent 80,000 shooters. I believe it might be
well to issue a call to all the trap shooters of America to assess
themselves a small sum per capita, say $1, for the purpose of a
World's Fair tournament fund. One-fourth of this fund should
be set aside for the purposes of game protection. Cnicago is the
point to which most of the illegal game is shipped in the West,
and if this fund were well spent in Chicago and the tributary
States much good might be accomplished. We should have left
enough to off ^r the best purses ever shot for in Ameiiea, if not
in the world."
In order that this may not be taken for a local makeshift.

President Organ will seek to have the coming tournamf=nr
officially recognized as part of the Pair, with the offlcers and
executive committee of the association delegated as the offlcers
of the Fair for the purpose of perfecting the event to a point
worthy of its surroundings and of the time. Plan^ of this nature
will soon be pushed. Plenty of work remains to be done between
now and .lane. E. Hough .

Kifle Trap-Shooting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been considering of late what 1 think would be a most

agreeable change in the matter of trap-shooting. It is this: the
u?e of the rifle instead of the shotgun. The objections to the use
of the shotgun are these: the noise, recoil, expense, and I may add
the itnfairneos of the contest. It is not the most accurate aim
that always breaks a claj'-pigeon, the really best marksmen often
making a score below an indifferent one. I think if one makes
the experiment he will find that at 40yds. the shot large enough
to break invariably a clay-pigeon will generally be so distributed
as to allow spaces in which the "pigeon" vvill not be touched.
With this fact, the breaking is due more or less to good fortune.
Again, some guns of the contestants are better than others, shoot-
ing stronger and distributing the shot more uniformly.
lu shooting with the rifle I would go straight back to the old

glass ball. Fashion goes a great way. I would rather see a black
glass ball shivered to atoms, gleaminsr in the sunlight, than see
a dozen clay-pigeons rent asunder. But tastes differ. However,
the fashion is "pigeons," and it will be untiljthe publicjsee as I do,
which may or may not he.
In the use of the rifle I would recommend one of accuracy, and

for .22 short and long cartridge, length of barrel and stock ,iust

the same as the shotgun. I would suggest that the glass balls be
larger than those tised for shot in most cases, and thrown nearly
gtj-ftight upward, especially for ordinary marksmen. I feel sure

that the sport T\'OUld be more intoresting and satisfactory than
shotgun contests.

I wish to add this: That I do not believe that the clay-pigeon
a« shot at from 1 he trap improves any one who is alteaoy a fair
sbotm the field. I have noticed that neaily all shooters pull
trigger as the "pigeon" begins to go downward. He seldom aims at
game m that course of flight, and the question is, does he not
esiabiish a habit detrimental to his i^hooting in the fielri ? La the
rifle shooting he can acquire the habit of "taking" the ball.iust
as It attains its extreme height.

I'd like to hear from other shooters, for I really think it wiU
come to this—rifle shooting at the trap. N. D. Et.tino,

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
TUK attendance of members of the New LTtiecht Rod and Gun

Club at Woodlawn Park, L. I., on Saturday, Aug. 27, was rather
small on account of the close proximity to .Sheepsbead Bay race
tr.sce. R. R. Street and W. F. Sykes tied for the'gold and silvpr
medals in the club shoot at 20 targets each. The latter won op
the shoot-off. R. R. Street won the silver medal as well as the
live birds. The score: Club shoot:

^ , , Handicap.
C A Sykes 00110109100010101111—10 0 10
P Adams lOllOOOOlOlllOOlOUl—11 2 13RR Street 10111101111011011100—14 1 .15WF Sykes 11111101111010010111-15 0 15
Ties:

R R Street Hill W F Sykes mil
Live bird sweepstakes shoots, $3 entry:

I'lf. 2d.W F Sykes 321221 1 0113112213112-1 8 120O1-3R R Street 11112231111122121221—20 11113—5P A^ams 11123101202221101110-10 2111 1-5A White 11 ion 1110-8
C A Sykes 2112001111-8 11211-5

Close of the Alameda Season.
San Fhanctsco, Cal

,
Aug. 14.-The Alameda County Sports-

men's Club held its final shoot of the season yesterday at Oakland
track.
Besides the regular members who took part in the shoot were

some invited guests, who did even better than the club members.
The birds provided by Trapper Rice were good and strong on

the wing and in consequence the shooting was not as good as
usual.
There were four handsome special prizes for the sportsmen

who grassed the most birds. The first, a beautiful fan. was won
by Mr. Osborn; Bolander, Colwell and Haskell took the remaining
prizes. The cup, a handsome silver goblet, lined with gold, and
with an excellent cut of the club's shooting qu»rters on the Son-
oma marshes engraved on one side and the initials "A, S. C." on
the other, will be handed in the near future to the member who
made the best aggregate score of the season.
Among the members are several excellent field shots, who arenow patiently awaiting the day when it will be lawful to bag

wild fowls. The result of yesterday's shoot is as follow.^:
Alameda Sportsman's Club, final shoot of the sea.son, Oakland

track, Aug. 12:

Haskell. . , ; 021111211310—10 Mathew O il21li22"0'— 9
Morrison 100002123211— 8 Colwell 221211111010-10
DrKnowles .. ..0020121222:31—9 A F Ad.'iras (dOOOLlOlOU- 7
Norton 03110001210:3- 7 T .J Knowles 203101301313- 9
Bliss 200113112120- 9 Schroeder 221012011301- 9
Bolander 2112020'1111—10 H Knowles 01:2120112201— 9
Smith., 1010-'0110201— 7 Osborn . 20:33:2s;i:0U3l—10
Noyes 121010j 200(11- 7 Orr "'iW-'V-'^-^-V
Houghton 2002x0101111- 8 Mayhew 102111l:'ir)oI- 9

McDowall's Toronto Tournament.
Toronto, Aug. 13.—The two days' tournament given by Mr.

McDowall on Stark's grounds clos«d to-night. The weather was
fine, there were plenty of shooters and the scores ran high. There
was a team of 12 men from the 0-,hawa Gun Club, and the ream
match was a most interesting one between the visitors and the
Torotito Gun Club. The scores in this stood:

Oshawa Gun Club Team. Toronto Gun Club Team.
Cassels. . . .0011110 ' Oil IIOOIOOOO-IO George . . .11101101 1 01111 1 10001- 14
Mackie.. .UlCOmi 11110101110—15 Bugg IIOOIOIIOIOIOOIOOIOI-IO
Vanzant ..10111101000000110111—11 Simpson.. 101111 1 101 UllOlllil—17
Sykes 11111111100111111111-18 MoDowallllOllll 1 11011 1011 Ill-IT
MotbersilllllOlllllllllOllOm-17 Henry Ollllllllllinnoill-18
T Hast'gs.niimilllOlOllllOl—17 Blea ..... .1 1 111 11 lOllOilllllll— IS
Campbell.llOllllllOlllllOinil—ifi Emond lOlllOllllUlOi 11111 -17
Miller ....01110111110100010111-13 Cox llllllllllllllimU-20
J Basti'gs 11111111101011110001—IS Pnuttnn ..OOlOlOllOlllUlllini—14
Saulter....10111110111110011111-16 Pearsall . 01111111111111110111—18
Everson...1110100(001010011101-10 Sloper . ..lllOllOOUlllOlODlul—13
Finney . . .01111011101111100111 -15 Bay les . . . .1 lOlOlOllOOOlOOllOl 1—11
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Another interesting event was the 50-bird match, in which the
scores ran: Charles 48, Emond 48. Skip 45, McDowall 43, Henrv
4t). Campbell 48.

Twenty matches in all were decided during the meeting and
prompt distribution made of the liberal prizes.

Shooting at Claremont.
The diamoni3-hadge shoot of the New Jersey Shooting Club

took place at Claiemont, on August 27, the conditions being
twenty-five targets par man. Gus. Greiff, Von Lengerke &
Detmold's shooting rtpreseniative, tiei with F. Compson on 23
each, and a stubborn tontept followed, the tie being shot off at
ten taruets each. In the flrsst round both men were evidently
rattled, as they broke only six each. On the second round ihey
both broke straight. On rhe third and final round the "boy'"
nerved himself up and broke straight while Compson lost three,
this giving Greitf the medal for the third time. The scorts:

Perkins 1111110111101110111110001—19
Gus Gieiff 1111911111111111111110111—23
J R Richmond 1111111111111000111111110-21
A Higony 1011111011U1011II1110011-;>0
A Pope 11 0100111 OOlWOllOOlOOOOO-ll
F Compson OllUllllOlllllllllllllH—23
\V Smi 1 h 01 lULOllllOIJllOOllllOUOl—15W Purdy ^ lllllOOll 1 1 1111 lllllOullO-20
L Vredenburgh .lOOltllUOlO.lllliniUOl 111-18

The tie shoo;

:

Gieiff- 10(11011101-6 1111111111-10 lUinilll-lO
Comp-on lOlOlllOUl—6 1111111111—10 0011111110—7

The following sweeps followed. Nos.],2and 5 at known angles;
No. 3 at unknown angle.' ; No. 4, expert rules, all at ten targets:

1 £ 3 U 6 1 ;l d k c,

F Compson ....... 8 9 S fi .. Gus Greiff 9 9 10 8 8
Perhins 3 5 5 5 8 Craft 7 8 7 6
J H Richmond .. .10 10 S 8 6 A Pope . . ., 5: ..,W Smith 874....

Shreveport Rod and Gun Club.
Shbetepobt, La., Aug. 2.3.—The second annual shoot of the

Shreveport Rod and Gun Clm opened to-day at the fair grounds.
Among the vi.5itni-.s were L. J. Barlhelemy and H. B. Febiger, of
New Orlean ; D. O. B levies and T. W. Hemingsvay, nf Jackson.
Miss., and A tl. i4o 'oer, of Marshall. Tev. The first event, 7 blut-
rocks, was won by Birtht^lemy, ol: New Orleans; sprnnrt divided
between J. Flstner, M. C. Smith, M. C. Elstner and '\S''ellE; third.
Enders and Furman.
Second event, 10 single bluerocks, won by Barthelemy; second.

Wells, Henry and Bowie': third, Hemingway.
Tiiird event, 15 single bluerock,';, handicap: First, Enders; sec-

ond, Jenkins, ihird, Futman: fourth. J. Elsineri
Fourth event. 5 doable bluerocks: First, .Jenkins; second, J.

Elstner; third. Wells.
Fifth event. 20 single bluerocks: Pirit, Jenkins; second, Bar-

thelemy and Hemingway; third, M. C. Elstner; fourth, Bowles.
Sixth event, 15 single bluerocks: First, Barthelemy, Heming-

way, M. C. Elstner, Furman and Enders: second, Smith; third,
Henry.
Rain eomewUat interfered with the sliooting.

-Deab Sir—In compliance with the by-laws adopted at Reading,
a.. ,I an. 30, 1692, 1 write to inform you that it will be nece.ssary

Harrisburg Protests the Keystones.
HabkiSbubq, Aug. 26.—mtitor Furoit and Stream: During the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association snoot at Reading
Pa„ a protest was entered against the Keystone Shooting League's
team of sis men competing for the team chaiuDionship of the
State, the moment they stepped to the score. The protestant
claiming that two of the members of said team having already
shot for the trophy in the team of the Philadelphia Shooting
Association, and bv allowing these men to shoot again it would
clearly violate all established .precedent, ^nd was decidedly an-
tagonistic to the sentiment conveyed by the po.ssessors of the
trophy. While there was no clause printed in the programme
governing this particular point, it was deemed by the donators
of the trophy to be as needless to insert such a clause as it would
have been for the givers of the live bird and inanimate target
trophies to state that no man shall compete twice in the same
day for their respective trophies.
For the Keystone Shooting League to claim the trophy on a

technicality gives the protestants a right to use the same method
in defending their position. By reference to nrticle 8, pase 24, of
the by-laws, it will be seen that no person shall be permitted to
contest for prizes who is not eligible according to the constitution,
and it shall be the duty of the clubs that are now members of tbe
association or may hereafter become a member, to forward to the
secretary a complete roster of the Iwna Me membership of then-
club, and immediately upon tbe election of any new member or
members, their names shall be forwarded to the secretary and it
shall he his duty to enter the same upon the State roster, and
any name that does not appear upon the State roster and in the
li.st of member.ship of his club, shall not be eligible to contest
for any prize or prizes offered by this association, etc., a.nd that
none might be ignorant of this law the secretary on Feb. 23 issued
and mailed to the secretary of every organization then a member
of the State Association the following:

Pa.
for you to forward to me at your earliest "c'onveniencps'aRs^^^
your offlcers and bona-fide members as follows: P. O. address,
name of club, date of organization, name of president, vice-pref-
ident, secretary, treasurer, captain and a full and complete list
of your bona-fide members. (Signed).

J. H. Wordbn Sec'y, P. S. S. A."
In response to this communication I received from J. C. Shall-

rcoss, secretary of the Keystone Shooting League on March 33,
what he purported to be a full and complsfe list as per request,
and the same was registered upon the State's roster, and as the
names of Messrs. David and Tread way do not appear on the roster
of said Keystone Shooting League, and as late as July 10, 1 re-
ceived a communication from James Wolstencroft, captain of tbe
North End Gun Club, officially apprising me of the fact that the
North End Gun Club had on June 29 changed its name to that
of the Keystone Shooting League w'th no change of ofiicers or
membira, verifying the roster to July 10, 1892, which would dis-
qualify both men as by reference to the cjustitution. Article 4.
Sec. 2. page 18, reads as follows: "No shooter will be considered
eligible to compete for any prize offered by this association except
he be a member of this association, a bona-fide member of a
club or association that is also a member of this association, and
he shall have been a member of said club or association and a
resident of the State, one month prior to the time fixed for the
State shoot," which in this case was Aug. 9, the team is disqua -

ified beyond any question.
It was agreed by the parties interested, namely, the Keystone

Shooting League, of Frankford, Philadelphia, and the Harrisburg
.Shooting Association, of Harrisburg, to stale the facts to the trap
editors of the Avieriean Field, Forest and Stricam and Stiootrnu
and FLshing, and abide by their majority decision. In conclusion
I wish to state that the protest is entered only in the very best of
feeling and to obtain a decision from those who undoubtedly
mould the opinion of hundreds of shooters, certain that such
decision will be based on what is best for our favorite sport, and
one that shall establish a precedent governing all future contests
of like nature, not only for our own State but the shooters of the
United States, and a decision coming from such a source cannot
help but be decisive of what constitutes a bona fide club team.
Sfours fraternally, James H. Wordbn, Sec'y Penn. S. S. Assn.
( [In regard to the eligibility of a man to shoot we decline to give
a decision, as that is a matter which should certainly be decided
by the Pennsylvania State Association. In reference, however,
to the matter of one man shooting on more than one team we
must adhere to the position we took in our article on the Reading
shoot, that if the rules do not prohibit a^man from shooting on
more than one team, he cannot be prevented from shooting on
any number of teams, "precedent" or "sentiment conveyed,"
have absolutely nothing to do with the rules governing a match.
The printed rules, and these alone, should obtain in all cas*»s.
We therefore decide that, so far as this question is concerned, the
Keystone Shooting League is entitled to the trophy. We do not,
however, wish to be placed upon record as approving of allowing
one man to shoot on more than one team. To this practice we
have always been opposed. In order to prevent this, however, it
should be distinctly stated in the printed rules governing a con-
test that "no man shall shoot on more than one team." Unless
the rules so state a shooter mav suit 1 is own sweet will as to the
teams upon which he shoots.—Trap Ediior.J

Castalian Springs Tournament.
DtTBANT, Miss., Aug. 24.—Lowering skies and mnrmurings of

thunder ushered in the big .^hooting tournament at Castalian
Springs to-day. The weather was decidedly unpropitious. Not-
withstanding dark clouds and occasional heavy showers of rain,
opening day was a success, and from present indication the tour-
nament will be a brilliant one. The priiis list is big, th« com-
petitors numerous, and the attendance of visitors very large.
Scores of people are present from all par's of the State, half a
dozen other States having also sent their champions.
The tournament is being held op the grounds of the celebrated

Castalia Springs, by special invitation of Col. D. A. Outlaw. The
site chosen is a grand one. It is a couple of hunrired yards from
the hotel and cottages of the famous resort. On three sides hilla
covered with park-like groves of trees rise, sheltering the shoot-
ers from heavy winds.
The little vaUey is covered with close-cut sward. A barbed

wire fence incloses the place of competition. Out toward the
front are the Iraps. Directly behind the shooting line is the
grand stand and the stand reserved for competitors. On the left
are .iulges. scorers and secretaries' tents.
Throughout the grounds were thronged with spectators. Ladies

were numerous, although the weather prohibited auy display of
dazzling toilets.

Promptly at 9 o'clock this morning the opening gun was fired
by Mr. Sam Shackleford, the general manager of thetournamfmt.
From that time until noon shooting continued, interrupted only
by occasional showers. At 2 o'clock the shooting rfcommenced,
and the weather being finer was uninterrupted until 7 P. M.
Owing to darkness the seventh match was not concluded.
On the whole the shooting was excellent. The light in the

morning was dull. In the afternoon it became lighter, but never
too bright. Toward the close of the day there was an ideal
Fhooting light. Seven possibles were made. Of these five were
in the live pigeon match. A shoot-off was necessary, and Blount
succeeded in coming oft' victor, killing four straight.

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of rhe Atlantic Rod and (tUu Club

was m spiieof the rain a fair one, the birds were good fivers when
started at the first part of the shoot, but as soon as the sun o^me
nut they got up very fait and the misses became more frequent.
Each member shot at ten birds, club handicap, under .irodi fled
Hurliugham rules. For the Newton diamond badge and first
prize, a good race took place between C. E. Morris, R. D '/yer and
C. Mohrman. C. E. Morns won. Another good race took place
between five of the membsrs for the second prize, but on account
of the birds giving out the money was divided the same with th i

other ties. The score:
DMonsees 1132110122— 9 P Hageman 1101112331- 9
J Voorhees 0112121131— 9 G Furgueson, Jr. ...llllUlol2— 9
RDwyer 1311231211-10 D Deacon 1111120111- 9
J Gavin ...0023231112- 8 O M«yer 1111111201- 9
CEMorriR 1111113111-10 W llarty OlliOllOOl- 0
F Thompson 1211122121—10 C Mo'irmau 1:211131111 - .OM Hayden 2100110012—0 C A Svkes 2121311101- 9
J B >rell 0012022110- (i W F S vises .21320*'. — 4
G K'eist 1022000110- 5 R R Street 2111131310- 9
R .1 Sulherland, ..202ni2301— 8 G Nosirand O1121010IJ0- 5

With Shooting- Stars?
CnicAGO, 111.. Aue. 3.'i.—That ver.'iatile and aeeomplishfid young

man, J\Lr. fhos. Keller, alias Tee Kay. now with the L. S. Cart-
ridge Co., is in Chicago on his way somewhere. Mr, Keller baa
been West a good ways, and says tbat Mars iiilia.blted. E, fl.
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Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., Aug. a).—Following scores describe the recent
going' -ou of our wide-awake club. Scores all shot to-day:
Five pair doubles: „ ^

Hiclia 10 01 10 10 01-5 W Palmer 10 10 00 00 00-3
Sidway 10 10 01 00 10-4 Stevens 00 10 11 11 11-7
Palmer 10 00 10 10 00-3 Dawson 10 01 10 11 10-6
Ackermaii. . . .10 01 10 00 01-4 Kimbell 11 10 01 10 00-5
Teift 10 10 00 11 01-5 O'Neil 00 00 11 01 01-4
Stanuard 10 11 01 10 11-T Dav 00 10 00 10 00—3
Cop 00 10 10 01 01-4 Brown 10 10 01 11 11-7
Team shoot between the Garfipild Gun Club and Korthwestern

Gun Clnb, 25 U. S. pigeons, rapid Are, Ijnown angles:
Gtarfleld Gun Club Tesra.

Lauterbach OllOllin 0111100111 1 11111-20
TefiEc .nilllOUlllllllonilllll-23
Richards 1110110110111111111110111-31

Hicks. louiininoiin iioiuiii-aa
O'Brien 1111011110011110111011110-19

Cop .111101111110 111 1111011111-23- 137

Northwestern Gun Clnb Team.
KImbell 11001111111 1101110011001 0-17
Jefferson 1111110111111101111101110-21

Schrigley 1010011111010110101111011-17

Dawson lOlOOllllOllllOOlOOOniOll-14

Day 1100110110001001100110111-14

Stpvens 1000101010010100111111110—14- 97

Medal shoot. 30 U, S, pigeons, known angles:
Richards .limilllllllOimiO-18 W N'cott .11001110111 lOlOUOll-U
Dr Meek., 11 111111111010101011—16 Tefift . .. 10111111111111101101-17

Cop JllOllllllllinilOll-18 W PalmerlOlOllOOllOlOlfOOOll—10
O'firien...11101111101111111111-18 Campbell.lOllOlOlllOOOUOOlOO-lO
D I Hod8onlllll001001111011111-15 Acke rm'nlOl 001 101 00101100101-15
Rowers....11111110011110111000—14 Norfolk . .11010001001110100010— 9

NorthcnttlllllOllllOlinoiOOll-14 Paterson..10111111001001111010-13
Li'terb'chllllllimnOlllllll—19 Drake... OOOOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOO-

1

8 Palmer. 11011101010110011011—13 Brown.... 11000110111111001110-13

O'Neil.. .11111111100110011111-16 Hicks. ...11110110010110011111-14
Pils 00001111111100110111—13
Lauterbach won class A medal, W. Northwood won class B

medal. Dr. Hodson won class C medal. H. C. Brown, Sec'y-

The Hackettstown Tournament.
The third annunl tournament of the Hackettstown (N. J.) Gun

Cliib opened at 9 o'clock on the morning of Aug. 33 urder very
favorable weather conditions and with a fairly good attendance.
TiiB grounds of this club are situated about a mile from the D.
1.. & W. depot and command a number of fine views. The shoo' -

Union Gun Club.
^VTiiier 11001111111111111111-18

Van Dyke 11111111110110111111-18-36

Boiling Springs G. C:

M H B • 11111110011101000011-13

Greifl 10111111101111111101-17-29

HaclJettstown G. C, No. 1.

Smith .
.11111111111101111111-19

Mitcheil. OlOmilll 1111111111-17-36

A special pr'ze of 100 loaded shells presented by j . L Smith for

the highest individual score in this event went to F. Van Dyke.
Biggntt and Hedden captured 6Mlbs. American wood powder for

the highest team score.

Drake^' 010111011000010- 7 Decker. 111011111110111-13

M H B 010011111101111-11 Van Dyke DOllllll ll 11-14

W Smith 111110011111111-13 Brickner 011111101 01111-13

Breintnail 111111111101111-14 Riggott. .... 010110111110111-11

nedden 111011111011111-13 .J L Smith lllllim
Morford linOlUlllini-14 Baxter 011101001111111-11

GreiiT 101111111111111-14 Strader...' lOOOllOlOOOOllO-

0

Miller 111111111111011-14 Malone 011010001010001- 5

Extra No. 1. 10 single?, $1 entry: Vnn Dyke 10, Baxter 10, Di-ake

10, W. Smith 10. .J. Smith 9, Miller 9, Riggott 8, Decker 8, Morford
8, Hedden 7, Brickner 7. M. H. R. 6, Malone 4.^ v ..u » r, , r.

Ex'ra No. 3, same: Van Dyke 10, Greiff 9, W.. Smith 8, Drake 7,

^E;l*tra No^S.^samp-I^ Van Dyke 10, Drake 10, MillT 10, M. H. R. 9,

Smith 13. Baxter 13. M. H. R. 13, Drake 13, Decker 11.

Extra Nn. 5, same as No. 4: Hedden 15, Miller 15, VV. Smith l.^,

Greiff 15, Breintnail 15, De?ker 14, Brickner 13, W. Smith 18,

Strader 13, Baxter 11, M. H. R. 11.

The, Secund Day,

as usual at tournaments of recent dates, drew out a very slim
number of shootprs, the only new nomers being George S. Atwater,
of New York: Eddy Collins, of West Hoboken, and Dr. Ut'er, of

Chatham Some splendid work was done during thp dny, E. D.

Miller being in particularly fine fettle and breaking 319 out of 235

targets, some nf the events being under expert rules. The events
of the day were in order as follows: No. 1, 10 blufrocks. $1 entry;
No. 2,10 bluerock8,$l entry; No. 3,15 bluerocks, SI -50 entry; No.

The Tournament at Manito.

Mantto. 111., Aug. 19.—BpIow please find scores made at the
tournament of the Manito Gu" Club, Ausu.=t 16. 17 and 18.

No. 1, 19 singlf p, SI; Hinden 6, BfckfrlO. W. Grant 5, Hewes 4,

Mack 8, Wilson 7, A Unch 3, Lauterbach 5, Fute 6, Lrnner 5.

Pugh 8 Plattner 9. Black 8. D. Grant 7, Hoff 4. Whitfield 7, Sing-
ley 7,-Hngny 7, Hagry 8, O. Shag 7, Purdy 7, Prake 5, Dix 3,

Havens 6, L. Preston 7. „ „ ,

No. 3, 16 singles, W.50; Black 14, Bfcker 13, W. Grnnt 12, Heel-
man 6, Wilson 12. Hindert 6. Hpines 7, Hagnv 9, Mark 8, Plattner
10, Lehra 6, Fritz 11, Pugh 11, Lautprbach 6, HoflP 7. Ramsey 8,

Gansen 11, Singley 10, Whitfield 10, P. Ulich 10, Purdy 10,- Ayers 8,

G. Preston 5, Havens 8, Dix 7, O. Shag 2.

No. 3, 30 singles. .SS.liO. $o sddfd; Pugh 16, Hindert 14, Black 19,

Wilson 13, Fritz 14, Becker 12. Plattner 14, Hagny 10. Gansen 14,

Purdy 14, Gilbert 15, Scott 9. Hahn 20, Dick 15, .Jones 17, Ranson 14,

Killeben 14, Lebm 9, Powers 16.

No. 4. 15 single?. Sl.fiO: Hindert 9, Fritz 12, Wilson 14, Gilbert 13,

Lautfrbach 7, Mack 9,\V, Scott 11, L. Preston 7, Sharps 10. Bfcker
9, D. Grant 7, Hagnv 11, W. Grant 8, Heelman 6, (4unson 12, Dick
13, Jones 11, Lemm 9, Ranson 9, Scott 13, O. Shag 13, Ayres 6,Whit-
field 9. Killdeer 9 H<iines 13, Purdy 11. P. Urich 11, Ramsey 5, Sin-
gerly 8, A. Urich 9, Plattner 11. Tprry 4.

No. 5, principal, 10 sineles, $1, $5 added:
Charlton 0010010011—4 Lehm 0011010101—5
Mack 1111100111-8 Sparks 0011101010—5
Whitfield 1101110011—7 Ayres ...0010011110—5

Ramsey 1100000100-3 Jones 1001100111-fi

Fritz lHlOUlll-9 Wilson 1111001011-7

W Scott 1101111111-9 Hagny UmOlOll-8
Lautprbach.. 1000O01111-5 Zimmerman OOlOOllOll—

5

H Jansen,,- 0000111010-4 Plattner 1101101001-6
Becker 1001000101-4 D Grant 101000110O-4

Hoff 1111011000-6 Purdy lOlOHlOll- 7
Kunsen 1110101101-7 H«vens 1001001101—5
Scott lliaOlinO-7 Daily 0100000100-1
L Preston 01)11011101—6 Kellaere 0111001101-6
Heilman..... 0110101011-6 O Shag 1110111110-8
Singley 1101111010-7 W Grant 1111100100-6
Dick 1110111111-9 A Urich ..1010000101—

4

Gilbert Ol]limOl-« P Urich 1010110110-6
Gansen 1000O11O1O-4 Scott 0011 OOOlOO- 3
Huner llJllllon—

9

No. B, 15 singles, |1, hunting coat addp<i : Lau< orbach 7, Mark 7,

Lehm 5, Becker 7, WiIfou 13, Jones 10, B .wers 10. Higny 9, Whit-
field «. Bugh 10, H. Gunson 6, Plattner 10. Hoff 9, Rem-aon 11, S.

Colt 11, tieilman 6. Diet 14. Gilbert 13, Purd.v 13, Fulz 13, He'nes
11, Whitteler .5. Ayers 13, Sinclair 10, D. Grand 6, Ganaen 7, L.
Preston 4. Cheek 7.

Nr. 7, 20 singles, $3, $5 added: Wilson 17, Sinclair 16, Fritz 16

SATURDAY AT GARFIELD CLUB.
From a photograph taken specially for Forest and Stream.

ing was done from 5 traps under the rapid-firing system, blue-
rock targets being used, these being thrown from expert traps.

James L. Smith had made CBreful arrangements for the shoot
and everything went along smoothly. A fly the whole length of
the score protected the shooters from the sun.
Among those present on the opening day wei-e Cbas. M. Hed-

den, R. H. Breintnail and Ferd. Van Dvke, of Newark; W. R.
Drake, of Maplewood; M. H. Rnppell, of Mil?ord; E. D. Miller, of
Springflpld; J. Warren Smith, of Orange; John Riggott, of Rock-
away, and Gus Greiff. of New York The events in order were as
follows: No. 1, lOblnerocks. SI entry; No. 3. 15 bluerocks. $1 .50;

No. 3, 10 bluerocks, $1; No. 4, 30 bluerocks, $1 .50; No. 5, IC blue-
rocks, $1; No. 6. 20 bluerocks. open to team? of two men from any
club, $3; No. 7, 10 bluerocks, $1; No. 8, 15 bluerocks, $1..W.

The secres are appended:

Total.

Van Dvke 9 14 10 20 10 18 10 14 105
Heddf 11 8 11 9 18 9 18 10 13 96

Baxter 8 13 8 10 8 16 8 11 81

Decker 7 13 10 16. 7 16 9 13 rO

W Smith 8 13 7 19 10 18 7 13 04

Drake 9 11 8 19 9 17 8 7 88
Miller 10 12 10 17 9 18 9 14 99
Morford 7 13 10 16 10 19 10 14 99

J Smith 5 15 10 18 9 19 9 15 lOS

MHB 6 13 7 14 8 13 7 11 77
Strader 6 9 4 . 4 .. 8 6
Riggott 9 14 9 17 9 31 10 11 99

Brickner 7 1.S 9 14 10 16 8 13 89
Stewart 5 .8 3
Malone 5 .. ."5 5 5
Breintnail 8 6 17 9 . . 9 14
Greifl 12 9 16 7 17 10 14
Mitchell : 17 9 17

Riggott 1111 lilt 1111110—1

4

J A Smith . . . 1111111111 11 1 11—15
Breckner 111111011111011-13
Strader 000110111111100— 9
Morford 0111110111111 11—13
Stewart 110100101000111- 8
Breintnail lOOlillOlOOOOll— 8
Greifl 1110111111] 0011-13

Baxter.. .10011110011100001010—10
Decker .. .11111001110111111ao—16
Morford . ,11111101111111111111—19
Van Dykenmillllllllllllll—30
Brickner,inOlllOCUUOOmiO—14
Mitchell. .11111011111111011011-17
Riggott . . .11 111010111111101111—17

No. 2:

Drake.. 001111111101011-11
Baxter 101110011111111—13
N H R 111101101111011—12
Decker OlOOlUUllllll—13
Hedden 011111101001111-11W Smith 111110111011011-13
Van Dyke. , .110111111111111-14
Miller... 110011011111111-13

No. 4:

Drake . . . .11111011111111111111-19
M H R.. . .111001101 1101001Un-14
J L SmithllllOmilllOllllin-18
Miller . , 01111111111111011101-17
Breintn '1 , 011011 1111111 n 01 1 11 —17
Heddf-n,,.01111111111011111111—18W Smith ,11101111111111111111-19
Gxeiff 00111111011111111110-16

No. 6, team race:
Maplewood Gun Club,

D I'ake llllOOl01111 11111111-1

7

W Smith 111111 11111111001111-1 8 - 35

South Side G. C.
Hedden OUlllllllOlllllllll—18
Riggott lllimiinillllllll-30-S8

Newton G. C.
Becker lllOlllOiOIUIU 1101-1

6

Morford 11111111111011111111-19-35

Hackettstown No. 3.

Baxter 1111- jiili^lUi: tP,:o- 16

Brickner Ullj*>luiSiUiAau»--jL6--33

4, 30 bluerocks, $1.50 entry; No. 5, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry; No. 6, 20

bluerocks, $2 entrv, open to teams of two from a.ny club; No, 7,

15 biueiocks, $1.50 entrj; No. 8, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry. There-
suits: l$3!f5G7S Total.

Atwater 10 9 12 17 10 19 14 9 100
Breintnail 10 10 12 18 9 19 15 10 103

Smith 10 10 14 20 8 20 14 7 103
Grem ; 7 9 13 18 7 20 13 9 95

Ut'er 8 8 .... 10
Miller 9 10 15 18 9 30 15 10 106

Mason 7 9 15 .. ,. 9
Rittenhou86 8 19

Collins 14 19

No. 3:

Smith 111111101111111-14 Breintnail 1111 11011101101-12
Atwater 011101011111111-13 Miller 111111111111111-15
Greifl 011111111101111-13 Mason OllllliOlOOOllO- 9

No. 4:^

BreintriallllllllllllllOllllOll—18 Smith . . . .11111111111111111111—20
Atwater, ,11111011111111101101-17 Miller , , 01111110111111111111-18
Greifl 11161110111111111111-18 Mason. , , .11101110llloHOlUOl-15

No. 6, the team race was the star event of the tournament, the
three teams tying in the main event on 39 breaks each out of 40

targets fired at. In the shoot off at 20 targets per team two teams
again tied and divided the pot and the special prizes:

LTnion Gun Club.
Matcti. Tie=.

Breintnail 01111111111111111111-19 1101111110- 8

Miller .....11111111111111111111-20-39 0111111111- 9—17

Boiling Springs F. and G. C.
Greifl nilllllllllimnil-2p 1111111111-10
Atwater 10111111111111111111-19-39 1101111111— 9-19

Hackettstown Gau Club.
Smith .11111111111111111111-20 1111111111-10
Rittenhouse 10111111111111111111-19-39 1111111011— 9-19
No. 7:

Breintnail 111111111111111-15 Smith. Ill 1111^1111111—14
Collins 111111111101111-14 Mason 101011111100100 ^ 9

Atwater 1111111011 11111—1 4 Mi ller 111111111111111—1

5

Greifl lOlOllOlimill-18

The following special prizes were offered on the .second day:
Event No. 4,100 loaded shells, presented by J. L. Smith fo'-higaest
score, won by J. L. Smith. In No. 5, by Fohbsi and Stbeam, six
months subscription to the highest individaal score who is not a
subscriber; same to next highest individual score who is not a sub-
srriber to this paper; first six months divided hy Atwater and
Utter; second bv Smith and Rittenhouse. In event No. 6, by Al.
Heritage, President New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association,
83 to highest team score, and $3 to next highest team score,
divided by winning teams.
The following exira events were shot:
No. 1. 10 singles, $1 entrv: Greifl 10, Smith 10, Breintnail 10,

Miller 9, Atwater 7, Utter 6, Young 5.

No. 3. same: Collins 10, Greiff 9. Miller 9. Breintnail 9, Mason 8,

Atwater 7.

No, 3,15 singles. fl.oO entry: Collins 14, Miller 14, Greifl 14,

Brpint-^all 13, Atwa'er 13, Mason 11.

No. 4, 10 sinpleg: Miller 10, Polllns 8, Atwater 7, Greiff 7, Breint-
nail 6. Mb son 4.

No, 5. 15 Mngles. $1 entry: Collins 15, Miller 15, Smith 14. At-
water 13, Greifl 13, Breintnail 9.

No. 6 10 singlet: Miller 10, Atwater 8, Smith 7, Greiff 6, Collins
6, Breintnail 4
No. 7, 15 singles: Miller 15, Smith 15, Atwater 14, Mason 14, Col-

lins 14 Breintnail U.
No 8. 10 single' t Smith 10, Miller 10, Collins 8, Breintnail 7,

Greiff 9, Mason 6. C. H. T.

Jones 17. Scott 18. Pla'+ner 17. Mack 11. Lehm 10, Longley 11,
Becker 13. Ilaernv 11. P. Urich 15, Wengard 11, Heines 11, Havens
16, Ayers 11. W. Grant 16, Dick 15, Gilbert 16, Gansen 6, J. Preston
15, W. Scott 17, Pardy 18, Ranson 18, O. Snag 14.

No. 8, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Gilbert 9. E. Ganson 4 Dick 8,

Scott 6, Pi,in8on 10, Plattner 10, Fritz 6, Wilson 7, Racke 6. Purdy
7, Hagny 7, W. Grant 8, Mulvey 1, Mergard 8, H. Gansen 6, Mack
Lphm 5, C. Gunsen 8, W. Singley 3, Shaneburg 4, Sparks 4, Singley
8. L. Prpst'->n 5, P. Urich 6, SiTiclair 7, Zimmerman 7, Proebl 5,

Whitflpld 7, W. Scott 8, Jones 6. O. Shag 8.

No. 9, 10 singles. $1 50 entrance: Beck 9, Push 10, Jones 7, Gil-
bert 8, Diamond Daily'.6, Purdy 6, Sicglev 7, Plattner 7, Mack 6,

Havens 6, Haines 7, Bocliwitz 3. Preston 0.

No. 10, 15 singlPS. $3, $5 added: Di^'k 14. Pugh 10, Jones 14, Gil-
bert 13, Pui-dy 11, Havens 8. Sinclair 11, E, Garser 5, Plattner 13.

No. 11. 10 singles, SI: Dick 8, Push 9, Jones 7. Gilbert 8,

Purdy 7. Havens 5, Dix 3, Sinclair 5. L. Preston 6, Plattner 9,

Black 5, W. Preston 3. Diamo^id Daliy 4, Boekwitz 5, Mangold 5,

E. Ganser 3, Mack 8, Ramsey 6. Hii "es 3.

No. 13, 15 singles: Dick 14. Pugh 13, Jones 14. Gilbert 13. Plattner
13. Mack w. Diamond Daily 0, Dix 4, Sparks 7, Strawn 14, Havens
10, Bnnkwitz 13, Black 10.

No. 13, 30 singles. $3 .iO. $5 added

:

Dick 110111111111100111111-17 Gilbert .. ,10111110011111011111-16
Pugh 111110111001111111111-17 Plattner, ,1110110111U11101011-16
Jones, , . .011101111111111111110-17 Strawn.. ..11111101111111111101-18
No. 14, tfam shoot 10 hirds per man $1.25, $5 added;

Havpns 0010001010— 3 Bolwitz 0110101100- 5

Singley 0011011111— 7-10 Gilbert 1101111111— 9—14
L Preston 1110010110- 6 St Clair IIOOIIOOII— 6
Pugh lOnOlllOl— 7—13 Strawn 1111110111— 9—15
Daily OOOOOllOll— 4 Sparks 0001000010— 3
Dick 0001101110- 6-10 Plattner .1111111111—10-13
Mack... 1011111110— 8 Mangold 0110011101— 6
Purdy lUOlllOOl— 7—15 Jones 1010011111— 7—13
No. 1.5, 10 ''ingles. SI: Dick 7, Strawn 8, Pugh 7. Bleck 7, Gilbert

8, Pla'taer 7, Howard 9, Mack 8, Havens 3, L.Preston 6, Jones 9,
Bockwi'z 8, Avers 8 H. Irwin 7. J. Irwin 6, Mangold 5, Purdv 8.

No. 10, 10 singles, gl: Dick 5, Pugh 8, Srrawn 8, Gilbert 10, Jones
9, Plattner 9. Single-^ 6, Howard 6, Mack 5. Havens 5.

No. 17, 10 singles, $1. $5 added: Pugh 6, Ramsey 5, Dick 9, Gay
5, Jones 6. E. Ganson 3, Longley 6, Havens 4, Howard 8.

No. IS, 13 singles, $1.50: Pugh 7, Dick 11, Gay 10, Jones 8,
Howard 7.

No. 19, 15 singles, $3, $5 added: Pugh 11, Dick 13, Gay 13, Jones
13. Howard 9.

No. 20. 13 singles, $1.50: Pagh 8, Dick 13, Gay 9, Jones 9,
Howard 11.

No. 21, 10 singles, SI; Pueh 4, Dick 7, Gay 8, Jones 3, Howard 3.

Guelph Against Gait.
GUELPH, Aug. 35 —This afternoon a friendly match was shot

here at bluerocks between the Gait Shooting and Fishing Asso-
ciation and the Guelph Trap and Gam^ Club. A large number of
people witnessed the shooting. Although the Gait men could
count such men as Wayper, Thompson, Gress and Krupp, they
came out 4 ahead. Score

:

Guplpb. Gait.
Atklnsnn-lUlllOllini 10—13 J Wayper.limimilllll—15
R Brown. .111111111111111—15 ThnmpsonOOOOlllllllUlJ—11
Moore ....111101111111111—14 G Gress. ..010011111111111—13
Dr Dowry .011911111100000— 7 R Patrick 1110101 10111101—11
G Lowry..000100101010ni- 7 Heinhold .010101110011111-10
Singular.. 111011111111111-14 R^Patr'k 111111111011 101—15
H Cull, Jr.lOllinOlOinil-12 A Smith.. OlOllllllOOOOOl— 8
WondvattlOiinnilllllO-13 A Gourlaylll011inoil011~ll
HWillimsOlOllOOIIOlinO- 9 JPergus'n 100000011111011-

8

C Quinn.. 110110110111101-11 McCrnd'>-"'^'^i""^^'"-'oin_io

R S Cu'l . ,111011011111101 -13 J Dawson-iOvJiiAUJUiiiU -10
J Johnst'nOlOlOOOlOlllllO- 8-135 L Krupp . .lOiimOlOmm—13 -131
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Great Sport in North Carolina.
Greensboho, N. C. Aug. 27.—The trap shooters of the South

turned out in force on Ausr. 23 and 24 to encourage the jolly mem-
bers of the Greensboro Gun Club, who put forth their maiden
effort at running an open tournament. The town of Greensboro
has innumerable attractions for visitors, including electric rail-
roads. Belgian block pavements, a steel plant costing $110,000,
splendid waterworks, magnificent drives, two first-class hotels,
the Greensboro Female College, with 250 handsome riupils. the
State Normal Industrial School for white girls, the State Colored
Normal School, large tobacco- interests, and last btit by no means
least, a large number of pretty girls. J. F. Jordon & Co. are the
leading tobacco men of the town, their business representing the
handling of over 3,000,0001b8. of flue leaf tobacco annually. They
occupy a five-story warehouse.
The shooters put up at the McAdoo House, where they were

handsomely entertained. Among the visitors were William Tell
Mitchell, of Lvnch Station, Va.; Sommer Van Gilder, of Knox-
ville, Tenn.; Messis. Anthony, Todd, Howell, Justice and Stokes,
of Charlotte, S. C: Nflson, Darwin, Durphy. Moorman and Cle-
land, of Lynchburg, Va.
The laanagemen't of the tournament was in the able hands of

E. L. Gilmer and .T. Fonda, who did some tall hustling during the
two days. On the first day Sommer Van Gilder, tbe hustling
Knoxville expert, went into the box and psrformed the duty of
secretary and cashier until be had broken two men, Messrs.
Winslow and Porter, into the business. His work was highly
appreciated l)y the Greensboro boys. Once they caught the run of
the work Winslow and Porter pleased everybody. The town of
Greensboro has a population of about 10,000, and nearly tbe entire
population were interested in the shoot. The shoot was a Tiig
success from start to finish, 8.nd the club members are to be con-
gratulated upon tbe good showing on their first attempt. On the
opening day the entries reached 39, and on the second day ran up
to 33.

Below are the scores of the several events:

The Firnt Dcty'.s iShnot.

No. 1, ID singles, $1 entry: Experts: Mitchell 8, .Jordan 9, Van
Gilder 9, Barnett 7, Gilmer 6. Amateurs: Dodge 9, Howell 8,

r, Glenn 7.

No. 2, team shoof, 30 singles:
Scrub Team. Scrub Team.'

Mitchell. .10111011111011111111—17 Daniel. . .01010011010000111101-10
Lusk lllOlllllllOimilll—18 Allen. OllOOOlllllOlOOOlOOO- 9
Ooachm'DlllllllllliniUmi—30 Joyce 11010100110 ilOllOlU—13
Barnett. ..10111111011111111101-17 Moore . . . .11011100000111111000-11
VanGild'rllO01imiim01I011-2O Long .11111010001110010111-13

S8 .55

Lvnchburg Team. f ;h» rlotte Team.
Nelson ...11111111111111110111-19 Anthony..lllllllllHllllll100-18
Dornin. . 10101011001110111101—13 Todd. .11110111111011111111-18
Durphy.

.
.01111010001010111100—11 Stokes. . .,10011111011110111111—15

Withers. .00010100011011101101-10 Howell . ..linoilOllOlOllinOl-la
Cleland . . .11100110011011010010-11 Dodge . . . 10110110111101110110-14

71 KO
Greenshoro No. 1. Lvnchliurg IVara

Tate 01001110011001111111-13 Cleland .",10001111011011000111-13
Gilmer. ..11110010101111001011—13 Barns llOOtUlllOlOlOlllllI-14
Glenn 10111111111111111111-19 Wolcott -11011111101011101101-15
Jordan.

.
.11011111111111111101-18 Oareou ...01111011000100110010-10

Fonda ....limilOlllllOUliOO-lfi .Justice.. 01111011001111111111-16

79 67
No. 3. 25 birds:

Mitchell. lllOOOiniLllOlllllllllll—31
Lusk 1111110011110101111010111-19
Van Gilder 1001111111111011111111101-31
Jordan. 1100111011111111101011101-19
Todd . . .-, 0111110111111110111110111-21
Coachman 1110011111111001100110111-18
Dornin.. lOlllllOlOOlllOllllHllll-20
Mooreman 0u011in001111011inilin>0-16
Tate 0111011011101001011111111-18
Fonda OlOlOOllOlimOOllOlllOlO-15
Glenn. ,, 11111111011111110(91111100-20
Wolcott 110111110111010111111 1110-30
Nelson 1101111111011111111101110-31
Anthony 1 Oil 11 1 011011 01001001 1 110—16
Barnett lOUllll llllOlOl 1 10 11 1 110—30
Moore Oil] 1 01 011011 1 1 01001011 01-16
Joyce IIIIIOIOIOIOIIII 111011001—18
Justice 1101111111111111111001111—33
Cleland. 0010111011101111000111110—16
Carson 010011100101101 1111111111—18
Withers 0101010101101111010011011—15
Durphey 1111110001110011011000011-15
Howell llOllllllinillllOlllOlOl—31
Gilmer llUlllOlllllllllllOinoO—21
Stokes 1111110111111101111111110-22
Daniel 1111111111111110111100111-23

No. 3^, 30 singles:
Mitchell '.

. -.111111111111011111111111111111-29
Lusk 110011111011111111011011010111—23
Van Gilder 101110111111111111111111111111-28
Barnett .101111110100111101111110011111-33
Coachman 101111011111111001111110011110-33
Carson 0101 11 1111011 1101 11 11111111101-35
Dodge lll0011llll00llllllll0101U1ll-a4
Moore 111100010111011010010100111111—19
Wolcott oiiiiiiiiionmiooooiiiiiiiii-24

No. 4, team shoot, 30 singles:
Greensboro No. 2.

Daniel 111111101111111011011011011011-34
Allen OlOOlUllllOllOlOlOUlOllOllOlO—18
Joyce 111110111110mi011111111"HlO-35
Moore lOllllllllOlOOllOllOlOllOUOll—31
Long lOnOlOlOOlOllllUOlOlOllOlOOl—18—106

Greensboro No. I.

Tate 1110011011 11110111010001011101-20
Gilmer 111111111111111110111111111111-29
Glenn 101011111010111111111111111111-26
Jordan 110 1111111 1 llUlllllHOO 1 11010-25
Fonda 010111111010010111111110111101-22-133

Charlotte.
Anthony .111001111111011100111111111111-35
Todd 111111101111111111111111111111-29
Howell lllOlOlin 1111111101011111111 1-26
Justice 101100111101111011110101111111—33
Stokes 111110111111111111111111111110-38-131

Lynchburu.
Nelson 111111111011111111111111111111—29
Dornin 011110111110101111011011110011—33
Durphey OlllOlllllimoi lliroillllOOOl—23
Moorman 01 1111111001111 10011111 0 111111—34
Cleland 111111011110111010111111001101—23-120

No. 5, 15 birds: Mitchell 13, Van Gilder 13, Jordan 14, Daniels 12.
.Tustice 10, Howell 11, Carson 10, Lusk 13, Ulenn 11, Anthony 14,
Fonda 13, Cleland 8, Darwin 11, Dodge 10, Wolcott 11, Moorman
10, Bours 11, Barnett 12, Joyce 13, Coachman 13, Moore 9, Tate 14,
Gilmer 14, Todd 15. Stokes 12, Nelson 11.

No. 6. 15 birds: Mitchell 11. Van Gilder 14, Tate 13, Todd 10, Jor-
dan 11, Anthony 13, Daniels 11, Stokes 11, Coachman 13. Glenn 8,
Lusk 14, Justice 12. Wolcott 11, Carson 9, Cleland 10, Durphey 11,
Nelson 12, Mooreman 13, Gilmer 13, Moore 10, Howell 13, Fonda 11,
Joyce 11, Barnett 7, Honrs 10.

No. 7, 20 birds:
V'nGild'r 11011111011111111111-18 Anthony.. 11000111111101111101- 15
Barnett... lOllllOmilllUlOll—17 Mitchell..11111110111110111111—18
Jordan.. ..11001111111101110111-16 Moore. ...11011110910110100100—11
Howell. .11110100101101111010-^13 Todd 11011111111111111111-19
Lusk 01101110100001011111—13 Coachm'nllOOllllllUOlilllll—17
Gilmer. . . .1111110100100111 1111—15 Fonda . . . . 1111101110101101 1011—15
Joyce 11111001111111000000-13 Tate ... ..01110111111010101111-15
Justice. . .10111101111111111111—18 Wolcott. .11111111011011111101—17
D«niel8. . 11011011111111111011—17 Rollins.. . 10011101111111110010-14
Stokes .... 11011110011111x01110-15 Carson. . . .OllOOlOOllOUUOOOlO—10
Glenn 01000111111110111110—14
No. 8, 6 pairs; Jordan 7, Moore 4, Barnett 9, Van Gilder 7, Stokes

4, Joyce 10, Wolcott 7, Anthony 6, Gilmer 7.

The Second Day's Shoot,

No. 1. 10 singles: Mitchell 7, Van Gilder 9. Justice 8, Todd 8,

Jordan 8, Barnett 9, Stokes 8, Cleland 4, Woolcott 7, Dodge 6, Car-
son 6, Moore 5, Moorman 8. Daniel 7, Joyce 7, Gwen 4, Gilmer 8,

Fonda 8, Howell 8, Bows 6, Coachman 7, Dornin 9. Steams 5, Glenii
8, Tate 10, Lusk 9. Anthony 6, Nelson 8, Withers 6.

No. 3. team shoot. 20 birds:
Lynchburg No. 1.

Nelson . . . .01111111111110111101-17
Dornin .. .11111101110111101001-15
Cleland, . .10101101011010111101-13
Moorman 01101111111111111111—18
Dunphey..lll000100n 100111111—13

Greensboro No. 3.

Daniels. . .10001101011011111111—14
Allen 10011010101111011110—13
Joyce 11111101111111111110—18
Moore .... 11001100011110111001-13
Long 11110010001101001100-10

67
Greensboro No. 1.

Tate 11101110111111110101-16
Gilmer. . ..lOlllimillOlllOlll-17
Glenn . . . .11111100111011110111-16
Jordan . . .11001111111111111111-18
Fonda . . . .11111111111111111011-19

Charlotte No. 3.

Dodge .... 01101111111011111010-15
Woolcot t .HI 101 10111111111100-16
Carson .. .11011100111111110111-16
Rollins. . . .11 1 11101111111111101—18
Barnett... 11111111101111101111-18

83
Lynchburg No. 2.

Stearns. . .11110111111110101111—17
Owen.... nOlOlllOOllOOOOlOlO-10
Withers. llllOlOlOllOliniOOOl-13
Ooachm'n llllllUl 11101111 111—19
Bours 11110111000011111100-13

71
Charlotte No. 1.

Anthony..lllH101001111110101-15
Todd 01111111111011011111-17
Howell. . . .1111 1100111111011001-15
Justice . . .11011010111111001111-15
Stokes .... 11111 101101111011101-16

Expert Team.
Van Gilder 11111111110111011110-17
Mitchell .lllOllllOllOllllUll-17
Lusk 11111111111111101000—16-50
No. 3, 35 birds:

Experts.
Tate 1 10010111111110 llOlllin0—19
Lusk .1111110011101111101111111-31
Van Gilder OliniUllOllllllllOllIll- 33
Dornin lOlOCOlOllllllOOllOlOUlO—15
Baxnett 1111111111111111011111111-34
Glenn 110111110101010101111 1011— 1

8

Amateurs.
Anthony 1110111101111111110111011—31
Fonda 1011011111101101011111111-20
Woolcott 1111011111101111011100110—19
Daniel 011110101 1110111 111111 111-31
Moore 1101011 101 10' 0 1 01 OOlllOU-l 6
Stokes 11OOmi 1 1111 01 1 1 1nil101-31
Coachman 0011111111111101111111110-21
Mitchell 1111111010111111111111010-31
Nelson 0111011011111111010110111-19
Cleland 0101101011010100101001010-13
Justine 1011011111111011111111111-23
HoweU 11111 10101 111110111111011-21
Jordan 1101110111111111111111111—33
Todd 1111111100111111111111110-33
Dodge OlOOOlllOllll 1 11 100111001-16
Joyce 0111110101111011111111111—31
Gilmer 1111111111111110111111111-34
Carson , lOlOllOOOOllllOOllOlll 110-15
No. 4, team ehoot, aOhirds:

Expert Team.
Van Gilder 111011111111011111100100111101-23
Mitchell. OlOllllOlllllllimilllumil—37
Lusk 11111 1011011011111111111111111-27- 77

Greensboro No. 2.

Daniels 101111 0111111011 111111111 1111 1-37
Allen 01 1110100001010111011100000100-14
Joyce 10101111111100110111 1 111111101-24
Moore 00010101100101 11111 111111 0110—20
Long .101 101 101011110001111101111111-33-107

Oharlor.te No. 2.

Dodge 011110011111111110111011111110-25
Wolcott 000110111111100101001111011010-18
Carson 111111011111011010101111011111-24
Rolling OOIOOUOOI 01100001110011011111-16
Barnett 011111111101111111111111010111—26-109

Greensboro Mo. 1

Tate limilllllOllllOllOlOllllllCiO-24
Gilmer. . . 111111111111111001111111110011—26
Glenn 101111001111111100011111101011—23
Jordan 111110111011110101111111111011--36
Fonda 111111111111101111110110111111—37—134

Lynchburg No 1.

Stearns 111011110000001101111111110110—20
Oweng OlOlOOlOOllOOOirooiOin 0110010-13
Withers. 101110110010011110111001010010—17
Coachman lOllOllllllllllllllllinillOll-27
Bours 1111011010001010011100111 1 II10-19- 96

Lynchburg No. 3.

Nelson 1 llllOlllllOOUlllOl 1 110101011—23
Dornin 110111111111111111111111111111-39
Cleland 000011101111110100111001101011—18
Moorman 111110001111111011111110101100—33
Durphey 010011101011110110101111111100—20—113

Charlotte No. 1.

Anthony 011101101111111101111111111111—36
Todd 111110101110111111 1111111 11 111-37
Stokes OlOOlllllllOlOlIOlOOllOOmiOl-19
Howell 111111111101010110011000111010-30
Justice 111111010011100101001110010100-17—109
No. 5, ISbirds: Coachman 12, Stearnea 13, Howell 13, Daniels a,

Fonda 13. Lusk 11. Stokes 12. Carson 9, Justice 10, Woolcott 9,
Anthony 13, Joyce 13, Mitchell 12, Van Gilder 13, Barnett 12, J'^r-
dan 15, (Kilmer 13, Todd 13, Moore 13, Tate 11, Dornin 13, Glenn 10,
Dodge 10, Moorman 13,

No. 6, 30 bird.=:

Mitchell . . 11111011111011 110101—16 Tate 11111111111111111100-18
Van Gild'rl01011111010l0110lH-l4 Lusk 11111101101111101101-16
Jordan, . ..10110011111101110111-15 Anthony., 11101101111011010111—15
Todd 10111110111111101101—16 Joyce 00111011010010011110—11
Fonda .,..11101111111011110100—15 Moore ...00001111101111111011-14
Howell.- ..11101110101000111110-13 Stokes. .. .10100010010011110001— 9
Daniels.. .10111111111111110110-16 Gilmer. . ..11111111111111111111-20
Coachm'n 10111101010111111111—16 Woolcott.lll 11111111111111110-19
Barnett. ..11111111110011110101-16 Nelson. . ..10111111101101100101—14
Stearnes. .0001)1100011000100100— 6 Moorman.llOOllOOlOlOlOOlOllO—10

GREENSBORO AFTERMATH.
Sommer Van Gilder with his Smith ejector and V. L. & D.

shells formed a combination hard to beat.
W. T. Mitchell: ''IE every man could shoot as well with his gun

as he can with his mouth, what shooters we would bel"
After tho shoot the boys packed up their traps and tagged them

'Knoxville, Tenn., May 33-2.5, 1893."

Fonda, of the local club, says he has borrowed some of Mitch-
ell's nerve.
Auburn-haired Gilmer said nothing but shot "away up in G."
Winslow and Porter formed a good combination in the office.
Gilmer and Fonda are great on the hustle.
Jordon can outshoot any man in the South with coat, collar and

cuffs on.
For a first attempt this was a great shoot.
All Greensboro will go to Knoxville next May.
Wolcott, of the Charlotte team, skipped from town without

claiming his sixth average prize—a coffin. The boys put his name
and address on it, prepaid the charges, and sent it by express.
While this cost the boys $3 the joke will cost Wolcott many times
that Amount before the season comes to a close.
Joyce, of the Greensboros, made several straights bv shooting

his celebrated "Cabinet Beer" under the belts of the boys.
Tell the boys you received these tips from U. No.

The Marmont Tournament.
Marmont, Ind.—Below will be found scores of the Chadwick

tournament, held at Culver's Park, on Lake Maxinkuckee, one
of the most beautiful lakes in our State. Mr. Culver's place is
the prettiest .on the lake, there being several fl.owing mineral
springs on his grounds. Mr. Parker, manager of Culver's Hotel,
did the correct thing by the shooters. Among the visitors were
Rolla Heikes, of Chicago; Dr. Britain, of Indianapolis; C. W.
Grubbs, of ^Montgomery VA'ard & Co., Chicago, and N.Long, of
Lafayette, Ind.:
Shoot No, 1, 10 singles: Heikes 9, Britain 9, Elliott 8, Tomason 8,

Thomson 8, Lewengood 9. Fugart 5, Chadwick 6, Hatke 5, Long 8,
Quinn 3.

No. 3, 10 singles: Elliott 10, Heikes 10, Britain 10, Long 5, Thom-
son 7, Lewengood 8, Chadwick 5, Hatke 7, Fugart 7.

No. 3, 10 singles: Heikes 10, Britain 10, Long 8, TownsonS, El-
liptt 10, Thomson 8, Hatke 9, Lewengood 7, Fugate 8, Qutnn3,
Chadwick 0.

No. 4, 15 singles:
Heikes 101111111110101—12 Lewengood. . . . 111111111111111—15
Briton 111111111111111—15 Long 101111111111111—14
Elliott 100011110111110—10 Chadwick 110111110101111-13
Hatke 101101111001100— 9 Fugate 111011111111111—14
Thomson 101101010010101- 8
No. o, 10 singles, $1.30: Lewengood 7, Briton 9, Long 9, Fngate S,

Thomson 7, Heikes 10, Elliott 8, Chadwick 0.

No. 6, 10 singles, $1 50: Elliott 8. Lswene-ood 6, Chadwick 6,
Briton 8, Heikes 5, Bang 6, Thomson 8, Long 10,

No. 7, 10 singles and 3 pairs:
Heikes....nillllOll 0100 10-13 Long 0011101111 10 10 10-10
Elliott . 0101111010 11 11 11—13 Quinn ....0000000000 00 10 00— 1
Leweng'd. 1011111011 00 10 00- 9 ChadwicklUUlUll 11 10 00-13
Briton.... 1111111111 10 10 10-13 Fueate .. .1101111010 01 11 00-10
No. 8. 20 single?; $40.00 guaranteed; $3.00

Heikes. . . .01110111111111111111-18 Leweng'd 10010110111011011110-13
Long. .. .01111111111111101110-17 Fugate ...11110111101010011011-14
Briton . . . .11010111111110111111-1 7 Chad wicklOllllllOOH 11 111 101—16
Thomson .000000000000000001)00— 0 Quinn .... 10001000000000010001— 4
Elliott .... HI 1111111111011111 1-19
No. 9, 10 singles: Elliott 4, Britan 7, Heikes 10, Grubb 4, Thom-

son 10. Long 9, Chadwick 6. Lewengood 8.

No. 10, 10 singles, $1.00: Britan 7. Bang 7, Chadwick 7, Heikes 9,
Lewengood 7, Grubbs 6, Long 9, Thomson 8, Elliott 7.

No. 11: Britan 9, Elliott 9, Thomson 10, Long 8, Heikes 10,
Grubbs 8, Lewengood 9, Chadwick.7.
No. 13, 15 singles. $2 entry:

Britan IIOIIIIUOIIUI—13 Long Oil 111100111011 -11
Thomson 111110111101110—13 Chadwick. . ..lllOlllllOOllOl-11
Elliott in 110110111101—12 Grubs lOllllllOlOlOll-U
Heikes onilllinoin 01-11 Bang. 101111101010111-11
Lewengrod... 110111101110110-11
No. 13. 10 si.gles, $1.30 entry: Britan 9, Thomson 7, Elliott 8,

Lewengood 3, Heikes 8, Long 7, Bang 5, Chadwick 7 Grubbs 6.

No. 14, 15 singles. S3 entry: ElPott 10. Heikes 15, Britan 14,
Thomson 13, Lewingood 7, Long 11, Grubbs 11.
No. 15. 10 singloe: Elliott 8, Heikes 9, Britan 9, Lewengood 9,

Hatkee 8, Chadwick 7, Fugate 7, Tcmpson 9 Grubbs 6.

No. 16, challenge race:
Heikes 1111011 101111101111111111-33 1111111111-32
Thomson 1010111101111111111111111—33 1011111011-30

The GriiFen Gun Club Wins.
Ghifi-en, Ga.. Aug. 20.—The long-talked-of match between the

Griffen Gun Club, of this place, and the Columbus Gun Club took
place at Columbus yesterday, and our boys were treated in royal
style by the home club, who held a barbecue and picnic in con-
nection with the shoot. The match was for a gold medal, which
now graces the manly breast of our hand.snme captain, R. J. An-
drews.
The conditions were 15 singles and 5 pairs of targets per man

the teams comprising 15 men each. The scores:
Griffen Gun Club.

D J Bailey lOO 1 0101001 0000- 5 11 10 11 10 10-7-12
R J Andrews. llOllOOOllllOll—10 11 10 10 11 11—8—18
R J Edwards OllllOlOlllOOOl— 9 10 11 10 01 00-5—14
E J Flemtr 011110001001010- 7 11 00 II 10 00-5—13
J D Williams 000110011000011— 5 10 11 30 11 11—8—13W C Edwards 100011100110101— 8 10 10 10 11 10-6—14
D Boyd aOlllOOlOlllin-10 00 11 10 00 11—5—15
R H Taylor lOllllllOlOlOll—11 10 10 10 00 10-4-15
L Mauley 00101 0010000101— 5 00 11 01 00 10-4— 9
T BLyon lOOlOOllOlllllO- 9 00 00 01 00 11-3-12
C P Nail , . .10111101111011 1-13 00 01 1 1 00 10-4-16
Strickland llllllOOlOOOOll— 9 00 10 10 10 11—3—13
Turnipseed 110111010011011—10 10 10 11 10 11-7—17
J H Dews 010111100000100 - 5 00 10 00 00 10-3- 7
J T Brooks OlOOlOllOOOOOOl- 5 00 10 00 01 10-8— 8-194

Columbus Gun Club.
Colzey 110110011111010-10 10 10 10 10 01—5—15
D Joseph.. 101111110110101-11 10 00 00 11 11-5—16
Oliver 110111111001111-13 00 10 00 00 00-1-13
Woodruff 000000111010001- 4 10 00 10 00 00—2— 6
Bedell OnOlOllllOOOll— n 00 10 10 00 00-3-11
Neill 001000000011111— 6 10 10 00 10 10-4—10
RF Jones OOOlllllOOlllH—10 00 11 10 11 01-6—16
Hunt 000000001110111— 6 00 11 0) 10 00-3- 9
Polhill llOlOlOlOnOlOl- 0 11 10 10 11 11-8-17
J C Turner 001101 OlOOOOl00- 5 11 10 01 10 10-6—11
Murphy 000000100100001— 3 10 00 00 11 00-3- 6
J Joseph 111101OOn 00001- 8 00 10 01 01 00-3-11
Battle 110111100111111—13 IX) 00 00 01 00-1—13
Edwards 110100100001111- 8 10 00 10 10 00- 3—11
Ma'son 111001101101no- 9 10 00 10 11 10-5-14-181
The singles were shot before and the doubles after dinner.

Gripfen.

Sweepstake Shooting'.

Several members of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club had a hig
day's sport at Dexter Park, L, 1., on Wednesday, August 24. The
stakes were nominal but the losers of the first team race nad to*
pay for tbe dinner and in' all the others the losers paid for the
refreshments and birds. They all had an enjoyable day's fun.
The scores:
No, 1, 15 birds:
M Haydon 010111112001010- 9
D Jones 103010131233111—13W Hartye ; 320121131111131-14
F Thompson 010331010102103— 0
No. 3, 10 birds: No. 3, 5 hirdn No. 4, 10 birds-

MHa\don 0020110202-5 32001—3 1222020110—7
F Thompson 2012120133-8-13 12023—1-7 0103200011—5
D Jones 1121091212-8 2i032—4 1101112310-8W Hartye 1001233301-7-15 33000-2-6 3332223110 9
Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Haydon 12013 GO 22201 13 10011 02011 0
Thompson 02112 01
Jones 12011 11 31102 02013 1

t^S~ Mo Motioe Taken of Anonymoaa Oorreapondenta.

W. F. R., Hackensaek.—A nesting quail, because lying close,
and also not moving about, naturally gives off less scent than In
other seasons, and for this reason is more difficult for a dog to
discover.

J. H., Jr.—When you order your gun explain fully what It is to
be used for, and state your own weight and build , and then leave it
to the makers to give you the best gun for the purp,ise and best
adapted to you. Have the left barrel modified choke and the
right cylinder.

E. K. D., Block Island.-Kindly tell me of some Kood place
where I can go next month for a couple of weeks' fine fiRhing for
big weakflsh and striped bass. Anywhere within 300 or 400 miles
of New York?-Ans, We cannot advise you with certainty for
most fishing is variable, but some excellent fishing has been had
on the Jersey coast, at Belmar, and elsewhere,

C. W. McC, Cascadeville, N. Y.—There is a difference of opin-
ion among guests here as to a question of some interest to several,
some asserting that the game laws have been amended so that
trout cannot be taken even in the Forest Preserve after the first
day of September, others maintaining that within the preserve
fishing may continue up to the loth. We appeal to you to decide
this question. Ans. The Adirondack trout law is uniform with
that of the rest of the Stale. The last day of the open season was
yesterday, Aug. 31.

J. W. G. D., Blooming Grove Park.—1, Please give the game
laws for Pike county. Pa. Why are they not in the Book of the-
OameLawSi 3. Do you know of any good map or maps of Pike
and Monroe counties. Pa., and where they can be obtained and at
what price? The maps on large enough scale to show roads and
water courses. 3. Do you know of any way to catch small eels
f5 and 6in. long) for bass bait out of a large-sized lake? Anp. 1.

Open season for deer between Oct. 1 and Dec. 1: squirrels, Sept. 1
and Dec. 15: gray rabbit, Oct. 15 and Dec. 15; wood or summer
duck. Oi'-t. 1 and .Ian. 1; woodcock, July 4and Dec, 15: quail, Oct. 15
and Dec. 1; ruffed grouse, Sept. 15 and Dec. 15. The law is given
on page llOb of the Booh of the Game Lcmm. 3. We can supnly ii,
price $4. 3. We cannot tell you, but perhaps some reader inay.

J. B., West Park, N. Y.—1. Is it illegal to put racks in a black
bass stream? Several are put in every fall in a fine black bass
stream near here. Can they be stopped and how? Large numbers
of fine bass are caught in this imsportsmanlike way. 3. When is
the law off on squirrels and partridges?. 3. What number shot Is
the best for all-round squirrel shooting? 4, Do you think there is
any advantage in having a trained squirrel dog? If so. what breed
is the best, oris any cur equally good? Ans. 1. Tlie law forbids
catching black bass save by angling. Apply to your district game
protector. James McMillan, Broadhead Bridge. 2. Law is now
off on squirrels and partridges, and last day of open season will
be Dec. 31. 3. For squirrels use No. 6 shot. 4. l^e a cocker or a
fox-terrier or a dachshund: arcur will do practically, and a squir-
rel dog, like a poet, may be of humble origin and born, not made^
but you will find more satisfaction in having the company of g,

do^ of some breed.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Hf^ads
and Rngs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPIAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts ip-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will

be mailed on receipt of 6 cent s posta gc . Address

J. W. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

A1,BANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

I«rot;±oe to rASla-^x-na-^ixX Cu.i; I^rio^s fox- 18921
I am with von again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.

One lot of SpHt Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 untU all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted^ solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 6ioz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

;
10|ft., 74oz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

T onSfVi nnri wpio-bt nf t.Vip ha's's rodq arp- 84ft 9oz • 9ft lOoz : 9ift., lloz. : 10ft., I'ioz., 101ft., 14oz. Reel Seats above hand.

A spec^affot of HaTd lub^ef^ Raised PiHar° MltfelS keels 'with BaUnc'e Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts. ;
60yds., 94 cts. ;

80yds., 98 cents.
;
100yds., $1.06.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

BrassClickReels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; Sets, extra for postage. irn .j. 7« „^c
One lot of MultiplyiiJg Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag : 40yds. , 38 cts. ;

bOyds. , 48 cts.
;
80yds. , 58 cts.

;
100yds.

,
b8 cts.

;
IM yds.

,
78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4i cts. per yard in lengths of 35, 50 or 100yds., sent by mail, 2 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
, , . , , , -,- 4. j 1 4. ^ a f <-

All kinds of HoUow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; tour ply, 2o cts. doz, 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. oE Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. I to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
^ ^ , _ , t j qo- q <-

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32m., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m.. Sets.

Special lot of best quality lOOtt. I^inen Reel Lmes, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalos:«e and Special I48t JHO. g.

Open EvenlnsTS until 9 o'clock.
Saturda::^ Kvenlnjrs tt o'oioote. J. F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 «8c 55 Court St.. Brooklvn, N. Y,

''Countless the various species of

mankind,

Countless the shades which separate

mind from mind;

}/o general object of desire is known^

Each has his will and each pursues

his own."—(Perseus.

The various ideas and multidinous wants of man-

kind in general are fully appreciated by us; we aim to

supply them all.

Luxuries and necessities for every day and Sunaay

use for all manner and conditions of mankind.

"What's one man's meat is another man's poison."

We usually have both the meat and the poison, and

can change labels to suit.

You should see our Catalogue.

Montgomery Ward ^ Co., Ill to 116 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Guiis.

Eifles. Ammiiiiitioii. Eevolvers.

Loaded Shells.

B-iX3r or us* XLaO'W I»rxoes.
We will send Catalogue free on receipt of 3 cents to pay postage.

W. F. WILLS & CO., 224 State St, Chicago.

Jj^t|!^^ 331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
^^^yJrV^ STkw York, July, 1892.

1yi^^SurM Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK, made
A^.m^^^'!t^^^ cigar, our world-reno^vned "MEPHISTO" and all other finer

^^S^T^i-'^^^^iP grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to those

made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OtJK New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliness is per-

mitted and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition, every " MKPHlSTu " cigar is banded.

D. HIRSCH «& COMPANY.
Messrs. Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago.

111., have instructed Messrs. Pond & Goldey, of

Milwaukee, Wis., to send a copy of the 1892

edition of the "Sportsman's Directory and Year

Book," with their compliments, to every shooting

and Fishing Club in the U. S. west of Philadelphia.

^^^^>^ C. B. WILKINSON,

^^f^ 42 John street, New York.

^^k^ Manufacturing Jeweler.

Sr^^&. MEDALS >ND BADGES
"• C^v A SPBOIAIiTT,

/ Y Special Designs furnislied on application
free of charge.

SPECIAL. PKICES TO

SHOOTING CLUBS.
Our 1893 Catalogue will contain some special low

quotations on FIRE ARMS, PIGEONS and TRAPS and
LOADED SHELLS, Etc. It will pay every one so inter-
ested to obtaia a copy, which shall be sent on receipt ol
3 cents to cover postage.

CHAS. J, GODFREY, 11 Warren St., N. Y.
BY

S. T. HAMMOND.
For sale at this office. Price $1.00.
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60
50
50

1 00
3 00

50

SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
forest amd Bream Pui. Oo. forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

Registratum 10 cents extra. Our responamutv ceases after goods are mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 60
Gunsmitlis' Manual, illus., 376 pp 2 00How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv i 60
Hu titing in the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75
Hunters' Hand Book. 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.. 3 00
instructions in Rifle Firing, Oapt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 2 50
Modern American Rifle „ 2 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener .... 100
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. .. . 1 50
Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornia, Van Dvke.... 1 50
Shootinj? on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
lustrated, Lefflngwell 3 50

Shooting on the Wing 7b
Shore Birds; a oamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-I oader, Gloan 1 35
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 35
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated.... $1 00

The Pistol 60
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Noi-way 1 00

Trajectory Test 50
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, in cloth,

$2.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wing_and Glass BaU Shooting with a Rifle,
by^.C. Bliss.

.

50

AM6I.IKO.
Ajuerioan Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls 5 60

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 50
American Salmon FishiBg, WeUs 1 00
Angling. Blakely 50
Angling and Trolling for Pike , 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line.

Angling Talks, Dawson
Art of Angling ,Holberton
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley

Black Bass Fishing, HeashaU ...

Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws
Book on Angling, Francis 5 25
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50
Fish Culture, Norris 1 75
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 200
illustrations; new edition 2 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 2 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50
FlfihingWith th\^ Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tion, new edition 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 5 00
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 2 00

Fly Rod^ and Fly Tackle, Wells 2 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing. 2 50
Fysshe and Fysshynge ; 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Champlain and Its Shorps 100
M.ore About the Black Bass. Henshall 1 50
Practical Angler, Clarke 50
Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00
Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50
Snperlor Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,

etc.. bv Roosevelt 2 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUus 2 00
The Salmon Fish er, HaUock 1 00

Trout Culture. Slack . 1 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, lUus-
trated; paper 50

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATIKO AND TACHTIITO.
Art of Sallmaking, illustrated 3 00'

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 25

Boat Bailor's Manual, Qualtroueh 2 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs,new
edition, W. P. Stephens 2 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vans... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera. Steele I 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 sC

Omlses in Small Yachts Speed 3 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wilkins 60

Fore and Aft Seamanship 60

Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Forty-Hix Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,
bound in muslin 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald 81 00

Knots, Ties and Splices, 60 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 2 25

Model Yachts, Grosvenor 2 00

Paddle and Porta,ge, Steele 1 60

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 100
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 2 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 25

Saus and Saibnaking, iUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 25

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 25

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 25

Steam Machinery, Donaldson , 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt. ... 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 2 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 244 ills. 6 00
Vacation Oruismg, Rothrlck : . . 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard," Hayden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus ^. . . . . 2 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 60

Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

YachtBHian'e Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Bead. Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9X12, cloth, $7.50; fuU Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 1(J 80

YACHT PICTURES—In Colors.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26x.i6

11.50. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 38x40, $2
Volunteer. 26X36, 82. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28x19.83.

OAHPINO AKD TBAFPINO.
i 50

1 25
75

1 25

3 60

Adirondack Tales, Murray, iUus., 300 pp. . .

Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life in the Adlrondacks Murray,new ed.

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.: boards
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields
Camps and Tramps in the Adlrondacks,
Northrup

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations m colors,
Murray; paper boards, |3.60; cloth

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway. - 1 75

Camps In the Rockies, Grohman 1 25
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 60

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00
Sypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25
Hints on Campins, Henderson ^ 125
How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75

Log Cabins and How to Build Them,Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25
The Adlrondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley .

Trappere' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. .

.

Woodcraf I. "Nessmnk" ...

HUMTIMO—SHOOTIKG.
A Lost Opporcunlty; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Shot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman: the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 22 illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 3 60
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo„

600 p., 80 illustrations; cloth, $5; half caU,
$6.50: full morocco , , 8 OC

Book of the Game Laws 51,

Crtiisings in the Cascades $8; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar.. . . 1 25
Ff**. Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardns. S 00
Wxam Forester's Field Sports; 2 vols., each 2 00
r, Foster's Manual for Young Sportsmen S 00

2 00
1 00
1 00

GUIDB BOOKS AND MAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califoi-
nla. Maps and Illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. paper.. 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Regioiu 50
Guide to Lake Georee 60
Map of the Indian River, Florida, be Baron,
strong linen paper 3 00

Map of the Adlrondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Bangeley Lakes,. . . 50
Map of ihe Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks la Colorado ... 1 50
Old St. Augustine, iUus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock I 50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S, Van Dyke. ... 1 50

HOBSK.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 76
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 35
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason 50

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers .50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus , 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Riding Recollections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 50
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 12roo. . 1 CO
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus 1 35
Training the Trotting Horse 3 .50

Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. <i cO
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse I 60

KSKMBI..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American Kennel. Burges a UO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.. . 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel 3 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 00

Collie Of Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, Dalaiel 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases of, HiU 3 00
Dog Breaking, Floyd 50
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illtis.,

Landseer , 35
Dogs for Ladies as Companions.. 3 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2 00
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. .. 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond 50

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont. 3 00

English K.C,8. Book, Vol. I 600
English K.C.S. BookLVols. IIL to IX., each 4 50
KncHnb K.OJ^. Book.VolR.. XI. to XVI - «arh 4 H
Fox-Terrler, Lee, 15 portraits and Illostra-
tlouR.. 1 5fi

tJlover'sAlbum. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs 50
How to Keep a Dog in the City 36
Modern Training and Handling, Waters 2 50
Our Friend the Dog, Stables a 00
Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2 50

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms 50

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide, Stables; cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont 80
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
MiUan's 100

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth l 00
St, Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
potatB, etc., col'd portrait of Plinlimmon, 1 26

Stonehenge on the Dog 2 wi

Teufel the Terrier 75
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills.. . 3 35
The Spaniel and Its Training l 00
The Dog, by Idstone l gg
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,

Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00
The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 25
The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn ... 2 60
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun 3 50

Training Trick Dogs, lllufl 25
Youatt on the Dog 1 50

KATVRAI, HISTOBT.
ANaturallst's Rambles About Home, Abboit 1 60
American Game Birds. Trumbull, 90 Illus. 2 50
Animal Life of our Seashore ^
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 3 50
Audubon Magazine, 33 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America: Laud Birds,
3 vols., 830: colored, $60; Water Birds, 3
vols., 834; colored flO oo

Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50
Book of Potdtry 5 00
Bird Notes. ;s
Big Game of Nortb America. g cn

1- In the Stud, f

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the test stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891,

Fee, $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.

Prince Clifford.
Fee, $15.00.

SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE
DOGS FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,

(E. 15,757). Fee |50.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee flo.

CHAMPION

(A, 20,883), Fee $50,

CHAMPION

RflSlfS DAIDl
(A, 17,5rr), Fee g35.

ENGLISH PUGS.
WINK,

(33,027). H. C„ New York, 1893, Fee SIO.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93,

Fee 835.

JERRY JARVIS,
(A. 15,347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee 815.

Extended nedigreea of any of the above on ap-
ilication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
lest of care. Fine specimensof the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden's King.. $25
Brockenliurst Tyke 16
Reckoner 16
Cliamplon Raby Mixer 16
$]00 will be given for the best pnn sired by any

of t hese doers during the year 1893. Prize to he
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES_AT STUD.
Christoplier, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

80 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

lEISl TEEEIEHS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of aU

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HUX KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Plinltannon ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty Qrst and special prizes, IncIudlDg five
first and four specials this season, won almost consecu-
tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Plinlimmon. He
is the sire of Lord Courteuay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernard Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and specials, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

Pee $30.

YOUNG~kEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
'ith his superb breeding should be or especial value to

bitches weak In that respect.

DUTCHESS KENNELS. 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee SoO. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. moORE, melrose, Mass.

BLACK WONDER.
A.K CS.B. 23.557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of bJaek iiomters, and was the king of aU
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning the Derby and All-Age Stake. He won two
firsts anil one secon'l on bench. He is a dog that
knows bow to hunt and not afraid of briers. Tee
«S5, JOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomingtoni Monroe
I.J ».jljidiana.

HEATHEREENNELS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KII<iiG O' THE HEATHE» (Mustard).

I^AIRD O' THE HEATHER (Pepper),

The above dogs are winners of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der, Dandie puppips for sale, both peppers and
mustards, EDWAE,D BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has jiroved the most succeesful stork
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos, in
stud and has sJ^iown 1st prize winners at N. Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale. winner Ist N, Y„ Ist
Wasblneton, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L., winners 1st and
2d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large phows whenever
shown. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize winnij e bitche=, comprising the best blood
both of Enrope and America, couatantlv on hand.
Stud fee. $2o. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P, O. Box 330, i'all River, Mass,

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic— Lady Vionie.)

Champ. Ossininer-
(Ch. Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D )

For stud fee, list nf winnin^B, etc., adiireas
WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N.Y.

In the Stud. Fee $25,

WHYTE B.,
By Rod erigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3c), Southern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

eilin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

CHAMPION GARNET,
(A,K.C.S,B. 24 9S6).

To a limited number of approved bitches.

TUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
Inwfod. New York City.

Gath's Hope ex Daisy F.
He is a big, dne fellow, and a brother to Daisy

Hope and Daisy Hunter, Is a grand fielder a.i»d
cuts his work out like the rest of bis ilk. Has
more Campbell blood tban any setter in siud.
Will be my All-Age dog for this year's trials.

Eee, $35.00.
John A. Huntek, Bloomington, Monroe Co.. Ind,

At
The blue belton setter BOW DO^fDHlT

(17,853), winner of seve'-al lirsi prizes, by Gus
Bond liu ex Bo Peep, she the dam of the noted
fleld dogs Antonio and Chance. Is a tine field dog
nndanAl retriever. Will be allowed all tlie
bitches he can get, F<=.e Sl-5. Address for cut
and stud card, Y. L. Bos8.\, New Canaan, Conn,

SPRATTS
PATENT

D,0G SOAP.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The Life and Adventures of
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J, YATES CAR.RING-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLEY,

a friend of Te ofel's.
A book which has had wonderful pcpularity in

England. Paper. Price. 75 cents.

ror.ii5r A«D STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
818 Broadway. New York.
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THE FOREST AND STREAM SUPPLEMENT.

The first one of the portraits of American wild animals

is given to-day as an extra sheet supplement of this

number. It is Mr. E, E. Thompson's drawing of the

Panther. The creature is represented as sighting a deer;

and we need not point out that the drawing is full of

life and strength.

Others of the series will be printed as follows: Oct, 6,

the Ocelot; Nov. 3, the Canada Lynx; Dec. 1, the Bay

Lynx.

It will be noted, that the present supplement is desig-

nated as "Forest and Stream Wild Animal Series.—V."

It is the fifth in a series, four of which have from time

to time been printed in this journal, and which have

been reprinted separately; and the four are sent by mail,

postpaid, for the nominal price of 10 cents for the set.

They are: Young Mountain Sheep or Bighorn, the

Forest and Stream's Grizzly (in the Central Park, New

York), American Elk and Group of American Elk.

TBE NEW ARMY RIFLE.

The Army Small-Arms Board has made a choice of a

new magazine weapon which is likely to create a vast

amount of criticism. The mere fact that it is a foreign

arm, invented by a European and already in use, will

stir up a lot of patriotic resentment in many quarters. It

has so long been a cherished American whim that our

mechanics could lead the world in inventive skill, and

particularly in the line of small-arms, that it comes with

somewhat of a shock that a board wearing United

States blue should not see everything good in

the work of a Yankee inventor, and not quite so

much that was excellent in a rifle bearing foreign

patent marks. But it should be remembered that a rifle

talks an international language; that the whizz of a rifle

ball sounds the same in every ear. The choice of a rifle

is a sort of mathematical problem, and if the new
Danish arm gave the best total its choice followed as a

matter of fact. Abroad the hunt for an efliective rifle is

intensified very much by the knowledge that others are

hunting in the same field, and that when the worst comes

to the worst the best hunter is likely to be the sole sur-

vivor. An hundred tests and experiments in arms, in

ammunition and methods, are made abroad to one trial

on this side of the ocean in any of these directions, and it

is only natural that success should be theirs when com-

petition brings the arms together.

The new weapon must needs be an ejfcejlent one to

gain the place which the Springfield now holds in the

fq-yor of the Aniericau. wearers of the hlv\.e, Th^t arfi^

has beeii treated so well and responded sp gucQessf]il}y

|;|;at if; l^as gained a very high rank an arm prppi=

manipulation is it that in such skillful hands as those

of our army experts have grown to be, the results have

passed far beyond what is reported from the other side.

Twenty shots per minute efl;ectually placed can be

secured from the Springfield, and yet in a recent test

with the Lebel rifle in France, ten soldiers firing at a fig-

ure of a file of fifteen men at 300 yds., less than 9 per cent,

of hits were recorded, and the average was but 153 shots

per man for the ten minutes taken to completely exhaust

the strength of the shooters.

The marksmen of the U. S. Army will excuse the

clumsiness of the "K. J.," provided it shoots well. The

fighters of the line will accept it if it shows that it is a

serviceable lead distributer in a pinch, but it must first of

all down the Springfield before the Army affection will

turn to it from the present neat trap-door breechloader.

In the mean time it will be in order for the American

inventors to explain what they have been about all these

months since the magazine board went into existence in

December, 1890. There is no intimation as yet that they

have not had a fair field, and that they have not met
with success can only be interpreted to mean that their

ofl'erings were inferior.

DOG-DAY OUTLOOK.
To ANY one who is interested in dogs and has watched

the steady progress and advancement of the different

breeds, the present state of kennel affairs must be a pleas-

ing one. There is no fictitious boom, but all the time a

steady advancement toward a perfection of form and

increase in value in the animals we own. While the

year 1893 has not, so far, produced any dog more than

ordinarily' good, if we except the mastifl" Beaufort's

Black Prince, the general excellence is noticeable. The

English setter probably holds pride of place as a general

favorite, especially with sportsmen, but the St. Bernard

is running a good second. Notwithstanding the seri-

ous losses incurred by some of our St. Bernard

breeders last year, we are pleased to see that far

from being disheartened, their kennels contain more

of these noble dogs than ever, though we believe the time

for paying large prices for English dogs has passed, and

home products will receive more attention. Greyhound

enthusiasts are very active in the interests of their favor-

ites, and the coming coursing meetings are eagerly an-

ticipated by devotees of the leash. Somehow we hear

very little of the collie as a fashionable dog, but that there

is a steady demand we are assured by prominent breed-

ers. The Collie Club might do good for this breed if they

would exert themselves a little and carry out their pro-

posed sheepdog trials. The beagle element is doing good

work for the merry little hound, but for the best inter-

ests of the work perfect harmony must exist among the

workers, and all should put their shoulders to the wheel

and make the trials and show in October the success we

hope for.

No one who loves the terrier for his gameness and the

sport he affords can but be pleased to see the advance-

ment made in bull-terriers, fox-terriers, and especially

Dandie Dinmonts and Scotch terriers, as well as the Bed-

lingtons, several high class exemplars of these breeds

having been imported this year. The quaint little dachs-

hund is also bound to take a more prominent place in our

shows next year than in the past, and thedift'erent breeds

of toy spaniels have received several valuable recruits

recently. In common with others who admire the noble

mastift' we deplore the fact that, despite a club which

claims to have the best interest of the breed at heart,

popular interest has dwindled, and though good dogs are

raised by several kennels, they are not seen in public to

the extent that they should be.

At no period in the history of "dogdom" in this coun-

try have the field trials commanded so much attention as

this year. Several new clubs have sprung into existence

and every stake so far has met with a gratifying entry.

There is only one drawback that we foresee in this—the

lack of trainers and handlers. There are good men in

the business, but not yet having made public reputations

they are to some extent deserted in favor of those who

are more popular—as winners. Consequently the latter

get more dogs than they can possibly attend to properly,

and some one has to stand the eventual loss.

The only cloud that mars the clear sky in the kennel

world is the q,ttitude of one part of the kennel press.

a?hat pritipism iq necessary and beneficial we all admit,

flilpTlfg ^iil^polfFR P^K^O ^P^"*
'^^'^'^

in hand. Such writings serve no public good—only
harm—^for they deter good men from entering the fancy

and frighten others out of it who can be ill spared. Right

will assert itself, however, eventually, and such guerilla

tactics will meet their own reward.

A FAMILY GROUP.
From the crest of a hill, higher than any of its neigh-

bors, may be seen the wide prospect of the rolling plain.

Near at hand the swells rise one after another in succeed-

ing waves which lessen in the distance until at last far

away the land seems flat. On the yellow prairie the

winding course of a far-off stream is clearly marked by

the dark green of the fresh-growing vegetation which
stands along its banks. Scattered over the nearer plain

are yellow and white moving forms—antelope, feeding

or at rest. The wind blows freshly and bends the prairie

grass, rattling the seed pods of the tall weeds, and now
and then catching up the light dust in miniature whirl-

winds—the Indians' ghosts.

From the crest of this hill a hunter, who should creep

up to his position with caution and lie there looking

through the grass, would see a pretty sight—a family of

antelope.

The old buck lies' by himself, a little to one side. His

head is held low, his eyes are half closed, and his whole

attitude speaks of entire security. The task of watching

for danger he leaves to bis wives, little dreaming that

within easy range is the deadly tube that has so often

dealt out death to others of his kind. The does and the

young are by themselves, the elders for the most part

lying down, while the kids are walking about, feeding

and playing. Some of the old does are on their feet,

however, now taking a bite of grass or standing perfectly

still steadily staring away over the plain at some distant

object that they cannot quite make out. Others move
about as if seeking a comfortable spot to lie down, and in

doing this walk up the hill toward the watcher, who
lowers his head still closer to the ground.

They are all clean cut and graceful figures, but dainti-

est and most graceful of all are the little kids. They are

old enough now to have lost the stilty ungainliness

which marked their earliest youth, and are marvels of

lightness, quickness and beauty. As they race about in

their play, their light feet seem scarcely to touch the

ground and their slender legs move so fast that they can-

not be seen. Now and then, as some scent or sound im-

perceptible to grosser senses comes to them, they stop and

all stand with raised heads and quivering nostrils, while

the white hair on the rump of each rises till it stands on

end and also seems to expand from side to side. For a

moment they stand like tiny statues; then, their suspi-

cions allayed, one starts, and then another, till all have

resumed their romp. At last tiring of this, some of them

lie down close to their dams, while others begin to feed,

or, by nosing their mothers or butting them with their

tiny heads, try to persuade them to rise and give them

suck.

But if some curious or uneasy old doe walks too far up

on the hill and detects the strange form lying there

prone upon the ground—in a moment all is changed. The

doe makes a few rapid bounds—each antelope is at once

upon its feet—the old buck utters his curious barking cry

of alarm—and in a close group they bound away. Before

they have gone a hundred yards, they stop and turn to

look, and now, if the watcher needs meat, is the danger-

ous moment for the old buck. If the rifle cracks he may
fall never to rise again.

OUR COLUMBUS NUMBER.

The Forest and Stream of Oct. aO (the day before the

Columbus celebration) will be a special Columbus

number. The contents, both text and illustrations, will

relate largely to the age of Columbus, and will be as in-

teresting as unique.

Some one suggests that in dubbing our political con-

vention halls "wigwams" we are reverting to the usage of

savages. Another example of the fantastic use of words

is that of "camp" to describe a certain type of Adiron-

dack summer home. The so-called camp is often an

expensively built and luxuriously furnished establish-

ment, as much like a camp as a vestibule train of car?

is like a piny-woods Q^xt (ir^wn by a eteer.
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A CAMPER'S DIARY.
July 15.—Well, I've decided to go camping next

montli with Sam Andrews. Sam's a little old fellow,
about thirty-five, but looks younger; not a bit particular
about his grammar, never laughs at a joke nor makes
one, but often gets unconsciously funny trying to say two
things at once. He's a crank on camping, and likes to
potter around the fire, they say, and make a pan of bis-

cuit. According to bis talk, "camping out" is just a
halcyon time, but the old man went once when he was
young and he says it's moat all jthat'e execrable. I'm
going anvhow,
July SI.—The boys were up to-night to talk it over.

Mack and Valentine are the other two. Four in all.

Mack's a medium-sized chap about twenty-two, still

beardless, without any deep lines of thought or care on
Bis countenance. Looks as if he would be good-natured
on wet days. Valentine's a student [with side tabs and
wears glasses. He's enti' ely innocent of the woods and
never caught a lish, but he's reading up on those things.
I haven't sized him up yet, but Sam says he'll fit in all

right and won't be in the way at all. His expression is

not exactly solemn, but rather wondering, as if he would
like to laugh if he could only see the joke.
Well, we had a great time leaning over the table while

Sam traced a pencil over the route on Farrat's man and
lured us on a wonderful journey through Vacation Land.
He spoke of the moonlight on the water sailing oat of
Boston on the Portland boat. He overlooked the dusty
railroad trip, but enlarged on the charming, jolting, jog-
gling journey on the buckl)oard stage between the
movmtains, and when he opened up the view of the lake
his imagination carried us on till we sunned ourselves
with hitn aboard the little steamer going north. He said
we'd climb tlie mount "Old Ziscoss" and leave our names
in a cairn on top. and get a noble vision there. He
agreed to point out the Canadian Mountains and the
Mountains of the Half Moon and Katahdin, and a myriad
of lakes besides, and the forests on a thousand hills: but
principally he talkfd of a silver river. Magalloway, in

the Avilderneas with just us on her bosom in two canoes.
He talked knowingly of "The Narrows" and "The Mead-
ows" and "The Forks" and reverently of "Parmacbenee,'"
cautioned us if we read up on the subject to make allow-
ance for Farrar's imagination, but it struck me first of

all we'd bptter fortifiy ourselves against Sam's own elo-

qurnce, Valentine was deeply interested and inquirfd
of Sam if he t'lought there was any pro8];)ect of his hear-
ing a loon. He wanted to hear a loon crying in the
night. Sam thought there was; he would almost guaran-
tee it. He wouldn't guarantee to show me a deer though,
standing out on a point, but he agreed to point out the
tracks where the old fellows had stood a little before, and
foot prints on the little beaches "thicker than leavps in
Vallambrosa " The nest meeting comes off at Sam's
houpe, Aug. 10,

July 8G,—Bought a big rubber bag to-day to hold
things and a rubber blanket. The blanket has two little

holes you can put a string through and tie around your
neck. I don't mind if it does rain one day. Met Sam on
the street to-day. He is having a hard time to get away.
His employer is one of those old fellows who "never ha.d

a vacation in fifteen years; couldn't afford it." He
didn't see how Mack could either. Mack told him he
couldn't afford not to take one.
Aug. if.—Met Sam night before last. Awful hot and

we sat on the back piazza in shirt sleeves. I'm satisfied

now that that fellow's a born camper. What do you
suppose he had? A little fire on the concrete. A
smudge, he called it, to keep away the bugs. The tent
has come too. He had it up on the lawn Sundaj^ Says
it will sleep four nicely. Then we turned to business.
Had an important matter to discuss—grub. Sam read
down his list by the light of the "smudge" and said,

"I've decided to cross off tomatoes, three cans; too
bulky." This brought a remonstrance from Mack and
he wound up. "If you leave out tomatoes, you can leave
out me." So Sam sighed and reinstated them. "All
right." he says, "I'll give you a can for supper first night
and I'll sink a can in the river to have coming back and
that'll leave only one can to tote," The remaining list

passed. Then Mack said, "Say Sammy, you're going to
take along the camera, aren't you ?" Sam shook his head,
"No, those small ones are no earthly good. I wouldn't be
satisfied with anything less than a tripod and that's too
bulky for where we're going." Mack was disappointed
and insisted that those were fine pictures that they got
last year, "fine ones," "Yes,'' said Sam, winking at me,
"you better look over those pictures Jeff, you'll find Mack
looming right up in the middle with his arms akimbo.
After you've seen the whole ten you may think to in-

quire 'I wonder where Sam is?' " Mack looked sheepish,
so I came ,to his assistance and said, "I'd bet if Sam
would bring the instrument along he'd capture the
Forest and Stream prize of twenty-five dollars." Sam
was obdurate though and Mack says, "No use, .Jeff.

When he says 'no' like that he means it like a mule."
Then we drifted on to the subject of game. Mack

wanted to buy a heavy rifle and get a deer. I argued
that he couldn't hit a deer anyway, but by taking a shot-
gun or a little .23 we could get a duck or partridge now
and then. We appealed to Sam. By this time he had
dragged the tent out and had it spread on the piazza.
He had laid in a lot of blankets and was making a roll of
canned goods. He got us down on our hands and knees,
and then said, "I'll cook anything you fellows bring to

camp, but I don't go shooting much at this season of the
year," "What's the matter, you 'fraid of the game
law?" Well, no Turn that corner in, Jeff, and
roll hard. No, I don't stand much in awe of the laws of
Maine, but I have some regard for the laws of Nature."
Well, we finally got that old tent bundle made and

covered all over with rope and hard knots. Mack says,

"So long as Valentine's not here I move we appoint him
a committee on the spot to untie the tent bag at th<^ first

camp. Sam says, "Oh, I met him to-day. He's been
reading a book by Dr. Mitchell. The doctor says, 'Don't
forget to take along some raw onions.' I told him if the
doctor ordered them we'd take a few. Some other
author teUs him not to cover his face all over with vile

daub, but to wet the corner of his handkerchief with oil

of lavender. He says he's going to have the laugh on
the rest of ua,"

The question of fire-arms was reopened, but left un-
settled. Mack remarked with a bloodthirsty gleam that
he'd carry "something" on his own hook.
Sam says, "Say, you fellows better get this expedition

subsidized and we'll fetch along a lot of troggers to lug
the game and ammunition and camera and I'll march
ahead with a white Stanley helmet and take pictures."
This was a parting shot as we were going out of the

gate.

We start in a few days. Jefferson Scribe.

THE STORY OF A COUGAR SKIN.
Yes, I captured a cougar skin of considerable propor-

tions when out on the Pacific coast, but I haven't said
much about the occurrence because the circumstances
were souniisual, so almost incredible, that I didn't wish
to weaken the already rather slim confidence my friends
have in me, by relating them. However, as cougar
stories haven't been a very prolific crop lately, 1 will
whisper my little story in your private ear, Mr. Editor,
because you have seemed to convey an insinuation that
if there was a story about this particular pelt, it would
have to be manufactured. The pelt is on view, it speaks
for itself. I am likewise situated. I have long desired
to meet a healthy cougar in the flesh in his native wilds,
provided I had a magazine gun in my hands, and the
animal would let me have the drop on him, my kind of
a drop. But I don't yearn as T did. I have lost a yearn,
a yearn or a half or two yearns, and if my own wishes
are consulted, the animal in question may have his flesh,

health and native wilds all to himself. I shall not seek
him out to stir him up. I once mooned around over
Hepubllcan MoTintain in Colorado all day in the snow
with an old Gallagher carbine which I was very desirous
to "let 'er go" at a big oat whose five-inch trackwas very
devious, well defined and attractive, but the Felis very
obligingly kept going and out of my way so that I am
thankfully alive at this present time. I often think how
awfully hot and c^ld it would have been up there toward
the zenith if that disreputable old fusee had gone off un-
certainly and that enraged puma had left my person
scattered around over the rocks in strings, shreds and
patches. It is worth shuddering over.
On a miity, rainy, gloomy, despondent, beautiful Ore-

gon day last spring, 1 found myself very expectedly on
the lower Columbia aboard a tlnion Pacific steamer,
plowing the muddy waters of that noble highway be-
tvveen Portland and Astoria. The scenery was truly
Oregonian and Columbian at that season of the year and
probably quite a number of other seasons. Occasionally
the shores, low-lying or more abrupt, could be seen, but
for the most part the "saew was limited to the low-hang-
ing clouds dropping their everlasting surplus in steady,
depressing and monotonous drizzle, and to the irresist-
ible flow of the mighty river. Occasionally a gull
emerged silently from the wetness of the whence and as
silently disappeared in the misty moisture of the hence.
How lonesome and hungry, and damp and chilly and
unsatisfied he looked. And I've no doubt he was. I
shivered in sympathy. The steamer shivered too, and
coughed with its lungs full of Oregon mist, and the
passengers gathered around the radiator in the cabin,
and radiated tobacco smoke and juice, read Seaside
books, Portland papers, and discussed the latest phase of
the perennial Astorian boom, which, with canned salmon
are the principal products of Astoria, both well-pre-
served. Among the passengers was a Norwegian, Prof.
Aamold by name, characteristically blonde and fair
haired, a violin virtuoso, who, having completed his
winter tour, presumably with satisfactory returns, had
separated himself from his confreres of the troupe and
with his preciom violin, guns, rods, and pony was bound
for a summering among the lofty hills and secluded val-
leys of this region, where he might breathe purer air
than that usually served up in concert halls, lure the
wily trout from his crystal retreat, or perforate the
mighty grizzly or stealthy puma with his .45-90 Win-
chester. He had been here before and talked entertain-
ingly of sport past and to come, for he was well-read, a
fine conversationalist, a great admirer of, and a firm dis-

ciple of, Darwin, concerning whose views he conversed
enthusiastically, and as a brother sportsman my heart
warmed toward him and I sincerely hoped he might
escape the raking claws of the tawny Felis, and the fatal
hug of the horrible Ursus. His pony, a little, beautiful,
intelligent gray, had, through the carelessness and
mismanagement of the deck hands at Portland, tumbled
into the river between the dock and boat and had been
quite severely injured, and was of course an object of
much solicitude, as he was to be the Professor's mainstay
in his jaunts.
During the day we passed several long double lines of

piles on either side of the river, between which men on
loaded barges were dumping evergreen branches which
were to be weighted down with stone to confine the cur-
rent at bars and shallow places, for Uncle Sam
was taking a hand in the improvement of the river for
Portland's benefit. Along in the afternoon the boat
pulled in to the little village or port of Klackallackum,
for there was very little village to it, only a broken
down wharf, a store and two or three houses, on the
Washington side. The mail bag and a box of bottled
beer were put off, the freight clerk or purser walked out
the gang plank with considerable style, handed a bill to
the storekeeper who was alpo postmaster and agent for
the boat, walked back again, the mate cried up the
speaking tube, "All gone, sir," the pilot rung the gong in
the engine room, men on the wharf cast off spring and
stern lines, the wheel, for she was a stern wheeler, backed
water until ting-a-ling from the pilot started her ahead
again, and we were once more under way down stream,
while the half dozen dejected and lonesome-looking men
on the wharf moved solemnly storeward with the beer,
which might have been spelled the other way, judging
from their motions. During the moment or two that we
laid at the wharf I was standing on the upper deck lean-
ing on the guards looking down on the festive and thrill-

ing scene, when Prof. A. stepped to my side. "Do you
see that gap in the hills back of town ? Well, a fine
trout stream comes down from the mountains through
that gap, and flows rather sluggishly across the inter-
vening mile or so, emptying into the river just below
here. Ie'r a wild country back there, as I happen to
knovr, and you won't go amiss if you try the stream for
fish." I thanked him, resolving if opportunity offered to
visit the place and see what sport I could get out gf iti

After a journey which would have been tedious but
I

for the company of the Prof, and for whose entertaining
conversation 1 was truly obliged and thankful, I reluct-
antly bade him good-by at Astoria as he led his pony
across the deck: and not many moons afterward walked
myself across the wharf at Klackallackum, with rod and
basket bound for the Pilchuck, ss I found its name to be.
On inquiry, I ascertained that I could boat it almost, if

not quite, to the gap or rough water, so after some search
I found what was not the most graceful or lightest boat
in existence, but which would float me at least, and
which I hired for the trip. It was a fine day, that rare I

thing on the lower Columbia, and I give full credit there-
for. I thanked my lucky stars that the fates had been
so propitious, for nine days in ten I might have struck a
solid day of wetness. I did not know what I had done
to deserve such good fortune, but I accepted it thank-

|

fully and hoped that I might be a gratified recipient
often. By that I don't mean to asseverate that a Califoi-
nian or Arizonian in June would have called it such.
The patient reader will simply understand that it did not
rain. It was cloudy to be eure, but the clouds were not
the low-lying, enveloping, reeky, sifting, depressing
sort, but were, for the nonce, in a more etherial and light
hearted mood, sailing aloft, solidly it is true, but almost
persuaded at times to accede to the importunities of the
sun and allow him to penetrate and lighten their dense
folds.

I got a boy to dig me a dernier resHort of worms, for
pometimes early in the season trout don't hunger for
flies, and however great a stickler I may be for the only
eesthetic lure, when the trout decline any and every
shape and hue of manufactured loveliness, J am just
stickler enough to stick on a barnyard hackle and secure
enough belly fins to use either as fly or bait. With my ,

worms, rod, and a grocery lunch of cheese, crackern, i

pickles and canned beef I loaded myself into the skift',

took up a pair of oars, the blades of which Lad lost the
most eft"ective part of their extremeties, and resembled
long butter paddles as much as anything, jjut them be-
tween those aggravations of the oarsman, thole pins, and
turned my bow up the quietly gliding and romantic
strpam, the euphonic Pilchuck.
A good deal of brush bordered the stream as I moved

along up, back of which here and there were open field.",

alternating with bits of woodland, and in the former all
the air was quivering with the delicious song of the
meadow lark, which is more prolonged and far sweeter
to my ear than that of its Eastern congener, the song
being suggestive of the mingled sounds of tinkling glass
and steel accompanying the incomparable melody from
the bird's throat. Bobolink's tnusic is likewise sugges-
tive. The larks were very numerous, and the delightful
serenade I enjoyed already repaid me for the trip. Rob- i

ins were arriving, and now and then a crow projected
'

his black form against the dim clouds as he beat the air i

with heavy pinion, croaking a warning or greeting to I

some sombre-robed companion who sat on a distant tree
and hoai'sely acknowledged the salutation. Rounding a
bend I surprised a little mink "projeckin' " around a bit
of stranded drift, busy as he could be working out some
Fcent; but when he caught sight of my movements he
paused a moment as he endeavored to understand them, '

and then left a brown streak behind him, disappparing
under the bank among the roots of a handy tree. Ducks
of various kinds rose ahead of me with much alarm and
splashing, circling around to the rear or going further
up, and an occasional heap of drifter log detained me:
but all the region was a terra incognita, and the delays
andsurmoimting of obstacles were pleasant.
There were likely-looking spots for wetting a line in

suggestive pools or still reaches of water by the side of a
log or under the bank, but the rapid, tumbling, foaming i

stream as it dances in cataract or leaps in fall, pausing
here and there in deep pool where the eddies circle and
the foam flakes chase each other up stream only to be
drawn into the current, to go whirling down again in a
delightful "merry-go-round," has charms for me beyond,
any sluggish water, so I kept up the breeze and looked
for better things. The country grew rougher as 1 pro-
ceeded, unbroken forest succeeded fields, the current
grew swifter, and ere long the foothills rose from the
banks ard ran upward to the nearer low-lying moun-
tains. .Just in the entrance to the gap stretched a long,
rather deep pool, where the stream took a long breath
after its prolonged and rapid flight, and at the upper end,
around a curve, I could hear a raj")id, which told me my
boating was over for the jjresent. On the left hand about
half-way up the pool the water was quite deep, and the
bluff rose abruptly to a height of perhaps a dozen feet. I
noticed before I reached this place that an old disused
trail, formerly used probably by lumbermen, ran up from
the lower ground, and presumably ran alongside the bluff
on top. On the opposite side the pool just below this
bluff, a bar or point of low-lying rocus ran out, and on it
was a long pile of drift, some of the logs and limbs reach-
ing out to quite deep water,
A little distance above there was a sharp turn to the

left, and the current running around this shot across,
ptriking the outer edge of a drift. Noting these facts as
I worked along up, 1 decided to land on the trail fide, as
one naturally would, so I drifted back to where I could
land easily and ran ashore, pulled the boat out and pro-
ceeded to put my rig together. And assembling an outfit
at such i)eriods as this is, to me, one of the most enjoy-
able moments of the day. With what joyful, satisfying
expectancy one joints his rod, attaches the reel, threads
the line, chooses with cogitation the cast. While the
beautiful, clear, rushing waters harboring the handsome
game, the pebbly shore or bolder rocky bluff, the pile of
drift or overhanging roots from beneath the edge of which
the swift flsh darts upon his prey, the silence and solitude
all yours surrounding you like a benison, the lovely
vistas opening between boles of stately trees in silent
watchfulness over all, are sweet and inspiring influences
which make glad and peaceful the heart of thefisherman.
My Chubb lancewood soon stretched its willowy length

before me, visibly achin' for the fray. A royal-coachman
and brown-hackle were the last things on the string, and
putting my lunch in my hunting coat: pocket (and by the
waj;. what satisfaction there is in a multi-pocket coat on a
fishing trip), and giving an extra safe pull to the boat, so
as to be sure of its whereabouts, I struck for the trail and
meandered up stream.
As is the case in most, if not all, trout streams, the

best holes couldn't be got at handily, which is nature's
best protection, but by careful and Quiet iuanagement,
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i Tig and crawling as exigency demanded.! found

hing fairly good for so early in the season, but the

I \<H-e not as anxious for the fly as the wiggler, as I

1(111 nd out little by little. Bat they were numerously at

|r "IP. and the soul-tilling satisfaction at being on a

'>n not fished to death was simply intoxicating,

^leek and fat the supple black-spotted charmers

to be sure, as they came to hand after a desperate

resistance, during which some of the larger ones

(he rod to seemingly the last ounce of endurance

hov- fought for the protecting log or bank, so near

am' vt't so far. Perhaps I allow prejudice to somewhat
! : niv opinions, but it seems to me that the trout of

icific coast, as a rule, as far as my experience goes

'•ifihington and Oregon, have not the same dash,

md iight in them that the Eastern fontinaUs has,
- are] wary and wild as trout should be, but they

' seem to make the rod and
r work as lively as Old Crim-

-if)0ts does. Still the difEer-

vvdl never prevent me from
irn.ns? for those Western fellows

wli.;never I have opportunity.

hundred yards or so above the

: spoken of below which I

; i. 1 came to a stream empty-
( 1 to the Pilchuck, which looked
promising water for smallish

i and I determined that if I

nnicpd a creel full when I returned

L would test its capabilities, for I

mve often found that seemingly
iiMgniticant waters surprise one

n jihuiidance and size of fish, this

)8Tticularly in trout fishing. Ap-
K-.uances are often very deceptive

I) ;his matter, though the fact

iK-ntioned may obtain chiefly in

riip-ions much fished. Often have
' M New England, left larger

lis, with deep, promising, un-
! ving holes, for some quiet,

-x. little brook hidden largely

ihe long grass that hung in

es over it as it threaded its

silent way through some meadow,
with difiiculty dropping the worm
through the network of stems, acd
weighted my creel with beauties

whose velvety sides were as dark
as the shadowy retreats where they
lay cool and unseen when the day
was hot.

I worked along slowly and en-

joyably, as only the trout fisher

can, taking a fish here and there

with the feathery deception, and
saving the spots where I could not
cast well, for the worm or fin, on
my return, for Iknpw gomelurkers
were warily balancing themselves
on slow fins as they watched the

lumbering monster in the upper
world. As I ascended the scenery
grew wilder. The mountain sides

were more precipitous and the
stream bed narrower, making fish-

ing more difficult. But it was
good to be there amid the solitude

and grandeur, with a handsome
trout coming to hand now and
then, giving vigorous exercise for

the resilient Chubb, and piling up
more stock in memory's store-room.
When the day wore along to the
full and a vacant feeling beneath
my "weskit" reminded me that I

had provender in waiting, I chose
a spot where the brawling stream
spread itself a little over its rocky
bed, and seating myself on a stone
with my back comfortably against
a stranded log, I stretched my
tired limbs at full length and rested
myself most enjoyably, wishing
fervently that cprcain of my friends
far away C3uld b^ there to fill

themselves full of this hour, as
with pleasant chat we whiledaway
the noon, and touched elbows just
a little closer with nature. Lunch over. I filled the brier

root receptacle with comforting Lone Jack, and as the
fragrant smoke floated upward and away in graceful
shapes, I ruminated on fish and fishing, fishculture, pro-
pagation, depletion, protection, and kindred topics with
which FoESST and Stream, far away in New York city,

was weekly entertaining and euligbtening its readers.
Memories of many other fishing experiences in widely

separated sections of our land rose before me, and with
this, that and the other I found myself nodding ere I

knew it. I didn't think very favorably of that, away up
thei-e in the wilderness, subject to annoying interviews
from Cascade fauna, without choice in the matter, so I

roused myself, anil with face down stream leisurely in-

vestigating likely water, taking some lovely fish out of
the wet, and throwing back some right good ones which
I should have been very glad to keep on some streams, I

plodded boatward. There was one very trouty-looking
hole that I couldn't get a fly on satisfactorily when I went
up, and as I approached it "on my return I determined to
use all my skill to get some big fellows out of it.

I made a detour through the woods at one side, as we
all have so often done, in order to obtain the best
vantage. In doing so I had to cross some old logs, and
cai-elessly stepping on one I slipped on some mosp, tried
to catch my footing, made it worse, and floundering and
pawing the air went down in a scrambling heap, throw-
ing my rod from me to save it, barking my shins, bruis-

ing my hands, nearly putting one eye out against a stub,
uttering ejuculations more forcible than elegant and
seeing my fish, from a burst-open basket, go flopping in
several directions. Then I righted myself, sat down and
rubbed my anatomy in divers places, with sundry grunts
which seemed to take the edge off the pain, after which
I corraled my trout, and proceeded to fish that hole with
a worm, and took out some as handsome 1 and a-pounders
as ever waved a fin.

Well, time and a good many steps at length brought
me to the little stream before mentioned, and although I
had an abundance of trout, the desire to explore, innate
in almost every one, led me to go up it a ways, which if I
had not done tbi^ tale had not been spun. The stream
flowed through a miniature caii m whose walls were for
the most part steep and high, in places leaving little more
than room for the stream. I found the fish plentiful,
though small, in comparison to the average of those in
the Pilchuck, and had not gone far before I concluded
that I didn't want any more trout that day; so I stopped
and proceeded to "knock down" my rig, and had just got
as far as to unjoint the rod when, glancing carelessly up
the ravine, my eye caught a movement among some low
bushes a few yards ahead between the stream and rock
wall. There was not cover enough for any large animal
or I should probably have got out of the locality in haste.

OTTT FOR SPOKi".

FeOM a PH0T0&1?APH by a, G". McFARLAiiD. (CALTPORTs'lA.)

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

I walked forward as noiselessly as possible, and on near-
ing the bushes caught a glimpse of a tawny tinge, svhich
moved as the owner apparently saw me, and in a
moment I made out the shape of a cougar kitten,

which, I concluded, had fallen from some den above,
and it wouldn't, probably, be long before the dam would
be on the trail. Several thoughts went through me in a
hurry. Here was a chance for a flyer in zoology as good
as I should ever have. The boat was not far away, the
kit was small, not much, I judged, over a foot ia length,
and if I could once get aboard wdtn it my chances for a
safe outcome were good. I resolved to try for it. I

glanced hastily around and above. Nothing in sight.

Sd I took oft" my creel and coat, rpplaced the creel, and
did it in a hurry, too, and, laying my rod on the ground
in plain sight, I took my corduroy coat in both hands
and cautiously approached the animal, which had re-

mained motionless, either from being hurt or stunned by
its fall, or from natural stealth. As I neared it it started
up and tried to sneak oft', but I was too quick for it, and
spreading the coat out threw it over the kit, seized it,

rolled it up as rapidly a^' possible and turning picked up
my rod and was off. I am not so limber in my legs as
I used to be and my wind is liable to peter out sooner
than Pd like, but I believe I made as good time down to
the mouth of that brook as any one could. How I did run!
I fairly surprised myself. If I could have run like that
on a track I could have captured the world's honors as a
sprinter. Bat it makes a world of dift'erence whether
the incentive to movement is behind or ahead of you.
Fortunately I made no misstep. If Iliad I believe I should
have broken my neck. I looked back once or twice hur-
riedly where a slight turn gave opportunity without
slacking speed, but nothing followed, to my great relief

and encouragement. The kit struggled some and tried to
cry, but I clutched it the closer and ran the faster, if pos-
Bible, wMle the way that creel dangled and bumped

around my body was punishing in the extreme. I thought
it would disable me if I had to keep it up long. I ex-
pected every jump to hear the enraged scream of the old
cat, but I splashed through the mouth of the brook and
straightened out in the trail down the Pilchuck all safe,
though it wasn't very straight or clear. Still it was a
welcome trail and I knew were it led and that a hundred
yards or so would take me to the boat.
As the engineers say, "I pulled her wide open," and

although my heart thumped violently and my wind
began to grow "powerful lackin','' my legs did them-
selves proud, and I soon noticed with gratification that I

was nearing the bend at the head of the pool where
my boat waited for me. I panted round this bend and
was making fine time on the last quarter, when horror of
horrors! There in the trail where it ran alongside the
steep bank stood a full-grown cougar apparently as

much surprised as I. Here was a
fix indeed, a full period, a short
stop to my progress in that direc-
tion. What did I do? What would
you doV What would anybody do?
There was only one thing to do,
and it had to be done presto. I
never stopped, but dashed off that
bluft' to the left with as big a leap
as 1 could spur my legs to make,
just as though the trail led that
way. I never gave the cat another
glance to ascertain what it thought
of this episode. I hadn't time.
Fortunately I struck the water feet
first, and at once made for the
swift current, diagonally crossing
the channel. In my frantic exer-
tions, half swimming, half wading
in water nearly up to my shoulders
I lost my grip on the coat, which,
with the kit still inside, floated
away toward the log drift, but
before it reached it the tit in its

struggles had emerged from the
bundle, and floating and struggling
with half smothered cries at length
reached the jam just ahead of and
a little below and clambered out.
The moment I laid my hands on
the first half submerged log I

struck, I looked back and there,

headed for me, a little distance
from the opposite shore was that
cat, now enraged by the cries of

its young, making swiftly for my
side the stream. It is commonly
reported that cats won't take water,
but you should have seen that cat
swim. It was entirely too much
at home in the water to suit me. I

hadn't a moment to spare. I dare
not run lest the cougar should pur-
sue me regardless of the kit. My
only hope was to find some weapon
with which to smash the creature's
skull before it could emerge from
the water. Things seemed to be
narrowing down to a very tine

point. Hastily looking around I

saw, a Kttle higher up, a smooth
handle of something sticking out
of the debris, and running to it

was rejoiced, if ever I was, to pull
out a heavy handspike, left behind
in some lumbering operations, and
now washed down there, as I hoped

,

for my deliverance. I quickly
threw off my coat, and with my
heart in my mouth stepped down
to where the kit was crouching,
crying, and which the cat was
rapidly approaching with danger
in its eyes. I felt that I was
trembling as the scene neared the
finale, but my grip was tense and
steady. The cat made a beautiful
picture, I remembered afterward,
as with powerful strokes it forged
ahead, its long tail waving in the
water from the vigorous motion of
its hindlegs, all of which I should
have admired had I been up a tree

with a Winchester for company, but just now I had not
time. I did not raise the weapon at once for fear the cat
might veer off and land at some place not so favorable to
me, but when it got within two or three feet of the logs
I raised the stick, seeing which the cat partially stopped
and turned as if to go further up. This was my oppor-
tunity, and I put all the muscle I had been making for
several years into the blow, striking the animal fairly on
the head with such force that I must have crushed its

skull, and the huge cat ceased motion, quivering as it

lay, while again and again I brought the stick down upon
its head until I knew i had crushed it to a pulp, and the
limp carcass with a lashing of its tail and convulsive
working of its limbs floated down a little distance, lodg-
ing against a limb of a tree that protruded from beneath
the water. If ever I was completely unnerved it was
then, for it had been a mighty close call, and my limbs
were about to double up under me when a terrific scream
from the opposite shore fetched ma all up standing again.
There stood the mate of the dead puma, attracted to the
place by the crying of the kit, and apparently preparing
to come across to see about matters, to which I seriously

objected, I didn't want any more zoology or cougar
figfits. One was sufficient. There was only one way to

prevent it, and that might not succeed, but I determined
to try it, so quickly stepping to the kit which was cower-
ing, crying, between two logs, where it had crept appar-
ently half frightened to death at all this disturbance, and
seizing it by the neck with my left hand, and by both
hind feet with my right, which I gripped tightly so as to

prevent any movement of its claws, I raised it, loosed my
left, swung it round my head once, and with all the
strength in me, let go. The little thing sailed through
the air, turning end over end, and fell splashing into the
water a yard or two from the other bank, where the old

cat, wading in, seized it, carried it ashore, laid it down,
licked it dry, giving me a glance now and then, and to

I
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my heartfelt thankfulness and relief carried it up the
bluff and disappeared in the bushes. Then I collapsed,

and shook for some minutes like a man with a genuine
case of Sdioto River bottom "ager," and when I got
through I was as weak as the cat in the water, and could
scarcely have moved had forty cats come for me. But as
soon as I could stand I went down the shore a ways to

where I could wade the stream, crossed, got the boat, re-

turned, realizing just then that the water was really very
cold, went for the cat, which proved to be the dam, now
resting harmlessly enough, got it, with some difficulty,

into the boat, secured my creel, from which most of the
fish had disappeared, the cover having been torn loose
again during my violent race, found my coat trying to

get loose from a snag in the edge of the current at the
lower edge of the drift, and lost no time in putting dis-

tance between me and the eventful pool, making good
time for some way and so warming my chilled blood,
then easing up, landing at a convenient spot some dis-

tance from the Columbia, where I wrung out my wet
clothes, and took the hide from the cat with my clasp
hunting knife, which always goes with me in my outings,
and which I was glad to have along on this occasion, for
with a pocket penknife the job would have been onerous.
As it was the task was quite lengthy owing to the lack
of facilities for hanging up, and evening drew on as I

tied the boat to its mooring at Klackallackum. Great
was the wonderment at the little store where I waited
for the night boat from A.8toria for Portland, when I ex-
plained how I got my pelt, and from some of the ques-
tions asked I suspected that there was a sneaking belief
that I had bought the skin from some hunter whom I

had met, or found it where some grizzly had been having
a violent argument with the wearer. I referred them to
the carcass, however, as a clincher. In due course of
time the whistle of the Thompson split the stillness of
the night, and as soon as possible I was in a berth, having
my wet clothes hung up by the steward to dry, so that
when I awoke in the morning with the boat at her dock
at Portland, I was in about as good plight as ever.

If any one finds a Chubb lancewood up the Pilchuck I

should be very much obliged indeed to know it. It's

mine—or was. I should like exceedingly to have it for
association's sake.
This is the first time I have given to any one a detailed

account of my adventure, and hesitate even now, as I
said in the beginning, but being put on the defensive,
though the story seems large, I must tell it as it is. It is

no larger than the pelt that stretches its beautiful 8ft. by
6ft. in my hall, the admiration of all who see it. As I
remarked, it speaks for itself. So do I for O. O. 8.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
The season in the Adirondacka is closing, and before

many months shall pass the numerous hotels where pleas-
ure and recreation have abounded will be buried in the
snow. Before that time, however, the customary raid
will be made upon deer by border thieves and city mil-
lionaires, after which the great forest will pass to the
keeping of trappers and guides. It will sleep the long
winter away, to awaken to another season of animation,
for each year adds largely to the throng of seekers after
rest, recuperation and pleasure.

This has been a phenomenal season. The hotels of every
class have been overcrowded and camps have been more
numerous than in any previous season. Hotel rates
were very generally advanced and other expenses cor-
respondingly increased. The season is short at best, and
the income of both hotel proprietor and guides is well
earned. It is their harvest season; they must labor assid-
uously if they would reap sufficient of the golden grain
to make life endurable during the long and dreary win-
ter. As a general thing they do not miss their oppor-
tunity.
A great need of the Adirondacks is more well kept

hotels. There are hundreds of choice locations which
were opened up by Dr. Webb's railroad, and the investor
can hardly go astray. The public seems determined to
outrun the Park Commissioners in establishing a State
park, and capitalists will find it advantageous to them-
selves to promote the present tendency. The State au-
thorities seem to have gone to sleep, and it may be as
well if they should remain in such a blissful condition,
for hope of their accomplishing anything for the public
welfare may be abandoned. This subject has been much
discussed during the season, and the opinion prevailed
universally that the State's neglect was unpardonable. A
number of new hotels—some of them on a'grand scale

—

are projected, and if they could be opened early next sea-
son they would easily be filled.

The fishing has been exceptionally good; probably more
large trout have been caught than during any season for
some years past. The cool weather prolonged the spring
fishing, so that it was not necessary to depend uipon spring
holes for "luck." Deer are fairly plentiful. Smce many
of the guides became educated up to the fact that it was
to their interest to preserve deer, there has been a slow
but steady increase. In some parts of the forest there are
gamekeepers who show some disposition to invoke the
aid of the game laws in preventing slaughter; but nowhere
are these officers so vigilant as to be deprived of much
sleep. More is being done to-day for the preservation of
deer by the owners of preserves and by guides than by
the State. Of course there are short-sighted, lawless
guides who have no desire to give aid to such eiforts,
and who seem to take special delight in their outlawry.
And they are but very seldom made amenable to the
law. When the law is enforced it is generally against
some "city feller" who does no wrong in a month so great
as some of these guides do almost every day.
Who among those so fortunate as to have a season of

vacation, return home bringing more of health, vigor and
new life than those from the A^dirondaoks? The pure air,
laden with the healing qualities of vast areas of ever-
greens, the pearly water, the moss-covered eartJi, the
perfect quietude, the perfect rest, the absence of care-
all of these conspire with the other advantages which the
forest holds exclusively to give new life, energy and am-
bition to him who went there worn down by his respon-
sibilities and burdens. This is God's Garden of Eden to
His children, a place where healthful blessings abound,
where man and woman may be recreated if they wUl but
comply with the terms which nature makes her condi-
tions for restoring the wasted energies of life. D. H. B.
Bybacuse, Sept. 5,

NOTES ON THE PANTHER.
The American panther {Felis concolor), from its wide

distribution and abundance, is perhaps the best known of

thfe cats of North America. It is almost as large as the
jaguar, and from its color and its size has been termed
the American lion, or in the Spanish American countries

leon. Its ordinary names in the United States are: Pan-
ther, cougar, puma, mountain lion (Rocky Mountain
region), California lion (Pacific coast), painter, and some-
times catamount, though this'term is more usually applied
to the smaller animals of the genus Lynx.
The panther is about seven feet in length, large ones

going something over this, and of this length the tail

occupies more than one-third. They weigh ISOlbs., and
one killed in the Adirondacks by Mr. Verplanck Colvin
weighed 2001bs. They are short-legged ana long-bodied,
and measure at the shoulders only two feet or a little

over. The general color is tawny or reddish, something
like the summer coat of a Virginia deer, but not so red.

There is a good deal of variation among them, some—the
older ones, we have thought—being grayer, while the
smaller and younger ones are more of a reddish cast.

The muzzle, backs of the ears, and slightly bushy tip of
the tail are black.

No one of the Felidce has so great a range as the pan-
ther. It is found in Canada, and south through the
United States, Central and South America to the parallel
of 50° south latitude, and all through North America
from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast it is or has been
abundant. The encroachments of civilization, however,
have greatly reduced its range. Even in recent years
the panther has been common in the Adirondacks, and
Dr. Merriam, writing in 1881, states that, as nearly as he
can learn, about 100 panthers were killed in the Adiron-
dacks between 18G0 and that date. So also in Florida the
panther was once abundant, but is now much less com-
mon than in former years. In the Rocky Mountain
region, and on the Pacific slope, this species is still

abundant in many localities. It seems to be more com-
mon to the north than to the south, and is more often
heard of and seen in Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Wash-
ington than in Arizona and New Mexico. Even where
most plenty it is not often seen, for it is a solitary animal,
and from its quiet, stealthy habits is much more likely
to see the hunter than it is to be seen by him. We have
been told, however, by a man of unquestioned veracity,
that once in winter he came upon five of these great ani-
mals, as he thought a family, the parents and three full-

grown young. This is the greatest number that we have
ever heard of as seen together.
The food of the panther consists mainly of large ani-

mals. In the West they kill a good many calves and
colts on the range, and sometimes make a foray on a herd
of sheep. We have heard of a case where a panther
sprung on a mule, which at once threw itself on the
ground and rolled its assailant off, and then springing to
its feet attacked it with his heels and killed it,

In some parts of the mountains they are said to kill a
great many of the white goats, which live in situations
where they can be easily approached. No doubt, too,
they kill many elk, mostly calves, though now and then
they are known to attack and kill a full grown cow. In
the Eastern and Southern States deer constitute a large
part of the panther's food, while in Texas and the South-
west it preys on the peccary and in the tropics on the
capybara, monkeys and the larger rodents. Further
south the ali>aca, vicuna and other large mammals fall a
victim to its quiet approach.

It captures its prey by stealth, much as a cat does a
robin, creeping quietly within springing distance, and
then making one or two swift bounds. If tlie deer is

alarmed and starts to run before the panther reaches it,

the latter rarely pursues it, but gives up the chase and
looks for another victim. In the Northern forests pan-
thers often eat porcupines and specimens are not infre-
quently killed with quills in their forelegs, Hps and jaws.
The leaping power of the panther is very great. Bounds

of twenty feet are not uncommon. Dr. Merriam assures
us that E, L. Sheppard, an Adirondack guide, has meas-
ured a leap over snow which measured 40ft. , and another
of 60ft. , where the panther sprang from a ledge of rock
about 30ft. higher than the ground where the deer was
standing.

It is said that in winter, if a panther finds a deer yard,
he will stay around it all winter feeding on the animals
which live in it. In time of deep snows also, we are told
that it will systematically pursue the deer, and that it

then has no difficulty in overtaking them, as it can go on
the snow much more easily than can a deer.
When the panther kills his game he endeavors to drag

it away to some place of concealment where he can
devour it at his leisure. "When his appetite is satisfied he
often attempts to hide the carcass, and heaps over it

grass, leaves and brush, sometimes making a very neat
cache. He returns to the carcass from time to time until
most of the meat is consumed.
In the East and South the most usual method of hunt-

ing the panther is by means of dogs, which are easily
taught to follow the track. The beast flies from the
hounds, and when hard pressed climbs a tree, where the
hunters find it and shoot it. It is said that in such situa-
tions it pays little attention to the hunters as they come
up, but watches the dogs very intently. It is then an
easy matter to shoot it. In the West, except, perhaps,
on the Pacific coast, the panther is not hunted, though if
come upon by accident it is of course kiUed. In the
South the dogs are usually followed on horseback, but in
the Adirondacks, where the hunting is done in winter,
the tracks are followed by the hunters on snowshoes.
The panther is a great wanderer, and sometimes it is not
come up with for a week or ten days after the track has
been taken.
The period of gestation of the panther is given as 95

days, and the young are born in the late winter or early
spring, and number from two to four. They are blind at
birth and at first are spotted.

It is greatly to be desired that more precise information
should be had of the present range of the panther in the
United States and Canada, and it is hoped that ail who
read this issue of Forest and Stream will take the
trouble to write out any notes that they may have on the
range and comparative abundance of the species in the
various localities. Such notes, which need not be long,

but should be very clear and explicit so far as they go,

may be addressed to the Natural History Editor, Foresi
AND Stream, and should bs signed with the full nam^
and address of the writer.

The Panther's Ways. '

A recent article in Forest and Stream describes the
habits of the cougar or panther as seen in the forests o<
northern New York, and I venture to add something
further as to the peculiarities of this animal. From 183^

to 1849 my home was in one of the sparsely settled val-

leys of that region and I had frequent reminders of this
beast, not only from hearsay, but from my own observa-
tion and that of an immediate neighbor.
The cougar {Felis concolor) was there called panther on

painter and also catamount. Panther was the terror of
the children of that region. The legendary "black beaat"
of the nursery, the bear, though plentiful enough with
us, excited no such terror in om- minds as did a sugges-
tion that the painter might catch us. To scream like a
painter was understood as the most terrific of all screamai
In that comparison the pillars of Hercules were reached*
But the boys of that region all became hunters as soon ad
they could carry a gun, and soon outgrew their fearsi
The stories of the ferocity and monstrous leaps of out
panther suffered serious diminution under an actual and
frequent observation of the beast.

Some of my earliest ideas about this animal came from'
being shown the carcass of a sheep lying in the crotch ot

a big birch tree and about 40ft. from the ground. There
was snow on the ground, and it was plain to see thai
same animal had brought it from a well fenced yard juS
across the road from our house. In the yard one lamt
lying a few yards away from the other "sheep had hac
the top of its head knocked off by a blow from an anima!
which had leaped a long distance to strike the lamb anc
had done to it no further violence. Several sheep laj
dead in the yard and partly eaten. Wolves and cougars
had agreed in hunting together; but when it came to th«
repast the cat-like instinct of the cougar inclined him tc

take his share into the tree beyond the chance of inter-
ference.
Two cougars came one night into the pasture of a

faxmer, living a mile south of us, and killed five sheep^
carrying the bodies a few rods into the -^poods, and aft^i
eating a part, buried the remainder very carefully witl
a cover of dry leaves and dirt. The farmer's boys set q
bear trap and caught the male cougar the first night.
My hunting dog had a habit, if I was not going to huntj
of going to this neighbor's to see if he could get hi$
boys to go, and was there that morning in time to go
with them to their trap. The dog finding the animal in
the trap ran up to it, and got such a blow from its paw
as sent him some yards away, and the panther snatcheiJ
a piece of flesh from the dog's shoulder blade, leaving
bare a piece of the bone as large as a half dollar; and iii

that plight he returned to me. That evening at dusk 1

was in the road half a mile from our house, where I had
been to drive the cows to pasture, when the femak
mate of the captured cougar, starting apparently from
the side of the mountain opposite to me and a quarter ol
a mile away, walked slowly along toward the place
where her mate had been killed, and all the way, at
short intervals, giving such terrific screams as I "had
never heard before, and as most decidedly hurried my
pace toward the house, where I found the family stand-
ing in the front yard to "hear the same alarming screams
which had startled me. Part of her notes seemed those
of anger and some of intense grief. For half an hour
she continued her wailings and then was no more heard
from.
Cougars rarely attack men, but are not easily frightened

when confronted. Two of my father's log choppers hadl
felled a pine tree at evening, and next morning api
preached it from the top intending to cut it into logs. Oni
the butt of the tree they saw a large cougar lying, apisar-
ently asleep. The men agreed to give it a big scare and
see how far it could leap. They ran along the trunk of
the tree and gave a joint scream; the animal simply got
up and faced them. They retreated, when the beast
quietly got off the log and waded off through the snow.
A son of mine, traveling in Arizona, camped one night

under some trees. After getting his coffee he lay down
on his blanket by the fire. Then a cougar jumped down
from the tree beside him and made oflF before the man
could use his gun.
On a farm adjoining my father's was a family having

two boys, at that time about eight and ten years of age.
Driving their cows to pastui-e one morning, these boys'
found, standing under a pine bush beside the road, a
female cougar with her half grown kittens. The old one
seemed anxious to cross the road, but when she attempted
to leave the bush, the boys, with stones, would drive her
back. Finally the youngest was left to keep her in place
while the elder boy went to the house to get their old
single-barrel shotgun. Just as the lad returned with
the loaded gun the beast with her family crossed the road
in spite of the efforts of the eight year old boy, and thei
gun was not fired.

I saw a cougar in March leaping through deep snow
and carrying in its mouth the head of a deer. I had no
fun and it did not seem to notice me, though in open tim-
er and 50yds. away.
When 1 was fishing on the North Platte River, near itS'

source, the people at a ranch told me of twelve calveS'
recently taken by a cougar from their corral. Two of our
party went up the river to fish that day, the first after
our arrival. In the first considerable bunch of alders wej
came to was the calf stealer asleep. He got up on to his'

haunches, but showed no desire to move further. We
had no gun. and trout rods made but poor weapons, es-

ecially in the brush, so we retreated. It was too near'
usk to admit of going to camp for our rifles and return,

and we left him without further molestation.
Cougars, like all the cat species, hate dogs and will,

generally tree when pursued by a noisy pack of dogs, but,
sometimes get rid of the annoyance of a dog or two by
giving them a taste of their claws, A hound of our'
neighbor had been sent on to a mountain near by to
start a deer. After running the deer a few minutes he *

quit and came home somewhat crestfallen. This oc-
curred again in the same spot, and one of the boys went
with the hound to learn what was the trouble. The dog

'

led him to a high x)erpendicular cliff, on top of which was a
\

female panther, which the young man shot and wounded
badly; and below in the loose rooks was found a nest of"
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kittens. They could not be got at without more help., and
the entrance to the den wa.g closed with a boulder, and no
one returned to get them.
The common mpthod of the cougar in killing large

game is to creep up to it as near as pi*acticable and then
to reach it by a few vigorous leaps. They follow the trail

made by a deer in the snow for a long distance to find it

lying down, and a quick spring generally secures it. If

not, and the chances of success are good, they will pursue
for a mile or more.

After a deer gets over the first fright unhurt, if the
ground of the race is not in favor of the pursuer, the
cougar has all he can do to catch his prey. One very
cold New Year's Day, in company with two older boys, I
went to a place on the east side of Johnson's Pond, where
we expected to find a dozen deer in yard. When we
arrived there were no deer in sight, but tracks in the
snow showed they had been recently alarmed and had
escaped in all directions. We found that a cougar had
crept into the yard that morning, and failing to secure
one just there had singled out one and pursued it in
direction of the pond. We pursued rapidly and found the
deer was intending to cross to the west shore on the ice,

then so covered with snow as to prevent 8lipj)ing, It

was a race for life with the deer—a fat two-year-old doe,
but a good runner. The cougar s tracks ran parallel
with those of the deer and two or three yards away. It

was about a mile to the opposite shore and the" deer
cleared as much snow at a leap as did the cougar. But
could it endure as long and spring as often as did the
pursuer? If the deer could reach the thick cedars of
that shore it was safe. When within a dozen yards of
land we found the body of the deer, yet warm, with a
part of one ham eaten out, and the tracks of the cougar
leading from there to the thicket on shore. The deer
had fallen dead and no struggle or movement of a leg
had occured after it fell on the light snow. We supposed
the cougar had struck the deer while in the air and
broken its neck. But not so. We skinned and opened
the deer. There were no marks of a blow on the neck
or injury on the outside except the ham. On the inside
some of the tallow had melted and lay in congealed drops.
The deer had died of fright and overheat, the only in-

stance of the kind I have ever seen, though I have
dressed deer more than once that have been run down
by dogs. We planned, in order to kill the cougar, that
two should go round to open timber in the rear and I,

as the youngest of the party, should, after a proper time,
go into the cedars and drive the beast out. But it was
too cold waiting on the ice and I went in too soon, and
none of us got a shot.

I have found the cougar more plentiful in the moun-
tains of southern California, Arizona and New Mexico
than elsewhere. They not only do mischief among the
sheep and calves, but show a-great liking for colts and
sometimes attack the jacks of pack tx-ains, when tired at
night, they are turned out to browse among the hills.

Sometimes the jack beats off the cougar even after the
poor pack animal has had his neck cut in a fearful
manner.
The Apacho Indians kill a great many cougars. Many

of their arrow cases are made from the skin of this
animal.
In the North and perhaps elsewhere they subsist partly

on rabbits and porcupines. They devour porcupines as a
cat eats a rat, beginning at the head and rolling over the
skin as they go, until there remains only a skin turned
wrong side out,

A cougar climbs a tree when frightened, by first strik-

ing the trunk of a tree as high from the ground as it can
conveniently jump, then ascending until at the first

strong limb running out nearly horizontally, it stretches
itself out and waits its pursuer, or takes a sleep if it is

not pursued. While often found on perches of this
kind, I doubt if it springs upon its prey from such a
position.

They have their young generally in some hole among
rocks, where the mother cares for her kittens until about
half-grown, when she travels with them and they begin
to hunt for themselves. In one instance the nest was
found in a thicket at the bottom of a steep ravine. The
hunter shot the old one and his dog ran in and held one
of the kittens until the hunter came, and found it too
strong to be manageable, and so dispatched it with his
knife.
When the hunter approaches a tree where the cougar

has found his favorite perch on a limb, the animal
lashes his sides with his tail and shows signs of an imme-
diate intention to jump, but very rarely does he do so,

even when wounded quite severely. In a case occurring
recently, when a very large one which had killed many
domestic animals in the neighborhood and finally killed
a two-year-old steer, a young man treed it with his dogs
and began shooting at it with his revolver. He wounded
the beast several times. His ninth bullet found the life

and it fell dead from the tree.

In the Northern States the cougar mates in the month
of March. In other localities it may not be so.

So far as my observation extends the cougar has all the
instincts of the domestic cat. Sly and cunning, the man
who succeeds in still-hunting one and getting it is lucky
as well as skillful. And I might appeal to the experi-
ence of any hunter who has pursued one for half a day
in a large cedar swamp to bear me out in saying he has
found himself hunted by the cougar more than half the
time.
In the West the animal is known as mountain lion.

Some differences are noticed between the Eastern and
Western species. It should be so. The climate is difl;er-

ent. The conditions and necessities of life are different.

It is so with the Vu'ginia deer, and with cattle and horses
of the same breed on their removal across the continent.
That the cougar should not in appearance be just the
same as found on the almost bare hills of our Territories
or the high grassy plains of South America as in the dark
heavy forests of the Adirondacks and the North seems to
me only perfectly natural. G. H. W.
Idaho.

New York Grouse and Woodcock.
Whitehall, N. Y., Aug. 18.—I find partridges very

plenty tbis season, but on account of too much rain
woodcock are scattered and hard to find. With a friend
1 bagged four partridges and three woodcock the 15fch, I
always enjoy a day's sport with any true sportsman who
is a good wing shot and not careless with a gun.

C. B. P.

'dtrie md 0utj.

The Book of the CiAmb Laws has all fish and rjanielckvs

of United States and Canada. Price 50 nents.

STILL-HUNTING WITH A CAMERA.
Mr. Gd.0. Shiras, 8d, of Pittsburgh, Pa., sends us some

capital specimens of work done with the camera on wild
game—deer and grouse—and writes:

PiTTSBUEaH, Pa., Aug. 13,—"It is with the sense of
considerable 8a.ti8faction that I have noted the Forest
AND Stream's advocacy of the new field open to sports-

men by the use of the camera in photographing live

game.
"As one of the pioneers in this new sport, is is a pleas-

ure to welcome all new comers, which, to some extent,
self-protection has prevented the devotees of the rod and
gun from doing in the past. The close season has terrors

no longer for the camera hunter, but, on the contrary,
affords the best opportunities for successful snap shots
with his new and noiseless weapon.
"Six years ago I began still-hunting the red or Vir-

ginia deer, with one of the so-called detective cameras,
only to find that the experience gained in that period has
been largely offset by the advance in photographic ap-
paratus, so that at the present time the beginner can
start on almost even terms with the few who may have
preceded him in this branch ©f sport. Next season I

hope to use with greater advantage the new methods for
instantaneous work.
"My collection now consists of 32 pictures of deer, taken

at distances ranging from 15 to lOOft. As a reminder of
the many efforts, I have in addition about 100 plates,

DOE,

From a photograpb by Mr. Cieorge Sliiras, Bi.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

Thp photoKraph was taken July 1, 1892, 1 P. M. Camera just liigh enough
to clear the grass, upon which the deer's eyes are riveted when takea.
Distance 18 to SOft. Note the odd effect the shadows from the ears kIpr to
thj'oat and chest.

wherein deer can be faintly seen, the failure arising from
innumerable causes, such as under exposure, improper
focus, shadows, intervening brush, faulty shutters, "buck
fever," and the like. The inclosed unmounted prints
were all taken last month and are a fair average of past
hunts. With one exception they were taken from the
bow of a canoe, where the instrument rested upon a
movable support, shoulder high and capable of being
swung noiselessly at all angles, much after the manner
of a swivel gun. The canoe was used on a small stream
and along the shores of a grassy lake, the paddler obey-
ing the signals of the camerist as to the proper maneu-
vering when the critical time arrived for "pressing the
button." It is unnecessary to add that both parties, in
such cases, must be experienced hunters of large game,
or the opportunity of getting within 30ft. of deer would
seldom occur. But that it can be successfully accom-
plished, and that frequently where game abounds near
water courses, is well known, the only difficulty being
that the actinic power of the sun requires the instan-
taneous exposure to be made between the hours of 9 and
4 on bright days, the interval in which wild game usually
seeks the seclusion of the swamps or dense timber,
"On one warm night in June last year I tried the mag-

nesium flash light upon seven different deer, the approach
being made by the jack light and canoe, and in no in-
stance was the picture satisfactory, although the deer in
some cases were not over twenty feet away and seemed
but little disturbed by the flash. This year the moon was
full on my brief visit to Lake Superior, and I made no
effort to try night hunting with the camera. I have a
number of plates capable of indefinite enlargement, and
if of interest to your readers the same are at your
service.
"While the instantaneous pictures of large game must

necessarily be confined to a limited number of very patient
sportsmen, yet the photographing of large game after
killed affords an invaluable souvenir in subsequent
years. Then, too, the varied opportunities in camp make
such an instrument the winner over both rod and gun,
after the flesh pot has been put away and recollections
and reminiscences must recall and recount the days gone
by.
"The pictures of rufted grouse were taken incidentally

while deer hunting, and are not fair specimens of what
could be done by any one making the proper effort.

"I am convinced your paper will be pleased and also the
public by the new methods of illustration now afforded
by the photographic processes. The day of wood cuts
seems to have departed, and in their place is a substitute
equalling the steel engraving in artistic effect and sur-
passing it infinitely in realism."

ELOKOMON ELK.
Editor Forent and Stream:
The article: "Trouting on the Elokomon," in your issue

of May 19, attracted to that country two genuine sports-
men from the far East. Soon after its publication your
correspondent rece.ved numerous letters of inquiry from
that prince of sportsmen, Dr. S. T. Davis, of Lancaster,
president of the State Board of Health of Pennsylvania.
The earnestness with which the Doctor went about the
investigation, his close and careful inquiries regarding
the character of the country, its accessibility, guides,
supplies, etc, , created some misgivings in the breast of
him whom the Doctor had seen fit to place on his inquis-
itorial rack, and as the Doctor has remarked , he observed
a manifest disposition to "hedge" in your correspondent.
But the impetuous Doctor, in his eagerness to investigate
the secrets about the ;headwaters of the Elokomon, was
not disposed to listen to any suggestions about better or
more accessible hunting grounds, and so, on Aug. 6 the
Doctor and his "pard" Wm, S. Ellis, of Pottstown, Pa.,
were in Portland, Ore., where they stopped only long
enough to pay their respects to their old friend Col. Mil-
ton Weidler and their obedient servant, the undersigned,
on their way to the Elokomon country.
To-day they returned, and their exuberant praise of the

Elokomon country, its game, its forests, its fish and its

other agreeable attributes and pleasing rewards for so
long a trip is truly gratifying to him who in a great
measure is chargeable vdth their visit to this country.
Among tlieir numerous trophies none seems to please
them more than the head and antlers of a gigantic seven-
pronged elk, killed by Mr. Ellis about Monday, Aug. 21.

(Tlie Doctor will, on request, explain the apparent dis-

crepancy between the day of the week and its chrono-
logical relation to the August calendar). But truly, it is

a remarkable head, one that any sportsman would prize.
The beard is black and about a foot long, and the general
appearance indicates that Mr. Ellis secured the patriarch
of the herd. When the Doctor, in his account of the
tragedy, incidentally remarked: "We could easily have
killed a dozen or more out of that herd, for the elk stood
staring at us, evidently strangers to white man and his
little gun, but we had all we wanted and kUled no more,"
my admiration for such a manifestation of true sports-
manship could only find utterance in: "Doctor, that is

not the way the natives hunt elk in the Elokomon
country." S. H. Greene.
Portland, Ore., Aug. ST.

ECONOMIC RICE CULTURE.
Referring to Mr. Ernest Thompson's monograph on

wild rice and its propagation, recently published in
Forest and Stream, I will mention for the benefit of
such of your Eastern readers as may not care to send to
Wisconsin or Ontario for seed that the Hackensack
marshes, close by New York, include many areas and
patches of wild rice (locally known as wild oats, I be-
lieve), which will soon come to seed, and may now be
distinguished by its light green color in contrast with the
darker green of the cat-tail flags, among which it grows,
in the small creeks and sloughs which border the drier
land . Mr. Thompson has done well to refer bis readers
to the earlier volumes of Forest and Stream for collat-

eral information on the botany and culture of this valu-
able plant, covering pretty much the entire ground
included in his admirable synopsis, Mr. Richard Valen-
tine being then as now one of the foremost authorities on
this subject.
Seven years ago, at the New Orleans World's Exposi-

tion, I took the pains to illustrate objectively the Indian
method of gathering wild rice vsdth canoes, being at that
time superintendent of the frontier division of Minnesota
exhibits, and it seems to me that a reproduction of the
same at the Columbian Chicago Exposition would prove
practically useful and interesting. A blanket is laid in
the bottom of the canoe to receive the grains of rice
which the squaws beat out from the bended stalks with
heavy billets of wood. I showed not only this process,
but the method of curing, and samples of prepared rice

as well, much to the gratification of the mice in the
exposition building. Mr. James H, Hallett, Indian trader
at White Earth Reservation in Minnesota, can always
furnish wild rice in quantity to order, parched or un-
parched. My opinion is that the feet of his clients are
somewhat cleaner than those of most other bands, which
is a comfort to know if the grain is to be eaten, for the
approved aboriginal method of threshing is to tread out
the grain d la pied, Charles Hallook.

ONTARIO NON-RESIDENT LICENSE.
Game and Fish Commission of Ontario.—A. D. Stew-

art, secretary and chief warden, Court House, Hamilton,
Aug. 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: By virtue of the
amendments to the game acts passed by the Ontario
Legislature at its last session, foreign sportsmen are now
required to take out a license at a cost of $25 before
they can hunt in the Province of Ontario.
The duck season opens this year on Sept. 1, and it may

be that many foreign sportsmen who are in the habit of
coming annually to shoot in Ontario, have forgotten the
license fee to which I have referred,

I would be glad, therefore, if you will, by publishing
this letter, or in such other manner as you may think
best, draw attention to this fact in your widely read col-

umns, in order that American sportsmen who intend vis-

iting us may make the necessary arrangements and thus
spare our wardens the unpleasant task of visiting them
with the penalties provided by law.

I think I cannot do better than quote the section in the
game act which refers to the above, and which reads as
follows:

No person not a resident and domiciled in the provinces of On-
tario and QiiebeG shall be entitled to liunt, take, kUl, wound or
destroy any moose, elk, reindeer, caribou or other deer, mink,
otter, fisher, sable or any other game animal or bird referred to
in this act, without having first obtained a license in that behalf;
every such license shall be signed by the Chief Fish and Game
Warden and countersigDed by the Provincial Secretary or his
deputy, and shaU be in force for one season only, and shall he
subject to the provisions of the game laws in force in the Prov-
ince at the time the said license vvas granted. The fee to be paid
therefor shall be $25 and shall be payable to the Provincial Treas-
urer to be applied toward the expenses incurred in carrying^ out
the provisions of the game laws.

A. D. Stewart, Chief Warden.
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ON SAN PABLO SLOUGHS,
"Jerusalem! What was that? Oh, yes. The alarm

clock, boys, 3:30 A, M., and time to be up. Tumble out,

all of you," and one o'f us, perhaps more keen for the

hunt than the rest, arises, hastily lights the lamp and
begins the prepar »tion of breakfast.
There are six of us. We hare an ark or house boat

moored in one of the many sloughs leading from San
Pablo Bay. Once a week in duck season we enthusiasts

betake ourselves to the marshes in pursuit of game, and
incidentally health and pleasiu'e.

While breakfast is being prepared all but the self-

appointed cook are busy getting into their hunting toga

'—canvas coats, rubber boots, overalls, corduroy caps,

etc., from the most aristocratic part of the wardrobe.
But when these things are supplemented with old clothes

fit for the ragman, such as mud-stained trousers full of

rents and innocent of buttons, vests without backs to

them, and coats the original color of which is difficult to

determine, our appearance is more easily imagined than
described.
Ham and eggs, bread and butter and coffee, are hastily

stowed under our various jackets, and then begins the
general confusion incident to everybody collecting his

gun, ammunition, decoys and canteen, and various other
articles at the same time.

Finally all things are found, and as there are only three
boats we pair off. When this part of the programme is

decided comes the stowing of the boats. Decoys, blinds,

ammunition, dogs, etc., are stowed away as neatly as
possible, and then, as the morning is frosty, there is a
good-natured contest for the oars. We have a long and
hard row bef jre us, and it is safe to assume that the oars-

man will be in a healthy glow ere he reaches his destina-

tion, "Are all the other boats ready?" "Yes." Wee in
hardly see the dim outline through the cold morning
mist that has settled over the marsh. At last the remain-
ing boats get away, and then begins the long journey to

the points or ponds.
How still and dark it sema after we quit the ark and

turn the skiff's bow into the main slough. We hug the
shore so as to avoid the strength of the tide; and as we
silently row along note the wild, weird music of the
marsh. Here, as we pass a small gully, comes a faint,

gurgling sob, as the receding tide pours through the
labyrinth of small openings in the mud. Ov^er there on
the left, and ahead of us, we hear the shrill whistle of
the widgeon; and now the loud splashing of the water
and the sound of a hundred beating wings tells us that a
flock of the beauties have spent the night in that shel-

tered bend we are now passing, and at this moment they
are on their swift flight to the open shallow waters of the
bay. We are just struggling with the oars past a jutting
point, when overhead we hear the rapid but measured
beat of a pair of sprigs. This stimulates us to greater
exertions, as the birds have begun to fly and we shotild be
at our stations.

X decides to shoot at a point and I shall try a pond to-

day, for I have an idea that when the sun arises the wind
will blow and consequently the ducks will seek the
smooth water of a pond in preference to the compara-
tively rough water of the sloughs.
Now we come to the point where X disembarks, and

after helping him set out his decoys in an irresistible tri-

angle, I continue alone toward my favorite pond. I have
rowed but a quarter of a mile when—bang! bang! goes
his hammerless Parker, and as I am sure he has already
begun to fill his duck-strap, my oars bend a little more
and the hissing ripple at the bow of the skiff" shows that
she is carrying me to my destination as fast as I can go.
Ah! Here I am, in a little slough, scarcely wider than
the boat, and filled almost to choking with the long marsh
tule. I force and push the narrow skiff through these,
and after carefully hiding it amid the long grass I take
my gun and other impedimenta and after five minutes'
tramp through the wet grass arrive at my pet pond. I

scare from it a large flock of teal but refrain from shoot-
ing until I have prepared the blind. This is made of
woven tule grass and is 6ft. long by 3^ft. high. It is fur-
nished with five or six sharpened sticks for holding it in
an upright position when in use. I make my blind in a
clump of reeds and arrange it in a semicircle with the
growing rushes at my back. This makes a perfect
hiding place and is alike secure from the eyes of wild-
fowl and wildfowler if care has been taken to have its

color and form harmonize with its surroxindings. The
decoys I throw out in a little bunch where I know the
water is shallow. I then ensconce myself in my blind
and wait for my first shot.

I have not long to wait, Just as the mist toward the
east is taking on a paler hue I hear a rushing through
the air of wings, and immediately after the splash, splash,
of two heavy birds as they drop into the further end of
the pond. I must confess that my pulse quickens, that I
grip my good old gun a little tighter as I strain my eyes
to catch a glimpse of the birds. At last I discover two
dark blotches leisurely swimming to my decoys. They
are out of killing range, and it seems a very long time
before they are near enough to fire at. I will admit that,
unlike some mighty nimrods, I did not scare them up so
as to gee a wing shot with each barrel. No, I took a cool,
deliberate and murderous aim, and when their forms got
close together I fired and had the satisfaction of seeing
one turn on its back, dead, and the other, after a few con-
vulsive kicks, lie still. As the day got lighter I saw that
two mallards, male and female, were the unfortunate
pair. Then the fun began in earnest. There was a ter-
rific beating of the air overhead and at my back, A
large flock was coming toward me. I crouched in my
blind. They are directly overhead and not loyds. high.
1 look cautiously upward Just in time to see the leading
birds. Before tbey can get away I am up and on my
feet. They bunch together and climb. Both barrels
Bj)eak, One, two, three, four, five. Three come down
stone dead. Two are wounded, severely and will drop in
the pond. As the flock passes away I see one linger be-
hind, waver and turning in the fall dead to earth. I slip

two cartridges in the gun, and after dispatching the
cripples go after the last bird to fall. I have already
mareed it and am fortunate to find it not ten steps from
where I thought it fell. The six birds were all sprigs-
four males and two females.
Now, from the l^ft, flying like an aiTow of light, comes

a single bird. He does not, or will not, notice my
decoys. He scuds along with the wind. He has prob-
ably been shot at and has not recovered from the scare.

Up goes my gun; I fire, but miss. 1 knew as soon as I

pulled the trigger that the bird was safe, it was a bad
miss and the first one of the day. But it was a single
butterball and a difficult shot, I hope for better luck
next time as a teal is just about to light in the decoys; I

let go the left barrel, as the bird is far away, and have
the satisfaction of seeing the shot tell.

Flocks and singles then pass. Some hover over the
decoys and get raked from stem to stern. Some are so
far away that the stinging shot accelerates their speed.
Some light in the pond and never rise again.

1 have had splendid luck and, as the flight is nearly
over, think of returning to my friend. iNow comes the
delightful pastime of collecting decoys from a bottomless
Ijond, for the ooze in my pet pond will not sustain any-
one. I know this to be a fact and have already suffi-

cientlv demonstrated it. I finally embark again and
join X. He has been more successful than I. He
exhibits nine canvasbacks, eight widgeon, three teal

and a dozen or more sprig and spoonbills. My bag was
the lighter, but the enjoyment I felt was eqiially as keen
as his.

We arrive at the ark and find a splendid dinner await-
ing us. The other boys have been successful in various
degrees. One has fourteen English snipe and three brant.
He has been in a marshy field, a place undergoing the
process of reclamation and full of pools of rain water.
Our dinner being dispatched we get into oui* city rigs,

and taking the train for San Francisco arrive there at
dusk. Tired and sleepy, we at last get home. But are
we not repaid a thousand fold for the fatigue incurred,
as we look back with pleasure to that splendid right and
Ipft we made, to the spoonbill killed dead in the air at

TOyds. with our 13-bore, and indeed to the rank miss we
made at Mr. Butterball.
How we dislike to see the gorgeous feathers of the

mallard drake ruthlessly plucked out by the vandal hand
of the hired girl, the plumage that we stroked so smooth
when the bird fell to our gun. But he who wants roast
duck must overlook a trifle like that.

We hope to have just such a day again and again. We
may also be as successful next time; but whether we get
as many birds or not, if we can only again experience
that keen excitement born of the lore of the chase we
will repeat again that life is worth living, and that he
who sees naught but foolishness or lust of blood-letting
in the shooting of wild fowl is one of the most abjectly
miserable and pitiable specimens of mankind on the earth.

San Francisco. Johnny SprIG.

AN ADIRONDACK TABLE-LAND.
Sometimes I get hold of a copy of your paper—may

be it is in winter, and again it may be a summer numbpr,
but it is always filled with articles interesting to me. The
fisherman, dog fancier, dog trainer, sportsman, traveler,

trap or wild-bird shooter, or canoeist, each and all can
find their especial hobby handled by one of their own
mind. Now you who go a thousand miles to gratify your
desires, let me tell you where I live and all about it, and
see if you don't envy me a little. We are on a table-land
in the Adirondack Mojintains, that slopes northward
toward the St. Lawrence River on the north and eastward
to Lake Champlain, while peak after peak rises to the
south and west of us until the blue sky only is seen. On
clear mornings can be seen the beautiful Lake Champlain,
dotted with islands, and over and beyond it the Oreen
Mountains of Vermont, while to the north a white strip is

the ever flowing St, Lawrence Eiver and the glittering

spires of Montreal, seventy miles away. When the wind
is blowing right, to the northeast of usl^can be heard the
shrill whistle from the busy locomotives of the Ogdens-
burg and Lake Champlain E ailroad, and a streak of smoke
indicates its route as far as Summit, when it passes over
the divide and goes down hill to Ogdensburg and "all

points west." To the southwest of us comes the same
signal from the Chateaugay R, R.
The summer has nearly gone. Haying is late, and the

other day while I was roaming near the wilderness that
reaches south half way to your city several flocks of
partridges sprung out of the grass and under the call of
their mother hid in the thick woods. Dr. Morris's article

struck me j ust right. What royal sport it is to bring
them to bag! In the edge of the pasture timid deer come
to lick the salt with the cows undisturbed. Let them
live. To Mr. Pond we will say that out of season, at the
hotels up further in the woods, "Adirondack mutton" is

venison killed out of season. Here is a huckleberry rock,
the bushes now loaded with berries; and there a roaring
stream tumbles along from 'way up in the woods, and
many a trout has been lured to his doom between here
and the lake, four miles away. The old rotten stumps
show that bruin has been hunting for a sour morsel that
hides in them—pismires.

Speaking of bears, my friend Mike had a "scrap" with
one last winter. He was out looking for them when his

dog discovered a den with two in it. The dog drove
them out, and one, a cub, ran away, while the old one
made for Mike. Mike gave her his one load right in the
head and put out one eye, but it made no difference with
her. She kept advancing and Mike retreating. Finally
he saw a handspike or lever used in rolling logs (for the
scene of the struggle was where lumbering had been
carried on the winter before), dropped his gun and picked
up the lever. With that he proceeded to pound bruin
over the head. He broke her front leg and finally caused
her to back up. She kept backing till she fell off the
ledge down about lOft. Mike's dog juraped down on her
and kept her engaged until he reloaded his gun, when he
finished her. Mike said he was not afraid, but he has
not been out alone since, and not then with a one-barreled
gun,

\Vhen the frost drives the leaves to earth the partridges
will be out in the clearings or on the edge of the woods.
My experience is that in a country where foxes are as
plentiful as tbey are here, partridges seek the depths of

the deep woods, and only come out when the leaves are
falling in the autumn. I have seen them at such seasons
where they are never found at other times.

Now, my friends, what do you think of it ? Deer, bear,
foxes, wild strawberries, trout, huckleberries, partridges,
wild ducks and hard work, if any of you want a gallon
or two of pure bear's oil to grease your fine guns, Mike
has it and he lives only four miles from me.

Adirondack.

The Book ow the Game IjAws has all fl.sh and game laws
of the TJnited States mid Canada. Price 5(i cents.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Cmrespondent.^

CHICAC40, 111,, Sept. 3,—At this date nothing appears to
contradict the earlier belief that shooting on prairie
chickens and also at wildfowl in the Dakotas and Minne-
sota will be unusually good this fall. News begins to
come in from parties who have been out, and thus far re-
sults have been good. The bulk of the news comes frorn
North Dakota and northern Minnesota, and while South
Dakota and lower Minnesota may be very good, I am
sending most of my inquirers further north, where assur
ance is doubly sure.
Yesterday I telegraphed Mr. B, Waters, of Forest ani>

Stream, now judging the field trials at Morris, Manitoba,
inquiring as to the chicken supply in the sections adjacent
to Morris, which latter jjoint is not far above the Minne-
sota line. To-day I received reply, "Chickens very
abundant in Dakota near the boundary line." This con-
firms to the point of absolute safety the advice given last
week to go up along the Great Northern road almost to
the boundary line.

Mr. C. H. Warring, of Amsterdam, N. Y,, arrived in
Chicago this week, bound west on a chicken hunt. He
was headed for Clarion, in Wright county, Iowa, but
after some talk over the situation he concluded to go
directly up to Morris, Manitoba, have a look at the trials,

buy a good chicken dog there if he could, and then start
in with his hunt this side of the line, either in Dakota or
Minnesota, He left here cheerfully last Thursday, with
some Eddie Bingham hand-loaded shells and a lovely p'iir

of long striped socks, which he discovered over at Mont-
gomery Ward & Co.'s. Mr. Warring has never seen a
prairie chicken, but this does not give the bird any the
advantage of him, for no prairie chicken has ever seen
him. He has a very pleasant experience ahead of him.
and, as he does not intend to return until October, his trip
should be one of great interest in many ways, the more so
as he should meet good duck shooting' also.

Mr. Ray Tompkins, of Elmira, N Y., writes inquiring
if my game pocket man has moved away, "I was going
up to see him," says Mr. Tompkins, "but if he has moved
1 will go where I was last year—Dakota, N. D. If you
can write me whether or not he has gone, I will make
arrangements immediately."
The game pocket man did not take the game with him.

At Dakota, however, shooting can be found, though prob-
ably long rides will be necessary. Lakota is one of the
points mentioned earlier in these columns as desirable.

Mr. W. Wilmot, of Chicago, is back from a very suc-
oe^sful chicken and eharptail hunt near Larimore, N. D,
He bagged nearly 300 birds, and reports ducks also in
considerable numbers in the sloughs and pond holes. He
found his shooting by going out from five to twenty-five
miles from Larimore. He speaks very highly of the
sport. Ijarimore, it will be remembered, was mentioned
some weeks ago as a good place to go for chickens.

Messrs. Reuben Donnelly and Wallace De Wolf, of this
city, start this evening for Lake Park, Minnesota, on the
N. P. R R., for a two weeks' trip after chickens, snipe
and ducks. Last year they had very fair luck here, and
this year should do better. If the ground does not suit

them they will go up into the extreme northern part of
the State. Mr. Alex Loyd, who was of this party last

year and for years before, will not be with them this year,
Mr. Donnelly to-day was telling me of the dog he is

taking with him on his shooting trip, "She is a tough
creature," said he incidentally, "and has lots of nerve. 1

ran the wagon over her by accident not long ago, and
she never whimpered."
This is in unconecious verification of my statement of

last week, that a good chicken dog ought not to mind
being run over with a wagon. I do not doubt that Mr.
Donnelly has a good dog, and I am glad that he comes
unasked to the support of my assertion. After that, I

can read with perfect equanimity the following com-
ment on this same point, which I have received to-day
from Mr. O. H. Hampton, a well known contributor to
Forest a no Stream. Mr. Hampton says:
"About those chicken dogs of yours that enjoyed being

run over with the wagon ; don't you think it j ust possible
that people who don't know much about dogs of those
old days might doubt your statements? There are people
in the world who have never seen a dog run over by a
wagon. I don't doubt your statements in the least, for
I had one of the dogs of that kind once. He didn't get
run over by the wagon, but one December day he went
out on the'ice on the 'inlet' after a duck, and just after
he got the duck the ice broke and the current carried
him under and swept him down under the solid ice that
covered the lake. Next April that ice broke during a
strong gale, I happened to be on the bank watching for
a shot at golden-eyes, when I saw something that sur-

prised me. That same dog came swimming to me. I

was not surprised at that, but I was surprised to see
that he still had that duck in his mouth. After wit-

nessing the above incident I can, of course, readily believe

all you say about it not hurting dogs to be run over, but
you ought to remember that everybody has not had
opi^ortunities to witness such things, and besides that
you ought to remember that your reputation for un-
doubted veracity is not so well established in the minds
of all people as it is in my own. Mind now, I'm not
going to doubt any statement you may ever make about
dogs, for I know 'em. I had a dog once that pointed a
door plate for an hour, and when I went to see what was
the matter with the dog I found that the name on the
door plate was 'Partridge,' Fee?"

I am not going to doubt Mr. Hampton's story about his

dog pointing the door plate, for I have heard of another
man or two who owned the same dog—sort of a chestnut-
colored dog, it was. As to keeping either a duck or a
dog on ice all winter, I cannot see anything remarkable
in that at all, although I will say that one of these modern
dogs would pi'obably have taken cold. I am glad to see
the old time chicken dog easily sustaining its reputation.
I used to have a dog that took to drink and never went
to church. He was an awful tough dog.

.A little illicit.

The American Express Co. has, on request of Mr. Or-
gan, issued a circular to all its agents stating that in any
case of prosecution of the company as carrier of illicit

game, the costs of the suit wiU be charged up to the
agent accepting the consignment. This certainly should
make the local agents careful. Yet in spite of this, last

Friday the company notified President Organ that it had
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a box of chickens consigned to Begley Bros. , of South
Water street. Investigation showed that the birds were
packed in an egg- case. After taking legal advice Mr.
Organ permitted the delivery of the birds, and the next
day asked the firm what they had done with tbeir prairie

chickens. They disclaimed all idea of ever having any
prairie chickens. They wouldn't think of such a thing.

The fact of the little surprise being explained to them
they weakened, and said they had given those birds

away. Mr. Organ told them to get them and send them
back to their consignor, J. H. Gulp, of Lees, lud. At
last accounts the birds were handed back to the express
company. No suit has been brought: rather a case of
misplaced mercy it would seem.

I am told that my earlier expression, "the poor but
honest South Water street man," has caused offense on
the street in question. I am so sorry. If necessary, I

can withdraw the terms.

A DIVINE'S THREE DEER.

The Chicago Tribune of this morning, Sept. 3, prints
the following, which may or may not be correct:

"After two months of visiting and rest, the greater
part of which was spent in the woods in northern Wiscon-
sin, the Rev. Dr. W. Thomas, pastor of the People's
church, has returned to the city. He reports splendid
fishing and hunting, killing three fine deer."
Dr. Thomas is one of the best known divines of Chicago,

perhaps the most popular, IC he killed three deer in
Wisconsin, he violated the law, which permits the killing

of deer only between Nov. 1 and Deo. 1. I cannot think
Dr. Thomas would intentially break this State law, even
though he broke the sportsman's law of not killing a deer
in the red coat. I have sent Dr. Thomas a copy of the
Book of the Game Laws, in the earnest hope that he may
find somewhat of benefit in its pages. We have to do a
little missionary work in our business once in a while.
I have also asked him for a statement on this matter,
which I hope will come in the form of a denial. It is

evident some one has b'undered. A great many minis-
ters of the gospel read FoREST and Stream. No man or
minister was ever hurt by reading it, ard I can see bow
upon occasion any man or minister might be helped by it.

I am moved to add to the Book of the Game Laivs several
copies of FoRRST and StbejUI, noc for business reasons,
but in the way of doing a good work,

OPEKiisa day on ducks,

Oiving to the discouraging reports which came down
from Horicon marsh just before the 1st, the party who
went up for opening day was not so large by half as was
expected. The reports proved ill founded, for the shoot-
ing was very good. Mr. Percy Stone again made top bag,
bis total being 40, of which 18 were mallards, 18 teal, 2

redheads and 3 pintails. The o^her bags were L. M. Ham-
line 29, C. B. Dicks 28, C. L. Hunter 18, Dr. H. C. Buech-
ner 15, Col. C. E. Feiton 8, J. Hale 4. Col. Felton took
out two pushers with him, and went into the West Bay,
where Mr. Stone and mypelf shot last year. He started

to move out, but got tangled up in the many channels,
and Messrs. Hamline and Dicks claim that they heard his

signals and rescued bim from his perilous position at

8 o'clock in the evening, after he had been lost all day.
1 have not yet heard Col. Felton's story of it. As usual,

many birds were killed—not bagged. Messrs. Hunter
and Dicks were especially unforiiinate in this respect.

The total for 7 shooters was 152 ducks, an average of 33

birds per gun. There are many young birds still in the
grass, and numbers of snipe, though shooting at these
will not be good until the fiats are burned off. At the
'*upper club" marsh there were more shooters out, but no
word is in from there yet.

Mr. Henry Eblers yesterday, the second day of the
season, killed on the Kankakee River above Diana Club,
52 ducks, mostly young woodducks. This was done in a
run up the river of several miles.

The most remarkable bag of opening day, however,
at least so far as known, was made by Mr. Mussey at
Mak-saw-ba Club, where he has been putting in consid-
erable time of late. Mr. Mussey made a night trip to

Bogart's house, above the club house, got an early break-
fast, and by 9 o'clock in the morning had in his boat 31

ducks, mostly wood ducks. He then put up his rod and
went to fishing, and caught 12 bass, .5 of them small-
mouths. G oing down the river in the evening he killed

2 woodcock, and sailed into camp with a card up, "This
is my Buty Day."
Mr. Organ, at the same club, got only 2 ducks and 2

bass, but didn't work very hard for either. Mr. Kinney
bagged 2 ducks and 8 frogs, Mr. .John Watson and Mr.
Jack Wiggins bagged one duck, together, I am told. Mr.
R. S. Cox and his friend Mr. Dole bagged 14 wood ducks
and mallards, losing many that fell in a spotter-dock
pond.
No word has come up from Hennepin Club, on the

Illinois River, of any shooting on opening day, but ten
days ago there was a very good and very early flight of

teal in there, and some local bred ducks were moving. So
says the veteran W. W. MeFarland.

NORTHWESTERN DUCKS.

A letter to the shooter and author, Mr.W, B. Leilingwell,

of Clinton, Iowa, from S. B. Carpenter, of Island Lake,
N. D., says that canvasback, redhead, mallard, pinlail

and teal are abundant in the extreme at that point, and
also that there are numbers of geese. The only advice

given is to bring plenty of shells. Mr. LefEngwell is

going, and he will take plenty of shells.

Mr H. R. Summers, of Piiiladelphia, writes me in re-

gard to a locality for a fall trip:

"I take pleasure in saying I hava been a reader of the
iFoREST AND STREAM for many years. The issue of March
10 contains a copy of a letter from a settler living in a
game country who would like to have some of the sports-

men come and stop with bim. The question is arising in

my mind where to go this fall to have a good time bunt-
ing, camping out, etc., which always improves my
health. I have two places in view, one in Washington,
one in Colorado. The chances are this season I will have
to go by myself, and after reading over the letter I

thought perhaps this might be a better place for me this

season than the ones I have in view. What struck me
very favorably was that they have a good garden, plenty

of vegetables, milk, butter, etc. With settlers and stock
raisers such things are generally minus. I am temper-
ate, do not drink or get drunk at home, abroad or any
other place. I inclose [recommendation of Kennedy &
Curtis, of this city."

This running an intelligence office is going to get me
into plenty of troTible yet. I see Mr. Summers takes my
remarks about the qualifications for that immortal game
pocket cm grand mrieux. At any rate I very gladly told

him all I knew. Still reasoning that, being naturally
temperate, he could easily learn to do without vegetables,
I advised him with a leaning toward Colorado or Wash-
ington. To my mind there is nothing so delightful as a trip

among the mountains, and some of the very best of our
remaining game country certainly must lie in the far

Northwest, and where a visitor could get at it in four or

five weeks^
Still another man wants a vacation; this time Mr. J. C,

McDonald, of Chicago, who says:

"As an oldtime subscriber and occasional contributor

to Forest and Stream I take this liberty. In late Sep-
tember or early October 1 wish to spend about ten days,

shooting and fishing. Would be satisfied with a few
ducks, jacksnipe and a ruffed grouse or two. Quail, I

suppose, would be out of the question in the localities

that I have in mind, southern Wisconsin. A dozen or

two black bass might be added to the above. Since 1885,

with one or two exceptions, I have hunted and fished in

the Grass Lake and Lake Marie sections, and you know
how the shooting has fallen ofi; in that neighborhood and
how the summer resorter has come in. We wish a
change and yet do not want to go far away. I have
wondered if we could not get some sport in the Mukwan-
ago section that you have written about. My wife usually

accompanies me on my trips. We would prefer life at a
farmhouse to tenting on the cold, damp ground. If you
can help us out you will greatly oblige."

Mr. McDonald can find squirrels, rabbits and possibly

a rulfed grouse or so, in the woods about Mukwanago. At
the time of his visit he would be likely to find very good
duck shooting on the "Mill Pond" and on Eagle Lake. At
Potter's Lake, or the other waters mentioned in earlier

issues dcFcriptive of that locality, he should get good bass

fishing, or at least the poorer sport of catching pickerel on
the spoon. It is hard to get into a farmhouse, but there

are several local hotels. Mr. Eugene Chafin, at the head
of Phantom Lake, will rent him a tent or fix him up in

the new kitchen building on the lake shore. That would
be the best way to do. It is no good to go boarding when
you go sporting. The cookery of the camp has a flavor of

its own which money will not buy—not at a farmhouse
mostly, anyhow.
The big sporting paper which helps people to pleasant

and successful vacations is doing good in the world. I do
not know of any paper which undertakes this, excepting
Forest and Stream, and the advice of most of them
would be a shaky sort to follow. The Forest and Stream
" tips" are at least careful, and worth looking into, though
disappointment may follow any advice, for any one of a
dozen reasons. For my own part, I enjoy doing what
little I can do in this line, and I should regret very much
to be the cause of a. spoiled trip or a wasted vacation.

DEER COUNTRY.

While on the Brule River, above Stager, North Penin-
sula (on C. & N. W. Railway) last week, we .saw a great
deal of deer signs, found one runway, one watering-
place and two licks. At Kearney's Spur, above Stager,

there is a deer lick not 10ft. from the railroad track.

Four deer had been at the lick the morning we left. A
barrel of brine, poured here two years ago, made this

lick accidentally. The deer have scooped out the earth a
foot or two in depth. I should think it would be a simple
matter to get a deer in thaii country in season. The
natives through thei'e have been shooting them all sum-
mer, chiefly by means of headlights at night. There are
10 deer killed out of season to one killed in season in

Michigan and Wisconsin. Deer are unusually plentiful

this fall. Perhaps this is due to the fact that last year
the flies were not very bad, and so did not drive the deer
into the lakes, where the summer butchers could get at

them. Comparatively few deer are stalked in our north
pine country. E. Hough,

CURRITUCK BAY BIRDS.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 31.—I promised a few days ago to

give you an account of our annual trip to Currituck for

bay birds, and while the .shooting has always been good,
if j)08sible, I think, we enjoyed this our third annual trip

on the steam yacht Comfort more than any before. The
weather was fairly cool and there were no mosquitoes.

The nights were delightful and we slept the sleep of the

just. The Comfort is a beautifully equipped steam
yacht—110ft. in length.

We anchored about five miles from our shooting
grounds, on Sunday afternoon at 5 o'clock. Having
breakfast at 4:30 Monday morning, Aug. 29, we stepped
on board the E^se, a new yacht 56ft. long, which runs
fifteen miles an hour. In less than one hour we were on
our shooting grounds. We shot two in a blind, and the
result of the first day's shoot was as follows : Messrs. T. J.

Hayward (Baltimore), with Captain Dorry, were high
boat, having bagged 278 graybacks (dowitchers), yellow
legs and plover.' Messrs. ;H. P. Lucas (Baltimore) and
W. S. Kimball (Rochester, N. Y.) had the next best score

and counted in the wagon 317. Messrs. W. A. Marburg
and E, L. Bartlett (Baltimore) shot 120. Messrs. Walter
.Johnson (New York ) and C. Ridgley Goodwin (Baltimore)

are good fiahermen, and the latter can kill more canvas-
hacks at the Maryland Club in one day than any man
who is a member of that institution. They killed 75. E,

L. Birtlett, Jr., and T. Bert Hayward (Baltimore) brought
in a bag of 113. J. B, White (Norfolk), who had the beat

blind, being located where the dowitchers fed, bagged
314. This was a total from 7 o'clock in the morning to

noon of 1,032.

Our spirits were -willing but flesh weak. So we only
shot about two hours yesterday morning. E. L. Bartlett,

Jr., and J. B. White were high boat, having bagged 106,

total tor the morning 360. Grand total for the two morn-
ings' shooting 1,388.

Our birds are all frozen (in perfect condition), and we
are now on our way to home and friends' who will be
glad to greet us. Of all our experience during the past
ten years, we consider these trips the most enjoyable, in

fact there is no such sport to be had in America to-day
as our bay bird shooting at Currituck. YelloW'MEG.

Minnesota Prairie Chickens.

The Hallock (Minn.) Enterprise states that ducks and
jjrairie chickens are very abundant in Kittson county
this season.

Black Game in Newfoundland.

Harbor Grace, Newfoundland, Aug. 2,5.—Replying to

your inquiry, "If black game introduced some years ago
has bred successfully and now furnishes shooting," I am
sorry to say that so far as we know the experiment has
proved a failure. They have rarely been reported and
are not found in the haunts of the willow grouse; only
two that I have heard of have been killed by persons
in ignorance of what birds they were. Their natural
habitat in Scotland and Norway is among thick woods,
something like the haunts of your ruffed grouse, and
even should they breed successfully they will never be
the game bird that our willow grouse is: the latter is

found in open barrens and low scrub, lies well to a dog
and furnishes noble sport. Should black game become
plentiful (now the special section protecting them has
expired) they would be protected by Sec. I'of theactof
1889 under the words "other grouse,'" as they are of the
class with willow grouse, and could not be killed before

Sept, 15 nor after Jan. 15. T. R. B.

A Big Bull.

At the shop of Fred Sauter, the North William street

taxidermist, we have recently examined the head of an
unusually large bufl:"alo bull. The animal, which, judg-
ing from the condition of the skin, was killed not very
long ago, was evidently taken in winter and was just

about in its prime. Tne horns are still sharp, but have
begun to splinter a little at the sides. That the bull is

an unusually large one is shown by the following
measurements taken by the Forest and Stream: Dis-

tance between tips of horns, measured from the inside,

38iin.; circumference of horn at base, l4iin.; length of

horn, measured along outside curve fi-om base to tip,

23in. The wide spread and great length of the horns
is an unusual feature of this extremely fine head. This
specimen is reported to have come from Montana, but
details with regard to its capture are lacking.

Kansas Shooting Outlook.

Ottawa, Kan., Aug. 3,—The prospects for shooting in

Kansas are very good this fall. I have lately returned
from a trip West and saw considerable game, especially

in the vicinity of Great Bend. Quail, plover and jack
rabbits are numerous all over the State, but prairie

chicken are very scarce. A friend writing from Woodson
county says they are fairly numerous there. F. B.

Nottaway County,

.Jennino's Ordinary, Nottaway County, Va., Aug. '31.

—We have had a very hot summer as well as an exceed'
ingly dry one, though a dry summer means good on birds.

Deer are very plentiful indeed, and they are getting more
so every season. I was out after deer Aug. 29; killed a
fine doe and a large size fawn; the doe weighed ISOlbs.

(gross).
.

^- ^'

Illinois Prairie Chicken.

Chicken shooting commenced here Aug. 15, or be-

fore, in spite of the law and the fact that the birds were
too small to shoot. When the law is out there will be
but few birds for the law-abiding shooter. Quail shoot-

ing will be good as there are more birds than for years.

En Ami,

Have You Got S3,000?
1 want a parfnpr to invest the above sum in a spoi-tsman's resort

that will, pav §5 000 every year net". Finest fishing ano hunting in

America, jor particulars address D. A. PORTJi.B, The Albert,
Denver, Colorado.

—

A.dv.

\m §-it^r fishing.

SUSQUEHANNA BASS SCORES,
DttrinCt the first ten days of August the bass fishing on

the Susquehanna from Port Deposit to Harrisburg was
fairly good. About Aug, 1 fishing along the river between
Columbia and Port Deposit was very succeseful. Ferd
Demuth and J. L. Porter caught 44 fine bass at Fites Eddy
in one day and a half. Capt. Doble took 88 at the same
place in two days. On Aug. 11 Mr, Porter caught 11 bass

in the Oonestoga. Early in the month the Tuquan Club,

of Lancaster, spent a few days at York Furnace and made
some tolerably fair catches. One day Johnnie Bauin-
aardner had the misfortune to lose a fine leader and his

hooks. The fish doing the mischief gave such a violent

struggle to free himself tliat Johnnie declared to the rest

of the boys that he had hooked the "daddy of them all,"

if he hadn't eucceeded in landing him. The actions of the

monster were carefully explained and ample reason given

why the fish got away. So far all right, but in the very
same place that afternoon Mr. H. C. Demuth concluded
to try for .Johnnie's "biggest bass in the river," and
secured it, leader and all. It weighed just fib., and
Johnnie's heart slumped to his boots.

Aug. 11 Messrs. Augustus and Clifl: Hippie caught 11

bass, which run very nice as to size, averaging about
I Jlbs. This was at Bainbridge. From the 11th to the

20lh of the month there was no bass fishing owing to

rains up stream, which made the water high and roily.

On the 30th the fish commenced tobite again, and Barney
Doyle caught 11, and A. Hippie 9. On the 82d Smith
and Nagle took 16, Doyle 10, and Bare and Bean 7 in two
hours' fishing. Aug. 33 Skeen and Bare caught 9 bass.

Aug. 34 Bare took lO, Hippie 10, and McNeil 11. Aug. 34
Mr. Doyle went to the falls after "salmon" and caught 4,

the largest of which weighed 3flbs. The others were
small fish weighing but lib. each. On the 25th Messrs,

Ruth, Kuntzelman and son fished the riflies below Bain>
bridge and brought home 43 bass. They caught 45, but
lost two off the stringer. These parties were well sup-
plied with bait, having secured about 500 uiinnows, cat-

fish, crawfish , etc. , the day before, Aug, 36 Squire Mc-
Neil caught 8 bass, one a :3-pounder. Mr. Bare caught 8,

weighing Olbs. The largest run l^lbs. Mr. Barney Doyle
had been trolling for "salmon" for a week, off and on,

and to-day, 36th, caught 16 small ones. They were caught
with laraper eel and run very email, about lib. fish.

Aug. 37,—Rains up river, water muddy, no fishing.

The best baits for bass during August were grass chubs.
We tried catfish without success. The best fishing was
in the riflies below town. BoN.
WashesGTON, D, C. Sept. 5.
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SALMON FROM THE OCEAN-
Thinking that probably the following would throw

some light on the question, "Where do the salmon go to
when they leave the fresh water stream??" I give it to
you:
Two years ago this month my brother, while trolling

for skipjacks from the deck of a schooner, twelve miles
off this coast, hooked and landed a 201b. Chinook salmon
—a female. The lure was a bit of white cloth on a large
hook.
One year ago Capt. Olsen, of the tugboat J. M. Colman,

while still a ftshing for groupers four miles off shore,
hooked and landed a silver-side salmon on a codfish hook
with a clam for bait. When he told me of the circum-
stance I immediately sent to Seattle for a Siwash or In-
dian salmon trolling rig, which I gave him and told him
to try. This he did, hooking and landing one silver-side
of about lolbs.

Yesterday I met, at Sealand, Capt. Farrar, of the deep
sea fishing schooner South Bend, who told me that three
weeks ago while lying becalmed six miles off shore, to
pass the time away he was fishing with four lines for
groupers. A slight wind springing up the lines towed
astern from five to ten fathoms off the bottom, in thirty-
five or forty fathoms of water, when he hooked and lost
a large black codfish. Then he hooked and lost at the
vessel's side two royal chinook salmon.
Taking the hint he sent for some trolling spoons which

he used with 41b. sinkers, trolling about thirty fathoms
deep in forty fathoms of water. He hooked thirteen
chinooks all told, the majority of which escaped, as,
through not being very well posted in trolling tactics, he
had made the lines fast to the schooner's rail, causing
the hooks to tear such large holes in the fishes' under
jaws (they were all hooked on the outside of the mouth
under the lower jaw) that when it came time to gaff
them they, at sight of the gaff, made such desperate ef-
forts to escape that they in several instances succeeded.

-Jim Mack.
Shoaij WATEitBAV, Wasli.

PENNSYLVANIA TROUTINC.
Lancaster City anglers found the trout fishing of the

past season not so good as last year. Fishing Creek and
Tuquan Creek, iu the southwestern part of Lancaster
county, furnished some very good sport. In these streams
Messrs. Ferd. Demuth, .J. L. Porter, John and Walter
Griel, and Dr. Muhlenburg, all of Lancaster City, met
Avith fair success. la Lititz Creek also the trouting was
not up to the standard. In this stream last year Harry
Howell caught 7 trout, the aggregate weight of which
was 9pbs, The largest weighed l^lbs., and was pre-
sented to Mr. H. C. Demuth, secretary of the Pennsyl-
vania Fish Commission.
A. C. H. had a singular experience last spring. He

was fishing in the private waters of a club in central
northern Pennsylvania, and had been trying for some
time unsuccessfully to get a strike from trout playing at
the surface of a pond-like portion of the stream formed
by a dam. Having repeatedly cast in a choice variety of
flies without any reward he decided to give the fish a
rest and try them the next day. They were quite tame,
did not leave the place, but would not take the flies
offered. In thinking the matter over that night Mr. H.
concluded that the next morning he would go below the
dam and cast over and above it, as he could easily reach
the fish from such a position. Keeping out of sight of
the trout he cast over the dam, using two droppers be-
side the tail fly, and after a pretty struggle landed three
of the fish at one time. Another cast was immediatelv
made with the same result, but after that nary a trout
would rise. The 6 fish were good plump fellows, about
Bin. long, and as game as one could wish. They were
artificially reared, and their cunning is said to be remark-
able. The keeper feeds them and they eat greedily, but
if a stranger offers them the food they will not taste it.

By most of the anglers in this section it is thought that
trout artificially reared are just as game as those found
native in the streams, especially when one gets a strike
from three at a time. BoN,

POTOMAC NOTES.
According to the Nuith Annual Report of the Wood-

mont Rod and Gun Club this organization continues to
flourish. Its full membership is maintained and much
has been done to improve the fishing waters of the club.
During the year the following new members have been
elected to fill vacancies: 0. T. Sacket, F. C. Stevens,
James D. Maher, Wm. B. Hibbs, James M. Green and
Charles J. Singer. Mr. James P. Willett has recently
succeeded Dr. Harban as secretary of the club.
The number of members and guests visiting the club

house during the past year was 148; number of black
bass taken, B77. Game killed: squirrels, 39; quail, 34;
rabbits, 3; pheasants, 3; wild duck, 3; deer, 1. Five
hundred yearling brown trout were received from the
U. S. Fish Commissioner, besides 500 rainbow trout.
These fish were all placed in Sideling Hill Creek,
Twenty-five hundred small-mouthed black bass were
planted in the Potomac opposite the club house.
The report of the treasurer shows the financial condi-

tion of the club to be very good, the balance of cash in
hand being $1,093.35, an increase of $416,75 over last
year.

Mr. Willett tells me that this year the management
will pay especial attention to black bass and introduce as
many as possible of these fish.

The members of the Helmet Fishing Club changed
their plans and went to St. Jeromes, Md.. instead of to
Havre de Grace, as it was first intended. Taking the
steamer Arrowsmith at Washington they went to Smith's
Creek Landing, where they took wagons and crossed the
point to St. Jeromes. Here the party was entertained by
Capt. West, who was found to be a first-class host-
never seeming to sleep and always on the lookout for
something to add to the comfort and pleasure of his
guests. Six members, several wives of members and
several guests made up the party, A stay of eight days
was made. Guide Haney proved himself reliable and
capable. He was acc^uainted with the fishing grounds
and always ready to do good service. The fishing was
good; plenty of weakfish ("trout'" here) were taken^ they
run rather small, out of ten taken one morning the lar-
gest weighed but 34 or ;:i]b8. Spots and croakers were
in abundance. Mrs. Jame.s and Mrs. McCathran accom-

panied their husbands on the fishing trips and were
much benefitted by the air and exercise. Several novel-
ties were sighted. Among others a large shark, which
half stranded on an oyster ba,r at low tide, and a large
sea turtle, estimated to weigh SOOlbs. or more. Oysters
were plentiful and of good flavor. The bathing at this
point was found to be exceptionally good, and the party
were well pleased with their trip to St. Jeromes and
recommend it to all persons desiring to spend a few
days on Chesapeake Bay.
From all accounts August has furnished poor fishing

near this city. The river has actually been too low, and
the weather too dry and hot for good black bass fishing.
It is reported in one of the daily papers that a George-
town man took some salt-water crabs last week at the
rocks known as the Three Sisters, above Georgetown.
Several black bass were caught off Riley's wharf, foot of
Eleventh street, Sept. 3. These fish seem to be more
numerous each year in the Potomac below Washington.
They are more or less frequent about the Long Bridge
and in the mouth of Four Mile Run, and are taken each
spring in fish nets below Alexandria.

Messrs. Henry Weyl and W. G, Kent have just returned
after a week's outing at Point of Rocks. Aug. 39, 30 and
31, the fishing was poor owing to low water. A thunder-
storm on the 31st improved the conditions, so that on
Thursday the fish bit well and 16 were taken. On Fri-
day 14 and Saturday 34 bass were caught, the largest
weighed 4-i-lbs. The only successful bait used was the
young catfish, the bass would take no other. Fishing
during September promises well. Bon.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5.

LENAWEE COUNTY BLACK BASS.
My husband is of the opinion that women need a day

of recreation and sport out of doors as well as men. In
fact he thinks he has no luck if I am not with him, and
I—well, it is rather lonesome when he is gone, so to set-
tle the matter, we, with our little boy and two dogs,
usually set off together. Our last trip was one of much
interest. We started after dinner for Evans Lake, a
beautiful little sheet of water about fourteen miles from
home, and every mile of the drive has something inter-
esting to see. It was a delightful day, not too warm, but
a nice little breeze that made our little trip a pleasant
one. It also helped us to drive with some speed, as we
wished to get there by sundown, to fish in the evening.
We were well-supplied with everything for a couple of
days' sport—fishing tackle of every description from rod
and reel to the little artificial minnow, camp chairs, rub-
ber boots and everything convenient for outdoor sport,
to say nothing of the large covered lunch basket, the
contents of which I had been one whole day preparing,
and a jug of lemonade. But, lo I before we reached the
lake an unforeseen catastrophy deprived us of all that the
next day.
When within three or four miles of the lake we

stopped to eat our supper and to let the horse graze by
the way for a few moments. My husband winding the
lines around the whip socket jumped out and proceeded
to do what he had done twenty times before—slap the
horse and at the same time kill a large fiy on his back.
But this time the horse became frightened, and after
kicking the dash board vigorously, which frightened her
still more, started away on a run. She plunged first on
one side of the road, then on the other, part of the time
the buggy seemed to be on four wheels, but oftener on
two. My husband being left behind had halloed to me to
jump, being too far away to render me anv assistance.
All he could do was to follow as fast as he could and
keep me in sight. After an exciting and dangerous
flight I managed in some way to stop her, but not before
the varied contents of the buggy except myself had been
scattered and mingled with the dust of the roadway.
We left the wreck of our lunch where it lay and again
started for our destination, which we reached at dusk,
the accident having delayed us some time.
So after a warm supper at the hotel, and with many

cautions to our host and hostess not to fail to call us at
sunrise, we retired to rest, and to dream of the black
bass we were to catch the next day.
The next morning we were up with the sun and after

a good breakfast with Mr. and Mrs. Clapp, who by the
way, know just how to entertain their guests, we started
for the boat. My husband pulled the oars while I took
the rod, letting out about forty yards of line with a
beautiful little red and gold artificial minnow on for
trolling. Scarcely was my line let out before a sudden
jerk and a fluttering around and another jerk told me I
had a bass, and winding up my line carefully I gave the
rod to my husband to land the prize. And indeed, it

was a prize; a beautiful 8|-pound bass, just the right
size for a tempting meal. After landing him safely and
taking the oars I again let out the line with the same
success, and now two beauties were in the bag on ice. The
third one I felt sure was a larger fish than the other two;
and I claimed the privilege of bringing it to land. But
it was a struggle, as the bass evidently had no intention
of leaving the water; it first glided under the boat, then
down to the weeds, but it was hooked too well to escape,
and after one last struggle I landed it in the bottom of
the boat, and what a prize! and oh, the joy at landing a
three-pound bass ! That ended our trolling, and the
three were caught in less than twenty-five minutes.
Nextwe started for a point in the lake that had been point-
ed out to us by Mr, Clapp as good for pex'oh fishing, and so
we found it. The first one pulled up weighed one pound.
Two more followed exactly like the first, then three more
a trifle smaller, and the last a beauty weighing one and
one-quarterjpounds. Every one familiar with fish knows
that bass or perch of this size are much more palatable
than the large fish. But we could not complain; we
had three nice black bass and seven beautiful perch, and I

might have had more I presume had not another inci-
dent occurred which deprived us of our bait. Our min-
now bucket being tied to the boat and sunk in the water
to give the minnows fresh water, suddenly snapped and
went down into forty feet of water. So we were obliged
to go to shore or fish with worms, of which we had
plenty. And by the way, why does not some ingenious
person go to work and invent a worm that will squirm
to take the place of a real live one V Now, I do love to
fish and I know how much time it takes for my husband
to stop and bait my hook every few minutes, and I don't
like to bother him 'just as he is interested in watching his

'

rod. But X cannot, reaUy and truly cannot, use a live

worm. They are all right at first until you hook them
and then they do string out so long, ugh ! it maker me
shudder, I had rather stop a runaway horse.
When we pulled up the beautiful bass we had fully in-

tended to string them and send a picture of them to the
Forest and Stream. But long before we started for
home my wrists, my arms and shoulders, as well as my
fingers were swollen and pained me so from pulling on
the horse the night before, that we gave it up. Glad to
see the liniment bottle and bathed with the contents.
But if this narrative does not tire your readers and we go
again and meet with the same success, or better, we
promise to send an exact picture and weight to be pub-
lished in the dear old Forest and Stream.

Mrs. H. L. W.

THE NEPIGON.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Aug. 22.—Editor Foreat and

Stream: Mr. Dabney Carr and his brother, of St. Louis,
Mo., have just returned to this place from a sixteen-days'
trip on the Nepigon River. They report the trout in
great abundance, though somewhat lazy in rising to the
fly, owing to the unusually hot weather. Dabney's
largest trout weighed 4flbs. He reported one as having
been caught by a Canadian angler that ijulled the scales
at 81bs. It was, however, caught with a large herring
minnoM',
The Carr brothers used the eyed flies and think they

have great advantage over the snooded ones. The eyed
dropper, they state, stands at right angles with the leader
and dances most beautifully along the surface of the
water.
When fishing they each have a half dozen or more

leaders mounted with flies, and when desirous of chang-
ing lines simply change for one of the prepared leaders,
it being, they state, more quickly accomplished.
A hotel, it is rumored, is to be built next season at

Camp Alexandria for the special accommodation of ang-
lers. If this is done the famed stream will soon be de-
pleted of its dotted beauties.
So far seventy-five rods have been on the stream this

season, though a party of twenty, composed of men,
women and children, were met at the station as the
brothers were returning, eager for the sport the beautiful
stream affords.
The Hon. Thomas A. Logan ("Gloan"), one of your old

correspondents, is here taking in the exhilarating ozone
with results most beneficial. He will probably take in
the bass fishing at.Sailors' Encampment on St. Mary's
River ere he returns to his pi-ofessional duties.
He owns one of the islands near the mouth of the river

and expects to have a summer cottage erected on it for
his next season's recreation. He feels like having a grand
old time with nature once more.

P. E. Roach ("Ned"), my old "pardner," is also booked
for the same place, and expects to catch a ton or two of
the bi'onze-baekers before he heads for his native heath,
Felix Nicola and Judge M. R. Doctney, of Cleveland,

O., arrived here to day prepared to deal out destruction
to fin, fur and feather. They will seek the south shore of
the great lake for their raid on the game.

Alex. Starbuck,

East Saginaw, Mich,, Sept. 1.—I have received to-day
a letter from a friend, telling of a recent trip on the Nepi-
gon. Omitting the mention of all trout weighing less

than lib., he says that the party, which consisted of eight,
took 314 fish, total weight 4741bs., or an average of nearly
S^lbs. each. The largest fish was an 8-pounder, which is

claimed to be the lareest brook trout down in that stream.
This old fellow was 25^in. long, his tail fin measured 7in.

across. It was said that he sulked for the first twenty
minutes and then began a fight that was as ferocious as
the runs of a fresh-run salmon hooked in a tender spot.
He was brought to the net in forty-five minutes. This
party was fourteen days on the stream, and reported a
delightful time and the fishing simply grand. Of course
the above score indicates that. W. B. Mershon.

HARRISBURG BASS FISHERMEN.
Fish Commissioner Powell has sent us the following

hints and points about black bass fishing in the Supque-
hanna River, gleaned by the Harrisburg Telegram from
well known anglers of Pennsylvania's capital. As the
best season for this enjoyment is now approaching,
anglers will be glad to learn that prospects are bright for
successful fishing in the river.

Alderman Eager is one of the exponents of fly-fishing.

He prefers the fly because it saves the trouble of hunting
and adjusting bait, and because a perfect imitation of the
insects upon which the bass feeds will prove successful
above all other baits. He fishes only in clear, shallow
water, from 1ft. to 6ft. in depth, and watches his fly con-
tinually, in order to strike at the proper time. The veiy
best time for fly-fishing, he says, is from an hour before
sunset until dark. The alderman is always careful to
keep out of sight and not.to allow the shadow of his rod
to fall on the water.
Mr. A. B. Tack has caught black bass in riffles by

maonliglit. He has fished for them successfully when it

was so dark that he could scarcely see.

Mr, Fred W. Ebel has taken bass in water 1ft. deep,
casting more than 30ft. He does not believe in the theory
that the fish sometimes refuse to bite because they are
not hungry; on the contrary, his experience leads him to
think they are always hungry. Bass have swallowed
both of his baits and then returned for more. He has
known them to swallow his hook and then do the same
thing for a neighboring fisherman. He once took a bass
that had two hooks in its stomach. Mr. Ebel has in-
vented a device for preventing the tangling of leaders in
the water. By an arrangement of double swivels they
are kept from twisting in casting.
There are some Harrisburg anglers who do not believe

in artificial flies. One of them is Eugene Snyder, who
has never caught a black bass with the fly nor seen one
so taken. He has, however, captured thousands of bass
with baits of various kinds. As early as 1870 he found
the fish abundant at Collins, at the foot of Conewago
Falls. He thinks there are fewer bass in the river than
there were formerly, and attributes the falling off to
spring floods that roil the water, destroy the spawning
beds and carry many fish below the dam.
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OUANANICHE AT CINQUIEME CHUTE.
I DO NOT write of "once upon a time, a long time ago."

I have nothing to tell of an outing taken ten years ago; it

is of the present, the summer of '93.

At Lake St, John a generous and beneficent spirit has
: ted a hostelry, whither tlie footsteps of all anglers
lid trend, and whence they may depart in quest of
I luintessence of angling. Truly may Hotel Roberval
{(led the G-oIden Gate, opening upon regions that are

;
.irently inexhaustible, and where disappointment

Jijj ks not as the final end of fond anticipation.

Situated in the heart of the Lauren tian ranges, Lac St.

T':; II ii fed by rivers, the outlet of inland seas and great
. s, whose rusliing torrents are increased by melting

vs, bubbling springs and vernal floods; rushing
^svd from the lake, these waters pour through the
lid D^charge, down the far-famed Saguenay, through

I ir 8fc. Lawrence, into the sea.

I roin thpse riA-ers and the lakes, into which they broaden,
legends have drifted down (magnified by the favored
few who have sought him in his lair) tales of the ouan-

1^ he—of his superb courage, gamy ferocity and inde-
i .able agility. Romance and fable have not tint or

: [or enough to satisfy the imagination, to embellish the
t'llhs told by the guides, half-breeds and Indians around
Fuiiit Bleu and Chicoutimi, or while loitfring on the

. piav;za at Hotel Koberval, "O'esi taTilf,'' says GuUlaume
I Tremblay, "how he leaps from the water when he is

stabbed by the book; c'est iveroyahle, how the line runs
and runs; imbean cavof to go after him; an yros poiiison,

'\m beau oucman'iche''—aTid language fails, as Guillaume
marks his length on the floor—on the paddle—or stretches
•Ma arms in the air. Calm and impassive Josef Simeon,
half-breed—is really all Indian, ancient Montagnais all

through, uatil he talks of ouananiche—Z?e«?< scmmon—
then his face is wreathed with smiles, his eyes brighten,
and the rigid, stern cast of countenance disappears. Con-
tempt and disdain for the ouananiche of the Grand Be-
charge are there expressed moat forcibly, but lead them
In t.iik of Cinqui'^me Chute de Mistassini or Lac Tshota-

la de Grande Peribonka, and what a panorama is de-

;

t d upon their stern and rugged countenance, Th is

ti ll the joy of battle with a worthy foe, that is all. You
would not then bear the ladies on tho piazza of Roberval
say, -'Do not trust him, I am afraid."

Who is it who hath listened and has not had pulse and
heart quickened with intense desire to determine for

liiny-eit the grain of truth in these boastful tales.

Who. being a lover of the Sabno aalar and having
aEecrt'd without fear of contradition, "I would rather

JVUSTASSIJNI E.IVEK.

kill a salmon than shoot a caribou," would tamely listen

to the declaration that a worthy rival of the Salmo solar
existed without a feeling of supreme, aye superb, con-
tempt that this boastful braggart could never have
stabbed and then played and killed the salmon! "If such
there be. go mark him well," thinks the patrician—this

post graduate in the quintessence of angler lore, "for the
conceit hath made him mad."
Yet I think my salmon fishing incomplete, my sole

ideal pleasure unfinished, like soup without a dash of

cayenne, if I ended my summer outing without a cast
for this not unworthy and undegenerated scion of the
royal stock of Salmo solar, if such the learned have
declared him to be. Let those who may establish his
lineage as a worthy toss of his ashes, post cineres gloria
vemf. Lst those who will dispute bis right to the title

'

of salmon, for if salmon be derived from salire, to leap,
hail then the ouananiche

—

le petit saumon—the endear-
ing term of the Montagnais—for surely does his mad ;

rage in air and water bear testimony to his title to be
deemed saumon and nothing but saumon.
This is no denizen of still and stagnant water, no pol-

troon of running waters, nursing his strength, in cow-
|

ardly ambush, lying in wait beneath lily pads, or lurking
\

in weeds, for the victim to pass upon which he will ruth-
lessly prey; no savage monster patterned after crocodile,
with cruel fangs filling a gavial muzzle to devour his

victim who. once impaled upon bait or spoon, cowardly
comes to strand or canoe like some great bully called to

stand by pure jjluck and not physique. No, the ouan-
aniche fights as if he would pluck forth the weapon that
stabbed him and with it turn and attack his assailant.
LTp in the air six or seven times, shaking his head to expel
the hook, high and low, with wit and cunning, tugging at
the line deep under water until you fairly feel the barb
tear the flesh at the end, rising to the surface and thrash-
ing the water until the line is one inextricable tangle

—

so goes the battle on. Let no one relax his vigilance or
abate one jot of efi:ort until the ouananiche be suspended
on the balance, or else a deep-drawn breath and—a great
struggle with yourself attest the ignominious end.
This foe lives in the rushing floods, under falls where

the rainbow forever gleams in the sun, amid eddies cir-

cling down the foaming tide—where in the whirl of
tumultuovis waters current neutralizes current, and there
encircled by a ring of tui-bulent waves the pool forms;
there with muscles always in motion turning into pliant
steel and keenly, nay at all times, vigilant and alert,

never at rest, does the ouananiche get form, color,

strength and courage. Flashing through the foam,
through the seething waters as they tumultuously pour
down rocky gorge and pass, over precipitous falls—leap-
ing high up the fall and ascending against its mighty
power—there the "Survival of the Fittest" working to

perfect end (in Natm-al Selection), the ouananiche gets
his superb development of form and muscle, with the
gift of indomitable courage.
As the salmon fisherman kills the salmon weighing

from sixteen to fifteen pounds with a 2G-ounce rod and

OW THE MISTASSiNI.

dainty flies, so I make war on le petit saumon weigh-
ing from three to eight pounds, with rods weighing from
four and one-half to seven ounces, and use the same
dainty flies, only smaller—Jock-Scott, silver-doctor, Dur-
ham-ranger, cock-robin, etc. Yet do they again and
again fail to tempt his capricious appetite, for his fancy
is fickle and vacUlating, worn to satiety like some old
gourmet.
Uown the west coast of Newfoundland—all the way

from Labrador—intent only on reaching the Cinquieme
Chute of the Mistassini, I spfd to get my ouananiche
fishing. Reaching the Hotel Roberval at five o'clock, I

learned from that friend of all fishermen, that superb
host, T. Kenna, Esq., that my telegram had been obeyed
—guides secured and provisions packed ready for me to

go that night, if nece-sary.
It was on this journey that, in conversation, a well-

known salmon fisherman remarked to me: "After one has
killed salmon, the only othpr pleasure that remains is to

collect his literature, the "Bibliophile Salmonis."
It was better to dine, and "sleep, perchance to dream,"

and start at daybreak for a long and arduous day's work
and get the fishing surely the following day.
Up the Mistassini to the Cinquieme Chute, which I

reached with a knot in my throat as I found myself the
only fisherman there. I camped in the same old place,

on the island, upon either side of which the great river

rushes down in falls of magnificent grandeur, covered
with trees, giving protecting shelter from storm , and cre-

ating cool and pleasant shadows in the day, where the
roar of the falls is never hushed, as the river, falling full

thirty feet over the precipitous chutes, flows on to the
sea. Here the song of the bird, undisturbed by the sound
of the gun, comes vibrating through the hoarse roar of

ths falls like the soaring cadenza of the prima donna
over the sonorous sweep of the orchestra. Upon a bed of

dried balsam, the accumulation of unnumbered years,

with a layer of fresh plumes, soothed by the music of the
sough of the wind through the trees, one sleeps on down
that makes mockery of feather or fur.

At the Cinquieme Chute I have seen the ouananiche,
on his way up to Lac a Jim, leap full ten feet against the
face of the falls, and with scarce a perceptible pause
again leap as high, reaching the top of the chute and
falling into the mirrory slide of the water be swept over
the falls before he could get his head up stream and his
mig>ity tail going like the screw of an ocean liner.

"C'est ferH6'." says Guillaume, Mordant la chute en
route a Lom d Jim,'' and, I hunger to have the jumper on

f

% i.

LAC TSHOTAGAMA,

the end of my line on the little 4-ioz. "Wood'" (lancewood)
rod, which again and again I loaned the Lady Cecilia
Rose to land 4-pound ouananiche at the Fifth Falls.

Fly after fly cast upon the waters, dark and sober-hued
in sunshine, fascinating and bright in clouded skies, flit-

ting on the foam, swimming through the flood, leaping
over the ripples, from sunrise to sunset, proved "that all

is vanity," until twilight found me weary a^nd disgusted,
only then to learn the woi'th of the white beauty of the
Parmachenerbelle aa she whirled out of the whiter foam

into the darker, troubled water of the eddies. Then only
for one brief instant I saw the fly, for out ff the eddy a
dark form arose, and amid a scream of the reel the fly

disappeared and the frail silken line ran into the wildest
foam of the rushing waters.

I have seen the leader come back with the flies, ex-
pressly tied for this fishing, torn from the snells. I have
taken the best 9-foot salmon leader and looped a small
salmon fly on each end (a whitewing-admiral and Par-
machene-belle), and tying the leader so that the stretcher
would have a flow of about 3ft. , work the rod as if fish-

ing for salmon, seen the ouananiche as if shot from a
catapult, flash inthe air fuU 7ft. high, as the dip of the
rod stabbed the fish, and then disappear in the foam; and
then seen on this same cast of flies, the rushing of the
line arrested and neutralized as the stretcher fly was
taken, a,nd two fish simultaneously rise in the air and the
line come back to me, leader and flies gone.
Again and again I gave Guillaume the 6oz. "Wells"

(split bamboo) rod, bent like a coach whip cruelly wind-
,

ing its lash under the maddened horse, while I tried upon
i my camera to get the frantic leap of the impaled fish: but
' never could I get a snap shot in the few instances when
the dual leap of the two fish snapped the salmon leader
like a thread.
Standing on a rock around which the foam seethed and

whirled, admid a rain of mist (and to reach which I had
to clamber like a goat), I stabbed ouananiche after ouan-
aniche only to lose fly after fly, and in one day lost three
salmon leader's and eighteen flies.

Say, how worthy must these foemen of 31bs. be who
can thus break salmon leaders? Ask Tom Conroy who
smiles blandly, but as urbanely denies that the leader had
any possible defect! Guillaume's exclamation is better—
"C'est ineroyable."
Amid many exclarr>ations, '^Cest ime belle ouananiche! "

''Cest un beau saumon!''' I had been returning the fish

which I thought would survive the battle to the river,

and on the evening of the third day I saw the guides en-
gaged in earnest consultation around the camp-fire. It

was evidently something serious which was being dis-

cussed with great gravity, but the hot water to remove
the pennyroyal and tar from face and hands was getting
cold, and so washing myself, I ^ave up my curiosity and
dropping the mosquito canopy, turned in.

I know not when the camp-fires were carefully ex-
tinguished and thfi bowl of lime water was placed in the
tent, but at 5 o'clock the nf^xt morning, "Fechani,
M'sieur," and Guillaume's voice awoke me from my
slumber. ^^Oui, Gh.dUaume, eanotpas—d la gros roehe."

DINNER ON THE aRAND PERIBONKA.

' -Bien, Msieur"—and we went to try the sport before the
sun got too high.

It was a 4Ib3. ouananiche that gave Guillaume his op-
portunity. He held the fish upon the balance for me to

take the weight, and as the index marked the familiar
ru'es, I pointed to the water, to put the fish back.
"H'sieiir," began Guillaume, in deep and earnest tones,

Guillaume, chief among voyageurs, tireless in the canoe
and on portage; always happy, aye, and able to net or gaff

the salmon—no soul-exasperating slip of steel or net, no
error of judgment when to strike—most willing and
never lingering over meals when M'sieur" war ted to go
fishing—Guillaume's tones gravely went on: "Uoits ^tes

un beau pecheiir. Voire plaisir d prendre Vouananiche.
jSous avons le gro.^ poisson assez pour le camp et pour
manger. Don'rez vous les j)oissons pour notres families."
As he paused I said, "Tr^s bien, ils ont d voire disposi-

tion." There were no thanks uttered; it was the one
bend of the head with wild grace that showed apprecia-
tion, and never had I the slightest cause for complaints.

I cannot tell how many ouananiche I stabbed, played and
lost. In nine days I landed 145 fish weighing from 3 to

4llbs. Numberless instances did I time myself, the in-

terval between stabbing and landing the fish, and it was
never less than 15 minutes, and often 45 minutes before
the gamy antagonist was conquered.

It was a great trip, a fine camp, splendid provisions,
superb sport, faultless guides, grand weather. It makes
the heart too full for utterance to recall such an ideal
trip.

If any reader of this should be one of the great party
upon the piazza of Hotel Roberval when I returned with
24 ouananiche weighing from 3 to 4^1bs. caught the day
before, and 47 ouananiche of like weight salted in a birch
bark box, and heard Mr. Beemer ask, "What luck—show
up!" he will bear witness to the admiration excited by the
spectacle of the salmon stretched upon the piazza before
admiring, nay covetous eyes. With difficulty I got away
to get a tub and supper, and it was midnight when, with
voice so hoarse I could scarce whisper, that I got to bed,
so many had questions to propound as to the whereabouts
of the Eden wherein I had revelled—the flies, etc.

Guillaume Tremblay, Josef Simeon and Josef Robinson,
I dofl: my hat to "les gros guides" and revel in the thought
that I have engaged you for 1893 and, Deovolenite, we will

have a great time. Rowdy Rod.

[The illustrations are from amateur photographs by
the author,]

I
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Greenwood Lake Bass.

Bass fishing %fc Greenwood Lake seems to be unusually

good at present. Last Sunday the writer, in company
with his wife, took a boat at the outlet and rowed up to

the hpad of the lake, stopping over night at the Roe
Cottage and returning the following day. Several catches

of fifteen bass and upward to one boat for a half day's

fishing were noted. In the live box at the Rje Cottage
were two fine bass of 3^ and 3lbs. respectively, that were
caught Saturday last by a boy of ten. He had been fish-

ing from the island, on which stands the little Episcopal

Church, using worms for bait, and had only succeeded in

catching euufish. when, becoming discouraged, he had
cut oflE the tail of his most recent captive and thro wu him
in the water, still attached to bis hook. The fish sank,

and the boy tried to pull in his line, but found it fast, to

something—the bottom of the lake he thought at first.

He soon found out, however, that he had a large fish on
his line, and after quite a struggle succeeded in beaching
the bass, weighing 3*lbs. His mother wasnear by, and
after he had committed his big fish to her safe keeping,
he threw in again with another sunfish and caught the
3 b. bass.

At the lower end of the lake, which is the shoalest, the
majority of the fiah are caught still-fishing, while at the
upper end the most ijopular method just now seems to be
casting with a frog from a boat in toward shore at a
distance of 60 or 80 ft. The upper end of the lake is an
ideal bass water, with sharply shelving shores of shingle,

frequently diversified by rocky points and ledges, The
scenery at this end is particularly wild and attractive.

My wife and I amused ourselves on our journey up and
down the lake by trolling, and hooked seven fish in all, six

bass and one pickerel. Three of the bass succeeded in

shaking the spoon from their jaws before they could be
boated, and so escaped, but the others were not so
fortunate. Our largest weighed an even 21bs. B.

Buzzard's Bay Fishing.

Striped bass continue to be taken in small numbers at
Woods HoU. During the last week of August the follow-
ing captures were made : Oliver G-rinnell 2 weighing Slbs.

each, 1 of I4lbs., 1 of lolbs. Charles Grinnell, Jr., 1

weighing 81bs.: Frank GifEord took 3 weighing 12. 14 and
I4ilb3. respectively. On the morning of Sept. 2 Oliver
Grinnell captured a fine 16 pounder by trolling at the sur-

face. All of the others were taken by bottom fishing with
cut menhaden for bait, on the Pine Island side of the
"Hols." Eel-tail, so much i-elied upon heretofore, proved
far less killing than the oily and fragrant bonyfisb, usu-
ally styled menhaden. Young menhaden are schooling
around the shores in vast numbers: they range in length
from two to five inches. In Acushnet River, New B?,d
ford, the small bluefish are driving them up stream into
fresh water in company with small weakfish. Adult
menhaden are still remarkably scarce, so much so as
almost to stop hook and line fishing. There are plenty of
fine sea bass and scup in Vineyard Sound and Buzzard's
Bay, not far off. if only the necessary bait could be ob-
tained to make their capture possible. Adult bluefish are
plentiful, but the absence of bait prevents anglers from
taking them.—T. H. B. (Sept. 1.)

Forest and Stream's

^1 Fishing Postals.

"DROP US A LINE" ON A POSTAL CARD.

Fishing News, Place to Catch Pish, Pish Caught,

Fishing Incidents.

Port Royal, S. C, Sept. 3.—Says the Philosopher to

the Scissors Grinder, "Do tell me your little story." Says
the Grinder to the Philosopher, "Lord bless you sir, I

haven't any story to tell." Says the FoitEsT and Streaji
to the once upon a time angler, "Drop us a line and spin

us a fish story," Savs the Ancient Angler, "If I do, it

will be the first line I've dropped in the cause of fish and
fishing for over two years. For there's nothing worthy
of the name in this vicinity. In spring there was drum-
fishing, which I despise; then come sheep-head and
whiting, but you can only fish on turn of tide, and either

it is then night or too early in the morning, or if in day-
time too hot, and fun is not in it. So unless I draw on
memory or imagination, I cannot fill the bill. Piseco.

Philadelphia, Sept. 5.—The fishing at the banks, off

Anglesea, N, J,, is good at present. Oa Sept, 4 my
catch amounted to 301bF, in an hour's fishing, none of

the fish weighing under l^Jlbs, and principally sea bass.

Porgies were also taken in quantity, and a few flounders.

The inside fishing this year has been very poor along the
Jersey coast, such places as Corson's and Town sen d's
Inlets, which are noted places, yielding but little. Weak-
fish are very scarce, W. J, F,

Hudson, N, Y., Aug. 30.—The catch of black bass and
wall-eyed pike at Copake Like has been larger this season
than ever before. The local fishermen having been on
hand all the time, and among the visitors from abroad
was Mr. Stillman, of Hartford, Conn,, who surprise! the
natives by the number and size of fish taken One re-

marked, "Gee, gosh, all Friday, can't he snake them in!'"

H,

West Duluth, Minn., Aug. 30,—On Sept, 19 a party
of six from here go to Fleming L\ke, in Aitkin county,
for a week's black bass fishing. If "O, O, S." wishes to
try his luck with us on this trip he will be made welcome.
We expect to take some big fish, and will sro prepared for
a good time. Edward J. Luther,

Salmon Feeding in Fresh Water.
Office of the Peesident, Lsland Stanford Junior

University, Palo Alto, Cal,, Aug. 2d —Editor Forest and
Stream: Referring to the question of the salmon feeding
when in the fresh-water rivers, I have received the fol-
lowing in a private letter from a friend who is a captain
in the United States Army, an enthusiastic sportsman,
and widely acquainted with the rivers of the West:
"By the way, I see that all people are not wilUng to

believe that salmon discard their haversacks at the mouth
of the Columbia, Twenty- five years ago over near the
Haholine in Oregon I made as careful an investigation as
oDuld be made with a rod and rifle. On a stretch of
several hundred yards of the Malhew River the water was
almost constantly broken by salmon, as I thought feed-
ing. I worked the stream with everything I had in the
way of flies, but never got a rise. In the morning I tried
with a rifle and very soon succeeded in shooting a fish at
least 40in. long. His stomach contained nothing except-
ing a little slime. I had just such an experience in 1879
in the Lemhi River in Idaho." DA^aD S. Jordan.

Ltarge Susquehanna Bass.
Bainbeid&e, Pa,—What was perhaps one of the

largest, if not the largest, black bass ever taken in the
Susquehanna River, was caught at the Aqueduct. Juni-
ata River, two years ago by Mr, Jacob Hess, of Harris-
burg, Mr, Hess and another gentleman had been out
fishing and had just pulled into the mouth of a small
crcpk for the purpose of eating their lunch. They had
left the lines trailing out into the water from their boat
and had barely gotten ofl: when one of the reels gave
warning that a line was running out. Mr, H, hastened
to the scene of action and after considerable difficulty
succeeded in landing the monster bass. Owing to the
wonderful strength of the fish it is doubtful that a cap-
ture could have been efl:ected but for the fact that the
shore gave the anglers a chance to work him in and
strand Mm. Stehman Here.

Shenandoah Bass.
CLAitK County, Va,—There is plenty of black bass in

the Shenandoah River, Clark county, Va, The fishing
here is very good. Very few trout are to be found,
although the natural streams are present. The cause of
this absence of trout comes from the habit of netting the
brooks. The nets are held at the openings of the tem-
porary fish dams ann the trout are driven into them and
thus destroyed. Gray and fox squirrels are quite plenti-
ful, and pai-bridges (quail) afford very good sport in the
proper season, Scales.

The Cascapedia.
I HAD two very good days fishing on the Grand Casca-

pedia this year, and in one afternoon, not fishing the
middle of the day, I took 2G tish, 10 of the largest aggre-
gating SOlbs. in weight. This was not a bad average. A
year ago on the same stream, on Fourth of July morn-
ing, I caught a »j.Ubs, trout, and soon after caught two
fl'h (as I was fiibing with two fiies) that after a long
struggle I brought to the beach and found to weigh 7ilbs.,
one 8i and the other 41b5, W. B, Mershon.

Batctaewang; Trout. v

Sault Ste. Mabie, Mich., Aug. 2(K—Editor Forest
and Stream: Ptter Blue, of this place, a youth of 18
years, caught a few days ago, while fishing on the north
shore of Lake Superior, twelve brook trout that averaged
olbs. They were taken in Batchewang River, which
empties into the bay of that name, and were doubtless
seeking their spawning beds, I hope the merit of the
capture of those large and ever beautiful game flsh will

not be greatly depreciated when I state they were all

taken with the wriggling angle worm. The adolescent
angler doubtless had a world of pleasure with these
iridescent idols of the crystal stream, but if he ever learns
the artistic lesson of the guild, winning his triumphs
alone with the alluring fly, he will never, we opine, revert
to his present capture of which he is now so very proud.
Many an angler would have felt like forfeiting his chance
for paradise to have coaxed such scarlet-dyed beauties to
a banquet of the flies, for it would have been to him a
very heaven of delight, a triumph ever filling him with
endless emotions so infinitely pleasurable.

Alex Starbuck,

Fishing Near Ballock.
Hallock, Miim,, Aug, 20.—There has not been the

amount of fish caught in the smaller streams of Kittson
county for years that there is this season, and the prin-
cipal reason is because Dr. H. F. Yorke, the game and
fish warden, has invaded upon the nets that have been
continually stretched across the rivers at dift'erent points.
To day pickerel, pike and an occasional bass are found,
and they are large, fine fellows and make a very nice
change of diet for our people. The . bass is a new comer
since last year. His appearance is unaccountable, as
none of his kind have been introduced to this part of the
country.— E. H. L.

Newfoundland Waters.
Harbor Grack, Newfoundland. Aug. 25.—^Have just

returned from a week's fishing on the Hall's Bay line
railway. At Southwest Arm, Clode Sound, had grand
sport—trout ranging from 14lbs. to 4Ubs. Any of your
friends wanting good sport next year should try New-
foundland. There are several grand salmon and trout
rivers opened up and are eapy of access now this road is

built. Time for catching those large trout is from July 15
till Sept, 1, when close season commences. T. R. B.

AnijUng Talks. By George Daivson. Price 50 cents, Fly-
Rods and Fly-TacMe. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-3IaMng for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price Sfj.:'>ii.

Forest and Stream
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See details in another column.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. la to 16.—FoTU-th Annnal Dog Show of the Toronto In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, at Toronto, Canada. C. A.'
Stone, Sec'v.
Sept. 19 to 23.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel

Club, at Kingston, Canada H. C. Bates, Seti'y.

Sept. 20 to 23.—Western Michigan Kennel Club, at Grand Rapids
Minli. H. Dale Adams, Galesburg. Mich., Superintendent;.
Sept. 26 to 30.—Rochester Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Dr.

O. S. Bamber, Sec'y. '

Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Ottawa, Can. Alfred Geddes, Ser 'y.

Oct. 25 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Clab, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.
Marston. Sec'y.
Kov. 23 to 25,—Brooklyn. H. W. Runtington, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
1893.

.Jari. n.-Gloversville, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'v.
h 21 to 22.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. J as.

MoTtlnif^r, Snpt.
June 13 to 1",— World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. I). Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Ort. 25.—Third Annual Field Trialis of the National Bengle Club,

at Nanupt, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 24. H. V. .Jamie

-

sen, Sef'y.
>.ov. 7 -Internationa] Field Trials Club, third annual trials, at

Cha'ham, Our,. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stalfes, Nov. 8.

W. B Wei's Sec'y.
N V 7.-United States Field Trials at Elizabethtown, Ky. P.

T Msd)=oi , Inaianap^]is. Ind. Pec'v.
Nov. 8.—New Enslaad F -id Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knieht Sperrv. New H'ven. Conn., Sec'y.
Nov. U.— Fju' th An-UHl Trinis of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, M.iss. J. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial?, at Columbus, Ind. W, J. Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Sef.'y.

Nov. 28. -Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

.

F, G, Taylor, Sec' e.

Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N, C. Col, Ode ]J.

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr, G.

,

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb 8—Rntithern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.i

Brumby, Sec'y.

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.
THE DERBY.

The trials began on Wednesday, Aug. 31, at Morris, Man.,
as advertised. Chickens were said to be in such great abun-
dance before the trials that hut little searching was required
to find them, and that therefore they were too plentiful for
a trial; but during the running they were none too plentiful,
and it taxed the searching and finding abilities of the dogs
to make a good showing.
The grounds are excellent for the pttrposes of a field trial;

the accommodations are comfortably good, and there are
plenty of birds for field triol purposes. The town is situated
about 28 miles from the boundary line, on the Canadian
Pacific and Northern Pacific railroads, on the Red River. It
is built on the prairie, so that the shooting begins from the
outskirts, and as it is but a small town, the grotmds are but
a few hundred yards from the hotel.
The prairie is interspersed with growths of bushes here

and there, varying in width from a mere clump to 100 or
more yards in diameter, and they are favorite haunts of the
birds during the midday hours. In the morning hours up
to 10 or 11 o'clock, and from 4 o'clock till night, they are
found on the prairie and wheat fields, some of the latter 1

being very large, and afford good feeding grounds for the^
birds.
Mr. W. Tallman did the judging and gave general satis

faction. He managed the running skilfully, and his de-

>

cisions were well received. '

This Derby was a most difficult stake to judge, the work
varying from good and bad to indifferent, and many errors i

of the dogs added to the complications. Hardly a single')
dog in the stake worked with any uniformity. Mr. Tallman i

gave them ample time and opportunity to exhibit their <

capabilities. He was very painstaking in arriving at correct (

decisions.
The club held a meeting on the evening of Aug, 31. It has

a membership of about 100. Two more, Messrs. G. W. Har-
j

risen and ,7. W. Robert.-, both of Souris, Man., were elected
,

to membership. The rules were changed to make them i

conform to the requirements of the spotting system, in.stead
;

of the heat system, which required but very little change to •<

accomplish.
The Canadian handlers showed excellent skill, and obedi- i

ent dogs which ranged with self-confidence. Their quiet I

and fair handling was admirable and would be an improving
I

model for many handlers in the States to copy.
,

It is an utter impo.«sibility for a judge to decide with any
i

satisfaction on the qualities of half-broken dogs, and such I

dogs obstruct the interests of all competitors.
All field trials rules should give the judge power to with- I

bold prizes on account of want of merit. No dog is a high- I

class dog which will not take the necessary training, and no :

dog is fitted for a competition which cannot be handled in
|

the usual manner.
^

Although the trials were run during the close season, the
i

club had legal permission to shoot twenty birds by a special i

act of Grovernment, as the following will show:
j

PROVINCE OP MANITOBA.
j

GAM^! niCENSE TO THE MANITOBA FIELD TKIAIS CLITB.
,

Under and by virtue of the authority of Section 1 of an act to I

amend the Game Protection Act, 18y2,pprmission is hereby granted
to the Manitoba Field Trials Club, a limited number of'chickens i

to shoot, take, hunt and kill not to exi^eed twenty, witbin the
Province of Manitoba, at theiv annual trial for the'year 1892, in
conformity with the provisions of the said act.
Given under my hand at the Department of Agriculture and \

Immigration in the city of Winnipeg, this 29th day of August,
i

1892. (Signed) Thos Ghbenwat,
I

Minister of Agriculture, Statistics and Health. i

H. McKell^b, City Clerk. '

The high standing and influence of the club can be no '

better evidenced than by such a document.
The secretary, Mr. A, Hollowav, was absent in consequence

i

of ill health. Mr. E. D. Adams, of Winnipeg, attended to
the details of the office with skill and promptness.

,The winners of first and third are owned by J. M. Avent '

and Bayard Thayer. The work of both dogs was marred by I

nisobedience and unfinished training. Both go with dash
|

and vim, point well, but they did not always locate their
i

birds with the best of judgment and made many errors-
thtir range also was faulty, being mixed, wide and close,

'

rfgardless of the grounds, and often they cast back and
,

worked behind their handlers.
The pointer dog Albert;a Joe. winner of second, washy I

far tbe best worker in the stake in every res^pect, and really
be-it hirasalf in his last bent by jealousy, persistent refusal I

to back and errors in work on birds. Taken all in all, [

believe he was the best dog in the stake on the work done '

but there were .so many errors on his part toward the last
'

that he cjuld with good reas.oa be placed second. On the '

other hand, the others had plenty of error,<« as well. Joe
'
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exhibited veiy clean, intelli^eTit work in his flt-at heat,
ranging wide, with excellent judgment and proved himself
a goodliuder, and skilful in pointing the birds when found.
Had his handler been more experienced in the nice points
of field trial handling his dog would have won easily. Joe
is nicely broken with the one exception of backing, and his
handler, observing conscientiously what he thought the
rules and fair play required, permitted his dog to go by the
pointing dog without any effort to restrain him.
The spirit of fair play and a desire to see the best dogs

win were predominant with every member. Every move
was characterized by the greatest consideration for fairness
to all, and every member present showed himself a gentle-
man sportsman.
Following is a list of the Derby entries:

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
dog Kingston (Chance—Bessie Avent)

'With
L. W. Smith'.s black, white and tan bitch Fair Chatham

(Chatham—Babe W.).

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black and white dog
Bonia iRod-Juno A.)

with
F. II. Perry and John Switzer's Irish setter bitch Hawk-

eye Queen (Claremont Patsy—Nora of Claremont).

J. M, Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
dog Lochinvar (Chance—Bessie Avent)

vjiih
John Shai-ples's liver and white pointer dog Alberta Joe

(Ightfield ITpson-Ightfleld Blythe).

F. H. Perry and B. G. Odione's Irish setter bitch Clare-
mont Clara (Claremont Patsv—Claremont Glencho)

with
John Siarples's liver and white ticked pointer bitch Al-

berta Ruby (Ightfield Upson—Ightfield Blythe).

The Irish setters made a most excellent showing, ranging
wide at good speed, but need more experience on birds.
The starters were not so many as there would have been

had there not been malicious influences at work against the
club's success. Of this, more later.
Besides those mentioned hereinafter t^ere were present at

the trials Messrs. W. F. Ellis, D. M. Telford, J. Wootton
and Samuel Beckett, who has judged the club's trials in
previous years, and others.

Wednesday.
Wednesday was very favorable for good work. A stiff

and steady wind blew from the south. The temperature
was aboiat riaht for comfort and good work. Chickeus were
found in sufficient numbers to test the dogs satisfactorily.
Taken as a whole the work done during the forenoon was of
an ordinary mixed grade of good, bad and indifferent. How-
ever, a high order of skillful work was necessary to secure
good results as the chickens showed some wildness and
flushed easily.
An effort was made to work the dogs up wind as much as

possible, but it is of no importance whatever in hunting for
bevies, except at such times as a dog quarters his ground in
mathematical lines. Liter, the dogs were worked regard-
less of the wind. A dog which ranges well according to his
own judgment will beat out his ground quite as well when
the course of the shooter is down wind as when it is xip

wind.
The BEnBY—First Series.

KiNGSTOK—Fa?j Chatham.—They were started at 7:49 in
the open prairie. Kingston was handled by J. M. Avent
and was troubled with a sore foot which made a slight dif-
ference in his running. Fan was handled by L. W. Smith.
Soon after being cast off, Fan drew accui-ately to a point on
a bevy. She "held her point for a few moments then
abandoned it and worked to one side, feeling for scent.
The chickens flushed wild. King had taken a cast out of
sight and was not found for several minutes. Sent on,
King false-pointed, and Fan backed indifferently. Fan
next drew nicely to a point on a single bird which flushed
wild ahead of her before the handler could walk up to her.
Sent on, she roaded again and a single bird flushed w ild

ahead of her. King a moment afterward pointed. Fan
drew to a flush on a single and soon afterward King drew
to a point on one; a short distance from there he pointed
another. While both were making game, a single flushed
wild ahead. Fan next drew accurately to a good point on
a single bird in grass. The dogs were ordered up at 8:'20.

There was no sharp, nice work in the heat: in fact, the
work was awkward and lacked finish. King did not go to
running birds with promptness, and ranged irregularly,
very wide or close and beat out his ground without exercis-
ing much judgment. Fan showed a good nose and judg-
ment in drawing and pointing, but the latter was done in
a listless manner. She did not range above moderately
well.
BoNiA—Hawkeye Qtteen.—They were started at 8:35, the

former handled by J. M. Avent, the latter by W. Pickering.
The heat was a poor one. Queen ranged wide and with
judgment, but her performance on birds was limited, con-
sidering the opportunities. Bonia did not show any fin-

ished, accurate work, and was disposed to point on' false
scent or footscent. His first work was a flush on an out-
lying bird, then he took a short turn and pointed a single;
as his handler walked up he moved forward a few steps and
the bird flushed just as he stopped. At the same time Queen
and her handler flushed the rest of the bevy. Bonia roaded
and pointed, then took a turn and flushed the bird. He
next false pointed and Queen backed him well. The dogs
were watered. Bonia false-pointed again and Queen drew
in to his point, refusing to back, which was in a measure
excusable in consequence of having been deceived by a false
point and indecision. Sent on, Bonia pointed a bevy and
Queen backed fairly well. This was the first good piece
of work done in the heat. Queen had the better range
but she had no find. The heat was ordinary. The dogs
were ordered up at 9:0.5. Bonia showed good speed, but his
I'ange was irregular and lacked judgment.
LocHisvAR—Albeeta Joe.—J. M. Avent handled the

former, J. Shai-ples the latter. The heat began at 9:13. Both
dogs showed range and spirit. Loch false-pointed and Joe
backed apparently or stopped to scent. Sent on Joe showed
decidedly the better range and judgment. He pointed three
birds and Loch laacked, but required cautioning to hold it.

Sent on Loch took a cast down wind about 100yds., got
wind of the rest of the bevy and pointed them. Sent on. he
going at speed, soon flushed a bird and chased it, but stopped
finally to order, then ran to the wagon close by. He was
mildly jmnished, but it seemed to cool his ardor through
the rest of the heat. Again sent on Joe was doing some
grand ranging, and carried himself stylishly. He soon
dropped to a point on a bevy and held it well. The birds
flusLied wild some yards ahead as the handlers walked up.
Sent on Joe soon dropped to a point and nothing apparently
was found to it. Sent on about 100yds. ahead of wiiere Joe
pointed, Loch flushed a single bird, which probably had run
from Joe's point. IsexC, Loch roaded a bird to a flush close
by the handlers. Joe taking a long cast at the same time
flashed a bird across wind. At 9:47 the heat ended. The
work done was the best of the forenoon. Joe .showed a high
claiss quality of Derby work and was easily ahead of evety-
thing in the stake on the work so far done. Loch showed
excellent quality, but wanted more experience and finish.
Joe's worst fault was in dropping to his points, a trifling
matter as compared to the gtiaiity of his superior work.

GLAHEMoyr Clara—AlbertA Rttbt.—The former was
bandied by W. Pickering, the latter by John Sharpies.
They were started at 9:55 and ran about twenty minntes
without finding, when they wei-e watered and again sent
on. Ruby flushed two birds excusably down wind. They
were taken up at 10:38, and carried to scrubs near by where
a bevy had been marked down. Ruby pointed the bevy.
ClHra coming in close by stopped to an uncertain point, and
a single flushed close to her. Both were running together
a great deal and watching each other. Ruby showed the
most independence and ranged the wader, in fact showed a
very superior range. Some bungling work was done on
scattered birds in the bushes. At 10:45 Clara was sent on
working alone till U:Ol. She ranged well, but found nothing
and made a false point. The running was then suspended
till after dinner and the party went to town.
A rest of several hours was taken on account of the

midday weather.

Second Scries.

The judge retained six dogs to try conclusions again, the
work in the first series being too unsatisfactory to form an
opinion of the dogs' relative standing. Those selected were
Bonia, Alberta Joe, Kingston, Alberta Ruby, Hawkeye
Q.ueen and Lochinvar.
BoNTA—Albeeta Joe.—They started at 2:55. Joe started

slowly at his work, but soon increased his pace and range
and was taking as good casts as in the moi-ning. Bon soon
pointed a single. Joe came in down wind, refused to back
and joined in the point. The bird was flushed to one side a
few yards away. The weather was so warm that the dogs
were taken up at 8:13. The party rested and no more work
was done until 4;25, when the dogs were again started.
Bonia had an unpleasant habit of turning in at the ends of
his casts and working behind his handler. Joe pointed a
bevy across wind, and Bonia, coming in, came through the
bevy and backed. Sent on, Bonia flushed a remaining bird;
and, ,50yds. further on, .Toe flivshed a bird down wind. After
some ranging, Joe struck foot scent and roaded. but his
handler urged him on. He then took a cast, came back and
roaded accurately to a flush. Next each flushed. They were
ordered up at 4:,3fi to be put down again later.

K inCtSton—AlbeetaRuby.—At 4:40 they began their heat.
King soon took a long cast to the rear and beat out the
ground to and fro from a quarter to a half mile or more
away and quit working to the gun for fuUy ten minutes,
ignoring the whistle, whereupon Mr. Avent mounted a
horse, rode to him and brought him back. The heat was
then resumed. King pointed three birds, and being urged
on he flushed. At the same time Ruby, across a hollow
lOOyds. away, pointed: nothing found. The dogs were
brought together and started. Ruby flushed one on stub-
ble, and dropped as two more flushed. Moved on. King
pointed and Ruby drew in and took the point. The bird
was flushed some yards ahead. Ruby next pointed a single
bird. Ruby ranged well and showed good speed. The heat
was a poor one, being but ordinarily good in small parts.
Hawkeye Queen—Lochtijvar. —They started at 5:30.

This, too, was a poor heat, unfinished, fragmentaiy work
predominating. Queen pointed at the edge of a stubble and
Loch coming in to call, ran into the bevy, which was down
wind of Queen, and flushed it. He showed an inclination
to chase but stopped to caution, which disturbed Queen and
she left her point. She resumed her point afterward and
roaded to a flush on a single on the stubble. Next she
pointed and was backed. Her handler failing to flu-^h

ordered her on, and the bird was afterward flushed about
10yds. from where she pointed. Loch was disobedient and
difficult to handle. Up at 5:24 with no chance of either
winning.
BoNTA—Alberta Joe.—They were again cast off' at 5:30

Quite a long search was made before finding, .Joe pointed
where a bird flushed wild. Next he made a partially ex-
cusable flush on the stubble. Next, Bonia pointed and Joe
refused to back and took the point. He apparently was
getting more jealous and made no pretext of Packing. He
was not getting off his nose, if his power of recognizing
scent and going to the birds was any criterion by which to
judge. He was showing jealousy and carelessness, and his
handler was urging him too much. Sent on, Bonia again
pointed. Joe refused to back, took the point, drew on and
flushed the bird. Avent killed. Up at 5:4.5. .Joe pointed a
bird j'lst as the heat ended.
This finished the stake and the work for the day.
The judge after a few minutes' consideration announced

the winners as follows:
First, Bonia; second, Alberta Joe; third, Kingston.
The prizes in the Derby were S1.50 to first, |90 to second, $60

to third. To non-members the entry fee was $5 to enter, .¥10

additional to start. To members, S3 and #5. Entries closed
July I.

THE ALL-AGE STAKE.
This stake began on Thiu'sday morning. There were 1:3

starters. The quality of the work done was very good as a
whole, some of it superior.
Mr. Tallman handled the running with skill, and deter-

mined the winners with correctness and good judgment,
giving the greatest satisfaction.
This stake was open to the world, and even first winners

at the great trials were not barred. So far as the trials
of this year are concerned, these liberal conditions made no
difference; but there is a possibility that such a liberal
policy, if followed in the future, will work against the best
interests of the club and the competitors. There are certain
important matters of revenue which every club has to con-
sider and should consider, to sustain it with as little deficit
as possible. With an ail-aged stake open to the world,
there is a possibility that there might be so many first prize
winners entered in future stakes that there would not be the
slightest chance for amateurs, consequently they would not
enter their dogs. The necessity of barring first prize win-
ners from all-aged stakes has been demonstrated at the
larger trials. It cuts down the clubs' revenues if they are
not barred.
Duke of Manitoba, the winner of first, made an excellent

showing and won his honors most thoroughly. His work
was regular and good. He exhibited excellent finding qual-
ities and located his birds with judgment and promptness.
He had good style, a most pleasant disposition and perfect
obedience. He showed a slight degree of over-training once
in awhile by looking to his handler for a signal to indicate
the direction in which to hunt, a fault not habitual and very
easily remedied.
Bettye S , the second prize winner, is well known in the

history of field trials.

Novelist, third, showed a very superior order of ranging
and good judgment in her work. She maintained a uniform
rate of good s{)eed, and performed fairly well on birds. In
ranging with judgment, she was superior to Bettye S. She
was the winner of the All-Aged Stakes of the club's trials
last year.
The trials were a success and deserve the support of all

sportsmen. A scrupulous spirit of fair play was observable
in every move of the management, as could not be otherwise
when such true gentlemen and true sportsmen were in
charge. There can not be too many such clubs if they com-
prise similar memberships.
Following is the list of starters:
L. W- Smith's black, white and tan setter bitch Atlanta

(Jean Val Jean )

with
John Woolton's black and white dog Dick Bondhu II.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
setter bitch Novelist (WoodhuU's Bruce — Llewellin's
Novelty)

With
P. A. McDonald's white and black setter dog Roy.

F. H. Brydges's brown and white pointer bitch Daisy
'With

J. M. Avent and Bavard Thayer's black, white and tan
setter bitch Bettye S. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).

J. D. McMurry's white and lemon bitch Belle
wit7i

.1. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
setter dog Rupert (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

J. A. Telford's blue belton setter dog Grouse (^Brant—Lill).
with

W. F. Ellis's black, white and tan setter dog Duke of
Manitoba (A. 24,734J.

W. F. Ellis's lemon and white English setter bitch Cora
with

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
dog Orlando (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).

E. D. Adams's liver and white setter dog Shot (Frost II,—
Dime), a bye.
About a dozen birds were killed during the trials. It was

most conclusively demonstrated that mo'^'t successful trials
can be held on chickens in Manitoba. There are birds in
sufficient numbers to test the dogs, there are the best of
grounds and the climate is most favorable for work, condi-
tions which did not always prevail at the chicken trials held
in the States in the 703 and 80s. Such trials are very conclu-
sive tests of a dog's merit, much more so than trials on
quails commonly are. They also show that when a dog is
absent a long time he is not always pointing.

Thursday.
The day opened with some signs of rain, but as the sun

rose higher the weather cleared up and the temperature
gradually became warmer. A steady mild south wind blew
till about midday, when it died away and the weather was
then close and sultry and distressing for the dogs to work.
There was a tiresome delay in getting the dogs started. Mr.
Smith, in making an early start ahead of the party, by some
misunderstanding got into the wrong place. Mr. Avent
thought that his competition began in the third heat, when
it began in the second, thus there was a delay of forty-nine
minutes, added to a late start, which everybody endured as
patiently or impatiently as they pleased.

First Scries.

Novelist—Rov.—As the first brace could not be started
owing to the absence of Mr. Smith and Atlanta, this brace
was started. J. M. Avent handled Novelist and W. Picker-
ing handled Roy. Novelist took wide casts from the start,
working out her ground nicely to the gun. One, a long
cast, was to a stubble, she flushed an outlying bird and
dropped to wing. She remained down. Roy backed her,
then moved on and flushed a single. Avent flushed the
rest of the birds, .shot and killed. Both dogs were steady.
Roy made two flushes on the stubble. Novelist, in the
meantime, pointed, drew on forty yards and pointed the
birds. Roy backed, Avent killed and both dogs were steady.
They were ordered up at 8:37. Novelist's work on birds
was a bit faulty.
Atlanta — Dick Bondhc —They began at 8:31. The

former was handled by L. W. Smith, the latter by John
Woolton. Atlanta flushed three times in succession, twice
excusably across wind and once up wind. Atlanta next
pointed up wind of a single and Dick backed. Atlanta
moved on and Dick went up and pointed the bird. He was
steady to shot. Next he flushed across wind in stubble
They were ordered up at 8:59, just as Atlanta pointed and
a single bird flushed a long distance ahead. Tne work on
birds was very imperfect. Atlanta showed a fair range
only. Dick ranged too close, but was diligent and showed
good judgment.
Daisy—Bettye S.—They started at 9:30 and ran seven-

teen minutes when they were watered. The former was
handled by W. Pickering, the latter by J. M. Avent. Each
flushed a single across wind. On stubble, Bettve drew to a
flush on a single bird and dropped to wing, a poor piece of
work. Both ranged wide and at good speed, but showed
poor judgment, and their performance on birds was also
poor.
Belle—Rupert.—W. Pickering handled Belle, J. M.

Avent handled Rupert. They were cast off at 9:30. Belle,
behind a clump of bushes, flushed a bevy or pointed just as
it flushed. She was concealed by the bushes and it could
not be determined what she had done. Moved on after the
same bevy in the open. Rupert pointed it aad Belle backed
or pointed. Both were steady to shot. They weve worked
on the scattered birds. Belle, at edge of the hushes, pointed
and the bird flushed wild io the'bushes. A number of op-
portunities were olfered for good work on the scattered
birds, but the handlers crowded their dogs so hard that
they made errors and the work was broken and unsatisfac-
tory. At 9:59 they were watered and sent on. Next, Belle
pointed and was backed. Nothing found. The heat ended
at 10:11. Rupert had a slight advantage in speed. Belle
made wider ca«ts. Both mads a poor showing on birds.
They were urged too much by their handlers at times to do
good work, but they fell far short of their onport unities.
Grouse-Duke of Manitoba.—J. A. Telford handled the

former, W. F. Ellis the latter. They began at 5:04, the in-
tervening time having been passed in town, the weather be-
ing close and oppressive. lb was still sultry and very trying
to the dogs. Duke ranged wide and well from the start.
Grouse was working diligently but his range was only
medium. He pointed a single nicely in erass and Duke
backed or pointed near him when called in. Sent on,
Grouse showed signs of distress soon and began to let up in
his work. Duke pointed a bevy nicely. He broke shot wUen
the bird was killed. TJo at 5:37. Duke beat out his eround
with rare judgment and worked his birds skilfully. He was
perfectly obedient to command and signal and showed a
sweet disposition.
Cora—Orlando —Mr. Ellis handled Cora, Mr. Avent,

Orlando. They began at 5:34. Orlando made a very long
cast, too long for practical work, and pointed a bevy. A
single bird of it flushed. He drew forward a few steps and
pointed again. Some more flushed. He moved in, got
identified closely with the proceedings for several minutes,
flushing, over an area of several acres, different lots of
chickens, utterly ruining his chances. He flushed six dif-
ferent times, singles and more. Rarely was such a disturb-
ance created among peaceful chickens by a dog, and there
seemed to be lots of them, although much alarmed. Sent
on again, he pointed a bird about 300yds. away, drew in on
it and flushed. Cora made game, pointed a single and was
steady to shot. The heat ended at 6:01, Cora was not a
wide ranger, but was cunning in her work on birds. Orlando
was too much out of control to know much about his work
otherwise.
Shot — Atlanta.—The former had the bye. He was

handled bv W. Pickering. The heat began at 6:10 and
ended at 6:41. Atlanta had the wider range. Both showed
faulty work on birds, though having plenty of opportu-
nities. Atlanta was particularly faulty in locating running
birds. She broke shot wildly oace, This ended the running
for the day.
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The judge in tlie evening announced that six dogs would
remain in, namely, Atlanta, Novelist, Bettye S., Duke of

Manitoba, Rupert and Cora.

Friday.

Second Series,

The morning was cloudy and there was a cool northwest
wind. A thundfrstorm the night before had cooled the air

and there was more moisture. The morning was a fine one
for work on chickens, and some very good work was done.

The heats were most satisfactorily and skillfully conducted.
Atlakta—Novelist.—They began work at T -.23. Novelist

ranged wide, beat out her ground with excellent judgment,
and worked to the guu nicely and quietly. She was first to

point, and Atlanta, .50yds. away, backed handsomely.
Novelist drew on. pointing and roading till she established

a point on the bevy. Both were steady to shot. Sent on,

Novelist pointed a' remaining bird. Next, she was roading
when Atlanta, casting across ahead pointed the bird, which
flushed wild. Searching for another bevy, Atlanta pointed
and Novelist backed. The birds flushed as handler walked
up. They were then cast off on stubble. Novelist road ed
and flush pd a bird across wind and dropped to wing. Her
handler flushed a bevy ahead of her. Novelist flushed a
bird across wind and Atlanta pointed one nicely. The
latter showed indecision in work on birds and pottered at

times. Novelist was faulty in her work on birds, although
not bad. Her work otherwise was excellent.

Bkttte S.—Duke of Manitoba.—They were started at

S;06. Duke made game and both stopped to a point at about
the same time close to each other. Duke drew on accurately

to a point on the bevy while Bettye held her point on foot

scent. The birds flushed wild far ahead. Both were .steady

to shot. Next, Bettye and Duke both pointed a single. The
birds were followed. Duke pointed the bevy, and it was
flushed one or two at a time. Bettye pointed a single, after

which the dogs were watered and again sent on. Bettye
pointed a bird and Duke backed prettily. Duiie pointed
next where a single flushed wild a while before. Next, both
at the same time roaded to a point on foot scent where birds

had flushed wild. Sent on. Duke pointed a lark. He next
roaded to a point where the bird had fliished wild. Near
bushes Duke flushed a single and Bettye dropped to a point
on one. Sent on, she soon pointed; nothing found. At 8:45

they were again watered. Sent on, Duke found and pointed
a bevy stylishly. Sent on, he again drew nicely to a point
on a bevy. Bettye flushed two remaining birds excusably
and pointed one. At the same time Duke, 100 yards away,
pointed a single. He showed a higher class of work in every
way, handling his birds with skill and accuracy, and exhitv

itine excellent ranging. All his work was governed by good
judgment. He looked to his handler for orders at intervals,

'bot his general work was independent.
Rupert—Coea.—They began at 9-16. Cora showed good

judgment and roaded and pointed well. She also showed
good judgment in her range, which was of medium width,
and located and pointed her birds well. Her speed was
fairly good. Rupert showed good speed, beat out his groimd
fairly well and made many errors on birds, apparently being
ofl: his nose. He required constant directing and prompting
in r,anging. Each backed well. The heat ended at 9:4S.

Bettye S.—Dtie:e of Manitoba.—They were cast off

again at 10:30. Bettye took a long cast down wind. Duke
took a cast across wind and pointed. Both roaded up wind,
Duke doing the better, Bettye requiring a lot of whistling
and assisting to keep her on the trail. It was thought that
the dogs were roading up wind on the back trail, so they
were cast back down wind. Going up wind again, Bettye
flushed the birds on the stiibble some yards away from where
the trail had been abandoned. She dropped, and as her
handler walked up others flushed wild. Sent on, Bettye
next flushed a bird and dropped to wing. She pottered
about and pointed a bird and was steady to shot. Duke,
going across stubble, wheeled to a point as a bevy flushed
and was steady. Duke made two points on singles and
three flushes, one up wind, the others across wind. Duke
pointed a bird, and was steady to shot. The heat then ended;
time 11:06. He again beat Bettye most thoroughly in every
respect, and displayed very uniform work and good judg-
ment.
The judge soon announced: First, Duke of Manitoba; sec-

ond. Bettye A.; third, Novelist.

First prize, rSloO; second, 190; third, §tiO. Entry fee same as
in the Derby. Entries closed Aug. 16.

This concluded the fifth annual trial of the club, a most
pleasant and successful meeting; and for thegood fellowship,
true gentlemanly sportsmanship, fair play and skillful man-
aging it is worthy the emulation of all. B. WAteks.

POINTS AND PLUSHES FROM MANITOBA,
A brief review and a few words in respect to field trial

matters in Manitoba maybe pertinent. The patron of the
club is Sir Donald A. Smith, governor of the Hud.son's Bay
Co., vice-president of the Canadian Pacific R. R., and presi-

dent of the Bank of Montreal. He gave $100 to the club this
year, to further field trial interests. The president, Mr. W.
F. Ellis, a barrister by profession, is one of the most famous
hunters of the Province, famous specially as a mighty hunter
of bear, elk and other biggame. It was a source of keen regret
that illness prevented the popular secretary. Mr. A. Hoilo-
way, from attending the trials. The duties of the oflice

have been most efficiently attended to by Mr. E. D.
Adams, of the Hudson's Bay Co., whose afliability and
energy were unvarying. During the running of the All-Aged
Stake there were more in attendance. There were Messrs.
L. W. Smith, W F. ElUs, J. Wootton, J. M. Avent, John
Sharpi.es, D. M. Telford, E. D. Adams, Wm. Pickering, W.
A. Bruette, Samuel Beckett, J. A. Telford and Mr. Fergu-
son. Mr. Beckett was the owner of the pointer Drake,
famous in the history of the pointer and field trials in
England.
The club sufliered some this year in the way of insufficient

support, due to the malicious opposition of parties who were
inimical to its interests, the unworthy and unsportsmanlike
opposition having its source with a person who was supposed
to be an ardent supporter of all true sportsmanship, instead
of a peevish obstructionist.
The trouble originated in the acts of the former secretary

and treasurer, Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg. In the
early part of last year, he was instrumental in calling an
illegal meeting, at which, in addition, no quorum was pres-
ent. Some most high-handed acts in the way of cutting
ofl: members, electing officers, etc., were done. As the club
has about one hundred members, it was virtually an at-
tempt of one man to run the whole club and its business.
This was the bolder as the dues of the self-constituted mana-
gers were in arrears. It was only when legal proceedings were
imminent that Mr. -Johnson retreated from his position and
gave up the books, which were mo.st carelessly kept and
worthless as a history of the club's accounts. He resigned,
but owing to some most important reasons his resignation
was not accepted and he was expelled. As a result, in a
great measure, of his resentment, the Northwestern Field
Trial Club owes its existence. So far as forming a chab is

concerned it is most commendable. It is quite the contrary
when persistent and malicious opposition is carried so far as
personally to solicit gentlemen to withdraw from member-
ship, to solicit others to refi-ain from making entries, to per-
suade handlers not to attend, and to revile it at every op-
portunity, the more so when it all originated in an injustice
to the club. The latter claimed Sept. 6 for the commence-
ment of its trials, and it was so announced througb the
sporting press. Immediately thereafter the secretary of the

new club notifled the older club that it claimed the date
Sept. 5 for the commencent of its trials, thus coming in con-
flict with studied malice. The Manitoba Field Trial Club
thereupon changed its dates rather than have any unpleas-
antness. The new club hasmanj'^ members, I am told, some
of whom live in the States, and this item may be new and
interesting to them, and profitable to the cause of better
sportsmanship. B. Waters.

GORDONS AT THE NEW ENGLAND TRIALS.

Editor Forest and Streani:
The Gordon Setter Club has been endeavoring to arrange

\vith the New England Field Trial Club for separate Gordon
field trials and prizes at Assonet, Ma.S3., commencing Nov,
8, but has not succeeded.
President Power, of the N. E. P. T. Club, in a letter to me

dated Sept. 1, deemed such a course unwise for his club, at
present, for several reasons, among others, "because it

would give an unec^ual advantage to the Gordon setter over
the English and Irish setter and pointer which must meet
all comers on an equal footing."' Also, because of the "neces-
sarily increased time not being at om' disposal, for which
reason we have abandoned the Amateur Stake, which was
strongly advocated by many of otir most influential mem-
bers." He adds, "Personally I am very fond of the Gordon,
and hope to see a large number of them ac our trials. They
ought to do much better work on our New England cover
and open than they could do South or West; and I hope you
will join us in an efliort to have the breed well represented."
So, the Gordon sett' r must run in the general "All-Age

Stake for setters and pointers; prizes, first, SS300; second,
§100; third, 8.50. Entries close Nov. 1, 1893; -SIO to nominate
(which must accompany the entry) and $10 additional to

start. For entry blanks, running rules, etc., address E.
Knight Sperry, Secretary N. E. P. Trial Club, New Haven,
Conn,"
As already anuounced,-the Gordon Setter Club has also

ofiiered a special prize of $50 cash for the Gordon setter show-
ing the best field work at these Assonet field trials, pro-
vided that there are at least three Gordon startei-s. I Avill

give a special prize of -SoO cash for the Gordon setter belong-
ing to a member of our Gordon Setter Club at the time of
closing the entries, Nov. 1, which shows the be.st field work
Hi, the same trials. And these special prizes are likely to be
increased soon.

I expect to enter two or three Gordons myself, and already
hear of three others. Doubtless the list will swell as the
matter becomes known to owners of Gordon setters, and
there will be a good representation of our favorite at these
trials.

As has been said before, "there are many Gordons in the
field, in use for private shooting in the Middle and Eastern
States; and, as these can be shown at Assonet without the
long and expensive journey to the North Carolina trials, it

is thought that many can be di'awn out, especially as the
kind of country calls for the manner of field work that our
Northern sportsmen have been accustomed to."

I am informed that the trials will be mostly upon quail,
with an occasional woodcock and partridge, and that the
country around Assonet is rather more open and less hilly

than is usual "up North." The running rules of the New
England Field Trial Club more nearly resemble the cnn-
ditions of an ordinary day's sport than those of the other
clubs.

I do not know whether we Gordon owners will ever get a
more favorable chance to try our dogs afield with other
kinds, and it is earnestly hoped that this opportunity will
be embraced by many. With the same efl'ort that ha'; put
linglish and Irish setters and pointers up in public estima-
tion we can, in a few years, put our Gordons alongside any
breed. Can we not try it; drop our old animosities and
work together for the good of the breed.
In that spirit and with that view the Gordon Setter Club

would like to see its old members again on its rolls regard-
less of past differences.
Let the best Gordon win, no matter of what strain.

James B. Blossom,
President Gordon Setter Club of America.

New Yokk.
,

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Car.—Mr. C. H. Smith, St. Stephen, N. B.. who

recently had over two or three Skye terriers, has, I hear,
another team on the way. He is disappointed in not having
received particulars in time to enter them for Toronto.

Mr. William Brodie, of the Dunbar Kennels, Dunbar,
Scotland, arrived here on Tuesday last with a team of 8
dogs. Mr. Brodie is well-known as the owner of the Irish
terrier Irish Ambassador. Mr. Brodie judged Glasgow
show last year and is well in the run vnth canine affairs in
England, having been a constant visitor and exhibitor at the
best shows. He has also frequently reported for the Stuf^k-

Kecpcr and has consented to act in that capacity for all

classes other than spaniels and terriers at Toronto, for the
Canadian Kennel Gazette.

On the same boat, S. S. Ontario, also arrived the wire
hair fox-terrier Adswood Jim, now in his sixth year, for Mr.
S. Munro, London. He will be seen at Toronto.

The secretary of the C. K. C's annual report, which will be
read at the annual meeting, has been mailed to each mem-
ber of the Canadian Kennel Club, and the following extract
is sufficient to give the general reader an idea of the state of
kennel affairs in Canada at present:
"I am happy to state that the club is flourishing, growing

in importance and activity and daily increasing its

membership. At this date (Sept. 2) there are 145 mem-
bers in good standing, and doubtless many more will make
good their membership before the close of 1892. Of these no
less than eighty-nine have joined since last annual meeting.
Membership is distributed over a vast territory, Ontario
naturally having the greatest number, followed by Quebec,
Manitoba, British Columbia, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
and a few in the United States.

"The finances have been satisfactory, the club having kept
expenses within its income. The treasurer will submit his
report for your approval. As the financial year begins Jan.
1 and ends Dec. 31, I would .siiggest that a treasurer's re-

port (audited) from last audit to end of present year be
mailed each member as early in .January, 1893, as possible,
and after that an annual report be mailed early in January
in each year. The report of finances tendered at the annual
meeting (if held in September) might be received as an in-

terim report.
"The number of registrations, owing to the raising of the

standard of ciualification, has slightly decreased, but I
think the deficit will be fully made up by the large number
of dogs now being 'listed' to enable their owners to enter
them at the fall shows.

"I xegret being unable to report favorably on the removal
of the duty imposed on thoroughbred dogs coming into Can-
ada, but if each individual member would make it a point
to press the matter with his legislative representative I feel
sure the matter would at next adjustment of the t.qrifl be
made right. The Canadian Kennel Club is too representa-
tive a body to have its claims ignored.

"Prof. Wm. Saunders, Dominion Commissioner tu the
World's Columbian Exposition, has expressed a desire to be
with the members of the club at the annual meeting and
will there tender his views as to the terms on which Cana-
dian exhibits will be received." H. B. Donovan.

NEW ENGLAND F. T. C, MEETING.
A MEETING of the board of governors of the New England

Field Trial Club was held at 366 Washington street, Boston,
Mass., Sept. 1, at 3 o'clock P. M., President Power in the
chair. In the absence of the secretary, Mr. Georee W.
Lovell was appointed secretary pro tem. Messrs. Power,
Hayward, Tucker, Wells, Clark and Lovell responded to
roll call.

Minutes of previous meeting were read and apxjroved.
The report of treasurer Wells on the financial condition of
the club was very satisfactory and accordingly approved.
Messrs. Hayward and Tucker for the committeemen grounds
and game reported satisfactory progress; report accepted.
Voted that Mr. Arthur R. Sharp be added to the committee
on grounds and game. It was then voted inexpedient in the
matter of petition for additional stakes for the coming trials
this year. Messrs. L. Casteret Fenno and P. V. R, Ely,
both of Bo.ston, wei-e admitted to membership. The sum of
$200 was appropriated and placed at the disposal of the com-
mittee on game and grounds to be used at their discretion
for the protection of game to Jan. 1, 1893, and 300 printed
posters, "Warning to Trespas.sers" are to be ordered for
use on the preserve. At the next regular quarterly
meeting, Tuesday, Oct. 4, a club dinner at the Hotel Thorn-
dike will be one of the features. Meeting adjourned at 4:30
P. M.
The qitestion of adding an additional stake, in the above

report, refers to the petition of the Gordon Setter Club. Our
Gordon setter men would, we think, do well to read a para-
graph in last week's "Dog Chat" headed "The Beagle
Trials." If the Gordon settter is the dog that he is claimed
to be, and what we know to be in some sections on tiie other
.side, let their owners ask no odds of anv one, but run their
dogs, properly trained, for the love of the sport and the good
of the breed. There will be little advance made as long as
there is this continual cry of separate classes or stakes. The
New England Field Trial Club have advertised their stakes
open to all without regard to any bre d. If the Gordon
Setter Club want separate f;takes let them have separate
trials in the same way that the Iri.sh Setter Clvib is demon-
sti-ating the merits of the red setter.

MASTIFF NEWS FROM PEORIA,

Editor Forest and Streain:
Everj'thing very quiet in this part of the country at

present; but after having sent my bitch Sinaloa to Beau-
fort's Black Prince last spring without result, I feel grati-
fied to report a litter of four, three dogs, sired by Prince,
from the same bitch last week. I suppose I might tell you
how good they are, but for the life of me I am too much of
a novice to teil what a four-day mastiff pup will be. In a
year from now can tell you more about them. Ilford Cameo
is due to whelp to Ormonde this week, and as she missed
when bred in England to Ilford County Member, and also
last spring to Ormonde, I think my luck is with me. Also
have a half sister to Lady Coleus in whelp to Ormonde and
Matilla was bred to Edric.
Have lately added Ed ric to my stud and think he will be

a splendid cross on Ormonde bitches. By the way, I want
to tell about the two bitches Cameo and Sinaloa. I wanted
to show them at Rockford last December and, of course,
fed them pretty high to get up flesh. After Rockford 1 de-
cided to show at Chicago in February and consequently
kept up the feed, landing them in Chicago rather fat.

Immediately after the show both came in season and were
bred and each bitch missed. I then cut down their- feed,
reduced them in flesh until both were very thin and at ttieir

next season I had no trouble, both bitches proAang in
whelp. I think Mi-, Whitney with his bad luck might
make a note of this.

My dogs have always been troubled in summer with
flies biting the ears and making them sore. Acting on
Ashmont's suggestion that tar soap was good I tried it and
found that after the "suds" had been di-j' an hour or so the
flies came as bad as ever; but following out the suggestion
of tar I procured some common axle grease and rub it on
the ears every three or four days. It woi-ks well. To be
sure, it makes a gum on the ears, but that is preferable to
a raw bleeding sore. OiiA.s. E. BuNN.
PnomA, HL, Aug. 29.

TO KILL WOODCHUCKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

If "O. W. D.," of Boston, wants to get his woodchucks out
of their holes and kill them he had better let smoke alone.
Smoke will not go where there is not a draught, and while
I have now and then driven them out -with smoke, it is an
unsatisfactory practice. Naphtha and benzine poured into
the holes are better, but they are far from sure, and are ex-
pensive.

If the object is to kill the ground hog, a small stick of
rendrock attached to a limber birch withe and thrust into
the hole as far as possible and there exploded will do the
job. But water is the best of all. If no brooks or springs
are handy, put two barrels filled with water on a dray and
haul it near the hole. Then with a slim, limber withe or
sapling get the location of the underground apartments. A
woodchuck usually digs straight into a bank, then goes up
for a foot or two, and then down at an angle of 43deg. En-
deavor to find the place where the hole turns to go down,
and dig through the eai-th to that spot. Pour in the water,
and if there is a woodchuck inside he will come up as soon
as the hole is full. I have tried it hundreds of times, and
never failed, when the woodchuck was at "home."
After he is killed don't throw him away. Skin him and

eat him. There is no animal in the world better than a good
roa.sted woodchuck, when rightly cooked. Now, when ttiey
are fat, is the time to kill and eat them. II. A. E.

Edyittjr Forest a,ncl Stream:
Mr. "O. W. D." inquired in the Forest .\.nl» Stream, of

Aug. 35, for a way to drive woodchucks out of their holes
that they might be killed by terriers.

A favorite way is to dig a ditch from a nearby pond or brook
to the woodchuck's buiTow and let the water run into the
burrow. When the burrow is too far from water to dig a
ditch, three or four barrels of water may be turned into the
hole. Ratjiond S. Speaks.
NORTHWOOD, N. Y.

GRAND RAPIDS DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I note your comments in last i8.sue regarding the appor-

tionment of prize money discriminating in favor of some
classes and would state this was brought about by some of
our friends who wished to have their contributions placed
in the regular premiums on some classes in order to draw a
large entry in those respective classes, rather than to enter
them as specials.

Chas. K. Farmer, Vice-Pres. W. M, K. C,

All entries for the Western TVIichiean Kennel Club's dog
show at Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 20, that are postmarked
Sept. 10, will be rpceived, although it is hoped that all who
can send entries before vrill do so. H, Dale Adams, Supt,,
Galesbui'g, Mich., is the secretary.
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Kingston Dog Show.
The energetic secretary of the Kingston K. C, Mr. Bates,

writes us to ibis eifect: "I wish to remind onr friends
throughout America that the entries for this dog show close

on Monday niglit of the 12th inst. We have not had that
generous response to our request for a large entry list from
our American cousins that we expected, especially in view
of the fact that in selecting our judges we crossed the line

to secure the principal one, and selected another on account
of his being one of the American Spaniel Club's judges.
We expect the show at (xrand Rapids to aliect our entry, but
if intending exhibitors carefully examine our prize list and
that of Grand Rapids, they will find that they will be better
off at Kingston, when the large entry fee of $2 for every dog,
required at Grand Rapids, is taken into account. Another
consideration that should weigh with dogmen i.'=, that when
at Kingston 1 hey are just half way between Ottawa and
Rochester; if they Avish'to goto Ottawa it means a few hoxu's'

run by train, or if they prefer water (as all dogtnen do) they
can board a passenger steamer and at a nominal price enjoy
a most delightful trip through a chain of lakes thickly
studded with islands large and small, dressed hy Mother
Nature in viteut garb, offering scenery seldom sxirpassed in
America. If, on the other hand, they wish to recross the
line and go to Rochester, a cheap trip across Lake Ontario
in a palace steamer is at their command. An important
fact that should not be lost sight of is, that Kingston has
established a reputation for their dog shows and exhibitors
are not running any chances incident to novice manage-
ment."

Noted Terriers Arrive in Canada.

Some time since we .«poke of Mr. William Brodie, of Dun-
bar, Scotland, owner of the noted Dunbar Kennels, as com-
ing to this country in the near future. He arrived in Toronto,
Can., by the steamship Lake Ontario. Mr. Brodieis known
to all Jrish terrier men as the owner of the great little dog
Irish Ambassador, as well as British Ambassador and
Anibassador. He brought with him six dogs that are stu-e

to be appreciated on this side. Two of these. Candour, an
Ii-ish terrier bitch, by Bumptious Blazer out of Irish Roll,
and Black Earl, a black and tan terrier, by the celebrated
sire champion Rob Roy out of Leading Light, by champion
Beaconsfield, Mr. Brodie will exhibit at the coming show in

Toronto. Candour comes with a big reputation as one of the
best shown on other side. Black Earl is now 11 months old-
In addition to these Mr. Brodie brought four puppies, two
of these Irish terriers, by Irish Ambassador out of Paris;
another a collie, by Duke of Clarence out of Polly Dunbar,
and the other a St. Bernard of good breeding, by Sir Bedi-
vere out of Plinlimmon stock. These will not"be shown.
To show what is thought of the Irish Ambassador, Mr.
Brodie, it is said, has refused -SI,350 for him. We understood
at the time we heard of Mr. Brodie's intention to come to
this country that this dog would accompany him, and this
would have been a treat for our "Irishmen."

Toronto Dog Show.
The entries for the Toronto dog show closed Sept. 1, and

the result must be a gratifying one to the management and
especially to the secretary, who, as usual, has left no stone
untnmed to make the show a success. There are in all, ac-
cording to the list sent us by Mr. Stone, 578 entries, an in-
crease of seven over last year's list. Mastiffs show an in-
crease, but fox-terriers overtop any previous record, last
year's entry being 47. Cocker spaniels show a falling off,

and so do the greyhounds, but field spaniels double "their
number this year, beagles also number more than double.
No mention is made of Irish terriers or toy spaniels, so we
must consider the list incomplete, especially as Mr. Stone
says there are close to 700 entries. Foxhounds show quite
an increase, the other classes range about the same. The
following is a list of entries by breeds: Mastiffs 23, St.
Bernards 53, greyhounds 23. foxhounds 23, pointers 26, Eng-
lish setters 39, Irish setters m. Gordon setters 21, collies 58.

bull-terriers 2(5. fox-terriers 62, black and tan terriers 18^
Bedlington terriers 9, Dandie Dinmont terriers 9, Scotch
terriers 7, field spaniels 26, cockers 63, beagles 33, pugs 20;
total 578.

Field Trials on Grouse.

The first public field trials on grouse in Scotland were held
Aug. 23 and 24 on Mr. A. P. Heywood Lonsdale's moors in
Invernessshire. The trials partook largely of the old style of
hunting, and in deference to the many who think that the
short spins given the dogs in the English trials are by no
means true tests of the dogs' merits. The National Club,
therefore, limited the entries in the all-aged staKe to 12
entries, so that each brace the first day could be run one
hour in the morning and an hour in the afternoon. Pour
dogs were then to be selected and run an hour and a half
each brace on the morning of the second day and an hour in
the afternoon. The stake filled with eight nominations.
Eventually on the second day Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's
Deuce took first prize, though considered lucky; Mr. Ark-
wright's Aldine Fluke second, and Dom Pedro', owned by
Mr. Eli as Bishop, and which is said to have done the best
work, was placed third.

Good Bulldogs and Terriers Arrive.

"Don't speak above a whisper," says Prank P. Dole, and
then goes on to tell us that his new bull bitch Countess of
Norfolk has a litter of six, four bitches and two dogs, by
Rustic Swell. At last accounts they are doing well. Mr.
Brooks's Dandie Dinmont Amphion arrived safely last Mon-
day, and is a good one, we are told. Mr. Dole also received
two of his new bulldogs, Leonidas II. and Lady Venus, all
right, but unfortunately his young dog Sam, by Pathfinder,
died the first day out from London. Mr. Dole has imported
over 300 dogs, but this is the first to die en route, and he is
glad it was his own instead of a commission. He expects
Sir Rudolph and the other four terriers in time for Toronto.
Sir Rudolph is said to be crack-a-jack in the SOlbs. class.

A Large Litter.

Mr. Ray D. Hill, of Trenton, N. J., writes us that his St.
Bernard hitch Empress of Josephine whelped Aug. 12 six-
teen puppies, twelve of which were dogs. While we do not
think this is a record entry unless it be in the number of
dogs, still it is worthy of note. In regard to these large
litters, which to the average breeder seem to afford so much
satisfaction, we may remark that a moderate litter of six;to
eight is far more preferable and the whole litter would
stand a much better chance of developing into well fur-
nished dogs. When an unusually large litter comes the
bitch or the litter is bound to suffer.

Philadelphia K. C. Field Trials.

The second forfeit on the Derby entries for the Philadel-
phia Kennel Club field trials is due Sept. 13. The entries
for the All-Aged Stake at the same trial will close Oct. 15;
blanks and information can be had by addressing the sec-
retary, Francis G. Taylor, 608 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

Secretary Vredenburgh Resigns.

Whir-r-r-r! Hello, Central! Is this Fobest AND Stream;^
"Yes." "Do you know the latest.^ Secretary Vredenburgh
hiis resigned, '' Thus comes the news of an i fnportant mov

in the kennel world. For some time Mr. Vredenburgh has
had under consideration an offer from Mr. Terry to enter
his office in the Loan and Trust Company, and has decided
to accept. His resignation was to take effect to-day at the
meeting of A. K. C. delegates, but he was urged by other
officers of the club to let his name coutmue on the
roll till the annual meeting. He will, however, enter on
his duties at once in Mr, Terry's company. Mr. A. D. Lewis
will occupy the secretary's chair till February, but Mr. Vre-
denburgh will come in every day and generally supervise the
work. In February the new election of officers takes place
and a regularly appointed secretary will be elected. Mr.
Vredenburgh has had nearly seven years of A. K. C. secre-

taryship, and has passed through some of the most critical

periods of the club's career, and while we all may be allowed
our opinions as to the manner in which the A. K. C. has
been conducted in" the past, we must all acknowledge that
Mr. Vredenburgh leaves the club in a greater state of pro.s-

perity than it has ever known before.

Broken-Hearted Collies

An interesting and touching incident occitrred in Alle-
gheny some weeks .since, according to the Pittsburg Go?7i-

incrcinl (razeMe, which goes to show that some dogs have
hearts to break. Of course, it is only the more intelligent
of the species that evince .such human qualities. Several
months ago young Mr, Isenthal went to the mountains
near Denver for his health. Recently he started home,
feeling much improved, but was stricken down in Denver
and died, as stated in Forest a^d Sti;eam at the time. The
.strange part of the story is that on the day of his death
two fine-bred collies that he had trained and tenderly cared
for ceased their playfulness, sought their kennels and then
persistently refused to eat. When the remains were brought
home the dogs seemed to know what it all meant and were
the saddest of the sad. But when the casket was carried
out on the day of the funeral their wailing whs loud and
most pitiful indeed. The neighbors say their manifesta-
tions of grief were pathetic beyond description. Up to
July 6 neither of them had eaten a bite .since the news of
the death of their young and beloved master was received
at his home. There is nothing improbable about this,

because we have instance after instance in which dogs have
shown such human traits. It is quite reasonable they
should possess them, because they are intelligent and affec-

tionate. These two collies are notably intelligent and
obey instructions given either in English or German.

Unsound St. Bernards.

Recently we spoke of Mr. Hughes-Hughes' intention to
have the English St. Bernard Club legislate in favor of in-
structing judges to disqualify unsound St. Bernards. At
the last meeting Mr. Hughes-Hughes' motion was brought
nil but with the result that instead of the radical measures
proposed the following moderate .stand was taken: "That
it is highly desirable that the attention of St. Bernard
judges be directed to the unsoundness of many of the St.

Bernards of the present day, particularly in their legs, and
that they should endeavor as far as practicable to withhold
their prizes from unsound animals." Which just about
leaves the matter where it was before. Mr, Hughes-
Hughes, disgusted, resigned from the club.

The Great Dane Hannibal Dead.
Hannibal, the best Great Dane ever seen in England, we

regret to say, was strangled in his kennel the other day.
Through the carelessness of his attendant, who chained him
from the ceiling of the kennel, presumably to avoid banging
his tail on the kennel side, the dog managed to hang him-
self. Hannibal was imported from Germany

, by Mr. Wilbey,
to England, and in both countries he leaves an enviable
record behind both as an unbeaten winner and a great stud
dog.

Dog Show at Springfield, 111.

The gathering of dogs at the last Springfield, 111,, Fair
was such a success that it is to be repeated this year on a
larger scale. Mr. Frank Gonley has been appointed super-
intendent. The show will be held according to A. K. C.

rules. Further information can be had from the above
named gentleman or Secretai-y Mills at Springfield, 111.

Eastern Field Trials Club.

The qtiarterly meeting of the Eastern P. T. Club will be
held at 44 Broadway, New York City, in Mr. F. R. Hitch-
cock's office, on Tuesday, Sept. 13, at 3 o'clock P. M. The
attendance of members in person is cordially requested to
insure a working quorum and further business of general
importance to the club.

Rochester Dog Show.

At the suggestion of the National Greyhound Club two
classes instead of one will be" made for "Psovois, and the
Rochester Club offers one medal for best Psovoidog or bitch,
one medal for best deerhound dog or bitch and one medal
for best greyhound dog or bitch.

Mr. W. L, Washington, now that he is relieved from the
cares of managing a big kennel of red setters, is taking life

easy and indulging a love of sport to its full bent. He is

now located at Oden, Mich., on Crooked L«ike, in his father's
private car, and writes us that the fishing is immense.
Nothing would sttit us better than to accept his kind invita-
tion to help him out. but this C|uestion as to whether judges
should write their own reports needs personal attention, and
cholera or no cholera we must see it through.

Mr. Waters was chosen to judge the Northwestern Field
Trials in- connection with the Rev. Hamilton Spence. These
were to commence at Morris, Man., on Sept. 5.

The regular season of the Dutchess County Hunt will
open Sept. 24. Mr. S. J. Colgate, of Uplands, at New Ham-
burg on the Hudson, is the master.

The executive meeting of the N. B. C, called for Aug. 27.

could not take place, as only two members turned up. Con-
sidering the near approach of the trials, it is time things
were put in ship-shape and all arrangements made. Prob-
ably that all'-night session has taken the keen edge oft'isome
of the members.

Several cases of alleged hydrophobia in Massachusetts
recentlj' have given rise to a theory that this disease is more
prevalent this year than usual, and foolish people are talk-
ing about an "epidemic." To quiet the apprehension. Dr.
Abbott, of the State Board of Health, declares that there
have been but 112 deaths from rabies in the last 50 years.

A week or two since we said an important deal in collies

might take place. Seminole Kennels has just sold champion
RosljTi Wilkes and .Jakyr Deane to Mr, J. Pierrepont
Morgan at a very long figure—it is said 81,500.

A glance at oru- business columns shows that there are
several new kennel "ads" this week. We notice that John.
B. Harrison has a great Dane for sale; A, H. Moore, rough-
coated St. Bernards; Fairmead Kennels, great Danes; H. B.
Vondersmith, well bred English setter pups; Meadow City
Kennels, a good Breeze Gladstoue bitch: George Dougla.ss,
some noted cocker .spaniels; F. H. Haj'es, foxhoundsretc;
R. W. Pope, beagle pups; W. L, Rathbone, beagle pups, and

the new advertisement of the New York St. Bernard Ken-
nels and Seminole Kennels. Wants—Y'oulgreeave a fox-

hound and Liberty Kennels an assistant.trainer.

Another good collie bitch will make its appearance in
this country soon, as Mr. Edward Hayward, of Newcastle,
Staffordshire, has sold Newcastle Peggie to some one in this
country. She is by Edgbaston Marvel out of Merry Floss,
and she has been in the money at good shows, Stock-Keeper
speaking favorably of her head and type.

Dr. Griffin, of Hamilton, Can., sailed for his native
country on the steamship Gallia Aug. 24, and brought with
him the two terriers champion Principio and White Rose.

Eight hundred dollars for an Irish terrier is a big sum,
yet Stock-KeeiJer says this has been oft'ered for the Irish
terrier Poor Pat.

Mr. George Raper has sent out a yoting bulldog for |Mr.
Tom Webb, an enthusiast who lives in Peoria, 111.

Dr. Warner, of Bridgeport, Conn., has quietly secured a
good St. Bernard in the rough-coated champion Claudius,
from Mr. T. D. Dutton, of Surrey, England. Such a dog
should be a great acquisition to this country, and will.'re-

lieve the mn on Plinlimmon blood a bit, as be is by cham-
pion Ben Lomond out of Phillis, His winnings are familiar
to all St. Bernard breeders, bttt we may mention that the
list includes firsts at Crystal Palace and the St. Bernard Club
shows, and that be is a champion in England counts for
something as well. His color is orange with white markings,
and he was whelped July 9, 1888. He was shipped by Sprafts
Co. on the Teutonic.

Seminole Kennels we hear have purchased that noted little

pug dog Bonsor from Mr. A. PJ. Pitts, of Columbus, O. This
is a capital acquisition to this kennel, and at the low stud
fee he stands at should help the breed along considerably in
this section. Bonsor's record as a bench dog is well known.

SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR OWN CRITICS?
Editor Forest (ind Stream:

In answer to your request for my opinion as to whether
judges should be their own critics or not, I desire to say that
it has been my opinion ever since I became connected with
the fancy, that the judges' duties were not more than one-
half accomplished when they failed to furnish a descriptive
narrative of their work. I take great pleasure in perusing
the reporter's criticisms on the judge's awards, but, as a
general thing, such reports as are fur-nished by these
agencies fall far short of filling the bill, they may be all
right in their way, but we cannot forget that the reporter is

not the judge, and the judge is the person whom we look to
with some amount of hope. I assure you, it would be
mighty interesting to read the criticisms of some of the men
who are employed in the capacity of judge in the present
generation, to learn from their pen the i-eason why Mr. A's
dog should be placed over Mr. B's dog. If I am an honest
breeder, and am desirous of improving the breed which I

may have taken a fancy to, I certainly am anxious to have
the defects and shortcomings in my dog pointed out to me.
Now, the question arises, to whom and where shall I look

for instruction? Is it to the reporter and his criticism ? No,
certainlynot; he has nothing to do with my dog ormy affairs.

I am not supposed to be even aware that h^ is in existence.
Is it to the judge, then, that I must look? Y"es, by all means:
he is the individual who renders a decision for or against
my dog, and it is natural to suppose that he has some good
reason why he renders such and such a decision, and by all

means we' should know it It is a duty which he owes to
every exhibitor and every exhibitor should insist on hearing
it. I am glad to know that FoBEST ASD Stream has taken
the initiatory steps in agitating a much needed reform. In
conclusion, permit me to say that if bench .show managers
insist (and 1 hope they will) in having the judges furnish,
as I have stated before, a descriptive narrative of their doings,
that they (the managers) will have a considerable less num-
ber of aspirants to wear the judge's badge than .has been
found heretofore. Roueet Leslie.

LtjSS, Mass., Sept. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream :

Every one who expects to exhibit horses or dogs or who
wishes' to make a success of business in this age, when
competition is so keen, must be willing to accept just criti-

cism.
The greatest source of all fault finding is the lack of edu-

cation on the part of the exhibitor; if he knows his breed
well he should know the defects of his entries as well as any
judge or reporter, then no matter what is said he considei-s
the source from whence it came and knows accordingly how
to weigh it.

No one should have sitch a personal liking for any speci-
men till he learns to consider him perfect, but he ought to
be able to look him over and judge his faults and be willing
to admit to himself at least that such and such points are
wrong.

It always was a source of pleasure to me to read what the
judge thought of my different entries, but he should always
be willing to state jtist why he placed his class as he did,
too many reports are written, and

,
after reading them you

are at a loss to know why such an entry was given the rib-
bon over the others.
One great fault seems to me the willingness on the part of

almost every one to say that such and such a dog has seeu
his best days, has gone oft" in head, etc. There are such cases
of course, but the principal balm to the feeling of an exhib-
itor whose world-beating specimen has been defeated by a
younger dog is the above; this is an age of progress, but
more dogs are written old and out of shape than should be
the case. H. W. Smith.
WoRCESTEK, Mass., Sept. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As to whether judges should write reports on their own

judging, I cannot better answer than by sajaug that I agree
word for word with the answer published in last week's
issue of FoKEST and Stream by Mr. Clarence Rathbone. I
do not think that I can add a word to what he has already
said.
Given by a competent judge, an intelligent report on the

classes which have passed under him cannot fail to be of
intere.st. This will not prevent criticism on the part of
reporters, exhibitors and others, which, when not actuated
by spite or malice, is almost invariably entertaining and
instructive. Indeed, without such reports only those who
have been able to attend the shows would know anything
about them or the animals shown at them. As far as I am
concerned, by all means let us have judges' renorts.

A. D. Stewakt.
IIaiulton, Ont., Aug. 39,

Editor Forest and Stream:
There are two sides to this tiiiestion worthy of considera-

tion. A^competent judge is, in my opinion, better qualified
to report his own awards more clearly than the reporter who
has not had thu opportunity ot making the same compara-
tive examination. In consequence such reports would prove
of great value as the reasons lor the awards could then be
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compreliensively explained from the judge's standpoint.
But a report should also be puhlisbed written by a competent;
critic who, after further and perhaps more deliberate and
closer examination of the dogs, is able to notice certain
defects or pood points that have been overlooked by the
judge. If such reports were published side by side in the
kennel press the comparison would do a great deal toward
the educatioa of fanciers, and in many wavs add to the
value of bench show reports. W. L. WASHlNaTON.
PlTTSBTJHGH, Pa.. Sept. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am stronyly in favor of judges writing a report for pub-

lication. To many of us exhibitors the ways of judges are
"past flndiDK out," except as they are made known tlirough
their reports. Now I am not disposed—and never have been
—to criticise the awards of judges, i. e., I am confident as a
general thiog that they are strictly honest and sincere in
their awards. I do not, however, always agree with them.
I want to 6now why or on what grounds they make the
awards which to me seem wrong. It may help me to a
better undprstanding of the points, etc.

W. H. WALBRTDf^E, Prop. Contooeock Kennels.

Pethkbobo, N. H., Sept. 3.

Editor Forest cmd Stream:
In answer to th" question nut, "Should a judge be his

own critic?" would say, that since I am determined to get
out of the dog business as soon as possible, I have not my
former intei-est in such matters, but at first thought would
say that I do not think it well for a judge to be his own
critic, since we know his criticism when he judges the dog.

B. B. Sears.
Melbosb, Mass., Aug. 30.

ABOUT BULL-TERRIERS.
Editor Forest and Streann:
I don't believe there will be many expressions of regret on

account of tOur stretching the capacity of Forest anb
Stream, especially if you fill the extra space with the say-
ings and doings of "Podgers." Stir him up! And now that
you have lots of room I want to ask a question. What were
bull-terriers made for? I have a liking for every other kind
of thoroughbred dog, but I never see one of those fighting
cusses without feeling a sort of inhuman desire to drop a
piece of tixed up meat before him.

If I possessed the only pair of different sexes, I might be
able to get a small fortune for them; but I would never
place them on the market—alive. Gen. Leslie Coombs con-
tended that a dog was an almost infallible indication of his
owner's character. Once when ventilating his knowledge
on the subject he pointed to a bull-terrier that was loafing
round and remarked that the owner of that dog was un-
doubtedly a fighting man and a rowdy. The owner of the
animal happened to hear the remark and walked up to him
with business in his face and fists, and pronounced it a
"forcible fabrication." As the General didn't want to have
anybody's feelings hurt he at jnce apologized, acknowledged
hi.s mistake, but said it was the first time he had ever made
a mistake of that kind.
Now I don't intend to express my opinion for fear of mak-

ing a similar mistake, but if a bull-terrier is of any use in
the world except to fight I waut somebody to tell me what
it is. I have no respect for a man who will keep a bull-

terrier for a watch dog, for he's a sneaking rascal who will
take bold of a man wichout a word of warning and never let

go while ii's possible to hold on. A setter is a far better
watch dog, for he will make some demonstration and is

quite severe enough for any such purpose, Dxdymus.
St. AtTGDSTiNE, March 3.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no cJiarge for answering questions under this hsad. All

(fiiestions relaU7ig to ailments of dogs lUi/i he answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a mambzr of the Royal CoUeg't of Veterinaru Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management amd dogs will receive careful attention.

J. H , Olean, N. Y.—My setter bitch, lyr. old, is troubled wibh
worms. She has jast been tared. What shall I give hei? Ane. Any
of the advertisea worm remedies.

F. P., Chicago, III.—Will yon kindlv give mi> the pedigree of the
pointer Bruoe II? Ans. Briiop It. (A.K.O.S.B. 10.017), by Hindoo
{3,886, Vol. II.) out of Flight (3,037, Vol. II.J, by Bow (3,853, Vol. II.)

out of Madge. Hindoo by Faust (3,884, Vol. II.) out of Davonshire
Lass.

R. D. H.. Trenton, N. J.—Can you kindly furnish me with the
name and address of some one who cnuld teach a dng tricks? I
have LW'i customers who desire tbe service of a trainer. One dog
is a S^ Bernard, tne other a spaniel. Ans. We do not know of any
one; you had better advertise.

O. N. K., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Will yon give pedigrees of English
Si-tters D'liid and Pvuhy? Ans. Druid, whelped 1873. by Prince out
of Dora (346); Prince by Da h II. out of Moll III : Dora by Duke
out of Ht oene. Ruby, whelped July, IS?'/, by Rake (212) out of
Fanny (359); Rake by Dan out of Ruby; Fanny by Leicester out
of Dart.

Setter Pub, Chatham, JST. Y.—I have a setter ijup Snios. old that
droops, ana I am qaite well cnnvinced has worms. Will you
kindly advise me what is the prnppr dose of santoniue to give a
puppy of thatagp? 3. What is a good tonio'r Ans. 1. Santonine
alone would be uselpsp, try gome of the advertised worm medi-
cines. 3. Citrate of iron and quinine in flve-grain doses.

.Jqhn L . Newark, N. .T.—Will you please tell me what a water
gpanipl looks llRe, and color of him, also the best thing to use to
keep flp.as off him? Auf. An Irish water epaniel stands about
331ij. high; the face from the eyes to nose is smooth, on the fore-
head is a bunch of corded hair called the topknot; ear-i lorg and
covered with curly hair: legs verv straif^ht and well covered all
round, and esnecially in front with smallish curls; tbe body is

covered with cIosh curls; tail ii free from featner, thick at the
root and taps-ring to a point. Color dark liver and free from
whi'e. Persian ilea powaer, or wash the dog in kerosene and wa-
ter—1 to 3.

J. R. P., Philadelphia, Pa.—Will you please nreseribe for my
Irish setter, four year« old. Before the heat of summer came he
had the most beautiful coat I ever saw, but with ihe heat came
thf fl^as, and he scratched and bit himself sore. He has bitten
his back until the blaod would come, consequently he has lost all
his hair from his taU (roni) half way uo uis back, and a heavy
layer of flakes like dead skin or dandruff r-omes from him, this
does not extend any wh^re else on him. Every mornmg his eyes
discharge badly. I have been. waFhit g him with Packer's tar
soajJ, ht IpPBt leaving the Ja' her on to dry in. Ans. Rub the fol-
lowing dressing w*il in all os^er every other day for two or three
days then wmh off and reo^at if necessary. Kerosene, lOoz.;
oil of i-ar, G z,; cocoanut oil, lOoz ; sperm oil, add 40oz.; mis. Also
treat for worms.
J. B., Jersey City, N. J —L I have a setter dog who for the last

month has hpen ailing, be is very thin, eyes are running and
aeemi to be very listless and weak. I have dosed him with turpen-
tine and areca nut, but h's condition does not seem to improve
much. Would you kindly advise me? 2. Also whether the season
for woor^'c'c-k, grouse, quail and rabbit (for Connecticu') opeas in
Ootober or Nov. L Aus. 1. F«pd the doe' well, give raw meat, cod-
Jivr oil cakeF, pfc, and the following mixture:

J? Tr. Tiueiavnm 3i.
Ferri t quinin citraa 3 iss.
Liq. arseniealis pot .31.
Syr. simpl 5i,
Aq. ad .5vi.
ftlibt.

Give one tablespoonful three times a day after food. 2. Got. 1.

Dogs: Their Management o/nd Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmmi t. Price $S. Kennel Becord and Account BooJc.
Price p. Truiv inq vs. BreaMng. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $2. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

making.

FIXTURES.
OOTOBER.

1. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

After the storm of indignation and ridicule which greeted our

criticism of the New York C. C. regatta last year, and the announce-

ment that such a plan as we proposed was utterly impracticable and
absurd, it is not a little gratifying to us to know that this same plan

has been deemed worthy of trial by the officers of the club, and that

it has proved an undoubted success. We are willing to accept the

regatta of Saturday last as a full apology for all the hard things said

of us last year.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1892.

Willsborougli Foiiit» Lake Champlain.
[Concluded from page 169 ]

This camp has broken up slowly; though the exodus began on
Thursday night witu the recall of some of the men for military duty,
there was still quite a spotting of white tents against the green fields
and woods on Suuday. One of the most Uvely and animated scenes
of the meet was the i-trikine tents, packing duffle and loading all on
the flat scow which was dubbed "Gloriana," when used for the same
purpose lasi year. This has been a large camp, with more tents and
canvas than last year, and the work of transporting all this stuff has
been quite heavy^ The "Gloriana" was poled from place to place
along the beach, at each stop a raotlev crowd of smugglers, half in
camp costume and half in ''store clothes," marched down from the
deserted tent-site, carrying canoes, trunks, bags, chests, sail? and ail
sorts of odd packages, more or less contraband in appearance. The
handbarrons, built by the camp carpenter, were most convenient in
carrying boxe:* and bundles. The loading was done by the canoeists,
all bands turning to, the boats and heavy stuff going aboard to the
good old shanty,

"Heave away, mv bully boys,
Heave away, heave away.

Heave away, and don't make a noise

—

We're boiind for Australia."

The baggage has come to Port Kent and Burlington, being trans-
ported to camp in the Gloriana or by steamer from the latter place,
and returning in the same way to be loaded in special baggage cars
for New York an d other points.
Sunday was fair and warm, a moderate north wind tempting a

mmiber who were breaking camp to make a cruise up the lake, and
during the morning canoe after canoe put ofi: from Indian Bay with
a farewell cheer from the shore. In the afterooon service was held
in the pavilion. Bev. Dr. Savage officiating. Mr. Thomas Nelson
Page, the novelist, was at the hotel from Saturday until Monday,
and on Sunday after service he entertained an attentive audience by
reading selections from his stories. In the evening a camp-tire ser-
vice was held at Squaw Point. At night there were sti'l twenty- four
tpnts standing in the main camp, t?iough half of that numbT were
struck on Monday morning. The weather on Sunday and Monday
was aa nearly perfect as it could possibly be. clear, bright and sunny,
but tempered with a fresh north wind. Although camp does not
close formally until Tbm'sday, the meet was over by Monday night.
The Lake Champlain Y. C, of Burlington, repeated its very hos-

pitable invitation of 1891, the entire camp being invited to the regatta
and the ball, while handsome cups were provided for special canoe
races under A. C. A. rules. The rather hurried breaking up of the
camp immediately after the rac^s left but a small party, and .still

fewer racing men, to make the trip to Burlington on Tues'day morn-
itig. The day was fair and bright, but with too little wind for even a
canoe. The canoeists were welcomed at the club house, and every-
thing was done by the committee of the club to make their visit a
pleasant one.
The first race caUed was the paddling, with but four sti?rter5—

Messrs. VV. L. Scott, Geo, P. Douglas, A. M A. Adamson and 0. W.
Lansing. Mr. Scott paddled a hgnt open raemg canoe, Messrs, Doug-
las and Adamson paddled theirheavy decked centorhoard canoes, and
Mr. Lani-icg paddled a short wide open canoe. The course was about
three-quarters of a mile, with a turn, Scott taking a long lead at the
word, but steering a crooked course, so that Douglas overtook him
and turned the mark ahead. On the return Scott regained the lead,
winning easily, with Douglas quite a distance astern and Adamson
third. Scott won a handsome loving cup, the first prize, and Douglas
a smaller cup.
Only two sailing canoes were oresent, so the second sailing prize

was taken for an upset paddling race. Tbere were four starters, Mr.
L. B. Palmer taking the place of Mr. Lansing. Mr. Scott led in the
paddling, but was handicapped by his open canoe in the upset, Mr.
Palmer rolling his canoe entirely over without leaving it, and win-
ning easily.
The starters in the sailing race were only Douglas and Adamson,

anril the race but a drift, being called before the full course was com-
pleted, Douglas then having a long lead. After the races Messrs.
Scott and Douglas amused the spectators wuth some tricks in cap-
sizing and canoe gymnastics. The prizes for the sailing and upset
races were also handsome silver cups. The canoeists, with few of
the ladies from the camp, remained to the ball in the evening, the
club sending them home in a special steamer.
The day was a very quiet one for those left in camp, but toward

noon sotne one proposed a picnic, ahd soon all hands'were at work
gathering stores and utensils. A "tart was made from the ladies'
camp, the little fleet paddling around the PoiTitand into Wilisborough
Bay. going up a couple of miles uniil a pleasant landing was found.
Dinner and tea were prepared here, the party returning to camp
about 10 P. M.
Tuesday night was clear, but about 4 A. M. the rain began, pouring

bard until after 8 o'clock, regardless of the fact that this was the last
day of the camp, and that wet tents are hard to pack. When colors
sounded on Tuesday evening the signal halliards were unrove from
all the poles and the flags p.9ckf d away, and most of the remaining
tents came down on Wednesday morning, the sun coming out aboiit
10 o'clock and drying everything. A few remained in the main
camp, and one or two parties m the ladies' camp, but Com. Winne
and Mr. Htmtinglon left in the afternoon with quite a party, and by
Wednesday night the meet was over.

The steamer Euth finished up her trips on Wednesday, returning
next day to Albany. The serv:ce rendered by Mr. Piepenbrinck was
all that could be wished for, the charges were reasonable and the
boat was run with every regard for the convenience of the canoeists.
Mr. Piepenbrinck undertook the venture at his own risk, with what
returns we cannot say, but we hope that be found it profitable. The
bad weather of the first ten days was much against him, there being
no demand for the boat for special parties.
The necessity for one special launch of this kind in competent

hands, and plying regularly between the camp and the nearest rail-
way station has been long apparent, and the practicability of such an
aiTaneement has this year been proven. The charge between the
camp and the Wilisborough Point dock was 33 cents perhead, 30 cents
each for trunks, the fare on such trips as were made to Port Kent
bemg somewhat higher. Under favorable circumstances, with a
reasonably short route and an attendance of 250 in camp, excluding
transient visitors, such a launch should pay expenses at si5 cents per
head, but if it does not pay at this figm-e, there would be no obiection
to a charge of BO cents per trip, provided the service was prompt and
punctual and m all ways saiisfactory.
Next year the question will be somewhat more difficult should the

meet be held as now seems probable in the vicinity of Sta^^e and
Grindstone islands. The Customs regulations are complicated and
onerous, interfermg greatly wi h the carriage of passengers from
both sides of the line; and it will probably be necessary to have two
separate boats. The regul ir local steamers will probably be conven-
ient for the t!anadian part of the traffic, but a special launch between
the uamp and Clayron is almost a necessity if the delays and annoy-
ances of 1889 are to be avoided.
The racing this vear must be set down as very unsatisfactory, in

spite of ine perfection of ah the arrangements, the attendance of
men and canoes being unusually small. Where fleets of 30 to 40
canoes started regularly a few years since, but 8 or 10 were seen this
year. This decrease of entries is due to two main causes, the spe-
cialization and refinement of racing and the over development of
canoes and methods; and it may reasonably be expected to correcl;
itself to a Certain degree. The novice and average canoeist realize
the difflcuhy. to say no hing of the expense, of providing a raemg
outfit and winning prizes from the experts like Butter and Oxholra,
who now head the racing in the most perfect racing canoes yet built;
and few are willing to undertake such a task. With the racing fleet
reduced, however, to a mere handful, there is a good chance for new
men to win third and fourth places at the worst, and often, in ab-
sence or breaking down of the champions, to do very much better;

in fact the record is always open to a fairly good all-round man who
is wUling to work hard for it,

Badical Improvements in model or rig have been very few of late
years, Wasp, built in 1889, has not yet been outbuilt, and the new
(Jlenwood is probably but little faster for her length than Eclipse,
built in 1888. The Butler rig is improved in detail, hut in principle ;

it has been in use for years, and the standing sails are all imitations
of the Pecowsic rig of 3886, So far as equipment and outfit are con-
cerned, the owners of Wasp, Glenwood and Bee have a decided ad-
vantage over new and less experienced men, and they s'ill hold the „

main chances for first places in the trophy and other big sailing
races; but with the present small field of starters, there is every in-
ducement for new men to go in and do their best, looking for some
chance in their favor, or at least frir a good all round record. Men
are likely on reading the reports of the late races to appreciate this

<

state of afl*aira, and prepare accordingly to fill up the depleted ranks
of the racers.
The same state of affairs exists in paddUng, this year being further

emphasized by the unexpected absence of fne old cracks, the only
really first class paddler present being Mr Knappe. Against him in '

his new canoe there was no chance for any but the be«!t, at the same -

time the second place was open for any good man. The faUing off
in the paddling this year was most remarkable, none of the Can-
adians being present to contest for the trophy, held for two years in
Canada. With the meet in the Northern Division next year, the

,

paddling fleet is likely to show up in goodly numbers.
With rainy weather during the first week, the proposed cruise '

would have been diflicuU; but apart from this, there was no evidence '

that the cruisers were prepared to avsil themselves oC the inviting
1

programme prepared by Mjt. Gibson. The location and the presence I

of Mr. Gibson's launch, gave every opportunity for an experimental 1

cruise of this kind, that has so frequently been discussed, and had
1

the programme been carried out in good weather the whole trip '

would have been a delightful one. The matter was hardly spoken of '

in camp however, and if a start had been called the result would i,

have been as in some previous attempts, that no one wanted to
''

cruise. >

There were more cruising or semi-cruisine canoes present than
j

last year, and a fair cruising fleet might have been assembled, but in I

spite of the talk at times, tbere.seems to be no real demand for a
J

cruise of any kind in connection'with an A. C A. meet. After a care-
ful observance of the division meets from their inception, we are in-

clined to the belief that they can best take the form of a three or •

four days cruise, rather than a fixed camp; and on the contrary, the 1

regular Association meet should be a fixed camp wiih no attempt at \

cruising. It is hardly necessary to discuss these two proposition
j

just now, but there is a good ueal in each of them which is well •

worth the consideration of division and Association officers.
While there were few complete cruismg canoes at the meet tbere '

were also fewer of the unsuccessful racers, or canoes tnat from .

model and fittings were useless as cruisers, and yet which won no
races. The general tendency for some time has been to put small
wells and large boards in canoes of clumsy model and rough build
(compared wiih Wasp or the best Buggies boats), thus spoiling to no
good end what might have been a very serviceahle canoe for some
purposes. This year there were a number of fairly good all-around
canoes, none perfectly fitted for cruisine, but all capable ot a wider
range of use than ihe bucket well racer. The bes'^ by far o*" tht
cruising canoes was a new Ruseles boat, 15ft. 4in.x.3iin.^ a powerful
canoe of very handsome model, owned by Mr. H. L. Quick. "She had
ample cruising cap ieicy, and by the use' of two bilge boards there

'

was plenty of room in the well. It seems likely now that other of
the old racing craft will follow Mr. Quick's example in adopiing this
class ot canoe m a less expensive and more gererally useful boat
than the unlimited racer, and at the same time givrag a chance for
some racing under the ''general purpo-e'" definition.
The actual camping was this year limited to merely living in a

tent, no one attempting to cook, but all taking their meals at the :

pavilion. The sole exceptions were two or three members of the :

Troy C. O, and one of the Brown University C. C, who cooked to-
gether in primitive fashion in the rear of their tents. The canoe .yawl
party from Brooklyn, who came in at the end of the meet, also
cooked for themselves most of the time. With a reasonably good
mess, the temptation is strong to avoid all coaking, but at the same i

time all who have tried a good club mess, a party of half a dozen :

with their own cook to prepare their meals in their encampment,
will admit the superiority of this plan over the semi-hotei meals 1

served by the regular caterers in a mess shed. The charm of the \

outdoor life is completely lost with such suri-oundings.
The camp outfit of which canoeists were once so proud has largely \

disappeared, the tents being fm'uished more with a view to comfort 1

or even luxury in camp than to convenience of transportation and :

compact stowage of duffle. Nearly every one carried a camp cot, i

some of the folding varieties and not a few being regular spring cots, 1

comfortable, but most inconvenient of carriage.
Out of the large number of tents in the present camp there were

no novelties, the majority using the plain army wall tent from,
?x9f t. upward, with fly in front. There were several of the new Pro- 1

tean teuDS in camp, with their adjustable fly, very compact and con-
venient, and a number of the old single pole square marquees, one 1

of the best tents yet made for canoeing and camping. With a single 1

central pole and supporting themselves firmly on their own base,
with no straggling guylines, these tents are quickly and firmly pitched i

and may be placed on less than half the ground needed for a wall I

tent. A special make of enlarged size was used by the Brooklyn O.C. :

and was much liked.

There was not in the entire camp one well arranged club encamp-;
ment, such as has been seen at times in the past, half a dozen tents
of the same design neatly pitched in a semi-circle, with the club flag <

in front. On the other hand, several clubs contented themselves with i

the big, ugly and inconvenient hotel tents, wall tents whose guylines
covered the ground in all directions. The headquarters tents alone
were well arranged to make a picturesque effect and at the same
time to be perfectly convenient.
Tent floors were a necessity rather than a mere luxuri 1 his year,

the ground being like a sponge. Those who had floors iii the previ- I

ous year were in luck, as all tent floors and skids were stored b.y the
Association, free of charge, and also laid dowm again at such a "place
as the owner wished. The supplj' of lumber and the carpenter ser-
vice were both good this year; spruce battens 3 to 5in. wide and •

planed on one siae were to be had at a low price, and skillful carpen-
ters were at band to make them into lent floors, tables, benches and
chairs, almost at cost.

There is one thing to be learned from this year's experience in the
work of the camp site committee, the French wire nail, now in gen-
eral use in many parts of the country, should be rigidly excluded •

from all the eamp carpenter work, and the common old cut nail, 8-
penny and 10 penny, should be used.
The latter, while strong enough for all ordinary uses, is compara-

tively brittle, and may be broken off by a kick or a blow from a ,

stone. The new wire nail on the contrary is indestructible; after its
legitimate functions as a naU are ended it lurks around in everj'-

'

piece of old lumber, ready for a long career of destruction, and en-
dangering the feet and clothing ot afl in camp. It cannot be broken
off, or even bent entirely out of the way; and with each year's added
rust it becomes more dangerous. One accidpnt happened in camp, a
man stepping on one of these nails, and the danger would be still

greater m case of a return to the same place in the future, the logs
and trees being studded with naUs, while odd bits of board lie hidden
in the grass.
The care of a camp ground is a matter that few canoeists concern

themselves with ; but where, aa in the case of WUlsborough Point,
there k, every probability of a return in coming years, the matter is
an important one. The usual foot covering in camp is the light
rubber-soled slipper, and men are frequently bare-footed in swim-
ming and working about their canoes. In any camp ttiat has been
used before It is dangerous to walk without a sti'ong shoe, owing to
the broken glass and old nails; there being three accidents in the

:

present camp, two from the former cause and one from the latter.
Bottles of all sorts, soda water, root beer, sarsaparilla, moxie, •

mucilage and ink, have been recklessly thrown about and broken for
two years, until the pebbles on the beach and the grass on the shore
are filled with sharp and jagged fragments. It is an easy matter foi
each man or each camp to keep all empty bottles, tins, cans, etc , i'j

one pile, back of the tents, and on breaking camp to remove all nailt
projeedngfrom trees and tent floors, and to pull up all tent pegs,
thus leaving tne ground in good condition for future camps.
One question that has been discussed again and again during the

presemJ meet is that of a permanent or serai-permanent eamp; and
many are strongly in favor of such a plan. As outlined in a rough
way, it would mean the selection of some suitable spot and the erec-
tion of a mess pavilion and kitchen and a good dock. All wooden

|

buildings other than the two named would be strictly prohibited,
tents only being allowed, but the tent floor-s and skids would be
owned by clubs or individuals and scored for them in the mess pavil-i
ion from year to year a( a very small charge for handUng.
There would be many good points about this plan; the location

would presumably be as nearly perfect as possible and inacen-'
tral location, the heavy annual charges for the preparation of the
camp site, in some years as high as |700, would be avoided, and good
docks and a well-ordered camp ground be maintaioed at a verv
small annual outlay. The mess and transportation arrangements ^

would be permanent instead of being made anew with aifferent par-
ties each year, and some good local men could probably be fouii 1'

who would tal:e care of each, giving good service at reasonable rat*,:
Any possible -deerease of attendance on the part of men who do not
care to visit the sam.e spot each year would be more than compen •
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sated by a larger general attendance as the result of fixed and reh-

able mess and trarisi) rtation, and by the regular attendance of many
owing to the added convenience and lessened cost, all camp duffle

heing stored on tbe ground, leaving only canoe and clothing to trans-

port. Such a plan niigbt be followed on leased ground, and if found
to work well the money could easily be raised to purchase a perma-
nent camp site.

Canoe Rigs in America and England.
The great difference in the rigs of canoes on the two sides of the

Atlantic is di^^cus&ed as follows in the Field. The hypothesis ad-
vanced to account for the success of the American rig is quite in-

genious, but so far as the facts are concerned the Field is in error,

all the races at the A. C. A. meets are started to windward, making
almost a certainty of one-tbird windward work in every race ;

and
even in club races every eflEorl, is made to secure a reasonable pro-

portion of windward work:
"There is one marked peculiarity in canoe sailing lo America and

Canada which is contrary to the experience and accepted principles

of yacht racing; and which, curiouijy also, has been almost exclu-

sively proved a failure in English canoe sailing; we allude to the sail

area'being formed in two sails of nearly equal area.

"The latest advices from America inform us that the mizzen, in the

majority of racing canoes, is of the same or even of larger area as

compared with the mainsail; in fact, the canoes are schooner rigged.

Everyone counected with yacht racing knows that for thirty years

past schooners and yawls have received in races 'a time allowance
for inferiority of rig' from cutters of equal tonnage; schooners be-

ing reckoned at three-flfths their tonnage, and yawls at four fifths;

ketches and luggers at three fifths, or rhe same as schooners. In

England the 'equally divided' sail plan has been tried on canoes,

and on good boats too. hut without success. It might be argued that

possibly the model and fitment of English canoes was unsnited to the

'divided skirt' sail plan; but the answer to that is that we this year
had a genuine American canoe (sister boat to the Canuck, the late

trophy winner in America) racing in many of the Horal Cai.oe Club
matches on Hendon Lake. The water is open and there is no current,

and yet this canoe was not near tbe front rank of the big mainsail

and small mizzen craft. The big lug forward and minute mizzen aft

certainly carried tbe day in al! weathers at Hendon ; but on the other

hand the Charm of that same breed went to America and was
'waltzPd around' by ail the American front rank a year or two ago,

and things have not chaneed since. Sailing times are about thesame,
possibly the boats are uglier, but that is doubtful.
"Anoiber point of curious na'ure clearly demonstrated by this

season's racing is thar, though the 'toafter' rig {i. e., where the sails

are slung- and set all abaft the mast, and not alongside it, as in the

lug rigs) has carried ail before it in America, in England the balance
lug has done the trick everywhere so far as reports yet to hand go.

•'From a scientfic point of view, the "baftei ' sails should be the per
fectrijj; by practice ihey are not. Science suggests, an the other

hand, that tbe largest undivided surface of sail area should be the

best propeller; practice in England says it is, practice in America
says it is not. Apart from • racing and the 'fastest rig,' it would be

useful and interesting- i£ those who cruise this autumn would make
notes, at the time, of the advantages or defects of the rig they cruise

under. A beautiful rig on paper may prove a beast at two miles off

the land in Jsquallv weather.
••The FoHBsT AUD Stream of ,Tuly 14 gives an ioterestine programme

and set of ch'^rts of the courses of the American Canoe Association
meet for this year, to he held between Aug. 4 and 35. Tbe sailing

course therein set out suggests a possible answer to the sail plan
paradox before mentioned in relation to schooner rig being the most
successful in American racing.

•'It is generally accepted by seamen that a schooner is second to

none at reaching, but she is before none at beating to windward;
hence a triangular course, of which two sides may be reaching and
one a dead run, should be the promoter of .schooner rig for compe-
titors thereon.
"The Aaierican course is an equilateral triau?le,,with base running

north and south; so, if the wind happens to blow a dead fair run
down any one ot the three sides, the other two are reaching sides,

with the wind about five and a half points on the bow. In such case
the schooner rig runs goose-winged on the run, probably level with
any other rig, and then has two thirds of the course reaching, with
the advantage of superior reaching powers."

New Tork C. C. Fall Regatta, Sept. 3.

BENSOJfHUllST—GRAVESBND BAY.

Tbk New York C. C. has fairly astonished itself since its establish-

ment at Bensonhurst last spring, the sailing races which once played
such a prominent part having to a certain extent given way to day
cruises and such expeditions as that recounted last week in our col-

umns. The greatest change, however has been in the matter of re-

gattas, the fall regatta of the club having been planned and carried

out precisely on the lines suggested in the Eobest and Stream in

criticising the unsuccessful regatta of 1891.

This year the sailing races were entirely omitted, the programme
being made up of short but interesting races near the club house,
which afforded a great deal of sport to those participating in them,
and also amused the many spectators on the balcony and the Ben-
sonhurst Pier.

The summary was as follows:
•-•addling race, SQOyds.: Won by Von Nordhoff; O'Shea second,

Ashby third, Whitloek fourth, Stevens fifth, Mowbry sixth, McKeag
sevemh. Ward eighth and Daley last.

Tandem paddling, 300yds. : Won by Stevens and McKeag, Whit-
iQck and Mowbry second, Ashby and Von NordofE capsized at the

Standing paddling. 150yds.: Won by McKeag. Stevens .second, Lake
third, and Whitlock fourth. Mowbry entered but did not finish.

"Tug-of-war, two boats in each heat and crew of two in each canoe:
Daley and Lake won two successive heats over Stevens and McKeag.

Singles, UDset paddling: Won by Barrmgfcon, Ward second and
Stevens third.
Hurry-scurry, dive, swim and paddle: Won by Whitlock. Barring-

ton disqualifled for wrong turn of buoy.
The fancy diving contest was won by Capt. W hillock, and the long

diving by Von Nordhoff. The four ijadoling race did not take place.

After the regular races a sailing race was siart^.d between Torment,
H. C. Ward, and Kismet, C. J. Stevens; the former winning, Mr. 0.

B. Vaux was ofScer of the day.

FIXTURES.
sajPTEMBEB.

10. Seawanhaka, House and Wet- 15. Rochester, Grand Ee-view.

more Ciips, Oyster Bay.
10. Sippican. 3d Sweep, Marion.
10. Eastern, 'fall, Marblehead.
it, Koy. N.S., Capt. L Paissell's

Cup, Halifax.
11. Winthrop. Cash, Winlhrop,
15. New York, Schooner Sweeps,

New York.

1, Corinthian, Atlantic City. 9, Jersey Gity.Jjaaies' Day, New
15, Buffalo, Closing Cruise. York Bay.

15. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
17. Beverly, Monument Beach.
18. Miramichi, Triang,New3astle.
24. Chelsea.
34. Buft'alo, 3d Pennant.
24. Commonvvealtu, Cham , Dor-

chester Bay.

The remarkable thing about the New York Y. R. A . is that those

things which through neglect are usually done badly in a little race

of half a dozen yachts, were on this occasion done well in spite of

the number of entries. Tbe entry list, printed and sent out some
days in advance, contained the official measurement and allowance

of every one of the 155 yachts, and the arrangements as to numbers,

signals, etc.. were most perfect. The as.soeiation has made use of

some good adrice we cffiered several years since, and has rid itself of

honorary and ornamental personages in the various cumriiittees,

entire management of the regatta being in the hands of three

e i. The successful result Is very largely due to the energ->- and

-!-.:!l of one. of them, Mr. George E. Gartland, an old hand at this

\ >rk, through whose labors everything ran smoothly.

The New York Y. R. A. is to be eongracuiated on the successful

miuagement of one of the largest fleets ever started about New
Vork, but at the same time it has not, as some papers state, beate.'i

[be record in American yachting, and it will i^robably be some years

before it does so. On Aug. 18, 188S, the Beverly Y. U, start.ed a fleet

of 173 yachts in one regatta, probably the largest fleet ever started.

The Annual Cruise of ihe South Boston Y. C.

.JtibY 16.—The morning was cloudy, but promised a fine day. By
11 A. M , starting time, the wind was blowing a good nor'wester. and
as it assured a quick run to Marblehead Com. Morrill ordered extra
preparations. The yachts started in review at 1 P. M., saluting the
flagship Recreation," ,and laii their courses for Marblehead

Off Marblehead Rock Fleet Capt Dixon hove to and received the
salutes of the fleet as they arrived and hove to. awaiting orders. At
4:30 the fleet started in squadron for Salem Willows, where they ar-

rived about 5:30 at anchorage.
The Maggie came down under close canvas, to save work, when she

•was hauled on the wind i he captain ordered reefs shaken out, but
the crew thought it was too much trouble. The way the doughty
captain got even with them was t -) leave the wheel and turn in below,
and then thev had to work or drift.

The Recreation was swinging her topsails oft" Pig Rocks, the wind
was chunky, and she got a good one. About everything went to lee-

ward, but the commodore thought the weather rail about the right

place.
After all was snugged down preparations were made tor dinner and

ball. After dinner the fleet was illuminated, all turned to and bright-

ened the bay. The display was greatly admired from tbe shore.

At 1 A. M! all w.as quiet in the fleet, which numbered thirty yachts.
SaIjKM Willows, Stmday, .Tuly 17.—In the morning many strolled

ashore and others visited among the different yachts. At 11:.30 re-

ceptioas on board were in order, not only on the flagship and Fleet

Cautain Dixon's Pilgrim, but nearly all the yachts received inform-
ally.

About V2 M. Commod'o'-e Morrill took leave of the fleet with much
regret. At 12:45 signals on flaaship, "Prepare to get under way."
At 1:15 signal read. "The fleet wOl proceed to Gloucester," and at

1 .30 nearly all had started, the Eastern fleet as ordered, the balance
on their return to City Point, each fleet with a cheery bon voyage to

the other. The Eastern fleet ran along ttie Beverly shore out Salem
channel and anchored in Gloucester Harbor about 4:30.

At colors the fleet comprised twelve yachts. Becreatinn, Coronilla,

Kitty, White Cloud, Marie, Violet, Maggie, Climax, Quissett, Alber-
tina. Awilda, Nilgin.
At 5:15 the signal from flagship, "Captains report on board" was

resptanded to by all and the Vice- Commndore entertained them in

his own inimitable ir auner, assisted by Capt. Mclntire with instru-

mental mu'^ic. The first racing run to Kittery was discussed and
arrangements made.
Gloucesteb, Monday, July 18.—At sunrise orders from flagship

Recreation were, "Proceed and heave to oil Ten Pound Island to

westward of flagship, and at gun from her proceed to anchorage olf

Indian H'ort Kittery," The racing arrangements and prizes as ar-

ranged by the regatta committee. Fijank FERnruAND,
Vice Com., commanding.

The fleet was under way at 5:30 and drifted out of the harbor.
Coronilla, Kitty and Marie were unable to get into line, and as there
was no steamer to assist them they were handicapped at the start.

At the gun eight yachts got away w^ell togetner and a light S. W.
wind helped them around Eastern Point in the followi'.g order: Mag-
gie, Climax. Quissett, Violet, Recreation, Awddn, White Cloud, Al-
bertina, Marie The Nilgiri wii hdrew from the fl^et on this run.

The wind held well into Ipswich Bay, when it lightened somewhat
and hauled westerly, increasing oft" Isle of Shoals to fine sailing

breeze. Violet arrived first at 1:05, The features of the run were:
Violet, fast time; Maggi'J, good work short handed; Awilda's true
course; the snap Recreation had with her class, and tbe splendid
race between Cflmax and Quissett. which boats were not half a mile
apart at any time, and the last eight miles in a spanking breeze, with
all their maneuvering and light sail work, held each other within a
few seconds.
The afternoon was pleasantly spent. Vice-Corn. Ferdinand took

temporary leave of fleet at 4,
' investing Capt. H. F. Mclmire with

command as vice-corn, pro tem. The evening was calm and manv
yachts added to the natui-al beauty of the scene by illura inations and
fireworks.
Capt. Bi.iab's Awilda was the Electra of the fleet.

Order.- at 8:30 P. M. Flagship Recreation. Sailing orders for July
19, S. B. Y. C. Fleet cruising. "At colors, heave .-short. At 8:15 a
second gun will be flred, when the fleet will run direct to anchorage
oft' Portland Y. C —H. F. McIhtire. Acting Vice-Com

,
commanding;

Wsf. Allerton, Acting Secrdtary."
During the night Maggie and Coromlla had a luffing match at an-

chor in the tide. The judges on the other bo,ats were unable to decide
which had the better of it there were so many fouls claimed.
KiTTERT, Tuesday, Jtdy 19.—Fleet started at 8:15 for Portland and

drifted out of the harbor with the tide; wheu off VVhale's Back a
light southerly wind helped them along. At 10:30 wind settled down
to a good bree:?e from S. by W., and the fleet ran down the coast well
togetner, all swinging spinakers and light sails. It was a beautiful
dav and a splendid ruji.

he features of the run were the fast time of Violet and Climax,
and Quissett and Awilda's good work with light sails after they
rounded the Sisters all the way into Portland. The yachts all made
anchorage before coiors, and as they rounded up and saluted each
^as answered from tbe Portland Y. U. house. It must have made
lively work at their gun, but they were equal to the occasion. The
evening was lovely, acd again our "Electra" brightened the anchor-
age with her displav.
Portland, Wednesday, July 20.—This day begins with weather as

bright as usual. Vice Com. Ferdinand resumed command at 10.

Orders from flagship; "Report at this anchorage at colors:" and
the most of tbe fleet lay quietly all day eD,ioying a little rest and
tripsin parties ashore ana down the harbor in the afternoon. All
were well received everywhere, but particularly at the Portland Y.C.
"rheir hospitality gave us to understand that we owned the house,
and each member helped us to enjoy its privileges.

A meeting of captauis was called on board the flagship in the even-
ing as UBual-
PoBTLANU, Thursday, July •21.—The sunrise was clear and beauti-

ful, even in the inner harbor. The fleet was undervvay at 5:80 and
passing between Hog and Peake's islands on ihe inside course to
Harpswell, among the islands of: Casco Bay. This day's sail to the
fleet was a poem. AU the camps and yachts passed were saluted and
they responded heartily. Oft' Pumpkin Island the fleet hove to,

awaiting orders from the flagship, and Capt. McKee gave us the
Canadian boat song, and dog Chowder did the dress parade on the
bowsprit. When the fleet was all together orders to proceed were
given, and all squared away. From the point oft' Great Chebeague,
Mount Washington, was in full view. Off the east end of the island
the fleet again hove to, as something was the matter on board the
flagship. It was discovered that the commodore and Mac were run-
ning the ship in their own quiet way, keeping the main sheet oft"

when on the wind to save work when she was squared away again,
and shaking a leg of dice to see who would draw away the jib sheet.
Yacht White Cloud, Capt. H. H. Smith, took leave oft" Eagle island,

and gave three cheers for the South Boston Y. C,,and three more
for Vice-(;om. Fei'dinand, which was acknowledged by the emm-
modore and responded to by all the fleet.

The yacht MiUy, of the Portland Y. C, here joined, and the fleet

made merry for her.
Ran into Potts Harbor at 10:30, and made the old rocks ri igwith

guns and cheers, and the natives on the wharf helped us, especially
with three cheers for the vice-commodore by the fleet.

Violet here took her leave for Rockland with cheers full and hearty
(as only Capt. McKee and his jolly crew can give) for club and com
modori', and again the fleet responded to a man.
At 11 signal "Captains report on board" and orders to lay at anchor

here until further orders v. ere issued.

It was remarkable how quickly the worthy captains read the signal
"Captains report on board" whenever hoisted, ordinary club mem-
bers (and seamen) were beginning to recognize it and also the fact
that they w ere not in it.

Potts B ARBOR, July 21.—After all had dined, some at the Merri-
coneag Hotel, others on board, Vice-Com. Ferdinand arranged a
drive up country, and it was a jwlly party that filled two large teams.
We had fog horns a la Tally ho, and the bell of the TJ. 3. Mail dis-

covered under the seat. If the Commodore's cannon had only been
lashed on behind with the windlass brake to work it, the natives of
Barpswell would have experiencad a second Fourth of July. As it

was, about all of the inhabitants came out to welcome us. At one
house all of our exertions failed, and it was only after giving it up
that it was found to bo vacant. Near the road, which was very dusty,
a pump was discovered; the Vice Commodore suggested that th"
Governor of North Carolina owned it—it was soon surrounded. Tnis
was the chance our camera captain was waiting for—he considered
it a rare snap on tbe S. B. Y. C.

Tiife mystery of the Vice-Commodore's satchel was soon after re-
vealed, but h« nearly poisoned the party in one carnage by serving
them something quite strong in a mild looking bottle.

We stopped at a country house near a little cove called the Look-
out. Here a pleasant hour was spent and our camera Captain again
asked all hands to look pleasant. Bos'u M, ex-Capt.ain and lat.e Com-
modore pro tern here piped the line andall marched upon the pails of
milk which tlie Vice Commodore had caustd to appear. Well, the
cows looked discouraged as we passed them on our return. On the
way back we had songs by talent brought to light by JoUy company,
and arrived safely at the anchorage in good time.
At colors orders to illuminate the fleet, and in tbe eveulug a dance

was given ashore for our benefit, and a?; tilt Isdie.s have usvtr been
neglected during the cruise. airlLD-.tgU sel'iorn mentioned in this
report, it was well attended.

Potts IIab,bor, Friday, July 23.—Signals at colors to disband fleet,

and each yacht saluted the flagship as thny stood out of h rbor for

their different destinations, thus ending the cruise in squadron in the
same beautiful weather that has made its entire coui-fsi- one I ijng to

be remembered, and separating for a time the .lolly good fellowship
cemented anew bv one of the best cruises ever sailed eastward.
Apropos of this last signal, the ordinary club raemtier (and seaman)
unkindly remarked that the reason must have been that the ten days'
supplies of the "cap' ains will report on board" must have been ex-
hau.sted on the flagship, which of course was dangerous down on the
coast of Maine.
Respectfully submitted to the officers and members of the South

Boston Y. O. Wm. Allbrtun, Acting Secretary,

Cleveland Y. C, Aug. 16-1'?.

CLEYKLAND; OHIO.—LAKE ERIE.

The Cleveland Y. C, one of the leading clubs west of Niagara, has
recently held a very successful regatta, lasting for two days, at

which the best yachts of LaHe Erie were present Tbe regatta was
planned and the arrangements carried out by Cora. Gardner, the
veteran yachtsman -of the Lakes and the leader in yachting and
canoeing, assisted by the memoers ot the Cleveland Y. O. A triangu-
lar course, with six mile sides, was buoyed out on tne lake abreast of
the city, the yacht Say When was tendered by her owner for the use
of the officials, and the following gentlemen were appointed to attend
to aU arrangements: Judges, C. B. Lockwood. ot Sandusky : Com.
Joseph Nicholson, of Detroit, and J. de Zeilinski, of Buft'alo. Time
keepers, W. J. Akers, W. J. White and Col. Geo. H. Worthington.
Regatta committee, Messrs. Phil. P. Wright, W. R. Huntington,
Edward Overbeke, Charles W. Kelly, Herman Lyinan and Henry
Gerlach.
In answer to the invitations yachts and yachtsmen from Detroit,

Toledo an 1 less distant parts of the Lake came in to Cli^veland by
the evening of Aug. 16 to And a hearty welc-ame awaiting them. An
informal meeting was held at the Forest City House, at which the
details of the programme were explained to the visitors, and ihey
were asked to give suggestions or to make such criticisms as might
occur to them. The pr gramme called lor races on Aug. 1(5 for
Class D, 25 to 32Ft. sailing length, by the SeJv;anhaUa ride; and Class
E, 2oft. and under; and on the following day for Class B, over 40ft.,

and Class C, 33 to 40ft., besides the naphtha launches and canoes.
The principal entries were: Ida K , C. H. Krauss; Carmencita, G.
T. Bliss; West Wind, F. L. Bennett; Alice Enrigbt, Arthur Petife;-

Shamrock, H. C. Kendall; Merle, if. B. Hower: B'anchon, G. W.
Bliss; Minx, D. C. Cleary; Meteor, B. E. Lvman; Marietta, R. C.
Moody; lolanthe, A. xM. McEachren; Iris. Chailes L. Parmelee;
Louise, F. W. Caulkins; Lulu B., Aleck L McUloud; Petrel, C. fl.

Christie; Compeer, C. Richter; Restless, F. G. Overbeke: Mott B.J,
O. Gardner; Fleetwing, .L MoCormick; Surprise, Ch^rle^ Boston;
Argo, John Barth ; Sunbeam, George W. Kolbe. Naphtha launches-
Dearest, W. R. Huntington; Nellie. John Weber; Eugene, William
DfMooy.
Tuesday was clear and warm, but with a light N.E. breeze. The

start of Class D was made at 30:31, and for Class E at 10:10, the
course for each class being!! miles to windwajd and return.
Louise led over the course, but in the lignt air she was oeaten by

two of the smaher class starting later. The fuU times were:
CLASS D—25 TO 32ft

Length. Start. Turn. Finish. Elap.SPd.Corrected
Louise 26.35 10 U 06 12 50 00 J 58 0!) 3 26 03 3 21 21

Surprise 30,27 10 33 41 1 02 00 2 04 13 3 30 42 3 30 42

Iris 27 58 10 33 41 Did not finish.

Carmencita.... ...29.94 10 34 15 Did not finish.

lolanthe 27.05 10 36 03 Did not flnish.

CLASS E—25ft. AKD under
Argo 33.30 10 Ai 11 12 58 00 2 00 '25 3 13 14 3 IS 14

IdaK 21. '27 10 43 34 1 03 00 3 07 35 3 25 01 3 31 33

Petrel 24.94 10 4;-{ 13 Broke gaff—withdrew.
Mott B ^20 09 10 45 11 Not timed.
There was a thick fog on Wednesday morning, but the sun broke

through it in time for a start at 11 A. M , thoug i there was no wmd
for sailing. The only two entries in Class A were Wasp and Minx,
neither trying to start in the fight wind, The naphtha race w as called
at noon, with five starters, the course being the complete 18 mile
triangle. The race was timed:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,
Eugene.. 12 02 08 3 49:10 3 47 22 2 18 50
Douglas C 12 02 08 3 01 10 2 59 03 2 IS Oft

Nellie 12 03 08 3 05 05 3 Hi 57 3 02 67
Dearest 12 02 08 3 05 11 3 09 53 3 26 56
Lb Voyageur 12 02 OS 8 12 00 3 03 03 2 20 07
Dearest, the favorite, met with several mishaps, hiving been ia

constant use in the service of the committee for two days, up to the
time of the start. The aUowances were under the Isherwood table.

The first attempt to start the launches was spoded by bad conduct of
some men in a sailboat, w^ho refu-<ed to remove her irom the starting

line at the request of tlie committee.
The wind sprung up about noon, and at 1218:80 Class B was sent

away, the following yachts crossing the line: Merle, of Buft'alo, F. B.
Hower; Marietta, of Fairport, R. C. Moody; Sunbeam, of Cleveland,
G.W.Colby; Alice Euright, of Detroit, Arthur Pettie; Lulu B., of
Detroit, F. Senter. Marie won eashv, the elapsed times being:
Merle 4 00 07 Lulu B 5 09 51

Alice Enright 4 08 19
Class C was started at ]2:'J8:30. The entries were: Compeer, of

Clf-veland, C. Richter; Restless, of Cleveland, F. G. Oberbeke; Fleet-
wing, of Cleveland, James Mct^ormack; Westwind, of Buffalo F, L.
Bennet; Shamrock, of Detroit, H. C. Kendall; Fanchou, of Toledo,
G. W. Bills; Meteor, of Cleveland, B. E. Lyman; Grayling, of Oleve
land, H. Gerlach.

i class were:
Corrected.
4 10 19
4 20 38
4 33 20
4 HO 40
4 44 -25

The times for the class were:
Start Finish. Elapsed,

Shamrock 13 38 20 4 51 00 4 13 40
Meteor 13 31 26 4 58 30 4 26 44
Restless 12 34 48 5 OS 38 4 33 .50

West Wind , 13 30 17 5 11 47 4 41 80
Fanchon .... .,.12 32 02 5 16 27 4 44 25

Compeer ...12 36 15 5 35 20 3 59 05

Fleetwing... 12 35 32
Grayling.... 12 33 06
Meteor, the second yacht, is a new craft, this race heing li#t max

trip.

In the evening a banquet was tendered bv the Cleveland Y. C. to
the visiting yachtsmen , The regatta was a great success in afl ways,
and the meeting of yachtsmen from all parts of the lake is likely to

do much to promote the work now in hand, of establishing a strong
permanent org.anization composed of all the clubs on Lake Erie and
as far west as Detroit. An energetic and progressive organization of
this kind has long been needed to develop the vast possibilities of
pleasure sailing on this portion of the Great Lakes, and the present
attempt promises to fully meet this need.

Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead.
Midsummer series for 21-footers. First race, Aug. 18, course No. 3,

distance 11 miles, -weather moderate, fair, wind S.E.

:

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
1 16 10 " -

-
i. 16 12
1 16 36
1 16 52
1 17 13
1 17 17 3 08 15 1 50 5,?

1 18 03 :^ 10 41 1 52 39
1 IS 16 3 33 30 3 05 14
1 18 58 3 25 44 3 06 48

. . _ 1 18 .58 3 13 30 1 64 33
Winners—Class 1, first prize. Reaper; second prize, Exile: third

prize. Freak; fourth prize, Vanessa. Judges—Danie! Ai)pleton, Geo.
W. Mansfield.
Second race, Aug. 19, course No. 3, distance 11 miles, strong win^,

heavv sea. wind S.E.:
Start

Freak 1 11 22
Catsp.aw , . . 1 11 35
Turush .1 12 01
Vanessa 1 33 14
Exile 1 13 ,2S

Koorali 1 13 'i'i

Reaper 1 13 48

Typhoon 1 13 10
Tadpole 1 14 00 „

Winners—Class 1. first priz-:". Freak; second praze, Ee^^er; third
prize, Vanessa: fourth prize, Exile.
Third rar-e, Aug. 20: Course No. 8, distance 11 miles, weathei"

Catspaw, W. Abbott 26.04
Tadpole, W.E.\Vaterho'se.25. 05

Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr...:24.03

Kocrah, R. C. Robbins ... -23.04

Reaper. H. P. Benson 24.00
Exile, J. F. Small ......... .36 06
Freak, John B Paine 25.10
Sirocco. Wm. P. Fowle. .. .26.05
Typhoon, J. I. Taylor .. .23.09
Thrush, C. A. Prince. ....27.02

•A 09 30 1 58 20
Disabled.
3 11 39 1 55 18
Withdi'ew.
Z 09 41 1 53 39

Cor.
1 52 25

1 51 50

1 48 4^
1 50 08
1 51 11

3 04 25
2 03 45
1 54 33

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
-3 01 80 1 50 08 1 48 40
3 15 ii 3 03 37 2 02 47

1 34 .573 06 58 1 54 67
3 07 33 1 55 32 1 51 30
i 05 33 1 58 45 1 &'2 01

3 31 33 3 08 61, % 04 17

Z 0511 153 S8 1 48 46
Disabled,
3 17 10 3 03 10 2 01 13

cloudy, strong sea, wind N.N.E., strong:
Start.

Sirocco 1 10 13

Freak 1 10 15

Vanessa .1 10 31

Reaper ., 1 11 lf>

Exile ,,. 1 11 4a

Finish.
3 -26

3ir

3 n 38
3 38 45

lapsed.
Ifl 17
or 34
06 2B

2 05 12
3 IS 06

Corrected.
3 15 12
3 06 50
9 03 27
2 02 14
3 12 02

Wiunpi-fi— Class 1, flrst prize. Reaper; second prize, Vanessa; third
prize, Freak; fourth prize. Exile. In addition to priaes as above,
Reaper -wins SjlOO cup for bjst 3 out of 3.
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The Gloucester Races, Aug. 26.

The sturdy old flsWag port of Gloucester, Mass., celebra<;ecl her

SoOtli anniversary ou Aug, 26, the chief feature of the day's sporrs

being the racing of the yachts and fishing schooners m weather of

exceptional severity. A heavy northeast gale howled down tte

coast., raising a terrible sea in Massachusetts Bay and making sailing

anyDhing but a pleasure: but the hardy fishermen scorned to reef on

such an occasion, and carried whole sail over the <)l-mile course

under conditions which made their conduct little less than foolhardy.

The yachts very sensibly reefed down; in fact, they could otherwise

have done nothing, even over the partly sheltered course which was
finally selected for them by the committee. The schooners w-ere di-

vided into two classes, the fli-st prize for the larger class being a $300

silver cup presented by ex Com. jtovey, of the schooner Fortima, a

Gloucester yacht; and the s«cond being |150. The prizes m the

smaller class were $150 and $75, The course was from off tne Whist-

ter. were: First class, Nannie C, Bohlin, James fi. Steele, .lames u.

Blaine, Harry L. Belden, Joseph H. Rowe, Ethel B. Jacobs and Gray-

Img. second class, Lottie Haskins, Caviare and Elsie F. Bowe.
The Jacobs led the fleet for a time pushed by ihe Rowe, but in the

fog she overstood the Nahant marJc, losing ground, and on the jibe

her main gafC broke. She held on for a time, though now second to

the Rowe, but afterward gave up. On the reach to the ou'er mark
the BeJden came to the front, being first around and holding first

place to the finish. The Haskins led her class over the course. The
Harry L. Belden wins the Hovey cup and the Nannie C. Bohlen the

second prize. In the smaller class the Lottie S. Haskins wins first

prize and the Caviare second.

Tne weather in the morning was much too bad for the small yachts

and a postponement was made until noon, at which time the outside

course was abandoned and the following substituted:

Course for first, second and third classes: From starting line,

leaving Dog Bar Buoy and Eastern Point Ledge Buoj on port, to and
around Whistling Buoy off Eastern Point, leaving it on starboard;

thence to and around Bell Buoy off Norman's Woe, leaving it on
starboard to starting line, rounding flag at starting line, leaving it on
starboard and repeat the course; allowance for ten miles.

Course for fourth, fifth and sixth classes: From starting line,

leaving Round Rock Buoy on port hand, flag on starting line on .star-

board hand. Round Rock Buoy on port hand to fluish line; allowance

for six miles.
The times were as follows:

FIRST CLASS—30 TO .^6PT.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Chieftain 2 30 00 4 20 08 1 40 08 1 46 00

King Philip.'. .'. 2-30 00 4 20 19 1 oO 19 1 50 19

SKCOND CLASS CENTBRBOARDS —25 TO .30fT.

Chapoquoit 2 30 00 4 2S 57 1 52 57 1 53 49

^pe 2 .30 00 Witharew.
SECOND CLASS KEELS—-SOFT,

Handsel 2 35 00 4 33 56 1 48 55 148 43

THIKD CLASS CENTBRBOARDS—21 TO 35FT.

Giosev 2 40 03 4 19 -37 Withdrew.
Beatrice 2 40 CO 4 51 25 2 11 25 2 U 14

Black Cloud 3 40 00 4 53 42 :M3 42 2 11 47

Hazard 2 40 00 4 59 44 3 17 44 2 17 00

Good Luck 2 40 00 5 04 32 2 84 32 a 19 57

Vivian 2 40 00 Withdrew.
Perdita" 3 40 00 Withdrew.
Viola 2 40 00 Withdrew.
Augusta

"
' 2 40 00 Withdrew.

Wapita Withdrew.
THIRD GLASS KEfLS.

Emma L 2 40 00 4 44 00 2 04 01 2 02 50

[i-ene 2 40 00 4 56 31 2 16 31 3 13 06

Alcyone . 2 40 00 AVithdrew.

Helen 2 40 00 Withdrew.
JIB AND MAINSAIL BOATS - 18 TO 21PT.

Mavis 2 45 00 4 10 43 1 25 43 1 23 57

Promenade 2 45 00 Wirbdrew.
FOiniTH CLASS CATS 18 TO 21fT.

Maggie 2 45 00 4 0;J 58 1 17 58 1 16 35

Arab 2 45 00 4 21 46 1 36 4fi 1 35 18
FOURTH CLASS KEELS.

Astrea 2 45 00 4 03 :^6 1 18 36 1 16 59

AVahneta
'

V. .

.' 2 45 00 4 05 45 1 20 45 1 20 45

Mocking Bird 2 45 00 4 15 01 1 30 01 1 28 41

Wraith

2

45 00 4 17 16 . 1 32. 16 1 30 20
FIFTH CLASS, 16 TO 18fT.

Chippie 2 50 00 4 26 1 36 .55 1 36 55

Xiuna ". 2 50 00 Withdrew.
SIXTH CLASS, TTOTEB 16fT.

Marchioness 2 55 00 4 23 55 1 27 55 1 27 55

Rodie 2 55 00 4 24 23 1 29 22 1 2S 08

Alpine 2 .55 00 4 33 14 1 .38 14 1 87 ,37

Ida May 2 55 00 Withdrew.
Wizard",. 3 55 00 Withdrew.
The judges were William S. Eaton, Jr., Louis M. Clark, Barclay

Tilton, F. E Cabot, George A. Stewart, Frank A. Shute.

Royal Canadian Y. C, Aug. SO.
TORONTO—LAKE ONTARIO.

The Eoyal Canadian Y. C. sailed a cruising race on Aug. 30 for
the 40 and 46ft. classes combined, and the 30ft, class., with a race
around the island for the 25ft. class. The larger yachts, Condor,
Vreda and Zelma, sailed to Hamilton, the 30-footers. Cyprus and
Vedette to O ikviile. The five were started togeth«r at 3 P. M. in a
very light souih wind, the start being off the town club house, thence
out"around the island buoy and thence to the lake thi-ough the west
ern passage. The times were:
Vedette 3 00 10 Condor 3 01 15

Zelma 3 00 46 Cyp'us; , 3 02 50

Vreda 3 00 49 Oriole 3 05 38
Zelma soon took the lead and steadfly increased it. In the lake the

wind was light from the west, and the yachts made slow progress,
Vedette witn her lug rig being under-canvased. The race was slow
and fluky, but Zelma kept going through the calm streaks, finishing

at9;40P. M. Cyprus sailed well, making Oakyille at 8:48:10 P.M.
Condor withdrew. The times were:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Zelma 9 49 00 6 49 00 6 66 25

Vreda 10 24 20 7 24 30 7 24 20
Condor Withdrew.
The 25-£ooters started at 8:15, Wa Wa being a little late oyer the

line, but soon running ahead and winning easily. The race was a
slow one owing to the light airs. The times wex-e, start 3:15:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

WaWa 7 07 17 3 52 17 3 47 40
Caprice 7 IS 00 4 00 00 3 58 47
Ariel 7 22 20 4 07 20 4 08 40
Brenda Not timed.
Kelpie---- Not timed.
Next day Lenore joined Zelma and Vreda for the sail home with a

moderate S.W. wind. Vedette took the ground near Long Branch,
but was finally hauled ofl; by the steam yacht Electric.

Lake Champlain Y. C. Aug, 23-24.
BURLINGTON, VT.—LAKE CHAMPLAIN.

The house of the Lake Champlain Y. C. at Burlington, Vt., one of
the handsomest club houses on fresh water, was gaily decorated on
Aug. 23, the occasion being the annual regatta of the club, one of the
events of the summer on Lake Champlain. The club is noted from
Albany to Montreal for its hospitaUty, and many visiting steam
yachts were present, bringing yachtsmen to witness the races and
take part in the grand ball of the evening. The programme of events
was as follows:

I. Pu'st race, open to all sailing yachts of 33ft. and upward. First
prize, silver cup; second, silver cup,

II. Second race, open to all yachts of 20£t. and less than 33ft. First
prize, silver cup: second, sflver cup.

ni. Third race, open to all yachts under 20ft. First prize, silver
cup; second, silver cup.

IV. Fourth race, for the "ladies' cup," value $500, open to all

yachts whose owners ai-e members of the club.

V. Canoe sailing race, to be sailed under the rules, regulations and
supervision of the American Canoe Association. First prize, silver
cup; second, silver cup.
VI. Canoe paddling race, to be contested under the rules, regu-

lations and supervision of the American Canoe Asaociation. Fh-st
prize, silver cup; si=cond, silver cup,
VII. Seventh race, open to aU steam yachts and naphtha launches

under 50ft. waterline, to be steamed for under the Isherwood rules,
distance 6^ miles, the course to be covered in IJ^ hours, and three
launches to start or no race. First prize, silver cup; second, silver
cup.
I. v'in. Rowing race, single scull or rowing boats—no outriggers
allowed. First prize, $5; second, $3.

IX, Tub race, First pi-ize, §3; second, S3.

The weather of Tuesday was poorly fitting for yacht racing, being
warm with hardly a draft of wind over the still surface of the lake,

but the first race was started at 11 A. M. and the second a little later.

The yachts sailed .slowly out the harbor and well into the lake, and
then'lay idly drifting before the eves of the guests who crowded the
wide piazzas of the club house. The Lake Champlain Y. C. has both
this year and last offered most liberal prizes to the canoeists camp-
ing oppo.site on Willsborough Point, and though this year there were
few competitors, owing to the rapid breaking up of the camp after
the finish of the races, those canoeists who attended the regatta did
their best to amuse the spectators during the calm, in four races
which are described in another column.
After a spirited paddling race a steam yacht race was started, be-

ing won by the Sibyl, of Plattsburg, after" which followed a rowing
race in service boats, won by F. Gokey, with Edwin Conley second.
A tub race afforded the usual amount of amusement to the specta-
tors. The saUing yachts were finally compelled to give Hp, the wind
declining to aid them. A canoe sailmg race was started when a
light breeze came in after lunch time, but it, too, was a failure,
though the other canoe races that followed were more successful.
In the evening the Howard Opera House orchestra- was present,

playing for a promenade concert from S to 9 o'clock, the rest of the
night being devoted to the annual ball, a very brilliant affair.

AA'ednesda.y was more favorable for racing than Tuesday had been
in spite of a hard rain in the early morning, and three of the post-
poned races were sailed, as follows:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Gleam, W. T. Foote 98.00 9 41 20 10 52 40 1 11 35
Undine, J. S. De Selding.26.00 9 40 45 10 48 50 1 08 05

THIRD CLASS.
Alpha. G. Witherbee....21.02 9 40 05 10 51 01 1 10 56
Cute, F. Butterfleld 21.04 9 40 45 Did not finish.

Gypsie. H. L. Bingham . .18.00 9 45 15 11 05 03 1 20 08
Lulu, .John Merriam 14.06 9 40 40 Did not finish.

LADIES' CHALLENGE CUP.
Nautilus. H. Hickok. . .49.02 11 26 15 12 .52 17 1 26 02
Gleam, W. P. Foote 28.00 11 27 01 1 27 00 3 00 01
Winners: Second class, Undine, Gleam; third class, Alpha. Gypsie;

ladies' challenge cup, Nautilus.
Regatta committee—L. 0. Grant, A. C. Whiting, A, Adsit, J. G.

Hincus. Judges—A. C. Tuttle, A. G. Waittemore, T. G. Buddlngton.

Horseshoe Harbor Club, Sept. 3-5.

LAROHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The Horseshoe Harbor Club, of Larchmont. celebrated Saturday
and Monday by two races, the first for naphtha launches and the
second for sailing yachts.
The naphtha launch race, on Saturday, was open to all laimches

operated by naphtha vapor, steam launches being excluded. The
classes were SOfc. 1. w. 1. and over, 23 to 30ft. and under 23ft.; a first

prize of a $50 cup and a second of a $iS cup in each class, with a $50
cup offered by Mr. Clement Gould for the best corrected time.
The allowances were on size and power together, 3s. per foot of

l.w.l. and lOi. per H. P. per nautical mile. The course "was a 3 mile
triangle off Larchmont, 3 rounds, 9 nautical miles. The classes were
started at 8m. intervals. The winners were: class A Satan, corrected
Time Ih, 4m. ;33s. Daisy second, correeied time ih. 7m. 5s. Class B,
Kraken, corrected lim'e 59m. iris. The Wake second, corrected time
Ih. Im. 9s. Class C, Susie, corrected Ih. Im. 54s. Qlive second, cor-
rected time ih. 4m. 53s. Kl-aken won the Gould cup.
The regatta committee Included Messrs. Piorre Noel L. H. Spence,

.John Neilson and W. A. Beddoe.
Monday's race had 18 starter.*, the course being around Execution

Reef and Constable Point Buoys. The wind was strong S. W., with
some sea. The times were:

CLASS I.—SLOOPS, YA-ftT. RIGGED. COlTeCted.
Kwasuid, Oliver Adams 1 33 16
Rajah, H. W. Eaton 1 34 40

CLASS A— SLOOPS NOT OYER 30pT.
AVhite Wings, J. N. Spalding 1 46 19
Laureame, Rufus King 3 05 .36

Nora, G. M. Barretto , Withdrew.
Brenda, F. M. Scott

, ..Withdrew.
CLASS B—CA33IN CATBOATS NOT OVER 25PT.

Elfin, F. E. Towle 1 29 29
Wonder, E. W. Wales 1 52
Ray, W.Thomas Withdrew.

CLASS C—OPEN CATBOATS NOT OVER 21PT.
Fairy, P. E. Towle, Jr 1 32 52
Phyllis, F. B.Jones AVitodrew.

CLASS D—OPEN CATBOATS NOT OVER IflPT.

It, Sedgwick 1 45 04
Spindrift, Locket 1 45
lone. Andresen 1 46 03
Sunshine. Bisboprick .1 .55 OlJ^
Caprice, Bird 1 .56 lijl
Lark, Eddy 3 08 16>
Skip, Moon 2 16 0.5)^

Corinthian Y. C. Sept. 3.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETS BAY.

The Corinthian T. C. sailed its 68th regatta, the Sd championship
with a special handicap for cruisers, on Saturda.y in a sti-ong .south-
east wind. The times being:

SECOND CLASS.
Finish. Elapsad. Corrected.

Susie. W. W. Keith 4 11 48 2 01 48 1 59 48
lone, J, S. Boyen 4 48 40 2 .38 40 2 38 40

THIRD CLASS.
Freak, J, B. Paine 4 07 13 1 52 13 1 52 13
Reaper, H. P. Benson 4 14 23 1 59 23 1 57 09

FOURTH 0LAS.S.

Koorali, R. 0. Bobbins 3 50 58 1 30 58 1 30 -38

Typhoon, J. I. Taylor Disabled.
CLASS A.

Kelpie, Wm. Bassett, Jr 3 55 40 1 .30 40 1 18 40
Orinda, W. H, Winslow 3 51 44 1 26 44 1 20 44
Lorlta. I. L. Butler 4 04 59 1 39 59 1 :30 .59

Modoc, A. P. Loring 4 09 40 1 44 40 1 32 40
CLASS B.

Bob, E. Harding 4 08 10 1 .38 10 1 25 10
Oioiara, D. C. Holden, .Tr 4 11 10 1 40 10 1 25 10
Jane, C. AV. Parker 4' 06 41 1 36 41 1 20 41
xN^ancy, H. Taggard .4 07 00 i 37 00 1 27 00
Bath Bun, Jordan 4 15 20 1 45 20 1 29 20
Kraken, P. Chase 4 03 58 1 33 .58 1 .33 58
Tadpole, W. Waterhouse Disabled.
Susie won in her class. Freak in hers, and Koorali in hers. Orinda

led the cruiser class, but Keliiie beat her on handicap. Bob and
Oimara tied in the smaller class. The judges were Messrs. Daniel
Appleton and G. W. Mausfleld.

Rockaway Beach Yachts.
On Aug. 38 a race was sailed off Rockaway Beach, Long Island, in

a strong N. 'W. wind, the times being:
CLASS A—SLOOPS BETWEEN 25 AND 35ft.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Princey 2 05 05 2 05 05
Agate 2 09 28 3 09 28
Carrie 3 14 00 2 14 00
Arthur AV 2 04 46 2 04 46

CLASS B—OATS BETWEEN 20 AND 25PT.
Marquis - 2 15 05 2 11 05
Duchess 2 19 05 2 19 35
Anna A 2 14 30 2 lo 00
P.D.Q 2 09 28 2 09 00
Come Along 2 11 85 2 10 00

CLASS O—FLAT-BOTTOMED SKIFFS TOTDEE 20fT.
Lottie C 3 16 35 2 16 35
Kat 3 19 43 2 11 40

Skid, Lily and Our Own capsized. The prizes were as follows:
Class A SlOO, Class B $75, Class C $50. The judges were Mes.srs. .las.
Daly, John Cunningham, and Edward McAvoy.

Hull Corinthian Y. C, Sept. 3.

HULL, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The open regatta of the Hull Corinthian Y. C. on Saturday was
sailed in a light S.W. Breeze, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Alpha 3 15 00 4 47 18 1 32 18 1 11 59
Exile 8 15 00 4 50 03 1 ;15 03 1 16 42
Romance.... 3 15 00 3 52 04 1 37 04 1 18 09
Vanessa 8 15 00 4 54 24 1 39 29 1 19 20
Asp 3 15 00 4 57 33 1 43 33 Not meas.
First prize. Alpha, $29; second, Exile, S15; third, Romance, $10.
The judges were Com. H. O. Stetson, Messrs. G. W. Bouve. 0 V

Souther and P. H. Smith. Jr.

Ne-w York Yacht Racing Association, Sept. 5
NEW YORK—NEW YORK HARBOR.

The fourth annual regatta of the New York Y. R. A., sailed on
Monday, was a success from start to finish, the weather being favor-
able and all the arrangements as nearly perfect as it is possible lo
have them, the fleet of 10-2 starters being handled without the least
delay or confusion, The officers have profited by past experience,
and this yt ar all superfluous Judges, referees and other useless
appenoases of the average regatta were dispensed with, the entire
work and responsibility being assumed by the regatta committee,
Messrs. George E. Gartland, Wm. Cagger and Chas. E. Simms, ,Tr.

As these three gentleman were old bands and thoroughly competent,
everything ran smoothly. The entry list included 155 yachts, but as
usual, a number entered with no intention of starting, though a very
large fleet. 10-2 yachts, crossed the starting line off Bedloe's Island.
The courses were:
Course 1—For Classes A, B. C, D, E and F.—From the starling line

around Red Nun Buoy No. 12 (Perch and Ball) and return, 27 statute
mi les.

Course 2—For Classes G, H, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7.—From the starting line
around Swash Channel (red) Bell Buoy and return, 21 statute miles.
Course 3 - Classes 3, 5, 8 and 9.—Prom the starting line around Black

Buoy No. 9 and return, 15 statute miles.
Course 4—Class 10 —From starting line around Black Buoy No. 11

and return. 12 statute miles
All turning buoys to be left to port.
Monday was clear and warm, with a moderate S.E. breeze and a

roll to the sea in the Lower Bay. The tide was ebb during the morn-
ing, aiding the fleet down and up. The start -was made at 11:50, the
fleet starting in three divisions, with intervals of 10 minutes. The
course was vo windward and return, the times being:

CLASS A—COURSE I -SCHOONERS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Florida, Com. A. J. Prime 75.00 3 52 41 3 34 00
Beatrice, Geo.F. Shaver 48.06 5 12 41 4 30 01
Edith, 1, Geo. AV. Poiicher 43.11 5 15 -29 4 £7 00
CLASS C-COURSE II.—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS. 53PT. AND OVER 45FT.
Dolphin, 1, Com. H. P. Afien. 47.01 4 41 47 3 57 22
CLASS D—COURSE I.- CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 45FT. AND OYER :?8l?T.

Avalon, L. Mittelsdorf 42.00 4 46 44 3 55 20
lieika, E. H. Converse

,
40.00 4 09 29 3 15 02

CLASS B—COmSE I.—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, oSFT. AND OVER 32PT.
MuDia, C- Valentine & <i. Rockwood. .36.0-21^ 4 25 17 3 24 29
Carrie Van A^'oorhis, John H. Thorn....34. 06 4 23 49 3 18 46
Nautilus, Pringle & Haskins 34.00 4 26 02 3 21 00
Lottie, JohnE D,ew :i3 06 4 83 .56 3 27 55
Emma and Ahce. D. McGlynn 33.08 Did not fin ish.
Charles Welde, Wm. A. Boist .32.06 4 52 15 3 44 12
Fair Wind. John G. Meehan . .. . 33.00 Did not finish.
CLASS F—COURSE I -CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTbRS, 32fT. AND OYER 27fT.
Seaboli, AA^ P. AA^illis 31.01 4 3:.' 40 3 11 36
Forsyth, A. P. Rowe . 30.00}.^ 4 28 12 13 51
Henry Ward Beecher, Bevers&Tomp

kins .30.00 4 28 07 3 14 35
Pavonia, Ben. J Soper 27.06 5 II 58 3 52 19
CLASS G—COURSE II.—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 27FT. AND UNDER.
Zulu, Eraser and AVilley 26,11 3 .54 33 2 51 09
Soutter Johnnie, A. Mclnness 26.08 3 56 05 2 52 33
Vixen I.. Louis AA^ander 26.06 3 45 40 2 41 37
Sophia. Robert McAdam 26,03 Did not finish.
Christine, Smith and Chester 25.06 Did not finish.
Wahneta, Frank A. Perret 25.05 3 44 23 2 37 ,59

Millie, Com. C. H. Benson 25.03 :1 45 H2 3 38 45
Mary I , .lohn W. Bolen 25.00 Did no: finish.
Lurline, Bertram Barnett -25.00 3 53 45 2 45 34
Ida, Frank J. McCarthy 23.01 Did not finish.

CLASS H—COURSE II.—ALL CABIN YAWL-BIGGBD YACHTS.
Seneca, .1. P. Tribkeu ;35.06 Did not tlnish.
B&ssie, (iarrett Van Horne -iO.OO 3:54 20 2:37 08

CLASS 1—COORSE II.—OPEN SLOOPS, 32FT. AlfB OVER 37FT.
Charm 1., Ketcham and Campbell... 28.04 3 25 01 2 ,'!4 42
Eaglewiug, Scott and Burlton 27.10 3 47 03 3 45 44
Lizzie L., Henry Stinemire 27.06 Did not finish.

CLASS 2—coun.9E II.—OPEN SLOOPS, 37ft. and OVER 23ft.
Lizzie P., M. Flynn .26.06 Did not finish.
J. T. Corlett, Conrad Rothmal .26.O314 3 20 34 2 21 .W
J. A. Cameron, J. J. McCarthy -26.03 3 34 00 2 29 25
C. J. Moore, Treadwell and Sweeney . .25.0-2^ Did not go cour.se.
Clara 8., J. W. Stilger, Jr 24.04 ~ Did not go course
Our Own, Wm. H. A'^reeland 24.00 Did not finish.
Alice, John Cottier 24.00 3 54 10 2 44 26

CLASS 3—COURSE lit.-OPEN SLOOPS, 23fT. AND TINDER.
I Thought So, J. Clifford -22.00 3 53 05 1 49 46
Mosquito, F. H. Helger I9.11i^^ 2 49 33 1 51 48
Emmie, Albert Clunan 18.04 Di 1 not finish.
O.sceola, M. McGrath 19.00 3 58 55 2 00 10

CLAiSS 4—COURSE It.-CABIN CATBOATS OVER 2:?FT.

Reliance. Wm. Schuhz • 30.00 4 04 07 3 05 55
Truant, Skeriy & rown.send 28. 00}^ Did not finish.
Spray, John Mumm 27.05 3 33 55 2 31 47
AVhileaway, R. E. Prime, Jr., and W.

Prime. 37.041^ 3 42 40 2 40 S6
Ella P., John Dickson 27.04J4 3 52 51 3 50 35
Acorn. P. H. Jeannot 26.00 3 39 45 2 25 42
Henry Gray. John Ortileb & B. A.

Deetjen 26.02 3 35 22 2 30 37
Nellie, M. F. Plant 26.01 5 25 36 2 20 40
Almira, Wilmer Hanan 26.01 3 27 30 2 22 40
Water Lily, Zimmerman & Hoffman.. 26. 00 3 62 36 2 47 30
Crescent, Cale Barker -34.10 Did not finish.
Vixen II., 0. S. Elhott 24.04 4 05 .33 2 56 .38

Annie J , Geo. W. James 23.02 3 65 38 3 4:-J 50
CLASS 5—COURSE III.— CABIN CATBOATS 23fT. AND UNDER.

Clara R., David G. Robinson 23.00 3 C3 :j9 3 18 04
Ripple. Fred Muller 22.0914 2 53 53 3 01 55
Juniata, Chas. P. Larzeiere S3.04^| 3 56 31 3 03 44
Willie K., S. Kioaberlin 20.00 3 55 04 2 01 85
Fawn, Alex. Cochrane 38.00 3 11 56 3 18 27
Oriole, L W. Forbell S1.02K> Did not flnisb.
Water W'itch, P. M. Rendall 31.00 " 3 49 48 1 54 19

CLASS 6-COCRSB II.— OPEN CATBOATS, 82 FEET AND OVER 27 FEET
Henrietta, Com. A. T Brush 38 00 Disqualified.
Dolphin, Geo. L. Robinson 37.09 H -ZH 4l 2 22.31
Wilmerad, AA'ilomer Hanan 27.07J4 3 35 3:6 2 33 57
Elvira, Alfred L. Smith 27.05 3.35 20 2 .\i8 12

CLASS 7—COURSE 11.—OPEN CATBOATS, 27 FEET AND OVER 23 FEET
Winona, James E. Grover 24.02}^ 4 00 08 3 50 54
Twilight, N. B. Duryea -23.11 3 31 41 3 11 47
Yankee Boy, Braisted and Mowry '23.02 Did not finish.

CLASS 8—COURSE III.—OPEN CATBOATS. .83 FEET AND OVER 20 FEET.
Pauline B , C. S. Raymond 32.07K' 3 36 41 1 44 24
Enigma, Fred Oakes 23 03 3 .33 16 1 39 07
Aurora, A. Wtrsching 22.00 2 :15 10 1 41 41
Nixy. Claude Berard 22.00 Did not finish.
Lizzie B., Geo. A. Bouker -21.11% 3 33 17 1 .39 47
Colleen, P. H. McGiehan 21.11 2 .33 10 1 39 33
Undine, Clinton R. James 31.10 2 32 02 1 38 14
Eureka, Durham and Relyea 21.09 Did not finish.
Defiance, Bormay and Lober 31.05 2 ;i0 43 1 36 05
Sappho, George B, Lyons 31.03 2 53 54 1 57 55
B. Q., J. C. Edkerton. 20.04 Did not finish.
Siren, Com. I. F. Fischer 20.03 2 .37 38 1 40 37
Torment, Wm. Hongwout 20.01 3 39 28 1 43 02

CLASS 9-COURSE HI.—OPEN CATBOATS, 20li'T. AND OVER 17ft.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

.

Emma A, Richard Greten 19. 11}^ 3 37 28 1 39 43
H C. Miner, D. McGlynn 19.10).^ 3 43 23 1 44 31
Anglesey, Lankenau Bros 10.10 Did not finish.
Senator, Wm. Gray 19.10 2 19 10 15111
Dora D., Fred Oliver 19.09 Did not finish,

C. T. Wills. Martin Nicholas 19.06 2 43 51 1 46 06
Ges' So, Joseph Elsworth 18.03 2 40 01 1 38 16
Doctor, Dr. F. T. Barker 18.01 2 45 07 1 42 58
My Partner, C. J. Lutton 18.01 3 06 51 3 04 43
Conton, E. M. Post 18.00 2 40 53 1 .38 30
Ida T., Chas. A. Passmore 17.03 3 01 00 1 56 40

CLASS 10—COURSE IV.—OPEN CATBOATS, 17PT. AND UNDER.
Essex, Jos. Sandford 16.07 2 30 47 1 37 51
Chip, W. E. Elsnorth 16.05 2 23 63 1 30 55
Amo, Walter Smith 16.03 2 '42 05 1 38 23
Gala Water, John Spavin 16.021^ 2 39 10 1 45 82
Gracie, Henry Stinemire 16.01 2 28 28 1 34 32
Tough, Benj. Carr 15.07 3 31 10 1 .'iS 32
Avalon, Christine and Cameron lost theu- topmasts. Clara S. and

C. J. Moore were disqualified for turning the wrong buoy, and Flor-
ida sailed without a number.

The fast steam yacht Yankee Doodle, originally the Buzz, was de-
stroyed on Saturday morning at 4 o'clock, while on a shooting trip
down the Delaware River. The .yacht caught fire near the boiler and
was totally desiro.ved. her owners, Messrs. AA'illiam and Thomas MC'
Bride, and their friends, Richard Fisher and Wm Naulty, escaping
in two gunning skiffs. The Buzz was built in 1887 by 0. D, Mosher,
and has made a record for very fast running.
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THE KRAG-JORGENSEN RIFLE, SELECTED FOR THE UNITED STATES ARMY.
By courtesy of thp New York Herald.

HasteFBf7.,C. Fall Regatta, Sept. 3.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS HAY.

The fall regatta of the Eastern Y. C, on Saturday, found only
Gloriana, Harpoon and Barbara at the line; Wasp being at Newport
and Mareuerite, and Mayflower away cruising. The wind was fresh
from the south, and the course chosen was from Halfway Rock past
Nahant Mark, then ai-ound a mark off Minots and return, 3J miles, a
reach on first leg, to windward on the second, free on the third and a
reach home.
The start was made at 11:15, the yachts being timed:

Hsrpoon 11 15 14 Barbara 11 IT 11

Gloriana 11 15 19

Harpoon started to leeward of Gloriana, and footed therefor a long
time, both lufftng out, but near the Nahant Mark she lulled out ahead,
and wss first around, the times lieing:

Harpoon 13 10 50 Barbara .13 1:1 52

Gloriana... ,.13 10 58
Hai'pcon. held the port tack on passing the marlr, but Gloriana went

on starboard fvck seaward, so she followed, Barbara going in shore
on port tack. The leaders soon came about and headed on Barbara's
course, leaving her shortly under their lees. Harpoon was doing
better work Chan Gloriana "to windward, and had gained on her at the
outer mark, the times being:
Harpoon 2 10 00 Barbara .3 14 42
Gloriana 3 11 03

'^ff the wind HaqDOon made a big gain, while Barbara, too, gained
on Gloriana, the times at Nahant being:
Harpoon :3 29 03 Barbara 3 ::!(> 23

Gloriana 3 34 02
The reach in was made under clubtopsails and small .iibtopsails,

the three well heeled down. The times at the Kock were:
Harpoon 4 16 31 Barbara 4 25 22

Gloriana 4 21 22
The full times were:

Start, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Harpoon 11 13 54 4 16 31 5 01 31 5 01 31

Gloriana 11 15 19 4 SI 23 5 06 22 5 05 87
Barbara 11 17 11 4 35 22 5 10 22 5 07 19

Harpoon wins $75.
The race was managed by Messrs. W. S. Eaton, Jr., P. T. Jackson

and H. H. Buck, on the tug G. M. Winslow.

Far Bockaway Y. C, Y. C.

FAR ROCKAWAY, L. I.—JAMAICA BAY.

The j'egdtta of the Par Rockaway Y. C. on Aug. 28 was sailed in a
strong N.W. wmd. The course was a triangle of miles, sailed

three times. The time.s were:

Elapsed. Corrected,
Ettie 1 59 15 2 00 50

Elilin 1 50 40 1 56 00

Dolphin 2 00 20 2 01 30

Sea Bird 3 00 44 2 01 44

Punchey , Withdrew.
Rush 3 05 50 3 05 .50

Gull Withdrew.
May S 1 52 30 1 52 30

Maybe 3 10 45 3 10 45

So Long 2 04 10 3 03 10

May S. was the winner.

The Rocking^-Chair Fleet.

The following clever skit appeared lately in the New York Times,
and though it was directed specially at one of the larger New York
clubs there is much in it of such general application that we re-print
it for the perusal of all yachtsmen, most of whom will be able to fill

out the cast from wiibm their own clubs:
"There appeared recently on the bulletin board of the Yacht

Club, at its club house, the' following:
" 'The annual meeting of the Rocking-Chair Fleet was held on the

club piazza at at 2 A. M., June 21. The Oracle and Windjammer
were unanimously re elected to their respective positions for the en-
skiing year. The members then repaired to the flagship, and the club
pennant was promptly half-masted with the usual honors. The club
then adjourned
"This notice appeared one morning, and as soon as it was dis-

covered there was a sensation in the handsome club house. When the
yachtsmen went out on the piazza to take a look at things their

curiosity was greatly enhanced by the sight of a Long Island Sound
brick sloop at anchor in the pretty harbor close to shore. No one was
aboard the craft, but that somebody had been aboard was made
evident by one of the big rocking chairs that belonged on the piazza
being lashed to the mast half way up to the masthead.
"That the job had not been done b.y a land lubber was evident.

Whoever hoisted the chair with halyards had shinned up the mast,
fastened tbe halyards above the chau-, and returned to tne deck by
the shrouds. There was no way to get the rocking chair down ex-
cept by shinning up the mast, aiid the ropes were tied in so many
knots that it took over an hour for a sailor to lower the colors of the
Rocking-Cliair Fleet.

'It was hard tellmg at first what was in the wind, but it flnahy
dawned on the minds of several club house fixtures that fun was be-
ing poked at them.
"Every yacht club has in. its membership list a set of jolly old

chaps who have lots of sport about the club house on race days and
then tell you all about it when you come ashore. The club pro-
bably has the jolliest set of all. One rarely goes up to the club house
without seeing a portion of what is now known as the Rocking-Chair
Fleet holding down comfortable chairs and making itself generally
cheerful.

"It is not known generally who sprung the 'fleet' upon the club,
but suspicion points to a well known Wall street broker. The writing
on the bulletin board looked very much like the writing of this

yachtsman, and there was a great similarity between it and that of
another notice which apjpeared a few days after the first. The sec-
ond was as fojlows:

" 'There is trouble in the Rocking Chair Fleet and extreme danger
of its being hopelessly wrecked. The Oracle, upon calling the regu-
lar weekly meeting to order at the usual time (3 A. M.), stated that
owing to the growth and importance of the organization it was abso-
lutely necessary in order to properly conduct its business that a new
office .should be added, that of Know-it-all, and that he would offer
that suggestion In tue shape of a motion. It was promptly seconded,
and upon being put by the Oracle unanimously adopted. The Chair
then stated that nominations were in oi'der. and that from his long
and varied experience with the Rocking Chair Fleet he felt himself
to be pre-eminently fitted to fill the position. He had no hesitation in
nominating himself for the position.
" 'Then followed a time. Wind Jammer was upon his feet in an

instant and declared that his long standing and well-established
famiharity with B. & S spinakers, as well as his knowledge of tank
topsails, made him tue only man who should be entitltd to the posi-
tion of Know-it-all.

•• 'At this juncture up jumped Hardtack, who said he had been
rocking with the fleet long enough to be recognized. "I can rock with
any of you, and rye, too, for that matter," said Hardtack, earnestly,
"and if you don't ante up that position I'll call myself out of the
fleet."

" 'Here was a pretty mess. It was after 3 A. M. when the meeting
adjourned, to come togetber again at the call of the Oi'acle. The
Know it-all matter was put down under the head of "unfinished husi-
ness," and will soon be taken up.'

"

The Steam Yacht Truant.

The steel crui=ing steam yacht Truant, designed and btiilt by the
Herreshoff Manufacturing Company, for Mrs. Helen H. Newberry, of
Detroit. Mich., was successfully launched from the buildiug ways of
the main shop at Bristol on Aug. 24. The yacht is 131ft. over all,

110ft. l.w.l., 17£t. lOin. beam, lift, hold and 6ft. draft, with triple com-
pound enaines, designed for a criu'sing speed of 16 knots. The own-
er's apartments and saloon are forward of the machinery, the saloon
being 16ft. long; all finished in prima vera. Abaft the engine space is

the ladies' cabin, 10ft. long, with staterooms, bathroom, etc. Tbe
crew is berthed in the bow and the engineer's stateroom is in the
engine room. The deck house has a long saloon, from which the
stairway leads to the ladies' cabin. The elecrlcal equipmadt includes
incandescent lights throughout the vessel, with a search light of
20,000 candle power. The deck work is of mahogany. The yacht
was christened Truant by Miss Newberry. She will probably leave
Bristol this week for the Lakes, by way of the St. Lawrence, her
home port being Deti-oit.

Hull Y. C, Aug. 31.

NAHANT—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.'

The special race of the Hull Y. C, for the 21ft. class on Aug. 31

wassailed in a fresb southerly wind, the course being around the
Wmthi'op Bar Buoy and Graves Whistling Buoy, start and finish off

Nahant, 10 miles. 'The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Alpha. Dunne & Hunt 1 34 33 1 00 40
Exile, J. F. Small 1 3S 2« 1 07 53

Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr ..1 39 52 1 06 57
Reaper. H. P. Benson 1 44 38 1 11 2(5

Romance, Loring Sears 1 47 44 1 16 12

R. D,, James Mclntyre 1 53 46 1 23 04
Korbsn, E. M. fiorton 1 54 34 1 20 49
Yankee Maid, E. P. Stanley 1 57 08 1 32 08
Alpha wins $80. Vanessa $50, Exile $35, Reaper $25 and Romance

$10.
The judges were: James R. Chadwick. Com. J. Souther, Com.

John Stetson, of the Boston Y. C, and W. E. Sheriffs.

Freak was present with number up, but did not start.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The autumn sweepstakes of the New York Y. C. will be sailed on

Sept. 15, over a triangular course, ten miles to a leg, outside of Sandy
Hook. Time limit, seven hours; but if the race is not finisbed within
the time it will be started on the following day without time limit.

The start will be made at 10:30 A. M. wind and weather permitting.
Opened June 1 to class 3 (80 to 90ft. l.w.l. ) of schooners belonging to
the club and closed, according to notice, Aug. 5, with the following
entries: Alcaea, Alert. Iroquois, Lasca and Marguerite. Entries $300
each with half forfeit. If only two start the winner will take the
stakes. If three or more start the second will save her entrance
money. The club adds a $500 cup for the winner if two or more
start,' and a $150 cup for the second if three or more start. The
Ocean King or other seagoing tug will be the committee boat and
will leave Pier No. 3, East River, at 8 A. M. punctually. Members
can obtain tickets, $2 each, including lunch and limited to 75 in num-
ber, from the superintendent at tbe clubhouse. Guests' tickets, at
the same price, will be issued after Sept. 10 if any regular tickets re-

main over. Regatta committee, S. Nicholson Kane. Chester Gris-
wold, Irving Grinnell.

Sorceress, sloop, James Clifford, was run down while at anchor off

College Point by the tug Thomas Smith, with a tow of barges. The
j'^acht lost her mast, bowsprit and all of rail, while her bows were
stove in.

Sybil, sloop, Ervin Hopkins, Jr., was dismasted near Whitestone on
Monday, also losing her bowsprir. A tug towed her into White-
stone.

SmaU Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $10. Steam Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $3. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. By C. Stansfleld-Hichs. Price S3.5G. Steam Machinery. Bt
Donaldson. Price $1.50.

Revolver Scores.

New Yobk, Sept. 5.—The following are the scores of the New
York Revolver and Pistol Club, Washington Park, Saturday
Aug 27, 50 shots per man, 56yds.:
H Ochl 70 "87 83 87 76-402
G E Jantzer 81 79 86 80 79—402
O Bishop 86 76 81 71 80-394
Scores of Sept. 3:

The New Army Magazine Rifle.

The Small-Arm Magazine Rifle Board of the U. S. Arm y has ma de
its report, and it titrns out that of the largo number of weapons
submitted for examination choice has fallen upon the Danish
Krag- Jorgensen rifle. This is not a new arm nor in previous tests
by other boards abroad has it taken a high or leading place. The
result is that the decision has already created no small surprise,
and in the future it is more than likely that much criticism will
be directed at the ordnance judges who dominated tlie board.
The Krag-Jorgensen is the composite name to show that it was

tbe joint invention of Capt. Krag, dirpctor of the Konigeherg
Rifle Factory, in Norway, and of Battalion Armorer Jorgensen.
It is of the bolt type, as the Gras, Mauser, Vetterli and Berdan,
in use in several of the continental armies of Europe. It has a
capacity for five cartridges in the receiver, this receiver hugs the
lower sidt! of the breech mechanism, the latch door in which the
cartridges are fed being on the riaht-hand side, while the loads
enter the breech block from the left side. The shells are of the
bottle-neck variety, and in ti e tests were from a lot of lOO.iXK)

made specially for the tests of this board. They were loaded with
a nitro compound from the Wetterlin Armory, in Belgium, and
use Sfigrs. ot this powder behind a2,3ngr. bullet, 9 lead to 1 tin, and
cased in a copper jacket. When made up the new cartridge is

longer than the present Government cartridge, and in weight 100
of the old just balance 175 of the new.
The new firag-Jorgensen arm (and the sooner it gets a new

name the better) is not a light arm; it weighs 9.4 pounds and is,

without bayonet, 4.35 feet. It has six grooves with a full 'twist in
11.8 inches. With the bayonet set the total length is 5.21 feet.
The first impression on seeing the weapon is not a favorable one
to old gnu lovers. It looks clumsy and thick about the barrel,
and the magazine looks out of proportion to the mass of the arm.
This thickness of the barrel comes from the sleeve of thin steel
in which, the real barrel is inclosed. The idea of this is to pre-
vent over-heating the handling part in rapid firing and to leave
the true barrel free to expand and contract unhampered hy any
binding wood or bands, etc. The sights are attached to the steel
sleeve, there being a low fore-sight for short range and another
for long distance. The sleeve is attached to the barrel at the
rear end, but the muzzle is left free to move at varying tem-
peratures.
The bolt in the selected arm is a cylindrical tube sliding in the

receiver. It is pierced for the firing pin and one side projects to
form a locking lug when pushed home and the lever turned down.
When drawn back there is another lug to check the motion and
fasten it open. There is this single motion, which operates the
extractor, flinging the empty shell out to the right while another
shell is admitted to the left, the last part of the pull-back sets the
firing-pin spring, and the trigger is then set ready for a discharge,
a small thumb-piece on the magazine top enables the cartridge in
the magazine to be retained there and the arm becomes at once a
single loader, taking the cartridge from the top in very similar
fashion to the present Springfield. The magazine may be
charged to its capacity when partially empty, and it may be
readily emptied without firing. It was this ready adaptability of
the arm which probably won the favor of the ordnance men on
the board. It is also reported that the weapon passed through the
dust and rust proof successfully.
Really the choice of a new magazine arm for the U. S. Army is

going forward in a sort of installment plan. The two important
points of a powder and a caliber are still in abeyance. No Ameri-
can has yet offered a competent high velocity, compact, enduring
powder, and on the caliber question there are varying opinions on
every hundredth of an inch from a quarter to a half inch. The
Krag-Jorgensen is now a ,31oca]. arm, and it is likely that the
new U. S. weapons will be of that size bore.
At present a majority of the nations of Europe, etc., have

adopted a magazine arm, as the following list will show:
Nation. Arm. Cal. Sighted to.

Austria. Mannlicher. .315 3,125 yds.
Bulgaria. Mannlicher. .315 3,135 yds.
England. Lee-Metford. .303 3.500 yds.
France. Lebel. .315 3.187 yds.
Germany. "Infantry '88." .311 3 243 yds.
Holland. Beaumont-Vitali, .433 1.968 yds.
Italy. Vetterli-Vitali. .407 1.749 yds.
Japan. Murata. .313 3.187 yds.
Portugal. Kropatschek. .315 3.400 yds.
Switzerland. Schmidt-Rubin '89. .295 3,187 yds,
Belgium. Manser. .301

China. Lee, .433
Denmark. Kray-Jorgensen. .315
Turkey. New Mauser. .301

The single-loader weapons In use are: Egypt and Roumania
with the "Martini-Henry" .45pal. sighted to l.l.'iOyds ; Greece, the
"Gras" .433cal. sighted to l,300.yds.; Spain, the "Remington"
.433cal. sighted to 1,190yds.; Servia, the "Koka-Manser" .S95eal.
In France the Lebel is being replaced by the Berthier for use in
the navy, and the new arm outside of France is to he made by
the Hotohkiss Company.

a L Hoffman.

C Bishop

.

7 8 8 10 10 9 8 8 7-83
10 8 9 7 10 8 10 9 8 8-87
10 8 9 9 10 9 9 9-87
8 8 10 9 8 8 8 8 10 9-86
9 7 9 9 7 7 8 6 7 8-77--419

8 7 10 7 8 10 10 9 9-85
10 7 9 10 7 7 7 10 8 9-84
8 8 8 10 7 8 10 10 8 10-88
8 9 8 9 8 8 9 7 8 9- 83
10 7 8 7 8 7 8 8 7—77--417

8 8 7 9 6 7 6 8 7 19-76
7 7 8 7 8 10 8 6 9

7 8 9 8 7 10 9 8 8 7-81
9 8 8 9 8 10 8 8 10 9-88
8 8 10 8 9 8 7 9 7 7—81--403

9 7 8 10 8 7 6 10 6 6-7fi
9 6 10 7 10 7 9 8 10 7-82
8 8 8 7 8 7 7 7 8 7-75
6 8 9 8 6 8 9 9 8 7-78
7 8 8 8 7 9 8 10 8 9-82--394

G 7 8 5 7 7 6 8 9 7-70
6 7 5 7 7 8 3 7 6 8-6'l--133

All used .44 S. & W. except Mr. Hoffman who used .38-44.

liischke Rifle Scores.

Jersey Citt, Sept. 2.—The following scores were made hy some
of the memhers of the A. Li^chke Rifle Club, 17 Milton avenue, at
their last slioot, Aug. 26:

A Lischke 25 25 24 34 23 33 31 31 31 21—328
Scharli 24 34 24 24 23 23 23 22 30 19-325
Schulte 25 24 23 23 23 33 31 21 19 19-219
Steidel 24 34 23 23 22 23 31 31 20 19-218
Strater 25 25 23 23 31 21 20 17 17 17-209

Garden City Rifle Team.

The Garden City Rifle Team met for their weekly contest
Tuesday evening. Aug. 30, at Bnrley & Erickson'a shooting
gallery, 146 South Halsted street, Chicago. Conditions were 35yds.,
25 shots each, open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts
paper target, possible 300 points:
W J Gi bbs 26T GO Misja 257 E A Pierce 253
HB Burley 363 John Polites 356 F Erickson 250
Mrs L Thornton. .260 Roy Taylor 254
After the regular shoot a sweepstake was shot for and won by

Mr. Mlsja, making a score of 111 out of possible 130. B.

New York State Matches.

Gen. R. M. Whitlock announces the postponement of the
State and First and Second Brigade matches from Sept. 3 to Sept.
28. For the latter date Gov. Flower has announced his intention
of being present. The reason for the postponement was to give
a chance for practice after the Buffalo campaign.

Fond du Lac.

Pond du Lac, Sent. 3.—Below are scores of the Fond du Lao Gun
Club s regular shoot to-day, 25 bluerocks. high wind blowing
across traps: S. B. Amory 31, Laut Lewis 19, F. L. MoLain 15, A.
R. Keating 14, Small attendance out, as the boys have not got
over the opening of duck season at the Horicon Shooting Club.
The water was high and ducks plenty, but somehow tbe strings of
ducks were not as large as formerly. There were over fifty shoot-
ers at the club house at Horicon Marsh. A. R. K.

A Labor Day Feat.

Norwich, Conn., Sept. 6.—Quite a good-sized crowd on Labor
Day witnessed the attempt oi F. J. Smith to break the 1,000-ball

record with a rifle. Mr. Smith used a Colt's repeating rifle and
scored 981. this being better than Dr. Booth's score of 979, shot la
Ohio in 1884. Frank Stehrt.
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^heating*

All ties divided unless otlierwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 13-15.— Sangamond Valley Gun Club tournament, at
ChandlerviUe, 111.

Sept. 14—New .Jersey Trap Shooter's League, ninth monthly
team shoot, at Harrison, N. J

.

Sept. 14-15,—West Side Sportsmen's Association tournament, at
Rocbester, Ind,
Sept. 15 —East Liverpool (Ohio) Gua Club tournament.
Sept. 15-16,— Vienna (111 ) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 20-21.—Auburn Interstate Tournament.
Sept. 20 ^3.—Saratoga (N. Y.) Gun Club, annual tournament.
Sept. 33.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament. L. 0.

Sept. g7-0ct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterlicg,
Ky.
Sept. 28-29.—Womelsdorf (Pa.) tournament.
Sept. 29-Oot. 1.—PeeksklU (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 4-7.—Chas. Polster's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 5-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y-
Oct. 11.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, with

Cruttpndens & tlords new trap and pull, at Cana.ioharie, N. Y.
T. O. Pegnim, SecT.
Oct. 12-13.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. Iowa.
Oct. 19-30.—Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Nov. 23-26.—MOwBukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 33-25, 1893.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $l,0(Xt added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Mr. Penrose writes us from New London. Conn., Sept. 5:' "All the

tournament fixtures of the association have been shipped to-day to
Aubum, N. Y. Programmes are now being distributed, and every
event on the programme will be shot out. The Home Club are mat-
ing great preparations for this sboot, and we are positive that it wUl
be one of the most successful interstate sboots of the season . There
will be plenty of traps on hand, and if it is tbe pleasure of the at-
tending sportsmen extra events will be shot under the popular nov-
elty rule. In shooting this rule will he no handicap

;
every one will

shoot on an equal footing."'

Tbe East Orange Gun Club has made great preparatians for the
eighth monthly team contest of the New Jersey Trap Shooters'
League, to take placf* on the club's grounds in Harrison , N. .J. , on
Sept* 14. The East Orange Gun Club, with its characteristic enter-
prise, will give an all day tournament in connection with the league
contest. Tlie grounds are situated withia easy reach of the Harrison
depots of the Pennsylvania and the D., L. & W. railroads, and can
be reached from Newarfc via the Newark and Harrison horse car
line. The traps will be in position at 8:30 A. M., and the team shoot
will begin at 2 P. M.

A good plan for the World's Fair shoot is that suggested in E.
Hough's letter last week. Letthe eastern shooters bfgin to pour con-
tributions into the fund. Fobest and Stream will receive any money
that shooters wish to contribute.

The Harrison (N . J,') Gun Club has appointed Thomas Grogan,
George Wild, William Fein and Charles Vanbeck a committee to ar-
range for the club's annua) clam bake.

Programraes for the Sangamon Valley Gun Club tournament to be
held at ChandlerviUe, HI., Sept. 13-15, may be procured from S. O.
Fielden, ChandlerviUe, lU.

The West Side Sportsmen's Association will hold its tournament
at Rochester, Ind.. on Sept. 14 and lb, and has published a very at-
tractive programme.
A pretty flght was the one between Wolstencrof t and Post for the

Peters trophy. And the "Jersey Farmer" gave theFrankford favor-
ite a good pace to beat.

Don't forget the Interstate at Auburn on Sept. 20-2J. Kingbird
targets will be used, and'-Crutty" will be there. So will the Big
Pour.

Schultze and Francotte, manipulatetj, by Ferd. Van Dyke, were too
much for Wolstencroft and Edgerton during the diamond ring con-
test.

When will the Western team's score of 147 breaks out of 150 targets
shot at be approached? And echo answers '"WhenJ"
The Essex Gun t^lub will hold its monthly live bird shoot on Al.

Heritage's Marion grounds, on Thursday.

What a team Jersey would have had if Riggot. J. L. and J. W.
Smith and Brantingham had materialized.

Trap-shooters are beginning to assert that "black powder men"
should sboot in squads by themselves.

Targets oii the first day and live birds on the second day at the
tournament in Womelsdorf, Pa., Sept. 28-29.

The White Plains Gun Club wiH have a tournament at their grounds
in Wbite Plams, N. Y., Friday, Sept. 23.

Several visitors to New London were treated to rides on Messrs.
Penrose and Cady's yachts.

Milt Lihdsley should have had his wood-powder-Des-chree-shos-ka-
kazzoo hand at New London.
Gus. Oreifl held up a winning average with E. C. powder on the

first at New London.

H. A. Penrose was so full of hustle at New York that he had no
chance to shoot.

'•Dutchy" Smith left a sick bed to shoot on the Jersey team at New
London.

.Saratoga, Sept. 20 to 28 inclusive, will draw a big crowd of shooters.

The news-gatherers were well looked after at the Keystone shoot.

John Erb intends to keep a big supply of good birds this season,

Apgar and Collins were a little off their form at New London.
Wm. Wagner, of Washington, D. C., was in town last week.
We will have a World's Fair shoot after all.

____________ C. H. T0W>fSBND.

Ha/rtuer's Fourth.
BALTIMOBE, Md., Aug. 31.—J. A. Hartner's fourth live bird and

target shoeing ot Bf agiea, Md., was attended by J. Flizpatrick,
from Pittsburgh, Pa.; H. Ducker, Ohas. Bonday and J. Hunt,
from Weislerstown: R Bond, from Jessups; Franklin and Dr. H.
Smith, of Baltimore, and others:
No. 1, 10 standard Keystones. $1.20 entrancp: Bonday 10, Hunt

9, Dr. Smith 8, Ducker 7, Frankim 7. Stevans 9, .Jones 8. Dr. Law-
der 7, Pit<=patrick 6, Frick 0, Hughe,* 8

No, 3, 3 hve birds, <|2,75, two moneys: Ducker 2. Bonday 3. Hunt
3, Dr. Smith 3, Dock 2.

No. 3, 15 standard Keystone $1.50: Franklin 10, Bonday 12,
Ducker 13, Stevans 10, Dukhardt 3. Hunt 10.

No. 4, 10 Keystone targets: Bonday 9. Hunt 9, Stevans 9, Ducker
8, Tranklin 9, King 6, Dock 7, Jones 8. T. Hughes 8, Dukhardt 6.

No. 5, 4 live birds, $3 entrance, two moneys: Bondav 4. Stevans
4, Franklin 4, Ducker 3. Hunt 4, Dr. Smith 4, Jones 3, Dukhardt 2.
No. 6, 15 standard Keystenes. $1.60; Bonday 15, Hunt 13, Frank-

lin 11, Stevans 11, Ducker 13, Jones 12, Hughes 11, Dukhardt 10,
Dock 10, Sanders 8, Spitznagle 5.

No. J, S live birds. f2.75: Ducker 3, Stevans 3, Franklin 3, Hunt 3,
.fores 3, Dr. Smith 2, Dukhardt 1, Bonday 2.

No. 3, lOstandarri Keystones: Bonday 7, Dr. Smith 8, Hunt 10,
Ducker 5. Jones 7, Stevans 6, Hughes 7, Dock 6
No. 9, 4 live birds, fS entrance: Ducker 4, Bond 4, Stevans 3,

Jones 3, Malone 3.

No. 10, 10 standard Keystones: Ducker 8, Malone 6, Bond 10,
Lindav 4, S'evans 7, Jones 8.

No. 11, 3 live birds, $2.75 entrance: Stevans 2, Ducker 8, Bond 3,

T. Hushes 3, B. Hughes 3.

No. 12, 15 standard Keystones: Bonday 13, Dr. Smith 12, Hunt 13,
V Ducker 10, Jones 11, Stevans 11.

No. 13. 3 live birds: Franklin 3, Bonday 3, Ducker 3, Stevans 3,
Hunt 3, T. Hughes 8, Dukhardt 3, Schaufiie 1.

No. 14, 10 standard Keystones, $1-20 entrance: Frankliu 7, Bon-
day 7, Dr. Smi^h 8, Hunt 9, Ducker 6, Jnnes 7, Hughes 6, Stevans 8.

No. 15, 3 live birds, S3 entrance: Franklin 3, Du ker 3, Dukhardt
3, Bonday 2, Stevans 2, Jones 2, Hunt 2, Dr. Smith 3.

Chicago and Thereabouts.

ObiCAQO, IlL, Sept. 3.—John Watson's new shooting park will
be opened with a loud report next Tuesday, Sept. 6, under circxtm-
stances so auspicious as to insure for it a future full of glory.
Li pon that occasion there will be shot a match, "50 and fifty,"
between Col. J. Hall and 'Sieur R. C. "Stevens." The birds are
to be selected ones.
"What kind of selected ones?" askea John Watson, when this

wish was made known.
"Selected good ones," said 'Sieur "Stevens." a proud gleam of

determination glittering the while in his bright, blue eye. This
event is expected to draw out quite a crowd of sppctators.
We understand here that Jack Winston, of St. Louis, manufac-

turer of the celebrated Wiener brand of shells, is daily receiving
by mail large numbers of inquiries for prices on his Wienerwurst
grade of hand-loaded match shells. Most of these Inquiries add,
"I am going to shoot a match, 'and you know I never make a mis-
take.' "

Mr. A. E. Thomas, of this city, was taken sick two weeks ago
while on a visit to his old grounds at Kansas City, but writes that
he will soon be well again, ready for the fall trap season.
Mr, A. G. Courtney, agent for the Lefever Arms Co., is billed to

appear for a few evenings of next week.
Mr. Thos. L. Sti^venson, of England, yesterday arrived from

across the sea, and so soon as a vacancy arises in the Gartield
Club there will be two Stevensona in that organization, where the
new comer's father has long been domiciled.
Central Illinois Association shoot, Sept. 6 8, at Jacksonville,

will draw out a strong contingent from the smaller cities and
several shooters from Chicago.
The Michigan trap shooters meet at Saginaw, Mich., also on

Sept. 6-8, will levy on Detroit and a good body of shooters in the
South Peninsula.

St. Paul Gun Club tournament, St. Paul, Minn., has the same
dates—Sept. 6-8. Thus we have three very considerable shoots iu
the middle West, all in one week. This is a great big couulrv of
ours, and great are the trap shooters thereof. E. Hough.

Oneida County S. A.

T^TICA, N, Y., Sept. 2.—Oneida County Shooting Association
club shoot:
Kalliea lllOllllllllllllOllOllHl—23
Smyth 1110111101101111011111001—19
Lane 11110100111110111 Hill 110-20
Hunter limoilllllllllllliniOl—23
Kilbourne 1111111111111110111111011-23
Knowlton 111111 1111111 111111111 111-25
Pinke 1001110111101111011001101-17
Dieter lIllllOlOOlOllUOlOlllill-19
Wheele.t lllOlOllOllOll 10001111011-17
Mizner lOllOlUlllllllOOllOlinO—19
Mayhew 1111111101111111111111111-34
Hicks 111011 1011111011111101 noi-19
Park er 1000001001111001110101101—13
Badge shoot:

Smyth 1011111101010111111111111-21
Knowlton 101101 1 100111111111111101—20
Kilbourne 1111001111111111111101111-33
Hunter 1111111111111111111111111—25

Great Work at New Iiondou.

The fifth annual tournament of the Standard-Keystone Target
and Trap Company, held at New London, Conn., on Aug. SO to
Sept. 3 inclusive, was one of the most successful and enjoyable
affairs of the season, both as regards the attendance, manage-
ment and the treatment accorded the visitors. The grounds of
the company, which are also used by the New London Gun Club,
are situated within view of the magnificent harbor for which
this place is famous and on the placid waters of which were
hundreds of steam and sailing yachts. Among these was the
pretty steam yacht of H. A. Penrose, president of the Keystone
Company and of the Interstate Association, and the natty-look-
ing schooner yacht of Walter Cady, treasurer of the Keystone
Company. Directly opposite the grounds on a line with Fort
Trumbull were anchored three of the vessels of Uncle Sam's
"White Squadron," one of them bfing the frigate Philadelphia
and another the monitor Miantonomah.
The weather on the opening day was beautiful and the attend-

ance good. The arrangements, which were under the personal
supervision of H. A. Penrose, were simply perfection, and from
start to finish not a break was made In the smooth-runuing of
the affair.
Among those present on the opening day were: Neaf Apgar,

R H. Breintnall, Wm. Sigler, Ferd. Van Dyke, Dan Terry, E. D.
Miller, B. Collins. Al Heritage. Jacob Pentz, Frank Post, Gus
Greiff, M. H. Ruppell and M. F. Lindsley, all of New Jersev; W.
H. Wolstencroft and Jas. Wolstencroft, of Philadelptiia; O. R.
Dickey, of Boston; Le Roy Woodward, of Campello, Mass.; J. B,
Savage, F. J. Potter and H. O. Whitney, of New Haven; H. L.
Edgerton, of Willimantic; S. A. Tucker, of Meridian; Allen
Willey and C. H. Barbidge, of Hartford and Wm. Waener, of
Washington, D. C. The local shooters turned out in good force
and shot strong.
The event of the day was the contest for the handsome trophy

presented by the Standard Keystone Company, which was won
by Geo. A. Strong, of New Haven, on 49 breaks out of 50 targets
shot at. The averages for the day were won as follows:
Expert Class.—William Wolstencroft, first, 87 4-11 per cent.;

Ferd. Van Dyke, second. 84 5 11 pRr cent.
Semi-Expert Class.—W. Cady, first, 71 per cent.; James Wol-

stencroft, second, 69 per cent.
Amateur Class.—F. Post, flrat, 96 4-11 per cent.; Gus Greiff and

B. Leroy, second, 94 5-11 per cent.
Below are the scores of the day in detail:

TM First Day.

No. 1, 10 singles, novelty rule, no handicap, entrance $1.00; No.
2, 15 singles. Interstate Association, handicap, $2.00, f40 guar,:
No, 3. 10 singles. Novelty rule, no handicap. $1.50. $.S0 guar-
anteed: No. 4, 15 singles. Interstate Association, handicap, $1.30;
No. 5. 20 singles, novelty rule, no handicap, $2 .50, $50 guaranteed.
No. 6, 10 singles, Interstate Association, handicap, 8L00; No. 7,

15 singles, novelty rule, no handicap. $2,00, $iQ guaranteed; No. 8,
50 singles, trophy contwt, $3.00; No. 9, 15 singles. Interstate As-
sociation, handicap, $3.00, $40 guaranteed. No. 10, 10 singles,
novelty rule, m handicap, fl OO.

No. 1, 10 singles: Seigler 7, Collins S. Dickey 7, Climax 7, Van
Dyke9, Le BoylO. (ireiff 8, Sav.igf* 10. Whitney 10. F.Potter 10
Dana 3. F. Post 8, Cady 5, M. H. R. 8. W. W. Wolstencroft 6, E. D

No. 2, 15 singles, experts:
Collins lOlOOllllOlini-
WWolsteuc'ft.linilllOllllll-
E D Miller 0110 110LlllllU-
Neaf Apgar... .111111101111111-
Dickey 011111011111111-
Amateurs;

Siegler 111111101111111-
Edgarton 1111 11111111111-

Dana 111111111110110-
Post .111111011111111
Savage 111111111101101-
M H R 110011111111111-

H O Whitney..l1O11001010Om-
Pitt ...110110110111011-
Strong. 111111101111111-

Rockwell llOllllOlllUll-
Greiff 111111111111111-

-11 W^agner 111111111111101-14
-14 Van Dyke 011101111101111—13
-12 Myspah 111100111010110—10
-14 Edgarton 000101101111111—11

14 Davis
-15 Le Roy. .

.

13 F Potter.
14 WiUey.. ,

-13 Climax .

.

-13 Tinker... .

- 9 Spenser
-12 Olmstead
-14 Brush.,..
-13 Terry...

,

-15

...111101111111111-14
....111111111111111-15

.111111111111111-15
-..111111001111111-13
...ooiiuiimooii-n
.. .111011111110010-11
,011011010111101-10
.000110111100010- 7

...010110111111011-12
...11111111] 111111-15

No. 3, 10 singles: M. H. R. 8, Wolsteacroft 7. Miller 10, Mizpah
6, Dickey 6, Climax 6, Van Dyke 7, Collins 6, Willey 10, Strong 8,
Savage 8, Dana 6, Seigler 7, Edgarton fi. Pell 7. Greiff 6, Stock well
6. Wpgner 6, Cady 8, H. O. Whitney 6, P. Potter 10, Le Roy 6. Clif-
ford 7, Tinker 4, Terry 8, Olmsted 7, Spencer 6, Da^'is .5, P. Post 9,
Burbidge 9.

No. 4, 15 singles: Experts:
E D Miller 1 11101111 111111-14 Van Dyke lllOUlOllliiOll-ll
WWol3tencft.011111111111111-14 Wagner 101111001111110-11
Apgar .110010010111101- 9 ColUna OOOlOOllUllUl-lO
Dickey,, .100110101010101- 8

Semi-experts:
Mizpah 011100111011100- 9 Cady .,110111110111100-11
Amateurs:MHR 111110101111111-13 Whitney 010111101101010- 9

Climax. ....... 1111 1111111 1111-15 F Potter 101101 111111111—13
Bush 111111110110111-14 Sigler 111101111111111-14
Edgarton 111111111111111—15 Burbidge 111110111111111-14
Davis ....111111101111011—13 LeEoy.... 111101011111101—12
Greiff., lllllllUllllll—15 Tinker -.,010110111101111-11
Savage 11 Hill 1111 1111—15 Davis 011111110111111—13
Roc:kwell 111110011111101—12 F Post ,111111111111111-15
Pitt. 011111111101111-13 Clifford 111111011111111-14
Willey ,111011111011101-13 Terry 100010011111001— 8

No. 6, 20 singles:
MHR.. . .01101llOOOlOlMOlOO-10 Wolat'c'ftllOOOllOlOOlllOllOOO—10W Wolsi'ftlllOimoOl 1 10011101-14 Le Roy. . .11111011110101110111-16
EDMillei0111111illllllll0111-18 Post lllUlllOllUOllOlOl-ie
NAgpar., 11110111111101010110-15 Smith 11111111111111111101-19
Mizpah.

.
.01010011111111110111-15 Potter. . . .11111111111001111111—18

Dickey
.
.. .11111111111101110111-18 Whitney..llllll0111111l011111-18

Climax.. .11111101011110111101-16 Le Roy.. .11111111111101100111-17
Van DykelOlllllllllllOllOllO—16 Post ......11111110111101111100—16
Savage . . , .10111110111011110 111—15 Cady. . . . . .00110111111011101011-14
Ti nker . .

. 1100100110(1101010101—10 CoUins. - . .10101000011111 1 11101—13
Sisler 01001011101111001111-18 Wagner...00011111ilOH1011111-15
Willey... .nOlllllOllinilllll-18 Edgarton.11101100011111100101-13
Breintn'U 11111001001000011001—10 Breintn'llllllllllOllOlHlllOO-16

No, 6, 10 singles, experts; E. D. Miller 9, Neaf Apgar 6, W.
Wolstencroft 8, Dickey 10 Van Dyke 9, Collins 6. Wagner 7. Semi-
experts: Cady 8, Mizpah 5. Amateurs: D -ley 8, Mills 10. Edgar-
ion 9, Climax 8, M, H. R. 10, Savage 7, Tinker 6. Brush 8.
Siegler 8, Rockwell 9, Strong 9. Burbidge 9, Greiff 9. Le Roy 10, Pitt
7, F. Potter 9, Dana 8, H. O. Whitney 4. Post 9, Breintnall 9, Willey
9, Davis 10, Terry 7, Olmstead 6, Spencer 5.

No. 7, 15 singles:
M H R ..110110100011101- 9 Hnllins 111111100110011-11
WWolstenc'ft.llOOlOllOlOllll-lO Brush lOlOll 110110000- 8ED Miller 011011111111110-13 Davis 110011111000010-8
Apgar 10011lOllin 111-13 Post 111111010101110-10
Mizpah 111101111011100-11 F Porter 111101111111110-13
Dickey lOllOllllllllU-13 Pitt IIIIOUIICKIIIIO-Il
Climax 110101100100001- 7 Dawn 101110110111100—10
Van Dyke.- .-110110111111111-13 Greiff 010101111011111-11
Siegler.... ....100110011100110- H Le Roy 111111111111011-14
Daley OOllOOmOOOOlO- 6 Whitney 100111100110110—9
Savage 111111110100111—13 Wagner 111110111101011—13
Edgarton 111110111111111-14 Willey, ....... .1010101111 10111-11
Strong 011111111010010-10 Cady 110111111100101-11H Mills. . .... . .111011111111111—13 Olmstead 100111010111110-10
Rockwell lOlUOlllOUOOO- 9 Spencer 0111101111111 10-13
Burbidge 010101111100010- 8 Terry HOI 11111001011-11
Breintnall ... .110011110101100- 9

No. 8, -50 singles:MHR ioiiiioiiioiiiiiiinoiiiioniiioiiiiiiiiniiiiioii-43W Wolstencroft. 11111111111111011111111111111111110011111111111 111—47
B D Miller 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 HI 1011110-48
N Apgar Ill 110101 1111111lOllOU1110111 1 lllllll 11 1 1 11111100-44
Mizpah 11011111111111111111011OOllllllllllliHinillllOOl-44
Dickey 11111111111111111111111111111111110111111001011110-45
Climax lllOllllOlllllOllllllOIOlOlllllllOHlllllllOlOUOl—40
Van Dyke inilllimilllllllOlllOllOlllllllllllllllUllllll—47
Cady 11 11 UlllUOlOlllOlllOlOll 1 1110011111101 1 1 1101 1 011-40
Breintnall 1111111011010111111101111111 llliniOllllllililOIOl—43
Edgarton 11111111011111111111111110111111111011111111111111-47
Savage linmiOlllllimillllllllllllOllllimillllllHl-48
Tinker 011111110111 1001011001011

w

Wiley iioiiiiiioooiiiiiioiiiiiiniioioiimiiiionniooi-40
Sigler mil 111111110lOlllllllimmnillll 1111111011111—47
Burbidge 10111111111110111111011111111111101111101111111101—44
Rockwell IHlOOlllllllllUlllllllllllHlUlinilll '11111101—47
Mills 111111111101101001111111 OOllllOUllOlOllllMXlllll—38
Collins ioiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiojiimiiiiiiiinioiouoiii-45
Post imiiiiiiiiooiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii-48
Chappell lllllllllllllllHillllllllllllllllllllllHlllllilO-49
T Potter 10111111111111111111110111111111100110111111111011—43
Davis iiiiiiiiimiiuoiiiimiiiioiiiiiiiimioiiiiiin—47
Greiff lllinillllllllllllllimiH10011110imil01111011-45
Dana lOlil 11 001 1 11011110110110w
LeRoy 1011111111011111111111111111111011111111111100011-45
Wagner Ill I lllllllUllllll 1 1111011111OlIlllllllllHllllll-48

No. 9. 15 singles:
E D Miller 111111011111000-11 Breintnall .... 111111111111111-15
Neaf Apgar. ...111111111111111—15 Williams llOlllllOlHlll—13
W^olstencroft. .010110111111111—13 Savage 110110011111111—13
Dickey 111111111101111—14 Burbidge. 101101111011010—10
Van Dyke ...111111111111111-15 Mills... 110111111111111-14
Wagner 111111110100111—13 F Porter 011110111111111—18
Collins 111110001011101-10 Post 111111111111111-15
Mizpah Illmil 1001 110 -1 3 Davis 100111 11 11111 11—13
Cady llOOlOlllllonoi- 9 Siegler 111111111111111-1,5
Climax 101110111011111-12 Le Roy. 111111111111111—15MHR llQOliOllOnOlO- 9 H O Whitney..l0110101ll]0<110- 9
Daley 011111101111111-13 Greiff 110111011111111-13

No. 10. 10 singles, $1: M. H. R. 8. W. Wolstencroft 8, E. D. Mil-
ler 8, Apgar 8, Mizpah 9, Dickey 9, Climax 8, Van Dyke 8, Cady 9.
Potter 7, Savage 8 Le Roy 6, Wagner S Greiff 7.

The Second Day.

The attendance on Wednesday wasbetter even than on Tuesday,
another large contingent from Connecticut appearing on the
scene. Tbe weather was favorable for the sport. In the contest
for the L. C. Smith trophy, at 50 Keystone targets, E.D.Miller
broke 49 and captured the pretty silver affair.

Below are the scores:
L. C. Smith trophy day, $200 gu'iranteed. No. 1, 10 singles,

novelty rule, no handicap, entrance $1; No. 3, 5 pairs, open to all,
no handicap. $2, .$40 guar.; No. 3, 20 singles, novelty rule, no handi-
cap, $3.50, $50 guar.; No. 4, 15 singles. Interstate Ass'n handicap,
$1.50; No. 5, 20 singles, novelty rule, no handicap. $2.-50, S50 guar.;
No. 6, 10 singles, Interstate Ass'n handicap, $1; No. 7, 50 singles,
tropby contest, $3; No. 8, 15 singles, novelty rule, no handicap,
5$1..50, $30 guar.; No. 9, 10 singles, Interstate Ass'n haaidicap, $1.50]
$30 guar.; No. 10, 10 singles, novelty rnle, no handicap, gl.

No. 1, 10 singles: Breintnall 8, Van Dvke 7, Climax 5, M. H. R.
7, Miller 7, W. Wolstencroft 7, Dickey 9, Mizpah 6, Greiff 8, Col-
lins 8. Siegler 8, Strong 9, Wagner 6. Bristol 7. Mills .5, Daley ,I.
Post 6, Cowee 8, Eddmgton 6. Sterry 7, Bates 9, Rockwell 6, Bur-
bidge 4, Savage 9, Meade 4, Merrill 4, Le Roy 9, Brat 5, Longdon
9, Folsom 4, Davis 4, Lindsley 8. Apgar 6.

No. 2, 5 pairs doubles: Savage 8, Le Roy 6, Davis 5, Bush 4, Daly
Field 4. Kterry 7, Lindsley 5, Folsom 6, Burbidge 6, Bell 7, Greiff 6
Rockwell 8, Wagner 9, Edgarton 8, Cowe"^ 5, Bates 8. Brtstol 5."

Breintnall 9, Van Dyke 7, Climax 6, M. H. R. 7, Miller 8, W. Wol-
stencroft 7, Apgar 6, Dickey 5, Mizpah 8, Post 7, Cowee 5, Sigler 5.

No. 3, 20 singles:
Breintn'U 10111110111111111111—18 Cowee. . . .11101111111010110011—15
Van DykeOllllOlllllllllOllOl-16 Bates 10011111011110010101-14
Climax. . ,10011110111101001011—13 Sterry, . . .10111110100111001011-13
MHR. --.01111111111110001110-15 Siegler....11011111111011100100-14
Miller . . - .lllllllUllimiOOll—18 Le Rov. . .01111011110111111000-UW Wolsten- Mills 111111 IIIOOOOIIOI 101—14
croft 11111111111110111111-19 Davis OOlOOlOOHOLlllinoil-11

N Apgar. .11110011111100011011-14 Lavden. ..lOllUUlllllllOllOl—17
Dickey. ...11111 110011111111110—17 Savage. ...11111111111110411101—17
Mizpah . . .01001010111111101010-12 Collins. - ..11110100111C011inil-l5
Post 01110011110111111101-15 Greiff ....10111101111011011111-16
Lindsley..0110011010000UOOOO'- 8 Bristol.. -11000111 101101011101-13
Edgartnn.llOlllllllOOl 1111111-17 Folsom. ...llOilOOIOOOOOOllOOU- 9
Wagner . ,

01100101011111111111—13 Merrill . . ..OllllOllQllll 1011001—14

No. 4, 16 singles, experts:
Van Dyke 111111101111111—14
Mi 1 ier 11101 1010111 100—10W Wolstenc'ftllOOinilUllll -13
Neaf Apgar , ,.110111111011110-12

Amateuis:
Breintnall 111111011111111-14
Climax 110001110001011— 8MHR 111110111111101-13
Rock weU 111111 1 11110111-14
Daley llllOlOmUill—13
Bill 101111111001111—12
Burbidge 010111111111110-13
Mead« 011111011100101—10
Wiley 1 1 111111 111 1111-1

5

Bush 1 1imn 10011 10-13
Bristol lOOlOflOUOlUll- 9
FolsocQ OlOlOllUOOOlOl- 8

Post lllUlll0011111-13
Edgarlon . . . , ,.lOllOUllimU-13

Dickey 100011111101100- 9
Lindsley IIOOIIIOIOOOIOI— 8
Wagner UnillllOllOOl-12

Cowee. 111111101111101—13
Davis 11 1 1 111in 11111—13
Savage IIIOIIOIIOU ill—12
Siegler lOiOllllUl 1101—12
Le Roy 1 11 li 11110 11101—13
Bates IIICOIIOOIUUI—11
Heritage OlUOOil0111111—11
Mills 111111111101110—13
Mizpah imillllJ.11111—15
Greiff 101111111111101—13
Sterry 1111110001111 11-13
Langden J.U11111100n 11—13
Fields. ...... ..lUinilllOllll-14
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No. 5. 20 sinele°:
Breintn'll 00110010111101111)011—12 SavagPi. . ,11111110011111111111—18
VaTiDvlfe.OltnilUlllOllOUn—17 EdfrartoB.llllOOOlOnillllOni-ir.
Climax... OlOOlOlllillOlOlOOOl-11 Le Roy... 01111001011111011111-15

M H R. . .11011001011101^10001-11 Daley 11100111111111111110-1

7

Miller .... 11111111011110010111—16 O.Mvee . . . 10001 100111 Ull I 111 1- 1

5

W Wols- Merriil....Onij'OOinnniinoi]101-l]
teDeromillllilllimiimi-ai Waener . iiiiniiiooiniuiin-rr

Apgar...,1111100Q111110111100-U Davis 01111111 linfaUOlOll—15
Didkev... 13111011111100111001-15 Mills 11001111101110101010-13
Mizpah. .11100111110001111111—10 Rockwfll 11110111010101111110—15
Post . .niOllllOlOllvillllll-16 Bates 11111111111010101001-15
Lindsley..01110001111101011001—12 Lotiedon.. 10011101110111100101—13
StBrry....l010O110110')11111011—If! (ireiff 01)31111001101111001—

U

ColliDP. . .11111101101001111111—10 Merrill...,1111101101110011 1001—14
Willev....01011001111111111111-15
No, 6, lOsingle^. Experts: Van Dyke 10, Miller 9. W. Wolsten-

croft 9, N. Apg»'- 9, Dickov 7. Linrtsley 5, Wagner 8 Aroatettrf :

BreintnPllO. ClimnxT, M. H. R. 8, Mizpah 6, Post, 9, ( 'onner 9.

Biirbidt'e 10, Folsoni 5, BrlBtoUS. Lor.Kflon 10, Cowee 8, Davis 7, Ed-
gartnnlO, Le Ro> 9, Dr ilev 8, 8'errv 9. M»ade 8, Savage. 8 Herit-
see 8, Strong 10 Ofidv 8, C. H. Tiip.loji- t, S. A. Tiickp.r- 10, Bates 9,

Mills 7 Merrill 0. Rockwell 10, Willev 7, Siller 10, Greiff 8.

No. r. L. C. Smith Trophy Cor.fi st. .50 slTifilph:

BreintnaU 11111111111111101111111111111111110111110111110111-40
Van Dyke 11101010111111111111111111111111101111111111111111-40
Climax OllllllOOOllOOlllOllllinilOlllinillllOlODlllllll-39
w H R nil iiiiiiioiiiiouiniiiioci 1111 iiooiiiiiuiiiui-'M
Miller llllllilUll 111011111111111111111111101111111111 11-HJ
WWolatencrofUlOlll'aiOllllOlOllllOimilllllin 1111 1111111 111 1-44
Neaf Apgar llOllOlOlOOUllllllllllUHIlinilllllKiLllUllOIO-l'J
Dickey 11 1011 lllOllllllllllUlUOOlll 111 1 1 1113 1 111 111 1 101-45
Mizpali ll(lllUlll]0111111110111)0!linill0111011111111111-44
Post 1 111 100111 1 1 1 111 111 II 111 111 11 1 1ll 1 1 1 IIm 111 1 111 1 1—48
Lindsley 0111111111111101lll01111im01i0110Urii01Ullllll-43
Wagner llllllUlinilllllllllimilllllllllllll111111UU0-4S
Rurbidge lllO^OllllllllOlllOlllinilOllllOllllllUUinilll—13
Oowee limUnilllllOlOlllOOlOl 1101111001 10111111111101-40
Bates 11111101111111111111111111011110111110111111111111-46
Edgarton 11101111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111-48
Savage 11100111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111-17
Cady 11111111111111011111110111011110111110100001111111-41
Strontc 11111111111111110111111111101111111101110101111111-15
Sterry liniinniimilllllllllllOlllUlllOOlOlUlllllll 1 1-44
LeRoy.. 1010101111111111111101) llllllllllllllllimmini-4ii
Davis iiiiminoiiiiiiiniinniiiioioioiii 11 10111 mil 40

Collins 11111111110111111110111111111111111111011111111111-47
Grieff. OriOOlininillllllllll 111111101111111111111111111-4(1

Willev 010111101100111111 11111I01111011 1110101 11)1111 11 11 1-40
Lonsden miOlllllOlllinilOlllllOlOlllllllllllOlllllllUi 1-43
Siegler 11111111111111011111111111111101111111111111111111-48
Rockv-ell . . . . 11111111111111101110111111111111111111111111111111^48
No. S, In single.':

Brein t naVI ... 1 01 01 01 11 11001 1-IO Wagner 1 110001 UOlOll 1-10
Van Dyke ... 0100 illioumi -10 LeRoy .111011111111100-12
Climax 00 1101 101 OHHIO- 8 Steri'y 111101110111101-13
M. H. R OlUOOOOlllUOl- 9 Savage 110111111111110-13
Miller 111100011101110-10 Cady 100111101110110-10
Wolsteneroft..011101111011111-13 Davis 0101111111 11111-13
Apgar nilimillOlll-14 .Mills llOOloniOOlIll-10
Dickey 11111 IIUOIIDO-IB Strong 111111110100011-11
Mizpah OOi "100011010101- 6 Greilf 111011011111111-13
Post .. 0011 011001'iQUl- 8 Collins 111110111111111-14
Lindsley 011111111101011-12 Langden 111111100011111-12
Daley ..010110101110100- 8 Willey 111010111111011 -l-J

Conner 111100110100000- 7 Rockwell 010110101011000 - 7

Cowes 101110111110011-11 Bates 111011110101011-11
No. 9, 10 singles, experts: Van D^ke 8, Millar 8, W. Wolstencrot t

8 Apgar 8, Dickey 8, L'udsley 5, Wagn^-r 5, Collins 7. Amateur.' :

Rreintnf si 8. Climax g. M. H. R. 10, Mizpah 10 Post-lO, Birsh 7,

SifiKler 10, Covves 10. Conners 9, Le Rny 10, Bristol .5. Stnrry 0

MilleO. SavageO. Davi8 8, f ;pdy7, Greiffg, Langden 9, VVill'\y 9
Bate=i 8. Rockwell 8, Strong 9.

No. 10. 10 siDgles; BrolntQall 9, Vao Dyk^ 5. Climas 8, M. H.. B.
5. Miller 7, W. Wolstencrofl 9, N. ^p?ar 6. Dickey 5. Mizpah 5

Post 7, Lindsley 6, Cady 0. Cowee 7, Willey 0, Sivage 9. L^ngdnn 9
Collins 9. Wagner 7, LeR^v 7, Greiff 8, Sierrv 7, S. A. Taoi»er 7.

Extr.i, No, 1. 10 pingles, $1: BreintnaU 10. Van Dvlse 8, Cliitias 8,

Greiff 8, Wagner 7. Slvong 8, M. H. R. 9, Miller, W. W ilstenerof

-

.5, Collins 9, Seieler 7, Meade n, Co vvee 0. Savage 9, lior-k well 0

Mills 6, Diley 6, L=^Boy 8, D'ekey 8, Mizpih 8. Waener 7. Bates 6,

Bush 6, Longdon 8, Bristol 4, Davis .5, Heritag&5, Rnjiee'T.

T7?e Tlvvrd Day.
Another flue day so far as temperature was concerned albeit

the wind was slightly tricky. The shootiog was very fast and
strong, the prettiest event of the week being the fight fo" the
Peters Cartridge Comoany's trophy between Frank Pes', of Park
Padae, N. .J., and W. E. Wolsten croft, of Frankford. Pa., who
tied on clean scores of 50 each in the main event. They shot off
at 35 targets each and tied again on 34 breaks. This necessitated
another shoot off iu which the Frinkford expert broke straight
and securfd the coveted trophy, Post brea<rinff34. Both winner
and loser were heartily congratulated on the fine exhibition they
gave. The result of the day's work is showa below:

CHAMPIONSHIP DAY—$575 GDARANTEBD
No. 1, 10 Singles, novelty rule, no handicap, entrance $1 No. 2,

15 singles. Interstate Association handicap, entrance $i, $35 guar-
anteed. No. 3, 20 singles, novelty rule, no handicap, entrance
$3.50, $40 guoranteed. No- 4, 25 singles per nian, first match New
Jersey State League, vs. Connecticut State League; open to one
team from anv State association or league, entrance $50 per
team. No. 5, 100 single", individual ohampiouship of the United
States, entrance $5. No. 6, 100 singles, team race between Ea=t
and West for championship of Ameria, entrance $60 per team.
No. 7, 10 ainsles, noyeltv rule, entranca SI.

No. 1, 10 singles: Breinfcuall 8. Caly 8. Van Dyke 8, MiHerlO.
Wolsteneroft 9. Apg^r 8, Mfzpah 7. Willey 7, Daley 3, Mills 3,

Wagnf r 9, Rockwell 8, Edgarton 4, Pi,ichmond 6, Cowi-e 5, Mc-
Ginty 6, Bramand 3. Sterry 9, Collins 7, Le Roy 7, Ma^k b, Climax
f), Mosier 9, Dutchy 9, Post 7, Greift", Sigler 7, Tucker 9.

No. 2, 15 singles, exp »rt':

Van Dyke .. .011111111111111-14 Apgar 111111100110111-12
Miller 111011111110111-13 Waguer 100111100110101- 9W Wolatenc'ftllOllOll1111111-13

A.m flit ©Til's*

Breinlnall .

.'.
. .1111.10011111110 -13 Brainard 1111 111011Uini-l3

Cady 100010111111111-11 Srerry lUOi 1100001011- 9
Daley 100101011111111-11 Mack 011011111111101-13
Mizpah 1 11111111111110-14 Web b 10 llOllll 111111-13
Dutchy 111111111111101—14 Le Roy 111111111111111—15
AVilley. 011111111001111—12 Post 111111010111110—13
Banning 011010111011111—13 Climax 101101011011110-10
Bush 111111111111110-14 Ames 010111100111111-11
Alger OlOllOllOUOOll— 9 Greiff 111111111111111-15
Edgarton......UOlllUllOin 1—13 Mosier 111111111111111-15
Cowee 011011011111111—13 Richmond ...,101111101110111—13
McGinty 111111111111101-14 Sigler 111111111111111-15
Mills 11101)111111101-13 M'H R OUOlUOllllOllO- 9
Rockwell 101011111111111-13
No. 3, aOsirglPF:

RreintnaJnOOlOOlOlCOmiOlllO-ll Sterry 01111111011101101111—10
Cady 10110101111111101001—14 Rockwell.OlllIOlllimOlUOOl-15
V.-in DykelllllinilOlllOlCOOl—15 Post 10110111101011110111-15
Miller. . . . 110111 11113111111011—18 Mack 0100' 100111110011001—11
WWol'c'faOllOlOllllllOllllll-16 Webb 00110)01111111111101-14
LeRoy... .11111011101100111111-16 Apgar.... IIUOIIIIOIOIOUIIII-H;
Collins. . ..10111111000011011111—14 Mizpah. . .110011011) 1101101101-14
Dutchy. . .1111111101111 1101001-16 Rupee 10010111113101101 101-13
Sdgarton.OllllOOlllllllllOllO—15 Grieff. . . .11111111111101111111-19
Cowee 01001010101111111011—13 Heritage . .OllUOOOOlOOiUlOOlOO— 8
Waener. ..11101111111111011011—17 Willey.... 10110101111101001111—14
McGinty..10010110110001100100— 9 Mosier... 10011110101110100101—13
No. 4, 15 singles, experrs:

Van Dyke 101001101101100— 8 Apgar 111011101111110—12
Miller 011111111111110-13 Tucker OllOlOlOllOlllO— 9
WWolstenc'ft.llinil010nill—13 Wagner 101000011101101— 8
Amateurs:

BreintnaU 111101111111111—14 Greiff.-, 111111111111101—14
Cad v.... 110101111110010- 9 neckweH,.....lUinilllH 1011-13
Le Roy 111111101110111-13 McGinty llll 01011110101—11
Mizpah 101111111111101-13 Bayard .,.111111113111101-14
Dutchy 111011111111111-14 Sterry 101111111011111-13
Climax 111100101110111—11 Mack 01i]1101110lUl-13
Alger 100011110111110—10 Webb 111111111111011-14
Banning 111110111101110—13 .'iiegler 111110111111111-14
Bush n 111111011] 111-14 Post 1 111111111111 11-15
Cowee Illunion 1111-U WiUey... 101101 UllUlOO-ll
Ed star ton llllllOllI 11111—14 Rupee

-

,.011110110111101—11
No. 5. SOsincrl-'*:

Breintn'll 11010110101111111110-15 Edgartou.ll011110001111111111-16
'^idy COlllOlllllOllllOClO-13 Webb lUllllOllOlloniUO-lt;
Van DykelOllllllllllllOlllll-18 W.agner . .101111101:01)0111111-115
Miller. . . . 1111111101) 101011111—17 Oo wee .... 01 1 11111101 11 1 ltX!lll-lGWWolsten - Rockwell . 0 lOOOOOll 11 031 111010 -10

ciGft....10111110111111111111-18 McGinty.aiOOOOlOOlOlllOOeilQ- 9

Apgar ...-11111101111111101111-1S Mitcbell ..OOlOllOliOOlOOilOOOO- 8

Rupee-. -.11101111111100110100-14 Sterry ...11001101110110111001-13
Mi'plh...01001110010001101011- 9 Greiff. . .OlUlllOllllOllllllO-lfi
Dickey. .11011110110111111011-10 Post 11111110101111100111-16
Collins. . . 01110111111111110111-17 Willey. . .11111011100110111110-15
Lo Boy. . .111101101111 10110101—15

No. 0. 10 singles. Experts: Va.n Dvke 7, Miller 10, W W. 9. Apgar
7, Wae-ner 9, Tucker !-;. Amiteurs: BreintnaU 8. Cady 8, Mizpah
9, Dirkeyl7. Mack 8, W>ieatnn 4. Edgarton 9, McGintv 10. Ayer
10, Runee 9, Connor 9, Lo Roy 10, Climax 10, Brainard 8. Marion 10,

F.C. Fowler 8, Sigler 9, Bin'aing 6. Busb 6. Cowee 8. Ruppell 10,

CbappsU 9, Stei ry 9, Post 9, Webb 7, Greiff 9, Willey 9, Heritage 8,

Ames 9.

Trophy shoot, 50 sinelet:
BreintnaU 11111111111111011111100111)11111010111111111001101-43
Cady 111111111311130111100010)1131111111111111111111111-45
Vai Dyke 11 11111131111111 11) 11 llll 1)11 11111 IIDOIIIH 111111-49
Miller." 1101110111)11111)111111111111110111111111111111101-46
WWnlBtencroft.lllltlimil mill 111111)11! Ill) 11111111 1111111111-50
Apga-- 11101)1101111 11111111110111)1 11111)11111)111)11101-46

M H R 111111111110111)0)11)11)01111111111111100111)] 1111-45
Mizpa.li 11111)0111110010011110011111101111111)111111111110-40
Dickey 0111)11011 1 11)101 111111111111111111101111111)) )011—46
Colliaa 011)11011)11111)110111)111111131110111111111100011-43
BuBh 10)01illll011))llO)l)1110)111111111101ini)0))111l-40
Wagner iiiinoOllDlUi 11) 11)111)1111111111111)111)011111-40
Wil'ey,..-. 111)110)1)1010)111111111111111111)1111111111010111-45
Edearton..- UllllllilllDllllll moiin 111)1 ii llll )l]millll- 49
McGiDty... llOinilin 11 111 1011111011111 11)1111 111010)101 1111-44
Cowee 1111))1111)1111101)11111))I111I1111I1I)]I1 10011111-47
IlaakP. 1001111 )10'111lillllll311111 1101 1)1001 1101 nil 111)0-41
Und'lev 00111111111)11111111111010111101101)01010111111101-40
Rockwell 11 111111 11 111)) 111)11)1)1 1 llll nnitiDnuoiniii—49
Cbappeii ...... .oiiiin)ii)io))inniiiiioniiiioi)iiniinnnin— 45

F C Fowler lOlOdinoi 11)0) 1)0)) 1110111) 11 11111011111111)11011—41
Sigler mill 111 11 111 1111111 111 111110111111111 101111111)1-48
LeRov 1111111111)) 1111110)111111111-003111111111111111111-47
Grieff Ollllinil nil 1 1101 11111 11111 100101101111 11101 UOl—43
Webb 11111 iinnooooninooninoiioinnoooninnnio—38
Post 111111) )nnniin)iiiiniiinniininiiiiiiiiiii—50

Shoot-off cf tie for trophy. First round:w Woistencrott 1 )iioiini)iiininnini—?4
Post nniiiiiinniioiiniiii-34
Second round:W Wolsteneroft 1111111111111111111111111-25

Post 1 1ll 1 nil 1 lllllll lOllin1—24
No. 8, 15 singles:

BreintnaU . . . .010110111011101 - 10 Lindsley 001111111011101-11
Cady lOlllUCOn 1101-11 McGinty lllOOliniOn 10-11
Van Dyke 110110101111011-11 Willev llOllllllOll'lOl-U
Miller llllllllini 111-15 Cowee 1111 10110101 1 10 -11
wwoist'ncr'ttniii 11111111 10-14 cumax _ iiinooininio-13
Apgar llllinOIOllon-13 Edgarton llllOOlllOniOl—11
M 11 R nionioimoii-12 Wagnt-r onoiiiniiioio-ii
Mezpah ....... OlOlOOOUlOlOl 11- 7 FCFowler... 110101010111111-11
Dicky innilOOniOll-13 Grieff 1111iniinil00-13
Le Roy 111111010111101-13 Ames 101101111011011-11
coUin H iiniiioiiinoi-13 Post noiiiiinioiii-13

No. 9, 10 singles: Experts—Van Dyke 7, Millfr 8, W. Wolsten-

4

ED. H, CULIjM.^N. IIOWAKI) n-41iiS'f8. W. II. OILI.M.VN.

croft 8, Apsrar 8, Waguer 6, S A. Tucker 8, Lindsley 6, Collins 6.

Amateurp- BreiniUHU 7, Cady ti, M. H. R. 7, Mezpah 9, Duchy 10,

Mosier 6, Brainard 9. Bu,")- 8, S'egler 9, Le K-y 10, Strong 8, Cli-
max 10, Cowee 6, Willey 10, McGinty 6 Greiff' 10 A^eer 8.

Nn. 10. 10 single.?: Colhns 10. Cowee 9. Von D»ke 9, Miller 10,W.
Wol8tenc"0ft 8, Apgar 8. W. H. R. 6. Mezpah 6, liuohey 9 Strong
7. Darby 7. Siegler 8. Mosier 4. (-Jreifl 6, Brainard 6 F. C. Fowler 9,

McGinty 7; Willey 8, Climax 8, Lb Roy 8. Wagner 9 Field 8.

Extr i No. 1. 10 singles: Le Rov 8, Seisier 5, Greiff 6, W. W. 7,

M zpah 7, Climax 7, Sterry 7, McGintv 5, Post 8, BreintnaU 8,

Cady 7, Dai]py 4. Angar 8, Van Dyke 7, Dutchy 6, Miller 9, CoiUns
8, Rockwell 8, Wagner 7, Miller 7.

Extra No. 3, 10 single : C. S. Richmond 8, Bricknell 9. Mizpah
8, Van Dvke 8, Seigler 7, BreintnaP 8, Edgar' on 9, Mil) 10. W. W.
9, Post 9, Cady 8, McGiuty 7, Bush 8, ColUns 10, Cowee 10. Brainard
8, Dalf y 6. Heritage 7. Sierrv 7, MiUer 8. WiUev 8. Mack 8. Flem-
ming 7, Wagner 10, Cowee 6, Greiff 7, S. Tucker 10, Algier 7, Ap-
gar 10.

Friday, Uie Final Hay.

This was the great day of the week, and there was a large at-
tendance of cracks from several States. The weather w.'is de-
lightfully cool and the shooting was fine. Spectators were present
bv the hundreds, and a lai'ge number of ladies watched with great
intefe.5t the work of the shooters. The two team races and the
contest for the diamond ring presented by the Keystone Company
were the special features of the day. There were three sweep-
stake events on the programme before the premier event of the
week, the great contest of skill between Connecticut and New
Jersey was called. In this shoot both teams were crippled, the
Connecticut team being short Potter, Bates and one other strong
man, whil • New .Jersey was obliged to bemoan the absence of J.
Warren Smith, Jas, L. Smith, Thomas Brantineham and John
B'ggolt. However, the race was a good one, resulting in a w^ell-

earned victory for tbe Connecticut team by the narrow margin of
five tatge s.

The next event was the shoot for the Keystone diamond ring
and ihe individual championship of America, at 100 Keystones par
man, with 23 entries. This event was hotly contested throughout,
-HTid it was only by breaking 61 straight on the finis'o that Ferd.
Van Dyke, manager of Von Lenererke & Detmold's Newark store,
pulled out a victor with 98 breaks. Ferd. says the combinanon of
Fran cotte gun and Sohultze powder was too much for his oppo-
nenls. Wolsteneroft and Edgerton crowded clo.-e after Van Dyke
with 97 breaks each, Edgerton getting bis last .53 straight.
Then came an exhibition such as is not likely to be seen again

for many days to com». either as concerns rapidity or accurate
work. This was in the great championship contest between
teams of 6 men each representing the West and East. These
teams were to have shot at 100 targets each, but owing to tlie late-
ness of the hottr when tbe match was called as well as the fact
that all the shooters were pretty well run out of both ammunition
and stamina after their tour days of hard work, it was ou' down
to 35 (argftts per man. The Western team rolled olT its 150 shots
mUy-. minuVB and broke the plienominal total of 147 targets, the
Lighe.st score by 9 target.^, evermide by a six-man team. The
-Eastei u team also brokti th., old record bv breaking 1.39 targets.
The previous record was 138. made at Ivy City, neai* Wa'=hington,
D. C in M-lV, by the team of the Capitol City Gun CUib, All of
Ihe Western team. a?ed American wool powder, while all of the
Eastirn teani excepting o' e used black pewdei-. The escepcion
was Gftdyj vfha use4 "8.S." pewder*

One of the pleasing features of the week was the perfect man-
ner in which theK'ystono targets and traps worked, there not
being a balk from start lo finish.
The Novelty rule, which was used here for the first time, sprung

into popularity at once, proving a pleasant diversion from the
old stereotyped methods of throwing targets. One- half of the
events each day were shot under this rule, and everybody fell in
love with Ihe incomers, although some tailed to brrak them.
When shooting tbe novelty events 16 trans' were used. Tea of
these were set in a line, as usual. The other 6 were set eOyds.
from the score, 5yds. apart, and threw righ^ and left inquarterers
and straight incomers, these events being shot from unknown
traps and angles, from distances, a shooter being likely to get a
target from any oue of 8 traps.
All the tents of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'

Association were pitched on the grounds, as were those of a num-
ber of independent firms. The effect was very picturesque.
An unfortunate circumstance connected with the tournament

was fhe calling home of O. R. Dickey, of Boston, who was sum-
moned away by a telegrnm which stated that his young son had
been seriously injured, a bill from a .32cal. pistol having passed
through his head. Up to the time of our leaving the grounds no
information had been received as to the condition of the unfortu-
nate boy.
The result of the final day's work will be found appended:

CHAMPIONSHIP DAY, $75 GUABANTEED,
No. 1, 10 singles, novelty rule, no handicap, entrance SI- No. 2,

15 sinorles, lutprsla.te Association handicap, entrance $2 S35 guar-
anteed. No. 3, 20 singles, novelty rule, no handicap, entrance
12.50, $40 guaranteed. No. 4, 35 singles per m-^n, first match New
•Jersey Stat«^ League vs. Connecticut State League, open to one
team from anv .State Association or leagus, entrance $50 per
team. No. 5, 100 singles, individual championship of tbe United
States, entrance ,$5. No. 6, 25 singles per man. team race between
East and West tor championship of America, entrance $60 per
team. No. 7. 10 singles, noveltv rule, entrance #1,
No. 1, 10 singles: MUl' r 6, W. Wolsteneroft 5, M. H. R. 6. Co'--

nor 5, Savage 7, Alg^r 3, Polsom 5, Apear 8, Lindslev 4. Le Roy 9,

Climax 5, McGinty 4, Sigler 8, Cowee 6, Longlen 9. WeUs 4, Edgar-
ton 7. WlOev 8, Smith 30, Van Dyke 7. Ohapp^ll 6, Tucker 7, Col-
lins 7, Cady 8, Decker 3, Greiff 8, BreintnaU 9.

No. a, 15 singles, experts:
MiUer 101111lOmn01—13 Lindsley iniOlinOiillOl-ll
Wolsteneroft .101111 nillllll-14 Van Dyke. .. .lllllOlllimiO-13
Apgar 111101011111111-13

Amateui'F:
M HR 111010111111111-13 Edgerton lUll lllllll 111—15
Brainard 111110111111111-14 F C Fowler .. ..111101110011 111—12
Connors 101111111111111-14 Willey llllonilinioiO-12
Savage UllOlllin 1110-13 Mosier 1000111) n)l)ll—13
Folsom OOtlOOlOlOlOOOl- 6 Siegler 111110111101011-13
Alger OlOlOOOlUlll 11-10 CUmax inillllllOllll-14
Le Pvoy n0111111inni-14 ChappeU Ill UOllOnilU-13
BreintnaU.. . .llOmilUlllll-14 Post l]1110nillll]l-14
Rockwell 110101iniimi-13 Mills inilllinilllO-14
Cowee 111111111101111-14 Greiff 100101111100111-10
Wells iniOllOOOOllll-10 Decker OnOlOOIOOOUlO- 7

Langden ....111110111110111-13 Cady 11ini0100llllO-ll
Smith 111100ininill-13 BueU IIIOIOIOUIOOOO- 8
McGinty 110110110111111-12 Jones 101111111110011-12
No 3, 20 Mrg'cF:

MiUer ... OnilllllinOOUlin-17 B'eiutn,iPOillin.001101101101-13
WWolste' - ChpppMl..llO]OOU00iOll]0111U-13

Civfr,. . 1111111111111111)111-20 RocKWe !.llOo0101in(1101'0'l-13
M H U... OOlClllOIOOlOlOOlUl-n Smi;b ... .OIU 1 1ll 101101110111-13
Cadv .. ..iiiiioiiioiii()ino;oi-i4 \v,;icy ...in;o;niiiiiioiiiio-i7
Lindsley. COllOl 11111111111110-16 WeHs .Olioillioiom intOlO—13
Apgar .. lOliOllOllOIOliniIO-14 McGinty. .lOlinrmUonOinil 15
Van Djkelininillliniinil-M) Decker... 00110101010 llOlOinl-10
Havasif ....11110110101111011111-15 Hnell OlOlOOICOOUO 111110-11
Conee ... 11111111010111100110-15 ( 11 mas ... OUtlOll 101110100111—14
F Fowler.llOinOlOllllOlOOlOO- 13 (iriclf... OlllOlllOlllinillOl—14
Le Roy.,. 0)0001111 10110111101-13 Mills 11011110011100011110-1:3
Edgartun.nnoiiioonnionii- -16 Coiiius.. ,.iiooioiiiiiiomiiii-i6
Tucker. .11010101010011111100-12 Lo- gdon , ,10111101111011111101-16
No. 4. LB.sgue team match. 25 Ringhs per man:

Oonnectiout Team,
Savage, 1111 HI 111111111111011111—24
Longdon . iiiiioii nnniiiioiiiioi—23
Cady - lonninioniiiiiiniiii-23
Strong lliniOnnillllOllllOiOl-21
Willey ..,,1)101 nil 1)11000111111111—31
Rockwell 1111111131101111101110011—21
Kdgarton 1111111111101110111111111-28
Fowler oininiiiiiniiiiiiiini— 24
(! inner 11)1)11111 1 lleinoioimi -33
McG-inty 01)1 1111)11 llllll lllllll:- 'J4 - 225

New .Jersey Tetim.
si 11111111111111)1111001111—23

Hremtnall I))01)ll)0111ulllll0inil-21
Van Dyke nininiii]ii)iininon-24
Sigler iiiiinioniiiiiiiiinni—34
,\fgar iiioionnioi 101001111101—i«
C ilhus 10001110)1)10111101111111—19
c Smith .. nnnnnn ninniniii—25
Grt iff 11101 111 nil milmm 11—24
Rupeii 1 loonomioonmnmoi-19
Miller 1111111010111111111111111-23-2^0
No. 5, individual ehampior.ship f f 1 h*- lTriitf.d St, .ipp, lOOsintrles:

Miller. 111111111111111 lllllliniOllUllllllllllllOllllOll
iiiiiiii)iiioiiiiniioiiiiiioiiiiiiiiinoiiimiiii-9iW WolatencroftniinilllllllllininillllllllllllMllOllinilll
innoiiimiiuiiiiminiimiiiniiioiiiimin—97

Lindsley 101101101111111111111010001101010111111110011011)0
OllOOOlOllllllOllOllllIlllllllOOlllllllllllllllOll -76

Climax iiiiiioiioioiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiimiiinmiinniiio
11111101111 iniiiiiiiioiiii3iiiioiiinimiiiiiiii-93

Cowee 111011000111 niiiioiiioiiiioiiiiomoioiioiiiiiui
11011111111101111111111111111111110111001111111111-84

Savage 010011 111 lllimiOlllllllllimilOlllOomillllOll
0011111110110111101011111111111111)101)11111001111—83

Edgarton Illini0lllini1l0llllllllllllllinnillllllll0lll
iininiiiiiniiiiniinmiinmi.iiiininiimi-97

Fowler iiiiionioimiiioiiooiiniiinioiiiinoicoiiiiiii
mini moiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiii 10111111110111111-80

Bates loiiiiiiiniiiouiniiiiniiiiniiiiiiiimniim
mnoiimonioioiinmnmonoiiiiiiioionini-90

McGinty inoimiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiilou
00011011011 ]OiiioioinniO(ioiioiinoiiiiimiiiii-84w H R 0111111111 oiooniooioimninoioionoi loniooioiii
nil 1 111 1 oooiiiiioiiiiioiuo 1 110) 0 1 iiimoooioi 101—70

Van Dyke iiiiiinniiiiiiiiniimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiim mmniinnin 111111111-98

Apgar... loioniioiiiiiniioniiiiiniiiiiimnnniiiiiii
niiiiiiniiniioiniiiiiniiiiooiiiiioiioiiiiim—91

wuiey niiionnuiiiinnommiionninimiiniiiii
niiiiiioonininiimiiniiiimnnoiiiomini-93

Smith ..iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniumiiiiiiiioniiiniiii
iiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiioiiiioiiiiiiiiniiiiiom)in-94

WeUs .1111111111010111110111110011011111101)10)001010111
11 111111 1 001111111010010 11 1m 1 111 1 110110111101111-80

LeRoy miiiiomiiminiinioioiniininiiiiioinoiii
uioiiiiinniiiinniiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiii-93

RockAveU ;...iooniiiooiiiioiioiiimoiiiiiiniiionmioiiini
1101 1 10110111mm 1 001 1 11101 11 01 It 1 11 1 1 niiiiim-80

Greiff .11 11 111101011 ) 1111111110111011 1 1 11111111110111 llll
111111111 loiniiimuiiiiiioniiiniimii n noi 1-91

Cady , iiiiiiioiiiiiinimiioioiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiomii
niioiimiioiiiniiimnminiimnnmciiiii-94

Siegler...- lllllllllOllllllllimollOllinilllimilllllllin
iiiiiimiiiiiinioiiiiiniiiimoiiiiiiiiiioiiiii—9J

No 6, team race between East and West for oaampionship of
America, 25 singles per man:

Western Team.
n Smith 1111111111111111111111111-35
BreininaU Ill 111111111111 111 1 111011-34
Post ..111111111111111)110111111-24
Sigler llinillllinilllinillll-25
Wolsteneroft . .111111111111111)111101111—24:
Miller 1111111111111111111111111—35—117

Eastern Team.
Savage - 1111010111111111111111111—23
Cady lllOniinillinillllOlOl—23
Edgarton lllim 11111111111 1011111—24
Le Roy iiiiimiiniinnmim-25
Longdon omioiiiiimiiiiiiiiin-as
Bates 01111111001111 11111111111-2^139
No. 7, 10 singles: Miller 8, W. Wolatencoft 7, Cadv 8, Lindslev

6. M. H. R. 6, La Roy 7, Edgarton 6, Van Dyke 7, CoIUns 10,
Climax 7.

Extra No. 1. 10 -singles: C iwoR 8, BreintnaU 7, Folsom 7, jyjp.
Giuty 8. ChappeU 7, Savage 9. Alger 5, Le Roy 9. Langdon 10
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Second Grand International.

Des-Chrke-shos-ka, Mich., Aug. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent having been prevented attendingr the first

international tonrnaTnent given by that prince of good fellows,
John Parker, nt Des-chree-shos-ka, resolred that nothing short
of death would prevent his presence at this. In accordance with
this resolution I took the night train east and arrived in Detroit
at 7:10 A.M., and a few minutes later boarded one of the little

steamers plying between Detroit and this famous island, situated
eight miles down the river, and after a most delightful ride
arrived in time to breakfast with the sportsmen already there,
many of whom arrived the previous evening.
Des-chree-shoF-ka (pronounced Dezreshoska) is a bit of Indian

nomenclature, meaning "Here is e%'erthing." It is one of the
most lovely summer resorts on the great lakes to day aad bids
fair to excel all of its competitors in the near future. It contains
3,.')0O acres, the upper half with over a hundred of beautiful lawns,
walks, drives and tennis courts, together with a grand old forest
covering about 50 acres, and all within about 30 miuutes ride
from Detroit, making it one of the most desireable resorts for
families, excursionists and sportsmen of the continent.
The hotel and its accessories are situated on a bluft at the head

of the island (formerly known as "Fighting Island"), facing
Detroit and tbe grand exposition buildings about midway.
Broad verandas encircle the hotel on the first and second floors,

from which the most charming views greet the eye in every
direction. The hotel and other buildings are brilliantly illumi-
nated by electricity.
The tournament began on Tuesday. Ideal weather prevailed,

and as the eye wandered far out over the broad expanse of land
and water, arrayed in all the brilliancy of art and natttre, we
were forced to exclaim this is, indeed, the proper place in which
to hold the international tournament.
The roster shows the following arrivals the first day: J. A.

Penn. J. A. Rell and wife, John Wright, W. E. Walton and Dr. E.
C. Myers, Wheeling, W. Va.: H. Warof, B. A. Bushaw, E. E.
Thresher. Kalamazoo. Mich.; J. E. Nichols. Lansing, Mich,; M. C.
Sanford. Townsend, O.; F. D. Alkire, Woodlyn, O.; Dick Smith,
Toledo.: Mr. Eastman, Monroeville, O.; C. A. Young, Springfield,
O.; N.W.Holt and wife, Manchester, Mich.; F. E. Cooley and
family, Lansing. Mich,; Wm. Thompson, Jackson, Mich.; D. .J. .T.

Valade and .1. Neidermeir. Newport, Mich.; Al Heritage (Old
South Paw) and wife, Jersey City, K. J.; C. Schelling, Lansing,
Mich.; Milt F. Lindsley and his accomplished wife ( Wanda); John
O. Cadman, San Francisco. Cal.; Rolla Heikes. Chicago, 111.: J. R.
Cotter and O. F. Floes, Bay City, Mich.; J. A. Roble (White),
Ohi'"ago. 111.; L. T. Duryea (Davenport) and Dr. Wynn, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Louis Erhardt, Atchison, Kan.; Harvey McMurohy, Capt.
Money, Brooklyn.
The entries were light in the first events, as many of the

shooters preferred to rest after their long jnurney, and view the
many attractions r.f the island before commencing work at the
traps. Two sets of expert traps with Paul North's pull were
arranged facing the south with sky and water for a background,
while the woods Immediately behind the shooters made a cool and
shady retreat for the visitors and shooters when away from the
score. Tl^e first event was called at 10:30, and from this time on
the shooting was fast and furious.
No. 1. 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Alkire 6 Walton 10 Davis 7

Sanford 10 Jager 7 Payson 9NW Holt 7 Drew 10 Hickes 10
.JE Wright 6 White 10 Renaick 10
H Warof 9 C A Young 7 Penoerthy 3

8 A Slocum .6 JAPenn.... 8 Lake , 5

MF Lindsley 9 J A Bell 6 Erhardt 9
FR Cooley 8 AI Heritage 6

Ford 8 J Parker 10
No. 3. 10 singles, entiance .$1.50

Drew 8 Erhardt ti

Parker.. 8 Ford 8

Heikes 10 Penn 9

Sanford 10 Bell 3
Renniok,, 6 Capt Money 7
White 10 Lindsey 9 Young 10
Walton 8 Jager 9 Lake 5
Smith 9 Alkire 9

Warof 6 Wright 10
No. 3, 10 singles, entrance $1.30:

Heikes .10 Sanford 9 White 8
Wright 9 Young 9 Alkire «

Slocum. 5
Al Heritage 7
Payson 9
Cooley 8
Holt 9

Smith 8

Cooley 7
Hnlt 7
Walton 7
Warof 8
Drew 10

Jager .•. 7 Penn
Lindsley 8 Payson 8
Money C> Ford 9
Bill 5 Rennick lO
Heritage ..7 Erhardt..., 8

Slocum 8 Parker 9
No. 4, 20 singles, entrance $2.60:

Heikes. ...11110011111111111111—18 Slocum ...01010110111111111101—15
Rennick, .11110101110111100101—14 Lindsler.. 11011110101111111101—18
Drew lllllimUllOimOl—IS Warof. . . .11110111101111111111—18
Sanford . .11011011111011111111-17 Ford lOlllOOKXlllllllllOl—Li
Wright. . .OLlOlUOOlOOllllini—li Payson.. ..11111111101111011011-17
Young. . . . llllUllOmOlllOOll-16 Jager lllOlOlllUlOlllllllO-15
Parker.. ,.11110101111110111110-16 Erhardt...llllOlllOlllllOllOH-15
Hole 11111101100011010101-13 White . . . .11111100101111111110-16
Penn llUllllinillllllll-20 Shelling. .10100llllllOUOUlOl-J

4

Ball 10010111110101011011-13
No. 5, 15 singles, putrance $3:

Lake 12 Slocom 11 Walton 13
Lindsley 13 Alkire .,14 Penn 12
Drew 18 Heikes... 14 Warof... . 13
Lake 12 Slocum 14 Walton 13
Lindsey 13 Alkire 14 Erhardt 9
Smith 12 Sanford..- 14 Payson 14
Cooley 13 Young 15 Punnioi ..14
Parker 13 White 15 Wright 9
.faeer.' 8 Ford 10 Avery 9
Nichols 10 Sprague 13 Holt 11
Bell 14 Money 13 Wendt 12
No. 6, 20 sintrle?, entrance $2.60:

\'ouag. . . .11111111111101111111—19 Penn lllllOllllllllll 1111-19
White. ...01101111001110111111-15 AVright. . .11111011110110111111-17
Alkire.... lilllin 1111111 11111-20 Slocum. ...11101111001110111111-16
Rennick . 1 1110101111111111 111—1 8 Lind sley . . 10111111110101111111—J

7

Bali 01101 01111 1111101101-1 5 Wa rof 1101111111010111 1101-16
Heikes . ... 11011111111111111111-19 Holt OlllllllOlOlllOOlUO-U
Walton . . . lllOUliniHOl 11001-16 Avery 01111111111101111111-18
Cooley. . .

llllllllOiniOllUU—18 McW'rterll 001101010111111111—15
Parker. .. .11111 1011111111 11011-18 Drew 11111111111110111111-19
Lake 11111110101110110111-16 Butler. .. .10111000011101101011-12
Smith 11011010010111110111—14 Erhardt. ..10111011111011011101 -15
Sprague. ..11011111111111111111-19 Money . . . .11111111111111100011—17
No. 7, medal race, emolematio of .50 bird championship, open to

Michigan shooters only, entrance $1.50:
Alkire 10010110111011111111111111111111111110111110110011—40
Smith 11111111 1 011111 1 1111n 1111 111111111111111011101111—47
Sanford 1111111011101111111111111:111111111111111111111111—41
Young 1011111111l1111Ullillllllll0110100111110111100111-4:J
Holt .10111101111111101110101111101011111111111111111111—43
Penn 11110111111011111011111111111110111111101111111111-45
Wright 11111111111111110111110111111011 llllllllllllllllll-i7
Bell llOOlllOlUllllllOOllllllllOlOlllllllOlOllllllllll-41
Slocum llOlllOlllllOllllHOHllllOOlllUOOllOlOlll 1111111-40
Lindsley 10111101110011110110111011111010110110111110100111-36
Heikes llllllllllllllllllllllimiimmillOlllinOlini-48
Avery _ 11010011 101 llOOllOllOlllllllOlHllllOlllllOlOlllll-44
Walton llllUllllOUlOOOOl 11001111110111111 10 llOillllllOl -39
Lake lllllinilOllllOlllllllllllllllllllllllllOlllOllOl-45
Cooley 11110111111111011111011101111111111111111110111101-44
Penbunhy 1111000

1
lOlOlOl 1 10lOOOOllllllOOOllOlOl 001101010001-26

Warof iioimiiimiiiiimiiiiiiioiiiiomooiuiiiiiiio-44
Nichols iniiiiiiinioiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiTiuomi—47
Drew 11 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-50
Rennick llllllllOlllllOllllOlinilllllllllllllllilllllllll-47
Parker lOlllllllOlllllllllimiOlllllllllOlllllimilinO-46
MeWharter llllllllllH0011111lll01110i)nilllll01111illlll011-43
Sprague liillllllinoillUlllimilil0111111imillllllilli_47
Money llllUlllOlOllllllllOllOOlOllllllOOllOllllilllOlll—40
Schelline 10111111111Ulllllllllllllllilllll0111llllliiiioiO-4(i
FI0B8 ..." lllllllllOillOOOlOlOOlOOOOllHOOllOllOllllllllOOOl-32
Bosh. OlOllllinillOlllMOmilllllllllllOmilllOllill-43
No. 8. 15 singles, entrance $3:

Sanford 14 Sprague ...15 Heikea ,15
Drew 12 Penn 14 Young 13
White 13 Alkire 14 Smith I5

Wright 13 Bell 10
Lindsley 9 Avery lO
Cooley 13 Ford.... .11

Trotter ....13 Rennick 14 Cotter .. . . ...13
Drew won the medal (second time). Heikes won first average.

Sanford won second average. Seven firsts were distributtd to
winners respectively,

The Second JJoy,

Tjie morning of the second day wag uucomfortably warm, and
Ihf mUvy mnonvUm ^ave promise gt approachtus storm, yet,

Holt 14
Slocum 8
Walton 13

Weiser 6
Butler.- 8

Sanford 10

the shooting continued as fast and furious as though the most de-
lightful conditions prevailed. The crew of the yacht Josephine—
the joUiest crew we ever saw—visited the grounds this day and
participated in several events. These gentlemen are good sailors,

fine singers and artistic performers on the piano and other instru-

ments. Their band music wss simply immense, and kept the
large concourse of shooters and visitors in a continuous uproar of

applause. Their instruments were of their own handiwork, and
each exhibited some peculiar desisn in mechanism which prob-
ably originated in the brain of the player and manufacturer.
These gentlemen played an important part in the entertainment
of the visitors, not only at the shooting grounds, hut at th« hotel,

where there music was one of the chief attractions, especially to

the ladies, many of whom had accompanied their husbands and
graced the tournament hy their presence. A heavy storm drove
every shooter from the score for about an hour in the afternoon,
btit the "Josephine band" more than compensated for the loss at
the traps.

No. 1, 5 live hirds, entrance $5;

Heikes 4 White 5 Davenport 5

L'ndsley 3 McMurchy 4 Parker 5

Sanford 4 Shields 5 Morris.. 4

Cook -..3 Young..... .A Money.. 4

Butler ...4 Wright 4 Myers 5

MoWharton 3
No. 2, 6 live birds, entrance $5:

Shields... .6 Slocum 6 MeWharter 8

Rutler 6 Wright 4 Avery 5

Lake -.-.e Money 6 Lindsley 6
Wanda 4 Walton 5 Parker 5

Davenport ..6

No. 3, 7 live birds, entrance $7:
Holt , .4 Money 6 Cook' 5

Morris 3 MeWharter 5 Wright 6
McMurchy V Smith 7 Walton 5

Cotter.. 6 Butler 6 Parker 7
Alkire ....7 Perry 5 Young 7
Davenport 7 Shields 7 Sanford 7
Heikes 7

No, 4, 6 live birds, entrance 86:

Sanford 5 Davenport 4 Shields . ,8
Young., 6 Perry 4 McMureliy ,.6

Cook., 3 Lindsley 3 MeWharter. 1

Monev 4 Wright. 6 Heikes 6
Parker - 3

No. 5,'ioiivo birds, entrance glO:

Wanda 6 Wright 10
Spragne 10 Money ..10

Cotter 9 Young 10
Heikes .10 Lindsley 7 Perry
Smith... 9 MeWharter , 9 Alkire 10
Shields ,10 Davenport ....9 Kelsey 6

McMurchy ,10

International medal race, emblematic of the individual live
bird championship of the LTnited Slates. 35 birds, entrance $6,25:
Davenport 101021111l32001111w
Heikes 3111112221122321323111222—25
McMurchy 00U122112123111011011110-20
Glem 10011011 01010w
Shield s 121222011231 1112021121111-28
Money 1121221120131m211011113-23
Young 111111313111111121111221^25
W right 3211121112221110120113313-23
Kelsey i.101 022031031w
Cast 000022001210W
Spraaue 1113w
Parker OraoilUlOw
McWh arton 331301111110112020w
Lindsley 2003332310022222133212222-21
Wanda 0112011120211120011331202-19
Smith 1212122111220211101321110-23
Davenport 23121122110.32331312213100-33

White 1111012121123212112112211-24
Cook 1311121111131133110211111-24
Morris 21111103000w
Kramer 1111010000022w
Myers 110012l21101w
Butler 111013211 0220230w
Young and Heikes divided first money and shot oit tie for medal

which Heikes won on score of 5 to 3. McMurchy won second.
The live-bird shooting did not deter the target smashers, as the

following scores will demonst'-ate:
No. 1,10 targets, entrance $130: Alkire 9, Penn 10, Wright 9,

Bell 7, Myers 9, Floes 8, Morns 5, MeWharter 5, Shelling 9, San-
lord 9, Young 10, Holt 5, White 10, Cotter 7, Money 9.

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2: Alkire 14, Floes 14, Heikes 13,

Young 13, Penn 15. Sanford 14, Wright 13, BM 9, McMurchy 14,
SchellLDg 13, Drew 14, riolt 14, Cooley 9, Cook 13, Perry 10, Money
10. White 15, Myers 15, Jaeer 11.

No. 3, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Money 7, Bell 8, Penn 9, Floes
9, Schelling 9, Cooley 10, Jager 4, Valade 7, Kramer 2, M vers 7,

Cook 8, BrucH 8, Alkire 10, Wright 8, Holt 9, Heikes 7, Sanford 8,

Leitch 8, Yager 8, White 10, Easton 10, YOung 8, MeWharter 6,

Drfiw 10
No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $2; Monev 14, Myers 14. Penn 14, Bell

11, Cooley 14, Sehplling 13, Valade 13, Jager 10, Perry 11, Purser 13,

Floes 11, Young 13, Morris », Sanford 15, Alkire 13, Drew 13, Hole
11, Heikes 15, White 13, Cook 13, Sprague 13. All moneys div.

The Third Day.

No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1 30: Perrv 8, Sanford 10, Chohb 10,
Cooley 8, Penn 7, Forrest 7. Wright 10, Smith 8, Parker 7, Mc-
Murchy 7. Donaldson 8, Holt 6

No. 2, 10 targets, entranre $1.30: Chobb 4, Sanford 8, Wright 8,
Perry 8, Cooley 6, Smith «, Donaldson 8, Bell 7, Simmons 7, Thorn-
ton 5. Penn 8, Money 8, Forrest 9, Parker 9, Bruce 8, Cook 9, Os-
mond 9, Holt 7, Myers 9, McMurchy 6, Purser 10. A. Forrest 10.
Drew 9, t^panogle 8, R. C. Yerkes 8, D. P. Yerkes 5. W. G. Yerkes.5.
No. 3. 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Purser 8, A. Forrest 7. P. For-

rest 10, Parker 3, R. C- Yerkes 8, Young 9, Myers 9, Drew 9, Cook
8, McMurc' " - •

P. Perry 8.
'

JameiBou
White 10.

No. 4, 20 target", entranne $2.60:

Sanford ..lllllllUI 1111111111—20 Bruce 01111101110111111111-17
F Forrest. 1111111101101011 0111-16 Perry UlllllllUlllllllOl—19
Money .... 10001101110111010000-10 Vonn 11111 lllOOllillOllll - 17
Young. . .10111111111111111111-19 Bell 10110111001111111011-15
M> ers . . ..1101111101101111)010-15 Donalds'nllllllllllllllOllllO-18
Wright . . ,0111111111111111111 1—19 Holt 11111111111111101 010—17
Drew llUllOlllllinDllU-18 H ForrpScllOlllOllOimilOllO -15
Parker.. .10111111110001111111—16 Rennick. .11111011111110010111—16
Cooley. . .11111010101101111111—10 Dorser ...lllllllllllllllUU]—20
Lindsley..10111010111110101111—15 Klein 011U1 11111111111100—17
Chobb., 10001100100111111011—12 Cass lOlOlOOOOOOOOllOlOlO—

7

Spanoglp..l1110111111101111111—19 Jamieaon. 10010111111011011110-14
No, 5, 20 smgles. HUiranc- $3 60:

Sanford ,
.11111111111111111111-20 Bruce 01001001111111110111—14

Purser. . ..11111111110111110010-16 Penniok. ,11101111111111111111-19
Young. . . .11111101111110110010-1,5 Goodman.lllUllllOlllllllllll-17
Wright, . ,10111111111111111101-18 Money. . . .10111100001111111010-13
Perrv 11011011111111101111-17 Lake 11 IIOUIOOII 11 111101-16
Cass". OllOOUO'lOOOllllOlOll— 9 Cook 10101111110111111111—17
Spanogle..ll01100n011101 10111—14 Lindslev ..11111011111110011101-16
Jones 11111111110101111111 -18 Myers 10111110111101111111-17
Kramer ..OlOlOOlCOOlOlOOOOlOO— 8 M'MurchvOll 11110111111111111—18
F Forrest . 111011111001 1oOlUll—15 Heikes .... 1111011 1111101111 111—18
Donalds' nlOllllOllOllllllUOl—16 Bell 11110111111110011011—16
Penn 11110101111111101111-17 Shields.. . .11010111011111111110—16
R Yerkes. 10011101111101111101—15 Bush 11010101111111100010-13W Yerkes .01001 111110111101100-18 M' SVb'rt'nllOOOlOllllllOimil- 15
Klein 10111111011101101011-15 Jamieson.OOOOOllllllUllOOllll—13
Jamieson.UiOllimilO1011101-16 Smith 10111111111011101101—16
Drew 11110110101111111111-17

No. 6, 20 singles, eniran-e $2.60:

Sanford .11111111111110111111-19 Morris. . ..11100001001100000001— 7
(ierick. . . .OOOOlOlOUOJOOllOOOl- 7 F Forrest.llOlOllllllOllOlllH—ie
Wright . .11110101111111111111-18 Smith ..11111111111011110011—17
Jones 11111111001111101111-17 Lindsley..OllilllllllOll .Ulll—18
Porsie . . .11101111111111111111—19 Money . . . .11010111001111111011—15
Kramer .

IIIOOOIOIOOIOIOIIIIO-II Lake 00110110111111011101-14
Spanogle .

10101001101111111111—15 Klei n 11111111111101101110—17
Mvers . , 01101111111000111110-14 Parker. . . 11110111111111011111—18
MWh'rt'nOOllllUllllOi 110111-15 Goodman,110nilllllllllHlll-19
BeU 01100100111110001100-10 Mommery10011101111100011010-12
Terry 11111001111111111111-18 Butler , . . .11111111111101111111-19
Penn 111100111l!lllll0011-J6 Bruce lllllOlllllin 001011-16
Heikes,,. .11111111111111111111-20 Delong. .,10111100101100100111—12
McM'rohyOOIOiOlllOOlOOlOOlOO— 8 Sprague. .00101111010011101111—13
Chobb . .. .OOllOuOlllOllOlOlOOl—10 Cass OOOlOlOlOlliOOOllllll—10
Payson....1111101010001 1011111—14 Jamieson.l0110010100^0lllllOO—10
Raymond.lllOlllllllllOllllll-18 Holt lOlllllOlllOUlJOlll-16
Youug ...imuil 111 111 111110-19
Team race, imv u;m to %hf) tef^TO, 35 targets pw mw, ftpst prlfje

Island Gun Club, Wheeling, Va.
Wright 1111111011111110111(11111—33
Sanford 1111101111111111111111111—34
Myers 1111111100110111111110111—21
Penn 1111111011110111111111111—33—91

Pontiac Team.
Thornton 1101101110101011011010101-16
Cook 0 11111111111 11 1111 1011101—32
Osmond 0101111 1011100111001111 11-18

|

Brommitt 110000010 L001000111101101-12-«Sl
Northvllle Team.

R C Y^erkes 1101111111110110111101111-21
D I Y'erkes 0011101011000001010100011-11W G Yerkes 1001111101011001101111010-16
E Simmons llllllOllllOOllOlllHllOO-19-ii:

Keystone Team No. 1, Windsor. Conn.
Pu rser 1011111010111111 01 1111111-21
Bangham 1010001011110011011111111-17
Ford 11001011111UllHOOn 0111-19
Donaldson 1111011111111111110110111-33-78

Keystone Team No. 2.
'

Goodman 1111101011111011101111110-29
Drovillard ; Oi 11110111001 011111100101—17
Sehovin 1 101001 0100 1 OlCOlOUOOOOl—11
Youugblood., 0110111111111111111110111-22-70

Fountain Gun Club, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lindsley .. ..1110111010110110110110111—18
Money 00111110111001011011111 11-18
Davenport lllOOllOflllllOllOllllOlO-17
Shields 1011110111100010100100101-14r-6S' i

Peoria Team. Detroit.
Drew 1111011010111101101110110-18
Rennick 1101111111111101111111111-23
Parker 1011111111111111111111111-24
Klein ' 1111 11110011011111111111 1-22-87

Yacht Josephine IVam.
Capt Lard : ....lllOllOOllOllOOOOllllHll—15
Beancutter .1110111111101001111111111—21
Grapp 1101001010000101111111111—15
Cheese OCOllOOlOOlllOlOlllllllll-lfi - 67
No. 8, 15 singles, entrance $2: Heikes 11, White 10, Bell 11,

Smith 9. McMurchy 14, Chubb 11. Perry 12. Sprague 12, Sanford 14,
Purser 13, Yonngi? 13, Butler 12, Goodman 10. Oarr 5, Lindsley 9.

Raymond 13, McWhorter 10, Money 8, Lake 13. Holt 11, Bell 8, Cole
13, Penn 14, Wright 14, Drew 13, Spanogle 9, Myers 13, Bockhonnd
9, Cook 13,

No. 9. 15 singles, entrance $2: McMurchy 13, Sanford 13, Penn
13, Wright 13. Young 9, Myer.s 10, Heikes 10. Bell 8, Perry 13, Lake
U, White 14. Holt 13, Money 13, Sprague 15. Lindsley 11, Bush 13. t

No. 10, 15 singles, entrance $2: Sp'a.gue 1-3, Wright 14, Myers 14,
Avery 10, Money 11, McMu'-ohy 13, Young 15, Hfikes 13. Lindsle
12, Rell 11, LakP 12, Perry 14, Sanford 14, Penn 13. Drew 15, Holt 11,

A. Forrest 14, F. Forrest 14, Money 13, Sprague 15, Lindsley 11,

Bush 12.

This closed the shooting for the third day. Mr. Sanford won
;

first, and Mr. Wright second. The Wheeling team won the team
'

race.
The Fourth Bay.

The morning of this day v/as ushered in brieh<- and beautiful,
with a delightful breeze blowing directly across the traps. Every-
body was in the best of humor, and when?the secretary called for
entries in the first event there was a grand rush to "get in."
No, 1, 10 singles, entrance $1.30: Sanford 3, Sprague 9. Perry Sv

Wright 9, Butler 7, Bell 7, Drew 10. McMurchy 8, A. Forrest 9,

Mouey Lake 7, Myera 10, Heikes 8, Lindsley 6, Avery 8, F. For-
rest 9. Young 7, Holt 6, Penn 9, White 10. 1

No 2, 10 singles, entrance $1,30; Drew 6. Myers 8, White 10, (

Averv 7. W^right 9, A. Forrest 8. P. Forrest 7, Penn 10, Money 8,

Lake 9, Bell 8. Sanford 8, Lind.sley 6. Holt 6, Butler 7, Heikes 10,

McMurchy 10, Young 9, Perry 8.

No. .3, 10 singles, entrance $1.30: White 10, Penn 7. Heikes 6,

McMurchy 10, Money 8, Wright 5, Lake 4, Young 10, Money 6, <

Myers 10, Sprague 6, i jindsley 8, Bell 7, F. Forrest 7, Avery 6, San-
ford 9, Holt 7.

I

No. i, 20 singles, entrance $2.60:

White ....11111111011111110111—18 Bell 10111011101111101111-16
McMurc'yllllilOlOlim 100111—16 A Forresf.lOll 1110111011111111—17
Y^oung.... 1010100111 1111111011—15 Parker.. ,.11110111111111111111—19 S

Myers 11111101101110100 Oil—14 F Forest.. 11110111111010010111—l.i 3

Avery ...,11100100000001111011-11 Wright.. .11111111111110111111-19 I,

Sanford ..11111111111111111111-20 Sprague . .11111111111111111011-19 i

Heikes, . ,.11111llimuillllll-20 Drew 11111111111111111111-20
f

Lake 10110111111111111110-17 Holt 11111101111111000111-16 i

Lindsley, .11010111011100111110-14 Penn 11111111111111110110-18 :

Butler.. ..11011001111011101111-14 Perry 11111111111111111111-20 :

No. ,5. 15 singles, entrance $2: Smford 13, Heikes 13, Drew 10, '

Perry 11, Myers 10, Lindsley 12, A'oung 12, Smith 11, Avery 1.3,

Lake 11, Wright 13, Sprague 11, Parker 10, Butler 10, BeU 10, Mc-
Murchy 13. A. Forrest 18, Hole 13, Penn 14, Cole 9, Goodman 15,

White 15. Bush 12, Forser 14, Buckshot 14.

No. e, 20 singles, entrance $2.60:
Goodman.llllOnOOlllllOllOOl—14 M'Murc'y 11111111111111110111—1« !

White ...01110111011111011110—15 Young. .. .11111011111010111111-17
A Forrest 11101111110011110111—16
Penn 11111111111111100110-17
Purser. -. ,01100111110111111111—18
Lake 11111111111111101111-19

Parker,. ..11111111100111111111—19
,

Bell 10111010101111100111-14 ;

Holt 11011111011111111111—18 !

Bruce . . , .11110111111101011111—17 1

Sprague...11011111011111111111-18 Avery ,...11111110001110110110-17
|

Wright.. .11011111111101011101-18 Perry Illllllllinillllll0-19
\

Mvre.s ...,10111111111111110111-18 Butler. ...00111111111111111111-18 ,

Lindsley. 11011111110101111011-16 Sanford...11111111111101110111—18
1

Smith. ...,11111011111000111011-15 Drew 11011011111100111111-16
Heikes. . ..11111111111111111111-20
The next event was the international target championshio race,

emblematic of the individual target championship of the United
States and Canada.

International target championship race, 50 singles, entrance
price of targets:
M F Lindsley. . . .11111101111111111111111110011011111101111001011110-41
R Heikes 11111 111111111111111 111111111110111111111111111111-49 \

J Parket 01111110111111111111110111111111111111111011111111-46
H .McMurchy. . . 11110111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111—48
Mr Butler 11110111111111101111111111111111111111111100111111—46
Mr Holt 11011111111110011111111111011011111101001111111111—43

.

Perry llllOllllOlllUllUOlllUlllll 11111101110011011111—43
Myers lOlllllllllOlllllllllllllOlllllimilllUIOlOOllll-44
Smith llinillli'lllllUlll 101101110111111111111110111111-45

'

Wright. lllllllllllllllllllllOnillinilinillllllllOlllll-48
Bell llOllOlOOOOllOOOlOIOOOllllOinill 111111110111111011—33
Penn llllllllllllllllllimillOllllOlllllllllllllllllH—4S
Young ..llllllllllllllinOlllllllOlluOllllllOlllllllllllH—45
Al Heritage 11101111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111-48
Purter lllllllOlllllOllllOlllllOllOllllOlllOllllimillll-43 ,

Goodman 11111 101111 11011 1 11 101 llOlllllUllOlllll 111111 1111—45
Avery 11111111101111001111101111111011111111011111111111-44 '

Donoldaou OOOllOlllllllOlllllOllllOlllOHlllOOinilllOlll] 11-39
Lake 11111101111111111111111111111011101111111111111111-47 '

White ., ,11111111110111111111111111111101111111111111111111-48
Sanford 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-5(1
Sprague 11111111111111001111111101111101111111011111111111-1.^
Bruce 11111111111111111111110011100111011011110111011111-4"
Cole 1111111111110llOOll011110110110101111iril01Ulllll-10
Mr. Sanford won the aii dal.
Sanford and White tied tor first and Penn won second average.
Some of the shooters left on the early evening boat in order to

reach home Saturday, yet before they left they repeated the oft
expressed opinion that the second "Grand International Tourna-
ment" was a little ahead of any shoot ever held in the West, at
least especially in the matter of a general good time, unexcelled
accommodations, courteous attennon, and last but not least,
good management of the shoot. We all look forward to the next
meet wi'h anticipations of pleasure. E. E. T.
KATiAMAZOO, Mich.

^mw^H to ^amspandmts.

F. L .R., Boston, -"Sport with the Gufl and Riod" js -edited by
Prof. Mayer. The price is $5.

D. L. S., Newark, N. J.—The gun is a good One and hrass sheila
can be used in it. Also the largest buckshot.

Sje-obt —Please answer through your valuable paper what part
of Pennsylvania is best for deer ana hear hunting. Ane. Try
Pike county,

R. E. R., Los Angeles, Cal.—The open season for wild duck in '

California begins Oct. 1, but I do not know when the ducks begin
to come in from the north. Could "Arefar" enlighten me on the
suh.iect?

y

J, R. P., Philadelphia.—1. Please inform me if there is a law in
Tyrrell county, N. C, that prohibits non-residents from export
ing game out of tbe State? 3, la a . lO 83-200 Wii-obegter rlflo heav:,

enough for deer and beai? Aus. I, The Noj'lj) (/fti:o!u]fi for
i)id? espoFtfttioo ot Iyi Ves,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

'

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts ip-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 8 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

IVTo-tioe "to rxsln^rmejat Cue JE^noes for 18922
I am witli VOTX again with, lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
;
gjft. Qhoz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOift., l^oz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJlt., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

;
94ft., lloz. : 10ft., 12oz.,10ift 14^^^

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Sprmg Click, 40yds., 85 cts.
;
bOyds., 94 cts.

;
bOyds., 98 cents. ;

lOOyds., |,1.0(j.

Any of the above i eels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or lOOvds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
, ^r-,, •. ^

One lot of Multiplymg Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ;
60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4i cts. per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or lOOyds., sent by mail, 2 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
-, ^ ^ ^ ^ n i

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 2o cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; oOOft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swi^'els, aU sizes JSfo. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m., bets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2.cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue aud Special i,ist No. 2.

Open Evenings until 9 o'clock.
Saturday Evenlntrs tt o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.

Guns.

Eifles. Amniiiiiition. Eevolvers.

Loaded Shells.

Buy off us. X^OT^ :S*rio^s«
We will send Catalogue free on receipt of 3 cents to pay postage.

W. F. WILLS & CO., 224 State St., Chicago.

Forest and Stream's

If not, send for one without delay.

Talk atoout making a Noise!
This Call is out 01 siglit!

If, is hanrlsomely nickel plated and is the loudest, neatest
and Ijest Call on the market. Can be carried In the vest
pocket »nd is the ereatest Call mado for Bicycle Klders,
Hixntsmeii, Policemen, Car Drivers and letter Can-iers.
Send 25 ( fnts for a sample. For sale by all Bicjcle, Hard-

wai'e and Gun Dealers. Send 6 cents for catalogue.

MADE BY
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

DEPOT FOR SALES. 313^ BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

$2,000 GASH GUARANTEED
Saratoga Gun Club Tournament,

HELU SEPTEMBER 20. 21, 22 & 23, 1892.
Programmes now read)^ Do not fail to attend this shoot. Purses offered

daily. Two ^loo, two $75 and three of $50.
For programmes and further particulars address

W. H. OIBBS, Saratoga Springs,
_

:Nr. Y.

The Best Paper Shell on the Market
THE RED "V. L. & A."

With re-enforced conical base and treble extra primer No. 2, specially adapted to Nltro Powders.

18-Gauge, 60 cts. per 100. 10-Gauge, 65 eta. per 100.

VON liENGEKKB & AISTOINE, 246 Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.
Guns, AmTOnnltlon, Pishing Tackle and Sportsmen's Good?. Loaders of HIsth Grade Ammunition. Sole Chlca«'
AffflntH! r!<alftV>rftf/^^1 l^'^nncnt.t^ Oiinn. n, J n pthoorfo-wpia OnTivAff nnt^ Oiyvt^nmv Olof.hlno'. r*nLnf/»urft Tina Tlf\tTiivHp«. r>rr

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
New York, July, 1892.

Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK. made.
cigar, our world-renowned " MEPHlSsTO " and all other liner

grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to those
made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New Tork City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUK New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliness is per-

mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition, evpiy ••MKPHI«To" cigar is banded.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY.

Amateur
Photography
Competition.
As a due recognition of the important place of amateur photography in its rela-

tion to sports of field and forest and stream and prairie and mountain, the

Forest and Stkk.vm offers a series of prizes for meritorious work with the camera.
There are ten prizes: .l-'irst $25. .Second $20. Third $15. Fourth $10. Six

of $5 each.

The competition is open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Foi^est and Stream's field—game and fish (alive or

dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers and camp life, sportsman travel by
land or water, )'achting, canoeing, the dog.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may have been or may be
made—whether in 1892 or previous years. Pictures will be received to Dec. 31, 1892.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been submitted in any
other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as to size of plate;

nor as to number of pictures' sent by one person.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Fores'I' a\d Stream.
All photographs will be submitted to a committee.
Photographs should be marked with initials or pseudonym for identification. With

each photograph should be given name of sender, title of view, locality, date, and
name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and Stt<.eam. This applies

only to the particular print* sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce in Forest and Stream by the half-tone

process samples of the work submitted.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPBCIAIiTT.

Special Designs furnished on application
free of charge.

BY
S, T. HAMMOND.

For sale at/ tWa gffiof, Pric^
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SPORTSMAN'S IiIBRABY.
Forest arid Stream Pub. Oo. forward my o/ ihm Books hy mail, postpaM, on recent ofprice.

Begistraiian 10 cents extra, (hir responsibility ceases otfter goods a/re maikd.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
Imerloaa Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
NorrlB 5 50

\.merlcaii Fish and How co Catcli Them. .
. 1 00

^taerlcan Fishes, Goode 3 50

,\merican Salmon FisMiig, VVoils 1 00

Angling, Blakely ..-•••„ W
Angling and Troll ing for Pike ............. 50

A-ngling for Salt Water FJsli, or Sea Fiah-
ing With Rod and Line 60

Angling Talks, Dawson fiO

Art of Angling ,Holherton. .. . . . ......... 50

Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
SMploy. 1 00

Black Bass Fishing. He ashall a 00

Book of the ftame [and Flshl Lawfi 50

Book on Angling, Francis " ^5
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50

Fish Cultnre, H orris . . - • 1 75

Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300

illustrations; new edition.. 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock » 00

Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene ... 1 50

FishingWith thv^ Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tlon. new edition ............... 3 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 cord p'l 5 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells 3 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge. ............... ^ 1 00

Btome Pishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Champlam and Its Shorps. 1 00

M ore About the Black Bass. Henshall 1 50

Practical Angler, Clarke 50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing ^50
Rod and Line in Ooiorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler. Foster ••••••• ^ 60

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., by Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, illus 3 00

The Salmon Fisber, Hallock 100
Trout Culture, Slack -. 1 00

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

trated; paper ^50
With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND TAOHTING.
Art of Sailmaklng. illustrated. 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 35

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrouah 8 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 ^
Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 3 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. V8.nx.. . . 1 00

Canoe 8,nd Camera-, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's. ...... 1 60

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field

Oorlnthiftn Yachtsman, Biddle

.

IK
Cruises In Small Yachts Speed 8 50

Orutse of the Little Nan Wilkins 60

Fore and Aft Seamanship . , 60

Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland. 'o

Forty-fix Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,

bound in muslin - - 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing • v; .„} XX
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing.Fitzgerald $1 00

Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and. 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 bO

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping. .... 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 Sa

Model Yachts, Grosvenor » OO

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 60

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 3 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 3o

Sails and Sailmaklng, illus., Kipping, N. A. 1 25

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, lUus. 1 35

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 60

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt— 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 3M ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck 1 6C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp IS 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hlcks 3 50

Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.50; fuU Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YACHT PICTURES—In Oolohs.

Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26Xil6

11.60. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28X40, $3
volunteer, 36x36, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 38x19. £3.

OAMFING AND TBAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . i 50

Adventures in the Wilderness; or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 35

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 35
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondaeks,
Northrup 1 35

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth ... 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 76

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman 1 25
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 £0
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca". 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 GO
Crypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1. 25
Hints on Camping, Henderson. ''35

How to Hunt and Camp 1 2o
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 35
ihe Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley...... 3 00

Trappers' G^ulde, Newhonae, now edition. . . 1 00
Wooacrafi. "Nesamuk" 1 00

HCNTIHO—SHOOTING.
A Lost Oppori,anity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Thi-ee pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set. 5 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 23 illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2
Antelope ana Deer of America, Catou 2 SQ
Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Huntei's, Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo„m ai illnstratious; cloth, S5; half calf,

5f6.50; full morocco 8 OC
Book ot the Game La v/s 5L
CruislnEfs in tha Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down .tiift West Branch ,

by Capt, Farrar. ... 1 25
ITleld, Dovsr an<! Trap Shootibg, Bogafdlis; S DO
3ym^ Fbrester's Field S^rta; 3 vols., each 8 00

Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross,
Gunsmiths' Blanual, illus., 376 pp
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow
How to Hunt and Trap. Batty
Hu nting in the Great West. Shields, new ed
Hunter and Trappe'r, Thrasher
Hunters' Hand Book
Hunting Beaufort and Morris
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.,
fnstructions in Rifle Firing, Capt, Blunt..

.

Law of Field Sports
Letters to Young Shooters
Modern American Rifle
Modern Shotguns, Greener
Moiinlain Trails and Parks in Colorado—
Rod and Gun in Oa ifornia, Van Dyke

—

Shootii.ij7 on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Loffingwell
Shooting on tbe Wing
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore

Sporting Adventures in the Par West
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke
The Breech-loader, Gloan
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide
The Gun and Its Develcmment, Greener
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated

The Pistol
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway

J^r&JGctorV Tost . . . - . - •

Wild Fowl ShootingrLefflngwell,'in cloth",

$3.50; in half morocco
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by H. C. Bliss

GUIDE! BOOKS AND MAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Maps and illustrations, cloth

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar, paper.

.

Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard
Guide to Androscoggin Region
Guide to Lake Georae
Map of t.he Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper .....

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard.
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes.. .

.

Map of the Thousand Islands
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado ....

Old St. Augustine, illus
Our New Alaeka by Charles Hallock
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. . .

.

HOBSZi.
Diseases of Horses, Dalzlel. paper
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings
How to Handle a^id Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleaaon....

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers, ............. . . .

,

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 4O0 illus
Mayhew's Horse Management
MoOlure's Stable Guide.
MelviUe Whyte's Biding Recollections
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. . , , , .

.

Stonehenge on the Horse. English edit'n, 8vo
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer, ed,, 12mo.

.

The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus
Training the Trotting Horse.
Woodmflf's Trotting Horses of America. . .

.

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse

KKNNBIm
American Book of the Dog
American liennel. Surges
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw
Breeders' Keunel Record and Acc't Book..

.

Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathflnder
and Dalziel

CoUie Dog, History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel

Collie or Sheep Dog, vrith lIlustrationB, by
Rawdon Lee

Diseases of the Dog, Dalziel
Diseases of the Dog, Steel
Dog, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking, Floyd
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illus.,

Landseer
Dogs for Ladies as Companions..
Dogs ot Great Britain and America
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge
Dog, the Dinks, Maybew and Hutchinson..,
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont

English K.C.S. Book, Vol. I

English K.C.S. BookLVols. IH. to IX., each
ffiuKllKb K.0.8. Book .VoTs.. Xl.tnXVI =arh
Fox-Terrler, Lee, 15 portraits and Illustra-

tlonp.-
Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases
House and Pet Dogs
How to Keep a Dog in the City
Modern Training and Handling, Waters
Our Friend the Dog, Stables
Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date..

Practical Kennel Guide, Stables; cloth
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's

Sheepdog, paper 50c. ; cloth
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Plinllmmon.

Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Terrier
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills...
The Spaniel and Its Training
The Dog, by Idstone ... .

The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait

Tbe Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait..
The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. . .

.

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

rraimng Trick Dogs. Illus
Youatt on the Dog

NATURAI. HISTORir.
A Naturalist's Rambles AboutHome, Abbott
American Game Birds, Trumbull, 90 illus.
Animal Life of our Seashore
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton...
Auduhon Magii^ine, 23 numbers with plates
Balrd's Birds of North America: Land Birds,
3 vols., S30: colored, gOO; Water Birds, 3
vols., »34; colored , , .

Hatty's Taxlderms', n.<m edition
Book of ?i)UltfJ-i t L : s ii.. ,

;

Bird Notea......
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r * In the Stud.

REFUGE II.
Winoer oi over forty prizes, including the medal
for the hest stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Cliampioii
King*ston Begent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOGS FOR SALE OHEA?.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 SSI). The .greatest coire living. Fee $50.

By Champ. Cbarlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY.
(17,.577). By Champ. Scoti'la—Champ. Cora II.

Fee $25.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM. JEEEY JARVIS
1st and special. N.Y.,'93. (A. 15,347) litter brothPT

Fee S25. to Duke-Elcho. Fee SIO.

PRIDE OF PATSY (^o,m

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(21.054). Winner 1st, Ch'cago, N^w York and

Pittsburgh, l'<93. Fee $J5.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Birches entvustFd to us receive tbe
best of care. Fine ?pecimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $26
Brockenliurst Tyke.— ...... 15
Reckoner. , 15
Utiampion Raby Mixer. ....... 15
$100 will be given for the beat nnu sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at tbe New York show of 1893.

Donor not to compote.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES_AT STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of CoUie Club.

lEISH fEEEIEnS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of aU

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HIIX KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Plinllmmon ex Laily Adelaide.)

Winner of forty first and special prizes, including five
first and four sneclals iliia season, won almost consecu
lively. The tallest and heaviest son of Plmlimmon. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bemai-d Club snow, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and speelalf, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
Jiim to be one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

Kee #50.

YOUNGnkEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third &V8., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitche°.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. m:oore:, Melrose, mass.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD: .

CHAMPION GARNET,
(A.K.C.S.B. 24 986).

'F" n, limited number of approved bitches.

WUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
iawoed, Neyi' Ysri Gityi

HEATHERKENNEIS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KIMG O' THE HEATHER (Mustard).
AMPHIOIS (PenpfO.
l^AIRO O' XHE HEATHEK. (Ptppei).

The above dogs are win) ers of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie pupp!(>s for sale, both ppppers and
mustards. EDAA^ARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

Cliallenge Tri^h Setter

XI^CXXXQXJX
Imported. Has proved the most succeesful stork
dog in America, who has only been IS mos. in
stud and has skown Ist prize winners at N. Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner lat N. Y., 1st
Washington, iHt Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L . winneis Iht and
2i at Boston. Sire of Maid of Boratiil and Al'co
Kent, winners at all the large shows wlaenever
sh0"Vn. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize winni) e bitche=, eompi'ising the best blnod
boili of Europsand America, constantly on b«nd.
Stud fpe. $2.5. Snnd for pefiigree and cut. .lOHN
J. 8CANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vitiuie.)

Champ. OssininiT.
(Cb. Rr)bert le Diable—Ccuntc es No)li'3 D )

For slud fee, list "f winnings, etc, ai'r rfisA

WM. H. IIYLAND, North Tairvtowr, if.Y.

fn the Stud. Fee HjiTS.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone,

Divided 3d, SWhern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Lli'w^-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood nf my
kennel is Ihe blupsr of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

The blue belton setter BOAV BOJ<i»H»r
(17,853), winner of several first prizes, by Gns
Bondtiu ex Bo Peep, sbe the dam of tlu^ noted
field dogs Antonio and Chance. Is a line field dog
and an A 1 retriever. Will l^e allowed :'ll llie

bitches he can get. Fi e S15. Address for cut
and stud card, V. L. BossA, New Canaan, Conn.

ic Efticatioi of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."

The instructions here given are the result of

the author's amateur practicil experience
of thii'ty-seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says

:

"This woi k la a very well written treatise upou
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management ia a short one. but it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of ihe work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price $2.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHmO CA)..

318 Broadwa,y. Now York.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR.

The liife and Adventures of
an Artist's Dog.

Told and Illustrated by J. YATES OAR RING-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLEY.

a friend of Teafel's.

A book which has had wonderful popularity m
England. Paper. Price. 75 cents.

ITGS^aV AND STREAM PUBLISHlNfJ no

.

lodern Training,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the

training, care, management and breeding of old
dog«. Cloth, 873 pages. Price ?3,5C

FOBBST AND, STUEA&I. PUBLlSHl^6^ oq>,
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OUB COLUMBUS NUMBER.

The Forest and Stream of Oct. 5dO (the day before the

Columbus celebration) will be a special Columbus
number. The contents, both text and illustrations, will

relate largely to the age of Columbus, and will be as in-

teresting as unique.

WOOD FOB THE FIBE.

To the traveler on the plains or in the mountains there

are three essentials to a good camp. These are wood,

water and grass. The water is necessary to men and ani-

mals alike, while the wood is required for cooking, and

grass for the aniinals.

It is not always possible to obtain all three of these. In

the old days on the plains "dry camps" were not un-

usual, though oftener one had to camp by alkali pools,

whose acrid water gave little relief to the thirsty stock,

and which the men could hardly drink, even in their

coiiee. So, too, it was often necessary to camp where
there was little or no grass. In such cases there was
nothing to do but tie up the poor animals to the wagon-
wheels, and let them starve till daylight. If turned loose

they would be sure to wander away in search of food, and
in the morning might not be found.

In the old times on the prairie travelers were sometimes

obliged to camp without wood ; but this did not occur

very often. Usually bushes would be found along the

streams—a few dried willow twigs—or there would be

sage brush , or the almost universal Tjois de vaehes—cow
wood—the buffalo chip. Any of these would do to cook

with.

In the mountains good wood, water and gi-ass are

almost always to be had. As a rule, the steep slopes are

timber clad, and the stream bottoms wooded. There is

sage brush on the prairie, and groves of aspens

scattered among the foothills. Even in the midst of

this abundance, the careful traveler does not go

about collecting his wood at haphazard. He knows
that thore are different degrees of excellence among
the sorts that he has to choose from, and he selects that

kind which experience has shown him to be best

suited to his needs. He remembers that pine, while ex-

cellent for a camp fire, owing to the brightness with

which it burns, is not the best wood in the world to cook

with, since it is likely to smoke his viands and give them
an unpleasant taste. Fir, he will not; have at all, if any
other wood can be secured. It is continually snapping

and fills the frying-pan with coals. If it is used for a fire

by which to sleep, it covers one's blankets with coals and

sparks, burning many a hole in them, and obliging the

man when he first lies down to sit up at frequent inter-

vals and brush off the fire from his bed or clothing. This,

if he is tired and sleepy, leads to the use of language

entirely unscriptural. Sage brush makes a good fire for

cooking and a pleasant, bright blaze to sit by, but it is too

unsubstantial, and a fire of sage brush has to be constantly

renewed. The same is true of any light brush that flares

up for a moment and then burns down.

The ideal wood for the fire, whether it be for cooking,

or to sit by after the meal is over, is dry aspen. It burns

with a bright, clear flame and with little smoke, and
when it has died down to coals makes the best possible

fire to cook over. And then after the meal is over, as we
light our j)ipe8 and stretch out our feet toward the fire,

some one of the party lays on two or three sticks from
the pile of split wood near at hand, the cheerful blaze

rises, and we do indeed take our ease, if not in our inn,

at least in our lodge. Each man provides himself with a

splinter from the sticks, or with a slender branch, which
he can light at the blaze if he needs it, or with which he

can easily rake out a coal from the ashes to renew the

light in his pipe, which has perhaps gone out while he
was earnestly talking. With this fire there is no snap-

ping. No need now to dodge a shower of sparks, which,
bursting with a loud report from a blazing log, fly in all

directions, or to jump up and brush off a live coal, which
has been thrown on a piece of canvas which is likely to

char and smoulder until a great hole is burned in it.

An aspen fire gives no trouble, only warmth, cheeriness

and a bright light by which one may read, write or sew.

Blessed be the aspen.

DOG TAXES AND DOG DESTRUUTIOA,
Mr. a. C, Collins, of Hartford, Conn., has been study-

ing up the dog killing question, and in a letter in the

Hartford Times contends that those statutes are unconsti-

tutional which provide for the summary destruction of

dogs upon which taxes have not been paid. The subject

is one which may well receive attention. In many
Slates the dog is recognized as property, and the ownet'd

property rights in it may be enforced in the courts of

law against dog thieves or dog killers. Yet in these same
States the law provides that if the tax on the same dog
go unpaid the constable or dog killer or some other pub-

lic oflftcial may club or shoot on sight. This, it is con-

tended, constitutes confiscation and destruction of prop-

erty without "due process of law." Other property

is destroyed in a like manner, notably unlawful fish-

ing nets. The Legislature of this State declared nets

set contrary to law to be public nuisances and as such

subject to summary seizure and burning. This course

has been followed by the game protectors. In one case,

however, a protector who had destroyed unlawful nets

was sued for their value, on the very ground that their

destruction had not been after due process of law; and it

was also contended that the Legislature had no power to

provide for such destruction. The courts of the State

sustained the law, and the case is now before the United

States Supreme Court, S^meof our kennel clubs might
do a public service by testing the constitutional^ity of the

dog law. There is slight probability that any individual

will take this up, for the average man will not go to the

trouble and expense of fighting in the courts over a dead

dog.

THE BAIL SHOOTING.

Now, according to the seasons and the signs we shoujd

all be going rail shooting. The nights are growing cooler;

the corn grass, or wild rice, is heading out; the woods

along the marshes are showing the red and yellow tints

of autumn; golden rod and aster brighten the roadsides,

and cardinal flowers flame in the edge of the marsh.

Over the water and along the distant hillsides hangs,

morning and evening, the light haze of early autumn.

Along the shore may be heard the mellow whistle of the

beach bird, and from the little pond holes in the wet
meadows we may now and then start a black duck or two

or a little bunch of blue-winged teal. The time is at hand.

The rail should be here. For the last three or four years,

however, there have been no birds. On grounds where

it was formerly no unusual thing to kill ninety rail in a

tide, the gunner may now count himself fortunate if he

secures one-fourth that number. The season opens early

and all the birds bred on those marshes which are most
accessible are shot long before any flight-birds arrive.

When the flight birds come they are killed as soon as

they reach the ground, and so there is no good shooting.

The extermination of the rail may well be viewed with

alarm by gunners. There is perhaps no kind of shooting

which affords greater attractions or variety than this at

so light a cost in the shape of effort, and it is sad to see

the sport diminishing year by year, merely because it is

overdone. What remedy—if any—can be suggested

which will apj)eal to shooters generally it is hard to say.

One thing, however, is certain, that nothing would be
easier than to protect the grounds where rail are shot.

And if a general close time extending over several years
should be agreed on by a number of adjacent States, and
enforced during the month of September, we might after

a few years see something like the old-fashioned flights

and the "boats" of twenty years ago.

But this state of things is not likely to come about.

We are most of us too anxious to get the last bird that

flies, too much afraid that if we do not kill it some one
else will. There is too much human nature and too little

public spirit in each one of us. If it were not so, game
would be more plenty everywhere.

It is to be feared that at the close of the present rail

season it will be found that the marshes have again been
bare of birds, and that the youngsters of to-day can
shoot rail only by getting their fathers and their uncles

to tell them of the good old days of twenty years ago.

SCHOONER BACING.
One of the unexpected things which has lately hap-

pened in yachting is the marked revival of schooner

racing, a revival as unaccountable as the sudden decline

a few years since. The success of Sichem in 1886 and
'87, followed by the rebuilding and improvement of

the former champion Grayling, created an interest in

schooner racing that was only second to that in the great

single-stickers. With the addition of Miranda, Sea Fox,

Elma, Quickstep, Iroquois, Marguerite, OUaone, May-
flower, Atlantic, Constellation, and later the rebuilt Vol-

unteer, a very strong racing fleet was built up between
1887 and 1891. In spite of this building the racing fell

off rapidly until at the end of last season the schooner

classes were to all appearances as dead as the 90 and 70ft.

single-stick classes.

Just what has started them into new life it is hari to

say, the purchase of Constellation by Mr. Bayard Thayer
has helped, and the building of the steel SO-footers Lasca

and Alcgea has done still more, but it has often been proved
that the building of new boats does not of necessity mean
more racing.

Whatever the cause or causes may be, the result is emi-

nently satisfactory; there has been good racing through
the whole season in all classes, from the 60 ft. upward to

the largest, and this racing has not been limited to new
and modern yachts alone, but such older craft as Azalea,

E imona and Montauk have started repeatedly, and in

many cases with gratifying results to their owners. The
season closes quite brilliantly with three races within a

week, the final one being that of the New York Y. 0. to-

day. Better than this is the fact that the large schooner

fleet in commission and in active racing this year is likely

to be augmented by at least one 90 footer this winter, and
possibly one or two of the Quickstep class,

THE NAVAL RESERVE.
The New York yachtsmen who make up the majority

of the first battalion of the State Naval Reserve, have
been called on for actual service for the first time since

their enlistment, and some 300 of them are now doing

duty at Fire Island, being called on to protect the cabin

passengers of the quarantined steamer Normannia in their

occupancy of the Surf Hotel, on property just purchased

by the State. As was to be expected the men turned out

promptly for a service that was, at the best, hard and
disagreeable, in the face of an easterly gale, and that also

promised to be serious, though the opposing force of bay-

men has since dispersed peaceably.

The Supreme Court of Arkansas has sustained the law
which forbids the export of game arid fish. The statute

of 1889 declared game and fish to be the property of the

State, and the taking of them to be a privilege granted

by the State to individuals; and the privilege was limited

to taking for consumption within the State. The de-

cision, printed elsewhere, affirms the power of the State

to impose such limitations; and indeed this is the only

logical conclusion. That the case has been carried through

with success is largely due to the able attorney for the

State, J. M. Rose, Esq., of Little Rock,

The first quarterly meeting of the executive committee

of the New York State Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game will be held in Syracuse, Oct, 13, As the

purpose of the meeting will be in large measure for

organization, it is important that all clubs should be rep-

reseutecl.
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IN MEMORIAM-JOHN G. WHITTIER.
StjptEMBeb 8, 1893.

Poet of freedom I on thy grave

I lay this modest wreath;

In tribute to the fearless, brave.

True heart that sleeps beneath.

Nurtured amongst New Engrland's hills,

Thou felt their influence strong.

Her granite cliffs, her mountain rills,

Still sparkle in thy song.

Still through thy verse shall Bearcamp flow,

Or grim Ohocorua rise,

"While Agiochook's* crown of snow
Bhall pierce the northern skies.

Well hadst thou Nature's secrets scanued.

Explored her every nook
Who gleaned from mountain, lake and stream

The "Feast of Penacook."

Thy "Barefoot Boy" goes whistling on,

As lightsome as the day.

While clad in simple homespun gown,
"Maud Muller" rakes the hay.

"Snowbound" with thee we hug the fire.

Gaze on the Tented Bay;

Awake with Barbara Freitcbie's ire.

Hear Lueknovv's bagpipes play!

Still "Cobbler Kezar's" lapstone roils

Adown the hills of time;

Still faintly sound the evening tolls

Of Norumbegas' chime.

Yet through, above, and over all.

Sounds Freedom's clarion clear;

Knight-like, thou answered to her call

Without reproach or fear!

For Freedom's caixse, with steadfast toil,

Thy voice and song thou gave,

Nor ceased, till on Columbia's soil

There trod no netrro slave.

Come to thy rest I O seer and sage.

At last "Our Master" calls.

And. from thy shoulders, bent with age.

The prophet's mantle falls.

Oh! that some younger bard may spring,

To seize thy fallen lyre,

And touch again eacli sounding string

With Truth's Eternal fire!

Gone to thy rest! Thy own eweet "Psalm"
Points out the hidden way!

"The Eternal Goodness,'" from its calm.
Unfolds Eternal day! VON W.

*Agiochook, the Indian name tor Mt. Washington.

THE OLD CAMP.
The following lines written by an old Adirondacker,

when camping out was not, as now, seemingly camping,
but a matter of fact and real pleasure and solid comfort;
when one rpcalls the Brick Club, the Walton Club, the
Black Bye Club, when Martin's (on the Lower Saranac)
and Bartlett'8 (on the Upper Saranac) entertained Silas
Arnold, I. G. Baldwin, Mr. Krum, P. McLean, Jidius
Catlin, M. Solomon, J. G. Wilson, L. Starbuck, Dr. J. R.
Romevu, Mr. McGregor, J. P. Willard, Col. T. J. Hoyt,
S. F. Hoyt, Wm, A. Wheeler, .John Ware, M. 8, Colburn,
A. B. Street, .John A. Griswold, Geo. E. Hart, H. J. Lowe
L. B. Reed, Rev. Drs. Van Itvke, Sr., and Jr., Wm. J.

Stillman, John H. Reynolds, M. A. Morrison and many
other trus and worthy sportsmen, and as guides. Lute
Evans, S, Martin. Geo. Ring, Scott Peck, Tom Haley,
John King, Dug Kingman, Jesse Corey, the Moodys—not
omitting Cortez Moody especially. Oh, those were glori-
ous days. Bat, alas ! now with railroads, fashion and
folly and mascalonge and pickerel, how changed, never
a^ain to return. There only remain to those who sur-
vive and can recall the old camp, so graphically described
by L. S., the recollections of our pleasant ways together
and joyous companionship, I might write much more of
the good old times but will not now trespass more on
your columns, but may some other time if agreeable to
you. S. S. N.

The Old Camp.
We landed once more at the old camp after many

years' absence, and looked around at its familiar yet
strange appearance. Many that camped with us there
are not living; others from various circumstances have
drifted out of our daily lives.

The camp shows a larger area of ''clearing," telling
that many a tall tree has been felled with its peculiar
echoing fall, to make bright fires which have been
lighted, burned out, and those who sat around the cheer-
ful blaze departed. Raspberry bushes breast high, loaded
with ripe fruit, occupy the plaee we remember was cov-
ered by large trees. Dead and brown hemlock boughs,
once green and fragrant, lie on the ground, showing
where the tents have stood. An old birch bark jack with
its burnt out candle leans against a tree stump. On the
top of the stump is a forgotten piece of soap and a trout-
fly with the gut chafed off at the top. telling that the
owner had good sport. On another stump are broken
bottles and rifle balls beneath them. There are empty
bottles on the ground bearing familiar labels. The spring
with its cold water where we kept our butter is un-
changed. The river, though man may come and man
may go, flows on forever. It is like a thing of life; the
same rocks are there where we stood and cast our iiies for
trout. There are not so many trout in the river as in our
younger days, or as much of anything, unless it be mem-
ories. The marsh in front} that the guide would insist
upon calling a "slew" is unchanged in its green surface.
When we watch it at nightfall we expect again to see the
deer creep cautiotisly out to feed.
There are but two sounds that break the stillness of the

old camp—the buzf.ing of the bluebottle fly, alxiut whom
we wonder what he finds to live on when no one is there,
and the weird but beautiful song of the hermit thrush.

Mr. Street called it the "Saranac nightingale," doubtless
because he may first have heard it on the river below
Harrietstown. Nothing in the woods illustrates its cheer-
ful solitude equal to its song. Like the cry of the sea
gull amid the roar of the ocean, the hermit thrush speaks
the language of its surroundings. For years, I was told,

no one ever saw it. Subsequently I saw it in the old
camp every day. It sang from the top of a stump while
I was lighting my fire at the bottom. It may have been
friendly with me, recognizing an ungifted brother—the
hermit without the song.
We take our seat in the boat from the shore of the old

camp - for the last time. We shall not see it again, but
when in after years in far off lands we think of the love
of the beautiful women and good men who sat with us
around the camp-fire, we can at least say the hanpiness
was eYen greater than we then knew. L. S.

A CAMPER'S DIARY.—II.

Aug. Stateroom, 10:30 P. M. We got delayed
about starting so it was not till to-night we found our-
selves aboard steamer in Boston harbor. Sam and I ar-
rived first and by and bv came Mack and Valentine
marching up the plank. Valentine wore a soft hat and
carried all the luggage, so his long length was slightly
sprung. He had an awful big extension bag. No doubt
Mack's things were in there, too. Mack came after, Less
of stature and lightly encumbered, he looked the gentle-
man all over. I said, "What you got there Mack, in the
gun bag ?"

Mack looked suspiciously all around and then reprov-
ingly at me and shook his head and changed the subject.
He said, "Sssh ! Where you been Sam?" "Been look-
ing up luggage. Got it all located—tent bag, provisions,
camp freight and all, so now we're ready for this canoe
to start."

By and by we got up on the high deck among the
walking beams and smoke stacks and looked off and
told each other what a good start it was, and denied that
we were in a slightly boyish, exalted state of mind, and
argued about the distant lights appearing in the gloom,
and applauded softly the singing, and got sleepy watch-
ing the suds floating down the wake toward the moon,
and turned in. I'm bunking with Sam, He says, "Oh,
come to bed, Jeff."

^wg. iC—Portland. A restaurant. Waiting for break-
fast. All smiling but Valentine. Rings under his eyes.
His room was too near the engine. He says he tossed
and tumbled and finally dreamed he was tied all night to
the wheel and every paddle stroke took him in the back.
Sam and I looked sympathetic, but Mack said, "Marine
Mazepps—sort of."

Aug. 17.—Lakeside Inn. 5:30 P. M. Just got here.
The view slopes down through the fields to the lake and
there lies the little Bteamer we shall take in the morning.
Left Bethel this morning at 8:80. Ah! that was a ride,
a thirty-mile ride on a buckboard stage with a canopy
top, and mud on the wheels, and baggage strapped on
like a peddler's pack. The road lay along the course of
a headstrong stream, justneai' enough to watch its ad-
venturous carreer and in a measure to share its vicissi-

tudes. There were clouds at first, but they went off and
left the sun to make a view of mottled mountain sides
and dazzling water and green intervals and warm clumps
of raspberry and golden rod beside us, crunching along
through the Bear River valley. Half way through we
stopped at the Blacksmith's house for dinner. The re-
turning stage was already there, unhitched, and its

passengers, two young men, were going in, so we all sat
down at table to size each other up. They were nice-
looking fellows, but their creased clothes and mopquito
ravages on wrist and forehead stamped them. They
were campers. So they told all about their trio up
Cupsiiptic and down Magalloway and all over. There
were three of them, and had beeri out four weeks, but
the third fellow had refused to tramp ten miles to catch
the steamer, so they left him at his leisure.
Aug. 18.—Oa the* Lake. This is a little steamer. One

man tor captain and one for crew. 1 judge her average
load is about one man and a gun, so we foiu- with our
baggage are a sort of Coney Island excur.t^ion. Valentine
sits bHck in the shade with a college text book. Mack
and Sam are lolling on bags of meal in the Iidw. Sara's
eyes are steadfast on the distant peak, Aziscohos, from
which we shall view the promised land. Mack's sleeves
are rolled up and he's idly watching his arms grow red.
He looks around and says, "What you doing Jeff V" I
say, "Taking your picture, Mack."
This is later'—By and by Mack felt his chin and says,

"By George, Sam, I'm not going to shave this trip,"
"Why not?"
"Why not! I guess you didn't see that fellow at the

house last night; looked fine. Somebody drove him up
about nine o'clock. All tanned up black; hadn't shaved
at all. Had a paddle and a rifle and things, too. By
George, I hope my corduroys '11 look as bad as his when I
come out."
"Yes," says Valentine, "Mack was stuck on liim. You

know that fellow sat there dangling his legs and telling
the landlord about his trip when Mack came along and
happened to hear something about 'Magalloway' and
'Cupsuptic' and he broke right in and stuck out his hand
and says, 'Oh,' he says, 'we know you,' he says, 'we
know you: you're the Third Fellow.' "

"Maybe I did," says Mack, "but I notice you've got a
couple of flies twisted around your hat to-day, and that's
a wrinkle you got from him."
Scmie date. 9 P. If.—At Flint's. Well, the little

steamer paddled out of the lake and down the Andros-
coggin and into the Magalloway a little way, to the end
of her journey at Upper Settlement. The settlement
was not visible and we landed on a gras.sy bank. The
wharf consisted of a couple of floating logs over which
an active fellow with a bag of meal on his shoulder went
with much rocking but quick and sure recovery. Then
the men turned to, to "wood up," and we disappeared
down the road toward Flint's. At 2 o'clock we found
ourselves here with the long-sought mountain looming
before us. At 3, in climbing rig, we filed across the
pasture and disappeared in the woods at the base. Then
it was up, up, up, for an hour or more, till we felt our-
selves growing smaller and more insignificant, and the
trees dwindled to scrub, and then to huckleberries, and
then to moss as we merged on top and craned our necks
for the first grand vi&w, the vision the eagle gets, E'or
just a moment we steadied against the wmd and held

our breath at the immensity of the view, and that was
the last. The storm that had been on the horizon
flanked us after we started and now closed in and the
rain descended. Mack held his coat collar and made him-
self a profile on the highest roct. Sam stood dejectedly
on the sitp of the old cairn. A vandal had been there.
The little flag was gone, the pile torn down and scattered
and the box of records taken. The clouds grew blacker.
The sky was filled with rain. The drops sparkled on the
rocks and on us, and every drop was a cold pint. Sam
says, "This is a sad and sorrowful moment. Let's go
down." So we went- A mountain torrent had appro-
priated the pathway, so we went down in company.
Well, our clothes are all down in the kitchen now dry-

ing around the stove. To-morrow morning we breakfast
early, don our camping rig complete, leave our city
clothes behind and take wagon across a spur of the
mountain, down to the river again at the head of the
falls. I expect there's a couple of canoes there hauled
up on the bank in waiting. Jefferson Sckibb,

"LIFE HISTORIES OF N. A. BIRDS."
All ornithologists and most sportsmen are aware that

Capt. Bend ire has for some time been engaged on a work
on North American birds, with special reference to their
breeding habits, nests and eggs. Last winter we an-
nounced the completion of the author's labor on the first

volume of the work, and said that only the manufactur-
ing remained to be done. This has now been completed
and the first edition of Part I. of the work has been issued
by the IT. S. National Museum.

Capt. Bendire has long been known as standing in the
first rank among America's practical ornithologists and
oologists. His wide experience has given him a personal
knowledge of North American birds which is probably
not equalled by that of any other man in the world. Be-
sides this, his wide acquaintance among collectors gives
him the benefit of an unusually large circle of observers,
upon whose experience he can draw. Many writers on
birds, or indeed on other natural history subjects, when
they have exhausted their own knowledge of any species,
are satisfied to go to the books and quote from the obser-
vations of other writers what has been printed by them.
This has not been Capt. Bendire's method. By direct per-
sonal correspondence with a great number of men inter-
ested in our birds he has supplemented his own extended
knowledge by that of hundreds of others, and the result
is a mass of material which is very full, wholly fresh and
abounding in novel points. How extremely interesting
his "Life Histories" are is shown by the examples already
printed in Forest and Stream giving the account of the
bald eagle and Gambel's partridge.

Little has been done in oology in this country since the
publication of the "History of North American Birds" in
1874, and even in that great work the breeding habits of
the birds were not treated with any great fullness of de-
tail. Since that time large collections of nests and eggs
have been brought together and great advances made ?n
our knowledge of this subject. It is high time, therefore,
that a work should be brought out in which the breeding
habit=i of our birds should receive especial attention. It
was Professor Baird's desire that Captain Bendire should
undertake this work, and this desire was shared by Pro-
fessor Langley and Dr. Goode. The wish was a natural
one when we consider Captain Bendire's standing in his
special field of science, and the further fact that no incon-
siderable portion of the Smithsonian collections were
made by him.
Although the present work has "special reference to

their breeding habits and eggs," it is by no means con-
fined to this aspect of the life of our birds. The migra-
tory and breeding ranges, the food, habits, and generally
the' life history of each species is given very fully. Each
species and sub-.species is treated separately, and an
especial effort is made to accurately define the breeding
range of each. Only a naturalist can have any conceja-
tion of the painstaking industry and care involved in this
one branch of the work.
The present volume treats only of the gallinaceous and

rapacious birds, species which may be supposed to have
an especial interest forthereadersof FoitEgT and Stream.
The grouse, partridges, turkeys, curassows and doves
occupy 156 of the large quarto pages, and the remainder
of the 414 are devoted to the vultures, hawks and owls.
The twelve plates, representing the eggs of about 100

species, are beautiful specimens of the lithographer's
art, and we should imagine must satisfy even the critical
eye of the author.
In his treatment of each species. Captain Bendire gives

first its number in this work, and its scientific name; then
follow two or three lines of synonymy, giving the first

name applied and the last, together with the numbers
which designate the species in the works of recent authors.
Geographical and breeding i-anges follow separately, and
then comes the life history of the species, the observa-
tions of the author and of other observers. The nest is

fully described and careful measurements given of eggs
from designated localities.

In the account of almost every species may be found
some fact which is new, and the whole work is written
with a freshness and enthusiasm which can hardly fail to
charm the reader.
To give anything like a just idea of the interesting

material contained in this volume is beyond the limits of
our space, but taking up some of the gallinaceous birds
we select a few paragraphs almost at random. Speaking
of the Texas Bob White, Capt, Bendire says:

Mr. William Lloyd, of Marfa, Texas, informs me, "The Texan
Bob White is a bird of the lowlands, and is not found above an
altitaide of 2,000ft. Their food consists of small berries, acorns
grain, huds and leaves of aromatic herbs andsmall shrubs, varied
with occasional beetles, graashopp.'irs and snts, especially the
winged females, of which they seem to be very fond. They are
very \insuapicions, and their low notes, uttered while feeding, at-
tract a good many enemie'f. I have seen foxes on the watch, and
th« marsh harrier perched in a clump of grass on the lookout,
waiting for chem to pass. But the many large rattlesnakes found
here are their worst enemies. One killed in May had swallowed
five of these birds at one meal; another, a female evidently cau"ht
on her nest and a half dozen of her egga; a third, four Boh Whiles
andapcaled partridge. The young are also greatly affected and
many killed by heavy rains in June and July; numbers perish
then from cold and protracted wet weather. When alarmed by a
hawk galling overhead tbey run under the mother for procection,
U8 domestic chickens do,"

The confidence and familiarity shown by birds which
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are protected is iUusta-ated by this note on the valley quail

of CAlifornia:

Mr William Prnud, wbo is quite familiar with tbe habi ts ot the

valle vpirtridge, writes me fromBatte county. CsilifoiDia, reKaid-

ine till m as toUows: "Hundreds of these birds roost every mgli';

in thp 8brnhh(H-y around my house. Some of them are very tame,

feediuK' among 1 he chicltens and comiat; on the verandah. They
appear to linow that they are protected. They mostly roost in

thicic brush, and on the ground when the brush is not at iiand.

In early seasons they begin to pair iu the last weel< or Felu-uary,

but the time varies somewhat according to the season. During
this period there is considerable fighting among the males for the

favor of the coveted female. This is kept up until tney are suit-

ably mat*d and the nesting season arrives. This usually begins

here about the last, week in March, when the pairs scatter about

the shrubbery along the banks of creeks and in adjacent

ravine", along hedgerows and brush fences and on the borders ot

cultivaTPd fields. Tii« earliest nest I have ever found was on

March 15, and on April 15 I mot young birds probably a couple of

days old. I consider fourteen eggs to be about the average num-
ber laid by these birds, and nave found as many as twenty-lour

in a nest. The large sets I attribute to other hens laying in the

nest probably voung birds which have failed to make prepara-

tion for their'own et-gs. On May 21 my dog pointed a valley part-

ridge on her uest, which contained twenty-two eggs, and every

one hatched."

The packing of the Canada grouse, which will be new
to most readers, is referred to as follows:

Mr. Manlv Hardy, of Brewer. Maine, a reliable and careful ob-

Sfirver, writes me as follows: "1 have been over every part of this

State where this bird is likely to be abundant, east from Penob-
scot, from the sea to the North Corner Monument, but I have
always found the Canada grouse very scarce everywhere. Five
once and six at another time are the largest number [ ever saw
together. I have manyiiraes traveled a month, and sometimes
two months constan tly in the woods, where they ought to be, with-
out seeing over one or two.

X <• > .

"A Micmac Indian, whom I consider reliable, tells me of having
seen a pack of many thousands somewhere east of Halifax, Nova
Scotia, on which their whole village lived for weeks, moving after

them when tUev moved. The males greatly predominate over the

females, at least two lo one. They feed almost entirely on the

needles of spruce and fir, also hackmatack and berries in summer.
They sbow a preference for some ilr trees over others, as I have
seen them return to the same tree until it was nearly stripped.

When disturbed they always take to the trees, walking about in

them, from one branch to another. My father, who had oppor-
tunities to see them drum, told me thev drummed in the air wbile
descending from a tree. They would fly up on a tree, then start

olf and drum on the way to the ground, like a Quaker grass-

hopper. When on the ground they scratch a great deal more than
other grouse do."

We know so little of the habits of ptarmigan that the

following notes on Lagopvi Ingopus are very welcome

:

Mr. L. M. Turner, in his manuscript on the birds of Labrador
and Ungava, makes the following statement regarding this spe-

cies: "Iq ihe spring these birds repair, as the snow melts, to the
lower grounds and prepar-i for the nup'-.lal season. About April
W. they may be beard croaking or barking on all sides, A male
selects a favorable tract of territory for the location of the nest,

and endeavors to induce a female to resort to that place. He
usually selects the highest portion of the tract, whence he
launches into the air uttering a harking s lund ot nearly a do/.en

separate notes, thence sails or flutters in a circle to alight at tne
place whence he started, or to alight on another high place, from
which he repeats the act while flying to his former place. Im-
mediately on alighting he niters a sound similar- fo the Indian
word c/iM.rii-aJi (whatisit?)and repeats it several times, and in

the conrse of a few minutes again launches in the air. Early in

the morning hundreds of these birds may be hear'i, continuing
until near 11 o'clock, when the bird then becomes silent until

after 3 o'clock, when he again goes through tbe same perform-
ance, though with less vigor than in the morning. In the course
of a few days a female may be found in the vicinity. Tne ac-
tions of the male are now redouoled, and woe he to any bird of
his kind which attempts to even ci-oss his chosen locality. Battles
ensue, which for fierceness are seldom equaled by birds of larger

"In the vicinity of Fort Ohimo the nesting of this species begins
during the latter paro of May. The nest is usually placed in a
dry spot among the swamps or on the hillsides where straggling
bushfcs grow. The nest is merely a depression in the mosses, and
contains a few blades and stalks of grass, together with a few
feathers from the parent bird, which is now in the height of the
monlt from the winter to the summer plumage.
"Thfe first eggs obtained were two on June 1, 1834, this being the

eai'liest record at Fort Ohimo. The number laid for a set varies
greatly in different localities. At Fort Ohimo seven to nine is

the usual number, although in exceptional instances as many as
eleven and rarely thirteen may be found. While 1 was at St.

Michael (Norton Sound, Alaska) I frequently found nests con-
taining as many as fifteen and several times found seventeen. I
was there informed that over twenty eggs had been taken from a
single nest. On neither side of the continent did 1 hear that
more than one female deposited eggs in the same nest. I can
affirm that a clutch of seven eggs may be taken, and, if the nest
he not disturbed, the female will deposit nearly the same number
again. These may again be taken, and not over three eggs will
be deposited, and if disturbed a third time she will lay no more
rmliss she selects a new location, which, of course, would he
difficult to ascertain.
"I cannot speak accurately on the subject, but think that seven-

teen days are required to incubate tne eggs. On June gO I ob-
tained a young bird of this species, which was less than forty-
eight hours out of the shell. This was the earliest record. Thous-
ands of these young birds must perish annuallv, either from the
coldrainsor from their parents being killed tor food. The Indians
consider the downy young of the ptarm'gan a special df Ucacy,
even if taken from the shell; the bird serves in lien of an m ster.
I once had occasion to require the services of several ludian
women to blow some eggs, which, during a pressure ct oiher
work, I )iad no time to do. I set them to worfe and fn qaently
went to see if the work was progressing satisfactorily. I ooseryed
a pile of birds withoiit, and some with leathers on, lying on a
board. I inquired why they were being reserved. An o!d woman
picked up one of tbe birds by the leg, ard throwing back her head
opened her mouth and indicated the purpose plainer than words
conld tell. After the middle of August the birds have acquired a
good Size, and are then feeding on berries of various kinds. They
are then quite tender, of nearly white flesh, and when properly
prepared form a pleasant food for the table. The young birds of
the year attain their full growth by Nov. 1."

The very full account given of the habits of one form
of the sharp -tailed grouse will be read with interest by
the many who are familiar with the species during the
autumn shooting and at no other season of the year:

Mr. Ernest E.Thompson has also kindly placed some of his
notes on this race, maae in southern Manitoba, at my disposal,
and I made the following extracts from them: "The sharp-tailed
grouse, while eminently a prairie bird in the summer time, uiti-
ally retires to the woods and sand hills on the approach of wintei

;

hut in the spring, before the snow is gone, they again perform a
partial migration andscatter over tbe prairies, where alone they
are to be found during the summer. They are very shy at all
times, but during the winter the comparatively heedless individ-
uals have been so thoroughly weeded out by their numerous ene-
mies, that it req-uires no slight amount of stalking to get within
the range of a flock in the spring time.
"The advent of the grouse on the still snow-covered plains

might prove prematui-e but that they find a good friend in the
Wild orairie rose (Rosi! b/.anda), which is abundant everywhere;
and the ruddy hips, unlike most fruits, do not fall when ripe, but
continue to hang on the stiff stems until they are dislodged by the
coming of the next season's crop. Ou the 'Big Plain' stones of
any kind are unknown, and in nearly all parts of Manitoba gravel
is unattainable during the winter; so that the sharptails and other
birds, that require these aids to digestion, would be at a loss were
it not that the friendly rose also supplies this need, for the hips,
besides being sweet and nutritions, contain a number of small
angular seeds which answer perfectly the purpose of the gravel.
"To illustrate thu importance of this shrub in this regard. I

append a table of observations on the contents of crops and giz-
zards of grouse killed during the various months as indicated

:

"January—Rose-hips, browse, and EBquisctum tops.
"February—Boae-hips and browse.
"March—Rose-hips and browse.
"April—Rose-hips and browse of birch and willow.
"May—Rose-flips and sand-flowers (Anemone patenif).
"June—Rose-hips, grass, grasshoppers arid Pviminia coslalis.
"July—Rose-hips, seeds of star-grass, and P. custalift.

"August-Rose-hips, grass, strawberries, and P. costol/'x.

"September—Rose-hips, grass, berries, and P. costoMs.
"October—Rose-hips, grass, and various berries.
"November—Rose-hips, birch and willow browi-o, and berries of

arbutus.
"December—Rose-hips, juniper berries, and brows".
" This is of course a mere list of staples, as in reality nothing of

the nature of f?rain, fruit, Inaves or iust-cts comcB amiss to this
nearly omniviirour} bird, but it illustrates the importance of the
rose-hips, which iue -always obtainable, a« they grow everywhere,
and do not fall when ripe, lu the course of my experience I have
examined some hundreds of gizzards of the prairie chicken, and
do not recollect ever finding one devoid of the stony seeds of the
wild rose.
"After the disappearance of the snow, and the coming of

warmer weather, the chickens meet every morning at gray dawnm companies of from 6 to ."^O, on some selected hillock, or knol!,
and indulge in what is called 'the dance.' This performance I

have often watched, and it presents the most amusing spectacle 1
liave yet witnessed in bird life. At first the birds may be seen
standing about In ordinary attitudes, when suddenly one of them
lo«vers its head, s^preads out its wings nearly horizontally and its
tail perpendicularly, distends its air sacs and erects its feathers,
then rushes across the 'floor,' taking the shortest of steps, but
stamping its feet so hard and rapidly that the sound is like tbat
of a kettle drum: at the same time it utters a sort of bubbling
crow, which seems to come from the air sacs, beats the air with its
wings and vibrates its tail, so that it produces a loud, rustling noite,
and thus contrives at once to make as extraordinary a spt- ctacle
of itself as possible. As soon as one commences, all join in, raf-
tling. stamping, drumming, crowing and dancing together furi-
ously ; louder .and louder the noise, faster and faster the dance
becomes, until at last as they madly whirl about, the birds leap
over each other in their pxcitement. Aftera brief spell tbe energy
of the dancers begins to abate, and shortly afterward they cease,
and stand or move about verv quietly, until they are again started
by one of their number leading off,
"The whole peiformance reminds one so strongly of a 'Cree

dance' as to suggest the possibility of its being the prototype of
the Indian exercise. The space occupied by the dancers is from
•50 to IDOft. across, and as it is returued to year after year, the
grass is usually worn off. and the ground trampled down hard
and smooth. The 'dancirg' is indnltred in at any time of ihe
morning or evening in May, but it is usually at its height before
sunrise. Its erotic character can hardly be questioned, but I
cannot fix its place or value iu t he niiptiBl ceremonies. The fact
that t have several times noticed tbe birds join for a brief *set-io'm the late fall, merely emphasizes its parallelism to the drum-
ming and strutting of the ruffed grouse, as well as the singing of
small birds.
"The whole affair bears a close resemblance to the maneuver-

ing of the European ruff, and from this and other reasons I am
inclined to suspect the sharptail of polygamy. When the birds
are disturbed on the hill they immediately take wing and scatter,
uttering as they arise their ordinary alarm note, a peculiar vibra-
tory 'cack, cack, cack.' This is almost always uttered simnltanp-
ously with the beating of the wings, and so rarely, except under
these circumstances, that .at first I supposed-it was caused by the
wings alone, bitt since then I have heard the sound both when the
birds were sailing and when they were on the ground, besides see-
ing them fly off silently. They have also a call, a soft, clear
whistle of three slurred notes, E, A, D, and a sort of grunt of
alarm, which is joined in by the pack as they fly oft'. Their mode
of flight is to flap and sail by turns every 40 or 50yds., and so rapid
and strong are tney on the wing that I have seen a chicken save
itself by its swiftness from the first swoop of a Peregrine falcon,
while another was seen to escape by flight from a snowy owl."

Enough has already been said to indicate the great in-
terest and value of this first volume of Capt, Bendire's
work. It is to be hoped that no great amount of time
will elapse before the second volume is got under way.

Relation of Phosphoresence to Color in Marine
Forms.

In my various cruises along the Pacific coast I have
been much interested in ttie abnormal profusion of phos-
phoresence in the water, and I have often wondered if

this phenomenon were not in some way intimately as-
sociated with the brilliant colors and exuberant growth
of vegetables and ichthyc forms, which are more various
all larger, and more abundant and dissimilar in flavor
and color from cognate forms on the Atlantic side of the
continent.
Whatever the cause may be which thus affects the

animal and vegetable life, it must in time manifest itself

in the characteristics of the people when sufficient time
shall have elapsed to impress tbe inflaence of this envir-
onment upon them. Here is an interesting field for
scientific investigation lying wide open.

Chaki^es HallOck.

"That reminds me."

Years ago, when Professor Otis T, Mason was training
the young and before he had entered upon the compre-
hensive ethnological stttdies which have made bis name
famous in the publications of the Smithsonian Institute,
he required each of his pupils, at a certain stage of pro-
gress m study, to write a letter. One of his youngest boys
had constantly failed to accomplish this task, and was
finally told that he must do his dutv or be sent home to
his mother. The boy at last said through his tears:
"Professor, I can't write a letter, but I think I can write
a story." lie was allowed to substitute this for tbe letter,

and here is what he wrote:
'•Wunst ther was a precher and he got onto a ship and

he salad and saled and saled and bime by he come near a
iland and when he come.near the iland a big storm came
up and it blode and blade and blode and the precher and
ail the peepel on the ship thought they was goin to git
drownded and a littel bird got blode of tbe Hand and
tride to git onto the ship but evry time he tride to git onto
the shij) the ship leaned over the other way and the littel

bird got left but he didnt set down in the water and cry
he just kep peggin away and bime by he lit down into a
sale and a saler went up and got the littel bird out of the
sale and giv him some bred and water and bime by when
the storm blode away the sun come out and the ship come
to land and the precher and all the peepel was glad and
the bird flade away.

"Morel.—If you dont git what you want first jest you
keep peggin away and youl git; it bime by."

Forest and Stream

mateur otography

Competition.

See details in another column.
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NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.

The Flathead Valley.

Kalisi'ELL, Mont,, Sepf, 10.—A party of New York
gentlemen, including Julian T. Davis and son, General
Burnett and Judge Wallace, of tbe U. S. Supreme Court,
are on a hunting and fishing expedition in the Eockies.
They occupy a private car. and will spend a week or two
in the Flathead Valley. The surprise was universal to
find a town of 1,500 people in what was so recently an
unknown part of the country. The surprise was not
confined to the fact of diecovering a town with news-
papers, banks, churches, schools and every modern com-
fort and convenience, and only a year old, but that at its
very doors were such splendid opportunities for fishing
and bunting. The scenery and climate, too, pleased
them, and one gentleman enthusiastically summed up
the situation by declaring the Flathead to be "a place of
healing for the sick and lazy; a recuperating place for
the weary and overworked; the trysting place for disci-
ples of Nimrf d and Walton, and a pleature resort for the
rest of mankind." M. F.

Central New York.
Watervillb, Oneida County. Sept. 10.—The sporting

season opened here on Aug. 15, with a scarcity of birdp.
A resident market hunter was out three days and only
billed four birds. He then gave it up as a bad job. I have
been out nine afternoons and have killed nineteen grouse
and woodcock, mostly the former. In an experience of
thirty years shooting in this vicinity I have never found
the birds so scarce. I noticed that the grouse were af-
flicted with the partridge fly, or whatever it is called,
which may account in a measure for their scarcity. But
I cannot tell what has become of the woodcock. I have
hunted summer ground and fall ground, high ground and
low ground, swampg and corn fields. Three woodcock
are the most I have found any afternoon, and that after
tramping anywhere from five to ten mfles. There are no
gray squirrels here, nor have there been for several years.

H. N. C.
California.

San Fraiscisco, Aug. 31,—The Close season on quail
shooting terminates in a few days, and the sportsmen are
resurrecting their No, 12s from closets and getting them
in condition. The birds are numerous and t[uail on toast
will soon be on the bill of fare of every restaurant. The
law prohibiting deer shooting for three years has another
year to run yet, and the good effect of the law is evident
by the great numbers seen in their usual haunts, as the
law has been pretty generally observed, although 1 saw
a good many antlers and skins hanging on the log cabins
"up country" when recently in the Sierras on my trout
fishing expedition. They claim that they only kill a deer
now and then for fresh meat. The number I saw indi-
cates remarkable appetites on the part of the herders and
lumber men; but the law is too rigid to admit of the
former wanton destruction. Podc+ees.

Newfoundland Caribou.
Boston, Mass., April 10.—Next month begins the cari-

bou season in Newfoundland. No place in the island
otJers such inducements to tbe hunter as the Hall's Bay
district. Large herds were seen in that locality last sea-
son, and with the extended facilities for reaching that
place the number of sportsmen this year will be largely
augmented. The largest deer in the coiony are found
here. The scenery surrounding Hall's Bay will repay
any traveler. And the climate, it is not too much to say,
is the finest in the world. There are large rivers well
stocked with salmon and trout, and any sportsman who
likes this kind of sport (and who does not) should bring
his angling gear along with his shooting equipments.

M. W. DOOLEY.
Eastern Indiana.

Williamsburg, Ind., Sept. 4.—Prospects for quail
shooting in eastern Indiana are unusually poor. Exces-
sive rains all through May and June drowned the first

layings of eggs. On Aug. 17 f noticed that the male
birds were still whistling "Bob White," and on that date
a nest of eggs almost ready to hatch was found on my
farm. The mother bird was on the nest, and the mowing-
machine clipped a few of her feathers before she left it.

yesterday I bagged 13 gray squirrels in 5 hours, an un-
usual bag for this section . They seem quite plenty just
now. but in a week they will eat what tew hickory nuts
and buckeyes there are in the woods and depart for some
place where food is plentier. O. H. Hampion.

Arkansas.
Little Rock, Ark,, Sept. 5.—We have had a great

season up to date with the black bass and all other game
fish with which our streams and lakes abound. Thev
have been taking the fly in Big Lake, ten miles from this
ci'y, for the past three weeks. The writer has just re-
turned from a chicken hunt in the Creek Natitm, bagging
sixty chickens to three guns in two days. We are going
to have excellent shooting this fall in Arkansas. A bear
weighing SOOlbs. was recently killed in the town of Du
Vails Bluff by J. M. Richardson, fifty miles from Little
Rock. Quail are late, but will be very plentiful in the
country not visited by the great overflow. Aekansaw.

Connecticut,

Haddam, Conn,, Sept. 5.—Indications now are that
quail and partridge will be fairly plenty here this fsll.

Many woodcock were hatched here during the spring and
summer, and I hope will return later. There is more
than the usual quantity of wild rice along the river
banks, and rail birds should be plenty, though our best
I hooting is generally iu the second or third week of Sep-
tember, and sometimes the very last of the month. I
think they get the birds earlier near the mouth of the
r.ver than we do here. A.

New Jersey Meadows.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Sept, 12.—In spite of the moon

being full and in perigee last week, the tides, owing to
contrary winds, were not hieh enough to enable the rail
shooters to get on the South River meadows, so that few
birds were killed. Neither has there been a flight of
snipe to speak of, though some have been bagged here
and there. The meadows are too dry, J. L K.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Corrmwndent.']

Chicago, 111., Sept. 10.—It was mentioned earlier that

in response to the letter of Mr. Organ, president of the

State Association, and also of Warden Bortree, certain of

the express companies had issued circulars to their local

agents forbidding the receipt of illegal game. In order

to give this matter wider publicity it is thought well to

give here the text of two of these circulars issued by
companies running into country from which much game
is shipped. The American Express Co. circular is as fol-

lows:
Amkbican Express Company.—Office of Assistant _^Geiieral

Manager, Wesifiru D. partment.— Chieagrd, 111., Aug. 17, 1893.—

Agents Western Department: The Game Warden of this city has
recently called our attention to tlie fact tiat more or less game,
killed out of BeasoD,i8 being shipped into Chicago contaary to

law, and he has givfn notice that hereafter express companies
will be prosecuted for esch and every violation. This company
has repeatedly isBUPd instructioua regarding the violation of

game laws. It is our intention to comply with the law in each
and every State in which we do business. A copy of said laws has
been furnished you and there is no excuse for violating same.
You must be more watchful than ever, and refuse to receive for

transportation anv game, the shipment of which is in violation

of the game laws ot your State, Agents will be held personally
responsible for any loss growing out of a violation of this order.

A. AntisdeIj, Ass't Gen'l Manager.

The Northern Pacific Express Company's circular is in

substance as follows:

NORTHEHN Pacific Express Company.—General Manager's
Office. Game Ijaws.—Ouieago, Aug. ^3. ISQi.—To Agents: The
attention of all agents of this company i.s called to the game
laws, as published in tariff circulars from time to time for the
different States as loUows: The taking of game or fish at any
time embraced within the "close season," as set fortli iu tariff

circulars, is a violation of the law. Any person violating the
law will be bubject to tine or imprisonment, or both. Agents
must strictly live up to the game laws and refuse to handle or
ship game out of season, as it is the policy of this company to

uphold the law. It is known that agents of this and other
express companies have accepted game and way-billed the ship-
ments under the guise of "flsh" and vice versa, li is our earnest
desire to put a stop to this evasion of the law and not handle
illicit game under fictitious names. AVith a view to end this
practice, agents must promptly refuse to accept or handle game
of any kind during the close season. Offenders of the law are
being successfully prosecuted, and should penalties be imposed
upon this company for such offenses the amount in each case
will be charged to the offending agent.

H. H. Bbcwts'ihg, General Manager.

This action of the carriers ought to liave some little

effect, though it takes a trusting and confiding soul to

believe that the local agents will be geared into absoJtitQ

carefulness by the above communications. If the com-
panies would send out a circular showing the names of

a few agents who had suffered for violating the terms
of the circulars they would do something toward taking
this matter out of the red tape precinct.

To-day I hear that yesterday afternoon Messrs. Organ
and Bortree found two firkins and one barrel of illegal

prairie chickens on South Water street. Particulars are
not at hand about this latest roughening of the way of

the transgressor.

TEAVELING SHOOTERS.

The Bloomington (111.) Hunting Club issues a neat
itinerary of the trip to be taken this fall in their special

hunting car *'Cleoi)atra." The personnel of the party is

given as follows: Dr, iI. O. Barke, A. S. Eddy, Deane
N. Funk, H. L. Smith, Frank H. Fank. J. F. Glenn, J.

C. Stevenson, J. Deeraismes, .J. B. Stevenson, lAnc.
Funk, H. 0. Wheeler, Eugene D. Funk, H. O. Hoffman,
W. H. Creber, Isaac G. Funk, C. T. Stevenson, E. C,

Roush, Ed Butler, 0. T, Eeeves, Jr. and A, C. Eddy.
J. B. Stevenson, M=inager; H. E. Smith, Ciptain; W. IT.

Creber, Sec'y-Treas.
The trip beg:in8 to-day, Sept. 10, and the party will

arrive at St. Paul to-morrow morning, and at Winnipear,
Man., Sept 13. The journey is thence west via C. P. R, R.
A stay of two weeks is billed for Revelstoke, and thence
the journey leads to the northwest coast, Sa,n Francisco,
and home by way of Salt Lake and Denver, the trip to
end Oct. 18. This will leave small time for actual hunt-
ing, but will make a grand tour for these fortunates.
Somewhere I have lately seen it stated that the cost of

a special car is not so appalling as might be supiioseil. A
parlor special costs .$50 a day, a hunting car only $85 a
day. Over most roads eighteen full fares must be paid,
and board must be paid extra, though a cook and two
servants are furnished with the car.

Mr. Chas, Grubbs, of Montgomery Ward & Co.'s gun
department, starts this week on an extended trip of rest
and sport in Dakota and the West, which may take him
to the Rockies aud keep him away a couplo of months.
Mr. Grubbs goes for bis health primarily.
Mr, L. M, Stone, representing a New York commission

firm, made inquiry this week for chicken country, and
has started for North Dakota and Minnesota. He will
probably make his main stay at Alexandria, Minn.
Mr, W. H. Reddingtou, of this city, starts early for

Trout Lake, near Reynolds, Wis., for some fall fishing:
not for deer shooting I hope, Ris camp will be on Grooked
Lake most of the time.
Messrs. W. W. Ash and ( i eo. B, Washburne have j ust

completed a boat trip through the Fox Lake system,
starting from Long Luke. They had fair fishing, and re-
port seeing some few ducks, but not a great many.
A party of half a dozen or more will go up to Horicon

Marsh, Wis., next Tuesday. They should just about aneet
the teal flight, which is a little early this i'dll. Ducks are
reported more abundant now on the marsh than last week.

It appears that they have law in Dakota, and that with
a vengeance, as Messrs. E. R. Sheldon and Dsvight Law-
rence, of this city, and their two companions can testify.
On their recent trip they one day killed 84 chickens, the
law allowing only 25 birds to the gtm. A, constable ar-
rested them and they were taken before a J P. Anotlier
section of the law forbids shipping over 13 birds a day.
A little juggling of the two sections convinced them that
they had broken the law, and they paid |100 and costs.
If these gentlemen kept faitli with the law, aud killed
not over 35 birds to the gun, they were unjustly fined. If
they did not they were not fin^d enough. Any shooter
going into a strange country to shoot should look up the
law thoroughly and then observe it implicitly. This
done, there is small danger of unjust fines, for the
shooter will be clear in his own mind as to bis rights in
the matter.
Mr. B. Waters, of the Forest and Stream staS, is back

from the field trials at Morris, Manitoba. He reports that
prairie chickens and sharp-tails were very abundant in
that section, and just beginning to pack, They often put
up 30 or 40 birds on a few acres of ground. He thought
that two good dogs might find 20 or 35 poveys a day

easily, and that one gun could easily bag 100 birds a day
on some of the best country. Morris is only 28 miles

above the Dakota line.

Mr. Waters says also that along a new road north of

Winnipeg, caribou are seen in herds resembling, in minia-

ture at least, those of the buft'alo in days gone by. This

fabulous statement came from an old Manitoba hunter of

big game. Moose are also obtainable in the same region,

which is easily accessible from Winnipeg.

ILLINOIS BIRDS.

It still seems the case that, while the Northwest is un-

usually blessed this fall with the prairie chicken crop,

Illinois is sadly short. .A.round Jacksonville there are

usually some birds, but they are scarce for even the illegal

shooters this year. I was told that there are more chickens

southeast of Springfield than anywhere else, though il-

legal shooting has been common there also. I was also

told that there was fair shooting about sixteen miles

north of Prentice, on the 0, & A,, though that country
is much po.sted.

A prominent shooter who lives at Virginia, 111., about
twelve miles above Jacksonville, writes me the following
interesting note:
"Last Sunday as I was walking around my pond, I saw

a sight that 1 never before witnessed. The cows had
waded out in water almost mid-sitie deep, and the little

fish at once surrounded them, jumping as much as a foot

out of the water after flies which lit on the cows. They
did not seem to be in the least frightened by the move-
ments of the cows. Most all were small sunfish. Such
an occurrence may be very common, but it is the first

time I have ever seen it.

"Last week while in attendance at the Springfield,

111., tournament, I heard quite a number talking about
the killing of prairie chickens, and from what I could

learn, there were already being many killed in that

vicinity. There seems to be much dift'erence of opinion
regarding the law on shooting chickens, since the blunder
iu the Legislature a few years ago. I think that that has
been the cause of much illegal shooting. Of course,

nearly all the shooters, or rather sportsmen, acknowledge
Sept.'lo to be the legal time for killing chickens in this

State, but there are a few lawyers scattered through the
country who claim there is no valid law at present in re-

gard to chicken shooting, and that they will defend any
one who kills them. This also I think, has had its effect.

No doubt it would be an easy matter to find out some of

the offt-nding ones. Rex "

Th« state of affairs referred to is unfortunately in ex
is ence. There seems to be, however, a growing respect
for the law in many of the country districts of this State,

and "'early shooting'" comes more and more into criticism.

The writer of the above is a young farmer and could
easily soothe his conscience over a few early birds, but I

know that he would not in any circumstances violate the
law. The Springfield men might well note the example.

DK. THOMAS AND HIS DEER.

Last week I gave space to the current report that Dr.
H. W. Thomas, pastor of the People's Church, of this

city, had, during his summer vaction in Wisconsin,
killed three deer. I stated that I had written Dr. Thomas
for the facts, and hoped a full denial of the charge. Now
I have Dr. Thomas's reply, and it is with genuine regret I

see that the denial is wanting, and that there can no
longer be even the most charitable doubt as to the truth
of the original accusation. Summer deer shooting, openly
carried on and openly admitted by a minister of the gos-

pel, a man whose conscience should be tender and alive to

natural justice—that is something we had no right to ex-
pect, We should have expected that from the brutal,

the reckless, the low and the unreasoning, not from a
man of education, of intelligence and of a position bear-
ing need of self-respect in even the most minute particu-
lar. The facts, however, are stubborn, and here is the
letter, which I give mrhatim et litenttim:

H'do Monroe St., Sept. T.- Your kind letter reed., and I appre-
ciate its spirit snd courtesy.
Yes, it is true I killed three big deer in Wisconsin, and whilst I

had never examined the statutes of the State, I knew there was a
law protecting the game out of season.
But the nearest meat market was some 40 miles away; we had

to liave fresh meat, aud the easiest and most enjoyable way to
get it was to kill it; and this, as 1 understand, is tne custom, and
allowable under such circumstances, and does not really violate
the intent of the law. The tew people who live in those wild tim-
ber lands seem to have about the same right to the game that
a. farmer has lo his herds, aud hence I felt a clear conscience in
the matter. 1 killed for immediate use, and we ate the whole
animals— I'ore.iuarters all. I lefo the hides with the residents.
Of course, 110 hunter would shoot a doe before the weaning time
of the fawns. And we caught and ate trout; and we killed and
ate partridges, but not till near the last ot August, when the
young onesWere well grown. And I shot a porcupine on a tree,
thinking in haste it was a coon. But I did not call the deer sheep,
as some do in the Rocky Mountains.
Now, if iu all this I offended the spirit of the law", I am ready

to pay the good State of Wisconsin for the damage done.
•Resp'y, H. W. Tuomas.

There is one quality about this letter which is not often
shown by some of our so-called "sportsmen"' who kill

deer in the summer, aud that is a manliness equal to ac-
knowledging the fault. There is no use getting saA^age
over this matter, and abusing or deriding Dr. Thomas for
what he admits he has done. It will be better to be cool
and reasonable, and so to show Dr. Thomas and others
that such an act is both a wrong and a risky one. So far
as treating Dr. Thomas any better than anybody else is

concerned, there is no reason for that. He is no better,

by virtue of his position, than anybody else, and more-
over he steps quite aside from his position when he goes
into the woods and kills deer in the summer time. Yet
we will cling to that position for a moment, and from
that point show the fallacy of the reverend gentleman's
excuses to his conscience.

A minister of the Gospel should have in his heart a be-
lief in the principles of love, justice and unselfishness,
and he should practice tliem. If Dr. Thomas can be
shown that on tlie basis of his letter he has been unlov-
ing, unjust and selfish, it should be enough, and should
be the easiest way to show him that he should recede
from the position there maintained, and should make
atonement for his fault. This is good religion, and more-
over it's good logic.

Dr. Thomas says, "The few people who live in those
wild timber lauds seem to have about the same right to
the game that a farmer has to his herds." Well now, this
isn't so in the first place, because these people are exactly
like Dr. Thomas, and Dr. Thomas is exactly like them.
They are either citizens or outlaws. If they are citizens,
one is as good as another before the law. In the Booial
compact we give u.p many individual privileges for the

c
gommon good. For many reasons, it is pleasanter to do
s one likes, but when one goes into society he agrees to

ive up this doctrine. He has his chance when he votes
or a man to represent him in makingjlaws. He has his
c fiance again wnen he votes for a man to represent him
in interpreting the laws. But he has no longer any
chance to make law, interpret law, and carry out laws to

suit himself. He gave that up to the State when he be-
came a citizen. He is one of the many, now. The citi-

zen of Wisconsin, or the hunter of Wisconsin, whether he
lives in the wild timber lands or in the heart of the busi-

est city, is no better than his neighbor, and he has no
right to think himself so. Dr. Thomas is no glittering

exception. It is not his business to construe the law. If

he can construe the game law, he can just as well be out-
law enough to construe the laws relating to any other
form of theft, and take what suits his fancy, because he
"needs"' it. He, in effect, stole the property of the people
of Wisconsin, knowing that the faithful citizens of that
State could not raise a hand to take of that property ex-
cept in certain ways and after a certain date. In this he
was selfish, unjust and unloving. He cannot do these
things and be a goood citizens, or a good minister. He
cannot do these things and retain the respect of many
men who now have respect and admiration for him in
their heai'ts. W^hen he has thought the matter over, he
will know that he cannot do these things and retain his
own self-respect. And the loss of that is the worst thing
a man can suffer.

The plea that the natives of the pine lands own the deer
is a specious one, but it is wrong and bears no scrutiny,
far leas when urged by Dr. Thomas as an excuse. If the
deer belong to this restricted portion of the population,
then Dr. Thomas stole from that restricted portion. If

the deer belong to the natives as the farmer's hei-ds to him,
Dr. Thomas had no more right to kill a deer, without the
consent of all those natives living in that region, than he
would have to kill an animal out of the farmer's herd
without his consent. Dr. Thomas certainly does not live
in "those wild timber lands himself." He doesn't own
those deer as a farmer does his herds. He isn't a native.
He has not, on his own statement, any right to go in there
and rob those poor people of the animals of their herds,
which they may need for food. When he does that, he is

selfish, unloving and unjust. A good minister whom I
once heard—I will not tell Dr. Thomas who he was—told
us, "It is very easy to find excuses for doing a thing we
want to do." That is just what Dr. Thomas did. He did
what he wanted to do, and then hustled for the excuses.
He did a strictly selfish act. As to the old plea about
needing meat, that is very old, very recurrent, and very
thin. It always has been thin, and now it is thinner. I

don't doubt for a moment that Dr. Thomas's party used all

the meat, j ust as he says, but I do not for a moment believe
that the need of meat was the controlling impulse which
took him out to kill deer in the red coat. I think he felt

the hunter's impulse to kill a large animal. In short, I

think he wanted to kill a deer, and did ao, and then ate
it, and then sought to make the eating an excuse. Dr.
Thomas receives several thousand dollars a year as
salary. He could have taken enough provisions into the
woods. He admits that he had good fishing. I have
little sympathy for the men who have trout and pork and
beans and a hunter's appetite, and who yet feel con-
strained, because nothing is good enough for them but
venison, to go out and kill a deer for the sake of some-
thing to eat. The eating is no excuse. If I should steal

a quarter of beef from the Government warehouse and
eat the beef all up, would that be any excuse? And yet
for that act I could build up a far sounder and more
logical apology than this shaky one of the reverend gen-
tleman who, bound naturally to the doctrine of loving-

ness, justice and unselfishness, abandons all that wilfully,

and knowingly breaks a law of man, of nature and of
natural justice, because he simply feels like doing so.

Who am I, that I should steal beef? Who is Dr. Thomas,
that he should steal venison: I want no stolen goods. I
want my self-respect, and I want to be a citizen.

For theft of this sort there are j ust two classes whom on^
could excuse, those who are actually ignorant of the law,
and those residents who actually used the game for food.
Any man may break a law in ignorance, and there is no
real fault in that, and when one thinks of the poor devils
who live up in the pine country, condemned by their
hard circumstances to a life of pork and saleratus, it ia

hard to blame them for killing an occasional deer. But
Dr. Thomas belongs to neither of these classes. He is a
man who ought to know better and who did know better,

and who ought to have done better. If we excuse him,
what shall we say to restrain the herd of the brutal, the
reckless, the low and the unintelligent? May they not as
well stay as he ? Suppose one hundred of these go into
the woods, and kill three deer apiece? The deer of a
whole region are destroyed forever. This is the conclu-
sion of Dr. Thomas' logic. The conclusion is too severe
to allow him to use such logic. He must admit himself

'

no better than his brother citizen. He will need no
sophistries then.
There is in this no mere utilization of an opportunity

for a sportsman's i)aper to haul a minister of the Gospel
over the coals. The sporting press is not at war with the

'

pulpit in any way. It is only the importance of the of-

fender which makes this case the most worthy of mention
of any of the kind yet known—a case as interesting and
noteworthy as it is unfortunate and deplorable.

I do not claim to know Dr. Thomas's business. He
should not claim to know ours. Had he traveled all over
this country as much as I have, and sought to learn accu-
rately about the game supply, and had he seen, as I have,

I

the game of every sort in this great country year by year
vanishing, fading away, disappearing from even the
wildest fastnesses of mountain and forest, he would feel

just as I do about this to-day, and he would know there
was no ghoulish malice under comment such as this, and
anything but pleasure in the writing of it. There is small
selfishness beneath it. I do not want merely to see these •

animals preserved for myself, or for the sake of my sport-
ing friends, or the sake of the general sj)orting public,
although that is part of the business of a genuine sports-
men's journal. I want to see these animals preserved for
their own sake. They are going, Dr. Thomas does not
know how fast. We of the guild of sportsmen are try
ing to get good laws to preserve the game, and to have
all observe the laws, and to give all an et|ual chance on

^

such conditions that the game will not be exterminated,
and this chance eo put forever out of question for us all,

We want the help of just such men as Dr, Thomas, We
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want the help of the great dailies. We want the help oE ! has done so much for the protection of game in Connecti-

all the higher intelligence, of all the better orderp, of all

the finer and clearer minds. Areyoti with us, Dr. Thomas,
or do you see this thing plainly now?
On one point small doubt remains, and the proper

course is plain. It will do good to have it widely known
that a heavy fine has been imposed in a prominent in-

stance of summer deer killing. This will do more than

any other one thing to stop other men from killing deer

intheeummer. The Illinois State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion should confer with the State game warden of Wis-
consin—with whom I am well acquainted—and the

warden should open correspondence with Dr. Thomas,
with a view to a plea of guilty, and the imposition of the

lightest fine the law permits. Unfortunately this can
not be lias than $;")() for each deer.

Dr. Thomas also admits the deliberate killing of par-

tridges, of course illegal. The fine for each bird is not

less than $50.

Dr. Thomas declares himself willing to pay for the

dama>i;e done the good State of Wisconsin, it he has vio-

lated the spirit of the law. He has violated the law both

in the letter and in the spirit, as I think the good S*;ate of

Wisconsin will show him as quick as it gets a chance.
Thit* spiritual argument doesn't go, even from a minister

of the Gospel. Ii is the minister of the Gjspel who needs
most to keep his skirts clean, his name free from any ac-

cusation. I doubt not Dr. Thomas will realize what this

necessity means in this case. He is too us«d to the meed
of respect and admiration which comes naturally to him
as one of the greatest divines and broadest thinkers of his

portion of the country—he is too upright, fearless and
self-respecting to care bo have one in his congregation
who could cynically smile as he listened, and say, "You,
who teach me thus, are no better than I am, for you do
what you want to do, and that is all I ever did by way of

sin." E. HOTOH.
115 MoNFOB Stbket, Ohicago.

THE ARKANSAS NON-EXPORT LAW.
LiTTLK Rock, Ark., Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Tne Supreme Court has sustained our non-

exp jrt game law and I send you herewith copy of the

decision, which may be of some use to you. A notice

that such laws have been sustained may help the cause
J. M. Rose.

cut, was elected an honorary member. Available land
in this vicinity will be leased and an eflort made to en-

force the game and fish laws. Hon. J. M. Mm-cloch was
appointed attorney for the club. J. H. S-

SuPdEME Court of Arkansas —Org-ant. State.
Interstate Commerce—Exporting G-ame,

AcD April 12, 18b9, as amended by Acts 1891, c. 88,

prohibii.ing the exportation of fish and game from the

State, does not violate the Interstate Commerce clause of

the Constitution of the United States.

Appeal from the Circuit Court, Crittenden County.
Hon. J. B. Riddick, Judge.
Indictment against C. H. Organ for violation of an acb

prohibiting the exportation of iish. Judgment of guilty

and the defendant appeals.

Hemingway, J, The ownership of fish is in the State

for the benefit of its people in common, and the Legisla-

ture has the power to permit individuals to catch them
upon such terms and conditions as it may imj)03e, and to

restrict the property actjuired in them when caught to

such extent as it deems proper. fllcCready v. Virginia,

94 U. S 391. American Express Co. v. People, 24 N. E,

R 758. Magner v. People, 97 111. .S33. It may prohibit

catching them entirely, or for a specified season ; or it

may permit them to be caught for the use of the person

who makes the catch, and withhold the right to sell them
or ship them for sale. When preserved for the common
benefit of the people of the State they are not articles of

commerce in any sense, and we cannot see that they be-

come such simply because the Legislature permits them
to be caught by individuals for use within the State only.

One who catches them had originally no separate prop-

erty in them and no right to acquire it, except as the

Legislature might provide. As ail right of property in

them is derived Irom the State, it is subject to such
terms as the Legislature imposes. It saw fit in the act

assailed to confer a right of property, but to so limit it

that the article should not be shipped from the State,

the purpose being to restrict the use to those wh© origi-

nally owned it in common. Tne restrictions are imposed
by right of ownership, and not in the exercise of any as-

sumed power to regulate the commercial uses of private

property.
Under this limitation, fish never pass from the domin-

ion of the State as i)roprietor, or become articles of com-
merce in the sense contended for by the defendant, be-

cause the qualified right is conferred upon the condition

that the use shall be restricted, and shipment from the

State not allowed. It follows that the act does not vio-

late the Commerce clause of the Federal Constitution,

and it could not be seriously contended that it violated

any other Constitutional provision.

We are aware that a different conclusion has been
reached by the courts of Kansas and Idaho. State v.

Saunders, 19 Kan. 121. Territory v. E^ans, 26 Pac. 115

But that announced seems to us the better one, and is

sustained by the Supreme Court of Connecticut in an
opinion to which we refer for a more extended discus-

sion of the subject. State v. Cleer, 22 Atl. 1013.

Afflrmed.

A Combination Arm.

I WANT a rifle and shotgun combined with over and
under barrels, rifle barrel on top a .88 55 rifie and 12 -gauge
shot barrel, the barrels not to touch each other their entire

length, but be screwed into breech frame, with space
between, and I don't want it for nothing, but would be
willing to pay well for such a gun. lb would be just the
gun fur hunting in the South, where there are deer,

turkey and quail on the same grounds, I would like two
or three agreeable companions to join me in a hunt in
Arkansas this winter; not game hogs, but sportsmen of

the regular Forest and Stream type. I think we could
have some spore, I did last winter, and we did not kill all

we had a chance at, either. En Ami,

The Portland Game Club.

Portland, Conn., Sept. 1.—An association known a

the Portland Game Club was organized here Aug, 31

Active membership includes only residents of the town,
and already over forty have expressed a wish to join.

ANGLING NOTES.
Dr. Elisha Sterlingr and Dr. Theodatus Garlick.

In a foot note in Supt. Mather's report to the New York
Fish Commissioners in their twentieth annual report,

just published, occurs this statement: "Dr. Elisha Ster-

ling was a very celebrated surgeon and assisted Dr. Gar-
lick in the first attempt to breed trout in America in

1852." This contains two errors that should not be
allowed to pass imcorrected. Perhaps it is not so strange
that Mr. Mather should have made a slip when it is con-

sidered that the Transactions of the American Fisheries

Society perpetuated an error upon the same subject in a
paper" written by a friend and contemporary of the
'Father of Fishculture in America," who witnessed some
of Dr. Garlick's experiments. In 1850 Dr. Sterling was
a pupil of Jean Jacques Victor Coste, in Paris, and was
present during the experiments of artificially hatching
trout eggs by Joseph Remy, acting under Coste, in the

cellar of the Observatory, Luxemburg Gardens. Dr.

Sterling was a resident of Cleveland, Ohio, and so was
Dr, Garlick, and they were life-long personal friends. In
1853 Dr. Garhck, having read in a Washington paper an
account of Remy's experiments in Paris, procured some
trout from the" "Soo" and spawned and impregnated
eggs artifici«lly -in ponds constructed on the farm of

Prof. H. a. Ackley, two miles from Cleveland, Dr.

Garlick has explaised that Prof. Ackley, his partner in

the practice of surgery, bore a portion of the expense
and built the dam on his farm while he, Garlick, was at

Sault Ste. Marie for the trout; but Prof. Ackley made
none of the experiments, nor did he publish anything
about them. The first eggs were taken Nov. 21, 1853,

and on Jan. 9, 1854, one of the eggs was placed under a
microscope by Dr. Goodby and the embryo discovered.

On Jan. 22 the first fish was hatched. In audition to

being a pupil of Coste, in Paris, Dr. Sterling was before

that time a pupil of Prof. Ackley, in Cleveland, so that it

is not strange that the conclusion should be drawn from
bis association of Coste and Remy, in France, at the
time that they hatched trout artificially, and his friend-

ship with Garlick and Ackley, in Ohio, that he was con-

nected with the initial experiments of hatching fish by
artificial means in the United States. In fact, he wrote
me that more than one writer seemed bound to connect
his name with Dr. Garlick's experiments. Really the

strangest thing about it was that he was not a partici-

pant, for he was in Cleveland at the time, but on three

separate occasions he has written me that he knew noth-

ing of them. To quote his own words in one of the let-

ters: "The credit oelongs to Dr. Garlick alone. While
witnessed the experiments of Remy and Coste, in

Paris, I thought no more about the matter until I saw
Dr. Garlick's embryo trout under Dr. Goodby's micros-

cope in the winter of 1854." Certainly Dr. Stealing's tes-

timony on this subject should be final.

Good Fishing Means Prosperity.
New London, New Hampshire, boasts of a charming

little publication, a cross between a magazine and a
newspaper, called Summer Rest, published in the interest

of "pleasure, recreation and all things restful." The
staff appears to consist of visitors to that lake and moun-
tain region. The Souvenir Annual for 1892 has a full-

page colored mip of New London and vicinity including
3unapee Lake; several haif-tone illustrations, and em-
braces an illustrated article upon "New London's Interest

in Fishculture," by Prof. John D. Quackenbos, in which
the note upon Sunapee fish in Forest and Stream,
July 28, 1892, is quoted. The author adds to the Forest
AND Stream list of fish in Sunapee, yellow perch and
silver dace, but that is not why I refer to the article.

Near New London is a beautiful sheet of deep clear cold
water, known at Pleasant Pond, and as its outlet is the

little iiamlet of Scytheville of which Dr. Quackenbos
writes thus: "Scytheville may have lost her prestige as

a manufacturing village, but a grander future awaits her
if the lake, which is the pride of her people, shall become
the home of the landlocked salmon, or famous winninish,
superlatively the finest game fish in the world. This
prediction is based on precedents. The name of Sunapee
Lake was unknown beyond the limits of New Hampshire
until the fish commissioners stocked it with black bass;

but to-day the fame of its Alpine trout extends the world
over, and the six miles of its New London shore, undeni-
ably its choicest shore, with a wide western outlook and
a constant westerly breeze, is rapidly developing into the

town's most valuable section. And what but our trout

has wrought the change from tenantless wldernesa to

cottage clusters and crowded resorts?" It will be noticed

that it is the trout (and it may be added, landlocked
salmon), not the black bass, that has built up the shores

of Sunapee Lake. The black bass planting called atten-

tion to the lake, but fishes of the salmon family made it

famous. There are other lakes in the land that may be
built up in a similar manner if planted with suitable fish,

but it cannot be done unless good judgment is exercised

in selecting the fish to be planted. Tiiere is far too much
of hasty ill-advised fish planting going on now. Small
ponds and mountain lakelets that have been excellent

trout waters are planted with black bass, and thereafter

the bass amount to nothing except to unfit the waters for

other fish. It is a good rule not to plant black bass in

waters that have maintained trout—brook trout—for they
are rarely large enough to provide permanent black bass
fishing. Many waters have already been planted with
black bass that never Avill afford good fishing, and those
who planted the bass would be glad to have them out,

but it is easy to put them in and impossible to get them
out. In some trout waters pike—the so-called pickerel

—

have made their appearance, either through accident or
by design, and at once there is a demand for black bass

to fight the pike.

The New York Fish Commissioners, in their last re-

port, speak of the appearance of pike in some of the
Adirondack lakes and say: "Where they are found in
sufficient numbers the trout go to the wail. Where pick-

lodge them, and the commissioners can suggest no
rernedial legislation. The only course remaining, in the
commissioners' opinion, is to stock these lakes with black
baas." Like trout will never be destroyed or seriously

interfered with, if at all, by either pike or black bass.

Where lake trout will thrive there is plenty of room for

the other two fishes. It is the shallow water trout, brook
trout, Loch Lp.ven and brown trout that must suffer if

any are to suffer, and in Great Britain and continental
Europe some of the best waters are infested with pike.

They are kept down to a minimum, or below the danger
point, by netting. It is true that the pike is far more
prolific than any of the trout, but they go into the creeks
and marshes to spawn, and it is comparatively easy to

net them in the spring; but the bass spawn in the lakes,

and it would be a more difficult matter to get rid of

them. In Loch Leven itself there are pike, big fellows

of over 20lb3., yet the trout increase each year, and when
I say increase it is not guesswork, for an accurate account
is kept of all trout taken, both number and weight, as

the loch is controlled by a fishing company. The trout
supply is kept up by natural spawning and by planting
fry, and the latter has never exceeded 300,000 annually.
Mr. Fuller, of Meacham Lake, in the Adirondacks (this is

one of the lakes in which the pike have gained a "foot-

hold"), has begun a war on the pike, and he believes that
he will have good trout fishing for many years to come,
and I do not think he will apply for black bass as long as
he can operate his trout hatchery. The New York law
now provides for netting pike out of waters where there
are better fish, and this is worth trying before bass are
put in to fight the pike. Trout and salmon doubtless will

build up certain i^laces as favored resorts, where the
black bass fishing would not pay to advertise in a single

issue of Forest and Stream. A. N. Cheney.

Mr. J. B. Brainerd was elected President, and Edward D. _ ^

Strong secretary, Mr. A, C, Collins, of Hartford, who • erei have gained a foothold it is alraost inipos^ible to dis-

WHY THE FISH ARE FEW.
One hears numerous complaints concerning the scar-

city of game fish in waters that should, from their isola-

tion and natural surroundings, abound in the "smart set"

of the fish tribe. Surely there is some explanation of this

scarcity, and if it is due to illegal fishing it is the duty of

the wardens to investigate more fully than they do the
illegal acts which tend to the destruction of game fish.

The amounts appropriated by the several States for this

object are inadequate, however, for a decent enforcement
of the laws, and a great deal depends upon the activity of

the amateur sportsman in discovering and reporting vio-

lations of the laws.
Sportsmen are ever ready to growl at the wanton de-

struction of trout, but how many of them take it upon
themselves to inform the warden of such destruction?

Most of them are either too lazy to do this, or else, being
satisfied with their present success, they lack the fore-

sight which should warn them of the impending death of

their favorite fish ; or possibly they are afraid to make
such reports, fearing bodily injury from the law breakers.
The last reason, however, should be overlooked, as any
respectable warden would consider such communications
as strictly confidential.

Sportsmen should bear in mind the fact that the few
wardens now in office cannot cover the large tracts of
comparatively uninhabited lands which most need their

attention ; also, that the wardens are usually known by
the law breakers and their approach carefully watched
for. The amateur sportsmen then should be the warden's
detective, keeping a careful watch and reporting all cir-

cumstances in cases where his suspicions are aroused.
There should be hearty co-operation between the wardens
and sportsmen, and it is by this co operation, and by it

only, that the laws can be well enforced.
The greater part of the illegal fishing is done by

"natives" who fish for the market, largely in supplying
hotels in their immediate neighborhood, and also by so-

called sportsmen who fish for a record only.
My experiences this summer have brought this matter

strongly before me, and I do not think my experience
differs from that of most 8j)ortsmen, I fail to see why it

should.
At the White Mountains I found the hotel men eager

for the enforcement of the laws, especially as regards
fishing out of season, but they sadly neglect the lOlbs.

limit law, I have seen many messes weighing over
lOlbs. , the result of one day's fishing by one man, brought
in and accepted readily by the landlord. At the
House two market-fishers brought in eight hundred little

fingerling trout, the result of a two days' tour. These
trout were very small and were in all probability the
result of stocking by the State, taken in small streams
which are the feeding grounds for the larger streams. I

do not think the State places spawn or young fish in

these streams for the sake of gratifying such unconsider-
ate fishermen.
There is a pond not far from North Conway, where

winter fishing is practiced, and the fishermen make no
secret of it, but boast openly of the size of the fish so

taken. Dynamiting is also carried on there. It is too
bad, for this pond offers unusually good fishing and many
large fish,

I know of other ponds in New Hampshire where the
laws are grossly violated. One case of seining was re-

ported, but the official lost his man by getting drimk on
the way up. At the same place I examined some large
trout weighing from 1 to 2^1bs. each, but found no
signs of any hook marks. Oa another day nine beauties
were brought in by a market-fisher, which were not
caught on a hook.
At another place I found a night line in the possession

of a native, and also a seine some 80ft. long in a boat be-
longing to a man who lets his boats to amateur sports-

men.
I reported these cases to the warden, but have not yet

had the satisfaction of having my report acknowledged.
Perhaps he is too busy to attend to it.

On a trip in Maine I found that June fishing for small-
mouthed bass was common practice, and that strangers
were invited to come there and indulge in the illegal

sport. No secret is made of it, and no warden has ever
interfered. The majority of the strangers going there
are unaware of the law restricting fishing until July 1.

The bass fishing in this place is wonderfully good, but is

growing poorer each season, and will soon be unworthy
of any notice.

The above cases have come to my notice casually dur-
ing this season's fishing. Will other sportsmen join me '

in an endeavor to enforce laws which were made for our
benefit? Montinus.
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"PODGERS" TELLS OF SALMON.
San Francisco, Aug. Hi.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Having received several letters touching upon the salmon
fishing question, and sundry inquiries from the readers of

the Forest and Stream, notably Mr. C. B. Burnham, of

St. Louis, I will "bunch" the answers in one general com-
munication herewith.
Having been absent from California four years, 1 am

consequently somewhat "rusty" on the subject of saloion

fishing in the coast rivers, and have therefore had to rely

on such vague information as I have been able to gain

from parties who should know, i. e., those living on the

rivers most frequented by salmon— with the usual re-

sult of learning very little.

One man who lives on the bank within 10ft. of the

waters of one river, thought things were "about as they
used to be." He saw people catching salmon and other
fish, but whether they used a fly or worms he had never
inquired. We talk about the heathen and send mission-

aries at great expense, and yet right here in a Christian
country we have a man living on a river full of salmon,
and he does not fish. Can the imagination picture such
a benighted condition of things in these days? It is mar-
velous. Fishermen travel thousands of miles to fish, and
here is a man who won't travel 10ft. to catch a salmon.
What are we coming to? Are we returning to our original
condition of barbarism, and "evoluting" backward to the
age when our ancestors lived in trees and hung by their
tails—the Darwinian age? It looks like it.

Well, the result of my interviews thus far seems to
imply that the salmon do come into all rivers along the
coast as usual, and where there are no canneries nor nets
to capture them continue in business at the old stands,
and after the manner of salmon on this coast run into
the rivers immediately after the first rain, the opening
shower of the rainy season. After this comes an interval
of often 30 or 40 days before it rains again, and perhaps
it is 60 days before suflicient rain falls to cause the rivers
to rise, whereupon the fish at once turn their attention
to business and run up to deposit their spawn as near the
headwaters as they can get. Pending this rise, the salmon,
having idle time on then- hands, amuse themselves by
running out on the bars at ebb tide, and come tumbling
in on the breakers at flood. That is their fun, and it is

pending the coming of the rains to raise the rivers that
they will take the fly or the feathered spoon, as the case
may be. Some seasons they will take the fly readily and
freely, and sometimes they will not, and why they are so
fickle and notional no man has as yet been able to ex-
plain. It is a conundrum that is universally given up.
But although the true salmon fisherman may lament the
fact of their not taking the fly when he rtaches the
ground, it is no reason why he should give his soul up to
grief and lamentation. Life is still worth living, for he
can cast with his feathered spoon, or he can stand in the
stern of a boat with a man to row, and troll with rod and
reel, and have a pretty good time landing fish from 5 to
ISlbs, (he will not get many larger), and my experience is

that with even a lO pounder on your hook you won't have
time to light your pipe. For the space of half an hour
you will be a very much occupied individual, and can
properly hang out a sign reading, "Eagaged,"
As to the time when the salmon come into the rivers,

that is indefinite. It is, as I say, immediately after the
first rain. W^hen that comes depends very much on the
amount of wheat, hay and oats the granger has left out
in his fields piled up awaiting the shower, for although
he has had the experience of years, and knows that it is
liable to rain any day after Oct. 1, he never will remove
his crop until it does rain, for to remove it to shelter and
thereby save it from damage would be an evidenca of
sense and prudence which he scorns; besides, it would
deprive him of the excuse to quarrel with Divine Prov-
idence. So the coming of the rain depends upon the
quantity of grain in the fields, where it has been threshed,
sacked and piled up awaiting the first shower. If the
quantity is great. Providence hastens to teach the granger
a lesson, and it rains early (say by Oat. 10). If the grain
has been pretty generally carted away and there is not
much to spoil, it then is no object to hurry, and the
Weather Bureau takes it easy, and sends it along some-
where about the 15th or 20th. If it is only a light
shower, just for practice, the salmon are not fooled.
They don't come in, and await a more earnest demon-
stration.

Mr. Burnham asks me in his letter whether I use the
gaff or the landing net. I never use the gaff', firstly, be-
cause you may make several passes with it and miss, and
when you do not you mangle your fish, and the blood
gets all over you and the boat. I use a large oblong net,
with an iron ring, strong mesh, and long handle, with
which your boatman can reach your fish at quite a dis-
tance, or on a pinch while you hold your rod and fish
with your right you can handle your net with vour left
hand.

The net need not necessarily be cumbersome or heavy.
The bow or rim can be made to fold up and be carried in a
trunk. If the handle is bamboo it can be jointed as if a
fishing rod. Such sized landing nets are not kept in stock
and must be ordered. The one I use is aOin. long at ex-
tremes, 30in. wide in center, oval in shape, handle of
bamboo, 6ft. long, jointed: and it is an invaluable ad-
junct to boat-fishing; no family should be without one,
and by the same token, it is singular that no fishing tackle
firm has had the sense to make such a landing net. The
little things they do make are fit only for trout or" other
light fishing—abominatians when it comes to serious
busmess, and handling a 10 or 15 pound salmon is busi-
ness that a man must give his mind to.
Now, as the case stands, I am not satisfied with the in-

formation obtained thus far, nor will the inquirers be. I
have the assurance of the man living on tne river that
things are ' 'about as they used to be. " If things are, then
it is all right, for things "used to be" very lively up there
especially on the Navaro (I see they have dropped out one
"r" in the spelling of the name and I follow suit); and if
salmon have not instituted new rules and regulations
everything will be lovely after the first rain. Still, I
shall investigate further; for what reliance can be placed
on the word or opinion of a man who don't fish? I am
surprised that such should ever be allowed to testify in
court.

Ic 1 can find a man who has fished there this season I
may learn something. Strange to say, it will be difficult,
for while the coast abounds in good sportsmen, gunning
men, there are few fishermen who seem to value salmon

fishing. They will go miles, climb rocks and up canons
to fish for trout, but never go after salmon, although by
going on a steam lumber vessel at 6 o'clock in the even-
ing they can land at the very spot at 6 the next evening,

distance 80 miles to Navaro, and other rivers above not
over 10 miles apart. Perhaps the indifference arises

from the fact that salmon are so plentiful and so common.
At Santa Cruz, a watering place 90 miles down the

coast, it has been quite the popular thing for parties to

go out in the Italian fishing boats to troll for salmon a
mile off shore. I was down there a week ago and saw
boats come in with catches of from a half dozen to a
dozen, running from 6 to 10 lbs. As a general thing the
ocean swell is not conducive to prolonged efforts on the
part of amateurs. Their internals go wrong, Podgers.

SOME MICHIGAN TROUT STREAMS.
On Aug. 5, 1890, we left Grand Rapids for Holton to

put in a few days fishing, or as the old gentleman who
was my chum on that trip explained to everybody, "We
were up there to get a few blackberries." Perhaps I may
be better understood by some tourist fisherman if I jot

down a few particulars of the journey, etc., as I proceed.
From Grand Rapids ;to White Cloud, forty-seven miles,

from White Cloud where we changed cars to Holton,
sixteen miles, or the streams could be reached by going to
Muskegon, then sixteen miles to Holton. Total cost from
G.-and Rapids less than $10. The scenery is not so grand
as could be wished for, but it does no harm to have a
change occasionally.
We played greeny 's part on our arrival and got all the

pointers we could from the native fishermen, who took us
at our word and believed us the greenies we pretended to
be, readily gave us all the information we desired, think-
ing, no doubt, that the trout are not going to suffer at
our hands. They exchanged winks when we brought
out our lancewood rods and brand new baskets. (They
used, they said, stouter poles than those, and if they
fished all day could catch ten or fifteen. I saw one of
their rigs—a club with about six feet of trolling line tied
to it.)

We tried Cedar Creek the first day and caught forty-
one trout that tipped the scales for 201b3. We left them
with a friend, Mr. Nash, and on going to the hotel were
interrogated by our advisers of the previous evening
about our catch, "Oh!" we replied, "we got a few little

fellows." Again they exchanged winks. The next day
we caught forty-nine, and had less brush. The stream is

quite free from brush from the old mill down as far as
we went. They swapped winks again that evening.
The third day we went northwest and took forty out of
Skeel's Creek. This is an open stream nearly to the
river, grassy banks, fine shade trees and good water.
We were told of another stream not far away where

there were two trout to one in either of the other oreeks,
but we had enough for our neighbors and ourselves, so
we went home.
Our success had got pretty well bruited about town

through the agency of the small boy who had seen us
empty our creels. The news had reached the men who
had done the winking, and we missed them from their
accustomed haunts that evening and the next morning.
But we heard threats of arrest for catching small trout
several times that day, and we came away happy that
we would not have to answer for being the cause of
several suicides in Holton.
The trout preferred a queen-of-the-waters, but took

kindly to a Seth-Green or grizzly-king. Good bass fish-
ing is found in all the lakes of that region, M, E. J.

THE KENTUCKY FISH BILL.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 8.— Editor Forest and Stream:

"Purified by fire" may well be said of the product of
the concentrated effort of those who have earnestly de-
sired to save the remnant of fish left in Kentucky streams,
and to propagate the present food supply of that char-
acter, should eventually the fish bill now pending be-
fore the House be passed. After a hard and fierce fight
in the Senate, of which your columns have taken notice,
and a favorable vote on final passage of 19 to 8, the bill
went to the Lower House and was referred to committee.
Of this committee of seven, only one member was
hostile to its passage.
The provisions of the bill, as adopted by the Senate,

are substantially as follows

:

1. To require fishways in all existing mill dams and
similar obstructions to passage of fish; and to require all
new dams to be so provided,

2. To provide penalties for all persons using seines, set
nets, drag nets, and other devices for taking fish, except
hook and line.

3, Providing penalties for use of dynamite and other
explosive agents, medicated bait and poison, in destruc-
tion of fish.

4, Giving jurisdiction to courts for trying cases and re-
quiring grand juries to investigate for offenses com-
mitted.
A careful poll of the Lower House developed a favor-

able strength in its favor of about two-thirds of the en-
tire body, but the prevailing vice of absenteeism, where-
by often but little more than a bare majority was usually
present, made any attempt to pass the bill dangerous, as
the new Constitution requires 49 favoring votes out of
100, a full body, before any bill should become law.
Just when the attendance at last seemed to justify

action, the chairman of the committee, having the bill
in charge, was called home for two weeks, and unfortu-
nately the next on committee, Mr. Beard, of a bitter
enemy, pocketed the bill and refused to report it, al-
though urged by others of the committee. When the
chairman finally returned, the attendance was again
slim, and so continued till the last days of the session,
when other measiu-ea took precedence.'
When the Legislature adjourned till the 1.5th day of

November next, the fish bill was still sleeping in com-
mittee of the house. Meantime, the destruction of fish
is still going on throughout the State, spurred on to
active, undisguised effort by the protection offered by
apparent tacit legislative approval,

It is a singular fact that during the effort to secure a
valuable fish law, a single dynamiter or habitual seiner
would have more influence in procuring delay, or a nega-
tive vote, with members of the Lower House than a
dozen members of fish clubs, or the petition of scores of
constituents. This demonstrated, if nothing else, the

necessity of popular education on the subject. Even the
Courier-Journal, the leading newspaper of the State,
manifested lamentable ignorance at times on the condi-
tion and character of pending fish legislation. And yet
it had a correspondent at the capital, and devoted a
weekly column to sports of the stream and field.

If the fish bill is to be passed on the reassembling of
the Legislature in November, an active, concerted effort
at popular education and individual support must be
ma,de by the friends of fish protection and propagation
throughout the State, We suggest a meeting at Louis-
ville of representatives of the various fish clubs at an
early date, when the matter can be canvassed and proper
action taken. The meeting should be for consultation,
and not in the nature of a convention.
At all sta.ge8 of its progress in the Legislature, the fish

bill has been bitterly fought; in some cases by members
who had not enough running water in their district to
afford a 6 in. fish. The idea seemed to be largely pre-
valent that a man should be allowed to do as he ijleased
with regard to fish and game, regardless of the commu-
nity at large. S.

NEW ENGLAND GAME AND FISH.
There is no use in attempting to disguise the fact, part-

ridge shootyig is likely to be poor in Maine this fall. It
is true that early reports were favorable, but since the
open season begun the birds have been scarce; at least, so
far as heard from. Labor Day (Sept. 5) was generally
spent by the lovers of grouse shooting in that sport in the
southern part of the State. The day was a perfect one;
slightly cloudy and with little or no wind. Such a day
should have given some good bags, but they are not men-
tioned. On the contrary, a number of sportsmen were a
good deal disappointed. In one case a couple of gentle-
men, with a boy of fourteen, each thorougly familiar
with partridge shooting in the section they tried, spent
the whole day in hunting without getting a single bird.
Several birds were started singly, but they were invari-
ably in the thick swamps—old male birds, without a
.doubt, Not a flock was seen. The section hunted should
have afforded at least half a dozen birds, with several
flocks started.

Other hunters were equally disappointed on that day,
and they are at a loss to account for their ill success, un-
less it be that grouse are very scarce in southern Maine
this season. A couple of Franklin county hunters, who
have gunned a good deal since the season opened, have
taken out four partridges, and find the birds scarce. In
southern New Hampshire reports indicate better success.
It is also possible that later in the season there may be
more birds to be found in Maine. Guides and others ac-
customed to the woods say that there were a good many
flocks early in the season, and they are at a loss to know
what has become of them. It is possible that the great
abundance of blackberries, almost all over the State, is

giving the birds so abundant a supply of food close at
hand that they have moved about but little, and con-
sequently have not been seen since the berries began to
ripen. Lewiston and Auburn, Me., gunners have taken
some woodcock, but even these bii-ds have not been found
as abundant as a year ago.
Late in August and the first days of September there

was some very good fly-fishing in the Rangeley, Me.,
waters. From the Upper Dam, under date of Sept. 1,

Landlord J. A. Franck wrote that they were having ex-
cellent fly-fishing, Mrs. H. M. Preston, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., caught a trout weighing 31bs, The same day Mr. E.
S. Osgood, of Lowell, Mass, took one weighing Sflba.
Aug. 30 Mr. T, S. Stewart, of New York, caught a trout
that weighed 31bs. 5oz. The same day Mrs. Preston took
one weighing

.5
Jibs. There are few sports womeii who

have the skill in handling the rod that belongs to Mrs.
Preston. At that time the water seemed to be full of
trout, and a great many small ones were taken. The
news spread rapidly, and report says that the hotel was
soon full of guests. Mr. G. W. M. Gruild, of Boston, was
at the lakes about that time, and it is likely that he had
his share of the sport. He has a friend with him. Artist
Mark Hollingsworth, with Mrs. Hollingsworth, left Bos-
ton for the LTpper Dam on Saturday. He will 8]3end at
least a couple of weeks there, and very likely stay till

into October to try for a deer.
Mr. L. Dana Chapman, with Dame, Stoddard & Ken-

dall, with his friend Mr. Dizer, of Prouty & Dizer, will
leave Boston about the 24th for a hunt in the region of
the lower Megantic preserve. They expect a deer or two
as soon as the season opens, and will ti-y for a moose.
They also expect to try some of the waters in the wilder-
ness for trout, previous to Oct. 1. Mr. Chapman, though
reared in the city, is a good deal of a tramper in the
woods, and a bed of boughs, with the stars for a covering,
has no terrors for him, providtd it is in a game country.
Mr. G, B. Dexter, of Dexter Bros., has .just returned

from a visit to Kennebago, where he was the guest of
his brother Frank, He rejjorts some very good fishing
and shooting. He mentions the seeing of sixteen deer in
one evening by guests at Kennebago. A sportsman from
Texas, or somewhere, is reparted to have paid something
over $80 for the shooting of a couple of these deer. Bos-
ton sportsmen who have been there and seen them report
deer very abtmdant in the vicinity of Kennebago.
The Maine papers have a sad account of the drowning

of a Miss Marcia Thomas, daughter of Wm. H. Thomas,
of Baltimore, Md., in Long Pond, near Rangeley, Me.
Mr. Thomas, with his wife and three daughters, had been
spending a few days at Long Pond. They were crossing
the pond, with M. Carlton as guide, when the boat filled.

The daughter Mai'cia was drowned, while the others were
in the water an hour or more. The most remarkable
feature about the affair is that this is the only drowning
accident at the Rangeley waters for many years, notwith-
standing the many hundreds that visit those waters every
year and go out in generally rather light boats for lishing
and shooting. Even in this case, it is claimed, that had
the young lady not been thoroughly alarmed and clung to
the boat, as did the others, she would have been saved.

Special,

Nepigon Trout.

Mr. McCauig, manager of Molson's bank, of Wood-
stock, Oat., while up the Nepigon last week with a party
of friends, caught a number of mammoth trout. The
largest one was 23+in. long, 1.5in. round and weighed
81bs., being f of a pound heavier than any ever caught at
that place he£ore.—SauU Ste. Marie Neivs, Sept.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From, a Staff Gmrcspondmt,.']

ON THE BRULE.

Chicago, 111,, Sept. 1.—There is a man who comes
under my window every morning and announces that he
has for sale, "R-r-r-ros'o'urrrs, r-r-r-rosb'urrrs, nice
fraiahe r-r-r-rosb'urrrs !" This he does with a persistence,
harshness and unvarying volume of discordant sound,
which alone could easily teach me to hate him in the
most cheexful manner. Beyond that he is a perjured
villain, and states that which is not. There are no nice
fresh raspberries except those which grow along the
Brule River, away up in Michigan. It is preposterous
that this smart villain should have obtained any of these
raspbeiTies, for not one of them ever found a market.
Of the truth of this I was convinced before I went up to
Brule last week, and now doubt is out of the question.
There are not really any raspberries in the world except
these of the Brule, and none are nice and fresh but these,
jarred into the waiting hand from the full-hanging
bush, wet with cold pine-woods dew, and sweet as honey
of the ancient isles. This man calls further at my win-
dow under imminent peril, I know him for a dissolute
and unreliable character, careless of speech and openly
abusive of the truth. Equally bitter are my feelings for
his companion in crime, who sometimes comes by insist-

ing that he has "Fraishe feesh—fraishe teesh." There
are no fresh fish worth the word except trout fresh from
the Brule.

Mr. Chas. Norrris and myself had planned all the sea-
sou to go up for some big trout on the Brule, at the point
where he has had such good fortune, but the summer
(slipped by as usual, leaving nearly all such plans unac-
complished, until last week Mr. Norris insisted I should
go up with hitn and properly bring the season to a close.

Whereupon we took a Chicago Northwestern train, clear
up into the pine and iron country of the North Peninsula.
At Florence we took aboard a boat and a good compan-
ion, Ole Peterson, once a cook in the logging camps, and
now a resident of Florence. Thence a short run to
Kearney's Spur, a mere stopping place on the trail over
to the great rolling dam on the Brule, where Mr. Norris
has done most of his fishing. Here we took on a live-

box, a little covered boat to k~eep our troUt alive. Then
we pulled out for Saunders, fifteen or twenty miles
further up the road, a point where the Brule comes close
up to the road for tlie convenience of foolish persons like
ourselves, who seek to run the Brule in a water craft.
Had we gone ujd to Basswood, twenty miles fm-ther, and
fished in Cook's Pdnd, a mile from the station, we could
have caught more fish and larger, but we wanted to run
the Brule. So, after an afternoon's pursuit of that same,
omnipresent, delusive creek, "just about two miles over
in the woods," where 2lb. trout were to be had in plenty
—a trip which brought us only a dozen small ones—
we got our boat in order for an early start in the
morning. Ole Peterson was called home by wire that
evening, to our regret, but be helped us portage our boat
over the half-mile trail to the riter. The sun was barely
up next mornijng when Mr. Noi-ris and I pushed out into
the spinning current and began our journey of perhaps
twenty miles, down to the camp of the rolling dam near
Kearney's Spur, where we expected to take the train for
home. How long we were to be in running the twenty
miles depended first, on the fishing; second, on the num-
ber of times we got upset. The natives cheerfully al-

lowed that, as we had no guide, the latter incident
would happen with great regularity. For my part, I

doja'fc see why one should need a guide on a stream so
swift as the Brule. You can't get lost, and you are bound
to keep on going if you stay on top of your boat. Be-
sides Mr. Norris had often run the stream before, knew
the rapids, and was moreover the best amateur river man
I ever knew. We thought we could find all the rapids
and rough places by ourselves. So we turned her loose.
Although we paddled only enough to steady the boat,

or to dodge the big rocks which seemed hurrying up in
procession to meet us, we soon came to "Saunder's dam,"
not far below town. Here we paused for an hour or so
and caught six lusty trout, half a pound or so each,
which we put in the live-box. We had no strikes until
we got here, and took all our trout in the eddy below the
dam. It began to look to us as though all the trout that
could get up out of the big water had left the river and
taken to the cold streams and. the lakes., as is their habit
at this season.

A RIVER OS' SPIRITS.

We had a heavy and risky portage over this dam, and
then shot down stream, our live-box in tow, now on one
Bide and then the other, sometimes ahead of us. After
we found the trout were not rising we ceased to trouble
about the fish, and took it out of the pleasure of the ride.
The country was picturesque in the extreme, the bluff
near the upper dam especially so. The Brule is a wild
stream and always will be so. Civilization can never get
near it, A hundred years from now it will have no
trout iu itj but it will look as if it had, and it will then
be telling still its mysterious story about the spirits of
these woods, and it will run then as now, through a silence
and a solitude which will impress the chance voyager
in a way he will feel on few other streams. Rivers have
their individuality. Some are lively, cheerful, inviting,
companionable. They exj>and you; they throw wide the
.gate« of your nature. The Brule is moody, mystic,
brooding, not sullen, but haughty, self-intent, busy with
vast, age- old problems and indifferent to small things.
It does not expand, it contracts your heart. It invites
you, but you chill as you feel the fascination. It is the
river incurably insane, keeping apart, talking with it-

self, knowing things perhaps not dreamed in our philos-
ophy. It is to be gazed upon with awe, with wonder,
and with fear, and yet the gaze is fore-bound. The
BruIA does not ask for you, and it does not challenge,
neithi'r does it sneer at you. It simply does not see you.
You tuui yourself upon it, angered by its indifference,
bound to break way into its confidence. The Brule sees

yOu not, and when you depart it is as cold, as careless,

S.8 uncompanionable and as fascinating as before. It is a
jriver of spirits, and with spirits it finds its sole compan-
ionship. It knows the secrets of these woods. It knows
what lies beneath these hills. The sph'its tell it. The
Indiana know it for a haunted stream. The loggers are
afraid of it. It has drowned its hundreds. It drowned
jfcwQ wpodsD^es thirty mUea helQw ns on the day ran

the stream, and I doubt not it would have drowned us, if

it could, in a very careless, indifferent way, and then
have gone on just the same with its mys+ical murmur-
ings over the story of the centuries in the North. There
is no comradery with the Brule. But go there, and see
if you do not want to go again. No man can escape the
charm.

I am bound to say that the Brule was in a fair way to in ci-

dentally add us to' its list, or at least did its best in that
way. When the water is high the stream is not so hard
to run, but in low water the rocks are uncovered, and it

requires constant watchfulness to keep afloat. We ran
about six miles of lively water below the first dam with
some exhilaration and no damage, and then we phinged
into a long rapid and could see the water apparently
dropping right out from under us, and pouring down an
incline which was white with rough water and black
with countless boulders. We couldn't back out and had
no time to think. Taking the widest passage where the
water was roughest, we shaved close to a big boulder,
slid by, and a moment later were hard and fast on a
sunken rock beyond. At once the boat swung broadside
on, the stern catching on another rock, and then the
sinister flood of the Brule swept in a white curl barely an
inch below the gunwale, the hardest pushing, angriest
water I ever saw. Back of us it was something like

looking up a house roof, only one that wouldn't bold
still, and below us was forty yards of tumbling water
which continued the incline. We pushed our best to

swing the stern back, but were babies against the arm of
the Brule. We couldn't get over and we couldn't get
back. An inch more of water on the upper side, and
over we would go, with small chances of getting a breath
for forty yards; in which case we would have been
almost the wettest people in the world, and would cer-

tainly have lost all our stuft", for which a cool hundred
would have been no temptation.

"How deep is she, Charlie':"' I asked Non-is.

"I don't know," said he, "you can't tell till you try,

but you can't stand up knee deep in it, that's sure, Still,

I guess we'll have to step out on these rocks here and lift

her over,"
Norris had on hip boots, and over the feet rubber shoes

with hob-nailed leather soles—a device of his own which
is worth notice for rocky wading. Over my wading
stockings I wore overalls and heavy socks, and was shod
with a pair of woodsmen's shoe-packs, whose bottoms
were filled with soft nails—a rig which I found admir-
able. There seemed a reasonable certainty thatwe could
hold our footing on the rocks where our boat was
stranded, and not being able to escape the Brule in any
other way, we stepped gingerly out, one at the bow and
one on the sunken rock astern, and gave a united heave.
This placed us below the boat and when she started she
nearly went over us. We made a flying jump aboard as
she went between us, grabbed the paddles and somehow
or other the first thing we knew we were below the
rapids, and the Brule was going right on, tending to its

knitting just the same. At this point I noticed one thing
about water. When you stand at one side and look at

rapids of this sort, you think it looks jolly, and it seems
that way as long as you keep moving when you are
shooting them, but if you get hung out in the middle of

a bad chute, the water coming down on you, looks sort of

uncomfartable-like. These rapids are not as bad as those
of the Menominee, but they are bad enough to be stimu-
lating. As we knew this was the worst bit on our part
of the river, we did not mind the others, which we
mostly took flying, with a whoop at the toii and a yell at

the bottom, and some incidental slides, swerves and
grinds between. In many rough places the water was
too shallow to be dangerous, though there were some bad
holes and swirls in water where good, quick steering was
a mighty useful thing.
Finding it useless to cast, we made on down, deciding

not to camp out, but to run to the Kearney dam. This
we made early in the afternoon, and hailed the two dam-
tenders, Tom' Winslow and Fred Sanborn, just as they
were shutting down the gates for the day. The "drive"
was on in the Menominee away below, and the "head"
of this dam on the Brule was regularly used, daily advice
coming up from the drive as to the hour for opening and
closing the gates,

JUMPING TROUT.

"Great heavens, look there!" cried Norris, as we pulled

up on the breast of the dam. "Look at the trout!"

Indeed, the great pool below the dam, some oOyds.

across in either direction, and grown alniost quiet after

the shutting of the gates, was fairly alive with leaping
trout. By dozens they were springing from the water
and their crimson crests were everywhere, each painted
darling of them giving the water the regulation trout

spat of the tail as it went down. It was a wild and
beautiful picture.
"Hurry up," cried Tom, "and get to fishing, They

only jump for half an hour or so after we close the dam
and they won't bite any other time,"
We hurried and soon Norris was trying the eddy be-

low the great dam, a pool 15ft. deep, with worm and
chub bait, while I went to the tail of the pool and used
the fly. It was easy to see that there were big trout in

that pool, plenty of them over 2lbs., and probably 3 or

4lbs. Equally easy was it to see that the fishing was to

be poor. The water swarmed with small minnows, and
the trout were feeding on these, springing up again and
again through the schools. For a long time they scorned
the fly, but at length I found a gray-drake, the top fly on
the leader, begin to take them, Parmachene-belle_ took
only one trout, and out of the dozen or so I took in all,

the gray-d4:ake raised all but this one, I caught some
very nice fish, but they did not rise strong or play hard.

The trout season had brought itself to a close. Too much
feed and the approach of the spawning season put a veto

on any very great sport. Norris caught more fish than I,

and larger. The catch for the whole trip ran between
sixty and seventy, and while the average size was very
good, we had nothing over 11 or 2lbs. The Brule is

much fished, and has lost its ancient reputation, but

there are large trout there, and had we been earlier we
would, owing to Norris's familiarity with those waters,

have taken some very heavy fish, as he has usually done
there.

One thing we learned much to diecredit of the future

on this stream, and that is the Brule is being occupied by
other flsh than trout, W© heard of perch being taken

above the rolling dam, and also heard of two pickerel
caught below it. Morris caught a pickerel and I caught
a perch. Chubs and large suckers were there by thous-
ands. Under such circumstances trout fishing is not apt
to stay good very long, and I fear the fate of the Brule is

sealed. It is rather hard to think of there being pickerel
in that great pool ,%vhere the trout were leaping, but they
were doubtless there.

A NOVEL TRAP.

We slept that night at the logging camp on the brow of
the hill below the dam. The two boys, Windsor and San-
born, pass a lonely life here, and seemed glad enough to
see us. Norris often goes there, and is quite well known
through the country about, even did it take long to get
acquainted over a cup of hot tea and aplate of crinkling
trout. We sat up late, passing part of the night in tar-
get practice with a .22 rifle by candle light. When you
live in a log house you don't need a backstop, and you
can shoot at about anything you like.

"We've caught five skunks in the last week, in the old
camp," said Tom "and I expect we'll catch another to-
night. Come in and see our trap."
We stepped out, a few yards from the door, into an

abandoned log house similar to the one in which we
slept, and there we saw a trap which was a new one on
me. This was an invention of Fred Sanborn's, and its

ingenuity deserves mention. The trap consisted of a box,
a log, a board and a coffee sack. It had no trigger, no
spindle, no'door. nojslide, and worked only on the simple
principle of the law of gravity. The box was about 18in.
square and 30in. deep. It was balanced lengthwise over
the log, the open end pointing forward.
Up to the open end the board was inclined, so that an

animal could walk up it and into the box. The open end
was blocked up, so that it could not tilt down, but beyond
the center of gravity, at the other end, the box was left
free to fall down, and hung just on a balance on the
smooth round top of the log. The front or open end of
the box was safe. The back end of the box wasn't safe.
A bait was tied in an upper corner of the unsafe end.
Mr. Skunk comes along, and like any other fool, allows
he must go in and see about that bait. He walks up into
the open end of the box, and it is solid as a rock. Then
he'goeson back, reaches up for the bait—and being an un-
lettered skunk, who never heard of Sir Isaac Newton
and the law of gravity, he always wonders what makes
that box fall down and stand up on end , its smooth sides
giving him no chance to climb out. He doesn't under-
stand, either, what makes it so dark, not having seen the
coffee sack free itself from the splinter which held it up
over the door, fastened to a stick planted for that purpose.
All the coffee sack did was just to obey the law of gravity
also, and fall over the mouth of the box, because that
was the easiest place to go when the box fell over and
stood up on end.
Mr. Skunk is a philosopher, we are to suppose, and

finding the box about as good as any place, settles him-
self down comfortably, not raising any trouble and not
bothering himself very much about what is going to hap-
pen. He just waits for somebody to come and take
him out. In the night we heard the box fall over and in
the morning this is what happened. We pulled the
cover close down over the box, slipped a pole through
some bits of wire fastened on the box, carried the box
down to the well-like pocket of still water in the sluice

above the dam, pulled back the cover and dumped the
philosophical skunk, a victim of misplaced confidence in
the law of gravity, into the water. He swam a stroke or
two serenely and philosophically—beats the world what
confidence a skunk has in himself—when biff! a rifie ball

put an end at once to him and to his unfortunate and
reckless personal habits. He was a dead and deodorized
skunk, and if anybody knows a slicker way to get away
with the skunk bacillus than this, I'd like to hear of it,

"I just thought this trap up," said Fred. That is what
makes it interesting. It shows what the man in the
woods will do, out of his limited resources.

And now we lived on raspberries—actually nice fresh
raspberries, and fresh fish—actually fresh fish—and tea
and pork and beans, and grew strong. With bitterness

of regret we closed our little visit, carried oiu- boat out a
half mile or so to the railroad, dropped it off at Florence,
and came on "home," as people call the city where they
stay.

I have spoken of the superstitious dread which enwraps
the Brule. Proof of this arose when we were up at the
great dam.
"Has the spook been at work on the dam lately ?" asked

Norris of the boys,
"Indeed he has," was Tom's eager reply. "We've

heard him knocking on the gate many a night lately.

There was a lot of fellows from Florence fishing down on
the dam, one night this summer, and when the knocking
began, they started out to see what it was. It kept on,

ri^ht under them, and all got scared and ran cff. They
said they wouldn't go there again for any money. Oscar
Craig tended dam above here last summer, and he said

he never would go down to the dam alone at night."
"What's all this?" I asked of Norris.
"Well," said he, "no one knows just what it is, but

often at night there comes a heavy pounding noise down
at the dam. It is so loud it can be heard clear up here at
the camp, and sounds so much like some one working at
the dam that many a watchman has gone done to see
about it, and got badly scared for his pains. It is usually
just three heavy jarring blows, and sounds just as if

some one hit the gate with a heavy sledge hammer. It

may be some secret action of the water on the timbers
of the dam when the gates are down, but no one has ever
found out what it is, and many a man has been scared
by it. It does sound kind of awkward, in the night.

We always called it the 'spook,' but what it is remains a
mystery."
The sound was heard the night we were in the camp,

though I was asleep and did not hear it myself. It is

part of the history of the spot. What is it, the spirit of
some Titan of the Titanic lumbering days, who lost his life

while at some feat of reckless strength about the dam?
Some victim of the cold-hearted Brule? Some spirit of
the Brule stream itself, raging at the restraint of this vast
stern fabric whose compelling hand holds back a flood

unused to tarrying? What is it? Who knowt? And who
shall say this self-enwrapt, haughty, fearsome and yet
fascinating Brule stream is not a river of the spirits?

E. Hough.
175 Monroe Street, Chicago.
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A DAY ON ASTAL LAKE.
Montreal, Sept, Q—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have just returned from a few days' fishing on Astal

Lake, soroe five miles back of Little Metis, at which place

I have been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Letendre, of

Montreal , whose cottage adorns this most popular sea-side

resort: and the S'port we had has been above the average.

After a day with the sea trou^, that were landlocked by
storm and high tide in the brooks, we started for the lake,

our party consisting of my host and hostess, their irre-

pressible boy Freddie, myself and, last but not least, Fred
Astal, bo whose father the lake belongs, and whose
knowledge of the fishing around here, be it sea trout,

lake trout or halibut, is of much value to the lover of the

rod.
After a hilly drive ^vhich would in some places make

your hair stand, but which added zest to the outing, we
arrived at the margin of the swamp where we stabled the

horse, and after unloading our lunch started for the

boats, some eighth of a mile over a zig-zag corduroy road

;

and a slippery one it was. as the one who carried the

lunch basket can testify. However, all roads have an end,

and after a few spills we got there, and were rewarded
by a sight that would gladden the heart of an artist.

Mirror Lake it should be called, as the water is clear for

10 or 13ft.

Having arranged our tackle and embarked, we were in

a short time rewarded by a score of handsome trout, and
when counting time came oiu' total was 108. ,51 falling to

Mrs, Letendre's rod alone, which for four hourd' fishing I

think is hard to beat.

The fish were an average lot from 10 to 12 in., but what
they lack in size they make up for by the gamy way they
rise to the fly. The flies used were Lake-George, red-

hackle, ParmEchene-belle and Montreal.
The lake is only a few miles from the salmon preserve

of Lord Mannt Stephen, which I believe be has recently

sold to an American gentleman, the account of which I

read in Forest and Stre^^m.
Any ardent lover of "gi-eenheart or bamboo" chancing

to visit Metis would do well to secure the services of Fred,
who is only too willing to guide the stranger, and is a
host in himself.

I cannot close withovit referring to the way my hostess

handled the ribbons going down the 45 incline, and had
the world-renowned stage driver been there a jealous

feeling would have crept over hia rough frame.
St. LAitfBERT.

"PICKEREL" OR "PIKE?"
Fkankpoet, 3<;y., Sept. d,—Editor Forest and Stream:

That piciure and acconipanying remarks of Mr. A. N.
Cheney, in your issvie of Aug. 25, has kicked up a deal of

trouble in my mind, and is certain to make more trouble
for me if lots of others, to whom I have carefully ex-

plained the ditterence between a pickerel and a pike,

should see Mr. Cheney's screed and representation. In
other words, if Mr. Cheney is right, then I'm "clean
bunkoed agin."
You remember some years ago I had a little dispute

about calling a pheasant a "patridge,"' and we—as I

take it—compromised the issue upon the suggestion of

your North Carolina oorrespondpnt—peace and honor to

nis memory—by caUing the "patridge" a Bob White, his

Now, I don't know whether the pickerel, as I know
him, has any other alias than "the snake," or any other
proper route to immortality than by the agency of a
stout club, but I'm going to insist on the precedent of the
"patridge" comjjromise, or Mr. Cheney and I will have
trouble. I have hated the pickerel so long, and hit hitn

on the spinal cord so often that I cannot consent to the
thought, so full of remorse, that I have been murdering
j)ike, and hence must—in all reason—be let down by
degrees under the cooling shadows of a compromise.
Ever since 1850, Kentuckiaus, you know, are bent on
compromises. But, "I deny the allegation and defy the
allegator" until a compromise becomes thei only way of
relieving remorseful misery.

If I am wrong in calling Mr. Cheney's picture a pick-
erel, there are lots of others "in the soup." Gooel men,
honest men, live men, dead rnen, old men, young men,
anglers all—have long called a pickerel a pickerel, and
hit him in the head because of his slime and hia bunch
bones "all the samce." Mr. ( 'heney may have studied
classical lore, and dwelt lovingly on the anatomical
structure and the poise of the fins, but, if science don't
sustain me, and the education of years is at fault, there's
comfort in the thought that some love to riot where
"angels fear to tread," or in other words, a lover of the
woods can see a trail and follow game where science
would go blind. I insist on the rights of nature.

Less than a week ago I explained to a friend who had
been recently fishing at Star Island, the distinguishing
features between a pickerel and a pike. And for years,
we "Kingfishers" have refused to boat such "pickerel" as
Mr. Cheney delineates in his wood cut. And until in
Canada this summer, I never heard the nomenclature
challenged. Now comes Mr. Cheney and creates more
trouble. I don't see what he wants of this camping on
others' trail and shooting into camp when everybody is

calmly sleeping in i^eace and innocence. And how am I,

if he is right, to explain the explanations I have been
giving to others ? It won't do. Mr. Cheney must take
the back track. There isn't any better way to describe
the difference between a pickerel and a pike than to state
that the pickerel is covered with a slime, revolting to the
touch; that he is filled with bunches of bones tied in a
knot; that he is a voracious feeder and would eat a
hatchet if big enough to swallow it; and that he haunts
grassy and weedy bottoms—whereas the pike is a clean
fiah on the body ; has no more bones than a bass: bites
daintily and slowly; and seems to prefer gravel and
sandy bottoms to weeds and grass.
The pickerel is "all of a kind"—be is the same always;

whereas the pike merges into probably a do:c?n varieties.
The "wall-eyed pike" is sold in the market as salm jn.

The pike grows into the fierce and valiant muskalong

—

the "wolf" of the northern waters. I have caught him
in the Cumberland River as the "hickory"—the "golden"
—the "lead-colored" salmon. He is taken in the Red
River, of Kentucky, and other mountain streams as the
••jack fish," or "jack pike." The appearance of the fish
changes to suit tne local descriptions, but through all he
is the same clean, slow-biting, edible fish, free from
bunch bones.

Several years ago, "Kingfisher" caught in a Tennessee
mountain stream what was locally known as a "jack
fish" or "jack pike," struck by its resemblance to the
northern muskalong, he sent it to the Smithsonian scien-

tists, or somebody that kneyv as much. It was pro-
nounced a muskalong—true and genuine.
In eating qualities, in cleanliness, in resjjectability and

decent habits, in the goodwill of mankind, the pike,

whether you call him wall-eyed, or jack, is allied to the
salmon and the muskalong, and no slimy, bone- infested
care iss-devouring pickerel is entitled to keep him com-
pany.

Years ago, Forest and Stream identified the mus-
kalong, the pike and the pickerel by their jaws, just as
some women are known by "their jaws," but the char-
acteristics distinguishing each I forget. I trust they will

show that a pickerel is a pickerel—"the same now, hence
and forever." There is no salvation for a pickerel. He
is hereditarily depraved and eternally doomed.

Mr. Cheney says he has written columns of descrip-

tions to separate these fishes. We do not wonder, when
he persists in calling a pickerel a joike, and vice versa.

No man yet ever attempted to defend a bad cause with-
out finding the task full of trouble and the road long.
Mr. Cheney is no doubt a good man and means well, but
he ought not to try and "bunco"' people who don't eat
pifkerel, can't eat pickerel and won't eat pickerel.

However, as T said at the start, I'm a compromisin' be-

iner. and as Mr. C'beney seems to know more "book learn-

in' " than I do, and I don't want to tackle him in hiero-

glyphics, let's hear what sort of a compromise he is will-

ing to offer. Old Sam,

LET NATURE ALONE.
AsHFiBLii, Mass.—The pickerel pond here, which is

chiefly used by the guests of the Ashfield House, is one
of (he best I ever saw in some respects, but it is deficient

in natural food supply. A grist mill adjacent keeps the
water at a low stage much of the time, so that the mar-
gin becomes stiff and dry ; and unless a heavy rain occurs
very little food is washed into it from the surrounding
fiflds and woods, and frogs and terrapins do not thrive

on the borders. At the same time the water is clear as

crystal, and a plastron of moss 2ft. deep covers the bot-

tom, out of which filaments of pickerel weed stream
upward toward the surface. There are scarcely any lily-

pads to speak of, and the surface of the pond is as clear

and open in -July as it is in April. Some years ago the
managers and the hotel men thought to increase the
stock of fish by estabhshing a close season; but at the

encl of two years no increase was observable, and fish

were scarce, though large ones were occasionally caught.
Manifestly the big fish had eaten up the little ones in the
absence of other food. So the restriction was removed,
and fishing was resumed this year. This August, the
day after the great storm of the 25th and 38Lh, an ex-

pert angler went in with a long cane pole and plunger
spoon and took out sixty-five small pickerel, casting

from the shore. Not one of the fish was over lOin. long
and some were as.short as 6in., so that it seemed a pity
and a shame to kill them, for they would be hardly
worth the eating. But I suppose if they had been left

they would only have afi'orded sustenance for the larger

of their kind, and the pond have become barren as before.

These Sin. fish were doubtless the crop of last year's

spawning, the conditions of the pond meanwhile having
been favorable to a natural food supply by reason of

copious rains.

I am much impressed with the killing character of the
luminous bait. Its peculiar phosphoresence appears to

give it an advantage over other spoons, especially in dull

weather, Charles Haixock.

Chicago Notes.

CHiCAC:to, HI., Sspt. 3.—Mr. Fred Taylor is back from
his second trip this summer to the Little Oconto at Norm.
Johnson's camp. He had a good catch of trout.

The Chicago l^'Jy-Casting Club meets to-day at Garfield

Park, on the West Side, a goodly jump from Washington
Park, on the South Side.

Mr, Chas. L, Holmes, representative of large paper
mills at Appleton. Wis., was in town this week. In a
conversation Mr. Holmes referred to a mention made two
years ago of fish being desti'oyed by chemicals from a
paj^er mill on the Pox River, and doubted the accuracy of
the statement that the mill was made to reform its ways.
"That was our mill," said he, "and we never killed any
fish or had anything done to us," It transpires that Mr.
Holn^es thought the Northern Fox, the outlet of Lake
Winnebago, the only Fox River there was. The Fox
River best known to Chicago, and the one on which the
Fox River Association has operated, is quite a dift'erent

stream. • It rises in southern Wisconsin, flows south and
empties, not into Lake Michigan, but the Illinois River.
The Northern Fox and the Wolf River, practically the
same stream, carry Lake Winnebago as a mere broaden-
ing of the channel. All these waters were part of the old

Indian and Pere Marquette water trail from the Great
Lakes to the Mississippi, the divide, as is generally
known, being the narrow neck at which is now Portage
City. The lower Fox never was part of the water trail,

but it had mills, which killed fish. E. H.

A Sigh for the Crystal Streams.

OIMA.RRON, Gray County, Kan,, Aug. 28.—This meek
little ghost of a postal card has stared me in the face
from my office desk for several days. The little fisher-

man reminds me of my boy Bill, whom I found trying to

catch the postmaster's chickens with a honk and line,

baited with a grain of corn the other day. He bad cap-
tured one little red rooster, and tell it not in Gath (or

Cimarron either), it had joined the great majority. I let

him land one more, then stopped the picnic, and went
down and paid the postmaster fifty cents. Fish fishing

is poor in western Kansas, cats, suckers andbuft'alo in the
Arkansas and tributaries and a few carp in the big irri-

gating canal that rims for forty-two miles over high
prairie are all the fish we have. I go fishing two or three
times every summer and get muddy fish, but I long for
the crystal brooks and lovely trout of the East, I can get
an occasional antelope anel ducks and prairie chickens
galore here, but you who can go fishing in clear water
and get pai'tridges, quail and gray gquirrels, are much
better off for sport than we are here. W. .J. Dixon.

How They Got A-way.

The finest lot of fish ever caught in this section wa?,
we regret to say, lost in a peculiar manner during one of

the recent Ihunder squalls. It consisted of a magnificent
muscalonee, weighing exactly 69|lbs., a black bass which
weighed 6|lbs. and five others weighing over 4lbs each,
seven pickerel, one a 15-pounder, and about forty com-
paratively smaller bass, pickerel, pike, etc. They were
caught by John Lyman, of Clayton, who has been visiting

in this vi.3inity and was then fishing near Cliimney Island

,

about three miles below the city. The fish were loose in

the bottom of the boat, and when the squall came up they
were left there not secured in any way, while Mr. Lyman
went under the shelter of the big butternut growing on
the rampart of old Fort Levis. The rain fell in torrents,

filling the atmosphere to such an extent that the fish we-

e

able to swim right off through the air, though of course
with some difficulty. Seeing them swijuming off above
his head, Mr. Lyman stripped and swam after thom, but
was unable to overtake them and narrowly eecapcd
drowning, cmly succeeding in diving under the shelter of

the fohaee of the tree, as he became absolutely exhausted

.

The loss of such a representative lot of fish is deeply re-

gretted by lovers of the rod in this vicinity.

—

Clayton
iiepiiblican.

Lake Superior Set-Ijines.

Of his trip to the North Shore of Lake Superior Mr.
Starbuck w^rites : "My trip to the North Shore was an
exceedingly ple.isant one, but the fishing was the poorest
I ever experienced. There are two causes for this, one
the very warm weather and unruffled lake, it being like

a mirror half the time, and the other and most destruc-
tive the illegal gill netting and line f etting, in which
nearly every Indian anei half-breed, man and boy, from
Goulais Bay to the Big Pic indulged in.

The modus operandi of the line fishing is simply a
strong cord witti a stone of a few pounds fastened at one
end and a float at the other. Two snooded hooks a foot

or two from the bottom are tied to the cord and then
baited with live coceduces, the most taking bait for trout
extant. Each tawny fisherman will set about twenty or

thirty of these in choice waters and then wait near by in

his canoe or boat until he sees the float go under and
then give it immeeliate attention. It is a very destruc-
tive way to decimate the lake of the handsomely "spot-

ted leopards" once so abundant there. It seems to be
an open matter, as no concealment whatever is made
of it. Alex Starbuck,"

Buckshot in Chokebores.

Orlando, Florida, Sept. 2.—I have a fine G reener trap

gun, a close, hard shooter: but, being full chokebore, it

scatters buckshot all over the woods. It is a 10-gauge,

and weighs upward of 91bs. I want no better gun for fine

shot, But, as there are both deer and turkeys in Florida

.

it is sometimes desirable to shoot large shot. Can any
reader of Forest aNp Stream tell me how to load it to

cause it to throw large shot all in a bunch?
Mahlon Gore

Large Susquehanna Bass.

Under the caption "Large Susquehanna Bass" in last

week's issue I failed to state the weight of the fish,

which was eight jjounds. S. H.

F IXTU R ES.
noft SHOWS.

Sept. iy to Third Annual Dog Show of the Kingstou Kennel
GluK at Kingston, Canada H. C, Bate?, Spn'y.

Sept. 20 to 23.—Western Michigan Kennel Chih, at (jraml Rapids
Mifli. H. Dale Adams, Galeshnrg;. iVTich., Supe rinteodent.
Sept. 26 to 30.— Roebe.stei- Kennel (Jhib, at Roctiester, N. Y. Dr.

O. S. Ba.niber, Sec'y.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dog Show at Otfawa, Can. All'red ixeddes, Sfi"',V.

Oct. 4 to 8.—Eleventh Annual Doer Show of the Danhury Agri-
cultural Society, Daubury. Conn. B. 0. Lynes, Sec'y-
Oct. "5 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb, E. L,

Ma.rston. Sen'v".

Nov. 22 to 25,—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, &eo'y, 148 Souin
Eighth street.,

1893.

.fan. ii. -Gloversville, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'7.
Ff h. 31 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. JaK.

Mortimer, Supt.
June 13 to 17.— World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 25.—Tliird Annual Field Trials of theKational Beaglp Club,

at Nanuet, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 24. H. V. Jamit-
son, Sec'y.

islov. 7^—International Field Trials Glub, third annual trials, at
Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov, 8.

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—United States Field Trials, at Blizabethtown, Ky. P.

T. MadisoD, Indianapolis, Intl., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England F'eld Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry. New Haven, Conn., Sec'y-
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annml Trials of the Brunswick Fur Olub. at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Balrd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbiis, lud. W. J. Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 28. -Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G.Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 5.-Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N,C. Ool. Ode]},

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. O. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y,

BULL-TERRIERS AGAIN.
Editor .Forest and Stream:
Having seen in your issue of the 8th inst. the very unjust

criticism of bull- terriers by "Didyinus," I consider tt a privi-

lege to say a word in defense of my favorite breed. 1 have
owned all kinds of hall-terriers, from the cheap, unpedi-
greed dog to first prize winner in New York, fioston and
several places. '•Didymus" says, -'I have no respect for .a

man that will keep a bull-terrier for a watch doi;, a.s Le is a
sneaking ra.scal and will take hold ot: a man without a word
of warning."
In that be makes a great; mistake. My experience teaches

me that as a companion for a man or a playmate for children
he is equalled by few and excelled by none.

I have in my kennel at the present time four well-bred
bull-terriers. I will w,^ger a stranger can come into the
kennel and take a bone from either of them without the dog
showing the least sign of ill temper. R. FP.ED CHURCH.
Tatjnton, Mass., Sept. 10.
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NORTHWESTERN F. T. C. TRIALS.

The trials began on the afternoon of Sept. 5. Some of the

competitors and one of the judges did not arrive till after-

noon, hence the delay in startinpr.

The Judges were Rev. W. Hamilton Spence and myself.

The tin als in the preliminary steps started unpleasantly.

The management decided to adopt the Eastern Field Trials

Club's rules with the following aineudraent:

"INSTEUCTION TO .JUPOi-ES.

- "The trials will be run utider the Eastern Meld Trials

Club's rules,
"The jurlges will give greater credit to the dog that works

to the guD, and works obediently and cheerfully without
assistance of the handlers. Handlers must not whistle and
shout at their dogs in a manner that will interfere with an
opponent's dog. If they do so the judges will order up the
dogs and have them work alone. The desire of this club is

that dogs shall have the greatest credit that go and work
intelligently and industriously and show the greatest skill

in handling their game. (Signed), PAUL H. GoTZiAN."
Mr. Avent objected, and held that the club had advertised

to run under E. F. T. C. rules, and that they therefore had
no right to make any changes. The discussion took such a

turn that Mr. Johnson, the secretary, told Mr. Avent that

the rule was made specially for him. Thereupon Mr. Avent
paid his entry fees and refused to run his dogs, a.ssnring the
management that he would not run under a rule made
specially for him. Mr. Gotzian tore in pieces the paper con-

taining the new rule and a working harmony was restored

for a time.
The rule of itself is a most excellent one and worthy the

consideration of every field trial club. Mr. Johnson's idea
was excellent as embodied in the rule, but it should have
been made for all alike and so under-stood. It is a repetition

in part of some things already in theE, F. T. C. rules; but the
part requiring the judges to run a dog alone which has been
balked or obstructed by whistling or loud orders from the
opposing handler, is excellent, and the need of it has been
many times observed in trials of past years. It is to be re-

gretted that such an unpleasant incident occurred. It un-
doubtedly created a feeling which lasted throughout the
trial and caused a great deal of carping.
Mr. Paul Gotzian resigned his office of president on the

same evening.
f Some of the ill feeling took 'a vindictive turn, and it was
rumored that Mr. Avent was canvassing the company dili-

gently for members to the Manitoba Field Trials Club, an
act which is quite as reprehensible in the way of being un-
sportsmanlike as it could well be. The kicking seemed to

be contagious, and some who had no interest in the trials

whatever were as loud and free in their speech as if it were
a personal grievance.

THE DERBY.
The work was from good to ordinary and a good part of it

inferior, there being but little work done in it of a uniform,
good class.

Alberta Joe, the winner, was mentioned in the report last

week as a winner in the Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials.

In range, judgment and uniformity of work he surpassed
any dog in the stake. He dropped to his points and did not
go to his birds every time with perfect confidence, he appa-
rently being overtrained in that resnect.
Manitoba Shot had a wide range and worked his ground

with .ludgment, showed a good nose, went to his birds accu-
rately and found fairly well. He made some blunders, but
showed a much higher class of work than the others, and
the judges considered him an easy second.
Buff, divider of third, showed an ordinary character of

work on birds, but his range in his first heat for regularity
and scope was superior to the others.
Liochinvar, divider of third, showed a mixed grade of

work. He was inferior in nose and range as shown by his
inferior work several times in locating his birds. He also
required a deal of assistance from his handler.
Following is the order of ruoning:
Thos. Johnson's black setter dog Sut (Manitoba Toss—

Pitti Sing) with
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan

dog Liochinvar (Chance—Bessie Avent).

.John Sharples's liver and white pointer bitch (Upton

—

Blythe) with
L. W. Smith's setter bitch Fan Chatham (CJhatham—Ba-

ball).

Thos. Stone's liver and white pointer dog Manitoba Shot
(Coton—Psyche) with

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
dog Kingston (Chance—Bessie Avent).

Thos. Johnson's liver and white pointer bitch Gem of the
West (Upton—Blvthp) irilh

J. M. Sneed's se"tter dog Gem Gladstone (Paul Gladstone
—Katonia).

John Sharples's liver and white pointer dog Alberta Joe
(Upton—Blythe) wilh
Thos, -Johnson's liver and white pointer dog King of Man

itoba (Upton—Blythe),

S. J. Gottschammer's setter dog Eagle Monk (Monk of

Furness—Q aail) vnth
Joe Philip's liver and white pointer dog Lonsdale (Coton

—Psyche),

W. T. Hunter's black settef dog Datf (Manitoba Toss-
Pitti Sing) wiUi

J. M. Avent and Bayard Th lyer's black, white and tan
setter dog Bonia (Roderigo—Juno A).

Thos. A. Montgomery's setter bitch Varo (Bruce M

—

Frost HI,) with
J. B. Kelly's liver and white pointer dog Victor (Coton—

P.syche).

Tbos. Shelton's liver and white dog Diamond (Upton—
Blythe) with
Thos. Stone's liver and white pointer dog Sam (Coton

—

Psyche).

The judging gave a great deal of dissatisfaction in some
quarters, Mr Avent being particularly loud, vehement and
persistent in nursing his grievance, and he would not play
any more, he refraining from making his entries in the All-

Age Stake. So soon as the decision was announced he pub-
licly gave vent to his anger and denunciation of the judges
His refusal to enter his all-age dogs did not seem to affect

any one very seriously, and the trials went on pleasantly
^yithout him.

Monday.
The afternoon was very pleasant and favorable for good

work. A mild wind blew from the west, which gradually
died away to calmness. Birds were found in plentiful
numbers, yet the quality of the work was very inferior,

some of it being really poor.

Srr—LocuiNVAR. -They were started at 4:45. T. Sheldon
handled Sut, and J. M, Avent handled Lochinvar. Loch
ranged wide, but not with the best judgment. After beat-

ing out some ground he soon drew with a high nose with
precision to a bevy of which he had every advantage and
was steadj' to shot. A single bird was left and Loch roaded

to a flush on it. Sut flushed and chased. Soon afterward
he cha.sed again. He showed no training and wa.s wild.
Mr. Johnson then requested that his dog be retired and the
judges complied, and ordered the dogs up. It is ,-in open
question whether the judges had a right to order both dogs
up under the Eastern Fielil Trials Club rules, as there is

much that can be said on both sides, but the common sense
of the matt.2i' was as the judges acted.
Ali;ekta Kin-i^— Fair Chatham.—W. Pickerius liandlerl

the former, W. L. Smith the la,tter. They began at .5:03,

The heat was a very poor one. Both fell far short of their
jpportunities on birds. Fair ranged with much better
judgment, but her work on birds was ordinary, she showing
'lesitation and indecision, and one time .abandoned warm
scent close to birds. Ruby ranged with poor judgment,
although covering a good deal of ground at times, but she
had no success as a finder.
Kingston—MANITOBA Shot.—They began at ,'5:4.?, the

former handled by J. M, Avent, the latter by Thos. John-
son. Kingston had a sore foot, which interfered with his
efforts, and as the heat progressed he went quite tenderly
and showed some lameness. Shot started a bit slow and
ranged close, but gradually widened out his range and beat
his ground with good judgment. He showed a good nose
and finding qualities, but he was a bit over-c:iutious in f

drawing to his birds, at times on single birds, he made a

number of errors in the way of flushes from carelessness or
inattention. He made six Mushes in all, some excusably,
and found three bevies. King pointed twice on birds.

Both were steady to shot. King backed only moderately
well, and his range was irregular and lacked judgment. A
moment after the dogs were ordered up. King chased a jack
rabbit aborrt a half mile or more, which jumped up ahead
of him. Shot showed the greater quality in his work and
was more intelligent.
Gfm of thf. West—Clem Gladstone —They started at

6:37, T. Shelden handled the former, F, Richards the latter.

The work on birds was very poor, and abounded in errors,

although there were plenty of good opportunities to display
good work. Each scored points on singles, but their efforts

at locating were poor. Both pottered on the footscent a
great deal. The pointer made many flushes, some excusably,

some not. Clem had been started soon after a long railroad

ride, and proi)ably that circamstance had something to do
with his showing. The heat and work for the day ended at

:10.

Tuesday.

The weather was cool and cloudy and rain threatened. A
gentle wind blew during the day, except during the midday
hours.
Albekta Joe—King OF MakitobA, — The fornier was

handled by J. Sharpies, the latter by T, Sheldon, They
began at 7:45. King roaded to a point on the bevy; Joe
called in to back, took the scent. King chased when the
bird flushed and his handler shot. Shortly afterward he
chased again badly and led Joe off on a bad chase. At 8:04,

after the chase, he was ordered up and Joe was run alone,

A long search was made before finding. He dropped to a
point next, then roaded, pointed, mo^ied on and roaded to

point, .roe showed some good ranging during the heat and
apolied excellent jtrdgment.
Eagle Monk—Lossdale.—They began at S;.50. Lonsdale

was handled by T. Johnson, Eagle Monk by A. C, Anderson.
Birds were soon found and Monk chased twice. Lonsdale
ranged close and pottered a great deal.

X)XTFF—BoNiA.—The former was handled by F. Richards,
the latter bv J, M. Avent. The heat began at 9:43, Duft'

pointed a bevy at the edge of stubble and Bonia coming up
joined in the same point. Some said Duff stopped to a flush.

Both were steady, Bon pointed and Duff backed; moved on
about oOyds , and Bonia flushed a single up wind. Next,
Duff drew carefully and had just stitt'ened in a point when
the bird flushed wild. The dogs were then worked toward
where the .scattered birds of the bevy found first had flown.

Bonia pointed; Dufl' backed and Bonia roaded with his

handler's assistance. The heat ended at 10;27. Bonia,showed
a disposition to point frequently on the footscent, and
ranged irregularly with little judgment.
Chickens were so scarce that the dogs were taken up and

carried to other ground.
Varo—Viotor.—The former was handled by J, Simonean;

the latter by .i . McCloud, 'L'he heat began at 10:05. At 11:16,

Varo was ordered up for flushing and cha.sing repeatedly,

Victor roaded extremely slow and wan overcautioua. He
pointed stanchly. His range was very close and hia pace
low. *He was ordered up at 11:33.

Diamond—SAM,—They were staited at 11:36, T. Johnson
handling the former; ,1. McCloud the latter. Sam roaded
to a false point. He next pointed close to a bevy. Diamond
backed in a half-way manner; Sam drew in and flushed the
bevy. On the .scattered birds, both pointed about 40yds.

apart at the same time. Diamond pointed a,single up wind,
and Sam going across wind flushed it. Dp at 11:06, Dhainond
ranged wide and fast, worked sharp on her bird,% and .showed
good judgment.
This ended the ftrst series.

The judges selected six dogs to run in this ,saL-ies. The
qrrality of the M-^ork done, eon.sidered as a whole, was
ordinary.
LocHTS\ Au—Shot.—After lunch and a rest of about three

hours, the running began at .^:0H. Loch took a cast and
pointed a bevj'^ nicely. Shot went up and stole the point.

Both were steady to shot. Loch then pointed a remaining
bird. Next he pointed, then left his point, and Avent flushed

the bird a few yards ahead of where he pointed; it was a very
poor piece of work. Shot flushed a bird. The dogs were
watered. Loch loaded and pointed, roaded and pointed, his

handler helping him and urging him on. Shot pointed at the
same time; nothing was found. Loch pointed a single bird;

soon afterward he pointed another, and Avent urged him on
to a flush. Shot pointed. Loch backed; Shot took the trail

of an Old bird and roaded it well to a point, .doing a most
difficult piece of work. Loch crossed the trail several times
without recognizing it. Up at 3:40. Snot showed the wider
range, taking longer cases with better judgment, and beat-

ing out his ground with more regularity. He went to his

birds without prompting or assistance from his handler, e.v-

cept when close to him.
AlbektA Joe—Duff.—They began at 3:43. Duff flushed

or pointed a single, the judges did not see which. Next Joe
too^ a long cast downwind and pointed three birds, dropping
to his point and remaining staunchly while his handler went
up to him and flushed. They were worked on very unfavor-
able grounds without finding. They were ordered up to be
put down again, as it was imfair to run them to a standstill.

Diamond—BoNio.—They began at 4:30. Diamond soon
pointed and Bonio refused to back and pointed: a false point
for both. Bonio again false pointed and Diamond backed
to order. Bonio pointed, roaded and pointed, his handler
assisting him along; nothing found. Diamond dropped to

a point or flush, the judges not being able to see the work.
Bonio, 200yds. awav, pointed a bird, moved in and flushed
it. The heat then ended Time i:52. Both dogs behaved
poorly and ranged with no judgment.
Albeeta Joe—Duff.—They began at 4:57 and were run

9m., nothing being found, brrt Joe showed such a decided
superiority in range and judgemnt that the dogs were
ordered up.
Alberta Joe—Shot.—Thev were started at 5:10. Soon

Joe pointed near the edge of a stubble and Shot going up,
without seeing Joe, pointed about 20yds. ^to one side, and
his handler flushed a bird ahead of him. Shot pointed, Joe

backed to a mild caution, nothing found. Sent on, Joe
made a good find on a bevy of chickens which he pointed
steadily, dropping to his point. Joe flushed a single down
wind. The birds flew over a rise a short distance ahead and
were followed, .foe .soon located and pointed them. Shot
pointed behind him on n single; his point apparently was
aback. Both were steady to .shot. The heat ended then.
Time 5:39.

After a short consultation the judges aunouuced the win-
ners: First, Joe; second. Shot, third, Lochinvar and Duff.
Thf! prizes were.- First, $198; second, $83.50; third, $49,50,

divided,

THE ALL AGE STAKE.

This stake was begun on Wednesday, Sept. fi. The work
as a whole was very creditable, and some of it decidedly
superior.
Manitoba Shot made many admirers in the running of the

stake, and his excellent and well sustained work proved the
correctness of the judges' estimate of him in the Derby, in
which their decision had been ridiculed and commented
upon in terms not flattering. Yet he was the same class

<log on Wednesday that he was on Tuesday, the difference

being only in the siiectators' minds. They looked to the
detail of the work entirely, and atipareutly did not consider
the high class of the dog at all. His work on Tuesday was
in most unfavorable ground. He was easily first in the
stake.

.Toe showed a little ataleness In his work, due perhaps to

the hard work oC the previous day. He was a fairly good
second.
Atlanta, third, ah^vved good flnding capabilities, ranged

well and made a good showing, but she lacked courage in
her work on birds once in a while.
The trials were a success, and it is to be hoped that they

will be held again next year, notwithstanding the unpleas-
antness which several times cropped out during the last

meeting.
It is probable that no meeting ever was held in which

there was more kicking and bad feeling, some of it over
fancied grievances and more of it from pure ill temper. The
judges conducted the running and made their decisions per-

fectly independent of anybody's pleasure or displea.sure, the
only consideration being to determine the best dogs in the

stake.
Quite a little crowd was present. Besides those mentioned

in the report of the running, there were Paul H. Gotzian,

of St. Paul; Mr, Boxer, of Winnipeg; Dr. Rowe, Messrs. Day,
Har-din and others
Good weather favored the trials, and birds were found in

sufficient numbers. There was game in abundance; and the
reports were quite as favorable in respect to chickens and
ducks in North Dakota, on the lines of the Great Northern
Railway, which runs through some of the finest duck and
chicken grounds of the West.
The order of running was-
Thos. Stone's liver and white pointer dog Manitoba Shot

(Coton-Psvche) with
, . , ^ , .

Thos A. Montgomery's aver and w hite pointer bitch Ight-

field Beauty (Ightfield Dick—Polly P.).

Thos. Johnson's blue belton setter bitch Manitoba Pet
with

John Sharples's liver and white pointer dog Alberta Joe
(l^pbon—Blythe).

C. M, (Triggs's Iflack, white and tan dog Click Noble (Dan
Moore-- ) with

L. W. Smith's black, white and t.an bitch Atlanta (Jean

Val Jean—Shena Van),

J. C. PhiHip.s'.s liver and white pointer dog Coton (Ponto—
Dalntv) with

, ^ ^,
A. J. Kloflauda's black, white and tan dog Dan Noble

(Gladstone's Boy—Flame).

Thoa. Johjison'3 blue belton bitch Manitoba Patti
witTi.

J. H Fuller's liver and white setter dog Sport (Don— _

Dolly). _ _
Elms Keuoels' blue belton bitch iVfinnesota (Monk of Fur-

ne.ga -Lady Faydette) witJi

H. P. Hennett's^lemon_and white setter dog Lucky Druid
(Ruby's Druid—Boosier Belle).

First Series.

Manitoba Shot—BtTNTT.—They began the heat at 8:13.

Thos. .Tohnson handled the former, T. Montgomery handled
the lattei-, Bunty was first to point. Shot, going across

wind, pointed the same birds several yards ahead of Bunty,
doing it nicely, though the credit of the And was Bunty's.
Sent on, Bunty roaded to a point on a remaining bird.

They were then worked in a circle to where a large bevy
had been marked down; .soon each secured a point on it.

Bnuty made three, flushes and Shot made one. Next, Shot
Eoiuted a .-single bird sharply and nicely. Bunty backed,
ut not promptly. Mr, Johnson shot, and, thinking he had

a blank cartridge, he was not cautious in aiming, and he
killed the bird. Bunty broke shot. Shot pointed well;

nothing found; Bunty backed well. Shot next took a long
cast, beating out his grorrnd skillfully; he drew accurately

to a bevy, head well up, and pointed it. The bevy flushed

wild while Shot's handler was about 1.50yds. away, and he
remaiined perfectly staunch, doing an excellent piece of

work. The heat ended at 8:43, Shot ranged wide and well,

cutting out his work with good judgment,
Manitoba Pet- -Alberta Joe.—T. Johnson handled Pet;

J Sharpies handled Joe. They started at 8:48 Joe .started

slow, apparently a bit stale aftar the hard work of the day
before. He soon increased his speed and range to his good
form. Pet ranged extremely wide; too wide, as she would
go out of sight. Pet made game on an old bird a long
distance away, flushed it and half chased. Joe dropped to

wing handsomely. Sent on, Joe drooped to a point on a
bevy .and remained steady when it flitshed wild. Some of

the birds went over Pet, a quarter mile away, and she
chased them. Next, she took a long cast, ran into a bevy
without checking her speed, Joe, about 30yds. away,
dropped to wing. She showed excellent speed and ranging
capabilities if properly applied.

Click Noble—Atlanta.—he former was handled by G.

W. Richards, the latter by W. L. Smith. Atlanta was far

the wider ranger and the faster in speed. Her work on birds

was better than Chick's, although she made several errors.

They started at 9:30 and were down thirty minutes.
Coton—T)AN Noble.—T. Johnson handled Coton, G. W.

Richards handled Dan Noble. They started at 9:-54. Dan
ranged close and made many false points during the heat.

Coton ranged wide at first, but narrowed down gradually
till toward the last he needed urging to keep him out at his

work. No work on birds was done during the heat. Up at

10:30.

MANITOBA Patti—Sport.—T. Shelton h.andled Patti, J.

H. Fuller handled Sport, Each mad a bad flush on birds of

the same bevy; both dropped to wing. Patti's handler
flushed more birds ahead of her. The weather was getting

warm and affected the dogs' work. After a long search

without finding they were ordered up at 11:13 to be put down
again

,

Minnesota—Lucky Druid.—At 11:16 they began, the
former handled by A. C. Anderson, the latter by Frank
Richards. The weather was close and the conditions ua-
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favorable for good work. Druid showed the wider range
and a good knowledge of fiuding and pointing birds, but his

performance on them was mixed, points and flushes, and in

the latter part of the heat be appeared to be getting ofE Ms
nose, as shown by his work on single birds. He finished

with a good piece of roading on a bevy which he pointed.
Minnesota acted very pnpoyish, although showing a great
deal of quality and will improve greatly with more age.

Up a;; 11:47.

A long rest was taken after lunch in town till the heat of

the early afternoon had passed away.
Manitoba Patti—Spoet.—They wore started at 4:1H to

complete the unfinished heat of the forenoon, and were or-

dered up at 4:35. Patti showed excellent speed and range,
but her work on birds was mixed, good and bad. Sport was
iadustrious, pottered betimes, and had a fair range.
This ended the first series.

Second Series.

The judges called up Manitoba Shot, Alberta Joe, Ab-
lanta, Bunty and Lucky Druid to i-unin the second series.

Manitoba Shot—Alberta .Jok.—They started at 4:41.

Shot immediately took a long cast, and about 300yds. away
pointed: Joe going up dropped to a back. Shot drew up to
point closer. Next he pointed a single bird nicely and
stanchly about 100yds from his handler, and it flushed wild.
Tnen Joe widened his range, took a long cast and drew to a
point. Shot went went by and pointed. Joe being unable
to locate, Shot was started in and flushed the bird. A hawk
Hushed a number of birds on the prairie close by and the
dogs made game afterwards on the foot scent. Joe flushed
after being sent on. Up at 5. Both showed excellent range
and good judgment in finding, and went to their birds well.
Atlanta—Bunty.—They began at .5:05 Atlanta took a

cast into some scrubs and poinied a single stanchly and ac-
curately, and was steady to wing. Bunty dropped to a point.
Atlanta pointed on a bevy. Her handler, about 200vds.
away, blew his whistle and caused her to move on. She
took a short cast, pointed again, then came back and pointed
the. birds, but stood in a listless and undecided manner.
Bunty was allowed to crowd in ahead and take the point.
The heat then ended; time 5:25.

Lucky Deuid—Atlanta.—They began at 5:4(3, 30 minutes
being allowed Atlanta for resting. Druid took a long cast,
came around to the rear and pointed on footscent. Sent
on, he pointed a bevy in the open. At the same time At-
lanta pointed on stubble; nothing found. Sent on, Atlanta,
after a few casts, pointed un wind of a bevv. Druid joined
across wind on the birds flushed them. Sent on, Atlanta
pointed a single well. Again sent on, she found a bevy,
Druid drawing and pointing. Druid was the next to find
and score. He made several inexcusable flushes, and the
heat ended at 6:21. Druid was the wider ranger, ran strong
and covered a great deal of ground, although he could have
beaten it out with more judgment. He was rather self-
willed. Atlanta proved uniformly a good finder in each
heat, but did not thow suflEiuient confidence on birds when
her handler was near her or whistled to her, and she was not
handled with skill. The heat ended at 6:29^

As Atlanta had been run hard during the afternoon, the
judges postponed further running till the next day.

Thursday.
The morning opened cool, damp and raw. A light shower

had fallen in the early morning hours. On the whole, it
was not a bad morning for workr
Atlanta—Alberta Joe.—They were cast oil at 8:3;'.

Both started a little slow, but soon warmed up and widened
out their range. Joe pointed a bevy and was steady to wing.
About 200yds. further on, Atlanta false pointed. Soon after-
ward, she false pointed again and Joe backed. Next she
dropped to a point on an old bird which ran from her poiut
or else she dropped on the trail. The heat ended at 9:01, Joe
doine the better work and range, although Atlanta made a
.good showing in ranging well.
Cotok.—The jud . es wished to see more of Caton's work.

He wa^ cast off at 9;03 and taken up at 9:15. He started
slow, ranged close to his handler, and showed a di.spcsition
to potter. He worked almost entirely on one side of his
handler when he did begin ranging, and returned directly
to his hrndler at every cast watching him the while. He
pottered and loafed some between casts. He was ordered up
at 9:15, and the judges then announced the wiunei.c;
First, Manitoba Shot: second, Alberta Joe; Third, Atlanta.
First prize, -$114; secorid prize, H7rM: third prize, $38.50.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
The regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel

Club was held at 44 Broadway, New York, on Thursday
Sept. 8, 1S93 Present: Thomas H. Terry, vice-president,
in the chair; J. E. Anthonv, for associate iuembprs: W. C.
Reick, for Sc. Bernard Club; H. T. Poote, for associate
members: .lames Mortimer, for Pacific Kennel Club; W
Stewart Diffenderffer, for Maryland Kennel Club; T. f^arrar
Rackham, for American Pet 'Dog Club; A. H. Hopper, for
Great Dane Club; Max Wenzel, for California Kennel Club;
H. B. Cromwell, for Westminster Kennel Club; Wilson
Fiske, for iLnglish Setter Club: G. Muss-Arnolt. for Pointer
Club of America; P. S. Webster, for Washington City Ken-
nel Club. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
confirmed. The secretary's report was then read and ac-
cepted. It announced the election of Mr. Reick as a dele-
gate from the St. Bernard Club, Mr. James Mortimer from
the Pacific Kennel Club, and Mr. W. F. Cadugan from the
Omaha Kennel Club, each of w^hich were recognized in due
course. A noticj from the Chesapeake BayDog Club stating
Mr. Lamb would substitute Mr. F. T. Norris as the delegate
was laid on the table.
Then Mr. Vredenburgh mentioned a complaint that Mr.

Lee, of Toledo, had against Mr. Lamb, and as this was still
under inquiry there was no action taken.
The allotment of dates, as per a resolution made at the

last annual meeting, was then proceeded with. The Mohawk
Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, having claimed a Sunday,
some discussion occured decidedly against allowing it, re-
sulting in their having the option of any four days between
Jan. 3 and 7, 1S93. The South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, were allotted Jan. 10 to 14. as claimed
The Maryland Kennel Club withdrew the application for

Feb. 14 to 17. The Westminster Kennel Club was allotted
Feb. 31 to 24.

The Chesapeake Bay Dog Club. The Elmira Kennel Club
and The Keystone Kennel Club, each claimed four davs in
the succeeding week, which was voted to the Keystone Club
whose delegate (Mr. Jas. Watson) expressed a desire that it
should not interfere with the Elmira Sbow, consequently it
was agreed that the latter should have the option of u'^iuo-
those dates.

^

The Mascoutah Kennel Club and the Maryland Kennel
Club claimed March T to 11, and the Maryland gained the
allotment. The Southern California Kennel Club were al-
lotted April 19 to 33. The Pacific Kennel Club and the
California Kennel Club each asked for May 3 to 6, the former
being supported by the Pacific I'ox-Terrier Club, received
the allotment, after a contest in which Mr. Max Wenzel
Mr. Jas. Mortimer and Mr. A. H. Hepper figured.

'

A committee was then sanctioned to allot anv vacant
dates before the December meeting. The National Beagle

regard to the absolute winner at the
lb90 field trials was passed on by a decision that as there
was no such contest there can be no such title or award.
The Canadian Kennel Club's application for a joint com- f

mittee for fixing show dates was referred to the committee
arranged for to allot unclaimed dates.
Mr. C. M. Nelles's application was taken up and it was

decided that his disqualification .should continue to Jan. 1,
1893.

The Michigan Kennel Club, the Burlington County Agri-
cultural Society and the E,hode Island Poultry Association
were admitted to membership.
Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh resigned the secretaryship of the

American Kennel Club to take up a position requiring his
immediate attention, and stated that be had arrangeci for
Mr. Lewis to fill his place under his supervision until his
successor was appointed.
The committee on express tariff handed in the correspond-

ence without being able to annoimce any success.
The committee on removal and Social Clxib .stated that

considering the resignation of the secretary, it had decided
to defer arrangements.
The treasurer's report showed a balance of M,i)2& (38.

Receipts, $9,912; expenditure, .1^5,585: balance, $'1,227. Tbe
Stud-dook showed 2,(j03 paid registrations, 168 associate
member registrations, and 80 registrations of winners.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Hugh Dal ziel for the

presentation of the Pnx-Terrier Stud-Book and others to the
American Kennel Club. Adjournment.
Mr. Jas. Watson (as one of the committee on rules, etc.)

inquired for the unofficial opinion of those present on the
carrying out of a plan which should change the composition
of the American Kennel Club, so that the delegates need
only attend one meeting annually, the business of the club
being intrusted to an executive committee, which should re-
place the advisory committee. He also inquired the sense of
the meeting regarding a union with the Canadian Kennel
Club and the creation of one club for the continent, which
was opposed.
A suggestion for regulations requiring a fee from each

.show given under A. K. C. rules, instead of the anmial fee,
a:id the limiting of awards, received better support.
Mr. Muss-Arnolt called attention (unoflicially) to the

action of the Great Dane Club in refusing to accept members
who were not residents of Chicago, and secured the support
of the delegate of that club to a suggestion for the formation
of another club with national scope.

THE AMERICAN FIELD TRIAL DERBY.
Columbus, Ind., Sept. 10 —Editor Forest and Stream: I

send you a list of the entries for the American Field Trial
Club's Derby, to be run near this place beginning Nov. 15.

The All-Age is filling r.ipidly and promises to be much
larger than the Derby. Besides these two stakes we have a
puppy class for English setters, Irish setters and pointers
bora on or after Njv. 18, 1891.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Bengal and Babt Blue.—Geo. A. Castleman, Trenton,

Tenn., enters Bengal (Joe Roderigo—Julia), and Baby Blue
(Bine King—Kate).
Fling.—Bert Crane, Chicago,- 111., enters Fling (Rowdy

Rod—Maud).
Borneo Rake.—W. W. Dunnington, Indianapolis, Ind.,

eaters Borneo Rake (Count Roderigo—Julia).
Dan's Lady and Nellie's Dot.—Theo. Goodman, Terre

Haute, Ind., enters D.iu's Lidy(Dan Gladstone—Lily Bur-
gess), and Nellie's Dot (Dan Gladstone-Nellie G).
BLdii Gbou.sk—L. A. Rice, Riverside, 111., enters Blue

Grouse (Don— Belle of Hatchie).
Jim Dandy.—John Roberts, Chicago, 111., enters Jim

Dandy (Braxton Bragg—Gypsy).
POINTEI

Kent's Mike.—J. F. Pautler, Carrolfcon, Mo , eoters
Kent's Mike (King of Kent—Croxlill).
Tuivket's Don.—a. A. Waddell, Coffeyville, Kis., enters

Trinket s Dou (Donald's Seusation-Trioket).
TiiiXEY ou A.VTEL, Pride KiNG DoN.—W. A. Thompson,

Attic;!, Ind., enters Trixey of Axtell (Axtell King Don—
Patti M. II.) and Pride King Don (King IDon—Meteor's Dell).
Hon C, Maan.—Geo. A Castleman, Trenton, Tenn. enters

Don C. (Rank— Fly) and Maan t'Rex—Bird).
Dick Fts-FJel.-U. R. Pishel, Hop?, lad., enters Dick Fis-

Hel (Don Fis-Hel—Leos).
ToPSY PAUE.—W. W. Dunnington. Indianapolis, Ind,,

enters Topsy Pape (.Joe Pape—Topsv W.).
Latoska.—John B. McGuffi^n, Indianapolis Ind., eaters

L'ltoska (Ossiaii—Pickwick).
PoMME DE Tekre.—T. G. Barstow, St. Louis, Mo., enters

Pomme de Terre (O-ssian— Clipaway II.).

IRISH setters.
REDSKIN.—Dr. E. B. Weston, Chicago, 111., enters Red-

skin (.Mardo—Mirtee).
Belle of Mexico.—Geo. H. Kunkel, Mexico, Mo., enters

Belle of Mexico (Daniel O'Connel—Lalla Rookb).
Sag.AS Tearaway and Master Tearaway.—George E

Nick ot Glenciio (Pat S.—Alice K.).
Elplim IL. Glenmore Apuie, Bah, Ownie, Pet, .Tay

Btrd, Wal) and Beau Buju—Glenmore Irish Setter Ken-
nels, Cnffiyviile, Kan., enter Klplim II. (Tyrconnell—Kni-

Wad (Mack N.—Ruby) and Beau Bum (Beau Brummel—
Ruby Glenmore). W. J. Beck, Sec'y-Treas.

GORDONS IN THE N. E. TRIALS.
New York, Sept. 10.- BcZWo?' Forest and Stream: The

soecial prizes otiered to Gordon setters at the New England
Field Trial Cluli's meeting at Assonet, Mass , Nov. 8, 1892,
now are: --ooO offered by me to the Gordon setter belonging
to a member of the Gordon Setter Club at time of closinig
the entries, Nov. 1, which shows the best field work among
Gordons at these briais; $30 cash offered by the Gordon Set-
ter Club to the Gordon winning second place, and $20 to the
(iordoD winning third place among Gordons, and belonging
to a rnember of the Gordon Setter Club on Nov. 1 next:" -sSO
rash ofl'ered by the Gordon Setter Ciub to any Gordon show-
iog best field work among Ciordons. provided there are at
least three Gordon starters.
These prizes, to Gordons only, amounting to SloO cash, are

in addition to the New England Field Trial Club's open All-
Age Stakes of |300 to fii-st, !H00 to second, .s;.50 to third, which
any good Gordon stands a chance to win, making -%500 in
cash prizes, which should draw a good lot of entries.
As already mentioned, the kind'of country and the run-

ning rules used at these trials resemble the conditions of a
day's hunt among sportsmen, and will enable our dogs to
do better work than at the Southern trials, and at much
lests expense.
Annual dues to our club S5, and we ;would be pleased to

receive applications for membership from all friends of the
Gordon setter, whether intending to run their dogs or not

James B. Blossom,
President G-ordon Setter Club of America.

Mr. Cbarles Clippinger, who purchased the pointer Golden
Rod from Mr. Winslow, is delighted with a litter his bitch
has just had by Inspiration. There were seven in all five
dogs, •

'

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
ISpecial to Forest and, Stream.]

Toronto, O at., Sept. 14.—Judging has progressed fairly
well so far, and most of the regular prizes have been awardtd.
The weather is very bad and consequently poor attendance.

PRIZES LIST.

OOLLTBS. -OuAnnENGE—Doffs; 1st. Chestnut Hill Keunels'
Cbarleroi II. Bitchf.s: lat, Cbestnut Hill Kennels' Flurry 11.; 8d,
Seminole Kennels' Metcbley Surprise,—Open—lOofifs: lat, Cbest,i)xit
Hill Kennels' Christopher; 2d, Hempstead ITarm's Conrad II ; 3d
and 4th. McEwen & Gibson's Samson and Drurv. JResprve, Bur-
land's Moonstone. Very high com., Corley's Bute. Hierhcom.,
Si;nnsfield's Scott II., Luxton's Forest Bov. Harrison's Tornmo
Wonder, Com,, Brown's Bonnie Charlie, Ford's Metohley Bob.
Bitches: Ist, Harrison's Nancy; 2d, McEwen & Gihson'a Dudley
Chrlf; Sd. Stansfield's Highland Floss; 4th, Sfril.h'a Anctiairnie
Lassie. Reserve, Seminole Kennels' Cnssey. Very bleb com ,

Carley's Vignette, Rolph'a Belle. H'gh com., Manatang Kennels'
Boslyn Constance.
No^TiCE.—Do(;.«; 1st, Cbestnut. Hill's Wellesbourne Charlit ; 2d,

McEwen & (Tibaon's Samson; 31, Tirston',s ForeHt Boy. Reserve,
Stansfield s Scott It. Very high com.. Sanders's iTlendale. High
com.. Spminola Kennels' Squire Stien. Com., Williams's B'-.u
Nevis ll. Tiitches: 1st, McEvvon & G-ibsoo's Dudley Chris: 31,
Campion's Viola; -Sd; Carley's Beulah. Reserve: Smith's Aucbair-
nlfi Lassie. Very high cam., Seminole Kennels' Crissy. Higli
cim., ManatauBf Kennel's Roslvn Constance. Com., Harrison's
Orange Lass.—Puppies.—Dof/s: Ist, Jeffrey's Lawrie; 2d, Chestcut
Hill's Roslyn Charlie; Sr], TiLxton's R'orest Boy. Very high r-om

,

Ford's Metchley Lid. Higti com.. Williams's Ben Nevis. Bitchu^:
1st, Jeffrey's Stella; 3d, McEwen & Gibson's Christian; 3d, Smith's
Ancbairnie Lassie.

FNGLISH FOXHOUNTDS.-Open-Doos.- 1st, London Himt
Club's Finder; 2d and 3d. J. Gibbs's Genius and Benwell. Vnry
high com., London Hunt Club's Fowler and Challenge. Bitehes:
lit and 2d , J. Gibbs'.s Vexation and Gaylasf; 3d and very hlKli
com., London Hunt Club's Dingwell and Bustle.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.-Opbn-Do(/.^; 1st and 3d. Smith
& Clark's Rally and Kmgwood: 2d, J. Gibns's Birchall. BitclieB:
1st and 31, Smith and Clark's Maud and Flee*; 3d, J. A. Spraofc
1 lu'd Gay ge. Very high com., David Parker's .Jane.

HARRIERS.—Open—Dof/s; 1st and 3d, Frank Maben's Racer
and Dandy; 3d, J. Gibbs'a Scamp. Bltcheti: Ist and 3a, Frank
Mabee's Daisy and Fly: 3d, F. Ho ban's Lott.

POINTERS.—CHALnENGE-.VitjBS. AND OvER-Doas." 1st, Leam-
ington Kennels' Count Graphic. BitchcK 1st, T. G. Davey's li-v-
elation; 3d. Mount Royal Kennels' Devon INell.—Open—J)oy.3.- Ist,
T. G. Davey's Westminster Drake; 2d, F. W. Shaw's Molr.ou Bhu-
ner; 31. L<ismington Kennels' Onunt 'Grosvenor. Reserve, A. .1.

Dayies's Robert Left Graphic. Bitehes: Isfc and ad, T. G. Davej'd
Josie Bracket and Ightflfld Madge.
C'HALnENGE— U#iDEH HOi.m —Bltchcs: 1st, T. G. Davev's Lady

Gay Spanker.—Open—Dofif-s: Isr, Chas. ConnelJ's Rock II ; 2d, H.M tiraydon'a Donovan; 3j, Leamington Kennel.e' Duke Graphic.
Bitehes: 1st and veryiigh com., T. G. Davey's Miss Rumor and

lat. Mount Roval Kennels' Chaira; 3d, Shirley Stewart'.s Grnpbic
Frances; 31. W. S. Smith's Axrel's Babv. Reserve, Burritt's Rex's
Belle. 1 tiPPiGS-Do(/s: No entries. Bitches: lat, G. O. Smith's
Lord Graphic-.lUDO pun.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge-Do^s: 1st, .John Moorhead's
Streatham Monarch. Bitches: 1st, F. F. Dole's Starlight.—Open
—Do(is: 1st, Dr. H. S. Griffin's Prlncipio; 3d and Sd. H. M. Howe'.s
Count II. and Chatham Prince. Very high com . SV. Smillit'i
Siloree and A. F. Wilgress's Ted Pritchard. Hitrii com., W. Fox's
King. Bitches: 1st and very high com., W. J. Higginson's Lady
Dinah and Nellie Harper; 3d and verv hieb com.. Dr. H. (xriffln's
Kathleen and Edgewood Robin; 31, W. HamniftU'ri Vefner Bells.
High com., H. M. Howe's Loumont Kir. Fuppies: 1st. H. M.
Howe's Chatham Pnnce; 2d, W. Hammtl's Vespar Bells; 3d, Dr.
GrifBn's Vixen.

FOX-TERRIERS.-CH.ALnENGB-Do£f.s: 1st, A. A. MacdonaJd's
Blemton Trump. Bitches: No entries.—Opt>T -Dof/.s.- 1st, C. Ratl -

hone'ia Beverwyck Puascer; 3tl, L, H.^BaaRs'.-! Bl'pintou Raj,tlrM;
3d. E. W. Irwin's Rnxton. Reserve, Clover Hill Kennel.-,' Tom
Tom. Very high com,, P. G. Keyes'.s Ridean Kis ei; A. D. Stewari '.-i

My Fellow. Capt. Frank Reting'.? Stormv. High com., F, J. B--
niond's Pawnbroker Bitclici: 1st, Chas. T. Hau kt^'.- i frcuge II.; 31,
A. D. Stewan 'a Hillside Bs rones-; 31. C, F. Prenzl^r's Ro-a Cnnina.
Raserve, F. R. Close's Bonaily Belle. Very high com., A. D.
Stewart's Sutlolk Riot, E. C. Rudinger's Blemton Sii Su and E. A.
Irwin's Boscobel. High com., Chas. S. Hauks's Dam.=on.—Fuv-
PtES— Do(7.s; 1st and very high com., A. D. Stpwan's My Fellow
and Silver Saint; 3d, A. A. Macdonald's Calebas; 3d, Glover Hill
Kennels' Trumpet. Very high com. and high com , Arden P. T.
Kennels' Arden Chimes and Arden Bendor.—WtRE-HAiREii.—

WHIPPETS.—1st, Thomas Boston'.^ Model; 3d, 3a and reserve,
Campbell & Blake's MagL;ie, Tip and Bsn.

RETRIEVERS.—1st and 31, T. G. Davey's L'jyal and Beaver.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Black -CflALLEKGE—yjof/i!; 1st, Geo.

Ball's E'ascination; 2d, Lnckwell & Douglass's Black Dufferiu.
Bitehes: 1st and 2t), Geo. B-^ll'e Amazement and I Say—Anv
Other GowR—Dngs: Ist, Nelles's Red .Jacket: 3d; Laidlaw's Kfd
Roland. Bilchei: 1st, Luckwell & Dougla.?i-.'s King Pharn's
Sister; 2d, Currier'.s Jossie C—Open—Black—_Do(y,s; lit a^d 3(1,
Kennedy's Jay Kay and King Rover. Jr.; 3d, Farewell's Black
Brant; 4th, Raglan Kennels' Dono. Very high cmi., Charlec-
worth's Black Graf and Blake Bendigo. Higli com., Sweelman's
Nip and L. Kennel-*' Fine Furs. Bitche.r. 1st, lieo. Bell's Trouble-
some; 3d, Laidlaw's Rideau Rein; Itn, Keyes'.s Rtdeau Flossie.
Very high com., Kennedy's Molly Bawn,Sprecklin'sIna and Volo.
High com., Laidlaw's I Wonder.
DACB3HUNDS.—Dog.s: 1st, Leidel's Fritz K. Bitchex: 1st,

Manice's Jesse Victoria; 3d, Blogg's Lena.
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—Dojys: l^t and 3d, Ampbinn

and King the o' Heather; 3d, Waniess'^itiodgar, Verytbigti com.,
BrooKs's Laird of the Heather. Com., But.terfle'd'.i Go Ynvi.
Bitehes. 1st, Brooks's Heather Madge; 2d, Wantess's Kirty; 3J,
Butterfield's Mona.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—lat. Kingdon's Jack; 2d, Baldwin's

Pica; 3d. Chapman's Daily. Very nigh com., Ritchie's Dash.
Bitches: 1st, Caalmer's Jenny; ad. Mount R jyat's Tibbie; 31, Gor-
don's Phcebe TI. Very high com., Minto's Nibs.

SCOTCH TERRIERS. -Du!/.s: Ist and 3'L Brooks's Kilroy and
Kildee; equal 3d, Eraser's Lo fat and Toons & Syraonds's Scotch
riot. Very high com., Gibson's Jick. Bitches: 1st, Brooks'.^ Cul^
blen; 31, Eraser's Guy; 31, Toon & Symonds'.-j Gypsey Git.
SK^E TERRIERS.—Dof/s; 1st, Shinn's Sir Stafford; 2d, Jef-

trej '.i Toodles. Bitches: Ist, Smith's Islay; 2d, Oaner's Edcliffo
Maggie.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.— CHAnT^ENGE —Doffs; lat,
ochelle Kennels' Sultan; 2d, Elmer Sir Wallace.-Open—Dom.-

Bitches: 1st. Cloe's Lonie; 2d and 31. RosheUe Kennels' English
Lady and Topaz. Very high com.. Toons & Symonds's Rosette
and Farrow'.s Dinah. High com., Elm».r's Gracr; and Patterson's
Broomfield Florence. Com., Geddes'a Mona. Pitpj)ic.s; 1st, Elmer's
Lady Don: 3d, Brodie's Black Earl; 3d, Patiersoa's Fiorenue.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-Bac/ies; 1st, Trehilnock'a Tiny
Jones; 3d, Dnnnigan's Fairy.

TOy TERRIERS.—Doos: Ist, Mansen'a Jole; 3d, Paddy Trix.
Bitches: 1st. Mumfora's Nettie; 3d, Mansen's Tiny; eqaal 3U,
Keid's Nettie and Milling's Daisy.

PUGS- Challenge.—Z)0£/s: Equal lat, Seminole Kennels' Bon-
sor and Cryer'a Bob Ivy. Bitches: Howard's Casino. Open—
Dogs:: 1st, Hardy's Dixie; 2d, Eberhart's Patsy Bolivar; 31, How-
ara's Duke Howard. Reaerve, Adams's Meddler. Very high
com., Howard's Penrice Boy. High com.. Falconer's Peek-a-boo.
Com., Bedford Kennels' Comelly. Jr. Bitches; Ist. Howwrd's
Avon; 3d, Hardy's Miss Penrice; 3d, Eberhart's Virginia. Very
high com.. Falconer's Peek-a-boo.

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st., Hay's Leprechan; 2d. Trebilcock's
Jumbo; 3d, CoUias's Kate. Lightweights.—Mabel Richardson's
Freddy; Gray's Topsy.

These are the awards made up to time of going to press.
Specials will be judged to-morrow. Mr. .Jarrett has pur-
chased Mr, Brodie's crack Irish terrier Candor.

H. W. LACT.
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DOG CHAT.

Toronto Dog Show.
The Toronto show promises to be an unusually good one

this year, and Cauadiaiis must be pleased with the fact that
so maDy of the inost iniiiortaut American kennels are repre-

sented. Mr. E. FI. Moure sends a nice team, among them
bis good smooth dog Melro.se. Then Col. Ruppert sends up
Aristocrat and several otheris. Joe Lewis is here with a

string of seven Irish setters from the Oak Grove Kennels,
and among them the new young dog, Kildare Glenmore,
that is, if we mistake not, one of the coming cracks. Sem-
inole Kennels have a big team with several good ones in it,

and Dr. Sauveur and W. Connors are both here. Ben Lewis
striving for the "handler with the biggest team prize," has
a number of good ones in his lot, and so has George Thomas,
his nearest rival for handler honors, with his terriers and
greyhottuds, etc. Mr. Brooks sends James Green, of Sir
Bedivere fame, up with a neat team of Scottish terriers all

the way from Boston. Tom Blake has a capital lot of whip-
ets from Detroit, and then he is running every day ou the
Fair track. Ben, his record dog, came to an untimely end
during the summer, but he still has Maggie, who is about
as fast as the other was.
The Hornell-Harmony Kennels are on deck with beagles

a,nd greyhoimds galore and "ITncle Dick" and "Wix" are
both on'hand. Mr. Huntington also does not mean to dis-

appoint the Canadians and has sent some choice Psovois,
Argoss among them. By the way, we notice Mr. Ireson, of
Toronto, is out with a capital son of Lord Neverstill out of
White Lips that will make some of the greyhounds hustle,
or should do. ITrank Dole sends brother in-law Fenton
with a big lot of terriers, etc. Fox-terriers and especially
.spaniels make a grand sbowing, and George Bell, as usual,
has a hot one appropriately named Troublesome. The big
dogs are well represented, St. Bernards especially. The
sporting dogs, like setters and pointers, make a great show-
ing and the Irish setter.s are quite a feature ot the show.
The gathering this year reminds one almost of New York
show, so many well-known faces are to be seen and, con-
trary to custom, everybody seems to have come up a day
earlier; consequently Sunday was hardly the day of rest it

should have been and dog chat was heard on every side.

The Toronto people have a capital building for the show
and it is therefore a pity that they did not use a little white-
wash on the benches, which are permanent, and as they
liave not been cleaned since last year some of the kennels
are rather unsightly. This should be attended to another
year, as besides being an eyesore the health of the dogs
demand that benches should either be whitewashed anew
or thoroughly disinfected.

The Dog Catcher Again.

.From time to time we have drawn attention to the many
outrageous actions of that body of political heelers called
dog catchers in this city. We supposed New York and
Brooklyn were unique in this respect, but Chicago, as usual,
sho^s us that even in this respect she is well up with the
times. Dogmen who have visited the Chicago shows have
many of them put up at the Leland Hotel and will be inter-
ested to know that the late proprietor, Mr, Warren Leland,
has a grievance, and a serious one, against these brutal dog
"grabbers.'' Heeently Mr. Leland purchased a well-bred
mastiff, which cost him a round sum. At the beginning of
the dog year he paid for a license and a muzzle, and pre-
pared to observe the requirements of the law. One day
recently his dog was playing with the children in the garden
in front of his residence and Mr. Leland stood by watching
the romp. The animal, although ou its own ground, was
without a muzzle. The dog catchers appeared. Before his
owner's eyes and on his own property his mastiff was seized
and thrown roughly to ttie ground and carried bodily by the
four men to the wagon, Tlie dog was too big to put in the
box so they tied him to the back of the cart. Mr. Leland
protested, but without avail. He knew the dog should have
had a muzzle on, but offered to do anything to .save his dog;
have the dog taken to the pound and pay tbe fine, anything
to save the "dog from rough u.sage. But it would not do.
All day the mastiff, used to tender care, was yanlsed about
the city in the torrid heat, half walking, half dragged by
the wagon. When Mr. Leland finally got him from the
pound the dog was almost dead, covered with sores and his
body and legs swollen. The dog died the next day. Now
Mr. Leland swears vengeance, and if thei-e is any law by
which he can hold the corporation respon.sible he will avail
him.self of it, and is preparing to file a Sl,500 damage suit in
the Circuit Court against the city of Chicago. Of what
earthly use is it to pay a license fee if it is no protection
against such ruthless outrages as this? and the sooner some
public-spirited citizen undertakes to defend his dog's status
and rights as personal proijerty the sooner will these rascals
be tansht a lesson. Probably a little of their own medicine
would instil into them a just appreciation of the limits of
their powers. We think that Mr. Leland will not let the
matter drop, but push the case with vigor and reach a
decision that will entitle him to the thanks of a wide circle
of dog lovers.

The Greyhound—Horse Race.

The much-talked-of race between one of Col. North's grey-
hounds and the race horse Mrs. Butterick, owned by the
Duke of Portland, will xjrobably come off about next April.
It is reported that the great Fullerton will be the dog
selected, but this we can scarcely credit, as Col. North owns
two greyhounds that are faster than Fullerton and a bitch
VP-hose name does not occur to us at the moment. Recently
we saw a letter from Col. North's trainer, Mr. Dent, in which
he said ttiat Young Fullerton is the fastest greyhound in
the world. The trouble with the race will be to make the
greyhound stretch himself fully in a half mile straightaway
spurt without some sort of "game enticer." It has been
suggested that the artiflcial hare running on the wire be
used to encourage the greyhound to do his best; something
of this kind will have to be done or the horse will win.

St. Bernards in California.

The St. Bej lard Club, recently organized in San Fran-
ci CO, is bound to stimulate interest in the breed, and the
Eastern club should also do all in its power to encourage its

sister club. It is to the advantage of Eastern breeders that
this should be done, as for some time yet the breeders on the
Pacific coast, to make much headway, must look to the East
for their best breediug specimens. It therefore behooves our
breeders when they have a commission from California to
take every pos.sible precaution to insure the safe transit of
the dog across the continent, and that it should arrive in
fair condition. A journey of six days in railroad cars re-

quires intelligent and careful crating of the dog, and the
crate so arranged that though the dog cannot escape, it will

be easy for messengers to take the dog out when necessary.

Mr. Vredenburgh's Resignation-

We had little time last week to more than barely chron-
icle the fact of Mr. Vredenburgh's resignation as secretary
of the A. K. C. We have conversed with numerous well
known kennel owners and others interested in dogs, and the
opinion seems to be general that the chtb is losing the ser-
vices of a good secretary. The position is a thankless one,
and espeeitilly so has it been during several years of Mr.
Vredenburgh's incumbency, when the A. K, C- was passing
tbroixgh the chastening fire which has evolved a club that

is now firmly established and of great good in many ways
to dogdom. The secretary of the A. K. C. must necessarily
be a man of con.siderable tact and with ability to bury his
own individuality and prejudices and also posse.ss some ex-
ecutive ability. The late secretary has not been wanting in
many of these attributes. The wor.st that can be said
against Mr. Vredenburgh is that he was hardly sufficiently
in toitch with dogmen as a dogman; it was business from
the start, and perhaps considering the trouble of past years,
this was the be.st way to treat the position. We do not hes-
itate to say that in leaving the A. K. C, office Mr. Vreden-
burgh takes with him the respect of the majority of dog-
men, for with the possible except!on of the incidents leading to
the memorable libel trial the office has been well conducted.
Mr. A. D. Lewis has had considerable experience with the
duties of secretary, and from what we know of him should
consider him the mo.st available man for the position. He
stands well with the officers of the club, and moreover, is

and has been identified with dogs and dog shows for years
past, and is in touch with dogmen generallj', besides being
a man of genial and sociable parts.

A Remarkable Case.

Newtonvillk, Mass., Sept. 11.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: On Aug. 16 my blaclc cocker bitch Midget whelped
six puppies, and the day following one more, by C. G.
Browning's champion Cherry Boy. That night she refused
any nourishment, and, as she was in a high fever and sink-
ing fa.st, I killed off five puppies, taking two into the house
to be brought up by hand. Four days later she died, in spite
of the best of medical aid. On the afternoon of her death
Merry T., the dam of Midget, commenced whining and going
abotit the house fi-om one to another, and then took charge
of the two puppies, and has not left them since only to take
a little exercise, and is as anxious over them as if they were
her own, Four days after she adopted them they refused to
take any more cow's milk, and on looking for the cause
found that Merry T. was giving to them a full supply of
milk, and has continued to do so ever since, and they are as
strong and fat as seals. The singular part of this is that
Merry T. has not given milk for over a year, as Midget was
one of her last litter. I have had qtiite a number to see
grandma and her babies, and all say they never sa,w anything
like it. Had I known what a treasui-e I had I could have
saved all of the puppies, as she has milk in abundance.

Geo. L. V. Tyler,

Death of Blue Ruin.

Those who saw this beautiful collie at Boston last spring
will be sorry to hear that she has met an untimely death,
and especially so when caused by one of her own sex and
kind. Kenneled with the noted bitch Bertha, that was a
conspicuous figure in the collie world a few years ago, they
had a misunderstanding, and Bertha tearing out the other's
windpipe put an end to a collie that had made a big reputa-
t.ion on the other side. Mr. Pierpont Morgan owned both
of these bitches at the time. Last week we mentioned the
fact of Mr. Morgan's purchase of Roslyn Wilkes and Jakyr
Deane, and we hear that this gentleman intends showing
extensively. The Squire and Roslyn Wilkes will meet at
Kingston show, we are told, under Mr. Tallman. If Mr.
Morgan will take an active part in exhibiting, the collie in-
terests are sure to receive a much needed fillip. Mr. Arm-
strong, an Englishman from Mr. John Brett's bailiwick, is
his kennel manager.

Fox Hunting in England.

According to the Earl of Yarborough there are 350 packs
of hounds in Great Britan, the annual expenditure on which
he calculates at $3,074,350. Estimating 100 men hunting
with each pack, every rider having on an average three
horses, there would be in all 99,000 horses engaged; and put-
ting the cost of each at $3.7.5 per week, the total charge on
this account would be $17,.500,000. Thus .[the entire cost of
keeping the hounds and maintainina the hunts in that
country would not be less than about $20,500,000 per annum,
and this is quite independent of incidental expenses. It
will therefore be seen that Englishmen have to pay a ijretty
penny for sly reynard, and when one considers the damage
done to fields and fences, the expense all round assumes im-
mense ijroportions.

The Royal Buckhounds.
For a long time past there has been an agitation carried

on against the sport of tame deer hunting with dogs in
England, the opponents of this method of hunting claiming
that it is crtiel and inhixman. The royal buckhounds have
come in for their full share of disapprobation, and now the
appointment of a master of the buckhounds is taken ad-
vantage of by Mr. Gladstone to agitate the question of their
continuance. It is said the Queen herself is strongly opposed
to the "sport," but old customs cling with li"chen-like

tenacity in Olde England, and it is probable that the festive
cockney will enjoy the spectacle of the tame deer being
driven from its cart for some time to come yet.

New Jersey Kennel League.

At the meeting of the executive committee of the New
Jersey Kennel Club, recently held at Newark, it was de-
cided to give sheep dog trials and whippet races in connec-
tion with the Interstate Pair at Trenton, Sept. 3(i to 30. For
the sheep dogs there will be a first prize of 1100 and a second
prize of $,50. For the whippets the first prize will be $75,
second ;|i40, third $35, fourth -?10 The diploma of the league
will go with each award. Competition will be open to all.

Five new member.s were elected and a course of usefulness
.started upon which will keep this live and enterprising
league to the front.

Importations.

That many dogs are imported into this country of which
no record is made in the kennel press is well known, and
some of these, owned by people who take no interest in dog
shows, are quite able to hold their own in almost any com-
pany, though never seen in "public." The twin-screw live-

stock steamer Bovic of the White Star Line, arrived here
Sept. 6 with a number of dogs on board. One, a Gordon set-

ter, was consigned to Mr. .J. O. Bourne, of Mt.Veruon, N,Y.;
a St. Bernard dog puppy called Dunolly for Mr. 0. B. Duke,
Somer street, i3rooklyn, N. Y., and a bitch pup of the same
breed named Lady Heaton, the grandsire of both being the
late Lord Bute.

Kingston Dog Show.
The premium list of the Kingston show reaches us rather

tardily, as the entries closed Sept. 13. The list is a simple
one, the prizes in all classes, excepting challenge and mis-
cellaneous being |7 and $3, with a card for third, challenge
winners will receive diplomas. The judges have been al-

ready announced. As far as we can learn among the exhibi-
tors at Toronto, some good dogs will be seen there, many of
the well known kennels going on from that show and then
crossing over to Rochester. We notice that there is quite a
list of specials, many of them being in the coin of the realm,
and collie men should be particularly pleased to see that the
butchers of Kingston offer SIO for the best kennel of collies.

This is a hopeful sign.

Wire-Hair Importation.

We stated a few weeks ago that H. W. Smilh, of Worces-
ter, had placed .some commissions in England for wire-haired
fox-terrier bitches, but was having slow work finding satis-
factory ones, as he was most particular as regards breeding

and was determined to have only natural-coated terriers.
He has just received from England through Mr. T. S. Bellin,
of Albany, a young bitch said to be good enough to rank up
with any of our best smooths, and as she is to be shown at
the fall shows, fanciers have a chance of judging for them-
selves. She is white with briudle marked head, a common
color in wire-hairs, and is sired by champion Rustic Trick,
who was owned by Mr. Bellin when in England. E,ustic
Trick was sired by Carrick's champion Trick, who was the
crack wire-hair of all England for a long time, the dam of
Rustic Trick was Leigh Daisy who was by champion Fil-
bert out of champion Grand Dutchess, both well known win-
ners. The young bitch which Mr. Smith has named Sister
Trick, is described as having the best of head, body and legs,
and being so perfect in coat that she will never need to be
trimmed. Daylesford Burm has not come over as yet, but
is winning in England under Mr. Smith's name. He will
arrive in time for the Brooklyn show.

That enterprising firm, Spratts Patent, is out with a new
catalogue of their specialties, included in vfhich we also
find some useful hints for the prevention and cure of some of
the more common ills dogflesh is heir to.

We always .supposed that the Motmt Holly Fair people
were fairly up to the times, but this year they seem to have
taken the old Father by the forelock. About Sept. 3 we re-
ceived several cut and dried press notices, and among them
there was an account of the opening of the fair and how tbe
exhibition of dogs "plea.sed men and women alike." Of
course the show did not open till Sept. 12, but that was im-
material. The world do move nowadays.

The other day we .spent a few hours down at Hempstead
with Mr. Motimer looking over tbe new dogs, but as R. K.
would say, "That's another story." In the course of con
versatiou with Angus Cameron, the trainer for Hempstead
Farm Kennels, he informed us that he was going South to
put the finishing touches on his Derby and All-Age entries
about Oct. 4, While he has quite as many pointers as he
can handle he could ea.sily take a few setters, and fancies
that he could take an Irish setter or two and run them well
up in the Irish setter trials. All who know lilr Cameron's
intelligent and quiet way of handling are as.sured that the
impetuous red dogs would be made to show all that there is
in them, and the opportunity offered is a good one.

While 'down at Hempstead we called on the only "Ger-
man." Mr. Hopkins has purchased a splendid place for
dogs. In tbe middle of a square qf two acres of grass land
is a range of about a dozen loose boxes that were built for
Mr. E. D. Morgan's horses. The boxes are large, well
lighted and panelled with oil-finished wood, in fact such
quarters as dogs seldom find themselves in, and should soon
be well filled with boarders. Mr. Hopkins had several fox-
terriers of the right sort running round, and one pup is
quite promising. The place is hardly a mile from the vil-
lage.

Talking of St. Bernard breeding with Arthur Trickett,
Mr. E, H. Moore's factotum, he told us of another peculiar
instance of a bitch coming in season irregularly. Before last
New York show Lady Sneerwell or Lady Melrose, we forget
which, came in and was bred to Lord Melrose, in one month
and six days after she came in again and was bred to the dog
once more, and from chis mating had a nice litter, "Arthur,"
as he is known to the fancy, speaks most highly of one of the
Alton smooths of that wonderful litter, that has come on
grandly, and vsill be shown atNewY''ork. He says he is a
better dog than his sire, take him all round. He is now six-
teen months old, weighs 175lbs., and stands 33J^in., with a
regular Watch head. We all know of Caution's Own
Daughter, the best mastiff' bitch that has been bred in this
country. It seems she had a litter sister with black points
that had she lived would have been even better than her il-

lustrious sister. At four months old she was bitten in the
leg and blood poisoning set in, from which she died.

Mr. Coleridge C, Vickery, the genial assistant manager of
Spratts Patent in this country, sailed for England on the
Britannic yesterday. Hard work during the past summer,
ovdng to Mr. Cleather's ab.sence, has made him feel that a
sea uoyage is the only thing that can save. Mr. Vickery, we
are glad to hear, has a leaning toward Newfoundlands, and
if he can see what he wants may bring some good ones back
with him. There is ample room for a good fancier in this
breed, and with the opportunities to exhibit them Mr.
Vickery would have a nice team of these noble dogs on the
spring circuit of 1893, would do much to create a general
interest in a breed which in England commands, and justly
so, almost as much patronage as mastiffs and St. Bernards.

From the Manitoba Daily Free Press we learn that fox
hunting is carried out inithe good old way in this far North
country near Winnipeg. Cub hunting commenced Aug.
35, and a capital run and kill was had, but we are afraid
"Nimrod," who gives an account of the luns, '"ather
"draws" on his imagination when he tells us that, "Young
Cardigan, a son of Vengeance and Cheerful, got away un-
seen with a fox, and much to the wonder of the casual pass-
ers, who saw him pull his game down all alone and took off
the brush and brought it to his master's houss, who got it

on his return home." The entire pack consists of 38 Vg couple.

Dr. O. Stewart Bamber will judge beagles at the coming
Rochester show.

Mr. W, B. Palmer, of Woodstock, being unable to judge
spaniels at Ottawa, Mr. Frank E. Curtis, of Simco, will of-
ficiate in his place.

Here is a bit of news from Rochester: "I have just been
informed by reliable parties that the Flour City Kennels is
offered for sale without reserve to the highest bidder before
Nov, 1. All bids to be sent to W. Wade, Hulton, Pa.-O. S.
Bee."

The Danbury (Conn.) show will be held Oct. 4 to 8. B. C.
Lynes is secretary.

Some time since we noted the purchase of the well-known
beagle Tomboy by Western parties. We now learn that he
is owned by the Milwaukee Beagle Kennels, owned by
Messrs. F. G. Stigebauer and Jos. Kaenfl, of Milwaukee,
Wis. They intend to breed beagles extensively.

In the early days of St. Bernard breeding here we used to
think oOlbs. a capital weight for a three-months-old pup,
but this seems quite ordinary to one Mrs. Smyth, of the
Swiss Mountain Kennels, tells us of, "In August this pup
was weighed in ordinary condition and tipped the beam at
8Slbs.. height 363^in,, girth of skull 18>^in., nose to tip of
tail_67in," This pup is Duke of Alton, by King Regent out
of Nancibel.

Among the new advertisements to be found in our busi-
ness columns this wetk are the following offers for sale:
Poodles, M. W. Reid; setters, A. C. Shallenberger; dachs-
hunds, E. A. Manice; pointers, A. F. Lambert; Foxhound,
Box 67. The Wyoming Kennels offer their entire stock for
sale without restriction. The Westminster Kennel Club
offers their stock at auction with the exception of the stui
dogs. The sale to take place at the American Horse Ex-
change.
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SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR OWN CRITICS?

Editor Forest and Stream: .

You ask ^'Should jadges be tlieir own critics r"' m other

words shonld tbpy write for publication reports of the classes

^'^Were*suc'h reports solely for the AifiermmKeniiel Ciasette

1 should immediately answer in the affirmative, for I am ot

the same mind as some two years ago, when I advocated

that plan. But you do not set limits, consequently the

solution is not so' easily reached.
-

, ^,
Assuredly your question hinges on ability. And evidently

if the kennel press is competent the work of judges can

properly end at the ring sides; but if the press is inconape-

tent, manifestly the Judges should report. It does not ot

course follow that even then the purpose of criticism would

be attained, for the judges might be as wanting as the

critics, yet were the former incompetent they must soon

betray the fact, and thereby their poor work .as^ ofhcials

would be defeated, while if competent their reports would

be ample testimony.
jSrarrowing the question to circumstances which appeal-

to exist to-day and accepting the popular belief that all

judges are not thoroughly competent, also that the purpose

of criticism is to protect fanciers and possibly educate them,

it would seem best that reports came only from capable,

fearless critics, whose work is stamped with unmistakable

evidences of honesty, great experience and unflinching de

termination to cut deeply, like the surgeon, when it is their

duty to do so. And such critics must be the surest possible

foils to incompetent judges, who without them would un-

doubtedly let many poor dogs to the front. Their reports

must also as a rule sustain judges when competent, for

good judges' awards are reached by the same means as an

honest and intelligent critic's reports. Moreover, with re-

porrs and awards alike meritorious, the public could easily

see from the latter how the former were reached.

There certainly should be a near approach to unanimity
in this matter, for if judges and critics are at variance-
members of each class failing to agree among themselves—
reports must be often conflicting; and such unquestionably

do very great harm by befogging exhibitors, degrading

judges and press alike, and strengthening the popular pre-

judice that judging is only guesswork and awards are fre-

quently biased. Such reports must also inevitably lessen

the interests in dog shows and obstruct advancement of the

difEerent breeds to higher standards.
In a word, it would seem that if judges and critics are not

all competent, both classes should report; that if the former

alone are competent, they should bear the duty, while if

the critics are competent, that it should be left solely to

tihem. J- Frank Perry.

JUDGING BY SCORING.

Editor Forest and Stream:

ductea m tne rigub spiriu— t. c-., iii a. xviu<ai.y ucii.pci ciuii

the supposition that finalities and perfection have not yet

been reached. It is very easy to write in the style of "After

us the deluge;" but it does not advance us, but the contrary.

Emerson remarks upon the foolisl^ness of the proud man.
No one suffers so much as himself, for he fails to realize his

need of knowledge.
. ^

I agree with O. W. Holmes, the great American litteratc ivr,

when be says, "Give me your opinions, I do not want your
arguments," or to this effect, as applied to the ordinary

affairs of life. And I value the opinions of any man who
has learned direct from nature, even if he cannot back them
up with reasons; hence I should be inclined to set great

value upon the mere opinion of such a Nestor in dogdom as

OUT genial and original "Uncle Dick." But surely the same
opinions, or any man's opinions on matters like those now
under discussion, are of vastly greater value if accompanied

by sound- reasons. Man is essentially a rational animal;

and while hero worship may have its uses, it certainly has

retarded the progress of the world. Ours, above all other

ages, is one that demands the reason why; and never before

has such progress been made in getting rid of prejudices

and throwing aside the debris of the past. Unless I greatly

mistake the signs of the times in dogdom, there is an undue
conservatism and a tendency to follow a few rather blindly.

It is very well for able people: to have followers, provided

they leave them capable of advancing when they themselves

are gone, which can only be when their views rest not on
tradition or opinion but on reason.

, „
Like Mr. Waters, "Uncle Dick" and others, 1 .shall be

rather busy in various ways in connection with the coming
shows, and it will not be possible to enter upon the subject

as it deserves now; but I propose, with the permission of the

impartial editor of this journal, to do so later, when all will

be better prepared to consider the subject carefully. I should

do so if only to meet the wishes of so philosophical and
temperate a writer as Mr. Waters, whose work on training

alone will long remain as one of the best written books that

has ever appeared on the dog. And if the experienced

"Uncle Dick" will in a few weeks that "tale unfold," I hope
to be able to meet the difficulties he finds, or at least to show
that scoring need not be "nonsense."

Wksley Mills, M.D.
MoNTBEAti, Can.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is nocha/rae for amivering Questions under tlite head. All

qmstions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of VeMrinaru Surgeons.
Communications refenTing to other matters connected with Kennel
Management ami dogs iviU receive careful attention.

F. N., Smithtown.—Continue as you are doing. Bathe the eye
with warm water two or three times a day.

H, M., New York City.—We do not know his address, but a letter

to 2'J So. Fifth avenue will probably reach bim.

J. K., Milwaukee, Wis.—Use one of the mauKe remedies given
in late issues. It is not likely to affect the pups. Give a small
dose of castor oil a few days before whelping to keep the bowels
open.

G-. C. W., Auguita, tTa.—The dogs are probably pure bred as the
shade of iBtaon is perhaps a dark one, though from the meagre
description we cannot give a deflinte answer. I should like to

hear from you on the other matter you speak of.

P. W., Northfleld, Minn.—The dates are not yet chosen; watch
the kennel fixtures column, it will be sometime in the middle uf

October. AH the books on the greyhound treat fully on the sub-
ject, you can fiml a list in the paper sent you. The reports of the
meeting will appear about the end of October.

W. St. Louis, Mo.—First syringe out the sheath with warm
water. Then use the following lotion twice a day, taking care to

hold it in the sheath for a minute or two:
Zinci sulph grs. vi.

Plnutiacet grs iii.

Water S Vi.

Mix.

R. E. E.. Edwardsville, Ala.—What is meant by challenge claps

in dog shows? Also novice and open classes? Ans. The ehallenee
ola=s is for dogs that have won four first prizes in open classes

under American Kennel Club rules, and a dog earns the title of
champion whea it has won three first prizes in the challenge
classes under the same rules, and one of which wins must be at a
show that has 600 entries. Novice classes are fnr dogs that have
never won a prize in an open class in this country, Canada or
England. Open classes are the regular classes in which any dog
may be entered that is not eligible to the challenge classes, and
for which no challenge classes have been provided in the premium
list.

mna^tng.

FIXTURES.
OCTOBEH.

I. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

The Passaic canoe clubs, the Arlington, lauthe and Orange, held

their annual union regattas on Sept. 3-5, the races goirg off very

successfully, and a number of canoeists from the division being

present.

The poem which we publish tliis week, the work of Miss PauHne

Johnson, of Toronto, has become a general favorite at every meet-

ing and camp-fire this year, a fact due not only to its high merit, but

to Che manner In which it is rendered by Com, Winne, who has made

it known to canoeing.

MOUNT HOLLY DOG SHOW.

The Burlington County Agricultural Society holds its

forty-sixth annual fair at 'Mt. Holly this week, and for the

first time a bench show for dogs has been attempted. There
is everywhere a love for the dog, and tha agricultural ele-

ment yields to none in appreciation, because in the country
there is less to divert and attract, the dog has become a part

of the life at the homestead and on the farm. The owners
of valuable dogs responded iu a manner which was beyond
the society's expectations, and though the Canadian circuit

is running its course, the Mt, Holly show is a credit to any
section in excellence as well as numbers.
The New York St. Bernard Kennel has Kingston Regent,

Republican Belle, Refuge II. and Lady Bountiful. Mr.
Fred Schmidt has Otis, Mr. E. H. Radel Wieland, and Mr.
D. Foster, Leicester, making up a splendid exhibit with a
number of other good specimens of the St. Bernard from far

and near. Great Danes are represented by some new light

of much merit. In the sporting division Lad of Kent meets
Inspiration, making a contest which would insure the inter-

est of all pointer men. Breeze Gladstone and Benzine in

English setters, Larry S. and Molly's Best in Irish, and
Heather York, Rexmont, Flomont and Salmont, with no
less than five from the Mont Kennel of Gordon setters make
them a feature of the show.
In the other sections the classes have dogs of repute, mak-

ing a collection rarely seen at any but a show of the first

rank, and speaking well for a LTnited States fall circuit In
the future.
Mount Holly claims Sept. 11 to 15 in 1893, before this year's

success is recorded, which looks as though New Jersey in-

tended to be "in it" if it is "out of the world."
Edwin H. Morris.

At the Canadian Kennel Club meeting yesterday Dr. Wes-
ley Mills was almost unanimously elected president.

THE SONG MY PADDLE SINGS,
West wind, blow from your prairie nest;

Blow from the mountains, blow from the wesl.

The sail is Idlp, the sailor too;

Oh! wind of the west, we wait tor you.

Blow, blow I

I have wooed you so.

But never a favor you bestow.

You rock your cradle the hills between.

But 5corn to notice my white lateen.

I stow the sail and unship the maat;

X woood thee long, but my wooing's past:

My paddle will lull you into rest.

01 drowsy wind of the drowsy west,

Sleep, sleep!

By your mountain steep.

Or down where the prairie grasses sweep,

Now fold in slumber your laggard wings.

For soft is the song my paddle sings.

August is laughing across the sky.

Laughing while paddle, canoe and I

Drift, drift,

Where 1;he shores uplift

On either side of the current awift.

The river rolls in its rocky bed,

My paddle is playing its way ahead,

Dip, dip.

When the waters flip

In foam as over their breast we slip.

And O, the river runs swifter"now;

The eddies circle about my bow.

Swirl, Bwlrl!

How the ripples curl

In many a dangerous pool awhirl.

And far before me the rapids roar.

Fretting their margin for evermore.

Dash, dash.

With a mighty crash

They seethe, and tumble, and bound, and splash.

Be strong, O paddle! be brave, canoe!

The reckless waves you must bear^me through.

Reeh reel.

On your trembling keel.

But never a fear my craft will feel.

We've raced the rapid, we'i-e far ahead;

The river slips through its silent bed.

Sway, Bway,

As the hubbies spray

And fall in tinkling tunes away.

And up on the hills against the sky,

A fir tree rooking its lullaby

Swings, swings,

Its emerald wings.

Swelling the song that my paddle sings.

E. Pauline Johnson.

Eastern Division Meet, Sept. 3-5.

The meet of the Eastern Bivision of the American Canoe Associa-
tion was held last week at Peddock's Island, in Boston Harbor, tents
being pitched on Friday and the races taking place on Labor Day.
The Puritsii C. C, under Tice-Oom. Cai-trjght, took charge, being
the first in camp. The club presented a silver tankard as a prize for
a visitors' race. The old America was anchored off the island witli

Gen. Butler aboard, among bi^ guests being Com. Winne and Messrs,
Goddard, Gray and Farrington. Saturday and Sunday were spent
(juiptly in camp.
Monday was a fine day with a good sailing breeze, the cour-e was

a 214 mil" triangle, and the naphtha launch of the America was used
by the regatta committee. The first race was the unlimited sailiaer,

the starters being: Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper; V, Howard Gray,
Vesper; Bee, D. S. Goddard, Vesper; Imp, J, W. Cartright, Puritan

;

Elliria, E. t^. Gilmore, Puritan: Oriole. .John Lannon, Puritan;. Ogre,
A B. Lyons, Octopus; Twig, S. M. Wales, Octopus.
V led at the line but was soon passed by Wasp, the latter gaining

steadily and winning very easily, with V second and Bee third.
The starters iu the tandem paddling, single blades, were P. J Bur-

rage and L. S. Drake, Newton B. C; J.W. Cartwilghr, Jr.. and Chas.
F. Dodge, Puritan; N. Silsbee and C. M. Morrison, Puritan; A. B.
Lyons and V. B. .Johnson, Octopus C. 0. Tne finish was in the above
order, Burrage and Drake winning.
The startei.s in t.hb visitors' race were Paul Butler, D. S. Goddard,

Howard Gray, A. B. Lyons, Y. B. Johnsim, Fi. J, .lohnson and S. M.
Wales. The wind fell for a time after the first round, coming in
aeain very light from 8.W. The race was a drift, V winniog after
Ih. 32m.
After dinner came the decked paddling race, won liy C. F. Dodge,

of the Puritan C. C , with Lannon second, four starters.
The combined race had but three starters. Gray, V. B. Johnson,

Atherton, Lannon and Ball. Gray won with Lannon second.
The sailing upset bad four starters, won by Butler with Goddard

second and Cartright trurd. After some canoe gymnastics came the
hurry-scurry, won by Lannon, who also won the swimming race,
which ended the day. Handsome silver cups were given as prizes.
Messrs. Appolonio, Richards and Gilmore were the regatta com-
mittee.
Com. Winne exprfssed himself as well pleased with the location

for a ereneral A. O. A. meet In the future, there being a fine camping
ground with good drinking water and clear sailing couroes. while
the spot is easily reached from Boston and yet sufficiently isolated to
secure all desirable privacy. The meet, which about ends the racing
in Eastern waters, was a success iu every way.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Bulwagga C. C, of Port Henry, N. Y., is one of the youngest

clubs represented in the A. C. A., but at tho same time one of the

roost vigorous and enthusiastic. Bx-Secy.-Treas. Neide is one of the

founders and a charter member. The club bad this year the largest

encampment of the meet, and with it a fine lleet of canoes, all of the

latest Eashion model. Though novices at canoe racing, the Bulwag-
gas entered a number of races, carrying off first m the novice race

and the Jabberwock trophy. The first and second places in each of

these races were won by Rushton canoes.

Holyoke C. C.

The third annual regatta was held off Sans Souci clubhouse on
Labor Day, Sept. .5. The races were as follows:

1. Sailing; race, 114 miles, Holyoke C. C. ;
prize, challenge troploy

CUD, 4 entries, won by W. A Ladd.
2. Standing paddling, 200yds., prize, cup, 5 entries, won by P. H.

M'-tcalf
;i Tandem paddling. % mile. Holyoke 0. C, prize, two pair pad-

dles, 5 entries, won by W. 0. Brown and F. H Metcaif.
4. Ppset race, prize, flag. 4 entries, won b.v Howard Metcaif.
o Suigle paddling, }^ mile, prize, cup, 3 entries, won by F. H.

Metcaif.
b. Sailing race, novice, 1 mile, prize, cup, 4 entries, won by Howard

M>^tcalf.
7. Hurry-scurry, prize, bugle, 3 entries, won by Howard Metcaif.
H. Sailing racp.'lj^ miles, prize cup, 5 entries, won by CP. Bhusier.
9 Hand paddling race, 100yds., prize cup, .5 entries, won by F. H. .

Metcaif.
10. Single paddling, novice, Ja mile (canoes to weigh 75lbs. or over),

prize, pair paddles, 11 entries, won by J. F. Chase.
11. Tandem paddling, M mile, prize pair cups. 5 entries, won-by

Will and Lew Lamb, of Kedcllffi C. C.
Regatta committee--P. A. Smith, T. .J. Morrow, W. C. Brown,

Judges -J. Metcaif, Wm. Reid, E. B. Towne. Starters—W. M. Bay

-

nolds, John H. Cook. J. L. Wvckoff. H. L. Russell.

A. G. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membershijj in the

A. < . A.: Eastern Division; J. F. Lannon, B. W. Davenport, 0. W.
Morrison, R. Wilkinson, M. .J. Atherton, A. 0. Brewena, Boston; F.

H.Bent, Taunton: F.Manchester, Lebanon, N. H.; A H, Morton,
Lowell, Mass ; R. P. Lewis, Waterbury, Conn. ; S. Johnson, 3d, Salem"

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

... , , 24. Bufl'alo, 3d Pennant.
18. Miramichi. Triang,Newaast]e. .84. Commonwealtu, Cham., Dor-
24. Chelsea. Chester Ba.y.

OCTOBER.

1. Corinthian, Atlantic Cii.v. 9, Jei-sey City, Ladies' Day, New

17. Beverly, Monument Beach.
1» Mirnmirhi Triane-.NewHastl

15. Buffalo, Closing Cruise. York Bay.

The report ot a probable renewal of interualioual racing through

the participation of the German Emperor and Lord Dunraven mark«!

the opening of the dull season in yachting, and as soon as the

cholera scare is over and this great, country has been "saved" for

another fouryears by the victory of one or the othei- party in Noyera -

bei', the epidemic of newspapers challeu;;es will break out anew. It

is not impossible that the German Emperor might do something so

foolish as to challenge again with Thistle, but the whole wording of

the despatch in question indicates that it is, in newspaper parlance,

a "fake" by some one entirely ignorant in yachting.

The Larclunout Y, C. has made quite a brilliant ending of its rac-

ing season with a good club regatta on Saturday and its special

schooner race on Tuesday. So little confusion and trouble has

attended the adoption and practical carrying out of the sailing

length classification by tbe LarcDmont Y. C. that yachtsmen hardly

realize the difference between this auci the old classification still

used by tbe other clubs. The classification has been used through

three seasons without any of the dire evils predicted as certain to

follow it and the races have filled even better than in other large

clubs.

The special schooner cup given this year is a move in the right

direction, as .schoouer racing, now on the mend after sevt ral very-

dull seasons, is a branch of the sport that is worthy of every en^

couragements.

Miunetonka Y. C. Aug. SV.

LAKE MINNETONKA, MINN.

A VERY good race was sailed on Lake Minnetonka on Aug. 27", in a
Strong and steady south wind, tbe times being:

FIHST CLASS—SLOOPS.

Atalanta.,
Zoraya...
CiU-lew...

PIBST CLASS—CATS.

SPECIAL CLASS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
I 52 16 1 48 22
1 66 08 1 48 37
J 54 14 1 51 30
1 58 40 1 52 13
1 57 14 1 55 59
2 05 16 2 01 01

,1 52 38 1 52 54

1 56 47 1 4'J l(j

2 00 4S 1 51 15
i 51 46

1 38 55 1 52 04
'i 00 -35 1 52 30
•2 06 36 1 57 15
2 1-3 36 1 04 56

2 10 31 1 55 49
2 13 37 1 57 45
2 10 06 1 58 43
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American Model TT. C, DeWolf Cup, Sept. 5.

PneSJ'KCT PARK—BROOKIA-N, L. I.

A ijiTTLTi; more west in tbe wind would have sxiited tlie model
yachtsmen in their race for the above cup, it heine a. little too much
to the. soutli to give a good Btead.v wind down the lake. But the wind
was pretty strong, and by a little uur<injs' to c.itcb the siants the sail-

ors managed to get the'vaehis acrof^s the tinisb line in quick lime.

Mr. DeWollfe was not able to be present, but the club was honored
hv Mie presence of Com. islddle and Mr. Mitchell, of tbe Philadelphia
M. Y. O.

The intention was to start the flr.st class firstj but one of the owners
was unable to fret to the lake early enough, so, rather than not saerl-

flco starters, it was concluded to leave it to the last; also an owner of

a third class yacht was delayed, so second class was started, it being
filled.

The discrepancies in tbe corrected times ai-e caused by a fine of .?s.

for ev>^ry time an owner touches his yacht to trim or put about. The
idea of iraposine this Bne is that it prevents nursing and pushing of

yachts. There is a difference of opinion as to the fairness of this

tax. especially where the wind comes in streaks, as it does on the
present course
The second class was called at 10 A. M.. three yachts coming to the

line—Comet, Mary S. and Etta; Comet winmne from Mary S. by .33s.

elapsed time and 4S=i„s. corrected. Second heat won by Mary S
from Comet by 16s. elapsed and 9-ioS. corieeted. Third heat by Mary
S. from Comet by 16s. elapsed and IQ^uS. corrected. Mary S. there-

fore qualifying for the flnal.

Third Class—First hea,t was very close, the fin boat Mischief win-
nine from Blectra by 25i^s. corrected time. Second heat by Mischief
bv 2m. 2934c. corrected.
The first class race was devoid of interest, three yachts starting,

Ohyiesa winning botli heats easily.

After the regatta comoiittee and yachtsmen had lunched the final

race, was called, Ohyiesa getting over theline first, Mischief and Mary
S following in the order named. Mary S. was in irons shortly after

getting over, after getting straishtened out she overhauled the others
very rapidly, winning from Mischief, whom she had to allow i7',uS ,

by 44s. elapsed, ll'm''- corrected. In the second heat Ohyiesa did

tome fine wort under lower sails, she having had her topmast car-

ried away by an expert oarsman in a hired rowboat belonging to the

Park. The start was postponed 10 minutes to allow repairs; she win
ning this heat from Mary S. (who was unlucky enough to find all tbe

funny winds) by Im. oOs. elapsed, am. 4''||,s. The corrected third and
final heat was a litle closer race, Ohyiesa winning from Mary S. by
Im. 20s. elapsed. 54-'ioS. corrected. Ohyiesa was the winner of the
cup, which was presented to her owner with due ceremony. Distance
sailed, mile.

FIRST CLASS—FIRST HEAT—43 TO 53FT, L.W.L.
Allowance. Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corr'd.

Ohyiesa, O. Van Ness 14781 1 .W 37 10 06 11 06

Hornet, J 0. Mever 63,„ 1 47 in 1 .^9 31 11 27 13 30'j„

Dora S., J. Smitli a 1 4fi 10 3 02 15 14 05 14 57

SECOND HEAT.
Ohyiesa 2 1-2 36 3 21 57 9 21 9 56

Dora S 2 14 18 2 29 30 15 12 15 M
Hornet 2 13 03 Outride.

SECOND CLASS - FIRST HEAT—48 TO 48lN. L.W L,

Comet, G. W. Townley .. .16^,^, lO 15 54 10 55 57 10 03 9 -iO^o

Mary S.. J. Sheridan 10 1^ 37 10 56 13 10 35 10 35

Etta, H.H. Michaels..... 13-10 10 45 15 IMd not flni-ih.

SECOKD HEAT.
MaryS.. 11 10 05 11 21 17 11 12 1118
Comet 11 10 33 11 23 00 11 28 11 2l2i„

Etta U 10 93 11 24 20 13 57 13 342,,,

THIRO HEAT,
MaryS 11 3a 38 11 48 11 11 43 11 58

Coniet 31 36 30 11 48 29 11 59 12 Vi'^o

mia 11 86 08 11 49 30 13 22 13 282j„

THIRD GLASS—FIRST HEAT—35 TO 42lN. L.W.L.

Mischief, H. Fisher 31^jo 12 30 18 12 20 10 9 52 9 20S„
Electra, J. Pfeiffler ...... ... 12 10 19 12 39 55 9 36 9 46

SECOND HEAT.
Mischief 12 32 2 J 12 41 4.1 9 18 8 47»"j„

Electra 12 33 33 12 44 SO' 11 17 11 17
FINAL RACE-FIRST HEAT.

MaryS lo'jo 3 55 01 3 05 46 10 45 10 29^„
Mischief 1 03S„ 2 54 14 3 05 4:i 11 '29 10 416,„

Ohyiesa. 2 53 45 3 05 40 11 55 11 55
SECOND HEAT,

Ohyiesa 3 20 26 3 39 OS . 8 42 9 12

MaryS .... 3 31 46 3 33 £7 10 41 11 18»io
Mischief .V 3 21 02 3 33 05 13 03 11 Se'jo

THIRD HEAT AND FINAL.
Obyiesa . 3 40 32 3 55 02 8 30 9 00

Mary S.'. 8 46 44 3 56 34 9 50 9 54^„
Mischief 3 47 23 .3 57 43 10 21 9 58^0

wind shifted to northwest aud lightened j so that all the boats started
with whole sail.

After they hal been off three-quarters of an hour or more the wind
shifted to southwest and increased to a reefing breeze, making it

lively for the boats, most of whom hung on to whole sail,

Tbe larger classes had a free wind race. Widgeon sprung her
mast and withdrew, Violet Viroke her gaff short off but kept on over
tbe course. Phenomenon crossed liue with throat halliards gone and
Kiiten lost saS and throat halliards just before crossing, while
Alerol went over line with the boom loose from mast on one side, tbe
gaff loose on the other and sail nearly off the spars; sho was rigged
with patent railways and they went all round. Sippican found wind
too heavy and coming home last refused to cross the line.

Before the change of wind Tycoon. Doris, Daisy and Phenomenon
tacked to the south'ard and had a free sheet to Dy Ledge after the

change. Kina, Sippican, Vivian and Algol went to the westward
and had a dead beat. On the free reach from Scraggy Neck to

Wings Cove Buov, 2'% nautical miles, the little Fin .showed wonderful
speed, making it in 17m. 15s., a rate of 9 knots, pretty good for a l7ft.

watei'line boat.
She is Herreshoff 's latest fin and goes well in a breeze, though she

has not sail enough for a light air.

Course for sloops, first and second classes, IIV4 miles; third and
fourth classes, 1}4 miles. The iudges were N. li. Emmons and W

.

Lloyd .Jeffries. Summary:
SLOOP CLASS.

Length. Elapsed, Corrected,
riiapoquoit. C. H. Jones, B. Y. C .. .33.11 1 29 55 1 25 86

Fin, L, M. Stockton, B. Y, C 17.02 1 44 43 1 19 59

FIKST CLASS.
Flieht, I. Heller, Sip. Y. C 30.01 1 35 46 1 27 55

Violet, Toby Ulub. B Y. C 27.06 1 43 43 1 23 13

Hector, E. 0, Stetson, Mattapoisett . .28 10 .....
SECOND CLASS.

Gymnote. W, E. C. Eustis, B. Y. C.
Surprise, J. M. Oodman, B. Y. 0 .

Success, .J. F. Perry, Mon. Beach .

.

Mist, O. H. Lyman, B. Y. C
Lestris, J. Crane, .Jr., B. Y. C
Wildcat, H. P. Hill, Mon. B»ach. ...

Corinthian Y. C. Sept. 5.

MABBLEHEAD, MASS.—MASSACHUSETTS BAT.

The Labor Day sports of the Corinthian Y. 0. included an open
race in the morning and a saU for the ladies in the afternoon, with a
concert and illumination in the evening. The wind in the morning
was light N.W. The times of the race were:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hawk 3 27 41 3 27 41

Fancy 3 39 13 3 38 41
SECOND CLASS.

Susie 4 05 11 4 03 09

White Fawn 3 .55 01 3 55 01

ITstane

...4

07 43 4 04 14
THIRD CLASS.

Exile 3 46 50 3 46 50

Reaper, 3 50 51 3 47 53

Freak..... ;....3 48 58 3 48 14
FOURTH CLASS.

typhoon 1 43 45

Tom Cat U 09 01 2 07 53
CBtnSKHS—CLASS A.

Orinda 2 C9 05 1 59 05

Countess 1 44 12 1.38 25

Alcyone 2 37 12 8 20 12

Vandal ? ?4 08 2 30 08

1 13 00
Clytie 2 16 37 2 16 -37

Gvpsv..... - Si 37 00
CaOlSBRS—CLASS B.

Mosca a 30 46 2 17 46
Josephine 2 46 Oj 8 37 00

Oimara 3 48 33 2 22.53

Nancy 2 48 08 2:30 04
Bob 2 43 .34 2 28 34
Jane 2 43 41 3 25 41
The rest of the programme was carried out very successfully.

Beverly Y. C, Sept. 3-5.

MONUMENT BEACH-BUZZARD'S TiAV.

The 191st race, fourth sweepstake, was sailed at Monument Beach
in a light S. W. by W. breeze. Mist won easily m second class. In
third class Doris easily took the lead and held it though rather closely

pressed by Sippican; Fin needed more wind and was ihii'd boat

;

Tycoon withdrew at Abiels Ledge, where she was about three min-
utes behind Sippican, In fourth class Petite beat Kitten, but Squall,
whf^ did not enter, sailed the course and easily beat both. Com-se,
for second clsss lOM, for third and fourth classes 8M miles. Judges,
F Elliott Cabot. W. Llovd Jeffries. Summary;

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mist, a. H. Lyman, B. Y. C 27.04 2 37 18 1 27 34
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B. Y. C 27.01 3 42 56 1 33 12

Success, J. F. Perry, Mon. Beach . . . .24.07 3 4B 08 1 33 28
Widgeon. M. Williams, .Jr. B. Y. 0 . . . .26.10 8 47 23 1 ;17 08

Lestris, T. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C ?6.04 2 47 37 1 36 41
THIRD CLASS.

D.M-is, J. Parkinson. B. Y. C 31 .02 2 15 59 2 04 25
bippiean, W. H Davis, B. Y. C 23.03 8 1 6 23 2 04 54

Rina, J. Parkinson, B. Y. C S'i.lO 2 19 00 2 07 06

Vivian, N. Hocking. Jr., Onset 2:5.01 2 30 32 2 08 53
Phenonienon.D.L.Whitternore.B Y.C.23 00 2 82 03 2 10 19

Daisy. H. Stockton, B, Y. C 21.01 2 33 57 2 09 05

Fin, L. M Stockton, B. Y. C 17.02 2 24 36 2 05 44

Tycoon, J. L. Stackijole, Jr.. B. Y. C .83.01 Withdrew.
FOURTH CLASS.

Edith. G. G. Van Rensselaer. B. Y. 0 19.04 3 85 22 2 19 29

Kitten, Toby Club. B. Y. C 20.00 2 3!) 0-i 2 24 05

Mist, Doris and Eilitti take first.-, Gymnote and Sliipican seconds.
Success and Eiua thirds.

The 192d race, ojjen regatta, was sailed at Monument Beach on
Sept. 5. Tne 4tb was rainy and disagreeable, and the 5th opened
•with a pouring rain and a northeast blow, which prevented several

boats from a distance from arriving ia time. Before the start the

Doris, J Parkinson. B Y C
Phenomenon, D.L. Whittemore,B,
Vivian, N. Huckiog. Jr, Onset

—

Eioa. J. Parkinson. B Y". C
Algol. J. B Bullard. Jr, S. Y. C .

Sippican, W. H. Davis, B. Y^ C...
Daisy, H. Stockton, B. Y. C

FOURT
Kitten, Toby Club, B. Y. C. . . .

...27.04 1 3 i 59 1 26 18

...27.04 1 40 10 1 29 29

....34.07 1 44 36 1 30 41

. .27.04 1 45 35 1 34 54
,..26.04 1 47 51 1..3'i 05

26.04 1 49 18 1 37 29

..,24,00 3 01 53 1 47 02

...26.10 Disabled.
CX,A.SS.

. .23.01 1 28 50 1 18 15
...23.08 1 30 62 1 80 81

^c.83.oo 1 38 05 1 21 25

,,.23.01 1 33 54 1 23 19

,,,22 10 1 42 41 1 31 ,50

,,.23,04 1 46 07 1 35 15

,,.23,03 Disabled.
, 21,01 Withdrew,

C CLASS.
,,.20,00 1 48 85 1 28 44

U,,19,04 1 46 45 1 .32 19
19,03 1 50 37 1 36 05

....19.11 Withdrew.
Fin. Blight, Gymnote. Tycoon and Kitten firsts; Surprise and Dons

seconds; Phenomenon and Success thirds. Eina protests Algol for
fouling.

Xiynn Y. C, Open Regatta., Sept. 5.

LYNN, MASS.—NAHANT, MASSBOHIISETT.S BAY.

The Lynn Y. C. held a, very successful regatta on Labor Day , con-
ditions being as follows:
Classes —First. 26ft. and over 31ft. keels; first class, 36tt, and over

21ft. centerboards; second class, 31ft. and over l7ft.,3ib and mainsail,
sloop and fin keel; third class, 21f c. and over 17ft., keels not flu ; fourth
class. 21ft. and over 17ft.. catboats; fifth class, all boats under 17'f(,.

Yachts must sail in the class to which they belong.
PrizRS.— First class, keels, $20, ,$10, $5; first class, centerboards,

$30, $10, $5; second class, jib and mainsail, sloop and fin keel, $15,

$10. »5; third class, keels not fin. $15, $10. $5; fourth class, catboats,

$15 10, $5: fifth class, all boats, $12, $8, $6.

Courses. -First class: From starting point whistling buoy off the
Graves, leaving it on the starboard; to Winthrop spar buoy, leaving
it on the starboard : to flag boat olT Grover's Cliff, leaving it on the
starboard; to and across the line between the judges' boat and flag

boat. Distance, 10 miles.

Second, third and fom-th classes; From starting point to Flip Rock
Buoy, leaving it on the starboard; to flag boat off Grower's Cliff, leav-

ing if on the starboard; to buoy off Lobster Rocks, leaving it on the
starboard; leaving Fish Weir on port; to and across lice between
judges' boat and flag boat, and repdat. Distance, 9 miles.

Fifth class: From starting point to Flip Rock Buoy, leaving it on
the starboard; to flag boat off Grover's CltlS, leaving it on the star-

board; leaving Fish Weir on pon ; to and across line between judges'
boat and flag boat. Distance, 4}^ miles.

The wind was light N.W. The times were:

FIRST CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Finish. Elapsed.

Hazard, Pierce and Moody . 3 86 53 3 21 52

Beatrice. Johu Cavanagh 3 43 48 3 27 4t

Odd.Fellow, J. Curtis 3 46 18 3 31 18

L. L., -J. Honors 3 51 01 3 36 01

Sea Bird, C. L. Joy .4 03 57 3 48 .54

Pearl, J. Wallace 4 11 35 3 56 35

Black Cloud. E. H. Taylor Withdrew.
Forlorn Hope, A. W. Erickson Withdrew.
Korban, B. M. Horton Withdrew.

FIR .ST CLASS KEELS.
Emma L., S. L. Sanders 4 07 13 3 .58 13

Verena, David Fenton. 4 07 81 3 ,58 31

Judith. W. B Pidgeon 4 20 57 4 05 .57

Helen, George J. Collins 4 48 39 4 27 39
SECOND CLASS JUi AND MAINSAILS.

Thrush, Dr. John Bryant 8 42 49 2 22 49

Catspaw, Walter Abbott , 2 48 27 2 28 27

Tyrant, C. W, Wilson 3 80 16 3 00 16

THIRD CLASS KBBLS.
R, D James Mclntyre 8 55 45 8 80 45

Wahneta, Smith & Cobb .3 19 03 3 54 03

Lotus, A, Fenton 3 19 13 2 54 13

Mockmg Bird, J. McLaughlin .3 24 37 2 ,59 37
FOURTH CLASS CATBOATS.

Magpie, H. P, Otis 3 10 37 2 40 37

KooraU, R. C. Bobbins 3 13 00 2 43 00

Alice L,, P, Lynch 3 30 55 3 00 55

Opechee. W. P. Barker ...3 31 46 3 04 46
FIFTH CLASS (UNDER 17Fr. WATERLINB).

Alpine. C. J. Blethen 2 05 13 1 .30 13

Flora Lee, C. D. Lamimg 2 07 34 1 32 34

Madcap, C. A. Elwell 2 OS 23 1 33 23

Marchioness. Perry Hodges 2 10 44 1 35 44
Voma, J. W. Norwood 8 13 38 1 37 38

Dot, H. F. Douglass 3 13 54 1 38 54

Wild Cat, Charles Alley 2 14 45 1 39 45

Mab, John Shaw 2 16 83 1 41 33

Florrie, W, L. Leigh ton. 8 19 81 1 44 31

Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon 3 20 15 1 45 15

Isabel], Davis & Batchelder 2 80 55 1 46 55

45, E. W. W. Randall 2 37 20 3 03 ;M

Cuckoo. A. Larabee Withdrew.
The judges were W. A, Estes, O. H. Crowell, G. F. Putnam, W. H.

Hooper, P. E. Newhall
No corrected times were calculated, but the fl.rst prizes go in the

order of the elapsed times.
Madcap protested Marchioness for fouling the stakeboat at start,

and for not rounding Lobster Rock Buoy.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTICE, BAY— LONO ISLAND.

A VERY interestine: handicap race was sailed at O.yster Bay on Sept.

5, a great variety of models beiug represented in the list of starters.

Besides tbe older open boats iVlirtb, Meteor, Indolent, Nadjy (nee
Brooklyn"! and Dodo, there were the 25 footers Nameless and Pyxie,

with tlie other Gardner boats Helcia and Ola, and the new Gardner fin-

keel Nemariji, recently launched. Although much smaller than such
speedy open' boats as Mirth and Meteor. Pyxie was given tbe scratch,
allowing Mirth 2m . Nameless 3m., Indolent 4m., Meteor 7m., Dodo
Sm. and Nadjy 801 , Ola 11m., Vanda 21m ,, Martha 21m. The course
was, starling from south to north on a line between Moses Point buoy
and coramittee boat, thence to Coldspring Light, keeping it on "port

hand; thence to Center Island buoy, keeping it on starboard; thence
to Lloyd's Point buoy, keepiug it on starboard; thence to Coldspring
Light," keeping it on stirboard; thence to finish, passing from north
to south of line, keeping northward of black buoy at mouth of har-
bor KOiug and coming.
The wind vvas fresh S.W. Mirth was first and Pyxie second, the

latter .saving her time on. all but Mirth. The times were, one gun
stai't, 11 :45:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected*
Mirth , , , , 3 13 25 a 87 85 3 25 25
Nameless 2 24 15 2 39 15 8 36 15
Indolent 3 36 34 2 51 34 3 47 34
•Skrealling 3 40 05 3 04 05 2 41 05
Nadiy S 44 16 2. 59 15 8 51 15

Pvx'ie 2 19 03 2 34 03 S S4 m
O'la , 2 48 60 3 03 50 2 53 50

Helcia : 2 31 35 2 46 85 2 44 86
Dodo .3 33 45 3 47 45 2 .39 45
Martha Did not finish.

Vanda 3 53 40 3 07 40 2 46 40
Meteor .2 41 05 8 58 06 3 49 05
Pilgrim . .Did not finish.

Nemadji 3 .38 43 3 53 42 .3 51 42
The Rouse and Wetmore race was set for Sept. 10. but as tbe Larch-

mont Y. C. sailed its fail regatta on that day, the race was P' stponed
to Sept. 24, when a start will be irade at 11 A M. off the Bell Buoy.
On Sept. 16 the annual dinner of the club will be held at the Oyster

Bay club house, and a large attendance is looked for. On the follow-
ing day a race will be sailed for three prizes offered by Messrs. T. S.

Young, Jr., A, P. Montant and Rear Cora. J. W. Beekman, for a
handicap race for yachts of the S. C. Y. C. of 42ft. waterline and
under, to start as near 11 A. M. as practicable. The course will be:
Starting from west to east of an imaginary line between Moses Point
and stakeboat, thence to Cold Spring Light, keeping it on port hand;
thence to stakeboat off Bloses Point, keeping it on port hand; thence
lo Cold Spring Light, keeping it on port hand ; thence to stakeboat off
Moses Point, keeping it on jiort hand; keeping to the north of iJ'ack
Buoy at mouth of harbor. The start will be made from the gun,
with a five-minute preparatory signal. The city club house will, re-
open for the winter on Oc*. 1.

New York Y. C.

The following general order has been issued by Fleet Captain
Stephen Peabody:

FLAGSHIP Eleotra, N. Y. Y''. C, Harbor of New York, Sept. 7, 1893

General Order No. 7:

I. --The New York Columbian Celebration Committee of one hun-
dred" having chosen Mr. S. ISIicholson Kane to direct the naval parade
on October 11, and so notified the club, all yachts belonging to this

club who desire to take part therein will communicate directly with
Mr. Kane at the office ot the committee, 880 Broadway, room 115, for

information concerning the same.
II. Through the courtesy of its owner, Mr. John H. Starm, the new

steamboat William C. Egerton has been secured for the use of the
club on the above date to view the parade, etc., anci will be under the
direction of the house committee. Members desiring 10 avail them-
selves of the opportunity will apply for tickets without delay to the
committee at the club house. Further particulars wfll be furnished
by that committee.
"ill. AH yachts in commission belonging to the club, in the harbor

of New York on October 11 will dress ship at colors and haul down
at sunset that day.

By order of the Commodore, Stephen Peabody, Fleet Captain.

Hull Y. C, Sept. 10.

HULL, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The final championship race of the Hull Y. C. on Saturday, post-
poned from Aug. 37, was sailed in a moderate S.E. wind, the times
being:

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Beatrice, .John Cavanagh 3 1110
TTstane. S. N. Small 87,03 2 20 00 1 53 14
White Fawn, E. E. Jones 30,11 3 18 25 1 54 36
Posy, R. G. Hunt 30.07 3 25 17 8 01 14
Susie, W. W. Keith 3 28 4.5

FOURTH CLASS,
Thrush, A, McVey , . . . , 1 45 29

SPEOIAX. CiLASS,

Vanesa, A. Bigelow, Jr , , .84,03 1 47 12 1 24 13
R, D,, ,James iviclntyre 1 53 53

FIFTH CLASS.
Typhoon, J. L Taylor 23.09 1 47 14 1 23 48
KooraU, R.C. Robbies ,..28.00 1 51 63 1 27 59
Magpie, H. G. Otis Si. 04 1 53 38 1 28 59
Opechee, W. Barker 22.02 1 54 30 1 2B 42

SIXTH CLASS.
Primrose, H. M. Faxon 17.11 1 36 60 I 10 48
Don, W. H. Shaw ..20.03 1 40 15 1 17 35
The neAf catboat T.vphoon. sailed by her designer, Mr. Stewart,

sailed a fine race and won easily in her class, making another race
necessary, which will take place next Saturday.
The championship winners in the other classes are: Second class,

Handsel; third class, Beatrice; fourth class, Alpha; special class,

Vanessa; sixth class, Mab.
The judges were Mesars. Franklin Adams and Norman P. Greeley .

South Boston Mosquito Fleet, Sept. 5.

The Mosquito boats of South Boston sailed a race on Labor Day,
but in such a light N W. wind as to make it very unsatisfactory.
The times were:

Length. Elapsed. [Corrected,
Escort, W. H. Ransom 14.11 1 24 58 1 34 5a
Laurel, Joseph Hutchings 14.11 1 31 12 1 :31 07
Marigold, E. D. Gay 14 09 1 44 00 1 43 45
Midget, W. H. Besarick 12.10 1 48 28 1 46 18
Nefiie, J. O'Leary I-I.IO 1 48 09 1 47 59
Spook, Noonan and Andrews 14.11 1 50 43. 1 .50 40
Tantrum, F. D. Perkins 14,09 1 57 29 1 57 14
Transit, S. N. Small ..14.05 1 59 50 1 59 15
Water Bug, D. McKinnon ;. ..14.00 S 01 41 ,8 00 41

Bother, L P. Kieser 14.11 2 01 39 3 01 26
Cutty Sark, M. Torrenee.... 14.08 2 03 25 2 01 45
Annie, E H. Rich 15.08 3 03 14 2 08 56
Bubble, J. P. Bullard 12 00 2 07 58 2 04 58
Bunty, J. F. Cooper 13.11 3 07 40 2 05 35
Bantam. J. S. Perkins 18.06 3 09 49 3 07 10

Escort wins first pri^e, Laurel second and Marigold third.

Savin Hill Y. C, Sept. 10.

SAVIN HILL—BOSTON HARBOR.

The final championship races of the Savin Hill Y. C. was sailed Oi.

Saturday in a light east wind, the times being:
SPECIAL CLASS.

Tjength. Elapsed. Corrected.
Fannie, E. P. Sharpe 32.02 1 .37 80 1 13 32
Romance, Loring Sears not meas. 1 36 05

FIRST CLASS,
Adolph. Henrv F, Moebs 22,06 1 43 38 1 19 01

Mildred G., Loring Sears 25.02 1 47 07 1 81 48
SECOND CLASS.

Egeria, L. T. Howard 80.01 1 43 04 1 15 16

Siko, F. A. Mclnnis ...19.08 1 49 58 1 28 44
.-Vrab, W. F. Scott 19.01 2 00 27 3 33 39

FOURTH CLASS.
Midget, W. H. Besarick 13.09 1 29 47 1 01 04
Marigold, Earle D. Gray 14.09 1 31 14 1 04 54
The judges were A. A. Swallow, L. A. Horton and W, H. Besarick.
The championship winners are: special class, Fannie: first class,

Mildred G,; second cla-ss, Siko; third class. Marchioness; fourth class,
Midget. The club cups go to Adolph, Arab, Marchioness and Midget.

The America Cup.
The following despatch appeared last week in a number of Ameri-

can newspapers, despite its obvious absurdity:
"London, Sept. 8.—The German Emperor has decided to enter his

yacht, the Meteor, to compete for the America Cup in 1893.

•"The Meteor was formerly the Thistle, the Scotch j'acht, which
was defeated at New Y'ork in 1887 by the A^oluuteer in che races for
the America Cup. It is reported that Lord Dunraven has accepted
the challenge to race for the America Cup and intends to build an 80-

ton cutter."

Chelsea Y, C, Sept. 5.

CHELSEA, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR,

The second pennant race of the Chelsea Y, C. was saOed on Labor
Day over a three-mile course, the times being: Tot, Al Barrie, 4h.

37rii, 20s,; Ann B,. Matbew Ryan, 4h, 41m, 453,
;
Holy Smoke, George

Barrie. and Gem, Bert Fisher. The Tot wins, taking a leg for the
pennant. The first leg was won by the Holy SmoKe.

On Sept. 17 the Chicago Y'aehting Association will hold a race for
steam yachts. Col. Robert Rae, George Warrington and Marshall
D. Wilber are in charge of the race.
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liarchmont T. C, Sept. 10-13.

iAECHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The fall regatta of the Larohmont Y. C. on Saturday brauer>it out a
very good fleet of starters, tbiri,y-sis yachts, and afforded good sport
to both sailormen and spectators. The day was clear and warm and
the Sound perfectly smooth, the wind being light from the east,
shifting- to the soutn in the latter part of the race. The display of
schooners was quite a grand one for the Sound. The official times
were.

SCHOONERS—CLASS A,

ElapE?ed. Corrected,
Dauntlesp, C. H. Colt 4 26 38 4 20 38

Ramonj,, H. F. Gillig 4 09 30 4 07 01
CLASS B.

Atlantic, Mfssrs. Seeley and Marshall 4 07 .'59 4 07 59
Iroquois. R. N. Ellis ,4 00 57 3 58 33
Shamrocli, J. B. Maxwell

CLASS D.
Viator, W. Q. Broiraw 2 48 50 2 48 50
Azalea, J. C. Smith 2 45 :« 3 4-^ 49

SLOOPS—CLASS 5.

Clara, B. S. Osboi-n Sail over.
CLASS 7.

Kathleen, F. M. Hoyt 3 13 30 3 1? 30
Senoriia, J. M. Wllhams 3 24 57 3 28 37

CLASS 8.

Fauna, M. Bullcley ... 3 29 13 3 29 13
Chippewa, T. Olapham 8 22 00 3 23 00

CLASS lO;

El Ohico, 11. M. Kersey 3 11 04 2 10 64
Pyxie, Oswald Sanderson 3 11 29 2 11 29
Namadjy. H. W. DeForest 3 J3 .57 3 13 57
Nameless, C. W. Wei more 3 10 2 16 18

CLASS 9—SPECIit, FOR YAWLS.
Kwasind, 0. Adams 3 31 27 2 20 46
Rajah, H. W. Eaton 2 15 51 9 15 51
Kittle, H. Morse ,....2 18 37 2 11 23

CABIN OATS -CLASS 31.

Nellie, M. F. Plant 3 19 47 2 15 39
Oconee, O. T. Pierce

,
2 23 89 2 18 69

Marguerite, F. H Simmons,.. ....... ...2 20 18 3 lo 50
Mabel, A. H. Seoileld , 2 25 50 . ..
Nahma, W. E. Like 1 38 53 1 18 23
Almira, J. H. Hanan .....
Aura-, W. H. Simousou 2 17 15 2 17 15

OPEN CATS—Oi:'ASS 14.
Edna, Geor'ge Grieve .....1 40 45 1 43 OS
Wilmerad 1 45 04 1 45 00

CLASS IB.
Phyllis, W. H. Jones. 1 45 17 1 45 17
Zelda, C. B. McManus . . .

Sidie, B. M. Wallace I 54 40 1 54 40
Effie. G. Vassar, Jr 1 58 34 1 53 -34

It, 0. W. Sedwick '

Lark 3 06 59 l 57 39
Caprice, C. M. Bird.... ...... Capsized
lone. O. A, Anderson _ 2 09 28 2 06 28
Spindrift, B. C. Eockett 2 10 26 2 06 13
Forget-me-not was in harbor, but forgot to .start, so Clara sailed

over, fhe other winners were Eamon<i, Shamrock, Azalea, Kath-
leen, Chippewa, El Cbieo, Kittle, Nellie, Edna and Phyllis.
Tne race for the $.500 schooner cup was sailed on Tuesday in a

stron? S.E. wiad, the limes bein^
Start. Finish.

Eimona 11 37 88 3 09 41
Lasca 11 45 00 3 14 06
IroQtiiois 11 45 00 3 20 40
Marguerite 11 44 39 3 21 26
Shamrock 11 43 19 3 28 29
Viator 11 45 00 3 46 .37

Azalea 11 36 59 3 53 00

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 33 08 3 32 03
3 29 05 3 31 38
3 35 40 3 20 26
3 36 47 3 23 26
3 45 10 3 23 10
4 01 27 3 31 11

4 16 01 3 42 53
Iroquois wins the cup. Viator wins a cup of $150 from Azalea in a

private match.
After the race of Saturday two challenges were issued as follows:
W. Brokaw of the schooner Viator challenged the schooner Azalea

or the Peerless for either S500 or $1,000 a corner romid Long Island,
starting from Sandy Hook and ending at Larchmont: also one race
to be held over the Larchmont course: anotber over the New York Y.
C. course, twenty miles to windward and back, for the cup presented
by ttie Cherry Diamond Y. C. and the LarohnioQt Y. C., no restric
tious as to crew or sail (clublopsails barred). The races to be sailed
on or before (_)ct. 1.

J. Oliuch Smith of ttae schooner Azalea offered to sail a series of
three races with the Azalea against Viator or against Peerless owned
by Messrs Mitchell and Ackley, for the sum of $500, the winner to be
the victor in two of the three races. One course to be named by Mr
Smith, another by Mr. Brokaw and the third by the owners of the
Peerless. Each course to be one of the courses used by the New
York Y, C. or the Larchmont Y. C.

Fall River V. C, Sept. 5.

FALL BIVEB, MASS.—MOUNT HOPE BAY,

The regatta of the Fall River Y. C. was sailed on Labor Day in a
variable S.W. breeze, the times being:

THIRD CLASS .SLOOPS.

„ , „ , _ Elapsed. Corrected.
Hattie, Fall River 3 23 08 3 23 08
Composite, Fall River , 3 49 31 3 27 55

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Windward, Fall River... 3 34 ,51 3 24 51
Four Brothers, Fall Biver 3 20 40 3 00 29
Mabel Gertrude, Fall River 3 35 05 3 44 48

FODBTFT OLA.SS CATS.
Victor, Providence

.

, 2 07 34 2 07 11
Goodwish, Somerset ... 2 04 10 2 04 16
Barbara. Fall River 2 19 05 2 17 30
Olivette, Fall River 3 09 33 2 03 36
Ella, Fall River 3 10 13 2 09 48

FIFTH CLASS CATS
Hesper, Fall River 3 19 33 3 19 33
LTnknown, Swansea 2 28 10 3 19 13

Sixth class oats.
Marianna. Fall River 3 36 43 3 34 48
Fedora, Fall River 3 25 34 3 24 43
Alice W., Fall River , 3 27 31 3 2/' 21
Shadow, li'all River ; 2 33 03 Not meas.
The judees were Fred B. Durfee, Enoch Horsefleld, Fred E. Water-

man, V. W. nolbrook, Benjamin Briggs.

Shelter Island Y. C, Sept. 4.
teHELTBE ISLAND, N, Y.—^PECONIC BAY.

The Shelter Island Y. C. sailed a race on Sept. 4 over its triangular
course, the times being;

FIRST CLASS BOATS.

„. .
Elapsed.

Ohyiesa 3 33 19
Pigeon 3 17 53

SECOND class B0.4.TS.
^olus 3 30 14
Gypsy Queen a 46 36
Golden Rod 3 40 08
Curlew , ,. '..a 35 40
Hermes

,
'.3 48 js

Loreh 3 57 31
THIRD CIASS BOATS.Mp and Tuck 2 09 17

Mendota '..2 06 25
Rattler 2 08 .55

Corrected

.

3 23 04
a 17 63

2 20 14
2 45 41
2 38 58
2 34 31
3 35 36
2 53 41

3 08 58
3 00 25
3 06 19

The Yachting Fleet at the Columbian Exhibition.
The appointment of Cant. Arthur H. Clark, of Boston, as the com-

modore ot the yacht tieet at the Columbia Exhibition, is not only a
worthy recognition of his position among the vetoraus of American
yachting, but a guarantee that the duties of the position will he dis-
charged most faitiifnlly. Cant. Clarli, who has bern a sailor and a
yachtsman almost from his hirtb, is flie younger son of the late Hon
Benjamin C. Chark, an old Bostoa mercbaut and ship owner and a
thoroufth yaLihtsnian, a nifmher of the New York Y, 0. in 18-15, one
of the first Ei^tri-n yp,cJit5m.9n to join the club, and owner of tne
schooner yaciit niprniaid in ]S33 and Raven, winner oi the first re-
gatta in .UassaiiUasi'tl^ B;i y, in 1845.
Capt. Clark started b?! ore. the mest in 1857, commanding his own

ship m the t:iiiiia Seas m I8ii3. In 1866 he joined the New York Y. 0 ,and in the same .year took r.he yacht Alice across to England ui nine-
teen da.ys from Boston Ijght to the Needles. A little later he took a
steamship to iJliina for John M. Forbes & Co.. and while there com-
manded several stejmships. In 1874, '75 and '76 he commanded the
steamship Indiana, of tbe Ameriaan Line, between Philadelphia and
Ijiverpool, one of the few ti-ansatlantic steamers under the American

flag. In 1877 he went to London as the representative of the New
York and Boston underwriters, remaining there twelve years. While
abroad Capt. Clark made many acquaintance among British yachts-
men and saw a great deal of yacht racing. When it was proposed to
send Mayflower across in answer to Arrow's challenge in 1887, he
arranged to sail her over for General Paine. For the last two years
he has resided in Boston, where he is engaged in the ship and yacht
brokerage business, and is also measurer of the Eastern "S". C,
Mr. Clark is an authority on everything relating to the early history

of yacht building and yacht racing in America, being familiar from
his boyliood with the old yachts, of which few records now remain,
and having long made a special study of these interesting craft. He is

the possessor of a large and valuable collection of records, drawings
and photograpbs, being himself a skillful photographer.

Miraxnichi Y. C, Sept. 1.

CHATHAM, N. B.—SlrRAMICHI BIVER.

A TBiANGtrLAH course off Chatham was chosen for the annual match
for the vice-commodore's pennant, on Thursday. There was a good
breeze—all the yachts started with lower sails only. The course was
a long run, a long beat and a short reach, the river not being wide
enough at this point to give a large base to the triangle. The course,
sailed twice around, was five miles long, and the windward legs were
sailed against a strong tide. Calypso, though sailed in previous races
tor two seasons by professional helmsmen, had alway been beaten.
In this race she was sailed by Vice Com. Stewart, whose own boat
was not in the race, and led all her opponents from start to finish.
The official times, taken by the judges— Dr. Pedolin and Mr. A. A.
Davidson—were as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Calypso 12 00 40 3 10 00 3 09 20 2 09 20
Maud.. 12 0 1 22 2 13 33 3 12 11 2 09 41
Kittocb 12 02 00 3 16 33 2 14 33 2 10 27
Kilbride 12 04 00 2 24 43 2 20 03 3 10 49

Volunteer Sailing Club, Sept. 5.

NEW HAVEN, OONN.

The annual fall race of the Volunteer Sailing Club, of New Haven,
Conn., was sailed Sept. 5 in a fresh southerly wind, over the regular
4-inil6 course on New Haven Harbor The times were;

Length. F,nish. Elapsed.
Veto, Com Conbliu 17.05 11 33 00 1 12 00
Norma, J. H. .Jooss 16. Oo 11 87 00 1 16 56
Lottie, y. W. Verwholb , 14. ll IJ 42 09 1 21 57
Lassie, J. Johnson 15.01 11 55 00 1 34 55
Belle, L. M. Cooney 14.05 13 01 00 1 40 55
For the best racing record of the season Norma takes first prize

$5.50; Veto second prizs, $3.50. and Lottie third prize, $3 50.
'

Race Committee—Webster H. Mathis, J. H. Jooss, P. F. Upson.
Tudge-:Capt. Geo. Damon.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The little cat Truant, built by V. D. Bacon on Cape Cod for San

Francisco, has at last come to grief after a victorious ca'-eer as a
racer, as told in a San Francisco paper: 'As for the vice-coirmo-
dore's vessel, the Truant, what has been predicted hy local yachts-
men for a year or eo came to pass. This yacht was built hy Turner
upon Eastern designs, and Vjee-Commodore Pew had a regular row
on paper with the designer before the laiter would consent to the re-
duction of the canvas 33>^ per cent., yet under this reduced sail plan
she carried away her ma^t. a heavy spruce suck, clean at the deck,
and was towed home by the launches Norwood and Asretta. Tbe
Truant has beaten everything of her inches in light weather, but the
old-timers have always wished to get a whack at her in a blow. Her
mast was stepped right; in her eyes, and as a consequence her shrouds
had no spread and no practical resistance. Step your new mast
fm-ther aft, Mr. Pew, sacrifice a little cabin room, put a decent jib on
your boat instead of that anomaly you now carry, and have vessel fit

for the rough waters of San Francisco Bay. Such a series of disasters
has never befallen the Corinthians before, and it was only owing 10
good seamanship that no lives were lost. 'But all's well that ends
well.' and the experience of last Sunday wiil. do the amateurs no
harm, but will increase their confidence in their abilities and in the
sea-going qualities of their craft."

On Sept. 10 a SOft. electric launch, designed and built for Mr. S. R.
Bradley, of Nyack, N. Y'., was launched from the works of Charles
L. Seabury & Co., Nyaek on Hudson, N. Y. The general climeusions
are, length 30ft., beam Oft. Oin., draft about 21)n. Hull is built of
selected stock, white oak keel and frames, timljers straight grained,
st'-ara-bent white oak, planking is of white cedar, finished natural
color of the wood, varnished; copper fastened and rivetted through-
out. The interior, seats, locicers, coaming, etc., are finished in fine
quality quartered oak. The decks are of white pine, laid in narroiv
strips. The power consists of storage batteries and motor of the
Union Electric Co.'s make, which are cbarged for a run- of abouo 100
miles. These are all set under the floor of the boat, entirely out of
the way. It develops five horse power, and tbe speed is about eight
miles per hour. Messrs. Seabury & Co. have also fitted the 60ft.
steam launch Camilla with a Seabury patent safety water-tube boiler
a few weeks ago. This firm has also signed contracts for a number
of steam yachts and launches, to be delivered this winter for Southern
use, also early next spring, and the prospects for a very busy yacht-
building season are good.

The yachting correspondent is an innovation of recent ti(Ues,-whose
presence has tended to clear away the atmosphere of myths in which
the earlier history of the sport has been lost. Not until the advent
of the United States schooner America at Cowes to compete against
English built yachts in 1851. did ihe press become thoroughly inter-
ested in the sport and influenced public opinion in its favor, A spirit
of international rivalry was stirred tha't has never died out, and
which has been of infinite benefit; in making yacht racing popular.
The accounts of the race around the Isle of Wight for the cup pre-
sented by the Royal Yacht Squadron, and for which repeated inter-
national contests have since been sailed, lent a zest to the sport
which it had not previously attained. The novel build of the Amer
ica. schooner, her rig and canvas, challenged Enghsh tratiitlous and
aroused a contemptuous unbelief in their value. It could hardly bo
borne toat the prestige of England's pleasure navy should be seri-
ously invaded by an American vessel built in defiance of time-bon-
ored prejudices,—Wi:ro?i Kemp, in the English Illustralrd Magazine
for August.

The work of raising the wrecked Alva still continues, with a fair
prospect of success, although the season is advancing and heavy
storms are to he looked for. The hatchways and openings in the
deck are being closed up, and the gaps in the hull stopped as far as
possible. When this work is completed the uninjured compartments
will be pumped dry. A good deal of property has been recovered by
the divers, the personal effects of Mr. Vanderbilt and his guests,
clothing, jewelry, etc , the furniture, hangings and silverware, the
ship's arms and the shell of the tm'tle that was washed aboard the
ship off the Azores in 1891. It is reported that Mr. Vanderbilt will
build two yachts for next year, a lai-ge one for offshore cruising and
a smaller one tor home cruising. The suit against the owners of the
H. F. Dimock has not yet come to trial.

The daily papens are busy arranging for a number of new yachts
to be built next season : besides the two new fsteamers for Mr. Van-
derbilt to replace the Alva, one of them a small war ship. John D.
Fookfeller is to have a steam yacht similar to Corsair from the de-
signs of ,f. Beavor-Webb, Royal Phelps Carroll is to have a 90tt. Her-
reshoft' schooner to bring back the Cape iViay .and Brenton's Reef
cups from England and several more 90ft. "schooners are to be
budt, with a number of smaller craft. The prospects now are that
building will be fairly brisk during tbe late winter, but as yet very
little is known as to owners, builders or dimensions of the new
yachts.

A most cruel hoax has lately been perpetrated by the discharged
cook of the steam yacht Wapiti, owned by Hiram W. Sibley, of New
Y'ork, and ciuising' on Lake Erie with the ownw and his family
aboaiTl. In revenge for his discharge the cook, George Sherman,
telegraphed from CoUingwood, Ontario, that the yacht had sunk in a
storm on Georgian Bay, witb but two persons saved; and the news
was spread rapidly over the country, full accounts of the disaster,
with lengthy obitiiaries of Mr. Sibley, being published in many papers,
especially in the West. The report was utterly without foundation,
tlie yaeh't being safe in port at the time.

The Gale Point Y, C. of Vv'estcheater county, N. Y.. has elected Ihe
following officers: Com.. John Corbett ; Vice-Corn , William Eldridge;
Treas, Edward Ward; Beoording Sec. Gedi-ge Ueut; Corresponding
Sec, Charles Stickler; Financial Sec. John Lee; hjtevvard, W. Dietsch;
Meas., Charles Warner, and Sergeaiit-at-irms, Joseph Walieliug.
Tbe clni) house is at 149th street, near Port Morris. The member.ship
is BOW, at the end of the first year, 105.

Tbe Brooklyn Y. C. will buUd a club house this winter on Graves-
end Bay, to he 75Xl0l'ft., three stories high, with a pier running out
to deep watF>r, a clistance of nearly half a mile. When completed
this will give the club a very fine station on the lower bay, in one of
the very few locations which are available for such a piu'pose.

The Patchogue Y. O. has been recently organized, mth the follow-
ing officers: Copi., George W. Burcham: Vice-Com.', George L. Rob-
inson; Rear-Cora., William T. .Jennings; Treas.. George H. Odell. Jr.

;

Sec, W. A. Bolton; Treas., Wilmot M. Smith; George Odell, R. A.
Budd, Daniel Swezey and George W. Hulse, Board of Governors;
Capt. A. C. Mott, Fleet captain, The club station is at Patchogue, L.
I., on Great South Bay.

The odd little schooner, with a flush deck and a small steering
well, that has been about New York Harbor for some weeks, is the
Soncy Lass, of .and from Bermuda, owned by Capt. Herman Franz,
who sailed her to New York with a companion and a small dog. She
was built in Bermuda, of the native cedar.

Tho loss of the Y'^ankee Doodle was due to Ure from a lantern which
was dropijed in ner engine space, setting fire to the woodwork,
already saturated with kerosene. The original Masher boiler had
been removed some time before and replaced by a new oil burning
boiler invented by her owners.

The boiler of the steam yacht Cora, of Elk Rapids. Mich., exploded
on Sept. 4 just as the craft was leaving her dock with a party of six
ladies aboard. E. S. Nobles, owner of the yacht, had a leg broken
and was otherwise injured, and Miss Farrand and Mr. Owen were in-
jured by escaping steam.

On Aug. 30 the boiler of the steam yacht H. D. Sears exploded on
Rock River, near Harlem Park. III., and the occuoants, Mr. Sears,
Mrs. Lawrence and Mrs. Geo. F, Penfleld and child, were thrown out
into the stream, being rescued by small boats.

On Aug. '27 a race was sailed for the Vanadis cup. Tattler, Expert
and Precept being cat-rigged. There was a stroner wind and both
Tattler and Precept lost their hollow masts at the outer mark, being
then ahead of Expert, who finally won.
The Seattle Y. C. is moving for the erection of a fine club house,

and the yachtsmen of Puget Sound are worlnng to organize an inter-
national association, including the yachtsmen of the British Columbia
towns.

Vice-Com. J. H. Sterling, of the Larchmont Y. C, has resigned, and
Mr. Harold A. Sanderson, of the yawl Nonparielle, has been elected
to fill the vacancy.

Cygnet, steam yacht, Jacob Cram, was recently seized at OsVego
and fined SlOO for not carrying a licensed pilot, and $600 for sailing
without inspection.

The Sewareu (N. ,J.) Y. O. sailed its last i-acB for the Johnston ciiji

on Sept. If). Nankit winning .for the third time and holding tbe f350
trophy iiemianently.

We have received the second supplement of the .year to Lloyd';?
Yacht liegistcr, containing alterations and additions to Aug. 16.

MesBvs. Stewart & Einney have another laree fisherman similar to
the successful Mary Powers on the stocks at Essex.

The fleet of tbe Massachusetts Y. C. has just returned from tha
annual cruise to the Maine coast.

Alert, sehr., J. H. Limine, has been fitted out at Poillon's for a
winter cruise to the Mediterranean.

Wadena, steam yacht. J. H. Wade, of Cleveland, Ohio, has recently
reported iri Norwegian waters.

The name of the newlv organizsd Jamestewn (R. I.) Y. O. has been
changed to Couanicut Y. C.

Gadfly, the Sidney Burgess^l-fflfttervbas befsiinsed about Newport
of late under a cat rig.

'

ON JERSEY'S SEA GIRT SHORE.

Rifle Contests at Camp Abbett.
M.VGNIPICENT weatner from start to finis' ; One accommoda-

tions for viaitors; goo 1 restaurant facilities; the very best of
scoring, marking and general management; a first-rate attend-
ance, and above all the absence of even the semblance of a kick
or growl were the conditions which obtained during the second
fall meeting of the New Jersey Stale Rifle Association, which
opened on Monday, Sept. 5, and closed at 3.30 P. M. on the follow
iug Saliiiday. The shoot was held on ino rtinges of the New
Jerse^r State camp at Soa Girt, 13 miles below Long Branch, one of
New Jersey's most popular and fashionable summer resorts. Be-
tween Long Branch and Sea Girt are Asbury Park, Belmar,
Como. Avon, Spring Lake and a couple of other watering-places.
The camp of New Jersey's National Guard has been pronounced

by military men from near and far to be tbe very finest camping
ground in America. A parallelogram in shape.it comprises 148
acres of as level land as can be found in the .State. It is bounded
on the north by the Besch Road Icadint; to the old-time Stockton
House (now known as tlie Beacli House); on the south is Squan
Lake, a sheet of water abounding in crub=; on the west are the
tracks of the Long Branch Railroad Company and on the east the
waters of the broad Atlantic. The ground is of a porous, absorb-
ent nature and the entire camp is provided with a perfect system
of drainage. Splendid drinking water is furnished by two driven
wells, each over TOOft, in depth.
The entrance to the grounds is about SOOyds. from the Sea Girt

depot. From this entrance is a roadway leading along parallel
with the railroad to the southerly corner ot the grounds, thence
east-sntitheast to the mid-range pits; then back to the lOOyd.
firing point northeast to the Beach Road fencp, and southerly to
the Govornor's cottage, situated on the Beach Road about 200yda.
southeast of the entrance above-mentioned. On the southern
side of the roadway and between it and the lake are the mess
halls tised by ihe several comoiands during the summer encamp-
ments. During the off season the tents, cots and other camp
paraphernalia are stored in these mess balls. On the opposite
side ot the roadway are the mess halls and ki'-cuen for the field
and staff olHcers. During the encampnienls the ''A" tents for
the rank and file are pitched in rows of 15 each, each tent being
occupied by two men.
The rifle ranges, where all the interest of last week'c! visitors

was centered, are situated on the southetist portion of the grounds,
the lines of targets running parallel with the ocean line. Be-
tween the mid-ra,nge targets and the ocean arw a number of snml
dunes, those directly in line with the pits being from 30to30fl.
high. Ofi a line with the right target these dunes slope down to a
level with the liaach. while in the opposite direction they do not
taper down iuBide of mOyds. ol the line of the left target. The
dunes are about 1.50ft. in rear of the targets. Both to the right
and left of the mid-range are two heavy growths of cedar?, these
extending up on the northeast to the 400yds. firing point and on
the souti^west to the 300rds. firing point. The 200 and 500 vds.
firing points are on one line, the 200yds. targets being placed in
an angle of the field to the northeast; of the mid-ranges. It may
not bd thought by the uninitiated that the cedar clumos and sand
dunes wtnild have any effect upon the shooting, but that they do
is plainly apparent to all wlio have shot over the mid-raigef

.

Every afternoon, when the ocean current sets in, it sweeps
arouiul between the sand dunes and the clumps of cedars on the
east and cuts some very erratic capers as it meanders acro.ss the
lower end of the range, and passes out to the southea.st between
tbe other dunes and cedars. Tha current and drift thu9 produced
at times will get tbe best of the most expert marksmen and keep
him guessing as to why his shots are flicking about, first rieht
and then baft, the wind-dial meanwhile) falling to show the
slightest variation in the direction of tbe wind at the 300yds. firing
poii'ts. TliB light, too, is fitful and tricky, and taken all in all,
while it is one of the finest mid-ranges in the W'orld. it is still one
on whi<;h the proverbial Philadelptua lawyer would be puzzled.
The 200yda. ranges are free in a measure from the disturbances
noted above, hut h.6re, too, when using tbe targets on the extreme
right one is likely to get erratic reeults at times, especially when
the Wind is due east or northeast.
Immediately in rear of tbe left of the 200rdH. firing points is a

neat structure used as the offitse of the Department of Rifle Prac-
tice. Attached to this is a good-sized pavilion, and in rear of lat-
ter is an exten-iou used by the medical ofllcer attached to the
range. StiU further back is the magazine, where during the
shooting season -are handled upward of .'200,000 rounds of ammu-
nition.
It was Sunday evening when the Foriost and .Stream represen-

tative arrived at the camp grounds, hut he was by no means the
rn-.4(, coraor. Standing in front of the ten ta of the Department
nilieerg, near the Governor's cottagi>, and loukint; across the field
toward the lake there rould be seen a lontr line of .^now white
tents, tlie rii?bt of the line being within a hundred yards of the
rau-ie oihet- , th" end of the line being at least GOOyds. down the
field. Here and there could be s-aHu a light shining through the
side of one 01 tho canvas habitations, this being proof conclusive
that soma teams had already arrived. Lipon inquiry we ascer-
tained thai the District of Columbia contingent, thirty odd strong,
hud arrived on the previ.ius Friday, and that teams from the
First, .Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth <ind Seventh Regiments of the
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New Jersey National Guard liad also taken possession of their
quarters. Soon a,fter we startpd out to make a friend)}' call on
our old friends of the Capital City, and were iileased to see that
neaily all of those who were at Sea Girt and Crcednioor in 1S91
were again members of the District team. One face, however,
was miBsing, thai, of Major J. M. Pollard, the old-time Hhorr, mid
and long-range shot, who for so many years bad been intimately
associated with the shooting worhi. Major Pollard, we were in-
tormed, would probably never again be aule to shoot m anything
like his old-time form, a severe attack of la grippe having devel-
oped itself into a chronic affliction which partially disabled the
genial Major's left arm and shoulder.
After a few moments' chat, followed by a lunch at ftreason's

camp restaTuant, we started on a tour of the camp to see what
Sort of accoiiiiuodations the Jerseymen had provided for the teams.
It was not long before we arrived at the conclusion that the
State authorities in general and Geu. Spencer and liieut.-Col.

ZcAtung, of Newark, N. J.; CK Wisner Timru, city editor of the
Sundaij OaW, of Newark, N. ,T.; J. Frank Urquart, of the Surulay
C«(lBtal¥; Mnjor E. J. Anderson, ex-comptroller of New .lereey;
ex-Senator R. B. Reading, of New Jersey; Wm. Hayes. F. C.
Watts, anfl T. E. Beck, of the Newark (N. J.) ShooUng Society:
Bernard Wslther, president of the Zettler Rifle Oluh, of New
York; Chas. E. Overbaugh, of New York, who was a member of
the Centennial American rifle team; L. P. Hansen, of the Excel-
sior Rifl'^ Olub, of Jersey Oity, H. B. Seeds, of the Wilmington
(Del.) Rifle Olub, and J. R. Pierson, of Bloomfield, N. J.
About a dozen men tried their hands in the Schuetzen match

but owing to the wind and light no big scores were recorded.
"Oease Firing" was sounded at 1 P. M., when an hour's respite

was granted for dinner. After 3 o'clock the several teams put iu
preliminary practice at the mid^ranges but no phenomenal totals

Columbia runs in. the afternoon. It can readily be imagined that
this charge was an agreeable one to the .Terseymen.
Duriny rbe day Brig.-Gen. Spencer, Brig.-Gen. Howard, Colonels

iJweus, V;i,n A alen and Rigbter, and Captains Decker and Reid
had I'.ept. f.verything running in splendid order on the ranges,
while A. H. Hayes, of Newarls, and Jas, C. Thomas, of Trenton, the
offlcial clerks, and OdI. Walker and Major Wallace, the statistical
officers, kept the machinery of their reapeoti\ e departments run-
ning without any friction.

Tuesday, the Second Day,

looked rather dubious as the marksmen turned out for breakfast
there being a threatening haza in the air, a mean o'clock'
wind blowing and a heavy mirage near the m-d-range targets. By
8 o'clock, however, the vvind had veered around to "Ki o'clock," andwereroUedup. There were a fair number of entries in the Kuser i ^, —'r-,^- ' ~. ' * • „

.^...vv. „„„ all-comers and Perriae memorial matches, but the most of the
I

the haze had disappeared. From that time until evening the wind
Felton in particular had ma de the csmp just alcut a& rcmfort-shooting was on the pool targets. The nature of the weather con- blew a steady six-mile gait from "9'' to 'll o'clock, ' and the light

held well until the dailv ocean current set in (about 4:30 on this
day), after which mid-range shooting was extremely difficult.
About 9:30 the preliminary alsirmishing was begun, the men being
toll off in groups of ten men each, each man firing upon a sepa-
rate target.
This system of rifle practice, which has become immensely pop-

ular among Jerseymen, is extremely hard work for the short time
it lasts. The first run was conducted by Brig.-Gen. Spencer, the
calls being sounded by Bugler Miilburn. Each man being sta-
tioned at the firing point assigned him, was provided with twenty
cartridges. All being in readiness. Bugler Miilburn sounded
"Attention." this being immediately followed by "Forward, guide
center, march," when the line begins to move forward, each man
keeping his eye on his sight in readiness to adjust it for distance
when halted. But the next command swings them into "double
Lime," and it is not until they have passed 10yds. beyond the 500-
yard firing point that "halt" is sounded. Each man drops as
quickly as possible, some taking the prone, some the "Texas grip"
and others the kneeling position; but no matter which positioa
they assume, you will notice that each and every man will
take a quick glance to the right or left in ordrr to verify his
distance. But you have to be quick indeed with all these niove-
ments, as within from two to four seconds after "halt" is sounded
you get "commence firing," and it must be remembered that you
have only a bare SO seconds for firing an average of two shots to a
halt between the last note of "commence firing" and the first note
of "cease firing." But while we have been giving details for the
benefit of the uninitiated, the last note of "commence firing" has
died away and you are looking to see each man begin to "pump"
ihe cfli-tridses into his girn and firo ever so many shots. Do you
tee it? AVell, hardl> I You may see the men fire two i^hots each
at this distance, but the chances are more in favor oP their taking
a good, deliberate aim, fire one shot and await the nest command.
"Well." you are likely to exclaim, "is that what they call "rapid

liringy "

Oh, nc! That is not rap;d firing, but have patience, as the game
is very young at this stage.
Now "cease firing" has been sounded, the line is moving to the

front in don tile time and another halt is made. This time the
distance is a trifle over 400yds., and the majority fire not less than
two shots, some fire three and some perhaps four. But it is on
the fourth, fifth and sixth halts tbat yon will see the "pumping"
done if at all, none of the skirmishers firing le.=s than three shots
on tnese, while others exhaust their supply of ammunition by the
time they finish their firing on the fifth halt.
Going toward the target the rirte may be carried in any position

ifovifled the muzzle is kept toward the target, but on the retreat
he rifle must be carried on the shoulder. There are five halts on

1 he advance and five on the retreat, the distances being from 600
u 200ydp. and back. After the tenth halt the skirmishers assem-

iile on the left and are marched off the field by an officer or "non-
com.," Bugler Miilburn meanwhile galloping back to "blow" for
the next Bqnad, which is all ready for his signals. This routine is
kept up until each squad has made two runs, by which time all
hands are in condition to eat the hearty dinner which awaits
there.
After dinner each man receives from his team captain a minia-

ture 6x9 target for each run that he has made. Each of these
targets has marked on it the exact location of every shot that has
been made on the raid-range target corresponding' in number of
target and number of run marked nn the miniature. By this
means the men are enabled to see where mistakes, if any, have
been made and profit; by the knowledge in the next run.
It was about 3 P. M. when the New Jersey teams came out again

to make the two runs for the Columbia trophy, and it was consid-
erably after 5 before they were completed. The contest had six
entries, one team of six men from each the First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Sixth and Seventh regiments. After the above runs the
boys felt very little like doing any more shooting during the day.
About supper time there arrived at the camp a contingent from

the Sixteenth, N. G. of Pennsylvania, comprising Lieut. T, F.
Coneelv, Inspector of Rifle Practice; Sergt. O. J. Gunning, Co. A:
Corp. Joel Miller, Co. H; Pvtg. H. 0. WeagralT, W. B. Chapman-
and Thomas Albert, Co. C. Shortly after 9 o'clock along came
another Keystone contingent in the persons of Lieut. Newton, In-
spector of Rifle Practice, Ninth Regiment; Lieut. Burgstrasser,
Eighth Regiment : Pvt. Bowers, Co. C, Ninth Regiment; Col. H,

iilHST Hi;ulME>.T

Winners of Regimental Team Match.

able as aucn a place can possibly be. The tents, which were of
the officer's wall pattern with an overhead fly and a projecting
fly in front, were nicely floored and to each was issued a canvas
cot, a mattress, two or three blankets, au overcoat, camp stool,
wash howl and pitcher, pall, broom, a pitcher for drinking water,
alautern, candlestick and all the candles he cared to use. In
must be borne in mind that the above outfit is supplied to visit-
ing teams and individuals free of charge. Tne teuta were
arranged in groups of eight, so that each regimental team had
separate quarters.
The teams who were on the grounds at this time were as fol-

lows: District of Columbia—Capt. James E. Bell, Inspector Rifla
Practice, 2d B«gt.; Capt. W. L. Cash, Inspector Rifle Practice, Ist
Regr,.; Pvt. Walter S. Cash. Co. C. 3d Bat.; Col. Cecil Clay, 3d
Regt.; Corp. C. W. Dickey, Lieut. F. L. Graham, Engineer Corps;
Lieut. G. H. Harries, laspector Rifli Practice, 3d Bat.; Pvt. C. I.

Himebaugh, Co. C, 1st Bat.: Sert t. A. O. Hutterly, Engiueer
Corps; Com. Sergt C, H. Laird, 2 ttegt.; Sergt. T. T. Page, Co.
A, 6ch Bat.; Pvt. S. B. Rollins, L.O. D, 3d Bat.; Quartermaster
Sergt. S. D. Rotramel,' ith Bat.: Sergt. Russell, Co. D, 3d Bat.;
Corp. R. B. Smythe. Engineer Corps; Lieut. J. M, Stewart, In-
spector Rifle Practice, 3d Bat.; Pvt. S. B. Wetherall, Engineer
Corps; Pvt. G. B. Young, Engineer Corp-; Corp. Maurice Applebv,
Co. B, 3d Bat.; First Lieut. T. S. King. Insppictor of Rifle Prac -

tice. 5th Bat : Pvt. A. S. Mo(Jlain,Co. B. 6i;h Bat.; Pvt. S. J. Scott.
Engineer Corps; Lieut. Tomlinson, Pvt. H. B. Blanton, Sergt. W.
E. Buell, Pvt. P. J. Byrne, Capt. VV. S. Davenport, Corp. G. D.
EllSworth.PvD. G.W.King, Pvt. J. A. Kirk, Corp. B. F. Odell
and Pvt. J. E. Swigart, all of Co. B, Gth Bat.; Lieut. W. P. Vale,
Inspecier of Rifle Practice, 6th Bat., and Pvt. Joseph Van Vieet,
C^. A, 6th Bat.
New Jersey Teams.—First Reffiment, Lieut. J. K. Walsh, Co.

E; Capt. G. M. Townsend and Pvt. C. H. Towuseud, Co. L; Pvt.
.1. T. Hogle, Co. E; Pvt. Wm. Hedden, Co. C; Pvt. F. S. Hill,
Co. G.
Second Regiment, Capt. W. F. Decker, Lieut. Van Walraveti

and Corp. Dietric'i, Co. C; Sergt. Chinn, non-com. staff; Pvt.
Fairhursr, Co. A; Pvt. Rqnsora, Co. B.
Third Regiment, Capt. Irwin. Lisp ctor Rifle Practice, captain;

Maj. Mravlag, staff'; Capt. Cook. Co. H; Lieut. Watson, Co. D;
Sergt. Martin, Co. C; Sergt. Hall, Co. A; Sergt Smith, Co. H; Pvt.
Gladden, Co. D.
Fourth Regiment, Capt. Graflf; Capt. Lohman, staff; Lieut.

Bm-ns, Co. K; Lieut, Springsted, Co. C; Sergt. Miilburn, Pvt.
Graham, Co. A; Pvt. Brown, Co. C.
Sixth Regiment, Col. Cooper: Capt.Shinn, Co. A; Capt. Miller,

Inspectors rifle practice, Lieut. Cloud, Lieut. Kline, Sergt. Jeffries:
non-com. stafl;. Pvt. Baxter.
Seventh Rtgiment, Capt. Reed, inspectors rifle practice; Capi

.

Stoll, Co. A; Maj, Leavitt, stafl'; Sergt. Lalor, non-com.' sta fi'.

Pvt. Hartman, Sergt. Dairy mple, Sergt. Sherod, Pvt. Reed.
The teams all turned in about 10 P. M., the weather indications

being unfavorable for the morrow. Tlie stars were shining, it is

true, but the air was hazy and raw. This camp, being situated, as
it is, on the shores of the ocean, is always cool and almost inva-
riably damp at night, no matter what the season. The sea breeze
carries in with it a great amount of moisture and rubbers are
always in demand between 1 P. M. and 8 or 9 A.M. SleeiJing with-
out a good supply of covering is out of the question even during
July or August. On the above night all the .<*hooters were glad to
roll themselves in from two to three of the famous red blankets,
600 of which helped to carry the New Jersey provisioaal battalion
lo victory during the Yorktown Centennial, 8.t Yorkiown, Va., in
1881.

The Opening Day.
At 6 on Monday morning Bugler Miilburn sounded "reveille"

from his c£uarters, the troveru'^r's cottage, but it was scarcely
needed ia the camp as nearly all the boys we.j.e astir before that
hour and were performing their m->rning ablutions. At 6:45
came the first call for breakfast, the formal call sounding fifteen
minutes later.
Monday being a day devoted simply to the receiving of team

entries, prelimmary practice at kBovm dhstancesand the shooting
of the continuous individual matches, no one was in any hurry lo
get on the range, and it was considerably after 9 o'clock when the
opening shot was fired. At 10 o'clock the various teams shot one
or two preliminary strings of 10 shots each at SOOyds.
The morning was cool and the wind kept blowing a stiff gait,

its direction being from "1" to "4 o'clock," and baok'again. The
light was changeable, and taken altogether it could not be called
a good shooting day. Nevertheless the shooters put on an extra
strain and some flue scores were run up. The individual matches
of course drew very lightly, the shooters preferring pool and

D. 0. M. TEAM.
Photo by H. J. Thein, Newark, N. J.

ditionscaw best be judged by the statement that on the .500yd.
pool targets, huUseys paid 28 cents each. O a the 200yd. range they
paid 30 cents each. Had the conditions been at all favorable the
mid-range "bulls" would not have been worth more than one-half
the above price.
All day long the visitors kept coming and going and between 10

A. M. and 6 P.M. there were certainly 1,500 people on the grounds,
.'^ome of the.se were the late stayers at the watering places along
the coast while others were friends of the various team members.
Everybody was deeply interested in the shooting.
The fun was brought to a close at 6 P. M., when all hands, after

a wash-up were ready for supper. After supper the team mem-
bers made fraternal calls on one another, and with chatting and
smoking whiled away the time until "taps" were fioated across the
field, this being at 10 o'clock. The night was much warmer than
the preceding one and the boys took advantage of this fact and
got a good rest preparatory to the preliminary skirmlsh-flring to
take place on Tuesday.

Winners of N. .

.SECOND REfilMBNT
, N. G. and Columbia Matches.
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practice tickets before going in for winning rickets.
This being Labor Day, aud consequently a. legal holiday, a large

number of sighi-seers were on the grounds, these coming from
all over the State. Among the visitors were Major-General
Snovrdeu, commandine- the Pennsylvania National Guard; ex-
Governor Green, of Elizabeth, N. J., who is an enthusiast in all
ehooiiug matters; John L. Kuser, business manager of the Freie

It was expected up to a late hour that Tuesday's work would
comprise only the two preliminary runs, but in the evening the
team captains and Brig.-Gen. Spencer, the executive officer, held
a consultation aud very sensibly decided upon a change. As the
programme stood the members of the Jersey commands were
scheduled for two runs each in the New Jersey National Guard
and the regimental team matches, beside wliich they expected to
be obliged to make on the same day four runs in the match for the
Colnmbia trophy, presented to the State by the National Guard of
the District of Columbia. During the above consultation, how-
ever, it was reasoned that eight skirmish runs were too many to
impose upon a man in one day, so it was decided that the prelimi"
nary runs should be made on Tuesday morning and two of the

Osthau*^, General InspBctor of R'fte Practice of Pennsyh'ania;
Lieut. C. B. Pratt. laspector of Rifle Practice, Thirteenth Reei-
ment; Cant. E. E. Chase, L'eut. F. VV. Stillvvell, Pvt. W. W.
Young, all of Co, A.; Sergt. Culien. Co; C, .and Quartermaster-
.Sergeant Reese Watisins, all of th« above regiment.
The members of the Sixteenth Pennsylvania looked travel-

stained, and it is not surprising, considering that for sixty days
they had been ou field service at Homestead and came to Sea
Girt on detached service, with orders to report for duty as soon as
possible after the meeting was closed.
During the day the shooting iu the individual matches lagged

somewhat, as was to be expected when everybody was interested
in watching the work of the skirmishers. Still there were some
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few scores put up in the all-comers'. Perrine and Kuser matches,
despite the fact that no shooting could be done at 509yds. until late

^^The nifeht v^s another of the cold and damp ones for which the

section is noted, and everybody was particular in closing lent

flaps and getting blankets enough to keep out the chiJl avr. And
tbeyallturnedinpretty early in order to get into condition tor

the known distance stages in the New Jersey National &uard and
the regimental team matches, scheduled for

Wemcsday, Ui-e Tivird Day,

which opened up beautifully. The morning was slightly cool, but

the air was as clear as a crystal and there was not the suspicion

of a cloud in the sky. Breakfast over, all hands overhauled their

rifles to see that they were in proper working order, and by

o'clock all were ready and eager for business.

It was about 9:15 when Gen. Spencer called up the teams to

shoot their 200yds. scores in the Regimental Team match, open tn

New York, Pennsylvania, Maine, Delaware, Maryland, Connecti-

cut, District of Columbia and New Jersey. The teams that were
entered were from the First and gpcond regiments. Sixth Bat-

talion and the Engineer Corps, D. C. M.: Sixteenth Regiment,
N. G., Pa., and from each of the six New Jersey regiments, 'ihe

Sixteenth Pennsylvania did not enter until late, being short one
man until Lieut.-Ool. Horton arrived. Some fine off-shouldpr

work was done by this team, which put up 260 out of a possible 300

points. This was high score at this range, tlie next best being 24«,

made by each the First Regiment and Engineer Corps teams oi

tbeD. C. M. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^.
Immediately after the above came the short-range shooting m

the New Jersey National Guard match, the leading total being
Sti, made by the Second Regiment team, the t«am of the Seventh
being next with 337.

, ^ i..

After dinner came the shooting in these matches at {lOOyds., tne
Pennsvlvanians rolling up a score of 245 to the D. C. Engineer
Corps' 2^0, and the First D. C.'s This gave the Pennsylvania

Bbto.-Gbn. Spenceh,

regiment a lead with 505 to the Engineer Corps' 406 and the First

O C ""s 495
in the New Jersey National Guard Match at the 500yds. mnges,

the Second again led 'with a total of 244 to the Fourth's 2.33 and
the Seventh's 2ai. This gave the Second an aggregate at the two
distances of 485 lo the Fourth's 460 and the Seventh's 458.

During the shooting at 20nyrls. the light was rather bright, the

wind holding about a four-mile pace between "10" and "11

o'clock." When the shooting began at 50Cyds. the wind was
identically the same as above, but the tricky current mentioned
early in this article made it extremely diflicult to get two shots

*°fhe^team of the First Regiment was handicapped, having its

captain crippled up 80 that he was unable to shoot, this necessi-

tating the putting In of a substitute who had had no practice.

The team of the Second Regiment, which caught a lead on the
two distances in the State match, also had a hard run of luck.

After getting part of his shots in at 200yds. the breech-block blew
out of the Springfield used by Sorgt. Brooks. He was obliged to fin-

ish with a strange rifte, and the pull being entirely dilferent from
his own, gave him a ricochet on his next shot. Again at 500yds.

in the same match Sergt. Chion got in position to shoot his score,

and when he attempted to close the breech of his rifle the hinge-

pin snapped otf- He, too, was compelled to shoot with a strange
rifle wiih no sighting shots. Despite his hard run of luck Capt.
Decker of the Second's team was as cheerful as if everything was
running his way.
Abotii 10 o'clock on Wednesday night the rain began to patter

on the canvas and for a time this kept the boys guessing as to

whether or not they would ho obliged to make their skiimiah
rune in the rain. An hour later, however, their minds were made
easy by the appearance of a full set of stars.

Thursday, the Tliira Day,

opened with indications for a good shooting day, the light being
of the gray tint so much desired by marksmen. The wind was a
trifle stronger tnan on Tuesday, although it held fairly steady
between the "9" and "11 o'clock" figures on the dial. Everybody
slept as long as possible, the Jersey team men in particular being
anxious to get ns much rest as they could as they were fchedttled

for 6 skirmish runs during the day.while the District of Columbia
and Pennsylvania men hnd only two runs each staring them in

the face. Upon reporting at the range the Jerseymen received a
very agreeable surprise in the form of an announcement that
their scores made in the N. J. N. G. match would be counted as
two scores in the CoUimbia trophy match.
And what a great big sigh of relief they sighed. To make 4

runs instead of 6 is qtilte a differencp, gentle reader, and if vou
don't believe it try the experiment. "We" meaning "ns" cf

course, were "there" during the week and took part in all the
shooting and can assure all parties interested that "we" Wfre
perfectly saiisfied to make the 4 runs instead of 6. When con-
templating the prospect of making 6 skirmish runs, "we" could
not avoid noting that every once in a while (sometimes oftener).

a sort of a twinge just above the muscle on tne right arm would
remind "us" of a earless "hold" on a shot fired in one of Tues-
day's runs. But then, just think of the fun you get for your
money.
On the previous evening the teams had been notified that the

skirmish firing would begin promptly at 9 A. M., but it was 10:15

before the first squad was started. The first two runs were^n the
Regimental Team match, and the nest two imade in the after-

noon bv Jersey teams only) counted for both the N. J. N. G.

matches and the Colnmbiii Trophy; match. It was almost 1:15

P. M. when the first two runs were completed, and when the Jer-

seymen went to dinner they were told to be on hand "promptly at

2 o'clock" for the other two runs. And they were all on hand at
tne appointed time, but, as in the morning, they were obliged to

make a long wait, it being 3:15 before they got to work. Had they
been started at the scheduled hour they could have finished long
before 4 o'clock; but as it was the last squad did not leave the field

until close to 5 o'clock. Tbis delay of course made no material
difference to the team men, but it did make a difterence to those
who had been shooting SOOyds. scores in the Perrine and All-com-
ers' matches and to those who were anxious to shoot in the Kuser
match, as the 500yd8. ranges were kept closed until the etirrent

and light precluded any possibility of being sure of a score.

Below will be found the detailed scores ot the thi"ee matches
epded on Thursday.

BEGIMENTAL TEAM MATCH,

First Regiment, D. 0 . M.
Skirmish. Grand

200<'dp. .500vd8. Ag. 58 43 3s 2s Os T'l Ae.
CptOash 4^)13454344-38 4544555355-44-82 1910 4 10 173 255

Lt Harries.... 4454444445-42 3434453824-36-78 14 23 4 0 0 170 248

Pr Hinebaugh.54444.544.58-42 343444.^4.55-41—H3 12 18 8 1 1 158 241

PrOftsh 144.545,5443-43 3233434445-35—77 12 1711 0 0 161 238

Grp Appleby.. 53,54444553-42 445.5335544-42—84 1118 10 0 1 157 241

Lt Stewart.... 5444.445444-43 545.5344443-41—83 1811 8 I 3 163 243

248 239 487 86103 45 3 4 979 1466

Engineer Corps. D. O.
Pr Wetherald.4444.544.544-42 4,343455455-43-84 13 Ifi 7 1 1 161 244

Orp Young.... 4444444444-40 5543343344-3?- 78 11 20 9 0 0 161 2i0

Sgt Hutterly.. 4445444.544-43 4444445444-41—83 13 23 4 1 0 161 24P

Sgt Dickey.. .4544444444-41 5443445.555-44—85 0 3 10 9 8 60 145

Pr Scott 4554454544-44 24.55^34341-39-83 10 20 9 1 0 159 242

Crp Smythe...a354534454-37 3.5.55.54545.5-48—83 13 17 8 0 2 157 240

246 250 498 59101471311 f64 13H0

Second Rpgiment; D. C. M.
CptBell ,554.5,544443'43 4444543553-41—84 131313 3 0 155 '.39

Sgt Laird 44.544.54444-42 4544444351-36-78 13 10 13 3 3 145 223

.«!gt Rotramel.3354544544-41 444455545.5-45-86 5 21 6 1 7 13y 225

Col Clay 44333442:14-34 3.5543.534 34-.38—72 6 17 9 7 1 139 3U
Set Page 3444444433-38 4.531.533544-40-'i 8 12 1311 3 2 147 325

Pr Mc01aia...4443343443-,37 4411454433-38-75 5 1811 3 3 139 314

235 238 473 51 SO 61 30 14 884 1337

Sixteenth Regiment, Pa.
Sat Gunning..545,5445546-46 4544534453-41—87 7 13 13 3 4 132 219

Pr VVeagraff..4.555455455-47 45543553.55-44-91 1 S 18 4 9 99 190
Pr Coapman..54H8444344-38 54324344.54-38—76 8 17 10 3 3 142 2i8

Pr Albert 4454454544-43 5445.5ti5444-45—88 12 14 13 1 0 157 245

Crp Miller.... 44445.55454-44 5545334383-38-83 17 15 8 0 0 169 251

Lt-Ool Hort6n4444,534455-42 4545433434-39—81 9 7 20 4 0 147 228

840 1345
1335

31416260 245 .505 54 74
Penalized 10 points.

Sfiventh Regiment. N. G. of N. J.

Opt Reid....... 54.544.53444-43 4444353430-83-75 3 5 13 16 4
CptStoll 4544443344-39 54.33343354-37-76 71811 3 0

Mai Leavitt....004400Q243-]7 4355445S44-41-.58 12 9 13 6 1

Sgt'Lalor 4455453444-42 03432343.55-32—74 4 19 9 3 5

Sgt DalrympU 45,54443444-41 ,504452.3340-30-71 1114 13 1 1

Pr Hartmann.43444.54854-41 445432.5554-41- -83 10 19 9 2 0

24^ 214 436 46 84 67 30 11

Penalized 5 points

Fourth Regiment N. G. of N. J.

Opt Graff 454.5b44143-40 3r33333545-31-71 913
Opt Lohman.. 44^4354544-40 244.5344441-38-79 12 15

LtSpringsted. 345.54.53423-38 34453424(13-32—70 2 10

Corp Grabam. 4,55444.164.5-44 44553535i3-39-83

Pr Brown 3444.5.54353-40 5335053444-36—76

l^r Millburn . . .44,14354434-38 243.3355434-36—74

101 178
144 220
144 202
129 203
152 223
157 239

837 l-.i63

13.58

210
413
313
714

12 2 4
8 14

22 4 1
21 3 0
14 3 8
14 4 1

124 194
139 22!2

113 189
141 215

240 213 453 37 77 91 16 18 800 1262

Second Regiment, N. G. of N. J,

Opt Decker.. ..4444344444-39 544,5424344-39-78 6 16 16 3 0 146 224

SgtChinn 34433443,55-39 444.54.5443.5-42-81 31214 4 8 108 1^9

Corp Deitrich.44g4544445-41 3253.525454-38-79 3 15 8 1 3 1.51 230

Sgt Brooks.... 344.54U4424-34 2.533.5.3.52-'4-34-68 8 10 11 9 2 131 19!)

b'rFairhurst..4455.344445-4i 0343344338-:i9-71 811 17 9 1 123 194

Pr Ranson.... 3444445644-43 45333351.54-39-82 71113 3 6 124 206

238 331 459 28 75 79 28 20 783 1242

Sixth Regiment. N. G. of D. 0
LtTomlinson.4545525444-42 0342404343-27- 69 5 14 7 9 5

PrliirK .......4433432386-37 05544435.54-39—76 11 9 8 6 5
'- 72 113 7 811

914 9 6 3
Crp Davenport4O23.35O544-30 3455454444-42—72

Pf King 43334341534^-36 03r3455434-31 - 67

PrSwigart....4444445444r-41 3453034444-33- 74 14 10 10 1 5

Corp El Isw'th 344.54434.54-40 4234344454-37- 77 5 7.10 3 15

120 189
130 206
94 166

140 207
143 216

166

209 435 45 67 51 33 4,3 715 11-50

Third Regiment, N. G. of N. J.
.3334454442-36 4245643.543-38—74 Oil 8 4 17
.3'l4433;i4'l4-36 6345.ij5B534-43—78 7 2a 4 4 3

'

.4334544334-36 3443,544445-40—76 4 10 11 8 7
.434,544444.5-41 4545040S45-33—74 9 12 7 9 3
,2343344344-34 0434433443-33—68 1 5 9 3 23
4.^344445'l4-39 5.5544.54425-43-83 10 10 16 3 1

Ma.i Mravlag.
Sgt Martin...
Pr Gladden...
Lt Watson
Capt Cook—
Sgt Smith . -

.

323 328 450 31 70 55 31 si

Penalized 10 points

Sixth Regiment. N. G. of N. J,

Cpt Douglass...4455444443-41 4553544452-41-83 10 16 5 2 7

Opt Stoekham.45434.53234-38 3344335235-35-73 619 6 5 4
LtCline 3444444434-.38 243.3440342-29-67 31313 5 8

bgt Jefferies...041)43445,54-33 5454332535-38-71 411 19 4 2

CptShinn 4232044423-28 223103c030-23-51 3 413 814
Pr Baxter 4204440304-35 3r030434.54-26-51 5 9 18 5 3

76 1.50

143 231
109 185
133 206
.58 124

145 237

663 1113
1103

133 215
134 207
109 176
129 200
81 132

139 180

.203

First Regiment, N. G. of N. J.

193 395 31 71 73 29 37 715 1110

Lt Westervell 4.532333464-35 383.t0i0633-36-61

Opt Townsend44o4445443-.39 4474325324-35—74

Pr Hill 3203322S40-23 3245423240-29-51

Pr Hoyle 043332435.5-,34 34434.32443-34-68

Pr Redden. . . .3544443444-39 5325403334r-33-7l

Pr Town8end..54544.5445.V45 2344343355-36-81

1
0 6

513
7 8
8 18
8 9

214

78 189
73 144

114 165
127 105
133 204
186 217

192 406 39 63 81 19 ,33 6B1 1067

9 7 15
15 317
11 *3 8
20 0 5
8 5 4

18 3 3

3f0yd;

Capt Reid 443434454.5-40 .32445,54,554-41—81
0«pf, StoU 44443444.54-40 55.534.5.5533-43—83

Pr Rped 544.5384443-38 0280223533-23-61
Sgc Lalor . . . .843o3434;i3-35 4 '•53234553-34—«9
cgtDalrymph 4344345444-39 865351.5444-42-81
PrHartman. ,54.5444443.5-45 5444432444-38-83

Seventh Regiment.
Skirmish Grand

oOOyds. Ag. .5s 4s .31 2s 03 T'l Ag
3 13 17 . 8 1 135 206
81414 3 3 143 525
6 511 414 91 152
913 7 7 5 138 197
91514 1 1 149 230
819 10 3 1 150 233

2-57 331 458 43 77 73 24 24 684 1343

Msj Mravlag.
SgL Martin . .

.

Pr Gladden..
Lt Watson
t pt Conk
Sgt Smith....

Fourth Regiment.
.3244445,541-39 3343442333-32—71
.4444435344-39 2255423334-33-72
.44462t45.n4-41 2335333444-33—74
. 4444443434-39 044452554 .5-38—77
.443353543 '-88 3540420300-15—51
. 44445.54'144-43 4444555055-46—88

810 3 019
918 7 5 1

91613 0 a
5 1511 3 6
3 7 8 418 _ _

16 17 4 2 1 164 2.52

89 160
148 220
148 232
124 201
75 126

2.36 197 433 50 S3 46 14 37 .51 1 1242

First Regiment.
Lt West ervelt 24 43444345-37 4044444533-3:=—73
CptTr.wnsend444444040'<-33 4534144345-10 -73
Ojrp Hill 4443331434-36 44.54.5.55.353 -13- ?9

Pr Hogle 405 3345 415-37 3454335434-34-74
Pr Heddeii . . .44:!4334433-;!5 3434343.345-38-73
Pr Townsend. 434.5414454-41 4o4443i 334-31—73

311 7 811 96 188

411 4 6 15 88 160
4 15 13 3 4 127 .206

8 20 7 3 2 147 231

11 15 7 4 2 146 319
11 13 10 3 3 143 215

318 224 443 41 85 48 27 37 60O 1189

Sixth Regiment.
Cpt Douglass443144H5.5-41 44444.53445-41-82
CpStockham4433434444-37 5434445 M3- 49-76
Lt Oline 4,543445444-41 ,5355444453-42-83
Lt Jea'erys..3'l452443'?4-36 03r2343443—26-63
Cpt Thrlm . . 3044243 13;- -30 3323034030—21-51
Lt Cloud .... 445555.554^ 44 4324234342—31—75

9 23 5 2 1 155 237
918 7 1 5 140 216
312 11 410 lot 187
91115 3 2 140 202
21111 7 9 101 1,52

6 10 7 3 12-103 178

229 200 429 38 85 58 20 39 5S8 1172

Wm. Hayes,

Winner of Sohnetzen Match.

I'OTjtTMBIA THOPHT .MATCH,

Second Regiraert.
5s /,.s- S!< m Oh

PrFairhuTstie 26 21 6 11-

Sgt Brooks. 20 34 21 3 2-

Sgt Cbinn...l3 29 36 10 3-

CorpDeitr'L34 20 10 6 4-

Capr-D6ckei32 45 8 3 1-

Lt Van
WalravenhS 88 23 . 3 3-

2mm
184
3*6 5

137 198 109
Seventh tieglm

M8.iLeavitt.l7 23 33
Sgt' Lalor... 19 39 13
Sgt Dalrym-
ple 17 38 35

PrHartman 27 33 14
r'aptReid..l4 34 23
Cape 8t.o]1..30 25 24

31 24
ent.
5 14-
S 11-

1 5-
4 3-
8 2-
7 4-

First Regiment.
58 As Ss SsOs

259 Lt Walsh... 8 15 17 15 35—
305 Pr O H

- 366 TownsendlG 34 19 6 5-
316 Pr Hedden.13 33 17 8 10-
334 Capt G M

TownsendlD 30 13 9 29—
- 28.5 Pr aai 18 26 31 7 13-

Pr Hogle. -„]0 3r 20 6 17-

70 154 106 51 99 138^ '

- 310 Sixth Regiment.
- 266 OpDouglass.l2 3S 13 8 9- 267 \

GpStcckamll 33 21 6 6- 277
'

- 290 Sgt JefferieslO 17 35 5 13— 242 :

-317 LtCline.... 4 37 23 8 18- 313:
• 283 Capt Shinn.. 5 15 15 18 27— 166

j

- 286 Pr Baxter ..12 21 19 7 21- 215

114 1771121 33 38 1752 57 151 136 62 94 1380 *

PENNSYLVANIA STATE TEAM.
Winners of Inter-State and Hilton Matches,. Photo by Horace M. Bell, Washing'on, D. O,

NEW JBHSEY N. G. MATCH,
Second Regiment.

Skirmish. Grand
200yds. SOOyds. _ Ag. ,5s 4* 33 2s Oi T'l Ae.

Cpt Decker... .3443.5334.54 -38 4354445454-43-80 12 20 5 2
SgtChinn ....445455.5445-44 4344445353-38—82 5 16 13 4

Sgt Brooks .... 434431 4543-34 3334344252-36—70 7 13 IS 1

Pr Fairhuret.. 5554453543-43 5525254354-41—84 10 17 7 5

Corp Deitrich. 5454444444-42 4543435544-42- 84 20 12 2 3

Pr Ranson... 3444a35f:43-40 ,5535554454-45—85 8 16 13 2

154 284
128 318
143 213
149 233
160 244
141 ;226

241 244 485 63 94 58 17 9 875 1860
Fourth Regiment.

Fourth Rpgiment,
Lt Burns. . .22 3'

PrMillburn. 8 21

Capt Graff ,21 41

3— 294 Howard.
Third Regiment.

1- i Martin..
..316
. aoo

5 2- 312 Lt Watson 25i;

Cpt Graff 4444444335-39 4405545545-41—80
Cpt Lobman...84.5.5354444-41 3534558440-36—77
Lt Burns .5423433443-35 3451354335-41—78
Corp Graham. 5544454434-42 2353134554-38-80
Lt Springsted. 3434544442-37 4555445354-44—81
Pr Millburn . . .8434344333-34 5442033463-33—66

9 20 5 5
1118 6 1
91213 4
7 3011 1
1019 8 1
6 1013 8

150 230
147 324
136 212
150 230
152 2.38

129 195

333 460 S3 69 56 30 12 713 1824

CptLohmanl7 40 12 2 9- 285 Pr Coyte lo'

Lt Graham. 10 43 23 3 2— 293 Muddell 1".

Blown .. ..18 33 18 6 6— 261 Gladden.. 2G

96 204 93 34 23 1748 V-

Late in the evening the members of the New York State team
reached the camp. After paying their respects to the powers that
be the majoritv of them went to tbe Beach House to spend the
night. The team was in charge of Brig -Gen. Whitlock, Inspector-
General of Rifle Practice. Those who elected to spend the'

night in camp were Geo, Doyle, of the Seventy-first; Frank Stuart,

of the Sixty-ninth; Chao. Bryant, armorer and coach for the
Twenty-third, and Geo. Brown of the Seventh.
Up to this time some good figures had been rolled up in the in-'

dividual matches. In tJbe Scbuetzen match T. B. Beck, of Newc
»i% BOOred 188 points; Frawk Robling, of tbe Thirteenth Pennsyl-
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vania, had 47 in t:he All-comers' and 101 in tlie Kuser, while IG was
top score in t he Perrine.
When the shooters retired they did so with the firm conviction

that on Friday they would have their usual dose of bad weather
in which to shoot the Interstate and Hilton trophy match. About
10 P. M. them came down afair-3ized shower lasting about a half
hour, this being toUowed a couple of hours later by another
sprinkle. After this, however, the stars began to peep through
and all signs of a storm disappeared.

FriMy, the Btg Day

of the meeting, opened with a clear sky, au east-north-east breeze
and a cool air, with .lust enough moisture to keep the rides In
good form. Early in the morning visitors began to reach camp
and at 10 o'clock when the Interstate match was opened at ^OOyds.,
there was a big crowd present. The Interstate and Hilton trophy
matches, those time-honored contests of the National Rifle As-
sociation, shot here for the first time, bad each four entries,
representing the District of Columbia, Pennsylvania. New York
and New Jersey, the latter being a team chosen at half an hour's
notice. The New York team also was picked on the Hy on the
previous day. It was expected that the contest would bp hot be-
tween New York and the District team, the Jersey and Pennsyl-
vania teams not being considered at ail. This was good .judg-
ment so far as the .Jersey team was concerned, but Pennsylvania
proved to be "very much in it," before the day ended.
The 200yd. shooting in the Hil'on followed the Interstate, Penn-

s.vlvauia securing a lead in both matches. After dinner shooting
was begun in the Interstate at SOUyds., the Keystone contingent
Hgain showing their siiperiority and winning the "Soldier of
Marathon" by .59 points over New York.
Iq the Hilton trophy match the Pennsylvania team beat New

York 5 points at each range, winding up with 1,058 to New York's
1,041, District of Columbia's 982, Jersey being "out in the cold."
This was the second time in the history of the Hilton that Penn-
sylvania had been victorious, its previous win having been in
1882 when its score was 986. The same year it won the Interstate
on an aggregate of 9S9 points.
Below are the detailed scores of both matches;

INTBR-STAXE MrUTAKT MATCH.

Open to one team from each State or Territory in the United
States, consisting of twelve members of the regularly organized
and uniformed National Guard or militia of such State or Terri-
tory, including the District of Columbia. Distances 200 and .500yd8.
Position, at SOOvds.. standing; at .500yds.. prone. Weapon, any
military rifle which has been adopted, authorized or issued as an
ofBcial arm by any State or government. Ammunition, any.
Prize—To the team making the highest aggregate score, a large
bronze "Soldier of Marathon," presnnted by the Commander-in-
Chief, on behalf of the State of New Y^ork, to be shot for annually,
and to be held during the year by the Adjutant-General of the

Col. A''an Valbk.
Brio.-Gen. Spencer. Col. Owens.

State yfioRB team may win it. Value, PSO. Also a medal to each
memberof the winning team.

Pennsylvania.
200rds.

Sgt Watkins mimm-in
Lt Sfillwell 1.53.54 45454-4.3

Sgt Cullen 4233445345-39
Opt Pratt 3445445445—43
Cpt Chase 5444555544-45
Priv Ynung 4344444445—40
LtCol HoTton 3444444444—SSI

Priv Abbett 5345ii454.54—44
Sgtaiehard 5545.: 55445-45
Priv Sbonert 444446.ii55— 44

Oorp Millar .54444.5344.5-42

Priv Weagraft- .55.54.5.54444-45

515

5(X)v^l8, Aggri
3554545485-43 88
54.5444554.5—45
4455443555—44
5535444554—44
42545.5545-44
4445455454-44
445.5,545*44—44

5nni.')a54c4-4T
4.'i445545!i5-46

4545554435—44
454W44445-44
555554,5544-47

5.Sa 1051

New Y'^ork.

Cpt Shepherd 4.5444,55.544—44

Man De Forrest 5454485444-42
Cpt Macauley 4444444345-40
Pr Corry ,5444445?.55—45
Lt Underwood 4434444554—41
Pr Kalloch .54,5555.5444-45

Pr Dunn 4444454353-41
Sgt Findley 4455444444-42
SgtMcNevin 34444404i5—36
Pr Doyle 4444544435-41
Lieut Wells 34.54.545544-43

Sgt Stuart .5544444543- 43

'502

District of Columbia.
Cpt Cash 5.55544444,'!—43

Lt Harries 3444444454-40
Cpt Bell 5.5445,54444-44

Sgt Laird 4443544.544-41
Pr Wftherald 434-53454,5,5-42

Corp Young. 4454544354—42
Lt Stewart 4454444334—38
Pr Hinebaugh 4444454443—40
Pr Scott 44444.54444-41
Sgt Hutterly 4344344345—38
Lt Graham 4445444445-42
Sgt Dickey .3454434454-41

492

New .Jersey.

ColVanValen .5445444483-40
Cpt StoU 5244443445 - 40
Gol Ku3ei- 4535454413- 41
Sgt Smith 3444444544-40
Sgt Chinn 3,5.534,54444-41

Pr Ranaon 544444-5.544- 43
Pr Hartman 4414445444-41
Cpt Dfcker 4344444354-40
Corp Deitrich 444544444-4—41
Cpt Lohman 4434444444-39
Col Owens 35:^4445444- 40
Corp Graham ,...4344444444-39

344555.5344—42
54534444,55-43
3545.545454-44
54344.14653-42
4243353554-35
0534544545-39
3340555435-37
4455.'i45444^44
35.'i0454555-41
.33.52544444—89
45.55556554—4S
.534445,5.534—42

4433454544 -40
44.524'H554-40
3545454444—43
345455fi454—44
.'44443545.5—41
4445544335- 42
456,555443,5—45
4424533454-38
5435554443-42
4434245444—38
4445454444-43
4454.535355-43

4544354.544- 42
3455244454—40
5i 44354445—38
4454444455-43
34343454.55—40
4455555435-45
540042''444-.3O

4 54433243-81
2424444434-35
0430302053-21
3453435443- 37
42554r,5235-35

HILTON TROPHY MATCH.

Open to teams of 12 men; distances, 300, 500 and GOOyds ;
munds,

7 nt each distance; position, standing at 200yds., any at 500 and
(300yde.; weapons, any military rifle which has been adopted,
authorized or issued as an oflicial arm hy any State or Govern-
ment; ammunition, any; entrance fee, $3 each man. Prize—

A

trophy presented by Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York, to he shot
for annually a,t Creedmoor or such other range as the National
Rifle Association of America shall select, to be held during the
year by the head of the corp? or organization whose teammay win

PAN TALK AND fHOOT.

it, to be returned to the N. R. A. at the expiration thereof, value
$3,000; also a medal to each member of the winning team.

Pennsylvania.
200vds. 500yds. eOOvds. Aggre.

-31 4455455-33 4444454—29 92
-29 325545-3-27 r344535-24 80

4344345--37 5553544-31 43.55455 -,31 89
-31 5555.545-34 44434.53-27 92

|l
34.55355-30 33,34254-24 85

4434354- 3455545-31 .5445454-31 89
54544 5--31 44,54355-,30 2453353-25 86
444,5445--30 4454555-.32 5354534 -29 91
.4445445--30 4545534-30 4333450-32 82
.4335534--29 4455555 -.33 ,5335554-30 93
.3444-545--29 453=555-,3l .5353444—28 88
4454545 -31 3453545-29 4454445-30 80

,356 370 330 1056

New York.
Hpt Shepherd 5455334-29 4444455-30 0345554—26
Ma.i De Forest ..44458.S6-2S .5.543545-82 454,5445-31
Opt Macauley .5344544-29 44S5555-.33 3.5,34,545-29
PrOorry 444444.5-30 23.5,5455-29 0454544-26
Lt Underwood 4.5415.54-31 ,55434.54-30 .542.5445-30
Pr Kalloch 45444.54-.30 4444.554 - 30 4543444 28
PrDunn 4345434-27 44544-54—30 3444323—26.
Sgt Fiodley. 55.54354-31 44555^4-33 444.5455-31
Sgt McNevin 4454.554—31 5434443-27 2033244-18
PrDovle 4434444-27 •4.555544—32 43.55523-27
Lt Wells 4.3444.54-28 3,5.5;i454-29 3335354-26
Sgt Stuart 444.5,544—30 4244.545-31 444.5334 - 27

351 865 ,325

District of Columbia.
Cpt Cash 4.5.544.54- 31 .5.544444—30
Lt Harries 4454.544-30 544453'^—SO
Opt Bell 4444444-28 554554.5-33
Sg t Dickey 3445445—29 4545384—38
Pr Wetherald 4444.5.54—30 4544054—26

5450484—25
4404434-23

554554.5-33 3444402-20
0354230-16
2342445-34

85
91
91
,'^5

91
88
S3
94
76
86
83
88

Corp Young .')443433—26 4.5154545—31 3455544-30 87
Lt Stewart ....'.5.5,54444-31 .5.54.544.5—32 4443354-27
Pr Hinebaugh 4544444-39 5024444-2S 2.324542-22

4534344-27Pr Scott 4444445 -29 4238455-26
Sgt Hutterly 54.54444-30 3425454-27 3.34-S355-26
Lt Graham .5444444-29 34544.55-30 3544r44-24
Corp Smythe 45.5.3445-30 5353.54.5- 80 3r2,5433-20

8.52 ;^46

ICIBMISR LINK.

New Jersey.
Col. VanValen 4345444-28 4445545-31 34485r3-21 80
CptStoll 4 34444-28 445.3.543—28 4483r35-23 78
SgtChlnn 3454144-28 2424545-26 0533343-31 75
PrRanson 4434544-28 43,542.55-28 3365344-37 83
Oorp Deitrich 4445134-38 444452.5-28 £030335-18 74
CptLohman 4434455—29 035.5445-26 4658244-27 S3
Col KuBer 4454554-31 44424.53—26 32283,53-21 78
Lt Smith 4444444—28 483.5544-28 1120444-3—17 73
Pr Hartman 4443435—27 43,54436—28 4344335—25 80
Cpt Decker 4555553—33 ,5244344 -26 4444335-27 85
Col Owens.... 454445.5—31 4335423-24 3334535—26 81
Cpt Graham ^334445-26 4335483-25 4444233 -24 75

344 324 377 945

While the ahove contests were being fought out on the mid-
ranges, half a dozen exponents of long-range work were pegging
away over the thousand-yard range in the attempt to "^apture the
coveted Wimbledon cup, which was won in 1S90 and 1891 bv Major
Chas. H. Gaus, Inspector of Rifle Practice of the Third Brigade.
N. G. N. Y., who CIme down to Sea Girt to defend his claim to the
cup. \Vith the existing weather conditions, on a range where
cedar groves, sand dunes, ocean currents, etc.. do not combine to
worry the shooter. It would have required a big score to win the
cup; but here they had the above combinations and Major Gaus
had an ea,sy victory with a total of 123, his nearest opponent hav-
ing 112. Major Gaus used his .45-95-550 special Remington.
Among the entries in the cup match were Col, Cecil Clay, the

onp-armed commandant of the Second Regiment. D. O. M.. who
is never happy except when shooting; Capt. H, B. Oilly, also of
the D. 0. M,; Ch*s. E. Dverbaugh. of New York, the oM Centpn-

nial team man, who has not flred a shot at long range for many
months previous to to-day; Col. A. R. Kuser, of the staflE of Gov-
ernor Abbett, also entered out for some reason failed to shoot his
score.

WIMBLEDON CUP MATCH.

Open to all citizens and residents of the United States; distance,
l.OOOyds.; 30 shots; weapon, any rifle within the rules; cleaning
allowed: position, any without artificial rest; entrance fee. $2.
First prize: The Wimbledon Cup. presented by the National Rifle
Association of Great Britain to tne National Rifle Association of
America, to be competed for on conditions to be decided upon by
the National Rifle Association of America, and to be held bv the
winner till the next fall meeting, when it will be shot for on
the same conditions. Value, S500:
Maj Gaus, .45-95-5,50 Bem.5444344453'40 4454544435-42 532335.55.56-41-123

H B Frey, .40-76-370 AVin.45.52053254 35 ,54r6155,534-39 0454355453-.38-112

Overbaugh .37 31 withdrew on seven leenth shot.
H B OiUey, Springfleld L5 15 17-47
Col Clay, Springfield 28 38 15-66
Hardenbrook, .Springfleld 21 U 14—65

Whether it was politic or not to include the Wimbledon cup
match in the programme is an open ciuestion. The shooting on
the l,000yd8. target is done diagonally acrnss the short a,nd mid-
ranges, the short ranges (ten targets) having to bo closed while
the match is in progress. The Wimbledon match yielded the As-
sociation |14. While match was being shot (it lasted from 1:30 to
5 P. M.) Wm. Hayes and August Begerow of Newark, L. P. Han-
sen of .Jersey City, Ernest Fisher of Uoboken, and several otheis
who had come down to .shoot in the Schuctzen match were obliged
to wait until after 5 P. M. before firing a shot, beside which, no
one could shoot in the Members', Pen ine or All-Comers' matches
at 200 yds,
In the evening, soon after the military matches were ended the

New York team left for home as did the team of the First New
Jersey.
The Pennsylvania boys had a quiet jollification at the Beach

House, and after their return to- camp tliey received the hearty
congratulations of the other team members.

SaUirclaii, the Final Bay,

was rather quiet, the District team leaving for home at noon and
several of tne .Jersey teams leaving the camp in the morning.
During the afternoon W. B. Chapman, of the Thirteenth Penn-
sylvania, started in to fight Robling'a and Horton'.< totals of 101
each in tne Kuser match, and succeeded in getting an aggregate
of 102. This gave him the handsome Maynard rifle presented by
Col. A. B. Kuser. The rifle, which has a .2Z and a .2.5cal. barrel,
waj- packed in an elegant plush-lined case, and along with it went
100 .2.5cal. center-flre cartridges. Col. Kuser himself started in to
win the association member's medal and succeeded by rolling up
24 points in 5 shots at 200yds. with a Springfleld rifle. Clapt. Sfock-
ham's 47 in the Perrine Memorial match, and Sergt. Frank Rob-
ling's 47 in the All-Comers' remained unbeaten up to 3:.30, when

BirQI.RH MTLLUirBN.

"cease firing," sounded by Sergt. A. C. Millburn, announced t at
thp meeting was at an end.
Immediately alter the call was sounded Gen. .Spencer and his

ast-istants figured out the winners in the various contests, and
before 5:30 every man who remained on the grounds had received
whatever prizf, if any, he had won. This was an entirely new ex-
perience to a number of the contestants, who were formerly
obliged to wait several days before ascertaining whether they
were winners or losers.
Below will be found, full detailed scores of all the individual

matches:

5IEMBERS' MATCH.

Two hundreds yards, open only to members of the New .Jersey
State Rifle Association, round« 3, msition, standing weapon, any
military riflp; entrance fee $1. Prize, the members' champion-
ship gold badg^. shot for annually and held by the winner dur-
ing the year. To be shot at any time during the meeting. Won
in 1891 by Col. A. B. Kuser:
OoJ AR Kuser 55545 -24 Capt R A Reed 44454—20
Capt Ed Gould 54454—32

THE KtrSBB MATCH.

Seven shots at -SOOyds-; position, prone, head toward target: rifle,
any militarj ; open to all comers; entries, SI each, or three for S3
if taken at one time. Prize—A Maynard sporting rifle with two
barrels, one ,22 and one .26cal., presented by Col. A. R. Kuser: sec-
ord prize, 25 per cent, of the entrance money; third prize, 10 per
cent, of the entrance money. All prizes to be won on the aggre-
gate of three scores: ties in totals decided by the next best score or
scores;W B Chapman 5555.'>45—34 5.5.55,545 -,34 4655555—34—103
FRobling ,..5-5.5.5,5,55-35 .554.54-55—33 5455545-33—101
Lieut-Col Hnrton 5555.5,55-35 54.55545—33 5555345-33—101
S B Wetherald 5654655—84 655".5.53—33 55-5.5463—33— 99
Jas Stewart 546,554.5-33 5555446—33 4544555-33— 98
HJMehard-. ,5645565—34 4-.5.5.5£4—33 4544455—81— 98
C J Weagraff 6.555544—38 .5-555585-33 4556454—33— 98
Sergt Cullen 5 J46565-;33 4654655-33 4445365—30— 96
EJDalrymple 35.5o556—33 345645.5—31 585444,3—31—95
OA Hutterly ..4.545445—81 5.58.54-54—31 544,5463—30— 93
Capn. Miller 81 31 29-91; Capt. Ed linuld 33 29 29—90; A. W.Diekey

33, 39, 38-89; Col. Cecil Clay 30, 28, 27-85.

ALL-COMEKS' MILITABX MATCH.

Open to everybody; distances, 200 and .500ydp.; position, standing
at 200, prone, with head toward the target, at .500; 5 shots at each
distance; entrance fee, |1, or three tickets for $3, if taken at one
time. Rifles, the U. S. Springfield, or any military rifle adopted
and issued by any State, Prizes: First, 10 per cent, of entrance
money; second, two of 5 p^r cent, of entrance money; third, ten
of 2J4 P er cent, of entrance money;
FRobling 56585—23 .55645-24-47
Wetherald 44545-22 45-5,55—24—46
G Harries 445,54 - 23 54665-24—46
S J Scott 46455—23 446.5.5—23- 46
,Jas Stewart -54545-23 54545—2-3-46
Lt Stillwell 545.55—24 ,64.544—22—46
Cot Lohman .55444—32 544.5.5—23—45
H J Mehard .54445-22 .54.564-23-45
R B Smythe 44551—22 5-5855-23-45
,1 O Owens..., 44544—21 54-564—23—44WW Y^oung .54454-23 44455-23-44
Aug Deitrich oMi6-82 l5m-^22^U
Opt Chase , 45544-22 Um—2!2-U
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THE SCHTJETZEN MATCH.
All-comers' continuons match, distance 200yd8., position stand-

ing; number of shots, Ton the standard American target, with
llln. buUseye. Any weight rifle with any irie:ger null, palm or
other rest allowed. AllowancR for military rifles four points on
each string. The aggregate of three scores to count for all prizes.
Fee. $1 each ticket. Sixteen prizes, viz.: One of 25 per cent., one
of 10 per cent , four of 5 per cent., ten of 2}4 per cent, of entrance
money:
Wm Hayes 10 8 a 8 10 10 9—04

10 10 8 10 10 6 9 -63
8 9 10 7 8 10 10—62 —189

TEBeek 10 7 9 10 9 9 10-64
8 9 10 10 10 9 8-64

10 8 9 8 8 8 7—60 —188
E Fisher 9 9 9 8 10 10 8-63

10 8 9 7 8 9 10-61
9 9 10 8 8 7 7-5S -183

LP Hansen

7

6 9 8 7 8 9-54
10 10 6 9 7 9 7-58
7 7 9 S 8 8 8-55 —167

ABegerow 10 9 8 9 8 8 7^60
6 6 9 9 9 6 8-.^3
8 10 8 7 8 4 6—51 —164

R AReid

7

10 8 6 8 7 ^0-hr^
10 9 7 i 10 5 6-.51
5 7 9 7 4 4 8-44-1-13-163

SBWetherald ,...7 6 10 5 4 10 6-48
7 7 4 6 8 8 7-47
7 10 5 fi 9 8 i)-54-fl2-l{;i

C B Pratt

7

« 8 6 6 9 7-51
8 10 7 6 5 10 4-60
9 5 9 3 7 5 fi-47-1-13—160

H .1 Mehard

9

4 8 9 9 fi 7-52
7 9 9 8 5 5 4-48
5 7 10 6 8 4 7-47+12-169

SB Young 8 7 4 8 9 8 9—53
9 5 5 ].0 5 5 9-48
B 8 6 5 B 9 5-45-1-12-153

O ,1 Gunning 5 9 7 6 9 5 7-49
7 9 8 4 8 6 6-4S
7 9 S 7 7 7 6-484-12-157

Frank Rowing 10 fi 7 5 7 -T 7-49
5 9 4 7 6 6 9-49
7 10 4 7 4 6 8-46-1-13-156

13 11 Leeds 10 5 9 9 7 6 8-S4
8 8 7 5 9 5 8-50
5 8 5 6 8 10 8-50 —154

Lieut Still well

9

9 6 7 4 9 7-51
8 8 7 9 5 4 4-45
7 7 7 6 8 7 6-4!H13-133

8 J Scott 9 7 4 10 7 4 7-48
4 4 5 9 6 7 7-42

10 6 5 6 6 10 8-51+12-1.53
O A H utterly 7 8 7 8 8 5 7-50

6 7 8 7 7 6
5 5 4 5 6 8 7-40-f-12-14S

THE PEHHIJJE MEMORIAI^ MATCH,
0,^eu t,o ofllcprs and enlisted men, National Giuard of New Jer-

distance. 200 and 500yds. , 5 shots at each distance, pnsici'oa
stHiiding at 200yds,. pione with head toward target ar, SOljds.;
fn trance fee 50 rents; rf-entries allowed. Prize, a medal givn
hv Oil. Lewis Perrine, Jr.. in mf mory of the late Brevt. Ms j

-

G n. Lewip Perrine. Quartermaster-General of New Jersey. Shot
for annually. To be held by the winner during the yeor:

200 vdp. my^s. 200. 501.
Cp Stockham 54554-23 55445-24-17 PrHartman.. 30 3?-42
CoUvuser ...53554-33 4555H-24-4H SgtUhinn.... 20 32-4

<

0 J Smith ... . 5.5545-24 45445-32-46 PrFairhurst. . 22 20-43
Corp Dpitrich61344-33 .53455-23-44 Lt Springated 31 31-43
S?t Jeft'cies .. 21 22-43 Lt Cliue 19 2i'-43
L' Clark 23 20-42 Cpt Douglass. 19 23-43

H, TOWNSEND.

Revolver Shooting in England.
At tbe South London Rifle Club's competitions at 'Staines

Aug. 25, there was a nasty gusty wind, the two revolver eompe i-

tions resulteri as follows: Series 1, stationary target:
Walter Winans.... 7 7 7 7 7 7—43 Andrews 7 7 7 6 6 5-38
Mr. WinansV score is the first highest pDs^ible yet made at the

new Bisley 3in. buUseye in competition. Series 2, disappearing
target

:

Walter Winans... ,7 5 7 7 5 7-38 Major Mackerrell.2 3 4 2 5 fi-22
The scores for the revolver championship of the club now stand:W Winans(presentholder of the Major Mackerrel. . ..41 37 36—114
championship... 43 41 40—123 C E' Lowe 36 36 36—108

Andrews 39 38 38—115 Heath 37 35 23—105

I

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 11 —The Cincinnati Rifle Association held

its regular practice shoot at its ranee to-dav and made the scores
as appended below. Conditions; 200yds., offhand, at the standard
American target:
Gindele 80 79 77 Bruinbach....70 70 64 Payne 76 76 75
Bpst 80 73 73 Speth 79 79 80 Drube 80 72 68
Weinheimer.71 78 70 Stegner 68 67 64 Martin 63 58 58
Hauck 61 59 53 Topf 63 63 62

Garden City Rifle Team.
Thjs Garden C'ty Rifle Team met for their weekly contest

Tuesday evening. Sept. 6 at Burley & Eriekson's shooling
gillpry. 140 South Halst* d street, Chicago. Conditions were 35yds.
25 shots each, open sights, free oft'-hahd position, Massachusetts
pi ppr targpt, possible 300 points:
WJGlbbs 264 Roy Taylor 9.58 Wm Frisbie 251
AMcHesn S64 Mrs L Thornton. .255 R McRean 351
H G Burley Vfii M Tatros 2.55 J C Martin 250
A Hankie •;6') FBiickson 353 John Polites 248
After tb« regular phont a sweepstake w a'' shot for and won b?

M. A. McBenn, scoring 111 out of possible 120, B.| |

The A. Lischke Riflemen.
J EESEY (^iTY, Sept. 10 —The following scores were made by some

of tU" merabrrs of the A. Lischke Rifle Club on Sept. 3 at their
rai.g-i, 17 Milnon aveuu-:
Li.'cnke 25 24 24 34 24 34 24 23 33 22—237
Soharli 25 35 25 25 24 24 ^^3 23 21 18--4o3
Schulte 25 32 23 33 22 31 21 20 20 1-—213
T^yroff 35 2i 22 21 31 31 21 19 19 19—211
Sreidel 34 23 22 33 21 21 ~'l 19 19 15—207

O. SCHUIiTE.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice lll<e the following:

Sept. 15-16.—Vienna (111 ) Gun Club tournament.
Sept. 20-21.—Auburn Inter'state Tournament.
Sept. 20 ^3.—Saratoga (N. Y.) Gun Club, annual tournament.
Sept. 23.-White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament. L. 0.

Piatt, Jr., Treas.
^Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five daj's" tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Sept. 28-29.-Womelsdnrf (Pa.) tournament.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumws, Iowa.
Oct. 4-7.— Chas. Polster's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 5-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. .1. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.

Oct. 11.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, with
Crutt.endens & Cords new trap and pull, at Canajoharie, N. Y.
T. O. Pegnim, Sec'y.

Oct. 13-13.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines, Iowa.
Of-t. 19-20 —Somervillfi Gun Club toutnament, Somerville, K. J.

^Oct. 21.—New Jersey Shooting Club tournament, at Claremont,

Nov. 23-26,—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live
birds.
May 33.25, 1893.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The following has been received from H. A. Penrose, president of

the Inter.^tate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association : "Referring
to the article under "Drivers and Twisters" in your issue of the 1st
inst. regarding the conflictkig dates of the Interstate tournament at
Auburn and the Saratoga sboot we beg to say that it was impossible
to change our dates when we learned that the Saratoga Club had
claimed them, as flie programs bad been out for some time. We
wired IMr. Leveugston. of Saratoga, about Aug. 1, asking him if their
tournament had been postponed and he informed us that it had and
that it would be held the last week in September. Mr. Tuttle, of
Auburn, also wrote him at the same time and received a similar re-
ply. It was our intention then to hold the shoot at Auburn on Sept..
13-1S, but we fonnd that we could not get the fixtures there from
New London and so decided on the 30th and 21st. The Saratoga
people, learning that the PeeJrskill Club were going to hold their
shoot on the last week, decided to hold their tournament on the
fourth week, but did not notify us of the same. The Auburn shoot
will positively take place on the 20th and 31st inst. and we have every
assurance that it will be a errand success. In this connection we beg
to say that last October we claimed the second week ia each month
for the Interstate tournaments, but as we have had so much influ-
ence brought to bear we have been compelled to change onr dates
almost every month in order to try and please somebody. We have
received from two to twelve letters from different clubs every month
asking u-< to change our dates and with one exception we have com-
plied. We shall be pleased to have you make note of this in this
week's issue of the ICorest and STiijjAM. We regret that we are un-
able to change our dates to accommodate the Saratoga boys."

The daily programme during the tournament of the Saratoga (N.
Y.) Gun Club, Sept. 20-23, inclusive, wdl be as follows: Event Nos. 1

and 10, 10 kingbird targets, $1 entry: Nos. 2, 6 and 8, 10 targets each,
$50 guaranteed, $1.75 entry; Nos. 3 and 7, 15 targets each, $75 guar-
anteed. |2.75 entry : Nos. 4 and 9,20 targets each, .'SIO ) guaranteed,
$3.75 entry; No 5, 25 targets, expert event, $25 added to purse by the
Saratoga club, $5 entry. Excepting in Event No. 5 each day, the con-
testants will have to shoot under Paul North's sliding handicap. In
the 10 target events the moneys will be 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. ; 15
targets, 21, 22. 20, IS and 16 per cent. : 20 targets, 22, 30, 18, 16, 14 and
10 per cent. The following will be the average prizes for all guaran-
teed events during the four days; First, $22: second, $18; third, $16;
fourth. $14; fifth, $12; sixth, SlO: seventh, $S. The Saratoga Club
ha.s secured reduced hotel rates, and will take care of all shells or
guDs sent (,0 t,hem. In Event No. 5 each day all lies will have to be
shot to a fiuish, ties to be shot off miss-aud-out.

At the tournament of the Lundonville (N. Y.) Gun Club on Sept. 6,
first average was won by Levengstou. of Saratoga, on 91 per cent
Gove, of Albany, was second with 90; Roberts, of Rupert, Vt., third
with 8il. In the match open to teams of two men from any one club,
there were eight entries. The purse was divided into four moneys.
First was won by the Saratoga Team No. 1, second divided by the
Philmonl and Trojan gun clubs, tnird won by the Capitol Citv Gun
Club of Albany, fourth won by the Saratoga team No. 3." Fair
weather favore.j the tournament though there was a pufify wind that
bothered the marksmen consideralily by giving tne birds a crazy
flight. This condition gave something of zest to the sport, however,
and enhanced the praiseworthy character of the records.

The Auburn Gun Club is fully preijared for the Inter.Ntate tourna-
ment to be held there next week. Everything to insure success is bf-
ing done. Keystone targets will be used and every guaranteed event
will be shot, be the entries few or many. With reference to the con-
flict of dates between this and the Saratoga tournament, the Auourii
Club desires to state that the Saratoga Club wrote that their tourna-
ment would be held during the last week of September. The date
originally fixed for the Auburn shoot was Sept. 1.3-14, but this was
changed to the then unclaimed date Sept. 20-21, to accommodate the
Association in freighting its goods bere. The club is sorry any mis-
understanding should occur, as there are shooters who would doubt-
less like to attend both shoots.

Charles Polster writes us as follows anent his coming tournament
to be held in Indianapolis, Ind.: "Tbe tournament to be given under
my management in this city, Oct. 4, 5, 6 and 7, promises to be more
largely attended than any former IndianapoUs shoot. The first two
days will be given to inanimate targets. Oct. 6 and 7, to sparrows
and live black birds. About $500 in guaranteed purses, cash dona-
tions and special prizes wfl I be offered. The shoot is open to all-
North handicap system. The black bird shooting will be a novel
feature and the various attractions will make it an unusually inter-
esting tournament for all participants. I can furnish programs on
application."

At the setri-mouthly shoot of the Union Hfll Gun Club, at Gutten-
burg, N. J., -lohn Waller won the gold medal by breaking 16 out of 25
bluerocks shot at by each man. J. Woolmington got the beer medal
with 9 and P. Sullivan and H. Lange shot 8 and i respectively. In
the first sweepstake J. Waller shot T out of 10, F. Hall and J. Wool-
mington 5 each, H. Lange 3, and P. Sullivan 1. In the second Hall
dropped 6, J. Waller, J. Woolmingtoj, L. Westervelt and H. Lange 5
each, and P. Sullivan 4. In the third P. Sullivan made a goose egg.
Waller 7, Westervelt 6, Lange 3 and Woolmington 1.

At the Standard-Keystone Tournament, held at New London,
Conn., Aug. 30 to Sepc 2, Wm. Wolstencroft, of Frankford, Pbila.,
made the best record in the trophy events, breaking 50 strdght; and
in shooting off the lie broke 24 out of 25; and the second time, again
shooting off' a tie, broke 35 straight—an aggregate score of 09 out of
a possitde 100, using the new U M.C "smokeless" shell. Mr. Van
Dyke, of Newark, N. J., won the mdividualchampion'^hip of America,
breaking 98 out of a possible 100, using the V. L &D. ' lightning"
shell.

The Wawaset Gun Club, Wilmington, Del., has elected the follow-
ing officers for the ensuing year: President, Charles Springer; Vice-
President, T, D, Buckmaster; Treasurer. Thomas Weldin; Secretary.
W, J. Tu.<sey, No 214 King street; Fmancial Secretary, VV. E. Buck-
master; Captain. Robert Miller; Quartermaster. C. M. Buckmaster;
Director.-!, Geoige MQler, Fred Martin, Eric Camp.

An organization called the Mouniville Gunning Club has just been
formed at Mountville, Pa. Tbe officers are: President. Pdward
Kj-eady; Vice-President, Henry Deitrich; Secretary, E. L. Ham bright;
Treasurer, Al. Kready.

The following scores were made by members of the Auburn ( N. Y.)
Gun Club on Sept. 6 at 25 targets each: Class A—Tuttle 18. Carr 18.

DevittH Class B-Garrett 18, Vanderloo 16, St. Clare 12, Doan 10.

Class C-Goodrich 14, Kerr 11, White U.

A gun club litiK been formed in Line, Lexington, Pa- George Kister
ispresideut, Amos VVismer secretary and Barry Weikel treasurer.

The National Gun Club, of Elgio, III., has elected D. A. Ridde sec-
retary and Joseph Graves treasurer.

The Rochester (.N. Y.) Rod and Guu Club will have a merchandise
shoot on Oct. 5.

Tbe Wenond Shooting Club has been organized in Bay City, Mich.

The Shenandoah (Fa.) Gun Club is one of the latest comer?.

C. H TOWN.SEND.

The Old Stone House Grounds.

A SMALL party gathered in John Erb'sNewaik shooting grounds
0' t or Day and tried their skill on live birds witli the results
sippended. Event No. 15 was at 10 live birds, .$10 entry; No. 16 at
5 birds, $5 eniry, and each of the others at 4 birds, $3 entry:

1 H a h 0 6 7 S !/ 10 11 W
Castle...n23 1113 1213 2111 1111 1211 1111 1111 1111 1110 1111 1121-47
Newh'seOO'l 2002 2321 1202 1210 0011 1103 2311 (023 0021 0320 2011-.S3
Bruce.. ..1101 1111 2110 1120 1332 1101 1011 ilOO 1101 1111 3203 1011-28
Hollis 1012 1221— 7

IS lU 15 16

Castle ...1111—4 1023-3 1112111311-10 11131—5
Newhouse 1012-3 1122-4 2n202m2— 9 12201-4
Briue 1312—4 1012- 3 1211102020— 7 13113-5
Hollis 1111-4 0101-2

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association,

Utica, N. J., Sept. 9.—The following scores were made at the
shoot of tbe Oneida County Sporismen's Association to-day:
Badge shoot, 25 kingbird targets from 5 K. B. traps:

Mayhew 1111111111111111111111111-25
Hunter 111111111111iniimillll-25
Smy th OllOOUOllll IIIIOIOIOIII 0-17
Tie:

Mayhew 11110—4 Hunter 11111—5
Club shoot, same condirions: Knowlton 24. Kallies 24, Hunter

25, Ma-^hew 23, Pfeiffer 20, Smith 23, Henniug 14, Dexter 39, Gil-
more 16, Lane 15, Wheeler 18, Mizner 17, Harris 34.

Watson's Ne\v Park.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 8.—The first shootine: on John W'«t sou's new

grounds, at Burnside, occurred to-day in the Stevens-Hall msstch,
and the spectators in teat event took great interest in looking
over the new park. The grounds are v/est of the old ones, and
about a quarter. of a mile or leas from the railroad station. The
electric cars run from thestation directly past the grounds, whicii
lie on top the hill. Access by means of this street railway line
will be as handy as before, and indeed will not require so Iouk a
walk.
The elevation of the new grounds is slightly mnre than that of

those recently vacated, and there is an unimpeded sweep for the
wind in every direction. The location is more sightly tha.n the
old one, being m view of the wooded ridges which lie back to the
west, towsrd Morgan Park and Washington Heights. The ground
IS perfectly level. From the fact that all visible buildings lie be-
yond the Ime of the traps, wbilo some low bams and buildings sre
in the left near the road, it is likely that the grounds will be as
hard and fast as the old ones, for the birds will be mostly drive-s
and left-quartermg drivers, with north or northwest wind behindthem m the winter.
Mr. Watson has moved over the club house and trapping housetrom the old grounds, and is busy putting up thefence and laying

out the grotinds. The score will be parallel to the glass-front cIud
bouse, and the platform from the house to the score will be coveredby roof all the way. The position of the target traps will be as
before, back and to the right of the house, and the general ai

-

ra^genient of the grounds will be much the same.
The King traps will be in in about thirty days, and the Chicago

shooters will soon be at work at their old headquarters. E. H.

The Unknown Gun Club.
There was a gond crowd of shooters and friends at the reeular

-Tuontbly meeting of the Unknown Gun Club at Dexter Park, L.
L, on 1 hursday, Sept. 8. The competition was for tbe best aver-
age scores lor the chamoionship cup won by the Unknowns in
last year's Dexter Park League contest and the usual club priz«a.
hiach man shot at seven birds, club handicBp, modifled Long
Island rules. E. A. Vroome took the first money with seven
straight and the others were divided. The Ecores:
Sbiot for championship trophy and extra prizes:H Van Staden 0101002-3 C Hnbbell 1120100-4M Brown 11310.21-6 AV Merrihew 20001;i3—

4

S Lyon 11)11000-3 HDeeijeu (iOnilll-4
JVagts :;0.il011—5 IlSkidrnore 0222011-5
CKollyer 2101201-5 J Akhurah 0121020-4
E A Vroome 1312211- 7 I H yde lig0321-6
HKnebel..Sr 1001112-5 O iioden '-iOOlOl?—

4

J Sampson 1131120-0 C Munch 2103103-5
C Detlefsen 1111101-0
Match at 5 biids for the t,irds:

Di- f^ittle 01000-1 APMerrihew 10111-4
J Rathbone 10011—3

West End Rod and Gun Club.
Thd West End Rod and Gun Club held its monthly shoot on

Labor Day, on its Grove street grounds, in Newark, the results
being as appendpd.
Club shoot at 20 bluerocks: J. Bock 1.5. ('!. Ne'gert 11, E. Astfalk

11, W. Betschick 10, J. CoUensohlag 10, P. Bratsch 9, A. Freund 7,
E. Womelsdorf 7, T. Freund 6, S. Hemhausir 3.
A t live birds, number killed and lost; H. Mahns 10. 1; J. Mvera

8. 1; .1. Oerst 7. 1; W. Bush 7, 4; Shepler 4, 0; H. GroeU, 1: F, 'HiU
ferall, 2; W. DrastelS, 3;B. Ho« ard3. L
Sweepstakes at 5 targets p r man.

1 2 3 U 5 <1 1 2 3 h C S
KMeesel 4 4 3 3 3 3 J Myers 3 2 3 3 3
HGroel 3 3 .. 3 .. .. F Heller 3 . .W Knob 3 3 3 3 3 .. J Weber aH Mahui 3 3 4 2 2.. Schepler "

1
J Gerst 3 3.. 4 2.. J Jcqain 3 3 4 3Mr Hi Iters 5 4 5 3 4 3 L Scniling 3
VV Dratel 433443

The Fountain Gun Club.
Some good scores were made by the nieinbera of the Foun+ain

Gun Club, at Woodlawn Park, Grava'-t-nd, L. L, on Wednesday
Sept. 7. It was the regular monthly meeting of the club for the
best averages to count tor the annual prizes. Ten membi^rs com-
peted at 10 birds eanh, club handicap. -'Wanda"' did not .^hoot hh
well as usual, the three fast right-rjuartering incomers being too
much for her to stop. In the sweepstake shoot th"t followed, Dr.
AVynn, the veteran had a good racfi against R. Phister, Jr., ihn
rising wine shot, the latter billing'lT straight and outshootiug the
doctor. The scores:
Shoot for be8t,averages for the annual pnzps. 10 birds:

Dr Wynn (28yds). ..1101111133- 9 "Wanda" (28) 1131000011— fi

C Plate (35) 0110133101— 7 C Winfren (L^'i) 1111111111-1(1W Stewart (25) 3112201213— 9 R (Jraves (.28) lOOUOlOOl — 4
J E Orr (35) 2231111 Ul—10 R Phister, Jr (28). ..2111311113-10M Licdsiey (3S) 2231023113— 9 W Schumacher (25)30 103i20lH-

Woodruff Wins the Bender Medal.
Thr Central Gun Club, of Elizabeth, N. ,T..held a shoot at

Gantzlei's Grove on Labor Day, there being two 10 bird events on
the programme, one lor the club medal and the otner for the Ben-
der medal. The scores:

Club Shoot.
- uuiHn Oinilllll-9 Ems llllitlODll—

Antties imilOni-9 Slater lllllOOlOl—
Angel 1111110011- 8

Bender Medal Match.
Tie.

Woodruff ininiUl—10 111 Dackerman lllllllllO-
Harkard 1111111111—10 110 Anthes llllllOOll—
LaMoot llllinilO— 9 Slater 11110111 Ill-
Cement 0111111111- 9

Shooting at Dexter Park.
A QUIET afternoon's sport was indulged in on Friday. Sept 9, at

Dexttir Park, S. 1., by some prouiinenf Long Maud officials and
bus'ness men in shooting at a p oked lot of birds. The following
pcore will show the result nt the shooT. The lowest man to pay
for the birds: The score, 25 b'rds each: J. Schlieman 14, L Ep-
p'g 17, A. Eppig 21, H, McLaughlin 13, T. Kerrigan 18, 0. Engel-
Drecht 16.

Sweepstakes at 10 bluerocks. No. 1: L. Epnig 9, J. Schlieman 3
T. Kerrigan 3. A. Eppia 9. C. Englebi e dit 7. No. 2, 5 birds: l!
Eppig 4, J. Schlieman 1, A. Eppig .3, 0. Engelbiecht 3.

Match Shoot at Athens.
Athens. Pa., Sept. L—Following are the scores made here on

Aue. 31 in a match between Will K. Park, of the Wilkesbarre Gun
Co., who vyas spending a few days' vacation at his home in this
place, and Wm. von Wolfradt, of Athens, who is one of the bpst
livf -bird shot in the county. The match was at 50 sinele bhje-
locktargetp, 3 traps, unknown angles, for $10 aside. Wolfradt
shot, a IC-gaiige gun at 14yds. rise, and black powder. Park iisi d
a 12-gauge Wilkesbarre gun of cheap grade and stood at 16yds.
rise, 31rs American wood no^vder and 1340'/. JCo 7U chilled shot:WK Park iininiiiiiimiimioimiiinoiiiiuiiiniioiii-47W vou Wolfradt OlllllllllllOlIimOlllliniOllimniOlllllllllll-45

The Acme Gun Club.

Thk attendance at the regular monthly shoot of the Acme Guu
Club was very poor on Tuesday at Dexter Park, L. I. T. Short
won the medal with a score of 12 out of 20. Several sweei'ttakes
were shot off' after the shoot, but the scores were poor. The Ecores
were:
Cinb shoot for medsl and best averages, 39 bird?:

O DethloffOOllOOOnOllOOllOlOl-lO C MenkellOlOOOOOOlOKlOlOllllO - 8
T Short. .11110100000011111110-13 J Kausch.OOOlOiOOlOOlOOlOOllO- 7
VV Vorb'cliOlCOOlOOljOOlllOlOlOl— 8

The Manhattan Gun Club.
The regular shoot of the Manhattan Gun Club, at Dpxter Park

on Wednesday, Sept. 7, was poorly attended, only five being pies-
ent to compete for the club medal. Three out of the five tied with
6 each, and as D. Monsees was a previou j winner he could not
shoot off in the tie. H. Bord won the trophv. The score?;
D Monsees (37) ..T012121-6 LPDeffa iS-S) 0322113—6
FL'imbrecht (22) 0012210-4 HBoid (S3) .....1102311-6
J A Hoffman (28) 0010313-4
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Michigan Trap Shooters' League.
Saginaw, Mic>i., Sept. 9.—The tournaraent of the Micbigan

Stfttf Trap Shooters' League, under the auspices of the West Side
Gun Club, was held in tliis city Sept. 6, 7 and 8 The members of
the Gun Club got out an attractive programme with a flue prize
list and made every preparation for a large attendance of visiting
shooters, but the shooters came not, and why nobody linows- The
Michigan League has a large membership, any club holding a
(tournament under the league management must according to the
.by-laws of the league, send a team to each subsequent tourna-
ment given by the league or forfeit the sum of $10 as a fine im-
posed. With the pxcpption of Bay City, a neighboring town,
which sent several shooters, there were barely any visitors except
a few, and these few had the longest journey to malte of all those
who comprisp the league. It seems strange ihat =uch should have
bten the case when Saginaw's hospitality is known almost the
world around. Saginaw, Oshkosk and Kalamazoo, these three,
not the three graces exactly, yet he who has not heard of them
must be blind and deaf, and not of the Anglo-Saxon rare. The
greatest of these <8 Saginaw; 'tis here that Wm. B. Mershon, that
nrince of good fellows, resides in a home piilatisl. As a sportsman
."if i be very first water he ranks almost alone in his class. Many.

oT times have the readers of FobeSt and Stheam been enter-
ri with bright, newsy articles from his pen. It was his gener-
kind, good nature that gave them this, for it takes care

.1 lime to write an article, and to find the time must have
been a great inconvenience personally, as he has an even
ball thousand men in his employ. For 34 years from the day he
i rsi saw the light he lived a life of single blessedness, and then

1 ay Billy (everybody calls him Billy) surprised his friends
.everybody by bringing home a wite, a pretty wife. Now there

1 . , air-haired youngstpr who says ha is "Little Bi'ly," and talks
liL saese and ducks, of trout and grouse, of quail and snipe, of
ilogB and guns, just like his noble da'i. We are drifting a.way
ircni the .shooting tournament, but just one word more. We
weie, through Mr. Mershon's courtesv. shown the famous car
".Saijinaw," of which the readers of Forest and Stream have eo
if ten heard, and which in its varied travels with burning and
itshivig parties. has covered a distance sufflcient to encircle twice
!ii= little ball we call the earth. The car is a model. It contains

> thing essential for a sportsman's comfort. Soon it will
; ! with a jolly party, bound for the immense stubole fields of

i i. -off Dakota, in pursuit of ducks and geese, and we trust that
FoBEST AND STREAM wiU give an account of same.

The First Day.

Nobody here to-day except John Parker of De+roit and the local
riiooters. About noon ,1. B. Cotter, F. Meidlein. E. F. Flues and
Mr, Williams, of Bay City, Mich., arrived. The shoot goes on just

Jthe same, although the club is losing money on its giiaranteed
jpursps, as they do not half fill. Parker wins first average to-day
H/T-d Cotter wins the spoond ax'erage. Scores:
No. 1, 10 singles; entrance »1.30; Parker 10, Breck 9, Flues 0.

Cotter 8 Herman 5, Keller fi, Lee. 9.

No. S, 10 singles, entrance $1,30: Parker 9, Breck 8, Lse 6, Keller
9, Flues 6, Cotter 7.

No. B. 10 singles; entrance $1.30: Parker 8, Keller 5, Breck 9,

Flues 8, Cotter 8.

No. i. 16 targets, entrance $I.ia: Breck 9, Parker 13, Flues 10,

Cotter 13, L^e 11, Carpenter 10.

No 5. 20 targets, entrance $;i.60: Parker 16. Cotter 10. Lee 16,

Flues 17, Meidlein 16, Breck 14, Herman 11, Williams 17.

No. 6. 15 targets, entr^i.nce $l,9.'i: Williams 10, Flues 11, Parker
i;i Meidlein 11, Lee 13, Breck 9, Cotter 13, Carpenter 8. Herman 9,

Delonjay 10
No. 7, 25 targets, merchaiidise, entrance, price of targptp:

Parker 1111111101111001111111111—
Brick llllllOlllOllOllOltinill-^l
Carpenter 1111101101101111011101111-20
Herman 1010110101101011010011101-1.5
Cone 1100100010110100100101000-10
Williams 1111111110111011111101101-21
Ba.Her 1011000001 101011001010010-10
Rpllar lllOllllHlOlinoHlOllOll-19
Krogman 1001 OOlOOOllOlOOOCOl 1 001 1-10
Z«choener 1011lOlOOlOlUOOlOlOnii01-14
Lee - 001000100111 HOI 011101000 -13
Cotter 1011101111111111111111111—23
Weider , 1000010010010001000000000- .5

Meidlein llUOlllllllOlllllOllllOOO-18
Flues 0110111101011101111011111-19
Schoemberg : 001011 11 Oil 11011111001111-18
Delongiay 0011111000011101111111111-18
Bowdpn llllOmOOOniTO111111100-1
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No. 8, 20 sineles, S2.60 entrance, guaranteed purfe $50:

Flues 111000111111IWdll—14 Williams. 11111111111111111111—20
Meidlem..llllllllinilllll010-18 Bowden. ..11011111111111111111-19
Breck 11111101101111001111-16 Bauer 0110000101 1111100001—10
Parkt r. ...11111111111111111111—19 Sohomb'g OOOlOulll'OlllOllOll—13
Cotter. . . .11111111110110111011—1" Delongjaj 00101010110111111011—13
Lee 11111010101110111101-15 Herman. .10010101101111110110—13
CarpenterOllUOOllOlllOOllOll—1 3 Zschoener100001 11111101111101—14
First. Williams, $10; spcond. Bowden and Parker, $10; tbird,

Meidlein. $10; fourth. Cotter, $5; fifth, Breck, $5; .sixth, Lee, $.5;

seventh. Zschoener, $5.
No. 9, 10 targftts, entrance $1 30: Parker 8, Cotter 10, Williams

11. Del 'Pgjay 7. Flues 7, Meidlein 8, Breck 9, Bonden 8.

No. 10, 15 targets, entrance «1.95: Williams 12, Cotter 10, Breck
10, Parker 14, Meidlein 13, Bow.len 13.

No. 11, 10 targetF,-entrance $1 30: Parker 8, Bowden 8, Schoem-
berg Ci, Cotter 9, Flues 7, Breck 8, Williams 8.

Extra sweep, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Cotter 7, Parker 10,

Carpenter 6, BrecH. 8, flues 5, Williams 7. Schoemberg 6, Bow-
den 8,

The Seennd Day.

The only t!resh .shoo'ers to arrive this morning was Ben O. Btish,
of Kalamazoo, and Bert Robinson, of Flint. The programme t>i-

day was again carried out in full. P.irker again wins first aver-
age, and Williams, of Bay City, the second average. There was
to have been a business meeting of the league to-night, but there
is nobody here to meet. Scores:
No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1,30: Williams 10. Turner 9, Cotter

6, Baatian 8, Held 6, Parker 9, Herman 7, Bush 7, Flues 9, Lee 8,

Bouden 6.

No. 2, 10 targets, entrance .11.30: Williams 9, Flues 8. Parker 8,

Turner 7, Bing 7, Herman 7 Lee S. Cotter 8, Bouden 8.

No. 3, 15 t rgets. entrance SI 95: Williams '9, Bouden 13, Flues
11, Cotter 13, Lee 11, Parker 14, Bang 9 Turner 14.

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $1 95: Parker 12, Turner 8. Bouden 6,

Williams 14, Flues 14, Kellar 15, Cotter 13, Cirpenter 13, Herman
12, Held 8, Bastian 8, Merrill 6. Lfie 11, Delonjav 12, Bobinson 11.

No. 5. 10 targe's, entrance $1.80: Kellar 9, Williams 9, Flues 10,

Parker 9, Bang 9. Merrill 6, Carpenter 9, Ward 5, Bastian 6, Cotter
8, Lee 8, Bouden 6, Brick 8, FladiTig 6.

No. 6, 15 targets, entrance $1.95: Flues 10, Parker 13, Williams
12. Carpenter 14. Merrill 9, Cottpr 12, Bastian 10, Held 8.

No. 7, 15 targets, entrance $1.95: Carpenter 14, Parker 12,

Williams 11, Fines 13, Bastian 8. Krogman 9. MerriU 8, Cotter 12,

Herman 8, Schoemberg 5, Keller 13. Held 11.

Twenty targets, entrance $3 60, $50 guaranteed:
Turner. ...11101011001100011111-13 Bonden. .10101101101011111111—15
Merrill . . ..11010101101101111000—12 Beach .... 11011111011111111101-17
Carpenterllllllllllllll 111011—19 Breck . . . .11111100011111110110—15
ZschoenerllOOlXlllllOlOllOOilll-11 Zahoner...11110110011100100000—10
Williams. nilllllOilllllllOll—18 Robinson. lUllllllOlllOUOlll—17
Herman .,11111010111000100011-12 Held 11001111100011000010-10
Parker . . ..11111111011101111110-17 Delonjay . 11111001101011101111-15
Kellar. . . .11101101001100111010-13 S'hoemb'gllOnOlOOllllllOlOll-14
L=e 11111110101111111001-16 Meacham 00111001110110100111-13
Flues .,..11011111101111001111—16 Briggs. . . OllOOOOOOOOllOlOOOOl-
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Cotter 10111111111101111111—18 Bang 10101101111101110111—15
Bastian. . .10101101011111110101—14
Shoot for $50 purse. 20 targets: Carpenter 15, Parker 19, Cotter

20, Turner 15, Flues 14, Williams 18, Merrill 9, Buck 14, Bastian 17,

Lee 16, Beach 19, Meacham 6, Bonder 18, C Zschoener 17, Bing 13,

Kellar 19, Herman. 14, Scboeneberg 15, H, Zschoener 11,

Merchandise shoot, 25 tareets, entrance, price of targets:
Parker 23, Work 17, Turner 18, Kellar 16, Willinms 22, Bang 17,

Carpenter 20, Cone 1.5, Herman 21, Bastian 15, Merrill 13, Held 9,

Breck 18 Delonjay 18, Pv.obinsnn 21, Flues 19, H. Zr choener 19, Cot-
ter 19, Weider 11, Flading 11, Bonden 18, Lee 31, Beach 21, C.
Z.9cboaner 15, Scboeneberg 18.

F. C. Marantette, W. W. Marantette, L. E. Maranrette and C,
H. Marantette from Mendoo, 200 miles away, are here. It was a
long journey to make for one day's shoot, but they won the
"League Trophy," and consequbntly are aatisflpd. 0. H. Maran-
tette wins first average and Parker the second average to-day.

Tlw Third Ban.
Fifteen targets: Williams 12, Carpenter 11, McQrBgor 15, Par-

ker 12, Herman 12, Bonden 15, Beach 13, Krogman 10, F. Maran-
tette U, C. Marantettp 14, nelonjav 7, Brp^ii s.

Merchandise race, SO targets: Bastian 37, W. W. Marantette "2,

McGregor 26, Bush 26. Beach. 23, Herrig 13, Held 25, Brown 16,
Weider 13, Fahmer 30, Nicholson SO, Eggers 5, Kellar 2d, Bremer*
18, Flues IT, Breck 19. L. Marantette S3. F. Marentettg 81, Wmi

Brown 15. Curtis 14, C. Zschoner 14, H. Zschoner 13. Vogt 13. Krei-
man 19, Krogman 17, Sohoeneberg 24. North 12, Williams 25. Par-
ker 28, Cotter 24, C. Brown 22, Krapo 16 Carpenter 38, Meidlein 27,

Bonden 37, Herman 23, Delonjay 18, Cone 18, C. Marantette 2^.

The prizes were contiibuted by thn citizens in all merchandise
events.
Shoot for $50 ptirse, entrance $2,60,20 targets: McGregor 30,

Bouden 18. Parker 17, Williams 16. Beach 16, Herman 17. Buck 18,

Krogman 13. C. Marantette 18, C. Brown 16, Cotter 15, Flues 13, F.
Marantette 17, Kellar 17, Meidlein 18, H. Zschoner 10, Bastian 17,

W. W. Marantette 17 Nicholson 14, C. Zschoner 13, L. Marantette
13. Held 14 Krapp 13. Bauer 10, Brown 9. Bang 13,

First averagp for day C. Marantette, second Parker.
Shoot for $.50 pursp, 20 torgets, entrance $3.60: Carpenter 16,

Parker 19, Bouden 17. Cotter 17, Flues 17, Williams 17, F. C. Maran-
tette 19, Meidlein 16, C. Marantette IS, L. B. LVlarantette 12, Her-
man 15, Krepp 5, W. Marantette 16, Buck 14. Delonjay 13, Bastian
13, Robinson 19, Kellar IB, H. Zschorner 10, Brown 18, Curtis 14,

Bang 16,

No. 1, 10 targets, 6^1 trance $'.30: Pa-ker 6, Meidlein 7, Hermir
6, Bang 7, F. C. MarantettP 8, Bowden 8,5Ba8tian 9, L. Marantette
6. Breck 6. Held 6, Brown 7.

No. 2. 10 targets, entrance $1.30. Exoerts: Williams 9, Flues 7,

C. Marantette 8, P. C. Marantette 9, Bastian 7. Semi-experts:
Bowden 9. Amateur; Parker 10. Cotter 7. Meidlein 5, Bang 8,

Brown 7, Held 7, L. E, Marantette 3, Kpller 10.

Medal race, 25 targeie: Parker 20, Williams 23, Keller 19, Mc-
Gregor 31, Cotter 25, Carpenter 23, F. C. Marantette 24, seven other
shooters withdrew.
Team race for League trophy:

Mendon Team. Saginaw Team,
F C Marantette 25 Carpenter 32

W W Marantette ... 23 Keller 21

C H Marantette 31—68 McGregor .... 24—67
Bay City Team Saginaw No. a.

Cotter 21 Breck 30
W^illiams 20 Bouden 23
Flues 16-57 Herman 18-60

Labor Day at Maplewood.
The following is the result of the shooting at the tournament of

the Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club on Labor Day:
No. 1, 10 targets: Van Iderstine 7, Hedden 5, Jackson 9, W.

Smith 8. Fisher 3, Drake 8, R^eve 8.

No, 3 15 singles: Hedden 11, W. Smith 14, Van Iderstine 12,

Drake 13, .fackson 7, Reeve 12.

No. 3, 15 singles: W. Smith i:^, Hedden 18, Van Iderstine 11,

Reeve 10, Drake 13, Dr. Fisher 9.

No. 4. 10 single?: Hedden 8, Reeve .5. Fisher 7, Drake 8, Van
Iderstine 6. W. Smith 9
No. 5 10 singles: W. Smith 9, Van Idersti+ie 8, Hedden 10, Reeve

8, Jackson 5, Fisher 4. Drake P. Dr. Fisher 5.

No. 6, team match; 6 men. 25 singles per man:
Team No. 1.

Hedden 10110010111 10101 110110011-16

W Smith lllOlllllOlllOlllllllUlO 21

C Dean 1011111111111000001110010-16
J L Smith 1110111111111001011111001-19

Reeve 1110001111110101001010100-14

Drake llllllllllllOOinilllllll-23-109
Team No. 2

Collins 1001111101111110110101110-18

Parry 1111111111011111110001101—20

Jackson 1010011 1101 lllllOOaJliUOO-14

Eager lllllflOlHOOOllOllOllOIll—17

Williamson 1110111101010111101110011-18

Van Iderstine 0111111110011111111111111-22-109

No, 7, two-man team match, 15 singles per man:
W Smith iniOUllllini Drake. 110011111111110

J L Smith 111111111101111—38 C Dean 111110011101111-21

Parry lUlll 000101010 Sickley IIIHOOIOIOIIOI
Hedden . , .001111111100010-18 Mill'>r 111101111111110-33

No. 8, 10 singl-E. 50 cents: Drake 10,Van Ider 7, Fisher 5, C. Dean
7. Kagpr 7. Parry 7. Youmans 7, Collins 5, W. Smith 10.

No. 9. 10 singles. 75 cents: Drake 7. C, Oean 8, Van Ider 6. You-
mans 8, Collins 9, W, Smith 9, Eager 8, Fisher 6, J. L. Smith 9,

Parry 9, Reeve 7.

No. 10, 15 singles. $1: Hedden 11, W. Smith 15, C. Dean 9, Van
Ider 9, Fisher 8. Reeve 6, J. S. Smith 13. Collins 13, Youmans 12,

Parry 9. Baser 7. Drake 14.

No. 1 1, 15 singles: W, Sr'ith 13, J. L. Smith 12, Van Idpr f, Hed-
den 13, Drake 14, C, Dean 10, Parry 10, Yeomans 11, Collins 7, Wil-
lis mson 12, Dr. Fisher 13. Jackson 11,

No, 12, 10 singles: W. Smith 9, C, Dean 6, Eager 6 Van Ider 6,

Reeves 5, Drake 8. .la-kson 8, J. L Smith 8, Hedden 10, Dr. Fisher
6, Yeoman 5, Collins 3, Parry 6, Williamson 9.

No. 13. 10 singlps: W. Smith 8. Hedden 8, J. L. Smith 10, V«n
Ider 9, Yeomans 9, Dr. Fisher 8, Jackson 6, C. Dean 8, Drake 10.

Collins 7, E. D. Miller 7. Eager 6. „ ^, ,

No. 14, 10 singles: W. Smiths, Fisher 7, Reeve 7, ^' an Ider 8,

Yeomans 9. Hedden 10, C. Dean 9, Jackson 7. J. L Smith 5, Drake
Miller 10 Parry 9.

Extra No. 1, 10 singlep, 50 cents: Hedden 8, W. Smith 6, Drake
9, Jackson 7, Reeves 9, Dr. Fisher 5.

, „ t-,. ,

No. 3, 15 sineles, 50 cents: Hedden 7, W, Smith b, Drake 8, Fisher
2, .lackson 5. Reeves 5.

No 3, 75 cents: Hedden 8, J. L. Smith 9, Drake 9, Y'^eomans 5,

Sickley 8, Fisher 7, Miller 10, Connor 6, D. Connor 6, W. Smith 10,

Collins 8, Dean 10. ^ , , ^
No. 4, 10 singles: Sickley 10. D^an 7, Fischer 7, D. Connor 6. A wn

Ider 5, J. L. Smith 8, Hedden 9, W. Smith 8, Miller 10, Connor 8,

Drake 9, Reeve 7. „ „ ^ ^
No. 5, 10 .singles. To cents: Sickley 10, Fi.scbpr ii, Reeve 9, D, Con-

nor 9. Egger 4, J. L.Smith 6 W.Smith 8, Miller 10, J. Connor 8,

Van Ider 6, Drake 7, Hedden 8,

Wilkesbarre.
WiLKESBARRG, Pa.. Sept. 4.—Following are the .scores m

the practice shoot on the Wilkesbarre Ovin Co.'s grounds i

made at
practice shoot on the WUKesuarre t-ruu uo. s grounus on the

3d. The attendance is increasing each week and shows the grow-
ing popularity of this sport. Some of the amateurs are beginning
to shosv an improvemen*:
Score at 10 singl? hiuerocks. known angles:
EHK 0100111111— 7 Dr BuUer fOlOllOOll— 5

Evans OOlllOllll- 7 Edwards 0010010101— 4

Ash ...1111100011— 7 Barnes 0101100001—4
Crone .0011101011- 6 Rioketts 0010100011- 4

Park lOOnilOOl- 6 Kane OOWOOllO- H

Snyder IIIMIIOOII- 6 E Butler 0100*00010- 2

Harris 0110101110- 6 Arnold OOIOOIOOUO- 2

Sf c">nd match, 10 singles, unknown aneles:

EHK. ... .llOmilil- 7 E Butler 0001010011- 4

Barnes 0010111111- 7 Caflery 0011001001- 4

Park 1101111100- 7 Evans OlOK 00010- 3

Harris 1100111011- 7 Kane 0100001100- 3

Ash 1011011110- 7 Snyder 0000101100- 3

Crone 0101100111- 6 K Arnold OOOIOOOIOI- 3

Edwards lOlOOOllOl- 5 William 0001000010- 2

Dr Butler 1001001010- 4 Gilligan - 1000000000-1

Ricketts OOOOllOllO- 4

Third match, 10 sineles. known angles:
,.

E Butler IIOIOIIUI- 8 Ricketts 1001101011- h

Harris llllOnOU- 8 Ash lUOOUlCO- 6

Evans . . . .. . . .. . ..joOllOllll- 7 Dr Butler 11?1(^100- 4

Edwards IIIOIIIKK)- 7 William 1111000000 - 4

Kane 1010111101- 7 Caffery IIOOIOUXII- o

Gilligan OOlllOllll- 7

Sept. H.—Following are the scores made Sept. 10. The crowd
was not as large as usual, but those who attended thoroughly en •

joyed themselves, as the day was a perfect one for trap-shooting.

Although the shooters came from different parts of toe city, all

used Wilkes-Barr guns and American wood powder, vrith the

exception of one man , tt iTtr

Flist match, 25 sing'p hiuerocks, known angles: E. H. K. 21. W.
K. Park 20. R. Crone 20, E. Roth 19, Burdick 13, M. Brown 13,Wm.
Jones 12, Cyclone 11, Griffiths.
Second match. 25 bluernckg: E. H. Kmskern 2o. W. K. Park 20,

R. Crone 19, E. Roth 18, W. Jones 15, Cyclone 13, W, Brown 13.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Thb weekly shoot of the New Utrecht R'-'d and Gun Club for

the gold and silver medals at 20 Keystone targets, took plaice on
Saturday, Sept. 10, at "\Yoodlawn Park, L. I. D. Deacon, C. W,
Wingert and A. A. Hegem.au tied for the first with 15 each. C.

Wingert was awarded the trophy as the two othei;s were previous
winners. In the sweepstake shoot that followed Wingert and
R. R. Street divided first, and D. Blauvelt took second.
Club shoot for gold and silver medals:

. .

Deacon , .01011110011111101111-15 Wingert. .1001111in01010lllli~-lo

Sykes IXIIOOOIIIOOOIOICOOOO- 6 Wynn . . . .01101010000110100100- 8

Street , . . . 110011000111U 111010-13 Hekman , .11101111101191101101-15

Blanvelt , .01001010111111000111-18

Garfield, of Chicago.
CHiCAfJO, Sept. 3.— Briitor Forest and Stream: The Garfield Gun

Club still preserves the even tenor of its way and a, very .success-

ful spason is drawing to a close, only four more shoots remain-
infl. There will be some close finishes for the honor of pussps-
sion <jf the class mpdals. The attendance at all shoots has been
larger than ever before and the average percentage of marksman-
shiphaB b' en a marked improvement over the past. One very
noticeable change has been In the gradual subflitution of nitro
powders in place of black powder, till not over 5 per cent, of the
shooters use black powder.
The boys are dropping away one by one on their fall vacations,

but it seems to make but little difference in the attendance, the
cooler weather bringing out those who cannot endure the torrid
summer sun. There are two or three individual matches talked
of among the boys, but I do not know what will come of thpm
yet. That is the way it goes; some one mnkes a good score and
straightaway he dreams he is a world bea.ter and ' has it down
fine," only to drop Ijack to mediocrity the next week. Below are
thp scores of our medal shoot and some sweepstake shooting;
Medal shoot, at 20 U. S, pigeon", 5 traps, known angles, rapid

firing:
"Cop" OlOllOlUHllinim—17 Bortree. . .00111011011111001110—13
Young. . . .11111111101111111011-13 W PalmerOOOOlllOlllOUOiniOl-11
Brown.... IHllllllOllllOiniOll— 15 Bowers. . .11111111111111111111—20
Eseman.. IIIIOIOOIOIOOOOIOOOO- 7 Palmer. OlOOUlUOOlCOlOlOOl—10
Hod'-on . . .llUOllOlOlOlOlOOlfO—n Northcoti 010010011 0000011 10 10— 8

Crurer. . . .Of'OlOll0011010 1 00101— 9 StevensoDOiniOOllOlOllOOllOO-11
Hicks lllOllOllllll 1110110-16 Ackerm'nOlllOOlOOOlllOOlUOO-lO
Teflft 11111111111010111011-17 Sceck 11110111111110111111—18
Baird 11100111001110111110-14 Drake ....IIOOOOIOOOIOIO.'JIIIOI— 9
Richards. 10111111110011011011—15 O'Neil 01111011011111111101-16
Campbell.lOO) 1110101101 11 1000- 12
Bowers won class A medal. Young won class B and Stevenson

won class C.
No, 3, 10 single taTeretp, known angles:

TeflEt 1111011111- 9 Haird 0001111001— 5

Cop 1111111111-10 O'Neill Ill 001 11 101- 6
Eseman lOLiOOOOOOO— 1 Hodson 1001011111— 7
Sidway llOhOlOOH- 5 Yrung 0010011111— 6W Palmer 1101111111— ft S Palmer IIIOIOIOII— 7
Drake . ..001011 KllO— 5 Stevenson 1001111001— 6
Hicks 1001111110- 7 A-kerman lOOlllOOOO- i

Brown 1111011110- 8 Richards 0111111110- 8
Northcott OlOintXhO- 5 Campbell OllOOOlllO- 5
Nn, 3. 15 U. S. pieeo^ s. unknown angles:

Teffit 111101101110011-11 Cruer 000001000100000- 3
Cop 111011101110011-11 O'Neil 011110111011001-10
Eseman lOOOlOOi'OOOOlOO- 3 Steck 1l]0111111111111-13
Sidway 100010011110011— 8 Young 100010111100100- 0W Palmer 101001011101100- 8 S Palmer 110001010110111— 9
Campbell 010111101101011-10 Stevenson .. .lOtOlOllOIOlOOO- 8

Hicks llOllOimOUOi-11 Ackerman. ...110111001000111—9
Drake 01 1100000 1 00100— 5 Richards 110111111101110-12
Bowers OlOlOOUOi 011111— 8 Brown 011110011111111—12

G. H, B.

The Utah Championship.
Ogden, Utah, Sept. 3.—A. J, Dermody, of this city, won the

championship medal ot Utah for tlie second time on Aug. 28, de-
feating M. B. Brown, of Salt L ike City. The medal was put up
by Browning Bros., one of the largest dealers in gportitig goods
west of Chicago. The condiiions were 40 singles and 10 pairs of
bluerock targets, 5 unknown traps:
Dermody IIIOIOIOIIIIIOIIUOI 1111111 11(0 111 II 11 11-34

11 10 10 11 00 11 00 11 11 10-13-47
Brown , 001111001 110101 01001110111111 011111 111 11-29

11 11 11 GO 11 11 10 11 01 10-15-44
Sweeps'ake at 10 siogle.';

Brewer 1111110101- 8 M Browning 1111111111-10
S Browning -...0101110101—6 Johnson 0111101011—7
Price 0100111000- 4 Ensign 1111011110- 8
Wright , OOllOUni- 7 Brown .. 1111011111- 9
Dermody 1111011111— 9 Shumacher .lliniOOliO— 6

Twitord 0111101111- 8 E Browning 1111110111- 9
J Browning 1111111111-10 Robb .,1000101111-6
Sweep No. 2, 10 sinalos:

Brewer 1110111111— 9 S Browning 0111111101- S

Twitord 1110111111— 8 M Browning 1111111111—10
Wright Oiminil— 9 Johnson 1111011111 - 9
"

'
" " Ensign 1111111111—10Dermody 1111110111- 9

J Browning 1111111111-10
Sweep 3, 10 singles:

Brewer 0100111111- 7

Twitord millini—10 .Johnson .

Wright....
Dermody

IIIIIOUIO-
. .., 1111111111—10

M Browning OIOOOllHl- 6
...llllllODl- f)

Ensign lUllOOllO-
Robb- IIIOOIOIOI- 6

J Browning 1111111111—10 Robinson OlOOOOlOOl— ;!

S Browning 1111111111—10 McCPnd OOlOUlOlO— 5
Sweep 4, 8 singles, 3 pair:

Brewe"- 101111—5 10 10—7 S Browning.. ..111111—6 10 10-8
Iwiford 110111-5 10 11-8 M Browning . .101111-5 0110-7
Dermody 111111—6 10 11—9 Johnson 111111 6 1110-9
J Browning. . ..110110-4 00 11-6
On Sept. 1 three members of the Ogden Gun Club shot the fol-

lowing score, 40 singles. 5 unknown traps. 10 pair:
Brewer 1011100110111111111101111011111111100100-30

10 10 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10-lH—43
Dermody 0101111111111011111011111111111111111111-36

10 11 0(1 11 11 11 11 11 11 11—17-53
J Browni ng lllOllll 1 1 111101 1111010100101 11 110111001-30

11 11 11 11 10 11 10 10 10 11-16-40
W. Dermody, Club Sec'y.

Higfhland vs. Northwestern.
OhtcaOO, Sept. 3 — I send you scores of the shoot held at High-

land Park Gun Club grounds. This cluh has reotgan'/.ed and is

now one of our strong clubs. This shoot was a friendly onntpst
between the Highland Park Cluli and the Northwestern Gun Club
of Avondale. This style of shooting is becoming popular in and
around Chicago and is helping to increase the attendance and
mgmbership. Match shoot No. S-

Highland Park Team. Northwestern Team.
P Ellis. ..01111111111101101101—16 Jefferson .llllflOOUlllOIimoOl—1'^

Edwards..lOOlllOlO11011]O1111-14 Shriglev.. 10011111110111111111—17
La Garr...11111011011111011110—16 Kimball . .01101110011110111110-14
Gastfiield. 10111101101111101111—16 Stewart...00110010111111111110-14

63

No. 3:

G tu bbs .1010011010—

5

W Edwards 1011101001—6
Greenslade 1101110110—7
J Ellis 0110001101—5
Sbrieley 0101111111-8
J Jefferson 1001110111—7
Hawkins 1001100100-4
Stpwart 1001011111—7
Kimbell 0111111010-7
Stevens 1001011011—8
F Ellis 0010110011-5
No. l:

Grubbs ,1110110111- 8

Edwards lllllOllll— 9

Gieenslade 1101011111- 8

.1 Ellis miOOlOIl— 7

Schi?ely 1111111111—10
J Jefferson 1101011111— 8
Hawkins lOOOlOlOll— 5

Smart 1101111001— 7

Kimbell 1111110110- 8

F Ellis 1010101000 - 4
Day 1100101111— 7

58

.—Ii

-3
9

1—6

3
-5

-6

-0

Day 1011011111-1
Gastfield 0110101100
Woodworth 1 UlOCOOll
Perry 0000011001
Hesler llllOlllll
LaGarr 1111100100-
Ros nburg ..0001000001-
HapD lOllOOOini-
J J Hesler OlOOlllOll
Hinman 0000000010
Nicols IIOOOOOOUO

Stevens 1100100111- 6
Gaslfield lUOllOlOl- 7
Berry 1110100101— 6
Gushing llOlOOlOlO- 5
Hpstler lllllOllll- 5

LaGarr 1111111111-10
Bosenburg 1100110011— 6

Hapo 1101111010- 7
J S Hester 1111011101- 8
Hinman OOOOOOOOOfl— 0
Nicols OlOOOOOOlO— 3

Newark Gun Club's Monthly.
Below are the scores of the members of the Newark Gun Club

made at John Erb's on Sept. 8

Club shoot, 10 live birds per man, $5 entry:
Castle 1111211231-10 Leddy 2111201110-8
SchrafEt 1111231111—10 Hoath 2022011110-7
Lindslev 1020.220111— 7 Hedden 1221122130—9
Hollis .1 0112111211- 9

Sweepstakes Nos. 1 and 3 at 4 birds, S3 entry; No. u at 10 birds,

$10; No. 4 at 5 birds, S3:
No. 1, No. 3. N.-.. 3. Nn. 4 Tie.

Castle 1112-4 1112-^4 31]1111321-1<I 11320-4
Sehrafft 2101-3 1211-4 1113111213-10 11221-5
Lindsley 22'l-4 2121-4 •?2 11110232- 9 12C0'-3 «.•.

Hollta... ,1121-4 1110-3 1011111111-9 01102-3 1121
Leddy 2020—3
Heath ,.. 2110101111- 8 12020-3 UlO
Hedden, , r,».... gmsillS-lQ Iil2g-S

I
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Centi'al Illinois Fourteenth Annual.
Jacksonv-ille, III.. Sept. «.—This year is the fourtnenth mile-

stone in the history of the Cputral Illinois Sportsmen's Associa-
tion, and to-riay is the last of the three days' tonrnament which
marks the annual meetiBg, The "'convention" is really only a
meetine for the e'eotion of officers. Nothino: is done in the way
of game protection, and trap shooting is the only working pur-
pose of the body, which exists for the convenience of shooters
who cannot always conveniently attend the big .June tournaments
of the Illinois StatP Association in the northern part of the wide
realm of llllpois. The attendance from neighboring towns was
fair, though some towns, such as .Tersevville, did not send the ex-
pected contirtgeDt. The Crosby family, of O'Fsllon, was well
represented, the father of the family, Mr. Gporeco Crosby, being
on hand with two sons, the well-ifnown Billy "Wf stfield'' Crosby
and a younger brother. That slender but incisive vouth, Billy
Duer, was on hand in every shoot, though Channcey Powers was
absent, for a wonder. Mr. G. W. Rexroat, of Virginia, added to
bis growing reputation as a combination shooter by going through
all the association and extra shoots in the front rank, and win-
ning the association average prize, an S80 hammerless.
The stroug local men. Slice, Strawn, Scott. Johnson and others,

kept things very lively at the score when they were around, and
were hot company, of course, for any class. The scores do not
show very high records for any shooters, but this is largely ac-
counted for by the fact that the grounds a'e not fast at all, Iving
a bit up grade as they do, and with a puzzling cross light. Only
5 traps were used, bluerocks, with Paul North electric pull, and
the angles were known in nearly all shoots. It did no good,
sometimes, to know which wav the No. 5 left-quarterer was going,
tor it was a very fast and diflioult bird, and responsible for far
more than one-fifth of the misses.
The grounds at .Jacksonville are well located, at an easy ride by

electric car down a wide and very pleasant street. The little city
itself is very clean and sightly, and there are many worse planes
to attend a shoot or pass a day. Arrangements at the grounds
•were all that could be asked, and a very good lunch was served
by a cnlorpd gentleman in an open tent. Good weather favored
the enterprise until the last day, this morning being so wet that
no shooting of consequence was done until afternoon. The shoot-
ing closed with the most interesting event of the tournament., a
fifty-bird sweep between IMessrs. Heikes, Scott, Dick, "White"
(T»uer) and Strawn. This was watched closely and afforded some
entertainment. It would seem that more Jong events like this
would save time and be better and more desirable than these in-
terminable and monotonous little ten-bird target sweeps.
There were no live birds shot this year at all, the management

having lost money on birds last year, and it being difficult to get
gond ones now.
Veteran .Jim Steel seems to be doing well in themeroantile busi-

ness, and his tobacco store and hall make the headquarters for
local shooters. Jim has not changed a hair in the last five years,
except to grow a little smoother, and if possible more dignified.

could not get out to shoot very much, but apparently enjoyed
it as much as ever when he was looking over bis Parker barrels.

Roll" Heikes was the only shooter down from Chicago, and was
loser on the shoot, a severe cold stiffening him up so he hardly
went his gait. Rolla had the misfortune to have his pocket picked
on the train going down and lost quite a sum of money.
Big Tom Marshall, of Keithsburg, Ip>f t his handwriting on the

wall for two days, but left at noon to-day to attend to some of his
Mavoringbusiupss at home.
The Association secretary, Mr. J. B. Jolmson, is to be compli-

mented upon the prompt and convenient system used in keeping
up the records, and upon his succe'ss as a manager. He and
Billy Duer the treasurer, ran the window in very satisfactory
fashion indeed. Personally I wish that all tournament manage-
ments were as good. Such treatn- ent permits oT'e to come away
with a naturally sweet disposition quite unruffled. These two
men were rightly re-elected.
At the convention the following officers were elected fc- the

ensuing year: President. Mr. Geo. Oro^by, of O'Fallon; Vice-
President, Mr. Thomas Marshnll. of Keitbsburg; Secretary, Mr.
J. B. Johnson, of Jacksonville; Treasurer, Mr. W. S. Duer, of
Jacksonville. The executive and other committees will be ap-
pointed by the president later. Jacksonville was selected as the
place for next year's tournament.
The following are the scores as shot:

Tue.iday First Day, Sept. C.

No. 1. oDsn, 10 hluerocks, $ I : Taylor 8, Ransom !l Rex 8, White 9,

St. Clair 9. Harding 8, Scoti 8, Wernecke 6. Dick 10. Ennis 4, John-
son 8, Westfleld 10. Strawn 10. G. Crosby 8. Wright a, Gi]h.,Tt 7.

No. 3, ov^ri. 15 bluerocks, $3.50: Tavlor 15. St. Clair 14 Heikes 13,
Harding 14. Strawn 13, Sanders 14, Scot* 13. Dick 11, Westfleld 10.
ftilbert 13. .Johnson 11, Rijx 15, Ransom 9, Wernecke la. White 13
Hawks 12.

No. 5, opeu.20bluerook». $3: Heikes 18, Scott 17, Wernenkell,
St. Clair 17, Westfipld 18, Tavlor 14, White 14, Sanders 16, Dick 12,
Rex 19, Strawn 18, Ransom 1.5.

Extra, 15 liluerocks $3: Slice 13, Taylor 13, Westfield 14. Heikes
14, Gilbert 11, Todd 13. Hawkes 13, Harding 13. SU-awn 18, Sargent
13, DinsmoT6 7, Scott 13, White 12, Tremblett 9, J. Daerl3, St.
Clair 13, Wernecke 9, Sanders 11, Johnson 7, Ransom 8, D ck 10,
Rex 14.

Extra, 15 bluerocks, $3; Slice 15, Hardine 10, Taylor 13, West-
field 15, Heike^' 13. St. Clair 13, Wernecke 4, Gilbert 10. Hawks 11,
Dick 9, Scott 13, Stro.wn 13. Sargent 10, T.jddlO, Rex 14, White 9,

J. Duer 10, Johnnnn 9, Sanders 11.

Extra, 15 bluerocks, S3: Heikes 13, Taylor 13. Dick 13, West-
field 13, Stir-e 14, S'rawa 14. Scott 12, Sargent 13, Rex 14, White 18,
Dinsmore 11. Gilbert 13. Harding 11, St. Clair 14. Marshall 7.

Extra, 15 bluerocks, $2: Heikes 14, Westfleld 14, Tavlor 1,5, Mar-
phalUl, Scott 13, Rex 13, Sargent 10, Dick 10, White 13, St, Clair
10. Gilbert 9.

Extra. 10 bluerocks. $1: Rex 10, Scott 8, Heikes 8. Westfield 8,
Crosby 7, Taylor 8, Marshall 9. Dick 4, Wernecke 7, Dinsmore 7.

Extra, 10 bhierocks, $1: Scott 7, Crosby 5, Strawn 10, Westfield
8, Tavlor 8, Wernecke 8, Ransom 8, Rex 9, White 10, St. Clair 9,
Dick 8, Wright -5. Johnson 8.

No. 3, Assoeiaiion. 12 bluerocks. $3: Strawn 9, Dick 7, Ransom
11, Tavlor 9. Scott 9, Westfleld 13, Gilbert 9, Crosby 8, Rex 10,
White 9, St. Clair 10, Harding 10, Johnson 9.

No. 4, Association, 15 bluerocks, $3: Ransom 13, Westfleld 13
Scott 13, Harding 14, St. Clair 13, Hawks 13, Taylor 14, Gilbert 13,
Todd 13. Dick 9, Sanders 13, White 15, Strawn 15.

No. 6, association, 13 bluerocks, $3: Westfield 11, Scott 11, Gil-
bert 9, Todd 11, Hawk 9, Spink 8, Harding IS, St. Cldir9, Heikes 10,
Dick 11. R. Duer 10, Rex 13, Taylor 11, Crosby. 8, Johnson 6,
Strawn 10.

No. 7, open, 10 bluerocks, unknown angles, $1.50. $10 added:
Scott 5, Todd 7. St. Clair 6, Gilbert 5, Hs wk 7, Sanders 5, Wernecke
4, Dick 4, Ransom 7, Harding 6, Taylor 8, White 5, Spink 6. Heikes
9, Westfleld 7, Crosby 6, Rex 9, Johnson 8, Strawn 7, Stice 7, Trem-
blett 6.

No. 8, association, 5 oairs bluerocks, Sl-50: Stice 7, Todd 6, Dick
5, Rex 10, St. Clair 7, Hawk 7, Scott 8, Taylor 7. Heikes 9, Westfield
8, Sanders 5, Crosby 4, Ransom 8, Strawn 4, Spink 4, White 6, John-
son 5, O. B. Still 0.

Wednesdaty, Second Day, Sept. 7.

Extra, 10 bluerocks, $1: Tavlor 9, Dick 7, Marshall 9, Scott 9.
Rex 9, Strawn 9. St. Clair 7, Westfield 9, Gilbert 8, Harding 8
While 10, Heikes 7, Crosby 5, Johnson 4.

No. 9, open, 10 singles and 3 pairs, go: Marshall 10, Tavlor 9.
Westfield 13, Heikes 13, Rex 13, White 14, Dick 13, Scott 13, St,
Clair IS.

No. 11, open, 15 bluerocks, $3.50: Taylor 14, Scott 11, Marshall 11,
Westfield 11, Dick 13, Rex 13, Strawn 13, Harding 11, Heikes 11,
White 14, Gilbert 9, St. Clair 18.

No. 18, open, 15 bluerocks, S8: Res 15, Marshall 13, Westfleld 11,
Heikes 13, Dick 11, Taylor 12, St. Clair 13, Scott 15, Strawn 13.
White 14, Harding 11.

No. 14. association, 10 bluerocks, known trap, unknown angles-
St. Clair 9, Marshall 7, Heikes 9, Westfield 6, Dick 4, Rex 8, Tavlor
10, Scot.t 7, Stra wn 4, Gilbert 8. VVhite 5.

No. 15, open, 15 bluerocks, $1.5": Westfield 13, Marshall 10, Rex
11, Gilbert 11, Harding 9. Taylor 10. Strawn 11, White 12, Dick 10,
Coe 7, St. Clair 11, Stice 9, Heikes 10, Scott 9, Johnson 6, Crosby 8,
Graven 4, Wernecke 7.

No. 16, Association, 10 singles, f 1: Strawn 9, Westfield 6. White
8. Taylor 9, R. Duer 9, Vertress 3, Stice 7. Giloert 8, H-^ike? 7, Coe
10. Scott 9, St. Clair 9. Harding 6, Wernecke 7, Dick 10, Marshall
10, Res 9, Groves 7. Hines 9. Crosby 5.

Extra, 15 bluerocks, S3: Marshall 15, Rex 14, Westfleld 14, Heikes
14, Uardiog 11, Taylor 8, Scott P. Stice 14, Duer 13, Cn? 11, Dick 13
Gilbert 11. Strawn 13, White 12, Groves 11, St. Cl.iir 13.
Extra. 10 bluerocks, $1: MarRh,al] 10, Se.ott 7, Gilbert 7, West-

field 8, Coe 9, Sticj 9. St. Clair 8, Gn.ves 7. Wliite 8, Wernecke 7,
Trtvlor 9, Heikes 9, R. Duer 9, Dick 9, Rex 9, Hv.rawn 9.

Extra. 15 bluerocks, $2: Stice 13, We&tfleld 11, Taylor 11, Slrawii
14, Rex 11. Scoit 13, White 13. B. Duer 13, Marshall 13, Heikes 14,
B \ Clair 10. Dick .S.

Ev-tra, in bluerocks. $2: Mavsball IS, Scott 14 R, Du->r 7. Re.xlS,
St. Clair 11, Slice 12. Heikes 13, While 14, Wernecke 7. Westfleld
11. Dick 11, Taylor 13, Strawn 12..

Extra, 15 bluerocks, ?2; Marshall 10, R. Duer 11, Heikes IsJ,West-

field 10, Rex 15. Dick 9, White 14, Strawn 13, Scott 13, Stice 11,

Tavlor 13. Coe 13.

No. 6, 10 bluerocks. Sl-35.- Marshall 7, Strawn 8, Dick 6 Coe 7,

Rex 10. J. Strawn 0, Scott 10, Heikes 7, White 10, Henry 1, R. Duer
6, Sawyer 8. Vickerv 1, Tavlor 5,

Extra, same conditions: Marshall an J White div. first on 10
Scott 9, Heikes, Strawn and Harris div. third on 8.

,

Extra, same conditions: Rex first on iO, Strawn, Crosby and
Scott div. second on 9, Marshall and White div. third on 8.

Extra, 10 bluerocks, unknown angles. Si "25: Duer and Westfield
div. first on 9, Marshall. Heikes, Rex and Scott div. second on 7,

Dick and Crosby div. third on 6.

No. 7, Association, 13 bluerocks, S3: Taylor 10, Westfield 10,

White 11. Scott 8, Strawn 10. Marshall 10, Heikes 11, Dick 12, Hard-
ing 8, Gilbert 8, Rex 10, St. Clair 10.

No. 13, Association. 9 singles and 3 pair", $3.50: Marshall 13,

Westfield 9, St. Clair 13, Strawn 10. Heikes 13, Scott 12, White 10,

Rex 13, Dick 10, Taylor 8,

Thursduy, Third Day, Sept. 8.

No. 17, open, 10 bluerocks, $1..50: Scott 9, Taylor 10, Dick 7, White
8, Strawn 8, Rex 9. Westfield 10, St. Cla^r 7

No 18. Associjition, 20 bluerocks, $2, 15 added: Taylor 15, West-
field 15, Heikes 15, Strawn 16, Scott 18, St. Clair 18, Res 19, Dick 17,

Wnte 18.

No. 19. Association, 15 bluerocks, ,$3.50, $5 added : Dick 14, Scott
14, Rex 14, Westfleld 13, Heikes 13, St. Clair 13, Strawn 11, VVhite
13.

No. 20, Association, two men teams, 16 bluerocks per man, f4
per team, 3 moneys:
AVhite 15 Scott U
Rex 15-30 Dick 13-26
Strawn 11 St Clair 12
Heikes 16-27 Taylor 12—34
Sweep. 35 bluerocks, S3, 3 moneys: Scott 25, Res 35, White 34,

Strawn 23, Heikes 33, Dick 31.

Sweep. .50 bluerocks, S5. 2 moneys:
R O Heikes llOliniimmilllllllllllllllllllUllOimiOlllO-46
J Z Scott 01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111—18
W S Duer liaillUllillllU1101110U111111111imil00101111-44
O Strawn Ill 1011111 llllllllllllOUlllU 1101111111111 1101111-46
G W Rexroat. . . 11111111011111100111101111110111111101111101111111-43WW Dick 01110011111011111111111111111101111111111110100010-40
Scott first, Heikes and Strawn div, second.
This closed the tournament. . E. Hough.
175 Monroe Stubet, Chicago.

Once a Year.
Shendun, Va., Aug. 31.—The Once a Year Gun Club, of this

place, gave a to\rrnament yesterday which was both largely at-
tended and successful. Messrs John C. Wheat, J. W. Rnmplt^ and
Craig, of Sbendun, were the prime movers in the tournament, and
Messrs, W. F. Summerson and AV. O. Sydnor, of the Penrose Gun
Club, of Staunton, arranged and managed the affair. To their in-
defatigable efforts and openhanded hospitality the successful
sport and enjoyment is largely due.
About thirty gunners, representing the Winche,ster, Staunton,

Harrisonburg and Shendun clubs, participated, and W. Tell
Mitchell, the great Virginia live-bird shot, and others not mem-
bers of any club. The poorer scores are due to the fact that the
Harrisonburg and Shendun clubs are just organized, and the
mnjority of their members had absolutely no experience at trap
shooting. The sport is largely increasing in popularity through-
out the valley and Piedmont sections of Virginia, and great things
may be expected from this section nest year.
Shendun is one of the new Virginia to svns. and is located on a

beautiful plain in the Eastern part of the valley, with scenery but
little short of sublimity on every hand. Here also is Weyer's
Cave or the Grottoes of the Shenandoah, a cavern more beautiful
than either Luray or the Mammoth, though not so extensive.
On the west of the town is the Massanutton Mountain, an emi-
nence rising abruptly from the plain, and from which the sig' al
corps of both armies alternately operated during the celebrated
valley campaign of the civil war.
In the various events liberal purses were offered. During the

entire day about 3,500 shells were fl'-ed, the tournament lasting
from 9 A. M. to about 5 in the afternoon. The weather was perfect
for shootiDg, partly cloudy in the forenoon and clear during the
rest of the day. with no wind to pull down averages. The scores,
including that in the shoot for the State championship cup, are
appended:
State championship cup matcb, 50 singles:W FSummersonlUOlOOlllll 111111111llllUlllllllll 1010011111011 1-43

G WHHddox - .llOlOllllOlOOllimOllllOllOlllllOlOOlllllllllllOO-37
No. 1, 10 singlet

:

McDauiel .... 1011010110— 6 Bowman 0110101011— 6
Coles 0110000100- 3 Polhamus 1111111110— 9
MitcheU 1101111111— 9 Loeb 0100010100- 3
Eustes flOOlOOOOOl- 3 Coffman 0000100000- 1
Heron IIOOOOOOOO- 3 Baugher 0111001110- 6
Eas'ham lOOOOOUlll— 4 J P Haddox 0111000011— 5
Rawlings lllOOOllOO— 5 Miller 1111110110- 8
Craig OlOOOOOlOO— 3 G W Haddox lOOlOlJOllO— 4
Hansbrough .0010010000- 3 J L Baugher 1100010111— 6
Wayman 1111110111— 9 Berkeley 0011111011— 7
McVicar lOOllIlllO- 7 Summerson 1111111111—10
Baker 0010111100— 5

No. 3, 15 singles:
Mii chell 110011011111111—13 L':>eb 111001111011101—11
Wayman 101111110160110-10 Craig lOOOlOlOOOIOOOO— 4
Summerson... 110011111011110—11 McDaniel lOlOIO'OlOllOH- 9
Polbamus OOOIOOOOIOOIOU- 5 Berkeley 111110011111111—12
Miller 010110101100010- 7 GW Haddox..001101111101001— 9
McVicar 111111011101111—13 Bowman 111111110101111—13
Coles lllOOOlOOOmif)— 8 Rawlings OOOlOlOOOOlOOflO— 3
Fix 000100000000000- 1 Euatler lODOOlOlOOOlOU- 6
McGovern OOWlOOOOOlOOll— 4 Eastham 001011 lllOll 101- 9
J P Haddox... 1011 OmilllllO -11 Heron 11111000(010011— 8
Wheat OllOlOOOOi-OLlOO- 5 G Baugi.er. ...011001000010000-

4

Baker 001100111010111— 9 J L Baugher... OllOOlOOOUOlOll- 6

No. 3, 10 singles, semi-experts:
Mitchell... liOlllllU— 9 Berkeley 0011010011— 5
McVicar, 1000111111— 7 Bowman 1111101011-7

Amateurs.
Harnsberger OOOlOOOlOO— 3 Eatsler 1000000010— 3
Coles HOIOOIOOO— ,4 Craige OlOOOOlOOO— 3
Wheat. 0010011010— 4 Baker lUllOOlOl- 7
Hansbroxtgh 1001111011— 7 J P Haddox lUlllOlOi- 8
Wayman .1110101110— 6 Baugher. . . .0101010011— 5
G W Haddox 0011001101— 4 Loeb O01110O911— 5
Mc'^overn OlOlOOOlOx— 4 Summerson 1111111111—10
Fix 1000100000— 3 Straver 0001000000- 1
Miller 1111100101— 7 McDaniel lOllOUOOO- 5
Polhamus OOlUOOOlO— 4 Craige lllOOlflOll— 5
Heron 1011010101— 6 Burtner 0100100100- 3
Eastham UUlOllOl— 7

No. 4, 20 singles. Semi-experts:
Mitchell...11101010110011 010111-13 J HaddoxllllOOlOlOlOOlOlllOl-13
Sum'ersonlllllUl 110110101111—17

Amateu'-s.
McVicar..011001 11011111111111—16 Bowman. .11101111111111100111—17
Wayman. 11111111011111011111—18 Berkeley,.10110010imill01110—14
McDanieLlOllllOiOlOllOlOllll—14 Fustier .01000000001100001000- 5
Ea8tham..011011010U101101111—14 G HaddoxllOllllllllllUiiinO—17
Heron ....:1100111010100010001-10 Miller ....11011101111111111111-18
Baker lOlOOOOllllOllOOOlll-ll Polhemus 01011101110101111111-15
No. 5,10 singles, Senai-experie:

Summerson 1001011000—4 Wavman 0110110111—7
Bowman 1110001111—7 Miller IIIOHOOOO—

5

G W Haddox IIOUIIIU-

9

Amateurs.
Steager O0101O100O-3 McDaniel 1100111001—6
Harper OOlOlOUOl-5 Eotzler.... 1000100000-3
Mauphin 0101010011—4 McVicar Ulll6oilO-7
Weakley OOOOOOllOO—3 Baker OOlOlOOlH-5
Berkley .1111010111—8 Eastman OlOUllllOO-5
Mitchell 1101111111-9 Loeb OlllUllli-H
Craige 0110010001-4 J P Haddox IIIUOIIOO - 7
Polhamus. 1110111111—9 Herron 1010000010—3
Burtner 1010011000 - 4 Baugher KXIIOOOOIO-S
No. 6, 15 singles, semi-experts; $1.50 entrance:

Haddox on 110010111011 -10 L^eb lOlOlOOOIlOUOl- 8
Mitchell 111101111110110-13 Berkely 011110100111111-11
Polhamus 111111011111111-14

Araateura.
Wavman 111111111100111—13 Summerson. .. 0110U11U10101~11
McDaniel 011100100111111—10 Bowman lllllUOllUllO—13
B 1 ker 10111 1111010110-11 M--Vicar limUOllllllO—13
Eastham lUOOlOOlOUllO- 9 J P Haddox. . .111011111101111—13

liliYe^'^.;;V.::v.?}?SlSl=i4
lonoooioooom- 5

No. 7, 20 singles, semi-experts. S3 entrance:
Polhamu8llllin0110110011101-14 Miller . . . .00111110111111000111-14
Mitchell . .10111101110111110110-15 McVicar. .01011010010100001011- 9
Wayman..lllll001111111111111-18 Bowman..11000010111111110101-13

Amateurs.
JPHadd'xlOlOlOllOlinillllOl-13 AWHad'xllinillOOllllO1110O~15
McDan iel 01111111000011011011 -13 Berkeley. . lOllOH 11 0 1 111110111 - 16
Sum'ersonlOlOllOlllUlOOlllOl-14 Baker . . ..10111010101110110110-13
Loeb 11000111111110111111—16 Herron. ...01011001011101000090- 8
Eastba.m .10011001110010111101—13
No. 8. 25 singles. Experts:

W^ayman 1100111111011111111100111-20
Amateurs.

MH cbell 11111111111 111111111 01101-23
McV icar 111111111111010111 1011111—2 i

Summerson 1011111111101111101100011—19
McDaniel lllllllOllOlllUlllllOlll-23
Baker 0111101101011010000119111-1.=;
J P Haddox lOlOlOllOlOllOllUCOOOlOl-14
Polha.mus liaHOOUOOIlOl w
^«l>er llOlllOlllllllllOllOlini-21GW Haddox 1011111011111011111101111-31
Bowman 1 IIOOIOOIOIOIOIOIOOIIOIOI—13
Extra No. 1 . 5 singles: B iker 5, McViear 5. Mitchell 4, Coffman

J. P. Haddox 2, Emster 1, Craig 3, G. W. Haddox 5, McDaniel 3,
Miller 3, Wavman 4, Bowman 4, Summerson 4.
Extra Nf . 2, 10 singles: Mitchell 9, Summerson w, G. W. Had-

dox 10, McVicar 9, J. P. Haddox 7, McDaniel 8, Baker 7, Miller 8.

The averages for the eight regular events are: D-. E. F. Way-
man and W. Tel' Mitchell 71 W. F. Summerson 78, H. W. McVicar
and J, S. Miller 75, Edmund Berkeley 73, G. W. Haddox 7L

Stevens—Hall.
ChigAOO. III.. Sept. 6.—Some say that it was because M'sieu

'Stevens" bit his thumb at Col. Hall, and others insist that it was
because Col. Hall accused M'sieu '•Stevens" of wearing ^8 pants,
but at any rate, as was told last week, there had arisen between
these two an enmity—which could only be wiped out in blood.
The affair of honor was billed for 3 P. M. to-day. and accordingly
at that hour to-r|ay the main ingredients, ace mpanied by iheir
seconds, surgeons and immediate friends, appeared at John Wat-
son's new park, or rather, his newest park, at Burnside. John
Watson hasn't any newer park than this one, and this was the
first match shot on thf se grounds. It could hardly be said to open
the park, for the park has not yet been inclosed. Tne fence build,
ers were still at work to-day.
The afternoon was bright and warm, with a light wind from left

to right across the traps. The birds were the bes* obtainable,
though of course at this season they are not like the hard winter
birds. The flap ropes had to be used often, all the more because '

the traps were laid In mowed grass, which atTordel the birds more
cover than a cinder bed, and made them more reluctant to start.
The King automatic traps are not yet down. John Watson pulled
the ropes, refereed, and oceasionally gathered a bird or Col. Hall,
though not often.
M'sieu "Stevens" shota now d6fi(U67Te, anewFraucotte13-gauge.

and Schultze in Kvuochs. Col. Hall shot a 13-gaug6 Daly and
wood powder in U. M. C. smokeless cases. The highest run of the
latter was 19, M'sieu "Stevens" lit right out with 27 straight, and
shot a steady, veteran-like gait throughout, although the second
bird be missed was an easy one drifting in, which was overshot.
Col. Hall could not find his incomers very well, either.
Just before the match M'sieu "Stevens" shot 5 practice birds

and Col. shot 3, of which they killed several between them.
"1 want you to understand," said M'.sieu' "Stevens," throwing a

cold, malignant look against the sunny end of the house where
his opponent sat. "that the trousers I now have on cost $9 25, and
they are not my good pair."
"Is that so?" Said Col. Hall, sarcastically. "Well, I can vyear

S4 pants and beat you, see! Youse people watch my smoke, set;"'
This was the last straw, and M'sieu "Stevens'" strode firmly to the
score, smashed down his bird, and sank gracefully, with an in-
mnciant, do-i'-every-tin:e air, into the chair near his handler,
Mr. Oswald Von Lengerke. The Forest and Stream griiphlc
trap score typB will do the rest, though there ougat to be some-
thing to show that Roll Organ bet $4 that neither ni:in would
get 45.

Illinois State rules, 50 birds, $60. Score:

R C"Steven8"3 33111221112121132 3 33332 1-25

<-\v!'H«-tiit<-^'>^Ti.7i^->-^f-\^4 ^-^^
1201221033111113121102 3 1 l-i?,3-<r

i....r^c 121111101 311010011213 2-20

1v<-\H H i/

1

'5t->.s" 1^ 1^ t ^' J" ? i22131333333130311130o000 3—10-39

"I shall have to insult you again, Dick," said Col. Hall, as they
shook hands at the close of the race, "though I'm afraid we won't
get to shoot again until next summer."
"All rttrhl," said Dick with a bright smile, "I'll be getting them

all then."
Mr. H. B. Foss, who has exchanged victory and defeat with the

winner of to-ilay, looked at him rather anxiously. He was going
to challenge him to another match, and then he thought he
wouldn't. It was the general impression that 47 was a good
many.

lnswei[S to ^amsfiandmtB.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous OorrespondentB.

D. B. C , City.—Lowville ig a good point to start from, or go to
No. Four. From Hawley you may reach the Pike county grounds.
The rifie will answer.

A. D. E., New York.—What flies can be used with the greatest
success in the Adirondaeks in August? Ans. The r-'d, brown and
gray-hackles, professor. Montreal and coachman are standard
flies and alwajs reliable. When, however, trout have sought ihn
headwaters of navigation, and the cool spring brooks it some-
times happens that only the midges can tempt them from their
hiding-places.

E. M. B., Preston, Conn.—What kind of tackle shall I use and
what bait is the best for trolling in September in the Rangeley
Lakes, Maine? Give me a list of some of the standard flies for
brook and lake trout. Ans. A strong bait rod with reel holding
from 50 to 100yds. of linen or silk line of best quality will do for
lake trout. For bait use a minnow or a young sucker from 3 to
6in. long, and fish in deep water, either near the bottom or by
trolling with heavy sinker. Flies for lake trout are usually tied
on Nos. 4 and 6 hooks, in a wonderful variety of patte'ns.
Among the hundreds used for brook trout and lake trout listed in
catalogues are the following: Abbey, black-hackle, brown-hackle,
blue-professor, coachman, cowdung, grizzly-king, gray-hackle,
king-of-water, Montreal, professor, queen-of-water. red-hackle,
royal-coachman, stone, scarlet-ibis, silver-lnctor, white-miller,
veilow-sally, oriole, Parmachenee-helle, Richardson. Rangeley,
Cupsuptic, Jock-Scott, jungle-cock, Mooselucmeguntic. Rac-
quette, silver-king and yellow-moo e. You will find the choice of
flies among anglers as varied as human character.

J. Q,, Amulree, Canada.—Am contemplating the constiuctlon
of a trcut pond. Have powerful spring issuing from side bill,

discharging water sufficent to fill continually a 2}^ or Sin. pipe.
Propose t~> make pond at foot of declivity by digging same out
and running water therein through a pipe. Will such plan work?
If so, how deep should pond be? what size? should bottom be
filled in with gravel? if so, to what depth? ought bushes to be
planted around? ought pond be banked uu sufficiently high to
prevent rain from running in from side hill? will troiit spawn in
5 or 6ft. of water? Ans. A combination of brook and spring
waters would be preferable, but trout can be reared in sprinu'
water. A single pond will not answer; better have at least three
communicating ponds varying in size and depth. Young trouc
can be kept in shallow water and sp-awning fish enter iDe shallows,
where they seek to deposit their eggs in nests excavated in gravel.
Gravel should be placed in the races connecting the ponds, but
not in the living ponds. R^uks should be raised to prevent inflow
of surface water and it will be found advantageous to line the
sides and ends, but not the liotrom, with planks. A good average
size for ponds would be lOEt. in width, 25ft. long, and the deoth
varying from one foot at the inflow to 4, 5 or 6f f. at the outlet.
For wintering tbe trout even a greater depth would be advitable.
Shade is desirable, but many flshcalturlsts secure it by intrcduc-
ing floating platforms into the ponds, thus avoiding trouble with
lalUng leaves in autumn. See Forest and Stream's catalogue
for works on flshculture, several of which relate chiefly to trout.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postagt. Address

J. ¥. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AI.BANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Vesey Street, New York.

Jdro-tloe -to F^s]:iexrjci3.es3L: Out Pxrxoes fox- 18923
I am. with, voii again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until all are sold. These I'ods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 6ioz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

;
104ft., 74oz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts.
;
60yds., 94 cts.

;
80yds., 98 cents.

;
lOOyds., $1.0(5.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels. 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplymg Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., .58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 18 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4^ cts. per yard in lengths of 25, .50 or 100yds., sent by mail, 3 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Flies at SO cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent hy mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, l'>cts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; tour ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for pastage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes Wo. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double &ut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble G-ut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 33in.. 8cts.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 23 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Seud 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special t,ist Ko. 2.

Open Evenings until 9 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings it o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 Sc 55 Court St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.

Guns.

Eifles. Aminiiiiitioii. Eevolvers.

Loaded SMls.

We will send Catalogue free on receipt of 3 cents to pay postage.

W. F. WILLS & CO., 224 State St., Chicago.

H^vo ira»-UL Hoard tlao DE2o13lo 0»11 ?

If not, send for one without delay.
Talk about making a ?(oIse!

This Call is out 01 sight!

It han<^somely nickel plated and is the loudest, neatest
and best Call on the market. Can be carried in the vepi
pocket »nd is the greatest Csll madfi for Bicycle Kiders,
Huntsmen, Policemen, Car Drivers and Letter Carriers.
Send 35 rt- nts for a sample. For sale by all Bicycle, Hard-

waj-e and Gun Dealers. Send 6 cents for catalcgiie.

MADE BY
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

DEPOT FOR SAI-ES. 313^^ BROADWAY. TSTEW YORK.

C. B. WILKI
42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A. SPSSOIAIjTY,

Special I>esign8 famished on applicatie^i
free of charjsre.

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d &, 3d STREETS.
jVew Tosk, July, 1892.

Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK m.ide
cigar, our world-renowned "-MEPHISTO" and all otber liner

grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to tbose
made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUK New

York factory is a i)erfectly ventilated, clean abode. No sort of uncleanliness is per-

mitted, and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may confidently and safely u^e our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition, ei ery » HIKPHISTO " cigar is banded.

D. HIRSCH & COMPANY.

"OurNew Alaska." By Chas Hallock. $1.50.

Forest and Stream's
Amateur
Photography
Competition.
As a due recognition of the important place of amateur photography in its rela-

tion to sports of field and forest and stream and prairie and mountain, the
Forest and Stream offers a series of prizes for meritorious work with the camera.
There are ten prizes: First $25. Second $20. Third $15. Fourth |io. Six

of $5 each.

The competition is open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game and fish (alive or
dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers and camp life, sportsman travel by
land or water, yachting, canoeing, the dog.
There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may have been or may be

made - whether in i8g2 or previous years. Pictures will be received to Dec. 31, 1892.
All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been submitted in any

other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as to size of plate;
nor as to number of pictures sent by one person.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest and .Stream.
All photographs will be submitted to a committee.
Photographs should be marked with initials or pseudonym for identification. With

each photograph should be given name of sender, title of view, locality, date, and
name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and Stream. This applies

only to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce in Forest and Stream by the half-tone
process samples of the work submitted.

Forest and Stream Publishing Company,
318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SPECIAL PRICES TO

SHOOTING CLUBS.
Our 1893 Catalogue will contain some special low

quotations on FIRE ARMS, PIGEONS and TRAPS and
LOADED SHELLS, Etc. It will pay every one so inter-
(psted to obtain a copy, which shall be sent on receipt ot
2 cents to cover postage.

CHAS. J GODFREY, 11 Warren St.. N. Y.

Messrs. Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago,

111., have instructed Messrs. Pond & Goldey, of

Milwaukee, Wis., to send a copy of the 1892
edition of the ''Sportsman's Directory and Year
Book," with their compliments, to every shooting

and Fishing Club in the U.S. west of Philadelphia.
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l*orest and 81/ream Pub. Oo. fonmrd any of tTuse Books hy mail, post/paid, on receipt of price,

Begistration 10 cents extra. Om responsibiUtv ceases after goods are mailed.

HO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
amerlcaH Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls B 60

A^merioan Fish and How to Catcli Them. . . 1 00

American Fishes, Goode 3 50

imerican Salmon Fiehicg, Wells 1 00

Angling, Blakoly.. _ 60

&.ngling and Trolling for Pike 60

Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50

Art of Angling ,£rolberton 50

Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley I 00

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall s 00

Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50

Book on Angling, Francis 5 25

'Domesticated Trout," Stone. . 2 50

Favorite Flies and Their Histcriep 5 00

rflsh Culture, Norrls „„„ 1 76

Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 200

illnstrations; new editioa 2 BO

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00

Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50

Fishing With thv Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tion. new edition 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 6 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, WeUs 2 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge. 1 00

Homo Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Chamtjlain and Its Shorps 1 00

Hore About the Black Bass. HenshaU 1 50

Practical Angler, Clarke 50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50

Elod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., by Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Pro-^'inces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, illus 3 00

The Salmon Fisher, Hallock 1 00

Trout Culture. Slaol? 1 00

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Olarte, illus-

trated: naner ^60
With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels.i 5 00

BOATIKG AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. illustrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle. 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Neison 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 35

Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualtrough 3 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 35

Canoe s.nd Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 3 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C, B. Vaux., .
. I 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop's 1 oO

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B, Field W

CorlBthlan Yachtsman, Blddle IK
Cruises In Small Yachts Speed 3 60

Cruise uf the Little Nan Wilkina 50

Fore and Ait Seamanship ........... 60

B'orms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Forty-Pis E'oot Racing Yachts, 10 plates.
bound in muslin — . 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1 50

Frazaj-'s Practical Boa.t SaUlng i 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing.Fitzgerald $1 00

Knots, Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and, 75

Manual of Naval Architecture, White P 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray i 35

Model Yachts, Grosvenor 2 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 2 00

Blggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 m
Sails and Sailmaking, lUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 25

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 35

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 60

Steam Yachts and Laitnchea. Kunhardt— 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 2 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, ZU ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrick 1 6C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havdeu . . . 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateuns, Bkldle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 1^5 00

Ya^iht Designing. Bdddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 136 illus 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hlcks 3 50

Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00
Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc. - . , 1 50

YacM Portraits, 9X13, cloth, $7.50; full Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp. - U 80

YACHl PICTURES- In Colors.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26X36

$1.50. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28x 40, $3
volunteer, 36x 36, $2. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28x19. S3.

OABSFIN© AND TKAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp . . . i 50

Adventures in the Wlldeniess: or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. I 35

Amateur Trapper, paper 60c.; boards -76
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 35
Camps and Tramps In the Adirondacks,
Northriu) 1 35

Daylight Land, 150 illnstrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth— ... 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 75

Camps In the Rockies, Grohman. 1 35
Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU 1 60
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 CO
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 CO
».4ypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25
Hints on Camping, Henderson 1 36
How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley

.

3 00
Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Woodorafi. "Nessmnk". — — j 00

HlWTINCh-SHOOTINO.
A Lost Opporuunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Shot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 38 illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 3 50
Art of Snooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. BovvTuan 1 (K)

Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,
600p aiilluBtrations; cloth. ®5; half calf'
$6.50; lull morocco.. ... 8 OC

Urolsinga in the CaHcades. 83; half morocco 3 00
Down th^ West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 25
yield, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. 3 00
fr^k Forester's Field Sporta; 2 vols,, each 1 K)

Book of the G«me Laws
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross
Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. ......

How to Hunt and Trap. Battv
Hu uting in the Great West, Shields, new ed
Hunter and Trappe'r, Thrasher
Hunters' Hand Book
Hunting Beaufort- and Morris
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.,
tnstructions in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. .

.

Law of Field Sports
Letters to Yottng Shooters
Modern American Rifle
Modern Shotguns, Greener
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado—
Rod and Gun In Ca'ifornia, Van Dyke
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, LeflSngwell
Shooting on the Wing ,

Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore

Sporting Adventures in the Far West
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, lUus., by Beard

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke
The Breech-I oader, Gloan
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide
The Gun and Its Development, Greener
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated

The Pistol
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway

Tra.iectory Test
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, In cloth,

$3.50; in half morocco
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
byll. C, Bliss

OVISX: BOOKS AND MAPS.
Oomplete Gnltte Book to Southern Califor-
nia. Mans and illustrations, cloth

Guide to Moosehead Lake, Farrd.r. paper.

.

Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard
Guide to Androscoggin Region
Guide to Lake Georee
Map of tne Indian River, Florida, be Baron,
strong linen paper

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard
Map of Richardson and Range)ey Lakes.. .

.

Map of the Thousand Islands
Mountain Trails and Parks In Colorado
Old St. Augustine, iUus
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. . .

.

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel, paper
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason,. ,—

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers ,

,

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus
Mayhew's Horse Management , ,

.

MoClure's Stable Guide..
MelviUe Whyte's Riding Recollections
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding.
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer, ed., 13m'>.

.

The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus
Training the Trotting Horse
WoodruflE's Trotting Horses of America. ..

.

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse
KBNNBt.

American Book of the Dog
American Kennel. Burges ,

Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. .

.

Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel

CoRie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Diseases of the Dog, Dalaiel
Diseases of the Dog, Steel
Dog, Diseases of, HiU
Dog Breaking, Floyd. . . :

Dog Breaking, Hutchinson
Dog in Health, Habits and DlseaseB, illus.,
Laudseer

Dogs for Ladles as Companions,.
Dogs of Great Britain and America
Dogs of tlie British Isles, Stonehenge
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..

-

Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, 16mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment In
Disease, Ashmont.

English K.C.S. Book, Vol, I ,

English K.O,S. Book, Vols. III. to IX., eacli
ffiuKliRb K.CS.Boo^t.VnlH.. XL to XVI

.

Fox-Terrler, Lee, 15 portraits and iUustra-
t.iona

Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases
House and Pet Dogs
How to Keep a Dog in the City.
Modern Training and Handling, Waters. . .

.

Our Friend the Dog, Stables
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date

Practical Kennel Guide, Stables: cloth
Pi-inoiples of Dog Training. Ashmont
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of PUnlimmon.

Stonehenge on the Dog
Ten fel the Terrier
The Dog in Health and Disease, W. Mills...
The Spaniel and Its Training
The Dog, by Idstone
The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait..
The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. . .

.

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

rraining Trick Dogs, lUus .......
Youatt on the Dog

NATUBAX. HISTOBY.
A Naturalist's Rambles About Home, Abboit
American Game Birds. Trumbull, 90 illus.
Ajiimal Lite of our Seashore
Antelope and Deer of America, CatrOn. .

.

Audubon Magazine, 33 numbers with plates
Balrd's Birds of North America: Laud Birds,

3 vols., S30: colored, $60; Water Birds, i
vols., $24; colored

Batty'B Taxidermy, new edition.

.

Book of Poultry /,,
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CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 8Si). The greatest collie living. Fee |50.

By Champ. Cbarlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. Scotnia—Champ. Cora 11.

Fee $25.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee $25.

JERRY JARVIS,
(A. 15,347) litter brother
to Dnke-Elcho. Fee $10.

PRIDE OF PATSY (35,144)

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(31054). Winner 1st. Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable price.=<. including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBBIERS
IX STUD.

Starden's King , . . , , $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 16
Obampion Raby Mixer. ....... 15
$100 will he given for the best pnn sired by any

of these dqgs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New Y''ork show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LAJ^CASTBR, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chesinut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent., off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TEEEIERS.
Breda Bill, $30-
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, coQdllioned for sliows,
kept at st ud and sold on commission.
Add re'

s

CHESTNUT Hll^Ii KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. PIiDlinimou ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner ot forty nrst and special prizes, includiDg live
first and four sneclals this seasoB, won almost consecu
tlvely. The talle.st and heaviest son of Pllnlimmcn. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of secoud prize at
the late St. Bernard Club snow. BirmiDgham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and special^ aad
nmneroiiB others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most successful stud dogs of to-day.

fee $so.

YOUNG~KEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. TblB
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Kee «25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.
ISnWAKD BOOTH, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS.
stud does, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee »50. Largest dog in the world.C H. iwoorie:, Melrose, Mass.

BULL-TERRIER AT STUD:

(A.K.C.S.B. 24 yS6).

To a limited number of approved bi^fhes.

XUBBY HOOK KENNELS,
JTnwood, New Yoj-Js t?i%v.

REFUGE II.
Winner of ov-er fnrry prizes, including th" medol
for thehrst stviiioo. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVER A.L LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOas FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEiTHER KENNELS.
Dandie Dinmonts
KIIVG O' THlv HEATHJEK. (Mustard).
AMP-HIOj?* CPpodpi).

O' THE MEATHER (Pepper).

The abnve doga are wint ers of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows iu England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppSfS fnr sale, both poppers and
mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

Challenge Trifh Setter

Imported. Has proved the most succeF^ful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud d has skown ls^ prize witmer,? at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. Y., Ist
Washington. Lit Pittsburgh, onl.v limPS shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L . winners 1st and
21 at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the larce phows whenever
sho.vn. Puppies l>v iliis unequal led sire out of
prize winnii r bitcLie", coinpri.giDg the best blood
liotli of En rr-iie and Amerirn, constantly on bflnd.
Stud ffp. .p."). Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
.1. SOANLAN, I'. O. Box ;«9, Fall River, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Oh. Graphic— bad y Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossinini^.
(Ch. Robert le Diahle—Oountt ss Nellie D )

For .^md fep. li&t wiunins's. etc., a'ii^re^s
WM. H. HYLAND. Nnrfh TarrvtowT. , K.Y.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo— Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Siu'bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for salf". The blood of my
kennel is the hlupst of tbp blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

TYNE
Gath's Hope ex Diisy F.

He is a hie, tine tVllow, and a brother to Daisv
Hope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out like the rest of his ilk. Has
more Campbell blood thim any setter in stud.

Kee, $35.00.
.loun A Hunter, Bkiomington, Monroe Co.. Ind.

BLACK WONDER.
\.K O.S.B. ;.';l,5r.r. Wholpfd .Ian. iwiii

King of black pointer.s. and wm the kina of all
colors at the liiiimd .^taU-.^ Idl-IiI Iriali-, isa, u lu-
iiiug the Drrby rttid \ II- Aim; Slake, tie won two
tir.sts aud one stcon i i.ii iiem-li. He is a dog that
knows iiow til hmil '1 11.1 not :i l i-iiid of briers. Fee
SSSw, JOUN A . f 1 1; M T IS I ; , l i I ooinuig toij , Monroe

iana.

Of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateiu- practioil experience
of thirty-seven years, A review in Fobbst
AND Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old ha,nd8 to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price ^2.50, postpaid, by tlie

IfOEEST ANDf?TRBAM PTTBLIRHIK6 CO,.
318 Broadway. New Vnrk.

lodern Training,

Handling and Kennel ManagemRnt.

By B. WATEKS.

A comprehensive and practical gu'de to the
training, cars, management and brfediu" of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price i$2.5G

ITOBSST AND STREAM PUBHSHINQ 00.,
811 Brsad'tray, New Yorte.
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OUR COLUMBUS NUMBER.

The Forest and Stream of Oct. (the day before the

Columbus celebration) will be a special Columbus

number. The contents, both text and illustrations, will

relate largely to the age of Columbus, and will be as in-

teresting as unique.

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.
VIII.—THE CROW.

Not the robin's impatient yelp not yet attuned to happy

song, nor the song sparrow's thrill, nor the bluebird's

serene melody, heralds the coming of spring; but attends

its vanguard. These blithe musicians accompany the soft

air that bares the fields, enpurples the buds and fans the

bloom of the first squirrel cups and sets the hyla's shrill

chime a-ringing.

Preceding these, while the fields are yet an unbroken

whiteness and the coping of the drifts maintain the fan-

tastic grace of their storm-built shapes, before a recog-

nized waft of spring is felt or the voice of a freed stream

is heard, comes that sable pursuivant, the crow, fighting

his way against the fierce north wind, tossed alow and

aloft, buffeted to this side and that, yet staggering bravely

onward and sounding his trumpet in the face of his rag-

ing antagonist, and far in advance of its banners pro-

claiming spring.

It is the first audible promise of the longed-for season,

and it heartens us though there be weary days of waiting

for its fulfilment, while the bold herald is beset by storm

and pinched with hunger as he holds his outpost and

gleans his scant rations in the winter-desolated land.

He finds some friendliness in nature even now. Though
her forces assail him with relentless fury, she gives him
here the shelter of her evergreen tents, in windless depths

of woodland; bares for him there a rood of sward or stub-

ble whereon to find some crumb of comfort; leaves for

him ungathered apples on the naked boughs, and on the

unpruned tangles of vines, wild grapes—^poor raisins of

the frost—the remnants of autumnal feasts of the robins

and partridges.

Thankful now for such meagre fare and eager for the

fulness of disgusting repasts, in the bounty of other sea-

sons he becomes an epicure whom only the choicest food

will satisfy. He has the pick of the fattest grubs, he

makes stealthy levies on the earliest robins' nests, and
from some lofty lookout or aerial scout watches the

farmer plant the corn and awaits its sprouting into the

dainty tidbits, a fondness for whose sweetness is his over-

mastering weakness. For this he braves the terrible

scarecrow and the dread mystery of the cornfield's lined

boundary, for this risks life and forfeits the good name
that his better deeds might give him. If he would not be

tempted from grubs and carrion, what a worthy bird he

might be accounted. In what good if humble repute

might he live, how lamented die.

O, Appetite! thou base belly-denned demon, for what
sins of birds and men art thou accouutable!

In the springtide days, i?© turns aside from %9tt fend

robbery to the softer game of love, whereunto you hear
the harsh voice attuned in cluttering notes, and having
woed his mate, the pair begin house-building and keeping.

It is the rudest and clumsiest of all bird architecture

that has become the center of their cares, such a jumble
of sticks and twigs as chance might pile on its forked

foundations, but woe betide the hawk who ventures near,

or owl, who dares to sound his hollow trumpet in the

sacred precincts.

At the first alarm signal, as suddenly and mysteriously

as Robin Hood's merry men appeared at winding of his

horn, the black clansmen rally from every quarter of the

greenwood, to assail the intruder and force him to igno-

minious retreat.

When at last the darlings, having clad their uncouth
nakedness with full sable raiment, are abroad in the

world, they, with unwary foolhardiness and incessant

querulous cries of hunger or alarm, are still a constant

source of anxiety to parents and kindred.

But in the late summer when the youngsters have come
to months of discretion and the elders are freed from the

bondage of their care, a long holiday begins for all the

tribe.

The young corn has long since ceased to tempt them
and the persecution of man has abated. The shorn

meadows and the close-cropped pastures swarm with

grass-hoppers, field and forest offer their abundant
fruits.

Careless and uncared for, what happy lives they lead,

sauntering on sagging wing, through the sunshine from
chosen field to chosen wood, and at nightfall encamping
in the fragrant tents of the pines.

At last the gray banners of autumn signal departure

and the gathered clans file away in struggling columns,

flecking the blue sky with pulsating dots of blackness,

the green earth with wavering shadows. Sadly we
watch the retreat of the sable cohorts whose desertion

leaves our northern homes to the desolation of winter.

THE LAKE KEUKA SCANDAL.

For the rottenness of a fish protective service con-

trolled by politics commend us to the Lake Keuka pro-

tector, John Sheridan. By the testimony of citizens of

Penn Yan, this man is hopelessly inefiicient and worth-

less as a public ofiicer. His business is to enforce the

laws for the protection of fish and game, to arrest the

netters, to seize and destroy the unlawful nets. This,

even when names, times and dates have been supplied to

him, he has refused to do. His neglect of duty is no-

torious.

The citizens of Penn Yan and vicinity, those who are

concerned to drive the gill-net fishermen out of the lake,

and to save the trout from extermination by these un-

lawful means, have long ago wearied of trying to do any-

thing with this man Sheridan. They have appealed to

the Fish Commissioners to remove him and to put into

the place some man who will do the work. The appeal

has been in vain. Why? Because of "politics." This

man Sheridan can control votes. He is retained in the

position for political purposes only. And the chances are

that for the same base reason he would be retained were
he ten times as worthless as he is.

Sheridan is not specially to be blamed. Most men of

his caliber and position and moral training, if given the

opportunity, would willingly draw a salary of $500 a year

and do nothing under the sun to earn it, save to make
the most of their political pull. He is less to blame than

his superiors, who, knowing his unfitness and knowing
the injury to the public interests his retention is work-

ing, keep him in bis place. How much longer can they

afford to perpetuate this scandal?

When it was suggested to Gov. Flower, by a Long
Island delegate, last week, that he would help the Dem-
ocratic vote by recalling the troops sent to protect the

hapless quarantine passengers of the Normannia at Fire

Island, the Governor responded with warmth, "I don't

care a— for the Democratic vote or any other votes in a

case like this. The troops are going down to Babylon, if

they come back to-morrow."

Is it only in the face of life and death peril that our

public olHcers can afford to do their plain duty, votes or

no votes? Is not the threatened ruin of Lake Keuka's
fishing resources a disaster of sufficient magnitude to

warrant the discharge of this man Sheridan without

thQUgbt of politics?

SNAP' SHOTS.
William King, who peacefully passed from earth last

week, at the age of 75, was one of the old school of

sportsmen, better known to a past generation than to the
shooting men of to-day, but still, in old age, keeping up
his interest in the recreations of his youth. Mr.
King was a native of England. Coming to this country
in his early manhood, he found abundant opportunities

to gratify his taste for field shooting; and as a pigeon
shot he gained wide celebrity in the years preceding the

Civil War. He was a companion of Porter, Herbert
("Frank Forester") and others of the "Spirit crowd,"
and was - a frequent contributor to that journal, as in

later years to the Forest and Stream. Mr. King was
a man of striking physique, sunny disposition and strong

friendships.

The sowing of wild rice is one of the sensible, practical

and profitable means of increasing the game supply. A
full descriptien of the rice and of the mode of sowing it

was given in our issue of Aug. 25. We would be glad to

receive reports from those who have had success in wild
rice culture. Mr. Charles Gilchrist, of Harwood, Ontario,

who has supplied so much of the wild rice grown in

years gone by, writes us that the large crop he expected
this season has been lost. The Indians had just begun
to gather the harvest, when a tremendous shower of

wind and rain, which raged for two days and nights,

beat off all the rice and tore the beds to pieces. Mr.
Gilchrist anticipated sending out ten tons of the rice this

year
;
manifestly much ground is to be stocked in the

future.

Commenting upon the destruction which threatens

New Hampshire forests and the ruin which will surely

come to White Mountain interests, the Boston Herald
says that there is one man who, if given the opportunity,

can make public opinion for the rescue of the woods.
That man is Rev. J. B. Harrison, the secretary of the
present State Forestry Commission. The suggestion will

be seconded most heartily by all who appreciate the

forestry situation in New Hampshire and who know of

Mr. Harrison's pre-eminent fitness to accomplish the work
of reform.

The excellence of the pictures we have reproduced
from our amateur photography collection has been widely
commented on, and deservedly so. It should be remem-
bered that all amateurs, to whose notice the competition

may come, are invited to contribute to the collection.

The promise is that in the Forest and Stream's World's
Fair exhibit the amateur photographs of the sportsman's

life in the field will constitute the most entertaining and
noteworthy feature.

This is a "squirrel year." Reports of the abundance of

these animals come to us from widely separated parts of

the country. Fluctuations of the supply of different

species of game are well marked from year to .year; and
we are far from giving for many of them any satisfac-

tory explanations. The food supply, the weather in

breeding seasons, and other causes are assigned for the

plenty or scarcity of certain birds and animals.

A note from "Stanstead," received too late for inser-

tion in the game columns, tells us that flight woodcock
are passing through Vermont and affording good sport

to the knowing ones. Now that the game seasons are

coming on, correspondents are invited to send us short

notes of the supply in their localities, and of their for-

tune in the field.

Residents of New York city know less than do out-

siders of a cholera scare said to be prevailing here; but

one effect of the detention of infected steamships in the

Lower Bay quarantine has been to diminish the business

of the fishing steamers which make daily excursions to

the Fishing Banks.

When a man who has just come in from camp tells

you, "And I'm going back to the same place again next
year," you may put it down that he has had a good time.

The United States Fish Commission is now investigat-

ing the practicability of stocking Clark's Fork of tht

Coliimbia*
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CAMEL HUNTING IN THE ROCKIES.
When Nimrod announced that for our summer's outing

we would go on a camel hunt, fair visions arose in my
mind of Osman's Temple, shadowed by the ancient pyra-

mids and guarded by the Sphinx, whose inscmtable eyes

ever propound the voiceless problems of life; of gaily

turbaned Bedouin princes, mounted high on the obedient

"ships of the desert," while the eastern star gleamed
jewel-lite in the blue enamel of an orient sky. But when
he added, "in the Eccky Mountains," I fairly flew for the

carcphor, darkened the room, and catching up a Forest
AND Stream vigorously fanned my poor Nimfod with its

fluttering leaves, sure that too devout worship at the

mystic shrine had turned his brain ; when to my fright-

ened imagination his eyes assumed a cold glare and he
muttered something [about not being idiotic, I earnestly

besought him to lie down and let me rub his head, instead

of which he pitched the sofa pillow into the opposite cor-

ner of the room, and concisely added, "I mean just what
I say; on day after to-morrow we will start via the Great
Northern Railway for Great Falls, Montana, there to out-

fit for White Sulphur Springs and vicinity, where, look-

ing backward over the cycle of time, and delving in the
dust of centuries, I shall doubtless find the object of my
quest," "Great Ctesar's ghost!" I ejaculated, when he
paused for breath. '^No, only the possible ghost of a
camel,"
The plana of Nimrod are like the laws of the Medes

and Persians. So the evening of June 8, 1893, found us
in St. Paul aboard the palatial sleeper of the Great
Northern, whei'e, surrendering all care to the polite

officials, we prepared to enjoy every mile of the ever
changing landscape between the Twin Cities and their

infant rival, which, comet-like, has risen' in the western
sky, with a train of brilliant possibilities following in its

wake.- We will give but a passing glance at the vast un-
framed pictures of thriving villages, embryo cities, and
bonanzajwheat fields of Minnesota and North Dakota;
touch lightly upon our arrival at Great Falls, and drag
ourselves reluctantly from the wonderfully picturesque
scenery of the Missouri River at that point, scenery to

which the classic Hudson and far-famed upper Missis-

sippi, both in picturesqueness and grandeur, must yield

the palm. There are 500ft. of fall from its beginning
at the Black Eagle, whose enormous power has been
utilized for the electric plant and huge smelters, there
located through a series of five falls, each increasing in

height and grandeur until with united volume and
power they spring 80ft, in one straight leap over the
ragged rock, whose wonderfully colored walls, toned by
softest shades of chocolate and brown, tower hundreds of

feet upward, confining the rushing, foaming waters of

the great cataract by the power of their silent might.
Neither must we stop more than to drink from the giant
spring welling up from some subterranean channel; no
dainty fern-fringed darling, but an angry monster, break-
ing resistlessly from its rocky environment with rumble
and roar, covering many acres of ground, and furnishing
at this point one-eighth of the volume of the Missouri
River, iato which it plunges, with a force that sends a
trail of foam from shore to shore.

A week after our arrival in Great Falls found us en
route for White Sulphur Springs, lying 100 miles south
via Millegan and Fort Logan. Four sure-footed horses
drew our covered wagon, compactly loaded with tent,

bedding and provisions, good camp stove and cooking
utensils, while an abundant supply of firearms and fish-

ing tackle proved our faith in the streams and canons to
supply our party of four with fish, flesh and fowl.

0 wing to unforeseen detentions we were late in cross-

ing Smith River and reaching Hound Creek, its largest
tributary, upon whose banks we proposed to make our
first camp. On account of recent spring rains we found
the creek much swollen, nevertheless we determined to
cross at the nearest point, instead of driving up stream
three miles to the regular ford. We were not the first

to prove that "the longest way around is the shortest
way home,"
The sky, bright and beautiful in the morning, had

become overcast and rain fell at intervals. Between us
and the opposite shore was an island, with abrupt,
deeply-cut banks, covered with a fresh deposit of quick-
Band, left by recent floods. Into such a bank we struck
and stuck, the left wheel's hub deep and held as in a
vise, the others in the water. The struggling horses
made ineffectual efforts to gain a footing and extricate
us, but the treacherous yielding sand furnished no hold

;

one of the wheel horses fell and everything seemed a
confusion-of hoofs and heels.

We climbed out into the rain, which was now heavily
falling; still the horses could not budge the wagon.
After repeated eflrorts we were compelled to unhook the
team and resort to a Western contrivance called a Span-
ish windlass. This was made by fastening one end of
the fifth chain to a convenient tree, the other to the
wagon tongue, while the neck yoke, held upright in the
center of the chain, answered for a pulley, around which
the chain was slowly wound by means of a strong pole
used as a lever; and by this simple mechanical contriv-
ance was accomplished what the united strength of four
horses was not able to do, the wagon being successfully
drawn on shore, a triumph of mind over matter. The
rest of the fords gave no further trouble and we camped
in the foothills bordering the stream.
The following morning we were off by 8 A. M., our

way leading over long, imdulating hills, covered with
soft green flower-dotted verdure, toward the distant
mountains, that seemed to be even further away as we
approached them. On and upward we journeyed until
we reached the foothill divide, then downward over the
long grade to Milliken's.

The mountains were nearer now, and we felt their cool,
balsam-laden breath. Still away, away, over mountain-
girt park, where the antelopes in twos and threes sped
from danger, then circling back,watched us with shy, fate-
ful curiosity in their eyes; coveys of sharptail grouse
whirred on broad wings to safe distances, while every
now and then a jack rabbit lead the dog a fruitless
chase.
Nine P. M. found us at Two Creek, where we dicovered

that somehow, somewhere, we had lost our tent.
On a high point of land overlooking Two-Creek Canon,

where a clear, cold stream gushesfrom the earth, forming

a charming waterfall that tumultuously tumbles over the

broken rocks and water-worn boulders into the embrace
of Two Creek, a Missourian with an eye to future profit

had located a horse ranch and built a one-room cabin and
spring house; but evidently his heart's desire had not been
fulfilled in this picturesque solitude, for both spring
house and cabin had long been deserted—left to badger,
ground squirrel and mountain rat. Into this cabin we
were compelled by the loss of our tent to enter.

No one was very—that is to say, overwhelmingly good-
natured. I looked into each long face, and remembering
that food hath charms to soothe each savage breast, if

the savage breast be a hungry man, I set to work
preparing them some supper. Then my thoughts were
intent on the slumbering bedbug and festive flea, and
graybacks that lived tenaciously, and bats that dwell in
houses old, and mountain rats so brave and bold, and,
worst of all, the house snake gray, that Mdes under the
logs the livelong day, silently seeking its prey at night
and hiding again before daylight. Fortunately these
pests proved creatures of the imagination with the ex-
ception of the mountain rats. These resented our intru-

sion in a manner peculiarly their own by loud squeaks
and sharp raps upon the floor with their long, hairy
tails. They are much larger than the house rat, and their

size enables them to indulge their penchant for carrying
everything in the line of knives, forks and spoons or even
tin plates and pans to their holes.

We remained at the cabin several days, penetrating
deeply into the canons, taking an abundant supply of
whitefish and grayling from the stream, and finding
wonderful petrifactions in the limestone formation.
We watcned with our field glass across the swollen

waters of Smith River the clumsy antics of a she bear
and her cubs, and one day had an exciting chase down
the canon after a half-grown silver-tip, fruitless owing to
the extreme roughness of the country.

I was not altogether sorry when, on the following
Tuesday, we moved away from such close proximity to
such dangerous neighbors, and crossing Two Creek com-
menced the ascent of Gaddis Hill, the steepest wagon
road in Montana, being a straight pull of two miles with-
out a foot of down grade.
In noticeable contrast to these stern, aggressive moun-

tains and lofty foothills are the exquisitively beautiful
flowers, eighty-four distinct varieties were counted in a
ten miles' ride.

At noon we reached Rock Creek, a wide, brawling
mountain stream, fairly alive with trout and grayling.
We landed seventy in two hours' time.
Night found ub in camp on Spring Creek, having passed

Fort Logan en route. This post, no longer needed for
protection from hostile Indians, is the property of Judge
Gaddis, who has set the old parade ground to shade tree?,

forming a delightful park, while I have seldom seen a
flner vegetable garden than was proudly show by Mrs.
Gaddis.

Our camp now lay equi-distant between Fort Logan
andWhite Sulphur Springs. The latter, a beautiful town of
700 inhabitants, is charmingly situated on Smith River,
encircled by the Castle and the Crazy Mountains, while
Mount Edith, belonging to the Big Belts, raises her snow-
crowned head 13,000ft. in the near distance.

Everything about White Sulphur indicates its volcanic
origin, and its name is derived from thirteen hot mineral
springs that well up from the earth in an area of thirteen
acres. The waters possess wonderful curative proper-
ties, if the half that is claimed be true, rheumatism and
Bright's disease need no longer be feared. The joyously
bubbling springs are pleasant to the eye and not unpleas-
ant to the taste.

I can fancy no more delightful summer asylum for the
weary brain worker, suffering in ralid or ambitious sports-

man than is to be found in this lively Western village,

situated 1,000ft. higher than Helena. The Smith River
and its tributaries are filled with trout, grayling and
whitefish, while ducks and geese, in their season, fairly

blacken the waters. In close proximity to the haunts of
antelope and black-tail deer, which appear in every
balsam-covered mountain glade, to say nothing of blue
grouse, which are also plentiful, and everywhere the
fawn-colored curlew screams and circles over the open
meadows, and just enough of danger is added by the old
settlers' stories of bear and mountain lions to spice with
caution the excursions into great caves, whose vaulted
dome-like interiors are hung with glittering stalactites,

that flash back prismatic colors in the torch light; or in
making descents into the deep craters of extinct volcanoes
lying a short drive from the town.
No doubt it is a selfish thought to almost dread the time"

when this hunter's paradise will be invaded by the rail-

way, which has been surveyed and will soon be completed
by the Great Northern Railway from Neihart, its nearest
point, 35 miles distant, to White Sulphur Springs.
But to return to the object of our search. To us, the

camel hunters, no point could be fraught with deeper
interest than our Spring Creek camp, situated in the center
of the Tichtoleptus beds of Smith River. In the Tertiary
age this wide expanse of country, now dotted by comfort-
able ranches, must have been an extensive lake or a series

of lakes, whose marginal shores were formed by the Belts,

Castle and Crazy Mountains, over which roamed and fed
in the semi-tropical climate, under the shade of the palm
tree, the great mastodon and rhinoceros, the camel and
three-toed horse—the last the prehistoric ancestor of those
which at the present day feed upon the self-same hills,

and oftentimes in clattering down the canon side unwit-
tingly uncover the fossil bones that link them to the dead
and silent past.

The break through the foot-hills cut by the waters
which drained the lake into Smith River, furnishes a
wild, picturesque bit of scenery; the brilliant lichen-
painted rocks are upheaved and set on end, the turbulent
waters are still angrily plunging and swirling as if still

unsatisfied with their mighty work.
Through this lake bed, running transversely to the

streams, are numerous miniature canons cut in narrow
sinuous curves, rising from 20 to 100ft., entirely destitute
of vegetation excepting here and there a bunch of cactii:

and formed of indurated yellow clay. It was in these
clay cuts that Prof. W, B. Scott, of the chair of geology,
at Princeton, last season discovered the remains of
twenty-three genera, comprising from thirty to forty
species of extinct animals, and it was the knowledge of
his interesting and successful researches that had
awakened in the breast of Nimrod an ardent desire for a
camel of his own.

"Why a camel?" I repeatedly questioned, as we fol-
lowed the tortuous windings of the clay cuts, pick in
hand, striking here and there the arenaceous lime- stone,
or dislodging huge conglomerates of slate; but for my
answer came mutterings of Poebrotherium, Protolabiis
aud Procamelus. At last just below the brow of an almost
inaccessible, declivity, we discovered a fossil bone, pro-
truding from the cliff. We fairly flew to work, and un-
earthed a bone measuring from the articulation to where
it was broken, 42in. in length and 13in. in circumference.
Still digging we brought to light an immense head, but
so honeycombed and calcined, that it dissolved into im-
palpable powder before our disappointed eyes, but one
tooth partially agatized proved by its shape and structure
to belong to a mastodon. Nimrod listened sadly to my
exclamations of delight, and said with mournful voice,
"It is not a camel."
Day by day, in sunshine and shadow, gathering cloud

or pelting haU, we labored on, and at length my eye
caught a fossil shining like Chinese ivory as it protruded
from the yellow clay. Cutting foot room in the canon
wall whereon to stand, we carefully commenced to pick
it out, and as we excavated, bone after bone appeared.
The fossils were many of them broken, but otherwise
were in a perfect state of preservation. When the jaw
appeared, with teeth intact, Nimrod eagerly seized it,

examined it, and gloated over it. The question trembling
upon my lips was about to be answered: was it a camel?
Our search was over; the object of our quest lay before

us in an ivory-white heap. Tenderly we wrapped each
broken bit in cotton and tissue paper, ready to be cleaned
and articulated and conveyed to its destination, a voice-
less messenger from the eternal hills, to teach the sons of
the desert to bear their burdens well.

Mrs. J. H. Embry.

THE WIND.
To THE sportsman there is a deal of interest connected

with the wind. Its force and direction often combine in
carrying to a successful issue his well laid plans for an
outing, or again in spite of all the prophets the capricious
wind will head him off, and if of a bilious temperament
he is very apt to remark "Kismet" or something of that
sort which seems to fit the occasion.

" A southerly wind and a cloudy sky
Proclaim a hunting morning."

I am not so sure about ' 'a cloudy sky," but I do know that
in October days, when the Avind has been in the southward
over night and the young crescent of a moon adds its

charm to the twilight, I make it a point on the following
morning to be afield after woodcock as soon as the sun
has converted the rime into diamonds and set them all
a-quiver on the grass and briers.

Every duck hunter notes with satisfaction the heavy
blow, and murmurs a prayer that it may hold for the
morrow as he drops off asleep to dream of incomers,
doubles, twisters and marvelous kills of all sorts. This
nor'wester may bring on the geese I Who knows?
When after a heavy rain in late autumn there comes a

calm, frosty night, how we welcome a breeze ' 'from any-
where" that will strip off the leaves in the haunts of the
ruffed grouse and allow us a better chance to gauge his
lightning-like flight.

What can I say of a damp east wind, one that is unctu-
ous with mist? Or more correctly, as the weather clerk
puts it, temperature 40°, himiidity 90 per cent., wind
east, velocity sufficient to penetrate clothing and reach
the marrow in your bones. What can I say? Well-erl
It is not to be resolved into words.
A pelting rain is falling as I write, and the plink!

plunk!—plink! plunk! of the drip from the eaves, as it
strikes the iron catch of the shutters, is repeating with
monotonous regularly its never-ceasing plaint.

AVTiat a night this for sleep! I know of no more thor-
ough enjoyment than to lie snugly tucked away under
the blankets listening to the gale as it surges around the
house, now in sharp, sudden gusts, that make the win-
dows rattle and strain in their frames, now dying away
in the distance, gathering its strength for a fresh assault.
Sleep comes to me so quietly at such times, and the

land of dreams is reached with a mind of such tranquil-
lity that as a matter of course only the most pleasing Vis-
ions engage its attention.

Some there are, however, whose feelings are affected
in an opposite manner, a heavy storm working upon
their nerves until they are really to be pitied. Sleep is

out of the question with them, sudden starts, as an un-
usually heavy gust roars by betray their agitation, and
the poor things have no relief until the storm passes.

It is interesting to note the effect of the sound of the
wind upon different individuals, varying with their tem-
peraments and with the seasons.
The same breeze that refreshes them during the August

afternoons will make them uncomfortable as they hear it

rustling among the leaves after nightfall.
That there is a difference in the sound of the wind at

different seasons seems to be a fact.

A full sail breeze will sing through the rigging in early
September, in quite a different key from that in which
you find it pitched during the latter part of October.
At the former season there is a full rich undertone,

which is wanting later on, when a weird and shriller
pulsation, suggesting the minor strains of an ^olian
harp, will cause a sense of loneliness to steal over one.

I have in mind an acquaintance who is peculiarly sen-
sitive in this regard. A northwester at this season in-
variably brings a "fit of blues" that remains until a
change of wind produces a corresponding change in
spirits.

What a keen enjoyment it is to others of us to listen at
night, in the dead of winter, to the raging tumult of the
northeasters as they drift the snow and obliterate all
the paths in their fury.
The leafless trees are trembling and rattling their

limbs as the gale rushes through them. The snow is
whirling as the circling gust catches it up, and long
wreaths of white flakes stretch across the way, to
vanish again in their wisps against the dark background
of sky, while over all resounds the continuous roar of
the tempest booming past.

Again, hear the whispers from the pines and hemlocks
and the spruce as a gentle air draws through their
boughs during the summer months. How suggestive of
rest and coolness, what a self-contented feeling it inj-
parts to the listener.

Hear the game sound on a gray winter evening when
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awhite shrotid.of snow coTers the ground, and you are
chill ed into utter dreariness.

SuiTOundings are an important factor in producing
these eifects, but after all it is the wind that is chiefly
responsible for the impressions one receives.

WiLMOT TOWNSEND.

A CAMPER'S DiARY.— III.

Aug. 19.—The Narrows, 5:30 P. M.—Well, we left
Flint's this morning, rather late, in a mountain wagon
and climbed the road to the head of AzLscohos Falls.
Found the canoes all right on shore. A birch-bark and a
canvas, both well seasoned and acclimated, both still

staunch. The birch-bark, lithe, graceful, quite aborigi
nal. They seemed coy and unstable as we shoved them
on the stream, but when each had got its load of property
bags, camp fry, and tent paraphernalia, it settled down
steady as a schooner. I stowed a small can of worms
carefully in the bow and stood some chaffing from the
fellow with the newest fly-rod. Had the presence of
mind to abstract an extra paddle from the bank where it

lay, expecting to go back in the wagon. We may need it.

Well, Mack and I stowed ourselves in the canvas, with
Mack on a butter keg in the bow, and the birch-bark
took the lead and disappeared round the bend with Val-
entine doing the galley slave in the bow, and Sam all

doubled under a little gray hat peering vpisely ahead like
a woodsman, with his paddle dropping soft and easy in
the bubbling wake.
The river here is clear and cold, wide enough to swim

a little steamer and deep enough to drown her, but the
shores are low, with expanse of water making in at times
among the bog. There's wilderness enough, but ghastly.
The trees along the shore, still standing, are drowned.
We reached this place at 3:30 and climbed the bank

in the rain. No one had been here this season and the
wet grass was high and untrodden. The camp stones
were all right and the path to the spring faintly visible.
I'm writing this in the tent with the flap open. It took
some time to get the fire going, but now it holds its own
and turns the rain to steam. Sam bends over, stirring a
pail of rice, while the water drips from his hat brim and
sizzles ''. a the coals. Valentine looms up under his rub-
ber blanket, with axe in hand, dignified as a policeman.
Mack's canvas coat, well saturated, has lost all offensive
traits of newness. One foot rests in a puddle and the
other on a hot stone, toasting brown and steaming; but
he's oblivious of all except the things on the fire where
the hot odors come from. His eyes are fixed in a mes-
meric stare and his chops are dripping, Sam says, "Sup-
per's ready!" * * * Two hours later. I'm writing this
inside the tent, the others outside. After supper it

stopped raining, so we were disposed to sit round and
sigh and pick our teeth and contemplate our fat stomachs,
but Sam gave us no peace. He commenced picking up
things.
"Well, there's a little dab o' tomatoes for some one in

the morning. Cover up that condensed milk. Mack, bugs
get all in. Come, Jeff, you and Mack going to wash
dishes while Valentine gets another log. Get a spruce
now, Val.
Jo Valentine stalks off with the axe without a word,

as if he knew the difference between spruce and fir. It
was light then, but it's dark and muggy now, and the
fire makes a red halo, crowding back the'night. They're
sll three hanging over it now, throwing off queer
shadows, drying underwear and things, Sam has just
rolled up a shirt with a good deal of smoke and soot in-
side. No doubt the smoke and soot are warm though.
Now he's taking an observation of the sky and says,
"Let's kick her out, boys, it's going to settle down for an
old sockdodger."
The reason I am putting down all these little details is

so I can read them about twenty-five years from now
and look back and grow young. This diary shall be my
Fountain of Youth, Happy thought, Old'Ponce should
have gone camping and kept a diary.
Aug. W.-^his is what I call "communing with nature."

Waked this morning with my head in the grass, slightly
lower than my feet and near enough for the rain to spat-
ter in. Then I tried to count and classifiy a horde of in-
sects crawling on the white roof, and reflected that most
of them in the night had been taking liberties with my
person, secreting themselves, and probably some were
there now—inmy hair, no doubt. Then Mack waked up
and said he hadn't slept a wink all night on account of
mosquitoes, on account of the noise they made. He com-
menced punching Valentine to make him wake and tell
him what he dreamt last night. "He must have had
some fine dreams last night; this beats the steamer all
out.''

So Valentine yawned and sat up in hia red blanket, and
finally looked intelligent and said

:

"I dreamed that a thousand mosquitoes came at me last
night, and that oil of lavender I puc on kept them off. I
dreamed it."

Then we pounded Sam into wakefulness to get his
opinion of the weather. He doubled up, untied a breadth
of curtain and poked his nose out. Then he tied it up
and rolled back in his bag again mumbling. All we
could make out was:
"Won't clear off in a week—my mind,"
Mack says: "What can you expect with all the minis-

ters in New England praying for it?"****** Same night. There's mutiny in camp.
Been here all day in the drizzle, and Sam says we'll move
to-morrow, rain or shine. The worst of it is there's no
trout along here—all chubs, I'm getting solicitous about
my bait. Forgot and left them out in the rain last night.
Mack says they'll never live to die in Parmacheme.
Says they're getting languid already, and prescribed meal,
so I sxji'inkled some.
After dinner he and I paddled off' for wood and landed

on a point near an old log camp. We found some good
long spruce butts prone in the grass, and went at them.
Mack swung the ax awhile, and said

:

"By George, Jeff! look at the size of those chips, will
you?" So I went oft' and got a chip at the foot of a stump,
a regular old logger's chip, and then he wondered what
kind of an ax that fellow must have had. Then he
picked up a log two sizes too big for him, and staggered
off with it hugging tight on his shoulder and the wet
bark rubbing oft" on his neck. I heard it when it went
mto the boat. When we got back to camp Valentine was
down on the bank with my rig and landing net and the
precious box of bait. Said, he was going to praetice a

little on chubs. He made bad work putting on the bait-
squirmed as much as the worm did, and then said:

•'No, but seriously, fellows, d'y'suppose the hook really
hurts the worm?"
"No" says Mack, "just tickles itm to death."
Aug. m —Camp on the Forks. Left the Narrows yester-

day morning- for a twelve mile paddle, intending to reach
the permanent camp by night. The scenery kept imurov-
ing and at last grew wholly satisfying. We started a few
duck, and a heron or two, but saw no habitation of man
except the log camp at the Meadows. The river held its
width and volume all the way, but now the long quiet
stretches are all behind and there's a deep persistence in
the current. Bubbles and light debris come swiftly round
the bend, and dust atoms and little things seem starting
from the shore to fall in the wake and go quickly by.
Paddling got monotonous, irksome, utterly tiresome, but
at last brought us in the evening to the foot of the long,
quick water. We tried it, but the boats, lost to all sense
of buoyancy, seemed setthng under their load, and be-
haved like schooners. Sam says "We'll camp here to-
night and get out a towing line in the morning." So
this morning we knotted all the ropes together, made one
end fast to the Birch, with her usual baggage and crew,
and Mack and I scrambled along shore to a point 50yds.
above. It was here the Birch Bark developed latent de-
pravity. When the line tightened she shot into ^le cur-
rent, and in spite of the arguments of both paddles, hung
broadside across, with the river piling against her. We
leaned back for a harder pull and then came a crv from
two men's voices, not blending, but discordant, "Let go!
let go-oob! " so we dropped it like a snake. I was too far
back to see, but the expression on Mack's face looking
down, told the story; a look of horror. When we got
there, they were standing up to their middles, making
grabs at floating bagg&ge. The Birch Bark was docile in
the dead water made by their obstructing the current.
That was a dismal time. Of course it was raining and

the river was right up under the bushes, without a little
beach or dry spot for them to land on. Mack and I
offered to wade in and be miserable, too, but they said
"No," so we let them dictate. The boat had gone clear
over with just the extremities sticking up, and most of
the baggage staid inside with the water. One paddle
went away—cost a dollar, I guess—and a little ax of
Sam's—his pet—was no more seen. That made him de-
jected, and he stood there with a mixed up lot of expres-
sions on his face. He was trying to look the master of
ceremonies, as if a thing like this was quite a matter of
course in his line, and happening every day or so, but he
did not succeed very well on account of the lines of daub
on his face, and the shivering effect of the water. All I
could make out was he was stai-ing oft' absently and
fiercely training his mustache. A?"alentine brought him
to by remarking he could see something on the bottom;
"something shining." His glasses were dim and he
couldn't dry them, so Sam made a shade of his hand and
peeped down. Then he looked round with a satisfied
smile and said, "Ah! canned goods!"' He poked about
carefully with his shoes, "treading quahaugs," smiled
again, reached down and came back dripping. "Then,"
said Mack, "you ought to have seen the disgusting look
get on Sam's face when he discovered that box of bait."
Alas, my box of bait. It had gone into the wrong

canoe in the hurry of loading. I felt wrong when I dis-
covered it. I had a premonition then.

Alas, my box of bait. It struck the water so far away
you couldn't hear it strike. You could just see the splash,

Jeffjikson Scribb.

AN INTERESTING PET.
Some years ago, in the spring, while traveling on the

Belfast Branch R,R, just before arriving at Brook Sta-
tion, I chanced to be looking outthe car window and saw
a curious looking animal run under a pile of brush in a
gravel pit near the track. I concluded at once that it
must be an albino woodchuck, as my husband had told
me one had been seen in that vicinity. At the sta-
tion I hastily procured a basket and securing the assist-
ance of two boys, I proceeded without loss of time to the
gravel pit, and overhauling some of the brush soon
found the prize. As I had conjectured it was an albino
woodchuck about two-thirds grown, pure white, with
pink eyes, and as saucy a little fellow as one would care
to handle. Without much difficulty I dropped my basket
over him, and securing him, returned to the station,
boxed him up and expressed him home to my husband,
with instructions to keep him on a milk diet until my re-
turn a week later.

On returning home I found my pet ensconced in a nest
of cotton, purring away like a contented kitten. He
seemed quite reconciled to the restraints of captivity, had
already become so tame as to allow his beautiful snow-
white coat to be stroked, and seemed especially to enjoy
gentle stroking about the face, which I think is a char-
acteristic of most wild animals, and one of the readiest of
establishing confidential relations with them. For the
first year his food consisted principally of bread and
milk, with an occasional handful of plantain leaves, A
most interesting sight was to watch him while being fed.
He would sit up like a squirrel, holding his food in his
paws. He soon learned to take his milk from a spoon

;

grasping it near the bowl he would hold it very gracefully
until the milk was all lapped out, then with a little as-
sistance would return it to the cup to be filled, and re-
peat the operation until his appetite was satisfied. Then
he would go into his nest, roll himself up like a kitten
and take a nap of several hours. With one exception he
never showed his wild, savage nature during the two
years of his life in confinement.
Early in the fall the disposition to hibernate began to

show itself by his lack of activity, and he remained in
his nest most of the time, his sleep becoming so profound
that he could be taken from the nest without awaking.
About the 1st of November his sleep for the winter be-
gan : he was placed;in the cellar, where the temperature
was very even—just above the freezing point—and here
he remained without being disturbed until the middle of
March.
Dm-ing all this time bis body remained cold and to all

outward appearances lifeless. About the time of his
awaking in March, upon visiting liim and placing my

hand on his body, I found it to be quite warm, and after
rubbing him for a few moments he began to yawn and
stretch, but did not get upon his feet. The next day I
took him into a warm room in order to watch the process
of awakening, rubbing bis body and legs for an hour or
more. He seemed quite indifferent to my solicitude on
his behalf, but gradually awakened, opened his eyes,
chattered his teeth and gave that peculiar whicker so
characteristic of a disturbed woodchuck.
His efforts to stand upon his feet were for some hours

ineffectual: he seemed to have lost the use of them.
Toward night, however, he seemed to regain full control
of all his faculties, and partook of a little milk. I was
surprised to notice but little loss of fat during the long
period of sleep. He had become excessively fat before
gomg into hia winter sleep, and expected that would be
absorbed during that period. His fur had become long
and of a beautiful sivery gloss, so white and silky that it
was really a pleasure to stroke and pet him.
Upon his first awakening and for a day or two he

seemed to have forgotten his friends, and manifested his
wild nature so much as to make himself very disagree-
able. He ate with a voracious appetite and began to grow
thin. In a few days he became a mere skeleton of his
former self, and for several weeks, until Jime 1, did not
begm to take on flesh. He now displayed more activity
than any other time during the year.
The following winter his sleep was interrupted once in

two weeks. This was done by wrapping him in warm
flannels and placing in a warm room; he partook of but
little food, and during the period of two days of broken
rest he seemed very uneasy. About the last of March,
when he should have awakened to activity, he was taken
sick, and died in convulsions after a sickness of two days.
I now have him nicely mounted in my collection, among
which are several albinos, but none so perfect as my beau-
tiful pet.

The woodchuck has often been spoken of as a stupid
and uointeresting animal, but my own experience was
quite dift'erent. My husband is a great lover of pets, and
possesses the rare faculty of controlling them almost at
will. When in the woods I have often seen him approach
a squirrel and feed it from his hand with nuts or a bit of
bread. And many a long tramp have we taken to secure
some coveted specimen. He is one of the few that never
wantonly destroy life in bird or animal; were there more
such men our forests would now abound with game.

Special.

MINKS AND THEIR WAYS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
One of your correspondents has asked if minks climb

trees. My observation is that there are two varieties of
mink. The more common is reddish brown in color and
is found on creeks and water courses feeding mostly
on fish. The other variety has a very shining jet black
fur, and is found in the deep forests far from creeks or
any flsb-bearing water.

I was walking through the woods one fine October day
some miles north of Muskegon Lake in Michigan. It was
an oak forest. Acorns were falling and black squirrels
abundant. What I took to be a black squirrel started up
a few yards in front of me and running a short distance
began to climb a large oak. As he was disappearing on
the opposite side of the oak as the custom of squirrels is
in climbing a tree, something in his motion attracted my
attention, so that, after passing the tree, I looked up to
see if the supposed squirrel was yet in sight. About 40ft.
up on the body of the oak was a fine large specimen of
black mink. I shot it and passed on.
Again in a heavy forest about six miles from water I

found where a mink had established himself by the body
of a deer killed by some hunter and not found. The
mink had his holes in some rotten wood a few feet from
his fortunate supply of food. The men with me dug him
out and it was a black specimen.
Fishing one day on a creek in Utah, my companion

called my attention to a large hawk sitting on the largest
of several small trees growing in a clump on the creek
bank. On our approach the hawk left in unusual fright,
and a naink was seen on the tree, and within reach of the
hawk when he left. They were some 15ft. from the
ground. I infer, therefore, that both varieties of mink
climb trees in pursuit of birds like a cat, but that the
black variety, from necessity, climbs most often, I have
often been amused to see with what cunning minks try to
conceal themselves. It is by curling up like a kitten and
lying still just when they discover danger, if no cover is
near. I saw one do it on top of a heap of dry brush,
one on greensward by the bank of a creek. Shooting at
the mink, my bullet passed through its body three times.

Geokge H. Wyman.
Boise Citv, Idaho.

[Only one species of American mink is known. This
varies greatly in color from reddish to almost black.
Several of the mink's near relatives, as the marten and
the fisher, are most expert tree climbers and pass much of
their time among the branches of the trees.]

"That reminds me."

Z HAD passed through the various stages from devil to
associate editor on a large city paper. Feeling the
weight of business cares and the need of recreation he
availed himself of the invitation of a relative, A, to spend
his vacation in the country. A had planned a hunting
trip, and as Z had never handled a gun, A had some
difficulty in teaching him the use of it. However, he
soon became fairly proficient in its use, and bagged
several birds. Upon returning to the house, as was his
habit, A fired his muzzleloader into the air and told Z to
do the same, which he did. As he did so one of the
hammers blew off and struck his ear, cutting it quite
severely. He never flinched, and did not notice that the
hammer was missing, but very stoically remarked, "Say,
A, guns make some very queer sensations in a fellow's
head, don't they? At first it faii'ly deafened me, and
made my ears ring for some time; and now when I shot
it made my right ear sting as if it had been cut, and it
feels as if there was blood running down my neck," A
collapsed. Perkito,
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kn(e nnd ^uij.

Uie Book op the Game Laws has allftsh and game laws

of UnUed Staies and. Canada. Price 50 cents.

WILD RICE—REEDS.
MMtor Forest and Stream:
Recent articles in your journal ou the subject of wild

rice have been very interesting. dwellers along the

shores of the river Delaware have been hearing of this

famous grass for years. Many of us have rather hun-
gered and thirsted after a sight of one of those natural

rice fields into which the Indian pushes his canoe and out

of which the craft comes loaded with food to the rail.

What sort of a looking grass is it? some of us have asked
ourselves. What descendant is this of the wrestling seed

of Jacob that will bob up serenely in any depth of water
from two to ten feet? And some mad enthusiasts had a
mind to send for a bushel of wild rice and plant it along
these tide-swept shores of ours, and let it hustle for life

amid the familiar, towering, bird-haunted grass we call

the "reed," The reed is all right in its way. It is a
pretty thing to see. Moreover, the reed bu-d, named after

the thing he feeds upon, doth annually pause in this tall

growth long enough to allow us to shoot him after he
hath made himself fat beyond measure with continual
stuffing of reed seeds. Yet we had a notion, look you,

that wild rice would be an improvement. It might cut
pranks and drive the reed out. Perhaps the reed bud
would wax so very, very fat on rice that he could not fly,

and in that case we could just walk up and pluck him off

his perch in our plantation without the trouble of shoot-

ing him. By all means let us try this little experiment,
Let us send on for a bushel or two of this wonderful
rice.

And now comes the learned writer in Fobest and
Stream who will have us to understand that wild rice is

Zizania aquatica, and that it looks like the picture ac-

companying his paper. At sight of that cut I did not
know whether to laugh or to smile. I finished by staring

in perfect gravity—staring long and intently. For therein

I saw the counterfeit presentment of the multitudinous
"reed" of the Delaware River.

It is all very well to say I should have known better.

But I submit that when everybody hereabouts was con-
tinually saying not only "reed" but "reed bird," and just

as continually avoiding all reference to "rice" in this con-
nection, it was altogether in order for the wayfarer to be
deceived. No doubt there are people up and down the
valley of the Delaware who have known that the wild
rice and the reed are one and the same. And besides

these there are others, "smart Alecs," who will stoutly

deny they ever went astray on this point. Yet how very
silent these have all been, while people in general have
been talking reed, reed, at the top of their voices all day
long! It is only one more illustration of what comes of

relying on "common names." Surely the botanist is in

the rie-ht of it when he insists, for sake of clearness, upon
his "Zizania aquaMca, L," and will have none of "Indian
rice," "wild rice," or (heaven keep us!) "reed."

Chester, Pa., Sept. 15. T. ChaLKLEY PaLMER.

W Who can give any other common name for this plant?
e now have wild rice, Indian rice, wild oats, corn grass,

reed. Fext.]'

A BIG DEER.
A FRIEND in Essex, N. Y., writes that an unusually

large buck was killed near Reber, a little town in the
Adirondacks within five miles of Lake Champlain and
the Delaware & Hudson Railroad, Sept. 10, He was driv-
ing from Elixabethtown to Essex, and says, "Between the
Pine Woods school house and Reber there were many
(hunters) hounding deer, the first day of the season. We
passed a man by the road side with a tired bound lying
beside him. He was so tired out he didn't open his eyes
even at Varro (K's dog). Besidehim was the largest buck
I ever saw. It had been shot about an hour before, and
was still warm. The man said he weighed SOOlbs. and I

have no reason to doubt it. He had a fine set of horns!"
I wonder if this is one of the "muley" deer that hunters

in the eastern Adirondacks describe, and of which class

the big deer reported in Forest and Stream six years ago
is probably an example? That deer was said to be a cari-
bou, but one of the hunters who put out the dogs on the
memorable occasion that resulted in his death, has
described him to me as being low and stockily built, "like
a mule," short legs and very large feet. He was a great
fighter, and instead of running before the hounds, would
meet them in battle in the silent depths of the forest, so
that some of them would turn up missing, while others
would be much the worse for wear. In the end, after he
had administered many defeats to his enemies, he was at
last driven out into the open and shot, through the efforts
of George James and Bill Hayes, assisted by a famous
dog that was "part bull" and a wonderful fighter, and
who, with the backing afforded by the two hunters (who
followed as closely as possible), broke through all the
buck's guards and bested his subterfuges, and finally got
him out of the protecting shadows of the woods—where-
upon he was promptly converted into venison by the
hunters lying in wait.
Two years ago, on the west side of the Giant, I myself

while still-hunting, came upon some enormous deer
tracks. They were defined in the black mud of a little

spring, and were so large that I hesitate to tell their size
for fear I should not be believed. I told George James of
these tracks, and he said they belonged to a deer of the
same variety as the big one he and Hays had driven out.
He said that in his opinion there were two varieties of
deer in the Adirondacks, the ordinary Virginia deer, and
a larger kind, fearless of dogs, slow in running, but
strong in fighting, short-limbed and stockily built,

I heard afterward of efforts, that terminated in every
case unsuccessfully, to drive the big deer whose tracks I
had seen down from his stronghold on the side of the
Giant, but he always threw ofli the hunters and hounds
and came out first best, and is probably roaming his
native hillside at this present moment.
The question of these big deer is a curious one. and if

any reader of Forest and Stream knows anything about
them, it would be interesting to hear it. B.

DUNKINFIELD BY AVOCA.
When I dwelt in North Carolina last winter and wrote

my spries of "Winter Sports of the Old North State" for

Forest A^D Stream, I failed to speak of Avoca, the most
novel and interesting of all the places in the eastern coun-

ties. I did not get around to the locality until the middle

of May, and then the only legitimate sport was fishing for

large-mouth black bass in Salmon Creek near at hand. I

have a photograph of the catch, which for size and con-

dition would be hard to duplicate in any water.

When I crossed the head of Albemarle Sound from the

railway terminus at Edenton, a stretch of twelve miles in

width, in quest of Avoca, my inipression was that the

place was a fishing village, for I had heard and read

much of the vast quantities of herring and shad taken

there; but I discovered my mistake when the steamboat
came to its landing and your whilom correspondent, Dr.

Wm. R. Capehart, an ex-army surgeon, welcomed me in

propria persona as lord of the manor. To be sure, Avoca
IS a post office, and there is a large general store there,

with half a dozen small steam craft and seine boats tied

up at the wharf and at moorings: nevertheless, the Doc-
tor is master and proprietor of all, and Avoca is a gentle-

man's plantation and nothing more. Yet it is vast and
impressing. So interesting is it in its details and in its

magnitude, so unlike most estates on this side of the

Atlantic and so like those of Old England, that I am
promising to give your readers next November, when the

quail shooting is on and the foxhounds take the trail, a
comprehensive illustrated sketch of the whole vast men-
age. I had almost written manege, for, indeed, a ride

across the country in saddle, after "hounds of the finest

strain, is a school of equestrianism not to be treated

—

shall I say cavalierly?

Dr. Capehart has blooded stoc^: and poultry of all kinds,

perhaps a hundred head of each species, and he runs fifty

plows and 150 plantation hands of the old type; and he
raises great crops of cotton, tobacco and corn—and
melons, and in November, when the garish autumn tints

begin to fade and the grass and leaves turn brown, and
the pigs are let loose among the old pea vines and ground
nut litter, such stampedes of partridges one is likely to

see when riding across the following fields, that he can
hardly believe the plantation would harbor so many
birds.

Now, the Doctor is not poor, nor penurious. He spends
his summer at his Newport cottage in Rhode Island, and
his winter and springs at home among his pet stock and
wild game of the estate. He realized $10,000 last spring
from his catch of shad alone, and I guess, or reckon, that

the proceeds sufficed to see him comfortably through
his vacation season at the North. So I judge that it was
from love of pure good fellowship and a simple desire to

share his sport with worthy sportsmen, that he built, two
years ago, right on the blufi' which overlooks the Sjimd,
a tasteful and commodious shooting box which he calls

"Hotel Dunkinfield." It has been advertised in Forest
AND Stream, in a business way, but modestly. It is

"hotel" because the Doctor does not intend to pamper
greedy gormandizers by offering them the range of his

shooting grounds and free board, gratis, for nothing in

addition. I wonder if any self-respecting sportsman
would presume upon his largess, if he did? He em-
ploys a caterer and guides, and I believe the tariff

is mentioned to be $2 per day, or $10 per week, The
manager's name is S. W. Everitt, and I know him per-
sonally to be a worthy and efficient host and an intelli-

gent all-round sportsman who can bait a trap, tree a
coon, call a turkey, shine a deer, start a fox, swing a rod,

and rope a bear. He is keen on anything that runs,
flies or swims.
Deer and pquirrel shooting are permitted by the game

law during September and October, for venison is best

just before the rutting season. Partridges (quail) are in
order on Nov. 1, and the house opens for guests at that
date, though I dare say that Mr. Everitt can take care of
a party before that time, if written to.

I am sure, Mr. Editor, that you will be willing to per-
mit this much in the common interest of us all in full

assurance that a more complete and interesting descrip-
tion is to follow as soon as I can get on to the ground
again the latter part of next month.

Charles Hallock.

BIG GAME AND BIG FISH.
The sceneiy, hunting and fishing along the Pacific ex-

tension of the Great Northern Road in northern Montana
cannot be duplicated any where east of the Rockies.
Having spent several months in the country through
which the extension runs, I will try to give you a few
facts regarding it:

The first station at the foot of the mountains on the
eastern side is Midvale, near Two Medicine River and
lake, in both of which are found speckled and salmon
trout. The country about Midvale is par excellence all

that a sportsman could wish. Birds there are, and fish,

and four-footed game—bear, deer and the like, and no
snakes. An hour's ride up the mountains, on a grade not
noticeable and as smooth as a prairie road in Iowa or Illi-

nois, brings us to Summit Station. This is the lowest
railway pass in the Rocky Mountains. Here two streams
have their sources. One, the Marias, flowing east to the
Atlantic, while the other, the Flathead, a few yards
away, flows west to the Pacific. Fish in them? I should
say so. As soon as they get 200yds. headway fish are
plentiful, and you must be a poor one with the rod if you
cannot fill a bag or basket. I had with me a few dozen
Irish trout flies and the first day I was there I tried them,
Half a mile from Summit there is a little bridge. I began
there, and between that bridge and a culvert at the mile
post I caught upward of fifty speckled trout, some so big
I couldn't land them for want of a net. I had a man with
me, and it gave us as much as we wanted to do to get
them home. Next day I tried the eastern river. It was
more difficult to fish in it, but the trout were heavier. I
caught three and a half dozen, and they were beauties.
For whipping these streams big flies should not b^ used.
A No. 10 hook ia large enough, and green-body, brown-
hackle, yellow-partridge, turkey-brown, and black-gnats
are the best and surest killers.

I staid some time at Bear Creek with old "Two-Links-
Ahead," the foreman of a track gang. He has a rich
Munster brogue and it is a positive pleasure to hear him
giving orders. There is beau'tiful timber here, so straight
it would make excellent masts for small craft. Here, too,
is the finest mountain water in America. Mountain upon

mountain rise here and in the midst of all is a valley

wherein lies the deserted village, the once famed McCar-
thy ville, the track graders' home, now given over to the'

coyotes, save for two ranchers. From indications placer

gold will probably be found here one of these days. A
'

bald mountain rises from Bear Creek and on it can be

found the finest grouse shooting in the Rockies. Seldom
a train passes down the west side of the Rockies from
Summit to Kalispell that passengers do not see deer and
occasionally bear from the car windows. Engine fire-

:

men shy coal at wild game every day. I am told that

the station agent at Java was alarmed one day by the

appearance of three bears on the platform, and locking

himself in telegraphed to the next station for the track

gang to return and help him. From Belton Station thf

noted Lake McDonald is reached. This is a beautiful

body of water high up in the mountains and full of fiah,

A snow-peaked mountain comes right down to its shores,

and in the timber big game is found. Indeed, one nee:

only to go from any station west along the line for hui

dreds of miles and find excellent fish and game resorts.

I cannot close without remarking on the excellent rail

road work done on this extension. It is a marvel of com
pleteness, and I think I am safe in saying it is the eafeet,

smoothest, and best ballasted road in the West.
John Aikins,

Summit. Mont,, Sept. 6.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Bu a Staff Correspondent.']

HORICON shooting CLUB.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 17.—On Sept. 1, 1891, 1 took a triji

to the Diana Shooting Club's grounds on the great Hori
con Marsh, of Wisconsin, and made some mention of i\

later, it being my recorded belief that this was withou;

question the greatest duck marsh now left in the sectior

visited habitually by Chicago shooters. It was at thai

time stated that the Diana Club held the lower half of the

marsh, and that the upper portion was leased by quitr

another club, the Horicon Shooting Club, better knowi,

as the "Upper Horicon Club," with headquarters at Font

du Lac. This upper club marsh I did not then visit, arn

intended to accept the invitation of Mr. A. R. Keatiii:.

the club manager, for opening day, Sept. 1, of this yea

This alpo became impossible, and it was only this wee
that I was able to carry out the long-cherished intentic

of completing the investigation of this interesting countr

and of learning more about the gentlemen who control il

Mr. Waters and myself were met at May ville. th

pleasant village on the east side of the marsh, by Dr. (J

J. Clark, the president of the club, who forthwith carried

us off to his home for dinner. On the following day Dr
Clark and Mr. F. M. Lawrence, the able attorney of tb(

club, took us over to the club housie on the marsh, i

pleasant drive of eleven miles through a charming rura
country.

FIELD FOR AN ARTIST.

It is hard to see why American artists and writers ni^M
go to other countries for their themes. The searcher a|
the quaint, the simple, the picturesque, the beautiful,

in America as wide a field as in Europe, and one mucl
less trodden of the general. Were I an artist or a write

in search of new and fruitful country, I should not go t

Europe, but to Mayville, The simple German folk wh
now occupy that country are odd and interesting as an;

old Acadians and the country itself is something unkno wj

to the picture-makers, though with a character pleasing!

distinct. On our ride we passed through a gallery o

small landscapes. Each turn of the winding road brougli

into view some vista, some corner, some framed view

some landscape wide or in little, which should be a keei

joy to a natural American. I am not sure I have evt

seen a country so full of pictures as this, unless it beoen
tral New Mexico, which also is unknown to artist-

more'a the pity. Much of the charm of theMayvill
country is due to the Rock River, here a swift, shallo\^

rocky stream, winding in the most careless way amon
the hills; an excellent bass stream for the fly, moreovei
and one well worth remembering. A week of Mayvili

fly-fishing—whole books have been written around let

interesting themes.

THE MARSH IN PERSPECTIVE.

Our road finally took us high upon the great rock ledt:

which frames this marshy basin on the east, and lookin

to the west, north and south we could see the great gree'

sea stretching out, nearly twenty miles north and soutl

and more than five miles wide from utter edge to edgt

Below could be seen the wide water of the "Big Lake,
on the Diana grounds, and directly west lay the mai
lake of Horicon Club. The east branch of the Rock Rivci

which runs through Mayville, we had now left behin

us, emptying into the lower marsh. The west fork of tt

Rock, which expands and makes the upper marsh, w
could trace iii the distance beyond the marsh, to the poir

where it loses its identity in a wilderness of rice an
weeds.
A great deal of open water was visible all over tb

marsh, a pleasing contrast to last year, when it ws
almost impossible to get about at all.

"Much of the open water is now in what we call th

'burnt holes,"" said Dr. Clark, "Last fall in the dr

weather all the upper end of the marsh burned over, c

at least did so in wide strips. The peat burned down tw
feet deep, and all the vegetation was killed. The watt

has now overflowed this burned region, and made a serit

of open ponds. This year you can go all over the mare
with boats, though all this open water you see is hardlf

more than two or three feet deep."

AT THE CLUB HOUSE.

We presently arrived at the club house, a corafortabll

two-story building, and went directly out on the marsi

to get a better notion of it, and to see if we could
some evening shooting. Both Mr. Lawrence and D>
Clark are old-time duck shooters, and know the mars-

to a dot. They told us that we were both too early an
too late for good shooting, the local ducks having bee

shot at until they had grown wild, and the norther
flight not yet having come in. Of snipe none at all wer
left, the mysterious early flight of August having left *

a bird. As to the shooting, however, we were carele?
for the keen air of the coming fall put zest into mei
living, and made poling a boat a pleasure bordering oiil

luxury. We found the typical Horicon boat to be ver I
small, sharp at both ends, and barely sitting out of tfa'

water, though undecked at either end. Compared wit
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one of these crafts the ordinary Green Bay boat is an ark,
and it looked ticklish to see the frail craft careen as one
Stepped in. We realised early, however, that as usual
the country had developed the boat best suited to it. All
the Horioon shooter needs is bare transport for himself
and shells. He has no rough water to weath<^r, and the
worst of tipping over would only be a mud bath, while
every ounce he saves in weight off his tiny craft is of
vakie when it comes to pushing through banks of rice, or
pulling over a dry "carry" to a channel leading to the
further recesses of the wilderness of log and solid vegeta-
tion.

We saw no one taking out deoojrs, and inquired about
it.

"Well, the fact is," said Mr. Lawrence, "you know it

is against the law to use decoys in Wisconsin. It is

often done, but we do not use them here."
This was news to me. I knew the clause about build-

ing blinds beyond the natural cover, but had never
heard of the decoy clause. I do not find reference to
this in the Book of the Game Laws,
We crosbed about a mile and a half of open water in

the main lake and came to a point where the channel
narrowed down to a couple of hundred yards in width.
On the east side of these narrows is the '"Center Point,"
the best fly-way on the marsh, as the birds following
the big water above and below usually cross this point.
Here our friends left us and went two miles further
down the marsh. It was now toward evening and the
flight began in a short time. It was not diflioult to see
that the birds had been educated already in their young
lives. They crossed the point high and wide, and offered
little shooting. West of the channel, over the wild rice,
the flight was heavy and the shooting soon became
steady. This was mostly on teal, which were following
the long and winding "leads" of open water through the
rice. We saw very few mallards, somewhat to our sur-
prise, and but very few redheads, though the first bird
I killed was a young redhead. Pintails were much
more abundant and we saw some few travelers, mostly
pintails, come in over the marsh toward night and circle
about, after the fashion of new birds. It was evident
that, thoiigh the shooting was not of the heaviest, there
was abundance of birds on the marsh and more to be ex-
pected daily, until the great swarms of pintails in Octo-
ber and the late mallards of the last flight.

At the club house we met that evening a joUv i>arty of
nearly a dozen shooters, just in from the uiarsh, and ate
an unconscionably large supper, with much hot coffee
and a running fire of comment on the day. Other shooters
had been more fortunate, some very "good bags were
brought in, Dr. Clark and' Mr. Lawrence as usual being
well represented, in spite of their long prospecting
journey to the lower edge of the preserve. I looked over
the records of the club for some years back, and found
that the shooting here has always been of a high order.
Between 600 and 700 ducks were killed on opening day of
this year, and turning back the pages of the game record,
bags of 62, 56, 44, 36, 76, 31, etc, caught the eye repeat-
edly. There were the usual blank days of course, but a
bag of less than 8 or 10 ducks was below the average for
the average shooter. As many as 50 gunners have shot
on this range at once, and it takes a good number to keep
the birds moving.
[With the conclusion of this, next week, will be given

a map of the Horicon grounds.]

CHICKENS Aim DUCKS.

Sejyt ics'.—The Illinois season on chickens and ducks
opened last Thursday, Sept. 15. So far as the meager
reports go, nothing very startling in the way of sport
transpired in this immediate vicinity. Fox Lake open-
ing day was a sublime failure. A few parties are now
out after chickens. Dick Turtle has gone to a point 80
miles west, where he expects to find some birds. Chick-
ens were fairly plentiful around Ohillicothe, well down in
the State, but the illegal shooting there was general.
From all accounts the law has been less observed this
year than ever before. Three-fourths of the Illinois
chickens were dead before Aug. 15.

DK. THOMAS AND HIS DEER.

The daily papers here continue to poke up Rev. Dr.
Thoma.s about his three illegal deer. I take the following
from the Daily Neivs of Sept. 13, Dr. Thomas was inter-
viewed as follows:

By the minister's side on an easel was a handsome oil painting,
representing a group of deer drinking from a sparkling mnun-
taln stream. On a table close by were two large lithographs of
James J . Corber.t and John L. Sullivan as they appeared in the
great fight at New Orleans. Upon being told of tlie reporter's
mission the doctor laugbed heartily and said: "Yes. I did shoot
three deer up in Wisconsin and if you have time I will tell you
all about it.

"I took wy month's vacation," resumed the divine, "in the
wilderness ol: upper Wisronsiu. There were two others in the
party besides myself. Tlien. of course, we had our guides anrl a
team to convey the guns and necessaries of life. Of the latter
There was little variety. Salt pork, bread and coffee were our
main supplies. We started for the forest region from a little
lumber namp m the northwestern part of the State, and we did
not pitch our tent until we were over forty miles from any in-
habitants. We slept under God's canopy and enjoyed ourselves
hugely catching fish. We bad exciting times uauling in the
sptckled beauties, but we all longed for a good venison steak,
niceiy toasted on the coals of a camp Are. Of course fried salt
pork and black coffee boiled in an iron pot are not to be despised
by a man camping in the bracing air of the pine forests, yet, as I
said, we hungered for deer. We decided one night to watch a
lake whe e the guides told us deer would come to drink. We had
not long to wait, as I soon spotted as fine a specimen a« ever
graced the woods of Wisconsin. I raised my rifle, took good aim
and fired. It was a tru!> shot and the animal fell over dead. Just
imagine the feast we nad nest day! We ate aU that deer except
his hide, horns and tail. In our stay I kill°d two more d<=er,
which were treated in the same way, I can assure you we had no
intention of violating the game law, and I killed those deer
simply because we wanted meat to eat. In that section of the
country the inhabitants consider that under those circumstances
I was justified in shooting the animals. If it was breaking the
game law of the State it was without intent, and if the author-
ities so desire I have no obicotion to paying the fines."

The worthy doctor has several times said that he would
just as soon pay those fines as not. If this is only a
bluff, it would seem time the bluff were called. To-day
I wrote to the State Game Warden of Wisconsin, and
inclosed him a copy of Forest and Stream, and just
told him, sort of careless like, that we had a man down
here who hankered after paying a few fines. Some in-
teresting correspondence is likely to result from this.

If Dr. Thomas is correctly reported, he broke the law
in a double sense. He did not stalk and shoot his deer
in hunter-like fashion., but shot them in the water. If
this was in the day time, the deer were driven into the
water by the flies—a pest which has cost many a deer its
life when helpless against the summer butcher. The

story says it was in the night. Sec. '7, Chap. 374, of the
Wisconsin laws forbids all hunting of deer at night. If

it was a dark night, we may suppose the divine used a
jack light. This is contrary to a further provision of the
same section.

To tangle the worthy divine up still more, the News
interview makes him say in conclusion: ^'Altogether we
had a jolly time, and I intend repeating the trip after
more deer next stimmer."
Dr. Thomas may be incorrectly reported in this. Ho

may kill more deer next summer in Wisconsin, but I

don't really believe he will. I am inclined to think he
doesn't thiuk he will, E. Hoitgh.
175 MONBOK Strbbt, Chicago.

AN AFTERNOON WITH THE RAIL.
There is on Long Island somewhere between Oakdale

and Patchogue a little creek which I happened to stumble
on , or rather into, about a year ago. Some years since one
of our most prominent brothers of the gun and rod—who
emulates the example of the apostles, and is a "fisher of
men," knowing well how to land the old mossbacks who
lie under the political roots and wait for the unsuspecting
minnow to pass—had this little brule sown with wild rice,

a cereal until that time comparatively unknown on the
• South Side."
Year after year Jack Frost did his work and the

ripe seeds dropped into the current and found lodgment
in the rich mud along the banks, and so the rice beds
spread east a,nd west until there was set for our friends
the sora a rich feast each autumn, at which he was often
joined by that Beau Brummelof wildfowl, the wood duck.
Come with me on one of these soft September evenings.

Have Billy B. meet us with his sharpie at the bridge
where the old main road crosses the creek, about half
way to our home.
"Step amidships, Mr. D, Here's your gun and

plenty of shells." All of which is answered by a half
nod, and we are off.

"Look out!" from Billy. Crack! from the 1,3-bore,

as a small brown shape tops the reeds. A clean miss.
The bird drops, as these follows often do, before I can get
in the second barrel. But never mind, we are just com-
ing to a bend where the rice is thick and there must be
birds. Steady! Bang! "Mark east!" Bang! "Both
down, Billy." "There's another, Mr. D!" Bing! "Killed
him, too," and so it goes as we push along for a mile,
until we see the mouth of the creek opening into the bay.
The sun is sinking behind the trees and casting a ruddy

tinge over the meadow and through the leaves when
Billy excitedly claims: "Down! Look up the creek!" I

obey and see clear cut against the northwestern sky two
black spots, which, carried by whistling wing, are com-
ing right for me. I jump my gun on them as best I can.
Both barrels seem to go off at once, and—"vainly the
fowler's eye." Two drams and foz, of No. 10 will not
stop a wood duck when he is scared. Too bad, but there
is my home light shining through the trees to the east'd,
and I know my little woman is waiting dinner for me,
not impatiently, but with anticipation, for she knows the
report of my gun and expects something good from the
creek with which to grace our table to-morrow.
Have you a helpmate who can handle a gun and who

appreciates legitimate sport? If you have, you can un-
derstand with what pride and pleasure I place my string
of birds on a platter and present the trophy to my wife.

Chas. S. Develin.
New Yobk City, Sept. 14.

and his friend Dr. Nason, of Hampden, Me,, are to make
a very enjoyable trip this fall. They hope to start about
Oct. 1. Dr. Nason has a brother who has charge of con-
siderable lumbering operatiouss in Aroostook county,
Me., and he has invited his brother and Mr. Coggin to
go into the woods with him on a two- weeks' hunts.
Staging some 25 or 30 miles lias to be done from Houlton
and then some 40 miles by teams before the first camps
are reached. There are several camps and the hunters
will alternate between them. They will be saved the
trouble of packing provisions, for the crews of men will
be at work and the hunters will mess and sleep at the-
camps.

It is a wonder that no more of such hunting is done.
It is not at all difiicult to get in with the lumber people,
the bosses generally being glad to have the company of
the right sort of hunters, and besides there is the game
that hunters who are at all expert can fm-nish for the
camp tables. In Mr. Coggin'a case the hunters will be
doubly welcome, for the boss is a brother of one of them,
and will doubtless go with the party a good deal him-
self. Last year a party visited the same camps at about
the same time, and both moose and caribou were killed,

with all the deer the law would allow. Mr. Coggin
promises a good account of the hunt for the Forest and
Stream.
A happy hunting party is to start from Boston about

the 24th of September for the region beyond Mooaehead
Lake, Me. The party will be made up of D, J. Puffer, of
Boston, and well known in the soda fountain business;
Mr. H. L. Buss, of the Chamber of Commerce grain
trade: Henry Li Page, of Medford, and* Mr. J. A. Col-
lins, with the Paft'ers. The Puffers are expert hunters,
and go nearly every season, but to Mr. Buss the experi-
ences will be rather new. They have their guides en-
gaged, and starting from Kineo, they will go back till

they find big game. Their guides report moose seen,
with deer and caribou plenty. Special.

SOME MASSACHUSETTS SHOTS.
Gardy Eames, of Reading, and Phineas Killam, of the

same place, hunted all day the first day of the open sea-
son, Thursday last, and did not get a grouse. In fact,

they scarcely fired a shot. It is true that Ed. Eames, of
the same town, fired 5 shots on the opening day and killed
5 partridges, but this is counted as most remarkable, and
the other hunters say that he knew where the flock was.
But Gardy Eames is one of the finest shots in the coun-
try, and he is also an expert with both dogs and gun, and
his friends say that if there are any partridges in the
woods, Gardy is sure of them. His shooting is some-
thing remarkable. A .22cal. rifle is something of a
favorite with him. He is a rather nervous man, and
probably in shooting at a fixed target he might make
some misses. But on a moving object "he is a wonder,"
so all his friends say. Pennies snapped up a few feet into
the air are as easy for him to hit as would be targets of
the same size fixed to the ordinary rifle shot. A noted
sportsman and a good shot was recently told of the
shooting of Gardy, and he refused to believe it. He de-
clared that it was not possible for any man to hit pennies
snapped into the air 9 times out of 10, as it was claimed
Eames could do. Gardy happened to overhear the re-
marks of the gentleman, and quietly remarked that the
gun was at hand. The gentleman desired to see him
shoot. It was in a store that the conversation took place,
and there was a barrel of cranberries standing there.
Gardy proposed that some one throw up cranberries for
him to shoot at. It was done. He fired 3 shots and
punctured three berries. Curious to relate, two of the
berries were simply cut out in the form of a perfect ring,
the little .22cal. slug going completely and cleanly
through the berry shot at. The stranger was so much
surprised and pleased that he immediately purchased the
rifle at a good price, with the intention of practicing him-
self.

J. A. Faulkner, of Lowell, E. A, Smith, of the same
town, and Geo. C. Moore, of North Chelmsford, left Bos-
ton Friday evening, on the Pullman train, for the Ingle-
wood Club camps, in New Brunswick. They will be fol-

lowed by Harry B. Moore on Monday. They go for large
game, the season on moose, deer and cai-ibou being
already open there. Mr, Leroy S. Brown, of the Ingle-
wood Club house committee, hears that large game is

very plenty in the club's preserve and that small game is

abundant. Each one of the party expects to capture a
handsome head and the chances are good that they will
have some fine shooting. The suggestion has been made
to Harry Moore that a step-ladder would be a good thing
to have at hand, in order that a moose standing 12ft.
high may be shot at on a level. The moose is discovered
and the guide at once places the step-ladder, when the
hunter mounts and shoots. Harry has made a memo-
randum of this suggestion,
Mr. Wm. PI. Goggin, with Dwinel, Hayward & Co., ^

AN ADIRONDACK DEER DRIVE.
NoRTHWOOi), N. Y., Sept. 14.—We generally have a

hunt here on the flrst day of the running season. The
first came on the tenth of this month and we had our
hunt. The men who were to do the shooting were at the
stands by 6 o'clock, and George Peters who was to make
the first drive with his two celebrated dogs. The watches
waited nearly an hour before they heard a dog, then the
two dogs were heard to start in a small swamp back of
"Bill" Brant's.

The men at the stands looked at their guns and then
looked at the surrounding trees and brush heaps, they
looked and listened for the game for an hour, then they
saw it. The dogs led toward Wheelertown and then
turned and took another course toward the watchers.
"It's a deer sure,'' said all to themselves, keeping a sharp
eye for the appearance of game. A big fox ran along the
line. Most of us said a bad word or two when the two
dogs came along on the fox's track fifteen minutes after.

Two expert doer drivers were sent after the other dogs
that had bgen tied up at Mr. Brant's. The men had re-

sumed their stations when Mr. Peters came back. He
was exhorted to go hence.

It was nearly nine when the new drivers started after
the dogs. At half past nine two deer were jumped in the.

swamp where that blooming fox was started. The driver
who saw them start gotashot'at the spike-horn and broke
his leg. The unwounded one led two dogs away and was
seen no more. The spike-horn circled and led away like

the fox did, turned and came back. He almost went
through that deadly line too. Four men shot eight shots
at it and the fifth shot two loads of buckshot: one missed,
the other hit the poor deer all over.

A deer ran the same day within 10yds. of a man who
was stacking corn. The deer is supposed to have been
the one that was started in Brant's swampgthat morning.
Two bears were killed in the Old Pardee Clearing dur-

ing the morning of the tenth by Elmer Hamlin and Joe
Worden. One of the bears was caught in a trap, the other
was up a tree, the tree was cut down and the bear killed

with an ax—so Worden claims. Two parties are at Moose
Elver, from this place. Ea-smond S. Spears.

A Tamed Caribou.

Halifax, N. S., Sept. 9.—I was greatly interested in

reading notes in your last issue about the caribou being
so tame, and it reminds me that Oapt. Farquhar, of the
steamship Harlow, from Newfoundland, brought up with
him, by last trip, a fine sisecimen of this family in the
shape of a young buck, I should judge about 19 months
old. The animal was captured while swimming a lake
and is now for sale. Any one wanting him would do
well to write the captain at once. The animal is very
tame, can be patted and it likes to be patted, and would
be a grand acquisition to some park. The captain feeds
it on potatoes, oats, etc. H. Austen.

To .Deliver Shot as a Slug.

REPLyiNG to Mahlon Gore's question in your esteemed
edition of last date, I would modestly say that, for prac-
tical result, my experiences South last winter support the
following simple method: V/hen off ranging, with only
our small shot, take a half dozen shells and with pocket

^nife encircle the same through to the innermost lining

and parallel with the shot side of the dividing wad. The
charge then when fired will deliver its shot intact and
perforate an inch board from 40 to 'TOyds. distant, with no
increased exposure to either gun or gunner.

Geo. a. Field.

Wild Bice.

In regard to the wild rice seed inquired about recently

I should say that while Mr. Hallock is quite correct about
the abundance of this plant on the meadows on the Hack-
ensack River, yet it would cost more to get the seed from
them than to buy it. It is kept by all the large set dsmen
in New York, Philadelphia and Detroit. I think the
price is not more than $2.50 a bushel, although I may be
mistaken, but at any rate the seed can be purchased. A
few handfuls sown here and there on the banks in th6
shallow water, first steeped in water to make it sink, will
quickly spread and stock a pond or river. H. Stewart.
Hackenback, N. J.
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NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.

Game Prospects in Pike County.

Glen Eyee, Pa.—The open season on ruifed grouse

commenced Sept. 15 in Pike county, Pa., and considering

the dense foliage, heavy growth of scrub oak, and general

thick underbrush, very good bags have been made.
"What is now needed is a strong frost, followed by a heavy
rain, that would drop the leaves, and give one a fair open
sight shot, in place of hip and snap shooting now the only
possible method of success. The birds are now in h.eavy

swales and thick laurel swamps, almost impossible for

man to penetrate or dog to work.
A good season is expected, and there are certainly far

more birds than for the last two years.

Woodcock are fairlj^ abundant and are now showing
themselves on the edge of the meadows. The fall flight

about the middle of October is the best shooting period.

Quail do not exist in quantities unless in the Delaware
valley.
Deer sh.ow a large increase over the past five years.

Bear also have been seen all summer and will prove
ample sport for those who care to indulge in this style of

game.
The best route for sportsmen to take to reach the best

shooting ground is via the Brie R. R. to Port Jervis,

three hours from New York, and from there by stage, on
fine roads toMilford, Dingman's Ferry or Bushkill, where
very comfortable hotels may be found and in easy
distance from^ome of the best shooting in the State. Y,

Nova Scotia Hnipe and Woodcock.
Halifax, N. S., Sept. 9.—Our woodcock shooting

started here on Aug. 20, but 1 have not given them much
attention yet, putting in my spare time with the snipe and
picking up odd woodcock on the way. On the 20th a
friend and myself bagged brace of snipe and wood-
cock, and on 27th we brought back lOi brace of snipe and
woodcock. On Sept. 2 we knocked over 18i brace of

woodcock and snipe, also a pair of bittern that got in the

way; but these, with yellowlegs, mud snipe, etc., we
don't count as game and pay no a ttention to them, except
they come fooling about when the gun happens to be
loaded and pointed their way, I hear of some good bags
of woodcock being made by parties up on old ground of

mine, through Musquodobit—one bag of 40 brace, another
of 20 brace, but then that was with three and four guns,
and, after all, it is poor sport, as weather is very warm,
covers thick and birds poor, October and the fii'st part

of November are the best; then the birds are strong of

wing and are in fine condition. On Nov. 1, last year, my
friend Wallace and myself knocked over 13 woodcock, 1

snipe and 5 grouse, and they were worth getting. We are
off again to-morrow, and expect to make a fair bag; will

report later. H. Avsten,

Squirrels in Northern New York.
Glens Fallb, N. Y.—This appears to be a squirrel year

in northern New York, and gray squirrels are more plen-

tiful than at any time during the past ten years. One
man killed forty-seven gray and black squirrels just over
the line in Washington county in one afternoon last week.
Bags of fifteen to twenty-five are not uncommon. Deer
seem to be almost as thick as squirrels if one can believe
the reports, A friend who has just returned from Har-
risburgh, in Warren county, tells me that in one day
twelve deer were killed there, and ihe next day seven
more met the same fate. Remember that this is done
within fifty miles of Saratoga Springs, and then imagine
what the prospect for deer should be further away in

"the wilderness," A. N, C.

Kansas Small Game.
Ottawa, Kansas, Sept, 16,—The squirrel hunters have

been having fine success around here. Last week a party
of four went down the river from this -place for a couple
of days hunting. They stayed one night and part of two
days and brought back about seventy squirrels. Besides
this they killed one coon, four possums and five skunks,
and they didn't keep track of the watermelons they
bagged. Several parties have been out bunting prairie

chickens lately without much success, A bag of three
old ones is the largest I have heard of. F. B,

New Hampshire Small Game.
Chaulestown, N, H., Sept. 18,—Fishing ofi'! Shoot-

ing on! Few birds yet, but great invasion of gray
squirrels, the fix-st for nine years. Caianot see now to

shoot myself in the thick foliage, but a young friend has
been out three times, getting 6, 10 and 6, respectively.

Two young men from Claremonc are reported to have
shot 30, weighing 4111bs,, on the slopes of Asciitney
Mountain, a week since, and I hear of numerous other
bags, Wnere do they all come fromV Who can answer?

Von W.

Big Game in the Hockies.

A CORRESPONDENT living ou the flanks of the Rocky
Mountains wishes to take out a hunting party for big
game during the coming month of October. He states

that on the ground he is to visit he can guarantee shots
at elk, mountain sheep and white goats, The name of
our correspondent can be had by addressing Big Game,
this office.

Squirrel Year in Missouri.

Springfield, Mo,, Sept, 8,—Quail will be plentiful

notwithstanding the wet spring. Farmers report this to

be "squirrel year." A. E. H.

Antelope mid Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shootinc/ vntli the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price SO cents. Bifle, Bod and
Own in California. By T. Van Dyhe. Price Sl.oO.

Shore Birds'. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Xess-
muk.' Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifle's. Price
SO cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

THE DOLLY VARDEN TROUT.
It has not escaped the notice of anglers that the trout

native to Eastern waters are, with only a few exceptions,

red-spotted, while the species native to the West and
Northwest are nearly all black-spotted. In the West the
black-spotted forms are numerous, and in the East there

is a goodly number of red-spotted species, of which the
common brook trout represents one group and the golden
trout of New England lakes typifies another.

Dr, Jordan has explained in these columns that our
black -spotted trout are the analogues of the trout of

Europe while our red-spotted species are in the category
of charrs. The East has several charrs; the West has
only one, the Dolly Varden. This fine fish is a very near
relative of the Salbling or Ombre clievalier of European
waters, and of the golden trout, the sea trout of Labra-
dor, and the Floeberg charr of the extreme north part of

Arctic America,
The DoUy Varden inhabits cold mountain streams of

California, Oregon and Washington, and extends north-
ward to the Arctic regions of Alaska and British Colum-
bia. It is known, also, from Kamtschatka, There is no
doubt that the species lives in the Mackenzie and tribu-

taries of the Saskatchewan. It has long been known as

the bull trout in Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. Prof.

Evermann was reliably informed by Montana fishermen
that this trout is common in most of the large tributaries

of the Golu'nbia in Montana, particularly in the Hell
Gate. Missoula, Pend d'Oieille, Flathead, Bitter Root, and

The HAZATsn Poavdku Oo. has sent ub a novel paper.wpight,
in tJie form ol a small powder caalster. It is a perfect fac shnUc.
of the patent cani8iei-8 used by this company, bat is narmlesi,
being fllied witJti saud, instead of "Kentucky Rifle," as the label
would lead one to expect. It is an ingenious idea, well carried
out, and should prove a good advertisement for tbe company.

or sport. It seldom takes the fly in that part of the
country, being a ground feeder. He says it is softer in

flesh than the other two species, and that it is much more
voracious, killing every fish near it when closely confined
as in aquaria.

"Scarlet-Ibis" stated in Forest and Stream, June 11,

1892, that a California fly-fisherman complained that the
Dolly Varden will not rise to the fly, though it takes bait

very well, even the "barnyard hackle," generally known
as "wums." He was told, however, that it will occasion-
ally take a bright salmon fly. The few he caught were
captured by trolling with a mottled pearl bait. Incident-
ally "Scarlet-Ibis'' noted that the fish was spawning in
September. T. H, B,

SAGE HENS AND CUT-THROAT TROUT.
An article which I read some time since in the columns

of your valuable journal, from Doctor Thomas Tarton
("Lone Fisherman''), in regard to sport in Snake River
section, Idaho, led me to open a correspondence with
him, which resulted in my paying him a visit.

Our party, consisting of Jack, Howard and the Old
Man, arrived at Beaver Canon, Idaho, on the morning of
July 29 last, where we found that everything had been
arranged by the indefatigable Doctor for our trip and for
our comfort and pleasure.
After a hearty breakfast at mine host Coulson's, we

donned our hunting clothes and were soon seated behind
the Doctor's fine team, "John and Bill," and whirled
away toward our first stopping place, Mrs. Bell's, some
twenty-five miles distant. Before reaching there, how-
ever, we let out the Doctor's setter Pat, and in a few
moments he was pointing. The Doctor's laconic remark,

DOLLY VARDEN TROITT (Salvelinns muimn^.

Big Blackfoot rivers, and in Swan and Flathead lakes.
The Bitter Root, near Missoula, is credited with individ-
uals weighing 12 to 14lbs.

The McOloud River Indians call the Dolly Varden wye-
dar deek-it. The name Dolly Varden was applied to it at
Soda Springs, Cal., more than twenty years ago, as will
appear from Mr. Livingston Stone's notes in the U. S. Fish
Commission Report for 1872-73, page 207. The name
bull-trout is current for it also in California. Another
name applied to the species in Montana and Alaska is

salmon trout, while in California it is the brook trout.

The Russians call it goletz, and in Kamtschatka it is the
malma.
In the northern portions of its range, where cold water

is found at the sea-level, the Dolly Varden enters the
ocean and becomes the object of a fishery of some im-
portance; this is especially the case in British Cohimbia
and Alaska,
The Dolly Varden is a very large trout, its average size

increasing with its range northward. In Alaska it is not
uncommon to catch examples weighing 10 or 12lbs., and
equally large specimens are recorded from Montana.
When it is recalled that this is one of the liveliest of game
fishes in most localities it will be admitted that the West
is favored in its possession.
This trout is migratory and passes much of its time in

the sea near the river mouths; it enters the rivers late in
the fall and descends in the spring. The young, however,
remain in the streams during the summer, thus differing
in habits from the adults. Mr. E. W. Nelson found the
Dolly Varden at Unalaska early in June and in the Yukon
River in the same month. The writer also has taken
them at Unalaska about the same time. In the Yukon
Mr. Nelsom observed them to be most abundant in the
fall just before and after the streams freeze over.
There is some uncertainty about the date of the spawn-

ing season. J. B. Campbell, who was employed at the
McCloud River some years ago, fixes the time in Sep-
tember and until November. This is corroborated by
my own discovery of eggs, nearly matured, at Karluk,
Alaska, in August, The eggs are about one-half as
large as in the rainbow trout.

Mr. Campbell says it is very hard to hold a Dolly Var-
den, the fish slipping out of one's hands almost like

an eel.

In the fresh waters this trout feeds chiefly on salmon
eggs, and is justly regarded as very destructive to the
larger fish of its own family on this account. Around
the fish-cleaning houses at the canneries of Alaska greedy
hordes of Dolly Varden may be seen consuming the eggs
which are thrown overboard. Specimens taken at sea
sometimes have cajjelin in their stomachs. In fishing
for the Dolly Varden no other bait is more effective than
salmon eggs.
Natives of northern Alaska make very pretty water-

proof clothing from the skins of this trout.

There is, perhaps, no other trout in the West which is

so readily taken with the artificial fly. In the summer
of 1889 a party from the steamer Albatross caught several
hundred in one hour by this method of fishing. Living-
ston Stone has stated that it will also take live bait with
avidity. Mr. Nelson took specimens weighing lib. and
upward with a brown-hackle and found them game and
offering good sport on favorable days.
The illustration of the Dolly Varden trout is copied

from Fig. 1 ,
plate XXV. ,

Report on Fishcultural Stations
in Rocky Mountain Region and Gulf States, issued by
the Government Printing Oflice.

Capt. Charles Bendire informed me that the bull trout,

as it is generally known in the Northwest, is not equal to
the eteelbead or the jred-throated trout either for eating

"Chickens," tumbled me out of the wagon, anda moment
later scored my first sage hen: in fact the first I had ever
seen. From my imperfect knowledge of the characteristics

of this member of the grouse family, I expected to see a
bald-headed fowl, wise in its day and generation and
more than a match for a charge of No. 7 shot backed by
Sohultze powder and a correct aim, but this chicken—about
two- thirds grown—seemed lacking in the essential quality
of speed of wing, which is possessed by our ruffed grouse,,

and tumbled in a very much demoralized conditional the
crack of my little Scott gun. With the remark, "ThesB'
are too easy, Doctor." He replies, "Wait till September,,
when they are full grown and feathered and begin to.

pack, rising wild, you will need a chokebore and heavy,
charges with No. 4 shot to stop them."
At this season of the year their education is somewhat^

neglected and they are busy feeding and growing, but no.

doubt, later, the Doctor's assertion will be fully verified,,

and they will become sage both in knowledge and flavor.

In less than two hours, we had bagged thirty-seven, all

we could use that day, and stopped shooting. Mrs. Bell
had a fine siipper awaiting us to which we did ample
justice, and after a smoke, were soon in bed to enjoy
such slumber as we had not had since a growing lad of
twelve. It was worth going many hundreds of miles, to

enjoy such sleep as we had that night. What caused it?

Certainly it was not the luxury of our surroundings, for

through the chinks of the logs you could see the stars

shining; no Axminster on tlie floor, and our room parti-

tioned by a cotton sheet. It was our tired brains, diverted
from the beaten track of close application to business, by
new thou.ghts, new scenes, new experiences, a complete
change, and with it came this sometimes unattainable
calm and dreamless sleep.

The morning found us ou our way to the hospitable
ranch of Mr, G. E, Hopf on Snake River, and distant
about twenty-five miles. The saucy sage hens would
barely give us room to pass them on the road, which
they monopolized for dusting purposes. One, more bold
than the others, seemed to dispute the right of way, and
foolishly lost its life by being run over, the Doctor obstin-
ately refusing to turn out for its accommodation. Arriv-
ing at Mr. Hopf 's we were soon at home, and I cannot
say too much for the kind attention bestowed on our
party by Mrs. H, and her charming daughter's.
Here in the morning we first strung up our rods, and

under the guidance of the Doctor, were soon fast to a cut
throat trout, In my judgment they are rightly named,
for aside from the distinguishing red slashes imder the
thi'oat, they seemed possessed of all the characteristics of
a veritable cut-throat, and take to fighting as naturally
as their namesake: they do not seem satisfied with a
short, hot round, but come up equally as ready and smil-
ing for several; in fact, fighting seems their forte, for it

is often a question whether you or the trout will give up
first, and many is the one that eventually, after a long,
hard struggle, twists the fly from his jaws and is victor.

No doubt the purity and coldness of the water has some-
thing to do with their staying qualities.

Of the many trout streams 1 have whipped in the last

thirty years, none of them approach the North Fork of
Snake River in beauty of scenery or purity of water. The
clear, cold water springs from the rocks and starts from
its fountain head, a full-sized river, while hundreds of

clear, cold springs add to its volume ere it reaches the
junction of the South Fork, The water being so clear, il

requires a long free east to land your flies at a proper dis-

tance to prevent the observation by the fish of your
motions or movements. This makes it dilficult to the
amateur fly-caster, but to an experienced fisherman only^

adds to the charm of fly-fisbing. This beautiful stream,'
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however, is doomed to extermination unless the State and
county authorities will take some vigorous measures to

uphold the laws and prevent the wholesale seining and
spearing that has been going on for a year or two past.

With legitimate fishing with rod and line, the market
fisherman can take his fifty to one hundred pounds per
day, and still there will be enough left to satisfy all, but
with the murderous 6r>ear and seine with its victims of
five hundred to one thousand pounds a night, no stream,
be it ever so populous in numbers of fish, caoi withstand
such a drain long. Would that the mantle of the Park
authorities might be extended for the legitimate protection
of this noble stream.
About noon the good Doctor puts our catch upon his

back, and making a short cut through the woods we are
soon seated around Mrs. Hopf's hospitable board, where
we discuss the good things provided and plan for a visit

on the morrow to Flat Rock, a famous place for large
trout. Here we had fine sport, rarely taking a fish less

than Ulbs. and up to 3-^lbs.

The next day the Doctor, having some business that
calls him home for a couple of days, Jack and the Old
Man are left to amuse themselves as best they can, and
word having been received by Mrs. H. of the expected
arrival of some forty tourists on their way to the Park,
we cheerfully respond to her request for some trout and
chickens for the table. A. short trip of half a mile up
the river furnishes all the trout she needs, and after din-
ner we take the mules, and after a short drive are soon
at Sheridan Creek, where we expect to kill some chick-
ens. In the Doctor's absence we have no dog and must
trust to our luck in walking up the birds. Jack kindly
consented to act asretriever, and in walking less than half
a mile we kill thirty-two chickens in thirty-three shots,
the miss was inexcusable, aa it was the fairest shot of the
lot. As this was all that Mrs. H. needed, we stopped
short, but it was a great temptation to shoot more, as
the birds were .jumping up all around us, but we lirmly
adhered to our inflexible rule of no waste.
Each day our time was occupied, the Doctor taking us

to portions of the river where we had not fished, and for
a change we camped for a day or two. A drive of part
of a day will take one where tine fishing in Henry's
Lake bottom can be had and over to the South Fork of
the Madison, where he will be royally entertained by Mr.
H. T. Dwelly and can enjoy some fine grayling fishing,
a,nd he wants to kill elk or large game I know of no bet-
ter place to stay or a better prospect for a shot.

Soon OUT allotted time is up—how the time flies when
you are' fishing and. hunting every day and sleeping
soundly every night!—and we say good-bye to the kind
friends at Arangee Ranch and start on our way home-
ward. We have fine sport with sage bens on our way to
Mrs. Bell's. Here is where Jack, our New York bond
broker, attempted a new feat for him—of milking a
vicious cow, and from the fmall quantity of the lacteal
fluid remaining in a very much demoralized-looking
milk pail and tire torn and soiled condition of his clothes,
it looked somewhat as if he was not a success in that
line. He, however, claimed that it was all right: but
possibly he might have squeezed that part of the cow's
anatomy from which the milk flows a little too hard and
thus caused restlessness.
We take the train at Beaver Canon, but can hardly

realize that our outing is over, and we mxist soon knuckle
down to work again. We take with us, however, the
recollection of a glorious time, thanks to Dr. Turton's
untiring zeal, and that not a trout was caught or a
chicken killed that was not utilized.

Should any one desire to take this trip, the Dactor will
cheerfully give all the information needed to make it a
success, and if you can get him to go with you, you can
gamble on getting all the trout and chickens you may in
reason desire. Old Man.

THE IRON CITY FISHING CLUB'S CAMP.
On the romantic and historic Shields"s Point: situated

at the foot of Lake Talon, Ontario, Canada, at the juoc-
tion of the latter with the Kabaska River, the two unit-
ing in the Talon Chute in their descent to the Mattawa
River, the Iron City Fishing Club, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
pitched their tents for a three weeks" outing, numbering
in all 5S members, with their families and guests, besides
a colored cook ("Smoke" by name, whom they had
brought with them from Pittsburg) and a retinue of
French-Canadians and Indians, who were engaged at
Talon. The club arrived at the camping ground on Tues-
day, Aug, 9, having come direct from Pittsburg in tbeir
special train of Wagner sleepers, the entire trip of 610
miles being made in 27 hours.
The romantic beauty of the scenery at Lake Talon is

unsurpassed, and with the ever cool and bracing winds of
Lake Nippising, 36 miles west, a party of campers could
wish for no more desirable place to spend a few holidays.
Then again, Talon and Trout lakes abound in the ever-

sought-for favorite—the black bass, with muskalonge,
pickerel, pike and trotit. Mooic, deer and bear, besides an
abundance of pheasant and partridge, were to be found
in the immediate vicinity. One morning the campers
were surprised to hear from one of the Indians that a
black bear had been seen during the night within 50yds.
of the commissary tent, having been attracted there by
the smell of cooking and provisions.

• Several young men and ladies of the party went some
miles up Talon, and while quietly fishing from their boats
not very far from shore, saw a large, beautiful buck come
to the water's edge, take a drink of the water and then
quietly and majestically walk off and disappear behind
the thicket.
Very few of the gay throng of campers were aware

that they were camping on historic grounds. The great
explorer Champlain and his party passed that way nearly
300 years ago, as recorded by the historian Parkman, and
had perchance encamped on that very spot where the
Iron City Club was located, as that is the point where
the two routes converge, the one through Talon and
Trout lakes, the other through the Cabaska and Nosbon-
siog to the waters of the Nippising. Nosbonsing is said
to signify the "way by water" and Mattawa the "meeting
of the rivers." Still further Y>roof of this having been
Obampiain's camping grounds is the finding of a pewter
cup some years ago by Mr. Shields, owner of this tract of
laiid, with Charaplain'a name engraved upon it, within a
ery short distaace of the Point, it having been very
robabiy carried thei-eby the Indians. The remains of an
Id encampro.ent, evidently French in i is oritiiD, were also
puod in this yioinity. According to tradition it was near

this point where the Hurons, a few years after, to inflict

a terrible revenge, totally annihilated a band of Iroquois
who had penetra,ted this"region. Several years ago there
were quite a number of Indians encamped on the shores
of these lakes, as also on a number of other lakes in the
vicinity, but when the Reserve was established near Nip-
pising they were all removed there.
Bunton Thirston, one of the Indiana employed by the

Iron City Club, is a celebrated sprinter of Canada, it being
said that he has outrun every sprinter whom he has met
and has won a number of prizes at the dift'erent country
i'airs in Ontario within the past few years.
Four of our party went trout fishing one morning in a

stream abotit three miles from camp, and their catch by
afternoon amotinted to 105 fine fish. Bass were caught,
the largest weighing 5ilbs., caught by Dr. Miles, who also
caught a 151b. muskalonge.
Three of the young men had Kodaks with them, and

secured some very fine reminiscences of the "Camp of '92,''

The ofticers of the club are: Mr. S, A. Shepard, com-
missary; Mr. S. L. Wood, treasurer: and Mr, Will Price,
secretary. Almost the entire party were Pittaburgera
and AUeghenians. There being five ministers in the
party, religious services were held Sunday afternoons at
3 o'clock and praise-service in the evenings, being con-
ducted alternately by the ministers. To these services the
Canadians of the surrounding neighborhood were invited

;

who seemed to very much enjoy the Americans" preach-
ing. Two entertainments were given by some of the
talented campers, embracing vocal and instrumental
music, recitations, character sketches, etc., whicli were
largely attended by the neighboring Canadians. The
singing of "Cod Save the Queen," by both Canadians and
Americans, being a prominent feature of the entertain-
ments.
The scenery on the Mattawa River, some two miles dis-

tant from camp, is most beautiful, there being ledges of
granite in some places nearly a hundred feet high and
descending perpendicularly into the river. Huckleber-
ries, blackberries and red raspberries are found growing
in large quantities along the shores of all these waters,
and the campers took advantage of this opportunity to
have plenty of berries at meal times.
Several weeks before the Iron City Club's arrival Mr.

Shields saw what appeared to him to be his two horses
grazing on the elevation where the camp was located, but
upon closer investigation found it to be two large moose.
On Thurday, the 25th of August, we broke camp, very

regretfully, it must be said.

At every station where a stop was made in Canada the
boys of the pwty would give the club yell: "Iron City
Fishing Club, of Pittsburgh, Pa. We are the people of
the U, S. A. Hurrah!" which apparently greatly aston-
ished the Canadians, who evidently thought we were a
clever lot of campers. One of the Campkes.

UTAH FISH AND GAME NOTES.
Is CAiiP, Head Waters Weber River, Utah Terri-

tory, August 24, 1892.—I peruse Forest and Stream
with much interest; it contains a great amount of valu-
able information.

I was born on Marcli 1, 180T, at Avon, H^^tford county,
Conn., on the banks of a trout brook which had turned
the wheels of a flotu* mill and a saw mill, owned by my
grandfather and father, for many years. As soon as I

was old enough to oirry a fish-rod i commenced catching
trout, which I have continued to do, from time to time,
for nearly SO years.
Several years of my life were spent in Ashland, Oswego

Co , New York, on the east border of Lake Ontario,
While there I assisted one morning in catching 500 sal-

mon, very few of which were under SOIbs., while a few
weighed 401bs, My first experience in fishing with fly

for trout and salmon was in England and Scotland in
1845: but I met with little success there.

At the time of the early settlement of Utah Territory,
the mountains and canyons were thickly inhabited with
the elk, deer, antelope, panther, mountain lion, wild cat,

and grizzly, cinnamon and brown bear; some of whicti
were of immense size. These animals are still fotmd in
our mountains, and are frequently killed. I never shot
a bear, although I have seen quite a number of grizzly
and cinnamon bears after they were killed. In one in-

stance a very large grizzly, with two large cubs, passed
within 30 yardei of me while I was concealed in the brush.
I was, at the time; holdingin my hands a muzzle-loading
gun, and the manner she treated her cubs, while appar-
ently trying to wean them, plainly indicated the wisdom
of my letting her pass unmolested, and assured me if I
should fail to kill her the first shot, see would attack and
kill me. Hardly half a mile after passing me, she came
upon a camps some of the men fired at her several times,
but she got away, with her cubs. I have killed deer and
antelope but never elk, although upon one occasion a
band of more than 200 came within 300 yards of me, and
were headed towards me, but were frightened ott' in
another direction by a man without a gun who came
running to see me shoot an elk; a companion himter,
however, shot and killed one of them. We think deer
are increasing in our region. A good many elk and sheep
are still in our mountains, but difficult to get at. Deer,
antelope and elk are quite plentiful north of us, in the
Snake River country, now Idaho: and moose are taken
occasionally. Some six years ago I met a young man up
there who shot it) elk and 2 moose out of one band, and
he said he might have killed more, but to do so would
only have been to waste them.
Utah, Bear, Panguitch and Fish lakes, as well as other

lakes, rivers and streams, abounded with the largest and
finest trout when we first reached the Territory, but as
the country has become settled they have steadily de-
creased: still our waters supply quite an amount of trout
at the present time. Some years ago, one warm day in
June, I helped to make a haul at the mouth of Provo
River, the trout having gathered about the river mouth
for cooler water, (the fishermen bad made several hauls
during the day, out in the lake, and took some SOOlbs. of
fish) and when the net was drawn, the draft was judged
to be about 4,000ibs, A great number of trout weighed
lOlbs, each, on the Ecalos. As it was night, and having
a great amount of dead fish on hand to be saved, after
taking out severaJ hundred pounds of the largest fish, the
rest were turned into the lake alive, I saw one trout
caught in Ucah Like, by net, which weighed ISlbs.

Trout and salmon have been successfully hatched here,
under the supervision of Hon. A, P. Rockwood, who is

now dead; the eggs having been supplied by the late Fish
Commissioner Seth Green. The fry were put into Utah
Lake and the tributaries of Bear Lake. Mr. A. M, Musser,
our local Fish Commissioner, about three years ago put
into LTtah Lake 1,000,000 shad fry, and I am happy to
say that this eft'ort to stock Utah Lake with shad bids
fair to be a success. Although these fish are as yet pro-
tected by law, some of them., on one occasion, found
their way to the market and weighed Silbs, I assisted
Mr. Rockwood, several years before, to put in our river
Jordan 5,000 shad fry, but the venture was not a .success.

About 12 years ago i visited Bear River Valley and
fished 4 hours in a creek leading into Bear River, with a
rod and reel, .and caught 20 trout, four of them weighed
a little over 4lbs, each. Upon this occasion I hooked
and brought to sight one trout, 1 think, of lOlbs. weight;
but on account of the perpendicular height of the bank I
could not land him.
Concerning wild fowl; for years our lakes, ponds and

streams were alive with pelican, geese and ducks; and
chickens and sago hens were numerous in the hills; but
as the country is being settled, our feathered game, too,
correspondingly diminishes. Chickens are now mostly
confined to the distant hills and canyons. During the
last few days we have killed 30 chickens near our camp.
One of our company started a.flock and shot nine times on
the wing, dropping 9 birds, the tenth shot brought down
2, the balance of the charge striking the side of a rock,
glanced and hit a young man as he was mounting into
the saddle. Seven shots lodged in the man and eleven
in the horse ; the man was hit in the throat, shoulder,
back of head, and right knee. Nothing serious, however,
resulted from the accident. WiLi^ORD Woodruffe.

SUSQUEHANNA BASS FISHING.
We have referred to Eugene Snyder, Esq., of Harris-

burg, Pa., as one of the successful bait fishermen who
does not take stock in artificial flies, Mr, Snyder's ex-
perience as related below is interesting, since it goes back
almost to the earliest days of bass fishing in the Susque-
hanna.
"There are conditions of water and the weather when

bass will and will not bite, and the secret of that has
never been learned by any one. Fhave fished for half a
day, tising diff'erent kinds of bait, minnows, tampers,
helgramites, crabs and worms, when, all of a sudden
they woyild bagin to bite without my knowing why, or
pretending to do so. I have often observed that bass
become voracious for food just before and ajsproaching a
storm, but whether the inducement is through electric

currents or not I was never able to find out, I believe
that when the conditions are good bass feed from the
surface, that they can be caught by partially sinking the
fly, say twelve inches and drawing it through the water,
to make it have the appearance of a living fly dropped
into the water and struggling to get out.

"I have done a great deal of fishing. I remember in
1875, during the close season for bass, when the late Dr.
Dock, Dr. Ct. H. Markley and myself were fishing near
the Dauphin county shore, below Green's Dam, that we
had our first experience in catching bass. Since the sea-
son opened in 1876 I ijelieve I have caught thousands.
The first year's fishing was better than now. A ntimber
of my friends and myself as ea;rly as 1876 caught large
strings at CoUins's, at the foot of the Conewago Falls,

quite a celebrated place. After that Col. Charles E. Roum-
forfc and myself caught literally htindreds and hundreds
of bass at the Cove Forge, below Duncannon and at Losch's
Run, above Duncannon. We have a number of times
caught fifty or sixty before breakfast; now you can
scarcely catch that many in a week. There are less bass
in the river now thaxi in former years. I believe the
cause of it is the spring floods that rile the water and de-
stroy their spawning beds, carrying many below the
Columbia dam.'"

THE TEXAS JEWFISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Noticing yotir qtiery in connection with my letter pub-

lished in FoEEFT AND STREAM of July 7, as to the identity
of the jewfish found in the waters of the G-ulf Coast of
Texas, after considerable inquiry and research I would
reply that the particular jewfish in question is un-
doubtedly the jewfish or Warsaw referred to on page 412
of "Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States,"
published by the U , S, Fish Commission in 1884, and
illustrated in plate 1G5; being the short-spined variety, or
Promicrops guasa. These fish are frequently caught in
this neighborhood, weighing from 300 to OOOlbs,

;
while,

as I understand it, the black grouper seldom attains a
weight of more than 100 to 1251bs.

Captain Mitchell, Deputy Collector of Customs at this

port, who has been connected with the revenue service
on this coast for the past twenty-five years, and who is

a close and intelligent observer of matters of this kind,
states it to be his opinion, based upon his long experience,
that the black grouper is not found on this part of the
coast, but that all the jewfish he has ever seen caught in
these waters are of the species mentioned above.

I inclose a photograph of a Texas tarpon to add to your
collection. This fish was caught two or three weeks ago
from one of our wharves and measured 6ft. lOin. in
length, and a few days later a lady caught one nearly aa
large at the same place. J. S. Peter.
COHPirs (!hristi, Texas,

A Whale Convention.

In September, 1890, while on a cruise in the Gulf of
Georgia, B. C, our party saw a great number of whales.
We were becalmed for several days on the gulf and dur-
ing that time the whales seemed to be having a grand
re-union, or "potlatcb"', and were then in large numbers
all around and sometimes within a few rods of the sloop,

puffing and- blowing like steamboats. The large thrasher
was also on hand, making his presence felt, and we saw
many battles between these marine monsters, during
which the spra^y would be thrown high in the air, while
the surface of the water Avould be lashed into foam. On
one occasion oiu* party saw a largo whale jump entirely
out of the water. At times we would see the long,
scythe like tail of the thrasher rise out of the water at
least 15, and I think 20, feet in the air and then come
down with a splash. The general color of the tail seemed
to be dark, with white splotches on the sides, and, I

think, from what we saw, that the animal must at times
reach the length of forty feet. H.
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BLUEFISH AT CHATHAM BEACH.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 16.—For the benefit of my fellow-

sportsmen, I give you and them the following account of

one of the future fishing grounds of the New England
coast. I say ''future,'' for Chatham Beach has not to my
knowledge the reputation it deserves. It is undoubtedly
among the best shore bird grounds that we Massachusetts

gunners have, and perhaps its reputation in that capacity

has overshadowed its bluefishing. Then, too, up to last

year, there was no hotel or even boarding-house near

enough to the fishing ground to allow fisherroen to watch
for opportunities and take them when they come. Now
the hotel on the beach itself is becoming as much a sum-
mer and cool air resort as it is a sportsman's home. The
beach has to be reached at low or half-tide, because it

is an island at high water. It is about 3 miles long, very
straight and white, spotted here and there with wrecks
of years before, and, curiously enough, but happily for

the fisherman (and per contra, unhappily for the fish) it

is so abrupt tha,t one can almost dive from the edge into

deep water.
I came to Chatham for the shore bird shooting, and I

got some, but how many I really can't tell, for the blue-

fishing has driven it from my head. The tide was not
right to set decoys the second morning, and I was sitting

with other gunners on the piazza looking out to sea and
listening to some of the most awful shooting fibs that
ever blackened the record of a gunner. I had noticed

an extraordinary number of gulls whirling round a spot

near the beach about half a mile away, and called the
attention of some one to it. It was not 30 seconds before

the quiet group was scattered through the house without
condescending to pay any attention to me and my in-

quiries. They told me afterward that the bluefish chase
the small schools of fish to the beach, and the gulls join

in the chase and become the alarm signal to the fisher-

men. By the time the lines were collected and the hapi>y
possessor of that one bass rod had prepared himself the
bluefish were nearly in front of the hotel within a hun-
dred yards of us. Capt. Gould whirled his five ounces of

lead round his head, and out it went about 50yds. oft' the

beach and beyond the small breakers. He had not
dragged it hand over hand 10ft. before the line tautened
and the fun began. We all caught them; ladies caught
them and the man with the bass rod and the light drail

was a fortunate man indeed. He had been at Chatham
a week and this was his third experience of the kind,

We caught over !J0 fish. They all weighed over 8 and
most of them neaxer lOlbs. I have caught most kinds of

fish, and hitherto have not been a real enthusiast, and
have been sometimes worried about it, but it's all right

now, I am converted, and the four beetle heads I

shot over decoys that afternoon didn't give me the usual
thrill. I think there probably is just so much thrill in a
person, and mine I had used in the morning. On an
average of twice, perhaps three times a week the schools

of bluefish come down that beach during the months of

July, August and September, and here are fish enough
for every one or I wouldn't give the place away.

BLUEFISHING AT ORIENT POINT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Beins: comparatively a new subscriber to Forest and
Stream, and noting that most of your "fish stories" re-

late to trout and bass fishing, I will take the liberty of

giving you a little of my experience at bluefishing in

Plum Gut. When I read in Forest and Stream, from
the pen of some of your contributors, of the great ex-
citement attending the capture of a 4oz. trout, and the
desperate struggle he makes for liberty, it puzzles me a
little, as I have never had an opportunity to try trout-

fishing: therefore you must attribute it to my ignorance
of real game fishing when I claim that there is more
real excitement in trolling for bluefish in an 18-foot
boat, on "the rageed edge" of a spiteful rip, when a
slight lull in the wind gives you a chance of filling the
boat with water, and fish are hooking faster than you
can pull them in. I first went bluefishing with my
father, when about la years of age, and although he had
often fished at Montauk with old smackmen, he would
get so excited when the first fish struck that he would
luff the boat right up to it, all the while pouring forth a
torrent of advice as to the best way to get that fish into

the laoat. Of course that stopped the fun for the time,

for you have got to keep the boat under good headway
to hook them.

Several years after my brother and myself tried it on
our own account, and, although we have had our lines in

some pretty bad tangles, we have had fair success nearly
every season since. I remember one trip we took an old

sea captain with us, and when my brother hooked the
first fish and had pulled it about half-way, with more
energy than he displayed in every-day life, the captain,

who was standing a little further aft, reached over and
finished the job himself.

The language my brother used in expostulating with
him was much more forcible than elegant. Until last

season the fi-h caught here were mostly small, weighing
from -|lb. to 2+lbs. This summer and last also they have
•weighed from 3 to 61bs, The overseer of ex-Mayor
Hewitt's lalace told me the other day that he and his son,

in two small rowboats, caught 1,000 in one week. The
season usually begins about the middle of July and closes

about Oct. 1, with occasionally a week's recess.

ORIENT Point, L. I. Hazel Kirke.

WINNEPESAUKEE BLACK BASS.
New York, Sept. 15 —Having left New Found Lake

in disgust so far as the flahing was concerned, I arrived
at Weirs. N. H., Lake Wmnepesaukee, and learned that
at Long Island there was good black bass flehing. I took
the Lady of the Lake and arrived at Blake's Island
Hotel on Sept. 5 and engaged Mr. Luther Smith as boat-

man. In eight days' fishing I caught all the black bass
I wanted; and to tell the truth, I was so well pleased with
the fishing that I can safely say it is the best place I

know of, and I can recommend any one to this place.

Mr. Blake is an old resident and can give one all the in-

formation needed about fishing. Mr. M. Fleisher, of

Philadelphia, engaged Mr. James Day and came in with
good strings, Mr, Williama, of Boston, caught two bass,

weight 4 and dflbs., o£f the bridge connecting Long Island
to the mainland. Prof. EweJl, of New York, caught one f

at the same bridge, weight 5ibs, This is only a email

'

record of what has been done and that came under my
personal observation.

Blake's Island Hotel is pleasantly situated on Long
Island, Lake Winnepesaukee, and is reached by boat
from any place on the lake. Dr, Green has a magnificent
residence near the house, and his genial disposition
makes for him many friends. The house was filled with
peoi>le congenial to the tastes of fishermen, and great
was the excitement every night when the fish were
weighed, and very few were found wanting of the ne-
cessary weight to make one's heart feel happy and an
ambition to go a-fishing the next day. I will willingly
correspond with any one who may wish to know more
about this location; my address is with the Forest and
Stream; and I trust this may be of some benefit to my
brother sportsmen. H. C. W.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Corre«vonfio7it.'\

Chicago, 111., Sept. 17.—Mr. Carter H, Harrison, Jr.,

assistant manadng editor of the Chicago Times, is an en-
thusiastic fly-fisherman. He writes me the following
interesting letter in regard to the grayling fishing in

Michigan, and I oSer it as good news to anglers. Mr.
Harrison says:
"My brother and I put in the last three days of the sea-

son with the trout and grayling in Michigan, The first

day we fished the Maple Elver at Pelton with moderate
success: the fish were altogether too small—6 and Tin, in
lf>ngth—my best being a Uh. trout and J^lb. grayling.
That night we hustled around to Wolverine on the'M. C.
and put in the SOth on the Sturgeon. My brother nailed
sixteen grayling and a few small trout; two of the gray-
ling ran |lb. each. 1 took five trout—two were i pound-
ers—and eighteen grayling, not one of which measured
less than lOin.; that means they ran from J to -Jib. each.
Every grayling under this size was returned to the
stream.
"The following day it rained hard, and as the Sturgeon

rises with great rapidity we did not have much luck. A
friend of mine took thirty-six fish of legal size out of the
same stretch of water ten days before we were there,
three-fourths of which were grayling. I still think, as I
did last spring, that it is the angler and not the trout that
keep the grayling down. The grayling is the sturdiest
and boldest riser of any fish I have ever caught. No mat-
ter how often he misses, if you will keep on putting your
fly at him he will take it. All of our fishing was done
with the fly. I fished with an alleged gray-drake, the
hackle being ginger instead of gray, for the' middle fly;

the tail and hand fly were my own pattern, a fly I have
dubbed 'Harrison,' for the want of any other known name.
It is a corker for trout and grayling. Wings, tail and
hackle gray—the same as in a genuine gray-drake— the
body of yellow mohair. Practically all my fish and the
most of my brother's were taken on this fiy,

"The Sturgeon is stocked with both brook and rain-

bow trout: has been for years, how many I don't know,
but there are rainbow trout in it running up to 3lbs,

in weight. Yet only in the West Fork do the trout
seem to be in the majority, I have never fished this
part of the stream. From what I learn it is rapid, rather
shallow water, better suited to trout than grayling. The
latter likes long, deep pools and rapids where the water
is very deej). Out of one pool of this kind I took six -Jib.

grayling without moving as many feec. If the fi?h hogs
can only be kept away from the grayling a few years
there is great joy in sight for some one. The day we
fished at Wolverine, however, two of the boys fished the
West Branch, carrying fifty-six fish away with them. A
man who saw the catch told me that at least forty of
these were not over Sin. long. One of the 'anglers' was
a preacher.
"Another enemy the grayling have to contend with, in

this stream at least, is the spearer. Two fish my brother
caught and one of mine had long jagged wounds on their
sides which could only have been made with a spear.
After a good deal of pressure some of the loungers about
the hotel admitted that a few small boys occasionally
speared fish just below the mill. The fish in the Sturgeon
are as fine a '

lot as one would wish to see. There are so
many big fellows that strong temptation is ottered to the
spearer. I have written Mossman, a newspaper man at

Petoskey, who is also a game warden, and hope that this

end of the line will be watched. However, the fishing in
the Sturgeon at least is far better this year than it was
last season. The fish run larger and there are more of
them. The Sturgeon is a superb stream, 30 to 40ft. wide
and in places apparently 13 to 15ft. deep. The water is

exceedingly clear and rapid. Naturally it is as fine a
stream for trout and grayling as one would care to see.

One beauty of it is that for about twelve miles it is never
more than an eighth of a mile from the railroad, so that
it is easily accessible from Vanderbilt, Trowbridge, Wol-
verine and Rondo. The natives tell me the fishing has
been imiiroving every year for a number of years past. If

the other grayling streams in Michigan are in as good
shape the grayling will remain with us for a number of
years to come,

"I got the hotel keeper's son at Wolverine to promise
uie that the next time he saw a man with a trout or
grayling under legal size in his possession he would have
him run in. As he is a good deal of a tishermau I think
he will do it. If you have information in regard to other
graylin.^ waters please let me know."
Mr. Harrison's report is very interesting. I do not re-

member to have seen in Forest and Stream for four
years any other actual recountal of grayling experiences
in Michigan. It is interesting to note that one of the
known stream -despoilers was a preacher. It seems to me
that the morals of the pulpit might be much improved
these days,

the kekoskee eish story.

I was going to tell in this column the Kekoskee fish

story, referred to elsewhere, but it occurs to me that the
facts—although they are facts pure and indisputable—are
so strange and improbable that it may be best to lay them
before the editor of Forest and Stream tentatively
before putting them into shape for piiblication. It is

really a story about bullheads, and of course, therefore, it

cannot fail to be picturesqao, for the bullhead is naturally
a romantic fish. Every man in Mayville and Kekoskee
knows this story, and without any hint or coaching will
tell it to you exactly as his neighbor did. Every man of
them knows the horse, too. You see, there was a horse

in the story—is yet, for that matter. It all happened
away back in 1860. when Horicon Marsh was Horicon
Lake. The Rock River ran into the lake then, and now
it runs into the marsh at the same place where it used to
run into the lake. It's the same river, and they will take
you to the same place, and show you where the story
happened, 'so you can't possibly doubt the truth of the
story in any particular. It was an awfully cold winter
that year, and that has something to do with the story,
too. But perhaps I ought not to tell part of the story
unless I tell it all, and I do not like to do that on my own
responsibility, E. Hough.
175 MoNKOB Street. Chicago.

Frying-Pan River Trout.

On returning in July from a trip to Utah I halted a
day at Thompsonville, Col., on the Colorado Midland
Railway, on the west slope of the Rocky Mountains, for
a "hurl" at the trout in the Frying-Pan River. The
stream was high and turbid, and the conditions bad, and
I was too tired to exert myself greatly, and I caught only
two trout, though I had several rises and could easily see
that the stream was well stocked. My fish were remark-
ably tame in action, though handsome and brilliant in
color and markings, A small silvery and golden scale
was plainly visible. Will any one tell me the exact spe-
cies? C. H, Ames.
[Judging from the size of the ecales we believe this

trout was one of the varieties of the red-throated species.
If the spots were black and most numerous on the pos-
terior half of the body, there is no doubt about this
identification. Colorado has many forms of native black-
spotted trout, all of them varieties of the red-throated.
Other black-spotted species, the California rainbow, the
Loch Leven and Von Behr have been introduced. The
Dolly Varden, a red-spotted species, is found in that
State, and the Eastern brook trout has been introduced
and thrives even in high regions.]

The Adirondack Trout Season.

A North Woons correspondent writes: "There seems
to be a vast difference in opinion in regard to the termin-
ation of the trouting season. I 'swear' by the Booh of
the Game Laws as published by you, and which I sent
for and have abided by, though reluctantly stopping my
trouting until the 15th of this month. Please editorially
state in your issue next week whether sportsmen in the
Forest Preserve could take trout until Sept. 15,"

The irout law of 1892 is correctly given in the Book of
the Game Laws, as follows;

Sec. 105. Trouf- of any kind shall not be lished for, caught,
killed orpo8se88«ri hetwRen th^ first day of S pfember and the
flffeenth day of April following, except as provided by section 166;
and in Spring Brook Creek, situated in the couuties of Monroe
and Livingston, trout shall not be fished for, caught or taken be-
tween the first day of September and the fir&t day of April follow-
ing and except in the waters of ijaVe George, where the same
shall not be fished for between the first day of September and the
first day of May.

Sec. 166 refers to Long Island, but does not even there
change the date Sept, 1, which is everywhere the first

day of the close season.

The Sunday Fishing Case.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Permit me to inquire through your columns if there

are any sportsmen sufficiently interested in the "Sunday
Fishing Case" to join me in taking the issue to the Court
of Appeals. A reference to your numbers of Aug. 18
and Aug. 25 will put interested readers in i^ossession of
the leading facts and points in the matter.

I should be glad to supplement this with any information
desired and to give my reasons why I consider the de-
cision as it now stands an erroneous one. If it be allowed
to remain unchallenged it will seriously affect the
privileges heretofore enjoyed by sportsmen and clubs
and will impair the value of their property in this State.
Would it nut be desirable now that a test case is so far

advanced as the General Term to carry it at once to the
Court of final resort? Robert H, Moses.

Darkness and Animal Colors.

Some of the effects of the absence of light upon animal
life were strikingly revealed, not long ago, on the re-

opening of an old mine near Bangor, Cal. In a dry
slope connecting two shafts, one of the explorers was
astonished to find a number of flies that were perfectly
white, except the eyes, which were red; and directly
afterward he killed a pure white rattlesnake. The
animals had lived in the drj passages, where they had
been supplied with air but not with light. It is supposed
that the flies wei-e the oflispring of some that had "been
imprisoned by the partial filling of the mine with water
about thirty years ago, and that the snake, when quite
young, had been washed down in a rain. A few of the
flies were exposed to light in a glass case, and resumed
the colors of ordinary house flies within a week,

—

Nature,
Sept. 1,

Third Lake Trout.

Ca:\ "Von W." or some of your correspondents tell us

'

anything about th'> trout of Thh'd Connecticut Lake in
New Hampshire? During a recent visit to this region I
was much struck with the difference in shape and color-
ing of the trout of Third Lake from the others caught in
that section. Although it has been nearly a dozen years
since 1 have caught or seen the silvery-sided beauties of
Dublin Pond, in southern New Hampshire, these in the
most northern waters of the State seemed to me to be
almost identical, although I think the spots were a little

more prominent and perhaps not quite so silvery, yet if

my memory serves me right they were much the same.
Can any of your correspondents give us any light on the
subject? Ompompanoosuc.

Mice as Bait for Trout.

It is reported in the English papers as something new
that the trout are feeding on the abundant field mice that
are ravagiug^ the pastures in Scotland. When I was in
England thirty years ago, mice were used as bait for
trolling for trout on the Westnioreland lakes, and also in
the Scotch lochs that I visited, and I have taken large
trout in this way. H, Stev^^art.
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Sunfish as Bass Bait.

BROOKLlNii;, Mass., Sept. i:^.—A communioatioii in FOR-
and Stream, Sppt. 8, signed "B." leads me to state

,
- small sunfish, commonly called civers in this local ity,

ai e killing bait for black bass, and have the advantage of

being very hardy. They will swim about in a lively

ri; rnier for a long time, if properly hooked through the
' When others, with shiners, shrimp and worms,
3 had no luck, I have still-fished with a young sunfish

a :.i(>ut the size of a silver half-dollar, and have taken my
three-pounder where no large fish were suspected of

hviug. C. B. D.

Fishius: in the Raritan.

Perth Amboy, N. J., Sept. 12.—Fishing for bass and
snappers has been excellent for a week past at the Long
Branch railroad bridge over the Raritan, and should con-

tinue for the rest of the month. Hitherto the fishing has

been very poor this summer, except the bluefishing for

a week or so in July, J. L. K,

F I XTU R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 26 to 30.—Eochester Kennel Club, at RooLester, N. Y. Dr.
U.S. Bamber, Seo'y.
Sept. 27 to 30.—Dogr Show at Ottawa. Can. Alfred tieddes, Sen'y.

Oct. i to 8.—Eleventh Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
ultural Society, Danbury. Conn. B. C. Lynes, Sec^y.
Oct. 25 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.

Vlsrston. Sec' v.

Nov. 33 to 35,—Brooklyn. H. W. HuntingtOD, Sec'y, 148 Soutb
'fiighth street.

1893.

Jan. 5.—Gloversville, N. Y. ¥. B, Zimmer, Sec'r.
Feb. 31 to 83.—Weatminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

tfortimer, Supt.
.Tune 13 to 17.—World's FhIi-, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontano. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Chib.

at Nauuet, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H. V. Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—Internationa] Field Trials Olub. third annual trials, at

Ghathara, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov% 7. Open Stakes, Noy. 8,

W.B. Wells. Sec'y.
Nov 7.— United States Field Trials, at Elizabethtown

,
Ky. P.

T. MadiFon, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.

Nov. 8.—New England F'eld Trials, at Aasonet, Mass. E.
Knight bperrv. New Haven, Conu., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.— Fourth Annual Trials o£ the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Ba1rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck,

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. 0.

W. A. C!o8ter, Sec'.v.

Nov. 28. -Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.
F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Odell,

Dec. IJf.-Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.
G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M,
Ki'Karif, Sec'y.
Feb 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M,

Brumby, Sec'y.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
This show opened auspiciously as far as dogs, exhibitors

and the weather are concerned. I wish I could say as much
for the management, but it is impossible to do so. This
part of the show was simply wretched. The Toronto com-
mittee does not seem to grasp the idea that their .show has
become a national or international event, and therefore we
expect more than provincial management. The buildings
and benches being permanent there is no need for any delay
itt numbering stalls and getting the judges' rings in order.
Half a day's work would fix everything in apple pie order.
On Mr. Stone seems to lay the bru.nt of everything, and we
must say that the position requires a man with some leisure
time to devote to the proper arrangement of catalogue and
other parts of the show. This year the judging rings were
curtailed, and the terrier ai]d spaniel rings had to be pitched
in convenient quarters in the galleries, hardly affording
stifficient room for the judge to do justice to himself or the
dogs. The floors were littered and smelled very strongly
even the fiist day. I do not like to write in this manner,
for Mr. Stone seems to try to do his best, but there was a
lamentable lack of system in the whole show. Catalogues
were issued about noon Monday, and the few on sale were
grabbed up very eagerly, though when opened we found
that it went only as far as black and tan terriers, and there
were something'like a hundred more entries to be printed
in another catalogue. This was probably the printer's
fault in a measure, but primarily the management is to
blame in not having everything in ship shape. To turn to
a pleasanter part of the show I noticed that Canadian
exhibitors are very well represented, Hamilton, Woodstock,
Kingston and Ottawa sending many well-known fanciers.
The judging was necessarily slow and was not completed
till Wednesday night.
Mastiffs.—Jame.s 3fortyimer, Jwdf/c—The show of big

dogs .such as mastiffs, St. Bernards, Great Danes, etc., is

never good at Canadian shows, at least so far as Canadian
entries are concerned, and the year 1892 finds no improve-
meat in the first-named breed. Many of the old faces were
'gain on the benches, but Mr. Winchell's Beaufort's Black
Prince was absent, and so Canadian breeders missed an op-
portunity to form some idea of what a really crack mastiff

I IS like; but we are forgetting that Elkson was theie, and
; we must give him his due meed of praise as a consistent
) performer at Toronto. This time Dr. Kimball's dog was in
! the challenge class. He hardly looked in as good flesh as
( usual. Challenge bitches did not fill. In the open dog class
I, Beaufort's Beau, a young dog, not square enough in muKzle,
( leggy, and needing age to furnish up was first over Grimsby
,

Caution, who is no better in body, but has batter legs and
head, though marred by very light eyes; Minting Minor,
who gb'->ws np every tinie, scored third; his worst fault is his
straight hind legs; his bone is light, too, body short, his

I
head well shaped; a fairish dog in Ilford Mint took fourth.
In bitches the winner is a plain dished-faced bitch and lack-

il
ing in depth of body; Old Bess, .second, but for her gray

( hairs and consequent age would probably beat the winner,
I better shaped head and much better shaped body; Ruby,
I
third, carries her ears wrong and has a plain, straight face.
After this she is well put up, beating all the others in legs

j
and body if she does not show a little slackness behind the
s^houlder. There were no others in this class. The winner
:

' pnppie.? is rather bowed in front, and head needs more
P to approach being good; the other pup has mouse-eol-

•
!
ed markings, but is fairly well formed. Beaufort's Beau

v7o;i in novice class, beating the bitch Attraction. There
was rjo kennel prize awarded.

St- Beexaeds.—.J«/7?t's Mortimer, Jud'ye.—Taken ail
I" '-iiid, even with different kennels sending representatives
- 'G the tstaies, the quality in these classes was about on a,

i'Hi with last year. This time the New York St. Bernard

Kennels stayed at home and Col. Ruppert had a shy at
Canadian glory, his Aristocrat, very short of coat, being
alone in challenge dogs, but bitches did not fill. In the
open dogs about a dozen showed up, aud the winner, Lord
Melrose, from Boston town, stood head and shoulders, both
figuratively and practically, over the others, the dog looked
thin and should have had a stall half as large again to feel

comfortable; his head has filled out nicely, and but for his
straight hindlegs and look of narrowness all through was
an easy winner over Hesper's Son, which was third here as
a youngster last year; he has not improved on puppy form,
his loins and quarters ai'e not strong enough, fall away too
much, and his head is a bit bloodhoundy; his forelegs and
chest are the best parts. Don Phyllis, I thought, might
have been put over the other, better head and more sub-
stance. Monk came next, he was thii'd last year; he is light
throughout and weedy-looking. Safety, the reserve, I could
not find, it is a son of Sir John of Sir Charles protest fame.
Premier, vhc. , has a poor head any way you look at it, is

light colored, and depends on body, legs and coat for any
merit. Prince Imperial, he, has not enough stop, his feet

turn out, and he is .straight behind, so it will be surmised he
is not a good one. Big Bob, in the same division, is a big
overgrown collie and did not de .serve a card; he's a collie

even to the frill, very pretty and all that, but not a St.

Bernard in the proper sense. The c. lot was poor; Survivor
has a long, narrow suipy head, and Celtic's bone is all to be
noticed in him; Lord Dalhousie has a loug, light head, with
little type, bad, light eye, but foreleg are good. This brings
us to the female division, and Col. Ruppert furnished the
three first, but I did not think that Lady Anne deserved her
position; compared with Lady Gladwyn, second, she is quite
inferior in straightness of pastern and compact feet, is nmch
narrower in chest; in head, while skulls are about equal
comparatively. Lady Gladwyn's muzzle is deeper, broader,
and squarer, and her ears are better set on; while Lady
Anne has a deep, good roomy body, Gladwyn's is

certainly much more so, was "iu very much better
condition, and is broader and .stronger in loin and
quarters; Lady Anne was thin and out of show shape,
and loses to Gladwyn in coat and general sleekne.ss—just
had puppies, I believe. Third goes to Altonette, our opinion
of whom is well known and she does not improve; carrying
many pounds more flesh and more coat she would do better

Mr. F. C. Wheelek.

Judge of Fox-Terriers.

aud her great bone would not be so conspicuous. Then came
Glenish a, third at Hamilton last year; her head is the best
part. Roulette, vhc, is redeemed by splendid forelegs and
chest; her head is plain and there is something the matter
with her eyes; is short of coat, but well colored, and rightly
placed. Queen Vic, vhc, is a weedy, bad-bodied bitch, light
of bone and with a long, narrow head. Beulah, he., I liked
better; nice head a.nd good body. Belle Maida, c , is small,
light eye, mirzzle not deep enough, bad behind, no coat,

and—but probably those are faults enough. Queen Valen-
tine, c, is faultj" in head and size deficient. Speranza, also
commended, is a poor weed; no use en cotiraging the Cana-
dians in breeding such straight-faced, narrow, untypical
specimens, at that rate the breed will never improve in Can-
ada. Dog puppies were poor and small, the winner baing
older than the others, and the bitch class winner will never
get another blue ribbon, I am afraid.

Smooth-coats showed up pretty well, but Mr. Moore's pair
were far ahead. Melrose has thickened out well since New
York and has a good typical head, with lots of quality; his
good bone and legs are noticeable; his coat is probably a
little more than a smooth should have, but not so bad as,

say, Victor Joseph or Beauchamp. Sailor coitld come no
nearer than fourth to the winner; has no type or quality,
lacksboneand substance, etc., etc.; in the catalogue his dam's
name is given as -July 3d. Miss Alton headed the bitch
class; she is not so good as her litter brothers, is a bit houndy
in head, though muzzle is square and deep; lacks shadings
and her ears are quite large enough; very good legs, well off

for bone, and body deep and broad for her age; a very likely,

well-made bitch.
" Lola, third, cannot boast of a good headj

lacks shadings, but her legs, chest and body are good; body
color nearly all white Charmion has a fairly good head
and bone; was at New York show. Lady Keeper, fourth, is

a light, weedy, slack-backed bitch, knuckles over, light, long
head and narrow; a poor one. Cleopatra II, , vhc, has a very
poor head, narrow as a board all through, open feet, and
does not do old champion Hector justice by any means.
Nellie, he, was badly handicapped by being benched along-
side Miss Alton: this is the nicest thing I can say of her.

Lady Swiss, c, is off in color—a sort of orange liver—and
had no type of the breed whatever. The novice winner is a
big dog, straight behind, head needs moie stop, is not a good
one, and Dictator, second, has a plain, expressionless head,
with no markings at all; good bone and front. The others,

with the exception of Safety, have been mentioned. She has
a very forbidding head and is brindle and white in color.

The kennel prize fell to Col. Ruppert, .Jr.

Bloodhounds.—Jo/»tes Mortimer, Jttiige.—These were
poorly represented, indeed, and prizes withheld. Beauty is

not a bad shaped one, but color wrong. Newfoundlands
were also very much wanting, the winner was the only one
showing any pretensions to type, and he must thank a good
coat and body for notice, as his head is too long, muzzle not
deep enough, ears, big, etc., the others were of no account.
Great Danes.—JfW7ie,s- Mortimer, Judge.— This was

hardly so good a collection as last year and the open class

when judged was poor. Don Cassar, Jr., was placed first in
dogs, black and light brindle in color, his general makeup
was also not good; Bismarck, second, has a poor head with,
little great Dane character, his feet are bad, his body being
the best part of him; Hero, third, hardly deserved mention,

has a coat like a smooth St, Bernard. Afterward, a Mog
that is something li ke a gre.it Dane turned up in Mr. Living-
stone's Maloch, a well made brindle, capital head, body and
legs, but condition notnrst-class, he was given an extra first.

The winner in bitches, Minerva's Fawn, is, barring a snipy
muzzle, a capitally- made bitch all rotind, aud beat the
second, Kelpie, in head, neck and ears, Kelpie haying bone
and .size iu her favor; the others did not amount to a row of
pins, showed little type or quality, and belonged to the man
who shipped seventeen pitppies in a box that would com-
fortably carry about half a dozen, but he took the kennel
prize.

Russian Wolfhounds.—C/ias. H. Mason, Judge.—The
Psovois did not come out in great force, only four putting in
an appearance. Argoss and Mr. Hanks's new dog vSarvanets
were the only dogs and the decision was a repetition of Bos-
ton with the latter dog substituted for Leek hoi. We all
know Argoss and how he is built, more after the style of a
deerhound, and this time he had very little coat, so his re-
semblance to the greyhound was also pronounced. Sar-
vanets was of the type looked uoon as distinctively Russian,
a very strong head, h,irdly so long as Argoss's, but a pun-
isher, veiy strongly built throughout and qttite as broad in
loins and quarters and as powerful as Argoss and exceed-
ingly deep chested, but rather short-legged. His coat and
feathering were profuse, more so in fact than any specimen
I have seen so far, but hair on body is rather curly; he is,

all in all, a very handsome dog aud mor-e pronounced in the
difference of type from Argoss than even Leekhoi is. It is a
pity that some definite understanding is not come to about
the" correct type of these dogs. Probably they are both right,
and if so it makes the judging all the more difficult and one
type will .suffer according to the fancy of the judge. Prin-
cess Irma won over Flodeyfca in bitches. These are both
more of the Sarvanets type, as bitches, in general build,
and Princess has a great advantage over the other in her
beautiful front; otherwise Floydeyka is a stronger made
bitch and not so extremely narrow throughout, but Prin-
cess Irma has a look of intense quality that is wanting in
the other, besides, Flodeyka gets her enrs too- forward.
Gbethounds.—C/?as. H. Mason, Jtidge.—This favorite

breed in Toronto was not nearly so well represented as last
year, and with the exception of almost four or five well-
known dogs, the quality was a little more than mediocre.
Gem of the Season and Bestwood Daisy furnished the chal-
lenge winners and were in nice show shape. The dog class
numbered a dozen and Echo, Mr. Purbeck's new dog, was-
placed fir.st; he is a rather plain dog, dished out face, wide
front,jbut body, legs and quarters are good. Justinian, not
looking so big as I have seen him, has a snipy head; feet

could be better and he is long waisted. Ranger, third, is an
old friend and looked well, his quarters and thighs are ex-
ceptionally good. Then came Never Quit, reserve, a capitally
made dog, a trifle too short in body however, legs good, ears
could be carried better, but his loin and quarters are very
strong and might have been placed higher iip without in-

justice to the others; he is built after the style of Lord
Neverstill. Fullerton, vhc, has a wdld stary eye, is very
deep in che.st and drops in quarters too much, i-ather d la.

Psovoi. Fawn, vhc, is not let down enough in hocks, light
eye, body and legs good. .Jack B., he, is wide in front, and
Fleet is thick and short in neck, quarters also faulty.
Twilt, he, has a good front, but is bad behind, too straight.
Young Memuon, e, was lucky, lightly built, shelly and
head is poor. The bitch class was only moderate with Jet-
sam returned the winner; she has a nice head and front,
body seemed O. K., but she was in whelp or seemed to be.
Lily of Gainsborough pressed her hard but was not in show
shape. Leonie, third, lurnisbed the surprise of the judging
•and theonly fun to be hadiutheshow. Knowing the'judge's
attitude so repeatedly explained to us in regard to prick-
eared greyhounds, one may be forgiven a little astonishment
to see the bitch Leonie placed third or given anything at all,

as she is about the most prick-eared greyhound yet seen at
our shows and the ears are large as well. Persoually 1 see
no reason, as stated before, why this should affect an other-
wise good greyhound very much unless in close competition,
but in view of the criticism which fell on the judges who
placed Klcho, that has the fault in a much less degree, the
situation becomes amusing and proves that we are all mortal
after all. Leonie otherwise is heavy in shoulders, but in
ribs, loin and legs .she will do and her head is good. Mar-
guerite, vhc, I commented on at Lewiston. Miss Memuon
is a better greyhound than her brother, but should be better
let down in stifle, Elsie, he, has a poor expression, legs and
feet fairly good, long in loin. The pup Montezuma is a big
sbickly put together animal with some good points but too
long waisted. The kennel prize went to Mr, Purbeck.
Fo.x:hounds,—<Jo/m Davidson, Judge—This was as good

a show of these dogs that one associates with "a southerly
wind and a cloudy sky" and the View holloa! aud it did
one good to see the straight well-formed forelegs of some of
them, especially those of the London Hunt Club. Finder,
the winner in English dogs, is a capitally made hound, not
just the thing in head—eyes light and too straight-faced—
but in legs, feet, coat, ribs and loin he could .scarcely be
beaten. Genius runs bim close, but has the same faulty
head; then Benwell is worse still in this respect, and is not
so well ribbed up nor so strong in loin ; Fowler, res., is all
right for front, btit droops too much in quarters and stern.
Challenger, v.h.c, has a capital coat, btit stands out a
bit in front, but I liked his head better than the others.
Vexation, the winner in bitches, shows lots of qitality, a
nicely formed head and true in front, good running gear all

round. Gaylass, another old friend, seems light compared
to the others; Singwell, third, is too heavy in shoulders.
Then came American foxhounds, but there was litlle about
them that we associate with the whippety-looking hotands
generally palmed off as such. These were in build very like
the English dogs, and evidently of same strains cr crossed.
Rally, the winner in dogs, is a good English hound, a bit
st-raight in stifle; Berchell is too long and straight-faced,
flat-ribbed and no depth of chest; Ringwood, ears are not
hung close enough; front good but weedy behind the shoul-
der. Maud, in the ladies' pack, has better legs and feet than
the second, Gayge, hut more of the English type of head,
which is a very good one. Gayge dips a bit behind shoul-
der, bitt is well ribbed; Fleet, was in whelp, is gone in
mouth and throaty, but still shows a good front; Jaue,
v.h.c, has a good hound head but lacks body substance.
The London Hunt Club had much the best pack. The har-
riers hardly deserve much mention; were not of correct
brdld.

PoiHTEiiS—J^o?in. Davidson, Judge.—These classes with
very few representatives from the States were not heavily
filled, Mr. Davey's kennel supplying most of the winners.
The Leamington Pointer Kennels' Count Graphic won chal-
lenge honors in heavy dogs, a fairly well made dog, spoilt

in facial expression by a wild big eye, loin and quarters are
not very symmetrical; he won at Pittsburg la.st spring.
The bitch class produced more competition. Revelation hav-
ing Devon Nell to contend with. The latter beats the other
in head formation, but age and conditiou told in favor of
the first named. Both are well known. Another circuit
trotter, Westminster Drake, won in dogs. He has filled out
nicely, and is a strong, workmanlike looking dog, and will
have a chance to show his field merit in the coming trials iu
the different localities. Molton Banner, second, has a ligbt
eye, and shoulders are rather heavy and stand a bit out at
times, his loin is rather flat, but he is nevertheless a good
mover. Count Grosvenor, third, is deficient in stop, eye too
Large and light, turns elbows out a bit and needs more rib.

R. Lee Graphic, reserve, is throaty, narrow-chested, open
feet, a leggy, short-bodied and plain all-round dog. In
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bitches Mr. Davy supplied the only entries in Josie Bracket,
and Ightfleld Madge. The former has a better head and
front, deeper chest, but is faulty in loin and quartei', well
ribbed. Lady Gay Spanker was the only light weight chal-
lenge representative, and looked as bewitching as ever.

The well known Kock IT. upheld the honor of the Quaker
City by catching the judge's eye for first place in the open
dog class. He is a little heav in shoulders and is too broad
in skull to have a very good head, but is all round a smart
little dog and is a worker, too; Donovan, second, is a light-
bodied, straight-backed dog, head fair but too much cut out
before the eyes, ears do not hang well, good front, but needs
some flesh; Duke Graphic is not up to the others in head
properties, stands back on his pasterns and is straight
behind. Miss Rumor, despite, her plain head, was well ahead
in light-weight bitches: Chaira's snipy muzzle and light eye
counteracting her good bone, body and legs: PVivolity, from
the .same ken nel , has her ears set on too high and not of right
shape, head fairly well formed if it had more stop, other
parts well formed; Bessie's Girl has a light eye, and feet are
not O. K., body needs depth but has a nice swell of rib, seems
a bad shower; Fanny Graphic, placed ahead of the bitch just
described, is faulty in head and feet. The uovice winners
have most of them been commented on. Brighton Don, the
winner in dogs, stands out at elbow at times, has a very bad
head, snipy and flat, hut stands on good legs. Axtel's Baby,
third in bitches, has a light bulgy eye, is a small bitch well
ribbed up but no depth of chest; Graphic Francis, second in
this class, has a very bad head, ears carried wrouK, light-
boned, small hody but nicely formed. Mr. G, (). Sraith
showed the only piippy, by Lord Graphic, quite a pioiiiisitig

one, but muzzle not square enough. Mr. T. G. Davey
captured the kennel prizes without difficulty.

English Setteks.—./o/i/j l)(fm(l:<on, .///rtr/c.-^This breed I

hardly thought was as well rejiresented, ttiis year as last,
and certainly there was not the same interest tllaplaytd.
The challenge winners, Kdgemark and Cambriana, had no
competition in their classes but were well prepared for it.

The winner in open dogs is one new to show fame, one of
those chance dogs we come across now and then , his mother
is known, but his sire, I am told, is an 'itineraufc." He is a
bit on the coarse order and pi^obably sees now his best day:
he has a well-shaped head, ears a bit flat, a little throaty,
has a good, well-ribbed body and .short loin, standing on
capital legs and was in good show trim. Ben Hur of River-
view is an old face though it is a bit flat, not stop enough.
Tony Gladstone has hardly carried out the promise of two
years ago, but is a well-made dogthatcould be better behind.
Matane is faulty in stop and light in loin, but otherwise
good, and was up to any of the others, barring the winner.
Brighton Beuwell, v.h.c, is a long, slack, light-boned dog
with a well-shaped head and good front. Druid J., reserve,
is plain in head and short in body. Sig Gladstone is another
of the promising ones that have not come up to time; his
short, stumi)y head is his worst part. Mingo, Jr., ia all
front and shoulders. Locksley II. is a big coar.se dog, flat
head. The others call for no comment. The winner in
bitches was Lady Patch, a trifle Roman-nosed, and could do
with more stop; otherwise good. Esmeralda has a jjoor
head and needs time in body, which is a bit long cast; good
legs. Canadian Lillie I liked better; excellent frouc,'nics
body outline and head only needs more stop. Daphne is a
little long cast and eai'S are not set on right; otherwise she
will do. Miss Fro.st is not correct in stop, too flat; this w,as
a noticeable fault in many of these dogs; it probably does
not interfere with their gait but it does not conform'to the
stasdard. Misfortune is another that age will improve; at
present is light throughout. Lady Spot is throat v ami quar-
ters fall away too much; she is very peculiarly marked, one
side of head black and the other dark tan and evenly di-
vided. Ponto claimed the blue ribbon in novice dogs: his
bead and body are the best parts. The others have been
mentioned and so have mo.st of the bitche.s. Dog puppies
were of no account but bitches were just a little better.
Forest Novel boasts a nice head and fronii but Forest Nia has
a poor, flat head, and the third winner, Jess, is a snipy-
headed weed.
lEisH Setter.s.—Joto Davidson, Judge.—Oa& of the

best, if not the best, collections seen in Canada, and the
Seminole and Oak Grove Kennels were out for blood every
time. In challenge dogs chan)pion Tim, looking in full
bloom, beatKildare once more, with Duke Elcho reserve,
who accounted for Seminole in loin and quarters. The
bitch class was also a hot one, and old Laura B. still holds
her own and looked extremely well. The next was JSTorna,
who loses to the other considerably in substance and head
properties. Edna H,, her kennel mate, as u.sual followed
her, and Elfreda brought up the rear, losing in quarters and
muzzle. Pride of Patsey and Kildare Gleumore had it nip
and tuck in open dogs, the younger dog loses before the eye
and in ribs, besides, he is not quite straight in Iront, and
the decision was about right, Montauk, Jr., is behind the
others fairly, losing in uuizzle, ribs and quarl:ers, and
Toronto Jim would do with more muzzle. Eltrus is a bit
long cast and head is not well formed; Klfrin, from same
kennel, is not square enough in muzzle nud not quite
straight in front. Rose SarsfieJd claioiLd first for the Oak
Grove Kennel this time; she has a well-shaped head, especi-
ally in skull, body well turned, and has good running gear,
her color might be darker. Irene was the winner last year
and Claremont Heather is a new face that neerls ;i, little
more stop, but his leg.'-: and feet ;ind body are good. Toronto
Mollie, fourth, needs a squarer, deeper muzzle and more
depth to body. Belle, vhc. , .should be squarer in muzzle
too. The novice winners have been mentioned geuemlly.
Sir Elcho loses in head, which is bitchy. In puppies Dun
has a rather di.shed face, and Seminole, Jr., I thouaht iu.st a
bit better in head and general build. Seminole Bet.M.v was
the only bitch puppy and is fairly good, Seminole, after
keen competition, received the keunel prize lor a very level

GOEDO-N Setteks—Jo/j./i DiivicWin, JutZgc—Quite a good
lot for Canada, althongli 1 missed one 'or two familiar
names from the catalogue. Dr. Dixon's Leo B. sustained
the challenge dog honors well, and his kennel mate. Duchess
of Waverley, found no difficulty in taking care of Hilda
who loses in face and head to the first named. In dogs one
I have spoken of before, Count Noble, a rather funny name
for a Gordon, was well placed. IDs tan is bright, but he
has a nice head and expression, ears are carried back a bit,
but behind them he is well formed and a good mover. He
lacks size somewhat. RuNh is li^ht in tan, but head is fair,
is a bit throaty, Ijone and bcdy good, a .serviceable dog.
Duke of Wellington thud, loses in tan and legs to the
others, head coar.se. Ciyde was the winner last '"year. In
bitches Lewis again led out the winner in Lady Gordon, a
daughter of Little Boy, that shows lots of qualitv, a little
too much tan on muzzle, no peneilings, otherwise O. K
Princess Louise, from the same kenuel, has smuttv tan on
head, and muzzle should be squarer. VV'anda and Floss
were placed as uamed. The former I did not see, but Floss
is too light in tan and warns more stop. The novice prizes
nearly all fell to Mount Royal KeuneJs, wdiich showed up
bravely in this breed. Dr. Pixon's four took the open
kennel prize and Mouat Royal the other two for Canadian
dogs.

•J'!.:7r/c'—Made a good show.
:;u;!iiry is far from bciinsup to
iujj.s as Christopher, AVelleg-

COLLIES—./07l 7i. DaV Ul K n ;

Taken as whole, the genpr.il
the mark. Cert^ainly such

,bourne Charlie, Conrad If., Oliaileroi 11., champion Flurry
11. and -A ii-w more old country heroes and heroines helped
to elevate Ure lone and saved l:his section from being afaij-
ui'e. In chailenge dogs Roslyn Wilkes and The Squire did
not put in an appearance, and as Ormskirk Shep turned up

too late for competition, Charleroi II, had no opponent to
di.spute his right to the coveted honor. lie is at present in
very good form, although I should like to see his coat flatter.

He looks good for quite a long while yet. Bitches saw old
champion Flurry It. again to the fore, a remarkably fine-
headed bitch for her years. (I am informed that this is the
la.st of her on the show bench; her owner intends giving her
a rest for the remainder of her pilgrimage here.) Champion
Metchley Surprise, a small but very typical black and tan,
getting the reserve number. In open dogs Christopher, "the
beautiful," experienced no difficulty in winning from Con-
rad II., who was looking remarkably well indeed, and, bar
his gayly cai-ried tail and faulty ear carriage, would take
some beating. Both %vere shown in faultless condition, and
considering the trying weather they have recently passed
through, I think a word of praise is diie to their kennelmen
for the excellent trim in which the dogs from these two rep-
resentative kennels were turned out. I refer to the Chestnut
Hill and Hempstead Farm kennels. 1 could not agree with
the award that put Samson third. He is a \ ery big dog, but
that's about all that .stands to his credit. In no instance
should size give place to collie character and quality. This
dog has really no collie character about him; he is far too
long in body—a regular funeral—while his expression
is sulky and sour, and he gets his tail over his
back like a Pomeranian. I should have put the
h.c. Toronto Wonder in this position; he is a really high
cla.ss collie, beautifully marked, very showy sable and
white, good head; nice ears, fair legs and feet, and although
not in first-class condition, carries a great coat of the proper
texture; bar the winners he is streets ahead of anything in
the class. The reserve Moonstone is far too cloddy. Diury,
v.h.c, is too short and thick in head. Bute, v.h.c. is thick
in skuU and ears badly carried. Open bitches (11) were not
a brilliant lot by any means. First, Nancy—a ch. Eclipse
bitch—a big roomy one, carrying a great coat; her head is a
bit faulty, but .she .should make a valuable brood bitch if
suitably mated; second, Dudley Chris, is wrong in type, a
lanky, settery looking animal; third. Highland Flo.ss, is a
dark sable and white, small but full of character, at present
out of coat, but looks as if she carried an enormous one
when in form; fourth, Auchaimie Lassie, a racy looking,
showy black, tan and white puppy; beautiful head and ears;
good coat, legs, feet and front; tail carried correctly, all
over a good one; had she been placed first no one could have
grumbled. Reserve Crissey, a very smart black, tan and
white, at present out of coat, will do better some other day.
In novice dogs (8) Wellesbourne Charlie was first, the rest
nowhere. This is a remarkably fine dog; his head and eai\s
are .just as near perfection as it is possible to get them; he
carries an enornious coat of correct texture; in leg«, feet
and front he is unexcelled, and in size, shape and sub-
stance all that can be desired, in other words, "a flyer."
Novice bitches, first, Dudley Chriss, second Viola, too toy-
ish, very bad feet, wide in sk"ull and .short in face; she car-
ries, however, aa enormous coat of very fine texture; third,
Beulah is too weedy; v.h.c, Auchairnie Lassie should have
easily won, with the small but typical Orange Lass second.
Dog puppies: (7) Lawrie, a black, tan and white, with good
head and ears, fair coat, nice bone and showing a deal of
quality, won; a very promising sable and white puppy in
Roslyn Charlie, by Wellesbourne Charlie, getting second:
he only requires time to make a good one. Third, Forest
Boy, a thick-skulled brute, a long way behind. Bitches:
(5) third, Auchairnie Lassie, bad luck still clings to her,
two small, weedy, unattractive puppies in Stella and Chris-
tian getting first and second respectively.

Br Li.DOiis.— ,/(r)/K?.s Mortitner, Judge.—'HiEse classes did
not fill to e.xpectation. Our old friend Carisbroke led iu
challenge dog.s, and I never saw him looking better. The
ladies' class did not fill and in open does only one, Brian
Boru, who has not a bad head, he needs a sturdier body
and is a little leggy. I^ady Tenus took an unopposed first
in her cla.ss; she shows a good foreface, though skull should
be fuller and higher, she is well out at shoulder and is a
smart dark-brindled little bitch.
Bull-Tekeiebs.—Frr/n/f 0. Wheeler, JufZr/e.-This judge

began his work with these dogs and really deserves some
leniency considering the difficulties under which he labored
His ring, or space allotted to him for such, was an alley-
way between two rows of terriers, and one row of fox-ter-
riers was benched on the floor, if such a "bull" may be
allowed in this report. Con.stquently there was a continual
trying to "get at" that was mutual between the dogs and,
of course, this aided the .judge immensely in his endeavors
to get the right ones right. Streatham Monarch and Star-
light were the challenge laspirants and worthily filled their
positions, in open dogs (10) Principio, although gone off
still landed an easy winner. Second, Count 11.^ is too

and bone, really good bead and an all-round, well-made one
in the pink of condition, should have been an easy second

'

while the other vhc, Ted Pritchard, an aristocratic-lookin^
small one, made a good bid for third place. In bitches
Lady Dinah was first, a small dudley-ncsed one, shown in
nice order. Second, Kathleen Mavourneen, falls away
below the eye and wants more bone. Third, N^esper Belle
one of the best bull-terriers it has been mv lot to look upon
for a long time, a really grand one and should have won
everything she was entered for. In justice to the .iiidge wemust explain that she did not show nerself to advantage in
the ring, being young and timid, but venture to predict a
great fnture for he,r. In puppies (8) Chatham Prince was
first, Yesper Belle second and Vixen third. I should have
[ilaced Ve.-^iper Belle first and the two unnoticed. Sweet Mar-
joram and fjorua Doon, second and third respectively both
are uucropped, but there is no getting over tuem, both hav-
ing nailing good heads, and in shape and .substance all that
can be expected at their age. Boston terriers were a mon-
grel-looking lot, small, bad bulldogs with cropped ears
Bijou was the only poodle shown and was not the richt

sort.
^

WmPYETS—John Jjavidsor}
, Judge.—A nice lot of these

toy greyhounds, thanks to George Thomas and Mes'^rs
Campbell & Blake's entries. Boston Model had not much
in hand over Maggie, and Tip, a broken haired one is
faulty in muzzle, nice body and legs. Ben is a prick-eared
one, but fairly well made, and can show some .speed

•sou. Judge.— (_)nlv two were
shown, and these were from Mr. Davey's kennel, and they
were smooths, too. Loyal was placed fir-:t, but I think
the bitch has much the advantage in body and legs thoirgh
the first one has a better head. The decision should have
been reversed.
Sp^Uv'iels— C/Ktrles H. llnmn, .Judge.—Vbeve was a grand

show of these popular dogs as far as cockers were con-
cerned, but 1 thought there was a falling off in fields Irish
waters were first on the li.st, and the winner, Dan Rice,
only a fair specimen, coat and topknot not Al, Face a bit
too straight and not enough fur on the legs. Second was
withheld. In bitclu-y Murgnerite shows a good topknot and
a fair head, cipitai it;-;

- biu. tail not fine enough, too much
hair on. Tliis wa; ilc (nnh of most of them. Flo Sh.auoh.
ran is not str.tight on foreloKs, is slightly better in coat than
the winner, but tail all feathered, which of course should
not be, Biddy Donelly is a pup not straight on legs, but
carrying a .straight tail, Dennis won over iier in puptues
Clumbers hnd old B\'Hti ill. in challenge (Ahss, but he hardly

looked the dog of old. In open diviaicm Drake, a capitally
well made one, had no competition as Fop was disqualified
for something the matter with bis eyes.
Field Spaniels; Beverly Negus was the wianer in challenge

dogs followed by Newton Abbott Laddie, both are weU-
known and looked fairly well. In bitches What Not was
alone. That well made dog Judex ran nicely in open black
dogs, beating Warwick in head, skull too high and muzzle
not deep enough, and needs more rib. Rab has crooked
legs, is not well ribbed and could do with a better coat
Corktowu Cupid, reserve, is out at elbow, and .skull is domy'
Black Pete II , vhc , is a big coarse dog with a regular top-
knot. Wonder is Roman-nosed and light in body. Ho.se-
dale Rob has a coarse head and muzzle not square enough
Grace was first in bitches and barring muzzle not much
fault can be found with her. Dai.sy Dean, from same ken-
nel, is also faulty in the same place and her feet turn out
Dot Snivell has a very nice head and is quite as good as the
Dean in body and legs. Ro.sedale Romp is a little bowed in
front, and R. Princess turns her feet out and is light in body
Queeniein "livers" won nicely over Carlile's Napoleon who
has a dachshund front and head not good enough. Billy
the winner in any other color, is a big dished-faced and
undershot, coarse and curly coated. Carlile Sam, second, is
a quarter inch undershot.

'

In cockers the competition, of course, was keen, but there
was not that general interest taken in the results that we
remember in former years, and the judging caused consid-
erable grumbling, though the decisions on the whole could
not be cavilled at. Fascination, in first-rate trim, was pub
ahead of Black DufEerin, and Black Duke came next in the
challenge, then Amazement and I Say were placed as named
in the ladies' division. In any other color that good little
dog Red Jacket beat Red Roland, with Bamboo reserve
In bitches King Pharo's Sister, though hardly .stop enough"
beats Jessie C. in body, legs and action. Open black doga
.saw Jay Kay first, fairly good in front, high in skull and
muzzle high, long and body not deep enough. King Raven
Jr., second, is not good in front, feet come together. Black
Brant, third, has a field spaniel head. Dono has a n^ood
front but his head is coarse and heavy. Black Graf is'^'ell
known and will be more celebrated as the sire of Trouble-
some. The bitch class the judge marked as "the best ever
seen in America." This should make Troublesome's debut
all the more meritorious as, although the class was not as
large as we have seen here, the quality could not h= denied.
Troublesome, Mr. Geo. Bell's new bitch, might be a little
squarer in muzzle and shorter, and is yet a little full in
skull, bixt her legs, body, coat and general symmetry and
character are of the best. Rideau Reine was some di.stauce
behind, throaty, crooked forelegs and not ribbed up enough.
Madame Patti's skull is too round. Rideau Flo.s8ie, fourth"
is faulty in muzzle, body fairly good, but coat not as it
should be. The others fully deserve their awards. Red Obo
won in any other color dogs, a nice-headed little dog that
beats Nugget in .shape of back and legs. Brownie B. is wide
in front and snipy; skull is too broad as well, body good.
Cherry Ripe was the winner in bitche.s, a very pretty little
bitch. Vic, second, is too wide-chested and pinched in muz-
zle. Mono's body is too light and muzzle not short enough
and it is also covered with warts. Bideau Robina I thought
should have been better treated, as there is little fault with
her. The novice winners have been commented on and so
have the puppies. The general opinion was that cockers of
the toy order had the preference, when Canadian breeders
had been trying to get a more workable stamp of dog, and
one prominent breeder remarked that this show had set them
three years back in breeding. We hardly think such a pes-
.simistic view of the question need be taken as that; if the
proper type is bred for a chance decision or two should not
affect the general result. Ancient and Modern Kennels took
the kennel prizes for both countries.
DACHsmiN-DS.—.7oh«. Davidson, .7rtt/.f/e.—These were not

as good as last year, Fritz K. being the only dog, and he '

was in nice shape. In bitches we were introduced "to a nice '

lengthy one in Jessie Victoria, with a capital body, good
crook and nice long head, streets ahead of the second, Ijsna
a short- faced one of terrier stamp.

'

Beagles.—Jo/in Davidson, Judge.—Thin breed showed a
great improvement over last year, and the sight given us
when the judging for the kennel prize came on was a
splendid one. Tiicotrin, very much improved, was alone in
challenge dogs. The keenest competition was in bitches
between Twintwo and Elf, and my decision of a year ago
was indorsed by Twintwo winning again. 1 gave the
reasons then, Twintwo may lose in head, but that is about
all, besides Elf is getting too thick round shouloers and
neck. In the large class Joe was returned the winner; he is
hardly good enough in forefeet, body too long, and is not,
ribbed up enough, head of good shape but long. Diamond
Forest, though he has a coarse head, runs the other very
close. Sherry, third, has too fine a muzzle, but outside of
this he is quite a nice one. Rallywood II. is rather
large and coarse, but looks like a workman, and I
am told is right for the country he is wanted for;
Roscoe is not straight in front, and Pomp is too long-faced.
The bitch class was small, only two appearing, umi
Parthenia won easily from Rally, though the former needs
some stop she is well off behind the head and shows lots
more quality than Rally, who is big and coarse. In puppies,
Roger W. is a promising one, needs sciuai-eness of muzzle
and is a little straight behind. Vixen ran. it close, little
long in body and same in muzzle. Koyal Ivrueger won in
under 13in., and looked as blooming as ever, while Lou was
just a little too much for the toy Ava W. in the correspond-
ing cla.ss Laddie, in open dogs, won over Little Wonder,
but this was wrong, the winner has a light shelly body,
wretched front comparatively, but has a trifle better head
than the other, Little Wonder is streets ahead of L:uldie;
Rob Krueaer is not straight in front and too round and full
in skull; (ile.arose is well up to the standard in height and a
trifle round in skull and long in muzzle, his body is the best
part. Flora K. had a tight thing of it with Toii.sv S., in the
next class, she beats Topsy in eye and head geoerrtlly, bnt
other points are about equal and it's ato.ss up between thera
Perivrinkle is not quite right in front; Butterfly .shows a
little too much .stop, but her expres.siou is very pleasing and
body well put together, coat rather soft, she is well up with
the others to say the least. The feennel prize went to the
Hornell-Harmony Kennels, who handled a very showy and
sorty lot in divisions.

Fos-Terkikrs.—FranTc C. WTificlcr, Judge—The display
of these was a comparatively good one, althf)ugh the quality
is not quite up to the standard of the old country. In chal-
lenge class for dogs Blemton Trump added another win to
his list. The challenge bitch class had no claiiuMrits for
honors. In open dogs, a good-fronted, terrier-looking dog in
Beverwyck Pun.ster won, Blemton Rattle, a beavily-markeri,
good-headed and fronted one, making ii good sec'ond; Ptux-
ton, a fair good one, rather light in eye and big in tcet, get-
ting third. I preferred the vhc. My Fellow for this position,
a good-cla.ss puppy that with time will take sijiue beating.
He has a beautifully marked, long, lean, level head, well-
carried small eirrs, nice round bone, small feet, good coat and
rare terrier outlook. Bitches—Grouse IF, a nice quality,
good-coated one, won with something in h ind from Hillside
Baroness, a good bitch, but gone in front and thickening tu
head, second, Rosa Canina, an old country winner now get-
ting very wide iu front and full in eye, taking third place.
Blemton Su Su, vhc, wants suhstance, is wide iu front and
hare-footed. I was greatly impressed with the heavily-
marked Damson, by Dominie ex Daphne. She is a trifie ou
the small side, but her byautiful head and ears, nice bone,
straight legs, good feet, front and coat, and particularly the
amouni of quality she show.?, should have [daceii her in the
money. Dog puppies—Fir=t, My Fellow, wins ea.sy; .second,
Calchas, light in eye, wide in front and thick in head; equal
third, Trumpet and Oatai-aqui Critic^ are weed.s. Bitch pup
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pies—First, Boscobel, is rather a nice puppy; second, Tim-
brel!, is just fair.

In wire-haired, open dogs, the judge must have made a
mistake when tlie weedy Tinderbox got the award over that

sterling good terrier Adswood Jim. The former may have
heen a good terrier, but he certainly is not one now; he is

exceptionally weak in bone, and the manner in which he was
turned out made one really wonder what new breed of dog
he was. At fir.st sight he might have been mistaken for an
overgrown Maltese terrier. The latter is a really good-

coated dog that requires no dressing; his legs, feet and front

are beautiful, his head and ears about perfect, and taken all

over, he is a dog that even now would take some bard heat-

ing. The bitch class did not contain anything worth men-
tioning. Rough and smooth novice class—First, Ruxtou;
second, Tom Tom, a good-fronted one, f iir head, but very

bad eye; third, My. Fellow, should have won in this class;

reserve, Calchas. Novice bitches, rough or smooth—First,

Bonally Belle; second, Boscobel; third. My Queen, very

timid, still deserved a step up. Trimmer, the winning dog
pup, has a capital head, but did not show up well. Mr. A.
D. Stewart won both kennel urizes.

lELSti Terrieks — F. C. Wheeler, Judge.—A small taut

select lot of the -'dare devils" turned up. They seem to be
gainins in popularity on this side, and no wonder, either;

their "hareum scareum devil may careum" look and char-
acter, and their kindly and affectionate disposition, endears
them to all they happen to come in contact with. As com-
panions they are unequalled, and as all round "sports"
where is the dog that can look at them. In the challenge
class, Boxer IV. had a walk over; he is a fairly representa-
tive specimen of the breed, but is much oversized. Open
dogs saw that nice sized, game-looking terrier Jack Brigss
well to the front; he has improved much of late and is now
quite a first-class dog. I believe this win qualifies him for

the challenge class; second, a fair dog of race size in Saltus,

is well built, and bar his weak, snipy muzzle and really

bad coat, I hare little else against him. Commissariat, a
fair uncropped dog, far too big, got third, and for once in

his life Hanover Boy got his proper position at the foot of

the class: his light gooseberry eye, dark shadings, snipy
muzzle and extraordinary wide front is enough to keep him
out. of any competition. Bitches—The recently imported
Candour won hands down here, and Mr. Jarrett, of the
Chestnut Hill Collie Kennels, became so infatuated with
her that he made her owner a bid of -5?.500 for her, at which
price she passes into his hands. When it is considered
that Candour is probably the best Irish terrier bitch living,

and that she is as yet little over her puppyhood, the price
does not seem very big after all. Killarney Girl, a very
fair cropped bitch, just full enough in eye, came in for sec-

ond honors, ond Salem Witch made a good third.

D.4NDIE DiNMONT TEV^umv^s—Jaincs Mortimer, Judge.—
Open dogs, Amphion, a very characteristic mustard, got the
coveted card. He is very washed out in color, and I pre-
ferred his "pepper" kennel companion, King of the Heather,
to him. The latter is a good sort of Dandie, but not quite
good enough in front. Radaer, a promising penper puppy,
made an excellent third, while Liird of the Heather and
Goyoa brought up the rear. In bitches, Heather Madge, a
very fine bitch, but badly turned out, won with a lot in

band. Kirsty has a good" topknot, but is at present sadly
out of condition. Men a, who got third, is also a fair goou
sort, but badly shown; Ainsty Daisy did not put in;an ap
pearance.
BEDLiKaxoN Tekeike,s.—Mr. Wheeler made the best of

two really bid classes. Not even one decent-looking terrier
present.

Scotch Terkiers—Jo?hc.s- Mortimer, J^«dr/e,—These made
a particularly meritorious turnout, and included some really
first-class dogs. In open dogs Kilroy beat his kennel coni
panion, Kilcree. As they stood to-day I would reverse the
decision. Kilroy has the largest and strongest head, hut it

does not possess the quality or character of Kilcree's. Then
in size, shape and carriage'of ears, in legs and feet, and in
shape and formation of Isody Kilcree has it by a bit. Both
are good dogs, and had the third pri'/,e one, Lovat, been a
size smaller, either of them would have had to look to their
laurels. A rare old-fashioned stamp is Scotch Hot, but he
is not what is wanted nowadays. In open bitches, Culbleau
won easily, A rare character bitch, full of quality and all

over a terrier: second, Grey, another old style one; third,
Gipsy Yet, another of the same sort. Mr. Brooks of course
won the kennel prize.

Skye Terriers —James Mortimer, Judge.—The winner
in dogs was old Sir Stafford, and he smothers Toodles.
Islay, a capitally made one, won in bitches, though End-
cliffe Maggie ran her close in head and coat. Scotch Rose
was well behind these two.
Bl.vck and tan Terriers.—Jr/?7ics Mortimer, Jvdge.—

We always look tor a good showing in these breeds here and
we were not disappointed this time. Sultan smothered old
Sir Wallace for cnallenge honors in dogs; no bitches turned
up. In open dogs, Salisbury, under new ownership, had a

good win over Merry Monarch, whose tan is notrich enough,
body too long, eye not dark enoitgh, head rather flat and
plain thougn of good length, a smart looking little dog
nevertheless. The Black Earl, capitally marked, runs him
close, has a nice clean head, little round in skull and ears
no1 well cirried, capital thumb marks, etc. Louie could
not be denied in bitches, English Lady follows, both are
well known. Rochelle Topaz has beautiful tan and thumb
marks, but other faults put her back. Puppies ,were good.
Lady Don has nice markings and rich tan, but Black Earl
runs her close. Space forbids going further into the awards.
Yorkshire terriers were poor, the winning bitch being the
best. Toys were also hardly worth mentioning: much on the
apple-headed sort.

Pugs.—James Mortimer, .Judge—These turned out well
and some of the best we have were on hand. Bonsor scored
his first win under his new ownership, beating Bob Ivy in
body especially. Cassina was the winner in bitches. That
good little dog Dixie won well in open dogs, I spoke of him
fully in Lexington report last year, he beats Patsey Bolivar
in body and head and carriage of ears, the latter's head
being dark and coarse but well shaped, rather large sized.

Drake Howard, third, does not carry his ears right and is

rather long in body. Penrice Boy has not improved on
puppy form. Sara Bernhardt, well-known, won in the
next class, beating Midget who is quite a nice one, though
her ears are carried wide. Mint, third, is too flat in skull.
The winning pup is quite a promising one though rather
dark. The kennel priz3 fell to ''Square Deal" EberhardC.
Tot Spaniels —Chas. R. Mason, Judge —In the open

class Toronto Royal Duke won over Royal Roy betterin head,
coat and tnn. The well known Topsy won easily again over
her kennel mate Ruby, better head. La Fleur, third, fails

in markings and coat. Dig. Romeo, the winner last year won
in the mixed class and was alone, while a rather large Jap,
too long nosed, won in that class.

Italian Greyhounds.—F. C. Wheeler, Judge.—Bjvon,
the winner in dogs, seems a likely one, but really it was im-
PDssible to get at the dogs and tell which was which of the
others when they were benched so much together.
The miscellaneous class was not very weii filled and was

more or less mixed. I noticed Sheffield Lad; the "Pom"
was a winner, and Mr. Hays showed his wolfhound Le-
prechau, but the best was a smart Airedale terrier that
won first in large size clas?. H. W. Lact.

Co?'rcct/o«.—In tbe miscellaneous class the winners should
be: 1st, W. H. B. Mfdd's Airadale terrier Jack; 2d, A. Trebil-
cock's Pomeranian Jumbo; 3d, A. B, Hays's Irish wolfhound
Leprechan.
Mr. Brodie, the owmer of Irifel; Ambassador and othe

good Irish terriers, wrote the reports on collies, fox-terriers,
bull, Iiieh, and other rough terriers.

MASTIFFS.—CHALLEJStiE-lst, K. L. Kimbaira ElksoB.—Open
—Dwre: l8t. F. J. A. Be-ier'.s Beaul'on-'s Beau; 3d, W. D. Forties's
Grimsby Oaiitiou; M, .John Massey's Minting IMlnor. BiYc/tes;

l3t and 2d. HugK Fslconer'a Attraction ana R^ss; Sd, A. G.
Brown's Rutiy. Puptncs: Isl, B. h. Burden's Liou; SJrl, W. D.
Forbes'a Grimsbv .Jack.—Novice—1st, F. J. A. Beier'.'j RHauforl,
Beau; 3d, Hugh Falconer's At iraction; 31, W. G-. Doherty'sllford
Mint.

ST, BERNARD?!.— Rough-co.\ted — Challenge — 1st. Col.
.Jacob Rvuiperi's AriKtocrat.—Open—rto(/s; lat. iU, H. Moore's Lord
Melrnsp; F. Sti-t tenlienz's Helper 8iMk 3d, Pottersbn i-g Keimels'
Don Phyllis: 4th, J. S. Williams's Monk. Reserve, C. H. Howard's
Safotv, Very high com.. A. .J. G rove's Freuiier. Higu com., P.
T. Carev '8 Prince Jraperial and H. E. .lenkiiis's Big Bob. (^'om.,

G. L. iviaxbii m's CeU.ic, t!. B. rbomp:<on'K Survivor and .J. S.

Wi)liam&"d Benmore. BiJclics: If-t, 2d and 3d, Cnl. Jacob Kuppert's
Lariy Aune, Ladv Giladwyii and AUrmfiti*; I'h, Pottersburg Ken-
nels' Glenisba. ResPTve, F. Stettenhen/.'s Roulette. Very high
com., P Hart's Qneen Vic. Hieh pom., J. S. Willia.ms's B ulah.
Com., Geo. Masses 's Belle Maida., P. S wi n^iiltpr /'s (Juean Valen-
tine and A. 0.Woodman's Speranz^.-FuppiES -I'd;/."; 1st, Duncan
O imeron'e Prince Charlie. r>Uche.'<: 1st, Jas. Miller'.-; Mable.

sr. BERNARDS.—SMO0TH-CoATF.D.-0PEpr-X)r,f7s: lat, 15. H.
Moore's Mnlrost ; ith, Frank A. Stanton'.s Sailor. Bii.clies: Ist,

E. H. Moorti'a Mi.-:S Altoc ; ;Jd, H. Gorman's Sola: 3d, U, Schier-
loh's Charmion; i\h, Fred Stetteubenz's Lady Keeper. Very
high com., H. Schierloh's Cleopatra 11. High com., F. Wilson's
Nellie. Com., R. W. Tuck's Lady Swiss.— PirpriES—JSifc/i&s: 1st,

Fred Stettenbenz'.? Lady Keeper;' 2d, Henry Scbierloh's Cleo-
patra IL—NoviOE—Dog-s; l*t, Geo. Wright's Oscar; 2d, .J. S. Wil-
Uams's Dictator; 3d, C H. Howard's Safety. Very high com., A.
Grove's Premier. High com , Frank A, Stanton's S iilorandP.
T. Carey's Price:* Imperial. Bitches: Ist, E. H. Moore's Miss
Alton; 2d, Geo. Massey's BsUe Maida; 3d, H, Schierloh's Cleo-
patra XL Very high com.. A. C. Woodman's Spprauza.

NEWFOTTNDL.ANDS.—1st, T. Langlon's Ma.ior; others with-
held.

GREAT DANES.—Doas: 1st, S. Stewart's Don Caiaar. Jr.; Sd, A.
McL. Howard's Bismarck; 3d, F. W. Wilson's Hero. Bitches: Ist,

withhPld: 3d, W. F. D irn's Kelpie; Si, F. W. Wilson's Freda; 4tb,
Mr. Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn.
RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS (or Psovoi).—Dofirs: l?t, H. W. Hunt-

ington's Argosp; 3d, C. S. Hanks's Sarvauets. Bitr.hi'ii: 1st, H. W.
Huntington's Princess Irmi; 3vl; C. S, Hanks'.s Flodeyka.

DEE RHOUNDS.—/)og.s.- Ist, A. M . Lyons's Harvie. Bitches: 1st.

1st, H. Smith's Flora.

Mount Royal Kennels' Mount Royal Wanda and Mount Royal
Flos-s. Very high com., C. A. Gibbs's Annie Gordon.—NoVICE—
Dofls; lat, Mount Royal Kennels' Mount Royal Rush; 2d, A. J.

Devonshire'-^ Rober. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. Dixon's Princess Louise;
3d and 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Mount Eoyal Wanda and Mount
tioyal FlosH.

IRISH WATEB, SPANIELS.—OrEN—Doas; let. T. A. Carson's
Da,n Rice; 2d, withheld. BitcheH: 1st, J. C. Nichols's Marguerite:
3d, D. H. BastPdo's Flo Sbaughrau; 3d, T. A. Carson's Biddy
Donelly.—Pwjipics; lat, J. G. NichoPs Dennis; 2d, T, C. Carson's
Biddy DoneUy.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Ohai-lenge-1st, A. H. Middleton's

Boss III.—Opbn- Ist, A H. Middleton's Drake; 3d, withheld.

FIELD SPANIELS.— ChAlubnGE— Over 28t:.bs.—D0!Js: 1st,

Albert E. Foster's Beverley Negus; 21, .J. P. Kirk'.s Newton Ab-
bott Laddie. Bitches: I't, Ancient and Modern Kennels' What
Not.—Open—OvEii 28lbs.—Black— Doffs: Ist. Albert E. Foster's
.Judea;3d, Dr. S. tf. Bradbury's Warwick; 3d, C. E. Fenton's Kab.
Reserve, Corkrown Kennels' Corktown Cupid. Very high com.,
Herbert M. Howeb's Wonder and J. A. Spracklin's Black Pete II.

High com.. J. F. liirk's Rosedale Bob, Com., W. H. Gray's
Ban.io. Bitches: 1st and 3d, .J. A. Snracklio's Grace and
Daisy Dean; Bd. Corktown Kennels' Dot Snivell. Reserve,
J. F. Kirk's Rosedale Pr'ucess. Verv high com., .J. F.
Kirk's Rosedale Romp.—Open— Over 28lbs.— Liver —Ist. J.

A.i - - - - -

A?)
nels' . -

3d, F. Kirk's Rosedate Brush; 3u, C. F. Fenton's Rab. Reserve,
d. K. Kirk's Rosedale Princess.

BEAGLES.—CHALi.EXGE-X>()a.s: Isl, Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels' Tricotrin. Bitches: 1st, Glenrose Kennels' Twin Two; 3d,
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Elf.—Open—Doers.' lat, G. D.Welton's
Joe: 21. National Beagle Kennels' Diamond Forest ; 3d, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Sherry. Very high com. reserve, Albion Ken-
nels' Rallyvvood. Very higb com., G. D. Welton's Pomp and
Albion Ksnneis' Romp. High com., H. B. Nicoll's King Krueger.
Bitclics: 1st, Glenrose Kennels' Partlienia; 3d, Albion Beagle
Kennels' Rally. Puppies: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Roger
W.; 2d, G. D. Welton's Vixen.—Undeu 1-Sin.—Challenge—Dogs;
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' champion Royal Krueger. Bitches:
1st, Glenrose Kenne's' Low; 2d, Hornell-Harmonv Kennels' Alva
W.—Open—Dog.s; Ist and 3d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Laddie
and Little Wonder; 3d, F. P. Robson's Bob Krueger. Very high
com reserve, Glenrose Kennels' Glenrose. Very high com., Rag-
lan Kennels' Guy. Bitches: Ist, Horaell-IHarmony Kennels' Flora
K,; 2d, National Kennels' Topsy S.; 3", Albion Beagle Kennels'
Periwinkle. Very high com. reserve, Glenrose Kennels' Butteray .

Very high com., A. G ddes' Snow and Arden Kennels' Arden's
Cora Krueger. High com., Homell-Hirmony Kennels' Nibs.

GORDON SETTER, COUNT NOBLE, 1st. Toronto, 1S9>.

Owned by Mr. S. A. Nickerson, Piovidence, R. I.

GREYHOUNDS.—CHALLBNGE—Dog.s: 1st. Arthur W. Purbeck's
Gem o£ the Spason. Bitches: 1st, Arthur W. Purbeck's Bestwood
Daisy.-Open— Do0.s; 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Echo; 2d, J. VV. Wol-
fred Wurtele's Justinian O ; ud. reserve, high com, and com., 0.
E. Ireson's Ranger, NRver Quit, Twilt a.nd Young Memnon. Very
high com., Frank L. M ibee's Fawn and Miss F. HabarPs Fuller-
ton. High com-. .Joseph Bradon'a .Jack B. and E. F. Davis's Fleet.
Bitches: 1st, J. W'olfrtd Wnrfle's Jetsam; 3d, .\. W. Purbeck's
LUy ot Gilnsboro: 31, Chas. E. Rowland's Lsonie. Very high
com., Manatang Kennels' Marguerite and C. E. Ireson's Miss
Mpmnon. High com.,Dr, J. Fotheringham's Elsei II. Pwppies;
Withheld.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, P. S. Brown's
Edgemark. Bitches: 1st, W. B. Wells's Cambriana.—OPBN-Dof/s.'
lat, E. G. Walah's Sultan; 3d, Pennsylvania Keunels' Ben Bur of
River View ; 8d, Joe Lewis's Tony Gladstone; 4th, W. B. Wells's
Matane. Reserve, J. Kime's Druid, Jr. Very high com., T. G.
Davey's Brighton Bsnwell, Dr. J. A. Hartman's Sig Gladstone
High com., H. Marshall's Lncksleyll., J. Kime's Mingo, Jr., W
B. Wells's Luke. Com., C. S Micdouald's Wesimaieland, J-

Kime's Brusa K. Bitches: lit, J. Kime's Lady Patch: 21 and 3d,
T. G. Davey's Esmeralda; -Ith, W. B. Wells's Daphne. Reserve,
Joe Lswi -'i Miss Froat. Very high com., T. G. Davey's Misfor-
tune. J Kimtj's Lady Spot High com and com., E'orest Kennels'
Forest Louise and Forest Belle.—jMnvxcE—Dogs; 1st, John Aye's
Ponto; 21, J. Kime's Druid, Jr.; 3.J, J. A. Hartnian's Sig Glad-
atone. Very high com., H. Marshall's Looksley fl., J. Kime's
Mingo. Jr. High com., W. Beck's Westminster Duke, T. G.
Dave.v's Brighton Bert. Com., Chas. Macdonald's We.-tmoreland
B(tc7(f.s; lat, J. Kime's Lady Patch; 3d, Jop Lewis's Miss Frost;
81, J. I'. VViliiams'd D.=iisy of Biverview. Very high com., T. G.
Davey's Sue Noble. High com , Forest Kennels' Forest Louise.
Com., W. M. Wade's Nellie.—Puppies—Doo-s; 3d, Forest Kennels'
Forest Count. Bitches: Ist and 2d, Forest. Kennels' Forest Novel
and Forest Nina; 31, Mrs. L. A. MoRudy's Jess.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challengs—Doos; 1st, Seminole Kennels'
champion Tim; 3d, res. and very nigh com,. Oak Grove Kennels'
Kild are, Duke Eteho and Seminole. Bitches: Isf, Seminole Ken-
nels' champion Laura B.; 3d and res.. Oak Grove Kennels' Nor-
ma and Edna H. Very high com.. Mount Royal Kennels' Elfreda.
—Open—Dogs: 1st. Seminole Kennels' Pride of P^isey: 2d, Oik
Grove KdiiaelH' K'llaro G enmare; 31, Sijminole Kianels' Mon-
tauk, Jr ; i h, Vv^ H. Apted's Toronto Jim. R3S., Mount Royal
Kennels' Elfrns. Very iiigh com. , George C. Tucker's Bob T. and
Mount Royal Kennels' Elfrin. High o^m., Douglas Chambers's
Toronto Garry Owen and Toronto Brownie. Bitches: 1st, Oak
Grove Kennels' Rose Savsfleld: 2d. Douglas & Onamoars's Irene;
3d, Seminole Kennels' Claremont Heather: I'.n, Douglas & Cham-
bers's Toronto Moll ie. Reserve, Douglas & Chambers's Toronto
Kitty. Very hieh com., Wm. McKee's Belle.-Novice—Dogs; Ist,

W. H. Apted's Toronto Jim; 2d Mount Royal Kennels' Elfius;
3d, Samuel Coulson's Sr.. Elmo. Reserve, George C. Tucker's Bob
T. Vpry high com., Douglas & Chambers's Toronto Brownie.
High com , Seminole Kennels' Sir ELchn. Bitches: 1st, Oak Grove
Kemiels' Rose Sarsti«Jd; 3d. Seminole Kennels' Claremont a.ea-
tner; 3d, Douglas & Chambers's Toronto MoUie,—Puppies—D.jg.<:

1st, William McKee's Dot; 3d, Seminole Kennels' Seminole, Jr.
Bitches: Ist, Seminole Kennels' Ssminola Betsy.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge -Dogs; Ist, Dr. G. C. Dixon's
LeoB. Bitches: Ut, I)r. S. G. D'xor.'^. Uucncsfi ot Wavsrly: 2d,
Mount Royal Keonels' fiilaa.—Open—rwg.!'-: 1st.. lQv\-ood Kennets'
Count Koblt: :M. Mot.ul Royal Ken uel.i' Mount Royal Rush; 31,
Dr. S. G. Dixoa's Duke of Wpilington: 4th, O. A. LTibHs's Clyde C.
High com , W, Patersou's Victor. Bitches: 1-t, J. W. Cxraham's
Lady Gordon; 3d, Dr. S, G, Dixon's Princess Louisa; 3d and 4th

IRISH TERRIERS.—OuALLENGi!;—1st, Wal+er J. Comstock's
Boxer IV.—Open—i5o9s: lat. Toon & Symonds's Jack Briggs: 2d,
H. O'Connor's Galties; 3d. W. H. Drummond's Commissariat.
Very high com., Walter J. Comstock's Hanover Boy. Bitches:
1st. Wm. Brodie's Candour; 3d, T. Brown's Killarney Girl: Sd,
Toon & Symonds's Salem Witch.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS —OPEN-Dogs; 1st, Trebilcock &

Rogers's Toronto Royal Duke; 31. General Kennels' Royal Boy.
Bitches: 1st, Trebilcock & Rogers's Topsy: 2d. Allen Trebilcock 's

Ruby; 31, R, G. Wilkie's La, Fleur.

RURY, BLENHEIM AND PRINCE CHARLES SPANIELS.-
1st, Allen Trebilcock's Romeo.
JAPANESE SPANIELS.—l8t, Alice Rattray's Jap.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-OPEN-Dt^gs; Ist, Shenango Ken-
^els' Byron; 3d, Mrs. F. M iston'a Miximilian. Bitches: 1st, J.

OD. Rockwell's Lavender; 2d, Yorke & Forshaw's Dainty Base; 33,
C. F. Backus's Buttercup.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Mastiffs—CanadianKennel Club's diplomas; Bpst brace. Hugh
Falconer's Attraction and Bess. Best dog, W. D. Porbes's Grims-
by Caution. Best bitch, H. Falconer's Attraction.
Rough-Coated St. Behnards—Best kennel, Col. Ruppert.

Best kennel osvned in Canada, J. S. Williams. C. K. C. diplomas:
Best kennel, J. S. Williams. Best brace, Pottersburg Kennels'
Don Phyllis and Glenisha. Best dog, Don Phyllis. Best hitch,
Glentsha.
SiiooTH-COATEU St. BERNARDS—C. K. C. diplomas: Best dog,

Frank Stanton's Sa-lor, Best bitch, H. Gorman's Sola.
Newfoundlands—C. K. C. diploma; Beat dog, T. Langton's

Major.
Great Danes—Association prizes and C. K. C. diploma: Bpst

kennel, F. W. Wilson. Best brace, F. W- Wilson's Hero and
Freda. Best dog, Shirley Stewart's Don Cfe^ar, Jr. Best bitch.
Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn.
Russian Wolphounds—Medal, best dog, Argosa.
Greyhounds—Ba-t kennel, A. VV. Ptirbeck. Best kennel owned

in Canada, Canadian specials, C. E. Ireson. Best bi ace. J. W.
Wurtele's Justinian and .letsam. Best dog, Justinian. Bestbi'ch,
Jetsam Greyhound Club's medal, best dog or bitch, A. W. Pur-
beck's Gem of the Season.
English Foxhounds—Exhibition prize and O. K. C. diplonaa:

Best kennel, London Hunt Club. Best brace, Gibbs's Genius and
Vexation. Best dog, London Hunt Club's Finder. Best bitch,
Vexation.
American Foxhounds—Sxbibition Association's prize and C.

K. C. diploma: Be ^t kennel, Smith & Clark. Best brace. Rally
and Maud. Best dog. Rally. Best bitch, Maud.
Harriers—O.K C. d'ploma. best kennel, F, L. Maybee; best

brace, F. L. May bee's Racer and Daisy; best dog, Racer; best
bitch, Daisy.
Pointers.—Exhibition Association prizes and 0. K. C diploma,

best kennel, T. Q. Davey; best brace, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay
Spanker and Miss Rumoi; best dog, Leamington Pointer Ken-
nels ' Count Graphic; best bitch. Lady Gay Spanker; best dog
with field trial record, T. G. Davey's Westminster Drake; sweep-
stakes for dogs and bitches whelpad in 1891 or 1S9.2, that have
never won a money prize, 1, Mount Royal Kennels' Chaira; 3,
W. S. Smith's Brighton Don: 3, W.S.Smith's AxtePs Baby; 1,
Lf-amington Pointer I^ennels" Duke Graphic. English Setters—
Exhibition Assoclatiou prizes and O, Iv. C. diploma, best ksnnel,
Jos. Kime; best brase, W. B, Well's Cambriaaa and Matane;
best dog, E. J, Walsh's Sultan; best hitch, J. Kime's Lady Patch:
best dog with a field trial record, W. B. Well's Luke; best bitch
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with a field trial record, Lady Patch; Setter Club medals (mem-
hersoBly), best dog or bitch with a field trial record, both to
Cambrian a.

ImsH Seitehs.—AEBociation prizes, best k' nnel, gpminole Ken-
pels; bi st kennel owned in Oanafia, Douglas & Chambers: O. K. C.
diploma, best benne), Douglas & Chamberp; best brace. Dougrls*
& Chambers' Irene and Toronto Mollie; best dog, W. H. Apted's
Toronto Jim: best hitch, Mount Royal Kennels' Elfreda. CKeefe
Cup. lor best brace of eighteen months ajid under, owned and
brfd in Canada, Douglass & Chambers' Toronto Mollie and To-
ronto KitU ; sweepstake, bred in 1891 or '92, 1, Seminole Kennels'
Seminole, Jr ; 3 Mount Boyal Kennela' Elfrin: 3, Toronto
Mollie: 4 Mount Royal Kennels' Efins.
GOBDON Settfbs.—Association prize for best kennel. Dr. S. 6.

Dixon; association prize and G. K. 0. diploma for beat kennel
ownr d in Canada, Mount Royal Kennels: b°st brace (Canadian)
Mount Royal Kennela' Hilda and Mount Royal Rush; best dog.
Rush; best bitch, Hilda; sweepstakes, whelped 1B91 or 1892, 1, 2, 3
and 4, Mount Royal Rush, WanHa, Floss and Hilda.
Collies.—Association prize for best kennel. Chestnut Hill

Kennels; association priise and C. K. C. diploma for best kennel
owned in Canada, McEwen & Gibson; Canadian specials, best
brace, McEwen & Gibson's Samson and Dudley Chris; best dog,
Samson; best bitch, Dudley Chri?; be'<t dog shown by member of
the Collie Ciub, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher; Collie Club
medal (members only) for best collie under two years of age,
Lambert Stansfield's Highland Floss; Collie Olnb m^idal (mem-
bers only) for best collie in novice class. Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Wellesbourne Charlie.
Bull-Teebieks.—Association prize for best kennel. H. M.

ttowe?^; O. K. C. diploma for best kenne). Dr. H. S. Griffin; best
brace. Dr. (>rifHn's Principio and Kathleen Mavourneen; best dog,
Principio; best bitch. Kathleen Mavourneen; sweepstakes,
wbelned in 1891 or 1892, H. M. Howe's Chatham Prince.
Reibievbcs—Best brace, T. G. Davey's Loyal and Beaver: best

dog, Loyftl; bestbitcb. Beaver.
Ieish Water Spaniels— B-^st brace, T. A. Carson's Dan Rice

and Biddy Donnf-lly; best dog, J. C. Nichol's Dennis; best bitch,
J. C. Nichol's Marguerite.
Clumber Spaniels—Best dog, Boss III.

Field Spaniels—Americn Spanifl Club's 81O0 cup, A. E. Fos-
ter's Beverly Neguf; best kennel. J. F. Kirk; best brace, Spack-
lin's G-race and Queenie; best dog (Canndian), J. F. Kirk's cham-
pion Newton Abbott Laddie; best bitch (Canadian), Q'leenie.
Cooker Spaniels—American Spaniel (Jlub's $100 cup. Geo.

Bell's Fascination; best kennel, Geo. Bell; best brace. Geo. Bell's
Fascination and Amazesment; best dog, Faseination; best bitch.
Amazement. *

Dachshunds—C. K. 0. diploma for best bitch, T. C. Blogg's
Lena.
Beagles—Association prize for best kennel, Hornell-Harmony

Kennels; C. K. O. diploma for the best kennel owned in Canada,
Albion Beagle Kennels; Beagle CluH specinls, bes^ dog, champion
Royal Kriie^er. and best bitch, Glenrose Kennels' Lou; best brace
(Canadian). Albion Beag'e Kennels' Rally and Periwinkle; best
dos. F. V. Rohs^n's Bob Kruftjier; best bitch. Rally.
Fox- Terkiebs—Association prizes andO. K. O. diploma for best

kennels (smooth and wire-haired). A. D. Stewart; beet brac", A.
D. Stewart's Mv Fellow and Hillside Baronesp; best dog, A. A.
Macdonald'B Blemton Trumn: best bitch. Hillside Baroness;
sweepstake (smooth o>' wirf-tiaired). whelped in 1891 or 1892,
Clov<\r Hill Kennels' Tom Tom; best wire-haired dog, Fred
WethersU'H Timltrbos; best wire-haired bitch, A. D. Stewart's
My Queen (all Canadian specials).
Ibish Terriers—Beat doo-. Dr. W. H. Drummond's Commis-

saiia'; b^sf hitcb. Wm. Brodi'-'s Candour.
Dandib Dinmont Tebbibbs—Best dog and bitch, R. Wanless's

Roger and Kirstv.
Bedi.ington TEBT7IEBS—Best dog, W. Kingdon's Jack; best

bitch. W. Chalmers's Jenny.
Scotch Tebbiers—Best brace and best dog and bitch, W. P.

Eraser's Lovat and Grey.
Skyk Terkiebs-Best brace. C. H. Smith's Islay and Prairie

Flower; best dog, A. J. & H. L. Jeffrey's Toodlee; best bitch,
Islay.
Black and Tan TEBRiisES-Association prize for best kennel,

Roehelle Kennels; best brace. Canadian. A. E. Elmer's Sir Wal-
lace and Grace; best dog. W^m. Brodie's The Black Earl; best
bitc*i. A. Elmer's Lady Don.
Yorkshire Terriers—Best bitch, Allan Trebilcock's Tiny

Jones.
Toy Tebbibbs—B-'st brace, W. R. Mumford's Paddy Trix and

Nettie; best dog. G. E. Mansou'a Jole; best bitch, Nettie.
Pugs—Exhibition prize for best kennel, Eberhart Pug Kennels;

best dog. Can HQ Ian, Hugh Falconer's Peekaboo; best bitch. ,T. J.
Briges's ,Tudy II. Open bitch class, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Sara
Bernhardt (not Howard's Obon, as reported last week).
King Chables Spaniels—Best brace and best dog and bitch,

Trebilcock & Rogers's Toronto Duke and Topsy.

MT. HOLLY DOC SHOW.
[Special Report.']

The first annual bench show held in connection with the
itith annual Burlington County Agricultural Society's fair,

at Mount Holly, N. J., Sept. 12 to 16, brought together many
well known prize winners, and several new do.gs of more
than average loerit, making an exhibition equal to those
of many kennel clubs, and though it maj'^ not call for the
usual technical report, the fact of the show being recognized
by the American Kennel Club, and the singular manner in
which awards were made, where the records of dogs of
renown suffered, some serious as well as critical remarks
should be made.
Mr. J. Holmes Longstreet, who had the show under Ms

charge, left Mr. Frank Smith to superintend, which he did
in a praiseworthy mannei".
Mr. John Diehl, who accepted the position of .I'udge, must

have imagined that little progress had been made since the
time of the pointer Sensation, and that retrogression was
the rule in other classes in this degenerate age, consequently
his singular awards aud his equally bad explanations,
brought down a shower of uncomplimentary remarks, .some
being made to his face in the ring.
The building was well suited for the show. Spratts

biscuits and Burlington county beef were used to meet the
calls of the inner dog, and as to disinfectants, cleanliness

,

and pure air seemed to meet all demands.
"Have you seen the dogs;--" was whispered around, and

great was the crowd that swarmed through the building
devoted to them, and strange indeed were the remarks and
inquiries which they called forth. After looking at the
•¥10,000 dog, worth more than a farm and a spanking tean,
of trotters, and admiring the "animated hearth rug"—the
poodle champion Dexter—and one or two others, very often
inquiries came for the "coolies or shepherd dogs" and alook
of wonder then succeeded the look of curiosity, for there
were none on exhibition.

It was but natural that at a country fair such dogs should
be on exhibition, and though the country folks may be in-
terested in all things curious, they are also interested in
everything useful to them.
Of the larger breeds Mr. Chas Porter's Brother was a

good representative of the English mastiff, and their Ger-
man brothers the Great Danes or German mastiffs had
Messrs. Wei.sbrod and Hess's Bismark and Flora IL, two
styli.sh dark brindles with symmetry, character and agility.
Mr. Magnus Schulls was unlucky in having to bring his
harlueqiu Tyras into the ring against such, and though he
had the ptippy class to himself with a son and daughter of
this dog the second prize was withheld.
The St. Bernard entries were chiefly well known, but when

such a dog as Refuge IL (winner of forty-one firsts in Eng-
land) is defeated there is usually some "curiosity to learn
something of the new aspirant. *Mr. Fred Schmidt has in
Otosa dog that must stand nearly 84in. aud could be made
to weigh SOOlbs. He has a good coat, dark orange, with
white collar, legs, tail tip, blaze, aud having besides dark
face shadings, he is about right in those respects. In head
he follows his .sire, Ben Lomond, and has the angular
rather thau the rounded outline, and though he has a
large, well-made head, with muz/.le, depth of lip aud col-
ors in hia favor, his soraewh.at light eye, showing huw, de-
tracts, and there is a lack of character. His limbs are good,
and in this he gained over Refuge IL, for he is going in
pasterns a.s well as stifles,whereas Otos was agile, showed the
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sweet disposition of his dam, Corette, the beautiful daughter
of champion Save and champion Queen Jura, and were it

not for his having less flesh than is generally expected for

show bench condition, a want of substance and spring of
ribs might not have beeen noticed except by the most criti-

cal. A dog of such height, breeding and general excellence
deserves the attention of all interested in the breed, and his
having been bred in America, together with this, his first

achievement, must add to the interest.
Mr. W. C. Reick's Lady Bountiful was only given second

in the bitch class, though a tall, active orange and white of
much merit and sired by Lord Bute, and certainly deserved
the blue ribbon.
The New York St. Bernard Kennels' exhibit was a feature

of the show, and the dogs were in excellent form. Mr. Dan
-Fo.ster's Leicester won the special for the best St. Bernard in
the show, and was in good trim. His wife's pet, Jolly Com-
modore, is a pup of good color, shadings and action, and
competes in the rough division.
In English setters the dogs are well known and the com-

petition was not strong.
In the Irish there were two distinct types—Carrie S. and

Planet Chief of the cobby build, and Molly's Be.st, one of the
long, narrow-headed style, which the .iudge failed to appre-
ciate.

The Gordon exhibit was a feature of the show. Heather
York met and defeated his brother, Rexmont, in the chal-
lenge class, reversing a decision of a better known .judge
made at the last Washington show, and as Mr. Diehl could
only find a better distribution of tan in favor of the winner,
the award ."may be taken for what it is worth. Comus, a
matured dog, met a pup in Brillmont in the open class.
Salmont, first in bitches, is a sister of the two challenge
class dogs, and the dam of Brillmont and Raymont. first in
puppy class- Maternal duties have prevented her exhibition
since her puppy wins at Chicago and Boston.
In the pointer cla.ss Lad of Kent met Inspiration, much to

the sorrow of Mr. Geo. Jarvis, the proud owner of Lad.
When the judge exiplained that his ideal was old Sensation,
and Inspiration was the same color and sort of dog, the value
of the decision may be easily estimated, and though there
may be rejoicing at Philadelphia there .should not be sorrow
at New York.
In greyhounds, Sir Launcelot (Gem of the Season—Lady

Clare) followed up his successes as a puppy at Washington
and Pittsburgh, by an open-class win over Mr, Leiber's Flora
and the Woodhaven Kennels' Spider.
The next class where there was competition was the fox-

terriers, and after reference to his books, and whispered con-
sultations, decisions were made by the judge which do him
credit; for in a class where there was a chance to make an
error of judgment, the awards went to the right dogs.
In bull-terriers there was a .Tim Corbett, but he got de-

feated, and rightly, too, for Lady Velmar first, and Re«al
second, were good specimens, the latter having the better
head and expression, and being as good in other respects,
deserved the blue. A nice promi.sing youngster, by Gully
the Great ex Wild Rose, was presented in Castle Bride,
the winner in the puppy class.

There were many good dogs in the other classes, but as
there was little possibility for wrong decisions, it is need-
less to do more than refer to the list of awards below. We
understand that the committee see the justice of a demand
for a competent judge, and that at the show ne.Kt year those
who are "up to date" will be asked to judge, which will be
absolutely necessary to secure the entry of such do.gs as
were present this year. Edwin H. Moeris.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—1st, Charles Porter, Jr.'s, Brother.

ST. BERNARDS—Rough-Coated—OHALLENOE—Doi^s: 1st, W.
C. Reick'a Kingston Regent. Bitches: 1st, W. O. Reick's Repub-
lican BeJle. Open—jDoas: let, Fred Schmidt's Otos; 2d, W. C.
Rpick's Refuge IL—Bitctm: 1st. withheld; 3d, W. C. Reick's Lady
Bountiful.—Smooth-Coated—1st, D. P. Foster's Leicestei; 3ri,

Charles S. Baker's Lady Leeds.—Puppies—1st, Mrs. D. P. Foster's
Jolly Commodore.
GREAT DAKES-lst and 2d. Welsbrod & Hess's Bismarck and

Floja 11: 3d, Magnus SchuU's Tyras. Puppies; 1st, Magnus
Schnll's Flora; 2d, withheld; 3d, Mpgnus Schull's Nero.
ENGLISH SETTERS—CHALENGE— lst. Frank G. Taylor's

Breeze Gladstone.—Open—1st, R. R. Moore's Kent's Res; 2d, Penn-
sylvania Kennels' Benzine.

IRISH SETTERS-CHALLENGE-1st, E. H. Maber's Larry S,—
Open-1st, E H. Maber's Planet Chief; 3d and B'l. Charles Thomp-
son's Flv and Molly's Rest. Puppies; Ist, A. V. L. Pumyea's Red
Riding Hood.
GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—Doos; 1st, J. B. Blossom's

Heather York; 2d, Fernw'cb Kennels' Rexmont. Bitches: Isl, J.
B. Blossoms's Flomont.—Open— Dofirs; 1st, J. B. Blossom's Comu<

;

2d, E. Morris's Brillmont. Bitches: lat, E. Morris's Salmont.
Pttppies: Ist, E. Morris's Raymont.
POINTERS.—Challenge—let, J. H. Winslow's Inspiration;

3d, Geo. Jarvis's Lad of Kent.—Open—1st. J. S. Summers's Ring
of Kippen; 2d, Geo. Jarvis's Lass of Kent; 3d, JS. Halpen's
Bracket's Ladd.
RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS. -1st, H. W. Huntington's Zerry,
GREYHOUNDS.—1st, E. Morris's Sir Launcelot; 3d, W. S.

Leiber's Flora; 3d, Woodbaven Kennels' Spider.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—1st, W, M. H. Child's Tony Welter.-
Open—1st, Wm. Wolfs Lady.
DACHSHUNDS.—Ist, Welsbrod & Hess's Peterman van

Scblachdensee.
COOKER SPANIELS.-l^t. A. H. Darnell's Sue- Pumjies: UU

L. N. Walton, Jr.'s King; 3d, A. H. Darnell's Sue; 3d, E. H. Mor-
ris's Glen.

FIELD SPANIELS.—1st, E. A. Wilson's Bradford Mohawk; 3d,
E, H. Morris's Bachelor.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS. -1st, Jacob Bromach's Duke of
Wellington. Ptjppto: 1st, E. H. Morris'.s Union Jill.

BULLDOGS.—Ist, F. Irwin's Glenwood.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Ist, Lansdowno Kennels' Lady Velmar;

3d, Mrs. Sidney Harris' Regal; 3d, IL W. Schlechter'a Jim Cor-
bett. P-uppies: 1st, G. P. Runton's Castle Bride.

FOX-TERRIERS.-lst, J. B. Nelson, Regent Brisk; 3d,
Lan=downe Kennels' Desperado.

IBISH TERRIERS.-Ist, Ed ward Lever's Kathleen.
SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, Walter S. Leiber's Sir Roger, Pup-

pics: 1st, Walter S. Leiber's Sip Bruce.

SCOTCH TERRIERS -1st, T. H. Garlick's Glenelg.

BLACK AND TAN. TERRIERS.—Ist, Addison Rowe's Play
Boy; 2d. Roehelle Kennels' Rochelle-Stiltana. Puppies: 1st, Ad-
diEon Rowe's Play Boy.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, Jacob Brombach'e Golden
Rod.
PUGS.—1st, Jacob Brombach's Diamond Kennels' Bradford

Rowdy; 3d, Jacob Brombach's Diamond Kennels' Frisk.

POODLES.—Challeng IS—1st, Edwin H. Morris's Dexter,
ter.—Open—1st, .3d, and 3L James Simpson's Blacli, Domino
and Lady. Puppies: 1st, Edwin H. Morris's Dot.

MISCELLANEOUS.—OVEB -30 LBS.—1st, Henry Seher's Rover,
Bitches with puppies under eight weeks old—1st. Jacob Brom-
bach's Diamond Kennels' Diamond Queen; 2d, Lansdowne Ken-
nels' Velma.

The pointer Kentwood, by King of Kent out of Belle Ran-
dolph, was shipped last Monday by Robert Leslie, Lynn,
Mass., to Mr. Burke C. Miller, of Little Rock, Ark", to
be trained by that gentleman.

How it Reverberates.
Blooming GitovE Park Association, Club House, Sppt. 19.—

To my advertistment for a foxhound, in your Issue of the 8rh
inst.. I have bad rep'ies from nearly all the Eastern, Central and
Middle States, showing how well your paper is read.

Chas. Fbancis Hardy.

[Sept. 33, 1892.

IRISH SETTER CLUB DERBY.
Editor Forest and, Stremn:
Inclosed please find the list of entries for the Derby Stake

of the Irish Setter Field Trials. There are 23 in all, 9 more
than last year. All were whelped in 1891:
ROMATNE (Dr. Wm. Jarvis), bitch (Duke Elcho—Ro-

maine), October.
GiNE (Dr. Wm. Jarvis), bitch (Elcho, Jr.—Romaine), Feb-

ruary.
Belle of Mexico (Geo. H. Kunkel), bitch (Dan O'Con-

nell—Lalla Rookh), November.
RocKwooi) Dandy (Chas. T. Thompson), dog (Desmond

II.—Fly), March.
RocKWooD HEif (C. E Thompson), bitch (Tim—Estelle),

March.
MoLLBEK (F. L. Cheney), bitch (Henmore Shamrock-

Daisy), January.
KiLDARE WijraiE (W. H. Beazell), bitch (Beau Brummel

—Winnie II. ), March.
Shandon Belle (J. J. Scanlan), bitch (Incbiquin—D.iisy

H.), August.
'

Claremont ClabA (F. H. Perry), bitch (Claremont Patsy
—Nellie Glencho), March.
HAwkete Dick (Ferry & Switzer), dog (Claremont Patsy

—Nora of Claremont). April.
Hawkete Queen (Perry & Switzer), bitch (Claremont

Patsy—Nora of Claremont), April.
Elphin II. (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Tyrconnel—Kin-

vara). May.
Glenmore Ovvnie (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Eleho, Jr.

—

Romainej, April.
Glenmore Bah (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Desmond II.—

Nellie), March.
Glenmore Pet (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Mack N.—

Ruby Glenmore), September.
Glenmore Wad (Glenmore Kennels), dog (Mack N.—Ruby

Glenmore), September.
Glenmore Appie (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Desmond II.

—Nellie), March.
Glenmore Beau Bum (Glenmore Kennela), dog (Beau

Brummel—Belle Anna), July.
Glenmore Jay Bird (Glenmore Kennels), bitch (Mack N,

—Ruby Glenmore), September.
Redskin (Dr. Edward B. Weston), dog (Mardo—Mirtie),

April.
Sagas TearawAT (Geo. E. Gray), dog (Tearaway—Tillie

Born), ApriL
TILLIE BoRiT II. (W. H. Laird), bitch (Tearaway—Tillie

Boru), April. G. G. Davis, Secretary.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An executive meeting was held at Boston, Mass., Sept. 8.

Called to order at 7:20 by president. Miuutes approved.
Committee on premium list, F.W. Chapman, chairman, then
read report, which was accepted. Voted that following
classes be made at bench show:
Class 1, challenge dogs, 15 to 13in.; prizes, 1st 60, 2d 40 per

cent.
Class 2, challenge bitches, 15 to 13in.; prizes, 1st HO, 3d 40

per cent,
Class 3, open dogs, 15 to 13in.; prizes, 1st 40, 2d 30. bd 30

per cent.
Class 4, open bitches, 15 to 13in.; prizes, 1st 40, 3d 30, 3d 30

per cent.
Class .5, challenge dogs, ]3in. and under; prizes, 1st 60, 2d

40 per cent.
Class 6, challenge bitches, 13in. and under; prizes, Ist 60,

3d 40 per cent.
Class 7, open dogs, loin, and under; prizes, 1st 40, 3d SO, 3d

30 per cent.
Class 8, open bitches, 13in. and under; prizes, 1st 40, 3d 30,

3d 20 per cent.
Class 9, puppies, dogs and bitches; prizes, 1st 40, 3d 30, 3d

20 per cent.
Voted that 350 premium lists, 3.50 entry blanks and 350 re-

turn envelopes be printed for bench show. Voted 330 entry
blanks for field trials be printed.
Voted that all approved advertising be accepted for pre-

mium list and catalogue of bench show at |>3 a page.
Communications read and filed.

Mr. Guv D. Welton, Detroit, Mich., was elected to mem-
bership. Voted, that resign.ation ofW. Stewart Diffenderffer
be accepted. Voted that f5 for beat beagle dog and $5 for
best bitch be donated to National Greyhound Club show
held at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Voted, thacH. L. Kreuder, Nanuet, N,Y., be appointed on

pedigree committee in place of H. F. Schellbass, resigned.
Voted, that in conformity with Arh 5, Sec. II. of Consti-

tution, the executive committee divide itself into two oppo-
sition parties as follows: Messrs. F. W, Chapman, John
David.son. H. V. Jamieson aud W. S. Clark, and Messrs. B.
S. Turpin.W. A. Power, H. L. Kreuder and O.W. Brooking.
Voted that $30 be devoted to advertising field trial and

bench show in principal kennel journals.
Voted that W. S. Clark be appointed to solicit advertise-

ments for premium list and catalogue of bench show. Ad-
journed 9:15. fl. V. Jamieson, Sec'y N. B. 0.

Melhose, Mass^

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL FREE FOR ALL.
In view of the probability of a much increased number of

starters in the Free for All Stake, the Central Field Trial
Club will change the running as follows: There will be a
preliminary round of four hour heats, as heretofore, but
the judges may slightly extend the time of any brace, if
necessary to make the endurance te.st clear.
The dogs kept in for the remaining series will be run for

such time as is deemed necessary to a decision by the
judges, and the whole stake will be run under the spotting
.system.
The handlers will have the privilege of handling their

dogs from horseback during this stake.
Up to the pre.sent time all dogs who have shown them-

selves fit for a four hour heat have been perfectly able to
repeat the same; while the quitters fell down on their first
heat. It therefore appears unneces.sary to run a continued
four hour race, and with an increased number of starters
would be quite impossible
In the opinion of all competent authorities whose expres-

sion we have been able to get, this is the most useful and
instructive stake in the whole field trial round. The club
desires to perfect it and make it the leading feature of the
season. It is believed that the above changes and the giving
of second and third prizes will meet the views of sportsmen
and considerably increase entries.

C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.

Ottawa Show.
The following is a list of specials for the Ottawa dog .show;

For the best St. Bernard, S5; greyhound dog, hat; bitch, $3;
foxhound, $3; beagle dog and bitch, ^2; pointer and Engli.oh
setter, §3: Irish setter, Gordon setter, §3; collie. Clumber
spaniel and field .spaniel, S3; cocker spaniel dog, S3; bitch,
$3; fox-terrier dog, ^-3; bitch, black and tan terrier, Irish
teriier, Yorkshire terrier, toy .spaniel, pug, dachshund. §3.

For local comijetition only: Subscription to Canadia/n
Kennel Qazette for best field spaniel, cocker spaniel, deer-
hound and beagle. The A-ssociafcion's handsome diploma
will be given for best specimen in open and novice classes in
each and every breed.
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THE KINGSTON SHOW.
[Special to Forest and Stream.']

KiNUSTON, Ont., Sept. 21.—The show opened auspiciously
on Monday and judging was carried through till Tuesday
evening. The Weather is good, but attendance is poor. The
awards to date are:

MASTIFFS.—Ist. Falconer's Attraction.

RT. BERNARDS—Challenge—Ist, Ruppert's Aristocrat.—
Open—RoLTGH—Dogs: 1st, 3d and Ingh com., Moore's Lord Mel-
rosp, Baldiis anrl Oudinp. Bitches: 1st, 2fi anfi ;^d, Ruppert's
Lady G larlwyn, Miss Aune apn Altone.l te.—Smooth—Doers: 1st,

Moore's Mplrose. Bitches: 1st, Moore's Miss Alton.

GREYBOUNDS—Challknge—1st. Purber.k's Gem of tlie

Seasnp.—Open-Dof/s: Isr, Purbeck'a Pious Pembroke, Bitclies:
1st, Purbeck'a Lilly of Gainsboropgb; 2(1, Wurtel's Jetsam IV.
Tligb com., Ourtis's Clio.

BEAGLES.—ChatjLBNOE—1st, Kreurler's The Rambler.—Open
Dogs: 1st and 3d, Kreuder's Jack Rowell and Dace; 2d, Curtis's
Raacer. Very high com., Robson's Rob Krueger. Bitches: 1st,

Kreuder's Keprnannan.
ENGLISH SETTERa-CHAJLLENGB-1st, Brown's Edgpmont.—

Open—Dogs; Is^, Walsh's Sultao; 2d, Taylor's Ben Hur of River-
view; ad, Gi-ardon's Lceksley 11. Very bigb com., Sears's Sir
Harold. Bitches: 1st, W. Forest Kptinels' Forest Louise; 2d,
Kingston Kennels' Maid of Kent.—Novice—1st. Sullan's Forest
Loulsr; 2d. Lockslpy IT. High com., Darby's Earl.

IRISH SETTERS —Chalmnge—Dog*': 1st, Tim. Bitches: 1st,
Laura B.—OPBN—Dog.s: let and 3d, Seminole's Pride of Patsey
and Montauk, Jr ; .3q, W, Paul's Stoco. Verv high com.. Mount
Royfl Elfrin. Hjgh com.. Mount Royal EFrus. Bitches: Ist,

Seminnle's Olaremont Heather; Douglass & Chambers's Irene.

—

Novice—1st, Claremout Heather; 2d, Elfrin; 3d, Kingston Ken-
npls' Madcap II. High com., Elfrus.

GORDON SETTBRS.—Challenqe—Dogs; 1st, Dixon's Leo B.
Bitches: 1st, Dixon's Duchess of Waverly.—OPBN—Dogs; Ist, W.
Mount Royal's Mount Royal Rush; 3d, Dixon's Duke of Welling-
ton. Bitches: 1st, Graham's Lady Gordo"- 2d. Dixon's Princess
Louise; 3d, very high com. and high com,, Mount Royal's Wanda,
Floss 0. and Nujea.
POINTERS.—CHALLBNGE—Mouiit Royal's Devon N"ll.—Open—

DuQs: 1st, Connell's Rock; 3d, Grayson's Donovan. Bitches: lat.

M"unt Royal's Chaira; 3d, Smith's iCuae. High com, Kingston
Kennels' Snnet M.—NovrnB-lst. Chaira; 3d, W. Kune; 3d, Kings-
ton Kennels' Bell Bird. Very high com., Donovan.
GREAT DANES.—1st, Stewart's Don Cajsar.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS,—Dogs; Ist, Carson's Dan Rice
Bitches: 1st, Carson's Biddy Donnelly; 3d, Nichols's Marguerite
CLUMBERS.—Ist, Smart's Darby.

FIELD SPANIELS.—1st, Spracklin's Queenie; 3d, Howe's Won-
der; 3-1. Walliem's Sport.
COCKERS—Bbagk.—Challbnge—Dogs; Bell's Fascination.

Ditches: Bell's Amazement.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Kennedy's Jay
Kas; 2d. Mitcliner's Dora. Bitches: 1st. Keyes's Rideau Flossie;
3d, Bell's Trcublesome; 3d, Spracklin's Volo. Reserve, Kennedy's
Molly Baron. High cam., Thompson's Lillie —Other than
Black.—Challenge—Nelles's Red Jacket.—Open—Dogs; Is',
Spracklin's Red Obo; 3d. Leigh's Rufus; 3d, W. Gowan's Red Fel-
low. Bitches: Ist, Bell's Cherry Ripe; 3d. Spracklin's Lady.—
NOVTCB-1st. Troublesome; 3d, Jay Kay; 3d, Rideau. Reserve,
Cherry Ripe. Very high com., Bates's Nina. High com., Thomp-
son's Lillie and Red Fellow. Com., Walkem's Rusty.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs; Seminolr's Roslya Dandy.
Bitches: Seminole's Metchley Surprise.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Chest-
nut Hill's Wellsbourne Charlie; 2d, Hempstead Farm's Conrad;
3d, McEwen & Gibson's Samson. Reserve, Seminole's Oiriso-
lite. Very high com., Ford's Metchley's Bob. Bitches: Semi-
nole's Beri-ba and Crissy: McEwen & Gibson's Crissy; McEwen &
Gibson's Dudley Chris.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Smith's Carisbrook.—Open—Dole's
Lady Venus.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge — Dole's Starlight. —Open—

Ist, 3d, Sd and very high com., Homes's Count II., [Chatham
Prince, Grove's Duchess, Tournout Kit.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—McDonald's Blemton Trump.
—Open—Dogs: 1st. Bank's Blemton Rattler; 2d, Ratbbone'sBever-
wyckPrinslon; 3d. McDonald's Calrhas. Very high com., Hauks's
Bambou, K«yes's Rideau Rivet. Bitches: 1st, Hanks's Grouse II.,

3d, Stewart's Hillside Baroness; 2d, Hanks's Fuss, Very high
com., Hanks's Damson, Oldrieve's Dudley Stave. Hieh com.,
Arden'sRosa, Jr.—Novice.—1st. Myfellow; 3d, Calchas; 3d, Hemp-
stead F.<5.rm's Suffolk Tesse. Very high com., H. W. Smith's
Sisrer Trick. — Wire- 1 1 airs .—lat, Hempstead Farm's Suffolk
Trimmer; 2d, Wetherall's Tinder Box; 3d, Hempstead Farm's
Tesse. Very high com.. Sister Trick.

SCOTCH. SKYE, DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-Chal-
LENGE—Strimm's Sir Stafford,—Open—Ist, Wanton's Rodger;
3d, Svmonds's Scotch Hot; 3d, Endcliffe's Maggie. Very high
com.. Brock's team of Dandies, Reserve, Smith's I8la5^

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge.—Ist. Comstock's Bosco IV.-
Open—Dogs: I't and 3d, Svmonds's Salem and ,Tack Briggs; 3d,
Comstock's Hanover Boy. Reserve, Drummond's Commissariat.
Bitchea: 1st, Moimt Royal Kennels' Libbie; 2d, O'Connor's Gultees;
3d, Brown's Killarney Girl.

BLACK AND T.\H TERRIERS.-CHALLENGE-lst. Elmer's Sir
Wallace —Open-Dogs: lat. Dole's Salisbury. Bitches: 1st, Sv-
monds's Rosette; 3d, Rochelle Kennels' Topaz. Reserve, RochelJe
Kennels' English Lady. Very high com., Dole's Louie, Elmer's
Lady Don. High com., Elmer's Grace.

TOY SPANIELS.—Ist and 3d. Trebileock's Toronto Royal Duke
and Topsy; 3d, Central Kennels' Royal Roy.

PUGS —Challenge-1st, Spminole Kennels' Bnnsor.—Open-
Dogs; l-^t. Hardy's Dixie; 3d, Adams's Meddler; 31, Miller's Dandy,
.Ir. Biicltes: IsN Seminole Kennels' Midget; 3d and 3d, Hardy's
Miut and Miss Penrice. Very high com.. Hardy's Baby Ruth.
FOXHOUNDS,—1st, Spracklin's J. I. T.; 3d, Ourtis's Jack.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Dogs: 1st, Seidee's Fritz K.; 2d. Lewis's
Biglow; 3d, Lyons's Harvpy. Very high com , Hanka's Servanates,
Trebileock's Jumbo. Bitches: 1st, Hanks's Flodevka; 3d, Manice's
Jessie; equnl 3d, Victoria and Thomas's Boston Mdel. V ery high
com., Symonds's Jenny.

THE WESTERN MICHIGAN SHOW.
Editor Forest and Sti-eam:
1 cannot help noticing, with j'our permission, the letter of

Mr. Bates, secretary of the Kingston show, published in
your issue of the 8th inst. It was bad enough for Kingston
to come along long after we had claimed ottr dates and pub-
lish the same dates for their show, but when any club re-
.soi'ts to such direct slurs as he makes use of regarding our
entry fee and "novice" management of our show, as he
terms it, I feel that this "patent medicine" style of trying
to draw from our entry is very unbecoming. Do you "sup-
pose there is another man in the same official capacity In
this country or Canada that would write such an article
with the direct purpose of injuring another show. No, sir;

and perhaps the "novice" management of the Grand Eapids
show may have as strong prestige among his American
cousins as he has, which may affect his entry more next
year than this. We certainly appreciate the "two years"
experience of the Kingston Club in the "novice class," and
if they took two "flr.- ts" we are glad to welcome themiti
the class that "know it alL" Perhaps Mr. Bates, if he was
a little better acq^uaiuted with the "novice" management of
our show, woitld have saved his remarks for a more suitable
occasion. We wish Kingston a success, and if our "baby"
is a failure we will publish it.

Chas. K. Faemee, Vice-President W. Mich. K, Club.

Whippet Racing.

On Wednesday afternoon of Toronto show, there was a
race between George Thomas's Boston Model and Campbell
<fc Blake'.s Maggie. Though beaten on the bench, the latter
fully revenged her defeat by beating Model twenty yards in
200 in 13 secoud.s. Afterward.«, with Tip as pacemaker,
Maggie did the distance iu 12% seconds on a somewhat
roughcour.se. "Tom" Blake gave exhibition every day in
front of the big grand stand, and the racing created a lot of
interest. His dogs will run at Grand liapids this week,
when probably a big match will be brought off.

DOG CHAT.

Toronto Dog- Show.
As the show progressed the management settled dovvn to

something resembling order, and aisles were swept up, and
by Thursday morning the show smelled pretty sweet. We
should advise Mr. Stone to lay in next year's supp'y of saw-
dust for rings, etc., at once, so tliat no contretemps can
happen in 1893, It is not particularly nice for judges and
exhibitors to indulge in a species of hurdle racing about the
ring to keep measurably clean. The catalogue, when it fin-

ally issued in its entirety, was quite an ambitious alfair.
Each breed had a standard or description drawn up at the
head by some well known breeder. This is a useful feature,
especially for the "recruits." The catalogue was, however,
lamentably full of errors; we hate to find so much fault, but
in future it would be well for the secretary, if he has not
time to do the work himself, to employ some good clerk and
give him full charge of the whole clerical business, and let

him have say a W. K. C. catalogue to go by. The entries
closed in ample time to do the work properly, and it should
be done, as nothing galls a man more than to find his own
or his dog's name only a resemblance to the truth. We are
told the feeding was good and the food well cooked and en-
joyed by the dogs; some local firm supplying the biscuits we
believe. The disinfeeting—well, the less said about that the
better.
There is another point in connection with this show that

should l^e corrected next year. The rules under which the
show is held state that puppies shall not be shown under
six months old, or to that effect. There were puppies
shown then at Toronto that were little over so many weeks
old, and their pens were kept in a shocking state. There
was even a great Dane bitch with a big litter, and
the puppies, to get out of the reeking mess, climbed on the
mother's back. This sort of thing frustrates every good
that the aforesaid rule was intended to do.
The visitors at the show from all parts were numerous,

and the Canadian Kennel Club meeting was attended by
some 40 fanciers. It was a delight to see the manner in
which they all seemed to join in the discussions, contrary to
the custom of our A. K. C. meetings, where two or three
delegates do the talking and the others throwup their hands
when "held up" by the leaders. The Canadians seem to
enter into their discu.ssions most heartily and con amore.
In conclusion, we must not forget to mention that among
the hard-working stewards were Capt. Greville Harston,
who really worked like a Trojan in Mr. Davidson's ring, and
Mr, W. F. Fraser stuck to his duties well iu Mr, Mason's
behalf. Mr. H, B. Donovan spared suf3Eicient time from his
multifarious work for Mr. F. C, Wheeler's i^enefit, and Mr.
A. W. Smith was also an active volunteer. The fair, as
usual, was a great attraction, and the people crowded into
the town to the tune of about 80,000 during the week. The
judging gave almost general satisfaction. In only a few in-
stances was grumbling indulged in, and results were taken
philosophically.

A New Kennel.

We always like to hear from those who are just starting
in and of the dogs they commence with. Some time since
we spoke of Mr. H. H. Hunnewell, Jr., having contracted the
fever, and are now able to give some interesting particulars
of his "nucleus," In wire-haired fox-terriers he has im-
ported three bitches: Petition; breeder, Mr. Spennly, Eng-
land; by Ebor Nick out of Keldgate Bell; whelped March,
1889. She has won second at Cruft's show in 1891, and other
prizes. Oakleigh Flirt, breeder Mr. Lindsay llogg, is by
Oakleigh Hymen out of Nettle, and was whelped June, 1890.

Meg II. is by Tyke out of Vixen. His dog is Oakleigh
Bruiser, by Dudley Rarity out of Burrett, a fine, promising
all white dog, whelped June, 1891. In brown poodles he has
Pooh-Bah, breeder J. Coulin, Paris, whelped November,
1888. This dog won third prize at the Paris show of 1890.

He was purchased from Miss Post in Paris, France. Ida is

a very fine brown poodle, which he has only just received
from Paris. She won second at the doe show in that city
this summer. She was whelped May, 1891. Mr. Himnewell
is building extensive kennels, and expects several more
wire-hairs yet; so we suppose he will have to be reckoned
with when the shows come round next year.

Death of Champion Foreman.
The death of this well known and justly celebrated Eng-

lish setter last week, from old age, removes from the at-
mosphere of the show ring a dog around whom was at-
tached a general interest at one time. This was in the days
of Plautagenet, etc, and the early 80s, and when our friend
"Billy" Tallman was right in it, both on bench and field,
for Foreman was a corker among the quail as well as on the
bench. This dog probably won more prizes than any other
during the twelve years of his life. He was whelped Feb.
26, 1880, and was by Dashing Monarch otit of Fairy II., and
therefore truly bred in the purple. His first winning bracket
was hung up at Bo.ston in 1883. The name of Foreman
was always associated with those of "Billy" Tallman and
Fred Crawford, of Pawtucket, R. T. At one time Fore-
man, we are told, was sold for $2,.500. His best win iu the
field was in 1881, when he won the All-Aged Stake at the
Eastern Field Trials, and he also won the Members' Stake
in 1885, at High Point, N. C. He was bred by Mr. J. C.
Higgins and owned at one time in Canada. One by one the
old landmarks pa.ss away, but there does not seem to be
that romance and keen interest surrounding those that take
their places; is it that the dogs are not so good or is the
change in the owners ?

The Flour City Kennel Sale.

We cannot say that Mr. Whitney's resolve to give up try-
ing to breed ma.stiffs surprises tis very much, for if any one
has had hard luck enough to break any man's fancier heart,
this gentleman has experienced it. A little ray of .sunshine
now and then, in the way of a living litter, tends to keep a
man on the lookout for a turn in the tide of ill luck, but Mr.
Whitney has not even had this. After expending some |i9,000

he finds him.self with one puppy of his own breeding. What
he has seen during his 1 at visit to England convinces bim
they are' not much better olf over there. His dogs are all for
sale and to the highest bidder, bids to be sent to Mr. W.
Wade, Hulton, Pa., and the top one gets his choice. This is
an opportunity for mastiff breeders of limited means to
secture some of the cream of the fancy at pretty nearly their
own prices. We know Mr. Whitney willnot give up thefancy
altogether, and probably with a smaller kennel and a new
deal he may have better luck. We hope so.

Inhuman Treatment of Dogs.
One of the most inhuman and dastardly actions that any

man, dogman or otherwise, has been guilty of was exposed
at Toronto show on the arrival of a "box of dogs" consigned
to the show and owned by Mr. F. W. Wilson, of Chatham,
Canada. Every one knows what a caroenter's chest is like,
this was the shipping crate and measured 3ft. by 2it 6in.,
and in this a supposed fancier of dogs had the brutality to
force seventeen great Dane puppies and two fox-terriers. On
the box being opened nine puppies and a fox-terrier were
found to be dead. The affair has disgusted every one here,
and sorry we are that we shoidd have to include a man who
could do such a thing among the members of dogdom. Mr.
Wilson is no novice, for he has exhibited dogs here for two
or three years.

Notes from New Eng-land.

Mr. "Bob" Leslie, of Lynn, Ma.ss., was in New York city
last Monday a,nd dropped into our sanctum. He brought a
few bits of New England gossip; but the worst that we
heard was of the accident that happened to Mr. E B. Sears.
It seems he so wrenched his ankle that two ligatjjents were
broken. We are happy to hear, however, that the owner of
Sir Bedivere can get about again, though progress is pain-
ful. Mr. Sears wished to resign the presidency of the Lynn
Club, but better counsel prevailed, and he will retain office
till next May. The other day Mr, Sears received word that
Sir Bedivere had sired a litter of seventeen pnps. This in
itself should be sufficient to make Mr. Sears reconsider his
idea of giving up the dogs. We hear that liiiOO was offered
and refused for his Wyoming Prince, a son of the late cham-
pion Hesper.

Canada's Fox-Terrier Club.

A meeting of fox-terrier men was held a,t the Walker
House, Toronto, Sept. 12. Alderman A. D. Stewart, of Ham-
ilton, was in the chair. H. B. Donovan acted as .secretary.
It was decided to form the Canadian Fox-Terrier Club, and
officers were elected as follows: Patron, William Hendrie,
Sr., Hamilton; President, R. Gibson, Delaware; Secretary-
Treasurer, H. P. Thomp.son; Committee, F. S. Wetherall,
Compton, Quebec; G. Bell, Toronto; J. W. Morden, Hamil-
ton; James Lindsay. Montreal; F. R. Close, Hamilton; S.
Monro, London; G. S. Oldrieve, Kingston; J. V. Bennett,
Toronto; P. Smyth, Toronto. The fox-terrier fancy iu
Canada is increasing .so rapidly that it will not be long be-
fore the spaniel men will have to share the honors of popu-
larity.

Lawsuit About a Dog.
It will be remembered that Mr. A. W. Smith's celebrated

black and tan terrier bitch Buffalo Lass was smothered in
transit to the New York show last spring. Mr Smith, se-
curing certificates from Drs. Glover and' Foote as to the
cause of death, has now brought stiit against the American
Express Co. for |200 damages, and the trial comes off this
week in the Supreme Court, Buffalo, N. Y. The outcome
will have an important bearing on the legality, etc, of the
release clause that dogmen have to sign, and how far ex-
press companies are liable for death and injuries to dogs
traveling in their care.

Mr. Jarrett's Purchases,
Mr. W. Brodie did not hold his Irish terrier bitch Can-

dour very long after his arrival in Canada. Mr. Jarrett, who
likes a daredevil almost as well as the milder collie, gave, it
is said, .1500 for her. With her ears cropped she will act a
leading part in future shows, and Mr. -Jarrett must be con-
gratulated on his plucky purchase. Mr. Jarrett also picked
up a good collie in Toronto Wonder, and a dog that, under
Mr. Jarrett's skillful manipulation may be expected to take
much higher honors than he did at the Toronto show last
week.

More Importations.
The steamer Cuflc, of the White Star Line, arrived from

England Sept. 13 with two collie dogs, Nellie and Wallace,
froin Mr. Geo. F. Bowden, consigned to Mr E. H, Morris.
These are the sheep dogs that have been imported especially
with regard to their working capabilities, and will compete
at the sheep dog trials at the Trenton (N. J.) fair. A wire-
haired terrier was also received consigned to Mr. T. S. Bel-
lin, 31 Park .street, Albany, N. Y.

Death of a Valuable Terrier.

Mr. Henry Brooks, of West Medford, Mass., has the sym-
pathy of all sportsmen and lovers of the dog, at his cruel
ill-luck in losing his grand Scotch terrier bitch Gerda, which
died the first morning of the Toronto show from mpture of
the stomach. Gerda was lately imported from England and

.

was own sister to his crack little dog Kilroy, champion Kil-
dee—Bitterweed,

At Toronto last week we saw a rather unique style of eva-
sion of the cruelty laws. A scissor grinder coming into
town had a dog, looked something of the Chesapeake order,
chained to his machine by two chains which centered on the
dog's collar at the back. The dog apparently trotted along
at the side of the big wheel, but in reality he lugged the
whole concern, the man simply guiding the wheel. It was
real downright hard work for the dog, and if the owner
values his pocket or liberty he had better keep on the north-
ern side of the line.

We regret to hear from Mr. W. C. Reick that his young
stud dog Prince Clifford w9jS killed last week by an engine
on the rails at Seabright, N. -J. These second'strings are
useful in a large kennel and it is too bad to lose such dogs
in so shocking a manner.

Mr. L. C. Whiton's greyhound Spinaway is now in Eng-
land iu Mr. Geo. Raper's care, and will remain some time
and be bred to Y'"oung Pullerton. Mr. Whiton will run
jointly with Mr. Lowe the greyhound Lord Neverstill at
Great Bend next month. The Brooklyn catalogue will
have pictures of typical specimens of each breed at the head
of the classes, and a special effort will be made to make the
catalogue a work of art as well as reference.

LTnder a misinterpretation of the rules, Mr. Jarrett en-
tered his crack collie Wellesbourne Charlie in the novice
class at Toronto and won. Mr. McEwen protested the
award and entry, and a committee meeting being held, the
dog was disqualified and, we believe, the entry fee re-
turned. It does not seem just to the novices that a dog like
Wellesbourne Charlie, who has won prizss at shows in
England and some under C. K. C. rules, should be allowed
to compete in our novice classes. This subject was dis-
cussed some time since, and the Canadian rule bearing on
novice classes was changed to bar prize-winning dogs from
England from competing in these classes. Mr. Jarrett,
however, complained that, though the C. K. C. rule said
"recognized shows in Canada, the United States or Eng-
land," the list of recognized shows in Eagland was not
given in the premium list, as was the case with the other
two countries.

We have heard capital accounts of the dog biscuits
made by Messrs. Austin & Graves. During our visits to
the New England kennels, we notice that this brand of bis-
cuit is to be found in almost every kennel, and we all know
that the average New Englander is not given, as a rule, to
waste money on worthless articles.

Mr. M. Flynn, Jr., we see in the business column, is offer-
ing some choice Irish setter pups ridiculously cheap, out of
Sedan by Glen Jarvis. The progeny of such animals should
soon be snapped up, for we all know what a capital field
bitch Sedan is, for did she not win the All-Age Stake at
High Point last year at the Irish setter field trials?

Dr. O. Stewart Bamber, secretary of the Rochester Kennel
Club, writes: "Considering the small money offered we are
very well satisfied with an entry of over 100 dogs. St.
Bernards are strongest with 14 entries, mastiffs second with
13, all breeds represented contain representative dogs."

Any one not receiving preminm lists for bench show
and trials of National Beagle Club should address: Field
Trial Committee, N, B. C, Box 230, Boston, Mass.
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Westminster K. C. Dogs for Sale.

We note that the Westminster Kennel Club intend auc-
tioning off nearly all their pointers at the American Horse
Exchange, Sept. 29, at 3 P. M. They will, however, reserve
heir stud dogs. The list includes such noted dogs as Lass
of Bow, Glauca, Westminster Sal, Gladys and many others.
Such an opportunity probably has never before been offered
for pointer men to get such stock at prices that usually pre-
vail at auctions. The dogs will be on exhibition Sept. 28 up
to time of sale.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be ansioered Hy Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a rmmher of the Royal College of Veterinaru Surgeons.
Communications referHng to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs ivlU receive careful attenik>n,

SuBSCRiBEH, Brockville, On+.—1. The old hunter has given you
some wrong information, and has been guilty of stating some ab-
surdities. Dogs properly trained can point ruffed grousp, and do
it very nicely. The qualities you mention as belonging to your
•dog are most desirable. You bave let him have his head too long
and have not given him enough experience, U.se a short check-
cord aboot 5fr. long and a spike collar when working him on ruffed
grouse. As he has pointed larks there is no doubt but what be
will point grouse if properly handled. It is not uncommon for a
dog to refuse to retrieve other birds than those he has been trained
on exclusively, and again the spike collar comes into play to en-
force the training. It will require diligent training to get vour
dog well in haTid, but his qualities are most excellent as you de-
scribe them. Dogs should be taught to range close for ruffed
grouse. 3. For ruffed grouse, woodcock and snipe a cylinder-bore
or modified choke will be the best.

L., Oliphant, Furnace, Tenn.—There are bloodhounds broken to
trail men. The price of good specimens of eood breeding is from
.$50 to SlOn for puppies. You will find such stock advertised in
our columns from time to time.

24. Chelsea.
24. Buffalo, 3d Pennant.

1. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
15. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER,

24. Commonwealtb, Cham., Dor-
chester Bay.

BER.

9. Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New
York Bay.

The America Cup.
Back of the rumors, present and prospective, of challenges from

various quarters for a race next year for the America Cup, there is

the solid fact that one British yachtsman. Lord Dunraven, unde-
terred even by that "two miles of open water,'" is notonly willing but
anxious to challenge as soon as the Cup is offered on fair conditions,
such as its donors intended. I£ the New Y^ork Y. C. really wishes a
challenge it can obtain one within a week, by a frank and manly ad-
mission of the mistake it made in 1887 and an honest effort to rem-
edy it.

New York Y, C, Schooner Sweepstakes.
NEW YORK—KEW YORK HARBOR.

The New York Y'. C. closed the season so far as the larger yachts
are concerned with a special sweepstakes for schooners in the 90rt
class, as announced early in the year. The race was arranged in
view of the renewed interest in the class this year, as evidenced in
the construction of two new yachts, the expectation being that with
all the boats at their best, and with a good September breeze and a
course outside the Hook, the race would afford a flue spectacle and
produce some valuable results. Sad to relate, the race was rather a
tame one, while even the liberal offer of the club of extra cups m
addition to the sweepstakes was ineffective in bringing out entries
The conditions were: entry, $-300, with $100 forfeit; if two start

wmnertotake stakes; if three start, second to save her entrance
money. The club added a $500 cup for the first and a $150 cup for
the second, the latter conditional on three starting.
When the list closed on Aug. 5 there were 5 entries. Alccsa, Messrs

Clark; Alert, J. N. Lunine; Iroquois, E. N. Ellis; Lasca, J. E. Brooks
and Marguerite, R. S. Palmer. Since then Alert has shipped her
smaller rig for a Mediterranean cruise, while Alcasa was not in con-
dition, so both paid the forfeit. Alcasa has been for several weeks in
the; charge of Capt. Haff, Sr., of Volunteer, to be worked up to
form, but as he was not satisfied with her as yet she did not start
though out on the course. This left as starters only the following
three:

Sailing Allow-
T T 1-, Ti , Length. ance.
Lasca, .1. E. Brooks 93 17
Marguerite, R. S. Palmer 83 '48 6 i(i
Iroquois, Ralph N. Ellis . .." 82*58 5 '48
After the very hard blow of Tuesdn v night and Wednesday m'orn-

ing there was but a moderate breeze on Thursday, about W N Wwhen the tug Ocean King anchored off Scotland Lightship at 10 -30'
On board her were Messrs. kS. Nicholson Kane, Chester Griswold and
Irving Grinnell, the regatta committee, and a small gathering ofNew York yachtsmen. The smaller tug, Scandmavian, was in com-pany, rn charge of Superintendent Neils Olsen, with three plank
floats, each bearing a red flag, on the after deck. It was impossible
to lay off the first leg to wind ward, so the triangle was laid out S.K>E.,
0 nautical miles, N.E.^N., and W.N.W. This made a reach down
home

'''^^^ ^ second reach seaward after the jibe, and a beat

When the signal for the start was given, with 5m. to cross in, the

S'ifnJi.f^^'^, ?h^''i^+>?^'^^
'''•^ "'^0 be last, and all were

hO successful that they were still above the line when the last gun
fti-ed, 5m. later. Marguerite, with a fine suit of canvas and every-thing drawing, went over first, followed by Lasca, while Iroquoiswas some distance astern; the handicaps being 42s.. Ira. and Im 3sMarguerite and Iroquois broke out nibtopsails when over the lineLasca carrying hers and a maintopmaststavsail as wed when she
hnf^l-n.,,^^^^'"^?*^ f her maintopmaststaysail very promptly,but Iroquois waited for a time, ready to luff out if necessary A

''"f ^ ti'ouble, Lasca bearing awfy m
*''f°,

a freer course than the other two. She
Pmi.- Ann'- J'lf

Iro<iuois steadily dropped astern of Marguerite,

rhi -^T^^^ ^" were carrying clubtopsails.

oF « nlrt
o It m Indian file, with a light breeze and only the roll

w«t « tlnf^^it*.*'?"' ''?*^'^''1J' blow of the few previous days,

Thfi ffrJ ^«ri?w?A''
P^'cPss'on, devoid of incident or excitementihe first mark was timed after an easy jibe;

xj,„„„ 1st mark. Elapsed.

fce:::;:::;;;;;:;;;;:::;;;-:.v;;..v;;;:!lig \tf,troquois 12 35 20 1 04 11
^.'^I'^^fP^""^ ^'"^ maintopmaststafsails were'shifted for ballooneis,

^a,^ for?n«,r' Slfi"^
'°

?f
^"^""'^ ""I^ ^ small but valuabl^gam toi Lasca. She came to the turn, however, with her big balloon

&v>frrifn"i^''*''^'^"S. ^^^'^'^ second 'float wfth the «aU to

l^Z l^M^^^ the lower sails. There was some delay mluffing and clearmg the sail, enough to lose the race in the end

mmmPd'fnwrf '"^V^^ "'"l'^
jibtopsail .stowed and sheets

«t th.5,
" f '° freshening ivlnd, not losing a mo-Sd mark were:

^^^'^ '""^

T acpa 2d mark. Elapsed.

Mari^i'^Ht'p 1 3« 28 1 05 28

IroaSofs
• '9 lOSW

her'iiktr,^fh?,,*i'l^i'^
sail,' 'she 'found the wind more to

Si^SftP Fnf ^'"^^ '^'^'^ O'^^e began to open out on
er^fnnii ?i

^ continued to gain, the pair making sev-

whid ?U.htS''w ' "^^^^ ^''O"^ middle of tbe last leg the

the hiP-^^Pnw 'A^JffP*'"*^ P*"-'^^'^ "P'^'^d dangerously nearthe big fellow. All three were carrying babv iibtopsails Maraiierite-';

UnS'hnfn^'t^ "-^^'^ on^LasTa the'san I'^a^con-

of hPr ^^a""^
' intervals. Iroquois chose a course

Rranr4i n^nH.' T^d'°F, o,"e lODg starboard tack toward LongISranch until she could weather the Scotland.
Coming mshore, a few harder puffs helped Lasca but within the

tot cer°ta^ntv ''1^^?' on he? rapidly" and had the raceto a certainty. At the fine Lasca was still leadmg, and she managed

SAIL PLAN OF "BADGER." Scale }4 INCH.

to squeeze by the tug with a shake up, leaving Marguerite to Ipeward
to make a short tack, but in spite of ttiis she had time to spare, being
little over a minute astern. The last leg was timed

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Lasca 3 20 56 1 44 28
Marguerite 3 32 07 1 41 48
Iroquois 3 28 2.3 1 44 49
Tne full times were:

Start. Flni.'ih. Elapsed. Corrected.
Marguerite 11 30 00 2 22 07 .3 52 07 3 46 SI
Lasca 11 ,30 00 3 20 56 3 50 56 3 50 56
Iroquois 11 30 00 3 28 28 3 58 23 3 52 35

Marguerite beat Lasca 4m. bi. and Iroquois 5m. 44s , corrected tame.
Lasca beat the Iroquois Im. 39s.. corrected time.
Marguerite was steered by Capt. Sherlock, with her ovi'Ber and

Messrs, Willard and Stewart aboard. Lasca was steered by t'apt.
Rhodes, and Iroquois by Mr. Ellis. Iroquois was well sailed, to all
appearances, but failed to equal her performance at Larchmont.
Marguerite ends a most successful season, with a cash purse of S600
and a $500 cup. The improvements made in her sail plan and ballast
plan last winter by Mr. Stewart and Captain Sherlock have made a
different boat of her, and her plucky young owner is at last reaping
the reward of his perseverance in working over and racing her so
steadily.

Lake Geneva Y. C.

e The Lake Geneva Y". C. of Lake Geneva, Wis., is one of the active
racing clubs of the West, its membersbip being composed of Chicago
yachtsmen, the majority of them enthusiasts in open boat racing.
The fleet is made up of "large catboats and jib and mainsail boats,
such as Tattler and Wbispsr. old champions on Long Island Sound,
with others of their class especially built to beat them. The club has
a membership of eighty five, the officers being: Com., N. K. Fair-
bank; Rear Com., H. W. Marsh: Sec'y-Treas., W. S. McCrea; Direc-
tors, G. S. Isham. Jos. L*>iter and J. M. Rumsev; Regatta Com., H.
W. Marsh, J. H. Hodgkios, H. H. Porter, .Ir.. H G. Rich. .John Wil-
liams; Measurers. John Johnson, Jr., H. H. Porter. Jr.. H. G. Rich.
The club is rich in cups, possessing no less than five, the Sheridan
regatta prize, the Leiter challenge cup, the Folly cup, the Expert
challenge cup, the Vanadis challenge cup. The Sberidan prize was
instituted in honor of General Sheridan, and first sailed for, he being
present, on the last Saturday of August, 1874. Messrs. Geo. L. Dun-
lap and N K. Pairbank constitute a committee controlling all ques-
tions relating to this prize. They decided that the race this year
sbould be sailed under the direction of the Lake Geneva Y. C. and
governed by its rules and regulations. Yachts contesting to be sloop
rigged open boats belonging on Lake Geneva. The name of the win-
ning yacht and its owner lo be engraved on the prize each year.
The owner of the yacht winning the prize to be entitled to hold it on
the express condition that it is the property of the committee, sub-
ject to their order on Aug. 15 of each year.
The Leiter ChaUenge Cup was instituted in 1886 by L. Z. Leiter,

Esq. It was first held by the Blossom. The Viking next won it, and
successfully defended its title to the trophy in several races. The
Vanadis was the next winner. A synopsis of its conditions are:
Only open sloop yachts can race for its possession. A competing
yacht must be sailed by its owner, and amateurs must handle main
and jib sheets. Owners of winning yachts are subject to challenge
for it, after having hsd possession two weeks. In event of challenge
no other yacht can enter a race already arranged, without consent of
both holder and owner of yacht originally challenging. Otherwise
rules of the Lake Geneva Y. C. govern all contests.
The Folly Cup was offered in leoi by Mrs. Kate R. Papin, to be

competed for by sloop yachts of the 20fc. class. This cup was first
won ny the White Wing The conditions are as follows: All compe-
titions to be under the direction and rules of the Lake Geneva T. C,
and sailed for only by yachts belonging to members of said club.
The cup is to be sailed for each year on the day of the Sheridan prize
race Ijy sloop yachts of 18ft. and not over 31ft. racing measurement,
according to the existing rules of the Lake Geneva Y'". C. The course
is to be the then existing one for yachts of above measurement. The
cup is to be subject to the order of the regatta committee on Aug. 15
of each year. The name of the winning yacht and the name of its
owner may be engraved on the cup.
The Expert Challenge Cup was given by the owners of the yacht

Expert. It must be sailed for under the rules of the Lake Geneva
Y'^. C. by cat-rigered boats, I8ft. long and not over 21ft. long. Lake
Geneva Y. C. racing measurement. Tbe course to be the then exist-
ing course for yachts of above measurement. After a yacht winning
this prize has had possession of the cup for two weeks. Its holder is
subject to challenge to a race for its possession. A copy of the chal-
lenge must be sent to the chairman of the regatta committee, which
committee is to name a day for the race, if owners of the two yachts
interested cannot agree upon a date. The name of the winning yacht
and its owner may be engraved upon the cup.
The Vanadis Challenge Cup, which was given by the owners of the

yacht Vanadis, is to be competed for by cat- rigged boats over 2.3ft.
and not over 25ft., racing measurement according to the rules of the
Lake Geneva Y^. C. The race shah be over Ihe then existing course
of said club for yachts of above named measurement. Other con-
ditions are the same as for the Expert cup.
Expert was built in 1888 by John H. Cornwall, of Port Washington

Long Island, and after a very successful career on the Sound found
her way to Lake Geneva, where she was equally successful. Follow-
ing her victory of last year came an order from Mr. J. H. Hodgkins
for a boat from the sanne stocks to beat her, ana before the new
boat. Precept, was launched, another member of the club Edward
Norton, purcha.sed the fast Cornwall boat Tattler on the Sound and
shipped her by i-ail to Lake Geneva. At the same time a third 'new
boat was ordered for the smaller class, a novel experiment of MrCornwall s similar to his Badger, whose lines are given this week'
the Possum, built for Com. Fairbank. This last yacht is but"] 7ft on
vvaterhne and STft. over all.

Sheridan and Polly cup races this year was Aug
au, but the race was unfinished owing to unfavorable weather and «opostponed to Aug. 22. There was rain m the morning, but bv'll A Mthere was a nice easterly breeze, shifting to northeast at the start"

the lead down wind, she and Tattler carrying spinakers, the new
boat having none. Naiad. Psyche and Viking were soon left astern
Expert held her lead to the turn, with Precept second, but by a clever
turn Tattler took second place. In the windward work Tattler
proved the best of the lot, winning by a safe margin, the times
being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Tattler 11 30 60 3 46 15 3 15 25 .3 15 25
Precept 11 31 .29 2 50 15 3 18 48 3 17 49
Expert 11 33 15 2 52 10 3 19 55 3 19 03
The race for the Folly cup was started at the same time, the yachts

crossing thus: Pibroch 11 ::«:30. Hebe 11:32:40. Ripple 11 :32:,50, 'No 34
11:33:50, Possum 11:31:35, Vanadis 11:.35:20. The course was but 12
miles. Po.ssum was under a borrowed rig of small size, and made
but a poor showing in consequence. The times were:
_ Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vanadis 11 .35 20 2 30 20 2 55 OO 2 55 00
Hebe 11 32 40 2 33 35 3 00 55 3 00 26
Fossum 11 .34 35 2 38 50 3 04 15 3 02 26
Tattler wins the Sheridan cup and Vanadis the Folly cup.

The Sailing Boat Badger.
The tendency of designers, at home and abroad, for the past two

or three years has been away from all conventional designs, and
toward novelties and even freaks in form, ballasting and rig In
this universal hunt for imorovement, the shoal draft and light dis-
placement craft has benefitted greatly, and a reaction has set in
after the furore for keel boats that has prevailed even in this coun-
try for some time. The multiplication of yachts and boats in the
smaller classes at the expense of the larger, and the opportunity to
experiment in new types which is offered to ali by the moderate
cost of budding, has led to the construction of many varieties of
light draft craft in England as well as in America, and in this coun-
try has placed the centerboard again in the racing.
The boat whose hues are here given was designed and built purely

as an experiment, to test the value of the new overhanging ends and
of a pecuUar form of light displacement. The designer, Mr. John H.
Cornwall, of Port Washington, L. I., is well known through his suc-
cessful raxing boats of the open, shifting ballast type, PbyUis, Tat-
tler, Expert and others. The new boat is totally dift'erent in model
from any of these, not only in the overhanging ends but in the mid-
ship section, which shows a decided hollow below. She was built
for Louis J. Boury, of the Atlantic Y. C, by J. Willis, of Port Wash-
ington. Although she has sailed in but a few races she has been in
constant use about New Y'ork during the summer, and has proved
fast enough to justify the expectations of her owner and designer,
holding her own easily against large catboats and the smaller keel
boats larger than herself. She is decked with the usual fittings of
the open jib and mainsail boat, her centerboard being 7ft. long. The
rig is the jib and mainsail.
Her leading dimensions are:

Length over all 26ft.
L.W.L iBft. llin

Overhang forward
, . 5£t. 4in

aft 3ft. 9in.
Beam extreme 9ft, gin

L.W.L 8ft. Sin.'
Draft Ut.. din.
Least freeboard . ,. ift. 3Uin.
Mast, deck to hounds .. 27fc.

from fore end, l.w.l 4ft
goom ;; mt. 4m.
Gaff 1.5rt.

Bowsprit beyond l.w.l I3ft 6iu
Mainsail area 44Ssq ft
Jib area i;7.^q. ft.
Total sail area GSosq. ft.

The lines were taken from the original model, the after overhang
of the boat as built b"ing realiy less than shown here. Since Badger
was launched and tried Mr. Cornwall has built a similar boat, the
Possum, now on Lake Geneva, Minn., owned by Com, N. K Fair-
bank, of the Lake Geneva Y. C.

Gloucester Races.
The final decisioa of the judges in the Gloucester races is as

follows:
_First class—Chieftain. Aaron Brown, Gloucester, $50; King Philip
H. B. Torrey, Boston. $3.5.

. -
s i^.

Second class, centerboard.s—Chapaqnoit, C. H. Jones, Boston, $40
Second class, keels—Handsel. J, It. Hooper, Boston, .$40.
Third class, centerhoards—Beatrice, J. Cavanagh: Braintree, S35-

Black Cloud, E. H. Taylor, Lynn, $iO; Hazard, Pierce & Moody,
Newburyport, $15.
Third class, keel?—Emma L., S. L, Saunders, Lynn, |35: Irene, H.

Armstead, Lynn. $20.
Fourth class, jib and mainsail—Mavis, Smothers & Brooks, $40
Fourih class, cats—Magpie, H. G. Otis, Winthrop, $40; Arab". W

P. Scott, Dorchester, $25.
Fourth class, keels, special—Wahneta Smith & Cobb, $40; Mock-

ing Bird, J. McLaughlin, Gloucester, $35; Wraith, A. H. Higginson.
Manchester. $15.
Fifth class—Ithispie, W. E. Tucker, Gloucester, $30.
Sixth class—Marchioness, Percy Hoc'cres, Boston, tih: Brodle, Geo

.Rodigrass, Haverhill, flo; Alpine, Clell.en. Lynn. SjO.
In third class Gypsy was disqualified for not saiiing over the pcu'-se

and m tbe fourth class keels it was decided that Astrea received lue
nofice of the rules prohibiting shifting ballast and that therefovf -he
must be disqualified for having, as she admits, shifted ballast.

Brunhilde, schr., recently purchased by H. B. King, is at Poillon's
tor a new and.longer stern,
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Sippican Y. C, Aug. 31-Sept. 7.

MABION, MASS.—buzzard's BAY.

The twenty-first regatta, open race, of the Sippican Y. C. was
sailed at Marion, Aug. 31 The date was set for Aug. 27, but on that

day there was a northeast gale blowing, with a thick fog, and the

race had to be postponed. On the 31st the wind was heavy from the

south, with a high sea, and an unusual number of boats were unable
to finish.

The start was made at 1 :40. Lorita was the only boat m class A
and she was beaten by the cats of her size.

In the first class Flight was off first, followed by Whisper, Hector
and Lina in order. Lina is a new Crosby boat. The race soon nar-

rowed down to Hector and Flight. Flighcgained only a few seconds
going to windward but outran her rival badly and won.
In the second class Mist led off lis. after the gun, with Success,

Defiance, Surprise, Lestris and Gymnote close behind her. This race
was merely a procession, with Mist ahead and gaining steadily.

Though small for her class, Success was second, even on actual

time. Lestris had too much sail and withdrew.
In the third class Guess, Vivian , Doris, Tycoon, Sippican, Aucoot

and Buzzard started in order. Sippican, Tycoon and Dons had a
very exciting race, but Sippican had clearly the best of it, working
right to windward of Tycoon in the seaway and beating her in her
own weather.
In the fourth class Ethel, an Oysterville crack, came to try the

Buzzard's Bay boats but they were too much for her. It was the
same old story over again to-day. Cat beat Edith on the windward
work but could not be steered, running off and was passed.
In the fifth class Worry was single-handed and was badly beaten

by Trance, but took second. Mab probably takes third on allowance.
In class B Cheemaun had no competitor but beat Squall of the

fourth class. The summary:
CLASS A, 35 TO 40ft. sloops.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Lorita, .1. Ai-nold 31.10 2 27 41 2 19 81

CLASS B—SLOOPS NOT OVEK SOFT.

Cheemaun, F. W. Palfrey ..18.01 2 01 04 1 47 03

FIRST CLASS -OATS 24 TO 30fT.
Flight, I. E. Hiller 30.00 2 24 48 2 14 12

Hector, C. E. Stetson 28.10 2 27 11 2 15 03

Lina, H. M. Crosby. 27.04 2 4-8 02 2 28 47

Whisper, A. R. Weld 28.00 Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS—CATS 20 TO 2iVT.

Mist. G. H. Lyman, Jr 27.04 2 27 06 3 13 51

Success, J. F. Perry 25,03 2 3;i 08 2 14 41

Defiance, H. B. Perry 26.04 3 31 31 3 17 46

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 27.04 2 32 .39 2 18 24

Surprise. .1. M. Codman 27.04 2 33 59 2 18 44

Lestris, J. Crane, Jr 26.04 Withdrew.
THIRD CLASS—CATS 17 TO 20 FT.

Sippican, W. H. Davis 32.10 1 41 28 1 29 56

Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 23.01 1 42 29 1 31 11

Doris, John Parkinson 23.03 1- 43 03 1 31 50

Buzzard, A. B. Shipley 23.07 Withdrew.
Guess, 20.10 Withdrew.
Aucoot, S. Batteile 23.03 Withdrew.
Vivian, B. Huckins, Jr 2B.00% AVithdrew.

FOURTH CLASS CATS—14 TO 17fT.

Edith, G. Van Rensselaer 19 04 1 56 41 1 41 17

Cat, B. Clark 19.03 1 57 44 1 42 13

Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 2 10 17 1 55 35

Ethel, Elliott Crosby I9.06i^ V/ithdrew.
FIFTH CLASS OATS—NOT- OVER 14fT.

Frana, M. Crane 14.04!^ 2 01 12 1 41 15

Worry. P. Hurst 15.10 2 09 43 1 52 55

Mab, 'Dr. Beaumont 13.08 2 14 38 1 53 36

No Name, D. Knowlton 2 14 19 .....
Courses: Class A, first and second classes, from starting point,

leaving Nye's ledge and S.E. ledge buoys on port and return, 15 miles.

Third and fourth classes and class B, from starting point, leaving
Bow Bells and S.E. ledge buoys on port and return, 8 miles. Fifth

class, from starting point, leaving Seal Rock buoy and stakeboat off

Plantin Island on port, roundmg judges' yacht on port, and repeat
the course once, 7 miles.
Judges : Dr. J. S. Whiting, Mr. Henry Cope, Mr. George L. Luce.

Judges' yacht, Kitt.

The twenty-second regatta, third championship race, was sailed on
Sept. 7 in a moderate S.S.W. breeze. In Class B Cheemaun had no
competitor. In the third class Algol started first and held her lead on
the beat to windward, but Sippican almost caught her on the run
home and won.
The race in the fourth class was the best of the day. Cat started

first, with Edith close at her heels and Squall 3m. behind. Edith soon
passed Cat; Squall gained steadily on both and almost passed them
wben the boom lacing of her sail gave way. Fully 3m. were lost

before the damage was repaired, and then it was not really repaired
and the sail could not be brought to sit well. Still, she kept on,

gained steadily, and for the first time in her career she won a race.
In the fifth class P. D. Q. withdrew, leaving Worry a walk over.

The summary

:

CLASS B—COURSE, 8 MILES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Cheemaun, F. W. Palfrey 18.01 1 h.3 AO 1 36 29
THIRD CLASS—COURSE, llj^ MILKS.

Sippican, W. H. Davis 22.10 3 10 30 1 58 58 I

Algol, J. R. Bullard, Jr 22.11 2 11 11 1 59 43
FOURTH CLASS—COURSE, 8 MILES.

Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 1 45 55 1 31 13

Cat, Bruce Clark 19.03 1 46 45 1 31 15

Edith, G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 47 03 1 31 48
FIFTH CLASS—COURSE, 7 MILKS.

Worry, H. W. Bellows 15.10 1 29 12 1 11 24

P. D. Q., J. W. Austin Withdrew.
Judges—Dr. J. S. Whiting, Mr. Knowlton.

OPEN SWEEPSTAKES.

The last race of the season was sailed on Sept. 10 in a good full sail

breeze from N.E. The light breeze of the morning prevented most
of the boats from a distance from starting, but the races were un-
usually good among the boats that were present.
In the third class Algol had too fight a crew and was outsailed

from start to finish by Sippican.
The closest race was in the fourth class. Edith led off a minute

and a half after the gun. Squall crossed the line just as the last

gun should have been fired, but the gun missed fire, and Cat, cross-
ing a minute later, was not handicapped. On the first leg before the
wind Squall and Cat both gained half a minute on Edith. On the
next leg to windward Cat at first gained on Squall, but Squall soon
regained her lead, and at the turn at S.E. ledge was as far ahead of
Cat as when she started. On this leg Edith gained 10s. On the run
home Squall gained 5s. on Cat, both of them gaining on Edith. Thus
Squall made the beat actual time, but was beaten on allowance by
both Cat and Edith.
In the fifth class Rena had things all her own way. Worry beat

Trana on actual time, but was beaten on allowance. Trana protests
Rena for fouling her, not yet decided. Distances same as last race.
The summary

:

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Sippican, W. N. Dairs 22.10 2 11 37 1 65 02
Algol, J. R. Bullard, Jr 22.11 2 16 23 1 50 56

FOURTH CLASS.
Cat, B. Clark 19.03 1 48 41 1 32 39
Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 48 47 1 83 23
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 1 48 06 1 33 24

FIFTH CLASS.
Rena, A. M. Hiller 16.07 1 32 30 1 15 45
Trana, M. Crane 14.04 1 .37 45 1 17 48
Worry, H. W. and R. P. Bellows 15.10 1 37 00 1 19 12
Judges—Messrs. Knowlton and Bullard.

Western Yachting Notes.

The Racine Yacht and Canoe Club was organized on Sept. 1 at Ra-
cine, Wis., with a membership of 38. Several races will be sailed
before the close of the season.

The Cleveland Y. C. is working hard to secure from the city a
twenty-year lease of a location on the lake front, near the Union De-
pot, for'the erection of a suitable club house and station.

On Sept. 7 a meeting of the new Seattle Y. C, was held at Seattle,
Wash., and the following officers were elected: Com., P. E. Sander;
Vice-Corn. J. H. Johnson; Port Captain, Carl Siebrand; Sec, W. W.
French; Treas.,W.W. Pinkney; Meas., H. A. Ridale; Trustees, the
Commodore ex-ofilcio, R. R. Spencer, J. A. Hatfield, L. Turner and
H C. Henry. The club starts with a membership of 200. A site has
been offered at a nominal rental for five years by the West Seattle
Land and Improvement Company, and a club house will be erected
in time for the first regatta, on Oct. 3.

The fin-keel has found its way already to Lake Erie in the shape of
a small yacht designed and built by the St. Lawrence River Company,
of Clayton, for Mr. Gardner, of Cleveland. The Mott B. is 34ft over
all, 18ft. l.w.l., 5ft. 6in. beam and 4ft. total draft, her steel fin and lead
cigar weighing l,1671bs. She was tested last month in a severe squall
far out on the lake, while bound from Cleveland to Ballast Island
and behaved in a most satisfactory manner.
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Yorkville Y. C, Sept. 11.

NEW YORK—LONG ISLAND SOUNf)

The eighth animal res'^atta of the Yorkville Y. O. was sailed ou
Sept. 11 with a large fleet of starters and a strong S.E. wind which
capsized three of the boats. The start and finish was off the club
house, 138th st,, Port Morris, N. Y., the courses beins around the
Gangway Buoy for the larger and around the Stepping Stones for the
smaller yachts. The judges were Com. T. H. McDonnell, Harlem Y
C; Com. A. Gage. Coronet Y. C, of South Brooklyn, andVice-Com
P. Dickens, North River Y O The times -were:

CLASS A, SLOOPS AND YAWLS, 2SPr. AND OVER,
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Charles Welde 12 08 11 3 30 30
Calamity 12 04 11 Did not finish.

CLASS B. SLOOPS AND YAWLS DNDER 28PT.
Mamie Fox 18 08 08 4 17 02 4 00 00
Twilight 12 05 53 4 21 58 4 16 00

CLASS C. JIB AND MATNSAIL OVER 26PT.
Cygnet 13 05 41 3 23 00 3 S4 41

Maud M. 12 04 5T ( !apsized.
CLASS D, .IIB AND MAINSAIL, 23 TO 26FT.

Laurel 12 04 50 3 44 siO 3 20 30
Zetes 12 06 06 3 45 50 3 20 16

CLASS B, .riB AND MAINSAIL UNDER 34FT
Regina 12 11 58 4 06 38 4 05 20
Katie S 13 12 31 4 27 11 4 15 20
Tip Top 12 11 25 Capsized.

CLASS P, OPE.^ CATS O^'ER 24PT.
Jessie 12 06 20 3 41 CO 3 .?7 20
Truant, Jr., 12 0103 Did not finish.

CLASS G, OPEN CATS, 20 TO 24PT.
Sutiol 12 01 48 3 48 45 3 43 46
Ellen R. 12 05 34 4 15 39 4 09 40
Tyrant 12 06 34 4 09 04 4 02 48
Pride 12 08 31 Capsized.

CLASS H. CATS OVER 17 AND UNDER 20PT.
Anglesey •. 12 08 89 3 55 36 3 47 07
Dawn 13 05 40 4 17 48 4 12 08
H. C. Miner 13 07 40 3 55 34 3 47 54

CLASS I, OPEN OATS, 17fT. AND UNDER.
Tenny 12 13 IS 3 54 48 3 42 30
Stranger 13 12 13 4 36 .53 ' 4 24 40
Pauline 18 13 13 4 06 01 3 54 09
Tramp. 12 12 13 4 01 53 .3 49 .36

CLASS J, CABIN CATS, 23FT. AND OVER.
Crocus 12 05 55 S 52 10 3 48 15
Truant 12 04 37 3 53 25 3 48 58

CLASS K, CABIN CATS UNDER 22FT.
Venus 12 12 30 4 25 00 4 12 30
Julias 12 04 25 4 50 4i 4 46 17
Emily 12 10 30 4 41 55 4 31 35 .,

The winners were Charles Welde, Mamie Foa, Oygnes, Laurel,
Regina, Jessie, Sunol, Anglesey, Teeny, Crocus and Venus.
The capsizing of Maude M.. Tip Top and Pride placed some of

thbii- crew in great danger, one man of the Tip Top being rescued by
the judges tug Mutual with difficulty.

Corrected

4 09 06
4 13 00

3 22 41

3 19 50
3 20 10

4 01 10
4 15 20

3 37 20

3 43 31
4 08 .30

4 02 48

3 47 07
4 13 08
3 47 54

3 42 85
4 24 .35

3 53 14
3 49 36

3 46 15
3 47 .51

4 10 10
4 16 17
4 31 25

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C—Handicap Bace.
OYSTER BAY—LONG LSLAND SOUND.

The Seawanahaka Corinthian Yacht Club has this year made a
departure in the matter of its annual diQner, usually held at Del-
monico's in midwinter, the place being changed to the new club-
house at Oyster Bay, and the liine to the ending of the active season
of yachting. In answer to the notices sent out there were seventy
members seated at the tables In the dining-hall on Friday last, many
of them having their yacbts at anchor in the harbor. The dinner, at
which Commodore HiU presided, was served in a way that did credit
to the House Committee and the club steward, passing olf very
pleasantly. A few informal speeches were made at the close, after
whicb all adjourned to the main hall and billiard room, where the
rest of the evening was spent.
A handicap race was set for Saturday morning, but the day was

warm and calm, the yachts lying at the starting line for a long time
and even then the race was. a slow one. The course was: Starting
from south to north of a line between Moses Point buoy and stake
boat, Thence to Cold Spring Light, keeping it on port hand; thence
to stake boat off Moses Point, kteping it on port hand; thence to
Cold Spring Light, keeping it on port band; thence to finish off Moses
Point buoy, keeping stake boat on port band. Keeping to 1 he north
of Black buoy at moutb of harbor. The times were: Start, 2; 05.

Fini.sh. Elapsed. Corrected
Nameless 5 01 46 2 56 46 8 50 46
Marlon 5 05 18 3 00 18 3 51 18
Indolent 5 08 01 3 03 01 2 53 01
Rose Marie 5 00 38 3 55 38 2 53 .38

Skraelling 5 28 59?| 3 18 59% 3 .59 59^
Trinket 5 17 42 3 12 05 3 01 05
Mirth 5 07 25 3 03 35 3 02 35
Adonis. 5 20 31 3 15 31 3 03 01
Club Cat 5 24 00 3 19 00 3 04 00
Meteor 5 19 05 3 14 05 3 05 05
Vanda 5 29 50 3 34 .50 3 07 50
Nadjv Did not finish.
Nameless was disqualified for fouling. Marion won first prize. In-

dolent second and Rose Marie third. The prizes were given by Rear
Commodore Beekman, A. P. Montant and T. L. Young. Tne Rouse
and Wetmore race will be sailed on Sept. 34,

Excelsior Y. C, Third Annual Begatta.
SOUTH BROOKLYN—NEW YORK BAY.

The third annual regatta of the Excelsior Y. C. of South Brooklyn
was sailed on Sept. 18 in a fresh westerly wind. The start and finish
were off Porty-thu-d street, the course for class I, being to and around
Buoy No. 10 in the Lower Bay; classes II , III. and IV. around Buoy
No. 9; classes V. and VI. around Buoy No. 11
Katie B. capsized before the start, and Hope was in collision with

a schooner, her crew being taken off by the yacht Wanderer. The
times were:

CLASS I.—SLOOPS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Black Duck 3 lO 15 3 10 15
.Tennie S 3 41 30 3 07 35
Irene 2 46 50 Disqualified.

CLASS II.—JIB AND MAINSAIL YACHTS.
EllaS... 2 37 00 3.37 00
Surprise... .> 2 49 00 2 47 00
Keepsake 3 23 00 S 21 00
Wanderer 3 34 00 3 .32 20

CLASS in.—OPEN SLOOPS AND CATS.
Sanita 2 35 15 3 35 15
Nettie _ 2 36 00 2 34 . 40
I Thought So a 43 45 8 43 25

CLASS rv.—CANIN SLOOPS.
Elsie May 3 06 15 3 06 15

CLASS v.— CAT RIGGED.
Dimple 1 57 45 1 57 45

CLASS VI.—SLOOPS AND CATS.
Harry T 3 44:30 2 44.30
Toodles 3 10 43 3 10 43
Hope... 3 19 00 3 15 00
Willie S 2 47 00 3 47 00
Later On 3 02 85 3 00 35
Irene was disquaiifled by rounding Buov No. 9 instead of No 10.

Ocean Y. C, Sept. II.
JAMAICA BAY. L. I.

The annual fall regatta of the Ocean Y. C. of Rockawav Beach
was sailed on Sept, 11. in a strong S. W. wind, the times being-

CLASS A—CATS OVER 25pT.

Bay Siren
Lottie T

Mac
Yankee
Scud ..

Elapsed. Corrected.
. ,2 30 20 2 30 00

2 30 15
,8 30 20 2 .35 C5

2 41 05
3 28 05

.2 35 05 2 30 25

.3 41 09 2 40 20
,2 28 45 a 23 40

3 45 15
,2 51 26 2 51 16

2 45 00
2 ,50 20
2 53 10

.,2 54 00 2 50 00
.2 50 17 3 51: 25

2 54 05

West Hampton Country Club, Sept. 10.

WES'C HAMPTON BEACH—LONG ISLAND.

The annual open race of the AV. H. C. C. was sailed in a still S.E.
breeze over a 10-mile course and proved most successful and inter-
esting, as all four classes contained boats of the highest local repu-
tation. Though the celebrated Pawnee, sailed b.y the invincible pro-
fessional George Terry, won with ease in first class, she was beaten
Im. 3.5s. on time allowance by Maisie, the winner in second class,
sailed by Vice-Corn. Horn. This fact, combined with Maisie's record
for her first season of four firsts and one second, entitles her to rank
as a remarkable boat and an honor to her builder, G. M. Smith, of
Patchogue. Enigma and Polly sustained their reputations by win-
ning in third and fourth classes respectively. Ehie, a Hempstead
Bay Y. C. boat, after having sailed nearly seventy miles to enter,
came in a close .second in fourth class. There were three money
prizes in additition a handsome silver mug enameled with club colors
for each first boat.

FIfJST CLASS CATBOATS.
Length. Elapsed.

Crescent,Goodman 35.04 1 58 16
Marguerite. Magee 21.01 1 .59 45
Pawnee, Terry 31 09 1 53 30
Lone Star, Mills 21.08 2 01 18

SECOND CL.4.SS CATBOATS.
Princess, Zabriskie 20.03 1 55 56
Mopsa, Hare 80.00 1 59 33
Maisie, Horn 19.04 1 55 16

THIRD CLASS CATBOATS.
Enigma, Fittzgibbon 18.11 3 06 .15

Marie, Topping 18.11 8 17 54
Lady Marg aret, Pellew 18 . 09 8 11 32
Betsy, Hare 17.10 2 10 52
Sarah, Day 17.08 8 81 30

FOURTH CLASS CATBOATS.
Polly, Eddy 17.03 2 12 53
Elsie, Clowes 17.02 3 13 88
Chenda, Goodman 17 00 Withdrew.
Flash, Nichols 17.00 2 21 .55

Vitka, Blagden and Thomas 16.11 3 14 .51

Music, Raynor 14.06

Corrected,
1 58 16
1 55 10

1 49 43
1 .57 19

1 65 56
1 59 30
1 54 08

3 06 55
2 17 54
2 11 17
3 09 12
3 19 30

2 12 53
2 13 16

3 21 30
2 14 17

Essex Y. C, Sept. 10.
BAYONNE, N. J.—-NEWARK BAY.

The fifth annual regatta of the Essex Y. C, of Newark, was held
off the club station, Bayonne, on Sept. 10, the times being:

CATBOATS, 17 TO 33FT.

Colleen
Gertrude A

CATBOATS—UNDER 17 FT.

CABIN .SLOOPS.

JIB AND MAINSAILS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 50 50

..1 48 02 1 47 59

..1 55 84 1 52 54
1 56 00

2 07 06
a 00 00 8 05 35

1 44 37
1 44 16

finish.

1 52 15
1 47 10
1 46 52

2 03 30
CATBOATS—23 TO 84PT.

White Bear Y. C, Sept. 3.
WHITE BEAR LAKH, MINN.

The race of the White Bear Y. C. for the Gotzian cup, for which
Harriet and Osito each held a leg, was sailed ou Sept. 3 in connec-
tion with the safi-off of the tie between Osita and Kitten in the third
champion'ship race of Aug, 13. The race was sailed in a fresh S.W.
wind, the course being two rounds of a S.mile triangle. The times
were:

SLOOPS.
Elapsed.

Osita 1 50 02
Shark 1 48 52
Kitten 1 48 42
Wapsie ..1 51 24
Hornet 1 54 02
Valkyrie 1 53 38
Fortiina .

". 59 01

Nuska 3 04 11
Albatross Withdrew.
Mischief Withdrew.
Kelpie ....... Withdrew.
Osita wins the cup and the leg for the championship.

Corrected

.

1 44 28

1 45 21

1 45 29
1 45 35
1 46 59
1 50 13

1 53 19

2 01 43

liincoln Park Y. C, Sept. 10.
CHICAGO, ILL.—^LAKE MICHIGAN.

On Sept. 10 a race was saUed between Druid, Phantom and
Scorpion, of the Lincoln Park Y. C. for the handsome silver cup
?ivenby the club. The wind was very variable, being strong from
S.W. at the start, shifting later to a light southerly breeze. The
course was two rounds and the times were:

^ ., Elap.sed. Corrected.
Druid 3 17 08 3 17 08
Scorpion 3 39 51 3 37 01
Phantom ....... 3 le 41 3 13 36
Phantom wins first prize and Druid second.

Massachusetts Y. C, Sept. 14..
DORCHESTER, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR.

The Massachusetts Y. C. sailed its 147th race, for the 21ft. class and
18ft. cat class, on Wednesday of last week, the course being: From
starting line, leaving Farm Bar Buoy on port. Old Harbor Buoy on
starboard, Half-Tide Bock Buoy on starboard. Farm Buoy on star-
board, Ola Harbor Buoy on starboard, Half-Tide Bock Buoy on star-
board. Farm Bar Buoy on port to starting line; distance VJ,^ miles
The day was particularly bad, a dense fog, bard rain squaUs and a

itrong S. E. breeze, so that only five yachts started, each having
three-reefs in. The times:

SPBCIAI. &LASS--31-F00TEHS.

„ ^ „ „ „ Elapsed.
Exde, J. F. Small 1 11 10
Caprice, R. G. Bird 1 24 00

SEVENTH CLASS-CATBOATS UNDER 18PT
Wink, Francis Gray 1 23 10
Scamp, H. N. Nute '..1 25 07
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 1 37 15
Exile and Caprice filed counter protests over the course.

Corrected.
0 43 25

not meas.

0 .53 49
0 56 35

not meas.

Mobile Y. C, Sept. 11.
MOBILE, ALA.—MOBILE BAY.

Cup race, sailed over 10 mile triangular course; wind east very
hght; weather fair; smooth sea: all centei-board sloops:

'

r, • ^ Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed
Carrie G., E. D. George 38.09 2 10 50 Withdrew
Mineola, A.'E. White 31.00 3 11 08 5 03 .50 3 52 43
beadrift, Jas McPhillips. 22.00 2 10 08 Withdrew
Zephme, W. B. Cm-ran 28.05 2 11 03 5 03 40 2 52 47
Zephine wins cup for one year.

timekeeper.

Minnetonka Y. C, Sept. 10.
ST. PAUL, MINN.—LAK.E MINNETONKA.

The last race of the season on Lake 3Iinnetonka was sailed on
Sept. 10; the times being:

SLOOPS.

T,„i„u- Elapsed. Corrected.
P^i'i 1 55 27 1 51 39

^olaiite 1 57 47 ^ 53 53
CATBOATS.

4*la.nta 1 59 44 1 53 13Ventura 2 Qi 37 ^
SPECIAL.

Hermes 2 19 14 1 ^7 qr,

f.^f-'^ v.::3l3 63 lllkIhe Kid 2 23 48
The judges were Charles B. Eustia, George A. Dale and Carmen N.

liarchmont Y. C, Larchmont Cup of 1892-
LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

ALTHOUGH the end of Long Island Sound can hardly be considered
an Idea place for the racing of large schooners, the fact remains that
under the stimulus of the Larchmont Y. C. there has been this sea-
son quite an amount of schooner racing, and some of it, as in the
special race of last week, in no way inferior to the majority of races
about Sandy Hook. The owners of the schooners, large and small,
have done a good deal this year for the club races, and in return the
Larchmont Y. C. determined to offer a special cup, costing §500, for
this rig, open to yachts of the New York. Eastern, Seawanhaka Cor-
inthian, Atlantic, Corinthian of New York, American, New Haven,
NewRochelle, Corinthian of Marblehead. New Bedford, Douglaston
Indian Harbor and Riverside clubs. The conditions were: All to
sail in one class under club allowances, no restrictions as to crew or
sails. The date set was Tuesdav, Sept. 13
The entries, all of which save Atlantic started, were:

Racing Length. Allowance

Ramona, H. M, Gillig 105.84 AUows
Lasca, John E. Brooks 93 17 7 27
Atlantic, Marshall & Seely ". 86 31
Marguerite, R. S. Palmer '.'8338 U2\
Iroquois, Ralph N. Ellis 83 24 15 14
Shamrock, J. R. Maxwell 73 18 23 00
Viator, W. G. Brokaw 65.92 .30 16
Azalea, Edmund Blunt 63.36 :33.08
The two smaller boats. Azalea and Viator, inade matters interest-

ing by a private stake of $150.
A strong S.E. wind made it difficult to lay out a satisfactory wind-

ward course, and the following was signaled from the commit'ee
boat Mutual, which lay at the line off Larchmont Harbor with Messrs.
Lovegoy, Sarony and Burger aboard: From Larchmont around a
stakeboat anchored three-quarters of a mile S. by W. from Stamford
Lighthouse (course E.N.B. ^ N., 9^ nautical miles), leaving same ou
starboard; thence around a stakeooat anchored off Eaton's Neck

THE LAROHMONT CUP OF 1892.

Won by Iroquois, Schooneh. R. W. Ellis.

Made hy Whiting Mfg. Co.

Buoy (course E.S.E., 7 nautical miles), leaving same on starboard;
then returning direct to finish (com-se W. 34 S., 15^ nautical miles).
Total distance, Si% nautical miles.
This gave a close reach to Stamford, a beat across to Eaton's Neck,

and a free reach home.
Azalea went over first, but not hearing the signal in the wind,

those on board believed that she had crossed too soon, and so she
worked bacK and made a second start astern of Viator, thus throw-
ing away some 10 minutes. The starD was timed:

Gun 11.35 00 Handicap gun ....... ...11 45 00
Azalea 11 36 59 Lasca 11 45 00
Ramona 11 ,37 38 Iroquois 11 45 00
Shamrock ,...ll 43 19 Viator 11 45 00
Marguerite 11 44 39

Iroquois, Marguerite, Lasca and Viator crossed near the tug, on
starboard tack, the proper one, but Azalea, Ramona and Shamrock
crossed the other end of the hne on port tack, being obliged to tack.
The big Ramona, formerly Resolute, set the pace at thi-4 reaching

job, the fleet making a fine picture as the yachts drew out into line
along the Connecticut shore. Lasca led the smaller boats, clo.sely
pressed by Iroquois and Marguerite. The times at Stamford mark
were;

„ 1st Mark. Elapsed.
Ramona 13 39 20 1 01 42
Lasca 12 46 49 1 01 49
Iroquois 12 47 50 1 02 .50

Shamrock 12 48 27 1 05 OS
Marguerite 13 48 .53 1 04 13
Viator 13 55 15 1 10 13
Azalea 12 58 12 1 31 23

The next leg headed into the wind and sea, there being plenty of
each. At this work Lasca. Marguerite and Iroquois showea up best,
the two smaller in particular. Shamrock gave Hp her place to Mar-
guerite, and Azalea lost badly by overstanding the mark. The times
at Eaton's Neck were:

2d Mark.
Ramona ] 57 30
Lasca 2 01 43
Iroquois 2 01 04
Marguerite 2 03 55
Shamrock 2 08 08
Viator 2 19 10
Azalea 2 27 .20

Elapsed.
1 18 10
I 14 53
1 15 14
1 15 03
1 19 35
1 23 55
1 39 08

Once off the wind, balloon jibtopsails and balloon mainropmast-
staysails were set, and a hot race was made to the finish, Iroquois
and Marguerite being together all the time. The finish and last leg
were timed

:

^ Finish. Elapsed.
Ramona 3 09 41 1 12 11
Iroquois 3 20 40 1 17 80
Shamrock 3 28 29 1 20 27
Azalea ^ 53 00 1 85 40
Lasca 3 14 05 1 13 23
Marguerite 3 21 26 1 17 31
Viator 3 46 27 1 27 17



FOREST AND STREAM.

The full timesiware;
Start. Fiuish. Elapsed. CoiTected.

11 46 00 3 SO 40 3 35 40 3 20 36
11 45 00 3 14 05 3 39 05 3 -31 3K
11 43 19 3 28 29 3 45 10 3 33 K)

11 44 39 3 31 36 3 S6 47 3 23 26

Tiator 11 45 00 3 46 27 4 01 ar 3 31 n
Ttamona .11 m 38 3 09 41 3 3-3 03 8 32 03
Ajsalea 11 36 59 3 53 00 4 16 01 3 43 53

The race was sufficiently close tbroughoul to be very exciting for
the spectators, the -windwarrl work being particularly interesting.
The handsome cup was made by the Whiting M'f'g Co., and is an
artistic piece of wort. The value of it to Mr. EUis is doubtless en-
hanced by ihe fact that he won it at the wheel himself, with several
cracic professional skippers against him.

Detroit Y. C, Sept. 5.

DETROIT, MICH.—LAKE ST. CLAIR.

The Detroit T. C. sailed a very exciting race on Labor Day, the
course being on Lake St. Clair. The wind was variable in force and
direction, blowing strong from the north, and later shifting to the
west and falling lighter. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Stan. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Princess 1 25 00 3 48 48 2 33 48 2 14 42
Cora 1 21 32 3 59 15 2 37 43 2 37 17
Crusader 1 20 03 3 57 55 2 37 52 2 37 52

SKOOND CLASS.
Alice Enright 1 21 26 3 28 07 2 06 41 2 06 41

Josephine ....1 21 52 3 36 05 2 14 31 2 14 05
Lulu B 1 16 49 3 37 50 2 21 01 2 21 01

Gertrude 1 24 00 4 07 30 2 43 30 2 41 40
Petrel 1 23 05 4 13 40 2 48 35 2 45 49

THIRD CLASS.
Shamrock 1 21 09 3 41 .« 2 20 26 2 20 26
Surprise 1 19 45 4 28 00 3 08 35 3 05 59

FOURTH CL1SS.
Ugo 1 22 52 4 04 45 2 41 53 2 41 01

Naiad 1 21 40 4 18 30 2 56 50 2 56 50
Madeline 1 19 20 4 18 53 2 69 33 2 57 49
Viola 1 21 38 4 32 20 3 10 42 3 08 ,50

FIFTH CLASS.
Cyclone 1 19 06 4 03 15 2 44 09 2 42 51
North Cape 1 15 50 4 21 30 3 05 40 3 04 48
Eureka 1 18 15 4 32 38 3 14 23 8 14 23

SIXTH CLASS.
Olive Eva 1 16 00 3 44 20 2 28 20 2 28 20
Norma 1 19 00 4 04 25 3 45 25 3 45 25

DOUBLE CATS.
Augusta 1 19 26 3 42 20 2 23 54 2 22 54
Princess is better known as the City of the Straits, The judges

were W, K. Parcher, W. J. Hammond and Walter Oades. Time-
keepers, .John B, Burton and L, N. Hilsendegen

,

Columbia Y. C, Sept. 3,

CHICAGO, ILL.— LAKE MICHIGAN.

The fourth race of the Burlington Cup series of the Columbia Y.
C, of Chicago, was sailed on Sept. 3 in a fresh S.W. wind, the times
being:

Elapsed. Corrected.
O.K 1 33 25 1 32 43
Growler 1 53 44 1 49 07
Blade 1 56 03 1 51 26
Sea Shell .1 57 40 1 55 58
Eileen 1 59 80 1 .56 24
This is O. K.'s third successive race, the score of points now stand-

ing: 0, K.. 12 points; Growler. 11; Blade, 8; Sea Shell, 3: May B., 3;
Eileen. 2; Lois ).

The judges were Thomas Boyle and Dr. Babes. Timekeepers: F.
Gruschaw and W. C. Kraus. The steam yacht Wilber, steered by
Mrs, Marshall B. Wilber, was the judges' boat.

A Bad Blow.
On the night of Sept. 13, a short but very severe S. E. gale struck

Mew York, doing serious damage to yachts on the Bay, Sound and
Hudson. The worst damage was at Larchmont, where quite a large
fleet was anchored after the schooner race. Shamrock, Iroquois,
Marguerite, Dauntless and Columbia rode out the blow with little

damage, but Viator di'agged up the harbor, doing mucb damage to
herself and to other yachts as well. The most unfortunate was the
yawl Mimette, which went on the beach and was completely wrecked.
The sloop Peri and many small boats also went ashore. Jessie,
steam yacht, Pyrie, Ileen and several other yachts were more or less
damaged by collisions.

At Bath Beach, on Qravesend Bay, eighteen yachts and sailboats
went ashore, among them being Badger, Sunbeam, Syria, Dorothy,
Bonny Doon and Isabel.
On the Jersci' shore much damage was done to the yachts of the

Pavonia and Oceanic clubs, and many boats and yachts along the
Hudson River suilered severely.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Yampa, schr., has been chartered by C. W. Chapin to J. L. Carroll,

^ Jr., for a 3-months' cruise in European waters.

Truant, steam yacht, Mrs. Newbury, was reported at Halifax last
week, on her way to the Lakes.

Golden Fleece, steam yacht, has been purchased by Perry Belmont
from the Osborn estate. Mr. Belmont has had her under charter all
the season.

The Boston Globe of Sept. 10 pubhshed a very complete and inter-
esting summary of the 21ft. class.

The New Utrecht Club, of Bath Beach, has organized a yachting
department, with Mr. Hilton E. Freeman as commodore and John
McKae as secretary. The club will build a house and breakwater.
The first regatta will be sailed on Sept. 24.

On Sept, 11 the yacht Undine, of Buffalo, was capsized at night near
Erie, Pa., in a heavy squall. Her crew of seven, one a lady, were
thrown into the lake, clinging to the hull wi h great difficulty until
flnaUy taken off by Mr. George T. Bliss, of Erie, intheyacbt Oarmen-
cita. A bad sea was running, making the work of rescue quite dan-
gerous.

IIva, cutter, owned by Tracy Peck, Jr., went on the rocks at Nubble
Reef, on the Maine coast, on Sept. 15, and is a total loss.

Vamoose has been placed by Mr. Hearst at the disposal of the Ad-
visory Board of Physicians for service about New York in connection
with the cholera quarantine.

The sail-off of the Hull Corinthian Y. C. third class, on Sept. 17
resulted as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Madge, W. H. Thayer 9 85 00 11 03 28 1 28 28
Marjorie, G. W. Bowen 9 35 00 11 06 42 1 31 42
Madge wins the pennant. The wind was strong N.W.
Hugh Havatt, who was for three seasons in Capt. Charles Barr's

crew as matn of Minerva and Owene. and who has been master of
the lO-rater Dora this year, recently fell from the crosstrees during a
race, susiaining injuries which may prove fotal.

The second class sail-olT of the Quincy Y. C. on Sept 17 resulted as
follows:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Magpie, C- H. Otis 23.04 1 BO 42 1 40 10
Opechee. W. P. Backer 22.02 1 53 50 1 43 09
Vision, George Crane 22.10 1 56 05 1 45 59
The sail off of the Hull Y. C. in second and fifth classes on Sept. 17

took place in a strong west wind, the times being:
FIFTH CLASS.

Elapsed.
Typhoon. J. L. Taylor 1 40 24
Madge, W. P. Thayer 1 42 11
Magpie, H. G. O is Disqualified.
Koorah,R. C. Robinson Disabled.

SECOND CLASS.
Beatrice, John Cavanagh 1 54 33
Gypsy, M. F. Drinkwater Did not finish.
Typhoon, aeain sailed by Mr. Stewart, wins the championship in

her ela^s. Magpie fouled Madge, giving the latter second prize.
Beatrice wins the championship in the 25ft. class.

The Stony Point Y. O., of Port Morris, was organized on Aug. 27,
with f urtt-en members and the following officers: Com., James C.
Duane, cat Uno: Vice-Com., Anthony J. Oliver, cat Friarht; Secre-
tary, Harry C, Banks, yawl Sinbad: Treasurer, Oscar Brambach,
schr, Arrow; Fleet Captain, Harry Duane. eat Hustler; Measurer,
Robt. Start, cat Little Tom, The fleet at present aumbers twelve
boats and the club's anchorage is at Port Morris. The first race wUi
be sailed on Sept. 24.

moving.

FIXTURES.
OOTODKB.

1. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

The A. C. A. Sailing Course.
Ark the sailing races of the meet arranged primarily to amuse

and interest the spectators, or as tests of boats and men? If the
former, then the course as now laid out is unquestionably as nea
perfect as possible.
If 30 canoes start in a race, certainly not more than one can get the

lead at the start. The best sailor who ever entered an A. C. A. race
cannot always get the lead. If a man does not get the lead, what
chance has he of winning, no matter how many rounds are sailed f

If only 5 start the same thing holds good. Take the case of the
third man in the race, and let us begin with him as he rounds the

windward buov for the first time. At Buoy B there are two boats
ahead of him and 27 behind him. All have started over the line
A D, and have worked the half mile to windward A B. No. 3 is try-
ing to blanket No. 2 on the run, and No. 2 is trying to blanket N"o. 1.

If the boats are very close together this may be done and an over
lap established before C is reached, but No. 3 is in danger of being
covered by those behind him, and as a matter of experience boats
very rarely pass each other in this short run. If 2 or 3 are covered
then 1 increases his lead.
Reaching from C to A, 3 must be very much faster than 1 to catch

tip with him. When A is reached a close turn is made and 1 sails as
close as he can to F, with B plainly in sight. To pass 1 on this leg, 2
must point higher and at the same time sail faster—he cannot run
through his lee. At F, 1 comes about cn starboard tack and sails to
just clear B; 2 is still behind to windward, perhaps if he has stood
on further, or to leeward, if even; and is likel.y to pass to Jeeward of
B; 1 has made his windward half mile by coming about only once.
Suppose 2 tries to gain an advantage by sphtting tacks. Then at

A he comes about on starboard tack and sails to G, where he comes
about and sails to H, where he has to come about again, tacking
three times to I's once, and losing from five to ten seconds on each
tack. Suppose he has actually gained by this, still he approaches H
on port tack, and 1 has the right of way unless 2 has gained a clear
lead, which is very unhkely. The second round is the same story over
again, and so is the sixth round, including the turning of eighteen
buoys. If No. 2 has such a hard row to hoe to get the lead, what
chances of winning have 3, 4, 5 or 6, etc. ? If the leader makes an
error, of course 3 may benefit by it; but if he has a good boat and
makes no errors, how can even a, little better boat and man pass him ?

I have before made the statement that not more than five canoes
can start in a sailing race over an A. C. A. course and stand an even
chance of winning. I am prepared now to venture the assertion that
not more than three should sail over such a course. Any one who
saw the trophy race in August must be convinced of this. It is as
fair for one as another, is a statement often heard. So it is, but if a
man fails to get over the line at least in as good a position as third,
he might just as well retire, for his chances of winning have vanished
imless the leaders break down. Only one man can get the lead, and
it may happen to be any one of a dozen, depending on how the canoes
bunch for the start. A slow boat may spoil the best man's chances
a second before the start.

If the course was arranged with a mile leg to windward, no one
would attempt to cover the distance by coming about only once, as a
slight change of wind might spoil his chances, "and close calculations
over long distances are impossible. Therefore the canoes could
break tacks and spread out over a large area, and twenty or thirty
canoes could start over a long line o i fairly even terms.
The best race ever sailed, to my mind, b.y the A. C. A. fleet, was in

the club race at Jessup's Neck, two miles to leeward and return, and
that race would have iDeen far more interesting if the windward work
had come first.

It seems to me that the course had somothingr to do with the small
list of entries at the last meet, and it is a subject well worth discus-
sion. I shall he pleased to see in print the opinions of others who
have suggestions to offer, or who believe that a change is not
desirable. C. Bowyer Vaux.

English and American Rigs.
JSditor Fm-est and Stream:
The article from the London Field published in your issue of Sept.

8, refers to the A. O. A. sailing course as being a prime factor in
determining the rig of a racing canoe. It takes the ground
that two sails of nearly the same size drive a canoe faster
reaching and running than one large sail forward and a very
small sail aft, and infers that the latter rig is faster to windward, but
that this point does not count in the short windward work of the
A. C. A. course. Area for area the Field's contention is no doubt
true. But the facts are that by means of two sails of nearly equal
size in a given wind fully one quarter more sail can be carried with
the same ease; and it is this fact which maEes the schooner- canoe
rig faster even to windward than the sloop "r yawl rig. The canoe is
practically the same on both sides of the Atlantic, 16ft.x30in. Do any
of the English canoes carry 160sq. ft. of sail? Do they carry from 80
to lOOsq. fc. when it is blowing over twenty miles an hour? Can ISO^q.
ft. be spread on a canoe divided into 1.30 and 20, or some such propor-
tion? Limit the sail area to lOOsq. ft. or 115sq. ft. and in all proba-
bility the English rig will win to windward, other things being equal.
If this ground is correct, what has the course to do with the result?
In point of time the half mile to windward takes longer to sail than
the mile off wind, and therefore more than half the race is to wind-
ward. C. BOWYER Vaux.

In the cutting from the London Field contained in your issue last
week, the writer while treating correctly of the economic value of
the respective methods of distributing sail In the two countries, over-
looked one point which is of more importance with us than in
England. There a limit of sail is imposed with the natural result that
the tendency is to adoiJt the distribution which is the most effective
per square foot. Here no such rule exists and the canoeman has to
consider not the effective distribution of a limited area, but the dis-
tribution of the greatest effective area of sail.

While in a yacht the division of sail is considered objectionable
and calls for allowance, in a canoe the i-everse is the ease for very
simple reasons. In a yacht the object of changing from a cutter to a
yawl or schooner is to secure increased handiness; not greater sail
area. Inacunoe the change is made to get increased area with
equal handiness.
There is little doubt that the single sail rig is the most effective so

long as the canoe can carry it, but the beam of a canoe is small,
limiting the safe length of boom and so compelling great hoist to get
the required area. The English yawl rig allows a greater total length
of boom and thereby lowers the center of effort. It is probably not
so eft'ective, but since it can be carried so much longer makes a more
desirable and faster rig. The American schooner rig is again rather
less effective, but owing to the comparative long boom length and
consequent low hoist an enormou's rig can be put on the canoe and
the greatest speed be thereby obtained. A comparison cannot be
made on this side for want of data, but it may interest English
canoemen to know that the total length of boom carried by an
American racing canoe is as great as 30f t.

It is singular that the forms of sail should differ so much in the
two countries and it is to be hoped that their respective merits may-
soon be tested in an international contest. >

The example quoted—Canuck's sister—is uufortiin.ately of little

vahie. The sisters of nol;ed boats are not, as a rule, successful; even
if this case should be the exception, a Canuck would ne handicapped
by her great size with the limited rig Imposed in England.

Schooner RiGf.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

A. O. A. , Atlantic Division: F. N. Shurtleff, New York.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The New Bedford 0. C. has recently made a pleasant cruise among

the Middleborough Lakes,

The latest novelty in the way of a canoe race, introduced by the
lauthe C. C, is a tandem hurry-scurry and upset race.

The Taunton B. C, of Taunton, Mass., held a reception and illumi-
nated water parade on Sept. 6, which was a decided success.

The flist regatta of the Tatassit C. C, of Worcester, Mass., will be
held on Lake Quinsigamond on Sept. 31. The programme includes
the usual events.

The Detroit C. 0. has been recently organized with the following
officers: Com., E. C. Whateby; Vice-Corn., D. R. Holmes; Sec'y and
Treas., L. K. Liggett, A suitable house will soon be provided.

The Detroit Boat Club held a regatta on Sept. 10, the events being
asfoilow.s: Tandem paddling, half mile: Clarence Gould and Ed
Reynolds won with C. S. Isham and W. C. Jupp second, J. A Rath-
bone and P. S. Jacobson third, and Topping and Hastings last. Stand-
ing paadling, quarter mile, with two .urns: P. N. Jacobson beat J.
A. Rathbone, Ed Keyuolds third and W. C. Jupp fourth. Single pad-
pling: Clarence Gould, Ed Reynolds second. J. A. Rathbone third,
and A, Jupp fourth. The open canoe meet was held on Monday and
Tuesday of last week.

Chicago, Ills., Sept. 17.—Rear Commodore F. H. Gary, of the W.
C. A., was down from his home in Oshkosh this week, spending part
of the time in visiting the Chicago friends he met at the meet on
Winnebago last July. "Terminal Faculties," as Mr. Gary is gener-
ally known, is looking the able seaman. He brings the cheerful in-
formation that Officer Casey, of Oshko.sh, the warm personal friend
of all the W. C. A. men. is enjoying his usual health. E. Hough.

FIXTURES.
Sept. 25-26.—pettier Rifle Club's prize fall shoot, Cypress Hill

Park, Long Island, N. Y.
Sept. 27.—Sec nd Regiment, 0. N. G., anniial prize shoot, New

Haven, Conn.
Sept. 28.—New York National Guard, State and Second Brigade

competition, Creedmoor, Long Island, N. Y.

Stray Shots From Sea Girt.

"The finest range In the country," say the Pennsylvania ns.
Jersey and Pennsylvania have soured on Frankford am-

munition.
(}en. Spencer was happy when he counted eleven entries in the

regimental team match.
The Second New Jersey made a splendid showing, considering

it« hard runof luck.
If the New York team wants to win at Sea Girt it will have to

get in some preliminary practice over the mid-ranges.
The N. J. S. R. A. should cut the Wimbledon match from its

prosramme in 1893. It does not pay to clo«e ten short-range tar-
gets for four hours in order that one long-range target may be
used.
The skirmish firing should be done the last of the week.
Do away with the percentage prizes and offer stated sums in

the several matches,
luclude in the 1893 programme a 7-shot match, with three tickets

to count, at SOOyda., and make the priz^^s worth shooting for.
Do not allow a person, be he State official or ''prominent" mem-

ber, to fire a shot except it be on a pool or match ticket.
Have a statPd hour tor opening the pool and match targets, and

open them on time.
Do not notify teams to be on hand at 3 P.M. and then keep

them waiting until 3:20.

Nothing but good nature prevails during a shoot at Sea Girt
The visitors were surprised at the fine accommodations pro-

vided them by New Jersey.
Young Horace M. Bell, who accompanied the D. C. team at Sea

Girt, can shoot a Springfield like a veteran. And he can manipu-
late a camera in good shape as well.
Gen. Snowden, of Pennsylvania, fell in love with Jersey's

splendid camp.
Wm. Hartman, of the Seventh, N. J., out up 91 in one of his

match skirmish runs. W. W. Young, of the District team, made
93 in a practice run.
Everybody was disappointed at not seeing the Maine team.
There should be at least a dozen prizes in the Perrine memorial

match.
The excellent half-tone engravings of the First D. C. and Second

N. J. were reproduced from 8x10 photographs taken at the camp
by H. J. Thein, of 46 Broad street, Newark, N. J., at the request of
Forest and Stbeam. Mr. Theln will furnish 8x10 mounted
copies of the above pictures and also of the teams of the First
Sixth and Seventh, N. J.; Second Regiment, D. 0.: Sixth Bat-
tallion, D. O.; Engineer Corps, D. C, and of the D. O. Brigade
team, at 50 cents each.
Messrs. Thomas and Hays formed a great combination in the

oflice.

The^Peunsylvania men all used IJ. M. C. ammunition in their
shooting at Sea Girt, and declare that it is "points better" than
that made at the Frankford arsenal.
The New Jersey National Guard and the Columbia trophies

won by the team of the Second Regiment, are on exhibition in
the window of Doctor-Druggist-Captain W. P. Decker, in Pater-
son.
Capt. John S. Sheperd, of the Twenty-third N. Y"., and Capt

Ed. Gould, of the Seventy-first N. Y., were range officers at Sea
Girt.
In 1893 the State authorities should order each command to

enter a team for the N. J. N. G. and Columbia matches, and
should pay their expenses during the week as well as providing
them with transportation for three or four davs of preliminarv
practice.
The State is trying to secure possession of the strips of cedar

groves on either side of the rifl« ranges.
Forest and Stheam of Sept. 15 had the only illustrated account

of a military riflo shoot ever published in this country. But
then, doncherknow, we cawnt help being on top of the heap.
In next ye^ir's Perrine match there should be at least ten stated

cash prizes in addition to the medal. Or better still, do away
with the pre.=ent "all-comers" match and make the Perrine match
open to all, the medal to go to the Jersey guardsman making the
highest score, while the cash prizes were open to all. In this
case there should be at least 20 prizes aggregating not less
than $150.
For some unaccountable reason, in last week's Forest and

Stream the titles of the First Regiment, D. 0. M., and of the
Second Regiment, N. G. N. J., were transposed. Thp team shown
on the upper portion of page 235 was that of the Second Regi-
ment. N. G N. J„ winners of both the New Jersey and rolumbla
trophies, while the team shown on the lower portion of the same
p^ige was that of the First Regiment, D. C. M., which won the
resrimental team match.
Br'g.-Gen. Spencer, Col. Van Valen and Col. Owens, whose pic-

tures appeared last week, comprise the New Jersey department
of rifle practice.
A number of offifers who visited the range during the shoot

were replendent with dress belts, swords and white gloves.
Swords and belts were not needed, while white gloves are bad
taste on a rifle range.
Toe tie for second and third prizes in the Knser match between

During future contests the targets should he changed oftener.
The mid-range targets were unfit for use by Thursday.

C. H. TOWSBND,
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Port Chester Rifle Club.

Port Chesisk, N. Y., Sept 10.—Tke following scores were made
by members of Port Chester Rifie Club, 200yds., offhand, standard
American target;
J Smith 7 10 fi V 10 5 8 r 7 9-74

10 687 10 7678 8-77-1.51

Horn 6 6 4 6 5 8 8 0 9 8-60
10 6476 10 666 7-68-128

JHess 9 4 ,5 9 10 .5 5 8 3 />—63
7 4 ,3 10 0 4 8 4 6 10 61—124

FABachman

1

1 7 7 3 6 7 6 7 2-46
.5 74678647 fi-fiO-lOfi

T Bell 3 ^ 5 6 7 3 8 5 3 7—50
8 3 52686 6 3 6-53-103

H Boeger 3 2 4 2 6 4 3 3 6 3-36
42 5 775533 4-45- 81

KRudd 5 359964 10 4 5-59
Sweepstakes matches, 5 shots each man, 200yd3., offhand, stand-

ard American target

:

J Smith 4 5 8 3 8-28 6 5 5 10 9-85
Horn 4 8 4 5 5-26 9 8 7 0 7-37
J Hesfl 3 3 4 5 5-23 8 7 7 8 3-33
R Rndd 4 6 5 0 5-20 5 4 7 6 5-27
F A Bachman 2 7 3 0 5-17 8 6 8 5 4-31

R. McNeil, Ser-.'y.

The Zettler Festival.

Barnet Walthek will lead out the Zattler riflemen on Sunday
and Monday next for the annual shooting festival of the club. It

will be the nineteenth yearly outing, and the usual close and high
finishes are promised in tlie shooting portion of the affair, with
plenty of jollity and good fellowship for everybody, shooters oi

not. The shooting wi 11 take place at the Zettler rar ge in WisRel's
Cypress Hills Park, and in the three main matches about $500 in
prizes await distribufion to those who merit tbem. In addition
there is a good line of oremiums for best shots, early and late

shots, best strings of buUseyes, etc , etc. There is a judges' match
for invited guests and a ladies' match to be shot by the ladies in

per.=ion for prizes contributed by themselves. The programme of
the fighting matches provides as follows:
Ring target.—Three-quarter inch (25) German ring target, any

rifle, open to all comers, first ticket $2, each following $1, two
best tickets to count for the first five prizes; the best single ticket
to count for tbe following prizes. Tickets unlimited. Only one
prize obtainable by any one shooter; 21 prizes, aggregate $250.

Premiums: For the best 5 tickets on ring target. $10; second best,

$8; third best, $i: fourth best, $2.

BuUseye target, open to all comer?; 10 shots for $1, the best
buUseye to count by measurement; 18 prizes, S102 premiums: for
the most bullseyes shot by one shnnter during the festival; First
premium. $12; second, $8; third, $8; fourth, $4; fifth, $2. For the
first and last oullseves on each day, $1 each.
Target of honor, 3 shots, open to members only, for the prizes

presented by judges and members and $100 donated by the club,
in 10 prizes.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, Sept. 17.—The fine weather at the Massachuse* ts Rifle
Association's weekly shoot sent tip the scores in fine style. The
shooting was at 20Qyd8.. as follows;

S. O. Merville won the three Eagle badges with rifle ofi'-hand.
Gold badge on 10 scores of S3 or better: 84 82 86 86 83 83 83 88 8"; 83,

Silver badge on 10 scores of 75 or better: 77 81 79 77 78 76 79 78 79 81.

Bronze badge on 10 scores ot 67 or better: 86 76 72 76 83 73 73 80 77
78.

All-Comers' Ofl-hand Match: S, O. Merville 80, S. C. Sydney 79,

O. Moore 78, .1. B. Hobbs 77. A. King 71, D. Bayley 68, M. T. Day 67,
D. N, Winn 64, H. K. Haven 60,

All-Comers' B^st Match: J. Francis 106, S. Wilder 103, J. French
103, W. M. Fox 103, A. H. Ballard 101, B. E. Hunter 93, M. T. Day
89, D. F. Hart 83.

Militarv Medal Match, Oreedmoor Target: .1. L, Fowle 45, G.
Diirward 45, A. 8. Field 43, G. H. Nason 42, O. Moore 43, B. C.
James 40. D. N. Winn 40.

Pistol Match, 50yns.: H. S. Harris 95, A. D. Stevens 91, H. D.
Martin 90, J. B. Hobbs 90, O. Moore 88,

Port Chester Rifle Club.

Poet Chesteb, Sept. IQ.—Editor Forcat and Stream: The fol-
lowing scores were made by members of the Port Chester Rifle
Club, on Saturday, Sept. 17, 200i'ds., off-hand, Standard American
target:
R McNeil, Jr..., 2 8968699 10 6-73784888 7 96 6-71—144
B Dunham... 995779648 8—72788 5 7656 10 10—73-144
J Smith 7 8 9 10 7 5 5 7 7 9-74977455 5 94 9-64-188
FABachman... 3 84777665 5—.58

10 667567 5 3 6-61-119
RRudd .9 6 4 5 4 4 7 4 7 7- 57

10 8 3 3 5 6 5 7 7 8-62-119
TKiernan ..6 6 5 4 3 9 9 3 3 8—55454332175 6—40— 95
HBoeger 4 4 1 6 3 1 6 2 3 6-36

4 4 2 2 4 5 6 6 5 4—42— 78
R. McNeil, Jb., Secretary.

Syracuse Rifle Club.
Stracitsb, Sept 15.—At the regular shoot of the Syracuse Rifle

dub to-day the following scores were made:
Off-Hand.

Stillman 10 10 7 9 9 8 9 8 9 7— 86
Leighton 7 9 7 5 8 10 6 10 6 9— 77
Latbrop 7 5 9 6 6 5 7 5 9 8— 67
Robotham 5 5 9 3 9 3 5 7 4 9— 80

Rest.
Baker 9 10 13 in 12 9 11 9 12 11—105
Leighton 11 10 9 9 10 12 12 9 11 11—lfi3

Nearing .11 11 9 12 9 12 11 9 9 10—103
Robotham 11 10 12 9 13 8 10 8 12 10—103
Stillman 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 12 9 9— 98
Dr. Coon 8 9 8 7 10 8 9 7 7 8- 81

Garden City Rifle Team.
The Garden City Rifle Team met for their weekly contest

Tuesday evening, Sept. 13, at Burley & Erickson's " shooting
gallery, 146 South Halsted street, Chicago. Conditions were 35yds.
25 shots each, open sights, free off-band position, Massachusetts
paper target, possible 800 points:
AMcRean 282 ANisja 264 J C Martin . . 2.54
WJGlbbs 373 Roy Taylor 260 MTatroe... "

'
'2.53

O A Hankie 266 All Gorensen 258 F Erickson. . . . 250HG Burley....... 266 Wm Frisbie 257
Sweepstake won by Mr. McBean, scoring 107, possible 120. There

will be a team sboot at this gallery next Tuesday, Sept. 20,

South London Rifle Club's Revolver Championship.
The scores for the revolver championship of this club, which

shoots once a week at Staines', were not advanced much on Sept
8, as many of the best shots were absent and no scores of any im-
portance were made. Mr. Walter Winans was absent partridge
shooting. The scores for the revolver championship of the club
now stand:
Walter Winans. .42 41 40 40-163 C F Lowe. 36 86 36 36—144H Andrews 39 38 3S 38-153 F W Heath 37 35 33 31—136
Major McKerrell.41 37 36 36-150
It will be seen that Mr. Andrews has drawn up to second place

A. Lischke Rifle Club.
Jkhset Citt, N. J.—This is the score of five beat on Friday

Sept. 16, ot the Lischke Rifle Club, 110ft., 25-ring target-
'

L-isehlie 25 35 25 35 25 24 24 24 32 21—240
Sobarh 25 34 24 34 24 23 32 22 19 19-325
^I^eidel 24 24 23 23 22 22 22 19 19 19-317
Schulte 25 34 24 23 23 22 23 19 16 1.5-213
Dyroff 23 23 23 33 21 21 20 19 19 18-209

O. SCHTJLTE.

South Junction Rifle Club Revolver Shooting.
The revolver competitions in connection with the above club

took place at htame's Sept. 1 in a very strong wind. Mr WalterWinans again won flr.'^t prize in both stationary and disappearing
target competitions, with scores of 10 and 86 respectively out of a
possible 42.

i- J i. cv

SarB^Serreul I? ^» ^^-^^^ Heath.37 m 23 31-13^

A Record Group for Hayes.
Wm. Hayhs, of the Newark (N. ,L) Shooting Society, is still at

his old tricks of experimenting with new rifles and ammunition,
in the endeavor to find how near to perfection a combination of
the two can be brought. Mr. Hayes, who is known the world ovpr
as one of the finest of Schuetzeu'riflemen, has probably expended
rnore time and money in rifle experiments than any other man
living, and all of his work has been done for pure love of the sport,
prompted by the wish to have the best shooting utensils obtain-
able. From time to time he has secured some phenomenal results
both in shooting off-shoulder and in rest-shootinar.
One of his greatest feats was in placing thfi lOO-shot record for

the German 25-riijg target (34in. rings), at 3,2.36 points, which he ac-

complished a couple of years ago in the Newark Shooting Park-
The match was an open one, and among the contestants were M.
Dorrler, P. C. Boss, J. A. Boyken, John Coppersmith and August
Begerow. All of Hayes's shots were in the ]2in. black.
Below will be found a fuU-s'zed fac-simile of a group of ten

shots made by this expert at the Newark Shooting Park, on Satur-
day, Sept. 3. The string, which was supposed to be the best on
record, measured only IJ^in., the measurement being taken from
the center of the group to the center of each bullet hole.
The conditions were as follows: The rifie barrel, which weighed

about ISlbs., was cut by George Schalck, of Pottsville. Pa., having
an octagonal cut, gain twist and a slight choke. Caliber of rifle
.38; weight of bullet, SOOgrs,; powder, oogrs. of Hazard's F.F.G.;
Chase system of patching; diameter of bullet, 871}^ thousandthp;
thickness of paper patch, 1 one-thousandth of an inch; distance,
196yds. Rifle, complete, weighed about 20lbs. Set trigger. Shot
from a slide-rest invented and constructed by Mr. Hayes.
The chances are that many a moon will rise and set before this

group is beaten.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 23.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament. L. C.
Piatt, .Jr., Treas.
Sept. 27-Oct. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,

Ky.
Sept. 28-29.—Womelsdorf (Pa.) tournament.
Sept. 29-Oct. l.-Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club tournaraeni,
Oct. .5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwn, Iowa.
Oct. 4-7.—Chas. Polster's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 5.7.—FirRt annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Oct. n.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, with

Cruttendens & Cords new trap and pull, at Canajoharie, N. Y.
T. C. Pegnim, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-13.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. Iowa.
Oct. 19-20 —Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Oct. 21.—New Jersey Shooting Club tournament, at Claremont,

N. J.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 23.25, 1893.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Some fine purses are offered for those who take part in the five

days' tournament at Mt Sterling, Ky., September 27 to October 1,
inclusive. There are no "guaranteed" purses, but what is better
still, added moneys. This is what draws the shooters. The first
event each day will be at twenty bluerocks, §5 entry with added
purse of $100, although there is an aggregate of $600 in added
moneys, besides A'aluable merchandise prizes, including an S80 grade
L. C. Smith gun.

The tournament of the New Jersey Shooting Club, to be held at
Claremont on Oct. 21, should attract a big crowd, as the shooting
will be at both live birds and targets. Live-bird events will be run
fromOA. M. to 1 P. M., after which there will be target shooting
until dark. Targets will be charged for at the rate of 3 cents each.
These grounds are admirably adapted for both styles of shooting
and all who attend the shoot will be assured a good day's sport.

Capt. Cash, of the District of Columbia brigade team which shot
during the recent meeting at Sea Girt, says he saw the shooting of
Captain Brewer at Atlantic City on Aug. 13, and was thoroughly dis-
gusted at what was there called "the sport of live bird shooting." He
says that not more than halt a dozen birds took flight when the traps
were pulled, and that a first-class base ball pitcher could have
struck at least 92 out of the 100 birds with a base ball.

John Erb announces that the "Old Stone House" Saturday shoots
at live birds will be kept up during the rest of the season. There will
also be a shoot on each holiday. Mr. Erb has arranged to have plenty
of birds on hand for all comers. The trappmg and gathermg on tbese
popular grounds are done in quicker time than anwwhere else in this
section of the country, Mr. Ero allowing none but experienced men
to do his work.

Frank Class runs a regular Wednesday afternoon shoot on his
Morristown (N. J.) grounds. At the shoot on Sept. 14, at 25 bluerocks
each, Jennie Smith broke 23, Mahone 30. H. Piper 20, Class 21 F
Piper 19, A. Quimby 19, Van Ar.sdale 18, Hathaway IS, S. Quimby 17'

Tenard 16, Renshaw 15, Miller 10. Class wants to back Jennie Smith
against any woman in the world to shoot at 100 bluerocks each for
$100 a side.

The Manhattan Athletic Club held a carnival of sports at Manhat-
tan Field last Saturday, a clay bu-d event being included in tne pro-
gramme. Each man shot at twenty-five targets, Fred G. Moore
carrying off first honors with nineteen breaks. J. J. Loome and Wil-
liam Rowland tied for second on seventeen each, Rowland winning
on the shoot off.

H. A. Penrose, president of the Keystone target and trap com-
pany of New London, Conn., was in town on Monday, en route to the
Interstate shoot at Auburn. Mr. Penrose savs that S. S. powder
U. M. 0. shells, Keystone targets and Keystane traps are a combin-^
ation hard to beat.

Frank Class stated some time ago that he intended holding a tour-
nament on his new grounds at Morristown. N. .],, with two days'
shooting at targets and one day at live birds, but thus far no dates
have been announced.

A match between teams of fourteen men each from the Penn Club
of Morristown and the Spring City Gun Club, on September 10, was
won by the Penn Club with an average of IS breaks per man to the
Spring City's 17.

The Eoseville Gun Club of Newark will hold its monthly shoot on
the grounds in rear of John Erb's on Saturday. The club shoot at
25 United States targets will be preceded and foflowed by open to all
events.

The Wilkesbarre (Pa.) Gun Club formed by Will K. Park, of the
Wiikesbarre Gun Co., is a very progressive organization and all its
shoots are well attended. It shoots on grounds near the gun factory.
The Canajoharie iN. Y.) Gun Club will engineer a tournament of

the Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League on Oct. 11 Kingbird
targets and the jovial features of "Crutty" win be the attractions.
Lieut. Col. Breininall. the soldier sportsman of Newark, N J is

having a pleasant time in xhe Yellowstone region. Col. Breintnall' is
accompanied by bis wife, who is an enthusiastic lover of nature.

The novelty rule proved to be immensely popular at New London,
and for the sake of variety it should be introduced at other tourna-
ments. The experiment would be inexpensive.
The tSeth) Clover Quu Club of Erie, Pa,, held its regular shoot onSeptember 13, with a good attendance. The membprs are arrane-inp-

forabigtom-namentto be held this Fah.
~

Henry Newbouse will come together in amatch at 2o live birds each for $25 a side, the match to be shot on the"Old Stone House grounds.
The New Jersey State Trap Shooters' League will begin a new series

as soon as the present one is ended. But two more shoots remain of
the present series.

Al. Heritage says he is not anxious to run a lotirnament on his
*Jarion grounds until he is assured of being able to get plenty of good

Harvey McMurchy is making his periodical pilgrimage through theSouth and will not return home until snme time in October.
The Bradford (Pa.) Gun Club will hold a tournament at live birdsand targets next week.
The Tacoma Park Gun Club of Koekville, Md., will hold a tourna-ment on October 5.

The Mayfloim- ^^^^ '"^ * ^'^ "^'^^^^^ '"^ interest of

a cOTtingenr*"
'^^^'^ ^ goodly party next week. Jersey will send up

^G«)rge Mosher, of the Fulton Arms Company, was in town last

Riggott and Class are to shoot their return match on Oct. 12.
All the Jerseyraen are going down to the Wilmington shoot.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Bluerocks at Morristown, N. J.
Morristown, Aug. 31.-In response to an invitation from MrFrank Class, the well-known live bird shots, a small but enthusi-

nstic crowd of bluerock smashers met upon the Driving Park at.Morristown. The morning did not give much promise of a pleas-ant day. but about 1 o'clock the weather cleared up and a more
desirable atternooa for the sport could hardly be wished for TheDriving Park is situated in one of the beautiful vales for whichMorris county 13 justly celebrated, and no better shoo'ing groundcould he f9und. The shooting was all at bluerocks, from three
tr«p,s rapid firing system, and the feature of the programme wasa tvveniy;bvrd race which was won. after an interesting contest,by Mr. W . C. Bnckner, of Newton. In th^ near future the grounds
will have a complere outht ot bluerock expert traps and tne elec-
tric pull, and the matches there will be more frequent. Miss Jen-
nie bmith gave an exhibition of her skill with the shotgun afterthe programme had been finished and acquitted herself with
credit. The following are the scores;

No. 1, 10 targets: Class 9, Smith 9. Drake 8. Hedden 8, Shepperd
y, JripBr 4:.

No. 2, same: Shepperd 9, Drake 9, Hedden 8, Piper 7, Class 7
No. 3, same: Class 10, Hedden 9, Shepperd 8, Smith 8, Drake 7Armstrong 7, Piper 6, Timmins 3.
No. 4. same: Shepperd 9, Class 9, Smith 8, Drake 8, Hedden 7,Timmms b, Hathaway 6, Piper 6, Armstrong 4.
No. 5, Same; Smith 9, Hedden 8, Shepperd S. Drake 7, Hatha-way 6, Armstrong 6, Class 6, Piper 6, Leonard 5, Timmina 4
No. 6, same: Smith 8, Class 7, Hedden 7, Drake 7, Shepperd 7Timmms 6, Armstrong 4, Leonard 3, Hathaway 3
No. 7, same: Timmins 10. Hedden 10, Shepoerd 9, Smith 8, Arm-strong 8, Class S, Drake 6, Piper 4, Leonard 3, Hathaway 3.
No. 8, 20 singles: Bnckner 19, Hedden 18. Smith 17. Sheonerd 16

F. Class 13. Drake 19. Hathaway 9, J. Class 8, °ipei- 7
^'^''^P®'^'^

No. 9. 10 singles: Class 10, Smith 9. Drake 8, Hedden 8. Piper 5,Bnckner 5, Shepperd 5, Mahan 4, Hathaway 3.
' f «

No. 10, 15 singles: Hedden 13, Drake 13, Smith 13, Shepperd 10

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
The regular weekly kessLone target shoot of the New UtrerhtRod and Gun Club was held at Woodlawn Park, L I on Satur

day, Sept. 17, for the gold and silver medals in that class of
shoot. Each man shot at twenty targets, eighteen yards rise
P. Hegeman and D. Deacon tied with 18, but tho latter havin*^
a hanaicap ot one bird, took the first medal. Then D Deaconwon the second from P. Adams. The scores:

D Deacon 1111111101111 1001101-16 -16W F Sykes lOOlOOlODUlOOOOOlOO- 7 - 7D Bennett 10001111011000101101-11-1-1-12
R R Street lOOlOllOOllOllllllOlO-ll-k-12

?,i^r^^?^^'^ ioiiiioimoiomiii-i6-fi-i7CMMyer 10011011000010001101- 9 -9
P Adams 10111111111011001100-14-1-2-16
CWingert OOOlOlllonilOlOoOlO-10 -10A Hegeman OlOlOlOnoiOOllOOlOll - 9 — 9G Cropsey 10111111 OOOlOUl0010l-li-|-i_iaW Lohman 00111110001OlUOOtXJOl- 8-(-2—10
Sweepstake shoots,- $1 entrance: R R Street .5, C M Myer 3P A Hegeman 9. A Lohman 0, C Wingert 9, A A Hegeman 7 li

Bennett 8, W F Sykes 8, G Cropsey 3.

Wilkes-Barre.
Wilkes-Bakee, Pa., Sept. 18.—Following are the scores made

on the shooting grounds at the Wilkes-Barre Gnn Company's
factory on the 17th. The Standard-Keystone targets were u^ed
for the first time and the boys were delighted with the way ihev
broke, as none were found with shot holes, as is the case withmany other targets when the birds are brought in from the field
after the shooting is over. First match, at 25 single Keystones
known angles:

Park 101111111111111imiiim_24
Ernest OOllOlllOOlOllimiUini—ig
Morgan 01011 11 1 01110011101011111—18
Smith 011110001111101001(1111110—16
Bro wne OOOOlQOlOlOlOllOOlllOf 0 10—10
Keystone Ui0)00001101010011000000-10
Wilkes OOOOOOOOOUll 1010010100111— 9

W. Habhe.

The Jeannette Gun Club.
The regular monthly slioot of the Jeannette Gun Club took

place at Dexter Park, L. I , on Pridav, Sept. 16, at 10 live birds
each, modified Hurlingham rules. J. Vagts took the medal in the
first class, J. Sauer in the second class and H. Hoops in the third
The scores:

C F Offerman. ..0231101110-7 CDoscher., 1001010020-4
HOtten 0210112202-7 J Kroeger 1101012111-8
NBrunce 2001211100-6 J Lahing 00U0021011-4
T Loeble 1122110201-8 C Steflens 2222120100-6
C Bosch OllSlOOlOl-6 H Hoops Oimsmi-q
J Yagts 0120131110-7 C Mohrman i! iuilOlOOiO-O
CnptOordts 0001122101-6 H Bornhoeft 2000111002-5
C Dish 0201031013-6 F Sauer 1111111110-9A Christian 1202011111-8 C M Meyer . 11011220>7^8
EBusse 0100103111-6

..i-iuii«u.„

Ridgewood Gun Club.
The postponed sh not of the Ridgewood Gun Club was held on

Friday, Sept. 16, at Ridgewood Park, L. I. The competition was
lor the cluh medal at 7 birds each. John Schlieman won the
trophy, out-shooting F. Ibert, G. Nolte and L. New. The scores:
Club shoot for medal. 7 birds, birds good:

P Kramer 1101101—5 L Neir 0111111-6
C Schneider, 0111011—5 P Eppeg 0001001-2
ODeckelman .1000101—3 L Gepeing 1110111—8
B Glunocks 0010110-3 I Martin .lllOOll-.^
.T Schlieman 1011111—6 C Laeger 0111100—4
J Welz 1001100-3 C Zerwiok 0001010-3
G Nolte 1110111-6 F ibert 1101111-6
CWagener 1001101—4 Gr Durst 1011100—4
OKadel 0101000-3 R Weigold 0111011-5

Fond du X.ac.

Fond dtt Lac, Wis., Sept. 17.—Score of Fond du Lac Gun Cluh
shoot tOrdty, 35 bluerocks, expert traps: A. B. Keating 20 Fred
Hurlbut 10, L. F. McLain 10, Will Hamilton 5. Strong wind
across ihe traps. a, R. K., Sec'y.
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The New Jersey League Shoot.
The eighth monthly team contest of the New Jersey Trap-

Shooters' League, held in coDjunction with an all day tourna-
ment of the East Orange Gun Club on the lalter's grounds in Har-
rison wae a very successful and well managed affair. The weather
conditions were unfavorable in the early morning, the rain com-
ing down at a lively rate at intervals up to 10 o'clock. After that
hour, however, the clouds broke away, but it was not until after
noon that the sun deigned to remain in sight for any length of
time. Weather conditions, however, seem to make very little
if any difference to the members of the clubs represented in the
League, and even during the wet hours a number were on hand
to shoot in the open to all events. The sweepstake evputa run
by the club were under the direct management of H. S. Babbage,
the club's efBcient secretary, who was aWy assisted by W. R. Ho-
bart, the League secretary. The firing was at bluerock targets,
thrown from bluerock traps, both of which gave their usual good
satisfaction. Five traps were u^ed, the shooting being under the
rapid-firing system.
The erounds of the East Orange Gun Club are situated .^bout

five minutes' walk beyond the terminal of the Newark & Harri-
son horse-car line, and are provided with a neat club house,
which Mr. Babbage statts, erected within ten hours.
The team shoot for the New Jersey championship, which began

about 3 P. M., had nine entries, all the clubs in the League enter-
ing except the Brunswick Gun Club, of New Brunswick. The
teams comprised five men esch and each man shot at 35 bluerock
targets. The Independent Gun Club, of Plainfield: Passaic City
Gun Club, of Passaic: East Orange Gxm Club, of Harrison, Ma-
plewood Gun 0[ub, of Maplewood: Woodside. South Side and
East Side-Mutual gun clubs, of Newark; Boiling Sorings Fish
and Gun Club, of Rutherford, and the New Jersey Shooting Club,
of Clai-emont, comprised the entries.
The Independents had already won five contests, and in one

had tied with the Maplewoods, the other contests- have been won
by the Boiling Springs. On the above day the Maplewoods and
Independents agreed that their respective team scores should de-
cide the tie existing between them. The Independents not only
succeeded in winning the tie, but the contest as well, this placing
seven victories to their credit out of eight contests.
Among the visitors to the grouns were W. Fred Qa'mby, of New

York; Chas. Vermoral, of Paterson; AL Heritage, of Jersey City,
and Gus Greiff, of New York.
Below will he found detailed scores of the day's work:

THE TEAM CONTEST.
Independent G. O.

Si&ler iioiimiiinioiiiiiioin-33
Miller , 1111111110111110101111110-21
Apgar. IlllliniOlllllOlllllllll-23
Bramingham nil] 111111 1 ] llini 1 1 1110-24.
0 Smitn lllllini]llH10U]]01111-23-U3

N. J. anooting Plub.
Richmond 1111111111111011111011111-23

^. core Ill 1 11 1111111011111011111-23
Simpson lllOmillllU] 1101110111-23
Piircly lUlllllOlinOlllOOlllUl-31
Perkins 0011111101101111111001111—19- ICS

East Orange G. C.
T^Dukes 1101111111011011010001110-17
Wheaton 1111111101011011111101010-^19
Hed den OOlOlOOlOOOdOOl IIKMOOIOI- 9w Dukes 1111101001 iiiioiounouoi-irR Dukes 1010110100001100111111110-15- 7T

Passaic City,
Vermorel Ill] 111101101001111111 Oil -20
Coeman OllllllOlllOOIlUllOOOOlO-lfi
Shaw llllOlOOllOOlllOUOOlllll-ir
Wise 1111111101111 0 1 111] 11 1101—22
Abbott 11111imil 1101 1111101011—22- 97

East Side-Mutual.
Baar

. 1111101110011 100111111010-18
Koegel .1110111111011110110111116-20
Schilling 1111111011111110101011111-21
Young lOllllOllOlOOllOOOniOOll-1,5
Peiwnt .. 101111OlllOlOmiOOlOllOL-17- 91

Boiling iSpring P. and G. Club.
T Keller 1 010100110001 111010010011-13
Lindsley UllOllOlllllKXlOllOUOlO—17
Collin s 1111111010011111 111111111-22
Meyer. lllllOllliOllOOlllOlUlll—:>0

Post ... llUlUn 1111011111111110-23— fc5

Maplewood Gun Club.
J L Smith 1001111111111111111111111-23
C Dean 000110010111] 1 1 001 1000011- 13
ckley OOOllOllOI 111101111010110-16

Drake 1111111111 1 Oil 1 1111111111—24W Smith 1111111111111111111111111-25-101
South Side

Hobart llllllllllOllllllllllOlll—23
Phillips... nil] 111111 mil] 01111010-23
C MHedden 1111111110111111001111011-31
Heritage. 1101011010111110101111111-19
1 H Ternll lllOini 10101010110001111-18-103

Woodside Gun Club.
Walther ' 1010011111101010111111111-20
Van Dyke 1111101111011110111001111-20
Sickles llOlOlOlOUOinilOOllun—18
Geoffrey 1111011110111001101101101-13
Oockefair 0001011101111111110000101—U— 70

Hamilton Gun Club.
Hamilton, Ont., Sept 13.—One of the most successful shoots of

the season was held on the grounds of the Hamilton Gun Club
this afternoon. Great interest was taken in all three contests
Parker fought hard for B medal, and only for the splendid score
of Mr. .lames Crooks would have succeeded in winning the fourth
time, and closing the B medal competition. As it is he is duty
bound to enter the field again. Wm. Strand still holds the chal-
lenge medal, having defeated Parker by 18 to 15. Wilson won
one of the club medals and that of the H. P. Co. During the
afternoon the members were photographed, a copy of which will
be sent to FoHiisi and Stream in due time.
Challenge medal, 15 singles and 5 pairs:W Stroud 111110000111111 10 01 10 11 11-18

Parker 111100011111010 10 10 01 10 10-15
Shoot for club medals at 25 singles, rapid firing:

?Pencer 1010011111 111101111110110-19
Hunt • • .1110101111111111011101111-21
Parker. 1010110111101011111111111-20Wm Stroud 1011010111111111111111010-30
Harail ton 01] 100101 0010011011101111-1 (3

J !=-my the OimiomilllOlOlOlllOll-19
Abmythe 0111111100111111101111011-20
h^aieer OOOOlOllllOlOOOlOOOlOOlOl—10
J Stroud.

.
; 1010101100001010010001101-11

101001111111111111liliiii_33
y,i fford 11] 0111110111110111111110-21
^ 1 'son ,

vv • • •
Vr- • •1111110111111101011111111-23

Handicap ahoot, for Hamilton PoVyder Co.'s Medal, unknown
angles

:

Sppuoer .. .0100001000010111111011100 —13W Strand 011010001111101111011110 -16
Hunt OlOOOllllOUOOOllUlOllOl —15
Kaiser 0100100010101011 1 00001 001 —10
Crooks OlOllOlOOlOllOllOllllllOOOlOl —17
Hamilton 0110000100011000000100000 - 6
Clifford 11101 lOOmiOlOlllOl 100011 -17
ASmythe.... lUllCOlllOOOOOOlllO " —11
J Stroud OUlOUOllOOOOlCOllOOOll 11110 -16
Wilson OllllllllOOlinoililllll -18
Parker lOOllllOOlOlOlOllOllllOOllOOOl—l?

J. E. O.

Brewer vs. Morris.
The live bird match between Charles E. Morris, president of

the Atlantic Rod and G 'in Club, and John Brewer, the veteran
professional trap shooter, took place on Tuesday at the grounds
of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at West End, Coney Island.
The match being between a comparatively young amateur
against such a prominent wing shot drew a big crowd of Long
Island and New Jersey shooters, who were anxious to see how the
young shooter would make out. The conditions of the match by
mutual aereement were somewhat changed. Instead of only
SOyds. boundary the club's limit of SOyds. was adonted. E^^chman shot at 200 birds, SOyds. rise, modified Hurlingham rules for
$200 a side, the loser to pay all expenses.
The match was commenced at 13:30 P. M., with Brewer at the

score; he killed his first 4 birds, but missed his lifth, which hung
to the trap and then started off fast as a left-quartering driver
Brewer hit hard and slightly turned him, but he got on the fence
Morris loathisfirst bird, a left-quartering fast incomer, which
dropped dead out of bounds. His eleventh hird was a right-quar-
tering incomer and fell dead about .aft, over the line. Drewer

keps on steadily shooting, but lost his thirtieth bird, another
which fooled him at the trap and proved to he a fast right-quar-
tering driver. This was the last he missed out of his first 100; he
had some very rapid twistine birds, especially his ninety-second,
which started from right to left, and on being turned with first
barrel was a straight driver and fell dead at the fence.
In Morris's second round of 26 he lost four, three being dead out

of bounds, and all fast incomers; in the third he missed two, one
incomer and a right driver, and another right driver in bis fifth,
finishing his first century with a score of 91 to Brewer's 98. The
latter in his second century managed to miss his second bird
another left-quartering driver, and from this point he shot s

steady gait and finished with 98 straight, making a total score of
197. Morris was rather unfortunate, missing one in his first round
of the second hundred, four in the second, five in the third- and
two in the fourth, making a total of twelve missed in his second
hundred, with a total of 179 out of 200.
Brewer shot with a Wesley Richard 12.g'auge gun, weighing

71bs. Itoz., using IT. M. C. trap shells. 4drs. E. C. Schultze powder,
lJ4oz. of shot. Morris had an E. C. Higham lO-gtauge gun, weigh-
ing 91bs.. Kynoch & Eley shells, oj^drs. E. C. Schultze powder.
lJ4^z- of shot. The scores:

J Brewer I 312 0 113 21221 3 2 312133133 3—34

11110 123112112213323 3 1 23 3-2i
*-\/\ 's\-^iHHHSi^->/'->-»y«-t-^<-/->^-*
111332113132133321 2 21333 1—S5
h, i \ \i ^ i -»f- 1 ^ \->i3,

113111213231121 3 33213311 2-25

3033 3 2 2 213321 3 1132121313 l-r-24

i^'-4^<-/'\ \ t \ i^.s" H 1^ ? J" \ i 7>

2113331113332331132333 1 2 1-25

21331212 2 1 3 31222 2 3231233 2-25

31333 3 23233 2 33123] 2 2 2 2 21 2—25-19'

Morris q 121 1 12331o 2 2333221 12121 2-33 -

3232o011o:il 2212 1ollllll3 1-21

1311131131210 13011111; 1 1 3-23

312 3 011112 3 113113211321 1 3-2*

t \ ^<— 1^ \ ^<—> \<-T->\ -+->-> i.iS'^

1231 3 111133101 1211321122 1-24

1 3 310111133013 2 10222332O 3-21

•./^^t^^-Z^^-l/^li—>^7'/'S./^->h/7>\/'|-|\
0 0 32 3 012212223322o20222 2 3—20

3333121 2 220 3 3 33212303132 2—23-179

Keystone Shootings League.
Fbanford, Pa., Sept IS—Editor Forest and Stream: After a

careful perusal of the article in the Fobest and Stream of the
lOtb, in relation to the prot-st by th« Harrisburg Association. I
am impelled to say, in behalf of the Keystone Shooting League,
that the roster of the club sent to Secretary Worden, on March
22 last, was full and complete, up to that date, Messrs. Tredway
and David becoming members of the organizatioa at a later dato,
as the appended affidavit will show. As to the rule, on page 16,
quoted by Mr. Worden—that the State Association be notified of
the name and admission of each new member—we absolutely
knew nothing of, the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association
bo^-ks not coming to band until Aug. 1.

Having no desire to go into the merits of the controversy, as it
was not of our seeking, and well content to leave the matter in
the just and able hands of the Forest and Stream and other
papers named. I submit this athdavit, showing conclusively where
the protestors' argument must fall.

This is to certify that the parties hereinafter mentioned were
elected members of the Keystone Shootine League ftormerlv the
North End Gun Club), upon the datps inscribed. Mr. T. J. Tred-
way, April 4, 1892; Mr. H, L. David, May 4 1893.

Jno. C. Shallcross, Sec'y.
State oe Pennsylvania, (

City and County of Philadelphia, f

John C. ShallcrosB above named being duly sworn deposes and
says that the facts set forth in the foregoing certifinate are true.

Sworn to and subscribed be-
fore me this 14th day of Sep-
tember, 1893. Joshua B. Morgan
Notary Public.

Jno. C. SuALtOROSB.

Harrisburg Every Other Saturday.
Harbisbubg, Pa., Sept. 1.7.—Quite a lively shoot was held here

to-day. Although more entries were expected, enough showed up
to make it interesting and it was decided to hold one of similar

The bir^s were better than expected, as Messrs. Worden Bros
'

who are making a business of supplying pigeons for trap-shooting!
gave the committee the privilege of catching and selecting their
own pigeons, as they had over 1,500 in their lofts at the time the
committee succeeded in getting some rather hot ones. The
weather was perfect and no wiiift. Appended are the scores.
First money went to Brewster, .$103,12; second. $01.80, to Brelsford
and third divided. Sweepstake, 25 birds, $25 entrance, three
moneys:
Smith 1112122002111131112111131-23
Brelsford 1011121132111313312111321-34
Brewster 1111331121121133333111113—25
Narry 10J131121] 111111111111110-23
Hummel : . . . 0001212031000020011121212-15
Nippensteel 0001113111201021021112132-19
Worden 1103111111111121111110211—33
Runk 0301112112111131121111100-21
Corcoran 0101111131131132112113011—33
Kinzer 1113311311011111011133323—23
Dinger 1121301311111131113131110—33
Ten birda, $10 entrance, two moneys: Smith 9, Dinger 10,

Brewster 10, Brelsford 7, Worden 10, Kinzer 9.

Hartford Experts.
Habtforu, Conn., Sept. 19,—The following scores were made

Sept. 17 by toe members of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, of
this city. Medal shoot at 25 standard keystones, 5 traps, known
angles, rapid firing:
Ford IllOlimoiimilllllll 11—23
John Alger HlOlllllOOllllllllllllll-22
Fred Manross 1111110111101111111011111-32
Fred Risley 111111101011 11111 11111011—23
C L Hotchkiss ..lllOlOllllOllllllllinill-23
"McGinty" 1111011110011111101101111-20
James J Peard .1111101111111101111110110—20
John Melrose 1100111101111111001111111—20
Frederick W Green 1111111010011101111011101-19
S B Douglass OllOOllllllllOllOllOUlU— 19
E Decker 1110111101111010011111011—19
Charles E Willard 1111001110010100101011101—17
S Hills 1011110101110101011010101-16
Fred Olmstead 0100011111011101100011100-14
A F Craig , .OllOOOlOOllOlOOllCOnillll-14
Frank E Belden 0011101101101001011010010-13
Charles H Higby 1100101011110000011001110—13
Morgan E White OlOOOOOlOOlllOOUllOlOOOO-10
Samuel T Colt OOIOIOOOOOUOOOOOOIOOOOOI— 5A C Collins OlOlOOOOllOlOOlUOOlOOlOOl- 3

.
A. C. Collins.

Long Island Sportsman's Club.
Only four members of the Long Island Sportsman's Club were

present at the regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park, on Monday
Sept. 12. C. Stuetzle again won the medal, with a score of 9 out of
10. The scores:
CGentzlinger 1010010101—5 G Pleigel ...0001000011—3
C Stuetzle 1011111111-9 O Hofer 0000000010-1

New York German Gun Club.
Twenty-one members of the New York German Gun Club were

present at Dexter Park, L. I., on Thursday, Sept. 13. it being one
of the usual outings of the club, who have a full dav 'a sport.
Each man shot at eight birds, club handicaps, modified Long
Island rules. H. & T. traps, ffr the two club medals. .1. Schlicht;
won the first and E. Wldman the second. The team shoot was
not fully shot out owing to darkness and dark birds. The scores:
Club shoot for two medals, t,wo best acorep, 8 birds:

PSauter 11200131-6 H Homford 1112(^33-7
P Garms, Sr 00031011-4 E .>-<tradtman 00010002—3
A Busch 11130103-6 M Bondeu 011020113-4
J Schlicht l-<!3103]l-7 J Klein 01200002-4
J Bosenecker 10110101-5 L Edward 00010111—4
PGarms, Jr 00110102—4 H Lenone 10-i23000—

4

JMaser.... .. 01330111-H J Dann«fel8er 01033120—5
J Wellbrook 3001011 1-5 J Goeblit z 1101 1200-6
E Widman 01211111—7 A Lucas 21000311—

5

P Haff 01111010-5 J Schreiner 00020001-3
J Carwein. - 01010210—4
Match at 5 birds, $10 a side:

JiSchlicht 01123-4 1110 J Fraser 10111-4 IIU
Team shoot, 4 biids each, losing side to pay:

J. Schlicht's Team.
J Schlicht 1110—3
J Goerlitz 2110-3
P Garms, Jr 3111-4
FSauter 1001-2
J Huff 1111-4
HThornford Ill -3
J Carwein 11 —2

E. Widman '8 Team,
E Widman 2021-3
ABuPch 3112-4
J Messmer 0321-3
J Dannefelser 0100—1
J Fraser 1013-3
H Lenone 120 —3
J Wellbrook 33 -3

A Lucas 01 —1—23 H Hassinger." ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.00 —0—18

Parkway Gun Club.
The members of the Parkwav (jun Club did not turn out very

strong on Wednesday. Sept.. 14, at Dexter Park. L. I., for their
regular monthly shoot for the best averages and class prizes.
H. Bt-amwell and L. Moeller were the only two straight scorer?,
with 7 each. I. Short won the Class A prize, outshooting A
Botty. H. BramweU won in Class B, and H. Selover that in Class
C. Sweepstake shoots followed at 3 birds, then miss and out. The
scores:
Class A.

I Short. .

.'

20J2131-6 E Helgans 1110113-6A Botty .3320111- 6 F Rausch 1112001—5A Andrews 0111110—5 J Bennett 2103320—5
Class B:
H Bramwell 1132131-7 L Moeller 1111311—7W Strasser 3133023- ^
Class C:

H Selover 3211110-6
Mi.«s and out sweepstake, $1 entrance, 3 birds:

AAndrews.lll 13 103 0 H Bramwelll21 33W 8trasser.020 120 3 H Selover...020A Botty.. ..121 20 E Helgans. .111 30

31111
122
033 122 13

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
Utica, N. Y., Sept. 16.-The regula.r Cleveland badge ahoot to-

day was rather lightly attended, although the weather condi-
tions were good. Gates pulled oat a straight score in the club
contest. The score:
Badge shoot, 25 singles:

Smith 1111011110110111011000110—17
H"n'er 1111111111111110111111111—24
Knowlton lliniOOnilllOllllllllll-23
Wheeler lllOOlllllOlOlOlUlOlllll-19
Mayhew 1111111 110111111111111111-34
On shoo+-off Hunter won by 4 breaks to Mayhew's 3.
Club shjot, same as above:

Hunter llOllllllllllllllilllllU-24
Mayhew lUin 10 n lllllllillini 1-24
L-ine 1101111111111111111011111-33
Sm; th 11111101100011 111 11110111-20
Kalhes 1111111100011110111111111-31
Mizner 1111111111011111111111001-32
Dpxter 1111011101111110110011111-20
Wheeler 1 1011 1 11 11 0 1 1011 111lim1-23
Pteiffer 1100111111110111011111111-21
Gates .llllllllllllllllimillll—35

Wilmington ^Tournament.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 15.-The Wilmington Rod and Gun

Club have concluded to adopt the suggestion given by the Forest
AND Stream in regard to the team shooting at their tournament
in O ctober. We will make our shoot a three-day event, making
the dates 12, 13 and 14. The second day (Thursday) we will have
for team shooting, under the following conditions: The shoot
will be open to teams of six men each, and a purse of $75 guaran-
teed to winning team; each man will shoot at 25 targets; no en-
trance fee will be charged; they will simply pay for the targets at
the same rate as other events, 3 cents; each shooter must be a
resident of the State he represents; no shooter can shoot in more
than one team; each State or club can enter as many teams as
they choose. All events will be at bluerock targets, rapid-firing
system. All communications will be promptly answered if ad-
dressed to J. K. Woodward, Secretary, 107 East Eighth street.
Wilmington, Del.

Northside Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Northside Gun Club was held

on Tuesday, Sept. 13, at the Queens County Driving Park, Ma.s-
neth, L. I. The attendance was not as large as usual, but the fast
birds, aided by a strong northeast gale, made gome of the score'^
rather small. The contest was for the best averages during the
season, but the monthly medal was won by M. C. Manning with a
straight score of 7. All of the sweepstakes were $1 entrance
miss and out. The scores:
Cord Meyer 200inil-4 A Meyer 1110200-4A Duryea 1111001-5 W R Smith 00220>3-4
J Tiernan . . . ; 021] 131—6 J Men eke 0011 010—3M C Manning 1111131—7 H Skelton 0001020—3
Sweepstakes shoots, 81 entratce, miss .ind out:

JTiernan 110 3121123230 2 10 23220O Bassett 0M C Manning. 0 3220
Cord Meyer 1310 1113111331 0 11 31130W R Smith 1120 220
John Meyer 2111 31J20
Chris Meyer

0 20
0 0 31313

A Meyer , 10
J Mencke

.1111 1121111113 0 31 11230

Coney Island Rod and Guu Club.
One of the best shoots of the season by the members of theConey Island Rod and Gun Club took place on Wednesday at theWoodlawn Park grounds, Gravesend, L. I. Twenty-six memberscpmpeted for the Eppig diamond badge and extra prize.^i. Some

big scures were made, D. Tan Zile winning the trophy with astraight score ot 21- C. Engelbrecht won the second prize with 16
out. of 17, L. Eppig the third with 13 out of 15. The fourth was
divided. The veteran rifle shot R.Rathbone took the fifth The
scores:

"

C Engelbrecht 1131101321- 9 J E Orr 1112112121-10L Eppig 1011202111- 8 H P DonneUy 1000000010- 3W Lair 1011111332- 9 R Rathbone. 0020321013- 6W Green 0000200010- 3 Dr Little liraiSl- 8H W Blattmacher .1101111110- 8 Dr Van Zile. ..... 2123112131-10AEppig 1311311131-10 C Plate 3212311111-10JSnhheman, 01120012?0- 6 E H Garrison 0203333220- 7F McLaughlin 0001000330- 3 M Elssasser .1103220111-8A Rockfeller 1110111001- 7 C L Meyer 1031311111- 9E Rockfeller 0112110203- 7 PPfaender 1212121211-10H McLaughlin ....2111121220- 9 Dr Leveridge .... . 1011311111-

q

T Buckley 1010202012- 6 E Bushnell 1010012011- SWScbeelye 0021221120- 7 P Ibert 1113111111-10
Referee, H. McLaughlin. Scorer, J. C. DePrain,

Falcon Gun Club.
Seven members of the Falcon Gun Club shot at 10 birds each

for the club medal at Dexter Park, L. I., on Thursday under oldLong Island rules, a bird killed with second barrel tn count a half
bird. As the grounds were occupied by the New York GermanGnu Club for the same day, only the club shoot took place durine-
the 'imner interval, G. Moeller won the medal, killing 7 out of
10. The scores: "

J Bnhling 2200111021-7—514
J Moeller 1000012101—5—4i|

O Dose er 1 101100100—5—5
H Moeller 0223ni001-r-5^

H Van Stadeu. .101103'Mll—6—5^:5
J Vagts 101001 0121-6-5>iG-AEoeller 1101211100- 7~&Z
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The St. Paul Tournament.
St. Paul. Minn.. Sept, 6.—The fifteenth annual toui-nament. of

the St. Paul G-un Club oommenced this morning. The tourna-
ment was held on the State fair (grounds. Bluerock tarscets and
traps with North's electric pull were used, and as usual were a
success. The shooting was doae frona five trnpa. walk-around-
svstem. The office work was under the management of B. P.
Schurmeier, secretary and R. S. Kennedy, treasurer, and the
hlack board was handled by an artist whose name I have forgot-
ten, hut can honestly say was the best man for the position I have
ever seen. In fact every detail was carefully looked after and
ably managfd.
The weather to-day was cloiidy and some rain fell in the after-

noon. The State fair was in full blast and the crowd of specta-
tors, among whom were many ladies who took a great interest in
the snont.ing. Among the shooters present were: Catamaran. St.
Paul; Elliott. Kansas City, Mo.; Budd. Des Moines. Iowa; J. H.
Black, St. Peter, Minn.; Daly, St. Paul; Stearns, S(-. Paul; Thorne.
Minneapolis; Lee For«?o, North Dakota; Marshall, Minneapolis;
Wilson, St. Cloud. Minn.; Stakes, Minneapolis; Leonard. St.
CJaud, Minn.: Hamline and Forbes, St. Paul; N. W. FTalt. Man-
chester, Mich.; Jones Atwater, Minn ; Rped, St. Pan'; Murphv.
Minneapolis; Halt, Baldwin, Sr.. Burke, Bonte, Park and Bald-
win, Jr.. St. Panl; Barups. Stillwater, Minn.; Aleson. Anaka,
Minn.; Thomas, Glenco, Minn.; Latshaw, St. Louis, Mo,; Frazer,
Fairmont, Minn.; Morgan, St. Peter; E. J. Harrison. Minneapolis.
The scores follow:
No. 1, 10 singles; Hamline 51, Baldwin, Sr. 7, Daley 8, Lee 9. Leon-

aid 7, Wilson 7, McHale 10, Baldwin, Jr. 10, Catamaran 10, Stokes
8, Jones 10, Thorne 9, Jack 8. Durante. Mar.«hall 10, Kennedy fJ,

Bonti 8, Paulson 8, Budd 8. r4«oree 6. Holt 9. Burke 9, Norotney 9,
Fordes 9. Rped 9, Frayire 8, Thomas 8. Kilhy 9.

No. 3. 10 singles and 3 pairs: Lee 13, Marshall 14, Hamline 1.5,

Baldwin 11, Burke 15, McHale 13. Wiigop 15, Jones 14, Baldwin, Jr.
10, L«nnard 13, Fraser 11, Jack 13, Bonti 10, Kennedy 10, Kilby H,
Budd 13, Norotney 10, Forbes It, George 8, Thomas "15, Elliott 13,
Catamaran 15, DnrantlS, Thorne 12, Reed 11, Stokes 16, Daley 13
Holt 13, Paulson 8.

No. 3. 20 singles: Wilson 16, EUiott 20, Marshall 17, Leopard 19
Hamline 19. Lee 14, Fraser 18. Baldwin. Sr. 13. Stokes 17. Daley 17
Forbes IS. Thorns 19, Baldwin, Jr. 13. Bonti 14. Thomas 19, Budd
18, McHaie 17. Catamaran 20. Norotney 13, George 11, Jones 18,
BuikelS. Reedl9, Jackl4, Holt 13. Durant 13. Latshaw 17.

No 4, 10 singles and 3 pairs: Stokes 1.5. Frazier 11, Daley 15,
Hamline 11, EUiott 13, Wilson 11, Leonard 14, Marshall 13, L^e 9,
Baldwin. Jr. 12, Catamaran 13, Jones 14 Reed 11, Budd 10. Thomas
8. Thorne 8. Baldwin, Sr. 11, Forbes 12, M^Hale 14. George 10, Burk
11, Jack 13 Latshaw 13, Durant 10. Bonti 13, Norotney 12, Harrison
10 Holt9.Kil>^y9.
No. 5, 15 singles: Hamline 14. Daley IL Forbes 10, Burke 13

Wilson 11. Frasire 14, Baldwin. 10, Stokes 14. Marshall 13: Thorne
12, Jones 14, Catamaran 12. Leonard 12. Harrison. 13, McHale 1.5,

Thomas 10, Baldwin, Sr. 14, Durant i. Jack 13, Lee 11, Latshaw is'
Budd 15. George 9, Elliott 13, Bonti 9, Norotney 8, Reed 11, Paulson
6. Holt 13.

No. 0, 10 singles: Wilson 7. Catamaran 9, Reed 7, Thorne 6
Daley 6 Stokea 9. Hamline S, Bonti 7, Thomas 3. Leopard 7 Frasir
9, Jack 9. Forbef 6. Marshall 7, Budd 10, Jones 10, Bu'-ke 7, Bald-
win, Jr. 7, Dnrant 8, Harrison 9. Rogers 3, Elliott 7, McHale 8
Baldwin. Sr. 5 Lee 8, Latshaw 8. Holt 7.

r/ieS6C07?.c?Dai/.—The entries to-day averaged about the same
as yesterdav. The weather was cloudy, with a strong wind from
right to left across the traps, making the shooting somewhat
more difficult than yesterdav. To-day is "St. Paul dav" at the
fair, and about fifty thousand people are on the grounds. The
most interesting part of to-day's program'Tie was the ooateat for
the Chamber of Commerce diamond badge for the individual
championship of the State, ooen to shooters from Minnesota

• only. 26 singles and 12 pairs. Mr. Burkha'-t, of St. Paul, won the
badge with a score of 4t out of a possible 50, using a 10-bore L C
Smith gun. About 3.000 people witnessed this contest, which was
very close and exciting, Mr. Burkhart having to score his last
tbree pair to win. He was heartily congratulated by his many
friends.
No. 7. 10 singles: Cat.amarau 10, Baldwin, Jr., 9, Elliotts, Thomas

5, Budd 8, McHale 8, Thorne 7, Lee 7, Marshall 6. Leonard 7, Wil-
son 6. Stokes 7, Daly 7, Hamline 8. Jones 9, Reed 6. Duraut 7, Jack
8, Forbes 7. Stevens i. Olson 8, Bonti 6 Barnes 6, Holt 7, Burke 9
D°rai)le 5. Baldwin, Sr., 2. Frasier 7, Harrison 8.

Hamline 13, Olson 8, Harrison 13. Barnes 10, Baldwin, Sr.. 3 Jack
13, Stevens 11. Holt 13, Bonti 8, Thomas 10, George 10, Reed 13
Murpby 9, Daly 13.

'

No. 9, 10 single" and 3 pairs: Catamaran 13. EUiott 13. Budd 14
McHale 13, Daly 14. H^' oiline 13, Thorne 11, Lee 7, Marshall Q.

Reed 19. Murphy 18, Roit 17. Baldwin. Sr.. 9, Burke 17." Bonti 10*

Barnes 14, Olson 15, Baldwin, Jr., 18, Park 15, Thomas 16, Latshaw
19. PrPRier 17, Morgan 10.

No. 11. 10 singlef: Elliott 10, Catamaran 10. Budd 9. McHale 10,
Forbes 7. Jack 7. Tliorne i. Lpe 8. Marshall 8, L°onard 8, Harrison
7. Wilson 9, Stokes 9. Dalv 9. Hamline 9. .lo-Qes 10. Murphv 10 Lat-
Hhaw 7, Fra,sier 9. Baldwin, Jr.. 9, PTolt 8, J. C. Kennedy 6, Burke
8. Bonti 7, Olson 10, Barups 5. Baldwin, Sr., 6. Thomas 9, Reed S
Fox 8, Brady 5. Durant 7. M. F. Kennedy 8.
Diamond badge contest for State championship, 36 singles and

13 pairs:

•«iock
Va- ^- •omiiuiimniuiiiiino

^ 10 01 00 10 11 10 11 11 01 10 10 10-38
Jossim • • iiiuoiiiinuiiiiiiiiiioi

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 10 00-38
Tl^ilemaii ... loiliiuiiiiiiiooiiiiiioil

„ ^ 10 11 10 10 10 01 01 10 11 10 10 00-35
Oramb. ... , Olllllllllllllimiiiiino

^ „ 10 11 11 10 11 10 n 10 10 11 11 10-43
Marshall OIH 1110010111111111111110

10 11 10 00 10 11 10 10 11 10 01 10-35
Lawrence 1111111111110 1 1 1 11111 101 1

0

11 10 11 H 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 10—13
Poster .01111100111111101101111111

„ . 00 10 10 11 10 11 10 10 10 11 11 11-37
Harrison 11111111111101111111111111

10 11 11 10 1 0 00 11 11 01 10 11 10-41
Schurman 11111111111110111111111111

11 11 00 10 10 11 U 10 01 11 10 11-42
Skinner. OUOOOlOllOllOllllllOTOOll

01 01 11 11 01 10 11 10 10 10 11 U-32ynswr loimiioiiiiiiuiimiiii
„ ,

11 10 10 11 10 11 11 10 11 10 10 n-43
Paul • 10111001110111110101101110

, / 10 U 10 10 10 11 00 10 00 10 10 11-33
Blakely OliioiliiliolUOllllllOlU
„ . , 11 00 00 n 00 01 11 10 10 lo oo 00-31

Baldwin. Jr .1 lHOl lllOllllllllliHolll

„ ^. _j 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 11 00 11 10 10—38
Burkhard.. UOlllllOllininilllimi

e . „. 11 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 10 11 11 U-44
S'^huier ooliiiiiimimiiiimiii
_ 11 11 10 10 10 10 10 n 11 11 10 11-43
PasTie iioiuiiiiomiiiiomiiio

10 10 11 10 11 11 11 11 n u 10 10-41
Jones iiiioiimiiiiiiniiuiioi

10 10 11 10 10 01 11 11 10 11 01 10-40
Lyon 10011101111101111110111110

. ^ 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 01 10 11 10 01-39
Baldwin, Sr IIOOOIOOOOIOIOOIOIIUIOOII

^ ^ 31 11 01 10 10 01 00 00 00 01 10 00-33
Kennedy lOOlliniollllllllollllUl

^ . , 10 11 10 10 10 10 01 11 10 10 11 11-88
Harrison, E J ..lllllllllOlllllllimiUOl

„ , . ^ . ^ 10 10 11 10 01 10 10 10 10 11 11 U-40
Burkhard wms badge.
The Third Daj/.—The attendance was not so large as yesterday,

hut was large enough to keep up a good interest in thesrores'
The weather was cool and cloudy, with a strong wind to help the
targets along. The best shooting of the tournament was done to-
day, as each contestant was anxious to place himself high up in
the average list. There were twenty-three average prizes given
by the club, but only twenty contestants shot in every regular
contest. There were two ties for sitth average and two for
htteenth, consequently only eight of the averages were awardedThe management decided to have an extra sweep and add the re-maming five average prizes, and a number o£ entries were macle,
but a heavy rain set in with prospects to continue until dark, and
the event was declared off, Guns were cleaned and good-byes
said, and all went home well pleased with the St. Paul Gun Club
tournament.
JIolS, 15 singles! Oatam»r%o 15,gltok$B 13, JidalQhftU 19, KlllQt^

15, Jones 14, Leonard 13, Wilson 11. McHale 14, Jack 14, Thorne 13,
Harrison 14, Reed 14. Holt 14, Forbes 18, Murphy 12, Budd 14,
Hamline 15, Frasier 13, Daly 13. Baldwin, Jr., 14, Baldwin, Sr., 9,

Burke 1.5, Thomas 11.
No. 13, 10 singles and 3 pairs: Catamaran 14, Stokes 14, Marshall

12. Elliott 12, Jones 15, Leonard 14, Wilson 13, MoHale 13, Jack 13,
Reed 13, Forbes 12, Thomas 13 Hamline 1.5. Thorne 14, Daly 13,
Murphy 15. Budd 1.3, Harrison 15, Baldwin, Jr., 14, Bonte 10, Holt
11, Frasier 18, Barke 16.

No. 14, 20 singles: Catamaran 18. Stokes 19, Daly 20, Marshall
17, Elliott 30, Jones 20, Leonard 20. Wilson 18. McHale 19, Jack 18,
Reed 19, Forbes 18, Harrison 30, Murphy 20, Hamline 19, Budd 20,
Thomas 14. Thorne 18, Baldwin, Jr., 26, Burke 18, Bonte 14, Holt
19. Frasier 16.

No. 15, 10 singles and 3 pairs: Stokes 13. Catamaran 13, Mar-
shall 14, Elliott 14, Jones 11, Leonard 15, Wilson 12. McHale 14,
Jack 13, Reed 13. Forbes 10, Murphy 14, Thorne U. Hamline 13,
Daly 12, Thomas 10, Frasire 9. Budd 15, Baldwin, Jr., 9, Bonti 9,
Holt 14, Burke 13.

No. 16, 15 singles: Catamaran 13. Stokes 14, Marshall 14, Elliott
1.5, Jones 1.5, Leonard 13, Wilson 14, Holt 13, McHale 15, Jack 9,
Reed 11, Forbes 10, Thorne 13, Murphy 12. Thomas 11, Dalv 13,
Hamline 13, Budd 1.5, Allen 6, Baldwin, Jr. 13, Burke 15 Bonti 13.
No. 17, 10 singles: Jones 9, Bonti 6, Hamline 10, Stokes 9, Holt

9, Thorne 9. McHale 10, Harrison 8, Reed 7, Budd 8, Leonards,
Burke 8, Wilson 7, Marshall 9, Baldwin, Jack 6. Porb<is 6, Thomas
10. Daly 9, Murphy 10, Elliott 8, Allen 9, Catamaran 9.

General averages, out of 350 birds shot at: Jones broke 228, first
prize; Catamaran 226, second; Stokes 333. third; Hamline 220,
fourth; McHale 319, fifth; Budd and Burke 218. sixth; Elliott 217,
seventh; Leonard 312. eighth: Dalv 210, ninth; Marshall 203,
tenth; Reed 202, eleventh; Wilson 199, twelfth; Thorne 198, thir-
teenth; Baldwin, Jr„ 197, fourteenth; lack and Molt 196. fifteenth;
Forbes 185, sixteenth; Thomas U4, seventeenth; Bonti 163,
eighteenth. C. W. B.

Tournament at Frankfort.
Fhankfobt, K. Y., Sept. 6.—The Labor Day sho'-it of the Frank-

fort Fish and Game Protective Assoc'ation was attended by a
large number of shooters from Syracuse, Cazenovid, Rome, Clin-
ton, Marcy. Utica, Johnstown, Canajoharie, Coevmans, Dear-
field, Ilion, Amsterdam, Waterville and Little Palls, and the as-
sociation was in the heyday of glory over its success. Below are
the results of the day's shooting:
No. 1, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1: Gates 10, Harris 8, Hunter 8.

Knowlton 10, Kilburn 9, Mavhew 10, Wessnlls C. Clark 10, Dexter
9, Crane 9. Partiss 8, Steele 7, Manulng 0, Short 7. Hix 9, Crutty 8.
Ni pe 6. Skeele 7. Rich 7, E. Steele 6, Dolby 10
No. 3, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1: Gates 10, Harris 8, Hunter 9,

Knowlton 9. Kilbourn 10, Miyhew 9, Wessells 9, Walrath 9, Clark
7. Dexter .5, Crane 7, Partiss 8. FeUon 8, Clow 9. Salsbery 10. Bet-
son 10, Frier 10, Smyth 9, Short 6, Hix 9, Crutty 10, Skeele 8, Dalby
9, Nortbrup 10.

No, 3, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.65: Gates 13, Harris 15, Hunter
14, Knowlton 14, Kilbourn 13, Mavhew 15, Wessells 13. Walrath 14
Clark 13, Dexter 18. Crane 7. Partiss 8, Crosby 7, E. Steele 10. Fel-
ton 14, Betson 12, Smyth 10, Northrup 9; Fryer 11, Salsbury 15. Hix
18, Crutty 13. Short 9.

No. 4, 10 kingbirds, entrance S1.30: Gat^s 6, Harris 10, Hunter
9, Knowlton 9, Kilborn 10, Mayhew 10, Wessells 10, Walrath 10,
Clark 10, Dexter 10, Crane 6, Partiss 9, Smyth 8, PpRon 9, Betson
8. Northrup 10, Clow 10, Salsbury 9, Crutty 9. Fryer 8, Short 9,
Skeel 8. Crosby 4, Ed Steele 8.

No 5, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1,75: Gates 13, Harris 14, Hunter
15, Knowlton 15, Kilborn 13 Mayhew 14. Wessells 13, Walr.ath 15,
Clark 13, Smyth 14, Crane 11, Northrup 14, Hix 11. Felton 14. Bet-
son 13, Short 9, Crutty 13, Erl Steele 8. Salsbury 13 Clow 13, Kallis
14. Skeel 13, Nipe 8, Waterbury 1.

No. 6, 5 live birds, entrance $2 .50: Northrup 1, (rates 3, Cla'-k 4,
Walrath 2, Smyth 1, Wessells 0, Kilborn 4, Harris 4. Crutty 1.

Hunter 4, Felton 3, Crane 3, Salsbury 4, Clow .3. Betson 1, Know:-
ton 4, Short 1. Rich 2, Tressent 2. Armstrong 3, Pirtiss 3. Mayhew
5, McGowen 8.

No. 8, 15 kingbirds, entrance $3.50: Smith 11, Clark 10, Hunter
13, Knowlton 14, Kilbourn 15. Mayhew 13. Wessells 9. Hartley 10,
Hix 10, Ed Steele 11. Walrath 14, Crane 9. Crutty 13, Short 11, Salis-
bury 13. Clow 15. Walton 8, Harmon 13, No'thrup 14, Crosby 9,
Rich 10.

No. 9, 5 live birds, entrance $2 50: Hartlv 1, Rich 2. AVatson 1,
Northrup 3, Short 1. Salsbury 1, Hunter 4, Kilbourn 3, Walrath 5,
Crain 3, Clark 3. Smyth 4.

No. 10, 30 kingbirds entrance f3.60: Smyth 16, Clark 15. Hunter 19.
Kilbourn 20, Knowlton 19. Mayhew 16, Kallis 16. Short 10. Walrath
16, Northrup 20, Salsbury 16, Clow 15, Herman 16, Rich 11. Cruttv
13. Steele 13. Wessells 17, Partiss 16.

^^^1^.12, 10 kingbirds, entrance S1.30: Smyth _7,_Clark 5, Hunter

bury
.

Hartley
3, Crosby 9,

AVERAGE PRIZES.

The best average was strongly contested for, which was for the
association badge, presented to them by Sec'y Rich, valued at $35,
which Messrs. Kilbourn and Knowlton tied for at 95 per cent. In
shooting the ties oft' Dr. J. G. Kilbourn, of Utica. won by one bird.
Second best average. 16, div. betwpen Hunter and Walrath at 93
per cent. Third best average. .S3, div. between Mayhew, Salsoury
and Clow at 89 per cent. Fourth best average, $2, Northrup, won
at 87 per cent. Poorest average, $1, caught Smyth, at 79 per cent.
Secnad poorest average Clark, for one of F. A. Allen's duck calls,
at 84 per cent.
Sept. 10, owing to la«k of time on Labor Day to contest for the

undivided merchandise prizes, it was decided by the associati' n
to postpone the contests until to-day. The following ia the result
at 10 kingbirds, entrance $1.50 in each four events:

First. SPcnd. Third. Fourth.
Nipe 1111110111- 9 limUOll- 9 1111111111-10 1111101111- 9
Dolby.... 1111111111-10 1111111101-9 1111101101-8 1011111111-9
Short 0100111111- 7 1111011010- 7 1011111110- 8 lOllOllllOl- 6
Geman... 0000000000- 0 0000000001- 1 OOOOOIOOOO- 0 ^ ^

E Steele.. 1111110100- 7 1010001111- 6 1001011111- 7 lUUOiooi-

7

Rich.... .1011111011- 8 1111111111-10 0110011110- 6 1100111111-8
Richards.UOOOOOOOO- 2 1110000000- 3
Lints. ...1111110011- 8

Williams 0111111101- 8 lOOlllHOl— 7 iiilOoiitl-'s
Frazer 0000011010 - 3 1110100000—4

The Beaver Falls Tournament.
Beaver Falx-s, Pa., Sept. 6. -I send you scores of the fourth

sweepstake shoot of the Beaver Falls Sportsmen's Association
held on their grounds, Geneva Park, Sept. S. Dc-^pite the weather!
which was about as bad as it could be, as it commenced rainiu"'
about 6 in the morning and poured down until 9, when it settled
down to a mist, interspered with showers the rest of the day
twenty good and worthy fellows faced the storm and arrived oii
the grounds about 10 o'clock, when shooting wus started from a
set of bluerock traps (five in number), A. S. A. rules, at bluerocksA number of well-known trap shots from a di.-tance were present'among thpm being J. K. Myler and Ed Hum. from Beaver; Wm'
Foutz and L N. Crabel, East Liverpool. O.; who are a quartette
hard to beat, who come to stay all day and take everything as it
comes, and when you hear one of them kick you can bet there is
something wrong; they do not want the earth and a fence around
it Also Geo. Cochran, of Pittsbnrgh; Ros.*, of Homestead- Dr
McCoy, Dr. Albaugti and B. Geisinger, of Steubenville, O k c"
Fry, of Youngstown. O.; Jamas Rummell and Cramer, of Niles'
O. Everything passed on as pleasantly as eottld be. The shout-
ing was kept up until late in the afternoon, when it iust poured
down rain, and we adjourned to the hotel, which was within one
square of the grounds, to talk over matters and explain why we
did not break them all. Some good scores wer« made, coasider-
iug. The purses were div. into four moneys, 40, 30, 30 and 10 per
cent. The scores were as follows:

„ No. 1 10 birds .50 cents: H. C. Fry 5, McCready 5, J. Rummell
7. W. M. Foutz 7, Geo. Cochran 4, B. E. Surls 8. F. Cramer 7 J APenn 'I, I. N. Crabel 10. B. Geisinger 5, Ed Hum 8, Jos. E Close s"
Dr. McCoy 7, .L C. Royl 5. H. W. Nair 8. Chas. Garvin 4

'

No. 3. 10 bluerocks, 75 cents: Foutz 6, Pry 5, Geisinger 8 Penn
9, Crabel 8, Rummell 6, McCready 9. McOo^ 9, Cochran 4 'Mvler
8. Royl 3, Hum 4. Wilkinson 9, Albaugh 7, Cramer 6, Surls 7
Nair 7.

'

No. 3. 10 bluerocks, SI: Foutz 10, McCready 6, Crabel 10 Penn
7, Pry 8, Geisinger 6, McCoy 9, Royl8, Cochran 7, Albaugh 8 Rum-
mell 6, Myler 8, Hum 6, Close 5. Wilkinsons, Surls 7, Cramer 5Nair 6.

'

No. 4, 15 bluerocks, $1.50: D. R. Wilkinson 15. B. E Surls 9 IN. Crabel 13, J. A. Penn 14, J. McCi-padv B. Geisinszer 7''Gpo'
Cuchran 13, Dr. McCoy 7, Wm. Foutz 13 j; K C:iose 3, J Rtimmeli

w-^?
-'^' 10

H'-^''^?''^^' S^'^'^o^' Goelu-'-in S. McCready 4. Penn 8,Wilkinson 8. McOoy 8, Hum S. Rayl 10. Rnmcnell 8. Mvler 7Oramer 7. Surls 8. Pry T, Class 9. Crabel 8. Nair o!
'

No. e, 10 Wuerooki. $i; Smrlt 6, Wilklns^iv 8, Bra,4fr «i font? 9,

Penn 10. Hum 4, Myler 8, Close 5, Cochran 6, Ross 6, Nair 7, Crabel
9, Rayl 3.

No. 9, 10 bluerocks. $1: Cochran 7. Ross 9, Wilkinson 10, Fautz
8, Surls i. Broden 6. Mvler 5. Rayl 3, Crabel 8, Close 8, Nair 5,
No. 6, 30 bluerocks, $2: Surls 17^ Wilkinson 17, Crobel 18, Penn

15. Foutz 1.5, Braden 12, McCoy 10, Rummell 13, Nair 13, Close 14,Hum 13, Myler 17, Cochran 15, Prv 14, Royl 7.
No. 7, 10 bluerocks. $1; Foutz 6, Cochran 7, Braden 5, Penn 9,

Surls 8, Hum 6, Close 6, Wilkinson 8, Royl 6, Myler 6, Ross S, Nair
7, Crohel 8.

No. 10, 10 bluerocks, $1: Cochran 7, Ross 9, Wilkinson 10. Penn
9, Poutz 8, Surls 7, Braden 6, Myler 5, Royl 3, Crobel 8, Close 8,
Nair ,5.

No. 11. 10 bluerocks. $1: Foutz 7, Wilkinson 9. Myler 8. Braden
7, Wolf 7. Penn 10, Crobel 6, Surls 7, Ross 8, Royl 9, Nair 10, Cochran
8, Rummel 7, Ross 6, Hum 7.

Labor Day at Muncie.
MuNCiE, Ind., Sept. 8.—I mail you herewith scores of the fourth

annual fall shoot of the Muncie Gun Club. Labor Day being
celebrated at this place in the elaborate manner, it has very
likely cut our entries down some, races of different kinds at the
fair grounds being a strong element against us. We were favored
with a fair attendance from abroad, however, many old friends
and some new. New Castle, Md., was representPcL bv Messrs.
Tom Gough, V. Mendenhall, M. Pbares, Landers, Stilly, Stout
and Modlin. Union City by the same old Chas. Proctor—he of
the wh'skers. tan jacket and pointer dogs; C. A. Young, from
Springfield, 0.; Messrs. Lockwood, Grube and Orem, from South-
port, Ind., and our steadfast friend, Dr. 0. E. Britton, Indian-
apolis. Sidney, O., was represented by Messrs. John Berkshire
and hia noisv partner Johnson. Half a cent wa^ deducted from
the price of each target thrown, the .=<ame being divided into
three average moneys for those making first and second and the
one making the poorest average in matches 3. 4. 6. 7 and 9.
BendPT, of the local shooters, captured first, Grube second, and
Tom Gough the "consolation" end. Below are the scores:
No. 1, 10 singles: G. Ketner 10, Partingfon 10. Lock wood 8. Mod-

lin 5. Stout 6, Mendenhall 9, GruOe 7. Landwer 8, Orme S.William-
son 5, Garringer 6, Tom Gough 5, Bender 7, Phares 8, Graham 4,
Davis 6, Stilly 10.

No. 2, same: Ketner 7. Partington 8, Davis 8, Williamson 6,
Lockwood 5, Mendenhall 9, Phares 6, Modlin 8, Stout 3, Garringer
4, Orme 9. Graham 8, T Gough C. Grube 7, Stilly 10. Bender 8.
No. 3. 15 singles: Williamsan 13, Lockwood 13 H. Gough 7,

Ketner 11, Bender 12. Mendenhall 8, Phares 8, Modlin 5, Parting-
ton 11, Stout 7, Orme 8, Davis 13. T. Gough 9. Garringer 12, Grulie
n. W. Garringer 12. Stilly 13.
No. 4. 25 singles: Phares 33, Williamson 19, Lockwood 20, Part-

ington 22, Stilly 19, Grube 20, Mendenhall 33, G. Ketner 32. Davis
30. T. Gough 20. U. Garringer 17. Johnson 17, Young 24, Berkshire
14, Proctor 20, W. Garringer 15, Bender S3.
No. .5, teams of tv/o men, 15 targets per man:

PartingtonllOllHilllllOl—13 Proctor.. ..111011111110110—18
Mend'nh'llOlllllimillOl -13-36 Young 111111111111111—15-27
Bender. .. .111101111111111—14 Phares . . . .111101111111111—14
Williams'nllOl 10101011100— 9—33 Ketner . . . .101101111101111—12—26
Lookwood.lllllllllllini—15
Grube . 1110mi011ini0-ll-26
Stilly 1100111111

Modlin 110110101100110— 9
Stout 0100001 1 001nil— 8—17
T Gough.... 00010100 V.

No. 6: Partington S, Proctor 6, Mendenhall 9, Bender 9, Lan'l-
wer 10, Truitt 6, Lockwood 5, P. Williamson 10. Orme 7, Graham
7, Stout 7, T. Gough 0, Grube 9, Johnson 5, G. Willia'tj^ou 8, 1 tavis
6, Dolman 8, E. Gough 8, Stilly 9, Modlin 6, Phares 8, Young 8,
Higdon 7,

No. 7.'10 singles: Partington 9, Mendenhall 8.Williamson 6, Lock-
wood 4. Orme 9. Landwer 6, Pharea 8, Johnson 5. Modlin 3, Proctor
5. Bender 8, Stilly 8, Grube 10. S tout 6, Gough 7, Berkshire 6, F.
Williamson 6. IT. Garringp.r 5. Young 7.

No. 8, 20 singles: G. Williamson 16, Partington 13. Johnston IB,
Lockwood 13. Grube 19, Orme 14, Meadenhall 18, Bender 1-5. T.
Gough 10. Proctor 17, Phares 16, Stillv 19, Young 15.

No. 9. 10 singles: Bender 8. Pharea 5, Partington 8, Lockwood
Grube 9, T. Gough 5, Mendenhall 9. Orme 6. Graham 5, William-
son 5, Stilly 7, Landwer 4, Stout 4, H. Gough 6, Truitt 4, B.
Gough 4.

No. 10, 10 singles: Lockwood 7, T, Gough T, Phares 9, Parting-
ton 10, Andrews 6. Grube 7, VYilliamson 10, Bender 9, Stout 4, Stilly, 'i

8, Orme 10, H. Gough 3,

Auburn Gun Club.

Auburn. N. Y., Aug. 31.—Below find scores of our last contPBt '

for badge: Class A: Tattle 18. Carr 18. Devitt 8. Tie postponerl;
Class B: Garrett 18, Vanderloo 16, Sinclair 13, Doun 10. Class C:

'

Goodrich 14, Kerr 11, White 11.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. M. F., Buffalo.—Please inform me if the book entitled "Camp
Life in the Woods" and the "Complete American Trapppr" are

,

two different books? Ans. The same book, by W. Hamilton
Gibson.

F. W., New York City.—Not knowing much about the section
of the country wh^re game may be found. 1 take the liberty of ;

writing to you for the required information. We svould not care
to go more than a radius of 50 miles from the city. If you will
furnish the above information you will confer a g'eat favor on a
number of friends of your valuable paper. Au«. Try somf?, of the
Sullivan county stations of the New York, Outario & Western
Railroad for (luail and ruffed grouse.

O. W. E . Fort Soott, Kan.—Can you tsll US how to kill all the
flrfh in a lake from oft. to 20ft. deep, 2fl0ft. wide by one tnile long,
without injuring them for market' Will weigh from 5 to201b8-,
and some have b^en caught that weighed fiOlhs. The large ones
are eating the small ones. Have you luid any experience in using
fresh lime? We are told it will kill them, but have tried it on a
small scale without success. Ans. We cannot tell you any law-
ful way of killing fish in such a large body of water,' If it is pri-
vate property, you might use the deadly set-line or out-lines,which
are so much despised by anglers.

F. M., Newark, N. .J.—Can yon inform me why the beetle
Dytiscus is found out of water and po far from a stream? I picked
one up on one of the busy thoroughfares under an arc lamp. 1

have been alter aquatic insects, hut have never found onu of
these beetles yet. 1 also found another beetle, of which I should
like to know the name; I picked it off a gentleman's shoulder at

night. I have sent the exact size. Ans. It is probable that the,
water beetles spend more time in flight than many collectors sup-
pose. The one above referred to is a strong flyer. One great in-
centive to flight is the sexual passion. The second beetle, of which'
sketch was sent, is really a water bug (Belnstmna). The species
may be B. americaaa or J3. grism, both of which inhabit the
Atlantic States of North America. A South American sp^icies,
B. {irandis, grows to the length of 4in. The Duliacm ispredaceoue;!
its color ia dark olive-green above, the chesL and wing-cases often
margined with yellow. The wlng-CBge« in the mylo are smooth,
in the female usually furrowed. Bdostorna i ' ln-iempterous
insect. It ia large, flat-bodied, aciuatic, with iv -

i
'

. framing
legs, and curved fore tibia^. It preys upon ij i' v/.iter'
animals, Trout measuring .5iu. have h^en kii C „ insect.We reprini fro© H, back numbet »n. ejcceiieiit. rti'awiag Of (t
S&oswna, " '

...
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
In Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will

be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BDEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AliBANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

XVTo-tloe to Ctxc I^rxoess for
I am with, von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my bnsiness every year.

special JOt or naru xvuuuer auu ixiujiei, xvaiscu. x mai, jxniunjij uxg, x^^^io ..iu^i ^
Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

BrassClickReels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; Sets, extra for postage.
, ^„ ^ ,o or. j ro ^ ^ ,.q ^ i r-o ^

One lot of Multipiyii^g Raised PiUar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds. 48 cts ; 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 08 cts.
;
loO yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4i cts. per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or lOOyds., sent by mail, 2 cts. extra for postage.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
, v., ^ j i or 4. j 4. ^ ^ -c <-

Aulinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; tour ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by maillcent per dozen extra for postage.
, -r n on- o .

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double G-ut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m., 8cts.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send z-cenl stamp for Illustrated Catalojfue and Special X^ist Jto. 2.

Open Kvenlngrs until 9 o'clock.
Saturday Cvenlnjf^ ir o'clock. J. F. MABSTEBS. 51. 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.

Guns.

Eifles. Ammuiiitioii. Eevolvers.

Loaded Shells.

Buiy of us. IjiO^w I»irio^ss.
We will send Catalogue free on receipt of 3 cents to pay postage.

W. F. WILLS & CO., 224 State St., Chicago.

H^^vo YoTi Hoard tlxo E!ola.o Oa,ll ?

If not, send for one without delay.

Talk about making: a ]Koise!

Tills Call Is out 01 slgrbt!

It is handsomely nickel plated and is tlie loudest, neatest
and best Call on the market. Can be carrifid in the vest
pocket »nd is the ereatest Call made for Bicycle Riders,
Huntsmen, Policemen, Car Drivers and l.etter Carriers.
Send 35 rents for a sample. For sale by all Bicycle, Hard-

ware and Gun Dealers. Send 6 cents for catalogue.

made: by
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

DEPOT FOR SAIiES. 313^ BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

C. B. WILKI
42 John Street, New York.

Mamifacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A. SPBGIAIiTT.

Special Designs famished on application
free of charge.

331-333 BOWERY, BET. 2d & 3d STREETS.
Kew Yoek, July, 1892.

Our " ONDINA " all Havana tobacco NEW YORK made
cigar, our world-renowned "MEPHISTO" and all other finer

grades of cigars made by us are superior in many ways to those

made in the tropics. In addition to all the tobacco markets of
the earth to which we have access, New York City always com-
mands the best of every material as well as labor. OUK New

York factory is a perfectly ventilated, cleau abode. No sort of uncleanUness is per-

mitted and our cigars, therefore, are not liable to contain matters other than tobacco,

and smokers may conlidently and safely use our cigars, not needing a mouth-piece or

a cigar holder to prevent unpleasant consequences. To protect consumers from
imposition, every MJBFHISTU " cigar is banded.

HIRSCH & COMPANY.

$1.50.

New Edition of Small Yaclits.
Now Ready: Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion, By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition, enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl2}4in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.-

Evening Post.
The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman

who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet certain as to what he wants.

—

N. Y. Herald.

NewEdition of SteamYachts.
Steam Yachts and Launches; Their Machinery and

Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition,
with extended text and many added illustrations.
Cloth. Price, $3 00.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A. magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

SPECIAL PRICES TO

Our 1893 Catalogue will contain some special low
quotations on FIRE ARMS, PIG^EONS and TRAPS and
LOADED SHELLS, Etc. It will pay every one so inter-
ested to obtain a copy, which shall be sent on receipt ot
2 cents to cover postage.

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 11 Warren St., N. Y.

Messrs. Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago,

111., have instructed Messrs. Pond & Goldey, of

Milwaukee, Wis., to send a copy of the 1892

edition of the "Sportsman's Directory and Year

Book," with their compliments^ to every shooting

and Fishing Club iix the U. west of Philadelphia*
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
Forest and Stream Pub. Oo. fonoard any these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price,

Begtstraiwn 10 cents extra. Om responsMUtv ceases after goods are mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
American Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
NorrlB 5 50

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 50
American Salmon Fishing, Wells 1 00
Angling. Blakely 80
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 60

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art of Angling ,Holberton 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 5 25
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50
Favorite Flies and Their Histories 5 00
Fish Culture, Norris 1 75
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300
illustrations; new edition ; 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50
Fishing With th,» Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tion. new edition 3 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 00
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens 2 00
Fly Rod^ and Fly Tackle, Wells 3 60
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50
Fysshe and Fysshynge 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50
Lake Champlain and Its Shores 1 00
More About the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50

Practical Angler, Clarke 50
Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00
Scientific Angler, Foster 1 60

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUus 3 00
The Salmon Fisher, Hallock 1 00
Trout Culture. Slacl? I 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, Illus-
trated; paper 60

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 6 00

BOATINe AND TACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking, illustrated 3 00
Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle., 1 60
Boat BuUdtng and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott— 25
Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualtrough 2 00
Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25
Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 2 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux.. . . 1 00
Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 60
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 60

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 BC

Cruises In Small Yachts Speed 2 50
Cruise of the Little Nan WUkins 60
Fore and Aft Seamanship BO
Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland 76
Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,
bound in muslin 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbos, Bishop— .— 1 50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald $1 00
Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and 75
Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 80
Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 35
Model Yachts, Grosvenor 3 00
Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 60
Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies S 00
Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 36
Saus and Sailmaking, illus.. Kipping, N. A. 1 36
Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 35
Sailor's Manualand HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 60
Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35
Steam Ma<shinery, Donaldson 1 50
Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt 3 00
The Sailing Boat, Polkard 5 00
The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 2 00
The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 344 lUs. 6 00
Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck 1 5C
West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard," Hayden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00
Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00
Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00
Yachts and Yachting, 135 iUus. 2 00
Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 60
Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00
Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00
Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 60

Yacht Portraits, 9X12, cloth, $7.S0; fullTur-
fcey morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YACHl PICTURES-lN Colohb.

Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 36XiJ6

fl.50.
Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 38x40, $2

'olunteer, 36x36, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 38X19.83.

OAMPIKO AND TBAFPINO.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . 1 50
Adventures in the Wilderness: or, Uamp
Llfe in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 125

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 S5
Camps and Tramps In the Adirondacks,
Northrup 126

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth 3 80

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman l S5
Camping and Cruising In Florida, Henshall 1 §0
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00
Sypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25
Hints on Camping, Henderson 1 35
How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to BuUd Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25
The Adirondacks, or Life In the Woods,
IJeadley 2 00

Rappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Woodcrafi. "Nessmuk" 1 oo

HUNTINO-SHOOTINO.
^ P??A*^S?°?''^S,^! stopping an Incomer;A Side Shot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 23 Ulus _ "ri-uunos

American Snortsman, The, Lewis 2 50Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 3 50Art of Shooting, Lancaster a 00
Bear Himters. Bowman. 1 m
^^f^^'^^^Pn^ North America, Shields 'sVo,'

BOO p., SO Illustrations; cloth, S5; half calf
$6.60; iuU morocco g OC

Crulsings in the Cascsuies. 82; half morocco 8 00Down ^9 West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... l 26
ipS?---"

Book of the G«.me Laws
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 60
Gunsmiths' Manual, IUus., 376 pp 2 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv 1 50
Hunting in the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher , 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Instructions in Rifle Flrtug, Capt. Blunt. . . 3 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 3 50
Modern American Rifle ^ 3 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener 1 00
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 50
Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornla, Van Dyke 1 50
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Leffingwell 3 50
Shooting on tbe Wing 76
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 60

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 3 00
The Breech-I oader, Gloan 1 35
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 35
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated «1 00

The Pistol 50
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Qua In
Norway 1 00

Prajectory Test 50
Wild Fowl Shooting, Leffingwell, in cloth,

$2.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wingand Glass Ball Shooting with a Rdfle,
by H. C. Bliss 50

GVIDB BOOKS AKD HAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califor-
nia. Maps and illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. paper. . 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 60
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 26
Guide to Androscoggin Region 80
Guide to Lake George - 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper 2 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard. 1 00
Ma;P of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. ... 50
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks In Colorado .... 1 60
Old St. Augustine, iUus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 60
Pocket Mao of Moosehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 50

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 35
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason . 50

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 IUus 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Riding Recollections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 50
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amor, ed., 13mo. . 2 00
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus 1 35
Training the Trotting Horse 3 50
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. ... 2 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 50

KBKICBI..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American Kennel, Burges a 00
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.. . 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel 3 50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 100

Collie or Sheep Dog, with iUustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, DalzieL 80

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the hest stud dog. Agricultural Hall, T^ondon,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOG» FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST, AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEATHERKENNELS.
Dandle Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KI3<iG O' THE HKATHKR (Mustard).AMPHIOP* (Pepper).
I^AIRD O' THE HEATHER (Pepper).
The abnve dogs are winners of firsts and spe-

cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandle puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Oh. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossining.
(Ch, Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D.)

stud fee. list of winnings, etc., addressWM. H. HILAND, North Tarrytown, N.Y.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Southern Field Trials
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellln breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERALICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 881). The greatest collie living. Fee $50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. Scotilla—Champ. Cora II.

Fee $25.

IRISH SETTERS.
JERRY JARVISChamp TIM,

Ist and special. N.Y.,'92.
Fee $35.

PRIDE OF
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee

PATSY (25,144)

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(31,054). Winner 1st. Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
ilication. Bitches entrusted to us receive tbe
lest of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TERRIESS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $26
Brockenhurst Tyke 16
Reckoner 16
Gbampion Raby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893, Prize to be
competed for at tbe New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'
COLLIES^T STUD.

Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

so per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

lEISH TERRIEES.
Breda Bill, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addreps
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut HiU, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Cli. Plmllnimon ex Lady Adelaide.)

Winner of forty first and special prizes, Including five
first and four specials this season, won almost eonsecu-
tiTOly. The tallest and heaviest son of Pllnlimmon. He
IS the su-e of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernard Club show, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and speclala, and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to be one of the most suocessful stud dogs of to-day.Fee »5o.

YOUNG KEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding should be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Fee $25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ava., N. Y.
EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has proved tbe most successful stock
America, who has only been 18 mos. in

stud and has skown 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston, bire of Avondale, winner Ist N. Y.. 1stWasbinston, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown,
oi^^i^i^^^^^^l"- Prank L.. winners 1st and
^d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at aU the large shows whenever
shown,

_
Puppies by this unequalled sire out of

'^1?.*' ^^iJi'K bitches, comprising tbe best blood
both ot Hurope and America, constantly on hand.

A ^ii'^^Ar^-^^^^o^ pedigree and cut. JOHNSCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world,

le, H. 9XOORE, Melrose, Mass,

DISPERSAL SALE
OF

IKS Ul FOIITIBS.
INTENDING TO BREAK UP OUR KENNEL,
WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING DOGS FOR
SALE: THE WELL KNOWN FIELD AND
BENCH WINNER CHALLENGE TEMPEST.
A FINE BROOD BITCH BY CHAMPION
GRAPHIC EX CHAMPION JUNO S. FOUR
BITCHES A YEAR OLD BY CHALLENGE
TEMPEST EX LASSIE BEAUFOKT, JUST
RIGHT AGE TO BE PUT AT WORK, AND
FIVE PUPS (3 DOGS, 3 BITGEIES), 12 WEEKS
OLD, BY CHALLENGE TEMPEST EX WEST-
CHESTER GIRI,, WE MEAN BUSINESS.
AND IF OUR PRICES DON'T SUIT, NAME
YOURS. ADDRESS

TEMPEST KENNELS,
BOX 616, - - BATH, ME.
To all who desire that their dogs shall have a

Glossy Coat,
Sound Teeth,

Sweet Breath,
Regular Habit,

WE ADVISE TO USE

AUSTIN'S DOG BREAD.
The otily reliable and

feet Dog Food.
per-

AUSTIN &
116 Commercial Street,

GRAVES,
Boston, Mass.

"THOROUGHBREDS."
For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
P. O. Box 676, Albany. N.Y.BEVERWVCK TIPPLES

Bargains in Mastiffs.
I have for qnick sale four mastltf pups of as

rich breeding as it is possible to get either in
England or America. These will be sold cheap.
Ormonde and Edric in the stud. Pedigree, stud
cards and all particulars of
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JLLUSTBATED SUPPLEMENT.
The first one of the series of four illustrations of Amer-

ican wild animals, that of tlie Panther, was given as a

supplement with our issue of Sept. 8. The second one,

the Ocelot, will be given as a supplement next week,
Oct. 6,

AFTER SUPPER.
They are certainly the most delightful hours of the

day—those after supper. The preceding ten or twelve

have very likely been hard ones. To breast steep moun-
tain sides, to clamber up ledges, to wade through fields of

snow, to creep across slide elopes, and all the time to face

the fierce hurricanes that sweep over the mountains, is

exhausting work. Or perhaps the men have been travel-

ing through the timber, struggling with refractory pack
animals, fighting their way through thick willows or

alders, or chopping through down timber. If the trail

has been especially bad, an animal or two may have
rolled down the mountain side, and two packers have
had to climb down to where it stopped, take off the pack,

carry the bundles up to the trail, lead up the animal, re-

pair damages and repack the load ; or they have had to

cut loose the packs from some horse or mule which has

mired down, lift up and drag out the beast from its oozy
bed , and then repack. These are some of the light labors

indulged in by the traveler with a pack train in the

mountains—exercises which tend always to keep his

health good, his muscles strong, his appetite voracious,

and his temper, while on the march, brittle to the very

verge of breaking. They also tend to the use toward
one's animals of language which is not commonly heard

at church sociables.

After supper, however, the occurrences which during

the day's march seemed so trying, no longer trouble the

travelers. Stretched out about the cheerful camp-fire in

easy, if ungraceful, attitudes, the men are at peace, even
with the worst of the pack animals. Incidents which six

hours before made them feel that they would enjoy cut-

ting the throats of some of the wretched mules, seem
now, by contrast with their present comfort, the best of

jokes, and they laugh heartily at the recital of the mis-

haps of each unlucky man or beast. He must be a churl

who can growl on a full stomach, with the immediate
prospect before him of half a dozen pipes, followed by a
good warm bed.

After supper has been cleared away and the dishes

washed, there follows a season of the idleness born of

supreme contentment. At first there is little talk, and as

little motion, for no one is willing to do more than to

reach into the fire for a coal with which to rekindle his

pipe.

As digestion proceeds, however, energy begins to re-

turn. One man commences to write up his hasty notes

for the day, another repairs a rent made in his clothing by
some stout branch, which would neither bend nor break;

I a third proceeds to cobble his shoes, while each adds
something to the general fund of entertainment by story,

reminiscence, joke or allusion. Where the right people

are a^ssociated in these after supper hours the conversa-

tion is often very entertaining, and if it could be taken
down as spoken, would furnish many a chapter of ab-

sorbing interest to woodsman and naturalist.

The ereninge o£ Buch travelers are not long. Those

who have worked hard during the day need rest at night,

and unless among the company there is some story teller

of unusual powers, who can hold the attention of his audi-

ence, blankets are unrolled and bsds made up within a
couple of hours. Then, the last pipe lighted, the men
stand up gathered close about the fading tire, and talk in

low tones, and a little later their quiet, softly breathing

forms lie about the smoking ashes.

W03fAN IN THE FAB NORTH.

Travel in the far north has hitherto been attempted
only by men, but the year 1892 has witnessed the break-

ing up of this monopoly. Early last summer Miss

Elizabeth Taylor started from Winnipeg for the MacKen-
zie River delta, and from this expedition she has just re-

turned. Miss Taylor is by nature a traveler and by
education an artist and is greatly interested in natural

histony. She started on her trip alone, and made it alone

successful to the end. She is the first woman explorer

that has ever ventured in to the Polar regions on her own
account, and with an amount of pluck and steadfastness

that would have done credit to a strong man she has

carried out her programme and completed her round
trip to the far northern forts of the Hudson's Company.
Of the results of her trip we can as yet know only in

a general way. This much may be said, however: Her
sketch book is full of draM'ings, which are not only of

great historical and topographical interest, but also of a
very high order of artistic merit. In spite of great dis-

advantages and continual suffering from coarse food,

incessant attacks of insects, ill health and sleeplessness

induced by the perpetual daylight, she has averaged
over a drawing per day.

Her sketches are only a email part of the results

achieved by this indefatigable girl-Greely. Her diary is

as full as her sketch book, and her notes on the different

aspects of nature are full and of great value. They are

moreover admirably corroborated and amplified by some
hundreds of photographs taken by herself.

In addition to all this Miss Taylor has made a consider-

able collection of natural history specimens, and when
her results are in shape for publication, an unusually in.

teresting contribution to our list of works on the Great
Lone Land will have been made.

OUR AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS.
No recent new departure of the Forest and Stream

has been received with more favor than the amateur
photography competition recently instituted. Our friends

tell us that it was a happy thought thus to encourage
camera work in this special field, and to offer to amateur
photographers a welcome opportunity to share the pleas-

ure of their achievements with others of the great fra-

ternity of sportsmen. By calling into service the half-

tone engraving process it has been found practicable to

present on the printed page excellent reproductions of

some of the photographs, and others will follow.

Now that so many are returning after the vacation of

1892, we hope to receive some of the camera trophies of

the outing. The conditions of the competition have been
printed on a slip which we shall be glad to send to any
address on request.

SNAP SHOTS.

Last spring, it will be recalled, State Game Protector

Brown seized a large quantity of game unlawfully stored

in the establishment of the New York Refrigerator Com-
pany. Recent developments have shown that the pro-

tector was given his information by certain dishonest em-
ployees of the Refrigerator Company, who had made
away with some of the game in storage, and had promp-
ted the seizure with the hope that, in the confusion which
ensued, the stolen game would not be discovered. In this

they were foiled, however, and the thieves were duly
lodged behind the bars. An esteemed correspondent

complains that our columns have made no mention of

these later developments, presumably because they de-

tract from the lustre of Protector Brown's achievements.

Such a view may be taken, though we do not share it;

nevertheless the incident is not without its instructive

moral, which is that any employer who is conducting a
clandestine business and is engaged in systematic evasion
of one set of statutes cannot expect from his employees a
very high moral standard nor respect for.,other statutes.

And if his clerks occasionally make away with a batch
of the illicit stock, that is precisely what might be antici-

pated.

Reference was made the other day to the questionable
constitutionality of those laws which provide for the
summary destruction of dogs on which taxes have not
been paid. In Connecticut there is another statute re-

lating to dogs which, if not unconstitutional, is very un-
reasonable and unjust. It provides that "all dogs found
doing or attempting to do any mischief , when not under
the care of any person, may be killed." In the Hartford
Coiirant we find notice of the recent case of Siramonds vs.

Holmes, which has been decided by the Supreme Court.
The plaintiff's valuable dog was found by the defendant
lying asleep upon a bed of young plants in his garden, and
he shot him. The court held that what the dog was doing
was "mischief" within the meaning of the statute, that
the right to kill it was not affected by the consideration

of its value as compared with the value of the property
destroyed or injured, and that it did not affect the case

that the dog was a registered one.

It may be worth while, because not uninstructive, to

note one point in the case of Rev. Dr. Thomas and his

unlawful deer, to which our Chicago staff correspondent
has been giving deserved attention. The most serious

menace of the Wisconsin deer supply Dr. Thomas finds

to be in the killing by outsiders for shipment to market
in other States, and he would favor a law restricting this.

It happens that there is just such a statute, which de-

clares it to l)e unlawful to kill deer for export from the

State. If in spite of the statute deer are killed and veni-

son is shipped from Wisconsin by the ton, this may be

explained by the reasonable supposition that every market
hunter in the business follows Dr. Tliomas's own con-
venient device and reasons out to his own individual sat-

isfaction and exculpation that the Wisconsin deer law
does not mean what it says, or at least does not apply to

him.

In a recent number of Nattire Cyril Frampton asks for

the origin of the idea that snakes sting. Fi'oude, in "The
English in Ireland," writes: "The clergy started as if

stung by a snake." Archdeacan Farrar, in "Darkness
and Dawn," uses the metaphor of snakes stinging. Sir

Thomas Browne in "Vulgar Errors," says that snakes
and vipers sting, etc. , etc. , is not easily to be justified.

Thomas Lodge says that people called Sauveurs have St.

Catherine's wheel in the palate of their mouths, and
therefore can heal the sting of serpents. And Prov. 23:

38, declares of wine that "At the last it biteth like a ser-

pent and stingeth like an adder." We should think that

this was getting back pretty well toward the "origin of

the idea."

What shall be done with the man who talks politics in

camp? Of all woods pests he is the one most aggravat-

ing, least deserving of tolerance, to whom no mercy
should be shown. Taking into account the harassing

nature of the nuisance, the extent of the victim's suffer-

ing, the remoteness from society and law, the immunity
from interference by peace oJficers, the extreme improb-
ability that one would ever be called to account for

taking the law into one's own hands and executing sum-
mary vengeance—under all these conditions, what special

form of lynch law ought one to adopt?

The Vermont Fish and Game League is manifestly plan-
ning a campaign in the next Legislature looking to fish

protection and propagation. Secretary John W. Titcomb
has sent out from Rutland a note of incjuiry asking the
members of the next Legislature these questions: "Are
you or the residents of your town interested in the pre-

servation and propagation of fish for restocking the public

waters of the State? Are you interested in the enactment
of good laws for the protection of fish and game? Will
you lend your influence in the Legislature to a furtherance

of the above subjects?

Because of the Columbus celebration on Oct. 13, the

date set for the meeting of the executive committee of

the New York State Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, it has been deemed advisable to postpone
that meeting. It is probable that it will go over until

after election. The date selected will be announced in

our game columns nest week.
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-XII.

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
[Gontmued from: Paue 179.1

Wb anchored the boat near the edge of the rush line

and filled the bucket with good big shiners, which we
caught with hook and line, some of them within a foot

or less of the mouth of the trap. They bit greedily at a
scrap of worm on the hook, but a broken up cracker in a
glass case didn't appear to remind them of anything, or

they were too smart to go in the trap, and we have never
found out which to give them credit for, stupidity or
smartness.
We pulled across to camp in an ugly cross sea, rolling

down the lake, and simk the bucket of minnows three or
four rods from shore in four or live feet of water with a
float tied to the end of the line attached to the bucket
bale, this for a buoy by which we could readily find it

Avhen wanted; and after lifting the ironclad out on the
sandy beach we climbed th,e bank with the "big trout"

and walked in under the fly where the rest of the. boys
were enjoying an afternoon lunch,
From some cause—probably a violent case of cramps

brought on by the hook in his bowels or the change from
the <iold water of the brook to the warmer water of the"

lake—"old Hickory's trout," as the boys had got to call-

ing him, was dead, and stiff as a smoked herrin', and
when laid on the table with his tail curled something in

the shape of a spoon-oar blade each one felt called on to
make a few "amphibious remarks."
"Never see a mud turkle jest that shape afore; must be

a new species," said old Sam solemnly; and Charley ven-
tured that "the markings on him were somewhat differ-

ent from those on any other dogfish he had ever seen,"
and the Colonel and the "pi-ofessor"— but I won't try to
chronicle the "roasting," as they say in baseball, that I

got on account of that hapless troiit; it is enough to say
that should I ever see another big trout in a pool and
take a special interest in its capture I'll say not a word
about it to "a solitary soul on the face o' this livin airth"
till I have "hived him" and brought him into camp

—

alive,

(Old Sam put "the last trout in the pool" in strong
brine to keep and take home to show to some of his fel-

low fish cranks, who had never seen one of the tribe, but
we learned afterward that the experiment was not a suc-
cess. When he took it from the jar in which it was put
to pickle he said he "couldn't tell whether it was 'Jeems
Mackerel's trout' or a new specie o' stone roller."

The days came and slipped by into the past, each full

of its pleasures and some disappointments, for the bass
fishing was not as good as we wished and the wind was a
continual strain on our patience, as it blew hard every
day usually up or down the lake, making the water so
rough that we rarely got a half day of comfortable fish-

ing; but withal we were content and happy, and wished
there was no such thing as business in the world to dis-

turb the dreamy, indolent ways we had fallen into and
awaken us to the harder realities of life.

To vary the enjoyment, an excursion was planned that
night around the camp-fire for the following Sunday to
go down to Leland for a view of the big lake (Michigan)
at the outlet of Carp Lake, and next morning, Saturday,
I launched the ironclad, and with rod and bucket of min-
nows took my way down to the Fountain Point House to
hire the little steam lauch Rambler, stay over night and
come back with the boat in the morning in time for a
good start.

The pull down to the hotel was uneventful, except for
an "episode" with a school of big gars, three and four
feet long some of them, that I ran into in shallow water
near shore at the ipoint above Wood's Bay. They were
lying close inshore in water less than a foot deep, sunning
themselves, as it appeared, and as I came on them un-
awares there was lively hustling among them for a minute
to get around and under the boat out into the lake, and I
was glad when the last one dashed under the boat and
went clear without punching his long bony snout through
the canvas and causing another shipwreck.
Then a great snapping turtle, as big across as a camp

stool and with a head as big as a tin cujj, came clawing
his way along the bottom from inshore—he had doubtless
been "a lay in' " for one of the gars to come within reach
of his terrible jaws—and passed slowly and heedlessly
under the boat directly amidships, the "scroll work" on
his back barely clearing the canvas as he made his way out
into the deeper water,

I gave him a smart poke with an oar blade as he went
by to hasten his movements, and lamented because I
hadn't a gaft' and a pistol along, for there, only a yard or
so away, was our biggest camp kettle full of savory turtle
soup walking off into the depths of the lake and I looking
on powerless to prevent it.

Yum! My mouth watered, and I fancied I could almost
sniff the several and various odors arising from that
camp kettle; the oars fell again in measured stroke, and
just then I wag reminded of the story of the old darky
and his rabbit, which at an unlocked for moment
"humped himself" and kicked out of his grasp and made
his escape, with the parting shot from the old man,
"Take yo'se'f off dar, yo' wufless ole cottontail; yo'
nuffin' but po' dry meat nohow," which scrap of colored
philosophy I applied to the big turtle and felt resigned.
When I rounded the point a short distance below I met

a stiff wind and a white-capped sea rolling up the lake,
which I had thus far avoided by keeping close in along
the east shore, but here the lake took a slant to the nor'^
east, and from there down I was in for a hard pull.
Wood's Bay is a noted bass ground for the "reaorters"

who never catch any bass, and I hooked on a minnow to
see if I could get a few of them to take down to my old
fi-iends, Colonel Whitfield's wife and her folks, who
spend the summer months at their cottage near the hotel
(they also own and manage the hotel), for I knew it
would never do to make my appearance before Mrs.
Whitfield and Mother Morrison without a string of fish of
some kind to uphold the reputation of the Kingfishers.

I managed to pick up iive big-mouths before reaching
he hotel, which was fortunately little better than any of
he gupRt>f hf)d done thrif flav. aurl T noultl afford to put

on some airs, albeit the margin was exceedingly small.

After a cordial hand shake all around (there were other
friends there, too, from Cincinnati) the best part of the
remainder of the afternoon till supper time was used up
in entertaining the youngsters with fish talk and filling

up at frequent intervals on the water of the famous
spouting well from which the house takes its name, and
after supper I pulled down to Provemont in the ironclad
and filled up my old friend Couturier—the postmaster—
with yarns of our camps since '84, till daylight and the
old man's endurance gaVe out about the same time.
When I got back in the boat it was so dark I could

scarcely see my way out of the narrows into the bay
above the bridge, but once out I laid a course that would
make a short cut to the point and soon after run on a
sunken log in shallow water and came near getting ship-

wrecked in the darkness, which would have been an
"episode" worth" mentioning, for I was a hundred yards
from shore and the soft, oozy mud so deep under me
that an oar run down its full length failed to reach firm
ground.

I was tuned up for some vigorous cussin', as I ex-
pected to hear the water coming through the canvas
somewhere, but for a wonder the ironclad escaped with
a good scraping of her bottom as I worked her off the
log, and then I felt the way carefully up to and around

point under reduced steam, so to speak, to the boat-
house, where I secured her for the night and walked up
to the hotel, feeling thankful I was not perched on the
sunken log down the bay, " hollerin' " for somebody to

come and take me off.

At the house I spent the evening looking on at some
time-killing games" of cards going on in the parlor and
felt quite complacent and equal to the emergency, for I

had actually shaved and put on a clean shirt—not a
"biled" one—before leaving camp, at which exhibition
of absentmindednes the boys greatly marveled and gave
me another "roasting," for shaving in camp is notable
as one of the lost industries.

I slept in a good bed that night—not one of the Inter-
lachen $1.49 affairs—had a good breakfast in the morn-
ing and when 1 went to pay the bill I found thaU Mrs.
Whitfield had figured it out to amount to just !gO, which
reminded me of the old tavern keeper who flourished
once upon a time down in Indiana,

I paid the bill, with thanks only—she would take no
other remuneration—and have been studying since how
to get even with that blessed little woman, but the solu-
tion is as far away now as then, and I can only say,
"May the Fountain Point House prosper till the fountain
runs dry."

With the indicator of the steam gauge wavering around
the 80lb, mark, the Rambler made the run to camp in less
than an hour, where we found the boys all ready except
Kelpie and Johnny, who had taken a boat and gone to the
lake and up the "bayou" to hunt the mouth of Cedar Run
and follow up the stream to see if the trout fishing in it

was as good as reported. The bayou was a narrow,
nearly currentless stream coming into the lake through
a vast swamp, and just why it was called "the bayou" no
man could tell.

Cedar Run flowed into this sluggish stream from the
south, about a half mile from the lake, and was navigable,
so we had learned from the Nolan boys, for a canoe or
small boat as far up as it had been "logged out," a
distance of a couple of miles.
Old Sam and I had tried the year before to get up it in

a boat but fotmd it imj)0ssible on account of a jam of logs'
and railroad ties near the mouth, and this year we had
been too busy hunting bass waters and idling along other
trout streams to think much about it, and had not troubled
oui'selves to go up and see if the logs were out.
Kelpie and "the kid'' had left camp early in the morn-

ing, leaving word that if the steamer would come to the
head of the lake and blow her whistle a few times they
would return and go along with us.

The boat was dispatched to the mouth of the bayou,
when the whistle was blown vigorously for awhile, and
then the Captain worked her up to the mouth of Cedar
Run, where he pulled the whistle at intervals and waited
for more than an hour without a response, and at last gave
it up and came back without them, when we got aboard
and headed down the lake in not a very good humor for
having been kept so long waiting.
We took the keeper of the fryin' pans along, leaving the

camj) in charge of three of the Laidlaw children—"Captain
Tom," his sister Emma, a little miss near Tom's age, and
little Jimmy, an artless, sweot-faced midget of a boy in
short breeches, who had won his way into our hearts till

he was the pet of the whole camp. As the launch moved
away we saluted Captain Tom, who stood at the edo-e of
the bank erect and soldierly, nigh bursting with a sense
of importance at the responsibility imposed on him, but
with an air of dignity proportioned to his notions of the
magnitude of his charge that was highly amusing.
But Tom was a courageous, trusty boy, and we felt that

the camp would be looked after with fidelity during our
absence, and that the old flag would be still there when
we got back, unless he was overwhelmed by some unex-
pected flank movement not provided for in his line of
defense.
The trip down the late and back was uneventful, and

the details may be served up like a cheap boarding-house
dinner—all at once, as there wasn't an "episode" during
the day worth mentioning, but it was a beautiful day,
and the boys enjoyed the view of the big lake and the
scenery of Lower Carp, as it was all new to them. The
"perfessor" enjoyed himself, too, more, it seemed, than
the rest of us; in fact, it was a great day for him, as he
had us cornered in the narrow limits of the little launch
where he could fire his irritating witticisms (?) and stale
puns at us, and we unable to get out of the way. He
had wound himself up early in the morning, and didn't
run down till the circle broke up around the camp-fire
that night.
(The "perfessor" might do himself a good turn by past-

ing in his hat the following quotation, to wit: "He that
hath a satirical vein, as he maketh others afraid of his
wit, so he had need to be afraid of others' memory." We
still have the "perfessor" in mind.)
Back at the camp again before "sundown, we found

Kelpie and Johnny had just returned without a trout or
any other kind of fish.

They had gone by the mouth of Cedar run without no-
ticing it and kept on the main stream (the bayou) hunt-
ing for "the first crick oomin' in from the left," as old
Sam had instructed them, till they came to the whallow

water and riffles where the stream left the "hard lands"
and entered the swamp, near two miles from the lake.
They had seen a good many fish—goggle-eyes, perch,

suckers, and an occasional pickerel, and dogfish, but they
wasted little time on them, as they were looking for
Cedar Run, and trout. Kelpie said he knew there were
no trout in the stream because of the presence of the
pickerel and other fish, and because it didn't "look
trouty," but he had enjoyed the day out, as he was never
better satisfied with himself than when poking along,
exploring a new stream.
When asked if they had heard the steamer whistling

for them, he said they had heard a whistle but supposed
it was the mill whistle at Bingham—which was the most
transparent prevarication we had ever known him to be
guilty of, as he knew the mill did not run on Sundays,
and besides, the mill whistle was near an octave lower in
tone than the whistle of the little steamer.
But after all, we did not blame him much for preferring

the solitude of the swamp and Johnny to the "perfessor's
jokes," and the mild "fish lie" with which he burdened
his conscience to explain the reason of their not answer-
ing the whistle will, it may be hoped, not count much
against him at the final round up.

Miss Emma and little Jim had got tired and left some
time before, but the "officer of the day" was still on duty.
He was duly commended for his faithfulness as a camp
keeper, and a minute after was kicking up a streak of
dust in the road with his brown bare feet as he "humped
it" for home to drive up the cows for the evening milking
—the happiest boy and the best, to our notion in all the
neighborhood around.
Here's health and long life to you, "Captain Tom:"

may you grow up to be as good a man as you are a boy.
The camp fell into its old ways again.
The old flag was lowered at .sundown, untoggled and

put away for the night, the camp-fire built, lies swapped
around it as of yore, plans for the morrow talked over,
some excruciating jokes were worked in at inopportune
times by the "perfessor" to keep his hand in, and as the
fire burned down and drowsiness overtook us we found
our way to the tents, each as the spirit moved him, leav-
ing the Colonel as tisiial to sit in his camp chair sucking
comfort from his pipe and weaving fancies in the gleam-
ing coals till the last tiny tongue of blueish flame wavered
and died out, leaving him only some wreaths of smoke
curling from the ends of burned off sticks and the dull
red glow of the dying embers to remind him that the
turn of the night was drawing on apace. Kinoflsher.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

A CAMPER'S DIARY.—IV.

The Fobks, Aug. 24.—This is the camp on a bank,
raised up, overlooking the Little Magalloway, not far
from where it joins the Magalloway proper. You can't
quite hear the meeting witla the big one, but you can
hear the commotion. There's only a little plateau cleared
off for the camp, with a raspberry jangle in back and
then the woods interminable. We have built some steps
down the bank to the foot where the boats lie moored,
half hidden. There's a trail meandering down along the
brow, and when:.the flaps are open it goes right through
the tent. One side of the canvas is pinned close to the
edge of the bluff with the guy ropes reaching down and
fastened to divers spruce and small white birches among
the foliage on the bank. There's a rude shelter tent, too,
just a fly. supported by forked saplings, and there we
dine on a table made from a dismembered provision box.
The camp stones are between, in the clearing, well swept
by the bough broom, and the forked saplings are gar-
nished with camp things; some are bright and reflect the
sun, some don'i. I'm making these notes in peace. The
others are off on an all day's tramp.
The provisions suffered little from their wetting in the

rapids. The flour, in a big tin pail, caked a little, the
meal got sour in spots, and the bag of prunesprematurely
began to swell, but the big rtibber bags saved the clothing.
The only bad thing about those bags is in the tent at
night. When a thing goes through that capacious maw
it's irrecoverable. You're liable to want a pair of stock-

at lunch a fellow came down the trail, came through the
tent, and first thing I knew stood smiling at the little
village obstructing things. He was a youngish man with
a brown flannel shirt, open at the throat, a knapsack on
shoulder and a well browned skin that proclaimed him a
native, a tan that was ingrained and staid there summer
and winter, not fresh and parvenu like ours. We ap-
peared to have known each other for several years, so he
unslung his pack and dropped on his haunches to help
me make the dinner less.

When the subject of deer came up, I said, "Are there
many?" His jnouth was obstructed at the time with one
of Sam's famous biscuits, so he smiled and waved hie
hand over miles of wooded hills. He knew of nothing to
prevent a man from getting a deer if he wanted one and
kept quiet about it. To his thinking, the natives ought
to leave them pretty much alone for the visitors who
come with guns and pocketbooke. He reflected seriously
before answering my question, and said: "Yes, there
are more deer shot iu summer than in winter."
Aug. ^5.—The boys came home tired last night, but

brought a fair lot of fish, so we ate trout for supper and
had some left to put down in the spring. Had a fine
camp-fire then, and all sat round with our coat collars up
and talked. We don't tell stories much, we argue. Per-
haps the queerest thing is that nobody smokes. Mack
pulled out a brand new briar wood, took a few puffs and
put it back with the remark that he smoked a great deal
at home, "great deal," and this brought a quick look
from Sam, Mack was going to continue, but A'alentine
interrupted him. He does this frequently. He takes
possession of the conversation any time he' wants it by
virtue of a great, big, baritone voice. He said, "This
superior attitude affected by smokers is all bosh. They
get round a fire with their pipes and have you think their
minds are full of high fancies and poetic dreams un-
known to those outside the cult. Fact is, their brains
are smoke-cured and can't think. They only see the
flames that sort of leap and change, with a vacant smile."
When I told about my noonday visitor, Mack was all

excited and got out the gun he hadn't dared to show
before. He seemed to think the law was off and wanted
f<> nmke plans tur to-mari'ow, "S'aleatine got to lecturing
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and said he didn't want to be mixed up in any poaching
business, and he couldn't afford to chip in for deer at
forty or fifty dollars a head. Mack said there was no
dinger, and left it to me if my man didn't say so. I had
to agree with Valentine, that camping as we were, not
dropping much money, nor subsidizing any, it might be
risky. Sam, the court of last resort, kept smiling and
said; "Mack, if you want a deer Old Man, you go and
get one.''

"Well, that's all right, but how would you gdjf -^pjifeifc,

vSam?''

"Well, don't go to-night: it's too cold; but to-morrow
night if it's warm, paddle down to that runway I showed
you and hide and wait, and wait, and wait till the leaves
rustle and the twigs crack and a big black shadow comes
out on the beach, and then you plunk it over at short
range like one of Flint's old cows. Then steal up and
look round as if you tliought Flint was coming and hack
cff some chunks o£ hindquarter and dig a hole—dun
know what you'll dig it witn—and bury the rest so Flint
would never find his cow if he looked. ' Then come borne
with your meat and put it in the spring in lard pails-
keep a week or two. Some natures enjoy that thing,
I'm told." Mack scowled and put the gun back in the
bag and went into the tent with a remark about deer
similar to the one attributed to Mr. Vanderbilt.
That fellow Mack is a camper after my heart. We

agreed some time ago that it was all right to eat oatmeal
from a tin cup and then use it for coffee, but that won't
do for Sam: he's scrupulous. We had to give him more
dishes. Sometimes he looks over the jjlates after we've
dried them.
Aug, Yesterday we Ipf t Sam and Valentine keep-

ing camp and the two of us took the birch bark and went
on a voyage up the little river. I'm trying to think of
something to remember that trip by. 1 was conscious of
absorbing pleasure all day long, but after all there was
nothing, nothing but a little sun and air, and woods and
water. A long easy paddle at first and the a we kicked
off shoes and pulled trousers high up and found ourselves
laughing and leaning and slipping on smooth stones, pit-
ting ourselves against the current with the boat between
us till we came to another long slide.

We stopped a few times to fish, and a good many times
for Mack to poke her nose ashore wlien he spied a cloven
footprint. He had to shake his liead and gloat over it

and make wild speculations as to how long it had been
there, till at last I suggested he take along a section of
clay with the coveted track and have it petrified. Took
dinner on a bed of dry, white sand where the freshet had
been in the spring. I could have used a camera then to
take Mack as he sat, bare-legged, with a tin cup of tea,
amber- colored and hot, making ill-bred sounds of satis-
faction after each gulp, and then tumbling forward and
flat, with his face pressed against the hot beach and his
arms extended, with hands and toes clutching the sand.

It was easy shding homeward, with a stroke now and
then for headway, and when we came round the head at
sundown they both stood watching on the bluff. Tiieir
looks betrayed them. The rascals had been fishing. Sam
made a mouth, and his voice came floating: "What luck?
Show 'em up; show 'em up!"
Mack turned to the bottom of the boat, where the three

fish lay—a big old hook-jaw and two small ones, anri
picked up the smallest, rinsed him till he glistened, ano
hung him in the air—about 9in. of trout. Then a how]
of derision went up and they put on exhibition a string of

10 nice even spotted ones.
After we landed there was some wrangling. Valentin i

wanted to bet that Mack didn't catch the big one, and
Mack offered to go him that there wasn't a 3 lb. trout on
r,ne string, and that he never caught one of them at that,
There were no takers. After supper, when the fish had
mostly disappeared from the plates, and the bones ol

contention had all been thrown on the fire, the social £i
mosphere seemed to improve. Sam admitted it was too
bad not to have given Jeff" more credit for the bi^ one
He said: "A 2ilb. trout isn't exactly what you'd call
'big,' with a strong accent, but still it's the best one he
ever caught, so that makes it his big one, anyhow, and
he got it in a nice place in the rush and swirl below the
dam." Jefferson Sckibb,

fallal ^ishrg^

Sometime perhaps, a panther may have seen me, and
I might have seen liim if I had known where to look, but
the nearest that I know I ever came to seeing a wild one
was when I saw one's track, made the night before. One
winter, more than twenty years ago, there came to us
the old story of frightful screams having been heard in
the woods and fields near the mouth of Little Otter Creek,
and of strange tracks seen, without which proof we
should have considered the story of the screams as apoc-
ryphal as those of the Shellhouse monster. But tracks
were worth investigating.
An old hunting comrade and I took our guns and drove

to the place: on the way to which we met a nearer resi-
dent, who seeing our guns accosted us.

"Griin' down to look for the animil, be von? Wal, they
say't he's made some turrible jumps. Thirty-six foot,
right on a level."

As we drove out of ear-shot, I remarked to my com-
panion, Bill Leonard, who occasionally uses the long bow,
"Thirly-six feet on a level. If folks must lie, why can't
they tell reasonable liee?"

"Yes, or else tell reasonable truths, as I do," said Bill
with a merry twinkle beneath his shaggy eyebrows.
We soon reached the place where the tracks had been

discovered and found a little group of neighbors inspect-
ing them. My closed mittened hand, which is not a little
one, just filled one of them where the animal had walked
at a leisurely pace, A little further on he had suddenly
bounded forward in successive leaps that seemed of quite
remarkable length until we came to one so prodigious
that we thought at first the leaper must have been borne
up by the crust. But the niglit had been thawy and this
solution of the wonder had to be abandoned. I paced
the distance from track to track, and it was seventeen
of my paces, which are "Quaker measure," as I am a long-
legged six-footer. This and two or three slightly shorter
leaps led to the objective point, which was a fragment
of a sheep's carcass that a fox had been evidently gnaw-
ing at wh",n the panther scented or saw him. The fox
left the record of his hurried^departure and the panther
his more leisurely making off in a direction at a right
angle with his unsuccessful onslaught.
We lost his track among the tangled labyrinth of wood-

roads in the neighboring forest, and nothing was heard of
him there ifter.

Though there were half a dozen trustworthy witnesses
I have always felt a good deal of diilfideuce in giving the
measurement of the leap, until the publication of your
accounts by guides and hunters have given me more
assurance. Awahsoosb.
Ferbwbubgh, Vr.

A Congenial Company.
To what perfection art and perseverance have brought

the taming and training of wild beasts is shown in the
illustration? It represents a performance by the animal

THE PANTHER'S LEAP.
Your panther number took me back fifty years to the

evenings that were made grewsome by the tales of my
grandfather concerning the wild beasts who were very
much at home in Vermont when he first settled here and
the State was wild and young.
He had no actual experience of his own to tell but that

of others was at his tongue's end, and when I heard O, O.
S.'s thrilling story, I felt as if my infantile ears had beeii
cheated that this too was not added to my grandfather's
repertoire and had its place with the story of the man
who was poiinced upon by a panther while watching a
deer lick and that of the man who rode for miles on "the
tongue of his sled, between his oxen, with a great cat
threatening him now in the rear, now on either flank,
and of men beguiled into the woods in the night time
by the cries of panthers, mistaken for the wailing of lost
women,

±±uvv the ghosts of those long-departed panthers used
to pursue me when, after supping full of horrors. I ran
home across the yard through those interminable six
rods of darkness. How their cold breath chilled my
back that almost felt the touch of the out-reaching phan-
tom claws.

°

Wnen i was a boy, a panther annually visited Shell-
house Mountain with great punctuality about the time
that the huckleberries ripened there. A few reckless men
and women would venture upon the terrible beast's
usurped domain, venturing their lives for a few quarts
of berries, but we youngsters gave the whole mountain a
wide berth, the wider after each return of the braves
bearing reports of the terrific screams and mysterious
Rtea' thy footsteps whichhad attended their rash intru<^ion.
In after years I was led to remark with some suspicion
the regularity of the occurrence of these visits with the
ripening of the huckleberries, and am inclined to doubt
whether they occurred at all, but I implicitly believed in
the Shellhouse panther then, as did all the other bova. and
it was a fearfnfly deUghtful beUef.

'

j

Tamed animals fron the Animal Clfciis of O. Hageubeck. Hambm-g.
From a pliotograph.

circus SO successfully trained and exhibited by Mr. Carl
Higenbeck, of Hamburg. Such dreaded beasts as the
polar bear, panther, tiger and black bear have been
shaped into a pyramid, the bear with a dog at each side,
forming a sort of gate, with two mighty lionepses keeping
watch without. Animals which under natural conditions
are each other's worst enemies, here, under the influence
of the human mind, seem apparently to have exchanged
their natures, and obediently form a part of the artisti-
cally wrought pyramid—a congenial company, which
would considerably lighten the dangerous venture of a
modern Knight Delorges.—Gartenlaube.

The Strange Adventure of a Gull.

As an example of the fact that animals, as well as men,
may be the victims of accident and mistake, the follow-
ing account of the cuiious misfortune of a herring gull
in Duxbury Bay one day last spring, may interest the
readers of Forest anu Stream.
One day in April two Duxbury schoolboys were rowing

from Plymouth, Mass., to Duxbury, when their attention
was attracted by the odd position of a herring gull, sitting
in the water with its head almost buried beneath the
waves. As they approached the bird arose, flying heavily
a short distance, and the boys could see an object hang-
ing from its head—a fish as they thought,' The gull
alighting after a flight of about lOOyds,, was easily
captured, and was so exhausted that it hardly made a
flap of its wings. Then the cause of disaster was seen.
The bill of the unhappy bird for its entire length was
stuck in a huge quahaug clam, the valves of which, con-
tracting like a vise, prevented its withdrawal.
While feeding at low tide the gull must have been

made a prisoner by the intended victim of his appetite,
and would probably have been drowned by the weight
holding his hpad under water, but for his timely rescue.
After showing gull and clam to interested friends on

shore the boys liberated the bird, which, freed from its
dangerous burden, flew out into the bay, apparently none
the worse for its strange adventure, but, it is to be hoped,
poasesaed of wisdom gained from experience. P,

SKIN PARASITES OF MICE.
Some years ago, in 1870 I think, I found several forest

mice which had nested under a heap of old clothes that
had been thrown away with a lot of rubbish into a sand
hole or pit back of my grandfather's house. I caught
several of the mice and carried them home and put them
in a cage. The wires in the front part of this were so far
apart, however, that my captives soon got out. For
several nights they would come out of their hiding places
and run around the box on which I had placed the cage,
and even into the cage itself. I noticed that the largest
mouse, which was the mother of the others, had an ex-
crescence on one of her hindquarters which at that time
I thought to be an abscess or some tuch affliction, and
wondered at the small concern the animal showed at its
presence. It did not seem to incommode the mouse at all,
although in size it was very apparent, being fully one-
tenth as large as the animal.
These mice soon left my room and I did not think of

the matter again till during the spring of 1880, when I
again found some mice of the same kind under some
rubbish. This time I grabbed up two mice as they were
running beneath my feet and thrust them into a coat
pocket, where they stayed till I went to the house at
chore time.
In the evening, after going to my room, I took them

out, and one—the smallest—had two such bunches on
one hmd quarter, as I before described. This mouse I
accidentally injured in catching, and he could not run
when I took him from my pocket, and in fact soon died.
After his death I observed a motion of the skin which
surrounded the supposed tumor or abscess, and then I
saw for the first time that the swellings that I had taken
for "sores" of another kind were produced by the grub
of a fly similar, if not identical with, the ox breeze fly
{Oestnis horis, Clarck). My astonishment was increased
when one of them made its escape and left a cavity, the
inside of which could be seen through the aperture from
which the grub came. The other grub soon came out in
the same way, and the two were fully one-tenth the size
of the mouse's body. They were as large as any that I
ever took from a cow, and of a brownish color, similar to
that of the chrysalis of the PrometJiea, and nearly as big.

I did not have time to examine further into the matter,
and sent the mouse and two grubs to Prof. F. G. San-
born, then of Andover, Miss. I never heard from him in
regard to them, and think he may have been from home
at the time, and so never received them. I have never
read of them being found in animals so small before, but
do not think it can be of so rare an occurrence, for the
two specimens of mice which I caught were in different
towns, and several years had elapsed since the first was
taken. Will some of the readers of the Forest and
Stream give any experience they may have had in the
same direction? Mergus.

THE EAGLE AND THE BABY.
Tacoma, Wash.—Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed

please find a clipping from the Boston Traveller giving an
account of an eagle carrying off a child six months old

:

Detroit, Mich, Ang. 5.—Two eag-les had a duel to the death for
the possession of the six-moRths-old baby ot Peter Shaw, who
b>es four miles north of Allis, in Presque Isle county, yesterday.
Mrs. Shaw had laid the baby down in the grass and returned to
the house for a few moments, when an enormous eagle swooped
down on the Infant and sunk its lalons into the little one's flesh
and clothing.- Tlie mother heard her baby's cry but came too late
to be of Fervice, but her shrieks brought the father who, quickly
comprehending the situation, mounted ahorse and armed with a
rifle rode to the shore of a near by lake, where he knew there was
an eagle's nest in the cliffs.

Shaw arrived just in time to witness a terrible sight. Two
eagles were hovering above a crag of rock, bittling for possession
of the baby, that lay hi?h upon the cliff. Before the father reached
the summit one of the eagles had fallen to the ground, while the
ocher had again taken up the child for another flight. The father
tired and the bird and baby fell into the water. The frantiq father
plunged into the lake, caught up the h-dy, but the little one was
dead. He took home the body, along with those of the two eagles,
one of which had been killed in the fight over the prey.

I did not think an eagle could lift ten pounds, and a
child six months old should weigh upward of fifteen
pounds. My children at that age have always weighed
more.
Among the traditions are stories of children who were

carried oft' by birds of prey, notably by the lammergeiers
of Europe, the condor of South America and the various
eagles.

Hoping this will call out some opinions from your cor-
respondents, I remain as ever your well wisher,

Waeter B. Savaey.

A Naturalist in Nicaragua.
Mr. Charles W. Richmond, whose collecting tour has

been referred to in Forest and Stream, writes from
Escondido River that he expects to send home a large
series of fishes along with other natural history speci-
mens.
The rainy season, which begins in May or June and

lasts about eight months, is now causing high water and
frequent floods. Fish do not bite while the streams are
swollen. In the proper season ripe banana is generally
used for bait, but some of the planters meet with consid-
erable success in the use of traps made of wire netting.
Mr. Richmond expects to revisit Lake Nicaragua in De-

cember and will probably spend a month or two on Rio
Frio. He has been told by an intelligent man who is

familiar with the lake that a species of sawfish is occa-
sionally found there, which is highly probable, since
sharks are known to occur in that body of water. A -

species of devilfish (Ociopw.s) collected near Grenada by
Mr. Richmond has been pronounced by Dr. D j,ll new to
Lake Nicaragua.
Fever has not ^overlooked the collectors and has inter-

fered seriously with their work since June.

Panthers in Vancouver's Island.
Toronto, Canada, Sept. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream:

1 have just returned from my sitmmer outing on the
prairieH, and while traveling I fell in from time to time
with British Columbians. I usually questioned these
about the wild animals of their region and was informed
by many different persons at different times that panthers
are on the increase in British Columbia a,nd on Vancouv-
ver's Island since the introduction of sheep. In the latter
colony especially their depredations are becoming quite
serious, and the coming Legislature is to take steps that
will result in a vigorously prosecuted war on the panther
race, Ernest E. Thompson,
86 Howard Strket, Toronto.
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THE INDIANS' BUFFALO PISKUN.
In the September number of Seribner's Magazine Mr.

George Bird Grinnell, of the Forest and Stream, writes

of the American buffalo and of the buffalo days. The
paper is historical, descriptive and reminiscent, and gives

an admirable res?me of our present knowledge of what
must be ranked as the most important game animal in-

digenous to this continent. Mr. Grinnell has drawn his

material from an unusually rich personal experience on
the hunting grounds of the West when the buffalo was
still abundant and from a wide acquaintance with the
primitive hunters who will ever be associated with the

bison. The admirable illustrations which accompany the

else to fight. The Indian was very much afraid lest the
bull should discover and kill him, and was greatly re-

lieved when he finally left the bear and went off to join

his band. This Blackfoot had never heard of Uncle
Remus's tales, but he imitated Br'er Rabbit—laid low and
said nothing.
To the Indians the buffalo was the staff of life. It was

their food, clothing, dwellings, tools. The needs of a
savage people are not many, perhaps, but whatever the
Indians of the plains had, that the buffalo gave them. It

is not strange, then, that this animal was reverenced by
most plains tribes, nor that it entered largely into their

sacred cermonies and was in a sense worshipped by them.
The Pawnees say, "Through the corn and the buffalo we
worship the Father." The Blackfeet ask. What one of all

the animals is most sacred?" and the reply given is "The
buffalo."
The robe was the Indian's winter covering and his bed,

while the skin, freed from the hair and dressed, consti-

tuted his summer sheet or blanket. The dressed hide was
used for moccasine;, leggins, shirts and women's dresses.

Dressed cow-skins formed their lodges, the warmest and

ening them so that they started running, kept them from
breaking through the line of men, and made them race
round and round in a circle, until they were so ex-
hausted that they could not run away, and were easily
killed.

These primitive modes of slaughter have been described
by earlier writers, and frequently quoted in recent years;
yet, in all that has been written on this subject I fail to
find a single account which gives at all a true notion of
the methods employed, or the means by which the buf-
falo were brought into the inclosures. Eye witnesses
have been careless observers, and have taken many things
for granted. My understanding of this matter is derived
from men who from childhood have been familiar with
these things, and from them, during years of close asso-

ciation, I have again and again heard the story of these
old hunting methods.
The Blackfoot trap was called the pisJcim. It was an

inclosure, one side of which was formed by the vertical
wall of a cut bank, the other being built of rocks, logs,

poles and brush six or eight feet high. It was not neces-
sary that these walls should be very strong, but they had

article are by Mr. Ernest E. Thompson : one of them is

here reproduced by courtesy of the Messrs. Scribner. Mr.
Grinnell gives the following account of the Indians' hut-
tedoplsM.n hunting:
Apart from man, the buffalo had but few natural

enemies. Of these the most destructive were the wolves,
which killed a great many of them. These, however,
were principally old, straggling bulls, for the calves were
protected by their mothers, and the females and young
stock were so vigorous and so gregarious that they had
but little to fear from this danger. It is probable that,
notwithstanding the destruction which they wrought, the
wolves performed an important service for the buffalo
race, keeping it vigorous and healthy by killing weak, dis-

abled, and superannuated animals, which could no longer
serve any useful purpose in the herd, and yet consumed
the grass which would support a healthy breeding animal,
It is certainly true that sick buffalo or those out of condi-
tion were rarely seen.

The grizzly bear fed to some extent on the carcasses of
buffalo drowned in the rivers or caught in the quicksands,
and occasionally they caught living buffalo and killed
them. A Blackfoot Indian told me of an attempt of this
kind which he witnessed. He was lying hidden by a
buffalo trail in the Bad Lands, near a little creek, waiting
for a small bunch to come down to water so that he might
kill one. The buffalo came on in single file, as usual, the
leading animal being a young heifer. When they had
nearly reached the water, and were passing under a verti-
cal clay wall, a grizzly bear lying hid on a shelf of this
wall reached down and with both paws caught the heifer
about the neck and threw himself upon her. The others
at once ran off. and a short struggle ensued, the bear try-
ing to kill the heifer and she to escape. Almost at once,
however, the Indian saw a splendid young bull come
rushing down the trail toward the scene of conflict and
charge the bear, knocking him down. A fierce combat
ensued. The bull would charge the bear, and when he
struck him fairly would knock him oft' his feet, often in-
flicting severe wounds with his sharp horns. The bear
struck at the bull and tried to catch him by the head or
shoulders and to hold him, but this he could not do.
After fifteen or twenty minutes of fierce and active fight-
ing the bear had received all the punishment he cared for
and tried to escaj)e, but the bull would not let him go and
kept up the attack until he had killed his adversary.
Even after the bear was dead the hull would gore the car-
v.ms and sometimes lift it clear of the ground on his horns.
He seemed insane with rage, and, notwithstanding the
fact that most of the skin was torn from his head and
shoulders, he appeared to be looking about for something

most cotufortable portable shelters ever devised. Braided
strands of raw hide furnished them with ropes and lines,

and these were made also from the twisted hair. The green
hide was sometimes used as a kettle, in which to boil

meat, or, stretched over a frame of boughs, gave them
coracles, or boats, for crossing rivers. The tough, thick
hide of the bull's neck, allowed to shrink smooth, made
a shield which would turn a lance thrust, an arrow, or
even the ball from an old-fashioned smooth-bore gun.
From the raw hide, the hair having been shaved off, were
made ijarfleches—envelope-like cases which served for
trunks or boxes—useful to contain small articles. The
cannon bones and ribs were used to make implements for
dressing hides: the shoulder-blades lashed to sticks made
hoes and axes, and the ribs runners for small sledges
drawn by dogs. The hoofs were boiled to make glue for
fastening the feathers and heads on their arrows, the hair
used to stuff cushions, and later saddles, strands of the
long black beard to ornament articles of wearing apparel
and implements of war, such as shields and quivers. The
sinews lying along the back gave them thread and bow-
strings, and backed their bows. The horns furnished
spoons and ladles, and ornamented their war bonnets.
Water buckets were made from the lining of the paunch.
The skin of the hind leg cut off above the pastern, and
again a short distance above the hock, was once used for a
moccasin or boot. Fly brushes were made from the skin
of the tail dried on sticks. Knife-sheaths, quivers, bow-
cases, gun-covers, saddle-cloths, and a hundred other use-
ful and necessary articles were all furnished by the buffalo.
The Indians kiUed some smaller game, as elk. deer and

antelope, but for food their dependence was on the buf-
falo. But before the coming of the whites their knives
and arrowheads were merely sharpened stones, weapons
which would be inefficient against such great thick-
skinned beasts. Even under the most favorable circum-
stances, with these primitive implements, they could not
kill food in quantities sufficient to supply their needs.
There must be some means of taking the buffalo in con-
siderable numbers. Such wholesale capture was accom-
plished by traps or surrounds, which all depended for
success on one characteristic of the animal, its curiosity.
The Blackfeet, Plains Crees, Gros Ventres of the Prai-

rie, Sarcees, some bands of the Dakotas, Snakes, Crows,
and some others, drove the herds of buffalo into pens
from above, or over high cliffs, where the fall killed or
crippled a large majority of the herd. The Cheyennes
and Arapahoes drove them into pens on level ground: the
Blackfeet, Aricaras, Mandans, Gros Ventres of the Vil-
lage, Pawnees, Omahas, Otoes, and others, surrounded
the herds in great circles on the prairie, and then fright-

to be tight, so tha.t the buffalo could not see through
them. From a point on the cut bank above this inclosure,

in two diverging lines stretching far out into the prairie,

piles of rock were heaped up at short intervals, or bushes
were stuck in the ground, forming the wings of a
V-shaped chute, which would guide any animals
running down the chute to its angle above the
piskun. When a herd of buffalo were feeding
near at hand, the people prepared for the hunt, in

which almost the whole camp took part. It is commonly
stated that the buffalo were driven into the pishim by
mounted men, bub this is not the case. They were not
driven but If d, and they were led by an appeal to their

curiosity. The man who brought them was usually the
possessor of a "buffalo rock," a talisman which was be-

lieved to give him greater power to (call the buffalo than
was had by others. The previous night was spent by
this man in praying for success in the enterprise of the
morrow. The help of the Sun, Ndpi, and all Above
People was asked for, and sweet grass was burned to

them. Early in the morning, without eating or drink-
ing, the man started away from the camj) and went up
on the prairie. Before he left the lodge he told his wives
that they must not go out, or even look out, of the lodge
during his absence. They should stay there, and pray to

the Sun for his siiccess, and burn sweet grass until he re-

turned. When he left the cami? and went up on the
prairie toward the buffalo, all the people followed him,
and distributed themselves along the wings of the chute,
hiding behind the piles of rock or brush. The caller

sometimes wore a robe and a bull's head bonnet, or at
times was naked. When he had approached close to the
buffalo, he endeavored to attract their attention by mov-
ing about, wheeling round and round, and alternately
appearing and disappearing. The feeding buffalo soon
began to raise their heads and stare at him, and presently
the nearest ones would walk toward him to discover
what this strange creature might be, and the others would
follow. As they began to approach the man withdrew
toward the entrance of the chute. If the buffalo began
to trot, he increased his speed, and before very long he
had the herd well within the wings. As soon as they had
passed the first piles of rock, behind which some of the
people were concealed, the Indians sprang into view, and
by yelling and waving robes frightened the hindmost of
the buffalo, which then began to run down the chute.
As they passed along more and more ipeople showed
themselves and added to their terror, and in a very short
time the herd was in a headlong stampede, guided toward
the angle above the lyishfm by the piles of rock on either
side.
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About the walls of the iJixkitn, now full of buffalo,were
distributed the women and children of the camp, who,
leaning over the inoloeure, waving their arms and calling
out, did ail they could to frighten the penned in animals,
and to keep them from pushing against the walls or try-
ing to jump or climb over them. As a rule the butfalo
raced round within the inclosure and the men shot them
down as they passed, until all were killed. After this
the people all entered the p«s7c/«i and cut up the dead,
transporting the meat to camp. The skulls, bones and
less perishable offal were removed from the inclosure,
and the wolves, coyotes, foxes and badgers devoured
what was left.

It occasionally happened that something occurred to
turn the buffalo, so that they passed through the guiding
arms and escaped. Usually they went on straight to the
angle and jumped over the cliff into the inclosure below.
In winter, when snow was on the ground, their straight
course was made additionally certain by placing on or just
above the snow a line of buifalo chips leading from the
angle of the V. midway between its arms out on to the
prairie. These dark objects, only twenty or thirty feet
apart, were easily seen against the white snow, and the
buffalo always followed them, no doubt thinking this a
trailjwhere another herd had passed.
By the SauikMIc tribe of the Blackfoot nation and the

Plains Crees, thejjiskun was built in a somewhat differ-

ent way, but the metiiods employed were similar. With
these people, who inhabited a flat country, the inclosure
was built of logs and near a timbered stream. Its walls
were complete: that is. there was no opening or gateway
in them, but at one point this wall, elsewhere 8ft. high,
was cut away so that its height was only about 4ft.

From this point a bridge or causeway of logs, cov-
ered with dirt, sloped by a gradual descent
down to the level of the prairie. This bridge was

I fenced on either side with logs, and the arms
,

of the V came together at the point where the bridge
reached the ground. The buffalo were driven down the
chute as before, ran up on this bridge, and were forced
to leap into the pen. As soon as all had entered, Indians
who had been concealed near by ran up and put poles
across the opening through which the buifalo had paesed,
and over these poles hung robes so as entirely to conceal
the outer world. Then the butchering of the animals
took place.

Farther to the south, out on the prairie, where timber
and rocks and brush were not obtainable for making
traps like these, simpler but less effective methods were
adopted. The people would go out on the prairie and
conceal themselves in a great circle, open on one side.
Then some man would approach the buffalo, and decoy
them into the circle. Men would now show themselves
at different points and start the buffalo running in a cir-

cle, yelling and waving robes to keep them from approach-
ing, or trying to break through , the ring of men. This
had to bo done with great judgment, however, for often
if the herd got started in one direction it was impossible
to turn it, and it would rush through the ring and none
would be secured. Sometimes if a herd was found in a
favorable position, and there was no wind, a large camp
of people would set up their lodges all about the buffalo,
in which case the chances of success in the surround were
greatly increased.
The tribes which used thepiskun also practiced driving

the buffalo over high, rough cliffs, where the fall crippled
or killed most of the animals which went over. In such
situations, no inclosure was built at the foot of the preci-
pice.

In the later days of the pisMm in the north, the man
who brought the buffalo often went to them on horse-
back, riding a white horse. He would ride backward and
forward before them, zipzigging this way and that, and
after a little they would follow him. He never attempted
to drive, but always led them. The driving began only
after the herd had passed the outer rock piles, and the
people had begun to rise up and frighten them.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Bu a Staff Cnrrespondmt.']

The Horicon Shooting Club.

[Continued from Sept. M'^.

Horicon SHOOXiNa Club, I learned by talk with Mr.
Lawrence, was first organized nine years ago, its lease
beginning July 28, 188B. Toe lease runs for twenty-five
years, and covers praciically a full township's extent of
as fine duck and snipe marsh as can be found in all the
West. At first there were 100 memberships, these being
nowreduced tosixty. There are now forty odd members,
and eighteen shares are offered for sale at the very low
figure of $150 a share. Time was when the duck shooter
would have demurred to paying anything for shooting
privileges, but that time is past. A share in this marsh,
in view of the present outlook as to the duck supply, will
in five years be worth five times, perhaps ten times, the
face value of to-day. As to the shooting value of a share,
there is now only one club, the Fullerton, anywhei-e near
Chicago which compares with the Horicon. Even in my
short connection with sporting journalism in this part of
the country, 1 have seen much uf change in duck shoot-
ing, and it in not for the better. Take for instance open-
ing day at Fox Lake (Illinois), Sept. 15. The whole cover
about Fox Lake and Grass Lake was so full of guns that
it was actually unsafe. There were dozens, almost hun-
dreds of shooters, and no one got any ducks. Col. Felton
worked all day and did not get a bird. Charlie Wilcox
got two ducks, and says that he saw no one who had more

' than that many. Fox Lake region is open country, right
on the same line of migration as the Horicon marsh, and
naturally a fine breeding ground also. Compare Fox
Lake with Horicon, opening day or any other day, and
you have in an instant a comparison of the open system
and the preserve system, and you know in an instant
what the duck shooter must do if he expects shooting for
the future. The ijreserve system is the only salvation of
the game.
. O wing to the objections of local shooters to seeing their
old hunting grounds shut oft' from them, and the very
practical form these objections sometimes took, the club
some time ago adopted the policy of selling shooting per-
mits, the chai'ge being merely nominal, $5 for five days'
shooting. It is probable that this course will soon be
discontinued.
Between the two clubs which now control this great

marsh their exists only the most friendly relations, Their

interests are practically the same, and the future of one
is the future of the other. T cannot see why the two
(lubs do not unite, and under their more solid organiza-
tion build up a still better system for keeping intact this
great natural breeding ground. 1 am inclined to think
that a share in such a club would be worth more than one
each in the two existing clubs. That, however, is mere
surmise, and, as it is, the man who owns a share in either
is highly to be congratulated,
The present membership of Horicon Shooting Club is as

follows: Geo. Atwell, Max von Baumbach, H. F. Bos-
worth, VV. H. Ellsworth, Blilwaukee, W^is. : Franz Brunke,
Robert H. Butter, G. J. Clark, Dr. C. H. Kaetel, Wm.
Kliefotb, Henry Kloeden, C. W. Limoreux, Frank M.
Lawrence, Charles Wendt, Mayville, Wis. : BenBuchholtz,
E. A. Galloway, J. L Gault, W^. I. Hamilton, A.R.Keat-
ing, A. H. Lewis, M. O'Connel, A. Wheeler, Louis .J.

Zinke, Fond du Lac, Wis.; T. F. Bearne, James H. BurnH,
Dr. J. W. Burns, .7. .1. Burleton. W. S. Russell, Oakfield,
Wis.; Dr. L. D. Cyr, Negaunee, M'ch.; H. S. Eldred, Fort
Howard, Wis.; George Engel, Kf'koskee, Wis ; Chas.
Hebard, Pequaming, Mich.; Micnael Lehner, Ls Roy,
Wis.; D. C. McKinnon, Iron River, Mich.; C. M. Ray,
Chester, Wis.; L. Rhodes, Kekoskee, Wis,; B. H. Sanford,
Sheboygan Falls, Wis,; Chas. Schullz, Kekoskee. Wis.;
W, H. Selden, Stambaugh, Mich.: Wm. Strook. Chester,
Wis,: E. A. Wetmore, Marquette, Mich. The officers are:
Dr, G. J. Clark, president; B. Buchholtz, vice- president

;

A. R, Keating, manager: F. M. Lawrence, solicitor: R H,
Butler, secretary; Dr, ,1. W. Burns, treasurer. Baard of
directors: Dr. G. J. Clark, A. R. Keating, R. H. Butter;
B. Buchholtz, F. M. Lawrence, Dr. .1. W. Burns.
The club opens its seasons Sept. 1, and closes at Dec. 1.
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TIPPER HORICON MARSH, WIS.

No spring shooting is allowed. The Wisconsin law pro-
tects mallard, teal and woodduck in the spring, but holds
the season on other ducks open till May 1—another in-

stance of legislative wisdom. If any one thinks it tame
sport to shoot season ducks after Sept. 1, let him go out
on the marsh, any day after the Ist, and try it. He will
find that much of the wild duck's shrewdness is born
already in its head, and the rest of it is learned mighty
early,

MORNING ON THE MARSH.
The evening passed swiftly, as is commonly the case

with the company gathered at a shooting box, and it was
late when we turned in. Nevertheless it was only '6 o'clock
in the morning when the alarm went off, and there was
a hasty rolling out of bed. More hot coffee and a big
breakfast, and long before 4 P. M. , the little procession of
boats was gliding out of the ditch and past the big lantern
which all night long burns high on the staff at the mouth
of the ditch, as beacon for any belated shooter who may
have fallen into the really serious plight of getting lost
on the marsh. The dawn was now barely beginning to
show. A white mist bung over the marsh, streaked
feebly by the lantern's yellow rays. The line of boats
pushing out looked spectral, huge and unreal in the weird
light and shade, and the trees about the club house stood
truncated and visible only above the curtain of hanging
fog. I stopped my boat and looked back at the singular
picture. Why have we no artist to paint such jMctures

—

pictures new and of a sort to thrill one? Why do they
all cling to the same worn-out conventionalities? No pic-
ture like this of morning on the marsh was ever painted.
It is valid subject for an American, and fit for the grand
prize of America, when that shall be worth all the
grand prizes of the earth. It will be painted some day,
when some artist stands in the morning and^watches the
grays turn to pink, and sees the giant boatmen passing
through the tvristing fog, and feels the inspiration in the
sharp air blowing from the marsh.
The sun was half an hour from rising when my com-

panion and I were settled, he again on Center Point and
I across from him on a little bog just big enough to hold
the boat. The light now grew stronger. Above and be-
low the guns began to talk. In the mind's eye one could
see each lusty gunner crouching in his blind, peering this
way and that in the dim light, and listening for the
whistle of oncoming wings. Below and to the west of us
the shooting grew heavier, but nothing passed in range of
the narrows at the point for some time. A mudhen scut-
tled back of my boat, and to try the range I took a back-
handed shot and missed it finely. Then a pair of teal
flitted by in front of the blind, and I got one and missed

one, and then i missed another teal, and then some more,
and lost two crippled, and missed a, pair of teal bodily
with my right barrel and killed them both with the left, a
good way to average things. Tuat was about all the
flight there wa=(. Meantime my friend's gun on the Point
had had very little to say. Half an hour after sunup the
boats came pushing out of the rice, everybody complain-
ing about the flight and all hunting for new locations. It
was evident that the morning's flight did not in any way
represent the ducks on the marsh.

WHERE THE BIRDS WERE.

On the evening before we had noticed a great many
birds going down away over to the west, beyond the rice,
and it seeming probable that the great body of fowl was
in that direction, four of us started over. Following a
crooked channel through the rice, and pushing through
the dense growth where there was no channel, we came
to a "pull-over" of dry ground, about 60 to 100yds. across.
This brought us to one of the quartette of the "burnt
holes," a half mile square or more. On the further side
of this we saw a great sight, and one worth the trouble of
a mile or more of hard work, A vast bank of ducks line
the shore for hundreds of yards, thousands of ducks, pro-
bably ;^,000 to 4,000 birds in one body, "like old times."
as one of the shooters said. Investigation showed that
these birds were mallards and pintails mostly, with a few
spoonbills. They were feeding on snails, of which the
greatest abundance existed. This solved the riddle. So
long as the birds could come back into this unvisited part
of the marsh, where food was handy and plentiful, there
existed no especial reason for them to come out in thh
oppn and get shot at.

We put the birds out and took stations, but as the day
had turned off bright and warm no one expected much
shooting till evening. The whole body of ducks simply
flew a little further over to the edge of the marsh and
settled in another hole. Wishing to explore still further
a marsh which seemed to have no end, I pushed on in,
dragging and pulling my boat overland at the dry places,
and pushing over the wet, until I made the discovery
the bog in the burned district was perfectly safe to walk
on. Then I left the boat and went on some distance,
putting the great bunch of birds up again. Again they
circled and settled still further on, and it was evident
they could not be worked very well that day. As I had
to be back at the club house by noon, I had to give up the
interesting problem and retiurn. Before leaving I put up
three swans and a number of cranes. In the afternoon
the shooters heard a great deal of firing over in that
direction and it was supposed that the others who went
into the burnt holes had some good sport. The birds
may have begun to work, or these may have been north-
ern birds coming in. We had to hurry away that after-
noon and did not get out again on the marsh. For my
part, I needed no further pleasure and no further proof
of the duck supply on these grounds. This was the lar-
gest body of clucks I have seen for many and many a
day. ,

Dr, Clark and Mr. Lawrence again went south, and
got down as far as Big Lake, on the Diana grounds,
where they met Dr. Buechner, Mr. Dicks and Mr. Mc-
Whorter, all of whom were doing fairly well. The net
result of our hurried shoot was only 36 birds, mostly
killed by our hosts, though other guns, those familiar
with the marsh, were averaging about a dozen a day.
"Tois is no shooting at all," said Dr. Clark, "and you

have struck the worst possible time. U you can come'
up again we will send for you in about three weeks. If
the northern flight is anything like the average you can
stand right where you were last night and shoot 200 to
300 shells a day. Very often the best flight is late, after
the frosts have cut down all the cover. You have to
hide without a blind then, but if you lie down on your
back and shoot you are apt to have some red hot fun.
Sometimes the pintails, redheads and mallards fairly
tumble over each other. I think we are going to have
some canvasbacks this fall, there is so much water.

"

It now became our duty to leave this comfortable spot.
Mr, Lawrence wanied to show us a spring, and we went
around by a new road. He did show it to us, too. the
largest and boldest spring I ever saw in my life, hardly a
spring so much as a creek, gushing directly out from
under the hill. The water is cold as ice. A better chance
for a trout hatchery and farm never existed than is pos-
sessed by the farmer who owns this remarkable flow of
water.

CURIOUS KEKOSKEE.

On the way home we passed through the village of Ke-
koskee, where there is a mill, a dam and a bridge on the
Rock River. A very quaint place is Kekoskee, and yet a
place with a distinction of its own. Kekoskee is the
home of the biggest fish story that ever was told on
earth. I dare not join this fish story with the record of
our visit to Horicon Shooting Club, for, though both
are strictly truthful, the former might bring discredenoe
on the latter. I shall therefore tell the Kekoskee fi&h
story by itself, in another place, perhaps in another issue
of the paper. In advance I solemnly aver that it is the
biggest fish story that ever was told, perpetrated, per-
formed or executed in the history of man. Ihe whole
surrounding country is educated up to this fish story.
Every man in the entire population has it on his tongue's
end, and tells it without a skip or a break. It is unani-
mous, convincing, overwhelming. A Minnesota champion
liar once was lying, when a man from Mayville began to
tell the Kekoskee fish story. "Are you from Kekoskee?"
said the Minnesota man, "Then hold on, I haven't a
word more to say." The story may thus be seen to have
a reputation. Great as is this reputation, the story has
never appeared in print. It is a Forest and Stream
scoop, and one of the utmost importance. The strongest
thing about it is, it is true, every word of it. You see.
the Horicon marsh was once—but I am anticipating, and
I said I wouldn't.
That night we spent at the quaint German inn of the

town, so different in its customs from the average modern
hotel, and in the morning bade our good-hearted host
good bye with actual regret. It would^ be regret also to
leave the gentlemen who so kindly entertained us did we
not hope to meet them again somewhere in the world of
sport. It is not often one meets such hosts, such a club
and such a fish story, ail on one trip. The story is really
part of the appurtenances of the Horicon Club, although
that is a shooting and not a fishing club. It runs away
back to 1860. At that time Horicon marsh was Horicon
Lake, and there was no Horicon Club—really it is bard
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to keep from telling so good a thing as the Kekoskee fish

story of Horioon country.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 31.—The record on ducks has been
broken for this neck of woods. Percy Stone last Saturday
bagged 103 birds at the Horicon marsh, on Diana Club
grounds, almost all the birds being teal. He stopped

shooting at 11 o'clock in the morning. This remarkable
flight was at a point where on the day before the same
shooter had killed only 10 birds. Mr. Stone says he never
saw birds come so fast in all his life, and they drew by
within 30yds. When he went into his blind he lit a cigar,

and before it was burned out he had 11 dead, birds on the

water in front of him.
Verily, this marsh comes to shoot itself well, as we say

in French. A week before Percy's big bag, the club

keeper, Yorgey, killed 81 ducks in one day. Since the

opening day, Sept. 1, the total average of ducks to the

gun has been over 35 a day. Messrs. Hamline, Merrill,

Dicks and others have gone over 20 on some days. Mr.
Stone's brother killed 40 the same day the big bag was
made. In fact, nearly everybody has had good shooting.

Dick Merrill is just back from Minnesota, and says he
iiilled more ducks in one day on Horicon marsh than he
did in two weeks out there.

Naturally, this news has sent the Diana man hurrying
north to the club. Messrs. W. L. Shepard, W. P. Mussey
and George Holden started yesterday. Messrs. F. C.

Donald and C. S. Burton left to-day. Messrs. L, M.
Hamline, C. B. Dicks, C. L. Hunter and Dr. Buechner
start Friday. Tbere is not a great deal of shooting done
on this marsh, and the above number of guns will not be
enough to keep the birds moving well.

Percy Stone is the best amateur duck shooter I ever
saw on a marsh. He is a good pusher and a good shot,

wiry and strong, and "sandy" enough to go clear through
to where he starts for. I fancy the club will be glad it is

he who had the "big day," for it is to his stalwart hus-
tling that much of the success and smoothness of the
club's affairs are due.
The only other bag approaching this during the time I

have reported these matters here was that made four
years ago by C. E. Willard, who bagged 101 mallards on
the Kankakee. This was in a little feed hole on a small
creek. The mallards could not be kept out, and most of
those killed were shot at less than 25yds. Of course the
mallard bag would be preferable, but in either case the
shooting was fast and furious.

OTHER A.CCUMULA1I0NS.

Messrs. Eddie Bingham and A. W. Knox made a brief
trip to Koshkonong Lake, Wis., this week, and made a
tidy little bag of 35 birds. The deep water ducks are not
down yet, and it is the general opinion that the teal
flight is not yet in, though I am inclined to think it is,

partly, at least.

Mr. W. Y. Wentworth, keeper of Black Hawk Club on
Lake Koshkonong, writes me that he wants me to come
up and have a go at the canvasbacks when they get in,

and adds that he will wire me when that auspicious
moment arrives.
Mr. Wentworth informs me—what I did not know

—

that he is no longer State warden of Wisconsin, the pres-
ent incumbent being Mr, D. W, Fernandez, of Madison.
All gentlemen wishing to remit fines by mail for game
law violations in vVisconsin will please cut out this ad-
dress. A change in the political complexion of Wisconsin
caused Mr. Wentworth to make his adieux. He will now
have more time for business. This is the same gentleman
who advertises the wild celery seed for sale. A couple of
years ago I described how they rake the seeds up from
the bottom of the lake.
Mr. J. McKay, of English Lake Club, had two very

pleasant days with the ducks in the front end of the
season, bagging 33 the first day and 38 the next. These
were mostly young local wood ducks.

Messrs. E. A. Turtle, Sam Booth and C. L. Halden are
just back from a trip after prairie chickens in Illinois.

They were gone four days and brought back 90 chickens.
They do not seem anxious to tell where they got their
shooting.

BIG C4AMB.

Mr. J. W. Schultz, the successful Rocky Mountain
guide whose name has often appeared in these columns,
wired me from Blaciifoot, Mont., on the 18th: "Just
returned with the Philadelphia gentlemen. We had lots
of big game. I wish you would send me out a party for
October. Will guarantee shots at elk, mountain sheep
and mountain goats, or no pay." Mr. Schultz's address is
Plegan, Mont.
Gray wolves are unusually abundant in northern Mich-

igan and Wisconsin this fall, and were so all last winter.
The deer hunters at Giiylord Club, on Coleman Lake,
constantly met their tracks when they were out on the
snow last winter, and in the logging country the hands
would not venture out alone in the evening. The fore-
man of one gang was treed by a pack within 300yds. of
the camp. Elsewhere I heard of a teamster in the Brule
country, near Saunders, who was followed several miles
by a pack. Deer hunters of that section this fall will do
well to hang their dead deer up pretty high.

OLD FRIENDS.

This is a very small world, and that part of it outside
of Chicago does not amount to a great deal. If you want
to meet any man you ever saw, go down and wait at the
corner of State and Madison, and by and by he'll be along.
I have just discovered that there is living within two
blocks ox me a man I first met about a thousand miles
from here. This is Mr. D. Hugh Halliday, late of Great
Bend, Kan., whom 1 used to see out there every fall. Mr.
Halliday has with him the two English setters Mack and
Lady, which I selected three years ago from Mr. T. G,
Davey'd kennels at London, Ontario, at the request of
Mr. W. W. Carney, then of Great Bend, but now of Port-
land, Ore. Mr. Carney owned Lady, but when he left
for Oregon sold her to Mr. Hallidav, who owned Mack.
Now, here are both dogs, hardly a gunshot from where I
live. It is much like meeting old friends. I shall re-
member a very pleasant day I put in at the Kansas quail
with Lady in company with Master Charlie Carney, some
account of which trip I believe I made at the time. All
we need now is Mr. Carney and Charlie, and doubtless
they will step in from Portland before long, so that
we can all go out shooting together. Meantime Mr.
Halliday and I forthwith agreed that we must take
the dogs out for at least a try at a corey of chickens

!

somewhere near the city, if we can get out of town
for a day before it is too late.

Something more of interest attaches to this same set-

ter Mack. When I saw him at Great Bend last fall he
was suffering from an injury which bid fair to destroy
his usefulness, if not to end his life. Some wretch had
shot him with a rifle, the ball striking him right at the
apex of the lower jaw, breaking the jaw bone entirely

off there, and also breaking it off well back in the left

jaw. The whole half of the jawbone hung loose, and the

wound did not heal. The dog suffered a great deal and
could eat nothing but milk. When he left, Mr. Hallid iy

was contemplating having the entire loose bone removed,
an operation which would have left the subject a pretty

bad cripple. To-day Mack has a solid, firm jaw, with
all the bone in it, and no disfigurement except a pro-

truding tooth and an unhealed opening below the jaw.
The successful operation was performed by Dr. Castle,

a dentist of Great Bend. The dog was put under the
influence of chloroform, and the flesh dissected back
from the injured bone. The ends of the bone were then
drilled and bound fast together with silver wire. The
incision was closed and the proj)er dressing and band-
ages having been applied, the whole head of the dog
was inclosed in a large and heavy muzzle. For a time
Mack was fed through his closed teeth by means of a
syringe, but he can eat now all right. The bone seems
to have knitted and the jaw is firm. Mack is now fat

and hearty, and I know he wants to go out hunting
because he told me so this evening. I may close this

odd little story by saying that the man who is supposed
to have shot Mack was taken sick and died not long
after the act. The dog was always perfectly harmless
and friendly. He and Lady make a very lovable brace
of bird dogs, and I am glad their owner has them where
I can see them often, for I have sort of taken a shine
to them.

DR. THOMAS ONCE MOKE.

Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, whose three summer deer made
the text for long mention last week, has written a let-

ter in reply thereto, which I take pleasure in offering
in full, with comment, which will be, perhaps, sufficient

to close extended reference to this singular and inter-

esting case. The letter follows;

E. Hourjh, Forent ami Stream:
One wlio preaches should be willing to be preached to; and in

this spirit I have read with patience and interest your sermon on
the duty of the citizen to obey the laws of the land, and the great
offense of killing a deer out of season.
Obedience to the law is healthy teaching, and in this no one

agrees with you more perfectly than myself; but 1 must still claim
that the intent of a law should govern its interpretation and ap-
plication, and that these as understood by the people when the
Jaw obtains become the rule of confcience and conduct for the
sojourner in their midst. Nor are the peopl'? in this instance
"poor devils," afl you call them, but intellleent law-abiding citi-

zens, who feel that they are not violating the intents of the statute
in killing deer out of season, for use. And it seems quite too
severe to characterize it as "stealing from the State" or from
"these poor devils" when one goes into their midst and without
concealment and with their knowledge and consent does the same
ihing. Our party left more money in that region than woixld pay
for the deer, and the penalty for killing them, too. The people
feel—and I think they are correct—that the State does not intend
to prohibit a reasonable right to the use of the game about them;
and they concede the same privilege to those who for a time are
their guests.
There is little danger that tho few who may spend a month in

the tummer in that sparsely-settled region, that cannot accom-
modate many, will seriously lessen the amount of game. Your
object in writing you say is, "not to preserve these animals for
myself, or my sporting friends, or the public; I want these
animals preserved for their own sake;' and then patheticaUy,
"they are going, Dr. Thomas does not know how fast." If the de-
sire is to preserve deer "for their own sake," why permit ihem to
be killed at all? If the ptirpose of the law is to regulate the kill-
ing, to limit the public hunting season to a certain time, that is

well; but why not regulate the numbsr that any one hunter shall
kiliy I was told that individual hunters comiug from other parts
of tue country and from other States have killed thirty, forty,
lift y, and one eighty, deer in one season: they come in and kill

them for profit, tor sale, and ship them out of the State.
Is it strange that the few who live there all the year feel that it

is not wrong to kill a mouth or more before the authorized hunt-
ing season, for their own use? I should favor a law limiting the
number that any one non-resident sportsman should be permitted
to kill say to ten or fifteen. In some such way the fearful slaughter
may he prevented: but not by any severe interpretations of the
statute as to the few killed out of season. In such a reasonable
enforcement of the law as it is, I am "with you;" but if it is to he
accounted "stealing" when one does a little modest shooting, as
In my case, or if it must be done in secret and denied after it is

dene, and then in "season" all the world rush in to kill and ship
off, then I agree with you that one should "preserve his selt
respect;" but fail to see how the destruction you lament is to be
prevented, even "for the sake of the animal." H. W. Thomas.
CuiOAGO, Sept. 20.

In reply to the above, I took the liberty of writing to
Dr. Thomas, and I sent him a letter chock full of good
advice. I am always ready to lend a helping hand, espe-
cially to ministers. It occixrs to me, however, that there
were some things left out of that letter which ought to
go, and as Dr. Thomas is likely never to write to me any
more, I suppose I shall have to advance these things here.
Dr. Thomas's letter is lame, very lame, one of the lam-

est things that ever came up, even in excuse of violating
game laws. If Dr. Thomas will look in his library, he
will find a dusty little book, "Principles of Logic."

If Dr. Thomas will carelessly turn the leaves of this
little volume, opening it almost anywhere, he will find
useful and intere.S)ting reading. He may learn, for in-
stance, that a lot of detached assertions don't prove any-
thing. They must have some sort of relation before they
can be premises in a syllogism. He may learn also, in
substance, that a syllogism with a faulty middle in its

anatomy is no good on earth. He may learn also that
you cannot jump from particular to general, and from
general back to particular, just any way you like when
you are framing premises to prove your propositions.

If Dr. Thomas will now close the well preserved little

book and read the letter shown above, he will know in
his own heart, just as everybody who reads it will know
in his own mind, without any logic, though perhaps
without knowing how to get at the sophistry of it, that
there is nothing whatever left of his letter.

The law of a State is made for each citizen and every
citizen of that State. The courts construe intent, the
citizen cannot. If the citizen may construe the intent of
the game law, he may as well construe the intent of any
other law, and so pervert it to his own wishes and pur-
poses, as was done here. We can not pick out for our-
selves the laws whose intent we wish to construe. This
conclusion is known as recluctio ad absurdum. It is
sort of awkward to run against. If we followed Dr.
Thomas's argument, and took the matter of intent in our
own hands, we could excusably construe ourselves into a
very decent state of red anarchy, with a little arson,
rapine, pillage, fii'e and sword on the side.

To pay my "poor devils" of the woods a lot of money,
and then to ask their opinion about the intent of the law
as to summer deer—that is what the logic book calls the
argument ad, hominem, isn't it? In other words, the
natives are apt to practice summer killing, and your
guide is mighty apt to feel just the way you do anout
that question. He can't afford not to. Dr. Thomas
asked these few men about their idea of the intent of the
law, but these few men did not own the deer. The
people of Wisconsin owned those deer. To the people of
Wisconsin, therefore, as represented in their courts of
justice, organized expressly for that purpose, he should
go and ask for an expression of opinion as to the intent
of the law protecting deer. He will very quickly find
out the intent, and also certify himself about the spirit

and the letter of the game laws. This is good logic, but
it rises above the realm of logic. It is just plain, hard,
horse sense. Everybody knows it is true. Incidentally,
doesn't Dr. Thomas-?

Dr. Thomas commits the logical fallacy of confusing
the general and particular when he seeks to tangle me up
over my statement, "I want these animals preserved for
their own sake.'' He could have read further on the
statement that the sportsmen were trying to get better
laws, so that all might have an equal chance to kill some
deer, under wise restrictions, which would keep the deer
from being destructively pursued. He asks the question.
"If the desire is to preserve deer 'for their own sake,'
why permit them to be killed at all?" He errs in this be-
cause' he loses his premises. (1) These are not my deer,
and my wish is merely a personal one. (3) I do not
make tho laws, and cannot change them. I cannot per-
mit or forbid the killing of deer at any season. The
question is baseless, and has no argument in it. I don't
mind saying, however, that if I did not have the making
of these laws, as Dr. Thomas is good enough to suppose,
and if I could enforce them, there wouldn't be a deer
killed in the United States for 10 years, and not one after
that in the summer time, and never one for sale. We
certainly would have deer. But what has that to do with
this case?

As to the (juestion whether more deer are killed in
summer or in legal season in Wisconsin, neither Dr.
Thomas nor I can decide. In the summer the deer take
to the water and are comparatively helpless. It is not
difiicult to kill one then. Unquestionably, more deer are
killed then, illegally, than are killed in the legal season
by the only legal method, the difiicult art of stalking.
The great bulk of the heavy killing reported by Dr.
Thomas was in every probability done by the destructive
and illegal method of hounding. Of course it is wrong.
Of course, it ought to be stopped. Of course, there ought
to be a limit set. Of course, every sportsman ought to
lift voice and hand against this sort of butchery also. Of
course, every shooter who admits he has broken the law
in this way ought to go and pay his fine, just as Dr.
Thomas ought for breaking it in his way. But granted
that, what has all that to do with this case? Does the
legal or illegal killing of one or many deer in the fall or
winter excuse Dr. Thomas or any other man for the
illegal killing of deer in the summer time? This is a very
bad sample of logical reasoning, and we have a right to
expect far better from Dr. Thomas. Suppose I am a
member of Dr. Thomas's church, and I commit the sin,

say, of breaking the Sabbath, Dr. Thomas comes along
and says:

"Here, this is never going to do, see?"

"Well, why not?" I ask. "Didn't I see seventeen of
the other members committing the sin of theft? That
lets me out, sec?"

"Well, no," Dr. Thomas replies, "I don't see," And he
can study a long time before he ever will see. .He will
see the soundness of the argument of his letter at about
the same time.

If Dr. Thomas will now lay down his little book on the
principles of logic, and pick up a bigger and better Book
on the principles of right and wrong, he may find a little

parable, ending, '-First cast out the mote out of thine
own eye, and then thou mayest see clearly to cast out the
beam that is in thy brother's eye."

It is wonderful how roughly some of these plain,
homely shoes fit on the soft corns of our daily lives.

Sportsmen know the laws could be improved, and
know they are ill-enforced. But sportsmen want better
laws. They want more respect for the existing laws.
They want a beginning, a rallying point for this increas-
ing of the respect for the law. They have it here, and
they should insist upon their chance. If a case like this,

so prominent, so widely advertised, so openly admitted,
so badly excused, and so surrounded with every sensa-
tional feature to give it notoriety—if a case like this can
escape censure and penalty, then what right have the
sportsmen to hope for any restraint whatever upon the
killing of deer, now or at any time, under this or any
future law? This case would be used continually as a
pretext. Dr. Thomas does not stop to reflect that in kill-

ing his three deer be perhaps killed dozens or hundreds
of other deer. He does not reflect that dozens or
hundreds of law-breakers may seek refuge behind the
cloak of excuse held up by him, which we most sorrow-
fully caU all too ill-made and flimsy. Upon the other
hand, take this case, nail it, establish it, record the fine

—

and these three deer may have been well sacrificed.

They may save dozens or hundreds from a like fate, for
this case has attracted more attention than any similar
one in the West, and it will be followed to the close by
the public.
Much of this may sound rough, but I do not mean it so,

and I firmly believe the sportsman's position in this is

right. I shotild like to see a fine recorde'd in this case,
because I believe it wou^ld do as much good as twenty
fines in other cases. There is a compliment to Dr. Thomas
in that. I should not like to see the fine higher than the
lowest amount of penalty named, and believe the warden
of Wisconsin would urge fine for only one deer in this
case. Dr. Thomas should ride straight. He should pay
his fine. He should square it. When he has done that,
I think he will find the sporting press as free with praise
as it has been with censure. He is no deliberate law
breaker, but a good and innocent man, overjoyed and
exultant at the pleasure of a trip in the woods, and tak-
ing up too readily with the easy customs of a country
which should be taught and should not teach. Many
happy days to him in the woods, and before these are all

past, he wdll see much of this from the sportsman's stand-
point, I am sure. E. HoUGH.

ITS MoNKOB Street, Chicago,
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NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.

New Hampshire Game.
Lancaster, N. H., Sept. 24 —1 too, with "Von W.,"

wonder where all the gray squirrels come from, and I
suspect that we must look for a solution of the problem
to the same source that informs us "where all the pins
go to." I have not heard of a "gray" in these parts for
at least three years and all of a sudden they appear on
the scene, and our sportsmen come in with a bag of
from three or four to a dozen. What seems more strange
tn me is the fact that squirrel year is not confined to
New England, or a portion of it, but, as "our paper" in-

forms us, extends throughout the entire eastern portion
of the United States- Were it not for this we might con-
clude the squirrels migrated from one portion of the
country to another.
Euffed grouse do not as yet show up Tery plentifully,

though, of course, it is still early to hunt them very suc-
cessfully, even if they were plenty. It seems the wet
weather must account for the scarcity, as broods of
young were frequently reported in the spring.
For some reason, I do not hear anything from the Con-

necticut Lakes since the shooting season opened. I ex-
pected before this to report the capture of several deer
from that place, but "nary a word" do I hear. There are
(or were last suoimer) plenty of deer, more than I have
ever seen theje before, and I am pretty well acquainted
with that country and know, too, that summer shooting
is not indulsred, and, for that matter, very little of that
is done anywhere in the county. Coos county is a pretty
safe place to count on a deer, if you really want one, and
there are plenty of camps, guides, dogs, etc., for your
accommodation if you Avill avail yourself of them. I am
sorry tn say that hounding is allowed in this State from
Sept. 15 to Nov. 1, and furthermore I am sorry that all

good sportsmen (and who ever saw a bad one) don't take
the same view of the dogging business and abolish it.

It's time. Rob.

The Pocono mountains.
New Yobk, Sept. 25 —I have hunted for the past ten

years in the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania. I have
always stopped at the Spruce Cabin, owned by Wesley
and Milton Price, in Canadensis. They own considerable
hunting territory, which is a decided advantage, as a
number of land owners now object to trespassing, and
some employ watchmen to keep otf trespassers. I spent
a week up there lately, and can say that there is every
prospect of a good supply of ruffed grouse, of which I
saw many broods and also many single birds. There are
plenty of rabbits or hares, and although the woods are
alive with red squirrels there are but few of the gray
variety. Eutfed grouse were very scarce in that locality
last fall, but it looks as if they would make up for it this
year. Deer signs were numerous, and some lady boarders
when out driving saw a black bear which ran across the
road ahead of them. This locab'ty is the best hunting
ground that I know of near New York. The above
named brothers are excellent guides and have thoroughly
trained dogs. F. W. S.

"The Wind."
I HAVE just enjoyed reading Wilmot Townsend's de-

lightful article on "The Wind," and wonder if he knows
that the verse of the old English hunting song he quotes
is intended to describe a soft damp winter morning, when
the fro3t will be loosened in the clods and pastures, and
th© scent lies well? Probably he does, but we usually in
this country speak of "hunting" as the pursuit of game
of any kind with the gun. In England "hunting" is only
the chase of the fox or deer with horse and hound. If
the hare is the game, it is "coursing," and. whenever the
gun is used it is "shooting," and a "hunting morning"
imj)lies anything but a good one for partridge or wood-
cock shooting! It may be a gentle drizzle, or a "Scotch
mist," and yet be all right for fox hunting.

I see numerous other correspondents note the great
squirrel migration of the year, VoK W.

Maine Ponds and Mountains.
Boston, Sept. 8.—In your issue of Sept. 1 Fred K.

Owen gives the elevation of West Chairback Pond. Me.,
as 3,l30ft. above sea level, and that of Chairback Moun-
tain as 3.270ft., and he claims the pond as the highest
trouc pond in Maine. I have fished it many a time, and
climbed Chairback many a time, and feel sure thai; Mr.
Owen is wrong in a few points. Whatever the height of
West Chairback Pond, the summit of Chairback Moun-
tain must be far more than 150ft. higher. I should say
two or three times that at least, and I cannot resist the
impression that Greenwood Pond and the Spruca Moun-
tain ponds, all good trout waters, are higher than West
Chairback Pond. Will not Piscataquis county men set-
tle it. C. H. AMKS.

Buckshot in a Chokebore.
Austin, Texas, Sept. 19.—Mahlon G-ore asks about

buckshot in a chokebore. I had a very good shooting
gun, lO bore, for sizes 3 to 8 shot, hut with buckshot at
fifteen paces I nevpr could find a fence or tree big enough
to stop them all. I finally remedied the trouble to a
large extent by melting stparine candles, and after seat-
ing the buckshot carefully in the shell, filling up the in-
terstices w ith wax, and finishing with usual wad and
crimp. Care of course must be taken that the inside of
the shell does not exceed diameter of the choke.

J. V. B.

Connecticut Game Prospects.
North Westchester, Conn.—Our season opens Oct. ]

.

and from a few walks through the cover I should say that
the shooting was going to he much better than last season.
Have two broods of young partridge located and several
flocks of quail. Last year very few young partridge were
bagged in Connecticut, bat this year there f=peni to be
young birds, E. A. C.

Fin and Feather.
Toms River, N. J.—The inclosed clipping from the

Ocean County Democrat, printed at this place, may be
of interest to your readers. It reads rather "fishy," but
I have no doubt of its entire truthfulness, as I am person-
ally acquainted with Austin, and he bears a good reputa-
tion: "Nate Austin, of Bamber, wentout on the pond at
that xjlace one day last week for the purpose of hunting
ducks. While looking for ducks Nate saw one and
attempted to fire at it, but the cap snapped. The duck
making no movement to get away, Austin went up to it

and found it apparently fast to something. He took hold
of the duck and on attempting to raise it out of the water
he found that a large snapper had the duck by one of its

legs. Nate landed both in his boat and the snapper, upon
being weighed, tipped the beam at 14lbs. Nate made his
supper ofi" the bird ;ind sold the snapper to Dr. E. C Dis-
brow, of this town." G. C. L.

An Octogenarian Sharpshooter.
HiciHGATE, Vt,, Sept. 19.—Flight woodcock are coming

here now in goodly numbers, and the few who are posted
and know their resting and feeding grounds are making
good bags. An immigration of gray squirrels has made
them very plentiful in this vicinity. Tueir skins tacked
up on every woodshed shows that the farmer's boy and
his pot-metal gun have not been idle, and that they are
reaping their share of the harvest. My old governor,
though eighty years of age, is out with his muzzleload-
ing rifle, and at arm's end (off-hand) can still pink a squir-
rel through the head, and no sighting shots required,

;
Stanstead.

Ontario Ducks.
SowERBY, Algoma, Canada, Sept. 11.—The Kingfishers

have been camping with me this summer and have had
grand sport with the bass. I guess Mr. Hickman will
write you all particulars. "Hickory" is well up to camp
business. I found them all perfect gentlemen and well
up to the little game they came for. Eight gentlemen all

told. The trout have only commenced to bite. I am ex-
pecting some of them to return again this fall. Partridge
very plentiful, and in another month the ducks will be
here by the million. G. F. D.

Wood for the Camp-fire.

Boston, Sept. 16.—Your editorial discussion of the best
wood for camp-fire is all right for the region of the plains
and Rocky Mountains, but leaves a great deal to be said
about other hunting grounds—e g , the Maine woods.
In Maine the camper always has wood at hand in abun-
dance, but much of his comfort depends on his choice.
For myself I have found the black ash the best. When
I can fell a black ash I am all right for my camp-fire. Of
all green woods I believe it to be the best. I would like
to hear the opinions of some of the brethren.

C. H, Ames.

Monroe County, Pa., Grouse Shooting;.

The prospect this fall of good shooting is far above the
average of the last few years. Rabbits are abundant.
Grouse are also more abundant than since 1890, and with
the opening of the season, Oct. 1, good sport is predicted.
One of the most favorable places to visit is Analomink,
situated on the famous Broadheads trout streams. Only
three hours from New York by the D., L. &, W. R. E,
Excursion tickets to and return from Spragueville (the
name of the station) costing $4.40. Three express trains
daily. Y.

A Vermont Reward.
Rutland, Vt., Sept, 20.—To any fish warden or any

other person who shall cause the final conviction of any
person found guilty of any of the game laws, the under-
signed will, until further notice, allow a sum equal to
one-half of the fine imposed in each case; certificate of the
justice imposing the final sentence to be the evidence of
who is entitled thereto. Vermont Fish and Game League:
Henry R. Dorr, President; John W. Titcomb, Secretary.

Hawk Migral ion.

Hackettstown-, N. J., Sept. 33.—O a Wednesday morn-
ing, S"pt. 31. I noticed an unusual flight of hawks,
some 150 to 300 individuals, circling over our town, too
high to distinguish the species, yet apparently all the
same. It was a curious sight, and something I have
never before seen during an experience of more than 20
years with red and gun. James L. Smith.
[Such flights are not uncommon in the autumn.]

Vermont Small Game.
Rutland local hunters report an abundance of game.

They say the woods east and west of Rutland are alive
with gray squirrels and partridges. Blackbirds are
plenty, and a number of wild ducks have been seen on
Otter Creek. Sportsmen claim that feathered game is

unusually plenty this season, and think that the strict
observance of the game law has had a great deal to do
with it.

The First Canadian License.

Boston.—You know it requires a license now costing
$35 for an American to shoot in Canada. My partner.
Dr. H. M. Johnson, who started Aug. 29 on his annual
two months' duck shooting trip got out the first license.
No. 1. JoNN Shaw.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARMENT.
Forest and Stream never loses its interest, which, with resu-

lar readers, acuounta to fascination. It is not a "sporting" paper,
biit a true sportsman's paper, one in which evpTy lover of nature
will find real and rare pleasure.—£«Zti'more Methodist.
Bloomingtok, 111.. Sept. 15 —Forest and Stream Pub. Oo. : The

Trajoiotory 'L'est received O. K and would not be without it formanv times its cost.—R. B. Htjrst.
ASHriELD, Mass., S^pt. 15—.My friend's four year old little girl

has been looljine at Mr. Thompson'-^ picture of the panther in ibe
last issue of Forest and Stream, and savs "it is a real mean
looking cat and not a nice pussy at all."

—

Canteen.

"PENNSYtiVANIA KaILBOAD TO THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION"
IS t be iitle of a v^ry eensih]:,- prepared and useful handbook of in-
formation, issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad for tne guidapce
of us patrons. There are descriptive notes of New Tork, Phila-
delphia, Washineton and ChicaKO, with jnany illustrations and
maps ot the cities named>

ANGLING NOTES.
Memories.

In Josh Hillinc4S"s Almanac there was a long line
drawn to include the first days of the month of Sep-
tember, and opposite was the legend, "About these
days is a good time to trade mules." If Josh had
been of a different turn of mind he might have written
that about these days the larger part of the great army
of "summer outers" are returning to their homes

—

chiefly to homes in the cities and larger towns. I
was reminded of this to-day when I saw a trainload
of people with their faces turned southward from
northern New York. Nearly every one in the car had
some memento of the summer, and nearly all looked
brown and happy, and well and strong, and I presume
that they were better in mind and body for the vacation
which was drawing to a close, The souvenirs in the
corners of the car seats and in racks overhead, were
many and varied, and told of the mountains, the forests
and the lakes; of the fashionable caravansaries, the quiet
farmhouses and tbe camps under canvas and bark; and
also told of fishing and shooting and boating, and tennis,
and straw rides, and moonlight walks, and dancing and
flirtations. I do not mean to say that they actually told
of all these summer amusements out loud, but they sug-
gested them, and it occurred to me that these people
were taking home with these stacks and stacks of mem-
ories of the summer, perhaps to dream over during the
winter. I certainly hope they were all pleasant memories,
but I cannot tell, because 1 am not a first-class mind
reader; nevertheless, I shall try my 'prentice hand on two
men returning to New York city. One ia loaded with
the memory of a flock of black ducks that he saw in a
creek in northern New York, and when his thinking
machinery is in working operation, he recalls how he
crept through the brush until he got within range, and
then raised his gun to his shoulder and turned loose both
barrels on the flock as they sat on the water, and after-
ward picked up three dead ducks and carried them to his
boarding-house and had them cooked. Of subsequent
events regarding the killing of black ducks in the month
of August he has no knowledge—as yet, but he will have,
later—therefore his memory rests with the eating of the
ducks. If he could know that a native of the region saw
him kill the ducks, got his name, made a complaint
against him, and that a suit for the penalty, namely, $25
per duck, was being instituted at the present moment,
the memory of the event might not be entirely pleasant.
The other gentleman is probably weighted down with

the memory of a day's trout fishing on a lovely mountain
brook not many miles from the creek where the gentle-
man of the first part killed the ducks. Under the sooth-
ing influence of an after-dinner cigar he pictures again
and again the winding of the stream, and here and there
he takes a speckled-sided trout and places it on the ferns
in his basket. Then again, in memory, he returns to the
hotel and the cook prepares the fish for his supper, and
his friends congratulate him upon catching sixty odd
trout from an over- fished brook. I wonder if it would
disturb the pleasant memory if he should know that this
day-dream had a tail to it with a string in the end, because
the cook was mad when she saw the baby trout, and
measured them and found that about forty of them were
from three to six inches long, and went before a Justice
of the Peace and swore to this fact; and that the porter
of the hotel also swore that they were the same trout that
this gentleman delivered to him; and that a game protec-
tor was now preparing to bring a suit in the Supreme
Court for the penalty? Very possibly, for even the bright-
est of day-dreams are expensive at $400 per dream.

The Camera in Alaska.
Mr. S. R. Stoddard, of Adirondack and Lake George

Guide Book and map fame, has just returned from a trip
to Alaska, where he went to expose several hundred
negatives of various sizes to receive impressions of natives,
glaciers, rivers, mountains, salmon, salmon fisheries,
salmon canneries, etc. His plates ranged in size from
the snap-shot variety up to a curved film 20 x 50in. in a
camera with a lens having a lateral motion and operated
by clock work. His companion on the trip was Mr. R. B.
Burchard, of New York, who was his companion also on
the canoe trip in the Atlantis, recorded in Forest and
Stream. When I called upon Mr. Stoddard I received
an impression myself, and that was that the very live
black bear that the gentleman had brought with him from
Alaska would be a most interesting and companionable
pet for somebody—in Alaska, but he was altogether too
familiar in his manners for the effete East, when he was
turned loose with nothing on him but the skin in which
he was born. It may be all right in Alaska for a black
bear with teeth and claws and things to sit in a man's
lap, but it is not considered good form in New Y^'ork State.

I found that the negatives were being unpacked but
had not yet been developed, so the result of the trip is not
positively known, but Mr. Stoddard feels that he must
have, out of the large number of exposures, some excel-
lent views. On a map I followed his route but I have not
space to even outline it in a note. My interest centered
at Yes Bay, east of Prince of Wales Island, near the head
of Behm Canal, into which the ITnuk River flows. Here
was found a salmon cannery, and across the mouth of the
inlet stream was a dam, and the salmon were jumping at
it to get above it. Below the dam the water was so filled
with salmon that they showed plainly at the surface and
they were constantly jumping, so that scores were in the
air at the same time. Mr. Stoddard took several shots
with a camera at the fish that were trying the dam, and
also at the school below. The fish had crowded so in or-
der to pass the dam that many had been forced into shal-
low water in little setbacks, where they were found dead
or dying. The fish were so thick in the stream that Mr.
Stoddard had only to walk to the water's edge, stoop and
lift one out with his hands. It is to be hoped that these
plates, which will show the state of things at Yes Bay,
may develop perfectly.

"Old Sam's" Pike.
I read the first part of "Old Sam's" article in last For-

est A^c Stream on the pike and pickerel question with
some dismay, for when be offered to compromise I did
not then see any ground upon which we could meet for
this purpose, and I really felt that a manj,who would not
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compromise a fish question, particularly with a King-
fisher, deserved to be sentenced to a diet of pike—the
slimy, bony kind—flesh for sixty days. I overlooked the

date line or there would have been no misgivings con-

cerning the compromise, but when I read down to the

point where I realized that "Old Sam" was writing of a

Kentucky fish I felt that I was on solid ground again.

I do not dare to take any liberties with the name of the

fish pictured in Foeest and Stream, as there would be a

row instanter if I did, for it is the picture of the pike such

as was mentioned in an Act in the reign of Richard II. in

i higher price
and for double the price of a lamb in the time of Henry
VIlI. And it is the pike of Izaak Walton, as it is also the

"pyke" of Dame Juliana Berners, who had a proper ap-

preciation of it, for she says: "The ele is a qaafy (by

which she means queasy, in other words it makes one
sick at the stomacQ or gives him a pain in the neck to

catch one of thrm) fyffhe, a rauenour and a devourer of

the brode of fyflPhe; and for the pyke alfo is a devourer of

fvfl'he; I put theym bothe behynde al other to angle."

She had no particular use for the pike, and only intro-

duced him after parading the "gentyllfamon." the "deyn-
tous troughte," the "delycyous erayllynge," the "fwete
barbyll," the "ftately chevyn" (chub), the "holfom
perche," and the "menow," which is "better when it

stayeth in the water." I have no more use for the pike

than had the good dame, but besides these people men-
tioned who called the like of the pictured fish a pike for

several hundred years the naturaUsts call it a pike to-day,

and it is a serious matter to kick against the naturalists,

and I am afraid to do it. But what does "Old Sam"
think f>f calling his fish, the Kentucky pike, the Muskin-
gum River pike, or the Chautauqua Lake pike, for T as-

sume that this is the fish he means. I think it was a Ken-
tucky angler who said: "There is not the slightest oc-

casion for any sjiortsman confounding the black spotted

pike mascalonge, the yellow-spotted pike [i. e., the fish

of the Forest and Stream picture], or the common
pickerel [i. e., a small fish with reticulated markings on
its sides and which av^erages in size from 1| to 31b3,, and
which is the pickerel proper], with unspotted pike or
great northern pike." So here is another name if it suits

better, namely, unspotted pike. The only trouble is that
"Old Sam" will again run against the scientists who say
that the unepotted pike, Chautauqua pike, Muskingum
pike or Kentucky pike is really the mascalonge without
spots. An effort was made to give this fish the ecientific

name Esox immaculahis, or pike of solid color without
spots or markings, but the fish sharps would not have it,

saying Esox nohilior would answer whether solid color
or spotted, Kentucky pike or Wisconsin mascalonge.
Now if "Old Sam" does not accept the compromise ( ffered,
he must raise the hair of the naturalists. A. N. Cheney.

CASUAL MENTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some weeks ago there appeared in the Forest and

Stream a communication from a party by the name of
Hough, hailing from some town in lUiuois, in which the
writer complained that he could not find a line strong
enough to bold the black bass that he had succeeded in

hooking in the course of his piscatorial pilgrimages in the
Northwest. With this T send you to be forwarded to Mr.
H,, a section from the leader pnd of a line I used all last

fall in stream fishing for small-mouths, with an unmeas-
ured amount of satisfaction, and without a single break-
age. Thi-ee different times it landed a double catch of
good fish (all small-mouth bass of decent size), and alto-

gether proved itself worth many times its cost. This
paragraph is not written for the purpose of advertising
any particular maker, for the line was taken from a spool
of No. 25 unbleached linen thread, purchased at a dry
goods store at a cost of 8 cents, and I do not remember
the name of the maker. Of course such a line would
hardly do for trolling, since it is only twisted, and not
very tightlv at that. But if Brother H ough would like to
have one, I would be very glad to go into a Toledo store
and buy him one, for which he could remit when he got
ready. It might be added that all the treatment this line
ever had was a dipping in boiled linseed oil, and a little

rubbing with cil after it was partly dry.
In the current issue of the Forest and Stream Mr.

Hough expresses some surprise that so little has been
written about grayling fishing during the last four years.
The truth is there has been, and still is, some excellent
grayling fishing in the lower penin&ula of Michigan,
especially in the two rivers that he is considerate enough
not to name. The best of it is thirty to forty miles from
a railroad tie, and the few who enjoy it are not writing
about it very much. But this is true in the opinion of
those who have tried it, that the finest piscatorial sport
imaginable, the one that comes nearest the ideal in per-
fection, is fly-fishing for grayling on one of these rivers
from a boat made for the purpose. Owing to the diffi-

culty of access, the price of good boatmen who under-
stand the rapid water, and other outlays, it is about as
expensive as salmon fishing, but under ordinarily favor-
able conditions .there is no other fishing in which the
fisher gets such satisfactory returns for his investment.
Next spring, after Mr. Hough gets his game pocket

turned inside out, if he wants to go grayling fishing, and
will address a postal card to the undersigned, he can
hear of something very much to his advantage.
Toledo, o., Sept. ?A. Jay Beebe.

PUT-IN BAY BASS FISHING.

For many years the western end of Lake Erie has been
famous among anglers as the home of the black bass.
The islands reached from Sandusky by steamers have been
visited hj members of the craft, and their outlying reefs
and rocky points have furnished recreation and inspiration
forjudges and statesmen, editors and merchants, the
clergy and the leisurely tourist.

From Sandusky, Cincinnati and Cleveland, as well as
cities of the East, the lovers of black bass fishing make
their pilgrimages in June and September. Some of them
sail in theii- yachts: some have bought little islands and
built upon them; the majority take the steamers leaving
Sandusky at 3:30 and 3 P. M. for Put-in Bay, where they
arrive in two and one-half hours, at a cost of 50 cents,
and where they find quarters in hotels charging usually
two dollars per day. Boatmen are readily hired for two
dollars a day ; but few of them know just at this time
where the angler can find the flesh he it* looking for.

Yesterday a fisherman caught nine bass in a forenoon's
fishing on Ballast Reef, and the news was <)uickly cir-

culated among the disappointed visitors, with the result
of inducing several of them to stay over another day to
try the grounds once more.
The range of fishing localities is somewhat 'xtensive,

embracing the rocky points of Middle Bass Island on
which the town of Put-in Bay is located. Ballast R'^ef.
Buckeye Reef, Rattlesnake Island, Starve Island, Gull
Reef, Grull Islartd Shoals, and Chicanole Reef.
The best catch made recently was made by the Jay

Cooke party about the middle of September—47 fish,

consisting of black bass, rock bass, and a few pike-perch
(here called pickerel), white bass and saugers. The bass,
as a rule, are small, few of them exceeding l^lbs. Cer-
tain occult signs, discernible only to the initiated, point
to good bass fishing in the near future. Some ardent
fishermen look forward less hopefully and fear that the
glory of Put-in Bay will be dimmed unless something
can be done to restore the waters. The causes of the
falling off' are unknown. The scarcity of ba?s can not be
charged to the operations of commercial fishermen,
because the pound nets capture few of these fish. It
occurs to the writer that the lack of a close season dur-
ing the spawning time may have a great deal to do with
the decline of hook and line fiehing. The lake is full of
minnows and other food for black bass, and the waters
are as suitable as ever for their habitation.
During our stay we met Col. John M. Wilcox, editor

of the Cleveland Prm-, Mr. W. J. White, Dr. E, E. Bea-
man, Mr, J. H. Holmes of Cleveland, and Mr. J. J Strana-
han, superintendent of the Put-in Bay station, XT, S, Fish
Commission, all of whom are greatly interested in the
welfare of fish in western Lake Erie. Mr. W. G, Akera
of Cleveland, whose Forest City House is known to
anglers near and far, informed the writer that the fishing
in Put-in Bay and vicinity has been poor for the last
three years. He was in the habit of going to the ' islands
regularly and has made some very large catches, but
finds little to tempt him into the old grounds at present.
Mr. Akers states that brook trout are unusually abund-

a,nt and thrifty in the preserve belonging to the Castalia
Club, He has received numerous fine creels of the fish
from members of the club during the last fishing sea-
son. Will it come to pass ere long that good fishing can
be found only in private waters wherein the fish are pro-
tected and fostered by the prevention of injurious fishing
and the judicious application of fiehcultural operations?

" '

T. H. B,

Bass in the Mohawk.
SoHENECTADy, N. Y,, Sept. 35.—Now is the season of

the year when the Mohawk black bass fisherman spends
much of his time upon the river. Bass fishing here be-
gins in September, after the first frost, when the water
is low and clear. During the past few years the Mohawk
ha.s been low and clear onlj^ sporadically. O mng to the
wholesale destruction of timber in the Adirondacbs and
in the valley of the Schoharie Creek the river rises and be-
comes roily after slight rainfalls, but now the river is in
fairly good condition,
Bass are not natives of the Mohawk, They first made

their appearance in 1847 on the opening of the branch
canal from Oneida Lake to the Erie Canal, when they
came in schools, and in the two following years were
caught by fishermen from the shores. Within the past
three years one six-pounder has been caught, but a four-
pounder is a curiosity and a three-pounder is an achieve-
ment.
Between Schenectady and Amsterdam the fishing has

virtually been mined by the establishment of large fac-
tories, which send their dyestufts into the liver, driving
the bass away to less poisonous waters. Probably the
•^est still deep-water fishing in the Mohawk is now to be
found between Stryker's and Yost's, but very fine sport
is to be had below the upper aqueduct, four miles below
Schenectady, in the midst of some of the most charming
scenery in the State. Here, in the pools below the rifts

and in the long, still reaches of water down to the lower
aqueduct at Crescent, is fine ground, A convenient way
to reach it is by train from Schenectady or Troy, getting
oH' at Aqueduct Station.

—

New York Ttmes,

Potomac Black Bass.

Washington, D. C, Sept. Editor Forest and
Stream: On the 8th inst,, with a companion, I tried for
black bass in the Potomac River near Williamsport, Md.,
and took seventeen, weighing in the aggregate 38lbg.
One splendid fellow weighed olba., down weight. On
the 23d we went again and took eleven, weighing 311bs.,
the largest showing Slbs. Toz. These were considered un-
usually good catches for that place, though I, as well as
others, have sometimes surpassed them in the same
locality. Both files and spoons were rather disappointing;
the fish taken with them averaging little overhalf apoitnd
each. The favorite bait used was the "stony," with peeled
crawfish for second choice. October is said to be the best
month for that region. I hope to be able to speak from
experience in a few weeks. I failed to get to the West
Virginia trout streams this season, but one of our last
year's party reports to me that he and two others gave
four days in August to the headwaters of Greenbrier
River, fishing from four to eight hours a day. Results,
first day, two rods, 190; second day, two rods, 166; third
day, two rods, over 300; fourth day, three rods, 337. The
trout were of very good size, but the difliculties in fol-
lowing the stream were the worst any of the party had
ever encountered. Next season, ho for the sources of
Cheat River. Jere Williams.

Tjf'outllof the Second Connecticut.

"Ompompanoosltc" asks about the trout of Third Con-
necticut Lake. I am sorry I cannot answer him, for I
never reached that lake. I have been up half way to it

several times, to the falls on the "North Inlet," and fished
back to Second La ke, always filling my basket with trout
that ran up from Second Lake, which were to aU appear-
ances the same as the regular brook trout, though all the
lake trout I know difl'er slightly in coloration from those
in the brooks.

. Perhaps "Rob" or some of your other northern New
I Fampshirejcorrespondenta can answer him. Von W

Pike vs. Pickerel.

Central Lake. Mich., Se^pt, 19.—Editor Forest and
Sti'eam: The old Scottish proverb which sayp, "Hawka
suldna pike out hawks een," seems to me applicable to
the case of Mr. A. N, Cheney and "Old Sam." Perhaps
I ought to have written "Judge" Cheney; but we anglers
are all judges—after a sort—and I know "Old Sam" is a
judge, for I have camped and fished with him enough to
know that when he sees fit to lay down the law there is

no appeal from his decisions. " Who shall decide when
doctors disagree?" One of the judges in this case being
scientifically accurate, a compromise seems the only way
out of the complication.
Mr. Cheney's picture of the pike is exactly what my

experience says it should be, but so is .Judge Sam's
description; and the deadly accuracy with which I have
seen him awing a 3ft, "Muntle" when he chanced to have
a luckless pickerel within its sweep, leads me to observe
extreme caution in dealing with this matter.
As the old darky said "befo' de wah'' of the North and

South: "Better git a copiiermise, if it cos' a hunderd
dollar.'' Kelpik,

Sea Bass off Iiong' Island.

The sloop Ella, Capt. Henry Cornell, took our party of
six recently for a day's fishing. We trolled from Barren
Island to Long Beach, but the bluefish were away from
their usual grounds, and we then cast anchor over a
sunken wreck some four miks from shore and fished for
sea bass. Of these sturdy fish we caught in about two
hours over a hundred, and they were all fair-sized,
weighing from ^ to 31bs. The wind springing up and the
sea getting rough prevented further sport.
The sea bass much resembles the black bass of fresh

waters. Anglers miss the fascinating though dangerous
leaping of the latter, although, as the fishing is carried on
in 40 to 50Et. of water, and the fish is fairly exhausted
before reaching the surface, perhaps the action is sccord-
ingly less conducive to heart disease. W. H. R.

A Lake Ontario Whitefish.

Mr. Fkank J. Amsden was this morning presented a
whitefish weighing Bibs., caught last night in Lake On-
tario near Webster (outside the mile limit). The capture
of this monster shows that the delicious whitefish is not
extinct in Lake Ontario, and furni^^hes great encourage-
ment to enthusiasts on fishcuhure like Mr. Amsdf n and
his associates of the Cheaper Fish Food Association of
New Yoxk.—Boehester Union and Advertiser, Sept. 19.

No Politics Here.
YouE publication is the only one that sfforda me un-

qualified delight at this time, as there i« not one echo of
politics in it. All the others have "tariff," "reciprrcity,"
"force bill,'" id est omne genus, ad nauserjim,, Akefae.

A .JEWFiSH, weighing when caught 4501bs., and 6ft.

lOin. long, caught at Sarasota Pass, Fla., has been pre-
sented to the Virginia Military Institue, at Lexington.

fisticuUur^.

Hermaphrodite Trout.
The FMiing Rmette contains an account by Mr. T. An-

drews, of London, ot a brown trout which has been pro-
nounced an hermaphrodite. Both eggs and milk were taken
from the fish, and about 950 of the eggs were impregnated
and hatched out. The fi.sh was sent to Prof. Stewart, of the
Royal College of Surgeons, who corroborated the oh.sprva-
tion upon the rearing of healthy young from the self-fer-
tilized eggs, and announced that the fish was fundamentally
a male, possessing genital diicts, though the greater part of
the genital glands had acquired an ovarian structure.
We do not know of a parallel to. this case in the salmon

family, but hermaphrodites occur in .several other familie.s
of fishe.s.

F I XTU RES.
DOfi SHOWS.

Sept. 26 to 30.—fincheater Kenuel Club, at Roctiester , N. \' . Dr.
O. S Bs ruber, Sen'y.
Sept. 27 to .SO,—Dog Shn-sv at Ottawa, Can. Alfred Geddes, Se-^'y.
Oct. i to 8.—EleYt-nth Anmial Dog sjhow of tlie Danbury Agri-

cultural Society, Danbury. Conn. B. C. Lynes, Sec'y.
Oct. 25 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Olub, at Omaha, Neb. E, L.

Marston. Sec'v.
Nov. to 35,—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
1893.

.tan. 5.—Gloversville, N, Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'f.
Feb. 21 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, New Vork city. Jab

MortimPT, Supt.
June 13 to 17.— World's Ffiir, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y,

FIELD TRIALS.

Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Be^elft Club,
at Nanupt, N. Y. Bench show ot the club Oct. 24. H. V7 -Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
Nov. 7 —International Field Trials Club, third annual trials, at

Chatham, Out. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 5.
W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nnv. 7.-Unitpd St . ,

T. MadiFor, Indianapolis, Ird., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England Field TrialB, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry, New Haven. Oonri., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Olub, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Baird. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Sen'y.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. a.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C, Col. Ode IJ,

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J . M.
Ki'garif, Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumby, Sec'y.
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KINGSTON DOG SHOW.
TvtL& pretty little town was the sceae of a goodly gather-

ing of botli Canadian and Araerican exhibitoris last week.
The show commenced Seiit. l!l an(] continued nutil the 3;?d.

It IS not explained why t ne Canadian show manac^ers luive

taken into their heads to onmnience their exbibitious on the

first day of the week, but it certainly is about the moat in-

convenient day for the exliibitors. For those <;oming a
distance it entails Sunday traveling, and this with dogs in

tow is not an unadulterated pleasure. The good old plan of

Tuesday to Friday, as lonu- as we are to have four days
shows, can not be imiiroved upon.
As iHirfcber notes on the show will be found in "Dog Chat"

Twill merely remark here that the judues, Messrs. Andrew
Laidlaw, W'. Tallman and Dr. Wesley Mills did their work
in a conscientious, paiust«king manner, though the two
latter in sereral cases. In judging dogs with which they do
not pretend to be familiar, prn^d on tbs Hide of leniency*
and in terrier?;, breeds of dogs Mr. Tallinau does not feel

altogether at home in, the dogs were not placed as they
should have been, and in proper order will try and tell your
readers why. The dogs enteral -i^nml^ered :it;2, and consider-
ing that no"' puppy classes were ott'eiLd, the result was quite
gratifying, when the fact of another show, Grand Bapids,
being "held at the same time, is taken into consideration. I

will now pass on to a review of the awards in the order of
the catalogue.
MASTlFKs— ./Jr. .l/lHs, ./(U/f/c—One entry, and this was

named Attraction, the winner at Toronto, she needs more
depth of body and her bead is not short or sijuaro enough.
I espected to see more and bet ter entries in this breed.
ST. BERK"AKDfi—r>r. MiHA, ../!/(/(/(.'.—There are really not

Very many St. Bernards in Canadfci. and I was thex'efore not
surprised to tlnd pretty nearly the same faces, to a lesser ex-
tent, at this show. In the catalogue the t-oUgh and smooths
were classed to.eether) but this being obviously un.just, a
division was made. Aristocrat was again the solitary chal-
lenge entry. Then in open rough dogs Lord Melrose had
nothin.g to do but walk into the ring and out again for his
premier award; Baldus, the secoml winner, being a long-
faced, light-colored dog without type of any sort, be should
not have been mentioned as a proper St. Bernard, his sire is

unknown, and perhaps it is Just as well, but the catalogue
say.s plainly that he had a mother, and that is some comfort;
Oneida, his litter brotheri captured he, why, I cannot tell,

probably because he was even of a worse color than the other
dog, a sort of lightdivHr orange, a iight eyed, snipy-faced
dog; giving honorable mention to .such do.g3 is, I think, one
of the very reasons w^hy a judge should in some cases give n.s

a report of his classes. ' Mr. Marshall, when he put the gin
ger-raced C. O. D. back at i^ew York, told us that he thought
she was a freak of the albino order, this can be understood,
but the rub comes wdien the judge gives a dog a prize that
has no type whatever and shows some cross breed. lam
speaking now in a general way, not purposely at Dr. Mills.

Lady Grlariwyn this time occupied her proper place at the
head of affairs. Mi.ss Anne coming next, with Altonette
correctly placed third-; 1 think this bitch's head isimproviug
with age, and coiild she be .got into good coat and fill out
considerably in body she would rank well up, as her limbs
al'e capital and just what we want. I have been a little hard
on her probably, and had she not been the medium of a little

"squeezing" I should not have perhaps judged her from so

high a plane. With G-lenisla and Queen Vic absent, the
smooths came on and Melrose took one more step toward the
challenge row— the i'ea.5on he is doing Canada this fall.

Miss Alton took another blue ribbon, not "to tie up her
bonny brown hair" but with frn eye to challenge honors.
GlSKYiloVNDS—Br. MiUs, ./«(/(/c.—Rather a drop from

Toronto and a falling oiS from last year, Mr. Purbeck's team
supplying four of the total .seven." Gem of the Season and
Bestwood Daisy win in the challentie class and Gem of
course was ungallaut enoughto go ahead of his kennel mate.
Pious Pembroke I think just about qualified for the chal-
lenge class in open dogs: he was in nice shape but his en-

tered competitor was absent. The hitch class gave rise to

keen competition, for Jetsam and Lilly of Gainsborough
fought their Toronto battle over again with Jetsam again
"thrown up" the winner, Lilly losing a good deal in skin
condition. Clio, third, was the winner last year, though
that is little commendation; she looked a light-waisted com-
moner to day. These were all the greyhounds entered.
13p:agxes— IT. Tallina n . J iff/f/e.—After Toronto the classes

here looked mean. The challenge dogs had one entry. The
Rambler, a trifle big in head: he was round the shows last

spring. Open dogs introduced us to some new faces from
the '"Kreuder Homestead," toward which all beagle-eyed
owners will be turned next month, or .should be. Jack Row-
ell furnished the winner, a fair type; muzzle should be
sqttarer, skull of nice shape, forelegs, however, are not
straight enough, body is O. K, but coat soft. Ranger, sec-

ond, is big, and his muzzle is not strong enough, weak be-

fore the eye and forelegs are not straight. Bob Krueger
could not exiisct to do better with his round skull and
faulty front. Another from th^ R.oekland Kennel, Keenan-
uan, was returned the winner in the ue.vt class; she has
Some faults, too, despite her prominent position; her feet

turn out a bit. muzzle weak before the eye, nice body and
capital coat, a smart little hound with not enough brush.

Butterfly, the other entry, was absent. It is funny the merry
little beagle is not appreciated in Canada. In my trip into

the country I saw some very likely grt)und that a pack would
be sure to give a good account of themselves in.

ENCtLISH Settees— H'. Tallman . J /cic/f.—Just a fair entry,

ISdgemark again being the only aspirant for challenge hon-
ors. The Toronto winner. Sultan, added another blue rib-

bon to his collar in the open dog class. By the way, his

owner writes me that an injustice was done his dog by the
reflection cast upon his parentage on the sire's side. There
was a mistake in the catalogue. Mr. Walsh now tells me
that the sire was bred Iw the Detroit Kennel Club, and is by
Kota, A. K. C. S. B. 3,4.54:. It would serve no good purpose
here to give reasons for any slight I may have cast on
the dog's parentage last week; suffice to say, the dog wins
on his own merits, .iand as his owner says, his "ped" is

"0. K., why, everything is all right again. Our old friend,

Ben Hur of Riverview— 1 know Mr. Taylor, his owner, did

not choose this name, Imt sincerely hope the name after this

may be allowed to relapse into innocuous desuetude; Locks-

ley IL, with his coarseness and .flat head, was some distance

behind in merit, though in third plwce; Hir Harold, vhc., is

faulty in head and running gear. Forest Louise was picked

out as the winner in bitches. She is nicely put to.gether on

good legs and feet, with a good quality head; Maid of Kent
was not far behind her. not so good in muzzle, and skull a

"little coarse, but not a bad head by any means, legs ana teet

of the best, no feathering and out ot coat. In novices ih)

the winners were the same as cnmniemed on; Earl he, is

big, lathy and rather of Irish appearance: Jack the Kipper,

horrid name for a dog that has the beniga countenance oi

;an English setter, was also an entry. It does seem tunny

that some folks have not the slighte.st idea ot the proprieties

in nomenclature. ^ , ,t„ -r • i.

Irish Settees- Tf. Tallma .Jitt/r/c—The Irishmen were

the best classes in the show, just about, and the challenge

class for dogs and bitches contained no less than eight en-

tries, thouen some were absent, and all present were at

Toronto. Of course the class was divided and champion
Tim had no chance to share the honors with any one In

bitches, however, champion Laura R., looking like a two-

year-old, disposed of Elfreda's i^ret-ensions onceniore. Then
came open dogs (t>). The issue was soon seen to he between

Pride of Patsey and Montauk, Jr., but was never in doubt,

Pride's good "head and body put Montauk a slow second.

Stoco, third, has quite a nice head and Montauk only beats
him in body, good legs and feet. Ellfiin, vhc, was placed
over his kennel mate, Elfrus, this time; the former is not
square enough in muzzle and legs should be straighter.

Elfrus is a bit long cast and head needs better modeling.
In open (il), in the absence of Rose Sarsfieid, Olaremont
Heather was placed at the head of affairs, and over Irene,

too, a reversal of the Toronto decision that I think was jus-

titu'd. Tho\igh Clareraont loses in muzzle, she has better
body and running gear. The novice entries (5) have all been
written on with the exception of Madcap II., whose feet

come together in front and has a dorny, round skull.

t:}(>iU)6j< Setteus.— IV. Tallraaii J\i<lije.—A poor edition

of Toronto; challenge class divided to fit, Leo B. taking one
diploma and Duchess of Waverly the other, it would be
almo.^.t an insult to either of thpm to speak of their appear-
ance, they are sucli "regulars," but Leo B. wa.s in rare shape
and emphasized it by taking a "niu.scular" special. Open
dogs Cij, Mount Royal Hush though smutty in tan again
a.5serted his better quality over Duke of Wellington, whose
dark coarse head is against him, Mt. Royal Spruce is a
Roman-nosed weed and was left out in the cold through a
brother to the winner. In bitches (.5), Lad y Gordon^ added
another to her list and her g
the honor. Princess Louise as at Toronto followed up
second, tan smutty and muzzle not O. K, Third went 1o

Mount Royal Wanda, who has not enough stop, and Floss

vhc, from the same kennel, has a similar fault in head and
tan is too light. Myra C. is small, light tan and faulty in
head, a good reniove from the winners.
Poi:<TERS— II'. Tnlliiidii, .7 »r/,(/f:.—This bred did not show

up in any great numbers, nor yet was the quality anything
to boast' of. Mr. Davey's kennel was not represented—as
he remarked to me once, "He had sfot beyond the stage of

showing at little shows " Devon Nell was the only one to

uphold the challenge division and she is getting on in

years, but she has merited the honors of the past. Rock IT.

won again in open dogs <2], Donovan again pla.ying second
fiddle; both were criticised in Toronto report. The quality

in the bitch class (4) was hardly so good. Chaira proved
the winner, and she is by no means goods, muzzle snipy

and eye light, otherwise 'she is fairly good and won well

over juuo, who Is throaty and niuz:',le not of correct shape,

chest and ribs not developed suitiriently. Smut M., he, is

a dark liver, something of a commoner. IMvolity. I

thouffht. should have had at ipmm^ ttr^vp, letters till the judge

(|uality, but is too slightly built, and very short of coat:

Metchley Bob, vhc, is altogether too thick in skull, nice
legs. Bitches (4) had Bertha II. for the winner; .she is

small and has too much stop, and does not stand quite true
in front; Crissey, second, from the same kennel, Seminole's,
has big ears, muzzle too .scooped out, is small-sized and out
of coat entirely, but shows a good deal of quality; Dudley
Chris is light in bodv, with a fair type of bead.

BiTLl.DOtJS— IK I'aUman. J iidt:it'.~(J a\y two on the bench,
Carisbrook won in dog.s and I jiidy Venus in the other class,

both at Toronto.
Biij.i, Terriers— li'. Tallman, Judde.— Quite a brave

show. Champion Starlight, looking a little gro.ss, was alone
in challenge division. The open class was a mixed one, and
the winner, Comet II., I thought should have given way to

the vhc. winner, Loumont Kit, as he has a eommonish
head, no chest, heavy in shoulders, a coarse dog. Chatham
Pfluce, second, has a better head, good e.ye, but is rather
cheeky. Grove Duchess, though thick and heavy in shoul-
ders, keeps her head well and is well shaped in body and
legs and should have been in front of the winners. The class

should have been just turned round.

I 1 + i„./r 1 a,ivr < ,„-,i,-,n aririBH F()X-Terriek.s— IF. Ta77y/( '(7), •/«'?(/(:.—Quite an entry of
°
JnnH ^f. i?tv f n 1 V enlit^ed he to tJ^^se dogs, with Blemton Trump the challenge winner. In

a- good quahty full entity
do|s (7) the judge reversed the Toronto decision in

ise as at Toronto followed up a fair i
j^l^^.^^

blemton Rattler over Beverwyck Punster. There
is little between them; both are high on the leg and rather
big, and both have the same fullness in skull. I like Pun-
ster better for the position; he is a little more the terrier.

Calchas, third, is faulty in front, ears large, light eye and a
rather coarse head, nice body. Seacroft Bourbon and Rideau
Rivet are just ordinary and correctly placed. In bitches (7).

Grouse it. reversed Toronto awards by beating Hillside
Baroness; she loses a little in skull, but I think is more than
equal in bone, front and body. Seacroft Eu.ss has a nice
head, marred by peculiar marking; good body and ears; and
Dudley Slave, vhc, has seen her best day; snipy and ears not
well carried, body good, Damson, vhc, is round in skull
and ears not carried well. R,osa, Jr., he, is weedy. The
novice class had that smart youngster My Fellow for win-
ner. He is well ahead of Calchas in nearly every particular.

Suffolk Teaze, the wire, loses in head. In wifes that good-
headed Suffolk Trimmer was placed over the Toronto win-
ner, and I thought correctly so; the latter's head has no
length , and he is altogether too "fuzzy." Teaze was third.

Scotch, Skve and Dakdie DraMOST Terriers— IF. Tall-

inan, ,/»r7f/e.—Sir Stafford once more graced the challenge
class without competition. Then came one of the nastiest

classes for a man to judge—fancy eighteen Scotch, Skye and
Dandies in one class', and sexes together. The judge should
have demanded a division by breeds instead of sexes; as it

was, some good dogs were bound to be left in the cold of the
vhc. crowd. After a lot of sorting the judge placed the
Dandie Roger first, but this place should have been reserved
for Amphion, as far as Dandies were concerned, better and
stronger in head, front and coat more than equal as Roger
is out at elbow. Scotch Hot came .second, but her muzzle is

too snipy. Endcliffe Maggie, third, one of the best-headed
Skyes, but out at elbow and short of coat. Reserve went to

Islay's Skye, who was in good coat, bit too straight in face,

but good in front; she will be well up in her own class:

then came a lot of vhc.'s, some of which should have been
m the money. Prairie Flower, a Skye. has a record on the
other side, but she is not strong enough in muzzle, and feet

come together in front. Heather Madge deserved more than
he, and so did Laird of the Heather, but then what could
the judge do:-' I would have placed Amphion lirst, May
second. Laird of the Heather, Endcliffe Maggie or Scotch
Hot. third, and the rest vhc.

Irish, BEOLraciTON and Airedales— IF. 'i'</l?,7/wt/(-, Jadge.
—Another formidable looking lot by breeds on paper, but
luckily Irish terriers had the field to them.selvcs. Salem
Witch proved the winner where Jack Briggs should have
scored well in hand; the smutty-faced Hanover Boy should
have .given way to Gultees, who was a clear second, cleaner

in head and with better front, fair coat. Hanover Boy should
have been third and Salem Witch reserve, though too high
in skull and snipy in muzzle; an uncropped one. Commis-
sariat, reserve, is snipy. leggy and not .straight in front.

Tibbie, vhc, has quite a good head and deserved her letters.

With seven entries the class should have been divided.

Black And Tan Terriers— TF. Tallinan, Judge—Sir
Wallace had no Sultans to bother him this week and
took the blue instead of the red. Sexes were undivided in

the next class (5), Salisbury proved the winner, though
Louie, vhc , should have had that position, and the dog
second, the bitch is better in head markings and tail and
general build; third went to Rochelle Topaz, who is much
too dark, this prize should have gone to English Lady, from
the same kennel, who beats in head, tan markings and body;

Lady Don, with rich tan and good head, legs and body-
quite a promising youngster—should have been close to

third; Rosette, second, should have had about reserve here,

too big, coarse in head and tan not defined enough on legs.

Tor Sj'Aniels— IF. Tallman. .Judge— Toronto Royal
Duke, well known, was properly placed over Royal Roy,
faulty in tan but head well .shaped; Topsy, third, is also well

known and correctly placed; Romeo, the Prince Charlie,

though large, deserved vhc, but got nothing.
PU(is-TF. Taliiiian, ./ adyc.-Bonsor and Bob Ivy met again

with the same result. In open dogs (4) Dixie could not be
denied, for Meddler, second, loses in muzzle and body.
Dandy, Jr., third, is too big in muzzle and very light in

fawn, besides he is several sizes too large. Bitches (4), Mid-
get won nicely from Mint, who.se muzzle is good, but skull

could be fuller to advantage. Miss Penrice is a black-

headed, heavy-eared puppy, and Baby Ruth is of the same
stamp.
Foxhounds— IF. Ta7,ly/i (Ml, Judge— [2) Jip, that was at

Toronto, won with something to spare in head and front

over Curtis's Jack.
Miscellaneous—Dr. MilU, Judge—Hem was a turn up.

First went to Fritz K., the dachshund, that is not a good
one by any means, too short-headed and bodied. Second
went to another dog ot Ben Lewis's, Biglow, the poodle, a
poor wooly coated sort. And third to a wheel-backed, coat-

less deerhouud, that a c. card would have been ample for.

Servanates, vhc, the wolfhound, shoirld have been well in

front of all, the dachshund second and the Pomeranian,
,Iumbo, third. In bitches (4) the wolfhound Flodeyka
rightly won, closely pressed by Jessie Victoria, the dachs-
hund, with the whippet Boston Model, third, and a moder-
ate Yorhshire, Jenny, vhc. This class was all right.

H. W. LAGV.
SPECIAL.

Handler with largest nnmber of f'oga—Ben Lewis; second, Geo.
S.Thomas. BrSt dog or bitch in Kiueaton or Froutenac county.
A. E. Elmer's Sir Wallace. Best Irish water spaniel (4) J. C.

Nichols's Marguerite. Best kennel of collies, Seminole Kennela.
Best mover snd dog with best limbs inmastiUs and St. Bernards,
E.H.Moore's Melrose. Best greyhound in open classes, A. W.
Purbeck's Pious Pembroke. Best beagle in challenge classes,

Ruckland Kennels' The Rambler. Best brace of fox-terriers, A
D. Stewart's Hillside Baroness and My Fellow. Best setter in
show, Francis S. Brown's Edgemark. Best kennel of Dandie
Dinmoats, E. Broolss. Best Irish sorter in novice and Kingston-
Kingston and Bancroft Kennels' Ma'icap 11. Best pointer owned
by member of Kingston Kennel Club -Kingston and Bancroft
Fennels' Bell Bird. Best Gordon in show, Dr. Dixon's Leo B.

Best cocker spaniel. Ancient and Modem Spaniel Kpnnels' Fascin-

ation. Best cocker in novi"e classs; Same kennels' Troublesome.
Best kennel. Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kf-nneL Bebt'fox-terrier

owned in Canada in novice claas. A. D. Stewart's My Fellow.
Best black and tan terrier owned by member of K. K. C , A. E.

Elmer's Sir Wallace. Dog with best muscular condition, Dr.
Dixon's Gordon setter Lpo B. Bsst four setters in show, Seminole
Kennels' Irish setters. Best kennel of Scotch or Skye terriers,

Toons and Symonda'' Scotch terriers.

Mr. G. Bell's Fascis ation,

Wluuer Spaniel Club Cup. Tofouto. IS!

drew attention to her eyes, on one of which is a cataract, or

something of the sort, Avhich has, in a slight measure, re-

tarded the development of that side of the head; still an he.

would have done no harm. The novices were made up of

entries from the other classes, with the exception of Bell

Bird, third, whose thick skull and sour expression of eye,

heavy shoulders and drooping quarters, should hardly have
placed him over Donovan, vhc.

Great Danes—I>r. Mills. J lulge —On\j one for compe-
tition and that was one of the Toronto winners, a poor one

all over, as stated last week. ^ -n.
Spaniels — .A /I f7rcio Laidlaw, Judge—Mr, Laidlaw I

know is one of the oldest exhibitors, but I believe this was
the first time he had ever donned the .spaniel "ermine," and
he did good work with the material at hand, which was a

little mixed in type. Iri.sh water spaniels had the Toronto
winner Dan Rice again to the fore with no competitor.

Marguerite won easily fir.st in the female division, her better

head, topknot and capitally feathered legs being very notice-

able over Biddy Donnelly, who, though she sports the

cleanest tail, is deficient in other good points, such as

straitrhtness of forelegs, etc. Darby, the Toronto winner,

was the onlv Clumber present.
, , .

Field spaniels (3) found Queenie, a nice hver bitch, first,

being better in head and body than the Roman-nosed
Wonder, Sport, third, has a plain, toyi.sh head, and coat is

inclined to curl.
. , ,, ,

Then came some quality m the cocker challenge cla.ss,

which was divided bv sex, Fascination winning in dogs and
Amazement in her division. Old ch. Brant was out for

specials only. In open, black dogs (2) Dono, a fairish sort,

spoken of last week, secured the ribbon over Jay Kay, who
has a better front, is plain in muzzle and high m skull, but

in body beats the other, and especially so in quality. In

bitches we were given a reversal, Rideau Flossie turning the

Toronto tables on Troublesome. I don't see how this can be

when condition and everything is counted. Flossie may be

of sterner material, but she loses to the other in muzzle
slightly, body, and especially coat: Voto, third, loses m
skull and front to the others; reserve went up over Molly
Bawn, who has a coming field spaniel head, no cocker type;

Lillie, he, has a poor head, round skull and muzzle not flat.

In any other color, challenge, ch. Red Jacket deserved his

ribbon, he looked brilliant. In the open dog class another

red, Red Obo, who is dish-faced and crooked in front, was
placed over a capitally made dog, a bit high on leg perhaps;

he was unfortunately found dead in his stall thethird morn-

ing of the show: Red Fellow, third, has too much stop and
is long in skull. In bitches (2) Cherry Ripe, rather toyish

in build, was placed over Lady, thus showing hardly a con-

sistency of type compared to other awards; of course. Lady
is more of the working type, but well built. >;iearly all the

novice aspirants have been noticed, and here Troublesome
winning, leaves her novitiate.

Collies— IF. Tullmcm, -Jurtrjc—Not by any means so

good a gathering as at Toronto, and Roslyn Dandy, out of

coat, won the challenge dog prize, with kennel mate Metch-

ley Surprise the winner in her divi,sion. Then came a tug

in open dogs (6) between Wellesbourne Charlie and Gonrad
II. : both are well coated for the season and were put down
in splendid shape, but the "Toronto novice^' scores slightly

in head, better skull and more cleanly chiseled before the

eye. Conrad's body I like better. Charlie gets the verdict

on general style and action; it is very close, and condition

will always be an important factor between them; Samson,
third, is some distance behind, ears hang down, narrow-
chested, rather a well shaped head, but a bit common in

expression, in fair coat; Chi-ysolite, reserve, shows more
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THE GRAND RAPIDS DOG SHOW.
The first annual bench show of the Western Michigan

Kennel Clnb was held at Grand Rapids, Mich., beginning
Sept. 20, and ending on the 33d, lander the anspice.s of the
Western Michigan Agricultural and Industrial Society.
The officers of the kennel club labored under many disad-
Tantages in arranging for the show and in conducting it, as
the officers of the Agricultural and Industrial Society had
little faith in it as a whole, while some were actively opposed
to it. They did not consider it an attraction or a benefit to
the fair. How incapable good business men sometimes are
in estimating the value of matters out.side their own every-
day experience was never better demonstrated than at the
Society's fair. Among all the attractions x'l'esented, the
horse racing included, none compared with the dogs in
drawing a crowd. Ou Wednesday and Thur.sday, the aisles
were literally packed with a throng eagerly curious, from
early morning till the show closed at night, and so constant
was the dense ci-owd that the reporters gave up all attempts
to look the dogs over on those days. There was no addi-
tional charge made to see the dogs.
So great was the success that there was already under

cou,sideration a plan for doubling the space allotted to the
dogs, and making the dog show a permanent feature, run-
ning it on broader lines in every way, and charging a small
additional fee to those who desire to see the dogs.
The Gi'eat Danes were constantly inquired for, and were

unifornaly called Russian bloodhounds by the inquirers.
The §5,000 dog also excited great inquiry, that dog being the
celebrated pointer Ossian.
The quality of the dogs was quite good, better by far than

the average first attempt of clubs.
The officers were most attentive and painstaking, and con-

sidering that it was a first attempt it was well managed.
The show was kept throughly disinfected, but might have
been tidier. There were not enough attendants to do the
work properly, but this again bad an easy explanation
in the caution of the society io expending too much on the
show. The building was distressingly close and warm when
so crowded, but arrangements will be made for the free.st
ventilation of the next show. The dogs were fed on Austin's
dog bread.
The president, Mr. Eugene Gla.ss. the vice-president, Mr.

Ghas. K. Turner, the secretary, Mr. Geo. B. Thomas, Mr. H.
Dale Adams and other officers worked diligently in con-
ducting all the details.
There were 179 entries catalogued, but a nuuiber were

absent, and some were present but not catalogued.
Mr. John Davidson judged the sporting classes and Great

Danes: Mr. Roger Williams judged greyhounds and fox-
hounds, and Mr Frank C. Wheeler judged the non-sporting
classes. AH gave good satisfaction, yefc one judge could
have easily handled all the classes and saved the club the
additional expen.se.
The weather was close and sultry on the first three days.

A heavy rain fell on Friday afternoon.
The club held a meeting on Wednesday eveniue and ti-ans-

acted business of a routine character. The judges of the
show were elected to honorary membership, and' about 20
ajjplications for membership were received. In the matter
of field trials, a new committee was appointed, with full
power to act in making all arrangements for the club's trials
next No\'emher.

It was .said tjjHt the club received entries up to the open-
ing of the show, thus receiving them after the published
date of closing, and some complications with the A. K. C.
were hinted at in consequence.
Mastiffs.—But one mascifE was shown, and he was ordi-

nary, taking second in the dog class, first being withheld.
St. BeknAuds.- They were inferior specimens. Leo, light

in bone, narrow skull and poor hind legs, had a walk over
in open dogs. Two bitches competed, Princess .Josephine
won first easily, though her hind legs are faulty. Queen
Agnes, second, has a light, weak head, poor hind legs, and
hardly de.served the second prize. There were no smooth-
coats on exhibition.
Great Danes.—A remarkably good exhibit of this breed

wasmade, although Melac and Pedro, the challenge entries,
were absent. In dogs Favor, a superior dog, having a grand
head and excellent legs and feet, on which he stood squarely,
an upstanding, spirited-looking fellow, took first easily.
Brutus, straight hindlegs and light body, an average speci-
men, took second. Open bitches had five competitors, of
which Lenta proved the winner; she is a good bitch, but
was .shown too thin in flesh and is light in barrel. Kelpie
second, is flat in ribs, legs straight and strong, and feet
good. Young Pearl took the reserve; quite a good puppy
Charmion, vhc, w on the coarse side. Young Pearl was
easily first in puppies, but was afterward protested and dis-
qualified for being over age. E hoebe, second, is liaht is bar-
rel and ordinary. The disqualification of Young Pearl gave
Rhoebe fi -St place.
Geethound.s.—Master Rich, well known as a winner had

no conapetition in the challenge class. He was looking
well. King Dick, a strong, well-built dog, with a slight
tendency to coarseness, was an easy winner of fir.st in the
dog class. He has good bone and muscular development
showing tbe mature form of an aged dog, though but little
over a year old. Montezuma, second, is flat-ribbed with a
tendency to weediness. He had a walkover in the puppv
class. Jumper, the only remaining en;-,ry, had goitre, which
destroyed his chance.s of winning anything. In bitches.Lady Olivia won over Leonie, the latter having remarkable
control ot her ears, one of which she carripd erect at timesShe was far better than the winner, with the exception ofthe fault mentioned. Lady is light in bone and sprung toomuch in nbs, and is lacking in symmetry. Prim vh^ is
pig-] awed. ' ,

Psovois.—There was but one, and that one was for exhi-
bition only. He is owned by Mr. Roger Williams, who had

H0XH0UND,s.—Five dogs competed. Roger II, won firstHe IS throatiy, is deficient somewhat in symmetry, yet is afairly good hound. Toot, second, is coarse. Willie H reserve was out of condition, being too thin in flesh; but' for

a ^^^^^S^t-''^'''™ '^^"^

m^n^YT^^^-~'^^''''^7^^^ ^ ^a^^'^y Sood exhibit of pointersMack II., a coarse dog, won first iu heavy dogs Dutohsecond, IS better in head, legs and feet than the dinner aiadlooked superior to him. Mack is cheeky, coars*^ in headand ha.s lumbery shoulders. Duke, third, is tuo high onlegs, and IS coarse somewhat; good iu legs and feet Inheavy bitches Lord Graphic'. Gem. a fai?ly Jood coarse

doat ' "ofM^-^'-
^-^^^^'J' specimen, in light-wefght

Thr=,Lh ?L 1

^^'^ Sood back and head,
hni,?

ttie latter is not clean cut. neck a bit short, and
SeJroW^''''^^*^^'''''' went to R dje
h«l «?f,n'Ji^'

^^^".^ '^^^ ^'^^"^ f^f- Hal Pointer. thi?d

IS ve?v'° h.t1f ^.f f
was shown too lean. HeIS veiy nicely built, good legs, feet, body, back loin

hit f.h
" fiiViV' i" "T" ™=^lj' o^'er Minetta, a good all-round

^i;^n^ already mentioned, took first in puppies

lean necTwlfr/r ^l^'^^^^'
excellent, well-ribbe^d b^ody:

feeet awf L^i °''«^^°''^'^'^^'-'^S^ straight and strong
c?ass Ben r ^FJ"^- «^^r^^

puppies competed in the bitchClass, Bell G. being first, andHattie L., plain in head, fore-

feet a little open, was second. There was a class for black
pointers, iii which Don Fish-el won first without compe-
tition.

BmCtLish Setters.—A very good .showiug was made in
these classes. Max Noble, who took first iu open dogs, was
closely pressed by Tony Gl.qdstone, the latter being better
ribbed, better iu back, loin, quarters and hindlegs, but gives
way-to the winner in shoulders and neck. Both have heads
which could be improved upon. Tony has not a good car-
riage of stern- Third went to Paul Hill: ho does not stand
square in front and is only fair in front. Two dogs. Diamond
and Dash S., entered not for competition, were .shown inthis
class. Both are by Druid, and are said to be the only living
representatives sired by that famous dog. In bitches. Miss
Frost took the honors. She was mentioned last week.
Daisy of Riverview. second, was not in her stall when I
looked for her. Flirt, third, was. not in good condition.
She is a good bitch, long cast and head on the co,irse order.
The rest of the class was about average. In puppies, Bob
Carroll won over Ben Mark, both being only fair in merit.
In bitch puppies, two competed. Belle and Sweetness, win-
ning iu the order named, and were subsequently protested
and disqualified for beiog under age.
Irish SliTTFrjK,—This exhibit avis remarkably good, the

Oak Grove Kennels being particularly noticeable for the
superiority of its dogs" and their excellent condition. Duke
Elcho was without competition in the challenge class. In
bitches, Norna won over Edna H., both well known. In open
dogs, Kildare Glenmore was first. He also i^ well known.
Tom Owen, second, is plain in head, but has a well-i-ibbed
good body, stands on good legs aud ftet, and has fair svm-
metry. Mike, third, is a coarse dog. In bitches, No. 200 is
the winner, but, as there was no such number in the cata-
logue, I fail to identify her. Rock Elcho won over Nixon in
puppies, and both were ordinarv. Wannetta, a common
one, had no competition in the bitch class of puppies.
Gordon Setters,—These dogs were much better than an

average lot. First went to Trade, short aud blocky in head;
shoulders a bit lumbery. excellent body, legs and feet; color
a good black and tan. 'Louie S., second, has bad knees and
is about an average one otherwise. Don, third, is long cast.
Fly M. easily took fir.st in bitches. She is well made and
symmetrical. Belle R ,

third, has a pale tan, is sprung too
much in ribs, but carries her nine year.^ well. Third went
to Princess Bess, too wide in ribs. Louie S took first in
puppies over Leo's Boy. the latter large in knee, narrow in
head and showing weediuess. Bitch puppies numbered three
and were about average,
CoLLiES.--SirWalter Scott IT., well known, took first in

Nellie, quite a fair bitch, won in her class. Highland Ruth
had nn coiJiiietition in the puppy class.

B(iLL-'L'i;i:ErERa.—The well-known Diifi'erin had a walk-
over in the challenge clas.s. Two competed in the open class.
Crisp taking first. He is cheeky, is light iu body and does
not stand .straight on his letr.s. Roval II. i.s only a fair
specimen. In bitches, Countess of Dufferin, first, is light in
body, but is young and undeveloped. She won fir.st m the
puppy class over Cri=p.
Field Spam rls.—Toledo Snap had no competition. He

is light iu bone iu forelegs and stands a trifle high.
CocuiiR Spaniels.—Beudigo won eisily over Brownie, the

latter light and pinched in muzzle, widciu frontandtoo fat.
The remaining two, Black Prince and Brocli's Boy, were
ordinary. In bitches, Woodstock Dot f uok flr.st over Kate
W., Prittou Brevity, the reserve, and Gypsey Queen, vhc,
an ordinary lot.

Dachsuunds.—Lina L., a well known winner, won with-
out competition in the challenge claSfi, One entry was
shown in the open dog class, but it was so poor a specimen
the prize was withheld.
CiiESAPEAKEH.—Two very poor specimens of Chesapeake

Bay dogs were shown, Shot and Dell, each winning in its
class.

C'LUiMBER Spaniels.—With the exception of Our Joan,
the exhibit was poor, the remaining two. Punk and Our
Judy, being ordinary, and all were out of condition.
Beagles.—June M. had a walk over in challenge class.

Growner, first in open dogs, was thin and in poor condition.
He is a fairly good beagle, a bit ligh.ly made. Pomp,
second, is light in bone and was shown too fat, Bitches
were a mixed lot, but fair in quality. Snow was easily the
bestiu the class; she has a plain bead. Little Spottie and
Runa, second and third, were about the average.
Fox-Terkiers.—London Risk, first over Stormy, is a bit

cheeky. Rosa Canina, a well-known bitch, had no com-
petition in her class.
Irish Terriers.—But one was shown, Nora, out of coat,

and light ^n bone and body.
Puos.—Eberhart's Cashier won iu the challenge class

without competition. Open dogs had three, the well-known
Patsy Bolivar taking the honors. Babe S., carrying a little
too much flesh, was a good second. He is quite 'a good pug,
but is deficient in markings. Sara Bernhardt won first iu
bitches. She is well known. Pansy's Judy, a fair bitch,
took second. Sir Douglass and Virginia won in the dog and
punpy classes.
Whippets.—Three were shown, Maggie, Ben and Nancy

Hanks.
Miscellaneous.—A Bedlingtou won first, and Jano sec-

ond, and Midge, third, were of a niiscellan.eous order

LIST OF AWARDS.
WATERS,

MASTIFFS.-lst, withheld: Sd, A. V. Cnchran'rf Cerf Vola.
ST. BEKN^AI^lDS.—R0UGH-C0AiED--i>)y,'.-; IsT, O. A. Ball's Leo

Bitches. 1st and 3d. Robbins & aavidge's Princess Jospphine and
Queeu Agnes,

Frank b. Atiderson's Colamlna. H I'^iii — Hiippies— _Biic?ie».- 1st
Herbert G. NieUols's Rhoeb'; 2d, Wolverine Keaaeis' YouQg Pearl'
Yery high com., Wolverine Kennelb's Furo.

R .

Miller

Pr
FOXROUNDS.-iSogs; 1st, Dan O'Shea'f Ranger 11.; 3d E

"EdennHS Toot. Reserve. The Field Kenneli' Willie BT. Very iii^h
com., David (rraham's Parker, flt^n cim., O'Rilev & Davis's
Don. J3«d/ts.- Ist, ThP Fipld Kennek' Mode't ttirj; 2d, U'Riley &
Davi&'d Ptnny.-PuPPiES-mai.^: 1st, Dan O'Shea's Forolgner: 3d.
David GrahatQ'8 Yick. '

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Doos: 1st. F. H. Hoyl's Bvron
Bitclm: 1st. J. S. Rookwell's Lavendar. Puppies: Isi, F h'
Hoyi's Byron.
POTNTERS.-Dog.s aolbs. and rwer: Ist D. W. Cook's 3Iaek- 3d

Dr. .T. R. DaDiPls's Graphic's Frr.lic; 3d. K. T. Gibbins's Dukp'
Bitchfs mU. and r.vtr: 3st. Dr J. tl. Daniels^] Lord Granltic's
(:^em;3d. O B S.ssor.V. Flv. Im„.vnr>,;- : Ist, Wm^B.^fesbou s ,Inf',k ot Nasr; 3 1. Dr > , Hiift'Hvip'.v Rnhnrr- ".d
B. E. Qaiok's Hal Pointer. . '.N'.-i nf - 0--birQe vVrp
higU (x.m., F. W^Te,33ple:s I

, , i^'aiid 3d,— l-''.ji pTiis—Dofifs; Isi,
lie Audcrson; 8d, E. E.

G. H. Thomas's Nell of Xaso i

R. T. Gihhin.s's Da]iP:2d. T. E fru

fnadstone. Bitcher. 1st. -Toe Lswis's Miss Frost; 21 and ressrv^iA. G. Eberhart's D^^sv of Rivervipw and Flight of R'vprview: 3d
D. O'^hpa's Flirt. Very hi^h r-nrn., E. O. Smith's Girl S- Cur..;
H. Northwond simportPfl Sinful Pride.—PuppiBS-Dr.o,^- Oi'^quali-
tied. BUcJies: Ist, D. O'Sbea's Belle; 21, M. (.'. Byers's Svveet-

IRISH SETTERS -CHALLBNGE-Dof/s: Ist. Oak Grove Kennels '

chtimpiou DnkeElch". Bltolm: Isr. Oak G'-ove K°anpls' nham-
pion Norra and champion Edna 11 —Open-Dows; 1st, Oak Gmve
KPTiuelfi' Ivddare Glenmore; Dr. P. K. Owea's Tom Owen;
.T B. bqhnm« Cher's M'ke. Rpservp, W. W. KTiisrht's Bnh .Sawvcr.
\ ppv high cor.1., G. C. Tnckpr's Bob T., O. K. Farmer's Hinw.-Uha.
mehCH: l«t, No ram^; 3d. C. K. Farroe. 's Vnto; .3,1, S. J. R.pc'ot's
LallaRookh II.—Puppies -i?r/(jr.s; 1st and 3rl. C. A. AddIu's Rock
Elcho and J^ixnn. Bitches: 1st, P. A. P. Kennels' Wanetta.
GORDON SETTERS. -Dofif.*;.- 1st. A. Sanford's Trade: 8d. Geo

1st,. Geo. Mels^er's Louie S.: 3d, The Field KpbppIs' Lpo';^ Hoy!
BitqhcK Isr, O W. s^rvfs's Yola; 2d, The Field Kennels' Lso'a
Gin; a'i, Geo, Meister's Olive P.

Hiffhland Ruth.
Smallej'i

BULL-TERRlERS.-GHAllTENGE-DofW; l=t. Wm. BrrpoTi'a

FIELD SPAN! ELS.- Dofiis; 1st, Geo. IMiller, Jr.'s Toledo Srap.
COCKER sPANIEL«.-i)of7K: IsfandS'', Camphel) & Blakf'd

B9Tidigi and Brownie B. R^spfv?.. Ch«s. F. Raker's Rmck's Poy.
Aery hi^b com.. WG. MrjCnl'aeh's Black P.-ince. Bitches: L-t,
Geo. Miller, Jr.'s Woods'nck Dot; 31. A. W- Pancoast's Kaf-. Re-

^i-^- Bancoast's Pitton Rrpvitv. V«rv nigh coin.. Camp-hpR * Blake's Gypsey Queen. Puppies: lat, W. G, McCullagh's
Liady Golden.

DACHSHUNDS.—Chambgei -Bitches; 1st, Ohas. JF. Gentz'sLinaL.
CHESAPEAKE BAYS --1)008^ 1st, G^o. Meister's Shot.

Bitc.hKs: jst, (ieo. Meister's Dell,—Puppigs-Doos: lat. Geo. Meib-
ter's Dell.

CLUMBER SPANIELS. -I)ar/s.' Ist, W. S. Cohb's Punk.
Bitches: 1st aad 3a, W. S. Cobh'.s Our J )an and Our Judy.
BBAGLE^.-ChAllbnge — Bfte/tes.- 1st, Middletnn Kemielb'

M.-Open - Dogs; 1st. D. O'Sbpa's Cr-x^ti ,!;

? ' .S, ^'^",5 * Pomp: 3i, Tie Field Kenael ' Hustler. Bitche/t:

^Bitchtn: 1st, E. E. Thomnson's Masgie T.
FOX-TERRIERS.-Dof/s.- 1st. H North wood's London Risk - 3d

F. Reting's Stormy. Bitches: 1st, C. F. Freuzler's Rosa Canina.
IRISH TERRIERS.-l8t. D. O'Shea's Nora.
PUGs^—Ohallbnge—Do[;s: 1st. Eberhart Pus Kemipls' Fhei

-

hart's Oashi^r.-OPSN-Dofis; Isf. EberhMri Pus K-nuets' Patsy
Bolivar; 2d, Fannie K. Simninnds' Babe S. Vciv hiL'h fom SB

WHlPPETS.-lst.Sa and 3d. Campbell* Blake's Maggie, Ben
and Nancy Banks.
MISOELLAKEOUS.-3dand3i, 0'RiIeyj& Da.vis'8 Jumbo and

iviiage,

SPECIALS.
B?st mastiff, A. V. Cochran'd Cerf Vola; best; sreat D^ne, Wnl-

veruio Kennels' Lenia; best Ataipricrimbred ovf i' 1 year old, H. G.
Nichols's Pi,t-a;iH. ; best in show. Ilarry P.ovpr's Pavi->r; best sra- -

hound, .Master Rich; best loxbourd, Dan O'Sliea's Ranam- >'e,st
pointer ,dog, opRTi classes. VV. B. Movshon's Jack ot Ksso' bp^t
hilch, ditto, a. B. Thomas's NpM of Naso; best rmu, G.B. Thoma&'ci
Inapoctor. Ene;lifh Setters—Best kennel Eoelish settpr.'^. Ebei

-

ban 8 (agent) Horn; best setter dotr and bitch in open classes,Ervvm C, ---imith'.s Max Noble and Joe Lpwis'.s Mi=s Frosi- bpst in
sbovv, E. C. Smith's Max Noble. Irisli SetTerg— B-^st kenrp]. Oak
Grove Kennels; best dog in show (:?), Oak Grove Kenoele' cham-
pion Kilriare; best bitch. Oak Giovo Kennels' Norna Gordon
Setters—B'ist bitcb, Geo. Meister's Fly M ; best doe, A. Sanfnrd's
Trade. Collies— Collie Club's medal for best in open classes, John
Hawks'a Sir alter Scott III; beet dog or bitch in Fho-iy, Joi nHawk's Sir Walter Scott III. Best field spaniel, <ieo. Miller Jr 's
Toledo Snap; best rocker spaniel dotr, Campbell & Blake's
Brovynie; best dachshund bitch (3), Chas. F. Gentz's Lir.o- best,
Che.sapeake in show, Geo. Meister's Shoi; beat beagle (2), Mi'ddl' -
ton Kennels' Snovy; bPst fox terrier dot? m show. Chis. F. Frptm.
tor's Ro.sa Canina; best pug bitch. Ebe'-ha>t Pug Kennels' Sara
Bernhardt; best, curled tail, Eberhart's Cashier; best sired by
Eberhart's Cashier for kennel, Eberhart's) Pug Kennels

i . v>uiu> o uiiuy DKU'UD. very niga com., ijr. u. Thomas's Crib-
baee. Bigrh onm., H. WariiCs Kate of Aic—Black Pointer'?—
Dogs: 1st, U. R. Fishel's Den Fieh-el.

foiis^>,KS

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Dogs; Ist, E. C. Sndth's Mas Noble- 2d

MUi ^^^^-^t
"ssrvp. A. G. Eberharl'.s ^>auixiui and Noble Luc. \ ery high com., Dr. J. A. Hartman's Sig,

THE IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream.:
Tbe closing of the Irish setter Derby with twenty-two

entries practically assures the success of that stake unlesa
through misfortune or lack of pluck many of them fail to
run. Last year, however, out of the thirteen puppies entered
eleven ran, so the staying powers of the Irish setter meu as
well as their dogs seems to be pretty good, and we live iu
hopes of having the stake fill .satisfactorily. We are now
ready to receive entries for the All-Aged Stake, which close
Nov. 1. The prizes in this stake have not yet been officially
announced, but our success with the Derby has been so
marked that 1 have no doubt but that at least the same
amount of prizes will be oiTered in the All-Aged as were
given in the Derby, viz., $200 to first, $100 to second and S.50
to third. The executive committee were waititit; to see the
result of the Derby entries before making promises for the
All-Aged Stake. We don't want to bite off more than we
can chew, and the club wants to pay everything it promises.
The O'Callaghan prize of 815, which Mr. Harry Anderson
won last year with Nugget, has been generously donated
for the winner of this year's Derby. The prospects for a
good All-Aaed entry are excellent. Most of those who ran
their dogs in the trials last year have also promised to run
some this year and besides we have several new recruits.
There are a good many Irish setter men throughout the
country that could run a dog if they tried, and I hope they
will let me hear from them before Nov. 1. The executive
committee were desirous thi.« ye.-ir of conducting the trials
without having to solicit contributions, and it now looks as
if they would be able to do so. The club has done all in its
power to make things satisfactory to the Irish setter men
and they ought to come forward with their dogs. The mod-
erate entry fee, the acknowledged ability and reputation rf
the judges and the liberality of the prizes ought to be suffi-
cient to secure a good All-Aged entry.

G-. G. Davis, Sec'y.

CALIFORNIA KENNEL CLUB IVIEEriNG.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The annual meeting of the California Kennel Club was

held Wednesday, Sept. 14, and it was stated that Mr. Max
Wenzel, the club's delegate to theAmprican Kennel Club,
was requested to notify the American Kennel Club that the
Califoruia Kennel Club had no desire to interfere with dates
claimed by any club, and to ask equal concessions at a
future date. The following officer.s were elected for the en-
suing year:^ President, Senator D. H. Kverett; First Vice-
Pre.sideut, Dr. John Gallway; Second Vice-President, Dr.
James Stanton: Treasurer, A. B.Truman; Financial St-c-
retary, J.J. Jamison; Corresponding Secrf-tary, Dr. Nief

;

Executive Committee, -J. B. Lewis, j. W. OrndorflO, D.
Crowley, Robberfc Liddle, E T. Harvev, F, J. Silvey, Gustav
Pohloiiun, Percy McPdrtland, W. G. Cue, Joseph KrufD
and J. H. Haivey. FAIK PlAV.
San FbasciSCO, Sept. 15.
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VV. CoNNERS. Db. L. C. Saovbitr. Bkn Lewis.

Claremout Heather. Oh, Lam a B, Cli. Tim. Pride of Pataey. Montniik, .Jr.

WINNING IRISH SETTER TEAM AT TORONTO AND XINGSTON" SHOW^, 18f2.

A KINGSTON GROUP.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB DERBY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith I hand yon a list of 89 Derby entries that have

paid their second forfeit—52 Ensrli^h setters, 1 Irish setter
and 3(1 pointers, whelped in 1891. We would have sent them
earlier, but have been so busy that it was impossible to pre-
pare them sooner.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Cecilk H. (J. L. Adams), dog fDr. Machliu—Cosette).
vSiK Kent (J L. Adains), dog (Kent IL—Nicoletts)
Chevalier (Avent & Thayer Kennels), dng (Jean Val Jean

—Lucy Avent ).

Shado {Avent & Thayer Kennels), bitch (Jean Val Jean—
Imcy Avent).
BoNiAR (Avent & Thayer Kenuels), dog (Roderigo—Juno

A.).
Kingston (Avent & Thayer Kennels),dog (Chance—Bessie

Avent).
HAMLET (A vent & Thayer Kennels), dog (Chance—Brssie

Avt^nt).
LocHiNVAls (Avent & Thayer Kennels), clog (Chance— Bes-

sie Avent).
PPvOctor Knott iBIue Ridge Kennels), dog (Gfath's Hope
—Dashing Lidv).
Hope's Mint (Blue Ridge Kennels), dog (Gath's Hope—

Dashinsj Ladv).
LANCiEB (Blue Ridge Kennels), do2 ('J i! Hope—Stock-

ings).

Dick Fox (Blue Ridge Kennels), do k, i e—Countess
Bush).
LADT Brooks (Blue Ridge Kennels), bitch (Chance—

Counter's Rush ).

Oesiko (K. W. Clark. Jr.), dog (Rod Gem—Winnie Davis).
SUK FLOWER (C. S. Cross) bitch (Dick Turner—Babe Glad-

stone)
Fling (Bert Crane), bitch (Rowdy Rod—Maud).
Brighton Clip (T. C. Davey), 'bitch (Canadian Jester-

Lassie).
Gale Noble (H. K. Deveraux), bitch (Breeze Gladstone-

Katie Noble).
Spot Cash (H. K. Deveraux). dog (Vanguard—Georgia

Belle).

Nah.mke Phillip If. (E. W.Durkee), dog (Nahmke Phillip
-Mercy).
Nahmke A lice (E. W. Durkee), bitch (Nahmke Phillip—

Mprc\ ).

El Rey Del Mondo (El Grato Kennels), dog (Toledo Blade
—Jessie Gladstone)
Roger's Spark (L. Gardner), dog (Roger—Dora Deane).
Hoosii?R Girl (J. H. & J. A. Hunter), bitch (Dad Wilson

—Daiav Hunter)
DUFE (W. T. Hunter), bitch (Toss—Pitti Sing).
Gladstone's Pet (W. T. Hunter), bitch (Roderigo—

Gladstone's Girl).

HoosiER Lady (F. R. Hitchcock), bitch (Dad Wilson-
Daisy Hunter).
Cricket (F. R. Hitchcock), bitch (Roderigo—Juno A.).
Chinaman (F. R. Hitchcock), dog (Chance—Bessie Avent).
Kt-Ko (O. F. Joyce), dog (Tan—Ightfleld Sophie).
WiNNEPEG (Thos. Johnson), dog (Manitoba Toss—Pitti

Sing).
Nat GooDvriN IL (H. Merriam), dog (Nat Goodwin—Royal

Myrtle).
Pan (H. Merriam), bitch (Nat Goodwin—Royal Myrtle),
Flyaway (S. Merriam), bitch (Rowdy Rod—Eve).
Speedaway (H. Merriam), bitch (Rowdy Rod—Eve).
Dessie Hope (P. T. Madison), bitch (Gath's Hope—Stock-

ings).
Princess Ray (G. A. McLin, agent), bitch (Prince Lucifer

—Priricess Lil).

Flirt (Randolph Kennels), bitch (Dakota—Rose).
Gaiety (Royal Robinson), bitch (Lone Jack—Gay Phoebe).
Clem Gladstone (J. L. Sueed), dog (Paul Gladstone—

Latonia).
Mecca (T. E. Shreve), dog (Paul Gladstone—Latonin).
RAP Eye-Dan (W. Wilson), dog (Ben Hill—Dolly S.).

St, Anthony fJ . H. Winslow), dog (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C).
Lady Belton (T. M. Lawry), bitch (Tennessee Bob—Dixie

Belton).
Rod's Sue (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Roderigo—Gladstone's

Girl).

Dot Rogers (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Roderigo—Glad-
stone's Gir!).
Addie T. (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Roderigo—Maggie

Glad.stor e).

Maiden Mine (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Vanguard—Geor-
gia Belle).

Gladevla (P. Lorillard, Jr.), hitch (Blade—Estelle).
Spikek's Girl (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch lOhaDce-Spike),
Rexicls (J. Maclia), dog (Van Vleete—May).
Belle of Kentucky (Fairmouut Kennels) bitch (Dad

Wil.5on—Bohemian Giri).

IRISH SETTERS.

Elphin II. (E, B. Bishop), bitch (Tyrconnel—Kinvarra).

POINTERS.
Kent Elgin (T. T. Ashford). dog (King of Kent—Vera

Bang),
Lad of Rush (J. L Adams), dog (Rush of Lad—Topsy L.).
DaiseySocwell (J. L. Adams), bitch (Ossiau—Devonshire

Jilt).

RiDGEvrooD Beppo (Graphic Kennels), dog (Beppo III.—
Revelation).
Hunt's Cbosie (Bob Cooper), bitch (King of Kent—Croxie

Wise).
Chin Chin (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), dog (Rip

Rap—Fannie Bijou).
JOHS Paul (C'uarlottesville Field Trial Kennels), dog (Rip

Ran— Petticoats).
Ruffle (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), bitch (Rip

Rap—Dex'er's Dolly).
Conscript (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), dog (King

of Kent—Hops).
Cosette (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), bitch (King

of Kent—Hops).
SEARSPRiNG(CharlottevilleF.T. Kennel), dog (Mainspring

—Qupenie).
Jingo (Charlotteville F. T. Kennel), dog (Mainspring—

Qupenie).
Varro (J. B. Castleman), bitch (Rex—Nell).
MAtkos (J. B. Castlemanj, bitch (Rex— Nell).
LADY Peg (W. T. Hunter), bitch (King of Kent—Lass of

Bloorao).
Dennis (F. R. Hitchcock), dog (King of Kent—Croxie

Wise).
Hempstead Blossom (Hempstead Farm Kennels), bitch

(Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game).
Hempstead Game (Hempstead. Farm Kennels), bitch

(Duke of Hessen— Woolton Game).
Hempstead Duchess (Hempstead Farm Kennels), bitch

(Duke of Hessen— Merry Legs).
LiTCK of Hempstead (Hempstead Farm Kennels), dog

(Duke of Hessen—Merry Legs).
Manitoba Shot (T. Johnson), dog (Coton—Psyche).
Croxie Kent (W. N. Lipscomb), bitch (King of Kent—

Croxie Wise).
Florine (C. H. Odell), bifch (Rip Rap—Dalgorouki).
Trim (C H. Odell), dog (Roger Willidms-Ruby).
Pete (C. H. Odell), dog (Roger Williams—Ruby).
Bradley (C. H. Paine), dog (King of Kent—Lass of

Kent).
Early Dawn (Randolph Kennels), dog (Duke of Beaufort

—Mam'zelle).
Kent's Maid (H. L Reginald), bitch (King of Kent-

Galena).
CoxiE O'BANNON (R. I. Shannon), bitch (King of Kent

—Croxie Wise).
Ginger Alb (R. I. Shannon), bitch (Osborn Ale—Pearl's

Dot).
Duchess of Highlands (Ellioit Smith), bitch (Beppo III.

-Belle).
Graceful II. (Luke W. White), bitch (Duke of Hessen—

Concave).
Grace; IV. (Luke W.White), bitch (Duke of Hessen—

Concave).
Clancarty (J. H. Winslow), bitch (Beppo III.—White

Fawn).
Redemption (J. H. Winslow), dog (Graphic—Vandalia).
Aspiration (J. H.Winslow), dog (Dick Swiveler—Bloomo

in ) C. H. Odell, Sec'y-Treas.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, Sept. 17.—In a recent issue of Forest and

Stream I touched briefly on the subject of judging by scor-
in.g, in reply to a communication from Dr. Mills on that
matter, and I now desire to treat it more fully.
Scoring by points is a most plairsible fallacy, since noth-

ing appears more reasonable than that if each important
part of the perfect dog is given a fixed value, the sum total
of all these will represent the perfect dog. This, it should
be noted, is the ideal perfect dog, a most iadeterminate
quantity as a starting point, since there is hardly any ques-
tion on which fanciers differ more radically than on what
constitutes the ideal dog of any breed. There are also wide
differences of opinion as to what constitutes type and general
race characteristics, these differences, as a matter of course,
being greater in respect to certain breeds than to others. By
compromises, a certain vague ideal type is agreed upon.
Each important part of the vague ideal dog is given an
arbitrary and relative value, it being assumed that the value
may represent the anatomical value of the part of its value
as indicative of important I'ace characteristic, or both. As
to the relative values of the different parts, the value of the
loin as compared to the head: the value of the forelegs, tail
and chest as compared to the neck or to each other, etc., are
all established by agreement, and are therefore entirely arti-
ficial and arbitrary.
Taking 100 as representing the total value of a dog in the

scale of points, it is subdivided into such values as are con-
sidered necessary to give as good a representation of the ani-
mal as can be done by figures. If head is valued at 1.5 and
feet and legs at 6, it is entirely a matter of agreement, and
is, therefore, wholly artificial. There is, however, notning
whatever in the nature or structure of an animal that will
permit its race characteristics and anatomy to be portrayed
by figures.

It is a fair assumption that if all the scales of points, as
expressed by figures, were placed before a man who was
familiar with all recognized breeds cf do.gs, but who had
never seen any scales of points, he could not determine the
breed to which any one of them belonged, this of course
assuming that there was no explanatory matter, but only

the different columns of figures wMch represent the dififer-
en*- breeds of dogs.
To be intelligible, the unit, represented by any figure,

must be a constant, fixed quantity, thus, two feet, or ten
bushels, etc., have a conventional meaning known to every-
body. But 20, as applied to the head and neck of the
dog, has no fixed meaning. No two dogs have heads pre-
cisely alike. IS' or are they alike in other respects. The
judge, in scoring dogs by a scale of points, has constantly
varying quantities to estimate and upon which to fix values
and as no two parts are precisely alike, or alike as related
to other parts, there is no exact knowledge applied at any
time. It all rests on estimates and guesses in practically
applying the scale of points. I do not believe that any two
judges in the world could go through a class of any bred of
dogs, and, working independently, score the dogs alike. It
is an open secret among sbow goers that the same dog has
been scored differently by the same judge.
But the knowledge of how to apply a scale of points, such

as it is. only comes after one has learned thoroughly the
breed of dogs to which it belongs. No one can study a scale
of points by itself and learn anything about the breed it is
supposed to represent. It is then simplj' an abstraction. No
one can take the difirerent scores of each individual in a class
cf dogs, made by a judge, and tell anything about what kind
of dogs were in it. Type, expression, characteristics, sym-
metry, etc., cannot be represented by figures. Aftfr a judge
has made a score of a dog according to the recognized stand-
ard, it has no meaning to any one but himself. The course
of reasoning by which be arrived at certain conclusions, his
mental estimates, his data, acquired knowledge and his
ipeas of the ideal type on which he founds his score are all
personal with him and do not show in the column of figures.
The latter represents his judgment, supposedly in a form'
that will make it plain to all in an exact mathematical way,
but which conveys no meaning whatever of the dog it is
intended to represent. Most assuredly, a judge does not
need to score a dog for his own information, for, if he has
the proper knowledge uf dogs, he can judge without scoring
them. The column of figures being of no value to any one,
and no assistance to the judge himself, of what value is it?
If a perfect head were represented by the figure 10, a

judge might represent a coarse head by the figure 8, and a
small weak head by the same figure. There is nothing
precise in such figures to the reader, because they rest on no
fixed quantity outside of the mind of the judge. If a judge
has sufficient knowledge of dogs to estimate their worth
and compare them one with another, he does not need a
column of figures of his own creation to assist him. His
scores can be no more to him than memoranda, and they are
mere abstractions to all others.
These intrinsic weaknesses are greatly aggravated by the

well known fact that nearly all recognized judges, the ones
on whom the public depends for correct interpretations of
the standard, differ greatly in their ideas of type, and prac-
tically in respect to what specimens are the b^-st dogs, as
shown by different judges reversing each other's decisions
at shows. luferentially, they must have difterent ideas,
although it is supposed that they have the same standard
to govern them.
The idea of scoring by a scale of points was carried still

further by some field trial clubs in the past, in attempting
to score a dog's work in a field trial by a scale of points.
Pointing, backing, ranging, etc., were all valued at a mixi-
mum value, supposed to be perfection, and anything short
of it was graduated,according to the degree it fell short. It
seems to me that it would be no more absurd to attempt to
represent the lights, shadows, colors and configuration of
an autumn sunset than to sum up the intelligence, powers
of scent, general knowledge and practical work of a dog in
a c )lumn of figures.

So long as the units, on which the figures are based, are
unknown, unlike or constantly shifting and changing, the
figures are meaningless. The general trend of progress is to
abandon the fallacy. Field trial clubs gave it a thorough
trial and abandoned it. But few breeds of dogs are now
judged by scoring them.
Chicken fanciers, among whom it was most firmly cher-

ished, have become divided on its merits both in theory and
practice, and the signs of the times indicate that it will take
its place with the wrecks which have marked the march of
progress throtxgh the centuries.
I think that Dr. Mills will concede at the outset that there

must be some fixed, unalterable unit as a starting point, to
deal intelligibly with it by figures. Granting this, it de-
stroys the possibility of a correct scale of points, for there
is no fixed unit possible in comparing the relative parts of
a dog with each other, as their sum total with that of some
other dog.

Still, there are probably points of view which admit of
a more favorable presentation of the matter, and I feel so
sure that Dr. Mills can do the subject justice that I shall
look forward with great interest to his commttnication on
the matter, which he has promised.

That dogs are property in fact if not in law, the follow-
ing reprint from the Chicago Tribune of this date will go
far to show:
"A St. Bernard dog was the result of a replevin suit in

Justice Woodman's court yesterday afternoon. E. H. Kohn
filed the suit against Nicholas Greenwold. He claimed that
his dog had either been lost or stolen and was in the posses-
sion of the defendant. The justice ordered the dog broTight
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into court, and the defendant entered a reply that the dog
belonged to him, as he had purchased him of a peddler. The
court asked him which he would rather do, give up the dog
or confess judgment for $100, his value. Thedefendant said
he would confess .judgment. This the plaintiff would not
allow and took a noa-suit. He then caused another replevin
attachment to be issued and placed in the hands of a con-
stable for service. The constable secured the dog, after much
resistance on the part of rireenwold, and returned the canine
to Mr. Kohn. A warrant was then issued for (Treenwold for
resisting an officer, and he was locked up at the Desplaines
Street Station," B. Watkrs.

DOG CHAT.

KingfSton Show,
The building used for the dog show a.t Kingston is in every

way well adapted for a show. About 600 dogs could be com-
fortably benched, and the flooring being hard earth is par-
ticulai'ly well adapted to showing dogs ofT au naturel.
The continual fear of slipping on the sawdust covered floors

of the tisnal .judging ring often works an injustice on the
dogs, trying them in their actions. Here the judges could
race the dogs to their hearts' content, and this i)r. Mills and
Mr. Tallman did. Mr. Laidlaw had compassion on Geo.
Bell, knowing how he had to travel last year, and just
"toddled" them.
Mr. H. C. Bates is a capital secretary and manager, never

leaving his work for a moment and had everything in very
nice form. Aisles were kept very clean and the dogs had
every thing to make them comfortable. Catalogues were
fairly correct and a marked catalogue was issued on
Wednesday.
In such a large building as the Skating Rink, and with the

benches so far apart, the lack of attendance caused a cold
feeling of ne,glect to creep over every one connected with
the show. All day long and in the evenings one saw a few
odd people strolling round the benches, and if this show
comes out more than even we shall be more than surprised.
It was stated that the club had §300 offered for the gate
receipts before the show opened, but pooh-poohed the idea.
Now we fancy that half that amount would be acceptable.
The people of Kingston are sleepy, very sleepy as far as
most things are concerned, and dogs especially. One form
of entertainment in the evening is quite sufficient to engage
their complete attention, and as there were human concerts
duringthe week, the dog show chorus suffered. The officials,

fiowever, are brimful of staying power and are loath to
give up. We should think that, held in connection with
the fair, their show would be a lively one, and it could not
be in a worse locality to get at than the Skating Rink. There
are only six primitive horse-cars in the town, and they are
owned by one man, who has a monopoly of the business—or
rather the business has a monopoly of him, for I did not .see

any one riding on the cars.

To keep themselves warm the boys indulged in athletics,
and with jumping and running races added an interesting
and limb- stiffening feature to the show. Geo. Bell and our
only "German" doing the hop. skip and jump was a treat.
The judging space was ample and the competition for the

best mover among mastiffs and St. Bernards afforded lots of
fuQforthe spectators, for Mr. Tallman, the judge, did make
them hustle, and the winner, Melrose, was far away the
best; he has very true action. Some one saddled our genial
friend Alderman Stewart with a St. Bernard, and like every-
thing else he undertakes, the thorough shaking up the dog
got startled it out of its senses for the rest of the show. The
disinfecting, though little was needed, was excellent, and
we never attended a sweeter show. On the pillars of the
building were attached small deodorizers that continuRlly
emitted a pleasant odor and effectually downed anyoffeii-
sive smell floating round. We should recommend something
of this sort for all our shows, as it materially aids the
ground disinfectants. Mr. Corhett was always on hand and
courteous as usual to every one, and Messrs. Kent and
Darby were also generally there.
Judging commenced on time and Mr. Laidlaw got through

his classes by Monday night, and the other two judges had
concluded their labors by Tuesday evening. The weather
throughout was beautiful and the pretty town of Kingston
well repaid a visit. We noticed among the well-known ex-
hibitors Messrs. F. W. Sackett, A. D. Stewart, P. J. Keyes,
A. .1. SpracSlin, Geo. Bell, Ben Lewis, W. Connors, Ed
Booth, Arthur Trickett, W. A. Fenton, Geo. Thomas, etc.
On Wednesday afternoon, having an hour or two to spare,

a trip was made by Messrs. Geo. Bell, A. J. Spracklin,W. C.
Darby, "Billy" Tallman and the FoREt^x and Stream rep-
resentative to Collins Lake, a sheet of water situated any-
where from five to twenty miles from the village, at least
we thought so. We cast our lines in pleasant places, but
notwithstanding our seductive lures and frogs, the score
was one little black bass and two rock bass, in addition to
various aquatic plants— and things. We finally "dropped
the anchor" and pulled for home in the dark. Meanwhile
Spracklin had tried the shores for snipe, but was unsuccess-
ful, though the previous day he hadbagged five over a smart
little cocker that t saw "Uncle Dick" look with envious eyes
upon. Just his sort.
The show being voted slow on the last day most of the

boys concluded to accompany the two press representatives
from New York across the Bay of Quinte to Cqpe Vincent,
and enjoyed a pleasant sail on the smart little steamer
Maud. Just coming up to the dock at Cape AHucent we saw
a boy in a boat being rowed ashore and holding on to a inus-
callonge some feet in length (affidavit follows), which he had
hooked, but could not boat. Fishing is said to be very good
at Cape Vincent just now, the best place is about three
miles west up the shore from the iST. Y. Central station. We
shall always remember onr Kingston trip as a pteasaut one.
The red cocker Rufus was found dead in his stall on

Thursday morning. No cause was assigned for his death,
and a post mortem was held by the "vet," but up to the
time of our leaving the show the result was not known.
Mr, Darby presented quite a clever trotting setter to Ben

Lewis, at Kingston. The dog has a capital gait and has
been trained to sulky. "Ben," we believe, will see that his
training is completed, and Doc will have another rival.

The Puppy Rule.

We intend, and other kennel journals should do the same,
to call attention to every violation of the Kennel Club puppy
rule, which says that the pups shall be over six months old
and under twelve. At the Grand Rapids show. Wolverine
Kennels showed Furo, a great Dane pup, whelped March 27
1893. At Toronto there were a number of puppies marked in
the catalogue as six months, and two Sf. Bernard pups so
marked were not more than four or five months old. In
every puppy entry the date of birth should be given. This
grasping after a big entry list should not endanger the
general health of a show. The attention of the C. K. C. is
called to the following at this show: "Class 194. Exhibition
and selling class for litters of Puppies of all Breeds." We
regret to say that entries 71.5 tu T19 represented so many lit-
ters. Besides being a cruelty to the pups and mother in
being cooped up in a srinkin.g, wet stall, the health of other
young dogs in the show should not be subjected to such
risks. The way it affects the public is easily imagined, and
another thing it serves no good purpose, even to the owners,
for hardly any one nowadays would think of buying a pup
from a litter at a show, too many have been bitten in that

way already. At Kingston there were no puppy prizes, for
which the club deserves the thanks of the exhibiting; com-
munity.

Northw/estern Field Trials Club.

A general meeting of the Northwestern Field Trials Club
was held at their rooms on Friday evening, when it was
decided to hold their second annual trials the first Monday
in September, 1893, at Morris, Manitoba, unless some suit-
able place can be found in Minnesota or Dakota. The resig-

nation of Mr. P. H. GotKian as president was accepted. The
following resolution was also unanimously carried: "We,
the members of the Northwestern Field Trials Club, beg to
tender to our secretary-treasurer, Mr. Thomas .Johnson, our
thanks and appreciation for his indefatigable services on
behalf of the club, and to assure him of our strongest confi-
dence and esteem, and that we condemn the puny and con-
temptible action of the Manitoba Field Trials Club in
going through the farce of expulsion—nearly a year after
his resignation, on the flim,sy pretext that the Manitoba
Field Trials Club had incurred expenses for advertising
meetings, etc., to re-organize their club—and that we assure
our .secretary that we consider this action of the Manitoba
Field Trials Club petulant, malicious and vindictive, and
.Tiirworthy any organization."

Philadelphia K. C. Field Trials.

The entries for the Philadelphia Kennel Clxxb All-Age
Stake will close Oct. and the prizes are |400, $200 and
$100. The judges are William Tallman, of New York city;
Washington A. Coster, of Saratoga Springs, N, Y.; and Dr.
William Jarvis, of Claremont, N. H. These names carry
with them the confidence of sportsmen all over this broad
land, and the attention of the Irish setter men is particu-
larly called to the names of the judges of the P. K. C, trials.

The owners of the red dog are directly encouraged to enter
their dogs in connection with the English .setters and
pointers. The Philadelphia trials are deservedly popular
and the .success of th'^ chib's fir.st open trials is a.ssured.
Out of a total of 7a entries in the Derby Stake 63 forfeits
have been paid. For rules, blanks, etc., address Francis G.
Taylor, Sec'y. 608 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. In our
travels abroad we have found it the general wish and inten-
tion of many sfjortsmeu to take in the P. K. C. week, at
least, and that is suflicient griarantee as to the probable suc-
cess of these trials, both from a social and a competitive
view.

Dogs Killed by J-ightningr.

The Brooklyn Gun Club has a splendid club house and-
1,100 acres of land in the village of Smithtowu. The club
has occupied its present home four years, and a year ago it

laid out a kennel yard for the fifty or sixty dogs which are
sometimes kept there. The yard is about 300 by 1,50ft., ex-
tends east and west, and is inclosed bv ordinary telegraph
wire. Au every lOft. a wire extends 60ft. into the inclosure,
where it is fastened to a pest. The dogs were fastened by
4-foot steel chains to these wires, each dog having a separ-
ate wire. On Saturday last there were twenty- three dogs
chained up, some of them quite valuable. About 7 o'clock
in the evening one of the worst storms ever experienced in
that section occurred, and the dogs retired to their kennels
near the outside wire. Next morning the kennelman going
out to feed the dogs noticed they did not bark as usual, and
on coming to the kennels fou'nd tbs.t all the do.gs on the
south side had been killed and nearly all on the north side;
one or two dogs wei'e missed on this side, the fluid being a
little erratic in its movements. In all sixteen dogs met a
sudden and extraordinary death. We know several kennel
owners who exercise their dogs on the wire, but hereafter to
feel safe they will have to study the mysteries of insulation.

Sale of Champion Dick Swiveler.

The Oak Grove Kennels have purchased from Mr. W. L.
Washington, the well-known Irish setter champion Dick
Swiveler. This is an important addition to an alreay for-
midable kennel. Dick Swiveler is so well-known he needs
no description here. The rivalry now being created in the
Irish .setter ranks must do good to the breed, especially
when one remarks the total absence of contention on the
part of the owners of the principal kennels, and the way the
kennel decision was received at Toronto, shows the right
spirit. It is a question of condition principally between the
two leading kennels, both can boast the best dogs in one or
the other classes.

Omaha Dog Show.
We have received the premium li.st of the Omaha show to

be held Oct. 2i) to 28 at the Exposition Hall, Omaha, Neb.
The show is under A. K. C. rules. Mr. John Davidson
judges all classes excepting pugs, toys, \'orkshire terriers
and toy spaniels, which Dr. Cryer will handle. For mastift",s.

Great Danes and Newfoundlands the fee is toys, etc., ^2,
and other breeds $2..50, a. very good arrangement. The prizes
range from .^lO, to and s^^i*. A number of valuable
kennel specials are offered, and in all §2,800 is hung up. A
more extended notice of the show will be given next week.

A New Beagle Club.

It is intended by a number of beagle enthusiasts to .start

a beagle club down Mississippi way. The owners there are
rather too far away to co-operate with the Massachusetts
club, and as they wish to hold trials and improve the breed,
they have asked Mr. Chapman to help them out, and he will
probably assume the duties of secretary for a time till they
get on their feet. The beagle influence is evidently spread-
ing and there can be no better cause.

A cablegram to Mr. Mortimer conveys the sad intelligence
of the sudden death of Mrs. Raper, the wife of Mr. George
Raper, who, it will be remembered, judged at New York
and other shows here last spring. The death of Mrs. Raper,
who was ahnost as well known as her husband at English
dog shows, must have been a great blow to her family, and
Mr. Raper has, we are sure, the .sincere .sympathy of the
friends he made over here.

Ray D Hill, owner of Werowance Kennels, Tr?uton, N.
J,, has bought from Tonawanda Kennels, Tonawanda, N.
Y., the rough-coated St. Bernard Iroquois Rhoda (23.1.59), by
Mount St. Klias out of Lady Bernie; also from Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germautown. Pa., one of their best stud dogs,
Ben Ormonde (17,044), a rough-coated St. Bernard.

A number of interesting communications for lack of space
must lay over till next week, among them several queries.

In our Toronto report we should have credited Mr. Gibbs,
of Guelph, Out., with the kennel prize for best foxhounds.
We were told his team was the London Hunt Club, hence
the mistake. They are a particularly fine lot and very sorty^

The big exhibition at Chicago next year will include
among its features a bench show, which will probably at-
tract entries from other countries than Canada and the
United States, says the Toronto (?Zofee. On account of the
question of space the number of entries is limited and the
allotment to Canada is 3t)0 dogs of all breeds. Aid. A. D.
Stewart, of Hamilton, has been appointed superintendent of
the Canadian exhibit, and the Dominion Government will
meet the expense of sending to the show such dogs as are
decided to be of sufficiently high class to be representatives
of the well-bred Canadian dog. How to select these 3no

was the question discussed at a conference between the
executive committee of the Canadian Kennel Club and
the Dominion and Ontario Commissioners, Prof. Saunders
and Mr. N. Awrey, M.PP., during Toronto show. The result
was a recommendation that dogs who.se owners desire to
exhibit them at the World's Fair next June should be
brought together in Toronto early in February next, and
that a committee of five should make the ' selections.
Owners will be required to send their dogs to Toronto at
their own expense, but the Government will probably pay
for the benching and attendan(;e while here and the judges'
expenses. This recommendation, if acted on, means a two-
days' show. Some special regulations will be made to meet
the cases of noteworthy dogs in Manitoba and other distant
parts ot the Dominion.

There were several mistakes and typographical errors in
the Toronto and Kingston list of awards due to the tele-
graph operator. Mr. E. H. Moore is credited with owning
all the winners in rough St. Bernard dogs; the owner of
Baldus and Oneida is Mr. W. J. Moore. In irish water
spaniels Marguerite should be first. Challenge Irish ter-
riers should be Boxer IV. instead of Borco. At Toronto the
second winning bull-terrier in open dogs was Comet II,, not
Count II., and at Kingston the winners were Herbert M.
Howe's Comet II. first. Chatham Prince second, Grove
Duchess third, Loumont Kit vhc, rightly placed but wrongly
spelt.

Mr. Korning's St. Bernard bitch Lady Sylvia that was
lost in Kansas City has been found and is on its way to San
Francisco, Cal.

The dog in the manger act that the Rochester Kennel
Club was guilty of has affected their show this week quite
seriously. Whilein all probability they could have had a show
of two or three hundred entries, a paltry hundred is all they
have. This will be a warning to other clubs. The regular
handlers have shown how they feel in the matter. " Ben
Lewis goes to Ottawa with thirty dogs, Geo. Thomas has
about twenty-five, A. J. Spracklin 'about thirty, and several
other handlers take lesser teams. These in the ordinary way
would have all come to Rochester, being more convenient
than Ottawa.

Dr. Foote is having busy times at 'his farm. Rochelle
Majestic has just whelped seven by Merry Monarch, and
Brdomfield Madge is due with a litter of champions this
week. The Rochelle Kennels is quite a delightful place,
but as our visit was made in the absence of the owner, we
must defer particulars for another time.

The Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society are going to
hold a dog show in connection with their fair at Lancaster,
Pa., Oct. 10 to 1.5, and Mr. Donald McVicar, of Allamuchy,
N. J., has been appointed judge.

We are told that Mr. John Read had been invited to judge
at Danbury show, but has declined.

At the last meeting of the board of governors of the New
England Field Trial Club, held Sept. 1, it was voted that a
club dinner at Hotel Thorndike, Boston, be one of the
features at the next regular quarterly meeting, Tuesday,
Oct. 4, at 7 P. M. A full attendance is requested.

Among the v adverti.sements published in our business
columns thi : k we note the following offers for sale:
Beagles—Bo: '

' :yal Forest Beagle Kennels. Collies—
854 Seventh av. iiue. Manataug Kennels. Setters—Chelms-
ford Kennels, C. T. Brownell. Hounds—C. F. Kent. Rex
Kennels. Bull-terriers—H. M. Howes. Great Danes—J. B.
Harrison. J. Black oft'ers the greyhound Flash at stud; the
Swiss Mountain Kennels offer Scottish Leader and King
Regent at stud. Box 788 desires a partner in a .show and
breeding kennel.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Canada.—The Pottersbug (London) Kennels'

rough-coated St. Bernard Phyllis died the other day, it is
suspected from the effects of poison. Phyllis was the dam
of champion Claudius, just imported by Dr. Warner, of
Bridgeport, Conn., and was got out some two or three years
ago.

Dr. Mole, V.S., Hamilton, who has been most successful
in his treatment of the dog, is about to remove to Toronto,
where he anticipates a more extended scope for his work.

Who does not know of the notorious Dan O'Shea? I heard
rather a good little story of him the other evening, too good
to let go. After the judging on Monday, a select little
company was gathered in the parlor of the Walker House,
among others "Billy" Tallman, E. "Birdie" Elliott, Frank
Wheeler, A. D. Stewart and myself. One of the gentlemen
present used to do a little in the pit (I tru.st he has re
formed) and had an old cock, the winner of a hundred bat-
tles. This old fellow Dan borrowed, and as usual he came
off victorious, but alasi he, according to Dan's account,
succumbed at the moment of triumph, and to prove it he
produced the legs. The owner of the "late lamented"
looked at them a moment and then said; "Why, the legs of
my bird were yellow, these are bri.ght blue!" Dan, not a
bit discomfitted, replied with that babe-like smile suffusing
his terra cotta colored countenance, "Oh, yes, but they all
turn blue when they're dead."

The jjast week has been a bus.v one, numerous meetings
having been held. The inaugural meeting of the Canadian
Pox-Terriei Club was held on Monday night, and was quite
successful. Mr. A. D. Stewart was elected chairman and
Mr. H. B. Donovan secretary of the meeting. After a brief
speech from Mr. Stewart, explaining the objects and aims
of the propo,sed organization, it resolved that the time was
ripe for such a club and that we proceed to form sijch au as-
sociation forthwith. The officers were then elected. The
committee was instructed to draw up constitution and by-
laws; the annual fee fixed at *3, with no entrance fee, and it
was decided to take a vote by mail of all members three
months from date on the question of ehib judges.

An executive meeting of the C. K. C. was held on Tuesday
evening, at which were present Messrs. T. G. Duvey, presi-
dent. Dr. Nevin, Dr. Wesley Mills, Dr. Milne (Victoria, B.
C), H. Bedlington, H. Gorman, P. G. Keyes, A. F. Glass and
H. B. Donovan, secretary. Letter re.<id from Kingston Ken-
nel Club claiming show dates for 1894, and same week in jjer-
petuity, taut it was the unanimous verdict that the executive
did not feel competent to deal with applications for dates
so far in advance. After the election of twenty-three new
members the meeting adjourned.

Immediately following this meeting was held the annual
meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club, President T. G.
Davey in the chair, others present being, H. O. Bennett, H.
Falconer, A. D. Stewart, S. P. Glass, R. McEwen, E. Rich-
ards, H. Bedlington, H. Gorman, Dr. Milne, Dr. Wesley
Mills, P. G. Keyes, Dr. Niven, A. Geddes, R. S. Williams,
A. E. Kent, G. S. Oldrifve, C. H. Corbett, G. B. Sweetman,
F. Habort, W. Smith, F. Wheeler, Geo. Bell, R. W. Boyle,
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J. "Lome Campbell, John JDavidson, A. Murdock, Dr. Moll,
T.S., J. Snailhe, J. G. Micbener, G. W. Douglas and R. Gib-
son. The mimjfep of Inst aimnal meeting, as publisbed in
the Canadinn Kennel <Tif^eltc, were taken as read. Reports
were received froLo the stud book committee and committee
on diplomas and adopted. The secretHry's report, asynopsis
of -wbich was given in Forest aisD Stream two weeks since,

was taken as read. The treasurer's report showed the year's
income, including a balance on hand from last year of $278,

to be $600,41. Expenses, inchidiuM- secretBry's salary -$150,

amount voted secretary of 1891, .iSlOO, etc., 1417.81, lea\dng a
balance on hand of $182,01. On motion of Dr. Niven, seconded
by Mr. Stewart, the following important resolution was
passed: "That the fiscal year and membership year end on
Aug. 31, 1893, and every subsequent year, with the under
standing that the membership fee be due and payable on
Sept. 1 after that date."
Mr. Bedlington introduced a plan cf voting by mail for

officers, nominated at a previous meeting, but the members
present eviriently being unprepared for such an innovation
it was voted down.
The order of business was here suspended to admit of the

introduction of Prof. W Saunders, Dominion Commis-
sioner, and N. Awrey, Esq., M.P.P. , Ontario Coumiissioner
to the "World's Columbian Exposition, Both gentletnen
spoke, at length, on the proposed exhibit of Canadian dogs,
explaining many matters in connection therewitli. After
some discus.9ion the making of all arrangements was left

with the executive committee with the understanding that
the members confer with the commissioners at once and be
prepared to submit a suitable plan of procedure. Mr. Gor-
man's motion that a breeder's ceriificate be sent in for each
application for registration was lost. Mr. Stewart's motion
to reinstate Mr. F. H. F. Mercer was declared otit of order
by the chairman, as Mr. Mercer, as required by Sec. 9 of

the ccnstitution, had not applied for reinstatement.
On motion, rule of procedure was suspended to permit

of the election of oflicers, which resulted as follows:
Patron, Hon. Senator Sanford; Hon. Pres., R. Gib.ooo, Dela-
ware; Pres., Dr. Wesley Mills, Muntreal; First Vice-Pres

,

C. H. Corbett, Kingston: Second Vice-Presidents, P. G.
Keyes, Ottawa, Dr, G. L. Milne, A^ictoria, B. C, James Lay-
cock, Calgary, N. W. T,, and C. H. Smith, St. Stephen, N.
B. Executive Committee—.James Lindsay, Montreal; G. S.
Oldrieve, Kingston; T. G. Davy and Dr. J. S. Niven, Lon-
don; A. D. Stewart. W. B. Paltiierand H Bedlington, Ham-
ilton; A. Geddes, Ottawa; R. McEwen, Byron; H. Gorman,
Sarois; C. A. Stone and J. G. Mitchener," Toronto. Tre^s.,
S. F. Glass, London; Sec'y, H. B. Dono\'anj Toronto; Audi-
tor, W. Smith, London.
The secretary was instructed to write the secretary of the

A. K, C, asking cooperation in the endeavor to induce the
several express companies to transport bitches sent to be
bred on same terms as when sent for exhibition. It was
decided to apply for incorporation under the Dominion act.

It was decided in accordance with Mr. Mitchener's notice of
motion that no two dogs of the same breed can be registered
under the same name unless with a registered affix or prefix.

The Bowraanville (Ont.) St Bernard Kennels are import-
ing the prize St, Bernard bitch ] iady Alton, She is supposed
to be in pup to the famous Sir Hereward,

H. B. Donovan,

QUAIL PLENTIFUL AT NeW ALBANY. MISS.
Editor IForest and Stream:

Dr. Rogers, one of the resident members of Southern Field
Trial Club, at New Albany, Miss., rode over part of the
grounds leased by Southern Field Trial Club, adjoining
New Albany, and found four bevies of quail where there
was one last season: the bevies were all large and well-
grown. There are more quail o'n the club grounds than was
ever known before, thus insuring plenty of quail for next
trials.

All the shooters living in or near New Albany belong to
the Southern Club and will not shoot near the club's pre-
serves or allow any one else to do so.

Many who have seen all the different grounds for field
trials pronounce those at New Albany the best.
Sportsmen wishing to enjoy some good shooting in Feb-

ruary, or attend the trials and see the dogs work, can find
quail plentiful in this section, as the hatching season has
been favorable and the bevies plentiful and large.

P. H, Brvson.
MEMPHiiS, Tenn., Sept. 'M.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.
auditor Forest and Stream:
Owing to an oversight in writing our advertisement,

the names of the judges at our trials were not inserted.
Make note of them as follows: Judge of bench show, fi.

"W. Lacy, of New York city, judges of field trials, .Joseph
Lewis, of Cannonsburg, Pa., and W. S. Clark, of Linden,
Mass. The above are names that ous'ht to have the con-
fidence of every beagle owner in the United .States, and I
look forward to seeing them well supported

P. W. Chapman,
Pres. National Beagle Club of America.

Business.
New BEUiroEn, j\Ia!--s., S^pt. 26.—E*'for Forest and Streo.in: As

it is impofsible for me to flJl all orders Tot puppies received
ihioagh my a'^. in your most valuable paper. Forest and S'rRE.4M,
I ask you to please insert the following ad. in place ot the one now
in. C. T. BROWNErii,.

FIXTURES.
OCTOBBR.

1. Springfield, Cup, Springfield.

Amendments to the Constitution.

The annual meetingr of the Executive Commiltee of tlie American
Canoe A.«sociation will be heW in about six weeks In one of tbe
Canadian citie?, and all propos ls for amendme.Dts must be pub-
lished for at least two wteks prior to the meetic^, so that any one
desiricg to oiler any amendments should do so very soon. At Lbe
request of Mr. Dunnell we reprint the following amendment ni-o

posed by him last wither, and we will be glad to givu sjjttoe tor a
discussion of the subject:
Eilitor Fored anri Stream:
The following draft of a proposed amendment to the constitution

of the A. C, A. is submitted in the hope that it may bring on a dis-
cussion and lead to suggestions from old A. C. A. men.
The proposed changes are in line with the ideas expressed of late

by a number of leading canoeists.
Article VI.— Board of Governors —Sec. 4. In each division at its

next anuual meeting toe active members thereof shall elect, in the
same manner as tbeir regular officers, one member of that division
to serve on the Board of Governor.? of tiae Association, whose duty it

shall be to have general control of the funds and finances of the As-
sociation. The Board of Gove nors bt their first meeting shall, by
lot, determine their terms of oflace, one to retire on Nov. 1, ]bg:3 one
to retire on Nov 1, 1894, one to retire on Nov. 1, Ici95, and one to re-
tire on Nov- i, iSllii. and thereafter all members shah he elected for a
term of four years, oi' uniil their successors shall be elected. The
commodore shall bo a member ex-officio of the Bo^j-d.
Duties.— It shall be the duty of the Board of Governors to

appropriate and apportion suitable sums to the oflicers and commit-

tees for necessary expenses lor the running of the Association and
the meets, etc . from the finances in the hands of the treasurer; and
the President of the Board of Governors shall approve all bills paid
by the same. They shall hear and determine all questions of dis-
pute on appeal from the decisions of the regatta and executive com-
mittees wiien referred to them.
Q((0;'ww.—Sec. 6. At all meetings of the Board of Governors three

shall be nt ces.';ary to make a quorum, but in the event of the absence
of any member from any cause, the executive committee of the same
division from wbich be comes may select any other member from
that division to represent him during his disability only, and in the
event of a vacancy occurring the same .shall be filled for the unex-
pired term by the aetive members of tOe division in the same manner
as for a full t;erm,
meetings —Sec. 1. The stated meetings of the Board of Governors

shall be held during the annual meeting of the Association in August
and at the annunl meeting of the executive committee in November,
hue special meetings may be held at any time and place at the call of
the president or at the req'iest of three members of the board.

Offlcers.—^Rc. 8. The officers of the hoard shall be president and
recorder, whose duties shall be similar as in other organizations, and
they sh»ll lie chosen annually at the annual meeting in camp.

Art. IX,. Sec. 1 Amend by striking out the word ' Commodore" in
the si.vib line and inserting "President of the Board of Governors.'"
FEHRrABY 20 F. L. DONNKLI,.
Mr Dutmell also ofi'ers two other amendents, as follows:
.\nieiid Art. v.. .Sec. by .striking out all of pa ragraph sixth and

iiisertiug, "In the event of vacancies occurring in any division
offlc. rs from any cause, the same shall be filled by the executive
committee of the division to which they belonged.''
Amend Art. VI.. Sec, i, by striking outin eighth line '-and power to

fill vacancies untfi thenext annual meetuag of the divisions,"

Aluminum Canoes.
The possibilities of aluminum as a material for canoe building

have been discussed for several years by the leading canoeists, but
nothing has yet been done toward a practical rest. Within the past
J ear, however, such progress has been made in the construction of
racing shells as to demonstrate the practicability of an aluminum
canoe at a fairly moderate cost. A shell builder in Phfiadelphia. D.
.1. Galanaugh, has perfected a method of working I he metal which
permits the construction of a single shell of any desired model out of
a single sheet, a four-oared boat requiring but three pieces. A single
shell Dufit this spring for the Fairmount Boat Club is 31ft. Gin. long,
lOJ^in. beam, tin deep at midship, 3i,^in. at bow and 3in. at .stern,
weighing with all attachments 251bs. A large part of this weight is in
the steel outriggers and in other fittings, the aluminum outriggers
first used proving weak as compared with steel tubing.
Mr. Galanaugh has also built a four-oared shell for the same club,

44ft. long, 18in. beam, SJ^^in. deep amidship, oj^in. at bow and 4i.^in.
atstfrn, total weight nSlbs, The metal used is from 24 to 18 gauge,
A matrix or hollow mould is first built of pine boards, each layer

being sawn to the shape of a waterline After the layers are nailed
togetber the inside is finished off until it is an exact counterpart of
the outi-ide of the proposed boat. The sheet of aluminum is now
forced into the hollow mould, being rubbed and worked in all direc-
tions until it fits perfectly. Where a .ioint is necessary, as in joining
two lengths to make a long boat, a butt strap and rivets are used, a
."trip of linen soaked in shellac being laid inside the strap. The
material is not only light and strong but it possesses a beautmil run-
ning surface, superior to varnished wood. The quality of metal used
is so hard as to resist all ordinary shocks and blows, and any dent or
depression may be easily removed. From what we have been able to
learn, the builder is prepared to essay a canoe, the difficulties being
little greater than in a shell boat.

Detroit Boat Club, Sept. 19-SO.
Within this season canoeing has grown rapidly about Detroit,

many members of the Detroit Boat Club taking ii; up, while quite
recently the Detroit C. C. has been organized. The canoeing enchu-
siasm of the two organizations found expre.ssion last week m an
open canoe regatta lasting over two days, in which a long racing
programme was successfully carried out,
Monday was a very bad day for racing, a strong wind causing the

postponement of ail after Dhe ihst tvrb events, but Tuesday was
pleasant, and some good racing took place. Mr. John IS. Plummer,
N. Y. (y. C. was the referee, and Mr. M, F. Davis the measurer and
starter. The races were as follows;

Monday, Sept. 19.

Sailing canoes, measurement limits, 3 miles:
Yum Yum, C. R. Corbusier i
Alison, D. R. Holmes
Nona, H. L. Walker \\\
Bat, A. H. Jupp

,

.'

May L.. R. Lorimer ,

Paddling, club fours, \^ mile:
Detroit C. C—R. D. Morgan, D, R. Holmes, L. Liggett, E. WaHcer...!
Detroit B. C—W. Jupp, O. Gould, C- Isham, JE. Reynolds .. .Capsized.

Tuesday
t
Sept. SO..

i>ailing and paddling;
Chiquita, A. D. Stearns,

iYum Yum, C. R. Corbusier . ,

'3

Dolphua, F. C. Baldwin .

Paddling singles, % mile:
C S. Isham 1
P. N. Jacobsen 2
E. S. Reynolds 3
F. H. Hitchcock
w. c. Jupp

'

J. H. Hitchcock
C. H. Gould :

"

L. K. Liggett
Paddling upset, 14 mile:

F.H.Hitchcock.' 1
D. R. Holmes .'.'.'.2

Ei. S. Reynolds
L. K. Ligeett .*.'.

Sailing canoes, no measurement limit, 3 miles :

May W , E. C. Whateley i
Siren, R. G. Kirchuer , Disquaiified,
Tandem paddling, i-g mile:

C. H. Gould and E. S. Reynolds 1

W. O. Jupp and C. S. Isnam 3
h. K. Liggett and R. D. Morgan Si

D. K. Holmes and W. Traub ..4
Standing tandem, 1.4 mile: ,

R. Loring and O. B. aierriam .1
D. R. Holmes and R. D. Morgan ".'...!

'. 8
L. K. Liggett and W. Traub

. B
W. G. Rankin and E. S. Reynolds.... I
Single blade, U mile witli turn;

L. K. Liggett 1
C. B. Merriam s
Hurry scurry, run 100yds , swim 100yds., paddle iOOvds.:

E. S. Reynolds ^ 1
L. K. Liggett 'a
D. R. Holmes
W . G Rankin

.

B. Lorimer
''

Tatassit C. C, First Annual Regatta.
nAKE CJUINSIQAMONn.—SEPT. 31.

There was a large attendance, and considerable interest mani-
fested in the programme of the Tata.^sit C. C. regatta. Com. Winne,
of the A. C. A., was present as a guest of the club throughout the
afternoon and evening, as was also C. B. Ashendeu, of the Newton
B.C. The only disappointment of the day came in the sailing race.
This was started, but had to be called off on account of the lack of
saUing breeze. One of the surprises of the day was the work of
George L. Putnam in the double blade i,gmile paddle, in which he
defeated C. B. Ashenden, of Auburndate.
It was a o'clock when the combination sail and paddle race was

started. The prize, a handsome silk banner, the gift; of F. A. Mann,
was won by H. A. Whitney, G. C. Halcott second, and C. A. Pratt
third.
The half mile paddhug was won by G. S. Putnam in oax. 25s,, C. B.

Ashenden second (prize a cup).
In the paddling open canoe. si»gle blade, C. B. Ashenden won first.

F. A. Sears second and G. S. Putnam third (prize, a paddle).
In the tandem paddling, one-half mile, .Sears and Ashenden won in

4m. 45s. Putnam and Davis second in 5m. .5s. Dean and Lange
third (prize, engraved ttisks).
In the hurry-scurry Lange won easily, with Sears second (prize, an

etched frying pan).
One of the most interesting events of the afternoon was a tng-of-

war between teams composed of honorary members of the club. The
wiiming team being captained by H. T. Farrar. At 6 o'clock a clam
bake was served, and in tba evening a cake walk was held, the prize,
a cane, was won by Com. Winne. Shortly before il o'clockanad-
j ">urnmenc was made to the city, where festivities were concluded at
the Bay State House,

A Short Run.

We met at the boat house early one beautiful morning in June-
five members of the Athens C, C, ready for a run with our canoes on
the river. One of the party carried a Kodak camera, another a field
glass, and each was armed with a basket containing a day's luncheon.
We could not have chosen a finer day for paddling, as tbe rain of the

night before had cooled the atmosphere to a charming degree. The
wind was in our favor, just strong enough to help us along. The
first to laurch his canoe was T. Boscoe F.. a representative of the
bar and, of course, "a rising young lawyer;'" following him was Prof.
Frank C., a musician of no mean skill; Tommy B came next,
the dude of the party, be wore kid gloves, low russet shoes, sUk hose
and a pretty smile; Will Bogardus P, followed; and lastly John
R., an amateur at canoeing and consequently very timid.
Our boat house is situated on the bank of the Susquehanna, and we

were soon gliding quietly down this stream with the current, which
ran with good speed at this place.

,«oon we passed under tbe bridge and waved a farewell to a number
of friends on the bank, and paddled for the opposite shore near an
island. Here we found a narrow channel with rapids and good cur.
rent, but it did not last long, and we .soon shot out into the main
stream, where we had steadier water.
We ran alC'Ug rather easily, passing over one or two small riffles,

and soon came to the junction of the Chemung and Susquehanna
Rivers. This is familiarly known as The Point, and as we passed this
historic place we looked to tbe right on the Chemung side, which
during the summer is a favorite camping siiot, and to the left, on the
Susquehanna side, where rising nearly .500ft. above the water is

Mount Prospect, once a favorite resort for picnic parties and where
one obtains a magnificent view of the surrounding country; hut the
woodman's ax has played sad havoc among the noble trees and
robbed the spot of its beauty.
While we are floating idly along with the current, enjoying the

beauties of nature, we hear some one calline, and on looking we see
the glisten of paddles up on the Chemung: we wait afew minutes and
are joined by Ed. H, an old canoeist and a good hand with the double
blade. Ed. had cruised on nearly every stream in Pennsylvania, and
stiU liked to take a spin in his favorite Rushton. A short distance
below the point we have some nice running over an old eel rack and
be.side an island, then we strike a stretch of still water two or three
miles long and have to use the paddles quite freely.
The Lehigh Valley R. R. runs close to the water on the west shore

and we wave our hats to a passing train, a salute responded to by a
number of passengers. Soon we arrive at the new bridge at Ulster,
Pa., and know we are to stop for awhile, so shouldering our eight
canoes we carry them to the depot, but a few rods distant, and wait
for the next train north. While waiting we are the center of an ad-
miring group of natives who ask no end of questions I'egarding the
weight, length, price, etc. of our craft.

The train arrives, and after carefully packing the canoes in the
baggage car we seek the cushioned seats for a ride of twenty-five
miles to Wellsburg, N. Y'., arriving there about noon. Here we have
the Chemung River about nineteen or twenty miles from its mouth.
Again the natives flock around us, wonder how we ride in those
things, ask us "How far you going?" "Where're you fromy"anda
few such questions. Each of our pariy tells a different story, and
placing our boats in the river, which is only a few yards frohi thft
depot, we wave a farewell and push into the current, gliding under
the white suspension bridge which spans the river here.
We run merrily along, soon reaching a riftle which gives us a grand

run, although the waves wei-e not very rough. Now comes a half
mile of deep water, which is soon covered, and we have some rapids
again. Will had been over the course before and took a smafi, nar-
row channel leading to the right, the rest followed, and here we had
a very pretty run. A small clump of willows divided the stream,
and as we shot around it we saw the water splashing and quicklv
came to a small dam over which the water was running with a fine
fall.

Will shot over it nicely, but took in a gallon of water to keep him
cool. The others escaped better, and all were ready for another. We
found the current .steady and swift, requiring but little use of the
paddles. Tommy B. and the Professor used theirs a little more freely
and were soon out of sight around the bend.
The others followed slowly, and after a run of nearly a mile we

thought we saw them lying down on a gravel beach at the right. Ed
was ahead of us, and as he came opposite them called out, "Hullo 1 you
suckers; how long have you been there?" In reply to his question a
couple of young farmers arose from their soft seat and hurled such a
string of sulphuric adjectives at us that left no room for doubt as to
the time they had occupied that particular spot.
Then they kindly invited us over to test their pugilistic skill, or ti-y

their wrestling power, and showed their muscle byburhng huge geo-
logical speeimers nearly to our boats. As soon as they paused for
breath, Ed timidly called out, "I beg your pardon, gentlemen; I am
rather near-righted and took you for my friends." We then heard
some one laughing, and quickly spied Toinmy and the Professor en--
joying the cool shade of a large elm on the other side.
We aU paddled over and were soon stretched out on the soft green

grass, a large table cloth spread, and covered with "all the dehcacies
of the season,"
As soon as our lunch was finished and the table cleared. Tommy,

the dude, cautiously inquired for finger bowls. When he had finished
dodging the orange bark, banana peel and mature doughnuts he was
perfectly contented to dip his dainty fingers in the river.
During this time the two grangers had amused themselves by call-

ins us harsh names, and Ed became quite vexed, and said he would
"show those mossbacks a thing or two."
He grabbed his paddles and started as though he was going to

accept their many invitations. As he neared them they arose from
the sand, picked up a handful of stones and ran. Ed yelled, and
they fled as though an army was after them, nor did they come in
sight again until we had gone some distance down the river.
We paddled on, now and then passing over small riffles, and at one

place had a splendid run of rapid boiling water, requiring consider-
able skill to avoid the rocks and keep the canoe straight, A short
distance above Willawanna we had a grand run. An old dam had
been partiaUy broken out, and the water boiled and tumbled over in
a reckless fashion, and below this for some rods was the roughest
water we encountered anywhere on om- trip.

Young B. and the Prosessor, with their characteristic caution, ran
in on one side and took an easy drop, while Ed, Roscoe and Will ac-
cepted the biggest fall as the only place a ca.ooe should go.
Ed went first and escaped ail right, as the covering to his Rnshtou

completely protected him. Roscoe, poor fellow, was completely
soaked, his Nessmuk trying to spiU hira. Will's light craft j umped
the waves very well and only a little water shipped in. When we
were t hrough and the sponge had done its work we all united in pro-
claiming this theflne.'trun on tbe river.

A little further down we passed through a rather narrow channel,
which had good speed and came out but a few yiirds above a white
suspension bridge. Here we slopped for a drink at a spring, and
the bridge, with its white network of wires, tne high trees at the
end and the gentle sloping bank, gave a pretty picture for Ed and
his Kodak, so we pulled in position under the bridge.
Then we had steady running, without much of interest, for several

mUes, passing over some very fait rapids and through some pretty
places, where the trees hung over the water, affording a little shade
and making it pleasant to run through.
The Professor was always looking out for some unexplored part of

the river, and spying a little narrow opening through the bushes on
the left of the stream he paddled over, followed by Roscoe and Will,
The others kept the main channel. The entrance was not over 15ft.
wide and seemed lo disappear in tbe bank, hut as we shot through it

made another curve to the right and the water threw itself around an
old tree which formed a big eddy at the side.
In order to avoid running into the tree we kep to the right and

struck the eddy, which whuled the canoe completely around running
it into the bank, but we escaped without much difficulty. The stream
continued narrow and swift; while there was plenty of water it re-
quired a constant watch to avoid the snags, stumps and ends of roots
Slicking out, while the ti-ees which lined the bank hung out over the
water, making a perfect shade and a delightfully cool retreat. We
were in ecstacy of delight over the Professor's hnd, and would have
enjoyed going through again. After nearly a half mile of the most
delightful running we again came out into the main stream to find
the rest of our party out of sight.
We now had a long srreteh of still water ahead of us and used the

paddles steadily, Keeping up a constant, rapid stroke until we reached
the new iron bridge at Waverly, N. Y. Passing under this we had a
good rifBe to run. The D , L. & W. R.R. bridge was soon passed and
we knew we were in Pennsylvania again. Our companions were not
in sight and we began to think they had left us entirely, but soon we
spied them seated on the bank under a tree, with an ice-cold spring
near by.
We felt like having a little rest ourselves and remained here some

time. After sufficiently cooling off we kept on our course, with now
and then a rilfie to help us along, bui,havingrather steady water. We
encountered one ritfle which had several roots standing upright, and
the mu>ician had a narrow escape Irom hitting one. Then we found
more dead water, and as the afternoon was nearly gone we plied the
double blade with more energy. To amuse ourselves we sang
snatches of the popular songs, the Professor usually singing a verse
and the others joinuig in the chorus, this seemed to t^harm the people
along the bank whenever we passed any, as they invariably called
out to "go Orown yourselves" or some other compliment.
We soon reached the town, but on the wrong side, but rather than
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paddle to The Fount and up the Susquehanna to the boat house , we
took our canoes on our shoulders and carried them across the land,
a distance of less than a quarter of a mile, and placed them once
more in the Susquehanna, while a few minutes paddling lanaed us at
the boat house, where the canoes were placed in their owners' rack
to rest till wanted again, W. K. P.

A. C. A. Membership.
. The following gentleman has applied for membership in the

js^, G, A., Basteru Division: Geo. B, Smith, Boston.

FIXTURES.

1. Corinthian. Atlantic City.
15. BufEalo, Closing Cruise.

9. Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New
York Bay.

International Racing.
The absurd rumor of a challenge from the Emperor of Germany

on behalf of Meteor is set at rest by a statement from Mr. PouUni-y
Bigelow, now in lierhn, to the effect that the emperor had never
entertained the ideu of challenging. We have recently received the
following letters, one from a Western yachtsman, the other from one
nearer New York:

Editor Forest and Stre-am;
I wish to express my indorsement of your views as lately expressed

—namely that the action of the New York Y. C. in returning the
America Cup to "the only surviving donor" was illegal, and that the
only legal deed of gift was and is the original one, and, good or bad,
it and it only is the one that the challengers must take coanisance of.
This may not be considered American, but I hope the day has not
yet come when American j'aehtAmen need to hide behind quibbles to
retain the America Cup. I hope you will not abandon the subject
until the club returns to the original deed, and thus secures a revival
of the exciting races of the Puritan, Mayflower and "Volunteer days,

J. D. C".

Editor Forest and Stream:
It has been frankly stated that another challenge would hardly be

given by our English frienis did the New York Y. C. not feel embar-
rassed by the conditions of the last so called deed of gift and past
acts of the club in connection therewith. The solution of the diffi-

culty is remarkably simple. As the second and third deeds never
had or can have any validity, why not let the club cat destroy the
embarrassing papers, so relieving the club of its present strain on the
mind and giving to the next administration a free hand and fair
start. A Yaghtimg Citizen.

The Fisher Cup.
OWABD AND KORAH.

The Fisher cup, won on Lake Michigan by Atalanta and taken to
Lake Ontario, where it was won by default by Norah of Belleville,
Bay of Quintp, has at last been sailed for nnd taken out into the open
lake, where it is likelv to be the subject of keen competition for
some time. After the failure of many attempts to make a match for
the cup by various lake yachts, a race wassailed this summer by
Onward, of Rochester, a sloop once weU-known about Nesv York,
the holder, Norah, being victorious. Onward issued a second chal-
lenge, and the race was sailed on Sept. 19. over the club triangle
of nearly 9 nautical miles on the Bay of Quinte, 3 rounds or 26 a Me;--.

The wind was strong from the north, making less than -3 mi, es of
windward work on each round. The start was given at 11 A. M , but
both were handicapped about dm. Norah had a single reef and
working topsail over it, while Onward carried whole lower sail aud
working topsail. Norah was slightly astern at the start, but showed
a lead of 20s. at the first mark, but on the windward leg Onward
passed her to leeward, Norah taking in her topsail, aud had a lead
of a minute at the second mark, which Norah cut down a little in the
run home.
At the end of first round Norah made a very clever jibe and ran to

leeward of Onward into first place, increasing her lea'1 to over 2m.
on the windward leg. and leading by 3m. 45s. at the jibe. On the
windward leg of the third round Onward was favored by a shift of
wind to the eastward, which enabled her to save her time The
limes being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Onward II OH S 42 59 3 37 59 8 34 24
Norah 11 05 2 40 36 3 35 36 3 35 36
The judges were Dr. Satmders. of Rochester for Onward: S. A.

Hyman. of Belleville, for Norah, and J. Gass, of Albany, referee
The scrutineers were Geo, P, Thompson on Onward, Henry Miller on
Norah. If won three limes in succession by the same club the cup
becomes the property of the club to which the winning vachts
belong.

A Challenge from a Cruiser.
Editor Forest and St/ream:
In ore of your early issues just after the Cobourg—Cayuga con-

troversy this spring, there appeared a proposition that Cayuga and
I should settle the question of superiority of type by meeting for a
race somewhere about halfway between our respective homes. Both
of us w^ere thinking of a good deal else than mere speed, and in any
case. I had at the time no boat and was unaDle to make or accept a
challenge. Since that time however, two boats of the spoontail
type have been built, one here for the writpr and one in Columbus,
Indiana, both closely resembling the design in the Porkst and Stream
of Dec. 17, 1891. Both have been very .satisfactory in iheir perform-
ances. The owner of the Indiana boat reports her very handy and
fast—fast enough to take second place in a regatta.
My own boat has not done any regular racing but has shown lier-

self unmistakably fast to windward and also in reaching, and down
hill I have not as yet been able to spread sail enough to excel but
she is well up to the average. The rig is nearly perfection for handi-
ness, as the longest spar after the mainmast 'is only 13ft. long and
I can reef down or shake out without leaving the cockpit. As a sea
boat she IS a great success, the bow being just full enough to lift
her clear and not lull enough to pound, and the lifting is promoted
by the narrow quarters. She handles well under the successsive
changes—full sail; jib mlzen and ref fed main; jib and reefed mizen-
full main and reefed mizen or reefed main and reefed mizen. Under
nib and reefed mizen she is snug enough for anything short of a
hurricane, and wfll stay in a heavy sea without any help from paddle
or oars, in fact I have never used either except to get to her moor-
ings from the boat house. If Cayuga wants a trial I will trv to ac-
commouate him. Henry K. Wiokstebd.
CoBouBG, Sept. 14.

The American Yacht List.

_
The new volume of the American Yacht List (Manning's Register)

i snotonlythe mostcompleie work of the kind ever produced, but
it ism plan and detad so nearly perfect as to leave little rootn forimprovemenc. The book is larger in every way, nearly twice asthick as the previous edition.?, and besides a very careful revision of

ft®
^"^^'^'^'^ ""^"e'' ^as been greatly extended, aspecial feature of the new matter being a uearlv comolete lisit of

races in 1891. The club flags, which are^ery hanJsomX prin4d on
^n^^f^f^^^^'^'^'rrll^^^^^iy^-^^''^'-''^^^^^ l^^" 9 Within theUnited States. The hst; of Iprivate .signals, arranged according to
colors, mcludes 1300 flags. The yacht register proper has been com-pletely remodeled inform, the work, with that of compiling theracing records being in the hands of Captain Howard Pattirson
?.ilf^^^y^''^^^^^^^^S^^^^^<ii'romthe^^nius craft, and in bo"h
lists the larger page used, with the new arrangement of the tables

noTn™?w fh''
°'»'"«c'et«led inform! ion, one new feature being a
''"'^''^ °^

^'''S^®
°* '^'^"^ Special attention hasbeen paid to the accuracy of the list, and such errors as may exist

^ ffi^nili^tw-"''^""*^?''*' °^ "'^'^'^'s furnishing information; adifficuliy that is experienced m all work of this kmd. The record of
^t^f,^

complete, the racing rule of each club being
iZT^^.^'^^

^^'^
i^," f'^'^^*

°* ""^^^ '"'d winners of each race, inclixd-

H,fol L'' ™5® '^el'^smen cf all yachts, and their rating, as Conn-
ie

professional. This useful list has been made as accurate as
itiousti much difMculty was experienced in obtaining

othc.al mformation in answer to circulars sent out. The miscellan-

etTif'f^?^,'''^:^"'^''"
"^'^ '^l"^* a'^'l officers, dues, organ^S

S''^''®®'^''*.^*'"'^*^*'^^
'^'''^^ fl^e.l. of the America Cud,

Reef Ifl ^'fi^'.^'^^f
'^'^ Pai-Mculars of the Cape May Brenton's

?oflP W= nf
fl^'^"!-'^-^ for year, international

' Tul°^ "t™^* changed and other useful information for vachts-

Yacht A
published bj Mi-. Thomas Manning, of Manning's

"White Bear Lake and Lake Minnetonka.
A SERIES of three races was recently arranged between the cham-

pions in the 23ft. class on White Bear Lake and Lake Minnetonka,
Minn. ; and Shark, of the White Bear Y. C, was taken to the latter
lake to meet Dolphin, ihe champion of the class. A race was sailed
on Sept. 16 and another on the following day, Dolphin winning the
first by Im. 40s., aud the second by 5m. 4s. A sequel to the race is

found in the following correspondence, the three letters being pub-
lished in circular form under the title:

AN OPEN LETTER.

[Copy.] Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 14, 1893.
Commodore C. B. Eustis:
Dear Sir—I beg leave to call your attention to the fact that im-

mediately upon the termination of the championship race last Satur-
day for sloops between 20 and 23Et., I requested a remeasuremeut of
Dolphin while in the exact condition in wnich she had sailed.
The representatives of Dolphin produced a measurer's certificate in

which Dolphin purported to he 22ft. lOin. long, and stated, before
several members of the club, that there had been no change in her
usual racing trim ; that she was ballasted exactly the same as in her
previous races.
The official measarer stated, however, that he had not measured

Dolphin's length at all under the present rules, but only her sail area.
She was then measured for the first time this season, her trim being

exactly as she had sailed in the racp, and, as stated by her repre-
sentatives, the same as in previous races.
The steel tape made her 23ft. 4}4in. long. This is the official meas-

urement of her condition as she was sailed, aud in accordance with
the following rule;
"Length shall be taken .Sin. above the water liie. The water line

shall be determined by ballasting the boat to her usual trim when the
crew are not on board, with uo less than 2lbs. of ballast for each
square foot of mainsail. The inside ballast to be placed as directed
bv the measurer, who shall keep in view the usual racing trim of the
boat."
Consequently Dolphin has been and is ineligible to sail for the

championship of the Minnetonka Yacht Club, which limits yachts to
23f r. Yours respectftdly, H. ,J. Burton.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 15, 189.3.

Mr. H. J. Burton:
Dear Sir—Yours received yesterday. I would fay that I interpret

the rule referred to to mean, measured withSlbs. of, ballast for every
square foot of mainsail. "The usual racing trim" means whether
she is down by the head or by the stern. Referring to the rule of '91

you will sec that it distinctly states that "the waterllne shall be deter-
mined by ballasting the boat with lJ41bs. for each square foot of sail
area." Theidea this year was to increase that to 21 bs.. but in doing so
they changed the wording. .V boat would have to be measured every
day for classification if your interpretation of "her usual racing
trim" was taken, as her balla.'Jt is constantly changing wth the con-
dition of the wind, and so a fixed amount of 2lbs. i'^ agreed upon. 1

have interpreted the rule to mean this and think it entirely fair for
all, and shall measure the boats accordingly until ordered otherwise
b,y the club.
Hoping this wiU explain my position I remain.

Very truly yours.
B. C. fluRD, Jr., Measurer M. Y. 0.

Sept. 16, 189i.
Mr. B. G. Hurd, Jr., Measurer M. Y. C:
Dear Sir—It was voted by the club last Saturday that if Dolphin

was over 23fl. she was ineligible. You measured her in the exact
trim in which she sailed that day and found her 33ft. 4i4in. She was
prepared and sailed by the most experienced yachtsmen in the club
and it was preposterous to claim she was otherwise than in her
"usual racing trim." We are sailing under the rules for '92, not the
rules for '91, The clause "not less than 2lbs." applies solely to boats
hbe Bird and Volante, which carry little or no b&llast when in "usual
racing trim."
Even in light breezes Dolphin sails with 41bs. of ballast per square

foot of mainsail and it would 1)^* an evasion of the plain Enghsh of
the rule to measure her with Olbs. placed in the bow so as to throw
her stern out of the water and bring her within the limit.
She has never been saOed in any such trim as that.
Surely there is more sportsmanship in accepting a fair defeat from

the representative of the White Bear Club than in violating the letter
and spirit of your own rules. Yours truly, H. J. Burton.

The Rocking- Chair Navy.
We note with pleasure the following report of the proceedings of

the great piazza squadron. The season's reports from sister organi-
zations are now in order:
The second semi-occasional meeting of the Soft Bottom Rocking

Chair Fleet was recently held. It was considered necessary for the
coming season to fill the position of Grand Querist at once, as for
some time argument had been dull. The Prominent Candidate had
but one opponent on the floor, who said that he could queer any-
thing. The Prominent Candidate at once railed him down, that he
was shooting wide, in fact he nexer could shoot. "I can shoe with
any kind of shells, even chestnut shells," said P. C After this just
remark P. C. was seated in the position without opposition, and with
due honors.
The Grand Querist as soon as possible put forth the questions-

Does steam sink? Does water float? as texts for the discussion, and
reports of same are now in quarantine.

Beverly Y. C, 3d Champienship Race.
MOllt'MKNT BEAOH- BUZZARD'S BAY.

The 193d race of the Beverly Y. C. was sailed at Monument Beach
on Sept. 17 in a fair southwesterly breeze
As pennants bad been wen in second and fourth classes the race

was practically confined to third class Here Sippican proved her
superiority in a moderate breeze and Fin showed again that she
needed more wind. The summary was as follows:

FIRST CLASS.

, „ ,^ ^, .
Length Elapsed. Corrected.

Violet, Toby Club 27.06 2 30 30 2 10 56
SECOND CLASS.

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 27.04 2 10 40 2 00 56
THIRD CLASS.

Sippican. W. H. Davis

23.03

1 56 04 1 44 ;35

Eina, John Parkinson , 23 lO 2 01 29 1 40 35
Phenomenon, D. L. Whittemore 23.00 3 03 19 1 51 ;37
Doris, John Parkinson 23 02 3 01 10 1 52 3(i

Fin, L. M. Stockton ..... 17 03 2 08 21 1 49 39
Daisy, Howard Stockton 31 01 2 13 50 1 J9 58
Tycoon, J. L. Slackpole, Jr -23.01 Withdrew.

FOtTRTH CLASS.
Edith, G. G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 29 54 1 20 Id
Kitten, Toby Club 20.00 1 33 56 1 34 48
Judge. P. Elliott Cabot.
Violet, Gymnnte, Sippican and Edith take firsts. Eina takes sec-

ond. Champion pennants for IS 92 are won on season's record by
Violet, Gymnote, Sippican aud Fin,

Monatiquot Y. C, Special Race.
WEyjIOLTH, MASS.—BOSTON HARBOR,

The Monatiquot Y. C. sailed a special race for the Linton cup on
Sept. 34 in a light wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.

„T ^ ^ ,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Opeechee, W. P. Barker , 1 48 20 1 18 45
White Fawn, H. A Jones l 46 53 1 20 36
Beatrice. John Cavanagh 1 48 49 1 23 01
Gipsy, M. F. Driukwater 1 50 51 1 23 31
Secret. E. F. Lincoln 1 63 36 1 24 01
Folly, J. F. Sheppard i 55 12 1 ,30 24
Rosy, R. G. Hunt 1 59 20 1 81 04

THIRD GLASS.
Imp, W. P Maybury ] ^9 45 i .^l 31
Primrose, H. M Faxon .1 51 25 1 31 55
Opsechee, of the second class, went up in first class and won the

cup. Imp won in third class.

Alva.
Messrs. Perkins & White, the purchasers of the sunken 'Viva areworkmg on her steadily with a fair prospect of .success, in spite of

the lateness of the season. If all goes well the work of pumpine outand floating the hull will begin in a week or two. The schooner Geo
p. Rust is anchored near the wreck, and operations are carried ontrom it and a large catboat. Four divers. Duncan. Russell Stoneand Nickerson, of Boston, are at work whenever the very strong tides
permit, some three hours per day. They descend from the catboatand already they have stopped the break in the bows and all small
apertures, including the companions, with Sin. planks, so that theebb and flow ot water through the vessel has been stopped^

In Chatham Harbor is a large lighter, on which has been buUt a
large caisson of 6x6 timber, gBft. long, 15ft. wide, and Sft. deep,
bolted and caulked. This caisson will be lowered and bolted down
over the boiler hatch with a similar one over the engine hatch
When this work is completed steam pumps will bs secured to the

yacht's decks and steam carried down by hose from the boilers of
the wrecking boat. It is expected to punip out the hull and float it
to shoaler water out of the strong tides which have made the work
so difficult, after which operation it will be further repaired before
towing t-) Boston.
A section of the bow nearly 60ft. long has been broken off and will

he lifted separately.
"With every trip below the divers bring up something, and ah-eady

a great deal of valuable plate and furnishings of various kinds have
been recovered. The wreck lately passed through a severe storm
with no new damage, and Messrs. Perkins & White are likely to
meet with final success in which event they will profit largely, in ad-
dition to the honor of attempting and carrying out a task that was
pronounced hopeless by the leading wrecking firms.

It is annoimced thatMr. Vanderbilt has just ordered a new and
larger yacht to replace the Alva to be designed by Mr. St. Clare J.
Byrne, of Liverpool, aud built by Laird & Co., of the same citv.

A Shoal Draft Auxiliary Yacht.
Anew auxiliary cruising yacht was launched on Sept. 22 at the

yard of E. H. Thatcher & Son. New- Haven, where she was built for
Lewis D. Benton. The yacht is 5m. over nil, 45ft. l.w.l., 13ft. beam,
3ft. draft, the hull of oak and yellow pine. The yacht has a low
trunk cabin, like the ordinary sloop, with ,t cabin, owner's stateroom
and toilet room forward of the enaine space, which is amidships.
The engine is iy^ and 8x7in., with a Foster patent boiler. The wheel
is of bronze ana the shaft of Tobin bronze. The bunkers are under
the cockpit, and there are water tanks, ice box and storage lockers
for a fufl cruising supply. The yacht is yawl-rigged, mainmast 87ft.
deck to bounds, mtzzirnmast 17ft., topmast 22ft. She was designed
by E. E. ("rampton, superintendent of the yard, and will be used la
Southern cruising.

New Yachts.
At Bristol the Herreshoffs have begun work on the Carroll

schooner, her frames being bent. Lawley has the keel out for a 55ft.
wooden schooner for a Providence owner, and has nearly completed
a 75ft. steam yacht. Mr. A. Gary Smith has recently completed the
design for a wooden schooner 70ft. l.w.l., 21ft. beam and Sft. draft
for J. B. King, of Staten Island, the yacht to be built at Nyack. Mi-.
Wintringham has completed the design for a steel schooner for Mr.
J. Rogers M^ixwell, the leading dimensions being 82ft. l.w 1 , 21ft. Oin.
beam, 10ft. draft, She will be a centerboard craft. Mr. H. J. Gielow
is at work on a design for a steam yacht for H. C. Baxter, of Bruns-
wick, Me., to be 77ft. Sin. over all, 7bft. l.w.l., 10ft. Sin. beam and 4ft.
draft. Mr. Gielow has also made a design for a 35ft. centerboard
cutter for Mr. T. L, Arnold, .Atlantic Y. C. She will be 53ft. over all,
34fc. 8in. l.w.l., 14ft. 6in. beam, 4ft. Sin. draft, with 4 tons of lead on
keel.

Lincoln Park Y. C.

LINCOLN PARK, ILL.-LAKE UICBIGAN.

The last race of the Lincoln Park T. C. was sailed on Sept. 17, (he
times being;

Start. Finished. Elapsed.
Dragon , 3 37 47 5.37 49 3 00 0s!

Viking S 89 23 5 09 06 3 39 43
Pfi-iod 2 38 01 5 05 55 2 27 54
Blade 2 o5 46 5 10 52 3 .35 04
Lois 3 37 OS 5 02 29 2 35 21
Ida K. 2 35 49 5 13 03 2 37 14

First prize, second cla.ss. Viking; second prize, Dragon. First
prize, third class, Lois; second prize. Period.
The judge was J. Allen .Horusby and the time keepers were C. O.

Anders and D. D. Dutton.
American Girl capsized.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
We have received from the publishers, Messrs. Norie & Wilson,

London, a new pilot book of the English Channel and adjacent
coasts, upon a novel plan. "Our Silver Streak, or the Yachtsman's
Guide from Harwich to Scilly," by Arthur Underhill, Commodore of
the Cruising Club, is a careful compilation of the st.andard charts
aud sailing directions for the special use of yachtsmen, such informa-
tion as is useful for yachts and the smaller vessels being given very
minutely, while the great mas^ of detail that is important only to
"merchant vessels of heavy draft, or clumsy coasters incapable of
beating in agakist a strong inset," is omitted. A special feature of
the book is the descrip'ive matter relating to the history and point.*! of
interest of each locality. The work is pleasantly w'ritten and the
technical detail does not detract from the interest of the description

;

American readers who are familiar with the cruises of MacGregor,
McMullen and Speed will find the book a very great help in reading
such cruises understandingly; Pspecially as it is fllustrated with
charts of all the locahties described.

Theie was launched on Sept. 9 from the building yard of the Lon-
don and Glasgow Engineering ana Iron Shipbuilding Co., Limited, at
Govan, a handsomely modeled screw steam yacht named Athen, of
th« following dimensions: 170ft. over all, 21ft. 2in, beam moulaed,
and 12ft Oin. depth moulded. She has been built to the highest class
at Lloyd's, to the specification and designs and under the special
supervision of Mr. St. Clare J. Byrne, of Liverpool, and will be fitted
by the builders with a set of triple-expansion surface-conden.sing
engines and a large single-ended boiler, having a working pressure
of ifeOlbs. to the square mch.—Enyineeriny

.

The house committee of the Massachusetts Y. C. announ-ie the

served as usual from 12 A. M. to 11 P. M. The lunch at No. 5 Rowe's
Wharf was discontinued after Friday, Sept. 3-3, and the club bouse
closed with exception of the lower floor and floats, which will be kept
open until October, with a man in attendance.

Lurline, steam yacht. Major W^. B. Wetmore, of New York, on her
recent arrival at Chicago after a summer's cruise through the Lakes,
was welcomed by a boat's crew from an over-rfiicious revenue cut-
ter and ordered to show her natne aud sailing port on the bows
within twenty-four hours. As many yachts are expected to visit
Chicago next year, it might he well if the Customs authorities would
post themselves fully on the law before subjecting yachtsmen to use-
less and illegal annoyance.

New York j'achtsmen, especially the owners of the smaller craft
which da not carry a paid hand, have sutt'ered this season trom sud-
den and severe wind storms, the latest being on Jlonday morning,
when half a gale came out of the west about 9 A. M., kicking a heavy
sea and landing a large number of small yachts on the beach.
Gloriana's owner has decided to offer her for sale, and an adver-

tisement of this famous yacht appears on another page. The past
season has been unsuccessful, but there are many who still believe
that the yacht is quite as fast as Harpoon, and no't far behind Wasp .

The Pavouia V. C. closed its club house at Atlantic Highlands on
Sept. 24 with a dance. The house has been generally used by the
members during the season, and the club's reputation for hospitality
extends as far as the limits of tidewater about New York.
Ex-Com. H. B. Peai-son, of the Jersey City Y. C , owner of the

sloop Gertrude, died at Cleveland, O.. on Sept. 17, at the age of 60.
Com Pearson was well known about New York Bay, and was one of
the first officers of the New York Y. R. A.

The championship sail-ofl' of the Winlhrop Y. C. took place on
Sept. S4, Mattie, in Class 1. and Perdita, in Class 2, each scoring a
walkover, while Magpie won in Class 3 and Collet in Class 4.

The regatta committee of the Eastern Y. C. has just issued in
pamphlet form a very complete and interesting summary of the
seven races sailed under its management this year.

The Herreshotf 21-footer xVlpha, the champion of the class, has
been sold by Messrs. D mine. Brown & Hunt to an unknown owner,
said to be R. W. Bird, of Boston.

The Essex Y. C, of Newark, located at Bayonne, on Newark Bay,
and the Greenville Y. C. 011 Now York Bay, are consideritig a.schenitj
of cOnsoUdation.

Another 46-fonter on the sale list is Barbara, and the daily papers
are crediting Mr. Foster with the ownership of a new design for the
same class.

Brunhilde, schr., is receiving a new overhang aft, which will im-
prove her looks as far as it is possible to do so.

The old sloop Addie, originally the Addie Voorhees, aud of late the
Acteon, has been purchased b.y E. W. Dixon.
Euniua, stearu launch. Dr T. V. Roe, of Tarrytown, N. Y., was en-

tirely burueil ou Sept. IS, the loss being $4,500,

Wild Duck, steam yacht, J. M. Forbes, has been hauled up at East
Boston and her mainmast shifted forward.
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ALUMINUM NAPHTHA YACHT "MIGNON."
Constmoted by Messrs. Escher Wyss & Co., Engineers, Ztiricli, Switzerland.

The Aluminum Naphtha Tacht Mignon.
We are indebted to Enmneeving for tlie following illustrations and

description of the new alumlaum yacht recently constructed in
Switzerland

:

The yacht Mignon is constructed of alumiuum, and is propelled liy

a naphtha motor, principally composed of the same material. Both
engine and vessel were designed and constructed bv the enterprisins
firm of Messrs. Escher Wyss & Co., Zurich, to the order of Monsieur
A. Nobel, Paris, who intends that the Mignon shall cruise in the
waters of La Seine.
The naphtha motor by which the yacht is propelled has three

single acting cylinders, three cranks and three pistons. The whole
of the machinery is constructpd of aluminum (including the pro-
peller) with the exception of the crants and shafting. The boiler,
which is constructed of r opper spiral pipes, is supplied with naphtha
from a large copper tank situated at the fore end of the vessel, the
supply pipes running outside the vessel's keel.
In describing this yacht we may mention that this is the first vessel

of her size which has been built of aluminum. Her principal dimen-
sions are: Length between perpendiculars, 48ft,: breadth moulded,
6ft,; depth moulded, 2fi. 11m,: draft in fresh water, 3ft. Sin. On
account of air-tight compartments with which she is constructed,
she is rendered unsinkable, while she has a very large range of sta-
bility. She has a cuuwater stem ornamented with a Iwautiful figure-
head, and an elliptical stern; she is constructed on exceedingly fine
lines, carries two pole masts, and is rigged as a fore-and-aft schooner.
The standing rigging is of aluminum wire, set up with screws of the
same metal, while the running rieging is of manilla rope. This
vessel has a fine appearance in the water, and she will certainly belie
her appearance—of which the peripecii^e view gives a gooa idea
—if ske has not a fine career before her.
The weight- of the yacht is only 1J4 tons: naturally she is con-

structed on very light scantlings. The neei, stem and sternposts are
of forged aluoiinum ?in,xlin.: the frames are lin xlin.xl-lfira. ex-
cept in the engine room, where they are ljt^in.sl}^in x34in.; the
frames are spaced throughout the vessel Ifiiu. The shell plating
ranges from 3-32in. to 4 -35in. in thickness, ana 15,000 aluminum rivets
hold the ship together. She is full.y equipped, having a balanced
rudder and quadrant of aluminum, bollards and fairleads of the same
material, aluminum awning stanchions which support a pink-colored
sunshade extending the whole length of the .ya^-'ht, aluminum flag-
poles surmounted with silken flags: in fact, everything in the vessel
which 3an be made of tliis material is .so executed to make her as
light as possible.

The woodwork is of Lebanon cedar, and the seats are covered with
cushions upholstered with morocco leather, whiie the floor is covered
with poi'table gratings. At the fore endjof the vessel is situated a
portable willow cabin 8ft, in length, weighing only 861b9., and extend-
ing the whole width of the vessel; the roof is ornamented with blue
silk, relieved with gold. Situated at the fore end of the vessel is a
nickel silver binnacle fitted with a. double liquid needle compass.
The shell of the ship is innocant of all paint and ooraposition, and is

allowed to retain Its natiu-al silver color. On the occasion of the
trial trip, which took place on the Lake of Zurich on June 1, a speed
was obtained of more than 13 kilometres per hour on a consumption
of iT^glbs. of naphtha per hour, which was considered highly satis-

factory to all concerned. On this occasion Mr. Gustar Naville and
Mr. Henrich ZoUy represented the firm of Messrs. Eschf'r Wyss &
Co., while Mr. Nobel and a few other gentlemen interested in this
vessel made up the rest of the party.
Details of the engine and boiler are shown in Figs. 10 to 20, As

will be seen from the engravings, the engine is of the three cyhnder,
single-aetinsr typ'' and is completely shut up in a close casing. The
valve chest is above the cylinders and the three valves are operated
from one shaft, driven by gearing from the screw shaft. A hand-
wheel on the valve shaft is arranged in such a way that by turning
it one way or the other the relative position of the valve shaft is

altered as regards the screw shaft, and in this way the reversing of
the engines is effected, the device being equivalent to the old gab
motion. The boiler is placed over the steam chest of the engines
and consists' essentially of a spiral of stout copper tubing, tested to
a pressure of 3451bs. per square inch. This spiral is Inclosed in a
stout metal chamber, at the bottom of which are two burners, viz., a
large ring burner D, Figs 11 to 17, and a small burner C for lighting
up. When running thp naphtha is drawn by the feed pump G, Figs.
11 and 19, from the bottom of a resei'voir placed in a compartment
on the bow of the boat. Two openings are left in this compartment
through which the water streams as the boat moves, and the reser-
voir is thus kept cool. From the feed-pump the iiaphtha passes
into one end of the cepper coil, where it is converted into vapor.
On passing out of the end of the coil the major portion of the vapor
passes downward through a wide central pipe to the valve chest of
the engines, but another portion ot it passes by a by-pass c,, to an
air injector d. Figs. 11 and 20, where it sucks in a current of air
through a suitable valve, mixes with it and passes on to the main
bin-ner D. The vapor, which passes through the engines, passes
hack to the reservoir in the bow through two outboard condensers.
In starling the engine air is first pumped into the naphtha reser-

voir by a hand pump provided for this purpose: when a suitable
pressure is obtained here, a valve leading lo the small burner, C, is

opened, and the vapor, when it issues there, is lighted. When this
has been done naphtha is then pumped by a second hand pump into
the copper spiral, vFhere it is heated by the small burner and vapor-
ized : when the pressure has risen to a pi-oper amount the valve lead-
ing to the injector is opened, admitting thus mixed vapor and air to
the large burner, D. When this is fairly going tlie boat is ready to
start.

Messrs, Escher Wyss & Co. construct about fifty naph':ha launches
every year, including 3. 1 and G horse-power, and in a very short
time a new model will be completed of an 8 horse-power engine. The
boats are constructed in wood, steel and aluminuni. These naphtha
launches sail In every known part of the world, including Australia,
Egypt, India, America and the Continent. At present the firm have
a large number on hand, including one for His Highness, the Khedive
of Eifypt, and also an aluminum sailing boat for the FUrst zu Wied
of Prussia, La.st year Messrs. Escher Wyss & Co. constructed and
exhibited at the Frankfort Electrical Exhibition the first aluminum
naphtha launch and aluminum engine ever made. Her principal
dimensions are; Length between perpendiculars, 18ft. : breadth, 4ft,

Sin.; depth, 2ft. Sin. The weight of the boat and machinery was
only 9701bs, The name of thte little craft was the Progresa,

Off South Beach.
"Take in the foresail, boys, livefy now! Slack avvay the jib sheets.

All hands aftl Put do wir t^vo reefs." These orders followed one an-
other in rapid succession They were almost unnecessary, ihough.
So thoroughly did each man aboard the Shearwater understand what
was required of him that the skipper's command was often antici-
pated. To tell the truth, they were all capable of filling the skipper's
shoes—if occasion should arise to demand it.

Away to the wes'ard, stretching over a large arc, a dull, whitish
band was rising. As it advanced, curling outward and expanding,
fragments from the edge were torn away and whirled ahead. In
front the sky was still clear blue, behind the intense black accentu-
ated the coritra.st. Kapidly the swelling circle swept forward, broad-
ening and curving in innumerable shapes Not a breath, the reefed
mainsail swung from .side to side as we heeled to the long swells In
the silence, broken only by the clank ot the boom as it straightened
out the sheets, it was easy to imagine ourselves becalmed in one of
those windless summer days. A couple of pleasure yachts, balance-
reefed, lay off to starboara.
Suddenly the distant shore was blotted out, another instant and a

line of foam swept toward us. So powerful was the first blow that it

flattened the sea down, and then -well, there was something so sug-
gestive of a power, limitless in its strength, that the most indift'erent
observer could not but be impressed with an overwhelming sense of
his insignificance. Long, furrowed lanes, like the ti-ack of grape shot
along a field, followed where the wind's strength varied. There was
something sinister about the blackened waters; its appearance was
evil as the waves commenced to form and throw cra.^ts forward in
blinding spray. "I have been serene and fair for days," it seemed to
say, "now beware. I shall do my worst." Roj'ally did it act this
thieat; shrieking through the rigging, curving the taut halliards
astern with a vigor that would have boded ill for the Shearwater had
w^e been obliged to make sail to clear a lee shore.
"Larry, go below and get the elass."
Steadying himself, he took a long look atone of the yachts. "She's

making bad weather of it," he muttered, lowering the tube. "Get
more sail on her forward," he shouted ; "we've got ter stand by them,
boys. She's taking half a barrel at every jump."
The jib was "bonnetted." When she filled away I expected every

moment to see the sails blown out of their bolt ropes. When a fish-
ing smack gets down so her lee'ard scuppers are well awash, she is

over at a rather steep inclination. Working the Shearwater a little to
windward, "Cap'n Jimmy" hove her up and bawled out in tones dis-
tinctlv his own property, "Better drop yer peak an' drive 'fore it.

We'd toiler yer."
One thing was certain, he could not hold out much longer lying to.

Her mast was stepped so far forward that .she persisted in filling

away with the sail close reefed. Every time she performed this
maneuver a wave would catch her on the bo«s and throw the top of
it aboard. Having nothing but a flimsy summer cabin—the canyas
having been blown away—thfl entire deluge entered nearly unob-
.structed. Watching the opportunity, her skippsrwore her around
successfully. Before the wind she made far dryer decks of it. Kept
alongside for an hour, until the squall blew over.
"Captain Jimmy" had decided 10 run eastward after the "blues."

Kept on our course until well off Long Beach. A glorious October
sunset lighted the west as the sails slatted, dropped within the lazy

jacks and the rattling of chain forward told we too had come to
rest. There are moments within the lives of us all—moments that
seem too full of a quietness and peace to find their way over this
throbbing world

; fleeting instants—impossible to tell of and hinting
of some vague joy beyond the dipping deep. The gulls are slipping
seaward, carrying, as the.y come within the last rays, a tiny point of
crimson upon their breasts. They Cade into the dim wall rising in the
east, and this yarn does not deal in sentiment—but if you ever follow
within the sound of the surf you will know all, and more than word.'?

cordd ever express. The riding light swings to and fro. the darkness
creeps over the pulsing sea, and with it the first hint of autumn—

a

cool, fresh air. Lying full length, following the arc traced by the
foretopmast over the wondrous depths above—sometimes across the
entire length of the great dipp r the upright pendulum swung—then
off among the other constellations. Gazing, I lost myself among
them

—

"Thoughts that come in the shadow
Never come in the shine"

—

oblivious to the surge around the bows and the si fitting of halliards
against the mast until "Dinner I" brought my wandering sense back.

If it were not for the slow ro'l from side to .side it were easy to
imagine myself away down on the Long Island shore living over
again one of the many nights spent among the bluil', whole-souled
"boys" who fish off shore in one of their "beach shanties." The din-
ner was soon over—a meal of substantial food well suited to the hardy
fellows who consumed it—and then the pipes w^ere lit, and as tho blue
smoke commenced to curl upward around the swinging lamp. Captain
Jimm.y became reminiscent. Some yarns contained enough reality
to warrant me in giving them some credence. One was particularly
intei-PSting, though I hesitate to repeat it, for candor compels the ad-
mission that half the entertainment consisted in hearing the captain
tell the story

:

"I was a young blade then, and like most young "uns hankered after
bluei water. My brother Frank was lost on" the Georges banks, an' of
course them at home didn't want me ter follow the sea. But a New
Bedford lad thinks of little else and I war'nt much over eighteen
afore I'd signed in a Calcutta clipper. W^e had hardly left Sandy
Hook below the horizon afore they had one of us in irons f"r some
slight offence and I waked up to the fact that the second and third
mates was brutes an' I was booked for many months with them. The
grub was pretty good and a sailor will stand a heap of abuse so long
as his feed is fair.

"By and by these two rufflans got rather tired of cursing and slug-
ging us, and things settled down to the regular ships' life. Thar was
another young fellow 'bout my own age in the crew. Hehailed from
Nantucket, and being the only two 'kids' aboard, naturally we be-
came 'chums.' Ned was a quiet sort of fellow— one of the kind that
acts more than he talks. 'iVe were in the same watch and managed
to get hammocks together. Many an horn' we chmned about our
days at home, and it wasn't long afore we each knowed all about
each other.
"Well, you know its customary for the crew, whenever a ship

crosses the line, ter held what they calls 'Neptune's court.' One fel-
low dresses up like the old man, and three or four more stands round
ready to do whatever he says. We were holdin' court, and one of the
visitors Avas bavin' sand and water poured down his back. Ned was
standin' 'longside of me when the second mate came up behind us
and pimched him in the jaw.
" 'What is all this? Get forward the whole crew of yer or yer' 11

feel the weight of an iron round yer legs. Why don't yer move,' he
shoured.when none of the men" stirred. 'I'll teach yijr ter'—but he
didn't finish. Ned had recovered from ther blow an' stepping for-
ward square in front of the bully let out an' floored him as neat as
knockin' down a ninepin. He struggled to his feet, and when he
rushed at the boy I tripped hira. When he got up this time he had
a pair of brass knuckles on his fist, I caught one glancing blow and,
before the men could reach them, he had hit Ned a terrible blow on
the forehead. I was almost senseless and the first mate grabbed me
and hustled me below, where they hung some jewelry on my shanks
and wrists.

"It was about seven bulls on the morning of the second day when I
heard shouts and three or four shots, then hurried tramping over-
head, a couple of more shots and in a little while a fellow named
Jack Masterson broke open the door of my prison and told me to
come out.

" 'We've done two of them and got the Captain an' second mate so
they won't bother us much,' he said,
" 'Where's Ned?' I asked.
"They took me forward and pointed to a white object lyins on a

board, with somethiiig heavy at one end.
" 'He never spoke after that brute hit him. He died yesterday, and

while they were goin' ter bury him we drowned 'em.'
"1 learned that they intended scuttling the ship somewhere near

one of the islands to the north of Formosa and make their way
ashore in the cutters,
"That night while sleeping soundly something aroused me. In an

instant I was wiae awake and turning over was scared nearly
senseless to see Ned sittin' up in his hamtnock. There was a terrible
cut on his forehead and his eyes seemed very large. Ho moved his
lips, but I couldn't hear anything, then shook his head .slowly twice
and left me trying ter gather myself together. I never believed in
ghosts, but I can't believe that was something I dreamed or
imagined
"WeU, they held the ship along for a couple of weeks, and one

night she fetched up sandiu' on areef while driving before a typhoon.
There was only two of us got ashore. Nest day we managed to get
aboard and secure some stuff, and that night she slipped off and sunk
in over forty fathoms of water. My companion held out for seven
months and gave it up, I was there nearly a year before a Chinese
junk came ashore for water and took me back to a white face
again."
"Two bells. Better turn in, bov.s, we may have a hard day afore

us to morrow," he remarked, after we had smoked and chatted
awhile.
There is nothine luxurious about a berth aboard a smack. For

danger and hardship nothing equals the regular winter work of the
Gloucester fleeet on the George's and Newfoundland banks. In sum-
mer and fall the coasters fishing for bass and blueflsh off Tory Island
and Jersey coasts run comparatively little risk. The only "blows" to
be feared are those out of the sou'east, anl there is always a possi-
bility, by running before it, of making a lee.

ENGINES OF THE NAPHTHA XilGHT '^MIGNON."
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The anchor M-atch was set. the cabin lieht turned low, and from
each bunk issued sounds of sleep—sounds that banish slumber from
the newcomer until be becomes accustomed to the batteries.

"B-e-l-o-w there! Tumble out, boys."
It was Captain Jimmy's voice, and the boys didn't lie abed after

that summons.
How often has the bsauty of such a dawn as this been written of,

and how often the flowery sentences have failed to convey one part
of the pleasure enjoyed by him who watches it from ship or shore.
The sun has not yet risen, the east glows a soft pink, and tue long
rollers, reflectiDK the glory, glide under and on. Then the isolated
flecks of cirrus cloud turn golden and in a moment rises the sun. daz-
zlingly clear, not dull red throixgh a night mist, as it comes on some
autumn mornings. Us rays touch the patches of hoar frost on the
deck and bulwarks and they are gone.
Breakfast over the dories are hoisted out. Two lines and a box of

chum is the complement of each. "You go along with Bill," quoth
the captain; "he'll show you how to horse fish if there's any
around."
Along with Bill I went. There ai'e fish along the coast called men-

haden or ''bunk' rs," as the fishermen dub them. They travel in
enormous schools, so closely together that- "bunker" steamers often
capture two and three hundred thousand with one circle of the purse
net. Chum made of finely cut up "bunker" is au attraction almost
irresistible to Che salt water pirates—It proved so this morning cer-
tainly. Scarcely ten miuutes elapsed before we had a school follow-
ing np the oily bait, and then the fun couimenced. No whirring reel
and bending rod here—no wild rushes until the line is almost gone.
Their voracity is whetted, not satisfied, by the tiny bits of chum they
get, and following up the scent one of them sees a larae piece and
rushes. Bill's bare brown arms move back and forth with the swif 1-

uess and ptecision of piston rods, never missing a grasp vtpon the line.
Professional fishermeh never use a barb on their hooks; it would
occupy too much time in releasing the flsh. To ease an instant on
the liii'e when haiding in would mean, nine times out of ten. liberty
for the fighting Slbs. at tbe end.
Unnoticed a. thin mist crnpt in and soon the sunlight grew dimtner

and faded. The wind fell to a gentle air, retaining Just strength
enough to iill tde sails that now and again sHppad across the mystic
circle. It became denser. Once or twice sounds fiom yachts outside
our ken came to us with startling distinctness.
"I don't jas' like the look o' things ter sou'ard," said Bill as we

werepuHing away toward the schooner, -'kinder looks like hard
weather.' As usual Bill was right.
There are some natures whose Innate purity is imassailable, jio

matter how low the class with whom they are force! to associate.
Far be it from me to hint at aught that would reflect upon those who
man our fishing smacks—a finer, more open-handed crowd of fel-

lows can be found nowhere. And yet there is a certain coarseness
coming from the hard character ot the work that Bill had escaped.
He was still as luanly and Kind-hearted a fellow as when he left the
Maine coast, years ago.
The glass was settling rapidly. Extra lashings were put upon the

dories and everythmg made secure. The furled foresail was flrral.y

lashed, and before Captain .Timmy went below he satisfied himself
that the deck was sbipshape The commencement gave no wai-iiing
of future power unless the moui'Dful bell buoy foretold "prepare!"
Now clear and higb, then dull, almost inaudible, its notes drifted fit-

fully in over a gray, white-capped sea. How intensely lonely and
sad the sound is only those tvtio have lisi ened to the dings can know.
It rang in my ears as 1 turned in. Shrill3'- the wind treble on the
shrouds increased notes of danger, yet possessing a fascination to
those who go '-(iown to the sea."
At midnight all !Tandi5 were called. The Shearwater was driving

before the ol.^w liij-ougb a blackuKs, relieved only by sullen breaks
of phosphoreseiire. VViib difificulfy could the eye trace outhnes of
the schooner forw ird of iiie mainmast. The binnacle light shone on
ttee .'^kiprej 's cocJ. determined face, bringing it out with strange
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shaii:)ne3s. It was the only spot of light and the eye unconsciously
ought it for relief. Every man was alert and anxious.
'Would we weather Montauk Point." was the unspoken question

each asked himself. The mnd held almost sou'east, the schooner's
head could not be held much closer than nor'east and make any
headway against the seas that came tumbling aboard over the
weather bow. If we were far enough to windward, all right—if
not—
And so we drove onward into the "jothingness, almost in the trough

of the sea. The shriekiua: wind and wdd bounds of the little fifty ton
schooner before the bursts of foam shooting out of its darkness on
our aft quarter: the blackness, the strangeness forced my thoughts in
a channel of unreality. Like some remnant of an uneasy night it
seemed—the actual expression of a nightmare. The tension increased
Three of us had gathered in a knot forward, peering ahead
"Thar it is—dead ahead!" yehed Bdl above the roar, almost the

Instant Captain Jimmie"s command came, forward.
"All hands flatten the main sheet,'" and she was laid up closer into

the wind. Were we making any headway / The light was growing
brighter on our lee bow. "Would we weather if? More than one
glance sought the broad-shouldered figure, faintly illumined by the
bmnacle light.
We did weather the point, scraping over the inside bar on the rise

of a sea. and as soon as we had made a lee all hands turned in with
an unexpressed sigh of relief. With both anchors down the Shear -

water sung to sleep, careless of the blasts piping through hsr ton
hamper. -

Day above the reach of blue and thin strip of beach. A dawu of
crimson and gold—so radiant, so glorious and free; bringing with it
a regret that such beauty cannot always be. C4raduallv the ereat
rays of roseate color faded-isolated islands of cloutt, detached by
the remnant of last night's gale, swept overhead below a deep
cerule^an sky. trom the cross-trees I saw the stately three-masters
ploughing along through the maze of light diamonds.' To us the sim
path quivered and afar, beyond the dunes stretched away the sea
"dhmitably sparkhtig." The light along the ocean's rim softened—
the angel had ktssed the waters and was far on her way westward
cari-ymg beneath her broad wings the never ceasing glory of oer-
petual sunrise. & & j

From over the dunes came to me the music of surf upon the Ne-
peaque shore. 'Twaa as irresistible as the siren's song. Perhaps I
might pick up a few strascgiers from the vast army of plover that

yearly pass along this lovely coast. This hope decided the question.
Bill helped me put my gun and ducks into the dingy aud rowed
ashore. A stage runs along the windy road between the Hamptons
and Montauk Point. We sat down to'lee'ard of a dwarf cedar and lit

our pipes, waiting for it.

"Bill, don't you ever wish yourself back in your Maine home?''
He looked at me sadly and'his clear eyes softened. "My home." he

repeated musingly, "I haven't had such a thing since mother died.
That was years ago. I left home then and haven't been rear the

shore again '' The steidy sound of the wind against the dense foliage
overhead filled the air and the distant roar of surf came like au eclio.
"Thar aint much ter my yarn, either,'" he added, after looking

away a few moments, "only what happens ter many a feller. I never
told any one—the crowd I go with don't bother much about such
things. You're different somehow. Of course thar's a gal in it. and
sometimes I wonder if I did right. I never said anything to her, but
sue must a' knowed. 1 was on a 'bunker' then, an' "we had only been
in a couple of days. I had ^eea her once and she had promised to
meet me that evening at ther corner of the orchard. The fence was
high an' it were growiu' dusk as I got thar. Her father may not have
seen me and maybe he did. Heard him say something 'boiit a 'mack-
erel catcher." Told her all the next time we met an' she said she
could not disobey her father. Guess it's 'bout as well. 1 don't blame
her for not caring for a 'mackerel catcher,' though she might have
made more out of me.
"There"s the signal," pointing to the Shearwater, "the captain's go-

ing to make sail. Good-bye, I hope we'll meet again," I watched the
boat pull away, and thought I saw a bit of a handkerchief fluttering
astern as the schooner wore to sea.
Perhaps a pair of gudish eyes look up the road in that distant town

hoping against hope for a glimpse of a broad-shoiUdered fellow
against the .sunset light. Who Knows? Warm hearted, gritty, hand-
some Bdl. The fi'iendship o£ such a man is truer than steel. Could
liis love be less so?
The Shearwater was a speck upon the horizon when the stage hove

in sight over a "sand wave.'' Eex B.

Steam Yacht Racing.

The first steam yacht race on L%ke Michigan took place on S^pt.
17, with the following entries: Buena, by the Buena Park Club;
Alcyone, H. F. Batch; Wilber, M. D. Wither; Cricket, Charles P. Wil
lard; Now Then, Edwin P Jaquith; Clarksdale,Wallace Clark: Bonita.
W, .1. StefEens. The times are:

FIRST CLASS, 27 MILES.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Buena 2 37 33 5 04 95 2 36 52
Alcyone -2 26 41 5 29 05 H llj S4

FIRST CLASS STEAM LATTNCHBS, 97 MILES.
Wilber 3 85 47 5 iO 21 3 04 Si

Cricket 2 35 49 5 44 SO 3 08 31

.S^ICOND CLASS STEAM LAUNCHES, 9.4fi MILES.
Now Then 2 89 37 4 00 13 1 30 ;-!6

Clarkdale 2 39 33 3 59 44 1 30 13
Bonita 2 39 44 4 06 04 1 W iO
Buena was in first class aud Alcyone in second, but the two were

classed together. Anoutdde yacht that was not entered had the
bad taste to join in the first class race. Alcyoue, when leading,
ijlew out a joint and was beaten. The elapsed time given above doe^
r ot include the time estimated to have been lost in repairs. Cricket
was timed officially as above, but it was afterward learned that she
bad cut in.side of both marks. The judges were Capt. S. .1. Dunham,
.John PriQdiville and Cyrus Sinclair. The timekeepers were .loseph
Ruft antt "W. A. Paulson.

Sea'wanhaka C. Y. C—Bouse and Wetmore Cups.
OVSTEH BAT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The fourth and final race ot the Rouse and Wetmore series was
sailed at Oyster Bay on Sept. 24 in a westerly wind, which was fresh
at the start but light at the finish. The Gardner fin keel Nemadjv
easily defeated the other 25 footers, but was beaten by 3Iirth and
Rose Marie. One gun start at 11:45. The times were:

Center Lloyd's Center
Is-land Point Bell Island
Buoy. Buoy. Buoy. Buoy. Finish. Elapsed.

Mirth 12 14 09 12 43 47 1 25 34 1 39 07 3 47 34 2 52 .34

Rose MarielS 13 50 12 45 19 1 29 39 1 44 Oi) 8 54 04 3 59 04
Pvxie 12 12 30 13 46 58 1 S3 56 8 26 21 3 31 31
El Chico.. .12 13 04 13 46 10 1 •'45 03 Did not finish.

Nameless.. 13 13 35 33 45 08 1 33 02 3 16 89 3 31 39
Nemacljy...l2 13 13 12 42 48 1 29 58 1 44 43 2 59 18 3 04 18
Trinket ... .12 16 38 12 50 20 1 m 35 Did not finish.

Adonis 13 14 51 13 47 57 1 42 56 Did not finish.
Marion 12 17 31 12 49 38 Did not flni-sh.

Meteor 12 16 15 13 47 49 1 38 17 Did not finish.
Indolent...,13 16 03 13 45 13 1 36 31 Did not finish.

Mr. E. A. Osboru. ot the cutter Clara, has given a $50 cup for a
race on Oct. 1, open to the 25 foolers Nameless, El Chico, Pyxie and
Neoaadjy. The. club house at Ovster Bay will be open on Saturday
and Sunday, the city house at 7 East Thirty-second street re-opening
on Monday night, Oct. 3.

Buffalo T. C, Sept. 17.

A J<ACE was sailed at Buffalo on Sept. It between the n ew yacht
Kathleen and the AJcyone, the prize being a silk burgee given by
Mrs, Hower, wife of the Commodore. The course was 9)4 miles, the
times being;

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Kathleen 2 26 .50 4 38 55 3 02 05 1 59 48
Alcyone 3 25 45 4 28 36 3 02 50 2 02 50

Corrected length: Kathleen, 27.15ft.; Alcyone, 29.61ft. Judges-
Robert Tolmie, W. C. E. Hazard, Chas. J. GrifiSth.

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunnarclt. Price $10. Steam Taehig and
Launches. By C. P. Kunlw/rdt. Price $s. Yachts, Boats and
Catwes. By C. StarisfleleiSickg. P^^ce $3.59. Steam MaeMnery. Bv
Donaldson. Priae Sl.BO.

Caiivas Canoes and how to Build Tliem. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephem.
Price SS.0O. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe
and Camei-a. By T. S. Steele. Prim 1.60. Four Months in a Sneah-
box. By N. H. Bishop. Price $1M, Came and Camp Cookeru-
Bv "Seneca." Price $1.

Zettler Rifle Club Festival.
Thb name nf tlie Zettler Bifle Club, shown on the programme of

a prize shoot, is and has been for mauv vears a guarantee that
the shoot would be a success. Organized awHV back iu the days
when fine target shooting was in its infancy, this club has done
more than any other like organiKalion in the country to popular-
ize 'be sport among the masses. Descendedfrom i. fam'ly of rifle
Shooters the organizers of the club. Barnard and Chas. Zettler,
have never lost an lota of their inherited interest, but on the other
hand they grow more e'lthueias'ic as the years go by.
Every year the Zettler Rifli Club holds a prize shoot aud fes-

tival at the well appointed ranges and park of the genial Charley
VVissel at Cypress Hills, and no matter whether the visitor be an
old friend, a chance acquaintance nr a t-^tal s'ranger, he has but
to introduce himself to one or another 1 f the jovial members of
the club and a hearty German welcome ia at once accorded him.
On Sunday and Monday, Sept. '35 and 26. the club held its fes-

tiv«l at ihe above named place, the event proving one of the most
enjoyable and successful in the history of the club. The pro-
gramme comprised a contest on the German ring target for 31
priz s and four premiums; one on the bnllseye target for 18 prizes
.-nd lU premiums, one on the target of honor, for members only,
f'oi' contributed prizes, one for judges and invited guests and one
for ladies, the wind-up being in the form of a banquet served by
mine host Wissel and his amiable wife. The shooting went slong
I i-om 9 A. M. to 3 p. M. on Sunday and from 9 A. M. to 6:30 P. M.
on Monday. The weather oq the opening day was favorable for
gonri scores, but on Monday the conditions were wretched. The
wind blew with almost cyclonic force first from one quarter then
from another, while the light was very fiifal and uncertain.
The attendance on Sunday was fairly good. Among thosi who

were foriuiate enough to secure the good weather conditions
were John Coppersmith, the blonde "shoemaker rifleman" from
the chipsic precincts of Newark: George D. Weigmao, another of
the Newark shooters who likes a good time; M. Doriler. glasses,
Chiiiosu blouse and all, who has gone back to antiquated patched
bullet: Fred (J. Ross, the stiff-hnlding young Wuliamsburgher,
who has also gone back to patched huUets; Barney and Charley
Z^ttlej-, full of fun, brirafol of business an i with a hearty greet-
ing lor everybody: Gus Nowak. he of the 220-pound jovial nature
and Hibernian-tinted apron; Barney Walther, the club's ever
popular president, whose flowing auburn-hued beard and jolly
face are never missing when there is a gathering ot riflemen in
this section of America; Henry Holges, quiet and unobtrusive, hut
with a "get there" look in his syes; Geb. Krauss. the semi-auburn-
eompleeted Williamsburg expert, w^o is a hale fellow well met
at all limes—these and many other old and young shooters were
on band searching for the coveted "red flag." The shooting was
extremely lively during the five hours that the targets were open
aud snnae fine tickets were scored. Many of the members had
their families along, and these entered fuliy into the spirit of the
sport.

Monday, tlieSecmid Bay,
was of course the big da.y of the meeiirri?. and from early until
late the shooting hou«i^ was citim i-i! -i -i Mii? tsn tariiots were
kppt in constant usf. The crnwti '

, lawc.h larger than
on the previous (lay,,<i,iid tlie s: •.•.•iitA .U'sp re tlie
erratic «nf7cs of Old Uoreaa, wtio , uoid ihe wbip-hand.
Amo7)gihe coulustants vvera such '.\ oii-uiiovvn ^ehuetzen ejcpo-
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nents as William Hayes. "Old O oadiah," \yho h.iils from Nevvark
and who holds the world'.^ i-ecoi d of (n lOU cousecutive shots
at 200yds, on the German U'-^. ring target; Henry Oehl, one of the
veterans of rifte shooting, who was at the top round of the ladder
for many years but who has deserted the rifle tor the revolver;
G-eorge W. Plaisted. rifleman, scribe and jolly e jmpanlon withal;
Frank C. Watts, "Voung O bad lab." another Newark enthusiast
who sometimes shoots in hard luck; the old veteran F. Fab=)rras,
seventy odd vears of age, who is a.s enthusiastic as when in his
prime and who never loses a chance to shoot with "my v>oy8," as
he delights to call the club members; R.. Busse, the Hoboken
Adonis, who was happiest when lo-iking after the comfort of the
tairsex; Karl Klein, another old-iimer who has practically left
the active fold out still likes to get around to the a^inual gather-
ing; Em'l Fisher and Dave Miller, of the Miller Rifle Olnb. of Ho-
boken; L. P. Hansen and Wm. Weber, Excelsior Rifle Club, of
Jersey City; George Joiner, be of the qu.e", manner and "Joiner
7th Regiment bullet" fame; Louis Flacu. tall and handsome and
with the same winning .smile as of old; Louis Vogel, "Birdie;"
Max Engle; Dr. Grosch, one of the rising shots of the section; S. J.
Lyon, WQO makes an annual trip all the way from Collinsville,
Conn., to try his hand with the Zettler cracl^s; Ignatz Martin,
who is as fond of shooting as of eating; and George Schlicht, of
Hoboken.
Fun and jollity reigned supreme from 9 A.. M. until U-30 P. M.

everybody oeing in a holiday humor and bent on making the beat
of their chance. "Bucking" for first honors on the ring and balls-
eye targets was a feature of the day.
The shooting closed at 8:30 P. M. and immediately after the

shooting committee began the tabk ot' counting and measuring
the bullseyes while clerk Charles R..orhweiler sorted out the list of
winners on the ring target. While this was going on the mem-
bers, guests and the families of both were seated around the
festive board discussing with vim the excellent menu orovided
bv the club. When the coff'ee bega-n to circulate President
Walther called on Mr. Hayes to address the gathering, which he
did in his usual happy style, paying a glowing tribute to the Zett-
ler Rifle Club and the Zettler brothers for the grand eft )rts cbey
have made to advance the interests of rifle shootine. President
Walther followed with his annua,l address, during which he paid
a touching tribute to the memory of the late Noah B. V^'ard, who
for many years was financial secretary of the club, Geb. Krauas,
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M. Dorrler and A. F. Stolzenberg also made addresses, after
wMch the party ad.lourned to the dancing hall where the prises
were distributed.
Below will 1)6 found a full list of the winners, with scores and

prizes appended.
Ring target ring), 3 shots per ticket, possible ~5 points, best

two tickets to count for first five prizes, best single ticket for all

other prizes:
Prize.M Dorrler 73 71-143 $50 (XI C Hutch 68

F C Ross 70 71-141 28 75 D Miller 68
HHolges 71 70-141 38 75 G Nowak 67
S J Lyon 71 70-141 28 75 Q D Weigman.. G7" 28 75 G Schlicht 67

15 00 J Coppersmith .06

10 00 L Schmidt 69
10 00 B Zsttler 66

W Hayes 72 69-141
E Fisher 73
L Flach 71
BWalther 71 _

JHamann 71 10 00
L G Zsttler 68 5 50
G Joiner 68 5 50
Premiums for best 5 tickets:

Ross 71 71 70 70 69—350—$
Dorrler. .72 71 70 69 67-349—

P i' Scbmidt...eo
J Martin 66

Prize.
$5 50
5 50
3 33
3 33
3 33
1 60
1 60
1 60
1 fiO

1 60

Holgef>....71 70 69 69 69-348— $4
Hayes . . . Mi 69 69 69 68—347- 2

Bullseye target, prizes for best center shots by measi'rement
(each point on the scale represents 1-2.50 of an inch).

Meas. prize. Meas. Prize.
G Nowak 5 -$20.00 W Weber 27)^- $3 00
LSchmidt 6 — 15 00 CG?;ettler .....SOU- 300
M Dorrler 9 —13.00 BWalther 3434- 3 00
T Coppersmith IIK'— 10.00 G W Plaisted 40 2.00

8 00 D Miller 43K'- 3.00

6.00 H Oehl 45 - 1.50

.5.00 L P Hansen 45 — 1.50

4.00 RBusse 4hH- 1.00

4.00 O Wissel 48 - 1.00

Pi-eraiums for most buUseyes during fe'tival:
F O Roas 40-$12 W Hayes
M Dorrler 38- 8 LSchmidt....
C G Zettler 28— 6

Honor target, for members only, three shots on the German
(%\n.} ring target for prizes contributed by .ludges and members
and $100 in casla divided into ten prizes donated by the club:
F CROSS 25 24 23—73 E Fisher 24 17 2:l-fil

I Martin 15
'

F CROSS 16W Rosenbaum 21
H Strate ^5
.) Guenther 27

:5— 16
!3- 4

BWalther 25 25 19—69
C G Zettler 31 22 23—P6
P F Schmidt 20 21 24—65
J Coppersmith .....34 24 17-65

M Dorrler 21
H Holges 20

31-64
33 30-63

B Zettler
F Armbruat...W Hayes
H Strate
L Schmidt....
G L Hoffman.
G Jantzer
L Flach
G JoinerMB Engle....
C BiPhop
F C Watts....
F Hecking. ...

F Schmidt 18 19 31-6f
R Basse 21 19 31-61

60 G Krauss.
F Klein

60 W Dreste... .

59 FFabarius...
59 HKohlmetz..
59 Dr Grosch...
58 Jos Weigler .

.58 HQphl
58 G Nowak
.57 J Banser
.55 K Klein

R Krunish.53 _ ,

53 F Watson ....

C. H. TOWNSENT).

T.A.HGEa: made at 20yds. with S. & W. revolver, army ammu-
nition, 4J^lbs. trigger pull, by Walter Winsns, Aug. 25, 1893, at
Staines, England. Best on. record to date.

Connecticut Riflemen.

Broad Brook, Conn., Sept. 24 —Mai ch at 2n0ydp. off-hand, S.

A. target:
Pvecord.

Thcs Hall

7

8 7 7 8 10 7 7 6 8-75
Wm Strain

4

5 10 8 8 7 6 7 10 7—78
H C Parsons

3

8 7 5 10 7 10 8 7 r—tz
L Allen

7

7 7 5 7 4 10 7 5 7-66
E. J Irwin

5

4 6 5 H 10 7 6 5 7-64
FD North 4 3 7 4 4 5 10 6 10 3—56
Wm Adams...

464657867

4- 57

HJButteng

85699698

5 10-73

IVam Practice.

L Allen

9

7 7 10 9 9 8 7 7 9-82
Thos Hall 9 7 6 6 10 10 9 6 7 9-79
H C Parsons

9

6 6 5 6 10 9 10 8 8-79
Wm Strain

7

5 10 7 5 7 5 9 9 7—71
R J Irwin

7

7 6 6 5 5 3 8 8 9-65
H J Butteng

8

7 10 8 6 9 8 7 8 7-78
F D North

7

7 7 10 9 5 1 4 9 6-71
Wm Adams

7

5 6 7 3 6 3 5 10 6~.58

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

CrNCiNNAXi, O., Sept. 25.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held
its regular practice shoot at its ramge to-day and made the scores
as appended below. Conditions, 200yds., off-hand, at the Stand-
ard target:

Gindele 86 85 85 Simon 75 68 67
Weiuheimer 74 73 71 S^egner ...73 73 67

Hauck 82 59 56 Payne 80 74 71

Topf 67 64 60 Drube. 74 73 70

Speth ..75 75 73

Liiscbfee Scores.

Jersey City, Sept. 25.—The following members of tho A.
Lisehke Riflfi Club made the best scores on Friday, Sept. 33, at
their range, 17 Milton avenue:

A Lischke 25 35 24 34 24 24 23 23 21 19-i;32

Reicherz 21 24 24 23 33 2;j 23 23 22 21-?30
Scharli 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 2 L 19 18-225
Dvroff 35 25 24 24 32 22 20 20 20 19-231
Sohulte 34 24 23 23 22 23 21 21 IT 17-214

Any person who cannot find the " Forest and
Stream" for sale at any news stand in the coun-
try, is requested to report the fact, with location
of stand and name of dealer, to the Forest and
Stream Pub- Co. 318 Broadway. New York

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the followlngf

:

Sept. 27-Oot. 1.—Grand five days' tournament at Mt. Sterling,
Ky.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1.—PeeksklU (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 5-6.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 4-7.—Chas. Polsler's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.

,

Oct. 5-7.—First annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,
at Red Bank, K. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper. Sec'y-
Oct. 11.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, with

Oruttendens & Cords new trap and pull, at Canajoharie, N. Y.
T. C. Pegnim, Sec'y.
Oct. —.—Amsterdam (N, Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 11-13.—Syracuse (N. Y. I Gnu Club opening tmirnament, on

Croton street grounds.
Oct. 12-13.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Somerville Gun Club toutnament, Somerville, N. J.
Oct. 21.—New Jer.sey Shooting Club tournament, at Claremont,

N. J.
Oct. 25 2t).—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' tournament,

at Mo-dus. Conn.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwsukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 23-25. 1893.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,01^)1 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

Shooting in the Maritime Provinces.

Dorchester, N. B., Sept. 20,—The second shooting tournament
ever held in tne Maritime Provinces was given under the man-
agement of the Dorchester Gun Club at Dorchester Sept. 13 and
14. The grounds are very central and are beautifully sit uated,
overlooking the Bay of Pundy. The club has only been in active
existence two years, although organized some time before. It

has gone to a great deal of expense in arranging grounds, and
can now boast of having the best equipped shooting premises in
the Lower Provinces. Bluerocks thrown from 3 and 5 traps ope-
rated' from a screened pit were used in all inanimate matches. A
very interesting feature of the shoot was the 7 live birds sweep-
stakes, as it was the flrsr. ever shot in New Brunswick. The birOs
were not a very good lot, but a glance at the scores will show that
a naimber failed to "get on." A silver challenge cup, value i$75,

was one of the prizes cft'ered. It hws to be won six times by any
one contesting and is open for challenffe twice a year. It was
won on this occasion by C. W. Bliss, M. D„ of Amherst, N. S. The
full scores of the shoot, which 1 inclose, while not large, yet will
bear inspection, and when we take into consideration the fact
that trap-shooiing is practically a new thing with us down here
by the sea, we are led to believe that the results are not so bad
after all.

The First Bay.

No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 3 trap^, entrance $1, 4 moneys: C. S. Hick-
man 4, LiPttt. McGowan 6, F. A. Wilson 5, W. Lawrence 3, R. H.
Trfmaine 8, Dr. Tripper 6, H. R. Emmerson 5, Wm. Tllcion 3, A.
W. Bateson 4, S. K. Wilson 6, M. B. Steele 8. J. H. Hickman 7. R.
W. Uanington 6, G. F. Wallace 7, J. Pierce 1, Thos, Dowling 5, D.
R. Munroe 3, C. W. Bliss 7, A. Hunter 1.

No. 2. 10 bluerocks, 5 traps, unknown angles, entrance $1, 4

moneys: C. H. Hickman 7, McGowan 2, Emmerson 6, Michoison
4, TildoQ 8, Steele 8, F. A. Wilson 6. Tremaine 5, Tupper 4, Doug-
las 1, Dowling 4, S. E. Wilson 5, J. H. Hickman 7, A. Hunter 1.

No. 3. 10 bluerocks, straightaway, entrance 75 cents, 3 moneys:
McGowan 7, Steele 7, Nicholson 4, F. A. Wilson 8, Bateson 8, Bliss
6, Hanlngton 3, S E. Wilson 8, J. B. Hickman 7, Tupp r 3, Hunier
4, C. S. Hickman 8, Dowling 8, Emmerson 3, Pierce 6, Munro 10,

McDougal 4.

No. 4. 5 pairs and 5 singles, known angles, entrance $2. four
moneys:
Dr Bliss.. 00 00 10 10 10 01111-8 E Wilson .00 00 00 10 GO 11001-3
iVlcGown. 00 00 00 00 00 Olini-3 Dowling. .00 00 00 00 00 00110-2
Tremain..00 11 11 00 00 10000-5 Tupper. ...11 10 00 01 01 01000-6
F Wilson. 01 10 00 10 10 01101—7 CHickm'nOO 10 10 11 01 01001—7
Steele 00 10 00 11 00 00000-3
No. 5 10 bluerocks, known angles, entrance $1, thrpe moneys:

Bliss 7, McGowan 3, J. Hickman .5, Nicholson 1, C. Hickman 5,

Hanlngton 4, Douglas 3, F. Wilson 6, Tremaine 5, Hunter 3, S.
Wilson 5, iTupper 5, Bateson 3, McDougal 5, Monroe 4, Steele 5,

Tildon 9.

No. 6, 10 bluerocks, known angles, entrance 75 cents, four
moneys: Bliss 7, Wallace 4, McGowan 3, Tildon 4, F.Wilson 6,

Hanlngton 3, Tremaine 6, Tupper.3, J.Hickman 3, McDougal 8,

Douglas 3, Bateson 3. S. WUson 3 Munroe 1.

No. 7, 7 live birds, 5 unknown traps, entrance $2, three moneys
and So added to first priz°:

McGowan 00101 OO—2 Tremaine 0010000—1
C H Hickman 1111111-7 McDougal 3132020-5
Bliss OlOOlU-4
Nicholson 0010001-3
F A Wilson 0111101-5
Tildon 0111101-5
Steele 0110130-4

Bsterbrooks 0110000—2
Tupper 0000000-0
G Lawrence 0131000-3
Wallace 1000211-4
J H Hickman 1110112-6

Dowling 0112003—4 Lawreson 0000100-1
Mitchell OOOOOOl-l Wilbur 1000000-1
Bateson 0200001—2 Emmerso 0000003—1
Haningtan OllOOOO-2 W Lawrence 0120100—3
S E Wilson 0000022—2
No. 10, 10 bluerocks, unknown angles, entrance 50 cents, four

moneys: Steele 6, Tremaine 7, McGowan 4, M'tchell 5, Higgins 1,

A. Wilson 5. S. E. Wilson 5, McDougall 1, Pierce 4, Hunter 1,

Hanlngton 0, Tapper 3, Tildon 4, Lawreson 5, Wallace 5, Hickman
4, Lane 5.

The Seco7ui Bay.

No. 1, 5 pairs bluerocks, entrance $1, 4 moneys: S. E. Wilson 4,

C. S. Hickman 2 R. H. Tremaine f', Lieut McGowan 7, Dr. Tupper
4, Dr. Bliss .5, T. Dowling 5, F. A. Wilson 4, A. Lnsby 5.

No. 3, 20 bluerocks, B traps, known angles, teams of 3 men each,
3 moneys, entrance $2 eacti man, $10 added to first prize:

( N B Steele .. lOlllOOllOlOllOOlUO-12
- Dr Bliss , llOOlllllOimOOlOOO-13
( F A Wilson 11101111111110100011-15-39
( R H Tremaine 11011011111111111010-16
- Dr Tupper -.10110001101010"00001— 8

A Lusbv 11101111010100110110-13-37

( J H fliekman 10110111100011000100—10
- C S Hickman OOIOOOIOOOOOIOIOUIO- 7

S E Wilson .01010000110101101000- 8-35
I Lieut McGowan 00011010000100001101— 7
- D Munroe i 01000001000010001001— 5

iRWHaningtou 01110010000100000010- 6-18
No. 3. Ifi bluerocks, unknown angles, entrance $1, 4 moneys:

Lieut. McGowan 2. Geo. F. Wallace 4, C. 8. Hickman 0, R. H. Tre-
maine 4, N. B. Steele 7, R W. Hanlngton 7, Dr. Lawreson 2, R.
Mitchell 3, Len Allen 4, A. Hunter 5 S. E. Wilson 1, J. H. Hick-
man 2. A Lusby 5, Dr. Tupper 1, Dr. Bliss 8, F. A. Wilson 8, A. W.
Bateson 3.

No. 4. 0 bluerocks, known angles, entrance 75 cents, 3 moneys:
Bliss 6, Lawreson 7, C. S. Hickman o, Bateson 5, Lane 2, S. E. Wil-
son 5, Mitchell 2, Hunter 4, Allen 5, J. H. Hickman 8, Tremaine 6,

Douglas 3, McGowan 6. Dowling 2, Tupper .5, F. A. Wilsen 8, Steele

3, Lusby 7, Hanington 5.

No. 5. 10 bluerocks, 5 traps, known angles, entrance $1, 4 moneys:
Bliss 4, C. S. Hickman 4, McGowan 4, S. E. WUson 5. F. A. Wilson
J. H. Hickman 6, Allen 4, Hanington 5, Lane 7, Hunter 2, Tre-
maine 8. Lawreson 6, Murray 6, Tupper 4, Wilber 4, Wallace 1,

Lusby L
No. 6, 9 bluerocks, straightaway, enb-ance 7.o cen+s, three

monevs:
Bliss 110100001-6 G Lawrence 010000010-3
Wallace 100001111-5 Tu pper 111001000—4
Douglas 100100000—3 Dowling 001011101—5
Lawreson 111000100—4 Steele OOlOw.
Sam Jones" 011010010—5

Bateson 110001100—4
F A Wilson ..ltX)101110-5
McGowan 110100001—5

Lusby OOlOw.
Nichols 111101111—8
Pierce 001111111-7
Emm?rson 101011001—5

Hunter 001001111-4 Manning 111110101-7
S E Wilson 111101010-6
CS Hickman 111011111-8
. F Wallace 101111111-7
Munroe ,111110111-8
Lawrence 110110000-4 _

Murray lUlUUO—8 Crawford
Hanington lUOOllU—T J H Hickman.

Smith 110111110-;
Palmer 101111000 -5
F Jones llOOOlOw.
Deakon 000 w.
Plunger 101111111-8

" ...011011100—5
...111111111-9

No. 7, match for challenge cup. value $75. 25 bluerocks, unknown
angles, entrance |3.50, cup and 35 per cent, to first, 40 per cent, to
second, 30 per cent, to third and 15 per cent, to four) h

:

Bliss 10001101010 1101 0111100111-1

5

Bateson OlOOlOOOlOl 00010101010000— 8

Tupper OlJlllOOOOOOllOlOlOOlOlOOl—11
F A Wilson 0110100101101010101010101-14
Tremaine 1110110010100101010010010-13
McGowan 1011011001000000111110101—13
Wallace 0110001101001011011110010-13
J H Hickman 1100100101100111000000001-11
Lusby 1010000010001010000011100- 8

Emmereon OlOl UOOlOOlOOll 001 111000-13
8 teele OOOOOlOl 0 lOOOGOl 01 0IlOOll- 1

0

O S Hickman lOlOOlOOOh 01010110001111-13
Lane 0111001001001011001110101—13
S E Wilson lOlOllOOlllOOOlllOOOlCOlO-13
Munroe 0000110100100101101111101-13
Hanington lOOOOlOlOOOlOOOOiOOOw
McDougal 010 1 01000 lOOOllOlOOOlOw
No. 8, 6 bluerocks, unknown angles, 3 traps, entrance $1, 3

moneys:
Geo Wallace 0001
Lt McGowan 1010

011000-3
100110—8

McGowan 010001-3
0 S Smith 011110-4

OOOOOl-l
R W Hanii]gton 001001—3 Plunger OOlOOO-l

No. 9, 6 bluerocks, known angles, entrance oOcts., 3 moneys:
C S Hickman 001110—3 R W Hanington llUlO—

5

Lt McGowan 100101—3 J Pierce OlOOlG—

3

Geo Wallarie 101101-4 A Hunter 010100-3W Lawrence OOOlOO-l Murray 110011—4
S R Wilson nOOOl-3 M I Lane 011000-3
T Dowling 010010-2 C S Smith 110011-4
H R Emmerson 100110—3

MlCMAS.

The Kings County Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Kings Countv Gun Club was

held on Tuesday, Sept. 37, at Dexter Park, L. I. The contest was
at 10 birds each, H. & F. traps, modified Long Island rules. C.
Dethloff won the meial. The score:

GZirke! 1101010010-5 H Rehm 1001110100-5
FGrein^r 010(X)1I111—6 J Link 1110111110—8
O Thiel 0111001000-4 C Dethloff 1110111111-9
John Londstedt 1101000111-0

Sweepstakes, 35 cents entrance, 3 moneys:
I -5 1 ^ S

C Zirkell 3 1 2 H Rehm 1 1 3
FGreiner 3 3 6 J Smith 3 2 3
C Tbiel 3 3 2 C Dettloff 3 4 6
JLinstedt 2 2 4 W Morrison 1 0

The West Side Trap-Shooting League.
The fourth shoot of the serie=< in the West Side Trap-Sbooting

League took place at Woodlawn Park, Gravesend, L. I., on Thurs-
day, Sept. 22. Only four of the original five teams composing the
league competed. Each team was composed of 10 men, who shot
at I'l birds each: eun handicap; Interstate rules. TheAtlantics

PEBP. VAST DYKE,

Winner of Cliampionship of America, at New London, Conn.

were the winners hv the good score of 92 on+ of 100. The scores:
Erie G. C. Coney Island R. and G. C.

ME Haydon.... 0232222120- 8 WLair..-.-. Iin211?01— 9
D Lynch 0200021221— 6 A Eppig:, 2101010131— 7
M Blsesser 2010122313- 8 I Hyde. 1111131111-10
C Mohrman . . . 0110111230- 7 J Schlieman .... 2120321021- 8
H Dohrman. . . .0111012220- 7 C Plate 1121101211— 9W Hartye 0122211211— 9 E Helgans 1311131331-10
F McLaughlin. 3202221110— 8 F Pfaender 2220311110— 9

C Plate.... ... .11010U131— 8 Dr Leveridge. .1011000112— 6
F Ibert 2121011111— 9 Dr Yan Zile . . ..1111111112-10
H Dohrman... 1012132113— 9—79 C Englebrecht..0213131310— 8 -86

Atlantic B. nnd G. C. Fountain G. O.
J Voorhees . . ..1112102121— 9 H Blattmacher.1101201111— 8
A Boyle 0020311213— 7 E Madison 1201201111— 8
D Deacon 1111112311—10 A Crook 1101010333- 7

G Nostrand..., 3110111201— 8 C W Wingert.. 21121 31111—10
C Morris 3322131322—10 W SchumacheT.010in2121— 8
H Balzer 1111132111-10 J E Orr 1301103111- 8
C Furgesen 1331103111—10 H McLaughlin .3220220023- 7

C Meyer 0213133011— 8 S Northridge. ..1212111111-10
H Balzer 1111111112-10 C W Wingert. .1111111112-10
C Morris 2323311132-10-92 S Northridge . . .1211131013- 9-85

Kingbird Targets at TJtica.

Utica, N. Y„ Sept. 33.—Scores made at the regular shoot of the
Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, at 35 targets per man;
Badge shoot

:

Booth 1011110111111001110011111-19
Smyth OOllllOllOw
Lane 1100111101110011110011101—17
Harris Oi lllllllll 1 11011 11111 1111—22
Pei fCer lllOlllllllOinOUOlOOlll—19
Club shoot:

Booth .11111111011 111101111 01111—33
Smyth ..1111111110111011101111111-22
Mayh ew 1011110111 1 1 1110111101111—31
Pfei ffer OOlOlUllOll 1110111110111—1

9

Smi th 11110111111 01111 011110111—31
Lane 1111111111110111110111010-31
Gates 1011011110111011111111111-31
Wheeleo 1111111111111101111110111—33
Hallis 11001111111100101 11111101—1

9

The Erie Gun Club.

The members of the Erie Gun Club held their regular monthly
shoot at Woodlawn Park. Gravesend, L, I., on Wednesday, Sent.
31. Twelve competed for the club medal and four extra prizes.
H. Dohrman beatC. Detlefsen on the shoot off for the medal and
first prize, C. Plate won the second, M, Elssasser the third and
J. Schmadecke the fourth. The scores:
C Plate U21120-6 J Schmadecke 0102310—4
H Dohrman 1111112—7 M Els«asser 0103111—5
P Greff 1103311-6 C Detlefsen 1221311-T
J Plate 1212001-5 W Hartje 0023^03-3
H Janokowski ,0011010—3 M Hayden 1001121—5
O Mohrman 1013100-4 D Lynch 3100003-3

The Phcenix Gun Club.

The Phoanix Gun Club, one of the oldest shooting organizations
on Long Island, held one of their dav's outings at Dexter Park
L. I., on Monday, Sept. 26. Each member shot at SO live birds for
a supposed medal, although the contest is to try and beat the
president's score, who has for the past two years managed to keep
in first place. The scores:
Freligh. . .13120113111211011011-17 Chichest'r21010113311001131131—16
Smith ... . 10121221201110132231—17 Akhurst, .01111201221102111110-16^
Bottv 00211223112220011010-14 Madison . .10033111011111111110-16
Hughes. .11222100101011101011-14 Henry . . . .10101113010111131111-16
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THE GREAT SARATOGA ANNUAL.
If tlie trap-stnoters of tMs country do not turn nut en masse to

attend the 1893 tournament of the Saratoga 'Gum Olub it will be
positive proof that honest, fair-minded carrying out of promises
bears no weight. During tlie 1893 shoot of this club, held Sept. 20
to 23 inclusive, the programme called for S3,20J of guaranteed
monoy. From the very start of the firing it was seen that hv ad-
hering to the printed programme the club would be heavy losers,
owing to the light attendance.
"Will you carry out the programme;"' asked a shooter of a mem-

ber, -'even thougb you know you will be losers?"
"Certainly we will," was the reply, "we have guaranteed $3,200

and that sum will go to the shooters, even though we lose the
entire aifiount. We have never yet broken a promise and we do
not propose to begin at this time. We run the sboot to afford
the shooters some sport and propose that they shall have it, even
thougti we are compelled to go down ia our pockets and furnish
the incentive."
What a different sentiment was this from the one expressed at

a recent shoot in the South, when with $500 of contributed money
the tournament management refused to give more than one-half
of the added money on the second day because the entries did not
come up to their expectations.
Saratoga his proven itself to be true to the core, and if it does

not reap its reward by having an army of shooters at its tourna-
ment in 1893 it will he strange. Trap-shooters appreciate fair-
dealing and are not prone to forget those who keep their prom-
ises.
When the shoot began at 9 A.M. on Taesday, Sept. 20, there

v/ere present twenty-one shooters, and the number of entries ran
from tbis number up to twenty-four during the day. Among
those who took part in the opening day's sport were Ralla 0.
Heikes. of Chicago. 111., who had come all the way East to have a
look Bt his old friends; B. U. Miller, of Springfield, N. .J.; "Uncle
Dan" Lefever, of the Lefever Arms Company, Syracuse, N. Y.;
"Uncle Sammv" Goggin, of Troy, N. Y.; good-natured Charles T.
Barrett, from Boston, Mass.; George Mosher, of the FuPon Arms
Company, Fulton, N. Y.; M. T. Roberts, of Rupert, Vt.; W. T.
Simpson, of tlie New Jersey Shooting Clab. Olaremont. N. J :

Mahlon H. Ruppell, of Milford,N. J ; George Lather, of Syracuse,
N. y.; Will H. Crutrenden, the weli-known and only "Crntty,"
from Cazenovia, N. Y.: H. L. Edgarton, of Willimantic, CotiTi,-
W. R. Hobart, of Newark, N. J., and T. H. Keller ("Tee Kay"), of
Plainfield, N. J. Tbe weather was all that could be desired for
out-of-door sport, the arrangements for the shoot were of the
best, and the kingbird targets worked to perfection. Thu grounds
of the Saratoga Gun Club are situated in a very pleasant spot
about a mile and a half from the depot, and from them a flne view
can be obtained of the surrounding hills. The club has a large and
well-equipped club house, adjoining which is a restaurant stand.
The shooting was done in squ^ids of six from sets of five traps each,
one set being used for the amateurs and the other for the experts.
Each of the score lines was protected by an awning, so that the
shooters were at all limes protected from the elements. T ie
background was perfectly clear and the targets showed up well in
any kind of light. The shooting was done under American Appo-
ciation rules and the purses were divided on Harry Levengston'r
system. This provides for the following divisions: T'n-tar>et
events, 40, 30. SO and 10 per cent.; 15-target events, 24, 33, 30. 18 and
16 per cent.; 20-tareet events, 33, 20, IS, 16, li and 10 per cent. This
system seemed to be satisfactory to all.
There were no drags nor tedious waits during the day, and the

programme was finished in time to give the boys an opportunity
to look ahoQt the town before suppsr.
The ma.iority of the visitors were quartered at the Kenmore

House, a cozy home-like place kept by J. N. Ramsdill, a promi-
nent member of the New York State Sportsmen's Association,
a prime entertainer, and with the happy laoulty of making every-
body feel at home in his place. Rolla Heikes, as usual, had his
banjo along and every evening he was impressed into the position
of cuief musician, an office wnich he filled with his usual grace
and skill. "Tee Kay" also did his share to enliven the company
with his inimitable songs and dances, RoHa "picking" the accom-
paniments.
Below will be found the results of the first day'.s shoots, the

events being as follows: Nos. 1 and 10, 10 kingbirds. $1 entry; Nos.
3, 6 and 8, 10 target.*. $5Q guaranteed in eanh; Nos. 3 and 7. 15 tar-
gets, $75 guaranteed in each; Nos. i and 8, 20 targets, 8109 guaran-
teed in eacb; No. 5, expert event, open to all, 2.5 targets, $.5 entry.
$35 added to purse by Saratoga Gun Club. In all except No. 5
event the sliding or "North handicap" was used, winners of first
or'Second money in one event being obliged to shoot from known
traps at unknows angles ia the following event:
No. 1, 10 bii-ds, entrance $1: Miller 9, Heikes ft, .Simpson 8 Liv-

ingston 8 Mosher 10, M. H. R. 6, Barrett 9, Edgwater 10, Wilcox 8
Buck 10, Goggm 6, atockwell 6. Geiser 7. Pike 8, Perkins 7 R^m^-
dill 8, McGinnis 8, Roberts 7, Lefever 10, Maynew 9, Litham 10.^
No. 3, 10 birds, entrance $L75, $50 guaranteed : Miller 9, Hei

8^ Simpson 6 Liviagston 9, Mosher 9, M. H. R. 6, Barrett 10,
Edgwater 10, \Vilcox 10, Roberts 8. McGinnis 8. Buck 9, Perkm ^ 7.
Lefever 9, Mayhew 9, Luther 10, Goggin 8, Geiser 8, Pane 8, Mur-
ray 9, Pike 7.

No. 8, 15 birds, entrance S"!"' guaranteed:

Miller 011111111011111 I., ii^rrett llllP 111111111-
Livlngscon . .111111101111111-14 Elgwater... .111111111111010-
Mosher.. 011111111111011-13 Wilcox. .. 11 llll fliuilil-
Buck mioiiiiiom^ Luther ::umiiiioam-
Leiever

i| ^^H"!-^
Murray 010010111111Q l-Mayhew 111110010111111—13

Amateurs.
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Ivrkina 110111001111111 -

SimP^^n
^'l^l?fl??iMi^^H°> .llOlllllUllOll-MHR 1mo 1111011110—13 Geiser lllOllllimni-

Roherts 111101111111111-14 Pike .... ? '.110101110101111-
M-^Ginnis . . .

..lOllOOimimi-12 Pane ..Ollllimoiil
No. 4:

Experts.
Livi'g st'n 1111 111 11 11111111111- it .jerts . . .11001011101 nillOill-
Barrett. . .11111111111111111111-20 Geiser . . . .lOlOliOlllllllimn-
Heikes.... 11111111111111111011-19

.-xLiiuiiiiiiniiiii

Amateurs.
Murray...lOlOlllOOUlllOlllL-xo ,» „cox . ..11111011111111111101-
Paui uioiiin iiiiiionon-16 Buck ouniiiiiiiiiiumi-
Mayhew..ll0llllll01Ullimi-18 Lefever. .. 1111111111111111 1101-
Edgarton .11110111111111111111-19 G^ggin....0111Uim]111010111-
Luther.

.
..11111011111111111111-19 McGinnisOlllllllllllllOlOlll-

-EASTET5N TEAM.
Captain. Bate.s.

No. 5, 35 birds, entrance $5, $25 added:
Miller 1111111110111111111111111-24
Heikes 1111111011111111111111111—24
Simpson 1111111111111111111011111—24
Livingston 1111111111111111111111111—2.5
Barrett 111111111111 11 11111110111- 24
Luther 111111111111 oi llliniOlll- 23
Murray Hill ' llUll 3 111101011101-22
Mayhew llllllOlllllHIllllllUll—24
Lefever llinillUOlllllllll 11111-24
Buck lOllOlimillllllllllllll-23
Edgarton 1101111111111101111111111- 23
Peters . . ._. _ 1011110111110111111111110-21
No. 6, 15 birds, S1.75 entrance, $.50 guaranteed, experts.- Living-

ston 10, Barrett 9, Heikes 8, Edgarton 9, Lu 'her 9 Lefever 9. Ama-
teurs: Miller 9, SiTnpqoa 8, Mosher 10, M. H. R. 6, Geiser T. Wilcox
I. Pike 9, Goggin 9, Paul 8, Roberts 7, McGinnis 8, Shepherd 5,
Peters 7, Mayhew 8, Buck 10, Perkins 6, Murray 8.
No. 7, 15 birts, $3.75 entrance, $75 guaranteed:

^ , . Experis.
Livingston . . . .111111111111111-16 Miller ..111111111111111—15
Barrett 110111111111111—14 Luther 101011111111100—11
E dgerton 11111011 00011 11-11 Pike 101111111 110111-1-3
Mosher OOlin 001111111-11 Goggin llU110HimU-I4
Lefever 110111111111110-13 Brush 111111111111111-15

Heikes 111111111111111—15 Murray 111111111111010-13
Simpson 111110111111111—14 Perkins 110010111111010—10M H R inill0110Q]10-13 Mayhew 111111111111111-15
gieser lllllllllllOni-14 Paul 001111111111111-13
Wilcox Olllimoilllll—13 McGinnis llllllOlOUllll-13
Roberts 101110111110111-13
No. 8, 15 birds. $1.75 entrance, $.50 guaranteed, experts: Living-

ston 9, Barrett 9, MUler 10. Heikes 6, Simpson 9. Geiser 7, Mayh^vv
9, Goggin 6. Brock 10. Amateurs: Lefever 10. Perkins 8. Pious 8.
Roberts 9, Ed gerton 8, Murray 9, Mosher 7, M. H. R. .5, Wilcox 8
Sheppard 8, Pike 7, Paul 9, Luther 10, McGinnis 10.
No. 9. 20 birds, entrance $3.75, $100 guaranteed:

^ .
Experts.

Livingst'nllllllOlllllllinoil—18 Pane 10111111111111111111—19
Barre<t... 11111111111111111011—19 Lefever...0101001111inin0101-14
Miller ..11111111111111111111—20 Murray. .10111111011111111111-18
Si mpson . . 11111111111111110111—19 Luther . . . .10111111 1111111111 1 1—19
Mayhew. . lUllllllOOlllinn 1-18 McGinnis.lllllOlllOllOOOlllOl-14
Buck nil 111111111101111 1-19

Amateurs
Geiser .

. .11111111111110110111-18 M H R. . ..11110111111111110011-17
Wilcox.. ..11111111111111111111 -20 Mosher.. .llllllllOOlliniOllO-16
TOggin.. ..11111111111111111111-20 Peters ....11111111111111111111-20
Pike Ill lllllillUllllll 1-20
No. 10, 10 birds, entrance $1: Experts—Goegin 8. Pane 8, Peters

9, Luther 10, Wilcox 8, Miller 7, Barrett 9, Simpson 10. Buck 8,
Pik«10. Amateurp—Geiser 7. Lefever 6, Murray 9, McGinnis 9,
Eagercon 9, Heikes 10, Livingston 8, Mosher 10, M. ri. R. 7. May-
hew 10, Keller 8,

Extra No. 1, 10 targets: Barrett 10. Buck 10. Heikes 10, Miller 9,
Edgarton 8, Levengston 8, Mosher 7, M. H. R. 7, Simpson 7.
No. 3. same: Buck 10. Miller 10, b-aul 10, Murray 9, Barrett 9,

Peters 9, Buck 8, Mayhew 8, Levengston 8, Simpson 8, Heikes 8.
Luther 7, Eagarton 6, Lefever 6, Tee Kay
N \ 3, same: Barrett 10, Zuck 10, Miller 10, Simpson 10, Levengs-

ton 10, Wilcox 9, Peters 9, Edgarton 8, Heikes 8, .Simpson 8, Mur-
ray 8, Paul 7. M. H. R. 7, Lutber 6, Pike 5.
No. 4, 20 singles, expert rules: Levengston 19, Heikes 18, Miller

17, Barrett 17, Peters 18, Pattl 15, Murrav 13.
No. 5, 15 singles, expert rules: Paul 14, Simpson 14, Mayhew 14,

Murray 13, Peters 13, M'ller 13, Heikes 13, Pike 10.
Matches, 15 targets. $15 a side the first, $.30 a side the second,

$15 a side the third, known angles:
Mu rray 1111111 11011111-14 Heikes OllOllllllllUw.
Vlurray 0111011101111 w. Heikes 101111111111111-14
Murray . 101111111111111-14 Heikes nilUOlllOOOw.
During tlie dav Barrett broke 93 per cent.. Miller 95 per cent.,

and Levengston 95 per cent, in the guaranteed events.

On the TJiird Dny
the weather was good, the only drawback being a rather tricky
ivmd. The attendance was about the 8am<^ as on the openinp day
This made no diiTerence in the mauas-fii-nsnt-. bovrr-vr.r ;

- the

guaranteed purses were handed out. regardless of the number of
entries. Barrett again led wi th 97 per cent, in the euarsntped
events, Levengston making 96, Hobart 9.5, Miller 94, He'ikes 87 and
Edgarton 87. The programme was precisely the same as on the
previous day and below are the scores:
No. 1, 10 sineles, entrance $1: Simpson 9, Heikes 10, Livingston

10. Pike 8. T. K. 8, Barrett 10, Miller 9, Buck m, Lefever 10, lliTlof
10, Hobart 7, Luther 10, Edgarton 10, Perkins 6, M. H. R. 8. Paul 9,
McGinnis 6, Mayhew 8.

No. 3, 10 birds, entrance fl.75^$,50 guaranteed: Paul 10. Buck 9,
Simpson 6. Heikes 7, LiviD^;sten 10, Pike 9, Barrett 10, Mosher 8.
Miller 9, Keller 6, M. H. R. 8, Hobart 10, Taylor 10, Edgarton 10
Lefever 8, Mayhew 9, Luther 9. Perkins 8, McGinnis 7.
No. 3, 15 birds, entrance $2 '^5 $75 guaranteed

:

Experts.
Buck OllinmmilO-i.. le.ylor 111111110111100-12
Livingston....nimn 1111111—15 Edgarton liOiniinilllll-IS
Pike OlllllOOlUiOOOl- 8 Mayhew... ...1111111111111110-14
Barrett... llllllllll 11111-15 Luther 111111111110110- 13
Miller imilllinilU-16 Paul Ulllimmi10-14
Hobart 11111111111111]-

Amateurs,
Simpson 11111111010111 i,^ ±x R nilinooOlllOll-10
Heikes 111101111111101—13 Letever 111111110111111—li
Mosher 110111111111101-13 McGinnis 11 illinOllUOO-12
Keller 110101111111111 - -1

3

No. 4, 20 singles, entrance $' 7.^;. $lfO guaranteed;
Experts.

Livingsi'nllinOlllllinilini-... Ltxever..,OH11010111H0011111-15
Barrett. . .IlllllininillllOll—19 Mayhew. .11110101111111111111-18
MiUer.... 11111110111111111111-19 Paul 11101011001111011111—15
Hobart. . .01111111110111101111-17

Amateurs.
M H R . . .011101111111111111111-17 Back nillliniinilllllll-19
Luther.... 11111111110110111101-17 Pike 10111111111101111111-18
Edgerton. 011111111110110011 11-16 Simpson. .11111111111011111111—19
Perkins.. 01001111111101011100-13 Heikes. ...11111111111111101110-18
Taylor. . . 11111110111111111110-18 Mof-her. . .11111011111111111111-19
MfGinnis.OllimOlllOllOlllll—16 Keller lllOOlOlllHOllllllJ—16
No. 5, 25 singles, entry $6, .$25 added by S. G. C, expert rules:

Miller 111111111110111:111110111—23
Msyhew 1111001111110111111111001—20
Edgerton 1001100111010111111111111—19
Luther OllllllllOlOlllllllOUlll—31
Hobart 011111 1 1 1 1111111111111111-24
Buck llllUlin 1100111 11011111-23
Simpson 11111 1111 11 1 1 111 Oil 011011-22
Heikes 1111011111100111111111111—22
Livingston. 1111111111101111110111111-23
Pibe , 1011110111111110111111111-32
Barrett 1111111111111111111110012-23
No. 8, 10 singles. $1.75 entrance, $.50 guaranteed; Experts: Buck

10, Simpson 10, Mosher 7. Levengston 10, Barrett 10, Miller 9,
Heik'sS, Taylor 7. Amateurs: Hobart 10, M. H. R 7, Keller 6,
Pike B, Lefever 9, Mayhew 7, Geiser 8, Paul 9, Peters 8, Perkins 8,
McGinnis 8, Edgerton 7, Luther 10.

No. 7, 15 singles, $3.75 entrance, $75 guaranteed:
Experts.

Buck 110011111110011-11 Hobart 101111011111111-13
Simpson llinoiUllllll-14 Lefever 111111111111011—14
Levengston . . .11 111111111111—15 Paul 01101 lOlllfOOlO- 8
Barrett 111111111101111-14 Luther 111111111101111—14
Miller 111111111001111—13

Amateurs.
Peters OlOllllllOOOlll—10 Geiser 0001 101OlllUlO— 9
Kdgertnn 111111111111111—13 Pike H 1101 111111110—13
McGinnis JlOlinOUlUlO-ll Mosher 111110111011111—13
Perkins 110111111110110-12 Keller OllOlUlllOOlOl—10
Heikes.., 111111111111110-14 M H R 101101010011111-10
Taylor lllHOl 11111100—12 Mayhew OOlllllllllHU—13
No. 8. 10 singles, $1.75 entrance, $.50 guaranteed; ExpHrts:

Simpson 6, Leveogaton 7, Barrett 10. L--fever 9. Luther 8. Edsar-
ton 8, Heikes 10. Amateurs: Buck 10, Miller 9, Hobait 10, Keller
9, M. H. R. 5, Pike 10, Taylor 7, Mayhew 9, Peters 6, Perkins 8,
McGinnis 10.

No. 9, 20 Mneles, entrance $3:75, $100 enarantepd;
Barrett. . .llllinillllUOimi—19 McGinnis-lllOOlOlllOOOllinOl—13
Lefever.. .11111111011011111111-18 Paul llllllUllllUlIOlOO—17
Buck 11 111011111111111111—19 Luther. . ..uoiiiiiiiiomilllll—17
Miller lllllimilll 1111111-30 M H R. . . .llllllllOnilOllOOll-16
Hobart....11111111110111111111-19 Edgarton. 11111110111111111110-18
Keller 11111110111011111111-18 Livingst'nllimillimillllll-2(l
Heikes. ...11111111011111111111—19 Simpson. .11111111101111 111100—17
"ike OlOllllOOlllllimU—18 Mosher.. ..llliuiiominin rim)—15
Mayhew.. lOlllllllllinillOOO-16 Taylor. .. .LlllllUll 111111111—?0
Peters.... 01111101111101111111-17 Perkin.-*.. lllllOliilOllllOlUO-16
No. 10, 10 singlep. entrance SI: Tajlor 10. BfirreU 7, Buck 9,

Miller 10, Hoban 10, Heikes 8, Livin;iston 10. Keller S, Simpson 9,
Pike 10. Peters 9. Lefever 10, lidgarton 10, Mayhew 7, Lutber 10,
Wil ox 9. McGinnis 9, Paul 7, M. H R. 8.

Extra No. 1. 10 singles: Miller 10, Livingston 10, Heikes 10, Ed-
garton 9, Lefever 9, Mayhew 9. Buck 9. Pike 8, Lutber 8, Barrett 8,
Sin- pson 8, Paul 7, Mosher 7, Hobart 7, Perk ins 6, Suyker 6, Kel-
ler 5.

Extra No. 2, same: Keller 10, Heikes 10, Barrett 10, Edgarton 9,
Livingston 9, Miller 8, Simpson 8.

Extra No. 3, 20 sinples: Miller 19, Livingston 18. Heikes 18, Bar-
rett 18. Edgarcon 17, Simp.?on 16.

An interesting part of the day's fun was a series of match's
between teams of sis men each, captained by E. D. Miller and H.
Livingston, Jr., each man shooting at 20 singles, known angles.
The scores in full are here gi ven

:

First Match.
E. D. Miller, Captain. H. Livingston, Jr., Captain.

Miller 11111011111111111111-19 Li vingst'Dniminnillllllll-30
Barrett.. ..11011111111111111011—18 Heikes. . ..11110011111111111111—18
Krigartou. 11111111111111111111—20 Simpson.. miimiillllllllli—20
Buck 11111110111111111111—19 Luther.. ..011111 lllOlOlllUlli—17
Lefever. . .11111111111111111111-20 Tavlor . . . .11101111101 UllllOll-17
Wilcox.. ..lllllllUllllllimi-20 Hobart. ...11011111011111111 111-lM

Cap*.
Livingst'
Ueikes.

.

3impaon
Lutber..
Vlosher.

.

Hobart.

116
Second

Livingston's Team.
'nlllllllllllllllllOll—19
. .11111111111111111111—20
. .11011111111110111101-18
.. Ill 1 001 llllUlllllll-1

8

..iinooiiiiiHiniiii-18
..llllllUllllllllllll—20

110
matoL.

Capt. Miller's Team.
Miller 1111111111111111 1111-20
Barrett. . .11110111111111011111—18
Edgarton.llOlllllllUllllllll—ly
Buck 11111111111111110111-19
Lefever. .11101111111110110101—10
Wilcox . . ..iioiuin iiiuiiiiuo-ir

NEW LONDON WESTERN TEAM.
(Sjnjtft. Wolit^Doraft MUier, Gapt. LlndRl«y, Post. BreintaalJ,
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Savage. Strong.

NEW liONDON CONNECTICUT TEAM.
Edgarton. ' Fowler. McGinty. Lougraon. Rook^'ell. Counor. Wllle.?. Cartj^.

On Tfmrsda/y, the Th^d Day,
there were occasional showers, wliicli Interfered somewhat with
the sport, and the light wrs not favorable. Neveii heless the
sport went merrily on without much delay. The attendanco was
uo larger than before. Amon? those who reported tur duty were
M. F. Lindsley, of Hobokeu, N. J., and .J. Taylor, of Albanv, N.
V. The leaders in the guaranteed evpiits were: Miller % per
cent. Livingston 95, Barrett 91, Heikes 03, Hohart 93, and Edsar-
tou
The scores follow

:

No. 1. 10 si ntrles. SI entrance: Buck 10, Livinarstnn 8, Heikes 9,
Miller 9, Barrett 9, Mosher 10, Pike 7, T. K. 8, M. H. R. 6, Lefever
10. Luther 9, Curtis 4. Hobart 10, Rogi^in 8, Edgnrton 10, Lindalev
8, Perkins 7, Taylor 7, Fulton 5, MoGinuis 8, Ingham 9.

No. 3, lOsingles, ai.75 entrance, |.50 guaranteed: Buck 10. Liv-
ingston 10, Heikes 9. Miller 10, Barrett 10, Mosher 10, Pike 6. T. K.
8, M. H. R. 8, Lefever 10, Hohart 9, Edgarton 8. Lindalev 7. Per-
kins 7, Ingham 6, Taylor 9, Frank 10, Goggin 8, Luther 9, McGinnis
8, Fuli-on 8.

No. 3, 16 single?, entrance $2.75, §75 guaranteed:
Experts.

Buck lllllllininn-15 Lefever nil 11111110011-13
Levengston ...111111111111111—15 Hobart. 111111111111110-14
Heikes ........101110111111111-13 Taylor 111111011111110-13
Miller 111011111111111-14 Frank 111110111110111-13
Bar rett 111111 1 1111111 1—1.5 Luther 1100111 10110111-11
Mosber. . .... . .111111111011111-14

Amateurs.
Pike 111111111110111-14 «oggin 111111010001111-11
T If 011111011111011-13 Perkins OOUO110001O11O--7M H R. Ilinilllllll(]00-ll MrGuinnesa. . .111111111001100-11
Edgarton 111111111110110-13 Orutty 101011010100111— 9
Lindsley 110111101001010- 9
No. 4, 30 singles, entrance $3 75, flOO guiranteed:

Esoert^.
Buck .11111111111110111111-19 Mosher. . .11111111111111101011-18
L'v'ngst'nllllllllllllOllllOll-18 Pike 10110101001100100111-11
Miller 11111111111011111111-19 Hobart . . .llUimillllOllllll—19
Barrett. . .11111111110101111110-17

Hpiker....llllllllllin0101111-T8^ IVank . ..11111111111111111111-20
T K 11111110111111111111-19 Taylor. . . .11111011111111111000-16M H R. . . .11101110111111111010 -16 Fulton. . . U100111111101100111-I.5
Edgarton. 11011011111111111011—17 Perkins. . .11110011101011111110 -15
LiDd^fley..11110100100101001111—12 Luther . . .11111111111110111111—19
McGinni3.111111110111011H011-17 Lefever. ..11111111111111011111—19
Gnegin .. ..11011110100111111100-14
No. 5, 25 singles, entrance $5, |35 added;

Livingston . .... ...llllllllllllllllimmn—2,1

Barrett 1111111111111111111111111-25
Hobart 1111111111111111111111111-35
Heikes lUlimilllll 111 1 1111110-24
Edgarton 11111111111111111 01111111—24
Lefever 11111111 1111111 1 11 1111110-24
Buck 1111111101111111111111111-24
Peters llOlllllOlllllllllllUl) l—23
Mcsher 1111110111111111110111111—23
Miller 1011111111111111011111111-23
Pik e 1111011111111111 1 110110 11-23
Lindsley 1110111110111110110111000-19

No. P, 10 singles, entrance $1.75, $50 guaranteed. Experts: Buck
7, Miller 10, T. K. 10. Hobart 9, Frank 8, Luther 10, Lefever 8. Am-
ateurf: Livingston 9, Heikes 10, Barrett 10, Mosher 8, Pike 8, Lind-
loy 8, M. H. R.. 9, Goggin 9, Ingram 7, Edgarton 8, Peters 9. Fulton
7, McGinnes 10, Perkins 7, Taylor 10.

No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $3.75, $75 guaranteed:
Experts.

Miller 111111111111111—15 M H R 110111100101011-10
T K 111111101100011-11 Goggin 010111111011110-11
Hobart ...111111111101011-13 Peters 111001000011111- 9
L'vingston ....lllllllllllini-15 Luther 011111110111110-13
Barrett 111111111111111-15 Taylor 111101111111011-13
Heikes 111111111111111-15 MoGinnis 111011111111110-13

Buck .111111111111110-14 Frank 111111111111111-15
Mosher 111110110111100—13 NuUon 110101111110011—13
Lindsley 011111111111101-13 Lefever 111110111110110-13
Edseiton 111111111111101-14 Pike 111111110110110—13
Perkins 110100111100101— 9

No. 8. 10 singles, entrance .11.75, S50 guaranteed: Experts—Mil-
ler 8, Livingston 9, Barrett 9, HeikeK 9, Buck 10. Edgarton 10,
Frank 8. Amateurs—Mosher 8, T. K. 10, W. H. R. 7, Lindsley 7,
Hobart 10, Perkins 7. Pike 8 Ingtiam 8, Goggin 8, Taylor 7,
Luther 8, Lefever 10, McGinnis 8, Peters 9.

No. 9, 30 singles, $3,75 entrance, $100 guaranteed:
Experts.

Barrett. . .11111110111011111111-18 Hohart. ...10111111111111111111-19
Heikes... .11111111111110111111-19 TK 10111111001111111111-17
Buck 11111111111111111101—19 Lefever . .10011111111011111110 -16
Edgarton.UinillllllllOllllO-18 Peters .... 10110001111110111111-15
Ltvingst'nmillOllllllimui-19

Miller ....riimilllllimilll-^0 ^Frank ...11110111111111110110-17
Mosher.. .11111111111110111111—19 Perkins ..11011101001110011011-13
Pike 11111111111111111111-20 Taylor... 11111111111110111011-18M a R ... .10110111011110011111-15 Luther. . ..11111100011011110100-13
Lindsley. .01111111110110101110—15 McGinnis.llOlllllllOlOllllllO—16
Goggin. ...00011011001010010011— 9
No. 10, 10 ainarles, entrance $1: Experts—Heikes 10, Btick 10,

Livingston 10, Hobart 9, Pike 9. Miller 8. Mosher 6, Edgarton 8.
Amateurs: Barrett 7, T. K. 7, M. H. R. 7, Ingham 8, Lefever 9,
Lindsley 6, Peters 9, Luther 10.
Extra No. 1, 10 single.^: Livingston 10, Foster 10, Heikes 10,

Edgarton 9, Lindsley 8, Barrett 8, Lefever 8, Luther 8, Ingraham
8, Goggin 7, Miller 7. Keller
No.

~

Buck
KeU, .

second being won by Livingston on 15 straight, u-nd third by
Barrett, on 15 straight.
The flual event of the day was a race hetween teams of 8 men

each captained by Harry Livingston, .Jr., and Milt Lindsley: 30
targets per man, known angles, $lb entry per team. The score:

Oapt. Livingston's Team. Gapt. Lindslev's Team.
Buck iiiiiimiimmiii-20 Hobart....iiiiimiiimiiiiii-20
Livingst'nOllllllimillllllll—19 Lindaley..Oimilinilllllini - 19
Lefever. -.11 illmillUOlimi—19 Heikes. . ..11110101111111111111—18
Mosher... lOlinnimuiUm—19 Edgarion.iOmillUlllomUO—1:
Barrett ..11111111011111111101-18 Luther....11 10001110 1111111111-16
Peters ... .Ill 10111111011111111-18 Gibbs 111110110101 11101111-1 fiM li. . . . . .10111011111101111111-17 lBgrahamlOlllOllOllOlOOlllll-14
Pike iioiiiiiioimooim-ifi m h r. . ..uHiioouuoooiioooi—ii

146 131

The Final Day
was ushered in with a drizzling rain, which threatened to con-
tinue, hut altered its mmd about 10 A. M. The Jight was dull and
pooi;;mitiinooD, whni . ^^v bat, Before start-
ing ior thaground.i

: . I'Cstad to the club
that tha day's she.

(
i

' Uo programme was
coiiLerued, as iLin v . ..... , ...,^^,/enisnt. to gave eon*
i-

1 11,1© TJirmey w)Wl» wii? guai'ivutoaa, TUe plipi, liowever,

would not entertain the sucgestinn, >>ul; Insisterl upon fulfilling
its promises to the letter, although they were then several hun-
dred dollar.s behind. So all the boys could do was to shoot "ao-
oordiua to Hoyle." Up to this time there had been a close fight
fur the seven average prizes offered for the guaranteed events
during the four davs, Barrett having Iohk only 13. Levengston 14,
Miller 15, Heikes 33 and Edgarton 38 birds out of 300 birds shot at
by each. Edgarton and Heikes were of course out of the race, so
far as high honors were concernpd, and it was impossible to guess
which of the three others would finish on top. Up to and includ-
ing the third event Barrett gained one on each Miller and Leveng-
ston, but from here on the' ".Jersey Cyclone" pulled himself to-
gether, aud by making dean scores in each of the last four events
he won first average ($32), his aggregate being 383 breaks out of
400 targets shot at, an average of 95 75 per cent. Barrett won sec-
ond money (S18) with 380 breaks, an even 90 ner cent.; third money
($16) went, to Levengston on 377 bre-^ks, 94 25 per cent ; fourth
money ($14) to Carter on 368 breaks, 93 per cent.; fifth money ($12)
was divided by Heikes and Edgarton on 367 breaks each, an aver-
age of 91.75 per cent.
The scores are here'given:
No. 1: Wilcox 7. L-'vingston 10, Buck 9. Barrett 8, Heikes 10,

Miller 10. Keller 9. Edgarfon 10 M. H. R. 8. Pike 9, Cunningham 6
Lafes^er 9. Belts 8, L^on 10, Luther 8, .Ja ck 8

.

No. 3: Wilcox 8. Livingston 10, Buck 10, Barrett 8. Heikes 8,
Miliar 10, Keller 8, Efltrart^n 10, M. H. R. 7, Pike S. Franks 10
Lefever 9. Retts 9, Leon 9, Luther 9, .Tack 9, Mosher 10, Taylor 10.
McGinnis 9.

No. 3:

Livingston.... 111111110011111—13 Leon 111101011111111-13
Ruck .111111111111111-15 Taylor 111111111111100-13
Mosher 111111111111110-14 Barrett 111111111111110-14
Edgarton 011111111011111—13 Heikes 111111111111111-15
Veffever llllOllllOnill-13 Keller 111011111111101-13
Miller .inilinillOlll-14 Pike 011110111111111-13
Jack 111111101111101-13 Wilcox 110010110111111-11
Luther 111111111110111-14 M H H 111111111111001-13
Retts 111011011111111-13 McGinnis lllllllllH 1111-15
Franks 111111110011110-12 Cunningham..110101101101110-10
No. 4, 20 singles:

Experts.
Miller 11111011111111111111-19 Heikes.. .,01111111111011111110-17
Ruck limiin 111110111 11-19 McGinnis 11111111111111111111-30
Mosher. ,..11111111111011111111-19 Luther.. ..11111111111111110111-19
Barrett... llllllllinillllllll-20

Amateurs.
Li\dngst'n0111111 1110111111111-18 Jack llllllllllOlllllllU-19
Keller . . . .11111011111111111101—18 Retts 11111111111111111111-20
Marton... 11111111111111011111-19 Loon: 11011001111101111111-16
Pike 00101101011100111111-13 M H R... ,11101110111100111110-15
Lefever. ..11001111111111111110-17 Taylor . . .11111110111101011010-15
Wilcox . . . .1111 llllimmOlOll-18 Frank Ill 11111111011100110 -16
No. 5. 25 singles:

Leveogston 0111111111101111111111111—23
Buck -. . .. .1111101111111110011111111—22
Peters 000! 111111 10111111011 11 11—20
Heikes 11110111111 11111111 11 1 111—24
Miller llllllllllllllllloniniO-23
Pike 1001111101101110111111011-19
Mosher llJlllln 1111111111111101-24
Rarrett llOllllUlllllllllUlllll-24
V«'^ever 1011111111111111111111101—23
Jack 1100101111101011111111111-20
Edearton 1011111111111111111111111-24
Frank 1111110111111110011111101-31
No, 6, 10 singles: Miller 10, Edgarton 10, Luther 9, Buck 8,

M'^sher8. Barretts, McGinnis 10, Betta 5, Levengston 8, Heikes
7, Pike 7, Leon 7, Keller 9. Lindsley 9. Cunninghams, Wilcox 7,
Peters 8, Taylor 10. Lefever 8, Jack 7, M. H. R. 6.
No. 7, 15 singles

:

Miller lllllllUlllll 1-15 Barrett llUllll] 1 11111-15
Edgarton 111111111111110—14 Betts UOOIO' 01001111— 9
Luther 111010101111011-11 Mosher 111110111111111-14
McGinma 111111111101111-14 Wilcox 111111111101111-14
Keller 000101011111111-10 .Jack lOllUOOlllIOll-ll
Lindsley llllOllllUllll-14 Prank 111111111110110-13
Taylor 110011111101111-12 Lefever IlllllllllOUll-ll
Levengston .. 011111111111101—13 Leon .,111011111111111—14
Heikes 011111111111111-14 M H R 111111111011100-13
Pike 011011111110111-13 Peters 110111001111111-13
Buck .111111111111111—15
No. 8, 10 singles: Miller 10, Edgarton 10. Lindsley S, Barrett 10,

Buck 8, Heikes 9, McGinnis 10, Mosher 9, WilcoK 9, Lefever 9,
Leon 8. Levingston 9. Keller 10, Pike 8, Betts 8, Jack 5, Taylor 9,
M. B. R. 7, Luther 8, Petei's 10.
No. 9, 30 singles:

Miller .
.
.11111111111111111111-20 Taylor.. . .11111111111001111010-16

Edgarton. 1111111 1110111111111-19 Peters.. 11111111010110111111-IT
Barreit .

.
.11111111111111111110-19 Lind.sloy..ll01H11111111111111-19

Heikes... .11111111111111110011-18 Buck lllOill 11111111 11110-lS
Mosher. . .10111110illll!lllO10-16
Lefever.. .11111111111011111010-17
McGinnis lOllliniOOllOlOOOUl—13
Keller . . - .11111101101101101111-16

Pike .. .11111111111111111011-19
Leon 11101111111011111111—18
Betts 11111111111111011111—19
Luther.. ..11111111011111111111-19

Wilcox . . ..10010111101110111111-15 Jack 11100111110111101011-15
Livingst'nllimilllllllllllll-20 M H B. . . 11001111011010111100-1"
No. 10, 10 single^: Miller 9. Edgerton 10, Barrett 10, Levingston

10, Pike 7, Betts 7, Leon 9, Buck 9, Peters 7, Lefever 10, Keller 9,

Wilcox 7, Lindsley 9, Jack 7-

Extra No, 1,10 singles: Levengston 10, Leon 10, Taylor 9, Mc-
Ginnis 9, Frank 8, Pike 8, Wilcox 8, Jack 8, Retts 8. Buck 3.

No. 3, same: Leveng.stou 10. Leon 10. Keller 10. Edgarton 10,

Luther 9. Miller 9, Heikes 9, Barrett 9, L<=fever 9, Buck 9, Jack 8,

Wilcox 8, Pike 8, Frank 8, Cunningham 7, M. H. B. 7. Betts 7.

C. H. TOWtiSEND.

THE INTERSTATE AT AUBURN.
The shooting tournament of the Auburn Gun Club, given with

the assistance of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' As-
sociation, at Auburn. N. Y., on Sept. 20-31, was held under most
favorable auspices, so far as the weather conditions and man-
agement were concerned, hut the attendance was very light on
both days. Elmer E. Shaner, of Pittsburg, Pa., was in charge of
the arrangement of traps, screens, etc., as well as the pitching of
the tents of the various subscribers to the association fund. All
these details were carefully at^endfid to.

The grounds of the Auburn Gun Club, which are situated about
a mile from the centJer of the town proper, and reached by a well-
equipped electric car line, are large and well adapted to trap-
shooting purposes. The entire outfit is owned in fee simple by the
club, having been purchased after the State shoot was held at that
place. To the right of the entrance is a well-built club hou^e SOX
30ft., one storv in height, with a 10ft. verandah extending the en-
tire length. The inside of the house is provided with lockei-s for
the use of the members, loading tables, etc. To the left of the
ground entrance is a good-sized storage house. The grounds are
fairly level to a point about 20yds. be.vond the line of tra.ps. Here
they slope downward fnr a few yards and then take an upward
turn, which continues to the brow of a hill half a mUe beyond.
For live-bird shooting I am Inclined to think these grounds would
prove almost as puzzling to the unitiated as .Jim. Elliott's famous
"Side Hill Park," in Kansas Cit.v. For target shooting, however,
they are all right. The traps of the Auburn Club, five in number,
are arranged behind permanent screens about 25yds. in front of
the club house, and to the right of these were set the five ti'aps of
the association. To the left nf the line of traps was thn black-
board and cashier's office. To the left of the cashier's office were
the tents of Forest and Stkeam, the American Field and the
Standard Keystone Target and Trap Company, these being
directly in front of ;the main entrance. To the right of the club
house were the tents of Henry C. Squires, S. S. Powder Compan.y,
Colt's Firearms Company, Tatham Brothers, American Wood
Powder Company, and the Union Metallic Cartridge Company.
The only ones of the above firms reprpsented was Foeest and
Stream, S. S. Powder Company, U. M. C. Co., and the Standard
Keystone Company.
The management of the shoots was in the hands of H. A. Pen-

rose. Elmer;E. Shaner and Charles W, Tuttle. Messrs. 55 ban er and
C. H. Bristor carried on the clerical work on the first day, but on
the second day Shaner was alone except when one or another of
the members gave him a lift. There was no assistant cashier nor
assistant blackboardraan. The weather on the opening day was
delightful, the sun shining clear and bright and the wind being
Just strong enough to make the flight of the keystone targets a
little erratic at times. The attendance, as we have stated, was
light, but this wns to be expected, as the 82,200 guaranteed by the
Saratoga Gun Club drew a number of shooters who would other-
wise have visited Auburn. In regard to the conflict of dates
between these two clubs we was informed by both Messrs. Tuttle
and Penrose that they had received assurances from the Saratoga
people that the la Iter's tournament would be held during the last
week in September, and that then the dates were fixed for the
Auburn tourna ment before they knew the dates had been changed
by Saratoga. Mr. Levengston, o" the Saratoga Gun Club Informs
us that he did malie the above statement to both Messrs. Tuttle
and Penrose, btit that before that time he had been informed by
Mr. Tuttle that the Auburn shoot would be held on Sept. 13 and 14,
and when the Saratoga dates were changed it was done In order
not to conflict with the Peekskill dates, and with the understand-
ing that the Saratoga shoot would be the week following Auburn.
On one point we are sure, and that is that the notice that the
Saratoga shoot would be held Sept. 30-23 reached us a consider-
able time ahead of the notice claiming the dates for Auburn.
Among those who were present on the opening dav were Messrs

Richmond, Bnrst, Hicks and Norton, of Rochester: C. Tomlinson,
of Fulton, N. y.; Harry B. Whitney, the oldtim<^ boy wonder of
Phelps, N. Y., who was accompanied bv his father; H. A. Penrose
of New London, Conn., and Elmer E. Shaner. of Pittsburgh, Pa.
It was nearly 11 o'clock before the regular programme was

started, but after that time there was no drag, despite the fact
that the hustling as well as the most of the clerical work in the
office and the placing of the names on the blackboard devolved
upon Elmer Shaner. He was equal to the emergency, however,
and kept everything booming. In the afternoon the local shoot-
ers turned out in force, and the entries ran as high as twenty- two."
All the guaranteed purses were shot in accordance with the pro-
gramme, the shortage for the day being about $16. The programme
was linished shortly after 4 o'clock.
After a wash-up came a tasty supper at the Osborne House, the

proprietor of which, Mr. Taylor, is not only an enthusiastic
sportsman, but a first-class caterer as well. After supper and a
stroll about the well-kept streets of the town the party of visit-
ors were escorted to the handsome suite of rooms occupied by the
gun club. Last March, when we were in A^uburn, these rooms
were undergoing an overhauling, and it was lumber here, there
and everywhere, but on the present visit all repairs had been
completed and we are fain to say that the quarters are as cosy
and comfortable as any we have run across. The rooms, four in.

number, are situated over one of the Auburn banks, and are very
large. They comprise a pool room, billiard room, card, reception
and secretary's room and one used for the meeting of the club as
well as for lounging and reading. "There's an organ in the par-
lor to keep the house in tune." while a number of handsome pic-
tures adorn the walls. We found in the rooms Messrs. C.W. Tut-
Ue, James and Henry Carr, C. L. Egbert, George Corning, Irving
Brigden, Thos. Church and other members of the local club and
were pleasantly entertained until time to return to our couches.
Returning to the hotel we received the heartiest kind of a

greeting from three of the members of Auburn's famous "Big
Pour." Ttiese were Alderman (soon to be Mayor) Eddy Parker,
Law Devitt and .Jack Titus. The fourth member of the
quartette. Eddy Cosgrove, was seriously ill at his home, the
doctors fearing an attack of brain fever. A short time previ-
ous to this "Cos" had gone oft" on a yachting trio, got caughr. in a
storm and was well wet. Indiflierence to a slight cold which re-
sulted was followed by the serious condition mentioned above.
Before leaving Auburn, however, we received the welcome intelli-
gence that with careful attention from his family and physician
he was improving, and the. doctor thought that, after all, the
threatened brain trouble would he averted. Whether the weather
he fair or storm.y. Auburn's ''Big Four" can always find some
pleasant method for amusing visitors even though they have t o

V. Post, " W. Slgkr, M. a, Rnpelh

NEW LONDON NEW JERSEY TEAM.
6-, Van Dyke, E, D.MlJIer, G.areiff, O. Smiths. N,.Apgar, fi, H-Breln^uail, 2. CoUlns,
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improvise a "birthady party" with a "3 A., M, dinuer." Oq this
occasion the "bicthdar parfy" materializ 3l and so plea=5aiitly did
the hours go by tbat the ocksb^gau to crow bel^ore the pirtici-
pants returned to the hotel to eD,1 ly a fe v hours' rest preparatory
to Wednesday's shoofio«f
Below will bB foxxud fa'l fcirs of the fl rst day'd work, there

being no averagd money, of courSH. Penrose shot as aa expert,
Tuttle as a semi-prof lis^lonal and all ^h" others as amateurs.
High averaares were Whvte SS.SS, Carr S8.86, Stewart 85.93, Rich-
mond 83 9(5 Tuttle 71 11

No. 1. $1: Tuttle 6, Coraiiag V. Eabart Oarr 7. Brigden 6.

Whyte 9, Richmond 9, Tanderlnon 8, Birst 7, White G, Garrett 8,

Brister 5, Peterson 6. Church 9, Stewart 9, Kipp H Goodrich 8.

No. 2: Penro'!p 7, Tuttle S, Corning 7, Bri-^er 7,Carr 10, Brigden
8. rtichmoDd 7, Whyte 8. Egbert 3, White 7. Borst 7, Garrett 10,

Goodrich 6. Vauderloo 8, Tripp 3, Ohureh 9, ilill 7, Stewart J),

Petersoii 6, Kipp 8.
'

No. 3. $1:
Penrose. lOinODllOOlUll— f Bourat 001101111111111—la
Tuttle nillOHllOllll—1,H Brister 001000 11000 1110— 6

Corning 100101011011100- 8 Stewart llllllinilllOO-M
Brigden Hi 111011111101—13 Church liniOlOllllin-iy
Whyte 111111111111110-14 Vanderloo OOOlOlOOllOniOO- .5

Richmond 011110101111111-13 Whitney 111111111111111-1.5

Carr 11111 lOllllll 1 1-1+ Hielcs 1 1 1 1 1 H 1 1 11111 1-15
White.... OlOllOOIOOOini- 8 VandernooC.,.lom0010111110-IO
No. 1: Penro.se 8, Tuttle 8. Coi'Ding 7, Goodrich K, Egbert .5,

Hill 8, Peterson 8, Whyte 9, Brigdon 9, Bourst 8, Hjcliuiorid iK

Carr 10, Wittlet^u 9, Vandfirhoof 5, Vanderloo 7, Cmircli 9,

Stewart 9. Hicis 8, Whitney 9.

No. 5:

Pink Ill] ICIOIIU 11101010-15 B lurst. . ..01111101100111011001-13
Tuttle . . . .101 0111 100001llOllOa-U Vaad'rloo010111011111011110l0-14
Carr 1111 1111101101101111-17 C nurch . ..1010110101111 1110110—14
Whyte... .11111111011111011111-18 Vauderh'tllllllOlOlinOlOOlOl—

U

Brigden ..11110110111101011110—1.5 Hicts 10111101111111111111—18
Stewart... 11111100110111100111—15 Wnitney.. 011111111 11111111111-19
Richm'nd llliO If1111111011111-17 WittletonOOlllllllinilOlOl 111—15
No. 0:

Pink llOlllllOlOOlll-U Hicks 011110111111111-13
Tuttle OUlOOOlOOOllll- 8 Whitney Lllllllllllllll—15
Carr - 011101111111111-13 Stewart 111111110111011—13
Brigden 011110101101011-10 Vanderhoof.. .101001111101111-11
Egbert llOIOLlOllUOHf— 10 Wittleton 011101111110011-11
Whyte OLUllUnillOt— 1:H Church 111101111010111—12
Bourst OLI 010010011 010- 7 Norton lllllOinnonUD—10
Richmond 110011110111101-11 Ranks MllOllOOlOOlllC—

8

No. 7. 10 sinilf---: Pink 9, Tuttl<* 5, Peterson (i, Rictimord 9,

Whyte 9, Norton 10, Vanderhoot 8. Whiitleton 1, Ciir 8, (i irrett

No. 3t Pink 0, Tuttle 10. Howland 7, Whyte 10, A. M. S. 9. Rich-
mond 8. Carr 10, Brigden 9, Devitt 10, Corning 7, Rich 8, Garrett
10, Tomlinsou 6.

No. 4: Rinhmond 9. Wbyte 10, Church 8, A. M. S. 7, Corning 8,

Pink 9, Devitt fi, Tuttle S, Brigden 7, Carr 9, Howland «, Living-
stone 5.

Pink.?.' U1111111111111-15 Brigden 11 11 0111UlUO1-13
Devitt OOlOlllUOlOOll- 9 Tomlinson 100011101001111- 9
Whyte 1101 imilOnU-13 Richmond 111101111111100-12
Coming OllllOlOlllll 01-11 Goodrich llllOOOllllllOO-lO
A MS 111101011111011—13 Sinclair 110111011001111—11
Vanderloo 101011100111101-10 Carr 111111111111010-13
Tuttle 111111111111110-14
No. 6: Pink 10 Corning 10. Tuttle 7. Devitt 9, AVhyte 8, Hill 7,

C irr 10, Sinclair (i, Tomlinson .5. Rich 9, Briggs 3, Brigden 9, Good-
rich 8, A, M. S, 9.

No. 7:

Pink llllllUinillOl-13 A M S 111101111110111-13
Corning 101011111111111-13 Vanderloo 111010111101111-13
Devitt. 100001010010111- 8 Whyte 111011111101111-13
T u ttie 1 1 1 11101 111 1 111-14 Goodrich 00001 1w
Carr 101100011111111-11

No. 8: Tjjttle 8, Carr 9, Steele 5, Whyte 7, Pink 6, A. M. S. fi,

Devitt 8, Vanderloo 5. Corning 9. Rrigden 9.

No. 9: Pink e. Tuttle 8, Carr 9. Corn'nfir 9, Whyte 8, Devitt 9, A.
M. S. .5. StPele 3, Garrett. 8. Vanderlno 8, Banks 7.

No. 10: Pink 5, Ca'T 10, Cornmg 7, Banks 4, Vanderloo 7, Whyte
5, Devitt 7, Tuttle 10, Garrett 4. Brigden S.

No. U: Howland 9. Tnttl-^ 8, Carr 7, Whyte S, Banks 5, Pink 9,

Devitt 7, Vanderloo 6, Corning 8.

No. 12.

C.irniog.. 00111111100110111111—15 Tuttle ....llllllllllllJ UlllOl-lO
Whyte. ..11011111101101111111-17 Carr Hi 11111111111111010-18

C. H. Towns isND.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
A few weeks ago we published the following: "If some of the

progressive manager-; ot tournaTiPnt.s care to attract a big field of
shooters, let them offer a purse of $100 for a contest between teatns
of ten men each from New Jersey, Nesv York, Bistrict of Columbia,
Delaware. Maryland and Connecticut. Charge the teams only for
the targets they shoot at, let tbe wmning team take the entire pot.
and leS it be expressly stipulated that each man must be a resident
of the Stato he repre.^ients. The money spent by these team men in

AT TKK AUBLIKN INTEH-STATIO.

8, Hill 7, E :bert 5, bour.st Hicks 8, (Jhurch 10. Brigden 9, Van-
derloo 8, v>rhLtney 8, Ranks H, Embody 5, White 3, Stewart 8:

No. 8, 30 sinelps:
Tuttle .. 11111111110111111010-17 Banks llOlllllOiOUllllODl 14
Norton....l01]mil001U0mil—II! Garrett. ..UlOlllllOlOloriinoi—14
Carr 11111111101111111111-19 Church. . .10110111111 tl 1110111-17
Whyte. . ..lOnillllllllUllllO—18 Vauderh'fUlUU 1101101 111111-18
Richm'ndlOOUlllUllllllUll—18 Prigdea . .iOinilOllllOOOIOOiv
Hicks llllimimilllllll-30 Vanloo . . .11011001010101011111—13
Bourst,. ..11110111111011111111—18 Stewart.. .11111111101 111101110—17
Whitney .11111111111111111110—19
No. 9, 15 singles:

Pink 1111110101111 11-13 Bourst 110101011 1 1 11 hJ-11
Tuttle 011111011101111-12 Goodrich 111111111111011-14
Norton 101101111101111-13 Garrett 011111111111111-14
Carr 111111111111110-14 Vanderloo...., llllllllllUXlll—13
Whyte 1101111 11111 110-13 Hicks .111 1111 11111 111-15
Whitney lOlllHllllllOl-12 Stewart 011011111011111-13
Richmond 111011101111010—11 Egbert IIOIIOIOIHIOOIU- 8
Church 101110111111111-13 Brigden 101111111111101-13
Corning 111010111101111-12 Banks 000101011101011— 8
Wheaion 101111111011100-11 Brister 100011011011111-10
Vanderhoof...100011101011111-10 Hill lOOOlOlOOOOllOl- ti

Whittleton. . . .111110110111110 -13
No, 10: Pink 9, Tattlft 8, Corning 8, Whyte 9, Norton 9, Rich-

mond 9, Carr 5, Bourst 9, Whitney 10, Goodrich 10, Vanderhoof 9,
Wheaton 5. Garrett 8, Brister 9. Stewart 10, Tripo 4, Ayera (i

Banks 7, Hicks 9. Peterson ti, Vanderloo 5. Webster 3
Extra No. 1: Corning 5. Tuttle 8. Carr 8, Norton 10. Penrose 9,

Vanderhoof 8, Whitnev 9. Richmond 9, Good' ich 5. AVhyte 10.
Bourst 9, Whittleton 10, Crarrett 9, Vanderloo 5,10, Brigden 9,
Stewart 8. Avers 4, Banks 8.

ExtraNo. 3. 5 pair: Stewart 5. Whitnev 7, Carr 8, Tuttle 4,
Vanderloo 3, Corning 5, Whyte B, Brigden 6.

The Second Day
was fully as pleasant as the first, although the wind was consid-
erably stronger and the targets more erratic in their flight. The
attendance was not as good as on the previous day, a baker's
dozen being the limit. Three of the Roc'hester ptople had left
lor home on the previous evening. Among the newcomers were
Messrs. Sinclair and Livingstone, of Mottville: Briggs and Rich,
of Cato; and A, M. Skimmerhorn, of Cortland.
On this day was done one thing that goes further to hurt an

association or club than anything else. That was the declaring
off ot the guaranteed purses. The Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association is comprised of twelve firms, every one of
which is under contract to see that the conditions of its shoot
are carried out. On this day some S200 had been offered in guaran-
teed purses. After the second regular event had ba^u made up it
was evident that the guarantees would not fill, s i the programme
was placed on the shelf and the remainder of the day was de-
voted to shooting sweeps, with no purses guaranteed. Had 1 here
heen only three men on the grounds those men should nave been
entitled to shoot under the same conditions that would have
prevailed with fifty entries. It may be said that "the ma.jority
of the shooters would not have gone in for the twenty-target
events." Even so, the programme announced "guaranteed
purses" and this guarantee should have held good, even though
one man got all the money and the subscribers were obliged to
make good the amount by assessment. This drawing back was
begun at Staunton, tollowed at Watertown and then at Au' rn,
and should be discontinued at future shoots of the aasociat ou.
The shooting of the second day was ended before 5 o'cloc. ^nd

soon thereafter the grounds were deserted by all save the watch-
man. Several uf the visiting sbootprs afterward made a trip nut

Whyte 9, Carr h, Vanderloo 7, Richmond 9, Garrett 9, Church 4,Howland S, Shaner 9.
i i

No. 2:

Pink omilOOmom-ll Richmond llOllllllllllll-U
Tuttle 011111010011100- 9 Carr..... 111111111111101-14
Corning .... . . .000111111111110-11 Garrett .110111111111110 -13
Devitt 111111111001110-13 Skimmerhorn.OHOlOllOUOill—10
Bngden llllOlllOlOlllO-ll Dusenberry . . .OlHOOllOOOOlU- 8

^W.v;.v,v,ilS?i§il?&^
^'^''^^^^ 011010011111111-11

sweepstakes during a loiiruauieiit would more lhan offset the $loO
given by thf management. What h tne matter with running .such a
contest during the tournament of the Wilmingtoh (Bel) Gun Club?"
Since our last issue wo have received a letter from J. K. Woodward,
secretary of the \\ ilmington Gun Club, containing the information
that their club bad concluded to make their tournament one of three
days instead of two a? originally announced, this making the dates
Oct. 12, 13 and 11. ' We have made the second day," says Mr. Wood-
ward, "the team-shoot day, as per .your valuable suggestion in your
paper. The purse will be S7o guaranteed tbe winning team." This is

pleasant news, and we are positive that the Wilmington Gun Club will
be winners financially by virtue of their generous offer. No entrance
money will be charged the teams other than the price of the targets.
The contest will be open to any number of team.s of six men each
from any State, each shooter must be a resident of the State he rep-
resents and uo man will be allowed to shoot on more than one. team.
Each man will shoot at 25 targets, which will be charged for at the
rate of three cents each. Bluereck targets will be shot, und^r the
raioid-iiring system. Here is a chance for some big work by the
various States.

We have received the programme for the opening tournament of
the SjTacuse (N. Y.) Gun Club to be held on the Croton street
grounds on Oct. 11 and 13. The club which was but recently organ-
ized is comprised of some of the most substantial business men of
Syracuse and has elegantly equipped grounds. Harvey McMurchy,
more familiar known as "McDuff," is president and prime hustl<-r
of the club; his spare moments being devoted to looking after the
interests of the L. U. Smith guns. Al. Spangler, who is another of
the club workers also spends some little time in engraving Smith
guiis. These two will he at the gate during the shoot ready to resent
any insult tbat may be tendered them (by non shooters) The pro-
gramme on each day will comprise three lO-target events, $2 entry;
two la-target events, $2.50 entry; twoSO-target events, $3 entry; 5
pairs, t2 entry; 10 singles and 5 pairs, $3 entry and an event at 20
singles, $3.50 entry with $50 guaranteed. There will be four moneys
in each event. Shooters will be served with free lunch. Bluerock
targets will he used and these will be charged for at the rate of two
cents each. This will leave the jjots very fat.

The following has been received anent the coming tournament of
the Kiverside Gun Club, of Red Bank, N. .1.; "The programmes for
the first annual tournament of the Riverside Gun Club, of Bed Bank,
N. J., which is to be held on Oct. 5, 6 and 7, are now ready for dis-
tribution, and can be had by addressing John Cooper, Secy, Bos 022,
Red Bank, N. 0. The club guarantees to have 1,000 good birds on the
grounds on Oct. 7. The 5th and 0th will be devoted to target shoot-
ing, and about twenty- five valuable merchandise prizes will be dis-
tributed through the events for these two days. The grounds have
just been enclosed and fitted up in good shape, and the shoot will
without doubt be largely attended, Mr. Cooper will be glad to furnish
any further information in regard to the toxu-nament that may be
desired.

New York and New Jersey sportsmen should not forget the tourna-
ment of the Riverside Gun Club to be held at Red Bank, N. J. on Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday of next week. The first two days
shooting will be at targets and the third day at live birds of which a
plentiful supply will be nn hand. Red Bank is about 47 miles from
Rew York on the New York and Long Branch Railroad and may be
reached by either the New Jersey Central or Pennsylvania systems,
both of which run trains over this road. Those who go by the Penn-
sylvania way leave New York at 9:10, (Jersey City at 9:33, Newark at
9:36.) On the New Jersey Central a tram leaves New York at 8-15
Newark at 8:22 and Ehzabeth at8::55 A.M. The Central train reaches
Red Bank at 9:50 and the Pennsylvania train gets there at 10:38 A. 31.

The Fairfield Rubber Company reports a regular "boom" in the
sale of its excellent and convenient magazine vest, a cut of which is
shown in another column. This vest is one of the most handy con-
trivances ever offered to sportsmen and should be included in the
wardrobe of every gunner. The nominal price of §3 places it within
reacn of all.

The next shoot of the Interstate Manufacture's and Dealers As-
sociation wiil be held on tbe grounds of the Machimoodus Gun Club
at Moodus, Conn., October 25 and 26, Keystone traps and targets
will be used and a big turn out of Connecticut shooters is anticipated
II is hoped thai at this shoot the conditions will be adhered to

CharlPston, W, Va,, Sept. 15.—The Charleston Gun Club was or-
ganized last night at Goshorn & Co 's hardware store, its object be-
ing to lease shooting grounds, adopt rules for trap shooting and to
provide for tbe prosecution of violator.<3 of the game laws. The mem-
bers are Judge O. P. Snyder, Br. J. N. Mahn. Howard Rader, Will
Patrick, Frank MarkoU. Charles Board, R. W. Harriti. J. A. DeGniv-
ler, W. F. Goshorn. Thos. Saterthwait. G. W. Bavis, P. Fomaine, C.
E Rudesill.Wm. Killinger, I>. Patterson , John Cotton. H, B. Goshorn.
Will Richardson and Chas\ Jones. Howard Rader was elected Pres-
ident. Frank Marbell Vine Pre.sident, R, W. Harris Secretary and
Treasurer, and W. F. Goshorn Manage:-

Amsterdam, N. Y.—Tbe Biverview Gun Club of this ciliy will hold
a tournament on the McClary Drivin,g Park about the middle of Oc-
tober. The exact date has not heen fixed, but will be as soon as the
secretary of the Eastern New York Association is beard from. The
club grounds are in fine shape. Kingbird traps and targets will be
used, and will be under the management of Will H. Criittonden, of
Cazenovia Canvas covers over the score, where shooters stand, and
plenty of eanva.s. so that those in attendance will be in shade con-
tinually. Programmes are now ready, and can be bad by addressing
the secretarv, Z. R. .lacohy, or Robert M. Hartley, President, Am-
sterdam, N. Y.

The following officers have been elected by the Pierrepont (N. Y.)
Gun Club, which has been incorporated: baac N Maynard. Presi-
dent: Wm. M. Storrs, ViCft President; W. P. White, Secretary and
Treasurer; William Pierrepont White. Counselor, Membership,
which is limited to fifteen, includes the following: I N. Maynard. H.
P^ Grouse, W. M. storrs. J. Fred Maynard. E. J. Millspaugh, Edw'ard
Comstock, E. B, Brandegee. Hugh White, Fred Kellogg, H Lawrence
White. W. Pierrepont White. About 1,501 acres of wild rice land and
marsh in Ellisburg. Jefferson county, N. Y^., on Lake Ont.ario, have
been leased for a long term of years. It is proposed to erect a com-
modious club house on the mainland near by.

James L. Smith, manager of the Haekettstown (N. J.) Gun Qlub,
announces tbat his cltib will hold an all dav tournament at live birds
on Tuesflay, Oct. 4, the sport to open at 9:30 A. M. There will be
plenty of good birds on hand. The programme comprises two events
at 4 birds each, $:i entry; one at 7 bird?, $6, one at 10 birds, $10, and
two miss and-out events, $2 entry.

The Commercial Gun Club recently formed at Grand Rapids, Mioh.,
is officered as follows: Captain. Hobart Frost; Secretary, E Whalen;
Treasurer, Geo. Heinzeiraan. Otfier members are: Charles Ruofl,
Al Becker, B. Frank, N. O. Sargeant, Abe LongstreeC.

Thanext contest of the New -Jersey Trap Shooters' Leage will be
held on the grounds of the East Side Mutual Gun Club. Hamburg
place, Newark, on Saturday, Oct. 15. The club will run an all-day
open to all tournament beginning at 8:30 A.M. The 8tato League's
team contest will start at 3 P. M.

The Erb-Newhouse mati.h at 25 live birds each for $35 a side will
take place on the Old Stone Housejgrounds in Newark on Saturday;
everybody who goes to see the match should take a gun and plenty
of ammunition as open sweepstakee will be in order before and
after the match.

TTiica has a shooter whom they are anxious to pit against B. D. Ful-
ford. The TJticant; do not expect their man to defeat'Elibut they are
willing to lose a limited sura in order to find out his true mettle It
is lieely that Fulford will oblige theni as soon as hi^ working season
closes.

At the annualmeeting of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club, of Spo-
kane Falls, Wash., the tollowing officers were elc ted for tbe ensuing
year: President, W. B, linight; Vice-President, Wm. Carson; secre-
tary, F. B.. Brake; Treasurer, Wm, Nelson; Captain, Melville Moore.

A 25-target sweep took place on Frank Class' Morristown grounds
on September 21. The scores were Conway, Smith and Class 20 each

;

Piper 18, Riley and Smith 17 each; Simmons ill, Nafle, Hathaway and
Brueckner 15 each. Conway won first money on tbe .shoot-off,

An open-to-all tournament will be held by the Myrtle Gun Club at
Irvington. N. J. on Saturday. The main event will be a 50-target
swp<p, $2.60 entry with $20 added by the club. Shooting will begin
at 10 A. M, The club furnish free refreshments,

BuriDg the Saratoga shoot. E. D, Mller used his old-time Parijer.
Some of the boys thought tbey had bim beaceii on the third day
but the "Jersey cyclone" kept bis nerve and came out on top. It
takes a hot man to chase Enoch for four days.

The following acores were made at the weekly shoot of the Boehfes-
ter Rod and Gun Club, Sept. 21 : Twenty-five class—Hsidley S4, Nor-
ton 19, Hicks 33. Twenty-seven class—McVean 35, BriiJt 21. Thirty-
one class— Quirk 24, Rich man Iti, Mack 17,

Al the election of oOI<?ers of the Bray's Bayou (Texas) Gtui Club
W. H. 'felge was elected Pre.-ident; C, Newman, Vice-President; W.
Goeizman, Secretary and Collector, and E. flerdejurgen, Treasurer,
The club will have a barbecue in October.

Good for Wilmington. A $75 purse hung up for a contest between
ten-men teams from New Jersey, New York, Bistrict of Columbia.
Belaware, Maryland and Connecticut, which of these States will
reach the prize?

It was expected that a team match would take place between the
Auburn Gun Club and Rochester Rod and Gun Club during the
Auburn shoot, but only four of the Rochester boys put in an appear-
ance.

By the time this paper reaches its readers the Peekskill tourna-
ment wiU be in full blast. To-day and to-morrow the crowd will
shoot at blue rock targets and on Saturday wilt change ofl: to live
birds.

Each day during the Wilmington tournament there will be two 10-
target events, $1 entry; two 10-target events, $1,50 entry; seven 15-
target events, $1,50 entry; and one 20-target event. $3 entry.

Why not get up a trap tournament on the Claremont (N. J.)
grounds, and include in the programme the return match between
New Jersey and Connecticut teams?

The third and deciding: match at 100 targets each between H. L.
Gates of Utica and C. H. Mowry of Syracuse will probably be shot at
Rome, on neutral grounds.

Al. Conw^ay of Morristown, N. J. is willing to shoot a match against
any one in the town at a 100 blue rock targets each for $100 a side.

Harry Smith of Newark and Allen Willey of Hartford will shoot
their hundred bird race in October.

The Saratoga Gun Club will proha-bly hold its 1893 tournament
early in June.

Rollo Heikes and his banjo have gone to the big shoot at Mt.
Sterling, Ky.

Ottumwa, Iowa, expects a big time at its tournament on Oct. 5
and 6.

The boys ab Auburn missed Milt Lindsley and his "Kazoo band.

All the trap-shooting States should enter teams at Wilmington.

The Auburn boys shotdd be happy with their cozy club house.

Jerse,y will send a whooping team to Wilmmgton next week,

Bon't forget the Wilmington dates—October 13, 13 and 14,

Will the Jersey team break 98 per cent, at Wilmington?

What a crowd Saratoga should have at the next shoot,

A trio of Auburn boys will go to Knoxville next May,
Harry Leveogston is a prime favorite with the boys.

The subsbribers' te'ils looked lonesome at Auburn,

Rolla Heikes did not catch his pace at Saratoga.

Fred Quimhy will do the hustling at Peekskill.

Elmer Shaner makes a rattling good manager.
"Little Neaf" Apgar was missed at Auburn.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lloation in the current itssu©. It Is particularly re-
quested thAt eoores be sent us as early as posslb le
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The Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago. Sept. 17.— Inclosed you will please find scores made at
our shoots. Sent. 10-17.

TSTn. 1, 15 u"]5TiowB angleF: Dr. Kodsou 6, Ynunar 11. L^uferbacb.
U. Bairri 7. Tefft 11. W. Palmer 10, RichftrdB 11. Brahm S, Camp-
bell 13. BirklaBfi 4. Skinner 11, "Cop" 13, Steck IS, Best 10, Bowers
11, Paterson i', OVNeil 11,

No. 2, 15 UTiknowTj anple.«: Br. Hndson 4 L'>nteTbQch U. Bai'rd 3,
W. Palmer 9, SkinnorlS, "Cop' 13. Stecfe 13, O'Neil 7, Young 7,
Bi'^ks 9.

No. 3, 10 u'-kuown a-erles: Tpfrt9. W. Palmer 2, RicbardslO,
Compbell 6. "Cop" 6. Bowers 10, O'Neil 10, Youuk 7.

Rboot for int-ds)!. 30 U nigeoup. l;nown a.ntrlfs:
Hodsin . nooOlOIOOIOOlllOOlO- 9 Rir-har'^s 11101 111111101101110—16
Hicks oiiioiiiooninnni-16
Yonng, . . .00011011011100010110-10
L'ut'rb'cliOllllllWOIOOllOlOlOO—10
Baird 1100011 01 0000111 01 11—1

1

Pfilm«r.. .00000101001000110101—

O'Neil 11111111111111111111-30
Pat erson. .01 10111 1000011 100110 -11
Steok 01111111101101111111-17
IVfft 11101111101110111111-17
Bowers.. 11010100101"10010110-]0

'C'-^o" . . . . 01110111001111011110-14 Campbell 10011000010110110111-11
O'Neil won class A medal. CampbeU won class B medal on a

tip. PatersoTi won class C medal.
No. 1. 5 pair douhl

O'Neil 11 11 10 10 11-

S

Brown 10 00 11 01 10—.5

Steck 01 11 01 11 n-S
Sidway 10 11 11 11 11-9
Young 11 00 10 10 00-4

Riobards 11 11 00 11 10-7
Palmer 10 II 10 10 11-7
Tetft "... .10 01 ri 11 11-8
Cnp 10 00 11 U 11—7
Bobbins 10 11 01 IX) 10-r,

Lauterbach 10 11 01 10 01-6
Shoot for uifdol. 20 U S pigeons, kri^wn a^clBSi

O'Neil... .00111111111111111111-18 Robbins.. .11111111001011111101-16
Campbell.lOOIllOinilOllOlllO-14 HudsoTi. .OCmiOIOOOOlOOOOIOOOO- 4
Baird 10101111011100011111-14 Lautprb'blOUl 100110011011011-13
Cop 11011110011111110111-16 NortbcotflOlllOOOOOlOllOlOlOl-10
S Palmer. 10111001110111110011-14 Brown .. ..11000111100111011011-13
Richards..i nnii01110nil1111-18 Bortree.. .10001011110101111011-13
Hicks OllimOllOlOnimi-18 Snow (lOOOOt'ilOHlOOlOllllO— 8
TefFt 11101110111111111101-17 Birkland .11000000000101001001- fl

YouBg ....lOlOjOOIKUClOlOOlOO- 9
PSboot No. 1, l.'i unknown aup'les: Lauterbacb 10. Best 13, Halli-
dny 11, Brown 14 .T. Nortbcott 8. Sidway 12, Con 12. Dr. Hodsoo 8.

Shrigley 14. O'NpU 13. Youn? 9, Hicks 12. Ricbards 13, Campbell
10. Snow 7, Baird 11, Cowan 14.

No. 2. lii npVnown arsrlps: Lautprbach 11. Bept 14. Halliday 10,
Brown 10. J. Nortbcott 7, Sidwav 12, Cop 14, Dr. Hodson ti, Sbrig-
lev 12. O'Neil 9, Young 8.

No. 3, 1.5 unlrnown angles: La.nteTbicb 13, Best 8. HnUiday 13,
J. Northcot-t 10, Sidwav 14, C- p 12. Dr. Hodso" 8 O'Neil 11. Young
10. Hicks 13. RicbardslO PampbelllO, Snow 12, Baird 13, Robt.ins
13, 8. Palmer 13. Skinner 13, Bortree 11. Garfield.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club

The regular weklv Bboot of tbe New Utrecht Rod and Gun
Cub \v»<i bpld ou Saturday, Sept. 24. at Woodlawu Park, Graves-
end. L. I. Nine memners entered for the gold and .silver medals
at 20 rarerets eacb.18rdH.ri.se. Mort, Van Brunt won the gold
m^dal with a score of 18, and D. Bennett the silver one with a
Bforp of 16. Tbe «corp=:
VauBruntniioiininonmii—IS s Adams..loioonooiinonoioi—is
D BeuD6t1011111101Ioni111110-16 G Orop=eyl0110inonin000110-13
D Beaoon.lOinilOUnoi 101001-14 C Merer.. 10111101011 'OUlCOOl-13W Sykes..01inoin010lC011000—11 E Rasch . .10001100101110101100—10
B StrePt . .01010100100001010000— 6

Live bird sweepstakes, SI entrance, 3 mor fys:
No 1. 6 birds. No. 3. 8 birds. No. 10 Kev.

GWOropsey 111111-6 21132123-8 0100000011-3
O Meyer .113112-6 1111100010—6
WFSykes 122021-.'i 31212231-8 1110111100-7
PAHams 110201-4 1 20 1 2121-7 1 Oil 111010- 7
DC Bennett 211111-6 21201123—7 1111011111-9
M Van Brunt. 131121-6 23111111-8 1101111111-9
RR Street 112321-6 03123101-6
D Deacon llUllllll-lO
K Ra?ob llOaOOOOlO— 3

The Emerald Gun Club.

Twenty members of the Emerald Gun Club competed for the
two gold medals of the club in Classes A and B. at Dexter Park,
on Thursday. Sept. 22. Eacb man shot at 10 birds, club rules and
handicap, 5 unknown traps. Tbe birds were good, and the weather,
altbougb cloudv, Hid not prevent them from getting away from
some of tbe crack sliots. L. Scbortemeier killed 0 and took the
trophy in Class A. E. Doenick also killed v), but was handicapped
«in account of previous wins. R. Regan took the second with 9.

Tbe scores:
a Butts .101201111 1-8 J Prrter 0001002000-2
L Schrrtemeiei- r>2211 21013 -0 J Hogau. .0121031111-8
E Doenick 3112111021-9 h Thau 2010131321-8
Dr Klein 022221 021 2-8 J H Voss 1120201103-7
A Rfgari 10]]n2121-9 Dr Allen 0031120010-5
T Oofly 0100000020-2 Dr Leveridge .0211101110-7
Dr Hudson 1001100103-.5 L Qphring .......1031313200-8
Swindell 2032332000-6 VV Fitzgprald 0012011111—7
J H Moore .322102220^-8 Dr -T Horn 2200000103-4
JBorell 0011101100-5 M Qulnn .1010001201—5

At Watson's New Park.
BxTBNSiDE, HI.. Sept. 7.—Scores made here to-day by the South

Chica,go Gun Club, for clab medal, 20 live pigeons each, under the
new Illinois State rulp'':

F Willardl21211011101 11021101-16 P Miller. 11111310310113011131-17
1j Willa.rdl02l1 101211201011111-16 GSthley ..23110010012202001011-12
Bpo Fogli.11123113222033221101-18 J Wat8on.ll.213001123210111113-17
A Reeves. 22111111111332110I0I-18 Dr Darkinl 1132013121120103123-17
Ties on 18:

Rppves 31311—5 Fogli 200JO—

2

Bluerock medal, 30 each:
Rpeves 101101101111111110110101111000-21
I, O Willard 11(7000101010010110000110101110-14

F E Willard .000000110011000100111111010001—18
Fogli OOlOOlOlOIOlOOOOOOllOlllOOOlOl-l 2

Sibley OlOOOOOOlOOOOinOOOIOH 1110100-12
Mi Her 1101 00011010110011 1111111 1111 1-32
Sept IC—Pullman Gun Club medal, 10 live pigeons each, under

new Illinois State rules:
M Wolf 2111131230- 9 L Pickett 2020133000-4
C Williams 1200110121-7 H TJCantzler 1101200202—6

J P Watson. . 2021222223 -9
J Turner 0030300103-4

J P Watson 11112-5

Geo Watson 2102001200-5
R Rum stein 2200323323-8
Ties on 9:

MWolf 30122-4
Match at 5 birds, $3, 60 ahd 40 per cent.:

Rumstein 22202-4 Turner 10010—2
Wolf 12000-3 J P Watson 32313-5
Williams 13333-5 Geo Watson. 10220-3

Sept. J7.—Lake Connty Shooting Club, for club medal, 10 live
nigpois each, under tbp npw Illinois State rules:
JTHastirgs 1012122013—8 Hpury Koehler 0020011311-6
N H Ford 1220213111-9 C Bockelmann 0020011111- 6

Al Smith 2010001112-6 A Marquardt 0013131210-7
W S Bond 1212122300- 8 A Ortseifen... 0010303300- 4

L W Flersbe'm 0103011301-6
Sweep at 10 birds, S3. 60 and 40 per cent:

Ford 1010100013-5 Marquardt 12211000"0-6
Hastings 0221201231-8 Bond 1021011310-7
Smith 1002110012-6 Koehler 2001112002-6
Ortseifen 0010120132-6 RAVBLBiafl.

Parkhurst 5
Hillis 4
Steele 4
Bush 3
Neikirk... 4

Kent 3
Smith .... 4
Mulkins.. 3

i 6 3

Shooting' at Dixon, 111.

Dixon, 111.. Sept. 13.—The appended scores were maie at the
seventh annual shoot held at Smith's Farm to-day. No. 1 was at
5 live birds; No. 2. 7 live birds; No. 3, 10 live birds; N'^. i, 7 live

birds; No. 5, 7 live birds; No. 6. a miss and out. The other events
were at 13 targets each. The scores:

1'
'M 3 h 5 G 1 S S U 0 6

4 8 6 4 11111110 TomnKins. 4 4.. 0

5 5 7 4 11111111 Birtlet.. . 4 5

5 9 6 5 110 Hipley.... "
"

2 Myers
5 Trouth., ..

.... 3 5 110 Punk
5 10 6 7 1111110 Bradw.iy,.
5 .. 5

TARGET EVitNTS.
No. 1: Smith 10, Hillis 9, Bradway S Bartlet 8, Neikirk 7, Fark-

hnrst 3.

No. 2: Btrtlet 8, Funk 7. Lee 6, Mvers 3, Hillis 10, Kant 6. Park-
burst 7. Burger 5, Smith 8, Mulkins 4.

No. 3: Smith .5. Hillis 8. L'^e 1. Parkbntst 4, B irtlet 6.

No. 4: B irtlet 11, Funk 8, R'nlev 7. Myers 4, Hillis 9, Smith 8,

Bradwav 6, Bush 7. Parkhurst 10, Mnlktns 4

No. 5: Bartlet 8, Bush 4, Myers 7, Neikirk 4, Smith 8, Hillis 6.

Trouth 3.

No. 6: Bartlet 5. Funk 7, Parkhurst 7, Ripley 3, Myers 4.

No. 7: Bartlet 9, Myers 6, Bradway 6, Bush 6, Smith 8.

0 lllillU
6 0
2

Rtverton Defeats Blooming Grove.

PhiIjAdeTjPHIA, Pa.. Sept. 33.—The first match of the season be-

tween the Blooming Grove and Riverton gun clubs to decide
team supremacy and for a valuable trophy was shot yesterday
afternoon on the grounds of the latter organization, at Riverton,
N. ,1. A large following of both clubs was present. The match,
which proved to be one of the best team matches witnessed in the
vicinity, was under Hurlingham rules, 30yds. rise, with the usual
boundaries. The birds selected were a lively lot and frequently
the second barrel had to be used by the contestants before they
could be brought to earth. The Riverton team made one of the
most commendable records of the season, Soule and Dolan doing
remarkably good work, the latter's only miss being a driver, a
ditBcult .shot, and therefore excusable. • For tbe visitors Worth-
ington and Lawrence made excellent stands. The second match
of the season will be shot off on the grounds of the Blooming
GroveJPark Associatiau Oct, 4:

Blooming Grove Gnu Club.
Worthington 24
Lawrence 34.

Enele .. .... 21
Greene .. 21
Cromelin .....21

Smith 20

Riverton Gun Club.
Soulo 25
Yale Dolan 24
Jones 33
J Frisbmuth .23

McAllister 33
Dando 33
Godschalk 33—163 Loomis ..

Linden Grove Gun Club.

The members of the Linden Grove Gun '^lub bad a very enioy-
able afternoon's spirt on Friday, Sepi 23, at Dexter Park, L. L
Tlip club shoot for the best averages of the seaaonSresulted in four
making straight scores of seven. The tleam match was a very
exciting one. .1. A. Eppig, usually a good shot, missed his two first

birds on account of a strange gun, and lost. The scores:
Averages of ttm season:

P J Eppig (28rds) 1211021-6 M McLaughlin ^35) 3111121-7W Cun ningbam (28) . . ..1103321-6 J Schlieman (25) oll2113- 6
-T A Eppig (30) 1122132-7 W Vorbach (35) 2111123-7
C Horney (2.5) ..2101020-4 C Voehringer (2.5) 0312021-5
J Birmel f25) 2221112-7 T Eicb (35) 310ol20-4
P Ibert (25) oll2101-5 F McLaughlin (25) .1002033-4
Match, losing side to pav for bird's:

F Ibert 11112113-8 P Epoig 21113111-8
J Schlieman 11101113-7-15 J A Eppig 00111121-6-14
Sweepstake, lObluer^cks, 25 cents entry, three monevs:

T Eich 0010006011—3 W Cunningham 1111001000-5
H Weiman 0101000110-4 T Short. . llllllllPO-8
P J Eppig 0100000010-2 F Ibert 1011011101—7
r Horney 1111111O0O-7 W Vorbach 1111011010-7
.T Birmel 0011101111-7 A Eppig 1110000010-4W FoUener 0000O101O1-3

The Down Town Gun Club.
Elbvjsn members of the Down Town Gun Club held their cltib

shoot at Dexter Park. L. I., on Thursday, Sept. 23. The contest
was for the club medal at 8 birds each, 35yds. rise, H. and T. traps,
modified Long Island rules, the birds were too good for the
shooters, hence the small scores. H. Breilstein took the medal
with a score of 6. The scores:
JFayen 01011011-5 C Wissing 01000101-3
C Maiscb 01001101—4 A .Toost lOllOlf^O-4
H Breitstein 11111100-6 C Gneiss 0110'100-4
CWolf 00011110-4 W Miller 10011010-4
H Snhwanger 10101101-5 C Doscher 01011010-4
H Hemmer 01001110-4

.The First German Gun Club.
Thk. First German Gun Club of New York held its regular

monthly shoot at Dexter Park on Wednesday. Sept. 21. Thirteen
members competed for the club's gold medal and a spcond prize
valued at $15 to be won three times In succession. F. Pfaender
killed 10 straight, but could not take the tr.iphy, but won tbe spc-
ond prize for the third time. J. Wannemacher won the medal
for the first time. Thp scores:
F Bernstein lOlllOOUO— 6
P N-usch 0110111010- 6

G Grau 1110101111— 8

A GoetK 0110101110- 0

H Miller lOlOUOlOO- 5

A Neusch OlllOOlOOlJ- 4
H Zihn OlllOlOUl- 7

F Pfaender 1111111111 -10
JSohraeder lllOllllOI— 7 D Wannemacher. IIIIIIOIIO— 8
CPfaflE 0111100101-- 5 J Brauer........... "itXl-1110100- 5
MSchell.. ...... ..0001110001-4

No Notice Taken of Anonrmoas Oorrespondenta.

T. J.—If you will send address we can tell you abcufc the ferrets,

Db. M., New York.—Have we the i-ight to shoqf aiclay pigeons
on Sundavs on our own property ? Can the law p-ev&nt u ? An=,
The law forbids Sunday shooting, whether-on oue'a own property
or elsewhere,

W. C— 1. For the maximum safe charge of the. powder you
would do well to consult the manufacturers. 3. Shells kept over a
season should not ;ba used. 3. The powders are extensively used
with satisfaction.

I ,G. B. B., Jamestown, N. Y.—Do the Pennsvlvania laws offer a
bounty on any kind of game? If go, what ? What is the best book
on trapping? Ana. There is a bounty of 5^10 on a wolf, $3 on a
wildcat, gl on a gray or red fox and 35 cents on a m'nk. 3, Gib-
son's "American Trapper."
C. H. W., Lowell, Mass.—A license fee of $20 is required for non-

resident to hunt in New Brunswick. To be obtained from the
Provisional Seci-etary, Fredricfon. The duty on sportsmen's sup-
plies is 30 per cent, on appraised value, and this is deposited to be
returned when the implements are brought out again.

C. W. G., Indian Fields, N. Y.—Will you please tell me when
you will bavrt one of your books of game laws of all the States of
this year? I live in Albany county and hunt in Greene county.
They tell me that I have no right to hunt and sell the birds that 1

nbot in Greene county. Ans. You will find the full text in the
Book of tlie Game Ijaws (price 50 oentf ) or an abstract In the Game
iaios in Brief (price 35 cents), sent from this ofHce. The law on
birds (quail, ruffed grouse, p-irtridge, woodcock) is that they
"shall not be transported to any point within this State, from
any of the counties thereof, or possessed for that purpose, except
that such birds may be transported from the county where killed
when accompanied by the owner thereof."

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write lor Our Illustrated Gatalocua

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPIAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.
Illustrated guide to tbe Northern resorts is-

sued by tbe Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BURDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AI,EANY, Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Ves^y Street, New York.

I am with, von again with lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the
prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my bnsiness every year.

One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until aU are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, and will give satisfaction.

Length snd weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. 6?fOZ. ; 10ft., 7oz. ; lOUt., 7Joz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift,, 9oz, ; 9ft., lOoz.
; 9ift., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOift., lioz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balaaice Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 88 cts.
;
60yds., 94 ets.

;
80yds., 98 cents. ; lOOyd.s.,

Any of tbe above reels sent by mail for pi-iee and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised PiUar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds., 48 cts.

;
80yds., 58 ets.

; 100yds., 08 cts. ; 1.50 yds., 78 cts.

Best quality imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 44- cts, per yard in lengths of 25, 50 or lOOyds,, sent by mail, 2 cts, extra for postage.
A sjiecial lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5. cents each sent by' mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Poiat best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.

;
treble, 30 cts. doz. ; fom* ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage,

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, -38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swiv'els, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 6 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 6 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-ceut stamp for Illustrated Catalog-ne and Special I<lst TSo. 2.

?l'.t.°ra%%%„"^«i.V^^°u^ J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 &; 55 Court St., Brooklvn, N. Y.
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Gruns.

Mes. Ammunition. Eevolvers.

Loaded SMls.

We will send Catalogue free on receipt of 3 cents to pay postage.

W. E. WILLS & CO., 224 State St, Chicago.

42 John Street, New York.

lanufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPBGIAIiTX.

Special Designs famished on applicatlci^
free ot charge.

A Wonderful Crimper.
The New Handy Closer No. 3.

It will make a round or square crimp onauy
shell regardless of thickness or make, and is

the only closer that will crimii every shell
alike. The reversible rins lor making eltlier
round or square crJmp are made of hardened
steel. It has an automatic follower and bur-
nisher, wh'ch seats wad firmly and makes
interior of shell as smooth as a gan barrel.
This closer will outlast ten of other make.

For sale everywhere, or sent express prepaid
on receipt of *'?.50.

Send for oar Illustrated Catalogue.

Tlie Briilpport Gun Unpleiiieiit Co.

DEPOT FOE SAIjBS,

.31.31^ BROADWAY, NEW \ OKK.

BOOKS ON SHOOTING.
DXToxTcr lESdltloxxst.

TliB Mm MiE. Tie Gi aii its De?6lopeil
By W. W. GREENER. By W. W. GREENER.

PRICE, $1.00. PRICE, .$2.50.

These volumes have been for some time out of print, and new editions revised by th'>

author have just been received. There is scarcely any one whose utterances with regard to
shotguns and rifles are entitled to as much vsreight as Mr. Greener's, for he has been making
these arms for many years. To his great knowledge of them he adds a pleasant and clear
style in writing, which adds to the value of his books. Every American who ttses a gun ought
to read these books. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING- COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

BOGAEDUS'S BOOK.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.
By CAPT. A. H, BOGARDUS.

This is a third edition. That means, not a mere reprint, taut that the chapters needing
change have been re-written to bring the work up to date. It is a book of practical instruc-
tion for beginners in the art of shooting, and of entertaining reading for the older hands.

CONTENTS.
General Introductory Remarks. Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
Guns and their Proper Charges. The Art of Shooting on the Wiag.
Golden Plover, Carlew, Gray Plover, Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Wild Ducks antl Western Duck Shooting, Pigeon Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans. Trap Shooting Rules,

Cloth, 498 pages, illustrated. Price $2.00.

FOREST ANI> 8TRB>VM PUBIilSHING CO. 318 Broadway. N- Y.

The Best Paper Shell on the Market.
THE RED "V. L. & A."

With re-enfOEced conical baae and ti-eble extra primer Ho. 2, specially adapted to Nitro Powders.
la-Gauge, 60 cts. per 100. 10-Gauge, 65 cts. per 100.

VON liBNGEKKE & ANTOINB, 246 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Til.
Guns, Ammunition, Pishing Tackle and Sportsmen's Gooda. Loaders of High Grade Ammunition. Sole Chicago
Aornntq? fTplpVirat/wi K'aticotto anna. R J TTnthAsn-o^rB'B Pnnvnii nnri Cnrtinrnv r'lnt.Mnsr. nanlniira nnsr RoiykvUok. nt-

FEBGUSOrS P&TENT EFLEGTINO
with Sliver Plated Locomotive ReHeotors

and

Adjust-

able

wi Attaeh-

ments.

For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head .Taek (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish,
(ng, etc. Is adjustable to anv
Kind of dash oy vehjeje.
Seftd ctaiQp for jtiiuB. CatalQgue,

ALBERT FERGUSON,
OJBce^ 310 Broa4way, Ifew Yopjf

,

In mt MM.
In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Southern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

TYNE,
Gath's Hope ex Daisy F,

He is a bie, flue fellow, and a brother to Daisy
Hope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out like the rest of his ilk. Has
more Campbell blood than any setter in siud,

Fee, $35.00.
John a. Hdnteh, RloorainKton, Mouroe Co., Ind,

\
f In the Stud. *

\

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 881). The greatest collie living. Fee $50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Cbamp. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,5T7). By Champ. ScottUa—Champ. Cora 11.

Fee $35.

IRISH SETTERS.
JEEBY JAEVIS,
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee $10.

PRIDE OF PATSY

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(31,054). Winner Ist. Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee $15.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee $35.

FOX-TESSIESS
IX STUD.

Starden's King. $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Champion Raby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.

Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES AT STUD.
Christopher,
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HIIiL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ARISTOCRAT
Ch. Plinllmmon ex Lady Adelaide.)

tively. The tallest and heaviest son of Plinllmmon. He
is the sire of Lord Courtenay, winner of second prize at
the late St. Bernard CKih show, Birmingham, also
Baronet, winner of over forty prizes and special^ and
numerous others. The above named progeny proves
him to he one of the most successful a bud dogs of to-day.

Pee $50.

YOUNCnkEEPER
(Keeper ex Surprise, by Guide.)

This young dog has a massive and typical head. This
with his superb breeding shoiild be of especial value to
bitches weak in that respect.

Fee $25.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, i839 Hiird Ave., N. Y.

EDWABD BOOTH, Manager.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has shown 1st prize winners at N. Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale. winner 1st N. Y., 1st
Washington, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners Ist and
3d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire out of
prize winnii g bitches, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $35. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

Stud Greyhound Flash,
Black dog, by the great Huic HoUoa out of Phoabe
Mayflower. Great breeding this, Huic Holloa
is a world-renowned courser, has won 88,880 in
stakes. Fee $20. J. Black, Sbeepshead Bay, L. I.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the best stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Kee $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOQiS FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIYER.

HEATHEREENNBLS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KIIVG O' THE HEATHER. (Mustard).
AMI»HIO]V (Pepper).
EAIRD O' THE HEATHER (Pepper).

The above dogs are wmrers of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppies for sale, both peppers and

I

mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,
Hyde Park, Mass.

'

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitche=.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee »50, Largest dog in the world.

E. H. MOORE, Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Viunie.)

Champ. Ossining*.
(Ch. Robert le Dlable—Countpss Nellie D.)

For stud fee, list of winnings, etc., address :

WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N.Y.

BLACK WONDER.
A.K C.S.B. 23,55". Whelped Jan. 80, 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of all
'

colors at the LTnited States field trials, 1891, win-
ning the Derby and All-Age Stake. He won two :

firsts and one second on bennh. He is a dog that 1

knows bow to hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee :

®S6. JOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomington, Monroe f

iana.

Stud ST. BERNARDS
Scottish Leader, «50; King Kegent. mO.

Puppies and bitches for sale. SWLSS MOUN-
TAIN KENNELS, Germantown, Phila., Pa.

DEERHOUND PUPPIES I

FOR 8AI.E.
I CAN NOW OFFER THE BEST LOT OF I

DEERHOUND PUPPIES EVER RAISED AT :

MY KENNELS.
HILLSIDE KENNELS,

LANCASTER, MASS.

Irishmen—Birdfinders,,
I have some splendid Irish setters in prime

condition for chicken hunting.

Write quick for prices.

F. H. PERRY,
Dee Moines, Iowa.

St. Bernard Pups;
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS. LaDcaster. Mass. .

DEERHOUNDS.
Our entire kennel of stud dogs, brood bitches

and puppies, including champion Olga, is offered
for sale at very low prices.

DUNROSIN KENNELS,
STANLEY, NEW JERSEY.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Newfouudlands, St. Bernards, Setters, Point^rij

SpaaieU, Pugs, Fox, Bull, Sky and Black and Taa
Terriers, Beagles and Fox Hounds^
Dogs and Pups at low pricea,

J. HOI»]E,
806 W. Ifintii Street,, Phitodelpma. r»

ST. BERNARDS,
Btdl-terriers and Ring Charles Spaniels, all ages

low prices. Box 7.5. Lake View. Mass.

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

Parties in want of good dogs for this season's
shooting will do well to look over my stock be-
fore purchasing. Have somfi that are right in
both polDters and setters.

G-EO. W. LOVELL, MidtUebovo, Mass,
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OUB. ILLUSTRATION SUPPLEMENT.
With this Bumber is given as an extra sheet supple-

ment Mr. Thompson's drawing of the Ocelot, being tbe

second one in the series of four illustrations of American
wild animal life. The first was of the Panther, in issue

of Sept. 8. The others will be the Canada Lynx, Nov. 3,

and the Bay Lynx, Dec. 1.

THE KEUKA LAKE SCANDAL,
Attention was recently called to the scandalous condi-

tion of affairs by which one of- the New York State Game
Protectors, Sheridan, of the Thirteenth District, is re-

tained in a position for which he is notoriously unfit and
from which in the public interest he should have been

dismissed long ago. The case is one which ought not to

be lost sight of; it is one which we propose" to discuss

until its merits shall be clearly understood by the public.

Sheridan is a gar .e and fish protector. The business of

a game and fish protector is to enforce the game and fish

laws, to arrest the law-breakers, seize and destroy their

nets, break up their business, defend the fish supply from

ravage and ruin at their hands. In short, a protector's

business is to protect. That is what he is paid to do.

When he ceases to do it, and refuses to do it, his pay

should stop then and there. The continued retention in

office of such an unfaithful servant is a standing disgrace.

If. is a rotten condition of affairs that would not be toler-

ated for a moment in private life. Suppose that this man
Sheridan were employed to care for a private estate, and
instead of protecting the premises should permit tres-

passers to invade them, net the trout out of the pond,

steal the chickens from the roost and run away with the

horses by night. How long would he be "kept in his

job?" How long would he draw his pay for standing

around with hands in pocket and lips puckered in a

whistle, while the thieves held high carnival? To ask

such a question is to answer it.

But this same Sheridan, employed by the Fish Commis-
sioners to protect the people's fish, shows himself by his

inaction to be in league with the lawless netters of Lake
Keuka, refuses to do what hia contract with the State

demands of him—to protect the fish—and yet is kept in

his place and paid his salary month after month.

Why?
Bacause he is a political heeler and controls votes: and

by paying him funds out of the State treasury the influ-

ence and the votes can be made certain.

That is the difference between private business methods
and public business methods.

As we have said before, we do not so much blame
Sheridan. If he finds that he can draw his pay without

doing the work, if he finds that the value of his services

8s a heeler and wire-puller offset the worthlessness of

his services as a protector and assure him of his berth

and its pay, he would count it foolishness to lift a hand
against the fish pirates.

The real responsibility rests with Sheridan's superiors,

those who maintain him in his place. They are the ones

who must answer not only for the scandal and disgrace

of this unworthy servant's retention in office, but for the

ruin of the Lake Keuka fishing.

THE OCELOT.
It is only to residents of the extreme Southwest that

the ocelot is known as a wild animal, for it is a species

of Southern distribution, its range not extending much
further north than that of the jaguar. It is one of the

many sprcies of leopard-like cats which in the Southwest
are known as tiger cats, and is a graceful and beautiful

animal. In length it measures about 4ft. and it stands

about 18in. at the shoulders. The ground color of the

fur varies from gray to a deep fawn, which contrasts

finely with the black markings.
The food of this species consists for the most part of

birds and small mammals, and its expertness as a tree

climber is such that it is said to chase and capture monkeys
among the branches where tliey have taken refuge.

The ocelot is often seen in captivity and freqaantly be-

comes quite gentle and much attached to its attendant.

Sometimes, however, it is sullen and ferocious and seems
anxious only to scratch and bite any one who may ven-

ture near its cage. We knew of a pair, sent from Mexico
to New York as a present to a merchant here, which
never became tame, although much time and attention

was given them.

The scientific name of the ocelot is Felispardalis, and
those naturalists who divide the genus Felts into several

sub-genera usually place the ocelot in the group Leopardus.

Several species of ocelots have been described, the differ-

ences being chiefly in shade of color and character of

markings. They closely resemble each other in habits,

and are miniature leopards.

In the accounts of wildcat hunts in Texas which we
often receive, the species pursued may in many cases be

the ocelot, though its range is shared by other small cats,

especially the bay lyax, which is almost universally dis-

tributed through the United States.

Facts with regard to the distribution of the ocelot

within our borders are much to be desired, and we would
urge upon our readers in Texas and the Southwest the

importance of recording any observations which they may
make on the species. In any case where doubt exists as

to the species, specimens of the skull and skin should be

sent us for identification.

SHOOTING WITHOUT A GUN.

Doubtless the highest test of sportsmanship is the

woodcraft which gives one that knowledge of the habits

of game that enables him to find it under the various

conditions of weather and seasons, and the ability to

make the stealthy approach which shall bring him within

range, without alarming the object of his pursuit.

Without these qualities, partly inborn and partly ac-

quired, there cannot be completely successful sportsman-

ship, however skilled one may be in the use of the gun, a

skill that may be acquired in great measure by practice at

the fixed and flying target.

All the skill of woodcraft that goes to the making of

the successful hunter with the gun, must be possessed by

him who hunts his game with the camera.

His must be the stealthy, panther-like tread that breaks

no twig nor rustles the fallen leaves. His the eye that

reads at a glance the signs that to the ordinary sight are

a blank or at most are an untranslatable enigma. His a

patience that counts time asnothing when measured with

the object sought.

When by the use and practice of these, he has drawn
within a closer range of his timid game than his brother

of the gun need attain, he pulls trigger of a weapon that

destroys not, but preserves its unharmed quarry in the

very counterfeit of life and motion.

The wild world is not made the poorer by one life for

his shot, nor nature's peace disturbed , nor her nicely ad-

justed balance jarred.

He bears home his game, wearing still its pretty ways
of life in the midst of its loved surroundings, the sway-

ing hemlock bough where the grouse perched, the bend-

ing ferns about the deer's couch, the dew-beaded sedges

where the woodcock skulks in the shadows of the alders,

the lichened trunks and dim vistas of primeval woods,

the sheen of voiceless waterfalls, the flash of sunlit waves

that never break.

His trophies the moth may not assail. His game
touches a finer sense than the palate possesses, satisfies a

nobler appetite than the stomach's craving, and furnishes

forth a feast that, ever spread, ever invites, and never

palls upon the taste.

Moreover, this gentlest of sportsmen is hampered by no

restrictions of close time, nor confronted by penalties of
trespass. All seasons are open for his bloodless forays,

all woods and waters free to his harmless weapon.
Neither is he trammeled by any nice distinctions as to

what may or may not be considered game.
Everything counts in his score. The eagle on his

craggy perch, the highhole on his hollow tree are as
legitimate game for him as the deer and grouse.

All things beautiful and wild and picturesque are his,

yet he kills them not, but makes them a living and
enduring joy, to himself and all who behold them.

SNAP SHOTS.
In our fishing columns Mr. J. S. Van Cleef advances

an interesting theory to account for the diminished flow
of mountain streams in the East. The explanation com-
monly accepted is that after the mountains have been
denuded of their timber and the humus which acts as a
storage reservoir, the water is no longer held back for

gradual discharge, but rushes down in an impetuous
flood to be succeeded by dry creek beds. This explana-

tion does not involve a lessened precipitation, but an
inadequate storage of the moisture. Mr. Yan Cleef's

theory, however, ascribea the scarcity of water flow not

to rapid drainage, but to a change in the original source

of supply. Our trout brooks, he suggests, are drying up,

because the winds from the west are no longer laden

with moisture as in the past. Mr. Van Cleef has been
familiar with the country of which he writes for thirty

years, the facts stated by him are not open to question:

and his theory to account for them is worthy of atten-

tion.

Two years and three months have elapsed since Del-

monico's fashionable restaurant, of this city, was caught
serving woodcock out of season ; and from what can be

learned, or rather from our inability to learn anything;

definitely about the case, the most reasonable supposition

is that District Attorney Delancey Nicoll has no intention

of trying it. Disgraceful as was the record of those who
shirked their duty in this case before it reached him, Mr.

Nicoll is proving himself the champion dilly-dallier of

them all. The new law of 1892 empowers the commis-
sioners, in their discretion to employ special counsel to

commence and maintain actions. After the experience

of this case, we may be sure that the next time the game
protectors catch a wealthy restaurateur serving game
out of season, no district attorney will be given a chance
to stand between the culprit and the law.

With a tell-tale tan and a betraying bronze, Mr.

Henry P. Wells, of this city, has just returned from a

"good time" in the Maine woods, at the Parmachenee
Club, where he has spent six weeks in fishing, exploring

and mountain climbing. The warm weather in Maine
has been unduly prolonged this season; the temperature

of the trout streams has been unusually high, and the

big fish have refused to rise. But one need not listen to

Mr, Wells two minutes before discovering that for him
the pleasure of an outing is not to be measured by the

size or number of fish taken. Indeed, who shall begin to

analyze and catalogue a half of the many complex and
often subtle factors which go to make up a "good time,"

as that expression is used by a professional man in the

woods.

We have word of the death of Wm. F. Martin, on the

evening of the 3d inst., at the Saranac Lakes, N. Y. Mr.

Martin was the pioneer landlord in the Saranac Lake
region, Adirondacks, opening his hotel about 1853. He
will be kindly remembered by the many sportsmen who
visited the woods at that time. As a host he was always

obliging and interested in the success of his guests.

*'It was not that I was not posted on the ways of fish,

and on fishing and on where fish were to be found," ex-

plained the returned fisherman; "I was thoroughly posted

in every particular, and so were the streams ; and that

was what was the matter. So I posted home."

It is estimated by an English fox hunter that the cost

of keeping the 330 packs of hounds in Great Britain and
maintaining fox hunting requires an annual expenditure

of not less than $23,000,000.
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A CAMPER'S DIARY.—V.
Camp on the Forks, Aug. 39.—There's a weather-

beaten board nailed to the -white birch that leans from
the bluff and overhangs the canoes at moorings, and the

letters, getting obliterated, still spell Camp Indepen-

dence, so I suppose our mail should be so addressed.

Sam and Mack are gone off. Valentine and I are keep-

ing camp. The sun's out hot over everything and all the

available rocks and bushes are disguised under blankets

and clothing. The camp is swept and garnished.

Trouble commenced this morning after breakfast with
Sam lingering so long over the pi-ovision box. As a rule,

his hand goes knowingly among a promiscuous lot of

cans, bottles and jars till a deft shake identifies the con-

tents, but to-day he looks up and says "A sugar famine!"
Then petulantly,"You needn't look at me about it, either,

look at him. You heard me tell him forty times not to

use so much 'n' you all heard what he said. Said he liked

to hear it crunch. Hm'mh!"
We all looked at Mack, but Mack didn'fc look at any-

one in particular. You could see by the expression that

he was about to say four or Ave things at once, but the
result was he said nothing. Finally the expedition was
organized to go down the trail to Parmachenee and try

the camp for sugar; so Sam went to the river to scrub
his teeth, and Mack went inside to fix up. Sam was loath

to go "on account of Private Camp. Have to burn a signal

on the shore or fire a gun for them to come down with a
boat," but I told him my Guide of the Knapsack had left

his boat somewhere near the carry and take that. When
we looked in the tent Mack was seated tailorwise on the
boughs with his pants in his lap and a big needle. He
was whistling and beating time with the big needle.

Aug. 30. —Evening, by candle light. After the expedi-
tion had moved yesterday, Valentine said he knew where
Sam had got that string of fish, the very spot, just round
the bend a few paddles from camp, so he built up his rod
and got out the flies. Valentine never handled a rod till

this trip, but you wouldn't suspect it fx'om the way he
pored over that book, pondering and rejecting. Finally
I said: "What fly you looking for, Val?" He took plenty
of time in answering, and said "I'm looking for the one
that seems the least indigestible." So he disappeared
round the bend in the Birch Bark, He hadn't been gone
long when I heard a sound

Sept. 6.—At home. The last three or four days of
camping were too crowded for diary keeping, so these
thoughts now will be rpcoUections that come back.
That "sound" 1 heard came from the direction of the

spot where Valentine was invisible on the river. I lis-

tened intently, but it wasn't repeated, and I decided it

was about the kind of a noise I should make if 1 were
tipping over a canoe and splashing, so I moved up the
bank to a point where I could look off—and saw a man's
head above the surface of one of the deepest pools in the
cold, placid Little Magralloway. It came out afterward,
the rod rolled overboard and sunk while he was di-opping
the anchor, and he looked over the side where she went.
He says, "That Birch Bark's meaner than the devil's

wife."
The boys came back that night with sugar, and Mack

was full of enthusiasm. "Beautiful lake. Fine camp.
Danforth building a house boat to take to Florida this
winter and run up in the rivers and shoot game. Take
boarders, you know." Val says: "Any petticoats on
the piazza, Mack?" Mack looked reproof. "Don't say
petticoats, Val. Ask me if I saw any does. Yes, one.
And a big guide with a glass and a long range gun.
Lucky .Jeff didn't get up there with his bait."

Sept. 7.—This comes to me. On the way down the
carry from Aziscohos Falls toward Flint's, stumbling
down the mountain road behind the wagon, we met my
Guide of the Knapsack coming back. We had hand shak-
ing and introductions till the mountain wagon got small
in the distance, and then I said "good bye," and said I

should see him again sometime, and Mack gave him a
grip and a smile and said, "Good-bye, old man; see
y'again next year," and Sammy said, "Good-bye. old
man," also, and said he should see him again, and Valen-
tine stepped up more cordially than I ever had seen him.
Valentine's apt to be rather impressed, and he sm iled, too,
and said: "Well, good-bye my dear boy, you'll never see
me again."

Sepd. iO.—Met a mutual friend on the street to-day.
He looked quizzical and said he'd been talking to Valen-
tine about camping. Valentine told him he had read
about camping, and there was a glamor on it, but he said
the glamor was all worn off. He said the worst of it was
in the tent at night, jumbled up with other fellows, ill-

bred, they were, though he used to think differently.
There was too much confusion, he said, with everybody
wanting some one else to tie up the tent and put out the
candle, and to take his feet off their blanket, and to lean
on his own supper, and all that sort of thing. He said
the thermometer fell twenty-five degrees every night,
and in the morning his shoes were extremely cold. And
when he went outside to look for breakfast there was
nothing but cold stones and a cold mist rolling off the
river, and cold dew on the bushes, and on the grass, and
on his shoes. And generally the fellow whose turn it

was came out mumbling and grumbling about somebody
getting some wood, and said he couldn't do it "all," It
was then he made the remark about the glamor being
gone.
* * * * Mack started in with a supply of toothpicks

captured at the last hotel, but they gave out, and he nest
appeared with a slirer with a good thick handle like a
marlin spike. Each day the point was whittled again
and it went back to his pocket.

* * * * The camp was not devoid of objects of interest.
Valentine led us out one day and showed us, first, a rasp-
berry bush in full bearing, growing from a decaying
stump as from a flower pot, Then he took us to the edge
of the bluff and pointed over the river to a great dead
tree that loomed far above the woods, with a few gaunt
branches arranged against the sky in spirited fashion.
It was classical, he said, and the topmost branches were
statuary. We all guessed, but no one could see till he
told xiB, and then it was plain enough. Mercury on tip-
toe. He said there was one more; so he took us back a
little through the woods and stopped, A big boulder had
been riven in ancient times into thre* slabs tha t now stood

leaning against each other in confusion. A mountain
ash had taken life in a sod on top and sent its roots down
a tortuous way among the rocks looking for earth. The
sapling grew lusty and the roots got strong and held the
rooks bound tight. That was all we saw until Valentine
said "Laocoon," and then we could see the three Greeks
being crushed in lithe, soft, strong, supple, python folds.
* * * * Well, this is what I think of cam^jing: A man

lives in town awhile, where the ground is concreted to

the tread, and his friends are gloved to the touch and
everything coated with varnish, and at last there is a
vacation and he takes to the woods. He rejects a cedar
boat, it must be a birch bark, weather beaten and well
mended, and tbe paddle must be water worn. He makes
a fire and eats food that works his jaws hard and taates

of grit. He wants his clothes to get wet and dry on him,
and have weeds and sand in his trousers where they turn
up at the bottom. He cleans fish and swings an ax and
gets pitch and blisters on his hands. He wears no socks
and gets some small excitement watching the vicissi-

tudes of his shoes, soaking by day and toasting by night,
to crack and curl up and let his toes be visible. The first

day out he wets a toot and it passes for a calamity, but
afterward he gets acquainted with the rain and river and
takes note of the spirit of evolution that was latent. He
becomes amphibious. By and by he realized there is no
post-office and no mail; thei'e are no sounds of discontent
from the outside world at his absence, and he gets jealous
and goes home.

It's medicinal and there's just hardship enough so that
the clerk or sedentary man, sullen with his lot, goes back
as if to a life of ease. His two weeks' vacation seemed
like four. He wanted to come, he would like to stay, and
yet he's willing to go home. Jefferson Scribe,

THE FULTON CHAIN.
The collection of lakes in northern New York known

as the Fulton Chain, are included in the old "Brown
Tract," and are part and parcel of the Adirondack sys-
tem. For a long period this region has been a favorite
hunting and fishing ground to numbers of sportsmen,
but it is not as generally known as other parts of the
Adirondacks, as the former difficulties which existed of
visiting it have deterred many from making the attempt.
By the recent construction by Dr. Webb of the Adiron-
dack Railroad, this beautiful portion of our State is now
rendered easy of access not only to the sportsmen but
also to the earnest seeker of health, or the eager searcher
of the charms of nature.
The old wooden railway which ran from Booneville, and

once afforded the means of access to the tract, is now
relegated to the past, and its fast decaying tracks now
serve DO other purpose, save by their presence to bear
silent witness that they were once active factors and per-
formed their part in this busy age.
The journey to the Fulton Chain will be a very pleas-

ant one when the new road gets fairly in working order,
and some degree of system inaugurated, but at present
the management are merely wasting money in printing
time tables since there is not the slightest effort made to
run the trains on schedule time, and everything is con-
ducted in a happy go lucky manner. The passengers
get on the cars ac Herkimer, and drift with more or less

—generally more—stoppages, until in course of time they
finally find themselves lodged high and dry at Fulton
Chain,
Notwithstanding these drawbacks, however, our party

of three, which made the journey in August last, found
our tedious way enlivened by many interesting features.
The night was well advanced when we finally left Rem-
sen, the point of transfer for all passengers bound on the
Adirondack Railroad, and as we crawled along through
the darkness we passed many railroad camps which were
still occupied, the ruddy glare of whose camp-fires, with
the forms of the inmates forming silhouettes against the
light, were picturesque in the extreme, while the black
forests whicli seemed to enfold us in their embrace sug-
gested strongly the remoteness of civilization. Occa-
sionally the headlight of the engine would suddenly glint
upon the surface of some gloomy tarn, or softly murmur-
ing stream, all of which added to the wild, romantic
beauty of the scene we were passing through, and did
much to atone for the vexatious and apparently intermin-
able delays we were subjected to. By daylight this route
presents also many charming features, since the natural
attractions of the region traversed by this road are very
striking, and as the train plunges into the dense forests,
slowly climbs the steep mountains, follows the course of
laughing, rippling streams, or runs through deeply
wooded glens, the traveler never loses interest in the
scenes presented to his eye, but is afforded a constant and
varied aspect of nature in all her charming or solemn
moods, which create unalloyed wonder or delight.
We arrived at the station named Fulton Chain some-

where toward midnight, where we left the train and
staged it, a mile or so, to the Forge House, on First Lake,
the first of tbe Fulton Chain. "Here we found a well-
built, comfortable-appearing and commodious hostelry,
where we fondly hoped to find peace and comfort. In
this we were grievously disappointed. The situation of
this hotel is admii-able and possesses many natural attrac-
tions, which would inevitably make it a favorite resort
and command a most lucrative custom were it not for the
fact that the hotel is badly managed.
The State has a well managed hatchery at Old Forge,

where many thousands of fry are annually turned out.
The courteous superintendent, Mr. Marks, is always will-
ing to impart all information desired, and show the vis-
itors around his well appointed quarters, and exhibit to
them his lusty and large spawners, which are kept in a
fine spring a short distance from the main hatchery.
We hare spoken of the natural attractions possessed by

Old Forge. Not the least of these is the central position
it occupies in regard to the fishing or hunting grounds,
and also from its situation, it is the starting point for the
various routes by which one may penetrate this region.
Then a most delightful trip, and one which will linger
pleasantly in the memory, can be made in the little
steamer which makes a daily run from First Lake to the
head of Fourth Lake and return. The boat leaves Old
Forge about 10 o'clock, and as it passes from lake to lake
rounds the cover and bays, or winds in and out some
narrow inlet, the eye at one moment drinks in all the
effects produced by the primeval grandness of the scenery,
and in another there breaks upon tbe vision one of those
pretty camps, with campers grouped around, which are

here and there scattered along the route, on the shores or
islands. All of which goes to produce a grand panorama,
which is spread out before the visitor in all its charming
variation of nature and art, civilization and wildiess, at
every turn. The voyage ends at the head of Fourth
Lake, where a stop of an hour or so is made, during
which an opportunity is afforded of partaking of a most
excellent dinner at a bouse newly built, where fine trout
capitally cooked and served, with all the table appoint-
ments neat as wax, are by no means the least attractive
features of the bill of fare. This is also an excellent
objective point for the fisherman, as in the spring trout
without number can be taken with the fly within a stone s
throw of the house, and at all seasons a fair creel cah be
obtained from waters in the immediate vicinity.
After a pipe or two and pleasant ramble through the

forest to aid digestion, the whistle signals all aboard, and
Old Forge is again reached about 4 in the afternoon.
Next season a larger and speedier vessel will supplant

the one in use at present on the lakes, and arrangements
perfected whereby a thoroughfare will be opened up from
First Lake to Raquette Lake. Repairs will be made on
all the "carries" between Fourth Lake and Fifth, Fifth
and Sixth, Sixth and Seventh, Seventh and Eighth lakes,
and between Eighth Lake and the Raquette River, so
that all baggage may be easily transported: while it is
also contemplated to place steamers on the smaller lakes
of the chain, to add to the comfort and increase the facili-
ties of the route. By these means an easy way will be
afforded to all to enjoy a delightful trip through the
entire beautiful Fulton Chain and then down to Raquette
Lake.

During our stay we found some excelleht fishing for
that late season of the year. One morning Phil, Mac and
I started down the Middle Moose, and after rowing about
a quarter of a mile, beached our boat and made a mile
and a half carry over to the North Branch of the Moose.
We fished down this stream to the confluence of tbe two
branches, carefully whipping each spring hole and the
point of inlet of all tributary streams. As the day was
very clear, we found about noon that the trout were no
longer disposed to investigate feathers, and so we ascended
tiie Middle Moose again and repaired to the Forge House
for dinner. We had made a very fair creel of trout,
averaging a little less than one-half a pound, and though
we possessed no large record breakers, yet considering the
day and the lateness of the season, we were perfectly con-
tented with our morning's work, and felt at peace with
God and men. In the spring or early summer, and with
the water in proper condition, the sport upon the famous
Moose must be good indeed.
In the afternoon we bade farewell to the Old Forge,

and packing up our duflie once more embarked upon
river and directed our course toward Wheeler's, some
eight miles down on the Moose. Although we faithfully,
whipped each likely and unlikely spot on our way, yet no.
success rewarded our efforts after leaving the point of
junction of the two branches of the Moose. I am per-
suaded that the poorest fishing on the river is the vicinity
of Wheeler's, due entirely, in my opinion, to the fact that
for some miles the river has been raised considerably by
a dam, erected in the time <)f the wooden road, for the
purpose of making that part of the stream navigable for
the old red propeller which carried passengers from
Moose River, the terminus of the road, to the point of de-
barkation for the Fulton Chain.
Wheeler's is in the highest degree primitive, and

although he does the best with the means at hif command
to make his guests comfortablCj yet a stay there is most
thoroughly "roughing it." It is undoubtedly a capital
headquarters in the hunting season, but from our experi-
ences there I do not .believe it to be a good locality for
trout.

The red-letter day of our sojourn in the woods was our
last, and Nick's Lake, of pious memory, was the author
of all our pleasure. This lake, which is the property of a
Mrs. .Julia DeCamp, is reached by a carry of a mile and a
half from the Moose, and is a perfect gem of beauty. On
all sides the heavy forest comes down to the water's edge
and seems to enfold it in its embrace as if fearing lest
stranger eyes should gaze upon its virgin beauty. The
pretty islands, numberless coves, wooded headlands and
broad bays all add to the attractiveness of the scene, and
cause the visitant to feast his eyes in rapture upon the
picture spread out before him, whose "builder and maker
was God."
We did not arrive on the lake until nearly 10 o'clock,

and although the sky was clear, yet during the few
hours spent in fishing, we landed at least 300 trout, all of
which except some thirty of the largest, reserved for sup-
per and breakfast at Herkimer, were returned alive to
the water. So wildly beautiful was that sparkling lake,
embowered among the grim old Adirondack forest, and
so delightful were the hours spent along its shores that
we unanimously determined to put in a week's camping
on its borders next year. But the old adage that "man
proposes," etc., has again come true in this case, for we
understand that the owner has posted the premises, and
the fishing will be no longer free. As Mrs. DeCamp has
hitherto been very kind in throwing open her property
to the sportsmen, her present unexpected action is proba-
bly due to some abuse of privilege, and thus the inno-
cent must suffer for the acts of the guilty. It has been
said "'tis better to have loved and lost than never to have
loved at all." and so we all feel that it is better for us to
have seen Nick's Lake, although it is now lost to us, than
never to have gazed upon its limpid waters.
The flies we found most successful were the Proctor,

split-ibis, brown-hackle, Reuben-Wood and the black-fly.
The Adirondack region is the only section I have ever
fished where the same fly can be depended upon for kill-

ing qualities year after year. Twenty years ago, on my
first visit to those woods, the brown-hackle was an all-

around favorite, and each succeeding visit finds it still

holding its supremacy. Flies may come and flies may
go, but the brown-hackle lives on forever.
The chances for good sport with the deer, in the Ful-

ton Chain and vicinity, should be excellent this season,
since their fresh tracks were often seen upon the sandy
shores of lake and stream, and late one afternoon during
our stay at the Forge House, in fuU view of all the
guests, a deer stole safely from the forest glades, and
for nearly half an hour fearlessly waded and fed along
the margin of the lake. It was, indeed, a scene fit for
the brush of a painter. There stretched away the lake,
with its waters smooth as glass, shimmering "in the sun's
departing beams, and mirroring on its surface the moun-
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tain, trees and Tariegated vines, around and above, the
glinting rays glancing over the forest and hillsides, im-
parted to all the landscape those swiftly-changing, ever-
varying light^s and shades only seen at eventide, while
over all nature brooded that peculiar silence which ever
ushers in the coming night. The whole scene was one
of solemn, silent peace and beauty, the only sign of visi-
ble life being that graceful form which slowly moved
among the lilies. Verily, it is afar from the haunts of
men, in the wildwood, that man's nature is most deeply
stirred and he himself drawn closer to his Creator.

Harry Hudson.

A SUMMER ON NAG'S HEAD.
BY REV. THOMAS WXON, JR.

If there is such a thing as a sportsman's paradise on
earth, I had the good fortune to spend the summer there.
From a friend in North Carolina I had heard much of
Nag's Head and its surroundings, as a place ideal to spend
a summer, I determined to try it. On the 11th of July
we left New York by the Cape Charles route, and in
twelve hours we were in Norfolk. From there we had a
short ride of forty miles over the Norfolk & Southern
Railroad to Elizabeth City. Here we took the little

steamer Clarence, and crossing the Albemarle Sound, a
distance of forty miles, landed at Nag's Head, in twenty-
two hours from New York.
Nag's Head ia situated on the narrow sandbar of which.

Cape Hatteras is the outer promontory. This sandbar
begins at the Virginia line and runs along the entire coast
of North Carolina nearly to Wilmington. There are parts
of this Cape Hatteras sand strip that are ten and fifteen
miles in width, covered with dense forests, that have
grown on the mountains of sand. Other parts of it are
very narrow, tapering down to the inlets, and a part of it

is marsh. Behind this long bar of sand, extending for
hundreds of miles, are piled the waters of the three great
sounds, the Pamlico, the Albemarle and Currituck. The
Cape Hatteras strip is broken here and there by inlets
very shallow and dangerous, in fact, impossible of navi-
gation except by small fishing boats. Through these
narrow and shallow inlets the tide pours in from the sea
at flood, and the waters of the sound, filled bv the great
rivers, rush out at ebb. The sandbar is only a half mile
in width at Nag's Head where the hotel is built. The
building is pituated in the water of the sound. The surf
on the other side is reached by tramway from the pier.
Opposite the hotel is Roanoke Island, famous as the

birthplace of the first white child born on American soil.

Virginia Dare, from whom the county of Dare received
its name. Id was here that Sir "Walter Raleigh's colonists
made their landing.
This region of North Carolina is wild beyond descrip-

tion. It is in almost as primitive a state as when the first

colonists pressed its soil. The only diflierence is in the ab-
sence of the Indian. Game and fish are just as plentiful
to-day as when the white man first pitched his tent on its

sands. The population is exceedingly sparse. The dis-
tances are magnificent. Tlie way of locomotion is by
boat. The mail is carried by a sail boat. Nearly every
man in the county of Dare owns a boat or has one at his
command. There is no such formation of waters any-
where on the American continent as that found behind
this narrow bar of sand that holds back the Atlantic.
With a naphtha launch drawing 18in. of water, one may
start from Nag's Head and travel a thousand miles in
perfectly safe waters that average four feet in depth.
The great difficulty in these waters is to keep ofl: the
shoals. The channels are very narrow, the expanse of
waters inunense.

I had heard much of the fishing, and as that is my par-
ticular weakness I went there to make a thorough test of
all the wild stories I had heard. I confess I was skeptical.
I was somewhat reassured, however, by Mr. Catling, the
manager of the Nag's Head Hotel Comf)any, declaring to
me on my arrival that the board for myself and family
should not cost me a cent through the whole summer if I

was not perfectly satisfied with the fishing and if all he
said I did. not find to be more than true.

The next day after our arrival we tried the fishing in
front of the hotel in the Albemarle Sound. We had six
hooks at work on our little boat. We caught over two
hundred fish that morning. They were fish that ranged
from a half pound in weight to a pound. They told us it

was not a good day for fishing. I felt, however, satisfied
with the first experience. The varieties of fish usually
taken on the grounds near the hotel are

:

First, the croakers, which are omnipresent. They are
everywhere and bite at all times. And the croaker is in
these waters a respectable fidh. He is shaped something
like the trout, has a large mouth and is exceedingly
game when taken with the reel. He fights with greater
vigor even than the trout (weakfish) when first captured.
He is called a croaker because of the peculiar cry he
utters when brought to the surface. He can be heard
for 200jds. He is not misnamed. His usual weight in
these waters is from i to 21 bs.

The spot is the most delicious table fish which we
caught. He averages Ub. in weight, is very fat, and on
the side of his fore fins he has a black spot.' The spot is

exceedingly gamy for his weight.
The pigfish is of the same size and general character as

the spot, a most delicious fish for the table. He derives
his name from the peculiar grunt which he utters when
taken from the water, which is a perfect imitation of a
pig.
The sheepshead is also caught, and we tookthem weigh-

ing from 1 to 6lbs.

When there has not been much rain and the water in
the sound is salty, there is said to be very fine trout fish-

ing in the waters of the sound immediately in front of
the hotel. We did not find, however, during our stay
any good trout fishing in these grounds. By trout, of
course, I mean the sea trout or weakfish, as it is called in
the North.
These were the principal kinds of fish which we found

during July and August. Of course during the early
spring here is the great shad fishing ground, the greatest
shad fishing ground in fact in America, in the spring
and fall in these waters also are taken the most magnifi-
cent striped bass weighing from 10 to 80 and lOOlbs.
On the opposite side of the hotel from the sound sweeps

the ocean. There you take the bluefish, shark and drum.
The bluefish and the drum are the principal fish for
which one ventures. The bluefish are discovered here

by the action of the gulls. When a school of bluefish
approach the shore, invariably they are accompanied by
a flock of gulls, which are helping themselves to the
small fish as they leap out of the water. The drum caught
here weigh from 10 to 50 and lOOlbs. Near the hotel,
only two miles up the beach in fact, are a number of
fresh- water lakes, which are literally full of chub and all
varieties of fresh-water perch. I tried the fresh-water
fishing two days, and one day we caught forty chub,
averaging one pound a piece, and the other dav about
thirty. ["Chub" is the local name for black bass.]
The shooting I found unexcelled. We killed every

variety of snipe in abundance, willet and curlew, heron
and gulls, ap long as we cared to shoot. In the winter
season this is a wonderful hunting ground. The shallow
waters of these sounds are crowded with ducks and geese.
Currituck Sound is famous as a winter hunting ground.
Theje are many New Yorkers who have their club houses
built along the shores of Currituck and Pamlico sounds.
Dt^er and bear are also found by the more venturous
sportsmen.
My own personal experience in fishing found its climax

in the trips which we took to the inlets. From Nag's
Head it is an easy sail down the sound to the Oregorv In-
let. Here we go in search of the trout as he comes in
from the sea with the flood tide.

The first day we reached the Oregon Inlet was a day
long to be remembered. We anchored nea,r a little point
of marsh, at which two currents came together from the
inlet, which had been divided bv a sandbar. Here we

A string of 25 weakQah, welyihliig 70 t>s., caujilu ia fiU wJtiutes by Rev. and
Mr-S. Tins. Uixoii, Jr., at Naij's Head, N. C, Au^. 29.

anchored in about six feet of water, made ready our lines
and floats and began work. I have read of fishing, I

have heard of fishing, I have dreamed of fishing—I have
never in my life fished, really fished, before that day.
They began to bite from the minute our hooks touched
the water, and for four hours they bit as fast as our
hooks could be baited. There were five of us in the boat,
and we caught and landed in the boat over 800 spots and
trout in those four hours. Of this number about 725
were spots. We landed about 775 trout; averaging l-Jlbs.

a piece during the four hours. Oar boatman said that
we made that day the finest catch of spots that he had
known for years. The water seemed absolutely alive
with fish. The trout bit somewhat lazily. They would
follow our bait to the top of the water and play around it

as it came out. They seemed to be in search of live bait,

while we were using cut fish. The next day we returned
to the Oregon Inlet to the same ground with four boats,
and on that day caught over 300 trout. The boats were
anchored within 25 or 30ft. of each other.
On the last day on which we went to the inlet we only

reached the ground in time for about fifty minutes" fish-

ing; but it was the greatest fifty minutes' fishing that I
ever had on this earth. The water was literally alive with
trout—magnificent fellows. They were hungry. They
bit as though they meant to tear hook and line and reel to
pieces, and they did it. In those fifty minutes I lost six
books and broke a new bamboo rod. In those fifty

minutes my wife and I landed twenty-five magnificent
trout, the picture of which accompanies this sketch. We
lost of course many, which we did not land through the
weakness principally of the catgut leaders, which were
only three-ply and were not sufficiently strong for the fish

we were handling.
On this day's experience I had demonstrated for me two

facts beyond any question.
First, that the only hook that should be used in fishing

for trout is the pearl weakfish squid hook. I had on my
line, on this day, for the first time those hooks. Above
the squid hook I had the ordinary New York trout hook.
I invariably caught the large troixton the squid hook, and
the small one on the plain hook. I found, as a fact, that
the large trout would only bite at the pearl squid. The
reason of it is very simple. When this hook is attached
to the line with the swivel, the action of the tide causes
it to revolve and it flashes in the water like the sides of a
minnow. Trout that weigh over Slbs. are looking for live

bait. They pass by your ordinary hook, however well
baited. I caught several trout on this trip weighing over
3lbs. Invariably they bit the pearl squid. I had fished
on the same ground for two weeks with the ordinary
hook and had never landed a trout weighing more than
2^1b8., but on this day the largest one caught measured
3ft. in length and tipped the scales at exactly olbs. This
fish is seen in the accompanying photograph on the end
of the string. He made a magaificent fight.

It was in landing this fish that I also demonstrated for
myself the merits of the automatic reel, I had bought
one with fear and trembling and many misgivings about
its pretensions. I will never use any other. "

It is eTery-
thing that its manufacturers claim and more. Its action
is simply superb. The man who invented it is a philan-
thropist. It is impossible for any fish, however swift, to
get an inch of slack when hooked on that reel. When
this magnificent trout, weighing Gibs., snatched my hook,
he went witch such force that my boatman cried to me
in warning that I had caught a shark. I told him I
thought not. I knew from the action of the fish, his
motion was so swift, that it could not be a shark. He ran
without stopping, save to snatch the line, as he ran for at
least one hundred feet, going to as deep water as he could
find. I saw that he would strip the reel if I allowed him
to go further, and I lowered the brake. He continued to
Btrip the reel, dragging the brake as though there was
nothing in his way. He ran with the drag for 85ft.
further perhaps, when I seized the line and stopped
him, raising the brake at once lest he should start toward
the boat. I began to force him in. I forced him in 50 or
75 ft., and he again made a break and went nearly to the
limit of the line. I again forced him in, and he bolted
out a third time. I then brought him in, and standing
up on the edge of the boat I gave him a very careful
•swing and landed him in the bottom. So delicately was
he hooked, that no sooner had he touched the boat than
the hook immediately dropped from his mouth. With
any other reel than the automatic, which made an inch
of slack impossible, I should have lost this magnificent
fish, and would only have had the pleasure of dreaming
of what might have been. I suppose during the month
of August I landed a thousand fish with this reel, losing
fewer than with any reel 1 ever used.

If any man desires to leave civilization as a memory,
and find man heart to heart in his native independence,
and nature in all her virgin wildness and beauty, let him
go to the sound waters of North Carolina. It is unknown,
unexplored, untouched, in its immense possibilities.
Along this wild sandbar, that extends the length of

the State, every seven miles are found the United States
Life Saving Stations. To these stations the wandering
tiaherman or huntsman is ever welcome. When you
anchor near one of them the captain comes down with
his cart and bids you welcome. He abides with you, he
talks with you, he helps you fish, he catches bait for
you, he will catch clams and oysters for you, he will pro-
vide. He will persuade you to stay longer, and you can
lodge with him as many nights as you please and it will
not cost you a cent. These stations, many of them, are
on desolate islands, on which there is not a human habi-
tation, save at the station itself, and all around stretches
the wild waste of storm-swept sands and the roaring
surf. Here civilization seems like a nightmare, and life

in a great, steaming, filthy city comes back to one as the
memory of a night of half fever and half delirium.
As I talked with those simple, generous fishermen, I'

thought to myself, after all, this is life. Here life is

worth living. I left Nag's Head like a child sent back
to its hard, unwelcome task. I felt like resigning my
work and building a cabin in the sandhills and spending
nay life there. The people are kind and generous and
poor, but they are independent to the last degree. They
are lords of creation. If you should tell one of them
that he overcharged you for his boat the chances are
that he would throw the money in your face, turn on his
heel and never speak to you again. They do not over-
charge you. You practically make your own terms. A
more delightful place for any man to spend a summer I
cannot imagine. The fly and the mosquito are unknown
objects at Nag's Head.

This is not a hotel proprietor's yarn. It is a literal fact
to which I bear cheerful testimony, having tried itthrough
the months of July and August.
The finest trout fishing of the whole year is the latter

part of September and the early part of October. I write
this with the hope that some happier man than I, with
fewer cares, can go down and take up the good work
where I left off.

There is no such thing as failing to catch fish in these
waters any day, with any wind or any tide. You may
not catch one variety, but you will catch another. We
never went fishing this summer without catching fish,

and without catching more fish than could be brought
home in an ordinary New York fisherman's basket. My
fiihing bai^ket was of no earthly use to me, so far as car-
rying fish home was concerned. Nor is it possible to ex-
haust the fidh in these waters. The natural formation of
the sounds and inlets is such that the fishing is always
good. It has been the same for a hundred years; it will
be the same a hundred years from to-day perhaps. The
inlet is verv narrow, the channel much narrower, and
for twelve miles along Roanoke Island all you have to do
is to anchor your boat in that channel and any day, with
any wind or tide, you are certain to catch something.
This channel is only about 150 to 250ft. in width and
twelve miles long.

If I am alive when another summer dawns my address
wilt be Nag's Head, Dare county, N. C.
This whole region can be easily reached by addressing

Tom Crank, CoUington, Dare county, N. C. Tom keeps
an open house. He charges you $1 a day for board and
boat. Give him ten days' notice any time and he will
meet you at Elizabeth City, N, C, with his sloop and
take you down.
New Yobk City;

Mastigouche Caribou,

A MEMBER of the Mastigouche (Canada) Club writes:
I believe there must be a good many caribou on and
about the property we have under lease froin the Govern-
ment, as during my fishing trips from one lake to another
I have seen their tracks about some of the lakes as
plenty as if a drove of cattle had been over the ground.
Of course, half a dozen animals could make a great many
tracks if they remained in the vicinity any length of
time, - A.



AT HEMLOCK LAKE.
It so happened that my usual summer outing at Hem-

lock Lake went by default this year of grace 1893.

Things did not work right and July and August slipped
away and still found me at the "old stand" selling books
and stationery.
Now my friend Theodore is a hard-working young

printer, whose vacations are not numerous, but who has
the love of nature in his heart as pure and strong as any
Thoreau or Burroughs. We often walk together of a
Sunday afternoon along paths known only to ourselves,
and talk of trees and birds and flowers, forgetting the
busy town below as we wander near to nature's heart.
There is an old prostrate log on the banks of Mill Creek
cunningly concealed by a natural bower of fragrant hem-
lock boughs that Theodore and I fondly fancy no one
knows. Here we often go and watch the sparkling wa-
ter rippling at our feet and talk and plan like sob oolboys
rather than sober business men. Here we sat one Sunday
aftei"noon in waning August nibbling at some wild plums
we had picked up on the way. I was lamenting the fact
that my vacation had been denied me, and Theodore was
consoling me with brotherly sympathy. Finally he said,

"What is the matter with Hemlock Lake in September?
Isn't it just as beautiful then? The fishing must be just
as good and the shooting is certainly better." "I never
thought of that," T answered, "could you go with me?"
"Let me see; we are getting out a big job for an out of
town party, but I think I could get around by the 15th,"
said he hopeful!}'. "That would suit me exactly. Schools
would be well started by that time and I could leave busi-

ness to the clerks," and the more I thought of it the more
enthusiastic I got. Theodore shared my enthusiasm and
in less than three days we had the whole thing planned,
our lists made out, and were only waiting for the day of
departure.
Our destination was Major B.'s cottage on the west side

of Hemlock Lake. He kindly turned the keys over to us,

told us where to find a convenient woodpile, said "Use all

the ice you want and help yourselves to the boats." So
on the long-waited-for morning we loaded our traps into
Charley S.'s big covered wagon, and with my nine-year-
old boy as ballast and a promise from the madame to come
over Saturday and help ua out, we started on our
fourteen-mile drive for the lake. The morning was per-
fect, the horses in good condition, the tobacco fragrant,
and as we bowled away we shed our cares one by one and
dropped our years along the wayside, until at 'the third
mile post it was a question which of we three—Theodore,
the boy or myself— was the younger. How yellow the
golden rod gleamed along the fences and how friendly
the purple asters nodded as we passed. Shiny red apples
glowed in the orchards, and every dooryard held its quota
of purple plums, late peaches and ripening grapes. The
aftermath stood thickly in the pastures and the buck-
wheat looked ready to cut. Barns were bursting with
garnered products, and the land responded to our happy
hearts with peace and plenty.
The sharp eyes of the lad first caught the glimmering

sheen of the lake while yet five miles away. Only for an
instant it sparkled a far-off welcome, then an intervening
hill hid it again. Entering the lake valley we passed the
little hamlet where one cuts loose from post olfices, rail-

ways and newspapers, and three miles more brought us
to the lake. Then a mile and a half down the shady road,
where the waves almost lapped the horses' feet, and we
were at the Major's barn and boat house, where, bidding
our driver good-bye, we got out a boat, blew the horn,
which brought Hank across at once with another boat,
and with our list and ourselves stowed away, we were
soon dancing across the water in the yellow September
siinlight.

Hemlock is the purest gem in the western New York
chain of lakes, 7 miles long and a half-mile wide, with a
depth varying from 40 to 90ft. The city of liochester
obtains its water from it, through conduits 40 miles. So
abrupt are the shores that this lake still preserves its

original wildness, and the hills on either side lifting up
their heads a thousand feet, are clothed from base to
summit in unbroken forest. Probably 150 cottages are
scattered along the 18 miles of shore line, but as there is

no railway within 6 miles and no big hotels, the rabble
don't get here, and quiet reigns even in the height of the
season.

The major's cottage is a model of its kind, and, like
everything else of his, is first-class in every particular.
"Comfort Cove" he calls it, and the forest swoops down
upon it from the mountain in the rear to the very back
door, and swings its circling, arms on either side down to
the water's edge. It did not take us long to store our
stufl^ in the cellar and refrigerator, make up the beds and
get a good dinner of mutton chops, boiled potatoes, coffee
and cake. How strange it seemed to be able to call the
mellow hotu-s of that first afternoon all our own! Gret-

ting in the boat we pulled down to Mr. E.'s, a fellow-
townsman who, with Hank, his man-of-all-work, was
putting the finishing touches on his beautiful cottage.
We invited them down in the evening to play "Pedro,"
and pulled lazily back to compete with the lad at shoot-
ing with an airgun, at which sport he beat us, and we
never murmured. The game came off as advertised, and
our first night at the lake we slept like tired schoolboys.
This is no narrative of successes with the gun and rod.

The lake is fairly well stocked with bass and trout, and
we trolled quite enthusiastically the first day or two, but
luck being scarce and bacon and eggs plenty we let it go.
I brought my 12-bore breechloader with me, and being
awakened one morning by the bark of a gray squirrel I
was up and in the boat sneaking along the wooded shore
rowing bow-faced with my gun on the seat before me.
Carefully I stole along, peering into ever thicket and
treetop into which the morning sun was now streaming.
I had reached the point above the old cellar, when a
rustling in the bushes attracted my attention. My gun
was ready in an instant. Something red gleamed through
the leaves and I covered it fairly. Again the red showed
Tivid_ to my straining sight, "Pohaw! red squirrel," I
exclaimed, lowering my gun ; then came the quit, quit,
gtwY, of half a dozen startled grouse, the red bJjtch dis-
appeared and a covey of full grown birds dodged into the
woods before I could drop the oars. I had resumed and
pick up my gun again. Of course I was disgusted, and
many a sly laugh was indulged by Theodore, Hank and
Mr. R. at my expense when I truthfully told the tale.
But I did get enough black and gray squirrels for a good
full meal,

<

Saturday the madame came, bringing baskets of pro-
visious and a respite from dish washing; but having got-
ten our hands in we, nothing loth, helped her all we
could, and she enjoyed our excursions as well as we our-
selves.

Hank, Mr. R.'s man, was a character.
,
With muscles

of iron he would drive a boat through the roughest water
at a wonderful speed. He could turn his hand at any-
thing, from helping Mrs. R. about the house to building
an ice house or putting up a lattice that would be a credit

to a master mechanic. He would hunt sassafras bark,
"whisper," as he would call it (yelling like a foghorn),
for the amusement of the young people, and make him-
self so generally useful and agreeable that everybody,
young and old, on Hemlock swore by Hank.
Two meals and a lunch was the order of the day at

"Comfort Cove." Dinner at 2 P.M., then across the
water to the east side and possibly a stroll two miles down
to the "Half-Way House," where a drink of cold sulphur
water from the big spring and a few purchases at the
little depleted store, with the walk back at sundown,
rounded out the day completely.

In.cidents, trivial in themselves, were constantly occur-
ring to break the even tenor of our outing. The great
wooded hill opposite our cottage was green as at mid-
summer when we came, but soon it began changing so
rapidly as to offer a new vista every day. First there ap-
peared blood-red blotches shining through the green,
where the ripened dogwood hung out its flaunting:

banners. Then the soft maples with their subduecl
scarlets, followed by the hickories with their warm yel-

lows, joined the procession, and within a week the whole
mountain was variegated as one of Turner's wildest
canvasses. How we enjoyed sitting in the wide verandah
and drinking in this wonderful array of color. We had
one genuine rainy day, so foggy and misty as to hide the
shore. Chilly and damp, the porch was far from com-
fortable, and we built a cheerful fire in the living room
stove and read and wrote and yawned and longed for the
sunshine, which came again at evening, when the clouds
blew away and a few beams from the setting orb gave sure
promise of a bright to-morrow.
Hank had a boat he built for Mr. R. to carry heavy

loads of material used in the construction of the cottage.
It was a heavy flit-bottomed scow, painted red, with a
pair of sweeps no man but Hank could handle. Theodore
christened this craft The Red Rover, and one day we all

took a trip in her to the head of the lake for a load of saw-
dust. The wind was dead against us going up, but Hank
at the sweeps sent her snoring along, while the crew en-
couraged the lusty oarsman with flattering compliments
touching his great strength and brawny breadth of back.
Arriving at the sawdust bank, we kept the bushel baskets
flying and soon had our craft loaded to the gunwale.
Distributing ourselves in a row along the ridge in the
center, the sail was hoisted and home we sped, making
the mile and a half in the unprecedented time of one hour
and a quarter!

At first it seemed that bird life at Hemlock was very
meager for such beautiful weather, but as we waited our
featlaered friends began to show themselves more plenti-
fully. The harsh discordant screams of the bluejays
smote our ears throughout the day, and once I heard that
"low tender wheedling song," mentioned by Maurice
Thompson in his delightful "By-ways and B'rd notes."
With characteristic wariness they held aloof from our
haunts, alttiough we caught occasional distant glimpses
of their brilliant plumage. Chickadees were constantly
near us varying their usual notes with an occasional p/ie-

he. What an exquisite bit of melody this is! How en-
dearing, how divinely sweet! The avant cotmHer of the ice
king, the little slale-colored snowbirds, were abroad
flaunting their white-in-tail defiantly and with icy sug-
gestiveness in their metallic chirpings. The occasional
drumming of a partridge conveyed to us one of the
manifold secrets of the forest, and we could immagine
the rufl'ed old autocrat performing his mysterious reson-
ant rites on some well-trodden log. The owl serenaded
us regularly with his weird nocturne, and once we saw
His Owlship flitting on noiseless pinions from his perch
on our cellar door. The high-hole helped to enliven the
yellow September sunshine with golden glints, A clatter
and a flash of blue from the halcyon. And once—was I
mistaken?—I thought I heard a belated fragment of
melody from the flute of a hermit thrush.
One day an old sheldrake came wheeling up the lake,

but apparantly not satisfied with the prospects of food
and company, went off again. Of course there was the
usual crow convention among the hemlocks far up the
mountain side, and hawks wheeled in great circles over
all.

Our kitchen door offered great attractions to the chii3-
munks, and they were constantly flirting: with our cook
who used every device to gain their confidence, but just
so far would they come, when at the slightest movement
away they would fly to their safe retreat under the dead
hemlock. Raccoons and black, gray and red squirrels
lent their voices to our nightly and daily concerts, sup-
plemented by the notes of frogs, tree toads and myriads
of insect life.

A faithful hound who, having lost his master, set up a
mournful howl on the other shore, drew us across, and
the old fellow seemed as glad to see us as though we were
in kind with him. We petted him a few moments, fed
him, and down the road he went with a farewell wag of
his tail, and we saw him no more.
And so the days went by, happy, care-free and full of

incident and heaUh. I had saved up my Forest and
Stkeams for several weeks, not even breaking the wrap-
pers, and these, with "Sam Lovel's Camps," "By-ways
and Bird-notes," and a lot of summer literature belong-
ing to the cottage, kept ua busy between times. We fin-

ished up the "Camps of the Kingfishers," laughed at the
lady in the photograph (issue of Sept. 8), who, "Out for
Sport," saw no incongruity in her rubber boots and deli-

cately trimmed hat. Imagine that hat working its gor-
geous way up a trout stream! We had read "Sam Level's
Camps" over and over in the past, but somehow our en-
vironment lent a new charm to those fascinating leaves,
and we laughed.at Samwell, Joseph, Antoine and the rest
as we never laughed before. Theodore ventured on one
of Mayne Reid's stories, "The Rifle Rangers," I believe,
and he solemnly declared next morning that his sleep
had been murdered by visions of Mexican bandittas, trop-
ical scenes, fierce battles, and fair senoritas, which fact 1
considered a great compliment to the powers of delinea-
tion of the late Oapt. Beid,

I

We finished our unad venturous outing at Hemlock
Lake Sept. 36, firm in the belief that we selected just

exactly the right time and the right place. Possibly for-

tune favored us out of the ordinary in the matter of

weather, for it was simply perfect, and the day before we
left we took a dip in the lake, which is very unusual so
late in the season. Now our hope is that another year
we may repeat the outing. H. W. D, L,

CRABBING TIME.
In these crisp October d^ys of warm sunlight and mel-

low winds that sweep the stubble and bare fields, one
must be always astir. From early morning till dusk
hides the meadows all nature is aglow with life; the
meadow larks and yellow-hammers are flocking, and
haunt the buckwheat fields and tangled brier patches;
smaller birds are preparing for their southern pilgrim-
age: Bob White whistles from the orchard hard by
where a ringing axe is felling a dying tree. We must
not idle away hours of golden autumn when all the wav-
ing golden rod and asters seem beckoning us away.
To the creek! To the creek! With oai-s and light

strong net slung over on shoulders we take down the
weedy path through the brown pasture, where the soli-

tary woodchuck sunning on the hillside stops munching
his apple to watch us pass. The old skiff lies high and
dry among the reeds left by the last fall^^n tide. A push
and she's afloat again on the ircoming fl^od, that barely
covers the flats and moves the bending eel-grass. If

we would net the wary crabs silence is needful and the
boat must not rock, lest the widening ripples hide our
prey.
Gently we drift over the shallows, eyeing the bottom

sharply far ahead. There, like a gray shadow fleeing

across the mud, shoots a crab! He buries himself in
yonder clump of seaweed, where just one blue and white
claw protrudes to betray him. Sorike straight and just
in front of him and draw back with a scooping motion.
Splash! You have missed him. No! There he lies in
the net, helplessly kicking and savagely snapping at the
stout cards. The net is overturned and he falls mto the
boat, where he scurries aimlessly about till a fresh vic-

tim jtiins him and the two do battle in foolish rage. The
depth is just right, only a foot of clean green water
beneath, through which one can clearly see every pebble
and shell.

This catching crabs without bait i^ called "jabbing."
Long practice is necessary to insure reliable "jabs,"
though even the beginner bags a goodly number if the
day is good and the tide just right. Joe here is a famous
hand at j abbing. Right and left his net darts, sometimes
two and three come up at once, H-^re and there a "shed-
der," or crab whose shell has been shed, called -oft-shelled,

is captured. These invalids are always accompanied by
a big, hard-shelled prottctor, whose duty is to defend his

charge from the eels and other crabs. Fish of all sorts

find the "shedder" a dainty crea'ure and a morspl that la

always relished. To see two huge "blue-claws," as the
male crabs are called, fighting, is not unusual. Cii cling
around one another, their claws clash together fiercely as
each endeavors to strike the other's back. Often one
loses a claw and scuttles away ignominiously to the sedge,
where he will dwell in seclusion till another member
grows. As the tide I'ises and the depth increasf s it is

harder to "jab," for the net is unwieldy in so much
water: Now one may drift along the barks, catching
many a loiterer clinging to the mud or seeking food on
the edges of the creek.

Flood tide is at its height. The brimming banks are
covered, and we anchor at a spot where an island makes
an eddy in the tide. Bits of meat about three inches
square are fastened to cotton twine and thrown out for

bait. Greedily the hosts attack this new attraction,

sometimes three or four tugging at one line. Gradually
they may be pulled in till und^-r the boat, when raising
them to the top Joe ecoopi them in. Not so much skill

in this, but it catches the crabs in numbers. It is noon,
with a burning sun now above and the glimmering creek
stretching away before us. The plover have ceased their
piping call from the uplands and the bitterns have sought
the shady bogs. Eagerly we get out the lunch basket and
leave the crabs to also enjoy a meal at the lines while we
are busy. While we chat together there comes a tug and
one of our lines breaks and disappears. It must have
been a loggerhead turtle or a very large eel, both of which
swarm in the creek.
With the ebb we drift down stream, "jabbing" as we

go with good results. You will notice that we overtake
most of the crabs as they arc making their way back to

the sea. They are but visitors and come and go with the
tides, except a few which the receding water leaves in
the small inlets or deeper pools. We drag the boat ashore
and count our spoils. Ninety-six of them sprawling,
scrambling and biting, are sent flying into the sack which
Joe holds open. Damp seaweed is dropped in wich them
to keep them fresh, and we plod up ttie hill, sunburned
and tired, but happy as only successful crabbers can be.
Try it yourself; lenve the city for a day, and in any of the
shallow creeks and bays that open into the Hudson or off

any of the New Jersey flats you will find our many legged
friend the crab, A dry boat, a light net, some substan-
tial lunch and some bait make up the outfit. Night will
bring you back to the dusty streets with .springing step
and ruddy cheeks, a bag of fine crab'? and a. firm deter-
mination to go again. H. Prescott Beach.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA,
As a recoKHition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relatioa to sports of the Held aad prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for met-itorious work with the camera. The conditions
under which these prizes will be givei are in brief as here set
forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follow?: Flijsfci^^V Second S3l)

Third S15. Fourth SIO. Six of $5 each.
The competition will be open to amateurs only,'

The subjecis must relate to Fohbst aitd Stukam's: field—game
and flsh (alive or dead>. s'looting and fl?hing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman trav«l by land or water.
There is no restriction as to the time when tlie pictures may

have been or may be mtde—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; tbal is to say, It must not have been
BubDutted in any other 9gaipetltioii, nor ha,V6 been publislte4<
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MR. JEWELL'S FROGS.
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 'ZL — Editor Forest and

Stream: I inclose you accompanying thia letter some
photographs and a description thereof published in the
Hartford Courant, I don't know as it would be of any
special interest to any of your people, but as I have noted
for a good many years in reading your esteemed journal,
that matters of this kind interest a very large portion of
your readers, I have sent it to you that it may be one
more fact in the very many very curious things in
animal life. We may go back to the Proverbs for an
axiom, "The ox knoweth his owner," etc., and it would
almost seem as though the frogs represented in these
photographs had certainly intelligence enough to know
when dinner was ready and to come to the ringing of the
bell. L. B. Jewell.
We reproduce one of the interesting photographs; it

shows thirteen at table. The Courant says:
Pliny Jewell, Esq., of this city, at his beautiful home,

on Farmington avenue, has some of the queerest
"pets" that were ever trained, and those of his friends
who have been privileged to see him feed his bullfrogs
remember the occasion for the rest of their lives. They
tell here and there of what they have seen, and many-
people who hear them laugh at the story as ingenious
fiction. But it is all

true. They cannot ex-
aggerate either the
solemn manner or the
capacious appetites of
these queer and know-
ing frogs, A repre-
sentative of the Cour-
ant recently took in
the whole entertain-
ment and a photog-
rapher snapped instan-
taneous views of the
frogs as they sat about
waiting to be fed.
These pictures are re-

produced herewith
and must carry con-
viction to the most
skeptical.

Back of Mr. Jewell's
house is a small pond,
full of lily pads, grass-

bordered.with a gravel
path about it. Red
goldfish gleam in the
water. Here and there
a turtle's head lies still

on the surface. But
the inhabitants and
rulers of this province
are the dozen or more
bullfrogs that have
lived there for six

years past and whose
whole bearing indi-

cates that they own
the pond and know
they do.

They are simply
monstrous—great, fat,

unwieldy looking crea-
tures, but whoever
thinks them as stupid
as they look makes a
great mistake. They
know what they want
and they get it. Three
times a week, at 5

o'clock in the afternoon, Mr. Jewell feeds them their

favorite article of diet, live mice. Promptly by 5 o'clock

on those afternoons the hungriest are up on the bank
waiting for him to come to his regular seat by the path.
When he rings a bell the rest of them come swimming
along from all parts of the pond and climb up beside the
vanguard; the goldfish that also hear the call come
swarming up to the shore, for they are to be fed, too, and
the black bn'ds and robins, hearing the bell, know it

means crackers for the fish and that if they are prompt
about it they can get their share, and so they come flying

to the pond, too. It is a queer sight—the fish in the
water, the birds in the air, and the frogs in one element
or the other as they prefer.

The frogs cluster around Mr, Jewell and squatted on
tlie grass watch eagerly for him to hold out to them the
stick in which they are so deeply interested. It means a
royal dinner to them. Just to get up their appe-
tites he holds the plain rod two or three times fli'st, and
those who are hungriest jump for it as if it was already
baited. Thus they get into training. Then the tail of a
live mouse is slipped into a crack in the end of the stick,

and held out over the frogs that are drawn up around and
in front of their master. The mouse squeals once or

twice and kicks a little and suddenly up e^oes a frog, his

legs spread out in jumping fashion and his immense
mouth opened to its widest. He closes on the mouse and
by his own weight pulls it off the stick. The moment he
lands from his leap ne jumps madly into the water with
a "dug," and, lying there, spread out on his own stomach,
swallows his meal with every evidence of complete satis-

faction. If the mouse happens to climb out of the frog's

mouth, it swims away in safety. The frog doesn't try to

catch it in the water. Another queer fact is that, while
the frog will jump for a dead mouse as eagerly as for a
live one, he will not eat it. As soon as he gets back into

the water he spits it out. He knows what he wants and
it's that or nothing.
On the day when the Courant had the opportunity to

study this queer entertainment fourteen great bullfrogs

were ranged in front of Mr. Jewell on the shore of the
pond. They climbed up from the water, jumped across

the grass, and with their eyes firmly fixed on him and
his wand, settled in the p^th. "Qrover Cleveland" is the
biggest of the lot and headed the procession. He wears
a full 19in. collar and takes everything he can get. On
this particular afternoon he swallowed three mice and
was evidently mad that the supply gave out so soon. He
wanted more. "Dave Hill" is another big fellow, and he

tries to get Grover's prizes from him when he can, "Tom
Eeed" is another autocrat of the pond. He is the only
Republican in the collection; hut he knows no fear and
gets his full share every time. One of the funniest scenes
is when several frogs jump at once for the same mouse.
They go through the air very much as they do through
the water, with no end of sprawling legs hanging behind
them. They jump in different directions for the same
mouse, and they meet with a dull thud in mid air and
fall to the ground wondering what hit them. Then
some fellow who kept out of the scrimmage steps up and
carries off the mouse while the others are trying to make
out how they missed it.

On this afternoon they exhausted the entire supply of
mice on hand, 25 of them. Mr. Jewell can't raise mice
enough to meet the demand, and has a standing offer of
5 cents apiece for all mice delivered to him. Whether
this tends to rid the city of the vermin or ofl'ers an in-

ducement to breed them is open to argument.
There are only two varieties of frogs in the pond. One

kind are green and the others dark brown or red. One
family was brovight down from New Hampshire, and the
others are members of the old historic and aristocratic
family of Windham frogs imported from the famous
frog pond there. The frogs breed, but do not increase.
So far as known only two young ones have grown up.
The trouble is that young frog is about as appetizing as
live mouse to the big frogs, and they eat up the little

fellows when they reach the suitable size. No one can

dry, particularly in Brunswick county, and the monster rattle-
snakes peculiar to that section have crawled all throusrh the
neighborhood. They have bitten and killed a white woman and
three negroes, and nave also killed scores of horses, mules and
cattle, as well as great numbers of dogs. The snates orawi into
or under houses, and cattle are now kept in pens to protect them.
Many persons, thorouebly frightened, have moved away from the
vicinity of Smlf.h's swamp, near Waocawan. Rattling can be
heard there at all times, and imoiense serpents are killed in the
roads, some over six feet long and three inches thick. Such a
plague of snakes was never before known in this State.

Surely now, with such an excellent fipld for observation,
all vexed questions in this connection will be settled for-
ever. The rattlers will, I am sure, do all in their power to
afford every opportunity for an accurate test as to their
peculiar methods of doing business. Serpent.

IK O'CLOCK TEA AT MR. JEWELL'a FROG PON
From a photograph.

doubt that the frogs love their children, but it is not a
very self-sacrificing afi'ection.

The frogs are very fond of birds, too. One day a spar-
row skimming along the surface of the pond passed close

to the nose of one of the old inhabitants. Quick as a flash

he opened his mouth and jumpedfromthe water, and the
bird disappeared. He had made a swallow of it. This
incident, which is fact (people watched the performance),
recalls the performance of a frog on the lawn at Arms-
mear, Mrs. Colt's home, some years ago. He grabbed and
swallowed a robin that hopped up close to him. Down
the bird went, feathers and all. At Mr. Jewell's some-
times when mice are very scarce, English sparrows are
substituted. The frogs take them unless the birds are
dead and cold. They have no more use for a dead bird
than for a dead mouse.

If any kind-hearted housekeeper thinks feeding of live

mice to the hungry frogs is cruel, let her stop a moment
and reflect on several things. In the first place, she be-

lieves in destx'oying the mice as heartily as the frogs do.

In the second place, her way of doing it is to set a spring
trap that will catch the little fellows by the neck and
choke them slowly to death so that they suffer a long
time. The frog trap works instantaneously and is in the
line of nature. It is no more cruel than the whole pro-

cession of natural events, and, from the point of view of

the frog, is a kindly and welcome provision.

D.

The Linnaeau Society of New York.

Regtjl^vr meetings of the society will be held at 8

P. M., at the American Museum of Natural History,
Eighth avenue and Seventy-seventh street: Oct. 5.—Pajjer

by Mr. Jonathan D wight, Jr., "Some Remarks on Kansas
Birds." Oct. 19,—Paper by Mr, L. S. Foster, "The Spring
Birds of the Vicinity of New York City."

AETHtJK H. Howell, Sec'y.
212 Madisok Stbbet, Brooklyn.

A Snake Plagfue.

Toronto, Sept. 21.— Editor Forest and Stream: I was
greatly interested in the information conveyed by the in-

closed cutting which is taken from the Toronto Mail of

the 2l8t inst., coming, as it did, while attention was still

to some extent taken up with the late "snaky" discus-

sion.

Raleigh, N. C, Sept. 20.—The drought in the southeastern
part Qt the State has caused some of the swamps to become almost

"Game Laws in Brief, ^' United States and Canada,
illustraLed, 25 cents. "Boole of the Qame Laws" {fvM
text), 50 cents.

AN INTERVIEW WITH A PANTHER.
Editor Forest and Strearn:
As panther stories are in order, I will give you an ex-

tract from my diary about an interview that I had with
one in the woods be-
tween Vancouver and
New Westminster,
B, C:

Dec. 19, 1887, with
my 10-bore Greener, I
was taking an outing
in that forest. From
the coast I struck an
old timber trail that
led me to a small clear-
ing, where there was a
deserted house with
weedy garden plot,
surrounded by several
acres of heavy fallen
timber, that lay as it

had fallen, the logs
piled across each other
mall directions. Near
the path and but a
short distance from
the house was a large
cedar stump at least

10ft. high, The tree
had been cut down
from a staging or plat-
form such as are com-
monly used by the
Pacific coast lumber-
men in felling large
timber.
In the house I found

a small ladder, used to
go up to the sleeping
loft—this I used in
mounting to the top of
the stump, which gave
me a good view up and
down the trail and over
the fallen timber. The
day was warm and
everything was quiet
and still, and not a
living thing was in
sight.

I stretched out there
in the sunshine and
amused my self by

making the adjacent woods ring by imitating a pig's

squeal. In a lew minutes I glanced around me and
saw standing on a log not over lOOyds. distant, a sight

that made me wish that I had taken my rifle instead of

my Grreener, for there, partly headed toward me, stood a
panther—or, as they are called in the mountains, a
mountain lion—gazing at me. There was but little of

the majesty of the lion about it, at it stood there, a long,

lank, lithesome, cruel, sneaking looking coward. A
long, slim neck, round head, big eyes, hollow-backed,
with belly hanging within a few inches of the log, high
hipped, a long tail curved downward with the end turned
upward, which was convulsively twitching, the only
sign of life about it. Its color, a dirty tawny yellowish
brown. A big sneak cat.

We watched each other seemingly at least a quar-
ter of an hour, when, without taking its eyes from me,
it slowly reached down one forepaw to the log below
and gradually disappeared from view. After another
half hour's watching and seeing no further signs of it, I

left my perch and started back down the trail. There
was a fringe of thick bushes between the trail and the
fallen timber on the left; and at the right band was the
dense forest. I had not proceeded on my way over
lOOyds. before the panther sneaked out of the bushes into

the path about 75yds, in front of me, and there stopped
side on with head turned toward me, with its slouching
belly nearly touching the ground. It looked as one often

sees a cat look when it steals out from some gateway and
stands looking down the street ready to skulk away to

some other biding place.
With gun in position I started toward it. Sinking its

belly down to the very ground it started across the trail.

I gave it a right and left, the two reports of my gun
nearly blending into one. The smoke hung for a moment
in the heavy atmosphere, hiding all in front of me.
When it lifted no panther was seen or heard.

I reached the hotel at dusk with age renewed from my
outing, and with a good appetite for my dinner. Then
came regrets, "If I had only taken my rifle." Well, if I

had done so, I would have missed some rare sport earlier

in the day, and later on would have killed some big
game that would have prevented me from visiting the oi d
clearing, where I saw the "sneak cat"—the cat that has
no voice, excej)ting a growl and a short spiteful "yik,"
notwithstanding the many reports about their terrific

screams, which are all myths. The sounds are made by
other beasts or owls, 3tanbtead,
HXGHG,*.TE, Vt.

I
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DAYS WITH THE UPLAND PLOVER.
There are birds that have a peculiar attraction for the

lOTer of the field, though he can hardly tell why. Small
as is Wilson's snipe there are few who count a day with
gun as one of the milestones on life's journey who would
willingly dispense with this charming bit of animation.
Yet who can teil why he feels a strange thrill as he nears
the meadow from which he expects this little bird to
spring?
Next to Wilson's snipe no small bird ever had tor me

such an attraction as the upland plover. It seems but
yesterday when its strange, penetrating note first fell

from the summer sky upon my childish ear. So tender,
yet so searching was it, so dilTerent from all the ordinary
sounds of earth, what wonder ttiat I stopped and scanned
the horizon long in vain before discovering far away on
high this happy soul speeding across the dome of blue
more like a messenger^of Jove than a creature of earth?
Never can I forget those days when first old enough to

be trusted with a gun, when the bugloss spread its blue
across the rolling pastures and the air was redolent of
mint, when the leaves of the dewberry were tiirning
from red to brown, and the blue of the vervain was fad-
ing, when the mutterings of thunder were almost over
and silvery clouds hung low along the horizon, when a
softer stillness lingered in the groves and a milder radi-
ance played along the hills. The spots on the breast of
the young robin were beginning to fade into red, hushed
was the bobolink's bubbling joy, and the mellow call
of Bob White came more seldom across the meadow.
From the stubbles the doves were rising with whistling
wing, the highholder was pitching from one wild cherry
tree to another in search of the few cherries that still

were left, and the young meadow lark that sat on the
fence where the white sepals of the clematis were shining
along its climbing stem could no longer be distinguished
from its mother. All these for me in early days were
great game. But I lost almost all interest in them from
the time the soft notes of the upland plover first found
their way to my soul.

In the Western States this bird was a few years ago
very tame. I have driven by it in a wagon while it sat
quite unconcerned upon the fence beside me. So simple
were they in many parts not over twenty years ago that
there was no satisfaction in hunting them.
But in New Jersey as far back as forty years ago it

was a vastly different bird. Almost any one familiar
with the uplands of the greater part of the State would
at that time have taken the contract to get forty quail,
twenty woodcock or a dozen ruffed grouse in a day
rather than a dozen upland plover. Not only were the
birds distributed over an area that made miich tramping
the price of a few good shots, but they seemed to have
an innate knowledge of the range of a'gun almost equal
to that of the sandhill crane of to-day. At long intervals
a sound like that of an angel breathing into a silver flute
struck a strange chord within you, and while you stood
wondering whether it dropped from the sky or came up
from below the horizon's verge, you saw, perhaj)s, a fine
wisp of gray mounting from the grass far out of shot
and aimed away upward, as if bound for the stars. And
just as you thought its prospects good for reaching its

destination there broke upon your ear, louder, clearer,
yet softer than before, that strange ripple of sound that
rivals all the marvels of acoustics, beside which ven-
triloquism is ridiculous and the wonders of whispering
galleries contemptible. So near ,it seemed in its liquid
purity that you clutched the gun' with confident hope,
expecting to see another plover within easy shot, and
just as you concluded that you saw nothing, there came,
more tender yet, even clearer and nearer than before,
another pearly triplet of tone, as if another bu-d had
risen near your feet.

Can it be that so much energy is lodged in that little

plover winding away on high? How can sound so light
be so far reaching, or sound so sweet traverse space
almost like the thunderbolt, with so little loss of power?
So you used to think while again perhaps the sweet-

ness fell more penetrating than before. Yet you might
scan earth and sky without finding other source than the
bit of frail machinery that under the edge of some distant
cloud seemed to need all its energy to maintain its veloc-
ity. Sadly you trudge along to the next field, yet was
there not a feeling that you had been partly repaid for
your trip? I would walk a long way to-day just to see
once more that little film of gray skim the distant sky
and catch again those pearls of sound that only that little
throat can string.

The best shooting I ever had with the upland plover
in the Atlantic States was quite by accident. It was in
the summer school vacation that I'started from the house
one day for a short stroll before dinner. I took my gun
along with only the two loads that were in it, expecting
only to see a lark or a highholder at best. Nearly a mile
from the house I left the road and turned into an old pas-
ture to look for blackberries. I strolled along where the
white and tender blue of the morning glory were twining
above the little clusters of purple flowers of the spirtea,
where the little scarlet petals of the pimpernel were blow-
ing among the gold of the toad-flax and the snowy
involucre of the spurge was lighting up the ground where
the soft blue of the bluets was fading, when suddenly, on
nearing the further side of the field. I heard a triplet of
melodious notes so soft that they seemed to fall through
a mile or more of air.

Though I had not up to that time been able to locate
this bird within a mile or two by its note, I could see
more out of one corner of my eye than now, and a line
of gray flitting just above the top of the corn across the
fence and scarcely thii'ty yards away captured my atten-
tion at once. Quickly I turned the gim upon it, and when
the smoke cleared away there was nothing there but the
corn leaves waving darkly green.
Imagine my surprise on crossing the fence to hear that

sweet call echoed and reechoed as if rebounding from the
dome of heaven and see half a dozen more lines of gray
start from the corn for as many different points of the
compass.

I got off the fence in time to stop the last bird that rose
and would perhaps have done so but for the reflection
that it was my last load and I had no more ammunition
with me. That idea made me doubly anxious to make
the shot tell, and the consequence was that I soon saw
the bird rising above the edge of the emoke and sailing
away skyward. But sorrow was quickly swamped in
glad surprise as I saw one of the first birds that rose set

tling down into the corn some 300yds. away, with two
more wheeling around to follow him. I gauged the sit-

uation at once. Three cornfields joined at this point,
making some sixty or more acres. The birds were prob-
ably bred in the adjoining fields, and though old enough
to be wary and strong of wing had probably never been
disturbed and bad not yet left their native heath. They
had probably gone into the corn to escape the heat, and
as it was about waist high, by stooping low and walking
rapidly down the rows one could get within easy shot of
most of them.
Great was the speed I made across the fields and down

the road to the house for more ammunition. The robin
in the wild cherry tree had no time to get alarmed until
I was past, and where the bloom of golden rod was just
beginning to tinge the white sheets of the wild carrot I

almost ran over the meadow lark before he suspected
there was danger. The scarlet of the catch-fly and the
golden corolla of the potentilla seemed a stream of fire-

works as I passed them yet close behind, overhead and
far in front seemed the mellow notes of the plover that
were hovering over the corn I had left far behmd, and on
I dashed through mullein and milkweed, scattering pur-
ple pokeberries right and left and skipping gaily over
pennyroyal, the lingering|buttercup and the reviving dan-
delions that were yellowing along the ground.
Eeturning with ammunition and out of breath, I went

but a few steps in the corn beyond the place where I had
picked up the bird I had shot, when suddenly a bit of
filmy gray mottled on the top with brown and black ap-
peared among the dark green of the waving corn, accom-
panied by that mysterious call that always raised such
havoc in my young nerves. It brought my gun to my
shoulder so hastily that before I knew what I was about
it went off. Accompanied by two new lines of gray that
rose from the corn a short distance beyond it, the first

gray sped away upward amid a full chorus of strange
melody, while a healthy cornstalk a few hills ahead of
me sank to earth never again to rise.

But I was quick with the gun in those days, often too
quick, but not this time. Though I lost an instant with
mingled surprise and disgust at the result of the last shot
I raised the gun quickly on one of the last birds that
rose. Where is there such another moment as when you
glance along the iron rib of the gun and find you have
raised it at once to the exact spot and do not have to shift
it? As I looked along that gun with hasty glance I saw
the gray clear cut against the distant sky and in exact
line with the rib of the gun and going almost straight
away. In a moment more it vanished in a cloud of
smoke to appear again below it, gyrating to earth in a
soft whirl of white, gray and brown, while its comrades
sped away on high, their notes falling louder and sweeter
as they seemed to fringe the clouds.
As with haste I reloaded that old muzzleloader all was

silent in the corn except the song sparrow trilling his
joyous notes from the fragrant sassafras in the corner of
the fence as if conscious that he were already singing
beyond his time and must hurry to get in a full season's
work, or the goldfinch's tremulous pipe as from patch to
patch of downy thistle he sped in a wavy line of gold and
black. But the gun was quickly loaded, for with every-
thing convenient the muzzleloader was not as slow a tool
as those who never used it are apt to think, and stooping
low and going on a half run down the rows of corn I
started on.

Before I had gone far enough to get out of breath or
excited there was a wild yet. tender ril-liJ-ivil some-
where on land or sea or sky, and I swung the gun half
around the horizon before I discovered two bits of gray
just topping the corn not 25yds. away. What? A double
shot on the upland plover? Such fortune I had not before
dared to dream of and yet here it stared me in the face
with all its paralyzing reality. A double shot on any-
thing was no easy thing for a boy of my age at that time.
We were not then born of flame, nurtured with powder
smoke and tutored by thunder as many are to-day. Am-
munition cost money in those days, and the loading and
especially the cleaning of a gun bore a striking resem-
blance to work. Moreover, we did not see the sublime
importance of making mere machines of ourselves or we
might have been better shots. Yet there the chance for
a double shot stared me in the face with dazzling cer-
tainty. Too often such delightful assurance has tipaet
the repose of soul necessary to utilize such opportunities.
But not this time; for scarcely did the first bird turn up
his white underwear and sink amid the green at the re-
port of the first barrel than, by some mysterious move-
ment so quick that I was unconscious of it, the gun was
turned upon the second careering upward as if bound
for some other sphere and intending to reach it before
dark. Right in line with the two barrels the gray glim-
mered for a second against the distant sky, and as I
pulled the trigger it folded its wings and whirled down-
ward into the coi-n.

He who has never chuckled over euch a shot when a
boy or over more difficult ones in later years has missed
something in this world. And he who has not been so
demoralized by a little too much self-congratulation that
he missed the next easy shot that happened to come too
close upon the heels of the former success, has also
missed something worth living for. I stood there fum-
bling with trembling hands after caps that would keep
in the sub-cellar of my pocket, and that would drop on
the ground after I succeeded in unearthing them, until
beads of perspiration began to run into my eyes. Then
1 Avas foolish enough to go ahead without waiting to
compose my nerves, for a boy always thinks game must
be picked up at once.
Retrieving the fallen birds, I started on again, stooping

low and moving as swiftly down the rows of corn as
possible, and had gone scarcely 100ft. beyond where
the last bird lay when another plover cleared the
corn ahead of me within easy reach. The first barrel
wrecked the hopes of aq aspiring pumpkin on the ground
below it, and where the shot from the second went I
never knew. But the bird climbed the summer breeze
with never a feather marred, and on the wings of his own
bright song was borne well into the zenith by the time I
had reloaded.
There was still plenty of corn field left, and at the rate

the birds had so far been rising there was probably op-
portunity enough to repair my shattered pride, and on I
went. To my surprise, I did not have to go 50yds. down
the row i was in before two more plover rose. They were
a trifle far, but I turned the first one over and ventilated
the corn leaves all around the second one before I knew

anything about the distance, the knowledge of which
came to hand just in time to console me for the miss.
From that time on I did fair shooting, the rest of the hunt
being only a continuation of the first part. I tramped
that corn from end to end and got many a shot within
25yd8. In less than an hour from the time I crossed the
fence I had seventeen plover, all well-grown birds and in
fine condition.
As suddenly as it had begun the shooting stopped.

Here and there across the topmost dome of blue and along
the horizon's furthest rim a dim line of gray was winding
out of sight, while, from no one could tell where, came
that soft searching sound that seemed never so sweet as
when all hope of another shot seemed gone. But not
another bit of gray rose above the corn, and vainly on the
following day did I tramp that corn until it needed re-
hoeing to insure half a crop. The birds had learned the
game and were once again their own wild and wary
selves. T. S. Van Dykk.
San Diego, Cal^

A FLYING TRIP SOUTH FOR A DEER.
I LEFT Neveport Sunday night, Aug. 21, spent the next

day in New York, and leaving Jersey City at 8 P. M. via
Cape Charles route arrived at Avoca, N. C, at 3 P. M.
Tuesday. Found everything in good condition for the
next morning's sport. Tom Webb (the veteran), with his
never-failing old deerhound Buck; S N. Everett, propri-
etor of the Dukinfield House: Tom White and Jas. Todd
(the dead shot of the neighborhood) reported ready for
the early morning start. We crossed Salmona Creek
just above the Avooa homestead, and each sportsman
selected a stand. Sending old Buck a;Ccompanied by two
other deerhounds in, we had waited but a short time
before we heard the familiar note and knew that a trail,

evidently warm, had been struck, warning us that we
might see game at any moment. In less than a half hour
there came bounding through the underbrush a hand-
some young buck, dashing past Tom White. His gun
was heard by all in the hunt, but no blast of horn told
that success had followed; and soon the hounds were
heard to pass his stand. On they came toward Todd's
stand at the edge of the creek. In this immediate local-
ity deer had, pressed by the hounds, ran to Albemarle
Sound, Chowan River or Salmona Creek, according to
the direction of the wind. The buck came dashing
into the water as though untouched, and swam with
apparent ease too far for Todd's No. 1(5 gun. He sprang
into a canoe and pushed to get withingunshot. Sticceed-
ing, he fired. The buck struggled and kept afloat long
enough for Todd to reach him; when the deer was pulled
into the canoe and brought ashore—a handsome young
buck. Upon examination we found that while Todd's
load had entered back of his head, while he was swim-
ming, two of his feet and ankles, front and back on same
side, had been broken by Mr. White, Ic reminded us of
the old story, fifty years old: '-Massashot and the ball
had broke a hindfoot and passed through the ear—same
ball." See how game this little buck ran, wounded as he
was. It reminds one of the great racehorse McWhirter.
Todd sounded his horn and soon the clan gathered,

Webb came, exhibiting his usual nervousness. Notwith-
standing he has been in a hundred hunts he can have a
buck ague every time. One old hunter laughingly said:
"Webb, you can't stick your knife in him, now he is

hung up."
The hunt for the day was over, but arrangements were

made for another hunt next morning over the same
grounds, and after an early breakfast all reported except
Todd and Everett, and by lots we chose stands, Webb go-
ing in the drive with his old pet hound Buck. Webb
started a large doe, after a short hunt, and feeling her
ability to outrun any dog, she played along in front of
the dogs; choosing a run upon which there happened not
to be a sportsman, and instinctively feeling safe with no
one in the drive except Webb. She finally^ran to water,
entered the creek some distance below any of us, and
attempted an old trick they frequently practice, that of
entering the water, and instead of going across the
stream

,
swimming directly up the current several hun-

dred yards, and then coming out on the same side frona
which they had entered.
Old Buck is also up to said tricks. He swam up stream

while the young dog followed along the bank. After
some time the young dog gave note, and soon they are off

again in hot chase. After a short run she started again
for water, and again Tom White was located on the
lucky stand. He heard them comiag, and sqiiatting
down saw the white flag flying through the tall bushes.
Knowing she would cross an open space, he prepared for
the supreme moment, and in an instant crack! went his
gun. The magnificent doe, large and fat, lay before liim.
As usual, he who goes furthest and is most anxious has
l^oorest success. But we most always feel there is a
better day coming.
I enjoyed delicious venison steak for three days, and

left for Newport on Monday last,

I saw several setters and pointers left last spring with
Mr. Everett by Northern gentlemen to be handled until
the coming season. Old Buck and Roanoke are looking
very well. The early birds having a fine crop of partridge
jieas, buckwheat and oats, paired off finely, and are very
Jarge and strong for the season. I heard of some nice
flocks of turkeys, I hope for better individual success in
my next effort.

(Sepf, 29.—I arrived at Avoca Saturday. Natives are
hunting squirrels with great luck, Butterton killed a
buck that dressed 156lbs,, Friday, and my twelve-year-
old son is oft' this morning with dog and gun , and I hope:
may meet with success. Albemarle,

Beer in Rhode Island.

Westerly, R. I., Sept, 26.—A doe weighing 1751b8,.

was killed at Clark's Palls, a village about eight mileS
north of here, Saturday last. Fred Rowse, a lad of seven-
teen, was out hunting coons when the deer juntped out of
the brush some 15yds. from him. He dropped her in her
tracks with a charge of T shot. There is a good deal of
conjecture as to where she came from. As there is a
small band in Massachusetts it is possible she may have
strayed from that section. M. D..

[Several deer were reported In Connecticut last year
and the surmise was that they had escaped from a deer
park. The Massachusetts deer are in Plymouth and
Barnstable counties, a long way from where this one was
killed].
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.']

Chicago, 111., Sept. 30,—How about that fine, Dr.

Thomat^V
Dr. Thomas is a popular pi'eaoher. He makes every-

thing popular he touclies. If left alone he would make
summer dppr shooting a popular pastime. Not left alone

he makes Fokest A^^r^ Stream, for the time at least, very
po^mlar. So far as I can learn the paper never pleased

Western men more than by showing the facts in regard

to this popular Western preacher. Even from the East

comes word in regard to this. From a letter written by
Mr. A. C. Collins, of Haf^^brd, Conn., president of the

Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen for

the Protection of Game and Fish. Hartford county game
and fish warden, president Colt Hammerless (lun Club,

secretarv Hartford Kennel Club, agent of the Connecti-

cut Humane Society, etc., etc., I take the following:

It Dr. Thomas get- his just dues—a good line—he will not then
be talKinK hia absuvfi and illogical vaporinsis regarding the game
laws, neither will he be smocking bis lips with so much gusto.

He might then change bis lone. Those three deer, Villed illegallj'

by the divine, wer-s the property of the State of "Wisconsin.

He bad no more Ipgal Tight to steal them than be had to take

other propert.v belonging to the State, I hope he will be fined

heavily. A "poacher" is a "poacher" regardless of clothes or

position

.

I reckon Dr. Thomas will be fined all right, though
probably he never would have been except for Forest
AND Stream, This week I got a letter from Mr. D, W.
Fernandez, now State game warden of Wisconsin, at

Madison, in which he inquires for the county on which Dr.

Thomas did the killing. Mr. Fernandez, I understand,

also wrote City Warden Bortree about it. I told Mr.

Fernandez that the county did not make any difference,

since I had personal assurance that Dr, Thomas was just

honing to be fined. I sent Mr. Fernandez's letter to Dr.

Thomas and Dr. Thomas's letter to Mr. Fernandez; if

these two gentlemen do"'fc aret together now it isn't my
fault. I give below Dr. Thorn is's last letter, which needs

no further comment, being as regards evidence in defense,

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, as the lawyers

say. The public will file its own objection to it. The
best and easiest thing Dr. Thomas can do now is to take

the advice I kindly gave him in my last letter—pay his

fine and go and sin no more. This giving good advicn

to a preacher is what I call a snap, and I am wiping off

plenty of old scores right here. The letter:

Dear Mr. Hmigh:
. . ,

Though personally not acquainted, we are coming to know each
other by correspondence.

, v, , . .

If you were a preacher, you would probably be aregalistrn
Teli'^ion; and yet you would Had that the formal law of the
churches by erowHi and change of custom has in many things
dropped into disuse. The Methodist church has a positiye law
against "putting on gold and costly apparel," and yet every
preacher who is aWe—Bishop not excepted—carries a gold watch
and chain, and all wear "costly" OToadelotii.

I do not mean by the analogy that the game law is by any means
a dead law. I believe in it and the hunters of Wisconsin respect

It and would he the first to complain of any one who sought to

take advautsge of or to abuse the liberty' of interpretation by
•which they kill for use. Two of my deer I killed when alone—

I

like atill-hnnting—oiie when with a'profeasion.il hunter, and he
said, "Now, tliat is enough, we would. not shoot another if there
were forty in sight."

_ . .

But the "fort> " are never in "sight;" it is a difficult matter to

find a.nd get them in the interminable brush of that country. I

hunted at one time four da.vs and one night with three good hunt-
ers and we did not ger one. It is not this little summer hunting
that is destroying the game, but the wholesale slaughter in sea-

son It hecomes a pride and a boast to see who can kill the most.

That otight to be stopped by limiting the number allowahle for

^^ersonahy I made no secret of what I did, for I live an open
life before my fellow men; nor under the circumstances did I feel

the least condemnation, and said then, and have said since, that I

believe in the purpose of the game law, and if what I did whs a
violation, I would cheerfully pay for it; and if the State of Wis-
consin or the proper officer presents a bill it will require no legal

process to eolle' t it. But the only eflE»ct upon others would prob-
ably be a little more secrecy; the kiUine, what little there is in

summer, would go on ju9t the same. The time to save the deer

is in Novembe'". At that time I have to beat home at my work,
but should gladly be eoverned by a limitation act were I a profes-

sional hunter, wh'cb I never w^a»; but I can shoot pretty well,

ha\nng been raised to the gun when ahoy in Virginia. I killed a
great deal of small game then, and I love the woods yet better

than any place else. I never shot at but tour deer in my life, and
three of'those I got. _ „ „ „
But p:>rdou this long letter. Respectfully, H. V( . Thomas.
No. 535 West Moneoe Strkex, Sept. 33.

DECOYS IN QUESTION.

Many duck shooters of this vicinity have viewed with

alarm the statement in last week's Forest and Stream,
quoting Mr, F. M. Lawrence, of Mayville, Wis., to the

effect that it is against the law to shoot over decoys in

Wisconsin, Among other comments I have the following

letter from Mr. W, C. Thomas, of Sheboygan Falls,

Wis.:

I have read your article on Horieon Marsh in E'orest akb
Stream of Sept. 23, and note your reference to Attorney Law-
rence's statement regarding the use of decoys. I do not know
what they do on the Diana grounds, but the club on the upper
Horieon grounds all use decoys, as also do all hunters at Puck-
away and every other duck grounds in Wisconsin that I ever
heard of. I have the latest Wiscoasin game laws before me and
fail to find any mention therein of decoys. You either misunder-
stood Mr. Lawrence or else he is not posted on that point.

There is no question about the understanding, and no
question about the trouble it has raised. In the compila-

tion of the game and fish laws is&ued by the Wisconsin

Secretary of State I find no reference to such enactment.

Neither "do I find it in the Book of the - Game Laws,
issued by Forest and Stream, in which no error whatever
has ever been detected, and which is therefore the only

accurate record of the game laws published. I know the

Diana Club boys use decoys, and I have used decoys there,

though after this adyice not on the upper club marsh
(where, however, they do not "all use decoys."^ If Mr.

Lawrence can point.out chapter and verse, he will oblige,

and oblige still more if he can't,

PUN WITH the boys.

The game law is having a little fun occasionally with

the South Water street boys. The surprised and grieved

looks on the South AVater street man's face these late

•days is a study. The dealers don't know what to do about

this reckless violation of the etiquette of the past. Pres-

ident Organ and Waiden Borfcree, for instance, found two
tubs of prairie chickens in the hands of Messrs. Ender &
Ender. The firm compromised cheerfully on a fine of

$-e70. This was a sort of double-ender, so to speak, but it

is a poor rule that won't work both ways. The American
Express Co. also notified the above ofiicers that they had
two barri'ls of grouse for Morse Gray and one barrel for

G. R. Shirkly. all from Nebraska. This was unkind of

the company, for the three barrels only brought $71 at

auction, aad might have retailed for much more if the

dealers had bad their way. Mr. S. O. Argraves, of
Compton, III., also sent 10 fox squirrels to Cougle Bros.,
178 South Water street, but again the American Express
Co, fell against the project, and its little card of notifica-

tion brought speedy and proper action. This express
company is doing good, and it deserves thanks. United
action of all the express companies could kill illegal ship-
ping in one year's time. There has been less illegal game
sold in Chicago this fall than at any time for 10 years, al-

though this is the best year for game there has been for

five years. Two years' good work at protection has made
a distinct change. The possibilities of such work no
longer remain problematical, and the practical importance
of such work can no longer be denied.

RECENT SHOOTING.

Messrs. W. R. Linn, O. H. Eoche and Alex. Semple are
back from a chicken trip to Worthington, Minn., and
j-eport very bad luck. I understand this point is near
the Iowa line, and if so it is about 5300 miles below the
best Minnesota shooting this fall.

A friend tells me that this week in St. Paul he met a
man just in from North ;Dakota, who told him that he
killed 173 birds in two days. Of course 122 of these birds

were illegal; lowest fine |10, total $1,820. All 172 illegal

when taken out of the State. The name of the man is

unknown.
Messrs C. S. Burton and Henry Smith,'of this city:

John Egan, of Cincinnati, and Geo. Hunsucker, of St.

Paul, leave tbi^ week for Ten-Mile Lake, Ottertail

county, Minnesota, for a two weeks' trip after chickens
and bass.

The recent party that went up to Horieon marsh had
fair sport. W. L. Shepard bagged 46 ducks in one day,
W. P. Mussey 25 in two days, Geo. Holden 25 in one day,
L, M. Hamline 33 in one day, C. B. Dicks 23 one day
and 28 the next. The club keeper, Yorgey, bagged 4.0 in

one day.
R, A. Turtle returned from Lake Senachwine, Illinois

River country, late this week and reports thousands of

birds there, mostly teal. The flight seems therefore well
south,
Fred Allen, of Monmouth, was in town this week, and

as usual brought me pnother duck call, which I add to

my collection. This would seem a good place to say, in

the words of the country editor, "Call again, Fred."
Big Lou Harrison, of Minneapolis, also came to Chicago

this week to oee about the prospects for sport this fall and
winter. Mr. Cowan, champion of Montana in the trap-

shooting line, is another arrival, and more to the purpose,

one who will locate here and stay. The great magnet of

the West is Chicago.
Mr. Frank Mason, widely known through his long con-

nection with sporting journalism, spends this week in

Chicago, being West on a trip for the May1loioe.i\ an
Eastern horticultural magazine. This is a good time for

Mr. Mason to remember the famous remarks of the young
nreacher, who remarked to his congregation, "The
Providence which made you, my brethren, also made the

tall and spreading oak, and the Lord who made me, made
a daisy." This I just drop in, as being the only thing I

know about horticulture.

LOST labor.

Mr. Geo. Hofmanu, of this city, has, or had, one of

these expectorating dogs with long white hair. It seems
that there is an inexorable fashion in canine ornamenta-
tion which demands that such dogs be decorated with
lion's manes, collars, cuffs, or other landscape eft'ects

trimmed out of the natural hair. Mr, Hofmann did not

want to be behind the times, and so sought to shear his

dog in a truly artisctic manner. The dog resented, and
bit Mr. Hofmann through the hand. Not even this

caused him to relent, and acting on a happy thought, he
chloroformed the dog, tied his legs together, and then

proceeded to execute the most marvelous pattern of dog
fresco that ever was derived. He cut a lane up each side

of the dog's back, put frills around his legs, a ruff about

his neck, a star on one side and an anchor on the other.

The dog being quiet, the artist was not bothered in his

work, and so proceeded with greater liberty of hand and
eye. The reason why most dogs are so badly sheared is

because they are not chloroformed. "This chloroform is

great stuff,'' said Mr. Hofmann, as he finished his work,

and sought to wake up his dog. The latter declined to

wake up, however. In short, he was dead—a highly

ornamented but also highly dead dog. Mr. Hofmann
stands the chaffing of his friends very well. "I don't

mind losing the dog so much," says he, "but what I want
to know is whether the joke is on me or on the dog."

ILLINOIS CHICKENS,

It is practically certain that the wet spring of this year

caused great destruction among the prairie chickens of

this State. This has been the report from sections of the

State where the birds were fairly plentiful last year, and
this I have personally verified" this week by a short trip

into country which should have had some birds this year.

Mr. D. H. Halladayand myself went out north of Amboy,
only some seventy'or seventy-five miles west of Chicago,

in a section where the ground is high, and where the

birds might be expected to have sutt'ered less from floods.

We met warm weather, so warm that the dogs Lady and
Mack had a hard time of it, but in a day's walk which
covered between twenty-five and thirty miles we put up
hardly a covey, and had to content ourselves with long-

shots at old birds. The next day we did better, and found

better country and more birds. On the whole trip we put

up less than sixty birds all told. We bagged twenty-

three, ail fiue great birds, and strong fliers. As sport, we
found this shooting highly enjoyable, though the scanty

total would make it seem dull to many who like to shoot

chickens in August, which I certainly do not. The birds

have not yet taken to the corn altogether, though they

fly to the cornfields when put up, and probably spend

most of the day there when it is warm. Early in the

morning and laie in the evening we found them on the

stubbles, and later met them occasionally on the pastures.

They were wild and wary, and as interesting a game bird

as one could ask. No, 6 and Sdrs. of smokeless was none
too good for them.
In the low grounds leading back to the Kishwaukee

River the chickens were almost entirely drowned out.

south of C. B. & Q., on the high ground, they bred better,

and here we found some young birds, although there was
no gi-ass land for breeding ground. It seemed odd, to be

hunting chickens in this highly cultivated farming

country, where the maple trees, planted by the farmers.

were thicker than a man's body, and one could not go
forty acres without crossing a wire fence. It shows how
the birds hang to their old home, even at the expense of
changing their habits. These birds now breed right up
in the field, barring meadows or grass land. We shot
one bird which had only one leg, the other being taken
ofl 80 smoothly at the joint that not the least trace re-

mained of wound or acar. This was doubtless done by
a mowing machine when the bird was small. This was a
young bird about two-thirds grown, one of the smallest
we got. Ordinarily a young bird will not cackle when it

is put up, but this one cackled like a good fellow as it

.flew.

On this trip we met one of my old chicken dogs, in this
case a half-breed, apparently setter and Newfoundland.
Ponto was a Gothic sort of dog, bigger than any setter,

and of no particular shape, but with as good a nose and
as good a knowledge of chicken hunting as any dog I

ever saw. His master, Geo. Watson, had him broken to

a nicety, and 1 could not help wondering what would be
the eft'ect were this nondescript allowed to compete in a
field trial with the cracks. Ponto had been out every
day for two weeks, but on the morning we saw him he
was still able to do a turn. The first we saw of him was
when he was crossing a field at his mother's heels. All
at once he turned and came to a full point, and later we
found the birds 60yd8. further on. We brougnt up Lady
and Mack to back, and the three made a pretty field pic-
ture, all the more complete that we got the three birds
which rose. Ponto cost $10. He is worth $500.
As usual, there was some sweet with the bitter of our

hard-working hunt. In the evening before we took the
train for home, we walked out a mile or so from the lit-

tle country village where we were stopping, and tried
for a few more birds. We wanted just two dozen and
we had just 18. We could not put up a bird, but just at
sundown my companion, Mr. Halladay, saw a little

bunch of 6 birds, flying in over the corn, and he thought
they went dovm about a half mile beyond us. Taking
their line, we crossed a wide field of corn and struck a
stubble field. This we worked in vain for some time,
separating and beating it carefully. At length, at a dis-

tance I heard Halladay's gun twice, and looking about
saw a bird rise high and wide from him, falling an in-

stant later to his shot. Going over to him, I found that
he had started 6 birds and killed 3 in the thi-ee shots.

We gathered these and took the line of the three other
birds, which had gone across the corn directly on the
line from which we came. Pushing on through the
corn and into a heavy growth of grass, one of these got
up at my feet and I killed it. An instant later both the
others sprung and Halladay killed both of them, though
we found only one in the grass. This was all in a few-

moments, and was the only easy shooting we had. The
birds were mixed old and young birds, and we knew
when we saw them flying in the stubble that the pack-
ing-up days were near at hand.
Given a good breeding season next year, and any

decent observation of the law, and we will have very fair

chicken shooting within 100 to 150 miles of Chicago. The
supply of breeding birds left is ample, and from this on
they can take care of themselves. The public is welcome
to go to Dakota and the Northwest for chicken shooting,

and welcome to the big bags of easy birds. I have had
one little two days' hunt, right in the door yard of

C!hicago, and though it was hard work to get together
anything of a bag, we earned what we got, and had to

walk and shoot tor at. Kill a hundred chickens and you
don't care for one of them, but every bird we got was an
object for admiration, for comment, for careful stroking

of plumage and for words of praise. There is no grander
game bird flies than a full-grown pinnated grouse, and no
prettier spore exists than shooting it in the proper season,

namely, late in the fall. Before the middle of September
chicken shooting does not deserve the name of sport. If

all States opened the season Oct. 1, we should always
have with us a noble bird, worthy of the keen work re-

quired to bag it.

Mr. C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, Iowa, writes, "I can
give you some work on quail and pheasants this fall.

Chicken shooting is fairly good. I have only been out
about three hours, fifteen niiles out of the citv. and bagged
five birds." E. Hough.
IT5 MONiiOE Sthkk'i', Chicago.

Chicago, Sept. M.—Editor Forest and Stream: I read

your Western correspondent's article in your issue of

Sept. 22 in reference to Dr. Thomas's pleasant and en-

joyable vacation, and the statement that the reverend
Doctor intends to "repeat the trip after more deer next
summer." The Doctor attempts to explain the matter
away in his happy easy style, btit the cold facts that he
has violated the game laws of Wisconsin, and intends to

violate them again next summer, and is perfectly willing

to pay the fines so long as he may have all the nice, juicy

venison he wishes, are all that I can see in his explana-

tion.

The Doctor seems to have plenty of money to pay in

fines, and intends to take his pick of the choicest, in_ sea-

son or out; game laws or no game laws, in order to tickle

his palate with the delicacies of the season. The game
laws were never framed to allow the persons who have
the money to pay in fines, to hunt in and out of season,

but to prevent the killing of game during the closed sea-

son, both by the rich and poor.

The Doctor in his capacity seems to have precious

little regard for the laws of man in comparison to the

respect he has for the laws of God. On his line of

reasoning a gambler who can pay his fines or a criminal

who clears himself by serving a term, exonerates him-
self in the eyes of the public. Such an example set by
an eminent divine is twofold more liable to bring forth

bad fruit.

The worst of it all is that the worthy Doctor intends

to repeat the trip again next- summer. We wish he may,
but that meantime he will read the columns of the FOR-
EST AND Stream, if he does not already do so, and if he
does he has woefully missed the teachings, and become
educated as to the ethics of a summer fishing trip in

Wisconsin.
If all who go fishing during the summer want a few

nice fat deer to relieve the monotony of camp cookery
and carried out their wants, of what value would be our

game laws? Leave your guns at home on such occasiouB,

and avoid the temptation, if you cannot withstand it.

The Doctor has erred, and should be ma.de not to err
I again. Old Avalanche.
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A SNIPE HUNT NEAR DENVER.
Denver, Col.—There were four of them, the Artist,

John, John's setter pup Mamie and the Credit Man.
They met at the Union Depot in Danver at 12:45 on—
no matter what day—for the purpose of going with the

Credit Man to the only good bit of snipe ground in this

vicinity. At 1:30 they arrived at the station, and in

twenty minutes were on the grounds ready for the snipe.

John took the pup and went up the hill through
several fields of wheat stubble, looking for a covey of

quail that had been seen there several times during the
close season, while the Artist and the Credit Man started

over the snipe ground. It is a small piece, not exceed-
ing forty acres, the upper end being a bog and gradu-
ally narrowing into a slough, which at the lower end
is about 10ft. wide.

Starting at the narrowest part of the slough the Credit

Man waded across and took the left hand side, with the
Artist on the other. Thev had walked hardly twenty feet

when away went Sir John, and in spite of the Artist's

frantic efforts with both barrels he still kept on, finally

alighting at the upper end. "That'a all right, Artist;

we'll get him later," said the Credit Man. The Artist was
about to reply when scaipe went another right under his

feet, and again the Artist made a double miss. Swinging
across the slough, the Bnij)e gave the Credit Man a right-

quartering shot, and with great activity he "succeeded in

missing with both barrels. On our going up to the upper
end and getting on a piece of wet ground just to the
right of the bog, six jacks got up out of range and circled

over the field, finally coming back with wings set like

teal and lighting within twenty feet of where the mighty
hunters were crouching.
••Now for a double," whispered the Credit Man, ashe and

the Artist rose to their feet. Away went the snipe: bang,
bang, bang, bang, went the guns before the birds were
15yds. away, and of course none were killed. "We are
shooting too soon," said the Artist, "that is the reason we
are not killing." As he spoke, up got another not 30yds.
away. With deliberation he covered him and at about
4oyd8, brought him down. Then in a few minutes he
killed another and the Credit Man also killed one,
although he missed him with the first barrel. Just then
the Farmer (an old partner of the Credit Man in the sheep
business) came down and invited the hunters up to the
house. After resting a half hour John came down from
the bills where he had hunted very diligently but had
not found the quail. Starting over the boggy end of the
snipe ground the Artist got another jack and the Credit
Man missed as usual. At the lower end John's pup
pointed and up jumped a rail right under the dog's nose:
the pup, taking a quick step, caught it. (Is it not strange
that rail should be so far inland and so far from any large
marsh? It is the only one I ever heard of in this part of
the country.) John got down at the lower end near the
fence and put up a single bird, which he killed nicely
with his second barrel.

So it went all the afternoon, getting a bird up every
few minutes, killing some, missing more, until the watch
showed 5 :30 P. M. , when it was time to start for the
station.

A count of the bag gave the following result, the
Artist five. John five, the Credit Man two, the dog one rail.

A pretty good bag for about three hours' shooting within
ten miles of Denver, where small game birds are a rarity.

Better shots would have gotten more game, but it would
have been impossible to have had more sport, and the
three newspaper men (for they are all on the Repiiblican
etafi'j^boarded the train with birds hanging in plain sight,
feeling that they were indeed mighty Iranters.

The quail season here opens Sept. 1.

The Credit Man,

SHOOTING ON T«E ROAD.
It often happens that the traveling man has no time to

spare for shooting except what may be used while waiting
for trains, and this in the West is often half a day, and if

one only had his shooting outfit along, including a dog,
and knew where to go for birds or other game, he might
turn many an hour of tedious waiting into an hour of
wholesome and exhilarating sport. Suitable clothing,
gun, ammunition and decoy ducks, too, if desired, the
traveler can take with him at very little trouble or ex-
pense. Get a strong trunk 30in. long, 18in. wide and I2in.
deep; the main body of the trunk should be divided by
strong board partitions into three equal sized compart-
ments. One of these can be used for shoes and rubber
boots, another for the shooting suit, and the third will
hold all the luieumatic decoys needed. The till of the
trunk should be about 4in. deep, of heavy galvanized
iron. Along one side of it is a full length conipartment,
lined with cloth, for the gun barrels, and a suitably
shaped compartment on the ojiposite side recei ves the gun
stock. Blocks of wood fastened to the trunk lid press on
both stock and barrels when the lid is closed, so they are
held in place without any trouble with buckling straps.
The rest of the till is divided into compartments just the
size to receive a box of twenty-five shells. With this out-
fit at hand the shooter can be ready for the field in less
than five minutes after he unlocks the trunk,

E^'erything is here but the dog, and as no automatic
dog that can be packed in a trunk and taken out, wound
up and set to running, has yet been invented, the traveler
will have to take his charces on finding one where he
finds leisure to shoot. When you find yourself stuck
for half a day in some out of the way place, don't begin
by asking how much game there is in the vicinity, for
jow will get no reliable information. If the landlord
happened to see somebody with a bunch of birds yester-
day he will tell you there's lots of "em. Otherwise he
will say he don't think there's a bird in the county. The
livery man will tell you the grass is full of 'em 'bout
seven miles out, and if you rely on such information it
won't bj long till you concltide nobody ever intentionally
tells the truth about game locations. If you see a good-
lookiijg bird dog on the street ask who owns him, and if
his owner shoots much, and \l the answer is favorable
hunt up the dog's owner, tell him who you are and wliy
you arp there, and want to shoot, and ask him to go with
you. He will probably say he cannot Bp.i.re the time, but
if you will offer to pay him what he would earn if he
did not go he will be glad to shoot, instead of work, aud
will do his best to give you good sport. Ifc will often
turn out that the shooting ia good, and oftener, perhaps, i

poor or indifferent. Even if it is very poor, the exercise
i

and the expectations of shooting something, far better
than to stagnate for half a day in some country town.
South of the fortieth parallel of latitude there are no

doubt .500 railroad stations that have from two or three to a
dozen bevies of quail in walking distance, and in many
of thetn is a village Nimrod who knows just where they
are. If you can get him you can get some of the birds.
If he knows of a pond in the middle of a cornfield where
some mallards keep the shallow water muddy, he will
guide you there. If he has noticed a few duck feathers
floating down the creek he will show you where the wild
grapevines overhang the water and "guess" there must
be some more wood ducks there where he shot two last
week, or if you want ruffed grouse, he knows where the
black haw patch is. He is often a fellow of many good
qualities which a few pleasant words and the prospect of
making a dollar will develop to their fullest extent.
Sometimes his dog will be a real good one, one of the
kind that Brother Hough says it don't hurt to be "run
over with a wagon," and again he will be such a nuisance
that you will wish he had been run over by a wagonwhen
he was a pup, or even now.

I remember one dog that caught six rabbits in less than
half a day. His owner said he was "commonly a power-
ful good quail dog, but this don't seem to be one of his
days for birds." It did not seem to be one of my days for
bird?! either, as only five were bagged, but as the dog was
bent on rabbits we turned it into a rabbit shoot and had
good sport with them. O. H, Hampton.
KOCK Island, 111., Sept. 24.

"GAME LAWS IN BRIEF."
This is in response to many calls for a bripfer, hand-

ier and cheaper- work than our established and suc-
cessful Booh of the Game Laws.
The Brief is "prei^ared by the editor of the Book with

just as much care, and will win a like reputation for
accuracy i.nd reliability.

The difference between the two is just here: The
Book of the Game Liws gives the entire law in the full
texc. The Brief gives in brief the sections which relate to
game and fish seasons, limits of size or number, non-
resident requirements, transportation, etc., and gives
them in brief. A practical guide for the man who is

going shooting or fishing.
For illustration, the Pennsylvania deer law is given

in the two worke:

in the Boole of the Oame Laws.
Elk, Deer, AntPlone.Tenison.—Act of Jane 3, IHrS.—S«c. 1 lis

amended June 37, 1883]. Ba it euactPd, etc.: That no person shall
kill or puTsue of any part of this State any elk or wild deer, save
only from the first day in October in any year to the fifteenth day
of December next following, and no person shall have in bis or
her possession, or offer for sale or transport any elk, wild deer,
antelope, or fresh venison, save only from the first day of October
in any year to the thirtieth day of November next followine'. jsTo
person shall at any time kill any fawn when in its spotted coat,
or have the fresh skin of any such fawn in his or her possession.
No person shall pursue any elk or wild deer with dogs in any part
of tnis State, or snail kill in the water any elk or wild deer or
fawn which has been driven thereto by dogs; any person offend-
ing against any of the provisions of this section shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to a penalty of flfry
dollars for each elk, wild deer or fawn so killed, pursued or
trapped, or fresh elk, wild deer, antelope, fawn skin had in his or
her possession, and may be proceeded against in any county of
the State wherein he may be arrested, having the same in his
possession; and provided also, that any dogs pursuing elk or wild
deer or fawn may be killed by any person, and any constable or
other town ofiicial may kill any dog that habitually pursues elk,
wild deer or fawn, and the owners of such dogs shall be liable to
a penalty of ten dollars for each elk. wild deer or fawn killed by
such dogs; provided also, that the catching of sturgeon ia any of
the waters of this Commonwealth shall not be unlawful.

In the Game Laws in Brief.

Elk, Deer. Anielope, Venison.—Act of June 3, 1878.—Sec. 1. That
no person .shall kill in any part of this State any elk or wild deer
save only from the 1st day of October in any year to the 15th day
of December next following, and no person shall have in posses-
sion, or offer for sale or transport any elk, wild deer, antelop- or
fresh venison, save only from the 1st day of October in any year,
to the 30th day of November next following. No person shall, at
any iime. kill any fawn when in its spotted coat. No person shall
pursue any elk or wild deer with dogs in any part of this State, or
shall kill in the water any elk or wild deer or fawn which has
been driven thereto by dogs.

Was anything in game legislation ever more ridiculous
than that tacking of sturgeon on to the deer law? The
Brief gives the laws with the ridiculousness omitted, the
legal verbiage shorn off, and as a rule with the penalties
omitted—on the theory that the law-abiding man wants
toknow what he may do and when he may do it, not how
he will be punished if he does something "else, or at the
wrong time.
The Brief is published by the Forest and Stream Pub-

lishing Co. The price is 25 cents.

And—something new in game law conapilations—the
JBr/>/ is handsomely illustrated with half-tonea from the
FOEEST AND STREAM—the "Mule r):'er Family," from the
"Boyhood Number," several of the Amateur Photograph
reproductions, one of Mr.W. Townsend's ducking pictures,
and others—more than twenty in all.

Bought for its utility, the Brief will be preserved for
its beauty.

Jottings from Jersey.

HiGHTSTOWN, N. J.—The open season for gray squirrels
has already afforded considerable sport. The frisuy folk
are more abundant than they have been for ten years or
more in this section. I confess to a liking for the pursuit
of this kind of game, in which the man who can emulate
the patience of Job generally comes out ahead. As I have
gained about a hundred-weight of avoirdupois since I sent
you the last item with this title and signature, I find that
I can sit still as long as anybody, B.

Carrier Pigeon No. 55.

BuEKEHAVEN, Sunapee Lake, N. H,, Oct. 1 —Editor
Forest and Stream: While shooting in my woods here
to day I aimed at what I presumed was a "wild pigeon.
It was flying low, aud upon recovering it I found it was
a carrier pigeon with a rubber band on leg numbered So,
Whose bird have I unwittingly killed? G, H, Dana,

Wild Rice.

Me. Charles Gilchrist, of Harwood, Ont., writes us
that after sending the note we referred to the other day.
of the loss of the rice crop, he received some 150 bushels
from a sheltered bay where the storm had not destroyed
it; and he is therefore prepared tp eupply orders to that
extent.

SQUIRREL PIE.
Adrian, Mich.—Two noted sportsmen not far from

this place had long been talking of a squirrel dinner. In
fact, each day as they went to their respective homes to
dinner, they had pictured a fine platter of equirrel, and
imagination had grown so strong, and had increased
their appetites to such an extent, that they could resist
no longer. So they took a day from business and went
in search of game,
B jth said that they never come home without bringing

from 13 to 20 squirrels, told their families of the number
they would bring home for a squirrel pie. and several
neighbors and friends were enjoined not to order meat
the next day, as they never faitfd, and would bring home
plenty for all.

After tramping four long miles they found two very
small squirrels. Then another four miles were tramped.
Occasionally a squirrel was seen and shot at, but only
chattered back saucily, and nothing fell. Finally darkness
came on, and by this time the pangs of huQger were
keenly felt. In imagination both went through a squir-
rel dinner, where fried squirrel were before them in ag-
gravating numbers. Once more thpy quickened their
steps to find a new place where the game danced around
from tree to tree. Both aimed and fired, and fired again,
but as before, nothiog fell. Finally one bird was added
to the game bag.
Darkness had gathered, and they must return. But

how were they to meet their friends without taking them
the promised squirrel? Once more the game bag was
opened to see if the two squirrels within were really not
four: when, lo, the bird, which had been only stunned,
flaw out and into a tree. By this time the home of one
was reached; and the guns and game bag were deposited
on the stoop, while both entered, tired and hungry, for
supper.
During the meal (which was a very silent one on the part

of the two hunters) it was decided that one should have
the two squirrels cooked for his dinner the next day, and
in the presence of their friends should tell how good they
were, and how sorry they were that they had not got
quite enough to go round, but that they would go again
and then the rest should have them. This plan the other
heartily approved; and excusing himself, before his friend
should have time to change his mind, he went out on the
stoop to shoulder his gun and game bag and start for
home. But where was the game? That surely was the
game bag dragged half-way across the lawn, and, yes,
those dark objects were really cats sneaking oft' with the
game.

All friends were seen smoking good cigars the next day
instead of eating squirrel. C.

BIRD NOTES FROM MISSOURI.
Alexandria, Mo,, Sept, 36.—The spring and early

Bummer months in this part of the great West were ex-
ceptionally rainy. Most all lands were kppt wet from
heavy precipitation until the first week in August, and
consequently all kinds of game birds suffered greatly in
trying to raise their broods. But regardless of this climatic
adversity, a large percentage of quail brought out their
new flocks quite early in the season. In the latter days
of July I observed many bunches of young quail which
had almost reached their full size. This, so early in the
summer, is not common in this latitude. Here in the
closing days of September I notice coveys of young quail
which are grown, and although the number of birds per
covey is not large, the flocks appear quite numerous.

Prairie chickens are evidently becoming scarcer and
Fcarcer every year, I have noticed but few old birds
during the season, and have seen no young ones.
The pinnated grouse, following in the trail of other

native game birds, reads its doom in the plowing up of
its broodiner grounds, together Avith the merciless hunters
with their improved and destructive fire arms.
During the summer I have diligently watched for the

appearance of even a solitary pigeon, but my studied
observations have been fruitless. I have no evidence
that any pigeons have returned to any parts of this State.
On Sept. 35, immense flocks of pelicans appeared along

the Mississippi, pursuing their annual migrations south-
ward. One flock I observed was a fourth of a mile in
length, and contained hundreds of these great birds.
The pelicans are the only wild fowl which seem to main-
tain their average numbers.
One bright day of the last week of September, a croud

eagle came sailing from the far north, and went on its

journey to the warmer regions of the south. It was a
young bird, being of a brown color, and was lacking in
tho characteristic whiteness of head and tail.

Few ducks of any species raise their young along these
valley lands of the Des Moines and Misfissippi, for their
natural homes and retreats in the inland ponds and lakes
are being invaded and devoted to the requirements of
civilization.

In view of the growing scarcity of grouse, quail, water-
fowl and game animals, the sportsman wonders how he
is to pursue his cherished amusement in these regions
which a few years since abounded in all kinds of wild
animals and birds.

View the subjpcfc as we may, we are compelled to
acknowledge that the native game birds and animals are
rapidly disappearing, and will in not very remote lime
be extinct^ -jAsipEE Blines,

Game Birds for Massachusetts.
Masschusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion.—Committee on Acclimatization.—Boston, Oct. 1 —
The Committee on Acclimatization of the Massachusetts
Fish and Oame Protective Association report the receipt
of iheir first shipment this season.
This consists of 14 dozen Gambel's partridge (Plumif-

erusgambeli), which an-ived in Boston Sept. 28, and have
been loosed, half in Berkshire ancl half in Bristol county.
Two other lots are expected within the next fortnight

to complete the order of 500 birds.

No oilier shipments are expected until about the first

part of January, when 500 prairie chicken {TympanucJm

s

americanus) and .500 sharp-tailed grouse {Pedtccecetes
phaslanelhis coinnibiamis) will begin to come.

The committee is now ready to receive applications for
birds, and also state that they shall be glad to receive
contributions of money to enlarge the orders for bids al-
ready placed. Henry J. Thayer, Sec'y,

53 State street, Eoom 948,
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NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
Thk meeting of the Executive Committee of the New

York State Association for the Protpction of Fish and
G itnewill be adjourned from Oct. 13 to Nov. 17, to be
heJd on the latter'datejn Syracuse. No business will be
done on Oct. 13,

Small Loads and Quick Primers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Nearly two years ago I wrote a shoTt article which was

printed in your journal, advocating the U5e of small
charges of SchuIiz-> and E. C. powders for quail and
other small gamp, as well as trap Bhooting, I stated then
that in my opinion 2|.irs. of powder was a sufficient

charge for the purposes named, used ia a 12 gauge gun.
TMr 8tat:ement call t d much criticism and some ridicule,

but the present condition of things would indicate that I

was only a little ahead of the times, and not in error

after all. Several of the large cartridge-loading compa-
nies are furnii-hing loads rf 2idrs. Schulize or E, C. pow-
der and 1^"'Z. shot, loaded, too, in shells having the old

style No. 2 primer. That the load is sufficient is evidenced
by their continued popularity and rapidly increasing
sales. For my use, however, I prefer the same load used
in the new "smokeless" shell with the No. 3 primer, now
generally on sile throughout the country, and at a reason-
able price. This shell hand-loaded by myself with 2 Jdrs.

SchuUz^, a cardboard, thi-ee black edge and another
cardboard wad on powder, l^oz. Tatham's chilled shot
N'o. 8, a Squires shot wad on top, well turned down with
a Spangler crimper, gives me better satisfaction at trap
than any combination I ever tried, and I have bepn ex-

perimenting for several years, in fact ever since the nitro

powders were introduced into this country. It is quick,
has no unp]ea=;ant recoil, is cheap, and in every way sat^-

isfactory. The sti'ongest poiat in favor of the new No, 3

primer ia that it gives quick ignition and thorough com-
bustion of the powder, with such a high velocity to the
shot that it is unnecessary to hold ahead of cross- flying

targets. Poor shooting with a slow powder is mainly
caused by errors of judgment in holding, and to be
enabled to "hold on" will improve the average shooter's

score twenty per cent, Jasone,

Prairie Chickens and Ducks.
St. Pato, Sept. 28.—The chicken season is about over

as far as the general public is concerned; still, good
shooting can ba had. Tj say they have been plenty
does not express it. Albert Fischer, president of the St,

Paul Rubber Company, and W. Wilder, of Grand Forks,
N. D. , were in a, party of four that shot near the boundary
line in North Dikota. They report over 300 birds in a
three dajt,' shoot.
Judge Cory of the Municipal Court, William Hanim,

Harry Odbtirn and F A. Kennard with four others went
West on the ''Soo" Line, and killed 539 chickens in a
seven days' shoot. Tbey could have shot double by hard
work early and la'p, but had no use for more.

Dr. Richeson and John Phister, the well-known Seventh
street jeweler, have jast returned from a hunt near Blue
Earth City, in southern Minnesota, and report chickens
Tery scarce in that locality, and no wonder, for if re-

ports are true the natives have been shooting them since
Aug. 1.

Have heard of some good bags of ducks shot near Wil-
mar on the Great Northern R dlway. They are also re-

ported very plenty west of Tintah on the same road. But
what few I have seen were very poor, in fact some of

tbem can't fly yet. My dog in retrieving a winged
chicken near a slough brought back a young duck, and
on being sent out again repeated the performance, and on
looking in the grai=s we saw a dozen or more running
around. They were of all kinds, mallards, bluewing
teal, spoonbills, I saw a few nice teal that came from
Like Jenney near Dassell, Minn., shot Sept. 18. This
fine paPS has been leased for fifteen years by some St.

Paul and Minneapolis parties and a club house erected,
F. A. K.

A Connecticut "Clioker" Fined.

Wednesday of this week will be a day long remem-
bered by Thomas H. Austin, of Suffield, On Monday
Detective Irving D. T >wnsend, bfing in the employ of

the Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen
for the Protection of Game and Fish, of this city, visited

Suffidd in their interest. He caught "Homer" Austin in

the act of set'ing snares, and found one partridge snared
by him in his possession, Mr. Townsend reported the
facts to President A. C, Collins, of the association. On
Wednesday Mr, Collins went to Suffield and arrested
Austin, and brought him before Justice of the Peace
Horace K, Ford, of that town. Justice Ford found Aus-
tin guilty on four counts and fined him i|5 on each count
and costs of prosecution. The coats amounted to about
the same sum as tha fines, and $40 will give him some
respect for the game law. The soaring of partridges is

very expensive and bad business. Lawyer L, W. Austin,
of Suffi Id, defended Austin, and Game Warden A. C,
Collins appeared for the association.

—

Hartford Gourant,
Sept. SO.

Pennsylvania Wild Turkeys.

Sqtjirkels and wild turkeys are reported to be abun-
dant in Che vicinity of Dauphin, Pa. Our informant
states that he saw recently a flock of 31 turkeys, and that
hunters have frequently "brought in from 18 to 20 Equir-

rels after a day's ntint. Six squirnl'i were shot out of a
hickory tree near the town. Mr. Hcfl'mau, the proprietor
of the hotel at Dauphin, is an enthusiastic sportsman,
and has been very successful in his hunting.

The Fish Laws of the United States and Canada, in the

''Game Lam in Brief, ^' So cents. In the ''Book of the

Qam&Laws" {full text:), 50 cents.

ANGLING NOTES.
Salmon Pond in Canada,

I HAVE lately received the report of the Department of
Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada for 1891, which in-
cludes the report of Mr. Samuel Wilmot, superintendent
of fishculture. From this and the reports of the officers
in charge of the hatching stations I learn of the initia-

tion of an experiment in salmon culture which might
with profit be put in practice on the Hudson River, This
was the impounding of parent salmon, from which to
take eggs for artificial hatching, and it was completely
successful. The Carleton Pond is a reservoir for confin- <

ing salmon in the harbor at the city of St. John, New
(

Brunswick, through which the tide ebbs and flows, with
movable gates at the entrance to hold the fish. At high
tide the water covers 6 to 8 acres of surface and at low
water a large hole or basin is left 15ft, deep, with a quar-
ter of an acre of surface. Last year about 300 adult sal-

mon were caught in the nets in the harbor during June
and July and placed in this pond, where they were kept
until Oct. 28. when the stripping began, and was con-
tinued until Nov. 10. During that time 234 femals and
85 males were manipulated, furnishing abotit 1,600,000
eggs. All the eggs were placed on the trays in the
hatchery house in first-class condition after packing and
shipping.
Mr. Chas. McClusky, the officer in charge says: "The

salmon in the pond were in excellent condition, healthy
and smart, and free from disease of any kind that could
be discovered , and they were all liberated apparently in
as good condition as when first taken from the water,
and not a fish was lost during the whole operation," The
eggs were of a higher color than those taken from sal-

mon in fresh water; otherwise there was no observable
differerce, Mr. Wilmot says that doubts were enter-
tained about the healthfulness of the pool for retaining
salmon, because of sewage and other matter running
into it from the surrounding buildings, but happily they
were unfounded. If my memory serves me, Mr, Atkins,
at Bucksport, Me,, has in difl'erent years lost from 25 per
cent, to all of the salmon in his fresh water retaining
ponds from fungus.
Up to this time all the salmon eggs and salmon year-

lings for stocking the Hudson River have come from the
U. S. hatching stations in Maine, and the greatest number
of fry planted in the Hudson in one year was 588,188, in
1889, These fish will be returning from the sea next
year, and with the fish from previous plantings there
should be a larger run of salmon in the Hudson than ever
before. We know that 300 adult fish were captured in

nets (illegally) in the Hudson in 1888, but how many more
no one can tell, or rather no one will tell, and that was
the third year that salmon had returned to the stream as
the result of plantings in the headwater brooks. Only
three plantings could have been heard from at that time,
and they amounted to 890,000 fry. The law against net-
ting salmon makes it impossible to get any returns con-
cerning the salmon from the lower Hudson (Matthew
Kennedy wrote me last summer that he took ten salmon
in his net, at Hudson, and returned them to the water),
but we know that there are plenty of salmon in the river,

although nothing has been done by the State to make the
Hudson a self-sustaining salmon stream. There has been
talk of making a breeding pen some wherebelow Troy,
and taking the eggs from the fish that may be caught in

nets, but thus far it has ended in talk. With every in-

ducement which the Hudson offers to become a first-class

salmon river and a source of wealth and pleasure, the
State after building three flshways is satisfied to do
nothing at all to bring this much desired state of affairs

about. How much longer the U. S. Fish Commission will

continue to furnish salmon eggs to a State that does not
appreciate them I do not know. It is evident from the
experiment in Canada that a salmon pond may be erected
easily, and it ia equally certain that the spawning fish

may be obtained, but will the State take the matter in

hand?
Rangeley Trout.

We do not now hear so much about the big speckled
trout of the Androscoggin Likes as we once did, and per-
hap=( certain jigging operations that were onc3 conducted
at Upper Dam, and upon which Forest and Sieeam
turned a search light that was hotter than the ordinary
electric light, has had something to do with it; but there
are still big trout there and they are caught legitimately,
even if the records do not find their way into the news-
papers, Mr. Wm, D. Cleveland, president of the Houston
(Texas) Cotton Exchange, and Col. A, H. Belo, proprietor
of the Galveston News and Dallas Neivs, have been at

Fred Barker's camp on Mooselucmeguntic Lake for a
month or more, and made excursions to the surrounding
waters for trout and to New Hampshire for deer, all of

which were successful. They have not taken any of the
very large fish, but Mr, Cleveland writes me under date
of Sept. 12, that at Upper Dam the week before some big
trout were taken with the fly. One of 91bs, 2oz,, one of

8-ilbs,, one of 61bs,, and several of 3 and 41b3. each, Col.

Belo and his son caught some tine trout in Richardson
Pond, all taken with the fly, Mr. Cleveland went oitt one
day with a young daughter, and the little lady beat her
dad by catching the biggest trout, one of 2ilbs.

The Late Dr. von Behr.

reminds us of some of your countrymen which we had
the pleasure ©f meeting in Schmoldow."
Only two or three weeks before Dr, von Behr's death

he wrote me of his regret that his advanced age would
prevent his attending our World's Fair, and he looked for-
ward with pleasure to at least hearing of the grand
fishery exhibit at Chicago. A. N, Cheney.

WESTERN PRAIRIE AND EASTERN
STREAMS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Every angler who has taken delight in wading our

trout streams for the past twenty-five or thirty years has
viewed with alarm the steady and uniform diminution of
the water flow.
The subj i^ct has arrested the attention of our Legisla-

ture, particularly as to those streams having their sources
in otir forests and mountains. Forest preserves have been
created and the destruction of forest trees prevented or
checked largely on the ground that the causes are local,
but are they local? Can the preservation of the trees at
the sources of otir streams do more than retard a result
which is inevitable from other and more far-reaching
causes? Is there and has there been any definite relation
between the running down of our streams and the destruc-
tion of the trees at their sources?
Perhaps some facts in regard to the lower Water Shed

of the State of New York may throw some light upon this
subject,-

In this region, commonly called the Catskill range of
mountains, which are from 3,500 to 4,000ft. high, are the
sources of many noted trout streams. These, mountains
which extend perhaps thirty miles from east to west and
twenty north and south, are practically in their primitive
condition,

I have visited these streams for some thirty-five years
and have been a close observer as to their varying con-
dition. Seven noted trout streams, viz.. The Beaverkill,
Neversink, Rondout, Willewemoc, Esopua, Dry Brook
and Millbrook, have their sources in this range, several of
these sources being close together and near the mountain
tops. For miles from the sources of the largest of these
streams the axe has seldom if ever touched a tree, and
the clearings on the lower portions are substantially the
same as they were when I first visited them.
Thirty years ago this region was usually visited in the

months of Miy and June with several northeast storms,
and in every year the lumbermen on the Beaverkill were
in the habit of taking advantage of what they called the
"June fresh," to run their lumber in rafts from Westfield
Flats to Philadelphia.
When the streams were filled by one of these storms

they usually remained too high for fishing for several
days.
About the year 1 859 I spent two weeks upon the Beaver-

kill, during which time I had but one day's fishing on
account of two northeast storms. Thirty years ago I had
the same experience on the Rondout, a northeast storm
raised the stream bank- full, and I had to wait several days
before I could venture to wade it.

These storms were almost invariably followed by
strong westerly winds which continued for two or three
days.

All this has entirely changed, A northeast storm is
seldom know any more, and when it does come the
streams run down almost as rapidly as they rise. Last year
I was on the Rondout when it was filled bank-full by a
steady and heavy rain, which was followed the next
morning by the usual westerly wind. The stream ran
down so rapidly that in the afternoon it was possible to
wade it, and in the afternoon of the next day it was
almost too low for good fishing. The same is equally
true of the Beaverkill; on the second day after a storm it

is usually in good condition and on the third day too low
for good' fishing.

For the purpose of ascertaining whether this running
down of these streams commenced at their sources or at
the poinL where the land on the banks had been cleared,
I went up the Beaverkill four or five years ago, within a
day or two after a heavy storm, for several miles above
the point where a tree had ever been cut, and found the
water down to the drought level,

I have found also by actual comparison that these
mountain streams have of late years run down as rapidly
as the streams which in other places run through lands
which have been cleared and drained from source to
mouth, and if the experience of others coincides with my
own, and I believe that it will, then the destruction of
the trees at the headwaters of our streams is but one, and
a very limited one, of the causes of their gradual drying
up.

I suggest the following theory as accounting in part at
least for the conditions above referred to. Years ago the
lands lying west of us were unbroken, the prairies were
covered with the natural grass, and the swamps and low
lands were undrained. Under those conditions the winds
which largely prevailed from the west were fairly sur-
charged with moisture by reason of the natural evapora-
tion from the soil low lands and swamps, and when these
winds were forced up to the altitude of from 3 000 to
4,000ft., the moisture was condensed into rain and the
mountain tops were saturated with moisture which,
slowly and steadily, through springs and rivulets, kept
up the water supply of the streams.
Now the prairies are no longer covered with grass.

Where trees abounded they have been cut with an un-
sparing hand in the great process of reducing the
land to cultivation, the low lands and swamps have
been drained, and the rain which falls sinks deep
into the cleared land, or is carried oft" immediately
by surface drainage. The air as it blows over is

no longer supplied with moisture from the soil
through natural evaporation, but rather yields what it

can of moisture to the soil to produce an equilibrium, and
when this air blows over the mountains it does not con-
tain sufficient moisture to be condensed into rain, but
rather like a dry sponge sucks up moistture from the soil

to restore it to its normal condition.
If there is any force in the above theory, then it follows

that our trout streams are largely doomed. The preserv-r
ation of the trees at or near their sources will but par-
tially save them.

D:ies not the cutting down of every tree wherever sit-

uated, by which the earth is exposed to the direct rays of
the sun, constitute a unit in the process of the destruc-
tion of the water supply of our streams ? And if go,

Clipped from Letters.

Thompson's panther, in your last, is great, it all hut
moves, and is a worthy study. In action it seems to me
that he outranks Bewrd, who. although he does beau-
tiful work, is not in it with Thompson, who feels what
his pen interprets. This, at all events, is the way in
which his work impresses me, W. TowNSEiSD,

"O, O. S.'e" panthor story is a mighty good one. My
boy teases me to tt 11 it Fis^ain every night, and thinks it

qtiite ••kncciiSthe siuffiog" out of ray oldstock of panthers
Chat I have been in the habit of trotting out for his
amusement till the sawdixst was begiuuing to sift through
the seams, Awahsoosb,

At the General Assembly of the Deutscher Fischerei
Yerein in Berlin to take action upon the death of the
late president, Dr, Friedrich Felix von Behr, the princi-

pal speakers w^tre Prof, Virchow and Dr. Darn burg. At
another time I shall give brief extracts from these ad-
dresses, for they refer most feelingly to Dr, von Bshr'a in-

terest in American fishes, and his attschment to friends
in the United States. I know personally of bis interest
in all that pertains to the welfare of this country, Iq a
recent letter from one of Dr. von Behr's family accom-
panying a photograph of the von Behr mansion at
Schmoldow, the writer saya; "I regret that the picture
does not also show the garden so dear to my father. He

^
had many trees planted in it by his friends so to keep a

i
living Yemembrance of them ; thus an American group
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would not the planting of every tree constitute a unit of
force in the opposite direction ?

If 80, would it not be well for the Forest Commission
to check, as far as may lie in its power, the cutting down
of trees in the cleared lands as well as in our forests, and
to foster a general spirit in favor of planting and preserv-
ing trees everywhere throughout the State"?

J. S. Van Cleef.
I'OUOHKKEPSIB, Sept. 28.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Co-rresponiUnt.']

ChicaGtO, III., Sept. 29.—Mr. Geo. E. Cole, president of
the State Fish League, is back from his three months"
trip to the seashore with bis family, and announces
himself ready to go to work again. President Cole has
called a meeting of the board of directors of the league
for Tuesday, Oct. 4, at Springfield. It is hoped that
this meeting will be attended by all members of the board.
Several hundred dollars have been pledged in this city.

Dr, Bartlett, of the State Fish Commission, is in town
to-day. He reports a very busy season and many con-
victions. He says the Illinois fi^h exhibit at the Word'rs
Fair will be the finest the State has ever attempted and
will bo complete. Few departments of the Fair will be
more interesting to sportsmen than that of Fish and
Fisheries.

THE KEKOSKEE EISH STORY.

I have received permission to tell the Kekoskee fish
story, provided that I do so in a careful and temperate
manner. I do not know how to obey this injunction
better than by giving it in the words of Dr. Clark, of
Mayville, Wis,, from whom we first heard it.

"These events happened before the war," said he.
"They are so singular and improbable that I always hesi-
tate about telling the story. You will probably laugh at
me and not believe me, yet every word of this is true.
"The winter of 1860 was very cold. At that time a vast

lake covered the whole ground where Horicon marsh now
is. This lake was full of fish, and when the ice had
frozen deep over every portion of the lake, these fish
became distressed for air. The Rock River, as you
know, is a lively stream here, and as you have notic^-d, it

has a stretch of swift water just below the great dam at
Kekoskee, This dam existed at the time of the story.
You have looked with your own eyes upon the very spot
where these startling incidents occurred.
"The fish, unable to breathe in the half solid lake,

crowded up the live channel of the Rock River, making
for the hole which the swift water kept open in the ice
below Kekoskee Dam, Most of these fish were bullheads,
and no river of salmon ever equalled this run of bull'
heads. It is six miles from the lake up to Kekoskee Dam.
and the ice on the river was 2ft. thick, yet the whole bed
of the river, 40.vd8. wide, was for six miles so packed
with bullheads that the heavy covering of toixgh ice in
places rolled and tossed like the waves of the sea, so des-
perate was the stiuggle of the horny host beneath it.

"The first arrival of the run of fish at the open hole was
marked by a geyserlike eruption of bullheads, oOft. across
and about 12ft. high, Tbe pressure of the fish behind was
simply enormous. The fish could not get back in the
water, and so slid out on the ice, coveriutc it in every
direction for hundreds of yards to a depth varying from
6 in. to 2ft,

"The air was filled with a strange, low murmuring
sound, which could be heard nearly a mile around. Old
settlers say they have never heard such a sound since.
Dreading some unknown calamity, they hastened to the
spot, and there, as you may suppose, their dread was
turned to joy.
"Before noon of that day every team of the whole

neighborhood was at the dam, hauling bullheads. Tbe
amount of bullheads taken from that spot I hesitate to
state, for fear you will not believe it. You cannot believe
it. I do not ask you to believe it. No one believes it.

They always laugh at us when we tell this story, and
think we have gone crazy. In Wisconsin the term 'Ke-
koskee man' is used to designate one who has a wheel in
his head. No Kekoskee man has been bplipvcd on oath
or admitted to a jury in Wi.scon-in since lh60. This un-
earned reputation has ruined the town.- You see it as it
is, silent, almost deserted, a few empty buiidings standing
as monuments to a town martyred unto ruin by too strict
an adherence to the truth, For every word of this story
is true.

"If you will come with me about a mile out in the
country, I will introduce you to the widow Sneider, now
an old lady. The widow Sueider will tell you that on one
morning she counted 900 (nine hundred) wagon loads of
bullheads on their way from the geyser below the dam.
This was only one morning, and the run lasted for two
weeks. Of course, this number of wagons represented only
a part of those which ])i8Sfd, and this was on only one
road of several leading out into 'he country.
"The bullheads were shoveled into the wagons like

potatoes and the regular price was 35 cents a load, a
nominal sum, to cover the shoveling only, One man
who shoveled there bought him a farm in this vicinity
with the money so earned.
"The bullheads were hauled out into the country

and used largely for manure. There is no richer landm Wisconsin than this has been since IfctiO. AU the
farmers fed the bullheads to their hogs and for two
years after that you couldn't get a decent piece of porkm this part of the State. It was all fishy. The hogs all
took naturally to worms and liver after that, nnd some
of them evinced rudimentary gills behind the ears. Oh
I don't blame you for doubting this. They all do.

'

"There was a ford on the road at this point of the
nver, but the wagons could not get into the water.
After the first eruption of bullheads had subsided planks
were laid across on the living pontoon bridge of fish and
on these the teams crossed.
"Even after the run had subsided very much, dogs and

children were known to run across the open hole on the
bicks of the bullhead?. Still later in the run, after the
fish had thinned out a great deal, a man well knovvn in
this community, Julius Cornell, slipped from the ice
and fell into the hole. He could not get into the water
for the fiih. You smile at this. I do not blame you.We are used to it. No one ever believes this story.

*

"After the bullheads thinned out so you could get a
spear through them, as they lay in a matted layer, it
was discovered that there were layers of bass and pickerel

lower down in the water, and much sport was had with
these later on.
"Of course everybody that winter lived on bullheads

and they were used in many ways. As I have said,
the farmers fed them to their hogs. We had a lazy
sort of expressman here named Bru^h, and he owned
a fall-down old horse, which dated back to the Mexi-
can war and was called Santa Anna. Brush insisted
that he was too poor to buy Santa Anna hay, and so he
fed him bullheads all winter, and that was every-
thing the horse had to eat for four months. Oh, laugh,
if you want to, we're used to it. But I'll take you out
and show you Santa Anna, a good healthy sort of horse
to-day. Brush has moved to Bayfield, but you ask any
citizen of this town if Santa Anna didn't live on bullheads
and if he don't tell you just what I have I'll retract the
whole story. You needn't think for a minute that I'm
talking to you out of my head. These things are all facts
and you can get all the proof you want. You just go out
alone, don't take me along, but just stop any citizen of
Mayville you meet and ask him 'how about the Kekoskee
bullheads. That's all I ask you to do. You just sift this
story and see if you don't find it true."
We did sift the story and we did find it true. That is

the singular thing about the story, and that is why I call
it the most remarkable story I ever heard. The facts
themselves are not beyond the range of imagination, but to
have a whole community rise up and testify to their truth—that proves that imagination had nothing to do with it,

and that the facts ai'e facts pure and simple. Ordinarily
one man tells a fish story. Here two hundred tell it and
tell it just the same. The evidence is legal, convincing,
overwnelming. In the total it makes up the grandest fish
story ever was. I tell it here but it is nothing. No one
man can tell it. It takes a whole town to tell it. To hear
it aright you must go to Mayville, There the whole town
will tell you this story. You dare not, can not, doubt it.

You will believe and you will feel, as we did there, that
the entire chain of circumstances in this case constitutes
the most remarkable incident in the history of a lifetime.
We met Mr. F. M. Lawrence, leading attorney of the

town, and asked him carelessly about this story. Mr.
Lawrence was alone, and not within reach of Dr. Clark.
"Ob, about those Kekoskee bullheads?" said he. "Yes,

that was a great time. Tbe Widow Sneider, out here a
mile on the road, counted 900 wagonloads of bullheads
go by in one morning. A dog could run across the open
hole on the backs of the fish. Julius Cornell fell oft' the
ice and couldn't get into the water for the fish. The
farmers fed bullheads to their hogs, and one fellow here
in town, name of Brush, kept his horse all winter on
bullheads. He had them stacked up out in the yard. The
horse's name is Santa Anna. Want to see him? Come
along with me, and I'll show him to you. A good many
people don't believe this story, but I'll show you the
horse."
We happened across Ed Sauerhering, who owns the drug

store, and dropped a hint that we had heard something
of this story. He was alone, and couldn't see Dr. Clark
or Mi-. Lawrence.
"Oh," said he, "those bullheads? Yes, there was an

awful lot of them. Julius Cornell slipped ofi: the ice and
fell into the hole, but he couldn't get into the water for
the fish. That was in the cold winter of 1860. The
Widow Sneider counted 900 wagonloads of bullheads go
by her house one morning. You see, the farmers fed the
bullheads to their hogs. Old Brush, an expressman here,
kppt his horse, old Santa Anna, all winter on bullheads.
He said he couldn't afford hav, and he had plenty of
bullheads. Do you want to see Santa Anna? He's one of
the features of the town. Come along, and I'll show him
to you."
At the hotel we met the landlord, an old German, and

we said a word or po about the story.
"Oh," said he. "D:se bullhets? My, dot was an offul

dime alretty. Yulius Gornell, he fall der ice off, and he
gouldn't get into der wasser bei der vishes yet, Effery-
body feedff dose bullhets bei der hogs, and I gets me so
tired of bullhets I bin sick of life. Old Prusb, der
egsbressman, be feeds bullhets all vinter bei his horse,
old Sa,nty Anny alretty. Yas, dot Sinty Anny dond eat
noding elses ven der bullhets last. Of you vand to see
old S ^nty Anny you gome along, und I shows him to you.
Der Vitter Schneider, dot lives bei one mile on der road
out, she hat doch nine hundert vagon loats of bullhets on
einz gen morgen gesehen. I shows you old Santy Anny
und der Vitter Schneider. Yae, dere is no doubdt upoud
dose bullhets not py a longvays yet."
That evening we sat in the hotel oifice, a kind of town

meeting ground. One by one, as the different citizens
came in at the door, they were, Avithout previous hint
and without possibility of collusion, asked to stand and
deliver the Kekoskee bullhead story. One by one they
did so, without hesitation, and with absolute unanimity
on the points of Julius Cornell, the Widow Sneider, and
old Santa Ana, as well as on minor details.

'

This is what I claim for the Kekoskee fish story. It is
not a plain lie and it is not unbridled imagination, but
the best pcssible exposition of facts which do not admit
of doubt. The evidence is there, and any man can go
and hear it. If he does, he will doubt no more, but
believe as I do and as I hope all readers of this do. More-
over, I have mysrlf seen the very spot where the hole in
the ice was, I have seen the house of the Widow Sneider,
and I have seen Santa Anna, An etching of the latter
dramatis persona is forwarded herewith,

I should dislike to have this story meet the ridicule
with which I treated it before I had become convinced of
its entire truthfulness, and any doubting allusions to it I
shall treat as nersonal aspersions. If the proof offered
here is not sufficient, there is plenty more in Mayville.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 1.—It seems, bv the issue of Sept.

29, that Mr. Jay Beebe, of Toledo, 'O., has a grayling
pocket located somewhere in Michigan. I question'very
gravely whether he has any right to keep it covered up
that way. but it is very likely that I shall get into it next
season, if his promise holds good till then. There is noth-
ing I should so much enjoy as a trip after grayling. It
begins to be apj)arent why so little mention appears re-
garding the grayling fishing of Michigan. If Mr. Beebe
describes his pccket no more definitely than by saying it
is_40 miles from a railroad tie, I think its whereabouts
will be sufficiently indefinite to bar all guessers. What I

railroad tie does he mean? This is worse than my game
pocket, a great deal.
The 8 cent, No. 25 unbleached linen line, twisted,

boiled in oil, duly reached me via Fokest and Stream

office, and I thank Mr. Beebe for it. I agree with him
that it will hold any bass that ever grew. So will a 4-
cent chalk line, one of which I shall be glad, if he likes,
to buy for him, on the principle that a fair exchange is

no robbery. But you have to catch your bass before you
hold him, and in hait casting you have to get your bait
out before you can catch your bass. I personally know
Mr. Beebe to be a fly-fisher of ability and wide experi-
ence, but does he, or does any benighted citizen so far
east as Ohio—save the mark!—know so much about this
bait-casting business? The line he sends me is fit for
neither fly-casting nor bait-casting, although it could be
used at still-fishing, or in whipping a small bait with a
fly rod. I never troll for bass myself. lam asking for
a strong bait-casting line and am still in the dark in the
search for it. To-day I send Mr, Beebe, via Forest and
Stream, some fragments which I have just broken from
the end of a rotten bait-casting line. This line is raw
silk, as I presume all bait-casting lines must be in order
to secure perfect pliancy and smooth delivery. When
new it was strong, though very small and light. Two
days in the guides made it what it is—a very risky
medium of communication with a healthy bass." Treat-
ment with oil or waterproofing usually stiffens a line so
that it is worthless for casting off the reel. If Mr. Beebe
will wind this raw silk line around his finger he will
find it will lie close down and not kick up. Then if he
will try a bit of his oiled linen line in the same way he
will find that it will lie loosely and will kink and kick
up. It would not be possible to use it for free-reel cast-
ing, I should think, for it is too stiff and sticky. A.s a
bullhead Mne, now, or as a string to tie up cigarette pic-
tures, or a cord to fasten a minnow pail, or maybe hang
up seed-corn with in the winter time, I can see how this
line would be a success, but I must enlist Mr. Beebe in
further search for a line that will follow a frog 30 or
40yds. from the reel, and hold a bass as long as your
arm. Meantime, I wish the winter were over, so we
could go grayling fishing,

broke the recced.
From time to time I have mentioned the remarkable

catches of bass made on the Kankakee River in tbe ten
miles of water near Mak-saw-ba Club, AVe have had no
fishing here to compare with it. I presume over 1,200
bass, averaging say 21bs., have been taken in that water
by the half dozen bass fishermen of the club since July 1.
Last Saturday Mr. L. R. Brown caught 25 bass, and on
the same day Mr. R. B. Organ broke the club record for
the season. Mr. Organ caught 38 small-mouth bass, 1
big-mouth and 1 wall-eyed pike, the latter weighing 61b3.
He also killed 3 ducks and 13 bullfrogs, and moreover did
all this between 11:30 A. M. and 4:45 P. M. He caught
23 small-mouth bass out of one hole. He used live frogs
chiefly, but caught some fish on spoon and quill bait, and
even caught one on a rubber frog. It was his day out.
It may be remembered that about a month ago nearly all
the bass taken here were big-moutbs. Now they are
nearly all small-mouths, and the big-mouths are gone.
This is the history of the bass at this point every fall.
Can any one explain it?

Dr. D. H. Shields, one of the directors of the State Fish
League, informs me of a slight miscarriage of justice in
the following words:
"I am sorry to inform you that we have had some bad

luck. We arrested two netters in the act of fishing, and
yesterday, the gSch, was the day set for trial. We had
no one to prosecute the case, as the prosecuting attorney
failed to get to the trial. Our warden played lawyer and
we got beat, they getting clear on the plea that they were
catching bait."

The season in th's section has been good for bass, fair
for trout, bad for mascallonge. E. Hough.
175 Monroe Sttjeet, Cbicago.

SOME ILLINOIS WATERS.
QuiNCY, 111., Sept. 27,—The shores of Quincy Bay have

been CDvered with hook-and-line fishermen to-day, and
hundreds of good fish have been taken home. The outfit
ia very simple, consisting usually of a cheap cane rod or
a hickory stick with a short line and a single hook baited
with angle worms. With the rods a float is used. Many
anglers have hand lines only.
In company with Dr. Bartlett I counted fully sixty

people engaged in fishing within one-half mile from the
boat house of the Illinois Fish Commission, and every one
of them had a fair string of fish. Nearly all of the
anglers had carp of the scale, mirror and leather varieties
and some carried fine specimens of black bass. It grieves
me to report Inat many bass measuring only 4 or 5in. in
length are caught and kept for the frying-pan. There is
no law at present to prevent this slaughter of the baby
fish; but there is no reasonable doubt that the outrage will
be stopped by legislation next winter. Dr. Bartlett has
informed me that a man boasted of having caught 800
fingerling bass, which he carried home and afterward
threw into his ash heap because too soft to use. Qaiucy
Bay is a wonderful breeding ground for black bass and
furnishes unsurpassed fishing, but it cannot stand such
senseless and uncivilized practices as the above.
Mr. L B, Bartlett has observed a curious habit of the

black ba^s which is probably nob known to some readers
of Forest and Stream. At the head of Quincy Bay
some years ago he saw something bright flash out o'f
water near the shore, which was overhung by bushes.
By expert use of a shotgun he struck two of these objects
while in the air and was much surprised to find them
black bass. The fish had been jumping out of water to
take insects from the bushes.
Tbe carp is well thought of in Quincy Bay and vicinity,

and thousands of pounds of these fish have found their
way into the homes of poor people, to whom the ease
with which the carp can be obtained is a great boon. It
has come to my knowledge also that the Stranahan
Brothers in Cleveland place carp on their bill of fare
alternately with whitefish and their patrons are equally
pleased with the two. T. H. B.

St. Louis Fishing Notes.
Fishing in all the resorts tributary to St. Louis has

been remarkably good during the past month. The ex-
ceedingly high water of the spring had the effect of re-
stocking all the lakes, and the result is better fi'=!hing
than for many years past. The writer was at King's
Lake one day a short time ago and fishing for croppies
was mo8t excellent. Over 500 fish were taken in one day
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within half a mile of the club house, and the indications
are that there will be good sport the balance of the sea-

son. There is also good fishing in the Big and Little

Piney rivers, in the Gasconade, and in the St. Francis,
Black and Current rivers. Just now Spring Lake is coru-

ing in for a good share of attention on account of its most
excellent bass fishing. Mr. Fred Hugunin was up at the
lake last week, and in a day and a half caught 94 black
bass, tbe largest weighing 4+lb3. He caught all his fish

on the ily, and had the best success with the Seth-Green,
peacock and the Stewart liy. Spring Like is reached
from St. Louis by the Jacksonville & Southeastern E. R.,

and round trip tickets are sold to the lake for |t) There
is a hotel known as the Idlewild, kept by Mr. H. N. Cook,
who will treat sportsmen in a proper manner, and boats
and other accommodationB can be had by the angler.

Abeudeisn.

Potomac Notes.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 13.—The Dow Ordek Fish-
ing Club is perhaps one of the smallest clubs in existencp,

having but four members. The club has a small house
near Mount Vernon, fitted with cots and a culinary de-

partment, and is always in readiness for the members
and their friends. Messrs, W, C. Kimpton, E. C. Ford
and H. A, Parker were down last week and had excellent
fishing. Their score was 175 white and yellow perch, 2

black bass and one small croaker. The fish were caught
right off from the Mfc. Vernon dock along the grass tear
the main channel of the river. Small minnows were
used as bait. The river was full of minnows at this point.

The capture of a croaker in the river as far up as Mt.
Vernon is something unlooked for, and the party were
much surprised. Tbe river has been so low that crabs
came up, so, we presume, the croaker thought he would
make a break for the capital of his cauntry.
We inadvertently refprred to Mrs, McCxthran, etc., as

being with the Helmet Club. It should have read Miss
McC. accompanied her brother. Bon.

his fireplace last Christmas, holding his baby grandchild
in his lap. To amuFC the child he set fire to a common
firecracker and held it in his hand till it exploded, when

I

immediately a tremendous explosion followed and the
I
house was filled with smoke and set on fire. The cause

j

of the trouble was a powder flask filled with common
black powder which hung on a nail in a closet at the side

!
of Ihe fireplace. But the mystery is what caused the
explosion. The closet door wa« closed tight and the flask
had a good spring fastening. As black powder will not
explode from concussion a spark from the cracker must
have reached the powder in some way. But how could
ii? Theflisk was" blown to pieces, the closet door torn
from its hinges and a loaded shotgun was blown out into
the room, but singularly enough no one was hurt. C. C.

RushvilijK, Md.

California.

The fame of the cliruate of Califoriiia draws to tlia*' charming
State new friends every year, particularly from sections where
long, severe winters, followed by trying spring season,?, work such
di°aBtrou3 results among the weak and debilitated.
The great imijrovements in passengpr train service, higher

degrees of comfort in the cars, and shorter time required on the
trip, combined with the cheapness of the excursion tickets now
being sold to California and back by the Santa Fe route, m«ke
the iourney agreeable, and one can almost say, economical. Tbe
many delightful resorts now established in California afford
every comfort and luxury desired by the fastidious, and present
unique attrac'-inns.
The Hotel del Coronado at San Diego, the Raymond, at Pasa

dena, the Redondo at Redondo Beach and the hotels at Santa
R^rbara, Monterey, Riverside, Los Angeles and many other
points, have grown as famous as any on the Atlantic Coast—and
a fact that should not be forgotten is that they are resorts all the
year around, altboush the greatest number of people from tbe
Kast are lu California between the months of November aud
May.
Tbe Atchison, Topeka !& Santa ¥6 Railroad is now preparing a

new illustrated book, descriptive of atrip to California over its
lines, which will be mailed free to any Bppli cant who may write
to .John J. Byrne, Asst. Passenger TrafHc Manager, 723 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, III., inclosing iive cents in postage stamps, the
amount reouired to carry tlirouerh the mails.—^du.

Suisquehanna Bass.

Haeeisbttrg, Pa., Sept. 30.—While speeding along the
Pennsylvania road from the West I saw from the car
window a good ly number of boats engaged in fishing for

black bass at Foster's Falls, near Dancannon, Pd,. and at

Hunter's Falls, which is a little further down the river,

A traveling companion whose home is near these grounds
says they are famous for bass, and the fidiing is good at

this time. Stone catfish are preferred for bait, but hel-

gramites, minnows and "crabs" (crawfish) are als) u^ed
effectively. The river at these points is rocky and full of

rapids and eddies, furnishing ideal haunts for black bass.

The fishermen were located very near the rocks, Bjth
the Juniata and the Susquehanna still contain the walls
of fish traps, and all that ii needed to make them com-
plete is a small set net at the narrow end of the triangle.

Djubtless on dark nights many of them are in full opera-

tion. T. H. B.

Montana Notes.

Livingston —A number of rods are going into the
Yellowstone Park. The fishing i? reported fair.

Arlee.—The Jocko River here furnishes good trout fish-

ing and anglers are busy. Chair and whitefish are also

present. Dull-colored flies are much used. Grasshop-
pers are equally good. Nearly all thft flies noticed by
me in use were brown-hackles. Mr. Alex. Dow tells me
that Jocko Like famishes unusually good fishing. Some-
times a single line is rigged with nine hooks and, if left

down a shore time when the trout are biting freely, will

often secure nine trout, or a fish on each hook, at a sin-

gle time. The boys usually take from 50 to GOlbs. of

trout in a day's fishing.

The charr of these waters is the Dolly Varden and it

grows to quite a go d size. The whitefish in schooling

make the characteristic movements in the water and a
whole school of a thousand of these fish will all come to

the surface at once, Bon.

Fishing in the Gunpowder.
Baltimore, Oct. 3.—There has been excellent fishing

in the Gunpowder Eiver this season, and I have taken
great numbero of fine white perch during July, August
and September. The fishing has been best in the grass

that grows on hard bottom near the shore in shallow
water. This is a kind of -triangular rush cilled "three-

square" by the river men. The fish have now gone out of

the grass into deep water near the mouth of the river.

On Friday last two of us caught 133 fine large white
perch and 19 white catfish in a hole called Stewart's

Ddlight. The water there is 37ft. deep, and, of course,

we had to fish with hand lines. Rock have just com-
menced biting. One party last week caught seven, with
shedder crab, E. A. R.

Bass in the Bay of Quinte.

PouGHKEEPSiii, N. Y,, Sept. 38.—I had an excellent

trip of about two weeks, making my headquartei-s at

Trenton in the Bay of Quinte, and had good sport, taking

a large number of bass of from three to four pounds in

weight and handling them with a 7oz. fly- rod. It seems
to me that this ground ought to be better known. From
about Aug, 30 to Oct. 10 or 15, 1 think the Biy of Quinte
is one of the finest fishing grounds in the United States,

and if we were there at the present time our average

catch of bass would be over 3lbs. and would run from ten

or fifteen to twenty-five or thirty a day. As I use a fly-

rod it takes me, of course, a long time to drown the fish,

frequently from twenty miuutes to half an hour, but rny

boatman, who used a steel rod, would hook and draw in

two or three bass while I was drawing in oiie.

J. S. V, C.

Out of the Ordinary.

Me. L, D. Fargo, one of our most successful fly-fisher-

men, was casting for bass in Blue River a few evenings

since, when a large bat took his fly while making the

back cast. The bat fell into the water and when reeled

in had the fly in his mouth. His batship evidently mis-

took the fly for some new-fangled bug, and as it was
going his way concluded to take it in. but found, like

many other people, that he had '* bit off more than he
could chew."

Jfr. C, M, Selby, of this county, was sitting in front of

F I XTU R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 4 to 8.—Eleventh Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society, Danbury. Conn. B. C. Lynes, Sec'y.
Oct. as to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.

Marston. Sec'y.
Nov. 32 to 35,—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
1893.

Jan. 3 to 6,—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. Lyman
W. Clute. Sec'y, Ballston Lake, N. Y.

,)an. ."i.—Gloversville. N. V. E. B. Zimmsr, Sec'v.
E( b. 21 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas

Mortimer, Supt.
.lune 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to lO.-Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Oct. 25.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Cln'o,

at Nanuet, N. Y, Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H. V. .lamie-
snu, Sec'y.
Nov. 7-—International Field Trials Club, third amiual trials, at

Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8,

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—United States Field Trial=, at Elizabethtown, Ky. P.

T. Madisor, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England Ffeld Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry. New Haven, Conn., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Baird. Sec'y.
Nov, 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N, C.

W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G-. Taylor, Sec'v.
Dec. ,5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. CoLOdell,

Sec'y.
Deo. 19.-Iri8h Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N, C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at BakersvlUe, Cal. J. M.
Ki garif, Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss, T, M.

Brumby, Sec'y.

ROCHESTER DOG SHOW.
In view of the limited entry at Rochester, it was, perhaps,

a good move on the part of the committee in deferring the
judging till the second day, Sept. 28. With Ottawa on, the
same week, the majority of exhibitors had a practical oppor-
tunity of showing their attitude in regard to the Rochester
— Hamilton unpleasantness and the result of the Rochester
show this year may be summed up lu one word—picayune.
It the entry list, however, was not large there were some
good dogs there, especially in mastiffs and St. Bernards,
the former breed, probably, showing as much, if not more,
quality in the aggregate than any .show this year, and this

was entirely owing to the exhibit of the Flour City Ken-
nels. It made one regret more than ever that the genial
owner should have determined to disband; bowever, the
decision is irrevocable, I believe, and the illwind should
blow some of the other breeders some good. To return to

the show. I found the dogs benched in the old style in one
end of a miscellaneous sort of a building, half cattle shed
and half stable, a very good building, however, and light,

airy and dry. "Uncle Dick" was superintendaut and he
bad little to do, comparatively, but did that little well. I

believe he had one attendant, and I should, perhaps, include

the old darkie who held tight on to the secretary's ofhce

most of the time—said office being a loose-box. The judges,

Mr. T. S, Beilin, of Albany, who took all daises but grey-

hounds, wolfhotinds, spaniels, beagles, pointers and setters,

which were handled by Mr. -J. Otis Fellows, rendered their

awards in such a manner that there was little, if any,

serious kicking. In one or two cases I thought Mr. Feliovys

was rather severe in withholding prizes for want of merit
It is all very well to draw the line somewhere and I know it

is a difficult matter to guage, but in a show of this sort if

there is to be any leaning let it be on the sida of the dog.

Judging commenced about 10;80 the second day. Other re-

marks on the show will be found in "Dog Chat."
Mastiffs —T. ,5. BeUln, Judge—As stated above, the

gathering in these classes surpassed in quality almost any
show this year, for we all knov? how miserably on the whole
the mastiff classes were supported during the spring shows,
with the single exception of Chicago. Mr. Beilin appreciated
the fact that he was in a strange country and in a strange

breed, for his heart is still true to the "'wires," with the
'smooths" as an alternate, and he was very deliberate. In
challenge class Caution's own daughter was absent, but
Lady Goleus, in very good trim, had little difliculty in over-

coming her kennel mate, Ladv Dorothy, who lacks size and
massiveness to the other, though a bitch brimful of quality

and of good type, She is one of those whose youth gave
promise of a bigger fulfilment. Cardinal Beaufort, a very

short-headed one, fully described in my Chicago report, has
improved behind, but is still not true enough, and is not
filled out enough in body, nor has he that appearance of
strength and massiveness he should have. He won nicely iu
open dogs (2) over Major Zulu, who losses greatly in head
and bone, and is very faulty behind. Then came the bitch
class (8) in the language of the classics—a "corker." After
considerable handling the judge plumped for Miss Cautiou,
and he was right, but Minna Minting is not far behind; the
other gain" in head prop a-ties, bone and size somewhat.
Both are well known; LadyPamelia, he, loses to the others in
bod.y, being somewhat slack in back, good skull and chest;
muzzle could be deeper and squarer to advantage; Linkwoort
Qtieen, res., ears not hung right, front good, but head not as
it should he, body light and tail d la bulldog, and only half
of it. Pansy, vhc, has a nice head, a liitle pinched in muzzle,
good forepart, but droops in quarters too much. Exeter
Dirce is fiddle-faced and gray, and feet tarn out, body best
part. Facts is light-faced and poor in muzzle, fiat skull, but
good body and bone. Topsy II., a sn:p3'-headed one with
pups, finishes the lot

St. Bernards.—T. S. BelUn, Judge—Two good kennels
thought each would have a little qbiet browsing, but the
fencts were down and a few others got in. Open dogs
(3) as a little more stirring, but really there was only
one in it, E H. Moore's Lord Melrose; he has so re-
cently been spoken of I will say no more than that
"Arthur" bad improved him on the circuit: Mrs. A. M.
Hughes's Lord Wilton, sfcotid, loses ever so much to the
winner in general shape and massiveness of head, is not
quite .straight in pasterns and feet, was out of condition
quite a good deal, but still is a dog showing lots of quality
aud true expression, and in propf^r coat will make a much
better showing. Frank Lehr's Major is an almost all white
bodied dog with a fairly good head, small-sized to the others,
but deserved two letters. The bitch class (3) had lots of
quality, but Mrs. Smyth bad the persimmon pickers in Sun-
ray and Florette, two h; ndsnme bitches full of type and
quality, especially Florette. One would think to'look at
them casually that Sunray had the advantage in length, but
the tape says they are about the same, but Sunray beats in
bone, height, depth of b"dy and strength of back, Florette
dipping a bit behind the shoulder. I think Florette shows
the better expression and character in head, botlf are set on
good strong legs. Mrs. A. M. Hughes's Lady Alice, vhc,
despite her good body and legs, lost through her old failing,
lack of head markings and want of depth of muzzle. She
shows her good breeding nevertheless. Lady G-ladwyn, Miss
Anne and Altonette were winning fresh honors at Ottawa.
In smooth dogs we soon .saw that Melrose'.s several lit-

tle picnics had come to an end, for here he would have to
> tistle to keep in front, and he was not in condition to do it
with Scottish Leader put down in capital fettle. The de-
cision was a close question, for both have improved on their
spring form, and especially Leader. The latter is the bigger
dog, though not any stronger built than the other when
Melrose is in shape; here he was thin, having eaten nothing
since the Sunday befiire, and was dead and listless, while
Leader was all fire and energJ^ Leader is more massive in
head, deeper in muzzle and stronger in loin, but not so good
in hindlegs as Melrose, being rather straight in stifles, while
Melrose could not be improvea in his understandings.
Leader has a broader, deeper chest, but when it comes to ex-
pression and general quality the palm must go to Melrose,
Leader's black side face and hi.gh carriage of ears giving
him too keen a look, which probably will be softened by age;
Dud deserved his vhc. K. H. Moore's Miss Alton had no
competition in the bitch class (2); at least, there was another
bitch, but her c. card was a present, as she is a weed.
Newfoundlands and bloodhounds were drawn blank,

though a weak-looking great Dane, B. H. Clark's Ivan, was
wrongly entered in the latter class; got nothing and de-
served it.

Psovois, ./, Otis Felloivs, Judge—B^. W. Huntington's
Argoss and Chas S. Hanks's Lacvonets, really the dogs at
Toronto only typographi'^ally not the same; fought their
battles over again with the result of course in favor of
Argoss, neither dog was looking as he should be; Argoss all
out of coat and Larvonets with a coat every-which-way and
dirty. H. W. Huntington's Princess Irma looking no fatter,
was again placed over Flodeyka who though she shows a
very pretty cjuality and better head, loses to the other in
sturdiness throughout. Now we've got "to let the judge
down lightly," and as we have so many authorities around
all aching to say nothing, I had better just give the bare
result of the special judging. Argoss, greyhound type,
beats Larvonets, a good dog of the "Russian" type. Princess
Irma beats i'lodeyka, both good ones of "Russian" type,
now then Princess Irma beats Argoss for the special. Give
it up.
Deerhounds were drawn blank.
Greyhounds, J. Otis Fellows, Judge.—A poor collection.

Challenge class was blank, open dogs had three entries and
one absentee. Mr. Horatio Nelson's Baritone won; he is not
true in front, feet turn out a little, not deep enough in loin,

better spring of ribs than tne others and nicely let down in
stifles. Dover, second, same owner, is heavy in shoulders,
good bone, is light eyed and wants more rib; barring his
bead which is coarse, snipy and a bit dished, I liked Wood-
haven Kennels' Nubian Prince, vhc, a son of O.dstone, for
the place, better formation of body and legs, if he is a bit
coarse all around. In bitches (3), the winner was Horatio
Nelson's Miss Dollar, not straight in front and falls away
behind, and wa.sinsoft condition. Lady Laville had the
best outline, shows lots of quality throughout, needs more
springof ribs and betterchest. Woodhaven Kennels' Spider,
vhc, is a fairly well made bitch, too long cast, and all

wrong in feet, one hind foot broken and the forefeet big
open and flat; loaded in shoulder, broad in skull, long tail

but beats all the others in quarters, head and neck.
Foxhounds—.J. Otis Fellvivs, Judge.— Ouij two very poor

ones put in an appearance, when I expected to see (]uite a
pack so near the Gene.ssee country. The winner, H. T.
Thurber's Elite, is a long ca.st black and tan', feet turn out,
long waisted, but better head, shoulders and legs than the
other, William Faby's Fannie, one of the long-eared, small
sort, all jumped up in quarters and looks a.s if she was so
tied in limbs that she could not gallop a field.

Pointees—J. Otit: FeUows, .Judge.— Challenge heavy-
weights drawn blank and the only open dog entry marked
absent. In bitches, L. W. Clute's Vest.^. C. was the winner,
just a fair bitcb. No challenge entries in light-weights. In
open dogs, however, there were three. .John R. Fanning's
Staunch Bob, heavy and coarse in head, same in shoulders,
was the winner, good straight forelegs, nice body and a good
mover; second went to Wm. Faby's Bob, Jr., slack in back,
feet bad and turn out, stary eye and ears too high on, a
poor one; C. C. M. Hunt's Grouse I thoucht might have been
second, though he is a better held dog than he is on the
bench, he is wide in skull, not sti-aigbt m front but capital
body, not good behind, hocks look weak and are capped.
The only bitch entered kept away from the excitement.
English Settees—J^. Otis Fellows, Judge.—All the classes

in this breed were marked—no entry—till the bitch class was
reached, when H. C. Hauser's Genessee Bell was brought
forward. Here is where our "Uncle" should have exercised
that benevolence we know he is imbutd with. This bitch,
barring a snipy, weak head aud lack of coat, ju,st off pup-
pies, is a capitally made one, good body, legs, teet and ac-

tion, was given vhc. when first would have done just as well;
next day the judge had another look and wewere instructed
to mark it second.
lEiSH Settees—.J. OtUs Felloivs, Judge.—Setter classes

were redeemed from nothingness by the presence of Seminolg
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Kennels' crack team -witli old Tim and Laura B. each in a
challenge class, and well they looked, too. Open dogs (3),

Seminole Kennels' Montank Jr. had no difficulty in ac-
countine for Don H., heating in bead, front and body.
Pride of Patsey was entered but he had his hands full of
trouble with Kil'dare Glenmore up in the far JSfortb, and dur-
ing tbe judging a wire was received from Ben Lewis giving
the result in Pride's favor. Claremont Heather was alone
in bitches: she has be<=n recentlv described.
Gordon Setters—J". OHs Fellows. Judge.—In challenge

classes Mr. Blossom's Heather York and Pioniont each took
a, blue ribbon under "our only German's" pilotage, who
seems, sad to relate, to be forsaking the legitimate in search
of the "beautifi;l." He also put Mr Blossom's Comus in
front, in the open dos class, beating Resmont, Jr., in shape
of head, the latter being too short in face, but better tan
than the winner, who bas not enough of it on muzzle, Rex-
mont is also wavy-coated, but stands on good legs, all round
the better one won. John Panckner's Rochester Bess was
the only bitch, and here Mr. Fellows, I thought, was again
a little'over anxious not to be too generous. This bitch has
quite a nice body, head a little heavy in skull, but of good
ontliDe, tan a trifle ligbt, anorl legs and an excellent mover:
with no competition desprved first easily.

Spaniels—J'. Ofis- Fellows, Judge.—With the Spaniel
Club's Al classifi cation the entry should have been better,
and a spaniel man judging, too. Challenge fields, no go.
Ooen black does, E. A. Wilson's Brantford Mohawk alone,
well known. Next class was challenge cocker dogs, and
here Geo. Bell fared better with his second string than he
di'i further North with his company o£ stars. King of
Obos and Amazement were alone, each in their challenge
class, then bis Obadiah, that won fame when he sired Fas-
cination, won. unchallenged, in the open dog class. Another
skip and G. W. Poster's Busy F. is found in the any other
color bitches, and here Mr. Fellosvs's eyes fairly gleamed,
and a long pent-up ab-h-h! went out like a Inst chord, for
Busy was" one fashioned after those of his own heart—

a

worker but a pretty one, too, a little plain in head, but a
'capitally made ijitch and excellent mover. This finished tbe
sp-iniels"—just fiv^ of them.
C0LLIE.S—T. S. Belli n, Jndge.—Not very difficult classes,

one in each. Seminole Keuaels' Roslyn Dandy and cham-
pion Metchley Surprise for the cballenge winners and same
owners' CtuTsolite alone in open dogs, with Crissey, from
the same kennels, the winners of the bitch class, their
Bertha II. being absent. All the collies were from Seminole
Kennels and have all been seen on the benches. D.achshunds
did not fill.

Beagles -.J Otis FcUoios, Judge— It did not take long
to do them, for it was just a walking in and out for the one
entry in each class, and the division was a liberal one.
Challenge class had Rockland Eeuupls' The Rambler, look-
ing in good shape. In open dogs Rockland Kennels' Jack
Rowett was also alon*'; he gets his stern upabic and muzzle
is long, otherwise a nice stamp. Same owners' Weenannon
showed a little temporary lameness, but took his blue rib
bon without cunipptition. 1 spoke of her at Kingston; she
has a fair front, is faulty in eye and brow. Rockland Ken-
nels' Duce, Jr., was ttiought only good enough for second,
first withheld, in dogs under loin

; he is pinched in muzzle,
weak in pasterns, nice body, but a poor shower, and allow-
ance should have been made. DiamondKrueger, entered in
the bitch class, was absent.
Tbe bulldog benches were found empty.
BiTLL-TERRiEiiS.—T. S. BcMIn, Judge—The quality of the

few entries on hand was quice appreciated, and we were
surprised to see John Morehead, Jr. 's Streatham Monarch
tur 1 up in the challenge class. He has got down to himself
again, and was looking better than two or three weeks since,
la open dogs (1), W. J. Higginson's Victor Bendigo, second,
was rather hardly dealt with, considering the stamp of bull-
terriers we generally see at small shows. This is a well-bred
dog, heavy in chest and shoulders, I'll admit, feet turn out
too, but his head is not a poor one and his ears are Al; he
.shows lots of quality and should have had tbe blue ribbon,
there being no other in the class. In bitches (2) we were in-

troduced to quite a smart terrier, a Bendigo bitch; good
head, excellent front, straight as a string, good quarters and
tail, but a trifle slack behiad the shoulders; feec could be a
bit closer and eye smaller and darker, and she would be a

first-ranke'-. Nellie Harper, vhc, same owner, is some dis-
tance behind: too much stop, not straight enough in front
and too heavy in shoulders, big eye and cheeky; still all

white.
Fox Terriers—T. S. Bellin, Judge.—^v. Bellin gave a

sigh of relief when these came in ana one could see at once
that he had struck his own street. No challenge entries.
In open dogs (?.) the old battle was fought over again be-
tween Mr. Rat^hbone's Punster and Mr. Banks's RatMer,
and this time tbe Albany dog .scored, cleaner in shoulders
and a little more the terrier, so the judge thougbt. In
bitches (3) first went to Mr. Kathbone's Moonray, who beats

Hucker's Yorktovva Pussy in head, body and front. In
the novice class (8) the same two cande out again. Wire
hairs saw some fairly good ones, nothing to boast about
though. In dogs (3) C. L, A. Whitney'.'^. .Tack Prompter
won nicely over Cnestnut Hill Kennels' Suffolk Trimmer,
beating in terrier character of head, expression and coat,
carries his ears better and is a better mover. Trimmer
excels the other in front, legs and chest, and wa.s filled ou'
better in body than in early part of the montli. In bitche.*

(2) H. W. Smith's Sister Trick and Cdestnut Hill Kennels'
Suffolk Tease were placed as named. Tease loses in head-
shorter— coat and carriage of ears to the winner. Jack
Prompter, Sister Trick and Suffolk Trimmer furuished the

,

winners in the novice cla.ss Jack Prompter won the
special in dog division and Sister Trick that for best bitch.
Black and i;an terriers were non eftt, and Irish terriers

might as well have been, the only entry being a weedy,
smutty-colored one: prizes withheld. Scotch terriers.—Tbe
only entry was W. S. Bemis's Gullnie, a bad 'un, snipy-muz-
zled and light throughout; the judge gave her a c. card.
Dandies no go. Skye terriers.—J. J. Hooly 's Nellie, the only
entry, had a fair coat, and that was all she had torecommend
her. Dot, Henry Dodd's Yorkshire, was one of the old sort,

and when I say the little tan she had was at the right end,
she has praise enough; she was given he. Of course there
were no Clyde^dalps; they were in the other field.

Pugs— r. S, Bellin. Judf/c—Something better here, with
Seminole Kennt Is' Bousorln the challenge class. He beats
Jacob Brombach's Bradford Rowdy ail to pieces; better head,
body and front. The dog entry was absent. In bitches
Seminole Kennels' Midget was far too much for -J. Brom-
bach's Frisk, he; better in color, muzzle, bidy and tail.

Toy Spaniels, J. Otis Fellows, Judge.—Jacob Brombach's
Duke of Wellington, first, was the only representative of
the King Charles, his coat is rather curly but he has a fairly
good head, nice rich t/:m and lots of co^t. The same owner's,
Golden Rod was the only Italian greyhound there, and she
is a bit large and coarse, out at elbow and too .scooped out
before the eye; she was awarded tbe blue ribon. Boston
Model was the last to appear and she is George Thomas's
whippet; she stands the racket Wcll. H. W. LACT.

0ar Irish setter men can scarcely be accused of "mug
hunting." At Ottawa thpre were six Irish challenge entries
a,nd five of them froai the Oak Grove Kennel. Without any
injustice to any one the class might have been divided by
sex. Tbe priae was ij5. In the Gordons, with two entries in
the challenge class, Leo B. and Duchess of Waverly were
placed Equal first, but Leo B. got the special. The atmos-
phere is exceptionaUy frigid when "Ben" falls bshind.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.
[Special.^

Owners did not patronize the Ottawa dog show so liber-
ally as last year and as a result the entries tell far shni-t of
the number that could have been taken. There were 193
entries with about 1.5 absentees and double entries. Taken
as a whole the quality was good, but the, judging was the
worst I have ever seen. .Mr. Corbett's debut as a judge was
promising, hut the other aspirant for judicial honors, Mr.
Curtis of Simcoe, who judged spaniels, showed that a man
may own and breed dogs for a number of years and still
know very little about them. He spent twenty-three
minutes over two Clumber spaniels, Que.ster and Darby,
and then told me that, while he knew the former was the
better dog, he thought he was going to be blind and would
put him back on this account. He gave the crack dog Fas-
cination nothing in challenge cockers. It was universally

Fox-Terriers at Rochester. "Which Wins ?

agreed that Mr. Curtis was not a success as a judge of

spaniels. Dr. Wesley Mills, who was down to judge all

breeds outside of pointers, setters and spaniels, spent twc
days and a half in awarding prizes to 10.3 dogs.
At J-2:50 P. M. on the third day the handlers decided thai

they did not care to wait in the ring any longer, and benched
their dogs, so some specials were not awarded. The dis
satisfaction was general over his decisions, and several new
precedents were established. Although advertised to judgt
Great Danes, Dr. Mills entered bis bitch Minerva's Fawn in
the challenge class. This class he got Mr. Corbett, the
pointer and setter judge, to pass upon. Fawn received the
blue, whereon her uwner resumed his place and judged th(
other classes for Danes. In black and tan bitches the Doctoj
awarded Eigiish Lady first, but about an hour afterward,
some one in the meantime having informed him that tht
"Lady" was deficient in "ivories," he ordered the class out tr

rejudged. The handlers properly refused on the ground
that a judge's decision is final except in cases of fraud or
misrepresentation; that there had been neither of these, and
the award, being entered in the judge's book, the decision
was final. The committee met and ordered the dogs out,

iCDUfcs A't' ItOOIlESTEK.

r. S. Bellin. J. Otis FELLOWs;("triiole.'Dick").

but the handlers still refused, and so the matter rests. Mr.
Corbett, who judged pointers and .setters, did well.
Troublesome, Mr. Bell's new cocker hitch, was protested

for being under weight. She weighed l%%\.bs,. The protest
was .sustained, but Mr. Wilkie. of Toronto, entered a pro-
test in Mr. Bell's name to tbe C. K. C, on tbe ground that
no limit of weight was given in tbe premium list, nor was
any mention made of the American Spaniel Club standard
in the rules. Tbe members of the C. K. C. executive met,
but no decision was arrived at, so the matter will go before
the full executive, and in the mean time the award stands,
Troublesome first

Tbe show was well managed, and until the third and
foiu'th days, when more disinfectant could have been used
with advantage, it was perfectly sweet. Clean it was all

the time, attendants civil, food good, Mr. Geddes, the super-
intendent, received little or no assistance from his commit-
tee, and to him all the credit is due. Tbe representatives of
the press were forced to buy catalogues for the use of their
papers in setting up the prize list. This was not the fault
of the committee, the catalogues being published as a ven-
ture by Mr. P. G. Keyes.
Among the visitors noticed were Mr A. D. Stewart, Ham-

ilton: Messrs. A. A. MacDonald, H. P. Thomi3son and A.
W. Wilkie, of Toronto; R. E. Elmer, King.ston; Dr. T. W.
Mills, Montreal, and Messrs. W, H. Middleton, J. Woifred
Wiirtele, L. N Bate, F. P. Robson, Dr. Hurdman, C. K.
Living, Dr. S. S. Davidson, of Ottawa, and many others.
Messrs. Ben and Joe Lewis, George Thomas, E. Booth, C. E.
Fenton and J. J. Spracklin. were all here with their strings.

There were several sales made, the most important of which
was Ben Lewis's purchase of Mr. Geddes's good young
crcker Donovan, the winner of several prizes in the best
company, at a stiff price.

Pointers— C. H. Corhctt, Judge.—The competitors were
all at Kingston. Devon Nell was alone in the challenge
class. Rock II. and Donovan were the competitors in toe
open class. Donovan is a poor specimen, with a bad head
and a body to match. Rock II. is rather cheeky, very square
at back of skull, heavy and coarse in head, very straight
behind, coarse in tail and with foxhound rather than pointer
character. He is a very strongly made dog, with lots of
bone and muscle, and good legs and feet, but is withal a
poor dog as a pointer. In the open bitch class the compet-
itors were placed in this order, Ghaira, Lord Graphic's Juno
and Frivolity, which is correct. All have been referred to
before.
English Settees— 0. H. Corbett, JucZ(7c.— Edgemark,

alone in tbe challenge cla.ss, won. He does not improve in
bead, which lacks refinemen'. Sultan, now well known,
won w 11 in the open class for dogs. Ben Hur was second
and Tony Gladstone, third, rather coarse in head, was placed
over Kent's Rex, better. in head, but out of condition.
Locksley II. got he. He is very coarse in head. In the bitch
class Annie, good in bone, poor in head, long coupled, in
poor condition, and knuckling over when walking, was
olaced over Forest Louise, light in bone and open in feet,
but otherwise a nice bitch. This award might have been
reversed.
Irish Setters-G. H. Cnrhett, Judge.—These made tbe

bpst showing yet seen at Ottawa; in fact, were a show in
themselvfs. With the exception of two local dogs, thei-e
was not a poor one in tbe classe.?. Tbe Oik Grove Kennels
furnished five challenge doas, and these, with Elfreda, mad^
a grand lot. The judge selected Duke Elcbo for first place,
but it might better have fallen to Noma or Kitdare, for
Duke Elcbo has become coarse in skull. The open class for
dogs furnished two good ones in Pride of Patsey and Kildare
Glenmore. Pride of Patsey won well. He is light in color,
might be better sprung in ribs and carries his tail very high;
but in all other respects he is such an one as is rarely met.
His rival loses to him in bead, depth of chest, outline, etc.

Elfrin. reserve, and Elfrus, vhc, are still young and unde-
veloped. Bismark in open dots and Mona among the
bitches are very poor ones. Rose Sarsfield. first in bitches,'
wins well from Irene. She is beautiful in head and good
generally, though rather straight behind and light in color.

Irene loses in head, coat, outline and general quality. Pride
of Patsey was given the special for the best of the breed. To
place bira over all the challenge dogs and bitches was a bold
step, and only warranted after careful comparison.
Gordon Setters—C EL Corbett, Judge.—With the ex-

ception of Royal Nibbs, a coaT.-<e and poor specimen, the
dogs shown were seen at Toronto and Kingston, and were
placed here in the same order. Lso B. and the Duchess of
Waverly were given equal firsts, and Leo B. the special.

M.
Spaniels—Mr. Curtis, Judge.—This broed shows quite a

falling oflE compared with former year.s-77 in 1891. 33 in 1893
—in fact the small entry in the spaniel classes is largely
responsible for the reduction in the gross entry, when com-
oared with that of last year. Various reasons have been
assigned for this, but no satisfactorjf conclusion appears to
have been reached. There is little doubt but the selecfions

made by the judge at Toronto had a chilling effect upon
spaniel breeders, which will i-equire time and good work to
overcome. The judging here was on nearly the same lineSf
mly toys getting a look in. Thus does the evil that men do five

after them, if it were interrpd with their hones, the coming
year might be considered as "full of promise."
Irish Water Spaniels had but one entry, Marguerite,

is well known, having made the entire Canadian cir-

cuit.
(.ILUMBERS.—Challenge class had but a single representa-

tive, champion Boss IH., a wreck of bis former greatness,
in his present condition it would be unfair to this old vet-

eran to make any comments. Darby was placed first in
open class for dogs. He is wrong in bead, eyes too large
and full, nice bone, body and coat, a taking little dog,
rightly placed. Quester, better in muzzle than the winner,
eyes foo light, loses in body and bone, also in movement,
which is like that of a pacer.
Field Spaniels.—In the open class for dogs Wonder,

leggy and crooked in front legs, body not well ribbed up,
pyps ligbt, was placed over that good little dog Corktown
Cupid, whose chief fault is in being rather small for the
class, however he cmothers his competitor in ciuality and
ought to have been placed first. Bounce, third, a coarse-

headed cocker with a white frill. In open bitches. Dot
Smirle, the same good little one she always was, beat Queen,
a very good type, eyes a shade light, out at elbows, and in

poor condition. This should have been reversed, as Dot is

but a cocker while Queen is a typical field .spaniel.

Cockers —The cballenge class had four entries, and
champion Red -lacket won the coveted blue. He heats Fas-
cination in head, the latter's being round in skull, too deep
in stop, eyes prominent, and muzzle undprsbof; back of the
head it is a near thing between the two. Red Roland, coarse
in skull and muzz'e, crooked in front, and the old veteran
Brant were not "in it." The latter shows age.- The open
cia.ss for black bitches was a very good one. Troublesome,
the Toronto winner, was selected for first, but objection
being made on the ground that she was too small forthe cla.s.'-',

she was weighed by the committep. in thn presence of the
judge, and ju.st tipped the beam at W%\ha. Notwithstanding
this she was allowed by the judge to compete, and awarded
first. Rideau Romola, head too much of the Fascination
type, second; Molly Bawn, too light in eyes and coarse in
head, third; a protest followed and the' committee unani-
mously decided that Troublesome was not eligible to com-
pete as a cocker, being under stand-^rd weight. This gave
the others a move up all round. Vol o, vhe., is sour in ex-
pression, pinched in muzzle, and shown in poor condition.
Rideau Reine is a trifle cheeky, nice bone and feather, out
of condition. Red Obo, ears set high and crooked front legs,

was first in the open class for dogs other than black; Nerve,
second, is a black and white, domy in skull, undershot, and
does not stand straight in frint. Vic, fir.st in other than
black bitches was obesity itself, bone not too heavy, exnres:-

sion not unlike that of a beagle, feet turn out. Cherry Rijie
is a pretty little toy, not a cocker; Rideau RoMna is a nice
lilack and tan with a good head and expression, bone and
coat Al, should have been first. Novice class for dogs had
but two entries. Corktown Comet, first, a heavy-headed
dog, immense bone, coat wavy. Nerve, second, described
before. In the novice bitch class, Corktown Cleo, domv in
skull, nice eyes, muzzle undershot, was placed over that
good bitch Rideau Rhea, typical in head and character, good
body, legs not exactly straight in front. Rideau Romo,
wrong in head, ears rather short, did not show well.

judge's report—dr. WESLEY mLLS.
I HAVE at tbe outset to thank the superintendent, ring

stewards and others for their courtesy and assistance, and
the exhibitors for their readiness in placing and moving
their dogs, thus assisting me TO get at their real qualities.
It was a'pleasure to find the show so clean and sanitary in
all respects.
Mastiffs.—Mastiffs were not well represented, as only

three specimens competed, not one of these being flrst-cla.s3

or in thoroughly good condition. E^ufrid was the best of a
medium pair in the open class. He has a bad right eve, a
deformed skull, and is smutty in color in parts. 'His head
and form generally are. passably massive, his legs fair and
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feet good. Hero, second, a young dog, is clearer in coloi-,

-with a fairly fiood coat. Ears not black enough. He is
much undershot, while the winner of first is level in jaws.
At present he is light in build. Ealdernian was alisent.
Attraction, the only bitch, was seen at Torooto and King-
ston. She was shown very thin. Her muzzle is not right,
but her color is fairly good and her m.nsk excellent: feet and
legs fair.

St. Bkrnaejjs.—St. Bernards were few. all from Col.
Ruppei't's kennel, but made the best show of this breed yet
seen at Ottawa. They were well looked after by this ken-
nel's competent and gentlemanly representative. Aristo-
crat, alone in challenge class, seems to bear the wear and
tear well. He is too well known to need description. 1

preferred Lady Gladwyn, not in as good condition, for the
special for the best of

i
the breed. As at Kingston, Lady

Gladwyn was placed over Mi.ss Anne. The fatter has a
head of much quality and character, losing to Lady Glad-
wyn in squareness of muzzle, but superior in some respects,
e. f/., ear: but in legs, feet, general build, massiveness, she is
superior, and t.aking her as a whole I had no doubt about
placing Lady Gladwyn first again. Both move well and are
very fine bitches. Altonette is of a different stamp, too tall
for her bulk and generally much behind these two.
Newfoundlands —A single dog represented this breed,

and but for a curly coat and rather close hock movement he
was not a bad one. In head, expression, color, texture of
coat and eye he is a good one.
Geeyhounds —Gem of the Season seen in better condi-

tion easily defeated Pious Pembroke and Bestwood Daisy, a
beautiful animal, lacking in substance. Pious Pembroke
competed for the first time in the challenge class. These
are all so well known they do not need description. In the
class for open dogs JusHnian had an easy win. At first
sight he is not a taking dog, wanting those curves which
add so much to a greyhound's appearance. He bears exam-
ination well. His head is good, legs and feet excellent,
front straight but might be a little narrower, shoulders well
placed but with too much width between the blades, ribs
well sprung, back straight and well muscled, loin rather flat

but strong and quarters good with second thighs not equal
to some other parts; hocks good. Gem of the Season easily
beat him, however, for the special. Jack of Napauee, sec-
ond, is weak in head with brow too marked, straight in
shoulder, short coupled and in soft condition. In the
open bitch class Lily of Gainsboro defeated Jetsam. The
latter was shown fat and soft, which exaggerated her
faults and possibly concealed her merits, forno man can tell

what a fat animal may be when in proper condition. She
has a very fine bead, good legs, neck and feet, is strongly
rather than gracefully made, and was rightly defeated by
Lily that has both strength and grace. Jetsam is a poor
mover, is flat in loin and rather straight in stifle. Lijy is
not so good in head, is narrower in front but moves in a way
that raises a suspicion of weakness in front. She excels in
chest and is good in loin and quarters; the arch in loin be-
gins and ends too soon. Galatea is a poor one, very wide in
chest and not straight in legs, rather low in the leg and flat
in loin.

Dkeuhounds.—Harvie. just a fair one all around, defeated
a big, coarse specimen, Bobin, shown grossly fat and with
a doubtful movement behind.
Foxhounds.—Only three good one shown in both classes.

Mack, the winner in open class dogs, is not correct in head,
e.specially skull, but back of the head he is a rare good one
with lots of character as well as strength. Genius, not cor-
rect in head either, is showiner age and was not in good con-
dition. He toes in a little. The other three were poor ones.
In the bitch class Vexation was absent. Rose is essentially
a bad one, and I hope I may be forgiven for awarding her a
second prize. The expression of dogs, like that of men, does
not often belie them, and those that tried to tret this bitch
olS the bench would probably appreciate "Uncle Dick's"
advice; "Never have anything whatever to do with a dog
with a yellow eye." Gyp is a nice hound of excellent head
formation and expression, but in body and character as a
whole she was surpassed by the winning dog for the special.
Harriees.— I would recommend to the executive to

abolish this cla.ss until we get some real, undoubted harriers.
Dogs and bitches competed together, three in all. Two of
them arrived late, having been detained at the railroad
station. But for his gro.ssly fat condition. Dandy, one of
the late arrivals, would have'won outright. As it was he
was given an equal first, the only dog. Hunter, having
been judged before Dandy arrived. The bitch Daisy is light
in body.
Beagles.—Not a good lot nor numerous. One dog. Bob

Krueger, was the best of them—just a fair specimen. But-
terfly was absent, Elfie, barring a weak muzzle, is good in
head and expression and beagle character, was plactd over.
Sno^, not the right stamp in head, thoueh fairly good in
body. Dot was a ball of fat, with a little beagle visible.
GeeAt Danes.—Minerva's Faun scored her flrst win in

the challenge class, being alone. In the open dog class
Tonko defeated Don Ctesar, .Jr. He is better in size, bone
and Dane character, thougb he is wide in skull, too short in
head, and is somewhat dish-faced. He is light in loin and
not well developed in quarters and second thighs; does not
move very well behind. Tail rather poor. Don Caesar, Jr.,
is throaty, has a bad eye and expression, poor in color and
ring-tailed. He is moderately good in body, and is more
symmetrical, and moves better than his rival. In the open
bitches Juna, alone, won. She is small and weak in head, but
moves well, and is better put together than her larger ken-
nel mate, the dog Tonko. As Dr. Mills's bitch was shown
in the challenge class, Mr. Corbett was associated with him
in the judging of Danes, the Doctor declining to judge his
own dOif. If there had been competition she would have
been withdrawn.
Collies —Ottawa is slow to get rid of poor collies. At the

first show here in recent years all prizes were withheld, and
if this year the sam-^ course had been followed, with the ex-
ception of the firsts, no injustice would have been done.
McEwen & Gibson's Samson won in the open d^ g class. He
is a very big dog, well and strongly made, with good coat,
fair head and collie expression. He is without that full eye
£0 foreign to true collie character, yet often seen in the win-
ner of the present d-iy, as, e. g., in Samson's kennel mate,
Dudley (.^hri.s. Jack Broman is not a collie in head at all

and was passed over. Colie has a very bad light eye, and
though he would not pat up his ears in the ring I suspect
they get beyond half prick at times. But for the very bad
ones that, have been suown here I would have withheld the
prize. The dog is pretty fair in coat, body, tegs and feet,

and his head is not wholly wrong. In the bitch class Viola
was absent and Dudley Chris won. A bitch of nice coat,
head outline aud quality, but with very light bone; could not
stand work in rough countrj'.
Bltlldog-s.—Carisbrooke, well known, won, opposed only

by a specimen of which it may be said, "Let him pass, he is

abulldog! ' He is such an one as I cau believe was seen -in
the long ago. Uaforturiately Lidy Venus, taken sick at
Kingston, succumbed on the way to the 0!:tawa show. She
was a taking little creature that 1 would have liked to see
often.

Blxl-Teeeiers.—With the exception of two local dogs,
all wrong in type, the entries were good. Count II. was
placed over Clun ham Prince, which he excels in head,
musclings, quality and character. This dog's muscles stand
out in beautifitl form, as they woitld on more dogs if they
were in proper condition Coming to the bitches, champion
Starlight, though in whelp, on comparison was found to be
much in advance of the others. Grove Duchess excels Lou-
mont Kit in bone and strength generally. Kit is light in

bone, otherwise not a bad one. Champion Starlight won the
special.
Fox Terriees.—-A great improvememt over the past here

in one respect—not many downright poor ones shown.
Blemton Trump was alone in the challenge class and, of
course, won. He wears jKetty well. He was given the special
for the best fox-terrier in the show, as he excels the winner
in open class dogs in coat and eye. In the open cla.ss the
winner of first, Tom Tom, might be better in head, has a
rather liaht eye, not of the worst by any means, turns bis
feet in slightly aud might be worse in coat: but he has ex-
cellent neck, body, legs, feet and stern, and shows much
terrier character. Take him all in all, he wins well. Rideau
Rivet and Calchas were placed equal second. But for
cheekiness and defective movementi should have placed
Rideau Rivet over Calchas, as he has an excellent coat, front
and general make-up, with good, hard muscle. He has also
very nice ears. Calchas might have a much better head and
be narrower in front. He is well muscled and shows much
character, combining activity, streugth, etc. He looks a
worker. My Fellow, third, I should be di.sposed to place
very high in a puppy class. He is of a nice sort, with
beautiful head, though his ears are rather thick
and are not carried quite right. His feet are some-
what open and look large; coat abundant but not flat
enough and rather soft. In an open class in comparison
with old dogs be does not show enough character,
strength and making; has not enough substance yet,
but when he gets older he may turn the tables on some
placed over him now. Seacroft Bourbon, reserve, has a
good head including ears, though his eyes are bad, which
show all the more on accouut of the head being so black;
good legs and feet aud nice front. But he is too high in the
legs and too big, and on the whole he does not compare well
with the others. Though his owner had a high opinion of
Bob, the people could not see it in the same light and passed
him by. In the bitch class there is not much to choose be-
tween flrst and second, as both have similar excellencies
and defects. Both are wide in front, have fair heads and
hard coats, but Grouse II. excels in bone. Damson is a very
b d shower, but has some merit; head, front and coat good;
legs and feet poor. It was difficult to judge of ears,"body
and character, she showed so badly. Seacrutt Fuss, reserve,
is rather wide in front and not quite straight; feet rather
large aud flat, head fair. Lady was scarcely worth notice.
Clytie is not of the modern type. In the novice class the
winners were the same mostly as in other classes.
A moderate wire haired one turned up; My Queen, re-

serve. She has a fair head, legs aud feet, but" coat is not
bard enough and she did not show well. Pincher a poor
one got c. For the best in the open classes the dog Tom
Tom was preferred.

Irish Terriers were much the same lot as was seen at
Torouio. Boxer was alone in the challenge class. He is
big enough, coat poor now, is rather wide in front and get-
ting thick in skull. Jack Briggs, flrst in the open class
dogs, has good legs, fair feet, moderate coat and color, and
some character, but not enough His head is decidedlv
good. He is, however, very light in body, lacking both
breadth and depth, and seems to me to have been over-
praised. Galltifcs, second, is rather wide in front and loaded
in shoulders; good in expression, only moderate in coat,
which shows sifkiness on head. He has, howeA'^er, so much
character he gains ou one the more he is studied. Hanover
Boy, third, has a bad eye, is rather cheeky, and shows dark
shadings about the head, otherwise he would have stood
higher, for his character is not to be denied. Commissariat,
uncropped, and with fairly good head and ears, was reserve.
He abounds in true Ir-ish character, has an excellent coat
and is grandly muscled. He is much too big, but is not
coarse, and I regretted exceedingly that so good a dog had
to be put back for size simply; but it we have standards
judges should keep to them, in the bitch class there were
only two competitors, Salem Witch and Killarney Girl. The
latter has the best head, and is the strongest and best mus-
cled, but iu all other respects Salem Witch excels her. The
latter is a very poor shower, but in releasing her in the
judging space iu the yard and petting her to frisk about,
ner rinc front action was evident, which was quite in keep-
ing with beautifully placed shoulders. She was the best
colored Irish terrier in the show, and has a first rate coat,
and as these two together count 25 per cent., she seemed to
me to win easily, for her rival has but an indifferent coat.
Jtick Briggs won the special for the best Irish terrier.

Black and Tax Teerieks made good classes. Sir Wal-
lace, alone in the challenge class, is wide in skull and rather
cheeky, very wide in front and not quite straight. His tail

is fair and tan and markings good. In open class dogs a
very good and a very bad one came together. Salisbury,
though not in the best condition, was still able to win the
special for the best of the breed easily. He was, of course,
first in the open class here. His competitor, Slick, is bad in
tan and worse in temper; a coarse big one in bad condition,
with but little to recommend him. In the bitch class there
was plenty of competition. For flrst place the choice lay
between English liady and Louie. The former's tan and
markings are fair, tail medium, head rdther good, but she
loses in this feature to Louie. The latter is rather wide and
not perfectly straight in front and has wretched tan. Both
are of good size and made well. Louie lost in condition so
much that, dM things considered, I thought Lady deserved
flrst place. Unfortunately, all things were not considered.
I made it a point to look at the teeth of evrry dog that came
before me, and especially in the terrier classes; but in .some
unaccountable w^y I missed Lady, that is very defective in
teeth. H.Td I seen her mouth i would certainly not have
placed her over Lonie, making all allowance for the latter's
poor condition. Mona, third, is a daughtprof Kaiser's, with
many of that dog's excellencies. She is rather high on the
leg and not yet deep enough in chest, but has a fine long,
lean head aud the best kind of an eye, correctly placed, good
legs, coat and muscle, fairly good tail, excellent tan, but
without the thumb mark. Her ears do not now stand well.
Her condition Ava.s nearly perfect. Rosette was given reserve.
Though large and rather wide in front, her formation is

H00d,"ht-ad fair, tan aud markings and character first rate.

Rochelle Topar is a small uncropped bitch with ears good
enough to make one wish that cropping were a thing of the
past. She is good in tan and markings, in nice condition
and of good size, but her head is a good deal spoiled by eyes
wrong in color, shape and position, and overhung by brows,
a feature foreign to this breed.

Skye Teeeiees.—Sir Stafford readily won from Toodles,
but a moderate specimen, while Jack is iu coat much more
like a Paisley terrier than a Skye The bitch class coDtaiued
two good ones, l.slay and Eodclifte Maggie. Islay has a long
coat of the proper texture, but it is not str.dght, and in
front this gives the bitch an un kempt appearance that greatly
detracts from her Skye character. On the other hand End-
cliffe Maggie is thin iu coat now, but one can judge of its

texture. To the eye .she shows much the most character,
and excels her rival in head, loin aud muscling generally. I

had no doubt that she deserved the fiisc position. Prairie
Flower, straighter iu coat than Islay, is inferior in other re-

spects, while Scotch Rose is much behind ia head, etc.

Bedlington Teeeiees.—Sentinel II. was entered but did
not appi^ar, so that no prizes wtxe awaided in this class.

Dandie Dinmont TERRtERS —Some good ones were on
hand. Dogs and bitchirs competed together. King of the
Heather, not first rate in color and unduly crooked in Ivgs,

hut with a good head, strong aud long body and lots of
character, won from a nice bitch in Heather Madge, well
ahead of Laird of the Heather. Amphion was absent.
YOEKSEIBE Teeeiees.—Three rather nice specimens and

one moderate one put in an appearance. Little Pop, though
taller, excelled in coat and movement, but is too high on the
leg. Baby Bunting was much the better of the two bitches
and was given the special. Mrs. Pitt's specimens were bet-
ter in body, color and tan than those usuilly seen.
PuGS.~Bob Ivy, alone in the challenge class, won. He is

getting a little wide in front and off in front legs. On this
occa,sion he carried one ear indiftVrentlJ^ The open class
dogs comprised three fair specimens, a great improvement
on what has been seen in Ottawa on former occasions. Med-
dler, just a moderate one, with neither great merit nor con-
spictious faults, won from Jim, too large, rather harsh in
coat, wide in front aud light in bone, but with beautiful
clear color, good mask and nice black ears. Trixie was
smutty, quite as large and not so good iu head color.
Poodles.—Bielow, a dog of moderate merit, was given

the prize without competition.
Pomeranians,—The owner of two local dogs, that had up

till this year had it their own way, could not understand
why they should not be at the head of affairs this vear also:
the fact was that a better one than either from" Toronto
turned up. Jumbo, first, is too large, but his coat is straight,
his formation of body and movement good. The coats of the
others are bad, and they have weeping eyes and only fair
heads. The blue with which they had^^been rinsed was also
evident enough. There was little between them and the
smaller was chosen for second prize.
Dachshunds.—Jessie Victoria, shown very thin,was clearly

superior in head, coat, skin and general quality. Fritz is
coarse all through.
Before closing I cannot but remark on two or three,

matters that imprcsspd me unfavorably. At this show
some six to eight dogs competed in wrong cla.=s, accord-
ing to C. K. C. rule.s. As president of the club, I would
have protested these dogs, but that I think exhibitors
from the United States should have been warned through
the press that challenge dogs cannot compete in open classes
on this side.

Many of the dogs were greatly broken up from unpleasant
little meetings among themselves. Who are to blame tor
this?
Not a few of the dogs had lost flesh and failed in condition

generally more than they should since the circuit bfgan. I
tear that at some of the shows the dogs were insufficiently
ted. In one at lea.st the windows were kept open too much.
There was no necessity for it. On the whole, the Ottawa
show and the entire circuit was a success.

LIST OP AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Do[/.s; 1st, W. H. Middleton's Eaufrid; 2f}, A. E.

©arrow's Hero. BUcTies: Ist, H. Falconer's Attraotiou.

ST. BERNARBS.-Challtnge—1st, Col. RupperL's Aristocral.—OPEN-lst, 3d and 3d, Col. Ruppeit's Lady Gladwya, Miss Anno
and Altonette.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-lst, J. B. Souliere's Noble.
GREYHOUNDS.—OHiXLtJNGE-lsd and 3d, A. W. Purbeck'a

Gem of the Season anri Pious Pembrokp.—Open—Dofj.s; J. W.
Wur tele's Jusrinian: 2d, J. Hendersan'.H Jack of Napatiee. TittcUes:
Ur, A, W. Purbeck's LHlv of Gainsboro; 2J, J. \V. Wur^ele's
Jetsam. Very nigh com., L. M. Bates's Galatea.

DEERHOUNDS.—Ist, A. M. Lyon's Harvie; 2d, CdI. Audet'.s
Rooui.

FOXHOUNDS -Dous: l«t, J. B. Dowler's Mack; 3d, J. Gihbs'a
Genia.'; .3a, Wm. Powell's King. High com. and cooi., S. Sher-
wood's Mat, and Pat. Bitches: 1st, J. A. Spracblin'a G^p; 3d, .f. P.
Danne'aRose.
HARRIERS.—E(iual 1st. Wm. Pownell'j Hunter and F. L.

Mabee's Daudj; 2d, F. L. Mabee'fl Daisy.

BEAGLES —Dogs: 1st. F. B. RoKson's Bob Krueger. Bitchen:
l=t and 3d, F. P. KnOsm's Elfie and Dn; 3d, A. Geddis's Snow.
GREAT DANES.—Challengk—Mount Royal Keonpfs' MId-

erva's Fawn.—Opbn—Dofiis.- Isf, R. P. W. Hurdmau's Tonlio; 3d,
Shirley Stewaii's Don Ceeaar, Jr. Bitches: Isc, B. F. W. Hard-
man'd Juno.
POINTERS -ChALLENGE-_Doos: Ist, Mount Royal Kennels'

Devon Nell.—Opew—isc, Cnim ll'a Rock II; 3d, K. M. Graydoo's
Donovan. Bitches: Ist and 3d, Mount Roval Kpnnels' Gnaira and
Frivolity; 3d, tj. O Smith's Lord Graphic's Juno.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—1st, F. N. Brown's Edge-

mark.—Open— Dory-s; Int, E.J. VValt-h'sThe Sultar; 2d. Pennsjl-
van'a Kennels' Ben Hur of Rivervlew; 33, Joe Levris's Tony
Gladstone. Reserve, R. Rittyore's Kent's Rex. Higncom., H. M.
Graydon's Lock?]ey II. Bitches: Ist and 3d, Joe Lewis's Annie
Frost and Forest Louise.

IRI^H SETTERS.—Challenge-1st. Oak Grove Kennels' Duke
Elcho—SIX entries —Open— Doe's: Ist, SttQinole Kennels' Pride cf
f^atses ; OiR Grove KenaeK' KJifare Glemnorp; 3(1 and reserve.
Mount Royal Kpnjiels' Elfrin and Elfrus. Bitches: Ist, Oak Grove
Ivtiiiiielh' Rose .SarsQeld; 3d, Douglas & Chamoers'.s Irene.

GOEiDON SETTERS.—Challesge—Dos.^: Equal l't,Dr. Dix-
on's Leo B. and Duchess ol Waverlj.

—

Open Dof/s; 1=.i, Mount
Royal Ke'^Dpfs' Rnsti: 2d, Dr. Dixon's Duk*- of W^liiegcnn. Vt^-v
Jngh com.. Dr. S. S. Davidson's Royal Nib^s. Bitches lat, J. W.
Graham's Lady Gordon; 3d, Dr. Dixou's Princess Louise; 3i and
very high com , Mount Royal K«iinel&' Wanda and Fios?.

IRISH WATER SPAMELS.-lst, J. C. Nicbols'a Marguerit^,
CLUMBERS -CHAT.LENGE-lst. W. H. Mlddieton's Bos.s lit—

Opm—Dogs: 1st, G. B. Smart's Darby; 3d, W. 15. Middleti n\i
Qaester.

FIELD SPANIELS -1st, H. M. Howe'.s Wonder; 3d, Cork town
Kennels' Corktown Oupid; 3d, W. H. Morgan, Jr.'« B iunce.

COCKER SPANIELS.—CHALLBNGK-lst, Brant Co< ker Keni el '

cbamt-iion Braniford Red .lacKOf.—Open—Doffs; Isf, Geddes &
CnnninKb.iru's Dnnnvar; 3d, J Kennedy's .lay K'ly; Sd. Knglan
Kenn'els' Dnno. Bitches: 1st and rei=erve, Ridenu Kennels' Rideau
Romola aiidRif^e-u Flossie: 3d, J. Konnedx's M^llyBawn; 31. xV.

Ijaidlaw'a Rideau R -ine. Very high com., J. A Si>racklin',s Volo.
—Other THAN BLACK -Dyg.s.- lo. J. A. Spracklin'.s Red noc; 3<1.

Dr. S. S. Davidson's Nerve. Bitches: Isf, A. Laidlan's A'ie; :-d.

Ancient & Modern Spaniel Keiaueis' Cherry Ripe; 3ij, A. K.
Grant's Rideau Ro>iina.—Novice—Dofirs.- 1st, Corktown Ivprnel-'
Corktown Comei; 2d, Dr. S. S. l>av!dsim'8 Nerve. Bitches: 1^:,
Dorktown Kennels' Cork town Cleo; 3d, Rideau Kennels' Rideau
iltie^i; 3d, A. F. Grant's Rideau Romo.
COLLIES.— Doffi?: 1st, McEwen & Gibson's Samfon: 3d, C.

Scrim's Col'e. Bitches: 1st, McEwen & Gibson's Dudley Ohns.
BULLDOGS.—l3t, Ctias. A. Smith's Carisbrooke.; 3d, A. P. Shei-

woofi's Jack.

BULL-TERRIERS.—I5o{?s.- 1st and 2d, Herbert M. Howe's
Comet II. and Chatham hrinc?. Bitches: 1st, F; F. Dole's cham-
pion Stariigbi; 3d and Sd, Herbert M. Howe's Grove Duchet-s and
Loumout Kit.

FOX-TERRIERS.—ChAllbnge—1st, A. A. McDonald'^ Blem-
ton Triumpu.—Open—Doffs; Is , Clover Hill Kenrel-' Tom Tom;
equal 2d. Rideau Kennels' Rideau Rivet and A- A M' Donald's
Calchap; 3d. A. D. Ste^^ari's My Fellow. Reserve, Chas. S. Hanks's
Sescrotr, B urbon. Bttclies: 1st, 3d Hnd reserve Obas. T. Hanks's
Grouse IL, Dam«on and Se.icrofi Fuss; 3d, A. D. Stewari's Hill-
side Baroue's. V»*ry bigh com., Rideau Kennels' Clytie. Com.,
Samuel Sironiis's LH.d5.—NovrCK—1st-, Clover Hill Kennels' Tom
Tom; 3d. Rideau Kenrels' Uidt'au Rivet; 3d and reserve, A. D.
Stewari.'s My Fellow aud Mv Queen. H gh com., U. S. Perlej'e
Buck Shot. Com., J. L. VVills's Princess.

IRISH TERRIfif^a.—CHALLENGE-lst, Walter .1. Comstock'a
Boxer IV.—Open—Doj/.s; 1st, loon & Svmonds's Jack Briggs; "^d,

H. O'Connor's Galiitt; 3d, Waller J, Comsiock'n Hanover Boy.
R^.'erve, W. H. Drummond's Commis ariaf. Bitches: 1st, Tooa
& Symondb'.'i Salem Witch; ;^d, T. Brown's Killarney Girl.

SKYE TFRPIERS.—Dof/s: 1st, O. A. Shion 's Sir Stafford; 31,
A. J. & H, L Jeffrey 'sToofiles; 3d, W. Edmunds's Jack. Bitches:
1st, H. K. Caxutr's Endclifle Maggie; 21 and 3d, t^. H- tumuli's
Jslay ana Prairie Flower, fieserve, C. H. Shinn's Scotca Rose,
DANDfE DINMONT TERRIERS.- 1st. 2d and 3d, E. Brooks's

King of the Htatber, deatber Madge and Laird of the Hpathe'.
BLACK AND TAN TERRl ERS.—CraALLENGE-lst, A. E El-

mer's Sir Wallace.—Open—i3oa.s; 1st, F. l<'. Dolt '=, Salisbury ; 3d, H.
Watters's Slick. Eitclies: l=i, and very high com., Rocbelle K- n-

nelh' Englisb fjadv and Rooii^lle Top°z; 2d, F. F. Uule's Louii- ; 3d,
A. Geddes'6 Mnna. Reserve, Toon & Symonds's Rosette. Very
hieb com., A. E, Elmer's Lady Don.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-Uoo.ii." lat aud 3d, Mrs. J. A. Pitts's
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Little Pod and Bill Nye. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. A. Pitts's Baby
Bunting: 3d, Toon & Symonds's .Jennie.

TOY SPANIELS —Dofifs: Ist, Central Kennels' Rnval Boy; ad
and od. Allen Trehilcock's Royal Duke and Romeo. Bitches: Ist,

Allen Trebilcook's Topsy.

PUGS.—ChatjTjUNGB—1st. Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy.—Open—
Doers; let, E. AdKms's Meddler; 3d, Mrs. H, 8. Perley's Jim; 3d, A,
Hurdman's Trisie.

POODLES.—l8t, B. F. Lewis's Biglow.

SPITZ.—1st, A. Trebilcock's J arabo; 3d and 3fl, Mrs. W. Roger's
Beauty and Fred.

DACHSSLTND5.—1st, E. A. Manice's Jessie Victoria: 2d, L. O.
Seidel's Frilz K.

SPECIALS.
Best St. Bernard, Col Rnppert's Lady Giadwyn. Best srey-

honnd dns, A. W Purbeck's Gem of the Season: best bitch, A. W.
Purbeok's Best"wood Daisy. Beat foshonnd, J. B. Dowl^r's Mick.
Best beagle dog. F. P. Robson's Bob Krufger; best bitch, F. P.
Robsoa's Elftp. Best pointer. C has. Connell's Rock IE. Bast Eng-
lish settf^r, F. S. Brown's Edgemark. Best Irish settpr, Seminole
Kennels' Pride of Patsey. B st Gordon setter. Dr. Dixon's Leo B.
Best Clumber spaniel, G B. Smart's Darby. Best rteld spaniel, H.
M. Howe's Wonder. Best^ cocker dog, Brant Cocker Kennels'
Brantford Red Jacket: best biteh, Oorktown Cocker Kennels' Oleo.
Best collie. McE^en & Gibson's S^mson. Best fox-terrier dog,
A. A. Maf Donald's Biemton Trumu; b^st bitch, C^as. T. Hanks's
Grouse II. Best Irish lerrier, Toon & Symonds's Jack Briggs.
Best black and tan terrier, F. F- Dole's Salisbury. Best Yorkshire
terrier, Mrs. . A. Pitts's Baby Bunting. Best toy spaniel, Allen
Trebilcock's Topsv. Best png. D--. M H. Orver's Bob lyy. Bast
dachshund, E. A. Manice's Jessie Victoria. Dioloma for best in
the ab'iye breeds, challenge dogs exclnded; St. Bernard. Col. Bup-
pert's Ladv Giadwyn; greyhound, J. W. Wurtele's Jnstiniin: fox-
hound J. B. D.Twler's Mack; beaele, F. P. Robson's Boh Knieger;
pointer, Chas. Counell's Rock II; English setter, E. J. Walsh's
The Sultan; Iri^h setter, Semijole Kennels' Pride of Patsev: Gor-
don setter. Mount Royal Kennels' Rush; Clumber spaniel, G. B.
Smart's Darby: fi^ld spaniel, H. M. Hiwe's Wonder; cocker span-
iel, not decided; collie, McEwen & Gibson's Samson; .fox-terrier.
Clover Hill Ketinels' Tom Tom: Irish terrier. Toon & Symonds's
Jack Briggs; black and tan terrier, P. F. Dole's Salisbury; York-
shire teirier. M'S, J. A. Pitts's Baby Bunting; toy spaniel, Allen
Trebilcock's Tops> ; pug, E Adams's Meddler; dachshund, E. A.
Man'ce's Jessie Victoria. Spp^ial for dr>g with bent movement,
H. M. Howe's Oeld spaniel Wonder. Best Canadian-bred dog
under two years nd over one year, any bred. Clover Hill Kennels'
fox-terrier Tom Tom.

SHEEPDOG TRIALS.
Stakes.—First prize, §100: sec-ond prize, $50; special puppy

prize, diploma.
Entries.—Wallace, owned by Messrs. Edward H. Radel

aud Edwin H. Morris; Nantg-millt-lass II. (American
name Nell), owned by Messrs. Edward H. Radel and Edwin
H. Morris; Coll, owned by Mr. H. H. Miller, Tranquility
Rock Fc^rms, AUamuchy, N J. Another entry was reserved
for Mr. Barnes, Smithfield Flats, N. Y., but the dog did not
compete.
Mr. Geo. Whitehead, an old Spaniel Club member, who

has recently tnkeu in hand working sheepdogs, very kindly
consented to judgre at the request of the league.
Pens of a singular pattern were provided at either end of

the inclosure, but sheep did not materialize until Wednes-
day, and then three that were supposed to have hailed from
the wild West, and were credited with spring enough to
clear lOft , were sai'elj^ got into one of these, and the door
securely fastened.
Wallace was selected for the initial event, and Mr. Morris,

after explaining that the dog had only arrived from Eng-
land a week before, that he had been used to the Welsh
language, further that he himself was but an amateur
shepherd, worked his dog. The sheep were liberated, and
at the word cer-lawr-draw (far away wide) Wallace bounded
in their direction, and with much caution rounded, and
commenced to drive as directed by whistle and wave of hand.
There was a fence around the track judge's box, with tents,
trapeze, wood work and many other obstacles, and as Mr.
Morris moved in that direction to prevent the entry of the
sheep, Wallace instantly took that direction and the three
sheep were safely penned and the dog at his master's feet
for a pat, in retixrn for his smart work, but instead he was
ordered to fetch them out, which he did, not by entering
where the sheep had, but by jumping the fence and getting
behind them.
With all these obstacles and disadvantages, within two

minutes the sheep were again in tlae inclosure, but they
were perfectly wild, and now became stubborn, or bolted in
turns. Soon one made a determined stand, while the other
two went for the track. Wallace was then ordered to round
and bring back these, but they had got on the track, and all

he could do was to hold them on the other side. The dog
afterward took them to the pen, and its construction formed
another impediment, so that he had to bring them round
the square l30x three or four times before they would enter
the door. The dog was rammed against the side in this
work and came out limping, but was ordered to fetch the
other, now standing in a defiant attitude in the center of
inclosure. Repeatedly did he try every maneuver taught
by the Welsh or any other country, and thotigh he pinched
the sheep's legs it was of no avail, aud it was evident the
sheep had either been used to light for his life against some
such a dog or had never been rounded before except by a
cowboy, or should it not be sheepboy. Experienced sheep
rearers and cattlemen agreed that no dog living could make
such a sheep budge, so Wallace was called off, and at the in-
vitation of Mr. Morris, Mr. Miller wasgiyen an opportunity
to snatch distinction from the renowned Wallace by the
use of his Coll, but though he helped the pup the chance was
entirely lost.

At this juncture a postponement was made in order to get
other sheep, but as those on exhibition were for the judge's
eye only, and the time was short, it was decided to simply
allow the dogs to show their ability as best they could.
Coll was the next one tried, and he proved that he could be
useful in assisting his master in driving; he was obedient,
anxious for work, and though he made one deliberate split,

he afterward atoned for it by rounding and driving at com-
mand. The slieep soon became wild and uncontrollable.
Nell was first put through her fancy work, and showed that
she would go olf, go wide, come on, answer whistle aud take
an opposite direction at the wave of the hat or hand, lie

down, draw on cautiously, and when down creep up so as
not to startle the sheep. Wnen she was cast off she was
remarkably quick and bright, found and rounded in an
admirable manner. Her quickness alone kept the sheep to-

gether and enabled her to bring them some distance, but
they headed for some trees at the edge of the fair ground,
and though she got them back once after they had left the
inclosure, a second attempt was frustrated by some one who
was not aware of what was wanted. The sheep reached the
trees, but Nell soon bunched them and had them again in
the open, but at this moment a citr upset everything, and
prevented the penning.
The judge considered that Wallace had shown cleverness,

combined with great resolution and tact, and that Nell's
brightness and thorough trtdning might make her his equal,
so the stakes were divided between them, and Coll was
awarded the diploma for the promise he showed.
Wallace is a black and white dog, of good size, with the

wicked look generally seen in the drover's dog or some bob-
tailed sheepdogs. He is rangy, strong and full of pluck. It
Is probable that he carries the blood of the old Welsh driving
sheepdoa as well as the Scotch collie. He should not only
have their combined qualities, but should be able to protect
his flock from night prowlers, which should alone make him
"worth a flock of sheep,"' as one of the spectators remarked.
He was imported by his owners because there was a doubt
as to whether there would be entries for Vr.'.: trial's w'lich the

League had determined to inaugurate. He is the Avinner of
a number of prizps at some of the leading English trials aud
is about thi'ee years of age.
Nell is hardly two years. She is perhaps "just collie."

Her size is below the average, and her color is black, white
and tan. Some ten to fifteen years ago champion Bob was
the terror of all sheepdog-trial competitors, just as his son
champion Turk has been ever since. The latter has won
quite a dozen first prizes at open-to-all trials, besides many
at what are called local events. He also distinguished him-
sel f before Queen Victoria. Nell is the daughter of this dog,
and Nantg-willt-lass, her dam, is also well known for her
excellent field work.

Coll is a black and white Scotch collie, of little bench
show prominence, bixt as she comes from a dam that is kept
at Mr, Rutherford Stuyversant's stock farm for her utility,
and the sire was chosen because he was a worker, there is
good reason for the promise Coll shows.
There are at least eight sheep dogs that ai-e to be prepared

in view of future events, in the neighborhood of Trenton
alone, so it is evident that it was only a stai-t that was
needed to produce a movement which shall help to provide
useful dogs for the farmer in place of the almost worthless
curs that are generally foitnd round the farmyards in
America.
When the first heat was called for on the second day there

were 38,000 present, and as there were perhaps not more than
28 of these who had ever seen "the running dogs," as they
were called, theenthusiasra is easily understood. Ferenzi and
Turpin went to the post, the former a decided favorite. The
start was a little in favor of Turpin, and he kept his place
well until just at the fini.sh, when his rival made a spurt,
crossing the line a trifle ahead. The second heat was between
Yoitne Dick and Orphan Girl. It was a good contest through-
out, with a finish slightly in favor of Dick
Nellie and Rose came next. Rose was unknown, and it was

hoped that Nellie would dispose of her, so that the final
would be more certain, but as she flew down the track .such
hopes vanished, and when she crossed the line ahead, Rose
was soon made the favorite for the final.

The fourth heat, between Nellie Ely and Bess, was a good
one, the running was very close, and as Bess crossed the line,

a few inches ahead, the audience acted as though a trotter
had broken the record.
Rose, Ferenzi, Bess and Young Dick were then left in the

final, which was to be run the following day, decidinglwhich
should get the stakes of §7'5, .§40, $35 and SIO.

At the earnest request of the managers, those representing
the League arranged for two Sfjecial races, to exclude the
four winning dogs. They were given in two four-dog heats,
in which Nellie and Lucy Glitters were the winners.
The political day at the Trenton fnir is always a great oc-

casion, but this year it eclipsed all former occasions, mak-
ing a total entry'of 45,000. Soon after the political celebri-
ties had taken their seats on the grand stand, Mr. Taylor,
who carried out the programme of events, asked for the
"running dogs," when Rose, Ferenzi, Bess and Young Dick
promptly went to the starting place, and were as promptly
slipped. There was some difficulty at first with the crowd
at this point, and as soon as the dogs were .started the crowd
gathered across the track to see the finish. It was a re-

markably close race for all but Bess, she being destined for
last money from the start. Rose led and won, closely fol-

lowed by Ferenzi, whilst Dick made a good third.
Mr. Jas. White, the owner of Rose, wears glasses and

wonld not be taken for a whippet racer. He was born in
Yorkshire and that was a part of his inheritance. When
visiting the old country a few months ago he was struck by
a "little thing" that had won the Knights of Labor handi-
cap when only 5 months old, and he had to get a pup from
her or never return to America. He got the pup and Rose
is her name, a "little thing" too, for she is got up in brin-
dle and white, and only 161bs. at that, but what muscle,
what an expression, Her sire was Little Poor Boy from
Bradford, Yorkshire, Eogland, don't yer know. He came
from Jiin Syke's Duffer, and what do you want better than
that. This'was the sort of talk that followed congratula-
tions, and Mr. James White, of Newark, N, J. was as.sur-

edly a proud man. Ferenzi, the second, holds the chal-
lenge collar and is a well-made, speedy dog. Young Dick
and Bess are also good specimens, aud were in splendid
condition.
During the intervals between the trotting events three

other races of heats with four dogs were given, for special
purses presented by the league. In each case the contests
were good and every one seemed to wish for more.

E. H. M.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.

ToBONTO, Can.—The attendance at the Ottawa show last
week was riot as good as it should be, but well up to the
average, and the show will turn out a success financially.

Mr. Geddes had things well in hand, and many of the dogs
looked better at the end of the three weeks' circuit than
when they started out. All left for home on Friday after-

noon. There appeared to be some trouble about the trans-
portation charges of the dogs by the railway companies,
they refusing to carry out the arrangements made, and the
extra charges became rather a heavy tax on some of the
handlers.

On Friday forenoon the superintendent was greatly con-
cerned to find that Tom Tom, the winning fox-terrier in
open dog class, had not been benched that day, and it was
feared he had gone astray. However, it appeared that Mr.
H. P. Thompson, Toronto, his owner; had removed him the
previorrs night, and leaving for home, had taken the dog
with him. Mr. Thompson ran the risk, under additional
Rule 7, of forfeiting his prize money, but the committee in

this case were lenient. Mr. Geddes had in this case foregone
the usual deposit of $o. He won't do so again.

A protest has been lodged with the C. K. C. against the
win at Toronto of the greyhound Echo, who was first in the
open class. Mr. Wurtele, who lays the charge, claims the
dog is none other than Pious Pembroke and was eligible for
the challenge class. He was shown at Kingston in the open
class and at Ottawa in the challenge class as Pious Pem-
broke, Geo. Thomas, who handled him for Mr. Purbeck,
explains that his kennel name is Echo andthatit was a mere
slip of the pen in entering him under this name at Toronto.
The charge Avill be brought up at the first meeting of the
executive.

It looked at one time at Ottawa as if protests by the dozen
were to be handed in against dog.s winning in improper
clas.ses, but the C. K. C. rule on this point, being different
from that of the A. K. C. , and some of the dogs having been
entered in the same classes at Toronto aud Kingston, it was
decided to let the matter go this year, as doubtless in most
cases it was done in ignorance. It must be understood that
all entries next year must be in strict accordance with the
C. K. C. rules, or the wins, if any, will be protested.

I would urge on committees of Canadian bench shows the
advisability of providing challenge classes, even if but one
money prize—and that not a large one—for all breeds. The
necessity for challenge classes in some breeds was not so
great some two or three years ago as it now is, when we have
dogs in this country of almost all breeds eligible for this
class. In compliance with the C. K. C. rule, if no challenge
clafs is provided challenge dogs are closed out altogether.

Mr. J. A. Sprackliu ha.s sold the cocker dog Red Obo (Red

Roland—Devon Beauty), fli-st Kingston, first Ottawa, 1893,
to Mr, T. McK. Robertson, Kingston.

Joe Lewis made two purchases at Kingston, one the black
cocker dog Donovan, who won first in the open class there.
He is by old Obo, Jr. out of Woodstock Flirt, and is a little
over two years old. The other is the beagle bitch Snow
(champion Royal Krueaer—Trissa W ), who was placed sec-
ond in the open under I3in. class at Ottawa.

H. B. DosrovAs.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Mind in Animals.

Chicago, Oct. 1.—I received recently by mail several
pamphlets from Dr. Wesley Mills, on comparative psychol-

I ogy, the phenomena of mind in the lower animals being
specially and most interestingly presented. After reading
Dr. Mills's writings on the subject, I felt an earnest wish
that he would favor the readers of Forest and Stream
with some of the proofs of the existence of mind in the
lower animals. Written in such a clear, logical and learned
manner as Dr. Mills treats the subject, he could not fail to
convince any fair-minded reader of the truth of his views.
The subject in most instances has been most unskilfully

and superficially expounded in the kennel press by writers
in past years, since all acts of the lower animals were con-
sidered instinctive. Nearly all such writers had a very im-
perfect knowledge of the subject, and their writings had
their weight chiefly from bold assertion. They always as-
sumed that every act in the lives of the lower animals was
instinctive as a matter of cour.se. They could not define in-
stinct, nor could they define mind, nor could they tell where
instinct ended and mind began, yet the palpable fact that
such writers knew nothing of the subject never for a
moment lessened the assurance of their statements.
To distinguish between instinctive acts and the phenomena

of mind requires a most comprehensive special study of the
treatises on psychology and close ob.servation of the life and
habits of the lower animals; then the student will compre-
hend how much he don't know. The subject is a most
voluminous one, and has engaged the earnest efforts of some
of the greatest minds that the world ever produced. Some
of their conclusions were the result of years of profound
.study; yet I have known of a Tennessee farmer, in an interval
between crops, write a summary settlement of a question of
heredity, in a few brief words issued as c.r catheclra from no
other support than his inner consciousness.
'the acts in the every day life of the lower animals, which

are the result of experience and knowledge, are not instinc-
tive. Knowledge comes within the domain of mind. Knowl-
edge presupposes mind. Instinct is entirely independent of
knowledge or experience in its exerCiSe. There is not an act
in the life of the domesticated dog but what shows an intel-
ligent perception of cause and effect. The dog has been
kept beneath the true place he should hold in the estimation
of man by the natural desire of the latter to exalt himself,
and his intolerance of anything in common with the lower
animals. Granting the existence of mind in the lower
animals, it only serves to show the vast superiority of the
mind of man, considering the matter from a comparative
standpoint. It is to be hoped that Dr. Mills and others, who
really know .something about the subject, will claim for the
dog his true place among the animals which reason, and
prove it by the unlimited material available.

Field Trial Echoes.

I have received from Mr. Thomas Johnson, secretary-
treasurer of the Northwestern Field Trial Club, Winnipeg,
Manitob'3, a copy of a letter sent to the editor of the Ameo'i-
cm Field, concerning the field trial report of Mr. W. A.
I3ruette, who did the reporting for the t'icld at both the
field trials held in Manitoba last month. In support of Mr.
Johnson's assertion it is only fair to say that Mr. Bruette
repeatedly and openly asserted that he had ao enmity against
Mr. Johnson and Rev. Mr. Speoce.

I thought at first that it would be better to withhold the
letter published herewith till I could hear more fully and
directly from Mr. Johnson on the matter, but on second
thought I concluded that this letter was intended to set
forth his version of it. It should be kept in mind that the
letter is addressed to the aforesaid editor. It reads as fol-

lows:

WnraiPEO, Sept. 19.—My Dear Doctor—You are probably aware
of the unpleasantness I had with W. A. Bruette when he was up
here two i ears ago. Tnis. no doubt, is the cause of the ma.licioa-«
and vicious attack on myself in his report of the Manitoba and
Northwestern Field Trials Club's trials. I should be wanting in
dignity and self-respect to answer an individual of Bruette's
caliber. There is, however, one part of his report which I desire
to draw your attention to, and that is his studiously-worded
remark that I was expelled from the jMaiiitoba Field Trials Club
in connection with my offlcial posili-nn as secreturn and treasurer.
Toe facts are, my boons were audited and I linnd^d the flub my
check for the balance on hand—some 88—coid rcsi(ined. This was
in August, 1891 In Februwy, iHiti, when the Manitoba Field
Trials Club found I was taking an active part in organizing the
Northwestern Field Trials Club, they sent me a bill for ^46 which
they haa incurred for advertising, etc., to put the new club in
shape, and wrote me that I had been t^e cause of their incurring
this expense, and if I did not pay this amount they would recon-
sider my resignation and expel me. I did not deign them a reply
to this, but told some of their mambers to go plump to Hades
and expel me Now, I think, for the Interest I have always taken
in the A^merican Field, and your character for fairness, that you
should not let this imputation go forth with your approval. I
ask no favors; those who know me know I am incapable of the
imputation made, and those who don't know me I don't give a
darn for. I mentioned to you when up here that. I intended re-
signing and rellntiuishing all interest in doe trials, but the vin-
dioUve spirit of the other organization is of such a nature I shall
now go ahead and show them they cannot suopresa either me or
the Nortbwesttrn Field Trials Club. I would like nlso to say
that you know all abnut running a newepapor, but 1 know also
that the America?) J^teW adds nothing to its prestige by employ-
ing a man with Bruette's reputation as reporter. lam, my dear
Doctor, very faithfully yours, Thos. Johnson.

One paragraph, stating that Mr. Johnson kicked Mr.
Bruette out of his place and containing a very grave charge,
has been cut out, as it is a matter between the gentlemen
themselves as it stands at present.
The acts of Mr, Johnson in connection with field trial af-

fairs in Manitoba were set forth in Forest and SxiiEA^l of
Sept. 8 in Points and Flushes, thestatements being founded
directly on the official minutes of the proceedings of the Man-
itoba Field Trial Club's meetings and its official corre.spond-
ence, It is due to Mr. Johnson that he be heard in the mat-
ter, therefore his letter is published. It is also only fair to
state that the publication of the matter in Forest AKD
SteeA^iJ was done in a purely journalistic way. It was com -

mon gossip among field trial men in Manitoba, and there
was a great deal of factional feeling here and there among a
few. The best way to deal with such matters is to do so
squarely. Many gossippy tales were afloat which were en-
tirely ignored, and the matter presented was confined
entirely to it as embodied in the club records. The inerea.se
of clubs and genuine sportsmanship is a cause for all ti-ue

sportsmen to rejoice. That Mi". Johnson has resolved to go
on with the good work is most gratifying. However, it was
due Mr. Johnson and the harmony of field trials, that the
public, injiu'ioiis gossip be met by an explanation.

The Grand Rapids Show.
A miatake was made in the report last week in publish-

ing the name ot one of the managers of the show, the genial
Mr. Charles K, Farmer, It was erroneously printed as Chas.
K, Turner.
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A most enjoyable two hours were passed in an informal
gatliPiing of the cltib members, the press correspondents,
the jnflgea and a few of the exhibitors in the clnb room at.

Sweet's Hotel after the ckib's regular meeting. The subject
of field trials holdiug the members' greatest interest, it

being most interesting to them, as it naturally would be, in
view of the fact that the clnb holds its inaugural field trial

this fall. Mr. John Davidson made a most favorable impres-
sion by his broad grasp of the principles of field-trial com-
petition and his sound, common-sense manner of expressing
his views.

The Coursing Meeting.

The Executive Committee of the American Coursing Club
have engaged a judge who holds the esteem and confidence
of all dog men! Mr, Roger D. Williams, of Lexington, Ky.
His great popularity and acknowledged ability will doubt-
lessly Hddiargely to the success of the trials. He judged at
(ireat Bend in 1888 with satisfaction to all concerned, a feat
not easily accomplished. B, WATERS.

DOG CHAT.

Rochester Show.
The ring al Rochester was quite rti fresco and a pleasant

change from the usual sawdust arrangement, Tne club,
however, might just as well have staked off a small portion
of groimd with ropes or boxes. Although there was ample
room to run the dogs lOOyda., if requisite, one of the judges
did not move the dogs a little bit. Mr. Fellows was not the
delinquent, for he moved his dogs well, when requisite. The
competition between Scottish Leader and Melrose was very
keen, but they did not move a yard, and action is one of
Melrose's strong points. As Arthur remarked, the fair

owner of the Swiss Mountain Kennel "caught him napping
this time, but—" and his |ace took on that quiet smile ot his

that foretells trouble in the future. Mrs. Smyth's three
winners made a very pretty display.
The feeding was fairly good, Austin's biscuit, being the

medium, but they were hardly prepared in an efficient

manner, so we were told. The disinfecting was good,
"Sanitas" sawdust being liberally used. "Uncle Dick" was
attentive to his duties as superintendent and "always thei-e,"

though he might have made the attendants clean up the
aisles a little better, but then probably the crowd interfei-ed.

There were several visitors. Among them I noticed Mrs.
Smyth, Mrs. Meacham and Mrs. Hughes; Messrs. Clarence
Eathbone and two friends from Albany; .John Moorehead,
Jr., from Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. C. M. Hunt, Palmyra; J. T.
Francis, Warham Whitney, E. D. Wilbur, W. .1. Higginson,
E. Bardoe Elliott, W- Tallman, German Hopkins, C. E. Con-
nors, Arthur Trickett, A. M. Huerhes, and the judges, of
course. The show was slow, very slow, and outside of War-
ham Whitney, J. R. Fanning and Dr. O. S. Bamber, the
secretary, we did not see another member of the club at the
show. Mr. Geo. Peer, the treaisurer, was busy among the
cocks and hens and he steered clear of the dogs. The Fair
people helped the club with a certain amount of money and
a roof to cover the dogs. But now that they realize what an
attraction to the public the dogs were—in fact, the aisles

were crowded most ot the time—it is expected that a bigger
effort will be made next year and a first-class show held,
coming in just after the Canadian circuit. Dr. Baraber was
an attentive secretary, and told us that he shut down to the
hour and so had to refuse about 70 late entries.

The only thing to mar the pleasant reunion was the feel-

ing occasioned by Mr. John Moorehead's action in taking
his dog, Streatham Monarch from the show on the second
day. This was protested by another bull-terrier exhibitor,
under additional rule XI., which says: "No dog caa be
permanently removed from the building until 6 o'clock on
Friday night, Sept. 30, except by consent of the manager or
superintendent, Mr. Moorehead did not obtain this con-
sent, and the owner is liable to disqualification for his hasty
action. The rules of the smallest member of the A. K. C.

must be lived up to and this is one of the most important.
W^e notice a feeling among new comers at the business to
slight this rule, but every one, in justice to the public,

should be made to adhere to it. In this case there was no
excuse as the dog was well and the stalls were comfortable
and dry. The protest was handed to Dr. Bamber, but we
are afraid there would be difficulty in getting a meeting of

the committee, anyhow we hope to give the result before
going to press.

Brooklyn Dog Show,
For fear that some exhibitors may think that the show

held by the National Greyhound Club in Brooklyn next
Noveniber is for greyhounds alone, we wish to disabuse
them of that idea. The show is open to the world and
every breed of dog. The club has upward of forty handsome
specials already donated and others are promised, and with
these they expect to make the premium list a very attrac-

tive one. The list will be ready by Oct. S. We do not know
what the entry fee has been fixed at, but it was rumored
that $5 was to' be the figure. On this basis there was con-
siderable grumbling among the men who control some of

the best dogs at the shows, and if the fee was fixed at that
sum they would not fall in line. While New York could
probably charge §10 and get a big show, we do not think it

good policy on the part of other clubs to try $.5, and especi-

ally at this time of the year and so close to the New York
show.

Great Danes at Ottawa.

We are surprised that Dr. Mills should have even entered

his great Dane, when he was down to judge those classes at

Ottawa, excepting with the proviso "N. F. C, etc." The
fact of Mr. Corbett being called in to judge the challenge

class does not alter the aspect of the case whatever, the fact

remains that the great Dane Minerva's Fawn wins a chal-

lenge prize in the show in which her owner judges great

Danes. This does not look well.

Death of Lady Venus.

Mr. Frank Dole is having his share of the misfortunes
that too often beset the fancier. At Kingston show his bull

bitch Lady Venus, quite a smart one, too, was taken sick

and died on the way to Ottawa show. She was only about
30 months old, and was one of the new importations Mr.
Dole made lately. Lady Venus was by Rustic Swell out of

champion Rustic Lass. Mr, Dole has our sincere sympathy.

Correction.

The name of one of Dr. Jarvis's Derby entries in the Irish

Setter Trials should be Oline instead of Gine.

George Thomas will return to England this month on the

lookout for something serviceable for the next circuit. The
Sheffield-Salem Kennel will probably shake us up a little

with black and tan terriers if the gods and prices are pro-

pitious.

Mr. E. O. Damon has, we find, sought the advantages of

our business columns now that he feels that he has a kennel
that can offer the very best bench and field trial blood. The
Meadow Citv Kennel, a picture of which the owner sends,

seems to be beautifully situated, and the kennels are built

on the isolation principle; a number of kennels rather than
one or two large buildings, and this is a wise plan. Having
had the services of such an old and astute breeder as Mr. P.

H. Bryson to guide in the selection of stock the inmates of
this kennel show at once that the right stuff is there. Among
the stud dogs are the Corsair, noted both on field and bench,
and Rod's Whim, that earned his spurs at Assonet, Mass.,
last year. These ai-e by Count Noble ex Gladstone's Girl.

Among the bitches are Rod's Mirth, Rod's Chaff and the
Laggard, by Roderigo ex Gladstone's Girl; Mary Murnan—
(Count Noble ex Florence) and .Jennie Stevenson (Fred ex
May). Several of these will run at the New England, United
States and the Southern trials this year.

The steamer Nomadic,White Star Line, arrived at Pier 44,

North River, New York city, Sept. 27, haviog on board a
fox-terrier dog consigned to Mr. E, H. Goodwin, New York.
This company brings a dog or two nearly every week on one
or the other of its ships, and seems to "be a favorite line.

The steamer Naronic arrived Oct. S with one bull-terrier

bitch for Mr. J. L. Dever, Great Western Distillery, Peoria,
111., and one pug bitch consigned to W. H. Dumont & Co.,
1ft Exchange Place, New York.

Mr.Chapman writes us that while we were right about the
prospective Mis.sissippi Beagle Club he does not feel like as-

suming the duties of .secretary again, although willing to

help in every ether way. He adds: 'There is really no
reason why this new club should not be as successful in

every way as the National Beagle Club has been, and as
president of the latter clnb Ibid them welcome and wish
them well and I believe that with a little push they could
hold ft trial some time in .January, and not only catch all of

the local entries, but many from the East and West as well.

The rapid strides of the N. R. C. should serve to encourage
them, and I think they can depend on a majority of the
members of the older club to stretch forth the hand of good
fellowship in a sportsmanlike fashion and aid them with
members, money and entries. In like ratio as there are field

trials held will good field beagles abound.'

We have received the constitution and by-laws of the
Pacific Coast St. Bernard Clnb, organized Aug. 17, 1S92.

The dues are |6 per annum and we hear the club has already
quite a goodly number of members. We may remind our
many readers on the Pacific slope who may wish to aid the
cause of the Holy breed that Mr. H. J. Summerhayes is the
secretary, 152 Market street, San Fx-ancisco, Cal.

In our business columns we find the sale notice of a capital
wire-haired dog, Jack Prompter, who was a winner at the
Rochester show last week. His sire, ch. Prompter, won the
.50-guinea challenge cup twice in England.

Mr. A. R. Kyle has sold to the ChestDut Hill Kennels,
Wellesbourne Kyle and two other young collies, but Scots-
man, as he is, he has still a brace up his sleeve that he thinks
c m beat these and any others. W^e should like to see Mr.
Kyle and all the old collie breeders once more in an active

state. The breed needs a little shaking up.

A similar case to the "puppy packing" at Toronto show
has just occurred in England, where two sailors shipped six
puppies in an ordinary wine box, 21in, by 7 by 1.5, and at the
journey's end the pups were found sutt'ocated. The differ-

ence between the Canadian and the English case is that in

the latter the culprits were fined S25.

We regret to hear of the death of Mrs. Wheatleigh, presi-

dent of the American Pet Dog Club, which occurred Sept.
28. Mrs. Wheatleigh had been for years quite a prominent
pug exhibitor and Tareeder, and was a familiar fi.gu re at New
York shows for years past. She was very active in the
councils of the Pet Dog Club, and will, we are sure, be
greatly mis.sed by the members of that body.

Death has claimed another old fancier, an Englishman
this time, Mr. S. W. Smith, or "Big Smith" in the old days,
and "Old Turk" in a literary sense. His reminiscences of
fox-terrier lore in the Fanciers^ Oazette were very interest-

ing.

Mr. George Jarvis has now been ruffled out of the even
tenor of his way, and all on account of the A. K. C. It

seems he claimed the prefix Kent for his kennel, and paid
the customary .$3 for the privilege and in due course, August
issue of the iCe?ineHTa2e«c. the claim was published. The
notice at the heading of prefixes says that objections must
be made with the secretary within 14 days after publication.
On Sept. 27 objection was made to the prefix, but Mr. Jarvis
claims this was over date, and now the case has gone to the
advisory committee. The excuse offered for the objection is

that there are so many "Kents" among the pointers. At the
same time, if any one'has a right to the prefix Mr. Jarvis has.

He comes from Kent, England, and was the first to use
"Kent" in pointers' names over here. It looks rather small
to the man on the fence, anyhow.

Exhibitors say that if Mount Holly holds another show
they want a new "Diehl" in judges. The connection between
buff Cochins and pointers is not apparent to the naked eye,

but they say Brotner Winslow (that's the correct term, we
believe in feathered parlance) can see it at a glance. Pro-
bably through inspiration.

Mr. A. H. Moore, the well known fancier of setters and St.

Bernards, has just lost his young trotter, Evangeline, for

which be gave ^18,000 in the spring and which was valued at

.?30,000 at the time of her death.

There is an inclination among some breeders to hold a
terrier show in Boston this fall. They think that in con-
nection with the Mechanics' Fair it could be made to pay,
many people being attracted into town by that exhibition.

Whether this will be the case will depend somewhat on the
wishes of the Massschusetts Kennel Club; if an M. K. C.

show is to be held next spring those who are behind the ter-

rier movement will not hold their exhibition,

Mr. W. W. Thompson writes to the English Stuclc-Keeper
correcting the impression that Messrs. Radels and Morris's
pair of working sheepdogs, are the first to be imported to
this country. The former gentleman says that he sent Mr.
Downey, of' New York, prooably Dr. Downey, who was an
active fancier in the early 80's, one of the best workers in

North Wales, and then adds that this dog won several good
stakes as a worker in the States. We knew that there had
been several attempts at sheepdog trials in this country, but
did not believe they had been successfully carried out.

¥vom Stock Keeper we learn that Mr. E. H. Clarke, of the
lolanthe Kennels, has purchased the well-known winning-
black and tan terrier. Lady Salisbury. In her time she has
won over twenty first prizes.

We draw attention to our kennel columns in the business
department. Among those who have dogs for sale are W.
P. Eraser, high class Scotch terriers: W. C. Newell, rough
St. Bernard pups; James McA.leer, well bred field trial

pointers: H. V. Jamieson, trained beagles; J. Hope, rabbit
hounds, guaranteed broken; E C. Dodd, Gordon setter dogs;
S. C. Graff, two broken beagles: C. L. A. Whitney, wire-

Derby entries. We draw particular attention to the new
advertisement of Mr, Henry Brooks's Scotch terriers Kil-

roy, Kiletee and Kilbar, for they make an array of quality
in this breed hard to beat; the Meadow City Kennels have
English .setters. The Corsair and Rod's Whim, and Dutchess
Kennels change their ad. and have some good pups for sale.

I

Mr. Harry Twyford seems to have landed with "both feet"
on the other .side. Now we hear of him acting as chairman
at a meeting that formed the West London Canine Society,
or was it at the convivial gathering that followed that event,
probably the latter, and "Brockenhurst" no doubt would
tell them all about how "the world goes round." He must
remember, however, that Oct. 24 is "the date of the beagle
trials.

We are told by the Stock-Keeper that Mr. Sam Woodiwiss
will attend the World's Fair show with his team of bull-
dogs. There is little doubt taut th,at, if properly worked, a
number of representative kennels from acro-ss the water
would attend and make the show the international gather-
ing it should be.

The same journal tells us that it is very likely the fox-
terrier Ripon Stormer will come to America, An American
buyer, probably Mr, Rutherfurd or Harry Twyford for some
one over here, has offered a long price for the dog, but the
owner is not yet willing to part.

A peculiar anomaly has just occurred in counecliou with
Irish terriers at the Seottisu Kennel Club show that comf:s
off soon at Edinbiirgh, Scotland. Although the s-how Is

under English Kennel Clubrules, the Irish Terrier Club has
had to withdraw its promised specials on account of the
club refusing to adopt the non-cropping resolution in force
since December 31. 1891.

SALE OF W. K. C. POINTERS.
Thk most important auction sale of pointers ever held in

this country took place Thursday atternoon, Sept. 39, at
the American Horse Exchange, New York city. When one
considers the breeding of the dogs offered, especially the
young stock, the prices realized must have fallen far below
expectations. The W. K. C. does not intend to breed
pointers on such a large scale as formerly though they have
reserved their stud dogs, which will still remain at the
service of the public. There was quite a goodly crowd of
people assembled, among them several ladies. Several well
known dogmen were on hand, among them Dr. Mora. Jas.
Mortimer, the former superintendent of the club, Frank
Windholz, Geo. Jarvis, Cbas. Heath, J.icob Pentz, Phil.
Daly, Jr,, F. R. Hitchcock, John Brett, and Fred Gebhard
was also a purchaser. Lass ot Bow was getting oo in years,
and it was thought would probably not breed again, so she
went for the comparatively low sum of $12,'5. But we cer-
tainly expected Westminster Ralph, one ot the best pups the
club has raised in some years and a winner at Washington
this year, to have brought more than .f85. This dog, if

lucky, is a bargain. The amounts the principal dogs brought
were as follows:

West minster Baldface,M Stamen $ 6 00
Westminster Dick, C. Page 165 00
Westminster Pete, C. Heath Ifi GO
Westminster Ralph, winner of first prize (puppy). Wash

-

ingcoD, 1893, G. fl. Cooke 85 GO
Liver and whUe dog, B. R. Moore 12 ,50

Liver and white dog, J. O. Patterson .35 00
Liver and white dog, F. J. Moore 73 50
Liver and white bitch, Phil Daly, Jr 17 50
Ltver and white bitch, Phil Daly, -Tr 27 .50

L^ver and white bitch, N. Sid well 30 00
Liver and white hitch, W. 0. Weatlierbee ^f) 00
Champion Lass of Bow, liver and white hitch, March 19,

1884 (Graphic-Climax). J. C. Smith 125 00
Glauoa, liver and white bitch, Feb g.5, 1884. (Fluke—Glet ),

Forrester Kennels •. 20 00
Westminster Sal, liver and white bitch, Jan. 1, 1887 (Naso of

Kippen—Madsione), C. Heath 10 00
Westminster Ina, A. H. Dyett 40 00
Westminster Gladys, liver and white bitch, July 3, 1887

(Naso of Kinpen-Glauca), Pliil Daly, Jr 75 00
Westminster Nan, lemon and white hitcb, September, 1889

(Westminster Gate—Nancy), J. C. Henn 40 00
Spir^away HI., liver and white bitch, June 25,1887 (Naso of

Kippen—Spiaaway), R, R. Moore 10 00
Spinaway IV., livor and white bitch, June, 1890 (Lad of Bow

—Spinaway III.). Phil Daly, -fr 57 50
Spinett, liver ana wbite bitch, litter sister to Spinaway IV.,

A. H. Dyett 12 50
Westminster Kate, liver and white bitch, and four pups;
ai*ai,litter sister to Westminster Ralp>), Tl. R. Moore gO 00
Westminster Blanche, liver and whUe bitch, July 14, 1891

(King of Kent—Westminster Sal), J. C. Smith 40 00
Liver and white dog, June 23, 1892 (King of Kent— Westmin-

ster Ina), C. Sackett , 15 00
Liver and white dog, B. Mann ?0 00
Liver and white dog. C. Sackett 25 00
Liver and white bitch, Reynard Pointer Kennels . 15 00
Liver and white bitch, Mr. Hitchcock 22 50
Liver and white bitch, Fred Gebhard 10 00
Liver and white bitch, O. SackPtt 17 50
Liver and white bitch, M. Baker 22 £0
Liver and white bitch, June 26, 1893 (King of Kent—Spin-

away III ). J. Brett 22 50
Liver and white bitch, July 7, 1893 (King of Kent—Spinett),

Phil Daly, Jr 17 50
Liver and white bitch, G. Hoppens 9 00
Liver and white bitch, H. Ellsworth 6 00
Liver and white dog, G. Hopkins 5 00

Total $1,154 50
An average of about $83 apiece.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.
Danbuet, Conn., Oct. 5.—Special to Forest and Stream.

—There are over 200 entries for this show. Many of the best
kennels represented; Seminole, Rochelle, Symonds, Timan,
Ben Lewis, Geo. Thomas, etc. Mr. James Watson com-
mences judging to-day. • E. H. M.

'"Ann About Febhets and Rats" is the title of a little twenty-
five cent pamphlet pabUstied byAdolph Lsaaosen, of 92 Fulton
street. It has been prepared, the autnor savs, from his thirty
years' practical experience as a sure pop rat exterminator.

fnclfting.

FIXTURES.
OCTOBEH. •

9. Jersey City, Ladies' Day, New 15. Buffalo, Closing Cruise,
York Bay.

Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C, Osborn Cup.
The race for the cup presented by Mr. R. A. Osborn, of the cutter

Clara, was sailed on Oct. 1, the coui'se being 6J^ miles to windward
and return. Start 12:10. The times were:

Finish. Elapsed,
El Chico 3 43 28 2 -33 28
Pyxie 2 50 10 8 40 10
Kamelpss wilhdrew.
Kemadji , .. disabled.
The Oystei" Bay club house closed on Oct. 1, and the city house, at

7 East Thirty-second street, re-opened on Oct. 3 for the winter
season.

Admiral Montague, owner of the 40 rater Corsair, has placed an
order with Mr. Arthur E, Payne for a new yacht of the same class.
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The Dismasting of the Truant.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Sept. la I notice you have inserted a portion of an

article from a San Francisco paper referrinerto a cruise of ttie Corin-
tliian Y. C. and the loss of the mast of the cat sloop Truant, which is
quite misleaalng and if unexplained would surely be considered as
not very comphmentary to ttie designer, Mr. W. D. Bacon, of Barn-
stable, Jlass. On the trip referred to several of our fleet came to
grief, owing to a strong breeze and heavy sea, but in reading the
article one might infer that the Truant had met with a "series of dis-
asters," and that her rig led to this result.
At tne lime the contract was given to build the boat a cedar stick

was ordered from Washington Ter., having been unable to find one
hereabouts of tbe required dimensioos. Upon Its arrival it was found
badly twisted and was condemned by the ouilder and a spruce stick
used, the builder remarking at tne time that "it was not suitable but
would answer for a season or two." For a socket for the spinaker
boom a band was made reaching one half way around the mast,
fltDed about fcln. above the deck, and held in place by six 23^in.
screws. After saUing the boat for over fifteen months the mast
"went by the board," breaking short oft at the point where the
screws had weakened tbe stick. No shrouds were used, as mentionedm the anicle, but the mast was stepped as designed and as is cus-
tomary with this type of boat on the Atlantic coast. In my opinion
It was not the fault of the rig, but because a suitable stick could not
be had, and the mistake of weakening the mast by using the screws
at a point where most of the strain came. Mr. Bacon made no ob-
jection to reduciog the canvas, other tuan advising me that I must
not expect tne boat to saU very fast in light weather. I think it is
the experience of every one in building a boat to find that it is im-
possiDie to oDtain a perfect type suitable for all purposes, cruising,
racing, aeep and shadow water and all kinds of weather. It is not
claimed that the catboat comes up to all of these requirements. The
type has its faults as well as the aeep draf c, heaviiy-weighted keel
boats. For an all around boat suitable for San Francisco Bay, with
its variable winds and shallow waters, I have found the Truant all
that could be asked for. She is an able sea boat, stands up well un-
der her canvas, and experience has proven that she is tne fastest
boat of her inches, --blow high or low," ever launched in these wa-
ters. 1 can understand why the writer of the article, with no love
for Che rig, snoula make such a circumstance of the loss of the mast,
but it he will take "poc luck" with me whenever It suits his conven-
ience, 1 am quite sure he wdl return home satisfied that the Truant
is as good, it not a superior, sea boat to other yachts hereabouts.
KAN iiRANOisco, Oal., Sept. 28. j. w. Pew.

Anchors for Small Yachts.
Editor Forest and Stream:
terhaps some of your correspondents will give us their views on

the bUDject of ancnors, the oesc kind and the best method of stowing,
on small bodts, say 4(J-tooters and smaller.
The -(Jhester" anchor with several flukes, which when not in use

shut up and are neid by a guard ring, appears to he deficient in
holding capacity, and in the course of some experiments in which
the writer recently assisted the reason of this iacapacity appeared
to be [hat it always presented two flukes to the mud and at the un-
fortunate angle represented by the feet of the letter "A" i. e. not
veriical as in the case of the bingle flukes of a regular fisherman's
ancnor. With the same amount of scope it was easy to drag it over
a bOLtom marked "stky" and consisting of mud and long grass, while
the fisherman's anchor sank deep mto the mud and could not be
Stirred. If a man wished to avoid sinking into a marsh he could not
whUe btandmg do belter than copy the letter "A." If he wished to
sink in he would stand on one foot.
What musD be tne temper of one whose duty it is to haul up and

stow a big fisherman's anchor in the cramped space forw"ard on a
six beam .30ft. cutter midst the thrashing of both staysail and jib-
sheets, and tne behowmg of the man at the wheel. Job's reputation
tor patience is not safe unless ii can be asceriained whether he was
a sauor, and wnetner he had been ihrougn this mill. Or perhaps he
was a land luDuer and had been througn this mill, unUke the writer
coniinumg at it day by day m suence, then surely nothing could
deteat his title.

1 am told that the Trinity Corporation, which looks after light
houses on the coast of Kugiand, usCs an anchor of tne regula.ion
shape ont with one fluRe. Xhis leaves nothing above ground to foul
the warp and weiguts or Dalances tne ancnor when uropped, so Inat
ic strikes Dotcom duke down. One less fluRe on deck for Job to stub
His toe ou IS a consideration nc beneath notice.
Are there any dUauvantages or dangers in using such an anchor?

. H. W. G, W.
The Seawanhaka-Coriaihiau y. C. has secured the steamer Alber-

lina for the use of the njemoers of the elub on Oct. 11, and tickets
may be h^d pf the steward at the club house,

Semiramis.
We are indebted to Le Yacht for tbe above cut of the steam yacht

Semiramis, whose plans appeared in the Fore.st and Stream of

May 7, 1S91. The yacht, which was designed by Mr. Alfred H. Brown,
has recently been sold to a French lady: Mme. Lebaudy, and will

sail under the French flag.

The New Carroll Yacht.
The Boston Herald is responsible for a sensational story concern -

ing the large racing yacht now building at Herreshoff's, Its leading
features being the ownership of the new yacht by 3Ir. Archibald
Rogers, the naturalization of Capt. Chas. Barr, with the assistance
of the Herald reporter, in order that she may be sailed by an Ameri-
can skipper, and the despatch of Itr. Royal Phelps Carroll to Eng-
land to arrange matches for the Cape May and Brenton Reef cups.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Rogers and Capt. Barr have nothing to do
with the new yacht, and her owner, Mr. Carroll, is now in Newport;
but there is one item of truth in the story. The yacht, which has
been announced as a 90ft. schooner, will be of only 81ft. l.w.l., and
will come out as a cutter, though provision will be made in building
tor a couvei'.sion to the schooner rig at any time.
As was announced some time since, Mr. Carroll is carrying out the

idea which he has entertained for several years, of taking an Ameri-
can yacht across the Atlantic both for the regular racing ol the
British fleet and to challenge for the two American cups now held
abroad.
Nearly a year ago the Forest and Stream suggested such an expe-

dition by an American yachcscaan as not only a suitable relm-n for
the many visits made by British yacbts to this side, but as one hkely
to afford plenty of sport and lo result very successfully.
The rules and restrictions which once prevented American yachts

from racing in British waters have some time since been removed,
and there is no reason why an American yachtsman should not look
for fair and courteous treatment.
At the same time there never was a better chance of succes than

now, when the Herresholl craft have won on both sides of tbe Atlan-
tic. The two existing racers of the larger size, Iverna and Oleteor,
are by no- means up to the present standard, and would have a very
poor show beside a new boat by Herreshoff, Watson, Payne or Fife.
AS to the new British yachts, tbe largest are but 40-rating, r)9ft. l.w.l.

by 14 to left, beam, and not likely to save their time from a newer
and larger craft.
In all probability the »ew yacht will be met with something near

her size, although the tendency abroad, as with us, has been toward
smaller yachts for racing. Neither Iverna nor Meteor are likely to
be in the racing next year should anything new be built during the
winter, and it is not improbable that their owners, both keen yachts-
men, may build. In any event, Mr. Carroll's venture, if carried out,
is likely to cause a more or less brief revival of the larger racing
class, and to afford good sport next season.

The America Cup.
A LETTER from Lord Dum-aven is now in the hands of the New

york Y. C. and though its contents will not be made pubhc until
after the next meeting of the club, it is known that it contains a
notiflcation of an inteotiou to challenge for the America Cup, pro-
vided the present terma are changed. A, special meetiog of the club
will be held on Monday next to copsider the matter.

Rhode Island T. C.

The Rhode Island Y. C. is making preparations for an elaborate
ending of the season, as told in the following general orders:

Flagship Vbrena, I

Off CLr^ House, Pawtuxbt, Sept. 26, 1892. f
General Orers No 3.

In accordance with the quite general sentiment of the captains
and club members, the fleet is requested to rendezvous off the club
house, Pawtuxet, on the morning of Friday, Oct. 7, to participate in
a short cruise, regatta and clambake, to "wind up" the season.
The starting gun will be fired promptly at 12 o'clock noon, and a

run made to Potter's Cove. A trophy for winner of the run is

offered.
Saturday, Oct. 8, there will be a regatta over the Potter's Cove

coui'&e, with prizes for all classes.
Sunday, Oct. 9, the club will be delivered into the hands of the

"Potter's Cove Committee," who will undertake to break all previous
records in tbe matter ot a clambake.
The Full Moon, which has heretofore graced the club's occasions

with her presence, will again contribute to the general joy.
TheCommodoi-e takes this opportunity to congratulate the club on

this most successful season, and to express his personal appreci-
ation of the assistance given him by captains and members generally
in the performance of the duties of the office witb which he has been
honored. He hopes to meet all hands on board the flagship at Pot-
ter's Cove, Friday evening, Oct. 7.

By order of Commodore Austin.
Charles H. Howland, Fleet Captain.

Olympic Y. C, Sept. 24.
south BROOKLYN—new YORK BAY.

The second annual regatta of the Olympic Y.C. was sailed on Sept.
24, the times being:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Start. Finished. Elapsed.

Sadie Brown 12 28 00 Withdrew.
Nellie W 12 32 00 6 01 00 5 29 00
Blackjack ,..12.31 40 3 37 30 5 05 50

CLASS B—CABIN .SLOOPS.
Little Edgeete 12-28 50 5 21 50 4 53 00
Rene Louise 12 32 10 5 58 45 4 26 35
Swallow 12 29 50 5 38 45 5 08 .55

Cricket 12 33 45 5 25 45 4 63 00
Fanny K 12 31 00 5 22 45 4 51 '45

CLASS C—CATS.
Colombo 12 39 25 4 53 10 4 13 45
Village Bell 12 38 10 4 52 45 4 13 35
Jessie H 12 38 45 5 27 43 4 46 58

CLASS D—SLOOPS.
Margaretta C 12 48 25 5 41 25 4 35 00
Lady Ella -12 49 20 5 42 55 4 53 35

CLASS E-CATS.
Bye-Bye 1 01 45 3 42 45 2 41 00
Ajax 12 59 40 4 54 45 3 54 47
Dimple 1 02 20 3 56 30 2 53 52
Katie F 12 58 30 Did not finish.
Goodenough 12 59 10 Did not flnish.
The regatta committee were Messrs. Owen Fay, A. MuUer. Robert

Orr, Paul Steeley and J. R. Sipp

.

Alva.
The recent storms have damaged the wrecked Alva so badly, heel-

ing her on to her starboard side and smashing her keel and deck,
that the wreckers have decided to abandon the work, and the wreck
will probably be destroyed by the Government, as it is in a very
dangerous position. The local inspectors have rendered a decision
adverse to Capt. Morrison.

The Customs authorities of Chicago have discovered that they had
no anthority for their threat to inflict a floe on the steam yacht
Lurline because of the absence of her name in 4in. letters on each
bow, and the matter has been dropped. The over-officious captain
of the revenue cutter Andy Johnson is evidently unaware of the
faUure of the attempt of ex-Commissioner of Navigation Bates to
apply to iJleasure craft all tne restrictions imposed by law on mer-
chant vessels, including the painting of the name on each bow. As
a matter of justice to yacbtsmen in all places, the oflScers to whom
are intrusted the eoforcement of the laws should be compelled to
fully post themselves as to the exact nature of their duties.
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New Utrecht Navy, Sept. 24.
BATH BEACH—GRAVBSEND BAY.

The opening; regatta of the newly organized New Utrecht Navy, a
part of the New Utrecht Club, of Bath Beach, was held on Sept. 24,
the courses being from off the club house on Gravesend Bay around
Buoy 11 and a stakeboat inside of Norton's Point for Class A, and
around a stakeboat off Fort Hamilton and the stakeboat off Norton's
Point, two rounds, for Classes B and C. The severe storm preceding
the race had disabled a number of yachts and lessened the starters.
In Class A Coquette mistook the course and rounded the wrong buoy,
being disqualified. The times were:

CLASS A,

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Coquette 3 29 16 Disqualified.
Iroquois 3 25 24 5 00 32 1 35 08 1 85 03
Ida 2 25 42 5 09 01 1 43 19 1 41 1

;

CLASS B.

EddaD 3 41 10 5 11 10 1 30 06 1 26 41
Ariel 3 39 43 5 C9 51 1 30 08 1 30 OS
Willie T 3 41 24 5 20 08 1 38 44 1 35 24

CLASS C.

Homing 3 33 44 5 01 48 1 28 04 1 27 39
Juanita 3 33 25 5 02 40 1 29 15 1 29 15

A Model Fishing Schooner.
The accompanying designs for a model fisbing schooner are the

work of Capt. J. W. Collins, of the United States Fish Commission,
who has charge of the Commission's exhibit at the WorldV Fair.
Captain Collins is the designer of the very successful schooner
Grampus, built for the work of the Commission som" years since,
and illustrated in the Forest and Stream of Jan. 18-20, 1887. A fully
rieged model of the new snciooner has been marie for exhibition at
Chicago The design is intended for a vessel of moderate size, such
as are engaged in the market fishery from New England, Npw York,
Savannah and Pensacola. Schooners of this class are expected to
carry their fare=i of fish to market in a fresh condition, t<nd, with
perishable cargoes, it is scarcely necessary lo say thar speed is an
important requisite. With this, also, there is a demand for the best
sea-going qnali ies and considerable sail carrying power. The mat-
ter of capacity is a secondary one, and the attempt has therefore
been made in the design to combine seaworthiness and speed in as
high a degree as practicable for a vessel carrying inside ballast, and,

JDiAGONAL Lines.

^ODEL FISHING SCHOONER. Desi&nec BY Capt. J. W. Collins, 1892.

BODT PLAN.

at the same time, to produce a schooner which will work quickly and
that will have no great amount of extra surface friction.
Considerable drag has been given in order that the bowsprit may

be kept within reasonable limits, and that a comparatively large
mainsail can be carried.
The sail plan is in accordance with the most modern ideas on yachts

and fishing vessels.
The following are the dimensions of the design:

Length over all 83ft. 6 in.
l.w.l 66ft.

Beam, extreme 20ft. 6 in.

l.w.l 19ft. ?i^in.

Draft, extreme 10ft. IJiin.
Mainmast, deck to hounds 49ft.

head 8ft. 6 in.

Maintopmasc. heel to truck 34ft. 6 in.
Foremast, deck to hounds '12ft. 2 in.

head rfi. 6 in.

Foretopmast, heel to truck. 29ft. 6 in.
Bowsprit, outside 24ft.

Main boom 54ft. 6 in.

Maingaff 32ff.

Foreboom 20ft.
Foregaff 22fc. 6 in.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
On Sept. 30 a meeting of the representatives of the yachting and

boating interests of Chicago, to the number of 100, was held at the
Sherman House, with Mr George W^arrington in the chair. After
discussion, the following resolution was adopted : '"Whereas, An as-
sociation of all persons interested in aquatic t- ports is deemed advis-
able for the pui pose of bettering the tacilities in Chicago for such
sport, be it resolved, that an association be formed to be called the
Chicago Yachting and Boating Association. That all persons in-
terpsied in such sports for pleasure be invfted to become members,
and that an initiation fee of $2 oe paid by aU members, and annual
dues be less than $6 a year, payable quarterly. That the object of
the said association be to provide suitable facilities for said sport,
and to forward, foster ana pretect the interests of all members of the
said association." The following members were enrollea: Al. D.
Wilber, W. A. Paulsen, W. G. Clark, F. D. Simmons, George Warring-
ton, E. P. Jaquith, C. G. Norton, W. H. V. Rosing. H. E. C. Heinne-
man, P D. Dutton, J. H. Handle, George Handle, D. G. De La Fon-
taine, C. C. Andrews, Arthur R. ( lark, J. 1). Dunham. F, H. Rav,
Tnomas Boyle, Oliver Sofiitt, F. J. Dagge.t, W. D. Payne, John
George, Allis./u V. Armour. Committees were named as folio a s: By-
Laws and Constitution—Commojore B. V. Rosing, E. P. Warntr,
Frank Morris, M. D. Wilber. Haroor PacUi ies—Capt. Jamts Dun-
bam, Charles Norton, Coi. Robert Rae, Capt John Prindii'ille, Frank
H. Ray, F. H. Watiess. Wincer Quarters—George W arringiou, W. A.
Paulsen, F. O. Heilman. Oluo-Room—H. J. Carr, E. P. Jaquith,
Wallace Clark. The first object of tbe new association is to secure
proper harbor and anchorage tacilities, not only for the home fleet,

out for the large number of visiting yacnts expected next season.

Herr F. Schichau, of Elbing, has attained an unprecedentedly high
speed in one of several torpedo boats he is building for the Italian
and Russian Governments, having got as a m an of one hour's con-
tiLUOus run in the open sea 27. 4 knots. The dimensions are: Length,
152ft.. 6in.; beam, 17it. oin.; displacement, 130 tons: bunker capacity
4u tons. Each boat has two round-crowned locomotive boilers
which are protected by tne coal bunkers. The working pressures is

13 atmospheres (lOolbs.).- At the trials, the weignts on board, in ad-
oitiou to 20 tons of coal, were—torpedo armament, 6 tons; guns, 2}4
tons; crew (24 men), provisions, stores and firearms, 4}^ ton,5; drink-
ing water, tons; engine reserve pans and engineer's stores, 2
tons; ship's ana boatswain's stores, 23^ tons—total, 40 tons. The
guaranteed speed of 26.5 knots during a two hours' open sca con-
tinuous irial was easily obtained, and during one hour's open sea
continuous run the speed was 27.4 knots. The number of revolu-
tions was 325. Tne maximum thickness of the deck and hull plates
of thei?e boats is .226in. This is slightly dimmistied towara bow
and stern. Tueresul s obtained have been surpissed by some of
Beir Schiehau's boats, which, we understand, nave not yet been
delivered. Tne new British 200-ton boats ought, on account of their
superior size, to be even ta,ster.—Engineering

On the evening of Sept. 25 the sttamer Rosedale, a small passenger
boat bound trom Coney Island to Bridgeport, was in collision off
Glen Cove with the fchooner yacht Una, the yacht striking the
Bteauser on the port bow. TUb steamer was considerably dataaged,
wWle the yaqht lost ber bowsprit and foremast, her hull leftklig
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badly. When the two came together a fireman, Robert Morton, who
had just come from the fire room and stood at an open window, was
struck by the jibboom and killed, his body being buried beneath the
falling spars on the steamer's deck, At the same time one of the
schooner's crew, who was at the bowsprit end, was thrown into the
water and drowned. D. T. Gregory, of Bridgeport, was very seriously
injured; Thos. McCarthy, a fireman, was burned and cut, and Patrick
Ellis was injured internally and nis arm was broken; Mrs. Nora
Sheeler, oC Bridseport, also had an arm and leg broken. The
schooner was towed by the steamer into Glen Cove; from all ac-
counts she was responsible for the collision.

The steam yacht designed by J. Beavor Webb for Ltoyd Phoenix,
will bear the name of Mr. Pl:oeaix's old schooner Intrepid. She will
be launched to day at Neafi" & Levy's yard, Philadelphia. Her di-
mensions are: Over all, 163ft. 6m ; l.w.l.. 132ft.; beam, moulded,
27ft.; draft. 1.3ft. 6in. Her engmes will be 93^. 14 and 23}^ bylSin.
The boiler will be lOfc. 3in. in diameter and 8ft. 6in. long, return
tubular.

As the result of a good deal of talk, the schooner Shamrock,
though once laid up, was fitted out and under way on Saturday last
off Bay Ridge, to sail a special match with the schooner Comet. The
latter, however, did uot put in an appearance, and no race re-
sulted.

The New York Y. C. has secured the steamer William C. Eger-
ton for the use of members of the club on the occasion of the
naval parade on Oct. 11, the price of tickets being M, to be ob-
tained of the superintendent at the club house prior to Oct. 6.

Gladys, the 30ft. cutter designed by Mr. Burgess for Cornelius Vau-
derbilt,and built by Lawley, has been sold through Stewart & Binney
to W. P. Fowle, owner of Sirocco.

Messrs. Stewart & Binney's latest fisherman, the Arthur Birnie, to
be launched at Essex next week, is 115ft. over all, 90ft. l.w.l., S5ft.

beam, and 13ft. draft.

James Johnson, age 16, was recently arrested in New York and
taken to Whitestone to answer the charge of stealing from a nnmber
of yachts at that place.

Rajah, yawl, has been sold by H. W. Eaton to W. 0. Hubbard.

Two Canoe Cruises.

Goon canoe cruises are so scarce that even the most active canoe-
ists are in clanger of forgetting that the original and most inipbrtunt
use of the modern decked canoe wis as a means of travel in localities
otherwise inaccessible, and that for those who have the leisure there
is more of pleasure in this work than in any other btanch of the
sport. That canoe cruising is by no means extinct, in spite of the
present rage for racing craft and sliding seats, is shown by two
widely different volumes just issued by Harper & Bros.. New York,
"The Danube, from the Black Forest' to the Black Sea," by F. D.
Millet, and "A Family Uanoe Trip," by Florence Walters Snedeker.
Different as they are. each has a distinct Ciarm of its own, tho
larger and more jaretentious volume dealing with the more stirrins
and adventurou-) side of canoe cruising, while the smaller reflects
with equal fidelity the peaceful and pastoral pleasures of a family
canoe voyage in nome waters.
The Danube cruise was plaaned several years since by Mr. Poultney

Bigelow. of the New York CO., after his return from a cruise in the
West Indies, and the xjractieal management of the journey was car-
ried out by him. His companions were F. D. Millet, the author of
the book, and Alfred Parsons, both artists.

The cruise was begun on June 23 at Donauescbingen, in Baden, the
head of the river, and ended on Sept. lO at the Black Sea, its course
of 1,775 miles leading through Germany, Austria, Hungary, Servia,
Bulgaria, Roumania and Russia.
The wonderful panorama of places ai^d people which the length

of the Danube displays would appeal to the most prosaic, and to a
party like this, of ariists and writers, it furnishes a wealth of
material for th^ pen and pencil. Apart from the story of the cruise
itself, the descriptions of the scenery, the river and its many strange
craft and the dwellers beside it are "specially interesting. The illus-
trations are numerous and very good.
The neat little pocket volume which forms the sixth of Harper's

"Black and White" series, tells the simple story of a canoe trip
made by three members of the same family, father, mother, and a
small boy, up the Hudson and through the canal and Lake Cham-
plain to the A. 0 A meet of 1891. Devoid of wreck or rapid, with
no more stirring incident than the fall of a tent or the capsize of a
coffee-pot, it is nevertheless a book that every canoeist will read
with pleasure, recognizing the author as a true member of the craft
and disciple of "Rob Boy" MacGregor. From cover to cover the
book is full of the charm of canoeing and of camp life, and the
reader is infused with all the fresh enthusiasm of the writer. The
description of the A. C. .V. meet and camp is particularly good.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The racing times made in some of the races at the A. C. A. meet

were certainly very fast. Glenwood covered the 6 mile triangular
course in 57m. 45s., the avprage best for the 1^ mile triangle being
reported by Forest xnd Stream at 15m. This speed is on a lake, i. e.
without any current, ana probably on accuratelf measured courses,
the craft being 16ft. in length, 30in. beam and with from 120 to 150
square feet of sail. The official times recorded in England for the
Royal C. C. Cup race give, on the breezy day we had, and on a lake
without current, an average of 27m. 7s. for the 3-mile triangle; or
taking the 6 miles of the three best rounds a time of 78m. 45s., i. e.,

21m. behind the American time. There may, indeed must, be some
mistaKe or difference in the measurement of the course or in timing,
for the boats are very similar; the wind in each case was strong.
There is, however, also a strong factor to be borne in mind, viz , the
American races are sailed with sliding seats and some 30 to 40£t. more
sail area. This difference may also be viewed under the fact that a
canoe of American build and fitment, sailed with large bat-wing
batter sails, was sailing in many of our races quite as many minuips
astern of our leading craft when she sailed without using her sliding
seat and large non-houseable centre-plate. So therefore a true com-
parison can har.ily be made unless the rules of both countries are
brought into accord.—i^/eid, Sept. S6.

The annual regatta of the Lawrence (Mass.) C. C. was held on Sept.
33, the events and winners being as follows: Double blade paddling,
mile, W.O.Russell; Adirondack boat, mile, B. F. Robihson; hand-
paddling canoe, lOOyds. 'Straightaway, F. D. Lincoln: single-blade
paddhng, half-mile, F. G. Dyer; Adirondack boat, for doctors, half-
mile. Dr. O. F. Howe; tandem paddhng, members, mile. Perry C.
Wiggin and W. C. Murphy; standing paddle, lOOyds. straightaway, F.
G. Dyer; four-paddle canoe, mile, Lincoln, Graf, l'"uller and Jealous:
double-oared Adirondack boat, half-mile, M. Butler and R. T. Need-
ham; three-paddle canoe, half mile, Graf, Lincoln and Jealous; tan-
dem canoe, mile, Drake and Burrage, Newton Boat and Canoe Club:
swimming, 100yds., Graf. W. R. Perkins, the winner last year of the
silver paddling trophy, was not present, and W. O. Russell won the
prize.

The latest novelty in the racing line is a new Ruggles racer lately
shipped to Bensonhurst for Mr. H. 0. Ward, of the New York C. C.
The lower edge of the brass centerboard carries a cigar-shaped mass
of lead, pivoted to a corner of the board and lying in a horizontal
position when lowered. The canoe is a racer, in mode) and fittings
throughout.

A canoe club is likely to be formed this winter at Madison, Wis.,
partly as the result o£ the meet of the W. C. A. in that vicinity last
summer.
Messrs. S. D Stoddart and E. B. Burchard have lately returned

from a trip to Alaska.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen have applied for membership in the

Northern Division: W, Olouston and E S. Clouston. Montreal, Can.

Franklin's Twenty-fifth Annual.
Hartfohd. Conn., Oct. 1.—The Franklin Rifle Cltib held its

twenty-tif h annual prize shoot at Union Grove on Oct. 1. The
prizss offered amounted to over .flOO. The winners of the special
prizes were as follows: W. Tucker, $1 for first bullseye: S. F.
Lyons, $2 for the largest number of bnllseyes, the next largest
number being won by eeversl members, the prize was divided;
H. M. Pope, SI for making last bullseye. Following is a list of
the winners of the special money prizes, w'th score and priz-:
D. J. Lyon 206, S20; D. S. Seymour 205. S15; H. M Pop'^ 201, S12: F.
K. Rand 197. $10; Z. C.Talbut 193. $9; H. Andrus 192. $8; H. W.
Tucker 193. $7; E H. Williams 188. $6; T. H. Britton 185. $5; J. W.
Poote. Jr., 183, $4; W. J. Dunbar 183, SS; E. J. Hale 167, $-H J. E,
Root 157, fl. Several other shooters also won prizes presented by
triends of the club. George C. Mason.

Revolver Championship at the South London Rifle
Club.

The weekly competi'ions of the South London Rifle Club took
place at Staines on Sept. 15. It being a fine day a nnmber ofmembers were present, but the wind was too gusty for good re-
volver shooting.
Mr. Walter Winans won first prize in both the revolver compe-

titions, making 39 at the disappearing target.
.
At the stationary target he made top score with a f 9, but wish-

ing to have a higher score Toward the revolver championship
aggregate he continued shooting, making fonr scores of 40, and
ftnishing with a score of 41 out of a possible 42. He has now shot
on.tiie five days necessary to qualify for the revolver champion-
ship (the aggregate of the top scores made on five different days
oouniing for the championship.
He has a big lead of the other members, and his total is within

one point of what he won the revolver championship with last
year: but as there are six more weekly shoots, if it is very calm
on one or two of the days he may try to add a point or two over
hia two scores of 40:
Walter Winans 42 4I 41 40 40-204H Andrews. .... ag gg 35 37—190
M«i .rB McKorrel .• 41 37 36 36 36-18^CiLowe

. 36 46 36 36 29-17:^
Sept. fg. -In spite of a wretched rain V day the revolver mem-

bers of me South London Rifle Club had a further struggle for
the championship of the club.
There was one spoon competition, the scores to count toward

yet done in England.
He added one point by this 41 score to his aggregate, the soores

|"r the championship of the club standing now:W Winans 42 41 41 41 40-205 F E Varley....,37 36 - 73H Andrews. ...89 38 38 38 37-190 D Hunt 33 26 ..K Mackerrell..41 37 36 36 36-183 A W Carter...27 23 ..

thV^'^: 36 36 a6 36 36-180 E Howe 35 .. ..
r W Heath.

. ..37 35 33 31 27-164 E W Keen . --iS

Mortimer 34 34 25 25 ..-118 Ayers 20
TCoUman... 37 36 36 .. ..-109 Malshinger... . 8 .. ..T P Hope 31 26 35 . . .

.— 82

- .50

- 35
28- 26- 8

Chicago Rifles.
CHfCAGO, 111., Sept. 21.—The Garden City Rifle team met tor

their weekly shoot last evening at Messrs. Burley & Ericksnn's
gallery. No. 146 South Halsted street. Conditions and scores as
tollows: 25yds. off-hand. .33eal. rifles, 33 shots each, Massachu-
setts paper targe i. In shooting under the above conditions the
memoers were divided into two teams, sid-^s being choosen by
Capt. C. A. Hankie and Lieut. W. J. Gibbs. Team scores:
C A Hankie 259 W J Gibbs 253A Sorensen 263 H S Barlev 376
AMf'.Bean 261 G O Nisja! 264

E ^/'cl^son 258 J C Martin 2.51
RMcSean 2.55 J Polites 249
J Hosie 243 M Tatro 249
'i Ford 240-1777 Mrs Thornton 226-1774

It will be seen by the scores that the Captain's team won the
sljoot bv three points. The regular shoot is as follows:H S Burley 376 W J Gibbs 259 M Tatro 249
GONisja 264 FErickson... 258 J Hosle 243A Sorensen 263 R McBean 355 T Ford 240
A McBean 261 J C Martin 951 Mrs Thornton.... 226
C A Hankie 259 J PoliUs 249
In the sweepst<'ke that followed Mr. Al Sorensen won bya score

of 108 possible 120 points.
Sept. ^7.—The scores this evening were:
HS Burley 269 AlSorensen 363 J C Martin 2.54
GONisja 3e9 Mrs T Thornton.. 258 R McBean 2.53

A McBean 266 C A Hankie 9.55 A J Trisbie .250W J Gibbs 263 John Politis 2.55 J Erickson 250
After the shoot a sweepstake was shor for and won by A, Mc-

Bean by a score of 109 out of a possible 120.

Port Chester Rifle EClub.

Port Chester, N. Y., Sept. 26.-The following soores were made
bv members of: the Port Chester ti'fle Ciuo oa Saturday, Sept. 34;
200yds., off-hand, standai-d American target:

'

RRudd

...8

9 5 8 6 8 7 6 5 3—6589954 10 657 6-69—134
E Dunham ; 6 8 T 6 8 4 8 8 10 3-68

5 68759847 6-65-133
J Smith 4 7 8 5 3 5 7 6 6 5-57

5 5669896 10 6—70—127
J McNeil, Jr 8 8 0 4 3 6 10 10 3 7-59576807654 7-64-123
FABachman 5 4 5 3 8 9 3 7 4 8-57

7 7 10 7 8 5 5 3 4 6—62—119
J Hess 8 4 3 7 6 3 .T 7 8 6—55

5 7 5 5 3 4 5 7 6 8-.-5-1I0
T Kiernan

6

2 4 7 6 3 4 3 7 3—44
6 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 10 4-44- 88

H Boeger 7 10 3 a 4 4 3 9 10 4 — 51

Oct. .i.—The following scores were mads by members of the
Port Chester Rifle Club, Saturday Oct. 1; 200yds. off-hand,
standard American targ'ii:
J Smith 6 7 5 7 8 5 8 8 10 6-70

7 4 9 6 4 5 7 8 5 7—63-133
E Dunham 6 6 4 6 5 8 9 8 4 8-64

6 5 6 fi 7 4 10 5 H 4-58-133
RRudd 7 9 6 6 5 7 8 4 4 3—.57755987.') 75 6-64-131
F.A.Bachman 7 5 9 3 6 3 4 7 7 5-56856 5 88435 8-60-llfi
R McNeil, Jr .6 7 5 7 4 10 5 6 4 4-58575 i3 57365 6—53-110
T Kiernan _ 3 9 3 4 4 H e 5 3 4-434323464 10 5 1-43- 85
H Boeger 3 4 5 5 3 5 5 3 3 1-36

3 5 233363 5 6-33- 69
R. McNeil, .Ir., Secretary.

Very Rapid Worklwith a Revolver.
As the readers of Forest and Stream know, Mr. Walter Wi-

nans holds the record for six shots in twelve seconds at 20ydp.,
both at a 3 inch bullseye with 2-inch carton (made at Bisley in
1891;, and at a 3-inch bullseye at 20yds., made at Bisley the present
year.
Although Mr. Winans won first prize both years, he lahored

under a disadvantage from not being able to practice at this style
of shooting before competing in 1891, and this year also bpfore
Bisley for several reasons he was unable to devote much practice
to it.

Since the Bisley meeting he has been experimenting at this style
of shooting, and on Sept. 6 he made a score of 41 out of a possible
43 on the 2-inch bullseye (three points better than his best on record
tor a 3-inch bullseye ana two points better than his 3-lnch bull -

eye record).
This being such an exceptionally good target may interest re.ad-

ers, although it being only made in practice prevents its being a
"record."
It must be remembered that the trigger pull had to be 4i^Ib8.

(Bisley rules), which is an enormous handicnp in rapid flrirg, and
ihat the six shots have to be got off in twelve seconds, giving only
two seconds to cock and fire. (The pistol was a single action S. &
W., English army ammunition, .45cal.)

Hudson Rifle Club.
The fourth annual prize shooting festival of the Hudson Rifle

Cluf, Captain H. L. Hansen, of Jersey City Heights, N. J., will be
held at their ranges. 35 Giles avenue, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thurs-
day, Oct. 35, 36 and 27. Shooting from 7 to 13 P. M. each evening.
German 35-ring target, open to all comers, any ,33cal. rifle, tickets
(3 shotp) .50 cents. Target of honor, open to members of Hudson
Rifle Club only. Well-known shooting rules to govern. Shooting
Committee—H. L. Hansen. Captain: (^has. E. Bird. Secretary; T.
A. Reynolds, H. Boddey, John Rebhan. Visiting riflemen will be
met at Marion Station, P. R. R , on the 7 and 7:30P. M. trains-
from New York, and 7:43 and 7:.53 P. M. trains from Market street,
Newark. The Committee.
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Eighteen consecutive shots.

REVOLVER TARGETS BY W. E. CARLIN,

Conlin's Gallery.

Mb. Conlin announces during the fall and winter season of his
twenty-eighth year, new matches, flrearms, targets, prizes and
records from England and Prance. During the month of October
a medal will be awarded to the best record of three scores on
British target at KOyds. with revolver. The gallery is at 1255
Broadway.
The opening revolver match of the season commenced Sept, 13

and closed Sept. 24. The new British revolver target reduced was

REVOLVER TATGBia BY W. B. CARLIN.

used, 13yds., off-hand, trigger pull, Slbs. The match was won by
W. E. Carlin with a score of 125 in a possible 126. Conditions were
the tbree best targets, not necessarily consecutive. The revolver
used was a Smith & Wesson .Meal., round ball and Bgrs. powder.
A continuous revolver match will commence Oct. 1 and end Oct.
31. A handsome gold medal will be awarded to the contestant
malting the three best scores on the new British target at 20yds.,
off-band.

Abesser, Suscomb and Millow.

RiDOBWOOD, N. J., Oct. 1—A very interesting rifle match
between Captain Robert M. Abpsser and John B. Suscomb took
place here to-day, at 200yds., Creedmoor target, military rifle,
open sights:
Suscomb 334454445845554.5454.55M55-108
Abesser .445.5555435454454455.555555-118
Another match was decided between Abesssr and M. D. Millow,

200yd8., buUseye only to count, size of bullseye 14ln. diameter, five
rings, counting 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively:
Abesser 46444.55445—44 Millow 284544.5335—37

T. M. CONNELT, Scorer.

New Rifle Club in Jersey.

Newark, N. J., Oct, 1.—An organization known as the First
Brigade Eifle Association has been formed in Newark, N. J., the
outcome of the meeting of the New Jersey Rifle Association at
Sea Girt during the week of Sept. 20-2.5. The officers are. Presi-
dent, Cape. Wm. H. Howard, First Regiment; Vice-President,
Lieut. Henry AUers, First Regiment; Secretary, Capt. H. B.
Schureman, First Regiment; Quartermaster, Capt. G.W. Church,
First Regiment; Capt. of Association Team, Maj. David L. Wal-
latSe. First Regiment, and Surgeon, Lieut.-Col. A. K. Baldwin,
First Brigade. The initial shoot of the association was held at
the Shooting Park, Newark, on Saturdav. Oct; 1, and the follow-
ing scores were made, 10 shots each, at 200yd8., Creedmoor targets:
Lieut-Col A K Baldwin 3453434554—43
Maj David L Wallace 4445343.n4o—41
Lieut Henry Allers 4553433453—39
Capt H B Schureman 43345434.54—39
Capt GW Church 3435534334—37
Capt W H Howard 4334?53343—35

It is the intention of the association to shoot every Saturday
afternoon until the close of the season.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 5-6.—West End Guu Club tournament, at Ottumwa, Iowa.
Oct. 4-7.—Chas. Polster's tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.
Oct. 5-7.—First annual loTirnament of the Riverside Gun Club,

at Red Bank, N. J. First two days targets, last day live birds
John P. Cooper, Sec'y-
Oct. 8 7.—Cortland County Sportsmen's Club tournament, at

Cortland, N. Y.
Oct. 11.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, with

Cruttendens & Cords new trap and pull, at Oanajoharie, N. T.
T. O. Pegnim, Sec'y.
Oct. —.—Amsterdam (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 11-13.—Syracuse (N. Y.) Gun Club opening tournament, on

Croton street grounds.
Oct. 13 13 —Frankfort Gun Club tournament, at Frankfort, Kan.
Oct. 12-14 —Wilmington (Del.) Bod and Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 15.—East Side-Mutual Gun Club tournament and ninth

monthly team contest of N. J. Trap-Shooters' League, Weiden-
meyer's Grove, Hamburg place, Newark, N, J.

Oct. 18.—Newton (N. J.) Gun Club tournament,
Oct. 18-19.—Martin sburg (Va.) tournament, under auspices of

eight club% $200 added money.
Oct. 18-20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines. Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Oct. 21.—New Jersey Shooting Club tournament, at Claremont,

N. J.
Oct. 25-36.—Interstate Manufacturers' andDealers' tournament,

at Motrins. Conn.
Oct. 36-28.—Omaha (Neb.) tournament.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 23-25, 1893.-Knoxville Gun Club tournament, S1,000 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
There is a great diversity of opinion among the exponents of live

bird shooting as to the policy of running, during tournaments,
sweepstakes at 4 birds per man, $3 entry, or even 5 or 7 birds per
man, with the entrance fee at from S5 to $7. Some prefer the smaller
sweepstakes, wbile others claim, and justly, it would seem, that
they are the most expensive style of shooting that can be induleed
in, and they object to entering shoots wh^re a man is allowed less
than from 10 to 15 birds, with the entrance fee $1 a bird. These men
claim that whereas there are hundreds of men who can '•hold up"
and kill from 4 to 7 birds straight, no one is able to get anywhere
near his entrance money back in such contests even though he "kills
straight" all day. Shooting at from 10 to 15 or 20 birds is more of a
strain on the nerves, and the man who is able to hold himself to-
gether and get in first or second place usually gets his entrance
money if no more, when the money is awarded, and this is more
satisfactory than to bang away all day at small sweeps where a man
is usually out of pocket no matter how well he shoots. The same
rule applies to target-shooting. In the majority of the tournaments
as at present arranged the bulk of the contests are at 10 targets per
man, $1 entry. Deducting the usual fee of 3 cents «ach per target
there is left in the pot 70 cents per man. In contests of this kind a
man may break straight in a day's programme and still be a loser.
Of course there are exceptions to this rule as to all others, but In
the long run the above obtains.

The Newtown (N. J.) Gun Club has come to the front with a pro-
gramme of a blue rock target tournament to be held on October 18.
The club has well equipped grounds within a few minul^es' walk from
the depot and will accord a hearty welcome to all comers. The shoot
will be under the management of E. L. Decker, A. B. Brickner and
L. M. Morford, all of whom are well-known to the shooters of this
section. The programme will compri=ie four 10-target events $1 entry,
two 15-target events $1.50 enti-y; one 20- target event $150 entry and
a race for teams of two men from any club, 20 tarerets per man, $4
entry per team. The proprietor of the Cochran House will give a
supper and a bottle of wine to the shooter making the highest score
in the 20 target event. Targets will be charged for at the rate of two
cuts each. The shoot will be held on the fair grounds where the
club has a flne house. Shooters can leave New York via the D. L &
W. R. R. at 7:30, Newark at 7;53, arriving at Newton at 10:ii5 A. M.
The following letter has been received from .Jas. W. Chnton, secre

tary of the Standard-Keystone Tara-et and Trap Company, of New
London. Conn.: "During our annual tournament we offered to give
a two-day State team tournament here this fall and add $100 to the
purse. We are ready to make good tliat ofEer and will hold a two
day shoot any time during October or November that the teams may
determine upon, except Oct. 25 and 26, which are the dates for the
Moodus interstate tournament. The team race to be held on the
second day and open to one team of 10 men from any State, to
determine which State has the champion target team of America
The conditions of the race to be decided upon by the captains of the
teams, but each man must shoot at not less than 50 targets. There
are at least twelve States that could furnish first class teams, and
we shall be pleased to hear from all of them." Now let the different
States nominate their dates and make a big success of the race.

From time to time we receive letters from club secretaries re-
ciuesting us to give them a "write up" on coming tom'naments, but
in a great many cases the said secretaries neglect or foreret to send
up programmes in time to be noticed. Take, for instance, the tour-
nament of the Riverside Guu Club, of Red Bank, N. J., which began
on Wednesday, the ISth. Up to 3 P. M. on the previous Wednesday,
when our forms were locked up, we had received no programme of
tbis shoot. We are willing to do all in our power, Messrs. Secre-
taries, to "boom" your shoot=, but can not do so to good advantasre
unless we know something of the details.

The members of the Syracuse Gun Club should have good support
from the trap-shooters of their section, as their programme is one
of the best published this season. The club charges only 3 cents
each for targets, and this of itself is a decided innovation for the
section. Then again the entrance fees to the various events are such
as to insure good returns to those who shoot in good form. The
shoot will be held on next Tuesday and Wednesday, on the new
Croton street groimds of the club. The main event will be a sweep-
stake at 20 targets, $-3.50 entry with a guaranteed purse of $50.

The Cedar Island Gun Club, of Babylon, L. I., has elected these
officers: President. Frank Fitzsimmons; Secretary, Frank Berry;
Treasurer, Edward Pettit; Gunning Committee—Stephen Duryea,
Thomas Farrell, Edward Pettit; Chief Cook, Richard Bailey; Ser-
geant at Arms, Jack Briscoe. The club membership is limiied to
fifteen, the object being to gun and flsh in the Great South Bay, The
club house, recently built, occupies a knoll in the center of Cedar
Island, and is fitted with cooking, sleeping and eating apartments,
and a drawing room.
A jolly party assembled at Frann Class's Morristown (N. J.) shoot-

ing grounds on September 28, to try their skill at smashing blue rock
targets. In all eleven sweeps were shot at 10 tsygets each, the num-
ber broken and lost by each contestant being as follows. Fred. Fiper-
93-18, Jennie Smith 91-19. Manon 90-20, Reillv 89-21, Timmons 85-25,
Riggott 83-28, Hathaway 75-35, Prank Class 70-40, Budd 62-48, Tenard
50 80. Tbe e shoots are heid every Wednesday afternoon aud every-
body is welcome to take part.

What promises to be one of the biggest shoots ever held in Vir-
ginia will take place at Martinsburg on Oct. 18 and 19 under the com-
bmed auspices of the Martinsburg, Winchester, Staunton, Tuscarora,
Hagerstown, Shepherdstown, Plainsfleld and Charlestown gun clubs.
Over $200 in cash will be added to the purses, and there will also be a
big hst of valuable merchandise prizes. With eight different locah-
ties interested this shoidd be a record breaking affair as far as at-
tendance goes,

Robert Cox, who for a long time has been in the pigeon purveying
business in West 'Washington Market, has disposed of bis busmess
and on Monday started for Chicago. He will probably locate in that
city or in St. Louis and will handle live pigeons and game for the
market. '-Bob" is a genial chap and carries with him the good
wishes of a host ©f fi-iend.

On the morning of the live bird day at Peekskill a little race at 10
birds each for a bottle of "Mum" took place between Ben Evering-
bim of the local club and Fred. S. Moore of the New Jersey Shooting
Club of Claremont, N.J. The score.
Moore 1102112221—9 Everinghim 0011220102—6
Frank Class, of Morristown and Jobn Biggott, of Rockaway, will

shoot their return match at Dexter Park, L. I., on Tuesday, Oct. 11.
The conditions will be 100 live birds per man, 12-bore guns, 30yds.
rise for a purse of $500. The last match was won by Riggott who
killed 95 to Class's 94. A big crowd will witness the matcb.
What a contest there will be at Wilmington next Thursday if the

New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and District of Col-
umbia "Big Sixes" come together: Either State should be able to
put in a team to break close to 140 out of 150 targets.

Landlord Mousarrat of the Eagle Hotel. Peekskill, is mourning the
loss of a valuable cocker spaniel. It was stolen from his place last
weeii.

George Mosber will attend the Syi-acuse tournament on Tuesday
and Wednesday and then Hit down to Wilmington.
The programme of the Syracuse Gun Club is pronounced one of the

best of the season.

Peekskill will give a big tournament at live birds and targets next
spring.

"Tee Kay" Keller will captain the Jersey team at Willmington.

Al. Spangler is just recovering from a severe illness.

0. H. TOWNSEND.

Pittsburgh Gun Club Tournament.
PxTTSBUHGH, Pa., Sept. 30.—The shoot at Salt Works Station,

under the auspices of the Pittsburgh Gun Club and the direct
management of Messrs. Elmer E. Shauer, "Jim Crow" and "Old
Hosa," was a great success. The shooting was good and the at-
tendance large. There was not a hitch In the proceedings and
great credit is due the managers.
The shooting was at live birds and Keystone targets. The birds

were flrst-class aud very diflicult to kill. Following are the
scores:
No. 1. 13 Keystones, entrance $1: Shauer 10, Atwond 10, Eng-

land 8. H. Gibson 8, Old Hoss 9, A. H. King 11, Oney 12, Mack 9,

Crow 13 Vance 11.

No. 3. 13 Keystones, entrance $1: Shaaer 9, Old Hops 10, Mack
11, Engl-jud 13. Atwood 8. Oney 10, Vance 10, H. Gibson .5, A. H.
Kiugl3, Ci-owlO,
No. 3, 18 keyRtones, $1 35 entrance:

Old Hoss. . -.011001111111111110-14 England. . ..111110111111111010—15
Oney lllllllinilHlllO—17 Gibson 101111110011111111-15
Vance 010111111011011100-12 A H King. .11 1111111111111111-18
Crow 111111111011111111—ir Shauer..., ..1111111 11111110111-17
Atwood ...011111101111010111-14 Mack 101111111110111111-16
No. 4, 7 live birds, $5 entrau' e:

Old Hoss 3132210-6 Crow 1121122-7
C A Brown 2210331-6 W S King .,1012201—4
Shauer 0120220-4 Wright 1220331-6
Mack 0031113-5 Mohler. 2^02131-6
England 20 100(i2—3 (4i bson 2102203
AH King. llllin-6 Vance 0131201-,5
Oney 103-!103-5 Levis 1132011—6
No. 5, 10 live birds, fntrao' e $8:

Old Hoss. 1103112113— 9 Levis n3320'020- 7
C A Brown 1033130010- 6 Mack 00'0222313— 7
A H King 0110131113- 8 W S King 1202n00311— fi

Wright 1111211122-10 Crow 1212l033il— 9
England 1310101311— 8 A^ance ., 320i)llllll— 8
8 Shaner 201120121'i— 7 Mohler IIOIIIUOJ— 7
Gibson 1111132200- 8 E Shaner 120011000*-
Bray.. 3201010200-5
England and Gibson div. third after killing 8 straight.
No. 6, 13 KeystoDP.K, entrano .Bl:

Old Hoss 111111111111-13 Brav 000101101001— 5
Wright 111101111101-10 Levis 01111111011 1-IO
Vance 011111011111—10 Oney 11h '01 Oil 111— 9
S Shaner 110111111011-10 Atwood 111110111011-10
England 011111111111-11 Mack 111011111111-11
Watson GOOllOllOlll— 8 Neiman.... 111111110111—11
No. 7, 18 ke-pstnnes. $1.35 entrance:

Old Hess... 111110011110111010-13 Watson 010111111101001110-12
Mack 110111100 01111111-14 Brav 111111010011101110-13
Wr'ght... .011011111110111011—14 Levis 111110111111110010-14
S Shaner. ...001111111111111011-15 Oney 111111111111111111—18
Vance 111110111111111101-16 Atwood 111111111001111111—Id
England. . . .110111111111111111-17 Nieman .... llllllUiJOlOllllll—15
No. 8, 13 keyaton^s, $1 enrranre:

Old Hoss 011110111011— 9 Watson 101111101001— 8
Mack 111011111111—11 Bcay llllllOlOOll— 9
Wright 111111111010—10 Levis 111111011111—11
S Shaner 111110101100- 8 Oney lUl 11101111-11
Vance 111111111111-12 E Shaner 111111111111—13
England 101111111111-11 Crow 111111111101-11

Btx.

Tlie White Plains Tournament.
White PijAins, N. Y., 8<ipt. 24.—Below find scores made at our

tournament yesterday. The attendance was light, owing to bad
weather.
Nn. 1, 10 blu^rocks, $1 entrance: W. Ward 8, E. Barrett 5, Grid-

ley 8, Dean 6. A. Ward 7, Halpin 8, Piatt 8, E. Ward 7.

No. 3, 10 bluerocks, $1 en'rancp; W. Ward 8, E. Barrett 7, Grid-
ley 8, Dean 6, E. Halpin 9, Piatt 9, A. Ward 6, E. Ward 10,
No. 3. 10 bluerocus, $1 entranc.p; Wm. Ward 6. Halpin 7, Piatt

9, T. Ward 9. Gridley 7. Barrett 6, A. Ward 5, E. Ward 8. Dean 8.

No. 4, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrancf : Wm. Ward 8, Halpin 7, Piatt
9, T. Ward 6, Gridley 6, Barrett 4. A. Ward 6, E. Ward 8.

r No. 5, 10 bluernoks, $1 entry: W. W^ard 7, Halpin 8, Piatt 8, T.
Ward 7, Dudley 8. Barrett 6, A. Ward 6. E. Ward 9.

No. 6, 10 hluerockB, $1 entry: T. Ward 9, Halpin 8. Piatt 8, E.
'

Ward 9, W. Ward 9, Dean 7, Barret 6. Gridlev 8.

No. 7, 10 bluerocks. $1 entry: T. Ward 10, W. Ward 8, Halpin 8,
Piatt 9. Dean 7, Gridley 6. Su'-ton 9. E. Ward 10.

No. 8, 10 blueronks. enu-y $1. Experts: T. Ward 7, W. Ward 7,
Halpin 6. Piatt 7, Gridley 5, Sutton 7- E. Ward 8, Barrett 5
No. 9, 10 bluerock=», $1 eniry: W Ward 8, T, Ward 7, Gridley 6,

Halpin 6, Piatt 7, Blackburn 6, E. Ward 9.

No. 10, 20 bluerocks, $3 futry: W. Ward 16. Barrett 11. Halpin
15. T. Ward 19. Gridley 14, PLitt 18, E. Ward 17.

No. 11, 5 live birds, 5 trap^, 30yds. rise, 80yds. bound, Huriingham
rules, entrance ,$5:

SVmWard 11111—5 PUtt , 11101—4
T Ward 11111—5 Gridley 11010—3
Halpin 11011—4 Dean 10101—3
EWard 11111—5
No. 13, miss and out, $3 entry, SOyds, rise, 80yds. bound, Hurling

ham rules:
A Ward 1111110 Piatt 11111111111
WWard 111111111111 Blackburn 111110
Halpin 11111111110 Sutton IIIIUIUO
T Ward ..111111111111 Losee 111111110
E Ward lUnilO

Iiynchburg Gun Club.
Lynchburg, Va., Sept. 28.—At the Lynchburg Club shoot yes-

terdav the 6 jllowlng scores were made:
Club team shoot. 50 bluerocks each man. 5 traps:

Team No. 1. Team No. 3.
Wilson 38 Cleland 30
Terry 33 Withers 25
Dornin 44 Christian 25
Durphy 31 Clark 28
Smith 35—171 Stearns 31—154
Dornin made 34 straigh. winuing clean score badge for 35, and

Silverthorn medal for highest score in team shoot.
Nine singles and three pairs each man, known traps, unknown

Nelson 12 Durphy 9 Christian,. 8
Terry 12 CleUnd 10 Clark 10
Dornin 13 Withers 9 Stearns 11
Smith 10

Fulford Gun Club Shoot.
HuMMELSTOWN. P)i., Sept. 37.—luclosed find scores of the badge

shoot._ held at the Fulford grounds to-day. This club has a mem-
bership of sisty-s'x, mostly memb."r3 who enjoy seeing i he snort
without taking any active part. However, a few of the old 7fi'ers
arfi left who occasionally do some shooting.
The foUowiu'? members parti npited in badge sbnot, 25 targets:

J. Wiklp 15, D. B. Cassel 16, D. Z. Bolton 13, W. H. Ettele 14, J. J.
BoPon 18. J. J. Rolton winninsr the badge.
After the badge shoot a few I've birds were shot:

J J Bolton. 1111111111—10 D B Cassel ..0113211100— 7W H Ettele 0121110111- 8
The club is in a flourishing condition both in membership and

flnancials, and it is the only club withiu t^e Unl+pd States which
can boast of two expert one-armed shooters: w. g. Canon and
J. J. Bolton. J . J. Bolton, Sec'y.

Wilkesbarre Gun Club.
WiTjKESBiBTtE, Pa,, Sept. 24.—A few members put in an appear-

ance to-day for a cracK at the tai-gets. The birds flew nicely and
broke easily, and somt^ of the amateurs are beginning to show a
good improvement; 25 single keystones, known anglps:
Crone 1110111011111111111101111—22
Park 1101 1 lOnil 1milln 0 1110-21
Snyd er 0111 lllllOlllllOll 1 11 0110-20
Morgan Ill 11 1 00 1 1 1 001 1 1 1 Kill 0 101—18
S Tonkins 010001011101 llllliniOU 1—18
Browne OlllllOlHlOOl 1 001011 1 001—16
Arnold OllOlOllOlllOOOlllOllOOlO -14
Wood , ,

. ..OlOUlO'OlOOlllllCO'iOlOll—

U

White 00111 fiaiKXIOOOOlOOlOOllOO- 8
W. Barre.
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Pigeons and Targets at Peekskill. 3 -

One of the tnoat erjoyablpi toiiPTianienl'S of the season was the
one held by *^he Pt>ekBkill (N. Y.) Gun Club, on S^pt 29 to Oct. 1,

inrlusive. The attendance was by no means what was hoped
for, but the party wag such a jolly one ibat the absenoe of a
crowd was not rtgrretted. To have a .iolly time was the predomi-
nant idea with each man, and it is safe to say that each end
everv one achieved his desire. The shooting oa the first and
gpoonddays ws at VJuevock targets, thrown from expert traps,
the electric pull being u«ed. The North handicap was enforced,
the shooting being done in squads of sis, under the rapid-firing
syftfm.
The Peekskill G-un Club has about twenty-five members on its

roll, about one-third of theRe being active shonfers. The club
has gmunds about a mile from the center of the city, the property
being owned in fee simple by the club. The grounds are situated
in a clearirg in a heavily-wooded tract, the land sloping upward
in every direction from the club house. The sloping ground and
ih° foreground of heavy woods, with the ya'^iat^ons of color of
f' liage, make these hard groundH for target shooting, ard high
pverage'sre an exception. The grounds are at Ipast five per
cpnt. harder than those with a level field and clear forfgronnd.
Thf> club has a Ufa t one-story club house. 30X15, with a 12ft. ver-
andah and a well-apnninted secretary's clHce. The scoring is
done from a "cage" built even with the roof of the ferandab. as
slmwn in the picture. The trap pulls for target shooting are al?o
in the cage. A restaurant fpnt stood to the right of the club
totxso, while on the opro=i(e flank "'as a reception tent.
The openirg day was a very quiet one in Pepk,'kill, all tbo busi-

ness bou=es being clo=fd in honor of thp memory of Gen. Husted,
"the Bald Fagle of We?tc''e«ter countv," wlio was bnritd on
tliatday. Republican or Democrat, Muawumii c ProhiDition, it
ma'tered not on th's occasion wbat a man's politics might be. all
united 'n honoring the memory of Peeksk ill's mo=t honored citi-
zen. The attendance at the tnurnannent was much decreased by
the funeral. Still there were enough on hand to roakp porae in-
teresting contests. Among the visit-ors w^re W. R. Hobart, of
Newark, N. T.; George Mother, of FuUon, N. Y.; W. M. T^omaa,
of Bridgeport, C'>nn.; S. W. Smith, of Orangp; Neaf Anaar. Chas.
Smith acd T. H. Keller, of Plainfieid, N. .J.; W. Fred. Quimby, of
New York, and S. W. Lyon, of B'-ooklvn. The shooting la=ted
up to about 5 P. M.. nearly 3,000 targets being thrown. The
weather was tine up to the fioisb.

In the evening after supper had been discussed a party of club
members invaded the Eagle Hotel, where the visitors were quar-
tered, and while one party took possession of Fred. Qtiimbv's
room, another party, guided bv genial Be" Ev^rirghim, of Life,
visited the tiuck house and gymnasium of Cortlandt Truck C. in-

Extra No. 1,

Mosher r. Tho
Extra No. ^.

r, W. Smith 8.

Fxtra No. 3:

Turner 3.

Extra No. 4:

Smith 9.

Extra No. ,5:

OlcottS.
Extra No. 6:

Stansborough
ler 7.

10 singles, entrance.$l:|Lyon 7, Smith 10, Hobart 7,

mas V , Halstead 5. t^-^^
Lyon 6, Th"mas 10, Mosher 8, JHalstead .5, Hobart

Lyon 5, Smiths, Thomao 6, Mosher 6, Hobart 8,

Lyons 7, Hobart 9, Mosher 6, Thomas 7, Olcott .5,

Lyons 6, Smith i), Thomas 7, Hobart 7, Mosher 8,

Apear 10, Porter 5. Wygant 0, Horton 6. Dutchv 8,

7, Tompkins 2, Taylor 8, Sikley 8, Higginaon 6, Kel-

27i.e Seconr? Day

was cool and clear, with a fairly strong breeze from the left. The
party was no la^'ger than on the opening day. Some of the shoot-
ers had left for home on the previous evening. whil° the only
newcomers were M. F. L'ndsley. of Hoboken. N. J ; Dr. B J Car-
roll, of Red Hook, N. Y.; Jas. Baker, of Ridgefleld, N. J.; W. R.
(^reveling, of Jorsoy City, N. ,1.; F. G. Moore, of New York, and
Ed Collins, of West Hoboken, N. J. During the afternoon quite
a number of spectators came to the erounds. among them being
several ladies. The background bothered the shooters consider-
ablv and high averages did not obtain.'
Below are the scores, the events being as follows: Match No. 1,

10 bluerorks, entrance $1. No. 2, 10_ bluprocks. unknown angle'',
known traps $1. No. 3, 15 bluerocks, $1.50. No. 4, 10 b!u6ror-k<=
SI. No. S. 20 Mnerocks. $3. No. 6 10 bluerocks, $1. No. 7, I'l

bluro"ks, ,$l.fO. No. 8, 20 blnerocks, S3 50. No. 9, team shoot, anj
three men to constitute a team. 10 bluorocks. entrance per team
$3. No. 10. 10 bluerocks, SI. No. 11, 2,5 bluerocks, $3.
In the team match the team of the Interstate Gun Club secured

first honors, they having tied, according to the score, with thp
Pepkskill team, and winning on ti e shoot-olf. In this match all

agreed that Halstead, of the Peekskill team, broke 9 birds, but as
the score showed only 8 breaks, it was allowed to go as a tie.

No. 1, experts: Apgw 9, Smith 0, Moore 10, Cramer 9, Carroll 7,

Lvon 8. Amateurs: iMosher 9, Hobart 10, Creveling 7, Keller 7,

Thomas 8, Halstead .5.

No. 2, experts: Apgnr 10, Smith n. Moore 9, Cramer a, Carroll P,

Lvon 6. Amateurs: Mosher 6, Hobart 10, Qaimby 6, Keller 7,
Thomas 6, Halstead 5.

No. 3, Experts:
Apgar 010101111111110-11 Mosher 110101111111011—12
Smiih 11111111 tomU-U Hobart 111110011110001—10
Moore 1101111111111 1—14

A I' THE PEEKSKILTj sho )r.

oaiiy, where they were accorded a warm welcome from the fire
laddies. This company has 100 members, comprising nearly all
the p'ofessiotial and substantial basinens men in tlie town. It
OGcn pies part of the first and second floors and the entire third
floor of a building in which are also quartered two hose com-
panies. The third floor is occupied as a gymnasiu la, which is

equipped with everything needed for physical culture, ymte a
numoer of the boys were in the place, one pair being busily en-
gagtd in punching the bag, while others amused themselves in
v u'ious ways with the apparatus. The members of the compaoy
were busily engaged in getting ready for the firemen's parade
held on Oct 4. and were being put through a drill by their fore-
man. Over 60 men took pa,rt in the drill, all in the regulation
uniform, comprising a double-breasted frock coat of gray cloth,
with trousers nnd cap of the same color.
After inspecting: the truck-house the party went back to the

hotel where they joined forces with the party in Fred Qiiimby's
room where a jollification was being held. "Dutch j" Smith,
"Tee Kay" Keller, Quimby, Thomas, Hobart, Apgar and Mosher
of the visitors were tnere and all were being royally entertained
by Messrs. Robertson, Wygant, Richmond, Halstead. Hall and
other members of the local club. The seance lasted until raid-
night when the party dispersed for rest.
About 11 o'clock, while seated In Mr. Quimby's room the party

was startled by a sound which appeared to be a combination
formed buzz-saws, scrpech-owls, fog-syrens, weazaned loco-
motive whistles and a thousand and one other discords. This we
were informed was the "mocking bird" fire alarm, the effect of
which on tired nerves is startling to say tne least. The alarm was
sounded in response to a call for help received from Sing Sing,
where a fierce fire was raging. The call was responded to by the
truck company and one of the hose companies.
B 'low are the scores of the first daj 's snoot, the events in order

being as follows:
Mitch No. 1, 10 bluerocks, entrance $1; No. 2. 10 bluprocke, gl;

No. 3, 1-5 bluerocks, $150; No. 4. 20 bluerocks, $2; No 5. 10 blue-
rocks, $1: No. 6, 15 blaerocks. unkno wn angles and known traps,
S1.50; No. 7, 10 bluerocks, »1 ; No. 8, 20 bluerocks, $2; No. 9, 10 single
bluerocks. 3 pair doubles. $1 50; No. 10. 10 bluerocks, $1.
No. 1: Smith 10. Mosher 8. Olcott 5. Tpomas -3, Hobart 10, Lyon

5, Vail 7, Wygani 0, lieller 7. Dutohy 8, Apgar 9, Gettle 7.

No 2: Mosher 7, Keller 8, Thomas 9, Lyon 9, Gettle 9, Olcott 7,
Vail 7, Quimby 6, Smith 6, Hobart 8, Datchy 9, Apgar 9.
No. 3, experts:

Apgar 110111111010111-12 Thomas 110101101111001—10
Dutohy Illmil 11 11111-15 Hobart .111111101001010-10
Gct-Je lllOllOlUOllOl-n T K lOllllUlOlOOOO- 9
Lyon 101101110110110-10
Amateurs:

Smith OlllOimnOlll—13 Olcott 110010000101010- fl

Pierce 101001 1 iniOllll-10 Quimby OlUOOOOOOllUO— 7
Mosher OOIOIIOOIUIOOO- 7
No. 4. Experts:

Dutchey. .11111101101111101111-17 W STnlth.,llllllinillllllllll-20
Apgar... .11001011111111111000—14
Amateurs:

Gettle . .11010001111011001111—13 Mosher. . .10011101110101101010-13
Lyon 011011l00011110i0ll0-l:i Hobert. ...OllllOlllOOiOOiJlllll—13
Dr HortonllOlllOOlOOlOllliOin-13 T K 11111101101110100111-14
Thomas. .00111010110111101111—14
No. 5: Experts—Smith 8, Dutohy 6. Amateurs—Hobart 9, Hor-

ton 5, Gettel 7, Thomas 7, Lyon o, Apgar 6, T. K. 4, Mosher 8.

N,i. 6. Experts:
Dutchy 101111111110111-13 Gettel 011011111001111—11
Smith 111111101101111—13 HTnbart 001111101101111-11
Mosher IHlllUllOllll—14 TK 11111111OO01 111—12
Amateurs:

Thomas 111100111110110 -13 Horton 110011100101111-11
A pgar 0111 1 111110101 1—13 QQ imby 1 11111011 110000 - 10
Lyon UUl0011 0101011— 9 Pierce 111110111110111—13
No. 7: Experts—Mostier 0. T. K. 8, Dutchev 10, Gettel 8, Hal-

sted 9, Thomas 8. Amateurs-Smith 7, Apgar 9, Higinson 4, Stam-
oorough 8, Taylor 4, Likley 4, Lyon 7, Hobart 7, Hitchcock 5,
Pierce 7.

No. 8:

Duchy.. .10011011110110101111-14 Apgar. . . . 11011011011111111111-17
T Kay .. 10101110110111111111—16 Stansbor'hlllllOOlOOOllHOllll-14
Hobart... 11110111101111111111—18 Likley. . ..lllllOllDllOOOllOll-15
Smith 11101

1 Oil 1 111 1110111-17 Ta.\ lor . . . .1 llllllllllUOU 1101-18
Taomas. ..11011101101111101110-15 Gettle 11001110011110011101—13
Mosher.. .01101111111111011100-15 Higason.. 1011 0.00001001000110- 8
Lvon 00101101110011101000-10 Haisted... 11110101111101101110-15
No. 9:

Hobert....1111110111 10 11 01—13 Horton....0101111 010 10 10 10— 9
Dutchy...lllOiOUlO 111111—13 Pierce OOlllOllU 10 1111—13
Ap?ar.... niOlllOOO 10 10 11—10 Gettle. ... 0111111111 111001-13
ftniith ...1011111101 111110-12 St'nsbor'hllOOOlOllO 10 00 11—8
No. 10, fsperts: T. Kay 9, Haisted 5, Smith 9, .Vlosher 10, Thomas

8, Porter 3. Dutchy 10, Apgar 10, Taylor 10. Stansborough 7, Higa-
son 7, Likely 6, Pierce 4, Hobart 9, Horton 6, Gettle 7, Wilcox 2,

Atnateurs:
Lyon linOlOimilOll—11 Thomas lOllOlOlH 10100- 9
Creveling 010000110011100— 0 Baker 111111011011111-13
Keller 110111110011010-10 Pierce OlOOlllllOlllOl—In
No 4, experts: Cramer 9, Carroll 7, Smirh 7, Moo'e 6, Baker 6

Amateurs: Halstead 4, Apgar 6, Mosher 8, Keller S, Thomas 9
Richmond 3, Hobart 8, Weigand 4, Creveling «, Lyons 7.

No. 5, experts:
Tnomas. ..11111000110011011101-13 KeUer . .. .lllllllllllOlllllOll-l-
Mosher.

.
.11111011101011111001-15 Hobart.. ..muumioiiiiiin-19

Amateurs.
Apgar .... 11111101011101111111—17 Lyon 11110111111101001011—15
Smith ... OOnnillllllllinn-18 Pierce.... 11101000110lllhiil0l-l:i
Moore.... 111101 lltlllOllimO—17 Collins. ...lOninilOllllOlOi i0-13
Baker ... 111111111OH1CO0O111-15 Lindsley. .10011100111100010111-11
No. 6, experts: Hobart 10, Keller 8, Smith 7, Cramer 6. Ama-

teurs: Apgar 9, Creveling .5, Carroll 9, Baker 9, Richmond 5, Lyon
8, Collins 9, Lindsley 6, Southard ,5, Thomas 6, Turner 4. Mosher 5
Moore 10.

'

No 7, experts:
Collins 111111111110111-14 Carroll IIIOIIOOIIUIOO-IO
Hobart lllOllllimilO-13 Apgar ,.111111111I101U-H
Baker lUOOOllOlOOllO- 8 Moore llOlllOHlll 111-13
Amateurs:

Thomas 111000111111001—10 Cramer OOUlO'OlllOlOO-10
Lindsley 11 lOlllOOl 10001— 9 Lyons 101111011111111-18
Keller llOOUlllllOllll-11 Peck 0100110 1101 1101- 9
Mosher 110110001111001- 9 Creveling 001011111111111—12
Smith 111111110111001-12

ISo. 8, expert-s:

Collins. ..11101101011001101111-14 Apgar ....0111100! OOlllllCOni-13H 'hart. ,01111100111100011111-13 Moore . . . .OllllllOVllllOllllll-17
Amateurs:

L'ndsley. .10110111111011011010-14 McPeek ..00111010111100101011—13
Smith 01110101111111110111-16 Baker ....00100100111111111110-13
Mosher.. .000110-OlOllllOlJlOO -11 Keller . . . .llOlHllllll 11111111-19
Team match, open to teams of three men each from any club-

Interstate Gun Club.
Ties.

Hobart 1111111111-10 11111-5
Baker 1110101001— 6 1 1101—4
Thomas IIIIHOIOI- 8-24 11111-5-14

Peekskill Gun Club.
Pierce 1101111001— 7 11011—4
Everinghim 1111110111— 9 01011—3
Halstead lOUlUllO- 8-34 00001-8— 8

Endeavor G. C. Independent G. C.
Collins 1111111110- 9 KeUer 1001010110-5
McPeek 0101111101— 7 Dutchy 1110111110- 8
Crevelling 1110101101— 7-23 Apgar 0110111111— 8—21
No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entrance, experts: Keller 9, Moore 7. Ama-

teurs: Apgar 8, Hooa-t 10. Bsker 6 Collins 6, Linds'ey 7, Rhodes
9, Mosher 8. Smith 9. Barstol 5, Bf dell 4, Creveling 9, McPeek 8
Thomas 8, Richmond 5. Halstead 5, Cranmer 6.

No. 11, 25 bluerocks, §3 entrance, experts:
Keller 1011010011111111111011111—20
Hobart 1011J11011111111011011111-21
Rhodes llOlllOlOlOllomOlllllll—18
Smith ..1111111100111111011110011-20
Amateurs:

Moore 1111111111011110111111111-23
Apgar 11 111111111111011 11111111—24
Collins inilOOlOllll linoil IllU—31
Lin dsley 1 1101 1

1 1 lllOlOCOOfdlia 11-1

8

Baker lOUllOOOOIOOlO 010110000-11
McPeek .lOllOimOlllOOlOlllllllO-18
Extra No. 1, 15 bluerocks. entry $1.50:

Moore 111111111111111—15 Mosher 110111111110110—12
Apgar 111111111111111-15 Creveling 010110010000100-5
Coltins .- . ...111111100101111—13 Hobart lUlllllU 111111—14
Lindsley lOllOlOUOlOlll-lO Rhodes 110110111010111—11
Baker 111011101110001-10 Halstead OOllllOOlOlOOll- 8
Thomas 111111111111011—14 Pierce 111111110100011—11
Extra No. 2, 15 bluerocks, §1. 50: McPeek 5, Collins 0, Riker 6,

Lindsley 5, Thomas 9, Moore 9, Apgar 7, Lyon 7, H(/bart 10,
Pierce 8.

Extra Mo. 3, SI. 50: Moore 14, Thomas 11, Apgar 15. Rhodes 12,
Collins 10, Baker 9, Creveling 7, Lindsley 9, Halstead 10, Hobart
14, Pierce 13.

Extra No. 4, 15 bluerocks, $1.^0: Moore 20, Pierce 18, Halstead
14, Everinghim 7, Rhodes 19, Baker 6, McPeek 14,

Satwrday, the Final Day,
was devoted to live bird shooting, and 600 birds were on hand.
The weather was clear all day, and up to nonn there was a mod-
erate breeze from the left. After dinner, however, the breeze
gradually strengthened until it had become a gale. The birds,
without exception, were as fine a lot as have been trapped during
a tournament for many a month, good enough in fact to be classed
as match birds. Of the 600 birds not over a dozen refiised flight

when the traps were sprung, and the^majority of these proved to
be good flyers once they caught their.wines. Of the others some
few were slow flyers, a large number were veritable "screamers,"
while the rest were better than the average. Of coursB a thirty-
mile wind has a tendencv to make almost any bird flv well, but
in this case the birds trapped when the breeze was only moder-
ate also puzzled the shooters.
On the previous evening the most of the Jersevmen, along with

Geo. Moaher Dr. Carroll and W. M. Thomas had started for
home, and the only new comer was Mrs. M. F. Lindsley.
"Wanda."
The fport opened at 9-30, and at 5 P. M. the last bird was

trapped. During the early part of the day the retrieving was
done by a couple of small boys, but after noon it was attended to
by Turk, a pointer belonging to Mr. Raymond, of the Peekskill
Gnu Club. Tnrk proved to be a master at the business, not a
bird escaping bim during the day. Some of his catches of birds

.1. p. isaiiK'i Ai! I'.

Director St. Paul Gun Club. Treasm-er St. Saul Guu Club.

on the wing showed wonderful s-gac'ty. On one occasion he
jumped lully 5tt. and caught a bird that was within aa ace of
crossing tlie boundary. Anothpr bird was caught by him when it
.vas within 6iD. of the line. This dog was purchased by Mr. Ray-
mond a short time previous to the tournament, its former owner
not being satisfied with its field work. The price paid was the
enormous one of $3, and it is safe to say that the money was well
sppnt.
Tt e shooting was extremely diflicult, not only from the fact

that the birds were fast and the wind strong, but also for the
reason that the upward slope of the ground from the traps to the
outer boundary made the flight of a low-lying bird very deceptive,
tht srf being freqaently undershot. As a result, the scores were
low in some of the events, where the majority of the birds per-
sisted in keeping close to mother earth.
A couple of hundred spectators were on hand in the afternoon,

abijut a score of ladies being included, these being attracted by
the announcement that Mrs Lindsley would take part in the
hooting. The sight of a lady manipulating a shotgun was a
novelty to the Peekskill p'ople, and e\ ery kill made by "Wanda"
was generously applauded.
Below are the scores made dtiring the day. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were

at 5 birds each, $5 entr> ; No. 4. at 7 bijds, $7: No. 5. 6 and 7 at 7
birds. -$5 entry. There were four moneys in each event. The
shooting was done under American Shooting Association rules,
excent that the boundary was 65yds. from the center trap; five
traps were used.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. Tie.
"Wanda" 23201—4 20202-3 10001-2 o3i020l-4
Lindsley 00212-3 02o23-3 ,33131—5 2321131—7
Dlaremont 31201-4 11101-4 Ollfrai-5 1312111
Quimby 11011-4 01311-4 21111-5 2111131-7
Horton 01030—3 12112—5 11101-4 22d'o1'—5 0
Halstead.; 20121—4 21212—5 11121—5 lOnlO.'l-

4

Biker 01211—4 20 '20—3 100ol-2 1201011-5 0
Stanhrough 00110—3 2000002—

2

Mason 00000-0 22122-5
fierce 1112012-6
Cave 0112220—S 1121220

•JOHN PKISl'iSR,

Pi-esldeiit St. Paul Gun Club.

U. Jf. SCnUBMElER,

Secretar.v St. Paul Gun Club.

No. 5, No. 6. No. 7. Tie.
"Wanda" 1000220-3 1210101—5
Quimby 02211l2-(', 1210lll-(j 0111012-5 0
Horton 1002201-4 1113010—5 110
Bradley 0011222- 5 1 202112—6
Lindsley 1202222-C 2022232-6 3022312-8
Claremont llol2ol-5 2102221-6 3231222—7
Pierce 0121101-5 1111011-6 0011123- 5 113
Raymond 1112200—5 0120001—3 01011101—3
Everinghim 12001o0-3 0111011—5 0
Baker 1010021—4 0012023-4 0012010—3
Halstead 110OO10-3 20211101-4 1111201-6
Wessells O222020-4 0120012-4
Hobart. 2210010—4
Mason 11102ii2—5
Wygant 0310213—5 2121201—6
Marsh 0010201—3

C. H. TOWNSEND.

St. Liouis Trap-Shooting Tournament.
After a close and exciting struggle N. 0. Meade won the

fourih annual contest for the target -shooting championship of
St. Louis city and county. The contest was for a handsome dia-
mond badge offered by Rawlmgs Bros., of St. Louis, and the con-
ditions were 100 single artificial targets, 5 traps, rapid-firing
system, all contestants to u^e shells loaded by the donors. Mr.
Meade made a score of 94- and was closely fol'owed by Mr. P. M.
Kling. with a scorp of 92. The com est was witnessed by an
auditnce of about 1 000 sp-otators, and took place on the grounds
of the Indepenpent Gun Club Sent. 25. The wind blew strongly
across tue traps from right to left, and the shooting was very
d'fflcull. Following are the scores:
N O vTeade P4 Sam HiLl 80 M C Brown 79PM Kling 92 L E Denig 74 A Dawes 54W H Cotton 86 C C Weaver 60 F Dawes 68
Joseph Lenharth... 84 Jule Seizor 79 H A Charles 78
Jule Sieminskie. . .81 Ed Meyer 75 F Fink 75Daw Jones 62 J P Cabanne 63 Henry Fricke 55
F E Mi]tenbeTger..73 Henry Held 53 James B Hagerty..30
Henry Stroh 81 GHRiwlings 63 H S Scbrader 61
George Hill 83 Josepn SlefCen 83
Louis Hespos 69 £ C Redman .77

G.'H. Ra-wtjnqs.
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Dexter Park Trap-Shooting League.
Tbb fonrth of the seriea of shoots ia the Dexter Park Trap-

ShootiDg T.eague was held at Dexter Park, L. I., oti Friday, Sept.

30. Ont of the original seven cluhs entered the Wanregan and
Oreecents withdrew, Ipaving the Unknown, Glenmore, Parkway,
Linden Grove and Emerald Gun clubs to compete for the two
silver oips given by Louis Miller, the proprietor of the grounds,
for the first and second best scores at tbe close of the five shoots
inthe=ei'iP8 The shooting was not up to that made at tbe last

contest, except by the Uaknowns, who tied their score of 84, the
Emeralds dropping from second place to third, three points he-

hind the Glenmores and two ahead of the Parkways. Sti-aight

scores of 10 were made by D. MoBsees, C. Plate and O. Detlefsen
for th« UoRnown? ; J. A. Eppip. O. Furgueson, Jr. and U. Phister,

.Jr., for the Glenmores; Col. J. H. A'oss was the only one on
tbe Emerald team. Tfap hirds were a fine lot and got away very
fflst. The weather was delightful, with a light s-uthwest breeze,

and all present had an en.inyable day's spnrt. The lime of the
shoot was 5 hours and 43 minutes. The scores:

Unknown Gun Olub.
M Ctichester.. 0111110131— S

H Housman... 1111212302- fl

JFlynn 2022023032— 7

r H\ de 1110220110- 7

H Knebel, Sr.. .2115012021- 8

CHubbtil.... 01212..22ol-

8

D M'^nsees 2111112113-10
C Plate 1211221123—10
n Det'tfeen 1221211212-10

Linden Grov" Gun Olub.
JL'nk 223?012000- 6
VV Cunningh'm3120221013- 8
F Ibert 2203U2021- 8
PEppig. 2o312210l2— 8
L Neir 1S323'>2100- 8
J Esser 0011112132— 8
.T Birmel 0132201311— 8

a Major 0312221101— 8

JSchlieman. ..2221221111-10

Dr Schwartz'.. ..1120J03310- 7-84 J A Eppig 1321012333- 9-81
Glenmore Rod and Gun Club. Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
Dr Powell.. ..2002231220-

A Epp^e 1111122222-10
Dr Roehme . . . .112212f;021— «

C Furguesen... 1112113111—10
T T Erigertou . 1122002013— 7

C Knglebrebht .1101222011— 8

.1 Srhlieman.. ..0201001211— 6

W Hart ye 0222220222— S

W Levins . ..2220112222- 9

H.T Selover ...322132o221- 9

T Short .-...0321231212— 9

J Blake 1111101132— 9

D Van WickleT0002202001- 4

A Lehmann... 0131312111- 9
LMoeller 1020002331— 6

ABottv 0122210222— 8

E Helgans 2002110211- 7

R Bramwell . . .1202231221- 9

R Phister, Jr.' .3222323332—10- 83 J Bennett 1101113111- 9—79
Emerald Gun Olub.

LGebrirg 2111213101-9 L Schortemeier2321102ol3- 8

G Ri-msen 0222011110 - 7 Dr Hudson 3232102001- 7

E DoeincK 1212o2Poll—7 J H Voss 1123111111-10

J Maisf 1 3222010201- 7 Ur Leveridge. ..in01212o3— 8

Gus Nnwak loll002000-4 P Rutz 3112220121- 9-76
Referee and scorer. C. A. Dellar.
Sweepstake at 3 birds, then m'ss and nut, $1 entrance, three

moneys, bird .to be killed while in a sitting position at the score,

25vd9. rise: „ „
GPfoblmau 120-3 1 T Short 113-3 0

ABottv 111-3 90 CHubbell 111-3 22

TTEdgerton 111-3 21 J Bennett 001—1

F Thompson 011-2 1 L Schortemeier 010—1
HKnebtl.Sr COO-O L Gehring 122-3 0

E Helgans .221-3 11 LMoeller 121-3 23

Flbert 212-3 22 H Bramwell 111—3 0

J Schlieman 011-2 2 W Hartye 102-2 1

The birds gave out and the ties left were div.

New York German Gun Club.

The attendance of members at the regular monthly bhierock
shoot of the New York German Gun Club was very small on
Thursday, Sept. 29, at Dexter Park: Six members competed at 20

birds each. 18yds. rise. P. Garme, Jr,, won with a score of 18. A
small team shoot followed. The scores:
DanDefel- Garms, Jr.llllllllOlimilllOl-18
ST . lOluniOlKiOllOUlOO—11 Frazier ...00111111000010111111-13

Wea<i'ai'nnim0111001111100000-13 Tomford. .lOOlOLlOOlUOllllOOl-13
L°mone..000101111(i00111111100-ll
Team shoot, losing side to pay:

P Garras, Jr HI J Dannefelser Oil

J Frazier Ill C i-emone 110

W Tomford HI <^ Weadmann Oil

F Sauttr 111-13 P Garms, Sr 110-8

Chicag-o Traps.

Chicago, HI , Sept. 29.—Cumberland Gun Club held a big clam
bake and pigeon shoot last Saturday at the lodge near Lowell,

Ind. More than 40O birds were shot and fully that many clams
disposed of. The birds came from Chicago, and the clams from

^To-morrow evening Garfield Club will hold its semi-annual
meeting at the Sherman House. Business of importance will be
taken up and some changes in the by-laws proposed. It is also

proposed to have a series of live -bird shoots for a diamond medal
or bai^ge. to be shot for once a month in Novemher, December,
.lanu iry, February, March and April, at 20 birds each. The man
winning the trophy the greatest number of times in the sis shoots

retains it as personal propeity. Subscriptions to this medal fund
are 85 each. No entries will be received after Oct. 1. These
matches are entirely independent of tbe usual holiday shoots,

and all expenses will be paid by the medal contestants.

Charlie Budd is beginning to pester again, and writes as follows

from Des Moines under date of Sept. 25:
, ^ .

"You may think 1 am not in shooting matters, but I am, just

the same. I will be in Chicago about February ready to battle

with some of the record breakers, and be in condition to do .some

shooting, I hope. How do the boys take to the new park? I am
in hop'fs it will be a fast ground and as lucky for me as the old

one. I shall surely be on hand during the World's Fair series,

but am sorrv the shooling could not take place during the cold
weather, as 'the birds would be much better and it would put more
life in the work.
"I see Jack the Giant Killer is still killing 'em bv the hund-

reds. Uops E. D. Fulford still hanker after my scalp?
"1 am going to do considerable field shooting this fall, and run

about SOi.bs. weight off me, as I now weieh 190.

"Kindly remember me to all the boys."

E. D. Fulford is in Chicago. E. Ho\I0H.

The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.

The second regular monthly shoot of the season by the mem-
bers of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, for the H. Clans diamond
badge, took place at Dexter Park. L. I., on Wednesday, Sept. 28.

There being 24 members present, they were divided into teams
of 13 each, representing the Twentv-sixth and Twenty-seventh
Wards. The latter team won by 5 birds. W. Levens and G.

Pfohlman tied with 7 each for the badge: the former won on the

shoot-off. The club has three mpmbers' prizes for the best score^

in classes every three months. R. Phister, Jr.. won a silver stand
in Class A; F. Maier beat C. Englebrecht in Class B, for a dozeii

silver-plated knives: and W. Livingston won a solid leather shell

case in Class O. The scores for diamond badsre

:

26th Ward Team.
J Young 2001102—4
R Phister 2113310-6
E Eppie 2200102-4
C Engelbrecht 1010131—.5

P Thompson 0131100-4
L Eppig 3002012—4
F Maier 100231 1-,"!

J Gasterger 3200231-.5
("! Hubb^l 1111111-7
J A Still 01023H-.5
0 Vincent 1101013—5

27th Ward Te«m.
T T Edgerton 1001020-3W Levens 1231211-7
Dr. Boehms 1111012-6
J Schlieman 1120112-6
P Sutter OOH 123-5
J Sbevlin 1100000-3
W Livingston 2012322-6
W Vorbach 1112101-6W Hartye 3110223—6

P Eppig 0102101-4
G Pfohlman 2211111—7

P Quinn 00102 1 1- 4—58 D T Donovan 0011121—5—63

Sweepstake, 81 entry, 3 moneys: „
J A Still Oli-2 L Bpp'g 120-2

Vincent 001—1 Houseman ^^^~]:

Hubbell 111-3 Pfohlman 121-3

Schleiman 111—3 Thompson 101—2

Still second money on shoot-off.

Live Birds at Claremont.

For a long time some of the more liberal members of the New
Jersey Shooting Club have been agitatins a movement in favor

of having live bird shoots on their Claremont grounds, which are

now in fair shape for that sport. They have not as yet succeeded
in having live bird contests ofhciaUy sanctioned by the club, but
still have been allowed to put out traps, establish a 21yd8. bound-
ary and enioy the sport whenever they chose. The grounds have
been flUed in as far as the boundary fence, which is IS-n. high
and 21yd8. from the center traps. One of the prime niovers m the

pigeon shooting agitation is Fred G. Moore, who is one of the most
enthusiastic shooters in this vicinity, and it is hoped that he will

finally succeed in securing tbe club's permission to run a series ot

regular Wednesday afternoon invitati'in shootp, open to mem-
bers and invited guests. The arrounds are to be given a few more
loads of filling, after which they will be equal to any m this sec-

tion. On Wednesday, Sept. 28, Mr. Moore. I. H. Richmond, H. E.

Smith J. R. Sunderman and Messrs. "Edwards" and "Meadows"
went to the grounds and in a quiet way enjoyed half a day's sport

with about a couple of hundred rattling good birds. All stood at

30yds., the events beine at ten birds each and the entry fee nomi-

^^m^lr!:^"""!^ 1010000230-4 0202H2212-8 H22332020- 8

"Meadows"....2OO2III0O2-6 0122111110-8 0002011011-5 0111103211- 8

Smith 3212110112-9 OOimilll-8 02H 121110-8 3111111111-10

Moore 111212212o-9 1111222031-9 1011221221-9 12tl33111o- 9

^tiSSk'.-.:. v;;:: lilmllti 1016122112-8 1011100213;- 7

Mr. Richmond shot away below his usual form from the fact

that he used a gun that was strange to him and not at all a g iod fit

The day was all that could he desired and the shoot was a grand
success. Below are the scores:

Putney Team No. 1.

Crosby 1110011010111101011001011-17

Aver 11111111 noiionnioouoi—19
Warren 0101101001010110110101111—15—51

Holyoke. Mass.. Team.
Bol t 101 11 1 1101 1 0011 1100100011-16

Blainev 0111110111111001000100110—15

Wbitcorab Ill no 1 00 1111010111111010-17-48

Putney Team No. 2.

Bailey OlOOOl 0101010101001001111-12

Hooper 0010100110111111110010111-16

Rohertson 0160011100010011001011011-12-40

Before and after the match the following scores were made in

sweepstakes; Nos. 1, 3, 3 and 4 were at 5 birds, 50 cents entrance:

No. 1. No. 2. Nn. 3. No. 4.

Aver 1O10O-3 11111-5 01101-3 11111—5

Bolt 11010-3 10101-3 HllO-4 11100-3

RIaney" .' 11111-5 10111-4 OlOH-3 00100-1

Whitcom'b.'.' 11011-4 10011-3 OlOU-3 00100-1

Crosby 10000-1 01110-3 11111-5 omi-4
Wiliard . 10101-3 OOOlO-l

Robertson • 01111-4 .....

No. 6, 10 birds, for purse of $10. Aug. 8: Warren. Crosby and
Hooper 7 each. Blarney and Bailey 6 each, Bolt and Proucy 5 each,

Wiliard and Robertson 4 each. W. E. Ayeb, Seo'y.

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club held its regular monthly shoot
for the Newton diamond badge at the We=t End grounds. Coney
Island, on Thursday, Sept. 29. Some good shooting wa<5 witnessedr

especially in the race for the badge and first money between C. E.
Morris, the president of the cluh, and Judge C. Furguesen, .Ir.,

who tied with 10 straight. The latter won, killing 29 more straight

to Morris's 28, The club shoots under modified Hurlingham rules,

5 unknown traps. Four extra prizes were added. C. M. Myer
won the second. The third was divided, and R. Dwyer won the
fourth. The birds were eood, strong ones, and the weather was
bright and warm. The scores:

^.^^

C E Morris (30) 2322113122-10 132221113n33l3li211131ini20

C Fweuson (28) 3111212111-10 21333313131111111212112111112

JBVoorhees 01122ini31-8 A Boyle 1111101111-9

H P Donnelly 1010100300-4 M Bonden. . . 20110101(^1-6

W Boyle 2010011200-5 R D wver ^E^'S?^}-!W F Svkes 3122012221-9 C M Meyer 0211223131-9

T Buckley 2010232200-6 G W Roderick 2010112110-7

H Kronika 0111211210-8 WWeb«r 2113221003-8

D Monsees 2310112221 - 9
, ^

Sweepstake, S3 entrance. 3 mnnevs, 5 birds, o0.v<i8 :

W F Sykes 11012—4 C Furguesen, Jr i9);l);"|

0 M Meyer 12121-5 D Monsees 11010-3

JBVoorhees 11011-4 R Dwyer ...12;;31—

5

Referee and scorer, C. A. Dellar.

Shooting in Vermont.
Putney, yt.. Sept. 26.—The third mitch between the Putney

and Holyoke Gun Cluhs was shot at Putney Saturday afternoon,

Sept. 24. The Putney Club placed two teams of three men in the

field and Holyoke one. The entrance was §25 per team and each
man shot at 33 Boston targets. Th'^ contest was very close

throughout, the Holyokes gaining a lead of one bird in the hrst

round and neither gaining or losing for the next three rounds. In

the final round the Putney team No. 1 succeeded in gaming tour

birds on their opponents and captured first money. S33.50 5Vith t>l

breaks out of 75 birds. Holyokes won second, $15, with 48 brealvs,

and Putney No. 2 captured third. $7.50, with 40 breaks. Sweep-
stakes wern shot before and after the team match until darkness
put a stop to the sport. At 8 o'clock twenty-seven members and
friends of the club adiourned to the Kendrick House where they
found a fine game supper awaiting to which they did full .lustice.

On the Old Stone House Grounds.

A FINE lot of birds were furnished for the shooters who visited

the ' Old Stone House" grounds on Saturday last. The day was
clear and cool and in the afternoon a heavy breeze made the

birds feel like crossing the fence, which a number of them suc-

ceeded in doing. The main event of the day ws a match at 35

live birds each, between John Erb and Henry Newhouse, for a
stake of $25 a side. Hurlingham rules to govern. The old veteran
Samuel Castle officiated as referee. This lot of birds were
"corkers" and three of those shot at by Newhouse carried their

loads of shot over the fence and died
^-^f^ ^If^^^^^^^^

Newhouse'. '...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.."...'. 0010132203002220011100011-14

The following scores were made in a series of sweeps which fol-

lowed; the conditions being, 4 birds per man, $3 entry, two mor.eys.

In No. 7, one barrel only was used:

No 1 No. 3 No. 3 No. 4 No 5 No. 6 No. 7.

Castle 1211 1102 1111 1120 SUl 1131 1101-35

Smith 3310 1110 1013 1113 1220 1111 Hll-24
Baldwin 1111 1221 3313 1111 3211 1310 1110-26

Erb 1111 1133 3in 1203 1110 1220 1101-24

Ne<vhouse 1231 — *

Fred Van Dyke the Winner.

The Myrtle Gun Club held an open tournament at Irvineton.

N. J., on Oct. 1, the main event being a 50 target event with $25

added ti the purse. Fred Van Dyke, of Newark won first money,
the scores being as appended:

Breintnall lllOlOliniUlOHlUll 11111101111111 lUOllllimil-45
Adderson nilllllll011010imilllllOH1111110U1111101inU-44
E A Young llOOimOllimillOinilOllllOllOllllIlOllOHlllll-41
Smith iiooiiiimiioiiiniooiiiiioiiiiiioiimiiioioiiii-41
D rake .... 110 1 ill 1111111011 Ullll lllllOillU 101110111111 1111—45
Van Dyke 11111111110011110111111111111111111111111111111111-47

Hedden 01111011000110110111111111111111110011111111101100 -38
•

Perry 01011111010 11011100111010111111111011111111111110-38

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will

be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

Ar.BANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Ves^y Street, New York.

ivrotloe to F^sUGX-mexx: OviLC I^noes for 18921
I am witH veil again with lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by e:^Per^i^nce tha^^^ down the

priced and not decreasing the quality, it increases my bnsmess every year

One lot of split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.88 until all are sold. These^rods
-^^^g^Tateliel?^^^^^^^^

"'^ ^-ttsfactaon.

Length and weight of the Flv Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 6ioz. ; 10ft., 7oz. ;
lOJft., 7|oz.

;
lift 8oz

^^tlf^eat. aWe han^^
Lenith and weifht of the bass rods are: 8«t., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. ; 9ift., lloz.

;
10ft., ISoz. IQift 14oz.

„;^?^^^^^?iVXds^^8^^ • 60vds 94 cbs • SOyds., 98 cents.
;
lOOyds., «1.06.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spimg Click:, 4Uycls.
,

s?3 ccs.
,
ouyas.

,
y* ots.

,

ouyus.
,

, y ,
^

Any of tbe above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage,

s Cli-Jk Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage,

lot .jf Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Dp
Best quahty imported metal center Trout Fly Lines at 4* cts. per yard in leneths of !i5, 5U or luuyas., seu^ i

A special lot of Trout Fhes at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by fiiail 1 cent per dozen extra tor postage.

300ft. Braided Lmen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Bloc^, 9 thread o8 cts., sent by mail 6 cts. extia toi postage.

Special lot of best qualiliy 100ft. Linen Reel Lines. 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts ; 3 cts. extra for po^,tage.

Send 2-ceni stamp for Illnstratefl Catalogue and ^pecial^^^*_^j>; ^'
9pen Evenings until 9 o'clock. " * '

Satordajr Evenlnss xx o'clocfe.

»g:ue and Special lL,ist No. 2.
. ^ ^ —«, - - w

J. F. MARSTEBS, 51, 53 55 Court St., BrookXvn, N. T.
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SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.
Forest and Stream Pub. (Jo. forvxtrd any qf these Books bp mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice.

Eegistratwn 10 cents extra, Owr responsMUtv ceases c^ter qoodA are mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
AKOI.ING.

A,merlca& Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls 5 50

American Fish and How ix) Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 3 50
American Salmoii FlshlBg, Wells 1 00
Angling, Blakely 50
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50

Art of Angling ,Holherton 50
A.rtificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 100

Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 5 36
'Domesticated Tront," Stone 2 50
Favorite Flies and Their Historie.« 5 00
ijlsh Culture, Norrls 175
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300
illustrations; new edition 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene ... 1 50

Fishing With th\- Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collect-
tlon. new edition 3 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 00
Ply Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

Fly Rocl3 and Fly Tackle, Wells 3 50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50
Fysshe and Fysshynge 1 00
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50
Lake Champlain and Its Shorfs 1 00
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1 50

Practical Angler, Clarke — .50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00
Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc.. bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States ana
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 8 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, illus 2 00
The Salmon Fisber, Hallock 1 00 I

Trout Culture, Slack I 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

trated; Tianer 60

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATIHO AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaklng, illustrated. 3 00

Ajnateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Neison 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 35

Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualtrough 3 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 3 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field 60

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 5C

Cruises in SmaE Yachts Speed 2 80

Cruise of the Little Nan Wllkins 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship 60

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland 76
Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,
bound Id muslin 3 00

Four Months In a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 60
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald $1 60
Knots, Ties and Splices, 60 cts. and 75
Manual of Naval Architecture, ASTiite 9 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00
Marine Engines and Steam vessels, Murray 3 25
Model Yachts, Grosvenor 3 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50
Practical Boat Building, Neison 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 2 00
Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 25

Sails and Sailmaking, iUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 25
Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 25
Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 8 50
Sailor's Sea Book, Rqsser 1 25
Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 50
Steam Yachts and Launches, Ktmhardt 3 00
The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00
The Steam Engine, Holmes, 213 wood cuts.. 2 00
The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 244 ills. 6 00
Vacation Cruising, Rothrlck 1 5C
West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard," Hayden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00
Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00
Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00
Yachts and Yachting, 135 iUus 2 00
Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50
Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00
Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00
Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9X13, cloth, $7.50; full Tur-
key morocco .. . 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YACHT PICIURES-IN Coloks.

Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 36X36
$1.50. Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28X40, $2
Volunteer, 26x36, $2. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28x19. 83,

OAHPINe AND TBAFPINO.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, IUus., 300 pp. . . l 50
Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life In the Adirondacks Murray,new ed. I 25

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.: boards 76
Camping and Camp Outflts, Shields 1 35
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrup 1 26

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $2.60; cloth 3 50

Three In Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman 1 35
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 60
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00
a-ypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25
Hints on Campinar, Henderson 1 35
How to Hunt and Camp 1 25
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 3 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Wooacrafi, "Neasmuk" 1 00

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opporounlty; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Shot. Three pictures In colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 6 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 22 Ulus ] 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 3 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Art of bhootlng, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

600 p„ aOUlustraxions; cloth, $5; half calf,
?6.50; full morocco 8 OG

Crulsings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 26

Book of the Game Laws 6C
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 60
Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp 3 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Rattv l 50
Hunting in the Great West, Shields, new ed 76
Hunter and Trapped, Thrasher 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Tnstmntlons in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 2 .50

Modern American Rifle „ 3 00
Modern Shotguns, Greener 1 00
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. ... 1 50
Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornia, Van Dyke.... 1 50
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Lefflngwell 3 50
Shooting on tbe Wing 7b
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, lQus., by Beard 3 50

StiU-Hunter, Van Dyke 3 00
The Breech-I oader, Gloan.. 1 35
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 35
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 25
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 50
The Modem American Pistol and Revolver,
mustrated «1 00

The Pistol

.......

50
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 00

Trajectory Test 60
WUd Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, in cloth,

$3.50; in half morocco 3 60
Wlngand Glass Ball Shooting vrith a Rifle,
by H. C. Bliss 50

OVIDB BOOKS AND BLAFS.
Complete Guiae Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Mans and illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar, paper. . 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 50
Guide to Lake Georee. 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper 2 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 50
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado .... 1 50
Old St. Augustine, Ulus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock 1 50
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar. 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 60

ill x%t mu.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. S 00
ik Forester's Field Sports; 2 vols., each 3 00Frank

v. Forester's Manual for Yonna Spprtamen 9 00

AT STUD.

SCOTCH lERRIERS.
KILROT.

Born .June 2, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 25,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." .Dam "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 13
first nrizes and Ssp-cials, and twice winner of
the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England, and
first and speciol Boston. 1893.

Stud JPee #25.

KILCREE.
Born .Inly 13, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 26,242.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra."
B ack briiidle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; splendid hard coat, and
without exception on« of the best Scotc'i Terriers
living. Winn'=r of 6 first prizes and 4 specials, in-
cluding the 30 guinfa Champion Cup in England.

Stu43 Fee $25.

KILBAR.
Born June 2. 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 23.573.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shiela."
Sandy hrindle. good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; splendid hard coat. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stud Fee #15.

HENRY BROOES, West Medford, Mass.

Champion Aristocrat,
(31,061)

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of for'y prizes and specials.
Lord Courtenav, winner of 3d prize at the last
Sc. Bernard Club show; also Aristns, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters niimbared 11 and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager,

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Sm^bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is lhe bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN. Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East.

Our field trial and bench show winners

The Corsair and Rod's Whim
AT Stud. Fee $35 and S25.

Young stock bv these noted winners out of our
Count Noble ex Gladstone ex Sue bitches for sale.

KORTHAMPTON. MASS.

'5

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STVD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE.
(20 881). The greatest coUie living. B'ee $.50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
a'!',577). By Champ. Scotilla-Champ. Cora IL

Fee S25.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM. JERRY JARVIS,
let and special. N.Y.,'92. (A. 1.5.317) litter brother

Fee $25. to Duke-Elcho. Fee SIO.

PRIDE OF PATSY (25,144)

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(21,064). Winner 1st. Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee 815.

Extended nedigroes of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bifches entrustpd to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

F0X-TEBRIES8
IN STUD.

Starden's King $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 16
Cbampion Raby Mixer 15

_1CI0 will be given for the best pun sired by any
of these dogs during the year 1892. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIESJ.T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesboiirne Charlie, $50.

80 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

lEISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of aU

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HIIX KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported . Has proved tbe most succeesful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud aiid Las sV.own Is^ prize winners at N. Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. Y., 1st
Wasbineton. Ist Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners 1st and
3d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and AUce
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire out of
prize winni) g bitche«, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $35. Spud for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. 8CAKLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud doers, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. MOORE, Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossinin^.
(Ch. Robert le Diable-Oountess Nellie d7)

For shid fee. list nf wmnins-s, etc., address
WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrytown, ISf.Y,

Stud ST. BERNARDS
Scottlsli Iieader, S50; King Kegent, liSlO.

Puppies and bitches for sale. SWISS MOUN-
TAIN KENNELS, Germantown. PhUa., Pa.

Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda-
far tJie'hf'st stud doa. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Cliampioii
Kingston Reg'ent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOGS. FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNEIS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

H£&THER_KENNELS.
Dandle Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KT^r; O' THE HEATHER (Mustard).AMPHIOT* (Pppppi).
l,AIIlO O' THE HEATHER (Pepper).

Tlie above dogs are winners nf lirsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppies for sale, bolb ppppers and
mustards. EDW^ARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

US* g»mjrt.

ENGLISH
BULL-TERRIERS.
AT TORONTO, Sept. 12-15. I won

KennelPrizo, 1st Bill] Terrier Sweepstakes,
1st Puppy and 2d and 3d Open.

AT KINGSTON, Sept. 19-22, do?s and
bitches competing together, 1st, 2d, 3d
and V. h. c.

NAMES OF WINNING KENNEL:
Comet II., Cbatham Prince, Grove

Duchess and l.oamont Kit
For puppies, riogs and bitches of tbe heal Wood,

address HERBERT M. HOWES.
173 Summer sirest, Somerville, Mass.

DEERHOUND PUPPIES
FOR SALE.

I CAN NOW OFFER THE BEST LOT OF
DEERHOUND PUPPIES EVER RAISED AT
MY KENNELS.

HILLSIDE EENNEIiS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

Irishmen—Birdfinders
I have some splendid Irish setters in prime

condition for chicken hunting.

Write quick for prices.

F. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

ST. BERNARDS.
A GRAND LOT OF HIGHLY BRED STOCK.

BROOD BITCHES (ONE IN WHELP), STUD
DOGS AND PUPPIES FOR SALE VERV
CHEAP. E. E. r,AiaB,

ARLINGTON, MD.

Bargains in Mastiffs.
I have for quick sale four mastfff pups of as

rich breeding as it is possible to get either in

England or America. These ^vill be sold cheap,

Ormonde and Edric in the stud. Pedigree, stud

cards and all particulars of

CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

RABBIT HOUNDS.
Typical besgles. 13 to lain, at the shoulder and

good earagp, two to three years old. Guaranteed
broken. $20eacli. Ten to twelve months old,
not gun sby, $10 each. Prices same for either
sex.

J. HOPE,
.303 Norfcli Ninth st., Philadelpliia, Pa.

Two litters by champion Bi'adford Harry,
from be=it imported bitches; pedigree eligible 10
registration and the most fashionable known.
Also onf> imported young brood bitch, beautiful
specimen. All of above suitable for breeding,
eshihision or house pets, and the last I shall have
to ofEer this season. P. H. COOMBS.

No. 1 Exchange Blocb, Bangor, Me.

JLOOK AT DEKBY EN IRIES
In FOKEST AND Strkaiii of Sept. 291 What of
that? Well! One dog and two bitch puppies,
byKtcgof Kent ex Tempest Queen, 4 nios. old.
Make an offer for biTcti*-^; let me put price oa
dog. C. F. Lambert, 47 High St., Haverhill, Mass.

SCOTCH T£RRI£RS!
Puppies for sale by that grand little dog Kilroy—
Grey (winner of three firsts aiid one second, and
flam of Loval. W. P, ERASER, Dominion Bank,
Toronto, Canada, .

Forest Beag^le Kennels
have for sale a number of trained doge. Pupa the
right age to go In the field now. Price Ust on appli-
cation. H. V. Jamiesoit, West Dusbnry, Mass,
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OUR COLUMBUS NUMBER.
Owing to pressure of news at this season, the special

"Columbus Number" of the Forest and Stream has of

necessity been deferred. The date will be announced in

due season.

WITH A FLY-ROD.

It will not be many weeks before the season will come

for the appearance in our advertising pages;of announce-

ments by our fishing tackle friends of this tenor: "Trout

and bass rods make excellent Christmas presents." And

it is just as certain that many a fortunate fisherman, his

father or mother, or wife or daughter, or son or cousin,

or angling friend, having noted the suggestion tin the

Forest and Stream, will be given a fly-rod for Christ-

mas, and with it a presentation note of affection and

well-wishing.

Now, if you were going to give such a holiday gift

yourself, what would be your note to go with it?

A sentiment to accompany a fly-rod, what should it be?

The Forest and Stream believes that suggestions in

this line would prove timely and acceptable, and that a

column in its angling pages made up of such notes

would be capital reading. They are invited.

BOIS DE VACHES.

This is what the old French trappers called it—cow

wood. The phrase is expressive, and the plains men of

more recent times roughly translated the term when they

called it the "buffalo chip,"

No object seen by the traveler over the plains is more

humble and more unobtrusive than the buft'alo chip. Its

creator was the greatest, the most striking feature of the

old prairie, but the relic which he left behind, and which

has so long survived him, is the least. It is dull in color,

and inconspicuous in size and shape. Like the violet, it

is modest and hides itself beneath its taller neighbors,

the tufts of bunch grass or the scraggy sage brush.

It shuns observation, simulating the stones, bits of wood
and lumps of dirt which surround it. No one would sus-

pect that so inconspicuous an object hap been a benefactor

to humanity. Yet it has saved many a life, has given

food and warmth, sustenance and strength to many a

suffering mortal. This it has done modestly, quietly.

The buffalo chip makes no boasts, but in time of need its

lovely qualities shine forth like a good deed in a naughty

world.

The buffalo chip has done much good, yet it cannot

always be relied on to exert its beneficent powers for the

suffering and the sorry. Meteorological conditions appear

to affect its willingness or its powers for good, and it may
safely be predicated of the chip that after a week of rain

or the melting of a heavy snowfall, all effort to induce it

to aid man— no matter how wretched his condi-

tion—will be vain, On the other hand, when the fierce

sun of summer blazes down upon the plains, when the

water in the old wallows is dried up, when the withered

herbage rattles above the parched soil, and stones are hot

to the touch, when the heated air rising from the ground

quivers and dances, then the buffalo chip is a power. Or

when the blasts of winter whirl over the plain, ruffling

the coat of the prowling wolf, tossing the sand into air,

chasing the tumble weeds mile after mile, and even pick-

ing up pebbles and carrying them on their strong wings,

then too the chip does good work.

In the bitterest hours of a biting blizzard, at the bot-

tom of a deep ravine partly sheltered from the wind, we
have looked on a curious spectacle. Three shapeless,

hide-covered lumps rested upon the ground, and from the

top of each lump curled a little smoke. They were

strange objects, not natural, yet unJike anything artifi-

cial. They looked like three hybrids between a tiny

lodge and a tiny sweat house. They were like neither,

yet the smoke suggested humanity. A nearer view

solved the mystery. These lump? were men seated on

the ground, covered with their robes, hair side in. Be-

tween the legs of each man burned a fire of buffalo chips

which they and their robes completely covered. It was

as if each one sat in a tiny lodge with his head sticking

out of the smoke hole. And the buffalo chips were keep-

ing them from freezing to death. Composed of the

finely divided woody fibre of the prairie grass, they made
the best of fuel.

A well-known naturalist has studied the history of the

buffalo chip, and his graceful pen has recorded his obser-

vations and reflections. It is fortunate that this history

has been written, for like the great beast which preceded

it, the chip is passing away. Grand is the struggle which

it has made against the disintegrating forces of almighty

Nature, but the contest was too unequal. Its issue cannot

be doubtful. The buffalo chip must yield, must be van-

quished and disappear; but at least we can say that the

human race is better for having known it.

MAINTAINING THE AFFIRMATIVE.
''Resolved, That anticipation is better than realization."

That was the question of debate. And do you not recall

it now, clearly and vividly as all those long years ago—
The snowy, blustering night, the little red school house

shaken of the winds, and your own knees shaken of a

nameless trepidation as you stood forth courageously to

maintain the affirmative; and did maintain it, too?

How many times since then, in life's succession of an-

ticipation and realization and disappointment, and

striving and triumph and defeat, have your eyes beheld

once more that scene in the old debating society, and your

lips parted in a grim smile as you have summoned all your

resolution again to maintain the affirmative. You know

more about it now. The proposition you defended in the

debating society has come to be the accepted philosophy

of life, and there is comfort in it, and balm.

It is the right philosophy to have in the house, along with

a fishing rod and trout flies—the flies one sends off to a

Forest and Stream advertiser for before spring has

come; and looks over again and again, and sorts out, and

plans the campaign over. This one for the favorite pool

just below the big rock; that one for the swirl by the

stump; one for this and another for that; and with every

one a trout. They are wonderful dream makers, these

dainty bits of feather and tinsel, each one a parti-colored

talisman by whose magic your room is flooded with the

glory of Adirondack sunlight; the walls stretch away to

mountain slopes; the rumble of the street becomes the

rush and tumble and roar of woodland waters ;
your eye

catches the elusive iridescence of the spray, and your

heart jumps at the gleam of a living iridescence in the

foam. Yes, a wonderful thing to dream over—to gild

the joys of anticipation is one's fly-book.

But as you dream the days go by, and the weeks

run into months; and then before you know it the sum-

mer has passed away, and the trout flies lie all unruffled

and unwet, as fresh and as new and unused as when

they came from the maker. They are phantom flies of

phantom fish. Then all of a sudden you realize that

vacation time has passed; there is no longer anything to

dream of—and straightway yoa are in the little red

school house once more, defending the old familiar affirm-

ative.

It is not all of fishing to fish, say you. Sometimes

there is more in the anticipation of fishing. You have

proved it so for 1893, and in your philosophy has been

jound the comfort of the reflection that it is better to

have had your dreams of fishing without the fishing, than

to have had neither the anticipation nor the realization.

That is good philosophy for a disappointed, stay-at-

home, chained-to-business fisherman. Is it not good
philosophy for all of us, and in other things than fishing?

As the years shall bring the silver to the hair, the

well defined and growing deliberation as to flights of

stairs, the inclination to fish the pools nearest

camp, and the preference for the large type in Forest
AND Stream, time bring to you -with these, if not

fewer occasions for maintaining the affirmative, a fuller

faith and a stouter heart to maintain it with fortitude and
grace and serenity.

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK REPORT.

The report of the superintendent of the Yellowstone

National Park, which we print elsewhere, is an admir-

able document, comprehensive yet concise, Capt. Ander-

son's management of the Park has besn characterized by
energy and force, and he has infused the heedless, happy-

go-lucky tourists who desire to carry away everything

they see, with a wholesome respect for the law, while the

deliberate law-breaker is mightily afraid. As has been

the case ever since the Park was established, the fact that

there is no law providing for the punishment of offenders

within the Park ties the hands of the officers of the law,

and evil-doers can laugh at the Government, which has

the power only to expel offenders from the reservation,

and not to punish their crimes.

It is interesting to note that Capt, Anderson's estimate

of the number of buffalo in the Park agrees closely with

that made by persons who have for years devoted much
attention to the subject of the increase of these protected

buffalo. The buffalo are doing well, and are seldom dis-

turbed, and the same is true of all other species of wild

animals.

The proposition, so often repeated, to cut down the

Park on the northeast, would cut off a considerable part

of the wintering range of antelope, mountain sheep and

black-tail deer, and would thus prove a grave injury to

the reservation. It is only to be considered as the lesser

of two evils. To have Congress authorize railways to

pass through the Park would be worse than to lose much
of its game. The preservation of its forests is of more
importance to the country at large than conserving its

game supply.

COLUMBIA RIVER INVESTIGATIONS.

The exploration of Clark's Fork and other tributaries

of the Columbia Eiver, by a party sent out by the U, S.

Fish Commission, is completed for the season. Dr.

Gorham, who has charge of the expedition, after a visit

to the portion of the Pend d'Oreille lying in British

Columbia, went to Newport, Washington, to see the

Albany Falls, of the same stream. Mr, B. A. Bean

obtained some good photographs of the falls, which are

not a barrier to the ascent of fish. Prof. Woolman was

obliged to return to his university at the end of Septem-

ber, and the work of collecting fish and other aquatic

animals was continued by Mr. Bean.

From Newport, Dr. Gorham started down the Pend

d'Oreille to look at Box Canon, which contains the great

falls in the United States near the British line. The little

steamer which had been running between Newport and

the falls having been laid up for repairs, the Doctor was

obliged to make the voyage of fifty miles in a rowboat. As

the distance includes fifteen miles of rapids, the labor in-

volved in the return trip was very great.

In the meantime Mr. Bean was engaged in river seining

at Newport, Chattaroy and Spokane,

The investigation of the Columbia is being carried on

with a view of determining its needs and possibilities for

fishcultural operations.

We are pained to learn of the death of Mr, George

H, Wyman, of Boise City, Idaho, known to readers of

this journal as a frequent and valued contributor, in

particular to the natural history columns. For many
years one of the foremost members of the Cleveland bar,

then seeking restoration of health in the far West, and

after the working years of a useful life finding well

earned leisure to devote to the pursuits of the field and

study of Nature's page, Mr. Wyman was a type of the

best class of American sportsmen.
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TROUTING IN THE COAST RANGE.-I.
The Nehalem Country.

Less probably is known of the Coast Eange than of the

Cascade. The Cascades are between us and the great

world, while the Coast Range is between us and that

great, dreary waste of waters where none care to go ex-

cept those "who go down to the sea in ships." Naturally

enough, therefore, the disposition of man to communicate
with his fellow man, and the necessary pilgrimages to

that end across the mountains a.nd through the trackless

forests separating the West from the East have made it

possible to gather a very pretty thorough knowledge of

such ranges as the Rockies and the Cascades. Bat on to

the further West there are no incentives to pilgrimages

except those of a premeditated character in seared of fish,

game and minerals. Therefore, we find such ranges as

the Coast and Olympic almost tei-ra incognita. The Coast
Range is comparatively narrow and cramped, as if forced

back upon itself by the Pacific while being crowded west -

ward by the continent, and its streams as a matter of

course are short and furious. The Cascade Range, on the
contrary, is broader, and melts gradually away on either

flank until it becomes difficult to say where mountains
cease and valleys begin, and naturally its streams are
longer and not so impetuous. The trout of the Coast
Range are, as a rule, much larger than the trout of the
Cascades, probably in consequence of the fact that they
are not required to make such long trips from the rich,

natural feeding grounds of the ocean. The trout of the
larger streams of the Coast Range are not weighed by the
ounce, as you will find if you go into that country 'with
light tackle, as I did.

A friend of mine. Dr. Wood, of St. Paul, bantered me
to take a trip with him to the Nehalem country in the
Coast Range (just a simple investigating tour, you know)
and as I seldom take water on such a proposition we soon
had our supplies and accoutrements on board the Geo.W.
Shaver, bound for the Claskanie. Although the Clas-
kanie was at least twenty-five miles short of our destina-
tion it was the nearest point reached by boat or convey-
ance of any kind, and as we were to take our time we
didn't much mind the prospect of so long a tramp. We
left Portland in the morning, but as the Shaver was a
trading boat it was plump night when we reached Clas-
kanie City, which is located on the west bank of the
Claskanie River, some four of five miles from its mouth.
Claskanie City, as its name would imply, is a place of

some pretensions. It has a church, a saloon, a general
merchandise store and four or five modest dwelling
houses, and the whole city is painted with the best quality
of hope, tinted with anticipation. The youthful ambition
and springlike hopefulness of some of these little frontier
towns is truly exhilarating. After listening a whole
evening to the praises sung of Claskanie City by its mod-
est citizens I am pleased to say that there is not a moss-
back or pessimist within its Umits, and if courage, con-
cert of action and talk is what builds great cities, the
metropolis of the Northwest will some day be on the
banks of Claskanie River.
By the way, the Claskanie affords fine fishing, but as

we were on a trip of discovery (an investigating tour as
it were), we wasted no time on these com"paratively
known waters. Now a twenty-five mile tramp across a
mountainous country with heavy packs on dim trails may
be entertaining enough, but I assure you it is no picnic,
and you can imagine how fatigued we were before we
reached the Nehalem Valley.
The "divide" between the Claskanie and the Nehalem

is a broken piece of cauntry and every foot of it is cov-
ered with as fine evergreen timber as ever a lumberman's
eyes feasted upon. Miucli of the timber is cedar, but
there is a generous mixture of pine, spruce, yellow and
white fir, and between the two rivers we saw no burns,
so it is not surprising that lumbermen talk a great deal
about the Nehalem country.
Our heavy packs and the blazing sun made our trip a

weary one indeed; but the trail was well shaded, and we
found numerous springs of the purest water, many of
which poured out of holes in the solid rock. One of
these springs seemed almost artificial in its construc-
tion. Five or six feet above the trail in the solid rock
was a basia half as large as an ordinary washtub and
probably a foot deep, brim-full of the purest, coldest
water, and which seemed to have been placed there by
kind nature for the special delectation of such poor way-
farers as the Doctor and I,

How we did bathe the inner and outer man with its
sparkling nectar.
The water of that country is the finest I ever saw.

There is a slight mineral smack to it, not the least un-
pleasant to the taste, but which seems to give it spark-
ling brilliancy. About 3 o'clock in the afternoon we
struck the Nehalem Valley to the southeast of Saddle
Mountain and probably twenty-five miles from the
ocean as the crow flies, but at least forty miles from
the mouth of the river as the stream runs. We fol-
lowed the river down to Vesper City Post- Office, situ-
ated at the pass of the river through the Coast Range.
Vesper, like Claskanie, is a city of gigantic aspirations,
but has fewer inhabitants to extol the many points of
vantage it possesses as the prospective metropolis of the
Northwest.
The city, at present, consists of one house, of small

dimensions it is true, but in architectural design much
resembling a modern hen house. But this structure
answers very well, for the present, the many purposes of
post-office, city haU, church, school house and residence
for the worthy P. M, with his wife and numerous progenv,
so numerous, in fact, that the Doctor and I, for lack of
room in the house, had to seek refuge for the night under
a tree. All the inhabitants turned out to entertain us in
the evening, which they succ9eded in doing right royally

,

for the postmaster was a good talker, and talk was what
we wanted. We wanted him to talk exclusively about
the country and the mountains, the streams, elk, deer,
cougar, wildcat, black wolves and black bear, but he had
a faculty of winding down to every period with some-
thing about the future of Ve«per City. Nothwithstand-
ing his old "chestnuts" and Vesper City prophecies we
succeeded in worming out of him cmsidprabie informa-
tion, so that by bed time we knew all about Frank Lusig-
mut, the guide and elk hunter, who lived three miles

below, and who could, by lying flat on the ground and
smelling of an elk track, tell when it was made and about
where in the mountains his elkship could be found. We
knew about the terrible elk wolf, the most dangerous of
all the beasts of the Coast Range, and the only one that
will attack man without first being attacked. We knew
about 14-year-old Johnny Turpin across the river, who,
with an old muzzleloading rifle and his faithful but
bloodthirsty Towser had killed twenty wildcats the past
spi-ing in the swamp along Deep Creek, We knew, too,

that an Indian had never been seen by the whites in the
lovely Nehalem Valley, and we knew that the reason of
it was that the Indians entertained a superstitious dread
of the valley on account of some direful thing that had
happened there countless years before Oapt, Gray dis-

covered the mouth of the Columbia,
But we knew so much more than we did before we

struck Vesoer City, that I will not attempt to give the
readers of Forest and Streajvi full particulars. Suffice
it to say that when we slept, our dreams were full of
black wolves and ghostly horrors, clouds of wildcats and
great herds of whistling' elk hounded hy a tireless dragon
whose sense of smell and instinct for blood were unerr-
ing, but all within the shadow of a great city on the
banks of the Nehalem River, called Vesper.
One thing in particular that had been spoken of by the

postmaster not only harrassed me in my dreams, but an-
noyed me in my waking moments; that was the size and
general characteristics of Turpin'a dog Towser, We
must pass Turpin's on our way south into the mountains.
There was no way out of it, for Turpin was the only man
in that neighborhood who had a canoe, and the Nehalem
was deep and vicious, and besides, from what we could
learn, it was about the only place that afforded a decent
prospect of a trail out to the south. We were informed
that Towser had a disagreeable habit of tackling, without
the slightest provocation, everything (not so small as to
be beneath his dignity) that exhibited life south of the
Nehalem River, except the immediate members of the
Turpin family, and they were on their good behavior
when Towser wasn't feeling well. He had pulled down
elk, had been in numerous personal encounters with
bears, wolves and cougars, and had killed wildcats single-
handed and alone. As the natural result of such a dis-

position in such a country he was said to be a mass of
scars from his nose to his tail. He had never had a
mouthful to eat except what he had secured by his own
prowess in the forest; for the Turpins themselves had
flour and the other luxuries of civilization at only ex-
tremely rare intervals, and couldn't afford to "tote" a
sack of flour twenty-five miles to feed to a dog.
Somehow I didn't like this Towser business. Mike was

with U3, and in all probability Towser would celebrate
our crossing of the Nehalem by wiping Mike from the
face of the earth, if he didn't get a smell of us before-
hand and swim the river to meet us.

But after our morning coffee we shouldered our packs
and struck out for Turpin's, crossing as unconcernedly
as if we had no misgivings about Mike's safety and were
anxious to get acquainted with the whole Turpin family,
Towser and all. As we approached the river we could
see the little shake-roofed cabin on the other side, with
the blue smoke curling above as the good frontier people
prepared their frugal breakfast; but, thank goodness,
Towser was nowhere in sight. Little did he dream
that even then two strangers and a strange dog were
stealthily appi'oaching his lair.

But here was the river with its roaring rapids and
shadowy jjools. and we sat down on the bank of the
stream to enjoy the scene and await events. While we
were sitting there admiring the beautiful stream and
listening to its deep melodies as it thundered down
toward the great ocean, a bpautiful dark-haired girl, with
rosy cheeks and the step of the doe, came tripping down
the path on the other side with a bucket on her arm.
Perceiving us she stopped short and stared at us as if

we were visitants from Fome other world.
"Good mornine, Miss," said I, "where is Towser?"
My plainness of manners and dress, addfd to my appa-

rent familiar acquaintance with the famUy, encouraged
her and she modestly answered: "I don't know, sir,

but expect he's up at the house,"
"Is he tied up?" I asked,
"I don't know, sir," she answered.
"Well," said I, " tell Johnny to tie him up, as we want

to cross over." That did settle it, for apparently I knew
the whole family from Towser down, so she disappeared
up the path like a deer and presently reappearing in-
formed us that Towser was tied.

"Is he tipd with a chain or a rope?" I queried, to which
she responded : "He's tied with a boom chain, sir."

Thanking the Miss for this eminently satisfactory con-
dition of affairs, I asked her to tell her father to please
come down and set us across. "I'll set you across, sir,"
said she, and in a jiffy she had the old canoe headed for
our shore and was paddling it across in a way that would
make Hanlon ashamed of himself. How in the world she
could stand in that old dugout and handle it herself as
she did is a mystery to such a land-lubber as I. The
Doctor, Mike and I crowded into the frail concern and in
a twinkling we were on our journey across. The boat
commenced to rock and she quickly warned the Doctor
and me to sit down in the bottom or the boat would tip
over. Ye gods, what a picture! Two great, strapping
men and a dog sitting flat in the bottom of a canoe with
a 16-year-old girl standing up in the stern putting us
across. The Doctor tried to compromise with sentiment
by ofl:ering to pay the young lady, so that it mia;ht appear
that we were transferred by a chartered ferry company
that were bound to set us over for a legal compensation,
but she wouldn't have it, and laughingly remarked as she
turned to her water bucket: "Oh, that is nothing, I
wouldn't think of taking pay, sir." There was an opening
left for the Doctor, however, and he took advantage of it

by filling the water bucket and carrying it up the hill;
whereupon we met and introduced ourselves to the Turpin
family, consisting of the Mr. and Mrs., four pretty
daughters, two skookum boys and Towser, However,
Johnny was only nicely in his teens, while the other boy
was properly the baby and pet of the household. Annie,
the youngest girl, was one of the prettiest flaxen-haired
little girls I ever saw, while the eldest was now a Mrs,
Peterson, but still with her husband residing under the
Turpin paternal roof. Rather strange, but nevertheless
true, there was not one of the Turpin children tb it had
ever seen any of the world outside of the Nehalem Valley,
I believe that, as a family, it was one of the purest bred

frontier families I ever met. One generation and a step
toward the second without knowledge of the world out-
side the narrow Nehalem Valley, except in so far as
knowledge might have been gathered by the family fire-

place when father and mother talked of their childhood
days.
And yet I never met a set of girls more womanly and

modest, nor a boy for his years more brave and manly,
than the pretty Turpin girls and their strapping brother
Johnny, Sweet little Annie told me that she had never
seen a store doll baby, and after our return from the trip
back to Portland, a package containing one of those
modern dolls that closes its eyes when laid down and
onens them again when taken up was placed in the post-
office directed to Miss Annie Turpin, Vesper City P. O,,
Clatsop county. Ore., with kind regards of Mr. and Mrs.
Greene, and I will venture to say that that baby is

combed and dressed every morning and cradled to sleep
every night by one of the most tender and aft'ectionate
little mothers on earth. S. H. Greene.
PoETLAND, Ore.

"THE BIG BOULDER."
Charlestown, N, H., Oct. 1.—Three weeks ago, on one

of the cool bright mornings which herald the coming of
actual autumn, after the fog had lifted from the valley
and the fresh air and bright sunshine temj)ted me for a
ramble, I struck out over the hills some three miles to
an outlying farm, to bear a verbal message to its owner,
one of "the boys in blue," who had "turned his sword
into a plowshare," and whose old Colonel, of the Thirty-
second Massachusetts, I had met a few days previously in
Lowell, and been charged by him with a greeting to his
favorite Corporal.

J had been hearing for a week great stories of the
wonderful invasion of gray squirrels, so I got out the old
muzzleloader from its long retirement, replenished the
old shot-belt and flask and started again over " the old
squirrel route" I described a year or two since in Forest
AND Stream. The walk was uueventful. I climbed the
steep upper terrace, lingered a few moments under the
big oaks at the old gate, and then as before, bore up the
ravine of the little brook to the top of the ridge.
The brook was voiceless, a few still pools in the deeper

holes among the recks showed that some underflow
through the gravel kept them from drying up entirely,
but there was no current and no need to clear the channel
of fallen brush, and when I reached the spring at the head
a shallow puddle offered no temptation to quench my
thirst.

As I reached a little glade half way up the rise a ruffed
grouse or "patridge" in the vernacular as spoken by
Sam Lovel and "Antwine," whirred off out of a bunch of
little thorn-trees, heard but not seen, into undergrowth
of alders, as I climbed a rail fence, but gave me no chance
for a shot. I sauntered slowly and leisurely on, stopped
for a few moments at the " white stone " at the foot of
the tall pine, then again, at a point where some spring
storm had broken a big red oak 1 Sin . through square off at
the butt, and brought it down square across the path,
bringing a partly decayed chestnut of equal size with it in
its fall. Though clad in a "dead bark '^ suit, with a pair
of rubber soled tennis shoes on my feet, and moving as
quietly as possible through the woods, I neither saw nor
heard further sign of any game, and in due time reached
the old fallen chestnut among the beeches and sat down
for a smoke. As my eyes wandered over the old initials
on the beach trunk, which I have spoken of before, they
fell on another set, which I did not then notice, cut about
the same time and w^hich help to illustrate the migratory
and progressive spirit of the genuine " Yankee boys!"
The boy who cut those letters, twenty years ago, is now

one of the leading citizens of Seattle, has built a " horse
raiload " there and is now projecting an electric line to
Tacoma, and it is highly probable that some of your
Pacific coast correspondents may be able to interpret that
" F. II, 0." cut on the old beech, here in New Hampshire
woods,

1 reached my friend's house a little before noon, and as
I got to his gate, three young men with guns came across
the pasture, from a point some 300 or 400 yards beyond
where I left the wood, and met mo at his door. They
pulled eight fine, fat squirrels out of their pocketp, and I
found that they had preceded me about an hour over the
same path all the morning, which accounted for the
absence of game when I came along.
George had just finished loading his wagon with corn

fodder, and was coming in to dinner, and it needed no
urging to induce me to accept his invitation to join bim
and his family in a good, old-fashioned, country "farmer's
dinner." Sweet corned beef, mealy potatoes and a
squash, and apple pie and cheese were most grateful to
the appetite, sharpened by my tramp in the cool air.
My friend was hugely'delighted to get the cordial re-

membrance of his old commander, and after dinner we
sat on "the porch" and smoked and talked over "war
times" for an hour or so, when I shouldered arms again
and started on, following the old route.
As I crossed the top of the bridge I found the axe had

made further havoc among the oaks, and I soon came in
view of the valley to the west. The river, now quite in
its summer bed, sparkled in the bright sxinshine as it wound
its sinuous course through the meadow, now touching the
bluft's to the right and now to the left, and leaving broad
sweeps of rich mowiug-Iand, impartially and alteniately
in New Hampshire and Vermont.

I say "mowing-land," for the valley is almost entirely
devoted to hay now, here and there the yellow of an oat-
stubble or the brighter green of a patch of tobbaco or
potatoes break the uniform grass tint, but the old
"checker-board" appearance of my boyish days is gone.
Every man then raised his own corn and rye, but they
now come more cheaply from "the West," and hay is the
most profitable crop. The autumn tints are just beginning
to show, here and there a Virginia creeper is turning to red
over a stone wall, and the suniachs began to be brilliant,
while in the wet swales on the hillside a swamp maple
glows in crimson now and then, or, perhaps, throws out
a single scarlet bough from a mass of green, like a torch
of defiance to inevitable winter. Instead of following the
old road down as I did two years ago, I bearshaiply down
the steep hillside, to a prominent landmark well known
all the country round as the "Big Boulder," The long
terrace of which ( have spoken here terminated by a
projecting spur from the hillside, and on the outer edge

1 ot the terraQe, caught by the point of the spur, rests a
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huge rock rounded and waterworn, of an entirely differ-
ent character. The "bed rock" is a seamy, quartz-veined
mica slate, the boulder gray, or lichened outside, but dark
bottle-green, where broken, is granite, and Prof. Hitch-
cock, the State Geologist, says came from Mt. Ascutney,
eighteen miles to the north, brought down in. the glacial
drift of the "great Ice Age."

It is perhaps twenty feet long, by sixteen wide, and as
many nigh, and rests, as I have said, on the very edge of
the terrace, 200 feet above the meadows, just caught
against the projecting spur of seamy slate.

' The top of
the botilder is about on the same level as the top of the
spur, and its base is buried in the thin, sheep-nibbled turf
some 200 feet down the slope to the north.
What a force it must have been to bi-ing this mass of

stone some 400 tons weight down eighteen miles and land
it high on the hillside! Unless, as is more probably the
case, the whole valley below has been cut away since this
boulder was dropped there.

The view from it in both ways, up and down the river,
is superb. The bold shoulder of the "Fall Mountain" at
Bellows Falls, cuts off the prospect to the south, six
miles below, while the lookout to the north passes the
precipitous cliff of "Skitsiwauke" and is closed by the
great dome of Ascutney, whence the big boulder started
on its travels. An easy and delightful walk from the
village of a mile and a half along the terrace overlooking
the meadows, it is a favorite resort of the young people
of the village as well as of the summer visitors.

How long this huge rock has rested here, poised on. the
brink of the terrace, I leave for the geologists to decide;
certainly thousands, probably tens of thousanda: probably
millions of years. It no doubt lay here bedded in the
primal forest, while the Egytian sculptors were carving
the Sphinx, as we are on the edge of the oldest known
rocks in the world. The Waubenakee hunter has no
doubt often hidden behind it, as he lay in wait for the
deer, picking his way down the little rivulet which
slowly trickles through that low swale a few yards to the
north on his way to the meadows to feed,
Had it hearing and speech, it might tell of the Indian

war whoop and the answering musket shot when old
Captain Phonehas Stevens with his thu-ty pioneers "held
the fort" in the valley below for two days against 200
French and Indians, and finally repulsed them, baffled of
their expected prey, 150 years ago.

It might have seen the gathering of the New Hampshire
militia, which General John Stark mustered at the same
old fort, ere he marched them across Vermont to fight
the battle of Bennington and crown Molly Stark's name
with glory instead of widow's weeds. Our friend Row-
land E. Robinson has told all this in his graphic history
of "The Foundation of Vermont." and I will dwell no
longer on the subject.

|1 1 satiate my eyes, as often before, with the prospect,
and again start for the village, but instinct leads me in
to the woods again under the shadows of the oaks, and
although I find many trees under which the ground is

strewn with shells or half-eaten, wormy acorns, I see or
hear no game. To be sure, it is still to early for the squir-
rels to be out to supper, but I am not bloodthirstyenough
to wait for them, I have had my tramp, delivered my
message and cheered the heart of an old "comrade," and
as I start down the lane from the woods, I empty both
barrels in a long waking shot at a brace of knots" in the
fence, fairly chipping one with the No. 8's from my left,

while the less numerous charge of No. 6's in the right
only groove long, slanting splinter-furrows in the hard
hemlock boards around the other. Von W.

THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
Editor Forest and Stream:

. Is "Stanstead" correct in his statement in your issue of
Oct. 8 that the scream of the panther is all a myth and
that this cat is so unlike all the other cats that he "has no
voice except a growl and a short, spiteful 'yik' "? I have
never met the panther ia the open but seem to remember
distinctly hearing a caged one at Central Park cry loudly
after the manner of the domestic cat. If the panther has
no voice and what has so often been taken "^for his was
"made by other beasts or owls," the realists among story
writers ought to know it. I never hear of the cry of the
panther, which has time and again been reported to be
of wonderfully human quality, but I remember Charles
Dudley Warner's story of hearing, as he supposed, a
panther's cry at night upon the mountain side in the
Adirondacks. Josepth Cook had said that the voice of
modern culture was but "an infant crying in the night
and with no language but a cry," and from the sound
Warner concluded that the panther and modern culture
must be the same thing. C, H, Ames.

ANOTHER TAME MOOSE.
Halifax, Oct. 5.—Knocking about the country last

week T was asked if I would like to see a live moose, and
said yes, by all means. The owner of the house stepping
to the door sang out, "'Nellie, Nellie; here, Nellie;" and
in a few moments I heard the sound of a cowbell tinkling
elf in the woods, and directly there came trotting toward
us one of the prettiest little creatures I have ever seen.
Sure enough it was a moose, about four months old and
as tame and gentle as could be.

It came right up and allowed us to pat its neck, rub its

nose, etc. The owner gave it a slice of bread, which it

ate with great relish, and then he put a piece on the
ground, when I was astonished to see that before it could
pick it up it had to kneel down on its front legs. This
was a new feature to me, and I spent some two hours
watching its movements. Whenever it went to crop the
grass or pick up food (that was on a level bit of ground)
down it would flop on its front knees, and standing on its

hindlegs it did look too comical for anything.
I was surprised that it was allowed to roam the woods,

and remarked that some fine night it would disappear.
But the owner said, "Oh, no; it always comes back to
the house, and sometimes it spends two and three nights
in the woods at a time, but shows up again all safe and
sound."

It ia a beautiful animal, and I felt tempted to buy it,

but not ^having a suitable place for keeping it in I re-

frained from doing so; but it does seem a pity not to own
it, and if any of your friends would like it I will be
happy to give the address of its owner. H, Austen.

Migration of Hawks.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. J as. L. Smith, of Hackettstown, N, J., speaks of

an unusual flight of hawks on Sept. 31. It is an an-
nual occurrence and was evidently made up of migrat-
ing birds. I secured on Sept. 27 (on which date the
flight occurred with us) a half dozen specimens, as fol-
lows : Two broad-winged {B. imtmylvanicus), two sharp-
shinned {A. fuscus), one Cooper's (^4. cooperi) and one
sparrow (vP' sparverius), the latter a male, fine plumage.
I had them put up, and while green took them from the
taxidermist and have posed them to suit myself. I have
grown tired of the conventional style of mounting all
my birds on perch or panel and find that a very satisfac-
tory effort is produced by fixing them in a death-like
position, and when dry hanging them by the feet to a
picture nail. It gives an opportunity for the display of
plumage and, being a decided departure from the ortho-
dox methods of taxidermists, makes a pleasing contrast
with other specimens mounted in the usual way. I
would say that the annual migration of hawks with us
varies but a few days from year to year, although of late
there seems to be a steady falling off in numbers. The
main flight passes with a northwest wind from Sept. 10
to 28, coming from east to southeast against the breeze.
Bat Ridoe, L. I. WiLMOT TOWNSEND,

Another Panther Incident.
NoEEis, Texas, Sept. 28.—Rather an interesting panther

combat took place on the banks of Devil's River, near
here, in which an old lady, sixty years, two dogs and a
panther took an active part. The house and kitchen are
about 15 or 18ft. apart with a brush arbor connecting
them. "Grandma Neil," as she is called by her friends,
was standing under the arbor washing her face and hands,
when something ran against her with considerable force.
Turning to see w-hat it was, she found a 9ft. panther
standing against her skirts. At the same instant one of
the dogs made a rush for it, when it sprang into a live
oak that stood near the door. The commotion attracted
the other dog and they kept the beast up the tree for a
few minutes, when it sprang out with the dogs in hot
pursuit. They caught it as it attempted to jump the
fence and pulled it back. At this stage of the fight Mrs.
Neil ran up, and by a well-directed blow killed it in-
stantly, splitting its head open with an axe. In telling
me the story her grandson expressed my sentiments when
he "wished Ihad Grandma's sand." Rio Diablo.

Land Birds at Sea.
Hudson, N. Y,, Oct. 10.—On Sunday, Sept. 25, a large

number of high-holes appeared on their way south. On
Monday, Sept. 26, T took the steamer Richmond from
New York for Norfolk, Va. The next morning while out
of sight of land the ship was visited by a number of high-
holes, one kingfisher, one woodpecker, some yellowbifda.
Some of them remained on and around the ship until we
landed at Norfolk the next night. They appeared to be
very tired, and had evidently been blown ofl' shore in the
night as there was a strong west wind blowing all night.
I noticed two high-holes start for shore and fall in the
water exhausted. H,

ktJi^ §Hg mid 0uti.

"Game Laws in Brief," United States and Canada,
illustrated, 25 ecnts. "Book of tlie Game Laws" {fuU
iext)i do cents.

IN NEW ENGLAND WOODS.
Boston, Oct. 8.—Boston gunners are active, and they

are being fairly successful. For this success they may
reasonably thank the Massachusetts Fish and "Game
Protective Association for its eftbrts in restocking with
game birds. It seems that this restocking is beginning to
show more fruits, game being relatively more plenty than
in Maine and New Hampshire, where no restocking has
been done. Understand that 1 say relatively, and I am
sure that gunners who have tried both sections of the
country will agree with me. Mr. L. W. DePass, assistant
secretary of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, with his
friend C. W. Hodgkins, of Reading and of the Boston and
Albany Freight Oflice, has recently returned from his
annual gunning trip to the Cape. They had excellent
success with shore birds, bringingdowna plenty of winter
yellowlegs, grass birds, and some winter snipe. They
found the quail very plenty, but these they did not dis-
turb, for the open season does not begin till Oct. 15, They
saw several coveys with [at least twenty birds in each.
They found these bu-ds much more plenty than they were
in the same location a year ago. They were also informed
that snaring is not being practiced in that section, as it

was last year even. Partridges they found to be fairly
plenty also. The universal opinion in that section is that
the restocking done by the committee ©f the Fish and
Game Protective Association is bringing up the shooting
from almost nothing to very respectable proportions.

Mr. Claud H. Tarbox, of the Baston Chamber of Com-
merce, with his brother-in-law, J. Orin Bailey, has made
a number of short gunning trips this fall. They both live
in Byfield and they usually gun together. Mr". Bailey is

lame and obliged to depend upon a crutch for one leg,
and yet he manages to get around in the fields and woods
about as well as most men with two good legs. His love
for shooting is great, notwithstanding that he must follow
it under difficulties. The other morning they drove four
or five miles down into Newbury to hunt for gray squir-
rels. That morning they secured twelve squirrels and a
partridge. On several occasions they have secured a
partridge apiece. They report partridge fairly plenty for
Massachusetts, and gray squirrels very plenty.
Mr. E, M. Gillam, with his friend Mr. Bacon, both of

the Boston Advertiser, started for the Cape on a gunning
expedition on Saturday evening. They go down to Sand-
wich and will be quartered in a farmhouse owned by Mr.
Henry Pinkham, financial editor of the Advertiser. Mr.
Pinkham has lately bought the old homestead, and he

proposes to make a summer resort of it and a gunning
resort for himself and friends. The hoys will go into
camp there, by invitation of Mr. Pinkham. Reports
mention game as plenty there.

It is not in good taste to speak of one's self in a news-
paper ai'ticle, and the best writers rarely use the pro-
noun I. But on this occasion I hope that the readers of
Forest and Stream will excuse me if I mention what
has fallen to my lot to observe. I have just returned
from my autumnal trip to the Maine woods and waters.
I have visited the old camp at Richardson Lake and,
permit me to say right here, that had I been aware of
the absolute scarcity of game in that section, I might
have been tempted to have staid at home. I have had
the outing and seen nature in her most beautiful au-
tumnal robes, and that ought to satisfy me. But it is a
fact that I had hoped all the season to find some grouse
shooting. But these hirds are most remarkably scarce
in the Rangeley Lakes region, and I hear the same story
about other sections of that State. We tramped wood
roads and followed carries for many miles, where on
former seasons dozens of birds have frequently leen
the reward of a day's outing, and for two days of this
work we did not see a single partridge. We obtained
now and then an old grouse, it is true, but we saw not a
single flock; only solitary old male birds—very hard to
get.

On my trip, and especially on my way out, I inter
viewed dozens of guides and hunters, and obtained the
same verdict from all, though it came out rather unwill-
ingly in cases where the persons interviewed are inter-
ested in guiding or transporting hunters: Partridges are
most remarkably scarce, I also asked for the cause.
Generally the person interrogated expressed his inability
to fathom the mystery, but in several cases the reply was
emphatic that the scarcity of partridges is due to a great
increase in foxes. One guide of long experience says
that he has never known the foxes so thick as at the
present time. They are very bold, even coming near to
houses and barns and carrying off poultry. The guides
and hunters express the idea that the young birds especi-
ally have all been destroyed by foxes. The idea is also
expressed that the utter extermination of the ruffed
grouse in Maine is likely to be the result of this increase
in foxes. It is also suggested that the Maine Legislature
at its next session should offer a bounty for the destruc-
tion of the fox family. It is possible that later more
partridges may appeaj-, even in the sections of Maine
where they are not to be seen at this time; but it is

scai'cely probable. The guides claim that in some seasons
they are not seen till late.

But there are moose and deer in Maine. It is possible
that moose are more abundant than usual this fall. One
has heen tracked down between Mount Aziscohos and
Observatory, in the Richardson Lake region. He was a
big fellow and followed the bog for several miles. By the
way, Dr. Haven, of Boston, with the Thayers, owners of
Birch Lodge, has leased the right of flowage on this bog,
and has a gang of men at work putting in a dam about a
mile and a half above where the brook that drains the
bog joins with Beaver Brook. He will raise the water
four or five feet and make of the bog a private trout pond.
The Doctor has built a beautiful camp on. Beaver Island
in Richardson Lake the j>ast season.
But to return to the moose. He made tracks down the

road and past the dam where the men were at work, and
it is pretty plain that he was then somewhere between
Aziscohos and Richardson Lake. It will be remembered
that one came down over about the same ground a year
ago, but that he was soon after killed when attempting
to swim the lake just above the narrows. A moose has
recently been killed in the vicinity of Enfield, Me., and a
big one. Mr. Walter Hill, of Jo"hn P, Squire & Co., the
well known Boston pork packers, says that he had the
pleasure of dining off a moose steak at Enfield the other
day. A big moose has also been seen in the neighbor-
hood of Kingfield, or rather toward Eustis several miles
above.

Deer are really quite plenty in Maine, and the open
season for them has well started. I had the pleasure of
seeing probably the first one killed in Maine in the open
season, Pie was put on board the Sandy River baggage
car at Strong on the morning of Oct. 8. The gentlemanly
conductor of the Sandy River train called my attention
to a crowd in the depot at Strong. This conductor is a
good deal of a sport himself, and he takes great delight
in such matters. His salutation to me, as he touched my
shoulder, was: "There he is! The first one of the sea-
son! But it is only one of the dozens that will come down
over this road." The deer was labeled A. J, Pettigrew,
Livermore FaUs, Me. Soon after I found Mr. Pettigrew,
a very modest young hunter, but proud of his success.
The deer, about a two-year-old buck, was killed fairly on
the first day of the open season. He was taken at a pond
some eight miles from Eustis. Mr. Pettigrew says that
the sport of lugging one end of the pole to which the
deer was lashed, six miles through the woods was some-
thing to be remembered.

It may be stated that the Harry Moore party, to the
camps of the Inglewood Club, already mentioned in the
Forest and Stream, has returned, much in love with
the country and with the Inglewood camps, but they,
too, found partridges remarkably scarce. They had some
good duck shooting, though rather early in the season for
the best of that sport. They also failed to secure any
trophies in the shape of deer.

The woods of old Plymouth county were about as thor-
oughly scoured by Boston gunners and other gunners on
Oct. 9 as they have been for many a day. The day
proved to be unfavorable, however, a disagreeable rain
setting in about noon, and only poor success is reported.
A gentleman left Boston Saturday evening for these
hunting grounds. He does not wish me to give his name
in the Forest and Stream for the reason that he did
leave Boston on Saturday evening. He went down on
to the Cape, getting off the cars at Bourne Station, He
found a farmhouse where he was made welcome, and
some of the boya would gladly have gone a-gunning with
him but for the fact that there was a funeral in the vil-
lage that day, and it would not look well to be out shoot-
ing. But our friend was well started in the woods by the
people with whom he stopped, and he went obliviously on
the way he knew not of, he being only happy to be in the
woods with dog and gun. His dog, a beautiful Irish set-
ter, seemed to enjoy the outing as well. But partridges
were very scarce. Only one flock was started, and
they proved to be remarkably wild birds. Soon
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it became evident to our friend that he did not
know which way he was headed. The weather was
dark and cloudy and he had never been in the section

before. He wandered on and on, hoping to find some
landmark; road or dwelling house. He calulates that he
must have traveled at least half a dozen miles without
finding a sign of civilzation, when at last he came to a
road. Here was a road, but which way would take him
toward the railroad station or the way tie wished to go?
He concluded to try one direction and stick to it. Soon
he met a couple of gunners, Boston gentlemen, though
he did not know them personally, they too were lost in

the woods, or did not know which way in the road would
bring them out at the railway station. They concluded
to follow on with our friend, however, and as good for-

tune would have it, they soon came out to a farm house
and learned that they were on the right direction. The
two met by our friend belonged to a party of eight. On
the train home they compared notes. Eight Boston gun-
ners, with our friend made nine. Four dogs, and not a
single partridge. Such is sport in the woods of Plymouth
county on a foggy and rainy day in October. Special.

MAINE GROUSE AND WOODCOCK.
New York, Oct. 3.—Having just returned from

Augusta, Me,, where I have been since June 1, enjoying
the trout fishing and partridge and woodcock shooting
of that section, I have to say the birds in that section
have been more abundant than I have known them for
years. I commenced meandering the fields and woods
about Aug. 1 to see what the prospects were, and suc-
ceeded in locating eight broods of partridge and four of
woodcock, all hatched within a radius of two miles from
my home, which is one mile east of the city. Of course,
I did no shooting at that time, but I had another pleasure.
My dog, Queen Monarch, I found pointing on three occa-,
sions and on investigating more closely would find a
young partridge concealed under a root or rock. This
gave me quite a good opportunity to handle the young
birds, much to the distress of the mother bird, who tried
by all means to lead us away, exposing herself to full
view but a few yards distant. A man who would wil-
fully destroy a young bird under such circumstances de-
serves to be blown off the face of the earth. I allowed
the little fellows to go after a few moments, much to
the diegust of my dog and the pleasure of the mother
bird. And on Sept. 1 1 took down my Parker hammer-
less at 4 A. M. and secured in all 32 birds.

My trout fishing consisted of three days sport 15 miles
east of my home. In that time I secured 33 beauties, 4
of which weighed l^lbs. each. I also found woodcock
plentiful in a spot five miles east of my home, but on
account of high alders and thick foliage (sportsman's
excuse) I made but a small bag. I consider birds plenti-
ful in my section and am more than satisfied with my
score, as my last days of shooting was hard work, in-
stead of sport and I now have settled down to business
until I can tap the snipe on Tuckaho Meadows, in New
Jersey, next spring. M. L. C.

GAME IN MOOSE RIVER BASIN.
Leaving the Canadian Pacific Railway at Biscotasing

on July 34 on canoe trip to Hudson's Bay, we crossed the
height of land on the second day and reached the sources
of the Mattagami or south branch of the great Moose
River, which was followed to our destination. There are
moose, caribou and common deer all along the ridge or
backbone of the continent, but as one goes clear of the
wooded country between latitude 48 and 49 north, the
moose and common deer disappear. We saw our first
caribou on the headwaters of the Spanish River, one
day's travel from Biscotasing. They are numerous
within easy distance of the railway and continue all the
way to Hudson's Bay. In the winter they frequent the
wooded country, biit in March, when the first crust
forms on the snow, the main herds pass northward and
spend the summer on the great plains in the vicinity of
James Bay. Nortli of latitude 49 there is little or no
timber, except along the banks of the river the sphagnum
moss holds sway, and the country is level, treeless and
swampy.
Bears are numerous along the shores of the Moose, par-

ticularly the lower part, near the salt water. The ordin-
ary ruffed grouse and spruce partridge are plentiful and
so exceedingly tame that they rarely fly, and then only
when suddenly surprised. Near James Bay ptarmigan
abound. In the spring and fall countless thousands of
geese, ducks, plover, snipe, etc, are found in and around
the bay.
On the Kenogamissee Lake, about latitude 48 north, we

saw a single wild pigeon, but it would seem there are no
large flocks anywhere in the country. I heard it stated
that the sharp-tailed grouse is found in part of the
region traversed, but none were seen, though some of the
territory appears to be suitable for them.
There are large numbers of whitefish in the Kenogam-

issee Lake, also in Lake Matawagminngue, both expan-
sions of the Moose River. At Waraton, on the Moose,
there are also speckled trout. We secured one over 4lbs.
in weight. A 3 pounder chased by a jackfish had taken
refuge in the shallow water at the outlet of a spring
creek. We shot it with a .33cal. rifle. Several springs
feed the river at this point, which seems to account for
the presence of the trout. They are of large size, run-
ning from 4 to 51bs, It is probable that further north in
the interior there are lakes and streams where the tooth-
some brook trout may be taken. The country resembles
Newfoundland where the trout abound. There is no fish
but sturgeon in the northern or lower part of the Moose.
We returned by way of the Montreal River, which is

really the connecting link of an extensive chain of lakes.
It is a grand country for the sportsman and, except for
wild geese, it is preferable to the territory further from
the railway. There is fish and game of all kinds. Very
little is country marred by fire: the work of the axe is
nowhere visible. An unrivaled canoe trip would be start-
ing up the Spanish River, or the Missisauge, on the north
shore of Lake Huron, follow either to its source, thence
to the headwaters of the Montreal, follow the latter to
Matawabika, thence down through Lake Tamagama-
mingue and the Sturgeon River, theace across Lake
Nipissing and down the French River. The trip is quite
feasible and could be completed in six weeks, and the
fish and game obtainable, as well as the grand scenery,
would be a revelation to any one who had never gone

over the route. It would shorten the trip to take the
railway to Biscotasing or to abandon the canoe at Stur-
geon Falls, The best time of the year for sport would
be from the middle of September to Nov. 1.

Toronto, Sept._9; S. R, Olahke.

A HUNTER'S MOON.
IFrora Martha McCalloch Williams's "Field-Farings," Harper

Bros., 1893 ]

Truly there is magic in it. So high, so white it hangs,
the flooding silver of it washing out to dun pallor all the
lingering scarlet and yellow, and purple and flame of this

late autumn world. The charmed wind lies in leash.
Nor breath, nor ripple, stirs in the low leaf or the high.
From the runnels mists creep slow and slower, to lie in
long, straight wefta above the chilling earth. Now turf
and weeds are damp, gfistening with fine beads that in
sunrise shall show as frost. Through the hush a lone,
late cricket chirps, desolately faint. Far and faint from
the wood's deep heart the owls send out their shouting
whoo-tohoowhooivhoo-Jioooo!
For all that, 'tis no moon for sighing—this jocund orb,

swimming up the east. It showed crescent, ran to quarter
in the nights of gay October. Now, at full, it lights the
sere fields, the thinning woods—a true hunter's moon, by
help of whose shining you shall take and spoil the wild
creatures that walk abroad by night.
Sport of the rarest, and you have true hunting blood.

Without it the night shall not, for you, be filled with
music; indeed, you are like to get nothing but weariness
of body, vexation of spirit. Given so much of primal
savagery life holds few pleasures to match the glimpses
of such a moon.

See! Black Daddy is waiting in the cabin door, his
burly bigness sharply silhouetted by the red fije-shin

inside. He leans heavily on an axe, fresh from the grind-
stone, holds a half-dozen unlit splint torches lightly under
one arm. A brindled dog, with ridiculous short tail,

crouches at his feet, seemingly supine, yet with every
sense alert. Outside the clear moon-rays show a smaller
black fellow—so dark, his eyes shine fiery-green from
under his long lashes. He sits very upright, his bow-legs
making queer, bulging shadows on the turf: head aside,
ears sharply cocked, tail faintly aquiver. Each fiber of
him stands at attention. Axe, torches, are to him language
visible—he has no mind to be left out of the sport they
foreshow.
Black Daddy loves his dogs better, almost, than him-

self. By the hour he will tell you tales of tkem—Music
and Damsel, Days through, they run at his heels; nights
through, they watch outside his door. Priceless both,
though the one is but a lurching mongrel, the other a
cross-breed hound. Dogs of renown both, spite such blots
of the scutcheon. Music is the better coon dog. Damsel
has no equal for trailing a possum. Both have the finest
keen noses, able to pick up the faintest scent, and trail the
quarry hot-foot to his lair.

Very often one is taken, the other left at guard. Natur-
ally they hate each the other -with deadly dog-fury.
Music has laid his two paws over his master's feet, put
his headbetween them, is quivering through and through,
giving out the while little low, piteous whimpers, his
plea not to be left behind. At sound of it Damsel, whose
name belies his sex, growls slightly, beats the earth more
vigorously with his tail, then rises, trots a little way down
the path, looking back over his shoulder to see if he is

followed. Now he stops short, slinks backward half a
rod. The cabin door shuts to with a great bang; Daddy
stands fair in the light, with Music still glued to his heels
but uttering quick, joyful yelps, A breath's space Dam-
sel listens, then is off, with arrowy rush, down the path
to the woods.
Daddy raises a mellow shout, the signal of assembly to

his stout young followers, who tumble out, leaping, sing-
ing, "patting Juba," as though they had not been gather-
ing corn all day. When he offers them each a torch they
set up a great crying out, and toss them instantly in a
handy fence corner. "We not er guine huntin' ghos'es,
an' de's 'nough moonshine fer coon er jiossum," says the
boldest malcontent, running away after the dogs.
Now the rest step sturdily out. Daddy, leading, looks

up at the pale stars. There he reads the hours. It is nine
o' the clock, so dewy-damp the scent must lie and hold,
even in sedge and weeds. The open is bright as the
morning. It will be two hours, though, ere the moon
stands straight enough to light the wooded hillsides lead-
ing up from the creek. A rooling who-whoop comes over
his lips. You hear a youngster say, "Dat's it, Daddy;
holler possum." The next minute all have fetched a com-
pass, head straight for the old field.

Grapes abound there, persimmons hang sweet and
plenty. Master Graycoat must like his feast in it, with all
his sisters, cousins, aunts. Mark Damsel's mad delight.
See him leap and circle—a black ghost, light and swift,
wider, ever wider, in his round. Often sedge quite hides
him, briers swallow him up, but nothing daunts or hin-
ders. Ah, he has found; hear the low, yelping cry that
Music so enviously seconds. The tones are wondrous in-
dividual. Music's note might be all-compact of echoes
from his ancestral strains. Blood tells, especially hounds'
blood. Damsel's clear belling sets all the field aring.
Hither and yon he dashes, nose to earth, tail high and

waving. Truly, Master Possum came in by crooked ways.
The trailing dogs give tongue but sparely, so swift, so
winding do they run along his track. Around, across it

goes, now along the cresting upland, now deep in the
thick swales. Now comes chorus of deep baying. Damsel
has treed—there to the right, in that single tall persim-
mon tree. And look! This clear moon shows two of the
gray gluttons crouching close in its slender upper boughs.
No use to try and shake them out; the slight limbs would
bear scarce a heavier weight than theirs. It is a case for
the axe—ah! how swift they fly. Almost before the bay-
ing dogs catch breath the slim tree crashes to earth, with
two seeming dead creatures still fast in its top. See the
long, bare tails, each coiled snug about a limb. Not a
quiver, not the turning of hair, though Damsel darts at
one to give it an angry shake. Daddy rescues it, bis fel-
lows the while making the night world ring with shout-
ing, A far hill catches the sound, flings it back a mock-
ing echo.
Somebody begins to chant

:

"OhI Mister Possxim. ye think ye's mighty soon.
But ye sho' ter git cotched by the light er de moon,"

Daddy sniffs at the singer, "Better be savin' dat breff
ter hole 'im. Take dis yere stickful, boy, an' go gilpin'
'long home." At the word you see that he spUt a stout

stick, six feet long, a little way at either end, put the tail

of a possum in each cleft, and is balancing it across the
chanter's shoulder, little as that person likes it. He opens
a remonstrant mouth, but is waved away. Daddy is

autocrat— disobedience means no more hunting with
Music and Damsel. Hark! They have found again

—

Music this time in the lead. But how queerly they run

—

giving tongue faint and uncertainly—a perplexed note,
as though saying, "We fear to follow our noses."
The scent runs straight—with now and again a gap

—

as though broken by a leap. Now the dogs head for the
sink-hole, running fast—almost as hard as they can lay
legs to earth. They bark furiously—a guttural, angry
note, different far to the baying of Master Possum. Ah!,
they have stopped short—there, beside that thick, thorny
clump overhanging the earthy cavern! See them leap-
ing, howling, with bristles upright, with gnashing fangs.
Hist! Hear the spitting growls from the thicket. They
must come from beast of prey, not beast of game.
Daddy listens, his head to one side, mutters "Varmint!"
then steps back to plan the attack, A minute later he
has lighted his torch, and with two men at his back,
armed each with a stout pole, comes up to the angry
dogs. He tosses the blazing brand far into the thicket,
springs aside barely in time to escape something—fiery-
eyed, furious, strong of claw—that leaped hissing, yowl
ing at his throat—lies, savagely defiant, spite the blows
rained over it, the dogs' angry rushes.
Daddy speaks to them in sorrow, in anger. "Git

erway, you fool dawgs! Whut done come ober you,
chasin' dat cat erway? Right smart ole wild-cat he is

—

but shucks! I don' lek ter be so fooled." Music slinks oft",

his tail betwixt his legs. Damsel looks about critically,
as though to say: "I knew all the time it was not quite
the thing. Depend on it, alone I should not have made
the mistake." The poor cat is tossed into the sink-hole's
dark depth. Daddy picks up his torch, carefully puts
out each spark it has left in the tangle, and goes away to
the woodland, faint, smoky pennon trailing out behind.
He strikes straight for the river channel. Just here a

creek makes into it—the tall timber aboimds in hollow
trees! wherein Master Coon makes his abode. A rare
night rover he—lying sluggish all the day, nor rousing
him till darkness has covered the face of the earth. Now
the cocks crow midnight; straight moonbeams pour
white through the flecked boughs above, and turn all to
silvern ghosts the woods' dim colonnades. Doubtless he
is well abroad—^hark! Music has found—is running as
for life. "Who-oop! hi-yi-yi-ha! hunt him up, ole dog!
hunt him up!" Daddy yells at the note—and is chorussed
by the rest. The sound fills all the river-valley, lying so
still, lapped in this slumberous calm. Far down it, on
the other side, an answering shout breaks out. Other
hunters, no doubt—all good men and true; but never,
envy them—they may have dogs, get game galore, buti
they have not Music and Damsel, whom to follow is a
liberal education in a coon dog's points.
The cry, the yelling, is their very breath of life. HoWi

wide Music runs; how high he leaps, sniffing with lifted
nose, now this tree, now that. Ah ha. Master Ooon has i

been found away from home, cut off from it, indeed, andi
is making for it through the tree tops. Over there he
left the earth, ran from bough to bough, from tree to
tree, till he thought the trail safely broken. Music knew:
the trick well, caught the scent hot in the air, has picked

i

up the trail where Master Ringtail came down, is after,
him hot-foot,

A breathless scamper, truly. Away, away, through
thicket, through clear forest, running, stumbling, falling]
over rocks or timber, now resting for a minute, now hast-i
ing as though life lay in speed. Ever in front to guides
you, the short, shrill yelping cutting sharp through the

,

night, the wild yelhng, the deep halloo, sent back, forth,
from bank to bank. Now the sound of axes, a dull crash,
comes from the hither side, upborne with a shout of
triumph. "Dey's cotcht fus' but Hay we gits de bigges'
coon," Daddy says disdainfully, inflating his lungs for a.,

return halloo. Before it is half out of his throat a wild,
full barking fills the air. Music has treed. Damsel comea:
tumbling over, together they leap and plunge, noses in
air, flinging their full cry up to branches above, where
lies Master Coon, now plainly visible, his green eyes
shining hate of all below.
This refuge should secure him. The tree is two feet

through, thirty feet to the first limb. Climbing is out of
the question. Whether the coon is worth cutting down
depends on the strength of your muscles. It is but play
for these "good men." By the time you are well breathed
Suick strokes have sent the tree to the earth. As it falls
>addy gathers his beloved dogs to him, a hand on either

collar, "Tend ter yo' coon yo'se'fs; I want my dogs
'notber night," he calls, holding hard the straining crea-
tures, so madly eager to attack their fallen foe. The
good men rush at it with clubs and axes; it darts, creeps,
leaps through the brush, eludes their striving, and dashes
safe into the woods.
Followed, it is not overtaken. Music runs off on a

fresh scent, trees in a hollow, and sees the frightened
captive chopped out of it. The moon drops westerly-
oars sound on the river. Here are hunters from the other
bank come to gossip, join forces and finish up the night.
Now, indeed, the chase shall stir your blood. They have
brought six good dogs. All in cry, the heavens shall
overflow. It is find, follow, kill—the first cock-crow
sounds. The night has grown chill, though the huntsmen
do not feel it. Suddenly some one shivers, with a hint
of chattering teeth. Make a log fire on the instant. The
axemen are hewing hard at a big tree that looks to have
a handsome coon colony. Before it falls you may warm
you through and through.
And afterward. While the fire was abuilding, some-

body stole away, rifled a potato patch, and has filled the
fire with sweet, yellow yams. The sight of them brings
hunger indeed. Until they are roasted eaten piping hot,
no foot will stir. Not even Music's or Damsel's, See
how quiet they lie by the fire, nose in paws, with shut
eyes, dreaming, no doubt, of the night's victorious runs.
Beyond, the river ripples, the moon drops lower and
lower, frost skims the leaves till they rustle underfoot.
You tread them as air. The soul of the night, of the
chase, has gone into your blood—you are drunken as
with new wine. Sleep comes to you tardily, but of a
sweetness before undreamed—such sleep as truly

"Knits up the revelled sleave of care."

If you wake late, what matter? Daylight is garish,
commonplace—cheaply exchanged in any measure for
such glamor of sound and sight as last night knew.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Con'^imirlenLI

CnicAao, 111., Oct. 8.—Dr. H. C. Buechner spent the
greater part of last wepk at Horicon Marsh, Wis,, and
when he got back Friday evening; he wasan excited man.
He bad met the ducks coming down ahead of the recent
great northern storm. On his first day he killed 20, on
the next 38, and on the tlurd day met the crowning
fortune of all his shooting experience, killing the mag-
nificent hag of 78 birds, nearly all mallards and pintails.
He could hardly talk as he tried to describe the flight,
"There were thousands and thousands of ducks! " he
Said, and set his arms waving to tell the rest. Presuming
that Dr. Buechner took out with him the regulation num-
ber, BOO sbelJs, it may be seen what the shooting was. He
ian out of shells ana had to quit. There were no teal in
the bag. The flight on Horicon this week was probably
the heaviest that has struck this country for years.
The storm brought the ducks down "everywhere. At

this writing Lake Senachwine, Swan Lake and the whole
Illinois River country is full of ducks. Some snipe are
also witti the flight. Percy Stone killed 14 snipe with
his bag of 38 ducks a week ago, and 24 snipe were killed
yesterday in one bag on the Kankakee, Snipe are thought
to be due from now on.
Mr. Abner Price is now down at English Lake Club,

where the shooting should now be good. A week ago, on
these grounds, Mr. Price killed the pretty bag of 18 black
mallards (dusky duck), a bird much prized by our shoot-
ers about fiere and not very abund-
ant, though sometimes shot along
the Kankakee. Last Thursday, at
Slnglish Lake Oiub, Mr. Ingall
killed 28 ducks. The shooting there
has been very fair.

The membership of Mak-saw-ba
Club is changing very materially
of late. Messrs. Dicks, Holden,
Buechner, Baxter and others have,
sold out, and still others speak of
doing so, This is to be regretted,
and I shall not like to hear less
from this active organization,
whose hospitality I have so often
enjoyed,, and which has long held
so strong a place among the field
clubgi. The shooting along Mak»
saw-ba is as good as may be found
anywhere on the Kankakee now,
and as I have so oiten stattd, the
bass fishing in that stretch of water
is wonderful. This last I say in
spite of the fact that Mr. Mussey
and I only caught sLx fish when
we went out to make a record,
about a week ago. It rained that
day, but there was nothing strange
in that, for it always rains every
time Billy Mussey and I go any-
where together. 1 think we would
be a good combination to play
against the GreatAmerican Dpsert.
A new duck club is organizing

at Peorta, or perhaps it ib lue rb-

organizition of the old Beebee
Like Club, whose grounds were
down near Spring Lake, and in a
magnificent duck country, too.

For the new club only five mem-
Oerships have been apportioned to
Chicago. These are now in the
hands of Mr. W. L. Shepard, and
they will soon go. This marsh is

the place where Mr. Fahnestock
invited Mr. Abner Price and Mr.
Shepard last fall, and where they
had some heavy shooting. The
grounds are all under fence, and
the club privileges are exception-
ally valuable,

Mr. D. ii. Crane, of this city, is

intending to put in his spare time
this winter building a light scow
boat to run the Wisconsin River
next summer, A very pleasant
and sportsome trip.

As to that Wisconsin decoy law
scare, i am assured that the law
forbidding the use of decoys was repealed at the same
time that the spring shooting law was repealed, or rather
modified,

D. W. Fernandez, Wisconsin State Warden, writes me
in regard to the Dr. Thomas deer case: '-The only way to
reach the reverend gentleman is to get out a requisition
and take him back to the spot where he committed the
act." I do not think the requisition business very flour-
ishing, but just supposing the crime did warrant it,

wouldn't it be much cneaper for Dr. Thomas to pay over
that much promised fine?

How about that fine, Dr. Thomas?
Query : Can a minisier understand a bluff?
Answer: It do look like.

Mr. Fernandez adds in his letter the following bear in-

cident: "Jule Teipner is one of the mighty hunters of
Antigo. The other day he heard a noise when out in the
woods and looking it up found a cub bear sitting up and
whining. Jule shot the animal and was congratulating
himself on his good luck when he heard a sound behind
him, and turning saw another cub, which with one shot
he at once sent to join its brother. While comtemplating
this work the motner of the cubs hove in sight, and sit-

ting up on her haunches smiled sweetly at Jule. The
latter fired one hasty shot and the old bear dropped,
Jule dropped his rifle also and ran for dear life. Meeting
a homesteader about a mile from the spot the two re-

turned together and found all three of the bears cold in
death."

Thousands of Quail.

Indiana is full of quail this fall, and the shooter can
hai'dly go amiss. North Judson, Ore,, Newton, Roches-
ter, Rensselaer, Union City, Frankfort—all of these
places will be found good for quail. At Rochester Phil.
Jenkins will take parties out. There are some ruffed
grouse about Rochester. The shooting around Rensel-
aer is good also. The birds are unusually abundant this

yeax. At Indianapolis the bevies come right into the
city. Going down the main street I passed the market
run by J. Piatt & Co. (71. North Illinois street) and saw
there a live quail in a cage. Mr. Piatt told me the bird
had walked out of an alley near by a few days earlier,
and had hidden behind the box in front of the store,
where he caught it in bis hands.

A White Black Squirrel.

In the same cage with the quail, Mr. Piatt had two
squirrels, one a black fquirrel, and the other a pure white
one, apparently an albino of the black species. This
animal was a perfect specimen of albinism, and had pink
eyes. It was healthy and active and a very attractive
little creature. I went into the shop to inquire about
this animal, and Mr. Piatt told me that he had had the
squirrel for three years. He bought it for |7 of a man
who had it on exhibition at the Indianapolis poultry
show in 1889. "I would not take $100 for it now," said
he. "It has brought me more than that much trade.
Everybody that comes along notices it. This is the most
interesting albino I ever saw, unless that should be the
white deer of Chicago once mentioned in these columns.

175 Monroe Street, Chicago. E, HoUGH,

DUCKING IN THE RIDEAU COUNTRY.
Having hunted ducks in 1888, on the chain of lakes

between Kingston, Ca , and Ottawa, known as the
Rideau Canal, an account of which trip appeared in your

BREAKFAST.

rnOM A PHOTOORAfH BT MB. C. E. H. BrKLSFOBU.
(Forest and Stream Amateur Photograpliy Competition.)

issue of March 10, 1887, I thought that a short review
of a hunt in the same locality, during this past Septem-
ber, might be of interest to brother sportsmen, and the
amount and quality of impedimenta to be brought with
us. We experienced considerable trouble from the ap-
parent lack of knowledge of the Canadian game authori-
ties. Some informed us that duck shooting was per-
mitted on and after September Ist, while others made
the opening day the loch. Finally, however, we decided
to go early and take the risk of finding ourselves unable
to shoot. Three young New Yew lawyers made up our
party, namely, Abou Ben Tusha, Charlie Coalhole and
F. St. Johns, all fond of outdoor life, and although only
average shots, devoted to the smooth bore. We started
from Alexandria Bay, and sailed up the St. Lawrence
to Kingston, where we got a fishing perhait for the
Rideau Lakes and canals, and where we made a deposit
of 20 per cent, of the value of our guns (subsequently
returned to us). From Kingston to Ottawa there runs,
twice a week, the steamer Rideau Belle. On her we pulled
our two boats and camping duffle and went as far as
Cranberry Lake, Here and at Sand Lake we spent four
nights, and then rowed to Benson Lake, forty-two miles
from Kingston, where we made our permanent camp.
From the 10th to the 25th of September, we remained at
this point, when a leaky tent, heavy winds and rains,
and the exceeding caution of the ducks decided us to
pull up stakes and go home. This we accomplished
in two days and a half of rowing, the actual working
time being 19 hours and 20 minutes for 75 miles. On
the lakes which we visited we found the ducks very
numerous, but so wild and so well protected by the
stump-filled bays and marshes, in which we had to hunt
them, that our bag was ridiculously small , and we felt
that it hardly paid to expend $75 for three men's shoot-
ing licenses under the circumstances. It makes me sad
even now to think of all that $75 could purchase here in
New York. One day when we had not seep a bird for

24 hours, Charlie Coalhole suggested that we go on to
Ottawa (to which city the Rideau Canal leads), and swear
out a writ of habeas corpu-7 to compel the Government to
produce the body of one.duck. To this Abou Ben Tusha
replied that Charlie Coalhole had better demand a goose,
and go produce himself. However, we had no time to do
any swearing except at our continued bad luck, so we let
the habeas corpus go and lived on oatmeal and bread.
We had a great; deal of company during the heavy

rains we experienced, all the snakes, frogs and spiders
on the shores of Benson making our tent their head-
quarterR, However, in spite of all these things we en-
joyed our four weeks' outing immensely. The Rideau
Lakts are exceedingly pretty, and even without fishing
and shooting amply repay one for a trip to their neighbor-
hood. Then too, we had divers thrilling adventures cal-
culated to drive away any melancholy reflections on our
pror luck and worse shooting. But these must not be
told. N ver could I be induced to relate how St, Johns,
l aving caught a snake 3ft, in length, stuffed him down
the left barrel of his gun intending to play a small joke
on Abou Ben Tusha, and having forgotten all about the
reptile, and having opened the gun, the creature rushed
forth and seized upon hira savagely, while the hero (who
had just taken a most refreshing pull at the black bottle)
fled, shrieking that he had "got 'em again."

Biibes could not be oft'ered sufficient to tempt me to
unfold the glories of Charlie Coalhole's maiden attempts
at casting with a frog for bait. Could I reveal how at
the first trial he snapped the frog off and sent him

flying over the treetops on an ad-
jacent island at a pace that must
have landed him at Hudson's Bay
in a few hours; how subsequent
trials resulted in the scattering of
a peaceful frog family to various
parts of the North American con-
tinent? These things must not
even be whispered. Nor could
wild horses drag from me the tale
of the feats of that mighty hunter
Abou Ben Tusha, to whom North,
East, South and West were but as
names, unworthy the notice of a
commanding mind, and who
steered a boat in a manner consis-
tent with this idea. Abou Ben
lusna, wnose blooa-curu ling feats
with a loaded gun slowly but
surely whitened the hair of his
comrades. Abou Ben Tusha, of
whom our trusty and sturdy boat-
man remarked, "If you were to
shut him up in a tent with a duck,
the bird would have even chances
of escape." A deep pall of silence
must cover over these mighty
deeds, lest our fair fame be as-
sailed with the sneers of the envi-
ous.
To come back to business, the

Rideau Lakes puzzle the duck
shooter. There are a great many
duciie on (.nem, out how to get at
the birds is a question that floored
me in 1886, as thoroughly as in
1»92. Black bass are plentiful,,
and casiing with a fly is the most
successful way of taking them.
The woods have a sufficient num-
ber of grouse in them to make one
wish for more. Provisions near
Benson were absurdly cheap, large
chickens costing fifteen cents
apiece, and eggs being twelve cents
a dozen. The scenery is very wild
and attractive, there being thou-,
sands of the most curious little
nooks and corners imaginable.
One needs a guide to show him
the best places and to prevent him
spending unnecetsary hours tan-
gled up in the stumps' or in follow-
ing up the wrong course in the
large bays that spring up on every
side to confuse one.
Our guide, George Patterson, has

been Vi years in the service of St.
John's father, and is as much a

friend as a retainer. To his great strength and untiring,
unselfish effort we owed a great portion of the pleasure
our trip afforded us. But it is not easy always to secure
one like him. Now, I have occupied too much of your
time, and hope that you will pardon me for so doing.
The region that we visited only needs some one to call
attention to its beauties and to the ease with which it can
be reached to become a favorite haunt—yea, a paradise
for canoeists, campers and sportsmen generally. Health
and long life to all such and their great mouthpiece,
Forest and Stream, Frank Lawrence Donohue,

SOME ADIRONDACK DEER.
Number Four, Adirondacks, N. Y., Oct, 5.—Deer were

unusually plenty in this immediate vicinity before the
open season for hounding, and a good hunter had a good
chance of bagging one in the woods by stalking on a
favorable day. But for the past three weeks more than
fifty hounds and twice as many hunters have been con-
stantly on the ground within a radius of five miles, and
whether there will be any deer left after the tenth of
October remains to be seen. A doe reared two fawns
near my house and were seen often. The doe was killed
early in September. Since that time the faws appeared
often near the house and became quite tame and 1 came
to regard them as pets. But the hounds got after them
and they have gone the way of all the other deer.
The bounders seem to have ill luck, not because they

do not kill plenty of deer. But their cruelty seems to
recoil on themselves. Two men have been drowned
while trying to murder deer in the water—one in the
lake here and the other in a little pond eight miles from
here. Also one man has been shot in the leg and one
through the hand, I shall be heartily glad when the
dogging season is over and the quiet Hove so well re-
stored to the forest and peace to the few deer there may
be left, MussET,
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HUNTING RIFLES AGAIN.
The writer ventures to continue the discussion of cali-

bres, though it may be beating over old straw so far as

the veterans are concerned. He at least has learned some
things, and is quite willing to expose his ignorance again.

I objected to the large bores on account of weight, of

tearing the game, danger to stock, &c. The observa-

tions of Mr. Meyrick seem to effectually dispose of two of

these objections. Of course nobody minds a weight of

8 or 91bs,, which he declares sufficient for the heavier

charges, and the hollow bullet may undoubtedly be less

liable to long flights than much smaller solid cones. As
to the destruction of the meat X referred chiefly to the

blood-shot condition in which a haunch or shoulder re-

mains even after the passage of a small bullet, my opinion

being that such shots should be avoided with any calibre.

But one of the correspondents—I have mislaid the paper
and CHunot recall his name—says thatjthe meat wUl not be

blood-shot if the animal drops to the shot. That looks

reasonable, but I never heard it before. Is it so?

It seems after all that to get any special advantage
from a .45 or .50 calibre one must use the hollow ball.

What is the "Keene bullet", by the way? (I am liberal

with my ignorance, as wiU. be seen). The .45 solid ball

fan only pass through a deer, and as a .38-40 will do that

nearly every time, the heavy powder charge comes to

nothing, and the difference in diameter of the bullets is

certainly of but little moment. A friend of mine here
recently shot a small deer in about four different places
with a .45-90 solid ball, and then had to cut its throat. On
the same trip he shot a large buck through the body,
knocking him down, but he afterwards struggled to his

feet and escaped, traveling perhaps a mile at a fair gait.

On a trip we took together the other day he killed another
with the same gun, breaking its neck. But as a .32-20

would have done the same nothing is proved.
On the same trip I tried splitting the bullets ofmy .38-40.

A fair sized buck, shot at rather short range behind the
shoulder, ran over a hundred yards before falling. On
d ressing him it was found that the bullet had gone through
the upper part of the lungs, the split points chipping off

and spreading about 2in., while the heel passed through
and out on the other side. In theory he ought to have
"drapped", but he didn't. Would the result have been
different with a .45-90? Only vsdth the hollow bullet, I

should say.
But I am disposed to change my gun and try the heavy

chai-ge. I find it weighs about Sf-lbs. , and that a .45-90,

single shot can be had of about the same weight. I will

try the big chai'ges awhile. I rarely want to shoot any-
thing but deer, unless it is hares. Could not a light

charge both of powder and lead be used in this carti'idge

for that purijose? What should be the proportion, the
same as in the heavier charges? What is the twist of
that rifle as made by the Winchester Company? I can't

get the hang of this twist business, anyhow, there seems
to be an infinite variety.
The thing that chiefly decides me, however, is the tra-

jectory of the heavier charge. Elevating your sights is

all pretty enough to talk about, but it is usually out of
the question in the field with a .38-40. I managed while
out last time to wound one deer at something over 200yds.
range, and to miss two others at about the same distance.

I see I have to mix in several questions. They ai"e

directed to the fraternity in general, especially to the
veterans, who like "J. J. M." and ''Iron Ramrod" speak
from experience. They never fail to tell us something
worth knowing. Azteo.

SHOT VELOCITY TESTS.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1—EditorForest and Stream:

A few weeks ago there appeared a letter from Capt.
Money, in regard to the velocities of shot. The Captain
is in error as to the absolute accuracy of the Boulange
chronogi-aph when used to measure the time of flight of
small shot. While it is considered very accurate for
measuring the mean time of flight of a heavy cannon
ball, it is only fairly so when the ordinary small arms'
conical bullet is used, which owing to their light weight
are almost invariably slightly deflected by the wires of
the fii-st screen—thus presenting more surface to the
direct resistance of the air than the actual diameter of
the bullet—but for a short range this is of no great import-
ance. The circumstances are quite different, however,
when trying to measure the time of flight of a charge of
small shot. If a screen be used then we do not know which
portion of the charge cuts the wires; if a plate be used
several pellets may travel together and thus arrive first,

so that their time of flight would not at all represent the
time of flight of a single pellet. Many shooters would
like to have a reliable table of muzzle A^elocities of shot
guns, but I am at a loss to see how they may be arrived
at. Neither Mr. Bashforth's nor any other method of
calculation will be correct. If we knew the mean velocity
of a single pellet, then it would be a simple matter, but
the mean velocity of the charge cannot be used to cal-
culate the muzzle velocity, for the pellets ti-avel close
together for some distance, thus overcoming the resist-
ance much better than would a single pellet starting with
the same muzzle velocity.

It would be very interesting if after a thorough dis-
cussion, the FoEEST AND STREAM would institute a trial,

on some new and fairly accurate method, to find the mean
velocities and the muzzle velocities.

If my memory serves me con-ectly, Prof. Mayer used a
chi-onograph of his own, having a vibrating fork and a
rotating cylinder; the instrument was carefully tested by
an astronomer's clock, the effect of temperature was
allowed for—instead, however, of taking the time of flight
from the muzxle of the gun to the plate, it was taken
from the falling of the hammer; this would of course be
quite a different case from Capt. Money's experiments;
then again the velocities given were not the velocities at
the ranges, hut the mean velocities over the ranges, e.,
the actual velocity at about half the range.
Of course we understand that if a single pellet of No. 3

and one of BB start with the same velocity, the peUet of
BB must arrive lirst at all ranges. But that the charge
of smaller shot may have given the remarkable results
spoken of is quite possible. A single shot may have
greatly increased the average velocity of No. 3 or de-
creased the velocity of BB by the difference of a primer
or loading; or the gun may have scattered BB badly and
perhaps several pellets of No. 3 struck the plate in a
bimch: thus having traveled together they increased the
average considerably: and again the gun may have been

so held that the front pellets of No. 3 struck the plate,

whereas some of the rear pellets of BB marked the plate.

It does not seem to me that the error lies in the chrono-
graph so much as in some of the things above mentioned.
If we could only get at the separate shots made by Prof.

Mayer at the short ranges, we might be able to arrive at

the source of the error, Chelan.

THE LOST PARK BUFFALO.
Persons interested in the buffalo knew that long after

the extinction of the species upon the plains one or two
little herds of mountain bison survived, hidden away
among the rough fastnesses of the Colorado Peaks, One
of these herdj was known as the Lost Park herd, which
ranged in Park county, Col. Six or seven years ago there
were twenty-nine of these buffalo, but a raid made on
them soon after this greatly reduced their numbers. Five
years ago, we are told by Mr. T. H, Loomis, two hunters
set out to find this herd, and after a couple of weeks'
search found them, killing a bull and a cow. Great in-

dignation was felt in Colorado over this act, and the Den-
ver newspapers were unsparing in their condemnation of

it. The papers of last week contained the following
Associated Press dispatch:

Denver, Ool., Oct. 4.—Gordon Land, State Game Warden, who
has been with one of the parties which are in purstiit of hunters
who have been killing buffalo in Lost Pa.rk, returned here to-

day.
He reported that about half of the lierd of thirty buffalo have

been killed and the hunters have not yet been captured by the
officers of the law. He savs the settlers near the Park are wild
with excitement and have joined in pursuit of the hunters.
Tlie punishment provided by the law for killing these animals

is so very lenient that tlie settlers have determined to take the
matter in their own hands and swear that they will kill the hunt-
ers if they capture them.

The details of the affair so far as they have been ob-
tained from our Denver correspondent are as follows:

Gov. Routt and State Game "Warden Gordon Land lately re-
ceived I he information that a party of hunters were killing off all

the buffalo in Lost Park, a national reservation, in Park county.
The news was confirmed by reliable Information from Kenosha,
and the two offloial« immediately started off a party from Buffalo
Creek in charge of J. P. Lower, of Denver, with John Higginson
as a guide, to investigate the charge and arrest the parties, if

found. Higginson is an old-timer and well; acquainted witti the
country around Lost Park, and it is hoped will be able to locate
the vandals.

Subsequently another party left Denver for Lost Park
by way of Kenosha, Efforts have been made to notify
all the law officers in the neighborhood of the Park and
along the lines of the Denver & Rio Grande and Midland
railroads to look out for the scoundrels.
A dispatch dated Kenosha, Col., Oct. 1, gives fm-ther

details of the killing:

A prospector by the name of Boeher, just in from Lost Park,
reports meeting a party of hunters in that place who are slaugh-
tering the few remaining bison in the State. He knew one of the
hunters named Foley, with whom he had hunted bultalo on the
plains years ago, and from him learned that the party consisted
of several hunters and two taxidermists, who were to prepare the
frames for future mounting, and that they had so far killed 13
bison, and it was their intention to remain long enough to load a
pack train of 35 or 40 jacks, which they had hired for the occa-
sion. Boeher saw evidence of their work, but was unable to
locate their camp, but offered to go back with any one and hunt
them up.

On the 3d inst. Game Warden Land returned from
Lost Park and reported that his arrangements for the
capture of the butTalo butchers were complete, and that
he expected before long to take the seven poachers. He
has two or three pai-ties out and believes that before long
they will find the camp. There is great cmplaint by the
warden and by citizens of the State of the leniency of
the Colorado law protecting the buffalo. It reads as fol-

lows:

No person shall kill, wound, ensnare or trap any bison or buffalo
within the State for the period of ten years from and after the
approval of this act. Any person or persons offending against the
provisions of this section sliall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof, as in proceedings in case of
assault and battery, before anyljustice of the ppac, shall be fined
in any sum not less than $50 nor niore than $200 for the first
offence, and each subsequent offence shall be fined in any sum
not less than $50 nor more than $200. and be imprisoned in the
county jail not less than thiriy nor more than ninety days. * *

* One-half of the fine inall such cases shall be paid to the person
informing against such oB'ender and the other half of said fine
shall go to the school fund of the county wliere such fine is col-
lected.

The Denver RepuhUcan says on this subject:

The herd in Lost Park is probably tlie largest now running wild
in the United States, outai'^e the Yellowstone National Park. It
consists of about twenty-five mature animals, which have been
slowly increasing, as evidenced by the number of calves seen dur-
ing the past summer. If, as reported, these hunters have already
killed thirteen, they have, no doubt, made the species almost ex-
tinct, as numbers would be wounded and wander away and die.
Lost Park was set aside as a national reservation, bttt no pro-

vision has been made for protecting the gome in it from such men
as these hunters appear to be. Four years ago a buffalo was killed
there and the authorities endeavored tor weeks to catch the
offender, but failed to do so. He was supposed to be an Eastern
man.
Big Park, comprising aboitt 100,000 acres in Rio Blanco and Gar-

field counties, has also been set aside as a national reservation,
but its limits have not been accurately defined. Depredations
against protected game there have been so common that as ii last
refuge a petition has been placed in circulation to send troops
from Fnrt Logan there to secure federal protection. This petition
has received the signature of nearly every promiuent man in the
State. Should this petition be favorably considered at Washing-
ton the governor could use his influence to send a company of
soldiers to Lost Park.
Governor Routt says it is his intention to make such an example

of the men now devastating the Lost Park herd'ithat will be an ef-
fectual warning to such vandals in the future. Game Warden
Land is taking the deepest interest in the case and will use all the
power and authority of his office to pnnish the men.

NORTH DAKOTA GAME.
Cando, N. D,, Oct. 4.—Game has never been so plenty

in this section as it is now and has been all the fall.

Prairie shooting has been very good, on both pinnated
and sharptail grouse, about equally divided. In the
Moose River country, sixty miles west of here, I know of
two men shooting 135 in one day, and another of three
men bagging 250 in two and one-half days. Ducks are
everywhere, all varieties known to be in this faunal
area'being represented. O wing to there being so much
water they are scattered, and no unusually large flocks
are seen, as was the case a year ago. Canada geese are
quite common but very wary. Snow geese are now
flying in some numbers, but the main flight is not ex-
pected until about the lOth. The flrst flock seen this
year- was about ten days earher than has been noted the
past three years. A few white-fronted and Hutchin's
geese have also been seen, and a few swan. Crane did
not fly in such large numbers as usual, and have gone on
south. Pinnated grouse are also flocking for the south-
ward inovement, E, T, J,

THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

Department of the Interior, Office of Superinten-
dent of Yellowstone National Park, Mammoth Hot
Springs, Wyo., August 15, 1893.—Sir: Complying with
your request of the 31st ultimo, I respectfully submit the
following report of operations and events in the Yellow-
stone National Park during the past year.
The tourist season, that opened so well in June, 1891,

fell off greatly in July, probably owing to the long cou'
tinned wet weather. Rains occurred almost daily until
July 15, and many people were deterred from entering
the park by cold and wet and the condition of the roads
incident thereto. In August the records show an increase
of travel again, but this was partly due to several large
excursion parties. The season continued good until
about the 30th of September, when an early fall of snow
abruptly terminated travel.

The winter was very severe and much snow fell; a
backward spring made it almost impossible to open the
park at the advertised time—Jime 1.

The roads were very bad from washouts and mud, and
several coaches were overturned, but fortunately with no
serious results. All the new road from the Canyon to the
Upper Basin, via the lake, was impassable, and I was
obliged to put on a large force to open it.

That road was completed last autumn, about the close
of the season, and was not well settled when the snow
fell. In consequence it washed badly and became very
boggy when the snow melted. It is one of the most
picturesque drives in the park and will become very pop-
ular. By its use all doubling of route is avoided, except
between here and Norris. To derive from it the fullest

and greatest advantage, a new hotel on the site of the
present one at the Upper Basin is an essential. As the
law stands that site is forbidden, and were it not so, I

don't believe the necessary capital can be obtained to
erect it under existing conditions.
This spring the June travel was good, with a slight

falling off in Jaly, and an xrpward tendency again in
August. I doubt not many people are waiting to make
this trip in conjunction with a visit to the World's Fair
in 1893.

BOUNDARY LINES OF THE PARK.

The subject of park boundaries has long been in agita-
tation. As now fixed by the President's proclamation of
last year, they seem to be thoroughly satisfactory. There
is little or no wealth, vegetable or mineral, within the
park limits, and nothing that should tempt man's cupid-
ity. Oq the west, the boundary should be made coinci-
cident with the Wyoming line. On the south, the new
addition takes in one of the best game preserves in the
world, and it should be permanently retained and pro-
tected.

On the east the addition may include mineral deposits
on the head of the Stinking Water. If so, a modification
of this line might be made, so as to throw the mineral belt

outside the park. The more recent reports, however, in-

dicate very little wealth in this section.

Continued observation has convinced me that the north
line should remain exactly where it is. To cut off' all

down to the AVyoming line would allow very undesirable i

settlements in the vallej'- of the Gardiner within two i

miles of this place, and destroy the great mountain sheep, i

elk and antelope range on Mount Everts. To make the i

Yellowstone, Lamar, and Soda Butte rivers the line
!

would be to destroy 25 and perhaps 50 per cent, of the
I

game in the park, as this valley is their most extended i

winter range.
If access to Cooke City by rail is imperative, I believe

it will be had from the east or north, without crossing or^
interfering with the park. If a line through the park is

essential, then a right of way confined to the north bank
of the streams is unquestionably preferable to a cut-off .

Should liberal appropriations be made for the construc-
tion of roads in the park, I advise that enough of it be
used on the Cooke City road to put it in the condition ot

a first-class commercial thoroughfare. This, I believe,,

will quiet the agitation that has been; going on for soj

many years. .

j

PROTECTION OF FORESTS. -

,|

Since my last report there have been a great many fires i

started within the park, but by great good fortune all

have been extinguished before any damage has been J

done. A ceaseless and numerous system of jjatrols has.

found men ever present to extinguish fires before they
have obtained headway. One south of Shoshone Lake
this present month assumed greater proportions than any
previotis one, and was extinguished with difficulty, but
it was kept confined to fallen, dead timber, and really

did no damage.
Many of these fires are set by lightning, but some are

the work of careless campers. In these cases I exact a
rigid enforcement of the regulations, and expulsion in-

evitably follows detection.

OUTPOSTS IN THE PARK.
,

I have continued the same system of outposts that
proved effective last year, and added to it one at the
Thumb, and have established one near the south boun-
dary, on Polecat Creek, that I shall occupy when the
hunting season opens. This one I shall keep garrisoned
by a dismounted party, with snowshoes, all winter. I

fully realize that poaching in that vicinity needs in-

creased attention, and I shall look to it the coming fall.

MILITAEY QUARTERS.

The new post, on the plateau facing the Mammoth Plot

Springs Hotel, was occupied last autumn after the close

of the season. A system of water sitpply and sewerage,
has just been completed, and small works of improve-
ment are constantly going forward. The post makes a
sightly and attractive addition to the place. Another
company in garrison is much needed. The single cavalry
troop here is kept constantly occupied with its patrol
work. A company of infantry should be added, from
which details could be made to watch the "formations''
and occupy the outposts in winter with snowshoe parties.

I asked of the War Department an allottment sufficieiM
to add accommodations tor another company, and it wa9
disapproved on the ground that there was not moneyj
enough available. In view of the great necessity for

this extra company, I venture to suggest that barracks,
kitchen, and outhouses for an infantry company, and
stables for quartermasters animals be added now, and'
the balance of the buildings be added afterwards. I
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atone Park Association under the management of Mr.
Wakefield. Their right to carry passengers expired, by
orders from you, on the closing of the season last fall. A
new transportation company, with Mr, S. S. Huntly as
head and manager, has been conducting the business
since the beginning of the present season. The plant is

in every way adequate and excellent. The main com-
plaint that comes to me is lack of stop-over privileges.

There is much to be said on both sides of this question.
In the first place it is desirable that all tourists should
have all the time they desire in which to make the trip

;

but it ia equally due the transportation company that,

except in unusual cases, they should know at the begin-
ning of a tour how long the party expected to be in mak-
ing it; otherwise it will be almost impossible to properly
provide against crowding and unsatisfactory service.

Perhaps, for many people with plenty of time, the most
satisfactory way of seeing the park is with a camping
party. These parties often give a good deal of trouble
from the rubbish they leave behind in their camps, and
the number of fires they start and do not extinguish;
however, it is proper that these parties be given the
greatest latitude consistent with proper park ma,nage-
ment. The question of their transportation then comes
up for considei-ation. 1 do not think such established

institutions as the Wiley tours should be permitted , It is

FISH.

The fish in lakes and rivers remain undiminished in
numbers, notwithstanding the multitudes that have been
caught. Prof. Everman, of the Fish Commission, visited
the jjark iast year and found most of the stock brought
here by the Commission thriving beyond his most san-
guine expectations. The following is a list of the dis-

tribution made by the Commission:

In 1S89.

East Fork of Gardiner, above falls, 1,000 black spotted
trout.

Gibbon River^ above Virginia Cascade, 990 Rainbow
tZ'OUt.

Madison Riyer, above Keppler's Cascade, 995 Loch
Leven trout.

Gardiner River, above falls, 4,975 brook trout.

Yellowstone River, above falls, 2,000 whitefish.

Twin Lakes, 1,000 whitefish.

In 1890.

Shoshone Lake, 24,013 lake trout.

Shoshone Lake, 3,350 Loch Leven trout.

Lewis Lake, 13,013 lake trout.

Lewis Lake, 3,350 Loch Leven trout.
West Fork of Gardiner, above the fails, ^'7,850 brook

trout.

UPPER FALLS OF THE YELLOWSTON i 1 fc, i
, LOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.

From U, S. Fish Commission Report.

can manage to accommodate the ofticers elsewhere for a
season.

ROADS.

Last spring found nearly the entire appropriation for
two years, amounting to about $130,000, available for
road work. All the existing roads were put in condition,
and an excellent new road opened from the Canyon to

the Upper Basin, via the lake. This 53 miles of road is

destined to become one of the most j)opular, as it is one of
the most beautiful, drives in the park.
There are places where it is not entirely completed,

but I assume that such will not long be the case. A road
that urgently needs rebuilding is the one from be-
low the Gibbon Falls to the Lower Basin ; at present
this is the worst, most tedious, and least interesting
drive in the park. I also renew and emphasize my
recommendation of last year, that a road be opened from
the Upper Basin to the south line of the park, on Snake
River. A road over Mount Washburn from the Canyon
to Yancey's is very desirable, but with existing appropri-
ations, I can see no immediate chance for it. Short
driveways should also be opened to the Great Fountain
Gayser, the Biscuit Basin, the Black Sand Basin, the
Lone Star Geyser, Inspiration Point, and several other
at present inaccessible points of interest,

I urgently recommend that the disbursement of this

money be put under the control of the superintendent of

the park instead of under a non-resident engineer, the
work to be planned and superintended by an oflicer of

the Corps of Engineers, ordered to report to the park
superintendent for this purpose. At the opening of

travel this spring it was found that the entire appropria-
had been expended and absolutely nothing left for the

repairs that such roads always need after a severe win-

ter. From his more limited horizon the park superinten-
dent can far better judge of such matters and vnll be
present to execute that judgment,

I wish again to mention the zeal, ability, and consci-

entious devotion to duty of Lieut, Chittenden, United
States Engineers, in charge of the work. It is safe to

say that no greater amount of work was ever accom-
plished within the park with the same amount of money.

HOTELS.

As ai rule the hotels were very satisfactorily conducted
last year, and I believe there is an improvement this

summer. There have been no changes, except that the
old Trout Creek station has been abandoned, because
there is no longer any travel over that route, and the
same establishment is satisfactorily conducted at the
Thumb, The old Norris lunch station was burned in

May, and is now being conducted under canvas. The
management aims to give satisfaction, and I hear a
great deal in its praise and very little complaint. Mr. J.

H. Dean, manager in charge, is courteous and efficient,

and very deservedly popular, A good hotel should be
built at "the Upper Basin; the Norris lunch station be
rebuilt, and have a few rooms for the accommodation of

such parties as desire to spend the night there. A similar
building should be erected at the Thumb, and when
Yancey's present lease expires a more suitable estabUsb-
meut should be opened and operated at that, point For
the great number of travelers that are expected next
year, the present accommodations will, I fear, prove in-

adequditBi but it is too late now to remedy tKs defect.

TBASSPORTATION.

Last year the transportation business of the park was
Viecessfitlly and satisfactorily ponduoted by the Yellow-

true that they originate and advertise their business out-
side the park, but the conduct of the business is wholly
within it. They establish permanent or semi-permanent
camps, and to the greatest extent possible conduct their
business outside of the control or supervision of the
superintendent of the park. The instructions recently
received on this subject will have my careful attention.

BOAT ON THE LA.KE.

The steamer on the lake has been running successfully
for a year or more, and adds much to the pleasure of a
trip through the park. It is now made a part of the park
transportation, and carries passengers, at their oiition,

from the Thumb to the Lake Hotel, thus relieving them
of 18 miles of tedious staging, I believe the boat com-
pany has enough small boats for the demands of fishing
parties, but I think prices might be lowered where boats
are used continuously for several hours.

TOURISTS.

Tourists continue to gather specimens when not watched
and write their very commonplace names over nature's
most exquisite beauties. No amount of vigilance can en-
tirely prevent this, for, unfortunately, the majority of
the transgressors have no conception of the enormity of
their ofl:"ences. Quite recently one reverend vandal ex-
cused himself for the ofiiense of gathering specimens by
saying that owing to a want of badge or uniform on the
party who stopped him, he did not I'ecognize him as hav-
ing authority. There is still much to be desired in the
way of regulations concerning the carrying of firearms
within the park. Of course, all arms passing here or
any outpost are sealed, and confiscated if afterwards
found with seals broken, but it is impossible to carefully
watch all the country, and I fear some of the seals get
broken before the boundary is crossed. I recommend an
absolute prohibition of firearms within the park, leaving
with the superintendent the right to make carefully con-
sidered exceptions, I have removed several camping
parties from the park for leaving their camp fires unex-
tinguished, and have sent several men back over long
distances to rub and wash out names which they had

' written on the formations,

Nez Perce Creek, 9,850 Von Behr trout.

Yellowstone River, above the falls, 10,000 whitefish.
1 have had these plants carefully examined recently,

and find them all thriving splendidly, except the white-
fish, of which not a trace remained. I believe all have
now become sufficientiy established to permit fishing
under proper restrictions. The altitude is jjerhaps too
great for the successful introduction of black bass, but I
should like to see the eJfort n\ado in some of the suitable

lakes near the hotels—like Grebe and Goose lakes; should
they thrive, they would add greatly to the sport afforded
enthusiastic anglers,

WORK DONE W THE PARK.

In June I sent a N\'orking party through the park and
policed it pretty thoroughly, and opened ways to good
camping places ofi' the main roads; for this purpose $1,000
was allotted me, and nearly the entire amount expended.
There are now so many camping parties in the park, with
more arriving daily, that it will be impossible to keep
up a state of thorough police, so I do not recommend any
further expenditure in this line until the close of this

season or the opening of the next. I was also authorized
to renew the signs obliterated by time, and this work is

jirogressing satisfactorily and is nearing completion,
O wing to want of money to repair the roads this spring,
a large amount of such work was done by the troops, and
without it long sections of the road would have remained
impassable.

POACHERS.

Trouble with poachers continues to be one of the great-
est annoyances the superintendent has to contend with.
There is gradually settling about the park boundai'ies a
population whose sole subsistence is derived from hunt-
ing and trapping. All of the people are thoroughly
cognizant of the location of the boundary lines, but only
respect them in the presence of some member of the park
force. Live elk, deer, antelope, and bears are caught and
sold; the various fur-bearing animals are trapped for
their pelts, and hunting parties are guided into the best
game region. So long as these operations are conducted
without the park they are unobjectionable, and the park,
(icting as a reseryou", contributes largely to them, But
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it is when the park is invaded that the damage begins.

It is a serioua matter that so simple and much-needed a
statute as the oue granting legal force to park regulations
cannot be passed. It can antagonize no interests except
those of the poachers, with whom no friend of the park
can have sympathy.
Daring the month of June last, on my return from the

East, I was informed that one Pendleton, a butcher and
pjacher from Cooko City, had captured two buffalo

Olives on Specimen Range, and had taken them across the
north end of the park; that one had died near the mouth
of Crevice Greek, and the other had died just outside the

p irk. It was cortain that these calves were captured within
the park, as there are none found without it. Pendleton
claimed, however, that they were caught on Upper Heli
Eaaring Creek, and he was released. Ou investigating
the case I determined to forbid him the park, under rule

10, except that he might pass backward and forward
from Cooke to Cinnabar, along the main road, which he
wi«i not, under any circumstances, to leave further than
100 yards. This order was delivered to him by Sergt.

Kellner, in charge at Soda Butte, but Pendleton, in abso-
lute defiance of it, proceeded to roam at will over that
portion of the park, and he was arrested and brought in

here on July 9 and confined in the guard house, I was
absent at the time, and he was held awaiting my return.
Oa questioning him a few days since, he said he caught
the bufl:alo on Hell Rearing Creek, and that he would
make affidavit to that fact, but when confronted with
the notary he changed his mind about the aflidavit.

There should certainly be some law by which to deal
with cases like this. Every bit of property found on such
men is at once claimed by their partners and confeder-
ates, on real or fraudulent bills of sale, and confiscation,
if made, hurts the transgressors very little. Expulsion
from the park is no punishment, for they can immedi-
ately return and incur no additional risk. However, I

interpret the regulations of the Secretary as having the
force of law (see declaratory statute), and I act as vigor-
ously as possible under them. Two other men were
caught in the act of taking young elk on Mount Everts,
and their horses and outfit confiscated and they expelled
from the park. Soon afterwards they broke open the
stable one night and stole the ponies that had been taken
from them, and their other belongings were valueless.
These are a few of the many instances of this kind that
have arisen in the course of the year, and they aftord a
very discouraging picture. I trust that their mere rf cital

will sufficiently emphasize the need of definite statute
law for the park.

GAME.

Biiffalo.—Verj careful and frequent observations of
the bision herds in the park have convinced me that
there are certainly not less than four hundred here; of
these about 20 per cent, were calves last year. This year,
also, the calves seem numerous and prosjjerous. The
great value placed upon them bv sportsmen and taxider-
mists makes their protection diflicult, but I devote my
best energies to it. Their perpetuity within the park is

thoroughly assured, and a steady and gradual increase
may be looked for.

Moose.—There are still a very few of these fine animals
in the extreme south of the park, hnt as they range be-
yond the line, I (ear their protection will be impossible.
Mountain sheep.—There are several large bands of

sheep remaining, mostly near the northern line. If the
park is cut off down to the East Fork and Sjda Butte
Creek, one of their best ranges will be thrown out, and of
course they will soon disappear. There is a fine herd
that winters on Mount Everts, and they are frequently
been near the road between here and Gardiner.
Ulk.—Tbe elk are extremely numerous, and I am not

disposed to revise in the least my estimate of 25,000 made
last year. The very severe winter was extremely hard
on them, and I judge that from 2,000 to 5,000 perished.
This is not an alarming mortality among so many when
it is considered that the deaths the previous winter were
unusually few. The worst feature of it is that owing to
the starved condition of the mothers this fpring, a very
large proportion of the calves perished. There are still

as many as 1 he winter grazing will accommodate, and
loss of the old ones is not to be considei ed an evil.

Bears.—The bears are becoming very numerous and in
some places quite troublesome, but as they are not in the
least dangercus and their presence near the hotels is a
source of great amusement, I do not recommend the
deptruction of any.

Other game.—Antelope, deer, and the numerous kinds
of smaller animals and birds are all thriving, increasing,
and becoming tame. Their appearance near the routes
of travel is a source of much interest to tourists.
Of late I have seen evidences of great numbers of

beaver, I hope and believe that they are increasing,
and that I shall be able to protect and preserve them, A
few examples like the recent case of Pendleton will con-
tribute powerfully to this end.

CAl'TUEE OF AJSIMALS.

Under your authority I have continued to capture
animals for the National Zoological Garden in Washing-
ton. Two full-grown bears, a grizzly and a cinnamon,
have already been shipped, and added to the collection
there. I now have on hand, awaiting funds for their
transportation, two black bears, two elk, two foxen, one
black tail deer, one beaver, one badger, and one f)oicu-
pine. I have also two bears, two elk, and an antelope
that are too young for present shipment. It would be an
easy matter for me to add to this collection, but thus far
I have had to bear most of the fxpense of their keeping
out of my private funds, and this does not give the enter-
prise very great encouragement. If more liberal allot-
ments are made me, I can guarantee to provide almost
any anicpal that is native to the park. It is, however,
too late in the season to make captures of most of them;
they should be taken when very young, as they are more
easily caught and trained at that period. Their presence
here is a source of unending interest to tourists.

RECOMM ICND/. TIOMS.

I take the liberty to make the following recommenda-
tions;

First—The pasHage of an act defining the boundaries
of the imi\L as they now exist, including the timber
reseive added by Presidential proclamation, except that
th« Wyomirg line should be made the west bound;i»y.
Second—Tne enactment of ». Uw • Btabliahing a system

of government within the piuk, wUU a|.»pn.)j)fiate n' i.ohi

nery for its execution and prescribed penalties for viola-
tion of its provisions.
Third—A careful survey of its boundaries, with well-

defined markings throughout their whole extent.
Fourth—A transfer to the superintendent of the control

of the appropriations for the building and repair of roads.
Fifth—The construction of a good wagon road from

Cinnabar to Cooke, or so much of it as may fall within
the park.
Sixth—The construction of a good road from the

Upper Basin to the southern line of the park, on Snake
River,

Seventh—The addition of accommodations for a com-
pany of infantry, to be made part of the permanent gar-
rison here.
Eighth—A small appropriation for policing the park and

capturing and oaring for wild animals while awaiting
shipment to Washington,
Ninth—Completion of the road system of the park by

the construction of the road from the canyon to Yancy's
at the earliest practicable day. If liberal appropriations
should be made for this object by the Congress at its next
session, the road could be made passable before the end
of the next tourist season, and very many people thus
enjoy the delights of this incomparable bit of scenery.

I wish to record my thanks due to Capt. George L.
Scott, Sixth Cavalry, for the efficient aid rendered by him
and his troop,
A meteorological record, kept under the direction of the

the post surgeon, is hereunto appended. Yours, very
respectfully, Geo S, Andekson,

Captain Sixth Cavalry, Acting Superintendent
Yellowstone National Park,

A meteorological reerister kept at Fort Yellowstone,
Wyo.,from July 1, 1891, to July 31, 1892, follows the
report,

TRANSPORTATION COIVIPANIES SUED.
There is an excellent law in New York forbidding the

transportation of venison killed in the State unless ac-
cornpanied by the owner. The transportation companies
are quite willing to violate this law themselves, and they
cornpel its violation by sportsmen, giving them the alter-
native of leaving their venison in the woods. A speci-
men case will show how it works. A Newburg' party of
deer hunters boarded the Adirondack & St. Lawrerjca
Railroad at Fulton Chain recently, and having a deer to
carry home took it into the baggage car. Here they were
directed to hand the venison over to the express com-
pany. After protesting that the law required the carry-
ing of the venison, accompanied by them, they finally
delivered it to the express people. The owners of the
deer were not the only ones put to inconvenience and
expense, for Game Protector Kidd, of the Second Dis-
trict, has brought suit against the American Express Co,
to recover the ijenalties for ilhcit transportation. Two
other suits have been brought against the same concern
for other deer, and one against the R jmer & Tremper
Steamboat Co,, of Kingston.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
The meeting of the executive committee of the New

York State Association for the Protf ction of Fish and
Game will be held in Syracuse Nov. 17. Club secretaries
are requested to send to secretary, John B, Sage, Buffalo,
the names of the delegates,

The Geoig:ia Bird Supply.
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 2.—We have just returned from a

week's camp on the Savannah River, twenty miles from
this city, in Columbia county. We found partridge more
plentiful than I have known them to be for the last ten
years, owing to the law which prevents the running at
large of stock, The second day we were in camp we
took the dogs out and found fifteen coveys, rang-
ing from ten to thirty birds to the covey. We did not
shoot any, as the law does not go out until Oct. 15. We
went principally to locate them for the open shooting.
Gray gquirrels are as thick as the leaves on the trees.
Early every morning we would go down on the creek
near the river and still-hunt them, killing twenty to
thirty apiece. Have juet heard from a point below us,
where the doves are coming in by the thousands. I will
go down in a few days and try them. No woodcock in
yet, but expect plenty later in the season. Many thanks
for the information regarding the pointer; it was entirely
satisfactory. O, O, Chie.

The "Perfect" Pocket Oiler.
CuSHMAN & Denison's •Perfect'" Pocket Oiler is a little Imple-

meut tiiat has appealed strongly to sportsmen ever since its iu-
tiofluctiuQ oTi til e market. It is neat, compact and cleanly, and
ir.valuabl^ for kfeping gnus and other paraphernRlia in good
working order. Th" maniitaoiurers now take pleasure in an-
nouncing tbat owirg to the steadily incensing demand, they
have been enabled torfduce the price of tbea- oiler from 50 to 35
cents. The former high standard of excellence in material and
make up will be maintained unchanged.—^d^-.

m0r

The Fish La ws of the Uivited Stales and Canada, in th e

''Qame Laws in Bi^icf," 25 cents. In the '•Tiooh oj the

Oame Laws" (full text), 50 cents.

Near Hv Shooting and Fishing.— For Sale—A mi-mbership
shsie in h shoo'ing atid fishing club, il irty mile^ from New York.
ETCPllf-Tif qua 1, rulftd grouse and wo"dctc' Ht oot-ng and 7 miles
of good trout water. Address "Member," Box a.i, Ntw York city
—Adv.

Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography

Competition.

See details in another column.

FISHING LINES.
Where the hoarse frog clears his throat.

And the redbird's crimson coat
Gleams like livid fire afloat,

Where the gifted oriole.

Wing of flame and singing soul.

Floats and sings in uncontrol—
In the lakes and streams near by
There we cast the spoon and fly-

Frank and I.

When the romping girl of May
To her sister, June, gave way,
Substituting work for play-
When the rainbow spotted trout,

Eager, vigilant, is out
On a fly-destroying scout-
Under such a sun and sky
Fished we, with the spoon and fly-

Frank and I.

Land of nature's treasures, rare I

Garden land of lakes, so fair

As the gems a queen m'ght wear !

Land where red does liide from prey
Polka-dotted fawns away-
Animated blossoms, they,

Agile, graceful, sweet and shy
There we fished: good reasons why-

Frank and L

In Gogebic's faultless tides,

Whercithe knightly bass abides;

Not a lonely one, that hides

LTnder rocks, a snare to shun.
But in regiments theylrun.

Charging skinner spoons for fun.

There we cast our lures to try

Each the other's skill to vie—
Fran k and I.

Not for shiners silver^wiiite,

Not for guulish, golden bright.

Not for mud-cat?, out of night,

Not with worms, on Lim'rick hook,
Held by pole of^dubious crook.

Not with seine, upon the sly—
No: we wanted better fry-

Frank and L

Only royal fish were sought.

Gamy, beauteous trout were brought
Into basket, though each fought
Bravely as a brave tiout would—
Bent the rod as good trout could.

Whirred the leel as true trout should.

Sordid reader,':ask not why
We went forth with spoon and fly-

Frank and I.

Eagle river's silver band
Holds upon its beaded strand
Loveliest lakes of any land.
Twin lakes, clear as stainless glass-
Beautiful as burnished brass.

Home of mascalonge and bass;

Fish, that all these waters ply~
Those we caught with spoon and fly

—

Frank and I,

Caught the giant;mascaIonge.

Saw him leap and felt him plunge,

As a prisoned ox would lunge
After freedom. What a thrill

All the throbbing pulses fill.

As he fi;;hts with kingly will.

So the golden hours, flew by.

As we cast the spoon and fly

—

Frank and I.

But we found still richer prize

Than a sportsman's paradise.

Found the gold of sunny skies.

Found the key to better health,

Found the key to nature's wealth.
Found the strategy and stealth

Which bring joys that satisfy,!

Found all these, with spoon and fly-
Frank and I.

FAVORITE FLIES.*
This superb work, from The Riverside Press, is a royal

octavo of 522 pages, illustrated by thirty-two colored
plates containing 291 flies, six engravings of natural
insects, and eight reproductions of photographs of anglers
and fishing waters.
Part I. is devoted to a brief popular account of the life

history and classification of the insects whose imitations
are utilizpd for the deception and capture of game fish.

It gives also a history of the red-hackle. Part II. contains
histories of the favorite flies, accompanied by letters from
201 correspondents, relating to their use in Canada and
nearly all the States and Territories of our Union.

Incidentally Mrs. Marbury introduces choice bits of
history, poetry, legendary lore, descriotions of landscapes
and famous waters, incidents of out-door life, quotations
from celebrated authors, quaint character sketches, and
pleasant words about well-known anglers. The corre-
8j)ondents tell the reader many things of interest and
value about their experiences with artificial flies and
other means of capture in various waters. Their letters
relate to many kinds of game fish, extending over the
entire country, and contain innumerable hints and points
about sizes and styles of hooks, colors and lengths of
snells and leadefs, qua.lity and structure of lines, character
and management of baits, the relation of colors to time of

* "Favorite Flies and their Histories," by Mary Orvis Marbury,
with mam replies from practical arglfrs to inquiries concerniuK
how. when snd whpre to nse t^em. * « -1= BosCou and New York.
Hotighton, M'fflin (S: Compciny. 1892.
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day, and of flies to the season of the year. Few items of
interest baTe escaped the enthusiasm of the anglers and
the skill of the authoress.
In the beginning we referred to "Favorite Flies" as a

superb work, and such it is in every particular. The
number of typographical errors is surprisingly small; the
reproductions in black, as well as in color, are in the best
style of modeirn art; and the book, as a whole, is delight-
ful tolook Upon; We can Confidently lay it before the
intending reader with the words of Henley, ''HiJe. habitat
fdicitas. Enquire within."

Mrs. Marbury has fairly earned the thanks of every fly-

fisherman of the future, if not of the present, in that she
has collected and perpetuated in this book a mass of
valuable facts in no little danger of loss beyond recovery.
Its judicious reader will hardly know whether the more
to commend the originality of its conception or the
courage which undertook to embody that conception—

a

eourage, by the way , only to be duly appreciated by him
Who has learned by experience the proneness of man to
ansT^er written questions by anything and everything
eiqept the matter in point,
the book opens with a brief but suggestive and excel-

lent treatise on entomology. Then follows a history of
that pioneer and foundation fly of all artificial flies, the
red-hackle. The rest of the book is made up of colored
plates of flies, comments thereon, and geographically
i3lassified letters from all parts of the country where the
artificial fly is employed in regard to their use in the
region from which the letter emanates.
This bald statement does, however, but scant justice to

She se?.op6 and Valtie of the work. The colored plates are
Executed in the very best style of the lithographic art.

BA^ithout other aid than from them, he who ties his own
Kies can, if be has the requisite material and skill, repro-
muce any fly in ths collection. Each plate is followed by
emarks on the origin and merits of each fly depicted
therein, with an account of the natural insect, if any,
nrhich it is supposed to imitate: while the entire range of
HQgling literature has been ransacked in the most pains-
nMng manner to furnish whatever of fact or fancy may

or valtle or interest. When it is added that the
Kblored jjlates depict IT hackles, 18 salmon flies, 48 lake
Hies, 183 trout flies, and 58 bass fliesj the comprehensive
ghatacter of the collection, and the value of the detailed
tiomments on each of its 291 flies wiU be more apparent.

It is to this portion of the book the angler of the future
will turn with most interest, and which makes it, what
•without doubt it is destined to remain for generations to
come, a prominent landmark in angling literature.

Whatever of other reward she may receive for her
iaborSjMrs. Marbury may be assured that her contribution
will be quoted and her name remembered, long after all

of her contemporaries in angling literature are quite for-
.gotten except by the book collector.

The value of this book is, however, by no means lim-
ited to that of a book of reference in which the angler of
the future may study the growth of his art and its ap-
pliances. The fly-fisherman of to-day who does not pos-
sess it lives below his privileges. From it he can make,
or cause to be made, a range of flies equal to any and
every emergency. In it he can probably find and identify
any fly which has touched his fancy and which he is un-
able to name. However great his knowledge and expe-
Mence, he cannot fail to be interested in and to profit at
all el^ents by guggestionj if nothing more, by the mass of
information scattered through the comments on the vari-
ous flies. And lastly, if he proposes a visit to some un-
fathiliar region, he need no longer worry as to whether
his stock of flies will meet the exigencies of the trip, for
in the book he will not only find the information he re-

quires geographically arranged for his convenient refer-
ence, but can identify the flies recommended from the
colored plates should the names be unfamiliar.
This collection of over 300 letters from every part of

this country and Canada where fly-fishing is practiced,
answering more or less completely such well conceived
questions as the following is simply invaluable both as
to the present and the future:

"Favorite fly or flies among those well known."
"Testimony regarding the same, in connection with lo-

cality, time of day and season."
"Facts relating to the origin of any fly, either those

well known or new creations."
•'Incidents proving efficacy of above."
"New flies—origin, time, name, place."
"Theories regarding shape, size and kind of hooks."
"Theories regarding snells, whether stained or clear,

light or heavy, twisted or single, short loops or long
strands."
The perusal of these letters gave rise to many reflec-

tions, the temptation to repeat some of which here it is

difficult to withstand, I will, however, confine myself
to two.

I was surprised to find how little progress that cardinal
tenet of the new school of fly-fisMng—a dark fly on a
dark day and a bright fly on a bright day—^had made in
this country. I was also surprised as well as pleased to
find how much more general the use of eyed hooks for
flies, in place of those with a gut loop or strand, had
become than I supposed. While as to the former I am,
after some years of experiment, something of a "mug-
wump," with perhaps a slight bias in its favor, the eyed
hook has long seemed to me so very decided an improve-
ment that I have wondered at its tardy acceptance.
Still, as in the case of the split-bamboo rod, the law of the
survival of the fittest will doubtless in time work its per-
fpct work, and the snelled fly take its place with the
12Et. single-handed fly-rods of "our forefathers.

"Favorite Flies" is justly entitled to the most hearty
commendation. HENB,r P. Wells.
2^EW YoiiK, Oct. 10. ^^^^^

Maine Iiandlocked Salmon Waters.
MoNSOJf, Me., Oct. 6.—The season just closed has been

a most successful one for trout and landlocked salmon
fishing in the lakes and ponds in this vicinity. Eepeci-

is this true of Lake Onoway, Long Pond and all of

ponds in that region where landlocked salmon abound.
A. T. Sanden, of 819 Broadway, New York city, who

an ardent sportsman, and who has a summer cottage
Lake Onaway, has spent the summer here and at that

lake, and has been rewarded by some of the finest catches
; known hereabouts, I advise any who are desirous
rarning of new fishing territory in Maine to confer
him, as he can give accurate informa^igo.

.
. ..

^
-p^

HERR MAX VON DEM BORNE.
Almost from the date of the creation of the United

States Fish Commission, the literature of the Commission
and the columns of American journals that devote space
to the subjects of fish, fishing and fishculture, have made
frequent and honorable mention of Herr Max von dem
Borne, a distinguished German fishculturist who has
taken such an interest in, and so identified himself with,
what pertains to fish and fishculture in the United States
as well as in his own country, that his name has become
nearly as familiar to oUr eyes and ears as the names of
our own fishery experts. Translations of his papers, ex-
tracts from his books, records of his experiments and
observations have been freely printed, but never a sketch
of his life.

His family began at Brunswick (Liineburg). A docu-
ment in the Archives of Wolfenbiittel, near the Hartz
Mountains, dated 1140, shows that the family belongs to
the oldest of the German nobility. They came with
Albrecht the Bear to the Mark Brandenburg, and then to
Pomeranla, where they have since remained as nobles,
fetidal warriors and landed proprietors, from the time of
the Crusaders to the present;. Herr von dem Borne was
born on the Knight Estate BemeuChen (which has been
in possession of the family since 1653, the year that
"Walton's Compleat Angler" was published) on Dec. 20,
1836. The knight estate consists of about 5,000 acres,
which contains several large lakes and through which the
river Mietzel runs, a considerable stream, according to a
map of Berneuchen, with tributary lakes and streams in
the irregular half circle of its course through the village
and adjoining estates. Upon arriving at a suitable age he
was sent to the Gymnasium (high school), at Berlin, and
later was a student at the Unil^ersities of Berlin and
Bonn.
After he was graduated he became a minine engineer,

in which profession he served from 1847 to 1859, when he
became a landed proprietor on his ancestral estate and
engaged in the art of fishculture, hatching eggs, rearing
fry and breeding fish in ponds, rivers and lakes on an
extensive scalp, and the fish from Berneuchen are now
sent all over Europe.
Herr von dem Borne has imported from America the

large and the small-mouth black bass, the rock bass,
calico bass, common sunfish, long-eared sunfish, dogfish,
common bullhead or bullpout, channel catfish, the com-
mon minnow and the crayfish. lie was a pioneer in in-

troducing the black bass into European waters, and his
success with both species of this fish has been marked, so
much so that he is recognized as the father of the black
bass in Germany. A brief mention of the initial importa-
tion of the black bass wiU be of interest. In February,
1883, under the care of Mr. George Eckerdt 75 small-mouth
and 7 large-mouth base were sent to Berneuchen, All but
10 of the former and 3 of the latter died. The small-mouth
bass were from 7 to 13 centimetres long, that is, roughly,
from 2f to 5in. in length. The large-mouth bass were
from 25 to 31 centimetres long, or from 10 to 12in.

On June 15, 1884, a little more than a year after they
were received, the large-mouth bass spawned in Herr von
dem Borne's ponds, and 2,000 of the fry were caught and
placed in a pond by themselves. Jime 32, 1885, the small-
mouth bass spawned and 22,000 of the fry were taken, and
from that time the black bass have been propagated at
Berneuchen with unvarying success. I mention the date
of spawning to show that transportation made no change
in the time of reproduction, and to again call attention to

outrageous laws that permit bass to be caught in June.
The rainbow trout is also propagated in the ponds at
Berneuchen, and they have prospered from the first. The
following orders and honorary distinctions have been
conferred upon Herr von dem Borne: Knights Compan-
ion of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem; Prussian Crown
Order, Third Class; Brunswick Knights Cross, First Class
(Order of Henry the Lion): Chamberlain to the German
Emperor, which office he now holds. He has been a
member of the Deutscher Fischerei Verein since its

organization in 1870, and is an honorary member of the
American Fisheries Society (one of three living members):
of the London Fly-Fishers' Club: of the Piscatorial Soci-
ety, London; the Bavarian Fishery Association, Munich:
the Austrian Fishery Association, Vienna; Societe Cen-
trale pour la Protection de la Peche Fluviale, Brussels, and
Societe Centrale dAgriculture de France, Paris. He is

in possession of several gold and silver medals and
diplomas from the International Fisheries Exhibitions in
Berlin in 1880 and London in 1883. and many others: but
the prize he values most is the second valuable prize in
the Berlin Fisheries Exhibition of 1880 (the first being
awarded to Prof. Spencer F. Baird), and presented by the
German Emperor, a large and beautifully carved book
case.

His literary works comprise An Illustrated Pocketbook
on Angling, 1875 (third edition 1892); Guide for Anglers
through Germanv, Austria-Hungary and Switzerland,
1877: A Book on Fishculture, now in third edition; Hand
Book on Fishing and Fishculture, with Professors Ben-
ecke and Dalmer; An Ichthyological Map of Germany,
Austria-Hungary and Switzerland, and numerous smaller
books and treatises, including pamphlets upon the Amer-
ican SalmonidcB in Europp; the American Large and
Small-Mouth Black Bass in Germany; The American Cat-
fish in Germany; Tke American Calico Bass in Germany,
and the American Rock Base in Germany, These books
are illustrated with excellent figures of the fish, tackle,

etc., and the author evinced such a thorough knowledge
of their habits and peculiarities as to give evidence of his

keen and indefatigable study and observation as fishcul-

turist and ichthyologist.
Perhaps I may be pardoned if I refer to one matter in

connection with black bass in both the United States and
Germany with some personal satisfaction. When the
bass in the ponds at Berneuchen reached a size to afford
sport, Herr von dem Borne experimented with various
flies of his own design and construction to find what they
would take best without reference to the flies of this

country. These experiments resulted in a fly which has
been named "Von dem Borne" in America, and which
the designer considered the most killing bass fly of all

that he' tried in German waters. The predominant
colors in this fly are the same that I found best for

black bass over here and which were embodied in a fly

called the "Cheney." In fact the colors and their ar-

rangement in head, body, hackle and tail were almost
identical in the two fiies, but one had wings, the other

did not, It is fitting thi,t m closing a brief Bketch of

Herr von dem Borne I should refer to his friend and col-
league, the late Dr. von Behr, who was the president of
the Deutscher Fischerei Verein. In a recent letter from
Miss von Behr she says: "All my father's books relating
to fisheries (and the greater part of them was American),
and the large correspondence he has been leading on the
subject for seventeen years, have gone to Herr von dem
Borne according to my father's expressed wish, and so
has the great picture of Prof. Spencer Baird, which
always bung in my father's room and was so much cher-
ished by him. Herr von dem Borne has now presented
the books to the Bureau of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein,
thereby to lay the foundation of a library."
These three great fishculturists held one another in

highest esteem, and the bonds between them only exem-
plified the Baying that the whole,world is kin.

A. N. Cheney.

THE KEKOSKEE FISH STORY.
Boston, Oct. 6.—I have been reading the Kekoskee

fish story and enjoying it as I have enjoyed nothing
since "Antwine's" pigeon story appeared in F orest and
Stream. You remember how "Antwine" loaded up his
old musket to the muzzle and fired up through the dense
flight of pigeons going over and shutting: out the day-
light, and how the pigeons began to rain down till they
buried the astonished himter up to his neck, and as ho
with difficulty climbed out of the mass he saw thespqt of
sunlight, let through the hole created by his shot, moving
off across the country.

I have read the Kekoskee fish story over and over
again, as I gained strength to do it after the first reading,
just to sort of fix the details of it in my mind and help
my imagination center on the great event. I have laughed
over it till the tears come and I am weak and faint, but
not in derision or unbelief—for I belive every word of it.

That story must be true. Bat I have laughed in sheer
happiness at once more reading a fish story that is

adequate, comprehensive and soul-satisfying, not only in
general plan and outline but in every feature and smallest
detail.

It is a story which, marvelous as it is, will, I am con-
vinced, bear every test. It is only when you come to
work it out in various ways—for example mathematically
—that you begin to appreciate its true grandeur.
The run of buD heads lasted two weeks and the geyser of

fish at the hole below the dam spouted all that time, day
and night—as we must assume—and all on account of the
terrible vis a tergo of the body of struggling fish confined
by the ice, which, with the banks and bed of the river,

formed a gigantic sausage filler six miles long.
With just a thought of the deplorable and utter waste

of, not water power, but fish power, whict if proi)erly
stored and applied might have been sufficient to run all

the machinery of Kekoskee from that time to this, and
perhaps by this means to have averted the sad decadence
of the town—let us try by cold figures to get some idea of
the mass of fish which that geyser yielded during the
period of eruption.
The widow Sneider counted 900 loads of bullheads going

past her place in one morning, and the road she lived on
was "only one of several leading out into the country."
Suppose we allow five roads. There were probably more,
but we will say five, for like Mr. Hough, we wish to treat
this matter "in a careful and temperate manner." It is

expressly stated that the widow only counted a part of
the loads which passed. Probably she got tired of count-
ing and gave it up in the afternoon, but that the proces-
sion went right on just the same, all hands doing at least

a fair day's work, not knowing when the geyser might
peter out.

We will, however, take no account of the afternoon
haul, and we wUl assume that the news didn't get fairly-

over the county till the middle of the first week. This
would give, not counting Sundays, say nine working
forenoons, and 8,100 loads for one road and for five roads
40,500 loads of bullheads. Certainly a very big haul.
But now the simplicity of truth begins to affect us, and
we see how it was possible for the soil of the county and
the quality of the pork product of the region to be affected
as they were.
With all this mass of bullheads to feed to the stock and

spread over the surrounding country, it would be a bull-

headed idiot who wouldn't believe the statement as to the
result.

Moreover, if, as I am convinced many statisticians

would do, we allow for afternoon work also, we should
have a grand total of 81,000 loads of bullheads.

I claim that even this would be a conservative estimate,
as we have not counted in the haul of the first three days
or Sundays, nor said anything of the layers of black bass
and pickerel that were discovered after the lava flow of
bullheads ceased.
We must remember that the geyser was "50ft. across

and about 12ft. high," and kept "erupting" all the time.
The rate of flow is not stated, but could doubtless be ap-
proximately determined by calculation from the time
involved and the estimated mass of the erupted material.
The saddest thing about the whole aft'air was the ruin

of the reputation of the town and hence of its commercial
prosperity because of the simple and truthful nature of
the people who, knowing the facts in their remarkable
history, could not tell a lie. There is, however, left to
them and to us the one consolation that this noble asser-

tion of the truth of their great fish story would be taken
at its true value by St. Peter when they come to knock
at his gate, for he was once a fisherman and "knows how
it was himself."

I hope this consolation will also be of value to Mr.
Hough who has so often in the boldest and most fearless

way in the columns of Foeest and Stbeam—and evidently
sustained by the same high principles—taken the same
risk that was incurred by the inhabitants of Kekoskee.

C. H. Ames.

Purifying the Neversink.

The Neversink River has been liberally stocked with
trout by the New York Fish CnmmiBsion; and it has been
cursed with fish pirates who have taken quantities of fish

illegally. Dr. Willett Kidd, the State Game Protector of
the Second District, has secured evidence against two of the
worst offenders. He has brought suits against Thos. Cud.-

deback, of Deer Park, Orange county, for maintaining
an eel rack in the Neversink, and against J. Johnson, of
Gilman'B, SulUyan fjounty, for catching tfout in a trap.
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CASTING LINES AGAIN.
In the Forest a^id Stream of this week, I have imag-

ined a tendency on the part of Mr. Hough to poke fun at

my eight cent fish line, which he thinks will hardly do

for casting. A similar doubt was also indicated in the

letter of presentation, in regard to the trolling qualities

of the unbleached linen, and taken altogether, I tear my
effort at helping Mr. Hough out has been a failure. But
here is another suggestion which may be more service-

able. Did our Chicago friends ever try for ba8s-C;asting

purposes, the ordinary ^ea-grass line (so called) which in

point of fact is made of raw silk? It is hard, smooth, runs

easily through the guides and takes up very little water,

while it does not grow tender with moderate use. This

line is used very largely on the St. Clair Flats, where the

art of casting a minnow from the tip of the rod is practiced

to perfection, and where the writer took his first lessons

from some of the expert "punters" of that section more
than fifteen years ago. If some manufacturer would
only give us a line which would embody this same
material in a round, hard braid, it would afford a most
excellent article for minnow casting. As it is, the break-

ing strain of the sea-grass line is nearly twice as great as

the ordinary undressed, braided silk line of the same cali-

ber. If I were going to try one of them on Mr. Hough's
bass, it would be a cable, laid line of the next to the

smallest size. Of course these lines, being twisted, are

not available for trolling.

Away,out here in the effete northeastern portion of

Ohio, on the Maumee, we have still another way of cast-

ing the minnow in bass fishing, but that is too long a
story to take up now.

It'occurred to me, while I was penning the preceding
paragraphs (with my Remington) that if I can get it, I will

mail Mr. Hough a clipping from a braided line sent only
a few days since from Germany to that veteran and ex-

pert manipulator of piscatorial truth, Mr. John E. Gunc-
kel. It is an admirable line in appearance, and possibly

may be the very thing that Mr Hough is seeking.

TOLEDO, Oct. 8. J-A-Y Bebbe.

P. S.—This comes of not reading over what you have
written. What I meant to say was that after my linen

line had been dipped in oil and was partly dry, it was
rubbed with a little wax, not "oil," as the type-writer

made me say.

QUESTIONS AS TO NAG'S HEAD.
In answer to questions asked about Nag's Head from

several correspondents I would reply in general as fol-

lows:
The hotel at Nag's Head proper is only opened from

June 20 to Sept. 15. It is owned by a stock company of
North Carolinians, and it was managed last year by Geo.
P. Galling, of Norfolk, Va. The table set at the hotel is

first class. Oysters, clams, softsheU crabs and all var-

ieties of fish cooked fresh from the water are tht'ir

specialties, of course. Board at this hotel costs from $10
to $15 a week, and less by month.
There is a little hotel at Manteo, on Roanoke Island,

that is open all year. Manteo is reached by Old Dominion
boats three times a week. Tom Crank, of Collington, is

a fisherman, hunter and guide. He has five extra rooms
in his house, and takes boarders in winter who come to
shoot ducks and geese and fish. The boat referred to for

f1 a day, with board, is of course a duck-hunter's skiff.

Bait is easily and cheaply gotten. Clams cost 20 cents a
hundred. Drum are caught with hook and line, baited
with a whole fish. Rock are caught with hook and
line by sportsmen, with nets by the fishmongers. The
drum are caught in abundance from the beach with cast
lines.

There is no pleasanter place I know than the Nag's
Head Hotel for one's family for a whole summer. The
best people in North Carolina go there and every body is

free and easy. The beds in the hotel are pretty rocky,
but the air is so pure and sleep so sound you can sleep all

night on boards. I never saw any one who complained
of loss of sleep. If you want to be quiet and get out of
the world absolutely go to Nag's Head. The name of the
little hotel at Manteo is the Tranquil House, open all year.

Thos. Dixon, Jr..

Maryland Bass>

Havre de Grace, Md., Oct. 8.—Black bass are biting
freely and some good catches have been made from the
wharves. Early this morning William Raisin took about
a dozen, the largest weighing 31bs. 5oz. Small min-
nows, called gudgeons, are used for bait. It is not a
common thing to capture bass here, but for some reason
the fishing is better now than it is at Port Deposit, three
miles up the river. Crappies are plentiful in Tide Water
Canal and furnish fair sport. White perch may be bad
in abundance near the battery station of the U. S. Fish
Commission. For these the best bait is "peeler"' crabs.
Yellow perch are very common and the square-tailed
catfish are as plentiful as the sable fisherman could
reasonably wish.
Young shad are reported in great shoals coming down

the Susquehanna. A very observant steamboat captain
has noticed that the black bass will take the minnow
most freely very early in the morning, and the fishing
invariably slacks off when the sun begins to warm up
the water.

A "Long Island Bed Snapper.
The Timoi records that a magnificent specimen of the

red snapper (Lutjanus Uachfordii) has been sent to E. G.
Blackford, at Fulton Market, from Gardner's Island, at
the east end of Long Island. This fi^h was taken in one
of the pound nets at that place. It is a very unusual
thing for red snapper to be found north of Cape Hatteras.
This specimen weighed lOlbs.

Trout or Black Bass.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
As I am a subscriber of the Forest and Stream,

although a comparatively new one, I would beg leave to
ask a few questions. I never see any communications or
information on fishing in the Southern Central States, so
I thoiight I would write and ask for some. I have never
had very much experience in trout fishing, but had just
enough to get an insight of the pleasure and sport con-
nected with it. We hare Bome very fine trgut streams in

Tennessee which I think worthy of mention, and as there

are no other fish in the State that are worth fishing for, I

would like very much to get some information in regard
to the trout family. The fish in question are found in

small streams in the near vicinity of Nashville. They are

something similar to the regular "brook trout," probably
a little thicker, resembling a "perch" to some extent.

The color is nearly black on back, shading to a perfect

white underneath. They are commonly called "black
perch," but I think they are some species of the trout

family. They are also very game, and when you strike

them in the right season there is lots of sport, and they
bite fast and furious like trout. Hoping you have time
and space to answer this, I remain, Irwin McBride.
Kashat;dlij;, Tenn.

[The fish referred to is not related to the brook trout of
the salmon family; it is a black bass. A figure of the
species was published in our Black Bass Supplement.]

Spawning of Striped Bass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Q aeries—When do the striped bass {Bxiccus siruatiis)

spawn? I find in the ',Fishery Industries of the United
States," on page 435, that Professor Goode, under the head
of "Reproduction and Growth," states as follows: "They
spawn in the late spring and early summer, some of them
in rivers, others probably at sea, although this has not
been definitely ascertained." I took this afternoon, from
a stand in front of our club house, two bass weighing
respectively 31 J and 13ilbs,, female bass, each with large
roes, and spawn nearly fully developed and ripe. They
certainly could not have carried their spawn till the "late
spring or early summer." From a careful examination of
the spawn I am satisfied that they could not have carried
it for over a month longer. Do they spawn twice a year?
I have heard that they do. Can you give us any informa-
tion on this point. Henry P. McGown.

I

The striped bass usually spawns from April to June,
either in the rivers or in the bi-ackish v^aters of bays and
sounds. Young striped bass, lin. long, have been found
in the Delaware the second week in June. At the present
time specimens about 4in. long are taken in the Potomac.
A peculiarity of these young fish is the presence of numer-
ous dark bands on the sides. Nothing is known to us
about two spawning seasons in a year, but the fish spawn
much later in northern waters than in the South.]

Death of Hiram Atkins.

HiGHGATE, Vt., Oct. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
One of Vermont's most earnest fish protectionists, Hiram
Atkins, Esq. , died at his home in Montpelier, Vt, , on the
1st inst. Mr. Atkins was editor and proprietor of that
wideawake paper, the Argus and Patriot, and was owner
of the well-known "Cauip Watson," on the eastern shore
of Lake Champlain, where he spent most of the summer
months, surrounded by relatives and congenial friends.
His death is sincerely mourned by a host of friends

found among all political creeds.
In fish protection there was something of the old Ethan

Allen style about him, as the following anecdote will
show: iBefore the present State law was passed prohibit-
ing catching black bass under lOin.'in length, he had
made such a rule for one of Camp Watson's laws. One
day one of his guests, Judge

,
brought into camp

some small bass. Mr. Atkins promptly called his atten-
tion to the fact that they were under the regulation size.

The Judge with a stiff amount of dignity replied that he
didn't know of any law that prevented him from killing
any sized baas that he caught. Mr. Atkins's reply was
that Camp Watson had such a law and if he broke it

again he would be bounced out of camp and be escorted
to the railroad depot in short order.
Mr. Atkins was an Episcopalian and one of the most

influential members in the diocese. Stanstead.

Black Bass for Stocking.

Mr. Mark Samuel, of 10 East Sixteenth street, this
city, advertises to supply black bass for stocking. As
there has always been great difficulty in securing fish for
this purpose, prospective bass culturists are admonished
to remember Mr. Samuel's address.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recogaition of the important place of amateur uhotography

in its relation to sports of the lield and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forbsi and Stream offers a series of
prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions
under whicn these prizes will he given are in brief as here set
forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second S30
Third §15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead;, sbooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.
There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may

have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have beer
submitted in any other comyetition, nor have been published.
There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest And Stream.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-
structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.
Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and

Streait. This applies onlv to the particular prints sent us.
From time to tim.e we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in
Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Colled ion prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion
by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful
and famous "Oamp-Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote
wiU be quite distinct from the award by the committee.

Oharmingly lUmtrafect "GrAM"E LAWS IN BKIEF,"

MmmL
F I XTU R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 85 to 38.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. E. L.
Marston. Sec'v.
Nov. 32 to 25,—Brooklyn. H. W. HuntingtoD, Sec'y, 14S South

Eighth street.
1893.

Jan. 3 to 6,—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. Lyman
W. Olute, Sec'y, Ballston Lake, N. Y.
Jan. 5.—Gloversville, N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'v.
Feb. 31 to 33.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jaa

Mortimer, Supt.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Oct. 35.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club,
at Nanuet, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H. V. Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—iDternationalField Trials Club, third annual trials, at

Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8.

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—United States Field Trials, at Blizabethtown

, Ky. P.
T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England Field Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry, New Haven, Conn., Sec'y.
Nov. It.— PoixTth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, ah

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Baird. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind, W. J. Beck

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.-Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. O.

W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 38.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Ool. Odell,

.Sec'y.

Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.
G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersvllle, OaU J. M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albahy, Miss. T. M,

Brumby, Sec'y.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.
Whenever you mention Danbury to a dogman he smiles

and says, "Better take it in, lots of fun"—and so there is in
a mild, countrified way. The trotting is good, the side
shows are lively, and above all the show is a go-as-you-
please, and the committee, while charging no entry fee, do
their level best to give every one a prize. If you have one
dog and there is not a class for it, they make one. This is
why Danbury is popular, especially with the handler.s, such
as Ben Lewis, George Thomas, etc.

The eleveut)] annual fixture took place last week, Oct. 4 to
7. As usual, on the first day the weather was execrable

—

rain, wind, hail and generally very cold and uncomfortable.
This year, however, the judging took place inside the (log
show building, a space at one end having been partitioned
off. The judizes were Mr. .James Watson and Dr. .Tames K.
Hair. Mr. Watson took all the classes excepting Irish,
Gordon and some of the pet dogs, which were handled by
Dr. Jas. E. Hair, of Bridgeport, Conn. 1 don't know whether
it is fair to criticise the awards much, as there is danger
about the numbers not being on the right dogs. In some
cases, however, there was no mistaking the fact that some
of them were hardly up to form, and there was some grum-
bling—still it was all Danbury, and at Danbury everything
goes.
Catalogues are an unheard of quantity at Danbury. No-

body troubles about any, as there are no numbers on stalls,
and the jiulge gets along in the good old way by u.sing the
secretary's book to get the numbers and see which dog is
which. The superintendent receives entries itp till the night
before the show, and as they come in he as.signs a number
and enters the dog in the little book assigned to its breed.
As may he imagined, the numbers get delightfully mixed
up: number 7, probably a St. Bernard, being alongside 179,
and as most of the dogs are bunched in the same rotation,
one can imagine that if the reporter is not in the ring at the
time of the judging his task to sort them out after is almost
a hopeless one. Tags are put on the dogs, but we all know
what becomes of paper tags in a dog .show, and the brass
tags supplied in most eases reposed in the owners' pockets.
This must be my excuse if the awards are not quite right,
though 1 think' they will be found measureably correct.
They are taken from the secretary's book, but as" many of
the dogs were entered by handle'rs and "lumped" in "the
team, I have corrected the owners' names of those I knew.
Several well known exhibitors were present. Besides the

judges there were Messrs. Chas. N. Symonds, ,7. B. Hefter,
Smith Bros., Wm. H. Hyland, P, E. Dole, J, S. Mead, C. E.
Osborne, G. E. Knott, Ben Lewis, George Thomas, A. Bit-
ter, Dr.Kune, C.K.Bradbury, Buckellew Kennels owner, Mrs.
Smyth and Mrs. Dole. The superintendent, G. E. Sears, was
as cordial and obliging as usual, and his assistant, Mr. Reed,
kept the aisles in good -shape. The show is always tastefully
benched in a permanent btulding, and is a source of great
attraction to the country folk, who simply crowded the big
aisles from morning to night. As stated before, Danbury
charges no entry, and as the classes are always divided and
this year 85 and S3 were given in prizes, a handler with a
good team could win a neat sum. This year the .show just
fit in after Ottawa, and before disbanding their forces the
"regulars" literally swooped down on the money, for wins
do not count here, and the consequence was an array of
quality such as Danbury has never seen before. It wa.s
given out, and so printed on entry forms, that Mr. .John
Reed would judge, but as .stated in Forest AND Stream a
couple of weeks since, he declined and Mr. Watson was
elected to serve. He needed some help and Dr. Hair was
pressed into service after Mr. Morris had declined.

It is not much use taking the classes in extenso, a run-
ning commentary, perhaps, would be better. MastifEs had
five entries present. Kaiser William, the superintendent's
dog, moved up to first place; his head needs depth of muz-
zle and his legs are none too good, an ordinary dog. Ry-
mil's Rex loses in head even to the others. Ethel was the
same old fat Ethel of last year, but beats Queen Salva in
head properties, bone and probably in body, if any one could
tell what that part of her anatomy is like in its natural
state.
Roland overtopped anything that was in St. Bernards, a

well-made dog that we should see more of. Ruth Cleve-
land, the winner in bitches, heeds more depth in muzzle
and breadth of skull, body light and rather .straight behind,
but neverthless is a bitch showing lots of quality.
The deerhound was a poor one, small head, light bone.

The greyhounds turned out well, and I wa.s delighted to see
that good dog Ornatus once more on the bench after we
were told that he would probably never face the judge
again. Whoever has doctored him deserves the utmost
praise for the cure, as the dog was badly cut in the hindleg
tendons. In open dogs Dover wins over Baritone, the latter
beats in head, neck, stronger loin; he loses, however, to
Dover in front, who also is stronger in quarters and thighs,
but he has not so much quality as Baritone. In bitches I
cannot agree with the judge at all. Maybrook Nell, a long-
waisted one, with bad feet, very open, and stand.s back on
pa.sterns, head coarse, was placed first. Lady Clare, well-
known as a pretty fair bitch, was second, but Mi.ss Dollar,
he, the best of the three, and winner at Rochester the other
day, should bave won easily; a> ^taarte? IjitQlj all pou,i(J, lots
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of quality, and nicely put together, unmeasiu'ably better in I

legs, and beat the winner, who should have been be. instead. '

"Winner was picked up by Mr. Bradbm-y in the .streets of !

Rochester dnring the show.
In Newfoundlands I don't know what Mr. Watson was

doing to give that big, fat, curly pig—it is nothing more— '

Carlo, equal first with Marshall's Prince Hal, a dog well
|

known as having a good many preten.sioDS to good New-
foundland form; the other has not the sliehtest. ' Last year
I wrote the following on this class: "In Newfoundlands no
self-respecting judge could give any prizes to the brutes
shown (meaning Carlo, etc.), although urgently requested
and told 'it was only Danbury,' etc." Carlo is owned by a
Danlinry man, and Mr. Sears shows it, and because I failed
to see things in the same light he did, 1 was slated. In open
bitches comes the fun, for here the judge withheld the prize
fi'oni Albany Lass, a previous winner at good shows, but at
present out of coat, still it is a correct one" and not a curl in
it, besides having other attributes that make it far above the
dog winner, Carlo. The puppy first prize was also withheld
from Mr. Marshall's Macgregoi- aud Niger, the former getting
second. I can hardly believe that Mr. Watson, in view of
withholding these pri!^es, gave Carlo equal first with Prince
Hai, the difference as the two dogs lay side by side was too
ridiculous.
Pointers showed up well and many old faces took the

prizes. I liked Mr. Hyland's Bert quite as well as Rock II.
for the prize in open doas, better bead and better in front
and body. English setters, barring Edgemark, were moder-
ate aud not so good as last year; Kent's Rex is a little out
at elbow, nice head and body. The challenge bitch Tona
was in poor shape but has a nicely formed head. Albert's
BeaTi is not straight in front, light eye, but is redeemed by
good shaped head and body. The numbers in these classes
were so mixed up and the dogs being strangers to me I let
them go. They were only moderate as a whole.
lu Irish setters there was nothing outside of Senjinole

Kennel dogs to speak of. Rose Mentor has a cleaner, longer
head than Claremont Heather, but it is very narrow, I like
Che latter better all round, in color and body; Rose beats the
other in front.
The same old crowd in Gordons from Dr. Dixon's kennel.

Duke of Wellington, a coarse-headed, dark tanned dog, was
the winner in dogs, but there were others behind him that
had better tan and head, but lost to him in body, legs and
feet. The open dogs are all very ordinary. Wonder won
rightly over Jeff in field .spaniels ; better head and legs; the
others did not amoimt to much, good workers, probably, but
not according to standard. There were no cocker dogs, but
in bitches, although Woodstock Dora is short of coat, she is
much better than Edgewood Beauty, placed over her, in
quality, style of head, though her muzzle could be shorter,
and in body, the other is too long and field spanielly in head.
The foxhound display is always a fair one here, of good ser-
viceable-looking dogs, but not at all sorty, and as they had
no numbers on I can say nothing about them.
Beagles had something better. Trifle, the dog, is much

like old Bannerman, all white, only larger; he stands out a
trifle, or legs are straight though, and he boasts a capital
coat and nice action. Pearl is wide in front, good body and
coat; is a bit pinched in muzzle. Minnie is also a little wide
in front, and teet open, has a sweet head, though ears are not
carried close enough; nice correct coat. Smith Bros, showed
quite a decent pup in Rocket, nice skull but muzzle too
long.

Fox terriers had nothing outside of Clrouse IF. and End-
clift'e Spin to boast of, and they are well known. Polo has
not a bad shaped head, ears too large, nice legs and feet, but
too large sized altogether. Don isnot correctly marked; has
briudle and fawn on head. The puppies were coarse and
large. The collies are nearly all well known, having been
on the circuit. Bertha II. won well in bitches, better head,
ears, body and coat than Lothian Maid. Crissy has better
front than the others; not so very narrow.
Bulldogs, with Carisbrooke and Addiscombe Gypsey, to say

nothing of the pnp Yale Pluck, quite a promising son of
Rustic Swell, were well represented for a small shovv.

Ball-terriers, always good here, were not one whit behind
former years. Frank Dole generally makes a raid at Dan-
bury, but this time he met some opposition from Mr. Howe's
Kennel which came fresh from Canadian victories. Sir
Rudolph, the winner in dogs, has a good head, rather heavy
chest and shoulders and not as straight in leg as some
turned out from the New Haven Kennel, a well made body
and good stern makes up a smart medium sized dog.
Comet II. ran him close, especially in front. Woodcote Bill
strikes me as having a nice long clear head, good eye but is
not furnished yet. Grove Duchess beats Woodcote Lillie,
in front, feet out a bit and skull is round yet and body
wants letting down—time will do it probably. The others
were of the old stamp. The different breeds of rough terriers
were represented as probably never before in this old town.
Skyes had Sir Stafford, of course, for Ben was there. Islay
and Scotch Rose, are both celebrated more or less at present,
but EndcliffeMaggie,one of the best, was left out in the cold.
In the puppy class Scotch Rose is given as the winner when
in Toronto catalogue she is put down as whelped November,
1889.

Black and tan terriers are often good here, for as last year
the Rochelle Kennels took a run up with Sultan, English
Lady, etc. I was glad to see that smart bitch F. P. Dole's
Queen III., out again and she looked as lively as ever, she is
a capitally well made terrier, but is more of a dog than a
bitch in appearance and has hardly so finely shaped a head
as her kennel mate Louie. Salisbury easily disposed of
Merry Monarch as before, and Topsy and Rosette both have
to take bacK seats when good ones are around. The toy
teirier was the usual apple-headed "shiverer."
Some funny toy bull-terriers were shown; they should do

for Boston. When you say that Venus, the challenge York-
shire, was the only good one there, you will be about right,
others are short of coat, and what they had was deficient in
tan, too light or smutty.
Pugs made a brave show, but it was impossible to tell one

from the other, except those that have been on the circuit.
Seminole Kennels with their little team about scooped the
prizes. Two very promising great Danes were shown by
Mrs. Knox, out of a bitch that won la.st yeai

;
they show

fair heads, good bone and size.
Central Kennels showed the circuit trotter Royal Roy in

King Charles spaniels, and E. H. Morris had a nice short-
faced one with good color in LTnion Jill.

Dexter, looking the ghost of his former self, with youth-
ful looking "curlets" a very few inches long. Biglow we have
seen a good deal of lately, and Black Beauty is a fair good
bitch, light in loin and head not long enough. Dot is a pup
yet. When one says that Fritz K. was the best dachshund, we
can imagine what the rest were, for Fritz is but so-so him-
self.

Somehow we always have a lot of Irish terriers at this
show, and there were some good ones again this time. Jack
Briggs is a challenge winner now. Some new ones shown
by a Mr. Wise, won in open dogs; the winner, Shaughran
Rue, has a fair head, but knuckles over in forelegs and feet
could be better; coat of good texture. Crib, second, loses to
the other in muzzle, but has much the Dest forelegs aud
feet. I could not find Barney's Boy, but I thought Gatlies
hardly treated mth only he, as he has done better than that
the past mouth in better company. Ballymoney, won
nicely in the next class, her head is not perfect, bit broad in
skull, is open in coat, and light in bone, but has a good
body. Gypsy is short-faced and snipy. Spuds, a pup, is
spiky (if there is no patent- on this term) and legs want
Straightening,

The Salem Kennel came down prepared for anything in
Scotch terriers, with Kilstorj Scotch Hot, Scotch Cold in the
male division. Scotch Cold is a pup yet, legs crooked and
head too wedgy. Norwich Mouse is a new one in bitches;
she also is not strong enough in muzzle and should be
straighter in forelegs, and quarters fall away too sharp, coat
good and so is body. The Japanese hairless was a funny-
lookjng little brown hairless toy terrier. He could pass for
a Japanese hairle.^s for anything I know, but the prize was
withheld.
Whippets were represented by Boston Model and Perfec-

tion, the latter a very pretty bitch. Sheffield Lad, the
"Pom," and Philos, Mr. Purbeck's Psovoi, completed the
show. H. W. L.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.-Doaf<: 1st, G. E. Sears's Kaiser William; 3r1,J. S.

Rvmill'a Rex. Bilcliex 1st, G. E. Sears s Ethel; 3d, H. Bront-
heimer's Queen yalva. Puppies: Absent.
ST. BERNARDS.—Rough -jDofJs; Ist, A. Rilter's Roland; 23,

2d, E. A. Hoiisman's Le Rni. BUchea: Ist. A. Ritter's Ruth Cleve-
land.—Smooth—Bifc/x's: Isfc, M. H. Thiman's Appolona; 3d, with-
held. Puppies: Ist, withheld; 2d, W. Calderwood's Milton.
rSOVOIS.—1st, Northlield Kennels' Philos.

DEERHOUNDS.—If3t, Buckellew's Kennels' Alice.

GREYHOUNDS.-CHALnBNGB-lst. A. W. Purbeck's Ornatus.
- Open—JDofif.s.' lai and 3d, Maybrook Kennels' Dover and Baritone.
Hign com., Mrs. A. Forepaugh's Blue. Bitcltes: 1st. Maybrook
K-^nnels' MaybronX Nell: 3d, A. W. Purbeck's Lady Clare. High
com., Maybrook Kennels' Miss Dollar.

GREAT DANES.—No open classes.—Puppies -Doqk: 1st, Mrs.
Knox's Punch. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. Knox's Judith; 3d, J. E. Dainer's
Millie.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-Dogs; Equal 1st, Lewis Reid's Carlo and
John Marshall's Prince Hal. Bttc?ir,s-; Prize withheld. Pujipisn-
1st, withheld; 3d, John Marshall's MacgrFgor.
POINTERS.-CuAnLENGE-HEAVY-WMXGHT-Dr»f/s; l8t,Wm. H.

Hyland'-s champion Ojsirjins.—Open— Dof/.s-; 1st, C. Comieli's
Rock ir.; 2d. W, H. TTylanri'.? Bert.—Lionx- Weight—OHAnuKNtjE
—Dogs: Isi, J. H. Winslow's Inspiration. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Hv-
land's Fan N.—Open—.B«c/ics: Ist, W. H. Hyland's Lady Graphic-
ad, G. O. Smith's Juno. High com., J. E. Smith's Lady. Puppies-
1st, G. O. Smith's Juno; 3d, W. H. Hyland's Lady Bountiful.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs; ist, F. S. Brown's

Kennels' Yolo Maid; 31, Dr. J. E. Hair's Albert Queen. P^{^miV^
lar. Dr. .J. E. Hair's Albert. Queen: 3d, Dr. H. A. Lawton's Louis.
IRISH SETTERS —Challenge—Doos; Ist, Seminole Kennels'

champion Tim. BitcJies: 1st, Seminole Kennels' champion Laura
B.—OPEN-Dog8: ist and 2d, Seminole Kennels' Pride of Patsey
and Montauk, Jr. Bitches: Egual 1st, Seminole Kennels' Rose
Morton and Claremont Heather. Reserve, G. W. Adams's Lady
Luna. Puppies: No prizes marked.
GORDON SETrERS.-CHALLENGE-Do^s: 1st, Dr. Dixon's L<"o

B. Reperve, Smith Bros.'s Rexmont. Bitches: lat, Dr. Dixon's
Duchess of Waverley.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Dr. Dixon's Duke of
WellinBton; 3d. E. H. Morris's Brdlmont. Reserve, W. H. Hy-
land's King Robin. Bitches: 1st and ad, Dr. Dixon's Lady Gor-
don arid Princess Louise. R'serve, E. H. Morris's Raymont.
Very hieh com., Backellew Kennels' Widow Machree. Puppies:
l^t and 2d, Smith Bros.'s Fenmont and Bangmont.
FIELD SPANIELS.-Dog.'v: 1st, H. M. H'lwe's Wonder; 3c]

Tiiorapsou's Jeff. Bitches: 1st, Dr. James E. Hair's Fautner: 3d
O. E. Knott's Pearl.

COCKERS.—Doj;.s: All absent. Bitches: Ist, F. F. Dole's Edge-
wood Beauty; 3d, Dole & Thomas's Woodstock Dora. Puppies-
All absent.

FOXHOUNDS. -Dofl.?.- 1st, Buckellew Keimels' Mike; 2d, S. B.
Warner's Music. Reserve. C. E. Osborne's Sam B. Bitches- 1st
and Sd. Buckellew Kennels' Shot and Spot. Puppies: 1st and 3d,
Buckellew Kennels' Ready and Maggie.
BEAGLES -Dofifs; 1st, Geo. Laick's Trifle. Bitciies: 1st and

2d, Geo. Laick's Pearl and Minnie. Puppies: 1st, Smith Bros.'s
Rocket.

FOX-TERRIERS.-lst. Northaeld Kennels' Endcli/fe ,Spice; 3d,
M. H. Thiman's Don. Very high com., G. W. D. VVixnn's Polo.

—W'ire-Hairs—lac, Northfield Kenneis' Barton Sting.
COLLIES.—CHALLEXGE—Dofifs; 1st. Seminole Kennels' Cora II.

Maid. Very high com , Semi nole Kennels' Cricsy. Puppies: 1st.
J. S. Mead's Dorothy; 3d, withheld.

BULLDOGS.—CuALLBNGE— 1st, Charles A. Smith's Carig-
brooKe.—Open—jDoas; 1st, Dole's Yale Pluck. Bitches: A. B.
Gt-aves's Addiscomoe Gypsy. Puppies: 1st, F, F, Dole s Yale
Pluck.

Bt'LL-TERRIERS.-Challenge — Bifc^es: 1st. F. F. Dole's
Ronnie Prmces=.—Open—Doos; Ist, and reserve. F. P. Dole's Sir
Rudolph and Woodcote Bill; 3d and very high corn., H. M.
Howe's Comet II. and Chatham Prince. Bitches: 1st,, H. M,
Howe's ftrove Duchess; 3d, F. F. Dole's Woodcote Lillie. High
com.. J. E. Ellsworth's Lillie. Puppies: 1st, H. M. Howe's Chat-
ham Prince: 3d and high com., F. F. Dole's Woodcote Bill and
Woodcote Lillie.

SKYE TERRIERS.- CHALLnNGB-Doys: 1st, O. A. Shinn'a Sir
Stafford —Open—Bitc/ies; Ist, C. G. Smitn's Islay;2d, O.A. Shinn'a
Scotch Rnse. Puppies: Ist. c. A. Shinn's Scotch Rose.
BLA.CK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Challenge-Doos; 1st, Ro-

chelle Kennels' Broomfield Sultan. Bitches: 1st. Rochelle Ken-
nels' English Lady.—Open—Z>o(/s; 1st, P. F. Dole's Salisbury; 3d,
Rochelle Kennels' Merry Monarch. Bitches: 1st and 3d. F. F.
Dole's Queen III. and Louie. High com., Rochelle Kennels' Ro-
chelle Topaz and Northfield Kennels' Rosette. Puppies: 1st, Ro-
chelle Kennels' Topaz; 2d, Dr. Jas.'.E. Hair's
TOY TERRlERS.-lst, C. E. Knott's Jim.
TOY BULL-TERRlERS.-y^ngs; 1st and 3d, Dr. Jas. E. Hair's

Meda and S'park. Bitches: No prize awarded.
YORKSHIRE rSRRIERS.-CHALLENGE-Bit.^ftcs.- 1st. North-

field Kennel's Venus.—Open—Ziojys; Ist. North Seld Kennels'
Sandy. Bitches: 1st, Nni-thtield Kennels' Jenny; 3d, withheld.
PUGS -Challenge—Doj/s; I'^t. Seminole K-^nnpIs' Honsor.—

Opfn—Doas.- Isr, M. Adams''! Meddler; 2d, R. B. Sawyer's Che-

quasset Diamond. Bitches: 1st and 31, Seminole Kennel's Midget
and Ruby F. Very high com , Dr. Jas. E. Iljiir's Nellie.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-Doy.s.- 1st, Central Kinnala'
Royal Roy. Bitches: 1st, E. U. Morris's Union Jill. Puppies: Ist,
E. H. Morris's Union .Jill.

POODLES.—CHALLBNGE—lst, E. H. Morris's Dexter.—Opkn—
Dofis: Ist, B. P. Lewis's Biglow. Bitches: Ist, M. H. Thiman's
Black Beauty; 3d, E, H. Morris's Dot. Puppies: E. H. Morris's
Dot.

DACKSHUNDS.—Challenge—1st, L. O. Seidel's FrH?, IC—
Open- £>uf/.s; Ist, M. H. Thiman's Dachse'; 3d, Swan Kennels'
Sclupy. Bftclics: 1st, withheld; 3d, Swan Kennels' Faldine.

IRISH TERRIERS.- CuALLENGK-lat, NorthQeld Kennels'
Jack Briggs.—Open—Dog.*).- Ist and 3d, T. Wise, Jr's, Shaughn Rue
and Cribb. High com., T. F. Dole's Barney's Boy and H. O. (Jar-
son's Galkies. Bitches: I'it. Northfield Kennels' Ballymoney; 3d,
T. Wise, Jr'i». Gypsey.— Pu.ppi'e,?: 1st, Northfield Keanela' Spuds. ~

DAL^IATIANS.-lst, John Doyle's Cute.

SCOTCH TEBRlERS.-CALLENGE-lst, Northfield Kennels'
Kilstor. Open—J3f/as: Isi and 3d, Northfield Kennels' Scotch Hot
and Scotch Cold. Bitches: Lsf and 31. Northfield Kennels' Nor-
wich Mouse and Gjpsey Yet.—Pupyies.- ist, Northfield Kennels'
Scotch Cold.

WATER SPANIELS (?).- J. S. Mead's Leo.
RUSSIAN POODLES.—1st, withheld; 2d, Paul S. Wakem'a dog
MEXICAN HAIRLESS.-Prize withheld.
WHIPPETS .-Do6f.s.- 1st, Geo. Thomas's Boston Model. Bitched:

1st, Northfield Kennels' Perfection.

POMERANlANS.-lst. Northfield Kennels' Sheffield Lad.
MALTESE TERRIERS.—Ist, M. H. Thiman'.s Daisy.

SPECIALS.
Best deerhouud, Buckellew Kennels' Alice; mastiff, G. E. Sears'

Kaiser William; collies, Seminole Kennels' Bertha 11.; cocker, F.
F. Dole's Edgnwood Beauty; field spaniel, H. M. Howe's Wonder:
bull terrier, F. F. Dole's Sir Rudolph; Newfoundland, equal, win-
ners of oppu dogs^: St. Bernard, A. Ritter'-i Roland; English setter,
F. S, Brown's Edgemark; pug, Seminole Kennels' Bonsor; bulldog,
Chap. A Smith's Carisbrooke; Gordon settar, Dr. Dixon's Duchess
of Waverley.

BULL-TERRIERS AGAIN.
Editor Forest anrj. Stream:

1 am just in receipt of the communication of "Didymus"
on the subject of bull-terriers, wherein he says of me: "Stir
him up." I thought on first reading that "his idea was to
make use of the dog for that purpose. If such is the idea I

beg to decline the mode and manner of such stirring. I
have had some expeiience with that class of dog, dating
back to the days when farmers were wont to turn the ani-
mal loose in their orchards—as an auti-small-boy apple-ap-
propriating society.
After losing the most exposed part of several pairs of

trousers in the pursuit of apples under difficulties—the dog
being the difficulty-1 entered into a contract with a harness-
maker in our village whereby for one day's services helping
him hoe his corn patch, he was to "reinforce" the aforesaid
exposed part of my trousers with leather. The .scheme
worked well—1 bore no more honorable .scars, and there was
a decided advantage over the other boys at school when
the old maid school mistress laid me over her knee and ad-
ministered the usual reward of merit with a flat ruler. So
I may claim an anti-dated prejudice against "bulls" and
cordially indorse the views of "Didymus" on the merits of
that breed of animal. My antipathy bears more strongly,
however, on the bulldog, not so heavily on the bull-terrier,
which is one or two degrees removed from the bulldog in
point of decency and qualities. He is a great improvement,
and 1 am inclined to think "Didymus" should draw a dis-
tinctive line.

I have been acquainted with several very well-behaved
bull-terriers aud on one occasion up in Kent, Conn., was on
very friendly terms with a dog of this persuasion named
Bob. I established intimate relations with Bob by throw-
ing a ball for him to chase. A year later 1 chanced that
way, and as I entered the hotel Bob sat on the porch
ruminating on the cussedness of the invention of flies. \

said, "Bob, how are you?" He gave me a long search-
ing glance and rushed through the house and out into the
back yard, returning with the ball in his mouth, evidently
remembering our former acquaintance and the ball prac-
tice. So I may claim a slight concession to bull-terriers on
account of Bob's intelligence: moreover, Bob was very gen-
tlemanly and good-natured and never bit anybody; but if
"Didymus" will amend his complaint to i-ead bulldogs I
am with him. His quotation of the instance where General
Coombs came near getting thrashed by the owner of the
dog in the case is rather an argument in favor of the theory
of like dog like man, inasmuch as the ovyner illustrated the
tendency of such to fight on slight provocation, catching
the i nfection from the dog, probably.
What a pity men owning a better" breed of dogs are not

amenable to their influence. Take for instance my favorite
—the Gordon setter. If the general average of men were
half as gentlemanly and possessed half the noble qualities
of that breed what an improvement there would be in the
world. PODGKR.S.
San Francisco, Cab, Sept. 13.

Collie Sweepstakes.
The annual collie sweepstakes, for collies born in the

United States or Canada, on or after -July 1, 1891, will be
decided at the bench show of the Westminster Kennel Club,
to be held Feb, '31 to 24, 1893. A subscription of $5, for each
collie entered, to be paid to the secretary of the collie club
at the time of entry. The stake to be divided as follows: 50
per cent, to the best dog or bitch, 35 per cent, to the second,
15 per cent, to the third and 10 per cent, to the fourth. Dog«
to compete for this sweepstake must be entered in the
regular classes of the bench show. Entries will close Nov. 1,
1892. Blank forms can be obtained by addressing J. D.
Shotwell, Sec'y, 82 Hillside avenue, Orange, N. J.

If you were shouting- through a telephone,

of which the wires ramified to the

ears of every clog man in the land,

you could not tell them of your

bargains in dogs more speedily,

certainly, effectively, cheaply, profit-

ably and satisfactorily, than you may
do by putting a short-term, low-rate

advertisement in the Forest and Streams
business Kennel special Column.
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UNITED STATES FIELD TRIAL DERBY,
Editor Forest and St/ream:

, ,

I send you list ot dogs remaining in thelTnited btates Field

Trial Club's Derby. Pointers 34, English setters 48, Irish

setter 1

:

POINTERS.

Onwabd—G. W. Amory's dog (Wise C—Velce V.)-

Box's FAUST—Adolph Schmidt's dog (Spotted Boy—Sally
Ale).
Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford's dog (King of Kent—Vera

^
c'^osiE O'Bannok—R. L. Shannon's bitc5b (King of Kent

—Croxie Wise). _
MAME—R. L. Shannon's bitch (Brown Stout-Pearl's

Pr de).

Ginger Ale—R. L. Shannon's bitch (Osborn Ale—Pearl's
Pride).
Kent's Mike—J. F. Pautler's dog (King of Kent—Crox-

RiDGEViEW Dttke—Drake Sefton Kennels' dog (Beppo IIL
—Blithesome).
RiDOEViEW Duchess—Dralie Sefton Kennels' bitch (Beppo

nr.-Blitbesome).
RiDGEViEW PATCH—Drake Sefton Kennels' bitch (Beppo

IIL—Ladv Norrisb IL).

LADY Peg—W. T. Hunter's bitch (King of Kent—Lass of

Bliotno)
PoMME DE Teurb—T. G. Barstow's dog (Ossian—Clipa-

way II.).

Lad of Rush—J. L.Adams's dog (Rush of Lad—Topsy L.).

Daisy Socwell—J. L. Adams's bitch (Ossian—Devon-
shire Jilt).

Bonnie Lass—Ed A. Gordon's bitch (Earl of Kent—Car-
lotta).
Kent's Queen—Johh Bolus's bitch (King of Kent—-Vera

Bang).
Brandy—C. H. Wetmore's (Agt.) dog (Wetmore Guy—

Wetmore Bud).
Bang's Star—Lewis Stuehmeyer's dog (Trinket's Bang-

Pearl's Fan).
Springata—David Castleman's bitch (Castleman's Krup

—Soringa).
Varro—-J. B. Castleman's bitch (Rex—Castleman's Nell).

Mainos—J. B. Castleman's bitch (Castleman's Res—
Castleman's Nell).

Croxie Kent—Bob Cooper's bitch (King of Kent—Croxie
Wise).
Ridgeview Beppo—Graphic Kennels' dog (Beppo III.—

Revelation).
Ridgeview Tenney—D. L, Darby's dog (Beppo III.—

Blith'»8ome).
Ridgeview Climax—Harold Strebeigh's bitch (Tribula-

tion—Bloomo II.).

EaPvL of Kent—Gus F. Schrever's dog (King of Kent—
Sil).
Kent's Maid—H. J. Reginald's (agent) bitch (King of

Kent—Gtlena).
Monkey Smokeless—C. W. Meeker's dog (Ossian—Devon-

shire Jilt).

Biz—W. Hinckle Smith's dog (King of Kent—Lass of
Bloomo).
Don (;.—Geo. A. Castleman's dog (Rank—Fly)
Ten-Sleep—Edgmont Pointer Kennels' dog (King of Kent

—Woolton Game).
Troublesome—Edgmont Pointer Kennels' bitch (Tribula-

tion—Pride of Idstone).
DAVID C—Jos. Crugom's dog (Duke of Hessen—Princess

Marguerite).
Princess Dolly—Jos. Crugom's bitch (Duke of Hessen

—

Princess Marguerite).

ENGLISH setters.

Hoosier Girl—J. H. & J. A. Hunter's bitch (Dad Wilson
— Daisy Hunter).
Hoosier Lady—Frank Hitchcock's bitch (Dad Wilson-

Daisy Hunter).
Hope's Pride—Manchester and Wartrace Kennels' dog

(Gath's Hope—Georgia Belle).

Pink—Manchester and Wartrace Kennels' dog (Vanguard
—Georgia Belle).

Ranger B.—Manchester and Wartrace Kennels' dog
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Sport—Manchester and Wartrace Kennels' dog (Van-
guard—Georgia Belle).

Toledo Sue—Manchester and Wartrace Kennels' bitch
(Toledo Blade—Belle S ).

Clem Gladstone—John L. Sneed's dog (Paul Glad stone
—Latonia).
Dan's Lady—Theo. Goodman's ditch (Dan Gladstone-

Lilly Burgess).
Apollo Hill—J. Shelly Hudson's dog (Ben Hill—

Dolly S.).

Direct—J. W. Shriver's dog (Gun—Victoria Laverack).
Clio—J. W. Shriver's bitch (Gun—Victoria Laverack).
Gale Noble—H. K. Devereux's bitch (Breeze Gladstone

—

Katie Noble).
Rex-the-King—Jackson and Denmark Kennels' dog

(Laddie Brnwdre-Phyllis).
Lillian Russell—Jackson and Deiunark Kennels' bitch

(Philip Gladstone—Lou K.).

Duff—W. T. Hunter's bitch (Toss—Patti Sing).
Gladstone's Pet—W. T. Hunter's bitch (Roderigo—

Gladstone's Girl).

Cecil H— J. L. Adams's dog (Dr. Maclin—Cossette).
Sir Kent—J. L. Adams's dog (Kent IL—Nicolette).
Dan Burgess—.J. M. Freeman's dog (Dan Gladstone-

Lilly Burgess.)
Brighton Clip—T. G. Davey's bitch (Canadian Jester-

Lassie).
The Laggard—Meadow City Kennels' dog (Roderigo—

Gladstone's (IrirL).

Dixie's Rod— W. G. Peters and J. E. Guinotte's dog
(Roderigo—Dashing Dixie).
Sunflower—N. B. Nisbett's, (Agt.) bitch (Dick Turner

— Babf* Gladstone).
RAP-ETE-l)A^r—Will Wilson's dog (Ben Hill—Dolly S.).
SAisrcHO—Wm. Daniels's (Agt.) dog (Tipton—Mmd).
Fly—Wm. Daniels's (Agt.) bitch (Tipton— Maud).
Pembroke's Blue Grouse—Scott's Wood Kennels' dog

(Pembroke's Don—Sue of Hatchie).
Ruby Bondhu—T. W. Stoutenburg's bitch (Dick Bon-

dhu—Cassette).
Fling—Bei-t Crane's bitch ( ).

Dan's Dan—T. H. Poindexter's (Agt.) dog (Dan Glad-
stone— Bel ton's Princess).
Gaiety — Royal Robinson's bitch (Lone Jack— Gav

Rhre.be).
Dessie Hope—P» T. Madison's bitch (Gath's Hope-

Stocking).
Proctor Knott—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Gath's Hope-

Dashing Lady).
Hope's Mlnt—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Gath's Hope-

Dashing Lady).
Lancier— Blue Ridge Kenr els' dog (Gath's Hope—Stock-

ing).
Dick Fox -Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Chance—Countess

Rush).
LADY Brooks—Bine Ridge Kennels' bitch (Chance-

Countess Rush).
^^StewArt Hill—Bradford Kennels' dog (Ben Hill—Kate

LocHiNYAR— Avent & Thayer's dog (Chance— Bessie
^vent).

^ Jiji^^fgTPS-Avent & Thayer's dog (Cbance-ge-ssie Avent).

Shadow—Avent & Thayer's bitch (Jean Val Jean—Lucy
Avent).
NANcy Foreman-A. J. Gleason's bitch (Dan Foreman—

Hope''s Lucille).
LadyBelton—T. M. Lowry's bitch (Tennessee Bob—Dixie

Belton).
Belle op Kentucky—Fairmount Kennels' bitch (Dad

Wilson—Bohemian Giri).
Princess Ray—Geo. A. McLin's bitch (Prince Lucifer—

Princess Li 11).

Teal Swinge—Henry Schwinge's dog C —).

Baby Blue—F. H. Harris's bitch (Blue King—Kate).
IRISH SETTERS.

Elphin—E. B. Bishop's bitch (Tyconnell—KinVatra).

P. T. MADLSON, Secretary.
lNDIANA3?OX.IS, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Unbroken Dogs.

Chicago, Oct, 8.—Now that the field trial season is near,
there are some matters which should be carefully considered
as tending to improve the equality of the competition and
a better ^^nderstanding of its principles.
Of first importance is the matter of training, since with-

out a thorough training no dog is properly prepared to enter
a competition with justice to himself or his competitors.
Moreover, no judge can properly grade an unbroken or
partly broken dog's merit in a competition. It 'often hap
pens that the half-broken dog is working for himself, the
restraint imposed l^y an imperfect education giving his
efforts a semblance of working to the gun. The enthusi-
astic and energetic work of the half-broken dog may he
mistaken for an exhibition of a high order of ufltural quali-
ties. But the worthlessness of such an exhibition, from a
competitive standpoint, is in its Uncertainty. Many dogs
will hunt diligently for themselves, as they practically can
do when half-broken. When properly broken thev lose in-
terest, hunt listlessly, lazily, or perhap.'f not at all. They
may Jove to hunt for themselves, but are not enthusiastic
or industrious enough to work to the gun.
The work of the half-broken dog is of itself most difficult

to value relatively, since one moment he may do a most
brilliant piece of work in a bold, dashing manner, and in
the next moment make a most silly blunder. The absence
of the finished performance which comes from thorough
knowledge, experience and training is always palpably
absent in such dogs, yet the brilliant work which comes
from reckless self-hunting is too often over-valued by judges.

Natural Qualities.

I believe in considering only the natural qualities in a
field trial competition, yet I never believed in the natural
qualities of the untrained dog as the standard The latter
view has been eagerly presented by some impractical writers
as that of the modern field trial' man. By defining it to
please themselves, and then presenting it as the true^defini-
tion, they make a fair argument. However, no field trial
man is an advocate of natural qualities independent of
thorough training. It is a term, used in a field trial sense,
to distinguish between matters, of actual performance and
matters of education. The individual capabilities of the dog
as applied in a trained manner constitute his natural quali-
ties. The need of the term was more apparent some years
ago than it is now, when matters purely educational were al-
lowed and abstractly valued in the scale of points. For in-
stance, quartering was valued at whether the dog had any of
the knowledge and its application, now called bird sense, a
quality not then recognized in a competition. Retrieving was
valued at 10, pace 20, backing 7, style (i, quartering 6. Thus,
in round numbers. 50 per cent, of a dog'.s performance was
acquired, artificial or ornamental properties rating as high
as the practical.

It will thus be seen that at that time there was need of a
distinction between the educational and the natural.

Obstructing Competitors.

While the unbroken dog is a most variable cliaracter in a
field trial, he is a source of endless annoyance and material
injury to his competitors. His wildness at the outset never
fails to infect his competitor, and the more spirited and
capable is the latter, the more is his performance injured.
If his points are stolen, his birds flushed or chased, or if he
is constantly followed or headed in his ranging, be becomes
jealous, excited or irritated, resulting in errors in his own
work, which would not occur were he hunted with a pro-
perly behaved dog. The well broken dog is at a further dis-
advantage in constantly hearing loud whistling and orders
given to his half-broken competitor, and the most harmful
feature is that these orders are always directly contrary to
what the well broken dog is doing or should do. If he is

drawing to a point, he does so with the opposing handler's
wh istle blowmg furiously, ostensibly to call his own dog in
to join in the find. Times innumerable I have seen the well
broken dog turned back by that cause when drawing on
birds or pointing. If the dog points, he does so under much
the same adverse circumstances, while the opposing handler
is getting his unmanageable dog in to back. His range also
is constantly changed or broken. All these circumstances
are greatly aggravated if the opposing handler have a string
of whistles, from which he can select one to imitate any
other whistle. In short, the well trained dog does his work
hearing orders in brawling tones or shrill whistling, which
are directly contrary in intent to what he should do.
To aggravate this evil as much as possiljle, it is said that

some trainers teach their dogs to go on to a blast of the
whistle, and I am disposed to believe that it is true.
The blast of the whistle which sends his own dog on will

call his opponent's dog in, it thu.s serving a double purpose.
When I first heard this, I did not believe that any trainer
would be guilty of such an unfair and dishonest practice.
It is to be regretted that the shark should get into what
shoirld be sportsmanship, which embodies lionesty, fair play
and good fellowship. This is worthy the earnest consicfera-
tion of field trial clubs and judges. They should see that
the whistle is applied to its legitimate tise. Field triais are
now everywhere run in the interest of fair play and the best
dogs winning. It is only necessary to point out an evil to
have it removed. The day of the shark, jockey and trickster
is gone in field trials forever.
As to the remedy for half-broken dogs, it is easy and avail-

able. Spot them out in the first series. There is no excuse
whatever for a professional trainer bringing a hal f-brokeu dog
into a field trial. The loud orders, constant whistling and
rough work are unnecessary and itnskillful. Even the
Derby allows an age limit which admits of thorough train-
ing and experience. The recent trials in Manitoba demon-
monstrated that amatevu'S could take tborougiy broken,
honest dogs to the trials, and do quiet, pleasant handling,
and do it eifectively.

The Bluffer.

There is a bugaboo growing in field trials. The breeder
who is displeased announces that he will run no more dogs
under such-and-such a club or such-and-such a judge. In the
first place, the professional breeder does not run his dogs at
any time for the benefit of any club. His motives in ruunincr
are strictly personal. A threat to withdraw his dogs or not
enter them commonly has the efl:ect to bring a club to its
knees, and the kicker is so deferred to, coddled and mollified,
that he soon gets an over-weaning self s al uaiion and an
exalted toploftiuess. If a club would stop a moment to con-

sider that they could get along well without such a person-
age, and in some ways be gainers, while the professional
breeders must run at field trials to keep up their kennel
interests, such club could easily burst the kicker's weak
bluff by letting him stay at home. About one such lesson
would effectually destroy his entire .stock of bluffs. Field
trials now are so well supported that they can frankly defy
the bluffer for advertising or for revenue.

A La Cbrfeett;

I saw a little incident on West Madison street a few days
ago-, which afforded an optical demonstration of compara-
tive anatomy and comparative psychology in action. Thete
were two men and two dogs as central figures. The big
shaggy dog was owned by a venerable old man, bent with
age. He wore deep wrinkles, a full gray beard, a thread-
bare suit, a hat of ancient vintage and .shoes of the Stradi-
varius model. In one hand he carried a tin pail, in the
other a cheap stick. He was going to the grocery. The
haughty fat pug was owned by a semi dude young man on
whose cheek shone the rich glow of cream of roses. This
young man and his pug had a supercilious air which no one
seemed to notice particularly. The young man carried
something in his hand that looked like a roll of wall paper.
There was something in the pug's high-bred air whlsh
offended the dog of the people. Hostilities opened quickly:
the shaggy dog rushing his fat enemy into a, coi7ner and
knocking him down. "The pUg was so fat and round that
his enemy's Jaws, slipped har.shly over the sur-
face ribs, thus, by keeping his form, he foiled
several vicious upper cuts. An emotional bystander
gave the shaggy dog a prodigious whack in the ribs
with a silver-headed cane, another man gave him a kick,
while the old man gave the pug a resounding whack with
the tin pail. Up to this time, the pretty young man ap-
peared a bit dazed, and did not realize what was doing or
what action to take. The whack in the ribs of the shaggy
dog ended the first round. The pug ran out into the sti:fe6"t

with three cUrls in his tail and a look of af) prehension. The
shaggy dog ran around the crowd, closed on the pug and
pinned him to the gfoUnd, but he still held his good form
and the enemy's teeth kept slipping, although the slips must
have been painful. Dogs and men then got mixed up. The
old man was showing a good deal of activity, yet somehow
he didn't appear to get^his dog in hand. The young man
started in actively to save his dog, rushing here and there.
Failing to get his dog, he gave the old man a vicious whack
with the roll on the back of the neck, which startled him,
then he rushed in and got his dog. The pug was showing
alarm, the shaggy was balked but not satisfied. The young
man said things to the old man and it looked kinder
unsettled for the old man. The latter with dignity walked
into a grocery store. The young man waxed still hottet.
He gave his dog in charge of a spectator find followed the
old man into the store. The spectators followed and
grown men were heard to say that it was a shame to treat
an old man that way. It could be plainly read on their
faces that if the young man put his hands on the old man
again something would happen to the young man, It soon
ended. The storm was over. Everybody started on their
way and then a policeman could be seen coming about two
blocks away. He was too late, which rarely happens in
Chicago. No self-respecting policeman means to be more
than one block away when a trouble is ended.

The following from a contemporary describes a land
which would be a dog trainer's paradise: "Quail are so
numerous as to be classed as pests in Arizona. The birds
entirelj' destroyed nine acres of beans for William Fair near
Yuma. They appear by thousands and eat the plants en-
tirely oft' the ground. Southern California formerly suf-
fered from the same cause, but the birds have been depleted
by sportsmen to such an extent that they have ceased to
bother farmers materially."

Mr. Chas. W. Barker, the well known field trial handler,
made a call here yesterday. He was en route to Indiana,
where he will locate and prepare some dogs for the coming
trials, the United States, Central, Eastern and Philadelphia
club trials. He says that he will have dogs which will
make the competition specially warm for the boys this year.

B. WATERS.

SOME STRANGE DOGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having had some experience with dogs of three continents

I trust some of the following desultory hints may perhaps
prove interesting to one or the other of your readers.
You have doubtless heard something about the Irish wolf-

hound who figures on the national coat of arms together
with harp and watch tower? I wonder whether the breed is
extinct? As late as 1889 there was at Dublin Zoo a cross be-
tween the genuine Irish wolfhound and wolf, a fierce brute
certainly. The father, an alleged thoroughbred wolfhound,
had been the property of one of the professors of Trinity
College, Dublin (Prof. Maheft'y), who used him to guard
sheep on his estates. If the breed could be revived I fancy
they would beat hollow barzois (or psovois).

I myself kept a dog with wolfhound .strain in him in Ire-
land; I had by the interposition of a friend got it sent as a
present from an Irish gentleman near Londonderry, well
known for his fine breed. The animal somewhat resembled
a deerhound, but the jaws and teeth were stronger, muzzle
more pointed, and the tail a rich full bloomed fantail.
Color between cream and tawny.
There is another breed of greyhounds that would surprise

many habitues of dog shows. During my college days in
Paris there was a Roumanian student, Mr. Zambaco, who
was a well known figure in the Quartier liatin. He never
appeared in the streets without two or three smooth grey-
hounds; one, a smooth do?, fawn colored, with full plumed
tail. He must have stood nearly a4iu., to judge from com-
parisons with great Danes I knew at the time. If the Mr.
Zamljaco whom you mentioned in one of your last numbers
in regard to some question about psovois "is the gentleman,
he might be kind enough to let you have the measure ot
that exceedingly powerful as well as handsome dog.
There is another elegant breed unknown to most lovers of

dogs; it is the dog of the Patagonian Canoe Indians that in-
fest y-nyih (Jhannel and Magellan Straits. The breed is
strongly marked as a distinctive and fixed kind. They most
nearly recall a blue or silver fox, color is a nice .silver gray,
with black on face, ears, and along the spine.- Size: that of
a bull-terrier, or even Pomeranian. One of the chief cla^ims
to attention is the snakelike elegance of their movements.
I have never seen a dog, not even a greyhound, move so
lithely and catlike. They are remarkably intelligent, and
as lively as mercurjT. I have seen them at home as well as
at the zoological gardens of Santiago de Chile.

It may interest some of your readers that to all accounts
Asia possesses two hitherto almo.st unknown giant-breeds of
dogs. There is first the Thibetan dog, or to specify "dogge."
We all know the head of that dog from Youatt, Stonehenge
and others that had a chance to study the individual at the
London Zoo. It is a kind of gigantic spaniel or St. Bernard,
and it seems worthy of notice that it comes to us from the
north of the Himalayas, just as the holy breed came to us
from the north of the Alps. By the way he seems to have
I'een the dog seot to Alexander the Great by a King of
Epirus, which dog we are told, alone tackled a,nd killed a
lion—for this dog came from India.
But now 1 wish to state on the best of authorities that the

shepherd tribes of Kurdistan and lesser Armenia possess a
dog consulerably surpassing io. si^e aoytbing we can put up,
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In the beginuiDs of the 80,s one of these Kurds brought
his flocks to Jaflfa, Palestine, for shipment. He had with
him a dog of ffi.tcaatie proportions that he sold for f4 (30
Irancs) to Dr. C. Hoffman, the son of the founder, and now
the bead ol the prosperous colony of German dissentf-r.s in
Palestine. Dr. Hoffman is a cool-headed leader of men, a
fancier of big, ugly, wicked dogs, and has had long experi-
ence witn great Danes and the now nearly extinct Leon-
bergers,

I do not exactly remember the size and height of that
specimen, but the Doctor told me '•! had never seen any-
thing like it bpf ore. He was very shaggy, brindle, aud i
cannot better describe him than as a gigantic sheepdog with
very pointed muzzle."
Others who saw the dog described him as "a Pomeranian

as big as a bear." Now, we all know that the public is

rather lavish of this latter epithet with regard to bigshagary
dog.s, but in order to surprise Dr. Hoffman he must have
been a big dog indeed.
When the new acquisition was brought to the house of his

new owner by the Kurd shepherd, the servant girl, an honest
German, called out "that there was a gipsy with a bear in
the yard."
This dog had remarkably powerful jaws. Standing near

a camel and perhaps worr5iug it a bit, the latter got fright
ened and kicked, the dog with one snap cut clean through
the foreleg of the animal above the knee. I could not at
first bring myself to believe that fact, but it has bfen told
me by three different men, all of them men of a careful,
scientific education. One of them is Dr. F. Paulu=, in Stutt-
gart, Germany, and the other Dr. Hoffmann himself. All
eye witnesses insisted particularly on the circumstance that
the camel was a fuU-growp, loaded animal, that was halt
ing in the market place of Jerusalem, and that the bone was
not crushed, but bit clean through.
The dog was sold for, I believe, only 200 fra.nrs, to the

then German Consul at Jerusalem, Baron von MiiQchhau-
sen, I believe.
As you will imagine, I at once took steps to secure a simi-

lar specimen, but in vain. It seems that the Kurds do not
descend anymore so far south as Jerusalem with their
flocks. The Palestine Bedouins that keep sheexJ have power-
ful dogs too, and very much like them, but I am told tney
average about 24 to 26in. only. For ten years, I am told, no
such Kurd dog has been seen by my correspondents.
On the other hand, the Arabs of the Hauran hunt gazelles

with a greyhound (slooghee), that, according to the descrip-
tion of the above named gentlemen, bears the closest i-e-

semblance to the poor "wolf." the half-breed Irish wolf-
hound 1 spoke of at the beginning of my letter.
Now to clo^e. I have always studied carefully the cur dog

and mongrel of the country L used to live in and could give
a few interesting dates about them, but am already" too
prolix and long-winded; but I am sure many dog lovers
would find this side of the fancy quite an interesting one.

P. B.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—A line from Dr. Drummond apprises me

of the fact that his Irish terrier bitch Annandale has
whelped a litter of eight (six dogs) to his dog Commissariat.
Both dogs were recently imported from Belfast by Dr.
Drummond.

Mr. F. W. Green, Halifax, N. S., has bought from Mr.
George Beil the black field spaniel bitch What Not, by
Pekoe out of Rose Palmer. She was bred by J. A. Sprack-
lin, whelped Dec. 1890, and has been in the money several
times.

Mr. A. D. Stewart had rather an unpleasant experience
with his terriers the other day. He undertook to separate
two which were having a "little misunderstandins:," and in
his effort slipped and fell, when the whole kennel piled on
to Mm. His left arm and both legs were badly bitten before
lie got away.

A meeting of the bench show committee of the Industrial
Exhibition, Toronto, was held on Monday. The protest of
Mr. Wurtele, Ottawa, against the win of the greyhound
Echo, was referred to the Canadian Kennel Club lor inves-
tigation and action. A resolution was passed urging the
Association to empower the superintendent to spend up to a
certain sum for necessary articles in connection with the
show, BO that the numerous petty annoyances which hap-
pened this yepr may not occur again. It was also recom-
mended that the building be enlarged and removed to a
more central position.

Mr. G. M. Gibbs. Gait, Ont., has bought the English fox-
hound bitch Vexation, by Genius out of Nancy, and who has
won 1st and special, London, 1888; 2d. Toronto, 1890; 1st and
special, Ottawa, and 1st, Toronto, 1891, as well as 1st, To-
ronto, this year. Also the Americm foxhound Rally, by
Yank out of Vanity, ist, Toronto, 1892. H. B. Donovan.

AIWERICAN PET DOG CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a special meeting of the members of the above club,

held on Thursday last, the 39th ultimo, there were entered
on the minutes of the meeting

—

Expressions of deep sorrow for the loss of onr late preRident,
Mrs. Chartes Wheatlelgh, whose sadden death occurre'l Sept 16.
Mrs. Wheatleigh was president of the club from its formation

lip to the hour of her death, a period of five consecutive years.
She wasdevottjct to the best interests of the club, and commanded
the respect, the confidence, and the friendship of every member.
Daring the legal tmubles that the clnb was forced to go throngb.
whtn an attr-rapt was madf lo bulitthe orgaoization and take
away the chartered name, Mrs. Whfiatleigh's sound jtidsment,
business tact and steadfastness of purpose proved of tlie utmost
advantage, and insured succf ss. Her love for dogs is in proof of
her natural kindness of heart. Her expert knowledge will become
a matter of history in dog lore, and as long as phiianthroinc men
Hnd women seek to prevent cruelty to animals, to encourage the
good breeding, and promote the comfort and welfare of man's
tiest friend (the dog), will Mrs. Wheatleigh be remembered and
mpntioncd with gratitude.

An election was then had to fill the vacant presidency, and
Mrs. S. C. Barnum was elected president by an unanimous
vote.
And by reason of the first vice-president being elected

president, Mr, Charles Wheatleigh was elected vice-presi-
dent by an unanimous vote.
It is believed that this election of new officers will meet

•with the cordial approval of those members who were pre-
vented by distance and other reasons from being present at
the meeting, and it is hoped that our club will grow in mem-
bership and increase in influence.

MARION B. BANmsTER, Sec'y.
Oct. 6.

Pedigree Wanted.
Edilur Forest and Stream:
I have just recieived a very fine pointer bitch, Daisy Nell

by Jack ex ^Vax, Jack being by Beppo III. ex Xmas Vic,
Vic being owned by Pine Hill Kennels, of Alfred Center,
N. J. I am auxi"us to get the breeder and age of Nell, also
the pedigree of Wax. Perhaps some of your numerous read-
ers can furnish the inform ation. C, A, SyoKE.

SHOULD JUDGES BE THEIR OWN CRITICS?
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is my opinion that a judge should not be required to
criticise his own work.

It is rather an uncomfortable position, I take it, that you
would place him in to require him to bolster up his mis-
takes after the inspirations of the ring have grown cold. A
judge is invited to pass upon a certain lot of dogs and to
select therefrom the dogs which come, in his opinion, the
nearest to a recognized standard;
His actions in picking out the respective dogs for the

prizes offered speak tor themselves, and any criticisms he
might offer wotild be but reiterations.
The position of judge to a conscientious man is a most

arduous one. He stands in the ring eyeing a fine class of
animals, the names and owners of which he is popularly be-
lieved to be in ignorance of, and as they pass before him one
after another and close upon each other's heels, he has to
quickly sort out the wheat from the chaff.
His comparisons are made and his choice is announced. It

would be manifestly unjust to require the judge to go back
to the benches afterward and to go over and compare the
dogs again, and with the catalogue in hand give to the dis-
appointed exhibitors his reasons for not selecting their dogs
for the prizes.
Such printed reasons appearing would be like the waving

of so many red flags to already infuriated bulls, and our
sporting papers would simply be filled with the bitter re-
criminations of disajipointed exhibitors. The judge gives
his opinions when the award was made, then why should
he be obliged to reiterate that opinion. The report and crit-
icisms of a qualified reporter are much more valuable, and
when such a critic indorses the opinion of the judge, we
have then the opinion of two men, and if both capable and
conscientious, there is something to go and come upon.

If the judge is incompetent the reporter critic speedily
finds him out and no printed criticisms of his own would
save him. In my opinion it would be most unfair to require
a conscientious man to sit down and write out criticisms on
his own work, and I doubt whether many competent men
could be found to undertake the job at the;present rates.

F. G. Tatlor.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to your request for my opinion as to whether

judges should be their own critics, t most decidedly answer,
"No." In the first place, judges who receive nothing for
judging are put to a great deal of trouble in ^oing over their
classes after they have passed judgment. You, as a judge,
know that a judge in the ring cannot make notes of all the
good and bad points of dogs that come before him in the
ring, and must necessarily take each dog by itself after the
judging is all over, which is an endless job and very unsatis-
factory. He does not have the dogs to compare with each
other as he had in the ring, hence I say most decidedly that
judges' criticisms are not nearl3' as satisfactory as those of
the intelligent newspaper man, who is standing on the out-
.side, sees the dogs compared, makes his notes and then ex-
amines them individually afterwards.

I never made but one report, and that I did as a personal
favor to one of the officers of the American Kennel Club.
I consider that report of no value to any one, but it was the
be-st I could do with the time at^my disposal.

J. H. WiNSLOW.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 34.

Editor Forest and Stream.:
Shall judges write their owm reports? This would depend

upon the object for which the reports were to be ftublished,
and upon the judges. Are they to be educational, or to
show how little the judge knows of the breed he passes
upon? Presuming that the former object is desired. I
say no. Not until we have judges who are qualified to act
as such. I don't know who judged black and tan terriers at
Kingston, but I do know that his report would not be apt to
enlighten the public -as to the merits of the breed, although
it might interest most people who know anything about it
if he would tell how he got Rosette. Rochelle Topaz and
English Lady all ahead of Louie, the best bitch in the
class. Not only that, but how he got the three all wroog
besides. Mr. Mortimer judged all these bitches at Toronto,
and placed Louie first. Lady second and Topaz third. It
was the general verdict that they were rightly placed.
We want no judges' reports as long as show committees

will give us such judging as this. A. W. Smith.

Editor Forest and Stremn:
Exhibitions are in the nature of lessons by comparison.

If this theory be correct, then exhibitors are entitled to
know why their dogs were considered by the judges better
or worse than others. Therefore, I think judges should
give reasons for their decisions, otherwise their awards,
often inscrutable, remain more inexplicable still.

James B. Blossom.
New Yobk City, Sept. 24.

WHIPPET RACING AT TRENTON FAIR.
The New .Jersey Kennel League has left the beaten track,

or perhaps it would be more proper to say that its first suc-
cess has been scored on a track that has hitherto been used
by the trotter alone, for at the Interstate Fair at Trenton,
N. J., last week, the league offered S150 for sheep dog trials,
and the same amount for whippet racing. The latter com-
menced on Tuesday, Sept. 27, and jtulging from the enthusi-
astic reception the "racing dogs" got from the immense
throng present, it was evident that it was a very welcome
novelty, and as the heats were run between the trials of
speed between the horses, they contributed largely to main-
taining an unflagging interest in the programme.
It may be that some of your readers have never seen a

whippet race, although very few, indeed, can say with Mr,
Vredenburgh, the late A. K. C. secretary, that the,y have
never seen one of these dogs.
The Englishman who starved his family to feed his dog

was no better, nor any worse, than many of the racing and
trotting fraternity in America. Perhaps his dog was a
whippet, and he knew that if he won the heat the following
Saturday his family could have roa.st beef for Sunday's din-
ner, although they had to go on short commons a few days
before, when the one on whom they depended for the Sun-
day's feast had tidbits. There are many things that can be
said in favor of this workingman's pastime, and few that
can be said against it If the inherited love of sport must
be satisfied, then, in such a pastime, where the pool box is
absent, and other debasing elements cannot enter, where
fair play is maintained, and where the fastest wins, there
must be a wholesome flavor.
These races may not be a remedy for Homestead or any

other strikes, but it must be clear to all that when working
men have hobbies, amusements, recreations and sport, they
are not as apt to be looking out for such expensive fun as a
strike.
The whippet is built like the greyhound, looks like the

greyhound, runs like the greyhound, but he is not a grey-
hound. Ask a Yorkshireman and he will tell you that they
grew in that locality when his great-great-grandfather
could scarcely toddle. Ask someone else and he will under-
take to manufacture them in three generations from a con-
glomeration of Italian greyhound and terrier, or English
greyhound and "sooner." But to this—the only really legiti-
mate attesipt to bring tlj« spQrt before the piibliQ in America,

New .Jersey sons first got the dog from England, and have
frequently had races in a quiet way at Newark, Paterson
and Kearney, so it was but right that the Ijeague should help
forward the movement, and but proper that it should be
done at the leading fair in the State,
Eighteen dogs were entered, and all came to line at

1 o'clock, after being weighed in in due form. The first
heat was between Mr. C. Lee's Nigger Girl, Mr. .Jno. Harfis-

Orphan Girl and Mr. F. Farrow's Lucy Glitters; and as they
trotted up from the jxidges' box, over the 2005ds. of fbe
home stretch, which was the course, many were the ex-
clamatioas of surprise. When each starter had been
placed at his bandica.p mark, the owners took out band-
kerchiefs, whistles and tidbits, and retreated down the
course fluttering and enticing the dogs to break away. In
these attempts, and in enthusiasm quite a chorus was the
result.
Mr. Edwin H. Morris, who acted as starter, said "Be

ready," when each starter got in position to start his
charge; then on the word "pick them up" each took his dog
in hand and commenced to swing, and at the di.scharge of
the pistol they were sent away down the track at such a
rate that Jersey lightning would not be in it. If it was a
sight to see and hear them in their struggle to be off, it was
a greater sight to see the way they relished the spin, which
was attested by the enthusiasm which greeted them from
all sides.

Mr. Geo. Crook, who handicapped them, had done his
work cleverlyj and at the finish it was a matter of inches.
It was exciting, for the speed was terriflc, and when,
finally. Orphan Girl crossed the line, and was dtclart^d ihe
winner by the dropping of the flag corresponding with the
ribbon she wore, a shout went up which made the horsemen
look jealous.
Mr. Thompson's Peggy, Mr. Jas. White's Rose and Mr.

Buchanan's Lady McGrath ran in the second heat with
almost similar results, Mr. Edward H. Radel, who acted as
judge, or referee, declaring in favor of Rose, who did the
distance iu 12 seconds, to the surprise of those who held
stop watches.
Mr. C. Lee's Robin and Mr. Jas. Comb's Young Dick were

the contestants in the next heat, which was a very close
thing, with the flnisb in Young Dick's favor.
In the fourth heat Mr. hi Cannell's Nellie met Mr. Wm.

Barwell's Fire Fly, and Nellie won with very little to spare,
doing the 200yds. in the second best time made.
Mr. Knowles's Turpin met Mr. E. Hurst's Beauty in the

next heat, when again a smart contest was the result in
favor of Turpin.
Much interest was taken in the succeeding heat between

Mr. C. Lee's Billy Paterson, a 33lbs. dog from Paterson, and
supposed to be the fastest in America, and Mr. James
Comb's Nelly Bly, from Kearney, with but 181 bs. to her
score. Billy is the pride of his owner and he thought all

•Jersey depended on his making a creditable showing for
Paterson, and as he retreated down the course he did not
forget to ask the .starter to see that Nellie's starter had the
mark fairly. Away they went, the little one and the big
one, as the country folk had it, who. in their good nature,
could ncit help showing their sympaty for the smaller, but it

was a very near thing for her, for just as she got across the
line along came Bill at such a gait that he toppled over his
owner when he went to catch him, creating much amuse-
ment.
The seventh h^at, between Mr. James Douglass's Ferenzi

and Mr. James White's La b'lttch was one with less inter-
est, and the former scored a rather easy chance uf a place in
the next day's programme.
The eighth and last heat of the day was between Mr. John

Hart's Daisy ' nd Mr. R. Thompson's Bess, another Pater-
son-Newark ,ii^jst, in which Newark scored solely through
the starter i ig rather slow and hesitating in sending
his charge fo. vmrd.
A drawing was made after this final for the following

day's race, when Mr. Douglass's Ferenzi c^me out atrainst
Mr. Knowle's Tuitjin. Mr. Jas. Comb's Young Dick against
Mr. J. Hart's Orphan Girl. Mr. E. Cannell's Nellie against
Mr. J. White's Rose. Mr. J. Comb's Nellie Bly against Mr.
Thompson's Bess.
The whippet men created quite a sensation on the course

by offering to match one of their dogs against any horse on
the course, or in the State, for a large stake, but the distance
and other things prevented a match.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL CLUB MEETING.
The regular quarterly meeting of the New England Field

Trial Club was held at Hotel Thorndike, Boston, Oct. '6, at
7 P.M., Pre.sident Power in the chair. Among those present
were Messrs. Power, Hayward, Wells, Lovell, Goodwin,
Sharp, Billings, Parker, Gordon and Hodges.
In the absence of Secretary Sperry, Mr. Geo. W. Lovell

acted as secretary jjro tern. Dr. J. W. Hayward gave a very
satisfactory report on the condition of the preserve. Mr. 13.

A. Goodwin made a detailed report of the game supply.
Mr. A. R. Sharp outlined the work being done by the game
warden.

It was voted to admit Mr. N. H. Vaughan, of Middleboro,
Mass., to membership.
Voted that the sum of .fl.50 be placed at the disposal of

committee on grounds and game for currpnt expenses.
Voted that ten crates be constructed for the local use of

doe's in transit between headquarters and the grounds
Voted to purchase one ton of grain lor feeding purposes.
Meeting adjourned.
The party immediately filed into the dining hall and en-

joyed one of the Thorndike's famous spreads.
Communications were received concerning the unavoid-

able absence of Messrs. E. K. Sperry, E. O. Damon, A. M.
Tucker and Fred H. Clark, the latter being detained at
home by severe illness, which brought forth many expres-
-sions of sympathy from all present.
Remarks were made during the evening by Pres. Power,

Dr. Hayward, A. H. Sharp ai.d D. A. Goodwin, Jr. The
members laid final plans for the gathering at Assonet, on
Nov. 8, and left the hotel for their homes at a late hour.
[The remainder of our report in type last week was by an

error attached to the sheepdog trial iv port in issue of Oct. 6 ]

From the A7neriGan Stock-Keeper we learn that the New
England Field Trial Club is in a healthy condition. By Nov.
lit will ha vef1,000 in the treasury. Gameis said to be iilenti-
fttl, and 105 dozen additional quail have been guaranteed the
club, and the first shipment will arrive Oct. 15. Grain has
been planted, and will also be scattered over the grourd for
the new comers. The arrangements in progress for the care
of visitors and dogs show an intelligent advance over other
clubs, especially from the fact that transportation facilities
will be provided for dogs to and from the grounds. If you
want any further information and wish to secure qubrtfrs,
write to W. A, Power, president of the club, 366 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.

Our "Kennel Special."
Falls Village, Conn., Oct.7.—Editor Forest and Stream: Ir>-

closed find postal note for seventy-ttve cents, the bilance dne ton
on my advertisement. The puppies are all sold.—W. H. Chopin.

There is No Mistake About It.

Harbisonbukgh, Va., Oct. L—Editor Forest and .Stream: I re-
ceived the copy of your paper oouiainiQg our advertisement, and
also a nom^ier of orders from per^nns desiring dog?. Will send
you other advertisinK this week. With mirv thanks, 0. G-. IIer^
Rijfq, Secf^tary fieckingiiaa Kenoel Qlvib, il^rrisonburgh, Y,^,
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DOG CHAT.

The International Field Trials.

Ovviuii to tbe fact that the iudges selected for the Interna-

tioual Field Trials, to be held near Chatham, Nov. S, were
not able to give decisive answers as to whether they would
act at the time of the closing of the entries for the Derby,
Oct. 1, the date of closing has been extended to Oct. 15, at

which time the entries for the All-Age and Amateur stakes
will also close. The judges who have consented to act are:

Wm. Brailsford, of Whitchurch, England; F. W. Eddy, of

Detroit, Mich., and Montague Smith, of Forest, Out. Al-
reaily entries enough have been received to insure the .siiccess

of the Derby, but more are expected. Everything points to

a successful meeting, Birds are plentiful, although, owing
to the early nests being destro.yed by the heavy rains in June,
they are still very small. By the time of the trials, however;
the fields will be well covered with rag weed, so that the
work will be more in the open than last year, when the fields

were almost bare, the birds going to the bush on the first

flight A new feature of the trials will be the Amateur
Stake, which will be run on JSFov. T, the day before the regu-
lar trials begin. It will be for dogs broken and run by ama-
teurs. All those sportsmen who have good ordinary shoot-
ing dogs should show that they appreciate the action of the
club in providing a stake especially for them by entering
their dogs. The entrance fee is 83, all of which will be given
to the competitors in either cups or cash; 50 per cent, to first,

35 per cent to second, and 15 per cent, to third. The judges
for this stake will be chosen by the competitors on the
ground.

Dog Show at White Plains, N. Y.

The dog show held in connection with the Westchester
county fair at White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 26 to Oct. 1, was
the best ever held there, and a great improvement on previ-
ous years. There were 150 entries this year against 83 last
year. Mr. George Laick, of Tarrytown, N. Y., judged all

breeds, and gave general satisfaction. Mr. D. C. Paulding
superiateuded the siiow. Among the exhibitors were Mr.
Bateman, of White Plains; S. S. Slater, and the Mount
Morris Kennel, of Y'onkers, N. Y., all showing St. Bernards;
William H. Hyland, of North Tarrytown, N. Y., had a fine

string of pointers and one Gordon setter, and a brace of
beagre,s. Moimt Morris Kennel showed three Yorkshire
terriers. Mr. Henry C. Graef, of Tarrytown. N. Y., had a
team of fox-terriers. George Langree, of Y'onkers, N. Y.,
showed some of his Irish setters, and Mead & Bros., of Dan-
bury, Uonn., brought bull-terriers, fox-terriers and cocker
spauieLs. Mr. Andrew Graves, of Tarrytown, N. Y., .showed
two good bulldogs that were very much admired. A num-
ber of pugs were also shown as well as black and tans, fox-
terriers, foxhounds, coach dogs, great Danes, collies and
beagles.

Irish Setters at the P. K. C. Trials.

Mr, Chas. T. Thompson, of Philadelphia, has entered
Merlin and Rockwood Hen, and Mr. E. B. Bishop, of Coffey-
ville, Kan., has entered his two noted field trial dogs Coler-
aine and Finglas in the All-Aged Stake of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club's field trials. G?hese entries have been received
.since the publication in our last week's issue of the names
of the gentlemen who will judge those trials. We call at-
tention again to these names with the advice to the Irish
setter men of this country to enter their dogs in open trial,
where they will compete with the best of the English setters
and pointers. It is yet time, as the entries do not close until
Oct. 15, for .sportsmen to get in with their dog.s. We are
glad to see that such active and prominent breeders as
Mes.srs. Thompson and Bishop are not afraid to enter their
dogs where they are sure to meet hot competition. The
separate trials for Irish setters are all right as far as they
go, init they do not go quite far enough. To establish the
undoubted merit of a bird dog it is necessary to enter him
in an open trial.

Beapfle Field Trials.

Mr. Kreuder does not wish any of the beagle men to run
astray in the fields of Rockland county, so he writes the
following: As the time set for the beagle field trials at
Nanuet is fast approaching, I desire to give those who pro-
po^^e attending some assistance in guiding them to the place.
Nanuet is thirty miles from New Y^ork city, and in Rock-
land county. It is on the direct line of Northern Railroad
of Mew Jersey, and New Jersey & New York Railroad, both
starting from Erie depot, Jersey City. The West Nyack
station on West Shore Railroad' is two miles distant and
carriages meet all trains. Trains on these roads can be had
almost every hour during the day. Dogs can be shipped
prepaid per United States or WA\s Fargo Co. Express and
returned free. Dogs coming by express and otherwise will
be properly cai-ed for in my kennel under instructions from
National Beagle Club. Ample accommodations for man
are provided for, but in order to place everyone comfortably
and with the least annoyance after arriving, i would ask
that each one on their own account advise meat the earliest
date when they are due and how long they propose remain-
ing. Hotel rates will be $1.50 and $2 per day.

Important Importations.

The lolanthe Kennels, of Saratoga Springs, in which the
Hiltons are interested, are evidently going to make a bold
bid for bench honors. According to Stocl-: Kecqxir, Mr. J.
W. K. Clarke has been making extensive purchases in Eng-
land: "Hp has bought bulldogs from Mr. Raper; the prize-
vviuncr Rustic Sovereign; two bitche.s, Rock Rose, byRaba-
gas, and \"ictress, by Julius Ca'sar, and a bitch puppy by
Lord Yarm out li; from the same kennel he bought also a
smooth, tox-terrier hitch, Miss Domino, by Raby Domino.
Mr. W. Harrison has supplied him with Ripon Stormer,
Maystorm, Ripon Regina, and Chief Justice. Mr. Arthur
Maxwell's contribution to the lolanthe Kennels consists of
the wire-hairs Dandy .Jack, Tees Mixture, and' Jess Frost,
all three of prize repute, and further, the Welsh terriers
Duffield Wonder and Dewr, who have both, by their doings,
earned the K.C.S.B. number. Tbe Irish terrier Jackanapes
(38,108) also crosses the herring-pond, accompanied by
Chancery Lass, wlio has moral reasons for not deserting the
little dog." Lady Salisbury's purchase we spoke of last
week. These will all come over on the Bovic, due this week.

English Setter Club Medals.
The English Setter Club will donate one of their silver

medals to the dog and bitch showing the best bench show
form in tbe International, New England, United States and
Central trials this fall. This shows a healthy sign, and any
one who has seen the keen competition there is among the
field trial men for the Lorillard medals driring past trials
knows that Che donation of these medals is far-reaching in
lis benefit, for should a good field performer also win one
of tlu'se medals, (or instance Daisy Hunter, it shows them
that bench show and field trial form are not incompatible.

Danbury Show,
If any proof was needed to prove that a few shows not held

under A. K. C. rules would be popular among a nuruber of
exhibitors one had only to taUre a look at the Daubttry fix-
ture last week. The subject was discussed among the prac-
ticals in the intervals between heats, and the opinion pre-
vailed that a good many are getting tired of having every
ynn ep;mt, It is a pity that this show does not break loose

from its old-fashioned ways; have a catalogue, charge an
entry fee and run the show as it .should be run.

Omaha Show.
Ben Lewis is thinking of taking in the Omaha show, Oct,

24, if he can get a good team together. There is big money
given out there, and Eastern exhibitors would more than
likely find it an excellent oppoi-tunity to dispose of stock as
well as provide a market for the future.

Wyoming Kennels.

Mr. Sears has forwarded us a catalogue of his dogs that
are for sale, and he seems in earnest this time in his resolu-

tion to clear them out. We notice that a son of Sir Bedivere
and Van Dyke, whelped July 21, 1893, was sold for i?350, but
there are a number of other good bred ones at more reason-
able prices. Sir Bedivere, we notice, is down at $4,000,

Hepsey at$l,000 and Wyoming Hcsper at $750.

Irish Setter Club Trials.

The Irish Setter Club has decided on offering the following
prizes for its All-Aged Stake: 1200 to tbe winner of first,

$100 to second and -SSO to third. The entries to this stake,
which closes Nov. 1, are coming in nicely, so Dr. Davis tells

us, 13 having already been received.

Mr. Jacob Hope writes us that he has purchased the whole
franchise—whatever that is—of the "Associated Fanciers"
of Philadelphia, Pa. If Mr. Hope is well advised he will

allow the "Associated Fanciers" to remain where public
opinion has relegated it, for his own patronymic lends an
air of expectancy that was entirely wanting in tne "Associ-
ated.'' Mr Hope has just .sent two pointei-.s, a dog and a
bitch, to Central America. Several people out West to
whom he has .sent dogs have expressed them.selves as well
satisfied with Mr. Hope's business methods.

The noted beagle bitch Twintwo whelped a nice litter of
five to Mr, Jamieson's Forest Hunter. JNIr. Jamieson is now
the owner of Twintwo.

In giving the list of brood bitches in the Meadow City
Kennels Ave should have named Becky Noble and Jennie F.,

the former second in the N, E. F. T. Derby last year. These
are litter mates to Count Anteo, that ran'into the money in
All-Aged Stake at Southern trials last February. They are
by Count Noble out of Gladstone's Girl. The dam of Mary
Mtirnan is Flounce, not Florence, this bitch is sister to the
late champion Sue.

The Nashville people are having their show somewhat
earlier this year under the new management. It is an en-
couraging sign of the increased interest in kennel matters
to see the shows spreading so far South, and the new ken-
nel which has been started at Nashville by Mr. H. L.
Goodman and others is bound to help matters along. The
field trial element will be busy at the trials on the date
chosen, Dec. 0 to 9, but doubtless there are enough non-
sporting dogs around to swell the entry list.

Mr. H. L. Kreuder, who has entered heart and soid into
beagle matters, has just purchased the well-known and at
times sensational dog champion Frank Forest from Mr.
Gates. This time the price is not for publication, but never-
theless Mr. Kreuder has secured a good dog,

Ed Booth took the crack smooth St. Bernard, Empress of
Coutoocock, to visit Sir Bedivere last Monday week, but the
fates were not propitious and she was mated with Jim
Blaine. The Duchess Kennels had five bitches in season at
once, and Mr. Booth has been doing some hustling to get
them all mated as he would like. He tells us that barring
coat, which needs a little attention. Sir Bedivere is as lively

as ever and in good health. This dog's health, if one be-
lieved the reports, is as changeable as a weather cock. The
dog is all right, as we have taken particular pains to ascer-
tain, and in the stud is a .success, he .sired a litter of 17 the
other day and another of 13. We believe in giving every
man "a show," and e.specially one who has ri.sked large
money, as Mr. Sears has done, in getting together a good
kennel of St. Bernards, and it is contemptible business to
circulate injtirious reports to the detriment of another's
stock; underhand methods in business are one thing and
honest business rivalry is quite another.

On Monday, Oct. 3, Mr. Wilson Fiske's English setters
J3omingo and Dominion strayed from Plain field. No news
until Monday, 10th, when Domingo returned, a shadow and
footsore, but hungry, so they were not picked up as was
.supposed. Where is the bitch Dominion? She is a large,
good-looking bliie belton, very light ticked, both sides of
head black. She may have been found by some one; if so,

communicate with FoEBST and Stream or Wilson Fiske,
102 chambers street, and any expen.ses, etc., will be cheer-
fully paid.

The proposed meeting o£ the English Setter Club was not
held Oct. 4, as there was no quorum. It will be held same
time and place Nov. 1.

In speaking of the Flour City Kennels' sale of mastiffs
and the ill-luck that has attended the kennel in raising pups,
the impression may have been given that the bitches are not
fruitful. On the contrary, there is no difficulty about the
whelping, but it is the raising the pups afterward. It is so
in some kennels, the Hospice, for instance; yet when the
bitches left that kennel ten to one they had good litters and
raised them. Caution's Own Daughter has, we are told, a
grand young pup doing finely. It must not be forgotten
that this sale is peculiar in that the highest bid by letter
takes the dog named, on the date stated in the advertise-
ment.

The Trenton Fair people, recognizing the popularity of
dog shows, have, we understand, decided to erect a building
and hold a show next fall during the fair.

The regular monthly meeting of the American Pet Dog
Club wUl be held at 339 Lexington avenue. New York, Wed-
nesday, Oct, 13, at 3 P, M.

The deliciously truthful picture entitled "Breakfast," in
this issue, will appeal to all dogmen and the "laity" alike,
for It is one of the brighte.st gems of the Amateur Photo-
graphic Competition.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motea are Inserted without charge; and hlanka

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Puvcrino, Lanndoionc Quiz, Lansdmime JS-cerJloi, Lamdowne Pins
and Miss MUjus. By Lausdovvne Kennels, Lausdowne. Pa., for
fox-terriers, three dogs and two bitches, whelped June 30, 1892, by
Triton rut, of Dimity.
Lansdovmc Tessa. By Lansdowne Kennels, for fox-terrier bitch,

whelped i'eb. 1, 1892. by Pitcher (Brokenhurst Tim—Daft'odidy)
out of Little Trotter (Gfeneral Grant—Oxford Nora).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Yum Yum~Henm07'6 ShamrocTx, B. P. Rotherock's (Williams-
port, Pa.) Irish setter hitch Yum Yum (Rob—Daisy) to F. L- Che-
ney's Henmore Shamrock (Muskerry^Avpea), Aug. 19,

BenneWs Flirt-Duke of Dexter. W. B. Bennett's (Acushnet,
Mass.) poiuter bitch Bennett's Flirt (GrandoB—A'^ickery's Daisy)
to O. D. Roberts's Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—Boski), July
26.

Lady Ormonde—King Begent. J. F. HalVs (Philadelphia, Pa,
St.. Bernard bitch Ladv Ormonde (Monte Rosa—Theon( to Swiss
Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess of
Kent), June 18.

Sunray—King Regent. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown,
Pa.) St., Bernard birch Sunray (Alton—Duchess of Roseherry) to
their King Regent (Prinne Rf.gent-Ducheas of Kent). July %
College Queen—King Begent. A. C. Bradbury's (Philadelphia,

Pa.) St. BerBarrt bitch College Queen (champion Pouf—Lady Cur-
zen) to Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent—
Dunhess of Kent—July 23.

Lilly—King Regent. T. Carroll's (Germantowa, Pa.) St. Ber-
nard nitrh Lilly (Marquis of Stafford—EfioD) to Swiss Mountain
Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess of Kent), Auer. K.

Lakrne—Scottish Leader. Mr, Oobdeu's (Philadelphia, Pa.) St.
Bernara bitch Lakme (champion Merchant Prince—Bernie V.) to
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Scottish Leader (Scottisli Guide—Lady
Sunrise), June 16.

Lady Loivden—Scottish Leader. .J. F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
St. Bernard bitch Lady Lowdeu (champion Plinlimmon—Lady
Linton) to Swiss Mountain Kennels' Scottish Leader (Scottish
Guide—Lady Sunrise), Jane 22.

Duchess of Arlington—Scottish Leader. Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' (Germantown, Pa.) Sc. Bernard bitch Duchess of Arlington
(Lord Bute—Margbarita) to their Scottish Leader (Scottish Guide
—Ladv Stmrise), July 7.

Daia^i—Hcnmure Shamrock. F. L. Cheney's Irish setter bitch
Daisy (Chief—Leigh Doane) to his Henmore Shamrock (Muakerry
—Avoca), Sept. 3.

Rose Gladstone—Boto Botidhu, V. L. Bossa's (New Canaan,
Conn.) English setter bitch Rose Glad'^tone (Dan Gladstone—Bel-
ton's Princess) to his Bow Bondhu (Qua Bondhu-Bo-Peep), Aug.

Lnu—Bow Bondhu. E. H. Carrier's (Westchester. Conn ) Eng-
lish setter bitch Lou (Bly'.H Breeze—Be.ssie Dale) to V. L. Bossa's
Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Bo-Peep), Sept fl.

Lady AmlAn—SroWsh Lrndcr. ,) F. Hall'.s ( Philadelphia. Pa.)
St. Bernard bitcb Ltdy Austin (Austin Friar- I're.isure) to Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Scottish Leader (Scottish Guide t/ady Sim-
rise). Aug. 1.

milie Bly-SnowbalL W. B. Douglass's (Bristol. Pa.) cocker
spaniel bitch Nellie Bly (Nubian—Queen) to Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' Snowball (Dmdy W.—Chip K ), Aug. 11.

Marghcrita—King Rcgonl. F. E. Lamb's (Arlington. Md.) St.
Bernard bitch Margharita (champion Plinlimmon—Minnie) to
vSwiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess
of Kent), Aug. 20.

Tholma—King Regent. E. Dudley's (Camden. N. J.) St. Bernard
bitch Xhelma to Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince
Regent—Duche.ss of Kent), Aug. 37.

Beda IL—Scottish Leader. F. Linck's (New«rk, N, J.) Si. Ber-
nard bitch Beda II. ( Beda) to Swiss Mouut'un Kennels'
Scottish Lpader (Scottish Guide—Lady Sunriee), xVug 24.

Sunol—King Regent. F. E. Lamb's ( Arbugton, Md.) St. Bernard
bitch Sunol (Novar—Lady Roseberry) to SwissMouutaia Kennels'
King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess of Kent), Sept. 6.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Kenora. W. H. Dixon's (Jamestown, N. Y.) St. Bernard bitch
Kenora (Fritz— Lioness), Aug. 37, eleven (seven dogs), by A. D.
Sbarpa's Hero (Mingo—Psyche).
Empress JoserMnc. R. D. Hill's (Trenton, N. .1.) St. Bernard

bitch Enapi-ess Josephine, Aug. 13, sixteen (twelve dogs); half the
litter since dead.

. C. B. Pinco's (Bar Harbor, Me.) pointer bitch • (Mi-
kado—Bang's Mollie), Aus. 8, nine (six dogs), by C. D, Roberts's
Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—Boski).
MUs Waggles. Swiss Mountain Keuuels' (GermantowD, Pa.)

cocker spaniel bitch Miss Waegles (champion Jersey—Chip K ),

July 16, four (two dogs), by their Snowball (Dandy W.—Chip K,),

Lady Gay. Swiss Mountain Kennpls' (Germantown, Pa.) cocker
spaTiiei biich Lndy Gay (Bringay—MoUie), July 11, tour (two dogs),
bv John Evan's Cop.
'Donna Sllva. H. Ireland's (Clemen ton, K. J.) St. Bernard Intch

Donna Siiva (champion Duke of Wellingtou— Calypsci), July 7, five,

bv Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent-
Duchess of Kent).
Loravne. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Loraine (Nero—Favorite), July 1*, five (one dog), by
Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess
of Kent).
Dart Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Bernard

bitch Dart (champion Duke of Wellington—Tip Top),July 8, eleven
(five dogs), by their Scottish Leader (Scottish Guide—Lady Sun-
rise) .

Gercddinc. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (GermantowD, Pa,) St.
Bernard bitch Geraldine (Matterhorn—Veda 11. ), July 24. three
(one dog), by their Scottish Leader (Scottish Guide—Lady Sun-
rise).

Lady Ormonde. J. F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa.) St. Bprnard
bitch Lady Ormonde (Monte Rosa—Theon), Aug. 17, eleven (seven
dogs), by Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regent-
Duchess of Kent).
Sunray. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Sunray (Alton—Duchess of Roseberry), Aug. 30, live
(three dogs), by their King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess of
Kent).
Duchess of Arlington. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown,

Pa.) St. Bernard hitch Duchess of Arlington (Lord Bute—Mar-
gharita), Sept. 8, sis (three dogs), by their Scottish Leader (Scot-
tish Guide—Lady Sunrise).
Ladg Velna. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) hull-terrier

bitch Lady Velna (Regent—Edgewood Belle), July 16, five (one
dog), by F. W. Moulton's Ro'coe (Bendigo—Starlight),
Dimity. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch Dimity (RsiBe—Warren Vivid), June 30, five (three dogs),
by their Triton (Rafflle—Wan en Dainty).
Golden Rod. C. Clippinger's (Lansing, Mich.) pointer bitch (iol-

den Rod (champion Beaufort—Zuba), Aug. 18, seven (five dogs), by
J. H. VVinslovv's Inspiration (champion Bang Bang—Telle Doe).

Belle or Uie Shawangm^ks. S. Greenhalgh's (Middletowu, N. Y.)
English setter bitch Belle of the Shawaugunlia (champion Monk
of Furnes.s—Lady Snowflake), Aug. IS, four (three dogs), by Dr. J.

E. Hair's Albert's Beau (champion Count Howard—ohampiou
Donna Juanita).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Comet n. White bull-terrier dog, by Comet out of Nora, by Toon
& Symonds, Salem, Mass., to 11. M. Howes, Somerville, Mass,

Dul:e of Loraine. Orange, perfect markings, rough Si. Bernard
dog, whelped St'p". 9, 1890, by MarcLuis of Stafl-'rd out of Loraine,
by Swiss Mountain KtnxelB, Germantown, Pa., to F. E, Hege.
Salem, N. C.

F(as/i. Livor and white pointer dog, by Duke of Hesseu out of
Fatinilza, by F. L. Cheney. Pittafield, Mass., lo Geo. Bos1,wick,
Lee, Mass.
Flirtation. Liver and white pointer bitch, by Fleet out of Judy,

by F. L. Cheney, Pittsfleld, Mass., to R. W. Pope. Gardiuer, Me.
Dick. Red Irish setter dog, whelped .Jan. 3, 1891, bv Henmore

Shamrock out of Daisy, by F. L. Cheney, Pittslield, Mass., to A.
M. Cooley, Easton, Pa.
Henmore Sha.mrock—un.ola l^eg iijlielp. Red Irish setter dog, by

F. L. Cneuey, Pittstiek), Ma^s., to H. W. Cooley, Easton, Pa,
Onota Don—Daisy u^hclp. Pved Irish setter dog, by F. L. Cheney,

Pittsfi'-ld, Mass., to J. Van Buren, South Norwalk. Conn,
Snou'boU—Brownie S. whelp. Black cocker spaniel dog.whelped

May 20 189,?, by Swiss .MouniLun Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to A.
Busier, sa.TOe place.
SnowJjall—Miss Wai/oles whdij. Black cocker spaniel dog,

whelped July 1893. by Swiss Mountain Kennele, Germantown,
Pa., to Jas. Tn.ylor, New York citv.
Roscoe—Lounwnt Kit ivhelp. White bull-terrier dog. whelped

April 29, 1893, by M. M. Howes, Somerville, Mass., to J. N. Taylor,
Bosfon, Mass.
KiJig Brgent—Pri)i.cms IJepseu lohelps. Orange, perfect mark-

ings, rough St. Bernai-ds,whelped June 9, 1892, by Swiss Mountain
Kennels, Gei'mantown, Pa., a dog each to Thos. Carroll, German-
town, Pa., and Jos. Oonnah, Westfield. Jf. J.; a bitch each to B.,
J osenhaus, Chicago, 111,, and Chas. Van Brunt, Fort llami I ton.,
LI.
King Regent-Harmony wlxeips. Rotigh St. Bernards, wheipe<l

May <6, 1891, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., three
dogs 10 J. J. Persch, same place; a bitch to Miss M, R. Simkins,
Vineland, N. J.; a dog anrl biion to L. Loomis, New Y'ork city; a,

doe to M. W. Mahaffy. Williamsport, Pa
King^ Regent—JS'o.ncAhel ivlnJp. Rough St. Bernard dog, whelped

April 11, 1892, by Swiss Moviutain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to
.7. Fischer, Philadelphia, Pa.
King Regent—Dart whe}B. Grange and whiie rottgh St. Bernard

dog, whelped Dec. 9. 1S91, by Swiua Mountam Keiinela. German-
town, Pa., to W. E, MoGiU. Philadelphia, Pa.
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ScoUish Leader—Dart ivhel'px. Orange tawny rough St. Bernards
wlielpecl JuJy b 1893. hy Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown,
Pa., a dog to A. M. Ynune:, Bay Shore, L- 1.; a dog each to H. TP.

McGeoy and .T. F. Hal), Philadelphia, Pa., and a bitch to E.J.
Esilook. SioBx City. la.

Empire State—Mijslic ivticlps. Rough St. Bernards,whelped July
3, by Swi&s Mtuntain Kennels. Germantown, Pa., an oranee,
wtiUe markirgF, dog each to F. E. Hege, Salem, N. C; E. J. Est-
lock, Sious Oily, la., and Mrs. S. P. Relf, NorriBtown, Pa.; an
orange, perfectly marked, hitcli to Tom Stewart, Fort Worth,
Texas.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
I'hf'TC is no rhariie for ani^wrrf.rifi qiifxlion^ under tliis head. All

'

, , : liirii Surgcom.

Manaucmcnt ami avys will rcrxlve ciirc/wi altmUhn,

W. O. W., Elizahethport, N. J.—The breeding of your Irish
setter pup is of the best, if the pedigree you send is correct.

J, D. K., Emporium, Pa.—The dog youmention is not registered
in The English Stud Book. The E. K. C. secretars 's address is W.
W. Aspinall, Cleveland Row, London S.W., England.

J. M. S., Fort Niobrara, Neb.—We do not know Mr. Lanier's
present address. Perhaps some of our readers may be able to tell

you. This Mr. Lanier is supposed to be a breeder of Irish setters,
at one time living near Madison, Ind.

F. S., AUentown, Pa.—Will you please inform me if there are
any rules to govern a fox chase when you lead the fox? Ans.

—

We suppose you mean a draK hunt. We know of no special rules,
but suppose the run would be carried out as in an ordinary run
after the wild fox, witli this exception, that the trail is laid be-
tween known points. The Brunswick Fur Club publish the only
fox-hnnring rules we know of . Secretary, J. H. Baird, Auburn-
dale, Mass.

.1. N., Smit blown.—You had better take the dog to a veterinary
buigeon. If yc u do not do so try the following:

Quiriine suipb 3 ss.

Acid hydr<- carbon dil. in xxi.
Tr. ferri. perchlor 3iii.

Aq 3vi.
Mist. Tablespoonful three times a day. Keep him indoors.

It 1.9 all very well) to talk of roaring gales and fiying spray, of

clawing c (T a lee shore and heaving to iua hurricane; but thetarriest

old sea dog in the fleet knows, though he probably is not honest

enough to admit it, that the keenest pleasure that ever falls to a

yaehtl^mau's lot is to eB.ioy a dry and comfortable seat ashore where

he can watch a comrade miss stays and shoot by a mooring without

catching it. It is with somewhat of this feeling that the Fobe.st and
FsBE^M and mauy yachtsmen who believe in American fair play can

now Idok on at the maneuvers of the Boston Herald. After running

by (he lee for along time, the Herald nas at last awakened to the

fact, long evident to every one else, that ic has been and still is on

the wrong tack, and that a .iibe can no longer be avoided. The real-

ization has been so long deferred that the danger of being taken

aback is imminent, and only rapid and skillful work will prevent the

boom from coming over on the backstays and runners, with a very

probable loss of spars. *
When the new deed of gift was first published, the Herald started

in with an unqualified indorsement of it and all connected with it.

Com. CJ-erry, the special committee and Gen. P.aine. The various

clauses and provisions, including the dimension clause, were declared

to be not only necessary, but absolutely fair and liberal. The Herald

was not only one of the many American papers which attempted to

refute the objections made by the Forest ajs'd Stream, but it is one
of the very tew which have continued to do so. The New York
papers, the TrilniHe, the H"r>rZd, the Times, the Post and others have

all condemned the new deed, but the Boston Hvrald has still de-

feuded it.

For a year past it has been steadity Changing its groimd on the

question of the dimension clause (quietly .shifting the spinaker boom
10 the other sidi-i, biil up u> the last few weeks it has ridiculed the

idea of any change of the deed, and has repeatedly asserted that all

opposition to it was on ihe part of a few mischief makers and Anglo-

luaniacs.

Within the past week, however, the Herald has acquired a vast

an.ount of valuable information. It has leai-ned that '-there is no

disguising the fact that there is a strong feeling in the (New York)

club that, everything should be done toward bringing about the

match, and all seem to think that Lord Dunraven should be con-

ceded a );reat deal." Also, that "there are those who always be-

lieved that it was not just the proper thing to ask the dimensions of

the challengmg yacht." It quotes four well-known yachtsmen,

Messrs. Kofcria-ht, Canfleld, CaiToll and Nicholson Kane as in favor

of ^uc.h eoiice.s.';ians as will restore International racing. It has dis-

i-,overed that lx>rd Dunraven is a gentleman and a sportsman, it

warmly apijroves of Mr. Kersey, who is acting for Lord Dunraven,

and it has even gone so far as to cease to abuse Mr. Watson. The

•'90ft. class," once lauded as the only class which should be per-

milted to i^ace for the America's Cup, is now forgotten, and evei-y

emphasis is laid on Lord Dum-aven's supposed challenge with a

70-footer.

Our convictions on the subject of the new deed of gift, both as to

the manner of its adoption and tbe matter of its several provisions,

are the same now after five years of assault and argument from all

quarters that they were at first; and it is most gratifying to us to see

one after another of om- opponents admitting willingly or otherwise,

the justice of our contention, that the new deed is both illegal and

unfair.

The New York Ya:-ht Racing Association has found the task of en-

forchig the observation of the racing rules by all of its large fleet a

rather difficult one, and in spite of the care and vigilance exercised

by the very able regatta committee, the last race, like the preceding

ones, has been foUowed by ttie necessity of disquali lying one or

more yachts. In the present case the circumstances are such that

the committee have no course open to them but to disqualify the

flagship of the Association, the yacht having crossed the starting

line with no number up, although the racing programme stated ex-

plicitly that no yacht without a number would be timed. The owner,

we understand, considers that he has good reasons to excuse the ab-

sence of a number, but as special facilities for distributing the num-

bers were employed, and as other yachts without numbers refrained

from starting in view of the special notice of the committee, such

reasons can hardly be considered. The absolute necessity of carry-

ing racing numbers where a fleet of over 100 yachts is to be Limed is

beyond need of proof, and if such numbers are to be caiTied in the

futm'e the rule must be rigidly enforced, without exceptions. In the

hurry and confusion of race day it is often difficult or inconvenient

to obtain a yacht's number, but in view of the necessity for carrying

one each owner must assume the responsibility of obtaining and

properly displaying it.

The new orders for the Herreshotls include a 90ft. steam yacht

which will cruise to Chicago next year, a 30ft. centerboard boat

partly completed, for New York owners, and a 20ft. craft.

New York Yacht Racing Association.

A MEETING ot [he New York Yacht Racing Association was held
at O'NeiH's otj Oct. v. The following clubs were represented by
delegates; Hayswatei-, Brooklyn, Canarsie, Columbia, Indian Harbor,
Jersey Citv, Oceanic, Scaten Island Athletic, Tappan Zee, Wililaras-

burgh and Yonkers Corinthian. Tbe president, Com, A J. Prime,
called the meeting promptly co order at S:15, Mr. Geo. Parkbill act-

ing as secretary.
Various business of importance was transacted, the most import-

ant, however, being the regatta committee report, quite a lengthy
document, read by Mr. George E. Gartland, chairman of the com-
mittee. The following are some extracts from the report:
'The morning of the race opened beautifidly, a clear sky and

southerly wind starting in, which gave every promise of freshening.
When the race was started there was a good whole sail breeze from
about south to south by west, which with slight variation held true
to the finish. In fact, it was such a day that the association might
have ordered. Everything tended to make this regatta a success
and the committee expected a great lot of starters. In this respect
they were not disappoiuted, as 101 yachts actually crossed the start-

ing line.

"The committee has given the matter of the distribution of num-
bers much careful study and concluded that the mode inaugurated
by them at the last regatta was as nearly perfect as possible. They
engaged the same large sloop, which was anchored at the starling

line, as early as 8 o'clock on the morning preceding tbe race and re-

mained imtii after the finish. On board were the numbers, the cap-
tain and one man. From information that had come to the commit-
tee after the race, there were at least fifteen yachts that arrived too
late to obtain theu- numbers and start. The committee are proud to

say, tiowever, that, nothwithstanding that fact, they started the
greatest regatta ever held in New Y'ork Bay.
'•They took up their position at the start at 10:80 A. M., and gave

the preparatory signal at 11:40 A.M. At n ;.50 A. M, the signal to
start for classes A to H both inclusive, at 12 M. the signal for classes
1 to 5 both inclusive, at T2:10 P. M. the signal for classes fi to 10 both
inclusive, and at 12:20 the handicap signal. 'Several were handi-
capped, having started after the expiration of the ten minutes al-

lowed their class, and several having started before the signal for

their class were disqualified by the committee. The race was fin-

ished before 5:1.5 P. M."
Five protests were received, as fohows:
1. Mr. Clinton R James, owner of the open cat Undine, sailing in

Class 8, protested Defiance as not saihng the course. As Mr. James
failed to substantiate his protest, and as Messrs. Bonnay and Potter
submitted an affidavit that they had sailed the com'se and complied
with the rules in every respect,"the committee dismissed the protest
and awarded the race to Defiance.

2. Mr. Fred Muller, owner of the cabin cat Ripple, sailing in Class 5,

protested Water Witch and Nellie K., as not going the course. After
an aflidavit had been presented by Mr. Randall, owner of the Water
Witch, that he had sailed the course as prescribed and comphed with
the lules, Mr. Muller withdrew hisprotest and the race and prize was
awarded Water Witch.

8. Com. C. H. Benson, owner of cabin sloop Millie, saihng in Class
G, protested Mr. F. A. Ferret's Wahneta, asking for a remeasure-
menr. which was made, showing Wahneta 3ofc. 8?^ in. as against 35ft.

5in., and Millie 25ft. 4i^in. as against 25ft. Sin. The new measure-
ment did not alter the result and the race and prize were awarded
Wahneta.

4. Mr. E. M Post, owner of the open cat Bon Ton, sailing in Class

9, protested Capt. Elsworth's Ges So, asking for a remeasurement.
The new measurement made the Ges So 18ft. Sf^in. as against ISft.

Sin. The new measurement did not alter the result, merely reducing
the time by which Ges So won. The race was awarded to tjfes Sc.

5. The Wihiamsburgh Y. C. informed the committee that the re-

puted owner of I Thought So, winner in Class 3, was not a member
of the club, nor was the boat enrolled in their fleet. After giving
the interested parties a chance lo be heard in the matter and no one
appearing in behalf of I Thought So, she was disqualified and the
race awarded to the next boat in that class—Mosquito.
The following were disqualified with the reasons for disqualifica-

tion: In Class 0, Com. A, I. Brush. Henrietta; in Class 8, Messrs.
Durham and Relyeas. Eureka, and Mr. J. C. Egercon's B.Q. for start-

ing before signal for their cla»ses.

The committee aft*'r considering the question carefiUly determined
to disqualify A. J. Prime's schooner Florida, sailing in Class A, for

the reason that she did not start with her racing number as required
by tbe rifle relating to numbers, and awarded the race and prize in

Class A to Mr. Geo. W. Poucher's Edith, the next yacht in Class A.
The fo'lowing are the winners in their respective classes:

Class A—Edith. Geo. W. Poacher, Y'Dnkers Cor. Y". C, beats Vice-
Corn, G. F. Shaver's Beatrice, of the same club, Hm. 1 4-lOs.

Class C-Dolphin, Com. Henry F. Allen, Hudson River Y, C, walks
over.
Class D -Ileika, Mr. E. H. Converse, Brooklyn Y". C, beats 0. Mit-

tlesdoi-f's Avalon, Pavonia Y. C, 40m. 18 G lOs.

Class E—Carrie Van Voorhis, J. H. Thorn, Yonkers Cor.Y. C, beats
Nameless, Messrs. Prmgle & Haskins, Columbia Y". C, '2m. IH 6-lOa.

Class F-Seabolt. W. P. Willis, Newark Y. C, beats Henry Ward
Beecher. Messrs. Bevers & Tompkins. Yonkers Cor.Y'. C, 2m. 58 5 lOj.

Class G—Wahneta, F. A. Perret, Brooklyn Y. C, beats Willie, Com.
C. H. Benson. Jersey City Y. C, 24 9 lOs

Class H—Y'awl Bessie, Vice-Corn. G. Van Home, Jersey City Y. C,
beats Seneca, J. P. Tribkens, the latter not finishing.

Class 1—Charm, Vice-Com. F. S. Ketcham and H. P. Campbell,
New Jersey Y'. C, beats Eagle Wing, Scott & Burlton, same club,

21m, 2 2-1 Os.

Class 2—J. T. Corlett, Conrad Rothmal, Hudson River Y. C, beats
J. A. Cameron, J. J. McCarthy, same club, 7m. 29 T-iOs.

Class :l—Mosquito, P. H. Hegler, Pavonia Y. C, beats Osceola, M.
M. McGrath. Oceanic Y. C, 8m. 2gs.

Class 4—Nellie. Kear-Com. M. F. Plant, Indian Harbor Y. C, beats
Almira, 'Wflmerad Hanan, same club, 2m.

Class 5 -Water Witch, F. M. liandafl, Pavonia Y^. C, beats Willie

K., S. Kimberltn, Oceanic Y. C, 7m. Itis.

Class 6—Dolphin, Geo. C. Robinson, Brooklyn Y''. C, beats Wilmer-
ad, Wilmerad Hanan, Indian Harbor Y. C, Im. -i" -3-lOs.

Class 7—Twilight, H. B. Duryea, North Shrewsbui-jT Y. C, beats
Winona, J. E. Grover, Hudson River Y'. C, ;39m. 7 2-lOs.

Class 8—Defiance. Messrs. Bonnay & Cober, Pavonia Y^ C, beats
Undine, C. R. James, North Shrewsbury Y. C, 2m. 8 5-lOs

Class 9—Ges So, Capt. Jos. Elsworth, Jersey City Y'. C, beats Bon
Ton E M. Post, Staten Island Athletic Club, 5 5-lOs.

Class 10—Chip. W. E. Elsworth, Kfll von Kidl Y". C, heats Gracie,

H. Stmemier, 3m. 47s.

The committee attached to their report a summary of the race and
the various affidavits and statements made in connection with the
protests and disqualifications of the 18 classes in the association. There
were starters in all but Class B—or in 17—last year there were starters

in but 13.

A necessary improvement was embodied in tbe suggestion, made to

the association and yacht owners that in future regattas, that yachts
after having once finished should not re-cross the line, and that boats

not sailing the whole course should not cross the finish hoe: as under
any circumstances the duties of the committee are arduous, and
such re-crossing gives them much unnecessary work.
A statement of their expenses is also given and compared with

those of last year,
The report concludes with congratulations over the successful

regatta, and with the hope that in each year that follows they will

gain as much as this has over last year.

On a motion to receive and adopt the report with thanks to the

committee, Com. Prime asked a question of privilege and stated to

the meeting that he thought that as he had applied twice for his num-
ber he did all that was required, and that he was sorry, although not
complaining of the decision that he .should have been made an ex-

ample of, urging that as soon as he cou'd after crossing the fine he
made and placed a number on his sail and finished with it in place.

An amendment was made to the original motion tiiat the report be
adopted with the exception of anything therein relating to the dis-

qualification of Florida. It was so ordered. Another motion was
made that it was the sense of this meeting that the question of
Florida, be referred to executive committee, by the regatta com-
mittee. The regatta committee then announced that they agreed to

so refer the matter for final determination to the executive com-
mittee.
The question of not carrying a number was discussed m the Forest

AND Stream of Oct. 16, 1890, when the yacht Just Woke Up was dis-

qualified by the regatta committee, and what we then said seems
apphcable to the present case. The necessity for carrying numbers
being clearly proven, it rests with :he regatta committee to provide
every facility for procuring them, and with the owners to avail them-
selves of these faclUties and make certain of having the proper
number in good season. In the present case the distribution of num-
bers was managed with more than usual care by the committee, the
number to he provided bemg very large. Y'acht owners had ample
warning, both in previous discussions and iu a special notice in the
cucular, and while an owner may ci^nsider that he has good reasons
for not complying with the plain rule, on the other hand, the work
of timing would be rendered impossible if any exception to the rule

were permitted.
Mr. George ParkhUl, chairman of the entert.ainmeut committee,

submitted his report, showing the receipts and disbursements of his

committee for the regatta. The receipts fell much behind those of

last year, and it left a deficit of about 366 in the regatta. This is to

be regretted, and nobody but the clubs in the association can he
blamed for it. If they would rake a little more interest in tbe dis-

position of the tickets 'for the club steamer it could very easily be
made to pay. We understand that these regattas are expected to

pay for themselvts. and if they do not the fault lies wi h those mem-
bers who. although entering their boats, do not lend it that financial

aid necessary. An appropriation of $-200 was made for prizes. This
is much too low for a race of such interest, but as all the money in

the treasury was appropriated, the committee has done the best they
could under the circumstances.

Intrepid.

EvKBY old yachtsman will experience a pang of regret at the sale

of the schooner Intrepid, for the first time since her launch fourteen
years since, and the transferral of Mr. Lloyd Phipnis's name to the
list of steam yachtfmc-n; hut at the same time this loss co the sailing

fleet is ro a certain extent compensated by the adrhiiou of the sleam
division of a new Intrepid whose reputation is likely ^o equal even
that of the old. The schooner was designed by Mr. A. Gary Smith, in

1878, as a cruising vessel for Mr. Phojnix, being one of the earlier

yachts built from a design on pap r inst'^ad of a block model. She
was launched in the .same year from Pofllon'p old yard at the foot of
Bridge street. Brooklyn; and has ever since remained under the same
ownership, flying the red bm-gee with the familiar black dragon in

many foreign ports. As a cruiser, her design was web ahead of its

day, and she has held her own up to the present date against more
modern craft, whfle the manner in which she has been kept up has
made her in every way one of the fluest representatives of the Ameri-
can cruising fleet.

The new yacht which is to succeed her has been planned with the
greatest care, and with her owner's life-long experience as a sailor

and yachtsman she is likely to become no less noted than the old
craft. The design is the work of Mr. J . Beavor Webb, designer of the
successful steam yachts Sultana, Utowana and Corsair; and the
yacht has been constructed under his immediate supervision; the
builders being Messrs. Neafle & Levy, of Philadelphia.
The new Intrepid is quite a beamy vessel, 37ft. beam on a water-

line of 132ft., the over all length heme hiilft. 6in. The draft is LSft.

6in. The model shows that the vachr. is intended to sail; the keel is

slighily rockered, with a good forefoot, the sternpost has a rake of
about 15 degrees, and the topsides end in a light and well-shaped
coimter f uggestive of a sailing rather than the usual steam yacht.
The engines are triple-expansion, 914, 14 and 33}^xl9, with a Bevis
feathering screw, two-bladed. The boiler is of the return tubular
type. IQft. 3in. diameter and 8ft. Din. long, the working pressure
being IGOlbs. The yacht will carry a large area of canvas, being rig

ged as a three-masted schooner.
The hull is of steel, the keel being a steel trough of .semi-circular

section. The garboards are "lein. and the plating of the bilge ''i^in.,

the plating being "in and out." The frames and reverse bars are

2J^X3?^, spaced 33in., the deck beams are half bulb and angle,

3x6in., and the bulkheads J^in. The fore bulkhead of the engine-
room fits close about the boiler, making an air-tight stokehole, there
being two blowers above the boiler. The stack is telescopic, with
one short movable length that stows over the boHer when not in use.
The main saloon is aoafD ihe engine space and encroaches on it

above the level of the lower deck, giving a large saloon above and
ample space for the engines below. Abaft the engine room bulkhead
are two large'water tanks. Beginning just abaft the mizzenmast,
the deck is broken by a poop extending trom I'ail to rail and aft to
the tafCrail, giving very ample quarters in the after part of the ship,

the head room throughout the cabins being about Stt. The poop is

about a2in. above the main deck, and will be well lighted and venti-

lated by oblong windows iX'Mt , 3 on each side in the bulwarks and (i

in the fore end, looking out along the main deck. There is a small
deckhouse of steel plate just forward of the mizzenmast, with a
bridge, though the poop deck is sufficiently high to permit a clear

view over the house. The yacht was launched on Oct. 8, but will not
be ready for sea for some time, the steel work of the hull alone being
completed. The engines are not yet ready in the shop, and the decks
are not down. As already stated, she will bear the name of the old
yacht Intrepid.

Cruising and Cruisers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to the proposition published by Mr. Wicksteed,iu your

issue of Sept, 29,to race his '-spoontail" against my "spoonbill,'' permit
me to say that the lateness of the season, rhe many hundreds of miles
separating us, and also the fact that I am at present without a boat,
prevents the arrangement of a friendly contest. But 1 think Mr.
Wicksteed will bear me out in saying that a race between Moccasin
and the handsome craft he designed, which were the two boats dis-

cussed in your columns last winter, would not settle the question of
the intrinsic merits of the respective types. Moccasin was built for
the sportsman cruiser to travel, shoot and fish, live, and as Walt
Whitman puts it, to "'Loaf and invite my soul'' in, while the Cobourg
boat was evidently designed mainly for pleasure saUing and hohday
cruising, and as I rejoice to learn has proved a decided success.

Early in the summer I was instrumental iu launching on one of the
small lakes of the Northwest a spoonbill designed with some intention
of learning what speed could be evolved from this mode of build.

This little ship was spread well fore and aft, having the popular
exaggerated overhangs and corresponding measurement-cheating
watei-line, with an enormous rig cut in two pieces. She proved very
able and fast in heavy weather as well as in light winds, and per-
formed weU on all points of sailing.

The first week in September the boat passed into tbe hands of an
enthusiast who cares more for a racing machme and less for cruising
than your correspondent. More cruising and less racing will. I trust,

claim my attention next year, and although I am not certain where
my lines will be cast another season, still I have in my mind a corn
pact little model wherein I hope to loiter along bright waters w here
the "leaping fish sport and the agfle deer comes to drink."
But what has become of all the singlehand fellows? Have they all

turned racersy Has the romantic sport which "Nessmuk" and
'"Seneca"' wrote about before their pens were forever laid I o rest

passed into oblivion"? Are there none left to relate chai-ming epi

sodes of voyages into waters where the supijle bamboo and the
glistening gun barrel claims prestige over the burgee of tlie yachts-
man'!' Perhaps Mr. Wicksteed will spin us a yarn. True, lie s.t vs ho
is not a patron of rod and gun, but then he is a singlehamk i-, and a
crui.ser of that sort always has eyes and ears for the glories of
nature; and I take it that sums up the quafities of a sportsoaau true,

for that mviltifariou.sly defined bemg should never be a person who
revels exclusively in reminiscences of the vicarious adjuncts to his
outing.
Your Canadian correspondent proved hioiself a judicious quill

driver when he skippered the Sylvia and navigated the water.-, in tbe
Superior region, so let him give us an aceoi-int of his vaeatiou ram-
bles in the new craft m default of any possibiiity of recording a rac-
ing event this season with " Cavuija.

OcT.6.

Alva.
The local inspectors at Boston, Messrs. Andrew Burnham and

Andrew J. Savage, made public last week their decision iu the case
of the Alva—Dimock collision, the conclusion being as follows:
"We are satisfied that the collision was not caused by misbehavior,

negligence, or unskillfulness on the part of the licensed officers of H.
F. Dimock, and they are therefore exonerated from all blame.
'•The only testimony we have from any one on the Alva is that of

Capt. Henry Morrison, by which we are forced to the belief that the
Alva, at the time of the collision, was being navigated in violation

of Section 4,401, United States Revised Statutes, she not being imder
the control of a pilot hcensed for that route.
"We are satisfied that a licensed pilot possessing skill and experi-

ence on these waters would never have anchored where the Alva
was.
"We are forced to the conclusion that this colli.sion was caused hy

the violation of the statute above mentioned, and that life was placed
in peril by reason of such violation, and it becomes our duty to apply
the penalty provided in Section 4,450, United States Revised Statutes.

"We do, therefore, suspend the license of Capt. Henry Morrison as
master for the term of six months from this date."
Captain Morrison has begun a suit of a novel nature by filing a

libel against the Metropolitan Steamship Company for the surd of
$1,306.80, the value of nautical instruments and other personal
property lost on the yacht and owned by him. The libel demands
that the court summon all persons sustaining losses through the
sinking of the Alva; and that the steamship owners be forced to
settle pro rata with all. This action, which is without preeedem,
makes Mr. Vanderbilt and others party to the suit. The steamship
company has already taken legal action to secure the appraisement
of their vessel, the H. F. Dimock, at the sum of 880,000, limiting their
total liability In the event of a loss of the suit to this nominal figure.

A yacht club called the Poughkeepsie Y'. C. has just been organ-
ized, the officers being: Com., Powell E. Hobert; Vice-Corn., J. A.
Hartraan; Sec, Raymond Houpt; Treas., John Furnian; Meas., John
Haubennestel; Stewards, Gustav Nutting, Charles Myers and George
Hartman. The club will build a boat and club boustj new Fox's
Point; iu the springr.
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Measttrement in the 31ft. Class.

The success of the Herreshoff ceM terboard Alpha in Boston waters
has resulted in an effort on the part of some yachtsmen to secure the
readoption of the leiigth rule for the class, a backward movement
which has much against, it and nothing in its favor save that under a
length rule Alpha will receive no time from boats much larger in

every way gave length. A correspondent of the Boston Globe writes
as follows in favor of the present rule, his points being worthy of a
careful consideration hy all interested:
"While the discussion as to the best measurement rule for next

year's racing is arousing interest among yachtsmen, a brief plea for
the continuance of the present rule should not be out of place. It is

reasonable to suppose that a waterline length rule pure and simple,
would produce the "brute" type of boat, for the avoidance of which
the sail area rule was designed. Large sail plans would surely be
used iC they were not taxed. This means a dangerous boat, especially
when of the centerboard type; a boat harder to handle, requiring a
larger crew, better construction to stand the strain and consequently
greater expense for construction and maintenance, and altogether
a more unhandy type.

"Is this waterline length rule the only straw for this year's de-
feated designers to clutch at? Is it a good argument for the aboli-
tion of the present rule that it has developed a handy low-powered
Ijoat which, except in one or two cases, has not needed her time al-
lowance to beat her rivals? I think it argues for the retention of the
rule. No one doubts tbat Herreshoff, working under a waterline rule,

could produce a larger Alpha with more sail which could defeat the
present champion, but it is doubtful if the same boat would do it

under the present rule. Which is the easier boat to handle, the best
type to encourage?
"In support of the statement that better construction is needed in

a high-powered boat, I venture the assertion that in the only series
this summer when rough weather was encountered (the Corinthian
races at Marblehead), the high-powered boats required constant
pumping to enable them to sail the course, yrhile tne low-powered
boats were practically as tight and manageable as on a calm day.
" 'Vested interests' should be considered in changing a rule, though

they should not stand in the way of progress. It is the opinion of
many that a return to the waterline length rule would be a back-
ward step, not a forward one. Would it not be better to discuss a
scheme of classification by sailing length under the present rule?
Why should boats be measured for time allowance by one rule and
classified by another? Corinthian."

Stony Point Y. C, First Annual Reg^atta.
NEW YORK—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The first annual regatta of the Stony Point Y. C. was sailed on
Sept. 24 in a light S.E. breeze. The start was from off the club house
at Port Morris, thence to Riker's Island Buoy, second leg to College
Point Buoy, thence home, passing inside of Hunt's Point Buoy.
The race was started at i P. M., most of the boats crossing promptly.

Times were:
CLASS I.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Little Tom 2 00 00 3 49 00 1 49 20 1 43 00

CLASS II. (UNDER ]6lT.)

XJno 2 00 00 3 49 00 1 49 00 1 42 00
Fright 2 00 00 3 53 00 1 53 00 1 44 57
Frolic 2 00 00 4 08 00 2 08 00 1 59 00
Sinbad 2 00 00 4 13 00 2 13 00 2 02 30
Hustler 2 00 00 4 30 00 2 30 00 2 18 40
Dolphin 2 00 00 4 34 00 2 34 00 2 23 30
Pollywog 2 00 00 Disabled.
Uno won in second class and also made the fastest time over course.

Fright took second prize. In Class I. Little Tom had a sail-over.
The Seawanhaka rule was adopted for measurement and classifica-

tion, and has proved satisfactory in the small open boats of which
the club is principally composed.
The judges were Messrs. James Green and Charles Brambach.

International Racing.
Nothing has occurred since last week in the mattfer of Lord Dun-

raven's ehailenge. The following notice has been posted on the club's
bulletin board

:

Seoeetary's OFricE, New York
|

Oct. 5, 1892. f
A preliminary challenge for the America's Cup has been received

from the Earl of Dunraven. The following cablegram has been sent
him;
"Dunraven, 27 Norfolk street. Park lane, London—Letter received.

Will be considered by the club at a special meeting on the 18th inst.
"Oddie, Sec'y."

The meeting first set for Oct. 10 has been po' tponed to Oct. 18.
Though the conditions mentioned by Lord Dunraven have not beeii
made public they are understood to include a virtual abandonment
of the new deed of gift as governing all future races, and for this
race the acceptance of a challenge without the beam and draft of
the challenging yacht being limited, the sailing of five races, and the
starting of each race at the appointed hour, proyiaing either of the
contestants should desire it. There is nothing unfair or unreason-
able in any of these conditions, and there is good reason to hope that
the New York Y. O, will embrace such a favorable opportunity to re-
new international racing in a contest with such a yachtsman and
sportsman as Lord Dunraven, even at the expense of a little of its

amo U7' propre.

Sidewheel and Screw.
The rivalry between the old type of sidewkeel beam engine steam-

ers and the propellers on Long Island Sound has resulted in an exr
citing race of 30 miles in addition to many short triaU of speed. The
race has been talked of for some time, and on the night of Oct. 4 a
number of steamboat men took passage on the steamer Puritan of
the Fall River Line, Capt. Simmons, while others boarded the new
steamer B. J. Peck, Capt. Peck,;at New Haven. The Puritan is recog-
nized as the fastest of the large Sound steamers with sidewheels and
beam engine, while the Peck, a smaller boat, is a new vessel, in com-
mission but a month, a twin screw boat with triple-expansion en-
gines. Furthermore, the Puritan was designed by her builders, while
the Peck is the work of the yacht designer Mr. A. Gary Smith.
The Peck left New Haven at midnight and ran out into the Sound,

waiting, as it was Understood that she would, for the Puritan. The
latter came by at about 3:45 A. M. in company with the Maine, a new
single screw vessel. The race began when the Puritan came up abeam
of the Peck and continued for 30 miles to Sands Point, by which time
the Peck was over a mile in the lead, the Maine being a poor third.
The race was a decisive victory for the new boat, no small part of
the credit being due to her model.

Atlantic and Viator.
A private match, for a stake of $100 and a cup, the latter given by

the Lavohmont Y. C, was sailed on Oct 6 by Atlantic and Viator,
the course being from Larchmont around Eaton's Neck Buoy and
Stamford L^ght. Si}4 miles. Atlantic was sailed by Mr. C. B. Seeley.
one ot her owners, and Viator by Mr. W. G. Brokaw and Walter
Thompson. There was a strong northwest breeze, the Swo reefing at
the start, which was made at 11:25. The time allowance 18m., was
nearly all given at the start. Viator crossinff at 11:42 The first leg
brought the wind on the port quarter, after which they beat across
the Sound to Stamford Light. At the first turn Viator carried away
the tack of her jib, losing some time in repairs. Atlantic won easdy
the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Atlantic 11 25 24 4 09 15 4 31 51 4 31 51
Viator 11 42 31 5 13 15 5 83 15 5 15 09
Mr. Clarence L. Burger, of the L. Y. 0. regatta committee, had

chai ge of the race.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
There was launched from the yards of Clay & Torbensen, Lan-

caster, N. J., on Sept. 20, a fin- keel yacht of specially good construc-
tion The bo At was built for C. H. Brock of the (Jormthian Y C
of Philadelphia. Planking is %m. white cedar. Ribs white oak ikx
IV^in., spaced lOin. centers. Iron floor timoers. Keel and dead-
woods of white oak. Fin-keel S.OOOlbs. of lead billed through keel
and floor timbers with composition bolts. All rivets and fastenings
are brass o/ copper, and the method of construction is such that no
caulking is required, no seams being visible, and the hull finished as
smooth as glass. The dimensions are 29ft. on deck, Kift. loin 1 w 1

6f (. 4in. beam. She has sailed in tw9 regattas already, winning both
races, and outsailing everything in her class witn ease. She is sloop
rigged, can come about in her own length, and will undoubtedly be
heard from in the 18f r. class. Hull, spars and rigging compiet« weigh
only l,7501bs.

^

The Rochester Y. C. has received the following letter from the
trustees of the Fisher cup: "Belleville, Ont.. Sept. 20, 1892
Matthew Cartwright, Commodore Hoc lester Yacht Club: Dear Sir-
As trustees of the Fiaher cup, appointed by the 3ay of Qiunte Yacb

BODY PLAN AND SECTION.

Club, we have much pleasure in conveying the same to your club,
through the hands of Messrs. White, Davis and Hatran, the owners
of the yacht On wai'd, as she was sucsessful yesterday in defeating
the yacht Norah, of our club, which has held said cup since 1884, in a
very close and beautiful race. In thus discharging the trusts imposed
upon us by our club we sincerely hope that your club may much
appreciate the cup so secured by the well earned victory of the On-
ward and have many a friendly contest for its retention. We have
the honor to remain your obedient servants, D. B. Robertson, R. S.
Bell, trustees Fisher cup."

A protest has been filed with the regatta committee of the Brooklyn
Y. C. against the award of a championship pennant to the yacht
Ida. Mr. McCarthy, as a result of the race sailed Sept. 18. The yacht
Golden Hope, Franklin Prentiss, came in first in Class I. with over
half an hour to spare. The club rules declare that a yacht must be
sailed by her owner or a member of tbe club. Golden Hope was
sailed by a hired sailor, and for this reason was disqualified, and the
pennant was given to Ida, which came in second. Mr. Prentiss has
filed a protest on the ground that Ida was sailed by Mr. Harry Brett,
who is not a member of the club. Pastime, the remaining boat in
Class I., did not go over the course.

The Knickerbocker Y. C. experienced hard weather on the occa-
sion of its annual ladies' day regatta, Oct. 1. The starter.i were:
Open sloops—Alice, A. N. Holden ; Mascot, Louis LefCerts; Carita, F.
A. Barnes; Nawah. D. W. Dyke; Siegfried, A. L. Nelson. Cabin cats
—Dorothy, Ohas. Winter; Clara. T. C. Roe; Sara, E, Mitchell. Open
cats—Myra, G K. Rosenquest. The course was a triangular one of
five miles, twice around, from ofl' the club house to Riker's Island,
thence to Classen's Point, and returning to the starting point. Each
yacht carried ladies, although sailing under two reefs. Ahce won in
her class and Dorothy in hers. Carita went ashore and Mascot, Sara
and Myra were disabled.

The schooner Alert, Mr. John N. Luning, sailed on Oct. 1. from
New York for a winter cruise in the Mediterranean, calling qt Fajal
and Madeira on the way out. Through the courtesy of her designe'-,
Mr. Henry Bryant, the lines and sail plan of Alert were published in
the Forest and Stream of Jan. 12-19, 1888 The yacht is commanded
by Capt. Alex. Corkum. Mr. Luning has as company Messrs. Wm.
Donnelly and Reginald Travers.

Wild Duck, steamer, has been at the Atlantic Works, East Boston,
for alterations, prior to a winter cruise South. Her mainmast has
been shifted forward l-3ft. Sin., making an important change in the
position of the center of effort. The main boom is 65ft , gaff S5ft.,

and the distance between the masts is now 42ft. 9in. A larger screw
has been shipped, a two-bladed feathering wheel.

On Sept. 30, at 11 P. M.. a party of four, Capt. Crocker, Prank
Ilovey, George Tucker and Isaac Hastings, put off from the pier at
City Point, South Boston, for the yacht Ideal, in the small tender be-
longing to the yacht. The boat upset and Mr. Hastings was drowned,
his body being found on the flats next morning. The others righted
the boat and reached the yacht in safety.

At a meeting of the Atlantic Y. C. on Sept. SO, the by-laws were
amended so as to make the President of the United States, the Sec-
retary of the Navy, the Collector of the Port, the Admiral of the
station, the Commandant of the Navy Yard, Brooklyn and the In-
spector of the Third Lighthouse district, ex-officio honorary mem-
bers of the club.

H. B. Moore, of Brooklyn, has ordered a wooden steam yacht of T.
A. Crane, the barge and scow builder of South Brooklyn. The yacht
will be 114ft. over all, 15ft bi^aoi, and Tf t. in depth, with a triple ex-
pansion engine by J. W. Sullivan. The frames will be of steel, with
oak and yelloA' planking. The yacht will be .schooner-rigged.

Catarina, yawl, Mr. Nugent Townshend, was at Gibraltar on Sept.
27. 10 days out from Falmouth, England. A cablegram from Mar-
seilles on Oct. 5, states she had been lost near Saintes Maries and
but one of the crew saved. No particulars are given, and the re-
port lacks verification.

Mr. Merrill, the backer of the schooner Comet, has paid the %500
to Mr. Drakelpy, whs made the bet. Although the original w^a'ger
was made on a challenge from the Comet party, that yacht did not
appear at the final date arranged on, and Shamrock sailed over the
course alone.

Mr. Gardner has recently made the drawings for a new "Gloriana"
bow on Titania, the fast Burgess 70-fooier now owned by E. T. In-
man. Lawley will probably do the work.

Messrs. Stewart & Binney have an order for a yacht for ttie 25ft'
sailing length class, for a New Y'ork owner.

The sloop Bermuda arrived at Bermuda on Sept. 21, after a sum-
mer in United States waters.

Tranquilo, steam yacht, has been sold by the Herreshoffs to S. B.
Sexton. Hyde Park, N. Y.

James B. Voris, an old yacht builder of Nyaek. N. Y., died on Oct.
at Asbury Park, N. J., aged f2 years.

Lieut, and Mrs. Henn are now on their way to America, and will
spend the winter in Florida.

Wasp arrived at Lawley 's last week and will haul out there for the
winter.

Handsel, the 30ft. fin keel, will haul out at Bristol for the winter.

Hildegarde, schooner, has been sold by George Gould to Mi-. Allen.

The Riverside Y. C, of Florida, will hold its regatta on Oit. 14.

Marguerite, schr., will winter at Lawley's yard.

El Chico will winter at Wintringham's yard.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Tliem. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Buildinii. By W. P. Stephens.
Price $2.00. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe
and Camera, By T. S. Steele, Price 1.50, Four Montlis in a Snealc-
hox. By N. H. Btehop. Price $1.60. Came and Camp Cookery
B« "Seneca." Price |U.

The Barnegat Cruiser.
The accompanying design was published in the Forest and

Stream of Jap. 14, 1886. The advantages of the new boat over the
old sneakbox have made it very popular, and as the demand for ihe
design still continues after having exhausted the original ediiior, it
has become necessary to reproduce it. There is at present no builder
who makes a specialty of the model. The dimensions of the boat
are:

Length over all 14ft. Oin.
Length on waterline lift. Sin,
Beam 4ft. ejn
Depth at gunwale _ 1ft. im.
Sheer, bow S'lin.'

Sheer, stern 4in.
Draft, loaded , fiin.

Freeboard Tin

.

Crown of deck gin.
Fore side of stem to—

Mast tube 2ft. 9 iin.

Trunk, fore end 3ft. lin

.

Trunk, after end 6ft. 3in.
Well, fore end 5ft. lOin.
AVell, after end lift. Oin.
Rowlocks 9ft liti

Bulkhead i2ft. Oiu'.

Diameter of mast tube 3iu.

table op offsets—podrtebn-foot cruiser.

Station.

Heights. HALP-BltEADTHS

Keel. Deck. Deck. No. 1. L.W.L. No. a.

0
ft. in.

1 9''.

FT. IN.

1 10
FT. IN, PT. IN. FT. IN. Ft IN.

2 lU 1 6^' 1 1

4 30 1 4' 1 8' 1 3 9 7

6 1 22 2 12 1 10'

2 0=

2 02

1 73

1 97

1 9*

1 31

1 82

iS 1 1 3 3 1 fa

10 1 1-2 2 2« 1 53

12 33 1 15 2 0^ 1 8«

14 9 1 3 1 95

iVote.—The small figures are eighths of an inch.

The stations are 2ft. and the waterlines 3in. apart.
The planking is of 9^in. cedar, deck of i^in. cedar, frames of sawn

cedar ll^xlj^in., spaced lOln. Ceiling of 3^in. cedar, trunk of %m.
worked pine, head ledges J^in. thick, of oak. The keel is shaped,
bent and .screwed to the stocks as previously described, the moulds
and transoms are put in place and ribband* run over them, three on
each side. The framing and planking of all this class of boats are
verypecuUar. The planks do not end m a rabbet in the stem, but
run up to the gunwale The dotted lines In the body and half- breadth
plans show the different planks. The actual breadth of a plank on
any frame may be measured on that frame in the body
plan. The lines in the half breadth plan are the projections
of the plank on a flat surface, and except for the keel and gar-
boards, they vary more or less from the proper shape. The after
ends of the planks are screwed to the transom, as in an ordinary
boat, but some support is necessary for the fore ends while building.
To secure this two harpens. A, are lined out from the draft on the
floor, each fitting the inside surface of the planking at the lower side
of the deck. They may be of pine or spruce lin. thick and 2in. wide,
and leng enough to reach to the straight post near midships. These
pieces are now fastened iu place, their fore ends being screwed to
fore end of keel, while the middle and after ends rest on the moulds,
being jogged in to the proper height. When in place the topside of
each narpen will coincide with the lower side of deck, while the
outer edge, properly beveled, will coincide with the outer surface of
the mould and ribbands or inner surface of the planking.
Now the frames, either steamed or sawn, are put in nlace, secured

to the ribbands, and the heads of the first five or six on each side
are fastened to the harp 3ns. This completes the frame for plank'ng.
The garboards run along, of course, on each side of the keel, turning
up at the fore ends, where they are screwed to the harpens. The suc-
ceeding planks are put on in the same way. When all are made
and rivetted up the moulds are removed and the deck beams, lin.
wide and l^in. deep, spaced lOin., are put in. The ends rest
under the barpeu, being jogged out the thickness of the latter, so
that the upper surfaces are flush. Knees, as shown, are put under
the side decks, then the deck is laid and coamings set, and the boat
finished as described in "Canoe and Boat Building." The ma.st is
stepped in a galvanized iron tub»i- -The washboard is in five pieces-
two on each hide and one (the latter held by two square staple.s) on
the stem.
The side pieces are bolted to an iron casting at the bow which

forms a fairleader for the cable. They are held to the deck by
small iron catches, shown at a b. The part a, is pivoted, and when
turned aside allows the wasboard to be slipped back from b. The
rottom of the boat is protected by two wearing strips of oak! The
bowlocke are of galvanized iron.
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Red Dragon 0. C.

The fall regatta of the Red Dragon C. 0. was held on Oct. 8 on the
Delaware River, in front of the club house at Wissinoming. There
was a large assemblage of guests—principally ladies—to witness the
races.
Tne weather was mild and a dead calm was upon the water, in

consequence of which the paddling races were the first events upon
the programme. In the single paddling race there were two entries.

H. Fleischman in Enid, and M. D. Wilt m Malta. The race was easily
won by Mr. Fleischman.
In tlie tandem paddling the entries were J. Van Dusen and R. G.

Fleischman in Coquette, A. & Fennimore and M. D. Wilt in Malta,
and H. Fleischman and F. O. Gross in Enid. The three boats were
well bunched until about 50yds. from the fiTiish. Malta crossed into
Coquette's waters and fouled, after which Malta's men ceased pad-
dling. Coquette finished half a length ahead of Enid. H. Fleischman
broke his paddle immediately upon starting, handicapping the Enid
greatly.
The greatest interest centered in the sailing race, Jn which there

were four classes of boats entered, the object being to settle an open
question as to the superior qualities of one class over the others. The
boato were to start upon the firing of a gun and sail twice around a
triangular course, but, as there was little wind and owing to the late-
ness of the hour, once around the triangle was decided upon.
The entries were: Ethel, A. G. Cook; No Mane. M. Van Uusen, of

the Corinthian iViosquito Fleet; Chump, G. F. Williams, the "Clap-
ham bouncer" of the Philadelphia Y. C: Picnic, Capt. Morgan, and
Olga, H. Blummer, St. Lawrence skiffs of the R. D. C. C. The above
boats were allowed one man with the captain.
The canoes were: Osceola, H. MacCormick; Kie Loe, F. W. Noyes;

Enid, D. MacCormick; Malta, .1. Van Dusen; Pollywog, R. G. Eleisch-
man; Ted, W. Gray (canvas canoe), of R. D. C. C, and Cholly, of the
Riverton C. C.
Toe boats were well bunched at the start, crossing the line with

little advantage to any. Osceola was the first to pull out, followed by
Malta, Kie Loe, Enid, Pollywog. The stretch to the first buoy was
against the tide with a quartering breeze. After rounding the first
buoy Kie Loe passed Osceola, but soon lost the position to Osceola
owing to some fouling of her gear. The second buoy was rounded
in the following order: Osceola, Kie Loe, Enid, Pollywog; and from
the second buoy to the stakeboat was a beat, and the boats crossed
with Osceola first, Enid second, Kie Loe third. No Mane and Ethel
finishing ahead of the St. Lawrence skiffs, with Chump following.

Messrs. W. E. Rothrey and N. Baker, R. D. O. C, were judges; John
A. lEglis, starter, and G. A. Kirkpatrick, timer, both of the Phfiadel-
phia 0. C. After the races a luncheon was served. F. O. G,

Camp Dues at Division Meets.

WiUtor Forest and Stream:
At the request of certain A. C. A. members of the Northern Divi

sion, I beg to inform the members of the Association that at the
next meeting of the executive committee I will move the annexed
amendment to the by-laws. This is sent for publication in accord-
ance with the spirit of Art. XII. of the constitution, although no
such publication is necessary m case of amending the by-laws.
Toronto, Can. J. W. Spabbow.
The amendment reads: Besolved, That Sec. 2 of Chap. I of the by-

laws be amended by striking out, "Every member attending the
general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1 for camp expenses;" and sub-
stituting therefor, "Kvery member attending a camp shall pay for
camp expenses as follows: For the general camp $t and for a divi-
sion camp such sum as may be determined upon by the executive
committee of the local division."

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
The members of the New York Pistol Club are determined to

have all the sport which the Winans Trophy affords. President
Hfinry Oehl of the club thinks that his position should carry with
it the championship, so he has challenged the present holder, Geo.
E. Jantzer, for the championship, and the match will be fought
out on Saturday evening, Oct. 15, at the St. Marks place gallery
near Third avenue. Those who wish to see some good shooting
and meet a very sociable lot of revolver cracks should be about at
that time and place.

Highland (111.) Sharpshooters.

The fall tournament given by the Highland Sharpshooters on
Sunday and Monday of last week was a success in more ways than
one. The fine weather brought out a large number of shooters
and their friends. St. Louis was well represented by 15 shooters,
also several from Belleville, 111. The shooting commenced Sunday
at 10 o'clock and the last gun tired at 13 o'clock Monday.
After dinner prizes to the amount of nearly $500 were distrib-

uted according lo the following scores:

Ring Target.
R Kamm 64 J Morf 57 D Schroeder 49
nrFWirth 64 O Leef 57 H Riniter. ""47
PSteif 64 HVogel 57 C Kamm. "45
DWiget 64 L Knobel 56 GRolh '.. ..;;;89
D Schneidewind...60 M Kacer ."15 A Minde 35SGDorman h9 T Kamm 54 JBuchmann. 31
F Lendi 59 JL n 54 J Hediger '.27

L Schweighoefer..58 L Frank 54 L Gruag 26
VRopp 58 F Lauboit 53 FLufl'ti... '22

W Tell 57 MBTibbetts 53 A Kottseiper . ''l7
JWiget 57 J Gramlich 52 A T Bagan 0
FKurka 57 G Feniz 49

Man Target.
L Schwinghoefer..92 H Vogpl 83 AKottseiper 78
FKurka .87 M Kacer 82 M D Tibbetts 76
John Wiget 87 Ed Fentz 81 Geo Roth 74
D Schneidewind...85 VRopp 80 F Lendi.. 73RKamm 85 Jobn Morf 79 WmTell..'.'. 70SGDorman 84 LFrank 78 S Luf 69
L Knobel 83 "

""

Field Target.
D Sohneidewind.. .59 FKurka 48 VRopp 40
HVogel 56 Rob Kamm 46 L Frank. . . 39
L Knobel 53 Uom Wiget 45 Ed Fentz... 37
John Wiget 53 F Lendi 43 S Luf 35
Geo Roth ,TO H Riniter 43 M D Tibbetts. ''83
L Sohwinghoefer. 50 John Morf 41 DrWirth.. 33M Kacer 48 S G Dorman 40

Point Target.
John Wiget 591 L Sohwinghoefer. 335 Dom Wiget 237SGDorman 581 H Riniter 329 J Kamm...'..'.'.!"l58
D SchTieidewind . .373 John Len ..271 J Hediger 154

.
Namrod.

Work of the Hudson Rifle Club.
Maeion, N. J., Oct. 4.—The following scores were made by

members of the Hudson Rifle Club on their 25-yard ranges last
night. Regular weekly shoot, possible 350:

First Team.
H L Hansen 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 33 23—243
C E Bird 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 32—241
J Rebhan 25 25 25 35 25 24 24 33 23 32—241A Malz 25 35 35 24 24 24 24 23 23 31—337

Second Team.
H E Boddey 25 35 25 35 25 25 34 24 24 23-245
T A Reynolds 25 25 35 35 24 34 23 23 31 20—235
J Smith 25 35 25 24 23 23 23 23 23 21—234

Third Team.
S Middleton 25 25 34 24 24 23 23 23 33 30—233
A Heidorf 35 35 24 24 33 23 32 20 30 20—226
J Buch 25 25 24 24 S3 23 23 23 33 19-330
T Adams 23 22 23 21 20 20 19 19 16 16—198
Picked teams. 5 shots per man, possible 135:

Hansen's Team. Hofl's Team.
Hansen. . .25 25 35 23 19—117 Hoi? 24 33 33 33 31—114
Reynolds.24 33 32 33 30—111 Malz 25 23 33 21 21—113
Boddey ...25 24 33 '4l 19—111 Smith. .24 24 23 21 20—113
Bird 34 S3 21 31 21-110 Rebham..23 23 21 21 21-108
Buch 24 33 32 31 19-1C9 Stad'rm'n25 24 23 19 — 91
Heidorf... 33 23 81 21 30-107-665 Middleton33 31 20 19 83-620

p. E. BiBD, Secretary,
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Military Rifle Work in Newark.
The First Brigade Rifle AssociatioB, recently formed by some

of the enttasiastio. military riiiEmeii of Newark, N. J., is boom-
ing this branch of the soldier's educatioti in its section. Just at
present their outdoor work is confined to 200yds., tb^re being no
longer range available. They practice ever? Saturday afternoon
at the Newark Shooting Park, where excellent accommodations
are afforded them. Here, however, they are compelled to shoot
through a shield, this giving radically different conditions from
what they would have on a range that was entirely open. For all

that it is an excellent place for winter practice, as the shooters
are pntirely protected from the elements. During the winter
months they will also practice both offhand and prone shooting
on the 387d. range in the First Regiment Armory, which they
will equip at tlieir own expense. This will give the members
good training in holding, sighting and pulling the trigger. Indoor
rifle-shooting among the New Jersey guardsmen has bpcome al-
most a dead-letter during the past six or seven years, but it is

hoppd that the Association will serve to give it a fresh impetus.
The majority of the members are connected with the First flegi-
ment, an organization which is comprised of a large amount of
strong shooting material, and which will, with the encouragement
now being given by the field, staff and line officers make a good
showing on the State ranges nest season.

it is more than likely that the Association will in the early
sprine procure land in some convenient location and equip a 200
and 500yd. range for the use of the guardsmen in and aoout New-
ark, so that they may secure some preliminary training before
the 1893 season of class practice begins. If they do this tney will
receive the blessing of every guardsman in upper New Jersey,
who for years have been longing for a plRce to practice.
The last practice of the Association was held at the Shooting

Park on Saturday, Oc^. 8, with a tricky wind and dnU, hazy light.
The Creedmoor target was used, the distance being 200yds. Spring-
field rifles were used. The record scores were as below:
Maj D L Wallace. .44.54444.56.5—44 Lieut H Allers 8843445455-40
PvrC HTownsend,5435.5.54S44-44 Lt-Col A K Bald'nS4i3433333-33
Capt G W Church.,4535444445-42 Capt W H Howard3444354344-38
Capt. Church and Private Townsend used U. M. C. carbine am-

munition, all the others using Frankford carbine cartridges.

Garden City Rifle Team.
OhicaQO, III., Oct. .5.—The members of the Garden City Rifle

Team met for weekly practice at Burlev & Erickson's gallery, 148
South Halstead street, Tuesday, Oct. 4, and divided up into two
teams under tbe captaincy of Messrs. 0 A. Hankie and Al Soren-
son, to shoot under the rules governing the regular weekly con-
tests. A team race was then shot, Capt. Hankie's team winning
as shown by the following scores:

Hankie Tesm. Sorenson Team.W J l^ibbs. . .iO« 58 109 -SH H S Barley. .110 56 111-274
C AHankle..in5 53 103-261 A Sorenson. .191 55 110-265
C O Hila 97 53 108-259 J Polites 109 54 100-2C3
Roy Taylor.. 97 .53 100—351 MrsThornt'n 97 49 100-240
A J Frisbe... 98 48 100-246-1338 J Eriokson. .101 41 85-237-1290
Mr. Burley won the sweepstake that followed with 111 out of a

possible 130

Port Chester Rifle Club.

Poet Chest RB. N. Y., Oct, 8.—The following scores were made,
300yds., rest, 10 shots, standard American target: R. Rudd 85, E.
Dunham 85, R.JMcNpil, Jr. 84, J. Hess 79, J. Smith 78, E. Vermilye
73, F. A. BTChm-in 67. G. Vermilye 67, T. Kiernan 57.
Off-hand, 200vds.. standard American teirget: E. Dunban 73, P.

A, Baohman 60. R. McNeil, Jr. 58, J, Smith 57. J. Hess 50, T, Kier-
nan 38, G. Vermilye 37, Lowden 3«. R. McNeil, .Tb., Sec'y.

Rifle Tournament in Marion.
Notice has been received of the fourth annual prize shooting

festival of the Hudson Rifle Club, to be held on their S5yds. gal-
lery ranges, 35 Giles avenue, Marion, N. J., Oct. 35, 26 and 27.
Shooting from 7 to 12 P. M. There will be twelve prizes ranging
from |25 down to |1 f i>r the best two tickets on the 25-ring target,
any .32cal. rifle to be used All ties will be divided. There will
also be a target of honor for members only.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 15.—East Side-Mutual iiur\ Club tournament and ninth
monthly team contest of N. J. Trap-Shooters' League, Welden-
meyer's Grove, Hamburg place, Newark, N. J.
Oct. 18.—Newton (N. J.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 18-lt'.—Martinaburg (W. Va.) tournament, under auspices of

eight club% $200 added money,
Oct. 18-,20.—Highland Gun Club annual fall tournament, at Des

Moines, Iowa.
Oct. 19-20.—Somerville Gun Club tournament, Somerville, N. J.
Oct. 19-30 —Hoopeston (111.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 31.—New Jersey Shooting Club tournament, at Olareraont,

N. .1.

Oct. 31.—Riverview Gun Club tournament, at Amsterdam, N.Y.
Oct. 24-35.—Charter Oak Gun Club tournament, at Charter Oak,

Iowa.
Or V. 25 26.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' tournament,

at Motrins. Conn.
Ocr,. 26-'.28.—Omaha (Neb.) tournament.
Oct. ,27.—Reading (Pa.) Shooting Association, sparrow tourna-

ment, at Black Bear Inn.
Oct. 37-29 — Pulton Gun Club tournament, at Atlanta, Ga.
Nov. 33-26—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 33.25, 1893.—KnoxvlUe Gun Club tournament, S1,0P0 added

to purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.
Nov. 34_^John A. Hartner's sixth annual tournament, Bishop'sDnvmg Park, Baltimore, Md.

Indianapolis Shoot.
iNBiANAPOns, Ind., Oct. 6.—The city of Indianapolis is so

called because of the number of Indians who live there I pre-
sume.^ The worst Indian of the lot, if we may follow a consensus
ot opimon of the shooters who attended Messrs. Polster and
Allen's second semi-annual tournament, held this week, is MrW. !£-.,Hill, otherwise known as the "original sparrow man."
Mr. Hill was to have had on tap an unceasing stream of spar-
rows, 0,000 or more at the lowest cilculatiun, but the event was
not as per programme. A meager 1.500 was all the coops showed
on Thursday, and the supply for the next day being a highl?
uneertara quantity the tournament came to a harsh and abrupt
Vlwv,^'^™®''*^ evening. Mr. Hill is said to have supplied over
1.00,000 sparrows to the trap-shooters in the past three years It is
to be hoped that he supplied them on a more tangible basis than
that shown to-day. He was also billed to furnish a number of
live blackbirds for this shoot, but not a blackbird was on hand
lo these failures, due either to Mr. Hill or to the management
or both, much of the main interest of the shoot was cut off. and
a four days' shoot was reduced practically to a three days' shoot
those who expected a little variation from the monotony of a tar-
get shoot being disappointed, and the management being asked
to stand an incidental loss of some consequence. It is to be sug-
gested to Mr. Hill that he promise managements no more birdsthan he can supply and to the management that they promi'^e
shooters no more birds than they have under contract Observ-ance ot these simple directions would have prevented what is
technically kn9wn as a "roar" among the shooters, and also
wtiat is colloquially designated as a "kick" among the manage-ment. As it was, there were current remarks to the effect thatthe whole thing was a blame shame and that Mr. Hill had acted
^ea.lniean, which impressions are transmitted in a duly softened

Barring the above misfortune, the tournament wasavervfair
one, as tournaments go in these degenerate days of a couple of

ll^il?,';
-^^ s'^ooters for fighting band. Two very decent davs

Sh^. t- W%\ '''"^ *® ^^^^ ^^^^ touched thenotch at 1800 to 3,000 sparrows, instead of 1,800, had the visible

SJl tit • ^^l^efliT was^ioti^iiigat/all' for the Hnosier
an^att ^''f°'i'l'^.°K*

Especially was it rich in distinguishpd
guests.. First ot all there I place myself, not for any purely
egotistical reasons at all. hut because circumstauces seem un-

deniably to demand it. Ordinarily, and as a plain newspaper
man, I wouldn't feel this way about it. but times have changed
now. When I went to the hotel on my arrival in the citv. I was
mistaken for a commercial traveler, and the clerk asked me if I
wanted a sample room, before ne bad seen my baggage. This I
consider the greatest compliment mortal man can" receive, and
there must be something great in the man who is thn object of
such tribute. Not to disappoint the clerk. I told him I did want a
sample room, and having obtained it, I spreiid out divers and
siinriry specimpn copies of thp greatest paper on earth, which is
Forest and Stream. If the goods are not up to or above sample
n3 times in the year the house will refund the money.
Besides myself, commercial traveler, there were many other

notable men on hand, several of these from Mt. Sterling, Ky.,
shoot, still red in the face and hoarse in the neck from their pro-
tests at what they described as a most interesting and remarka-
ble entertainment. The Old Reliable Ed Taylor came bei Indiau-
apolis yon Cincinnati, and ao did Gns Dicks. Ben Teipel didn'r,
being home and laid up from high and hard kicking at Mt.
Sterling. Jimmy Elliott was on hand looking very brown and
hearty, and very anxious to shoot E. D, Fnlford a race for $LO00 a
side (in money) on the flat fair grounds at Kansas Citv. I under-
stood him to say also that he would make the same proposition
for the neutral ground of lndianapili.=. Michael Ca sins San-
ford, of Townsend, O., with his friend J. P. Easton, of Monroe-
ville, O., appeared regularly at the sparrow score, and so did Geo.
Beck and Dr. Britton, and others of the footligbt favorites of
giddy trapdom. Dr. Britton is dangerous at the sparrow traps,
having a total of 134 out of 137 to his credit, which is a feat
technically described as warm tamales, "Old Man" KeUar. of
Batavia. N. Y., was another feature, and as usual was often the
center of an interested crowd. Mr. Kellar is patentee of an
ejector, and not having been able to sell the patent to the Parker
Company he has put one of the devices on his own Parker gun,
with the result of making it a very good shooter at both ends.

It was a pleasure to meet also at the grounds Capt. Arthur Du
Bray, known a long time in the gun world by his writings over
1 he nom de plume "Guacho," in championship of the Parker gun.
It was in the nature of things that Capt. Du Bray should follow
his beliefs fully, and so at length he resigned from the United
States Army, and for some time, as is generally known, has been
representing the gun which won his early admiration. In this
capacity he has been very successful and has formed a wide
circle of friends. Capt. Du Brav has had a somewhat interesting
career, of which the shooting public probably knows little. Born
an Englishman, he was educated in the north of France, and
later moved to South America, where he went into sheep, engaged
in many exciting forms of the chase, and met some tew adven-
tures of a less likeable sort of which he probably wishes he had
no mementoes. Hence his pseudonvm, "Guacho." Leaving
South America for the Dak etas of the early days, and later
joining the United States Army, Capt. Du Bray was long in the
wilder West, and sampled all sorts of shooting, from antelope to
wildfowl, from Montana to the coast. He knew Gen. Custer well,
and narrowly escaped the massacre. He knew also Capt. Wallace
and others who met their fate at Wounded Knee, and ranks
among his friends Lieut. Nicholson and many other gentlemen
who were in the Pine Ridge campaign.
Attendants at this shoot were blessed with perfect weather and

almost perfect grounds. Fairview Park, near which the "United
States Shooting Park" is located, lies on high bluffs, six miles out
by electric car. The traps were set on a high knoll, with a drop-
off into soace about 50yds. back of the traps. The hluerock traps
threw 7,000 birds in two days, and offered nothing new as feature
the North handicap system being in force. The main interest of
the shoot centered around the advertised programme of live spar-
rows and live blackbirds. Of the latter, as above stated, the man-
agement could obtain none at all. Such results are unsatisfactory
to shooters, though Mr. Pslster and Mr. Allen, who assisted in the
management, were probably more cut up about it than anybody
else.
Indianapolis is the great original sparrow town, and sparrow

shooting as shown there is very interesting sport. Ten traps were
used, 3yd8. apart, rapid-fire system, any bird touching the ground
inside bounds scored dead. The boundary was 30yd8. from the
end traps, or about 87x60yds. in size, nicely marked by a ISin. strip
of muslm stretched completely on stakes. The birds showed
themselves very sharp, quick flyers, above all very twisting ones,
and plucky beyond their size, many falling dead out when very
hard hit. The shooting was by no means easy, I should say about
as hard as good pigeon shooting, and much like it in miniature.
Mr. Elliott won first average on sparrows and his showing was
89 per cent. Different loads and difl'erent styles of shooting prf-
vailed. Dr. Moore ("J. Snipe") attracted much comment by his
brilliant but risky style of snapping the bird the instant the trap
was sprung. As a single-barrel sparrow shot I suppose Dr. Brlt-
tan ("Partington") would be hard to beat.
An alleged road house provided an alleged lunch at Indianap-

olis shoot, but the lunch was of the all too common kind, a sort
to make one lose the integrity of his moral character. Shooters
and shooting would be better off if more attention were given to
the amenities and less to the scramble for that same old ten-bird,
one-dollar, get-ready-your-next-gquad sweepstakes. The details
of the tournament, however, showed skiUful and experienced
hands, and everything moved along in a way quite satisfactory
to the shooters. One feature I think quite worthy of notice, and
that is the way in which Mr. W. B. Allen :kept the cashier's
records. He has a system of his own by which the men of each
"hole," or first, second, third, etc., are entered up together as
soon as the squad cards are in in a book spaced for that purpose.
He thus has the winners classed and under his eye, and figuring
the moneys after the last squad starts firing, he apportions each
purse to its proper column and can hand a winner his money the
instant he asks for it, with the result that the shooting never
need wait on the secretary, and that the secretary is never rattled
nor confused. Mr. Allen was alone at his desk, took all the en-
tries, paid out all the cash, and at the end of each shoo*- had all
the records copied in and uplto date. He saysihecan run 300 shoot-
ers as well as 30, and I must say I have never seen his equal be-
hind the cashier's desk at a tournament, either for speed, accu-
racy or neatness.
The greater part of the shooters left for home Thursday even-

ing, and at that time it was thought that Friday would have no
attractions of consequence except an individual match. 50 targets.
25 known angles, 25 unknown, .SaO, between Mr. H. A. Comstock,
of Indianapolis, and Mr. J. P. Easton. of Monroeville. O.
Prizes for average were open to all shooters participating in all

programme events, 5 per cent, of all purses, after deducting the
price of the birds, being set aside for this purpose, divided 50, 30
and 20 per cent. Average moneys were awarded as follows:

First day, first average, M. AV. Thompson, 8.53^ percent.; second.
Dr. Britton. 82^ percent.; third. J. P. Easton, 8I7.4 per cent.
Second day, first, J. P. Easton, SlJ-s per cent.'; second, M W.

Thompson, 8234 per cent.; thlrr). Dr. Britton, VJYs per cent.
Grand averages were awarded in order as follows: M W

Thompson $15, J. P. Easton $10, Dr. Britton $5, Ed Voris $5 w"
W. Washburn $5.

'

J. A. R. Elliott won first average on sparrows, 89 per cent. Dr.
Britton won a special prize, a fly-rod, for longest run on sparrows
single-barrel shooting, the run being 17, He also won $10, special
for longest run on sparrows, both barrels. Following are the
scores of the tournament:

Tuesday, Fitst Day, Oct, L
All targets bluerocks:
No. 1, 10 singles, $1.25: Washburn 10, Thompson 9, Voris 9,

Martin 9, J. A. R. EUiott 7. Momma 7, Park 10, Richard 9, Snipe 9,
Geo, Elliott 8, Kellar 7, Hershey 7, Partington 9, Lockwood 9. Mills
9, ShibeS. Easton7.
Nn. 3, 10 singles, §1.40: Lockwood 9, Thompson 8, Kellar 8, J, A.

R. EUiott 7, Vnris 7, Mumma 6, Shobe 9, Partington 8, tieo. Elliott
S. Washburn 7, Mills 7, Snipe 4, Hershey 9. Park 8, Easton 8,
Richard 7, Grube 7, Thomas 4.

No. 3, 13 singles, $1.50: Kellar 11, Park 10, Voris 10, Thompson 9,
Lockwood 8. Mumma 4, Washburn 11, G. Elliott 10, Snipe 10, Rich-
ard 9, Easton 8. Mills 2, Grube 11, Hershey 10, Partington 9 J. El-
liott 9. Shobe fi.

No.
Lock
burn - . . .

Richard 13. Snipe 10, Grubp 9.

13, Grube 12, Easton 10.

No. 6, 20 singles, $3.26: Washburn 19, Lockwood 16, Park 17
Thompson 14, Richard 13, Voris II, Easton 17, G. BUiotf 16, Hershey
14,, Shobe 11, Thompson 18, Kellar 17, Partington 16. Grube 13
No, 7, 15 singles, $3: Partington 14, Richard 13. Voris 13, Park 10

Nevs S, G. Elliott?, Easton 14. Shobe 13, Washburn 12 Ships lo'
Hershey 8. Keller 13, Thompson 13, Funk 10, Lockwood 10, Grube 7'

No. 8, 15 singles, S25 guarantee, 82: Thompson 15, Easton 1-3!

Lockwood 11, Punk 10, Mills 9, P-artlngton 9, Voris 14 Snipe 11
Hershey 10, Kellar 10. Craft 9, Loehr 7. Park 13, Gentle U G El-
liott 10, Richard 10, Washburn 9. Siiobe 5. '

"
No. 9, 15 singles, $25 guarantee, $3: Partington 15. Shobe 13

Hershey 13, Park 13, Neve 11, Maxsiu 9. Thompson 14, Lockwood

12, Easton 13, Funk 11, G. Elliott 10, Snipe 8, Wasbburn 13, Craig
12, Kellar 12, Thomas 11, Voris 10, Loehr 6

uuluu 10, «.>raig

No. 10, 23 singles, S3 50: Park 23, Neve 21, Elliott 19, Voris 19,
Thompson 19, Loehr 10, Shobe 23, Fund 20. Richard 19, Washburn
19, Mills 16, Keller 21, Easton 20, Lockwood 19; Partington 19,'Hershey
15, .

No 11, 25 singles, $23 guarantee, $2: Comstock 14, Washburn U
Gentle 12. Partington 13, Easton 11, G. Elliott 10, Park 9, Keller 14.
Thompson 18, Voris 12, Neve 12, Loehr 10, Shobe 10, Funk 6, Richard
13. Lockwood 12, Snipe 12, Craig 11, Quail 10, Mills 9.
No. 13, 16 singles, $25 guarantee, $3 entrance: Lockwood 14.

Thompson 14, Keller 13, Comstock 13. Hershey IS, B'-<ebr 11 G.
Elliott 11, Baston 11, Funk 11, Richard 11, Washburn 11, OuaillO
Oraig 10, Voris 10, Partington 10, Pork 9, Shobe 8.
No 13, 50 singles, 83. $18 added: Park 36, Easton 44, Partington

f?' .^nP^.-.*V^P^°A*0'rS'^°^«' Thompson 39, Keller 39. J. M. El-
ho't 38. G. Elliott 36, Washburn 35, Loehr 35.

Second Day, Wednesday, Oct. 6.

No, 16. 10 singles, $1.25 entrance: Easton 10, G. Elliott 8, Tori a 8,
Partington 8, Thompson 7, Lockwood 7, Washburn 7, Keller 6.
Shobe 6, Park 6, Fugate 6, Richard 8.

No. IT, 13 singles. $1..50 entrance: Fugate 11, Shobe 10, Thomp-
son 10, Lockwood 10. Easton O.Richard 9, Voris 8, Partington 8,Washburn 8, Keller 8. Park 8. G. Elliott 7,
^0-^^,2- l^o^iS^^s- *35 guarantee, $3 entrance: Park 14. Easton
13, Roller 13. Taylor 13, Lockwood 13, Thompson 13, Voris 12, Part-
ington 13. Washington 12, Washburn 13, RichR.rd 13, Fugate 10,
Elliott 10. Du Bray 10. Thomas 9, Mills 7, Shobe 6.
No. 19, 15 sing'es, $3 entrance: Thompson 15, Taylor 13, Parting-

ton 13, Shobe 13, Park 13, Voris 13, Richard 13, Washburn 13
Fugate 11, Lockwood 11, Easton 11, Keller 11, G. Elliott 10. Du
Bray 8.

No. 20, 30 singles, $3.75 entrance: Easton 29. Partington 27, Wash-
S?''?"^''T^%',^?'"?^4,^?;'''i 25, Voris 24, Thompson 28, Lockwood 32,
Shobe 23, Elliott 31, Du Bray 18.
No. SI, 15 singles, $35 guarantee, $3 entrance: Voris 15, Thomp-

son 14, Shobe 13, Taylor 13, Easton 13, Richard 12. Du Brav 13,
Fugate 11, Washburn 11, Keller 11, Partington 10, Bee 10, Mills 7,
Park 6.

'

No. 33 15 singles. $25 guarantee, S3 entrance: Richard 14. Part-
ington 14, Taylor 13, Keller 13. McVey 12, Fugate 12, Voris IL Bee
11. Eason 11, Washburn H, Park 10, Shobe 10, Thompson 8, Du
Bray 8.

No. 23, 20 singles, $25 guarantee, $2,35; Thompson 19, Beck 18,

son 11, Fugate 9 Richard 14. Voris 13. Partington 11, Shobe 11,
Neve 9, Beck 13, Bee 12, Washburn 11, Mills 10.
No, 3.5, 10 singles, $1 30: Park 10. Shobe 8, DuBray 8,Tavlor 7,

Richard 7. Fugate 6, Keller 4, Lockwood 9, Thompson 8, B-^ck 8,
Bee 7, Snipe 7, Baston 0, Mills 8, Washburn 8, Voris 8, Partington
7, Funk 7, Neve 5.

No. 26. 2.5 singles, $3, $5 added: Partington 34, Park 21, Shohe 21

,

Snipe 19, Du Bray 17. Easton 33. Fugate 31, Keller 30, Bpck 18,
Funk 17. Thompson 32 Richards 31, Voris 19,Washburn 18i Mills 11.
No. 37, 15 singles, $3: Anson 14, Washhum 13. Thompson 12,

Richard 13. Shotie 11, Funk 10, Snipe 14, Park 13, Lockwood 12,
Voris 13, Bee 11, Neve 7, Du Bray 13, Partington 13. Fugate 13,
Easton 11, Keller 10. Kerr 7.

No. 38, lo singles, $35 guarantee, $3: Shobn 15, Easton 13, Part-
ington 13. Du Bray 11. Lockwood 10, Duoker 9. Snipe 14, Keller 12,
Richard 13, Thompson 11, Martin 10, Fugate 8, Washburn 13, Bee
12. Anson 11, Voris 10, Quail 9.

No, 39. 10 singes. $1.2.5: McVey 10, Anson 9," Voris 9, Park 8. Du
Bray 7, Keller 6, Fugate 10, Shobe 9, Thompson 9, Richard 8, Neve
7, Bee 3, Easton 9, Saips 9, Partington 8. Washburn 7, Quail 6.
No. 30. 10 singles, S1.35: Voris 10. Richard 9, McVev 9, Parting-

ton 8, Washburn 6, Thompson 10. Easton 9, Park 'S, Anaon 8,
Tucker 6, Fugate 10, Snipe 9, Keller 8, DuBray 7, Shobe 3.
Extra, 10 singles, $1.35: Partington 9, Park 8, Anaon 3, Thomp-

son 8, Fugate 7, Voris 8. Martin
Third Day, Thursday, Oct. 0.

THE SPAREOVr SHOOT.
No. 31, 10 sparrows, $2:

Keller ai02200203— J

Johnston. 0010132111— ;

Hfrshey
Thompson

. ...0001301031-
1132031020—
0101010320-

Berk 0102111101
Lockwood
Funk

2202011001-
, 01OO'illlMI20

J Snipe
Palster

1112121110-
1001211011

$3 50:

Johnston lOlUllllOl-
Beck
Sn'pe

0010011001-
... 1101000010-

Fugate 1111011011-
Easton lOOllllOlO-

0101011011

No. 33. 15 sparrows. $3 $25 guaranteed:
Shafer 0102011001003001— 6 Snipe 111101011113310—13
Keller 010002111032302- 9 Funk 111011111011100-11
Thompson 103110111220000- 9 Partington ...101111112111110-13
Charles 211201201110201—11 Elliott 111110111211010-12
J Pott 301111021100012—10 Polster 013111011101111—13
Voris 10121U«3111101—13 Fugate 313110103000111—10
Beck 210231131131101-13 Easton 312112311101011-13
Sanford 101111100113211—13 Thomas Ol;30 11312110130—10
DuBray 002101130133111-11 Anderson 010100101002011— 7
Johnston 120210001101012- 9
No. 34, 10 sparrows, $2.50:

Elliott 2111111121—10 Anderson 0132201101— 7
Sanford 1111311133-10 J Pott 3111010001- li

Voris 1010101111— 7 Thompson 3101021113— 8
DuBray HOOSIOIOI— 6 Hershey 1322102032— 8
Charles 1101201101— 7 Easton 0201101102- 6
Johnston 2111131110— 9 Funk 3311111100- 8
Polster 1311311020- 8 B?ek 1311311311-10
Partington 1011131011— 8 Fugate 0110111131— H
Keller 2031111133- 9 Bussell 0010200101—4
Lockwood 1012011111— 8 Shobe OlOllOoOlO— i
Snipe 000212102:2— 6 Anson... 110()12!110-J'
Oursler 0030231200- 4
No. 35, 25 sparrows, $5:

Polster 12211S1 1 1 31012030 113101 1- .''S

San ford 1311 211 U 11 1 1 101201201 1 11 —33
DuBray 10111101 1 320300U1 l-'OOlOOl- 15
Elliott 11101111023111 12;>2111211 1 -;>3
Voris 011111311321110021 .'112110-21
John ston 00131001010 11002110111 11,3- ifl

Anson 001311O101203020OO 10 1 1 1 33- 1.)

Keller 0321111121102101000000010-14
Washburn 0103223331120011103111123-30
Partington 1130121113110011101111103-20
Thompson 21000100011ulll21031ll232—1

7

B'-ck. 11111102031010100;illC2133—18
Miller 02:203311101131211 11310101—30
Fugate 31 1121010111101 120111 0111—20
Snipe 1030 11301211 2111310200002— 1

8

Easton 1123012011130110110111302—19
175 Monroe Street, Chicago. E. Hough.

Live Birds at Hackettstown.
On Tuesday, Oct. 4, pursuant to an invitation sent out by J. L.

Smith, a number of sportsmen assembled at the grounds of the
Hackettstown (N. J.) Gun Club for a little divertisement in the
way of live bird shooting. The weather condition from 1P.M..
when the sport began, and 4:30, were favorable, the sun shining
brightly, and there beinar enough wind to make the bird teel ex-
ceedingly lively. At 4 P. M. the clouds began to gather, and half
an hour later the wind increased to a gale, while for half an hour
or more the rain came down in sheets, driving everybody to
sheltfr.
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley,-nf

Hobiken; John Riggott. of Rockaway; George Baldwin, of Minne-
apolis, Minn.; and Mr. Stewart of Chatham. The birds were a
rattling good lot and some fine work was shown. Tbfi shooting
was done from 5 traps, 38 and 30yds. rise. N03. 1 and 3 at 4 hirdP,
$3 entry; No". 3 and 4 at 7 birds, $5 entry, while No. 5 was two
misses out, $3 entry, one money. In the other events there were
three moneys. TheFCores:

No. 1 No. 2 Nn. 3 No. 4
Lindsley 3U2-4 ol33—3 0H3iii— fi 2311223—7
Stewart 1111-4 0213—3 1111113—7 132^0!—

6

Smith 2211—4 1112-4 11U311-7 0102310-4
Riggott 1112-4 1311-4 lU'l 11 .1-J2- .4

Mowder 3101—3 o31o-3 3'< - uliill—

H

George 1311—4 1122—41111: ; -ii3i_r
Hoffman , llDl—3 (li ; 11 iniU-6
Schwartz 0o'aioii--i moioiO—

3

iVLillbtira 1320000-3 IIOOIOI-4
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Riverside Gun Club Tournament.
The initial tournament of the Riverside Gun Club was held at

Bed Bank, N. J., on Oct. 5 to 7 inclusive, and like other touraa-
ments of recent date the attendance was very light. The weather
of the opening day was clear and cool, with a strong and fishy
wind that kept the scores down, the light targets being tossed
about in all directions and making the shooting difficult.

Tbe grounds of the Riverside Cluh are conveniently situated
about ten minutes' walk fmm the Red Bank depot of the New
York & Long Branch Railroad, and are well adapted to both arti-

flcial and live-bird shooting. The tield is perfectly level and is

inclosed on three sides with a 10 foot board fence, the front being
closed in with wire netting. The foreground is first-class. The
club has a neatly appointed club house one story in height. The
r'fflcers of the club are J. B. Bergen, President; Oscar Hesse. Vice-
President; J. P. Cooper, Secretary and Treasurer; M. F. Cornwell,
Cauta'n. Keystone targets were used on the first two days, the°e
being charged for at the rate of a cents each. There were no handi-
caos. American Shooting Association rules governed.
The programme of the first day wa.s as follows: Nos. 1, 3 and 9,

10 sinples, rapid fire, $1 entry; Nos. 3, 7 and 10, 15 singles, f1..50 en-
try; No. .5, 20 singles, 53 entrv; No, 0, 10 singles, expert rules, $1
entry; No. 8, 5 pairs, SI entry. The following special average prizes
were awarded for all programme events: VVm. R. Hobart first,

88; E. D. Miller second, $2; Oscar Hesse third, $1.
Winners of special merchandise prizes: Event No. 2, six months'

subscription to S'porting Review to fifth place, won by H. O.White.
Event No. 3, .50 Walsrode loaded shells to fourth place and same
io fifth place, won by W. R. Hobart and Neaf Apgar. Event No.
5, silver carving set and case to fourth pla-^e, won by W. R. Ho-

. bart; gun case to fifth place, won by Oscar Hesse. Event No. 7.

solid silver match safe to fourth place, won by Oscar Hesse.
Event No. 8, box or cigars to first pi ice, divided by Hobart.
Cooper, Ivins and Hesse. Event No. 10, pair of rubber boots to
third place, won by Hesse. The scores:
No. 1: Apgar 7, Smith 7, Hobart 9, Miller 6, Breininall 9, E. M,

Coope' B, Hesse 7, White 5, Ivins 5.

No. 2:

Apgar lllimOllOUn—13 Breintnall -...011111110111110-14
Smith lliniOU 110011—13 Hesse 101110110111110—11
Hobart 110111111111110-13 White 10111OH Oil 1110- 9
Cooper noun 10111111—13 Ivins 111010101111111-12
Miller 101111111111000—J

1

No. 3: Breintnall 8, Hnt.art 7, Miller 9, Apgar 6. Smith 10,

Cooper 9, White .5, Jvins 10. Hesse 9, Throckmorton .5,

No. 4:

Breintnall 111110111111010-13 Cooper OOOOlOlllOOllOO— 6

Hobart 1111111111111)01—13 Ivins lOllOlOU 100110— 9

Miller 11111111 lllOO!!—13 Throckmorton 101 lOllOlOOOlll— 9
Apgar 111110001110101-10 Hesse -...101111111101111-13
Smith 011011011101000- 8

No. 5;

BreintnallKXKWOlOllliroimOO-ll Apgar ...11111110101101111111—17
Hobart. ...linilOmO'lllOlOll—16 Cooper. . ..11011111111110101111—17
Miller 11111111111111111101-19 Ivins 1 1000111 001 11 11lOUn—13

Smith 11111111101111011111-18 Hesse 10111010111101110111-15
N", 6: Breintnall 10, Smith 5, Miller 8, Apgar 6, Hobart 5, Hesse

7, Cooper 4.

No. 7:

Breintnall 010110111110111-11 Hobart 111111101100111-12
Smi th 1 1111 1mil 1 111-1 5 Cooper UllllllOOlli 01—12
Miller 111111111110111-14 Ivins Ill 1O0 101100101— 9

Apgar... 011011111111110-13 White 000001 lOOOClOlll— .5

Hes?e 011111101111100-11 Corn well OOlOOOOOOOOOlOl- 3
No. 8: Breininall 8, Throckmorton 4, Hobart 8, Miller 5, Apgar

7. Smith 6, Ivins 8, Hesst' 8.

No 9: Breintnall 9. Throckmorton 4, MOler 10, Wbaymer t\.

Smith 6, Apgar 6, Hobart 9, Hesse 10, Cooper 7, Ivins 4, Conover 3.

No. 10:

Breintnall 110111101110111-12 Conover OOlOlOUOUIIlO- 9

Smith 111111111111101-14 Hesse 1111111111)0011-13
Miller 110101011110111-11 E M Cooper. . . 111011011111010-11
Apgar 111111111101110-13 J Cooper OlUOOICKllOOlll— 8

Hobart 111111111111111-15 Price OUOOOlllOWOOlO— 5
Ivins 111111101100000 - 8

Exira No. 1: Breirtnall 10, Hobart 10, Miller 9, Smith 9, Apgar
9, Oooner 7, C uover 3, Pricp S, Hesse 9.

Extra No. 2: Breintnall 10, Hobart8, Smith 8, Miller 8, Apgar 9,
Onnper 8. Hc^^e 10, Price 7.

Extra No. 3: Breintn Ul 8, Apg:ir 7, Miller .5, Smith 8, Hobart 8,

He¥se 5.

Ex' Tft No. 4, 5 pairs: H'sse 6, Cooper 8, Apgar 6, Smith 7 Ho-
bart G, CoQOver 4. Miller 5.

No. 15; Smith 5, Cooper 5, Conover 3. Apgar 3, Hesse 7, Miller R.

On the Stcond Day
the weather was clear and bright, and while the wind was
troublesome it was much lighter than on the opening day. The
attendance was a Jittle— very little—better than on tne opening
day. E. D. Miller won first average, Neaf Apgar being second
and Chas. Smith third. The special merchandise prizes w«rR
Won as below: Event No. 3, sis months subscription t" Sporting
ileufeil) to fifth place, won by J.Cooper. Event No. 3 50 Ameri-
can wood powder shells to third and same to fonrth place, divided
by Keller, Smith, Miller, Throckm->rton, Breintnall, J. Cooper
and E. Cooper. Event No. <!, derby bat to team winning fourth
placp, won by Ape-nr and Smith. Event No. 5, six months suh-
fciption to American Meld to third place, won by Brantiugham.
Event No. 7, silk umbrella to third place, won by Hobart. Event
No. 8, pair kid gloves to third place, won by R. H. Breintnall.
Event No. 10. six mouth.s subscription to A.me,rican Field to
fourth place, won by Brantingbam. Tfip events: Nos. 1. 3, 6 and
9, 10 singles, f1 entry: Nos. 2, 7 and 10, losirgles, $150; No. 5, 20
singles, $2; No. 8. 5 pairs, 81; No. 4, teams of 3 men, 15 singles per
man, $2 entry per team. Tne scores:
No. 1: Breintnall 6, Brantingbam 7. Keller 4, Throckmorton 6.

Smith 7, H >bart 8, Hesse 7. E- Cooper 6, Apgar 10, J. Cooper 7,

Miller 9, Conover 5.

No. 2:

Brantingha,m .111101111111111—14 J Cooper 001011111111110—11
Smith 111111111111111-15 ThrockmortonOlOUOllOlOlOOl- 8

Keller 101110011010100 - 8 Hesse 111001110110111-11
Breintnall 011010111111111-12 Miller 011111111111011—13
Hobart 101111001010110- S Conover 010110101110111—11
Apgar OlUllOmUllO—13 E Cooper lOlUOOUOOllOl— 9

No. 8: Breintnall.6, Apgar 9, Keller 7, Smith 7. Brantingbam 8,

J. Cooper 5, Hobart 9, J. Cooper, Ji-., 6, Hesse 5, Throckmorton ^.

E. Cooper 6, Conover 5, Miller 7.

No. 4:

Miller 101 011111011 111—13 Brant'hamlU111011011111—1

3

Breintnall.OlllllllftlOllU—12—24 Hobart.. . 111111010101111-12—25
Apgar 10111111 1110111-13 Hesse 11001011111 1111-12
Smith 111011111101111-13-3(1 E Cooper. 110111000111010- 9-21
No 5:

Hobart... .11111111111001111011-17 Hesse 11111111010110111100-15
T'km'rtonl 1011111111111111111—19 Cooper Jr.0010l011011101011001-ll
Bre.intnalll011111111Ullllllll-in E Cooper. 101 111011011 10011110-14
Apgar. . . . 11111010111111111111—18 Miller, - . . 11111011111111111111—19
Smith ,...11111111000111111101—16
No. 6: Hobart 4 Tnrockmorton 8, Keller 4. E Cooper 6, Smith

6, Apgar 7. Miller 9, J. Cooper, Jr., 4, Breintnall 7, Hesse 8.

No. 7:

Miller 111110010111111-13 E Cooper 111111111100110-13
vSmith 101111101011111-12 Hesse 011111111101110-12
Keller lllllOOOOOllOOl— 8 Jas Cooper. .. .lOOOllOIOlKmi- 8

Apgar 101111111111011—13 John Cooper. . .111010010010111- 9

ThrockmortonlUlOllOlllllll—13 Brantingbam. .101111111110111—13
Breintnall Ill till 1001 111 1—13 Hobart 01111imi010(.)0—11
No. 8: Breintnall 5, Ivins 6. Tbrot kmorton ti. Smith 8, Apgar 5,

Hobart 5, John Cooper 5, E. Cooper 8, Breintnall 7, Budd 5, xMiller

8, J. Cooper, Jr., 3, Hesse 9.

No. 9: Miller 10, Smith 7, E. Cooper 9, Brantingbam 10, Rudd 9,

Ivina 10, Hobart 8. Ja". Cooper 7. Breintnall 7, Hesse 8, Apgar 9,

Throckmorton 8, John Cooper 7, Keller 8, Davie 5, Cornwall 6.

No. 10:

Mi Her Ill 1111111 11111—15 Ivins 110011 111 llOllI—12
Brantiugham..00inilllllll01—13 Keller 110111011001111-11
Breintnall 111101010010110— 9 ThrockmortonOlUlOlOOlOlOll—11
Apgar 1111 mini 1111-15 Hobart 111101110111011-12
Smith milimomil—14 .lohn Cooper. .111111011111100—12
Hesse 1110110miUll-13 E Cooper... ..100001010010100—5
Budd llOllllOOOmU-11 J Cooper, Jr. ..111001011110011-10
Extra No. 1: Breintnall 10, MiUer 10, Apgar 9, Hesse 8, Ivins 9.

Throckmorton P, Keller 8, Hobart 10, Smith 8, Cornwall 4, J.

Cooper, Jr., 4.

Extra No. 3, 20 singles: J. Cooper, Jr., 9, Ivins 15. Hesse, Jr., 14,

Smith 16. Hobart 18, E. Cooper 15. Cornwall 4, Davis 7, Burns 14,

Apgar 17, Throckmorton 14, Hesse. Sr., 14.

Extra No. 3: ThrookmoHon 10, J. Cooper, Jr., 8, Hobart 9, Smith
8, Budd 6, Ivins 8, Apgar 7, John Cooper 7. E. Cooper 9, Keller 6.

0)1 Friday, the Final jDay,

when live birds were used iostesid of targets, the sentiment of
.lersey'R sportsmen was shown by a largeli?^ increased aitendan."e
both of coDtestau's and si)ectaiors. The day was a delighiful
one, the air being as soft and balmy as in June, with just breeze
enough to Ijelp the birde in their flight. At an eaxiy hour the

AT THE RED BANK SHOOT.

shooters began to arrive, and the first event, called at 9:4(5 A. M.,
drew out 1.5 entries. The shooters hailed not only from all parts
of the State, but from New York as well. Among them were
Edgar Murpby, the blonde giant of the Carterot. Hollywood,
Westminster and Counti-y clubs: Phil. Daly. Jr.. the young Long
Branch expert: J. W. Budd, one of Monmouth County's cracks;
W. H. Perrine, of Marlborough, Jersey's old favorite foot racer,
and now one of the smooth-bore cracks: R. H. Br«int;na]l, of
Newark; Enoch D. Miller, of Springfield; M. F. Lindsley, Mrs.
Lindsley ("Wanda"), and Eddy Collins, of Hoboken; George
Baldwin, a veteran from Minneapolis, Minn., who never misses a
live bird shoot when in .Tersey; LsRnder B. CampbeU, of Little
i^ilver, one of the old-lime fiDd-trap-anol-handle exponents;
Richard Sunderman. one of the best shots in the New Jersev
Shooting Club; A. Wbaymer, H. G. White, "Father" Cornwell, J.

Cooper, Jr., E. M. Cooper, Oscar Hesse, R. CTrav,att, H. Joline. J.

B. Bergen and F. Ivins, of tbe R-iverside Gun Club.
The birds were but a fair lot, some of course being eood, while

others were "rank duffers." The shooting was done under Ameri-
can Shooting Association rules, 5 ground traps being used. The
first, second and third events were shot under the usual system,
but when the fourth event was called it was deemed advisable to
shoot the rapid-flring system in order to save time. This was done,
much to the disgu«t of some of the shooters. When event No. 5

was called, this being: at 15 birds per man, it was started under
the usual system, but on the close of the fourth round the rapid-
firing sfjuad system was resorted to as in no other way could the
event have been run oH before dark. In this event there were 17

entries. When the second squad of 6 men had nearly completed
their scores, it was found that there were not enough birds to go
around, in tact a balf i u:k birfi had to be placed in the trap for
the last man in this squad. Hence Messrs. E. M. Cooper, Ivins,
Cornwell, Svmderman and Miller, who had shot at4bird3eBch
had their money returned to them, and the 13 men who had fin-

ished their full scores received the divisions of the pot, there
being 7 men in tor first money, 3 in for second and 1 for each
third and lourth. Of course the poor quality of the birds was
rfiRponsible in a measure for the big scores (172 birds killed out of
180) in this event, but it is also safe to say that had the firing been
done under other than the rapid-firing system more than 8 birds
would have been scored "lost." As a matter of course under tnis
system a bird is called '"dead" when it falls and it is scored
"dead" unless challenged. Several times in this event when
the referee called "dead bird" he would look around firmly
expecting someone to challenge the bird, which perhaps was
raercdy scratched, but in no instance did a challenge result. This
system applied to live bird events is no test ot skill and should be
alsandoned.
The "luck" in live bird shooting was never better exemplified

than on this day. Up to the last round of the final event Edgar
Murpby had not lost a bird and was almost safe for the handsome
leather gun case offered by Fred Qaimby for the best average in
all events, while J. W. Budd was close behind him with only one
bird lost. Murphy's last bird chanced to be a good one, which
dodged the first load but caught the second at long range, carry-
ing it over the field in good shape. Just as the people were about
to say '"too bad," expecting the bird to go over the boundary it

dove down, struck the wire fence and fell inside, desd as a
mackerel. This made Murphy the owner of the gun cas«, which
was one of Quimby's handsomest and best. Budd, of course, got
second average prize, a beautiful cottage clock, donated by B. F.
Wilbur, of Red Bank.
Speaking of luck, this same wire fence mentioned above was

i-espona'ble for the scoring "dead" of at lea't a dozen birds, which
would certainly have gone over aboard fence. They did not see
the wire netting, however, and when they struck it were so
shocked a'^ to be unable to rise. This, of course, applfps to birds
which were wounded. Phil. Daly, Jr. scored five birds in this
way. E. M. Cooper, Phil Daly and George also scored one bird
each which thev shot at, and then in gathering drove into the
pockets of the target trap screens. Below are the details of the
day's work:

No. 1, 5 birds, $4 entry, four moneys:
J W Budd 12112-5
A Wbaymer 21010—3
W H Perrine 01222-4
ED Miller 12121—5
G George, 11221-5
R H Breintnall 21011—4

R Edgarton , . . - 11111—5
R Gravatt 00310—2
A .Johns 03231—4
E M Cooper 01112-4
H C White 11113-5
HBodine 23221-5

E Murphy 32113—5 O Hesse 33101—4
PDaly, Jr 32oli—4 J Cooper, .Jr 02111-4

No. 2. 7 birds, $T entry, four moneys:
Budd ,2220112-6 Bodine 1112331—7
Perrine 0321 210—5 Murphy 3222332—7
E Cooper 233101o—5 Lindsley 3032o'32—

5

George 1313212—7 Cornwell OOlSloO—

3

Breintnall 0131211—6 Hesse 0301011—4
Daly. - 2101133- 6 Bergen o3332Il—

6

Miller limiS-7 J Cooper, Jr 1021011-5
Edgarton OlOilH—5 Whaymer 3023323—(5

Gravatt 2113001-5 Joline 12o0320-4
White 0111110-5

No. 3, 10 birds, $7 entrv, four moneys:
Lindsley 2332233333—10 Breintnall 1130131201— 8
Bndd 131122113:^—10 J P Cooper 31olll2011— 8
E Cooper 313'2132210- 9 George 1211212110— 9

Daly 2332333131 - 10 Gravatt .0111111031— 8
Murphy 3322212333-10 Perrine lon2121322— 8

WMte .0131103013- 7 Cornwell 1203002022— 6
Bodine 331013L22o- H Linderman 2020110223— 7

Edgarton lOlOOlUll- 7 Collins 1220^331:^1— 9
Miller 1101231m- 9

No. 4, 7 birds, rapid-firing sypiem, ffi7 entry, 4 moneyg:
F Heyer.,... 1311111-7 Brighton 0013T01-4
Budd 1112133-7 Green .1 332303-6
Bergen .1131031-6 Breintnall 33?]011-6
White 1111110-6 Miller 0222310-5
Bodine 11213U—7 George 2022112—6
Daly 32o2220—5 Wanda 0111111-6
Murphy 1332332—7 Johnes, 2212118—7
Sunderman 2112122-7 J Cooper Jr 1121033-6
Lindsley 3233233-7 Gravatt 0100013—3
Campbell 1123110-6 Ivins 3ilom-5
Edgarton 1021110-5 B Cooper 1110100-4
Collins 122iol2—

6

No. 5, 15 birds, 81:2 entry, 4 moneys, last eleven rounds shot
under rapid-flnn^ system:
White -- 123111121211113-15 Daly J r 322213221332222—15
Bodine 1131231 111 1313-15 Murphy 323312323122322 -1

5

Edgarton 20ill3im)31111-13 George 1113m3U0mi-l4

Boughton 0313311001111 11—13 E Cooper 31 13

1

Budd 313233331231233-15 Ivins 1311

1

Breintnall. . . .,223211133133233-15 Cornwell 3322 !• no birds.
Collins 313111322321211-15 Sunderman . . . .2221

i

Lindsley 223323223122120-14 Miller 1101

J

Heyer 011111121111223—14 C. H. Townsenp.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Oct. 1.—To-day closes our season of shooting for
medals, which have been contested for twenty-one times. The
winter to come will not be one of inactivity by any means, as live-
bird shooting will be a prominent feature with target shoots when
weather will permit, so life will be endurable to us gun cranks
after all. However, it may be witti tournaments in poor attend-
ance and lack of interest as many think is the ca^e. it is not so in
this part of this country, for new and strong amateur clubs are
being organized right along. Our attendance at every shoot is
over 60 per cent, of total membership. Below are scores:
No. 1, 15 singles: Sidway 7, Pitz 8, "Cop" 10, Brown 9, Hodson 9,

Tefft 1.2, Skinner 7, J. Nortbcott 5, O'Neil 9. Bowers 9.

No. 2, 10 singles: Sidway 7. Pitz 7, ' Con" 8, Brown 6, Hodson 3,
Tefft 10. J, Northfott 4, O'Neil 7. Bowers 5-

No. 3. 35 singles: Drake 8, Ijauterbach 17, Hicks 31, Richards 30,
Young 1-3.

No. 4, 10 singles: Baird 5, Campbell 7, J. M. Meek 8, Conover 6,
Paterson 7.

Shoot for medals, at 20 singles:
Hicks 111101111111111101 11—18 J Meek . . ..01011110101101111011-14
Pa,terfoa .1111111imi01111on-18 Brown. , .,10000111 11111ini0010-12
Steck 11111101111111101011-17 Richards. 01110010101011110101—12
Young . . ..11111111011110111011—17 Campbell IIOOOIIOOIIIOOUIIOO—11
O'Neil . . ..11111111101101011111-17 Cruser. . .. 11000011011101001011—11
"Cop" Immunol 1010111—17 Stevenson 1011101001010 lOI 0101- 11
Tefft HOmiOllllOllllOll- 16 Bortree.. .11101101111101000000—11
Pitz 01111111011101101111—18 Krake , . . 11000000011000000011— 6
Baird 0mi0110iminn01-16 Snow 01000100010001010001- 6
L'ut'rb'chll01111110ll01011110-15 Hodson. . .10000100000000010010- 4
NorthcottOmiOlllOOllOllOlll—14 S Meek,. ..0000010000 w. —1
Bowers. . .01111011100110110111—14
Hicks won A class medal, Paterson won C class medal and

Steck won B class medal. Geo. H. Bhown.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
The members of the New Uti-echt Rod and Gun Club held their

weekly competition for the bluerock class medals at Woodlawn
Park. Gravesend, L. I., on Saturday, Oct. 1. D. Bennett won the
gold badge, and C. W. Wingert the silver one. The scores:
Club Shoot, hluerocks:

Bennett.. .11111011111011101111—17 Dr Adam sOOl 0101011lUOOOlOOO—
P Adams..010000010110ll001111—10 C Svkes. ..01011011111001001011—13
Nostrand . 11011001011111111011—15 0 Winger til101111101101111110-16
J Lott llinOOlOOlOimOOll-13 Blat'ach'rlOOOlOllOOlllOllOUO-ll
Live bird sweepstakes:

Dr Wynn 13032—4 11213—5
H Blattmacher 20111-4 10111—4
J Lott 21011-4
Dr Adams 00100-1
D Bennett 21311—5 011—3 22010—3
CFuraueson 12111—5 111-3 21121—5WF Svkes 21312-5 133-3 11101-4
GNostrand... 11111—5 111—3 11313—5
CASykes 01112-4 OOl-l 00101—3
C Wingert 01310-3 010-1 11201-4
P Adams 12022—4 110—3 11210—4

Match Shoots.
Several match shoots took place at Dexter Park, L. I., on

Saturday, Oct. 1. The first was between F. Ib^rt and M. Soboet-
tler for $60 a side at 50 birfis each, 25yds. rise. M. Schoettler won
by the score of 35 to 28. P. J. Eppig and F. Ibert then shot off
another match which the latter won by the score of 20 to 16. Sev-
eral small matches then followed. The pcorep:
F Ibert 130o30002U3o000ol310320000l2023131310000012033311—^8M Schoettler. . .

.
01111010132210113.310120002233311100011033303323030—25

Match, $35 a side, 35yde.:
P J Eppig 1030202312101201013000311-16
F Ibert 1003310202310112113113112 -20
Match and sweepstaJses:

Ist Sweep. 2d Sweep, Ist Sweep. 2d Sweep
CWissell 11111-5 31012-4 L Doscber. . , 10100 - 3 21301-4A Andrews. -.33010-3 11111-5 T Short 11121-5 .. .

F Ibert 03111—4 11330—4 J Schlieman . . . ... 1003I—

3

M Schoettle'-.im0-4 11100-3
Match, $10 a side.

P J Eppig 30120-3 J Schlieman . .02110—3
F Ibert 10000-1 P J Eppig 10113-4

Fountain Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Fountain Gun Club was held

at Woodlawn Park, L, ]., on Wednesday. Oct. .5. Ten members
were present and competed for the annual prizes, the best aver-
ages to count, at ten birds each, club handicaps. A. Eddy was
the bestscorer with ten straight. In the sweepstakes the money
waR pretty evenly divided. The scores:
Club shoot:

D Shields 1113211013— 9 A Rddy 1131131131—10
J E Orr 20I101113I- 8 0 Wingert 1213S1310l— 9W Allen 1103311200- 7 W Lair 2112012ni- 9
J C De Feam 21110 13;?02— 8 R Phister. Jr 2221023222— 9W Schumacher . . .1022101110— 7 H W Blattmaoher..l01001313S— 8
Sweepstake, gl entry:

D Shields 31130-4 C Wingert 12013—4W Allen 11300-3 W Lair .12110-4W Schumacher 10110-3 R Phister, .Jr 11131—5A Eddy 11311-5 HW Blattmacher.. . ..'.'.'11012-4

Lynchburfif in a Gale.
LYJfOHBUKe, Ya,, Oct. 5.—The Lynchburg Club did not have a

good time yesterday at the weekly shoot. There was too much
wind. Only shot the following events: No. 1. 30 singles' Darwin
35, Moorman 24, Cleland 19, Terry 21, Nelson 21, Smith 13, Hamner
12. Stearns 21.

No. 2. 9 singles and 3 j)airs: Darwin 14, Moorman H. Olelanfl
Terry 8, HaniQer 7, Stearns JO, Smith 4, Nelsoa U,

'
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Tournament at Dunlof, la.

DuNLOF, la., Oct. 5.-The touraatnent of the Dunlof Gun C lub
oommeDced yesterday morning with a fair attendance. Th e
weather was warm and pleasant and the contests close and ex-
citing. Messrs. Dean ana Barrett of the Dunlof Gun Club gave
the visiting sportsmen a banquet Tuesday night, and very ably
entertaiupd tbeir guest?. Harry McMurchy, of Fulton, N. Y., was
on hand showing the merits of two elegant Smith ejectors, and is

a« good looking as over. Among the visiting sportsmen were
Mpssra. Arff, Abbott and Paul Coester. Oak, la,; H. .J. and E. D.
Trotter, Kingsley, la.; Parmalee, Read, Nason, Fogg, Townsend
andSmitb, Omnha, Neb.; Schroeder, Arnold, Rocbford, Specie
and Mills, Columbus. Neb.: Ackermau and Turner, Statinton,
Neb.; Uixon, Council Bluffs, la.; Campbell, Denison, Ja.; McMur-
chv, Fulton, N. Y.. and Budd of Des Moiues. The score:
Eight live birds, entrance $5.S0, four moneys;

Campbell 13120130-6 Read 11121130-7
Build 10211311—7 Barrett 31131120-7
Parmal-e 21211121-8 Smith .13111211-8
Dean OJ120113-7 Fogg 12111212-8
Aokermau 13101211-7 H J Trotter 13111112—8
McMurchy 03131121-7 E D Trotter 21111213-8
NaeoD 31311212-8 Tiernan 21000103-4
Eight live birds, entrance $5, four moneys:

Campbell 01121210-e E D Trotter 13112131-8
Rudd 01213131-7 Bmitb 311113.31-8
Pai malee 20211212—7 Barrett 31200000—3
Williams.. 13130113-7 Arft 31021121-7
Ack ei man .01120112—6 Abbott 13130110-6
TV' cMurchy 03113112-7 Dean 01313120-6
Nason , .02101212-6 Turner 10221212—7
Revel 12021112—7 Fogg - 01113100-5
H JTrotter 12111313-8

123567S10 11
Smith 9 13 8 .. 22 13 ..

Read 13 14 7 19 21 11 14
Fogg 20 15 7 13 23 11 10
Towsend 12 11 6 U 14 7 12
A Taylor 7 .. .. 7 ..

F Taylor 5

1 S 3 5 6 7 S 10 11

Rudd ..,.9 i;3 16 19 8 15 23 14 17
Nason . .9 12 19 20 10 16 17 13 11
Parnia]'t9 13 17 15 10 17 31 15 30
M'M'rc'y 1 13 .20 18 10 15 21 12 18
Barrett.. 5 10 12 12 8
Caropb(-n7 8 8 .. 6 13 .. 4 9
A'li'rm'n6 12 19 19 7 15 22 11 18 Wllkins 5
Tr'^tter...8 9 16 IS 7 12 30 13 15 Williams 11 19 12 13
ETrorteiS 13 ir, ]9 9 13 25 11 17 Arff 20 10 8
Dean..,. 8 11 15 16 8 14 16 9 .. Abbatt 23 10 13
Turner...3 10 .. 10 11 .. Mabee 9
Dixon... .3 7 .. . 8 .. Meever

The Second Day.
Eight live birds, entrance S5:

Arff 11121312-8 Campbell 13120010-5
McMurchy 31 118131—8 Budd 31120 131-7
H J Trotter 13111311-8 Bead 11120131-7
Parmalee 1 2011 120-6 Saul ..001211 03- ."i

Smith 13111313-8 Barrett 30110312-6
Schroder mmOO-4 Dean 00313013—.'^,

Quirk 201131:30-6 Abbott 21211210-7
Eight live birds, entrance 84:

.A.rffl .01311321-7 Budd 13110201-8
a J Trotter .2 1 2 j

1 211-8 Qui rk _ . . .12011121-7
Smith ..1211121;.

Abbott 21111313-8
Parmalee .21111213—8
McMurchy 21203113-7
Read 02002121-5

U IS 15 16 17 18 10 W IS 15 16 17 18 19
Ackerman... 6 17 .. 11 Wills 7 16 13 11 17 .. 18
Campbell.... 6 15 8 8 8 10 14 Barrett 6 15 14.. 13
.Parmalee.... 9 10 14 14 19 18 24 Arnold .... 4 14 10 17
Read 3 13 13 13 9 7 16 Schroeder.. . 7 17 13 11 17 16
Speicie 5 14 10 .. 15 .. .. Smith
McMuTchv.. 9 19 11 9 18 17 23 Saul
Abbott..... . 6 13 15 13 Iti 13 19 H J Trotter .

AriF. ....... . 7 11 13 10 16 13 15 E D Trotter
Dixon, . i Waitley
Budd 9 20 12 11 17 15 23 Rockford..,.
Dean 6 13 12 .. 11 ... . Quick
Turner....... 3 .. .: Taylor

15 10 1;

4 15 9 8 15 10 18
. . 16 14 11 16 15 24
.. 15 11 13 18 12 33
. ..8

18.. 10 .. 13 .

C. W BUDD."

Rig^ott again Defeats Class-
The memories of Columbus and 1493 evidently took a strong

hold on the sportsmen of New York and New Jer-sey on Oct. 11,
as only a smalJ nuoaber of them appeared at Dexter Park, L. I,,
to witness the return match between Frank Class, of Morristown,
and John Riggott, of Bockaway. The day was a fine one for sport
albeit had the wind been stronger it would have been still better.
While the attendance was small there were still some noted
sportsmen present, among them being Dr. P. Jay, of Warrenville,
N. J. : Wm. S. Canon, of Newark, popular one-armed expert; J.
Coekefair. one of Bloomfield's enthusiasts; Harry Piper, J. Tnm-
minsandR. Hathaway, of Morristown; (ieo. S. Atwater, cycle
expert and target smasher; Jas. Baker, of Ridgetield ; Geo. Bald-
win, of St. Paul, Miun,: Miss Jennie Smith; of Morristown; Chas.
Hubbell, of Brooklyn; Jas. E. Wheaton and Chas. Hedden, of
Newark.
The birds were a good lot of flyers, very few having to be flushed,

and even these few flying hard once they caught their wings. It
was 3:20 P. M. when the match began, Class being first to the
score. J, Coekefair was referee, C. A. Dellar scorer, and J. E.
Wheuton trap puller. The conditions were 100 live birds per man,
Hurlingham rules to govern, for a purse of f2.')0 a side. Both men
used 12-bore guns and stood at SOyds. rise. Both killed on the first
round. On tne second round Class got a fast right quartering
bird, and when he pulled his right trigger both barrels went off,
and he bad the j >y (?) of seeing the bird sail away to safety.
Riggott lost on the same round. Class had the same accident as
above on his iHth and 90th birds, although each of these was
killed.
On the first quarter the score stood 24 for Riggott to 33 for Class-

on the half Class bad killed 48 to Riggott 's 44; on the third quarter
They were tied on OS kills each, and at the finish Riggott had 89
kills to Class'n 80. On the thiid 25 Class lost no less than 7 birds,
and some of them easy ones at that. During the race he lo«t one
and Riggott three dead out of bounds. Class's 89th bird was an
ugly twister, wh'ch he checked with his flrat and grassed with the
second. When BUly Mills tried to gather the bird, however, it
recovered and winged away over the fields. The score of the
shoot is shown in detail below:
J F Class 2013121111331132331 llolSl—23

2111111133113113121331311—35
0010111013321310001123332—18
2113320003131031312103311-20-8r5

J Riggott 2031221331313111131112323-24
0OIIIII211222OO32II2122O0-2O
2002120112211212211211231—33
11333o332831111313213rll2-3.3-89

The exceptionally good birds were Class's 23d, 34th, 61st. 79t.h.
80:h and 89Dh: Riggott's 8th, 25th, 81st and 94th.
After the race a Jersey sweep at 4 birds each, 83 entry, was

shot. The scores:
C Hubbell 1121-4 George 1111-4WS Canon 0123—3 P .lay 1112—4
G S Atwater .0100-1 J L Leonard 0001-1
R Hathaway 0223-3 Jay Tea 0103-4
(Kfldi 0. H. Townsend.

Rochester Rod and. Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 6—Herewith find scores made at our

tournaiEent on Oct. 5. The weather was chilly, and early in the
day we had a snow sqnall, and later it was cloudy with a strong
westerly wind, which caused the birds to take erratic flights.
Kingbird targets weie used. We had with us shooters from Syra-
cuse, Lyons, Williamson, Batavia, Brockport. Clyde, Marion, and
other places hereabouts. Charles H. Mowrv, of Syracuse, won
first average, by breaking 124 out of 130 or 95«i3 per cpnt. Second
average went to L. V, Byer, of Rochester, with 94813 per cent.;
third to W. C. Hadley, of Rochester, on 93>i3 per cent. Ryer made
a sprint for first average toward the fluisn, breaking 77 straight,
but was unable to overtake Mowry. The scores follow

•

No. 1, 10 kingbirds: Bver 9, Borst 9, Hadley 9, Mowry 9, Foley 9
Richmond 9, Meyer 9, Luther 9, Norton 8. Hicks 8, Tassell 8

vl'^^^r^ ^ Lttfever 8. Truesdale 7, Duguid 7, P. Smith 6, McVean 6,
Bruit b J. Rissineer .5, A. Rickman 5, B. Rickman 4

kingbirds, entry $130: Borst 1.5, Byer 14, J. Rissinger
14, Mowry 14, Stewatt 14, Norton 13, Truesdale 13, Bruff 13 F
Smith 13, Tassell 13. Hicks 13, Burns 13, Lane 13. Tozier 13, Lefever
13, Hadley 12, McVean 12. Foley 13. Meyer 13. Duguid 13, Ham-mond 11, A. Rickman 11, Quirk 11, Luther 11, Hickman 10, Rich-mond 10.

No. 8, 15 birds, entrance $1.50: Bruff 1.5, F. Smitli 15. J. Rissin-
ger lo, Stewart 15. Lefever 14, Duguid 14, Hicks 14. Mowry 14,
bwiveller 14, Truesdale IS, Tassell 13, Hadlev 1:3, Richmond 13.Meyer 13. Quirk 13, Tassell 13. A. Rickman 13. Byer 13, Van Ot-
trand 12 Morton 11, Borst 11, Hammond 11. Lane 10, MoVeanlO,
Luther 9, Elliott 9, Roach 5,

No. 4, 20 birds, entrance $3.40: F. Smith 20, Swiveller 30. Tassell
20, Totzler 20, Horton 19, Hadley 19. Mowry 19, Lnne 19. Meyer 19,

Hicks 19. Borst 18, J. Rissinger 18, Truesdale 18, Byer 18, Bluff 17,

Luther 17, Richmond 17, Stewart 17, Van Fstrand 17, Duguid 16,

Lefever 14, Dick 14, McVean 13, Don 6.

No. 5, 10 birds, entrance 70 cents: Lather 10, .T. Rissinger 10,
Hadley 10. Byer 10, Mowrey 10, Morton 9, Bruff 9. Hicks 9, P.
Smith 9, Burns 9, Burnett 9, Musselman 9, Baker 9, Qnirk 9, Du-
guid 9, Stewart 9. Truesdale 9, Swiveller 9, Richmond 8 A. Rick-
man 8. Tassell 8, Lane 8, Elliott 8, Mever 8, Scbmitt 8, Macomber
8. McVean 7, Borst 7, B. Rickman 7. Ma-nn 7, Dick 7, Porter 7, S.
Porter 7, Hickman 6, Williams 6, Spaulding 4.

No. 6, merchandise shoot, 20 birds, entrance price of birds:
Stewart 20, Byer 20, Burns 20, Foley 30, C. Rissinger 30, Norton 19,
Burnett 19, Mowry 19, C. Elliott 19, Tassell 19. Hickman 19. Hicks
19, F. Elliott 19, Mclntyre 19, Swiveller 18, Hadlev 18, Luther 18,
Macomber 18, J. Rissinger 18. Perry 18, Williams 17, F. Smith 17.
Raker 17, Musselman 17, Borst 17, Hoehn 17, Hammond 16, Bruff
16, Truesdale 16. Sclimitt 16, P. Porter 16, Palmer 16. Lefever 15,
Lozier 15, Meyer 15, Van Ostrand 15, Richmond 14, A. Rickman 14,
Quirk 13. Mann 13, AgaiB 13, Don 13, S. Porter 12, McVean 13, Lane
13, B. Rickman 11, Spaulding 11, Roach 11.
Ties on 20 were shot off at 15 targets each, won by Stewart; on

19 at 5 each, won by Mowry: on 18 at 9 each, won by Williams; on
16 at 5 each, won by Truesdale: on 15 at 10 each, Meyer winner;
on 14 at 5 each, Richmond; on 13 at 5 each, Mann; on 12 at 3 each,
Lant; on 11 at 5 each, B. Rickman winner.
No. 7. 15 birds, $1.30: Hicks 1.5, Byer 1.5. F. Smith 1.5, Mowry 15,

Meyer 15, C. Rissinger 1.5, Swiveller 15. riadley 1-5, Peary 13, P.
Porter 14, Baker 14, Williams 14, Borst 14, Richmond 14. True-dale
14, Folev 1.3, Van Ostrand 18, Tassell 13, Stewart 13, -J. Rissinger
13. B'uff 12, Norton 12. Luther 13, Schmltt 13, Lefever 13, Burnett
n, Mussellman 11, Palmer 11. Lane 10.

No. 8, 25 birds, entrance $3:
B ver 1111111111UlllUn 111111—25
Hadley llimillllllllllimilll-25
Truesdale 1111111111111111111111111-25
Bruff 1111011111111111111111111-34
Mowry 111111011111 1 111111111111—24
F Smi th Ill 1111101111111111 111111-34
Tassell 11111 1 1111101111111111111-24
S t ewart 1 01111 11 111 11111111111111—24
Perry miOlllllllllllllOllllll-33
Hicks 1111111111111110111111010-22
C Rissinger 1111110111111101111111110—22
Nor t on 1111111111110101 1 1 0101 111-21
Cooledgd 1111110101111111101011111-21
Scbmitt ...1111100111100111111101110-20
Meyer 111001 111111 0101110111111-20
Richmond 0111111101111100111011111—20
V an Ostran d 111011001 1 111110110011111—20
McCarthy llllOOllimilOOlllOlllll-20
Porter 1111010100100111110111111-18
Borst 0111000111011111011001111—17
Palmer ..1001(1010100110)0111011111—14

Shooting Match at Dexter Park.
A PRrvA'i'E match was shot off at Dexter Park on Friday, Oct.

7, between W. Hartye and F. B. Thompson, both members of the
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club. Eieh one shot at 50 live birds,
26yds. rise, under modified Hurlingham rules. W. Hartye was
the winner by a score of 38 to 35. Several sweepstai^es were shot
off after the match to wind up a good day's sport. The scores:
Trap score type—Copynght, moa, by FareM and Stream Fublishing Co.

413415 243 4 534144135241413
Hartye 0 21300110111olll311131313

354111141324133 5 145415211
OIIIIO2II2II0I 0 10231101 1 ^38

J E Thompson.

5 235343135 1153R524135 2 522

..2 212213202222231201001313
41523 515313522111335 41321
320002311010oo01o3110313 o-35

Referee, S. H. Schortemeier.
First sweep: Thompson 4, Hartye 5, Shorty 4.

Second sweep: Thompson 4. Hartye withdrew.
Third sweep: Thompson 5, Hartye 3, Townsend 4, Swipes 4.

Hartford Medal Shoot.
HABTrORD. Conn., Oct. 1 —Colt Gun Club, medal shoot, 5 Key-

stones, 16yds. rise:

Burbidge 0111111111111111111limi_5>4
McGinty 1111111111111111111111110-34
Mauross lllllOllllimnillllllll-34
Melrose 1111111111111101 1 11101 11 1-23
Hotchkiss 1110111111110111011111111—32
Craig llOlllOlUlOlllOllllllCll-20
Alger 11111111111 miioiliooono—19M Cook HDllOOl 11111101101001111-18
Willey 1010111101011010110111110-17
Green lOlOlllOUlloOllOllOOlllO-16
Peard 00011111 1001 1011011001011-15
J Cook 1110011010111001100101011—14
Belden OlOOOlOlllOOllOmOlOOlOl-13
Brunner 1000101100111001100110101—13
Colt 1000001 1 1 1010110011001 i 10-13

Crescent Gun Club.
Only nine members of the Crescent Gun Club were present at

the regular monthly shoot held at Dexter Park, L. I., on Thurs-
day, Oct. 6. Ttie contest is for the best nverages of the season
and extra club prizes at each shoot. Walter Oilman, the presi-
dent of the club, was the only straight scorer with 7. He was
also a winner in the sweepstakes shoots that followed. The scores:
Club shoot:

, Vagts 1100101—4 L Hopkins 110111'^—

6

P Jones 1101111-6 0 Hubbell 1801111-6W Gilmau 1312111-7 J Morrey .1010110-4
C Winchester 1810211—6 C Mohrman 1312010—5
O HlUmer 0102200-3
Sweepstakes, |1 entrance:

JVagts 121-3 12c—2 111-3 L Hopkins. .330-2 122-3
P Jones 102-3 111 3 ... C Hubbell.. 113-3 111-3 iii—

3

W Oilman.. 120-2 212-3 111-3 J Morrey. , .310—3 101-2 100-1
Winchester.311-3 201-2 101-3 C Mobrmanlll-3 111-3 111-3
O Hillmer Woods 130—3 110—2 110—3
Miss and out:W Oilman 113310 C Winchester 2'^in2

C Hubbell 121120 JVagts , ... .'.'"111210

J Woods 110 C Mohrman 120
Seven birds:

JVagts 1100101-4 J Hopkins 1101113-6
P Jones 1101111-6 O Hubbell 1201111^6W Gilman 1213111—7 GMorrev 1010110—4
C Winchester 1210211-6 C Mohrman 1212010-5
D Williams 0103200- 3

^

Ties on six shot out and divided by Winchester and Hubbell
Sweepstakes. $1 entry, two mon«vs:

O Hubbell.. 112-3 101-3 111-3 F Morrey. . .210-3 101-3 100—1
C Mohrman 111-8 111-3 111—3 Simmonds..201-3 130-2 lOl-T'
JVagts 121-3 120-3 101-3 W Gilman.. 120-2 313-3 111-3
P Jones 103-3 111-3 .. J Woods... 120-3 110-2 110-3
L Hopkins.,330-3 133-3 ... " ^^^"^

Sweepstake, miss and out:W Gilman 112210 Simmonds 221115?
D Snipe 121130 Vagts !

;: :;; ; ; :iii2ioWood 110 Mohrmann 120

Waverly Gun Club.
Only four members were present on Monday, Oct. 3, at Dexter

Park, L. I., to compete for the club medal at 10 bluerocks each
J. Schmitz was the winner with a score of 7, The scores-

Club Shoot.
JSchmetz 1110101101— 7 H Van Staden 0010101011— f;

G Helmstead . . . . _
.1100011101- 6 0 Hellmer

. lOllOOOOiO- 4
Sweepstake, 6 bluerocks, two moneys: H. Van Staden 3 3 O

5, 4, G. Helmstead 3, 1, Schmitz 1, 2. Lawrence 2f5.
Hellmer 5,

Utica Ssores.
UncA., N. Y., Sept. SO.—Badge shoot of the Onondaga Countv

Sportsmen's Association: ^

Lane 11C1111101001011101001011-15
Smitl' 011111011110110(X)10110110-16

ei ffer OIIIIOIOUOIOIIOIIIIIIIII-1

9

Wheeler 1010111imillllllllll]00-21
L'ane llUHlllUaiHOOUlOUU-^ •

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Saturday will attract a big crowd of shooters to the grounds of tbp

East Side iffiutual Gun Club in Newark and some of the livehest k'
of shooting may be depended upon. The main attraction will be tn^
ninth monthly beam contest of the New Jersey Trap Shooter's League
for which ten teams of five men each will enter. In conjunction
with the above there will be a regular program of sweepstake evei-Ss
to begin at 9 A. M. The team shoot will start at 8 P. M. The East-
Side-Mutuals have well-appointed grounds in rear of Weidenmoyer's
Woods on Hamburgh place, with ample facilities for catering to a
big crowd. Ten blue rock expert traps will be used, with North's
electric pull and blue rock targets. The final shoot of the League
will be held on the grounds of the Maple-Wood Gun Club in novem-
ber.

The following notice has been received from H. C. Saul, secretary
of the Charter Oak (Iowa) Gun Club: On account of the Omaha
tournament being held October 26-37-28, and their dates conflicting
with onrs, we have changed the date of our shoot to Monday and
Tuesday October 24 and 25 (one day earlier than first announced).
Charter Oak first, Omaha second. Come and have a good time with
such sportsmen as Chas. Budd, Frank Parmelle, Geo. Hughes, J. B
Smith, C. C. Williams, Ted Ackerman. Trotter Bros., Frank Dean'
W, E. Nason, F. W. Fogg, Ed. Barrett, W. H. Phelps. Dr. Kibbey,

The Charter Oak (Iowa) Gun Club oflers a splendid program for
October 24 and 25, and gives a winning chance to anvone who shoots
fairly well. On the first day the program events are 15 targets, $2
entry, S5 added; eight live birds, |5 entry; 20 targets, $3 entry, fiS
added; 15 targets, straightaway, *3 entry; 20 targets, $3 entry; I()
live birds, $7 entry, $10 added ; 10 pairs targets, S3 entry ; 8 live birds,
85 entry; 25 targets, $4 entry, $25 added. Second Day.—10 targets.
$3 entry; 1,5 targets, unknown angles, $3.50 entry; 20 targets, $S
entry, $5 added; 10 pairs targets, $3.50 entry. $5 added; 10 pairs tar-
gets, $5.50 entry; 10 live birds, $7 entry; 15 live birds, $15 entry, $25
added ; 20 targets, $4 entry.

Martinsburgh, West Virginia, will be the objective point for an
army of target shooters on Tuesday and Wednesday next a private
letter informs us that each of the eight cities who have combined to
run this shoot has guaranteee to furnish from six to ten shooters so
that the entries should not number less than fifty in any event.
Over $200 will be added to the purses ond this along with a valuable
list of merchandise prizes wUl prove very attrective and keep the
party together for the two days. H. M. McVicker of Winchester is
one of the prime movers in the an-angements.

William Tell Mitchell, the well-known expert of Lynch Station, V
writes that he will be unable to come North to shoot any pigeon
matches until after Christmas. Previous to that time he will be busy
with field shooting and field trial work. In the meantime. howeveK
he states that he stands ready to shoot against almost anyone who
happens down his way.
The big shoot to be held in the South next Tuesday and Wedne,'!-

day. rs attracting a great deal of attention in all sections, and several
Northerners will be on hand. Don't forget the de tes, October 18 and
19, and the place, Martinsburgh, West Virginia, (instead of ."Martins-
burgh, Va., as stated last week.)
The followmg officers have been elected by the Columbia (Ga.) Rod
ad Gun Club: President,Frederick Bucher

; Secretary..lereniiah Koch
Treasurer, EUwin S. Stair; Quartermaster, L. W. May; As.sistants,
W. M. Borden and Dr. W. (a. Taylor; Master of Transportation, Chas,
A. Baker.

The annual target tournament of the Somerville (N. J.) Gun Club
to be held on Wednesday and Thursday is creating considerable
interest and the chances are that a large number of shooters will be
present. Somerville is on the main line of the N. J. Central railroad
and the grounds are close to tbe depot.

The Reading Shooting Association announces a sparrow shoot to
be held at the Black Bear Inn grounds in Reading, Pa., on Oct. 27.
The club has about 600 sparrows on hand and a big crowd of shooters
and fine sport is anticipated.

James W. Clinton, secretary of the Standard Keystone Target and
Trap Company, was in town early this week, en route tc New Lon-
don. Mr. Clinton has been on the road for a couple of weeks, and
reports big sales of targets and traps.

A contest for a silver cup and purse emblematic of the champion-
ship of Maryland, open to residents of the 8tate only, will be shot at
Action's Park, on November 24. There are already a score of
entries.

The tournament of the Riverview Gun Club of Amsterdam, N. Y..
will be held on Columbus Day, October 21, instead of on October 20,
as previously announced.
The Omaha and Raymond Gun Clubs of Omaha, Neb., closed their

sea.sou on October 1. The Bemis Park Gun Club will close on Octo-
ber 27, and the Syndicate Park Qun Club on October 30.

The Highland Qun Club will hold its annual tournament at Des
Moines, Iowa next tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and a very
attractive program has been issued.

The Wawaset Gun Club badge was won on October 1 by H. Q.
Buckmaster, with a score of 35 targets straight. R. Miller was sec-
ond, with 84: C. M. Bucdmaster scoring 23.

W. E. Cross, of Amsterdam, N. Y., has offered a handsome badge
to he given to the snooter making the best average during the tour-
nament on October 21.

Joseph Leininger of Fremont, Pa., and Grant Schoffstall of Black-
wood, Pa., will shoot a match at live pigeons, at Newtown, on Octo-
ber 23, for a $400 purse.

A pigeon match will be shot by H. F. Gable of Deer Creek. Pa ,

and Fred Coleman of Higginsville, Pa , on October 22, at Reimer's
Hotel.

John Erb's grounds will be the scene of another fifty-bird sweep,
$50 entry, in the near future. An open contest at 100 live birds pel-
man, is also proposed.

The Machimooaus Gun Club of Moodus, Conn, look for a big time
on October 25-86 when the Interstate tournament will be held on
their grounds.

The Interstate Shoot at Moodus on Oct. 25 and 36 promises to be a
successful affair at which Conuecticut shooters will turn out in
force.

A portion of the same party which made a success of the Peeks-
kill shoot saved the Red Bank affair from neing a flat failure.

K. H. Brientnall of Newark, N. J. has returned from his trip to the
Yellowstone region and reports having had a splendid time.

I |The wire fence on the Red Bank grounds fooled a number of birds
and saved many of them for the shooters.

The majority of the live bird tournament programs show too
many events, and the start of the shooting is delayed too long.

The open sweepstakes at Saturday,s New Jersey State League
shoot are expected to draw over fifty entries.

Edgar Murphy says it is disgusting to shoot live pigeons under the
rapid-firing system. And he hits the nail on the head.

J. A. Hartner's sixth annual tournament will be held at Bishop's
Driving Park, Baltimore, Md. on Thmksgiven Day.
The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club of Newark, N. J. will be

held at Marion next Thursday.

Jack Parker's handicap is the favorite in the West and is steadily
gaining friends in the East.

El Reno, Oklohoma, has a gun club, of which G. W. Williams is
president and F. W. Van Ness secretary.

A target shoot will be held at Kingston, N. Y., on October 17.

W. R. Hobart had a monopoly on merchandize prizes at Red Bank.
The Westchester (Pa.) Gun Club has disbanded.

C. H. Townsend.

£aston—Comstock.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 8.—I inclose herewith score of a match

between J. P. Easton, of Munroeville, O., and H. A. Comstocfc, of
this city, at U. S. Trap Shooting Park, Friday, Oct. 7. for $50 a
side, loser to pay for birds. Each flist shot at 25 bluerocks, knowa
angles; then 25 same, known traps, unknown angles. The result
is shown, and the friends of Mr, Comstock were greatly surprised
at his poor work, as he is ordinarily close to a 90 per cent, shot,
and especially excellent in the field:

J P Eaaton—Known angles 1110111101111111110101100—19
Unknown UOllOl 111111111111111100-21—40

H A Comstock-Known angles 1101011111101000110111001-16
Unknown OllOlOOOOCOlOOlllOlllOlOO-li-37

Judges—M.W. Thompson for Easton; Chas. Polster for Com-
stock. Referee, Dr. O. F. Britton. J. A. Martin, scorer. G. A.
Bbodea, puller. W. B. A:
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Chica§^o Traps.

WATSON'S PARK OPENS.

. Chicago. 111., Oct. 8.—John Watson issues a circular letter au-
'^EOUnoiTiK that his new park at Burnaide is now open and ready
%r business, the King automatic traps being in shape and a few
husky pigeons clamoring in the barns. The club days for regu-
lar shoots are announced as follows: .

Fort Dearborn Club, first Thursday of each month; Chicago
niub, first Friday; South Chicago Club, second Wednesday;
Prairie Chib, second Thursday; The Gun Club, second Friday;
Pullman Club, second Saturday; Chicngo Club, third Tuesday

;

Audubon Club, third Wfdnesday: Lake County Club, third Sat-
urday; Gun Club, last Saturday. These are the days formerly
used, and I believe are all asreed upon, except in the case of The
Gun Club, which will probably send in affirmative reply soon.

It is hoped that Mr. Watson's new grounds may prove as full

of sport as his old ones, which have been the scene of many in-

teresting contests. There are few shooting grounds which have
the reputation of Watson's Park, and no grounds on earth have a
cleaner one. Gate money fakes are barred by John Watson, as

they should be, and, so far as I know, a crooked race was never
shot upon his grounds. Certainly the first suspicion of crooked-
ness would not a second time be attributed to the rugged old
Scotchman himself. I have often thought that a reputation like

.Tohn Watson's is a good thing to have. This came to me forci-

bly at Indianapolis this week, in the course of a free and general
talk with prominent outside shooters like Elliott, Beck, etc.

They all said John Watson was good enough referee for them,
and added that while the Chicago pigeon game was a hard one to

go H gainst it was as straight and square as anything on earth. I

never beard any shooter in the country say anything different
from that, nor will it ever be said, either of the old park or of the
new. About February the sign of the goose is in the ascendant.
Then expect storms, squalls and high jinks generally at the
Chicago pigeon grounds.

THE MT. STERLING SHOOT.

From all that one can gather from shooters just back from the
shoot at Mt. Sterling, Ky., there seems to have been a merry time
at that burgh. The manacement was not out for its health, but
for cold, hard coin, and it didn't care who knew it. Every shooter
was charged 50 cents admission every time be came on the
grounds. Targets were shot at 5 cents apiece (a profit of about
|44a thousand), and if there had been any live birds they proba-
bly would hnve been trapped at $1 each. I have not heard any
shoot critised so severely as this one, and there seems no doubt
that shooters went there under misapprehension. If it were not
reprehensible for a management to advertise one thing and offer

another, I should enjoy this spectacle hugely. The wolfers were
wolfed, and they didn't like it. The "ganer," not out for their
bealth, met a management not out for its health, and didn't like

it. I don't, for the most part, waste much sympathy on the "gang"
who are always eagerly on the lookout for a nice lot of amateurs
to eat up, but in this case the punishment seems too severe to fit

the crime, and I weep with those who came back from Mt.
Sterling with tears in their eyes over the injuries just suffered.

CALUMBT HEIGHTS CI/UB.

The committee in charge of arrangements for a gentlemen's

guests day at Calumet Heights Club, in the lake shore country,
has set the date for Oct. 16, and offers the following report;

"The purpose is to increase the membership of the club and
incidentally to give the different members an opportunity to dis-
play their individual accomplishments. The programme of the
day will consist of shooting at the trap, rifle and revolver shoot-
ing at targets, foot races, songs, skirt dances, and a choice selec-
tion of music by the "Tin God" quartette. The committee have
secured the donation of over a dozen prizes, to be competed for
by our guests, a partial list of which is appended: Diamond pin,
Folitaire shirt stud, single barreled shot-gun, bisque statuette,
set of loading tools any gauge, gun cleaner any gauge, lOOyds. of
linen line, Meerschaum pipe, etc. etc. As this is strictly a gentle-
men's day, the members are asked to abstain from bringing the
ladies."

OAItEIEIiD CLUB.

Besides target sweepstakes at the grounds to-day, which Sec-
retary Brown kindly reports, there will be li«e bird shooting at
Garfield Club grounds Saturday, Oct. 15, commencing at 10 A- M.
sharp. This occasion will fairly conclude the more active season.
It will be a pleasant and interesting event in the live bird line.

THAT E.JECT0B.

I was very glad to see this week the cheerful face and portly
form of Col. A. G.Courtney, agent of thp Lefever Arms Co., who
is now again on his travels, and looking better than for ten years
past, which is saying a erreat deal. Col. Courtney will spend
nearly a week in all in Chicago, and will have time to see all his
friends if he hurries. While we were talking he told me the story
of his ejector, which, if not newly published, may be newly read
by some.
"Yes, we've got an ejector on the Lefever gun," said he, "or did

have, though we may have to take it off for all I know. You see,

it's too blame dangerous. Now, I was down in Indianapolis not
long ago and was standing about forty yards In front of the
grand stand at the score, but do you know they barred me from
shooting. You see, every time I touched that ejector she'd jerk a
shell right back into the grand stand among the people, and it

kept them frightened, besides injuring a good many. Law! I

didn't mean to hurt anybody, but of course I had to quit. The
trouble with our ejector is it's too good; it's dangerous."
Speaking of one gun man you always hear the rustle of an-

other's wings. Harvey McMurchy. agent of those L. Q. Smith
gun, is also in the village this week, and will remain till next
Wednesday unless given twenty-four hours' notice by the town.
Mr. E. H. Kniskern, of the Wilkes-Barre Gun Co., spent a couple

of days here this week, and has gone on to Milwaukee. In com-
pany with Mr. Northrup. a well-known York State shot, Mr.
Kiiiskern will take a short trip to Minnesota after chickens. A
whole lot of people out here don't know how to pronounce Wilkes-
Barre. They call it "Wilkeys-Bar," whereas ihey shotild call is

"Wilks-Barry," to rhyme with "carry." It is a very heathen
word.
To-day there will be another clambake and pigeon shoot com-

bination given at Cnmberland Lodge in Indiana, the success of
the entertainment mentioned last week having been such as to

demand an immediate repetition. The Monon rouieputsona
brand new special car for the occasion. E. Hough.
1T5 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Richfield Gun Club Cup.
Richfield Springs, N. Y., Oct. 6.—Editor Forest mid Stream:

Mr. Ed. Annan, Jr.. of your city, has kindly donated to the Rich-
field Gun Club a very handsome solid silver challenge cup, valued
at $100. It is art'stically lettered and designed and will be a
handsome trophy for the one who wins it. The club has dispensed
with regular shoots during the boarding season, but will com-
mence the fall campaign under bright auspices, with this elegant
cup as an incentive to good shooting. The first regular shoot in
each month will be held as a competitive one to decide who shall
possess the cup for a month. The member winning it the most
times in a year will have his name engraved on it, and as soon as
one name appears three times that person becomes the owner of
the cup.

The Acme Gun Club.
The last shoot of the Acme Gun Club's season was held at

Dexter Park, on Wednesday, Oct. The competition was at
bluerock targets, 20 to each man for the highest average scores of
the season. C. Stuetzle was the highest scorer of the day, but T..

Short wins the first annual prize. The scores:
P RauBch.OOOlOlllllOOOOOOOOlO- 7 C StuetzlelllOlOllliOlOlOlOlll-M
HMaird. 11100110101000110101-11 P Burger..0000100n 00001010101— 7

CMunick.lOOOlOllOOlOOOgnoOOO- 5 DetDofl-.tOlUOOOOOlOlOOOllOO- 8
H MenkelllOlOllOOOlllllOlllO-13
Sweepstake shoot, 8 bluerocks, 25 cents entrance, 3 moneys;

C Stuetzle +
P.'Burger 4
HMenkel 0
C Margie 3

12 3 1 2
F Rausch 2 6
CMunick 1 .

HLMalrd 4 4
CDetDoff 1

^tiBw^s to ^amHgandmts.

Ko Motloe Taken of Anonymona Correapondenta.

A. P. A., Minerva, N, Y.—The specimen sent from the Adiron-
dack Preserve Association waters is not wild rice.

R. S.W., Edwards, Miss.—Please give me through your columns
some hints about fishing and catching the famous tarpon. Would
like to know the kind of rod, reel and line best suited to the pur-
pose, a'so what kind of bait to use. The waters around my place
in Louisiana are alive with them, and although a greenhorn with
the rod I am seized with the desire to catch one of these silver
kings without serving an apprenticeship on smaller game. Ans.
The tarpon and the mode of taking it are described in our Florida
number of Jan. 9, 1890. Most tarpon fishermen use a stiff rod,
from 5 to 8ft. long, provided with a multiplying reel with acapsc-
city of "600f t,. of 12 to 18 thread striped bass line, and knobbed 8-0
Sproat or O'Shaughnessv hook, with braided linen snells, 3 or 3ft.
long and i^in. diameter." Wire or chain is often substituted for
the linen snell. Mullet is used for bait, and the fishing is done
on the bottom of quiet, shallow cove'^ and bays. A boat and boat-
man are esesntial for this heroic form of fishing, and strong
tackle is a prerequisite to success.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARO'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPIAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AIDANT, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken,

ABBET & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

BOOKS ON SHOOTING.
JNTox^ DE3ca.ltlOli.JS.

Tie Gii aM its DBTfilopBit.

By W. W. GREENER. By W. W. GREENER.
PRICE, $1.00. PRICE, .12.50.

These volumes have been for some time out of print, and new editions revised by th^"

author have just been received. There is scarcely any one whose utterances vpith regard to

shotguns and rifles are entitled to as much weight as Mr. Greener's, for he has been making
these arms for many years. To his great knowledge of them he adds a pleasant and clear

style in writing, which adds to the value of his books. Every American who uses a gun ought
to read these books. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLlSHmG COMPANY,
818 Broadway, New York.

New Edition of SmallYachts.
Now Ready: Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition, enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and Illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14^xl2}4in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet cei-taia as to what he wants.—JV. Y, Herald.

TTse tli.e "Winner in tlxe NTitn

^,000 shots of Walsrode fired cub the tournament of the Riverside Gun Club at targets and live pigeons

showed its extreme quickness, great killing power and safety. My score on doubles, breaking 17 out of 20 in a
gale of wind was not equalled by any expert. The many orders received from prominent sportsmen present

express their opinion. Letters like the following arrive in every mail :

Lt^nchbtjrg, Va., Oct. 7, 1893.

O.
gg^^^ fg^jj. g^Q^ capeful trial yesterday. With 1% oz. No. 8 chilled shot the pattern and penetration at 40yd8. was excellent. There was no recoil, and

less report than I expected, the guns used being a Parker 1}£\hs. and a Greener TJ^lbs. Some of the Nitro powders leave an objectionable residue that works its way into the mechanism of

the gun. I found this powder free from that objection. I think it a most excellent poivder. The gun club members who were with me are very much pleased with it.

.Very respectfally, F. M. DAWSON.

Send for my powder loaded shells.

12-6a. in U. M. C. Smokeless $2,50 Per Hundred.
" Gastight Walsrode Specials 3.00

O. HESSE, Sole Agent U. S. America.
Magazines and Office, Red Bank,tN. J.
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SPORTSMAN'S I.IBBABT.
Forest and Sirecm Pui. Oo. forvxtrd any of these Books iy mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice,

Begistraiion 10 cents extra, Owr responsibiUtv ceases aft&r qoods a/re maiM,

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
AN6UHG.

Imerlcan Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,

Norris "

American Fish and How to Catch Them. . . 1 00

A.merlcan Fishes, Goode 3 W
A-merioan Salmon Fishisg, Wells 1 00

Angling, Blakely 50

Angling and Trolling for Pike. . ........... 50

Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-

ilig With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson ™
Art of Angling ,Holherton c '

' "
"

°"

Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00

Book of the Game|and Fish] Laws 50

Book on Angling, FraDcis 5 ^5
'Domesticated Tront," Stone f

w
Favorite Flies and Their Histories 5 00

Fish Cnltnre, Norris • . - 1 75

Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 200

illustrations; new edition 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock * OU

Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50

FishingWith th,^ Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tion, new edition .............. 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 5 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells 2 50

Prank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

BVsshe and Fysshynge. ... ......... ^ 1 00

Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

Lake Champlain and Its Shores. 1 00

More Ahout the Black Bass. HenshaU 1 m)

Practical Angler, Clarke
Prime's I Go a-Fishing . . . &0

Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 OU

Scientific Angler, Foster ........... i. 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Tront,
etc., bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 3 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUue 3 00

The Salmon Fisher, Hallock 1 00

Tront Culture, Slack • • ; • •
*•

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, lUus-

trated; paper ,• ,50
With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND TAOHTING.
Art of SaUmaking, illustrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 oU

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 OU

Boat SaUing and Management, Prescott .... 36

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 3 00

.Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 ^
Oanoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe andBoat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens „

Oanoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vanx.. . . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele. 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's ....... 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field ,50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 6C

Cruises In Small Yachts Speed 2 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship 50

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Forty-six Foot Racing Yachts, 10 plates,

hound in muslin 3 00

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing. . . . 1 00

Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing.Fitzgerald $1 00

Knots. Ties and Sphces. 50 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White P 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 2 35

Model Yachts, Grosvenor 3 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies 2 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 <JB

SaSs and Sailmaklng, illus.. Kipping, N. A. 1 25

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 25

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 60

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 26

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 60

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt— 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 244 iUs. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrick 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard," Hayden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 136 iUus 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hlcks B 50

Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 6 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.80; fuU Tur-
key morocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp 16 80
YACHT PICTURES—In Colors.

Puritan and Gtenesta on the home stretch, 26X^6

fl.50.
Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28x40, $3

'olunteer, 36X88, $2. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 38x19. 83.

OASKPING AND TBAFPXNG.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . . i 60

Adventures in the Wilderness; or. Camp
Life In the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 35

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 35
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrnp 1 25

Daylight Land, 160 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $2.50; cloth 8 80

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway 1 76

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 25
Camptag and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 EO
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca." 1 GO
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00
^-yiisey Tents and How to Use Them I 26
Hints on Camping, Henderson 138
How to Hunt and Camp 1 28
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher. 76
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks 1 50

Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley...... . 300

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition- . . 1 00
Woodcrafi. "Nessmub" 1 (K)

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opportunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set , B 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 33 illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Art of Sliooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 00
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

990 p_ 80 illustrations; cloth, $5; half calf,
$6.60: luU morocco .... 8 OC

Crulsings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. ... 1 35
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 3 00
Fraok Forester's Field Sports; 3 vole., each 2 00

Book of the Game Laws —
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross
Gunsmiths' Manual, iUus., 376 pp
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow
How to Hunt and Trap. Batt>' ....

Hunting in the Great West, Shields, new ed
Hunter and TrappeV, Thrasher ...

Hunters' Hand Book
Hunting Beaufort and Morris
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.

.

Tnstructlons in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt..

.

Law of Field Sports
Letters to Young Shooters
Modern American Rifle
Modern Shotguns, Greener
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado

—

Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornia, Van Dyke

—

Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, LefQngwell
Shooting on tbe Wing
Shore Birds; a pamplilet for those who gun
along the shore

Sporting Adventures in the Far West
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, iUns., by Beard

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke
The Breech-I oader, Gloan
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide
The Gun and Its Development, Greener
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
Illustrated

The Pistol
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway

5(.

1 BO
3 00
1 00
1 50

75
75

50
3 50
3 00
2 00
1 00
3 50
3 00
1 00
1 50
1 50

3 50
7b

3 50
3 00
1 36
1 35
1 35
2 50

$1 00
50

its 3tuA»

AT STUD.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.
KILROY,

Boi-n .June 2, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 25,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 12
first Prizes and 5 sp^eials, and twice winner of
the 30 guinea Ch 'mpion Hup in England, and
first and special Bn«»on. 1893.

Stud Fee

KILGREE.
Born July 13, 1890. A.K.C.«.B. 26,243,

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra."
B ack brindle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; splendid hard coat, and
without exception on*" of the best i^cotc'i Terriers
living. Winner of 6 ttrft prizes and 4 specials, in-
cluding the 30 guinfa Champion Cup in England.

Stud Fee $25.

KILBAR.
Born June .3 1890 A.K.C.S.B. 23 5T3.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shlela."
Sandy brindlp, good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; splendid hard coat. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stud Fee $15.

HENBY BEOOKS, West Medford, Mass.

Champion Aristocrat
(21,064)

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of forty prizes and specials.
Lord Courtenay, winner of 3d prizo at the last
St. Bernard Club show; also Aristos, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters numbered 11 and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

In the Stud. Fee $26.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided od, Sou'bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the hluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN. Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East.

Our field trial and bench show winners

The Corsair and Rod's Wlilm
At Stud. Fee $35 and SS5.

Yo'.uig stock by these noted winners out. of our
Count Noble ex Gladstone ex Sue bitches for sale.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

TYNE.
Gath'B Hope ex Daisy F.

He is a big, fine fellow, and a brother to Daisy
Hope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out like the rest of his ilk. Has
more Campbell blood than any setter in stud.

Fee, $35.00.
John A. Hukter, Bloomington, Monroe Co., Ind.

BLACK WONDER.
A.K.C.S.B. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890.

King of black jjointers, and was the king of all
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning the Derby and All-Age Stake. He won two
firsts and one secou'l on bench. He is a dog that
knows bow to hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee
aS5. JOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomington, Monroe
^>i>^Mians.,

I
» In the Stud. * i

Irish Setters at Stud.

Imp. FINGLAS.
Litter brother to the field trial winner Ooleraine.
Heretofore reserved, will be in the public stud
after Jan Ist, 1893, to a few approved bitches.

Fee $50.00.

Challenge Beau Brummel.
A thiroughlv trained field dog and one of

Elcho, Jr.'s best sons.

Fee $25.00.

aLENMORE KENNELS,
COFFEYNILLE, KA8.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 881). The greatest coUie living. Fee $.50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. Scotilla—Champ. Cora II.

Fee $25.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM, JERRY JAEVIS.

" (A. 15,347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee $10.

Ist and special. N.Y.,'£
Fei
—

Fee S25.

PRIDE OF PATSY (25,u4v

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(21,054). Winner 1st, Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh. 1893. Pee 815.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TERRIERS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $25
Brockenliurst Tyke 15
JReckoner 15
Cliampion Baby Mixer 15
SlOO will be given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the Kew York show of 1893.

Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on baud.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent. ofE to members of CoUle Club.

lEISH fEERIEIlS.
Breda Bill, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addreps
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Challenge Irish Setter

XWCXXXQXJXw
Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has shown 1st prize winners at N. Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner Ist N. Y., Ist
WashinKton, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners 1st and
2d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire otiC of
prize winning bitches, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $25. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
,1. SCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud doss, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee S50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. DIOORIS, Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossinin^.
(Ch. Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D.)

For stud fee, list of winnintra, etc., address
WM. H. HYLAND, Nort.h Tarrytown, N.Y.

Stud ST BERNARDS
Scottish Iieader, HSO; King Begent, 94:0.

Puppie.'* aid bit'-hes for sale. SWISS MOUN-
TAIN KENNELS, Germantown, Phila,, Pa.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda
for the tiest stttd dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Kee $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

D0G}8 FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIYER.

HE&THER_EENNELS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KII^G O' XIII ; HEATHER (Mustard).
AMI"HIOTSP (PeppPT). „I^AIRD O' THE HEATHER. (Pepper).

The above dogs are winners of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,

Hyde ParV. Mass.

Stud Greyhound Flasb,
Black dog, by the great Huic Holloa out of Phojbe
Mayflower. Great breeding this. Huic Holloa
is a world-renowned courser, has won 88.880 in

stakes. Fee S20 J. B'ack. Sheepshead Bay. L.I.

ENGLISH
BULL-TERRIERS.

AT TOROISTTO, Sept. 13-15, I won
Kennel Prize, 1st Bull Terrier Sweepstakes,

1st Puppy and 3d and 3d Open.

AT KIISrGSTOJSr, Sept. 19-23, dogs and
bitches competing together, 1st, 2d, 3d

and V. h. c.

NAMES OF WINNING KENNEL:
Comet II., Chatham Prince, Grove

Duchess and Loumont Kit
For puppies, dngs and bitches of the best hlood,

address HERBERT M. HOWES.
172 Summer street, Somerville, Mass.

REWARDS FOR FIELD fflEEIT.

A successful competition by Irish setters at the
various field trials necessitates more entries; an
equal mimber of entries means an equal
share of the money, we believe, therefore the
following standing offer is made:

$200 to the get of imp. Finglas and Beau
Brummel (or other stud dogs we may hereafter
own) whelped after Jan. 1, 1893, that win first,

second or third in either stake of the United
States, Eastern, Central or Southern Field Trials.

$100i conditions s«me as above, that win in

the American, Pacific Coast or Bexar Trials.

GLENMORE KENNELS,
COFFEY^HLLE, KAS.

DEERHOUND PUPPIES
FOB SAIiE.

I CAN NOW OFFER THE BEST LOT OF
DEERHOUND PUPPIES EVER RAISED AT
MY KENNELS.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Irishmen—Birdfinders.
I have some uplendid Irish setters in prime

condition for chicken hunting.

Write quick for prices.

F. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

SPRAH'S
PATENT

DOG SOAP.
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COLUMBUS NUMBER.
As stated last week, the Forest and Stream's Colum-

bus Number, originally announced for to-day, has been

postponed, but not abandoned. The date will be an-

nounc€d.

OUR RECORD IN YACHTING.
It is perhaps not surprising that the Boston Herald was

not pleased with our comments of last week, but it speaks

poorly for the other side of the argument when the

Herald finds no better reply than the old charge of "pre-

judiced Anglo-American leanings."

It is a good many years now since the cry of "Anglo-

maniac" was first raised by American journals against

the Forest and Stream, because it dared to suggest that

the centerboard sloop of the 1870 76 era did not represent

the highest possible achievements of naval architecture.

When again we pointed out that lead made better bal-

last than stone or iron or baled hay, the same cry was
heard again. Our advocacy of systematic designing as

opposed to building from the block model brought from
American builders the same charge, that we were work-

ing in the interests of English designers, and our attacks

on the spiiie and soft wood construction of the old boats

brought on us general abuse from builders and their

friends. When too, we opposed the old rule of mean
length, we were met with the epithets "un-American,"

"unpatriotic."

The Forest and Stream has not only survived but

prospered under such opposition ; it has worked steadily

for advanced methods and correct principles in designing

and construction, for better and more liberal systems of

measurement, for fair racing rules ; and against every-

thing tending to discredit American yachting. The jus-

tice of our contention on all of the points mentioned is

borne out by the work of American designers to day. In
the face of such evidence as is ofiiered by the whole fleet

of American yachts, it is the plainest confession of weak-
ness on the part of an opponent to oifer no better defense

than the old war cry of 1880—"Anglomaniac."
So far as our objections to the new deed are concernecj,

they are so plain and specific that every yachtsman can
decide them for himself, apart from all questions of

national prejudice.

Conceding the necessity for some supplementary con-

ditions to the original deed, a necessity which the Forest
AKD Stream pointed out at the time of the Volunteer-
Thistle races, before anything had been done toward
making a new deed; our objections to the present deed are

in brief as follows:

It is illegal, the New York Y, C. having no right to

return the Cup to Mr. Schuyler, and he having no right

to receive it and redonate it.

It is directly opposed, both in letter and spirit, to the
wishes of the five original donors, as stated .by them in

the true deed.

It was adopted secretly and hastily by a small party in
the club and no opportunity was given to the members
at lai'ge to discuss or vote on it.

It is distinctly unfair and contrary to the usagjes of

yacht racing in the requirements of the dimension clause

and the elimination of time allowance, demanding much
from the challenger and giving nothing in return.

Of the harm it has done to American yachting in stop-

ping all international racing, there is no need to speak,

the results being only too plain.

From first to last the Forest and Stream has defended
the memory of the great American yachtsman who built

and raced the old America, and gave the cup she won for

"a perpetual challenge cup for friendly competition be-

tween foreigen countries," and not for a toy and play-

thing for the New York Yacht Club,

OUR AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS.
There is no dimimition of interest in the Forest and

Stream's Amateur Photography Competition. We pub-
lish to day capital reproductions of three photographs of

a series of four, picturing the incidents of a day with the

quail. Other reproductions will follow from week to

week.

The pictures already received show that users of the

rod and the gun are not less adept with the camera ; and
the collection promises to be a highly creditable one. The
most gratifying feature of the amateur photography
scheme is the frequent expression by readers of their

pleasure at sharing with the photographers these pictures

of outdoor life.

The conditions of the competition are repeated to-day

in our advertising columns, and we shall be glad to send

the slip containing them on request.

There is no limit as to the number of pictures one per-

son may send; but, although it has not been stated be-

fore, no one competitor will be awarded more than one
prize.

In response to several inquiries, we also add that while

pictures should be mounted, it is not necessary that the

developing, printing and mounting shall have been done
by the amateur competitor.

HUMBLE ACQ UAINTANCES.
A little turning of nature from her own courses,

banishes the beaver from his primal haunts, but his less

renowned and lesser cousin, the muskrat, philosophically

accommodates himself to the changed conditions of their

common foster mother and still clings fondly to her

altered breast,

The ancient forests may be swept away and their suc-

cessors disappear, till there is scarcely left him a water-

soaked log to use as an intermediate port in his coastwise

voyages; continual shadow may give place to diurnal

sunshine, woodland to meadow and pasture, the plow

tear the roof of his underground home and cattle grs ze

where once only the cloven hoof of the deer and

moose trod the virgin mold, yet he holds his old

place.

In the springtides of present years as in those of centuries

past his whining call echoes along the changed shores,

his wake seams with silver the dark garment of the

water, and his comically grim visage confronts you now
as it did the Waubaaakee bowmen in the old days when
the otter and the beaver where his familiars.

Unlike the beaver's slowly maturing crops, his food

supply is constantly provided in the annual growth of

the marshes. Here in banks contiguous to endless store

of succulent sedge and lily roots and shell- cased tid-bits

of mussels, he tunnels his stable water-portaled home,

and out there, by the channel's edge, builds his sedge-

thatched hut before the earliest frosts falls upon the

warshes.

In its height some find prophesy of high or low water,

and in the thickness of its walls the forecast of a mild

or severe winter, but the prophet himself is sometimes

flooded out of his house, sometimes starved and frozen

in it.

In the still, sunny days between the nights of its unseen

building, the blue spikes of the pickerel weed and the

white trinities of the arrow-head ,
yet bloom beside it.

Then in the golden and scarlet brightness of autumn the

departing wood drake rests on the roof to preen his plum-

age, and later the dusky duck swims on its watery lawn.

Above it, the wild geese harrow the low, cold arch of

the sky, the last fleet of sear leaves drift past it in the

bleak wind and then ice and snow draw the veil of the

long winter twilight over the muskrats' homes and

haunts.

These (?i?.y gloomy days he spends groping in the

dark chambers of his hut and burrow, or gathering food
in the dimly lighted icy water, with never a sight of the
upper world nor ever a sunbeam to warm him.
But there are more woful days when the sun and the

sky are again opened to him, and he breathes the warm
air of spring, hears tise blackbirds sing and the bittern
boom. For amid all tlhe gladness of nature's reawakened
life, danger lurks in all Ms paths, the cruel, hungry trap
gapes for him on every jutting log, on every feeding bed,
even in the doorway of his burrow and by the side of his
house.

The trapper's skiff invades ali bis pleasant waters, on
every hand he hears the splash ot its paddles, the clank
of its setting pole, and he can ecaioely show his head
above water but a deadly shower of Ifeid bursts upon it.

He hears the simulated call of his belovbi, and voyaging
hot-hearted to the cheating tryst, meets only death.
But at last comes the summer truce and haivpy days of

peace in the tangled jungle of the marsh with tVc wild
duck and bittern nesting beside his watery path, the
marsh wren weaving her rushy bower above it.

So the days of his life go on, and the days of his race

continue in the land of his unnumbered generatione.

Long may they endure to enliven the drear tameness of .

civilization with a memory of the world's old wildness.

THE LOST PARK BUFFALO.
Later reports from Colorado points near Lost Park'

advise us that additional parties have gone out to look for

the buffalo slayers, but it may be some time before any-

thing is beard from them. The country is said to be very

rough and extremely difiicult to travel through, and the

pursuit and capture of the law breakers will be hard
matters to accomplish.

It is also stated that the country is well stocked with
mountain sheep, and as these are protected by the Colo-

rado law, Game Warden Land has given instructions to

arrest any one found with heads or hides of this species

in possession.

In a dispatch from Florissant, Col., a ranchman, Sidney

Derby, who lives on Tarryall Creek, is quoted as saying

that he frequently sees the Lost Park buffalo, and that

there are fully 100 in the herd. The same dispatch men-
tions that two Florissant taxidermists have been arrested

at Steamboat Springs charged with killing buffalo.

Just as we go to press we receive word from a Denver
correspondent that Deputy Sheriff Bell and his men have
returned from the Lost Park country, having found no
trace of the buffalo killers. They are inclined to discredit

the story of the killing. Whether or not the reported

slaughter was done, the incident has demonstrated in a

most gratifying way the public interest in theie remnant
buff'alo; and the effect of that demonstration must be

salutary.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Forest and Stream did honor to Columbus last

week by displaying as appropriate decorations mounted
heads of buffalo, mountain sheep and antelope, with

eagles, and in the post of honor a white goat. Then the

ofiice camera was called into use to catch a snap shot of

the procession, and to fix the picture for reproduction to-

day. The view given on another page is from one of the

windows looking up Broadway; it shows the mountain
sheep head, and the black mass beyond is the buffalo

head. The troops shown are of the New York Seventh

Regiment.

The evil results of keeping in his place such a worth-

less official as State Game Protector Sheridan of the

Thirteenth District are by no means confined to the im-

mediate injury done the fishing interest he is sworn to

protect. For just as the honest and vigilant service of a

faithful official constantly makes for good by promoting

a sentiment of popular respect for the laws, so just as

fully and in like measure the dereliction of the Sheridan a

and their abetting of crime breeds public contempt of the

statutes. The demoralizing influences of Sheridan's

official shiftlessness are cumulative. Remembering this

it is inconceivable that his superior's should keep him in

office and prolong the disgrace because of his political p ull

.

The old subject of the panther's scream is up again, its

discussion having been stimulated by "Stanstead's" note

the other day averring that the screams attributed to the

panther are made by other animals. The natural history

columns next week will have some interesting notes.
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TROUTING IN THE COAST RANGE.-Il.

The Nehalem Country.

TowsER was a formidable-looking brute, as he lay

there glaring at us with hie great blood-shot eyes, be-

moaning the invention of boom chains. I am not an ex-

pert on dogs and am therefore unable to say just what
breed of dog he is, ibut it is my opinion that he is a cross

between a Siberian bloodhound and a rat-terrier, with the

size of the firat and disposition and general characteristics

of both, It is barely possible that he is in some way con-

nected with the night-mare breed; for I am almost sure

that I haA^e seen similar looking dogs in my dreams when
trying in a helpless sort of way to get over a fence away
from the hydrophobia. At any rate Towser was a "bad

man from Bitter Creek," and evidently was entitled to

the reputation he bore.

Turpin and his wife, in fact the whole family, were

intelligent and generous, and from oWest to youngest

they all set about making things pleasano for us. Although

we had had our breakfast after a fashion, nothing would
do the good people but that we should join them in their

morning repast, and the Doctor and I stowed the good
things away in a manner that mu^t have convinced them
that we were grateful creatures at least and knew how
to manifest our appreciation of their kindness.

V/e were somewhat footsorp and stiffened from the long,

tiresome trip of the preceding day and decided to spend

thig day resting up: and l>i'8ides, the agreeable reception

tendered us by the Turpins made us loth to leave too

hastily the cheer of the:r humble but happy abode.

Eeally I think that Turpin has four of the prettiest and
m ost agreeable girls in the world : and even we old married

fellows find it a litJle difficult to resist the temptation to

rest up under such circumstances, when there is any ex-

cuse for it. So the Doctor and I rested up, and he, being

unmarried a-id a free lance, rested harder, if possible,

than I did. I know that a 25 -mile walk with heavy
packs over the mountains of a hot day is tiresome, but

the Doctor couldn't fool me. I knew him too well. He
wasn't half the physical wreck and confirmed invalid he
idt on to be. But he fookd the girls and had the whole
crowd, except little Annie, condoling with him and minis-
tering to his wants. Annie stuck by me because I had
promised to send her a doll. If she asked me once she
did twenty times to describe the doll; and it did me as

much good to tell her about it as it did her to listen, for

she laughed so merrily and her eyes sparkled so brightly.

But "resting up" can't last long with an angler of the
true spirit on the bank of such a river as the Nehalem; so
I asked Johnny how the fishing was. "Lots of fish and
big ones" said Johnny, "but we don't care anything for

fish, and I would rather hunt anyway." I asked him if

what the postmaster had told me about the twenty wild
cats was true and he said it was and more, he and Towser
had recently killed a big black bear. Pretty young hun-
ter, thought I, to be talking about bears. Bob-cats are
big enough for most hunters twenty years older than
Johnny. I asked Turpin if he did not feel a little anxiety
about this proclivity of Johnny's that led him off alone
into the forest for such game. Turpin ridiculed the idea
of danger to the boy and glanced at me in a way that
made me feel decidedly uncomfortable. But then I was
only speaking for the boy's sake and was not afraid of
wildcats and bears myself. "I guess that Johnny and
Towser can take care of themselves in these woods," said
Turpin, and Johnny stuck his thumbs under his rawhide
suspenders and looked longingly across the river as much
as to say, "Bring on your wildcats and bears,"
Along towards noon Johnny broached the subject again

with, "Say, mister, you don't look so very tired, s'pose
we take the dogs and go up the swale, mebby we would
find a cat."
"What dogs?" I asked.
"Why," said he, "your yeller dog and old Tows."
I thought it was bad enough to hunt wildcats without

having Tows turned loose, so I declined and suggested
that we try the trout. So Johnny got his worm box and
we went down the bank to a beautiful, dark pool resting
at the foot of a wild, raving rapid not a hundred yards
from the house.
Johnny's tackle consisted of an alder sapling, a sturgeon

line and what looked to me like a young hog-hook. I
laughed to myself at the outfit, but when I got out my
8oz. rod and little black reel I imagined that I discovered
a sort of sardonic grin ijlaying around the corners of
Johnny's mouth. So it seems that we were both having
a lot of fun on the quiet. Of com'so I knew that the fly-
book would be a surprise to Johnny, but thought that I
would wait and let him feel the secret chagrin of being
outclaassed in fishing, even if he could put a little "dog"
on the wildcat proposition.

Quietly putting on a three-fly whip (as is my custom),
I proceeded to straighten my leader in a careless sort of
way, but so as to attract his attention. I succeeded ad-
mirably and was soon busy explaining the art of fly-fish-
ing to a very interested listener. Johnny seemed inter-
ested enough, but only commented to the extent of
suggesting: "Mister, I am afraid you don't know the
Nehalem trout." But then, you know that those not
familiar with the capabilities of the fly-rod always talk
that way. By this time I could see that Johnny had de-
cided to play audience and "give the calf plenty of rope,"
He quietly laid his sapling on the bank and sat down on
a rock with his hands in his pockets.

It pleased me to have him so attentive, for I wanted to
instruct him a little before giving him the customary as-
sortment of flies and leaders.
You know with what artistic grace the professional fly-

caster takes his stand and poises his rod when exhibiting
Inmself. Well, that was the way I opened the ball on
the Nehalem, I didn't have to request Johnny to nay
strict attention, for he never took his eyes ofl: me. With
a. sweeping cmwe of the rod and a quick turn of the wrist
I planted the flies well out in the bosom of the deep, dark
pjol and anxiously awaited results. So did Johnny. I
nad drawn my flies almost to the point where another
cast is necessary to avert slackness when, with a rush and
splash that juade my hair rise there came a monster for
my royal-coachman, the like of which I hope may never
again see anything inviting in a No 6 fly hung to a
elwder leader ?M ^07>, rod in hands, •

^

Well, I am sorry to say that he got the fly and presently

another monster got the professor, and the result was
simply, that they got what they went after while I didn't.

This was a little annoying under the circumstances, but

Johnny was too well raised to manifest any exultation or

give vent to any hilarity, I got out another leader, the

heaviest I had, and having discovered that three such flies

were at least two too many, I removed all but the

stretcher, the royal. I made one more cast that day. It

was a long cast; in fact it turned out to be a very long
cast, for no sooner did my fly touch the water than it

started for the Pacific Ocean. Even after my line was
all run out it kept on casting until I found myself minus
not only the leader but part of the line,

Johnny thought he'd better get one fish any way for

dinner, and under the circumstances I didn't feel like

objecting. Thereupon he loaded his hog-hook with
worms and cast out in the good old-fashioned way.
He soon hooked a fish, and without stopping to "play"

him dragged him in as ignominiously as if he had been a
sucker. But Johnny's trout, the one he caught, didn't

weigh more than 5 or 61bs. I requested Johnny not to

say anything aboiit what had happened, and even promised
to send him a lot of fish hooks as an inducement for him
to keep his mouth shut; but when Turpin asked me what
luck I had had, I assumed an injured air and made a clean
breast of it. I told him that no thoroughbred professional
fly-fisherman would care to be caught fishing after such
great, overgrown ocean porpoises as I had found in the
Nehalem River: and that so far as I was personally con-
cerned, I proposed to go back into the mountains, where
I could finds and lain, mountain trout, as they were
much sweeter and afforded much more genteel sport, and
besides they were not so coarse and rude, you know.

I had gone into the Nehalem country to see the
"elephant," and had already seen three, but eo far as the
fishing part of the trip was concerned, I had gone pre-
pared for trout, not tarpon.
A very disagreeable but unavoidable condition to such

angling as one finds in these remote waters is the fact
that fish are so plentiful, and so little use can be made of
them that to avoid inexcusable waste one doesn't get to
fish much. A half-hour each day of actual fishing will
keep the lardpr well supplied with this toothsome and
indispensable part of the necessary forage; so that, if it is

close season for game, one cannot do much but loiter

around camp the rest of the time.
Turpin said that there were no well-defined trails lead-

ing south from the bluffs of the Nehalem and it was a bad
country to get through, and to the inexperienced might
be added for consideration the great danger of getting
lost. He couldn't see the necessity of our tramping oft'

into a country of which he himself had little knowledge,
to undergo the attendant hardships and privations when
we could get all the fish and game we could wish almost
at his door, and have a roof over our heads when night
came, in the bargain. This was good but ineffectual
logic.

We wanted to see the country and investigate the
streams and other resource.-), so we determined to strike
out south in the morning. Spreading our blankets on the
floor in the corner, we sleiJt soundly, almost dreamlessly,
until the girls called us to our early breakfast. Shoulder-
ing our packs, we started up the high, grassy bluft' bound
for the upper waters of Deep Creek. We had decided to
follow the burnt ridge on the west side of the creek, but
within sight of its caiions, to avoid the possibility of
getting lost. It was useless to try to follow the creek,
and the mountain sides were absolutely impassable. I am
honest in the assertion that the inter svoven sal-lal and
fern on the Coast Rmge reach a height of 15ft., where
the conditions are favorable, and how the elk get throueh
the tangled mass at all is beyond my comprehension. We
had our hatchets with us, and they came very handy in
blazing the trail and in cutting our way throtigh the
worst places.

We had nearly reached the top of the high bluft" when
we heard one of the girls scream back at the house, and
turning we saw, horror of horrors, Towser coming after
us on the dead run. A moment later and the Doctor and
I were on a big log, with hatchets drawn and Mike
between us, all prepared to die like men. On came the
brute straight for us. Nearer and nearer he came, u^itil

he stood by our log looking up at us. He studied our atti-
tudes and the grim determination depicted on cur faces
for a moment, only a moment, and then—wagged his tail.

He looked oft' into the forest and then up at us again, as
much as to say: "Gentlemen, you are wasting precious
time up there, let's be getting on." Mike seemed to grasp
the situation before we did, and jumping down from our
roost he and Tows greeted each other in that cordial way
peculiar to dogs, while the Doctor and I sneaked down
silently, and in a manner decidedly unbecoming to such
heroes. But Towser was with us, life-size, and proposed to
stay; and a more agreeable companion among the gloomy
mountains of the Coast PLange would be hard to find, as I
am free to acknowledge after a week's experience. He is

a brave, good dog, and he has been maliciously slandered,
and I am glad of this opportunity to testify in his behalf,
and desire to place myself on record as of the opinion that
no nobler, braver or more faithful dog lives than poor,
old, much-abused Tows, when he meets with half-way
decent treatment or an appreciative friend.

During the week we were together in the deep forests
of those romantic mountains Towserwas never morose or
ill-natured, and even permitted Mike to impose upon him
rather than to have any misunderstandings or trouble in
camp. However, I do not for a moment doubt his
prowess or valor, or his ability to take care of himself in
any ordinary scrimmage even with wildcats. We were
on a simple fishing trip and were armed with only revol-
vers and hunting knives, for it was not open season for
elk and deer. At night we would camp on Deep Creek
or some other pretty mountain stream, stopping early
enough to secure plenty of trout for supper and breakfast.
Where can a man be placed that he will more fully

realiz3 that he is close to nature than by a camp-fire at
night in the remote forests of untraversed mountains.
One can almost hear the whisperings of the gray and
gloomy mountains as they chant their solemn chorus to
the song of the spheres. Awed into silence by the spectral
splendor and stupendous grandeur of the weird surround-
ings, one involuntarily and reverentially listens as if ex-
pecting to hear nature speak. And slie does speak, but
not in the language of men. From under her veil of
mystery we hear the birds, the brooks, the tree-tops and
the tbousapd forest tongues, aU busy tranelg,ting the leg-

son she here teaches. So let us go to the forests, to the
,

mountains and commune with nature in her own wild
solitudes. It makes better men of us and lifts us up and

;

above the sordid thoughts and tainted reflections of com-
mon, every day human existence. S. H, GjiilBNE.

Portland, Oregon.

JACK AND I ON ATRIP TO ISLE ROYAL.
"If thou art worn and hard beset .

With sorrows that thou wonldst forget,

If thou wouldst read a lesson that wUl keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,

Go to the woods and hills! No tears

Dim the sweet look that nature wears."

~H. W. LnngfetUiw.

I WAS sitting in my room feeling a little blue one
August evening when the door opened and in walked
Jack. After a few words he said, "I'll go on a trip along
the North Shore and to Isle Royal with you, if you'll go
Thursday morning. I fairly gasped in astonished delight,
for we had been talking of such a trip all the ppring and
summer, but the more we talked the further off the reali-
zation seemed and only two days before he had told me ;

that he did not see how we could get off. Here he was
however, with his proposition to go Thursday and thia
was Tuesday evening. "I can only be away ten days"
he continued, "so let's decide quick." "I'll go" I replied.'"
"But there'll have to be some hard work done to-morrow,"
and there was. W^ednesday evening at 10 o'clock Jack
and I were lying in bed; with all our dunnage at the
depot, and every thing arranged as ship-shape as possible
at home and the alarm clock set for 3:30 A. M. "Does
that thing ever fail to go oft" on time? " asked Jack
sleepily. "Never,"
"Well then, good night."
""Good night,"
'Twas a perfect summer morning when we awoke, and

hastily dressing, reached the station with a few minutes
to spare before we started on our nine hours' ride by rail
to Daluth. Harvesting had just commenced, and on
that fair August morning the fields seemed doubly beau-
tiful and the streams and lakes qnd forests glorified as we
whirl'^d away eastward.
At Staples where we changed cars we found evidence

of the work of the eltctric storm of the Sunday evening
previous, as only a heap of blackened brick and other
material remained of the building which had contained
the superintendent's and train difpatcbej'n offices, and the
lunch room. The train dispatcber's office was now a
box car, which seemed enveloped in a network of wires.
Onward we went through an almost unbroken sameueoS
of jack-pine and tamarack marsh, At one place the train
stopped in the woods, there was a village of birch bark
teepees, and canvas tents. It was a camp of Indians,
who were picking blueberries. For those who desired to
see the picturesque Indian as he now exists in Minnesota,
here was an excellent opportunity.

Half-past twelve found us at West Superior, and in a
brief while more we were in Duluth. Oiu- first errand
was to find when a steamer left for the North Shore and
Isle Royal. We found that the Cambria left for Port
Arthur that evening; the Dixon for the North Shore and
the island three days later. What should we doV Go to
Port Arthur on the Cambria and wait there for the
Dixon or wait at Duluth"? I was for waiting at Duluth, as
I wished Jack to see the beautiful scenery along the
route. We decided to wait for the Dixon,"but not in
Duluth, We would run out to Knife Eiver, camp there
for a couple days and try for some trout. A ride of three-
quarters of an hour on the Iron Range Road, with old
Superior close on one side and the uplift of rock supported
hills on the other, crossing many streams where in their
season trout do hide, brought us to Knife River, and we
and our dunnage were left on the platform which serves
as a station, while the train went whirling cu, We
speedily set up out tent, with the river a few rods in front
and the gleaming lake a short distance oft". How beauti-
ful it all was. Close by were two large tents, which we
learned belonged to the grading crew at work on the
country road, beyond these tents the woods reached away
to the great Iron Ranges, and beyond to the Canadian
border; the river in its gorge lying here like a long placid
pool, ever seeking an uninterrupted exit into the lake
and ever beaten back and interrupted by the restless
waves and shifting sandbar; while standing out in bold
relief a few rods from shore was Knife Island Reef en-
circled and wave-lashed, a prominent object for a long
distance up and down the shore. As soon as our tent was
fixed to our satisfaction we put up our rods and prepared
to try for trout. The cook from the graderb' tent came
over and watched us. He was a medium-sized man with
an enormous shock of hair and whiskers, and all below
this was enveloped in a great white apron, the whole
make-up suggested to Jack and I a picture we had seen
of a statue of Moses, by a certain very great sculptor.
Jack dubbed him Moses at once, but we found out later
that the graders also had an exalted name from him,
nothing less in fact than King James. Just as we were
ready to start for the river Moses broke silence with

:

"Say, you'll not get any fish here."
"Not get any fish, why"?"
"There are none here, nor have been for a month,''
"But this is a noted trout stream,"
"Can't help it, they are not here now. If you want

trout you'll have to go about seven miles up to some of
the little branches and there you'll find a few. You're
too late anyhow," he added as he turned away.
Jack and I looked at each other. "The old addlepate,"

exclaimed Jack. "Do you suppose he knowt?"
"No, I do not," I answered as bravely as I could, but

in my heart I was afraid he did know, and experience
proved it to be so; for not one trout did we get or even
catch eight of while at Knife River, Carefully did we
fish up the stream that afternoon until lengthening shad
ows gave indication that; it was time to return to camp.
I had not had the faintest sign of a bite. Jack said he
had one strike as though a 3-pound bass had taken the
hook; but the hook did not take the fish.

Back to camp we went, and after supper prepared our
bed of sju-uce boughs, blanket-covered, in which we lay
"with greater comfort," Jack said, "than last night in
your bed." The flowing river and murmur of waves on
the beach, together with our pictureequpi surroundings,
had aroused the jjhiloBopher and poet in Jack, and it was
gopie Xm^ ere m west t<> sleep, as fjuestion, suggestjorj-,
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scraj) of philosopby, bit of poetry or thought, showing a
keen insight into things in earth and air and sea, came
from him; but at length silence reigned unbroken over
Riverside C imp. I vcas aroused the next morning by a
most unearthly sound, which at first I was puzzled to

account for, but soon found came from a great tin boat
horn, at the small end of which was ivioses, who in this

way was calling the graders to breakfast. I aroused Jack,
whowassleepiuE: the Sweet sleep of innocence, seemingly,
and after breakfast we went down to the beach where we
stayed all the forenoon, watching the waves, lying on the
sand and gathering agates, of which we secured a large
number, some of which were very beautiful. "Oh," said
Jack, "isn't this just grand?" It certainly was: and noon
came before we thought as we played like two schoolboys
on the beach. In the afternoon we again tried the river

for trout, but without result, save the good solid enjoy-
ment obtained from nature in her wildest dr^-ss as repre-

sented by river and wood. At length, giving up the river

in despair, we took an old trail off into the woods, which
we followed hither and thither, until we came around to
our camp.
The afternoon was very warm and -as soon as we

reached camp we took a pail and cup, some lemons and
sugar went down to the lake and made some lemonade,
using the clear sparkling water of Superior. Upon a
wave-tossed and r< ck-battered log we sat and drank our
lemonade, while the waves came thundering in, for a
stiff breeze was blowing on the water, although we had
not felt it in woodd or along the river. We went to bed
early, intending to put in a good long night in sleep, but
t'was decreed otherwise. It seemed to me that I had
scarcely gotten to sleep when a cow bell rang furiously
right by the tent, and the tramp of feet outside told of
cattle near by. I rushed out and there stood an old bell

cow not 4ft. from the tent, complacently chewing her
cud, and now and then giving a vicious shake to rid her-
self of flies and mosquitoes. I sent her oil in short order
and went back to bed, but back came that cow twice at
intervals of about an hour, and clattered the bell by the
tent. The last time I saw her otf with such dispatch thnt
we heard the bell no more only as a faint tinkle off in the
edge of the woods. V7e went to sleep again, only to be
aroused by a thunderous bellow close at hand. Jack
turned over and murmured sweetly, "Is that Moses blow-
ing his tin horn, or the angel Gabriel Avith his trumpet
I had to laugh as provoked as 1 was, I inve-itigated and
found that it was neither Moses nor the angel, but a black
and white bull who was leisurely walking away. When
daylight came we were loth to get up, and the result was
we had an 8 o'clock breakfast, after which we packed up
and loafed around until the west-bound train came along
and stopped, at my signal. We were soon aboard, and
waving a good-by to Riverside Camp, and Moses, and
the bull and the cow with the bell, we reached Daluth in
time for dinner. After dinner we made our final prepa-
rations for our trip down the North Shore and to Isle

Royal, bought our tickets, had our baggage transferred
from the depot to the steamer, and then spent the rest of
the afternoon and evening in seeing the city, which was
familiar enough to me but not to Jack. We went tip the
incline railway, and from the lookout viewed city, lake
and bay, shipping and network of railroad tracks, and
across the bay through rifts in the smoke we caught
glimpses of West Superior. We took in scenery enough
Jack said, "to last us for years."

Coming down from the lookout we went into the
power-room and saw the mighty engines and powerful
machinery that winds and unwinds the cables which
pull up and let down the cars on the incline. From the
power-room we went out to see the deer, which are kept
in a little inclosute near by. There was a buck, with
horns nearly grown, and three mottled sided fawns; all

were panting with the heat, for the August sun smote
fiercely upon than rocky hilltop and the half dozen small
fir trees stuck in the ground at one end of the inclosure
were only a pitiful mockery of the free wild wood's
soothing shade. I told Jack that "I heartily wished I

could let them out and see them safe away." Near by
was another inclosure in which three bears—two black
and one brown—were chained. They, too, were suffering
from the heat. Each had a tub partly filled with water,
into which they would go and sit every few minutes,
Oae of them was especially mischievous, and when the
keeper came in to clean up the incloeure made several
attempts to trip him with the chain. The man, however,
kept close watch and frequently shaking his finger at the
bear, said: "Ye think ye are pretty smart, but ye don't
down me this time." The bear winked and blinked at
him, and bided his time. The man turned to answer a
question. Quick as a flash the bear made a rush out be-
yond the man, then doubling back, looped the chain
around his feet and laid him on his back with neatness
and despatch. We applauded the bear, but a very angry
man got up out of the dust, and with many oaths and
fist shakings uttered dire threats at the bear, which now
stood facing him, evidently ready for the next move.
The man did not touch him, however, and we turned
away, and boarding the car went down the incline still

laughing ovpr the discomfiture of the man. We next
took the ferry and went over to West Superior to look at
the three great whalebacks that were being finished. On
our return we went to every store where there was a
collection of agates and harrowed the souls of the shop-
keepers by our search after such an agate as is not yet
found. I chanced to think that I wanted some swivels,
a simple want, surely, and one easily supplied, but in
this instance we found that swivels were in the other
store, down the avenue or just around the corner. From
place to place we went, causing tribulation and con-
fusion in every place we entered, and had about given
up the qu( st when we found what we wanted in a gun
and tackle store ucder the Spaulding House. We went
to our hotf 1 and to bed, sleeping the sleep of innocence.
Nine o'clock the nest morning we were on the steamer,

bag and baggage, watching the other passengers come
aboard. A mixed lot they were; pleasure parties, cruis-
ers, with their packs, residents of the North Shore return-
ing home from a trip to Duluth: fishing parties with
boats and elaborate outfits, and camping parties pure and
simple, promptly on time we steamed out through the
canal and Jack drew a deep breath of content. "We're
started on our long anticipated trip," he said, "and the
day is as perfect as if made to order." It was true. The
lake lay like a great burnished mirror, and the shore was
like a panorama, new and more beautiful views unfolding
each mile. Past Lester River we went, where the Stars

and Stripes were waving from the flag-pole in the
grounds of the United States Fish Hatchery. Soon Knife
Island began to loom up, and as we passed our camp site,

could be plainly seen. Twenty-seven miles down from
Duluth, and the steamer stopped at Two Harbors. We
went ashore for a few moments and looked at the great
ore docks. As we went back we stopped on the lower
deck to see the dunnage piled there. 'Twas an amazing
assortment. There were trunks and grips and boxes, and
tents and lunch baskets, rolls of bedding and packs, trout
creels and landing nets, guns in cases and out, fishing-
rods and tackle boxes in profusion, and four boats. All
this, beside the usual merchandise the boat carried to the
North Shore ports and fishing stations. Ten miles further
down the lake we passed Split Rock, a famous fishing
place where 'tis said brook trout hide of size and cunning
that defy capture. Jack and I do nothing but sit and
admire the scenery. It is all new to him, and his love of
the grand and beautiftil enables him to keenly enjoy it

all. Thirteen miles further and we are at Braver Bay, a
picturesque, weather-beaten little town, high above the
lake, with a great mass of detached rock making a pali-

saded island at the entrance to the landlocked bay. "A
veritable Old World picture," says Jack. "I forget just
where its counterpart is located, but it's across the sea
somewhere." A young girl comes out to the steamer in
a boat and some of our fellow-passengers leave us. The
scenery grows more and more grand and beautiful. The
Palisades, over -SOOEt. high, lift their reeky tree-crowned
mass from the waves at their base. At the famous Bap-
tism River four empty boats come out to meet the
steamer, and three of these are soon piled high with dun-
nage and fishing tackle. Evidently, a large party is

going ashore to recruit those already at the club house,
which is so beautifully situated, with a green lawn reach-
ing from the piazza to the top of the bluff. A little up
the shore from the club house is a group of tents on the
beach. Very inviting they look, and Jack and I wish
that we were getting oft" here instead of this party of live

ladies and eight gentlemen, who, crowded into two boats,
are taking merry leave of the rest of ua on the steamer.
The trout must hide now, for there's mischief brewing for
them.
At Pork Biy two gentlemen go ashore with enormous

packs and I wonder how they are to carry them, as they
are evidently not accustomed to that kind of work. But
looking ashore I see two packers awaiting them, and
ere we leave the bay the packers, with their burdens,
followed by the two gentlemen, have disappeared in the
woods. "Going to look up pine land," some one near
me says. That sheet of molten silver coming down the
rocks there is Manito Falls, beautiful as dream of poet.
I do not wonder that the Indians regard Little Manito
with reverence, and if we were on shore we should find
a scene of such stern and savage grandeur that we too
would be impressed with the strength of the Almighty
who formed these everlasting hills. Near the setting o'f

the sun two more left us. They had their own boat and
a complete outfit for camping and fishing. They went
ashore at Two Islands and their intention was to fish

every stream from there up to Baptism River. How
clear cut the outline of the hills was against the sky
after the sun had set. How placid the lake and how
plainly defined the reflection of those same tree-clad
hills upon the water.
Quite a number of passengers were to stop at Grand

Mai'ais and camp there for a month or so, but ere the
boat reached there Jack and I were in our stateroom
sound asleep. It was broad daylight when I awoke, and
looking from the window saw through the mists of early
morning Pie Island and other bold headlands, which I

knew marked the entrance to Thunder Bay, During
the night we had passed Chicago Bay, where last year
Stephens and I left the steamer and began our trip in
our canvas boat, Mesquatawanga River, where we caught
our big trout. Red Rock, where we had sxich a delightful
camp, TuDuelled Rock, where we were cast away, and
Grand Portage, where we waited for a steamer which
never came. All of these memories came o'er me as I
crept back into the berth, where I lay until Jack ex-
claimed, "Where are we now, and wbat are we coming
to?" I looked out and saw that we were neariug Port
Arthur, the Prince Arthur's Landing of the ante-railroad
days. Mybon Cooley.
DETHOIT CeTT, MlDD.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A SNAKE'S STRIKING.
KiLAMA.zoo, Mich.

—

Editor Forest and. Stream: Since
the articles appeared on spitting snakes and how snakes
strike, in .July last, the general press of the country has
adopted them. As many as ten leading papers copied the
articles on "skin shedding" and "snakes striking," while
sections were stereotyped and sent to the lesser lights
throughout the land, and are still circulating. It is the
old idea; every one is interested in snake lore. Several
friends, readers of the Forest and Stream, have asked
for further information on the subject, while some criti-

cise my assertions.

In regard to a snake's striking. In addition to the
description and illustration given in the issue of July 21
last, the following demonstration is submitted to those
who persist in maintaining that a snake can strike its

length from a coil. Take a coil of rubber tubing, common
lawn hose is best, and lay it flat on the floor or ground.
Have an assistant hold the lower circles in place. Then
with a stout pair of forceps seize the upper end of the
hose, which represents the snake's head, and pull. It will
be found that the tension is exactly in proportion to the
coils straightened, and if one complete circle is pulled
out, then the hose or tubing will be twisted but once, or
twice if two circles of the coil are pulled out. Now, al-

lowing that the motion of the snake's head and body
when striking must be like the action of the hose when
clinched tightly by the pinchers and puUed straightaway,
then it follows that the reptile's body must be twistedi
According to this theory, which is plain and convincing,
the vertebral column of the rattler would be twisted once
for each circle uncoiled straightaway, if it could possibly
strike from a coil, Morris Gibbs, M.D,

"A Habit of the Robin."
Kalamazoo, Mich.—In your issue of Sept 1, was a

suppositional observation, by Mr. N.'D. Elting, headed as
above, which principally annoyed me from its utter un-
fairness.

The item claims that the parent robin invariably caught
the voided excrement in its bill and swallowed it. This
idea places the cleanliness of our favorite in a bad light,

and I am .willing in the robin's behalf to refute the asser-
tion most emphatically. Robins ai-e scrupulously clean
about their nests and do not allow a particle of extraneous
or excrementitious material to accumulate on the prem-
ises. As soon as a pellet of excrement is found in the
nest, it is seized by the old bird who has just visited the
young with food and carried away. The robin drops the
pellet while on the wing, and when from 6 to '20ft. from
the nest. When the nest is in a tree and the birds have
run-ways or more properly fly-ways to and from it, the
pellets may be found quite numerous near the tree if

looked for. When the pellet is picked up by the old
bird, it is of course very soft, and the robin is liable to

crush or drop it. The head is then frequently thrown
upward and backward, in order to secure a better hold,
as is often seen when a worm or other food is secured.
It is this motion which Mr. Elting probably mistook, for
the act of swallowing. Had bis eyesight been trained,
he would have seen the bird drop the pellet a few feet
from the nest.
The act is simply another evidence of the excellent

house-keeping qualities of the robins, and shared in, as it

is, by both of the old birds, shows that each strives to
keep the premises clean. Morris Gtrbs, M.D.

Dispersal of Animals and Plants.

In a paper contributed by Mr. Clement Reid to the
Transactions of the Norfolk Naturalists' Society, "he
treats of the natural history of isolated ponds, confining
himself to those of artificial origin, usually of quite recent
date; and it is astonishing to find how rapidly these small
pools of water become stocked with a varied fauna and
flora. Certain aqtiatic animals and plants seem to be
transported with the greatest ease; and the problem is to

determin,e not only the mode and means of dispersal, but
also the effect of changed environment on the organisms
concerned. So far as Mr. Reid's observations have ex-
tended it appears that the main transporting agency is

that afforded by the feet and feathers of wading and
bathing birds, for the commonest plants in isolated ponds
are the brittle species with finely-cut leaves, such as col-

lapse and cling when lifted out of the water. The asso-

ciated moDusks are usually the species that live among or
attach their eggs to these plants.

"With regard to the changes produced byenvironment
we may also allude to some remarks by Mr. Robert Hol-
land in the August number of Nature Hates (Vol. IIL,

pp. 147-153) which have reference to similar observations
previously published by Mr. CoUinggwood Hope. It ap-
pears, as might be expected, that fishes placed in stag-

nant ponds soon become stunted, rarely growing to their

normal siz^; but it is interesting to have proved that even
after several generations this dwarfing in the case of the
tench is not permanent, the small fishes attaining their

usual dimensions as soon as they are removed to a shal-

low pond with a plentiful stipply of fresh water."—iVaf (t-

raJ Science, Oetoher. ISM.

Extermination of the Ant-Bear.

Some men seem never so happy as when destroying
animals theoretically lower than themselves in the scale

of creation. Illustrations of this fact.will readily occur
to any one who is familiar with the so-called "sport"
which has threatened, and in some cases almost effected,

the extermination of large, but comparatively helpless,

animals of land and sea. A fresh reminder of this thirst

for killing is brought forward by Mr. A. C. Macdonald,
of the Agricultural Department of Cape Colony, in the
warfare now being waged against the ant-bear. Although
one of the most valuable friends of the farmer, because
of its whosesale destruction of ants above and below
ground, it is, nevertheless, hunted with persistency and
killed by the most cruel methods. According to Mr, Mac-
donald, in Nature, "it is sought after by the natives for

its skin, which is valued at about 15 shillings, and also
for its flesh, which resembles superior pork. With the
white race 'sport' is the inducement, this fun taking the
form at times of forcing the poor brutes out of their holes
by flooding with water, or drowning them and digging
them out afterward."

Food Habits of the Frog.

Wadsworth, O., Oct. 13,—Reading the account of Mr.
Jewell's frog pond and the feeding of the frogs with live

mice brings to mind what I saw last summer but could
not quite understand. While out shooting frogs one day
last spring in company with two companions, I shot a
very large frog. On removing the saddles I opened the
stomach to see what he had last eaten, and to my great
surprise I found a ground squirrel (chipmunk). It was
only partly digested. I called the attention of my com-
rades, and we were all greatly surprised, but thought
that the frog had gobbled him up after the squirrel was
dead. But after reading abouc them eating two and
three live mice at a meal I am led to believe that he was
captured while alive.

Two years ago I found a small turtle in the stomach of

a frog. What is the limit of a frog's diet? Dr. D.

Ruflfed Grouse Come With Woodcock.
HiGHGATE, Vt., Oct. 8.—After a big storm here a few

days ago, a heavy flight of woodcock came along, and at

the same with the woodcock a large jact of ruffed
grouse appeared. Who ever heard of thek migrating?

STANSTEAD.

As the Baking Powder Folks Say, "Once Tried,
Always Used."

Office of xhr Register of WhjIs and Recorder op Deeds,
Blair cuunty, Pa., J. Lee FJummer, Kegister and R-corder.—
Hoi ida5 siTirg, Oct. 13, 1802.—Forest anoJ Stream PublisMn'j Co.—
Gentloncn: Bnclossd piPase find my cbeck for $i for one year's
subscription to your paper. I first took Forest and Stream for
fiis months oa trial to aee how 1 would like it. 1 find now that I

cannot get along without it. i'ours respectfully,
J, L-EE Plummer.
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AN EXPERIMENT.
Nashville, Tenn.—Perhaps the saddest experience in

the life of the active lover of gun and dog is the feeling

which comes to him when time has placed hirn on the
wrong side of 40, He may be as vigorous as ever, his

nerves may be as steady and his eye as keen as they were
before his mirror disclosed the first gray hair and the in-

cipient wrinkle about his eyes. He may appreciate all

this, yet he feels that from this time forward he is on the
down grade, and that for him the time is near at hand
when his gun will remain in desuetude, and his rheu-
matic dog will be permitted to sleep by the fireside,

whining in his slumber, as he dreams of stirring events
of the field with his master, and all that will be left to
him of forest and stream will be but a fragrant memory.
The love of the dog and the gun and the enjoyment

which comes from the use of both is a matter of heredity
with me, and has been stimulated and kept alive during
the years since boyhood by periodical outings. It was a
proud moment for me when, at the age of 18 years, I was
permitted to take my father's long, old-fashioned rifle,

and go out alone on a squirrel hunt. This was back in
the hills of Penn-
sylvania many
years ago. I knew
just in what patch
of woods and on
what old oak I

would find the
squirrels. I

climbed the hill

and found my
squirrel. With
tremulous haste
and loudly thump-
ing heart I took
aim and fired, and
missed. The game
was evidently not
very much dis-

turbed, for he
simply changed
his position, af-

fording a better
shot. In my haste
to reload I found
I had put the bul-
let in before the
powder (what boy
has not had the
same experience).
But I was pre-
pared for this
emergency, and
pulling a goose
quill from my
pocket, I put ic i

over the nipple of
'

my gun, and pa-
tiently picked
enough powder in
the gun to blow
the bullet out.
The squirrel
showed a very ac-
commodating
spirit, and still

1

hung to the tree.
^

'

'—' -^^-^^
' - •—

^

I then tried him
again, taking a
rest in the con-
venient forks of a
sapling. This shot
was a success, and
when I picked up
the first trophy of
my skill, to say that I was proud would scarcely do the
subject justice. I took my game and trudged home,
and as I entered the house and laid my bag down I
assumed an indifferent and nonchalant air, as if such a
feat was too frequent with me to be a matter worthy of
notice, and as if the amount of game I could secure was
limited only by my opportunities.
This incident vivified the latent sporting instinct within

me, and it has sent me into the fields regularly ever since.
I have scattered much lead over the lakes and sloughs of
the Grand and Chariton rivers in Missouri, and have
burnt much powder in the pursuit of chickens and quail
on the prairies of Kansas and the Indian Territory. For
the past five years, and dm-ing my residence in Tennes-
see, the circumstances of my employment have been such
as to render it impossible to gratify my taste in this
direction, and with the exception of a day with the clay-
pigeons I had not done any shooting for six years. But
all this time anticipation has been active, and enjoyment
waited only upon opportunity. Last August I received a
telegram telling me that a near relative was dangerously
ill m Missouri, I took the next train for St, Louis, and
the next morning was on the well equipped Wabash R,E.
thundermg over the beautiful prairies of North Missouri.When I arrived at my old home I found my relative had
rallied, and so rapid was her recovery that in a few days
I felt myself at ease to renew old acquaintances, and to
enjoy this always charming and picturesque prairie
country. On the 14th of the month I received a
letter from a brother living in Audrain county, ask-
ing me to join him on a chicken hunt on the 16th
of the month, in that State the close season as to
pmnated grouse expires on Aug. 15. When I first read
this letter I felt that my brother was indulging in a little
irony when he said "chickens." For did I not recall the
fact that years before when I was a resident of Missouri
the market hunter and the game hog had gotten in their
work to such an extent that chickens had become merely
a rnemory? But some of my friends called my attention
to the fact that the sportsmen of the State had taken
notice of this wholesale and wanton destruction of the
game of the State, and had secured the passage of a bill
making the close season as to chickens and quail two
yeaxs. This wise measure, coupled with the fact that the
birds had been especially favored by having two fine
neating years, had caused, them to multiply very rapidly.

thus illustrating what favorable legislation will do in the
line of game protection. My brother wrote me that he
would provide me with a complete outfit, and that we
would find birds plentiful.
While congratulating myself upon this pleasent prospect

and the happy turn which my visit had taken, the spectre
of doubt and distrust intruded itself upon me. It said,

"Better let this hunting trip alone, old man. You are
too old for this sort of thing; your eye is not so keen uor
your fingers so quick as they once were. That elasticity

and buoyancy of youth, which give zest to such an occa-
sion and enable pleasant dreams and demonstrate that
for you, at least, there is no more plea ure in this thing.
Better enjoy the ideal than have your dreams dissipated
by participating in the real. In short you had better kill

your grouse and quail while sitting by your pleasant fire-

side with wife and children about you, pipe in mouth
and a copy of Fokest and Stream in your hand. You
will then never realize that one of the loved children of
your imagination has been taken from you."

I compromised with this disturber of my peace by
agreeing that this should be a test case, and that I would
allow "the proof of the pudding to be the chewing of the
string." Then, too, I was reminded of the dog in the
fable who lost the substance by grasping at the shadow.
And now comes the experiment. I met my brother at

his home, and found all the necessary arrangements

WITH THE QUAIL. 1,-The Polni.
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made. Our party consisted of Messrs. Lex and Peda-
gogue, my brother and the experimentalist. The birds
had been located in the neighborhood of Rush Hill, a
prairie station on the Chicago & Alton R. R.. about ten
miles from our starting point.
Before daylight the next morning we were olf with a

good team and a large hunting wagon, in which we
stowed guns, dogs and an elegant lunch. Never shall I,

who had for five years been hemmed up in the narrow and
hot streets of Nashville, forget this ride. We drove over
a beautiful rolling prairie country, well tilled, and giving
evidence of prosperity. The weather was cool and brac-
ing, the morning an ideal one. I drank in the pure air
of the prairie, and the languor which had been my com-
panion for a year left me. Wafted upon the breeze
would every now and then come a peculiar fragrance
which would recall events which had transpired years
ago. The almost forgotten whistle of the plover was
heard. The frogs, the peepers, and the million unclassi-
fied things which make the sounds of night were holding
a concert, and just as we reached Rush Hill, away out
where the prairie ended and the sky commenced, the
great red ball which we call the sun was rising. I said
to myself, "this of itself is enough, if I never see a
chicken again."
At Rush Hill we had a valuable addition to our party.

His name was not Squills, but for the purpose of this arti-
cle that name wiU do, Riding over the country in his
capacity of country doctor he had learned a thing or two
about chickens. He was the fortunate owner of a one-
eyed, stump-taHed, many-scarred and generally disrepu-
table looking pointer. This dog would never receive
"vhc." in a bench show, tmless these cabalistic letters
meant Very Hungry Cur. Nor would he be regarded
with anything but ridicule in a field trial. But he proved
himself a good illustration of the fact that "you can't
sometimes most always tell," and that first impressions
are often wrong. He was without pedigree and was just
simply dog, but he knew where to find chickens, and
found them without any striving for eflfect; and when he
had found them, and you had succeeded in kilKng a bird,
he brought it to you in a businesslike way, and then went
off and found more.
We drove out two miles from Rush Hill and stopped at

a large pasture where the grass was rank. Len and my I

brother proposed that they should take Squills and the

dog and work across this field, and meet the wagon at a
given point. We watched them for some distance, and
becoming impatient Pedagogue suggested that we take to
th(* field and try to walk up some chickens. We sent the
driver ahead with the wagon and crossed the fence,
walking about lOOyds. apart We had not gone 300,yda.
when up with a roar like unto a cyclone rose a covey of
full-grown birds to my right. My heart climbed up 'into

my throat as I heard the roar of their wings and that
peculiar and almost forgotten cluck. Quickly swinging
on to them, I got a bird with each barrel, We marked
them down and again walked them up, two more being
added to our bag.
We soon joined the rest of the party, and together

worked a large stubble field. Old Don was not long in
finding the birds, holding them as staunchly as if he had
been suddenly refrigerated. When flushed, it proved to
be the largest covey I ever saw, and they left six of their
number on the grass, Don in his matter-of-course way
retrieved the birds, and we then worked four more fields
with such success that when we reached the pretty grove
where we intended to lunch we counted out a bag of
twenty-two chickens.
The large hamper was taken from the wagon, and I

commenced to tmpack it. Here was cold chicken,
deviled ham, sardines, beaten biscuit and jelly. Then
with a restful feeling we lay in the shade, smoked our.

pipes and won^
dered how we
came to miss this
or that bird. The
gun which didn't
fit and the dtfec-
live shell as usual
were to blame for
it all.

About 8 o'clock
we took another
course with suc-
cess even better
than .that of the
morning. For me
it had been a red-
letter day. The
air had been cool
and bracing, the
walking dry and
easy, the party
composed of gen-
tlemen. As we
drove homeward
through the dark
I laid in the wagon
with a sense of
healthy fatigue. I
watched a bank
01 clouds slowly
rising in the west,
I lazily watched
the lightning
mark its ragged
course across the
clouds. I heard
the muttering of
the thunder tand
felt myself en rap-
port with nature.
1 &aid to myself,
this experiment
has been a suc-
cess.

CUMBERT.ANt).

PATTERN.
What is the best

pattern to be ob-
tained from a
shotgun for aL
round use? Before
the invention of

chokeboring the answer was, "The closest pattern that
can be produced," and the reason for this was that eyen
the very best guns rarely put more than 120 to 130 pellets
on a SOin, circle at 40y"de,, when loaded with l^oz. of
shot containing 270 pellets to the ounce, and Sdra. of
strong powder.
Chokeboring, though of gi'eat advantage for many

kinds of shooting, has without doubt been carried to
excess. The ticket given with a new gun always states
the pattern ic makes at 40yd8. A much more important
point for a great deal of the sport followed in America
during the beautiful "fall" season is the pattern, or
rather the killing circle at aOyds. By the words "killing
circle'' I do not mean the width within which the game
may often be killed, or wounded, hy stray pellets, but
that space within which it is nearly certain to be bagged
through being struck by not less than three pellets.
Those sportsmen who had much experience in the days

before chokeboring was known, will certainly admit
that for shooting at such game as ruffed grouse, rabbit,
quail, snipe, and above all, woodcock, no weapon con id
have been more satisfactory than the old-fashioned
cylinders, when bored to distribute their shot with even-
ness.

Among my guns is a 14-gauge muzzleloaderby Purdey,
made, of course, many years ago, but in as perfect con-
dition as when it left the factory. Its pattern of 20yds.
nicely fills a 30in. circle to the very edges. And this is

what has been, and is now, done by good 12-gauge
cylinder breechloaders.

Trials of guns in this country being almost invariably
made with No. 6 shot containing 270 pellets in one ounce,
I refer only to that size in the following remarks about
average patterns obtained during experiments with my
own guns. A medium choked 13-gauge putting 160
pellets on^ the 30in. circle at 40yd8., when loaded with
l^oz. No. 6 shot and Sdrs. of powder, has a killing circle
of only 23in. at 20yds. A full-choke putting on 210
pellets at 40yds., has a killing circle only 18in. wide at
30yds. A l6-gauge full-choke which with loz. of No. 6
shot and 2fdrs. of powder makes a pattern of 180 pellets
at40jd8., has a killing circle of 15in. at SOyds., and if
slow burning powder, like Curtis & Harvey's brown, be
used even in 3drs. charges, the circle is not more than
12in, in diameter.
A No, 16 medium choke, the pattern of which is 150 at
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is,, has a killing circle of ISin. at 20yds. It will thus
eeu how greatly the average sportsman is handi-

;ii3cl by using a choliehore for any game that is not
y wild. In order to insure killing at SOyds., guns are

constantly choked
to such a degree
as to sacriiice the
advantage of a
large killing circle

at the dislances
within five out of

six animals are
shot.

Some men may
say that they do
not require a
circle so wide as
30in. at 30yds..
and certainly
there are individ-

uals, here and
there,who do good
work with less,

but for nine out
of ten sportsmen,
every inch added
to the killing
circle is a decided
advantage. This
will be evident if

we consider the
kinds of shot
Vhich are of fre-

quent occurrence.
For instance,
when we are
{p^alking through
' wood the spaniel

jives tongue in a
way that shows
he has started a
rahbit. The gun-
ner standa ready,
but all he has to

fire at is a flash of

fur crossing an
Opening 2yds,
wide among the
trees.

A ruffed grouse
lises from some
low bush 20yds. .

distant and in-

stantly darts from
the thickest part
ofsome tall bushes
5yds. further on.
The sportsman is straining up the muddy bottom of a

ravine when a spaniel pats up a woodcock among some
tall alder bushos on his right. The bird tops the bushes,
and, unless killed at cnr-p, he quickly puts a tree between
himself and the gun. Under such circumstances snap
shots must be taken, and it is impossible, even with the
beat fitting gun,
to cover the game
with the same ex-
actness as when
calmly standing
in front of a trap
shooting pigeons.
Some argue that
chokebore is

more merciful
than a cylinder
because it either
kills on the spot
or misses alto-

gether-. This the-
ory is not borne
out in practice.

The majority of

men who miss do
§0 by firing too
low and too much
behind. The
'chokebore is

therefore liable to

hit the lower or
binder part of the
belly and allow
the' game to es-

cape wounded,
when, with the
aame aim, the
larger killing
circle of the cyl-

inder would en-
velope the game
and kill instantly.

It should also be
remembered that,

with the majority
of cho kebor es,

there are numer-
ous stray pellets

just outside the
mass of the pat-
tern, which are
very liable to
wound without
stopping. To sum
up, I believe the
balance of advan-
tages to be decid-
edly in favor of a
cylinderbore for
all brush shooting, and even for snipe and quail in the
open, a gun should have only one barrel choked, and that
to make a pattern of not more than 160, Such a gun
will be very effective even at ducks when these are put
up by a dog from the sedges on the borders of a lake—or
shot from a dugout when the sportsman is being poled
through beds of wild rice. Doubtless shots are often
made at ducks so far distant that a full choke is desir-
able, but I was much struck by a remark in an interest-
ing article upon duck shooting, published last year in
Forest and Stream. It was written by one of the most

celebrated duck shooters in the States. He said that
most of the ducks killed were picked up within the
decoys and that he did not anchor the furthest of these
more than SOyds, from his blind. On reading that,

\\lVH Tidli Q.UAIL. LL-^Tlle Shut.
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the idea occurred to me that there is no necessity for any
one but a market-hunter carrying a heavy 10-gauge gun.
I have killed large numbers of ducks with a l<3-gauge
cylinder loaded with S^drs. of powder awd l^oz. of No. 4
shot, 170 pellets to the ounce. And this load can be fired

comfortably from a properly made gun of 71bs. weight.

WITH THE QUA.iL. 111.—Thk Ketgieve.
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or Tilbs. if the sportsroaxi has many shots in rapid suc-

cession. With a 12-gauge full choke the load can be
reduced to lioz. of No. 4, and this will kill ducks well up
to 45yds.
Opinions differ as to the best size shot for use in a

cylinder gun when a variety of game is liable to be met
with. The favorite size in this country is No. 6, but its

pattern of 180 is not sufficiently clo?e at 40jd8. for birds

xhe siz3 of American quail. By trying shot a little

smaller—reducing its weight and increasing the quantity
of powder—the extra closeness can be obtained without

decreasing the killing power. The increase of powder
must not be carried too far, as it is more liable to scatter
the shot in a cylinder than in a choke, With a 12 gauge
cylinder of my own, when No, 7 shot, 310 to the ounce,

was loaded in the
same proportions
as No. 6, it was
thrown in thick
clusters with wide
spaces between
them. When the
shot was reduced

, to loz. and the
powdt^r increased
to Sidrs., the pat-
tern at 40yd8, was
beautifully even
and close. When
the same weight
of shot was used
and the powder
increased to S^drs.
the regularity was
maintained but
the pattern was
too open.

Care should be
taken not to de-
crease the size of
the shot too much
or the penetration
will be greatly re-
duced, no matter
how muchpowder
be used. I loaded
six cartridge cases
with 3drs. of pow-
der and lifiz. of
shot containing
260 pellets in an
ounce, and six
with S^drs. and
-Jaz. of shot con-
taining .393 in an
ounce. These were
fired at 40yds,
from a 13 gauge
medium choke at
strawboards
placed lin. apart
in a rack, and the
penetration by not
less than three
pellets noted, so
as to eliminate
errors that might
arise from differ-

ences in size of pellets. The prnetration of the larger
shot was lO, 10, 10, 11, 11, 11—g-i eras^e 10^ strawboards.
That of the smaller shot was '

, 8, 9, 8, 7, 7—average 8
boards.
Two cartridges were then loaded wifi Sdrs. and Hoz.

of shot containing 204 pelless in an i unce. The penetra-
tion was 11, 12—
average Hi.
This experiment

shows how much
more the penetra-
tion, at all but
short ranges, de-
pends upon the
weight ot the shot
pellets, than it

does upon the
driving power of
the powder. So
rapialy does mo-
mtnlum decrease
with weight that
it is doubtful if

any quantity of
powder that could
be used behind
No. 9 shot would
give as much pen-
etration at 40yds.
as No. 6 has with
the ordinary
loads.

An ounce of
shot containing
about 340 pellets,
driven by suific-

ieni powder, la a
very deadly load
for all-round pur-
poses out 01 a
cylinder gun. It
is good lor rab-
bits, partridges
and quail. It kills
ducks well within
bOjds. It is ptr-
fict for wotdcock
iind fairly satis-
factory for snipe.

J. J. Meyrick.
Devonshire, Eng.

Adirondack
N OTES.—North-
wood, N. y„ Oct.
16. — Noticing an
item about panth-
ers screaming, in
FORiSST AND

Stream, I made a few inquiries' among the woodsmen
here. Those that had seen them said they screamed.
One heard one in the spring of the year. He was posi-
tive, for the yell was but a short distance from the camp-
fire and the tracks were found the ntxt day. Johnny
Jones saw one yell once several years ago. The woods-
men seem to agree that the panther screams in the
spring of the year when they are looking for mates.
Does it not seem reasonable that a panther should wander
about the forests screaming for a mate as does the com-
mon house cat? Ra^xmond S. Spears.
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THE NEW ENGLAND GAME SEASON.
Satukdat, Oct. 15, was the opening day of the season

on quail in the Old Bay State. Boston gunners were out
in good numbers, for the day was especially fine. The
sun was almost bright all day, though not quite—one of
those perfect Indian summer days, with no wind worth
mentioning, and the air sufficiently warm for comfort.
A number of men who could not get out all day, were
hurrying off a.t the early closing Saturday afternoon, and
many of the suburban trains carried guns and gunners.
In some cases the flocks of qaail were located, and had
been for days, the sportsmen waiting honestly for the
beginning of the open season. Quail have seemed to be
plenty all along—thanks to the efforts of the Fish and
Game Protective Association at restockiilg—but how the
game bags will be filled, now that the open season has
come, is a question that it will take a couple of weeks to

answer.
Mr. J. F. Dwinell, of Dwinell, Hayward & Co., is

absent at Upton, Me,, for his annual partridge bunt.
Doubtless Loomin Sargent will guide him, as ever. Mr.
Dwinell visits this section every fall for grouse hunting,
and in years gone by he has made some remarkably good
bags. During a stay of three or four weeks his score has
run up to over 100 birds. He says that be has never shot
a deer or seen one, for that matter, on these hunting
trips, though his hunting is in a section where deer are
generally plenty.
Mr, D. J. Flanders, general ticket and passenger agent

of the Boston & Maine Railroad, is just out from a hunt,
in the vicinity of Tim and Bartlett Lake, in Maine. He
was accompanied by a brother and two friends, and they
had good success. Mr. Flanders shot a deer, and one of
the other gentleman a fine buck deer. It is also claimed
that the other gentlemen of the party shot two bears.
There are reports of another moose killed in the vicinity

of Salem, Me., last week. A gentleman from Lgwiston,
Me., says that the meat was sold in that city. He gives
the following account of the hunt, A woodsman , look-
ing for timber, came upon the moose in a bog, between
Salem and Phillips, and fired a charge of buckshot into
him, when he was broadside on. The shot did not stop
the big fellow, however, and he took up the stream that
leads into the bog at a sharp trot. The woodsman did
not attempt to follow the moose that night, but returned
the next day with three of his neighbors. They soon
came up with the animal, which was too badly hurt to
run very fast, and one of the men fired sis shots from a
Winchester repeating rifle into him. But all of this
shooting did not stop the big moose, and the men fol-

lowed all day. The next morning they were at it again,
and early one of the men got a good shot and brought the
moose down. From all accounts, there are more moose
in Maine this year than for a number of seasons. If news-
paper accounts are true, there have also been killed and
seen a number of caribou. I came across some Boston
sportsmen the other day, lately returned from an extended
tour through the region of Maine north and east of
Moosehead Lake. They say that they saw a number of
moose, and a great abundance of moose signs. They
were there before the open season begun, and though not
admitting that they killed moose in close time, they
allow that they did not go without moose steak. One of
thern remarked that "the fine is too high for a fellow to
admit all he does in the woods," I cannot give the
names of these hunters; for the story comes to me in con-
fidence, but they must not blame me if I declare it to be
an outrage to shoot down a noble moose in the woods at
any time and leave it to spoil. Such hunters are aware,
before they shoot, that the animal cannot be of any use
to them, beyond a couple of tough steaks, to be cooked
in temporary camp. The fine is such that they dare not
attempt to bring the animal out, even if situated so that
such a thing would be possible.
But not all of the deer hunts of the season have

proved to be for deer. It is a little undignified to admit,
but some of the boys have been after sheep. At the
npper end of Richardson Lake, one of Androscoggin
Chain , some very small deer (?) tracks have been seen all

the fail. Guides and sportsmen have tried to find them,
but without success. But finally one morning, late in
September, the mystery was solved. There appeared
near Birch Lodge three actual sheep with wool on. They
had yokes on too instead of antlers probably—the ordin-
ary farmer's sheep-yoke, made from a crotched branch
with a crass piece, the sort used to prevent unruly sheep
from getting out of pasture. But where did these sheej)
come rrom? There are no farms or settlements within
15 or 30 miles. The nearest settlement to where the
sheep appeared would be the upper Magalloway, at least
15 miles of woods and mountains. The only explanation
is that the sheep must have strayed from that settlement.
But how did they escape bears and other dangers, is the
question. When found they were as wild as deer, and
immediately made for the woods. After this they were
frequently seen by hunters and others, but always very
wild. Finally some of the guides decided that it would
be best to shoot them, the same as deer, since, by no
possible chance, could they survive the deep snows "of a
winter in that region, even if 'they long escaped bears,
which are known to be abundant in that section. But it

has proved to be no easy job to hunt and kill them,
though I learn that one or two of them have been secured]
The guides say that they were almost as difficult to ap-
proach as deer, apparantly hearing and scenting the
presence of the hunter as quickly as deer, while lacking
the curiosity that prompts the deer, not hunted excess-
ively, to turn and look when the hunter is first espied.
They would stamp their fore feet, blow and make off at
tremendous speed, very much as deer do. How would
it do to stock the Adirondacks with sheep of this sort?
With a little feeding they would survive the winters of
that part of the country, and the fellows who are satis-
fied to go up there and drive deer into the water with
hounds to be killed, ought to be satisfied with respectable
sheep hunting. Special.

From Lake Erie.

DUNKIRK, N. Y., Oct. 9,—A few days ago Frank
Meehan, while fishing about a mile off Point Gratiot,
in Lake Erie, caught a silver eel nearly 3ft. long. Squir-
rel hunting in the woods southeast of this place is un-
usually good this year, and large numbers of the frisky
tree Jumpers are being taken daily. A party of six
buffalo hunters got thirty-seven blacks and eight grays
in an afternoon's hunt recently. Dunkirk, although not

a sportsman's paradise, can afl:ord very good sport in the
way of hunting and fishing. There is excellent black
bass fishing here and good hunting for squirrels, part-
ridges, rabbits, ducks and snipe. Large numbers of can-
vasbacks are shot here every fall. The fishing tugs very
often bring in hundreds of ducks which have been cap-
tured in the nets. They dive for the fish and get their
feet entangled in the meshes. Some of the tug owners
made a good thing of it last winter, as the ducks com-
manded a good price in the markets. P. S.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.!

OHiOAao, 111,, Oct. 11.—Attention has often been called
to the South as a game country. Under date of Oct. 9,

Mr. Jos. W. Irwin writes me from Little Rock, Ark., as
follows:

I saw your notice about Mr, W. W. Carney, who is an intimate
frieuri and sohoolmaie of miue, and has visited me bere since he
left Great Bend, Kas. He is a great fellow. I notice you have
frequent inquiries from gentlemen wanting shootiiig and fishing
in Arka-nsas. I can give a party of shooters for pleasure only fine
quail shooting right bere. and can send them from herein every
direction, where they can get deer, turkey and bear shooting,
within twelve to fifty miles from Little Rock. Fishing for bass,
p^ke and jack salmon is very fine and easily reached from here by
rail.

I recently kll'ed a fine deer twelve miles out, and last reason I
bagged nearly 1,000 birds. Mallard shooting is also very fine here
in November, A friend and myself killed 80 in one and one-half
days last year, and 40 quail on the same day.
Only gentlemen who want pleasure and sport need come, for

nur laws will not allow exporting game. I am well known in
Cnicago, by Ool. Felton, Ed Bingham, Charlie WilUrd. A. J.
Atwater, and others. . J. W. Irwin.

'The Hell-Diver"
Mr. Ben King, otherwise known as the Michigan Bard,

who has figured as a public attraction, I believe, in com-
bination with Mr. Nye and Mr. Burbank, has published a
poem under the title of "The Hell Diver," which reads
as follows;

The lingering loon flies over the maisb,
The night birds nestle in dew.

The river is cold and the wind is harsh;

But what is that goes euh-choo?
Oh I what is that goes cub-choo, cuh-choo?
Oh! what is that goes cuh-choo?

The snipe shoots up from his lushy bed,

And wings toward the realms of blue.

Wild lilies soak where the bullfrogs croak:

But what is that goes cuh-choo?
Ohl what is that goes cuh-choo?

Oh I what is that goes cuh-choo?

O'er the whispering reeds the rice hen speeds.

And the meadowlark's singing anew.
And I know in the swale the song of the rail,

But what is that goes cuh-choo?
Oh! what is that goes cuh-choo, cuh-choo?
Oh! what is that goes cuh-choo?

A lot of this realistic ruralistic "poetry" which nowa-
days is run in on a helpless public makes me plenty tired.

I don't mostly find loons lingering over marshes as much
as over open water, nor "night birds" nestling in the dew
so much as out of it, when they are not hustling rather
than nestling. There are only some days when the snipe
"wings toward the realms of blue," and on those days you
don't find snipe in a "lushy bed" so much as you do
toward the edge of the marsh, and certainly they don't
seek the realms of blue at the time the bullfrogs are
croaking. It is not my fortune to find rice hens and
meadowlarks very much together, and I don't remember
ever to have heard the "song" of the rail in the swale so
mvtch as in the plain marsh. Of course my experiences
may have been differentfrom those of the Michigan Bard,
Still, if he is so blame anxious to know what is that goes
mill choo, euh choo," I don't mind telling him that it isn't

a hell-diver. It's a man with a bad cold. If Mr. King
isn't afraid of taking a bad cold himself, it might be a
good thing for him to go out of doors a while before he
writes his next realistic, marshly, wetsome pome.

Horicon Way.

There is some talk that Mr. P. F. Stone will be invited
to take charge of the financial matters of the Horicon
Club, and handle its unsold memberships. Mr. Stone
made the Diana Club the financial success it is, and
should , the "upper club" intrust itself to his policy, he
would quickly build up an organization equally strong.
It is thought that many shares could readily be placed in
Chicago.
Mr. C. B. Dicks left Tuesday for a week on Horicon

Marsh, Mr. Stone and probably eight or ten others go up
Friday. Granted a change from the present warm
weather, they may meet heavy shooting.
The snipe are on this parallel. Our esteemed fellow

townsman, Italian Joe, bagged 47 one day this week near
Lemont, on the Des Plaines River, Charlie Antoine went
down with him to-day to Lemont for a try at the snipe.
.Joe has been killing a fair lot of golden plover in the past
few days.
The season has been an unusually good one for wild-

fowl all over the West, though the main flight is proba-
bly not yet down. Snipe have almost certainly, and
ducks have very probably, worked back north a little this
week, as the weather has been very bright and warm.
The flight of the fowl is rarely straight on through from
north to south.

-ftMr. Chas. Holden, with friends, has gone for a deer
hunt in Wisconsin. Is Dr. Thomas in the house?
"Dr. Thomas, this is Mr. Fernandez, the Wisconsin

game warden; Mr. Fernandez, Dr. Thomas."
Dr. Thomas—"Awl"
Mr. Fernandez—"Aw!"
Dr. Thomas—"Er—"
Mr. Fernandez—"Er—

"

175 MONHOE St., Chicago. E. HoUGH,

Game in the Hudson Valley.

Hudson, N, Y., Oct. 10.—The season here for the
breeding of game birds has been good and more quail
have been hatched in this county this season than ever
before. No flight woodcock have reached us as yet and
but very few ducks have put in appearance on the river.

H.

An American Sportsman in the Alps.

Few sporting gentlemen traveling in beautiful Tyrol
would think of lightening the monotony of the bad
weather experienced last week by making up a party for'

chamois shooting. The entire range of mountains sur-
rounding Innsbruck was covered with snow, and com-^
petent hunters prophesied a certain amount of success.
The party consisted of Mr. Eiward H. Litchfield and son,,

of Brooklyn, Mr. C. Felix Zotti and eight beaters, and
started from the Hotel Tyrol, Innsbruck, on their difficult
enterprise, accompanied by the genial owner of the ex-
tensive shooting ground, Mr. Louis Hepperger, who, bye-
the-bye, has a cosy shooting box at the top of the Hallthol,:
replenished with the necessaries of life and very comfort-
able sleeping quarters. After six days absence the party
returned highly delighted with their successful trip, hav-
ing shot several head of chamois and some roebuck in the
forest below. Discomforts were naturally experienced,
especially in scaling the higher peaks, by the snow,
which fell continually for the first four days; but that
was well repaid by the extensive and glorious panorama
which was witnessed the last two days, and was seen at
its best. One could distinguish with ease twenty-six
villages in the Inn Valley. Mr. Edward H. Litchfield
and family, after having spent a thoroughly enjoyable
time in the Tyrol, start for Venice and the Italian Lakes,"
pccompanied by their courier, Mr. C. Felix ZDtti.

—

Galignani Messenger, Paris, Sept. 25.

Some Boston Reports.

Boston, Oct. 15.—Reports of good bags of quail, made
since the opening of the season, begin to come in. It is!

estimated that more than fifty quail were taken in the
vicinity of Reading on Saturday. Mr. E. M. Gillam, of
the Boston Advertiser, with his friend Mr. Reaser, witbi
the Walworth Manufacturing Co.. was out in Reading on
the second day after the open season. They took three
quail apiece, then a disagreeable rain set in, and they
gave up the sport, Mr. C. Z. Basset, of G, B, Appleton
& Co., with his friends, Mr. ThairlwalandDr. Langmaid,;
are having good sport with woodcock at their ranch in
New Hampshire, the name of which they keep to them-
selves. For several days Mr. Basset has taken eight and
ten woodcock a day, but very few partridges. Only now
and then a partridge is secured—not one to half a dozen
last year, and not more than one to a dozen woodcock.

Special,

Comparative Powder Tests.

Red Bank, N. J,, Oct. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I herewith hand you abstract from the powder test ini

Europe, as found by the commission appointed, takiogi
the best brand of black powder for a base:

Average
gas pressure in Greatest Eveness at
atmospheres, variations, pressure, i

F4?rp. blBck powder 473 24 (1

42grs. Sehuhze 9il 3«5 3
42gre. E. ( ? S60 323 1
29grs. Walsrode ... 661 87 4

The trials still continue, the powder being subjected to(

heat, dampness and low temperature, etc, etc.

O. Hesse.

An Ohio Close Season Suit.

The suit in which Ed Roth, of the St. Nicholas Hotel,)
is being prosecuted for selling quail out of season, was
before Judge Svans yesterday on appeal from the judg-j
ment of 'Squire Tyrrell. The issue raised was as to the
constitutionality of the law under which the action waa
brought. Ju:dge Evans, as is customary in the lower,
courts, announced a pi'o/orma decision, holding that the
law is constitutional. Tbe case will now be taken to the
Circuit, and probably thence to the Supreme Court, in)

order that an authoritative decision upon the question
may be obtained.— Oinci7mati Commercial, Oct. 15.

A Handsome Fish Piece.

Messrs. Wm. W. Habt & Co., of 11 Jacob street, this
city, are mounting a muscalonge 4ft, 2in. long, and
weighing over SOlbs, It is a fine specimen, and as they
are exceptionally fine in fish mounting, it will be weill

worth a visit to"their place to see it when cohipleted^
which will be in three weeks.

Maine Moose.
Will "Pair Play" send us his address? The article sent

cannot be printed unless its author is known to us.

Mass. Fish and Game Protective Association.

A BEGDLAE meeting of the Association will be held at
Young's Hotel, Boston, this evening.

Hunting Boots.
The hunting boots advertised by "Oammeyer" in our coluninB

are beauties and reasonable in price conside'ing the quality oti

mauufaoture. One is always sure to get a first-class article in
footwear when ordering from this house, and reader.s of FOEESi'
AND Stbbam should send for their catalogue, Avhich is mailed oh
request.—Acfij.

Quail SHOOirisrG can be had anywhere within 10 miles of "Win-
ston, N. O. Heart of Piedmont section. In view of the Blue
Ridge. Four railroBds in four directions- Good country roads.
Twelve hours from Washington, double dailies. Tbe completest
110 roomed hotel in the South. Elevaiors, steam heat, electric
lights, cars. Ra^es moderate. Correspondence solicited. The
ZrNZENDORP, L, W. Sroville, Manager.—4f7u.

Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography

Competition.

See details in another column.
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TJie iH^fb LciAvs of the XTnited States and Canada, in the

"Game La/Wa i7i Brief, ^' 35 emts. In the ^-Book of the

Crame Laws" {full text), 50 cents.

THE LOST CHORD.
It was not Mi'. James Yan Dorn's fault that he stood

there up to the waist in the middle of the creek. It cer-
tainly was not his fault that in hastily taking up this cool
position he had slipped and fallen completely under
water. It certainly was not his fault that the bosom of
the tide had borne his fish-basket far beyond mortal ken,
or that the same unruffled bosom—it had acquired that
evidence of perfect self-control—concealed his new $13
split-bamboo.
Yes, I really agree with Mr. James in thinking himself

entirely blameless for looking like a drowned crazy quilt,

where the color of that sonorous cap and blazer had run
down over his usually bright, but now brighter, face and
soft white hands. Yes, I could pardon him for these
plausible excuses, considering his unusual condition and
his uneuTiable and uncertain social footing—there were
Tippery stones and snakes in that stream—also when I
'Oiasidered the tiJect his appearance would have on Mrs.
Van Dorn, who prided herself on the general nattiness in
'ihe presentation of her charge.
But I feel you are anxious to know why he stood there

n the water.
Why did he not go ashore?
To tell the truth, he could not swim, and on three sides

}t him the water was too deep for wad-
ng, and on the fourth—well, you see,

'7'an Dorn had always entertained a
horror of being joked over by a coroner
and his jury; naturally a trifle sensi-

tive regarding jokes; practical jokes,

anyway.

It was one of those glorious mornings
in late autumn when all nature seems
trying to throw cfC the firm grasp of

approaching dissolutioH ; like an hectic

flush was the morning sunlight charm-
ing the ashen fields into a smile, and
making doubly bright the beauteous
flaming wildwoodon either hand, where
gayer and more joyous colors were still

heightened by the .seeming frown of

tall and somber evergreens there inter-

spersed as if to chaperone the giddier
maple, chfstnut and birch, around
which clung the vine's voluptuous rich-

ness whose beauty could only be brought
out as upheld to view by the fostermg
strength of their gay protectors.

It was a morning when unseen bands
from beyond the shimmering mist of

the distance seemed beckoning one out
to partake of the last feast, where
nothing would be spared to immortalize
the sublime magnificence of the de-

clining year. Feeling the resistless

power of those imseen hands, that
morning we, four of us, started out from
our retreat at the apj)ropriately-named
"Woodbine," and wandering through
field and woods, at high noon struck
the path which led us homeward by the
side of the brook, in tho soft shadows of

whose tree-lined banks we would long
have rested had not mortal desires, ne-

cessities, held sway.
As we walked a silence fell upon us

all—silence only broken by two or three
unnoticed shouts in the distance ahead
—and, in the lapse from the preceding
light conversation, it was only natural,

on that misleadingly glorious morn,
that we one and all should be thinking of the evanescence
of life and earthly glory—perhaps we were a trifle tired

with our long walk.
As we had proceeded thus for several moments, one

of the young ladies, in starting the sleeping echoes from
the hill at our right, echoed also the thought of each by
commencing to sing in a clear, sweet soprano that beau-
tiful little song, "It is not Always May." She had sung
only to the fixst two bars when tenor, alto and bass filled

out the delightful harmony.
The absorbing charm of the song, in its beautiful har-

monic resolutions, seemed but to drown the shouts,

which were nearer than before, and to banish them from
our thoughts in the sentiment of the poet.
The cjuartette sang on, while the thought of the one in

need of help ran along too, but not in unison—

The sun is bright, the air is clear—

("But a trifle chilly to one in the water"—this'with
chattering teeth.)

The darting swallows soar and sing—

("Why don't the blanked fools sing or pray, 'Oh, That
I had Wings'—they'll be sore enough if they continue
coming in this direction.")

And from the stately elms I hear—

("Well, that's a trifle better—snakes can't climb trees.")

The blue biid prophesying spring—

("You can imagine she aint a prophesying anything
like spring, unless her name is Wiggins er Beebe.")

So blue yon winding river tlows—

("Yes, blue an' cold as b-b-blazes. Hey you there! but
it's no use, they're deafer than adders when they're sing-

ing that idiotic song,")

It seems an outlet from the sky—

("That's about my only outlet, I guess"—this with the
resignation of despair.)

"Wh^re ^falling till the west wind blows—
f^eorge! that Wp^'f it§ after sunset.'")

Tbe frelgl^t^a at anchor UO'-

("I'm anchored, fast enough," and with this effort, the
mind seemed to lapse into coma through several lines.)

All things are new, the buds, the leaves,

That gild the elm tree's nodding crest,

And e'en the nest beneath the eaves;

There are no birds in last year's neel I

("Huhl last year's bird's nest, every head in that gang!")

All things'rejoiee in youth and love,.

The fullness of their first delight,

And learn from the heavens above
The melting tenderness of night.

Maiden that hear'sfc this simple rhyme-

("You're way off this time, No maidens listenin' to
your simple rhyme : Hey! Hi! Help! Murder! But what's
the use o' shouting.")

Enjoy thy youth it will not stay-
Enjoy the fragrance of thy prime,

For O, it is not always Maj

!

("Sometimes January er can er—it's already mussed
with me.")

Enjoy the spring of love and youth,

("Help! Hey! Snakes! Fire! Thieves!")

To some good angel leave the rest,

For—

Here our quartette had advanced around a sharp bend
in the creek which the path followed, and the next chord
was lost in a piercing shriek, for our ladies beheld, at no
great distance, an angry animal pawing the dirt over his

back, and then for the first time we heard his muffled
roars mingled with the now intelligible yells for help
which came from below the bank.

A BIT OF THE COLUMBUS PARADE.

As seen from the Forest and Stream office.

Amateur photo by H. W. Lauy.

Fortunately the animal was too engrossed with his
prisoner to take any notice of us regardless of a red par-
asol carried by one of the ladies, so we were able to beat
a dignified and safe retreat. The ladies with one escort
hurried home, and I hunted up the farmer, who with the
aid of a large bulldog, removed the angry sentinel to an-
other field; and then 1 went over and found our almost
exhausted, fainting fellow boarder, Yan .Dorn, who tried

to excuse his position and appearance as in the oi^ening
of this brief tale.

It did not take the acumen of a funeral director to un-
derstand that Mr. James felt very bad over the affair,

which feeling seemed to grow on him as we drew nearer
and nearer home. He rather hung back at the thought
of meeting his guardian, Mrs. Van: and as the thought
drizzled down deeper and deeper, and seemed to dry on
in the color of that blazer, there dropped a tear or two
into the dusty roadway.
As we turned in at the Woodbine gate, it was not regret

that :his stay in the country was drawing to a close, or

that this was doubtless the last fine day of the season,

which prompted him to look all round at the gorgeous
landscape; one last long look, before he should be ushered
into—the presence of bis better half.

The boarders could scarce repress a smile as they be-

held the wat?r-logged wreck of what that morning had
been the daintiest of little men ; yet there was naught but
pity in their hearts as they saw and understood his ner-

vous hesitation.

We heard his door on the corridor open, and a not alto-

gether friendly roice remark, "You're a pretty looking
specimen!'' and then the door gave a tremendous punctu-
ating bang, and all was still—save a sigh of the autumn
breeze in the leaves of the woodbine draping the veranda.

Eandall N. Saunders.

A Bad Case of ' Steal.

A BAD case of literary thieving will be exposed in these
columns next .week. The exposure will be of special

jiuterest to our readers in Boston,

Pffarniingly flTMstrated — "GAUt^ Ij4WS JN BRIEF,'

"DRUMMING" IN NORTH CAROLINA.
The silvery salmon of our northern rivers, the speckled

beauty of our mountain streams, the majestic tarpon of
our southern waters, and many others of the finny tribe
have each their admirers, and the praises of all have been
evenly sounded. Nor do I object to the adulation be-
stowed; from experience I know it is well merited in
many instances, but I wish to add one more to the Icng
list of candidates for piscatorial honors, nor should he
take rank very far down the list.

Up to the latter part of August of this year the drum
was to me an unknown fish. Since -then I have made his
acquaintance on several occasions; sometimes to my
sorrow and loss, sometimes to my intense gratification.
The piles of the bridges spanning the sound, interpos-

ing between the mainland and the ocean, the wrecks
scattered here and there along the beaches, but more
especially the Jong stone dam separating the Cape Fear
River on one side from the ocean, all form excellent feed-
ing grounds for the handsome and toothsome sheepshead,
and it was while fishing for that hard-pulling gentleman
last August that I first met the drum. Four times in one
day was my bait seized by something mtich too powerful
for my tackle to hold, and four times did I mourn the
loss of hooks and lines. On relating the sad experience
of the day to one of the "knowing ones,'" the information
was given that the drum had struck in and were biting.
I thirsted for revenge and was soon equipped with the
tackle necessary for the capture of the enemy.
A half hour's run on the steam cars and the glorious

sand beach of the North Carolina coast is reached.
Stretching along on either hand as far as the eye can
reach runs the white sand, wherein the merry sand-
fiddler digs his hole and rests after his labor. The long

line of rollers as they come in solid-

looking blues masses from the Atlantic
strike on the outlying line of beach,
from whence, "changed into dazzling
lines of foam, they rush up the sloping
sands. But these breakers possess a
new interest now, for in them sports
the drum, relieving the monotony of
existence by now and then chasing a,

school of juvenile . mullet and selecting
the fattest looking for his dinner.
While supper is being prepared a

look at the outfit and tackle will be
necessary.
The outfit is simple, a close-fitting

bathing suit, worsted stockings, heavy
boots and a broad-brimmed hat being
all that is necessary. Do not shiver, my
Northern friend, the water is warm and
the air too.

For the tackle, a stout braided line
about 125ft. long will do, braided be-
cause it will run out the more easily.

At its further end is attached a lead
sinker (Ulbs. I find a nice weight); and
two, or it preferred three, ordinary cod
hooks, placing them about iSin. apart.
Nor must the bait be omitted, for we
make an early start up the beach,
but it can easily be procured. Ten or
fiteen cents will buy enough fresh mul-
let to supply two lines for one tide's

fishing.

The romance of the beach is gone
and it assumes a grimmer aspect at 4.

A. M. The roar of the breakers is there,
with an occasional shimmer of white
showing through the blackness, but a
two-mile walk along the beach at that
hour would not be undertaken by any
one save an enthusiastic fisherman.
But if the drum is to be caught it must
be done, and with hopes running high
we start. The walk seems long, but
at last we reach a favorite spot. The
outer clothes are quickly thrown off,

the long line is carefully coiled in the
left hand, the baits are well fixed, and

grasping the line with ttie right hand aoout a foot above
the top hook the venture begins.

It is an experience. The east is now showing signs of
returning day. The first "roseate blush of morn" heralds
the approach of Old Sol. but still it is dark. As you near
the line of surf the breakers look bigger and more threat-
ening. Ugh ! At first touch the water sends a shiver up
the spine, but no more. Watch the retreating wave, now
swing the line, and as you follow the receding water in-

crease the momentum. You have gone far enough; an-
other powerful swing and away flies the lead; keep the
coil on the left hand and let it run out gently. There, the
lead has reached its limit and the line is taut.

The drum is not, so far as my experience goes, a quick
biter, but when once he does take hold, to use a vulgar-
ism, "he's all there."' While waiting the east has bright-
ened up. The light is stronger and &urrounding objects
are visible. How beautiful it seems now; how soft the
air, how warm the—hal he has struck, and a beauty, too.

No dead pull there, but a shock like an electric battery.
Out to sea he rushes; give what line you can. Now he
has slowed up, hand over hand comes the line; but again,
with a spurt worthy of a salmon, he's off. Again the
line slackens and again the gamy drum comes nearer
shore. A few more runs and he is played out, a ciuick
run up the beach, and by the increasing light you see
him, whiter than the foam, come safely ashore.

This, then, is the method of bis capture, and to. such of
your readers as are not troubled with weak constitutions
and who love fishing, especially when there is a spice of
romance in it, I stronglyrecommend a day's drumming.
The drum is a really handsome fish; his nice, full, round

body, small head and bright, silvery scales reminding one
somewhat of his noble kinsman the salmon. In weight
he varies from a few pounds to as much as 451b8.; but a
half dozen specimens of from 14 to 201bs. will well reward
any one for the trouble their capture has caused.
As a table fish, served up in almost any style, the drum

is most excellent eating, and will, in that respect, outrank
many of the finny denizens of the ocean.
All honor to him; he bites well, fights well and eats

well, and if the appetite of the fisherman after a few
hours' fishing may be produced in evidence, the sport is

not only an exciting but a most healthful one, H. J. P;
WrtMINGTON, N. 0.
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KEKOSKEE.
Editor Forest and Stream.:

I have just rpad, and must confeBS with some regret,

the comments of Mr. C. H. Ames, of Boston, upon the

interesting; facts of natural history so circumstantially

told by Mr. E. Hough in connection with Kekoskee, I

cannot believe that any resident of Boston, the home of

pure science (not to say the forcing house of speculative

philosophy), would be moved by a spirit of jealousy of

the scientific attainments of the West, to cast discredit on
such a plain statement of fact so well authenticated by
the evidence of disinterested witnesses, particularly when
that evidence was examined and weighed before publi-

cation by BO clear a mind as that of our friend Hough.
(That he is logical, if anything, is proved by liis analysis

of the letter of the Rev. Dr. T.) I am, however, some-

what in doubt whether Mr. Ames intends to cast dipcredit

on that inter^'sting statement of fact by a sort of a redue-

tio ad ahsurdum or to strengthen by the certainties of

mathematics a case which he fears will be discredited by
the public.

Such fears need not be entertained, and such support,

however well intended, is unnecessary. We, who are so

much nearer Kekoskee and the Widow Sneider and old

Santa Anna, do not need to have our belief upholstered

in any such way. The statement is published over the

nignature of the staff correspondent of the Fokkst AND
Stream, and that is enough. We accept it. NtrTMEG.

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15.

A FAVORED FLORIDA RESORT.
CoiiDMBiA, Ala.—When I made my annual visit to the

Chipola or Cypress Lake in Calhoun county, Fla,, in May,
I found the fishing as good as I could jjossibly desire,

and while I devoted much of my time to bream and shell-

cracker fishing, I caught enough black bass and jack to

satisfy me. One bass weighed 9+lbs.; another 6lbs., sev-

eral 4lbs. and under; the catch of smaller kinds was
simply Eurprising. I have not tried the fly as yet on the
lakes because of the sluggish current of that portion of
them that I have fished, as well as the numerous cypress
stumps and knees which dot the lakes, but have used my
fly-rod for the less noble purpose of catching bream and
shellcracker (some of the latter weighing If to SJlbs.).

Several years since I began a series of articles in your
journal with the purpose of calling the attention of the
gunner and angler to the superior sport and advantages
offered them to visit this lake. At the beginning of this

correspondence it was almost a wilderness and the ac-
commodation was anything but good. Now, after a
lapse of a few years, there is quite a change. Fifteen
years ago Raleigh Richards and wife and two or three
children were the only inhabitants of "Jack's Hammock,"
the best spot on the lakes for crossing. Now there are
two hotels and many private boarding houses, store, etc.

Old man Raleigh Richards, the pioneer of this region,
was an illiterate, simple-minded, kind-hearted old man
who entertained all visitors whom chance or inclination
prompted to stay awhile on its captivating borders. He
played the guide to the favorite haunts of the finny tribe,

and placed the hunter on the right runways of the deer
and bear. Poor old man, after years of trials and tribula-

tions he laid aside his rod and tackle, his muzzle-
loader and flask, and went to join the host of anglers
and hunters who had gone to the happy hunting grounds,
Peace to his ashes.
The months of March, April and May are the favorite

ones for the angler, October, November and December
for the hunter, though one so inclined can kill or catch
plenty of game or fish in and out of season,

I know of no spot on earth so well suited to the over-
worked, broken down individual, as Chipola Lakes. Dr.
Pittman, an eminent physician of La Grange, Ga., who
with his accomplished daughters spends from October
to May on these lakes, says they are the best natural
sanitariums on the continent. Hundreds of lawyers,
preachers and physicians go there to recruit their wasted
energies, and go away pleased, and return again with
other.s, to enjoy the fresh sea breezes laden with the
healthful odor of the pine.
You can here in a few hours transport yourself from

fresh-water lakes to the salt Gulf, which at the nearest
point is only distant from two to fourteen miles. You
can here find ecattered along the lakes many valuable
orange groves, from those just planted to older ones that
have borne the finest fruit for twenty-five years and
longer. This, too, is the home of scuppernong and other
grapes. Pecans and sand pears flourish, and the lemon
and other tropica] fruits could be pi-ofitably grown. Here
the market gardener has a perfect bonanza. Society is

good, the people generous and hospitable—nothing lack-
ing to make you comfortable and happy.
This vicinity is the natural home of the bee, and affords

every facility in the way of orange and other sweet flow-
ers for the making of by far the most delicious honey
produced on earth. With many settlers the apiary is

a prime industry and pays a handsome dividend (some
owning several hundred hives, which they take honey
from twice yearly). The hunter can yet find enough
deer and turkey to interest him. Ducks and squirrels
are numerous.
The angler finds all species of fresh and salt-water fish

that are common to all the Florida lakes and Gulf, and I
can assure them that after forty years, much of which
has been gpent in the forest and on the stream, I know of
no locality in Florida, Georgia or Alabama, where the
all aroxind sportsman can so well erjov himself as
here. I refei' to Dr Pittman and A. T, Dallas, of La-
grange, Ga.; Judge Van Epps, Atlanta. Gh.; Judge A.
Hood, Cuthbert, Ga.; Major Henry Shorter, Moutgomerv
Ala., or to Major J. G, Bryan, R. McCarty, J, C.""Martin'
Mef-srH. LJ. Day, Puckett, Piuint and Gilbert. lola^
Fla,, for any information wanted as to the lake, Or
a letter addressed me care of Forest and Stream will
reach me and be promptly answered.

I would suggest to the Northern and Eastern tourists
who annually visit southern Florida for sport and health,
that if thoy would only come once to this favored spot, I
know tbey will always return. These lakes are easy of
access, via Savannah, Atlanta, Montgomery, Mobile,
Pensacola, ard other way points, all of which have rail-
roads tapping the Chattahoochee and Appalachicola
rivers. The fare on steamers is good, charges very low,
board as good as you could wish on lakes at |i per day.
The supply of food fish in Chipola Lake is practically

uexbauitible. Two large rivers supply it ^with pure

water, and hundreds of lagoons, estuaries and marshes
connect with it and furnish their quota of edible fish.

The fishing grounds for many years past have been con-
fined to the lower quarter or the foot of the lake. The
upper three-fourths are quite as well supplied with larger

and less wary bass, jack, perch, etc.

The game laws of Florida are loose and not properly
enforced, yet the natural obstacles here are so great that

the nefarious fish hog is forever disbarred from seining,

netting or trapping, or otherwise diminishing by unlawful
mpa,ns the unfailing supply.
From Nov. 1 to May 15 is the best time to visit this lake,

as the hunter and angler will find game and fish more
plentiful, and the oranges, honey and other delicacies in

their greatest perfection. Six months at leant of health,

pleasure and happiness. Piscator.

RANGELEY PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
Philadelphia (3,937 Chestnut street), Oct. 15.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream: I inclose herewith a copy of the re-

port of the operations of the Anglers' Protective Club, of
Rangeley, and to it only wish to add the following letter:

'•Maine Central Railroad Company, President's
Office, Portland, Oct. 13, 1822.—Fredericlc S. Dickson,
Esq: Dear Sir—I have your letter of the 3d inst. This
company will gladly double its subscription to your asso-

ciation, giving hereafter $100 per year. I think such a
law as you mention should be passed, and if you will call

my attention to it at the proper time I will do all I can
to aid its passage through our Legislature. Yours truly,

Arthur Sewall, President."
In sending this letter to Forest and Stream I violate

no confidence, and take this opportunity of publicly
acknowledging the many kind offices of the Maine Cen-
tral Railroad and its officials, and their hearty co-opera-
tion in every efiiort to benefit the Androscoggin rearion.

Frederick S. Dickson,

The report:

Rangeley, Maine, Oct. 6.— The operations at the
hatching house of the Anglers' Protective Club during the
season of 1891-92 were not attended by the success we had
hoped for and had a rierht to expect. The protracted
drought of the fall of 1891 lowered the level of the mill-
dam from which we drew our supply of water below the
intake pipe. To prevent a total loss of the spawn we
were compelled to remove the entire contents of the
hatchery to a stream some distance from the village,

where temporary shelter was erected. As a direct result
we lost all but five or six thousand fish. These latter,

trout and salmon, are, however, now fine hardy fish

nearly Sin. in length. A change in the location of the
hatchery was clearly essential, and after careful examina-
tion of all available points in the neighborhood the
directors finally decided upon Hinkley Brook as meeting
the requirements in all respects. The brook is scarcely a
mile in length, its source, a large spring, has a uniform
flow, is little affected by either drought or flood, and is

fed by springs along its entire length. The old hatchery
has been sold and the proceeds will provide a sum nearly
sufficient for the erection of a building twice the fize of
the old. The land, a narrow strip along the stream, some
five acres in extent, was purchased by two of our mem-
bers and turned over to the uses of the association.
Another member has generously contributed all the wire
fencing needed to inclose the tract, as well as all the wire
screen work required in fitting up the hatchery. There is

ample space for the erection of any number of ponds that
our necessities may require in the future, and two ponds
are already completed,
Mr. Henry O. Stanley, one of our efficient State com-

missioners, visited our new hatchery dtu-ing September
and expressed much gratification at the favorable outlook
for the future. The commissioners have generously of-

fered to permit this association to contribute to the State
hatcheries at. Auburn and Sebago whatever sum we may
be able to set a.part for the taking of spawn this fall and to
receive in return next February as many eggs in propor-
tion to the whole take as we furnish money in proportion
to the whole expense. This gives us all the advantage of
the experience of the State authorities, and will un-
doubtedly give us a larger supply of fish at a much
smaller cost than if we attempted to take the spawn our-
selves from these waters. When the spawn is ready for
delivery, some two or three weeks before the time for
hatching, the commissioners have promised to send with
it athoroughly competent man to remain with us a month
or more during the process of hatching who will instruct
such person aa we may select to take charge permanently
of our fish. It wUl be our policy to take only as much
spawn as we can properly and successfully rear in our
troughs and pond^i. for one fish 3in. long is worth ten an
inch in length. When these fishes are mature enough to
take care of themselves tbey will all be placed in the
public waters of this region.
As these young fish are almost uniformly placed in the

saialler streams rather than in the waters of the lakes it

is eminently proper that such streams should be closed to
all fishing in the future. These streams are also the
natural breeding places of the trout and salmon of these
waters, and the protection of the law should be thrown
about them. A petition receiving the indorsement of
this association has been almost universally signed by
the inhabit-ants of this town asking the Legislature to
pass a law closing permanently all streams directly or
indirectly tributary to Rangeley Lake, Similar petitions
are in circulation among those interested in the waters of
Mooselookmeguntic and the Richardson Lakes, and it is

to be hoped that the coming Legislature will give us a
general law permanently closing every stream above the
line of dead water v^'hich is tributary to the whole chain
of Androscoggin Lakes, If this be done and if the hatch-
ing operations be generously supported by the public,
these lakes will in a few years furnish better fishing than
has been known within a generation.
To do the work mapped out for it this association ought

to have a steady annual income of not less than one
thousand dollars. With this sum they could annually
put into these waters fully one-half million of well grown
salmon and trout. Besides the cost attending this work
the association should have means to enable it to emplov
men to aid the State officials in preventing fishing in uri-
lawful places and at unlawful times.
We have in the past received generous support from the

ilaine Central, the Sandy River and the Phillips and
• Rangeley railroads, and it has been intimated that in view

of the favorable outlook these roads would be willing to

double their contributions in the future. Will not our
individual members do likewise? Aud will not each one
endeavor to secure one new member?
All contributions should be sent direct to the treasurer,

Mr. Arthur L. Oakes, to whose order as treasurer all

checks and drafts should be drawn. Annual subscrip-
tions are due on the first day of June in each year and all

members will confer a favor on the management by re-

mitting promptly on that date.
Very respectfully,

Frederick S, Dickson, Pres.
Arthur L, Oakes, Sec'y-Treas.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Correspmdmt.']

Chicago, 111,, Oct. 8.—Capt. J. W. Collins, lately re-

lieved from his work on the United States Fish Commis-
sion, will come to Chicago and at once take full charge of
the fish and fisheries exhibit at the World's Fair, with
headquarters in the fisheries building.

Dr. T^rleton H. Bean, assistant in charge of fishculture

of the United States Fish Commission, well known in his
editorial connection with Forest and Stream, is now the
immediate superier in the Government work of Dr. S. P,

Bartlett, of the Illinois State Fish Commission, In a re-

cent visit with the latter gentleman to the scence of the
Government work on the Illinois River, Dr, Bean found
occasion for renewed surprise in the prolific quality of the
Meredosia Flat?. This section of the Illinois supplies the-

United States Government with the greater part of the
young inland game fishes used in distribution in different

States.
Fish League Directors.

Pursuant to the call announced earlier, the meeting o£
directors of the Illinois State Fish League was held at the
Lelmd Hotel, Springfield, Tuesday, Oct, 4. Messrs, Geo.
E. Cole, of Chicago, Henry Davis, .Jr., of Springfield, and;
E. Hough, of Chicago, being present, Dr. Bartlett repre-
senting by proxy Dr. D, H. Shields, of Hannibal, Mo.
The immediate object of the meeting was to report pro-
gress and to discuss means for pushing on the work in the
best possible way. and also to appoint working commit-
tees. Mr. Cole showed several hundred dollars' worth in

Chicago pledges, obtained in a short time, but said he
would not collect a dollar until the lower part of the State
had done its share. This was not to be one of the many
like organizations in which all the work and expense were
thrown on Chicago. Dr. Shields, of Hannibal, reported
that his society had been unfortunate in what cases it

had prosecuted, but volunteered all help possible, in the
hope of a better working law. Col. Davis thought a bet-

ter law a necessity before fish protection became possible

in its best sense. It was agreed that effort should be
made to draft a better law and secure its passage, and
critical discussion was invited from friends of the League.
President Cole then appointed as committee on leHislation

Dr. D. H. Shields, chairman, of Hannibal, Mo.: Dr. S, P.
Bartlett, secretary, of Quincy, 111.; Major A. Orendorff,
attorney, of Springfield, 111. These will give the matter
in hand a careful attention, and will draft a bill for later

inspection. Only speculation is possible at this writing
concerning this bill, but it is foregone that the hatefid
Clause f> of the old law, relating to seining in navigable
waters, etc., will not appear in the bill devised. That
the present fish law could be improved upon in several,

other respects is something which admits of little doubt.
Dr. Bartlett promised that if Dr. Shields's time per-

mitted, they two would this winter make a trip over the
State of Illinois and visit the dift'erent protective societies

with a view to further strengthening and solidifying the
league. This practically closed the brief meeting, the
remainder of the time being spent in general discussion.

Mr. Cole sought still further to impress upon the minds
of directors outside of Chicago the fact that the league
was a State matter and not a Chicago matter and that its

success depended upon their efforts, and not upon their

assurances of eft'ort. Mr. Cole is practical. It remains to

be seen whether the other directors are or not.

A True Story.

But about that Kekoskee bullhead story. It is just as

I feared. People are di8p)08ed to treat that story as a
joke or a humbug, whereas it is nothing of the sort, but
pure, cold icy fact from one end to the other, and stated
in a temperate and moderate manner. Mr. A, C, Collins,

of Hartford, Conn,, takes the story with a great deal of
levity, and apparently does not believe it. He writes me:

Hahtfoud. Coun , Oct. 7.—I shall watch for the next issue o£
the tOREST AND S^TBEAM with great interpst to see if your Dame
does not appear in the obituary col-omn. It ia said Itiat Ananiae,
dropped dead after telling a lie. lu v'ew of this 'errible exaniple,
why did you take such a desperate chance in telling the Kekoskee'
fish story V If you pull through I shall know that the limes have
changed very much since Ananias's day. 1 hope they have. That
story will stop all future "yarns," for no ssne man can or ever
will try to beat it. For fear you will never rpart this letlej- 1 shall
addres-s it to "Adnunistrator Estate E. Hough." A. O. CoLUifs.

He did address the letter that way, too, and I got it.

The fact that I am alive to read it should settle all

doubts in Mr. Oollins's mind. I wouldn't dare chance it

telling a Ftory like that if it wasn't all true.

I can oft'er 'still further and more conclusive proof of

the truth of the Kekoskee fish story, incontrovertible
evidence alike of the truth of the story and of the temper-,
ateness of the narrative. The other day several of the'

boys here were reading that story, and callinsc it all sorts

of names, from a "horrible lie" on up, when Percy Stone
came along. Mr. Stone is one of our leading sportsmen,
and a man of unimi^eachable character.
"Here, Percy, look here," they said to him; "isn't this

the worst you ever saw?"
Percy took the paper aud read the story, and soberly

handed it back,
"Well?" said they.
"Well, what of it?" said he,

"Why. isn't that awful?"
"Awful what?"
"Why, an awful he,"
"Say, now you look here," said Percy, "I can lick any

'

man that says that story isn't true. The only trouble;
about it is that it isn't big enough, I was raised in Wis-
consin, up at Oconomowoc, and my people live up there
now. I've heard that Kekoskee story ever since I was
a little boy, and you can just bet your life it's true,
every word of it. They used to drive a wagon down into,
the buUheada, and the fish filled the wagon box aa soon"
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as ifc struck their level, aad all a fellow had to do was to
pull the tail-gate shut, and take a stick and strike the
load oflE even with the top of the sides, the way you do
with a peck of wheat. Bullheads? WeU I should say.

The whole country was full of them. You know, they
had an epidemic up there the year following. There
were so many dead fish lying around everywhere that
they bred disease. Sixty-five people died right around
Kekoskee aud Mayville. True? You can gamble this

story's true, and you can get all the proof you want of it."

I did not mention the epidemic in my account of the
story, for stories of epidemics are often exaggerated, and
I wislaed only the simplest and most credible facts to be
presented, t am glad, however, to have so able a cham-
pion as Mr. Stone to come to my assistance, and I feel an
especial joy that Santa Anna, the noble horse that lived on
bullheads, escaped the dread epidemic and so lives to-

day, a monument of the truthfulness of this story, and
an easily available confutation of all who doubt its ac-
curacy at any point.

Norm Johnson's Log:.

Up on the headwaters of the Little Oconto, in Wiscon-
sin, is the cabin of Norm, Johnson, a sturdy woodsman
who sometimes entertains trout fishermen. The Fred.
Taylor party, which commonly numbers a dozen or more,
jfo up to the Little Oconto every year and put up with
Norm, and he does everything he can to make things com-
fortable and easy for them, according to bis lights.

There is a big foot log over the Little Oconto stream
aear his place, aud to make it easier walking for the
jity men, who are not so much used to the ways of the
ivoods, Norm last fall took an adze and squared cll its

iop from one end to the other. This made it an elegant
footbridge. Meantime, however, came the spring
flood, .and turned the log over a little bit, so that the
smoothed side stood at an angle of about 45°, slanting
down stream. This didn't seem to strike Norm as any-
thing out of the way, as he crossed daily on the log as
had long been his custom. When the city men went up
there last June the water was just barely running over
the log, enough to make it nice aud slippery. Every man
that wore rubber boots slipped on that smoothed angle
of the log and went neck deep into the stream, whereas
they formerly used to cross it in safety. This puzzled
Norm a great deal, and it is said he could never account
for it. "I go to work and face up a log fer you fellers

to walk on," said he, "and here you all fall off'n it

like so many scared turtles. I don't understand it. I
don't believe T ever would get u?ed to city ways, they
seem so blame oureasonable like."

In the North Woods.
Mr. John B. Carse, manager of the well-known boot

firm Thos, Kane & Co., of Cbicago, is back this week
from an extended and very pleasant trip through the
North Woods, of Wisconsin, after mascallonge and air.

The party included Mr. Carse. his brother David B.
( 'arse, also of Cbicago; Messrs. Fred Pratt and Harry H.
Lobdell, of Chicaj^o; and Messrs. Ed L. and Chas. R.
Baker, of E xcine, Wis. They had three guides and four
birch bark canoes. Going in north of the Manitowish
country, at Mercer, they fished with great success the
little frequented waters of Pardee Lake and No Man's
Lake, taking in the former some fine mascallongf

,
top

weight 'illbs. Then they went north to Cheney Lake,
after bass, and caught all they liked. Next they took
rail and went east clear across to the entering point for
Gogebic Lake, Mr. Carse going up to the latter waters for
a brief go at the small-mouths. Then the party struck
into the wild country south of Trail Creek, and visited
Cisco Lake and Thousand Island Lake. In the latter
waters they had great good fortune in taking the big
lake trout (Mackinaw trout), sometimes called "land-
locked salmon." In all this latter country, which is very
wild and hard to get into, they saw many deer and
plenty of sign. The whole trip was a very delightful
one, and Mr. Carse, who lias been all through the wilder
portions of the great Wisconsin Lake region, says he
never had a pleasanter time.

VVe get only such scattered and meager reports Of the
-North W<iods country lying above here in the wonderful
State of Wisconsin. The region is already well tracked,
but it is little known. And here we hear much of the
Adirondacks. and even a Western man who has never
been there can name the chief points of interest in that
over-ridden and over-written and no longer interesting
country. Some day it will be this way about the great
lake country of Wisconsin, but that day is not yet. The
region is not yet explored. There are lakes where a fish-

erman's boat never entered, and pai^hs the hunter's foot
has never trod. If New York can trade her Adirondacks
for this Wisconsin country, she'd better hurry up and do
it, for it 8 a bargain. E. Hough.
175 MONROU STtlEBT, CnrcAGO.

A Giant Gar.

St, Loins, Oct. 15.^—As large a fish as was, perhaps,
ever pulled out of the Mississippi River was caught by
Carondolet fishermen on Friday afternoon near the
Workhouse, The capture was made with difficulty and
the boat narrowly escaped being dragged under. Four
bronzed fishermen are willing to vouch for the facts.
The huge fish weighs about TOOlbs. and is termed an alli-

gator gar-

Peter Heil and Ed Brown were in a boat, and about
2-M o'clock felt a pronounced tug at the end of the quar-
ter-inch line which dangled from the useful, though un-
ornamental, crait in which they worked and rested
alternately. They were at the foot of Gasconade street,
almost in a line with the whitewashed stockades and bar-
racks forming the Workhouse, The hook was baited
with beef and both men made a, grab for the rapidly re-
ceding line. In a few seconds it was taut, and with a
crack aud strain the skiff commenced to follow its unseen
guide with almost lightning speed. Every few seconds
the sides or long, augular mouth of the gar become visi-
ble,

Michael Heil and Tom Nash, fellow-fishermen, were on
the shore, and as the two in the boat called to them they
kept parallel with the hooked monster and its human
drag. Down the stream the aggregate went, and when
three blocks had been traversed the two on shore wanted
to know whether to get a boat or not. The gar's head
finally pointed shoreward, and his strength was becoming
exhausted. Opposite the Herf & Frerichs Chemical

Works, four blocks or more south of the point of seizure,
a landing was made. The four men pulled and pulled,
and finally fastened one of the king's jaws with a wire
rope, End he was anchored,
The specimen was 21ft. Tin. in length. It would snap

at and jrulp down a 10U>. piece of beef without much
effort. The heroes of the adventure have fished in the
vicinity all summer, aud have landed catfish weighing as
much as 1701bs. About two months ago, the sartie day
that John ScuUin's nephew was drowned in Smith's Bay,
they had a midstream encounter with a fish that nearly
resulted in the demolition of their skiff. The champion
gar is now disporting himself at the end of the wiro,
admired aud envied by hundreds of spectators.—CwcMi-
nati Enquirer,

The Pelee Bass Fishing Season.
Toledo, O., Oct. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

accompanying ofiicial communication anent the matter
of black bass fishing in Canada waters, reached me this
morning and is hereby respectfully submitted. It might
be added that to the best of the writer's knowledge and
belief last spring was the first occasion on which any
license fee was collected from rod fishermen, and as he
did not visit Pelee this year this fact was unintentionally
overlooked in the previous statements. But it is not
likely that the amount named woidd be regarded as a
high price to pay for two weeks of good Ijass fishing.
Meantime the original statement remains, viz : that we
have for a number of years been in the liabit of opening
the bass season on the Pelee with May 15 each year, and
it is probably a safe prediction that some such arrange-
ment as that stated in Mr. Smith's letter will be made for
next spring. Jay Beebe.

Ottawa, Oct. 11.—J. B. Battelle, Esq.—.Dear Sir—In.
reply to your letter of the 5th inst. I beg to state that
under authority of an order in Council special permits
were last spring granted to anglers at the rate of $3 each
to fish for bass around Pelee Island from May 10 to 25.
The Minister has not yet determined whether the same
privilege will again be granted next season. I am, sir,

your obedient servant War. Smith,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

"Che Memet

River Fishing' Near Boston.
Boston, Oct. 15.—River fishing is receiving more at-

tention in Massachusetts than formerly. Only ten or a
dozen years ago it was considered that the rivers in the
vicinity of Boston and other cities were completely ex-
hausted as to their supplies of fresh fish. But at the
present time it is no unusual thing to hear of fine strings
of perch, pickerel and even bass being taken from the
rivers in this State, In proof of this idea it may be
noted that one of the handsomest black bass ever seen in
the State, or in any other State, for that matter, was
shown in the window of the tackle store of Messrs. G. B.
Appleton & Co., on Washington street, this city, on
Monday. The fish weighed 6ilb.^. and was 2iain. in
length. It was caught by Mr. W, A. Chace in the Sud-
bury River, a short distance above Concord. It was taken
on a yoz. rod, with a trolling spoon. The big fish gave
such a hard fight as only a great, determined black bass
knows how to makp. Special,

The Fishery Board for Scotland
Has issued Part III. of its tenth annual report, dealing
with the scientific investigations of 1891, and containing
numerous illustrations. Among the biological papers
forming a portion of the volume are the following: On
the food of fishes, by W. R, Smith; observations on the
reproduction, maturity and sexual relations of the food
fishes, by Dr. T. W. Fulfcf^n; additions to the fauna of
the Firth of Forth, Part IV., by Thomas Scott; contribu-
tions to the life, historv and development of the food and
other fishes, by Prof, Mcintosh.

The Prolific German Carp.

Neav York, Oct. 17.—The ice pond at NewRochelle having
recently been purchased by the Mount Vernon Water Qo. as
a source of supply, they have been draining it off in order
to deepen and finish as a reservoir. On Oct. 12, when the
writer passed the pond while out gunning, all that remained
was a small mud puddle about 75ft. wide, and thisAvas abso-
lutely alive with German carp, eels, suckers, small perch,
minnows and small boys. The carp weighed from 3 to 61bs.,
and the writer learned that the water companj^ and others
had netted probably 10 to 1.5 barrels of these large carp dur-
ing the previous day and night. 1 secured three fine speci-
mens. The largest weighed close to 71bs. The fry had been
put into the pond three or four years ago, and results show
that the fish thrive wonderfully in our ponds.

William W. Hakt.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the importaut place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the tleld aud prairie and mountain and
forest and si ream, the Foeesx and Stbeam offers a series of
prizes for mGritorioua work with the camera. The conditions
under wMcn these prizes will he given are in brief as here set
forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30
Thud $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.
The compatition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Fokest and Stream's field—game
and iish (alive or deadj, shooting and Ashing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.
There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may

have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.
All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.
There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

tt) size of plate.

A competitor need n^t be a subscriber of Fohest and Stbbam.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-
structed to take intrv consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.
Photogcapbs must bg marked only with initials or anseudonym
for identiflcatioa. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, d%te, and name of camera.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. .35 to 28.—Omaha Kennel Club, at Omaha, Neb. B. L.
Marston. Sec'v.
Nov. 23 to 2.>.—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South

Eighth street.
Ijec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Show Hermitage Rennel Club,

Nashville, Tenn. Robert C. Stockton, Sec'y.

1893.

JaTi.;Jto6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Olub. F. B,
Zimmer, Sec'y, Gloveraville, N. Y.
Feb. 31 to 33.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortioier, Supt.
May 3 to 6 - Pacific Kennel Club, at San Fraacisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to ir.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario A. D. Stewart, Sec'y,

FIELD TRIALS.

J
Oct. 2.5.—Third Annual Field Trials of the National Beagle Club,

at Nanufit, N. Y. Bench show of the club Oct. 34. H. V. Jamie-
son, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trials Olub. third annual trials, at

Chatham, Ont. Amateur Stake. Nov. 7, Oi)en Stakes, Nov, 8.
W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 7,—United States Field Trials, at BUzabethtown, Ky. P.

T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ird., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England F*eld Trials, at Asaonet, Mass. E.

Knight Spervy, New Ha.vei\. Conn., Sec'v.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Balrd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. 0.

W. A. Coster, Seo'v.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C

F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode 11,

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1898.

January.-yPaeifip Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J . M.
Ki'garif, Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumby. Sec'v

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE OTTAWA SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To those who can read between the lines the maliciousness

of these introductory notes is evident enough. It is per-
fectly plain to those that know the facts that they were
penned by some one intensely hostile to some of the judgf-s
and part of the executive, I regret to see FoEE.ST AXD
Stream abused in this way, and I shall certainly not allow
such misrepresentations to pass unnoticed, if the editor of
this journal will afford space for their correction.
The reference to Clumbers throws a good deal of light on

this report: "Dr. Wesley Mills spent two davs and a half in
awarding prizes to 105 dogs." What are the facts? Asboth
the other judges wished to liave the first day Dr. Mills gave
way to them, consequently he could do only a very moder-
ate amount of work the flr.st day. By the close of the sec-
ond day, notwithstandiog a late start, for which he is not
responsible, most of the dogs were judged, the rest of the
work being completed, specials excepted, next morning. As
is well known the judging of specials is peculiar, much de-
pending on the clerical assistance, etc., given.
After the second day the show seemed to be very .short-

handed, and in some cases none of the executives or atten-
dants could be found and I was obliged to ask handlers not
personally concerned to bring out some of the dogs. Economy
was, I suppose, at the bottom of this, aud I had no notion
of referring to it had it not been forced upon me. I think
the exhibitors will bear me out that the dogs at Ottawa
show were judged as rapidly as anywhere oh the circuit.
The ingenious falsity of the above statement will now be
clear and its malice rendered more evident by tbe next mis-
statement. It is absolutely untrue that Dr. Mills "got Mr.
Corbett to pass upon them" (Danes). As noone could be the
least injured thereby, I asked the committee to associate Mr.
Corbett with me in the judging of Danes. This they did,
and Mr. Corbett acted with me throughout. If necessary 1
can quote his remarks about the dogs, made in the ring, aud
we agreed on the placing before the ribbons were handed
out. "In black and tan bitches the Doctor awarded English
Lady first, but about an hour afterward," etc. This is in-
correct also. The dogs had just been returned to their
benches when I called for them again; at the outside ten
minutes could not have elapsed. The superintendent cau
bear me out in this, as he was present. I am not aware that
there is any rule to determine when a judge's decision is
final. At all events, I think the individual who is afraid
that his dog when thoroughly e.^amined cannot stand the
test and holds to what he got through oversight, is hardly
the sort of sportsman we should encourage. Only some of
those concerned refused to bring back their dog.s—possiblv
only one. I must give the handler that really suffered by
my oversight, credit for behaving admirably under the cir-
cumstances. The real explanation of the origin of the oc-
currence is found in my judge's report.
"Mr. Geddes, the superintendent, received little or no

assistance from his committee and to him all the credit is
due."
Mr, Geddes worked well and managed well both this year

and last. Then the credit was not given to him but went
in another quarter. I must say, however, that both Mr.
Wurtele and Mr. Kirby aided efficientiy as my ring stew-
ards. Mr. Keyes, the chairman, was present during the
whole time of the show, and worked hard, and others also
assisted, so that the above statement is untrue and unjust.
As to the catalogues, I know that one reporter, at least,

had a copy given him. The catalogue was about the best
yet issued in Canada, and 1 regret that after all the labor
spent on it there will be loss to the individual that had the
enterprise to undertake and carry out the work.
As I am myself responsible for the report on pointers and

setters and put my initials to it, I wish Mr. Editor, that you
had so inserted it aud not joined it with such a tissue of
misstatements as I have .shown you have unwittingly, no
doubt, inserted in your paper, which, I take it, aims at
truth and decency. The whole thing is, moreover, a strong
argument for having all reports signed.

Wesley Mills, M. D,
MONTBEAl., Con

Sportsmen Made to Order.
This is how the editor of the Middletown, IST. Y., Argus

puts it: "Station Agent Van Orden, feed merchant Thorn
and Dr. Meyers have all beeu getting fancy bird dogs, new
guns, hunting coats, vests, caps, etc., and, are fast develop-
ing into genuine sriortsmen. Their dogs alone are valued
at S40 to 180 each . Now, it is safe to say they will make it
a cold day for any game living in these parts, to say noth-
ing of what will be done by Mills, Welling and Sutton, who
are quite some on shooting " The italics are ours.

Business.
Machias, Oct. 14.—Forest and Stream Publishing Co.: I inclose

check in payment for yonr insertion of notice Of Beacon Farm.
Ir, has brought me a number of sportsmen from Massachusetts
and inquiries from New York that are almost funi 1o fft-ult in
business. Samuel M. Holway,
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
m^.^'^-ThG Kicker.

CniCxiGO, Oct, 15.—TbeteTin "kioker'' is one which is used
frequently in discnssiD.g field trial matters, and the number
and variety of the individuals composing the class are hnt
little known to the sportsmen who do not attend field trials

in person.
There are several well-defined classes of kickers, each

species having some one kicker whose vigor and skill make
him pre eminent among his fellows.

As a general thing, owners and handlers take defeat

pleasantly and quietly, even if they do not consider that it

was done thoroughly.
A kicker which cannot be classified is the opportunity

kicker. He may go through a whole trial, or several trials,

without an opportunity presenting itself. He is wise
enough to let the other fellows do their own kicking, go
that he is not identified with the sympathetic kicker.

When the opportunity does come he then can kick vigor-

ously, and with a great deal of sentiment in his favor on the.

ground that lie is no kicker. The judicious kicker succeeds
in maMng some capital, at times.

The Nece.ssity Kicker,

Then there is the Idckerwho kicks from necessity. He
runs a lot of poor dogs, perhaps badly prepared, and, from
his standpoint, he must afEect a disbelief in the judges and
their decisions so that he can square himself with his em-
ployers: and it is to be regretted that he often succeeds in his
purpose. This specimen of the kicker is becoming scarcer as
knowledge increases and sportsmen become more acquainted.

The Revenue Kicker.

The kleker-for-revenue is perhaps the most offensive and
harmful of all. He is active and tireless before the trials

begin, during the trials when his time is unoccupied and in
the evenings, in painting in bright colors the superlative
merits of his dogs. This string beats all strings of dogs, he
says, he ever had, in every respect. They are strictly high-
class, every one. He has a cinch on first, second and third, if

the judges only do the square thing by him, He refers
earnestly to his former success, his known skill as a breeder
and his great judgment in all matters.
He makes an opportunity to tell all this to the judges

before the dogs are started, or he tells some one who is

sure to tell them. Often his brassy assumption of every-
thing meritorious passes for good coin; and his boasting,
prejudgments and prej^^dices are far more effective than
they should be, in creating favorable imfn-essions for dogs
before and after they begin their race. Now, these dogs
may not be so good as many others, or indeed may be down-
right common. But this does not for a moment deter the
Mcker-for-revenue. He will frankly point out faults in dogs
he ran in previous years if said dogs are sold, but he has no
faults to discover in dogs which he now owns. If any of
these dogs are sold this year he will cheerfully and fully'tell

their faults next year, particularly if they go into a compet-
ing kennel. If one dog is defeated, he kicks. If two, twice
as much. If all his dogs are defeated, he hurls forth all his
kick. He accuses the judges of incompetency, dishonesty,
weakness of mind, bad pedigree and whatever else he can
invent. He tells this to every person he meets, and sits up
late at night repeating od ??.rti<^e'um his story to all his lis-

teners. He is then kicking earnestly for advertising and
revenue. He swears with an earnestness which is most con-
vincing that he will neA^er run his dogs again under that
club; and so earnest and forcible does he build up his mam-
moth blufiE that the listener is impressed with the belief that
the club's days are numbered when that kicker will not
enter his dogs.
Yet the kicker will be on hand the next year with the same

stock story. Generally some scared member of the club
makes a semi-apology or .some explanation which the kicker
accepts as satisfactory. In fact, be is willing to accept any-
thing as satisfactory. He has made his big bluii' for adver-
tising, got himself forward as a central figure, both notori-
ous and famous.
He knows that field trials are the life of his business; that

to refrain from running his dogs would end his profitable
dog dealing; that the competition is the life of his business.

(1) Field trial clubs do not seem to realise that they are
undignified and unjust to themselves in trying to pacify an
abusive kicker-for-revenue.

(2) That the kicker's Chinese thunder is what is vulgarly
termed a bluff.

(3) That if they met the threat of not running any moie
dogs In their trials by the reply that he need not do so; that
he only ran for the money and not for the benefit of the
trials, he thereafter would not make any threats,

(4) 'that it is a benefi't to the club if the kicker-for-revenue
remains away.

(5) That it is a reflection on ttieir own judges to be apolo-
getic to a kicker-for-revenue, or any other kicker.

((3) That judges who are acting for a club are entitled to
protection as a matter of right,

(7) That a kicker who openly and maliciously vilifies the
judges or club members should be expelled from the grounds,

(8) That a kicker who vilifies his fellow handlers, the
judges and club members, and assures everybody at the
same time that he himself is a true gentleman, may be mis-
taken in every particular.
Field trials have advanced to such an important stage of

development that the malicious kicker-for-revenue should
be suppressed or rejected. His greed and malice are dis-
turbing elements of constant duration, He has been deferred
to and made much of—so much that he was justified in be-
lieving that the field trial world was largely embodied in the
kicker-for-revenue.

The Sympathetic Kicker.
The sympathetic kicker enters into the spirit of any oriier

fellow's kick, and becomes an energetic party to it. He feels
as earnestly as if the grievance were trulV his own. He
warms to his grievance as he builds up his case, and fre-
quently bocome? louder and more bitter than the original
kicker. He loses sight of the fact of his own silliness and
contemptible weakness. The emotional kicker is never at a
loss for facts: for, if they are not at hand, he will readily in-
vent something. One bona fide kicker who happens to be
where he can gather a group of sympathetic kickers, can
make quite a small rebellion, particularlv if he is liberal
with his flask.

The Constitutional Kicker.
Then there is the kicker who is so constitutionally. He

kicks independently and defiantly. He is honest in his be-
liefs, has no ase to grind—his kick is stripped of all extra-
neous considerations. He asks no sympathy. Lose or win
he kicks beoaiise it is natural.

'

The Kick Courteous.
That a man has a right to difl'er from the j udges, from

the handlers, from the club, or from everything and every-
body all at once, no one will deny; but that a man whose
dog nas been defeated has a right to openly and persistently,
or at all, vilify the club and judges, or openly insult them,
no one will concede. Too much of this has been allowed in
the past. Field trial clubs and judges have been too lax.
Contempt has been given too free rein, it is time for a
departure. Field trials have a respectable standing, are
growing in influence and number every year, have a gentle-
manly TOferobership and following, and "it is high time to

suppress an evil which has by its regular exercise almost
become honored usage. The combination of loud boasting,
keen-scented avarice and threadbare prestige, all colored
with bullying, should be relegated to the realms of the re-
jected. There are no portraits intended here. Only classes
are conaideied.

Black Setters.
While in Manitoba at the field trials last month, I had

the pleasure of seeing some of Mr. Johnson's black setters,
which he is breeding. They were under medium size, com-
pact and well built, had remarkably good legs and feet, and
were fast, energetic workers. He spoke very highly of their
merits.

Horse and Greyhound.
Racing between horses and greyhounds is now being

agitated, and it appears to have some supporters, A con-
temporary, referring to an oft'er by Mr, Soger Williams, to
match his Stonehenge filly against any greyhound at one-
half, five-eighths or three-quarters of a mile, says that "It
will be a shame if Mr, Williams's offer is allowed to go beg-
ging," .Just how the greyhound owners will be guilty of a
"shame" by wisely refraining from making what, for them,
would prove a silly match, is not apparent. In fact, there is
not any^ "shame" in it. No school boy, who dearly loved to
see a fight inexpensive to himself, ever put a chip with
greater calmness on a schoolmate's shoulder for some other
schoolmate to knock off, than that chip was presented to the
areyhound men. Such advice is most unfair. Running
horses against greyhounds is no novelty, even in this country.
So long ago as 18Si I saw rsces between thoroughbred horses
and greyhounds on the rsce track at Mobile, Ala. The
distance was one mile, ar d the ru e itself was a hippodrome;
but it was .so from the fact tnat the greyhounds, though
good ones and well conditioned, could not go the mile with
the horses; so the latter were pulled to give the dogs a fair
showing at the finish.
There were a number of places in the South" that year

where these, races were given and, I think, similar races
were given in other years. If the greyhound men are wise
they will keep their money in their pockets and let any one,
who has no money at stake, cry "shame."
The same journalj in severely rebuking men who set their

bulldogs on pugs, in a rather involved sentence, says; "And
further that they cannot amuse themselves by setting
vicious dogs onto ladies' pets and kindred pastimes." Prob-
ably the writer meant on instead of "onto;" but how vicious
dogs could be set "onto" "kindred pastimes" is not plain.
Could not a race be arranged between a vicious dog and a
kindred pastime'^ It would be so funny. It's a "shame" if
it isn*t! Any man can make a mistake in his language,
but few men can write language both qunint and weird.
That reminds me that in "Points and B'lushes" last week

I was made to say "over-weaning" when I meant over-ween-
ing. Such things sometimes make a slight difference in
what a fellow means, although it sounds just as well.

B. Waters.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Canada.—In the English Stoclt'-Keeper of Sept.

23 appears the "Whisper" printed below. As Toronto does
not happen to be in "the land of the stars and stripes," and
as Mr. Brodie is now a resident of the Dominion, I may be
excused for encroaching on the editor's prerogative. Mr.
Brodie has favored me with a copy of his reply to the Stoch-
Kecver, which I also append, and no doubt Mr. Neil Gow
will be glad to add his testimony as to the accuracy of Mr.
Brodie's statement:
From ihe Stocli-Kceper.—"-The American eagle is indulg-

ing in .some wild flights of fancy over the arrival of Mr.
Brodie in the land of the stars and stripes. Fobest a.nd
Stream says: 'Mr, Brodie is known to all Irish terrier men
as the owner of the great little dog Irish Ambassador.' As
a matter of fact that statement, harmless enough in a way,
wants qualifying, Mr. Brodie and his dog may have been
well known in the North, but neither was farniliar at the
big Southern canine gatherings. . The fame of the dog Irish
Ambassador rested rather on his successes at the stud, which
we desire to acknowledge most readily, but when our trans-
atlantic contemporary continues, 'To show what is thought
of the Irish Ambassador, Mr, Brodie, it is said, has refu.sed
£260 for him,' why we can only suppose that if Ananias lived
in these days he would have been reckoned so poor a hand at
his own specialty that Mr, Labouchere would buy him and
exhibit him as an advertisement toT Truth. Two hundred
and sixty fiddlesticks, sir; and this is why we have such a
contempt for 'ofl!ers' that have been refused. They are sim-
ply the refuee of the thrifty advertiser. 'Offers' indeed

!

Why, anybody can imagine them by the dozen, and who is
to prove the contrary ?"

Mr. Brodie's BepHi.—Erlitor Stock.-Keeper, 169 Fleet
street, London, E, O, Sir: In "Whispers of Fancy," in Stock,-
Keeper of Sept. 23, just to hand, I note remarks re the Irish
terrier-, the Irish Ambassador and myself. If Forest and
Stream is rather indulgent at times, the Stocli-Keeper can
be decidedly nasty and mean when it suits it. Your insult-
ing personal remarks I will treat with the contempt they
deserve, and pass on to the statement made by Forest and
STEBAivr, namely, "Mr. Brodie is known to all Irish terrier
men as the owner of the ereat little dog Irish Ambassador."
If this statement wants qualifying, why do you in the same
paragraph admit ttie fame of the Irish Ambassador? As to
the other part of it, can your correspondent name any other
party who owns him? The Stoeli-Keeper evidently forgers
that in one of its recent issues, when giving champion
Brickbat "a lift" it stated that a certain price (t forgot the
exact amount just now, but I think it was somewhere about
£2^0) had been offered and refused for him, and again in
your issue of Aug. 26, you say £160 had been offered and re-

fused for Poor Pat, and this is how we sbow such a con-
tempt for "offers" that have been refused ! "Offers indeed,
why anybody can imagine them by the dozen, and who is to
prove to the contraryf"
As to the genuineness of the statement made by Forest

a:sv Stream in reference to the price that has been refused
for the Irish Ambassador. In May, 1891, Mr. Neil Gow,
9 Rose Terrace, Perth (a gentleman well-know as a buyer of
the best stock procurable in both dogs and poultry, and fre-

quently mentioned in your journal as a purchaser and im-
porter of such), made me an offer of £200 for the Irish
Ambassador, and on my refusal to accept it afterwards in-
creasing it to £260, Still I refused, to sell, and I have no
reason to regret having done so, for since that time con-
siderably over 100 bitches have visited him. and those from
most of" the leading Irish terrier fanciers in the United
Kingdom. The number only includes those for which a
stud fee has been paid and does not include my own bitches
from which I have bred quite a number that I have sold at
very fair prices, I am considerably within the margin when
I state that he ha" doubled the price I refused for him at
that time; he is still mine, and I would not take £260 for my
chances with him yet. As far as offers are concerned, the
value of all the Irish terriers in existence put together, can-
not separate the Irish Ambassador and William Brodie.

Messi*s. Luckwell & Douglas have sold champion Black
Dufferin and a good bitch to a breeder on your side whose
name I have been unable to learn.

According to the Toronto catalogue the collie Wellesbourne
Charlie was awarded the Collie Club medal for the best in
novice class. This cannot be as the dog is not eligible under
C. M, C, rnle,s for this class.

The cocker champion Brant also was given the cup foi* tfes

best dog and two of his get. As Brant was entered for
"specials only" and as this is" in direct opposition to Rule II.,

section 4. which reads, "A dog entered at any show must
enter and compete in the regular classes," I don't see how
the win can stand.

I find I was in error as to the importer of the St. Bernard
bitch Lady Alton. She was got out by Mr. W. H. Auld

,

Strathroy, and not by the Bowmanville St. Bernard Kennels.
It was her half sister Maypole the latter kennels bought.
Maypole is by champion Alton out of Rennie and has been
bred to Marvel.

The Hamilton Kennel Club will hold another of its inter-
esting and well managed local bench shows in the Palacd
Rink on October 24.

Dr. Mole, V. S., is now a resident of Tgi?6i1Co; ihfs address
is 260 Adelaide street. West.

The Corktown Cocker Kennels, Ottawa, have sold Wanda,
C. 697, black cocker bitch whelped .June 30, 1890, by Bob
Obo out of Cleo, and Corktown Consul, C. 1,304, black field
spaniel dog, whelped May 22, 1891, by Obo Jr. out of Dot
Smirll, to J. F. Elder, Wiiliamsport, Pa.

H. B. DOKOVAN.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIAL
ENTRIES.

The entry list of the third annual trials of this club have
filled very satisfactorily, and we sincerely trust the list is a
practical one and that they will all be seen on the field next
week.

Class A— Dogs 1-^ to J.5ln.

BASE—Wm.' IJ. Ashburuer's (Yeadon, Pa.) b. w. t. dog
(Spelo—Gipsey Belle), whelped 1889 Breeder, owner.
Tony Weller—Wm. H, Child's (Glenside, Pa.) b. w. t,

doK (Keno—Fly), March 1.5 ,188,5, Breeder, T Satterthwaite.
Frank Forest—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N, Y.) b. w.

t. dog (Riot—Skip), 1886. Breeder, Geo. F, Rped.
Rot K,—Rockland Kennels' (Nanu.et, N. Y.) b, w. t. dog

(champion Rattler IIL—Dora), Dec. 23, 1889. Breeder, Geo,
Laick.
Hugh—W, F. Rutter, Jr.'s (Lawrence, Mass,) b, w. t. doa

(champion Fitz Hugh Lee—Queen R.), October, 1890, Breeder
owner.
Lee II.—Pottinger Dorsey's (Newmarket, Md.) b, w. t. dog

(Lee—Juliet), June 27, 1887. Breeder, owner.
Forest HgKTER—Forest Beagle Kennels' (We.st Duxbury,

Mass.) b. w. t, doa: (Forest Boy—Lady Lee), April, 1890.
Breeder, G. F. Reed.
Storm—Somerset Kennels' (Bernardsville, N. J.) b. w. 1

dog (Lee—Countess), Aug. 20, 1886. Breeder, PottiugeT
Dorsey,
Glory—Somerset Kennels' (Bernpa-dsville, N. .J.) b, w, t.

dog (Storm- Somerset T'aa), Jaly 9, 1890, Breeder, ownpr.
BiNG—John G, Honecker's (Toledo, O ) w. b. t, dog (Y 'J

tor D.—Fry R.), Feb. 22, 1889, Brteder, G, Mellan.

CJo:ss B—BUci!ef<, IS to Idln.

SNOAv—Middleton Kennels' (Fr-inkfort, Mich.) b, w, t.

bitch (Stormy—Luc^), April 16, 1S90.

Vice R.—Forest Bengle Kennels' (We.st Duxbury, Mas^.i
b. w. t. bitch (champion Pitz Hugh Lee—Reed's Nell), May,
1889. Breeder, Geo. F, Reed,
June Rose—Forest Beagle Kennels' (West Duxburv.

Mass,) w, b. t, bitch (Frank Forest—Juno II.), June 15, 1889.
Breeder. W. A. San all.

Fannie Racer—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y. ) b. w,
t, bitch (champion Rattler, Jr.—Nellie), July 10, 1890.
Breeder, C. S. Wixom.
Zillah—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet. N. Y ) b. w, t. bitch

(champion Rattler, Jr.—Nellie), July 10, 1890, Breeder, C.
S. Wixom.
Bla]sche—Wm. H, Child's (Glenside, Pa,) b, w, t. bitch

(Uno—Bell), June, 1885. Breeder unlcnown.
Paethenia—Glenrose Beagle Kennels* (Melro.=fe, ?<Ias.^.! >».

w. t. bitch (Bob—Maryj, June 7. 18S7. Breeder, N. Elmov.e.
Gtpsey K—Glenrose Beagle Kennels (Melro«e, Mass.) b.

w. t. bitch (Kenneally's Lee—Tonv), June 18, 1888. Breeder,
E J. Kenneally.
Venus IIL—Pottinger Dorsey's (Newmarket, Md.) b. w.

t. bitch (Lee—Venus IL), Sept. 8. 1889. Brf eder, owner.
Marvel—Somerset Kennels' (Bf-rnardiiville, N. J.) b. w. t.

bitch (Bounce—Ferrol), April 12, 1889, Breeder, F. C,
Phoebus.
Mollxe—W. P. Rutter, Jr.'s (Lawrence, Mass.), b, w, t.

bitch (Comeroe—Nell), April, 1887. Breeder, W. S. Clark.

Class C—Dogs ISin. and under,

Rockland Boy—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.),. b.

w. t. dog (champion Little Duke—Snowflake), July 10, 189*1.

Breeder, H. J. Bennett.
Frank Forest-Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.), b.

w. t. dog (Riot-Skip), 1886. Breeder, G. F. Rped.
MiLO—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' (Melrose, Mass.), b, w. t,

dog (champion Bannerman-Twintwo). July 11, 1890. Breed-
ers, Chapman & Jamieson,
Clyde—B. S, Turpin's (Dorchester, Mass.), w, b, t, dote

(Frank Forest—Sue Forest), April, 1889. Breeder, A. Parry.

Class B—Bitclics ISim. arul under.

Butterfly—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' (Melrose, Mass.).
b. w. t. bitch (Forest Boy—Lady Lee), April 18, 1890. Breed-
er, George F. Rfed.
Lou—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N, Y,), b. w. t. bitch

(Keno—Fly), Sept. 27, 1880. Breeder, J, Satterthwaite,
WeenANNAN—Rockland Kennels' (N:inuet, N. Y,) b, w. t,

bitch (Boston—Countess), June 21, 1838. Breeder, P, Dorsey.
Bonnie Lassie—Wm H. Hyland's (North Tarrytown, N.

Y.) b. w. t, bitch (Rip Van Winkle—Queen Nellie), June H.

1889 Breeder, P. N, Bush,
Romp C—B. Gerry RobeTts',s (Red Bank, N. J.) b. w. t.

bitch (Tony—Skippj), Dec. 18, 1890 Breeder, G, W, Proctor.
Desdemoka—Henry Hanson's (Fall Ri ver, Mass. i b, w. t.

bitch (Kenneally's .Lee—Tone), Dec. 30, 1888. Breeder, E. J.

Kenneally.

Class E—Derby, for Dogs or Bitches Wh&^etd on or after

Jan. 1, 1S91.

MiLLAHD—Somerset Kennels' (Beraardsville, N. J.) b. w. t.

dog (Burke—Little Fly), Jan. 1, 1891, Breeder, F. C.
Phoebus.
Charm—Somerset Kennel*' (Beruardsville, N. J.) b. w. t.

bitch (Storm—Belle of Woodbrook), April 23, 1891. Breeder,
owner.
FiFER—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' (Melrose, Mass.) b. w. t.

dog (Tony—Jinglp), Aug. 4, 1891. Breeder, S. James.
Forest Girl—Forest Beagle Kennels' (West Duxbury.

Mass.) b. w. t. bitch (Frank Pordst—Sue Forest), Nov. 1

.

1891.

Prince—Wm. H. Ashbtimer's (Yeadon, Pa.) b. w. t. dog
(Brittle—Jude), June, 1891. Breeder, owner.
Rockland Boy—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.) b.

w. t. dog (Ch. Little Duke — Snowflake), July 10, 1891.

Breeder, H. J. Bennett.
Fanchette—Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.) b. w. t.

bitch (Mac—Fanny K.). April 6, 1S91. Breeder. L St. Clair.

Br. i'oote intends sending a team of black and tan terrier.'-

out to Omaha, Neb., show with Ben Lewis. Cbampion
Sultan, Merry Monarch, English Lady and Carmencita
are the four selected. A good chance for any one who has *i

bitch in .season piife th^re.
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COMPOUND AND SIMPLE LOCOMOTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I bad the pleasure of meeting an old-time friend a few

days ago. a shrewd and cultured gentleman of broad and
discerning mind, as is settled by the fact tliat he is au ad-
mirer of my superior attaiumenls and natural abilities.

We met i"n ray luxurious office, and after the cordial greet-
ings and reminiscent reviews, the conversation turned on
(logs and dogdora.
At last he said in iiis pleasant way : ''C, why don't you

write Homc papers on the anatomy of the dog, as applied to
locomotion, in the abstract and concrete, as the "rithmetic
ustfd to say when we went to school together long years ago?
t know that you was smart on bones and sich things in
them days from your reputation as a hog killer and meat
cutter on the old farm. Not that you of course linow much
about bones and muscles when in motion, but I'll bet them
other fellers can't write mor'n you can about what they
don't know."

''See here, ' said I, a bit warmly, "the idea is a good one,
since I have 'thought of the very same thing myself a num-
ber of times, but 1 really do not like your manner of sug-
gesting it. First of all, I beg to assure you that I do know
something of anatomy, or bones, as you are pleased to term
it, and that I have what I consider most valuable ideas on
both anatomy and comparative anatomy as related to mo-
tion in animals and nice versa Now "

"I beg your pardon," said he, in his gentlest manner," and
I trust that you will overlook my stupidity. 1 might have
known, had I given it a moment's cousideration, that you,
being a dog man, knoAV all about dogs and their anatomy,
and are most amply furnished with knowledge on all subjects
iatUe abstract and concrete, as the 'rithmetic would say.
Voiir papers would no doubt be very valuable, quite as much
ho as anything you ever wrote."

'•Yes," I replied in rny njost gracious manner, for his
praise mollified me, "T Ituow a great deal more about these
things than I let on to know. Tbe other fellows ha.ve some
very good ideas but they cover but a small part of it aud are
bnri'>d by a mass of crudities and ill disguised speculations,
and thej' force every circumstance, however poorly it fits, to
support their position."
"Now," said I, "by way of for instance, take the use of the

forelegs and hind legs of the dog in motion, tbeir efforts
would be of little use but for the connection and support of
the back and its action; that is the arching and vigorous
spring it takes in unison with the spring of the hind legs,
thus propelling the body through the air and forward at
tvery jump. The shonlders perform a very important func-
tion, in that they give a firm base for the legs to be fixed to
and nothing more. I hope that you will admit that if the
legs were not fixed to something on the dog he would have
much difficulty in u.sing them. This, though in a modified
degree, could be said of the hind legs of most do£rs, acd
especially those dogs of a sanguine temperament. Fortun-
ately, to support my theory and to settle the question beyond
cavil, I have a photograph of a skeleton which may be said
to be taken from life, as it is in the very attitude of tbe dog
in life. The p:se is therefore natural and evpry part of tbe
skeleton is placed in the right position and relation to every
other part. This skeleton belonged to a dog of fine breeding,
which by an oversight was left chained to his kennel while
bis master was absent on a six-months' Irip from home. Oa

THI.S IS THE DOG.

bis return he found than the dog had starved to death, and
be plainly died in a standing position, with the imprint of
the fierce pangs of h^Tnger distorting bis features."
"I desire to say that I do not know much about anatomy,

as I observe all writers so far are careful to observe the
same, therefore I consider myself most ably qualified to
write about it long and learnedly. I more particularly wish
to confine myself to anatomy and locomotion, but I may
find it necessary to digress on three or four thousand side
issues according to honored usage in treating such matters.
"I now will call your most earnest attention to certain

laws of motion which, with very little thought, you will
perforce concede to be true; or at lea.st so generally true that
none but the perverse or hypercritical will be so unreason-
able as to refuse to concede the great truths contained, and
their direct application to the question under consideration
which has not'been yet presented. The first law is that
when a body is moving in a straight line there is hardly
any perceptible curvilinear motion to be observed so long as
it persists in its direction. Conversely, when a body is

moving in a circle, the general law may be laid down that It

will continue so so long as the force is applied and it holds
its course-
Having now laid down, these axioms and general laws

which arc known to be true by their universal use and tbe
sanction of all men from time iromemorial, I will nowres-^ert
to the original question again. To do so readily, it will be
necessary to produce the photograph of the dog' referred to
hereinbefore so that any reference to different parts of the
skeleton may be readily understood and all the different
parts and their functions may be made plain at a glance: so
I beg that you will study it carefully. To prove that this
.skeleton had certain motions when a^jimated by the ener-
gies of life, I will take pleasure in presenting in later papers
the skeleton of a kangai'oo, of a fiocky Mountain goat, of a
hen and a donkey, the last being one of the most important.
As to why I should see fit to select the skeleton of a hen to
illustrate and prove the motion of a dog, I woixld say that
there are some subtle abstractions abou£ it which I do not
know myself; therefore, the wise reader must not be too
inquiring lest he do more harm in a moment than he could
possibly mend in a week."
"Referring now to the axioms laid down on straight and

cui-ved motions, it will be noted that nearly every anatomi-
cal part of the dog takes a curvilinear motion or segment of
a. parabola. The shoulder blade, humerus, femur, tail and
.jaws, etc, all move in segments of circles, and the leap of
Che dog is the same. The sum of all these curved and para-
bolic motions find e.7tpressioTi Iq locomotion, or the eiiort
which the dogs exerts to go ahead in a straight line, ag
proven by the construction of the skeletons of hens, horses
and donkeys. These curved motions and different forces
exerted in different parts of the skeleton in different direc-
tions have a very important bearing as to their effectiveness
in whether they are coinf^ident with ths center of gi:-ayity or
,>nlf pg^tially so, t'h^ l5.tje:p finding eappregsion in dog,s whiclj.

BEAGLE HUNTING IN ENGLAND.

]. The uee*. 2. Full cry! 3. A tic'klish place, i. A '-'view iioUoa." 5. The death.

trot with their hind legs in a line paralled with and about
(iin. to one side of the line followed by the forelegs."
"A simple illustration of tbe mechanical difficulty in

changing straight motion to circular motion is illustrated
by the locomotive engine. The piston rod goes straight;
bar on the driving wheels travels in a circle, and one end of
the connecting rod, connecting the two, ti'avels in a circle,
while the other end goes straight, thus causing the most
violent strains and Jerks at every revolution of the wheels,
and presenting one of the most 'complex problems in loco
motive construction. This proves that sti fles and elbows
well let down, as witnessed in the skeleton of the hen, give
the ideal combination so far as those parts are specially
concerned. But it shoulrl not be lost sight of for a moment
that there are certain auxiliary and subsidiary forces, both
of gravity and the animal, which, arrayed in harmonious
juxtaposition should correlate and—"
"For goodness sake," said my friend, "let the matter rest

for this time. I do not know wheth'r I am going crazy or
have a nightmare. My brains are boiling. I thint that all

you said is logical and true, but I don't know. Let us con-
sider that it is so, only my mind is too weik to follow your
most learned argument, or thesis, or digest, or whatever it

may be. Let us defer this matter to another day, though it

be an evil one. I feel weak and unequal to further atten-
tion. Pray, let us postpone it that I may learn it better."

"I consent," said I, "though I dislike to do so, for I just
got the ideas nicely selected and all the circumstances ar-
ranged to Ifad up in logical sequence to the previous ques-
tion which I was about to formulate into a syllogism pre-
paratory to my main effort, but as you wish it, we will
postpone it."

"Good day," said he, with a sigh of relief.

"Good day," said I, regretfully. The Ctnic.

VARIETIES OF FOOD.
U nder tbe above heading, in his new book on dog diseases,

kennel management, etc., "Ashmont" (Dr. J. Frank Perrj')
gives us, as entertainingly and lucidly as ever, his views on
a subject of vital import-ince, to all, kennel owners as well
as the "one-dog" man. Through the Doctor's kindness we
ai'e enabled to publish, from advance proofs, a part of this
interesting chapter. Speaking on the subject of cooked
meats he says:
"As for fresh meats conked for the table, unless, of course,

a perfect contempt for culinary laws is exhibited, they can
safely be regarded as ciuite well suited to the digestion of
dogs, also, as containing the most of the nutritive proper-
ties of these foods. And where dogs share the diet of their
masters, or, in other words, are fed on scraps from the table,
and the c^uantity of meat given them is ample, it is scarcely
necessary to cou.sider the question of quality or that of
cooking,
"But considering th at popular method of cooking meat

specially for dogs, and the want of care which so many
exhibit in its application, the conclusiou is inevitable that
under certain conditions of life they should be fed on raw
meat while those conditions last.

That this may be accepted, the fact is urged that no mat-
ter how scientific the process of cooking, alterations of a
chemical nature are induced in meat and some of its nutri-
tive elements are wasted. Were man perfectly familiar
with all the inner workings of the dog s mechanism, the
demands in the way of food and the peculiarities of his
organs concerned in digestion, then the problem of supply
recjtuired for the growth and health of the body and to renew
the loss from wear and tear, etc., might possibly be worked
out. But the dietician has yet to enter this province and at
present only rough estimates can be made, and a very wide
margin must be l_eft to cover the many conditions, fixed or
incidental, of which little or nothing is known."
On feeding raw meat, always a debatable question among

dog men, he has this to say:
"Thus far experience has shown the writer that bitches in

pup which are fed frequently on raw meat diuing the peri-
ods of gestation and nur.sing are stronger and healthipr,
give whelp to more vigorous puppies and prove better sup-
port for the same, than bitches fed largely on cooked meat
during these periods; that is, on meat cooked specially for
them. The reason for the superior qualities is, of course,
problematical, but it would seem thac either raw meat was
more easily digested by them and more readily converted
with less waste into materials for building, for renovation
of the body, etc., than cooked meat, or that raw meat con-
tained highly important elements in better forms or more
correct proportions for the work in which they were en-
gaged, and to support them while doing it than cooked
meat,
"Experience has also shown that in many morbid states qf

the system not only is raw meat more acceptable |io iij.e

digest!Ye 9r$ans, but recoyery takes place ipilcliTnore rapidly

under its use than it does under the use of cooked meat.
And another product of experience is the fact that pxippies
to which raw meat is given often and judiciously, tori ve
better, grow in structure with greater rapidity, assume more
massive proportions and are less frequent victims of disease,
than those given cooked meat as often and in the same
quantities.
"But there is a bitter prejudice against the giving of un-

cooked meat to dogs because of the parasites which It some-
times contains. Beyond doubt this danger exists, for nations
habituated to tbe use of raw meat are notorious harborers of
tapeworms, but still the writer believes that much greater
alarm is felt than is justifiable. Man is as easily infected as
dogs, yet among people of civilized countries cases of tape-
worms are never frequent—in fact they are rare except in
imagination, in which picture^! of them are drawn by pre-
tenders to medical skill, who have methods of their own for
deluding their patients. And considering this rarity, also
that cooking as often applied will not destroy the vitality of
these parasites, raw meat cannot be nearly as fierce a menace
as generally reputed."
Any one who has kept a num.ber of dogs knows how prone

kennel owners are to feed foods easily obtained and inex-
pen.slve, such as liver, lights, paunches, etc., and we are
]3leased to see that "Ashmont" glvps this subject special
attention. After speaking of insufficient cooking or the
''done rare" process, he says: "But there are evidently
animal substances—some of tbem are occasionally eaten by
man—often fed out to dogs, from which far greater danger
is to be apprehended unless they are first submitted to a
boiling temperature. Among such are the hearts, livers,
lungs—called 'lights' by many— paunches and other in-
ternal organs. Even greater danger lurks in the entrails of
many animals, and these, whether from sheep, cattle,
horses or game, should be given to dogs only after they have
been thoroughly boiled for the purpose of de.stroying what
parasites are present. The brains of certain animals, espe-
cially the sheep, are also a source of danger, which must
exckide them from the diet until they have been treated in
the same way as the entrails.
"These dangers from so many different sources can, how-

ever, be CHsily obviated by observing the simple rule, to feed
to dogs, while yet in its raw state, only good, sound and
holesome beef or mtitton, and thoroughly to cook all other

flesh foods allowed them. This, religiously adhered to. the
danger of parasites from animal foods will be very slight
indeed and need notocc tsion any uneasiness.
"Breeders generally are much prejudiced a,gainst pork,

and rightly so, for it is rich and burdensome to the digestive
organ.s—in fact, of all meats it is the most difficult of diges-
tion. At the same time to what are called 'scraps' by some
and 'ci-acklings' by others, which are the refuse of melting
or refining, there can be no valid objection as an occasional
ingredient of the diet of hardy dogs. But Instead of giving
them, as is sometimes the custom, as they are broken from
the cakes, much the better way is to make soups of them and
thicken the same with vegetable foods.
"Although liver isasneaiiy deserving of prejudice as pork,

it frequently appears before doss and doubtless it is accounta-
ble for many mysterious attacks of diarrhasa, for it is one of
the richest foods and as dif&cult of digestion as it is rich.
Considering which only an occasional and sparing use should
be the rule.
"As for what are known as 'lights,' some writers recom-

mend them, yet a person would not be likely to feed them to
a house pet more than once, for they give the breath an in-
tolerable stench, which can be accepted as unmistakable
evidence that decomposition occurred and advanced far
before the stomach completed its task."

TORONTO KENNEL CLUB.
The Toronto Kennel Club is remarkable for its progres-

slveness and originality. It aims to make the dog better
understood and appreciated and to promote kennel Inter-
ests. To this end it establishes a library in Toronto and ap-
peals to authors a.nd publishers for practical sympathy.
Already the response has been most gratifying. Prof. Wes-
ley Mills, M. D., of Montreal, presents a copy of his work
entitled "The Dog in Health and in Disease." ' Thayer Pub-
lishing Co., of Boston, donates a volume on "Modern Train-
ing, Handling and Kennel Management," and Dr. H. Clay
Glover, of New YorK, sends his "Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases." The publishers of FoEEST AKD Stream and J'a/i-
ciers' Journal have kindly placed the Toronto Kennel Club
on their respective free lists; may others do likewi.se.
During the summer months the club has been incorporated

under the Ontario statutes, the constitution and by-laws
priritecl and a large amount of important bnsiness'trans-
aqtad. The outlook for the future of the club is very prom-

TpisQTO Kennel CltiBj
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DOG CHAT.

Death in the Hunting Field.

The sad death of Mr. Charles L. Cottenet, while out with
the hotmds of the Meadowbrook Hunt Club, at Hicksville,

L. I., has drawQ jjublic attention again to the imitation fox-

hunt so much in voeue among country clubs round New
York. Mr. Cotteuet's horse in taking a post and rail fence
caught in a wire strung about a foot above the top i-ail,

turned a somersault aud pitched its rider on his head and
then rolled over him. Mi'. Cottenet when found was un-
conscious and died shortly after, his skull having been
fractured at the base. This was a drag hunt and the course
was laid for about eight miles over fences near Hempstead,
L. I. It does seem strange that when the course is chosen,
unlike fox hunting in reality, when you take it as it comes,
that whoever lays the drag has not sense enough to ''ware
wire" and steer clear of it. And again that a man of Mr.
Cotteuet's experience would think of taking a wire in plain
view, and eapi^cially with a green horse. Again, while fol-

lowing bounds it is always wiser to wear a hard hat, either
a "tile'' or "Derby," for we have seen many a skull saved
owing to the 6in. space between crown and skull. Like
everything Americans undertake, they go at it head first

aud generally undertake more than experience warrants
them in doing, and so it is with so-called fox-hunting The
men are eager to eet there, and the horses only half trained
and the country unsuitable, some of the jumps being very
tiasty, accideuts are bound to occur. This accident has cast
a gloom over society and the meets for a time will be
abandoned. The master of these hounds, Mr. James E.
CowdiD, was also badly thrown some time .since, but has
since recovered.

Fox-Terriers in Canada.
The Fox-Terrier Club organized during the late Toronto

show is bound to do good to the breed in Canada, especially
with such a go ahead man as Aid. Stewart holding the reins.

A circular has been issued by the club stating its position
and aims. Next year it is intended to give a show confined
to fox-terriers and also bring pressure to bear ou bench show
committees to pro\dde separate classes for smooths aud
wires, and to give better money prizes. The latter is the
better plan, specialty shows are a great expense to the clubs
undertatiug them, and we do not think they do as much good
to the special breeds they are expected to benefit as is gen-
erally supposed. The American Fox-Terrier Club did not
benefit at all by the shows they held. If the clubs make
asppcial effort in conjunction with some large show, like
the Bulldog Club does at the New York show, we are con
vinced that greater good is obtained and the dogs receive
more notice from the geueral public and other exhibitors,
without the expense that is incurred in gixnng a separate
specialty show at which a baker's dozen will just about
cover the average attendance. The "frost," so apparent at
such gatherings both here and in England, we are firmly
convinced does more harm than good, for it is from the out-
side public the boom must be created. The exhibitors them-
selves know all about it. All Canadians even remotely in-
terested iu fox-terriers should join the club, for the low fee
of *2 is within the reach of any one.

Railway Rates in Canada.
The handlers feel pretty sore over the way they were

treated at Ottawa either by the .show people or the railroad
companies. When a club advertises that certain arrange-
meuts have been made with the express and railroads about
tran.sportatiou, they should make it a point to see that they
were carried out. The exhibitors got to Ottawa all right,
but when they tried to get out the companies repudiated
any agreement and charged so much a hundred pounds, aud
no dog could weiich less than a century. This made it es-
pecially hard for G-eorge Thomas, most of whose thirty
dog3 wei"e terriers, aud it cost him over .s40 to get out. The
big-dog men were not affected by this ruling so much.
Still some different arrangements will have to be made
next year if the show people hope to get the good
dogs from the States. The Ruppert Kennel with four dogs
won SIO. Then to make matters worse they had each to pay
*2 50 for customs clearance papers and when they got to the
line the custom officers wanted a dollar each "before they
would pass them, this was the last straw and they kicked
but not too hard for sundry personal reasons, but succeeded
eventually in persuading the officers to take fifty cents. This
ou the face of it must have been extortion'. With the
promises so libefally given that the customs arrangements
would be all lovely, it is apt to make exhibitors say hard
things aud remember their experiences when another year
comes round.

Sheeting Dogs.
The other day a man in New Rochelle deliberately in cold

blood shot a valuable mastiff belonging to a neighbor on
the latter's premises. The dog is said to have been a nuis-
ance to the neighbors by the man who shot the dog, and the
owner of the "late" dog says it was shot because in the
earlier part of the day his dog had bitten the shooter's bull-
dog. Whichever tale is true, the opinion given iu the Ux-
bridge case the other day would seem to cover this one.
-Judge Dartwell in rendering his decision said: "The law
permits the killing of a dog by any one by whom he is at-
tacked, but does not allow the aggn-ieved party to take the
law into his own hands by killing the animal on a subse
quent occasion, still less when the attack or injury has been
inflicted upon another, even if a member of his own family.
Any one who adopts this course renders himself liable to a
criminal prosecution." And this seems to us like a common-
sense view of the matter. It is probable that the case we
speak of will come before the courts, and the result will be
important.

Newfoundlands • at Danbury.
Mr. Jas. Watson writes us a "postal" to say that he did not

give Carlo, the fat, curly Newfoundland, equal first prize
with Prince Hal at Danbury. Carlo was awarded second
^'e took the awards from the secretary's book, the only
record, and it was plainly written there equal first, and
moreover the two dogs had each a blue ribbon. We are
pleased to find that we were mistaken, though for Mr. Wat-
son's own reputation he should object to having his awards
tampered with afterward. Regarding the greyhound bitch
Maybrook Nell Mr. Watson says: "I fully expected "H
W, L," would flud fault with Maybrook Nell, but almost
solely ou account of her great depth of che.st." No! we
found fault with her other bad points, which were quite
siifficient to show she was in the wrong place.

The Beagle Trials.

The entries to the National Beagle Club's third annual
trials show a healthy increase over former years. The first
trials had twenty-oue entries, last year thirty-four aud this
ye.ar there are thirty-eight. This year one prominent ken-
nel that participated last year does not take part, but
beagle meu will be pleased to see that several new names
are to be found among the entries for 1893. The trials are
creating an interest among others than strictly beagle fan-
ciers, and a number of visitors have signified 'their inten
tion of being present at Nanuet to see the festive "bunny"
run to earth. Monday next will be devoted to the bench
show aud general congratulations. The sterner work will
commence at daybreak on Tuesday, Oct. 25, and it is to be
hoped all those who have dogs to run will be on hand in

time so that a prompt start can be made. Those who re
quire accommodation for more than one day should write
at once to Mr. H. L. Kreuder, Nanuet, N. Y., to secure
quarters at the hotel. Hotel rates are $1.50 to .$3 per day.
It is very gratifying to find that most of the entries are
dogs well known in the show arena, such dogs as Frank
Forest, Storm, Tony Weller, Lou, Roy K, Clyde and others
are all familiar winners. It is to be hoped that the usual
absence of bickering and kicking will be noticeable again
this year and that the meeting will obliterate all signs of
the recent little irritation aud the spirit of bo /i camaraderie
prevail as before.

Dogdom in California.

The fanciers of the Pacific slope are moving apace. With
the fox-terrier and St. Bernard clubs firmly established it

will not be long, probably, before they have other clubs for
setters aud pointers and greyhounds," which are also popu-
lar breeds in California. The fancy is fast resolving itself
luto three main sections and the advance is toward the set-
ting sun. The European section, with England as the cen-
ter, is recognized as the mother, but America can now show
two very lively ofl"shoots; the country east from Chicago,
which in the past decade has made such rapid strides in
the advancement of the doe-s, and all that country bounded
by the Pacific in the far W&st. Gradually our Californiau
brethren are stocking their kennels with choicely-bred
stock from Eastern kennels. Mr. Crowell has recently pur-
chased Fernwood Inez, a St. Beruard bitch, and Mr.'E. B.
Bishop has just shipped two Irish setter pups of excellent
breeding to Mr. L, L. Campbell, of the Bay View Kennels,
West Berkeley Cal., and lately we have chronicled the pur-
chase of other noted stock from this side of the continent.
With the new lease of life the Pacific Kennel Club seems
to have taken there is bound to be a still further boom in
matters canine The A. K. C. has, we understand, allotted
the dates May .3 to 6, 1893, to this rejuvenated club for their
next show, and now we trust that all differences will be
buried and the two main California kennel clubs work for
the benefit of the whole.

Bassets,

Mr. E. A. Manice seems to have a decided peucbant for
the "long and low," for, besides owning a dachshund keunel
second to none in this country, he has now purchased from
Mr. E. W. Jester, of Wilmington, Del., the only team of
bassets in America, or at least known to the fraternity. Mr.
Jester has only, we believe, shown his dogs at Washington
shows, but among the five he has sold to Mr, Manice are one
or two that show a good deal of quality and correct type. It
is often a subject of comment that some one over here has
not taken up this bi-eed that is so popular at English shows,
and of which Messrs. E. Millais, G. R. Krehl, Mrs. Ellis and
others have been the chief exhibitors. But now we hope
Mr. Manice, as he tells us that he thought the bassets would
make a good second .string, will take the breed in hand and
show us some real good ones. At Brooklyn show next
month he intends to .show up to the best of his resources.
By the way, his dachshund bitch Janet has had a bad time
of it. During the summer she tore her ears so badly that
they became a mass of matterating sores, aud her owner
feared that to save her life they would have to be cut off.
Dr. Sherwood, however, went to Stockbridge and made a
complete cure, though, it is said, she will never carry her
ears so well again.

Pacific Kennel Club Meeting.
The regnlar monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club

was held on Oct. 5, in San Francisco, Cal., President R. E.
Wilson in the chair, and an attendance of about forty mem-
bers. There were five new members elected, viz.: 'Messrs.
H. G. Paeffie. J. F. H, Wohler, V. Stubeurauch, G. W.
Howe aud J. J. O'Brien, and four new names were proposed
for membership. The club has a membership of 105 now,
and promises to be over 200 before the dog show is held.
Judging from interest taken in kennel matters in C-ili-
fornia the show will be the largest ever held there. The
club has now over S300 in the treasury, and the receipts of
the evening were $47.

Sale of Ch. Black Dufferin.

Through carelessness on our part Mr. Geo. Douglas's let-
ter, dated Oct. 7, was mislaid. This letter informed us of
the s«le of his noted cocker spaniel Black Dufferin to Mr.
John E. Wat-son, of IJtica, N. Y , for a good figure. This
affords cocker men an opportunity to breed their bitches to
a good dog without the bother of sending to Canada and
fooling with customs regulations. Mr. Douglas is going out
of the fancy for a while, but the kennel, of which Mr. Luck-
well is a partner and who stays in, has a couple of young-
sters by ch. Black Duke and one by Black Dufferin that are
very promising and are intended to shake things next spring.

Canton Kennel Club.

The Canton (O.) Kennel Club, for the purpose of promot-
ing the raising of fine dogs aud the holding of dog shows in
that city, was organized Oct. S at the office of Dr. .J. M.
Myers. The officers and directors are as follows: President,
Daniel Cobaugh; First Vice-President, C, E. Alexander;
Second Vice-President, A. H. Smith; Treasurer, W. F.
Koons; Directors, J. M. Myers, W. L. Alexander, H. Strunk
and H. E Phillips. The following are members: P.
Schwartz, F. C. Taft, G. V. L. Mellinger, G. E. Leiniuger,
August Daunemiller, Bert Ooe, Ben Van Norman, John
Hiegius, J. L, Arnold, J. F. Stoddard, O. J. Banon, J. Wack-
erly, R. G. Haight and J. O. Eek roads.

Psovoi Type.
At the meeting of the Borzoi Club, held recently in Eng-

land, the question of a proper standard came up, aud the
points of the breed recommended by the committee will
shortly be sent to the different members for suggestiou, with
the idea of forming a standard more in conformity, we sup-
pose, with the English idea of what the breed should belike.
The rW question was discussed, aud the majority were
against the ftat side, and probably when the English have
had sufficient time they will, as usnal, improve on the breed
until it has lost much of its original distinctivene.gs and will
be nothing more nor less than a silky-coated greyhound in
appearance.

Manitoba Field Trials ClUb.
At a meeting of this club, held Oct. 10, it was resolved

that the secretary tender to Mr. Tallman the thanks of the
club for the very able and satisfactory manner iu which he
conducted the judging at its late trials. The following
gentlemen were elected members: Messrs. Paul H. Gotzian
St. Paul; Frank Richards and Geo. Richards, Stewar*; Dr'
R. J. Walters, Dr. C. E. Sayer, D. M. Gumming and W" A
Bruette, Chicago; W. D. Hardrm, Council Bluffs; A.C. Ander'
sou, River Falls, G. A. Day, Fargo; C. C. Good, Faust; W L
Smith, Morrison; Wm. Tallman, New York.—E. D. Ad 4..ms
Acting Sec'y,

The National Greyhound Club.
A meeting of this club was held Oct. 11 at the Fifth

Avenue Hotel. There was little more than routine business
transacted. The club decided to donate a silver cup again
this year in the Derby at the Great Bend coursing meeting
Everything is progressing favorably in the arrangements for
the Brooklyn dog show, held under the auspices of this club
Several handsome silver challenge cups will be offered. Ttie
W. K. C. offers one each for the best deerhound and Psovoj

H. D. Polhamus, one for best English setter, and Tubby
Hook Kennels another for best bull-terrier. August Bel-
mont also gives one to be competed for in the fox-terrier
division. There will also be a number of good money
specials, beside the generous list of regular prizes. The
premium list will be issued Thursday, Oct. 20, and the cata-
logue will have at least 40 pictures of celebrated dogs, and
in other ways be quite a work of art. An office has been
opened to transact business of the show in the Arbuckle
Building, Brooklyn.

Brooklyn Dog Show.
Although we have not as yet received a Brooklyn show

premium Hst, Mr. Huntington informs us that the entry
fee will be $.3. We are glad to know this, as now no one can
have an excuse not to enter. Owners of dogs in this vicinity
and all over the country should ee that the first Brooklyn
fixture shall be a rousing one.

One of the great pillars of the fox-terrier stud book has
joined the majority. Champion Brockenhurst Spice died
Sept. 2 from natural decay. His name will be found iu the
pedigree of many of our best fox-terriers.

Mr. C. H. Smith, owner of Islay, the Skye terrier, seems
determined to get the best, and has now secured through
Mr. W. J. Nichols, Jr., a gi-and young dog, ISmos. old, by
Medoc out of a champion old Burgundy bitch. This younf
dog was shipped per s.s. Cufic, Oct. 7.

" '
"

The most important show held on the other side last week
was the Scottish Kennel Club show at Edinburgh. A glance
thrfiugh the prize li.st and reports does not show anything
strikingly new. Many well known Enelish winners were
there. Of course the Scotch terriers, Skyes and Dandies
were the main classes, and collies and bulldogs bad also
good entries Duke of Maplecroft, we note, won in St. Ber-
nard and a v ry good rough bitch. Mary of Argyle, is said
to have come out, her worst fault is lack of .size.

The English Stock-Keeper has oue rival less to contend
with, that is if the Fanciers' Gazette could be called a rival.
The fir.st named journal has just purchased the kennel de
partment of the Fancir.rt<' GrizeUe, henceforth the latter
journal will devote itself to poultry and pigeons. The in-
creased space necessary for that part of the paper making it
compulsory either to advance the price of the paper or let
the dogs go. They decided upon the latter and now all the
kennel business goes to the Stoch-Kri iicr. While the
Fanciers^ Gazette has never applied itself to news as much
as its contemporaries, still, and for that reason its pages
have afforded lately some very interestiug reading. In
bidding adieu to the Fctaciers' Giizette, as a dog paper, we
hope that the management will have every reason to crow
over their new departure. The »S7oc/i Kcejicf needs no con-
gratulations, though the position of that journal cannot fail
to be strenghtened by the purchase.

In commenting on our account of the death of the collie
bitch Blue Ruin, Stock -Keeper remarks that she was "the
most lovely blue merle the bench has ever .seen."

There is trouble between the E. K. C. and the Crystal
Palace show, to be held the end of this mouth. The Crystal
Palace people have decided not to admit any dogs whelped
in 1892. Owing to this restriction, a very wise one neverthe-
less, the E. K. C. have decided that, though the show is held
under their rules, wins will not count. This seems to be a
rather retrograde motion.

W. W. Titus has located at Waverley, Clay county, Miss.,
in a good bird country, over which he has the exclusive
shooting rights, and is prepared to devote all his well-known
abilities to turning out good private shooting dogs. He will
not run any dogs in field trials this season.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of several photo-
graphs of thegi-eat Dane, Dane, owned by Mr. Seymour D.
Boyd, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

The Fort Clarke Kennels, of Peoria, III., received, Oct. 18,
a high-class pug, shipped from London, England, per s.s.

Naronic. This dog is said to be choicely bred and the win-
ner of several prizes at English shows.

The Britwit, Fancier does not seem to be in such a mori-
bund state as some people would have us believe. At any
rate, it is a pretty lively corpse. This week it has been
devoting considerable space to the doings of Harry Twyford,
now ou a visit to his native heath. A capital picture is pre-
sented of the Sage of Bay Ridge. Lately Mr. Twyford has
been doing the Yorkshire Kennels, and'we quite envy the
treat he must have had at Lytham, Lancashire, oti the
occasion of the old Ridgvvay Coursing Meeting. Among
other kennels he has visited are those of Mr. Booth, brother
of the Duchess Kennel manager, and with "Brockenhurst's"
usual facility for putting his foot in it, remarks that that
erentleman's hospitality is quite equal to any "Dook from
Tranby Croft." As there are no dukes in Tranby Croft, the
.vu/nk' is lost, Messrs. Smith &- Baker's St. Bernard Ken-
nels were visited and Young Bute seems to have caught his
eye more than anything else. Then he also dropped in on
old John Reed, of Beverley, of spaniel fame, and whose rem-
iniscent gossip of old Buff'et, the fox-terrier, reminds us of
poor Tom Dawson, who never tired of the subjpct. Mr.
Twj'ford is booked to sail Oct. 25, and will, therefore, just
miss the beagle trials where he was particularly needed. We
wish him a safe passage.

Black Pomeranians are evidently worth their weight in
gold, for British Fancier tells us that Mr. Thomas has just
sold a three months old puppy weighing lib. for ,$135.

Champion Tweed, the most noted sheepdog trialer in Eng-
land, has joined the silent majority.

Mr. H. W. Smith's new wire-haired fox-terrier Daylesford
Broom, shown under Mr. George Raper's aame, seems to be
gathering up all the prizes he can before sailing for his new
Some. At Nottingham show last week he won the special
for best in the show, i-esei-ve going to the collie Sefton Hero.
If this is right it stamps Mr. Smith's dog as a good one.

The San Francisco Breeder and. Sportsman gives us a
good idea of the game conditions in California, which can-
not fail to be interesting to the sportsman of the East who
is well content to find two or three bevies of twelve or four-
teen in a day's tramp: "In the early shooting of the seasou
the quail are found in bevies, but as" the season advances the
birds assemble in great flocks, frequently numbering mauy
hundreds. Itis then that th'3 best sport may he obtained, for
the birds are then strong and active. Whe^u a large flock is
found it requires some considerable maneuvering in order to
secure the best sport. The birds must be thoroughly fright-
ened and-scattered in order to obtain the best S'^hooting, as
otherwise they being remarkably swift of foot will literally
i-un away from the sportsman. The best plan to pursue i's

to rush into the flock and fire several shots iu quick succes-
sion in order to scatter the birds and drive them to cover.
After this maneuver is accomplished they generally lie well
to the dog and afford excellent sport, although the number
usually secured tromthe large flocks are but a very small
fraction of the number. In the beginning of the season the
shooting is very good, provided a sufficient amount of rain
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fall has occurred to place the cover in good coDdition for
the dogs to work in successfully. There can be but little
doubt but that tbe great quantity of birds found in certain
sections of the country interferes with the work of the dogs.
This may seem a strange and wholly irreconcilable state-
ment to those who are unacquainted wifh the conditions in
some parts of tbis country presented. Imagine a section or
naore of land covered with sage brush standing about tbree
feet, with the ground underneath practically witbout cover.
Then think of thousands upon thousands of birds running
all over this ground until it presents features found else-
where only in a well stocked hennery, and you may form
some idea of the difficulties under which the dogs are called
upon to work. No wonder that the poor dogs are bewildered
and lost in the cloud of scent which constantly permeates
the ground and air as well."

A good way to bind the interests of a club together and
stimulate competition is in great part a social one. The
example of the new St Bernard Club in San Francisco is
a good one. At the next meeting of the club, Oct. 25, it
is expected that most of the members will attend accom-
panied by their dogs, and the impromptu exhibition is ex-
pected to be tbe best yet seen on tbe coast. This gives
opportunity for friendly comparison and rivaly that is
bound to have a good effect on the principle that '"if I can't
lick jon now I will some day."

Mr. W. C. Reick is now in Europe, having sailed at a day's
notice very recently. James Gordon Bennett will accom-
pany him on his return for a three week's visit, arriving in
New York on La Touraine next Sunday. Princess Florence
is again in whelp, and due the last of the month. Refuge
II. is again tbe sire of what we hope will be a litter that will
make up for former disappointments.

We have had so many inquiries lately for Dan P. Foster's
address, we give it here: 83 Washington street, Hoboken,

Mr. Booth, manager of the Duchess Kennels, bred Lady
Gladwyn to Mr. Foster's Leicester last week and Ellen Terry
t.o Otis, the Mount Holly winner and a son of old Ben Lomond
and clear of Plinlimmon blood. Bellegarde was bred to
Aristocrat and Miss Anna to Mr. Moore's young dog Alton,
Jr, The Duchess Kennels should surely have something
from this nice array of bitches. We also hear that champion
Manon, lately owned by Mr. Sears, h^s recently changed
owners, but we do not know who the purchaser is.

At the Trumansburg Fair, N. Y , Mr. C. S. Wixom, of the
Hornell-Harmouy Kennels, Covert, N. Y., made quite an
interesting exhibit with his greyhounds, "beadles" as a
local paper has it, and other dogs. The Havana (N. Y.)
Journal in commenting on this says: "It seems strange
f.hat no one has ever yet placed any dogs on exhibition at the
Havana Fair. Yet there is no animal so companionable and
faithful a friend to man as the dog. Why shouldn't people
exhibit their dogs as well assheep, cattle, swine and horses?"
We sboirld like to shake tbe hand of that writer, such small
.seeds judiciously sown in country districts create compara-
tively as good effects as our- largest dog shows.

Mr. W. H. Ashburner, who is .so well known as a beaale
owner and breeder, has written a timely volume on "The
Beagle H<:>und; Its Selection and Training for the Field,
with Kennel Notes." Judging from the numerous inquiries
we receive for such a book, Mr. Ashburner's effort is pecu-
liarly welcome, especially so when field trials and special
bench shows are bringing the beagle so prominently before
the public.

The owner of the Manatang Kennels, Marblehead, Mass.,
has sold the collie bitch Roslyn Mischief, by Maney Trefoil
—Young Meg, to Mr. Alfred Bertling, Athens, Ga.' Roslyn
Mischief was due to whelp to champion Roslyn WilKes,
Oct. 3.

Mr. Louis Contoit has removed his St. Cloud Kennels to
Banks^ille, N. Y. He tells u.s that his well known Irish
setter bitch Eudora is in great shape, having improved
greatly, and will make it interesting for the others next
.spring.

.Just a little .story for those who like to read of the intelli-
gence of the canine race rather than so much about whether
such a dog has a light eye or a Roman nose, or whether he
carries his tail in a line with his back or at right angles.
Down at Shark River, N. J., there is a curiosity in the form
of a dog which has a mania for catching crabs. Crabs are
very plentiful there, and tbe dog has lots of sport. The dog
is a sort of half-bred Newfoundland. As soon as it is light
enough to see in the morning he enters the water in front of
his master's house and begins to search for crabs. At times
he stands motionless in the water, waiting for the crabs,
which dart sideways here and there looking for food, that is
all too scarce where scores of thousands are similarly occu-
pied. Like a statue the dog stands, with his nose held close
to the surface of the water, until a crab, curious to learn if

the nose is meat and good to eat, swims rapidly toward it.

Should the crab come within reach of the dog's forepaws its
fate is sealed, for like a flash a blow crushes in its back, shell.
It is then seized in the dog's teeth, and that is the end of Mr.
Crab. When tired of this he searches among the patches of
seaweed, but never seems to tire of the crabs. History is
.silent on the state of his temper, but we trust his "crustacean"
amusement has not affected it.

A writer in a Rochester paper gives some interesting
anecdotes of musical dogs, we do not see why he should
be accused of drawing the long bow when he say- : I have
seen a dog that was a very respectable dancer to tunes
whistled by bis master or played on the piano. He would
balance himself on his hind legs and pick out the steps with
nice precision, and seemed to be capable of being taught
much more in the same line. A young lady residing in New
York has a Scotch terrier which she claims is a musician.
He, at least, has an ear to discriminate notes and is a good
critic. It was when he was but a pup of three months that,
hearing a hand-organ play the Boulanger march^ he began
to caper in a pleased manner and kept time with playful
yelps. When the tune changed to "The Heart Bowed Down"
Bernardo fell to the floor and moaned as if in pain. This
led to tests of the dog's ability. The young lady played the
"Swan Song" from Lohengrin, on the piano, which had the
effect of making Bernardo walk slowly around, plaintively
barking all the while. She then played half a dozen other
selections, feueh as "The Soldier's Song" from Faust, the
"Star Spangled Banner," the "Marseillaise Hymn," "Yan-
kee Doodle." Lively music made the dog run in a frolic-
some way, emitting .short barks. "Yankee Doodle" .set him
into pi'olonged barks, and the "Marseillaise" drove him into
a corner bowling with fear. The dog is now much older,
and has developed an extraordinary fondness for the piano,
insisting on always Leing beside his mistress when she
plays.

A peculiar cfise is now attracting the attention of the doc-
tors at the Bellevue Hospital in New York city. A woman
whose scalp was torn from her head by machinerv at which
she was working, had the sixth skin-grafting operation per-
formed upon her last week. In the other five graftings skin
from her husband's legs was used, but this was only parti-
ally successful. As a last resort a patch of skin was taken

from a healthy black and tan terrier, and it is expected the
graft will "catch on." Canine cuticle has been used before
in sxich operations, but never has so large a piece—six by
nine inches—been grafted before. Tbe wiman and the dog
were both put tmder ether, and tbe dogwas killed as soon as
the skin had been shaved and removed. If the graft is a
living one the woman will, of course, shed her dog coat, but
probably she will miss the tan spots, though, beingawoman,
the "kissing" spots will be there as usual. We always
thought that the black and tan terrrier was a good sort of a
dog to have round, but as a self-sacrificing benefit to scalp-
less mankind he has opened up a new sphere.

Forest a>jx) Stream "Kennel Specials" evidently bit the
fancy and they recognize a good thing. Among the dogs
offered for sale this week we find that Matern Pointer and
Setter Kennels offer Toledo Blade puppies: Wm. A. Spiegel,
trained Gordon setter doe-; Musconetcong Kennels, choicely
bred pointer pups; I. E Williams, tbree fox-terrier pups: C.
D. Roberts, well-bred pointer pitps; W. H. Pierce, an Irish
Setter Trials entry; I. V. Doane, broken English setter; C.
F. Kent, English setter pup; Lock Drawer 14, pointer pup;
Poston & Burdell, English .setter pups; Merry Mount Ken-
nels, r. c. St. Bernard pup; Seymour D. Boyd, an IJImer
dog; R W. Paddock, foxhounds; Silas Decker, Irish setter
and collie pups; A. S. Weeks, pointer and setter; C. A.
Paetzel, broken pointer and pointer pups; Maumee Kennels,
high class pointer bitch, and also some choicely bred young
pointers; this kennel also offers two very finely bred English
setter bitches. We draw attention to Austin & Graves dog
biscuits, and W. W. Titus's call for dogs to train. Wants—
J. T. S., a thoroughly trained pointer or setter; Canton, a
cocker or water .spaniel. In the Stud~F. H. Perry's Clare-
mont Patsey.

George Thomas, the guiding spirit and managing editor of
the Anglo-American Terrier bureau, sailed for England la.^t

Wednesday. He will take in the Crystal Palace and other
shows, and is ready to buy anything and everything for
anybody on tbis side. His address will V>e care of Mr. iR,ich-

ard Toon, Fitzwilliam street, Sheffield, Yorkshire, England.

The Pennbrook Hunt Club, of Che.stnut Hill, Pa., held
their opening meet last Saturday afternoon at the country
residence of Mr. Mitchell HarrisoOj formerly owner of the
noted collie kennel at Chestnut Hill. There was a grand
luncheon to visitors and neighbori ng farmei'S,and then the run
over a course of nine miles took place. Mr. Harrison came
in third after a rattling finish. Bill Nye, though offered a
mount, preferred to get his experience from "the top of a
drag, which though somewhat slower, was considerably
safer.

It is stated that the Tri-City Kennel Club will have a dog
show in Davenport, 111., .some time this coming winter.

DOG NOTES FROM RUSSIA.
Dk. GKures, of Pittsburgh, has kindly forwarded us the

following translation from the Russian journal Ohota, the
official organ of the "Society for the Encouragement of
Coursing Qualities of Hunting Dogs and all kinds of Hunt-
ing," at St. Petersburg, J ussia;
"The coursing part of the Imperial Hunt consists of four-

teen borzictniks (handlers of borzois) and twelve men with
the goutchies (trailing hounds), of whom the first have one
horse each, the latter two.
"At present there are in it sixty-two grown 'borzois' and

forty-five pups, and eighty-two goutchies with thirty-nine
pups. The pups are all distributed among the men at their
homes, and are brought to the kennel when they are one
year old.
"The gunning department of tbe Imperial Hunt consists

of twenty-one men, five setters, two pointers and three re-
trievers. There are also six howlers (men to howl like
wolves) and eight bear dogs (medelaukas), one bloodhound,
six dachshunds and sixteen other dogs.
"Twelve foresters guard the hunting park or reservation

near Gatchina against poachers, and take care of and feed
the game and periodically report the number on hand.
Any .stray and roving dogs found on the preserve are killed,
as they destroy the young hares and partridges.
"In the fall the Hunt goes away to neighboring Provinces

for coursing; the balance of tbe year it is stationed at
Gatchina, near the palace.
"La.st fall the Hunt returned very soon and had caught

only the very small number of sis wolves, four foxes and 173
hares."

GORDON SETTERS AT THE FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have received -$10 from Mr. C. E. Mather as a subscrip-

tion toward the Gordon setter prizes at the New England
Field Trial Club trials at Assonet, Miss., next month. And
Mr. J. Lorne Campbell, mayor of Simcoe, Ont., has sent me
ilO to be added to the .f.50 offered by me to the best Gordon
setter, at same trials, belonging to any one who is a member
of tbe Gordon Setter Club on Nov 1, 1892. Other subscrip-
tions will be welcomed. If Gordon owners expect their
favorite to take a high place among other setters, they must
do as the Irish setter men did last year, viz.: contribute to
make their purse at field trials so attractive as to draw out
such a large number of Gordons that some fine ones will
show up among the .starters.

So far, §50 are offered to the best field Gordon belonging to
anj? one at Assonet; and $60, .$80 and $30 to first, second and
third best Gordon belonging to any one who i=i a member of
the Gordon Setter Club on Nov. 1, 180.3. Our initiation fee
and annual dues are *5. Among applications, we are glad
to receive the name of Mr. Noyes Billings, an old member
come back again; and we hope to welcome others.
Besides the .$160 cash prizesnamed above, at what amounts

virtually to separate Gordon trials, Gordons have a chance
of winning tbe $350 cash prizes in the open All-Aged Stake
at the same meeting, which commences Nov. 8. Entries
close Nov. 1, and should be sent to E. K. Sperry, Sec'y New
England Field Trial Club, New Haven. Conn.

James B. Blcssom, President Gordon Setter Club.
New Yobk, Oct. 16.

NEW ENGLAND KENNEL CLUB.
It has been matter for comment for a year or two past,

and especially last year, that the Boston show management
needed a little shaking up and an infusion of new blood,
and it was hinted that at the next election of officers some-
thing would come to pass— and it has. The following letter
from Mr. Newman, the secretary; explains the situation;
"Will you kindly notice the following changes in officers of
the New England Kennel Club which took place at the
annual meeting and election held Oct. 13: President, Ed-
ward Brooks; Vice-President, J. E. Thayer; Treasurer, G,
A. Fletcher; Secretary, J. W. Newman; delegate to the A.
K. C, Edward Brooks; Board of Governors, with above
officers ex officio, H. A. Harris, G. H. Eddy, Henry Brooks,
D. E. Loveland and John P. Barnard. Bench Show Com-
mittee, Edward Brooks, H. A. Harris, G. A. Fletcher, D. E.
Loveland and .J. W. Newman."
Boston is well known as one of the best show towns in

the country, and one or two of the early shows held by the
late management were very successful. One in 1887, we be-
lieve, was mere than ordinarily so. Mr. Fay told us that
the club laid out more money, and consequently assumed

more risk at that time than in any other year, and their
success was proportionate. A wet year or two came and
the club seemed to be a trifle afraid to "let out," and a
policy of economy has ruled lately to the detriment of
Boston's prestige among the fraternity. The younger blood
felt that they would like a chance to .see "how it feels," and .

they now have the chance. On their retiring from active
management it is only fair to give credit to Messrs. F.
Blackwood Fay, Jean Grosvenor and E. H. Moore for the
good work they have done in the past, for on these three
and Mr. Newman has fallen the brunt of the hard work
which inevitably falls to the lot of those who run a show of
tbe rating that Boston has. Maj'we hope that the new
brooms will sweep the Boston fixture into the same class
with New York and Chicago? It ought to do so.

LANCASTER DOG SHOW.
[SpectoJ Report.]

The show held here in connection with the Agricirltural
Society was remarkable rather for quality than numbers.
Donald McVicar, who was Messrs. Rutherford's kennel
raanagpr, handled all classes. The superintendent was
Frank Smith, whose well known ability in this direction is
fast asserting itself. English setters, pointers and fox-ter-
riers made the best showing.

LIST OF AWARDS,
MASTIFFS.—l=>t, Ohas. Porter's Bertba.
ST. BERNARDS. -1st, J. Rodgera's Suowflake,
GREAT DA NES.-Dogs.- Is^, Weissbrod and Hess's BisTnarok.

Bitches: Isr, Weissbrod and Heas's Flora II.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-CHAt,LTDNGE-l8t.F. G.Taylor's Breeze
Gladstpne.-QPEN-Doffs; 1st, F. G. Taylor's Benzine. Bitches: Ist,
F. G. Taylor's Katie Jsuble.

POINTERS.—OHAiLENGK—lat, J. W. Winslow's Impersonation
-OPBN-Bjtcft€.s; 1st, J. VV. Winslow's Olancarty.
FIELD SPANIELS.—CHAtLEKGE—Ist, Brantford Mohawk.
COCK.F.RS.-lat, Fred Goob's Peggy Bowley.
BEAGLES.—Doys: 1st, W. H. Child's Mr. Winkle. Bitche4<: 1st,

W. H. Child's OakviewSallie.
DACHSHUNDS.—Ist, Weissbrod & Hess'-s Peterman von

Sehjaclitensee.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.- Do(7s: le, J. Brombach's Duke
of W(jUingLon. Bitches: 1st, Miss Sinnott'S Ruth Cleveland.
BULLDOGS.-lst, H. Sinnott's Grover Cleveland.
FOX-TERRIER8.-Do(/s.- 1st, J. B. Nelson's Regent Risk; 3fl.

Lansdowwe Kennels' Lansdowne Desperado; 3d, J. Fendrlck's
Hillside Rsjscal. Bitches: 1st, Lansdowne Kennels' Dimity.
IRISH TERRIERS.—l8t, Ed Lever's Kathleen.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, A. Rowe's Plavboy.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-Uof/s.- Ist, J. Brombach's Golden

Rod. Bitehcs: let, J. Brombach's Pansy.
PUGS.—CHALnENOE—1st, .J. Brombach's Bradtord RoAvdy,—

Open- Does; Ist and 3d, J. Brombach's Bismark and Mfliqiiiae.
Bitelxea: 1st and .1. Brombach's Frisk and Daisy. Funnies:
Ist, J- Brombach's Marquise. o.

DOGMATICS OF DOGDOM.
It is said that the good old monks tied a small keg of

good brandy to the collar of a St. Bernard dog before send-
ing him out to look for lost travelers. If such a dog were
turned loose in Kansas (with the brandy) half the neighbor-
hood would soon be lost searching for the dog.

—§—
A marvelous thing in dogdom!;is how excellent and valu-

able the most ordinary mongrel becomes when the owner
wishes to sell him.

1 would like to hear from each dog doctor in America as
to which one each one knows is the be.st dog doctor.

Some dogs get near their kennels before barking, on the
same scale that some men are bravest in their own homes.

The bloodhound has a marvelous smell, but he has an un-
compromising rival in the billy goat.

A dog with a corkscrew tail should draw well.

The St. Bernard dog is used chiefly to "adorn a tale.''

A post mortem on a dog often turns his stomach.

Few things are shorter than'a good dog's funeral.
The Cynic.

KENNEL NOTES.
Keunel Notes are luierted without charge; and blanfei

(fnrnlBhed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Ttlsnbs sent free on application.

Fores* Girt and Dcla. By Forest Beagle Kennels,West Duxburv,
M«sp., fiir bb ck, white and tan beaele bitches, whelped Nov, 1,
1891, by Frank Forest (Riot—Skip), out of Sue Forest (Comeroe—
S'i!=ie).

FovcM Bex. Forest Beagle Kennels, West Dnxbury, Mass., for
white and tan beagle dog, whelped April 23, 1892, bv Valentine
(champion Bannerman—Twintwc) out of Jeaunette (i5annerman
II.—(^oustancf-).

Clio and Eelio. By Forest Beagle Kennels.West Duxbury, Massi,
for black, wbite and tan beagle bitches, whelped March 35, 1893,
by champion Bannerman (champion Marchboy—Dewdropi out of
Twiutwo (Kenueally's Lfe—Tone).
Duhe. By R. Dunn, Tidioue. Pa., forwhite and orange St. Ber-

nard dog, whelped Aug. 27, 1893, by Hero fMingo—Psyche) ont ot
Kennra (Fritz—Lione.ss).
North Rod. By W. North, Haverfnrd. Pa., fnr orange and white

English setter dog, whelped April 28, 1893, bv TricVster (Buckel-
lew—Minne'orika) our. of Bn ffodil (Boderign—Maud Yal .Jean),
Victor Pacttard. By C. E. Packard, Westtielrl. N. Y., for orange

and wnite St. Bernard dos, whelped Aua:. 27, 1893, by Hero (Mingo—Psyciie) out o£ Konora (Fri^z— Liuness).
Ben Harrison. By W. H. Dixon. Jamestown, N. Y., for orange

aud white St. B-^rnard dig. whelped Aug. 37. 1893, by Hero (Mingo— Psyehp) out of Kenova (Frir.z—Lioness).
King of Lynn and Cora of Lunn. By R. Leslie. Lynn. Mass., for

liver aud white pointer dng and bitch, whelped March 18, 1893, by
Tempest out ot Njidjv of Naso.
Kent-wood and Kathleen Kent. Bv R. L?gpe, Lynn, Mpsr , for

liver aud white pointer dog and bitch, whelped June 21, 1893, by
King of Kent out of Belle Randolph.

BRED.
Prepfjred Blanks sent free on application.

Hillside Freedom—Ranter. R. G. Stewart's (Washington. D. C.)
fnx-terrier bilcb Hillside Freedom (Rncsley Joker—Freya) to H.
Owen's Ranter fPitclior—Veoe), Sept. 15.
Ndly S.—rrailer. Dr. A. L. SpauogU's beagle bitch Nelly S. to

H. F. eichellrias^'s champion Trailer, Mav 3.

Betty &.—Trailer. Dr. A. L. Spanogle's beagle bitch Betty S.
|01d Prince—Nelly) to H. F. Schellhass's champion Trailer, April

Sedan—Glen Jarvis. Gleu'iyne Kenufls' (Bristol. R. L) Irish
setter bitch Sedan (Cheater D. Herald—Nancy) to their Glen Jar-
vis (Eloho, Jr.—Maid). Aug. 20.

Georgiana—Glen Jarvis. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I.) Irish
setter bitch Georgiana (Bixby'ri Ruby—Victoria) to their Glen
Jarvis (Elctm, Jr.—Maid), July 22,
Meda—Royal Forest. P. M. Carman's (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle

bitch Meda to his Royal Forest (champion Frank Forest—Nellie
Kineg-r). Sept. 17.

WiHtern Belle—SpotDai<h. C. Elliott's (McAlester, I. T.) pointer
biich V>. esiern Brile (Sport Na^o-Ross G-raphicj ti Liberty Ken-
nels' Spot Dash (Sir Phillip Syduey—Topsey), Aug. 19.
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Gertie—Spot Baai. B. Johnson's (Hyattville, 0.) pointer biteh
Gertie (Meieor UI.—Kate C.) to Liberty Kennels' Spot Dash (Sir

PhillipSs'dney—Tipsy), Sept. 1. „ . ^
Ohm NeU—!^pot Dash. Liberty Kennels' (HyattvlUe, O,) pointer

bitch O'lio NpU (Dixie of DRVonsbire—Klrtte Clyde) to their Spot
Dash (Sir PhilHo Sydney—Tops'iy), July IB.

Minnemac—Cinch. Lib-^rty Kennels' (rtyattviUe, O.) TSneliah

setter bitch Mmneriiac (Belion Star—Rose) to Poston & Burdelrs
Ciiioh (Rnderigo—Bo Peep), Aug.3.

, ,^ v

Bela— Valentine. Forest Beagle Kennels' (West Duxbury, Mass.)

beagle bitch Dela (Frank Forest—Sue Forest) to their Valentine
(champion Bannerman—Twintwo). Aug, 17.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Twinkle. A. Knoblauch's (Jersey City, N. J.) King Charles span-
iel bitch Twinkle (Don II.-Duchess of Albany), Sept. 10. tbree

(one dog), by his Royal Roy (champion Jumbo TL—Olivette).

Ruby. A. Knoblauch's (Jersey City. N. J.) King Charles spaniel
bitch Ruby (Salem Charley—Juliet). Sept. 21, four bitches, oy bis

Tutti Frutti (champion Rosoius— Twinkle).
Betty S. Dr. A. L. Spanogle's beagle bitch Betty 8. (Old Prince

—Nelly). June 22, seven (four dogs), by H. F. Scbellhass's cham-

^^Nelly's. *^Dr. A. L. Spanogle's beagle bitch Nelly S., June 87, two
(one dog), by H. F. Sohellhass's champion Trailer.

Dora Dot. A. W. Scaler's (Atlanta,, Ga.) pointer bitch Dora Dot
(Meteor, Jr.—Belle S.), Sept. 10, ten (five dogs), by T. T. Ashford's
Clip Graphic (imported champion Brackett—champion Sally
Brass II.).

Orate. W.'j. Comstcck's (Providence, R. I.) Irish terrier bitch
Crate (Bencher-Demoiselle). Aug 20, five (three dogs), by his
Hanover Boy (Apprentice Boy—Belmont).
Katis Connor. W. J. Comstock's (Providence, R. I.) Irish terrier

bitch Katie Connor (Benedict -Breda Florence), Aug. 2.3, seven
(five dogs), by his Hanover Boy (Apprentice Boy—Belmont).
Princess Irma. H. W. Huntington's psovol biich Princess Irma

(Kriluti—Klsle), July 87, five (two dogs), by his Argoss (Ataman—
Padrooga If.).

ModjeMa. H.W. Huntington's psovoi bitch Mod.1o8ka Krilutt —
Elsie), Sept. 8, eight (two dogs), by his Argoss (Ataman—Padrooga

Daivmumi. W. J. Comstock's (Providence, R. I.) Irish terrier

biteh Dunmurry (Napper—.Kate), Sept. 4, eight (four dogs), by his
Boxer IV, (Jack—Potin); two dogs and one bitch d«ad.
Lady Stout. P. M. Carman's (Wrigbtsville, Pa.) pointer bitch

Lady Stout, June 20, seven (two dogs), by J. R. Trissler's Duke of
Richtnond.

Nellie LigUfoot, P. M. Carman's (Wrightsville, Pa.) polntpr
bitch Nellie Ligatfoot (imported Brown Stout—Grace), Sept. 8,

nine (sis dogs), by J. R. Trissler's Duke of Richmond (champion
Robert le Diable— Ferry).
Beauty C P. M. Carman's (Wrigbtsville, Pa.) beagle bitch

BeautT C. (Little Dot—Cricket), Sept, 13, three (one doe), by W. H.
Obilds's Tony Welier (Kino—Fly).
Roe. P. M, Carman's (Wrigbtsville. Pa.) beagle bitch Rne

{Bugler Boy—Kitty), June 17, five (twodog.«), by W. A. Small's
Frank Forest, Jr. (champion Frank Forest—Juno II.).

Kenora. W. H. Dixon's (Jamestown, N. Y.) St. Bernard bitch
Kenora (FritK — Lioness), by A. D. Sharpe's Hero (Mingo —
Psycht ).

Ohio Nell. Liberty Kennels' (Hyattville, O.), pointer bitch Ohio
Nell (Disie of Devonshire— Kittie Clyde). Sept. 19. six (four dogs),
by th^ir Spot Dash (Sir Phillip Sydney—Topeey),
Delaware Girt. Libpriy Kennels' (Hyattville, O.) English setter

bitch Delaware Girl (Belton Srar—Rose), Sept. 7. four (two dogs),
by Poston & Burdeil's Cinch (Roderiso-Bo Peep).
Gypsey Forest. Forpst Beagle Kennels' (West Duxbury, Mass.)

beagie bitch Gypsey Forest (Frank Forest—Sue Forest), Aug. —

,

seven (one dog), by their Forest Hunter (Forest Boy—Lady Lee).
Mable E. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch

Maoie E. (champion Kash—Lady Thurman), Aug. S3, three (two
dogf-), bv their Patsy Bolivar (Eberhart's Cashier—Flossy II.).

Peggy Pryde. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O ) pug bitch
Peggy Pryae (Eberhart's Cashier—Flossy II ). Sept. 10, three (two
dogf), bv O. P. Kinnie's Spokane (champion Kash—Lady Thora).
Midget Nellie. Eberhart Png Kennels' (Cincinnati, O ) pug bitch

Midget Nellie (Lord Clover—Sistei). Oct. 1, eight (five dogs), by
their Patsy Bolivar (Eberhart's Casnier—Flossy II,).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chief of Tara—Sharnrocl( Belle ivhelps. Red Irish setters,wbelped
May 17, 189.2, oy H. G. J. HailoweU. O .nshohocken. Pa., a dog to
Jas. Waid and a bitch to Judson Sagebeer, both of »^ame place: a
bitch to Wm. Harte, St. Louis, Mo., and three dogs to Seminole
Kennels, Cbesmut Hill. Pa,
King of Kent—Belle Randolph wTieljos. Liver and white pointer

bitches, nhelpto Junt» 34, 189a, by R. Leslie Lvnn, MssB., one each
to G. H. Hokham, same place, and B. C. MiUer, Little Rock,
Ark.
Triclister—Daffodil whelp. Orange and white English setter bitch,

whelped April a3, 189ii, by J. M. Fronefieid, Jr., Wayne, Pa., to C.
B. Hall, Warren, Me.
Hero—Kenora whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard dog,

whelped Aug 27, 1892, by W. H. Dixon, Jamestown, N. Y., to C. E.
Packard, W- stiield, N Y.
Shamroiik Belle. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 3. 1891, by

Henmore Shamrock out fif Daisy, by H. G. J. HailoweU, Consho-
hocken, Pa„ to E. Beaver, same place.
Alice LesUe. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped June 34,

1893. by l\ing of Kent out of Belle Randolph, by R. Leslie, Lynn,
Mass., to E. M. Beale, Lewisbursrb, Pa.
Halcyon. Black, white and tan beagle dog, by Frank Forest

out of Maud R., by Forest B-agle Kenr els, West Duxbury, Mass.,
to W. H. Hyland, North Tarrytowu, N. Y.
North Rod- Orange and white English setter dog, whelped

April 33. 1892, by Trickster out of Daffodil, by J. M.. Fronefieid.
Jr., Wayne, Pa., to W. F. North, Haverford, Pa.

PRESENTATIONS.
Chief of Tara—Sliamroch Belle ivhelp. Red Irish setter dog,

virhelped May 17, 18»<i, by H. G. J. HailoweU, Conshohocken, Pa.,
to Rev. C. T. HailoweU, Austin, Minn.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no cha,rge for answering questiom under this head. All

qv£stions relating to ailments of dogs ^vill he answered, by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a nmnber of the Royal College of Vetet^inary Surgeons.
Cornmumcati07W referring ta other matters connected iviih Kennel
Management and dogs wiU receive carefid attention.

T. P. E.—Write to John Marshall. Sheridan avenue, Troy, N. Y^,,
and mention Fobest and Stheah,
M. B. G., KauRas City, Mo.—We only know of the Missouri

Kennel Club, secretary G. W. Rawlings. St. Louis, Mo.
Old Readeb.-T, M.. Aldrich, Providence, R. I., and S. C. Brad-

ley, Greenlieid Hill, Can, Send your name and address another
time.

E. P., Madrone, Cal.—We do not know of any one in your sec-
tion who could train sheepdogs. Some local cattleman we should
think could do it. We are not acquainted with the kennel you
name.
B. A, R,, New York City.—Please give the oedigree of the

pointer dog Lachimer Boy, owned some time ago by the West-
minster Kennel Clut<? Ans. Not registered. Write to W. K. C,
Babylon, L. I.

E. A. O., Mecbanicsville, Iowa.—A dog can be registered at any
ase in the A. K. C. S. B., providing he can show a pedigree for
three generations back. Write to Secretary A. K. C, 44 Broad-
way, New York city, for blanks which give all information. The
fee is 8J-.

G. H. M.—We do not know where you can obtain a book on the
Russian wolfhounds. Forest aud Stream will have something
in reference to tht^ breed from time to time. The general informa-
tion on the breed is very limited, not even a settled standard
having been arranged as yet.

H. E. S,. Andeuried, Pa.-L H. B. Anderson, Glenview, N. J.;
t^eo. G. Grey, Appleton, Minn,; John N. Lewis, Ramsevs. N. J.
%. All depends on the natural ability of the dog, fmm 3 to 6moa.,
and the charge would be all the way from SJ^O to $100. .9. We do
not tlimk so. Each professional trainsr has hia own ideas as to
the best metbods of training and do not go much on books.
CAZENOviA.—Will you kindly let me know what the limit of

weight is in the small cooker spaniel class, also what is the best
way ot preparing a young spaniel dog's coat for showing. Ans.
According to American Spaniel Club rules the limit in weight is
not under 131ba. and not over 32lbs. Apply a dressing of cocoa-
nut oil. feed judiciously and use plenty of "elbow- ^jrease" once a
day at least, with flesh glove or soft cloth or chamois leather.

J. N. S.j Smithtown Branch-—My hound dog is in a dangerous
condition. One morning his eyes were almost olpsed and mil of

matter. At speUa his mouth discharges a kind of yellowish
matter with offensive smell. His mouth seems to be all sore
and of a blui=«b red color, especially his gums. He can open his
mouth very little and seems to be afraid to eat. He seems to be
lame in hindt}uartere. Please prescribe. Ans. You had better
taice him to a veterinarian. If you do not do so try the following:

Quinine aulpb — 3 ss
Acid hydrobrom, dil mxxx
Tr. Ferri. perchlor 3 i

Ag ad, 5 vi.

Mix, Tablespoonful three times a day. Keep him in doors,

C. P, L.. Trenton, N. J.—Will you kindly give me the pedigree
in fuU of the bull bitch Josephine (A.K.O.S.B. 6802)f Ans. By
Y'oung Tiger (E. 26o8, Jate King Dick, E. 2631) out of Sophia, by
Sambo out of Katey; by Dick out of Nettle. Sambo, by Tom Say-
ers out of Bronte. Y'oung Tiger, by Crib out of Meg, by old King
Dick out of Old Nell. Crib, by Duke II. out of Rush.
A Reader, Lenox, Mass.— 1. What kind of powder and whose

would you recommend for fit- Id use? 3. What pointer dog stands
at the head now? 3. Was Croxteth the best dog in his timt? Ans.
1. Consult our advertising columns; it would be invidious on our
part to say. 2. At the head of what? If bench show. Graphic,
Lad of Kent, Duke of Hessen, are considered the best in their
classes. For field and bench both, Duke of Heaseu is probably so
considered, according to the records. -S. Yes, a.s a field trial dog,
and he also won the etud dog medal in 1884 at New York.
B. S- Newburgh, N. Y.—1. How does the spaniel compare with

the pointer and setter in hunting qualities? 3. Does a spaniel,
when properly trained, '"stop" on a bird and "point" in the same
manner as the pointer? 3. Is there any book you would recom-
mend for furth»r information on the subject? Ans. 1. It is diffi-

cult to compare the work of the ppaniel and setter. The setter
and pointer are the favorites. For finding" they are incompar-
ably the superior. .The spaniel is more particularly used for
cover shooting, and when trained works alwaxs within gunshot.
3. He does not point. 3. "Modern Training. Kindling, etc.," will
give you full information on ibis and related subjects. Price S3.-50.
We can furni sh it^

The conditions suggested by Lord Dunraven as the basis on which
he will challenge for the America's Cup have at last been made pub-
lic. While recognizing that portion of the new deed of gift which
secures the rights of centerboard yachts, and calls for open sea
cotirses, be objects to the new deed as a whole as the sole instrument
regulating future races; he objects to the demand for other dimen-
sions than the waterline; he suggests a limit to excess of length on
the part of the cbaJlenger or to outbuilding on the part of the holder,

and also that the races be started at a fixed hour should either party

desire to start.

As to the principal point, the recognition of the new deed, the New
Y'ork Y. C. declines to make any specific agreement with Lord Dun-
raven, and as the matter now stands, in the event of his winning the

Cup, it could only be delivered to the club which he may represent

on the execution of a legal instrument binding the club to all the

provisions of the deed.

The minor details suggested are likely to be agreed to hj a special

committee appointed, but with one important exception. The hold-

ers reserve the right to defend the Cup with any existing yacht or

one now building, regardless of the size of the challenger.

So far as now appears, the state of afl'airs is unchanged from that of

two years since; the New York Y. C. will make fair terms for a race

with any club which recognizes the new deed of gift as a legal and
valid instrument, even though its most important clauses may be

waived for the time. It is exceedingly improbable that Lord Dun-
raven will do this, or that if he did he could flod a British yacht club

to challenge for him.

The resolution' offered by Mi-. J. G. Bergen is an excellent one, and
it is unfortunate that it was not passed. It is but justice to the mem-
bers of the club that every important step relating to the America's
Cup should be laid before them for discussion and approval. Had
this been done in 1887 the club would not now have been in such a

very unpleasant predicament. The new deed of gift, with its muny
serious blunders would never have been adopted had it been sub-

mitted to a meeting of the club before its final execution.

Detboit yachtsmen have been for a month past in a state of ex-

citement over a match race, to be sailed this week, between the three

local cracks Josephine, Alice Earight and Princess, formerly City of

the Straits. Much difficulty has been experienced in inducing the

representatives of all three yachts to accede to the match and agree

upon terms, one stumbling block being the fact that Princess is over

the class limit of 35ft. l.w.l. In order to bring her into the class, she

was hauled up and notches about 6in. long and wide were cut in her

stem and sternpost at the waterline. Strange to say, there was much
doubt at first whether such an open breach of the rules could be pre-

vented, as there is nothing specifically prohibiting such notches in

either the Michigan Y. C. or the New Y'ork Y. C. rules. The question

was submitted to the New York Y. 0., the decision of the measurer of

that club being that such notches could not be recognized in measur-
ing the waterline.

Although the case has never, we believe, come up in this country,

it has abroad, at least two instances being on record in England, the

10 tonner Assegai in 1879 and the :^0-footer Bonina in 1882. In each

case the Council of the Y. B. A. decided that the notches could not

be recognized : and after the latter date the rule was changed to read

as follows: "The length shall be taken in a straight line from the

fore end to the after end of the load waterline, provided always that

if any part of the stem or sternpost, or other part of the vessel below

the load waterline project beyond the length taken as mentioned,

such projection or projections shall, for the purposes of the rule, be
added to the length taken as stated , and pieces of any form cut

out of the stem, sternpost or fair line of the ridge of the counter,

with the intention of shortening the load waterline, shall not be al-

lowed for in measurement of length, if at or immediately below the

load line, nor above if within 6in. of the water level."

If such notches are aUowable it would be equally proper to in-

sert at will the pieces sawn out, thus placing tne yacht in a higher

class again. The diffloulties attending the equitable determination

and measurement of the leadline are already serious enough, and
they would be inei-eased twenfyfold if the principle of changing the

form of the yacht at will should be recognized. We understand that

in the case of Princess, she is now saiJing with the ofEendiiig notches

covered with tin so as to restore her original form.

Thb principal event of last week in yachting was the part taken by
the pleasure fleet in the naval parade of the Columbus Celebration.

The season has so nearly passed that most of the yachts are laid up,

but some of the larger ones have kept in commission for this display,

among them Sagamore, Nooya, Conqueror und liuna. One of the

features of the land parade on Wednesday was the Naval Reserve,

composed largely of leading rachtmen. The battalion was cheered

vigorously along the entire line of march, and shared the popularity

of the older and better known miUtia regiments.

The measurement question is now under discussion by French
yachtsmen in Le Yacht, with a degree of thoroughness and scientific

accuracy which puts to shame the ever recurring clampr on 1 hjs side

of the water for "plain and simple" leogth riiles. In the case of the
French yachtsmen there sro ruajiy cpmplicat}Qns dua to local causes
which make the questjoij eyep. tnpre di^ci^It tiiB.ji y^l&i ?>s.

ZiOrd Dunraven's Challenge.
A SPECIAL nieetujg of the New Y'ork Y. C. was held on Oct. 18,

being called to order at 9 P.M. by Com. Gerry. Gen. Paine was
present, having been in the city for several days, and there was a
good attendance of members. The following letter was read by Sec-
retary Oddie:

SuDBAHN Hotel. Semmerins, I

Sept. 16, 1892. (

Dear Mb.. OnniE—I am very anxious to bring about if possible a
race for the America Cup next year, and .shall be greatly obliged if

you will take an early opportunity of submitting the following pro-
posal to the New York Y'. C. for their, I trust, favorable considera-
tion. I will sail a series of matches according to the rules of the
"new deed of gift," with the following exception and addition.
Fii-st—The length upon the load waterline of my vessel to be the

only dimension required. This to be sent with the formal notice
of challenge, and ber custom house register to follow as soon as
practicable.
Second-Any excess over the estimated length of the load water-

line of my vessel to count double in calculating time allowance, but
my vessel not in any case to exceed such estimated length by more
than 2 per cent. The yacht that sails agalnot me not to exceed the
estimated length on the load waterline of my vessel by more than 2
per cent., and any excess of length beyond jtbe estimated length of
my vessel on the load waterline to count double in calculating time
allowance.

It is to be understood and agreed that, should I win the cup, the
club obtaining the custody of it shall hold it open to a challenge on
the samprconditions as these under which I challenged. Should this
proposalmeet with the approval of the New Y^ork Yacht Club, as I
trust it may, this letter may be considered as my challenge. The
formal notice, together with the name, rig, length on the L.W.L,,
etc,, of my vessel will follow immediately on receipt of an intimation
of an approval of the club.

I may take this opportunity of saying that, if the challenge is ac-
cepted, I am perfectly satisfied with the arrangement concerning
number of matches, courses and other details arrived at between the
committee and myself in J8S9 with one exception, I propose that the
exact time of starting each race be settled not less than twenty-four
houfs before tbe fh-st race, and that except only in the case of thick
fog the vessels be started at the specified time should either of them
so desire. Should neither yacht express any desire, then the sailing
committee to exercise their judgment in postponing a race.
As I cannot at present fix tbe date of tbe first match, I will settle

that matter later on with the committee which no doubt the New
York Yacht Club will appoint m the event of their accepting my
challenge, Trusting that they will do so and that an interesting con-
test may be the result, I remain, dear Mr. Oddie, yours very faith-
fully. DlTSRAVElf.

J. V. S. Oddie, Sec'y New York Y. C.

Gen. Paine offered the following resolutions:
Whereas. A communication has been received by this club from

Lord Dunraven indicating that a challenge for the America Cup may
be sent upon the terms of the deed of gift, with the following excep-
tions and additions;
First—The length upon the l.w.l. of my vessel to be the only

dimension requiied. This to be sent with the formal noiice of chal-
lenge, and her custom-house register to follow as soon as practicable.
Second—Any excess over the estimated length of the l.w.l. of my

vessel to count double in calculating time allowance, but my vessel
not in any case to exceed said estimated length by more than 2 per
cent. The yacht that sails against me not to exceed the estimated
length on the 1 w.l. of my vessel by more that 2 per cent,, and any
excefS of length beyond 'the estimated length of my vessel on the
l.w.l. to count double in calculating the afiowanee.
Followed by another clause, which is considered separately here-

after, and
Whereas. Said terms are permitted by the mutual agreement

clause of the trust deed controlling said Cup, and are acceptable to

the club, provided that no yacht of the specified rig, either now ex-
isting or under construction and known to be available for tbe use
of his club in defending the cup, shall be barred or penalized.

Voted, That a committee ot five be appointed with full power to
arrange such a match with any qualified yacht club, specifying what
yachts, if any, are excepted by the above proviso.
Whereas, The clause above i-eferred to is as follows: "It is to be

understood and agreed that should I win the Cup the club obtaining
the custody of it shall hold it open to a challenge on the same condi-
tions as those under which 1 chaUenged."

Voted, That said committee be instructed to reply that while the.

trust deed obliges the club having the custody of ihe cup to accent
the conditions therein prescribed if so elected by the challengers, as
it also pernaits such club to accept any conditions mutually agreed
on, this club regards any further understanding or agreement as
unnecessary, and will make no agreement that in the event of becom-
ing a challenger it wfil accept said terms in its challenge.
Mr. J. G. Bergen offered the following motion, which was not car-

ried:
Resolved. That a committee of five be appointed to consider the

terms upon which a match should be arranged under the terms
of the proposed challenge, and report their conclusions to this club
for final action. That the so-called preliminary challenge and the
original resolutions offered by Mr. Paine be printed and distributed
to the members of this club as soon as possible,

Commodore Gerry appointed the following committee as provided
for in General Paine's resolution: Mr. Charles .1. Paine, ex Commo-
dore James D. Smith, ex- Vice-Commodore Latham A. Fish, ex- Rear-
Commodore Archibald Rogers and Mr. A. Cass Canfleld.
Mr. J. Fred. Tarns offered the following, which was adopted:
^•Resolved, That the special committee just appointed have power

to fill any vacancy which may occur in their number."
The first meeting of the special committee was held on Oct. 19 at

the office of Messrs. Hollister & Babcock, No. 80 Brocdway.
Only Gen. Paine and Messrs. Rogers and Fish were present at the

meeting, and another wUl be held to-day. A reply to Lord Dunraven
will be framed and dispatched by Saturday's mail, but wiU not be
given out here at present,

Detroit Yachting.
The Citizens' Yachting Association of Detroit sailed its final re-

gatta on Sept. afj. The principal race of the day w iietween Princess
and Alice Enright for best corrected time, l b ' ui iz.! being a watch.
Princess was fouled by Krao, losing her topuiast and delaying her,
but she won the watch by 15s. The times were:

CLASS A.

,dys.

irl...

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
« 01 43 3 6S 30 1 56 i'( 1 47 55
2 03 34 4 04 50 a 01 16 2 00 48
,3 10 00 4 18 55 2 08 fio 3 OS 55

CLASS B.
2 00 07 Z 54 11 1 54 04 1 54 04
8 01 19 4 03 48 2 03 24 3 02 84
3 02 U

CLASS O.

2 01 4fi 4 07 59 2 06 13 2 06 13
.2 06 12 4 47 OS 3 40 56 3 89 32

;lass d.

S 04 05 4 22 31 2 18 46 3 18 46
.2 02 19 4 27 06 3 34 47 3 34 19
.2 05 08 4 35 47 3 30 3» 2 30 39
2 04 37 4 43 33 2 37 45 3 37 45
2 05 OS Si 3a 37 2 38 Oi^

2 06 48

CLASS E,

2 05 43 3 29 14 1 23 31 1 33 31
*03 13 3 50 21 1 48 OS 1 47 40

Let Her Be 3 C6 41
Thistle 3 10 00

OLi-tJS F.

Medora 3 03 OS 3 20 55 1 17 .52 1 17 38
Black Diamond 2 04 34 3 29 03 1 24 39 1 24 39
Ruby 3 01 30 3 44 43 1 43 13 1 43 13
Little Dove 3 04 26 3 44 43 1 40 17 1 39 35
On Oct. 3 two matches were sailed by the fifth class yachts of the

Detroit Y. C, the times being:
EIKST MATCH.

start. Fmisb. Elapsed.
North Cape 8 44 57 3 48 45 3 03 48
Eureka 2 41 24 5 56 60 3 15 26

SECOND MATCH.
Nettie N 3 59 17 6 13 53 3 13 35
Emma S 2 .54 35 6 15 18 8 20 53
Monday of this week was the date for the match race between

Princess, Josephine and Alice tnright, but no report has thus far
been received.

The conditions on which the centerboard cutter Titania was re-
cently sold by C. O. Isehn to R. T. Inm.an wer« that the vacbt should
be altered {o I he ( i i rd vnce
with these conditi"' ' ^[aas for
the alteration 01 (>

, oniranj
it will be necesi,ai i -a') er,

]ong pvB'-hapg, p,nrt ihe worE wfii be done aunug thti wuitar.
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HELIGOLAND FISHING BOAT.

Heligoland Fishing' Boat.

We are indebted to the Wasaersport for the accompanying design

of a shoal draft Bshiug boat used aboWtbe island of Heligroland. tbe
leeboard being used, as in the Dutch yacht recently illustrated.

A Gunning Cruise on Lake St. Clair.

The evening of Tuesday, Sept. 16, 189- found us aboard the snug
little cruis ing sloop Jasmin with supplies for Ave days, guns and
fishing tackle to our heart's content, and a large supply of happiness
in antjcipatiou of the glorious sport sure to be encountered in cruis-
ing about St. Clair Lake and Flats.

Our party would have been larger if "Old Prob" had not given us a
few very cold days and nights just previous; as it »vas, we were only
half on time at roll call. However, Tom came up smiling. No wind
too cold or rain too wet to lieep him away when the Jasmin has
her anchor catted and burgee at her mast head. The wind was just
coming out of the west as we hoisted mainsail and got the stops oil
staysail, swung out and laid our first i-eaoh for the quiet water under
the lee of Raft Point at the head of Belle Isle Park. Starting from our
anchorage we have a three-mile current, and the wind being very
light, our progress was limited. The Jasmin is what is generally
called a compromise, draft 3ft. 6in. at sternpost on a 26ft. leadline,
therefore the current had about an even thing on the wind, and in
spite of ballooning out spinaker and setting topsail it was a question
for an hour whether it would be Raft Point or making a new draw in
the Park bridge. However, at about Q:SO the wind made a start, and
we did at the same time. In five minutes Tom was all mixed up in
topsail halliards, spinaker boom and backstays, a sudden gust heeled
us down, rail under, and everything light was cast ofC with a run. It

seemed a question as to which would come out on top, but Tom Is

just the man for such a hole and the boom was soon lying snugged
up, topsail stowed, stays brought home, and every line coiled up in
apple pie order just as we were rounding the point.
The wind had settled steady, and was coming down strong. We

held up for about a half mile, then came to and got our dinghy
aboard and lashed down and not any too soon, as quite a sea was
making, so that every jump in the pitchy darkness seemed going
10ft. up. Before swinging off again we took a reef in our mainsail
and set small staysail. The 10 minutes head on bad gotten us nicely
Uvened up, and had wetted things down so that kings could not have
been happier. As we came about and got under way Tom discovered
that our port side light seemed ready to so out. It was a second's
work to unship it and see that the top of the wick was charred off
as though the oil was out, which seemed strange, as we had con-
cluded they were at least three-quarters full before starting, or quite
enough to burn 12 hours. On going below and unscrewing the top
the trouble was soon apparent. Somebody had cut the wick about
half an inch below the top and let it fall back in the oil, then smeared
the top piece well and screwed it up again.
When we were abreast of Wind Mill Point Light, Lake St, Clair

seemed rather black, and as several small schooners were lying to
we decided that the morning would be time enough to make a start
across. We hauled up a point and made a run for the head of Peche
Island, intending to anchor in the lee until morning and have a good
night's rest. On gettine where we expected a haven we found others
ahead of us, and from the number of anchor lis-hts thought there
must have been a fleet of wood scows blown over from Grosse Pointe
to keep us out. We were not long in deciding that there would be no
fun in lying so far out, so ran back across to the bay at Edgewood
Park. Getting once more abreast of the Light we doused mainsail
and ran binder staysail until Tom made "six feet with the pike pole,"
then let go anchor and found it was just 11 o'clock, and that we were
as wet from the spray as though it had been raining. Ten minutes
was enough to make things snug on deck, get our spare a nchor
where it would be handy if needed, and go below.
Drawing the hatch cover and throwing off our wet clothes was

soon accompUshed. A good rub with crash towels and then into dry
clothes made us feel that kings were missing the real pleasures of
life, and that the man who first called yachting royal sport
ought to be here to help us empty our mugs of hot toddy and stow
away om* sandwiches. After lunch was over and our beds got out
and made ready, we went on deck again for a few moments, found
the anchor holding all right, put down our dragging weight, un-
screwed the top of anchor light, to make sure it was not cut, and
then turned in to a sleep that only comes to him who leaves cares at
home and makes the boat bis kiogdom.
Wednesday, Sept. It .—Ayfoke at 6:80, and found Tom still curled

up and cosy, could hear a patter on deck that spoke more than
words. Went on deck and found that during the night the wind bad
shifted to east and was coming up strong, so that our berth would
soon be uncomfortable, our friends the wood scows over at Peche
Island had already gotten a way, and with the exception of a lumber
"town'' going down we were quite alone.
Just got to washing deck when Tom came up, rubbing his eyes. All

was soon ship-shape, and after consultation it was decided to have
breakfast, take our sand bags ashore and fill them up so as to get
down to good saihng trim and then start for the canal.
We had the Jasmin fitted with sand bags to stow under the cock-

pit floor, which enabled us to make a change in her draft for light
wind and river work and stow some SOOlbs. more for lake and outside

trips, an arrangement vrhich makes some little extra wort, yet
amply repays.
Breakfast was soon made of broiled steak and toast, done over a

charcoal stove, while Tom made coffee and boiled potatoes on the oil

stove, and such a breakfast, or, rather say, such appetites, and such
steak. A charcoal stove is one of the most outlandish things to
have aboard, always a mess of dirt, but then who wouldn't put up
with dirt and a great many other inconveniences to have such a
broil. I have many a time broiled a black bass, baked potatoes,
stewed coffee and had everything come on steaming in twenty
minutes, and any one who has once tasted a king bass under such
circumstances will smack his lips and feel bis mouth water on think-
ing of it; there is a flavor that cannot be gotten from an oil .•^tove

and a crispness that would make a French chef Turn green.
Breakfast over and the rain having stopped we launched the dinghy

and went ashore, filled our ballast bags just at the water edge of
Edgewood Park, wondered if Mr, M, would object to giving away
such nice clean real estate, as he never has been known to sell any,
and pulled back, got up anchor and under way at ll o'clock.
Passed the tlrosse Pointe club house at 12 and stood over for the

canal, had a very light wind and were running close-hauled to got
in the piers. Nothing occurred going over, wind held light with the
day hazy and threatening; at 5 o'clock we found it would be neces-
sary to make a tack to go up the canal, so we decided to go in by the
old channel and haul up in the bay to be ready for some ducking in
the morning; reached a good anchorage about three miles above the
canal in 5ft. of water, aud snugged up for a quiet evening. Over-
hauling guns and getting light tackle in shape for the morning, made
a good supper oif a 31b. pound bass Tom had gotten on the trolling
spoon just before dark and turned in at 9 o'clock.
Thursday at 4:30 a chir-r-r-r-r made us both grab for the pest at

the same time, store it on the bunk under a blanket until the racket
was over and make good time getting our lunch: 5 o'clock found us
on our way in the dinghy to what seemed a good spot about a mile
below. The morning was quite chilly with a fog coming up and
seemea fit for anything but a good shoot. Some trouble was ex-
perienced setting decoys, owiue to fouling weeds and tangling the
hues, but just as it was beginning to turn light we had things in
shape to fool the sharpest old mallard that might come our way and
we did not have long to wait. The first that ca,m.e were hluebills
and althongh they came from a quarter we were not looking out for
it was a tally each. Had ive been expecting them from back in the
marsh it would have easily been two each. Then a pair came just as
we wanted them to, slacked up and began to settle to our decoys,
and we each added another.
Thirty minutes passed and all was quiet, so far as ducks w'as con-

cerned, but from the steady bang, bang, below we knew somebody
else was having sport; we were beginning to get weary just as a
nice flock of maUards passed up out of reach, then almost behind
them came a couple of stray ones that stayed with us ; w'e pulled
out to retrieve and lost a good shot at two more wuo made a very
sudden turn for the river on seeing us.
After thirty minutes more waiting and nothing to show for it we

pulled out and went up to the fishing ground. "Rods finished the
morning's sport, and on returning to the boat we countad six ducks,
four bass, two of them 3 pounders, and eleven perch—a good morn-
ing's work and quite an addition to our larder.
Now came the meal of the day. We roasted a duck and two small

bass in the same pan, with dry-bread dressing, broiled four perch,
fried potatoes, made coffee, and had bread and butter. As we sat
one on each side of the table, with everything hot and appetizing, a
meal was made that lacked nothing in its completeness. The morn-
ing sport was again enjoyed as we talked it over and plans dis-
cussed for next day. When breakfast was over and things cleaned
up and in place it was t'2 o'clock, and we agresd that a quiet snooze
was about the next thing after such a meal.
At 4 o'clock v/e were awakened by the hatch cover being pushed

back and a head appearing in the opening. A loud "Jasmin ahoy"
and we were on our feet welcoming some friends who had come up
for a day 's fishing.

We were soon seated in the cabin and exchanging experiences.
They had nearly fifty perch, ranging from % to nearly Slbs. weight,
and'seven 31b. bass, the catch from 9 o'clock to 3::J0 for four rods;
and still they keep saying that the fishing is not so good as it was
two years ago. Well, I agree that this is not any such numbers as
have been caught, but the time of year, weather and all things con-
sidered it ought still to be enough to satisfy any but a genuine
"fish hog."
Thej- were weU pleased with the catch and all were sorry that they

could not accept our invitation to stop over until nexc day and try
it again. After a lunch of fried perch and baked potatoes we got
into the boats and started for Star Island Honse. There was quite a
chop sea on, which necessitated our dividing up three in each boat,
and made slow work of rowing. It was 6 o'clock as we puUed up at
Star Island landing; supper was just being called, so after taking a
promenade around the island a few times to limber up our legs we
all went ui to try Mr. Slocum's bill of fare once more.
It was as usual, first-class. About two hundred guests at one time

in the dining-room, most oif whom had come up on the afternoon
boat to return in the evening. This is the place to come for a fish
supper and to meet your fishing friends. Anything in the fish line
can be had here and in best shape, and as Mr. S. is always on hand,
one may be sure of the best attention. Supper over, we took another
walk around the grounds and sa^w our friends take the down boat for
the city.
After seeing the boat enter the canal we turned and went into the

hotel office to look up some brother yachtsmen whom we had caught
sight of in the dining-room. Found' several royal good Corinthians
and also a few veranda yachtsmen, and had a very enjoyable even-
ing, with some good cigars and some very interesting race talk, most
of the hoys being anxious to pick up a race vrith an old timer that has
rather surprised some of them in the way it has been necessary to
look when you wished to see her. A lew hundred pounds of lead
placed where it will do the most good makes a great difference in the
sailing of some boats.
Ten o'clock coming on reminded us that we had three miles to go

before turning in, so good-nights were quickly over, and as we took
our place in the dinghy Tom touched a veiy tender spot in my heart
by saying, "Mack, don't you wish we hai brought the Jasmin and
anchored over the river?'' We don't very often care about a three
or even five-mile run up here: but after dark and in a chop sea -well,
of courae there are some disagreeable thmgs in yachting as well as
any other sport.
After passing through the cut and getting out in open water we

made good time, Tom rowing and I with a three-foot paddle, we
made a beeline for om- anchor light, got aboard and found things all

right, and was just starting to turn in as Tom chimed out, "WeU,
ain't you going to have some lunch?" I admit to being a fair eater,
but draw the Ime at four times a day; so left Tom rattling the pans,
rolled up, and was soon asleep.
Was awakened by Tom at 5 o'clock, slept so soundly that I had not

heard the alarm, and it has been a question in my mind whether
Tom did or not, although he claims he did; audi seemed so happy
he did not want to awaken me. He had a cup of coffee and hot
toast made, guns and tackle in the boat and was all ready to start, so
we made quick work of the lunch and were soon on the way to
Lower Point. We had to hurry, but 6 o'clock found us all settled,

and no sooner had our guus ready than we had the pleasure of stop-
ping three fat mallards, Tom getting two of them, I one and scoring
a clean miss. On looking around we found that on our left and not
over 100yds. away quite a party of Bushmere Club folks bad built a
blind and brought out some ladies to enjoy the fun, and good fun it

was, too. We could hear their shouts and laughter at every miss,'
and applause at the good shots, and then the hush as the ducks were
sighted. It was new experience to us, the idea of going ducking with
women would paralyze a great many shooters, but our neighbors
got a good return for almost every shot, and the amount of laughing
must have done them an inestimable amount of good.
Eight o'clock found us with seven mallards, four bluebills and a

large gull. So we took up our decoys and left the grounds to our
noisy friends. On starting up we put out the trolling spoon, and be-
fore going half a mile had a .Slbs. pickerel, and on reaching the boat
made a circle in hopes of getting another, but to no purpose.
After making a good breakfast we concluded to have a sail, so the

anchor was soon up and everything ready for a spin across the quiet
waters of the bay. The wind was light and steady, with just enough
sea to make it interesting; so we started ofl: without any place in
view or any time to get there. Tom was at tlie stick, which meant a,

quiet, easy sail. Our first run was down past the old channel lights,
leaving them to port and standing well over into Anchor Bay, then
we came about and stood over the ship course, taking in the delight-
ful autumn breeze that was blowing and enjoying a clear sun with
blue sky accompaniments.
Three o'clock found us well over in Belle River Harbor on the

Canadian side, and as our appetites had been growing for the last
hour at an alarming rate we concltided this would be a good place to
try what the cook had for dinner, so we came to in the wind, dropped
anchor, took in staysail and had the stoves on deck and burning
brightly in less time than a regular mechanic would consume in cat-
ting kindling.
Tom had been talking about a French dish that he had tried while

at the "Grosse Point Frog Club'' social and so we concluded to try
and meet it or go one better. Our largest pan, holding four quarts,
was put on the charcoal fire and soon boihng, two ducks cleaned and
quartered put in, boiled for thirty minutes, then potatoes,two onions,
two turnips cut into .slices and one carrot put in, and ten minutes
after about two pounds of piecrust rolled in balls the size of potatoes
was dropped in and the whole thing kept boiling for fifteen minutes
longer. Coffee, bread and butter and hardtack completed the lay-
out. When we came to try it the result was eminently satisfactory,
and uothing was left in the pan.
Five o'clock found us with dinner over, cleaned up and discussing

plans for the next twenty-four hours. It was deciced to take a run
back to the canal. Seemed as though we couldn't mink of calling it

a trip without having another morning with the ducks and fish.
Anchor was weighed, staysail set, and the wind being very light

topsail was put up and preparations made for another quiet sail.
This being the skipper's trick Tom stretched out on the cushions,
pulled a blanket over him and was soon fast asleep, but it was not
for long as it began to get thick and the compass had to be broughr
up, soundings made and watch kept forward.
At 10 o'clock we were in sight of the canal lights, and at 11:30 en-

tered the lower end just as the big Jewett came out. passed up and
struck topsail opposite the lower club house and came to anchor
about three-quarters of a mile above the canal, on the Canadian side
of the channel; soon had things all snug, anchor light up, and went
below for our last lunch and bunk aboard for two weeks at the least.
Saturday at 4:30 our reliable old pest got us out with a jump; this

morning was the first time I ever knew Tom to lie still and let me
get on deck before he was up. He explained by saying that a beau-
tiful dream was just passing his mind, so much so that he could not
bear to break it even at the risk of his reputation as an early riser,
and he hoped it would come true. On asking for a description he
answered by saying, "There could be no descripi ion given." Now.
that rather excited mv curiosity, and of course I begged for an ex-
planation, when Tom looked straight at me, winked his left optic and
quietly remarked; "Thought I heard you say 'Tom, old boy, suppose
we make another week of it.' " Well, that was excuse enough for
anybody to he abed over. And Tom turned to and made up lost time
by getting the stove going, so that by the time he was dressed and I
had the boat ready to stai*t, cofi'ee was all made and a lunch on the
table.
We got away quickly and went direct to yesterday's grounds, and

were soon having thmgs to suit. Tom's first shot bagged three blue-
bills, and he gave a yell that almost capsized the boat. It was a re-
markable shot, no doubt, but I thought he was making a great racket
about taree ducks. This was our best morning, or, as "Yo" says, a
morning to be marked with a white stone. At one time we had seven
ducks in the water before stopping to retrieve, and when the time
came for returning we counted 18 mallard, 7 blue bill and 3 wood
ducks. With light hearts we got np decoys and said not a word
about fishing, but pointed straight for the .Jasmin.
As we rounded the bend and came in sight, Tom exclaimed.

"Hello! the colors are up," and sure enough there they were and
looking very gay, and as we came within hailing distance a well-
known yell greeted us.
The missing member of our party had recovered from his indisposi-

tion, and concluded that one day's fishing would be better than no
fishing aid came up on the boat the evening before; and on being
told that we had left in the morning and gone down the lake, had
spent this night at the Star Island Bouse.
We were glad to see him, Toai especially so, and immediately be-

gan questioning him as to how long a lamp would burn with the wick
cut. It was quite amusing to hear Tom corner him, which he did,
and then with a far-away look bid him beware. Atter inquiries as to
folks at home, etc., etc., we had breakfast on baked duck, with celery
and green onion accompaniments, scewed tomatoes, potatoes frieil
in the pan with duck gravy, coffee, bread and butter. While putting
the breakfast away we gave him an account of what he had missed,
and then allowed him to turn in and help with a general cleaning up.
Bedding was brought on deck and given a beating, then put across

the boom to have an airing, the icebox brought out, everything taken
out and given a good scrubbing, kitchen furniture treated to a good
scouring with clean river sand, and the cabin floor scrubbed up and
woodwork oiled. At 12 o'clock everything was slick and clean, or as
Tom expressed it, in apple pie order, and as the new-comer had worn
out the fingers of his gloves scrubbing, we allowed him to throw
water on the deck while we scrubbed it off with brooms.
This ending the general housecleaning we sat down to a lunch of

hard tack and cider. After lunch the icebox was repacked, and after
our day's game was put in there was just room for the ice; so taking
the dinghy we made a call at the Bushmere and replenished stock
and got some genuine cow-'s milk for ^, change from our condensed
article. Returning, Tom satamidship rowing, F. in the bow, while I
sac in the stern holding the milk to keep it from slopping over. As
we neared the yacht I received a wink from Tom, which said "just
watch my motion," and then turning reciuested T. to put the ice on
deck, get there himself, then take the milk and he would put the
dinghy in shape for towing, which would have been a very nice ad-
justment of affairs. T. straightened his six-feet-two up and laid the
first piece of ice well over, but, alas! as he straightened up to follow
with the second Tom gave a slight push with the oar, just starting
the boat away gently, T. reached over a hltle further, making a
graceful bend and looked very much like the statues sold in china-
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ware stores to represent a diver, only with more wearing: apparel
than they are generally blessed with. Instead of the graceirul figure
they make he was the most ludicrous si»ht one can imagine, holding
the ice out at arm's length aod with a troubled expres^ioa on his

face—but it was only for a sesond, as Tom save a quieli push and the
bow shot around, while T. and a 501bs. cake of ice disappeared as
though something had frightened them.
Tom now turned and caught up the painter and was on deck and

had a turn on the sheet cleat, and as T. reached the surface passed
him a line, and as he assisted him on deck began an attempt at
abusing him for wasting such hard earned ice, but T. soon changed
the subject, for as he leaned over to shake the water from his ears
he made a spring, caught Tom around the waist and in an instant

they were both rolling over the yacht's rail. I had ups»t ray milk
laughing, or rather what had not gone iuto my lap at the time T.wen t

in, and the stern took a sudden drop, so laying down the pail T went
aboard and as they came to the surface assisted them both aboard.
The bath did not seem to cool off their exuberance for t.bey were at

it again almost as soon as they were on their feet, and 1 have several
times since thought that they had designs on my comfort by the way
In which they crowded and seni the spray from their wet clothes in

my direction.
After twenty minutes of good exercise and both going in again,

they concluded to take my advice; then after a good rubbing I made
them a hot toddy, using half a wineglass of brandy to a half pint of
hot water, some' sugar and. nutmeg; then getting into dry clothes
they were feeling so good I almost wished I had been in myself.

It was now 2 o'clock and we thought best to make a start for home,
so the cannon was brought on deck, compliments paid to St. Olair
club houses, anchor catted, colors hoisted, and, with a fair wind, we
were soon ©n the lake with every stitch of canvas pulling.

Five o'clock found us where we started from Wednesday morning,
and as Tom had been all afternoon getting dinner and just called it

ready, we came to, took in head line, dropped anchor and did justice
to a good hearty meal, and without doubt the best in way of variety
we had had since startmg. It consisted of mallard and bluebili duck,
bass, perch and pickerel for fish, the remainder of our tiu'nips and
carrots, potatoes, celery, stewed tomatoes, bread and butter, and for
dessert, Tom had spread ;himself on a bread pudding and an attempt
at apple pie. Probably thedmnerhad spoiled our appetites some-
what, at any raie^when the pie was tested it was one loo much—and
suggested that we keep it for dumplings oa our next trip. Tom tried

hard to make excuses that the oven was out of order, but we knew
better.
Seven o'clock found us rounding Windmill Point Light, where we

came up Friday night with quite a large bone in our teeth, and at 8
we were once more all snug in our anchorage, the sails covered over,
cabin put in order and everything ready for closest inspection; we
then sat down for a few minute< rest, as we were loth to part com-
pany even for a night. Game was portioned out and sent asbore,
our town clothes put on, and as we came ashore concluded what was
one of the most enjoyable and beneficial trips the Jasmin had given
US. which is saying a great deal. McL

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The sixth annual regatta of the Shenandoah Y. C, of Troy, N. Y,

was sailed on Oct. 3, the times being
FIRST CLASS.

Gypsy
Loyal..

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

.

2 23 30 4 44 15 2 20 40 2 16 03
3 89 40 4 11 05 2 17 40 2 17 40

SECOND CLASS.
2 17 45 4 3T 40 2 19 55 2 IT 55
.3 18 30 4 BS 40 2 20 10 2 18 15
2 ir 30 4 39 20 2 21 50 2 20 00
s 18 30 4 39 00 2 20 30 2 30 30
3 l8 40 No time taken.
2 IT 45 No time taken.

SKrPFS.
2 11 15 .3 58 40 1 47 25 I 46 m%
•4 11 20 3 5S 45 1 47 25 1 47• If

Capt. Ahlert and "Professor"' Tobie, the first of the Bockaway
Beach life-saving crew and the lattf r of New York, are on their way
to Boston from Rockaway m a boat made of a pine box. They have
wagered $500 that they can make the distance in forty days. Thus
far the ridiculous craft has been upset five times, but fate looks after
drunken men and fools and no pariicular dam-age has been done.
This silly business of riding the waves in cockleshells and tubs will

doubtless continue uQtil some of the would be heroes are drowned,
"and they never will be missed." There are many better ways for
an adventurous man to distinguish himself than by paddling about
in a pine box. He will be in a pine bos soon enough without taking
such chances.

—

Marine Joivrnal.

The Field of Oct. 8 contains an interesting comparison of the
working of the Y. R. A., Seawanhaka and old New York rules as ap-
plied to the various lengths in the diflereut Y. R. A. classes from 0.5 to

160 rating. The table shows that in case.'; of small sail plans, the
square root of the sail area being less than the length, the operation
of the American rule is to tax sail heavily, in other words to put a
premium on length: although under the "usual conditions, with the
square root of the sail area equal to 130 to 150 per cent, of the length,
the reverse is the case. The table shows the ciohc relationship of the
Y. E. A. and SeawanhaKa rules, thougli the former is more equable in

its operation through a, long scale of sizes.

On Oct. 7 the steam yacht Aveuel, formerly Narod. owned by U W.
Loper, was in collision with the schooner Myra W. Spear, of Bath,
llie. The yacht was just beyond Execution, headed for Larchmont,
at 7:30 P. M., the weather clear and the moon showing. It is claimed
that the schooner ran into her. The yacht lost her foremast and
bowsprit, and sustained damage to her bulwarks and naphtha launch.
She continued to Larchmont and next day went to Poillon's tor re-
pairs. She was prevented from taKing her place in the naval parade
of Oct. 11.

On Oct. 14, at 4 A. M. the schooner Frank Leming, of Philadelphia,
from Lanesville for that place with stem-, ran over the wreck of the
Alva, carrying away two masts from tne wreck and injuring it badly.
The schooner anchored off Chatham for temporary repairs to sails
and gear, the hull not leaking. She reports no gas buoy visible over
the wreck.

Bretagne, steam yacht, built at Baltimore, Md., in 1881, the largest
wooden steam yacht built in America, was recently sold for £800
after being in collision on the Thames, and has been broken up.

On Oct. 12 the keel sloop Edith was sailed into Plymouth harbor by
three men, who abandoned her after dropping the anchor, rowing
ashore in the yawl. It is supposed tbattlie yaeht was stolen.

Almy, steam yacht, Mr. Fredk. Gallatin, is laid up at Harlau &
HoUingsworth's yard, whore she was built, never having been in
commission since completed in 1890.

Mr. Gardner has designed a steam yachi, of 85ft. l.w.l , lift, beam
and 3fi. draft for Mr. H. J. Baxter, of New York, to be built this
winter.

Wadena, steam yacht, J. H. Wade, arrived at Charleston, 8. C, on
Sept. 30 from St. Thomas, VV. I., and on Oct. 18 reached New York.
El Chico, the Herresholf fin-keel, has been sold by H. Maiiland

Kersey to F. H. Miuray, of Halifax, N. S.

Catspaw, the Bos'on 21 footer, has been sold through her designer?
Stewart & Binney, to a Brooklyn, N. Y., owner.
The Boston Herald of Oct. 16 contains an interesting article on

Messi-s. Q. 0. and 0. F. Adams, owner.'* of Harpoon.
Stranger, steam yacht, has been chartered by E. M, Fulton Jr and

sails this week for a Southern cruise.
*

Utowana, steam yacht, arrived at New York on Oct 8 from Eng-
land, via Madeira, after a cruise of a year abroad

.

Lady Evelyn, «chr., has been sold by Sir Roderick Cameron.
Sheerwater, steam yacht, has been sold to H. B. Wolcott.
Windward, sehr., has been sold by A. M. Serrell.

Anchoi'S for Small Tachts.
Editor- Forest and Stream:
Referring to your article in the Fohest akd Stream of Oct. 6 I

would say that I have been using on my vacht of 37ft i.w 1 carrV-
ing 8,1001c>3. ballast, an anchor I hart made by Ireland & Son nf
Tuckerton, N J., weighing 361bs , and in the four years I bave sailed
her it has held her through all conditions of weather. I have of
course, had my spare anchor ready at times, but have not needed' to
use it, the httle fellow holding her every time. I have a chock with
a sheave m It boiled on the bowsprit just far enough outboard for
the anchor to clear the stem when catted up. The anchor has spear-
shaped flukes and long slock and arms to it, and grips every time
the moment it takes the ground. It is ku&wu in Baruegat Bay as a
"sand anchor." The baymen there would not use any other kind
The stock is not collapsible and does not need to be, as the anchor
lays up snugly under the bowsprit, ready for quick use, a.nd from
Its light weight can be carried there at all limes.

fwoMizwvu^ Pa.

Two Southern Yachts.
Wk are indebted to Mr. J. K. Vincent, secretary of the Mobile Y.C.,

for the accompanying photo of two of the leading yachts of the
club, Zephine and Mmeola.
ZephineisacenterboardyachtSlft. over all, 27ft. lOin. l.w.l., 13ft.

beam and Sj^ft. draft. She was brought to Mobile in May, 1883, at
which time she was an open boat, but her present owners had a
cabin put in her. and slie has since become well known and popular
by the open-handed hospitality of Messrs. Curran and Wood hull,

who have at all times responded to the call of all yachtsmen and ten-
dered their yaoht for service whether for business or pleasure.

In the season of 1889 the news came to Mobile that the Zephine was
wrecked at Fort Morgan while on her way homeward from a cruise.

The news at last, after several days' waiting, came that the wreck
was saved. She was then rebuilt oh her old frame and the following
summer was entered into commission a new yacht with the old
name.
Her racing record is a proud one, as she has been at the starting

Ifn; of almost every race given by the Mobile Y. 0. since her first
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arrival, and she has won more trophies than any other yacht in
Mobile, although others are said to be faster boats. She ha.s' finished
the season of 1892 by winning for tlie second lime the club cup on
Sept. 11, oeating Mineola five seconds without the time allowance
due her.
Mineola, while a new yacht, has won many laurels and rivals Zeph-

ine closely in popularity. She was designed by Mr. A. E. White, and
built by E Laland, in May, 1890. her first appearance at the club
house in Mobile creating consideraDle comment. Her owners at once
entered into the sport with great energy, and they soon became
known as hosts that understood how to make guests happy while on
board. As a racer she proved at first very poor, but this was owing
to want of experience and a poor rig. She has since hfr first appear-
ance steadily increased in speed until the season of 189J, when she
succeeded on Aug 16 and 17 in capturing second and third places
respectively, and on Sept. 11 gave Zephine the closest race that yacht
has ever had for first place.
As a cruiser she proved an able and comfortable boat. Her owners

seem to rival eacn other in their endeavors to make their guests as
happy as possible while on board, and have succeeded so well that an
invitation to cruise with them is hailed with the greatest delight by
the fortunate ones.
Mineola's present dimensions are •S5ft. over all. :30ft. 6in. l.w.l., 14ft.

9in. beam, 3ft. 7iD. draft. Mr. White is now preparing to place her in
the builder's hands for the purpose of making her longer, in conse-
quence of which great things are expected for the season of 1893.

Corinthian T. C.

TIBL'RON, CAL.—SAK PBANCISOO BAT.

Fall Regatta, Sept. 25.—Course, llj^ miles: wind light and fluky.
BIRST CLASS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Elm, sloop 1 .33 .36 Withdrew.
Freda, slooo 1.35 00 4 02 12 :i 27 12 2 25 09
Thetis, sloop I 32 25 4 01 32 2 28 57 2 28 57
Clara, sloop 1 33 34 4 06 04 3.32 30 JTot meas.
Truant, cat 1 26 13 4 02 04 2 ,35 51 2 31 05
Petrel, schooner Did not start.

Folly, cutter 1 27 03 Withdrew,
Linda, sloop 1 28 35 3 41 50 2 13 15 Disqualified.
Linda was disqualified for having been sailed by a non-member of

the club.
SECOND CLASS, 10 MILES.

Volante 1 16 15 4 03 35 2 47 30 2 46 19
Fawn 1 20 30 Withdrew.
Lapwing 1 22 41 4 03 53 2 41 12 2 41 12
May... 1 16 08 VVithdrew.
MuggamaChuddeo... ,1 16 25 4 02 04 2 45 39 2 85 20}^
Seawanhaka rules for measurement and time allowance.

§»na^ing.

From the brief accounts which haye appeared, the '92 meet of the

British Canoe Association was a very quiet and uneventful one,

thougli vei y en.ioyahle to those present. Thus far the camps have

been so snia.ll as to make each a sort of family gathering, all hands

having met before, and under such circumstances an outing of ten

days cannot fail to be enjoyable. The growth of the B. C. A. has

been far less rapid than that of its elder cousin in America, in part

owing to the absence of the racing, such a prom'nent feature here.

At the same time the B, C. A. has done much to aid canoeing, and is

likely to continue to do so. The meet began on Aug. 15, at Menai
Straits, lasting until Aug. 28, The party included several ladies.

The time was spent In sails and .short cruises, with a little racing.

With the flist of the present month the term of oflfice of Commo-
dore Winne expired, and that of the new commodore, Lieut.-Col. W.
H. Cotton, of Kingston, Ont. ,

began. At the same time the retiring

secretary, Mr. W. B. Waekerhageii, gave place to Mi'. C. E. I. Por-

teous, also of King.stou. The A. C, A, has been fortunate always in

being well served by its officers, but it lias never been better served

than by the two who now retire. Not only has the immediate work
of the year, including the meet and the A. C. A. book, been adtuir-

ably carried out, but much other work in the direction of uniting and
strengthening -the Association as a body has also been done, the
results of whicli will appear in thefuture.

Ma. George P. Docglas, who made a most efScient clerk of the
course at the meet, has completed his labors by the preparation of a
very full and elaborate tabulation of all the races for the use of the

regatta oooaiBittee.

Canoeists with a liking for antiquarian research will be interested

in an advertisement which has recently appeared, of "Photographs
of the A, C. A. meet of 1802." Our records of the A. C. A. only run
back to 1880, but it would appear from this that the Association is

much older than is cimmonly believed.

The next important event in the canoeing world will be the aimual
meeting of the executive committee, at which the new division

officers take office, and the work of the coming year is laid out. The
date and place have not yet been announced, but the former will be

near the end of next month, the latter probably Kingston or Montreal.

A Very Large Canoe.

The Clayton (N. Y.) Plaindealer publishes the following descrip-
tion of a new boat of canoe model but of very large size, just built by
Mr. Rushton:
"A handsome and novel boat is nearly completed at Rushton".s

boat factory in this village. It is a beautiful rowhoat model, sharp
at both ends, both ends alike. The dimensions are: Length 31ft. lOin.,

beam 5ft„ depth amidship 2ft., at the ends 3ft. The keelson, bent
ribs and gunwales are of oak, stem and sternposts of hackmatack,
natural crook. The two top streaks of planking are of Spanisn cedar,
the rest of clear white cedar. It is built double skin of )4in. stuff,
smooth lap, the two thicknesses being laid in best spar varnish and
copper fastened, the rib fastenings being riveted over bnr.s. Ic is

decked for about 5ft. at each end and has a 6in. wash streak at each
side. Decks and wash streaks are of mahogany, laid in narrow
strips, blind-nailed and caulked with cord. A 3in. coaming of black
cherry, with top beading of the same wood, is bent around the cock-
pit, it and the wash streaks or side decks being supported by hack-
matack knees.
"luside the boat much labor has been expended. Under each end

deck are three metal tanks for air, water, kerosene, etc. They are
hidden from view by mahogany bulkheads and filled by gravity
through pipes connecting with the interior of the boat. Tueir con-
tents are emptied through pipes by air pressure forced through the
filling pipes. All pipes are of course closed by proper valves.
Thwartship are six seats, each 8f r. wide. They are made of black
cherry, resting on mahogany bulkheads, and form locKers which are
divided into compartments b^ .sliding shelves and partitions for con-
venience for storing camp-kit, provisions and the many articles ne-
cessary to the comfort of the captam and the crew. The inside floor
is of oak and cherry, a part of it in the form of loose slats, which,
when placed between the seats at proper height form a floor on
which the seat cushions—which are of corduroy filled with best curled
hair—are arranged to sleep upon. All the woodwork is finished with
the best spar varnish.
"All metal fittings are of polished brass, and most of them are of

special pattern. They include sockets for rowlocks, bangirons,
chocks, painter fastenings, etc., and a large drop rudder with special
head for rope steering gear.
"A canvas tent is to cover the cockpit, thus enabling the crew, if

anchored in some quiet spot, to keep dry in a scorm and to sleep on
board. The tent when in place i.^ supported by a series of bows
made of oak bent in two thicknesses and riveted together, the lower
ends entering brass sockets in the deck, and a mast at each end ovei-
which is drawn a galvanized wire cable fastened at each end to the
deck and made taut by a couple of brass turnbuckles.
'f he propelling power consists of two pairs of spoon oars 12 and

13ft long respectively, loaded with lead at the handle to make them
balance at the rowlocks, and two gaff sails of about 100 an 1 1.25sq. ft.

each.
"To prevent drifting when under sail there are two large dagger

centerboards, the trunks of which are within two of the seats, and
two heavy bilge keels on each side—the latter useful also in hand-
ling the Doat when out of water and protecting the bottom of the
boac when on a rocky shore. Two heavy folding anchors of galvan-
izecl iron and an ample supyly of rope ts carried.
"The finest selected stock has been used throughout and neither

cost nor time spared to maKe it a perfect job in every respect. The
actual cost of construction will approach $800.

•'The boat was built especially for C. E. Payne, of Chicago, who
has been here since its commencement and has superintended in

person every detail of its construction and finish."

An Amateur's Mishap.
"Br'er Fox wuz gvrine long by de river bank one day, 'en he hear

a mighty hammerin' not fur off, en he say ter hisse'f dat he b'lieve
he'll go see what all de fuss wu7, 'bout. He went 'long, he did, en,
bless gracious, who should he see but Br'er Rabbit, wid his coat off
en his sleeve rolled up, hammerin' en nailin', en nailin' en ham-
merin' !

••Br'er Fox 'low, 'What you doin' dar, Br'er Rabbit?'
"Br'er Rabbit say, 'Des makin' a boat, Br'er Fox.'
"Br'er Fox 'low, ' Wbat you want wid a boat, Br'er Rabbif;"
"Br'er Rabbit say, 'Ter go ter my fish traps in.'

"Br'er Fox look 'roun' en see planks en scantlin'a lyin' 'roun' en
he make up his mm' dat he ain't gwine ter all dat trouble des for de
sake er one little boat. So he set on de hank an' fight san'flies eu
skeeters, eu watch Br'er Rabbit make his boat. En he ain't had ter
wait long nudder, kase Br'er Rabbit, dough he was light in de body,
wuz mighty handy en he got his boat ready in a little or no time.
Den he got in it en paddle up de river, en 'twant long 'fo' he come
back wid a long string er fish.

"Dis make Bre'r Fox dribble at de mouf , kaze ef dey's any kinder
vlttles what he llKe mo' dan any tudder kind its fresh fish. So he
make up his min' dat he bleedz ler have a boat. Den he ax Br'er
Rabbit ef a mud boat won't do des es good ez any yuther kin,' eo
Br'er Rabbit make answer dat while mud boats might suit some
folks oey don't suit him.

'•Br'er Fox ain"c got de knack er makin' plank boats, en so he say
ter hisse'f dat he gwine ter show Br'er Rabbit dat some folks know
a thing or two ez well ez yuiter folks. Wid dat he wtiirl m, he did,
en maKe 'im a boat out'n clay, en when it done got dry in de sun, he
shove It in de water en jump in wid his paddle.
"Br'er Rabbit wuz dar wid his plank boat, fer ter see it well done,

eu M ben Br'er Fox start he start, too. Well, suh, hits des like I teU
you—Br'er Fox ain't hit many licks wid his paddle 'fo' de mud 'giui
ter melt. De boat went down and dar wuz ole Br'er Fo.x scuffling' In
ae water. After so long a time he got back ter de bank, out I let
you know he ain't make no mo' boats, needer mud boats uer plank
boats."—Joe? Chandler Harris.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentleman has applied for membership In the

A. C. A.: Northern Division—J. R. Kuighorn, Pointe Claire B.C.,
Montrea I

.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
A good deal of interest is now being taken in the Nautilus canoe

yawl now being built in Turk's yark, Kingston, for Mi'. W. Badeu
Powell. She is 'JOf i. long and a little over 4rt. 6in. beam, but has not
been designed to get the most possible out of her length. Sbe is very
deep, and we undei-stand that she is intended to carry the whole of her
ballast inside. The overnang is upward of 2ft. forward and 1ft. aft,
thereby making her but 17ft. l.w.l.; she has the usual canoe bowl
We are inclined to think that under the existing definition of the
Royal C. C. for yawls she would with her limited canvas .'^tand but
a poor chance against a shorter boat, and whether racmg on the
Thames or not, she is pretty certain to be rather hard of mouth,
especially in a bit of a blow. Possibly Mr. Baden Powell intends to
race her in the new M-rating class on the Thames, if .so sne may meet
with a large share of success, as up to the pre.sent we know "of but
one boat, one at Messrs. Burgolne's. that is being built to race for the
class. As a large number of races for this class will in the course of
next season be given on the Thames, canoe yawl owners might take
due note thereof. We may add that Mr. W.Baden Poweli has, we
understand, finally decided to give up canoe sailing and to confine
himself to the larger class.—T/ie Model Yachtsman and Canoeist.

The Detroit B. C. has elected the following officers, to take office
after Jan. 9, 1893: Pres., Wm 0. Jupp; Vice-Pres

,
F. S. Werneken;

Sec'y, George B. Sheehy; Treas., Percy Dwight. Director.s: Stanley
McGraw, P. N. Jacobson, F. D. Staudisa, F. C. Baldwin and E. W

.

Clark. Mr. .Jupp is an ardent canoeist, the present owner of the
canoe Bat.

On Oct. 3 a canoe race was sailed in connection with the regatta of
the Shenandoah Y. C, the times being:

Start. Finish. Blaused. Corrected.
Blanche 2 09 30 3 58 20 1 46 50 1 46 50
Bee 2 OS 45 4 02 00 l 52 45 1 52 45
Tipsy 2 09 30 4 03 20 1 53 50 l .53 50

Chicago, 111., Oct. 11.—An informal W. C. A. love-feast was held at
the residence of Mr. 0. W. Lee, of this city, Monday evening, Oct. 10,

a number of outside members happening to be in town at the same
time. Commodore G. M. Munger, of ifiureka. Kas., Messrs N. H
Crawford, 0. A, Woodruff and NatCook, of Davton, O., J. Herbert
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Ware, of Blue Island, and other aliens met a strong eontinKent of
residents, and an old-time camp fli-e was held, with refreshments and
higb jiDte. E. H.

TMs spring was launched from the yard of Kessel, at Devonport,
Eng.. a little ship, a sort of a cross between asneakboxand a sharpie,
having the spoon how and dagger centerplate of the former and Che
angular bilge of the latter. She has proved herself as handy a craft
for river work as it would be possible to get, and very cheap. She is

called Visiou. and rates only at 0.-.i8, being 12ft. on' I.vv.l. She has
just saded a match, the best of three races, at Exmouth, against the
canoe yawl Spruce, 0 41 rating, atid thev ended in a decisive win for
Vision.— J7/f? lUodel. Y'icht.'<iiia}i a/iid Canocisf.

The annual election of die Waltham C. C on Oct. 10, resulted as
follows: Pres., W. V. Hyde; Vice Pres., J. fl. Scickuey; Treas., W.
M. Lucas: Sec. Arihm- Randies; Fin. Sec , O. R. iiice; C. U. Brown
and P. Peudlebury with the above officers constitute the Board of
Directors. Thirty applications for membership were received.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

Champion Jantzer Retains Possession of the
Winans Trophy- by Defeating President

Henry Oehl.

Thkre was another match for the possession of the Winans
Trophy on Saturday evening last, and champion .lantzer was given

a very close call indeed by Pres. Henry Oahl of the New York
Pistol Club. It was a very pretty contest indeed at the Pistol

Club's St. Marks range, not specially brilliant as to scores, but so

close that at its finish not one of the dozen expert marksmen who
sat watching the contest from start to flaish and sav/ each target

as it came whirling up the range to the referee's tables, could

have made more than a guess as to the winner. The result shows
that Mr. Oehl has well gauged his ability as against that of Mr.

Jantzer when he made a bid for the trophy. As it was, an inspec-

tion of the scores shows that while Mr. Jantzer slipped tlie 5in,

disk entirely oa six shots of the thirty fired, Mr. Oehl did so only

five times, and that in each case only one full string of six count-

ing shots was made, and this, too, the last string, with the smoke
lingering in the range and the strain of a long match telling upon
their nerves In arms the men were even. Each used a .44 Smith
& Wesson with round ball cartridges and reduced powder charge.

Sights were the same, but with eyes fifty years old it required all

the experience of veteran Oehl to keep pace with the veteran

Jantzer. Mr. Jantzer is also an eyeglass wearer but is not

bothered by the difflcttlty of selecting a lense which would not,

while defining the sight, send Ihe bullseye into a hazy blur.

It was a good-natured fight from start to finish, and perhaps

the good nature prev^alent and its manifestations militated some-
what against the character of the record. Certain it is that nest
to Oehl himself no one regretted his defeat more than did Mr.
Jantzer, and when Charley Zettler called out the exact record of

each shot as the point of the measurer told it, each stood ready

to congratulate his antagonist should the victory fall that way.

The very starting shot was enough to disconcert most marksmen.
The first Jantzer target came up with the bullet hole center just

.33 or a tiifle over '5 of an inch from the center of the disk, the

first Oehl target came up without a scratch, though the screen

showed the bullet a sbave outside the 2V^in. counting ciicle.

In fact, all the misses were close nippers on the disk, and it would
be fair to enter up each and every one of the misses as a 3in. shot,

certainly not more. While this may be a good every-day, cross-

the-street, maa-againat-man work with.the revolver, it is not the

sort of figure which should come into a championship match with
its facilities for scoring each shot down to a hundredth part of an
inch.

Each shoot for the trophy only confirms us In the belief that-

the conditions are .iust about right. It is a man-against-man
test. As arms of precision the 6i^in. barrel revolver as used

leaves nothing to be desired. The ammunition, too, is so uniform
and so admirably adapted to the work that there is a mathemat-
ical certainty almost in each shot. It is the marksman only

whose eye and hand do not work in accord, and this only makes
it the more remarkable that such a sport with such perfect appli-

ances is not more popular as an indoor and outdoor sport.

The seote of Saturday, Oct. 15, the third. lii the Wmans Trophy-
series stands as follows:

B. JANTZER.

iat round. 2d round 'd roun ithjround. 5th round.
.32 .38 ,90

".44
I :i 22 1.1.5 .55

1.70 2.00 1.15
i'83 1.95 3h 1.00

1.45 I 01 "m 2.or
'i'.lO .91 3.37 1.53 1 15

6.45 ;5.84 6.82
Three beat string' 19.1 lin.

HENRT OEHL.

1.80
1.55

1.40
2.1^

2d round.
1.73
1.75

1.40
.20

31 round. 4th round. 6th round.
3.48 1.69 1.53

.78 .70
1.52

.88 '.Sb .23

1.93 .n 3.33
.40 1.20 .97

4T93 7.787.13
Tnree best strings 19.83in.
A mo.st interested spectator at the match was Wm. E. Petty of

the New York Police Force. To him belongs the honor, though
his modesty would lead him to at once deny it, of being the one

member of the more than 3,000 revolver-armed policemen of New
York city, who really knows the weapon, its loading and its use,

who'can hit what he aims at, and feel that he is,golng to hit be-

fore drawing trigger. In the opening shoot for the trophy,

Rotmdsman Petty shot, but he slipped by the prize list and now
he wants another go at the trophy. With the naming of the win-

ner came the following challenge from Mr. Petty:

Nbw York, Oct. IB, Mr. Geo. E . Jant/er.—I hereby challenge
you to shoot for the Walter Winans Amateur Cbampionship
Trophy, subject to rules published is Forest a-Nd Strk.4.m.

WxLLiAM E. Petty, fioundsman.Tiveuty-tirst Precinct,

Port Chester Scores.*

Port Chestbr Rifle Ci-ijb, Saturday, Oct. 15, 2f)0yd8.. off-hand,
standard Ameriea.n target:
V Horn H 4 10 7 8 7 7 10 5 5-71

8 (; 8 .S 4 9 10 7 7 7—74-i4.'i

.1 Smith 10 0 8 3 8 8 9 8 6 7—73
4 10 9847889 4—71—144

P A Bachman 1 5 3 3 6 5 10 9 5 5-58
5 9 9 5 6 8 8 6 10 7—73-131

UMcNen, Jr . 5 605447 10 7 2—59
10 67757677 10—72—131

B Dunham a 8 8 6 6 9 7 5 7 6—67637665589 6-61-128
R Rudd 3 6 8 5 6 4 9 4 8 3—.'18

9 4 4 7 5 7 10 8 6 7-67-125
H Boeger 3 7 4 ^ 3 4 7 7 0 5-46

6 3 5 3 4 6 3 4 5 7-46- 93
T Kiernan

4

3 5 5 6 6 4 7 5 .3—48
6 5 3 5 5 6 3 0 5 2—40— 88

R. McNeil, Jr., Secretary.

An Unexpected Reception.
Away back in 1883, when Gen. Spencer's Interstate military

ma'ch was shot at Sea Girt, N. J., a Delaware team was on the
ground, and it was there we first made the acquaintance of Lieut,

-

Col (then Sergeant) Howard Simpson, who was captain of the
Delaware team. The genial Colonel and "us" were at that time
contributing to the rifle columns of the same journal, and of
course this fact formed a bond of good fellowship as usual when
newspaper "friends" run foul of one another. Besides this we
were both members of opposing teams and this was an additional
bond. Since that time we have had tlie pleasure of meeting sev-
eral other Wilmington riflemen, among them being .1. E. McCaf-
ferty. Cbas. Heinel and the Newman brothers, whom We met at
Creed moor in 1890, and H. B. Leeds, who took part in the rpcent
Sea Girt meeting. Several urgent invitations had been received
to visit the Wilmington Rifle Chtb and take part in one of Us
shoots, but first one thing, then another in the way of business
engagements have always interfered.
In fome way or other, the fact reached Col. Simpson's ears that

Forest and Stream wotild send its representative to the trap
shoot of the Wilmitjgtnn Rod and Gun Club, find he conceived
the bri'liant plan of corraling said representative and compelling
him to pay the long promised visit to the rifle range. Cnnse-
quently, upon arrivmg at the trap grounds almost the flrst person
we met was J. E. McCafferty, who informed us that he had been
constituted a committee to do the aforesaid ' corraling," and that
unless we pledged ourselves to take part in an afternoon shoot
with the Wilmington Rifle Club the members would be mortally
offended.
This of course clinched the argument, and we promised te he

on hand on l''riday afternoon when the trap hustle would be
about at an end. Previous to the coming of Friday, however, we
had the pleasure ot meeting some of the club members in the
person of E. J. Darlington, the wpll-known expert pistol.'shot,

and H. B. Sporrell, a vvell-known rifleman. Col. Simpson we met
"up to his ears" in business, btit still able to "run out and try
some raws."
After dinner on Friday we were taken la hand by the genial

Colonel, who has done some faithful work in developing rifle

practice in Delaware, and escorted to the rifle range, just beyond
the Pullman car shops, near Brandywine Creek. Here we met
Chas. Heinel, H. B. Sporrell, H. B. Leeds, W. Poole, Dr. Smith
and J. E. McCafferty, all of whom were plugging away at the
standard targets, 200vds. distant.
The rifle club has a neatly-arra,nged club house, about 20x35ft.,

one story in height, provided wi'h loading tables, racks, rests, tel-
escopes, etc. The shooting is all done on the Hinman standard
target with an Sin, black, the targets working on the slide side
system. The marking is done by the aid of a dial and spotting
discs.
After making new acquaintances and renewing several old ones

we were persuaded to try our hand with the Schalck .32 of Mr.
McCflfferty, as clever a shooting rifle as one would wnsh to handle.
There was just about light enough at this time to All out one
string, bttt as all hands were anxious to shoot we were obligPd to
follow the lead and shoot a double string. The markitjg on this
range, despite the fact that only one target is used, is equsl to
anythiog we have seen, there being no tedious delays of any kind.
We were informed that the regular weekly practice of the club

is held on Saturday afternoon and that the gathering on this oc-
casion was purely a complimentary one to the reprepeniative of
the greatest sporting journal on earth. We duly appreciate the
honor and hope to be able to "retaliate" in the near future. The
shooting waskeptiup until the target was indistinguishable, when
th" party started for the town to discuss their evening repast.
After supper according to agreement we strolled down to the

establishment of Col Simpson, where we again met Messrs.
McCaiferty, Sporell, Darlington, Hetnel and Newman and
were also introduced to the genial president of the club, Mr.
Bell. After a pleasant chat a stroll was sugeested, the stroll ter-
minating in the dining room of one of Wilmington's famotis
hostelries, where we were compelled to undergo the delights and
agonies of once more being banqueted, this time on oysters served
in abont every style known to science,, We tried to do our duty
with the bivalves btit must acknowledge that after "Bilder-
bach'a" banquet on Thursday night and three big meals at Willis's
on Friday we were rather handicapped on Friday night. How-
ever, the evening was passed in a very pleasant manner, and when
train time came and we were obliged to say goud night, it was
with sincere regret at having to cut short our visit, and at having
to leave behind us the genial boys of the Wilmington Rifle t lub.
The scores made during the afternoon shoot are here given in

detail:
J E McCafferty 10 6 7 8 6 10 8 9 10 7-81

9 10 5 8 8 10 7 6 6 8-77
CH Townsend 7

4
HB Sporrell 7

g
E Heinel 7

6 6 9 8 8 10 7 10 9-80867588 7, 6 8-67
6 7 9 8 9 9 10 9 5

6 7 9 9-76

H B Leeds 9
4W Poole 5
6

Dr Smith 3 4 7 4 10 9

7 8 9
8 5 30
7 7 4

7 8 10
7 7 8
10 5

6 7 9 6-

497 H-64
7 7 6 10-68
4 10 6 4-67
5 7 6 S—fi4

6 4 7 8-62
6 5 3 5—55

C. H. Townsend.

St. liOuis Sharpshooters.
The three davs' tournament g'ven by the St. Louis sharp-

shooters, at Creve Coeur Lake, which closed Oct. 2, will long be
remembered as one of pleasantest festivals ever held at the lake.
The officers and members of the club had spared no pains to make
the affair a success, and the rp suit proved how thoroughly they
had done their w^ork. The donated prizes were many and valu-
able, and no one failed to get a prize. All of the local clubs were
well represented, Dom Wiget, of the South St. Louis Club, win-
ning first prize on the ring target, with a score of 69. Mr. R. aic-
Bean left Chicago Saturday night, dreaming of "red flags," btit an
unfortunate accident on the road delayed the train six hours, and
when he arrived the shooting was all over, the tournament clos-
ing at 1 o'clock Sunday. Mack is too good naiured to let a little
thing like that worry him, so he stayed over to see the boys and
girls, leaving for Chicago Monday night.

Ring Target.
Dom Wiget B9 Wm Bauer 53 Mueller 41
Jos Stiffen 63 F Erdmann 58 H Schneidewend ..18

John Moy 61 Phil Scbuck 52 A Kottseiper 37
SGDownau 62 L Priestor 52 AMende 35
Emil Schottlander63 F Knapp 51 J Rudi :-i5

F Knapp 58 A Yunge 50 G W Alexander . . . ;33

Franz Lindi 08 J Hoff 49 P Hanet 31
WmTell 57 C Meisbaeh 49 Busch.. 31

J Wiget .57 C Baptis 49 R Bethmann 30
IlSchnidewend ...56 L Sic her 48 C G Peck 29
L Frank f6 H Rinider 48 G Roth 27
CKDunkerly 56 C Stlttner 43 A Schihmacher .. .24
O Sf breeder m Dr Worth 43 J .L Matties 83
MKaen 56 H Pins 43 F Oertli 21
Theo Ropp 55 CB«itz 43 G Graty 19
L Schwe]ehoeler...^4 FPohlman.... ...43 Wm Frank 16
Chas MnePer 54 OKamm 43 Buschmuller 15

CVogel P Kurka 41 Peck, Jr 5
T Stutt .53

Man Target,
EdBeity 94 S G Dorman 86 C Meisbaeh 81
John Morf 91 M Kacer 86 R Bethmann 81
DSchneidewind...89 J Wiget 84 H Vogel 79
LFrank 87 Dr Wirth 83 A Yunge 79
F Kui-ka ,87 F Knapp 83 P Schuck 77
L Sohwinghoefer.,8r Chas Dunkerley, . .S3 WmTell 75
Chas Mueller 86 Louis Sicher 81

Field Target.
L Schwinghoefer. .59 S G Dorman 53 C Meisbaeh. 40
D Schneidewmd....36 JMo'-f 51 E Schottlander....40
F Kurka S5 Wm Baun 49 0 Mueller 40M Kacer 53 P Schuck 46 WmTell 40
D Wiget 53 EdBeity 45 LFrank 40

Point Target.
SGDoru^an 846 L Schwingboefer.333 C Schot.tlander. . .234

D Schneidewind . . 520 C Stettner 320 A Nunde 307
WmBaun 407 M Kacer 278 PSchuck 192
Chas K Dunkerly.335 D Wiget 266 J Hoff 184

Namrod.

South London Rifle Club's Revolver Champion-
ship for 1893.

On Sept. 29, the weekly shooting day of the South London Rifle
Club, at Staines, it was A^ery windy and wet; in tact the weather
seems to have broken up and no more good revolver scores are
likely to be made during the remaining four weeks the club shoots.
None of the leaders shot but some of those low down in the list

improved their scores a point or two.
Mr. Walt«r Winans has now praottoally woa the championship.

but the silver and bronze medals for the next two highest scores
are not yet so certain for Mr. Andrews and Maj. McMerrell, as
several others are running ihem close. Mr. Varley, a new mem-
ber, is averaging scores of 37 and SB and may yet give them
trouble. Below are the scores for the revolver championship to
date:W Winans.... 43 41 41 41 40-205 F E Varley 37 36 ., ..— 73
H Andrews... 39 38 ?8 s!8 37-190 E W Keen 38 38 ,. .,— 61
RMacMerrell 41 W 36 3ti 37-186 D Hunt 32, 26 .. ..— 58
C F Lowe ... 36 36 R8 36 36-180 A W Carter,, 27 23 . . ..— 50
T W Heath... 37 :i5 33 33 31—169 E Howe 35 .; .. ..— 35
.1 Wellman 37 86 .36 33-141 Malschinger. . ..24 8 .. .32

Mortimer 34 34 25 25-118 C Smith 27 — 37
.1 P Hope 31 .38 26 25-110 Ayers...... 26 — 26

Rensselaerwyck.
Albany, N. Y.. Oct. 13.—The lollowing scores were made to-dny

at Rensselaerwyck Range by members of the Third Brigade Rifle
Association; weather conditioos favorable; shooting was at
300yds., standard American target:

Off Hand.
Col WmE Pitch 9 8 6 10 5 5 9 6 4 7— 69

5 9 6 10 6 8 9 10 9 7— 79
7 8 8 7 9 5 9 9 9 9— 78
6 6 8 8 7 9 7 5 6 7— 69Wm C Gomph

8

10 9 10 9 10 10 7 9 7 - 89
5 8 8 4 9 7 9 10 9 9— 74

Chas P Frey

4

3 8 7 8 8 10 9 3 7— 61)

8 5 9 9 4 8 7 8 6 7- 71
Rest.

Stephen Schrieber g H 7 10 10 8 7 9 9 10— 89
12 10 8 9 9 12 9 12 13 11—10*
9 9 1-i 9 11 10 9 B 9 9- 96Wm Gomph 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 12 9 11— 97
6 11 13 9 10 11 8 10 9 8- 94

C P Frey

9

9 9 9 7 9 9 10 13 10 - 93

^nt^ ^hooting.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

^Oct. yi.—New Jersey Shooting Club tournament, at Claremoni,

Oct. 21.—Philmont (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 31.—Riverview Gun t'lub tournament, at Amsterdam, N.Y.
Oct. 24-25 —Charter Oak Gun Club tournament, at Charter Oak,

Iowa.
Oct. 25-26.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' tournament,

at Mc^flus, Conn.
Oct. 35-36 —Orlando (Fla.) Gun Club tournament.
Oct. 36-28.—Omaha (Neb.) tournament.
Oct. 37.—Reading (Pa.) Shooting Association, sparrow tottrna-

ment, at Black Bear Ion.
Oct. 37.—Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club open tournament, com-

bined with tenth team contest of N, J, Tr"p-Shooters' League.
Oct. 37-28,—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association tourna-

ment, Newburgb, N. Y.
Oct. 27-29.—Fulton Gun Club tournament, at Atlanta, Qa..
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
May 2o.25, 1893.—Knoxvllle Gun Club tournament, S1,000 addert

to purses. Also v.-iluable merchandise prizfs.
Nov. 34.—John A, Hartner's sixth annual tourrament. Bishop's

Driving Park, Baltimore, Md.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Abigshoot will be held at Newburgb, N. Y. on October 27-28 by

the newly organized West Newburg Rifle and Gun Association.
Both live birds and Keystone targets will be used On the first daj
the program will comprise four 10-target events, two at 15 eacli, t«o
at 20 each, one event at 5 live birds and a team race for S-men club
teams at la targets per man. Second day.— Five events at 10 targets
each: two at 15 targets each; three at 30 targets each and one event
at 10 live birds.

The members of the Spring Hill Gun Club held their monthly dia-
mond medal shoot at Blauveltville, N. J., on Oct. 12, each member
shooting at 50 bluerock targets, fine traps, unknown angles. The
medal won by J. H. Richmond with the tine total of 47 breaks; F. G.
Moore broke 40; J. M, Baker 39; D. Kittle 3T and M. Hammond 36.
This was the second shoot for the medal, the flrst having been won by
D. Kittle.

The tenth and final shoot of the New Jersey Trap Shooter's League
will be held on the handsome and wt-ll appointed ground.s of the
Maplewood Gun Club on October 37. The Maplewood club will also
hold an all day tournament in connection with the above.

Philmont, N. Y. vviU be the scene of a tournament of the Eastern
New York League on October 21, when kingbml targets will be
used. The program comprises .seven lO-target events and two 15-
target events.

The Clareraont grounds wifl be the scene of some lively work at;

live pigeons and artificial targets to-morrow when the New Jersey
Shooting Club will hold an all-day tournament.

The Orlando (Fla.) Gun Club has a fine lot of merchandise prizes to
be distributed at its shooton October ,25 ,36.

O, H. Townsend.

Traps at Watson's Park.
Oct. 6.—Score made here to-day by the Fort Dftarborn Club, 16

live pigeons each under new Illinois State rules for club medal:
G Kleinman...11311111 1121111-15 D H Williams.231003312300211—11
G Airy 113110200133121—12
Same cltn same day, for bluerock medal, 30 bluerocks ea,eh-

Geo. Kleinman 11, Geo. Airy 9, 1). H. Williams 7.

Oct. 7.—Chicago Shooting club at 20 live pigeons each for club
mtdal under new Illinois State rulps, small sweep added:
Wads- Tnomas . . 20231333801310133102—16
worth...03138221323121121113-19 Watson. ..2131300221131013^130—16

Rock 23131201030311111331—17 Stevens. .21123i02003111101132—16
Hamline . 12210120023131101 131—16 Atwater . .33211110303311111111—18
Kleinman20121200^21003312240-14
Guests:

Decks . . . .12011120100011110021-13 Hoffman..0202213110111g0318ll-lti
Barlow . . .00030102001120110013-10 Adams . . ..00130020001003110000- 7

O'Brien...01221201201220213001—14 Kniskern 33llU0l033w
Cairncr's8l20111333112<!33n311—19 Northrup 31102i3101w
Wadsworth won the medal and oivided first money with Calrn-

cross; Atwater second and Rock third.

Oct. « —Pullman Gun Club vs. the South Chicago Gun Club, 10
men a side, 15 live pigeons eacr , new Illinois State rules;

Pullman Club. South Chicago Club.W T)allyn,302220210200001— 8 L Willard.310213110203110—11
M Wolf. . .120021112132113-13 B I Reevegl31032330101220- 11

Williams. 232002010332133—11 Templet'n 132020102011121—11
G Watson002002010000000— 3 Dr Larkin013233333823003 -12
Bumstetn.202230120101220—10 Ben Fogli.201200001020203— 7
M'ConnelI000220233310120- 9 P Millet.. 101111032201020-10
JPWats'n 312320132230213-13 J Watson.10321201?000101- 9
Scbuttler.0003012300U0001— n Ed Marsh.010123212011131—12
Kantzler..003003000000010— 3 F Willard,2032301312C0133—11
J Turner..001103320033012- 9- 84 A Reeve8.111211310111010-13—106
Three or lour of Pullman Club's best marsksmen failed to show

up, or the match^ would have been closer. Ravblrtgg.

Lynchburg Gun Club.

Lynchburg, Va., Oct. 13.—The Lvnchburg Gun Club held its
last meet of the season yesterday. On and after the 15th the field
will engage their entire attention. Below find scores shot:
No. 1, 10 singles: Dornin 9, Nelson 9, Richards 9, Cleland 7, Tom

Christian 7,

No. 3, 9 singles and 3 pairs: Dornin 13, Nelfon 11, Cleland 10
Tom Christian 9. Terry 9, Smith 9.

No. 8, 5 traps, 30 singles: Dornin 29, Nelton 35, RiohareslO, Clel-
land 34, Tom Christian 81, Terry 13, Smut 13. Stearns 34.

No. 4, 10 singles: Dornin 10, Nelson 9, Cleland 7, Tom Christian
3, Terry 7, Smut 6, Steams 8. £),
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Chicago and the World's Fair Shoot.

Chicago. 111., Oct. 12.—The executive committee of ihe Illinois

State Sportsmen's Asscoiation endeavored lo meet at tiie Sber-
man Hoifp, this city, 4 P. M. Oct. 10; iiresent. Messrs. Organ,
Eich and Hough; no quorum. Tnt'oroial talk followed, and the
three on hand discusstd tlje seriousness of the situation in regard
to the World's Fair tournament. To them it seemed that all the
country was looking to five or six men for a successful isRue of a
great tindertakiner, wliile these men had as yet done nothing, and
were not even fully represented at a meetir? called for t he dis-
cussion of plans which are all too tardy. It was resolved that
serious thought and serious hustling were eminently in order,
and each man present promised to go to work.
Mr. Orean thought that the Illinois State shoot shotild be

made entirely di.^tinct from the World's Fair shoot, and that the
latter should be held in October. He thought that hy October he
could get the magaiflcent grounds of the Washington Park
Driving Club, only twenty minutes from town and splendidly
equipped with every convenience. In Octo'ner al^o the birds
would be better and easier to obtain in numbers. Mr. Organ did
not see how the Illinois Association could swing this tournament,
but was disposed to think that perhaps a, company could be
formed to run the shoot, and that this might be the best solution
of the difficulty. He was sure the two State events alone of the
Illinois shoot would take nearly two weeks. A bier open shoot
after that to last €0 to 90 days, perhaps, would be more of a task
than the Association officers could handle. He did not insist on
the October date but preferred it.

Mr. Eich thought that the Btate shoot could all be run off in one
week, but was confident that either a June or October date would
bring out many shooters. It seemed to him also tfantastock
company would be almost a necessity. While Watson's Park, as
now laid out, was entirely inadequate to a shoot the size of that
to be expected, a company might for the season secure grounds
adjoining on the south, and so extend the grounds that
three or four sets of live bird traps and perhaps twice as many
target scores could be run at once. If the October date was
not concluded upon, the State shoot might be held in J\ine, as
usual, and the open shoot at the close of the State events could be
handed, directly over to the company management.
It was agreed that at least $50,000 should be bung up by the man-

agement, a sum larger than was ever shot for in open tournament
and sufficient to make the tournament really a world's event. It
was also to be considered as a fac t liot to be disputed that arrange-
ments should be set on foot at ouoe to make the proper supply of
pigeons a certainty.
Matters being so uncertain, president Organ arranged for a

meeting of the committee on call of the secretary nest week, at
which time the spcretary will also issue Invitations to interested
sportsmen of Chicago to meet the committee in open oouucil. At
this meeting it is thought the plan of action will definitely shape
itself. The committee should all be present. Mr. Donald, of the
committee, was out of town th's week and sent ressons for
absence. Mr, Edbrooke and Mr. Nicliolls were also absent.
Thus it may be seen that the question of the World's Fair shoot

is still unsettled, and is field for surmise. Let us. suppose that a
company management be formed to conduct this shoot. This
company could send a live man East, who should come back with
$10,0(30 added money from the heavy manufacturing concerns.
To this the company itself should add cash according to its
capital. Let us suiipoae that the live Mrd shoots would take the
form of the English ''star sweepstakes"—a miss-and-out with the
privilege of rp-entr.v. say, two or three times, with a time limit
for such re-entry. Witli an entrance fee of $25. $15, or even $10,
each man would be apt to want at least one more life la the shoot,
to cure the accident of his miss. Let us say that we have an entry
of 200 (we have had an entry of 133 in Illinois State shoot alone).
It may easily be seen that the money In the purse would be very
heavy, far heavier than was ever seen in America. With the
profits of the shoot, and with the added money offered by cor

-

cerns which had always been liberal, and which would now" serve
themselves by being more than liberal, would it not be possible
for the management to offer a programme stating "One thousand
dollars added to ea.ch and every live bird purse. One hundred
dollars added to each target purse? " Assure the money, and you
couldn't keep the shooters away. Granted a decent showing of
American shooters alone, and not counting on the many who will
probably come from Kurope: the management would have its
money handed back to it with rapid interest. There is money in
running a shoot, and big money in a big shoot like this, wherp the
rates for entry and for birds should he graded distinctly higher
than usual. The only mistake a management could make would
be in getting seared, and trying to run this big shoot on any
picayunish basis. If the proper Chicago men take hold of it.

there is no danger of this latt^r. At any rate, here is a plan,
and something to criticise and improve upon.
With the October date I could not personally at this writing

agree or disagree, although at first thought it seems to ma that
the widely-un<ierstood June date of the Illinois shoot, insepar-
ably fixed as it ha'i now become with the World's Fair shoot in
the public mind, would constitute just that much advertising
already accomplished for the shoot, whereas another date would
have to overcome all this advertising of the old date, besides
establishing its own. Yet another very serious reason against
October, and one a company should certainly consider, is that an
October date would mean possible rough weather and certainly
not more than a thirty days shoot, while June would offer good
weather and a tournament perhaps all summer long—naturally
more profitable. The June attendance would also, probably, be
heavier, as October claims many for the field or for soberer
work.
With the plea that the date of October should be nhcsen in

order to gain more time for securing birds we should have no
patience whatever. If it comes to putting things off, we might
as well say a year from October. If Chicago could erect all these
great buildings, and in short create the Fair in two years,
Chicago can buy a few thousand pigeons in sis months. The
birds can be obtained for June as well as for O tober, but they
never will be obtained by sitting down and waiiing lor them, or
by putting off the proper work until the last moment. On the
question of ihese birds, and on the question of this great World's
I'air shoot, Chicago ought to go to work at once, and keep on at
it, hard, quick and plenty.

Get. (.1.—The big house of MontgomeryWard & Co. seems dis-
posed to get hold of all the good men possible for its gun depart-
ment. I was up there to-day and saw Rolla Heikes with his coat
off, loading shells in the hand-loading department, next to Edoie
Bingham, and was suiprifed Co learn that he had gone in with the
house permanently. Shooters over the countrv mav well believe
there is luck in a shell touched b» Rolla Heikes. With Horace
Greely Holt, Bingham, Skinner, Moran. Grubbs, Drake, etc., all
in the gun department, it would seem that the firm was safe for a
while.
Mr. Oswald von Lengerke this week encountered what in these

days of trap-shooting is generally called a "snap." He dropped
into a nice littie country shoot an Fulton, 111., and was fortuna te
enough not to meet more than one or two of the "rounders." Re-
sult, some cash.
Once there was a tournament at Peoria, and all the separate

and iridxvidual rounders of the tournament gang took the notion,
each in his own head, that Peoria would be a good place to find
some "easy money." It is said that t(-n of the best experts in the
country had this same idea, and started for Peoria without saying
a word to anybody else. When they all met at Peoria there was
a sickly sort of smile all around, and what seemed a fairsvstem
of division had to bedrranged, Thatwasvary disappointing, very.
I have always felt sorry about it ever since.
J. A. R, Elliott, of PCansas City, has challenged E. D, Fulford to

shoot five matches, $.500 a side each, at different cities. Fulford
is said to have accepted.

SAB DAYS.
Oct. tt.—The melancholy d^ys have come. The challenging has

begun.
Mr. E. D- Fulford announces that next week he will spring a

surprise, indeed a sensation, upon the American public which
will divert attention from the cholera prospect, ibe World's Fair
and the political campaign. He will challenge Mr. J. A. R. Elliott
to shoot him five mafche=, 100 birds. S200 a match, one each in
Kansas City, Pittsburgh, H-trrisburg, New York and Chioagn,
winner of the series to be proclaimed champion of the world!
This is a good thing. But has Mr. Fulford reflected how bad

Jack Brewer and Dr. Carver and Charlie Bada and Martinez
Chick, and Lewis Clark, of Australia, and Walter Blake, of Eng-
land, and Journeau. of France and others whom he names as pos-
sible contestants, will feel about this? Is there not danger of their
calling him real mean? And—oh, yes: I knew there was some-
thing I was trying to thick of—will the band please play some
ancient and soothing Scotch melody?
Jack Winston, ohi Jack, come up here, Jaclc. You maybe can't

get a race for the championship ot the world, but you can have a
lot of fun. Come up here. Jack ; we wanr yon.
There will be sweepstakes shooting at Watson's Park, Burnside.

at live birds and at targets Friday and Saturday, Oct. 21 and 22,
commencing at 1 P. M. each day, B. HoiTGH.
175 Monroe Sikeex, Chicago.

An American Handicap.
New London, Conn., O St. 17.—jB(?/to»' Torest and stream: The

next shoot of the Interstate Association will be held at Modus,
Conn., on Oct. 25 and 26, This will be the last Interstate ahoot of
thp season at targets. The association has been a grand suecess
this year, and has certainly done a great deal of good in the way
of increasing an interest in trap shooting and in increasing the
demand for goods made by the different manufacturers of guns,
ammunition, etc. It is also very evident that a great manv
manufacturers have reaped the benefit of the association that are
not members, and we hope to see their names on the list next
season.
We snail give a grand live-bird shoot the second week in Janu-

ary in New Jersey, as near New Y^ork city as po'^sible. The shoot
will open on Tuesday. Jan. 10. and we shall endeavor to make it
the grandest tournament evpr given in this country. I am at
present corresponding with different ones in regard to turnishinK
flrst-cJass country birds, and shall employ the best of experts to
handle same. We shall, during that tournament, give a ,25-bird
event, .$50 entrance, with at least .$100 added, which we shall make
the event", of the year, and we shall give this shoot annually.
There will be a book opened at said tournament, which
will be kept from season to season, and entries will be
taken for this event until the 1st of October of each year. The
entrance for the second season will probably be $iiX), and we shall
endeavor to have from $500 to $1,000 added. This event will be
shot Monaco boundary. The best improved traps will be used,
and everything pertaining to the tournament will be first-class.
There are so many world heaters or rather champions of the
world in our country that this event will give them an opportu-
nity to ascertain who the champion is, and will also enlighten
the pubiic on tlie subject. It has not yet been decided on what
grounds this tournament will be held, but it will Vte by the middle
of November. As itmaytalie two or three days to finish this
event we will not state just how long the shoot will be open, but
it will be kept open until this event is shot down to one man.
Tuesday will be devoted to sweepstake shooting, with good fair

entrances at ftrst-class birds, and it is probable that sweepstake
as well as the other event will be shot under Monaco boundary.
We shall arrange programme for same and mail them to all
shooters by Nov. 15. Entries for the main event (which will be
for the champiorishio of America and will be known as the Grand
Amerieaa Handicap) will be received on a.nd after the first day of
November. All shooters will be handicapped for this event as
they arrive upon the grounds; 30yds. will be the limit, and such
men as Brewer, Fulford, Elliott. Budd and allin that class will be
compelled to shoot at the ;%yd8. mark. I have a very complete list
of live bird shots of America and have been watching their scores
very carefully and have my handicap made for a great many that
T think will enter in this contest, that they will be compelled to
shoot from. There will be no favorites played and nobody t)arrerl,
and this shoot will be conducted Under the strictest rules. We
will not vary from the rules one iota. Everybody will he com-
pelled to live up to the rules, which will be modified Hurlingham
rules with Monaco boundary. Any combinations formed or any
one shooting to favor another or trying to iilaee himself, will, if

detected, forfeit his or their interest In the purse. We shall en-
deavor to make this the live bird eA"ent of the year, from year to
year, and ask that all the manufacturers and shooters of America
assist us with the same and in the course of a few years we will
be able to have as much added money in this live bird event as
they have in any crautry, and it will be worth struggline for by
any American or foreign spnrtsman, H. A. Penhose.

Syracuse Rifle Club.
Sykaoose, N. Y., Oct. 12.—The shoot of the newly organized

Syracuse Rtfle Club, held here yesterday and to-day, was not ihe
success that was expected so far as the attendance was concerned,
although those who did attend had a jolly time. The club has a
splendid club house on Croton street, which, with the ground
equipments, represent an expenditure of over 81,000- The oflicers
or the club are: Harvey McMurchy, President; W. A. Holden,
First Vice-President: H. M. Chase, Second Vice-President; A. 0.
Ginty, Secretary; O. L. Becker, Treasurer. Executive Committee,
W. E. Hookway, H. M. Chase, Douglas Pettit, W. A. Holden, A.
E. Spangler. Fifld Committee: M. O.iSmith, A. E. Spangler, H.
W. Duguid, H, K. Becker, W. E. Hookway.
Below are yesterday's scores:
Event No. 1, 10 birds: Tuitle 8. Brigden 8. Oarr 9, Whyte r,Ginty

5, Duguid 5, Mann 6, Luther 10, Vanderloo 5,

No. 2, 15 birds:
Ginty 011001101111111-11 Mann 101 01 1 11on 1111-12
Brigden llllllinOUlll-M Whyte ... llllimomOuO—11
Dugaid. .... . .110101101111111-12 Whitney 111111001011111—12
Tuttle 111111101111111—14

. Luther 110111111011111-13
Can 111101011111111—13
No. a, go birds:

Mann 01111010010100110100—10 Brigden, . 11110111110101111111-17
Whitney ..lllimillllUllOlll—19 Duguid. . .01111111111110111111-18
Luther....OillllOlllllllimil—18 Gintv IIIUOIU 10111111110-17
Mowry..,. 11101111111111101100-16 Oarr 11101101000111111110—14
Tuttle ... 11111111111111001110-17 Whyte. ..lUllllOllllllinilO-18
No. 1,10 birds: Whyte 8, Brigden 9, Gintv .5, Mann 8. Oarr 7,

Whitney 10, Duguid 4, Mowry 10, Luther 1.0, Tuttle 9, Vandei-
loo i.

No. 6, 20 birds:
Ginty.. . .11111111111111111011-10 Luther ,.,11011110111111101011-16
Mann . . ,.11110110)11111111110-16 Mowry . . .11111111111111111111-20
Brigden. ..riOimiOlOlliniOll-ie Whitney, .11111111111111111110-19
Whyte. . . .01110110111011111110-15 V'nderloo 11010010111011001111—13
Tuttle 01111011011101111110—15 Duguid . . .1000101001 IIOOIUIOO-IO
Carr . . . .lllllOHllimilllll-19
No, 6, 5 p!(,ir8 doubles:

Brigden ,00 10 01 11 10-5 Luther 11 10 10 II 00-6
Whyte 11 10 W 10 00-5 Mo.sher, 11 00 00 11 00-4
Whitney 11 10 10 10 11—7 Duguid 10 10 10 li 00-5
Carr 11 11 01 11 10 8 Vanderloo 11 00 10 01 10-5
Mann 10 10 11 10 10-6 Tuttle 10 10 00 10 11—5
Ginty 10 10 00 00 00-2
Ties shot off in Evinc No 7.

No. 7, 1't birds: viosher 8, Ginty 8, Mann .5, Whyte 9. Whitney
Carr 9, Tuttle 8, Brigden S, Luther 9, Mowry 8, Duguid 9, Ayling 7,
Vanderloo 4, Leffver 7, Ellis 3.

No. 8, 20 birds, 850:

Ginty 10011110U11110011111-14 Mowry. . ..11000101111111011111-15
Tuttle.... 10011101110111110001-13 Duguid .. .11110011011101111011-15
Whyte. ...00111110111111011101-15 Whitney .11111111111111111111-20
Brigden. ..01011111010110111101—It Mann OOOUOnOlOllllOaiOl—ll
Mosmr. ..lOOOOlOllOOllllOIlOl-ll Ayling. ...OOlllOOOOOOlOlilOOU- 9
Carr OllllOlllllOllOlllOO-ll Lefevcr.. .lOllOlOOOunilllllll— 14
Luther. ...11111111110010111110-16 Becker , ,.01 110110100011011110-12
No. fl, 15 birds:

Ginty. 111111111111011-11 Whyte ...111111100011111—13
Mosher lOlOlOOluOiLlOl- 8 Juiiuid 00000 10lOllUOO— 6
Mann 111101111011101-12 Lefever 011110111111001-10
Whitney lOimillUOlll— 13 Ayres . . ..... .lOOiOlOllOOUIl— 9
Brigden. .. ...011111111111111-14 Luther 011111111111101-13
Tuttle 111101101011010-10 Walters. . , 011011010111010— 9
Carr 111011111111111—14 Mowry. 111111011101100—11
No. 10, 10 singles and 5 douoles;

Mosher 1110010010 11 11 10 11 11—14
Tuttle , 1011111101 11 11 00 11 10-15
Whyte OimilOll 11 10 11 00 10-14
Carr ... ..11111115 11 10 (^0 10 00 10—13
Mann 1111111111 10 10 lO 10 11-16
Whitney 0111011110 10 10 10 10 11—13
Brigden a. OlOlllUll 11 10 10 11 11—16
Luthfr lOOlllllll U 11 11 11 10-17

The Second Day.
Sweeps, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, 10 singles eacsh, $1 entry; Nq. 5, 15

singles each, $1.30 en try

:

1 ^ t) U 5 1 $ 8 U 5
Mason 9 9 9 8 14 Stat 5 5 5 ...,
Lutlier........ .-.., 8 9 10 9 11 Ashton .. 9..
Masher 7 8 8 6 13 Rolloway , 9 13
Whiting 10 9 9 .. .. Ginty 5
Mowry... 7 10 8 10 13
Matches, Hollo way vs. Mann, 20 singles each for |2 a side each

match : First, Mann 20, HoUeway 6; second, Mann 16, HoUoway
.30; third, Mann 20 Holh'way 4," fourth, Mann 20, Holloway 0.

Mosher vs. Mowry, 25 sinales each, .$5 a side. First match,
Mosher 6, Mowry 25; second match, Mosher 4, Mowry 25.

Shooting at Amsterdam.
Amsterdam N. Y., On. 1.5.—The follosving scores were made by

members of the Kiverview Gun Club at their last practice:
Shoot No. 1, 15 kingbirds; G. V. Hartley 18, J. A. Barkhuft" 11, D.

S. Pierce 12. B, M. Hartley 15, D=Graff 9, Briges 12,

No. 2, lO.kingbirds: G.V. Hartley T. Briggs 9, R, M,:HartleyilO, De-
Graff 7.

No. 3, 10 kingbirds: G.V.Hartley 9, Appleton 8, DeGraff9, R.
M. Hartley 10.

A beautiful da.y, but attendance small. DeGraff made iris first
attempt at Inanimate targets to-day, R. M. Habtlby.

Hamilton Gun Club.
Hamilton, Oct. 10.—The final winning of A and B medals to-

day was one of the most exciting contests ever witnessed on the
grounds of the Hamilton Gun Club. Although thesn medals have
been contested for monthly since last Mfirch, atrangfi to say
Wil'^on and Parker each won for the fourth lime and closed the
competition. Clifford and Parker tied on .'30 fur the Hamilton
Powder Co.'s medal, and owing to the lateness of thfi hour post-
poned shooting off until nest month. Mr, Strand still holds the
challenge medal against all comers. Kaiser will enter the field
next time. The following distinguished visitors were present and
seemed to enjoy themselves, aa only true sportsmen nan: Col.
Anworthy; Wm, Gibson, M. P. for Liacoln; Mr. .Tohn Eastwood;
Thomas Hood, of the Roval Hotel; Mr. Hopkins, of St. Louis, Mo.:
and W. S. Cowee, Wells, Fargo & Co., 63 Broadway. N. Y, The two
last named gentlemen were so pleased with our entertainment
that each very kindlv offered to donate a handsome trophy for
future competition. On behalf of the members of our club, I wish
publicly to thank these two gentlemen for their e^tx'eme kindness
and keen appreciation of sport before the traps.

Club medals, A and B, 25 singles, rapid firing:
Parker : . . . . 1111111100010110110111111-19
J Crooks OOlOOllOlllllllimilOlOl-18
Hunt ,1011111001111111111111101—21
Kaiser 0011100111100011100000001-11
Scrand .1001101010000111101100111-14
Wilson nil 11111111 1 1nuniim-26
John Smyth lllUlOlilllinDOlOw —15
T Crooks... , 1111111111010000111001101—17
Henry , . .1010010101001100101101000-11
A Smyth 010101011011lllOUii)111110-16
Cowee 0000000 100000000000 1 1101 1- 6
Clifford

, . , llinOllllllllOOUOlOllll-20

Hamilton Powder Co. medal, handic'»p. unknown anales:
Clifford. 27 targets 0110011 111 I OllOl 001111111 11 —20
Parker. 31 1111111110101101101011111 —20
Hunt, 26 iiiioiiioionooiiiiminio —18
J Crooks. 30. lOOOOOOOOOlOlOlOIOllllllOllOlO—17
Kaiser, 32 00111010] 111 lOOOOOllOOOOlret.
A Smyth, 26 11100011011 lOOlOllUOlllOret.
Wilson, 23 ilOlOlllOret.W Stroud, 25 Ill 1011110111 llOllOOllllO —19
T Crooks, .30 OOOimOOllOlOOlOOret.
E S p e nc er, 26 001101110111110110001111 -17

Ten-bird sweep, rapid firing:
Ties.

Kaiser , , 1111111010—8 1001110110-6
Hunt

, 1101011101-7
Stroud. „ ..10<i]llllll-S lOOlUOllO-e
Crooks 0111 110010-6
Spencer 0111110100—6
T Crooks lUinilOl— fl OllOlret.
Parker „. 1111101111—9 llllO
Wilson ... 1111110111—9 11111
Spencer lOOlOOOlOO—,^

Stroud. , 1001100000-3
Challejige juedal, 15 singles and 6 pairs; Stroud 16, Crooks 1 4.

Garfield Scores.
Chicago, Oot^ 15.—Below please find the scores made to-day by

the Garfield Gun Club at their usual live bird shoot which fol-
lows a week preceding the close of (he campetition for target
medals. This is an event ea.gerly looked forward to bv all the
members, as it is a fixture in our calendar, and more especially as
the contest for a diamond medal for live bird .shooting will com-
mence next month and this event was by some taken as a crite-
rion of the shooters' abilities shooting the Illinois State rules,
which will govern the contest. The dav and weather wero per-
fect, as well as the shooters' spirits, and a thoroughly enjoyable
time was had. Six hundred birds were provided and nearly all

were u«ed v?hen darkness put a stop to the sport. Some straight
scores were made and the birds were splendind in (lu^ility and
but little need was had of scare ropes. Below are the ftores for
the three events, Illinois State rules, 35yds. rise for lu and 13-
gauge guns and five ground tra]>i:
No. 1, lOlive pigeons; Paterson 10. Hicks 6, "Cop" 7, Couper 9.

Epeman 9, S. Palmer 9, Brown 8, Aekerman fi, O'Brien 10, Tefft 8,

Lauterback 7, Drake 6, W. Palmer 5.

No. 2. 10 live pigeons: Paters iu 8, Hicks 7, "Cop" 7, Oouper 9,

Eoeman 8, S. Palmer 10, Brown 9, Ackerman 6. O'Brien 8, Tefft 8,
Lauterback 7. Drake 3, W, Palmar 10, Bowers 9, O'Neil 9, Ruble 8,

Baird 2, Pi 'z3.
No, 3, 10 live pigeons: Piterson8, Lamphiary, Hicks 7, "Oop"

9, Cruer 6, Epeman 10, S. Palmer 9, Brown 8 Dr. Meeli S. Acker-
man 6, O'Brien 9. Tefft 8, LiUterDachO, Drake 4 W. Pdlmer 6,

Bowers 9, O'Neil 7, Ruble 10, Biird 7. Ruble 10. Baird 7, Pltz 7,
Campbell 4, Y'"oung 7, Richards 10 Flemming 7, Snow 7.

G. H. B,

Iiimited—Southport.
IrJDlAtJApOLlR, Ind,. Oct. 14.—?5eore of the second tflatch between

the Boncb port CInd.) Gun Chib and the Limited Gun Club, 'Phe
visiting team was nicely entertained on the College avenue club
grounds, the Limited Gun Club having prepared a neat spread
for the Southport boys:

Southport Team.
Grube 1011111111001101110110001-16
Todd iooiioimioiiiinioiiiio-19
Hardesty llllOlHlOlOOOmniOlOUl—17
Bass , lOiOlllOllOOOmuiOLlilll—17

Gentle 111111111111101)1111101111—22
Jacobs 0100111101111111111111110-20
S Trout lllllimillllOllOlOlOllO—30
J Trout 01! 1111100101000011111101—16
Sanders OlllillOlllOiOlllOOIlOOOl—16
Lock wood 1111110011011111011111101—20—183

Limited Gun Club.
R D Townsend 1110011111111010111011101-19
G Craft OlOOlOllOOOllOlOllOnilll-15
C Tufpwilev. . lOlOOlllOUlOl 111011 10000-15
W B Allen 1111111111111011111111111—24
S H Soewell lOllOlllllllIOOlllOlOCOlO-16
Wildhack llllllllWlllOlOliOUKUl-19
S H Moore lODOilllOlilOniinuoni-19
N A Hughes 1101011111110111111110011-20
ET A Cijmstock llilOllOllllllOllHllilll—32
Scott. ..I. i.:,.....10011111110olllO11llll010-P—187

'

M. T. SHELt.

The Tfew Utrecht Bod and Gun Club
Held its regular weekly shoot at Woodlavvn Park, Gravesend,

L. 1., on Satur-^tay. The contest was lor the gold and ai?ver
mfdals awarded to the first and second best i-cores in the target
class. Each man shot at 20 targets, 18yds. rise. P, Adams won
the gold medal and D. Deacon the silver one. The swetpstake
shoots at live birds were shot oft' under Long Island rules, second
ba'rel allowed only a' half bird. Tne scores:
Club shoo': D. Deacon 13, D. C. Bennett 13, P. Adams 16, E.

Ra; ch 7. G. W. Cropsey 10, C. A. Svkes 12.

Sweepstake shoots, No. 1: R, K. Street 5. G. W. Cropsey 5, W.
F. Sykes 5, P. Adams 4, D. O. Bennett 4.

No. 2: R. R Street 4. G. W. Cropsey 4, W. F. Sykes 4. P. Aflatns
4. D. C. Bennett 4, A. A- Hegeman 3.

No, 3. Ill targets: R. R. Street 4, G. W. Cropsey 7. W. F. Sykes 3,

D. O. Bennett 8, A. A. Hegeman 8, D. Deacon 9,

Dexter Park Sweepstake Shoot.
A BIG sweepstake shoot had been arranged to take place at

Dexter Park, on Monda-y, Oct, 17, at 100 targe-s, 18yds. rise, %i en-
trance. Only 11 entered but a good race took p ace for first money
beiween L. Schortemeier of the Emeralds and R. Phister, Jr., of
the Glenmores- Scho-^temeier won first with Bl, Phister second
with 90, Chris Meye'-, M. C. Manning and T. Short tied for third
with 70 each and divided. The scores:

L Henry 91 R Phister, Jr 90 0 DethlofC 61
MCManning 7u T Short 70 C Winchester 88
HKnebel.Jr 48 OSfcuetzle .58 Dr Little ,19

Chris Meyer 7t) WHartye 62

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
UticA. N. T , Oct. 17— The following scores were made at the

shoot of the Ooeida County Sportsmen's Aseoclation to-day at 25
kingbird targets per man, the weather being favorable: Hunter

,
22. Rallies 17, Hines 22, Dexter 20, Mayhew 24, Lone 19, Mizner 18.

i Wheeler 31.
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A Great Shoot at Wilmington.
STANBAKDS WfN THE TEAM KACE.

Wilmington, Del., is a town of about 65,000 population (this in-
cluding CharJea Fehrenbacb).

It is a'port of entry, as proven by the condition of Harry Hart-
love during the recent trap shoot.
Situated on the north bank of Christiana Cr*>ek near its entrance

into the Delaware River, and is not likf ly to be moved, despite
the protests of C. 0. Mahoney, wijo declares that Wilming-
tontans have no use for water.
The city and vicinity are remarkable for the number, maKui-

tude and value of its manufactories, comprising' cotton and
woolen cloth mills, flour mUis, sawmills, powder and paper mills,
locomntive and car shop?, shipyards, and most important of all a
large buildln? known as the "Bilderbach Manuiactury of Ger-
man iDfluence" and the '".fames K. Woodward Distillery of high-
tirade poetry."
The city baa al^olWillia's Hotel, J, A. Ourrey, Sam Ocheltree,

"Jersey" MRday, ,1 . E. MoCafFerty, E. J. Darlington, Howard
Simpson, the water works, and many other natural and artificial
attractioDs, all of which are wtll worth a visit. Reserved seat
tickets may be procured at the Willis Botel.
One of the greatest curiosities in the town (if not in the State)

is kTiown as the Wilminston Bod and Q-an Club, an organ1zq,tion
formed for the purpose of "bamboozling" sportsmen from various
parts of the country and inoidentaJly to practice trap-shooting.
As the c'ub has never been Interfered with by the law-abiding
citiaens of the town we presume that its members carry them-
sel% es "straight" when in public
Every once in a whiJe (sometimes oftener) this club concludes

business needs stimulating and|tt appoints a committee to concoct
some scheme whereby unsophisticated amateur shooters may be
persuaded to visit the town and expend their hard-earned shekels
for entry fees in what are known as "artificial target events."
Artificial target s by the way are not "saucers," as is supposed

by the uninitiated, but are a diahoHcsl contrivance manufac-
tured from clay and pitch or something else, and are flix>ped
through tne a1r by a spring contrivance, which cm be seen on ap-
plication at any sporting goods house. (This is not an advertise-
ment.)
Some weeks af,'o the club appointed one of the above hinted-at

comm'ttees to arrange for what was called the "open tourna-
ment of tlie Wilmington Rod and Gaa Club." lu order to give
the affair a business aspect and assist in beeuiling the unwarv.
the committee was comprised of a five- feet-four chap called A..H
Stout, wbo posed as chairman; W. Harry "Hire-a-haU," ,T. II.
Marr, "Jersey" DeCray and Delaware's pet poet Jimmy Wood-
ward, the latter being invested with the title of secretary. The
committee after a deal of thinking (and ringing the laMe bell)
decided that Oct, 12, 13 -^nd 14 would ba good days upon wbich to
coax, the "dust" from the pockets of the innocent shooters from
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Marj land and other small
places. Coiisettuently they got printed a lot of programmes,
which were hurriedly seat', off to the aforesaid shooters, and a
number were also sent to the confiding editors of tlie sporting
.iournal=, who as usual assisted the club in gaining victims.
As the result of all t-his stupendous exoeu'^iiture of bram- work

W^illis Hotel, on Market street, reaped a sort of a harvest for a
tew days, beginuing with breakfast on Oct. 12. On the morning
of that day a party numbering a couple of dozen meek looking
individuals might have been seen leaving Willis, and soon after
they were on hoard of an electric car en route to the corner of
Union and Front streets, where the club was alleged to have a
club house and grounds, with sundry traps, targets and other
parapDernalia, all of which combined was to heuaed to amuse the
wilmingtonians and incidentally to gather in the shekels.
Sure enough upon arrival at the stated place everything was

found in accordance with promise. The club house was there
and a very neat structure it was, not e'aborate to be sure, but
nonveniput and cozy withal. The building is one story in height
almost 35ft. long and 15ft. wide, divided into an office and a gun
room. In the otfice was found the Delaware poet. James E
Woodward who was busy arranging carbon between sheets of
manifold score paper, this being done with the intent to save
trouhlfi to the newspaper men and prevent them from mentioning
the short-comings of the club and Its members. Another inmate
of the "bos" was that handsome blonde, O. C. Mahoney, whose
duty it was to gather in the cash as rapidly as possible and to
turn it over to the safe care of Poet Woodward. W. Harry
"Hire-a-hall" was also within the inclosure busily engaged in
engrossing on envelopes surh legends as " W. H. Wolstencroft
event No. S, $1: one-seventh of third money. 3-1 cents.

'

To the right of the club house was a marquee under the canvas
of which were dispensed divers kinds of drinks, cigars, sand-
wiches and oysters in all styles, and we must acknowledge all of
splendid quality, although .in some of the stews they rather
lacked quantity. Out in front were two sets of bluerock traps,
each set comprising five (raps. Bluerock targets were also there
to the extent of a carload.
The grounds of the Wilmington Rod a.nd Gnn Club are situated

in a large field several hundred yards back from Union street, a
well paved and well traveled thoroughfare. The club house is
built just on the edge of a heavy and extensive woods, which
extf-nos for a couple of hundred yards to the right and several
thousand yards to the left of the house, and out to Union street.
A splendid sbade is afl'orded for shooters and spectators.
The attendance >• £ this, the opening day, was good, much batter,

in fact, than at the average tournament of the present day.
Among those who had taken their lives in their bands to visit the
place may be mentioned such average shooters as Wm. H. Wol-
stencroft, the Pennsylvania champion who ha'lsfrom Frankford;
Charles Smith, the great, only and Inimitable "Dutchy" from
Plain field, who sportel on his manly breast the badee awarded
bim in Cleveland, Ohio, in when he won ;the title of
the "Champion Saner Kraut Eater;" Thomas H. Keller also
from l^laiufteld; Wm. R. t'ieles., the smooth-faced, quiet-man-
nered young boy from Christiana. Pa., who usually purchases
from one to half a dozen canines before breakfast each morning;
W. Fre<l Qaimby, he from New York who has the happy faculty
Df making miserable the life of a referee during a tournament
and without whom a shooting ground or hotel would be bleak and
dismal. Thea there was that prince of good fellows who abides
in the Pennsylvania Dutch town of Reading, atd is known as
Harry Matz, president of the Reading Shooting Association; Wm.
"Green" Garvin, one of Germantown's lively experts; Will
"Hope." who traveled all ths way from Newark tn see the fun and
hie a few targets; Harry "Rainbow, Father Time" Thurman, with
whiskers ana all, from Germantown; E. L David, "Landis" from
Philadelphia; "Little" Neaf Apgar,the ever popular and welcome
boy from Plain field; Billy Clark, proprietor of the Wapsononock
Shooting Grounds in Altoona, who is to shoot a live bird match
with iiunie Oakley as sure as that popular little lady gets back to
her native heath; W. E. Tredway, another Philadelphia light;
Schmeck and Swicher, from Ojtoraro, Pa., and Evans from
Baltimore.
The weather was simply perfection, the sun shining warmly

from an almost cloudless sty and the wind coming in gentle
zephyrs over ttje tops of the trees. Everybody was in a holiday
humor and the jokes were kppl: flying about as rapidly as the tar-
gels. "Tee K«y," "Dutchy," Qaimby, "Bilderbach" and "Hire-a-
hall" were primA movers in the fun of the day and would give and
take with unrulfled tempers.
The shooting was first-class from start to finish, the foreground,

which was perfectly clear, giving the targets but little chance to
gel away from the guas of the experts who were on haad. The
local men turued out well and a number of them shot through all
the events.
The management throughout the day was superb, both as re-

gards the work in the office, the pulling and scoring, and the
hustling out of Ihesguads. The scoring was done by "Jersey,"
who proved himself an adept at the business As soon as one
squad had completed its scoreanother squad was found in position
ready to begin firing, thus doing away with the tedious delays
sometime causing such exasperation to the shooters. Jn the
office every detail was attended to in a systematic manner, and
many commendations were beard in regard to the expediency
with which purses were figured and the moneys paid out. The
shooting was closed about P. M., nearly 3,600 targets having been
thrown.
In the evening visiting sportsmen were taken in hand by local

club men and escorted to various places of interest, among other
interesting places being that of Charles Fehrenbach, where was
held a levee that did not terminate until near midnight. Soon
after this the boys repaired to their respective domiciles to re-
cruit their streng h for toe following day's work.
Below will he found the result of the day's work, the events in

order being as follow.^; Nos. laud 2,10 singles, $i entry;No8. 6
and 8 10 singles. $1.50 entry; No. 7, 20 singles, S2 entry; Nop. 3. i, 5,

9, 10, 11 and 13, 15 singhs §1.50 entry. There were four moneys in
each event:
No. 1; Schmi-k 10, Motz F. Landis 7, Thurman T, W. H. W. 9,

Tredway H, McKcn.irck £, Wli te .5, Swicher 7. Green ti, Hartlove
tS, Apear y. "Out:cby" Sniitli V.l

No. Tijijrman 'i. '}.:fedwuy it, «nee!x h. 4 i..;-ai- 3, MoKendrick si,

Matz 4, isivicher V;.. Wbitt- ;•, \V, H. \V. \v':it'aiier i, Dutchy 9,
1 .and;s lOj jireen \). Eyans Keller li ^lele-s 'jt(. Peg.f.Ji st

No, 3:

Bllderback .... 0001 llOlOll 1011 - 9
Peach 111111010111111-15
Green .111111010101111-13
Apgar mmilOllUlO—13WH W 11101Oiun 1101-13
Matz.. ...... .0000100110111111— 7
Tredway . . .... .111100110011011-10

Dutchy 111111110111111—

U

Fielea liilllllOUlllll-1.3
White 111101111010100—10
Swicher 101101110111111—13
McKendrick ...111011111111111-14
Landis 111111101101110-13
Keller 11111 UlOll 1011 -Pi

Sneck lllllllllllUll— 1.5 Thurman 111111111101111-14
Event No. 4:

Dutchy lllHimilllll—15 White.... 011011101101111—11
Smack 1011111111 11011-1.1 Mat z 01010111 1 110011-10
Evans 100111101110101-10 Haniove 111011111111111-14
Tredway 111111111110101-13 W HW 111111111111111-15
Fieles 111111111111111—15 Green 110101111111110-12
Landis llOimillllllO-13 Peach 111011I11111111-14
T Keller ..111111111110110-13 Hope 111111111101011-18
Thurman 100111111110101-11 McKendrick ..111111111111001-13
Swisher lUlllllUll 101-14 Apgar 111000111111111—13
Event No. 5:

Landis lllllimimiO-1'4 Apgar 101101111111111—13
Smlck 101111110111111-13 W H W lllllllUllllll-15
Dul:chy 111111111111110-14 Thurman 011011111111111-13
Treadway 011011011111111-13 Green 011110111111111-13
Matz 111110111110111—13 Peach 111110101111110-12
Belderbaucb ...111101101111100-11 White 011000101001001- 6
Files 111110110111111-13 Swieser 101111110101111—12
Keller 111111111111011--14 Hartlove llUUllllOllll—14
Event No. 6: Lanriis 10. Fieles 8. Tredwav 8, Uatchey 8, Thur-

man !l, Smeck 8. T Keller 9, Green 10, Hope 8, Aoear 9, Evans 6,

tjuimby 9 Matz T, Peach 10, M. H. W. 10, Clark 10, Hartlove 10.

Event N"^. T:

Sneck .... 111111111111011 11111—19 Treadway 11111111111101111101-18
Apgar .... 11111111111011111101-18 M H W. ...11111111011111101111 -18
Dutche.y .lllinuinilOinin-19 Keller ....lllLlllllllUllllOU— id

Hope imilllHOlllllllll-19 Clark 11111111111001111101-17
Landis... .lllUlUlllllimill—20 H«.rtloYP..1110111111011inni0-17
Fieles ....11111111111111111110-19 Peacn... .11111001111111111001-16
Green 010111 lUOlllUllllO -16 Matz 11110010101101011110-13
Thurman.lllll 111111111101111—18
Event No. 8: Auear 9, Quimby 8. Landis 9, Fieles 8. Tee Kay 10,

Clark 9, Duichy 10, Thurman 9, (ireen 8, Treadway 9, Smeck 8,

W. ci. W. 10. Hope 1, Hartlove 7. Peach 5, Mitz 5.

Event No. 9:

Fieles 111111011111011-18
Landis 111111110111101—13
Dutchy lOlllllllllllll-U
Quimbv 111011110111 101-13

Apgar 111110111111111 -14W H W H 1111101111111-14
Peach 0111 1 11 11111110-13
Green 111111101111001-

Clark." 01111f)101ini011-10 Tee Kay 111111111111111-15
Smeck 111011111111111—14 Bwicer 100111111111111-13
Tread way 111111 101111 100—13
Thurm an 111010111 Ull 10—13
Bllderback. . . . lOOUOOOOi lOlOl- 7

Evans 111110111111111-14
Event No. 10:

Fieles 111111011011101 13

Grubb IIIOOOIOOIUOOII— 7
Hartlove 1111 11111011011—13
Matz 1101000 w.

Green lllllllllimil-lS
Dutchy 111111111111111—15 Tee Kay 111111111U10U—14
Landis 111111111111111-15 Peach 111111111110110 -IS
Hope 110111101100111—11 Apgar 011111110111111—13
Matz lOOlOlUlOUili-U WHW 111111111111110-14
Clark 01111111111111-14 Cleaver 111100101110111-11
Quimby .1111101110111.11-1.3 Tredway 1011linill0101-13
Smeck OlO.illlllltlOOOl- 8 Sweizsr 111101111111111-14
Evans OlllllOOlOHOll—10 Hartlove lOlOlUlOHOOOl- 9
Thurman . ..110110111111111-13
Event No. 11:

Clark 101111111111111-14 Qfiiniby 110111101111111-13
Fiele=i 111111 111111111-15 Tredway 011111011111110-12
Stout 011111111011110-13 Swisher 111101001110111-11
Landis 111111011111111-14 WHW" 111111111101111—14
Sneck 011011011111100-11 tireen .111111101111011-13
Matz 111111110110011-12 Thurman 111111111111111—1.5
Duichy 111111111111111-14 Apgar 111111111111111-15
T Keller 111111111011101-13 Hope lUOlllUlOllll-lS
Sigler 111111111111111-15 Hartlove lllUOlllUmO-lS
Event No. 12:

Dutchy 111110111100111—13 Stout 11111 UOOlUOlll-U
W^H W 1111noun 1111-14 Heavey 100110110010110- 9
Hartlove 010111110111110—11 Sweiser 101101011111101—11
Apgar HIP 1101110001—11 Hope 111011011111111—13
[fieles Ill nil 11111111-15 Tredway 01111111111111 1-14
Landis 111111111111110—14 Quimby 100111111111111—13
Clark inOlllllimiO-13 Green 111111100111111-13
Clever 111111111111111-15 Thurman 11U111111100!0-13
Smeck 1111110)1111111-13 Sevier 100100001001111— 8
Vlatz iniOlllll 11111-14 Wagner 001001000111010- 6
Sigler 111111111111111-15 Peck 111111111111111-15

EXTRA EVENTS,

No. 1- Landis y, Apgar 9, R. W Swisher 5, A. White 3, Smeck 7.

Tredway 9, T. H. Keller 8, Matz 7, McKendrick 7, Green 6, Thur.
man 8, W. H. W. 5, Smithson 5, Hartlove 7.

No. 2. known traps, unknown angles; Landis 10, Apgar 9.

Smeck 9, MatzT, Dutcbv 9, Stout 8, Sigler 7. Keller 8. Quimby 9,
Grfien 8, Thurman 7, White 3, Clarke, W. H. W. 8, Hartlove 9,

Tredway 8, Wagner 2. Evans 9, Peach 8, Clever (5, Fieles 8.

No. 3. same as No. 2: Landis 9, Thurman 7, Apgar 9, Smeck 7,
Bilderbaf-n 6, Clark 10, Green 6, Siglpr 8, Matz 3, Quimbv 4, Keller
7, Smiths, Fieles 9, Tredway 9, W. H. W. 8, Peach 6, Mack 7,
Hartlove 7.

No. 4: Landis 9, Keller 8, Clark 8, Green 8. Apgar 10, Fieles 10,
Smeck 10, Thurman 9, Tredway 10, Hartlove 9, W. H. W\ 9.

Tn wmlay, the Second Bay,

was ushered in with a misi:y atmosphere and a cool, raw wind
which bade fair to bring rain. Later on the air cleared, and
shortly after noon the sun came out in all its glory. Everybody
was astir at an early hour, and over the breakfast table many
speculations were indulged in as to the probable number of teams
that would enter the big race, and the score that was likely to
win it. The majority placed the number of teams at six, and the
winning score at about 137 to 140. Some of the boys made up a
fair-sized pool in which the New Jersey team were the favorites.
Qaimby, with his usual far-seeing judgment, bousrht the field
against Jersey, and good-naturedly took "Rainbow" Thurman as
a partner in his wager.

It was but a few minutes after 9 A. M. when the party reported
at the shooting groundi=, and from that time until afternoon the
crowd kept increasing until it was up to the high water mark of
any tournament held this season. The premier attraction, as a
mat'erof course, was the team match, for which the local club
had "nnng up" a purse of $75 And to the off'ering of this purse
a history atiacheth itself. Some t:me ago "we" conceived an
idea. This of course is something unusual in our line of business,
as ideas in a newspaper office are about as scarce as are brain« in
the head of a politician. However, we plead guilty, and that our
idea in substance was that the offering of a purse for State teams
with no entry fee would tend to attract a big crowd of shootars,
and that the money spent by these shooters in open events would
more than balance the amount of the purse. Our suggestion was
for teams of 10 men each from any State, with a purse of .$100.

We also suggested that a good time for such a contest would ba
during the tournament of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club,
then announced for Oct. 13 and 13. As is usual with all brilliant
suggestions, we expected this one to be forgotten as soon as read.
We were therefore very agreeably surprised upon receivine

notice from the poet-secretary of the Wilmington club that our
suggestion, with some modifications, had been adopted by that
body, which had decided to prolong its tournament st as to in-
clude Oct. 14 and that the second day, Oct. 13, would be "Team
Shoot Day." The club very materially improved upon our sug-
gestion, throwing the race open to teams of six men each from
any club in any State or any State team of six men and making
the purse $75. Hence it was that we had a sort of fatherly inter-
est in this event and were anxious to see it pan out well, which we
were satisfied it would do, as were the members of the local cluD.
From the very sound of the tifst gnn the success of the day was

assured, the first event having twenty-eight entries and some of
the subsequent events ran up to thirty entries. It must not be
supposed that there were only thirty on the grounds, as in the
team race alone there were forty-eight, while at least a dozen of
those who shot in one or another of the sweeps did not belong to
any of the teams so that there were not less than sixty shooters
present. Fully -300 spectators came over from the city, these being
well cared for by the club boys, who had a big stock of chairs on
hand. Among those who came to shoot we must not forget Miss
Ray Hunzikerr of Gloucester, N. J., who is perhaps better known
by her well earned shooting title of "Little Hawkeye." Miss R »y
is a petite body with a pair of clear gray eyes and a complexion as
bronzed as that of an Indian, this being the result of almost coa-
stant exposure to sun and wind while hunting, which with her is

almost a passion. As a rifle shot she has very few superiors
amoti.g her ses, and with the shotgun she makps a good showing
at either live or artificial tai gots. She svas accompanied by her No. 8:

fathci-, who is her compar.iou on all hsr^ fTp,:;uent hut^ting tnp.'. Sieler
^Vfjong others who i tid

i
lun-jed ;a Wiiaxjiistoa for th'» ppopt MiHs

M?§?^?' B?8ri?, U^x^h fiu'^if i^t- mm^i e? gaitisFrsii ]Ei9?}}er?ffii

R. L. Bond, of .Tessup's, Md., who with Evans were members of
the Standard Gun Club: Cleaver, C. Buckmaster, R. Evans, R.
Miller, Lynan and Hock, of the Woodside (Del.) Gun Club; Hotb-
ersall. Lane and E. R. David, who with Thurman, Landis and
Treadway represented the Philadelphia Shooting Association, all
these being in addition to those who were on hand on the previous
day. There were also eiarhteen members of the local club on hand,
this being nearly its full shooting strength.
"Tee Kay" and Fritz assisted the local managers in hustling

the squads together, with the result that there were no long de-
lays. Id the office, hard at work, were the "poet," Charley "Bil-
derbach," -J. A. Curry, a talented and pushing young newspaper
man of the town, who does the trap booming lor the Morning
Neivs and at t he same time assists the boys at their shoots, and the
ever jolly Mahoney.
As on the opening day, everybody had on their Columbus fea-

tures, and a more jovial, happy-go-lucky crowd than they resolved
themselves into would be difficult to find. Even the usually staid
and stately Woodward, stolid-faced "Bilderbach" and the sedate
"Hire-a-haU" became imbued with the spirit of the occasion, and
several times they were seen to "smile," a very unusual occur-
rence lor them.
The great team match, which was the event of absorbing

interest, came fully up to the expectations of those interested,
there being eight teams on the list. These comprised the Wil-
mington Rod and Gun Club team No. 1, captain, W. H. Hartlove;
Wilmington Rod and Gun Club team No. 3, captain, J. K. Wood-
ward; Wilmington Rod and Gun Club team No 3, captain, J. D.
Underwood; Standard Gun Club, of Baltimore, Md., captain. Dr.
Lupas ; 'Woodside Gun Club, of Woodside, Df^l., captain, R. MUler;
New Jersey team, captain, T. H. Keller; Philadelphia Shootiue
Association, captain, H. L. David; All-Pennsylvania team, cap-
tain, W. R. Fieles. Eachteaih comprised 6 meti and each man
shot at 35 bluerock targets, each team comprising a srjuad. Dur-
ing the progross of this race there were numerous balks occa-
sioned by careless haniling of targets by the trappers, thin tend-
ing to worry the shooters and in some instances probably causing
them to score misses. Previous to the start of the race we had
asserted that two hours should afford ample time for the eighth
teams to complete their scores. This idea wasldoubted bv several,
who said it was impossible to shoot eight teams in less than
three hours. We persisted in our opinion and were not far from
right, as the start was made at 1:43 and the last shot was fired at
3:45 P.M., or just 3h. and 2m. The actual shooting time for
the entirp 48 men, computed from first to last shot by each team,
was lb. 39m. During this time there were three delays of at
least 5m. each for changing carbon sheets in the score book and
the balks of the trappers must certainly have consumed not less
tbau 1.5m. in all. Tnis would leave Ih. 9m. for shooMng at 1,200
targets, an average of over 17 targets per minute. Pretty rap d
work say you. Even computing on the basis of 3h. 3qi. from
start to finish of the race, we find that the boys were breaking
close to ]0 targets per minute.

1 1 was interesting to note the attention bestowed upon the six
men who represented New Jersey. They were the fourth team to
shoot, and previous to their going to the score the team of the
Standard Gun Club had rolled up the magnificent total of 143
breaks, a total excelled only by the Western team during the New-
London tournament. The Jerseymen were looked upon as record-
breaking-world-oeaters, simply because they came from Jersey,
and the major portion of the visitors firmly expected to see them
beat the Standards' Fcore, The bare truth of the matter was that
the Jersey team w-as what might prooerly be classed as a scrub
team, comprising Keller, Liudsley, Quimby, Smith, .Sigler and
Apgar. Three of Jersey's best team men. Van Dyke, Miller and
Post were absent, and had they been on hand they would have
supplied tne places of Keller. Quimby and Lmd.sley. This short-
age, however, did not affect the faith of the multitude, who stood
as if spellbound while the Jersey lads were grinding up their tar-
gets and every time a miss was scored by uu° of them, some one
was sure to pjaculate "too bad." Up to the 133d round it looked as
though Ihe team might beat the Standards' score, but on the next
round a miss was scored. Even then the crowd hoped to see the
race a tie, but it was ordained otherwise, and of the last 24 targets
they lost six, this giving thpm a total of im breaks. The Phila-
delphia Shooting Association's team also made a game fight, pull-
ing out with 135 breaks. Previous to the start of the race it had
been decided by a unanimous vote of the team captains to divide
the purse into two moneys, .foO to first and $35 to second. The
race was begun at 1:43 P. M., and at the request of the manage-
ment, Jacob Pentz, of Shooting and Fishing, ac ei as referee, and
C. H. Townsend, trap editor of Forest and Stream as official
scorer. Below are the scores of the team race in full with actual
time of each team.

Wilmington R. and G. C. No 3.
Woodward oilOlO10t)OOllOllOOOlOllll—13
Green llllOlOlliOlllllinillOlO—20
Mack .0010111011100111110100001 -14
Byrne 0 10111100011 IjI 110101001 11—15
Jersey 00000lOOhiOlOlOlUHllOOl- 1

2

Ruber 0111111001111011010111111-10- 93
Time 11m.

Standard G. C, Baltimore.
Franklin Ill 101 1 11 111 llllHHl 1111—24
Bond Ill 11011 1111 1 1 11111111011-23
Lupas llllinilOllOlinilOlllll—32
Dsball 1111111111011111111111111-24
Buckley lllinilllllUlHlllU110-24
Evans. ... lllllllllllllllHmimi-35-l42
Time, 12i^m,

Woodside G. C, Delaware.
Cleaver lllllOlllUllllllllimil—24
Buckmaster 01111011 illlllllliuoioil—31
Evans ..-011111111111111U11010111-33
Miller 1111111111111111111111111-25
Lyman 110iniU11100101!11001H—19
Hoeh 1111101111110111011111111-23-130
Time, 13m.

New Jersey Team.
Apgar 1111 1 01111111111111111111-34
Sigler 1111111111111111111110101-33
Keller Hill 1UllHini! Ill 101 10-33
Liadsley 1111110111111111101101010—20
Smit h 1111111111110111111 111111-24
Quimby 1111010111110111111111111-33-
Tlme, 13m.

-1.3ii

Philadelphia Shooting A«snc.ialion.
Tredway llUllllllOllllOlllUUll—23
Thurman 1111111111111111111111101—24
Land 1 s 101111 1111111 11 111111 1011 -23
Dav)d Illnil 1 1 ill Oil 11 11011m—33
Hothersall ' ..OllllOlOlCOOllllllim 111—20
Lane ioiiiniiimoiiiiomiii-22-iaa
Time, 9>-am.

All Pennsylvania Team.
Clark 1111011111110101110111110-20
Fieles 1111111111111111111111111-25
Smeck 1111111111111011110111111-23
Mat z 1 101 lOOllllllini 101 llOll 1-1

9

Wolstencroft llOlOlllllOUUIlllllllil-23
Green 1101110011111111111111011-21—130
Time, 12m.

Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, No. 3,
Underwood 1011110111011111110011110-19
Tuohston 0000001010110010011010111—14
Bilderbach lOllllOlOlinninOllOlOl-19
Kin g 1iiiinnloom 1111101010-20
S law 1 11101 00 1 110100 1 ] 11010011— 1

6

H Buckner 1011111110111101111011101-20-108
Time, 12m,

Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, No. 1.
Hartlove - OlOOUOlllllimilOlllOD—19
Jones 1110001011 1 11111 11 1001011—1

8

Stout 01011 01 0111111011 11011101—1

8

Hamilton lllllOllOllOOOOllllOlOOll—Itj
'Williamson OlOllOIOOllOllllllODllU-lS
Allen 111110O11100O110Oll]Oliii_i7_iOH
Time, Kirn.

THE Oi?£iy PFWGKAMME.
Below are the scores of the regular programme events, whiob

had precisely the same conditions as those of the opening day
No. 1: David 9, Lane 8, Hothersall 9, Franklin 9, Sigler 9

Schmeck 9. Dutchy 10, Hamilton 10, Clark 8, Mills 9. Treadway IO'
Wood 10, Fieles 9, Lynam 7, Bond 9. T. H. 10, Matz 8, DevaU lo'
Keller 7, Eyans S, Apgar 9, Lindsley 8, W. H. W. 10, Green 8*

Quimby 7, Thurman 9, Peach 9, Hartlove 7, Miss Ray B.
' '

No. 2: Treadway 9. Lynam 10, Lindslev 8, Evans 8. Clark i
Green 9, Thurman 10, T. H 10. Anorar 10. W. H. W. 10, Matz T
Fieles 7, Sneck 7, Mills 9, Hothersall 9, Sigler 9, Keller 10, DevaU fl'

Lane 8, Franklin 10 Seavis 10, Bond 10. Dutchy 9, Wood 8 Hart-
love l.Siout 4. Peach 9. Quimby 9. Miss Ray 6.

..iiniimuiiii-15 ADgar iiiiiiionuni-14
.111011010110111-11 WHW llllUUlOllill-U
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|jupus nUlllll 111001-18 SchiSietjfe ..... ..1 01 lOlOlOlllilil~l\
3uckbee OlKHlumilll-lS Mat* .Uinlniilintt-ii
SeVall miinillimi=-l.fii Clark onMllldlllG-lSJ
Oavid 111111111111111-^1$ Fieies .......ibimniniii-iH
T H. nimiWmm^^ &reeta ,001111111111111-13
FrankIm 111111111011101- 13 Lyhabi lIOlllll1101111-18
Bond , .111 ] llllUOllU-lt. Lane llllUIllOlllll-K
Undsley . ...... 111011111 llli^ro-13 Thurman 101111111101110-13
Quimby llinmilmil-1.5 Hartlove UllOlMOliUO^ld
gutcliy llllt 1111111111-15 Tredway. ...... .llllllllllltalll-ii
llvans ilOl 11101111111-13 Keller. -. JlOjmilufllf-lI
fiimilton 101010011101001- 8 Mies Ray....-.-.00]Omratilt6- 7
, Kvent No. 4:

- -
-

^orh'el-sall
. ,1)01011111001101-'- 9 WH W. .-. liUininillll-1.5

Mi^is ooioiiiooioiM- is A-pft^t... iimmniini-15
Plark llllUllOllUll-U A 101111111011011-13
Lindsley lllllllimillll---l* Evans 110101111111111-13
Spnineck llOOlOlllliOlHJ- 10 Landis .lOllllllllllUl-ll
Ssgler lllO.lIlllliOlll-13 r4reen llllllUllllllO-U
Peach ..imiltillOmiO-12 Thurman lHlOlllOllllll-13
Dayid .1)1111101111111-14 Fieies llll I lillllllil- 15
Keller 111111111111111-1,5 Mats . ..llllOOlOOloSvv-.

®S.!"^^xv--i •111111011111111-14 LaUB . ......... ...liiloi#1011lh--i2
Event No, 5:

S^lark . . 1110111im0111-l§ Fieies ......... . .llllllliOllOl11-13
^^.hmeck lOHlOOlHOlOll-lO Green .DlllllOl 1111111-13

figler iiiiuoiiiimi-M Diitchy, oiimiimiiii-u
pymjLU imillUlOllll-U OaVld 111101101001111-11
Ijand's mill lllllllWS Devall 111110111111111-14yood ^.10011111111.0141-12 Mills 01100000001 1011- 6
APsar 1 1 ll.mMll-14 Hotheraall . . . . UllOlllllOOllO-lO
Keller lllllllimill-W Fra^iklin nuillllOOllOl-laW H )\ ll.nininillll-15 Lane lOlOllOillillOl-11
Lindeley. ..

. ,,.111111111111110-14 Tredway .... . , lllllllUllllU-lfl
Tburmari, .

.. . . .iniilOlllllin-14
Event '^^ " . • -

lO.Jyanc
. -tiiventNo ..

Landis.
. ..10111111011110111111-15; SotliVsal 111111111010111111111-18

Clark OmillllOlUmilOl-l^' Lane 11111111111111110110-18
Franklin . lOlJ 111 lliniOlllM-l? Mills 111U1011 11 111111010-17
Devall ...mil111111imilill-19 Fieies... .11111111100111111111-18
Sigler lllllllllllllllUlll-30 Bond 11111110111111111110-18
David ... .111imilllmilllll-30 Tred way..ll01U11101111001111-lR
Keller . . . . lOlKldlllllOllOlllll -1.5 Schmeck..llinillllllllllllll-20
iLind8ley-..lllllll0111100011110-15 Matz 11111111111001111111-18
Apear .01111111111111011111-18 Tliurman.llllllllimilllllii_20M H W. . .11111111111111011111-19 Dutchy. . ..11111011111111111010-17
toli ... OimilllillllllllU-lfl Hartlove..l]011im00101111110-l.S
^H. 01111111111111111111-19 Lynam....11111011111111111101-18
.
Event No. 8: Lindsley 10. Dutchy 7, Keller 10, Slgler 10. Fraaklin

9, T, H 8 Hartlove 5, Buckey 5, Devall 7, Apgar 10, R. Miller 9,
Bildertaack 9. O. Buckmaster 8, S ihmeck 10, Matz 5, Fieies 10
Hothersall 9, Thnrman 9, David if, M. II. W. 9, Green «, Clark 9'

Ward 8.
'

Event No.9r
i-i'pus mooomimoo-io sigier moioiiiiinii-13
Apgar 100101101110111-10 .Selimeck 111111101111101-13
I^indsley llUOlllllllOll-13 Mulls. llllilllOllllll-U
Keller 111111111111111-1.5 Landis 111110111111111-14
goud^. ., lllOOmiOlllll-13 Thurman 101110111110111-12WH W 111111111111111-15 David 110110111100111-11
Clark,, 110001011111111-11 Devail 111111111111110-14TH Illmini 111 11-15 Hothersall ...111110110111111-13
Fi-P.nkliD 111111111111111-15 Lane 111111111111101-14
ijutchy 111111111111111-15 Evans .111110111001111-13
Fieies 111111111111111-15
Evont No. 10:W H W 101111111110101-13 Bond lOllllllllimi-14

Lindsley 111110101111111-13 Fieies 111111111111111-15
K«ller 111011111010111-13 Clark 101101011111111-13
Apgar 011111111011111-13 Franklin 100111111111111-13TH 111111111111111-15 Therman 110111111111111-14
Dutchy 111111111111111-15 Buckwalter....011111011111011-13
Devall 111111110111011-13 Landis... 111111111111111-15
Bond... .-,101111111111111-14 Quimby ...11010.1010111111-13
Event No. 11: Fieies 13. Dutchy 15, Keller 12, Olark 11. Fowler

S, Thurman 12, Hartlove 10, Lvoian 9.

Extra event No. 1: Clark 7, Franklin 10, Lvman 7, Mills 5,
Hothersilig. Black 9. Peach 9, Evans 8, Bond 9, Devall 10, Hamil-
ton -8, Wood 9. Lupus 9, T. H. 8, H. B. 9, Buekbee ,S, Fielfs 8, T
man <4reeu 9, Hartlove 8, Schmpck 7, Sigier 9, Smith 10, Mi
JDaVid 10, Lane 8, Fox 8, Lindsley 10.

A BANQUET AT THB J^RBSIDENT'S.

On the evening of Thursday, pursuant to an invitation couched
in forcible and not-to-be-nverlooked language, a numerous party
webded their way from Willis's Hotel to the residence of Oharle^
Febtenbaeh, corner of Fourth and French streets, and were soon
In nosses«ion of the premises. . "Bilderbach" himself, president
Of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, was on hand to welcome
t,he guests, and a right royal welcome did he accord them, despite
the fact that their noise was loud enough to cause the roof to
shako at times. Song and joke followed each other in such rapid
Quccessiou as to become somewhat jumbled together. Alone
about 9:80, when there chanced to be a lull in the racket Mr Feh-
¥6nbaoh invited the party to follow him into another room, and
upon complying they found themselves in a spacious diuina--room
in which there were two large tables fairly groaning under their
weight of good things. It takes considerable to frighten trap-
shooters, as a rule, but on this occasion several were really scared
attheprospectof having to do justice to a banquet after liaving
onlv two hours nreviouslv arisfiii frmn WiHia'o fin,..i k„.—^1

1^0. 8, 10 singles, flush match: Thurman 7, Smith 7, Apgar 7. Bond
7, Hartlove 6. Keller 5, Bilderbach 4.
No. 9, double-bird match, 5 pairs each; , , ,

Hartlove 10 11 11 11 01-6 Clark. : io 1(^ 11 il-8
No. 10, same;

Hartlnve itt ll 10 ll lO-Vf *?l£lrTt 11 11 10 11 01-8
No. 11," flush tliatcb, TO singlbs ieach, both barrels allowed, second

barrel ttt coUni *4;

Keller 110000011i^-4i<;

Bilderbach 0101110000 -4
Hamilton 00000341000 -li^

'ftond 8, Smith 6, Lindsley 6-, flobh

i, Thu
Hatz

only two hours previously arisen from Willis's well-filled board
As usual with creatures of circumstance, however, they decided
to make the best of their unhappy lot and try to do justice to the
princely hospitality ot Herr Fehreubach and his amiable wife

n.. y»uu..wa,Lu, v^. v^. ivxauuney, unaries smart, Hamilton Avres,
Mr. McConnell, Mark DeCray and Harry Hartlove, of the Wil-
mington Rod and Gun Club, and Ohas. H. Townsend, trap editor
'of FoBEST AND Stream. '

^

This party was not a hungry one, at least when they sat down,
but nevertheless there was a monotonous regularity in the man-

^^^^^ ...i-i-wv.v,^... -"^^^i Liioy uiu uf crease in weign'iAs soon as the substantial portion of the feast had received its
share ot attention and the coflEee and cigars were being discussedHarry Hartlove took unto himself the position of master of rere-monies and after having in a happy vein expressed his pleasure at
flnce more meeting the boys of Pennsylvania, New York, NewJersey and other -States, he paid a glowing tribute to Mr. Fehren-bach and his wife for their open-hearted hospitality in givingthem the banquet. He then called upon each mem"ber of theparty m turn tor an "expression" and was not disappointed in asingle instance, as each and every man was ready and willing to^toll everybody and everything connected directly or indirectlywith the ob.iect which had brought them to Wilmington and thusbrought them into contact with such princely entertai ners. Her rFehrenbacli himself paid a glowing tribute to the pluck whichwas shown by residents of the various States in venturing so fartrom honie with only a double-barreled gun to protect them-
selves, and assured them that they would ever he accorded a cor-
dial welcome on Delaware's soil.

Befoi-e dispersing a vote of thanks was tendered to Herr andFrau Fehrenbachfor the banquet and incidental entertSnment
Friday, the Final Day. .

'

As usual when the second day of a tournament presents somespecial y intei-esting feature the third day was a very ifght oneThe bulk of the shooters had departed for home on Thursdavevening, so that only a corporal's guard remained to answer the
L°ivu^^^ T .^"•^^y-iJ.*!!

i-egular programme was not shot, thework resolving ittelf into a series of impromptu sweenstakswhich were fully as interesting as would have been thr?egular

The events were as follows:

lo?;°8,'jl°rstyt&illr«"ILllS'g^^
^"'^-bach 9, Hope 9. Hart-

ton 5'
^lersey*^^

^^^^^ ^' ^' Hartlove 8, Bilderbach Hamll-
No. same: Keller 10, Apgar 9, Hamilton 9, Smith 9 Olark 8Tliurman 8, Hartlove 8, Hoch 8. Quimby 7, Bond 5, Bilderbach 5No. 4, same: Hamilton 9, Hoch 9, Hartlove 9, Bond 9 Thurman

9

Apgar 9. Smith 8, C3lark 8, Keller 7. Quimby 7
.,rnurman J,

No. 5, lo singles, $1.50 entry: Keller 15, Ap^ar 14, Smith 14 Bond
love

'
Thurman 13, Hoch 13, Clark 11, Baderhaohli; Han-

Q^mhy'lirpiark^S?
°' ^^^^"^ ^"^'^^ ^^' TJi^man 14. Keller 18,

No. 7, 10 singles, $1 entry: Smith 10, Bond 10. Keller 9, An^ar 9Thnrman 7, Hamilton 6, Quimby 6,
^«iiei j, Ap„ar .j,

StUith. .
.

' . ..fi 11111^1141-9
Thiirihah 1111011110 -8
Cond lllOnilOl -8
Hartlove 1100110113^ - 6;

No. 12, 5 pairs, flush match:
6, Hartlove 4, Thurman 3.
No 13, same as a.boVe! Smith (3, Thurttian 6. tindsley B, Bond S,

Hartlove f). Hoch &..
j .

,

No. 14-, Itt singles, |l: Keller it). Aperar 9, Hoch 9, Smith 9, Clark
«, Thurman S, Hartlove 8, HathUton 7, Bond 7, Quimby 7, Bilder-
bach 5- - , .

,„,No. 15, 33 singles, $2..50 entry, 1 money:
rh^i"man 1111111111110111111111111-34
pj-tciiy unimooon loiiiiioiioi-io
Lindsley 111111111111 0111011111111--3S^ppr, imiiii.iiooiiiiiiiiuiu-as
No. 16, same as above:

Dutchy. ... ..loiOiiiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiBl^?^
;^,Pgar llillllllllimo5lllilill-33
Thurman lUlllOimiillOillllllil-33
LindsleS'. 1111111111111110011111111-33
IbUs ended what cap truthfully be said to have been the beet

managed and most enjoyable tournament of 189i, and one which
With all its pleasant associations will long be remembered by
those Who participated. None of those who took part, however,
will entertain more kindlier feelings toward Wilmington and the
members of its popular rod and gun club than will

G. H. TowNSENu.

New Jersey Trap-Shooters' X.@ague.
The ninth monthly team shoot of the New.Tersey Trap-Sbooter..

lipague, held on Saturday, Oct. was a pleasant affair, although
the amouTit of shooting done during the day Was smaller than at
previous League shoot. The aifair took ill ace under the aiispices
of the Bast Side-Mutual GUn Club on its grouhds in rear of Wie-
denmeyer's Park on Hatnburg place, Newark. This club has a
very large membership, nearly every man on the roll being an
active shooter. With all their ability and enthusiasm as shooters,
ho\yever, very few of the members possess the "hustling" ability
which is absolutely necessary in order to make a tournament a
success. They are a jolly, jovial and very popular body of sports-
men in any way you choose to take them, but their main trouble
at a tournament seems to arise from a diffidence in "bracing" the
crowd tor entrance money. Their members always turn oUt in
force, and a goodly portion of them are sure to be in eVery event.
The shooting was done from a set of 10 blUerock traps, eduiiiped

with Paul North's well-known and popular electric pull, and blue-
rocks were the targets. "Billy"' Hobartwas the prime hustler
and he was given good backing by the ever jolly "Tee Kay" Keller
and "Little" Neaf Apgar. To these men is due the fact that the
tournament was a sUf'cess, as, had it not been for their earnest
p (Torts, the traps would have been idle at least one-third of the
day. As it was, barely 3 000 targets Were thrown, whereas had
•hustling" been done by club members, the nutnber should have
reached not Ipss than 6,000. A big mistake was made in shooting
in5au'?dsof 11 men each on 10 traps, as during the whole time
when the team match was in progress sweepstake shooting was
stopped. We have always contended that two sets of 5 trap3
each were more profitable to a club than one set of 10 traps, and
our opinion is strengthened by the fact that at League tourna-
ments where the former have been used the largest number of
targets have been tbrown.

It was about 3 o'clock when the team contest was begun, there
being seven clubs represented. The former shoots have not had
less than nine teams entered. Those who entered were the South
Side Gun Club, Woodside Gun Club and East Side-Mutual Gun
Club, of Newark; Maplewood Gun Club, of Maplewood; Passaic
City Rod and Gun Club, of Passaic; Boiling Springs Pish nnd Gun
Club, of Rutherford; and the Independent Gun Club, of Plainfleld
The absentees were the East Orange Gun Club, Brunswick Gun
Club and the New Jersey Shooting Club.
The Independents entered a scratch team, but nevertheless

they succeeded in capturing first place by a margin of sis breaks.
This is the eighth victory for this team.
Beside the team contest a series of open-to-all sweepstake

events were shot, and below Avill be found the results of all.

THE CHAlIPIONSHrP TEAM SHOOT.

Woodside G. C.
Van Dyke. lllUUlllllOOlllI 0100111—20
I Geoffrey OllOOUlll 1] 111] 101111111-31
Hiller 1111011111111111110101010-30
Oockefair 1111111100011011011011010-17
Osterhoul ..0111110011110101010111100-16—94

Boiling Spring R. & G. C.
Blauvelt 0110111111101111100011111—19
Grutf 1111001011101 U100101 1101-17
Meyer OllOOOOOOllOOOlOOOlOOlllO— 9
Collins 1111111011011011111101011—30
THKeUet 1011111010010111011111111—19—84

Maplewood Gun tUub.
.lacksou llllllUllllll 11001111010-31W Smith llllllllllllllUlllOllOll-23
C Dean OOlU 110011 1 11111101 1 lliU-19
Luck ley UOOlllll 11 111 1 101111 1 010-1

9

Drake lOlUllllllll lllllllUlll-34-lOa
Independent Gun Club.

Miller -.1111111111111111111111110-34
Brauttngham 1011111111110111111111111—23
Terry 0111111111010110111111011-20
Apgar. 1111111111110110101111011-23
Slgler 10111imi011Ulllinilll-2.'}-ll3

Passaic City Gun Club.
Wise , .- OOllOllOl 1111111101111101—19
Corwin 1000010001101001010000100- 8
Sham 1110L>01101110n0111111010-17
Vennorel 1011111111101101111101111—31
Abbott llOlUOlllOllllOlllOlllll-30- 85

South Side Gun Oluh.
Hedden 1111110111110101101111111 -21
Heritage lOlOiuOlOlllllllllHlloll—19
Hobart nilllllllllliOllllllOlll-33
Wh i tehead 11011 111 Hill 011111101 111—23
Phill ips 1 1111 1001111111 1 011001111-30-105

East Side Mutual Gun Club.
Baar : 1111110001011101111101Ufj-18
Koegel 1101110111111011111111110-21
.Schraflt IIHOIOIOOIIIICHKIIIIIIIOI-17
Haasinger 110101010 1111 101101 1 lOOOO-1

5

Sen illing 11 101011111111 110110101 11-30- 91

SWEEPSTAKE EVENTS.
No. 1, 10 singles, entry $1. two moneys: Hedden 9, Hesse 9, Ja.ck-

,00 5, Greifif 8, Van Dyke 10, Young 5.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1, three moneys: Hedden 10, Van Dyke
i, tireiff 6, .lackson 7, Whitehead 8, Heritage H, Hesse 9.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1, three moneys: Hedden 10, Greiff 8,
Van Dyke 10, Jackson B, Whitehead 8, S. Tillon 7, Hesse 9 Miller
10, Schrafft 8.

No 4, 10 singles: Hedden 10, Grieff 6, Jackson 7, Tillon 3, Herit-
age 6, Miller 9, Whitehead 6, Hesse 7, Van Dyke 10, Schraflft 6,
i'oung 5.

No. 5, 10 singles: Hedden 9, Schrafft 4, Van Dyke 9, Grieff 4 S
Tillon 8, Brantingham 9, Hasse 10, Miller lO, Koegel 9, Whitehead
4. Hobart 10.

No. b, 10 singles: Hedden 8, Collins 8, W. Soaith 8, (T8of¥rey 7
Hi-llpr 5. Tillow 4, Whitehead 7, MiUer 10, Hesse 8, Van Dyke 8
Grieff 5.

No. 7, 10 singles, entry $1: C. Dean 8, Drake 8. Brantingham 7
Cockefair 8, Hedden 9, Van Dyke 10, Miller 9, Keller 5, Hesse 8
GeofErry 10, W. Smiin 9, Collins 8, Heritage 8, Whitehouse 7
Osterhout 8.

.

No. 8,16 singles, entry $1,50: Hedden 13, W. Smith 14, Miller
14, Brantingham 13, C. Dean 7, Cockefair 11, Geoffrey 15, Van
Dyke 14, Collins 13. Drake 13, Osterhout 12, Heritage 11. Heller 7
Schorck 13, Hesse 13, T. Keller 13, Sigier 14, Apgar 14, Phillips I3'
Hbbott 14. Vermorel 11, Coman 8.

Nr>. 9, 15 singles, entry $l.oO. four moneys: Hedden 13,W. Smith
13. Vermoral 13, H. Smith 10, Abbott 11, Sijow 10, Wise 13 Oster
houc 13. Phillips 13. C, Deane l2, Tillon 10, Lindsley 13, Apgar 12
Sigier 12, Hobart 15, Collins 13, Meyers 14, Sohralft 13, Hassinger

No. 10. 10 singles, entry $1, four moneys: Vermoral 9 Wise 10
Abbott 8, W. Smitu 10, Hedden .8, H. E. Smith 8. Deaue 7 Oster-
hout 6, White 9, Apgar 9. Sigier 9, Collin,8 9, Hobart 8, Lindsley 9
Meyer 3, SchrafEt 0, Hassinger 6. (J, H. Townsekij.

Ottum-wa TournaTOenti
.
CH-tJihti, Iowa, Oct. 8.— Editor Forctt mid Stream: The fitafc

annual tournament of the West End Gun Club of Ottumwa, la.,
held on Fair Grounds Oct. 5 and 6, was a success. Attendance
fair. The weather Oct. 5 was perfect for good scores; Oct. 6.
cloudy with light breeze, was an agreeable day. A number of
well-known shooters were present. The gold medal, presented by
E. R. Ward of this city to the member of the West End Gun Club
having the best average scnre for the two days" shoot was Won by
J. F Powell, with a tot4l of 34i put Of S. possible 3i*l. PollowiiiS
are tabUjated Score=- No. 1 at 10 singles, $1M entrance' No. 3, Vk

" .ea, |3.,'i0; No. 3. .5 live birds. $1; No. 5, lo .singles, $2; No, 6, 1,1

singles, f 1. merchandise pri/.es; Nr>. 7, 7 live bird,
$3: No, 9, 10 Singles, SI.60; No. 10, 10 .singles, Jl:

GF Black
P C Eldredge
S HardestyW O Karr
O J Fairchild
D K Douthetfc.
T A Marshall.; :

aiowr^y : .

CMcBride,.
Crabill;...
F M Frazier

,

McFarland .

G Lamb
Grim
E E Dftterline
E WBi'd

No. 8, 30 sin-

S Smith.

L B Peavey..... ....

J F Pow-lh
J R Young ; , , , . . . ; .

N J Potter.

d Romes
N R Bibcock....
P M Alexander.
Northrup

W Heather
F FiedlerW C Johnson
F Hynes
vV A ButtsW W G regory.
Mt-Elroy
Thompson
d M Smith :

J T Em^-rson
J W Sf'Uie
.1 Fecht
Mlkepell
Wilbftimsddrfen. ...

K N E'dredge

1 S 3 U s 6 7 8 9 10
13 3 10 8 15 18 10 10
13 10 10 14

'7
18 8

. s 0 "4
8 • 8 •

. 7 10 «j 4 h 0
. 4 9 0 i'

13 10 u 'I

ii1?
"5

8 7 10

]l 5

5
i u

. 9 15 .'V 13 9 11 § 17 It)

.10 15 5 9 9 15 6 SO 10
. 6 15 8 9 13 30 9 10
. 9 14

'4
8 9 15 h 17 9 g

15 4 11 8 14 19 10 9
. 9 13 11 8 11 19 r 7

15 'i Vi 10 14 20 8 9
6 13 s 6

13 9 7 11 is
10 10 8

1. 9 11
'8

1^ 1*5 Id 8
8 15

'3
10 8 13 6 18 9

(j

10
11 4

la 3 8 10 G is 6
3 11 4

(i 7 13
ii

ir 'a

9 13
14 8
13 10

it 8

9
9

13f

JO
14
«•

10
112

7

Secmid nay, Oct.. r,.

No. 1, 10 sioglos, entrancfi No. 2,1.^ siuglea, merchandise
prizeg; No. 3. 8 live ^ird.s, ,f5; No. 4, teaai .slioot, .my two men to a
team, 15 sirtrl".', %i: Xr>. 5. 15 singleF, .?.3: Nr.. H, 13 jive b'rds, S8; No.

,35 singles, $3: No. S, 5 pai rs 1 argpt ^, $1 .50; No. 9, 15 singles, »3.50;
No. 10, 10 MDglts, m\ No. 11, 10 .siDt'Ipf-, Sl-50i No. 13. 6 live birds, «3!
No. 13, 10 singles, ffii; No. 14, 111 .iir,u|e>.. g^:

4. .5 H 1 ij

14 14 1115
11

15
14
13
13

Marshall 8

Grim 10

Frazier.; 10

Donthett 7

Northrup 9
He.ather 9
S Smith
Love 0 14

Bird 10 13
McFarland ... 9 13

McBride 8 13
PSEldiedge.. 8

'

DBtierline 9
Black 6

Hvnes 4

Potter H

Powell 9

Mowry 0

13 13

13, 14
13 13
IS 13

34
7 21

13 24
.. :r6

.. 19

11 M la u

13
14
9

13
11

11 13

15 14

14 13
13 15
13 .-

14 14

IB

83
24

8 14
6 11

..10 7
0 13 9
ti .. ..

8

10

scDiw

:

Block ,14
Babcoek... 13-26
F S I£]drtdge...l2
Mowrv 6-21
Thompson .12

Potler 18—25
(11 im 11, withdrew

8 13 .. la 19 .V

7 14 12 9 23 « 14 9 9 . 10 8
3 9 5 .. 10 .... 6 3 ., 4 0

Alexander 3 H

Ebner 11
Aldridge .. 9 ..

Thompson..... .. 13 5 13 ... ;, ..

PC Eldredge.. ..10 6 6 .. .. .„ .. .. ..
'

Fairchild 7 .
.

' . . B 3 . . .

.

Romes ti 7 8 10 Jl 3 . . 7
Baboock 12 1,3 .. 33 10
Young 19 6 ,. .. 7 1 ...
S Hardesty T 4 . . .

Scott I .. .

Wilson Ii

L Hardesty 3 t .. ..

Mowrv ; 4 . . .

No. 4, teams ot two. sbow ug mdivio u <

McFarland ... 14 Frozicr .13

Douthelt 13—37 McBride 12-35
Marshall 14 Powell 14
Detterliue 14—38 Northiup 13— 3tS

Grim 12 Love II

Bird 15-37 Romes 7-18
Extra live-bird sbcor, mi&s and out, $3

without a miss. Potter 11, Marshall 9, Romes !i, Powell 1, C. M.
Smith!. ('. Ro.MFS. Sec'y.

Sweepstake Shooting'.

A SWEEPSTAKE tournament was held on Wednesday, Oct. 13, at
the Wauregan Gun Club grounds, Pelhamville, Westchester,
N. Y., the live-bird shoots being under modified Hurlingham
rules. Only nine competed in the several events, the counter
at traction inNew Yoik being a great drawback in the attendance.
The results as folio ws

:

No. 1.

Bhimenbufg 211-3
Ferris 003-1
Hudson 112-3
Osterhout 011—3
Valentine U3-3
Paulson 000 -0
E H Fox 312—3
Bogardus :

Blumenburg
No. 4, 5 birds:

Blumenburg 221(^4 Ferris
Hudson 22101—4 Bogardus..
Oaterhont 21011—4
Tie, miss and out, won by Hudson.
No. .5, 6 bluerocks:

Paulson 000000-0 Ferris 001000—1
Smith OOOlOO-l Bogardus lOOQlO-3
Budd 000001-1 Valentine 110101-4
Blumenbni-g 111100-4 Osterhout 011011—4

No. 2.

3121-4
3101-3
3331-4
3111-4

0112-3
0101-3

No. 3.

6iii3-4
31102-4
11301-4

02210-3
10020-2
20110-3

.20320—3

.03312-4

The Unknown Gun Club.

The biggest shoot of the week was that of the Unknown Gun
Club, at Dexter Park, L. I., on Thursday, Oct. 13. Twenty-fiva
members competed for the club's championfhip trophy and extra,
prizes, at 7 birds each, club handicap, H and T traps, modifltd
Long Island rules, gun below the elbow until the bird is on th«
wing, both barrels allowed. Six killed seven straight for first
prize. After outshooting the four others on the shoot-off of the
tie, the veteran Ike Hydn and C. Hubbell had a good sharp race,
miss and out. Hyde won on the thirteenth round. It being too
dark to shoot off the othpts the monevs were divided. Thfi scores:
J Lohden 0301230-4 H Houseman 3011313-6W Skidmore. ^ 1001133-5 Dr Little 1111110-0
0 Kolver 1100111-5 R Ratbbone 1110110—5
J Rankin 0311301-5 H Knebel, Sr 1110311-6
J Sampson 3113001-5 J Akhurst 31201,551—0
J Hvson 2311011-6 E Merriher . . . _ 1013311-6
1 Hyde 1121121-7 C Hubbell 1122211-7
J Vogts 3100120-4 J Schumacher 3103010-4
M Cnichester 0111110-5 FMarkholf OloaOo-3
B Vroome 1111111—7 H Lohden QOlOlOi-

4

J Bohling 1213310-0 O Deetjin 2300302—4
Dr Schwartz S1H311—7 J VonLiehn 3331131—7
H Bormercnan 1111113-7
Referee and Ecorer, C. A. Dellax-.
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Old Stone House Grounds.
The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club, held on John Erb's

"Old Stone House Grounds" on Oct. 13, called out a ligh; attend-
ance, but those who were on hand had on their shooting jackets,
and out of 256 birds shot at duririK the afternoon 243 were killed.
The day was a favorable one and the birds were of g-ood quality.
All the shootiDg was done under Hurlingbam rules. The opening
event was a Jersey sweep, 4 birds each, $3 entrance, with one
money. The score:
Castle 1012—4 "George"..... 1121—4
"Doctor" 1111-4 Smith. 1113-4
Sweep No. 2, 10 birds, $.5 entrance:

Castle 1112111101- 9 Smith 1121111212-10
"Doctor" 1111111211—10 Hollis 1111111110- 9
"George" 1111312221-10
Club shoot, 10 birds. S5 en<^rance:

Castle 1111111111-10 Hollis 1011121112- 9

"Doctor" 1112112111—10 Canon 1211221121—10
"George" 2121121111-10 Lane 3111111111-10
Smith 1111212111-10
Sweep Nob. 3 and 4, 10 birds, $5 entrance:

No. 3. No. 4.

"George" : 1121211211—10 2121122211-10
Castle 1211101111- 9 2111111221-10
Smith 1031121111— 9 1112111112-10
Hollis 1111111121-10 1111121101— 9

Canon 1102201121- 8 2102022011— 7

Lane ..1111111211—10 2101121112— 9

Coney Island Bod and Gun Club.

Twenty members of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club com-
peted at Woodlawn Park, L. I., on Wednesday, Oct. 12, for the
Eppig diamond badge and extra club prizes. Each man shot at
10 birds, club handicsp, modified Hurlingham rules. The shoot-
ing was flrst-class, and some good races took place on shooting
off the ties, especially in those of the first and third. C. D^tlef-
ser won the badge and first prize, the second was divided. J. E.
Orr won third, J. Schliemann fourth and M. Elssasser fifth. In
the sweepstake shoot that followed at 5 birds each, then miss and
out, some good races also took place. The scores:

Diamond badge match

:

A Eppig 1011001221— 7 R Eppig, 2100030101- 5
J ScLlieman 0002111112- 7 C Englebrecht 1121101202- 8

JE Orr 0212110321- 8 Dr Little 2130100103- 6W Lair . . .2311031111— 9 W Van Brunt 1020210110— 7

F McLaughlin 0021010101— .5 M Elssasser 1001031013— 6

H McLaughlin 1213330223- 9 C Detlefsen .1211131131-10
JBVoorhees 1111211111-10 O Plate 1121113311-10
DVanZele 12;2111112-10 RRathbODe 0111102012- 7

C Furgueson 1101311111— 9 D Mayer 1201030001— ti

H W Blattmachor..l211100311— 8 J 0 DeFra in 0010110100— 4
Sweepstakes, 6 birds, then miss and out, 25rds.:.

Dr Van Zile... 01201-3 3210 Furgueson, Jr.22112-,5 0
Dr Little 10212-4 133113310 R Raihbone.. .01121-4 0
A Eppig... ....10212-4 111130 J E Orr £0111-4
CEnglebrecht 11002-3 1211
J Schliemann .12222— 5 113
J B Voorhees..l2111-.'5 110
WLalr 11011-4 20

M Elssasser....12031 -4
Wsicbumacherl3131-5
C Detlefsen... .21311 -.5

F McLaughliri20101-3

220
121122312
311
211
0

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
The regular monthly sboot of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club

was held at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Oct. 12. The competition
was for the club medal, which has to be won three times in suc-
cession, and the best averages to count tor the annual prizes.
Twenty-one competed in the three classes at 7 birds each, club
handicap, modified Hurlingham rules. J. Bennett was the only
straight scorer, with 7. and took the medal and prize in Class A.
P. Kunzweiler took the prize in Class B with 6, and J, Welldlng
that in Class C also with 6. H. Selover took the first money in the
sweepstake at tnree birds then miss and out, J. Bennett second
and Botty third. ,7. Bennett defeated J. Brower in a match. The
scores : Club shoot for best avera ges and medal

:

Class A.
H Brower 2002200—3 A Botty 2120011—.5

T Short 2120011—5 J Bennett 1111113-7
EHelgans... 2101110-6

Class B.
A And rews 1202003—4 H Le Maire 1002012- 4
T T Bdgerton 1111110-6 J Ranoch 0202120—4
S Scbortemeier 1100223-.^ H Bramwell 0112122-6
C Hubbell 1011011—5 P Kunzweiler 1103111-6

Class C
J Link 2131110-6 J Meyer 3110220—5
H Bookman 1101202-5 A Suydam 0122110-5
H Selover 0103202-4 J Wellding 1111101—6
H Ryder 2001000-2
Sweepstake at 3 birds 25yds.:

A Andrews 011—2
J Bennett 101—2
A Botty 001—1
T T Edgerton 012—3
H Brower 012—2

10
2211

230
0

E Helgans _ .

Match at 5 birds, $10:
J Bennett 11122-5

H Selover ....133-3 221
P Jones 321-3
C Hubbell 121-3 111
H Bramwell 102-2 1210
L Scbortemeier 122-3 20

H Brower 11011—4

East Side-Mutual's Extra Day.
The East Side-Mutual Gun Club held an "extra day" on its

Newark grounds in rear of Wiedemeyer's Park on Oct. 13, about
a dozpn shooters being on band. Among them were C. M. Hed-
den, H, E. Smith, Asa Whitehead, W. R. Hobart and Ferd. Van
Dyke.
The evevts were at 10 bluerock targets each, with a nominal

entry fee and three moneys. The results:
No. 1: Hedden 9. Hobart 19, Schrafft 6, Smith 8, Schork 8,

Koegel 9.

No. 2: Hedden 10, Koegel 5, Hobart 7, Smith 7. Whitehead 8,
Palmer 7. Heinrich 7, Schork 7; Fisher 4, Ferment 5, Van Dyke 9,
Schratft 9.

No. 3: Hedden 9, Koegel 7, Hobart 7, Whitehead 8, Smith 8, Van
Dyke 10, Palmer «, Schrafft 6. Heinrich 3. Ferment 7.

No. 4: Smith 10, Hobart 8, Koegel 8, Van Dyke 8, Hedden 10,
Whitehead 9, Schork 6, Allen 9, Schrafft 5, Palmer 9, Ferment 6,
Hassimrer 9.

No. 5: Smith 10, Hobart 10, Van Dyke 10, Koegel 6, Hedden 9,
Allen 8. P«lmer 9, Hassinger 7, Whitehead 8. Schrafft 7.

No. 6: Hedden 9, Hobart 8. Schrafft 8, Van Dyke 9, Allen 6,
Koegel 8, Hassinger 8, Wbitebead 9, Palmer 7.

No. 7: Hobart 9, Hedden 8, Smith 10,VanDyke 8, Allen 7, Palmer
9, Koegel 9, Hassinger 7, Whitehead 10, Schrafft 5.

No. 8: Hobart 8, Hedden 8. Smith 10, Van Dyke 9, Palmer 8,
Allen 8, Koegel 20, Hassinger 6.

Indianapolis—Southport.
lNDiANAPOt,xs, Ind., Oct. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: Here-

with I hand you score of a team shoot between the Limited Gun
Club, of this city, and the Southport Gun Club, Oct. 10, loser to
pay for the targets. The return match will be shot in this city
Friday, Oct, 14. Score, 25 bluerocks per man:

Limited Gun Club.
Comstock 0111011111011111011110111—20
Hughes 1101111111100011000101010—15
Moore lllllUlinOlllOllllllllO-22
I^ugate 11111111011111OOn0101111-20
Scott 1101111011111110011111001—19
Intewiler 0111111111101111111111110-23
Wildhack 1111011001111101011011111—19
Craft 1111101010110111011111011-19
Socwell 1111 110001011111000110001-15
Allen 1011011111111111111100100—19-190

Southport Gun Club.
Grube 1111100010101100111110111—17
Todd ..1100111110011111010110111—18
Hardesty. 0001101010011111111111001—16
Smith 100011000100100001 1111 011-13
J Trout 1110111111011100101111001-18
J Trout 1111111111111111101111101-23
Sanders 1111011011011111101101000—17
Gentle 1110010111110101111111101—19
J acobs 0111111011100101111001111-18
Lockwood 1110011111111111111111111-23—181

W. B. Am,en.

North Side Gun Club.
The members of the North Side Gun Club, of Long Island, did

not turn out very strong at their regular monthly shoot at the
Queens County Driving Park, Maspeth, on Wednesday, Oct. 13.
Only seven competed for the club medals and best averages for
annual prizes. C. Barlow and R. Bowen tied with 7 each, and the
tie was decided in the following sweepstake sboot. Barlow win-
ning. The club shoot is under modified Hurlingham rules, 5
traps, club handicap. 7 birds each. The scores:

^ „ Club Shoot. Sweep and Miss and Out.
J Tiernan (27) 1111110-6 10111-4 11111—5
S Lyons (27) 1011101-5
C Barlow (37) 1111111-7 11111-6-111H Manning (29) 1011111—6 11111-5—111 ....
C Luhrs (25) 1110111-7 OlOll—:! 11011-4H Tompke (25) 1011111-6 11110-4 11010-3
R Bowen (2.5).... 1111111-7 11111-5-110 11111-5

One Way To Take a Vacation.
Westerly, R. L, Oct. 4.—Forest and Stream Pub. Co.: Inclosed

please find check for renewal of subsi^ription for ensuing year.
Thanks for your card of notification. This year I am one of the
stay-at-homes, so take my vacation through our paper.

E. R. L.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Gatalogus

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BUKDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken,

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

BOOKS ON SHOOTING.

Slotpi TlG Gil aia its .1

By W. W. GREENER. By W. W. GREENER.
PRICE, $1.00. PRICE, 12.50.

These volumes have been for some time out of print, and new editions revised by th^
author have just been received. There is scarcely any one whose utterances with regard to

shotguns and rifles are entitled to as much weight as Mr. Greener's, for he has been making
these arms for many years. To his great knowledge of them he adds a pleasant and clear

style in writing, which adds to the value of his books. Every American who uses a gun ought
to'^read these books. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLlSHINa COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

New Edition of SmallYachts.
Now Ready : Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunhardt, A new editior, enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl25^in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or buhd a boat and is not yet certain as to what he wants.—iV". Y. Herald.

TM THE WINNER IN THE HTEO TBIAIS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
In ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIR£S, I need not tell you where he lives, order some of our WalSPOde Specials if you are

going to a pigeon match, or for target and game send for Walsrode in U. M. C. Smokeless. Our ammunition is extremely quick and hits hard. Shoot them
against your favorite powder. All we ask is a trial. Tests of our powder show a high velocity, low and even gas pressure, slight recoil, no dirt and least

smoke of all Nitros. Several Governments have adopted our powder. All our ammunition is powder loaded at our Magazines. The loads are guaranteed
correct and are safer than any other Nitro.

12-6a. U. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hundred.
" Walsrode Specials Gasti^ht 3.00 "

O. HESSE, Sole Agent U. S. America.
Magazines and Office, Red Bank, N. J.
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CHEAPEST HOUSE
IKJ AMERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

f In the Stud. ^ t

AGEKfX I OR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.,
473 Broadway, New York.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.

Wilkes-Barre Gun Co.

We wish to establish an agency (where we have
none) for sale of our Hammer and Hammerless
Ouns in every town in the U. S. Write for prices.
Sold to denlers only.

WII^KFS-BARRB GUN CO.,
Box 800. Wilkesbarre. Pa .

Established 1853.

Manufacturei-s, Importers and Dealers iu

Fire Arms, Revolvers, Rifles, Etc.
Our workshops are the most complete to be found.

Guns restocked, ban-els bored and rebrowned, dents re-
moved, stocks bent; all kinds of gun work and altera-
tions perfected. Send for Catalogue.

61 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
Seed for 96page Catalogue of SigMsand. Rifles.

ADDRESS
wm mMA^^ MIDDLEFISLB, CONN.

THE PEOTEAN TENT.

Pat'd C. S. and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact,
best ventilated. jSever blows down. >fever
leaks. Ooly one pole required. Illustrated cir-
cular and pripe Ust t'r"" on application.

. A. S. COM8TOCK, £vauston. 111.

North America
Most Magnificent

BOOK ever published.

700 Illustrations
Colored from nature

•\ OffOfff CIRCULAR.
U V»l p,,,,, r..M.-,/.;..„

PEACH
TREES

—AKD—

APPLE
TREES

In Small JLots or by the Car
I/Oa«l. Also PEA RSs, A I'Ul-
COTS, PLUJUS, Etc.

Shade Trees,
Evergreens,
Vines and Shrubs.
Plains of grounds made,

hud out and planted. Write
tor Descriptive Catalogue to

GEORGE ACHELIS,
H est Chester, Chester Co., Pu,

Inoreaslng Sales attest the PopnlarltT ofTHE gKNTI^MBN'S OIGABBTT£.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Mannfacttired only by

KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Sacceasors). Also
Qiannfacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL

CAMAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD TEEM.
By pabkbr b. field.

The directions are as plain and explicit as poa-
^ for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X

^Tin. atan expense of not to exceed §7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill ofany caretul amateur. No technical terms are
usea and the successive operations are carefully
described m detail, each step being made clear
before proceedingito the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price SO cents.

^P^T AND STREAM PUBLISHINe CX)„
818 BFOfd^ay. New York.

"'

AT STUD.

SCOTCH lERRIERS.
KILROY.

Born June 3, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 25,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 12
first prizes and 5 spt ctals, and twice winner of
the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England, and
first and special Boston. 1893.

Stud Kee

KILCREE.
Born .Inly 18, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 26,242.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra."
B ack brindle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; splendid hard coat, and
without "xcepiion on" ot the best Scotch Tevri«rs
living. Winner of 6 first prizes and 4 specials, in-
cluding the 30 guinea Champion Cup iu England.

Stud Pee $25.

KILBAR.
Born June 2, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 22.573.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shiela."
Sandy brindle, good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; splendid hard coat. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stud Fee $15.

HENEY BROOES, West Medford, Mass.

Champion Aristocrat,
(21,C64)

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of forty prizes aod specials.
Lord C lurtenay, winner of 2d prize at the last
St. Bernard Club show; also Aristos, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters numbered 11 and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

REFUGE 11.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda
for the best stud dog. Agricultural HaU, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Cbampion
Kingston Reg'ent.

Fee, $36.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

BOGis FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEATHERKENNELS.
Dandle Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KIPiJG O' THK HEATHER. (Mustard).
AI»II»HIOI«« (PenppT).
I^AIRD O' THE HEATHER (Pepper).
The above doers are winners of firsts and spe-

cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandle puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park. Mass.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Snufbern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAX. Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East.

Our field trial and bench show winners

The Corsair and Rod's Whim
At Si'UD. Fee $35 and S35.

Young stock by these noted winners out of our
Count Noble ex Gladstone ex Sue bitches for sale.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

CLAREIVIONT PATSY.
The best Irish setter stud dog in America. In

the field his get are the equal in style and dash
of any breed living, while their beauty has placed
them right at the front on the bench. Address

F. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

lodern Training,

Handling and Kennel ManagemRnt.
By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breedio" of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING PO..

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 881). The greatest collie living. Fee .«.5t

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurrr.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. SeotiUa—Champ. Cora II.

Fee 125.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee $35,

JBERY JARVIS,
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee $10.

PRIDE OP PATSY (35,144)

ENGLISTT PUGS.

BONSOR,
(21,054). AVinner 1st. Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to ns receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $35
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 16
Cnampion Baby Mixer 16
SlOO will be given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1892. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

collies^t stud.
Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of Collie Club.

IRISH mRIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HIIiL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Challenge Irish Setter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has s.' .own ls^ prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. \'., 1st
Washineton, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners 1st and
2d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shovyn. Puppies bv this unequalled sire out of
prize winnirg bitche=, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $26. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SOANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Eee 850. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. MOORE. Melrose, Mass.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch, Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossininsr.
(Ch. Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D.)

For stud fee, list of winnings, etc., address
\S M. H. HYLAND. North Tarrytown, N.Y.

Stud ST. BERNARDS
ScottisU Leader, 850; King Regent. S40.

Puppies and bitches for sale. SWISS MOUN-
TAIN KE|fJTEIiS, Gerwanfco^, PWI»„ p».

ENGLISH
BULL-TERRIERS.
AT TORONTO, S(^pt. 13-15, I won.
Kennel Prize, IstBull Terrier Sweepstakes,:
Ist Puppy and 2d and 3d Open.

AT KIjS-GSTOJf, Sept. 19-22. dogs and'
bitches competing together, 1st, 2d. 3d
and V. h. c.

NAMES OF WINNING KENNEL:
Comet II., Chatham Prince, Grove

Duchess and Loumont Kit
For puppies, dogs and bitches of the best blood,

address HERBERT M. HOWES.
173 Summer street, Somerville, Mas?.

ATTENTION!
SPfGI^ISH SETTER BREEDER
Two rarely bred black, white and tan Englisli

setter bitches: Sula C. bv the celebrated sire
Oount Noble ex Sanborn's lield trial winner j

Dashing Nov ce, combining the choicest blood f f
the Llewellyn family, but a few removes from

I

its pillars. Sula is full sister to Sweetheart, dam i

of field trial winners Sunlit and Siriu?, and to
Flame M., d«m of field trial winner Fannie M.,
and black, white and tan bitch Winning Ways ,

(15 440), by Ben Hill (Druid—Rtiby) out of Tempest
(Count Noble—Lit), she cb. aiadstone ex .Tuno.
They are ottered for no faults, are healthy ano in
the piak of condition. Positively no trades.
Prices very reasonable.

MAUMEE KENNELS, Box 294, Toledo, 0.

^ 111

FOR THE SHOOTING SEASOK.
Three bitches and one dog, whelped June, 1K91,
by champion Duke of Hessen out of Barmw id
(King of Kent—Hop ), rlam of the field trial win-
ner Mainstay and full sister to Rip Rap, Maid of
Kent, etc. Fast stylish and handsome young
do2s. Will be sold very reas'.nably if taken at
once. Positively no trades.

MAUMEE KENlsELS, Box 294, Toledo, O.

DEERHOUND PUPPIES
FOR SALE.

I CAN NOW OFFER THE BEST LOT OF
DEERHOUND PUPPIES EVER RAISED AT
MY' KENNELS.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

E. B. GOLDSMITH,
Cnstoffl House and Forwartliii£ Agent-

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., co

any destination. Kennel (3luDS, Sportsmen and
others, intending to import dogs from Europe,
should have theu* stock consigned to him. Infor-
mation furnished in regard to the best methods of
imoorting. sbiprius. etc

Train Shooting Dogs Exclusively
BUT P<OT I»t,XIGS.

I have located at Waverly, Clay Co , Miss., and
am prepared to train dogs for field use in my
usual thorough and reliable manner. Terms
reasonable address as above, W. W. TITUS.
N.B.—I also always try to keep a few well

trained dogs on hand, whose experience on game
and thorough training make them bargains, and
my prices are in keeping with the tlmts.

RARE BLOOD FOR POINTEE BREEDERS.
For Sale.—Lady Price, by Champif n Graphic

out of Cbampion Meally, in whelp to Royal Hes-
sen, by Duke of Hessen out of Barmaid (King of
Kent—Hops). Winner of first, light weight class,
Chicago. 1889, and sevi-ral specials. A bitch, of
great beauty or form, built on true pointer lines
throughout. Price very reasonable. Positively
no trades.
MAUMEE KENNELS, Box 294, Toledo, Ohio.

Broken and Ketrieves.
A native pointer dog, liver colored and 4yrs old.

at $35. Liver snd white pointers, dog and bitch,
by Ossian, 16,152-Maud N.. 15.252, 6aios. old, clog
and bitch, by Nutwood, 19,2,35-Faney, 6.6S0, at
"'5 each. C. A. PAETZEL, Hope, Ind.

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

FOR SAIi£.
Well trained pointer and setter.

A. S. WEEKS, Ashford, Conn.

SPRATTS
PATENT

DOG SOAP.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The liife and Adventures o<
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J. YATES OARRING-
TON, and written by CHARLES MOBLEY,

afi-iend of Teufel's,

A book which lias had wonderful pconJarlty In
England. Paper. Price, 75 cents.
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SALMON FISHERIES OF ALASKA,

Toward the close of the first session of the 52d

Congress the Senate directed the Commissioner of Fish

and Fisheries to communicate to that body any informa-

tion in his possession relative to salmon fishing in Alaska,

its extent, and whether the methods of the fishery are

likely to cause the diminution and eventual extermination

of the salmon, together with his views as to the measures

necessary for the protection of the fish and the permanence

of the industry in Alaskan waters. In his report, trans-

mitted in obedience to this resolution, the Commissioner

discussed: 1. The Origin and Development of the

Fisheries. 2. The Statistics. 8, The Present Condition.

4. The Methods and Apparatus Employed. 5. The Pro-

tective Regulation of the Fisheries, including recom-

mendations as to further legislation in reference to them.

Appended to the report are papers by Dr. T. H. Bean,

upon the Life History of the Salmon and the Publications

Relating to the Salmon of Alaska and Adjacent Waters.

The document is illustrated by a general view of the

Karluk canneries, reproduced from a photograph made by

Dr. Bean in 1889, and by 24 figures of the salmon, grayling,

whitefish, trout, smelt and capelin of the Territory.

This report taken in connection with an earlier one on

the same subject, issued in 189D, completes the record of

the Alaskan salmon industries to June of the present

year. It shows that from 1883 to 1891 the yield of canned

salmon was valued at $11,000,000, and was obtained

chiefly at Kadiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula. Over

4,000,000 of red salmon were taken in and near the mouth
of a narrow river, only about 30 miles long, in the

summer of 1889.

Without regard to the permanence of the industry, the

canners pursued destructive methods of fishing, involving

the absolute prevention of natural spawning in the rivers,,

until Congress imposed restrictions upon their operations

and overproduction reduced the market value of salmon

below a profitable limit. The combination of protective

legislation and limitation by agreement among the canners

has placed a temporary check upon excessive and de-

structive fishing.

Alaskan rivers contain five kinds of salmon— red,

quinnat, silver, humpback, and dog—and four kinds of

trout—Gau'dner's, red-throated, lake trout and Dolly

Varden, All of these are valuable food fishes, but some
of them outrank the others for commercial purposes. The
Territory has additional wealth in its numerous whitefish

grayling, smelt, eulachon and capelin, bringing its aggre-

gate of species of the salmon family as high as that of any
other country of equal area.

The existence of the anadromous salmon is dependent

upon their free access to their natural spawning grounds

in the gravelly shoals of rapid rivers or in the cold, snow-

fed lakes from which they flow, "and in this natural law

is to be found the suggestion of such legislation as may
be necessary 'to maintain the salmon fisheries under

permanent conditions of production.'

"

Protective regulation of the fisheries, in the opinion of

the commissioner, must provide for adequate reproduc-

tion of the salmon either by permitting the spawning fish

to ascend to their breeding grounds or by artificial propa-

gation and distribution of the young to their feeding

places on a scale to compensate for the limitation of

natural reproduction by the operation of the fisheries,

"If it be tlie policy of the Grovernment to depend upon
natural reproduction to maintain supply, this can be

made effectual only by the enactment and enforcement

of such regulation of the fisheries as will assure adequate

reproduction under natural conditions. The dilfesent

agencies which may be invoked, either separately or in

conjunction, to accomplish this end are:

(o) A weekly close season from Saturday evening to

Monday morning.

(6) A close season during September and October of

each year.

(e) The establishment of national salmon parks or sal-

mon reservations, as proposed by Dr. Livingston Stone.

(cZ) Absolute prohibition of the capture of salmon by

the use of nets or other apparatus within 100yds. of the

mouth of any river,

(e) The prohibition of the use of more than one seine in

the same seine berth.

(/) The leasing of the privilege of taking salmon and
the limitation of the catch, in accordance with the recom-

mendation of the Commissioner of Fisheries, based upon
continued and careful investigations of the conditions of

the fisheries."

The establishment of national salmon parks was pro-

posed in a paper read by Dr. Stone before the American
Fisheries Society, and published in Forest and Stream,
June 16, 1893.

The Commissioner believes that the future of the sal-

mon can best be assured "by limiting the catch in each

stream to its actual productive capacity under existing

conditions, and by leasing the privileges of taking the

salmon to the highest bidders," We cannot leave this

important subject without again calling attention to the

fact that the existence of the native population of Alaska

is equally involved with the permanerce of the salmon

industry in the policy of the Government in dealing with

fishery methods^

THE LOST PARK BUFFALO.
But little information has been gained during the week

concerning the Lost Park buffalo. So far as known
nothing has been seen of the hunters who were supposed

to have killed the thirteen head. Mr, J. P. Lower and
John Higginson have made a thorough search of Lost

Park without finding any signs of them. Mr. Higginson

is an old hunter and is believed to know every foot of

Lost Park, and he should be able to find, if not the hunt-

ers, at least their old camps and signs of their work if

they have been there recently. It would seem probable

that if this bunch of bulfalo had been disttu-bed by hunt-

ers the marauders would long ago have taken the alarm

and slipped away through the mountains.

More definite information than has yet been had with

regard to this bunch of buffalo comes to us from Mr. D.

N. Cassell, of Cassells, Col., who lives quite near to the

range of the bison. He says: "The runway of this

bunch is from five to twenAy miles from Cassells, What
is called Kreg Park heads about five miles south of Cas-

sells and runs east into Lost Park, About the middle of

last June two friends of mine were prospecting in there

and came across two bunches of bison. One band con-

sisted of seventeen head, mostly cows, with about five

calves in the lot; in the other band there were twenty-one

head, cows and calves and four large bulls. As nearly as

the surrounding neighbors can estimate, there are in all

about forty head left.

"There was a report started some weeks ago to the

effect that some parties had killed thirteen head. This

has been contradicted, and I do not believe that any have

been killed this fall, for the citizens are watching hunters

very closely."

Notwithstanding this, persons at Kenosha, Colorado

continue to aflirm that some buffalo have been killed

and that the hunters have got safely out of the country

and will not be caught. It is stated that a pack train in

charge of two men came out from Lost Park a few weeks

ago, the jacks being loaded with packs bound up in can-

vas. Came Warden Land is said to be of the opinion

that a certain t£«:idermist of Floriscant has had ahand in

the killing and that he will be arrested as soon as he re-

turns to his home,

A great slaughter of deer is reported in Routt county,

and Game Warden Taylor urges that assistance be sent

him.

PANTHERS AND THE HAIR.

When the teller of a panther story wishes you to

understand that the hero or victim was badly scared, he
avers that his hair rose or "raised," or "riz," or stood on
end, or lifted his hat. Thus in the graphic picture in to-

day's Forest and Stream, of life in the great woods of

the Nehalem country, Judge Greene tells us that his

companion, frightened by what was thought to be a
panther, posed "with hands thrown forward in a suppli-

cating manner and hair on end." And in his testimony

as to the panther's scream Mr. Rushton relates that when
he was scared one night by a cry "each separate hair on
his head stood up on end." A Washington correspond-

ent, whose letter is in hand, testifies that the panther

yarns told him in youth caused his hair to rise. In his

capital story of "A Cougar Skin," issue of Sept. 8 (a story

which Mr, Charles Hallock told us was one of the best

things he had ever read), "O. O. S," records: "A terrific

scream from the opposite shore fetched me all up stand-

ing again:" and probably his hair was included.

The notion, if it be a notion, that fright, caused by a

panther or by something else, lifts the hair, is certainly

an old one, and venerable for its antiquity; this "hair on

end" may be said to be hoary with age.

Job iv., 14-15, reads:

Fear came upon me, and trembling, which made all my bones
to shake. Then a spirit passed before my face; tbe hair of my
flesh stood up.

Does not Virgil make his hero's hair stand on end in

that vox faucibus hceset passage? Thus Conington's

translation

:

While thus in agony I pressed

From house to house the endless quest,

The pale, sad spectre of my wife

Confronts me, larger than in life.

I stood appalled, my hair erect.

And fear my tongue-tied utterance checked.

We have Macbeth's testimony

:

why do I yield to that suggestion

Whose horrid image doth unflx my hair.

And make my seated heart knock at my ribs.

Against the use of Nature ?

And says the Ghost in Hamlet:

I could a tale unfold, whose lightest word
Would harrow up they soul; freeze thy young blood;

Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres;

Thy knotted and combined locks to part,

And each particular hair to stand on end

Like quills upon the fretful porcupine.

No doubt a thousand and one instances of rising hair

might be cited from literature ancient and modern, from

the Book of Job down to this to-day's issue of Forest and
Stream,

But does fright raise the hair? Will Judge Greene and

Mr, Rushton, and our Washington correspondent and

"O, O. S." please tell us whether they wish us to under-

stand their hair-rising testimony in a literal or a figura-

tive sense. The scientific authorities assure us that the

hair-rising belief is a notion without substantial basis in

fact; but the authors of text books presumably have never

had an opportunity to note just what does happen to a

man's hair when he encounters a panther.

SNAP SHOTS.

District Attorney Delancey Nicoll says that he is

anxious to have that Delmonico woodcock case brought

to a speedy trial. Giving him full credit for such a

desire, it would appear that for a chief prosecuting officer

he must be tremendously handicapped by inefficient

subordinates. Col, Townsend is the Assistant District

Attorney who has the notorious Delmonico case in

charge; and for the sake of Mr, Nicoll's good name, if for

no other reason, the Colonel should bestir himself.

People all over the State are cognizant of the facts of the

case, and are watching its progress—or more accurately,

its delay.

The observations of Col. Habersham in this issue upon
the reproduction of the striped bass will be read with

interest. The subject is one about which little can be

found on record. It is certain that this noble game and
food fish will receive the attention of fishculturists very

soon—the sooner the better for the future of the species.

Our next issue will contain as a supplement the thud
illustration of American Wild Animals by Mr. E. E.

Thompson. The subjectjwill be the Canada Ljnx.
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THE SUSQUEHANNA "SALMON."

A L4.NCASTER, Pa., corresiDondent of the New York
writing Oct. 15, claimed that Hon. Simon Cameron

caused the introduction of pike-perch, locally known as

"salmon," into the Susquehanna Eiyer nearly twenty-five

years ago. This is probably true, but the pike-perch has

been credited to that stream for more than a century, and
the late Harrison "Wright, Esq., has recorded its early

history in a paper published in lSb2 in the first volume of

the Bulletin, U. S. Fish Commission, page 871, and eke-

where throughout the article on Early Shad Fisheries of

the North Branch of the Susquehanna River.

The pike-perch is probably a native of the river and has

been more or less abundant within historic times. It is

taken most readily at or near the bottom with the young
lamprey or a live minnow for bait, and sometimes rises

to the trolling-spoon and artificial fly. At the i^resent

time pike-perch are much more plentiful, than black bass

in the Susquehanna from Harrisburg to Port Deposit. Bass

are more than usually abundant at the mouth of the

river.

In our issue of Aug. 18 we published a note on some
large captures of bass in Fox Lake. Wishing to obtain

details of the fishing we asked Mr. W. E. Groodman to

send us an account of his trip and he has kindly for-

warded the statement which we print in this number.
What is the "silver bass" of Fox Lake? The name is

sometimes applied to the moon-eye or toothed herring,

but it is scarcely probable this is the fish in question.

Cxn it be the calico bass?

TROUTING IN THE COAST RANGE.-lll.
The Nehalem Country.

So WE passed the week in the Coast Range, "We took
it easy, progressed slowly, fished in the evening, cooked,
ate and slept: forgetful of the past, careless of the future
and supremely happy in the present.
I thought I had seen forests before, millions of acres of

them; but up around the head waters of Deep Creek we
saw such timber as I never saw hefore and never f xpect
to see again. A forest of evergreen giants as thicli as
they could stand, towering over 300ft. high, straight as
the rays of light that glanced back from their impervious
tops, and, as Sam Garoutte used to say: "Without a limb,
knot or woodpecker hole" more than half-way up. Even
at mid-day the deep twilight that pervaded the forest
gave our surroundings an air of mellow mystery, all
wrapped in the dreadful stillness of the grave. No birds
were there, no crickets, no active, glad life of any kind
to break the eternal silence in this abode of the dumb,
primeval giants. The stillness was oppressive. It seemed
to be a thing, an existence which we felt restrained from
touching. Almost unconsciously we stepped lightly, fear-
ing that our tread might break the lock that imprisoned
the hoary secrets of the forest. Involuntarily we peered
into the gloom as if in dread of seeing some grim spec'^er
wandering there bewildered in the vast wilderness. W^e
paused and listened, half in doubt whether we were not
called to by some lost spirit held back to earth by the um-
brageous cloud o'erhead. There was something so dismal
and death-like about the stillness and solitude of this
place that I almost imagined that I myself was the ghost
of some being, that had once lived and wandered there,
come back to "squeak and gibber" over the misfortunes
and misdeeds of a misspent earth life after the fashion of
ghosts in general.
Motion of any kind, anything breaking the monotonous

stillness of the place was startling. Even the noise of a
falling twig was as the thunder of the avalanche. A low-
spoken word moaned out through the forest like the com-
ing storm, and one's very thoughts seeined to rattle in the
skull like marbles. The Doctor appeared to be profoundly
impressed with the solemnity of our surroundings. He
stood ones vFith his hands on his hips, his hat tipped back,
his face full of sentiment, mentally soliloquiziog, no
doubt, as I was, and entirely forgetful of the fact that
there was such a thing as a dog in the country, when
Mike and Towser came out suddenly from behind a tree
right in front of him. With two or three quick jumps
backward, hands thrown forward in a supplicating
manner and hair on end, he involuntarily ejaculated that
one simple but expressive monosyllable: "Ugh!" The
D jctor, you must know, like many another poor mountain
wanderer, is mortally afraid of cougars, and doubtless on
first impgession imagined he was attacked by a whole
herd of these varmints; and neither the occasion nor the
color of either dog was calculated to dispel the illusion.
We were in this dismal forest one whole day, and really

I felt relieved when we got where we could hear the
birds sing and see the sunshine.
The trout in the streams of this dark forest were not

large, as a matter of course, but they were of extremely
fine quality, and the Doctor and I each disposed of a
baker's dozsn for supper, prepared in the good, old-fash-
ioned way with strings of bacon in, over and under them
broiled in a wire broiler over live coals. They say that
anything tastes good out on these tramps, but I am im-
pressed with the notion that trout are not so sweet and
rich when cooked in any other style. At any rate I must
candidly confess that I am very partial to the broiler and
bacon method of preparing trout. It is probably unneces-
sary for me to add that for many reasons there was no such
thing as playing our fish in these little mountain streams.We used but one fly, and wherever there was a hole the
size of a wash-tub there was a fish—or two or three
from 6 to lOin. long. I believe that we could have caught
500 such fish a day had we been so disposed, for they
were very ploatiful, absolutely fearless and always
hungry. As I have already intimated, we wasted no fish
worth mentioning, but the temptation to break this rule
was awfully strong.

We started several bachelor elk that were apparently-

doing penance in the spring for the pleasure of wearing
antlers in the fall; hiding away in lonely places, patiently
awaiting the time when the velvet woula fall and allow
them to present themstWes in proud form to their forest
lidy loves. I almost sympathized with them, for they
had about three months ot their sentence yet to serve.

One old fell :)w had selected a most perfect spot for a
home during the purgatory period. On a south side hill

the trees had fallen across each other in such a way that
a pen had been made, inclosed on three sides by logs
piled 5 or 6ft. high, while the fourth side was open and
facing down toward the creek. It was almost artificially

regular in its construction.
We had great fun with an old bear one afternoon. In

his haste to get away he actually doubled up and rolled
down the mountain side, knocking the bark off the whole
side of a log where he struck and glanced off, We could
hardly keep old Towser back when In the neighborhood
of big game. Fortune and fair winds favoring, he shall
have the opportunity in the near future to go-again with
me into these mountains when there will be neither legal
nor moral restraint. Scarcely a night passed that we
were not visited by beasts of the forest, but they gener-
ally kept a respectful distance. However, on one par-
ticular night, wbile we were camping on the headwaters
of Deep Creek, some animal more daring than, the others,
presumably a wildcat dr wolf, approached so near that
Towser made a. dash for him in great earnest, with Mike
valiantly supporting his rear. Mike made as much noise
as an old-fashioned horse-fiddle, which of itself was
enough to tcare all the varmints out of the Coast Range,
and the dogs soon returned without any scalps hanging
to their belts, They were probably lucky that they got
back with their own.
The afternoon of the day following our trip through

the dark forest, while we were in the midst of a great
deadening of the crest of the range, a storm of dire and
vengeful aspect suddenly gathered out on the ocean and
rolled up over the mountains. The danger of our position
was plainly evident, but we were powerless to avert it,'

for it was a long way to Green Timber, and the storm
moved more rapidly over, than we could through the sal-
lal, fallen timber and ferns. We were in for it and pro-
ceeded to make the best of it. ''Oh for a lodge in some
vast wilderness." a hole in the ground or any kind of
hiding place. But there was no lodge, no hole, no biding
place of any kind, and we had to face the music: and
there was plenty of music before we got through with
the entertainment. The sad genius of the coming storm
moaned in fitful sighs a sort of melancholy warning tons
through the leafless branches of the great dead giants.
The warning was heeded all right enough, but still we
had to face the music. Then the storm came, and burst
upon us with all the fury of its pent up rage,

And savage wind?, iBfuriate driven.

Flew howlinfi; io the face of lieaveo.

The rush of the storm and the din and the thunder of
falling timber were truly appalling: and I was very
nervous if not absolutely frightened. The Doctor was
pale and silent, and watched the battle of the elements
earnestly but calmly; bud you should have seen him for-
get his dignity when a great tree-top snapped and started
directly for the particular spot upon which we were
sta.nding. Not 1«S8 than a score of these tops fell in our
immediate neighborhood, and Che confused crashings and
rumblings were awful to hear. For my part, I don't en-
joy this kind of an entertainment. I can dodge all right
when I have to, but if the fun lasts very long it gets
monotonous. For an hour or more we suffered in our
terror, not knowing what moment we might be crushed
or maimed; for the tops did not always fall with the
wind as decent tops should, but frequently snapped as
thev whipped back against the blast.

We had seen another of the Coast Ringe elephants,
and I, for one, was ready to go home. We had seen
about elephants enough for one trip, so we started for the
Tuipins'. The storm had made our exit one of great difli-

cuky, for the fallen trees and debris were piled in many
places thirty feet high. That night we camped on Djep
Cceek, wtll down toward its mouth, where the stream
was wider and we had more room to cast and play oxir
fish. The fish were larger, too, and played sad havoc
with our tackle; but we managed to save plenty of them.
How I wished that we could reach home in one day from
Deep Creek. I am satisfied that the Doctor and 1 could
have caught a hundred pounds of fine trout in a day's
fishing near our camp of that night; but we could not
keep them in good shape two days, and besides, neither
of us felt disposed to carry a load of fish twenty-five or
thirty miles over the mountains and such a trail. But
we caught a nice basket for theTurpins, notwithstanding
the fact that they didn't like fish, for it was the first time
on our trip that we had had even the shadow of an excuse
for catching any more than we ourselves could use, and
we didn'c propose to lose the opportunity of enjoying our-
selves with the beauties of Deep Creek for once, even if
the Turpins did decline to take their medicine.
Towser seemed to know that he was in his favorite

wildcat country and was restless and uneasy all night
long, but we would not let him leave camp. Our pro-
visions were getting low, particularly the bacon, for Tow-
ser liked bacon and we had not prepared for his wants.
So next morning we struck out for the Turpins', where
we arrived about noon, well satisfied with our trip and
yet glad enough to get out of the wilderness and back in
the neighborhood of civilization. Towser didn't seem at
all anxious to get home, He had been treated kindly,
had had plenty to eat, and had been a good dog without
the intervention of boom-chains. The Turpine were glad
to see us return safely, for they had witnessed the storm
in the mountains, and knew the danger we were in. Tur-
pin himself, when he learned that we were in the great
deadening during the storm, congratulated us on our
lucky escape. The Doctor, of course, needed the whole
day for rest, and the girls seemed really glad that he was -

tired. One cannot blame them much under the circum-
stances, for likely young men were seen in the Nehalem
"Valley about as often as were angels. Turpin asked me,
off to one side, whether the Doctor was a married man,
and when I told him that the Doctor was single, a good
physician and a fine young man, Turpin seemed deeply
interested in him and his intentions. They needed a good
doctor in the Nehalem "Valley, and he know of a nice
quarter section close by which the Doctor could take up
as a timber claim, but which, when cleared up, would
make a magnificent homestead if the Doctor cared to set-

tle on it. But he didn't propose to disclose its location
except to an actual settler, and even then it must be one
that suited him for a neighbor. It really docs seem a
shame to see such roses as the Turpin girls ' blush un-
seen, and waste their sweetness on the desert air." 1 do
not wonder that Turpin is a little anxious about his
neighbors, if he has the welfare and happiness of his
pretty daughters at heart.
While the Doctor rested, Johnny and I took the canoe

and fished some of the lovely pools down the Nehalem.
He wanted me to use his tackle, but I declined, and I
will add that I succeeded in capturing several good-sized
fish, the last one of which succeeded in capsizing the
canoe and giving .Johnny and me a thorough wetting;
but I saved the fish all the same. Of course I lost the
big fellows, but then, just think of the fun we had.
When I go again to the Nehalem for trout I shall take a
supply of such tackle as I ordinarily use for salmon, and
it will fool somebody.
We got an early start next morning with the well

wishes of the family in general, and a gentle reminder
from little Annie about the doll in particular. As we
left the river for home we observed poor old Towser sit-

ting on the opposite bank looking alter us. He watched
U8 until a bend in the trail hid us from his sight, and I
imagined that his old heart was aching as human hearts
ache when they take the last fond look,

Portland, Oregon. S. H. Gkeene.

IN CAMP ON CACHE RIVER.
LiTTLK Rook, Arkansas.—We had talked it over often

and vowed to go fishing. Finally we started. By we, I
mean the Senator (who now spends most of his time
standing between the Iron Mountain Railroad and justice
for a consideration, and Avho is a veritable Jonah to a
fishing party if not to his railroad), my eleven-year-old
boy and his partner, and myself. Leaving Little Rock
we reached Cache River, fifty-five miles out, after a two
hours' run, and were safely landed with our plunder on
the banks of the stream, which was in beautiful fishing
stage. .

A little negotiation and a dollar of our daddies procured
us two boats from a native and we were soon at our camp-
ing spot, a half-mile below at a spring. We proceeded
to put the tent up and arrange camp, and by that time it

was nearly dark and no one had had a chance to catch a
fish. About that time a Senegambian hove in sight in a
mud scow, and the persuasive influence of a quarter soon
transferred a fine string of fish from his possession to ours.
So we started in by buying fish. But what else could
you expect with Jonah along and in the close season for
whalet?
Bat though late, Jonah and I concluded we would go

fishing anyhow, and as the kids had caught a bucket of
mmnows, we went down to the bar and tried our fortune.
But it was late and the malign influence of the prophet
was still in force, and only one striped bas rewarded our
efforts. Coming back, we found that the kids had built
a camp-fire in a hollow cypress tree in front of the tent,
and it was acting like a blast furnace or a volcano on a
ramapge, and we had to move our tent in a hurry. For
two hours that tree lighted up the woods and finally hardly
left the remains.
After supper, composed largely of the fish we had not

caught, we retired for the night. I had brought with me
some mosquito medicine made after good old "Nessmuk's"
recipe: but to our surprise the festive insect did not mate-
rialize in any aiipreciable quantity.
The next morning we were up early, swallowed a hasty

breakfast, found a minnow bucket with its contents bad
floated away, but fortunately found it lodged against a
tree just below camp, and started fishing.
Pulling our boat into a lake near the river we tried for

black bass. We soon got several and a white perch or
two. Suddenly I got a bite that made me dizzy, and for
the next five minutes the Bristol steel rod was twisted
into every shape, but came to time all right, and just as
I concluded I had the biggest bass ever seen in Arkansas, .

I landed a blue catfish 3ft. long. That is where Jonah
got in his work again, and I draw the veil of charity
and silence over the transformation of my bass into a
catQsh.

It was time to quit, for the Senator had to go to Ma-
bleville to dispense Democratic doctrine to his anxious
constituents; so we gave him a square meal and let him
go with regret, for he is a good fellow in spite of his un-
lucky propensities.
When we came back to camp we found new misfor-

tunes. Before going away I had nailed up the provision
box securely enough as I thought to defy the ubiquitous
Arkansas razorback.
This animal infests the bottoms and is probably a cross

between a very aboriginal hog and a peccary. He runs
mostly to forelegs and snout and is a hustler. He spends
half his time hunting for a living in the bottom and the
other half hustling to get out of the way of swamp nig-
gers and bears. We found two in possession of the camp
and also found that they had inserted their snouts under
the top of the box, pried it off, eaten our bread and scat-
tered things badly. A visit to a settler's house furnished
some corn meal, and we lived on corn dodgers the rest of
the time.
After a long rest I went back to the lake and caught a

nice string and the second night passed without interrup-
tion.

The next morning dawned clear and beautiful. The
fish were jumping in every direction, but it was Sunday.
I was tempted to go fishing, but the thought of the bad
example I would set the boys and the lecture I would get
from my religious wife kept me from it, added to which
were the sermons of my spiritual adviser, who by the
way is a fisherrnan too, and can chase the festive minnow
with the best of us and fall down in the water without
even straining the third commandment.
So instead of fishing I took the kids into the woods and

found a vine full of muscadines and spent the forenoon in
complete idleness. When the afternoon train came we
boarded it and were soon at home again.

It was the first camp for the boys and their hearty en-
joyment of it was one of the most pleasant features of
the trip.

Game is fairly abundant Ln that country, but though
the season was open the vegetation was so dense I did
not try any hunting. I started one afternoon, but a few
yards through the cane satisfied me that hunting in a
cane bottom was not my forte. Vm.
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THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
Canton, N. Y., Oct. VI.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Reading the various articles in Forest anp Stream
about the cry of the panther brings to memory an inci-

dent of boyhood days.

It was in October of 1861, and I, a lad of 18 years and
751bs, weight, was engaged in trapping mink. My home
was in Fine, a then backwoods settlement; and I trapped
the pond", brooks and river in that vicinity. On this day
I had left home before dawn, and had been setting steel

traps and deadfalls on a small stream that crossed and
recrossed the "Old Albany road." Darkness caught me
miles from any house or other shelter, and I sought the
leeward side of a small thicket of spruce and prepared to
pass the night as best I might. I had no blanket; such
an article was too heavy to carry. After felling several
small hardwood trees for fuel, I kindled a fire, made
some tea and ate my supper. I then proceeded to cut
wood enough to keep my fire during the night. My first

blow produced an unexpected echo: from directly up the
brook, and seemingly some dozen rods away, came a
scream so long, loud and blood-curdling that each separ-
ate hair on my head stood up on end, and my blood went
aounding through my veins at a better clip than ever
made by iSTancy Hanks. A second yell, not so loud nor"
long, brought me to my senses, and I picked up my
<)ingie barrel muz-
^leioading, i>ea-

ihooter, and care-
fully examined
t.he "GD" cap to ..

lee if it would re-

spond if needed.
Then I watched
the circle of dark-
ness for eyes and
formed my plan
of defense if de-

fense shou'd be-
come necessary.
This plan was to

put the fire be-

tween myself and
the owner of that
voice, and only to

fire when sure of

my aim. Bat no
eyes appeared,and
after waiting a
few minutes I laid

down my gun and
cut more wood.
Then building a
good fire I lay
down and went to
sleep. Once dur-
ing the night I

awoke with a start

and shivering
with cold, almost
surprised that as

my fire had burn-
ed out, I bad not
been eaten, I did
act see the owner
of that voice, did
not even look for

tracks—I believe I

was too intent up-
on making tracks
myself when day-
light came. But
on telling my ad-
venture to hunters
who had killed

many panthers,
they at once said

my visitor was
one.
Has the reader

a lady friend, who
has a' clear, strong
voice, and has also

a mortal terror of a mouser' Put her in a small room,
close the windows and doors, let her open a bureau
drawer, and have Mr. Mouse dart out almost in her face.

Hear her scream. It will unfasten the door, rattle the
windows and lift the shingles on the roof. It will fill

every iota of space within the room with sound, and send
a cold chill over you. The voice I heard that night was
the same, only that it was louder, and it filled the woods
for seemingly a mile around, Just as the woman's voice
would fill the room. It had a volume, depth and strength
not to be found in the voice of any bird or small animal.

I have gpent much time in the wilderness and have
heard all the voices of the day and night, but all com-
bined would make but a tiny squeak beside that terrific

scream. I did not see the animal, hence I cannot
"swear" that it was a panther, but I am quite willing to

stake all my future luck as a hunter that it was.
I have been acquainted with a number of men who

made hunting and trapping these animals a business, and
they tell me that the panther seldom screams, but sur-

prise or anger may cause him to do so. Undoubtedly
the average individual hears something else and calls it a
panther, but once be has heard that animal make his

best effort he will never again be mistaken nor say that
the panther does not scream, J. H. Rushton.

For_ eight years it was my happy lot to pass most of my
time in a wilderness where panthers were occasionally
seen and heard. Also there were owls in plenty, and "l

amused myself by imitating their hootings until I could
deceive the birds themselves and from a distance draw
them near me. I then thought myself familiar with
about all their varying tones. I certainly had ample
opportunity to become so. But there was one cry some-
times heard in those woods that was somewhat different
from that of an owl, a cat or a lynx. I did not in those
days think myself more than an average coward, but I
will confess that one dark night, when I had left the
camp-fire to replenish the water bottle at a stream close
by, it was probably to my credit that no one could see
me for a minute or so. There was a sound in a neighbor-
ing thicket—that was all. When I got back to the camp,
my partner—he was then new to the woods—with eyes
bulging and a suspicious movement about the knees, was
grasping an axe with both hands. He asked what that
noise was. I told him I thought it was a devil, or per-
haps a dozen or two of them rolled into one. He at
once agreed -with me,
Well, I heard that scream several other times later on,

and I can't say it sounded any sweeter. The woodsmen
of that vicinity are more or less familiar with it. They
say it is made by the panther. All I can say is that any
animal with that voice—be he rabbit or owl—can have
the whole path, so far as I am concerned. I can get
along very well in the bushes.
Oaly one } in those eight years did I meet a panther in

his native wilds. He might have been at his best—feel-

AFTER THE SPECKLED BEAUTIKS.

Kettle Creek, Potter County, Pa. Photo by Dr. J. Max Mueller.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

ing particularly good over something—but to me he did
not look like a "sneak cat." Fked L. Ballard.

The Panther's "Yik."

Sprinotield, Mass., Oct 15.—I do not pretend to deny
"Stanatead's" statement that a panther may "yik," but I

am a firm believer in what he calls the myth of the
animal's terrible scream. It is well known that almost
all animals have different cries to express varying
emotions—the house cat and the wildcat snarl, growl
and shriek, and I have often heard the lynx combine all

sounds in a startling manner—especially when prowling
close by the camp-fire, and waking one out of a sound
aleep.

He Saw them Scream,
. I have been very much interested in the articles pub-
lished in Forest and Stream, as to whether the panther
really screams or not. With your permission, I will
offer some evidence in favor of the scream that may be
interesting,

I was born and reared in a great far South State that
borders the Mississippi River, and all my life I have been
familiar with the big game of the vast forest lying along
the great river from the mouth of the Arkansas to the
sea. I have killed, and helped to kill, perhaps twenty
panthers, and twice, I have seen the panther when it

screamed.
Five years ago this month I was riding from a small

village, or rather post office, on the Sunflower River, in

Mississippi, to a plantation seven miles away. It was
late before I left the hospitable mansion of my planter
host, who had served in my regiment as a captain, and
one of the most dashing of Forrest's troopers, when his

lip was still as smooth as a girl's. The moon this night
was full, and the road was plain and untraveled, I

was riding a Kentucky 5-year-old, who was as intelligent

as a thoroughbred can be. About three miles out my
mare gave a start and shiver, and from the canebrake
that bordered each side of a small but deep bayou, there
came the low, deep, quavering scream that I had often
heard before at night when in camp in the depth of a
Mississippi forest. I knew it was a panther. It was
repeated," and the animal seemed to be moving parallel to
the road. The bayou made a sudden turn to the left, or
northward, where it was bridged by a rude but strong
structure of cypress logs. This bridge I had to cross.

Beyond it the land by the roadside was quite open, and
the highway stretched for a mile in a straight line. Just
as I was about crossing the bridge with a leap that must

have covered 30 ft., one of the largest panthers I have
ever seen, sprang full into the middle of the dusty road.
I was not more than loyds, distant. The bright, full
moon shining on the white dust brought the splendid
figure of our greatest cat out in perfect relief. It stood
there, sidewise to me, for perhaps half a minute, not
making a move, but gently waving its long tail. Then it

threw back its great leonine head, and opening its mouth
to the lull, uttered the scream I had heard in wilderness,
on mountain, and in canebrake for the past thirty years.
Its long teeth shone white and cruel in the light of the
Southern moon. In a moment it was answered from the
rear of a cotton plantation, perhaps a mile away. Th6:
moist, still air of the Southern lowlands is a wonderful
bearer of sound. I understood at once that this was the
call amative which we so often hear from the prowling
tomcat on the woodhouse roof or rear fence. Though I

had a Colt's cavalry pistol in my saddle holster—for
nobody rides at night in this country without an arm of
some sort—I made no attempt to shoot. The animal
turned its head toward me for a second, and its great
eyes gleamed as with a phosphorescent light. Then it

leaped into the cane on the other side of the road, entered
the cotton field spoken of, and started toward the forest
at the rear of the cleared land.
Once before I heard the angry scream of a panther, I

was fishing on one of the lakes in Mississippi that are
"cut offa" of the Mississippi. A negro man named Ben,
who was cutting wood near me, came up, holding a
young panther, about the size of an ordinary cat, but ex-
tremely lively. "Marse , I done foun' dis yer little

beas' over dere in
de clearin': what
yo' reckon it is?"

I knew the habit
of the female pan-
ther of bringing
her young ones

—

for there are hard-
ly ever more than
two- down as soon
as they can walk
from their lofty
birthplace in some
huge cypress or
gum, to take the
air and enjoy the
vivifying warmth
of the sun, I had
no firearm, and
old Ben had noth-
ing but an axe.
"I think you had
best put that
thing down on the
ground, Ben, and
leave here," I re-
plied, "It's a
young panther,"
" De Lawd look
down!" said the
frightened darky
as he promply fol-

lowed my sugseS'
tion and cleared
out. I stepped in-

to my canoe and
pulled a hundred
feet away from
the shore, for I

heard the short
angry scream of
the mother pan-
ther a quarter of a
mile away. She
came dashing
through the can©
and brush that sur^
rounded the lake,
making as much
noise as a 3-year-
old steer would.
When she reached
her young one she
fiercely nosed it

over to see if it

was injured in any
way. Seeing me,

she gave a loud, fierce, angry scream, opening her mouth
to the full as she did it. She was in a sunny spot, and I
was not more than 30yds, distant in the canoe. Nothing
intervened, and I distinctly saw her teeth and tongue as
she screamed. She then seized the cub in her mouth,
with that firm tenderness that characterizes the mother
most, and started through the cane back to her lair.

For the reasons given, and my personal observation in
the cases cited, I know the panther can and upon occa-
sion does scream. I have related my own observations
precisely as they occurred. Mississippi Lowlands.
HtTSHPUCKANY, MlSS., Oct. 10.

In his "Notes on the Panther," issue of Sept. 8, Mr.
Geo. H, Wyman recorded: "The female mate of the
captured cougar, starting apparently from the side of the
mountain opposite to me and a quarter of a mile away,
walked slowly along toward the place where her mate
had been killed, and all the way, at short intervals, giving
such terrific screams as I had never heard before, and as
most decidedly hurried my pace toward the house, where
I found the family standing in the front yard to hear the
same alarming screams which had startled me. Part of
her notes seemed those of anger and some of intense
grief."

American Ornithologists' Union.
Portland, Conn,, Oct. 6.—The tenth congress of the

American Ornithologists' Union will convene in Wash-
ington, D. C. , on Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 11 o'clock A. M.
The meetings will be held at the U. S. National Museum.
The reading of papers will form a prominent feature

of the meetings. Associate as well as active members
are earnestly requested to contribute, and to notify the
secretary before Nov. 12 as to the titles of their commu-
nications and the length of time required for their
presentation. John H. Sage, Secretary,
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AN OPEN LETTER.
To Henry Austin, Esq., of the Suffolk Bar, Boston, Mass:

Dear Sir—You mayhave read the story ofthe eastern ruler

to whom came a farmer with the complaint that a soldier had

devoured one of his jnelons. "Bring him before me/' com-

manded the monarch. "Nowciithim open. If the melon

Is found, restitution shall be made. If it is not found, ofl'

goes your head." The melon was found and restitution was

made. When I was advised the other day that your book,

American Oamc and Fish Lams,* contained pilferings

from me, it was a simple matter to secure a copy, open it

and determine the truth of the charge. I found the melon.

Portions of your work, I discover, have been stolen bodily

and word for word from my own Bonh of the Gavic La ii^s.

Instead of giving me any credit for the appropriated

material, you have sought to palm it off on the public as the

fruit of your own honest investigation, for in your preface

you say:

In prepariuK this work Ihe author has endeavored to nsake a

brief, hut comprehensive digest of the ganio and flish laws. The
material lias been derived from the Bevisod Stiitiites, Codob. and

the latest enactments of the respective States.

Trusting that his invr-stigatiou may pru\ e acceptable and we-
ful, the author pretforUs the roF\ilt ol liis lalior.

Since there is nothing to indicate that you Avcnt beyond

my book for your material, when your preface says that

"the material has been derived from the Revised Statutes

etc,,"' you probably mean us to undei'stand, "The material

has been derived (some of it with a pair of shears and a pot

of paste) from the Hevi.sed Statutes, (lodes, and the latest,

enactments of the respective States, as given in the JSook of

the (raiiii: Lan's, coinpiled from original sources by Charles

B.Reynolds." This slight inaccuracy of statement, Mr.

Austin, is deplorable, but less deplorable than other inac-

curacies to which I shall call yotii- attention shortly.

I am not now complaining that you used for your digest

the laws given by me in the full text. Public statutes are

public property, any one has a perfect tight to use thera as

he will. But an esteemed legal friend, in whom 1 have per-

fect confidence, advises me that my arrangement of the

laws, my abstracts, my digest^s, belong to me; they are jny

property or that of those to whom I may sell them: audit
Henry Austin surreptitiously appropriates them he takes

what is not his.

Doubtless every person who finds himself the victim of a

literary poacher, feels in some measure aggrieved, There
are circumstances connected with this case which have reas-

onably or unreasonably aggravated my sense of wrong at

your hand. Chief among these is tiie fact that the particu-

lar portions of my Bool; of the Game Lams whi(;h yoti have
appropriated with your shears are the very ones which
reqtxired the most labor for me to prepare.

1q 1891, there being no acciirate compendium of the game
and fish laws (the Fiir Fi-a, and Feather was then as now
incomplete and unreliable), I determined to pro-vide one.
There was a legitimate call for such a work, and I thought
that it should be supplied from this office. The labor of

compilation promised to be arduous, but it was quite clear

that if the book was to be put forth with the FoRKST ANP
Stream's indorsement there must be assurance of its accu-
racy; and the only way for me to be sure that the compila-
tion was accurately done was to do it mj'self. I therefore
set about the work of preparing the Bool! of f/ic Game
Latvs—a, task which proved to be laborious, vexatious, tedi-

ous and difficult beyond expectation. Begun in Maj-, the
work consumed all available time to October. Some hint
of this was given in a note in the first issue, as follows:

ACCURACY AND COMJ'J.ETENESS.

The first qualities demanded of a co'mpendiura of laws are ac-
curacy and completeness. In the lack of any collection of fish

and game lawa having these riualities this nae was undertaken.
The preparation of tl>9work has involved im examination of

more than 8(10 distiact original and amendatory acts, scattered
through multitudinous volumes of the compiled statutes and
session laws of the fifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces
here represented. The labor of compilation has been largely in-
creased by the often careless and sometinioa saemiugly contra-
dictory nature nC Ibo legislation. It \voiild be presumption to

hope that in (he hxmdreds of laws here givva no miuor ei'vors will
be discoveietl: but it may at lea-st be said tlia t the JJuuA of Un
Game JjOWk as it appears to-day is the result ol: .i painstaking and
conscientious endeavor to furnish an accurate and reliable com-
pendium. Similar care will be exercised to give all fut\n-e euaet-
raents promptly and correetly.

It is perhaps this recollection of the difTicul ties encountered
and the actual drudgery done in the preparation ofthe Booh
of the Gu inc. Laivs, which increases my impatience when I
find that some of the results of my labor have becu stnleji by
a member of the Suffolk Bar. Perhaps, however, considera-
tions of this nature, ba.sed on honest work, may have little
significance for one who adopts your speedier and easier
mode of compilation. Take, for an example, In the Book of
the Gatiie Lr/ ir.v, the condensed statement of the Connecticut
local fishing laws—upward of a hundred of them, the pre-
paration of which co.st me several days' work, be.sides cor-
respondence with public officials, and with persons familiar
with local geograpliy—as Mr. F. D. Bowen, of the New
York fnarpciident with respect to Woodstock waters. All
this you have coolly appropriated, the whole of it, word for
word, my order, my language, everything, in short, but the
bare enumeration of the sections. This application of the
shears you call "investigation.'' I .should .give it a shorter
designation, an "invidious appellation," to (juote an ex-
pression of Hume's.

"True, were I given to vanity, there might be among other

J'
American Game and Fish Laics, Containing a Complete Digest

pf the Laws in eacn State, by Henry Arrstin of the Suffolk Bar.An hor of 'American Farm and Game Laws." "The Liquor Lawm the New England States," etc. Boston, 1893,

emotions excited by the detection of your wholesale "in^-esti-

gation" from me, a .shade of self -adulation that yon, a Law-

yer, should have had .such full confidence in my own, a

layman's, ]>resentation of the law as to indorse it word for

word; and that Henry Austin, of the Suffolk Bar, should

have stood .sponsor for the law book work of Charles B.

Reynolds, a newspaper editor, even to putting forth that

work over the authority of his own name. But I am a mod-
est man, and the compliment you have paid makes me feel

not an inch taller. I believe, however, that your confidence

inthejB(»o7f of llic Game Laies -was abundantly!.iustifi.ed,

for, if I do say it, the compilation was an hone.st piece of

work and now in its third year has stood the test of time.

What is to be said of the acctiracy of your own publica-

tion?

We are so in the way of going to the lawyers for our law,

and of accepting as the law what thej' tell us isthelaw, that

we naturally put confidence in a lawbook bearing on its

title page the authority of legal authorship. The American
Game and Fish Lei trs by Henry Austin of the Suffolk Bar
would therefore be accepted by the confiding public as an

accurate and reliable presentation of the law. Is it?

1 have been interestedin examining the Nov. I , )S(>>, edition

ot your America)! < jam e and, Fish La/ies. not only to see

how much of it you originally "investigated'' bodily from the

Bodk of Ihe G<in\e l^aies, ))ut also to determine its in-

accuracy by coiuparing it with the current (October, 185)2)

issue of ray own work, in which the laws are correctly

stated as amended to date.

The Nov. 1, 185*2, edition of \^xe. AmerlermFish and, Game
Lff's, by Henry Austin, of the Suffolk Bar, purports to

give the laws of W of the r>] States and Territories of the

United States. (It does not include Canada.)
:$3 of the 1!) State and Territory laws are given incorrectly.

That is to say, the errors in the book apply to 3:f States

and Terintories.

133 game and fish seasons are incorrectly stated.

74 game and fish seasons are omitted altogether.

Uncounted errors relate to pro-visions other than as to

seasons.

The seasons wrongly given or not .given at all relate to

Imffalo, elk, antelope, male deer, female deer, deer, Avild

turkeys, quail, ruffed grouse (partridge), pinnated grouse

(prairie chickens), sharptail grovi.se, wild geese, Avild ducks,

brant, snipe, plover, woodcock, rail, rabbits, reed birds, rob-

ins, tut^;le doves, larks, Mongolian pheasants; European
pheasants, trout, lake troirt, black ba.ss, mullets, red horse,

pickerel, pike, suckers.

The uncounted errors additional to the season errors re-

late to hounding deer, killing game for market, privileges

of non-residents, exportation of game, sale of game, snaring

game, use of ferrets, use of sink boxes, use of blinds, use of

sneak boats, size of fish, fishing in private waters. There
are blunders even in the law of your own State of Massachu-
setts, and I»lunders by which an unlucky wight trusting to

you niight find him.self in seriotis trortble.

Manifestly the only security, outside of a fool's paradise,

one might feel who should follow your representation as to

the fish and game laws woitld be in the good luck that he was
not in one of the 83 States and Ten-itories whose laws are

mis-stated, or that the particular law he was acting under
you r statement of did not happen to be one of the 200 and
odd you have given wrongly; or else in the good fortune that

the law was practically a dead-letter.

Ton aj)pear to me, Mr. Austin, to be possessed of an
amazing degree of simplicity and of insouciance—for a
lawyer—in assuming paternity for such a grotesque collec-

tion of errors as is put forth in the current edition of your
American Game mid Fish Laws, But what astoni-shes me
even more, is that apparently it has never occurred to you
that any moral responsibility attaches to your happy-go-
lucky blundering; or that it makes the least difference in the
world whether you, a lawyer, .give to the purchaser of this

book—who is your client, so to speak—a truthful statement
of the law or not. You, an attorney and counsellor at law,

advise one man that he may not do a certain thing, when
the law itself di.stinctly permits him to do it; and you, a
member of the Suffolk Bar, tell another man that he may do
something when the law positively and explicitly declares

he may not do it, but shall be punished if he does do it. And
this sort of reckless, worthless and dangerous advice you
give not once but a hundred times. Take, a sample case, one
among those in Massachusetts, your own State, where you
arc practicing law, and where, if any where, you should
know the law and give safe legal counsel. With respect
to snaring ruffed grouse (partridge) you advise that
snaring may be done by land owners "during open
season only;" that is to say, from Sept. 13 to Jan. 1.

But the law limits the time for snaiing to the
period "between the first day of October and the first

day of .Tannary." So here are fifteen days iu September in

which a well-meaning Massachusetts grouse snarer might
get himself into trouble by trusting to the advice of a Tre-
u\out street lawyer. And as a member of the Suffolk Bar
you tell the Ma.s.sachu,setts farmer's boy that he may trap
rabbits from Sept. 1 to March I, when for full three months
of that time the law forbids it. These blunders in your own
State law are good enough specimens of the misleading
advice you give in thirty-three States and Territories: but
they do not begin to be so serious as many others—in Xew
York, for instance. Why, I have jttst to-day telegraphed to

a State Game Protector to come here and aiTest a game
•lealer fof having on sale certain game which your book
ad\ises he may now sell, but the law says he may not.
Truly, the New York game dealer who should follow you in
this respect would .stand in need of a powerful "pull" unless
he should have Delmonico's luck with the District Attorney.
Your work has been taken from the Booh of the Game

Lrms, and your work is full of mistakes. Does not this
discredit the claimed accuracy of the Book of the Game
Laios? Not in the least. You abstracted and scissored
your material from one of the first editions of the Sook, (for

your plagiarism has gone long tmdetected by me). The
material was all right enough when you took it, provided

you ti-ansferred it accurately. But while revision supple-

ments of the Book of the Game La as have been issued

quarterly, its plates corrected, and the work in large share

reset, and thus "revised to date," you appear to have revised

the successive issues of your work only in part. It is as if

yoti should sell us an 1892 Farmer's Almanac with tour or

five 1801 months in it. Legislatures amend the laws, game
and fish seasons change with the years, but Mr, Austin's

A merican Geime and Fish Leiwsyjith pig-headed stupid-

ity sticks to the same old dates.

Now, I trust that there may be no misapprehension on
your part nor on the part, of others as to my attitude toward
your work itself, intrinsically considered as a game-law
compendium. There is room in this country for an honest

work in that field by you as well as for my own honest work,
I believe in game and fish protection, and in facilitating

and promoting public information aboirt the laws. I con-

sider it an excellent thing for game protective societies to-

distribute the laws gratuitously, as is done, and well done,

in your own State, by the Massachusetts Crame and Fi.sh

Protective A.ssociation. (Send for a copy; the secretary is Mr.

R. O. Harding, -304 Washington Istreet, Boston.) The more

fcame law compilations the better. But let us all make our

)Ooks honestly. For there are other laws, fully as im-
portant as these respecting game and fish, their observance

fully as binding. One of them is the rule of meuin et ta am,

collo(iuially, what's mine is mine, what's yours is yours;

and of the distinction between the two. This applies not

only to the new silver half-dollar in my pocket, and to the one
in yours, but to books that .sell for a half-dollar, like my
Book f}f the Game Lau^s, and to the copyrighted material

in such books. It applies to our dealings, one with another

—but I cannot believe that you, a member of the Massa-
chusetts Bar Association, stand in need of an elementary

course of instruction in ethics.

I assui'e you that the sportsmen of this country require no
such teaching. When you shall know them as well as I do,

Mr. Austin, you vdll appreciate that they hate sham and
fi-aud, believe in fair play, give their support to honest en-

deavor and to work which is in reality just what it professes

to be on its face, and reward the man who does original

work, not the man who appropriates the original work of

another. Under these conditions, without taking into ac-

count the 200 and odd abominable errors in your American
Fisti and Game Lcb'ws, or ihe tried and proved accuracy of

my own Book of the Game Laies and of its younger brother

the Game Laws in Brief, there is no question in my mind
which of these will have the confidence and support of the

public—when once the public shall have found out your
jiilferings. If you have been hugging any fond delusion

that you would iiot be exposed, Mr, Atxstin, you may aa

well now abandon the very last shred of that fatuous trusty

Charles B, Reynolds.
Ot'pkjk o¥ Fouest akd SiEEAja, Oct. 24, 1892,

To whom it may concern;
The Book of the Game La ws published by us is a copy-

righted work.
The pamphlet entitled American Game and Fish La iOS

(by Henry Austin of the Suftolk Bar, Boston, 1893), contains
certain material which is an infringement of our copyright
in the Boo?t of the Game La ws, which infringement, we
are advised by counsel, is actionable at law.
All persons are hereby warned again.st selling or ofl'ering,

for sale the infringing work, as we shall take measures to
enforce our rights and protect our property.

Forest asd Stream Pitblishu^g Co.

ai8 Bboauway, New York, Oct. 24, 189,'.

SPORT ON COLUMBUS DAY.
Columbus Day, Friiiay, Oct. 21,, was a holiday in

Boston, and, in fact, in most of the New England cities

and towns. Not all of the boys followed the crowd or
marched in the processions, for a good many of the loverB

of the gun took the day in the woods. Some of the
devotees of the rod and line also went on the waters. It

is close time on trout now, but the catching of the big i

bass in the Sudbury River, an account of which was in
the Forest and Stueam last week, started the fishermen
anew. Mr. Richard F. Loring, agent for D. K. Reed &
Son, Chamber of Commerce, got up a hunting and fishing

party among his friends for Columbus Day, The party
was made up of E. M, Gillam, of the Boston Advertiser,
Charles Fairchild, formerly salesman for the Diamond
Paste Co., and Mr, Wilson, of Buffalo, N. Y., traveling

salesman for the same paste company. They started for

Foster's Pond in Wayland, on Thursday evening. They
got into camp late at night, but managed to make them-
selves comfortable, with, the single exception that they
had neglected to supply their larder with a sufficient

quantity of food. It had been suggested that some one of
the party purchase the supplies, but in the hurry of leav-

ing business and getting started, no onie had really,

attended to a supply of food, though each one had pro-

vided himself with a rather small lunch in the shape of

crackers and cheese, etc. The result was tliat almost,
every morsel was eaten at breakfast the next morning.

'

But all were enthusiastic and each started out with the
determination of doing his part towards a game and fish

dinner. Two of the party tried the creek and the pond
for pickerel, but found the water almost too low to float

a boat in the creek, and very low in the pond, though
they had hired a boat for the occasion. They got no fish.

,

]Mi-. Loring and Mr. (lillam were out early after birds,

'

and with the help of a good dog, one belonging to Mr.
Gillam, Mr. Loring shot three partridge and Mr, Gillam

'

one quail, Then Mr, Loring was bound to try the gray
squirrels in the upland woods near at hand, and he suc-

ceeded in getting one. On making an inventory of their

provisions and game it was decided that if they had some
eggs they might do very well toward a dinner, though a <

chicken or two would help out and save the partridge to

take home. They started out in quest of the needed sup-
plies. Farmhouses were scattering and the people gen-
erally away from home. They could obtain no chickens
and only three eggs, fresh laid Mr. Loring bought them
for. These he brought back very cajefully. During
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the process of cooking there was considerable banter as

to wlio of the party should hare the eggs, sinoe three

could not go round with four at table. Mr. Loring was
anxious that the matter should be decided before the din-

ner was done, and now the other boys are a little suspi-

cious. The game was cooked to a turn. The eggs were
done, and four Jmngry men gathered around. The first

man to take an egg—not Mr. Loring—rapped the should-

be shell with his pocket knife. The sound was ominous.
The thing was china. The boys all looked blank, and the

other eggs were examined. One was a nest egg and an-

other china. Then a roar of laughter went up such as

the eld camp at Fosters Pond has seldom heard. The
game was all devoured, and the boys started for Boston
much pleased with their outing, even if game was not as

plenty as they had hoped for.

Mr. Daniel Seaverns, Jr., srrain agent for a Western
house at the Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. L, W.
DePass, assistant secretary of the Chamber of Commerce,

- took Columbus Day in the woods at West Newton. Mr.

DePass has a young Irish setter bred by Mr. E. M. Gillam.

This dog they" had along, and they are much pleased with
the work he did. Bat game was scarce, and there were
several other hunting parties just ahead of them, one
they knew, Irom Boston, and one from Newton.

Dr. Heber Bishop, famous as one of the leaders of the

Megantic Club, is out of the woods again, with bis usual

good luck. This season he has already taken a big moose
and a caribou. He will also spend Christmas week in the

Megantic woods, after big game. Gossip says that Mr.
a.nd Mrs. AVestley .Jones, of Elm Hill, Eoxbury, with
Mrs. Frank Biynes and Mr. L, C. Shepard, of New York,
have just returned from a pleasant outing in the Adiron-
dacke. The party was quartered in Mr. Jones's camps,
Kickabuck Lodge. The weather was fine the most of

the time. They had good sport, taking six deer in all.

I Two of the deer were shot by the ladies, one by Mrs.

1 Haynes, a fine buck, and another by Mrs. Jones, the first

one to be taken. Now, this story sounds well, and may
be believed by those who don't go a-hunting; but some
people, and particiilarly those acquainted with women
and deer himting in the Adirondacks. would refuse to

believe a word of it. That the party mentioned has been
at the Adirondacks, is doubtless true,

Mr. W.T. Farley, of Farley, Harvey & Co.,witha friend,

took Columbus Day in the woods, with shotguns. They
went up into the western part of the State, but secured

only a few birds. Partridges they pronounce decidedly

scarce.
Gardy Eames, the Reading rifle shot, with Charley

Davies, was out on Columbus Day, in the Reading woods.
Tiiey are probably the most expert sportsmen in the

country, and they secured several partrio ores.

E. M. Gillam, Richard Loring and J je Raaser were out

on the 33d in the Reading woods, with dogs and guns.

Mr. Reaser is a crack shot, having hunted chickens in

the West for many seasons. They secured a partridge

apiece and one quail. They found the partridges to be

very wild indeed. They will not lie to the dog at all, no
matter how carefully the best trained dog brings them to

a point. They immediately commence scudding, soon

ending in a flight directly away from dog and hunter.

But Mr. Grillam has adopted a new method of dealing

with these birds. He does not care for huntinff them
without one or two other hunters with him. He says

that it is useless to work his dog, or any other dog, on
them, without another hunter or two at hand. A soon

as his dog comes to a point he dispatches one of the other

hunters to make a long circuit around both dog and bird

as quickly as possible. It this way there is a hunter at

hand to take the bird as it makes its sudden flight directly

away from the dog, and generally too far ahead for the

gunner behind the dog to shoot with any sort of efl'ect.

In this way the partridges taken on the 2'6d were secured.

Gardy Eames and Charlie Davies are following the same
plan. Special.

VELOCITY OF SHOT.

OAKt.A?^D, Bergen County, iSI. J,, Oct. 15.

—

Editor

Forest and Stream: "Chelan'' in last week's Forest and
Stream s^ys the Boulange chronograph is not really ac-

curate when used for small shot. I have used the Boul-

ange chronograph, the Field force gauge, paper pskds and
numerous other arrangements for testing the velocity

and penetration of shot, but I have never found any-

thing come near the chronograph, which is. for all prac-

tical purposes absolutely accurate. For the benefit of

Home of your readers, who have not seen a chronograph

—

1 believe there are only two of them in this country—

I

give a very rough description of ours.

Two rods, A and B, are suspended by magnetic currents

side by side. A very thin wire is stretched across the

muzzle of the gun or across the hammer, as you wish,

which, when the gun goes otT, is broken either by the

shot as it leaves the muzzle of the gun or by the hammer
falling.

The current being broken rod A is released, and com-
mences falling. The moment the shot reaches the target

rod B falls and releases a knife, which makes a mark on
rod A the second the shot reaches the target: you then
measure off on rod A the distance it dropped from the

moment of shot leaving gun until the knife hit it, and
from that you calculate the velocity of the shot. The
circuit is broken at the target by the shot forcing back
very slightly a movable plate in the center of the target,

and' no shots are ever recorded for velocity unless the

center of the charge is on the movable plate, as outside

pelletH as a rule give very low velocities; but with good
powder, good primers and carefully weighed charges of

both powder and shot, not measured, for you cannot
measure either powder or shot accurately enough, you
will find that in a covered in range you can get marvel

-

ously even results, thus, I think, showing that the

chronograph is a very accurate instrument. I give some
very even consecutive shots taken in some trials here

yesterday: 863. 865, 863, 866, 864, 867. These are the

average Velocity of No, 7 shot feet per second over a

distance of 40yds., and are practically absolutely the

same. It speaks verv highly for the shells used, which
were the U. M. C. Co.'s "Smokeless, ' which are in my
mind without doubt the best shell in America and quite

equal to Eley & Kynoch's on the other side.

The chronograph shows up the unevenness of bad
primers almost as well as any of the cap testing instru-

ments now in use. Mr. Borland, of the E. C. Powder
Co., in England, has just made a new oap-teating instru-

ment, which has proved very successftrl, one of which I

hope shortly to have out here, when I may be able to

publish some trials on primers, which I know will inter-

est many of the readers of Forest ano Stream.
I might mention as rather an interesting fact that if

you fire a shot and take the velocity of the shot when
your gun is really cold, then fire half a dozen shots in

quick succession to warm it up, and then take the
velocity of another shot while the gun is warm, you will

find that you get a velocity a good deal higher with the
hot gun than with the cold one. Who can explain this?

Noel E, Money.

THE RUFFED GROUSE.
There is a soft twilight here among the hemlocks.

Even the tinkling of the brook that creeps about the

damp, moss-covered stones is hushed, and sounds afar off.

Down in this little glen the ferns and mosses spring up,
in blissful ignorance of the outside world.
When the winds are abroad in the woods, and the com-

plaining trees are tossing their boughs in mute appeal to

the storm Iring, the ruffed grouse makes himself snug in

tins quiet retreat, and listens undisturbed to the uproar,
repeated to him in murmurs from the hemlocks.
The morning comes with a clear sky, and the rising

sun darts his level rays among the trees on the surround-
ing ridges. Awake with the dawn, the grouse have
already gone abroad to seek their food. Should you know
of any wild grape vines hereabout, it would be well to

look for them there, as they are very fond of this fruit.

The drumming of the rxiffed grouse has furnished an
interesting topic for discussion among sportsmen, who
prove and disprove all sorts of ideas in regard thereto. I

have never seen his majesty in the act of drumming,
though I have often tried to catch the sly fellow una-
wares.

It is impossible to satisfactorily, express the feelings

that possess me, as I listen, on some lovely Indian sum-
mer day, to the drums of the grouse,

I have a spot on the mountain side where I frequently
rest, and, with never tiring eyes, look out over hill and
valley, lake and stream. No nestling village, no farm-
houses are to be seen. No handiwork but nature's has
left its mark.
Here, with my thinking cap on, I dream away the golden

moments, and, even now, though far from the lovely

spot, I can see the purple haze resting on the hills, and
spreading its gauzy veil over the woods. I hear the roll

of the grouse, as it swells, and dies away again with its

strange ventriloquial effect. * * *

This is my fairyland! may it long be spared. In
hunting rufted groiase I am at somewhat of a disadvan-
tage as compared with fellow craftsmen. B^ing short-

limbed T cannot cover as much ground as they, without
great efl'ort, and, therefore, when ever possible, I " go it

alone I" It seems to me, that just as many shots are

obtained by a slow walker who moves quietly, as are
secured by the more speedy fellows. Besides, I like to

take it leisurely in the woods, there is so much to see.

One loses half the charm by hustling through them.
To me, every lichen-covered boulder, every sturdy tree,

has something to suggest, and I can also escape many
spider webs when moving slowly, thereby adding greatly

to the comfort of taking my time.

A stately hemlock lies.prostrate and mouldering just be-

fore me. I mentally take its measure as my eye runs
over the noble ruin, once so full of lusty life that quiv-

ered to the tips of its spreading boughs, and spoke in

whiep?rs to the stars on quiet nights. As I meditate, a
dark form glides noiselessly away on the other side the
fallen tree. I instinctively bring my gun to shoulder, the
grouse (for "tis he that is endeavoring to steal oft' unob-
served) springs with a roar of wings, that makes the dead
twigs rattle about him like a shower, and sets the dry
leaves dancing in his wake.
The still air vibrates to my shot, and the echoes fly

among the hills, while the subdued light of this forest

sanctuary is gray with pungent powder smoke! Only one
shot! But it was enough. He lies there still, inert, but
glorious even in death. He made the effort of his life,

but swift and sure the "leaden hail" like fate overtook
him and beat him down.

Surely the ruffed grouse is tiie feathered king of our
forest.

Ao 1 stoop to pick him up, I have another rise to my
left, and feeling that there are more of these alert wood-
folk close by, I make up my mind to attend to business

in a proper manner. I confess that my soliloquy on the

fallen tree had diverted my attention from the matter in

hand, and had it not been for that lucky glance, the still-

ness would not have been so rudely broken. "Br'er
Grouse" would have stolen away|quietly, to chuckle over
his escape.
With gun at full cock I start again. Now I am aware

that the carrying of a gun at full cock is dangerous, but

I a startled grouse is lively and gets behind a tree so

quickly that a fraction of a second will often enable him
to escape, hence it is necessary to fire the moment one
feels the heel plate on shoulder; it is literally "touch and
go," and therefore I carry my gun at full cock and hunt
alone in the woods when possible, feeling free from the

care of watching the muzzle of a companion's gun, and
being able to enjoy the sport to its full extent.

Whrrr-rrr! Another bird is up. He whisks round a
tall oak, and "slap" goes the whole charge into the trunk
behind him. A second grouse rises at the report, and not
knowing my exact location crosses toward the right.

This time I get him. Killed cleanly, head over heels he
goes, down into a little deU on one side, and there I find

him fluttering.

In passing a tall hemlock I notice what appears, at first

sight, to be a gnarl or knot on one of the limbs 30ft. from
the ground. On closer inspection this knot resolves itself

into a grouse. Close in to the trunk he stands, stiff, erect

and motionless. Careful! When he leaves that perch,
if it be of his own accord, all you will see will be a streak,

nothing else. It seems almost a pity to take advantage
of him, but * * * *

A short half hour of contemplation from my favorite

outlook, and I turn homeward, leaving the grand old
woods to their own thoughts. As I pass, that perfume of

the forest, which is distilled anew "at every twilight, is

filling the air with its fragrance.
Let us say with the Germans: ''Auf toiedersehen."

Wilmot Townsend.
Bay Ridge, Long Island, N. Y.

A Snared Game Haul.

SyRACUSE, N. Y., Oct. 21.—One of the Inrgest bags of

l^artridges ever reported in this section, and probably in

the State, was purchased by Andrews Bros., one of the
largest grocery firms in the city, last Monday. There
were TO birds in the bunch. They wei-e brought in by one
man, and when local sportsmen heard of it they were
surprised. The hunter claims he got them near Constan-
tia. on Oneida Lake,
Upon examination it was found that none of the birds

had any shot wounds, and the game protector, Harry
Jackson, was notified, and confiscated the whole lot and
steps were taken to arrest the hunter (?). Andrews Bros,
were notified that the law provides a severe penalty for

the purchase of snared birds, conviction entailing a fine

of |25 for the buying and |25 for every bird. The firm is

thus liable to a total fine of $1,755.
The fact that they were ignorant of law does not lessen

the liability. The firm having expressed their willing-

ness to assist in bringing the offender to justice may in-

duce the game constable not to press the case heavily.
There should be an example made in this case, as there
has been too much of this kind of business going on here
of late; but since the present protector has been in ofiice

he has been very close on the heels of all offenders, both
on fish and game, and in the future the fishing and shoot-
ing will be much improved, something that Onondaga
county has not known for years. Down with the mis-
creants, is the cry of every true sportsman. D. K.

Portland Fish and Game Pamphlet.
We have received copies of the constitution and by-

laws of the Portland Game Club, of Portland, Conn.,
dated Oct. 1, of this year. The pamphlet appears to us
of unusual interest because it contains some information
of interest to gunners and anglers which is not usually-

found in publications of this nature. Besides the consti-

tution and by-laws, which are brief, there are printed in
condensed form some of the game and fish laws of Con-
necticut which are in force at the present time, and in
addition to these, sections from the Revised Statutes of
Connecticut, giving the laws with regard to trespass.

Every man who desires to shoot or fish according to law
wants to know also what the law is, and the method em-
ployed in this pamphlet is certainly a most convenient
one for giving him that information. The members of

the Portland Game Club are to be congratulated on the
wisdom of the editor of this little pamphlet.

Massachusetts Association.

A MEETING of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protec-
tive Association was held at Young's Hotel, Boston, Thurs-
day evening, Oct. 20, Pres. Geo. W. Wiggin in the chair,

and fifty members being present. Messrs. Samuel Brown,
Wm. T. Montgomery, and Harry V. Long were elected
members of the association. Four applications for mem-
bership were presented and referred to the committee.
Messrs. Edward A. Samuels, Edward E. Hirdy, Ivers
W. Adams, Dr. Heber Bishop, Walter C. Prescott, Dr.
W. Gr. Kendall, Charles Stewart, and the President,
Treasurer and Secretary were appointed a committee on
arranging for the next annual dinner. The next meeting
will be held Nov. 10.

Richard O. Harding, Secretary.

An Electric Sig'ht.

An interesting experiment is about io be tried by a
sportsman in India. In sitting up at night, over a "kill"

to shoot tigers the chief difficulty is to draw a bead in
the uncertain light. This sportsman has therefore in-

structed a Birmingham firm to send him out a pair of
rifles fitted with Walter Winans's electric sight for night
shooting.
This is the first time this sight will be in actual use

,

but it has already been tried at a target at night, and
favorably reported on by a London paper.

A New-Subscriber OflFer.

A bona fide new subscriber sending us |5 will receive foi" that
sum the 'Fokest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of
Zimmerman's famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a $9 value for $5.
For $3 a boriaflde new subscriber for six mouths will rflceive the

Forest and Strbam during that time and a copy of Dr. Vnn
Fleet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the
price of which is $3).

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recogaitionof the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the fleld and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with th9 camera. The conditions

under which these prizes will be given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second |30

Third 815. Fourtb $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as
to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest and Stream.
All pbocographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the uni(iue and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must ba marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The p'lotographs shall be the prop^irty of the Forest and

Stream. This applies only to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process
samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote

I will be quite distinct from the award by the committee,
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The Fish Lwws of the United States and Canada, in the

"Game La/ios in Brief,' ^ So cents. In the "Book of the

Game Laws" {full text), 50 cents.
_

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.*-XIII.

CARP LAKE. MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
[Continued from page 366.]

Theee's a heap o' comfort in a camp-lire, and the
Colonel is never so well contented as when taking his

ease in front of one, and he rarely fails to sit it out,

saving enough wood mayhap to kindle the next one,

A few nights after we were awakened about 13'o"clock

in our tent near the oaks by some discordant, untuneful
noises and howling that sounded a good deal like a newly
organized German singing society in full blast, which
turned out to be a serenade tendered us by six or seven
young fellows from Traverse City who made a camp that
afternoon in the edge of the grove above us to fish a little

and have a "good time" for a couple of days.
Kelpie and the Colonel turned Hickory out to learn

what the trouble was, while the boys in the other tents
snored a rasping accompaniment' to the inharmonious
medley of noises filling the air, utterly oblivious, or in-

different it seemed, to the intended compliment, or it

may be they were only "playin' possum" till I had de-
termined the nature of the demonstration, whether
hostile or otherwise.
When I got out the howling match was about in its

last throes and I waited at the corner of the fly in the
dim starlight till it came to an end, which it did pres-
ently with a sort of sporzando jerk that must have scared
the little robins overhead out of a couple of weeks'
growth.
"Good evening, gentlemen"—T hastened to remark in

my blandest manner, for I was afraid they would start in
and grind out another verse—"to what are we indebted
for this enchanting music? "—for which lie I ought to
have been kicked into the lake.
One who acted as spokesman proceeded to explain, and

wound up by asking me to take a drink with them, at the
same time producing a bottle which he said contained
beer, and then the others came out from the shadow of
the oak, each with a similar bottle in his hand that only
needed a corkscrew to open up the festivities. I had a
hard time to beg off, but seeing I was firm but respectful
in my refusal to "jine," one of tbem at last said, "Well
then, bring out the other fellers that do drink."
This called for another diplomatic prevarication to save

the boys from being roused out of bed to help increase
the size of the "jag" some of the serenaders were already
burdened with, and I told them it was old Sam's birth-
day (giving his name), and the boys had been celebratin'
with persistency and frequent regularity during the
evening till they were all fuller'n geese (I hope the boys
will forgive me the lie), and it would be next to impos-
sible in their present condition to get them fully enough
awake to take another drink, much less to stand up if
they succeeded in getting out of the tents. Just there,
whether preconcerted or not I never found out, a succes-
sion of grunts and spasmodic snorts from the Colonel,
and a long drawn, sonorous snore, repeated in regular
cadence from the Perfessor's tent below, went a good
way toward corroborating the story of the birthday
festivities, and pulling me out of a "category," for atone
time during the discussion of "to beer or not to beer," the
serenaders seemed disposed to be a trifle ugly because
they could get none of us to drink with them. At last,
however, after a few more hastily constructed lies—white
ones—made up to fit the emergency and a promise from
me that some of us would come up to their camp next
day and get better acquainted, they took their departure
in a good humor, smashing a bottle or two of beer on a
rock as they went by the cook's fireplace to get rid of
some "innard cussedness" as it seemed, and I went back
to the tent to find Kelpie and the Colonel wide awake,
sober, and glad our midnight visitors had left without in-
flicting another "selection" on us.

I turned in and was soon asleep, and Kelpie said next
morning that, with the snoring to the north of him and
the snoring to the south of him, he was some time in
making up his mind which was the more disciuietina'
the snoring match going on between the Colonel and
Hickory or the midnight howling match we had been
treated to.

Old Sam and I went up to their camp next day and
found them to be a clever lot of young fellows who had
come out for a couple of days' recreation, and they were
having it.

Their camp equipments consisted principally of beer-
there were several kegs protected from the sun in the
bushes near by—however, there was a big tent, a rude
table of boards with some dishes and cooking utensils
on it, the simplest pattern of a box-stove of sheet iron,
some more beer in bottles, a gun or two, a few cane fish-
ing poles, and some more beer. Then they all had some
beer, old Sam "jinin' 'em" in three or four cups full and
pronouncing it "a mighty fillin' sort of a beverage, but
lackin' in essentials."
One of the party, Mr, Al Petertyl, was an amateur

photographer and had his camera along, which reminded
us that we would like to have some pictures of our
camp.
He kindly agreed to come down and 'take us,' and in

the afternoon, about an hour by sun, he got three views
but from some cause they turned out to be nothing but
some streaks and blotches on the glass plate. The second
morning after he came down again about 10 o'clock and,
with the sun at his back, took a snap shot at the camp,
which, however, did not produce a very clear cut picture!
but old Sam explained it clearly by saying, "He had on
a leetle too much focus when he tetched 'er off." It was
rather a misfortune that the picture was not better, butwe had no cause to complain, as he would take nothing

* ^ the reader will let me down easy for the gapa that have oc-
c^^fa the letters for the past couple of inoaths my conscience
JTJi A '^^^ strained, and I will promise "not to do so any more."Other duties, and some unavoidable interruptions havB kept mem a state of mind" and prevented me from finishing the series
sooner, which I trust will pass for a valid excuse.-K.

for his trouble, and besides, it was the last plate he had
and it was that or nothing.
He gave us the negative as we passed through Traverse

City on our way home, and from it we afterward got a
lot of copies, one of .which was sent to Forest and
Stream to finally be transferred to its pages, and if the
reader " gits jest the right focus on it " he may be able to
see the little robins in the oak with their mouths agape
" waitin' fur a worm to drap in anyhow, he may see
the "Perfessor" (No, 5 in the picture) wrastlin' with a
snarl in his line and polishing up in his mind some old
chestnut to spring on his comrades as a new joke.
The days began to slip by at a quicker pace than usual,

it seemed, and we could look ahead and see the end of
our vacation not very far away: in fact, old Sam and
Charley were to leave us in a few days to be back at their
business at a time agreed on before they left home.
The rest of us didn't " let on " much, but we felt that

we would miss them more than we cared to say, for two
better, kindlier, more unselfish comrades never drove a
tent pin or swapped lies around a camp-fire.
One morning, four days after friend Petertyl took his

last shot at the camp with his " picter box," they climbed
into a spring wagon that had been sent out from Traverse
City after them and their baggage, and drove off, after
an exchange of hearty hand shakes and good-byes, wav-
ing their hats till a turn in the road hid them from view,
and we turned back to the camp to sit or wander aimlessly
around fnr half an hour or more, something after the
manner of a lot of bees that have been despoiled of their
hoard. (" That dandy flag pole I cut" was the last we
heard from Old Sam.)
We could hardly persuade ourselves that they were

really gone till Kelpie and I walked over to take a look
into the vacant tent, ostensibly to see if they had forgotten
anything, and then we realized the void they had left in
the camp, and what a space the two old Kentuckians had
filled in our hearts. Verily, the loss of a tried and true
old camp companion is a calamity that depresseth the
spirit, and we sat around most of the afternoon, and
smoked in a perfunctory, absent-minded sort of way, and
said little : even the Perfessor's choicest and stalest
" chestnuts " fell flat, and his most caustic witticisms lost
their smart, much to his discomposure and our peace of
mind.
Toward evening Kelpie and I got restless and took a

boat and pulled down and anchored off the birch point to
fish awhile, not that we wanted fish to eat, but as Kelpie
said, "because it wouldn't look well for the camp to be
without fish for breakfast if we took a notion we wanted
fish."

We fished till near sundown and went back with some
goggle-eyes—we could always catch these—and a couple
of bass, besides losing a "whopper" that tangled up in
the long grass and went off with the hook in his jaw, due
to a faulty place in the line near the gut, but then, who
ever heard of a line breaking anywhere else than at a
faulty place?
Kelpie and I conferred together and figured it out to

our satisfaction that the bass that got away was certainly
heavier than the combined weight of both the others, but
we didn't think it worth while to mention it at camp lest
the "Perfessor" inflict on us some new-fangled version of
the time-worn platitude about "the big fish that always
gets away."
There was a gap in the circle around the camp-fire that

night where the Kentuckians usually sat that seemed to
grow wider as the night waned, and the fire burned less
brightly, we fancied, because "old Frigid" and "Snake-
root" were not there with their familiar figures outlined
in long drawn, grotesque shadows against the adjacent
hillside.

It was getting near breaking up time for the night.
Talk had died out, and the Colonel sat with legs out-
stretched, gazing dreamily into the fire, as was his wont
when the last two chunks had been "poked" together for
the final fitful blaze, pufling an occasional cloud of smoke
to keep his pipe alight, and saying nothing—only think-
ing, and planning mayhap his next winter's campaign in
Florida.
Johnny lay stretched on the grass, slanted up hill with

head propped up in open palm and elbow resting on the
ground, bobbing at the fire with sleepy jerks; the keeper
of the fryin' pans, with more experience with stiffened
joints from lying on the ground, was snoring on a board
a couple of yards from the fire, dreaming doubtless of the
trim colored chambermaid with whom he had furiously
flirted at the Fountain Point House, and even the "Per-
fessor" had somehow unaccountably run out of wormy
old chestnuts and edge!ess jokes with which to entertain
US, and sat dozing and nodding on his carapstool, with
down-hanging chin, happily unconscious of the comfort
and rest we were getting out of the fact that he had at
last run down.
Kelpie and I had been industriously fighting smoke and

taking over an intended foray on the trout of Cedar Run
next day, and as our plans were now maturfd and the
fire getting? low, we 'roused the sleepers and turned in,
leaving the Colonel to his reverie and his pipe, to come
when the spirit prompted.

It was after 8 o'clock next morning before Kelpie and
I were off in the ironclad, headed straight for the mouth
of the bayou, and for a wonder we had no head wind to
contend against. For the first time in many days at that
hour in the morning the lake was quiet except for a faint
ripple on the water, and the pull was hardly good exercise.
On reaching the mouth of Cedar Run we found an old
wood scow moored to the bank in such a way that there
was little of the cedar to be seen from a boat passing along
up the bayou, and this was doubtless the reason why
Kelpie and Johnny had missed it the day they were look-
ing for it.

We followed the stream around to where Sam and I
had run against the log jam the year before, but it was
now clear and we kept on up without interruption.
The water was very clear and cold, although the bot-

tom for a quarter of a mile up was soft black mud,
changing to sand and gravel where the stream became
narrower and the current stronger. The banks were low
and marshy—scarcely any banks at all—and grown up
with tall grasses and cat-tails and clumps of small low-
growing bush that we didn't know the name of, and off
to the right, as far as we could see, were hundreds of
dead trees, desolate and grim and leafless, that were
killed by the backwater when the dam was built across
the outlet at Leland a good many years before.
The year before we camped on Uncle Jimmy Nolan's

place, a canoe might have been paddled almost anywhere
over the swamp, but some planks, or the gates at the
head of the sluicewav at the dam, had been removed by
the defunct Leland Mining Company, who still owned it

—causing a good deal of grumbling from the people up
and down the lake and some threats of litigation—and
now the water was about 3ft. lower than the usual stage,
but still a few feet higher than the original level previous
to the building of the dam.
("The bayou," the swamp, the lower end of Cedar run,

and a very small and very shallow lake lying just back
from the mouth of the Cedar, taken altogether, is a
famous resting and feeding place for thousands of wild
ducks and geese in the fall of the year as they go south.
This for the information of the brethren of the gun.)
Kelpie and I pursued our way up the winding stream,

so crooked that the sun was first over one shoulder and
then the other, till it became so narrow and shallow that
we unshipped the oars, and standing, one in the bow and
the other in the stern, used them as poles to push the boat
up the now rapid current that in places ran with the
swiftness of a mill race.
After awhile we got out of the deadened swamp where

there were green trees and bushes on either side and well
defined and higher banks, and from there on up the
stream was a mass of roots and snags and sunken logs,
hard wood saw logs that had refused to float, with barely
room in places to work the boat between without deadly
peril to the canvas (It would have been a calamity in-
deed to have been shipwrecked in such a pisce), and
Kelpie was kept busy picking out the channel from his
lookout in the bow, and fending the boat off the count-
less obstructions that infested our way, while I furnished
the heft of the motive power at the stern.

In places the water was shallow, with only a couple of
inches or so to spare between the canvas and the bottom
of the stream; in others the water had scooped out deep
places against the bank from a rod to 4 and 5 rods long
and 2, 3 and 4ft. deep. At places the stream was from
20 to 30ft. wide, but most of the way it was so narrow
that we could not have used the oars in the rowlocks, and
everywhere were snags and roots and logs, logs and roots
and snags.

Occasionally a trout would flash out from under the
bank or a log, and seek a quick hiding further up or
down the stream, and then our palms itched to grasp our
rods and "do a little inveiglin' jest to satisfy the innard
cravins o' natur," as old Sam once said when he started
out to "hive a passel o' bluegills,"

But we had started out to go to the head of navigation
before doing any fishing, and we kept resolutely on, only
promising to stop on our way back and have it out with
each impertinent trotit that "sassed" us as we went by.
At last we came to a dilapidated bridge of rough logs

spanning the stream, too low for the boat to pass under,
but it didn't need this to tell us we had reached the head
of navigation, for above it as far as we could see—and that
was but a short distance—was a mat of fallen trees and
limbs lying in every conceivable direction that almost
hid the water from view. It was jilain that this part of
Cedar run had never been "logged out."
We secured the boat a couple of rods below the bridge

and got out with our rods to look around and get our
bearings.
Across the stream a short distance from the bridge was

an old deserted logger's cabin, and along the banks for
two or three rods in an open space were some skids where
the loggers had been at work; a great quantity of dpcay-
ing, weather-beaten strips of white cedar bark, "skin-
nings" from the railroad ties that had prevented old Sam
and I from ascending the stream the year before.
No sign of life greeted us, not even the familar click of

a kingfisher's reel as he wound himself up with a pre-
paratory chatter for a cast in the stream from some
neighboring dead limb overlooking the water: however,
I had nigh forgotten a few straggling, sluggish deer flies

and some half famished skeeters that appeared to have
been expecting our arrival, and were 'a-layin' fur us"
with their billsready sharpened to exact a tribute of blood
for trespass on their territory.

It was a dreary, lonesome place, made more lonely-
looking, if possible, by the deserted cabin and the old
bridse, with the sills bare in places, and had it not been
for the ceaseless murmur of the stream that found its

way with a soft melody through the logs and limbs above
the bridge, the dead stillness of the eurrounding forest
would have been oppressive. We picked a few mou'fuls
of red "rozberries" that tempted us at the side of ihe
disused old log road, and sat down on a log near the
bridge to get our tackle ready for the expected sport and
to rest a few minutes, for the push up the swift, devious
current of the last mile had tired us somewhat, although
the ironclad drew so little water that it was scarcely more
than child's play to handle her.

I strapped on a bait-box of barnyard hackles and
crossed over to fish up the stream, leaving Kelpie to try
at the bridge where there was a deep hole just below with
some sunken logs and snags in it, that promised a good
trout or two, but I didn't go 50 yards till I gave up the
attempt to fish the stream from that side, as the tangle
was 80 dense that it was like trying to crawl through a
hedge, and I could see so little of the water on account
of the prostrate trees and limbs—some dead and others
with foliage alive and green—through which it found its

way, that I could hardly find open space enough wherein
to drop the baited hook.
With much sweating and some subdued cussin'—to

blaze the way for the next lunatic that might take a
notion to fish that side of the stream—I worked my way
back and out to the old road near the cabin and crossed
back over the bridge to try the other side awhile, for my
"Scotch was up." Kingfisher.

Jamaica Fisheries.

Mr. Edward M. Earlb is managing director of a com-
pany formed for the development of the fisheries of
Jamaica. Readers of Forest and Stream are aware that
Jamaica has a wonderful wealth of food and game fish
as well as other useful marine animals. Among the ob-
jects of the company are to catch, cure and sell fish, to
supply the local markets and o' hers outside with fish,

mollusksand their products, to plant and cultivate oyster
beds, and to establish and protect turtle nurseries. Mr,
Earle has labored long and persistently to develop the
Jamaica fisheries and he certainly deserves a generous
reward and Buccess.
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ANGLING NOTES.
Trout not Breeding in Confinement.

Salmon and trout, /o?iifmaZis, when confined in tanks,

hatching ponds or breeding pens, breed as regularly and
as freely as they do in a wild state, but the trout or
saibling in Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, Salvelinus
alpinus aureolus, will not breed when confiaed in tanks
at the hatching station. Prof. Quackenbos told me that
Fish Commissioner Hodge has kept the aureolus in con-
finement for three years, and that even among spawning
brook trout they are perfectly passionless, manifesting no
desire whatever to spawn, and that at death the sexual
organs are found conspicuously atrophied. They are a
lake-spawning fish, spawning on shoals after the manner
of the lake trout, namaycush, and when taken from the
shoals with eggs nearly ripe and placed in the inlet brook
the eggs -'dry up."

I related this to Herr vou dem Borne, and he writes
me: "I am not surprised that some of your fish will not
brepd in confinement. It is the same with our huchen
{Salmo hueho, a landlocked salmon of the Danube River)
and with our aache (Salmo thymallus). It is difiicult to

breed these fish because they will not become ripe in con-
finement. It is the same with the sterlet, a sturgeon of
Russia."
There is nothing new in this, so far as the "asche"

(grayling) and sterlet are concerned, but all that he says
of the Danuhe salmon is new to us. I did not know that
it was considered a landlocked fish, nor did I know that
confinement interfered with its spawning. Comparatively
little has been written about the Danubp salmon, and it is

rather a rare fish in the flesh. In 1890 a fine specimen
was sent to the Fly-Fishers' Club, London, by Mr,
Theodore Schwann, and it was then believed to be the
first sent to Great Britian for preservation, for it was not
even represented in the British Museum at that time, and
may not be now. Soon after the specimen was sent to the
Fly-Fishers', another specimen was secured and preserved
by another angling club in London, the name of which I

do not recall. I think that each of these specimens
weighed twenty odd pounds. When the late Wm. J.

Florence made bis last visit to Europe he wished to see
the E>anube salmon, and I gave him a letter of introduc-
tion to the Fly-Fishers' Club and to Mr. Marston for this

purpose, I have asked Herr von dem Borne for further
information about the fish, particularly as to its being
landlocked.

Fishways in the Hudson.

The Olens Falls Star of Oct. 14 crrritains an article with
the heading, ''Build Fishways; A Debt the State of New
York Owes." It reviews what has been done to stock the
river with salmon during the past ten years; that fishways
have bftPB built that admit the salmon to the river as far
up as Fort Edward dam; that when the dam at Fort Ed-
ward was taken out last year to be rebdilt the salmon
passed tbat point and were caught at the foot of Baker's
Falls at Sindy Hill: that about $4r>.000 expended in the
building of fishways at Fort Edward, Baker's Falls, Glens
Falls, Feeder Dam and Palmer's Falls will give the fish

the run of the entire river to its headwater streams where
the fry have been planted, and concludes: "Determined
efforts on the part of our citizens could secure at an ex-
penditure of a few thousand dollars by the Scate thousands
of pounds every year of tbat king of game and food fishes,

the salmon, than which there is notbing more suited to
grace a king's table or to line a royal stomach. But in
America all are kings, and all have a right to the rare
pport and juicy steaks which the salmon alone affords.
» * * Therefore, let every one living anywhere near
the banks of this noble stream and every one interested
in increasing the food supply of the State, and those in-

terested in the fish from the sportsman's point of view,
impress it upon the minds of their representatives in the
Legislature that their first duty to their constituents is to
secure the passage of laws authorizing the construction
of these fishways, which will add so much to the natural
resources of the State."

This is a matter of importance to the people of this

State, but as yet they do not seem to have been awakened
to what it means for them in the way of increased food
and wealth if the Hudson becomes a self-sustaining
salmon stream. The article in the Star is the first that
has been printed upon the subject of opening the river
for the salmon, so far as I know, in the daily newspapers.
The writer might have gone further and stated that the
building of fishways would open the river to shad as well
as salmon. Black bass, pike, pike-perch, and, in fact, all

sppcies of fish in the river, pass up the fishways, as has
been proven at Mechanicville. I say all, but I should
except the shad, because the fishway in the Troy dam has
scarcely been in working order since it was built, and
shad cannot pass it now. In other streams where similar
fishways have been built and kept open the shad have
passed through them. The fishway at Troy was planked
over last y^ar, as there was not time to fix it before there
would be danger of high water, and I presume it is still

planked over, as I have heard nothing of its being re-

paired this season. Possibly the Fish Commissioners are
not aware that there is a fishway in the Troy dam, and
that it needs to be repaired, and there are fishways above
Troy that should be kept oppu and free from drift, but I

am not informed on the subject.

Books.

One may possess a mania for fishing and yet read some-
thing besides books devoted to fish and fishing; but refer-
ences to fishing in any book that he may read will pex-
haps impress him more than any portions of it. In
reading Ellwanger's "Story of My House,"' the chapters
on the Magicians of the Shelves just hit my fancy.
Christopher North is called "Trusty Christopher" by
Tennyson, and the author thinks that an installment of
his rhapsodies would seriously damage the Atlantic or
Scribner's, although he admits that portions of the Noctes
"are marvels of imagination and erudition, and some of
his angling conceits are worthy of Norman MacLeod."
This reminds me that any angl9r who cares for books,
and this includes all anglers, wi'l find pleasure in reading
"The Starling," by Norman MacLeod. But to return to

the Magicians of the Shelves. The author thinks it is

pleasant to have some authors both in an early and a
later edition. "If I desire the notes, the full-page illus-

trations and an amplified test, I choose the edition of the
"Compleat Angler'' illustrated by Stothard and Inskipg,
and annotated by Bir Harris Nicholas, " Thia is where
Is* dulls in bis ueleeition; Though this is the Picksriog

edition of 1836, it has been called a "fine book over-
dressed. It is Maudlin the Milkmaid, tricked out in a
gown of brocade with a mantle of cloth of gold." And it

is said that Stothard, fine book-illustrator that he was,
found the "Compleat Angler" to lie beyond his beat.
Had Marston's one hundredth edition been selected it

would have filled the bill completely.
But the author continues: "If I wish to get still nearer

to Walton, to hear the birds contending with the echo,
to pluck his culverkees and ladysmocks, to smell his
primroses and admire the very 'shape and enameled color
of his trout it joyed him so to look upon,' I read him in
the old spelling and old font of the /ac-smi7e reprint of
the first edition." There is much truth in this. 1 once
invested a tidy bit of money in one of the early editions
of "Walton's Compleat Angler," and I carried it with me
everywhere. One night it went up in smoke and fire

with my rifles and guns, rods and fishing tackle, in an
illumination of the Continental Divide, and I never got
another of the early editions. But one day a good friend,
a Bishop of one of the Southern States, gave me a copy
such as Mr. Ellwanger mentions, Stock's fac smile re-
print of the first fdition, and that serves as well as though
it were a bona fide first edition and had cost a thousand
dollars. I never had a desire to own any book ever
printed simply to feel that I owned it. Working c">pie8

suit me down to the ground, and in this /ac-simi'Ze re-

print one will have everything except the value, and the
distinction of being the owner of a first edition, then if it

should burn up, get lost or stolen (for one does not per-
mit a first edition of Walton to lie around loose) it could
be replaced for one or two dollars, which sum would not
buy a small corner of the flyleaf of the edition of 1653.

A. N. CHEiNEY.

JACK AND I ON ATRIP TO ISLE ROYAL.
[Concluded from Page 3SS.]

In a short time the steamer was tied up at the dock,
and after breakfast we set foot on the "Queen's domain,"
and for an hour "did the town" in our best style. Nearly
two score of trout fishers, both ladies and 'gentlemen,
were here on their way to the Nipegon country. After
securing some beautiful agates as souvenirs, in obedience
to the whistle we returned to the boat and started down
Thunder Bay, past majestic Thunder Cape and out into
the lake headed for Isle Royal. The air was thick with
smoke that grew more and more dense as we approached
the island and the captain informed us that there had
been a forest fire burning on the island for about three
weeks. The beautiful scenery, veiled in smoke, was but
dimly outlined, atid the amateur photographer, of whom
there was one on board, lifted his voice in loud lamenta-
tion. Onward we went, stopping for a short time at
Todd's Harbor, to take some fish on, then passing through
Anygdaloid Channel, a long narrow, deep passage be-
tween the outlying islands and the mail island. Jack
and I began to discuss the subject of our landing place.
"Go to Coburn Harbor, ' said the Captain. "There's
good fishing there, and two trout streams empty into the
harbor within easy reach of the landing. You can stand
right on the dock and catch brook trout." "Yes," said
the mate, "you can get all the fish you want right in the
channel, and then you've been on the other end of the
island and know all about that, so you'd better stop on
this end this time." "You'll get all the fish you want at
Coburn." said the wheelman. One or two of the boat-
men volunteered the same information, so we decided to
stop at Coburn Harbor for three days.
McElrov's was the next stopping place, and then Fish

Island. This was more beautiful than any place we bad
seen yet, and we almost decided to get off, but finally
adhered to our first choice. We went ashore and the
photogropher attempted a picture, but the smoke was too
thick. One of the fishermen showed us two brook trout
that he had taken from his net that morning. One
weighed about lib. I should judge, and the other about
2lb8. Had we known that these were the only brook
trout we were to see during the trip we should have been
loth to leave them. Let me record it right here. The
only speckled trout we saw along the North Shore or
around the island were two dead ones taken from a net
at Fish Island.
The steamer went pufhng on, winding about among

islands and reefs, doubling points and promontories, pok
ing its bow into all sorts of holes which seemed to lead
nowhere. Presently three long blasts of the whistle an-
nounced the approach to our stopping place. The steamer
passed up a narrow channel between two islands, turned
into a still narrower one, and there was the dock, the two
fish houses, the boats, and the two small log houses which
make up the settlement at Coburn Harbor. The inhabitants
were six men, one woman, one old dog and one puppy.
All of whom were on the dock to meet the steamer. We
went ashore, our dunnage was put off, and, after taking
many hundreds of pounds of fish on board, the Dixon
went on her way and we proceeded to investigate as to
the possibility of getting a boat, finding a good place to
camp, where the trout were hiding and other matters of
kindred sort. A good boat was at once placed at our dis-

posal, and we could take our choice of a camp place either
on the main island or on one of the numerous small
islands in the harbor. As for trout, there had been lots

of them around the dock, but they were all gone now.
Perhaps we might find some up in thf creek. But a camp
was the first thing to be considered. One of the fishermen
took us a few rods down the shore to where a camping
spot had been cleared off two years before, but Jack and
I both said "No," to that place. It was too close, sur-
rounded by a thickly growing wood, no wind could pene-
trate to it and neither could the blessed sunshine. Back
to the dock we went, placed all of our dunnage into the
boat and started on a voyage of discovery, which proved
to be very short. We rowed to a small island near by,
and as soon as we landed knew we had found the place.
"Made on purpose for us," said Jack, The island was
about the size of an ordinary garden, with a fringe of
trees around two sides and one end, the other open, A
little moss-coverf^d patch a few feet from where we landed
invited us to pitch our tent there, and in a brief while our
canvas house was up, our belongings all stowed away,
and we had still an hour before supper time.

"Let's get a trout for suj)per," said Jack. So we rigged
up our tackle and started forth. I had rowed but a few
tods when Jack exolaitned, "I've got one!" Sure enough
h& had, aad in a brief while a beautiful Bilver.sldecl lake
tfoutj ia the boat, goea fee bad another, which he

shook loose when near the boat, but we did not care, aa
all we wanted was enough to eat. We rowed on up to the
creek, but could find no speckled trout there, so returned
to camp.
While Jack was cleaning the fish I went to get some

wood, and made the discovery that the little island was
covered with blueberry bushes and the bushes were
loaded with ripe berries. While I was cooking the sup-
per Jack picked more than a quart of berries, which,
added to our already luxurious bill of fare, made us feel
that we were really the pampered red plush sons of lux-
ury while camping that our friends accuse us of being.
After supper, as we stood trying to take in our surround-
ings. Jack said, "I did not know there was a place on
earth so pretty as this," It was very beautiful. Directly
in front was the channel opening out into the main lake;
on the right near at hand was the fishing station, sur-
rounded by the tall and somber forest; at the left was a
long, narrow island, and still further to the left other
islands almost blocking the mouth of the harbor, while
miles out in the lake we could distinguish still other
islands great and small.
'Twas an ideal place, and I told Jack so. "Oh!" he said,

"if we could only put in a summer here." We took the
boat and rowed down the channel and out to the furthest
point of the main island, a sheer precipice of rock seventy-
five or a hundred feet high, the gray granite beautifully
marked with a deep ocherous red color—a savage looking
place that must be grand and terrible in time of storm.
As we rowed back up the channel, the little island with
the white tent perched on it looked so romantic that it
seemed to belong to another world. "Camn Jack," I
said, "on Corbett Island, Coburn Harbor. Isle Royal,
Michigan, U. S. A." Jack protested. "Don't give my
ugly name to that beautiful place." But I insisted that it

must be so, and so it was and is.

Never was bed more comfortable than that on which
we stretched ourselves that night; and as we lay there it
seemed that our cup of enjoyment was full and running
over, although no speckled trout were ours or likely to
be. In the morning I was awakened by heavy thunder,
soon followed by pattering rain, which soon became a
veritable downpour, I made everything as snug as pos-
sible and then set about getting breakfast. Jack has
assured me since that I "was an exceedingly picturesque
and also a pathetic sight that morning as I boiled potatoes
and coffee and fried ham and eggs in the drenching rain.
"It would really draw tears from the most hardened and
unfeeling to see you, old man," he said. "I really must
mingle my tears with the rain." As he lay snug and
warm in bed, laughing and chuckling, while he delivered
himself of this and more. too. I felt that the rain was the
least of my hardships. The shower passed over and we
started out exploring and fishing.

What a day we put in. How many miles of that rock-
bound coast we rowed along, and tramped and scrambled
over, I know not. 'Tis ail on "memory's wall" faithfully
delineated as no hand, however cunning with the brush,
could place it on canvas. Now and then we picked up a
"laker." Taken all altogether I do not think two fellows
ever enjoyed themselves more in one day. The eastern
end of Isle Royal abounds in those peculiar characteristics
that makes the shores of Superior so picturesque yet in so
many places so stern and forbidding with rocty reef, per-
pendicular wall, and rifted chasm. That night we slept
soundly, to be awakeued in the morning by the pealing
and crashing thunder as on the previous morning, but the
rain was not so hard or long continued, and I did not stir
from my warm nest beside Jack, until the rain was over.
After breakfast we decided to row to Rock Harbor, eight
miles away, to see if we could not find some green stones
for which that locality is famed. We put up a lunch and
started—when I thought and said, "Why not break camp,
get one of the fishermen to carry us over in his boat and
take the steamer from there? " Jack exclaimed, "That's
just the thing!" So back we went to the fishing station
and made our proposition to a fisherman who was mend-
ing the sail to his boat. At first he refused to go as the
wind was too light, but after quite a lengthened pow-
wow he said he'd go.

Over to Camp Jack we went, took down our tent, packed
up and in a short time were on our way to Rook Harbor.
We were three hours making the eight miles and the
August Pun was hot as an August sun can be sometimes,
but I enjoyed every minute of that lazy sail, and as for
Jack, he just lounged there in the boat too supremely
happy even to talk. There is an abandoned lighthouse
at Rock Harbor, and the boatman said we could go in
there and need not pitch our tent that night. On the
boat crawled, with the main island on our right and the
outlying chain of islands on our left, on one of which the
Algoma came to so disastrous an end a few years ago.
Past the deserted works of a copper mine of which noth-
ing remains but a taU smoke-stack and a heap of debris.
The lighthouse is now in sight, and in a little while the
boat bumps against the old pier now badly decayed. A
dog barks and a woman steps to the door of the house.
Evidently some one is ahead of us in taking possession.
We unloaded our dunnage on the old shaky pier, paid the
boatman, and then hunted a camping place. We found
one a short distanceaway and again established ourselves
in camp, ate our lunch and were ready for whatever
might turn up.
The scenery at Rock Harbor is even finer than Coburn.

Mighty rocks are everywhere, and rising high above all

the great circular lighthouse with its now blind eye look-
ing o'er lake and harbor, island and reef, but no longer
flashing forth light to give the course to vessels and
warning of the cruel reefs near by. A picket fence,
badly broken and weather-beaten, incloses a small square
of ground between the hou.se and the lake and the whole
effect is that of some Old World scene rather than this
almost uninhabited new. The lady in the house informed
us that their party, three ladies and one gentleman, had
been there over two months, but would leave in three
days for Washington Harbor.
What an afternoon we had as we dug for green stones

in the gravelly pockets of the beach, climbed rocky
points higher than the trees which grew on the landward
side and against whose front the waves were hoarsely
moaning. We went over to the fishing station and made
arrangements to have our outfit and ourselves taken out
to the steamer the next day. Returning to camp under
the shadow of the lighthouse we took a trail that led to
a high mass of rock, along the top of which we went
until we entered a grand avej3u@ leading throueh a dease
firgroTi anti eading es tiop of Bnotbw great oliS, dswn
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the face of which a narrow path zig zagged nearly to the

water, with the rocky wall on one side and a sheer

descent to the water on the other. Down we went until

turning a sharp angle in the rocky wall we found our-

selves in a rooky, fir-enahmuded and fern-carpeted glen,

thatopenpd lakeward. "Who'd have thought it!" said

Jack. We retraced our steps, tarrying for a while on
the bluff nearest camp to try and '-take some of the view
in,"' as Jack phrased it. On an island about a mile away
we saw tents, and knew that others were enjoying these

beauties as well as we. We returned to camp, and while

getting supper ready the man from the lighthouse party

came over. He said they had caught no fish for a month.
Before that they had caught plenty of trout, both lake

and brook. But now the lake trout wo re gone aud the

creek where the brook trout had been was dry, and the

trout gone he knew not where. As be started back he
said, "There's going to be a storm; you'd better come into

the house." We thanked him, but said we would trust

our little tent. It grew dark early. Tde waves began to

dash upr>n the rocks in a way that boded no good, and
as we went to bed the growl of the thunder could be

heard continuously and the flare of the lightning showed
rageed-edged clouds skurrying acros? the sky.

"Do you hear the waves?" I asked.
"Yes," Jack replied. "And I do not like the sound. It

makes me nervous."

I do not know how long I bad been asleep when the
storm broke. It was terrific. The very foundations of

the island seemed to be shaken. Above, around, out on
the lake, the tempest raged while we lay in the tent,

which was untouched by the storm save the rain, which
came down in ton-entp. We were grandly sheltered.

Every moment the tent was lighted by the blinding glare

of the lightning, and we felt the earth shake with the
deafening crashes of thunder. "I'm going to take a look
outside." I said, and getting up I opened the flap of the
tent and peered out. All I saw was wind tossed trees,

rain coming down in regular sheets of water, black
waves, foam-capped, the islands in the bay encircled by
a white line of breakers, and towering over lake and
shore the white lighthouse, and all this shown by the
constant flashes of the weird, blue lightning. This wan
all I saw, but it surpassed anything of the kind 1 had
seen before. I crawled back into bed and we finally

went to sleep, to awake and find the sun shining, but the
waves running very high. After breakfast we ascended
the lighthouse tower, and standing on the platform out-
side the disused lantern had such a view of lake and
island that .Jack exclaimed, "It's worth a trip here just
to get such a view." I took out my Testament and we
read our morning chapter from this vantage point, where
we could see so much of God's handiwork. \¥e descended
and did nothing but loaf around the whole forenoon.
After dinner we regretfully packed up and took our dun-
nage to the fishing station. Here we found the party
whose tents we had seen on the island, who were also
going home. They had been camped there a month but
had caught no fish, and were exasperated enough when
we told them that we had caught plenty of "lakers" in
Coburn Harbor only eight miles away. Promptly on
time the steamer came up the channel and lay to at the
entrance of the harbor and we went otf to her. On board
we found chaos reigned in cabin and stateroom. Men
and women were seated and lying everywhere sick, oh,
so sick. It was a ^ ery moving sight.
There was a very heavy sea on and some of the pas-

sengers were thoroughly frightened. Two gentlemen
came to me as eoon as I came aboard and asked if there
was any place where they could get accommodations at
the harbor, as Ihey and the members of their oarty did
not care to continue the trip while so rough. It was a
pretty rough sea, and it seemed to get i-ougher as we
went on, passing Chippewa Harbor, Menagerie Light,
where the long, cruel reef was a boiling mass of foam,
Siskiwit Bay and Fisherman's Home, After leaving this
last place, where no stop could me made on account of
the storm, it did seem that the steamer would be knocked
into pieces by the waves. Now and then a wave came
over the bow and dashed clear over the upper cabin. The
rolling and pitching was frightful. It was almost impos-
Fible to keep a handhold, let alone maintaining a foothold.
Jack and I stood on the upper deck amidship for some
time watching the waves and the maneuvers of the boat.
Into Grace Harbor we passed at length, then through into
Washington Harbor, passing the ieland where Stephens
and I had out Stormy Camp a year ago. I pointed the
place out to Jack a& well as I could in the gathering
darkness. At Washington Harbor several people went
ashore, absolutely refusing to go further while the storm
lasted. One man connected with the Wendigo Mining
Co. at Washington Harbor, expressed a most devout
thankfulness to get his feet on land again. "What will
you do," I asked, "when you are ready to leave the
islandV" "I'll never leave," he replied, "if I have to go
in a boat." Soon after leaving the Harbor I went to our
stateroom and to bed, and if the boat stood on bow or
rudder or rolled completely over I knew it not, as I did
not wake up until the first breakfast bell rang. The sun
was shining brightly, the lake calm, and as I looked from
the window I saw we were a few miles about Manito.
Jack was sleeping like a baby, but I awakened him un-
ceremoniously, and we dressed and went to breakfast.
During the forenoon the steamer made several stops to
pick up parties of fishermen along the shore, and all had
the same story to tell, "ISTo trout." At Beaver Bay the
fishermen came on board who had gotten off at

" Two
Islands when we went down. They had coasted along
up, fishing all the way and had not caught a fish. Had
to buy some off the net-fishermen to get ary to eat. The
steamer was an hour late in refcching Duluth, and we
missed our train, which meant a 24 hours' delay, .Jack
and I are never at a Iosf to pass away the time when to-
gether, 60 we rather enjoyed the waiting.
After supper that evening we went down to the end of

one of the long docks and sat there watching the small
boats and tugs passing and repassing. It grew dark and
the red iiahhlight at the harbor entrance was lighted;
other lights appeared here and there. A big lake steamer
came in, another, and still another, until five had passed
us. "I bflieve the whole Jake fleet is coming in for our
benefit," I said to ^ack, "It looks like it," he replied. It
was a sight, and an evening to be remembered. Off
across the bay were tlie long rows of electric lights in
Superioy, nearer the stationary lights about the harlaor
and the many lights on the vessels, behind us, "from''the
ililMae looking dgwn," tbe »a»y lights of Buli^tb.

Slowly we walked back to our hotel. We went to our

room and to bed . As we lay there talking over incidents

oe the trio Jack said: " 'Tis our last night together on
this trip," "Yes." I replied, "and what a pleasant trip

it has been," "One of the most enjoyable of my life.

But we must go to sleep. Good night." "Good night."

We did not go to sleep for a long time, however, as some
new thought or incident would come to mind we would
go to talking again. We were like the guests at the

"Wayside Inn," as described by Longfellow:

"And still reluctant to retire.

The friends sat. lalkiDg by the fire

And watched the .smouldering embers burn

To ashes and flash up again

Into momentary glow,

Lingering like ihemaelves when foic^d to go,

And going when they would remain.

For on the morrow thpy must turn

Their faces homewa' d, and the pain

Of parting touched witlt its unrest

A tender nerve in every heart."

Detroit Ciiy, Minn. MvRON CoOLEY.

A DAY ON THE GASCONADE.
"I'll let you go fishing, papa," said my three year old tot

of a girl as we sat in the attic fixing up tackle, in which
pleasurable business my little girl is as deeply interested

as I am. She knows everything in my outfit by name,
and as a fisherman has a record of a half-pound peich,
the catching of which was an "episode" to her as "King-
fisher'" would say ; but her after remark of "poor little

fishy" was in the nature of a reaction.

Five hours ride from St. Louis on the 'Frisco road
brings one to Arlington on the Gasconade River, as fine

a stream as ever wet the angler's line. Clear, cold
water, swift rapids, deep pools, and great rocky bluffs on
the river's bank are the pleasing things which the angler
finds. In fact the scenery on the GaEconade is of the
most romantic kind and well worthy a trip for itself by
any lover of nature.

It was on this stream that Izaak. Jr. , and .Jacob—solid

names thefe—took in a day's outing, and took out some
tine fish. Early morning fishing on the Gaeconade is of
no accotmt, so we did not embark on our boat for the trip
down the river until the eun was over an hour high and
all fogs had dissipated, Jacob took the oars, for he said
he liked to row down stream for the exercipe it gave him.
The morning- was clear and cool, and the seen' ry charm-
ing as we sped down with the swift current, A mud hen
passed us going down the river. "Look at that loon,"
said Jacob. "Loon indeed," replied Tzaak, "that is

nothing but a mud ben: whoever heaid of a loon in this
section of the country." But Jacob stuck to the loon
theory, and no doubt told his children on bis return of
the immense bird which actually flew faster than he could
row the boat down stream.
When one has no gun what things he can see. Right

over tis, clearly outlined against the deep blue of the
morning sky, sails a huge hawk: a little later a flock of
teal ducks rushes swiftly by; out of that grass by the
bank rises a couple of wood ducks; as we round the point
a blue heron sees us and makes frantic efforts to get up
high out of reach. All these events are hugely enjoy-
able to one shut up long in the city, and in fact we
wanted no noise of gun to destroy the calm which per-
vaded everything.
By this time we had reached a place where we con-

cluded to try our luck and anchored our boats near a
point, around which potu-ed a stiff deep current. Izaac
first got his line into the water and Jacob scon followed.
He said, "We will stay here fifteen minutes, and if no
bites, move on,'" Agreed, izaak got the first blood, a
little bass about Sin. long, whereat Jacob grinned, and
wanted to know where I got that big minnow. But I

answered not, for there was nothing to answer. Our
fifteen minutes ran into twenly, when we concluded to
try another place abovit a mile below.
Down we went, and the spot did look likely. A pile

of drift extending into deep water: a swift current and
some eddies made up the place. We anchored close to
the drift and again began operations. Owing to the
rrcks and logs at the bottom we had to use floats, which
the current would carry down a hundred feet or more if

we desired. While watching my float go down stream, I

heard Jacob say something and turning my head saw
him yank his rod, and by the way it bent T knew he had
at least a pounder on his hook. I watched to see him
reel in and play his fish, when, shades of Izaak, Sr.,

must I say it, he threw his rod back on his shoulder,
grabbed the line with his hands and began hauling in

hand over hand as thought his life depended on it. T

w^as so astonished I could not speak for a whole minute,
but then said

:

"What in thunder are you doing?'"

"Why that is the way 1 always pull 'em in,'" said Jacob,
and he continued hauling until a jack salmon, or pike-
perch, was landed in the boat.

Then Izaak epoke his piece. "That's what you call
angling, ia it: , To drag a fish in like pulling a log up an
incline, Wha't in blazes have you got that $7.50 fine

quadruple reel for, and that silk line and lancewoad rod?
Why don't you go out Into the woodsandcut a pole, take
a chalk line, tie a hook, and then your method might be
in keeping. Now the next fish you hook you reel him in
like a civilized angler or there will be trouble,"'

Having thus delivered myself I feJt better and resumed
work. But a minute later .Jacob had another bite, and
actually reeled the fish so near the boat that he could see
him. i was ready with my landing net, but the grabbing
instinct was loo strong, and again the line was taken and
another jack salmon dragrgetl ignominiousty into the
boat, "I'did not want to lose him,'" pleaded .Jacob. *-But
that is just the way to lose them," I replied. "You try
that trick on black bass and you will loee more than you
get in.'" "That'rf so," he answered, "J always lose more
than I save," While thus conveisine; our lines were again
put to work, and while Izaak may know more about fish-

ing, the luck was with Jacob, for he soon has another
fish on hig hook, which he actually reeled in, and allowed
to be lifted with the landing net. It was a tine 21b. Jack
salmon by the ecales.

T.^.aak, .Jr., had also made Kome oatchea, hut the fish^

ran small, not over half a pound, and most of them were
returned to the water. Their being a lull in the biting

' ^Ye txied a^iother place but -vnthout miioh success, anrl

after an hour's absence we returned to the favorite loca-

tion, and then occurred the event of the day. -lacob had
floated out about 75ft. of line when he had a strike and
hooked his fish, which he said felt "like a whale," and
sure enough it was a big one, judging from the way the

rod bent, .Jacob stood up to handle the rod, and Izaak

did the bossing. "Don't be in a hurry, now: play him
and tire him out. Don't pull him to the surface or he
will break loose: let him stay down. Swing your rod
out; keep him away from the drift pile. Look out there,

he is going under the boat. That is right: let him run
up and down, that will tire him out." In the meanwhile
the fish was reeled near to the boat, and near enough
to the surface of the water to show that it was a
very large black bass: " a 3-pounder at least," said

the holder of the rod, who became greatly excited

and tried his old tactics of lifting the fish out by main
strength. "Stop that!" I yelled; "play him till he is tired

and then reel him up to the boat, and 1 will net him '

"All right, I will do as you say," and thus the fun went
on till the bass began to wabble, and coming near the

boat I slipped the net under him and he was safe. That
five minutes was a revelation to Jacob, who realized what
real angling was, and as he sat down in a state of ex-

haustion and exultation he exclaimed: "Whew, but that

was lots of fun, wasn't if?" The bass weighed albs, and
was a beautifully marked specimen. Then came the

irreverent remark, "Say, Ike, why don't you catch some
fish?" "Oh, 1 have more fun coaching you," and verily

it was true, for Jacob caught all the big fish. He hooked
another la,rge one, so large that he broke his rod, which,
by the way, contained one joint of cross-grained wood, a
crime which ought to send the maker to the penitentiary.

But I have given enough of the events of our trip to

show how successful was the day spent on the Gasconade.
Jacob and Izaak are going again, and if he does not Hih
like a civilized angler, I see but one way to settle the

matter, and that will be to throw him overboard ; but I

have hopes for him as he has promieed to do the tquare

thing. Now if he would read Forest a>:d &tke^m regu-

larly he would develop into a first-class angler, for he has
the stuff in him for the transformation. Having started

him on the right road however, X feel the joy of a mission-

ary who makes a new convert, Izamv, Jr.

St. LoTitS, Mo,

SOME PENNSYLVANIA SUGGESTIONS.
Mr, .John W, Hague, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has sent us

the following extracts from the Pittsburgh Post, setting

forth his views as to needed game and fish legislation:

When the State Legislattire convenes next January the

crack tisherman of Pittsbttrgh and vicinity will etnd
representatives to Harri?burg with copies of a new bill

they want eritered among the laws of the commonwealth.
There is much dissatisfaction now on account of the many
loose places in the present fish laws. The local men i

want the statutes changed to eliminate these points.

They want the wardens' salaries raised so that each can i

devote his time to prosecuting violators of the law
;
they '

want out-line fishing free to all, and the heaviest of fines
j

levied on those who explode dynamite in the rivers, and i

those who run alkali and sawdust into the streamp. They
will also recommend that the trout catching season be ex-

tended from April 1 to August 1, instead of April 15 to

July 15.

In this connection Fish Warden John W. Hague, the
attorney, gave a Post man some interesting information.
He favors the proposed changes in the laws, and in fact i

it is through his efforts that the plan whs first mentioned^
He isweli informed on everything connected with fishing, ,

and suggestions from him always receive the most re-'

spectful attention from the sportsman. In this interest- .

ing talk Mr. Hague said: " The fishermen have been con-
sidering several plans to protect the fisheries, and they
think the best possible way to go about it is to take it to i

the Legi-slalure. They are now considering a bill which
will be submitted to every sportsman for his approval and
suggestions, and then the combined influence of the club •

will be used to pass it. There are several important
things contemplated, but they are not settled upon yet.

"One thing is this: I do not think it would be amiss
to permit out-line fishing in July, August and September
of each year, and possibly during October. During the
warm weather the fish will not bite in daytime, and if

lines could be stretched across the stream at night, fish

could be caught in good numbers that wouldn't bite under
other circumstances, For instance, perch are seldom
caught on a line, and their time for biting is at night.

Cattish are also taken by outlines better than by hook.
Another reason is that men who would scorn to use a
seine or any other illegal means would delight in using an
out-line. It would make these men part protectors, as

they would help the commissioners and wardens to suc-

cessfully prosecute the law violators.

"My worst trouble is to detect those who explode dyna-
mite in the water and slaughter all kinds of fish. Oitly

the common species come to the top. The black bass and
salmon go to the bottom and float away, so they do no
good to the shooters. The spawn of the year is also

killed. To provide against this I desire to see the law so

changed as to forbid the explosion of dynamite in any
stream in the State and to provide a very heavy tine for

it.

"I would also like to see the law changed to peimiti

angling with rod and line held in the hands all the year
round, as I believe it would be the means of maiiing
every angler a fish protector. If he did not himselfl
cause an illegal fisher's arrest, he would at least fuinishl
some information to the nearest warden. And there isl

another thuig. I want prohibited the putting intoslreamsl
of alkali, acid, sawdust, garbage and all such ^lulf wel
know is destructive to fish fife. I am constantly iu re-l

ceipt of letters telling me that sawdust is^lestruying suchJ
and such a trout stream, and that steel works are runuingl
their acid into the river, and that oil wells run their aniiM

water there, too. Now, while I believe they tell tin
truth, I want (o know who writes to me, ajid as they
mostly anonymous, I haven t any idea. If they wr uloB
tell me their names I would not use them in prosecuting
I only want to know who they are. The practice of put
ting sawdust in trout streams is especially haimful.
"There ought to be a complete separation of the Hsb

and game laws, and acta passed governing each one.

Separate peDaltif.s should be imposed. The trout law
might well be extended to in force from April 1 tc

Aug. 1, instead Ajml 15 to July 15. I don't know that
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the time has come yet for us to allow fishing on Sunday.
It is forbidden now. There are a great many fishermen,

though, who are clamoring for it. It is also unlawful to

spear oi: shoot fish on vSunday. Most people don't know
this, nor do they know that there is a fine of $100 for it.

Regarding this," however, I don't think any action will be

taken at this time.
"If there is one place where the laws need revision

more than another it is in that .part which relates to the

duties, powers and compensation of a fish warden. The
duties are now too onerous, the powers too greatly re-

stricted and the compensation ridiculously small. The
.
pay a warden gets does not nearly pay him for his time.

He should receive such remuneration as would enable
him to devote his time to his office. Now, unless he is a
sportsman himself he can't do a thing. The anglers

themselves do not do much, and it is hartl

on a warden who is trying to work for

their interest to get no encouragement. Home of them
are interested and are glad of 'the benefits they derive

from the fishery protection. For this tlie warden gets

mighty little. His source of income is in prosecution . If

he succeeds in convicting a man of seining he gets half

of the $100 fine and half of the other fines. I haven't
collected a |ilOO fine yet. The usual thing to do is to take
the seine and scare the owner half to death, and put him
under obligations to give you pointers hereafter. The
wardens are better looked after in Ohio. There a warden
gets $300 or 800 a year from a county, and if he has from
two to four counties in his district he can afford to devote
his time to it, and the fisheries of Ohio show it, too. We
have every bit as good here, but it must be taken care of.

There should be more wardens appointed also.

•'And it may be of interest to my fisher friends also,''

continued Mr. Hague, "to say that the United States Fish
Commission has discovered a new food fish in the ocean.
They have received a few hundred specimens and will

try to cultivate them. If they succeed, I think we can
have some of them in Pennsylvania, at least in the
streams that run into salt water.''

*THE BRITISH ANGLER'S LEXICON.
Mk, Njven has undertaken, out of his ripe experienci-

in all branches of angling, to prepare a "condensed
reference to all that relates to fish and fishing, so that
the tyro, for whose especial benefit it is maioly designed,
may easily gain practical information on any subject.

'

The "Lexicon" is not intended to supersede the angler'.s

books, but rather to facilitate their use. The author lin^

succeeded admirably in his object, and has presented ;t

highly useful and convenient work for the expert as well

as the unskillful angler. With the exception of the ilhis

trations, which are not uniformly up to the modern stan- |'

dard of excellence, we commend the book, not only
the British angler but aleo to his American cousin..

The arrangement of the articles is alphabetical, ard
they are as concise as possible with due regard to clear-

ness. Whenever the subject is too extensive to be treated

in full, the reader is referred to standard writers for
additional details. The account of the American black
bas.«, for exani]ple, closes with a reference to the Bass
Supplement of Forest and Stream.
The method of bronzing ferrules is thus described:

"AVhen the brass ferrules of a rod get bright and have
lost their bronze appearance, they can be recolored by
applying the following mixture: One ounce oxide of

iron (rust) and one ounce arsenic, mixed in half-pint
muriatic acid. Cleanse the brass from gi-ease or dirt by
washing it in soda and water, very hot. Wipe dry and
bold before a fire until the brass is well wai-med: then
apply a little of the above mixture with a feather or cloth
wrapped round a stick, or a brush. When the desired
color is obtained rub with oil, which stops the process.

The ferrules may then be lacquered or varnished."
For carp fishing Mr. Niven recommends a well scoured

worm, baited upon a No. ^ or 6 hook of the Kendal scale.

The bait is to be kept on the bottom. "It is usual to

ground-bait the place where carp are to be angled for,

doing this with broken worms, boiled wheat, rice or peas."
The British charr, which is very nearly related to the

golden trout of Now England lakes, does not readily take
a fly; it has been caught with a minnow by spinnirij^-

slowly. Its wholesale slaughter by netting during the
spawning season has caused this beautiful trout to become
scarce, and spearing upon its spawning beds has produced
the same effect upon its relative in New England.

Da]>iag, clipping or debbing is the term applied to fish-

ing with natural insects, usually a bluebottle fly, a green
drake, a moth or a beetle, wafted by the wind over the
rising fish or the supposed location of a fi^h. "Sniggling"
and "clod fishing" are methods of catching eels, the latter

being known in the United States as "bobbing."
The articles on feathers and fishing-rods contain much

useful information in concise form, and the same thine is

true of the treatment of many other leading topics. For
preventing the ravages of moths among feathers camphor
is praised, and scraps of Eussia leather are said to answer
the same purpose.
A French polish for finishing ofl' vodi is made as fol-

lows: One pint of methylated spirits of wine: ioz. gum
copal; i07.. gum arable; loz. shellac, Place the spirits

and the gums in a vessel closely corked, put near a warm
stove and shake frequently: in a few days all will be dis-

solved, when it should be strained through a piece of
muslin and kept well corked.

(jrimp can be dyed a dark color in the following man-
ner: Cleanse the brass gimp thoroughly: then brush it

over with the following solution, which should be boiling:

Distilled water, 100 parts, by weight; caustic soda, 13
parts; neutral chloride of platinum,! part. Then wash,
dry and varnish. The color given is something like oxi-
dized silver, and is a very desirable one.
The grayling, according to Mr. Niven, are caught

chiefly by the artificial fly, but are fond of worms and
maggots, and are often fished for with an artificial grass-

hopper. The flies used are similar to those employed for
the brown trout, bixt slighth^ brighter in appearance.

In the description of silkworm gut is introduced an
account by Mr, Samuel Allcock of its preparation in
Spain. The notes on hooks, knots and lines are practical

and. to the point. The Loch Leven trout, a handsome
lilack-spotted species now pretty well established m the

•'The British. Aneler'S Lexicon. By Kiobard Xiveu Illuatiaied.
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United States, is fished for in Scotland successfully with
the following flies: Teal, woodcock, bloc, white-tip and
mallard wings, with red, yellow, green, claret, and black
bodies, tinseled; also Zulus, Sam Slicks and March
bi'owns, Manj' are taken also hy trolling with the arti-

ficial minnow.
For carrying the May flies a good form of box is illus-

trated. A. somewhat detailed guide is given for Norway
fishing: this contains all the items needed for the infor-

mation of the angler on topics of importance.
The article on pisciculture is short and might be greatly

improved; the "Levingston Stern " referred to is our Liv-
ingston Stone, auj)erintendent of the CJalifornia stations

of the U. S, l''i8h Commission.
The directions for dressing flies are full and very clear,

and the methods of staining feathers and woods are well
set forth. The chapters on trout, trout fishing and trout
flies are among the liest of the Lexicon. Mr, Nevin says
"there are perhaps more trout killed over the country
with the March-brown artificial Hy than with any other.''

On the last ]>age the author mentions a novel mode of

getting wormp. "Drive a spade into the ground, and^
using the shaft as a lever, rock backward and forward,
and in a minute or so all the worms within two yards of
the spade will be seen emerging from the soil, hastening
to escape the unusual disturbance. They can be picked
uiJ clean and bright, superior in appearance to what they
would be if dug out in the usual manner."

FISHING ON THE METABETCHOU AN.
The Metabetchouan is a small river in the Province of

Quebec running into Lake St. .John from the south.
About seven miles from the mouth of the river are the
falls of the Metabetchouan, very wild and beautifid: ju.st

at the foot of the falls the river turns abruptly to the

OLANANtOHE I'HOM TilK METABIilCHOUAN.

.VmateUl- plloin by C.l?. Frltts.

right, and the canon broadens out to the width of 250f|.

In this broader part of the canon lies a small island, oOf i

.

wide by 150ft. long, and a .short distance below the lowest
end of the island the river breaks into rough, ra])id water,

falling fi or 8ft. in the next 150. The falls, because of

the turn in the ri\'er, cannot be seen from the island, but
its roar is continuously heard, and the spray rising from
it to the sunlight curtains the upper end of the carmn
with a bright and fleecy cloud, ever clianging in its pris-

matic hues. The walls of the caiion are sheer and high,
and for the most part naked rock.

This is the Third Pool of the Metabetchouan, and in the

proper season abounds with that beat of all game fish, the

ouananiche.
Between the lake antl the falls there are three pools, of

which the third is the largest and best; .and the fishing

TAKItSO A OUANANIOHli IN THE iXliTABETOHOO AN.

Amateiu' photo by Df. O. E. Frltts.

is practically confined to these three pools, except for a
few days in May when the fish rise eagerly to the fly in
and about the mouth of the river.

A bright morning in August last found Dr. W., Dr. F.

and myself, with Maurice, most faithful and honest of
guides, at the third pool. Dr. F. and I had taken a day
with the ouananiche in this same pool last year, but W.
was new to the place and to the fish, although he had long
been a tireless and successful fisherman for trout and
bass in other waters.
As soon as the sun was shining on the pool we began

casting; I from the lower end of the island, F. midway up,
and W. from the upper end. At the second or third cast
I had a rise and struck a fair-sized fish. Two or three
wild leaps and rushes and he is gone, lost through too
great eagerness to see him in the net; and it is a good
long hour before I raise another.
In a abort time a shout from W. announces that he is

engaged in hk first tussle with an oiianauiohe, We at

once drop oxtr rods and [rim to watch the fight. The fish

is large and strong, and throws himself out of the water
half a dozen times. He leaps and runs and sulks in

a way to delight us onlooker?, and gives such an enter-

tainment in aijuatic gymnastics as only a surprised qnd
disappfjinted ouananiche can. But W. is cool and care-

ful, and in twenty minutes has the satisfaction of seeing
safely in the landing net his first ouananiche, a fish that
on the scales weighs 51bs. 14oz,, and declares himself well
paid for his trip by the taking of this single fish.

After congratulating our lucky friend in the usual way
we again begin our casting, and in a few minutes F.

sti'ikes a line fish and loses him; then W. fastens to his

second and lands him.
So it goes on until we stop at about I o'clock with nine-

teen beautiful fish, averaging olhs. in weight, and with
the honors divided as evenly as possible between the three
rods.

F. had varied his pleasure during the day by attempt-
ing to catch with his Kodak a leaping fish in air. The
inclosed photograph shows his nearest approach to suc-

cess. Had he been half a second cpjicker he would have
had the splendid leap of a filbs. ouananiche: as it is he
has a splash and a hole in the water.
The other picture sent shows fifteen of our catch; the

other four had already gone the way all good fish should
go, and had added another element to the contentment
and satisfaction we all felt with our lot.

This was a single day of a most delightful and success-
ful trip. Its main features were repeated on other days,
yet this, like all other fishing, is uncertain. I saw numer-
ous parties come and go without killing a fish. On one
of our best days we found on reaching this pool the bank
on either side occupied by a fisherman and his guide.
We, of course, took to the island. From the frequent
calls from one shore to the other we soon determined that
we had as neighbors two new medical men. As the fish-

ing went on we made frequent captures, but the strange
doctors caught nothing. This was more than they could
bear gracefully, so they came over to interview us, and
to find out, if possible, the reason of their non-success.
After a long conversation with them W. announced to

mo privately, "That it was no wonder they couldn't catch
Pisli, that they were a couple of homoeopaths from
H wtt)n."

Not being a member of the medical profession, and not
bailing from Boston, I cannot say whether or not there
is anything in the training of a hom(3eopath from that
locality that prevents his being a good fisherman. I

simply record the fact that they didn't get any ouanan-
iche. It need not be added that my friend W. is an
allopath.
What did we do with our fish after getting them? I

will tell you what we did with some of them. Maurice
kilkd and cleaned them as soon as taken, he washed
and thoroughly dried them and made a deep cut the
length of tlie fish on each side of the backbone; in this

cut he rubbed pepper and salt. He then carefully wrap-
ped each fish in freshly-gathered birch bark and hid it

for an hour and a quarter in the hot ashes of our camp-
tire Cooked in this way and served on a log in the
bright sunlight and crisp, sweet air of the Canadian
woods, a five-pound fish to each person, he is a revela-

tion of unexpected pleasure.

Standing over the fragments of such a feast, our
unanimous verdict was that the man and the fish were
well met; that the ouananiche is the most delicious of

fish and Maurice the best of cooks, D.

lIt'i>soN, N. y.

FOX LAKE, ILLINOIS, FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your favor of Sept, lO duly received, but your letter

was misplaced and has just come to light. Your doubt-
ful coiTespondent is partially right. The largest catch
we (my wife and I; made in one day was 154 silver bass,

weighing ll-olbs. ; the day following this catch we caught
147 silver bass, weighing I04lbs. ; on both of these days
we signalled the boats and fi.Hhing parties around us to
come as close to us as possible so every one would get
fish, but for some reason or other the other fishing parties

got but very lew fish. The catch on both occasions was
made in about the same spot, near the center of Fox
Lake, in a direct line between the Lippencott Hotel and
Howard fJouse. Our fishing hours were from 9 o'clock

A. M. until 13 o'clock noon on both days. We had very
good luck all summer catching black bass, pickerel, wall-
eyed pike, and once in a while we would get a large-size

garfish. But the game tish at Fox Lake are pretty well
educated, and it recpiires considerable skill and work to
get them. While we were at the lake a report reached
us from the Howard House (we were stopping at the
I,ippencott Hotel) that one of their guests had landed
seven black bass in four oasts, haAnng three hooks on his
line; the Howard House people all said it was so, so of

course we had to believe it. W. E, Goodman.
South Evanston, IU.

Spawning of Sti-iped Bass,

Sava^'jsau, Ga., Oct. 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice in your issue of Oct. 13 an inquiry about the
spawning of the striped bass. They spawn on every
stream on the Atlantic coast, from the Capes of Florida
to the coast of Labrador, in brackish water always, I

think. Their habit is the same as that of the salmon,
going to the utmost limit of the stream, sometimes in
j)laces they can reach only after a heavy rain. The effort

is to reach the most inaccessible spot, where their spawn
will not be disturbed by their enemies. I am spending
my summer on an arm of the sea, and the water is

brackish about three miles above my home. Heretofore
the young fry have been caught in the spring, in March
and April, and the parent fish in the winter. Now, within
a year or two a canal has been cut connecting this salt

river with a stream running into the Savannah River, and
the fish have disappeared from their old haunts. I am
satisfied they will be found spawning at the highest
point accessible through the canal.
Not far from Waynesboro, I dro,^e over a road through

a stream not deep enough to go over a horse's hoof where
8trii>ed bass of 40 and SOlbs. go when it rains, and the
neighbors knock them in the head, in the spring as they
pass over the road to get into a morass to spawn, theif
fins showing above the muddy water. They come from
a hyanoh of the Great Ogeechee River, and push up into
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this morass, into whicli and from which they can only

enter and leave in heavy rains. I say their habits are

like the salmon, and I believe they would ascend any
distance, as salmon do. In India they have been seen

7,000ft. above the sea. still ascending the river, and in

tributaries of the Columbia I know of their being seen in

great quantities, 8,500ft., and still pushing up.

Wm. Neyle Habersham.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Cu)re)iimi(J-e>it.}

Chicago, 111., Oct. 23.—Mr. .Jay Beebe, of Toledo, O.,

writes me some more about bait-casting lines, as follows:

"Let me thank you for the favor of the 7th inst. and
its inclosures. Herewith I send you cuttings from both

the reel and the leader end of the casting line I have been
using all the fall, which means about five or six days of

actual fishing. This line is retailed by local dealers here

at two cents a yard, and by comparing the two pieces you
can Judge of the relative wear. The slip with the tag

attached is handed me by Mr. Gunckel (of the ' Sunset

Club') and is taken from a line sent him the other day by
a friend now in Germany. I have not tested it for

strength, but in appearance it seems much like the desired

line mentioned in my note in this week's Foeest and
Stream, (By the way, it will doubtless occur to you,

should you take the trouble to read the note in question,

that what I wrote was ' a cable-laid line,' and not a
cable, as the irrelevant comma made me say.)

" If you think the secret you mention is likely to dis-

turb yoiu- peace of mind, you might forward it to me at

any time under a special delivery stamp.''

The line that Jay Beebe incloses is familiar to me, but

I do not wish to name it for fear the firm might think I

was injuring their goods. We tried this line among
the others this summer. It casts well, and is a well-

meant line, but it rotted very quickly, we thought. It

has the further quality of being very hard-braided, so

that it cuts itself at the leader-knot very easily. By
trebling the strand we helped this out. On a straight tie,

this line will cut itself at the knot (our specimens did) on
next to no strain at all. This line we have discarded.

I must thank JMr. Gunckel also for the beautiful little

line of German make which he sends me. It is very
strong, and would be good tu tie up a dachshund with,
but I don't believe it would work on a casting reel at all,

for though tine and strong, it is waterproofed and quite
stiff. What has a dachshund to do with bass fishing? I

am surprised at Mr. Gunckel, I am really.

That Kekeskee Story,

Mr. George Stanton, Jr=, of the Grand Rapids & In-

dian Eailroad. came clear up into my office the other
day. though he had never met me before, to "congratu-
late" me on that Kekoskee fish story, and I had the hard-
est work in the world to convince him that that wasn't
my story at all, but just simply a historical account of
events that actually happened^ I get all sorts of letters

about that story, and many of them grieve me, And
yet the story i« so incontestably true. The other day I

was riding on a railway train up in Wisconsin and a
friend introduced to me Judge Lamoreux, late of May-
ville, now of the circuit bench, once of the State Legis-
lature, and one of the most prominent men of the State.
"I can testify to the facts of that story," said Judge La-
moreux, "out of any personal knowledge. The sleds
came there after bullheads from a distance of fifty miles.
If I were on the bench and evidence such as you cite
were brouglit before mo I could not legally decide the
story to be anything but true and the allegations fully
pi'oveu. Yes, air, you have made out a good case, and
one whir h agrees with the facts."

Now what do the skeptics think of that? Moreover, on
that very same train there was Mr. Geo. Kurtz, an old
citizen of Mayville, who overheard us talking. He broke
in, very much excited, and was disgusted almost to anger
when he heard that any one couldjdoubt the Kekoskee
fish story for one moment of time. Proof? Well, I'd
like to know how much proof a fish stoiy ought to have
if this one hasn't got enough to support it.

j
^It's true,

that's Tvliat it is, every word of it.

I.—The Preparation.

Columbus opened the gate at the front yard of the
palace and stepped briskly around through the marigolds
to the back door, as was his custom in making such in-
formal calls on the family. Leaning his map up against
the palace, he rapped on the door and hummed a gay air
while he waited for an answer. Columbus did not get
gay himself, but it was October, and the air was gay.
Presently the girl came to the door.
"Mornin'," said Columbus, "How're they comin' this

raomin'? Is the Queen in?"
"I'll go see," said the girl, with a bright smile. They

all liked Columbus.
"Why, good mornin', Columbus," said Queen Isabel,

as she came in from the front part of the house, "You
must excuse my looks, I've just been tidying up the
front parlor a bit. Mary, I want you to always dust off
a chair for Columbus and have him set down."
"Good mornin', Belle," said Columbus, in his off-hand

way. "Mighty nice weather we're bavin', ain't it?"
"A-in't it, though? I was just tellin' Ferd this mornin'

that I'd like to go out buggy ridin' this afternoon for
a while; but law, Ferd's so took up with this Turkey
business, you know, that he don't seem to take no
interest in nothin' else at all."

"Y'^ou Jdon't say," said Columbus, "gettin' ready for
Thanksgivin', I s'pose, is he? I thought mebbe he'd like
to go out fishin' with me this mornin'."

" Oh, Ferd won't go nowhere. He don't think of nothin'
but business. I tell him he'd ought to get ,out oftener,
but he won't go."
"Well said !" said Columbus ;

" I wish my wife was
like you. It's just the other way over to our house. My
wife says I don't care for nothin' but fishin', and she's
always at me to stay home and tend to business."
" Pshaw now ! And how is Mrs. Columbus these
3?"

"Oh, she's well. She's healthy and active, and so's
to be about," said Columbus, sighing. " I don't see no
sense in cleanin' house twict a year, do you ? I sort of
thought I'd go out fishin- to day. They're bitin' like the
dickens over in the Bay of Biscay,"

^
"Do tell 1 You always do know where the good fishin'

18 Columbus !"

" Yep. Find it out in Forest and Stream."
" Law me !"

"Yep. Say!"
"Uh ?"

" You don't think FerS'lI go 'long, don't you?"
" No, I know he won't, not till he's licked the Moors."
" That's so, them Moors is a bad lot. I've been missin'

chickens myself. But say, if Ferd won't go, do you s'pose

he'd mind lettin' me take his fish-pole ?"

"Why, I guess he wouldn't mind. It's out there on
the wood shed."
" There's a hook and line on it, ain't there?"
' Yes, I believe so."

"Bob?"
"Oh yes.

"Say, does Ferd keep the minny-pail out in the shed
where he used to?

"

"Why, I believe he does: yon can just take it along."

"Thanks, I believe I will, if you don't mind. But you
see, the worst of it is

—

"

"Yes!"
"I havn't got no boat, you see, I've been goin' to get a

boat, but somehow I never did."

"Oh that's all right, just take Ferd's boat, he aint usin'

it. You're perfectly welcome to it."'
*

"Well now, Belle, you're mighty clever neighbors, I

always did say I'll bring you a mess of fish when I git

back. My land! if my wife was only just like you! "

"Go way I Y^'ou'd ought not to talk ao. Send Maria over
here this afternoon, and we'll go out ridin' together,

down to the minister's, while you men are away from
home."

"All right. But say

—

"

"IJh?"
"Is that spot out behind the barn as good for worms as

it was last year? "

"Why, I'don't know, I'm sure, Columbus, but I expect
it is."

"Would you mind send in' one of the boys to dig me a
can o' worms? It's sort of hot like, this mornin', and I'm
troubled a good deal with malaria."
"Why certainly, Columbus. The boys can do it just as

well as not. Set up, won't you, while they're out dig-

gin' the worms, an' have a bite and something to drink."
"Well, you know—

"

"Mary, draw two!

"

"Oh no, no! I really couldn't, I never take but one
drink a day, and I've had mine! "

"Pshaw! have one with me."
"Well—that is—well, if you insist; but make it light-

make it very light,"

"Oh, that's all right, Columbus."
''Well, here's lookin" at you. Law! if Maria just felt

the way you do about this goin' fishin'."

"You're a nice man, Columbus. How's the naap busi-

ness doing now?"
' Oh, first rate, can't complain. Sold four last week. '

"That so? Why, you II soon have money enough to get
a fishin' outfit of your own."
"Maybe, but I don't see the use if Ferdain'tusin'his'n.

But here comes Jimmy with the worms. Can Jimmy go
'long with me, so'st to sort of row the boat while I do the
fishin'?"

"Why, yes, I guess so. But say!"
"Well?"
"Don't you think you have what might be called a

Castile nerve?"
"Well, you got ,to have nerve in this sportin' business.

See."
'•Oh! Well good mornin', Columbus."
"Well good mornin'. I'll often think of you. Belle,

wheii I'm a treading the quarterdeck alone."
"Thank you, Columbus. Say!"
"Well?"
"You'd better take a whole deck, hadn't you? You and

Jimmy may get lonesome."
"I would, if I could afford it. Has Ferd got one?"

IK—The Discovery.

It was pist noon when Columbus asked Jimmy Aragon
for the lunch basket.
"How're you makin' it, Jimmy?" said he.
"I got a blister on my hand, and I want to go home,"

said Jimmy.
"Go home nothin'," said Columbus. "What you talkin'

about, we haven't caught only four fish yet."
'•I'm tired, and I want to go back home."
"All right, sonny, we'll go home when we've got a

good string, or else wait till dark, and don't you forget
it. When your uncle C. Columbus goes out after fish he
gets fish, and don't you forget it. See! Gimme another
worm."'

"This ain't no good place to fish, I don't believe," said
Jimmy.
"Huh! Like to know what you know about it

!"

"Well, one of the boys told me there was a place, over
West a little ways a couple of miles, where the fishin'
was real good. He knew a man caught a whole lot there,
just the other day. He said 'at hot chicken tamales grew
on every tree over there."
"Huh! That so?" How far over was it, did you say ?"

"Oh. not very far, just a little ways, 'bout a couple of
miles."
"That so? Well, s'pose we pull over there and try it

awhile."
So they pulled over there, and when they got there the

place was about two miles further over yet. So they
went on two miles further, and again the place had
moved. They kept on. and at last they came to New
Y''ork.

"Hello, is this New Y'ork ?"' said Columbus.
"Yes, this is New Y'ork, of course," they told him.
"Do hot tamales grow on trees here ?"

"Nope."
'

' Well, which way is Chicago ?" E. Hough.
175 MoNHOE Street, Chicago.

* The Origin or A Myth.—History often distorts facts for
dramatic effect. Tlie historical in ytli is well accepted that Isa-
bella pawned lier jewels to secure aljips for Columbus: but this is
onlymjtb. It aro^e in tbe fact thit she loaned to Columbus one
boat, a sniHll hoy and a flahiog outfit which belonged to her hus-
band.—E. H.

The Thread-Fin.
Mr. R. y. H. Schuyler has forwarded to the Smithso-

nian Institution a drawing of a strange fish which, lie
writes, is taken in seines at Biloxi, Miss., duriug Septem-

ber, after which month it disappears. The specimen
shown was Tin. long. "In life the end of the nose was
translucent. Color iridescent when taken out of the
water. Back dark green, sides and belly white, " All fins

dark green except [the breast fin], which is black. Eye
very large, pupil black, cornea silver."

The fish above referred to was first described by Dr.
Girard under the name Polynemus odoneraus. It is

valued as a food fish. Nothing is known to us about its

habits. The most remarkable character of the thread
fins is the division of the breast fin into two parts, the
upper portion shaped as usually in common fishes, the
lower part consisting of long, separate rays, in this species
twice as long as the upper rays.

The Kentucky Fish and Game Club.
OPFXOB Olf CORRTISPOMDING SECRETARY, )

COURlEB-JOURNAL BuiI-DING,
Louisville, Oct. 10, 1892. \

To the Favmen, Hunters and Fishermen of Kentucky:
The object of the Kentucky Fish and Game Club is primarily

for the purpose of securing proper legislation for the protection
of game, dogs, birds and flsb; the protection of the farmer and
land owner from w-anton trespass, the encouragement of the citi-

zens of the State in their efforts to increase varieties and num-
bers of game and flsh, and the organization and encouragement
ol other clubs for the vigorous enforcement of all laws against
killing, stealing, sale or shipment of any such dog, game, birds or
fish unlawfully. Another object of the association is to restoclc
the streams of the State with indigenous fish and the propagation
of them so far as is practicable. To this end the club has already
several million game flsb, which have been distributed mostly in
the streams of central and eastern Kentucky free of any expanse
to the people. All that is asked is their co-operation and their
assistance in keeping the streams from being depleted and urging
their representatives in the General Assembly to enact stringent
laws protecting birds, game and flsh.

The membership of the club comprises nearly 1,200 people in all
parts of the State. Among these are farmers, lawyers, merchants,
doctors, and men of all trades, followings and professions. It is
desired to make the club an organization of s'reng'h am^ to have
every portion of the State equally represented by cooperative
auxiliary local clubs in every town. Such clubs, working in hai -

mooy, could soon be responsible for the existence In Kentucky ol
all the various kinds of game and flsh that existed here in the
days of Daniel Boone.
The Kentucky Fish and Game Club has now before it the task

of restocking with game flsh every stream in the State. To do
this it is necessary to have the cooperation of citizens in all parts
of the State, with whom correspondence is desired. The flali are
received through the United States Fish Commission and sent to
the State's borders free of expense. Tiie distribution is made at
the expense of the cJub and the only assistance asked is such as
results from the nominal dues of the members of the assooiatiou.
Thesfl are SI per year and 50 cents per year for members of auxil-
iary clubs, where the entire club is enrolled. A movement is nov^
on foot to increase the dues of individual membeis.
It is desired, for the purpose of continuing the work of resloct

ing the streams, that application be made for fish from every
section where there are none or few. The character of the stream
and the -arietiss of the flsh that live in the waters should be ex
plicitly explained. The best place for liberating the fish should
also be given. This shordd be, if possible, on the line of somo rail-
road. If this is not practicable, the nearest station shotzW he
designated and a statement made of what arrangements could >'6

made for transporting the fish from the station to the stream. It
is desired that these applications be sent to the ccrreBponding
Fecrefaty for classification at once.
Rome was not built in a day. The entire State can rot be sup-

plied with fish in a week, or a year. The United States Fish Com
mission is so hampered by a small appropriation that it is Itnpos-
sible to suxjply the demand for game flsh. Consequently, ship-
ments are not so frequently as would be desired. It is helieved, If

the proper effort is made, Congress can be iod need to devote more
money to the propagation of fish. To this end every citizen of
Kentucky who is anxious to have the streams restocked is asked
to urge his reprei-~entative and senator in Washington to vote
for and speak for an Increased appropriation for the Fish Com-
mission, which is headed by Col. Marshall McDonald, a Ken-
tuckian. It is also urged that the Kentucky Legislature be asked
to pass stringent laws and assist in any manner possible the work
of preserving, protecting and increasing the fislj, game and birds
of the commonwealth. V^ery respeotfuily,

Chas. a. Dailev, Cor. Sec'v ;

J. Fry Lawrence, Pres

VERMONT FISHCULTURE.
The eleventh biennial report of the flsh commissioners of

Vermont, ending with the fiscal year, .June 30, 1890, has just
been issued. The commissioners are Mr. -John W. Titcomb,
of Rutland and Charles C. Warren, of Waterbury. In the ap-
pendix is given a report of the directors of the State Fis-'b

Hatchery, "Messrs. C. G. WaiTen, H. H. Swift and A. B.
Noyes. Another excellent feature of the appendix is an
alphabetical list of the towns of Vermont with the names,
character and area of their ponds, and the principal kinds of
fish living in them.
The illustrations consist of plates of the pike, picketel,

mascalonge, pike-perch and sauger, the first lent by Forest
AND Stream and the rest copied from publications of the
U. S. Fish Commission.
The State fish hatchery is located at Roxbuiy. Its yield

during 1891 and '92 was very gratifying, as vrill appear from
the following record of flsh planted:

Brook trout 295,000
Like trout 127.000
Von Bebr and Loch Leven trout 75 000
Rainbow trout "... 26 500
Landlocked salmon 30,000

553.500
In addition to this distribution by the State the U. S. I'ish

Commission furnished the commissioners for Vermont
waters:

Black bass tiO

Rainbow trout (yearlings) 3.550
Ijake trout (yearlings) 2,000
Von Behr trout (yearlings) ... 476
Carp (yearlings) 200
Landlocked salmon (yearlings) .,15 000
California salmon (yearlings) 3 470

We shall have occa.«ion to refer again to other features of
this interesting report.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 22 to 25.—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntiiigton, Sec'y. 148 South
Eighth gtrpet.
Dec. 6 to 9 —First Animal Dog Show Hprmilage Ketine] Club,

Nashville, Teun. Robert C. Stockton, Sec'y-

1893.

.Tan. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Glovereville, N- Y.
Feb. 21 to, 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Snpt.
April 4 to i'.—N«w England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
Mav 3 t o 0 —Pacilic Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sen'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fpir, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trials Olub. tlxird annual trisils, at

Otiatham, Ont. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8.

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nnv. 7.—United States Field Trial", at Elizabethtown, Ky. P.

T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New Englaud F'fld Trials, at Assonet, Mass. E.

Knight Fperry. New Hnven, Conn., Sec'y-
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Fur Olub, at

Princeton. Mass. J. H. Baird. Sec'y.
Nov. In.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Iiid., W. U\ Beck

Sec'v.
Nov. 21. -Eastprn Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

VV. A. Coster, Sec'v.
Mov. 2o.-?bilarieliihia Kennel Clnb Trials, at High Point, N. C,

F. (>. Tavlor, Sec'v.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode 11.

.Sec' 5'.

Dec. 19.-tri8h Setter Field Trial?, at Lexington, N. O. l>r. G
ti. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1«!»3.

.Tan uavy.—Pacific Const Field Trials, at Baker.s\nllc, Cal. .T. M.
Ki'earif. Sec'y.
Feb. S.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M

Brumby, Sec'v

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS*
BREEDS OF BOEZOV.S KNOW IN KU.S.SIA.

TiiEEii are eight well defined breetls kuowu in Ku.SLsia.

The Tchistnpsovoy-borzoy, Priovoy-bor^oy, CourIa.nd borzoy,
Brudasty (rongh-coated) boi'i!,oy, Euglish borzny, Hortov bar-
ley, Caucasian borzoy and Crimean boraoy. (No. fcbe

Courland, is now extinct,) The oldest and most sttitable to

the country is tlie Tcfaistoi)sovoy-boizoy; thi.«j name lueaus
[lure psovoy, i. e., pure in blood, it also implies tbe
vurity and elegance of its form. Omne to their pnritv
1 hey do not produce offspring with irreerular points. This
dog must look very elegant aod well proportioned^
The small of the back is quite long; in both sexes. The

back of the male is arohed/of the female nearly straight,
with but a very slight arch.
The head must be srnall and regularly tapering down, nar

row and ^^ery lean; muazle loDg and tapering evenly : eyes
protrude (stand nut) and are black or very dark in color,

look bright ami cheerful always, ears ;?raall, narrow and set
regularly, in repose they must lie on the back of the neck,
with their tips touching; when excited they are raised
somewhat. The ears are the main di-stitiyuishiug point of
tihe Russian Tchistopsovoy-borzoy.

Liegs bony and lean; paws long, as in a hare: hindlegs in
repose stretched back as if ready to start (this is an import-
ant point in judging of the dog's qualities), so that the four
legs do not stand parallel to each other when seen from the
side. The hindlegs In .standing must not be much bent in
the hocks. The claws are down hard ou the ground, tbe
lower part of the legs is of medium length. I'he forelegs
mdst be straight and stand vci fioallv in repose. The dog
.seems to stand on tiptoe or on its (-lavv-s.

The chest full and arched, hut withorU deep hollows on
each side of the breast hoiie. Tiio widt h of the chest must
be nearly the same as the width of the hips when seen from
above, so that the dug seems lonj^ aud broad.
The neck is an importaut sign of the purity of blood, .as

the diJlerent l>reeds all nhuw the same kind of neck in their
thorooghbreds. It, must be long and arched, as in a good
horse, aud thi.s a))plies to both sexes.
Kibs barrel-shaped, neither too short uor too loug; iu auy

case the.y must reach to the elbows, if not below them.
Belly ri.sing from the ribs toward the hip.s, as in all grey-
hounds.
Tail bent into sickle-shape and. raised in coursing; the

length must be such that when it isdrawn through between
the hindlegs and laid on the back the last vertebra will
touch the point of the hip bone on that side. A 1 mger or
shorter tail is a defect and a sign of mixed blood.
Shoulders full aod muscular, elbows freely movable,

breast bone standing out beyond the line of the shoulders.
Hip muscles large aud full. Coat short, though a little

longer than the coat of the Crimean borzoy. Hair about lin.

long, very soft and glossy, with thick aud soft under hair in
the fall and winter. The ornamental hair is thin and dis-

tributed unevenly, namely, on the edge of the hips it is loug
(over Sin.) and wavy, hanging down in handsome tresses,

and has heavy under hair; on the belly and underside of the
chest it does not exceed 2in. in length, and has no under
hair, but is thick, straight and silky, and somewhat shorter
in front. On the neck the hair is a trifle longer than on the
body, but it lies in smooth waves. Arottnd the head, next
to the cheeks, the hair is somewhat longer, like small side
wiskers, on the underside of the tail it is nearly Sin. long,
.silky and straight aud not very thick; the upper side of the
tail is covered with ordinary short hair. On the back edge
of the forelegs below the elbows the hair is not over 2Ln.

long, and thin and silky. The head from the ears forward
and the fore edges of the legs have short, mouse-like hair,
glossy and silky.
The normal color is white or yellow of all shades, also

these two mixed with black feet and muzzle.
Size 28 to 30in. Temper gentle, quiet and cheerful, but

eager and persistent in hunting. While searching for game
with the hunter on horseback the dog keeps in advance of
him and runs at a high .speed.

Speed incredible for short, or long distances, though ex-
celled by the Crimean or Caucasian in the latter case. But
owing to their long and supple necks the Tchistopsovoy
borzoy a.re better catchers, often without letting the hare
make any turns at all. They are sharp-sighted and eager
hunters, but not good to fight a wolf singly, though they
have been used for that pttrpose.
The other Russian breed younger than the Tchistopsovoy

borzoy is the Psovoy borzoi produced by crossing with the
Courland borzoys. As late as 1800 this breed, the Courland
borzoy, seemed to be rare, because P. E. Mossolov sold some
at that time to a Polish nobleman for T.OOO and 10,000 roubles
a piece. The proof of its being a cross is in the fact that
sometimes a pair o£ blooded Psovoy borzoys with the regu-
lar long wavy hair prodticed pnps which are perfectly short-
haired, like a mouse; and reversely, a pair of such mouse-
haired Psovoy borzoys will produce back the regular lon.g-
haired breed. For this reason a breeder need not reject a
pup if It is regular in every point but the coat.

"From <he "Comuie(6 3>IjA,nual at ihe Co'irsiug Huut," by Ps M
Glabin, Mqeoow, 1S91."~

The Psovoy borzoy must be large, strong and fierce-look-
ing. The male must have a steep arched back, broad and
short, the bitch also broad, but longer and straight back
withoitt any downward curves.
Head large, bony and lean, muzzle tapering down evenly.

The head is larger than that of the Tchistopsovoy borzoi.
Forehead neither top broad nor too narrow, eyes very large
and fierce and with a haw.
Ears laid back in repose and the nearer they are in shape

to the Tchistopsovoy borxoys tbe better; it is a sign of the
purity of their blood; a slight deviation from this standard
is allowed, bttt ears hanging down too mtich or not folded
in so as to hide the inside of the shell and coyer the auricular
aperture is a sign of impure stock. Legs strong in the bone
and muscular, and lean enough to show the teudona. The
lower legs proportional to the .size of the dog, though thi

hindlegs are a little longer from the hock down; the feet
.•are large and paws elongated, with the toes held close
together. The forefeet seem to stand inwards owing to the
great breadth of the chest, but they really must stand per-
fectly vertical. Hindlegs a little bent in the hocks but
neither the elbows nor bocks must be tirrned iu nor must the
dog stand with the feet braced forward as if it were pitUing
back against something. This latter defect is produced by
fpediug the pups on frozen meat or giving them a whole
carca.ss to gnaw, which obliges them to brace themselves
back in pitlling off pieces, and they are liable to retain that
po.sitiou habitually; the same defect may be owing to their
sitting too much without running about. The Psovoy-bor-
zoymust .stand on its claws or on tiptoe like a good grey-
hound.
Chest broad, but not arched, and the breast bone barely

protruding beyond the line of the shoulders, with moderately
deep hollows on each side of it.

Neck long and arched, as in the Tchistopsovoy borzoy.
Kibs arched or barrel shaped and long—reaching about

^'in. below the elbows. Between the shottlders is a hollow
large enough to pttt the palm of the hand in; bet ,v eon the
hips a larger hollow yet. In general the hips must be
broader than the shoulders. Belly well drawn up, as a dog
with an arched back cu .'ht to b^.
Tail long, heavy at the root aiid ihiu at I he point, hai).!,'ing

PSOVOVA BOHZOYA LeBED.

down in repo.se and raised in form of a sickle when excited.
It must be a little longer thau the Tchistopsovoy borzoy,
i. >'., the last vertebra must reach the spine if drawn
through between the leersand laid on tlie back. A longer oi-

shorter tail is a sign of the presence of outside blood.
Shoulders full and muscular. Klbows freely movable;

breastbone slightly protruding.
Quarters very large, with extremely full and hard muscle.s.

Coat long. al)out :i^jin.; rather thin, but soft, silky aud
glo.ssy, and of the same length on the neck, back and ribs.

But the ornamental hair is much longer—-for instance, on
the edges of the hips it is often Tin. long, hanging dowii in
silky, wavy tresses, and has heavy nnder hair. Ou tbe under
side' of the ribs and on the belly it is thin and is without
tmder hair, aud does not seem so long, only toward the rear
it reaches about -IKin. The males have large side whiskers
up to 7in. in length; the females lack these. Ou the tail the
hair 6 to Tin. long aud hangs down straight; the tipper side
of the tail is covered with short, smooth hair; around the
root this is wavy.
On the hind edges of the forelegs the hair is of the ordin-

ary length of the hair of the body, the fore edges as also the
head have a very short mouse-like coat ot hair, hnt it is also
silky and glossy. In general the hair on the Psovoy bor-
zoys is sti'aight, wavy or curly, according to which type of
its original progenitors the dog is nearer to, and any of these
is allowed as long as the hair is not coarse and woolly, which
would indicate a crossing with common or sheep dogs.
Tbe proper colors are white, yellow and brown, and their

mixtures, with black feet and muzzles.
In shedding hair this breed is peculiar, as they begin in

April and keep up ttntil the middle of September, and is

hardly noticeable without a close inspection. In this way
all the coat is not shed in a short time but hair by hair, so
that it does not seem to change at all on sight. The mix-
tures of this breed with others do not act this way.
Size large, not less than 31in.
Temper energetic, but fi(-ree and irritable. Gait proud,

somewhat like an amble; courses ahead of or alongside the
hunter.
In the way of speed the special excellence of this breed is

in spurting abilities, which ought to be terrible, like a
shot; therefoi-e itis wrong to expect of them great staying
powers; and in fact a great stayer would undoubtedly be a
cross-bred, not a Psovoy borzoy. Their fierceness in the
hunt must be of the dead game kind, and for this reason
this breed excels as wolf-killers. Owing to their savage-
ness, great strength of body and jaws four sirch dogs must
hold down fast the very largest 'wolf once they have caught
him.
Sotne writers and breeders have held that the ancient race

was flatter and lighter in build and that this is the one to
be propagated. Owing to its heavier coat they have called
it Gustopsovoy borzoy. But such dogs are really only faulty
irregular Psovoy borzoys aud are always very easy to pro-
duce by degeneration of the race through' too near a relation-
ship of the parents, which always is to be avoided. The
regular Psovoy-borzoy is built much in the shape of a wolf,
only handsomer aud stronger in the hindlegs. If wolves
had the hindquarters of the Psovoy borzoys they would be
hunting the dogs instead of the reversa.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Mr. Booth this week offers breeders of St. Bernards a
chance to secure some good stock from his brother's ken-
nels in Yorkshire, England. The kennel is assuming too
large dimensions aud that is the reasoa of the clearing. He
has now two youilK ones by Yotiug Poute out of Mies Auua,
that ate good*

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB BENCH SHOW.
Whether a dog show held before the regular field trials

is tbe proper thing or not is a matter fortbe National Beagle
Club to decide, but the fact remains that among the mem-
bers present at the second show held by the club the utmost
interest was evinced in the proceedings. Every dog shown
was discussed from all points, and the fact that pretty
nearly every one present was conversant with the qualities
that go to make up a good beagle lent an additional charm
to the gathering and made the judge's position not at all an
enviable one. It was business from the start, with no gal-
lery to play to.

Iu keeping with the spirit of the field trials, the "ring"

—

a postlt ss oue, by the way—was in the open, and while the
vigorous air was pure aud exhilarating to us "city folk," it

was at the same time nipping to a degree and overcoats were
welcomed. The dogs, having no personal interest in the
affair, there being no hare attachments, curled up with the
cold and did not show themselves with that degree of aban-
don aud gaiety that has secured to them tbe name of "ye
merrie" little beagle. It was an ideal place for a show of
beagles, for here they could be put down naturally, at any
rate. A good standing board had been provided, but a grav-
eled path running alongside the lawn was preferred by the
judge as affording a better chance for the dogs to show them-
selves naturally.
There was quite a representative gathering of "beaglers."

First aud foremost we must mention Mr. Kreuder, at whose
"Homestead" the show was held, and through whose generos-
ity and forethought both man and beast are comfortably
housed and fed. But T must leave a little on this score for
next week's report. Then F. W. Chapman, the president,
and H. V. .Jamieson, the secretary, were busy with the
official arrangements, and the catalogue I must say was very
oiccl y gotten up, for there were very few mistakes in it. Mr.
H. W. Lacy judged. Among the others grouped around
were W. H Ashburner, of Yeadon, Pa.; Pottinger Dorsey,
of Newmarket, Md.; W. S. Clarke, of Linden, Mass.; Joe
Lewis, of Moodus, Conn., the two latter feeling anxious for
the morrow and—their wind, for on these two men lies the
heavaest work of the meeting. It is no joke to be a field

trial judge, and they have my sympathy. Then there was
A. C. Knoblauch, Jersey City; John B-iteman, Gravesend
Beach, L I.; Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y., who will now
t.ssume the secretarial mantle aecorditrg to the Nauuet bal-
lot to nisht; H. E, Parry, Linden, Mass ; Dr, H. H. Brown,
the "vet" of Melrose, Mass.; Gate by Daub, and C. Peabody,
^alem, Ma.ss. It was about 1:'S0 P. M. when the .judging
commenced, some of the dogs not being on hand in time
fir tbe advertised start, and the .judge himself was late as
well.

The prizes are on the percenta.ge basis, 50 aud 40 per cent,
of entrance fees in challenge, and 40, 30 aud 30 per cent, in
rpen classes. The entries altogether numbered 2-5, and
(iuality was very conspicuous, tbough I was sorry to see the
competition confined principally to three of our leading
kennels. In a gathering of this sort all members should
^tri'.re to the utmost to be represented by their choicest dogs,
for in this way only can the best ioterests of the breed be
served. A little more of sportsmanship and a little less
'percentage" should be the prevailing spirit. The catalogue
commenced with challenge dogs, 13 to lain., ana two well-
known 'benchers'' were brought out, both hailing from the
Rockland Kennels. At first glance the decision did not
strike the judge as -an easy one, but after a running over it

was soon very evident that the young°r dog, Eoy K , would
pass the old champion. Racer, Jr. He is better and stronger
in loin, qtiarters and second thighs, his pads are thicker and
closer, but it cannot be denied that Racer, .Ir., excels the
other in general type, formation of head and forelegs, car-
riage of stern and ribs; his weak hindquarters, however,
knocked him otit when one takes into consideration the
work they should be built for. The bitch class was drawn
blank, Twintwo being absent.

It was then thought better to turn to the end of the cata-
logue and go tlu'ough backward so that the dogs entered in
the i;^ia. and under classes could be measured and any big
ones that might creep in be transferred to the taller divis-
ion. This arrangemeut brought out the only puppy, Nora,
born and bred on the "Homestead" sod. She was gi'ven first,

a little long in head altogether, body well ribbed and coat
of .good texture, nice bone, forele.gs and feet could be a bit
better. A promising pup all the same. Then the bitches
under Klin, were called in and three responded. Neither of
them are particularly strong, but I thought Butterfly, in
their present eouditiou the best. Daisy S,, second, 'was
li.ght in flesh; she is beaten in general type by the winner,
though better and cleaner in .shoulders aud iteck. Butterfly
having a little more than her share of rte.sh. Daisy S. is

long in body, heads are too long and narrow for good type.
Butterfly beats in style and action. Fanny Reed loses to
Daisy in body and legs, and so in fact does Butterfly in the
latter respect, for she stands a little—very little—"back on
her pasterns, but she had the best coat and brush, Wenau-
nau and Romp C. were marked absent.
The dogs of the same measurement came next. Tt was

thought at first that the Rochester winner would take the
ribbon., but Rockland Kennels showed a young one, Rock-
land Boy, hj ch. Little Duke, that could not be denied. He
has a sweet expression though his head could be shortened a
bit, but then the second winner, Duce Jr., is too short and
rather coarse besides, with eyes bulging out " far too far,"
aud the mouth needs repairing. Rockland Boy beats the
others in quarters and second thighs, finer in ears and better
bung; Clyde did not show himself well at all, he lost to the
others in q uarters, all down and weak in hocks, turning them
in, and no second thighs. Neither of these dogs is np to
form, but 1 put the stronger dog first, and after type the
likeliest fielder for stayin.g and work.
The challenge class for this size had been judged in the

house, as champion Lou, the only entry, had been severely
bitten in the morning and was confined to the sofa in Mr.
Kreuder's study. She was the same sweet old Lou, though.
In challenge dogs, same measurement, we saw something
choice as well, for here Frank Forest and Rambler, both
belonging to the Rockland Kennels' aggregation, were to do
battle. Not much of a battle, though, for victory soon
rested with the sensational Frank Forest. Rambler is the
younger and smarter dog, that's all. Cleaner in shoulders
and truer in front, but in all else, barring ears, Prank over-
tops him, and especially in his "propelling power," which
I may as well remark is behind in this case.
The next class was a puzzling one. It's all very well when

you get two or three in a class, much of a mnehness, but
still with some gradation of points, but here we bad four
or five where each had some excellent points that would not
be lost sight of, though glaring faults spoilt a very good
whole. There were seven in the class and the judge soon
relegated Snow to the rear, roach-backed or showed her-
self so here, and light in body, good bone but head plain
and long. Then Phantom, a better stamp, though not
straight in front, very snipy muzzle, short-coated, good skull
and expression, she is a better one than the other, and the
jttdge should have given Snow c. to grade them properly.
After this the five larger ones were of more general type and
the struggle began. Parthenia, the winner, caught the eye
at once and it did not need a very keen one to see that Joe
Lewis who handled her thought he held the trump card; I
thought so too at first, but her head needed some considera-
tion; it is a plain one, rather not enough stop, deep and
square enough in muzzle, but still wanting in refinement
and quality, ears fairly good and back of this you cannot
find much fault; her shoulders and neck are wonderfully
cleB.Q and well placed, legs to the pasterns good, but fegt
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luiKlit line to tliem better; body is beautifully ribbed but

as she might have had a pound or two more fLeaH her loi a

was a bit light, quarter and second thighs very good, and the

gayest mover of them all; she won.
For second place it was a tight go, and quality and type

are responsible for the decision in Emeline's favor: this

bitcli has improved very much and had she been shown a

pound or two lighter she would have pushed the winner for

she is much better in head and has a straighter foreleg, but
her body looked a bit cloddy; good brush and the best coat

of the prize winners. &ypsey A. was also too fat, and so lost

in body symmetry: she is heavy in shoulders and herhead is

too loiig and lacks stop enough. Tick R., the reserve, is bet-

ter in forelegs than June Rose, vhc. A^ck had a sore toe

and could therefore have shown herself better; her coat is

open; June Rose loses to her in legs, standing a little out in

front and feet are not compact enough; nice skull and ear

and muzzle snipy; good, well-ribbed body. This was a cap-

ital class and very much "beagle."
The dog class was not so tood by any means, and the

judging of this finished the business on hand. For general

beagle type andcobbiness.Jack Rowett, the winner of second,

beats Forest Hunter, the winner, but the forelegs of the

former, the feet turning quite a good deal, spoil him, or else

he has a better head, but shoulders are not so clean as Forest

Hunter's, nor is he so good in coat and carriage of stern, but
he excels the other in quarters and thighs. Milo is very pig-

jawed, a pitv, as his body is good and so are his legs; in fact,

a well-made' dog all round, barring his head, which would
put a snipy collie to blush. This concluded the fun, and
some of us were not sorry, as the bones began to feel uncom-
fortably chilly, aud blowing on our lingers was the chief

amusement. The kennel prize judging had to be postponed
till the mon-ow, as Frank Forest had been sent out for aJin-

ishing run, his owner not knowing about the kennel special,

which was not down in the catalogue.

LIST OF AWARDS.
15 TO 13iN.—ChaI/L153N'Gis — -Do(;s': 1st, and 2d, Kpckland Kennels'

Roy K. and champion Rac^r, Jr. Bitcliet^: Absent.—Open—I>ot/s;

1st, Forest Beaple Kennels' Forest Hnnier; 2i. Rockland KenneJs'
Jack Rowett: '3i. Glenrose Kennels' Milo. Bitches: 1st and 3d,

GHenrose Beaale Kennels" Pavtbenia and Gypsey A.; ad, Rockland
Kennels' Emeline. Very high com. reserve and very hierh C"m.,
Forest Beagle Kennels' Vie R. and June Rose. High com., Pol-
tinger Dorsey's Phantom and Middleton Kennels" Snow.

ISiN. AND Undkk—Ohallknge—Dugs; 1st and 3d, Rociland
Kennels' Erank Forest and Rambler, ifitc/ies; 1st, Rockland Ken-
nels' champion Lou.—Open— Do(/t<; Ist and 3d, Rockland Ken-
nels Kookland Boy and Duce, Jr. Bitcheg: 1st and od, Gleni-ose
Beagle Kennels' Butterfly and Fanny Keed; 3d, Forest Beagle
Kennels' Daisy S. PMppi&s; Ist, Rockland Kennels' Nora.

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
The following are the entries for the Derby, All-Age, and

Amateur Stakes at the International Field Trials to be held
at Chatham. Ont., Nov. 7 and following days. In the Derby
there are 13 English setters; lU pointers; 4 Irish setters. All-
Age Stake—9 Eaglish setters; 2 pointers. Amateur Stake—
'A English setters; 3 pointers.

DERBY.
ENGLISH. HETTEKS.

Daisy IL—Victor Chauvin's bitch ( —Daisy).
NiA— Forest Kennels' bitch (Viscount —Forest Gladys).
PATTY — A. St. L. Mcintosh's bitch (Mingo 11.—0am-

briana).
Molly—Sheriff Mercer's bitch (Mingo II.—Cambriana).
MiSGO III.—Sheriff Mercer's dog (Mingo II.—Cambriana).
Toledo Bee—P. W. Eddy's bitch (Toledo Blade—Maggy

Bee)
Shylock—T. Gr. Davy's dog (Rock—Maud).
TiEASSE— '5V. B. Wells's dog (Mingo II—Cambriana).
CleopatkA—W. B. Wells's bitch (Mingo II.—Cambriana).
Phyllis T.—W. B. Wells's bitch (Mingo II.—Cambriana).
Curtis— J. Huddlestou's bitch (Cornell-Dart).
Countess Siss—A. Mather's bitch (Cornell—Dartl.

FOIKTERS.

Dame Bang—T. G. Davey's bitch (Trinket Cash—Vaa

AMERICAN F. T. CLUB'S ALL-AGE STAKE.
Columbus, Ind., Oct. -Editor Forest and Stream: I

herewith send you list of All-Age entries for the inaugural
trials of the American Field Trials Club's trials.

W, .J. Beck, Secretary.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Dad Wilson's Boy—R. J, Wither's (Dad Wilson—Dolly
S)
IGHTFIELD Rhiwlah—Baker & Beck's (Dowue—Sconaidh).
DanIS'OBLE—A. J. Klofanda's (Dan Gladstone—Flame M.)
Frank—J. F. Paotler's (Sancho—Bessie).

Pembroke's Blue Grouse—Scott's Wood Kennels' (Pem-
broke's Don—Sue of Hatchie)
Hi Di-George E, Gray's (Gath's Hope—Trap. Jr.)

Nellie G.—Theo. Goodman's (Cincinnatus—Victoria D.)

pointers.

Don Fis-hel—U. R. Fishel's (Devonshire Sam—Nellie
Bang).
Wise Ckoxteth—IT. R. Fishel's (Croxteth—Amine)
Faust King Don—A. T. Quick's (King Don—Queen Faust).
MiDGBTT H. —Carrie Harvey's (Harrop—Frankie).
Ren—G. A. Castleman's f Mainspring—Dell).
Eric S.—J. F. Shipley's (Rank—Queen).
Manitou—J. W. Scudder's (Luck of the Goat—Clary).
Maid of Ossian—.John B. McGuffiQ's(Ossian—PickwickJ.
Nutwood—C. A. Paetzel's (Ossian—Nellie E.)

IRISH SETTERS.

MABLOWE—R. R. Howard's (Elcho. Jr.—Maid).
Quaker—A. A. Anderson's (Rex—Fannie).
Hope Baru—Geo. E. Gray's (Byron Barugo—Biddy).
Elcho's Maid—Geo. E. Gray's (Elcho Jr.— Maid).
Lady Josie—L. L. Campbell's (Pat O'Moore — Dora

O'Moore).
COLERAINE—Glenmore Kennels' (Fingal III.—Aveline).
Ftnglas—Glenmore Kennels' (Fingal III.—Aveline).
B.ANGER—(jrlenmore Kennels' (Irish Elcho—Irish Belfast).

Ruby Glenmore—Glenmore Kennels' (Glencho— Magg).
Winnie II.—Glenmore Kennels' (Frisco—Grouse).
BETSY' Crafts—Glenmore Kennel's (Keno— My Maud).
Beau Brumjiel — Glenmore Kennels' (Elcho, .Jr.—Red

Rose).

Bessy Ranger—T. G. Davey's bitch (Major G.—Bell).
Captain Brewer— 'W'". M. Stone's dog (Count Graphic

Jennie M.)
Lonsdale—Thomas Johnson's dog (Ighttield Coton—Ight-

field Psyche).
Manitoba Shot—Thomas John.son's dog (Ightfleld Coton
-Ightaeld Psyche).
Manitoba Sal—Thomas Johnson's bitch (Ightfleld Coton

—Ightfield Psyche).
Diamond—Thomas Johnson's bitch (Ightfield Upton-

Ightheld Blithe).
Gem of Manitoba—Thomas Johnson's bitch (Ightfield

Upton—Ightfleld Blithe).
Fritz—M. Kramer's dog (Couut Graphic ).

Siren—Mr. Jackson's bitch.

IRISH setters.

Nick of Glencho—P. J. Abbey's dog (Pat S.—Allace K.)
Midget Bow—Cscar M. Springer's Bitch (Scott—Queen

Wilkinson).
Prairie Fawn—Albert Drouillard's bitch (Dan O'Connell
—Lalla Rookh).
Connie—Howard Barnes's bitch.

ALL-AGED STAKE.
ENGLISH SETTEES.

Donald Bane—John Da^adson's dog (Dick Bondhu—
Western Belle).
Carry P.—Dr. Totten's bitch (Banker—Smith's Bell).
Shylock—T. G. Davey's dog (Rock—Maud).
MANITOBA PATTi—Thomas Johnson's bitch (Duke of

Gloucester—Flora).
PiTTi Sing—Thos. Johnson's bitch (Baron Doverly

—

INorab).
MATANE—W. B. Wells's dog (Mark J.—Cambria).
Luke—W. B. Wells's dog (Toledo Blade—Cambriana).
daphne—W..B. Wells's bitch (Toledo Blade—Cambriana).
Lady Patch—Jos. Kime's bitch (Mingo—Lady Thunderj.

POINTERS.

Dame Bang—T. G. Davey's bitch (Trinket's Ca.sh—Van
Bang),
Manitoba Shot—Thos. Johnson's dog (Ightfield Coton—

Ightfleld Psyche).

AMATEUR. STAKE.
ENGLISH setters.

Bangham's London—R. Bangharo's dog (London—Lurea
March).
LucYlC—John Davidson's bitch (Scottish Chief—Ailsa)
Sancho—G. P. Taylor's dog (Toledo Blade-Cambriana).
Ticky Tack—a. Wells's dog (Toledo Blade—Cambriana)
Romney—A. Wells's dog (Toledo Blade—Cambriana)
Manitoba Patti—Thomas .Johnson's bitch (Duke of Glos

ter—Flora).
Mingo. Jr.—Jas. Kime's dog (Mingo—Rose Rapid).
Lady Spot—Jas. Kime's bitch (Mingo—Lady Thunder)
Clinker—T. H. Nelson's dog (King—Fausta II,).

pointeks.
Frank—James E. Purser's dog (Zip—Nell).
Sib Howard, Jr.—W, L. Donaldson's dog (Sir Howard

Sr.—Bella).

U. S. F. T. CLUB'S ALL-AGED STAKE.
Editor ForeU and Stream:

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. JJO.-Inclosed please find list of
entries to the U.S.PIT. Clubs All- Aged Stake.

P. T. Madison, Sec-Treas.

pointers.

Bounce—G. W. Amory's liver and white dog (Bob--Sal).
Sportsman B —Myles W". Burford's liver and white dog

(Ossian—Cherry Stone).
Kent's Queen—John Bolus's liver and white bitch (King

of Kent—Vera Bang).
Force (Edgemont Pointer Kennels' liver and white dog

(D ip Iomat—Bessi e)

.

Ben A.—Dr. D. W. Yandell's black and white dog (Stod-
dard—Jett II.).

Croxie O'Ban^on—R. L. Shannon's liver and white bitch
(King of Kent—Croxie Wise).
Mame S.—R. L. Shannon's liver and white bitch (Brown

Stout—Pearl's Pride).

Westminster Drake—New Brighton Kennels' liver and
white dog (Lad of Bow—Kate VIII.).

Ightfield Domino—New Brighton Kennels' liver and
white dog (Ightfield Dick—Perdita).
PAxico—A. J. Gleason's (agent) liver and white dog

(Ossian—Nellie E.).

Ightfield Upton — Drake- Sefton Kennels' liver and
white dog (Ightfleld Upton—Polly Peacham).
Nutwood—Chas, A. Paetzel's liver and white dog (Ossian

-Nellie E.).

Guy—T. A. Divine's Mack and white dog (Dan—Fanny).
SwiND—J. N. Neely's lemon and white dog (Dan—Fanny).
Belle Sensation—M. C. Wiles's liver and white bitch

(Prank—Nellie Girl).

Promotion—Fairmount Kennels' liver and white dog
(Lord Graphic—Belle Bishop),
Heineken—Maj. J. R. Purcell's liver and white dog

(Plockflnder—Ion )

.

•TupiTEE-Maj. J. R. Purcell's liver and white dog (Tom
Bolin—Belle C).
Franklin—J. L. Adams's liver and white dog (Uobin

Adair—Blossom).
Lad of Rush—J. L. Adams's liver and white dog (Rush

of Lad—Topsy L.).

RidgeVIEW Bippo—The Graphic Kennels' liver and white
doe (Bippo III.—Revelation).
Nellie Fauster—Dr. J. G. P. Holston's liver and white

bitch (v.,ount Fauster—Ci'oxteth Nellie).
Rex—G. A. Castleman's liv^ and white dog (Mainspring

Dell).
Eric S.—J. W. Scudder's black and white dog (Rank-

Queen).
Manitou—J, W. Munson's black and white dog (Luck of

the Goat.—Clary).
Princess II.—C. C. Paddock's lemon and white bitch

(Shot—Forest Queen II.).

Gasper's Joe—John B. Gasper's liver and white dog
(Beauvoir—Queen Graphic).
Varro—J. B. Castleman's liver and white bitch (Castle-

man's Res—Castleman's Nell).
Ma.jok McNairy—David Castleman's liver and white dog

(Krup—Springer)

.

IRISH SETTEES.

COLERAINE—Glenmore Kennels' red bitch (Fingal III.—
Aveline).
FiNGLAS—Glenmore Kennels' red dog (Fingal III,—Ave-

line).

ENGLISH SETTERS.

COSSETTE—J. W. Shriver's black, white and tan bitch
(Gun—Victoria Laverack).
Daye W.—Gen. W. B. Shattuc's dog (Gath's Mark-

Daisy P.).

DoNCASTER II.—St. Mark M. Mundy's black, white and
tan dog (DoQcaster—Louise Gladstone).
Amy' Robsart—HarryN orthwood's lemon and white bitch

(Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

Jean—Phillip M. Essig's black, white and tan dog (Jean
A^al Jean—Miss Thompson).
Dan Noble— Ad. J. Klofanda's black, white and tan dog

(Gladstone's Boy—Flame M.).
Brighton Tobe—New Brighton Kennels' black and white

dog (Locksley—Lidder,sdale II.).

Gloriana—A. J. Gleason's (Agt.) black and white bitch
(Dan Foreman-Doris Nellie).

Doris Nellie—A. J. Gleason's (Agt. ) black and white
bitch (McDuff—Fame).
Frank—W. E. Smith's black, white and tan dog (Sancho

—Bessie).
Little Miss—Dr. J. N. Maclin and T. H. Poindexter's

black, white and tan bitch (Vanguard—Rhett).
Dan Burges—J. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog

(Dan Gladstone—Lilly Burges).
Nellie Hope—.1. M, Freeman's lemon and white bitch

(Gath's Hope—Lady May).
Byddie—J. S. Patterson's black, white and tan bitch

(Paul Gladstone—Lottie).
Mereipee Doncastbr—M. C. Wiks's lemou m>\ white

dog (Gla^som—p.T;by Doocastier^.

Gath's Mabk Pride—Albert Smithwright's black, white
and tan dog (Gath's Mark —Maud Avent).
Dimple Ii —E. D. Gar's (agent) black, white and tan bitch

(Gordon—Blanche).
Tennttson—Fairmount Kennels' lemon and white- dog

(King Noble—Queen Vashti),
Natalie II.—Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch

(King Noble—Natalie).
LiGEEO— Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch (Roder-

igo—Maud).
Governor—J. L. Adams's lemon and white dog (Paul

Pry ).

Bob Cooper—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan
dog (Roi d'Or-Miss Nelly Y.).

Gossip—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Bell of Piedmont).
Rupert-Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan

dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Betty S.—Avent tfr Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
]N ovelist—Avent <fe Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan b;tch.
Zulu M.—Whyte Bedford's lemon and white bitch (Tole-

do Blade ).

Eugene T.—A. P. (William's black, white and tan dog
(Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).

Blade-Chas. Tucker's black, white and tan dog (Toledo
Blade—Lulu C).
Hope's Bud—Chas. W. Barker's black, white and tan bitch

(Czar—Lady May).

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB ENTRIES.
ALL-AGED STAKE.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Count Anteo—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white
dog, 1890 (Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl).

Anteyolo—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s liver and white bitch,

1889 (Count Noble—Trinket II.).

LORA—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch,

1890 (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.).

Miss Ruby—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white bitch,

1890 (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.).

Dan Burgess—J. M. Freeman's black, white and tau
dog, 1891 (Dan Gladstone—Lilly Burgess).
Bob Cooper—Blue Ridge Kennels' chestnut and tan dog,

Si^yrs. (Roi d'Or-Miss Nellie G.).

Gossip—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tau bitch,

SVyrs. (Roderigo—Bell of Piedmont)
Habby C—Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tau

dog, 4yrs. (Roderigo—Countess House).
Rupert—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan

dog, 1889 (Roderigo—Bo Pepp).
Tenny'son—Fairmount Kennels' liver and white dog,

lyrs. (King Noble—Queen Vashti).
Thorndale.— E. C. Norrish's black and white Mtoh, 18i>l

Dad Wilson ).

An-nie P.—p. R. Hitchcock's black and white bitch, 1888

(Roderigo—Juno A.).

Alice—P. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch, 1890

(Jean Val Jean—Miss Thompson).
Guy—G. T. Leach's black, white and tan dog, fuyrs. (Glad-

stone's Boy—Lady). '

Philadelphia Press—L. Shuster, Jr.'s blue belton dog,
1890 (Ciucinnatus—Cornelia).
Hazel THE Blackleg—L. Shuster, Jr.'s black and white

bitch, 1890 (Cincinnatu.s—Cornelia).

Count Roderigo—W. C. Kennerly's black, white and tan

dog, fiyrs. (Roderigo—Lady Gladstone).
Count Gladstone -S. Dill s black, white and tan dog,

lOys 8mos. (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).

McMuRDO—W. B. Meares's black, white and tau gog.l89()

Roi d'Or—Mildred C).
Menifee Doncaster—M. C. Wiles's lemon and white dog,

1890 (G'adson—Ruby Dom-aster.
Natalie II.—Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch,

1887 (King Noble—NATALIE.
Ligora—Bert Crane's black, white and tau bitch, \tS7

(Roderigo--Maud).
POtKTERS.

Bounce—G. W. Amory's liver and white d6g, SJ^yrs. (Bol)

—Sal).
Prawn—A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver, white and tan

dog, 1890 (Crab—Polly Peacham).
Ightfield Dickon—A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and

white dog. 1889 (Ightfield Dick—Ightfleld Bloom).
Hempstead Count—Westminster Kennel Club's liver and

white dog, 1890 (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow).
Hempstead Duke—Westminster Kennel Club's liver and

white dog, 1896 (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow).
Sanfoed Druid-E. C. Norrish's liver and white dog, 1891

Exon Don—Sanford Quince).
Jupiter—J. R. Purcell's white and tan dog, 4yrs. (Tom

Bowline—Belle C )

Grouse—C. C. M. Hunt's lemon and white dog, 'AMyvs.

Mainspring—Swain's Ply).

champion stake.

RowDY' Rod—Greenfleld Hill Kennels' blacK and white
English setter dog, iyrs. (Roderigo—Juno A.).

Orlando—Avent and Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan English setter dog, 18ST (Roderigo—Bo- Peep).

Novelist—Avent and Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan English setter bitch (Woodhull Bruce—Novelty).
Daisy Hunter-Jos. H and John A. Hunter's orange and

white English setter bitch, 1887 (Gath's Hope—Daisy P.).

RiP-RAP—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and
white ticked pointer bitch, ^Kyrs. (King of Kent-Hops).
Maid of Kent—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver

and white pointer bitch, 3>^yrs. (King of Kent—Hops).

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB MEETING.
Great Bej^d, Kas., Oct. 25.—Specio?, to Forest and

Stream: Prospects good for weather and attendance. Men
here from Colorado, Dakota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kansas and
New York. No California dogs on. E. H. Mulcaster, of

Pond du Lac, Wis., judge. The drawing last night was in

All-Age stakes, thirty-eight dogs, as follows:

Luse's Living Y'et and Shaw's Dollv.
Nicholl's Blue Prince and Lowe & Page's Prince Charlie.

Huss's Lady Bo.ston and Bartel's Flying Dutchman.
Martin's Queen and Heizer's Snowball.
Hayman and Hough's Sporting Press and Bartel's Irish

Lass.
Lowe and Whiton's Lord Neverstill and Bowman's

Boodler.
Watson's Dry Time and Haigh's Chloe.
Luse's Clara and Poetzel's Fannie.
Haigh's Susie and Bartel's Pearl of Pekiu.
Mrs, Pope's Bit of Fashion and Luse's Nettlefleld.

Watson's Royal Crest and Lowe's & Page Master Peter.
Luse's Lady In Bhick and Allen's .Jim K.
Luse's Belle of Eltham and Haigh's Britou Yet.
Luse's Lord McPhersou and Bartel's Monk Bishop.
Luse's Norwegian and Allen's Woodford Boys.
Hooper's Nelson and Lowe & Page's Prince Rupert.
Mass'y's What Care I and .Mrs. Pope's Poland Duke.
fjyoD'i Girl's Fnyoi ite and .Smart's l^ady Grace.
Haigh'.s Master Glendyne and Mulcaster's Gilda.
Derby drawing, .Ji dugs, was as follows;
Allen's Jim Flynn and Price & Joyce's Roy's Canary,
fBartel's Boomerang tind Roetael's Queen.
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Watson's Dry JBrook and Price & Koyce's Kaveii.

Lyon's May-Day and Price & Royce'S Sylpb.
Lowe & Page's Nancy and Lyon's Royal Ruby.
Brougher's Rov and Laidlaw's Ketchnm.
Price & Royce'S Rome Marble and Lowe & Page's Sir

Hugh.
Lvon's Jb'antail and Luse's LiKbttoot.
Watson's Alladin and Luse's Laura.
More s Trales, Jr., and Ballard's Buckskin.
Allen's Flying Fox and Lyon's Red Wood.
Watson's AYasted Time and Andrews's Delsarte,

Lyon's Scavenger and Price & Rcyce's Rook.
liowe & Page's White Lady a bye. K. Hoatm.

DOG CHAT.

Death of Republican Belle.

It was the misfortune of Mr. W. C. Reick on arriving home
from Europe to find one of bis best bitches dying. We re-

gret to hear that his good bitch Renublican Belle Joined tbe
majority last Monday. Her trouble was stone in the blad-

der'. Sbe was only rt-ally very sick one day. Belle was
comparatively a yoiing bitch, being five years old, and was
by champion Plinlimmon out of Florentine. She was one

of the team brought over bv Mr. Crowell. She was soou
after taken very ill and the nature of her malady seemed to

affect her so that she never proved in whelp afterward.

This is a pity, as she showed any amount of^ yuality and

shown except at the last New York show, when Lady Liv-

ingston was placed over her in the challenge class, and that

is no disgrace. This death breaks Mr. Reach's team some-
what, but—and thereby hangs another "tail ' probably.

Working Sheepdogs

The accompanying illustration is of Wallace and Nell, tbe

dogs that divided tbe stakes at. tbe sh epdog trials given

under the auspices of the New -fersey Ken-
nel League, at the late Interstate Fair, at

Trenton, N. J. They were importfd by
Messrs. E, H. Morris and E. H. Radel,
owned by the Wallace Sheepdog Kennel,
of which they are the proprietors. It will

be remembered that when Mr. Morris
brought his kennel to America he had two
sheepdogs, which were exhibited at the
New York show in 1888, so that the present
attempt to introduce useful farmer's dogs
is no new idea, and we are irformed it is

not a spasmodic attempt, but that it will

be followed up in an earnest manner. We
hope the Collie Club and all intere.sted

will give the movement the support it

deserves. Mr. .John Jones, who owned
Wallace in Wales, writes: "I only ran

bim six times, winning five times, and
missing once through not penning his

sheep within the limited time.'' He has
since won at Dovedale and several other
places. Mr. E. Price, who owned Nell (or

Nantgwillt Lass n. ), writes: 'Her sire is

the noted Dolelve Turk, and her grand sire

Oolelve Bob. winner of eight first prizes in

open to all trials between 1879 and 188ij,

and many district prizes. Her grand dam.
Nantgwillt Lass, was also the winner of

many prizes, so on both sides she gees back
to celebrated strains. Her sirewon numer-
ous first prizes, and he was also successful

at Pale before Queen Victoria. Nell was
considered equal iu her work to her sire,

Turk, or her grandsire. Bob. I can assure
you that if you traveled the whole princi-

pality for a better breed than Nell you
could not find one. Turk, Bob and Nantg-
willt Lass are known all over England."
It is only right that when such care has
been taken to secure the best stock pos-sible,

and a large sum inv; sted, that the oppor-
tunity may be made the most of. Siirely

where sheep raisirg is being extensively
introduced, as in Dakota and other western
States, the knowledge that good sheeji

dogs can be got on this continent will be -
welcome news, and wherever scattered

flocks are kept in the more settled States,

or where cattle are kept anywhere, the in-

troduction of such doKS means much more
than the casual observer may imagine.

Russian Wolfhounds.

The proprietor of tbe Borzoy ICennels,
Pittsburgh. Pa., has caused sf me very extensive translation
to be made from Russian journals and books bearing upon
the Russian wolfhound, with a view of ascertaining the cor-

rect type and name of the dogs that are now becoming
popular in this country. Recognizing the clouded atmos-
phere that seems in this country to surround both the
nomenclature and what should be their correct form, we
think thatjhe translation published in another column, and
which the liorzoy Kennel, Pittsburgh, Pa., kindly allow us
to use, will be of interest to those who are looking for a
way out of the darkness, and may be of use iu the forming
of that standard that is supposed to be under way.

The Parisian Dog Barber.

Tbe parapet of one of the bridges seems literalljr black
with people, all leaning over the rail and watching with the
most intense interest, says a writer in Harpers Magazine.
Watching what? Simply a dog swimming in the river and
retrieving the stick that his master throws for him. A still

larger and more respectfully attentive crowd will be drawn
by the fascinating spectacle of a handsome poodle being
clipped and washed by one of those artists whose stock in

trade consists of a box, a pair of shears and an inscription or

sisn such as the following: "Pascal, tondcnr. Tond les

rhi.iMis. conpc Ics cliats ct lex orcWes. Va-l- vn vUlc." Pas-

cal and his rivals operate along the river at the points where
the quays slope gently down into the water. They wash,
soap batiie. brush and comb house dogs in general: and they
shear the poodles with an art and an inventive tastefulness

that are without parallel in any country of the world, for

while they shave the dog's hindquarters they yet leave bands
and arabesque!!; of wool that relieve the nudity, together
with rings of wixd around the leers, and coquettish tufts

which give distinction to the tail. The dog clipper, like the
human'hair dresser, is an artist; he studies everv object that

is intrusted to his care, and arranges the coiffure in each
case according to the character oE the poodle. To one he
gives a modest and unobtrusive head, and cuts the hair

about his nose so that the moustache remains as unworldly
as that of an English country curate. To another he re-

serves, by a clever turn of the clippers, one of those flaring

and impertinent moustaches to which sUly girls hang their

hearts. All the.se picetiefc; and finesses the pensive idler ob-

serves and notes; and hs remarks, too, the disdainful way
in which tbe poQ(^leyvith t-he impertjuent moustache holds

out his paw, after his toilet is finished, wheu the gentleman
who accompanies him. evidently a flunky of very superior
grade, clasps between the frills of tbe left foreleg a dainty
gold bracelet bearing the name and the coronet of the
poodle's aristocratic mistress. This last detail of his toilet

having been atttended to, tbe poodle departs with the
flunky, followed by the admiring eyes of the deeply im-
pressed public; and in the afternoon he will be seen in the
Bois de Boulogne accompanying bis pretty mistress,

Madame la Marquise deB.,and surveying the fa.shiouable

world from the cushions of her elegant victoria.

Nashville Dog Show.

The Nashville people are evidently in earne.st, and even
iu dog shows the new South is making a rapid stride to

the front; The secretary writes; "From tbe present out-

look the coming dog show at Nashville, Tenn., Dec. (5-9,

given under the auspices of the Hermitage Kennel Club, is

going to be a grand success. They offer $3,000 in cash pre-

miums, every dollar of which will be paid tbe successful

competitors before the show is closed; the money is secured
bv guarantee notes given by the members ot tbe club, and
tile prominant merchants all are deeply interested and
working bard to make this the bench show of the South.
As Nashville is the head center for line hor.ses and stock

we feel it should be for dogs, as- we already have some good
ones and every month adds new and better ones, and the
exhibitors from the North, East and West will have to

bring their cracks to take the money home with them. Tbe
A. K. C. rules will be strictly carried out and everything is

going to be handled and done in tbe best manner. Spratts
will bench and feed and a competent superintendent will

be secured. Mr. Roger Williams will judge Russian wolf-

hounds, deerhounds, greyhounds and foxhounds. Mr. John
Davidson will judge all other classes of sporting dogs. Mr.
Harry L Goodman will judge all non sporting dogs. The
Cumberland Kennel Company have kindly consented to

enter the dogs of their kennel for exhibition only, so as to

allow Mr. Goodman, their general manager, to judge; this

courtesy has been very much appreciated by the club, as

the Cumberland Kennels contain some dogs it would be
hard to beat were they allowed bo compete. The premium

A tickjjIsh time.

Messrs. RadeJ & Morris's Sheepdogs Wallace and Nell.

list is now in the hands of the printer and l(j8 classes have
been provided. From the number of applications already
received for entry blanks we feel sure of having a fine ex-

hibitiou in every respect. December is usually a beautful
month in the South, the weather being mild and pleasant:
consequently there will be little danger of dogs taking cold.

The Amusenaent Hall, in which the show will be held, is

admirably adapted for holding such a show, being large
and spacious, with high ceiling, and can be well ventilated
without causing a draft. For premium lists and entry
blanks all communications should be addressed to Robt. C.

Stockton. Sec'y, 438 Chm'ch street, Nashville. Entries will

close Nov. 32.

Great Dane importations.

After trying his hand at St. Bernards and fox-terriers Mr.
C. D. Bernheimer has concluded to give them up in favor of

Great Danes, and will form a kennel in conjunction with
Mr. A. H. Heppner. Their first pair have been shipped on
the Lahn through Spratt's Patent and were to arrive last

week. The names are Hero and Leander Their intention
is to import two clinkers of each color. The dogs just im-
ported are 15 months old and were selected by a friend of

Mr. Heppner's. This is probably the most determined eifort

that has been made here to get at the proper thing, and is

entirely in line with Mr. Heppner's repeated assertions that
the Great Dane fancy needs a few object lessons to show that
the dogs at present winning, with one or two exceptions, are
weeds and not tbe correct caper. We trust the object they
have in view will be fulJy realized-

Psovoi Type.

Mr. Freeman Lloyd, who has probably stridied the ' new
breed'' as much as any one in England, owning some good
ones him.self, has this to say in'the Shuotinri Tiiitts in re-

gard to one or two of the questions we touched briefly on in

our last issue: "The rib question came in for some discus-
sion [at the Borzoi Club meeting], and the hiajority were
against the flat side, and they must be right. The definition
flat, in its Fnglish sense, must be wrong, for I fancy a flat-

sided dog, horse or man would appear a sorry object. The
Germans say the ribs ought to be like those of a tl.sh, and
they quote tie carp as owning ribs of the same shape as tbe
Rorzoi, This, I tiiink, is quite right, for any one would he

foolish to contend that a, flat-aided animal could run or have
stamina, which are more or less the requisites in a Borzoi,

whether he be used in hare, fox or wolf coursing. Borzois
are being introduced into this country as companions, and
no one can deny tbeir lovely outline, grace and elegance; but
I think we shall be going out of our way if we attempt to

thrust on the sportsmen, and an open-eyed sporting British

public, dogs that don't look like animals that can do the
work required. And that is where the sound, all-round, con-

.scientious judge will always put dogs back in competition
that do not come up to the reijuirements of a sporting dog.
An unsound deerhound, greyhound, whippet, or any other
specimen of the greyhound family, would at once be put
back by a judge who knows his business, and for that reason
I hold that soundness in make and shape is a leading par
ticular or item in such a breed as the Borzoi. iSiow, coat in

the Borzoi is a matter that will receive some considerable
attention, but I believe breeders will tell you—and I can
speak, or rather write, practically on this point—that im-
ported dogs carry greater coats than those that up to now
haye been bred in this country. Whether this is because of

climatic differences at the moment I am not prepared to

write, but I have been told over and over again by those who
ought to know best, that imported spedmeus, when they
lose their coats in England, seldom regain them to tbe same
profusion." This strikes us as the keynote on which the
English will sound the improvement we spoke of.

The Beagle Trials.

These trials promise to be a great .success; and the air of
sociability and brotherly feeling that prevails is very pleas-
ing iu comparison to the kicking and "talk'" experienced at

other field trials. It is in many ways a sort of family affair,

and each sportsman seems pleased to see tbe other win if he
does feel disappointed himsel. The club has perhaps done a
wise thing for the pi-esent in moving the control to New
'^"ork, and if tbe present officials can only keep up the gait
started by the New England division all will be well.

Foxhound Field Trials.

Mr. Baird, tbe secretary, wishes us to say that all fox-
hunters are cordially invited to attend tbe fom-th annual

field trials of the Brunswick Fur Club,
w"- ich will be held at Ussipee, N. H., com-
mencing Nov. It, and continuing till the
several "classes have been run oflf. Mem
bers and visitors are requested to arrive at
Ossipee, which is on the Northern Division
of tbe Boston & Maine R. R., during the
afternoon of the f4th, so as to be present
when the entries for the trials are made at

r P. M. of that day.
The attention of all fox-hunters in good

standing is called to the fact that the club
has opened the trials to general compe-
tition, and gentlemen not members of tbe
club may enter hounds to compete for the
various prizes nnder the running rules.

Besides the regular class prizes, tbe special

prizes to be competed for are the Aiii.tricajii

Field cup, highest general average medal,.
Vice-President Kinney's endurance and
speed medals, acd M. F. H. Perry's steel

engraving "A Promising Litter," which
last is to be awarded to the best puppv.
and held one year. Printed certificates

will be given the winner of every prize.

Some valuable bounds of strains hereto-
fore unseen in New England have been
added to the club's kennels since the last

meet, and hunters will have an oppor-
tunity to compare their work with the best
of native breeding. The puppy class will

be run oif Tuesday, the Lotb, and it may be
well to remind those contemplating enter-

ing puppies, that they must be under
eighteen months old. Arrangements have
been made with the Carroll House, a well
equipped hostlery, to accommodate mem-
bers and visitors at *1 a day. Messrs. Wig-
gin & Huse, the proprietors, will see that
tbp comforts of both hunter and hound are
fully considered.
Sportsmen starting from Boston, Mass.,

will tind it most convenient to take the
13:30 P. M. train from the Eastern Depot.
Boston & Maine R. R., which goes through

i direct to Ossipee. arriving at 5:10 P. M.
Those from Worcester and western Massa-
chrrsetts, would find it convenient to take
the 8:07 A. M. train from Worcester, over
the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R. R ,

to Rochester, and there transfer to the
Boston ik Maine, which would put them in

Ossipee at 13:53 P. M. Maine hunters can
reach Ossipee most conveniently by taking
the Portland Rochester R. R. from Port-

land, and transferring at Rochester.
Ossipee, from every point of view, is unquestionably a

model place in which to hold field trials, and the club earn-
estly hopes that fox hunters from every part of the United
States will show their interest in the advancement of tbe

foxhound by joining and participating in the trials.

Brooklyn Dog Show.

.lust as we go to press the premium list of the above show
is received. This is tbe second show held under the auspices
of the National Greyhound Club, but this time it is open to

all breeds. The show will be held at Claremont Rink,
Brooklyn, N. Y"., Nov. 33 to 3.5. The list of judges has al-

ready been given. The prizes are on quite a liberal basis.

Mastifts, St. Bernards, deerhounds, greyhounds, Russian
wolfhounds, pointers,setters, spaniels.collies and fox-terriers,

have 615 as challenge prizes with sexes divided, excepting
spaniels. In open classes they have 3)15, SIO and §5, and
puppies get .S5 and fe3. Other breeds have challenge prizes

of .*10 and open *10 and is5, and in most cases the sexes are
divided, so it will be seen that plenty of money is up. The
specials are a feature of the show and the trophies are im-
partially placed, every important breed being well provided
for, and' the specialty clubs have done their duty with the
exception of the Ma.stiff Club, which cannot be expected to
make more than one eifort or so in a year. The National
Greyhound Club gives *30 kennel prizes in most of tbe im-
portant breeds besides a. great number of medals. Entries
close Nov. T, and the entry fee is 83. Spratts Co. will bench
and feed. All comraunicatious'must be sent to Mr. James
Mortimer, the superintendent, Arbuckle Building, .367 Ful-
ton street, Brooklyn. Entry forms can also be bad at this

office.

Importations.

The White Star liner Cufic, which arrived Monday, Oct.
1?, had board one Scotch terrier for Mr. C. H, Smith, 'of St.

Stephens, N. B.; one dachshund for Madam Kalina. and a
splendid specimen of the Russian wolfhound, a bitch, for
Mr. Mortimer. She whelped during tbe voyage. Mother
and fourteen puppies were all doing well on steamer's arri-

val.

There are a number of jienv adyertisemeuta thi.s week. We
notice that David Rowafc offers foxhound pups for sale,- A\-
ffed Scales, St, Bevnavd pups; W, Tallroan, the noted Gor"
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don setter Bendigo and Irish setter; Herbert M. Howes, bull-

terriers of choice stock; J. R. Purcell. some pointer pups
and grown dogs, also "Purcell" sftters. Sunset Kennels,
Irish setter dog pups; W. H. Hyland, Gordon setter doe;
Rockingbam Kenuel Club, beagles. In the stud^ John E.

Weston's noted cockers Black Dufterin and Little Lad.

Those who follow the field trial entries tbis year—and
there are many—will be pleased to see the name of John
Davidson, we give it neither Mister nor "Honest"—just
plain, among the list of owners of dogs to run in two stakes
at tbe International Field Trials next month. This well
known judge and sportsman has bpen so busy in the judg-
ing ring and in the field as a field trial judge the past few
years, that it must be a pleasant change for him to "see how
it feels yourself"just for once in a while.

The New England Kennel Club claim dates April i to 7

1893 for their annual bench show at Boston, Mass.

A DEED OF A DOG.
From the Artisan (sent to m hy "Podyers"). .

The following legal document is self explanatory. It is a
deed transferring a certain dog from one individiial to
another. The transfer took place in Massachiasetts. We
have purposely altered the names of the contracting parties,
and of the city and county, to spare the said i^arties the an-
noyance that a fuller publicity might bring:

Knmv aU men l)y these presents,
That we, Arthur Thompson, .Jr., of Fall River, in the

county of Berkshire, and commonwealth of Massachusetts,
merchant prince, and Elizabeth W. Thompson, wife of said
Arthur, in her own right, in consideration of the love and
affection we bear to Henry W. Coleman, of said Fall River,
mariner, and of divers other good and valuable considera-
tions us therefore moving, the receipt whereof can never be
adequately acknowledged.
Do hereby give, grant, bargain, sell, convey, remise, re-

lease, and forever quit claim, transfer, set over, and set on
to the said Henry W. Coleman two individual halves of a
certain dog, hound, mastiff, bulldog, collie, setter, pointer,
harrier, retriever, beagle, pug, spaniel, terrier, cur or canine
creature, now known as Tu Tu Thompson, but hereafter to
be called Tu Tu Coleman; situated when last seen, in the
position of one about to "eat the crumbs which fall from
his master's table," and bounded and described as follows,
viz : Beginning in the dining-room at breakfast, thence
running northeasterly tbrotigh the kitchen to a bone and a
biscuit; thence turning and ruoning southerly and westerly
in an irregular curve, in the direction of a certain black cat,
to a point where said cat intersects with a cherry freestand-
ing on land now or late of Joshua Crane; thence turning
sharply and mnning in a straight line, under the fence, to a
swill tub standing on land of one Robeson, there measuring
3ft. at every step; thence turning southeasterly and walking
slowly to the point of beginning. Containing all that he
can hold, more or less, and beiner the same dog described in
a certain license dated May 1, 1889, and recorded with the
records of the Town Clerk of said town of Pall River.
To have and to hold the said Tu Tu, by a string attached

to his collar, with all the privileges and responsibilities
thereunto belonging, to the said Henry W. Coleman and his
heirs and assigns forever, or until said string breaks.
And we hereby, for ourselves and our heirs, executors and

administrators, covenant with the grantee and his heirs and
assigns, that we are seized with simple terror of said Tu Tu;
that we have good reason to sell and convey him as afore-
said; that he is free from all incumbrances except stomach-
ache, monkey mange, rabies, hydrophobia, sunstroke and
gross and confirmed habits of raiding swill-tubs, running to
fires, sheep killing and terrorizing the neighborhood; that
we will, and our heirs, executors and adm"inistrators shall
warrant him to run away whenever called; to consume
blacking in any form, liquid or dry, from boots, bottles or
stoves; to religiously observe all dog days; and when at sea
tffbe thoroughly competent to act as the watch dog of the
dog watch; and that we mil defend him against the lawful
claims of Mr. Robert Thompson, but against none others.
Reserving to us and our heirs and a.ssigns an estate in fee-

tail in said Tu Tu, with the right of docking tlie tail just
behind the ears on the breach of any of the conditions of this
deed.
Provided, however, and this conveyance is made upon

the express condition that the said Henry W. Coleman
shall feed and water said Tu Tu once in each and every day
without recourse to us in any event, and shall procure for
him on or before the 1st of May in each year a license as a
first-class victualler.
In witness whereof, we, the said Arthur Thompson, Jr.,

and Elizabeth W. Thompson, hereunto set our hands and
seals this 1st day of May, in the year one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-nine.

Arthur Thompson, Jr.,
Elizabeth W. Thompson.

In presence of Charles A. Swett, W. W. Taylor.

FALL River, May 1, 1889.
Commonwealth of Massaehusetts, BerlisMre, ss.
There personally appear before me, a justice of the peace

within and for said county, the above-named Arthtxr Thomp-
son, Jr., well known to me and to the police, and acknow-
ledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed.

C K. W , Justice of the Peace.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.
On Tuesday morning the trials to be held by this club

during this week commenced very auspiciously indeed.
There were about 25 spectators and all of them evinced the
keenest interest in the sport. Owing to the protracted
drought the ground was very dry, only in the very early
morning, while the ground was damp from the haw frost,
did the scent lie at all well. The draw for Class A, dogs 13in.
to 15in., took place on Monday night and resulted as follows;
Pottinger Dorsey's Lee II. with Somerset Kennels' Storm
(absent). Forest Beagle Kennels' Forest Hunter with W.
H. Child's Tony Weller. H. G. Hornnaker's Ring with H
L. Kreuder's Roy K. Somerset Kennels' Glory with W. H
Ashburner's Base.
The judges were Messrs. W. S. Clarke and Joe Lewis The

start was on Tuesday morning, at 8:10, on the outskirts
of Nanuet, N.Y. Owing to Storm's absence, Tony Weller
and Forest Hunter were the first down; Tony was handled
by Frank P. Smith and Forest Hunter by Mr. Jamieson
his owner. They were cast oft' in a field by the side of the
road and worked through swampy ground, hunting out old
trails with an occasional whimper, but neither worked with
much vim. Tony got on a warmer trail and took on a little
burst in the bottomland, but was soon at fault; then they
were put on the hot trail of a started rabbit, bub soon lost it.
This was the order right through the heat. Tony's work
Avasthe best, showing more natui'al hunt and "get out "
They were called up at S;45.

Ring—Roy K.—At 9 o'clock these two were cast oft". Ring
being m charge of F. W. Chapman and Roy K. was handled
by A Eska. They started where the others left oflf For-
est AND Stream man put up a rabbit after some ranging
ing around by the doss, and dogs were put on buuny 's trail.
Ring crossed it and struck it in the fern patch, but headed
off in the wrong direction. Roy had a try with head in the
right hue, but did not follow it, Mtev this we worked out
a lot of ground to no particular good, and doga were up afe

10:25. Ring hunted with the most vim, but had little head
qualities. Roy K. loafed and was content to follow when
the other led.

Glory—Base.—Glory was in the hands of Charlie Pea-
body, and W. H. Ashburner handled his own dog. They
were down at 10:30. Soon after starting we got into a dense
growth of rushes, and several bares were started, but the
growth was too thick to see the dogs, and as we were going
out Base started game 'and carried us along at a merry
clip through a dogwood patch and woods to hillside, where
he lost. Base sti-uck it again, closely followed by Glory, but
soon was at fault, giving us time to gpt a breath. This was
lively hunting and opened oui- "pipes" thoroughly. Some
cold trailing then took place and then in wood bottoms some
merry work ensued, and dogs were up at 10 50. Base had
probably the luck at first, but he led afterward and showed
himself a level-headed worker and fast; Glory was also no
slouch and was always on hand. This was the best heat so
far, and when it ended we were on the "drip." Lee then
ran a bye alone for 30 minutes, getting on to several good
trails in the woods- and doing good work. The judges con-
sulting, left in Tony Weller and Base, Lee II. and Glory.

Second Round,
Tony Weller—Base.—Down at 11:47 in opan on hill.

Rabbit got up by Judge Clarke, but Tony drawn to it failed
to catch on, ground getting very dry. Ba.se had cast ahead
when he struck it hot, and led us a merry scramble of a half
mile circle, Tony packing to him well at first, but after,
Tony did back -trail work. Base was at fault at edge of
woods, and failing to strike dogs were put in the open.
When in thick grass Base struck it and led us nicely over
tlie field, when we lost again. A rabbit was here put up,
and though dog.^ were laid on trail could not follow it; wind
and dry ground against them. Another rabbit was fur-
nished, but no work could be done on it. At 1:02 dogs up,
and Base had shown himself very much better than his op-
ponent, who has gone off in his work. Base is very level-
headed and a resolute worker.
Lee—Glory.—After lunch in the open at 1:40 these two

were cast oft'. A rabbit was started by spectators and
hounds were put on. Lee II. was first to 'tongue, and with
one or two checks led the pace through the woods. Glory
keeping well to him. Lee made some intelligent casts when
at fault; in fact both dogs worked intelligently. Lee showed
the most hunting sense and was a very busy worker.

Final Round.
Lee II.—Base.—The judges made no mistake in lookintr

for the winner from these two. They were put down at 3:40
in open by cover. There was a good deal of tongueing here
for a while, but neither dog could get away, Base showing
conspicuously at times. Across a nasty swamp Lee stnick
it hot and carried us over railroads, but lost in edge of
woods, through woods and into open, when another little

chase ensued, but soon at fault, old trail very likely. Both
then started something warm, and away we went through
cover^ both dogs going nicely with plenty of music; outside
the cover tbpy lost. Rabbits were plentiful here, and going
back into woods Lee did most of the leading, getting on two
or three rabbits and doing tbe best running, the pace being
very hot; in fact all followers were pretty welt pumped out
when the decision was given in Lee's favor at 3:55.

Judges decided Lee II, fii'st money.
Base second money.
Glory third money.
No one could quibble at this decision dnd "My Maryland,"

therefore, walked off with both first and second money,
third going to Bernardsville, N. J. Both Lee and Base are
intelligent workers and very busy. Probably had Glory bad
familiar handling he would have felt more confident, Mr.
Peabody having only had him in hand four days. This
ended the day's work, which was, all things considered, a
good one. It a little rain should fall the scenting will be
much improved. The trials will be continued through the
week.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Meeting called to order 7:45 P. M., Oct. 24, at the Kreuder

Homestead by President Chapman. Present: H. L. Kreuder,
H. Y. Jamie,sou, W. S. Clarke, W. H. Ashbm-ner, Pottinger
Dorsey, Henry Hansler, George l^aick and John Bateman.
Treasurer's report read and accepted. Mioutes of meetings
held July 1 and 28 approved. August A. Knoblauch, Jersey
City, and C. Staley Daub, Frederick, Md., elected to mem-
bership.

It was then moved that the club take ofiicial action on
letter of Mr, Phoebus advocating the raising of standard for
height to Klin. It was decided that the club retain the pres-
ent standard of 15in. as the maximum. It was voted that
the club hereafter offer only silver plate as special prizes in
place of cash money prizes.
After another motion was lost the election of oificers for

ensuing year resultedjas follows: President, H. L- Kreuder;
First Vice-President, H. P. Schellhass; Second, J. W. Ap-
pleton; Third, John Bateman; Secretary-Treasures, George
Laick; Executive Committee with the above, I'. C. Phoebus,
Geo. W. Rogers and H. W. Lacy. After some general con-
versation tne meeting adjourned.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—Mr. Irving L. Smith, of Montreal, has

sold the black, white and tan Boglish setter dog St. Lam-
bert Rake (Warwick Rake—Brighton Speed) to Mr. J. S.
Corregan, Whitemouth, Manitoba.

Protests still continue to come in. One has been lodged
against the bull-terrier bitch champion Starlight for win-
ning in the open class at Ottawa. The C. K. C. has been
asked for its decision.

Dr. Wesley Mills, president of the C. K. C, has been
elected president of the Montreal Veterinary Medical Asso-
ciation in connection with the Faculty of Comparative
Medicine and Veterinary Science of McGill University and
also president for the fifth time of tbe Association for the
Study of Comparative Psychology of the same university.
The latter studies all that relates to animal intelligence.

H. B. Donovan.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are Inserted without charge; and blanke

(famished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

Kildare RuablJ-, Kiklare Belvidere, KiXdare Swiveller, Kildcvre
Bmhrud, Kildari} tairfax, Kildare DUjhu, Kildare Gladys Kil-
dare Gretna, Kildare Dinah and Kildare Vixen, By \V. L Wash-
iBgioti, Pil'Sburgh. Pa., toririsn aetierp, f>ix dogs and four bitches
whelped Aug. 3, ia93, by champion Dick Swiveller out of Ttie
Marchioiie-8.

cbamoion Starlight.
Quite Stormy. Heal Stormy and Zephyr. B v F. B. Zimmer, Glov-

ersv lie. JS. Y., for white, hiack and tau beagle?, two doga and one
bitch, whelped Oct. 4, 1893, bv Stormy out of Myrtle the Mouse
(Elora Rambler—Elnra Blue Bell),
Breeze. By F, B., Zimmer, Gloversville. N. Y., for blact, white

and tan beagle bitch, whelpe<l Oct. i, 1892, by Stormy out of Mvr^
tlf 1)10 Mouse (Elora B,ambTer-Elora Blue Bell).
KcHt'6 Brake, By H. It. Keyee. Worcester. MasB., ff.r lemon bel-

ton KngliBli setter do«, whelned Jtily 16, 1883, by Dfaoo S«nt fE^at

n.--Fedora Laverack) out of Lady Kent (Kent II.—LadyKen-
dei).

Kent's Lad and Kent's Dream. By H. L. Keyes,Worf€Rter Mass
for blue bej^on Ensrligti setter dog and bitcb, whelped July 16. 1892'
bvDra'^p Kent (Kent II.-Fedora Laverack) out of Lady Kent
(Kent IL—Lady Kendel). j ^ou.,

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Rochelk, Topaz—Merry Monarch. Rocbelle Keunpls' (New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.) black and tan terrier hitch Rochelie Topaz (cham-
pion Brnomfield Sultan—champion Mfer=brook Maiden) to their
Merry Monarch (Halifax Gharlie-Nell), Oct. 2.
Tough—CorUtmm Comet. Corktown Kenoels' (Ottawa Ont

)

cocker spaniel bitch Tough (Wildair—Belle) to their CorktownComet (Ob", Jr.—Dot Sniirle), Spo^ 3.

Rideau Bomola—CorMovm Cupid. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa
Ont.) cocker spanipl bach Rideau Romola (Bob Obo—Cleo) toCorktown Kennels' Corktown Cupid (Obo, Jr.—Dot Smirle),

J\reHie--rip 07)0. P. J. KpatingV (Toronto. Out.) cocker spaniel
bitch Nellie to Corktown Kennels' Tip Obo (Bob Obo—Cleo), Aug,
22.

Aimtey JDaisu—Heatfier Amphln, B. Brooks's (Hyde Park
Mnss )Dandie Dinmont terrier birch Ainstey Daisy (Heather Saady—Leomester Gyp) to his Heathei? Amphin (Ettrick—Yashmodj,

Heather MadQe—Laird o' the Heather. E. Brook's (Hyde Park
Mass.) Daridie Oinmont terrier bitch Heather Madee (Duncan-
Heat ber Peggv) to his Laird o' the Heather (Pool's Dick—Loudon's
Nettle). Aug. V
Fannie K.— ElwrharVs Cashier, Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincin-

nati, O.) to Their Eberhart'a Cashier (champion Kash—Lady
Thore). .Sept. 9.

Jess—BUnitxm Shiner. G. Pettis's (California Citv, Cal.) fox-
terrier hitch Jess to J. B. Martin's Blemton Shiner (Blemton Ru-
bicon—Blomton Brilliant), 8ept. 19.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dorothy. C. P. Lawshe's (Treatou, N. J.) bull bitch Dorothy
(Caliban—Hill.side GirJ), Oct. T. four (^ne dog), by A. .1. Hatch's
Rustic Swell (Kittering Jubilee Kins—Rustic Belle).
Edyeicnod Fly. Desert KennPls' (Salt Lake Citv, Utah) bull-

terrier hitch Edgewood Flv (Duke— Al'ce), Sept. 17, seven (three
does), by his Little Prince (Bendigo—Kit).
. Fancey. M. Murphy's (Brcoklyh, N.Y.) greyhound bitch Pancey
(O-av City—Suppliant), Sept. 8, three bitches, by Jas. Black's Flash
(Hu'c HoUoi—Phebe Mavflower).
Ion. J. R. Purcell's (flickory, Teun.) pointer bitch Ion, Sept, 22,

six Chree dogs), by his Jup'ter (Tom Bowl'ne— Belle C ).

HdaHovey. J R. Pure ll's (Hickory, Tenn.i pointer bitch Lida
Hovev (Dick Svyivellpr—Bloomo HI.), Sept. 13, eight (Ave dogs),
by his Flofkflnder (Old Staunch—Flake of Florkfindev),
Nannie Braii'dm. J. R. Purcell's (Hickory, Ten ii.) Euelish set-

ter hitch Nannie Bra'rdus (Tbe Dude— Sept. 1.5, twelve
(eitrht dogs), bvbis Ned Buntline).
Flake of Floch'finder. J. R. Purcell's (Hickory, Tenn. ) pointer

bitch Flake of Flockfinder, Sept. 39, nine (four dogs), tiy hiB
FloeU finder III.

Broomflekl Madge. RoohoUe Kennols' (N<ew Boeelle. N. Y.)
black and tan terrier bitoh Brootnftcld Madge (.Jankeon's Patrick
—Jackpon's Qu°en), Oct, 5, six (five does), bv their champion
Broomfield Sultan (champion Broomfleld Turk—Broomfield
Belle).

SALES.

t^"* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Hcrn-Kenora whelps. Sf. Bernard-", whelped Aug. 2t, 1893, by

W. H. Dixon. James'owu, N. Y., "n nranen nnd wlnite do" each to
MoU'e Maaon, Cleveland. O., and W, H. Oilell, liv-aii = vilie, Ind..
ard an o'-auge Wtrh to Frank Hanchett, .lamestuwn, N. V,

Berkfthire, CavMon—Zftta whelp. Fawn, black points, maetiflf
dog, wuelped Aug. 10 180:i, by F. B. Zioiiner, Gloversville, N. Y.,
10 K. B. Browning, Balnmorp, >1 1.

Sinhad- Empress Joseph mc whelp. Orange aud white rough St.
Bernard dog, wiielpHd Aug. 13, 1S92, by Werowance KoDiiel3,Tren-
ton, N. 1., to Col. Van Cleve, .Somei ville, N. J.

.Jidiike—Juno whtlps. White, black aud tan lieaglef, two dogs
and one biicb, whelp-d July :.'l, 18-12. by b\ B. /.immcr, Glovers-
ville, N. Y . *o B. A. Fox, R'chmoud, Va.
Jubilee—Ripple ichclps Beaglcp, whelpfd July ;d'/, 1893, bv F. B

Z mmer, GloversviUe. N. Y., a wbiti^, black and taudogloWi-
lard Wilson. Jr., same place, aud a black, white and tan dog and
bitch to B. A. Fox, R'enmoud, Va.
Corktown Co.vey. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Aoril 20,

1892, by Tip Ooo out of Tf'Ugh, by Corktown Kennels, Ottawa,
Ont.. to S. Henderson, same place.
Wanda. Black cocker spaniel btfch, whelp?d .Tune 30, 1«S0, by

Bob Obo out of Cleo. by Corktown Kennels, Ottawa, Ont., to J. F.
Erier. W'lliamsport, Pa.
Corktoivn Oi'ime. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped May S3,

1891, by Ooo. Jr. out of Dot Smirle, by Corktown Kennels, Ottawa,
Ont., to J. F. Eder, Williamsport, Pa.

Runip^'n. White, black and tan bescle dog, hy Elora Rambler
out ot Elora Millie, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers ville, N. Y., to Geo.
Rnbhins, 8f>me place.
Prince of Ellerslie. White hull-torriee dog, whelpsd April 20.

189S, by Barney O'Uea out of Grove Duchess, by H. M. Howes,
Soraervtlle, Mass., to C. M. Kolm, Montgomery, Ala.
Royal Roscy. White. Mack and tan beagle hitch, whelped Aug.

6, 1891. by Royal Krueeer out of chiimpion Twinkle, by F. B. Zim-
mer, (Jlnversyille, N. Y., to L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake. N. Y.
Roekcl. White, black and tan beagle dog. whelped April 29,

1893, by Elora Rambler out of Elora Beau tv. by F. B. Zimmer,
Gloversville, N. Y„ to C. H. Strickland, Deep River, Conn.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charqe for answering questiom under this head. All

questions relating to ailrnents of d'jgs will be answered by Dr. T. 0.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referri>ig to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs wiu receive careful attention.

A. W. S.. Andes, N. Y.—Consult our kennel advertising columns
for reliable breeders of mastiffs

C L. MiTCHEiiij, New Haven. Conn.—The greyhounds Lady
A^vian and Mr Richard, are not registered. Vve have no other"
means of linding their pedigrees.

KeAdee, Monticello, N. Y.—I have an old pointer doe, and he
has a sore about as large as a half-dollar ou the outside of each
hindleg, just below the hioe. The hair is off. and they have pmall
boles in at times and discharge matter. Ans. Apply the follow-
ing ointment:

Bal. P«TU
Tr. benzoinco 3 i.

Ung. zinciox 3 vi.
Mix. Apply twice daily. Also give an aperient.

X. Y. Z —1 have a cocker spaniel puppy about 11 roontha old, a
bright and healthy dog. hut ' e suffers from a Isme hind foot. Two
months ago he had a bad swelling on it which I supposed was an
abscess, but it did not suppurate, and after a while subsided and
disappeared. The foot remained tender, however, and has now
become sore again, being raw and swollen between the toes. Will
you please tell me how to treat him for itV At>s. Soak the foot
twice a day in a warm solution of creolin 1-20, then apply zinci
ointnoent and bandage.
Ijjquxrer, Toronto, Can.—Please give me the pedigree of the

imported St. Bernard Barry (A. K. R. 2,1.50) and list of prizes
awarded to him. Ans. In regard to this dog the A. K. B. prints
the following: "This dog was purchased abroad by Mr. C. F.
Pedder and passed into the hands of Messrs. Arnold, Constable &
Co. on arriving in this couutry. Nothing is known at present as
to where the dog wa" bought or his pedigree. Messrs. Arnold,
Constable & G ^. disposed of Barry to Mr. Rodney Benson, who in
turn sold the dog to its present owner (.St. Reinard Kennels,
Clifton, Staten Islind). The editor cf the A. K. R, is pprsonally
conversant with the history of this dog so Car as known."

World's Fair on Steel.

Send twenty-five cents to F. A. Lord. Pbenix Building, Chicago,
111., and obtain a fine steel p.'ate picinre of the World's Fair
grounds and buildipgs, suitable for framing.—yldu.

At the store of D. H. Solis, 933 Arch street, Philadelphia,
may be seen an enormous grizaly bear that was recenlly
mounted by W. W. Hart Co.j the taxideJ-miats. Thte 'beai"
raeasurea llfJ. lu height, and was estimated to weigh oVer &
ton when m the flesh. The sklu mm« from Alawka aad w»«
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Cruisers and Crtdsing.
CoBOTjRG, Oct,. 19 —Editor Forest and St/ream: In your last issue

I notice "Cayuga's" graceful response to my challeuge. Allow me,
through your friendly columns, to assure him that I heartily sympa-
thize wltu him in his cruising proclivities, and agree that a mere trial

of speed would by no means settle (he question of who had the best
all-round boat. We have undoubtedly heard too much about fast
boats and not enough about useful and bandy ones of late, and I,

like "'Cayuga," want to know if '"Nessmub" and "Seneca" have no
successors.
"Cayuga" is right in his surmise as to the purpose for which Elsa

was designed. Speed was an object, but not the first and only aim.
He is wrong in supposing me indifferent to the delights of the rod and
gun. I can enjoy casting the winsome fly into the eddy behind the
great granite boulder with the best of anglers, even when the trout
are not rising freely; and can tramp contentedly through the bush
for hours even if I get only a solitary partridge. But these pleasures
are only secondary ro the exhilaration of a lively bout to windwa,rd
in a fresh breeze on blue water, or an intricate piece of navigation
through unknown waters with only chart and compass as a guide; or
again, a run in a cedar canoe down some rapid river where at any
turn the strong current may develop into a boiling rapid and every
sense is on the alert to detect the sunken rock or impassable water-
tall.

Nature I Aye, I can enjoy her works to the full, and some ten
years of camp life have not dulled my appreciation of the pleasures
of the social pipe and chat and the glosving coals of the camp fire,

with the moon casting a broad silver band over the quiet waters of
the lake and glistening on the dewy bottom of the upturned canoe;
everything hushed and quiet save the lap, lap. of the wavelets on
the beach and the occasional hoot of the owl from the big dead pine
tree back of the camp.
"Cayuga's" refereDce=! to my logs of the cruises of the Sylvia and

the Winnie are quite too Haltering, but if any one cares for a similar
narrative of a cruise on better known and more frequented waters I

will respond to his request and .spin a yarn of the experiences of the
Elsa and her crew during a 300 mile cruise from Cobourg to Montreal
completed only a few days since. Had I the pen of a William Black
I might attempt a description of the beauties of the Thousand Islands
in Indian summer, minus the summer tourist and plus the October
coloring, and I might try to do justice to the majesty of Lake Ontario
during an equinoctial sou'wester. My powers of description being
very limited, however, I can promise notning more than an unvar-
nished narrative of an exciting run down the great lake and river
toward the sea. Henry K. Wiokstekd.
[We can answer for our readers that anytoing from our corre-

spondent's pen will be welcome to them; we know of no truer dis-
ciple of "Nessrauk" and "Seneca" than the skipper of the Sylvia.]

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Chicago C. C. met on Oct. 10 at the residence of Mr. C. W. Lee,

for election of officers and a general discussion of canoeing matters
in the West. The following officers were elected for the coming
year; Captain, J. H. Ware; Mite, A. W. Kitchin ; Purser. H. B.
Oook. Mr. E. Hough, of Forest and Stream, and Dr. Jas. A. Hen-
shall were elected to honorary membership. After the formalities
were disposed of all adjourned'to the dioiug room and partook with
characteristic vigor of the refreshments provided. The club was
fortunate in having with them for tae evening Commodore Munger,
ex-Secretary Woodruff and Mr. Crawford, of Dayton, O.—C. W. L,

If any one but "Podgers" had penned the harsh and cruel state

ments which the Forest akd Stream'.s reputation for fairness to both

sides compels us to publish this week, we should have attributed

them to either a misconception or misstatement of the facts. Know-
ing, however, the strict impartiality and the freedom from all preju-

dice of our correspondent, we feel that any attempt at explanation

on our part could but be unavailing. Like the unfortunate victims

of the Mikado,

"His terrible tale we can't assail.

With truth it quite agrees.

His taste exact for faultless fact,

Amounts to a disease."

The position of the New York Y. C. in regard to the new deed of

gift is very clearly shown in the answer of General Paine to the news-

paper men at the first meeting of the special committee. The ques-

tion written and sent in to the committee was, "Under the instruc-

tions to the committee incorporated in your resolution, is not the

committee bound to hold to the policy that the Cup, if won by Lord
Dunraven, must and will be held under the new deed of gift only 5"

General Paiue's answer was brief and to the point: "This challenge

is under the new deed of gift."

DrvESTED of all irrelevant details, the maiu issue is plainly stated:

The New York Y. C. declares that it will not accept a challenge

for the America's Cup unless the new deed of gift is recognized as

legal and binding by the challenger. Lord Dunraven has asserted

positively that he will not challenge under the new deed, and the

leading British yacht clubs have made the same assertion. Such
being the case, a race can only be possible through the square back-

ing down of one party or the other.

Mb. Royal Phb-lps Cabholl has placed himself on record as a
thorough sportsman by the statement which he made at the meet-

ing of the New York Y. C, to the effect that if Lord Dunraven's new
yacht should piove imder 80ft. waterhne, his new84-footer would not
be available to defend the nap. There may still be some yachtsmen
who consider it sportsmanlike to beat a smaller yacht by a larger

one, but Mr. Carroll is not one of them.

The Deed of Gift Discussion.
The Boston Herald devotes neaily a column of its space this

week to the Forest and Streaju 'in an attack which more closely
resembles abuse man argumen : but the real issues in dispute are so
few and simple, and so purely lechnieal, as to give no excuse to the
JJsraZd for ignoring them and resorcmg to personalities, a method
of fighting which we do not propose to follow. Without attempting
to reply to the Herald^s attack in detail, or in kind, we quote several
of the least irrelevant of its remarks:
"In this week's issue it [Forest ajsd Stream} again takes up the

old cry, and says about the new deed that 'it was adopted secretly
and hastily by a. small party in the club, and no opportnnity was
given to the members at large to discuss or vote on it,' In the light
of events during the past two week?, if common sense and decency
had prevailed, no such remarks would have been used.
"On Oct. i Lord Dunraven's challenge was received by Secretary

Oddie. Two weeks' notice was given the members that the challenge
would be acted on Tuesday, Oct. 18. The meeiing was widely
noticed in the press, and i.he members had ample time to talk the
matter over between themselves. At a meeting specially called to
consider Dunraven's challenge, the club, after the new deed had
stood five years and had been thoroughly discussed by the press and
the members, again approved its conditions by a unanimons vote of
the members present. This surely is an answer to the above state-
ment."
What connection can exist between the meeting of Oct. 3. 1887, at

which the deed of s-ift was changed, and that of Oct. 18. 1892, at
which Lord Dunraven's letter was considered, the Herald does not
state. The meeting of Oct. 3, 1887, was held three days after the
last Thistle race, the call being hardly within the legal limit As
this special and hastily convened meeting was nominally called for
the transaction of a lot of trivial business relating to a reception to
Mr. Bell, a dinner to Messrs. Paine and Burgess, a testimonial to Mr.
Burgess, thanks to the Police Department, etc., it attracted little at-

tention, and few members were present, only fourteen of them, we
understand, being qualified to vote.
At this meeting the America's Cup was taken out of the hands of

the New York Yacht Club, and turned over to a committee of five,

to do with absolutely as they pleased; the club at large having no
further power in the matter. The deliberations of this committee
were guarded with the utmost care, and nothing was known of their
disposition of the cup until the new deed was fiually executed by
them and Mr. Schuyler. When at last read at an open meeting of the
club, the deed had been adopted beyond possibility of change.

It is on these plain facts that we base our statement that the change
of conditions was made hastily, secretly, by a few men, and in an
unusual manner, and that the new deed has never been submitted to
a vote of the yaclit owners of the New York Yacht Club. At the
rneeiing on Oct. 18 no vote was taken on the new deed, but a vote
was taken which amounted to a repudiation of one of its most im-
portant clauses, that relating to the dimensions. The best reply
which the Herald has to offer is that two weeks' notice was
given in the case of a meeting held for another purpose five years
later.

Again the Herald says: "The predictions of the Fore.st and Stream
that no more challenges would be sent while the present deed existed
have fallen flat. Two have been sent, and the latest is to be acted on
Tuesday night."
For once the Herald quotes us correctly. We said several years

since that no foreign yacht club would challenge for the America's
Cup under the new deed of gift. In 1889 a challense was issued by
Lord Dunraven, indorsed by the Royal Yacht Squadron; hut only
because it was understood that the holders woulsl not insist on the
new deed. As soon as the true state of the ease was made plain, both
Lord Dunraven and the R Y. 8. withdi-ew the challeng«. Again
within the past month a second challenge has come from Lord Dun-
raven, as yet unindorsed by a yacht club; but it is made expressly on
the condition that it is not under the new deed.
Our criiicism that the cessation of racing for the Cup has injured

building and racing in America, 'orings out the following from the
Herald:
"Of the harm it—the new deed—has done to American yachting in

stopping all international racing there is no need to speak—the re-
sults are too plain, says the New York paper. This is another one of
its old cries. Compare yachting to day as it is on both sides of the
water. Two big flOft. steel schooners were built on this side last sea-
son, and another S4-footef is bow building at Bristol, and she is to go
across for the cups. The fast Wasp has made a record, and the data
obtained from the 31 fc. class is more than was ever found out from
the past races for the Cup. Herreshoff in sending tlie Wenonah
across put life into yachting m Scotland."
In the three years 188,'5-6-7, when international racing was at its

height, there were built the following yachts, from 70 to 90ft. or
over: Puritan, Priscilla, Mayflower, V^oluuteer, Atlantic, Sachem,
Merhn, OEnone, Titania, ShamrocK, Marguerite, Constellation and
Iroquois, a fleet of 13 fine yachts in three years. In the five years,
1888 to 1892, there have been built Katrma, Sea Fox, Lasca and
Alcaea, four in all. Of course racing has flourished in the smaller
classes and a few cruising yachts have been built, but in the large
racing classes the era of building began with Genesta's challenge
and ceased abruptly with the new deed of gift, a curious coincidence,
if nothing more.
Such methods as those of the iJeraZd can only be displeasing to

fair and impartial spectators, and disappointing to those partisans of
the new deed who find in it almost the only paper which has not
withdrawn its first hasty indorsement of the action of a part of the
New York Y. 0. in 1887.

Lord Dunraven's Challenge.
At the first meeting of the special committee on Oct. 1~ only Gen.

Paine and Messrs. Fish and Rogers were present. On the following
day a second meeting was held at the office of Fleet Captain Peabody.
at which Messrs. Canfleld and Smith were also present. A reply to
Lord Dunraven was framed and despatched by Saturday's mail, but
its nature is not yet known.
The New Yoric Times comments as follows on the challerge:
"The New York Y. C. has at last found a way to accept a challenge

to race tor the America's Cup without demanding the dimensions of
the challenging vessel. This is unquestionably a hopeful sign, but it

by no means insures a race next season. Whether it be enforced or
not, the clause calling for dimensions is still in the deed of gift, govern-
ing the cup, and gives any club holding the cup the power to aemand
dimensions if it feels disposed to do so. This clause is unfair and un-
sportsmanlike, and no matter how many concessions may be made,
the New York Y. C. can escape the charge of trying to take an un
fair advantage of an opponent only by expunging the clause en-
tirely. Taking advantage of the mutual agreement clause in order
to work around the dimensions clause is a poor substitute for the
doing away with the latter.

"The situation of to-day is practically the same as it has be^n ever
.since the present deed came mto existence. The New York Y. C. is

trying to establish the deed as a fair document and is working harder
to do this than ever before. The wording of its resolutions, how-
ever, is well calculated to obscure the main issue, which is, whether
English yachtsmen will aoeept the new deed. Lord Dunraven, on
the other hand, is evidently under the impression that concessions
are equivalent to a waiver of the deed, whereas one race under the
deed will establish it for aU time.

"It would save much unnecessary correspondence if the subject of
the deed were settled first, for it is unlikely that English yacht clubs
will challenge when they learn that in case their yacht won they
would have to accept the 'instrument in writing lawfully executed,'
and thereafter enforce its terms. Lord Dunraven's challenge is not
ofScial. It will have to be forwarded by a recognized yacht club,
unless indeed the New York Y. C. should interpret 'mutual agree-
ment' to mean that anybody can challenge."

Lord Dunraven and the New Deed.
T HE position of Lord Dunraven in regai-d to the new deed is very

clearly stated in a letter recently written by him to a New York
yachtsman, in which he speaks as follows:

" It is I think evident that as long as the present regulations remain
in full force, no challeuge is likely to issue from the United Kingdom;
whether the opinions of yachtsmen who object to some of these
relulations are justifiable or not, is really beside the question. What
we have to deal with is the fact: and the fact is that international
racing is at a standstill, and is lUcely to die out altogether if no race
takes place next year. Such an eventuality would be a matter of the
greatest regret to me as a lover of yacht racing; and I have, there-
fore, written to the New York Yacht Club to ascertain whether it is

not possible to arrange a match for next year.
"I am strongly in the opinion that, in the case of an international

challenge cup, the conditions under which it should be raced for
ought to be settled by a mixed committee representing at any rate
the two nations most Interested in the matter, namely, the United
States and the United Kingdom; and in the intei'ests of sport I wish
that course could be pursued in the case of tlie America Cup. But
this is more or less of the nature of the nature of a "pious opinion."
"In mentioning to the New Tork Y. C. my principal objections to

the present rules, I am speaking merely for myself; but at th" same
time 1 believe I am justified in assuming that my views would meet
with pretty gfineral acceptance on this side. My main objection is to
the dimension clause. Length on the 1 /ad waterline bemg the chief
factor in determining speed, should be given with the notice of chal-
lenge, but no other measurements should be required. To be com-
pelled to furnish all the principal dimensions of his vessel is too on-
erous upon a challenger. Length on the load waterhne, if desired
the Custom House register, is, I think, sufficient to protect the chal-
lenged party from being taken in any way unawares.
"As tlie object of international racing is that the best ship and the

best handled ship should win, the competing vessels should be as
nearly as possible identical in length on the waterhne, and the
courses should be as free as possible from all adventitious cu-cum-
stances. The question of courses is best left to ba settled by mutual
agreement, but a rule should be made respecting length, and to pre-
vent the possibility of a recurrence of such a discrepancy between
the estimated and measured length, as occurred in the case of
Thistle. If the New York Y. 0. see their way to remodel the deed of
gift in accordance with the suggestions on these points in my letter

to them. I will challenge; and in the interests of sport I most sin-

cerely hope that my suggestions may prove acceptable to them, and
that i may be able to send a vessel across to compete for the America
Cup in 1893—a year most appropriate for such a contest."

The Riveraide Y. C. closed the summer season on Oct. 15 with a
dance at the club house, Rivei-side, Conn. The club has prospered
greatly during the year, and with its increased membprship has out-
grown the present club house. Plans are now ready for extensive
alterations and and additions this winter, and with the opening of
next season the club will have one of the finest houses and best har-
bors on the north shore of Long Island Sound. The work of dredg-
ing the harbor will be carried on by the Government during the win-
ter. This year the club has secured winter quarters at 39 West
Thirty-first street, New York, where the members will meet. During
the winter the club may give a series of lectures on yachting sub-
jects.

ha, Glofia.

SAILIKS AND CRXIISIKG BOAT.

The little boat whose lines are here given belongs to the series of
small sailine and cruising cratt of light draft that was so fully illus-

trated in the Fore.- t and stream in 1SS6-7.* one of which was repro-
duced two weeks since. The chief peculiarity of these boats, the
sneakbox, the Barnegat cruiser, and the Forest and Stream cruiser,

is the excessively full waterline—apeculiarity a few years since found
only in boats of this class, but now carried to an extreme degree, and
apparently with satisfactory resuHs in the larger classes of yachts.
The present design is based upon that of the Delta, published on

Nov. 3, 1887, the beam, draft and midship section being about the
same, and the displacement but little greater. At the same time an
effort has be^n made to produce a handsomer and more stylish boat,

and to realize such advnntage as may be had ihrough a moderate
overhang forward, the stern being carried out to give a graceful
finish, with some added power. The original drawing was made over
that of the Delta, to the same scale, IJ^in. to the foot. As this made
a rather larger craft than was desired, a scale of l^^in. was used to
reduce the length to about l.^ft.

The drawing here shown has been reduced in the process of photo-
engraving from a final drawing of the smaller size to a scale of Im.
to the loot; from which drawing the following table of offsets for the
smaller size was made out. The table of offsets for the l.sft. size was
taken from the origiual larger drawing, the waierlines in which
were 3in. apart, and do not correspond with tho.^e here given. In
each size the distance of the vertical stations apart is exactly 1-13 of
the waterline, but in the 18ft. boat the various waterlines are snaced
3ln. apart: while in the smaller boat they are but Sin. The heights in

both cases are measured from the baseline, tt e heel of the scag being
a little below this line. The details of the two sizes are as follows:

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS.

The small figures indicate eighths of an inch.

loft. 4in. Lw.l. 18ft. l.w.l.

FT IN. FT. IN.

Length over all 20 1 23 6

l.w.l 15 4^ 18
Overhang, bow 1 S'' 1 6

stern 3 5 4
Beam, extreme 4 (5 5

l.w.l 4 1 4 9<

Freeboard, least 10* 1

Sheer, bow 7
stern 4" e

Draft, without board 8
Sad area, sq.fr, 158 240
Fore end, l.w.l. to—

mainmast 4 6 b S
.slot, fore end 5 (i 6 6

after end 10 4 12

cockpit, fore end 7 B 9
after end 14 1 IG 6

mizenmast 1o 72 18 3
Cockpit, breadth... 3 6 4 2
Breadth across tran.som 1 1^ 14
Round of deck 3 3*

TABLE OP OFFSETS—15ft. 4lN. BOAT.

Stations spaced 1ft. .^^in. Waterline spaced 2in. Buttock lines

spaced of extreme beam. Diagonals as in body plan.

0'

1*

6'

103

1 2"

1 11

1

1 08

1 06"

1 05'

1 05

1
04-t

1 043

1 04

1 043

1 043

1 Ois

1 05

1 05'

1 06S

1 075

1 092

Halp-Bbeadths.

I 1'

1 66

1 101

3 0"

2 31

2 2'

2 3

a 28

2 1"

2

1 9''

I 61

1

II
I

Waterlines.

4

lis

1 4*

1 8'

1 IP

2 15

2 28

2 3

2 3a

3 1

1 U'

1 8

1 4'

109

32

86

» 1 2J

» 1 6*

3 1 11 1 97

i 1

2 22

2 2*

3 1'

3 05

1 10*

1 76

1 3

3 Qi

2 li

2 1-

3 H
1 IV'

1

1 52

9'

65

1 02

1 4'

1

1 105

2

2 03

1 lie

1 10=

I 65

1

8'

93

1

1 55

1 8

I 9'

1 91

1 ft-

I 62

ii«:

08

52

9

I 0'

1 2<

1

1

1 1*

73

n

1 3

1 8

1 11

2 25

2 45

2 5'

3 62

3 55

3 43

3 2»

1 118

1 83

1 42

10«

7'

1 14

1

1

2

2 15

2 23

3 2<

2 31

2 1

1 n
1 8'

1 h'>

1

52

IP

in

5

53

52

4c

TABLE OF OFFSETS—18pT. BOAT.

Stations spaced 1ft. 6in. Waterlines spaced 3ia. Buttock line.s

spaced % of extreme beam. Diagonals as in body plan.

Heights. Halp-Breadths.

Waterlines. Diagonals,
0

1
1 « Deck. 16in. ISin. lOin. LWL 41n. No.l No. 2 No. 3

A 3 3 3« OJ 01

0 7 2 C5 9 63 4' 2« 01 10 85

1 2- 1 11' 1 42 1 2 1 0^ 10^ 7,-, 3" 1 55 1 30 ll"

02 1 10 1 101 1 8- 1 6-1 1 1 102 1 ll-* 1 fls 1 4

3 I S' 3 22 3 1 1 11' 1 102 1 7' 1 35 2 4 2 15 1 63

4 1 8 3 5 2 42 3 33 2 21 1 V 3 73 3 45 1 7*

5 1 .74 S e« 2 6» 2 5« 2 4« 3 3'' 1 9" 2 63 1 8?

6 1 v« 3 75 Z 73 3 71 3 62 2 42 1 IV 2 2 72 1 8"

1 71 2 8 3 2 6" 3 43 3 2 u* 2 72 1 81

8 1 7 73 2 2 6'- 3 5' 3 4 1 w 2 10' 2 6" 1 7*

9 0' 1 72 3 61 3 5« 2 33 2 4' 3 2 1 62 2 93 2 55 1 63

10 2 * 2 4 2 •2 3 1^ 1 101 97 71 2 3^ 1 4-I

11 42 1 8 3 0' 2 0< 1 115 1 9-'
1 4 02 1 3

12 8 8 1 92 1 8^ 1 72 1 V 1 102

13 1 02 1 97 1 45 1 3' 8 1 7 1 32

14 1 1 113 112

8

1 05 82

15 2 1
1

All measurements are to outside of plank.

* See Barnegat Sneakbox, .Jan. 7, 1886; Barnegat Cruiser, Jan. 14,
1886 (republished Oet. 13, 1.S92); Forest and Stream Cruiser, Jan. 21,
1886, and July 1, 1886; Delta, Nov. 3 and 10, 1887,
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SAIL PLAN "LA GLORIA CRUISING AND SAILING BOAT.

La, Gloria was designed for Mr. M. T. Bennett,, of the New York
C. V. and was biiilt by the St. Lawrence River S., C. & S. L. Co.. of

ciayton, N. Y. The centerboard shown is of plate iron, weighing;

30ibs., and little or no ballast is carried in sailing single-handed, save
a cruising outfit of stores, cooking utensils and tent. She is very
stiff with her crew of one on the gunwale; in ordinary sails about
New York Bay in the vicinity of the club house she carries four men
very comfortably. The rig was originally made for but never used
on another boat, and differs from the sail plan here shown in that
the mainsail is a leg of mutton, set with a yard, the boom being some
3fr,. shorter than in the drawing; the Jib, mlzen and total area are
about the same.
Any one of the numerous rigs illustrated from time to time in the

Forest and Stream, the jib and mainsail, yawl or cat yawl (the

f.anoe rig), may he adapted to the boat, but the yawl rig, with either

a lug or a boom and gaff mizen, is probably as good as any. The
boat handles well imder her rig, though the center of effort is well

aft. A boomkin is needed for the mlzen, and the main sheet works
best on a traveler placed well aft over the nidderhead. In case the
strain on the boom end is too great when on the wind, a snatch
block may be used, at about a third of the length in from the end,
through which the sheet is led from the traveler block to the hand or
cleat.

The boat, even in the smaller size, contains a good deal of room,
which may be arranged to suit the taste of the owner. In La Gloria
there are tsvo bulkheads, placed as shown, at the fore end of trunk,
and just abaft the cockpit. A square hatch in the deck just forward
of the mast opens into the forward compartment, while a door Id the
after bulkhead gives access to the after space. Permanent seits may
he arranged as shown, or more space may be had by keeping the
cockpit clear and using CKshions or movable boxes for seats. The
tiller is quite short, so as to clear the body when the helmsman is

seated well aft; in single hand sailing the weight of crew should be
further forward, and a longer tiller is consequently necessary.
The scantling and method of construction described in connection

with the Delta will answer for the present boat. If a more elaborate
finish is required, the upper strake, transom and planksheer, with
the forward and after partner pieces, may be of mahogany, the deck
being of white pine. The boat is fitted with oars and rowlocks.

"Podgers" on a Cutter.

San Francisco, Oct. lH.—Editor Forest and Stream: Vent, vkli,

but I did not TOcr, which I suppose I must translate for you to save
you the trouble of taking down your big books, and which means—

I

nave had a sail in a blasted English cutter, you know. I came, I saw.
and was not conquered. All these years I have contented myself by
looking on and witnessing the sufferings of those who sailed cutters
and balled in them, and extended my heartfelt spmpathies.
They say all things come to those who wait. I have had almost

every thing come to me that was disagreeable, but have been spared
a cutter until recently, which fills the bill of "all things." and I have
little now to fear that can ruffle the serenity of my declining years.
A friend in his kindness of heart who meant well invited me to go

out for a sail in his cutter, the only one, I am pleased to say, on this

coast. He said, "I know your predjudice against that manner of
craft, but come along and let me convince you of yom- error." I said
to myself it is strange that people there are, intelligem, respectable
human beings, who actually believe in cutters. It occurred to me
that it would be interesting to witness this form of insanity in actual
practice, and also being averse to decline an invitation from the
source, an old and valued friend, I decided to accept.

It was a beautiful sunny afternoon, such charming weather as is

kept on tap here—a pleasant five-knot breeze when we went on
hoard. The craft was built here from a regular English cutter design
by Burgess—about 30 odd feet over all. There were three of us, a boy
^nd the crew of one. Being a guest, I did not volunteer to help get
up sail, and for a good reason, there was not room on deck for more
ihan two to work.' .She had a cockpit, and when the owner and the
small boy effected a lodgment and the long tiller was shipped, such a
notice should have been hung out as we see on the French omnibusses
when full, '•Conipkiit.'" for there was no room for any one else.

Tairly under way, this fact was demonstrated by the coming aft of
the helmsman, who took a position on the windward oooabing with

the most weighty portion of his body outside of it and legs hanging
down inside the cockpit. The other two were required to work the
two jibs, or staysail and jib, the crew lying on deck and crawhng on
his belly forward and aft, as occasion reqviired, while your corre-
spondent submerged himself in the companionway, standing on a
lower stair, with head just above the opening, keeping close watch
of the boom, which, according to cutter methods, hung low and
nicely calculated to just clear the top of the head of a short man—but
not his hat which custom required should go overboard the first tack:
hence all cutter men wear knit caps.
By standing on the stair and barely showing a nose above, and

ducking expertly every time she tacked, the few remaining hairs of a
head that bad been too often hit by booms of small boats to leave
much sense in it (vidf being found aboard a cutter) were preserved
with scalp intact.
At the first filling of her sails she went over on her side until the

lee deck was under water. I looked around to see where the squall
came from, but no squall was evident. My friend noticing my sui'-

prise said, "She goes down easy until she gets to her bearings, as you
see, but she won't go any further." I mentally hoped not, as I saw
notning loose on deck for a life preserver. She may not go any
further. I thought, but she goes to that point on a slighter provoca-
tion than any boat I ever set my foot on before, and that far she
continued to "go and to stay until the cabin windows were awash and
the Reel must have dried oft' in the sunlight. Standing in the com-
panionway and leaning against the lee side gave me the position of
the leaning tower or a half blown over tree, and was exceedingly
tiresome. For relief I went below to find the cabin floor stand-
ing up edgewise, and as she gave a lurch at the moment I brought
up against her side, nearly standing on my head.
There were a good many boats out sailing and one, a sloop, one of

those despised light rlraft centerboard craft, had the temerity to
walk to windward of us—just think of that; to windward of a cutter;
oh, ye disconsolate, and standing up, passed us, blanketed us, and
was soon half a mile ahead. To think that it should ever be said and
that I should see it; that a so-called skimming dish should have the
cheek (and the legs) to outwind, outsail and out-Herod a cutter. The
boat of all boats, the chosen of our English brothers, who knows it

all, and when we fall down and worship and humbly repeat our form
of prater: "Oh thou who knowest all things and can build better
and faster boats than we, allow us humbly to copy thee in this and
be English in all things, yea, even to turning up the bottom of our
trousers and ejacidating by Jove, you know."
My stay below was short, for to my shame be it said I had to rise

to the sm-face. It reminded me of on one occasion being on board
an English steamer when a young chap in the cabin began to show
positive signs of intense sickness, which the stewardess observing,
called out as she made a dash for him: "You cawn't be sick 'ere,

you know. You cawn't be sick 'ere; sir," to which he as the crisis

came, gasped: "Cawn't I? Cawn't I, though? Just see me.'" Sol
must confess that after the record of a hundred trips by sea and
years of yachting with never a qualm, I had to climb to the surface
for air to save myself from emulating the Englishman.
We returned to anchorage and when all sail was oft' the craft re-

sumed her not normal but semi-occasional position, i. e., when at
anchor.
My friend, glowing with enthusiasm, remarked: "Well, you can't

say she is not a dry boat, anyhow. We never took a drop aboard."
I said: "Dry, I grant you, at least one side of her, the one that was
in the air, arid as water is averse to flying to windward, then follow-
ing curved lines over an object and backward into a cavity, It could
not well reach the cockpit." My friend was evidently disappointed
at my want of appreciation of cutters. I do confess I am likely
to remain in my present benighted condition. The cutter education
in one lesson was a failure. I could not comprehend the beauties of
the system in such a brief time; French without a master would be
easier.

I am sorry to hold opinions so adverse to the theories and teach-
ings of the FoBTiiST AND Stream, but I am still a subject of a call to
the imeonverted.

1 shall build no cutter this year, neither .shall I purchase the
Bodouin or any one of the many for sale. And why for sale? (Do
you know of one that is not?)

I know I am lost forever in the estimation of the editor, and doubt-
less he laments seemg such evidences of my benighted condition-
but doubtless will set it down more in sorrow than anger—and print
under protest my opinions ot cutters, Podoebs.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Wm. A. Slater, of Norwich, Coun., owner of the steam yacht

Sagamore, will build this winter a larger steel yacht, to be 227ff.
over all, -Sgft. beam and I4ft. 6in. draft, with ample coal capacity for
long cruises. She will be bark rigged and will carry water ballast-
The name of the designer is not yet made public, but it is stated that
he is a young man as yet unknown.

A new yacht club by the name of the Pastime has been organized
at Newark, N. .T.. the officers being: Com., FredWeslow: Vice-Corn,,
Henry Duerr; Sec'y, .fohn Leen; Treas., .Toseph Berch; Meas., Henry
Render; Fleet Sui'geon, Dr. McCaft'ary. The club has a fleet of 12
boats ranging from 20 to 40 ft.

Among the steam yachts which will winter at the basin of the Gas
Engine & Power Co., on the Harlem Tliver, are Ti'lie, Viking. Seneca,
Ladoga, Puzzle, Trophy, Osprey, Fl.ving Dutchman, Oriole, Cler-
mont, Reva, Oneida and Satellite.

The Philadelphia Inquirer is responsible for the statement that in
the event of a match being tnade. Lord Dunraven's yacht will be an
enlarged Valkyrie, but with "a greater curve to her buttock and
fetlock lines.""

The report of the loss of the Catei-ina was unfortunately true, the
yacht grounding on Oct. .'5 at 4 A. M ,

only one of her crew of six,
Henry Diaper, the mate, reaching shore.

We call attention to the advertisement of Messrs. Cox & King on
another page. The steam yacht mentioned is one of the finest of
modern boats.

The Canarsie Y. C. closed its season on Oct. 33 with an entertain-
ment at the club house in which a fine chowder played a prominent
part.

The Corinthian Y. C. of California closed the season with a dance
on Oct. 15 and a squadron sail on the following day.

The sweepstakes race of the Michigan Y. C. was started on Oct,
15, Alice Enright beating Princess by 4m.

The Pavonia Y. C. closed the season on Oct. Hi with a clambake at
its .Tersey City house.

Military Kifles in Newark.
NewAbk. N. J., Oot. 23.—The weekly shoot of the First Brigade

Rifle Association was held on the 200yd. ranges at the Shooting
Park to-day under rather unfavorablfl weather conditions, the
light being fitful aTid thf( wind swinging in a tantalizing fashion
from "11" to "2 o'clock." All the members used Springfleld mili-
tary rifles with RafliDgtoa sights aod front-sight covers, the
shooting being done off-hand. Below are the detailed scores:
Priv C H Townsend i i 4 3 4 a i 6 4 4—41

4 43443335 4—41 .44454.5 454 ,5—44
5 44 3 44544 4-4.3 '

54544 5 5 44 4—44
,MajDL Wallace 4 4 5 3 3 4 4 4 5 4—40 .444443343 4-3744433 4 444 3-37 I

3 44433454 4—38 :

Capt H B Schureman 44 3 444434 4—38543333344 3—35
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 3 -39,

Capt G W Churcb 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4-39
Capt WH Howard .4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 3—37'433335434 4-36

'

Townaend used U. M. C. .45-60-400 carbine ammunition, all the
others using Frankford arsenal ,45-5.5-405 carbine.
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iBphrata, Shooting,
Ephbata, Pa., Oct. 16.~Tlie members of tLo North End Bitle

Club held their regular monthly oil' hand shoot last B'riday after-
noon, dietauce 200yds., Standard American target being used.
The weather was all that could have been desired—no wind,
clear, etc. The following scores were made:
LMWiest 6 7 6 5 6 8 9 10 6 5-68

e 5 77 10 «767 8-67
7 7 6 7 6 8 7 1 .5 9-66
8 10 8 9 9 7 7 6 8 10- 80-281

C S Wenger 7 5 5 5 7 9 8 8 6 6—66
7-8 5 10 6 7 6 8 10 9-76
6 87656765 9-65687669898 4—71—378

JSheaffer 9 5 9 6 3 7 7 10 7 7—70797468744 .5-616748 3 7757 9-63
5 5 9 6 10 9 8 10 4 7-73-267

D B Lefover

4

3 6 6 7 4 6 8 5 6-55
6 5 44 5 5448 5-5076645 5 666 4-56
5 7 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 7-60-321

The next meeting will he rest shooting, to be held Friday,
Oct. 28. D. B. Lbfevbk, Sec'y.

Chicago Rifle.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 20—The following scores were made by
members of the Garden City Rifle Team, at their practice shoot,
at Burry and Erickson Gallery, 146 8. Halstead street, Oct. 11. It
was shot off in teams, under the captaincy of Messrs. 0. H.
Hankie and Sorensen. The following scores were shot:

Hankie's Team. Soreneen's Team.
S H Burley 104 54 114-272 Al Sorensen 106 55 110-271
C A Hankie 105 53 106-264 G O Nf jsa 106 50 105-261
J O Marlin 100 46 101—247 A McBeau 110 56 100—266
G W Gibbs 97 47 109-253 .T Polites 99 53 101=253
RMcBean 104 42 104-250 Mrs Thornton 97 r,n 100-250
Th OS Ford 100 45 103-247 FMibohef 98 45 87-231
The sweepstake was won by Mr. H. S. Burley, 117 out of a pos-

sible 130 points, Chicago, Oct. 14.

BTJRT.EY—HANKLE.
Mr, H. S. Burley defeated C. A. Hankie, in a rifle match for $50

a side, on the evening of Oct. 17. The match was shot in Burley
and Eriokson's Gallery, 146 S. Halstead street. The conditions
were open sights, off-hand, 25yds., 150 shots each, at Massachusetts
paper target. Six shots constituted a score, hence there were 35
scores for each, which were as follows:
Burley 65 64 65 67 63 Hankie 60 64 61 57 65

63 69 62 67 63 64 66 .56 67 .59

63 66 67 64 63 67 58 64 61 62
63 67 63 70 64 61 65 *0 64 66
63 64 64 67 61-1617 65 66 63 61 67—1568

Garden City Rifles.

Chicago, Oct. 19 —The members of the Garden City Rifle Team
met lor their regular weekly practice at Burley & Erickson's gal-
lery, 146 South Halsted street, Tuesday evening, Oct. 18.| The
members were divided into two teams, captained respectively by
Messrs. C. A. Hankie and Al Sorenson, and a team match was
shot under the conditions and rules governing their weekly con-
test. The match resulted in favor of Capt. Hankie's team as the
following scores will show:

Hankie's Team.W J Gibbs... 112 .54 109-275
C A Hankie. 105 51 106-262
G O Ve5ja....l02 .55 105-262
J E Long 107 50 106-263
A McBean...l09 57 111—276
Thos Ford ... 94 .50 96—240

A Sorenson 's Team.
A Sorenson.. 103 53 107—263
H S Burloy. . 97 53 108-258
Martin 100 51 87—238
Erickson 104 50 90—253
MrsTbornt'n 93 53 96—340
R McBean...l04 51 1.50-260

J Polites 94.53 88-235-1813 C E Long.... 94 53 88—334—17'-^
A sweepstake followed the team contest, which was won by Mr

A. McBean with a score of 111 out of possible 120 points.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 27.—Reading (Pa.) Shooting Association, sparrow tourna-
ment, an Black Bear Inn.
Oct. 27.—Maplewood (N.J.) Gun Club open tournament, com-

bined with tenth team contest of N, J. Trop-Shooters' League.
Oct. 37-28.—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association tourna-

ment, Newbiirgb, N. Y.
Oct. 27-29—Fulton Gun Club tournament, at Atlanta, Ga.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds.
Nov. 24.—John A. Hartner's sixth annual tournament. Bishop's

Driving Park, Baltimore, Md.

May 33-25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to
purses. A Iso valuable merchandise pri;5ps.

June 12-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association tourna".
ment, at Rochester^

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Some curious combinations are run foul of by those who travel

around the coimtry, and a full share of them come within the range
of the newspaper men who frequent trap tournaments. And some
of these combmations show how easily some people can be imposed
upon. A case in point has reference to a combination gun used by
a West Virginian during the Martinsburg tournament. This man
had a hai-d and close shooting gun, and between events he was heard
to say that "any man wbo shot anything but a Greener would be a
loser." Tom Keller inquired if the speaker used a Greener and re-
ceived an afiftrmative answer, the gun being handed over for his in-
spection. As Tom opened the gun a quizzical look o'erspread his
jolly features, and without saying a word he handed it over to "us''
with the request that we name the make. Without a moment's hes-
itation we said "it's an L. C, Smith." And sure enough it was. It
appears that the owner of the gun had inqm'red for a second hand
Greener, without knowing the difference between that famous
maker's guns and a Winchester rifle. Some enterprising dealer in
second-hand guns being anxious to oblige the prospective buyer had
taken a second hand L. C. Smith gun, and after removing the rib
had fitted on a W. W. Greener rib and had also covered the "Smith
dog" on either lock plate with a small brass plate bearing the word
"Greener," and all these days the poor misguided buyer had been
flattering himself that he was blessed in the possession of an imported
gun.

During the twelfth shoot of the Connecticut State League, at Willi-
mantle on Oct. 11, there was a meeting called to order by H. A. Pen-
rose and a State association was organized. The following offtcers
were elected; J. W. Webb, Willimaniic, President; H. A. Penrose,
New London, Vice-President; Allen Willey, Hartford, Secretary; P.
C. Fowler, Moodus, Treasurer, and a Board of Directors composed of
H. A. Penrose, H L. Edgarton, Willimantic: Mr. Bates, New Haven;
m-. Whittlesey, Hartford, and W. M. Thomas, Bridgeport. The name
of the association is the Connecticut State Shooting Association, and
tournaments -will be held annually. As all the offieers and directors
are active workers they expect to make this association second to
none. Where the first annual tournament of the association will be
held wUl be determined at a meeting to be held within the next sixty
days.

At a meeting of the Lake St. Clair Fishing and Shooting Club at
the Russell House, Detroit, two resolutions were offered, to be passed
upon at the next regular meeting in January. One authorizes the
increase of membership in the club by five, and limits the amount of
their entrance fees. The other provides that the annual dues be in-
creased. The resolutions are intended to provide for the payment of
the club's indebtedness. The board was authorized to re-engage
Steward Dwight L. Whitney for another year. This action will be
received with delight by the members of the club generally, then-
families and friends, for Mr. Whitney has proven by his ten years'
service with the club that he is one of the most able as weU as popular
stewards in the country.

The Essex Gun Club held its monthly shoot on Al. Heritage's
Marion grounds on Oct, 20, there being a fair attendance. The sport
opened with a 5 bird sweep in which Moore killed 5. as did Henry,
Breintnall and Hughes getting 4 each, and Thomas 3. In the club
^boQt at 10 birds per man Heniy killed 10, BreintnaU 10, W«lterfi IQ-



Moore 9, Hughes 7, Morris <, Tnomas ^, Ten-ill 6 and Cromellin 6

The final event was at 5 birds, the scores being: Walter.? 5, Breintnall

5, Moore 5, Thomas 5 Hughes 4, Cromellm 4 anrl Morris 3. Those
who took part in the shoot at JNewton, N, J., on Oct. 18 were treated
to a game dinner in the evening by two memljers of the gun club

who served up 43 woodcock shot by them on the previous day.

The monthly medal shoot of the Syracuse Gun Club was held on
their Croton street grounds on Oct 18 in a very brisk wind. Each
man shot at 50 bluerock targets, the scores being as follows: First

class, Mann 37, HoUoway .3B, Spaugler 33, Becker -31. Mosher 36.

Second class, White 31, Ginty 31, Frazer 3i, tiuRuid 30, Holden 28.

Third class, Dey 26, Harwood" 23. In the shoot ofE the tie for second
class medal, at 10 targets each, Frazer broke 8. Ginty 7 and White 6.

Harvey McMurchy shot at 50 targets and broke 39.

From the Ohio State Jownal: "Poor 'Shorty' Bacon, well-known
to trap shooters in Ohio, is in ill luck. He hired a man to dig hjs

potatoes, and the nired help stole his watch; he attended the Mt.

Sterling, Ky., tournament, got disgusted at the miserable manage-
ment and came home only to learn that his favorite pointer Aos, had
been stolen; he receoitly lost the best horse on his farm by death:
went to the Fiuley shoot and his $9S0 Greener ejector wouldn't work.
Shorty, this is hard luck." .

The Maplewood(N. J.). Gun Chib held its monthly cup and open
shoot on Oct. 23. Each man sjot at .50 singles in the cup contest, the
winner being J. W. Smith, who broke 47. Ferd Tan Dyke broke 45,

E. D. Miller 45, W. E. Hoburt 48, K. H. Breintnall 43, W. Drake 41, O.

Dean 35, S. 'L'illou 35 and J. Van Iderstine 35. In a series of ten target
events, the following imnabers were broken and missed: Dean 35 15,

Van Iderstine 44-16, Breintnall 47-13, Drake 48-12. Parry 8-2, Van
Dyke 28-2, Hobarc 18-2, Smith 27-3.

The Island City Gun Club, of Wheeling, W. Va , on whose grounds
will be held the initial tournament of the West Virginia State Sports-
men's Association, has 25 active shooting membei's and -the most
complete grounds in the State. The club shoots at bluerock targets,

thrown from expert traps by North's electric pull. The club will

arrange to cater to a big crowd on Thanksgiving Day.

The Wessner Gun Club has been organized at Tamaqua, Pa,
Shoots will be held at Wessner's Hotel on the last Tuesday of each
month. Three handsome gold medals, costing $40 each, will be
awarded monthly to the persons makmg the three highest records, to

the fir.st a gold niedal, to the second highest a silver medal, and to

the third highest a silver medal.

The following officei'S have been elected bv the Mount Ki,sco (N. Y.)

Rod and Gun Club: President. George S, Birrell; Vice-President, Al.

Betti; Secretary. Dr. E. Dunn; Treasurer, George Sutton; Manager,
G. V. Birrell; Trustees, .lohn Wood and James Kennedy. The club
starts with 25 active raetiibers and shoots every Monday afternoon on
the grounds of John Martra.

On Nov. 17 a big crowd of experts will assemble at John Erb's -'Old

Stone House" grounds in Newark to take part in an open-to- the-

world sweepstake at 25 live birds per man, $25 entry. The event will

start at 2 P. M., and among the entries are Samuel Castle, C. M. Hed-
den, H. E. Smith, Allen Willey, John Riggott, W. S. Canon and M. P,

Lindsley.

W. R. Hobari's new score sheets are very convenient for clubs.

Each sheet is ruled for 12 scores of 25 shots each, with lines at the

head for date, place, number of eventand squad, amount of entrance

fee and number of moneys. They are put up in pads of hO each, and
With each 100 sheets are supplied three sheets of carbon paper.

The Yale Gun Club, of New Haven, has elected the following offi-

cers: President, P. B. Herita, '93 S.; Captain, P. P. Raudlet, '95; Sec-

retary and Treasm-er, C. Anderson, '94 S The first shoot will be held

at Springfield with the Harvard Gun Club on the day of the football

The initial shoot of the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Associ-

ation for the Pi-otectiou of Fish and Game will attract a big crowd to

Wheeling on Thanksgivina Day. Both live birds and artificial tar-

gets will be used. The members of the Island City Gun Club will do
the husthng.

During the tournament of the West Virginia Sportsmen '.s Associa-

tion there will be contests for both the hve bird and target cham-
pionships of the State. This tournament should occupy two days
instead of one.

"Billy" Wagner, the popular sportsman from Washington, D. C.

,

was in town this week. ••Billy" came on to arrange for the manu-
facture of his new rapid-loading machine, which experts pronounce
the finest in the market.

Jimmy Thompson of Martinsburg is a prominent politician as vpell

as an enthusiast in sporting matters. His influence in the West
Virginia Legislature will greatly benefit the new State Sportsmen's
Association.

John A. Hartner is making great preparations for his annual tour-
nament to be held at Bishop's Driving Park, Baltimore, Md., on
Thanksgiving Day.

The final shoot of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League takes
place to-day on the grounds of the Maplewood Gun Club ]ust above
South Orange.

The secretary of every gun and sporting club in West Virginia is

requested to send his name and address to J. W. Penn, Wheeling, W.
Va.
The target and live bird tournament to beheld at Milwaukee, Wis.,

Nov. 23-26, will be a star affair and will attract shooters from all over
the- country.

A very cleverly arranged catalogue is the one gotten out by the
Wilkesbarre Gun Company, descriptive of the arms made by them.

Chicago, the World's Fair and the world's tournament will be the
absorbing topics in sporting circles during the nest few months.

Al. Heritage says he will hold a tournament at Marion the latter

part of November. There will be one target and one live bird day,

P. G. Moore and J. H. Richmond, of the New Jersey Shooting
Club, have been in Sn.ssex county, N. J., after feathered game.

Ed Landvoight, of the Capitol City Rod and Gun Club, of Wash-
ington, D. 0., has gone ofi" on a deer-hunting trip.

West Virginia chibs and unattached sportsmen should not fail to
correspond with J. A. Penn, VVheehng, W. Va.

During the live-bird shoot at Somervil le two men received scratches
on the face from shot fired by "bushwackers."

The report of the Riverview Gun Ciub tournament, received as we
go to press, will appear in full in our next issue.

The boys were amused at the primitive hook and ladder outfit run
to a fu'e on the first night in Martinsburg.

A "newspaper match" will be one of the attractions during the
November tournament at Marion.

•Ginger and the 12-bore Parker" shot a great race for the cham-
pionship cup at Martinsburg.

The usual weekly shoot at live birds will take place on John Erb's
Newark grounds on Saturday,

Hei'bert Knight and Harry E. Smith, of Newark, have been shoot-
ing ducks in Great South Bay.

The Wheeling, West Virginia contingent "shot out of sight" at
MactiusDurg.

Will Apgar was the life of the party during the live bird shoot at
Somerville.

"Wanda" can talk as strongly as her husband on the subject of
wood powder.

Teed way s "Cotufort Recoil Pad" will be put on the market in a
short time.

Martinsburg trap-shooters are to have a new club house and
grounds.

Newburg, N. Y.. will catch a number of Jerseymen to-morrow.
"Wanda" is very proud of her prize won at Martinsburg.

Go to Newburg to-morrow, even if you cannot go to-day.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Columbus at Indianapolis.
What was doubtless a pleasant little shooting event if shot ac-

cording to programme, is thus set forth In the title page of a high
art, hand-painted folder just at hand from ladianapnlis: "Your-
self and friends are invited to land in Indianapolis 400 years later
than Columbus and enjoy the holiday set aside to commemnrate
his great discovery. An all day shoot at North End Shooting
Club grounds, Moqou Park, Friday. Oct. 21, 1892, beginning at 9:80
A. JNI. Take College avenue- Fall Greek electric care to Nine-
teenth street, thence two squares east."
By the way, the Forest and Stream report of Indianapolis

shoot last week was a scoop. Bat that's nothing.
That Executive committee of the Illinois State Sportsmen's

Association Vrill have two or more members out of town this
week and nest. President Organ must keep after them and catch
them. It is time and more iban time something should be done
about that World's Fair shoot. But let not the public be troubled.
The shoot will be here and It will be a success. Chicago will do it
and do it well. E. Hough.

Watson's Park.
BuRNSiDE, 111., Oct. 13.—The following is the score made here

to-day by tbe South Chii ngo Gun C ub at 30 live pigeons each, for
club medal, und^r new Illinois State rules:
A W Reeves 2121?2211-20121111112—19
L C Willard 121121022212111 1 1212-lS)
Jobn Watson 31111212210031121111—18
P Miller 33110212^a20l21l00l0-15
0 F Templeton Ill('llliin00l00]lll-15
F E WiUard 20211111310211012121-18
Dr Larkin 00121112121111211210—17
in the shoot off between Reeves and L. C. Willaid at 5 birds.

Willard won, killing .5 straight to Reeves 4; Reeves lost his last in
the .5.

Target medal, ?0 bluerocks ea.f>b: MUler 17, Reeves 14, Temple-
ton 12. L. C. Willard 20, F. E. Willard 33, Larkin 6 (out of 21), Dr.
Clf'ment 10 ( ut of 27,.

Oct. 18 —Scores made here to-day by the Chicago Shooting Club
for club medal, 20 livp pigeons each, new Illinois Sfote rules:
Wadsw'thl0?112322232'31113221-19 Watson. ..12222131103322123112-19
Atwater. .211113231 11012231311-19 B Rock . . .31012212012011111111-17
Kleinman221i!2211233212H3110-20
Wadsworih, Atwaterand Watson being allowed one dead bird

each added to nheir score, makes them tie with Kleinman. Tie
will be decided next meeting.

Oct. Audntaon Club, for club medal, 20 live pigaons each,
new Illinois State rules. Only two members showed up:
Felt^on . . . .1211 11303112012201 11—17 Wadsw" th31 101121322333111123-19
This gives Wad.sworth the medal for keeps, he having won it

th" i-fautstie number of times.
(let. 21.—Scores in open swcppstakes at live pigeons, new Illinois

State rules. Three sweeni were shot, eacli at 7 birds, entrance %a,
divided 60 and 40 per cent,:
No. 1:

GKleinman 1213211-7 Capt Anson llll''13-7
A J At .vater . 1322011—6 Patterson 2220310- 5
AW Reeves 2010111-5 W T Best 2010331—5
No. 2:

Kleinman 1113121—7 Patters in 1222311-7
Atwater 2211211-7 Reeves 1201 112-6
Anson 0211232—e Best 1222310-6
No. 3:

Kleinman 1211113—7 Patterson 2133212—7
Atwater 2221312-7 Reeves 3111101-B
Aneon 1211111—7
In shoot-oft" for first. Patterson dropped out on his sixth and

Anson on his seventh; Kleinman and Atwater each killed 9
straight and divided.
The wind up was a SI freene out. Patterson quit on his first and

Reeves and Best on their third; Kleinman, Atwater, Anson and
Hall each killed 7 straight and used up the purse,

IliAVSIIiBIQfe.

A Kansas City Kews Budget.
Kansas City, Oct. 16.—A sensation was created here Friday by

the i-nnouncement that E. D. Fulford had challenged J. A. R.
Elliott for a series of five matches at 100 birds each lor Sl.OUO and
the wing-shot cbamp-'onship. Tnis challenge is the result of a con-
siderable amount of "chewing the rag" between Fulford and El-
I'ott since the former's deieat by the Kansas City man for the
Amerlcmi Field cun, and Fulford's deft is not unexpected. As soon
as the torinal challenge is promulgated Elliott will as formally
accept it. The understanding is that the five races shall take
place in December in five different cities. Fulford naming one
place in the Easr.which will probably be Harrisburg or Pittsburgh
and Elliott one in the West, which will be Kansas City. The
shoot here, however, will not be on the "hillside" grounds, as
Fulford objects to them, but nn some level spot to be mutually
selected. The otner three matches will probably be shot at In-
dianapolis. Cleveland and Cincinnati. It is to be understood that
the winner of a majority of the races is to be styled the champion
and the general impression here is that Elliott will win not only
a m8 jority, but probably all five races.
There have been three club shoots during the past week, the

Kansas City, O. K. and Foresters', each holding their monthly
medal shoots.
The monthly shoot of the Kansas City Gun Club furnished good

sport and brought out a large field.' The birds were a fair lot and
some very pretty kills at long range were made by several of the
members. J. Lee Porter won the medal on a score of 10 straight.
Mr. H. McMurchy. representative of the Hunter Arms Manufac-
turing Company, of Fulton, N. Y., was a guest of the club and
sliot with the club, killing a clean score of 10 birds by some very
pretty shooting. The score was:
J B Porter 0312222123- 9 Frank Graham . . . .132012o031- 7
F J Smith 0222111223- 9 J E Guinotte C020101001— 4
George B Orr oOllOoOlll— 5 H McMurchy 2111121131—10
Oscar Cogswell. . . .3^^32121011— 9 A B Cross 33123^23-'03- 9
J L Porter 311]3n222—10 M Heim 111231o0-23— 8
J W Jackson 1021111011-8 GSchoder 0101131110-7
WSHalliwell ....3112313101-9 W V Rieger OUlOiSllO-

7

E W Hinman 1321331100 8 George Dugan 201ol0120(l— 5
J K Guinotte 1033323333- 9 E J Backer OlOIOOOOOO— 2
Ben Holmes IIOOO-JOOOO- 3 W Crosby .11 10102011- 7
J A Bolen 1020212212- 8 Con Holmes 00001222o0- 4
The Foresters' Gun Club's first medal was won by Victor W.

Floweree, alter an exciting shoot-off with J H. Knoche, Thomas
James and J W Jones, all having lied on 13 out of 15 live birds. L.
S. Mohr won the second medal on 13. The score:
J S Harrison . .0220221-20003333-10 J A Young . . ..003]210200122o2— 9
,r A Moninger.:%o0031212100o0- 7 N Scarritt llSOlOOlloOOllo- 8
L S Mohr 011101111101111—12 F Honyer 02000121 01111 3 i— 7
EW Kinnan...l3]]ol00331olll-ll F J Graham. . .020101100010221— 8
J H Knoche. ...1101l-i2120l3222-13 A A Whipple. .200101103212011—10
Thomas Jame5221103311o32111-13 Vict Flovveree.211221102212012-13
V F Boone o01^3101col2121—10 Frank Grove3.11]0ollo3101331—11
J W Jones 111211111131001-13
The birds shot at by the O. K. Gun Club were a fast lot, and

pretty work was done. J. B, Porter, Oscar Cogswell and Bob Mize
tied on 9, and Porter won the shoot-ofl'. The score:
Bob Miza 12im2o32—9 Lee Porter 2o'31120111—

8

HP Stewart 100002(ril3-5 Billy Everingham. .2010121120 -7
Ed Hickman 1120111013-8 J Thompson 0320303100-5
Qicar Cogswell 1122111101-9 J E Guinotte 2012123110-8
Jim Porter 2203222222—9 William Bryant . 0112101110—7
P J Smitb 210-2112033-8

At a recent meeting of the Missouri Fish and Game Protective
Association, ht^ld at the Shooting Park in this city, with President
Frank J. Smith of the Kansas City Club in the chair, and James
Whitfield as secretary, director W. V. Rieeer prespnted a com-
munication from J. K. Gwynn, Executive Commissioner of tbe
Missouri World's Fair Commission, asking the co-operation of
the members of the State association in securing spei^imens for
an ornithological display for exhibition at the World's Fair. A
resolution was adopted cilling on all members of gun clubs that
are members of the Stale association, and all sportsmen and com-
mission men who handle ganae, to aid in securing specimens of
the birds and waterfowl that inhabit the State of Missouri, and
sportsmen of MisEOuri who are readers of Forest and .'^tkeam
are urged to aid in the work. Snecimeos should be forwardpd by
express as soon as practicable after being killed to Frank Dixon,
taxidermist. No. 16 East Sixth street. Kansas City, Mo., who has
been employed by the World's Fair Ci mmissioners to prepare the
exhibit. The shipments need not be prepaid, as provision is made
for express charges by the Commission. It is desired to ha ve a
pair of each snecimen of bird or waterfowl that makes its home
in the forests, prairies, lakes and streams of the State. After the
World's Fair closes tbe exhibit is to be presented to the State
University Department of Natural Hl.story.

Gun club matters have commenced to interest the local wing-
shots since the weather began to grow cool, and there has been
plenty of shooting during the past week. On Wednesdav last the
Kansas City cup. emblematic of the local wing-shot champion-
ship, was finally disposed of. The cup shoot was first inaugurated
during the winter of 1887-8, the trophy, a handsome silver cup
valued at $250, being presented by a number of prominent citizens
and business men. The original conditions that governed the
race were that it be shot for annually under the old rules then in
force, at 50 birds, 10 singles at 21, 26 and SOyds. respectively, and 10
pairs of doubles, with the understanding that the winner should
be subject to challenge by any member of a Kansas City gun club
at any time during the year.
The inaugural sboot for the cup was hpld Jan. 2, 1888, and in the

main shoot Ed Bingham and W. B. Twitchell tied on 43 out of 50,
and the former won in the shoot-ofl'. Bingham defended the cup
successfully during 1888, beating tour challengers. He defeated
W. B, Twitchell on Pea. 33. hy a score of .'17 to 30; J. E. Riley on
March 29, by a score of 37 lo 35; the late Drury Underwood on
AprU 19, hv a score of 36 to 29, and Frank J. Smith on May 34, by
a score of 38 to 26.

In January, 1889, the conditions were changed, making it a 80
bird race: 20 singles and 5 pairs and to be shot for quarteily. Oa
January of that year, W, M. Anderson won the cup on a straight
score of 30 kills in a good field of wing shots. In April, J. A. B.

' Elliott commenced to show champioaship form and after tieing

Ed. Bingham on 36, shot the latterout for the trophy. The follow-
ing July, Andy E. Thomas won the cup on a score of 39 out of 30
in hot company. In October there was a lively shoot for the
honors, and Frank Parmalee, of Omaha, a gue.st of the gun clubs
made the best score, 29 out of 30, bur the cup being a local trophy
went "to James Anderson who was next biiii.est with a score of 28.
Ed. Hickman won it in January, 1890, on a score of 27, and James

E. Biley took it in April on the same score. In July, James A.
Bolen, who won the cup at the final shoot last Wednesday, cap-
tured the trophy on a straight score of 30 birds, and in October
James B. Porter won it on 28
The condiriong were again c'nanged in January, 1S91. There was

a scarcity of birds in January, and it was shot for at 20 single",
Ed. Chouteau winning on a score of 19, and it was then deoirieri
that a 25 single bird race, American Association rules, should hen -

after govern the cup race. On April 3 J. Lpe Porter won it on p,

score of 34 out of 25. On July 13. Ed Hickman won the cup on J.T

straight, and successfully defe- de l it twice more in succession bv
scores of 34 in October and 23 in .January, 1892, and by reason of
having won it three times consecutively, he claimed the Lefevpr
diamond medal which followed tbe cup. Thr mgh Charlie Smt-l-
zer, Lpfever's local representa ive. he was awarded the medal, but
his right to that trophy is disputed on the ground that the con-
ditions requirpd it lobe won three nmes in one year, wliereas
one of Hicuman's victories was in 1892, and the other two in 1891.
In April of this year, Fred 0. Maegley won the cup on 33, and in
Julv, Jim Elliott won it after a hot race with Lte Porter, They
killed their 25 straight and EUiott was forced to kill 10 more
straight to win.
The interest in the cup shoot having lagged by reason of the

difficulty of any one winning it three times m one year in order
to make it his personal property, a meeting was called of those
interested in the cup. and it was decided to hold a final shoot for
it and t*ie winner take it. The date set was Wednesday, Oct. 13,
and although the weather was anything but favorable there were
14 entries for the prize, and it was won by Jas. A. Bolen on a
score of 34 out of 25,ftnd the birr) lost was an easy hovering incomer
that fell dead out of bounds. The wind blew a gale across thw
traps from south to north, and while the birds were not natnrallv
a particularly fast lot, being rather slow towing, they went off
with the wind at a terrific gait when they did spread their wing!=,
and it took quick work to get them. The birds were rather an
uncertain lot and made the race an open one, but the wind held
strong during the entire afternoon and there was little advan-
tage on an average. There was some particularlv brilliant work
done at long range by J. B. Porter, Lee Porter, Walter S. Halli-
wel], Frank Graham and Geo. Youmans. The veteran James H.
McGee judged the shoot and Jamps Whitfield was the oflficial
scorer. The following is the detailed score of the shoot:
Trap score type—Copyright, /sa.'^, hy Fo-mat and Stream Publishing Co.

J B Porter o223221o21003 0 20 0 22031o0 2—15

T.^, t-;>^.->^i'£•H^t^ii;"^t^^H-^^'^-»-*->
J A Bolen 2231113o2212122232112212 2—24

W S Halliwell. ... 123211o2322o02 2 1 o 3 23102 0 2-19

E H'ckman .01]23o01022103111]211131 2-?fl

H <- T 'N ^S- H MH \->->H ^\N \ ?
F J.Smitli 00330 3 2202032302 Sloo222o 0—15

T J Higgins o0o3011 2 0 3 0110000001loo3 0—10

J L Porter 3012 20211 2 ol2ollloll2 2 00 2-18
'^W -> ^ \ /\ i T t -> T 4 \^

J K Guinotte 22o232S22232202322220223 2-23
\\ \^ \->'\i/-*^;^->-»\,->4,->i^\i i \H<-<-

F K Hoover 2a 3 0 21003202220o0010 2 111 0-15

F G Graham 0 1 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 1 2—17

G M Gordon. . .. 3 3 2133o33 2 31 0 11oo3020003 3-17

G Youmans...... 20o3o33133 0 2201211ol] 0 00 U-15

J E Guinotte 10210211011113120103 lOol 0-17
^tH 1^H*^t 4 -^^i \N is' i^' \ ti

G Jones Illlllloo3101ol3301 2 2111 0-19
WH1TFIKT.D.

Somerville Bluerocks and Pigeons.
The tournament of the Somerville (N. J.) Gun Club held on

Oct. 19-20, was a fairly successful affair as tournaments are now
figured. On the opening day the attendance numbered a dozen,
including '•Dutchy" Smith and Neaf Apgar, of Plainfield; Enocn
Miller, of Springfield; Seymour Smith, of Plainfield; W. S. Bishop,
of White House, and Tom Brantingham, of Plainfield. Bluerock
traps and targets were used. Atier the seventh event Miller,
Apgar and Charley Smith were obliged to sfaoot from unknown
traps and were given the long end of the game at that, but little

attention being paid to the rulings of the indicator. The result
was that early in tbe afternoon they drew out and left for home
as did several others. The scores of the da.y's work are here
given, the events in order being as follows: Nos. J, 3. .5, 7, 8 and 9.

10 singles. $1 entry; Nos. 3 and 6, 15 singles, $l..*iO entry; No. 4, 20
singles, 8'^ entry:
No. 1: Miller 9, Manning 9, Apgar 9, "Dutchy" 8, Smith 8,

Force 5,

No. 3: Smith 9. Miller 9, Manning 8, "DtttcUy" 8, Apgar 8,

Force 4, Voorhees 3.

No. 3:

C Smith 111111111111010—13 N Apgar 111111111111111—15
Smith 100100111110111—10 E D Miller 011111111111111—14
FCreeley lOlllOllOOOlOOl— S Houston OlllllOOlliKilffli- ,s

Manning 010111111110101—12 Dr Voorhees . lOlKWl lOIOdOOO- 0
No. 4:

Apgar. . . . nilomUlllllllOl 1-18 Branting-
Milier. . . . liniliminil 1101 1-19 bam 11111111111111111110- I'.l

C Smith.. 11111111 111111111111-20 S Smith.. 111101 100111 11 111111-17
Manning..00101111011101111111-15

No. 5: Dutchy 10. Apgar 9. Miller 9, Manning 9. Force 9, Creely
8, Smith 8, Brantingham 8, Voorhees 6, Dicky 4.

No. 6:

C Smith 111111001011111-12 Brantingham .111111111111111-15
Miller lllllllilllll 11-15 Dynamite 111101111111001-13
Apgar 111111111111111-15 S Smith 011111111101111-13
Manning 111111111111101—14
"No. 7: Brantingham 10. Apgar 10, Dutchy 9, Voorhees 9, Hous-

ton 9, Miller S, Bishop 7, Dynamite 7. Manning 5.

No. 8: Bxpfris—Miller 9. Dutchy 8, Apgar 8 Amateurs—Voor-
hees 8, Bishop 7, Dynamite 7, Brantingnam 7, Creely 7, xVIanning 6,

Houston 4.

No. 9: Experts—Dutchy 8, Miller 5, Apgar 5. Amateurs—Creely
8, Re-dding8, Brantingham 7, Dynamite 7, Bishop 6, Voorhees 5,

Mannings, Smith a.

TJic Second Day's Shontina

was at live birds, under American Shooting Association rules.
The birds were a fairly good lot and were assisied in tbeir flight
by a strong wind. Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Lindsley, of Honoken; W. 0. Apgar, of Frpuohtown; E. Shepherd,
.1, D. Voorhees and J. S. Force, - f Bound Brook; Dr. P. J. Zeglio
and S. S. Zeglio, of Warrenville; M. fl. Eupell, nf Milford; Geo.
Baldwin, of St. Paul, Minn.; Dan Terry, of Plainfield, and R. Mil-
burn, of Pattenburgh.

J . S Zfgllo was referee. The several events resulted as below.
The events in ordt-r were as follows: No. 1, 4 p'geons, $3 entry,

3 moneys; No. 2, 5 pigeons, $5 entry, 4 moneys; No. 3, 7 pigeons,
ST entry, 4 moneys: No. 4, 8 pigeons, S8 entry, 4 moneys; No. 5,

5 pigeons, $o entry, 3 moneys; No. 6, miss and out, $2 entry, one
money:

Nn. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Lindsley 333'^ -4 31193-5 02213-22-6 2330-2223-7 11102-4
George 1110-8 11111-5 1111112-7 11120122—7 1110'2-4

p.lay llo3—3 11111—5 •3oll2o2-n 22012202-6 21210-4
Creely 1201-S 11311-5 1111231-7 31111311-8 11331-fl
DrA^oorhees 1313-4 12211-5 1133303-6 00221010-4 10113-4
Mart 02ol—2 10''03—2 -

Terry 21ol}-2 11001-3 Olo3120-3 11110-4
Douglass llo1)-3 21203-4 0131101-5 10113-4
"Wanda" 01-211-1 210-^100-4 01110-3
M H R 03200- 3 02ol213—5 200T2210-6 20031—3
Apgar 01130 - 3 0202323-6 33311233-8 12011-4
Hazard - S201133-3-7 12000-3
Forcp oil 11221-7 203--1-4

J D Voorhees 20120021-5 10^10-3
Shepherd 210M121-6 01130-3
Mlllburn 01110-3
No. 6:

Lindsley 23212o Apgar 212121
George 111211 Milburn 15210

' MHR 0 Creely ISllSg
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GREAT SHOOTING IN WEST VIRGINIA'

State Association Formed.
About eiffliteen miles helow historic HaTper's Ferry lies the

p'ciuref-quH town of Martinsburg, county seat of Berkeley
counts'. West Virginia, and liere on Oct. 18-19. was held a trap
shootine tournament that will lorg be renumbered as one of the
most pleasing and thoroughly en.ioj able affairs that has ever been
held in that section. The affair was a gra,nd success, not on ac-
count ot the number of enwies or the Tiumbt r of targets thrown,
but from The fact that froniptart to finish everything worked
smoothly without a jar between the management aud thecoij-
testautf; the promists of the manageicent were fulfilled to the
lattei; the list of entries comprised the names of shooters from
over a dozen different places, and above all everybody was in a
Columbus Day humor and bound to have a good time. In this
endeavor they succeeded admirably.
Martinsburg has a population of close on to 10.000, and is one of

the most thrif ing towns in the easfern Sfclion ot the State, bavins:
extensive manufacturing interests and a cla'^" of business men
who are fully up to the requirements of the times. A number ol
its streets are well paved with macadam. The scerery in th(
vicinity is fine as it is in all parts of the Shenandoah Valley of
which this section is a part.
The shoot was held on the base-ball grounds situated on a higl'

piece of cleared land about a mile and a half from the depot aur
from here could be obtained a clear view of the Bluf Ridgr
Mountains, while away off in the distance could be faintly seen
the Shenandoah Range. The shooting was done from one set oi
five traps, two Keystones and three bluerocks. The traps wetr
placed about 40yds. in front of the old baseball grand stand. In
front of the stand was a restaurant bootb whern soft stuff and
solids were dispensed. To the right of this was a large wall -ten)
for the use of the shooters. On the left was the secretary's otHct
and black-board stand.
This shoot was supposed to be a combination affair umlerthp

management of a committee of sportsmen representing Martins-
burg, W. Va.. Hagerstown, Mfl., Oharlestowa, W. Va., Win-
chester, Va., Shepherdstown. W. Va., Plainfield, W. Va , Tusea-
rora, W. Va., and Staunton, ^'a. When it came down to a busi-
ness point, however, the work devolved upon the reprepentatives
from Martinsburg and Wincbester, tne others failing to
materialize. The labor of arranging detaUs and carrying the
affair to a successful issue was done by James P. Thomuson and
R> C. Burkbart, of Martinsburg; Harry W. McVicar, .lohn Mil-
ler and George W. Haddox. of Wincheste?; and James That-cber,
of Tuscarora. The clerical work, such as arranging and dif-
tribuiing programmes, arranging prizes, attending to the taking
of entries, division and paymf^nt nf purses, was all done by that
prince of good fellows James F. Thompson, who also went down
in his pockets for the necessary cash with which to carry on the
affair.
The grounds are admirably adapted for target shooting, being

perfectly free and open, giving the sky for a foreground. It was
a few moments after 9 A. M. on the 18!h when the first shot was
fired and at that time there w s a good number of shooters on
hand. There was Arthur W. Du Rray, tbe ever welcome and
always popular Southern representative of the Parker gun, who
had with him the self same smile and pleasant manner as of old

,

and who opened the eyes of the talent by the manner in which
ni8 "Iti-bore Parker" pulverized the target^. Shooting under
expert rules, he and his little gun held their end up m great
shape.
Then there was jovial Milt Lindsley and "Wanda." full of the

food points of American wood powder, and who were in a jollv
umor despite their SSo-mile ride from the wilds of Hoboken and
a subsequent two-hour search for a hotel, said search being made
after 2 a.. M. on this morning.

Flitting here and tbere with a pleasant word for everybody was
"Tee Kay" Keller, of Plainfield. From Wheeling, W. Va,, were
a jolly crowd, comprising J. A. Penn. G. W. Lemmon, J, E.
Wright, E. C. Meyer, R. B. Burt and M. Dinger, a fast-pa CFd lot
of shooters from the Island City Gun Club and prime hustlers for
the sport in all sections. It will he remembered that Penn, Lem-
mon, Meyer, Wright and Burt compri.sed the team that won flist
place in the team match at Atlantic City, N. J.. Julv 5. They
are a jovial lot of sportsmen and popular wberever thev roam.
From Winchester came C. F, Nelson, G. W. Haddox, J. H. Had-

dox, H. W. McVicfeer, John Mdler, L. L. Seals, P. Polhemus, H.
H. Baker, L. 0. Miller and R. S. Baker, all active in the shoots of
the Winchester Gun Association and good shots.
The Martinsburg contingent comprised Jas. T, Thompson, R.. C.

Burkhart, .las. Burkhart and L. C. Gerling.
The programme was a good one both as to numbers of targets.

Mrs. M, F. Lindsley "WANDi''). M. F. LLNDSL&r.

entry fees and prizes. The entire entry fee in each event as well
as a generous amount of added money went to the shooters, the
targets at 2 cents each being extra. This made somn nice pots
The mostinteresting event of the day was The one at 35 singles

per man, for 20 contribut'--d merchandise prizes. During the day
some good scores were rolled up despite the ''act tLiat a. trouble-
some wind held sway. The sbQotingwas keot tip nnti] after 5
P. M., when all hands started for supper. The majority of the
visitors put np at the LeClair Hotel.
Below will be found the results of the day's wort:

The First Day.

No. 1, ID singles, SI entrv, $5 added: A. DUbrav' 8^ J. P. Had-
dox 6. G. W. Haddock 10. H. W. McNicar 7. J. S\ Mill<^r 6, M. F.
Undsley 8. Tee Kav 8. Peon P, K. B. Cornbs 1, Polhamus 7, F. O.
Miller 5, H. Baker 7, Wigginton 6. R. C. Bukis o, W. H. Lengue 4,
F. O. Burkhardt 7, L. h. Seals 4. L. Miller 8, Sun Perch 7, George
Baker 7, C. F. Nelson 5, Lemon 8.

No. 3, 15 singles, S1.50 entry, $10 added:
Eyperts.

Lindsley 101011101111111—12 J A Psnn. ... . .110100011111111—11
KeUer 111011111111011—13 G Haddox....'. lOlOinOlUlOtTO- 0
J Miller 101001111001111-10 Mc Vicar 111111111110111-14
DuBray 100111111111111—13 J Haddox 111110111112110-15

H Baker 101100111101111—11 J Bowers 001101011010111— 9
Nelson OlOlllOlOOlllOO- 8 Lemon 111101111111111—14
R Burkhardt.. 10000111111 1000- 8 J E Wright.. .-101101011111111-12
F Miller lOlOlOllOinOiJl— 9 R B Burt limilliun 11-15
W)ggingtOD...01010IOnOG0011— 7 E CMeyers... .011111111111011—13
F Burkhardt. .111010110100101— 9 M Dinger 111111011111001-12
P Hammond. .011111111000111—11

No. 3. 10 singles. $1 entry, S5 added. Experts: Lindsley 9, Kel-
ler 6, Du Bray 9, J. Haddns 7, Peun 15, McVlcar 8. Nelson B. Meyers
8. G. Haddox S. Burt 7, Lemon 8 Amateurs: Sun Perch 5, Wig-
gingron ,8, A I Weaver 8, Wrig ht 9, J. Mills- r 7. Polhemus 8, Dinger
S.XiJ. Baker fi, Seal8 4, F. BurKhardc 3, F.Miller 5, H. Baker"), R.
BurkhardV li, L. Miller 9.

No. 4, 20 singles, f3 entry, 815 added:
Experts.

Lemmon..01llllllini01111110-17 Lindsley .10111100110111101110-14
Penn 11011110011111111111-17 Keller.... 11111011 llllHOlllOl-ll
J Haddos.llOUIlll 101101111011-15 Nelsnn . . ..'001010O111101Olfl011-ll

McVicar..10111010111111011011-1 5 DuBray . .011110100001110100011- 9

Burt 1 1001111010111110111-15 Meyer. . . OUlllOOlOUlOllllU-lo
Dinger... 03110100111111111000-13 G HaddoxlllllOOlUOlOlllllllO-14
Wright. . .11110111111111101111-18

Amateurs.
Miller. . . - 11111011110110110110-14 JThatcherOOniOOOOlOOOOlOOOOO- 5

H Baker..OOOOrJ111031010011010- 8

Penn, Wheeling, secretary, and W. GoBhorn, Charles Town, treas-
urer.
It was decided that the list ot vice-preaidents shotild oomptise

one from each club in the State. ,

.

The secretary was instructed to correspond with the secretanefl

of all sportsmen's clubs in the State asking them to join the asso-

ciation and to co-operate in the carrying ovit of its objects. He
was also instructed to request each club to elect a member to rep-
resent it as .a vice-president of the association.
The election of a board of directors and other necessairy officers

was laid over until a later date.
The members of the clubs present paid each an assessment to

SHOOTRPvS AT MARTINSBURG.

No. 5, merchandise shoot, 25 singles, birds only:
Experts.

Kfiler lOUllllOOUl 100011111011—18

Lin d sley 01111010111 llllUllOOOl 01—19
G Haddox lOllOOlllOllOllllOllOlOll—17

F Miller 1100101111101001101001011—15

Lemmon 1101111111111001101111111-21

Polbemus 11 lOOOniOllOOUOin 1)01110-14

I P Haddox.... 1011111011111111110110110-20

Mevers lllllCl 1111001 11110111111—21

L Miller 0101010101110010000111111—13

McVicar 0111110011111111111111001-20

Wright 0111111111101101101111111-31

Penn 0001111111111111111111111-22

Bur t lllOOlOflOlOllOllOUOl 000—14
HB aker 1110110000001001101110001—12

Amateurs.
F Burkhart IIOOOIOOOOIOIIOCOIOOOOOII— 8

L L Seals 1111110010110101001011010-15

J T batcher 01 0111000011001 001 101 0101—11
Wiggington lOlOlOOlOUOli 01011001011—12

R Burkhart 1111110010110000011101011—15

Dinger 1111111101110011111001111-2(1

L =s gue OlOOOOll 1100001001 OoillOl-lO
J Miller 1111111110011101(10111111-20

G Baker 110111Q0001101111Q001111 1-16
Sun Perch 1010110011111100100011111-16

Bowers .0001110100000100010110001- 9

Nelson .... . ...1100101110110111101011111—18

"Wanda'' 0100100100011101101000001—10

No. 6, 15 singles, $1 50 entry. $15 added:
Expert.

Keller 011111111111101—13 Penn .. 011111111101110-12

Lindsley 111111001100111—11 Lemon 011011100101011— 9

Du Bray 101111111111011-13 iVTcVicar 111111001111111—13

G Haddox . . . .011000111111110-10 J Haddox 110010011011111—10

Wright 110110111101111-12 Dinger 011110001011110- 9

Meyers 111111111110100—13
Ama'eur.

Nelson llllOOlUOOini-ll J Miller. 111110110101111-13
Baker 000100011000110— 5 F Miller 011111101110111—12

Burt 100011101111111-11 Sua Perch lOUOlOOlllllllO- 9

Polhemus 011010111001000— 7

No. 7, 25 singles, »3 entry, $25 added:
Expert.

Keller 1111110101111111110111001-20
Lindsley 1011111111001000101111 110-17
Wright .11 11 1 1110011 13 1010111111 1—21
Penn lllllllininmillOlUOl—23
Du Bray. 1111111111001011011111011-20
Mever ..0111010110110111101101111-18

G W Haddox 11111111111101010111011110-19
Br ker 0111100001001 II 00 10011000—10
Mc Vica r lUOOlOl 11 ItjOllOlll 111010-17
J P Haddox 0111011111110111111110110-20
Lemon 0111110111101111101100011-18

Amateur.
Nelson 1011 00001 Oil Oil COlllOOOlO—12
Burt 1111111110111111011111111—23
J S Miller 0111111111011111111111111—23
Dinger Oil 1111111 1 10010111 00111 1—19
No. 8. 10 singles, $1 entry, SIO added. Experts: Keller 7, Lindsley

8. Penn 10. Wright 10. DuBray 8, iMcViear5, J. P. Haddox 9, G.
W. Haddox fi. Lemon 4. Bun 7, J. S. Miller 9. Amateurs: Nelson
5, McKinseyS, F. Burkhart Meyers 8, Pol heuius 4, R. C. Burk-
bart 7, Sun Perch 5, L. Miller 6. F. O. Millar 6, G. M. Baker 5, L.
L. Leal 4. Dinger 7, J. Thatchei 4. H. Baker 3.

No. 9, 1.5 singles, $1.50 enti-y. $15 added:
Experts.

Keller 111111111111111-15 Wright 110111111111110-13
Lindsley 111111000311011—10 G W Haddox.. Ill 111001001111—11
Penn 111111110111101-13 J S Miller 111011111111111-14
.T P Haddox....111111111111111-15 McVicar .11111 lltllinill-14
DuBray 001110 lUOlOlUO- 8 Myers 111011110111110-12

Amateurs.
Lemon 11 1011101111001-11 H Baker 0001 001 (dlOlllO- 7

Burt 110111101110011—11 Dinger 111101111101111-13
Nelson Ill 01111 001 0 101-10 L Miller 011110111110101—11
Sun Perch 110100001110111- 9 E C Burkhart. Hill lOOOllOOOl— 9

Polhemus ClOllllOOOOOOll— 7
Extra No. 1, 10 singles: M. h\ Lindslev 9. G. W. Lemon 6, G. W.

Haddox 8, J. P. Haddox 9, J. A, Penn 9, W. H. Leaaue 6, G. Pol-
hemus 6, C. F. NeltonS, H. W. MoVicar 10, H. B. Baker 3, T. H,
Keller 7, J. S. Miller b, A. W. DuBrav 6, F. O. Miller 0, P. W.
Miller 4, R, O. Burkhart 4, L. L. Seal 4, G. M. Baker 3.

A STATE ASSOCIATION FOBMBD.

In the evening, pursuant to a suggestion thrown out at the
ground quite a party went to the residence of James F. Thompson
for the, purpose of holding a meeting to discuss the feasibility
of forming a State sportsmen's association. In response to an in-
vitation from Mr. Thompson, A, W. DuBray, T. li. Keller, H. "\V.

McViear and H. H. Baker also attended.
The meeting was called to order bv Mr. Thompson. Mr. Penn

acting as secretary. Dr. Myers stated that the sportsmen of West
A^rginia were very much in need of a State association which
would look after the protection of its fish and game interests,
prevent fishing aud shooting out of season and see that the
waters were kept stocked with flsb, and that such association
cotild also lend material aid to trap-shooting intensfs. He stated
also that there was no better time than the present for tlie lormp-
tion of such an asscciatior. as it was the opening of the game
season when everyone was interested in the sport and would lend
a helping hand. Another point in favor of immediate formation
was tha.t the Legislature was about to meet and consequently
necessary fish and giime laws should be formulated at once.
Messrs. Dinger, Wright, Bnrt, Thompson, Lemmon and Penn

also spoke in favor of immediate »ction.
In response to an invitation Messrs. DuBray, Keller and the

Forest .\nd Stream also scoke on the subject, et couraging the
formiition of an association which should take in all clubs and
individual sportsmen in the State.
Dr. Myers then moved that ibose present form an a.ssociation

to be kiiown as the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association
for the Protection of Fish and Game. The motion was carried.
Jaaies F. Thompson, Martinsutirg, was elected president; J. A. '

cover the expense for notices, etc.. to be sent out by the secretary.
Before adjournment a discussion was held on the advisability

of holding a tournament and business meeting at an early date,
and it was finally decided that this would be best. On motion it

was therefore decided that a tournament at targets and live birds
should he held on the grounds of the Island Citv Gun Club, at
Wheeling, on Thursday, Nov. 24 (Thankf=g''ving Day); that at 8

o'clock on the evening of that dav the State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion should hfdd a meeting to perfect the organization and elect
rfflcers to fiU all vacancies; that the secretary should request
every sp'irtsmen's club in the State to send delegates to said meet-
ing and that all sportsmen who were not members of clubs should
also be rt quested to attend.
This closed the business of the evening, and after a vote of

thanks bad been tendered to Mr. Thompson for his hospitality to
the sportsmen present, the meeting adjourned to mfet at Wheel-
ing on Nov. 24.

It has been my privilege of late years to attend a great many
meetings of sportsmen, but never before have I seen business
trnnsaeted with such dispatch as on this occasion. It was 7:25
when the party entered Mr. Thompson's house and just 8;30 when
they said "good night" to their host, the discussion, organization
and election having occupied about an hour.
That this association is destined to be a success and to greatly

benefit the sportsmen and their interests in the State cannot be
doubted. Although organized by trap-shooters, the premier
objects of the organization will be the protection of lish and
game and the carrying through of such legislative measures ss
will be the most advantageous to sportsmen in general. In
return for this the lovers of trap-shooting will, as a matter of
course, expect some support in the development and advance-
ment of their favorite pastime. The promoters of the scheme
are all entl usiasts in sporting matters and it is hoped that
every club and every sportsman in West Virginia will assist them
and attend the meeting in Wheeling on Nov. 24.

Wednesday, the Second Day.

The attendance on this day was not quite as heavy as on Tucf-
day, but the shooting was spirited. The early morning was
clear but toward 11 o'clock huge black clouds appeared and every
indication pointed to a heavy storm. Along about 12 o'clock,
however, the wind began to blow a gale and from that time until
the shooting was ended the targets flew in all conceivable wava.
Every once m a while there would be a lull in the wind and the
boys would begin to flatter themselves that, they would be able
to stand easy when along would come a cyclonic blast that would
almost take them off their feet and would send clouds of dust
across the field and into the shooter's eyes. It was hard shoot-
ing weather, as the scores will show.
There were several interesting events scheduled for the day,

one of them being a contest for teams of five men each, $5 entry
per Team, with $10 added. The management made a mistake by
putting this on as the second event of the morning, the result
being that as a number of the shooters were not yet on hand oniv
two teams entered. Had this race been billed for the middle of
the afternoon it would probably have drawn out four teams.
A mistake was also made in shooting a 25 -target contest for a

silver cup in the morning. This cup, which was a very hand-
some article, was presented by Jas. F. Thompson. The entry
fee was the price of the targets. "Tee Kay" Keller started the
ball rolling by breaking 22 targets, a big score under the circum-
stances and one which was expected to win. Wright, of Wheel-
ing, however, afterward put up a score of 23, being followed by R.
B. Burt with 23. Even this was not enough to win. as the combi-
nation of "Ginger" (iVl. Dinger, of Wheeling) "'and a 12-bore Parker
sun" succeeded in crushing 24 targets, the result being that the
smiling little Wheeling bov is owner of the pretty cup and of the
title of "champion of the U jited States" (Wheeling included)
The next important race was one at 20 targets each for a number

of merchandise prizes, including a silver loving cup. The cup
became th^ property of R. B. Burt.
Dtiring one of the heavy blows that I have mentioned the wind

demolished -a ^temporary stand alongside of the shooters' tent,
scattering the lumber in all directions, but fortunately injuri&g
no one.
Despite the fact that over half of the towns interested had

failed to send shooters to the scene, the tournament was a pro-
nrunced success, and one wh'ch reflects creditably upon the en-
thusiist5 who wete in charge.
The scores of the second day are here given in detail.
No. 1, 15 singles, $1.50 entry. $5 added:

Experts.
Wright 111010111110110-11 Keller lllOllllllOIlll-lS
DuBray llltlOOllOllOOOl- 8 J S Miller..,. ..110101101110011-10
Penn lOlOllUOtlOllll—10 McVicar 111011111111110-13

Amateurs.
Dr Myers 101101100100110- 8 Lemon, 111110111111101—13
G W Haddox.. lllOlOiniOOlll—U Dinger 110110111111100-11
JP Haddox... lllliniinilll—15 Burt 101111110101110—11
Lindsley 011101010100101- 8
Ko. 3, 5 men team, 15 singles each, 85 entry, $10 added:

Wheeling Team. Winchester Team.
Burt 110111110010111—11 McVicar.. 111101111101111—13
Lemou... .011010111101101—10 G Haddox. 111111111111111—15
Myers 111111111110111-14 Keller 110110111111111—13
Penn .111011111101101—12 S Ha-ldox..111111011111101—13
Wright. . .

.111111111111011-14-61 J Miller.. ..111111101111011—13—67
No. 3, 10 single?, $1 entry, $6 added: Experts: Keller 9, Lindsley 8.

DuBray 3, J. P. Haddox 5, Meyer 7, Wright 7. Burt 8. McVicar 6,
Penn 4, Lemen 6. Amateurs: Polhemus 3. J. Miller 8. R. Burkhart
Met re 3, F. Burknert 7, Sun Perch .3, Dmeer 9, H. Baker 7.
No. 4, championship cup race, 25 singles, entry birds only-

Keller 11111111 10111111011111110—32
Lindsley .1010001111111001110110111-16
Polhamus inilOlOOOlOOOiiOUlOlOOlOO—11
R. C. Burkhart -...0000101001100011010000001— 8
Myers 11 0111 11 1 0111011110001111—1

9

.L Miller 1011fll0110100H1011110010-15
F. Burkhart OOlOOlOOOlOOlOLOOOOO w.
DuBray 0011110011101010110111101-16
H. Baker 110100001001010 w.
McViear- IICOOIUO w.
Sun Perch -.1100110101100110111101100-15
J. P. Haddox loOUlltilHO w.
Burt mill iniioiiiiiiomm-23
Lemon lllOllll 11101110100111011—19
Dinger , lJlUOlHimmuuniH-24
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Penn lllllOOllOlOinillin lOU 20
Wright iiiiniioniiinuiniooi—
Bowea nnOOOOlOlOlOiOOOOlOO w.
Moore 000 w.
No. 5, merchandiBe shoot, entry birds only:

Byoerts.
KeJIer . . . JOlllllin 1100111101-16 JPHadd'x01HH11010111]00100-14
LinHsley..lll0110]0110U010100-13 Lpinon. .. .11100011011111111111-16
McVicar. OOlOOlOlOllinillOlOl-11 Burt linillOOOOOlllllOin-13
Penn 11 0110111111111 11010 -16 DuBray. ..11001111011111001111-15
Myers . . . .11111101111111111111-19 J Miller. . .10010111100100011100-11
Polhemus 10100001001010111010- 9 Dinger. . ..01011111111111111110-ir

Sun PerchfllOlOlOllOOOOlOOlOO— 8 FB\"irkh'tl0001100010000''OOf>00 - 5

H Baker. OOOOOOUlOOdlOlOlOll- 8 ?loore 00110000001000010101— 6
Wanda... .00100100000111010110- 8 J Catro\v..l001100110Ullini000-U
R Burkh'tllOOimilOraoiOOlOl—13 Halsey. . ..01001011101101100100-10
Tbatohpr.llOllOlOOlOOOUOOOlO- 9
No. 6, 20 singles, %2 entrance:

Experts.
Keller ... 10111110110110111001-14 McVicar., 00010001101111100101—10
Lindsley.. 01000111100001111001-10 Dinger... 11110011100111010110-13
Penn 10010011010101110001—10 Letnon. . ..lOlOllllOllOOllOllU—]4
Wright... .11000010101111011110-13 J Miller . .llllllOllOlOllUOOOl-li
J Haddox.11111110101010111000—13 Dubray . . .11101110100110110110-13
Myers ....01110111111110011110-1.5 Wright. . .11111111100110110000-13
Burt 11111111001111001100-U

McClellanlOOlOlOOOOlOllOllOlO - 8 Polhemus 00010010101111011111-13
H Baker..11000001)100010000101- 6

No. 7, two-men »6»m8. 16 singles each, S5 entrance:
Wright. . . .111111110110101-13 Lemon 111101111101111-13
Myer 111111110111111-14-26 Penn 010110000110100- 6-19
J Haddox.llimmOOlOlO-11 Bert 111111111010111—18
McVicar.. .011111011111001—11—32 Dinger li 011010 1001110— 9—33
Keller 101011111001011-10 i:)uBray.. .111110101101111-12
J Miller....lllllllOUOOllO-n-Sl Lindflley. ..100101000111000- 6-18
No. 8, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Experts: Keller 7, Lindaley 5,

Myers 6, McVicar 4, Wright 10, Haddox 8, J. Miller 6. Burt 9,
Lenion 4, Du Rray .5, Dinger 8. Amatenrs: Moore 3. McClellan 6,
Polhemus 6, R. But khart 6, Sun pprch 4, P. Burkhart S, Penn 4,

No. 9, 15 singles, $1.50 entry. $10 added:
BxpBrts.

Keller 101111001011111-11 Burt 111111011110111-13
Dindsley UOlllOOOOOlOllO- 6 Dintrpr llllllIOlollOU—13
Meyers lUnilllOnill-U J Miller 001110111111010-10
Wright 111111110111101—13 S Haddox.. .. 000011001 lllllO- 8

Amateurs.
R Burkhart. . . 101111000111111-10 Sun Perch 011011000100001— 6
Penn 1U 01000 lOO1101— 8 Biker OlOOlOIOlOllOlO— 7
DuBray 111111010011011—11 McClelland. . ..101000010010110— 6
No. 10. 25 singles, «3.£0 entry, $45 added:

iSxpsrts.
Keller 110001101 1110] lllliliioi 1-19
Und=ley 1010110110110011001111000—14
Meyer llllllOLlllllllllOllOlOll-31
Wright 1111111111011101111111111—23
J Haddox 1101111011111111011010011—19
Burt 1110101111111111111011110-21
Dinger 111101 1 11 1 0 1 1111 11 1111011—33
J MiUer 1111001011010101111101111—18

Amateurs.
MoVirar 1001010010101010110011101—13
Lsmmon 1111111111111010111010111-2

1

Penn 1110111101011 111010111101-19
0. H. TOWNSBND.

Bluerocks at Newton.
Newton, N. J., Oct. 19.—The gun club of this town held a well

attended shoot tc-day with very favorable weather conditions.
The attendance was large enough to make th.e affair a very pleas-
ant one. Below are the scores:
No. 1, 10 targets. $1 entry: Hobart 8, Miller 8, Heritsge 5, Mor-

ford 8. Baxter 6, Van Winkle 7, Class 7, Brinkner 6, Hathaway 5,
Strader 6, Decker 5.

No. 3, 15 singles, $1..50 entry: Hobart 11, Miller 14, Heritage 12,
Morford 10. Raster 10, Class 13, Hathaway 8, Decker 10, Strader 9,
Brinckner 11, Van Winkle 11.

No. 3, same as No. 1: Class 5, Hobart 10, Morford 5, Baxter 5,
Harding 4, Decker 6, Heritage 7, Hathaway 5, Van Winkle 8
atrader 7. Brinkner 5. Miller 7.

No. 4, 20 RinglPs. |1..50 entrv;
Hobart. ...10110111111111111111-18 Baxter.. ..01101000011011101100-10
Decker....01010111001011010110-11 Brickner.l0imil111100001111-15
Heritage .01111111111111111011-18 Strader.. .11011000011110111011—12
Morford. .11101111110111010111—10 Hatbaw'yOlOllllOOllOinoilll-U
Miller 11111111111110111111-19 V WinklelOlOlllllOOlUlllin-lO
Class 11111101001101110010-13
No. 5, same as No. 1: Honart 8, Miller 8, Morford 8. Class 6,

Strader 3, Hathaway 6, Heritage 8, Brinkner 7, BaXierS, Van"
Winkle .5, Domas 7.

No. 6, same as above: Hobart 9, Miller 9, Heritage 7, Morford 8
Van Winkle 8. Class 8.

No. 7, two-men teams, 20 singles per man, $2 entry-
Tie

Miller 11111110111111111111
Heritage 11011111111010111111-36
Class 00101100 111010111101 0111101010
Hobart 11111011111111100111-39 1111011111-15
Brickner , lOlOOOOm 0011011111 0111011010
Morgan 1101 11 1 1 111 11 1110101-39 1110110111—14
Dicknr 011010(K)llOlin01110
Van Winkle 11110011 1 01110111101—37
No. 8, same as No. 1: Miller 9. Hobart 10. Hericage 8. Class 9

Morford 9, Strader 4, Malone 5, Decker 6, Van Winkle 7, Hatha-
way 6, Leonard 8, Bimkner 2.

No. 9, fifteen singles, $1.50 entry:
Miller 111111111010111-13 Malone 011011000101101— 8
Hobart 110111111111111-14 Decker 101111111111111-14
Closs 111110101111011-13 Hathaway ....lllOllOlllOlllO-n
Morford 111111011111111-14 Brickner OlOOlllOOUlOll- 9
Beritage ......110111011100111-11 Wells 101111001010101- 9
Strader OUOOlOOUOOnoO- 5
No. 10, same asJSo 1: Hobart 9, Class 7, Morford O.iMiller 10

Heritaee 6, Decker 8, Hathaway .5. Strader 7, Brinkner 7, Malone 6'

No. 11. same as abnye: Hobart 10, Class 9. Morford 8. Miller lo'
Heritage 8, Decker 8, Hathaway 7, Strader 7. Brinkner 7, Malone 2
No. 12, same as above: Hobart 8, Miller 10, Class 9, Heritage 8'

Morford 7, Decker 8, Brinkner 8, Hathaway 6, Strader 8, Malone
5, Wills 7.

No. 13, same as above: Miller 7, Class 7, Morford 7, Decker 8
Brinkner 6, Strader 6, Wills 7.

No. 14. same as above: Morford 9, Class 8, Decker 5. Strader 9
Hart 3, Gray 2, Wi lis 4, Brinkner 6, Hathaway 8.

auei .

,

No. 15. same as above: Decker 9, Strader 4, Brinkner 4, Gray 6
Malone 5, Wills 5, Class 8, Hathaway 9, Pierce, 3, Hart 3.

The Erie Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club was held atWoodlawn Park, L. I., on Wednesday, Oct. 19. Twelve members

competed for the club medal and extra prizes. C. Plate took the
medal and first prize, and C. Detlefsen won the second after a
good race witli M. Elssasser. The score:
Club shoot for medal and extra prizes:

H Dohrman 2000110—3 H Janskowski. . ....... C031110—

4

opiate 1111112-7 DJLvnch 2000133-4F GreflE 0001001-3 C H Lxihrsen 1012013-5
J Plate 1223031-6 O Detlefsen 131^02- 6M Elssasser'..... 0111211-0 MHayden.... ''313210-HW Scbeelje 2002201-4 J Srhmadeke. 1103100-3
Sweepstake shoot, 5 birds. 27vds.. entry SI:

O Plate 10110-3 C H Luhrsen. 00120-2H Dohrman 11132-5 J Plate 03110—3P Greff 11010-3 M Elssasser
'

' OI211-I4
JSchmadeke 02100-2 C Detlefsen "'

11011-4D Lynch .00101-3 M Hayden '

' 31121-5
Elssasser.had to kill 8 atraight for second, C. Plate third.

The Rivertons Again Victorious.
The return match between the teams of the Riverton and theBlooming Grove clubs took place on the grounds of the latter on

Oct.. 14 under most favorable circvimstances. The weather was
perlect, mild, with a gentle air and not a cloud. The fr'ends of
both clubs turned out m good numbers and great interest wasshown in the success of the match. Nothing was left undone tomake the guest at home and their record shows thev felt so.

Riverton Gun Club. Blooming Grove" Park Club.^ouh 24 Engle... , 22Hamer ...34 Green 18
JJL'-iahmuth 19 Breintnall 33F Prishmulh 33 Smith .19Godschalk 21 Cromelin 19Y Dolan 23 Worthlngton 20
I>audo 23—lfi6 Lawrence 30-144

Y.

Highland Gun Club Tournament.
Des Moines, la.. Oct. 31.—The annual fall tournament of the

Highland Gun Club commenced Tuesday morning, Oct. 18, with a
fair attendance. The weather was fine with quite a strong wind
to m%ke the targets uncertain, and to help the live birds outside
tlir noundry flags.
Bluerock targets and North's electric pull was used. The live

birds were shot from King's ground traps, and were a good lot for
this season of the year.
Among tbe visiting sportsmen were O. M. Grim, Clear Lake, la.;

McBride of Victor; Rexroat, Virginia, lUe.; Elliott, of Kansas
City, Mo.; Read, Parmalee, and Latshaw, of Omaha, Neb.; McEir-
land and Dauthett, of Osceola; Frazier, of Clinton; Durant and
Sessions, of Algona; Kraft, of Otiumwa; Hoover. Stump, and
Hoffman, Oskaloosa, Howard and Wohland, of Berwick; S. A.
Tucker, of Parker gun fame. Mr. Tucker goes from here to
Davenport. Quite a number of the boys will attend the Charter
Oak Shoot, Oct. 24 and 35, and go from there to the Omaha'Tourn-
ament, Oct. 28, 37 and 38.

The First Day.
No. 5,'lOlive birds, entrance $8:

Grim 1011111112— 9 Read 2213123211-10
Elliott 1121112121-10 Searight 1011132013- 8
Parmalee 1211111011- 9 Langley 0122023321— 8
Sanford 1101031,222— 8 Budd 1121231223—10
Lat 1120121333- 9 Rpx 1133101113- 9
Durant 0101111210- 7
No. 13, 8 live birds, entrance $5:

Elliott , 31100220- 5 Read 12331300—6
Sessions 10103102—4 Frazier 23101033—6
Grim 10200221-6 Budd 21101113—7
Searight 11032021—6 Sanford 20011101 -5
Langley 12111110-7 R-'x 01303123—6
Parmalee 11113120-7 Howard...

taboet events.
1

Elliott 9

Grim 9

Budd 10

Rex 10

Durant 4

Dauthett 8

Langley 8

Hicks.... 7

Stewart 5

22011321-7

McFarland 9

Read

3 A /; 7 S 'J 10 11

15 10 15 8 10 8 14 6
14 10 14 4 10 10 14 5 16
13 11 13 8 9 10 12 6 6
14 10 14 7 9 9 14 9

8 1
2

's 8 ii 6
'9

10 6
12 y 13 9 9 11 9
9 10 10 6 7
19 11 10 8
13 14
10 ii 1-1 5 7 5 13' 6
10 9 13 a 10 9 12
15 10 13 7 8 9 13 9 8
13 9 10 8 8

13 8 10 9 14 9 9
12 8 8 7 12 9

8 6 r i
Sessions 3
McBride 3
F Campbell 8 6
Kraft 5 !»

Mohland 6 8
Frazier

,

9 13
Howard 9 ..

C E Campbell 2 8

11 7 8
10 7 8
9 10 10

10 11
8 11

11

9 10 11

13 U 13
9 14 14

15 13

10 10
7

8 11 13 13 10
6 0 13 13 8
~ 7 13

5 14 18
.. 9 V.

13 15 11
7 10 8
9 13 13

.. M 13
11

IS Ik

9 15
9 15
9 13

The Second Day,
No. 3, 8 live birds, entrance $5:

Grim 13101113—7 Mc Brid e 23312120-7
Rex 21211222 - 8 Sessions 03122020—5
Searight 00013210- 4 Budd 13inill-8
EUiott 12231111—8 Stump 33120100—5
Read 23203133-7 Hoover 11011331-7
Parmalee 2 211131—8 Frazier 11132120 -7
Hicks 22200011-5 Hoflman 013K010-4
Kirsher 31311331-8 Lat 11332002—6
Langley - 31123211—8 Howard 10001012—4
No. 3, 8 live birds, enirance $5:

Grim... 11132233-8 Lat 03210021-5
Res 01111333—7 Searight 30100201-4
Read 10111101-6 Budd 11212111-8
Elliott 11112223-8 Stumps 01020013-4
Kirsher 1121:2202—7 Hoover 22113310-7
Langley 11300121-6 Howard 33101121-7
Parmalee 11111111-8 Hicks . 21111122-8
No. 7, miss and out at live birds, entrance $3.50:

Grim 0 Read Q
Budd 31 Langley 30
Allerton 12 Howard 0
Searigbt 30 Parmalee 20
Lat 20 Kirsher 0

TARGET EVENTS.
1 h 5

Green 7

iMcBride 9

Rex 10
Elliott... 11

Read 9
McFarland 4

Frazier 6

Durant 7
Parmalee 9 10 10 10 9
Kraft 5 9
Douthett 9 8
Hoover 7 . . . . 7
Stump 8 .. .. 7 „ ,

Budd : . . 9 10 11 10 9 10' 15 US 10
Howard 8

Hicks 7

Tucker 10
Sessions
Sanford...
Langley 7
Searight 5 9
Lot 8 10
HofEman ft ..

Allerton 7 ..

Kersher 8 7
Roy 9 .

.

Ilia Final Day.

No. 4, 11 live, birds, entrance $8:
Grim. 2110113122— 9 Logan 1012103022— 7
Rex 1111111313-10 Read 2112101100- 7
Lott 11202 1 2012- 8 Budd 3311131223-10
Elliott 1010311038- 7 Campbell 0130220213- 7
Parmalee ... 11 13:'11013- 9

1 SI :S 6 7 8 9 10 1
9 . 15 9 9 11 19 Tucker

12 6 10 .. .. Georgesou ..

13 10 8 13 19 Sanford.

8 7

10
8

9 9

9

8"
.. 11
12 13
13 ..

a
.. 15

9 11
9 ..

8 13
. 9

8

Grim 4
Frazier.... 3

Budd
McBride..
Res
Lot
Read
Whitney..
EUiott....
Parmalee.

6 9 ,

3
7 ..

5 6

6 6 13
6 5 ..

8 0 10
9 13 ..

. 13 8 8 .

. 15 10 8 13 19
. . 15 9 7 11 16

FCam'b'll ..

13 .

8 ,

7 13 8 8 14 17
Converse..

8 14 10 7 15 18 CCam'b'Jl
. . 15 10 10 14 18

8 7
Bruce 6
Roy 7 13 ..

. 4 13
7 9
5 9
C. W. Bttdu.

Columbus Day at Claremont.
Thk members of the New Jersey Shooting Club and a number

of ttieir friends enjoyed Columbus Day in a sociable manner on
the suburban shooting grounds at Claremont, near Communipaw.
Tbe grounds of the club have been greatly improved of late and
are now in good condition for live bird as well as target events
The old marsh in front of the club bouse hss been partly filled in
and a 50yds. boundary marked by a 2ft. wire fence.
The day was a good one for live birds, but when it came to shoot-

ing bluerocks the high wind cut up such antics that clean scores
were at a premium. The attendance was fair, among those pres-

George 1201021-5
Van Dyke 3120021-5
Kettle
Du Bray
Lindsley
Hughes
Richmond
Baker
Schortemeier
Perkins
Vincent.
Fessenden
Simpson,,

George Baldwin, of St. Paul, Minn.: Dr. F. S. Horton and Dr. r'
H. Mason.of Peekskill; F. S. Simpson and "Uuncl© Billy" Hughes'
of Jersey City and Al. Heritage of the same town; M. F. Lindsley!
of Hoboken, and last, but not least, a 16-bore Parker gun behind
which was A. W. Du Bray, the popular Southern gun salesman
Mr. Du Bray had just run up from Wasbington where we lefthim at midnight on Thursday in company with "Tee Kay" Kel-
ler. The opening events were at live birds, the birds bein" of
fairly good quality. The high wind assisted them in their flight
and made some of them veritable "screamers." Nevertheless the
scores were fully up to the average. The events in order were as
follows: No. 1,7 birds, §5 entry, two moneys, 21yd5, bouadaty;

No. 3, 10 birds, $10 entry, three moneys, SOyds. boundary; No. 3, 7
birds, $7 entry, SOvds. boundary, three moneys; No. 4, 10 birds,
80yds. boundary, $10 entry, thi-ee moneys. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Hobart 1110101-6
Moore 1111112—7 1210211111-9 1331112—T i63U010Ci— 7
Quail 1111103-ti
Breintnall 2331320-6 2312011130—8 1213120—6 1100101113— 7Compson 312010 1—5^'

" 1110100031—6 2221211-7 332031 lilS— 9
1311100100-6 ..

2013011103-7 0130310- 4 2132212111—10-
1130311123-9 1111103-6
3011112133-9 1111220-6 1302302011- 7
11113inio-9 1131123121—10
1000211211-7 2111111-7 3130231102- 8

0310201-4
2111311-7 2111203110- 8
1201113-6 3211102113- 9
0111120-5 0212022300- 6

1001211111- 9
- - 1011121121-9

In the second event "Uncle Billy" Hughes had liard luck in
losing his tenth bird, which, although mortally wounded, was
driven over the line by the stupidity of the bov who was retriev-
ing. The bird fell within a couple of feet of the boundary, and
the boy, instead of approaching him from the outside did so from
the inner field. As he reached for the bird it made a dying effort
and fluttered over the boundary, where it was found dead.
The live-bird traps were now removed, and the party spent the

rest of daylight in smashing bluerocks, the scores of the various
events being appended:
No. 5, 15 single?, $1..30 entrance:

Shorty 111010111111010-11 Compson 101111110011011-11
Perkins 111110100110011-10 Van Dyke 111111111011011-13
Moore lOlOOllllUlOOO— 9 Smith 111111010100111—11
DuBray OlOlllOllOOOOU- 8 Hobart 010011111111000- 9
Simpson 101011111011111—12 Seymore lOlOniOllUOU -11
Breintnall 010111111010111—11 Baker 111110101111011-13
Jones OOOOOOOOlOOllll— 5 Horton 111010011111110-11
Kittle 111111111110111-11 Mortimer OlOUOUllOlOll-lO
Ricbmond 001111111110111—13 Apgar 111111111111110-14
No. 6, 20 singles, 81 50 entranc :W Smith .llllOU'^lOOUniOlll-lfi BreintnainillllHllllllOlllll-19

VanDyke.lOlOllllllllllOinU—ir Mortimer.OllOOloriOlOlllilllll-13
FessendenOOOOOOllOOOOOOOOOOOO- 4 Horton. .. 01101011111101110111—15
Kittle 11111 110001011 110101—14 RichmoaiUllllOUlllllOOlllll-17
GV SmithllUOllOll0011011111- 14 Seymore . .001001 111111 1101 1110—15
Shorty.

, ..11110011100111111110-15 Compson. . IIIIOOOIOIOIOIIOOIOI—11
Apgar ....10111111011111011011-16 Perk ins...lllOllOlUlllOOOw
Baker ....lOOlOllOIOlOOlllOOll—11
No. 7, 15 singles, Sl.aO entrance:

Kittle 110100100110111- 9 DuBray 110001111111111-13
Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Breintnall 111111110111111-14
Smith 111111111111110—14 Raker 101011001100101— 8
Shorty 011110011011111-11 Richmond... .111111111100111—13GV Smith 111100110111001-10 Horton 011111111011110-12
Apgar 111111111111111-15 Mortimer 101010100011010- 8
No. 8, 15 singles, SI 50 entrance:W Smith,.,... 111110101111111-13 Breintnall ....101111111111111-14

Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 DuBray 101001111110110-,0
Shorty 10110100111101 1-10 Richmond lllOlHOlilOOll-ll
Ki ttle OOOlllHOllOlll -1 0 Bak er 1011 10111 010110 -10
Apgar .111111110101111-13

C. H, TOWNSBND.

Bloominjg Grove Park.
The closing meet for 1892 took place Oct. 15 to 17. The gather-

ing was. large, and the contests were exciting, as the younger
shots made good scores, pushing onward and upward, and in some
cases the crack shots were so handicapped as to be out of;the race.
Every one was in the best of spirits, and with the glorious mild
days, perfect clear sky and grand foliage of the forest, nothing
more satisfactory could have been wished for. The various scores
are added:
Live bird contest, subscriptson cup, 25 birds, ties at 3 birds:

Bacon 32 Fairchild 19 McOoon 16
Wortliington 24 Willigerod 14 Decker 19
Loomis 24 Foot 19 Smith 15
Breintnall 24 McKeever 19 Keyes 12
L'wrence 23 Engle ,.20 Green 23
Kennedy 19 Nash 19 Cromelin 18
Eils 13
Shoot-off: Worthiogton 3, Loomis 3, Breintnall 1. Cup won by

Worthington.
Clay bird contest, 25 birds, ties at 5 clays, handicap 10 to ISyds..

one trap 14 to 18yd8., three ti'apa unknown angles, winner to go
back 2yds. each time:
Lawrence (30yd8).. 18 Smith (L5). . , 19 Kennedy (13) 33
Loomis (18) 19 Foot (141 14 Eils (13) 18
Engle (16) 12 Gunth9r(14) 10 Bacon (12) 33
Green (16) 15 McKeever (14) 10 Decker (12) 15
Breintnall (18) ... .17 Worthington (16). .15 Eastman (12) 15
Cromelin (18) 14 Nash fll) 8
Kennedy won on shoot-off.
Decker Rifle Cup, 200yds. off-hand, open sights, Creedmoor tar-

get, 10 shots, each contestant handicapped to equal or beat his
best record:

Cromelin..
Eddy
Loomis—
Lawrence..

Keyes.

.

Score. Record.
36 30 Bacon 38
33 Gunthur 38
39 40 . , . ;i3

38 41 Nash 39
34 35 Foot 39
43 41 Engle 38
39 37
9 ai Eils , . 31
m 33 38
33 36

33
37
39
.38

15
36McCoon

Smith
Post
Prize won by Keyes.
Rifle contest, two classes. 200yds. off-hand, open sights, IO shots,

Creedmoor target, ties 5 sliots, 13 entries, handicapped to beat
best record:

Class A.
Score. Record.

41
41
40

Engle 36
Nash .34

Post 39
Nash 34

Record.
38
37
36
37

Class B.
35 McOoon 12
33 McCord 15
38 Gunthur 24
30 Fairchild 34
31 Eils 31
31 Worthington.... 31

20
li
34
24
31

Lawrence 40
Keyes 40
Looonis 32
Foot 39
Foot won.

Decker 34
fimilh 39
Kennedy 37
C romelin 33
Green 23
McKeever.. 13

Kennedy won.

£phrata Guns.
The members of the Ephrata, Pa., Gun Club, held a special

meeting Oct. 15, to shoot at flying targets thrown from half a dozen
traps. The following parties enjoyed the sport and made scores
fls follows;
Sharp 1111111101 1111101111 1111111111—28

Olllimil 1111111011 1011111011—26
Winters 1101111111 llllOOllOl 1111110111—26

1111101100 iniOOllOl 0101110111-31
Stroble OllllOlUO 0011011110 1111111101—23

1101111010 0011011110 OCilllOOllO-18
Pearsol 1000111101

iioniooii
Bickley 1101111111

Bixler 1011111111

Krouse 1110011011

Heinaman 00000
Urich,

1100110100 1011100101-17
0101111101 1011100101-17
llinilllO 1111111011-27
1101100111 1010101111—14
OllllOinO 0101111110-23
1100111101 nioiiiiii—16
1011011110 1101100111—21
0011111111 0001011111-14
lOOlOlOliO 1110101011-13

IIOIUIOII- 8
The club will hold its regular meeting next Saturday afternoon.

The Rochester Rod and Gun Club claims June 12 to 16, 1893, inclu-
sive for the annual tournanaeut of the New York State Association
for the Protection of Fish and Game, to be held on their grounds.
The Rochester hustlers have already begun active work and have
secured the flocSiester Driving Park,' which affords ample room, and
are easily reached by two electric railway lines, cars running every
five minutes. There is a good hotel on the grounds. They have also
arranged that the convention meeting shall be held In Royal Arcanuoi
Hall, a large, well-appointed and.'flnely ventilated room. The club ban
decided to charge only 3 cents each for.all targets used during the 1893
tournament. The Rochester boys intend to hustle steadily from now
until next Jime and to have *n animal tourqament that will eclipse
anything previously undertaken,
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The West Side Trap League.
The West Side Trap League of Long Island aQiahed its series of

five stioota on Thursday, Oct. 20, at tlie West End grounds. Coney
Island. It was merely a matcli between the Atlantic and Coney
Island Rod and Gun Clubs as to which should take the first and
second prizes. The former led at the start by one bird, and in-
creased on the lead in the last match by f-our more, winnins: by a
total aggregate score of 439 to 434. The score of shoot

:

Atlantic.
R. Droyer 1121133111-10
C. Morris 2123311111—10
D. Deacon 221101011 L- 8

D. Bennett 1001112131- 8
D. Monsees 1213131133—10
O. M. Meyer. . . .1222211311-10
.1 .B Voorhees . . 2111110100 - 8

C. Johnson.... 2111101111- P

D. Monsees 1313121121—10
C. Morris ^3201112- 9—93

Fountain ftun Club.
H. Blattmacher0011022l0l— 6
A. Crook 1011213203- 8
C. W. WiDgert 1111111113-10
J.E Orr 2332U2110- 9
C. White 1112011011— 8
W. Lame 0001001130- 4
Dr. Schwartz ..1111131011— 9
A. Eddy 1110301011— 7
C. Wingert 1111111111—10
Dr. Schwartz . .1111133111-10-81

Coney Island.
J. A. Eppig 2331303101— 7
J. Hvde 1210133313- 9
J- 8chmadek;e..003Jllim— 8
W.Lair 1321311132—10
C. Detlefsen . . . .1332111221—10
C.Plate 1811131111-10
Northridge 1111301111— 9
J. Schmadeke.. 1101111001— 7

C. Plate 1031111111— 9
O. Detlefsen.. .3333320313- 9- 88

Brie Gua Club.
M. Elssasser. . . .2201010003- 5
M. McLaughlin3100111111— 8
W. Hartye 2102011201— 7
H. Dohrman . . .1330330312- 8
F. GufiE 0123121311- 9

J. A. Still 0003101132- 6
Schmadeke ....1111311011— 9
C. Englebrechtllllll3231-10
M. Hayden 2002010110— 5
F. Ibert 1310211100- 7-74

Jeannette Gun Club.
The Jeannette Gun Club, of New York, h^ld its regular monthly

shoot at Dexter Park on Friday, Oct. 21. Fifteen members com-
peted for the several class m'^dals at 10 birds each. C. Meyer
won the fl.r«t with a straight score of 10, H. Hoop the second
with 9 and C. Loeble the third. The scores:
Club shoot for medals:

COflferman 1001310011—6 A Christen 2111330110— 8
H Otten 0211102013-7 T Rothnan 1020103220- 6
C Loeble 1311113010-8 C Meyer 2111133111—10
C Uish 3111100002—6 J H Krager 1031112310- 8
C Doscher 0012001210- 5 H Hurshfeld 0131010011- 6
O Cordts 1021002212- 7 F Rplshardt 0010211012— 6
RBusse 1120113201—8 M Meyer 1210010100—5
H Hoops 0112113112—9
Two sweepstakes of 3 birds each:

Heye 001-1 011-3 Otten 011-3 110-3
Rothnan 110—2 111-3 C Meyer 111—3 110-2

The Emerald Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Emerald Gun Club was held

at Dexter Park on Tuesday, Oct. 18. Two elegant gold medals nre
placed in competition by the club. The classes Al and A striving
for the premier trophy, while classes B and C contended for the
other. Of the twenty and odd competitors of to-day in the differ-
ent classes of the Emerald Gun Club, the 30yds. men are desig-
nated as Class Al, Class A standing at 38yds., Class B at 26yds.

and Class C at 21yds. irrespective of bore of gun. The Class Al
men have already each woa a Class A medal, and are therefore
handicapped the extra two yards in distance and must also win
the Class A trophy four times, to the 28yd8. men thrice in order to
retain it as personal property, the last winning necessitating the
use of the first barrel mostly, as the second barrel counts but one-
balf bird in the total. Messrs. Doemick, Remsen and Dr. Hudson,
of Class A, having won It twine each and Messrs. Voss and Schor-
temeier. Class Al, three times,each succeeding contest now becom-
ing of greater interest. As seen by tbe scores, ex-President Regan
shot out Nick Mapsel on the tie and retains the Class B medal.
All contestants excep'^ing Class C men shoot from five traps, un-
known trap to be pulled as designated by thtf Indicator. Class C
shoot from known traps and the scores generally show that all of
the members are properly handicaped. Thea taking under con-
sideration that the butt of the gun mu=t ha held strictly below
the elbow until the bird is oa the wing, a 70 per cent, average of
kills for the year is equal to fully 85 per cent, when shot under the
rules wnich allow the gun to be placed to the shoulder when call-
ing "pull." At the last Dexter Park trophy contest the team was
short five of their best man, the scores of that day showing the
Emeralds at the bottom of the list, but with the absent five of last
time, Messrs. Cassebeer, Elliott, Simpson, Knowlton and Quimby
in the team at the final contest for the trophies !on Nov. 15, the
Emerald Gun Club may do somewhat better than the elegauc ag-
gregate of 76 out of 100 their team scored the last time.

R^.gular club shoot for medals:
R Regan 2121202222- 9 E Doeinck 1211111101—9
P Butz 1111201320- 8 A Kenry 1311111313-10
Dr Klein 0003000003- 3 J McDonough 0003000100-3
Dr Hudson 1313010000- 5 T F Russell 0320001313- 6
C Maesel 3111310313— 7 H Thau 0101131110- 7

J Maesel 2111310313— 9 Q, C Gehring 1133111101— 9
Dr L">veridge 1203222120- 8 P Fitzgerald 1022W2010- 5
J H Voss 0222123031— 8 C Swindell 3110101010- 6
T Cody 0000031000- 2 M Quinn 1000100001- 3
WHogan 1120110000- 5 A Maesel 1011111221-9
G Remsen 1311220123- 9 J Horn 3100100111- 6
G H Moore 1020101001- 5
Sweepstake. II entry:
HC Gehring 21303-4
N Mapisel 11131—5
JH Yose... 11311—5
G Remsen 01000—1
Dr Hudson 03123-4
E Doeinck 21101-4

New York German Gun Club.
The members of the New York German Gun Club held their

last outing at Dexter Park. L. I., on Wednesday, Oct. 19. P.
Garms, Sr.. a veteran of over 70 years of age, made a score of 8,
tieing J. Wellbrook and H. Thomford. On the shoot-oflf the
veteran missed his seventh bird and lost. H, Tbomiford won the
club's medal for the season's shooting. The score for club's gold
medal:
F S auter 11213002-6 J Klein 00121201-5
J Wellbrook 11121111—8 J Goerlitz .31101101-6
P Garms, Sr 11111113-8 M Ahles 02003111-5
J Frazer .32200101-5 A Lucas 31011000-4
P Garms, Jr 1110=^300 -5 G Stradtman 10120122-6
JBisenecker 10101311—6 V Loewer 11111010—6H Thomford 11121313—8 J Steinagel .11101301-6M Bonden 10001303—4 J Johannes 01101202—5
.1 Sohlicht 00111210—5 C Lemonie 31103301—6
J Busch 20310111-6

Team shoot, 3 birds; losing side pay;
Bosenecker 11—2
Wood 00-0
Schlicht 11—3
Loewer 10—1
Steinagel 31—3
Sauter 02—1
Thomford 00-0

P Garms, Jr .11—3
P Garms, Sr 03—1
Lemonie 10 -1
Klein 21-2
Luoas 00—8
Bonden 02—1
Wellbrook 11—2

Frazer 12—2—10 Goerlitz... '.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'.V.'.'.ioO-O- 9

T F Russell 12200—3
Dr Leveridge 13110-4
M Quinn 11002—3
R Regan 12331-5
WHogan 12222-5
ABlinn 11111—5

Falcon Gun Club.
The members of the Falcon Gun Club turned out for the first

time in several months un to their club limit on Thursday, Oct.
20, ten members compflting at 10 birds each, from H and T traps,
under modified Long Island rules, bird killed with second barrel
to count as a half bird. H. MiUer just managed to outshoot Pop
Van Stader, another seventy-year-old wing-shot, by a half point.
The score:
G Voeee ..1111110020—634 J Hermann 1101032011-6
J Moller .. .1031113111-8 H Van Staden 1111111110-9
J Mftver 2302101133-5^ C Doscher 0110302010-4
J Bohling 1011201001—5 J Isenman 0320302021 -334
H Miller 1111101111-0 C Moller 1100122211-6i|

Bidgewood Gun Club.
The last shoot of the season by the members of the Ridgewood

Gun Club was held on Wednesday. Oct. 19, at Ridgewood Park ,

1;. I. John Sohlieman won the medal for the second time, but S .

G. Gehring holds the winning average of the season, 48 out of 50.
The score;

J Sehliemaa 1111011-6 H Weidman 0000010-1
C Deakelman 1000100-2 C Kadel 1001111-5
J Daly 1000101-3 F Ibart 0111011-5
BGuenche 1101001—4 G Durster 0100011—3
ONeigel 0011011-4 C Wagner.. 0010100-2
KSihneider 1101000 -3 P Eppig 0U1100-4
L C Gehring 0101111-5 C Laeger 1001010-3
I Martin 1010011-4 J Kraemer 1011011—5
C Noetes 1001010-3

U. M. C. Shells.
The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. send us the following ex-

tracts they have received from two noted shots:
John Brewer, champion wing shot of the world, writes: "I

wish to show the American trap-shooters the advantage of using
IJ. M. C. 'Tran' shells. For close pattern, even distribution and
penetration, I do not think they are equaled by any other make
in the world. In the last 500 pigeons I shot at have used the above
gun cases, making an average of 98^^ out of WO.'

'

We have also one from Mr. E. D. i ulford. under date Chica<''o,
Oct. 3, he writes: "I broke 198 out of 300 targets at the Gun Club
grotmds last week in a high wind with your 'Trap' shells."—4d».

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writa for Our lllustrateil Gatalopa

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SGIENGE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BUEDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

AX-BANY, K. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1892. Boards, 288 pages. Price, 75 cents.

THE AXJTHOK.'4S XNTItODtJCTIOK EXI»1,A1I<JS:
This treatise is written for that numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

shooting, but have neither the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study. Published
at a popular price, it will, it is hoped, reach many who have hitherto been deterred from
shooting, behaving it to be an expensive recreation. The author's aim is to induce all who
can to participate in a manly sport, and to advance the interests of those who can look to the
gun for pleasure, health or occupation. The book is not written for experts, nor for those
who have special opportunities for the acquisition of the art of shooting; and in order to
make it as attractive as possible to the general reader, many matters which would- interest
the enthusiastic <hot only have been omitted.

Sent postpaid by

FORES L' AND STREAM PUBMSHI^fG CO., 318 Broadway, Y.

New Edition of Small Yaclits.
Now Ready : Small Yaclits, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kujihardt. A new editio* , enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl3>^in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft —
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet certaia as to what he wants.—iV. Y. Herald.

TRY THE TONER IN THE NITRO TRIALS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
Ill ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIRES, I need not tell you where he lives, order some of our WalSPOde Specials if you are

going to a pigeon match, or for target and game send for Walsrode in U. M. C. Smokeless. Our ammunition is extremely quick and hits hard. Shoot them
against )^our favorite powder. All we ask is a trial. Tests of our powder show a high velocity, low and even gas pressure, slight recoil, no dirt and least
smoke of all Nitros. Several Governments have adopted our powder. All our ammunition is powder loaded at our Magazines. The loads are o-uaranteed
correct and are safer than any other Nitro.

12-Ga. XJ. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hundred.
" Walsrode Specials Gastight 3.00 "

O. HESSE, Sole Agent U. S. America.
Magazines and Office, Bed Bank, N. J.
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CHEAPEST HOUSE
lis; AMEItrCA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.,
473 Broadway, New York.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.

Established 185S.

Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fire Arms, Revolvers, Rifles, Etc.
Our workshops are the most complete to be found.

Guns restocked, barrels bored and rebrowned, dents re-
moved, stocks bent; all kinds of gun work and altera-
tions pex-fected. Send for Catalogue.

61 Elm Street. Boston, Mass.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
SeOdfor96p^e Catalogneof Sightsand Rifles.

ADDHESS
WMo LimN» MIDDLEFIILB. CONN.

THE PR0TE4N TENT.

Pat'd U. S. and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact,
best ventilated. iSIever blows down. Never
leaks. Only one pole required. Illustrated cir-
cular and price I'st free on application.

A. S. COatSXOCK, Evanston, HI.

fMortli America
Most Magnificent

BOOK ever published.

700 Illustrations
Coloredfrom nature

ORDER CIRCULAR.

^ Bible Publisliing House,

SYRACUSE. N, Y.

The AdirondacksMap of the Adirondack 'Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Foresf mid Stream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cents,

^t^'*'*' Books.-The Adirondacks, Illustrated
i6mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

^'jy*" t^ir*® Ji'i'i I^ake Champlain. 25 cts
Address S. 11. HTOOItARn. OlsVia FnlU. N. V

Increasing Sales attest the Fopalarity ofTHE GENXLEMEN'S CI6AKEXTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manxtfactured only by

KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

LIGHTNING PLATER
and platingjewelry.watchea
tableware, &o. Plates the
finest of jewelry good aa
new, on all kinds of metal
with gold, silver or nickel.
No experience. Ko capital.
Every house has goods need-

ingplating. Wholesale to
.,^^5 agents t5. Write for circu-

^lars. H. E. DETJfO &
.. j Co., Columbus, O.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The Life and Adventures oi
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J. YATES CARRING-
TON, and written by CBARLES KORLEY

afriendof TeafePs.

A book which has had wonderfnl pr polarity 1b
England. Paper. Price. 75 cents.

FGi^ilST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

^% ffk lirr*ESS AND HEAD NOISES CURE6
™^ pers henrd. SuMMsfulwhenallremedieErnri*
bU. 8oUoDljt7i',Hi£«iJt,863B'wv.N-S. "WrStoforbookofproofirKEt

Bromfield House, Boston

EUROPBAJM PLAN

MSSSXINGEB, Proprietor.

HOTEI. ZIKZEXDORF Open all the year.
Elevators, electric lights. Terms moderate.

Write for rates. L. Pcoville, Manager.
Winston-Salem, N. C, tl. S. A., in the very
heart of the richest portion of western North
Car lina, "the lanri of the sky." Aversige win-
ter climate 40° F. Very dry. Protected by Sau-
ratown Mounta'ns from N. E. and W. winds.
Fine quail shooting nn the four railroads and
turnoikes leading out of towns. Twelve hours
to Washington, two routes, double dailies. Half
way between Florid<i and East or Norta West.

Two expert canoemen intend taking their
birks to Florida, and wish to go with a shooting
or fishing party either on shares or for pay. Cor-
r-'spon'ienee solicited. Best of references. Ad-
dress CANADlA^rs. care Forest and Stream.

Good Shooting.—Grouse, quail, rabbits, squirrels,
deer and bear. Guides and dogs furnis>ied. Ac-
commodations for ladies. Ple^tv of grouse this
ssasoo. Particulars of PRICE BROS., Canaden-
sis, Monroe Co., Pa., care i>pruce Cabin House.

Advertisements under this head,
strictly limited to WANTS AND EX-
CHANGES, will be inserted at the spe-
cial rate of three cents a word each
insertion. The money must accom-
pany the order.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.-PURE BRED
red foxhound puopie'^, 6 mos. old. Will train

them on fo^ or rabbit; $15 and $20 or offers.
Address DA.V1D ROWAT, 1510 23d ave., Minn-
eapolis, Minn.

pWO ST. BERNARD ANU FIVE PUG
«- bitches, registered, in exchange for good

13 gauee double gun. trained pointer bitch, safety
o-cycle or offers. ALFRED SCALES, Lock Box
65, Salem, N. C.

Irish Settexs at Stud.

Imp. FINGLAS.
Lit<er brother to the field trial winner Coleraine.
Heretofore reserved, will be ia the public slud
after Jan 1st, 1893, to a few approved bitches.

Fee $50.00.

Challenge Beau Brummel.
A thoroughly trained field dog and one of

Elcho, Jr.'s best sons.

Fee $25.00.

SLENMORE KElSrivrELS,
COFFEraiLLE, KAS.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee »50, Largest dog in the world.

E. EC. MOOK.1:, aielrose, Mass.

TYNE.
Gath's Hope ex Daisy P.

He is a big, line fellow, and a brother to Daisy
Hope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out lilie the rest of his ilk. Has
more Campbell blood than any setter in slud.

Fee, $35.00.
John A. Hunter, Bloommgton, Monroe Co., Ind.

BLACK WONDER.
A.K C.g.B. 23,557. Whelped Jan. 30, 1890

King of black pointers, and was the king of all
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning ihe Derby and All-Age Stake. He won two
firsts and one second on benrh. He is a dog that
knows bow to hunt and not afraid of briers. Fee
•^'^R. JOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomington, Monroe
Co., Indiana.

STUD BOGS!

PUrPIES FOR SALE.
'

JOHN E. WESTUN, UiTCA, N. Y.

Stud Greyhound Flasb,
B lack dog, by the great Huic Holloa on t of Ph ce le
Mayflower. Great bree.iing this. Hviic Holloa
is a world-renowned courser, has won .S8.850 in
stakes. Fee S20, J. B ack, Sheepshead Bay, L. I.

Stud ST. BERNARDS
ScotlJsli I,eatler, S50; King Regent, SIO.

Puppies and bitches for sale. SWISS MOUN-
TAIN KENNELS, Germantown, Phila., Pa.

\ * In the Stud. +
\

AT STUD.

SCOTCH lERRIERS.
KILROY.

Born June 2, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 25,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." .Dam "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, hone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 13
first orizes and 5 specials, and twice winner

,
of

the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England, and
first and special Boston. 1893.

Stud Fee $25.

KILCREE.
Born July 13, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 26,243.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra.*'
B ack brindle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; splendid hard coat, and
without exception onf- of the best '^cotc'^ Terriers
living. WinuT of 6 first prizes and ^specials, in-
cluding the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England.

Stud Fee $25.

KILBAR.
Born June 3 1890 A.K.C.S.B. 23 573.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shiela."
Sandy brindle, good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; spleniid hard coat. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stud Fee $15.

HENEY EBOOKS, "West Medford, Mass.

Champion Aristocrat
(31.CG1)

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of forty prizes and specials.
Lord C^urtenav, winner of 3d prize at the last
Sc. Bernard Club show; also Aristos, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters numbered 11 and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave.. N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda
for the hest stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Champion
King'ston Reg'ent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOGis FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEATHER_EENN£LS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KIKG O' THE HKATMKK (Mustard).
AMFHI02S (Pepper).
1,AIR.» O' THE HEATHER. (Pepper).

The above dogs are winrers of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards. EDWARD BROOKS,

Hyde Park, Mass.

Cliallenge Iri^h fc^etter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has sl'.own Is^ prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner 1st N. Y., 1st
Washington, Ist Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L., winners 1st and
2d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
snovvn. Puppies by this unequalled sire out of
prize winnii g bitches, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. $25. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Box .339, Fall River, Mass.

rn tlie Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Siu'bern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is Ihe bluest of the blue.

HERBERT S. BEVAN. Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East.

Our field trial and bench show winners

The Corsair and Kod's Whim
At Stud. Fee S35 and $35.

Young stock bv these noted winners out of our
CountNoble ex Gladstone ex Sue bitches for sale.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

CLAREMONT PATSY.
The best Irish setter stud dog in America. In

the field his get are the equal in style and dash
of any breed living, while their beauty has placed
them right at the front on the bench. Address

F. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

5

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 831). The greatest collie living. Fee $,50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. Scotilla—Champ. Cora II.

Fee $25.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM. JERRY JARVIS,
1st and special. N.Y,,'93. (A. 15.347) litter brother

Fee $35. to Duke-Elcho. Fee $10.

PRIDE OF PATSY

ENGLlShT PUGS.

BONSOR,
(21 051). Winner 1st, Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh. 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

F0X-TEBSIES8
IN STUD.

Starden'8 King $25
Brockenhurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Cuampion Baby Mixer 15
$100 will he given for the best pup sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893,
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'

COLLIES^T STUD.
Christopher, - - $50.
Welleshourne Charlie, $50.

80 per cent, oil to members of CoUie Club.

IRISH TEERIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $20.
Puppies and grovra stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

STUD POINTERS.
Ch. Pommery Sec.

(Ch. Graphic—Lady Vinnie.)

Champ. Ossining*.
(Ch. Robert le Diable—Countess Nellie D.)

For stud fee, list of winnings, etc., address
WM. H. HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N.Y.

ST. BEMARDS.
A few fine i^nppleg for

sale. Prices low.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

H. S. PITKIN,
Box 385, Hartford, Conn, '

Broken and Retrieves.
A native pointer dog, liver colored and lyrs. old,

at $S5. Liver »nd white nointers, dog and bitch,
liy Ossian, 16,1.53 -Maud N.. 15,253, 6dios. old, dog
and bitch, by Nutwood. 19,235-Fancy, 6,680, at
$15 each. C. A. PAETZEL, Hope, Ind.

For Sale—S-^me splendid St. Bernard bitches,
by chpmpion Plinlimmon. Alton. Scottish Prince.
Lord Bure. Young Bute and Scottish Guide.

EDWARD BOOTH, 1639 Third ave., N. Y,

Parties in want of good dogs for this season's
shooting will do well to look over my stock be-
fore purchasing. Have some that are right in i

both poi Titers and setters.
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Maes,
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FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.
THE MINK.

The little fur-bearer, whose color has been painted

darker than it i"*, and singularly made his name proverb-

ial for blackness, is an old but not so familiar an ac"

quaintance of the angler and sportsman as he was of

them and of the country boy of two score years ago.

It was a woeful day for tbe tribe of the mink when it

became the fashion for other folk to wear his coat, which

he could only doff with the subtler garment of life.

Throughout the term of his exaltation to the favor of

fashion, he was lain in wait for at his own door and on

his thoroughfares and by-piths by the traps, dead-falls

and guns of professional and amateur trappers and hunt,

ers, till the fate of his greater cousin the otter seemed

to overtake him. But the fickle empress who raised him

to such perilous estate, changing her mood, thrust him

down almost to his old ignoble but safer rank, just in

time to avert the impending doom of extermination.

Once more the places that knew him of old, know him

In the March snow you may trace the long span of his

parallel footprints where, hot with the rekindled annual

fire of love, he has sped on his errand wooing, turning

not aside for the most tempting bait, halting not for rest,

hungering only for a sweetheart, wearied with nothing

but loneliness. Yet weary enough would you be if you

attempted to follow the track of but one night's wander-

ing along the winding brook, through the tangle of wind-

falls and across the rugged ledges that part stream from

stream. When you go fishing in the first days of sum-

mer you may see the fruits of this early springtide woo-

ing in the dusky brood taking their primer-lesson in the

art that their primogenitors were adepts in before yours

learned it. How proud one baby fisher is of his first cap-

tured minnow, how he gloats over it and defends his

prize from his envious and less fortunate brothers.

When summer wanes, they will be a scattered family,

each member shifting for himself. Some still haunt the

alder thicket where they first saw light, whose netted

shadows of bare branches have thickened about them to

continued shade of leafage, in whose mid-day twilight

the red flame of the cardinal flower burns as a beacon set

to guide the dujky wanderer home. Others have adven-

tured far down the winding brook to the river and fol-

lowed its slowing current past rapids and cataract to

where it crawls through the green level of marshes be-

loved of water fowl and of gunners, whose wounded

victims, escaping them fall an easy prey to the lurking

mink.
Here too in their season are the tender ducklings of

wood-duck, teal and dusky duck, and all the year round,

fat muskrats, furnishing for the price of conquest a ban-

quet that themink most delights in.

In the wooded border are homes ready builded for him

tinder the buttressed trunks of elms or in the hollow bolls

of old water maples, and hidden pathways through fallen

trees and under low green arches of ferns.

With such a home and such bountiful provision for

his larder close at hand, what more could the heart and

stomach of mink desire. Yet he may not be satisfied,

but longs for the wider waters of the lake, whose trans-

lucent depths reveal to him all who swim beneath him,

fry innumerable, perch displaying their scales of gold,

shiners like silver arrows shot through the green water,

the lesser bass peering out of rocky fastnesses, all attain-

able to this daring fisher, but not his great rivals, the

bronze-mailed bass and the mottled pike, whose jaws are

wide enough to engulf even him.

Here, while you rest on your idle oar or lounge with

useless rod, you may see him gliding behind the tangled

net of cedar roots or venturing forth from a cranny of the

rocks down to the brink and launching himself so silently

that you doubt whether it is not a flitting shadow till you

see his wake so silent that you wonder that it breaks the

reflections lengthening out behind him.

Of all swimmers that breathe the free air none can

compare with him in swiftness and in grace that is the

smooth and even flow of the poetry of motion. Now he

dives or rather vanishes from the surface, nor reappears

till his wake has almost flickered out.

His voyage accomplished, he at once sets forth on ex-

ploration of new shores or progress through his estab-

lished domain, and vanishes from sight before his first

wet footprints have dried on the warm rock where he

landed.

You are glad to have seen him, thankful that he lives,

and you hope that, sparing your chickens and your

share of trout, partridges and wild ducks, he too may be

spared from the devices of the trapper to fill his ap-

pointed place in the world's wildness.

MB. DIXON'S ROBINS.

Rev. Thos. Dixon, Jr., is a New York clergyman, who
has attracted considerable attention by preaching on

topics of the times. He has made local politics the sub-

ject of sensational sermons and has scored city officials

unmercifully. Tammany Hall has been the principal

object of his attacks, and not long ago he figured in a

police court libel case brought against him by one of the

Tammany excise commissioners.

For this reason, when, one day last week, Mr. Dixon,

the champion of law and order, was intercepted by a

Staten Island game constable, taken before a justice and

compelled to pay a good fat fine for shooting robins con-

trary to the law, it was quite natural that the incident

should promote public hilarity. The newspapers, Tam-

many and anti-Tammany alike, made the most of their

opportunity to get in their digs at the Rev. Thomas Dixon,

Jr. The wittiest reporters were sent to write up the

Staten Island end of the affair; the editors discoursed

solemnly on the enormity of the killing of song birds by

a clergyman; the rival cartoonist held the clerical robin

slayer up to public gaze, and the rhymsters sung of his

exploits in most atrocious verse. In short, newspaper

readers, and that means everybody, had a steady diet of

Dixon robins, and the town has been pointing its finger

at the unfortunate individual ever since.

This manifestation of public condemnation of the vio-

lation of the game laws is, as the advertisements put it,

"grateful and comforting." Nevertheless, it must be

borne in mind that if Mr. Dixon had not made himself

by his clerico-political activity a prominent mark for the

newspapers, his robin-shooting would have been dis-

missed by the news editors in a four-line item.

Moreover, in fairness to Mr, Dixon it is to be said that

he is only one of a multitude of gunners who have potted

robins in the autumn without , recognizing theheinous-

ness nor even the impropriety of their act. As a matter

of fact, until this year the robin has had official recogni-

tion as a game bird in the New York law, just as it has

to-day in the laws of some other States, as Connecticut,

Rhode Island, Maryland and North Carolina. Indeed

there are sections of the country where the robin is best

known not as a song bird, but as a component of potpies,

and Mr. Dixon happens to have come from such a section

of the country.

We take it, that Mr. Dixon's acquaintance with the

robin of this latitude is confined to the wild creature of

the October woods, which is not at all the domestic bird

of the door-yard and orchard in spring and summer; and

under these circumstances he might m-ge that, being

unfamiliar with the robin of sentiment, he could not

reasonably be expected to share that sentiment, which is

the robin's best protection. But even this plea cannot ex-

cuse him.
' For Mr. Dixon's chief offending, as we see it, is that as

an intelligent individual, who by the obligations of his

profession and walk of life is bound to conform to the

laws and to set a good example, he has recklessly and
ignorantly rushed into law breaking, when that very

ignorance is in itself an aggravation of the offense. In

these days of game protection and game laws, the very

first duty of a thinking man, who proposes to go shooting

or fishing, is to inform himself as to the legitimacy of

his sports. In shooting the legal maxim that ignorance

of the law excuses no man is doubly and trebly true.

Mr. Dixon might readily have ascertained that robins

were protected by the New York law of 1893, not as

"song birds," but specifically as robins. Having failed

to exercise ordinary discretion and to use the commonest

caution in this respect, Mr. Dixon has richly deserved, as

he would probably admit, all the unenviable notoriety

given his Staten Island robin-shooting.

And then, Mr. Dixon is a regular reader of Forest and

Stream: he told a Times reporter that he had bought a

copy of this jotirnal on his way down to Staten Island.

Is this the fruit of our preaching all these years?

CARE OF LIVE GAME.

Few subjects present greater interest to the sports-

man than the care of game birds in captivity and their

transportation from one point to another. Over a large

portion of the Eastern States game birds and quadrupeds

are practically exterminated, and to obtain shooting

without making long journeys, it is necessary that such

depleted.covers should be restocked.

To offer the greatest probabilities of , success this work

should be done on a considerable scale. Individual efforts

toward restocking are constantly being made, and some

of these are fresh in the minds of our readers; but no-

where has the work been conducted on so broad a plat-

form as in Massachusetts under the wise care of the

Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association's

Committee on Acclimatization. Of this committee Mr,

Henry J, Thayer is the secretary, and it has fallen to

him to superintend much of the work. His experience

in this field has thus, been more extended than that of

any other man in the country, and it is with great satis-

faction that we present to-day his paper, entitled

"Transportation and Care of Live Game,"

The value of this article will be apparent to every one

at all interested in the subject, Mr, Thayer wastes no

words in glittering generalities but gives a column and a

half of specific instruction, drawn from his own wide ex-

perience and covering no less than seven species of game,

five of which are entirely new to the country in which

they have been introduced.

As is very natural, the more we learn about this inter-

esting subject the more we desire to know, and it is to

be hoped that observations are being conducted in

Massachusetts, which, in the course of a year or two, will

tell us how these various species of wild birds have

thriven. Of course a single failure—the entire disappear-

ance of a lot of birds turned out—is by no means con-

clusive evidence that a particular species cannot be ac-

climated in a given locality. But there would be great

encouragement in learning that any one of the species,

not native to the region, which was turned out, had

flourished and done well.

While Mr, Thayer has been doing the good work of

writing this article for the benefit of his brother sports-

men he has suffered a severe misfortune in the burning

of his camp at Monomoy, Massachusetts, and the conse-

quent loss of gun, rifle, rods and canoe. Outside of

the money loss involved most of us realize how serious a

thing it is to lose one's old shooting implements, and we
can sympathize with Mr, Thayer in his misfortune.

The fund for the Audubon monument has been com-

pleted and it is stated that before long the stone will be

in position and appropriate ceremonies for its dedication

will take place. It has required years of time and a grea,t

deal of work to raise the amount of money neccessary for

the erection of this monument, and all New Yorkers, as

well as all lovers of nature, may congratulate themselves

that the efforts of the various committees who had the

matter in charge have at last been crowned with success.

The stone is simple but effective, a base of granite shows

a medallion of the great naturalist, and above this is a

shaft of North River blue stone ending in a Runic cross,

on which are carved some of the birds and animals which

are inseparably connected with the name of Audubon,
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A NIGHT IN THE WOODS.
One day late in the fall of 1887 just before the first

snow fall of winter, I left my husband's lumber camp to

return to my home in the settlement, a distance of three
miles through the woods, and as the afternoon was well
advanced when I started, 1 knew that I must walk,
briskly to reach home before nightfall, for as I must ferry
myself across the Penobscot River at a point where the
water ran very swiftly, and the boat and oars all being
well coated with ice, it would be unpleasant and perhaps
dangerous to attempt to cross after night had fairly shut
down. Eealizing this I hurried along the path, over
which I had been many times before.

At a distance of a mile and a half from the camp the
path ran through a swamp that was now flooded with
water from recent rains. At this point I was obliged to
leave the path and go through the woods to avoid a sloueh
that was about fifty rods in length. But I stepped boldly
into the woods, never dreaming but that I should make
connections all right and strike the road at a point below
the slough.
After some minutes" rapid walking I found I was

diverging from the right direction, but how much I could
not tell. I should have reached the path by this time if

I had kept the proper course, still I was not uneasy, for I
thought surely a few moments more will bring me out to
the path, or 1 shall find some indications of its being near,
trusting to chance to guide me aright. I soon found my-
self in a dense thicket of alder bushes just high enough
to reach a couple of feet above my head, and growing as
thickly together as the quills on the back of a porcupine.
It was impossible to see a rod clearly in any direction.
Working my way slowly along, I at last got clear of the
alders and found myself on more open ground. I could
see off' at my left a sharp narrow ridge which I recog-
nized as a range of small hillocks called the "horse-back"
which began on the east bank of the Penobscot, at a point
near my home, and terminated ten or twelve miles to the
east, i made my way toward this ridge, thinking that
I could easily follow along its summit, which was in no
place more than 100ft, across, and so reach home safely.
But when I had gained the top of the ridge I found I

had not the least idea in which direction to turn. Was
the way home toward the right or toward the left? I did
not know. My self-confidence now deserted me, and I
was obliged to recognize the full grown startling fact
that I was lost. Daylight bad now entirely faded and
the faint light afforded by the stars seemed only to make
everything more indiatinet, There was no wind moving,
everything was sombre and still. A? I stood there in the
weird silence, a feeling of helpless, hopeless loneliness
came over me impossible to describe. It is like no other
sensation. It is not exactly fear, but a stupefying, un-
reasoning,withering dread of you know not what. The fact
that it is entirely uncalled for—and as in my case there
was no cause for fear—only makes it the more aggravat-
ing. I sat down on a fallen tree, resolved to conquer and
banish this foolish, helpless feeling, and when I had so
far succeeded as to be able to reason clearly, I made up
my mind that I must stay in the woods all night sure. I
knew no one would think of looking for me until the
next day, for my husband would iielieve me safe at home,
while those at home would think that I had concluded to
stay at the camp, as I had often jdone. So there was
nothing for me but to accept the situation with the beat
grace possible.

I always carry a revolver when walking in the woods,
for 1 will confess to being terribly afraid of a bear. I
am sure I don't know why 1 should be so much afraid
of them, for I consider the common black bear quite
harmless unless attacked, and the black bear is the only
sort found in this vicinity. 1 have seen them quite fre-
quently in my rambles in the woods and have sometimes
been quite near them, but they always seemed to be as
anxious to increase the distance between us as I was,
and that is saying a good deal. In taking my revolver
from my pocket to examine and reload it if necessary I
found two bunches of matches, placed there for safe
keeping by some one while my jacket hung on the wall
in the camp. With the revolver and matches in my
possession I began to think my situation not so bad after
all. I could now build a fire and, I believed, get through
the night with some degree of comfort,

I now began to look about for something with which
to build my fire and some suitable place in which to
build it. Walking along a few rods I found a pine tree
lying on the ground that had evidently been shattered by
lightning. It gave a royal heap of kindling wood all
ready for a match, which I was not long in applying.
After my fire was well under way, and as the moon had
now risen, I walked along the top of the ridge. Though
determined not to lose sight of my fure, I was not satis-
fled with my accommodations for tbe night and still
had a faint hope of finding something that would enable
me to find my way out. The light from the fire would
be visible a long distance, as there was nothing to in-
tercept it. The undergrowth had been burned away
years before, leaving here and there a dead tree, with
the bark fallen oflE, standing white and ghostly in the
moonlight. As I moved along slowly and cautiously
for fear of stumbling, I suddenly heard a sound that
fairly froza me. I knew what it was too well, I had
often heard it before, but never when I was alone; it
was the sound of some animals tearing rotten wood in
search of insects. My old fear of a bear returned, rein-
forced by the hour, the place, and the fact that I was
alone and lost in the woods. I could think of no other
animal that procured its food in that manner or whose
strength enabled him to rent and break wood with such
violence.

After I had stood listening for perhaps five minutes,
though it seemed five lifetimes, my mind began to take
in the situation, and I thought that if I returned to my
fire without disturbing this unseen terrorizer, I should
be in a shiver of dread all through the long night, but if
I went near him and frightened him, and 1 could see him
run away as I felt sure he would, then I should have no
more fear of him. So, by taking my courage in both
hands and telling myself what amiserable coward I was,
and how I should despise a man with no more physical
courage than I was now displaying, I forced myself to
advance steadily toward the sound, which etill continued.

I walked very softly, for I did not wish to frighten the
creature before I had an opportunity to see him. I soon
discovered him on the trunk of a leaning rotten stub
quietly working away. He did not hear me come up.
The shadows prevented me at first from getting a fair

view of him, but presently he slightly changed his posi-
tion and turned his head and looked at me over his shoul-
der as I stood about twelve feet distant, and then, thank
heaven! I saw it was not a bear. I was so overjoyed to
find that it was not my special torment that the brute's
round, glistening eyes and gleaming white teeth as he
drew his upper lip back with a snarl, looked to me almost
pleasant. It was a Canadian lynx. Those who have
ever seen one of those cowardly creatures with its ugly,
cat-like head, will agree with me when 1 affirm that this
fellow was a scary-looking chap, as he gazed at me with-
out moving a muscle. I was so intensely gTatified to find
that it was not a bear that had caused me such a wretched
fright that for a moment I stood perfectly still, with no
other feeling save that of thankfulness. Then, while the
brute continued to gaze into my eyes the thought came
to me that if I could shoot him I should have something
to tell of, and perhaps it would not be unseemly to brag
about it a very little, considering the circumstances. I
knew it would be a difficult thing to do, owing to the
uncertain light, but I determined to try it at any rate.
Slowly moving my hand toward my pocket I drew out
my revolver, and taking aim as well as I could at the
broad forehead of the lynx, I fired. He sprang nearly
five feet into the air and fell dead not more than three
yards from my feet. The ball had penetrated his head
just above the eye. It was a good shot and I was corre-
spondingly elated with it.

Ij^aving my prize where it lay I retraced my steps
a short distance, and, turning to the right, continued to
make my way in the same direction in which I was
walking when my "bear" drew my attention from all
earthly concerns, and held it fixed exclusively on himself.
After walking perhaps a mile, for I had little idea of
distance and none of time, and I could just seeaglimmer
of light from the burning pine. I came to a break in my
elevated roadway, a notch in the horseback—I knew of
several such. I also knew that the lumber men some-
times made use of those natural gateways to pass through
the horseback with their teams. And if there should
prove on examination to be a path through this one I
might yet reach a human habitation and not be obliged
to pass the night in the woods. It was worth trying for,
anyhow. Clambering down the steep side of the notch
I reached the bottom, where it was so dark I could not
see a yard before me, but a few steps brought me out into
the moonlight, which was still insuffieieat to allow me
to make a close examination of the groimd. Lighting a
match and holding it near the ground, I saw the prints
of horses' hoofs plainly outlined in the soft earth. It
being late at night I reasoned that the teams that had
made these tracks were the.last that had passed, and were
on their way homeward, their destination being probably
some camp in the vicinity. Lighting a match every few
rods to make sure of the hoofprints, I traveled perhaps a
mile, when 1 came in sight of a glimmer of light; drawing
nearer I found it came from the window of a camp. I
walked up to the front entrance, and, looking through
the window, I saw a number of men mending their gar-
ments, making axe handles or playing checkers, but none
whom I Icnew. I passed around to the back door, sure of
finding the cook in tliis direction. 1 was cold, tired and
hungry, and glad to find a warm place with people about
me once more. I rapped on the door and it was opened
by a stranger, A man who was reading at the table
looked up as I came in. To my amazement it was my
husband. The man who opened the door was the cook,
the men who opened the front door were all well knovs n
to me, but I was so completely daz'^d, so lost as it were,
that I did not recogniy.e them. The next morning my
husliand accompanied me home, and then, after a long
search, foimd and brought home my lonj) eervier, and I
hope never again to be lost in the woods at night.
Maine, 1892. M. A. P.

THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
"Stanstead" seems to think that it is a myth.
Possibly it may be, but if so it is a terribly realistic

one when heard in the forest after night.
It might be almost impossible to prove that the panther

has a demoniac yell, because it is always uttered in the
silent watches of the night in the forests, on the inac-
cessible cliffs of the mountains, or under other condi-
tions in which the animal cannot be seen.
And yet, that the panther does scream, the writer has

no more doubt than he has of anything that is not de-
monstrable by ocular or other incontestible proof.
Did "Stanstead" ever hear the wailing of the wind as

it shrieked at his window on a cold and blustering
December night?

Doubtless, yes! But can he prove that it was the wind
and not a "myth?" Did he see it when it rattled his
casement and screamed its loud lament in the silent
watche§i of the night?
Supposing that "Stanstead," on one of his rambles

afield, should find a dog sitting close behind the man-
gled carcass of a sheep, so recently killed that the eye
was not yet glazed, that the dog was busily engaged
licking blood stains from his own breast and legs, with
tufts of wool yet sticking between his teeth, would he,
or would he not, firmly believe that the dog had been
guilty of killing his own mutton?
Well, "Stanstead" could be no surer of the facts in

either of these cases than the writer is that the panther
does scream. It is not much of a story, but such as it is
I give it,

I*i was away back "befo' the wah, sah!" in the summer
of Lincoln's first campaign, I was spending my holidays
with a young friend in Clinton county, N, Y. Poor fel-
low; he sprang to arms at his country's first call in the
following year and died in the Chickahominy swamps.
I was there at his invitation to join him in an outing in
the Adirondacks, We went into the Saranac region and
spent four weeks among the trout, and on our return
made arrangements to return in late October for a week's
deer hunting.
The time came around, and I returned to keep my ap-

is ^intrnent. I found that Charley (that was my young
friend's name) had all arrangements made and had en-
gaged an old deer hunter of great local fame, to accom-
pany UB on our trip.

I will not linger over details, but will come down to
the night on which I got into a cold "funk" while watch-
ing a deer lick.

We had been in the woods for a week and had met
with but poor luck. The dogs had started a number of
deer, but we somehow always got on the other runway
from that which they took. Our guide had succeeded in
killing two, but Charley and I had neither of us got a
shot. Our youthful hopes had been gradually dissipated
and we had got restless under our bad luck and wanted
to return home. The guide finally suggested that we
should V7atch a couple Of licks that he knew of at some
distance from camp.
This we agreed to do, and taking our blankets with

us to wrap up in for warmth, we set out before dark and
he placed us separately at the licks, about a mile apart,
and returned to camp, giving us the bag to hold on the
snipe hunt.
Confound his old picture! I know now that he had

been playing us for suckers all the way through, sending
us where he knew we would do no good, only to scare up
game for him to shoot at, and taking advantage of our
youthful enthusiasm to get all the easy work of camp
and make us do the hard and rough.
The only reason why he sent us to the licks was to

nifike us so tired and sleepy the next day that we would
not want to start for home.
He got fooled, though, that trip, for by sheer good luck

I killed a beautiful buck stone dead in his tracks, before
I had sat there for half an hour. It was pitch dark be-
fore I got his entrails out, and gathering the material for
a good fire I piled them up ready to ignite should it get
too cold before morning, and rolling myself up in the
blankets with my head pillowed on the buck's neck and
my gun under the blankets by my side, I fell fast asleep.

It was past midnight when I awoke,
I can scarcely call it awaking, for I just suddenly

changed from a condition of sound and dreamless slum-
ber to a perfect consciousness of all my surroundings,
and that a chill of nameless dread and terror was clog-
ging the blood in my veins, and that I was in some ter-
rible danger.

I threw the blankets back, grabbed my gunand fired it
off into the darkness, without realizing what I was do-
ing, and then, with trembling hand, struck a match and
btarted my fire.

As the first fitful flashes illumined the surrounding
gloom, my fear passed away, and I laughed at myself for
my silly terror.

In a few moments 1 lay down again, and was becom-
ing gradually drowsy as I watched the sparks from my
fire, and the uwaying of the le^-ves overhanging it, as
they tossed about in the ascending current of hot air.
Suddenly, from the depths of the forest, there burst

upon the silence a wailing cry, such as I had never heard
before, bixt which I knew at once to be a panther'^ voice
from descriptions of those who had heard it. To say
that I was frightened is hardly needful. I was not only
frightened, I was in a blue funk. The forest shades
became peopled with crouching, slinking forms, with
baleful eyes and glistening teeth, and I crouched with
my back to the fire, and followed with straining eyes
the flickering of the shadows among the trees,

A-gain, upon the shuddering air came that cry, like a
human voice in despairing agony. Strange to say, this
second cry served to dispel a great part of my fear, and I
arose and replenished the fire. From that time until
morning I sat with my gun aci'oss my knees, keeping a
sharp lookout, but not really afraid. Remember, friends,
I was only 18, and a youth of that age is apt to get pretty
badly rattled under more favorable conditions than those.
As soon as objects were fairly discernible in the gray

dawn, I raced into camp, routed old "Gash," the guide,
out of his blankets, got the dogs, and ran back to my
deer.
The instant the dogs arrived they took the scent, and

went baying over the very locaUty Avhere the yells
came from during the night, and soon passed out of
hearing up the mountain side, We followed as fast as
we could in the direction they had taken and in half an
hour could hear them again. They had found and treed
the creature and in a few moments we came up to him
lying out upon the limb of a great birch tree, looking
down calmly at the baying dogs.
A shot from each of our rifles tumbled him dead upon

the ground. We measured him as he lay, and from tip
to tip he was just 9ft.

He was a male and a beauty, and had his skin not been
spoiled in the dressing I think it would still ornament
some corner of the old homestead as a remembrance of
the boy who early left the old home nest.
Well, we skinned him and returned to get my deer and

pack him to camp.
We examined the ground carefully around the scene of

last night's adventures, and found where the animal had
completely encircled the spot where the deer and I lay,
coming in one spot to within 20ft. of me,

I believed then, and believe now, that it was only my
providential awakening and firing the gun that, kept the
creature from springing upon me.
The tracks of all four of his feet could be plainly seen

in the soft earth, planted close together, and firmly sunk
in the ground, as though they had been imbedded by the
rocking motion that cats give themselves before they
spring in order to obtain firm footing.

It may be that he would have sprung upon the carcass
of the deer instead of upon me, but I don't believe it. I
think he knew perfectly well that the deer was dead, but
that there was something else there that wasn't.
On our return to camp we found Charley had breakfast

ready and impatient of our delay. He had seen no deer,
and had heard nothing during the night. In fact, I al-
ways thought, although he never acknowledged it, that
he soon went to sleep upon his watch and never woke up
till morning.
Such are the grounds upon which I base my firm belief

in the panther's yell.

If the sounds I heard that night were the products of
the imagination, or the "howlet's dismal cry," tbentbey
fitted in remarkably Close with the facts.
Perhaps it was the voice of the loiip garouf

^ ^ Aeefar.
Califobnia, October.

This must be a fine stream for trout," said a pedestrian
to a man who was fishing. "I think so, too," said the
angler, for I have been fiabiuK here for an hrur and can't
get one to leave iV^—Boston Connnercial BnllGtin,
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CANADA LYNX IN MAINE.
Between 1840 and 1850 Canada lynxes were more com-

mon in the woods of Maine than foxes are to-day,
especially in the northern sections of Oxford, Franklin
and Somerset countiep, in this State, In 1840 the Hud-
son Bay Company exported to Surope aexen or eight
thousand skins from British America. But they have
decreased to such an extent that a trapper seldom sees a
sign of them nowadays.
The Canada lynx is about Bft. in the length of the

body, standing 21in. high. It has a round head like our
domestic cat, but much larger. Its fur is long and soft,
and, when prime, of a beautiful stone-gray color along
its sides, and mixed on its back, with long hairs tipped
with black, and under its body is white, beautifully
mottled with black spots. Its ears stand erect and are
quite conspicuous, being Lipped with a tuft of black
hair, and on either side of its lower jaws is quite a
I'UDch of gray hair, mixed with black. Its tail is about
4Ln. long, tipped with black. In summer time the lynx
iias quite a different appearance, being of a reddish-
brown color.

The eye of the lynx is very large, round and bright,
and is capable of staring at you for a long time, and it

was believed by the ancients that they could see through
opaque bodies, and even through a stone wall: hence an
old txpression, lynx eyed, to represent keenness of sight.
Another fable was that their water, or urine, contained
a valuable stone called Zapis lincurms.
The early French writers ascribe to the lynx that habit

of stretching their length on the limb of a tree and wait-
ing for deer to pass under them, when they drop upon
them, tear their throat and drink their blood. The late
John M, Wilson, Esq., a surveyor of the Rangeleys, told
me he once saw a lynx on the limb of a large tree directly
over his head, but as he passed quickly and quietly along
the creature did not move from its position, but eyed him
with a steady gaze until he was out of reach.
The French give it the name of Ixmp cervier or deer-

wolf, which is vulgarized to hicivee: it is also called bob
oat on account of the shortness of the tail.

The lynx is a good swimmer, taking to the water natu-
rally in the summer season. They will cross lakes miles
in width and swim as fast as a good canoe man can pad-
dle. They are infested by fleas in fearful numbers, and
woe to the hunter who lugs one home on his back. The
lynx is as ferocious a beast as exists in the wilds of Maine.
1 have often said I would sooner attack a black bear sin-
gle handed than a lynx. It is impossible to tame or do-
mesticate them. The natural yellow of their eye will
grow light and silvery by eyeing the living animal and
waiting awhile for it to grow mad: it will soon appear
like livid fire, and it would challenge the nerve of a
strong-minded hunter to look them out of countenance.
It is my opinion that this animal seldom, if ever, attacks
a man when enjoying the freedom of natui-e, but if cor-
nered and unabie'to escape no doubt would defend itself
to the finish.

In the year 1851 the late L. F. Durkee, Esq., of Magal-
loway, killed one of these animals in the deserted house
on Richardson Farm, MoUychunkemunk Lake, with a
club; it happened in this wise: Mr. Durkee entered the
house through the woodshed, and a large male lynx ran
ahead of him into the house. Mr. D. followed, taking a
stick of wood in his hand. Getting cornered in the pan-
try the lynx faced about for a spring, when a lucky blow
with the club of wood settled the skirmish.

Mr. Robert Torrey, of Cambridge, Mass., with a party
of young men on a hunting expedition to the Rangeleys,
camped one night at Upper Dam before the lodging con-
veniences were built there, and in the night time were
awakened by one or more lynxes creeping around very
near the sleepers, and it was not until a bright light was
made and firearms were resorted to and a big rumpus
made, that the lynxes departed.
In 1842, when I first arrived at the Rangeley Lakes

with my traps for trapping operations in the then ex-
tremely wild and unexplored wilderness, game of all
kinds was abundant, especially fur-bearing animals.
Prominent among the latter was the lynx; so plentiful
were they that one could not cross a lake or enter the
thick woods in winter without seeing their tracks in
the snow. They often traveled in squads of from two to
five, following the shore of the lake, or on the river bank,
or through thick swamps and over high mountains. They
were quite a formidable beast of prey, subsisting on
young deer, hares, grouse or any other luckless animal
they could capture. There was a bounty on their heads,
and the pelts brought a good price in the market, so my
first attention as a trapper was given to them.
They would screech fearfully when in a trap and could

be heard for miles, and were frightfully savage, especially
when fti'st captured, and being as large as a large hound
dog, we felt compelled to approach them with caution.
When startled they appeared as large asadeer, with head
erect and fur puffed out, they looked grand and savage.
They are able to leap fifteen feet on a level , but often
when walking, stepped very short, only a few inches.
My second winter trapping in the Rangeleys I caught

and shot forty-nine of these lynx—having all sorts of ex-
periences with them, I would sometimes find them in
the tops of the highest trees with the trap and a log, at
which time it would tax my greatest skill to secure them.
£ had ti'aps set on both sides of MoUychunkemunk Lake,
so I could go up one way and down the other to tend to
them. One day I tracked five coming through a swamp
near Aziscohos Mountain. I followed them and they
took to the lake, going down on the south side, and on
my way home I got three of them.

I have sometimes caught them swimming the lake,
when I could easily shoot them.
Lynxes exhibit as much inquisitiveness as a woman.

They would come around my camping places nights,
often screeching loud enough to raise the hat on one's
head, and after I left camp they would scratch open the
hot ashes and burn the hair from their feet, as well as
steal whatever they wanted from the camp. In Maine
this lynx feeds chiefly on the white hare {Lepus amen-
canus), and in the capture of this animal they are very
sly, creeping on a fresh track with the greatest caution

,

untU within five, ten or fifteen feet of them. Then with
a screech which paralyzes the game they make the fatal
leap, almost certain to seize the rabbit,

They do not hide the remains of the animal as a dog
would, but leave it partly eaten, for the next hungry
creature that comes along. They prefer a warm dinner,
but can be toled into a trap by a fish or the carcass of a
bird or rabbit. They have no home, but are constantly
traveling.
When they bring forth their young they usually make

their nest in a hollow log or fallen tree and drop three or
four kits at a litter, about the size of a wharf rat, of a
brown color, spotted like a fawn.
About the year 1860 Professor Agassiz, of the Museum

of Comparative Z jology, at Cambridge, sent for me to
come to him, which I did. He said he wished to arrange
with me to procure for him specimens of all the wild
animals in the State of Maine. He wanted them to ex-
change with the Paris Zoological Gardens and Museum,
for articles and objects which could not be purchased
with money. I asked him if he wanted a live skunk, he
said a very "leetle" one! I procured that year, by my
own hunting, about one thousand dollars worth of
animals—from bears to mink—among which were many
specimens of live lynx, I caught them in steel traps,
and tended the traps daily. They usually got caught by
the end of the toes, and the thick hair on the foot was
such a protection that the trap did not injure them.

I had much trouble in learning the best way to carry
them on my back, as they were very ferocious and
would bite and tear fearfully with their claws, and I
often had to carry them eight or ten miles througli the
wood.
One day I was traveling along the dense swamp below

a ])ond with quite pack on my back and a small hatchet
in my hand. It was the 6th day of May, but there was
considerable snow on the ground, when without any
warning a lynx leaped across my path within a few feet
of ray head and ran a few rods, then faced about, crouch-
ing in a position for a spring. I threw off my pack and
then threw my hatchet at her, which went over her head
and beyond her, upon which she ran away in the direc-
tion of the hatchet. I ran after her and picked up my
hatchet, and followed her tracks on the run. I had not
gone far before I came suddenly face to face with her,
perhaps thirty feet away, and she was again in position
to spring. This time I threw my hatchet with more pre-
cision, and hit her in the side, knocking her over. I ran
to her and saw she was trembling fearfully. 1 felt for a
string, but had none in my pocket. They were in my
knapsack. I got out my pocket handkerchief and twisted
it, and grabbed the cat to tie her legs, but she was reviv-
ing, and before I could tie her legs she became the liveli-

est corpse of the season and tore my clothes and fl-sh
fearfully; but I had no thought of losing that $25, and by
main force I tied one of her legs to a little tree. I then
left her and went back to my knapsack and got a string I
carried for the purpose, and'cut a crotched stick, put the
prongs over her neck, bringing her to the ground, and
choked her until I could tie her legs together firmly. I
then put her in a loose sack I carried for the i^urpose, and
with a small cord tied to the lower and upper corners of
the sack made a pack, putting it on my back, with the
rope over my head and across my breast. I then found
she would stick her claws and teeth through the bag and
my coat and into my back. Then I broke evergreen
boughs and placed them between the sack and my back.
This worked well, I then had to carry the beast nine
miles on my back through the woods home.
On my arrival at home in the dusk of evening, my

family were in the front yard enjoying the beautiful
balmy evening air. I asked one of my boys to bring a
lantern, and I continued on to the barn a few rods away,
and soon the lantern came and a friend who was plaster-
ing my house by the name of Charles Powers. We
entered the barn and I closed the door behind me, which
made the man suspicious, and he asked me what I had in
my pack. I threw it off and untied it without answer-
ing, and out came the old lynx with two of her feet clear
of the strings, and she jumped up with a loud spit, and
up went Powers on to the scaffold 6ft, from the floor,

without a thing to cling to. Nothing but fright could
ever have helped a man to such a feat,

I put her in a box with slats over the top, and the next
morning she had three little kits with her, one of which
I have now in spirits. One I gave the Natural History
Society of Portland, Maine, and one to the Cambridge
Museum. The kits lived three days on cow's milk, but
their mother would take no notice of them. They were
armed with sharp claws and nice little teeth at their
birth.

At one time I brought home a live lynx and put him in
the box over night. Early in the morning I went to the
barn to see how he was, and just as I opened the big door
where the box was, one of my neighbors came along the
road, and seeing me there he called in. He was a moder-
ate sort of a man and had been an itinerent Methodist
preacher, but was growing out of that. He was a great
chewer of tobacco. He came up to me and shook hands
and turned around and sat down on the cat-box. At that
instant and quick as lightning the lynx struck his claws
into the seat of his ti'ousers and into his flesh, and at the
same time giving one of his loudest spits and snarls.
The man jumped nearly 2ft., holding on to the hinder parts
of his trousers—the whole thing was so suddenly and
neatly done that whenever it occurs to me even now, after
forty years, I find myself laughing.
When the lynx strikes with its claws he does not hold

his grip, but renews his strike. Of course when he strikes,
you jerk back, and his claws being circular, they hold
the flesh and it tears.

In tying a lynx's legs, it is impossible to touch them
without his striking your hand with his claws, the only
way to do is to make a slip noose or clove-hitch, hold it

down close to his foot and drop it over, then draw it up,
one foot at a time, while you have him on his back. I
have captured one at night, and being too far from home
had to camp out and take him the next day. In that
case I take the lynx from the sack and hitch him in the
ODPoeite corner of the camp, and I have been startled
almost out of my wits by suddenly waking and, before I

could think where I was, seeing those two balls of fire

staring at me, and sometimes the creature would give
one of its most approved yells while I was quietly dream-
ing, and bring me out of my balsam bed all standing.
They are of the untameable, wild kind of creation.

Never could an adult lynx be tamed, in my opinion, but
a kitten might be, I think. I have sent many of them to
Europe, but many die on shipboard—they become seasick
sod die in fits, This animal i» now nearly extinpt in the

Rangeley lake country, but in the forties the woods were
full of them,

I have trapped and killed several hundred of these lynx
in the twenty five years spent in the early days of the
history of the Rangeleys, when the wolf had driven the
red deer from the State and moose occupied almost every
mountain for their winter yards.

In those days it was a common occurrence to see almost
every animal of the woods swimming the lakes, or meet
them face to face in the forest.

Bethei,, Maine. ,J, G. RiCH,

BOLDNESS OF THE CANADA LYNX.
The following account of the boldness of the Canada

lynx in winter was published in Forest and Steeam
March 1, 1888, as a part of one of the series of Rock
Climbers' letters. The time was the beginning of the
previous winter, the place St. Mary's Lakes in north-
western Montana, and the people a little hunting party
of four men who had been climting the rough mountains
in search of sheep, scenery, white goats, health, huckle-
berries and other things. The account is from the pen
of our old correspondent, "Yo.'" He said: "The men
hugged the fire pretty closely during these bitter cold
days. A walk of two or three miles up or down or across
the lake was all they ventured on. and no signs of game
were seen. Now and then the track of a fox or a bay
lynx would be seen, where these prowlers had passed
along Jiear the lake shore, lioping to surprise a wounded
duck upon the beach, but of true game animals there
were none about. There was no especial reason why the
men should climb the mountains in such weather. They
had plenty of wood and the greater part of three fat
goats hung upon a tree within ^!ft. of the door.
"One night thismeat caused a little excitementin camp.

It was perhaps two o'clock on a bright moonlight night,
when Yo, who from some cause or other was half awake,
heard a noise as of something falling, followed immedi-
ately by the sound of galloping quite near the tent. The
first idea that flashed through his brain was that one of
the horses had come up to the tent, knocked something
over, and being frightened had galloped away. The
dogs, however, at once set up a tremendous barking, and
the sound of the retreating footsteps stopped so quickly
that it was evident that no horse had made it. Thor-
oughly awakened, he raised himself on his elbow, just in
time to see Jack getting up, and in a moment more the
latter had stepped out of the tent and called out, 'Some-
thing has carried off a ham of meat,' then an instant
later, 'Why, I see the darn thing there in the brush I'

Yo rose and went to the door, and from the blanketed
forms in the tent came the question, 'What is ii?' and
the recommendation, 'Shoot the darned cuss!' Jack
reached into the tent for his gun, and both men cheered
on the dogs who could be plainly seen against the white
snow in the bushes dancing around a dark object sitting
there. That the dark object was not at all disturbed
either by their dancing or their furious barking was
made sufficiently plain by its quiescent attitude, and the
further fact that it was crunching the bones of the cap-
tured meat and was evidently making a hearty meal of
it. At length, encouraged by cries of 'Sick him, Keno,'
'Go for him. Babbette,' the dogs mustered up pluck
enough to rush in upon the creature, but they did not
stay there long. The animal suddenly assumed enormous
proportions, flew up in the air as if propelled by a mighty
spring, and came down again on the back of the largest
dog. The latter gave one wail of anguish, and stood not
upon the order of his going, but fled at once out on the
prairie 50yds. behind the tent, where he positively rent
the air with his howls and yelps, while Babbette, who
accompanied him, continued to bark in a half-hearted
way, as if saying 'Come out here into the open, if you
dare.' Meantime the creature had once more turned" his
attention to the meat.
" 'Well,' said Jack, 'I guess he calculates he'll drive ua

out of camp, but we'll see first if we can't get that meat
back.' Ho then fired four shots at the animal, which
calmly went on with its meal until the fourth shot had
been fired, when it again sprang into the ah- and bounded
off into the deeper shadows of the brush. Jack stepped
out to where the animal had been, picked up the ham,
brought it back and hung it up in the tree, and then they
went into the tent and crept into their blankets again,
A good deal of speculation was indulged in as to what
the animal was. That it was a cat of some kind was
evident, and it had scarcely seemed large enough for a
mountain lion. It was probably a wildcat or a Canada
lynx, but all hands agreed that it had courage enough for
a lion of the largest size.

"The next morning before breakfast .Jack went out to
where the meat had heen brought from and returned
with a little tuft of hair, gray, mixed with rufous, which
had been knocked off by the ball and evidently belonged
to a lynx or a wildcat. The depression in the snow where

j
the animal had sat showed by its small size that it had
not been made by a mountain lion. After breakfast Jack
and Yo took their rifles and started out on the animal's
track to see where it led to. It was readily followed, as
it wound about through the thick willows, and about
thirty steps from where it had left the meat was a bed
where it had lain for some time, and in this bed was a
drop or two of blood. Evidently it had not been much
frightened by the row, and it was quite possible that they
might come upon it anywhere. They followed the tracks
very carefully, proceeding as noiselessly as possible, and
stopping every few steps to look. When they had gone
nearly lOOyds,, the tracks swerved suddenly to the right,
and just as they had turned to follow them, Jack, who
was ahead, made a motion with his hand and stopped,
and Yo, stooping and looking under his arm, saw the
animal not 20yds. away. It was lying in the sun at the
foot of, and beyond, a great spruce tree, and only its hips
were visible from behind the tree. Jack motioned to his
companion to shoot, but before he could do so he was
obliged to creep several yards to the right under the low
spreading branches of a willow. This exposed nearly
half the animal's side and the shot was fired as close to
the tree as possible. At the report the animal gave a
spiring and sti-etched itself out on the snow in the death
agony. It proved to be a Canada lynx of the largest size,

and as it lay there, its thick legs terminating in huge
paws armed with long claws, gave it a much more fer-
ocious appearance than it was really entitled to. An ex-
amination showed that Jack's shot of the night before
had grazed one of the forelegs, not penetrating the flesh,
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but just knocking loose a little flap of skin, from which
scratch a few drops of blood had flowed. This would,
of course, entitle Jack to the skin, for by old-time hun-
ters' law, established and sanctified by long custom, the
first shot that draws blood is entitled to the hide and half
the meat. They carried the carcass back to camp and
skinned it."

THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
THEZooi.oorcAL Society OF PurLADELPHiA, Fairmount

Park, Oct. 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The discus-
sion as to whether the so-called American panther does
or does not scream, would be shorn of much of its length
by reducing the negative statements to all that they, in
the nature of evidence, can be—simple statements of the
Jact that the particular observer making them never
heard a panther scream.
To all such I offer the assurance that if they will take

up their quarters in any zoological collection containing
living specimens of the species for such a length of time
as the convenience of the animal may require, they will
become sufficiently familiar with the sound to distinguish
it from the voice of other beasts and birds, even when
lying rolled up in their blankets in the frosty night air of
the glorious Rockies.
The only question then remaining might be as to what

is and what is not a *'sci-eam," and while the dividing
line between discord and harmony may be somewhat
loosely drawn, I venture the individual opinion that the
term is peculiarly apt, when applied to the rather ex-
plosive, high-pitched and harsh voice of the puma.

Athtje Erwin Bkown.

More About the Thread-Fin.
By request Mr. R. V. R. Schuyler has furnished to the

U. S. National Museum the following additional facts
about the curious little fish mentioned in Foeest and
Stkeam Oct. 27:

"The fish in question is unknown in this section, as the
drawing in question was made from one of the first that
was caught here (Biloxi, Miss.) The fishermen evidently
surrounded a small shoal of these fish, as they had about
two bushels of them.
"They were caught in a seine drawn over a very hard

bottom, the water being about 5ft. deep. The fish were
all of a size and all exactly alike. The weather was very
warm when they were taken. I showed a couple of
them to a number of gentlemen, but no one could tell
anything about the fish. Small as they were, they were
put on strings and shipped to New Orleans."
When Hornaday was in Borneo he collected a species

of thread-fin in fresh waters which had the lower rays of
the breast fin remarkably prolonged, their length being
several times the length of the body. These separate
threads are organs of touch, and can be moved independ-
ently of the pectoral fins. Many species of thread-fiin are
known.

The Falll iMigrations.
The Cedars, Oakdale, L. I., Oct. 29,—Sunday, Oct. 23,

opened bright and beautiful, and was ushered in by an
avalanche from the north of all varieties of warbles.
Never in my residence of over twenty-five years on Long
Island, have I witnessed such a migration of songsters,
as have blessed us with their happy presence, and sweet
voices to the date of my writing, I think I have seen
millions of robins, bluebirds, yellow birds, and many
other varieties whose names are not familiar to me. It
is delightful to see and hear how happy the vast multi-
tude of little innocents are, as they wing their cheery
way to their homes in the Sunny South, and bid us a long
farewell, ere they return again, when spring's warm
hand has unlocked the streams and the trees put forth
their buds and blossoms. Now that they have left us,
how much we shall miss their sweet notes and innocent
glee. We must content ourselves by living on the mem-
ory of the pleasure the little fellows afforded us.
They have about all sung us their last farewell now,

and naught is left but big strong Bob White (Long Island
Bob White), Alfred A. Eraser.

"Game Laws in Brief," JJnited States and Canada,
'illustrated, 25 cents. "Book of the Game Laws" {fuU
text), 50 ceyits.

TRANSPORTATION AND CARE OF LIVE
GAME.

Editor Forest and Stream:
So far as I am aware, nothing has heretofore been writ-

ten which might be of assistance to sportsmen desirous
of restocking with game their favorite covers.
With this apology, and fully aware of the incomplete-

ness of this article, I will state some experience gained
thus far in connection with work of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association's Committee on
Acclimatization, hoping it may be of use to others; the
game handled consisting of about 3,500 head, including
pinnated grouse, sharptail grouse, English partridges,
Oregon mountain quail, Gambel's partridge, Virginia
quail and Northern hares.
To sportsmen wishing to procure live game the sugges-

tion is made, first of all, that if they can procure what
they wish through reliable dealers in game they will save
money, time and vexation: the prices charged may seem
excessive, but as a rule will not prove so in the end.
Game birds should be packed in low cases with a fair

amount of side room, but low, so that birds cannot crowd
one on top of another—since this is the greatest cause of
loss in transportation.
The following are good shipping rules, and if one can

have them observed, with ordinary care, birds should
arrive in good order:

DIRECTIONS FOn SHIPPING LIVJS OAME.

Birds should be put in light crates or boxes, with slats in front
and back, Avith cloth top, and tins or dishes for food and water
fastened on outside of crate so the birds may feed without spilling
or fouling food and water.
Prairie chickens and pheasants must not be sent more than 5 in

each compartment of crate, which should be 15in. high and about
24in. long and broad.
Quail must n^t be sent more than 15 in each compartment of

crate which should be 6in. high and about 20in. broad and long.
Corn, either loose or on the ear. should be put in feeding troughs

of crates in which chickens or pheasants are sent, and wheat or
rye when quail are sent; also a small quantity of gravel should be
put in with the grain. A card should oe fastened on the coop, ask-
ing the express lo fill the water dishes when needed.
Particular Oa-Mtion.—Crates in which birds are shipped may be

longer or wider than above stated, but nof ?(ig/ier. The heads of
birds when in the crates should ji<8t fowc/t the top covering, and
that covering must be of cloth or bagging and not slats or boards.

It is necessary that these instructions should be exactly followed,
or the birds will arrive here dead.

THE BEST WAV OF MAKING A CKATE FOR SHIPPING I-.IVE BIRDS.

Clotli Top,
I

1 ^

Side view of a Crate for

shipping Birds.

A Fly Given to Ink.
Editor Forest ami Stream:
While marking some of my shells the other day, I hap-

pened to be using a stub pen, and, as I put the figure
nine (9) on them, a small amount of ink was left on the
loop and on the back of the figure, and also on the line
which I drew under the figure to distinguish it from a
SIX. As I marked I pushed away the marked shells a little
to one side. Looking up, by some chance from my work,
I observed that a fly was on top of one of the freshly
marked shells, with his proboscis in the ink. I watched
him carefully and saw that after he had drained the first
small "pool" in the loop, he went to the back and also to
the Ime underneath the figure, completely drying the
places as if recently blotted. After rubbing his head
with his forefeet and crawling around, he went down the
shell and up another, but as the ink had almost dried up
by this time, he only had one drink. He then flew away
apparently in the best of spirits. Philohela Minor.
MiT/rON, Mass., Oct. 28.

• Panthers and the Hair.
;I&DG}EWOOD, N. J., Oct, 28.—Editor Forest and Strea^n:

Hair does not "raise" or stand on end, even at the sight
of a panther. What does Eudyard Kipling say? Here it
is: "It IS a mistake to say that hair stands up. The skin
of the head tightens and you can feel a faint prickly bristl-
ing all over the scalp. That is the hair sitting up." This
was precisely what happened to me on the occasion of my
first encounter with a tiger from a howdah in India in
1873. It describes my symptoms exactly. Hair iust sits
^P! A. J. Kenealy.

World's Fair on Steel.

TiF® o^.i^'^i^l^^'^'^® {° ?• ^- l^ord,PhenisBuildiDe,Ohicago.
lrA'nnfl^oS^'^K"^i f-

sfeel plate picture of the World's Fairgrounds and bmldmgs. suitable for framing.—^di).

Election Day.
Every sportsman who goes into the woods Election Day shouldwear one of the Fairfield Rubber Company's ''self-feedtag'' sho^^^^^mg vests. They are the best on the market, ami a nevef eSgsource of Batisfaction to shotgun shooters,-U(to

euamg

This can easily be made by taking an ordinary box of proper
height, sawing off half of one end, putting slats on the new end
and lacking on a cloth or bagging top.

As a rule, however, inexperienced shippers think they
know better how to pack and give too much head room,
but with disastrous results. On one occasion two ship-
ments arrived the same day from almost the same
locality. One lot, packed according to directions, eigh-
teen dozen quail in number, lost a total of two birds dead.
The other, only thirty-five quail in all, came packed in a
box 4ft. long by 20in. square, divided in two compart-
ments, and on arrival had remaining four birds alive, all
of which died within three days. The reason for this was
that at every disturbance the birds would start to fly—as
game birds do when startled—-bruising themselves and
those beneath. When properly packed they cannot leave
their feet nor trample other birds.
Grouse and other large birds should also have burlap

around the sides of their crates as well as on top, other-
wise they are quite liable to break legs and wings by
thrusting them through the openings.
Pinnated and sharptail grouse are usually good travel-

ers if used well, not being very restless and needing little
care.

Virginia quail should have careful attention on
f their

journey, especially needing plenty of fresh water. They
oftentimes arrive in extremely poor order on accoimt of
a rough journey. It is a common occurrence to take
from the crates birds which have died of starvation
although provided with water and food in abundance,
the reason being that they do not feed well when con-
stantly disturbed; and after an unusually rough experi-
ence many may die for two or three days after arrival at
their journey's end, apparently from exhaustion. When
practicable it is better to transport them by water rather
than by rail, as being more quiet they feed much better
and are less disturbed.
The Gambel's partridge seems to endure transporta-

tion the best of any variety of small game tried
thus far, and in fact this bird appears to show unex-
pectedly good qualities as game. They are prolific, and
seem to be very hardy both as regards heat and cold, and
although running badly in open, bare country, as does
also the Virginia quail under like conditions, still, when
found in good cover they seem to lie as well to a dog and
to show as fine game qualities as the latter. They are
also very handsome birds and are said to have good table
qualities. It may well repay sportsmen to investigate
regarding this bird.

My experience with animals has been limited to the
Northern hare, although having received offers enough
to stock a fair menagerie. Very tender as regards trans-
porting, the hares requii-e special care. There must be
entire isolation one from another, else they will fight to
the death. They also requii-e quick handling even in
cold weather.
English partridges, when weU packed seem to be very

hardy travelers, but every attempt to introduce this bird
in the Eastern States has thus far been without marked
success; in most cases entire failure.
When desirable to keep birds more than a short time

in confinement a number of essentials should be observed.

A coop large enough for considerable freedom should
be used, or, very much better, a light, well ventilated
room with plenty of sunlight.
The sides and top mtist be of some soft, yielding ma-

terial or the birds will die from concussion of brain or
broken necks.
Wire poultry nets will not do, being too harsh and

unyielding, and will take the skin and flesh as well as
feathers off their heads, besides often crippling the birds
badly in other ways. Something better may be found,
but ordinary unbleached cotton cloth tacked loosely from
supports will do well and probably is as cheap as any-
thing for the purpose.
Pieces of fish net (of proper mesh so as not to entangle

the birds) if stretched in front of windows will serve to
let in a good supply of sunlight, but should not be less
than a foot from the window frames, as when startled
the birds will usually fly toward the light, and when on
the wing have considerable momentum.
For quail in particular some kind of perch should be

arranged where the sunlight falls, as they seem to love to
bask in the warmth, crowding together like a swarm of
bees, sometimes two or three deep and crushing those
beneath, the whole bunch moving with the sunlight.

If readily procurable it is well to have some evergreens
or other small trees or brush in the corners or at the sides,
as they become less frightened if some refuge or place of
"concealment is near when they are disturbed.
Ample supply of clean, fresh water is needed, and

water jars such as are used in poultry yard=i are very
good for the purpose and cheap. Virginia q\wl need
considerable water, fully two quarts daily for 100 birds;
other varieties much less, and prairie chickens very little,
although they do drink some.
Grain of different kinds should be given, but (although

I may be in error) the use of much corn or buckwheat
should be avoided on accotmt of their heating qualities.
All grain fed should be well soaked in water before feed-
ing, and plenty of sand or fine gravel provided for diges-
tion; one hundred quail will make away with fully a pint
of sand per day, and other birds in like proportion. Green
food, such as cabbage and apples (if cut open), birds are
fond of, and they produce good efteot.

Rats and mice probably do little harm save eating grain
left for the birds; but it is possible that they may at times
attack the birds themselves, though it has never happened
in my own experience. The vermin most to be ftared
are bird Jice, which can best be kept in check by leaving
heaps of dust or fine coal ashes for the birds to burrow in.
If kept in conefinement long they are apt to be badly
affected unless good provision is made for dusting.
Coops should be cleaned when foul. Allow plenty of

fresh air. Wounded or sickly birds must be removed at
once and kept in separate quarters. If not removed,
wounded birds have no chance of living; the well ones
kill them to a certainty. Also, except for the purpose of
caring for the birds, the less they are visited, and conse-
quently disturbed, the better it is for them.

Finally, if one is contemplating procuring game, orders
should be placed early in the season, certainly before
Jan. 1, and much better for all concerned if early in the
fall.

^

Game cannot be shipped after the breeding season
commences by the breaking up of the coveys, and very
few birds are trapped after March 15, or even earlier in
forward seasons.

It is an open question whether loosing game in the
autumn and feeding through the winter is better than
liberating in the spring. Henry J. Thayer.

ADIRONDACK NOTES.
NORTHWOOD, N. Y., Oct. 26.—While on a little tramp

in October I saw what appeared to be a charred stump; I
watched it a moment, and it moved. I then saw it waa
a partridge. Its back was black with streaks of brown
running up and down its feathers. Its breast was of a
mottled brown. I could not distinguish its sex.
A party of four recently returned from Moose River.

Three of them had a pair of antlers each. The reason
the fourth didn't makes the boys smile. Fred was out
for a still-hunt on Thursday and saw several does, but
not a deer that he wanted until late in the afternoon

;

then he saw an antler above a brush heap. He waited
and watched, seeing the brush move and hearing the
deer eating. After an hour's waiting he saw the deer's
neck between two trees. He shot and had the satisfac-
tion of seeing the deer fall. As he walked toward it he
saw a nice buck running away from him, but as he had
a head that would bear mounting he didn't shoot. When
he got to the deer he found he had killed a nice big doe.
Bears were never more numerous. Seven have been

shot or trapped within three miles of Northwood's post-
office. A very exciting bear chase was had around Flae
Brook last week. Guy Richardson shot a bear back of
his house and killed it. With the bear were two cubs.
The next day a party was organized to hunt the cubs.
With the aid of several dogs a cub was started opposite
Jule Aliens. The bear ran a mile or more, thenjhe took
to a tree. The men came up to where the dogs were
jumping around and pawing the air. After fifteen
minutes of craning necks one of the men saw a tuft of
hair and he shot it. The hair landed in the midst of the
dogs, while the men danced around and shouted "Sick
'em," "take 'im," and other exhortations. They finally
concluded the vicious cub must be dead. He was very
dead. Then one of the party saw something where the
fight had been. He picked it up and then the party
looked sheepish. It was the detatched tail of a big coon.
The members of that party tried to keep still about their
bear hunt, but two of'Northwood's hunters found a dead
coon almost chewed to pieces where the fight had been.
The Ohio City boys say no more about the fox that

Northwood boys run on the first day of the deer-hounding
season. Raymond S. Spears.

In the Old Dominion.
Surry Court House, Va., Oct 19.—Game is plentiful

here this season and consists of deeer (there has never
been known a better season for them than this), turkeys,
squirrels and partridges. There is now some very good
fishing in the creeks around here; large numbers of chub
are being caught. The chub is what is known in most
sections of the country as black bass. A. B. G.

I
No notice ta]i:en of anonymous coiunmaications.
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ON THE SUNFLOWER RIVER.

We three "tenderfeet" had been honing for a bear
hunt for some time, so about the first of November wo
left Indianapolis bound for the Sunflower River in Boli-
var county, Mississippi. We arrived in due time at the
little station of on the New Orleans R. R., about 110
mUes south of Memphis. The town consisted of a saloon,
two general stores, a saw mill and several small dwell-
ings, situated in a heavily timbered country.
We were strangers in a strange land, but the people

were kind and obliging, and in answer to our inquiries
informed us that deer, turkey and small game abounded
in the immediate neighborhood, but if we wanted bear
and panthers the best place to find them was up the Sun-
flower some twenty.five miles on Black Bayou. As an
evidence of good faith we were shown a half-grown cub
at the saloon fastened with a chain, and the stuffed hide
of a panther over 9ft. long, both captured on the Sun-
flower.

We were also regaled with some panther stories that
were calculated to make us feel a little shy on the pan-
ther question. For instance, the boss of the saw mill said
he was cutting timber with a gang of men back in the
woods a few weeks before, when one morning early one
of his men had occasion to go out in the cane, when a
large male panther sprang from a leaning tree on to the
back of the man while the latter was in a equatting pos-
liure. The weight of the animal bore the man to the
fround, and he cried out for help, but before it arrived
the ferocious cat had killed him with one crunch of his
powerful jaws, breaking the poor fellow's neck. A col-
teed man told us he was hunting squirrels with a ehot-
fun, when passing through a heavy piece of timber where
he cane was very Kigh and thick, he saw a large panther
n the side of a tree, in the act of climbing up it. With-
ut waiting to think what the consequences might be he
[red both loads into the panther back of its shoulder and
Sited it. This was the same panther whose hide we saw
.t the saloon. After hearing these stories and many
ttore we came to the unanimous conclusion that we
ladn't lost any panther, and if they would let us alone
i^e would remain strictly neutral on our part.
But we were determined to have a bear, panther or no

janther. So after laying in a supply of provisions we
lired a colored man and brother to haul us and our
jluuder over to the Sunflower, some six miles away.
A.rriving at the river we bought some lumber at a saw-
nill and soon built us a flat-bottomed boat 18ft. long,
tft. wide and 1ft. deep. We calked it with oakum, bought
it Cairo, and pitch from the mill, and made it as dry as
1 powder horn, and after fitting it with rowlocks and
jeats, and with oars and rudder, we launched her on the
jlacid bosom of the river.

While we were engaged in building the boat two young
nen who lived near by, both of whom were "mighty
iunters before the Lord," promised to take us with them
)n a bear hunt. So one morning bright and early we
itarted, the hunters each mounted on a pony, while we
)rought up the rear afoot, accompanied by eleven hounds
>f all ages, sizes and colors, but each and every one
'quipped with a deep bass voice.
Our route led through the dense timber and heavy

'.anebrakes of the river bottom. Every little while one
>f the younger dogs would go off on a deer trail—which
)e.rformance always called for a great deal of cussing
rom the natives—but the old dogs knew their business
.nd kept close behind the ponies with preternatural
;ravity depicted on their countenances.
After a couple of miles we came to a cypress swamp,

vhexe bear tracks were plenty and fresh. The cypress
aiees were torn by the bears and the great cypress trees
Fere raked and scratched by them where they had stood
iD their hindlegs and clawed down like a cat. We saw
ehere they had torn the bark off the trees ten feet from
he ground—unmistakable evidences of a"bigun." AU
f these signs made us tenderfeet feel pretty dubious, as
re expected the war to begin any minute. Finally one
f the old dogs struck oif on a trail, baying at every
amp. The natives said it was a bear euie and that old
jead—all good hounds are caUed Lead or Drum—would
5on overtake the bear. After a chase of perhaps twenty
linutes we could tell by the sound that the bear was
rought to a stand , and we set out with the himters to
I'here they said the bear was. Sure enough, when we
ame up there stood the bear with his back to a large
^ee fighting off the dogs, when one of the natives killed
im vrith his rifle.

After skinning the bear they put the meat in large
icks made for the purpose and hung to the saddles and
36 hunt was over.
The next morning we started on our twenty-five mile
ail up the river. The water in the stream was quite
)w and clear and about 100ft. wide. The banks were
.x>m 15 to 25ft. high, and the cane grew to the very edge
F the bank. Doc and I each pulled an oar, while George
ieered. Our progress was slow, as the current in some
laces was quite swift, but the greater part of the way
•as dead water.
Five miles from the mill we left the last cabin behind
3 and were in a dense wilderness. It was our first in-
oduction to a country where for twenty-five miles on
Ither side no human being lived, where no stock was
inning, and where every track was that of some wild
aimal.
The first day we saw no game except ducks and
luirrels, but in the afternoon of the next day, and only
mile or two from where we intended going into camp,
e saw a bear in the river getting a drink, but before we
luld get our guns he had scampered up the bank and
Ito the cane. We had the pleasure of gazing on his
acks wet with water that had dripped off of him. We
kw two more bear swimming the river some 300yds.
w-ay, and looking for all the world like big Newfound-
r ' dogs with just their heads out of water. We fired

il shots, some coming pretty close, but didn't hit
The river bank was literally clawed down where

ears climbing up the banks would leave the marks
leir sharp claws in the soft clay.
e finally came to where a small stream ran into the

\ er, and knew from the description we had received
at we l\ad reached our destination, and began looking
u for level ground enough to put up our tent. This
uo easy matter, as the banks generally rose direct

- the river 25 to 30ft. But fortunately we did find
el place just large enough for our purposes, and,
I yet, close by a spring of clear water strong with

ju and sulphur.

Our tent came so near occupying all the level ground
that we could almost step from the front door on to our
boat.

After putting up the tent, getting a lot of firewood
and cutting enough cane, from which we stripped the
leaves to make our beds, and then getting supper, we
were so tired that we went to bed as soon as it was dark.
We were awakened the first night by hearing some

large animal falling or rolling down the steep bluff just
back of the tent. It was too dark to make any inves-
tigation till morniog, even if we had cared to do so,
but as soon as daylight appeared we could see the tracks
of a large bear where he had scrambled back up the
hill. For the life of us we couldn't see how the bear
came to fall down the bluff, but he had fallen, for we
could see where he had torn up the dewbeny vines in
trying to catch himself as he came tumbling down.
We had been told that there was a lake back from the

river about three-fourths of a mile where we would be
sure to find game, so we determined to cut a path through
the cane to it. The cane was very thick and from ten to
twenty feet high and impassable for anything in the shape
of a man, but several years before there had been an
attempt made to drain the ditch, and by crawling on
your hands and knees up the old ditch bed it was thought
possible to get to the lake. After several hours hard
work the writer succeeded in reaching the lake, which he
found to be a bayou about a mile long and a hundred
yards wide. The water was clear and deep. Large
cypress and oak trees grew on the margin of the lake,
and a strip of tolerably clear timber some fifty yards wide
extended around it between the cane and the water. I
began cutting a path with my hatchet in the direction of
the camp while George cut toward me. By hallooing
occasionally we could tell just where each of us "was at"
and finally came together about half way between the
lake and camp. We now had a good path direct to the
hunting ground, and felt like we had done a good day's
work.

The next daywe set out to explore the lake. "We found
plenty of bear signs. They had a beaten path around
the lake and in soft places we could see fresh tracks,
made that morning, as large as my hat, while the ground
under the persimmon trees looked like a lot of hogs had
been there. This began to look interesting to us, and we
expected to have a bear fight in about a minute. Doc and
George went up, while the writer went down the lake.
The wind was favorable and I kept my eyes peeled, ex-
pecting every minute to run foul of a bear, and sure
enough, just beyond a thicket I heard one walking in the
edge of the water. The brush was so thick I couldn't
see him, but I heard him come out of the water and begin
turning over logs hunting for worms and rooting around
like a hog. About this time I became pretty nervous
and thought the track was getting pretty fresh, but knew
it would never do to back out now, so I began crawling
through the thicket toward the bear. I must have got
within 50yds. of him when he heard me and went gallop-
ing off into the cane, making as much noise as a yoke of
cattle and beating down cane as thick as my wrist with
his heavy body.
My experience convinced me that the only way to get

a shot at a bear would be to find a good place where they
would be likely to come for water and wait for them.
So I found where a large tree had been blown down into
the lake, with its body some 10ft. above the water, and
crawling out as far as I could get. found I had a good view
of both sides of the lake for 100yds. I could see great
numbers of fish in the clear water directly under me,
while flocks of ducks swam up and down within 10yds.
of me, unconscious of my presence. Gray squirrels were
very numerous and tame; they would come close to me,
and didn't seem to care who or what I was, but on the
other side of the lake a large fox squirrel (something rare
in that country) in hunting for grapes spied me out and
began making a terrible fuss about it. I thought sure
that squirrel would kill himself barking. He would bark
till he turned black in the face and would run up and
down a large grape vine, jerking his tail and cussing
me for everything he could think of.

I have sat perfectly still at the root of a tree and had
deer walk up in plain view within 20ft. without seeing
me, but you can't hide so the sharp eyes of a squirrel
won't find you out.

While seated in my treetop a large otter came swim-
ming by. I could have shot him easy as not, but didn't
want to lose a chance at a bear. I waited till it began to
grow dusk and went back to camp, where I found the
boys. They had had no better luck than I—saw plenty
of sign, but no bear.
About a hundred yards above the tent a large drift

had formed in the river, and George said he believed he
would go there and try for a channel cat. He cut a dry
cane about loft, long and baited his hook with a piece of
squirrel liver. In a few minutes I heard him calling for
help; and running up to the drift found he had hooked
some kind of large fish and couldn't get him out without
help. We finally landed it, when it proved to be a beau-
tiful channel cat of at least 121bs. weight. We found it

no trouble to catch all the bass and salmon we wanted;
in fact, the river seemed to be full of fine fish.

While George and I were fishing, Doc went back to the
lake to kill some ducks. About sundown we heard him
calling for help and filing his gun. When going to his
relief we found him wandering up and down the lake
oom]pletely lost. The wind had blown the cane down
over the path where it left the lake, and Doc would go
past it every time. He finally got scared and thought he
would have to climb a tree and wait for morning or else
make bait for bears.

One day George took his stand near the edge of the
lake, and after waiting patiently a while a large bear
came out of the cane and began drinking at the lake,
not over 7oyds. away. George was a good shot and could
plug a squirrel in the head nearly every time; but the
sight of the bear rattled him so that he fired too low, and
the bullet struck the ground just under the bear. This
scared the bear worse than the bear scared George, and
he jumped several feet in the air and was soon out of
sight in the cane.
After this none of us could get a shot at a bear, although

we had no trouble to get all the deer and turkey we
wanted.
We watched the lake and the river patiently for a week

and finally gave it up, loaded our baggage in the boat
and floating dovm the river to the mill, shipped it to the
railroad and came home.

We give it as the result of our experience that the only
successful way to hunt bear is to hunt them wdth dogs
trained for the purpose. One can still-hunt for deer and
tm-key (and in our opinion that is the true and most
sportsmanlike way toj hunt deer), but he can't do much
good in hunting bear that way. Their sense of smeU,
sight and hearing ia so acute that the chances are ten to
one that the bear wiU discover you before you do him
and make his escape.
On our return home I had the pleasure of meeting and

dining with Mr, R. E. Bobo, who owns a large plantation
near the small station on the railroad named for him,
Mr. Bobo has a large pack of the very best bear dogs and
ia an enthusiastic hunter. In 1879 he personally killed
304 bears, 52 wildcats, 47 panthers and 66 deer. Who can
beat this record? 0. 0.
RuSHViLiiE, Indiana.

AGAIN THE HUNTING RIFLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. A_ztec objects to large bores in hunting rifles "on

account of weight, of the tearing of game, danger to
stock, etc.," but does not object to 8 or 91b§. in weight of
rifles. His reference to the bloodshot condition of haunch
and other parts should be left out of a discussion relating
to the use of rifles by sportsmen, as I think "the haunch
or other parts" should not be shot at, excepting, perhaps,
bears. And it is of no account whether they are "blood-
shot" or otherwise (large bores preferred). The principal
thing to bear in mind in hunting with a rifle is getting a
correct aim and selecting a deadly spot to hit when one
shoots. As my old guide used to say when instructing
the inexperienced, "Pick out the spot you want to hit
and kill him." In a majority of instances the range is
point blank and all shots shoxild be made forward of "the
midrib." Therefore the question of caliber in rifles should
be confined to that which is most effectual up to, say,
twenty-five rods.
A large hole will let out more blood than a small one in

a given time and I contend that the large will produce
better results than the small bores. As to the condition
of meat, whether the animal is "dropped" or otherwise
killed, "Aztec" should know that where a bullet traverses
meat which is ordinarily eaten the blood will settle even
though the animal "dropped" to a shot eventually pene-
trating to a point that paralyzes. And he might conceive
the idea that an express bullet would do more harm to
meat so penetrated than the ordinary solid shot. "The
danger to stock, etc.," need hardly come into the discus-
sion, for a rifle of any caliber shot near settled regions is
dangerous to stock, etc. Wallot.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Many of your correspondents that favor large calibers

have told of the killing power of their favorite weapon,
claiming the shock is great enough to kill some of the
larger game in their tracks, while the smaller calibers
striking in the same spot would only wound, or at best
cause slow death and perhaps loss of meat. My first ex-
perience in shooting deer was with a Sharp's old reliable,
the game a large buck standing rear end to, looking over
his shoulder. As I could get no better chance I took
careful aim and fired. The bullet of .o6cal. entered
the hindquarter a little to the left, ranged through, break-
ing the bone, entered the bowels and so on to the heart,
lodging in the brisket. As your correspondent "Aztec"
says, in theory he ought to have dropped, but he did not;
he ran at least 75 or lOOyds. before giving up. On another
occasion I shot a medium-sized buck coming full tilt, head
on, the bullet of .44cal. striking him in the breast, smash-
ing his heart to fragments. He still continued to run for
some distance and not a drop of blood could be discovered
on the yellow leaves far at least 40yds. of the distance
covered.
In all my experience I have never knowm but one deer

to drop in his tracks, he being shot through the neck,
high up, the bullet striking the spine. From the first I
have contrived to reduce my calibers from .56 to .44-40,
then .40-65, from that to .40-60; my next love was a. 38-55,
which has given me the best satisfaction, being not too
heavy, at the same time the powder charge being great
enough to drive the bullet home. In my opinion it all
depends on where the animal is struck. If shot too far
back he will give the hunter a long chase, though the bul-
let be shot from a small cannon. If I had lost any griz-
zlies I should probably use as large caliber as I could get,
but for all game found in the Maine woods the little .38-55
does the business in grand style. As I said before, it all
depends. A. N. B,
Jamaica Plain, Ma^s.

Wild Goats in British Columbia.
Edgar, Neb., Oct. 26.—I returned from a trip to British

Columbia last month (along the east shore of the Gulf of
Georgia), where we had a royal good trip. We were
about 150 miles north of Vancouver, and from 35 to 50
miles inland. Owing to the difficult nature of the
country to travel about in I decided at the last moment
not to take my camera along, and very much regretted it

when too late, as I had several fine opportunities to pho-
tograph the white goat, as we saw quite a number of
them, and they were not very wild; in fact, I was at one
time within 30ft. of an old goat and her young kid, and
think that owing to the nature of the ground I could
have got within 20ft. of where she was quietly standing
chewing her cud, with the kid lying at her feet. They
were up on a rock and in good position to have made a
good picture of. We saw several bunches of them, but
did not molest them much as we only kflled what we
wanted for eating. The goats up in these mountains do
not seem to be afraid of a man at all. We also had some
fine fishing. E. E. H.

Killed Four, Wounded Six.

FEEiioxT, Jnd.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Steu-
ben Rejmblican notes that "Eli Rinehart, one of the
hunters who recently went to northern Michigan, has
written Wm. G. Croxton under date of Oct. 9 as follows:
'We began to hunt Friday morning and have hunted two
days; have killed four deer and wounded six more. Game
is plenty.'" Thif5 speaks for itself. If their luck con-
tinued until the 35th there must be nothing but cripples
left in Michigan to keep up the supijly for another sea-
son. Such men should come out of the woods and use
their shotguns for small game only. Mc.
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BOSTON SPORTSMEN.
Mr. F. R, Shattuck, well-known to the readers of the

FOKEST AND STREAM, Bays that he finds considerably
many quail in the Boston markets, since the open season
begun, and he notices that the birds are plump and fine.

The additional time given to the close season has given to

the birds more time to mature, and the good results are
very apparent. Such is another of the good works of
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association.
Mr. J. F. Dwinell, of Dwinell, Heyward & Co., has got

back from his annual partridge hunt at Upton, Me. At
first he found the grouse ^'ery scarce, but later, as the
trees were cleared of leaves, the shooting was much better.

The birds were wilder than he has ever observed them
before in the same localities. They have also changed
localities a good deal: sections where they were plenty
last year and the year before affording no birds this year,
while in the woodroads and carries where there were very
few last year he found his best shooting this year. He
hunted the most of the time with two guides, and hia
total record was ninety -six partridges, beating his former
records. The birds were generally so wild that they had
to be shot on the wing, or from the trees, after they had
flown.

'

Dr. Lewis T. Fobs, of Court street, Boston, has just re-
turned from a hunting trip to Nioatous I^ake, the famous
home of Jonathan Darling, now game warden. Mr. Foss
brings with him a line buck deer weighing .2331bs., which
he had the good fortune to shoot on the snores of that
famous lake. At Bangor the game warden and every-
body else who saw it pronounced it the finest deer that
has yet j)a8sed through that city this season. It was on
exhibition at the Revere House cafe, where it attracted
a good deal of attention.
Occasionally a coon is found in the Bay State. One

was shot the other day in the woods at Wayland, The
animal weighed 2olbs., and was considered' very large
game for that part of the country. The lucky sports-
men were N. B. Hartford and Wm". Perkins, of Water-
town, who were up there on a gunning expedition.
They also shot a number of partridges, rabbits and wood-
cock. Since their adventure with the coon dozens of
sportsmen have hunted the same woods for more coon,
but have taken none. An old resident is reported to have
said that only one other coon had been seen in;that vicin-
ity for fifty years, and that one was shot about a week
before the 25-pounder taken by Messrs. Hartford and
Perkins. It is a curious fact that tlie raccoon in New
England has a way of appearing in sections where he
has not been seen previously for many years. One or
two are taken and then there are no more for another
long period of years. A gentleman was telling me the
other day of going back to the old partridge hunting
grounds of his boyhood in Maine a year or two ago with
a friend, also born and reared in the same town. They
killed a raccoon that weighed over 35 lbs. Neither had
ever seen a coon in that section before, nor had the old-
est inhabitants. None have since been taken there.

Mr. Adams, of Adams & Chapman, Boston, and Fin
Killam, of Reading, have just returned from a partridge
hunt at Berwick, Me. They found the shooting pretty
good and got fifteen birds. More partridges are now
coming into the Boston market, and from Maine, too,
though it is unlawful to ship them out of the State. Since
the leaves have got off the trees the birds have been taken
in better numbers. Messrs. Adams and Killam had some
good dogs, as well as being expert hunters.
Mr. E. M. Gillam, commercial editor of the Boston

Advertiser, has gone on his annual vacation. He started
Friday evening, by Fall River line, and will go to Vine-
land, N. J., the home of his mother. He takes both dog
and gun with him. At Vineland he will meet his
brother, A. M. Gillam, sporting editor of the Philadelphia
Record, also his brother, M. M. Gillam, the writer of the
celebrated advertisements of Postmaster-General .John
Wanamaker. Mr. M. M. Gillam has been connected
with Mr. Wanamaker's clothing house, in the capacity of
writing advertisements, for many years. All three of
the Gillam boys are lovers of dog and gun, as also was
another brother who died in Boston some years since
while in the service of the Boston Post. Mr. A. m!
Gillam will bring a setter and a couple of hounds with
him, and the boys will hunt a good deal of their vacation
time. The law is off on quail, partridge (called pheasant
there), deer and rabbit on the first day of November, and
the hounding of deer is permitted for one month. The
Gillam boys have hvmted in that section for years, and
are thoroughly acquainted with the country. They have
heard of a number of coveys of quail, and will early be
on the ground at the opening of the season. If there are
any deer to be had they are likely to get them. Still the
huntmg in such parts of the country is very badly over-
done.

Mr. Henry S. Fisher, salesmen for the Arlington Mills
and with Harding, Whitman & Co., is about the happiest
hunter in Boston at this time, and well he may be. He
returned from Maine with a fine bull moose as a trophy
The animal, or rather the carcass, was on exhibition at
Tucker & Roak's market on Tremont street on Monday
It weighed over l^OOOlbs., and the antlers measured 48in'
across. Mr. Fisher killed him about 40 miles above Med-
way, on the East Branch of the Penobscot River. With
his guide he had gone some four miles into the thick
woods from the lumber road. They came upon the moose
with a cow. Mr. Fisher fii-ed at the bull when he stood
sideways to him, and being a good shot the back of the
animal was broken, but too far back to bring him down
at once. Mr. Fisher says that the beast then began the
greatest running he ever saw from any creature with his
back broken and his hindlegs doubled up under his bellyHe had to follow him some 30 rods before he could get
another chance for a sure shot. The second shot, through
the shoulders, brought the forest giant down with a
great crash. But then the troubles of the successful
hunter began. He had already shot a fine deer thatmornmg. He saw the deer and fired at it. He saw it
get away, or thought he saw it, for a deer jumped andran from the spot. He told his guide that he had missed
the deer. Dod said, '«No, sir. You have dropped him
dead. Come, and I will show you." They went to the
spot, and sure enough, there was the deer, stone dead. Itwas another one that had got away.
But here they were in the woods with nearly l,2001bs

ot game and only two men to get it out. They had to goback a long distance to find a team, and it was four or
live days before they got back to the moose again, with

an improvised "jumper" and a horse. They had to cut
out a road from the main lumber road into the woods
where the moose lay. The beast was loaded on the
"jumper" and Mr. Fisher and his friend started on ahead.
Tney actually got a long distance ahead and "waited for
the train" or the "jumper" with the moose on it, to come
up. It did not come. The next morning they went back
and met the team, only a short distance out from the
place where the moose was killed. The "jumper" had
broken down and had to be mended, and this consumed
a good deal more time. In short it was several days
after the moose was kOled before it was out to the settle-

ment. Mr. Fisher says that it would have been an easy
matter to have killed the cow moose, but he does not be-
lieve in such hunting, even if the law permitted it. He
is a lucky hunter in Maine. He got two deer in that same
section last year. He deserves all of his good fortune.
The head of his moose he left with a taxidermist in Ban-
gor to be mounted. None of the meat will be suffered to

waste. This moose was evidently an old one and a
fighter. His hide showed many marks of former battles.

Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Correspondent.']

Chicago, 111., Oct. 81.—It would occasion no surprise
if any night now there should appear written on the
heavens above Chicago the flaming legend, "Shaving, 15

cents; bay rum extra, 5 cents." Indeed, this sign should
by right surmount a city which resembles nothing so
much as a gigantic barber pole in the colors of its outer
garb. Chicago is decorated. Chicago celebrates. Chi-
cago, center of Columbia, and for a year, at least, the
center of the world and the world's interest, keeps open
house for all good readers of their geographies and his-

tory books. Ah I Columbus, if you could but see— if you
could but know this inheritor, this darer, this successor
which succeeds, this city which never brought back
excuses for results, but laid down facta and accomplish-
ments at the end of every quest: this city, which hoped
and built its own fulfilment, this city; so large and vig-
orous that it cannot dream big enough for its own future
—this city which reversed belief, which sought in the
West and found a world!
"In 1801 Chicago was a swamp," says one of the cur-

rent guide-books, "in 1811 a small military post, soon to
be abandoned, and to be the scene of a terrible Indian
massacre; in 1831, again an insignificant military station:
in 1831, a village of 12 houses, without mail routes, post
roads or post-ofiice; in 1841 an incorporated city, with
0,752 inhabitants; in 1851 rapidly assuming commercial
importance, on the eve of ijosseesing railway communi-
cation with New York: its population numbering 34,437:
in 1861 its population almost quadrupled, and its ship-
ments of breadstuff's increased tenfold within a single
decade; in 1871 rich, proud and magnificent, bidding fair
to outstrip the most famous commercial cities of either
the Old or New W^orld, but suddenly, on that memor-
able October night, almost swept out of existence, only
to rise triumphantly from its ashes in more than its

former splendor; in 1891 the greatest railroad . center,
live-stock market and primary grain port in the world;
the scene of the activities of over a million and a quarter
of toilers, and still advancing with rapid strides."

It was only in 1818 that Illinois, now leading all the
other States in cereal productions and mileage of rail-
roads and even ranking fourth in manufactures, was ad-
mitted into the Union, with a population of about 30,000,
mainly settled in the southern part of the State. To-day
Chicago has a population nearly fifty times that which
the whole State had on its day of statehood.
The area of Chicago is 169 square miles, or 108,160

acres, and its opaque "rivers'" are crossed by sixty-three
swing bridges and two tunnels. Not long ago, residents
tell us, the fishing was good in these streams for pike,
bass and mascallonge. Mascallonge and bass were
abundant at the lower part of Lake Michigan and near
the mouth of the Calumet R iver. To-day there are ducks,
snipe, prairie chickens and a World's Fair within the
limits of Chicago. This fall some of the 3,000 policemen
of Chicago arrested offenders for. shooting ducks within
the city limits, within four miles of the World's Fair.
Chicago is the center of 30,000 miles of railway, owned

by thirty-eight companies, which lead direct to some of
the finest sporting grounds of the world. Chicago has
over sixty trap-shooting and fishing clubs, and thousands
of sportsmen, of as high aims and accomplishments as
any in this land. Chicago believes in fair play. Chicago
honors Columbus. Chicago looks like a barber-pole.
This is Chicago'tJ busy day.

Quiet in Sports.

It is probable that less hunting was done this week in
the West than in any similar period for years. Every
body came to Chicago. Day before yesterday 100,000
paraded the streets, and 500,000 looked on. Life was a
burden on the streets. Yesterday the yellow crests on
the helmets of the Sioux Indian cavalrymen were drowned
in the crowds who flocked to see the troops of the United
States army parade in the park. In a building which
would have roofed a quarter-section of wheat or corn
1,000 voices sang in unison to a crowd unnumbered.'
Orators of the land spoke to a corner of the crowd, and
two full bands squeaked weak and faint, lost in the dis-
tance like little whistles. It may well be thought that
the current interest was not afield. Not much of news is
to be chronicled.
The flight of ducks is now well south. Sharp frost is

probable to-night, and that will send the teal down south
of here. The northern mallards are now dropping in
The snipe are now working south. Quail shooting has
not yet begun, but will be in swing as soon as the frost
cuts the weeds down. Chicken shooting is over.

Mostly Horicon.
There has been no good duck or snipe shooting on open

or free waters of late about here. Last week on Horicon
Marsh Mr. B, Dicks killed seventy-thi-ee jacksnipe in one
day, all on one little bog not 30yds. long. It was flight
shooting, the birds coming in too light on the black mud
and while it lasted must have been exciting sport. I save
this same bog the next day, and it was sown with shells.
The birds had become shy, and I only got sixteen, thou^'h
they could be seen working in hundreds further over In
the marsh. By paddling along the edge of the bogs, good
shooting could have been had.
On this same marsh, which has offered about all the

duck shooting this fall of which definite accounts havei
been received. Dr. Buechner last week one d?.,y bagged
16 mallards and 4 other ducks, Mr, Stone bagged 9 mal-

!

lards one day, and Mr. C. S. Wilcox got 19, nearly all
mallards, in one day, also getting 20 due as the next day
and 24 the day following that. Messrs. Lamos and,
Prickett were up, and had some shooting doubtless,'
though they had not reported at last accounts. The
weather was warm and very bad for duck shooting last
week, but on the day I was out I saw thousands and,
thou8a.nd8 of ducks, a great many mallards and pintails.
They would rise high when startled, and go off in a body
to some open water on the marsh, and settle down all.

together, not "working" well at all. When a good storm
comes somebody is going to have mighty heavy shooting
up there.
On the "upper club" grounds, on this same Horicon

Marsh, the birds are also abundant. Indeed, there is no'
difference between the grounds as duck preserves, and-
together they make the finest duck marsh now left in thei
West. Dr. G. J. Clark and Mr. F. M. Lawrence, of the
upper club, go next Tuesday for a week's shooting at the"
club. They killed respectively 19 and 28 ducks one dav
last week. Mr. P. F. Stone, often mentioned as the effi-

cient manager of the Diana, or 'lower Horicon Club,"
will meet the above gentlemen and go over the marsh
with them. Mr. Stone is about to take hold of the upper
club also, and will set it solidly on its feet and market its
unsold shares. This is a Forest and Steeam idea, and a
most fortunate one for all concerned. Ultimately, I do
not doubt these two clubs will be practically one, and
will own a magnificent property. In ten years a share in
such a property will be worth $2,500. The ducks of the
country are going. Horicon Marsh can be made a perpet-
ual preserve. We have nothing like it in the country.
Mr. Stone is a manager of a stalwart sort, and things look;
very favorable for a proper handling of a marsh whose
privileges have in the past been imperfectly estimated.
The issuing of permits will probably be stopped, a better
club house put up, etc., etc., and the steps made rapid
toward making this the best club property now available.
This will be hard on the shooters who have clung to the
idea that this was still open ground, but it is the only way
to save Horicon Marsh from the fate which has overtakeii
Fox Lake, Koshkonong, Poygan, Winneconne, Butte des
Morts and other duck grounds once famous and appar-
ently exhaustless.
The last two shares in Diana Club were sold to Mr. Da

Golyer, late of the "D3 Golyer Club" on the Kankakee,
of which 1 have written, and to which Mr. Ward, Mr.
Cook and other gentlemen of Chicago, Mr. Widdicomb.l
of Grand Rapids, etc., belonged for some time. The old
Kankakee grounds were sold for farming land, and these
former club members, I understand, were looking for a
chance to purchase other good ducking grounds when;
Mr, De Golyer bought into the Horicon Marsh on the lasti

possible basis, as far as the lower club was concerned.i
Last week Mr. De Golyer went up to the new place, andi
was out two days, though he met with bad weather

—

which is to say, good weather—and so got little shooting.
Mr, R. R. Street, of New York, purchased the first

share of the upper club under the new regime, and goea
up next Tuesday to look over the grounds.
Mr. F. C. Donald, of this city, after a year of hard

work, has resolved upon two weeks of air, and hesitateai
between Dakota and Horicon, though probably he will g«
to the latter place, where he will get better shooting tham
in Dakota.
While I am on this fruitful Horicon theme, I cannot^

refrain from sharing the amusement I have had in read-i
ing over the old constitution of this "upper club," which
was gotten up, as may be understood, some years ago.
Art. 3 of the constitution says, under head of "Purpose
of Organization":
"The business and purposes of said corporation is the

cultivation and practice of music; the refinement of both
mental and bodily powers; the obtaining proficiency in
sharpshooting with rifle, pistol and shotgun; and in hand-
ling the sportsman's hook, spear and net, the protection,
of wild game out of season, and its legitimate and scien-
tific capture in season, and the culture among its mem-
bers of gallantry, sociality, temperance and morality."

It is needless to state that when the new constitution
is arranged, the "sportsman's spear and net" will be left
out of it, though I trust the highly commendable clause
as to gallantry, sociality, etc., may be left untouched.

Unknown North Country.
The Canadian despatches say: "J. R. Tirrell, of the

Canadian Geological Survey, has just returned from the-
exploration of the Athabasca country. Tirrell traveled
600 miles north of Regina, He was three months in the
country lying north, and found that it was composed
largely of granite, with volcanic rocks, which will doubt
less prove rich in minerals. Iron appeared to be plenti
ful. For 400 miles north of here the land is good. Beyond
that are rock and sand. This region is the wintering
grounds of herds of caribou, which come down in Octo-
ber from the treeles3 and barren country north, Mooet
and bear are also plentiful. This country has never been
explored before, and many inaccuracies were found or
maps, in all of which the district was marked "unex
plored." Such large natural features as Lake Athabasca
and Walleston Lake were^found to be laid down errone-
ously, being from thirty to forty miles out of true posi
tion. Lake Athabasca is clear fresh water, and is at
large as Lake Ontario, Lake Walleston being nearly the
same size. The Chippewas of this region are a peculiai
people. They have prominent crooked noses and allovi'

their long black hair to fall over their faces. They havt
no . intercourse with white men. Well up the Cariboc
River the party came to the most beautiful lake they had
ever seen, called Cree Lake. Tirrell describes this af»

being as clear as crystal, without a tinge of blue, and one
can see to the bottom at great depth. On the homeward
journey Whitefish Lake wag surveyed. Although thie
is the third largest lake met during the whole trip, it has
never appeared on maps. Tirrell has obtained enough
information about this region to enable him to get out a
new and accurate map.'"

Carolina Quail.

Mr. Geo. L. Eddy, of Racine, Wis., writes me Oct. 19:
"Deae Sir-As an old friend and subscriber of Fores"

AND Stkeah I want a little information. WTiereaboutf
inland in North Carolina can I go this winter for a few-
weeks and find nice climate combined with fishing and a
little shooting and have a little outing? I read this past
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summer of some sucli locality but it has skipped my
memory. I can't recall where I saw the article. What
can you recommend? P. S. Will Dr. Thomas ever pay
his deer fint? Conscience ia a great thing."

A stranger in iSForth Carolina would be ilkely to meet
with trouble from the l^'armers' Alliance, under whose
workings much of the land there is ported. If Mr. Eddy
could be present at the Eastern field trials at High Point
in November, or the Central trials at Lexington in De-
cember, he could get much better information than is

possible from this point. Tbe gentlemen there would di-

rect him and help him, I think. If Mr. Eddy would
write to Mr. Geo. Leach, High Point, N. C, his letter

would dou!)tle8s receive courteous attention. As to the
article on North Carolina I cannot say, unless it was one
of those written by Mr. Chas, Hallock. Toe latter gen-
tleman knows much of that country, and a letter in care
of FoHEST AND Stbeam would And him.

From New Mexico.

Mr. W. F. White, general traffic manager of the Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, in company with a
.oOcal. Winchester express and a few friend?, started

some time ago on a hunting and fishing trip in New Mex-
ico. Their car is expected back within a week and should
bring a pleasant story with it from that old land of

dreams and deer and pleasant days. E. Hough.
175 MoNHOE Stbeex, Chicago.

GAME IN PORTLAND, OREGON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We of "the wild and woolly West" find a grim sort of

pleasure in teasing our Eastern friends a little now and
then.
While they can boast population, wealth, refinement

and superior advantages in many respects, we can "sass"
them back about ducks, deer, elk, trout and Mongolian
l^heasants.
But you must understand that Portland is no cross-

roads. It is a city of nearly a hundred thousand inhab-
itants, including Mongolians, but nevertheless it is some-
what wild if not woolly.
Last year three deer were killed within the corporate

limits.

A week ago to-day Al Guist and a friend bagged four
dozen jacksnipe within the corporate limits, which, con-
sidering the fact that our city is compactly built and
without those "wildcat" additions that make so many
Western cities geographically extensive, must be re-

garded as rather good work with the shotgun and re-

triever.

To-day Al, M. F. Sloan and myself started out about
A\ o'clock to give our dogs a little exercise and a swim
in the Willamette. Al and Sloan took their guns along
simply to encourage the dogs, while I carried my cane
for tiie same purpose. We were gone less than two
hours. Al bagged three Mongolians and a rufied grouse
with his little No. 16. while Mr. Sloan knocked down a
brace of handsome Chinamen, all within SOOyds. of the
North Portland public school house where a dozen or
more instructors daily teach "the young idea how to

shoot," and as Brother Sloan remarked, "where we had
to turn the corners of the blocks to avoid running over
the houses."
Then the boys took a turn along the edge of Guild's

Lake and secured a half dozen snipe.

The ordinance prohibiting the discharge of firearms
within the city limits was badly shaken if not actually
broken, for the manufacturing portion of the city was
still beyond us.

Besides giving the dogs necessary exercise we gave
ourselves a nice game dinner you see; but as the dogs
worked well and the boys lost no birds, readers of the
Forest and Stream need not go to the shool house yard
for any big bags until its forests are restocked.

S. H. Greene.
Oct. 33,1S98.

LONG ISLAND QUAIL.
Oakdale, L. I., Oct. 29.—For the two dreary months

to come we can while away many pleasant hours on the
golden stubbles throwing shot after these little streaks
of brown. The outlook for quail shooting this fall is

very encouraging. Never before have the birds been
protected as now. Twenty thousand acres of land in
this vicinity have been leased by clubs and private j)ar-

ties and stocked at great expense. Poaching, trespass-
ing, snaring and trapping, shooting in the close season
and shooting on the Sabbath are things of tbe past.

Game constables, well paid, are scattered all over this

portion of Suffolk county and all the railroad depots are
being watched night and day.
All law-abiding sportsmen are under deep obligations

to Mr, H. B. HoUins and members of the South^Side
Sportsmen's Club for their untiring energy and [Perse-

verance for this great change in the right direction. And
they are all waiting patiently for Tuesday, Nov. 1, to
reap the reward of their labors.

It will be interesting to know who will have top bag on
that day and how many shells it will take to bring the
birds to bag. Alfred A. Fraser.

A NEW HAMPSHIRE BEAR POCKET.
Lanca-STjbr, N. H,, Oct. 23.—If any of your readers

think they have lost a bear it might be well for them to
pxamine the country hereabouts, for there seems to be a
large and varied stock to select from. During the past
ten days four have been killed here within five or six
miles of our village. The largest one, brought in to-day
by Victor Leavitt, weighed 3151bs. and yesterday the
same party brought in a smaller one, the weight of which
[ have not at hand. I reckon Mr. Levitt has a bear
''pocket" located. Personally, I would not object to
being in one of Mr. Hough's "pockets" alohg with the
quail and chickens he tells of, but when it comes to
bemg in such a confined space with a 315-pound bear I
think I would rather not be "in it."

I think the reason of their unusual boldness ia due to
the scarcity of nuts in the woods, and they come more
into the open in quest of food ; gathering apples from a
farmer's orchard without first obtaining permission was
ihi« cau>'e of the downfall of t^o of the above mentioned.

P'iars are not uncomniou in this section: hardly a
eeason passes that several are not taken in .lefferson and

Whitefield, adjoining towns, and o£ late they seem to be
on the increase.

I heard a farmer from the eastern part of our town
remark to-day that he had given up sheep raising in dis-

gust, as the bears killed enough each year to knock out
all the profit.

Meanwhile, we shall endeavor to hold this invasion of
"b'ar" in check, but if matters become serious I shall
call on the readers of Forest and Stream for assistance.

EoB.

INDIANA SMALL GAME.
Fremont, Ind., Oct. Yi—Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice your Chicago correspondent in his article of Oct.
8 speaks of thousands of quail in Indiana. I am very
sorry to say that in Steuben county or this part of it,

quail are not as plenty as they were last season.' Wet
weather, I think, killed most of the early birds. There
are a good many late hatched that are just able to fly.

Woodcock have been more plenty this year than they
have been for five years. While hunting woodcock this

fall I have seen but few partridges; they were all old
birds Squirrels plenty, mostly fox squirrels. Chickens
and ducks are almost a thing of the past with us. Mae.

Vallonia, Jackson county, Ind., Oct. 21.—The copy of
the Game La/irs In Brief has come to hand. Both my
brother and myself think it a valuable little pamphlet.
It gives all particulars as compact as in a nutshell, and
we think the illustrations are excellent, so life-like. We
need a good rain here before tjuail bunting can be very
good. We were out once, but it being so hot and dry we
did but little shooting, in fact, got disgusted with the
liunt, and the guns and dogs will rest until the weather
is more favorable. J . T.

THE CINCINNATI QUAIL CASE.
Fish a^<d Game Coivniissioisr.—Cincinnati, Oct. 39.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In answer to yours just re-

ceived making inquiries in reference to the recent quail
case in our city, bpg to say that Mr. Roth, proprietor of
the St. Nicholas Hotel, had been looked upan here as one
of the most persistent violators of the game law. He
seems to have taken the position that it was a great hard-
ship that he could not serve game in and out of season as
he saw fit. The case was tried by one of our magistrates
who found Mr. Both guilty and assessed a fine, and as
our magistrates in cases of the violation of the game law
have final jurisdiction the case could only be taken up on
error, The case will now go to the General Term, and if

that court sustains the courts below we presume Mr,
Eoth will want to try the Supreme Court of the State of
Ohio, and we sincerely trust the Supreme Court will sus-
tain our law, which will not only require Mr, Roth to
pay fine and costs, but he will have a very heavy attor-

ney bill to pay, as he has one of our best legal firms in
the city to defend him. The final disposition of the case
will be looked forward to with a great deal of interest,

.John H Law, Fish and Game Com.

What He Was Going To Do.

Capon Iron Works, W. Ya., Oct. 9,—Here I am away
out in the wilds of West Virginia, roaming the mountains
and enjoying the magnificent scenery, fine air and new
experiences. I shoot a sc^uirrel now and then, or catch a
bass in Capon River, and have had one snap shot at a
turkey in the brush, but failed to score, though feathers
flew. Am going to slaughter both deer and turkey this

week, or—make a desperate attempt.—O. O. S,

What He Did Do.

Newtown, Pa,, Oct. 17.™I am now at liome once
more, safe arrival from "cohn pone," fried chicken and
biscuit. As far as big gauie is concerned, the hunt was
a fizzle. We were not in it. 1 knew it was too early to

do good work, but ray friend could not go later, so we
made the best of a bad matter. But in other respects we
enjoyed the trip very much. The scenery just now
among the AUeghenies is just simply indescribably goi'-

geous. Nowhere else can such a gorgeous picture be
witnessed. That whole billowy Appalachian upheaval is

one mass of color on a scale so grand and beautiful that

it takes a man's breath away and leaves him speechless.

—O. O. S.

Deer Plenty in Vermont.

The train hands of the through freight from St.Albans,
arriving at Rutland about 8 o'clock yesterday morning,
met with a peculiar experience at Pittsford, about eight

miles north of Rutland. It was in finding a young deer
entangled in a wire fence by the side of the railroad

tracks. They stopped the train to extricate the animal
and found it to be a young buck about two years old, fat

and sleek. The animal was unharmed, and was taken
into the "caboose" and carried to Rutland, where it at-

tracted a great deal of attention. Gen. Ripley, who is

interested in the game laws of the State, ordered the
animal returned to where it was found and allowed to go
its way. It has become a common thing to find deer
roaming about the hills in the vicinity of Rutland, and
as the State laws are quite severe in the matter they are
seldom molested. A few years ago several animals were
turned out on those hills for the purpose of propagation

,

and there are daily evidences that the experiment will

prove successful.

—

Springfield. Republican.

Oregon Duck Shooting.

PortIjAND, Ore., Oct. 2o —L'lst Sunday, the 23d inst.,

W. A. Story, H. H. Beal, Fred Beal and Wm. Greenwald
at Cline Lake, thirteen miles b:-low Portland, in five

hours killed 316 ducks. Of these 156 were mallards and
the balance mostly widgeon. The shoot was made with
600 shells, as the boys did not anticipate any such a
chance. Is not this a remarkable shoot 'i

S. H. Greene.

A Maine Moose Case.

If the writer, who signs his communication "Fairplay,"
will send us his name or afford us means to verify the
statements contained in his letter of Oct, 17 relative to a
Brooklyn millionaire's unlawful moose killing in Maine,
we will be obliged,

Pennsylvania Game.
TiTUSViLLE, Pa., Oct. 16,—Birds are very scarce this

fall in this vicinity, owing to the havoc created in the
nesting season by the cold weather and prolonged rains
of this spring, culminating in^he terrible flood that de-
stroyed 63 lives and a million dollars in j)roperty in this
unfortunate city early in June. Among the birds the
woodcock have naturally been the chief sufferers.
Three of us in a hard day's gunning over a large stretch

of territory, with three accomplished setters, were so
fortunate as to bag 6 grouse and a woodcock on the open-
ing'day, Oct. 1. Only 3 grouse beside these were found.
On another day later, Owe and Greely B,, two of the
smoothest shots in this part of the State, and myself
killed 3 woodcock only after another day's exertions.
Many grouse were last winter picked up frozen stiff,

"being previously weakened by hunger. It almost seems
like murder to cut down the survivors this fall, they have
had so much to contend with. C. F. E.

MiraoY, Pa., Oct. 31.—There was some duck shooting
on Muncy Dam yesterday. Several black ducks were
seen, but the sport was interrupted by rising wind. At
this season after a storm thei-e is fair sport.
Bass fishing is fairly at an end, though only a week ago

twenty were caught by two gentlemen who knew where
to find them. Few large fish have been caught. The
average weight is less than a pound for the season. They
were fairly plenty.
A few days ago fourteen quail were seen running about

the streets of Muncy,
In the mountains ruffed grouse are reported plenty,

but very shy. Squirrel shooting has not been up to the
average.
There are yet in our streams some things that ought to

be inspected by our fish warden. Several suspicious con-
structions were seen not long ago in Loyalsock Creek.
Deer are reported plentier than formerly near English

Centre, Pa. M. E. -J.

News from the Sag;inaw Crowd.

Dawson, N. D., Oct. 17.—Had good sport in the Bad
Lands—7 deer, 1 antelope. Here we have not done
much, as it has been warm and the geese have not come
down yet, though we have killed about 100. The duck
shooting is good. W. B. M.

VIEWS OF THE ROBIN.
Mamy robins have been killed in New Yoric State this year,

altboixgli the law forbids it. There has been a great slaughter of

the birds ou Long Island and on Staten Island. Rev. Thomas
Dixon, -Jr., of this city, was flned by a Staten Island nistice last;

week for killing robins. When interviewed by the reporters Mr,
Dixon gave on t, this statement for tbe press:

I have just returned from a PeuTisylvauia hunting trip and on
the train read the reports of mv alleged killing of song birds on
Staten Island. These reports, particularly those fathered by tbe.

United Press are mostly melodramatic tlction and my alleged
utterances a pure invention.
The facts are as follows: 1 have not felt well of late, and have

been compelled to take as much outdoor exercise as possible.
Tuesday noon I went over to Staten Island to my eld home, to
practice wing shooting before taking a hunt for ru ffed grouse and
woodcock in Pennsylvania, which I had planned, .and from which
I have ,iust returned \vith a good scoi-e. I practiced on sparrows
and rooiii^, supposing them both pests, f killed thirty-one of
these birds in three hours' practice. Mr. Liak arrested me for
killing "song birds." This arrest was made with moat feverish
haste and brutality. He was trembling from head to foot with
the excited instincts of a vulture, thinking of his possible share of
the spoil?, and when I askfd him for his authority, he drew his
club from beneath his cloak and rusning at me tried to push me
down withont the slightest provocation. I called a carriage and
drove to .lustice Acker's house. The birds were counted and the
fine paid, Mr. Lisk solemnly swcar'ng for the sake of $10 that four
common sparrows were thrushes! I did not remain in the .Jus-

tice's private olH.ce more than five minutes, and not one syllable
of the alleged conversation took i^laee.

In my opinion it would be most unseemly foi' a preacher or any-
body else to kill a song bird. But this is tbe iirst intimation I

have ever received that a robin is a song bird. It was, of course,
a valuable pie-^e of information. At least, 1 paid 1165 for it. In
my native South the robin, so far from being considered a song
bird, ia regarded as a disreputable, gluttonrus pest. On Staten
Island, however, he has been deified, in my soul I am sorry for
the people whose stock of song is so low as to prize as divine the
cry of the robin. I repent in ashes. I would not knowingly ruffle

the feelings of a savage by taking the brass ornaments from his
nose, for he doubtless thinks tbem beautiful.

Still, I cannot help marveling at the keenness of ear of the
law-maker who first discovered music in a robin. That man, in

my opinion, should have a medal, f hope the G-ame Commis-
sioners will take a part of my tine to start the itind. The man
who can discover mtisic in the cry of a robin could donbthss find
a symx)hony of Beethoven in the movements of a sand fiddler if

given encouragement; and I doubt not that such a man would
i^uccepd at last in locating the "lost chord" in the bray of an
ass. Genius should be encouraged.
For the next few days I shall devote myself strictly to tiger

hunting, and if as successful as with robins I'll not complain at
the expenses. Thomas Dixon. ,Tb,

New York. Oct. 28.

The following note on the "Ciobin North ani South was
printed in the Anduhoyi Mcmazim and ia reprinted as timely and
illuminative:

A New York correspondent who has been traveling in Virginia,
exnresses surprise at finding the robin there esteemed ovlv as an
article of food. Strange as this mav have appeared to him, it

must be remembered that the robin is looked upon very differ-

ently in the North and in the South, and this is because the biid
itself and its associations are ''hanged. The robin of the South is

by no means the robin of the North; there is almost as conipU-te

a transformation as that of the bobolink of Northern meadows
into the rice bird of Southern fields.

In the North the robin is a domestic bird; it nests contidingly
in the lilacs by tbe porch, is busy all day long in the yard and
fields about the house, and at sunset sounds its cheery call from
the topmost bough of the pear tree. From its first comiug as one
of the heralds of the glad springtime, and through the summer, it

is a familiar and cherished part of the outdoor surroundings of
every coitntry home; of all birds it holds first place in the affec-

tions of old and young; and when the country boy goes to the city

and grows up amid brick-walled streets, he always sees the home
pair of robins in the picture of the little white farmhouse, which
memory so often recalls.

But summer ended, over the robin comes a change; be tor^eta
his song, leaves his haunts in the dooryards, grows wild and shy,

shuns mankind, and takes to the woods and swamp". Then going
South, the birds gather in flocks, and lose the individuality which
ha« sn much to do with making them recognized and welcome in
the North. They are no longer domes'ic in their ways, and there
are no tender associations to protect them and stay the hand of
the gunner. The mockingbird, not the robin, is tbe home bird of

the Sonth. Perhaps if the mockingbird, leaving his music and
his manners at home, should betake himself to the North, with
companions in flock, all plump and delicious for a potpie, I c
might fare no better than the robin at the South: and then the
traveler from Virginia or Georgia or Florida, encountering mock-
ingbirds on New York hotel tsblep, would have good ground to
suggest, as our correspondent does, that the residents of one sec-

tion of the countrv should spare the birds dear to the people of
another section. When the Audubon Society shall have accom-
plished its mission, all useful and beautiful birds will be pro-
tected everywhere, and like all citizens of a common country
eti joy secuvity and immtir;ity when they take a notion to travt 1
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The Fish Laivs of the United States and Canada, in the

"Game Laws in Brief," 2o cents. In the "BooTi of the

Game Laws" {full tsxt), 50 cents.

THE KEKOSKEE FISH STORY.
It is not surpising that the Kekoskee fiali story should

meet with "doubting Thomases" in this Tery matter of

fact period. In fact one has but to say "fish" to bring to

the surface all the incredulity in man. Sim's ''Big Lie"
or Gulliver's grandest exaggerations sink into insignifi-

cance in the mind of the average reader when compared
with a truthful fish story, set forth in a quiet, dignified

manner. It is true that a close analysis of brother
Hough's story reveals some inconsistencies, but as yet

no one seems to have paid the least attention to them,
having undoubtedly relegated the whole to the already
long list of remarkable "fish stories." We wish to add
our mite to the wonderful tale. At the time mentioned
we resided in the western portion of Fond du Lac county,
Wisconsin, some thirty miles or more from the hole in

the lake from which the fish were' taken. At that time
what is now known as Horicon marsh was a lake, this

hole being in the northeaBt part of it. It was in the win-
ter season, but the sleighing was good; therefore the
wagon portion of the story must be eliminated that ab-

solute truth may prevail. The reports of the marvelous
supply of fish soon reached the people living at a dis-

tance from the lake, and from far and near the farmers
and others with two-horse sleighs, on which were wagor
boxes, went to the lake, forked up a wagon box heaping
full of fish, and took them to their homes, where many
fed them to their hogs, as has been stated, while others
skinned and salted them. The fish were principally bull-

heads, with an occasional pickerel. We have seen as
many as five loads of these fish pass through our little

village in one evening, and that was but one of many
roads that was traveled by parties going to and from the
lake. The east side of the old lake is indeed a veritable
Arcadia, and many are the interesting tales of hunting,
fishing and Indian war scares that a diligent writer might
unearth among its quaint and unvisited inhabitants.

Akaba.

Boston, Oct. 27,—Editor Forest and Stream: In your
issue of the 30th "Nutmeg" expresses his regret at my
comments on the Kekoskee fish story, and speaks of my
"casting discredit" on Mr. Hough's "plain statement of
fact," and attributes my action to "a spirit of jealousy of
the scientific attainments of the West." "iSow this is

most alarming," to use the words of Little Buttercup in
"Pinafore." Those v\rho read my article must see that it

was written for the express and only purpose of bringing
to the support of Mr. Hough's statements a new line of
argument and that in the article I expressly and unequivo-
cally asserted my belief in the story. Pray, Mr. Editor,
what more can a man do? "Nutmeg" claims to live in
St. Louis and "much nearer Kekoskee and the Widow
Sheider and Old Santa Anna" than I, and therefore to
know more about the facts in the case.
Now, though a resident of Boston, which "Nutmeg"

sneeringly refers to as "the home of pure science, not to
say the forcing house of speculative philosophy," let me
say that I have spent years in Wisconsin and northern
Illinois and believe I could give "Nutmeg" points on
Western matters generally. Moreover, I do not believe
that "Nutmeg" lives even as near to the scene of the story
as St. Louis. His name is suspicious and he must belonj
to the wooden variety. No sir, I want him to understanu
that Mr. Hough and I believe that story, whether anyone
else does or not, and that it isn't the right thing to cast
doubt on the sincerity of either of us. Brought up as I
have been in my humble way on "pure science" and the
simple methods of "speculative philosophy" I resent the
imputations of guile made by one who evidently knows
little of science, "fine" or otherwise, and who, judging
from his language, takes "speculative philosophy" to be
some sort of a vegetable.
While I am writing let me express my gratification that

the question of the panther's ability to scream is fairly
started. I wish I knew how and where we left off with
the "woodcock's whistle" and the "coon's whicker.''

C. H. Ames.

THE BIG ALLIGATOR GAR.
Mr. William J. Lees, of St. Louis, has informed the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution about the cap-
ture of a monster gar in the Mississippi River at Caronde-
let. The fish, which belongs to the species called alliga-
tor gar, or manjuari, is one of the largest and most for-
midable predaceous inhabitants of our fresh waters. It
is a native of the Lower Mississippi Valley, extends
southward to Mexico, and is credited also to the Island of
Cuba, where the name manjuari is applied to it.
In 1820 Rafinesque published a description of the alli-

gator gar from which we extract the following remarks-
"Its length is from 4 to 10ft. One was caught which
weighed 4001b8. It lies sometimes asleep or motionless
on the surface of the water, and may be mistaken for a
log or a snag. It is impossible to take it in any otherway than with the seine or a very strong hook- the
prongs of the gig cannot pierce the scales which are as
hard as flint, and even proof against lead balls! Its flesh
16 not good to eat. It is a voracious fish. Its vulgarnames are diamond fish (owing to its scales being cut
like diamonds), devil fish, jack fish, garjack, etc. Thewhole body covered with larger stone scales, lying in
obliqiie rows; they are conical, pentagonal and penta-
hedral with equal sides from half an inch to one inch in

?nvn f ^""t
becoming of the color of

tuitle shell when dry. They strike fire with steel'

"

i he development of the gar has been studied bv MrAlexander Agassiz, who found some resemblance be-tween It and the sharks in the brain, the mode of develop-ment of the breast fin, and of the formation of the gills.

nnLw'^fo^
gars "move very slowly and seem to float

i^^oTh ^^Pi^ vibration of the pec-
torals [breast fins] and the tip of the taU. They do notswim about much, but attach themselves to fixed objects

SnTJf K^'^i^fy horse-shoe-shaped ring of sucker ap-pendages about the mouth." *

The eggs are deposited in the spring; they are large

adhesive, and resemble toads' eggs. The young eggs of

the common bony gar, naturally laid, were hatched in

six days.
The gar taken at Carondelet was evidently the largest

on record if no mistake was made in its measurement;
its length was given as 31ft. Tin., and its jaws 5ft. Peter

Heii and Ed. Brown were fishing from a boat with a
stout line and a strong hook baited with beef. After the

gar was struck it towed the craft and its occupants rapidly

for a space of three blocks when its strength became ex-

hausted, and the huge captive was fastened with a wire
rope, to become an object of curiosity .to hundreds of ad-

miring visitors.

If Rafinesque had lived to read Forest and Stream of

June 5, 1890, he would have reconsidered his statement
about the vulnerability of this bony monster, for he
would ha.ve learned how "L. M." and his friend Howard
Douglas harpooned three alligator gars in Bigbee River
during a short fishing trip.

Readers who wish to see a figure of a gar-pike nearly
related to the alligator gar should turn to plate 241 of the
"Fishery Industries." T. H. B,

PIKE3 PICKEREL AND MASCALONGE.
Laih'SING, Mich.—I would like to askyou a few questions

in regard to the names, length and weight of some fish to

be answered in Forest and Stream. There is a discus-

sion here as to what pike, pickerel and mascalonge are.

Now, I was at a place called Trufant's, on the D. L. & N.
R. R., and was shown a head of a mascalonge that was

HEAD OF PICKEREL.

(Gheeke and oiiercles completely scaled.)

HEAD OF PIKE.

(CheekB scalj-. Lower laalf of opei-cles naked.)

HEAD or MASCALONGE.

(Lower half of cheeks and opercles naked.)

said to weigh when caught, 601bs., and have been told
that they never grow so large.

How large does a genuine pickerel grow and what is
the color of its meat?
How large is the largest mascalonge known, the weight

of which can be proven?
What is the difference between a grass pike and a

pickerel? G, m. K.

[The common pickerel seldom exceeds 6 or 8lbs. in
weight, and its limit is said to be lOlbs. The flesh is white
and savory, but often dry and inclined toward toughness.
Moreover, it is very fuU of fine bones. The largest mas-
calonge recorded appears to be the lOOlbs. specimen men-
tioned in "Fishery Industries," U. S. , page 464. That was
taken at Milwaukee in 1868 by Mr. Schultz. Mr. Ludwig
Kumlein, who communicated the statement, said its
accuracy was vouched for by many reliable persons. The
grass pike is the common pike of the Great Lakes. It
differs from the pickerel in many respects, and notably in
color and size. The pickerel has a network of narrow
dark lines covering the usually greenish sides, while the
pike has the sides thickly covered with pale blotches
nearly as large as the eye, and arranged almost in rows
on the grayish or green-gray body color. You should
send to Forest and Stream for its numbers containing
descriptions and figures of the pike, pickerel and maFc^
longe, which will enable you always to distinguish these
fishes without difiBculty. These are dated April 2 and 9
and May 14, 1891; the last especially will help you to fix
the differences in your memory.]

Vermont Trout Season.
Vermont Legislature now is session. Bill introducedm the House Oct. 19 prohibits the taking of trout for a

period of five years. Referred to Committee on Gameand Fisheries, F E A

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-XIV.
CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp.
[Continu€.d from paae S58.]

I w^AS determined to take a trout out of that stream
above the bridge, if I had to follow it to its source.
The woods on this side were more open, and I had

little trouble in getting to the water.
The stream above the bridge widened to 50 or 60ft,,

and many of the best looking places were out of reach
without "cooning" a treacherous log or "teetery" limb,
and taking the chance of a sousing in the icy water and
afterward strip and dry my clothes in the sun, at the
mercy of the deer flies and skeeters, as "Br'er Roach"
did once upon a time in the past on Cedar River, and "ye
Editor," on the same stream, which episodes were still

fresh in my memory.
I had to content myself with fishing along the bank

where there was an occasional opening through which to
drop the hook, but the results were not very satisfactory.
In the hundred yards or more that I followed up the

stream I took four trout, two of which were strung on a.

twig to carry back to the boat, another—a little one under
the limit—returned to the water, and the fourth and
last was left jerking and twisting in the water in plain
sight, a victim to his own smartness, for he had taken a
turn or two around some sunken limbs 5 or 6yds. out in
the stream, and I was forced to break the line and leave
him to his fate.

I tied on onother hook and went on up a few rods, and
lost another yard of line and the hook by getting fast,
but this time without "hanging" a trout.
The tangle was getting bad again and I turned back

disgruntled and out of humor with that part of Cedar
Run, and its profanity-breeding surroundings, stopping
on the way to find that my smart trout had worked loose,
at which I rejoiced, for 1 had been feeling a trifle mean
because I had been unable .to get out to the submerged
limbs and release him.

Back at the bridge I found Kelpie busy on a log withi
the lunch, but believing it a good practice not to eat
when you don't want to I tied on and baited another hook
to try the deep hole below the bridge, where Kelpie
said he had taken a lOin. trout and lost another good one.
The "good one," or one that Kelpie said "bore a strik-

ing resemblance to him," seemed to ha^e forgotten all

about the recent pricking from Kelpie's hook, for as the
cm-rent carried the squirming worm near a sunken log
he came out from imder it with a quick flirt, sucked in
worm, hook and all—the water was so clear I could see
the whole performance—and turned to go back under
the log, but somehow he lost his bearings and took the
wrong direction, and before he found out how the catas-
trophe came about he was gasping and flopping on the
grass at the end of the bridge,wishing, as Kelpie quaintly
"guessed," that he had staid under the log till the cyclone
was over.
While Kelpie finished his lunch I tried the hole again,

and although I saw another trout I could not induce him
to bite; he had no doubt been a witness to the crazy
antics and disappearance of the other one, and "had his
doubts" about worms with strings to 'em.
When Kelpie had cleared ofl" the table (log) and put the

remainder of the lunch back in the boat we crossed the
bridge and fished down the stream a matter of SOyds, in i

the open water to where it narrowed to a rod or more,
but we got nothing except two or three little fellows that i

were returned to the water, and then as the sun had til-

1

ted away over past the noon mark we concluded to get

'

in the boat and fish along down and get out on the lake
before darkness overtook us, for to get caught in that 1

stream after dark in a canvas boat.meant shipwreck sure,
and a night in the "bresh" with a million or two hungry
skeeters that would suck the blood out of us till we would
be too transparent to make a shadow when morning
came.
When we got out in the stream we foimd it would take

the whole time and attention of one of us to manage the
boat in the swift current to keep her off the logs and 1

snags and hold her steady in desired places when neceg^ 1

sary, while the other fished.
Kelpie insisted on "standing" the first watch as sailing

master by sitting flat down in the bow of the boat, where '

with an oar braced against the bottom, or by hanging on
to a bush or projecting root along the bank he could hold
the light craft, while I stood up in the stern, hanging
down stream, and fished below.
The stream was open enough for free casting, but as

we had no flies along we had to content ourselves with
the means at hand. I tried worms for the first hundred
yards or so, but the result was not very gratifying, and I
killed one of the trout and fashioned a nondescript fly, or
lure, out of the anal, and one of the ventral fins by
placing them on the hook in such a way that they would
twist iu the water like a spinner when acted on by the
current.
This "happy thought enticer"—with which I had scored

a failure on the "big trout of McConnell's Creek"—proved
to be just what the trout of Cedar Run had been waiting
for all summer, and almost the first cast started trouble
among them ; however, it required little casting, as the

,

current would switch the fly (?) nearly anywhere required
by a lateral movement of the rod tip either to the right
or left.

Standing up in the boat I could see all the likely look-
ing places and deep holes before we got too near them,
and a "stop her" to Kelpie would bring the ironclad to
anchor at about the right spot to fish without too much
line out to handle well, and when we wanted to move
again "drop her down a little, Kelpie," and the current
did the rest.

Every few yards, or rods, as the boat floated over
sunken logs or a tangle of roots, trout would dart out
from under or among them—3, 3, 4, and 5 in view at a '

time—and flirt out of sight up or down stream, those
going below to be routed out again when the boat came
along, or to remain in hiding under the bank, or behind a
log, mayhap, till we got by.
The stream seemed to be alive with them, and we

kicked ourselves with vehemence, mentally and figura-
tively, because we had not made some trips to it before,
instead of wearing ourselves out threading the tangle of
McConnell's Creek, Pouch's and Maybert's, not counting
Alexander's Creek and the little stream near Daddy
Nolan's.
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The sport grew so exciting and engrossing that at times
four or five trout were flopping in the bottom of the boat
at once before I could spare the time to put them on the
stringer hanging over the side, for it would have been
"agin natur" to stop fishing a hole, or, if it please the
sesthetic better, a pool, as long as there was a trout in it

with his mouth open ready to take in the swirling fins.

All this time I was having a heap o' fun with the deer-

flies; at least that's what Kelpie called it from his low
seat in the bottom of the boat wbere they didn't bother
him, but gave their undivided attention to "the ole cuss
standin' up in the stern."
As we came up the stream in the forenoon they had

not annoyed us, but now it seemed the hot afternoon sun
had limbered them up and put vigor into 'em, and they
had sallied forth on the war path, each one armed with
a red hot needle, and each individual blood-sucker of the
entire swarm of some hundreds looking for the ole cuss
in the stern, as it appeared from a "cuss-ory" view of the
situation.

The "sampling committee" had probably made a call on
Kelpie over in the bow, and finding his blood too thin for

sustenance, passed the word to the others to give him a
wide berth, and the blessed old sinner was sitting there
without a fly around him, watching me with a soft grin
on his face, chuckling slyly to himself and looking as
complacent as a kingfisher on a limb that had just swal-
lowed a couple of Sin. shiners.

If there is an insect, bird or beast on the face o' this

livin' airth with a more ironclad "nerve" than a deer fly,

I have failed to run across it.

When one gets a "toe holt" and settles down to business
and you nrnke a pass to f care him away, missing, it may
be, by less than a thirty-second of an inch, he don't scare
wona a d—ime, nor budge, but keeps right on boring for

blood with his red hot drill till you sci-ape him off or
smite him out of existence.
They are the most headstrong, heedless, persistent,

stick-to-you, soul-harrowing pests that infest the Korth
Woods, and any one that can stand up against thfir
attacks for an hour without splitting the commandment
bearing on profanity into a thousand splinters need have
no doubt about a blessed hereafter. From a swarm of
hungry deer flies, good Lord deliver us, or words to that
effect.

They settled on my shirt, neck, hat and face, and I

was kept busy as a bob-tailed cow in fly-time scraping
them off by ones and twos, and handfuls, with one" hand,
while I handled the rod with the other.
When I hooked a trout, and had to use both hands to

reel him in and release the hook, the bloody-minded
"varmints'' had me at their mercy for the time, and
then the cuss words, blue-tinted, ornamental and other-
wise, that rent the air wore a caution to the unregener-
ate.

If Kblpie thought the atmospliere smelled a trifle sul-

phurous he said nothing: he only grinned and enjoyed
the performance going on at the stern—and it was, no
doubt, worth the price of admission.
The trout bit more eagerly as we went down the stream

and the flies grew less annoying, or it may be that the
sport got so "overpowerin' " that I forgot all about the
flies, but Kelpie guessed that "a good many got killed in
the tight, and a good many others had fallen into the
water, disabled by having their wings scorched, which
accounted for their thinning out."
At fany rate, I forgot the combination of a good many

of the plain, every-day cuss words and found more time
to attend to the trout and string them when they be-
came too much exhausted to flop in the bottom of the
boat. Kingfisher.

ANGLING NOTES.
"Days in Clover."

In one of my notes in Forest and Stream last July I
referred to an angling outing on the Itchen in the south
of England, by "The Amateur Angler" and "Piscator
Major." It is an open secret that "The Amateur Angler"
is Mr, Edward Marston, the head of the great London
publishing house of Samson Low, Marston & Co., and
that "Piscator Major" of his sketches is his son, Mr.
Robert B. Marston, editor of the London Fishing Gazette.
The elder ]\Ir. Marston is the author of several works

that have an interest for the angling fraternity, and one
that has just been issued with the title, "Days in Clover,"
is certainly one of the most fascinating and dainty little

volumes that I have had the pleasure of rading. The
author is an accomplished man of letters, and he is a
fisherman, and something of a naturalist, and a lover of
country sights and sounds, and not without a delicious
sense of humor; and, withal, a keen observer of nature
in her varying moods. There is a charm about his
writings that causes one to forget all the worries and
perplexities of life and wander by his side in his various
outings, where all is blissful peace and quiet; and when
the last page of the book is finished one feels that he is

parting with a kindly friend who has taught him how to
live in the world to make his life brighter and better.
The book costs but one English shilling and is just the
right size to put in one's pocket as a panacea for a score
of ills real or imaginary. I wish I might present copies
of "Days in Clover" to hundreds of fishermen, for after
reading it they would be ashamed to kill undersized trouc
if they had a spark of conscience left, and no one of them
would dare to exaggerate his catch, for the author, who
says he is an old man, and who writes with the freshness
of youth, and overflowing with gentleness and the milk
of human kindness, and love of everything good, would,
somewhere between the covers of the book, say the
words that would prove a rebuke—mildly and gently ad-
ministered—to practices that were questionable. One
does not wonder that Piscator Major says of him, "He is

the best man I ever met. God bless him!"
"Days in Clover" is composed of fourteen letters, and

some of the titles are. An Outing with Izaak Walton, A
Day's Fly-Fishing in August, The First of October, The
Last of October, My Holiday on the Wye, Angling
Sketches, A Day or Tvpo on the Itchen, The Itchen E,e-

visited, My Holiday in Wales, etc. Here is a quotation:
"I saw a rise in a likely hole; I swung my fly dry and
cast it with the utmost precision. My little 'red rail'

floated upright and jauntily over the spot where I had
seen the rise, and a big trout came at me. I struck in
the nineiiy-ninth part of"a second, but I was too late. The
fish in this stream consider him a 'duffer' who cannot
strike in the one-hundredth part of a second, and that. I

regret to say, is a point of perfection at which I have not
yet arrived. The ninety-ninth I can reach easily. Again
I threw over him; again he came at me. I missed him
again only by that one-hundredth vibration—a narrow
squeak for him, you may be sure; but he knew his supe-
riority and clearly enjoyed the fun of playing with a
duffer. He became bolct and careless: he tried the ninety-
ninth vibration of a second by way of experiment, and I

had him, He jumped half a yard clean out of the water,
and otherwise fought like a demon, enraged more, I am
certain, at being caught napping, as it were, in this way,
than if he had been fairly hooked, as he knew he ought
to have been, in the one-hundredth part of a second, that
infinitesimal point of time making all the difference to
these very learned fish."

Just one more quotation, a short one:
"I may here say that I never go a-fishing without the

Major, I try his wonderful patience a great deal; when
1 am dry-fly fishing I have a way of swishing off" my flies

in trying to dry them, to say nothing of constantly get-

ting caught in the opposite bank or in a tree ; or else I

,

leave my flies a mile or two behind me, stuck fast in

thistle or grass, while I have steadily fished on, uncon-
scious of my loss. The Major always comes to my aid
and puts me right for a fresh start; in fact, I could never
fish at all, but for his ever ready help at hand."
The book is not all about fishing, and 1 can say of

"Days in Clover," as the Amateur Angler wrote of a
volume that he once reviewed, "This is a book which no
gentleman's or angler's library (the terms are synonym-
ous) should be without."

Dame Berners and Wynkyn de Worde.
I hold that it is not nice to be hypercritical, but to be

critical within certain bounds is a duty, and as such I

write what follows.

In "American Game Fishes" is a chapter upon the

A i:NdP-SHOT IM' UUB GUIDE.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Photosraph.y Compftition.

striped bass, written by the late Mr. Francis Endicott, in
which occurs the following passage: "Contrary to the
precepts of the late Wynkyn de Worde (A.D, 1491) who,
in his introduction to the famous 'Treatyse on Fysshynge,'
holds forth in this manner." Here follows the quotation,
At first glance it might appear that Wynkyn de Worde
was the author of the "Treatyse" for which he wrote the
introduction, but Mr, Endicott himself in an article in
"Sport with Gun and Rod" has said that Dame Juliana
Berners was the author of the book, which was "em-
prynted by Wynkyn de worde," but that is not why I

refer to the matter. I know that it is claimed that Dame
Berners did not write the book at all, because the treatise
is not included in the Book of St. Albans of 1486. In Mr.
George W. Van Siclen's American edition of the Treatyse
is the preface to the English edition of 1887 in which the
date of the first publication of the Book of St. Albans is

given as 1488, but Bibliotheca Piscatoria, Wesbwood and
Satchell (1883), makes the date 1486, which is ascribed to
her.
The treatise first appeared in 1496 (not 1491, as Mr. En-

dicott is made to say) in the Book of St. Albf^ns of tbat
date, and later (1500) it appeared by itself, which brings
me to the point I wish to make. The quotation which
Mr. Endicott ascribes to Wynkyn de Worde "in his in-
troduction" is this, in part: "And for by cause that the
present treatyse sholde not come to ye hondys of eche
ydle persone whyche wolde desire it yf it were emprynted
allone by itself put in a lytyll plaunflet, therefore I have
compylyd it in a grete volume of dyverse boyks, etc.''

This quotation does not appear in the introduction by
Wynkyn de Words or anybody else. Bibliotheca Pisca-
toria says of the edition of 1500, the one giving the
treatise by itself for the first time: "This edition appears
to have been published as a 'lytyll plaunflet' notwith-
standing the caution of the authoress against this course,
given in the concluding paragraph of the treatise in pre-
vious editions, which in this instance is omitted." That
tells the story. The extract quoted by Mr. Endicott is not
in the introduction, and was not written by Wynkyn de
Worde, but it was written by the authoress and formed
the concluding paragraph of the book, as will be found by
referring to Mr. Van Siclen's American edition. Tliis is a
small matter, perhaps, but errors uncorrected grow and
take root, and m time become so fixed that it is impossible
to correct them, therefore I think it well to nail them as
soon as they appear. A. K. Cheney.

Bass and Young Shad.
We learn from Fish Commissioner H, C. Demuth that

black bass fishing has been poor of late in the Susque-
hanna River on account of the large numbers of shad
going down to the sea. The bass are so well filled with
shad that they will not take live bait. Fishing has im-
proved, however, during the past week. As the river is

very low and entirely free from the culm of the coal
mines which was so annoying last year, he thinke late
fishing will be good unless heavy rains set in.

MORE ABOUT CHIPOLA.
Columbia, Ala., Oct. 29.—Several inquiries have

reached me asking as to the locality, health, accommo-
dations, etc., of Chipola or Cypress Lakes, Calhoun
county, west Florida. The lake is about the frost line,

as oranges, lemons, Japanese plums and other tropical
fruits grow here to perfection. It is within twelve or
fifteen miles of the Gulf of Mexico on the south, and
nearer to St. xindrews Bay on the southwest, and con-
stant sea breezes through the immense virgin forests
of balsamic pine insure fine, vigorous health to residents
and visitors. The hotel accommodations are good. Two
well kept hotels and many private boarding houses on
either side of the lake fia-nish visitors with good fare,
etc., at $1 per day or much less by month. These houses
all have well constructed canoes and batteaux, which
are furnished free, and guides either for hunting or
pointing out the best fishing grounds can be had for a
trifle.

From Oct. 15 to May 1 the hunting and fishing are all
you could desire.

Any person desiring to visit the lakes can readily reach
them via Savannah, Ga., and S. F. & W. R. R. to River
Junction, thence by steamer to lola, where hacks convey
to the lakes, two miles distant, or via Atlanta, Ga., td
Columbus, Ga., and steamer to lola, via Montgomery
and Eufala, Ala., and steamer; or via New Orleans or
Mobile and P, & A, R. R. to Rtrer Junction and steamer
to Tola. Society good. Several churches, several general
stores, in fact any and everything that a hunter or fisher-
mak wants to make him healthy and happy.

PlSCATOE.

THE NAVARRA SALMON.
San Francisco, Oct. 20.—I promised to investigate at

the proper time and report upon the question of salmon
fishing in the Navarra River, the scene of my former
triumphs in taking that gamy fish, and which location I
have always advocated as affording splendid fishing; but
alas, the hand of the vandal has nosed out my favorite
ground. I have just learned that the deadly seine is be-
ing plied with the usual effect, and rod fishing is spoiled.
I had anticipated being able to write to the several gen-
tlemen who purposed joining me here for a raid upon the
Navarra, but I cannot encourage them to come since the
river has fallen under the ban of seining.
The river for three miles from its mouth is tide water,

with scarcely a perceptible current, hence is easily seined,
and as the salmon come in with the flood tide the van-
dals lie in wait and scoop them up, and what they don't
get are so frightened and demoralized as to destroy rod
fishing almost entirely, and thus I am all broken up in
my expectation of having one of my good old times when
T landed thirty or forty in a day's fishing; so I say drat
the selfish Italians, who are thus invading our sacred
grounds and robbing us of our sport.

It is possible I may conclude to try my luck up there,
and if things are not as bad as represented I will herald
the news to my expectant fisherman friends in the East.

PODGERS.

The South Mountain Fishing Club.

For downright, hard-working, enthusiastic, never-to-
be-discouraged, painstaking anglers let me bring forward
this aggregation of Washington men famous in literature

and law. You may count their numbers on the fingers of
your two hands, but the names of their acquaintances
and friends would fill many pages of Forest and
Stream.
Lite in October a party of six of its members were on

their favorite Potomac River fishing grounds, between
White's Ferry and Edwards' Furnace, a beautiful stretch
of water, about five miles long, one-quarter mile wide
and varying from 4ft. to 15ft. in depth. There were
Major T. B, Kirby, Mr. Fergus Ferriss, Col. Richard
Bright and Messrs. John P. Miller, A. J. Kaiser and E. M.
Hood.
For three days they fished assiduously with the live

"Baltimore minnow'' or black-banded fresh-water killi-

fish, and their total catch was 94 black bass. The water
was remarkably low and clear—so clear that "Cliff," a
Forest and Stream correspondent, who wasjonthe river
further down, said he could see the point of his hook in
five feet depth. As a consequence, the bass were in the
deep holes and dainty about biting.

Many of the fish were small, but some of thetn were
large enough to satisfy the ambition of the average ang-
ler anywhere. Major Kirby caught a 3-pounder that
fought like a giant, and Mr, Miller made the record with
a beauty weighing 51bs. 9oz. on a rtisty pair of spring
scales. The club is a unit in placing the actual weight
above 6lb8. There was trouble with that fish first and
last. After five minutes' furious play the bass found a
convenient snag on the bottom around which he wound
the leader, and thei^e he conchided to stay and did stay
fully fifteen minutes, when some one started him with a
long pole and the sharp struggle was renewed. Miller
won—and lost. The fish was vanquished, boated and
strung; but he was lost before the party reached the land-
ing. The record remains, and the basa will linger in
memory while the record lasts. T. H. B.

Trout of Third Connecticut ILake.

Lancaster, N. H., Oct. 32,—I notice in your issue of
Sept, 23 "Ompompanoosuc" speaks of the trout in Third
Connecticut Lake as differing in thape and color from the
trout of other waters in that section. 1 noted the same
thing last June, that being my first trip to Third Lake,
and to me they seemed identical with the trout taken in
the Diamond Ponds, being more silvery in color and
slimmer built, and far more gamy than the averagebrook
or pond trout, and again having a meat of a pronounced
salmon color, similar to the Diamond Pond trout. I have
always contended in a modest way that there are two
species of trout in Diamond Ponds—the short, deep,
brown-backed, white-meated trout, and the lonjr, slim,
silvery-sided, blue-backed, red-meated trout. You can
catch both under similar conditions and in same locality.

If they are the same trout, "what makes the difference?"
I make these statements in "fear and trembling." as I
have in mind discussions concerning this same subject in
the past.

I am glad "Ompompanoosuc" visited Third Lake and
has noted the difference in the trout from those of neigh-
boring streams and lakes. Rob.
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SOME SAMPLE "INVESTIGATIONS."
Theke is neither time, nor space, nor patience to

follow the American 'Game and Fish Laws by Henry
Austin of the Suffolk Bar through a tenth part of its

plagiaristic appropriations from the Book of the Ga-me
Laim, A few specimen pilferings must suffice to illus-

trate the dishonest methods practiced. Ifere is one of

the Connecticut local fishing law cases referred to in the

"Open Letter." Sections 2476, 2477 and 2478 of the Con-
necticut Public Statutes read:

Sec. 24TC. Every person wliosliali take any tish from Warauitiug
Lakt , in Lilclifield county, betv/pen tbe.flrst day.of April and the
first day of July in any year, shall be lind not more than five

dollarg, or impriHOiied not more than twenty daye, or both.
Sec. 2477. Fivery ppvson who shall draw or use any seine or spt

net or set line for taking fls-h in Waramaug Lake, in LWchlield
county, shall be flaed not more than twenty dollars, or imprisoned
not more than thirty days, or both: and whenever auy perBon
shall be Been or foun<i upon thfi shores or waters ot said \»ka with
a seine, set net, or set line in his possession, it shall bo prima/iicie
evidence that such seine, set net, or set line, is used by such pei •

eon in violation of the provisions of this aection.
Seo. 2478. Every person who shall take any black bass less than

s'x inches in length from Waramauer Lake with a hook and line
shall immediately return it into the water of eaid lake, and every
person taking said fish and failing- to return the same as aforesaid
shall be fined not more than five dollars or imprisoned not more
than ten aa,y9, or both.

These three sections are condensed in the Book of the
Game Lawm and thence conveyed by Mr. Austin thus:

Boo/i of the (iam.6 Laws. Mr. Aw>tm.
WarammiCf Lake, LitcMeld Waraiiiang Lake. LitchOeld

county forbids fishing be- coiinly: forliids fi<;hinfr be-
tween April 1 and .Tuly 1. 2477 tween April J mid .Lily L: for-
forbids use of seine, set net or bids use ollseiae, set net or set
set line; possession of net or liup; p<»sFoaBion or net of ieine
seine l>H»'K,t:facMi evidence. -3478. j:n iiiia-J'iun< evidcncp. Bafs of
Bass of less than tiin. must be re- leas tlian si.\ ivift'ies nvusi: be re-
luined to the w.'tter. turned to the water.

And so on for two and a half pages of his book.
There is in Georgia a county named Bulloch. Chap.

390, Laws 1889, relative to Bulloch coimty, reads

:

Skc. I. Be il. enacted hy the- Oencrdt Am-iiihln the State itf

Gcorflito, 'That it shall not be lawful for any nerson to hunt wiiii
dcgs, or firearms, or implemetits of any kind, on aiiv lands not h ^s

own in the county of Balloch without tlio written eoosent cf the
ownerof the lands or the persons havinir such lands 1q cbaree.
after-such owner or person having such land in cliarge his !?ivi u
written notice by placing the same on said land nr gi\ p]i piirh par-
son or persons writtfn notice forbidding such jiersfm oi- per.-ons
from huntine or Ashing on such lands.
Sec. il Be it further enacted, That it .shall not l)e lawful for an v

person to catcti or entrap flsh with hook and lines, seines, gill-
nets, cast-nets, or in any other wav in anv strearos or ponds on
any lands not his own in the county of Bulloch without the writ-
ten consent of the owner of I he lands or of the persons having
sucll lands in charge.
Sec. III. Be it fmther enacted. That it shall not be lawful for

any person to shoot, kill, trap, snare, net or otherwise destroy any
wild turkey, wild duck, partridge or quail in the county of Bul-
loch between the first day of April and the first day of October in
any year.
Sec. IV, Be it further eyiacied, ThSit it shall not be lawful for

any person to t>uy, spU or offer for sale in said county, between
the first day r i April and the first day of October in. any year,
any wild turke^, wild duck, parrridge or ijuail.
Sec. V. Be it farther enaeteei,1\\a.i for pvery violation of any

provisions of this Act etc.

The Book of fjie Game Laws by a typographical error
printed Bullock for Bulloch, and with parrotegque preci-
sion Mr, Austin's shears follow copy, typographical error
and all. That is one of the beauties of the shears mode
of "investigation." Here are the two digests:

Booh of the Game Laws. Mr. Avstin.
Bullock.—[Act .S90. Laws 1889. Bullock County.—Unlawful to—Unlawful to catch, kill, pur- ca^ch, kill, pursue, sell or possess

sue, tell or possess any wild tur- any wild turkey, wild duck, par=
key, wild duck, partridge or riOge or quail, between April 1
quail, between Apnl 1 and Oct. and October 1; or to hunt or

' "^^ °^ lands of flsh on lands of another with-
unother without written con- out written cou-^ient of owner
sent of owner after notice has after notice has been given,
been given, J

^

The Georgia Burke County Act would fill a column of
FofiEST AND Stream in this type. Here it is as it appears
in the Booh, and as material which Mr. Austin "derived
from the Revised Statutes, Codes, and latest enactments
of the respective States:"

Booli of the Game Lam. Mr. AmthiBurke -I Act 200, Laws 1889, is Burke County. - Similar to

,^vi ''h^^°^'''''^™''Ji'^°?P?''y^?^''
Richmond County Act givengiven belo w, save that It forbids below, .save that it forbids

Jifo i"^/'*^
turkeys and par- killing wild turkeys ard par-fridges between April ! and Oct. tridges between April 1 and

t, and torhids nossession or sale uctober 1; and forbidspossessicn
ut summer duck or dove between or sale of summer duck or doveApril 1 and Aug. lo.] bstween April 1 and August 15.

-And so on to the end of the chapter.
_

Sir. Austin says he derived his material from the orig-
inal sources. The editor of the Book of the Game La^m

u ^ person who will tell him
where Mr. Austin got the New .Jersey non-resident para-
graphs otitside of the Book of the Game Laws. Here is
the first paragragh

:

Booh of_ the Gniiii 'Laws. Mr. Austin

rThBi^wr'il"?-
^'"^'^""^^meits. >Jon-Resident Requirements.

7iJ<-^^-''^'^-'^'^^*^"'''
Don-resi- -The only society whose by-

naSl^ WnniJ'" a preceding laws require membership in the
h^^flWB rl,^ "^^ society whose society as a condition precedent
thi cJT I f'^^''^*"^^'''^^-''''''"^ non-residents shooting orthe society as a condition prp- fishing iti New Jersey is the

fnfor fishhfr" in x'''''t'
West ^Jersey Game Protectivl

tbf w^^,jJlV^I^'''^''^%^^'^^ >s Society, whose .iuriadiction es-
IrZ^I^^H'^"'^'^-!

tiarne, Protee- "ends only to tne counties ofd„"„~-" I J- iuLci,- 'ruiiB uuiy (jo me counties of
''l^'^'P

Jurisdiction Camden, flloupester, Atlanticonly to the counties of SUem, Cuniberhiud and Cane
J

licenses are now

rior7-,7]„7, rii
'^"""iico .TMifiu, I umnerianri and Cane

Sal^m nm.lh'i??^^"','"'
Arlantic, May. (Seo following paragraph;

-av 's /e lnm^^^^^^^^^^^
'"'^ ^^P*^ t^or oihpr parts of the State nc

For other , -n .V f

''^•'^-^'^1'^ no i-resident licenses are nowror ottiei p.uu- ol tne ."m.^i 3 1,0- required.
liOD-resident Jiceti.,es arc now
r quired.]

1
"^"»^, ^*

r^^l'.^
}'^^^^ l^^g'^^ Forest and Stream to fol-low Mr. Austm's "mvestigations."

A Stupid Blunder.

Ki^nL^-'^'"
'^Vi^^i^ises the blunders of others sbould avoid

S mil Ll'lr^'"?!'^^-
I l^^st ^-^^'k that the errors codtaiDcd m Mr. Henrv Austin s ArrLcrlvitii On;nu: <md FWiLav:.'^ velatad to m States and Tcrritorie*. lustpad of 3S Tsdould have said .3^ This i.s the, record .sho'K the copvof Mr. Austm's work annotated by me.

Charlks B. Rktkolds.

To whom it may concern:

ri.Jhted^work!'^
by us is a copy-

The pamphiet entitled .-tjjieWca^ (hinie and Fish Law.^(by Heniy Austin of the Suffolk Bar, Boston 189'3) con tain ^certam ma eriHl which is an infringement of ouf-'coShlin the hi,oh nr the uame L,nr,. which infringement weare advised by counsel, is actionable at law
'

All persons ;u-e hereby warned against selling or offevin-for sale the mfm.King work, as we shall take measures toenforce our rights and protect our property.
^''^^''"'^es, to

Forest and SxREAit Pubmshino Co
SI8 Bboapwat, New York. Oct. P4. 18(i;.

WHITE PERCH OF THE POTOMAC.
Washington, D, C, Oct. 25.—A few days since I

went down the Potomac to fish for white perch. On the
recommendation of jovial Captain Blake, of fishing fame,
I stopped off at Piverside, near the mouth of Nanjeinoy
Creek, in Cbarles county, Md., where I was comfortably
cared for. Accompanied by the proprietor of the store,

post office and a large share of the adjacent territory, and
a boatman, I reached the fishing grounds about 11 A. M.
These grounds, or "shoals," as they are there called, are
about two miles from the Riverside wharf and one mile
from the Virginia shore. The term "shoals" is a little

misleading, aa the water consists of an extended shoal
containing pools from 6ft. to 12ft. in depth, and the most
successful fishing is done in these pools.

I used a rod; the other two members of the party used
"drop lines" until I rigged np my other rod and prevailed
upon mine host to try it. While he did not find this
method much more productive than the "yanking" pro-
cess, he soon discovered that it aiforded "oodles" more of
fun. We baited exclusively with hard crabs which pro-
bably accounts for the limiteti variety of fish taken,
After taking a few perch we moved, took a few more,
moved again and then settled down to business. As a
itile we did not "monkey" long with the pretty silver-

sided fellows after they were hooked ; occasionally, how-
ever, when two were fighting at once I tested their fight-
ing qualities, bub didn't find them dead game.
Soon after 4 o'clock we cried "enough," and on count-

ing and weighing our catch found we had 177 perch and
three white catfish, weighing in the aggregate llSlbs.,
exclusive of a score or so of smaller ones thrown back. I

will agree with my critical brother of the rod that this id

not very artistic sport if he will agree with me lhat it is

pretty lively fun. ' Jeee. Wu^liams.

The Susquehanna Salmon.
Columbus, Oct. 29.—Noticing your reference to the

above subject in last issue reminds me that when engaged
in fishculture near Philadelphia some twenty years ago,
I was, on two or three occasions, called to Wi[kesbarre,
Scranton and other points in that region of Pennsylvania
in connection with fishculture, fish stocking, etc. Of
course I heard much about the early fisheries of that
region, particularly from old men, some of whom quoted
their ancestors. Quite generally reference was made to
the great quantities of salmon in the Upper Suequehanna,
and I found that they really referred to the pike-perch;
indeed , they appeared to be the principal fish in those
waters when I was there, and were said to have been far
more plentiful fifty to sixty years before. I was some-
what surprised upon being told in Harrisburg several
years later that these so-called salmon were intrcduced
into the Susquehanna through the efforts of Hon. S^mon
Cameron. Milton P, Peirci?.

October's Glorious Closer

Newtown, Pa., Oct. S7. — The weather is dimply
glorious. I couldn't stand it yesterday, so 1 took my rod,
and with my "youngest" went to the historic Neshamiuy
and fooled along the banks, now so far from their flowing
company (owing to the protracted drought): and tri^d to
teropt the bass, but without returns save from sunfish, of
which we caught a mess; and came home across the
browning pastures and through the woods, which, half-
denuded of their summer vesture that filled the hollows
and rustled pleasantly beneath our feet, gave charming
vistas unseen till now. Nature is quick with recompense,

O. 0. S.

Destruction of Fish by Naphtha.
On the Volga River naphtha is transported in leaky

wooden barges and a great deal of it escapes into the
stream. In times of floods this poison is spread on the
adjacent flats. The naphtha has killed or driven away
many fish and infected others so that their flesh is no
longer eatable. The highly prized sterlet, a small stur-
geon, is one of the noteworthy examples. Un the over-
flowed meadows vegetation has been destroyed, as well
as the insects and larvse which constitute part of the food
of fishes.

About Nets.
Thbre are^nets in American waters that reach a distance of

five miles withoiit a brealv; .sinerle seines valued at from one to

'5'2-nnV>n^'^°'^
dolUirs: siuKle tisberies representing investments

ot 5fQ0,U()U or more, and one concern manufactures nets and twines
for fwhjns Durposes solely, w'-ose capital is |ia50,000 The Ameri-
can Net aud Twme Co. (who have a modest card m our advertis
in^ columns) is t^he concern referred to, and they are our present
authority for all the above particulars regarding commercial
fl.shiDg. There 18 no doubt that they understate rather thau ex-aggerate the importance of the industry

r^islfculhtrii.

RAINBOW TROUT IN VIRGINIA.
We are indebted to Comissioner Marshall IVTcDonald foracopyot thefollomng letter from Gen. .T. D. Imboden ofDamascus, Va relating to the rapid growth of rainbow

trout m the Laurel Pork of Holsten River. Similar ac-
counts from other som-ce.s confirm the report of the sticce'*^-
tul introduction of this handsome game fish into Old' Do-raimon waters. The rainbow will thrive and multinly in
streams which are too warm for the reproduction of the
brook trout, and thus the area of l^rout waters has been
greatly extended. Gen. Imboden says-
"Pour years ago 800 California trout and §00 mountain

crottt were put in the Laurel I'ork of Holsten here, and havemade their way up into the mountains above us, and havedone m,sgniflcently. I have caught a number myself andhave seen them quite frequently taken by other ansjlers
,

Ihe Calitorma trout have run this year from 1V< to 3i<lbs

w^^?,^*-
-August one was landed after a struggle aoouttwo mile.s above where 1 live, and was brought to my officeto be weighect and measured. Extreme length. m4ia •

depth behind the gills, Tin.; thickness of back nearlvl n'^from extreme points of forked tail, 6in.; weight bV m'v

^?bi^i'no^^V>°^- ''!?"'?''P°^l' balance at nearest storeo lbs. lOoz. This IS the largest one I ever saw. More than
,0 people saw it before it was cleaned and cooked. A femalelast season had her nest within 30ft. of my office on theLaurel, at^the mouth of Beaver Dam Creek, and when Jhe
WF.^'f^'^^f}^^ ^''^ ^ "^^^^'i^ y^^d l^ol^-^d almost alred as blood, there were so many for two or three days untilthe litfle fellows left. We fed them corn meal by thro^JeIt m the stream a few feet above, aad small as i^bevweilthey seemed to catch aud eat the particles " '

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Kov. 32 to 25.—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Seo'y, 148 South
Eighth street.
Dec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Show Hermitage Kennel Club,

Xashville, Tenn. Robert C. Stcckton, Seo'y.

1893.

.Ian, 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. T. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversville, N. Y.
Ff b. 21 to S3.—Westminster Kennel Club, New Yorli city. Jas.

Mortimer, Snpt.
April 4 to 7.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J,

W. Newman, Sec'y.
May 3 i o 6 —Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Seo'y.
June 13 to ir.— World's Pair, Chicago.
Sept. T to 10. -Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS,
Nov. 7.—International Field Trials Olub. third annual trials, at

Chatham. Oot. Amateur Stake, Nov. 7. Open Stakes, Nov. 8,

W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. r.-Unltpd States Field Trial", at Elizabethtown, Ky. P.

T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 8.—New England F'eld Trials, at Aasonet, Mass. E.

Knight Sperry, New Haven, Conn., Sec'y.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunsmck Fur Olub. at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15. -American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. J. Beck

Sec'y.
Nov. 21.-Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 28. -Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G . T«ylor, Sec'r.
Dec. .5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. GoLOqlell,

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.-lrish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. 0- Dr, G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

.Tan nary.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'garif, Sp.c'y.

Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.
Brumby, Sec'v

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.
Thk trials of this clUb, field trials, I mean, were brought

to a successful close on Friday evening last, and once more
this energetic and enterprising specialty club has demon-
strated that beagle trials are not only feasible but also an
acceptable addition to the many sports which may be
enjoyed by those in fairly fobttst health and favored with
stout legs. If one aspire.s to be in it with the dogs at every
turn, .stout lungs are also a .sfiJC qva non. The idea of hold-
ing beagle held trials was at first ridiculed in many quarters
by those unacquainted with the conditions under which the
beagle owners in this northern country hunt the "Mollie
Cottontail.'' The trials of 1890, crude as they were in con-
ception and more so in the training most of" the dogs dis-
played, demonstrated, however, that ."sUch trials could be
carried out, and experiment proving practical, preparations
were at once made to get stook that would do better in 1891.
Last year the trials were still more .suctessful, and this year
there was little of the 1890 ctudeness apparent. The dogs
were nearly all trained, and with few escepllone Under good
control. The difference in the latter respect struck me very
forcibly, because 1 did not attend the trials in 1891, and
remember that in the fir-si meeting the lack of control
the owners had over their dogs was a continual source of
annoyance, aud the subsequent discus-ion in FOBEST AND
SteeAjm on this subject evidently bore good frait.

It is all very Avell for some hunters to say that when theif
dogs are on a trail they cannot be called off—nobody desite.'!
to do that Unless the dogs mn into very thick cover whete
they might keep running for a week. The control is when
the dogs are searching and oaatiug round for the trail the
hunter is able by hand Or voice to draw them to likely spots
or to where he has seen a hare start. There are a score of
difficulties to be met with in a day's hunt that may be Over-
come, and a pleasant day's sport be the re.sult, if' the dogs
are trained to remember that they are hunting for their
owner and not altogether for themselves.
Although the country about Nanuet, where the trials

were held, i.s charmiuK to a degree, and just at present,
when the leaves have assumed their autumnal tints, in
some parts-gorgeous in coloring with the distant Palisades
and Highlands of the Hudson forming an a:^ure background,
still it i.s a rough country where we huuted. There is too
much cover and the ground i.s rocky in a good many places,
making it hard going both for man and beast. The hares
were rarely until the la.st day found iii the open, and most
of the trailing wa.<i done in 'cover. Probably, however, all
things considered, we cannot hope to do much better in the
North, though we should surmise that .some parts of south
ern New Jersey, down in the pine land.s for In.srance, and
Long Island, would afford rnore level country and better
huutiug, This should be a sub.iect for investigation befoie
next year.

Col. DeLancey Kane, of New Rochelle, N. Y. ; Mes-srs, Pot-
tinger Dorsey, Newmarket. Md.; W. H. Ashhurner, Yeadon.
Pa.; F. W. Chapman, H. V. .Jamie.son and Dr. Taylor, Mel
rose, Mass.; Herman P. Schellhass, Brooklyn; Charles P.
Peabody, Salem, N. H.: Bradford S. Turpin, Dorchester,
Ma,ss : H. Hanson. Fall River, Mass ; H. CatesbyDottd.
W. Palmer; John Bateman, Graveseud, L. I.; J. W. Apple-
ton, New York; W. S. Clarke and A. Parry, Linden, Ma.ss

;

Prank P. .Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.: Joe L^wis, Moodus
Conn.; James Moylan, .Jer.sey City: W. Tallman, 'Sew York;
Mr. and Mrs. Mann, Brooklyn, N. Y.; C, Ivsl^a, Xanuet, and
of course our host, H. L. Kreuder, through whose efforts we
were housed, fed and generally made to feel at home, and
probably the most thankful man in the lot when Sunday
came was the owner of the ''Kreuder Homestead." He
mu.st have been pretty well used up. We used his kennels,
his house, his writing paper, his stamps and pretty nearly
everj^thi ng else that could be fotind in a well regulated house.
He didn't mind it, the same genial smile welcomed every
one. A very pleasant week was spent bv all. Game was
hardly so plentiful as could have been wis'hed at times, but
the extreme dryness of the ground affected scent to such an
extent that there was no such thing as getting on to a trail
and working it out to a finish; it was lost even if ''hot," in
a short time, and it was no difficult matter for "bunny" to
have the dogs at fault.

Wednesday
the second day was ushered in with a cloudy sky and light
rain for an hour or so, hardly sufficient to be of much benefit
to the dogs. The dog class 13 to l.oiu. having been decided
on Tuesday, was duly chronicled in Forest and Steeam
last week and to-day the ladie^' of that division tried their
luck, for luck it was in a good many cases. The draw on
Tuesday night resulted as follows:
Forest Beagle Kennels' Tick R. with Pottinger Dorsev's

Venus III.

Middleton Kennels' Snow with Rockland Kennels" Fanny
Racer.
Rockland Keimels' Zillah with Orlenrose Beagle Kennels'

Parthenia.
C^lenrose Beadle Kennels' Gypsey A. with Forest Beagle

Kennels June Rose.
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Both hounds were handled by their owners, H. V. Jamie-
son having Vick R. They were cast off in an open field

at 8;07, Venus at first got to work in the quickest manner. A
great deal ot ground was traversed, Venus still doing the
best huutiu^i< though she could find nothing. Moving to
another field Vick got into her gait and did the leading:
still no game until a hare was kicked up by someone. Dogs
were laid on and Venus was first to strike, and both dogs
drove "puss" to thick cover wnere they lost. Afterward
Vick found again and hu.stled the quarry smartly to a stone
wall where it went to earth. Working back to oxten field

nothing more was done and dogs were taken up at 9:30.

Down Ih. ISm.
Skovv—FANaT racer.—Charlie Peabody handled Snow

and A. Eska bad charge of Mr. Kreuder's Fanny Racer.
Cast ofi: at 9;35, neither showed much "git up and git."
Snow eventually struck a trail and Fanny followed, but
not ambitiou.sly, and bunny was lost altogether. Dogs
•were worked across a field. Snow doing the best hunting.
Then we tried for a hare that had been marked, but it

wasn't at home; further on, however, a hare was started by
Snow and lost. Fanny then took up the trail and hustled
bunny to some scrub oaks across a roadway, when both
dogs were at fault. Snow got on to another and some fair
hunting ensued, Fanny showing herself at times a bit of a
babbler, which is likely to impress one at first thought with
the idea that she is busier thau she really is. Dogs up at
10. Down Sbm.
Paethenia-ZtllAH.—F. W. Chapman, her owner, hand-

led Parthenia and Zillah was under C. Eska's orders Tbey
were put down at 10:10 in open field and Zillah soon showed
herself much the faster worker, Parthenia evidently not
taking kindly to the ground, which was here very rough
and stony and covered with briers. Plenty of old trails
were snitfed over, but they led to nothing' livelier. This
may have been the fault of the dogs, as they did not work
very close. Hunting down hill toward the railroad track,
into scrub oaks, both tuned up, but Zillah, getting the line
first, made a short drive toward the briers, where they lost,
and though they tritd hard bunny proved too sly for them.
A search in the open once more proved fruitlesvs and dogs
were called up at 11:40. Down Ih. 80m. Zillah was the
best worker of the two, doing some intelligent, busy hunt-
ing; but as she was afterward found to be undersis^ed she
was excluded from further competition in this class.
JnsE Rose—Gyp.sey A.—Cast oft in a weed field it was

seen that each wms bandied by its owner. .June got down to
business in the livelii st manner, and putting irp the fur
drove the quarry at a smart pace, followed by (jypsey, to a
brier patch. There was a good deal of trailing and' warm
work generally here, taut they failed to hold the scent, June
doing most of the leading, showing her usual good trailing
qualities and neglf cting no part of 1

^-^ ground in her quf st";

she is very level-headed. The rur^umg here was very diffi-

cult, the thick briers making it impossible to follow the
dogs at times. Gypsey can do better thau she did in this
heat, as she was handicapped, by condition, and though thf
spirit seemed willing the flesh gave out. They were called
up at 12:30. Down 4.5m. The company then got on the traii
of the lunch basket and they left nothing to swear by but
the handles. During digestion the judgps decided that
Fanny Racer and Parthenia were out of it, which lefc Venus
and Vick B.. Snow and Gypsey A., and -June Rjose a bye to
ru n in the

Second Series

'iT^ENUS—VlGK R.—The signal to start was given at 1 :10.

Tbe judees wanted to see these two especially) work together
again. Tenus trailed along a wall and was unwillinii' to
leave it, pH\ing nu attentioD to her owner. Mednwbile l^ick
R was beatintr out the likely places ih the hrier,«, but to no
purpose. Taken down to fcruh o iks both hunttd with vim,
Venus doing better than at first, but culd not he con-

r

.JiTDGKS Consult.

trolled, much to the disgust of her owner. Here Vick gave
tongue, and after some stylish work jumped the quarry and
drove it for some time at a merry pace, hustling bunny into
the woods and swamp. Venus meanwhile proved too head-
strong and neglected her owner entirely, thus failing to get
on the trail at all. Called up at 1:40. Down 30m. Mr.
Dorsey was disgusted with his bitch, aud picking her up in

his arms made a bee line for his temporary home. It is safe
to say that before Venus appears in public again she will
know how to spell—obedience.
S^J^ow—Gypsey A.—Cast oS at 1:45 P. M. As usual, they

were in the hrier patches, and though working industri-
ously they failed to find. They were then taken to where
Vick had driven the hare in the last heat, but did not
strike at once, and Judge Lewis accidentally kicked the
hare. Gypsey hit off first, giving tongue in her usual high
Key, but Snow, making a wider cast.'picked up the trail a
long way ahead of her and went off alone at a rattling pace
that trie'd the powers of all to keep in sight. Bunny headed
for the swamp. Gyp following, too, but lost trail and was
helped by handler. There was plenty of music to be heard
for some time, but the judges aud reporters were out of it

and fast in the briers far behind. Eventually the. hare was

lost in tbe swamp, but Snow had done the smartest work.
Drawn off to an open field Snow ranged the better of the
two, and dogs up at 3:28. Down 4.3m.

JiTNE Ro.SE A BYE.—This bitch was then worked f-lone

through the open fields for some time, doing the same
honest, level-headed work as usual; she may be a little slow
but she is very thorough and sure, quite fulfilling her
promise as a youngster in 1890. She followed an old trail

for some distance,"but failing to get warmer .she was called
up, and with Snow she was sent oft" in the

Fiiml.

-TuKE Rose—Snow.—This heat was for blood and to decide
which should have tbe choice of moneys. Mr. Parry did the
honors by providing us with a hare, and dogs were drawn to
where the gentleman from Lioden rose the fur. The dogs
picked up the trail in great style.

. W, .S. Ur, A HKE, JUDGB..

F. W. (Jia-APMAN, t uES. Joe Lewis, .Fuugk.

After this hare was worked to a loss in a weed field an-
other hare was started Snow was the first to open on i*^,

and led us toward wh^re both were at fault; Jane was first

to find, and both chiming in, some lively work was indulged
in with the quality of it in Jirne's favor. Some hit-and-miss
work in woods then took place, in which Snow did well,
leading one little merry burst, which bothered som_eof us to
keep in sight, the briars being very affectionate and bestow-
iug their favors impartially. Then some give-and-take work
ensued as each lost and in'turn struck the line in casting.
Iq this June E.,ose showed probably tbe best, getting the
most leads. Further down in woods a hare was found in
her form; hare "lit out" and dogs thrown on, literally
June Rose was the first to tongue, and away they both went
ding-dong and hustled that bunny for 10 mintites til! all

hands were dripping wet and pumped out. June Rose
clearly showed her superiority, and the judges called the
dogs upat3-.50; downltir 30m. The judges decided that June
Rose was entitled to first prize, Snow second, and Gypsey A.
and Vick R. divide third money. This was a perfectly just
decision, for though Snow was snappy and good on hot
trail, when it came to downright head work June Rose had
the advantage. This concluded the day's work, and some of
the boys were not at all sorry, as the rough ground and the
briars were very trying.

Thursdity.

The class for dogs lain, and under had several entries, but
with the exception of Bradford S. Turpin's Clyde they did
not fill. A meeting of the field trial committee was' held
and decided that Clyde should run a bye, and be entitled to

whatever prize the judges should think fit to give, according
to the work ho did. Although Clyde did not run this bye
till dusk 1 miehl^as well give the account of it in its proper
oi'der. -At 4:50 P M. Clyde was put down just near Air
Kreuder's house in open field, and working to alder swamp
he thrashed his ground out well, hunting out all the likely
places and was snappy and full of judgment. In a few min-
utes he made a start and drove the hare hot for some dis-

tance, when he was at fault. Circling nicely he picked up
the trail again for another short run, checking, but soon on
tbe liue again, working it across a turnip field to a swamp,
driving well and closely. Judge Clarke was satisfied he was
a-nod enoueb tor first aud said so. Clyde was taken up at
5:35. Down 4.5m.

In the bitcu class for l-3in. and under the draw was:
H. Hanson's Desdemona with Glenrose Beagle Kennels'

Butterrtv.
P-^f kland Kennels' champion Lou. witli W. F. Rutier's

Mollie.
.i-tui..s;land Kennels' Zillah a bye.
The start was an early one, tlie first brace being cast oft' at

7:50 in a new part of the country just out of the village.
This was a more cultivated section with open gra.ss fields,

and, in fact, all that could be desired except nares, and there
was the trouble and dire disappointment, still we made the
best of it and frowned down any suggestions about trying
the country we were in yesterday. Open fields and woods
with one rabbit was better than briars and unlimited bun-
nies. The day was a glorious one, no wind to speak of and
the sun shining brightly, but as "Bradley" remarked, "A
good day to be alive in but a bad one for huutiug," and so it

proved, for it was the worst game day we had had so far.

However, Desdemona. handled by H. Hanson, and Butterfly,

by F. W. Chapman were soon busy at work slowly picking
a place to a find hare, but it was not till S:20 that Mr. Turpin
conjured up a bit of fur. Dogs were laid on and Desdemona
struck the scent first, carrying it down the hill, but Butterfiy
getting into the line carried itup the hill again, when Desde-
mona scurried us along for 30yds. and lost. Cros.sing the
road Desdemona struck it and led for a few yards when But-
terfly took the lead with plenty of music till lost at bottom
of hill again. A lot of desultory work with a whimper now
and then ensued and dogs were called up at 8:50. Down
Ih. A difflcult heat to gauge, as there was little between
theiu, and that little but indifferent. The ground was too
dry to hold a scent long enough to swear by. Desdemona's
voice is her chief charm.
Lor—Mollie.—Handsome little Lou, bandied by her

owner, and Mollie, haudled by Charlie Peabody, were cast
oft" at edge of woods at 8:55. A lot of ground was searched
over without a whimper from the dogs, but numerous dis-

gusted grunts from those who had to follow, and especially
when Mollie trailed a horse to his shady lalr in the bottoms.
At 9:.30 Ml-. Kreuder had Eska take hold of Lou, and soon

after Lou opened on top of hill but did not carry it on. Mr
Dorsey had marked a hare in open aud Lou was put on
alone, then Mollie came up and both worked into woods-
without tonguing. Lou opened and Mollie brought up;
a check followed a short ruD. At edge of woods Mr.
Hanson saw a hare and Lou getting on carried us along
at an easy gait and then lost; here she did some intelligent
casting and showed herself much superior to the other.
Mollie tumbled on the trail and gave us a breather. Then
Hanson saw hare again and fired, missed, and dogs being
laid on away we went, and circling bursts took place, with
Lou doing most of the work. Dogs called up at edge of
woods after a check, at 10:15; down Ih. 20m. Lou had the
best of it though Mollie also did fair work considering the
ground, aud why she was left out of the subsequent pso-
ceedines altogether I cannot vinderstand.
Zillah {a bye).— She was handled by Eska. The judges,

in deference to the wishes of the Butterfly—Desdemona
owners, who thought the frost was against them in the
early morning and wished for another try, concluded to let
them run with Zillah. As it proved, this acted detriment-
ally, for Zillah's superiority was all the more conspicuous.
Zillah's work had been prettv well gauged the day before,
when she ran so well with Parthenia, so that it was only
necessary for her to do her time in this stake. Cast off in
open grass field at 10:25, we worked to where a hare had
been marked in the other heat, but getting there the biirdi

had flown and the scent too. Jamieson was equal to the
occasion, and put up a hare and Desdemona was first to
open, but Zillah soon led for 20yds. when she was at fault:
casting and finding Zillah raced on and lost. Some castihg
round with a whimper or two, and dogs were called up at
10:.55. *Dowu 30m. Zillah was faster, cleverer, and the
leader all through. It did not take long to decide that in
the

Final,

Loir AND Zillah should run off for first place, and they
.started in edge of woods at 11:10. Working over toward the
Blauvelt farm where those briers are, a long hunt ensued in
tbe open. After .some time a brace was put up in weed
Qe'd and dogs drawn to the line. Lou opened but Zillati
was quickest away, and rushed the quarry to thick briers,
where she lost; casting further down Lou caught on and led
the race through the briers to woods outside, followed by
Zillah Judges thought this would do and called them up
at 13:09. Down 59m.
Both worked well, but the younger bitch was smarter in

casting, Lou, as became heryears and dignity, not caring to in-

dulge in too much gaiety. The judges took a little walk and
returning delivered this opinion; " Zillah first, Lou second,
third withheld. This startled the owners of the "ineligibles''
but they took their medicine as sportsmen should, and
gulping down an anathema on things in general and the
weather in particular they prepared for the Derby. Person-
nlly 1 wondered why Mollie had been forgotten. It was now
lunch time, and at the old gate corner was an appetizing
spread of roast pork and beans, aud it was good. Col. De
L incey Kane and J.W. Appleton joined us here, and, though
tney brought an air of New York City with them, they
tackled the beans with all the relish of a New Englaoder.

THE DERBY.
Lunch over and the pipe ashes cleared away, the draw for

this stake was read as follows:
Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Fiferwith Somerset Kennels'

Millard.
Somerset Kennel's Charm with Rockland Kennels' S'an-

chette.
FiFER—Millard.—F, W. Chapman looked after Fifer aud

Charlie Peab niy li d charge of .Vliliard Thiswas thesecond
appearance of the Somerset dogs, and it proved that Mr.

O

MK. POTTIMGEB. DOTtSBY AND LeE II.

Absolute WiDner, N. B. 0. Trials, 1893.

Phwbns has some good stock in his kennel. At 1:08 iu open
weed field both started slowly. After crossing two fields a
hare was started and dogs drawn to trail, and trail carried to
dense thicket at edge of woods. In the briers Millard ton-
gued. but could not hold the trail; afterward, picking it up
in another spot, he led us a merry clip for .yOvds. Pvabody
started another hare and Millard led Fifer and all of us on a
hustling spurt to the briers again, where a check followed;
ouarry either ran into the wall or along it. Then Millard
led us out of briers along the wall. Taken from this bad
part, through some other cover, Millard shortly struck a
trail and led a merry pace for 50yds. and lost, cast, picked
UP and had another little burst. Evidently several old trails
here that bothered Millard. Fifer wasn't in it, and they
were called iu at 1:53. Down 49m. Millard had pace, hunt-
ing sense and good judgment, acd showed up well by con-
trast.
Charm—Fanchette.—Cast oft' at 3:07 in open weeds and

it was seen that C. E. Peabody had charge of Charm and
Fanchette was under Eska's orders. This was a most un-
satisfactory heat. Ground was too dry and game had gone
off somewhere, A lot of ground was covered and we all
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took it pretty easy as we had lots of time. Passing one of
the neatest farms we had seen during the week we worked
down into opeQ cover. Judges, reporters, spectators, every-
body constituted themselves beaters, and to "Billy" Tall-
man fell the fur, but he let it go< and the dogs being drawn
over the trail not a whimper was heard and neither hunted
with any vim, Fanchette, especially thinking it somewhat
of a lark and indulging in a solo and a "skirt" dance to
and fro with evident satisfaction.! A move was made toward
the village, and at edge of wood Charm tongued two or
three times, but no go. Up at 4:18. Down 3h. 11m. Neither
did anything, but Charm was much the best as far as mere
hunting went. We then walked. to the village and getting
Millard went out again to settle the

Final.

Charm—Millard.—These were both from Somerset Ken-
nels and Peabody handled them under Judge Lewis's orders,
Judge Clarke being busy with Clyde who was running for
his stake in another direct.ioti. ,The dogs were put in some
swamp cover near the "Krenrlej- Homestead" and a likely

Mb. H. L. Kheuder and Zillah and Champ. Loir.

1 irst aud Second, Class D, 18in. and under.

spot it proved. The Fobkst a^id Stream man put up a
rabbit, and xVlillard catciung on led the other into the thick
cover where they drove puss ding-dong with lots of glorious
music for several good turns, aud as they would probably
keep in this coverall nightif not called off, they were caught
at 5:40. Millard much the best, an active, level-headed
youngster that will do to watch in the future; just outside
of the thick cover in the open, one time he gave .us a very
pretty sharp trail, but brought up at the thick cover again".
Coming into the house we were told what Clyde had done
in his bye. This was a poor day's sport but better is ex-
pected to morrow.

Friday.
The judges having decided that Millard won first and

Charm second in the Derby,
FiFER—Fanchette were cast off at 7:35 in the swamp,

opposite the Homestead, to try for third money. The
morning was a capital one for scent, rather dull and cloudy,
and the air had that damp feeling that proclaims a good
hunting morn, but after a hare had been started neither
do^ picked up the trail. Hare was seen, and crossing a tield
Filer bit the trail off and went a fair gait followed by
Fanchette both trying vigorously. Quarry lost, then Fan-
chette ran some birds up and third prize was given to Fifer
at 8 A. M.

^•1hsolut£- Winner.
The trials were gradually coming to a focus, for now we

had settled the winners in every stake and the judges were
still alive and comparatively fresh. The crucial test was
now to come in finding out from the five good first prize
winners which should win the club medal, that denotes
the best beagle, officially, of the year in the field. The first
to come out were
Lee II.—Clyde.—Down at 8:30 near cornfield in the open.

A hare soon started in corn and dogs drawn to the line,
when Clyde was first to tongue, and both dogs took us
merrily across the field and lost, but Lee found, working
more carefully by the fence at the left, where he hustled
bunny in great shape, Clyde a close attendant, though the
big one outfooted the little fellow, game as he was^ Lee
II. is a very good tSiu. A cheek followed, then another
little run, a check and Lee led oil merrily again with plenty
of music. Trails were very mixed and several hares were
seen. Clyde did some intelligent finding, but working in
the corn rows was bad for scent. Down near the woods a
hare put up, Clyde first on, followed by Lee, who quickly
took the lead, rushed bunny out of woods along the field,
vrith a check or two, into some rough stuflE, then out into
the open. This was hot work and bellows were soon to
mend all round. Both at fault, then Clyde had a turn tak-
ing scent up across ditch, then lost in "woods. Lee taken
to a clump of weeds in open put out a hare which ran to
woods. Clyde would not leave but was afterward caught
and taken to other side of field. Meanwhile Lee failed to
fet the trail of the hare that crossed the field. Dogs up at
,12. Speed and driving in favor of Lee, but Clyde was

also a merry, busy worker, and both hunted intelligently
Millard-June Rose.—The sua came out now and mide

it uncomfortably warm, especially as the two dogs did some
lively work. At 9:15 in corn xMillard struck a trail, but soon
was at fault. June m her careful way picked up ttie trail
and earned to ditch, where they were checked in thick cover
Dogs drawn over to corn again where hare had been seen
Millard tongued first, but soon was lost in contrary trails-
hare came out and crossed the open; dogs laid on, June tak-
ing up the warm trail, aud both drove for blood, Millard
beine a little too quick for the other. Up at 9-55
ZiLLAH-CLYDE.—Down 10:18 In pasture. Clyde was han-

dled by A. Parry and C. Eska had Zillah. Zillah jumped a
hare in open aud ran by sight to swamp. Here they were at
fault some time and Clyde worked the turn, but lost again

Clyde cast wide, the other close, but neither found. Another
hare was started afterward by Zillah, and Clyde harked to

her. Some pretty work ensued. Clyde leading, and they
were driving when called up at 10:15. The work was fairly

equal, perhaps Clyde being a bit the quicker.
The judge wishing to see Lee in the open and judge of his

hunting tactics again, he was put down with Zillah at 10:20.

Lee got on a hare after a crood deal of backing and filling,

but soon lost, and dogs ordered up at 10:44.

Final.

Lee TI.—Millard.—This wag the deciding heat, and at

11:05 they were cast off in the open by railroad track. Alotof
ground was gone over without result. Then in stubble both
tongued and worked quarry toward posted ground; drawn
off and taken to bottoms. 'Some good hunting on old trails

by Lee was a feature here. He proved a careful, level-headed
worker, but Millard was also, an ambitious little chap, and
only needs age to be a "hummer." A few yelps were heard
and Millard showed a disposition to hunt back, and would
not keep up on the line. In scrub oaks both were put in

together. Millard starting on a trail, lost; then hare was
sighted and Millard did some pretty work, both hu.stliDg
bunny across the field to a check; then Lee carried the trail

back to fern field, when they lost, but Lee went in the right
direction, Millard working too much to one side; though a
hot trail was close, he showed himself a little green here.

Another run and a check, and Millard should again have
picked it out, but Lee took the right trail and the heat wss
decided in his favor at 12:15. Three cheers were given and
Mr. Dorsey was congratulated all round. Millard will do
to watch another time, as he was certainly a good second.
Mr. Pottinger Dorsey's Lea II. was whelped June 27, 1887,

and is a heavy marked black, tan and white dog of hand-
some form and a winner on the bench at New York in 1890
and '91. He is very near, if not quite, the limit in height.
His work was marked bv careful judgment and good hunt-
ing sense. Somerset Kennels' Millard is a smaller dog,
whelped Jan. 1, 1891, and is of a more racy build than Lee,
fast and quick in his work generally and with a little more
nraetice wiU make it warm for any dog; indeed, he did it

here,
1 , ter dinner a pack race was arranged between Rockland

Kennels' pack and Glenrose Beagle Kennels', for a club
medal. Rockland Kennels ran champion Lou, Fanny
Racer, Roy K. and Zillah, they doing some very pretty pack
work, keeping well toerether, and one little burst across a

Held by a wall side was extremely stirring, plenty of music
and the proverbial "napkin" would have covered them.
Afterward Glenrose Kennels put down Butterfly, Parthenia,
Fifer and Gypsey A., but Fifer's unwillingness to keep with
the others, bolting .several times, and their inability to find

game lost them the race to Rockland Kennels. This fin-

ished the meeting, as darkness was coming on. Rockland
Kennels also won the bench show kennel prize. H. W. L.

company, also some of the string lately owned by Mr. Phis-
ter of Cincinnati, and Mr. Lowe's kennel ofiicrs the best of
his 4-year-olds, and from Denver come the much famed bitch
Pearl of Pekin, Monk Bishop, very likely a better one, and
Irish Lass, a white whose fame is not yet. Mr Watson has
here the fast black Royal Crest, which was so well thought
of last year. All in all, there will be plenty of work cut out.
Drawings were made late to-night, as announced by wire.
Runnings go early to morrow morning, by the card.

Tuesday, First Day, Oct. 25.

The day was the best in every way ever known in the his-
tory of the club. The weather was delightful, bright, but
not too warm. The crowd of beaters was just large enough
and not too large, and for once in a way was trHctable and
pleasant, possibly owing in part to the presence of a deputy
sheriff. No ugly wrangles or loud-mouthed criticism of the
judging was heard, and indeed the judges' work was above
criticism. Lastly, most important of all, perhaps, and cer-
tainly most pleasaut, the supply of hares was never so good

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB.
Great Bend, Kansas, Oct. ;^—The seventh annual meet-

ing of the American Coursing Club is now in progress, and
bids fair to be of interest. Members are here from over a
eoodly section of country—Kansas, Colorado, Illinois, Da-
kota, "Wisconsin and New York. California is not repre-
sented. Hares are reported abundant. The weather at this
writing is pleasant. The club house has not been moved
and the grounds are the same as those of previous years
To-night there were made 38 entries in the All-Aged Stakes,
and 27 entries in the puppy Derby. Last year there were 46
in the All-Aged and 22 in the Derby. The hotels and horses
are about the same as in previous years.

At the business meeting to-night Dr. Shaw, vice-president,
was in the chair, following Mr. Watson, president pro tem.
It was announced that Mr. E. H. Mulcaster, of Waupun,
Wis., would judge the running, and that Arthur Ma.ssey
would act as slipper. The judge was instructed to order
when to slip, the slip steward to be dispensed with.

Ml-. Luse thought that the Pearl of Pekin-Chiconee Lass
protested decision ought to be taken up. There had been so
much talk over it that it seemed time to act. Me moved to
take it up. The executive committee were hard as badgers
to draw out. It became evident that they intendetl to be on
tioth sides of the case if possible, and would shift the res-
ponsibility on the club if they could do so. It growing late,
Mr. Price moved to ]30stpone action on this case until the
regular annual meeting. This was carried.
Mr. Luse moved to suspend the National rules as to pedi-

aree under which the club ran, and to use the American
Coursing Club records, not barring any dog on account of
unknown pedigree, hut to admit any dog on payment of
registration fee of 25 cents. Carried.
The following new members were admitted: Dr. A. J.

Cattanach of Denver, Col,; Messrs. Ed. Martin of Midway,

H. V, Jamieson and June Rose.

Winner Class B, 13 to I51a.

and the runnings were gotten ofE without long and tedious
walks over the hard alkali pastures. Barring an accident
or two for which he was not in the least responsible, Arthur
Massey was as usual perfect with the slips. The first three
courses of the morning were run off within 25 minutes after
leaving the club house. The entire first series of the All-
Aged was run off and the party done with the 7 miles' ride
to town an hour before dark—a record of 19 courses and
over two dozen starts in better time than ever was shown
before. The success of the day put everybody in the best of
spirits, and the day was thoroughly enjoyable in every way,
showing as it did a pretty .sport followed in the "proper
manner.
The day had some interesting features and some brilliant

work. The popular memory was well in e^^dence when Mr.
Watson's Royal Crest went in with Master Peter, Royal
Crest's reputation rested on a brilliant though losing course
as a puppy last year, but he was known aud backed for

C.S. Doud. W. A. i--;jliiii'r. £i < rnrpiu J Iioi^ev
™. C-E. Peabody. Judge Clarke, .-a^JuJgi: LowJs. ' P. W. t.iA,Bman. fl. Hanfii

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS, 1898.

. \\ .Jamieson.

Kas.; Will E. Stokes and Chas. Hooper of Great Bend Kas
•Michael Allen of Chicago: H. G. Nicholls and J. Harvey
Rew of Mitchell, S. D.; E. H. Lyon of Emporia, Kas • J R
Ballard of Winfleld, Kas.; Abe Bowen of Chase, Kas.;' e". h"
Mulcaster of Waupun, Wis.
The puppy class this year bids fair to be unusually strong,

if one can tell by a look at the specimens. Messr,s. Page and
Lowe nominate a good lot out of Mr. Lowe's kennels. Mr.
Luse of course has some entries. Messrs. Price and Royce"
Mr. Lyons of Emporia, Mr. .J. Herbert Watson of New Yor^^
and others have on a lot, any of which may go dangerouslv
near the bottom of the list. In the All-Aged' Stakes, natur-
al ly, the entries are better known, and many of the old "roods
are here, as will be seen later on. Mr. Luse has the two
little bitches, Lady In Black and Lady Barton, always hot

much of a favorite this year, though his brindle mate .should
naturally have offered odds. That oddity in greyhouuddora.
Lady In Black, made the most brilliant exhibition of the
day, and caused anew the query as to what it really is that
gives a dog quality in performance. Her litter sister. Lady
Barton, also as usual proved very fast and clever, and the
two left the field well liked for an advanced place. The Bit
of Fashion bitch, Belle of Eltham, made Uttle showing,
and Norwegian, "half-brother to Fullerton," and popularly
thought a good chance therefore, proved distinctly disap-
pointing. Lord Neverstill showed in high form and went a
favorite.
Besides the Winfleld representative, Mr. Ballard, the two

Dakota men, Messrs. Rew and Nicholls, and other new faces
ou the grounds, the line had re-enforcements from an unex-
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pBcted source. Messrs. Walter Haltiwell, Billy Rieger, A.
L. Bennett and M. Heim, all well-known shooters of Kansas
Citj', were on the grounds taking their initiative in a sport
hitherto unfamiliar, but apparently very enjoyable at the
time. These gentlemen will remain after tlie meet ana
shoot in this section for a few days. Ducks and quail are
very abundant.
The lunch sers^ed at the grounds to-day was one feature

which could uot be called pleasant. It was, indeed, highly
discreditable, a feast much worse than Barmecide—suicide
would be nearer it. Moreover, the field party was kept wait-
ing an hoxix and a half while this absurdity of a meal was
in course of preparation.
American Field Ctrp Stake—Open to the world, for

thirty-two or more all-age greyhounds. Entrance fee, $10,
the winner to receive 10 per cent, of entrance money and cup
($100 cash) donated by Dr. N. Rowe, editor AmeHcnn Field;
also a solid silver cup, donated by D. C. Luse, owner of
American Coursing Kennels, cup to be won twice by the
same kennel, to be withheld if stake be divided, the runner
up 50 per cent, of the remaining entrance money; third and
fourth, 35 per cent, each, of the money remaining after
second division.

First Series.

Running began at 10:15 A. M., first brace being
LiviNa Yet—Dolly.—Mr. Luse's white dog, Living Yet,

was quite too much for Dr. Shaw's white and brindle bitch,
the old-time Dolly, though the latter closed ahead on a fol-
lowing course ou a hot hare which was not killed. Living
Yet ran up, working the hare tidily for a quarter of a mile
and won in hollow fashion.
Blue Prince-Pkij^oe Chaklie.—Blue Prince is a Dakota

dog, owned by Mr. H. G. NichoUs, of Mitchell, S. D. He
met a hot one m Mr. Lowe's Prince Charlie. Prince was
favored but ran unsighted, closing, he ran wider on his
turns, and though he killed, the eminently business-like
work of Charlie gave him an easy win.
Lady Barton — Flying Dutchman.—Mr. Luse's bay

freak never ran a neater course or scored a cleaner win.
Dutchman was favored, but Lady drew by twice, once on
the outside, placed him, took the hare from him, killed and
won.
Queen—Snowball.—Mr. Martin's Queen, unlike many

The above mentioned struggle to get something to eat
now followed. After the mockery Mr. Nicholls put in Blue
Prince to do a turn with Nettlefield in the unfinished bye,
and the latter showed herself very handy, killing alone.
Lord Neveestill—Boodlee.—These now got a course in

earnest. Neverstill seemed not in the least hurt by his two
sprints of the morning, and went a cracker. The hare
favored him and be held it to several points, taking it again
from Boodler after placing her. Boodler came stronger,
made a game bolt ahead and killed in her stride. Lord
Neverstill won.
Dkt Time—Chloe.—These now got their course, a short

one but brilliant, thoitgh one-sided. Mr. Watson's fawn
bitch showed a great turn of speed, tripped, came about like
a flash and killed. Dry Time won.
Royal C'kest—Master Peter —There was great interest

in this course, Mr. Watson's black dog Royal Crest carrying
a bit of money besides his owner's good wishes. Sulky-
looking Peter, "however, ran good enough to beat anything.
Crest was the better up, then exchanging followed, both
dogs very wide on their turn in the high grass. The hare
was a corking good one, and they lost it finally in the grass
after a bruising run. As the hare straightened out, Peter
led, not .scoring much. At one-half mile Cre.st was placed,
but did not make much of it. Peter now drew ahead, seem-
ing for a time to have the hare in good control, and showing
great speed and staying quality. Crest followed gamely,
but was out of it, though he made a fine showiug on the
whole. He was hard, but perhaps a bit too fine-drawn.
Master Peter won.

La dy in Black—.Jim K.—Mr. Luse's weedy looking little
black bitch Ladj' In Black was evidently a favorite when
she went in with Mr. Michael Allen's Chicago dog Jim K.
At first Jim was not well sighted, hut after all were well
extended Lady In Black simply glided ahead as if the other
were tied. Lady went in, needing no help, worked the hare
merrily and called forth general admiration. On rough
ground Lady caught a horrible cropper, rolling over three
times. Apparently none the worse, she whirled up into line
and went at it again, once turning almost on her heel in a
drive for the hare. Jim was placed here, but Lady took
his chance away and rushed to a kill alone. Lady In Black
won.

"Now-you-oughtn't-to-do-that" way. The club has always
been too lenient in such juatters, and as a result finds itself
much further back than it need be in the progress toward
being a model organization. The result has not yet been
disastrous, to be sure, but nerveless dogs, nerveless men and
nerveless managements come to grief sooner or later, and
the rule will not be broken here. The executive committee
of this year was a good example of an executive committee
without any wish to ofi'end anybody, no matter what any-
body might have done or be doing. This may or may not
be the best sort of executive committee in the world. The
same policy colored the conduct of the whole management.
The party left the club house at 9:45 and put in a good

day's work, getting off 23 courses, in spite of delays in put-
ting up hares in the morning. The Judging was good, and
the kicking far below the average in volume, which again
aflrorded a grateful though unexpected change. Great im-
provement also was visible in the lunch, which a.t 1:40 was
announced in loud tones by the clhef, "A bowl of soup and a
square meal, 35 cents," wHich I am sure must impress every
one as reasonable enough.
Two surprises happened and two favorites went down.

Lady In Black made no showing of any worth, and Lord
ISleverstill ruined his brilliant record of the day previous by
quitting rank in his course, after having it all in hand. The
puppies made a good showing and accounted for as many
hares as the old ones. Mr. Watson had the misfortune to
.see his last dog thrown out to-day^ his puppies proving too
young to go the pace, and Dry Time, his old one, meeting
too hot company. Mr. Watson, however, bore his losses
very philosophically, although he at length entered protest
on the Aladdin-Laura decision on the ground that Laura was
overage for the Derby. Mr. Watson is a model club member,
and there is room for many like him, if New YorK can sup^
ply them. He is regarded here with considerable distrust,
however, because he doesn't kick. A man's health i.s not
thought good unless he kicks plenty. Even the horses kick
at a coursing meeting. A Great Bend saddle covers a multi-
tude of sins, and sometimes carries an equal multitude of
them.
Running was first taken up in the puppy stakes.
Great Bend Derby Stake—For 16 or more greyhounds,

18 mouths old or younger. Entrance fee, $5; the winner to

other queens, had no pedigree, but .«he got there tout le

meme, Mr. Heizer's Snowball makine it interesting mean-
while. Snowball was the better for a half mile, neither too
handy at it. Queen then drew by, working the hare cleverly
for a quarterof a mile. Snowball drew ahead, but did noth-
ing, the hare going off. Queen won.
Sporting Press—Irish Lass.—Sporting Press is really

Bobby Smart's old-timer, Miss Smart. Me.ssrs. Hayman
and Hough, press representatives, nominated her on Uncle
Bobby's promise to have her on hand in due time. Yet
being three times called in open court, thered dog came not,
hut made default, much to the newspaper men's disgust,
who wanted a run for their money. According to time-
honored form and custom, they kicked, called for "justice"
and served uotice of their intention to file a protest and tear
up the internal machinery of the executive committee.
Irish Lass had a bye with Arthur Massey's O'Rourke, who
on three legs ran around and picked up the hare. Lass a
bye.
Lord Neverstill—Boodler.—Mr. Lowe's bench winner

Lord Neverstill and Mr. Bowman's bitch Boodler made a
bad go ot it, both well nigh unmanageable in slips. Boodler
broke loose and Neverstill followed suit. Put in again,
under Arthur Massey's protest that Neverstill's collar was
too loose, a hare was started and Neverstill threw himself on
his back, unhandsomely fighting and struggling to get loose.
He slipped the collar over his head and had a hard course
alone, losing the hare, though showing a great turn of speed
and cleverness. Boodler was not slipped. No course, but
some loud kick, of course, though Massey was not to blame
and the owner of Neverstill was distinctly at fault.
Dry Time—Chloe.—Another unfortunate accident. The

slips hung. Chloe got ofi", but Dry Time was thrown end
over end. Chloe made a gallant course alone on a hot hare,
which broke to the hills. No course. The slips were now
changed.
Clara—Fanny.— Mr. Luse's Clara was in whelp and

could not have been asked to win, though she helped Fannie,
who had the better of the luck and the scoring. During the
course Lord Neverstill for a third time broke away, and
joined the course, not however, affecting the result" Mr.
Lowe was very properly fined io for allowing his dog to run
loose . Fannie won. Mr. Lowe should carry a hook and
line and bait, so as to catch his loose dogs.
SousiE—Pearl of Pekin.—Sousie is a clever bob-tail,

bred by Mr. Lowe and owned by Mr. Haigh of Illinois.
Pearl of Pekin is Mr. Bartel's much advertised Denver
bitch, on whose protest in the Chicopee Lass course last
year the brave-hearted executive committee of the club has
been struggling nobly for a j'ear to act. Sousie gave Pearl
almost as good a drubbing as Chicopee Lass did. Sousie
led up 10 lengths in 100yds., turned, wrenched 4 times,
turned and led, placing Pearl, who apparently could not run
eaough to keep warm. Pearl then led to the hills, but
neither got anything out of the hare after that. It looked
as though Pearl of Pekin had fought once too often, Sousie
beat Pearl pointless.
Best of Fashion—NETTLEFiBLD.—Mrs. Pope's dog was

absent, possibly side-tracked between here and Brooklj'-n.
Shaw's Dolly went down to run the bye, and the dogs
were slipped, but were not sighted and did nothing.

Belle of Eltham—Britain Yet,— Mr. Luse got Belle of
Eltham of Mr. Phister, of Cincinnati-whose absence by the
way has been one of the serious losses of the club. Mr.
Ha'igh's Britain Yet is of Trales descent. Britain led up
and was one point the better in a fast go at a good hare.
Belle went wide and had not much to show, though she
tripped to Britain's kill. Britain Yet won.
Lord McPherson—Monk Bishop.—Mr. Luse's Lord Mc-

Pherson did not run in championship form this year.
Monk led and was the better for a half mile, going clever
for a big one. There was small exchanging, Monk making
most of it. Lord McPherson killed. Monk Bishop won.
Norwegian—Woodford Boy.—Mr. Luse's half-brother

to Fullerton disappointed many. Woodford Boy is a local
dog sired by Lord McPherson. Boy led a shade in an even
run-up, taking the first turn out of the hare, held it for
work and placed Norwegian. The latter scored and held
ahead briefly, but at one mile of hard coursing of a long hill
hare Boy drew by, pushed up and actually killed in his
stride. Boy has much local reputation as a hare killer.
Woodford Boy won.
Nelson—Prince Rupert.—Nelson was not good enough

for the White Lips dog. Unsighted at first, Rupert drew
by as they extended and worked to the good on a bruising
course on a hot hare. Nelson wide on his turns when placed.
Prince Rupert won.
What Care I—Poland Duke.—Arthur Massey's fawn

ran against Poland Duke, another dog Mrs. N. Q. Pope was
plucky enough to send out from the East. Duke was not
fit. What Care I led, got a couple of points out of the hare
and then it was a follow to the hills, Duke falling out of it.

What Care I won.
Girl's Favorite—Lady Grace.-Mr. Lyon's Favorite

and Bobby Smart's Lady Grace were both sired by Trales,
and they are both handy. They got a long hill hare and
they got more work out of it than any pair yet had suc-
ceeded in doing. Indeed, they made a grand working course
of it. Lady led, Grace was placed, they traded, Lady drew
by and led to the hills. Lady Grace won.
Master Glendyne—Gilda.—Mr. Haigh owns Master

Glendyne, Mr. Mulcaster, the judge, owns Gilda (imported.
Mentor—Gladys). The judge being, therefore, not qualified
to judge this course, Mr. B. Hagman judged. Master led
up, turned and took a few points. Gilda took up the run-
ning, cut down the score to almost even and for a green one
to the country showed some staying. Master now drew by
and forced the hare away from the hills back in a. wide cir-
cle to the carriages. The hare then led out for the hills
again and was lost. No scoring was done in the last half
mile. Master Glendyne won.
This closed the first round of the All-Aged Stakes and

the running of the day.

Wednesday, Second Day, Oct, S6.

A cold, raw wind from the Rocky Mountains made the
ride out more uncomfostable. The crowd was not as large
as on the day previous, there being a circus in Great Bend
whose attractions were too much for mans' of the local
habitues of the coursing grounds. One buggy load of
drunken hoodlums made some trouble early in the day,
which was rebuked by the management in the customary

receive 50 per cent, of entrance monev, $60 cash, donated by
the Morrison House, Great Bend, and silver cup by National
Greyhound Club, of New York city. The runner up 50 per
cent, of the remaining money; third and fourth 25 oer cent,
each of money remaining after second, division. Afiidavit of
age must be made by owner.

First Round.
Jim Flynn—Roy's Canary—Mr. Allen nominated an-

other loser, the Price & Royce Roy'.-. Canary giving him just
one taste of it. Roy led for a quarter of a mile, taking little
out of the hare. Jim drew by, Roy drew by in turn, and
held ahead for the hills. Roy's Canary won.
Boomerang—Queen.—Mr. Bartels's Boomerang beat Mr.

Roetzel's Queen in hollow manner. Boomerang ran a great
puppy, holding the hare at command for SO points quite
ahead of Queen, who ducked in for the kill. Boomerang
won.
In this course Porter, handler of Boomerang, ran ahead of

the judge, shouting. The judge entered complaint to the
committee. It is npedless to state that that august body did
nothing whatever but mildly caution the offender. It will
pi'obably caution the next man who does the same thing.
Dry Brook—Raven.—One of Mr. Watson's Burnaby—

Drytime puppies and another Price & Royce entry. Raven
cannoned against Dry Brook at the go off, and the little

yearling was too light to stand it. Raven then did it all
in a short and brilliant course, killing with merit. Raven
won.
MAY DAY—Sylph.-Mr. Lyon with May Day met yet an-

other Price & Rovce puppy. This was a most punishing
course, and the longest yet run in the meet, probably three
miles, certainly hard for puppies. Sylph led up and kept
ahead throughout, though doing little with the hare, which
circled back wide and then led for the hills. Doubling back
at the fence, the hare was either killed or went to earth.
Owners of Sylph thought she killed, and at any rate Sylph
won.
Nancy—Royal Ruby.—Mr. Lowe's JNancy was by no

means good enough for Mr. Lyon's Royal Ruby. This was,
however, a most spirited little course, "the dogs having per-
fect control of the hare throughout, Nancy was at first un-
sighted, but when .she got in, scored, Ruby took it up and
from then on had far and away the best of it in the rapid
exchanging, showing ahead and going clo.ser, though both
were too inexperienced to turn well. Racing ahead. Ruby
caught the jack by the hindleg, and both were then such
greenhorns they did not know how to kill, apparently.
Royal Ruby won with much to spare.
Ketchum (o 6^e).—Mr. Mulcaster's imported Roy was

drawn against Mr. Laidlaw's Ketchum, but Roy had gone
ofl' foi-m and was drawn. Ketchum ran a bye vpith Queen,
who helped him much.
Rome Marble—Sir Hugo.—Price & Royce's Rome Mar-

ble made a close thing of it with Lowe & Page's Sir Hugo.
The lead up was pretty. Hugo a shade the better. There
was small merit in the turn that followed. The hare then
led for the hills, and the pair were evens on the scanty work
they got out of her after that. Rome drew away from Hugo
and led, but could not score in the judge's opinion. Sir
Hugo won.
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Fantail—LiGHTKooT.—Mr. Lyon's Fantail and Mr.
Luse's Lightfoot. The latter led up and never gave the

other a look in, working the hare alone over a long course
to a pretty kill. Lightfoot won.
. Aladdin—Lauka.—Mr. Watson's Aladdin, Mr. Luse's
Laura. Aladdin set a burning pace, raced up ahead for 8

points and added 4>a' more quite ahead of Laura. The greater
age of the latter then began to tell against the speedy black.

Laura drew by and followed the hare, not scoring, for a
long go. Aladdin "chucked it up" at this stage of the game,
and so lost a course he had won. Lam-a won. Later Mr.
Watson protested this course on Laura's over-age.

Tbales, .Je.—Bfck.skin. — Mr. Moses's Trales and Mr.
Ballard Winfleld's dog Buckskin. Trales, Jr., led up and
was distinctly better for a quarter of a mile. Buckskin,
however, drew by, got a turn out of the hare aud a wrench
later, scoring enough fora vei-y shaky win indeed. Rpturn-
ing. Buckskin put up another" hare and coursed it a quarter
of a mile, the whole a very sufficient pipe-opener for Him, at

least, since he got a mile or two of hard going.
Flying Fox—Rkdwood.—Mr. Allen's Flying Fox and

Mr. Lyon's Redwood. The latter led up aud worked ahead
to very scanty scoring for half a mile. Fox then drew by
hut did not score afterward. Redwood won.
Wasted Time—Delsaete — Mr. Watson's last puppy met

Rew's Dakota dog Delsarte, by Lord Neversettle out of the
Eastern bitch Prima Donna, These found nothing till after

lunch, when they got a hills jack. The dogs were led in

sinttle slips, and Wasted Time was huug for a moment,
Delsarte meantime to the turn. Wasted Time then drew up
on the turn, got two turns of her own and a wrench. Del-
.sarte then drew by, took a turn and followed as the hare led
to the bluff .the young puppy not being strong enough to
close in Delsarte won.
ScAvENGEE—Rook —In Scavenger Mr. Lyon had a tiny

one, thin as one's finger almost, hut he was quite too much
for the Price aud Royce puppy. Scavenger was favored by the
hare, but went a hot gait, sticking close to the hare for 4
points. Rook was placed for b points, and then Scavenger
worked up a score of V6 to .5. Scavenger raced up to kill,

tripped and came a somersanlt. placiug Rook. Scavenger
raced by twice, nnd then killed to much merit, scoring 18K
to a^'^ points. Scavenger won.
White LADV {a hye) —Lowe and Page's White I^ady ran

her bye with Jim K., ''Fox" Kinney of Ireland riding after
with great I'cla t. This closed the first round of the Derby.

An-A<jcd Stukcn—Second Hound.
Running was now begun in the second round of the All-

Aged Stakes.
Living Yet—Prince Charlie —For one mile Living Yet

outclassed Prince Charlie as much as ever one coursing dog
did another, takina 9,W points qrute ahead. Charlie was
placed, but Living Yet raced by him no less than five times.
As the dogs tired, they turned wide. Living Yet kept the
lead for a time, Charlie pluckily staying up. After a long
hard time of it, Cburlie put on more steam aud pas.sed Liv-
ing Yet, who then inconrinentlv quit in his tracks and had
to lose his grand course. Had he gone lOOyd.s. further he
would have won, for the hai-e was lost in the'grass. Prince
Chai'Iie won.
Ladt Baeton—Queen.—On the .supposition that she

would not be needed Mr. Martin, owner of Queen, had left
her in town and she was absent when called. Mr. Luse,
owner of Lady Barton, agreed to drop the course to the foot
of the series, aud accordingly Mr. Martin set off for town,
eight miles, with his team in full g^Dop. He made the six-
teen miles in a little over an hour. Mr.Lu.se had changed
his mind and claimed a hye for Lady B.arton to Mr. Martin's
just disgust when he learned of it. Belle of Eltham gave
Lady a pretty bit of help in a good working course in .and
around the carriages, Lady Barton showing much cleverne.ss
and killing.
Ielsh LATss-Lot^r) Nevisestill —Neverstill being bad in

.slips they were led single. In the slip Lass wa.s favored and
was first up. Xeverstili at once drew by and handled the
hare at -^i points, thence doing the work in elegant style for
three-fourths of a mile, when he had shot his bolt. Lass
then drew by, but it was only a follow. Neverstill kept
after for a short distance, and then, to the surprise of every
one quit in his course and was loser of all his clever work
Irish Lass won,
Dey Time—Fannv.—Dry Time ran up and turned fast

enough, but. fell wide. Fanny sprang in for some smart
work and a bill. Dry Time not closing. Fannv won
Sor.sjE- ^ETTLEFlELD.—These first t'ot a short-no-cuur.se,

and then r-rtrieht an old-fashioned W. W. Carney brand of
long rabbit. Nettlefield ran up, worked the hare nicely for
the usual sliort biir.Ht at lii st, and then the hare got her gait
and led for the hill.'i. Sousic never showed in it from start
to finish, and made uo trouble for the other to beat her
t)ointless. Nettleficht won.
Maktke Peteiv Lads tn Black.—This was the unex-

pected. Instead of a close course it was a one-side one.
Master Peter was a known good one, and a favorite with
many, but he had no license to beat the black freak so
easily as he did. She may not often be so fast as she was
yesterday, and she is known for an irregular performer
Her work; to-dav was not that of yesterdav certainly and
she showed nothing extraordinary when placed. It was all
over but the flag after the lead up, which Peter had with
much to spare. Peter turned and fairly left Ladv standing.
He was a wonder tor a big dog, and clung to his 'hare like a
monkey, and was so speedy and handy as to surprise even
his warmest admirers. He allowed Lady only two points
and had eight and a half to the good, when he drove for the
hare and killed handsomely. Master Peter won.
Beitain Yet—Monk Bishop.—Monk led up, but to little

merit, as the hare turned to turn. In possession, he knocked
out five and a half points, and showed clever. Britain drew
by and .scored, placing Monk, who held it in hand to the
close, working the hare handsomely. Driving to kill he
tripped the hare and both reached it together in the Icill,
Britain for the .50yds, before the end was running very cun-
ning. Monk Bis' op won.
Woodfokd Bov-Pbince RupEKT.—a short course, but

enough Bo^'led up, turned, placed Rupert, then raced in
and killed. Woodford Boy won.
What Caee I and Lady Grace were now ordered inA hare sprung near by, just as Arthur Massey was fastening

the collar on What Care I, and the latter broke away and
coursed the hare for over a mile, a very punishing experi-
ence. At this. Uncle Bobby Smart, rough diamond that he
1?, declined to put his dog, Lady Grace, in the slips until the
tollowmg day. "I want the other dog to have a fair show "
said he, "[ don't want to win without a square run." "Butd—n me!" he added, '"I can beat that other dog to-day or
to-morrow, or any other time." There are worse sportsmen
than Uncle Bobby.
MAhiek GlendVne was now put in for his bye, but itgrew dark before any hare was found and the day closed

with two courses of the second round undecided,
Tliimday. Third Day., Oct. 27.

Early in the day two of the cook ladies at that admirable
hostelry, the Morrison House, struck and quit work. The
result is not yet, but it is hoped that alf the cooks will

,'l"^'°mF',^*'' .^^'^y- '^'^'^i' iiot be replacedwith worse. The lunch at the grounds, admission to whichwas negotiated by means of a meal ticket issued bv the
nNhrow*^^"^*'^'.-^'^''

^^o^'"^' possible, than ever before.
® ^ executive committee and estimable vice-presidentdrove oft in the morning and left the judge to shift for him-

sfclt in the matter of getting out to the grounds. The rep-
re-sentatives of the press took the judge into their wa^rou

and saved him an eight-mile walk. The 1893 executiA'e com-
mittee of the American Coursing Club ought to be executed
themselves. They spent more time masticating linen and
tending to dogs than they did to watching after the order
of things. The management to-day was as inefficient as
could be made to order. In the past seven years the dogs
of the club have improved. The men have not. They are
the same weak-hearted, well-meaning, ea.sy-goiug, indeci-
sive, atraid-of-their-shadows lot. They hold this club back.
They do not make it what it should be. They let it go at
sixes and sevens, without order, without system, and with-
out more than the barest regard for the rules which they
permit to lie as dead letters on their books. The dogs fur-
nish the sport here. The club is but a faint and inefficient
guardian of that sport. Yesterday, as was mentioned, a
handler rode clear in front of the judge, who complained.
The man was "cautioned." In the la.st cour.«e of to-day a
recent and oflicious importation from Ireland, called "Fox"
Kinney, who has been anxious to instruct America in
coursing, rode .so close up he nearly went over the dogs.
The judge was asked if he intended to lodge complaint.
"What would be the use-'" said hp. "I tried that yester-
day." He did, however, enter complaint and no attention
whatever was paid to it. Another case of fright. So large
a crowd is, of course, hard to handle, but that the crowds
are now so selfish and disregardful ot the club's interests is
due mostly to the weakness which has so long left open dis-
order unsuppressed and violations of rules tinrebuked. A
day in or ahead of such a crowd is anything but sport.
These plains are America's Altcar. A magnificent club
body could be built up here, but it never will be under the
old policy. A move from this point for a year or so, at
least, might be one of the best things that could happen
for the real welfare of the club. It was but a rotten exhi-
bition that the American Coursing Club made of itself
to-day.

THE WATSON-LUSE PROTEST CASE.

As stated above, Mr, D. C. Luse, a member of the execu-
tive committee, had his bitch Liura protested in the puppy
stakes yesterday for over-age, by Mr. J. Herbert Watson,
his opponent. 'Tliis case came on for trial at the clab house
this morning before the start, and occupied a couple of
hours. The associate members of the committee, Messr.s.
Page and Lowe, sat as court, plaintiff and defendant ap-
pearing without counsel. Mr, Brougher, a notary public,
swore the witnes.ses. The trial was made as formal and just
as possible, and the judges in the unfortunate matter did
the best they knew in their unpleasant business.

Mr. Watson called Dick Taylor, well known in this cotm-
try and respected. Mr. Taylor testified that he saw a litter
of Jessamine puppies (Laura was entered as by Lord
McPher.ion ex .Jessamine) at William'Horine's farm, where
Jessamine was kept for Mr. Luse. The puppies we're then
two months old or so. That was the week before Thanks-
giving, 1890, Arthur Massey also saw them and said, "Let
us keep watch of this lot aud see if they don't go in en-
tered as puppiesin '92." He had so watched them. He knew
Laura.
Arthur Massey, called by Mr. Watson, swore he saw the

litter at Horine's a week before Thanksgiving, 1890, while
at the quarry there for a load of .stone. He knew their
markings. Knew every dog Mr Luse had. Knew where
she (Laura) was kept. Knew that Laura was whelped in
the tall of 1.890 and was at least two months old when he
first saw her in the Jessamine litter.
Mr. Lfrse—"Did I ever tell you I had a Lord McPherson-

Jessamine litter?"
3fa,ssei/—"Yes, you did, at your own house."
Mr. Watson rested his case. Mr. Luse, the defendant,

called William Horine, the farmer who kept Jessamine for
him. Horine swore that Jessamine was brought to him in
the winter of 1891, came in heat in April, and he sent her
back to Mr. Luse, who bred her. She was then returned to
thefarmand whelped in June, 1891. Those puppies had been
kept on the farm .siucd then, these two, "the white one and the
other one." We had another litter the fall before, but not
these. This June litter was the only one whelped there.
There was no fall litter. Might have been a few of Luse's
running around. Had some greyhounds himself and a bird
dog. Cross examined by Mr. Watson and by Mr. Page
Hoi-ine said these other older puppies that lived around the
house might have been 4 months old in November of 1890. at
least H months old. Didn't know their history or pedigree.
Knew they were not whelped there by Jessamine.
Mr. Luse i-alled AYm. Horine'.s .son, John W. Horine who

told the same story as hi.s father.
'

Yoinuj Hor//n - "Jessamine came to our bou.ye in 1890—"
Old Hnriiif. UiU rraptin<j—"Yon mean 1891."
Mr. H'o/soji- "T object. Let the witness alone, to tell hia

own story."
Young Horine said he did not see Dick Taylor or Arthur

Ma.ssey call. They must have come for a load of rock. Mr.
Watson now called for the rule, to separate the witnesses*
which was allowed.

'

'

Mr. Luse called C. Alley, who said he worked near Horine'sA year ago last July saw some young pups there. Was notmuch posted on dogs, and did not notice these much
Couldn't say as to their mother. Pups might have been «ix
weeks old in July. Couldn't describe the pups. Was not
positive as to their color. Saw a yellow puppy. It ran in
bis mind there was likely more than one puppy, maybe two
Never noticed close.
Mr. Luse called George Horine, a vounger son of William

Horine, He did not agree with the rest of the familv in all
details. He said Jessamine came to them in the talL not in
the winter. Thouarht the "brindle pups" wt re born in June
about a year ago. Said the other pups that lived there were
SIX or seven months old at November of 1890. That was the
lot in which Mr, Lu,se's Living Yet, Starlight and otherscame in. Tbe.se were six or seven months old bv Thanks-
giving of 1890. ^ '

The elder Horine was recalled, and said that the doarWoodford Boy, ruuning in the All-Aged Stakes this yearwas out of that earlier Utter. ^ '

Dr. s. J. Shaw, hreaMmi ///-"Yes, those Ridenour doesyou mean. Now, I ran a brother to that dog last year in the
All-Aged Stakes and lost on him. Luse ran RobinHood, the stumptail, the same year, in the Puppy StakesRjdenour told me my dog was m mouths old. So Lusemust have run a sa-months puppv last year,"
Mr. Luse was sworn. "1 bred Jessamine "to Lord McPher-

son in April 189L I never saw her whelp. Saw the pupssoon atier. Laura was of that litter. This is all I have to
say. I have no argument. Do as you like "
Arthur Massey and Dick Taylor were both recalled and

repeated their earlier assertions positivelv. Thevhad'seen
old man Horine at the farm as They came 'away, the day thevsaw the Utter of puppies, in November of 1890. Thev had
then resolved to watch the litter,

^
It was iiow nearly 11 o'clock, aud the party went afieldthe case adjourning. At the lunch hour the case was takenup again. Mr. Watson called Lewis Woodbnrn, a bri^^ht

boy, whose testimony turned the scale. He swore thariu
the early fail ot 189U Mr. Luse had told him that he (Lu4)
w> uld Inve to go out to Horine's to kill a Jessamine Utter
ot puppies, as Jessamine had got in whelp to an inferiorgreyhound, aud he didn't want any cur.s. Never knew thnt-
Mr. Luse did kill the Utter, though.

"^""^

At noon the committee brought in their decision ThevdisquaUhed Laura, giving the protested course to Mr. Wat-son ,s dog Aladdin The other puppy. Flying Fox whichwas ot the same litter as Laura, was alreadf beaten andneeded no action.
"caLcu d.ua

The stare was not made till 11 A. M. The dav was clear

and very hot, and the dogs had a hard time of it which drew
"long" jacks.

All-Aged Stakes—Second Eomid.
What Caee I—Lady Geace.—Lady made smart work of

it for a good bit, beating What Care I nointless. The latter
was placed but failed to score. Lady led for the hills. Lady
Grace won.
Mastee Glendyne (a hye).—Mr. Lyons, owner of old

champion Trales, which was fat and out of all running con-
dition, did the rather singular act of letting his stud dog c^o
in with his son, hard and fit, for this bye. Master proceeded
to make a monkey of his Dad.

Derby—Second, Round.
Ruuning was now taken up in the puppy stakes, and some

pretty running was seen.
Roy's CAnaey—BoomehAng.—Boomerang ran a scorcher.

He was as brilliant to-day as yesterday, and a good one all
over. Boomerang led up, scored, showed wonderfully close
and speedy and made a hollow mockery of it, scoring 24
points and killing all for himself, beating the Canary point-
less. Boomerang won.
Raven—Royal Ruby.—In a sharp and twisting lead-up

little diflEereuce .showed, the hare swerving. Raven then
raced by and killed within 100yds. Raven won.
Sylph—Ketchum.—A bruising no-course on a hare that

went to the hills. The dogs had a mile and a quarter in the
hot sun.
SiE Hugo-Lightfoot.—Lightfoot appeared phenomenal

Hugo led, took a turn and two wrenches. The hare made
the usual Une for the hills, and was fast. Lightfoot drew
by, and did the feat of getting work out of the hill hare
after she struck the hard road. No other dog has done that
this year, and it has rarely been done here before in any
year. Yet Lightfoot crowded the hare clear out of the road,
brought her back, wrenched her hot, worked her all alone
and drove her from the hills time and again. Hugo was
placed for a brief moment, but Lightfoot was very niggardly
of his hare and took her away again, crowding her all over
and at length driving in for a .single-banded kill. All this
was at the end of a mile and a quarter course on a hot day
LTsually when the hare gets lined out for the hills little
work is afterward taken out of her. let alone a kill. Tnis
was therefore a remarkable course. Lightfoot won
The party now went in for lunch. The photographer was

there as usual. Members of the press sought to make up a
little group of a private nature, showing the men thev
wanted in. It was with the utmost diflicul'ty that they kept
out divers other cUtb members, who wanted"themselves aiid
their dogs thrust into a picture which was wholly a private
matter. The omnipresent average grounds spectator was
also there and could hardly be kept out of the chance to get
himself into a picture, thinking it very unfeeling when
asked to stand back.
After lunch two stray dogs were found running around

the grounds. One of these joined in the Aladdin—Buckskin
course. It was later shot, in a very barbarous and brutal
way, with a shotgun loaded with fine shot, writhin"- and
yelling a long time before it died. This was a foxhound
The other was a shepherd, and was shot, but not killed
These stray dogs are annoying, and are hard to catch, but it
la very hard to see the legal right the club has to kill them.
The exhibition to day was unpleasant.
Aladdin—BircKSKtN.--A very near and Uvely thing on a

twisting hare only two-thirds grown. Aladdin was quite
the better up and took a run of points, bub Buckskin arew
by and had the better of the swift exchanging that followed
killing ahead. Buckskin won. "

'

Redwood — Delsarte,— Delsarte shouldered Redwood
hard for 25yds., trying to get over to the hare. Getting by
he turned, Redwood going wide. Breaking for the hare
they cannoned, both going over in a great mix-up In the
exchanging which ensued both showed still lively and un-
hurt, Delsarte the better for a couple of turns. Redwood
was placed to score, but Delsarte drew by and ran a game
followed to the hills. Redwood quit rank in his course'
Delsarte won.
ScAVENGEE—White Lady.—These got a .short no-course

and then were slipped at 200yds. on a hill hare on the buflralo
grass. Lady in 500yds. led up, turned three times and forced
the hare away from the hills. Scavenger drew in for two
turns, placing Lady for another. Scavenger then took up
the running, worked out three turns handsomely ahead
drove in on a hard burst and killed with great credit. This
was another remarkable and unusual coui-se, in that after a
mile on a hot hare, the dog could do .such clever work and
at close quarters. One could only wonder where Scavenger
found it in his under sized body to do such work, .Scavenger
won.
Sylph—Ketchum.— These now went in again. Still

another unexpected exhibition of performance at the close of
a long and punishing course. Sylph had the first of it and
scored to place Ketchum, who lost. Sylph again scoring''.
The hare was fast and had by this time led them a long
way. After they had done three-quarters of a mile, Ketchum
drew by and turned the hare square back, Sylph holding but
a moment. Twice more Ketchum passed her, getting work
out of the hare, and at length placing Sylph to kill. Ket-
chum won. This closed the second round of the Derby.

All-Aged Stakes—Third Round.
The first course in the third round of the All-Aged was
Prince Chablie—Lady BzVeton.—These got a prf>ttv

slip. Lady Barton, always a phenomenon to .start, .sprang
three lengths ahead at the slip. Charlie, however, urew by
her on the run up, and got the turn, slightly favored by the
hare. Lady Barton then gave him a perfect go-by on a
straight drive, turned the hare and .snapped her up in her
own style, showing there was much left in her yet. Pr nee
Charlie was off in one leg. Lady Barton won.
lEiSH LA.SS—Fannie.—A cottontail passed, ard Fannie

slipped her collar, but was headed back. A jacK: was started,
and she coursed it a quarter of a mile alone, fortuLately los-
ing It. Put in again, Fannie got the run-up, a bit fa voi'ed, on
the next hare, and thence out ran a whooping ccurse, the
hare carrying the two clear over the flats to the hills, prob-
ably two and a half miles, a hard course indeed. Fannie
took three go-bys and six turns, placing Lass then for some
minor work. Lass grittily held on, but as the procrssion
lined up Fannie drew by and maintained her superiority in
wonderful style, all considered. The hare was lost. Fannie
won.
Nettlefield—Master Petek.—Master Peter had now be-

come a red-hot favorite, and showed truly a great dog. Peter
ran up for 2 points, and scored 9K points ahead, placing the
bitch to score. Peter then raced by, sticking close t5 a hare
certainly fast, taking a lot out of her, and placing Nettlefield
for a chance, which she improved but scantily after three-
quarters of a mile. In high grass near the road Nettlefield
was misled, and made a long push to the left for what she
took to be the hare, Peter meantime bringing the hare to the
right. Unsighted, Nettlefield bounded about, trying to
catch the course, but stopped still eager. Peter showed able
to stay, though he did not kill. Nettlefield was on three
legs all the week, her left hind leg being in bandages for a
bad cut Master Peter won.
Monk Bishop—WooDFOED Boy.—In a mixed-up lead there

was little to choose, though Woodford Boy got the first
work Monk drew by. The hare ran around the club-house
and through the crowd. The dogs had to race for their ex-
changing. Monk Bishop the better, he going a good one.Monk Bishop killed and won.

ess
LADY Grace—Ma!?tek Glendyne.—Master Glendyne wa.s

drawn lame, with a leg apparently ruined by a strain . Bobby
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Smart 's Lady Grace was thxis so lucky as to get a bye. This
she ran with her kennel mate Girl's Favorite. They
pntthe hare to earth and she was later dug oat. As Lady
<?Tace gets a bye in the next i-ound, she quit to-night sure of

some money.
This closed the exercises of the day, as the church re-

porter puts it.

Friday, Fovrlh Day, Oct. 28.

The last day of the meeting was pleasant, so far as the
weather was concerned and so far as the dogs were concern-
ed. For the rest not so much can be said. It is anything
but sport of a gentlemanly nature which is seen at the
finals of the American Coursing Club's meetings. Three
years ago there was an unseemly and ungentlemanly lot of
kicking by those who wanted to win and did not. Last year
came up the disgraceful Pearl of Pekm .incident, whose
shiftless and nerveless handling by the committee made the
club a laughing stock. This year" was to be no exception.
Mr. Lowe was again beaten, beaten fairly, decisively and
unquestionably in the last course, as everyone but himself
saw and said. Instead of taking his losing gamely and like
a man, he began his iisual kicking, and before the judge had
turoed his back or had time to raise, the flag, declared that
his dog had won and that the other did nothing. This talk
he continued for an hour, making a spectacle of himself. His
discourtesy to the judge in the field was never rebuked. As
usual, Mr. Lowe aunounced that "be would never come on
these grounds again." That is all fable. He will come as
long as any, for he must advertise his dogs; but it would be
well did he keep his often expressed resolution, aud stay
away from all coursing meetings whatever until he learos
to take an honest beating like a sportsman. His conduct
has been unworthy a member of the club.
In all this sea of trouble the coniluct of the judge, Mr.

Miilcaster, was an island of relief. Mr. Mulcaster was quiet,
courteous, careful and yet firm throughout. He judged this
meeting admirably and in an admirably, gentlemanly man-
ner. The club never protected him, never supported him,
never looked after him. He rose superior to the clab.
The business meeting of the club, adjourned from last

night to couveue on the gromids, was adjourned again till

evening. Inasmuch as it then lasted over seven hours in
session, the adjournment was very possibly a wise one.
Id the middle of the afternoon there was another disgrace-

ful and disgusting incident. Confusion in the crowd arose.
A lad of perhaps six or eight years was heard crying out,
and appeared with a bleeding weal extending half about his
neck. He said that a man in a carriage had cut him about
the neck with a whip for unavoidably crowding up too near
the carriage. The ruffian who did the brutal and outrageous
act was pointed out, aud for a moment was in danger of
what he certainly should have had, a horsewhipping out of
the grounds. Dick Taylor—Uncle Dick, bless his heart-
plucky little fellow and real man that he is, when he saw
what was done and who had done it, made at the carriage
and had the brute half out of it before Depiity Spencer
could stop him. Spencer then legally arrested the wretch
and sent him to town. All credit to Deputy Spencer. He
made the first and only arrest ever made on these grounds,
where dozens ought to have been made. Two hoodlums
yesterday were pulled out, but released.
An officer has now to contend with a growth of ruffianism

io the crowd of spectators which is the direct result of the
timorous, scared, indecisive action of the club iu past years
and up to this time. The club has let these things grow on
its hands because it was afraid to tackle them. Incidents
like the above of to-day show that a day in the field at the
meeting of the American Coursing Club is not a day of gen-
tlemanly sport, and that the meet itself is no place to go for
sport or pleasure, and that such a weak-backed and ineftl-

l ient club does not deserve the encouragement or support of
tientlemen interested in honorable sport conducted in a
manly and honorable way. The earlier predictions made in
the Forest and Stream reports of this meeting are coming
true, and coming true fa.s.t. This week they have raced \ip

to their fulfillment. I shall add later the action of the club
meeting this evening, and shall theu venture the question.
How far is the American Coursing olub from the ignomini-
ous end and swift obscurity which come to nerveless dogs,
nerveless men and nerveless managements?
This may all be thought harsh, severe, perhaps unjust. It

is neither" of these. It is the truth. These are the facts.
The public is entitled to the news and to the facts, imparti-
ally and fairly stated. Owners of dogs should know about

night is read. When it becomes necessary to put before
the world facrs .such as transpired here this week it is cer-

tain that the club has gone near to outliving both its dig-
nity and its usefulness in the sporting world.
Whenever there shall be establi.shed any personal bias,

any unfairness or any inaccuracy of statement on my part
in anything I have said in regard to this club or its mem-
bers, I am i-eady to tender mj resignation from sporting
journalism.
Running began at 10:12 A. M. in Puppy Stakes.

Derby-Third nmind.
BOOMEKANG

—

Ravek.—Boomerang was quite too much
for the little one. The hare served Boomerang, who thus
lost the lead. In the exchanging he was far the better and
drew ahead to stay. He came back from the bills with a
terrible barb-wire cut. His right hiudleg had a piece of

skin torn off as large as one's hand and a wound a half-

inch deep in the muscles. Boomerang won.
Ketchum—LightJ'OOT.—Litter brothers, with a lot of

finishing quality and repeaters, as they showed to-day
after yesterday's work. Ketchum led up in a long run and
got his six ahead, placing Lightfoot, who fell out of it, but
kept close. These two puppies appeared about as certain
to catch a bill hare as any, Ketchum crowded this bare
back from the hills, and Lightfoot was hardly by when
Ketchem drove in and killed, Tl}4 miles Irom .start and
away back in the ilats. Ketchum won.
BucKSKiK—Delsarte Were put in next and got a not, un-

decided, brilliant, and as close a course as eoiild be seeu,
each taking 10 points.
SCAVEXCIER (a Royal Ruby was put in by Mr.

Lyons to go the bye with Scavenger, and, to tell the truth,
she beat Scavenger shamefully.
Lady Bakton—Fannie—were now put in to go in thi-

fourth serie-s of the All-Age. They ran another undecided,
and a long and punjping go, clear to the bill.'', perhaps a
mile and more and a lot of work. Lady Bartou more work
at start, Fannie closing strong and killing.
Buckskin—Delsarte.—These now having had a breath

ing spell went in again. Delsarte was faster up and got his
six points, giving the hare the first wide turn to the hills.

Buckskin then drew by, took it up, and got work out, of the
hare on soft ground. On a swift double, Delsarre came
back, and the hare again swerving, he was thrown out un-
sighted for an instant. Buckskin dravvins: off. Delsarte fol-

lowrd, and at the barns pulled up, perhaps unsighted, as he
was far back. Buckskin won.

All ulged Stokes—Fonrih, Rotmcl.
Lady Barton and Fannie were held over their two courses

to give them a chance to recover from their hard undecided.
Master Peter- -Monk Bishop.-Peter won by the de-

cisive run-up and kill of merit. In the exchanging it war
ranch an even thing, and one could only admit that Monk
Bishop had more in him than had at first been seen. He
ran game and true, and was clever, though not fast enough
for the grand brindle that beat him. On two of the turns
Peter ran with his ears up when behind the white one. It
would, however, be hard to see in this more than the result
of a hard week's work on a 4-year old dog, for he seemed
eager and keen enough, and game as a pebble. Master
Peter won. Mr. Porter kicked.
Lady Barton—Fannie.—These went in again for another

long and bruising course, over a mile. Lady B«'ton led up
in a long slip, took first and second turns, wrenched the
hare and haa her six ahead, rhen getting more work. In
the fiat race out, Fanny took three go-bys, and Lady Barton
two, Fannie showing ahead then. All she could do was a
couple of turns. The two killed tagether apparentl.v, this
letting the freak in for an easy enough thing. Lady Barton
won.
Lady Grace (o bj/e).—Lady Grace went her bye with Mr.

Watson's Dry Time, who beat her every way. Grace came
back with two pads half off and a front foot and leg raw
half up. The punishing nature of these hard buftalo-grass
grounds was again apparent. Adjourned work for lunch.

Derhy—Fourth liov.vd

.

Boomerang—Ketchum —The cocaine bottle was brought
into frequent use, and Boomerang was put in again to go,
though he looked a sad sight with his leg cut half off. Not;
very well sighted, and the hare serving the red collar a bit,
they at length lined out and Boomerang was farfasterup,
taking 8 points ahead, and going a corker in spite of all
Ketchum drew by for a follow, but they took little out of

H. C.Lowe. JS-H. Mulcaswr. Ai tluir Ulassuy. D. C. l.use. J. Herbert Watson,
Est. com.) G-..G. Page. ^Jll^iee.) (SUpper.) (Ex. Com.) BrooHvn, N V-

Ex. Qqiu.) J. a, Prtf-e. Ira D. Brougher. A. C. Sclieniei ljoni.
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(Sec'y.) (Pielcl Stewiii'4.

"Uncle" Bobby Smart.

OFFICERS AMERICAN COURSING CLUB MEETING, 18!)2.

this club before they send dogs here or comehere themselves.
If this club is not right, the fact should be known. If a
fearless exposition of the facts will lead to a general shaking
up and a reorganization or a reformation, then much good
has been done for the proper and gentlemanly sport of
coursing. But to try to conceal or smooth over these mat-
ters woiild be to do the worst of injustice to the sport of
coursing. If all this hurts the American Cour.sing Club,
well and good. It is time it died if the truth will kill it.

Aud it is high time that we had, either here or somewhere
else, a coursing club truly American and not so merely in
name—a club American in fairne.ss, in manliness, iu .gentle-
manliness and in sportsmanship. This club this year has
not been such.
The wisdom and the necessity of these remarks will be

self-evident when the report of the business meeting pf to-

it. Boomerang won. He showed this week the grandest
puppy ever on the ground, aud though his work may have
set him permanently wrong it is to be hoped not.
Buckskin—Scavenger.—The white collar being un-

sighted for a bit, scoring could not begin till he was placed.
Fine exchanging then followed among the carriages, Buck-
skin showing hot. Scavenger took 3 working go-bys and
killed to his own score. Scavenger won.
Lady Barton—Lady Grace.—In spite of the cocaine.

Lady Grace winced as she went to slips. Lady Barton got a
long three points lead up, first and second turns and a go-
by. Lady Grace was placed for two turns and a kill of
merit. Lady Barten won.
Master Peter (a bye).—Prince Rupert, a White Lips

young dog, went the bye with Peter, and made it a smasher.
It was a cruel hard course, over a mile in the middle of fcke

flats. The do.gs had to kill or follow a two miles course to
the hills. They killed at length, Peter making the kill.

His score was 81 points, Prince Rupert's 24 points.

DerJjy—Final.
Boomerang came back from his last course with the ad

ditional injury of two pads torn off. He was drawn.
Scavenger won first. Boomerang runner-up.

AU-Aged Stake-9—Fi;nal Round.
LADY Barton—Mahteis Peter.—The judge gave Master

Peter ovf ran hour's rest, and be then went iu against the
triple winner, the plucky red feather-wei.ght which had
hung so stubbornly to the stakes this year and the two years
previous. Lady Bartou ran up, but the turn was very nues-
tionable. Peter took three go bys, Lady Barton two,' Peter

Mr. .1. H^JRBERT Watson, Drtttme and Royal Crest,
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then led and gained. Both seemed very tired and the hare
outt'ooted them. The hare ducked into some smartweeds
on a dry pond-hoie, and Peter quit and turned about. The
hare then appeared on the bank, but was not seen by the
dogs. It was much plea.sure to see the judge's hat come off
promptly for an undecided,
Lqdy Barton had now had two very long and hard courses

in the morning, one short one with Lady Grace in the after-
noon, and her undecided with Peter. Master Peter had run
one short course in the morning with Monk Bishop, the
bruising bye with Prince Rupert and the undecided with
Lady Barton, It became a question whether they should go
in again or go over till next morning. The usual wrangle
ensued. Mr. Luse wanted to go in and finish i*-. Mr. Lowe
with a burst of humanity wanted it to go over. It went to
that august, severe body, the executive committee. - Mr,
Luse and Mr. Lowe both were members of the committee,
and it had to go to the third member, Mr. Page. Mr. Page,
as usual, promptly got on the fence, and all subsequent
events failed to dislodge him. It probably never will be
known just how it was decided, but it was finally agreed by
Mr. Lowe to go to slips.

As Mr. Lowe went through the crowd leading Master
Peter, a woolly Kausas bronco tried his hand, or rather his
hind leg, at kicking too, catching Peter iu the short ribs.
The dog yelped, but as he was heavily blanketed, was
probably more scared than hurt. It was, boweA'er, not all
over for the dogs. A hare got up, and as Arthur Massey
was tryin.g to sight the dogs, Mr. Lowe rode up and rode
over the dogs, or rather over his own dog. His horse struck
Peter hard enough with his leg to throw the dog on his
back, of course pulling Lady Barton over too, in a^'baddish
mix-up. No protest was entered here. The game brutes
had the right to protest, but they got up and went on to do
what was asked of them. Neither was cut or lamed.
Another hai'e was sighted, and Arthur Massey gave them

a careful .slip. The jack was good and stiff, and"after all the
events of the day, these two were a grand pair to stop her.
Lady Barton led up distinctly, turned sharp, and wrenched
the hare. Peter raced by. He placed Lady Barton, who
brought the hare back on a turn, wrenched it as she reached,
then drove in and killed inimitably, rolling over on the bare
ground.
Lady Barton won first. Master Peter running up. The

latter has certainly improved much since last year, and is a
wonderful greyhound, fit for any company we have in this
country at least. Lady Barton is not his equal in looks,
but comes of a strain which has been hard to shake out of
the stakes here for some time. She is better fit for this work
than Peter, who is probably too large for the plains, though
not too large for soft ground work. Lady Barton is a per-
fect killer. Master Peter shares a peculiarity of Mr. Lowe's
Lord Neversettle dogs. They are good goers, and take
ecorlng well enough, but are not able to "kill, and so get
long and pumping courses which could be won as well by
an early kill. Liberty, Mr. Lowe's bitch of the Master Peter
litter, was a clever killer. The others never were handy
with their teeth. Had Master Peter killed his hare in six-
teen points, instead of thirty-one, in the Prince Rupert bye,
he would have come to the slips in the final with a per cent,
in his favor. As a grand cour.sing dog he is not .surpassed
here. This much can be said without injustice to the
phenomenal little bitch that beat him Lady Barton saves
much grand stand work by killing her hare. It was near
between them, but she beat him fair and on her merits.
The proposed Consolatian Stakes, for a 425 cup offered by

Mr. Roger Williams, of Lexington, Ky., no entry fee to be
charged, was not taken up, and little interest seemed taken
in it.

SUMMARY.
ALL-AGED STAKES—J'jrs^t Round.

D, 0. Luge's w d Living Yet l
\
Dr. S. J, Shaw's w and bd b,

—Trales—Dlck',s Darling. . heat < Dolly—Trales— Humming
\ ( Bird.

Lowe & Page's w and bk d j 1 H. G. Nichols's he d, Blue
Prince Charlie—Lord Nev- }• beat ' Prince-General—Flora,
ersettle—White Lip'. ) (

D. O. Luse's f and w b. Lidy i T. W, Birtel's w and bd d.
Barton — Trales — Dick's V beat { Flying Dutchman — St
Darling. S I Patrick—Daisy Dublin.

Ed. Martin's f h. Queene— i I D. N. Heizei 's w b Snowball
Pedigree unknown. ( < —Trales—Lady Milly Glen-

I ' d yne.
T. W. Birtf^ll's w and bk b, ) ; a hyc. (Sporting Press ab-
Irish La^s—St. Patrick— } he.nt < sent).
Daisy Dublin. } /

Lnwe & Page's bd d. Lord
| I Abe Bowmnn'a w and bd b,

Neverstill—Lord Neverset- 5- heat ^, Boodler—Smily—Bess.

J, H. Watson's f K Drytime I j Alfred Haigh's be b, Chloe-
"B?italn 8tili-5aytime, f "j Fllnk-Kansas Blue Bell,
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J. p. Rcetzsl's bd b, Fanny— I (

Keno-Jenoie. f I

Alfred Haigb's w and bk b. 1

Sousie— Lord Neversettle >- beat <
—DflTOB Wbite Lipg. ) (

D. C. Luse's w and bk b. Net- J

tlefleld—Dick Day—Oatn- v J

borna. \ I

howe & Page's bd d, Master
j

Pet^r—Lord Neversettle— )- beat
Pftrtera- • 1

D. C. Luse's bk and w b, i

Lady In Black—Trales— V fteaf.

Dick's Darling. ) f

Alfred Haigb's bd and w d,"l

w d, Britain Yet—Prince 1

Trales Glendyne — Busy f

Bee. I

T. W. Barteir's w and bd d,
'/

Monk Bishop—St. Patrick } heat
—Daisy Dublin. )

Miihael Allen names Wm.l
Horine's Woodford Boy-

'

Lord MoPherson- Jessa-
rainn.

Lowe & Page's w and bk d, i

Prince Rupert—Lord Nev- V heat

- heat

heat

ersettle— bite Lips.

D. O. Luse's vv b, Olara

—

Green Tick-A'Eanone.
T, W. BirteJl'i w b. Pearl of
Pekin—St. Patrick— Daisy
Dublin.

a hije. (Best of rashlon ab-
.sent).

J. H. Watson's be d. Royal
Cre^t—Green Tick—Royal

, Rate.
\ Michael Allen's f d, Jim K.—

Imported Paddy—import-
ed Fly.

D. C. Luse's bd and w b,
Belle of Eltham—Jester-
Bit of Fashion.

\D. 0. Luse's w and bd d.Lord
McPberson -Trales —
Dick's Darling.

[D. O. Luse's bd and wd, Nor-
wegian — Jester — Bit of
Fashion.

O. A. Hooper's w and be d,
Nelson — Trales —Belle
Smart.^ .Po-

Cas-
Artbur Massey'.s f and w b, i ( N. Q. Pope's bd and w d.
What Care I — Trales— - beat -{ land Duke—Balkis — (

Lightning. ) ( sandra." ' " ' • - • , (j_ Lyon's bk b, Girls'
- FavorI le— Trales — Bessie

Lep

Robert Smart's be b. Lady i

Grace — Trales — Miss y beat
Smart. \

Alfred Haigb's w and b-l d, ) i E. H. Malcaater's f and w b,
Master Glendyne—Trales } beat { Gilda — Men for — Gladys.ilda — Menf.or -

(Gilda drawn).Little Lady Glendyne. )

Second Round.
Prince Charlie heat Living Yet. MasJ'er Peter
Lafly Barton a bye,
Irish Lass beat Lord Neverstill.
Fanny beat Dry Time.
Nettlefield beat Sousie,

beat Lady In
Black.

Monk Bishop beat Britain Yet.
Woodford Boy beat Prince Ru-

pert,

Third Round.
Lady Barton beat Prince Char- Monk Bishop beat Woodford

lie. Boy.
Fanny b-^at Irish Lass. Lady Grace a bye.
Master Peter beat Nettlefield.

Fourth Round.
Lidy Bflrton beat Fannie. Lady Grace a bye.
Master Peter beat Monk Bishop

Fifth Round.
Lady Barton beat Lady Grace. Master Peter a bye.

Final.

Lady Barton beat Master Peter and won. Master Peter second,
Lady Grace thirri. Monk Bishop and Fannie divided fourth, (No
actual fourth dog in this stake.)
Lady Barton, first, wins the titl<^ Champion of America, $185

stakes and the Am.erican Field cup ($lO0 cash); also the D. 0. Luse
silver cup. Lady Barton weighs ISios. and is iyre. old; in color,
reri; a comp.ict greyhound of no extraordinary gift except that
of performance.
Master Pete'-, second, is a.brindle, 691bs. weight. 4yr8, old. A

grand looking ruaniog machine every way. Won $92.50.
Lady Grace, third, is a useful black bitch, weight about 451bs .

3(rfl.old. Wins $23.13. ^ '

Monk B'shop, divided fourth, is a powerful white, about 631bs..
214 vTs. Won $11.56.

'

Fannie, dWidPd fourth, is a dai-k brindle, about 4Tlbs., about
4yiM. Won §11.C6.

GREAT BEND DERBY.
First Bound.

Price & BoyoB's r b, Roy's ) 1 Michael Allen's bk d, Jim
Canary—Ma j ir Glendyne V beat { Flynn — Jack— Imported—HumminB' Bird. ) ( Sport.

T. W. Birtel's bk andwd,i (Joe Roez^Pa w and f b
Boomerang—Lord Never >- beat < Queen—Keno—Belle,
settle-Whit"^ Lips. ) /

Pricp&Royce'sbk b, Raven
\ J. H. Watson's hk b, Dry—Major Glendyne—Hum- > beat < Brook — Burnabv — Drv

ming Bird. \ ( Time.
"

Price & Rovce's be and w b, i Ed. R. Lyon's bd b, May Day
hyjph—Major Glendyne— ^- fceat -—Trale.s—Meta.
Ladv Alice. ) (

^ o ?• ""^'^ ^' t beat \
'^1'^^ ^ Page's bd b.Nancy-

Rubs -Traies-Tenee.
. I

"'^'^^
\ Lord Neversettle-Partera

A. Laidlaw names J. 8. Air- '

hart's bd d Ketchum
Maj^r—Clipper.

national meeting for 189.3. Mr. Brougher stated that only-

two appointees of the president's committee on this work
had agreed to serve, Mr. Watson and Mr. J. R. Price. Mr.
Price had agreed to subscribe S500 and Mr. Pope $500 more,
conditional tipon fifty other men subscribing $50 each, it

being desired to raise a total purse of at least §5,000. Mr.
Watson thought it should be started. Several promised to
subscribe. Mr. Watson moved to circulate a subscriptioa
list for a guaranteed fund, conditional upon the entry of 32
dogs from England and other countries outside of America.
This carried, and here action in the matter came practically
to an end. A recess of half an hour veas then taken. The
parliamentary action of the body vyas very loitering.

THE PEARL OF PEKIN PROTEST.

After the recess the Pearl of Pekin—ChicopeeLass matter
vyas taken up.
Mr. Page—"For the executive committee I would say we

have referred this matter to the club."
Dr. jRoyce—"•That can't be done. The by-laws instruct

the committee to .settle all such mooted cases."
Mr. Luse— 'That means, the committee of the year when

the event took place."
Tlie Chair (Mr. Watson in the chair)—"It is so understood.

That committee was composed of Mr. Page, Mr. Lowe and
Dr. Shaw."

JJfr. Page—'I would like to hear from the secretary."
Mr. Brougher, Secretary—"Last fall Mr. Bartels told me

that if Edmonds, who ran over Pearl, would make affidavit
that he did so accidentally, he, Bartels, would relinquish all
claims. Edmonds did make such affidavit. I thought that
settled it, and paid over the money to the California men.
Dr. Shaw also heard Bartels say thi.s. The affidavit was
turned over to the committee."
On instruction, the secretary then read an affidavit made

by Mr. Bartels, he swearing, "I never at any time withdrew
my protest in the Chicopee Lass—Pearl of Pekin controversy
ofl89L"
The Chair—"All this is out of order. The Chair rules

that this executive committee shall file a report, either a ma-
jority report or both a majority and minority report, if they
cannot agree."
Mr. Brougher—"This protest was sent up to the National

Greyhound Club, and they referred it back, saying they had
no jurisdiction."
The Chair—"The committee of National Club so referred

it because there had been no decision here. This matter
now rests with the committee of this club and I call for their
report.

"

Mr. Luse (of the committee)—"If the executive commit-
tee could not refer this matter to the club or if the club
refers it hack to the committee I suppose the committee
must report."

3rr. Page (of the committee)—"Why can't we just leave
all this for the club to settle?"

I
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Second Eoim d.

Boomerang beat Roy's Canary. Buckskin beat Aladdin.
Raven beat Royal Ruby.
Ketchum beat Sylpn.
Lightfoot beat Sir Hugo.

Bolsarte beat Redwood!
Scavenger beat White Lady.

Boomerang beat Raven.
Ketchum beat Lightfoot.

TJiird Bound.
Buckskin beat Delsarte.
Scavenger a bye..

FourtJi Round.
Boomerang beat Ketchum. Scavenger beat Buckskin.

Final.
Scavenger bnat Boomerang (drawn) and won. Boomerang sec-ond, Buckskin third, Ketchum fourth.

"^oiau^ seo

an'^lSl Shlfun"d'Su"b°s?fve\'c^r'''''

6oPbs° mo!thf? won s'o?"''-'"''^'"^
''^''^ ^""^ ^^"^ "^^^

Buckskin, thi rd, is a rangy one, fawn, 18 months; won $8 37Ketchum, fourth, is a strong one, red, 16 months: won fslr.'

The Annual Business Meeting.
At the regular annual business meeting, at the Moii-isonHouse, 8 P. M. Fnday, Oct. 28, the vice-p?e.sident Dr S Tbhaw, was m the chair, Ira D. Brougher, secretary beins

assisted by .J. Harvey Rew, secretary pro tern. So far asknown no minutes were read and no treasurer's or secre-
tary a report was read, though confusion was so general thismay have been done Under suspended rules and by oneballot the following officers were elected: President Dr NRowe, ot Chicago; Vice-President, Dr. S. J. Shaw, ol: GreatBend: Secretary, Ira D. Brougher, of Great Bend7Treasiirer
J. V. Brinkmaii. of Cirfat. Tiunri t^,. k„ii...j- h/i'._A .

... — — T ^v>-^d members of t"lip

ffr I'T.tr'^i™^^* r" ^^T^^- Moses, Dick Taylor andD. 0. Luse, all ot Great Bend, were chosen for the groundcoinmittee. Mr. E. S. Medberry, of Great Bend, was electedan bouorary member. On. Mr. Watson's moti'orthe clubvoted to raise by subscription, a .special orize for ''best -rev-

im. Watson started the discxxssion ou the proposed Inter-

The C?iair—"Ruled that the committee has charge of this
matter and miist report." T
Mr. Luse—"Why don't they say what they think? They've

been a year at this."
A lot of shilly shally talk now ensued from Messrs. Page

and Lowe, they continually dodging the responsibility of
going on record and the chair still insisting that their re-
port was called for and must come in. In this Mr. Watson,
chairman, showed the first business-like and decisive action
of the evening, and formed an admirable contrast to the
committeemen on the fence.

3Ir. Schermerho7'n—"lf this committee have not agreed
why let them bring in two reports, but for heaven's sake let
them do something."
The Chair—"Th'At report is again called for."
Mr. Lowe (very reluctantly)—"Well, that is to say, to be

sure, I thought at first, on the rules. Pearl of Pekin should
have the course. After the Edmonds affidavit I thought
the club should take the matter up, and voted to refer it."
Mr. Lowe -was now at length on record. It was still more

difficult to get Mr. Page on record. Mr. Page is a pleasant
man, a nice man, a good-looking man. I should think he
would make a good real estate or dry goods salesman, if he
didn't get tied m his own mind as to which of two articles
he really wanted to sell. He was pressed hard, but it was
half an hour before he could be induced to say what he and
Dr. Shaw thought about it. It was well-known that they
agreed, and that their report would be a majority report.
Everybody patiently waited, and the mill meantime ground
on.
Mr. A. C, Schermerhorn, of Great Bend, is blessed with

that useful commodity, horse sense. He got square up
and said what he thought. "I think a man ought to stand
by his agreements," said he. "Mr. Bartels should be com-
pelled to keep his word, even though he goes back on it
himself. 1 would have voted to give Pearl of Pekin that
course if Bartels had not said what he did. He left his case
in bad hands when he said what he did, but he said it I
think now this club should sustain the secretary's action
and give the case to Chicopee Lass. I do this just because
Bartels has made this last affidavit. It comes with bad
grace from him and it sets me against him. A man's word
ought to tally with his affidavit, and be as good as his affi-
davit. Now, Bartels came to me, and put his hand on my
shoulder, just before he left here last fall, and he said
'Now-, this is all .settled if Edmonds makes that affidavit *

Edmonds did make it. I am against Bartels on account of
his action in this."
Mr. Luse thought from what Mr. Bartels told him at the

depot as he started home, that Mr. Bartels did not eonsider
the matter settled when he left.

The Chair—"The question is, does not Mr. Bartels seek to
take advantage in a legal way, and seek to sneak out of a
place where he had put himself? But that is not the point
before the house. I call once more for the report of the other
members of that committee. Order, gentlemen. Let us now
hear from Mr. Lowe and Mr. Page."
Mr. Lowe—"l allow the protest."
Mr. Page—"I disallow it. In this I speak only for myself

Dr. Shaw being absent." '

ilfr. Hayman (of the American Field, and an honorary
member)—"I call attention to the fact that Dr. Shaw is al-
ready on record in this matter. He has published over his
own signature his agreement with what Mr. Page has just
said."
Ths CTi-ai?'-"Ruled that Dr. Shaw's vote is with Mr

Page. You now have a majority report, gentleman, dis-
allowing the protest. Will you vote its acceptance?"
Mr. Schermerhorn—"I move to sustain the secretary's

action, accept the report, and disallow the protest."
The Chair—"It is not plain that motion is in order. Now

that the committee has reported a decision, the matter can
go up to the National Greyhound Club."
Mr. Hough (an honorary member)—"Just pardon me amoment. Could not the National Club again refer it back

to the American Coursing Club, and that body back again
to its own executive committee, and so on. How long a
time is needed to settle this five minutes business five
years?"
Dr. Poyce—"The matter never could be delegated or

taken out of the hands of our own executive committee "
ilfr. B.ough~"lt could nevei'be taken out of their hands

without amending the by-laws of this club. It has been in
their hands all along. Therefore, now that a report has
finally been screwed out of them, this matter is settledAn acceptance of the report is not in order, for the report isonly an announcement. Your by-laws say the decision of
the committee must be final. There must be something

.^^^^ majority report is not tentative, but final.
27i6 C/1017-—"The chair 80 rules,"

Thus finally ended the notorious Pearl of Pekin protest
case, really settled a year ago and held thus by the shilly-
shallying and indecisive action of a timorous committee, to
the detriment in reputation of a club whose high board of
appeal did not know the rules and by-laws under which they
acted, and who were only with the utmost difficulty urged
into an expression of opinion which should have been made
365 long days ago. The original position of last year's For-
est AND Stream report of this meet is thus sustained and
the "overwhelming testimony" and the "ironclad rule"
have gone rattling down the grooves of time.
Votes of thanks were now passed to the judge and slipper,

to the courteous and efficient secretary, Mr. Brougher, to
Dr. Rowe for the annual cup and to the press. In the con-
fusion of the moment it was forgotten to pass a vote of
thauks to the executive committee for making their report,

THE D. C. LUSE EXPULSION CASE.
It was now past midnight and the tired members were

slipping off to bed. Still there seemed something in the air,
and finally it was gradually precipitated. Uncle Bobby
Smart called for action on the Luse case, for entering as a
puppy a dog over age. Mr. Lowe, for the committee, re-
ported that Laura, the entry in question, had been disquali-
fied. The report was accepted. The chair could not get an
expression further from the club. All were afraid. At
length Mr. Hayman, of the American Field, stated that he
thought some action should be taken toward expelling Mr.
Luse from the club. The case ought to come up and be tried,
if for nothing but justice to Mr. Luse. Several members had
told him they would at once resign from the club if Mr.
Luse were not expelled, and it seemed that the American
Coursing Club would soon be a thing of the past.
Mr. Lowe called for Mr. Luse. Mi". Luse said with some

heat:
"That disqualification was wrong, and I will prove it later.

I say I have been treated wrong. They saw they Couldn't
run me out of the stakes, and so run me out this way, I
will prove it by good men, additional to those who testified
for me the other day."
Arthur Massey—"Yes, and isn't one of the men you mean

to bring in a man who was convicted of perjury in the court?"
The Chair (Mr. Watson)—"This case is closed and done.

It cannot be re-opened."
Mr. Luse declared the disqualification to be spite. He had

three times beaten Mr. Lowe in the runnings, and Mr. Lowe
took this means of getting even. Mi-, Lowe very heartily
disclaimed any such motives. The chair called for order.

It was urged by Messrs. Royce and Hayman that the decis-
ion was in, that the club had now in its ranks a man who
had had a dog disqualified. It remained only a question of
the club saving itself. Neither had any personal motives
against Mr. Luse.

ZJncle Bobby Smart—"We don't need a man like that in
this club. The club would be ruined if it had a reputation
like that."
The Chair—"Well, gentlemen, what is your wish. All

this talk is to no purpose and out of order. Will some one
make a motion? Will some one else take the chair? As
protester in this case, it might look better for me not to take
the chair in this."
No one took the chair. Mr. Smart then moved that Mr.

Luse be expelled from the club. Dr. Royce timorously, and
"just to get it before the club," seconded it. la discussion,
Mr. Page, the general peace-maker, strove a.ssiduously to get
on both sides the fence again. "Now, isn't there some way
we can fix this up?" said he. Everybody wanted to fix it up.
Just one hour was spent before the motion was put. It was
suggested by Mr. Hayman that private ballot be taken. Mr.
Luse called for a rising vote. In this he showed a skillful
handling of his own case, for he knew there was no one
there bold enough to stand up and vote. The chair ruled
the vote must be taken viva voce, in the usual manner, a
rising vote to follow if the chair should then be unable to
decide. The question was then put.
Ayes, 0.

Noes, 0.

Not a man there had dared to vote for or against. Truly
a deadlock!
Mr. Lowe asked, "Is there a quorum present?"
The Chair—"The chair rules there has been a quorum,

and so is one now."
Mr. Luse asked how many members made a quorum. The

by-laws were sent for. Meantime those present were counted
and it was found there were twelve, exclusive of Mr. Luse
and of two honorory members, Mr. Hayman and Mr. Hough.
The latter begged to be excused from being considered as of
the club in this matter and cited a precedent that an honor-
ary member should not vote. He felt that the honorary
election was merely formal courtesy to the paper he repre-
sented, and preferred to be left in no position but that of a
press representative,without voting or expres.sing an opinion
in a case which was purely one of the active club's alone.
When the by-laws came to hand it was discovered that it
requi^-ed ten active members to make a quorum. Mr. Luse
urgently raised the question as to what constituted an
active member. A half hour was consumed while the secre-
tary looked over the books and sought to find who were
and who were not active members. Much discussion of
proper notification, time of paying dues, last year's dues,
and some other ^^ear's dues now arose. Mr. Luse asserted
that Mr. Lowe was not an active member and had not
paid his dues and had no right to enter dogs. Mr. Lowe
explained that two years ago his winnings were withheld
on the understanding that they were to be applied on his
dues. The club really owed him money yet. The chair at
length put an end to the discussion and ruled that there
was a quorum, more than ten active members, present.
Mr. Luse now raised the question of proper notification

for trial in a case like this, as provided in the by-laws.
The chair ruled that the previous trial of the accused be-
fore the coinmittee, his presence at this meeting, and the
general discussion were notification sufficient under the
provisions.
In all this another half hour WaS taken up, and action

seemed as far off as ever. Finally, at half-past two o'clock
in the morning, Dr. Royce moved the previous question.
Ayes, 0.

Noes, 0.

More deadlock in this discreet and trulyconservative body
of sportsmen.
The chair called for a rising vote. Not one member of

those present rose to support the motion to expel. Dr. Royce
was sitting on the arm of his chair and the secretary under-
took to count him, but he sat down swiftly with a scared
look on his face. The chair asked for those opposed.
One solitary member, Joseph Roetxel, had courage to get

up and vote as he thought. The motion to expel Mr. Luse
was therefore lost and he remains a member of the club.

to win again. You have got me stirred up and you are going
to hear from me loud!" No doubt. No doubt there will be
a nice kettle of fish before all this is relegated to history
But isn't the club a dandy, and doesn't it transact its busi-
ness in a hustling, fearless way? The bare facts are plenty
for the comment.
Mr. Luse was tried under Rule 6, and cannot be tried againHe can be brought before the National Greyhound Club on

motion of the members of the American Club or on report
of its executive committee, under Rule 42, if memory serves
rightly, and the National Greyhound Club could re-try the
question of his expulsion. There is talk of this, but nothinK
dehnite. *^
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As to the resif?iiatious of the other members, people are
always talking about resigning from things. Probably not
more than one or two resignations will occur. Bless your
heart, this is just a pleasant little family matter, and it will

all come right in the spring or in the fall. There won't be
any international coursing Jiieet here next year, but the
American Coursing Club, in name, will be here, the ghost
of what it ought to be, to realize at last that it has brought
its own troubles on itself by its own shiftless, weak and in-

4lecisive policy, and to go at length, when coursing elsewhere
lias developed in its practice into a sport that is really sports-
manlike, either into a new way of conduct and a better
future, or into that oblivion which awaits nerveless dogs,
nerveless men and nei-veless managements. E. Hough.
175 filONROE Streei', Chicago.

E. F. T. ALL-AGED STAKE LATE ENTRIES.
ENGLISH .SETTERS.

Namke Philip—Namke Kennels' white and orange dog
(Roy Monarch—Saddlebags), 1889.

Chita—Namke Kennels' black and white bitch (Count
Howard—Calico)

.

POISTEBS.

Pkomotiof—Fairmount Kennels' liver and white dog
(Lord Graphic—Belle Bishop), 2 year.s.

W. A. CosTEPv, Secy.
CoJ'/'ceinj;/.—Thorndale, English setter, is owned and en-

tered by Hempstead Farm Kennels, and the pointers Plemp-
stead Duke and Hempstead Comet are also owned and en-
tered by Hempstead Farm Kennels and are by Duke of Hes-
sen out of Lass of Bow. The pointer Sanford Druid was
bred by Mr. E. C. Norrish and is owned and entered by
Hemp.stead Farm Kennels.

DOG CHAT.

A Kennel Club for Detroit.

The new kennel club recently formed la Detroit, Mich., has a
rather peculiar name, but its members evidently mean business.
The old Michigan Kennel Club having seemingly died a natural
death, the many fanciers of the City of the Straits have for some
time had a new organizutiou in view. "The City of the St,rait8
Kennel Club, Limited," is now the name of the nfw organiza-
tion, and tbe first meeting was held Oct. lO, in the office of Mr. E.
B. Welton, Mr. Guy Welion being the prime mover. The en-
couragement given by those attcading was so practical that
another meeting was called Oct, 17. Several plans of organiza-
tion were formulated and another meeting held and the name of
thH clnb as stated above decided upon. At -present the member-
phip includes Harry Shelden, G. M. Hetidri", J. H. Alexander, H.
Muir, Dr. G. Nlcolai, Chas. Backus, Thos. Blake, C. W. Wolfertz.
T. C. Ouelette, A. b. McCrae, Geo. H. Ellis, W. G.Young, A. T.
Knowlson, Guy D. Welton, Dr. C. E. Eenton, John Herbertson, A.
D. Welton. F. C. Cook, H. Beaumont, E. B. West, W. Genicke,
Jur"ge E. Haug, Earnest Mann. Allan Frszer, Charles Thurman,
J. W. Garrison, Geo. H. Collins, J. P. Tyler, .Jacob Cline and J. H.
Koss. Local dog shows are to be held and one good show every
year to fall in the circuit after Pittsburg if possible. The club is

to be run on business principles, and not altogether on sentiment.
The club, if properly managed, is bound t-> bring Detroit to the
front in dcg mattprs. for there are a number of breeders in this
city. Among them Harry Shelden, H. Muir, G. M. Heudrie and J.
H. Alexander have Itennels of fox-terriers. Dr. Nicolai raises
noted great Danes, Charles Backus breeds cockers and grey-
hounds, Thomas Blake revels in cockers and whiiipets, Irish set-
ters are bred by C. W. Wolfert z, H. Beaumont, Judge Haug, A.
B. Welton and .J. W. Garrison. T. C. Onellette, A. T. Knowlson,
D. C. E. Fenton, of Essex, and John Herbertson lean toward
cocker spaniels, G. H. Ellis, of Windsor, and W. G. Young have
greyhounds. G. H Collins has the St. Louis Gordon Kennels of
Gordon setters, J. P. Tyler also breeds Gordon setters and Jacob
Cline represents the English setters. The following officers were
electeri at a meeting held Oct 24: President. George M. Hendrie;
First Vice-President, A. L. McOrae; Second Vice-President, H.
Muir; Secretary, Guy Welton; Treasurer, C. K. Backus; Directors,
Dr. ISJicolai, C. W. Wolfertz, A. T. Knowlton, T. E. Ouellette.
The flub has applied for membership in the American Kennel
Club, and if accepted steps will be taken in claiming dates for a
show.

Russian Wolfhounds.
Last week we exclusively mentioned the importation by Mr.

James Mortimer of a Russian wolfhound, but we did not know
that she was a celebrity. Mr. Mortimer writes us: "I don't know
how you manage to get hold of all the news. I intended to have
kept my Russian wolfhound importation a secret until the New
York show, when I could have shown her tit and well. As the
secret is out, I may as well tell you that The bitch was sent me bv
Mr. Geo. R. Krebl. I saw her at the Kennel Club show, Islington,
where she won third prize in a very good class, first and second
being won respectively by the Duchess of Newcastle's Lehedka
and Zarlada II.; vhc. reserve going to Mr. Huntington's Zerry,
he. to Otlika, another good bitch that had w on a medal at St.
Petershurg, first Leeds, second Edinburgh, etc. It was generally
conceded that Zmeika, the bitch I have imported, should have
been second, the Duchess of Newcastle herself volunteering tlie
statement that Zmeika wa^ a better specimen than Zarlada II.
Zmeika was bred to the Duchess of Newcastle's Kaissaek, Mr.
Geo. Krehl selecting the sire. Kaissaek is a very powerful and
typicfil dog that has done a great deal of winning, and has a great
reputation as a stud dog. which he has in no wise disgraced, for
Zmeika gave birth to fourteen puppies (six bitches) on the White
Star steamship Cuflc. All are doing well with the aid of foster
mothers, which I was very fortunate in being able to find.
Zmeika is, I think, the largest hitch of her breed that I have seen,
and is full of quality. She is also very beautifully marked in
head, with white body. The puppies are strong and healthy, and
I have every reason to be more than satisfied with my purchase.
Zmeika was born in 1890. I ha ve her pedigree, a very swell affair,
printed in Russia, but it is all Greek to me."' Then he very cruelly
adds: "I will bring ii in (the pedigree) when I come to town and
get ynu to interpret it." This serves us right for dabbling in the
"Psovoi" nomenclature.

Omaha Bench Show.
Our report and list of awards of the show not having reached

us in time must be held over till next week, and perhaps it is just
as well, considering the crowded state of our columns this week.
The liberal prize list brought some of the best dogs in the country
to this far Western city, and of course meeting with little com-
petition, the prize list would read like a repetition of fall shows.
In the dispatches we find that Mr. Lewis's Fernwood Bruce, To,
etc., took care of St. Bernards. Mr. Charles B. Bunn's Mastiffs
Edric, Sinolan and others scooped up most of the money. Im-
perator, the Great Dane, was also shown, and Wolverine Kennels
bad a good kennel of their dogs on hand. The Brighton Kennel
(Mr. T. G.Davey's), showed the Omahoys what a good pointer is
like with Lady Gay Spanker and others, and Mr. Hyland had
Ossining there too Dr. Dixon's Gordons were in Ben Lewis's team
of forty doge, he winning tbe handler's prize. W. C. Downing's
Benzine was the best English setter. Geo. Bell took on a chofce
lot of his noted cockers and Fascination won the specials. The
Oarlowrie Collie Kennels took the lion's share of the collie prizes,
and the Ilwiss Kennels of Bulldogs from Chicago had that breed
to themselves. Mr. Ballentine's pugs took the money for these
dogs. The judges were Mr. John Davidson and Dr. H. M. Cryer.
About 32-5 dogs were exhibited and the club, owing to their liber-
ality, scored a distinct success both in the quality of the dogs and
attendance.

American Coursing Club.

Mr. Hough, In his excellent report of the American Coursing
Club's meeting, gives us a very good idea of the worse than
weak state the club seems to be in at present. Such weak-kneed-
ness and vacillation wiU make the club a laughing stock to the
coui-sing world. In horse racing, coursing and kindred sports it

is especially imperative that the rules be strictly lived up to and
correctly interpreted. If racing has its board of control it would
seem as if the coursing element iu Great Bend stands very much
In need of some such body wiih the backbone and intelligence to
correct existing evils. The consideration of the Pearl of Pekin
and Chicopee Lass allair is ludicrous in the extreme and will
certainly create a feeling of distrust among right-thinking men.
Their action in the Luse expulsion case is reprehensible; if ex-
pulsion is too severe IV) there should be some punishment meted

out to a man who will thus falsely seek to get the better of his
fellows who are sportsmen. The East was well represented by
Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of Brooklyn, who brought bis legal educa-
tion to bear upon several matters during the meeting, especially
in the events of the Jjuse false entry case and the "Pearl of Pekin
incident" farce.
In conlra-distinotion to the proceedings at trreat Bend, it is a

pleasure to turn to a review of the Beagle Club trials. There
may have been at times a difference of opinion, but judges were
always pleased to explain and everything went as smooth as pos-
sible, there being no such thing as a kick. The evenings were
spent in pleasant conversation in a quiet and orderly manner,
a regular love feast, as one of the men remarked. The Judges
did their work well; at no time did they loiter, but were Hlwars
intent upon their duties which were arduous in the extreme. All
were pleased to see Mr. Dorsey, that old-time beagle breeder
and exhibitor win with Lee II., and though he got a knock or
Two he remarked to us, "They gave me a little of the bitter at
first, but the sweet at tbe end made up tor it." There is talk of
another field trial being held about Christmas near Boston, a
sort of local aft'air, but we trust it will not be found necessary to

create a side club to carry it out. BeWer have it under the
present club rules and all keep together. These little splits often
do a great deal of harm, eventually.

Brooklyn Dog Show.
The bench show committee of the N. O. C. are fast getting

things into shape for tboir big dog show this month, and indica-
tions are that they will have an entry more than large enough to

fill the budding. The following railroads will carry free those
dogs svho are accompanied by owner or caretakers on showing
identification tickets: N. Y. C. & H. R. R., Ei'ie lines, Central of

New Jersey, New York. Ontario & Western, Pennsylvania,
Michigan Central, New York, Now Haven & Hartford , West
Shore, Delaware, l-ackawanna & Western, Grand Trunk, Lehigh
Valley. Philadelphia & Reading. Baltimore & Ohio and Chesa-
peake & Ohio, and the express companies will carry dogs at their

usual liberal rates—prepaid double rates and free return. They
are the Adams, American, Wells, Fargo & Co., New Y"ork & Boa-
Ton Dispatch Co, and Long Island. The National Greyhound
Club have made the following additional classes: Class 18A,
bloodhounds, challenge dogs and bitches, club medal; 70A, Clum-
ber spaniels, dogs and bitches, $10 and $5; 79A, bulldogs, dogs
under 451h8., $W and $5; 79B, bulldogs, bitches under 'l.'ilbs., $10
and $5; 113A, Irish terriers, puppies, dogs and bitches, 1-5 and $3.

Clas5es lor dogs and bitches will be divided when five of each
sex are entered. All great Dane specials, excepting those offered

by the N. G. C, are for club members only. Two challenge
classes have also been made for this breed. A number of ad-
ditional specials have come in but space is too precious to give
them in full this week.

Hamilton Local Dog Show.
That Hamilton is a progressively "dogly" town has been patent

to all for some time. Their latest venture shows that without
outside aid they can hold a very respectable exhibition. The
gathering of local dogs on the evening of Oct. 24 at the Palace
Rink. Hamilton, was held under the auspices of the Hamilton
Kennel Club, of which Alderman A. D. Stpwart is the secretary.
Confined strictly to local dogs the entry of 148 is a gentle reminder
of what the club could have done had they held a regular show
this fall with proper inducements in the way of money prizes.

Local men, members of the club, officiated as judges, their special
idio8yncra=<ies being in most cases considered in governing their
choice. The following is the list: Bedlington and black and tan
terriers, Mr. Andrew Murdoch; boarhounds, wolfhounds and
whippets, Mr. B. B. Harris; buU-terriera, Dr. Griffin; collies and
St. Bernards. Mr. E. R.. Close; spaniels and pugs. Mr. W. B.
Palmer; Yorkshire and toy terriers and King Charles spaniels,
Mr. John Hackett; great Danes, Newfoundland* and Dalmatians,
Mr. A. D. Stewart ; harriers and foxhounds, Messrs. E. Tinsley
and Wm. McDonald; mastifl!s and Dandle Dinmonts, Mr. H. P.
Breay: fox-t*rriers, Mr. J W. Morden; setters and pointers, Mr.
E. Tinsle> ;

greyhounds, Messrs. A. Murdoch and Wm. McDonald.
We are sorry that space this week forbids our giving the full list

of awards, and in view of the local aspect of the affair it is

scarcely necessary. In spaniels there were 33 entries, chiefly
cockers. Greyhounds also showed a good entry, and of course
among the 22 fox-terriers some weU known dogs were found.
Foxhounds. St. Bernards and toy terriers were next in order of
numbers, the other breeds having as a rule about one or two en-
tries each. The H. K. C. continues to do good work, and during
the two years In which it has been in existence it has done much
to foster the breeding of good dogs. The officers of the club are
to be congratulated on;tbe results of their efforts in this direc-
tion.

An Important Decision.

The Court of Appeals affirmed judgment Oct. 25, in the case of
George B, Gallup, appellant vs. August Belmont and others. This
was an action brought against the defendants, the officers of the
American Kennel Club, for alleged libels published in tneiTen-
7iel Gazette, It will be remembered the articles complained of
alleged that in September, 1889, the advisory committee of the
A.K. O. ordered the suspension of the Albany Club for the non-
payment of tbe prizes awarded by it at its bench show, held in
March, 1889, and that, no official notice having reached the office

of the American Kennel Club, all the officers of the Albany Ken-
nel Club, of whom plaintiff was one, had been suspended. The
general term sustained the demurrer upon the ground that such
publications were not libellous on their face and were not calcu-
lated to injure the plaintiff' in his character. Thus ends another
chapter of the suspension troubles.

Suffolk Coronet.

Mr. A. D. Stewart, with that restless spirit with which he is

imbued, felt that he could not rest content, for a time at least,

until hoi secured a monopoly of the stud fox-terriers in his town-
ship. Suffolk Coronet, owned by Mr. .T. W. Morden, was a big
thorn in the wav, therefore it was plucked and now is an inmate
of the Bonady Kennel. Mr. Morden writes us that the dog has
been very successful, but this stud business took up a good deal of
valuable time, and he decided to let Alderman Stewart have his
way for a year or two. Suffolk Coronet was originally Blemton
Coronet, and did some winning both in Mr. Belmont's and Mr.
Mortimer's hands, but since he has been in Canada he has at-
tended strictly to his home duties and has not been seen in public
till last week's local show.

In speaking of the Hamilton show we are reminded of a letter
appearing in a contemporary signed "Sunshine," in which the
writer questions our remarks regarding certain handlers taking
their dogs to Ottawa in preference to Rochester. For the infor-
mation of this bright individual we mieht as well say that on the
boat coming from Kingston to Cape Vincent this very subj ect
was brought up and no other than Ben Lewis, in the presence of
Messrs. Spracklin, Geo. Thomas and others, counted up the dogs
they would have taken to Rochester had not the unfortunate con-
duct of the Rochester people caused the abandonment of the
Hamilton show. If ;"Sunshine" wishes more light on the sub-
ject he is at liberty to appeal to those named for further indorse-
ment of what we said.

Major J. M. Taylor's new book containing records of all field
trials and bench show dogs, and "men" too, will be ready, he tells
us, by Saturday. We have seen an advance volume, and it is quite
handsome in appearance. It contains a record of all That
happened in the field trial and bench show world in America from
1874 to 1891 inclusive. Pictures ol a number of the principal
sportsmen, field dogs and bench show winners are given. In the
records of field trials, etc., he gives ownership, name of dog, sire,
dam, color, breed, prize won and handlers of all field trial
winners. The handlers' records alone required thrre months work
in mvestigating, and is interesting reading. All beagle trials,
collie trials, and coursing meetings are also recorded. Then there
is an alphabetical list of all sires of field trial winners, and also
of flU the dams of field trial winners, and this alone is invaluable
to breeders Lists of officers and standards of all specialty clubs
are given, also a list of all the bench show records of winning
dogs, judges names, etc.: in fact the record data is bewildering in
its completeness, and we can only afford to merely speak of a
tithe of the records which have taken the Major about two years
steady labor to complete. There are over two hundred illustra-
tions, and the book will prove invaluable to both field men and
exhibitors. The price will be $5. and, considering the amount of
information Siven that cannot be gained from any other source,
the price is little enough.

An exciting wolf chase took place at Wallace, Neb., Oct. 23,
Twenty-five greyhounds were used in the fun. Wolves were
plentiful, but the intention was not to kill Them, So after the
dogs had run one down in a two-mile chase, the hunters jumped
from their horses and pulling the dogs off secured the wolf and
put it in a cart. Another wolf was bagged in the same way, and
the rest getting soared it was difficult to sight another. Then the

'trail hounds," whatever these are, were brought up, and soma
good sport ensued, interfered in somewhat by the numerous wire
fences. This is sport with a smack of danger in it. but anything
else seems tame to the Westerner.

The Eikridge Hunt Club, of Baltimore, Md., ran a drag at
Catonsville, Oct. 2G. They have a new pack of English hounds,
thirteen in number, and an English whip, who accompanied the
hounds over. Mr. Alex. Brown is the ma.ster. The ground was
very dry, but the hounds gave a good account of themselves—
doan't Cher know.

A special show of dogs will he held in Toronto, January or Feb-
ruary nexf, to determine which dogs shall represent Canada at
the World's Fair show. A commission of five, to be appointed by
the C. K. C, win make the selection. The Minister of Agricul-
ture has authorized Prof. Saunders to assist the club flnaDcially
in making arrangements for the show.

In presenting the pictures of dogs and members of the Beagle
Club in this week's issue we are reminded that credit is due to
the lUustraiiid Spoi-iing and Drnmatie Newn for the spirited sketch
of beaglehunting in England, published in Fobest and Stream
of Oct. 20, which proved of great interest to those present at Nan-
uet last week.

The Mitchell Kennel Aesociation, of Mitchell, S, D., held a grand
coursing meeting Nov. 3 and 3, and bnng up valuable cash prizes
to be competed for by tbe thirtv or more greyhounds entered.
Arthur Massey, of Great Bend, Kas., officiated as jndgs at the
mfeting. A valuable silver cup, donated by the association was
offered in the consolation race. This is the first meeting of the
kind held in the State.

The owner of Ocean View Park, San Francisco, Cal,, is trying
to arrange an international match with Australian dogs and an
all-American match with crack dogs of the Eastern States. The
latter arrangements will be made in a week or two. Members of
the American Club are expected to bring tbirty-iwo of their crack
dogs. The match will be a sixty-four dog stake—California,
against the nick of the East. Mr. Canavan offers a good induce-
ment for the Eastern men to come there. He will pay all entrance
fees for the thirty-two dogs, all expenses of dogs and borses used
in training, and of the men sent with the dogs, and beside this
will give a $100 cup, together with a stake of $1,280 in cash. The
first prize wid be $610 cash and the $100 cup, second prize $320, and
third and fourth prizes $100 each. It will he the greatest coursing
event known in Califoimia, and will probably take place about
Thanksgiving.

A meeting of the New England Field Trial Olub will be held at
the Town Hall, Assonet, Mass., Monday, Nov. 7, at 9 P. M.

A meeting of the field trial committee of the National Beagle
Cbib was held on Wednesday night to consider the question as
to whether the only remaining entry, B. S. Turpin's Clyde,
should be allowed to fill in class C. It was moved and seconded
that the single entry should be allowed to fill and run the al-
lotted time before the judges, and merit of dog be left in the
hands of the judges, and pool divided according to Rule 1, i. e.,

forty per cent, of entire po'd to go to first of class. This was
the only fair way to treat Mr. Tarpin's entry, as it would have
been manifestly unfa'r to bar his dog unless the prize carried
some condition as to the number of dogs entering before the stake
could be run.

Mr. W. W. Bainbridge has purchased the pointer Nick C.
(champion Nick of Naso—Nellit) and the pointer Fedora (cham-
pion Graphic—King Bow's Dawn); also the St. Bernard Beauty
II.. a granddauhghter of champion Duke of Leeds, by Plato ex
Wanda.

We are sorry to hear that Mr. Child's Tony Weller was shot by
some miscreant after the dog's return from the beagle trials. It
is hardly possible Tony will recover, as his spine is injured.

We have received the Seminole Kennels' new catalogue, and it

is replete with notices of good things in the way of collies, Irish
setters and pugs. Each noted dog in the kennel is described, and
on nearly every page is a half-tone of one or other of their cele-
brated dogs. The catalogue is a further proof that this large
kennel means to stay in it and keep as near the top as possible,
and we wish their owner every success.

Mr. C. S. Hanks has secured T. W. Turner to manage his ken-
nels et Seacroft, Mass. Mr. Turner was for several years head
kennelman to Mr. H. W. Cooper, Ashburne, Derbyshire, Eng.,
and has dabbled in fox-terriers quite a good deal.

At a meeting of the Irish Setter Club, held Oct. U, at Glenside,
Pa., Me«BrH. Ray Tompkins, Elmira, N. Y., and Arthur R. Sharp,
Taunton. Mass., were elected members. Advertising bills amount
ing to $39 were ordered paid.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the Held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Fouest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions
under whicn these prizes will be given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth $10, Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to PORfflST And Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1892 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as
to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Foresi and Stbkam.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities: and other things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, da,te, and name of camera.
Tbe photographs shall be the propsrty of the Forest and

Stream. This applies onl v to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process
samples of the work submitted, and should the interest In
Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion
by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Plickering Vote." Such popular vote
will be quite distinct from the award by the committee.

He was Surprised, but We are Not,
New York, Oct. 27, 1892.

Forest and Stream PuhlUMng Co.:

Dear Sirs—When I was first asked to advertise in Forest and
Stream, the suggestion struck me unfavorably, for I Thought
that yours was a class paper and would he of little use to my
business. However, I was at last persuaded to give you a trial for
a short time, and I have been greatly surprised at the residts re-
ceived from this advertisement. It has been running now three
weeks, and I can say withoTit exaggeration that I never used a
medium for advertising which brought me such large returns in
so short a time, and at so trifling a cost. I congratulate your com-
pany and myself on these good results. Y"oura very truly

Alfred J. OAJTMEYiiB,
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The reply of the Cup committee to Lord Dimraven, as read at the

meeting of the New York T. C, contains little of moment other than

the quoting of the very peeuh'ar resolution passed at the previous

meeting of the club, "That while the trust deed obliges the club

having the custody of the cup to accept the conditions therein pre-

scribed, if so elected by the challenger, as it also permits such club

to accept any conditions mutually agreed on, this club regards any

further understandings or agreements as unnecessary, and will make
no agreement that, in the event of becoming a challenger, it will

adopt said terms in its challenge."

As a specimen of "English as she is wrote," this sentence is worthy

of a place in the new deed itself; it would be a difficult matter to

frame the same number of words into a more indirect or round-

about answer to a plain question.

The first two clauses amount to nothing, and might well have been

omitted ; the final clause simply means that the club does not con-

aider it necessary to discuss the prime question of the legality of the

new deed. Wnether Lord Dunraven and his prospective backer will

also consider such a condition as unnecessary before challenging, re-

mains to be seen,

Apropos of the measurement discussion. Lord Dunraven makes
the following suggestion iu the Field:

. StR—Though the arguments anent measurement for rating are, I

thinkj proceeding on false premises, namely, that the present rule
produces an undesirable type, a change in ourruleappearsimniinent.
Would it te possible, before recasting the rule, for the council of the
Yacht Racing Association lo approach our American cousins with a
view of ascertaining whether an interchange of opinions would be
likely to result in the adoption of a uniform system in both countries ?

Such a consummation is so devoutely to be wished that the possibility
Qt attainment would fully justify "the continuance of our present
rule for a reasonable time. Dunraven.

There is probably no good reason why a system of measurement
which is applicable in one counir.y should not be equall.y good in

another, and the advantages of a common system of measurement
between at least the United States and Great Britain are too clear to

call for proof. It would mark a great advance in yachting if the

next change of rule by either side could be made in conjunction with

the other, giving one common rule for both nations.

'l UK comments of the Boston Herald on the deed of gift are rather

TBguethis week; in fact, it goes so far as to term that important
document a "deal." Of course it still declines to discuss the issue of

the legality of the new deed, and of the manner in which it was
adopied. the sole allusion to this matter being as follows: "About
the secrecy business of five years ago, the late Philip (?) Schuyler
ha,d the terms of the new deed two days In his possession, and care-

fully went over all of its clauses, and returned it to the members of

the' New York Yacht Club." Everyone knows that the new deed
was submitted by the committee to Mr. George L. Schuyler: our
poifit, which the Herald as usual dodges, is that it was not submitted
ij* any way to the members of the New York Yacht Club until it had
been finally executed.

The most remarkable statement in Mr. Smith's semi-official de-
fense of the New Y'ork Y.C. is the following: "If he [Lord DunravenJ
wins the cup we do not require of him that it should be held under
the deed of gift. He can hold it to be challenged for, subject to the
ooDditions under which he won it, or he can be even more liberal if

he so elects." Directly opposed to this positive statement of a mem-
ber of the Cup coramitlee is the equally positive statement of an-
other member, Gen. Paine, that "This challenge is under the new
deed of gift." With these two statements before him it is not strange
that the meaning of it all is not clear to Lord Dunraven, or even
that charges of quibbling and equivocation are made by the oppon-
ents of the club.

The representative of the Boston Herald has visited Bristol and
returned with the interesting information that the mast of the Car-
roll 8I-footer is to be made from a 3iiin. stick. From this valuable
data he proceeds to evolve the various details of the new boat. His
statement that the boat is to be built a la Thistle, concealed from all

save designer and workmen, we cannot credit, as such methods are
entirely un-American. Locked doors and soaped windows may be
the proper thing on the Clyde, but no American builder would
descend to such tricks.

It is not to be wondered at that, as Lord Dunraven says, the mean-
ittgof this clau5e is not clear to him; but its practical operation is

-well understood on this side. In the event of his winning the races
the America's Cup will not be delivered to him until he has signed a
paper acknowledging the new deed as the only valid instrument un-
der which the Cup can be raced for. All the verbosity and circumlo-
cution in the world cannot change this plain fact.

New York Y. C.
The regular October meeting of the New York Y. C. was hell on

Oct. 27 with Com. Gerry In the chair.
The following members were elected as a nominating committee

for the next board of officers: Lloyd Phoenix. Ralph N Ellis Arcbi
hald Rogers, Robert Center, W, P. Douglass, W. E. Iselin E M Pad
elCord, J. R. Piatt. E. E, Chase, and H. C, Ward

'

The following members were elected: E. de Funiak, Dr S H
Dickson. Lieut. B. H. Buckingham, Nathaniel Reyual, Nathan Seeley"
Alfred Hooper, T. R. Hostetter, Lieut. .1. P. Wilson, Horace P. Hutcfi-

Pettit"

Mason, Joseph Decker, A. E. Tower, and Ralaiid S.

The letter sent by the Cup Committee to Lord Dunraven was read
being as follows: '

T J , , „ . New York, Oct. 20, 1892.

J^t^^'t' }'^''
if"?,*; of 16th of September was submitted to

the New \ork Yacht Club at a meeting held Oct. 18 The club as-pomted a committee of five, with power to arrange a match for theAmericas Cup with any qualified yacht club upon the terms of the
with tne exception that no dimension except the

teL°H*''^.h''f'^'^\*^'"''°''v''*'^<^
^'^e" *1e challenger, andthe addition that neither yacht shall exceed by more than 2 oer centthe length upon the load waterlioe named bv the challeu-er andany excess over the lenglh upon the load waterllne named by thechallenger on the pai-t of either yachD shall be eonnted double inealculatmg time allowance; provided that no yacht of the spec fled

f '^r,,"^"' ^^f^}?^ °V construction, aud known to be avail-

peiiaUzed
"'^^ defending the cup. shall be barred or

This committee cannot, of course, say what yachts excepted bvthe above proviso exceed by 2 per cent, the load-water line of you?vessel until they are informed of the intended length
^

^J^^^^^^^^^}Vi^%,&boye terms seem to infer the time allowance

^heproSStion
Clitb, which we therefore consider part of

^ f'^'t^er add that as to the details of sailmg the matchalluded to m your letter, we think they can be easily arranged aftera challenge has been made in the proper form bylquaffi yacht
Regarding your Lordship's proposition that "iti^ to be undprwonH

OfIt^a holding 7'^:''^'"?"P tl^e club obtaining^heS^^^^^
ot It snaji nold it open to a challenge on the same conriirinno no

^o'!?,^,'^!?,'^^ ^
Challenged," we are instructed ^the New Yo?kYacht Club to reply -that while the trust deed obfees the club Lv?n^

-n^ ««V?5sHXi^
Challenger, as it also permits such club to acceDt

(Mij- oou(U«oM mutually agreed oa, lU&olub regards any f?5ther

uridei'standings or agreemeuts as iiiinecessaiT. and wll! make uo
agreement that in the event of becoming a cliall soger it will adopt
said terms in its challenge."
This committee heartily concurs with your Lordship in expressing

the hope that next year may be productive of a most interesting in-
ternational contest.

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully,
Chahles J. Paine, Chairman.

Lord Dunraven and tlie New Deed.
The following lengthy interview with Lord Dunraven was cabled

to N<^w York by thfi Associated Press on Monday:
LoxDoif, Oct. :V) —Lord Dunraven has given to the A.'isociated

Prea-, m an interview, a atatemtnt of his position in connection with
the ccalienge he recently sent to the New York Y. C. for a race for
the America's cup.
Since he rcLurned to London last week Lord Dunraven has refused

to discuss the challenge, but in view of the apparent hitch in the ne-
goliations he consented before departing for Scotland last evening to
explain his posiiion.
Being asked, "Are the ?.hance.'^ for a race good?" he replied:
"I cannot possibly tell I hope so, but a definite opinion i-i impos-

siole until I near further from the New York committee. Judging
from what I have se"en in the American press, I greatly fear the
chance.s are doubtful; but—excuse ray saying so— I do not attach
much importance in such eases to neivspaper gossip."

' To what do you especially allude?" Lord Dunraven was asked.
"A New York paper ot Oct. 20 states that the New York Y. C. had

voted that 'while the deed of trust obliges the club having the cus-
tody of the cup to accept the conditions therein prescribed, if so
elected by the challenger, as it also permits such club to accept any
conditions mutually agreed upon this club regards any further un-
derstandings or agreements as unnecessary, and will make no agree
ment that, id the event of it becoming a challenger, it will adopt such
terms in its ehallengd.' "

"The meaning of this i< not clear to me," continued Lord Dunra-
ven. "If it means that 'he club declines, should it become the chal-
lenger, to bind itself absolutely to observe the conditions of m v chal-
lenge, i quite agree and resolve never to think of asking them* s j to
do. If It means that the club through which I challenge, in the event
of my winning, must hold ihe cup under the full terms of the new
deed of gift, thrn we are no further f'irward than we were in the
case of I'ne Valkyrie, and this projected race will also break down,"
"Must that ooviously be the meaning of the resolve?"
' No, not obviously, but 1 admit rhat it looks like it. The New

York club must have known that it would be useless to revert to the
posiiion which broke up the Valkyrie match, and would have simply
declined my challenge."
"But If under the new deed of gift your challenge can be accepted

and you are at libertv to accept a similar challenge, are not all of
your wants fulfilled?"
"Ceriamly not. For simplicity's sake 1 will confine mv objections

to the dimensions clause, and for the sake ot argument: will assume
that I am challerging the representative opinion of yachtsmen and
yacht clubs here. When the Royal Yacht Squadron in 1837 stated
that the new deed would be fatal to international racing it spoke for
us all. Opinions have not changed. I am perfectly certain that no
challenge will issue from us according to the terms of that deed."

"It is true the deed contains a clause permitting the challenger and
the challenged mutually to arrange the dates, the courses and other
conditions, and also to waive the ten months" notice. It is under
this permissive clause that the Valkyrie's challenge was accepted.
It was pointed out that thereunder the Royal Y^achc Squadron, if it

won. could accept any challenge it liked. That may or may not be
so. The meaning of Ihe donors ia a matter for lawyers to decide."
'For myself I say that the fact specially mentioned tnat ten

months' notice may be waived means tbat the other main rules may
not. In any ca.se our position cannot depend upon legal interpreta-
tion of the phrase. We object to the deed as unfair in the abstract.
I am unwilling to do anything that can be construen as implying that
we think it fair in the event tbat vt-e are challenged.
"Please understand that in my conditional challenge I ask no

io 'c of favor from the New York Yacht Club 1 do not a k
for conditions which in my humble opinion should govern intcna-
tional races. Tailing the deed of gift as a basis, I suggest the small-
est possible alteration that I think will make sufficiently fair condi-
tions to all concerned. I challenge under certain conditions. If the
New York Club accept, good: but whether it accepts in accordance
with or defiance of tne deed of gift is no matter to me. But I insist
that if I win I not only may but must accept a challenge on the same
conditions.'-

'•Of course it does not follow that I can accept a challenge under
those conditions only. I do not mean that at all.

"If I win the cup and the New York Club challenges, there is
nothing to prevent them from so doing under the terms of the deed
if they like. I could not possibly refuse such a challenge. They
may furnish me with not only tbe length on the load- water line,
wnich S consider sufficient, but also with the beam load-water line,
and other stipulations of the deed. They may send me a midship
section, tbe length of her lines or the vessel herself if they like
I could not possibly object. On the contrary. I should be exceed-
ingly obliged. My proposal in no nay limits the powers of a future
cbailenger. It does not involve any admission on the part of the
New Y'ork Yacht Club that m their opinion the condition.s of the
deed of gift is too onerous. Nor will it prevent them, as possible
future cballengers. from giving practical proof of their faith by
giving in their challenge all dimensions mentioned iu the deed. I
only insist that it be perfectly clear that 1 hold the cup on the same
terms under which I challenged, and that in no way .sanction rules
wbich as appUed against myself, I consider unfair."
"But would you not be practically annulling the deed of gift?"
"I think not only—putting it partially in abeyance. The opinion is

freely expressed here—and I think not here onlv—that Mr. Schuyler
had no legal right whatever to agree to the new deed, and that the
cup is legally under the old deed. 1 think that the New York Club
might consider the intention of the donors. If the latter meant in-
ternational challenges to encourage racing, it mtist be evident to
every one that.the objects are frustrated by an mstrument rendering
international racing impossible.
"I confess I do not see any legal difficulty or who would object if

the club should amend the deed to enable the club to carry out the
donor s intentions. I fail to see how the New York Club can in any
way stultsfy themselves by agreeing to my proposal. It would be
easy to stipulate that the club transmitting my challenge snould hold
the cup if it wins subject to a precisely similar caallenge, provided
tbat it be not thereby debarred from accepting a challenge contain-
ing the dimensions provided for in the gift. But such a proviso ap-
pears to me totally unnecessary. No club will refuse a challenge be-
cause it contains more information than is required."
"Then, if the New York Yacht Club insists that the cup must be

held according to the full terms of the deed, does your challenge fall
to the ground ?"

"Yes, but I cannot believe that the New York Y'acht Club contem-
plates sucn action, which would be simple reverting to the position
that broke the Valkyrie challenge, and is obviously equivalent to
meeting the present proposal with a flat non poxsnmus:'

'•Will you, in any case, build a new yacht to defend the cup oit'ered
bv the Royal Victoria Club, for instance?"

'•Really, I have no thought about that. I do not know whether it is
true that air. Carroll has ordered a cutter of the Herreshoffs which
he intends to bruig here. I hope the report is correct. Unless some
one builds, audi see no indication at present to fear Mr Carroll I
shall not have much sport. ' '

"One cup lies with the Wendur, the other with the Iverna With-
out disparagement to my friend Lord Calldon's ship, he might as
well sail a Thames barge as the old Wendur agamst the new Herres-
hoff. The utmost possible would be got out of the Iverna, but she is
not as good as the Thistle. You know what the Volunteer did to the
latter. I can guess the fate of the Volunteer vnth the new Herres-
hofl:. I am afraid the big cutter would have an exciting time The
forties would have a chance m very light weather and that's 'about
all. We are badly situated at present. With a possibility of a chanee
in the rating rales, no one is inclined to build. All the same I sin-
cerely hope Mr. Carroll will come. He will find all our regattas open
to him and he will meet with a very hearty welcome."
As Lord Dunraven wa.s about to depart the reporter asked: ' 'Are

you sanguine of success should your challenge for the America's cun
be accepted?" '

Lord Dunraven replied: "If you mean as sanguine as whe-- I chal-
lenged with the Valkyne, certainly not. I have an immense opinion
of Merreshoff s boats. It is probable my antagonist would be de-
.signed by him and she will be very hard to beat, but I should like to
try conclusions, if the cup could only be placed under regulations
fairly satisfactory to both parties, racing for it would be freouentand m course of time we should oring it here. But it might take
time. The big Herreshoff is an unknown quantity at present-to ul
Sit any rat©."

The last quarterly number of the Proceedings of the United StatesNaval Institute is devoted entirely to a very full report of the
lectures on '-First Aid to the Injured, and the Transportation of the\younded,".dellvered last wmter by Dr. Henry G. Beyer Pa^^^^ a«
sistant Surgeon U. S. Navy, to the first class of cadeTat AmiaDolirA lw«e number of good iUuetrations supplements the text

Newspaper Comments.
The New York Hccordi-r. which h^s thus far siqiponed the new

deed through thick and chin, deals with the present state of affairs
in true Donnybrook Fair fashion—where you see a head, hit it—and
in the course of one article contrives to get in a blow at the Royal
Yacht Squadron, Dixon Kemp, Lord Dunraven, Mr. Watson, the
Seawanhaka Cor. Y". C, and last of all, sad to say, at the New York
Y. G. itself, the latter being as follows:
"The New York Yacht Club, in the matter of Lord Dunraven's

challenge, has made up its mind to masticate a small dish of crow
and try to keep it down. It is not the huge platter of that unsavory
bii-d presented for the delectation of their palates by the Britisher.
Thst in good socth might have been too much for the premier yacht
organization of the Westeru World to swallow, much less digest, butm the olla-podrida which the club has undertaken to partake of, the
fiivor of crow—faint, it might be—permeates and predorauiates like
the morsel of garlic in a wefi made Spanish omelette.

'•The Sew York Yacht Club virtually agreed to give up this objec-
tionable deed of gift for whose provisfons it ha 1 fought so strenuous
ly three years ago. That was its little dish of crow. I hope it may
prove palatable. The situation has not chaneed iu the sUghtest de-
gree. By its action the club concedes that the document was origin-
ally unfair. It admits that it was the work of .sea lawyera and not
of sportsmen, as the Field has always contended. John H. Bu-d,
who drew up the deed, told me that Gen. Paine fully agreed with
every word of it, and that it was also approved of by most of the
representative yachtsmen of New York and Boston. Tne opinions
of these yachtsmen have undergone a wonderful change in a short
time. Kemp has made hosts of converts. He deserve.s congratula-
tions."

While the Eecorder's statement of the situation may not be far
wide of the truth, no other paper has yet ventured to depict it in
such harsh and cruel language. The TrIbv n e s&vs: "The pressure
of public sentiment and in a measure a change of neart on the part
of the members of the New York Y. C. have made another race pos-
sible. That faction wbich would place barriers in the way of an In-
ternational race has lost its numbers and its prestige. The healthy
sporting sentiment of the club has asserted itself and the popular
side now is the one which favors making every possible concession
if by so doing a race can be brought about and the long deadlock
broken. That contingent which two years ago considered it high
treason for one to lift his voice against the last deed of gift now falls
placidly into line, and each vies wth the other in expressions of de-
light at the concessions made. This change has not been brought
about without long and "lard work on the part of the better ele-
ments of the club and by a general public senfment which even the
NewYorkY. O. could not wholly ignore. It is high time that the
members of the New York Y. 0. realized that while the public
neither knows nor cares what they do as a club, yet as trustees of
the America's cup they hold in trust the honor of American yachts-
men and the maritime pride of the nation, and the public demands,
and has a right to demand, a strict accounting Not so long ago a
prominent meratier of the New Y'ork Y*. C. said: "I don't see what
the newspapers and the people have got to do with the cup anyway.
The members of the ciiib are the orily ones who have a right to say
anything. Such a case as this is of course hopeless, and auger gives
place to pity."

Bights or Concessions?
The New York papers of Oct. 30, published the following cable:
London, Oct. 29.—The Field to-aay publLshes a verv severe ar-

raignment of the New York Yacht Club; brouB;tit one tiy the club's
letter to Lord Dimraven regarding a race next year for thp America's
Cup. The J'/eW accuses the club of attempting a confidence trick
and says it is to be hopod that no British yacht club will be found
complaisanf. enough to back a challenge ma"di under the new deed of
gift or while the deed is in existence.
Continuing, the Field says that the American people should under-

stand that the obstacle to a contest for the Amtrica's Cup in Ameri-
can waters is the manner in which certain m;^mbers of the New
York Yacht Club have tempted with the trust confided to them by
five Amfrican gentlemen .since 18.57. The club it add.s, was maue
the trustee for the whole yachting world. The terms of the trust
have been so altered that the aims of the donors have been frus-
trated."
Very naturally this criticism has given olIen.9e to the New York

Y. 0., and has resulted in an interview on the part of the representa-
tives of the various papers with Mr. James D. Smith, one of the older
members, an ex-ofHcer of the club, who has taken a prominent part
in all past negociations over the cup, and is now on the special com-
mittee of five.

In the course of an extended interview. Mi-. Smith expresses him-
self very freely in regard to Mr. Dixon Kemp, at the same time citing
the names of previous challengers as fully satisflerl with the treat-
ment accorded them by the New York Yacht Club.'
The latter portion of the interview is as follows:
" 'Since ia5l, when the America captured the Cup, up to the

present tirne we have made a variety of concessions to the chal-
lenging party under the mutual agreement clause. I mav summa-
rize some of them as follows, without regard to chronological order

;

" 'First—The change from an inside course to an open course
" 'Second- With regard to time allowance, that in the event of a

faUure to agree there should be no time allowance." 'Third—Making the races best three in five, with the proviso
that in the event of fafiure to agree upon these terms the possession
of the Cup should be settled by one race over the inside course.

•' 'Fourth—Consenting to have the races sailed over both wind-
ward and triangidar courses.
" 'Fifth—Changing the length of the coui'se.
" 'Sixth—Changing the time limit for making the race.
" 'Seventh—Waiving the time required under the deed of gift for'

making a challenge.
" 'Eighth—Accepting only load waterline length from a challenger

instead of the various dimensions stipulated for under the deed nf
gift.
" 'Ninth—To sail only one yacht against the challenging yacht in-

stead of a fleet, the -America having won the Cup against a fleet of
British yachts.

" 'Tenth- -Agreeing to match a yacht not more than 2ft. longer on
the load waterline than Ihe challenging boat under the penalty of
double lime allowance for all excess of length beyond that.' "
This decalogue of favors s jiuids well to the casual reader, but will

not .stand a very close analysis.
In the first place, the interpretation of the mutual agreement

Clause which the club is now insisting on is the strongest nossible
condemnation of its course in the past in refusing to make any agree-
ment with challengers, and forcing one yacht to sail against the fleet,
in granting one race only, in insisting on a course notoriouslv unfair
to the deeper vessels of tne challengers, and in declining a" mutual
agreement as to size of defender and challenger. So far from being
concessions, the club has exacted the most onerous conditions, only"
abandoning them one by one as it has been compelled by public
opmion.
The restrictions as to dimensions were never in the original deed,

but were made by the club, and have only been abandoned within
the jiast two weeks in order to induce a ciiailenge.
As we understand the recent action of the club, the "no time

allowance" clawse, would work to the rtet'iment of the challenger,
and not to the benefit, has not been abandoned, but in
the event of any late disagreement just priorto a race, the
club has still the right to fall back on thLs clawse, and
to meet Lord Dunraven with the largest yaclit at its disposal, without
time allowance. This point, like most of the others in the new dead,
is not very clear, but as we understand it, a disagreement at any time
permits the defender to avail himself of the unfair provisions of this
clause.

It is a matter of history that the inside course after being con-
demned for years by many!American yachtsmen, was only abandoned
when the club reahzed that the 22ft. draft of Mayflower and Volun-
teer was more heavily penalized than the 13ft. draft of Genesta and
Thistle. Similarlj;, it was not tmtil the theory of the superior speed
of the centerboard boat down wind was exploded and her superiority
to wuidward fully demonstrated that the clause calling for windward
starts was thought of.

Many of these matters, like the starting of the fleet against one
yacht, are dead issue.s, and so little to the credit of the New Y'^ork
Y. C. that we have no de.sire to resurrect them, bin when a repre-
sentative member of the club is so unwise as to dig them up and pre-
sent them m false guise as evidences of the club's gnnerosily and
liberality, it is his fault and not ours if we are forced to exnose
them. '

There is more iu the history of the past Cup races to hurt than to
help the club, and it will do well to confine all futm-e discussion to
the abstract, but most vital question of what conditions constitute a
fair match to-day between two yachtsmen. It there is to be any
more racing for the America's Cup it must be under conditions which
are recognized by both -American aud foreign clubs as absolutely fair
and sportsmanUke to both holder and challenger.

Lawley & Son have nearly finished theu- 70ft. steamer and have
framed the Providence schooner. They are getting out the fj-ames
for a catboat for St. Johns, N, B.. from a design of Mr. Burgess, and
have also ready ttie design for a 90£t. steam yacht which thev may
build for Mr. R. S. White.
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Mutual Agreement.
So MUCH bas been said about G6n. Paine s discovery of the "mutual

agreement" clause which was to smooth away all obstacles andbrins;
about a renewal of racing:, that it migrht well be supposed that there
was really something new to it all. On the contrary, a mutual con-
sent was one oli the most prominent features of the trup deed of 1857,

though it has been frequently ignored by tbe New York Y. C. in

treatmg with challengers. The only difference in this respect between
the true and and the new deeds is that in the former the making of a
match by mutual consent is considered first, following which are cer-

tain conditions which only come into play in the event of a failure to

agree. In the new deed, on the contrary, the much vaunted mutual
agreement clause is preceded by the dimensions clawse, imperattvelj^
compeling a certain mode of procedure, Including the sending of the
dimensions, before any question of mutual agreement Is considered.
That under pressure" the club is willing to depart temporarily from
the method of proceeding which it has laid down, does not prove that
this method is neither unjust nor dangerous.

Gren. Paine's interpretation and exaltation of the mutual agree-
ment clause is so directly at variance with the repeated declarations
of the club, and with its past policy, that it is no wonder that it

comes to some of ttie members with the charm of novelty. When in

1876 the Royal Clyde Y. C. made overtures for a mutual agreement
as to size, the New York Y. C. decided that as it built no yachts it-

self, and could not dictate to owners, it could place no limit on size,

and must accept in the trial races any yacht however larse owned
by a member. This excuse was made for the failure to agree on a
common size for defender and challenger.
Again two years later, when Lord Dunraven challenged with a 70-

footer, the decision of the club was that its duty, as the custodian of
the Cup, compelled it to meet the. challenger with the fastest vessel

at its disposal, regardless of inequality of size.

Either of these claims, if true in 1887 or would prevent the
club from agreeing to Lord Dunraven 's request to-day. Thac they
are as absurd and groundless as we then pronounced them is shown
by the present action.of the club; inits eagerness to secure a challenge
on any terms, both of them are forgotten, and the ciub practically
binds itself to provide a defending yacht which shall not exceed the
challenger by more than a small margin, if at all.

The mutual agreement which it has just offered to Lord Dunraven
is far more liberal than The one which it. refused to consider in the
case of the Royal Clyde Y. 0. The sad part of the matter is that
after such a practica 1 condemnation of its course in the past, the
club has failed either to delude itself into the idea that it is giving up
nothing, or tbe other party into the opposite idea, that it has con-
ceded everything.

MicMgan V. C. Special Match.
DETROIT—LAKE ST. CLAIB.

The race of the Michigan Y. C on Oct. 15, between the three .33-

footers Alice Enright, Princes sand Josephine, is remarkable lYom the
intense interest which it has created, and the unusual amount of
pettv squabbling which has accompanied the negotiations from first

to last. We clip the following item from a local paper, one of manj'
comments of a similar tenor:
"The usual matinee yachting convcrsaziime began at the Hotel

Cadillac yesterday afternoon and continued with a few intermissions
up to midnight. Landlord Graves noticed with some dismay the
rather spirited session and asked Frank Pucldefoot, the cafe manager,
if the boys were traioina: for a Wild West .show. If the discussions
over the Josephine-Princess-Enright race continue to grow in
violence until the day of the race it is hard to see how the time will
pas-i without some one being killed. It is apparently impossible for
yachtsmen to discuss the coming event without accompanying violent
gesticulations."
The match came about through an offer of the Michigan Y. C. to

put up Jfiaoo, provided the owners of the Enrisht, Princess, Josephine
and Lulu B. would each put up a similar sum, making a purse of
$1,000 for a match. The Lulu B. declined, so tbe club finally agreed
to put up $250, each of the remaining three boats to put up the same
sum.
As soon as' the agreement was made the trouble began. One of

the coDditlons being tnat no yacht should be over the 35ft. class, and
the Princess measuring more than this, her owners, as we have
already mentioned, sawed notches in the stem and sternpost for the
purpose of evading the measurement. This proceeding naturally
created a disturbance, and in addition Josephine entered a technical
protest aeainst the Enright on the ground that her forfeit had not
been put up at the required time, while the Enright in return refused
to consent co a postponement which the Josephine desired to com-
plete her preparations.
The Enright was fitted with lead and steel plate on the lower edge

of her board, the Princess was put in shape and prepared for meas-
urement as stated, and the Josephine was hauled up and a lead keel
of three tons bolted on, with a steel centerboard working through it.

Work was carried on continuously day aud night for twelve days,
but it finally became evident that the Josephine could not be ready
by Saturday, Oct. 15. the date set, and a petition was circulated and
widely signed asking for a postponement to Monday, to w^hieh, how-
ever, "the Enright would not consent. The result was that only she
and the Pi ii cess were at I be line on Saturday morning.
The course was fen miles to leeward and return, the day clear and

warm, the naifi- smootli aud the wind light. At the line was the
steam yacbi Grace, the judges' boat, having on board, besides the
owner aud guests, tbe judges, Cora. Joseph Nicholson and Com. Geo.
W. Gardner, of Cleveland; Mr. Mills, also acting as a judge; timers,
Vice-Corn. John .A. Heames, Edward Grace and James R.Hayes;
director, E. C. Sullivan; tbe regatta committee, Vincent Field, .1. E.
Harris and A. L. McLeod : Walter Cades, representing the Alice En-
right; Judge WlUiam Look, of the Josejihine; E. Bradv Wendell, of
the Princess; Thomas Lynch, C. S. Gale and representatives of the
press.
The two yachts were measured in the early morning, the result

being:
Sail Area, Sq. Root. "Waterilne. S. L,

Enright 1.754.27 41.88 34.02 37.95
Princess 2.81C.23 48.13 34.80 41.46
The start was made at 10:50:80. the yachts being timed:

Enright 10 53 56 Princess, 10 58 26
Both carried spinakers and clubtopsails, the wind being quite

light.

The Enright proved the faster down wind, the times at the turn
being:
Enright 1 28 49 Princess 1 30 24
On the wind Princess gained, but failed to pass the Enright, the

latter winning by 14s. The full times were:
S'art. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Alice Enright 10 58 56 3 55 44 4 01 48 3 57 32
Princess 10 58 26 3 00 01 4 01 35 4 01 85
After the race the Josephine's owners secured a lawyer and with

his aid served a protest on the stakeholder on the following grounds:
Tnat the final deposit on behalf of the Enright was not made to the
stakeholder personally, and that w'hen the money was put up the
Enright's owners gave notice that It would be withdrawn if the
method by which the measurement of the Princess was decreased—
cutting notches in the stem and stern at the waterline—was recog-
nized by the regatta committee; that the alterations to the yacht in
time for the race were delayed through the death of a workman,
which was purely an act of God; and that the Enright was not
measured at Schweikarfs sUp on the morning of the day of the
race, as required by the articles.

Meanwhile, the Princess has challenged the Enright for a race for
ffi250 per side, while the Josephine has challenged her for a race for
|500 per side; but there is no prospect of another race this year.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The life of the yachting reporter in the West is evidently not en-

tirelj'^ one of champagne and truffles, if we may judge from the fol-
lowing extract from a Detroit paper, the incident oecuri;ing at the
close of the recent Enright-Princess race: "Arriving at the club
anchorage the Grace stopped long enough to afford those on board
the funniest scene of the day. Two afternoon paper representatives
were anxious to reach the M. Y. C. telephone, and when a boat was
lowered both tried to get in the bow. This wouldn't do, so one had
to go astern, where it appears he did some tall thinking while a boy
palled them in to the float at the club. As the dinghy approached
It he climbed over the bow and made a leap. The other reporter had
designed his intention and jumped just long enough ahead to cause
his rival to light on the absorbant surface of tbe Detroit River. It
was shallow and he was only saturated to the knees, but he grabbed
his apparently successful rival by the last leg and brought him to
earth with a thud. This gave them an even start, and together they
raced for the telephone, spending five minutes looking foi' it, and
faihng to discover the much-wanted commodity. Finally one firo.
posed they hip aud see who was to get first call and it was accepted,
the one falling in the river losing,. The house man then showed
them where the 'phone was and all ended happily.

The latest development in the Alva case was an apphcation to the
U. S. Supreme Court on Oct. 18 by counsel for Capt. Morrison for
leave to file a petition tor a writ of prohibition to prevent Judge Nelson
of Massachusetts from proceeding upon the libel filed against Mr.
Yanderbllt by the owners of steamship H. S. Dimock. The cotu't was

also asked for leave to fide a petition for a writ of mandamus requir-

ing Judge Addison Brown of New York to reinstate the suit brought

by Morrison against steamship Dimock, William K. Vanderbilt and
other persons claiming damages by reason of the coUison on Oct. 21.

All the justices of the U. S. Supreme Court were present at

Washington. The court granted motion and also gave leave to file a

petition for a mandamus on the United States district judge for

southern New York to compel him to take up the case for trial. The
motion was made returnable the second Monday in November.

The annual meeting of the Ohio Y. 0. resulted in the election of

the following board of officers: Com., John E. Gutickel; A ice Com.,

J H. Southard : Rear Com., Henry Tracy ; Sect'y, George W. Stevens;

Treas., Frank B. Hartman; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Wools ; Meas.. D.

Stephens; Fleet Captain, Capt. R. Craig; Directors, J. V. San Fleet,

D W Strouiz, J. W. Boos and F. N. Quale. Com. Gunckel is an old

member of the club and an enthusiastic yachtsman. He has long

been active in the service of the ciub, and as its chief oftlcer he is

certain to place it in a position of prominence among the lake clubs

such as it has never before engaged.
j

Lawley & Son are making preparations for an important improve-

ment in their basin at City Point, South Boston. The basin will be

extended 166ft, to the line of the reserve channel, with a wharf over

I2ft. wide enclosing it. Sheer legs tor hoisting masts and boilers will

be put in, and the entire basin will be dredged. Lawley's is a favor-

ite place for laying up, and the basin is always overcrowded. The
firm has always had an enviable reputation for honest work and
reasonable prices, and its excellent facilities for work and supplies

nduce many to lay up and fit out there.

The y^ichtsmeu of Seattle have met with disappointment on the

occasion of their flriit international regatta on Oct. 6. A number of

yachts from other places, some from British Columbia, were present,

but after waiting for three days the races were abandoned for want
of wind; the money collected for prizes being deposited m bank for

some future occasion. Great interest is manifested in yachting just

now on the coast, and the sport may be considered as permanently
established.

The schooner yacht Halcyon, after a career of several years as a
smuggler, has lately been se zed by tbe Customs authorities of \ ic-

toria, B. C. at the instance of the United States officials, on the

charge of entermg the waters of a British port in an irregidar man-
ner. Her last expedition was an attempt to smuggle ninety Chinese

.and a large amount of opium into the United States. She is, we
befieve, the old schooner Halcyon, formerly enrolled in the fleet of the

Pacific Y.C., of San Francisco.

W^e call attention to the steam yacht Sanibel, advertised on another

page. She was specially designed for Florida, possessing good ac-

commodations on a very limited draft, and is an excellent yacht for

Southern waters. She has made the trip from New York to Florida

and back successfully, and gave goud satisfaction during a winter's

use in Florida.

The volume of "United States and Canadian Yacht Clubs," for

1892, contains a very full list of yacht clubs, olflcers and club mem-
bers in mere compact form than the large yacht lists. It is neatly

gotten up, with some good photos of yachts and club houses. In the

future it wfil be pulilished by H. P. Gibson, 181 Broadway, New
York.
Barbara, iO-footer, is now advertised for sale, and Mr. C. H. W.

Foster has in contemplation the construction of a 4()ft. fin-keel, the

design for which has been made by Mr. W. E. Waterhouse.

At City Island Wood Bros, are preparing to build the 82Et, steamer
designed by Mr. Gardner. Nameless, Nemadjy and Pyxie are hauled

up side by side at their yard.

Webber, at New Rochelle. is building a 25.footer from hiz own de-

sign, a centerboard boat of 8ft. draft.

I lAlcEea. schr., has had her channels removed and will dispense en-

tirely with the main, while the fore will be reduced to half their

width. -

Hudson Rifle Club Tournament.
Thk fourth annual prize shooting festival of the Hud=nn Rifle

Oiub was held at 35 Giles avenue, Marion, N. J., Get. 25, 26 and 27.

The festival was the most successful, satisfactory and finely con-
ducted affair the Hudsons have ever held, and everything was
quietly and skilfully operated. Tuesday evening was devoted
mostly to the members shooting on the "Target af Honor," and
the ring target was rather slow in making scores. Dr. Cioode and
Messrs. A. and Gc, Flog were among the guests present on that
evening. ,. , ,

Wednesday evening opened more lively than the previous night
and it was then when the fun began, as there was a large attend-
ance of friends and guests of the members, who tried tueir hand
at the pasteboard "just for the fun of the thing."
At 10 o'clock on this evening the "Target of Honor" closed, and

at 11 P. M., under the supervision of Col. Middleton and Senator
Evans, the club's reliables, announced that the Target of Honor
prizes were r^ady for distribution according to each man's score,
beginning with the highest. The following comprises names,
scores and prizes: Ist, J. Rebhan 68. six kegs of laeer. 2d,M.
Hoff 66, gold medal, two hams and $1. od, A. Matz 66, nne-half
gallon extract of vanilla and $2.-')0. 4th, H. L. Hansen 155, barrel
flotir and SI. 5th, J. Smith 61, two magnificent pictures and
frames presented by Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, N. Y.
6th, Thns. A. Reynolds 64, one ton of coal. 7f.h, Chas. Stadermau
.39, handsome basket of flowers. 8th, Chas. K. Bird 58, one ton of
coal. 9th, W. Mur.sehl 56, barrel of flour and SI. 10th, H. E.
Boddey 53, barrel of flour and $1. lllh. J. J. Evans 53, one case
wine, order for a hunter's cap and $1 cash. 13th, A. Heidorf 45,

one box soap and $3. 13th, J. Buch 37, one pair shoes and knife.
14:th, B. Theil 36, oox cigars, picture and SI. 15th, 8. Middleton
35, gallon of whiskey and a nam. 16th, H. Hahlenbrock 29, one
ton of Goal. 17th, C. Schleimacher 17, shaving set and knife.

It can well be said that the boys will have plenty to keep them
alive and warm during the winter months, as the prizes were all

of a useful or ornamental nature, and great credit was given to
the two gentlemen who arranged the distribution, and all were
well pleased and satisfied.

Thursday evening was the most exciting and interesting during
the tournament. Hardly had the lights been lit, when Messrs.
Dorrler. Ross and Holges, of the Zettler, and Messrs. Rosenbaum
and Zettler, Jr., of the Empire rifle clubs, of New York, arrived
and were ready for action. Mr. J. J. McBride, of the Hill, was
also early on the grounds.
After the usual "blow off" my gun business had been attended

to bv the New York delegation, shooting commenced in earnest.
M. Dorrler led with 73. 73 closely followed by W. Rosenbaum's
71, 73, and H. Holges' 71, 71. While the others were looking for
the high honors Mr, Dorrler contented himself by resting, but
Michael had not long to rest, as little "Rosey" landed a 74 which
did not at all anit him; so crack, crack went the rifle, and before
long a full score of 75 and 73 was made by Dorrler. Then Messrs.
Zettler and Holges started to even up with "Rosey" and Dorr-
ler, but with poor success, as luck seemed to he against both of
these gentlemen; and about this time Mr. Ross, who had been so
buiet in and tor a time the markers had plenty to occupy their
inie.
Later in the evening the dear "Birdie" Vogel, of the Miller

Rifle Club, and Mr. McCoy, of New York, arrived, but neither of
these gentlemen were able to get the worm Dorrler had secured.
J. Rebhan and A. Malz took a few hits at the targets, but did

nor benefit their previous scores very much. The attendance
during the evening was very large, and a great many friends
dropped in and enjoyed the excitement, among them being
noticed Messrs. Trainor and McCoy, &. W. Morgan, W. B. Sim-
mons, J. Reynolds, O. Segar. Dr. Goode, T, T. Reynolds, A. Plog,
G. Plog, Capf. Reinhardt, Palisade. R. C, and others. After the
close of the shoot a grand collation was served by the club, and if

any one went away hnngry it was because they could not enjoy
good "sole leather" and "Jersey" lightning, as there was an
abundance of everything and from the general expression every-
body was well pleased.
The prizes on the ring target were distributed by Capt. Hansen

and Secretary Bird, after v/hich three rousing cheers were given
and all retired, leaving the headquarters in darkness and having
enjoyed a good evening. The following scores were made on
German ring target, three shots, possible 75:

M Dorrler 75 73-148 L Vogel 70 70—140W Rosenbaum 74 72—146 OZettler, Jr 69 69—138
H Holges 73 72—X45 H Hansen 68 68-136
J Rehhan 74 71-145 M McCoy 66 62-138
F Ross 73 72—144 C E Bird 59 57—116
A Malz 73 70-143 J J Evans 55 54-109
Before the close of the shoot "Birdie" Vogel offered to chal-

lenge M. Dorrler to shoot a 100 shot match, open sight rifles.

200yd8., on Sunday, Nov. 5. and it is a question whether "Birdie"
has as muck baokboDe tomeet his oppoaent as he has ofwlnfl.
Oue thing ia ceitaia, that his fate is doomed If he appears for the

match, and several H. R. 0. members have alreadv rffered big

odds on Dorrler. The E&OIjE.

The oflacers and members of the H. R. O. offer their heartfelt
sympathies to Mr. John Coppersmith, of Newark, N. J-L,for the
loss of one near and dear to him and bis family.—C E. Bird,
Sec'y.

Rifle Shooting Under Difficulties.

JiTSX imagine a wind that varies at short intervals from fifteen
to thirty-five miles nn hour and switches like a flafh anywhere
from "4" to "13" o'clock and you have an inkling of the conditions
under which was held last Saturday's practice of the First
Brigade Rifle Association at the Newark Shooting Park. The
writer has shot over these ranges in all kinds of weather for a
number of years, but never has he seen such ahaffling wind as
that of Saturday. Using the Prankford ammunition (.45-^5-4'"5), the
members of the party were obliged at times to use from IJ^ to
1-3A oointB of wind on the "Buf&agton," and even this proved in-
sufBoient when an extra blast caught the bullet. Had the party
been shooting on an open range such as Sea Girt or Creedmoor.
they would have been unable to "keep on" to a 4X6 target, or evf n
to hold a rifle to the shoulder in some of the gusts. Only three
members reported and those who remained away were fortunate.
The scores made were as followa:

Major D L Wallace 4 44444444 4-40444444444 .'i-41444404343 4-3453444434 4 4-39444444554 4-42
Captain W H Howard 4 4444344 5 3—89444 5 44844 4-40
Private C H Townsend 4 44444444 4—40

4 44444044 B-35354445544 8-41
4 3 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 4-42455444444 4-42

The association will shoot at the above range every Saturday
afternoon until further notice. Tne association is gaining
strength right along and its organizers intend if possible to secure
as members, every member and officer of the First Brigade, N. G..
N. J., who is interested in the development of skill in the use of
the State arm, with a view to securing increased facilities for
practice. The only place at this time wh«* re the State troops can
shoot is at Sea Girt, fifty miles away from any command in the
brigade. The brigade needs one or more ranges for its own use
and if tbe above association gets proper support from the shoot-
ing men, both officers, non-com's and enlisted men, it will be able
to secure such ranges. Within a few months the association will
begin to practice on the 3Syd. range in the armory where they will
devote their attention to shooting from the prone as well as the
standing position.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 23.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held

its regular practice shoot at its range to-day and mad« the scores
as appended below. Conditions, SOOyds. oil-hand. Standard Amer-
ican target:
Gindele 10 966 10 9877 9-81

5 9 1 9 9 8 8 8 10 8-82
8 9 8 10 10 9 10 9 7 10-90

Weinheimer 67397 5 589 10—71
76 9 779457 8-69
5 10 6 8 6 5 10 9 7—69

Payne

8

8 10 6 S 8 10 5 10 9-80
10 977888 10 7 10-84878 10 68857 9-76

Hauck - a 3 8 6 7 9 8 8 10 6-74877673845 7—59
3 55448986 5-58

Wellinger 8 5 6 6 10 4 9 7 9 3-676658S766 5 6—67096 5 7 10 566 6-69
Stegner .* H 7 9 5 6 5 10 6 5 ,5—66

3 6645848 10 7—61976 10 789 10 6 6-78
Topf 89 8 457568 8-68766 7 7 10 590 9-67

6 10 3575593 8-66
Simon 10 7 5 9 6 4 6 9 10 10—767603 10 9965 8—76

73 10 458679 9—73
Drube 9 7 6 10 9 10 10 6 8 7—79874 76786 10 7-70865 10 78575

Belleville (111.) Sharpshooters.
Oct. 16, which was the dav set for the fall festival by the Belle-

ville Sharpshooters, conld not have been a more pleasant day
than it proved to be. The morning train which arrivfd from St.
Louis brought a carload of shooters, and after forming in line
they were escorted by the Belleville band to the Shooting Park.
Then the fun commenced, and there was no eessition until 5
o'clock, when the targets were rung down. After the award of
prizes by tbeir genial president, Mr. D. 8chneidewind,the visitors
left for home on the evening train with the usual remark, "We
always have a good time when we go to Belleville."
Man target: W. Baner 93 points; (^hus. Baptie 88. V. Rapp 88,

F. Kurka 88, J, Molles 87, M. Kacer 86. J. Wiget 84, D. Schneide-
wind 84, S. G. Dorman 83, J. Steft'eu 83, C. Iv. Dunkerly 83, L.
Priester 78, H. Vogel 77, R. Betbman 77.

Point target: S. G. Dorman 356 Points; W. Bauer 343, J. Wlget
209. D. Schneidewind 157, V. Rapp 158.

Rine target: D. Wiget 65 points: D. Schneidewind 64, Charles
Baptie 63. Heuchens 60, V, Rapp 59, F. Kurka .58.

Man target, 5 shots, possible 30 points: J. Mnlles 26, F. Ettling
36, H. Voeel 35, W. Bonn 34, S. G. Dorman 34, R, Bethman. 23, V.
Rapp 33, Htichens 33. Namrod.

Port Chester Shots.
Port Chester Rifle Club, Oct. S3, 200yds., off-hand, standard

American target:
JSmith......,j.,.,.r 7 10 6 5 77569 6—68

6 10 7 8 5 8 9 10 9 5- 77-145
T Bell...*.,... , 6 764436 10 7 4-597946546 10 7 6-64—123
RRudd 466668647 4—57

9 10 5 7 5 4 6 6 6 4—62—119
R McNeil, Jr 5 4 9 5 6 6 4 4 4 5-53

4 5 8 5 46748 6—57—109
TKiernan. 10 33 5 83473 9—51

4 8 5 6 4 8 3 5 5 4—53—103
R. McNeil, Jr., Secretary.

^mfi ^heating.

AH ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced hero

send in notice like the following:

Nov- 9,—Connecticut Trap-Shooter's League tournament, at
New Haven.
Nov. 15-16.—Ted Ackerman's tournament, at Stanton, Neb.
Nov. 17,—Newark Gnn Club live bird tournament, at John Erb'e

grounds. Newark, N. J.

Nov. 33-33.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J.
First day targets; second dav live birds.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and lire

birds.
Nov. 24.—John A. Hartner's sixth annual tournament, Bishop's

Driving Park, Baltimore, Md.
Nov. 34.—West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, at Wheeling, West Virginia.
November.-Al. Heritage's tourniment, at Marion, N. J.
Nov. 24 —Arlington Gun Glub tournament, at Cleveland, O.
Dec. 28-39.—Jacksonville (Fla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-

ment; $500 guaranteed purses; 8300 in money and merchandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y.

1893.

May 23-25.-KnoxvlUe Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to
purses. Also valuable merchandise prlzeE.
June 12-16.—N6W York State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, at Rochester. H, M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 EllwanEer &
Barry building, Rochester, N. Y.
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The Independents are Jersey's Champions.

"VbIiJL, ve knowed ve was sure hei dot ereter place," said

"Duicciy" Smith, captain of the Independent Gun Olnb, when
Ins team won its ninth victory in the sefies of shoots of the Isew

Jersey Trap-Shooter's League, at Maplewood, on Oct. 87. And
•'Dutchy" may wrII be proud of his team for winning nine out

of ten rbntests and rollins; up the splendid average of 110 3-10

breaks out of a possible 125, or a percentage of 88.24. Not only

thie, but his pet team rolled up the hjtrhest four totals made dur-

ing the tournament, namely 115, IW, 113 and 113 tlie highest scores

made by other teams being 110 and 111 by the Maplewoods. Once
tie Independent team fell down 97 breaks, taut on no other
occasion did they break less than 108 targets in a race.

The weather on the date of the final shoot was delightfuly mild
and nntil well along in Jthe afternoon overcoats were laid

aside. There was scarcely enough breeze to carry off the smoke.
The absence of wind was very much regretted when in one of the

f qjiids there were four men using blaclc powder, the smoke from
-which settled like a pall over the traps. The light was not of

the best, there being a troublesome haze at times hanging over
the trees in the foreground.

^ ^ „ , ,

The Maplewood Gun Club, on whose grounds the final shoot
was held, is one of the best known clubs in the 8tate, and one
which does more shooting than any other club in E=sex county.

Its grounds are situated on a high tract of land hack of the D.,

Jj. & W- railroad tracks, about tbree-tiuarfers of a mile from the
Mapleword depot. To reach them one must cross three or four
fields, pass through a sparse wood and run the risk of piercing
the person and tearing clothes by scaling a couple of barbed-wire
fences, those blessings to farmers, but abominations to tres-

passers. Averyn^atand conveniently arranged club house of

good size is on the grounds and behind this is a heavy wood.
Directly in front of the house and about 250 sd=. distantis a sparse
•wood extending frr several hundred yards to the right and nearly
to the railroad on the left. The right and left sides of the field

are clear, and to the left can be seen the Orange Mountains, the
woodedslopesof which at this season present a beautiful combi-
nation of colors in foliage.

The shooting was done from two sets of five traps each. One
set of bluerock traps was placed directly in fron^ of the club
house, bluerock targets being thrown from them. These are the
regular traps of the club, and on these the team race was shot.

The leaves on the trees in the foreground were of every conceiv^-

able color and tint, and with tlie hazy atmosphere gave a puzzling
foreground, and one which precluded the possibility for the big
scores which usually prevail when the Jersey cracks get together.
A look over the scores will show that in other than the lO-target
events "straights" were few and far between.
The second set of 1:rap3 was arranged about a hundred yards to

the left of the club set. Here were Keystone traps throwing Key-
stone targets. The foreground was a trifle bett-r than for the
club set. but the unevenness of the ground made shooting as dif-
ficult as on thn others.
Charles W. Brown, acknowledged to be the "chief hustler" for

the Maplewood boys, was early on the arounds, and when the
first contingent of shooters arrived everything was in tip-top
shape for their reception. A temporary booth had been elected
in one end of the club house and here Mrg. C. W Brown dealt
out toothsome bnaus, a la Boston, savory cofiEee and other delica-
cies to t^mpt the palate of the ever huogry sportsman.
Among the earliest arrivals were Lieut.-Col R. Heher B reint-

nall, of the South Sides, of Newark: Wm. R. Hobart, secretary-
treasurer of the New .Jersey League, who brought alone an armful
of his excellent score sheets; Enoch D. Miller, of SpringSeld,
and Ernest Fisher, of Newark. J. Warren Smith, of Orange, was
also an early bird. A little later appeared C. M. Hedden, the
veteran Newark field and trap shot, who is bemoaning the loss of
his favorite setter, killed a few days previously, said dog having
the reputation of being the best partridge dog in the Sta.te. Then
there was "H. G." Gettler, a rattling good shot from the metrop-
olis, wt^ o insists that he must use idr. of black powder in his 12-

hore gun, and who causes the boys' ears to ring in consequence;
Tom Brantingham was there from Plainfleid with his high-colored
"Princeton" sweater; Ferd. Van Dyke with his -Francotte gun,
New London diamond and same old childlike smUe: "Uncle
Bills" Sigler, who had a bad attack of rheumatics, but stilt shot
a killing pace, and the ever jolly "Dutchy" Smith, captain o'' the
Independents, of Plainfleid. A si ill liter train let out Oscar
Hesse, the good-looking Red Bank exoe^t, who is booming Wals-
lorte powder and taking lots ot orders; Asa Whitehead, the giant
flpcretary of the Esses Gun Club, of Newark; Eddy Collins,TFred
Quimby's loading expert; Mever, of the Roiling Springs; Fred. G.
Mnore. "Claremont" of the New Jersey Snooting Club, and "R'g
Jim" Smith, of Hickettstown. Still later we see "Little Neaf
Apgar. Squire's right-hand man, who shoots left-handed and
who is manager of the State League; Seymour G. Smith, of Mid-
dlesex Gun Club fame, who is beginning to get among the bovs
once more: Ernest O. Geofi'roy, of the Woodsides, and F. H.
Heller, his clubmate.
Sweep followed sweep in rnpid succession until 3 P.M.. when

the team race is called. By this time Hall, Coeman, ]3ower,
Jelleme and Abbott, of the Passaic City Gun Club, have appeared,
as have Koegfl, Hassinger, Schork and Heinrich, of 'he East Side
—Muiuals; Heritagn ("Old South Paw"), of the South Sides;
Walters and Tom Dukes of the Woodsides, and the prince of
practical joker«, Fred Quimby.
The Maplewood Club bad arranged a very attractive program

of open to all events, and these were well filled. The shooting
was done under the revised rules of the American Shooting Asso-
ciation, and all shot from knoivn traps at known angles, under
the rapid-Qring system.
The team match drew out seven teams, as follows: South Sidn

Gun Club, Woodside Gnu Club and East Side—Mutual Gun Olub,
of Newark; Boilmg Springs Fi^^h and Gun Club, of Rutherford;
Passaic City Rod and Gun Club, of Passaic; Independent Gun
Club of Plainfleid, and the Maplewood Gun Club, of Maplewood.
Asa Whitehead and Isaac H. Terrill alternated as referees, and C.
H. Townsend, trap editor of Forest and Stbeam, was official
scorer. Each team comt)rised five men, and each man shot at
25 bluerock targets. The first team to complete its score was that
of the Maplewood Gun Club, which rolled out the flu- aggregate
of 111 breaks. The champion Independent team followed wiih
113, this being the top score of the day. Up to the 115th round it
looked as though this team would excel its former record of 115
breaks, but '•Dutchy" made a miss and Brautmgham and Sigler
followed his lead. The leading individual scores were C. Drake's
25. J. L. Smith's U and W. R. Hobart's 34.
The making of a clean score by C. Drake made him the winner

of a handsome medal offered by the Standard Keystone Target
and Trap Company to the shooter scoring the hichest aggregate
num^ber of breaks in four consecutive contests. Up to this time
E.D.Miller had a record of 95, R. H. Breintnall 9.3, Nea,f Apgar
93. C.Smith 92, F.F.Moore 93. U. Drake 91 and Frank Post 90
The only one who could improve his chances, even by breaking
straight, was C. Drake. Drake, who buckled down to business,
fairly pulverized bis targets and beat Miller out for the medal
by amargm of one break in the aggregate. 1 1 was a nervy exhibi-
tion and the "blonde boy" deserves credit.
The full scores of the day's work are appended:

Maplewood Ci. c.
Drake.. 1111111111111111111111111—35W bmtth 1 llimilllOllUlllOlUll—23
C Dean UOOlllUO I OllllH 1111111-21
J L smith niniiioaiuiiimiiin-24
A bickley OLimoiOlimiUllOlllLtOl-18-111

independent n. C.
Miller • .1111101101111111111111111-3.3
Sigler. lomi iiiiiiiiiiminiio-aa
Brantingham 1111110111111111111111101—23
Apgar 111101 llOllUUllOlinill—22
C Smith lllOHlOUlllllHlHllOll-32—113
„ Passaic City G. C.
Hall 100101 0100 101010Wl 010010—11
Ooman 0011011111101011111111011-19
Bowes lOOlllomillOOulllOlOUl—17
J elleme lOlllllumui 1101011111-33
Abbott llllllllimOlOlllOlllOll-Sl- 90

South Side G. O.
Hobart 1111111111101111111111111—24
Hedden . 11111010111 lllll011U(!0ll-gO
Breintuall mill"llinillllllll01il-23
Whitehead lOUimillOlllOOllllillO-20
Heritage .

.
OOliimn umill01101iJ-20-107

East Side-Mutiiiil a G.
l^oesex uou u iumuononino-31
Hsssmger liiLlllilOOllllinam noiuoii—14
Heinrich 0(iOoniiooLnoioioIoill01ilO--10
Schorck 01 1 ] 01 01 111 1) 110 LI 0 1 11111-20
^'s\ieT .,.lUllO0Ulii011U10lllu01Q0-l5- 80
^ ^ , Woodside G C
T Dukes am rioLniiooiioiuiinu-io
\ an Dyke 1101ini011111Hlliiiioil_3a
A\ alters iimoiimooooiioiiiouo-iii
geoffroy 1111111110011101111111111-33
HeUar oiiiiiniimoiiuoiinio-31- 97

Boiling Springs F. and G. C.

Meyer ......... 1110111010110111111110011-19
Parry •• ' 1111011111111100111111110-21

Collins .. limimillOlllOO1111001-20
Claremont.'... lOlllllimilO 11111111111-33

Lraore.. . ,
1000101011001000101010010-10 - 93

SWEEPSTAKES.
No. 1. 10 birds, Si: Breintuall 8, W. Smith 10, Hobart 9, Drake 9,

Miller 8. Flshfr 5. ^ „ .^^ „ „ ,

No. 3, 10 singles, $1: Breintuall 9, Miller 9, W. Smith 9, Hobart
9, Drake 8, Fisher 8. . „ , , . . ,

No. 3, 15 singles, 81.50: W. Smith 15, Hedden 13, SHobart 14,

Miller 15, Breintuall 13, H. G. 13, Drake 13, Brantingham 12, Man-
ning 12, Ziegler 14, Dutchy 12, Van Dyke 13, Fisher 10, Palmer 11,

Jackson 8. „ „ ™
No. 4, 15 singles. $1.50: Sigler 13, Miller |15. Bremtnall 13, W.

Smith 15, Hobart 13, Drake 14, Hedden 12, H. G. 10, Brantingham
13. Hesse 13. Manning 13, Van Dyke 11. Fisher 13.

No. 5, 15 singles. $1..50: Sigler 13, Breintnall 12, W. Smith 14,

Dutchy 14, Van Dvite 12, Hedden 14, Miller 15. Brantingham 14,

Hobart 14, Drake 13, Palmer 13, Manning 13, H. G. 9, Hesse 11,

Collins 13, Claremont 13.

No. 6. 10 singles, $1 entry: Sigler 9. Breintnall 9, W. Smith 10,

Dutchy 7, Van Dyke 7. Hedden 8, Miller 9, Brantingham 8. Hobart
10, Drake 8, Hesse 9, Fisher 8, White 8, Manning 5, Meyer 7, Clare-
mont 8, Collins 8, Dean 10, H. G. 10, J. L. Smith 8.

No. 7, 20 sineles. $2 entrv:
Tyler Oil UllUllinill 100-17 Hesse lllOllllUlllllllOll-lS
Breiuin'lllllOllllllllimilll-19 Fisher. . . .00111111101111001011-14W Smith .11111111111111111111-20 Clarem'ntllllOiOllllllOUllll—16
Dutrhy,..llllllimiI10mUl-19 HG 11111001111111011111-17
Van 1 )yke1 1111111010111111111—18 White . . . .01110011101111111110—15
Hedden.. 11110011110111111111—17 J C SmithllllllOOinillinilO-17
Miller ....11111111111100111111—18 Manning..l00010100I0100101110- 9
Brant'h'oill 110111111111011010-10 Dean .. ..10111111111111110111-18
Drake . . . .11111111111111111111—30 Collins. . . .00111111010111101110—14

No. 8, 10 singles, fl entry: SielerQ. Breintuall 9, W. Smith 9,

Dutchy 9, Van Dyke 8. Hedden 8. Miller 6. Meyer 7. Drake 10,

tTesse 8. l^laremont 8. J. L. Smith 8, Palmer 9. Fisher 8, H. G. 8,

Collins 8, Geoffrey 7, Heller 4, White 8. Sickley 10, Jackson 10,
Manning 9, Dean 8.

No. 9, 15 singles, entrv |1..50:

Sigler 111101001111101—11 Palmer UmOlllOlllOO-ll
Breintuall 111111110111111-14 Hellfir 001010110011101- 8W Smith ...111011101111111—13 Geoffrey 11 1101111 1111 OO-ie
Dutchy lllinillllllll-15 Sickly IIIUIIIUIOUI-U
Van Dyke 111101111111011-13 HG UllUUlllllll-lo
Hedden Ill 1011 UOl 1111-13 Apgar 111111111111111-15
Miller OinilllillOUl—13 S G Smith 000(111010101101- 7

Drake -.111011111111110-13 Meyer 101101011111111-13
Claremont limiimillll-15 Fisher OllOllllinmil-13
JL Smith 111111001111111-13 Manning 111111111111101-14
Collins lOllum 111101-13 Jackson IHUOIUIOOOOOO- 7

He«se millllllinoi-14 Brantingham..ll0101001011111—10
No. 10, 15 singles en+rv $1 .50:

Sigler nillllllltillll—14 Hesse 011010011110111—10
Breintnatl 110111110111111-13 .^ickley 101111011111111—13
W Smith 110111111111101—13 Geoffrey 111111110011111-13
Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Heller.- 101111100111101-11
Dutchy 101111001111111-13 Heritage; Ill 0111 00011101-10
Hidden 011110111111111-13 J L Smil h 011110101111111-13
H G 011101 011100010- 8 S G Smith 011111110010100- 9

Apgar 111111111101101-13 Meyer 111111100111111—13
Miller 111111111111111-15 Manning 111111101011111—13
Collins.........100111101101010- 9 Drake 111111011011111—13
Claremont .. ..010110111111111—13 Fisher 110011110111011—11
No. 11, 15 singles, entrv $1:

Sigler llUlinUOOlll-ls .H G 101110101011111-11
Breintuall. . . .lOlllimilllll-14 Heritage 011110110111110—11
VV Smith lllllllOOmiU—13 Palmer 101111101011110-11
Van Dyke llOOllllUllOll-12 HuU .000001011100100- 5

Dutchy 011111011011111—13 Abbott lUOOOOllOlOlOl- 8
Kedden 111101111111111-14 Coman. 001011010011100— 7

Sickley nnOlllOllOlll—13 Walters 111111110111111—14
Apgar lllf>lllllllim-14 Goeft'rey 011111101111111—13
Miller.. 111111111111111-15 Koegel 111101010111101-11
Collins llOUOlllllOlOl-ll Meyer 111111111111011—14
Claremont 101 UOl 11011111-13 Jelleme IllOlllllDllOOl-ll
SG Smith ..111100011110100- 9 Drake 111111111111110-14
No. 12, 15 singles, entry $150: Lemmon 5, H. G. 11, Claremont

13, Van Dvke 11, Miller 11, W.Smith 14, H. King w., 0. Bocs 6,
Apg*r 15, S. G. Smith 11, Jedell 6. Dutchy 13, J, L. Smith 13.

A PEW FACTS AND FIGURES.
The above shoot brought to a close what can confidently be

claimed to have been the most successful series of contests ever
held by a State or other league, and one which has gone a great
way toward promoting a renewed interast in trap-shooting, as
well as cementing a bond of good fellowship among the members
of the clubs interested. The meetings, ten in all, have p tssed off
without a jar or wrangle of any de»cription, owing to the careful
attention to details on the part of Manager Apgar and Secretary
Hobart, who have devoted a great deal of their time to the run-
ning of the team contests.
The league was organized last winter by those who had been in-

terpsted in the old Essex County Trap-Shooter's League. The
first shoot was held on the Newark grounds of the Woodside Gun
Club, on E'eb. 32, there being eight teams entered. The second
shoot, held on the grounds of the Passaic City Rod and Gun Club,
drew out ten teams. In the third contest, on the grounds of the
Brunswick Gun Club, ten teams entered. Nine teams shot in the
fourth contest, held on the Boiling Springs Gun Club grounds.
The fifth contest took place on the s,rounds of the South Side Gun
Club, when ten teams shot. In the sixth contest, on the Indepen-
dent Gun Club grounds, there were nine teams. At the seventh
shoot, held on the New Jersey Shooting Club's grounds, there
were also nine teams, as there were in the eighth shoot, held by
the East Orange Gun Club. Seven teams took part in the ninth
shoot on the East Side-Mu'ual grounds and seven also shot at
Maplewood in the final contest.
In each case the club on whose grounds the team contests were

held also arranged a number of open to allsweepst ke events and
in some of these there were as many as 58 entries. At the shoot
held on the South Side grounds there were 65 individual shooters
on the grounds and at the Passaic and Boiling Springs shoots there
were about the same number. The shooting during these open
events was of the very highest order, as is usually the case when
the talent ot New -Jersey gets together, which means that those
who do not crowd the 90 per cent, mark are practically "not in it."
At all of these meetings the utmost good feeling prevailed and
many friendships were formed between clubs and individuals.
While it is to be deplored that there was not a closer competi-

tion for the leading honors, the outcome of the team contests was
still satisfactory to sll concerned. After the Indrpendent team
had won six contests it was feared that the interest would flig,
but this was not the case, at least not to the extent that was feared.
Had the team of the Independents been pushed harder it would
have added zest to the various contests.
Another thing to be regretted is the rule which allowed men to

change teams in the various contests. We have always contended
that no man should be allowed to shoot on more than one team
during a series of shoots. Of course, during these shoots it was
legalized by the rules, but in the next series it should be prohibited.
During the series 88 team scores were shot, these calling for

10,975 targets, of which 8,399 were broken, the average per shot
being gS^ft'se, or 76.45 per cent. The number of targets broken in
each contest in order was as follows:
1st 8 teams 770 6th 9 teams 841
3d 10 teams 947 7th 9 teams 8tJ8
3d 10 teams '.m 8th 9 teams 875
4th 9 teams 822 9th 7 teams 677
5tlj 10 teams

,
.960 10th 7 teams 691

The following table shows the scores made by the teams in the
various contests, and also gives the average of each team, the
number of targets shot at and the percentage of the team:

Clubs. Scores. Shot at. Broke. Aver. Per ct
Indeptudent-

109 113 114 97 108 115 110 113 112 113 1250 1103 llO^.o 88 24
Maplewood

—

106 9.3 97 98 104 108 110 101 106 111 1250 1034 1(B*,„ 82 72
South Side—

79 106 lOd 103 106 108 303 103 105 107 1330 102S 103«,n .81 86New .Tersey— iv

9a 103 108 lOOO94 103 104 95
Boiiiug Spi'ings

—

93 90 109 107 105 m 98 95 84 93 J350
AVnodside—

104 93 93 104 103 ... 95 90 94 ^7 ll^.
Passaic City—

... 85 75 72 96 93 .88 9t 90
"
1126 781

East Side-Mutual—
^ 95 92 77 70 95 94 ?S «i 91 80 1250 SBfl
Biuuswick—

... 72 95 ...

East Orangp

—

91 93 78 77 66 70 87 77 1000

790 98M 79

975 971/6 78

873 97 : 7.(

m\ 69.19

8$ es.ss

The places held hy the teams in the several fcontests are here
shown:

1 3 3 h 5 6 T S 9 10

Independents 1116111111
Maplewoods 3 5 5 4 4 2 1 4 3 2

South Side 833 3 322333
New Jprsey 5 3 4 6 9 3 3 3 .. ..

Boiling Springs 6421354675
Woodside 3 5 7 2 5 . . 5 8 4 4
Passaic City 7 10 8656566
East Side Mutual 4 6 9 9 7 4 8 7 5 7
Brunswick 8 6 .. 8 7

East Orange 7 5 8 7 10 6 7 9 .. ..

It will thus be seen that the Independent team won first place
eight times, and tied once for the same position with the Maple-
woods. iThis ;tie occurred at Claremont. and at the succeeding
shoot on the grounds of the East Orange Club the representatives
of the sporting journals were given to tmderstand that the above
tie would be decided by the total scores made by the teams on
that day. The Independents made 113 to the Maplewood's 101,

and as a matter of course the papers stated that the tie had been
won by the Independents. At last Saturday's shoot, however,
members of the Maplewood cltib denied all knowledge of having
agreed to shoot off such tie. Hence this matter will have to he
discussed at the next meeting of the league. In the sixth contest
the Maplewoods and South Sides tied for second place and this
will also come up for discussion.
Appended is a list of all who made 80 per cent, or better shoot-

ing in five or more contests of the series:
Shoots. Per cent. Shoo's. Per cent.

ED Miller 9 93 44 W R Hobart 10 86
C Smith 5 9L20 W Smith 10 84.80

T.Brantingha.m....lO 90.40 E Phillips 8 84 50
RH BreintnaU.... 7 90.26 F Van Dvke 9 84
N Apgar 9 89.77 E O G offroy 8 84
FG Moore 7 89.14 C Hedden 9 83.5=i

W Sigler 5 88 J Purdy 6 83 33
J L Smith 6 87.33 E Collina 9 8177
0 Drake 10 87.20 J H Ricbmond. . . . 5 81.60

FPost 6 86.66 C D-an 9 8133
WF Simpson 5 86.40 A Whitehead 6 80.66

In all 134 individuals tooK part as memb- rs of the several teams.
The leaders in the contest for the Sf-ndard Keystone medal

offered for the best four consecutive scores wpre: C. Drake, 23, 24^

24, 25-96 (winuPT); E. D. Miller, 24. 33. 25, 34 -95; T. Brantingham,
34, 33, 32. 24-93; R. H, Breintuall, 33, 35, 2i 22—93; N. Apgar, 34. 33,

33. 23-92; F. G. Moore, 24. 25 23, 20-93; J. L. Smith. 21, 33, 23, 24-
90; F. Post, 32. 22, 23, 33-90; W. K. Hobart, 30, 33, 23, 34-00.
Scorps of 35 were made by the following: Miller, C. Smith

Drake, W. Smith, Moore. Collins, Breintuall.
Scores of 34: Apgar, Millei- (fourl, Brantingham (three), C.

Smith, Squires, Drake (three). J. L. Smith, Baar, Purdy, Moore,
Richmond, Hobart, Hedden. Whitehead.
Scores of 33; Apgar (three). Miller, Brsntingham (three), C,

Smith, Sigler (two), Sopsr (two). Dean (i wo). Drake, W. Smitth
(three), Addison, J. L. Smith, Van Dyke (two), Goeffroy, Purdy,
Moore (two), Richmond, Pont flwo), Hollister, Meyer, Keller, B,
Dukes, Hobart (three), BreintnaU (three), Phillips (two), Bram,
Shaw, Coeman, Van Nuis.
There were fifty-six 33s made during the series.
The prizes have been won as follows:
For greatest number of matches won. $20, Independents, who

also win al:J-gause Lefever gun presented by the Lefever Arms
Company for the highest team average in seven contests; average
112 5-7, or 90.17 per ceut.
Second prize, $15, Boiling Springs Gun Club.
Third prize, SIO. won by the South Side Gun Club.
Fourth prize, B5, won by the Maplewood Gun Club.
Club winning fifth place the greatest number of times, a case of

mounted quail presented by Sohoverling, Daly & Gales, won by
Woodside Gun Club.
Fnr winning sixth place greatest number of times, ten hags of

chiHed shot, presented by Tatham & Brothers, won by Passaic
City Rod and Gun Club.
For winning seventh place the greatest number of times, six

bags of chilled shot, presented hy the Le Koy shot and lead works,
tied for by East Side—Mutual Gun Club and East Orange Gun
Club.
For winning eighth place the greatest number of times, four

bags of chilled shot, presented by the Le Roy Shot and Lead
Works, won by Brunswick Gun Cluh.
Hiehest innividuallscore in first match, one year's subscription

to Jl?Jie?'ica>i ^'ieZcI. Thos. Brantingham; same in second contest,
one year's subscription to Foeest and Stream, F. S. Moore;
third contest, one year's subscripcionito Shnotinfj and Fishing, F.
G. M'^ore; fourth contest, one year's subscription to Forest and
Stream. R. H. BreintnaU; fifth contest, one year's subscription
to Sporting Times, C. M. Hedden, Where ties occured in the
above conLCSts they were decided hy the scores of the succeeding
shoot.
A solid silver soup ladle, presented by the Spoy-tina Times for

the best individual average in not less than seven contests, was
won by E. D. Miller, average 93.44 per cent. O. H. Townsend.
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The Great American Handicap.
New Lomdon. Conn.,Oct. 37.— As the target season is about over

we shall go to work at once on our grand live bird tournament,
which will be held the second week in January, and at which the
grand American handicap will be shot. This will without doubt
be the most important event ever shot in America, and as we are
already beginning to receive inquiiies in regard to the same have
decided to allow individuals to enter at any of the offices of the
members of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation in New York city. Their names and addresses are aa fol-
lows: Eorest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 Broadway; American Field
Pub. Co.. 19 Park place; Henry C. Squires. 178 Broadway; Jacob
Pentz, S Murray street; J. A. tl. Dressel (U. M. O. Co.), 313 Broad-
way.
Entries will also be received by Chas. Tatham, of Tatham &

Bros., 82 Beekman street, and Mr. .\I. F. Lindsley, of the Ameri-
can Wood Powder Co.. 50 Wall street, and such entries will be en-
tered on one of the books at the offices first named.
In making application for entrance, either bymail or in person,

a torfeit of $10 will be required. The balance to be paid on or
before Jan. 1, 1883. The entrance for the handicap event will be
SaO. Anyone failing to pay the balance of entrance money within
the specified lime shall forfeit the same, and it will be added to
purse given to the winners of the handicap. The purse will be
divided (the first season) 60. 30 and 10 per cent. The added money
given by the association will be added to the first money. The.
handicap for each purse must be shot down to one man. We will
have circulars and entry blanks ready to mail on 2<ov. 15. Entry
books will be at the different offices on Nov. 1. The handicap book
for the present will be kept at 313 Broadway, and the distance
from wnich each individual wiU shoot will be published not later
than ten days after entering.
We have before mentioned that entries would not be received

until Nov. 1, although several pigeon shots of America have
written about same, desiring to know how much money it was
necessary to inclose to enter for the handicap. Mr, F. C. Fowler,
of Mood us. Conn., ha? applied for entrance and inclosed a forfeit of
SIO, so under the circumstaDces will accept the same and enter it
as soon as the books are received from the printers. His handi-
cap win be 26 yds., as he has never shot a live pigeon out of a trap.
Iq this conupction we will state that entries for the handicap will
close on Saturday, Dec. 31, 1893.
Twenty-six yards will be the limit for handicapping. The

scratch mark will be extended from 30 to 33yds., and that will be
as far as any individual will ever be handicapped.

H. A. Penrose.

Riverview Gun Club Tournament.
The first tournament of the Riverview Gun Club, of Amsterdam

,

N. Y., at McClary Driving Park was well attended by members of
Eastern N. Y. State Trap Shooters' League. The early morning
was threatening, but about 10 o'clock some thirty visiting shooters
loaded down with gun-cases and shells climbed the hill to the
shooting grounds. Among them we noticed the Saratoga "delega-
tion" in force. Messrs. Gibbs, Peters, "Buck" Coster, Harry
Levengstou, and Ramsdill, along with them the crack Roberts, of
Rupert, Vt. The gejial secretary of the N. Trap Shooters'
League, Horace B. Darby, who edits the " Gun, Rifle and Rod"
dep~i.rt.ment of thp Albany Argus, trudged on ahead with his score
sheets along with .lohn V. Sanders, Taylor. Roekwortii, and Leon,
of Albany, Greer, Betts, Farman came later iu the day. Dr.
Wessels and Harry Bancroft of the Caufljoharic Gun C'lub we
found on the grounds, also Alvin Walrath and Fred Partiss of
Johnstown. W. H. Cruttenden Cthe kingbird trap and target
' Grutts "), of CazBDOvia, had charge of the traps and did general
"bustling." On his travel to Amsterdam he was accompanied by
Geo. Moslier, of Fulton, N, Y., who shoots and sells the famous
"L. C. Smith guns" for the Hunter Arms Co. Salisbury of Cana-
etota came along to try a hand with Mosher in ginasbing targets.
The Riverview Club members we found out in full force, doing
all they could to make the tournament a success.
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The general hiistlers and workers wSre the Pres. Elobert M.
Hartley, Capt: A. B. Br'prgs, G-. V. Hartley, and Messl'd. Pierce,
Trull, and others. Therte was some "kicking" by a few abour, tlif

tnaDagement < f entries, etc., but this being their first tournaiti^ni
the liiembeis riid the best they could, and that is about all anyone
cab do Ikir-kers and all).

The traps threw the birds hardj with a stiff wind frortl the
west and traps facing east it helped to make the shootiag ex-
tremelv difficult. The wind would catch the targets and they
wouW fly up a couple of feet in nearly every case. Oonsiderinc
the wind t'le scores made were far above the average. The lol-

lowingr are the scores:
No. 1, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1, three mouevs: Walratli 10,

Mosber ,5, Salisbury 7, Bancroft 4, Wessels 9, Reamer Rcc-
worth g, Sanders 8, Robprts 8. Lerengstou 10. Partis 4. Leon 7,

Greer 6, Peters 5, Buck 10, McGinnis 'J. Kenmore 9, Bett« 9.

No. 2. 10 kingbirds, entrance $1.30, four moneys: MosherlO.
Peters 10, Buck 9, Kinmore 10, tucGiunis 10, Roberts 9, Bafts 8.

Walrath 7, Sanders 9, Bock ^-orth 7, Bancroft, H, Wessels 8, Sal s-

bury 10, Taylor 10 Crutty S, Leon 7, Greer 9, Partiss H, Levensstuu
», n. M. Hartley 6.

No. 8, lO kingbirr'a, entry $1 iW, four moneys: Sanders 9, Hoc -

AV^orth 9, Salisbury 7. Wessels 8. L^vengston 8, Reamer 3, Mosi ' r

9. Peters 7, Buck 10, Kinmore 9, McGinnis 9, Roberts 10, Betts 10,

Baueroft 5, Lpon H, Taylor 10, Oiucty ti, Richards 8. Walrath 'i

Partis 7.

No. 4. 15 kingbirds, entrv $2, two mo^ eys and four merrihanriis :

iVlosher 1 11111)11111111—15 Betta 101011001111111-11
Peters 1111) 11 111 1 1011-14 Taylor 1 llHU 1 1111 111—i

o

Buck llnillinillU—15 Snnders 111111101111111-1

1

Kenmore 111111111111111-16 Rockworth. . . .llllllUlimoi- 1

1

McGinnis 0101 11101111111—12 Leon 1 llllllOlllOlll-lli
Roberts 111111111 111111-1 5 Levlr Rston ... .11 111111111 1 101- 1 i

Wessells llUllinilHOI-U Greer IIIOIIIOUOOIUI-IO
Sallsberg IIIIOIIOOOIUIO-IO Walrath liniUlllllOIO-ri
Orutty... 101111111011110-12 DevendM-f .101101111110111-13
No. 5. 10 kioKbirds, entry four moneys: Mnsber 8, Peti i

-

8, Buck 10. Kenmoi-e 9, McGinnis 8, Roberts 8. Richards 7, Tavh t

8, Crutty 9, Betts 8, Wessels 9, Salisbury 8, Rockworth 8, Wath-
burn 4. Levengston 10, Wa) '•ath 10, L^on 9.

No. 6. 5 live birds, entry $3..50, two moneys: Sanders 3. Moshe r

4. Levengston 8, Bancroft. 4, Walrath 2, Farman fi. Wessels 2.

Peters 4, Watson 3, Rockworth 5, Leon 4, Betts 4. Salisburj 4
Armstroue 3, Buck 3. Thorn 4, Devendorf 4, Greer b, Roberts 1

Parties 8. Crutty 4, Reamer 3.

No. 7, 30 kingbirds, enfy $3.60, &ve moneys;
Mosber.. ,11111111111101101111-18 Taylor... 0010l01111111111oni-:;i
Peters.... 101llllinilllimiO-18 Lyye'gst'nlllUn 11111111111 10-
Puck lllllllUllllOllllOl—18 Orutty . . .0111111111111)110110—J7
Kenmore. lllUlllllllllllllli—20 Betts 10111111110111001111-10
McGinnis. 11111101111110111111—18 Reamer. ..OlJOlOOOOlOllOlOllll-n
Roberts. ..11111100111111111110-17 Wessels. . .11111111111111111111—.0
Sanders . . . 1111 1011111111111101—18 Leon 101 11111011101 110111— Iti

Rockw'tb,1010011111010in0111-14 Walrath. .1111111 mill moilO-ig
DevendorfOlOlOOlUOlimilUll—14 Partiss, .. 11101100111110011111—15

No. 8, 15 kingbird", mnrcbandise, 852 entrance:
Mosber 011111111111111—14 Salisbury 001111111101011-11
Peters 111111110111011—18 R M Hartley. .llllUOllllOlll— 1:3

"Buck" OlllilUinilll-14 Levtngston... 111111111111111—1,5
"Kenmore"....111111111110101—13 Walrath IIUIOUUUIU-H
McGinnis 111011011111111—13 Ta\lir lllHllllllllll- );,

Roberts 111111111111110-14 Oiuity 111111111010111-13
Rockworth.... 111111011111110-13 Leon 111011011111111—]3
Sanders 111111111111111—15 Betts 111111101011110-13QY riartley.. .110101101111110-11 Wessels llllllillUllOO-ly
E Trull 010020100100011— 5
Prizes: Mosber, 1 year's subscription Daily Recorder; Buck, box

cigar-; Roberts, silk umbrella; Rockworth, derby liat; Sanders,!
year's subscription ShooUmg ond Fishing, box cigars: G. V. Har lej
1 year's subscription Sporting Revievj: Salisbury, outing shoeE;
LerengstOD, silk hat, case claret wiae; Walrath, carving set, bag
shot; Tavlor, 200 loaded shells; Crutty, 1 year's subscription
Sporting BeuieU', box cigars; Leon, 1 year's subscription Forest
AND Stream; Betts, box cigars; Wessels, 1 dozen whisk broom?,
box cigars.
No, 10, 10 kingbirds, $1 30 entrance, 4 moneys, unknown angles:

Mosber 8, Peters 9, Buck 9, Kenmore 8, McGinnis 7, Roberts 7.
Sanders 10, Wessels 8, Rockworth 6, Lavengston 8, WaJrath B
Betts 8. Partis 3, Bancroft 8, Taylor 8. Watson 3, Leon 6. Arm-
strong 5, Thorne 9.

No. 12, 10 kingbirds, $1.30 eutrance, 6 moneys: Mosber 8, Peters
7, "'Buck" 10, "Kenmore" 9, McGinnis 9, Roberts 8, Sanders 10
Riohnrds 7. Wessels 8, Levengston 10 Walrath 9. Armstrong 8.
Bancroft .5, Taylor 10, Devendorf 8, G. T. Hartley 8.

Averages: For bust averages in Events 3. 3, 4 5, 7, 8, 10 and 12.
100 targets. Buck, 95 per cent, first, wou W- E. Cross gold medal
valued at 825; Sanders and Kenmore, second, 93 per cent., divitled
$B; Harry L'--vengston, third. 93 par cent., $3; Taylor, fourth, 91
per cent., SI; IMosher. fifth; 90 per cent.; Dr. Wessels and Robprt^.
sixth. 88 per cent ; Gihbs and Peters, seventh, 88 per cent.; Wal-
rath, eighth, 84 per cent.

Chicago Traps.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 28.—There seems to be an impression current

in the East, though from what cause I cannot learn, ihat there is
to be beld in Chicago next spring a grand trap tournament under
the immediate charge of the World's Pair, the tournament, in-
deed, to be a part of the Fair and one of its attractions. I cannot
imagin« how such a belief can have gained ground, and should
not have known of its existence except for a visit from BIr. R. E.
Cos, of New York, who is now in this region seeking a possible
location for his old business of htiying and handling oigeons for
the trap, wherein he is well known in the East. Mr. Cnx says
that Mr. Neaf Apgar advised him that the World's Pair wonld be
running a tournament all next stimmer. and both thought that
this would offer a chance for business.
There was some talk loFg ago about a. tournament under the

auspices of the World's Fair, but nothing came of it, and no steps
were taken toward what for many reasons wonld be an im.practi('-
able project, for want of room if for nothing else. It is piobable.
therefore, that the unfortunate trap shooters of this and othT
countries will not have the pleasure of shooting for the Nation's
money, .at the Nation's pigeons, or targets. The June tournament
of the" Illinois State Sp^rt8men'8 Association has, however, always
been referred to as the "World's Fair tournament," and president
Organ at one time contemplated strengthening th.e band of that
association by getting some of its members deputized as officers
01 ibe Fair. This, bo wever, would alter the real nature oC the
shoot, or strengthen its resources.
The truth is, that World's Fair tournament is as yet all in the

air. It is easy to see that it will be a big affair, but how to make
it biggest and best is still a study. President Organ has called a
meeting of the executive committee of the Association for next
Monday evening, and at that time there will be every effort made
to formulate a plan for a work that certainly should be begun
before long and prosecuted earnestly.

It was once suggested that a call be issued to the trap clubs of
the country, asking for a contribution of $1 per capita, to go
toward a world's open purse. The plan has good and bad features.
If successful, it would still leave open the grave question. Who is

going to run this World's Fair tournament of the Illinois Associ-
ation next June?
That there will be a big shoot goes without saying. It will take

a week, perhaps two weeks, to run off the Stale shoot for the
championship badge alone, certainly two weeks to decide that and
the club team chami)ionship also. With the number of shooters
who will be present, it is safe to say that an open tournament of
30 or 60 days would not find the end of the shooters and the scoot-
ing enthusiasm. This tournament would follow right on after the
State shoot, at Watson's Park. Burnside. and it would make big
money for its management. But who is to be that managementV
tlan it be the officers of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Associ-
ation':' Can they, or any of them, give no 30 or 90 days oE tiuie to
the tournament? If they cannot, which of the Association's
members can't" It would make the Association rich, but how can
tlie Association alford to pay the price for such riches?

A COMfANY SUGGESTED.

It has been suggested, and I do not off-band think of any better
puggestion. that a stock company should be formed to run this
World's Fair open tournament. to put up purses, employ assistants,
and in short, to run this shoot and take its profits. This company
by its officers would represent a compact and movable force of
ready, practical efiiciencv. It could be made up of men whose
names would guarantee fairness and honesty. Ii could go to ttie

leading manufacturing coacerns interested in sports, and asU for
large cash donations, with every prospect of sncfss in obtaining
them. With what the company could offer in cash and what a
good heavy sweepsstakes entry would add, it seems easy to believe
that very large purses would be in comi:)etition, doubiless lartjer

than any ever gnen before in this country. Thus. Mr. Organ's
suggestion of a S35 mias-and-out shoot (even a 10 birds sweep
might take weeks to shoot to a flnisn) might mean to the winner
a neat fortune of itself should the suggestion be taken up.
There is no need for any company, if the State Association can

swing the open eboot. If it ca,im9tf§omp moix idgft must prQbably

be entertained. The company idea would have the desirable
qualities of oflering a management compact and direct in act'on,
and moreover accessible and respDnsihle. There might be worse
ideas, but this is only one suggestion, and lias never been taken
up. The definite plan of action is not yet determined upon, but
when announced it will, we all hopo, be fontid worthy of Chicago
a.nd of the World's Fair. This A.ssociation has a heavy contract
to fulfill, but it is not in the habit of failing. The Imrden of this
world's tournament rests not on the ofllcers of the Fair, but upon
the Illinois Association. The rights and privileges of this tourns-
ment belong to the Illinois Association. Whether it can avail
itself fully of these, or whether it will find it necessary to dele-
gate some of the privileges with some of the cares are questions
now urgent, and we hope soon to be answered.

THE CALUMET HETGUTS Clitrit

held a most enjoyable shoot Oct. 10 on its grounds on the lakp
shore, at Calumet Heights. A large number of members and in-

vited guests were presenf . The cotnpetition was keen and inter-

esting. Delightful weather iiivorofl the event. The club bot-i.?e is

aittiated on the shorn of Like Jliuhigan, about 35 miles fi'om Clii-

cago, in the midst of a wilderness.
The first shoot was a practice shoot.
No. 2. team s'^oot for price of birds, 9 birds: Patterson 5, Lam-

pbere 8. Isbell 7, Carsoi 4; total, 31, Bingham 8, Booth 8, Drake 1,

Cbamberlin 2; total, 19.

No. 3. team shoot for price of birds, 4 birds: Lampbere 1, Bing-
ham 3 Wteli 3, Carson 1, Drake 3; total, 10. Booth 3, Patterson 2,

Fleming 3, Davis 3, Chamberlin 0; total. 9.

No. 4. 9 birds: Lampbere 6. Patterson 5, Booth 5, Isbell 5, Cham-
berPn 4. Nichols 4, Fleming .5, Carson f5, Davis 1, Bingham 8, Car-
lisle Purdv 1, Heikes 7. Buigbam fir^t. Heikes spcond.
No. 5, 15 birds: Booth 12, Patterson 13 HeikPS 14, Bingham 13,

Carson 11, D ivis 6, Willard 10, Isbell 0, Lamphere 11. Heikes first,

Patterson second.
No. 6. 15 birds: Heikes 10, Patterson 8, Bingham 6, Booth 11,

Lamphere 10, Carson 8. Booth first, L mphere second.
No. 7. 9 birds: Drake .5, Pierce 1, Fisher 7, Purdy 1. Hinkins 1,

Chamberlin 1, Fosket 1, Carson 4, Waters 4. Drake first, Wateis
second.
No. 8. 9 singles, 6 doubles: Booth 7, Bingham 8, Lawphere 7.

Patterson », Drake 6. Ht"ikes 8. Purdy 8, Chamberlin 3. Divided.
No. 9, 15 hirdi-: Chamberlin 7, Wills 1, Allen 0, Stevenson 4

Nichols .5, Pierce 9, Carlisle S, Fosket^ 0, Fisher 4 Heikes 1, Purd>
0 Hillis 1.

No. 10. meflal shoot. 35 birds: Isbell 18. B->ot.h 20, Paf-erson 15.

Lampbere 13, Fleming 17, C:!hamberliu 11, Pierce 1.5, Hinkino 3.

.Stevenson 3, Davis 5, Wills 3, Car.5on 17. Booth first.

No. 11, 15 birds:, Booth 9. Patterson 10, Bingham 9, Lamphere 7,

t^arsou 10, Willard 13, Breckinridge 6, Isbell 9. Wiilard first, Car-
son second.
No. 13, consolation shoot, 9 birds; Isbell 7, Breckenridge 1

Davis 4.

Messrs. Heikes, Bingbim and Booth were handicapped by being
retiuired to hold the gun over the left shoulder before calling
"pull." The club offered prizes in aU shoots. To make it mot t

interesting, the .shooters made small sweepstakes of some of t]:ie

events.

Scores of the Moodus Interstate.

BBtiOW are the results of the ynrious events shot during tht
Interstate Manufacturers and Dealers' tournament at Moodus,
Conn , on Oct, 35 and 26.

The mrst Day,

No. 1, 10 singles, 75c. : Fowler 9, Brainard 7, Hobart 8, Apgar 10.

tl, A. IPiSSilQSB,

President Interstate Mauufaot urers' and Dealers' Assoelatio r of IS92.

Penrose 7, Edgarton 8, H. G. 5, Ayer 7, Alger 6, Mack 9, McGinty 5,

Richmond 8.

No. 3, 10 singles. «1.0?: Penrose 5. Hobart 30, Apiar 9, Treat 9.

M»ck 9, Brainard 9, Fowlsr 10, Mosber 8, Edgarton 8, Ayer 7, H. G.

6, Mctjinty 7, Alger. 7. Ventres 8.

No. 3. 15 singles, $1..50: Penrose 13, Hobart 11, Apsar 13, Edgarton
11, Fowler 13, Mack 13, McGinty 13, Brainard 7, Ventres 5, Rich-
mond 13. Ayer 7. Alger 11.

No. 4. 30 singles, $3.00: Penrose 11, Holiart 14, Apgar 17. Edgarton
18, Fovvlfr 18. Mack 19, H. G. 1.5, McGinty 13.

No. 5, 15 sint-'les. $1.50: Penrose 12. Apgar 14, Hobart 13. Edgar-
ton 14, Mack 10, McGinty 13, Alger 9. Brainard 11, Treat .5, Ayer 9.

Fowler 13. Bichmonrl 11.
No. 6, 10 singles. $1: Penrose 10, Aogar 8, Hobart 0, Fowler 8,

Mosber 9, Alger 9, Edgarton 10, Mack 7, McGinty 9, H. G. 9, Potter
6, Richmond (5, Brainard 10, Soiiih 7, Ayer 7.

No. 7, 10 singles, $1 : Fowler 8. Edga-ton 8. Apgar 7. Penrose 7

Hobart 6. McGinty 8, Purple 10, Alger 5, H. G. 9, Ayer 6. Mack 8,

Brainard 4.

No. 8, 10 singles, SI: Penrose 7. Apgar 8, Hobart 10 Fowler 9.

Edgarton 9, Potter 6, McGinty 8, Brainard 10, Mosber 7, H. G. 9,

Mack 10. Alger 7, Purple 7, Conk 9, Aver 8.

No. 9, 10 singles, SI: Treat 4. Rirhmond 10, Purple 9, Cook 9,
Penrose 6, Edgarton 7, Hobart 10. Fowler 9, McGinty 8, Potter 6,

Smith 3. Mack 8, H. G. 8, Apgar 10. Alger 7, Ayer 5.

No. 10, 10 singlPS, 75 cents: Apgar 9, Penrose 10, Hobart 10,
Brainard 9, Aleer 5, Edgarton 8, Fowler 10, Treat 8, Mosber 9, Mc-
Ginty 10, H. G. 9. Cook 10, Mack 10, Purple 7.

The Second Day.
'

No. 1, 10 singles, 75 cents: Hobart 10. Fowler 9, Ayer 6, Cowee 9,
Williams 10, Alger 6, Merrill 8, Penrose 4, Bristol 9, Longden 10,
Richmond .5, Brainerd 8, Apgar 8, Potter 7. Treat 10.

No. 3, 10 singl'-s: Penrose 8, Angar 8, Hobart 8, Fowler 10,
Cowee 10, Alger 7, Mosber 9, Smith 9, Ayer 7, Bristol 8, Longden 0,
Williams 10, Brainard 10. Merril 8. Richmond 9.

No. 3. 15 singles, $1,50: Fowler 13, Potter 13, H. G. 11, Penrose 13,
Apgar 14, Hobart 13, Purple 9, Cowee 13, Bristol 11, Longden 14,
Williams 8, Richmond 11.

No: 4, 20 singles, S3 entrance: Penrose 15, Apgar 1-5. Hobart 15.
F )wler 19, Cowee 16, Merrill 18, Bristol 18, Langdon 17, Brainard
16. Williams 17, H. G. 13.

No, 5. 15 singles, $1 50 entrance: Fowler 13 Penrose 13, Apgar 14,
Hobart 13, Alger 11. Richmond 13, Purple 7, Cowee 13, Longden 13.
Bt i«tol 14, Merrill 10. Williams 1'.;.

No. 6. 10 singl'=s, .SI entrancf': Hobart 8, Apgar 8, Penrose 6;
Br«iuard 5. Fowler S, Cowee 9, Purple 8, Beebe 1, Potter 4, Longden
10, BriHtol 9. Williams 9, Merrill a.

No. 7, 10 singles, SI entrance: Hobart 6, Penrose 4. Apgar 10,
Fowler .5, Cowee 9, Bnstol 10, Merrill 6, Longden 9, Co'-k 8, H. G.7.
No. 8,10 singles, gl: Penrose 8. Apgar 8, Hobart 9, Fowler 8,

Banning 9. Leonard 6, Cowee 10, Purple 9, Bristol 8, Longdon 9,
Beebe 6. Miner 5.

No. 9, 10 singles, gl: Fowler 8, Cook 9, Hobart 9, Apgar 8, H. G.
6, Bristol 7, Cowee 8, Longdon 8, Bsebe 3, Alg6r .5r '

.

No. 10, 10 singles, 75 cents: Penrose 8. Apgar 7, Hobart 9. Fow-
ler 9, Cowee 9. Miner 5, Best 7, Bristol 9, Richmond 7, Cook 8, Ban-
ning 9, Merrill 8, Longdon 10.

The Tournament at Newburgh.
The West Newhurgb Gnu and Rifle Club, which held its initial

tournameot on Oct. 27 and 28, is a. new organization, having been
formed last spring. It is comprised of some very enthusiastic
sportsmen and officered as follows: Pres...!. .J. E. Harrison; Vice-
Pres., D. Brown; Sec'y, Geo. G. ChandlT; Treas., J. A. Wood.
The grounds of tbe club are situated about SOOvds. from the old-
fashioned and homelike hostlery known as Gedney's Hotel, and
a'-e reached from the Erie depot by a two-mile drive over a well
made but terribly dusty macadamized road, the road leading by
many stylish suburban residences and comfortable looking farms.
The trap-shooting is done on a high piece of ground,which affords
some fine views of the surrounding country. The club has a neat
club house and shoots from a set of five traps set behind an earth
screen.
The weather on both days was favorable for outdoor sport. The

management of the shoot was attended to by J. J. E. Harrison, H.
C. Higginson, George Taggert, David Brown and W. P. Rayland,
who did all in their power to make tfie affair a succese. Mr.
Brown attended to the work of receiving entries, dividirg and
paying out moneys, while Mr. Taggert did the scoiing. The a.t-

fendance was not as heavy as was anticioated, but st'lL there
were enough on hand to give zest to the contests. The scores ran
low, only two straights being made during the two days. The
targ'^ ts and traps worked well and the foregrotind was clear, so
that the poor averages were unaccountable. Targets were de-
ducted from the purses at the unif-irm rate of 3 cents each.
Below are the results of the first day's work:
No. 1, 10 Keystones. *1 entrv: Taylor 9. Likely 8, Taggert 7,

K'ssam 6, Higginson 5, Kerr 4. Stansbrough 3, Wood 2.

No. 3, same as above: Kerr 9, Hieginson 9, Gettle 9 Taylor 8,

Kiasam 7, Stansbrough 7, Likely 7, J. Rboades 7, G. Rhoades 6,
Gibhs 6, Post 6, Thonecl.
No. 3, 15 Keystones, S1.50:

Rayland 111111011111111-14 Tbonet 111100101101011—10
Higginson ....110110011111010-10 Taylor 011110011111111-13
Stansbrough.. .101011011110101-10 Kerr 110011101000101- 8
Post OlOllllUDlOll—12 Likely 001111111101010-10
1 Rhoadps .. .111110101101111—12 Gettler 111111111111110-14
No. 4, 5 live birds, $3.50:

Patton 10101-3 J Rhoades 10101—3
Kerr 00000-0 Thonet 11001—3
Post 00111—3 Rayland 11110—4
ti C H 11000-3 Tavlor 01011-3
Wood .00011—2 Stansbrough 011X10-1
No. 5. 20 Keystones. 82:

Rayland.. 11111111011111011101-17 Thonet. ...10100110111011100111-13
Rhoades .11111101110110111101-16 Kerr 11111011110101111110-16
G-ttler. ...IIOIOIIOOUII 1011000-13 Taylor. . . .11111101110111111110-17
HCH .-00111011010011111110-13 Stans-
Post 11 1111110011111Um—18 brough .10101011111111101111—16
No. 6. 15 Kevstoce-, unknown angles, $1.50; Light 4, Taylor 13,

Thonet 7, H. C. H. 13 Rav land 5, Post 11-

No. 7, team shoot, 3 men per team, 15 Kingbirds per man. entry
54 90:

a C H.. - OlllonOlOllini—10 Kissam. . . .100100010000001- 4
^tansbr'gli 111011111011101-13 J Rhoades. 011110111111110—13
Gibhs 101111110111111-13-35 Taylor 011111110111111-1:^29
Getter 01 111 111 0101111-12 1-ikely 111011101111111-13
Ryland.... 0111111110101 1 1—13 Kerr.......OI00lllon0111C»— 9

Wird 01111101000101-11-35 G Rhoades.lOllOlllOOUl 111-10—33
No. 8, 10 sir.gie-* aud 3 p-tirs, entr? $1:

Tavlor 1110100111 11 1010—11 T Rhodes.. .01:001 1001 10 00 10— 7
Thonet ....1101111111 111010-13 Rayland. .. .1111111110 11 10 11-14
Post lIlOOllli'l 11 1111-18 Moore lOOOOOOlOO w
aCH OUllllOUl 10 00 10- 9 Wood 1111101100 1010 10—10
Licht 0101101001 w Kerr PllOiOOOll 00 10 00—6
Kissam. . . .lllllilUI JO 10 10—11 McDowell . .OOlOOOluOl 00 10 00— i
J Rhodes.. .inillllOf 10 11 10—13
No. 9, 10 Keystones, $1 entiy: Taylor 10, Ravland 9, Post 8,

LicbrS, J. Rhodes 9, Higginson 7, Patten 3, Thonet 5 Stansbrough
7 Moo'-f* 3, Gibhs 5 Woods 7, Likely 5, G. Rhodes 7, Kerr 3, Kissam
6, Donahue 4.

TIw Second Day
drew out about the same number of entries as the preceding one,
.Among the new comers being Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Lindsley, of
Hobolcen, N. J., H. G^^i.tler, of Greenport, W. R. Hobart of New-
ark, Dr. Horton and Dr Mason, of Peekskill.
Tne event of the day was the one at 10 live birds .flO entry with

13 names on the list. The curious part of this shoot was that al-
rhougb the birds werp only fa'r flyers no one succeeded in killing
more than seven. "Wanda's" sixth bird escapsd both barrels and
settled on a tree, from which a few moments later he was knocked
by a stone thrown by a boy. The scores of the day's shooting are
here appended.
No. 11, 10 bey«tones. SI entrancp: H. G. 7, Thonet 6, Light 6, Post

10, H. C. H. .5, Wood 7, Taylor 8, Kerr 3, Lindsley 9, Case .5, Likely
9. Rayland 7, Stansbrough 8.

No. 12. 10 keystones, unknowu angles, %l entrance: Donehugh
5, Wood 3, Kissam 3. Post 7, H. C. H. 3, Tnonet 3, Tavlor 6. Likely
7, Rayland 5. H. G. 4. Stansbrough 4, Case 1, Condit 5, Lindsley 3.

iN'o. l.'J, 15 sinerlps, $1.50 entrance:
Gib>> OOlOlllUllllOl—11 Wood 001111010010001— 7
Kerr lllimillOOlll-12 Taylor imillHllini-15
Lindsley 110111011111101-13 H G 101011111111111-11
Post OUlOminOlOl—11 Rayland 111111111100111-13HCH 001111101011110-10 Kissam 111111111011111-14
Thonet OIllllOlOlOCOll— 9 Stansbrough.. 111011111111101-13
No. 14, 10 singles, $1.10 entrance: Condit 5, Case 3, Taylor 8,

Honelugh 9, Kiasam 7, Lindsley 9, Post 7, Thouet 6, H. 0. H. 7,
Kerr 2. Gibb6, Ba^ land 8, Likely 7, Stansbrough 6, H.O. 7,Coyle6.
No. 5, 20 singles. $3 entry:

Thonet.. . .11101011111110101100—14 Rhoades. . 00111111111011011101—15
Horton. ...11110111010110011001-13 H. C. H. . .01110111110101)101101—1.3
Mortfmer.llOlOlOOOl 1000110111 -11 Linsley . . .01000011010011111100—10
Taylor.. ..111111101)0111111110-17
No. 6, 10 live birds, $10 er try:

Horton llSoOUlOa- 7 Post 1310011081— 7
Wanda O0OIIOUO2I— 4 HC H 0333020211— 7
Lindsley 2332200301- 7 Condit 2033210010— 6
Kerr 0002000201— 3 Kissam 3331 12O0OI— 7
Vlortimer 1020120210— 6 Stanbrough 022o32220o— 6
H G 0021S1012O- 6 Rayland. 0120200300— 4
Cave 001o2o0n3— 5
No. 7, 15 keystones 81.50 entry:

T Rboades 100111111111111—13 Lindsley 001111110101111-11
HG Omi 111100 1110 -11 Donahue OllOOOllOlOOOOl- 6
bight lUlOlOOOOOOOlO- 6 Post 11011110001)110—10
McCormick . . .0111100)1001111-10 Ravland ...... .1101101111111 ) 1—13
Taylor 011)1 11111110' 1—13 HCH 111111111000110-11
Kissam 101111011)00100- 9 Likely 101111011101110-11
Tbonet OlllOlOUllOlll—11 Hobart imiinOOllllO-13
No. 8, 10 slnglf-s. %l entry: Ta.ylor 7, Gibhs 6, Rtaoades 7, K^rr 4,

Kissam 7, H. C. H. 4. Donahue 8, Brem 6, Cave 3, Lindsley 9, Ray-
land 7, McCoimick 7.

Annie Oaklej's Return.
Last Saturday evening we received the following:
"Continental Hotel, Newark, N. J., Oct. 27.—Will you kindly

call and take dinner with us about 5:30 or 6 o'clock to-morrow
(Friday) evening. We shall be very glad to see you. as we have,
just returned from Europe. Truly yours, Frank Butler.

Annie Oaklet.''
Here was a nice p'ckle of fish. An invitation to take dinner on

Friday and on said Friday we were at the Newburgh tournament
wtiile said letter was traveling about to find us. And worse still,

to lose the coveted opportunity of being one oF the first to wel-
come "Little Sure Shot" to her native heath, to which she had
been a stranger for four long years.
But what can't be cured must be endured, so all we could do

was to repair to the Continental and make amends for tardiness.
Arriving at the hotel we were given the warmest kind bf a greet-
ing by the returned travelers, both of whom looked in splendid
health, despite the arduous duties imposed upon them in the
elt'ven different countries visited with t^e Wild West show.
Miss Oakley looked the picture of henlth, and, in fact, she said

she nevar felt better than at preeent. She baa the same pleasant
smile and clear biOk as of old, and s^ows little or no trace of her
barri work. During the- past four years she has never failed to
give her two performances daily when the show was in season,
besides tloing more or less practice work, match shooting and
hunting. This record clearly proves that "Little Sure Shot" pos-
sesses an iron constitution.
AU of her shooting paraphernalia was brought out for our in-

sp-ction, and the collection is a fine one. Inelud^'d in the lot is a
Francotte bearing the name of Von Lpngerke & Detmold, New
Vork. this gun—a 13-bore—having been built on precisely similar
lines to a high-grade Purdy. The "service gun" of Miss Oakley,
with which her exhibition shooting has been done for over five
years, ig etiJl'la srime coudition, although the stock, with ianxi-
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merable scars, looked as t^hou^h It had passed "through the
wars." There was alfo an elegantly constructed JScal. oval-hnre
rifle, built for siionting at the running deer target at Bisley. This
is a magnificently-built weapon, and in the near future we hope
to have the privileere of giving it a trial. A.nother fine weapon is

a superbly gold-mounted Smith & Wesson revolver.
Miss Oakley has probablv the largest and most valuable collec-

tion of medals and jewelry ever collected by a markswoman,
some of the latter being superb in their style of work. Tiie col-
lection comprises, rings, bracplets, pins and necklaces without
number, some of which were presented to ber by European poten-
tates who were captivated bv her superior style of shooting.
Wherever she appeared she received an ovation and had the
entree of the best i^ouses. She had, while in England, the privil-

ege of shooting with the Hurlingham Gun Club, being the firft

profpssional shot who was ever honored thus- In one of the
shoots on these grounds she won first paize alone by killing four
English bluerocks in a miss and^out event. Speaking of the rela-
tive quality of the genuine Erglish hluerock. Miss Oakley says
that those which are classed as "medium" are far superior to
what American shooters call hard birds.
Over the mantel in Miss Oakley's parlor is amounted English

bluerock wbii^h wa= the winning bird in her match with Mr.
Chapman, an English expert. She killed 19 birds to her opponent's
18, each shooting at 25. The birds for this match were brought
on to the field, each in a separate box, and she says they were the
finest lot of flyers she ever saw. This she considers ber best work
in England. She bad previously won a big nrize at Milan by kill-,

ing 14 straight in a miss-and-out, but the Italian birds she says
are not to be compared to the good ones of England.
"Little Sure Shot" has mastered many difflcult feats since she

left American soil, one of the most taking being the breaking of
two glass balls, these being thrown in the air and fired at while
sitting upright in the saddle on a horse that is leaping a hurdle
as the shots are made. She has also become an accomplished
rider of the bicycle and makes many difficult shots while propell-
ing the machine.
Mi»8 Oakley is about to purchase a farm somewhere in the rural

districts of New Jersey in order to have a place of retreat when
off duty. She will remain in Newark until the 9th inst . when she
goes to Altoono. Pa., when she will take part in a 25-bird match
against "Billy" Clark, of Altoona. From that place she will go
to her aged mother's home in Woodland, Dark county, Ohio, for a
lengthy visit.

Teterans at the Traps.
AxTHOTjGH the town of Bound Brook, N. J., has a goodly num-

ber of expert live bird shots very few matches have been shot
there of late years. The town has no regularly organized gun
club, and when its experts want to enjoy a day's sport at the
traps they are obliged to go elsewhere. With the advent of new
blood, however, the place Is very likely to claim a full-fledged
flub in the near future. One of the most enthiisiastic smooth-
boie manipulators of the place is James H. Force, well known as
a member of the old Middlesex Gun Club, of Plain field, and as
the former proprietor of Force's Hotel iu that town. Mr. Force
removed to Bound Brook seven months ago and embarked in the
hotel business and is now trying to awaken an interest in live
bird shooting in the vicinity of his new home.
Chief among the live bird shooters of Bound Brook is "Uncle"

John D. Voorhees, who is over 70 years of aee but still as enthusi-
astic over the sport as in his early days. "Uncle John" is known
and lovpd by every shooter in New Jersey and never fails to put
in an appearance at nearby tournaments when Jive birds are used.
Recently "Uncle John" and "Jimmy" Force got into a good-

natured discussion as to their own relative merits as live bird
shots, the outcome being the arrangement of a match at 20 birds
each for $50 a side, the match to be shot at Bound Brook on Oct.
24. On the appointed day the principals and a number of their
friends put in an appea.Tance as pnr agreement, bringing along
with them several crates of good birds.
The opening event of the day was the above match, which was

ohot under Hurlingbam rules, except ttie boundary which was
.'jOyds. Both men were in good form and some fine kills were
made. The score follows:
Force 32031202320121320020—14
Vr OTbees 20022010231010002012—11
The match was followed by three sweepstakes at 5 birds each,

f5 entry, of which the scores follow:
No 1. No. 2. No. 3

Forest 00121-3 21002-3 01110-3
J H Force 12]03-4 02013-3 00000-0
O Smith mil- .5 31311—5 11120-4
VJov 01131-4 01110-3
J D Voorhees 21123-5 00111-3
E Shepherd 01100-3 00122-3W Anderson 20103-3 00111-3

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The last shoot of the season of the Bemls Park Gun Club, of

Omaha, Neb., was held on Oct. 22. It closed a very successful sea-

son. Increased interest has been taken in the club, and the regular

shoots have resulted in a very noticeable improvement in the marks-
manship of the members. The prizes offered at the opening of the
season have been awarded, and the first prizes, consisting of two
handsome gold medals, were won by H. E. Chubback and Stockton
Heth. George W. Loomls and WilUam Salisbury are the winners of

second place and elegant shell cases. The special prize, offered for

the greatest improvement during the season, a steel fishing-rod, was
won by Harry Reed The corduroy shooting coat, offered by the
Bemis 'Omaha Bag Company to the member participating in the

greatest number of shoots, was won by F. H. Blake.

The BoiUng Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., held its annual
meeting on Oct. 27 and elected the following officers: Pres., Ed. A.
Jeanneret; Vice-Pres., C. H. Coe; Treas., Lewis Lane; Sec'y, P. A.
Jeanneret; Cor. Sec'y and Capt , Cornelius Collins. Directors, Ed.
A. Jeanneret, C. H. Coe, Cornehiis Collins, W. H. Huck. B. H. Peck,
Lewis Lane and E. T. .Jochem. The club will hold their regular shoot
on the first Wednesday after the first Monday in each month, begin-
ning at 2:30 P M.. for the next three months. The first shoot will be
held on Nov. 9 The shoots are for cash prizes, each member to shoot
at 25 bluerock targets, known traps, but unknown angles.

A shooting club has been organized at Monroe, Mich., with the fol-

lowing oflacers: President, Austin Wing, of Detroit; vice-president,

J. S. Goddard. Chicago; treasurer, F. S. Sterling, of Monroe; secre-

tary, L. J. Osborn, Chicago; trustee, W. C Sterling. Jr., of Monroe.
The club consists of 12 members, two from Detroit, five from Chica-
go and five from Monroe. It has been named the Liberal Shooting
Club, for one of the rules is that all game shot must be distributed

among the members. The Sterling marsh has been secured and
more is to be secured soon.

To the New Jersey Trap Shootere' League: In your next series of
shoots award your championship trophy to the club winning first

place the greatest number of times, and award all other team prizes

on the basis of the best averages in say, four-fifths of the contests,

and don't allow a man to shoot on more than one team during a
series. Also arrange one or more individual contests, say at 25 tar-

gets per man, these to he continued through the series of touma
merits, prizes of fair value to be awarded for the best average in four-
fifths of the shoots.

That little 16 bore Parker shot by A. W. Du Bray is playing havoc
with live pigeons in this vicinity. On Tuesday, October 25, at a
social gathering on the Claremont grounds, Du Bray shot at forty
live birds, 28 and 30 yds. rise, 25 yds. boundary and killed 39. The
genial Southern salesman usually holds a gun;pretty steadily when
a live bird is in range, and his recent exploits have proven conclu
sively that a 16-bore is deadly.

AV. G. Clark, of Altoona, Pa., will hold a tournament at the
Wapsononock Shooting Park, ou Nov. lO-tJ, when both Uve birds and
targets will bw used. The great feature will be daily exhibitions of
shooting by Miss Annie Oakley, "Little Lure Shot." this being her
first appearance in this country since 1889. Miss Oakley and Mr.
Clark will also shoot a match at twenty-five live birds each.

Al. Heritage says his tournament to be held at Marion the latter
part of this month will comprise one day's shooting at targets and
two days at live bird.s. As an incentive for shooters to take in both
the live bird days Mr. Heritage wdl give $15 to first and $10 to second
average in all programme events for the two days.

The Beatrice Gun Club has been organized in Lincoln. Neb., and
the followmg officers elected: President, F. E. Kimball; Vice-Presi-
dent, E. L. Thrift; Secretary, W. D. .Moulton; Treasurer, Paul Wal-
ter. Arrangements were made for a three days' shooting tourna-
ment during the first week in November, open to the Siate.

Enoch D. Miller notifies us that the Union Gun Club will hold a
tournament at Springfield, N. J., on November 22-23. The first day
will be devoted to Keystones and the second day to live birds of
which a big lot will be on hand. Stages will meet at trains at the
Millburn depot.

These oiBcers have been elected by the Middlelown (Pa ) Shooting
and Game Protective Association: President, Samuel Gingrich;
Vice-President. John Marquart; Treasurer, Michael Sheesly; Secre-
tary, Leonard R. Hippie.

W. B. Hobart would like to correspond with all gun clubs In New
Jer.sey in reference to the second series of shoots of the New .Jersey
Trapshooters' League. His address is 59 Halsey street, Newark,
N J.

Knoxville and the 1893 shoot are interesting trap shooters all over-
the country. It is not often that a club can be found with the hardi-
hood to add Si.000 to the purses for a three-days' shoot.

One of the "Know-it-alls," who hashes up alleged trap news for an
Ohio paper, says that the coming Elliott-Fulford matches will be
nothing but "gate receipt contests." Bosh!

The Central Gtm Club, of Long Branch, N. J., intends to call a pub-
lic meeting of all Monmouth county sportsmen, for the purpose of
discussing a revision of the game laws.

The shoot of the West Virgiuia State Sportsmen's Association, to
be held at Wheeling on Nov. 24, will be a big affair, as every club in
the State expects to send representatives.

The New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League will hold a meeting in a
few days for the purpose of settling up the accounts for the seritsof
shoots 'just ended.

The Fairdale Gun Club, of Kansas City, Kas , has elected ofiRcers as
follows: Z.W.Drake, General Manager; James Bates, Secretary

;

and John Hall, Treasurer.

Milwaukee will be the center of attraction on the 24th to 26 of this
month. The Gun Club property was not destroyed in the recent
fire.

The Newark Gun Club will hold an all day's shoot at live birds on
John Erb's grounds on Nov. 17. A big stock of birds will be on hand.
The initial shoot of the newly formed Connecticut State League

will be held at New Haven on November 9.

The West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Club will hold a trap touma
mtnt the Itater part of April or early in May.
The Riverview Gun Club, of Amsterdam, N. Y., will hold a shoot

on Thanksgiving Day.

Has the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association gone out of ex-
istence?

The Essex Gun Club will hold its monthly shoot at Marion on
Nov. 17.

What is the matter with the proposed team race at New London?
The Newark Gun Club will shoot at John Erb's on Nov. 10.

Don't forget the Altoona shoot on the 10th and 11th.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

A Series of 'Washingtnn Tours for the Fall and
"Winter via Pennsylvania Railroad.

As the various seasons come and go the principal points of
interest, as well as those for enjoyment, put in their claims for
the attention of the tourists and the tiraveling public generally.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Comnany, through its tourist depart-
ment, are continually on the qui Vive in selecting for their series of
tours seasons and destinations best adapted for the comfort and
pleasure of their patrons. These Washington tours which are an-
nounced for this fall and winter are among the most select and
choicest of Pennsylvania. Railroad tours, and are so well timed
that it gives to the tourist the best traveling season and opportu-
nity of seeing the National Capital in active operation. The
second tour of this series will leave New York in a special train
of Pennsylvania Railroad standard coaches ou Nov. 10, and the
round-trip rate of $13 00 will cover transportation in both liirec-
tious, as well as include hotel accommodations at, the principal
hotels in Washington. Tickets, including meals t»i route, $h50
additionai. The tours will be of three days' duration. Later
tours to this interesting city are announced to depart Nov. 24,
Dec. 15 and 29. Application for itineraries should he made to the
Pennsylvania Railroad Ticket Agents or Tourist Agent, No. 849
Broadway, New York —AfJv.

A New-Subscribeir Offer.

A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that
sum tlie Forest and Stream one year (price .$4) and a set of
Zimmerman's famous "Due Uing Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a $9 value for $5.

This offer is to nciv subscribers only, it does not apply to
rennoals.

For $3 a 6ona j^detiew subBcriber for six months will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
Fleet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the
price of which ia $3).

Messrs. Adolph Isaacsen & Son, of 93 Fulton street. New
York, are breeders cf the well-known brand of "Sure Pop" forref?,
guaranteed to be rat hunters and k'llers from the word go. They
also have on hand terriers that are specially trained to hunt in
company with ferrets, and which, while they arc great ratters,
will not harm the ferrets no matter how much they are provoked
by the latter. The combination is very effective.—^ric.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our lllustrateil Gatalogne

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

W&RD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AND CHAMPLAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts is-

sued by the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BUKDIOK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

TEY THE ¥IMEE IN THE HTHO TEIALS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
In ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIRES, I need not tell you where he lives, order some of
tn 3 niapnn matpVl nr ir\r f^rcre't nnrl crume^ cf>n/-l fni- A\''olcrnrlo in TT \K r"" C™„1,„1„_„ r\

correct and are safer than any other Nitro.

12-6a. U. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hundred.
" Walsrode Specials Gastig^ht 3.00 "

O. HESSE, Sole
Magazines and OfRce, Red Bank, N. J.

Agent U. S. America.
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OUB AMATEUR PHOTOGBAPHS.

If the estimate may be based on the requests for ama-

teur photography competition conditions the interest in

M^hat the Forest and Stream has undertaken to do in

this direction is widespread.

Now that so many outers have returned or are return-

ing from the outing of 1892, with camera souvenirs of the

vacation time, we hope that our collection may not be

forgotten.

With the co-operation of amateur photographers we are

giving some capital pictures of outdoor sport in field and

wood, and in lake and stream. The addition of camera

sketches to the pen pictures by Forest and Stream con-

tributors has been recognized as a happy thought.

FAMILIAB ACQUAINTANCES.
THE BULLFROG.

The flooded expanse of the marshes has shrunken per-

ceptibly along its shoreward boundaries, leaving a mat of

dead weeds, bits of driftwood and a water-worn selvage

of bare earth, to mark its widest limits. The green tips

of the rushes are thrust above the amber shallows where-

on flotillas of water-shield lie anchored in the bub, while

steel-blue devil's needles sew the warm air with intangible

threads of zigzag flight.

The meshed shadows of the water-maples are full of

the refl ctions of the green and silver of young leaves.

The naked tangle of button bushes has become a green

island, populous with garrulous colonies of redwings.

The great flocks of wild ducks that came to the reopened

waters have had their holiday rest and journeyed onward

to summer homes and cares in the further north. The
few that remain are in scattered pairs and already in the

silence and seclusion of nesting. You rarely see the

voyaging muskrat or hear his plaintive love calls.

Your ear has long been accustomed to the watery

clangor of the bittern when a new yet familiar sound

strikes it, the thin, vibrant bass of the first bullfrog's

note.

It may be lacking in musical quality, but it is attuned

to its surroundings, and you are glad that the green-

coated player has at last recovered his long-submerged

banjo and is twanging its water-soaked strings in prelude

to the summer concert. He is a little out of practice and

his instrument is slightly out of tune, but a few days' use

will restore both touch and resonance, when he and his

hundred brethren shall awaken the marsh-haunting

echoes and the sleeping birds with grand twilight

recital,

It will reach your ears a mile away and draw you back

over the happy days of boyhood when you listened for

the bullfrogs to tell that fish would bite and it was time

for boys to go afishing.

In the first days of his return to the upper world of

water this old acquaintance may be shy and neither per

mit nor ofl:er any familiarity. The fixed placidity of his

countenance is not disturbed by your approach, but if

you overstep by one paoe what he oonsidero the proper

limit, down goes his head tinder tjover of the floodi

Marking hie jerky coutse With sh underwftke and «

shiver of the rushes, he reappears to calmly observe you
from a safer distance.

Custom outwears his diffidence and the fervid sun

warms him to more genial moods, when he will suffer

you to come quietly, quite close to him and tickle his

sides with a buUrush, till in an ecstacy of pleasure he

loses all caution and bears with supreme contentment

the titillation of your finger tips. His flabby sides swell

with fullness of enjoyment, his blinking eyes grow
dreamy and the cornez's of his blandly expressionless

mouth almost curve upward with an elusive smile. Not
till your fingers gently close upon him does he become
aware of the indiscretion into which he has lapsed, and
with a frantic struggle he tears himself away from your

grasp and goes plunging headlong into his nether ele-

ment, bellowing out his shame and astonishment.

Another day as you troll along the channel an oar's

length from the weedy borders, you see him afloat on his

lily pad raft, heeding you no more than does the golden-

hearted blossom whose orange odor drifts about him, nor

is he disturbed by splash of oar nor dip of paddle, nor

even when his bark and her perfume-freighted consort

are tossed on your undulating wake.

As summer wanes you see and hear him less frequently,

but he is still your comrade of the marshes, occasionally

announcing his presence with a resonant twang and a

jerky splash among the sedges.

The pickerel weeds have struck their blue banners to

the conquering frost, and the marshes are sere and silent

and desolate. When they are warmed again with the

new life of spring, we shall listen for the jubilant chorus

of our old acquaintance, the bullfrog.

A MASSACHUSETTS MUDDLE.

The Massachusetts Association for the Protection of

Game and Fish caused the arrest of a Boston restaurant

keeper for having exposed quail for sale in the close

season. The defense set up was that there was no law in

Massachusetts forbidding the sale of quail at any season

of the year; and this defense was accepted by Judge

Adams, of the Municipal Court, who thereupon dismissed

the case.

This is the way in which such an anomalous condition

of afl:airs comes about. The game law of 1886 in the first

section forbade the killing of quail, woodcock, ruifed

grouse, etc., between certain dates; and in the third sec-

tion prohibited the sale of such game during the periods

within which killing was forbidden by the terms of the

first section.

In 1891 a law prescribing seasons for killing was

adopted. This was an independent new law, not an

amendment of the first section of the old law, which

section was declared to be repealed. The repeal of the

first section, it was held, nullified the third section with

respect to quail and the other species designated.

While it certainly could not have been the intention of

the Legislature to remove prohibition of sale in close

season, and while the enactment of the 1891 statute in

its present form was manifestly a piece of carelessness,

Judge Adams's ruling appears to be sound. But whether

or not the present law forbids the sale of game in close

season, it may be practicable to provide a new
law early in the next session; and if that

shall be done, the consequences of the blunder can-

not prove of a grievous nature. The moral is that eternal

vigilance is the price of game protection, and the vigi-

lance must be exercised in the framing of statutes quite

as diligently as in enforcing the laws.

Rev. J. B. Harrison, the well known apostle of forest

preservation, has been talking on his favorite theme to

the people of his own State of New Hampshire. Public

forestry meetings have been held in the midst of the

political campaigning, and that under such conditions

the gatherings have been large and the audience s inter-

ested is a demonstration both of Mr. Harrison's skill as a

teacher and of the gratifying growth of forestry senti-

ment. Mr. Haarison has a way of talking hard, common
"horse" sense; he discusses the forestry problem on the

hard-pan basis of the profit and loss involved for the

people of the Granite State; and by so demonstrating the

practical bearing of the subject upon the financial wel-

fare of the people, he is preparing the way for the adop

tioa ef a better and wiser gconomyi

THE FALUS SHOOTING.
Up to the present time the shooting in the Eastern

States has not been good. Birds are apparently more
plenty than usual, but they are very hard to find. This

results from the extreme dry weather of the past two
months, which has so parched the ground that the scent

does not lie at all. The dogs cannot smell the birds, and
either run over them without giving the gunner warning or

else pass them by imnoticed. The result in either case is

the same. This drought appears to have prevailed oven-

almost the entire country, for the same story is heard from
the Atlantic Caast almost to the Mississippi Valley. In a

few places there have been local rains, which have moist-

ened the ground sufiiciently to make it possible for the

dogs to use their noses, but such places are the exception

to the rule. Out in Kentucky things are so bad that the

field trials which were to be held there have been given

up on account of the drougth, and the scene of the trials

transferred first to Columbus, Indiana, and again to Mis-

sissippi,

Bat while the drought makes the shooting bad and the

bags light, it is certainly a good thing for the game
supply. There is always water enough for drinking, and
the birds scattered out on the dry uplands are safe except

when by accident they are stumbled on and two or three

shots are had at the bevy. To one species, however, this

dry weather brings danger: the woodcock cannot feed in

parched, hard ground, and is obliged to resort to the

swamps and wet places whose area is now so greatly

contracted. Usually in autumn these birds are dispersed

over a wide range of woodland and hillside, but in times

of drought they may be found in great numbers in the few
damp spots that remain in the dried-up swamps.
Reports which come to us from Connecticut and Mass-

achusetts state that the woodcock are shifting now, and
under ordinary conditions the flight should be at its best

at this very time. Nov. 10 is a red-letter day on our

woodcock shooting calendar. All New England reports

tell of abundance of quail and ruffed grouse, but there is

universal complaint of the dry weather, and the leaves

are said to have hung on the trees longer than usual.

But little can be said as yet of the prospects for the duck
shooting. We hear prophecies of a cold, hard winter.

It is said that there has been an early and unusually large

migration of small birds, that the wild geese and ducks

have all gone south already, that the muskrata have built

high, that the goose bone is hard and dark, and that the

corn husks are thick, So, it is said we ai'e to have a hard,

long winter. Let us wait and see. A cold, stormy win.

ter usually means good fowl shooting.

SNAP SHOTS.

It is understood that a shipment of wild animals cap-

tured in the Yellowstone National Park is now on its way
to Washington for the National Zoological Park. The
list is as follows: Two yearling elk (male and female)

and two calves (male and female), one mule deer (female),

two red foxes (male and female), two black bear yearlings

(male and female), three bear cubs (two male, one female),

one badger (male), one beaver (male). The three bear

cubs were taken from two different mothers, both of

which were followed by twins. One of the four captured

cubs died. In each of these two families the mother and

one cub was cinnamon color, or brown, and the other

cub black. Captain Anderson, Superintendent of the

National Park, had some other animals in captivity, but

—

one night his yearling bullock broke into the pen where

the antelope was kept, and the next morning it was
found that the latter had gone where the good antelope

go. A wolverine died. The shipment under considera-

tion wiU, however, make a considerable addition to the

stock of animals now in the National Zoological Park.

The late Elihu Phinney, of Cooperstown, New York,

was a life-long, consistent, active and influential advo-

cate of the protection and preservation of nature's boun-

ties of fish and game. He believed and held to the belief

by preaching and practice and by example that one

generation should enjoy these good things of the earth,

only with a jealous regard for the geaerations to follow.

It is hoped that there may be a good attendance and a

profitable discussion of interests at the meetingjof the;ex-

eoutive committee of the New York State Association for

i the Proteebion of Fish and Game at Syracuse next Thuri-
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A TRIP TO WYOMING.

The town of Gardiner, built on the northern confines

of tbe Yellowstone Park, is a typical frontier settlement.

The Park line is said to run through the middle of the

single street. South of this the mountains rise from a

narrow belt of plain, bordered on the east by Gardiner's

River. North of this line a few frame or log buildings

stand on a lofty bluff some 300yds. from the Yellowstone

River. The intervening space is occupied by an assort-

ment of empty cans, old hats, broken stoves and cats

who are, perhaps, enjoying a tenth existence, but who
have certainly lost grasp of their nine earthly lives.

These acres', generously provided with material for a

widespread pest, are purified by the clear air and seem
to be no source of anxiety to the natives. Indeed, when
I called the attention of my courteous host to a smell

which indicated an open drain, at least, he, being fur-

nished with a sense of humor, told me that that was im-

possible, because there wasn't a drain in the place.

From Gardiner we packed south through the Park, It

will not be wise to give here those details which are set

down in the excellent guide books which one can buy.

We had an advantage in starting after the tourist had
finished and being, for the time, in sole possession of

our route of travel. We camped in full sight of Old
Faithful, who tossed up sheets of shimmering silver for

us by sunset and moonlight, and sunrise, and other kinds

of illumination. We looked at leisure into the boiling

blue of the crater of the Excelsior Geyser and rode at

ease, except for the freaks of the pack train, along the

beautifully tinted beach of Shoshone Lake.
And here I make a contribution to the literature of

beaver sticks. The beach at Shoshone Lake is composed
of pebbles of volcanic origin of dim blue and pink and
maroon shades of color, and these pebbles stretch out

from the shore under water for a considerable distance.

Behind the beach at one spot there is a little slough or

pond with a still inhabited beaver house at one end of it,

and a plain fresh drag trail from the slough, through
the wiUows and across the beach.
Now -white wands recently peeled by beavers lay off

shore a little distance in the lake, some few of them float-

ing and others resting on the pebbly bottom.
It will be seen that these latter could not have been held

in place by being imbedded in mud or other adherent
matter, for the bottom, as I have said, was of pebbles.

Moreover, the sticks were freshly stripped, and the fact

that some few were floating on the surface goes to show
that they were not waterlogged. Now what held down
those sunken sticks?

Through the Park we traveled by wagon roads and
beaten traUs and saw no game, not even a porcupine; but
on the edge of the timber reserve we caught some trout,

and our biU of fare took on an air of more varied lux-

ury.
We had a simple but effective outfit. A lodge and a

large wall tent, two excellent men, ten ponies, my com-
panion the doctor and myself. One article of furniture
I had never before seen carried with packs, that was a
sheet iron stove. It was about a foot wide, nine inches
high and two feet and a half long. It had a door in one
end, a stove hole and a place for a pipe on top, and it had
no bottom. You cleaned off a space of ground, set down
the stove and heaped a little dirt around the edges. Then
you had an opportunity for some cooking and a great
deal of grateful warmth. To pack this article you turned
it over, put in it the stove pipe, in a telescoped condition,
also the bake oven, the hobbles and ropes and other loose
thifigs, enough to fill it up; then it was corded up in a
canvas and had the excellent virtue of exactly balancing
my bed on the other side of the horse.

We followed down the Snake River and came out of
the timber reserve near Jackson's Lake. For some time
we had been able to catch glimpses of the point of a thin
blue cone over the ridges that bounded our view. Here
we came in full sight of the Grand Teton, to which the
cone belonged, as well as the rest of the Tetons, includiu]
Mount Moran. This broken range rose on the west an(
south of Jackson's Lake with Alpine grandeur, strongly
resembling the northern spurs of the Rockies in the chief
mountain district. Mount Moran, probably because it

was nearest to us, seemed the most impressive. It pur-
ported to have no secrets and did not hide away its ice
fields in dark recesses, but carried them like breast plates
on its broad, scarred front.

There is said to be an account exsant of the ascent of
the Grand Teton by an early explorer; but cautious
rumors say that the ascent has never been made other
wise than in fancy.
The explorer's imagination in that case rose to a credit-

able height, and an object in life is still left to some
climber who has conquered all the world beside.
From Jackson's Lake we came to a neighborhood much

frequented by elk. The mountains were rather low, and
the ascents easy. There were long, grassy openings in
the evergreen woods that clothed the greater part of the
mountain sides, and here and there were aspen groves
and patches of willowy marsh. On favorable nights we
could hear the bulls bugling their long flute-like whistle
with the hoarse roar that follows. Often several old
fellows would be holding concert at the same time.
Sometimes, even, the bulls proclaimed their challenge
during hunting hours, and helped us greatly. But to one
earnestly desiring meat or trophies I address this word of
wisdom: "Walk!" You will be told that you can ride all
over the country, which is practically true; that elk take
an interest in horses and come near a rider to study the
mount, and other statements of this kind. It will save a
great amount of labor to ride to the vicinity where you
hope to find your game. Then get off and use all the
learning at your command about the direction of the
ynnA and noiseless methods of approach, for, if game be
scarce and shy, you can get it in no other way, as a usual
thing.
Fortunately in our case game was neither scarce nor

shy. On some days you would see nothing but a few
porcupines, more or less. At other times one or the other
of us would see as many as 20 or 30 elk in an afternoon
and very likely get a shot at one of them.

I myself wore a mascot in the shape of a cartridge belt

with a bear's head engraved on the buckle. This was

found by our packer, George Gray (his true name was
Arthur Henry, but no one, except perhaps his sponsors

in baptism, called him that), at an old camp, and I put it

on because a great hunter among my friends wears one

like it. The first day it brought me a spike bull, and I

astonished the company by bringing the meat home
myself. For it appears to be the custom even among the

adventurous Britons who frequent the region to have a

guide always at their elbows to insure against losing

their bearings, and always to " leave their dead for the

guide to cut up and pack in the next day.

The mountain where I killed this bull is called Gravel

Peak, and its summit and northern exposure lie in the

timber reserve. The peak is composed of pebbles of

volcanic origin like those on the beach at Shoshone Lake,

but bound together by a hard cement so as to make an

enduring rock. On a peak of similar formation a little

further east, I found quite a lot of silicitied wood and
brought down with me a large piece to confound all

doubters.
We next moved camp to a small lake higher in hills.

On the way thither the Doctor and I road ahead, spied

some elk afar off and had the luck to successfully stalk a

reasonably presentable bull. Another surprise was in

store for our men, for we not only found the way to the

new camp unaided, but brought in the bull's head with
its accompanying pelt packed on one of the horses.

This we were told was quite unexpected in dudes; for

it must be understood that all persons not native to the

land are dudes in this region. Even the most battered old

campaigner seems to have taken a plunge into the foun-

tain of youth and fashion when he strikes the limits of

the Park.
An exception may perhaps be made in favor of Mr.

Roosevelt, who appears to have the faculty of awakening
the deep regard and admiration of the mountaineers, but

the rest of the world are dudes without escape.

At the little lake we stayed for some days with only
one noticeable excursion.

It v^as storming snowballs, that is small round hard
pellets of snow which could be classed neither with flakes

nor hail, nor sleet. Now and then the storm would lull

a little and a faint bellowing came down the wind.
Billy (whose real name is Thomas Elwood) said that

the noise indicated that there was an elk within a mile of

The estimate did little credit to Billy's ear for music,
but it was my day for a walk anyhow so I set out up the
mountain.
The storm kept up and the intervals of silence on the

bull's part became longer until I thought that my in-

tended victim had left the country, but at last my courage
was revived when I had almost reached the crest by
again hearing the well-known note.
Peering over the top of a ridge I saw on an adjoining

knoll, some three or four hundred yards away, a famous
sight, A herd of about thirty cows were held there by
five or six bulls. The latter wandered through the band
lowing or harshly bawling in noisy challenge, like

domestic cattle excited by a storm. The cows that
showed a tendency to stray were promptly followed and
prodded back by some watchful male, and once two old
fellows, after an infinite amount of fuss, lowered their
heads and charged together with a crash. For a moment
they swayed, pushing against each other; then one of the
combatants jumped lightly aside and the victor resumed
his pompous patrol.

The bulls seemed to have several notes, but the usual
voice was a strident, reedy whistle followed by a kind of
barking bellow. I did not notice any clear flute notes,
and thought that perhaps the latter might be an effect of
distance, rendering the strident quality of the whistle
inaudible.
For about a quarter of an hour I satwatching the show,

until I began to grow uncomfortably cold, then came the
question of getting a shot.
The distance was too great to select any single animal

in the shifty crowd with a reasonable chance of hitting
it, and I wanted no cows nor did I want to cripple any
animals uselessly. Silently backing down into the gulch,
I followed behind a fringe of trees, and when I again
came in sight of the elk I found that they had come part
way to meet me. The cows were lying down and a small
bull stood a hundred yards away. Soon a big fellow took
the place of the smaller bull, and I took quick aim and
dropped him.
The rest of the band plunged down into some desper-

ate country on the other side of the summit, and although
two or three vainglorious males waltzed around showily
in the rear I was too much shaken by the cUmb and the
cold to take a decent running shot. So I took off the
head and pelt according to the rules of art, and got back
to camp well content, while the storm held on with in-
creasing vigor.
Nothing of great interest occurred after that during

our stay.
Once I heard the shrill squeak and saw the stumpy lit-

tle body of a chief hare among the slide rock, but though
we changed camp we got no more good heads. A par-
tial thaw had taken place, and the crumbling of the
crusted snow made stalking diflicult.

My companion, I forgot to say, had already secured his
maiden antlers, and I got one bull calf to replenish our
failing larder, beside buying a bear skin from some trap-
pers near by.
Then we dropped down the Snake River, riding through

lovely weather, the air crisp yet vibrating with the rays
of the clear autumn sun.
We crossed the Teton Pass, getting views of those im-

pressive mountains from every side. We found a genial,
accommodating Mormon, who took our baggage in bis
wagon and drove us in two days to the railroad, where
we again entered the great and usual world.

H. G. DULOG.

Dry Covers in Pennsylvania.

TowANDA, Pa., Nov. 5.—The season for quail and rab-
bits opened in this State on Nov. 1, A number of our
prominent sportsmen tried their luck afield, but found
quail very scarce and hunting difficult for dogs, owing to
a very dry autumn. Snider, Brown and others made a
bag of two grouse and one woodcock; Laplant, shooting
alone, killed one woodcock, one grouse, one quail and one
rabbit; Graves, alone, three woodcock: Turner, Dpcker
Montanye and Dittrich together bagged seveT' qniil.

W, D. PiTTElCH.

MOOSE HUNTING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

Editor Forest and Stream:
My last moose hunting trip to Nova Scotia, I am sorry

to say, was not as successful as I hoped. I chose a rather
out of the way place as a starting point, as heretofore I

have found too manv parties of hunters going in by way
of the more accessible points.

Almost the first thing we saw after landing in the
Province was the head of a large bull which was claimed
to have been killed the day before.

Our hunting grounds were on the headwaters of the
Shelburne River, and we were to meet our men with ox
team and provisions at Indian Fields. We had a drive of
ninety-five miles, taking nearly two days. We found
our men waiting for us, and loading our things on the ox
team went some five miles back across the barrens to

where we made our main camp. We kept our camp here
for a week, going out every afternoon and staying out all

night on the grounds, where we were to call the next
morning. We had four unusually good mornings for

calling. On the first my companion heard a bull, but he
wouldn't come. That was the only indication of moose
during the week. I saw quite a large bear on a barren
one afternoon, but failed to get a shot.

We then decided to move our camp, and went some
nine miles further and called morning after morning
with no success; in fact there did not seem to be a moose
in the whole region. One night it rained quite hard and
we stayed in camp. Toward morning it cleared, but was
quite windy. My companion woke up about daylight
and thovight of going out a short distance bacts: of the
camp to call. His man was willing to go, but said there
was hardly any chance, so it was given up. After break-
fast we were sitting by the fire, when my man, who had
gone some lOOyds. back of the camp, came in saying
there was a moose in some birches back of the camp.
We took our rifles and crept out, but it was too late. It

seems that the moose was traveling across the barren
and came within 2o0yds. of the camp and turned and
ran back; and my man heard him when he went through
the bushes. From the size of the track and the noise his
horns made we thought it was a large bull. In the after-
noon we started out each with his caller, going in a dif-

ferent direction. That night I heard two moose and
tried calling them in the morning. My callpr, who was
on top of a ridge, saw them both at quite a distance
away. They walked slowly into a thick e^jruce swamp
and after waiting about an hour we decided they had
lain down. My man proposed that we should try to still-

hunt, I said, "We will go to camp and get my compan-
ion and bring him over here this afternoon and perhaps
he may get a shot in the morning, as the moose are
likely to stay here if left undisturbed." So we went to
camp and found my friend rather blue. He had tried
calling the night before just at sunset, and a moose had
come when it was too dark to see him. within 60yds. of
them and had got scent and gone off. I told him to
"brace up," we had two waiting for some one to kill

them.

Back we went that afternoon and at night heard the
moose again. At daybreak we placed my companion
where we thought the moose would come out, I went
some distance away on the other side of the ridge and
sent the caller to the high ground to call. I stayed in
my place for more than an hour without hearing any-
thing. I noticed the caller was not calling, and looking
up to him he made signs that he had soen the moose. I
left my place and worked quietly toward where we had
left my companion, intending to get within some 300 or
400yds. of him. Suddenly I heard the moose moving in
the swamp directly opposite me ; I crept in at once to-
ward them and got a glimpse of one, I saw they were
walking along just in the edge of the swamp, and I
backed out from where I was and ran some ISOyds. to
get in ahead of them. I crept toward the edge of swamp
again and got there just as the moose came along. I

killed one almost in its tracks and wounded the other.
The wounded moose went off through the swamp and
we did not follow him, I did not get a chance to shoot
him where I wanted to, as there was a large rock be-
tween us and I had to stand on my toes to see over it,

and had to shoot him high in the shoulders. In fact, I
ought not to have tried to kill both, one was enough and
gave us all the work we wanted to get it out. It st ems
both of the moose came within about 60yds. of where my
companion was posted and stayed for nearly an hour in
the swamp directly opposite him. He didn't know what
to do; he could hear them moving about and see the
tops of the birches and small trees sway about as the
moose brushed against them; but he never got a glimpse
of them, as the growth where they were was very thick.
He kept thinking they would show up on the edge of the
thicket and was afraid he would start them if he tried
to get nearer. Finally, they walked slowly in my direc-
tion. .

My time being up, I had to start out. I had arranged
to be in the woods two weeks, and the morning I killed
the moose was my last, whether I killed any game or
not. My friend stayed a week longer, but did not get a
shot.

My companion on this trip was a gentleman from the
West, who had hunted and killed a good many deer. He
had never hunted moose, and wanted very much to kill
one. He certainly deserved to get at least one. He
worked hard, and had traveled a long distance, but luck
seemed dead against him.
Altogether it was the poorest hunting I have ever had

in Nova Scotia, Heretofore I have always heard a good
many moose and seen plenty of fresh signs. I rather
blamed myself for choosing such a place in preference to
the region I hunted last year; but on my way home I met
one of a party who had been hunting on the grounds I
was on last year, and he said the woods were full of hunt-
ing parties; only two moose had been killed, and his
party had not seen one, had heard one answer their call,

but he did not come. I heard from another section,
where I hunted on two previous trips, that but one moose
had been killed there, and one of the best native hunters
had spent three weeks without getting a shot, it being
the first time in five years that he had come out without
killing one or more moose. It certainly seems as though
it was an off year in the Province for moose.
The grounds I hunted on my previous trips were not

very far from where we were this year; a day's tramp
from our last camp would have taken us to either of the
places. An acquaintance of mine hunted the last two
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seasons on the same ground we were on, we made one of
our camp3 at the spot he camped on last year. He killed

on his two trips three moose, wounded three more, saw
twelve in all, and heard others. Yet we could not find
them, nor even see them. I still think there are a good
many moose in Nova Scotia, but I think the day for
successful calling has passed. The moose have been called
and fooled so much, and have heard so many unearthly
sounds intended for calling, that they are very suspicious.

An old hunter, who came to our camp one day, said, "I
have nunted moose for fifty- two years and have killed
hundreds of them. Years ago I could go out and call,

and the hulls would answer and keep answering as they
camr. Now, darn em, not one of five will answer at all,

and, if they come at ail, come quietly and from some
direction where you are not looking for them." I think
the old man was'about right, and that many a moose
comes to a call, but you never know it. For instance, a
bull comes up quietly to a call, he is likely to stop in

the edge of some chicket three hundred or more yards
away, "and stand there watching for a long time; and if

you move at all he sees you and turns around and sneaks
ofl'; and you never suspect there was one about. Also
ihey will circle around the place the call came from, and
if there is the slis?btest wind they quiety leave when they
cross the wind of you.
There is this much about moose calling aa it is done in

Nova Scotia, it is pretty hard work. Staying out night
after night, some two to four miles away from camp,
witbout a fire, so as to be ready to call at daybreak, gets
to be rather monotonous if you do not hear or see your
game. Winter huntmg in the Province is rather hardier.
I tried it once, and although we killed three luooie, I do
not want any more of it. After thei atting season is over,
about the Ist of November, is said to be a good time to
kill a big bull. At this time they do
not travel much, but browse a good
deal and lie down often, and prefer to

do so on open ground in the sun , and
can be seen at quite a distance; they
are very indifferent and do not seem
to be on the lookout for danger. At
this time they are good for nothing as

far as the meat goes, being very thin.

I have never hunted them at this

season ; the above is what I am told by
the native hunters.

The game laws of Nova Scotia as far

as the protection of the moose is con-
cerned are simply a farce. The Pro-
vincial govei'nment says, "In order
to preserve our moose from being ex-
terminated we must impose a hunting
license of $30 on each non-resident
sportsman." A sportsman goes to Nova
Scotia on a hunting trip; he spends his

money on the steamers, railroad, stage
lines; buys his provisions there, hires

his men, and for every moose he kills

will leave at least $200 in the Province

;

that is, averaging tne number of sports-

men with the moose they kill. He
may not see a moose or fire a single

cartridge from his rifle, yet the protec-

tion of the moose requires that he
shall pay |30 extra for nis license just

the same. I know two men, each of
whom spent between two and three
weeks hunting moose; they left over
$400 in the country. Neither of them
got a shot at a moose ; the only use one
of them made of his rifle was to shoot
at a hawk, which he missed, the other
only shot a few shots at a rock, yet
thev paid $60 license fees, making iheir

trip" cost them fullj* $500,

Not one moose out of every sdo killed

each season is killed by visiting sports-

men. The native hunters, the Indians and the white
men are the ones who will exterminate the moose.
They kill them when and how they please; thev
snare them, kill them with dogs, in season and out,
with no regard to numbers. How often are they
fined? Occasionally a snai'er is caught. Last year some
were caught, There were about a dozen in the gang,
but there was only evidence against two or three.
They were find, but I understand a compromise was
made, and it was not to the full extent. The rest of the
gang made up their phare of the fine. They were afraid
the convicted ones would squeal if they didn't; it did not
cost them as much each as the sportsman pays for his
license. If the moose in Nova Scotia are not exterminated
until the non-resident sportsman kills them all they will
last until the day of judgment. C. M. Stark.
DUNBAHTON, Oct. 20.

and prolonged, causing us to make a hasty rush to the
canoe, into which we piled and pushed from the shore.
Although we expected to pack out the rest that night we
concluded not to do so. In the morning we found two
quarters eaten and the rest mauled through the dirt and
brush, which everywhere bore the marks of their re-
markably large feet and claws.
In 1870 I established a camp in a wild part of the Medi-

cine Bow Mountains, Wyoming, which was my home for
over two years; during which time we dppended entirely
upon large game for fresh meat, of which we always had
an abundance hanging in camp. The second night of its

occupation the mules gave notice that something was
prowling around, which we thought to be wolves. After
everything was quiet there arose the old familiar call of
my tawny acquaintance, waking everybody and causing
the mules to snort and plunge.
Our camp was infested with these animals. We never

knew how many were around, but were certain of two,
who fearlessly entered camp on dark nights for the refuse
of the cook house, and kept up such a fearful screaming
that the men complained they could not sleep and re-
quested parmission to put out poison to get rid of them.
I sat up many nights to get a shot, often crawling stealth-
ily toward their voices, only to hear them soon after in
an opposite direction. One night when the moon was
bright I heard the call and saw the cougar distinctly out-
lined on a ridge at the distance of about seventy-five
yards. It was apparently the size of a large Newfound-
land dog and was switching its sides with its long tail.

I vvaited until it called again, then fired and missed.
Twice we saw one plainly just before sunset on a promi-
nent rock overlooking camp, and each time our attention
was first called by its voice. lende ivored unsuccessfully
to catch them in beaver traps, and spent days hunting

ECHOES OF THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
Editor Forest and Stream :

I have read with considerable interest the discussion
concerning the scream of the panther, cougar, mountain
lion or California lion. Negative evidence in this age of
investigation is not considered to be of much value. No
one should make the mistake of supposing that because
he has never observed a thing the declaration of one who
has been more favored is erroneous.
As the result of twenty-seven years' observation and,

ifc might be <5aid, intimate acquaintance with this animal
in all the Western Territories, the writer can say most
positively that it can, and occasionally does, cry. scream,
howl or yowl, whichever the observer may prefer; and
that there is no more startling, blood-curdling sound than
its voice heard close at hand in the silent woods after
dark, when they are most given to crying.
My acquaintance with the cougar began at the mouth

of the Columbia River in 1860. I had killed three elk
and was, with one companion, packing out the first back
load about dusk to the canoe, in which we had left our
arms. We heard stealthy steps following us but a few feet
behind, which we thought was the noise of rabbits in the
dense sal-lal brush. We were soon undeceived, however,
when the most weird and mournful cry rang out, loud
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them in the mountains without ever getting a fair shot.
On one occasion while hunting several miles from

camp we killed a number of elk which we spent the
afternoon packing out in reach of a wagon, and then
laid down covered with blood in a cottonwood grove to
sleep the sleep of tired but happy hunters. We heard a
faint rustling in the dark, evidently not more than l.'ift.

from our heads, which we agreed was a skunk or marten,
when again the voice of this night prowler arose, raising
at the same time om- hair until we could get hold of the
rifles. On this occasion I heard for the first time a "spit''
catlike sound which sometimes (perhaps always) follows
the loiid cry, but which can only be heard when close to
the animal. In the morning we found about one-third of
our meat eaten; one quarter, hanging 8ft. high, had been
pulled down and carried about GOyds. Although our
meat was not 200yds. from us we heard not a sound dm--
ing the night in that direction. We had evidently been
trailed to our resting place before they touched it.

The disturbance in camp from these animals finally
became so great that I gave permission to put out poison,
and although we could find but one half-grown one, we
never again heard their voices, much to my regret.
To me the cry has always seemed like moo woo-o o o-

ivoo, long drown out with a rising inflection, followed by
falling, and sometimes terminated by yow, which then
has an unmistakable catlike sound,

I do not mean to state that the animal is always cater-
wauling like a vagabond tomcat, for a more stealthy,
wary animal, when necessary, does not exist; but I be-
lieve its voice usually needs the stimulant of hunger or
the scent of blood and fresh meat.

If any one is further interested in this subject let him
go to the Central Park menagerie, New York city, about
i P, M,, feeding time. He may then hear some of their
cries, modified of course by the restraint of captivity.

W, L. Cakpenter.

Editor Forest and Stream:
If a cat has nine lives a popular fallacy must have at

least ninety and nine, for it is almost impossible to kill
it and its name is legion; and they exist in all forms and

Take for instance the so-called equinoctial storms. Not-
withstanding the assertions of meteorologists and weather
experts to the contrary, 999 persons out of every 1,000
of our intelligent countrymen believe and are certain that
we are in for a big three-days' storm whenever the "sun
erosses the line,"

Until quite recently columns of (figuratively speaking )

"blood-curdling" tales have been written and publiahe d
about the wounded "grizzly'" following the terrified hu li-

ter up into a tree, where a desperate combat would ta
place, generally ending by the hunter with his big hunt-
ing knife hacking oft" one of old "Ephraim's" paws, etc-

I was, I believe, the first to assert through the medivim
of FORBST AND Stream that Ursiis horribilis is not a
tree climber; still it is now a common belief among the
miners and hunters of the northern Rockies that the
"silver tip" can climb a tree,

I first made my acquaintance with the panther in my
early boyhood days, only forty years ago, and have kept
up a partial acquaintance since that date. In my early
days when I heard an unusual sound in the woods or on
the mountains I Was told that it was a "panther's
scream," and I then believed it. As I grew older I
learned that while every old "settler" and hunter said
that a "painter" screamed like a woman, none of them
ever saw one of those animals while actually screaming,
and no two would give the same noise in imitating the
screain, though all agreed in one particular, that when
surprised while eating or standing over the carcass of a
deer the "painter" would, open-mouthed, utter a shriek
like yik or ue eTc. This sound I have myself heard
them make when disturbed at their feasts.
When I was old and large enough to carry a rifle, I be-

gan to follow up these "painter screams," not only during
the daytime, but with companions on bright moonlight
nights, and on those hunts we never saw anv fresh signs
of a sneak-cat; but we learned that a screech owl could
give a variety of screeches outside of their regular
gamut, and we also learned another fact, which is not
generally known evan among hunterH, that the red fox
can and does jon certain occasions give a "hair raising"'

scream that vvoiild make the woods
and mountain sides ring and re-echo
seenaingly for miles around us. On
those night hunts we had many other
interesting experiences, though we
caught no Felis concolor.

In some localities along the Pacific
slopes and on Vancouver Island, in
British Columbia, panthers are very
numerous, and I have found the In-
dian hunters there familiar with their
habits. When questioned about the
panther's scream, they invariably reply
in their Chinook jargon. "Swad-wa
vvake hy-as skoo-kumely. Lee-loo pee
sis-ki you tinas puss-puss nah," which
means, "Panther never scream, wolf
and bobtail lynx hallo," Still in the
face of the above facts I am forced to
believe that in some southern localities
and under certain conditions that the
panther does scream, for such straight-
forward testimony as "Mississippi Low-
lands" gives us in your this week's
issue, cannot be dipputed. The writer
accompanied by gun and dog intends
to spend the coming winter in the
Mississippi lowlands, and we pray that
we may ourselves hear that sound.
My personal experience which ex-

tends well over the northern portion
of this continent, is that the opinions
of the average white trapper and hun-
ter (unless he happens to be an educated
man), cannot always be relied on; they
are full of fallacies and are oftentimes
ignorant of many traits and habits of
the animals they hunt and catch,
though the said habits are well known
to the naturalist. When any of the
northern readers of the Forest and
Stream meet a person who has heard
a panther scream, get that person to

give you an imitation of the sound, and make a note
of it. After you have met a half-dozen or so of such
persons, refer to your notes and you willfind that each
person differs from the others as to the sound of the
much talked of scream.

I tender to you, Mr. Editor, my humble apology for
having unwittingly in my former letter reopened this
subject, and will for some time to come listen and not
talk, StansteAd,
UlGHGATE, Vt.

HOW A SNAKE SHEDS ITS SKIN.
Buffalo, N, Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: Among

the contributions of your correspondents who have dis-
cussed the manner in which a snake sheds his skin, I do
not remember that the actual occurrence of molting has
been witnessed. As such an event—or part of it—once

,

fell under my observation, I send it.

The snake was a rattler about two feet long, which had
been caught near Portage, N. Y., and was nn exhibition
in a glass case at a drug store in Perry, N. Y. When
dusting off the case in the morning the proprietor noticed
that the snake's skin was rough or loose at the back of the
head. A little later a distinct ring of new skin was visi-
ble between the head and the old skin. When I saw the
snake in the afternoon, about four inches, or perhaps six,
of the body was free from the skin, and the work of
emergence was proceeding slowly and with difiiculty.
The body would shorten and expand under the old skin
very much as the body of an eel grows rigid in the hand
when grasped. Then while the old skin was held tight by
the expanded part within, the part immediately in front
of the old sMn extended, narrowed, and one or two rings
slipped out of the skin, which was slowly inverted just
as the finger of a tight glove is inverted when it is removed
from the hand. After a period of rest the process was
repeated, each effort freeing, I should judge, about one-
sixteenth of an inch of the body. As the box in which
the reptile was confined was less than a foot deep, the
opportunity for observing the shedding was exceptionally
good, since no one would care to get in such close prox-
imity to a rattler in his native wilds. The whole process
was not completed when the store closed for the night,
but in the morning following the cast oft" skin lay on the
bottom of the box, while his snakeship was resplendent
in a bran new suit, I inclose a photo of a young wood-
cock which our botanizing party found in the spring,
which may serve aa aa appendix to the "Mrs. Wood-
cock a i Home" series. I. P, Bishop.
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"That reminds me."

"PANTHERS AND THE HAIR."
Error driven in and clinched is exceedingly hard to

eradicate. Even when the clinches are cut it don't come
out easy. It's easier to stay in a rut than to climb out.

How many thousands of years did it take to disabuse

men's minds of the belief that the earth was flat, or that

the sun swung around the earth, or that an eclipse of the

sun was a sign of impending doom, or that witches were
realities'? How many thousands of people nowadays
believe in the sea serpent, hoop-shakes, that potatoes

planted in the full of the moon will all go to tops, that

an opossum's young are born in the pouch, that panthers

don't scream, that snakes spit, that a hen "sets" and that

whisky is a good thing for the stomach? The idea that a

person's hair don't rise on occasions of intense fright is

one of those errors people hang on to simply because they
have never experienced or seen it. That proves nothing.

That would be great evidence in court, now, wouldn't it?

The editor calls upon us to state whether we are telling

the truth when we say that "our hair stood on end," and
says that "scientific authorities (!) assure us that the hair

rising belief is a notion without substantial basis in fact,"

Authorities indeed! Much they know about it! Why
there are plenty of authorities ready to make affidavit

that they never saw a panther, yet they exist. This is

more of that so called science that discredits the Bible,

and promotes unbelief in that sacred book. You heard
what Job said in Forest and Stream of Oct. 27. Not-
withstanding the editor's doubt as to our veracity, I am
very glad to know that he is so familiar with the Scrip-

tures. But then, the purity of Forest and Stream is

Phenomenon of the effect of a pantlier story on a messenger boy as he
hastens from the photo-eugi-avlug establishment of Mr. H. O. Brown to the
JfOREST AND STREAM press rooms with cuts that the make up Is waiting for.

evidence sufficient of such familiarity. The idea of so-
called authorities putting up their mental "five" against
such an array of opponents as was marshaled in the issue
referred to is simply ridiculous, Men who have unex-
pectedly been saluted by the blood curdling scream of
the panther, or have come suddenly face to face with a
grizzly don't want to be bothered by "authorities."

1 suppose such "authorities" would claim also that
"there is no substantial basis in fact" that blood curdles.
Here is opportunity for more argument, but as Kupling
Ripyard says, that is another story. When a man feels
his hair stand up, he has no nse for argument. In pro-
portion as a man has brain power so does it act on the
folUcular nerves running to each individual hair. The
brain acts in different ways. In the case in question it is
unconscious cerebration, as it is in cases where hair is
turned white from fear or fright. Authorities don't dis-
pute the latter, do they? Scarcely. Well, if the brain
can dissolve the pigment in the hair, as an electric cur-
rent is shot through any substance to alter its consistency,
why shouldn't it have power to elevate the hair? It
takes men of brains to experience such shocks. An
idiot couldn't have a hair raising, and I don't believe an
"authority" could either. Job and Shakeppeare, and
Virgil and Judge Greene, and Arefar and Mr. Rushton and
the rest of us sportsmen know whereof we speak.

There was a man once, who, I think, lived up'in Wis-
consin, and he went out to the woods to chop wood, and
he had on a cap over which he tied his handkerchief to
protect his ears, knotting it under his chin, for the
weather was cold and windy. Suddenly from out a
thicket he was approaching, there smote upon his ears the
awful, hand-in-your-checks scream of a panther, such a
scream as nothing in. the wide world but a full grown
healthy panther can emit. The man forgot his axe, for-
got his dinner pail, forgot everything but his legs and
home and put sti-aight for it, and when he got there,
which he was so fortunate as to do, and attempted to re-
naove his cap, and found that his hair had risen straight
through it (for it was tied down and couldn't rise as they
usually do), and had clinched his handkerchief so that it
was woven fast to his cap, and that the hair follicles had
become so shriveled and weakened from fright that a
mass of hair came off with the cap, I say do you suppose
that man wanted any authorities to attempt "to prove tohim that hau: don't rise? When a man says he knows a
thing by such experience, that closes debate. O. O. S.

Literal or Figurative?

_
That is the question Forest and Stream asked me in

issue of Oct. 27. I delayed answering that I might think
about it, and I have come to this conclusion. It was a
figurative expression that I believe to be the literal truth.
Just at the lime when a man's hair "stands on end," he
does not have a mirror before him, and perhaps can-
not be sure. But there's a mighty queer feeling under
one s hat, that makes the owner think his hair knows
about what's going on in the woods. K you don't
believe it, take in the concert as I did, and then tell us
what you think of it. j. h. Rushton.

Frozen Fact about the Scream.

Arironda, Oct. ^1.— Editor Forest and Stream:

Though long silent, I still live, and hve to offer my unim-

peachable testimony to the fact that the panther does

scream, whereunto I will bring forward the attestation of

the panther itself. It is as absurd to assert that the pan-

ther does not utter loud cries when moved by anger, love

or pain, as it would be to make a similar assertion of the

familiar domestic cat.

I have heard its cries under all these conditions a thous-

and times, while hunting and fishing and while sitting

by my lonely camp-fire in the primeval wilderness of

Adironda.
I may say, without fear of being accused of nervous-

ness by those who have also heard it, that notwithstand-

ing the frequency of the experience, each recurrence has

caused an involuntary start, so loud, sudden and terrific

is the sound.
But to the proof that the panther does scream. During

the past winter a fine young cow belonging to a neighbor

was killed by a panther while ranging the woods for

browse, as is quite common with cattle of this region

where hay is scarce. The cow had calved quite recently

and had a full udder when killed. This the panther did

not touch when at first he feasted on the carcass, and
before he returned to obtain a second repast all that

remained was frozen solid. The condition of his food

supply did not prevent the panther from making a full

meal, wherein was included the udder with the congealed
milk which it contained.
The gorged cougar then retired to his lair, but not to

sleep, for his interior was assailed by a colic so excruciat-

ing . that he rushed forth in a frenzy of agony. Appar-
ently not knowing or caring whither he went, he sped
directly through the one short street of the little moun-
tain hamlet where I now reside, and was seen by almost
every inhabitant, myself included, all being summoned to

doors and windows by the ear-piercing yells that issued

from the fanged jaws of the monster.
At every leap he uttered as distinctly as a human voice

could and with twenty-fold volume, the words, "I scream!
I scream!"
Some would have it, "Ice cream! Ice cream!" believing

that he made agonizing protest against the treacherous
delicacy that was rending his interior, but I hold firmly
to the opinion, and probably I am the coolest observer
among some twenty-five or thirty, that he was proclaiming
to all that he did then and there scream, as he most in-

dubitably did.

And if my word needed such substantiation, I could
bring the twenty-five or thirty good and truthful persons
to bear witness.
There is some potent property in the atmosphere of

Adironda which makes it impossible for one who breathes
it to tell a lie. Yours for truth,

Major Joseph Verity, U.S.H.M.

•^w/^ Htid 0nri.

"Qmnc Laws in BHe/," United States and Canada,
lUustrated, 25 cents. "Booli of the Game Laws" (full

text), 50 cents.

A MAINE HUNT.
The reports of big game in Maine continue most re-

markable. There is not the slightest doubt but what
deer have made a big gain during the year, and there
is little question but what more moose have been killed
in that State this season thus far than any season since
the stringent game laws were passed. A gentleman
from Phillips, Me., tells a sj)orting friend of mine that
a moose has just been killed within six miles of that
town, and he suggests that if my friend will come up on
the first good tracking snow, he can be almost sure of a
moose. A moose has also recently been shoe in the neigh-
borhood of Shirly, Me., in the last settlements of the
Moosehead region. A gentleman, who has hunted in
Maine a good deal, tells me that if the law preventing
the shooting of cow moose at any time is enforced and
the crusting of moose kept in check there is no doubt
whatever of the continuation of that noble game in
Maine.
Mr. W. H, Coggin, recently mentioned in the Forest

AND Stream as starting for the woods north of Hoiiltou,
Me., on a hunting trip, has returned. To say that he is

more than pleased with his trip would no more than ex-
press the truth, and to say that it was full of new experi-
ence and novel adventure to an amateur hunter, would
give but a faint idea to the reader of what Mr. Cogerin
has gone through. He has a brother-in-law, I\Ir. W.^H.
Doane, of Hampden, Me., and this brother-in-law is a
friend of Dr. W. B. Nason, of the same town. This Dr.
ISTason has a brother, C. A. Nason, who is one of the most
enterprising and pushing lumbermen on the headwaters
of the St. John River, or rather of the Aroostook River, a
tributary of the St. John. His camps ai'e on the skirts of
Mooselick Mountain, and from that wild countiy he put
in 4,500,000ft. of lumber last winter, and it may be men-
tioned that his logs were about the only ones that got
down to the mills on the remarkably low water of the
spring of 1892. It was done by sheer push, however.
This winter he will put in between 3,.500,000 and 4,000,-
000ft. Through the above-mentioned chain of friends
Mr. Coggin obtained an invitation to visit Mr. Nason's
camps for a hunt after big game. Included in the party
were Mr. Doane, Dr. Nason, Mr. Charles Wales of Hamp-
den, and Mr. Jacob Parker, a traveliog salesman for
Thurston & Kingsbury, a leading wholesale grocery house
of Bangor.
The party went to Houlton, the principal town of

Aroostook county, by rail. From that town to Mr.
Nason's camps at Smith Brook it is seventy-five miles.
Fifty miles of this distance, to the little plantation of
Oxbow, the last settlement on the Ai-oostock River, the
party made by team without particular adventure, ex-
cept a splendid ride through a new country, with farms
and forest intermingled. At Oxbow the real woods
business begun, or rather some of it was water business,
a most novel experience to the city boys it was. Twelve
mUes was to be made up the Aroostook River, here
only a shallow stream, especially on the dry weather
of the present autumn. A pair of horses were
hitched to the bow of a batteau, the long
and strong boat used by the river-drivers of Maine.
All of the "duds" of the hunting party, as well

as themselves were loaded into the batteau, and under
the whip of an expert the horses were put into the middle
of the river and started up stream. Rough and rocky is

no name for the condition of that wild stream. Mr. C. A.
Nason and a stout river driver were in the bow, to fend
off the big rocks and boulders. But this was not all. The
boat had to be pried off the rocks and skidded over the
rough places. Part of the time the horses were in the
water up to their bellies and part of the time they had to

swim. Then the boat had to be poled with the harnesses
unhooked. About the first adventure Mr. Coggin
noticed was very early in the trip, when Mr. Nason
jumped out into the cold water up to his armpits.
This was done to fend off the boat from some rocks and
to unhitch the horses. Soon the batteau came near
going over, and all hands were jumping out into the
water. Mr. Coggin suddenly found himself across the
stalwart shoulders of Mr. Nason, and deposited on dry
land. When questioned as to why he did it, as it was no
worse for Mr. Coggin, in Mr. Coggin's own opinion, to
get wet than it was for the others, Mr. Nason replied that
he wanted him to keep dry as long as he could, for he
would get wet enough before night without a doubt. This
Mr. Coggin found to be true. All the boys were wet to
their heads before the river part of the journey was done,
and wading the river in October water had become a part
of the fun, though a little cold at the first dip. But 13
miles up river was made in this way, when the batteau
was left for another mode of travel, that first given to
man. Camp Saponifique was at last reached, the first of
Mr. Nason's lumber camps. But added to the part-by-
batteau and part-on-foot travel, there was a distance of
12 lumberman's miles to be made on foot by tote road.
Mr. Coggin expresses the same idea of State of Maine
lumberman's miles as does every other sportsman who
has tread them for the first time, "I'll wager that that 12
miles is more than 20."

But the Smith Brook Camps are reached at last, with
the boys tired and so lame. "Oh, for home or anywhere!"
"Can I ever sleep in these little bunks, with only spruce
brush for an underbed ?" "The cords of my left leg are
drawn up so that I cannot straighten it. I shall die be-
fore I get out of this. Here I have been tramping in the
mud and water all day, and not a particle of sweet cream
or vaseline to rub my joints with ! Why did I come
There are not moose or deer enough in the Maine woods

" "All up! all up!" in stentorian tones. "What is

the matter? Oh, I have really been asleep. Now I know.
The cook has come in from the cook and eating house
and is summoning the men to get up to breakfast at 4
o'clock in the morning. In less than three minu tes every
man is out of his bunk and dressed. Dressed, did 1 say?
Yes; well it did not take long, (or they generally slept in
about all their clothes. I will turn over and try to get
another nap. No; I am awake and I will steal a march
on the other fellows. I will quietly speak to my guide,
that sturdy young fellow thac the good Mr. Nason has
assigned to me. I begin to like him already. Perhaps I

can get a deer or a moose the first morning out."
Mr. Coggin was up before the rest of the party, and

with his guide, each with a rifle, they started for "The
Farms." "The Farms" are really no farms at all, but a
long open space in the great woods, two or three milea
up the side of Mooselick Mountain, above Smith Brook
Camps. The opening is the result of a fire at some
period, or else the soil is so thin that trees of much size

do not grow. Here is a great feeding place for moose
and deer. The guide suggested caution, as they traveled
along over the newly fallen leaves. Soon he poked away
the leaves. "There is a deer track," he remarked. "I
guess he has not been gone a great while," Soon he stops
again. "There is where a deer slept last night," he says.
"He is not a great ways oft", I judge." Mr. Coggin's
heart was jumping out of his chest already. "Sh! sh!
Look just behind that bunch of leaves and little spruces!"
Mr. Coggin strained his eyes to the utmost, but could see
no deer. The animal bounded and started to run, but the
guide's rifle was to his shoulder in an instant, and though
already on the run, the deer was hit. Mr. Coggin had
previously suggested to the guide to fire; it was venison
the first morning that he was after, and not mere senti-

ment. But the deer was not down , and by careful fol-

lowing, our friend Coggin got the final shot that finished
him, it took but a moment for the guide to disembowel
the game, a handsome doe. The body he threw across
his shoulders, and they turned from the camp, already
some three or four miles away, and down the mountain.

Special.

The Rattlesnake as a Game Protector.

The St. Augustine JSfeics of Oct. 31 reported:
"While Dr. Philips and Mr. S. W. Crichlow were out

hunting yesterday, a valuable dog, belonging to the
doctor, was bitten by a rattlesnake. The hunters after-

ward killed the reptile, but the dog is in a very serious
condition. Mr. E. Oliveros, who was hunting in another
place, came upon a rattler, which attacked his dog, but
did not reach him. Mr. Oliveros killed the huge snake,
and found it had eight rattles. None of the hunters were
hurt."
Commenting upon which "Didymus" offers these re-

flections:

Somewhere in "Mother Goose's Melodies" mayl>e found
these warning words:

Three children sliding on the ice

All on a summer day.

The ice it broke, they all fell in,

The rest they ran away.

Now had these children been at home.
Or sliding on dry ground,

Ten thousand pounds to one penny
They had not all been drowned.

There's a time for all things—a time for sliding and a
time for shooting, and had these "alleged" sportsmen been
at home, or at some legitimate occupation instead of
shooting quail in October, in direct violation of the law,
ten thousand pounds to one penny they had not lost their
dog, for rattlers have a subtler sense of honor than pot
hunters, and merely stay out of their holes during the
"close season" to protect the birds tUl the proper shooting
season, when they quietly leave the field and go into
winter quarters. But why "the subtlest beast of the field"

should show such a lack of discrimination, and so little

sense of justice as to strike the innocent and let the guilty
go free is a mystery; surely the servant should not suffer

for the sins of his master. Didymus .
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MAROONING IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
BY CHARLES HALLOCK.

Chapter I.

When an Indian is about to die his highest aspiration,

it is said, is to reach some ideal hunting ground where
game is inexhaustible and intruders come not to vex or
disturb. His upturned eyes have a far away look, and

everlasting peaks white with snow. With the exception
of prospectors, trappers and traders, who have tracked
over it for half a century or so, few persons have pene-
trated its secret places. Nevertheless, there are well-
beaten trails all over the flanks of the mountains and
across the divides, and down to the lake side and river

margin, where the wUd goats and sheep clamber in single

file in quest of precarious sustenance, and the herds of

caribou cross in their yearly migrations, and the black

KOOTENAI FALLS.

like St. Peter in his dream, he seems to see in the firma-

ment aloft a great sheet let down by the four corners

and filled with all manner of creatures which he is at

liberty to kill and eat if he will but rise and bestir him-
self.

But such elysiuras are not exclusively ideal. That
they exist in nature, even on the hither side of the great
mortal divide, can be proven by other than second sight;

and it does not require to die in order to reach them.
For, right here, within the unexplored fastnesses of the
five great parallel mountain ranges which
rib the axis of the continent, the su-

preraest realization may be found.
Within the month I have journeyed

over the entire region made accessible

by the Pacific extension of the Great
Northern Railroad, which was opened to

traffic only eight weeks ago. I have
seen it all by daylight, and I can only
say that the natural wonders which the
new route disclosed were like a revela-

tion from Olympus, Through gates ajar
1 gazed upon the red man's paradise! In
the far distant perspective I saw the
Temple of the Sun. Lakes bluer than
Geneva laved the feet of the mountains.
Rivers deeper than the gloomy Saguenay
were hidden under their shadows. Cas-
cades of crystal poured out of the defiles.

Trout disported in every emerald basin.

Elk, moose, deer, bear, caribou and cou-
gar, I was told, thread each mural laby-

rinth. Goats, ibexes and bighorn sheep
scale their precipitous sides. The sweep
of eagles' wings brushes the snow from
the shoulders of the high peaks.
Of such were cosmic glimpses going

westward. Taking the back track slowly
and doing the same route over again in

detail, 1 have since been able to gather
something more than a superficial view.
Sometimes I would leave the rail and
follow a pack trail for twenty miles
astride a cayuse. Anon, I boarded a
lake or river steamer and traveled fluvial

distances greater than any in New Eng-
land or the Middle States. Occasionally
I made a dashing trip by canoe down
some impetuous tributary. But, before I

venture to delineate a region so interest-

ing and eminently picturesque, and with-
out doubt the most extensive natural
game preserve in the world, it may be
well in accordance with the editor's sug-
gestion, to indicate what localities for

hunting and fishing lie along the entire

extension of the route from Havre, Mont.
(where the road branches to Great Falls and Helena), to
the Columbia River, a distance of some 650 miles, also
what hotel and camp accommodations may be available,
as well as the names of reliable guides, with some hints
regarding present facilities for transportation. When I

have enumerated these with some precision in the detail,

the interested reader will be better prepared to appreci-
ate the stereopticon of landscape which I shall spread
before him. I will take him from Acheron to Parnassus.
Of course the country is all a virgin wilderness where

no sound of axe or saw was ever heard until two years
ago. Trees which lie prone are the victims of fire and
windfall only. Unbroken forests cover the grand old
mountain slopes and fill the gloomy caiions as far as eye
can reach, and beyond their dark green limits tower the

bears and deer come out of cover to drink or forage in
grassy meadows fringed with willow and red service
berries. Very convenient for miners and sportsmen are
these far-reaching thoroughfares which the instinct of
brutes has demarcated with the intelligence of skilled

cartographers. There are no surer or shorter paths to
points of vantage.

In this secluded Arcadia I have loved to dwell, where
the trout leaped in the outlet of the lake which flowed
past the camp, and magpies, ravens, crows, camp robbers,

to which the expectant reader has no clue. The Rocky
Mountain climber needs a guide book, and I will there-

fore at once premise by stating that the orology of the
Great Divide comprises, as I have mentioned, no less than
five distinct parallel ridges which are popularly desig-

nated as the Rocky, Mission, Cabinet, Selkirk and Cas-
cade ranges, and these are intercalated by the Flathead,
Kootenai, Pend d'Oreille and Okanagon valleys with
their profound basins and magnificent fluvial systems in

comparison with which the Hudson and
all New England rivers dwindle.

Beginning at Havre, a place of 600
population, with excellent accommoda-
tion at Mr. Rivers's "Windsor Hotel,"
when it is not overcrowded, I found a
few mallards on the Milk River bottom
and a good showing of sharptail grouse
and sage hens in the vicinity. Thence
westward for the next 130 miles it is

sheep, horse and cattle country all the
way to Cut Bank station, where it is

stated that small mountain trout may be
caught in spring, this being the most
eastern poiht of its natural habitat. An
acquaintance of mine, who stopped over
there one night on business last week,
amused himself by wiring a half dozen
good-sized suckers and pickerel. This
creek is crossed by a railroad bridge
350ft. high. At Blackfoot, twenty-six
miles west of Cut Bank, is the center of
a good antelope country, and by writing
to Wm. Jackson, J. W. Schultz, Louis E.
Pembrun or Joe Kipp, who captured the
Forest and Stream grizzly for Central
Park in New York, their services can be
secured. There are no more intelligent

and reliable guides in the whole western
country. The famous St. Mary's Lakes
can be reached from Blackfoot Station.

At Midvale, twenty-two miles further on,
is an undulating mountain park, partly
open, with ponds, meadows, water courses
filled with trout, lots of blue grouse,
deer and small game—a wide area with
heather, furze, alder, sumac and willow,
inclosed by foothills — very charming.
Here lives Hugh Monroe, 108 years old,

who named the St. Mary's Lakes*, and
his oldest son, aged 78. He is known all

over the West as a guide and Indian in-

terpreter, and has dwelt in this vicinity

for sixty years. Three miles north of

Midvale, where the Great Northern Rail-

way crosses the Mairas Pass through the

Rockies, is the trail to Two Medicine Lake, with a high
bridge crossing the Two Medicine River — beautiful

haunts among the folds of the foothills. Four miles

beyond this lake is another lake nestling right at the

base of tremendous peaks, from whose shores, by the aid

of a glass, bighorn sheep and mountain goats can be
seen almost any day feeding on the high clifts. In the

swamps and heavy timber around the lake are moose,
elk, deer and bear.
Summit Station is thirteen miles west of Midvale. It

THE CAMPER'S PARADISE.

squirrels and woodpeckers, and birds of unknown poly-

glot, whose language a Garnier might envy, filled the
adjacent trees with loquacious chatter. Here I have sat

at eventide and watched the kindling fire grow brighter
while I listened for the sound of rhythmic oars returning
home on the still surface of the lake. Sometimes when
I am writing in the cabin, a mountain rat, maltese in

color, with a tail like a squirrel, steals forth from his

covert in a soap box and plays the mischief with loose

articles lying around. These mountain rats are more
mischievous than monkeys, and twice as cute. I must
try to remember to give you my experience with the
Mustellus who sublet that soap box ia the camp. He
keeps everything in disorder.
But I notice that I am wandering over pleasant bypaths

is 5,200ft. above sea level. Here the brooks and rivulets
run west as well as east, the small beginnings of the
Marias and Flathead rivers. Here is a wide area thirteen
miles in length, almost level, with a swampy meadow
interspersed with willows, tamaracks and spruce.
Mountains with snow tower high above and around.
Fires have swept two-thirds of the area. Here are a
section house, tank, round house, coal yard, saloon,
a cluster of log houses of which five are occupied, a lone
grave inclosed by a picket fence, three dogs, men with
fur caps and mittens, temperature 36°, ugh! If a hand
car can be procured from the section men a trip can be

* There Is anotber .St. Mary's Lalse and river in the East
Kootenai district.
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made to Bear Creek, 7 miles: Java, 8 miles; Essex, 4

miles; Paola, 5 miles; Nyack, 9 miles, and Belton. 11

miles; 45 miles altogether. Blue grouse by thousands
on Bear Creek and myriads of trout. The scenery be-

tween these stations is magnificent, perhaps the finest on
the route, and streams tilled with trout line the way,
From Essex there is another trail to St. Ma.ry'8 Lakes,
The Baring Brothers. London bankers, visited this region
for several years. Down the Flathead Eiver a grand
voyage may be made in a canvas canoe for twenty to

. fifty miles, almost within sight of the track the entire

distance, with only a few short riffs to carry around.
Belton is the starting point for Lake McDonald, a great

body of water which fills a bottomless cleft right in the
heart of the mountains, where big game of nearly all

varieties may be found, and four varieties of trout run-
ning from 4oz. to .SOlbs. in weight : black suckers, squaw
fish and round whitefish, very palatable. At this season
they gather at the inlet of the lake by myriads to spawn,
and the big trout feed on them. Frank Gedulm, Miles
Apgar and Charles Howe have cabins at either end of the
lake, which is eighten miles long by four wide, rivaling
lakes Luzerne and Thim in Switzerland for Alpine fea-
tures. It is reached by an excellent trail of two miles
through the pine forest direct from the station. The
cabins are commodious, convenient and neat, and the
cuisine is exceptionally good. There are half a dozen
sailing craft, skiffs, batteaux and canoes on the lakes at

f)re8ent, and by next season there will be a naphtha
aunch tjOft. long. This lake is destined to be the most
famous mountain resort in America within a very brief
period, and will be sought by summer cottagers. Its

future will be as eventful as Paul Smith's in the Adiron-
dacks. The number of visitors this year has been large.
The following names are taken from 'the register, to wit:
Dr. Bird and L. Wissmeyer, Oklahoma; V¥. D. Hoard,
ex-Governor of Wisconsin; E. A. Driver and E. R. Eipley.
Riverside, 111.: C, A. Hair, J. N. Marble and J. P. Brooke,
of Chicago: Mr. Farnsworth, of Oconto, III : Judge Noyes
and Mrs. Beatty and son, of Warren, Pa.; Bishop Gilbert
and Mr. Shepherd, of St. Paul; Mrs. Burns and Mr. Judd,
of Anaconda, Mont.; Charles Hallock, of New York; C,
E. Le Munyou, Geo. Treat, Herbert Madison and Robert
Phillips, of Great Falls, Mont. ; L, Wakeman, of St. Cloud,
Minn.; Dr. Curtis, L. Beard, J. .1. Marsh, C. C. Treat and
N. Kersey, all of Decorah, la.: F. A. Day, of Duluth;
Messrs. Madison and Dickerman, of St. Paul: F. R. Mills,
S. Pratt, W. .lennersen, .T, Voght, .1. Sheldon, G. H.
Adams and wife. J. Foy and wife, Mr. Palmer, wife and
two Misses Palmer, Mr. Stoner, Mr. Kenyon, F, Stallings,
Supt. W. B. Green and F. Langermau, all of Kalispell,
Mont. : General Manager A. L. Mohler, St. Paul, and Jas.
Dundy and wife, Warnesky and wife, Pereiance and
wife, Reed and wife, and J, Lewis, of Columbia Falls,
Mont.—a total of .58 persons in all.

Six miles north of Lake McDonald is Camas Lake, four
miles long, which lies in the heart of a sheep, goat and
moose country. Frank Gedulm, with a party of three,
cime down with two fine goats while I was in camp.
In this vicinity is a glacier covering an area of 25 or 30
square miles, which is a very interesting objective point.
In the morning a thick mist gathers over it, but as the
sun gradually comes over the mountains the veil lifts
and the immense field of ice and snow shows its glitter-
ing surface, dazzling white. Horses can go over the trail.
Caribou are found in this vicinity in some numbers.

It is said to be the most southern limit of their range.
They feed just below the snowline on a clean white moss
which depends from the trees, except in the month of
April, when they come down to the valleys to drop their
young. Very fine mounted heads and full specimens,
male and female, may be found at Spokane, Great Falls
and Bonner's Ferry, and other places in the vicinity. I
have seen immense horns, one pair from a buck which
is said to have weighed 1,1001 bs. on the hoof, and a small
pair from a cow which dressed 6401b8. Such weights
seem almost incredible. Caribou of such size are not
found elsewhere that I know of, unless it may be in
Alaska. Moose are not rare.

It is likely that Camas Lake will be known hereafter
as Ackerman's Lake, to commemorate the death of an
Iowa sportsman of that name who was drowned there
last September. Camas is the name of an edible root
with stem like an onion, which deer and Indians are
fond of. Twenty miles north of this lake is another
glacier lymg at the head of Glacier Creek, which flows
into the North Fork of the Flathead. A good many
goats may be found in the mountains in which Goat
River heads, about ten miles from the British boundarv
line, near Bedlington.
Coram, a station 9 miles west of Belton, is a famous

place for red deer, which congregate in a bend of the
rivei-. Mule deer and whitetails are found here together.
Whitefish Lake is accessible from Columbia Falls, 8

miles west. Here are deer, trout, blue grouse, partridge
and fool hens. These three A-arieties of grouse are found
all over the country west of the Rockies. Information
of this locality can be obtained from Mr, 0. T. Werneoke
manager of the Rocky Mountain Tourist Co., and from
Messrs. H. H. Garr and J. 6. Monroe.

^u^i^^fu^^^l^il'^,*^^^ ^'^'^^ people, is headquarters for
the i lathead Valley and the country lying north of it. A
dozen lakes and streams are accessible from it, including
the 1 lathead River and its three great forks, with their
numerous tributaries, v/hich have their sources in the
mountains, the StiUwater and Whitefish rivers Swan
Lake, Blaine Lake, Foy's Lake, Pine Lake, Whitefish

l^^l
^"^^ ^^^y ^^^^^ fiiie bodies of water.

1 lathead Lake is 28x15 miles in extent. Four steam-
boats ply upon It. One of these took an excursion partv
of loO persons to the Indian Reservation at the foot of
the lake to inspect Mr. Charles Allard's herd of 90 buffalowinch have been bred in captivity. This was on Oct 3
Visitors may apply to C. E. Conrad, banker, or the agent
of the Kalispell Town Site Company, for information.
Capt. Cheney, of the steamer State of Montana, and

•Pu
steamboat Crescent, are familiar

with the lower lake country. The editors of the aranhichave a snug shooting box on the Stillwater, in the upper
country. Ducks are abundant in these waters, and it is
said that no less than 27 varieties have been observed in

Tif.^TT^^f ^"'^l^^^iiig redheads and canvasbacks.The United States Fish Commission propose to establisha salmon hatchery at Kalispell at a cost of $15,000, andtwo experts have been recently examining obstructions
at the mouth ot Clark's Fork of the Columbia, which at
present prevent the aeceat of the salmon into Flathead

Lake and other waters in western Montana, Good hotel

accommodations at the West House,
The Flathead Valley lies^between the Mission and the

Cabinet ranges.
From Kalispell to Spokane it is good hunting and fish-

ing all the way. There are thirty railroad stations en
route, and it will take space to specify all of them.
Pleasant Valley and Lake View are desirable hunting
localities situated west of the Cabinet mountains. This
is a shallow body of water surrounded by lily pads, with
many coots, dippers, and butter ducks along the shores.

Wolf Creek is a clear, wide river which has never been
fished except by construction crews. There are many
shadowy ravines carrying gelid waters into the Kootenai.
Oh! ye anglers! You have only to make a little journey
of two or three;thousand miles to reach the verge of living

waters!

The Kootenai River is reached at Jennings, eighty
miles from Kalispell and 1308 from St. Paul, from
which a steamboat runs north each Monday to Tobacco
Plains and Fort Steele, a Hudson Bay post in British
Columbia. Messrs. Jones and Dupuy, merchants at
Jennings and owners of the steamer Annerly, a 95ft.

boat, will render sportsmen every assistance. It is 137
miles to Fort Steele. Mrs. McCracken, noted as the
huntress of Montana, has a log store at Jennings, where
a photograph may be bought with Madam in full shoot-
ing costume and two slain deer lying at her feet. This is

a capital hmiting and fishing point. Board can be had at
the Annerly House for $7 per week. A trapper named
Smith lives here. He has bought no less than 170 bear
skins within the year, for which he paid from $18 to .$50

each, not to mention mink, fisher, wolf, and wolverine.
Back of Libby Creek station, an important mining town
thirteen miles further west, there is good hunting and
fishing. W. A. Hiller lives eight miles up the creek. He
takes Forest and Stream and is a good guide. From
Libby Creek on to Bonner's Ferry, a distance of forty-nine
miles, the Great Northern crosses a large number of
streams which head in the Cabinet mountains oft' to the
south. It is a country covered with dense forests spread
over hills and mountains veined with precious metals.
The Kootenai Falls, thirty feet high, dashing through
massive walls of rock, are very picturesque. Yakt, Leonia
and Crossport are great places for deer and may be
easily reached from Bonner.
Bonner's Ferry is the head of the Kootenai River navi-

gation. Steamers leave four times a week and take the
tourists right into the heart of the Selkirk Range, the
grandest in America. Kootenai Lake is 80 miles long, of
unknown depth, and together with the river comprises
267 miles of inland navigation. Eight steamers ply on
river and lake. The largest have abundant state-room
accommodation. No grander trip can be found in
Switzerland, Snow-capped mountains drop down to
gloomy abysses . and form a continuous line of senued
peaks frorn end to end. All the way up the river, until
the lake is reached, there are innumerable breeding
places for water fowl. The Kootenai overflows its bottom
at high water in the spring, excepting a narrow ridge
along the margin, and every lagoon that the receding
waters leave harbors a raft of ducks, swans, geese and
brant. A British company with a capital of |200,000 is
now engaged in building a dyke 110 miles long to reclaim
the land for farming and grazing.
Right at Bonner, within a mile of the village, is a group

of reedy lakes which I saw alive with water fowl one
calm Sunday morning.
The Moyen River is reached by an eleven-mile trail

from Bonner over the benches. Dr. Bishop and I took
sixty trout there on Oct. 5 with flies, although August is
supposed to be late in the season.
Mr. J. A. Macdonald, a real estate agent, is good

authority on sport at Bonner, and so is Purser Jim Mc-
Eachran of the steamer Spokane, William Doyle.William
Lamb, William AinsUe and William Eaton (ail Williams)
are very good guides and know the whole country thor-
oughly, Mr. Ainslie took out a party into the moun-
tains on Oct. 3, the day I left. They had four saddle
horses and three pack animals, and were going to the
head of Yahk after goats and sheep. Major Barnes and
Mr. Rickart, who are Customs inspectors at the boundary
line, sixty-three milea north of Bonner, are good men.
There is an extensive but somewhat intricate system of
interior communication by wagon, rail and steamboat in
the Kootenai district, and upon the lines of railway which
connects the mining town of Nelson, with its population
of 1 900 souls, with Robeson, there are three hunters'
lodges numbered 1, 2 and 3, which are furnished with
camp stuft' and kitchen utensils and rented at a nominal
rate of $1 per day. Salmon and salmon trout are caught
here with fly in the spring and with spoon in the fall.
The river from Bonner to Kootenai Lake is very crooked,
with clay banks and muddy bottom, and only a few trout
are caught in its waters. It abounds with squawfish (a
species of Coregonus) and suckers.
Pend d'Oreille and the Priest Lake country are great

sporting regions, and so is Coeur d'Alene. These have
been accessible for seven or eight years by the Northern
Pacific Railroad, and are pretty well known. The Great
Northern Road follows the Pend d'Oreille River, or the
Little Spokane, nearly the whole distance to Spokane
City. It follows the Pend d'Oreille for thirty-five miles,
and then crosses it at the Albani Falls over two iron
spans 300 and 180ft. in length, connected by rocky island
in mid stream. At Newport, one mile west of Albani
Falls, the Newport Transportation Company operates a
line of steamboats to the Metalline District and sundry
points on the river. Dr. Faust, editor of the Newport
Jsieics, is well informed. Priest River enters the Pend
d'Oreille a few miles eaat of Albani Falls, heading in a
large lake of the same name. Rufus Cheney at the lake
and Jim Judge and J. W. Horner at Priest River Station
are good guides. You can go by boat or ti-ail from the
station to Vermillion Lake, as it is known on govern-
ment maps. A. M. Jenkins has a cabin at Priest Lake
and pack horses, and will come in to the station if writ-
ten to at Priest River in advance of arrival. Rufus
Cheney saw seven bighorns in one day, and ia authority
I believe, for the statement that one such was shot there
which weighed 4001bs.
At Chatteroy station, seventeen miles from Spokane a

drove of seven deer jumped into tlie brush just at dusk,
aa the team passed,
Spokane is the converging point of eight railroads,

which render a large number of fishing and hunting re-
sorts accessible. One of the most popular in the imme-

diate vicinity is Spirit Lake, in Idaho, 35 miles distant.

'

It is a perfect gem among the mountains, and a great
game region, Mr, .John R. Revers, of the Spokane Min-
ing Exchange, and formerly of the New York World,
hunts there a good deal, and so does W. D, Knight, i^eter
Rhoderback, an old soldier who lives at the lake, is a good
guide.
In the Okanagon district, west of Spokane, there are

antelope, elk, bighorn sheep, three kinds of deer and a
species of small goat, not half the size of the big white
goats of the main Rookies, and quite different also from
the goats of Alaska. Some fine specimens may be seen at
Meeker's gun stone in Spokane. They are much more
comely and cleaner limbed than their big congeners.
Lake Chelan, a crooked body of water 60 miles long by

4 wide, lying among the mountains just west of the Co
lumbia River, will become a popular resort as soon as the
G;reat Northern Railroad is opened to traffic to the Colum-
bia. Many parties of ladies and gentlemen from Spokane
have been camping there the past season, and there are
three steamers running regularly from the railroad cross-
ing up the Columbia to the outlet of Chelan, and into the
lake, and thence to all lake points.
With this most western point so far reached by the.

Pacific extension of this great trans-continental line, I
conclude my lengthy memoranda with the admonition
that game can be marketed in the State of Washington
only during the month of December. The hunting sea-
son lasts until Christmas, at which time heavy snowfalls
may be expected. Dogs and camp outfits a,re carried in
the baggage cars free of charge.

[to be continued.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Bv a Staff Correspondent.}

Kansas City, Mo,, Nov. 3.—This morning, as I un-
folded the drapery of one of Mr. Pullman's narrow but
high-priced couches from about me, I found a small but
urgent cockle- burr secreted in the blanket, in such posi-
tion as enabled it to get the most out of life there was
going. A cockle-burr is a simple thing, and ordinarily
incites not so much to reflection and meditation as to
immediate action and prompt profanity. In this case,
however, I forgave the cockle-burr,' and handled it

tenderly, lb was a cockle-burr with an alternative, and
in alternatives there may be mistakes, and hence injus-
tice. Either I got that cockle burr out of one of the
towels in the hotel at Great Bend, or picked it up some-
where during the two days' hunt in which I indulged near
Great Bend after the hotel had ceased to be a necessity.
The acquisition was very possible in either case, but out
of charity I supposed the latter, and so regarded the
small nuisance with a feeling kindred to affection, wish-
ing the while that I were going West for more of them,
and not East with this solitary reminder of joys that be
these days of drear November.
Perhaps being constantly among sports and sportsmen

will, after a time, take the wire edge off from an in-
stinct which can never really be dulled. Men may be
different in that way. In my own case, I believe that
the impulse to get out and kill something is no longer
any stronger than the pleasure of meeting new types of
men, and of seeing new phases of this great big, won-
derful, impossible, incredible America, wherein a man
may live out his life in travel and yet not know half
of the land fanned by the prettiest flag that ever swung
on land or sea. From the blue grass land to the red
rock land, from the wind-waved prairies to the quiet
piflon country, what worlds, what peoples, what pic-
tures. America for Americans—that is good doctrine.
It is the best of earth to those who most deserve it. In
smaller sense, too, it is a precious panorama whose in-
dividual pictures time shall one day sort out and enshrine.
So big a heritage makes children careless for a while.
No panorama of America without the plains—that

mysterious region which fascinated us when we were
boys. This is the country of which Col. Long, who
crossed Kansas in 1823, wrote as follows:

There is an extensive desert in theXJ-nited States. It extends
from the base of tbe Rocky Mountains, slOO miles to the ea«>t, and
500 miles from north to south. Th«re are deep ravines in which
the brooks and rivers meander, skirted by a few atuo ted trees,
but all the elevated surface ia a barren desert, covered with Fand,
gravel, pebbles, etc. There are a few plants, but nothing like a
tree to be seen on these desolate plains, and seldom a livinK
creature to be met with. The Platte, the Arkansas and other
rivers flow through this dreary waste.

This dreary waste is no longer such, except in part.
Kansas has grown up in the desert, a level, apparently
monotonous country in history and in natural featuree",
but really often one of violence, of storm, of tempestuous-
ness, of somber energy. In Kansas you will see the
best that is now left of the Great Plains. This you will
see best, again, in the Cheyenne Flats of Barton coun-
try, just above the great northern bend of the Arkansas.
See these flats in a storm, or rather upon the verge of a
storm, and you have a picture as startling, as distinct
and as impressive as any you have seen anywhere, no
matter how big the land with mountains, with forests or
with sea. The picture is flat and even throughout in
foreground and background, and the colors are few

—

grays, purples, storm colors—but the result, the effect,
is there unmistakably. It is as wild, aa desolate, as
terrifying, as any scene of more theatric elements. Turn
from the low lights of the little village on the far edge,
leave out the big and desolate ranch house on the left,
and look oft' over the Great Plains whose stories thrilled
you. Face the foreboding clouds, feel the chiUing wind
cut through you, look off as far as you can see over the
unsympathetic land—it is only a step then, as your
heart sinks coldly in your bosom, to feel yourself the lost
traveler of early days upon the plains. How you want a
house! Howyou want a fire! How keenly you understand
the feelings of the rugged settler, to whom his little
house, low down and almost a part of the earth, seemed
a palace, because it was a haven, a refuge, a home against
this awing land, these pitiless clouds—a place cut oft'

from the last rallying ground where Nature sullenly
makes stand, and where, in wavering mirage by day and
in streaming clouds of vapors in the night, plaantom
braves even now pursue their natural herds in phantom.
My word, there are Indians there, and buffalo. I have
seen them, large Indians and large buffalo. They will
always be there, for these plains belong to Nature, not to
man. If you doubt this, go there yourself and see. Go
there of a black day in November. Ride down off the rim
of hills in the wild evening, when you are cold, hungry.
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apprehensive of you know not (because you don't happen
to think it is the ppirit Indians chasing you)—and then
see if the light of old man Jones's house, one story, but a
mansion, does mt look to you the most welcome thing in
ail the world. 1 Irnow it seemed that way to us. And
when the ponies had pattered ofl: the miles that still lay
between us and the light, and when we had with diffi-

culty pushed through the crowd of various expostulating
dogs, and gained a seat under the roof and near the light,

what a warm, relieved, happy, contented feeling came
into the heart ! You have to be a hunter to feel that way,
because, unless you belonged to one of the two families
who live on the Flats, you wouldn't be there unless you
were a hunter.
Chauncey J ones, or old ma.n J ones, he is more gen-

erally called, has as yet had no artist to paint him, but
be should have. He is one of many, a type, the old-

timer, of whom too few are left. He used to shoot buffalo
on the flats and sell the tongues to the emigrants down
where the trail crossed Walnut Creek. He now grazes
some cattle over the old wallows. His sons, John and
Frank, shoot ducks these days on the "Black lake" pond
on the north side of the flats, where Deception Creek
oA^erflows the level and so comes to an end. If you can
not have a good time walking and talking and shooting
with these, while the daughters, Nellie and May, stay at

home and cook supper for you, then you aren't any kind
of a man at all. But I suppose some one will be wanting
to know just how many ducks we killed, and to this es-

sential part of the programme I must hasten.

Four Dozen a Day.

The two boys, John and Frank, had been averaging
about four dozen ducks a day for some time. John told

me that he thought he had killed 2,000 ducks himself this

fall. This was all on a bit of lake about a mile square, so
shallow that one could wade all over it. Its shooting
properties lay in the fact that it was this year the only
water on the Flats, and was moreover very abundantly
supplied with feed. The Arkansas Eiver is dry at the Bend
this year. The only other water at all near, so far as I

know, is the "salt marsh" below Eaymond, twenty to

thirty miles distant, where also remarkably good shooting
has been had this fall. The conditions being such, and
there being very few shooters on the lake in the Flats, the
birds had refused to leave, and had ofl'ered the two Jones
boys, who live only half a mile or so from the lake, a duck
shooting privilege which might well turn almost anybody
a dark green color of envy.
John and Frank were out on the lake when we arrived,

and we went out in the dusk to have a look at the country.
We found the wide and shallow lake with shores ab-
solutely bare and affording no cover. The water-growth
was from 12 to 16 in. high, and scanty. To make a. blind
seemed impossible. Nevertheless the birds were flying
in hundreds, every way we looked. We saw plenty of
mallards and pintails, and great numbers of spoonbills
and teal. While we lay in the dark along the bank, try-

ing to get on the flyway of the ducks, we heard the
chatter of four different "flocks of white geese, and the
sonorous honking of one flock of genuine Canadas, Be-
peated flashes of firei beyond us told where the boys were
at work in the flight, and we knew that they shot into
the flock of honkers, though we could not say with what
success. We staid long enough for me to find that I had
torn a big hole in one of my rubber boots, and so was
hors du combat. Then, for fear of getting lost on the
Flats, as even the Jones|boysand their father, long as they
have lived there, have been known to do, and as a stranger
is almost certain to do, we pulled out for the house.
When the boys got in that night they told us that they

had bagged that day 63 ducks and 1 goose. The goose
was a Canada, and John killed it out of the flock we heard
come over the marsh at dusk. Both assured us of good
shooting the next day.
"The weather doesn't seem to make much dilt'ereuce,"

said John; "the ducks never leave the lake, but just fly

around all over it, all day long," This Elysian state of

a flairs betokened ducks that wei*e not educated, and I

rejoiced, until I remembei-ed about the torn boot.

•'You can't do anything without hip boots," said John,
"but you'll have time to drive over to Hoisington in the
morning and get another pair. It's only two or three
miles."

No Boots, and No Balm.

Accordingly I went over to Hoisington in the morning,
thinking to equip myself early and easily. Alas! the
disappointments to which the human heart is subject.
Not a store in the entire city—and there were two stores
—had a pair of hip boots, though I was assured cheer-
lully that plenty were ordered and on the road, and that
if I could wait a couple of weeks I would see Hoisington
fuller of rubber boots than anything I ever did see. Not
having quite so much leisure I went to the livery stables,

to the gun stores, to every place, and made private quest
for high boots. I inquired for local shooters, and even
stopped on the street two or three men who looked as
though they might have hip boots at home. It was of no
use. There were no boots in Hoisington. At the time it

seemed to me there was no balm in Grilead. I could see
four hundred million ducks flying just out of reach,
myself on the bank with no boots. This is something
which Dante thoughtlessly left out of his Inferno. A
punishment so exquisite in pain that no good shooting
man could ever really deserve it.

I drove back to the lake, and John seeing me coming,
rose up out of the scanty cover and waded out to meet
me. "Johnnie," said I, "did you ever hear of the Cheval-
ier Bayard?"'
Johnnie allowed he didn't remember him.
"Well." said I, "the Chevalier Bayard was once lying

on the field of battle, pretty much cut up and thirsty as
usual

—

1 mean cut up as usual—and another gentleman
was lying near by in much the same shape. It came a
question as to which of them should take a drink. 'You
need this worse than I do,' the chevalier said. 'Go ahead.
After you.'
"He was pretty white, wasn't he?" said Johnnie.
"That's whatever, my friend. He was a man worthy

of imitation. Now, I couldn't get any boots in Hoising-
ton."
"The —!"

"No. Yet still, my friend, I observe that you have on a
pair of very good ones, I notice also in you a family re-

semblance to the Chevalier Bayard. Behold me! I am
that other soldier. My necessity is a whole lot greater
than yourn. Besides, I will give you six bits for those

boots for the rest of the day. Shuck them off, .Johnnie,
or I don't know what I may do to you.

"

Johnnie shucked 'em, though I must say he did not do
80 for the money, "You're only here for one day," said
he. "and I can shoot here every day. Take 'em along,
and go right on out to my boat, you'll get plenty of shoot-
ins:. I've killed eight already this morning."
tliThere are plenty of Chevalier Bayards lying around in
the country, if you only go about it right in developing
them. From now on, Johnnie Jones has a warm place in
my heart, and I owe him an obligation which no six bits

can discharge. Still, feeling as I did about it, it was
probably a wise thing for him to take oft' his boots when
he did.

"

Putting my decoys—a doaeu canvas ones—and a lot of
shells into a sack, I waded out to the boat. It was a home-
made affair that sat low down on the water. The heaviest
of the scanty cover barely concealed it, and I saw at once
that the only way to get any shooting was to lie flat down
in the boat'and keep still. So I put out my decoys, and
got out my caller, and was soon in a very enviable frame
of mind.

It did not take long to prove that Johnnie Jones was a
duck shooter, and that he had picked the very best place
on the whole marsh for his blind, A point of land jutted
out just back of this spot, and narrowed the flight which
passed over from one side of the lake to the other. More-
over, a great patch of torn up bulb gi-ass and other water
grass showed that the ducks had found plenty of feed
near by. In my mind I complimented Johnnie while I

thanked him in my heart.
About now two spoonbills came over and I turned over

and let go, killing one and knocking the other down a
little further than I probably ought. "I^ook at that,"
thought I. "Oh, but this is a snap, I'm a duck shooter
from away back, and I'll kill a thousand ducks right
here." Then a flock of gadwalls drew by, and I didn't
get a feather; and a flock of teal went over and I didn't
touch a teal; and a lot of spoonbills tried to light on the
decoys, and I didn't get a spoonbill. After missing eight
or ten shots I modified my views somewhat, and compro-
mised on a hundred. It was about 10 o'clock when I

began to shoot, and for a time I never saw ducks fly bet-
ter, though it was nearly all long shooting. At noon it

came off wax-m and the wind went down, so that the
flight stopped partially. At that time I did not have
quite a hundred ducks, but I did have seven in the boat
and sevei'al in the weeds. The edge was off my appetite
and I had boots to lend.
After lunch at Butler's, nearby, where Mrs, Butler, a

sister of the Jones boys, cooked us a very good meal, we
traded around some on the boot question, Frank taking
my boots, I taking hislJand Johnnie resuming his own,
Frank went over to Hoisington on business and Johnnie
and I went after jacksnipe, of which we only got 4, the
mud flat lately populous with them having dried up too
much, so that we only saw 7 birds in our tramp. In my
absence after the snipe, a gentleman from Hoisington
sneaked up on my nice fleet of canvas decoys and shot
the stufiing out of two of them. When I got back I
found him in the boat, and we had a settlement then and
there about those decoys. He was the most comically
disgusted man I ever saw when I stated the price to him,
"Gee!" he said, "that's more'n a feller'd get for a whole
dozen of actooal ducks." I explained to him that it

served him right for pot-hunting, and that he ought to
have waited till the decoys were on the wing. Though
vexed and angry with him to a degree, he seemed so
humble and contrite about it that after he had settled and
gone off in the marsh, I lay down in the boat and laughed
till I ached.
In the half-day's work at the ducks, the three of us got

a little over 30 birds. The evening being clear and moon-
lit, the geese did not come in on the marsh until it was
too late for us. I pulled up my decoys promptly at sun-
set and hustled ashore quickly as I could, for althoitgh
Butler's house was only a short distance, it had no window
on the side next the lake, and would be easy to pass in
the dark. Having been lost once on these flats I did not
want to try it again. If you lose one direction there you
lose them all.

"I got lost once going horaefrom over here," said Frank
to me, as we talked of this later, "and I couldn't tell

where on earth I was. At last I hit a wire fence, and
then I knew where I was, for it only had three wires. I
knew the line fences had four wires, and the division
fence three, so I got the line for home all right. I came
in on the east side of the house instead of the west. Once
a lot of Great Bend hunters spent the night in the cours-
ing club's house, over in the middle of the flats, and
started out early for the lakes over in the Carvey pasture.
It was a foggy morning, and the first thing they knew
they came square up against the club house from the east
side, when they thought they had been going straight
west from it all the time."

Opening Dav on Quail.

The following morning closed my stay at the duck
marsh, and lack of time forced me to decline Mr. Jones's
urgent invitation to go up Deception Creek after prairie
chickens, of ' which he had a number located. This was
Nov, 1, opening day on quail in Kansas, and I had
promised Dick Taylor, eight miles from the .Tones place,
to join him in a quail hunt on opening day. Moreover,
•to make matters more obvious, I had Dick Taylor's dog,
Dick, with me at the Jones place, although much to the
dog's disgust I had not allowed him to retrieve ducks in
the icy water,

I am satisfied that I am the luckiest man on earth
about running across good dogs. If I should fall off a
ship in the middle of the sea I would doubtless come up
with a good bird dog in each hand. All over this coun-
try, where I couldn't take a dog of my own, I meet these
trained dogs, in all sorts of shapes, but of just the sort a
shooter needs. I don't mean dogs with lofty lineage,
but dogs with nose, doge that don't get tired, but which
will range, point and retrieve—in short, dogs that is a
solid and unalloyed comfort to shoot over, and dogs with
which you can go out and get game. Now, of all these
dogs whose acquaintance I have made at different time,
I would rather have this same dog Dick. If he were
mine the biggest $500 bill in the world wouldn't buy him.
Dick's sire was Mr. W. W. Carney's old setter Mack, a
handsome and well-bred dog, and his dam was an un-
known quantity owned by Cal Kiiilly, of Great Bend.
Dick himself is a stout, handsome fellow and more eager
after the gun than any dog I ever saw. Everyone in the

country takes him hunting and there is no shooter in
Great Bend who does not use Dick more than his owner.
Mr. Taylor always has a bird dog or two about him, and
is an admirable trainer, but he does very little shooting,
and seema just to keep the dogs as a sort of public con"
venience. Dick owns any man for master who can
shoot a gun. Having been with me a whole day, he
seemed to think I owned him, and when in our shooting
either Mr, Taylor or myself killed a bird Dick always
brought it to me. Instead of being vexed at this Mr,
Taylor was amused and laughed at it. So you can see
he is a pretty good sort of a man.
Frank Jones and I took the buggy and started on a leis-

urely drive over to Mr. Taylor's place in the morning.
We were within half a mile of the hous^—which has
a commanding site on a high hill and can be seen a
long way from, every side, even beyond the owner's wide
acres—^when Dick, who had been nmning along in the
road, suddenly left it and came to a stiff" point at the
hedge row. Frank pulled up and tied the team, and I

sought an opening in the hedge, Dick meantime occasion-
ally looking back over his shoulder to see if we were
coming, as if imploring us to hurry up. We did hurry,
and on the rise of the bevy we got three birds. Then we
followed them down the hedge and got a couple more,
Dick picking out the singles in a way simply elegant.
Swinging up the hedge on the other side of the field after
some birds we had marked down, the dog began to road
rapidly, stopping and looking back for us in a way of his
own. Presently he pointed hard, and up went another
bevy, but on the wrong side of the hedge, so that we got
no shot. We could not see where the birds went, but
Dick unquestionably marked them down, for when we
got through the hedge he took us directly to them, on a
bit of wheat stubble. On the scattered birds his work
was fast and positive, with never a break nor a flush, and
I remember no prettier experience than we had here. In
a few moments we had an even dozen birds in our pock-
ets, and so drove up to the house after fifteen minutes
shooting, mightily pleased with everything in the world.
Mr. Taylor and his pleasant family put us perfectly at
home, and so went on an experience entirely too brief of
Kansas hospitality and Kansas £port.

Ideal Sport,

The country we were now in i^ quite unlike the
Cheyenne Flats. It is rolling farming land, well settled
up, with some hedges and occasional clumps of trees.
Walnut Creek, lined with heavy undergrowth, runs a
mile back of Mr, Taylor's house, which is only about four
miles from Gi-eat Bend, In every hedge row, on every
timber claim and in almost every bend of the creek,
we found a bevy of quail. They were everywhere. Shoot-
ing began within ten minutes' walk of the house, and one
hardly needed to so two miles from home at any time.
Mr. Taylor had all the bunches located, and as soon as
one was too much scatterred would lead off for another
one. Shooting under such circumstances, in a country
full of birds, with a guide who knows the haunts of each
bevy, and with a dog which knows the business thorough-
ly and needs no admonitions and no handling—this cer-
tainly is ideal sport, and one cannot ask to see it surpassed.
"There are quail all over this part of the country," said
Mr. Taylor. "I could take you to new places every day
for a week."' A stranger would not fare so well, and
would besides continually fall foul of the posted lands of
the Alliance farmers. We shot most of the time on Mr.
Taylor's land, or that of friends of his.

In the afternoon we were joined by a young man from
town, Charlie Zulerman, who brought out his dog, a
pointer. He and Frank took this dog and Mr, Taylorand
I took Dick and went in another direction. We crossed
the corner of a cornfield and picked up four birds, and
then went on over to the creek, hearing the others shoot-
ing very often further east. Shooting along the steep
and heavily covered banks of the creek we found to
be difficult work, and the birds had a good deal of
fun with us here. Dick kept on finding bevies and
singles, however, and we kept on shooting. When we
met the other party Mr. Taylor and I had seventeen
birds in our pockets, Charlie had five and Frank four.
Frank was trying the experiment of shooting 13-gauge
shells in his 10-gauge gun, and it didn't work very
well, I imagine. Going home we got half a dozen more
birds, making a total for a few hours of very easy and
leisurely shooting of somethiug over forty birds during
the day.

The next day I had to leave for the East. Of course a
fellow always has to start for some place else just when
he gets well located. Nevertheless, Mr, Taylor and I got
into the buggy earlj^- in the morning and took a run ovsr
to a cornfield after some chickens, which we put up, but
too wild for a successful shot. Then we drove toward
the house again, and of course, as we passed a hedge
Dick came to a point. Mr. Taylor left his mettlesome
horse, Ned, without tying him, as the horse was used to
shooting and had never made any trouble about it. This
time, however, Ned felt different about it, and when
three shots sounded quickly just behind him he started
oft" on a dead run, only hitting the ground once in a
while with the buggy. That broke up the shooting match,
Mr. Taylor started after the horse and I started after
him. Dick didn't care a cent about the runaway but
went right on pointing singles all along the hedge, look-
ing grieved because I wouldn't stop to shoot, but pulled
him oft* his points. At a farmhouse Mr. Taylor stopped
for a saddle horse to follow the refugee, who, as he heard,
had struck the road and gone straight to town. "He's
all right," said Mr. Taylor, with the usual Western philo-
sophical way of looking at horse escapades; "I'll ride on
into town and get him. You just come along to that
clump of trees and go in there and shoot till I come
back."
Doubting if he ever would come back with a sound

horse and buggy, I nevertheless followed instructions,
and as usual found a bevy of quail, of which I bagged
three before they mysteriously disapx^eared, quail fash-
ion. In half an hour I heard a shout and there came Mr.
Taylor with the buggy, driving Ned, who looked very
complacent and none the worse for wear. "They had
him unhitched and in a livery barn when I got into
town," said Mr. Taylor, A X'unaway here or there is

nothing out in Kansas,
We now went back to the house again, and found that

we had 7 quail accumulated somehow or other, without
any work, I said good-bye to the family, much to my
genuine regret, and again we started Ned for town. Fool-
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ing along the road, never over three rods from the road

or a hundred yards from the buggy, we put up three more
bevies of quail within a mile of the house, and added 10

more to our string, Dick working like an angel. This

was just the easiest, nicest shooting there ever was
in the world, and under the pleasantest circumstances

possible. I think I could have stood a week or two
more of it without serious injury to my health,

but it could not be, so I had to say some more
good-byes and go, regretting more, certainly, to leave the

shooting, than to leave my friends. And Dick, the dog-
may he live long and prosper, and never meet a tem-

porary master who does not know him as a wise and
faithful servant, and therefore deserving of all kindness!

There is only one man fit to own Dick, and that is Dick
Taylor. Both man and dog are known through all that

countryside, and are lit to be known through all the

world.
Western Notes.

Leavenworth, Kas., Nov. 4.—The White River Utes,

of Colorado, are this week reported to have left their

reservation and gone into camp on Spring Creek, thirty

miles below Meeker. They are killing hundreds of deer

for the hides alone. The citizens are protesting against

the wholesale slaughter of game, and have resolved to

drive the Utes back.
From Ogden, Utah, comes a wild and apparently faked-

up story regarding two Brooklyn, N. Y,, men, Frank M.
Conroy and J. F. Barkelow, who are said lately to have
left Ogden to explore the caves of the early cliff dwellers

along Nine-Mile Creek. Barkelow returned alone and
reported that Com-oy had fallen over a precipice with his

burro, and that as he lay injured on a ledge below he was
attacked by eagles, which drove him from the ledge and
continued their onslaughtupon his mangled remains.
Yesterday a St. Louis boy, Frank Smith, playfully

snapped a .*22cal. target rifle at a man named Sims Grace,
lodging the ball in Grace's back. Grace may die. The
bov was not aware that the weapon contained a charge.

Yesterday William Parks, of Kansas City, went out
hunting and got the muzzle of his gun choked up with
mud. He tried to clean the barrels out with his fingers,

and in doing so shot ofl; his left forefinger.

These incidents remind one of the exploits of hunter
Dills, of Uniontown, Pa. , three days ago. Hunter Dills

crept up on Mr. Gates, who was in a blind calling tur-

keys, and firing a load of buckshot by guess killed Mr.
Gates where he sat.

Snow fell in South Dakota Nov. 1. On Nov. 2 a bliz-

zard was forecast for Kansas, but materialized only in

a cold rain. The flight of geese is not yet all in over
western Kansas.
A Fort Scott, Kas., man is buying a carload of dogs,

whether for sausage or field trial purposes it is not de-
clared.

A California little ostrich bird has just yielded 300
feathers, worth $65, at one sitting, or rather plucking.
The flight of wildfowl this week is so heavy on the

Salt marsh south of Eaymond, on the Santa Fe, that
hunters from as far east as Topeka have come to take
advantage of the shooting. The Rattlesnake pond holes
below Great Bend are also affording good sport.
Much land is being posted by the Alliance men in Kan-

sas. The farmers publish notices in the local papers
warning trespassers to keep ofi: their lands. They de-
scribe their lands by range, township and section lines,
put up notices on the corners, and moreover chase an
offender off when detected. This is all very well. It
hurts nothing if all Kansas becomes a game preserve.
The salvation of American game lies in the the trespass
law.
Any one who has ridden or walked much in Western

Kansas knows how the alkali dust of certain sections
offends the skin of the face and lips. In a few days the
lips become painfully sore and crack open, bleeding and
refusing to heal. No one should use vaseline or cold
cream for this trouble, for either will only make the
trouble worse. The best remedy is collodion, which is
rather a preventive. Spread upon the lips, it forms a
tough, adhesive coating, which keeps out the air and dust.
It is useful also to cover any abraded surface, or to apply
about the finger-nails in case of hang-nails or other trifling
wounds, which under cold air and alkali dust and alkali
water, rapidly become very annoying. The collodion
coats the skin like the film upon a photographic negative.
Take:the collodion bottle along on a trip to California or
the plains.

Death of Lieut. Schwatka.
Lieut. Frederic Schwatka, of Arctic and Alaskan

fame, was found dying in the streets of Portland, Oregon
at 3 A. M., of Nov. 3. He died at 4:50 of the same morn-
ing; the cause of death being supposed to be an uninten-
tional over-dose of laudanum, a bottle of which drug was
found near him. This ends the life of a fortunate and
unfortunate man, a man brave and yet weak, a man who
sufficiently well illustrates the continual contradictions of
human life and human accomplishment. E. Hough

Enforcing the Ontario Law.
Bkacebridge, Ont., Oct. 33.—The first trial in this

district under the Ontario game law was held to-dav
before Mr. James Boyer, .J.P. On information of R D
Brown, deputy warden of the Township of Stephenson
the following persons were arraigned and convicted ojhuntmg deer out of season: L. Markle, B. Botterell J
Preble and A. Markle, all of Brunell Township, and were
each fined $20 and costs. These convictions will have a
salutary fffect throughout the Province and wiC show
that the Ontario government intends to prosecute an-v
rases which come under their notice.—Toroji/o World.
(Jet9 .'2,4 •

An Election Day Hope Not Realized.
l^OEFOLK, Ya., Nov. 7.—The weather has been very

favorable tor ducks during the past few days, and a
telephone from the Cumtuck Club grounds' reports a
large gathering of black ducks and sprigtails. I saw
to-day a fine assortment of these birds at the commission
house of Mr. J B. White, who is a member of the Ragged
Island Club. Grover Cleveland and President Harrifon
are both honorary members of the Ragged Island Cluband to-morrow, the Sth, being a sort of off-day for them'the crowd 18 hopmg they will be persuaded to put it in on
tijejnarshes. Charles Hallock.

j

THE FALL MONTHS AT BILOXL

BiLOXi, Mississippi.—It has been my good—as well as

my bad—fortune to visit Biloxi during the fall months
for the past two years. My bad fortune was because I

was compelled to make the trip to rid myself of an attack

of malarial fever, contracted in the evvamps; and my
good fortune was in being able to find a place where I

could have all the comforts of home and as fine fishing

and hunting as can be found anywhere in the South.

We were called shortly before daylight the other morn-
ing, and after "discussing" a first-class breakfast pre-

pared for our especial benefit by our sable friend Jessie,

who presides over the destinies of the culinary depart-

ment of the Montross, we bundled om'selves, dogs and
guns into a very comfortable buckboard that Colonel

ivlontross had in waiting for us. A drive of ten minutes
brings us to the ferry across Back Bay, an arm of the

gulf that nuts in back of Biloxi, and into whose waters
flow the Biloxi River. A quarter of an hour and we are

across the bay, while another ten minutes brings us to

an open field, where the dogs are invited to step down
and out. The dogs were Punch, a four-year-old pointer,

through whose veins flows the blue blood of Faust and
Keswick: Queen, a lemon and white pointer bitch from
the Hempstead Farm Kennels, and Lady Likely, a black,

white and tan setter who can boast of such ancestors as
Roderigo, Gladstone, Sue and others.

We had scarcely gotten our guns out of their cases and
put together, when Paul, our driver, exclaimed, "Look
at Queen!" Sure enough she had struck the scent, and
with every nerve quivering was reading up a small open-
ing by the edge of a heavy canebrake. She had not gone
very ifar before she brought up solid. Calling the other
dogs up we started toward her. The moment Lady and
Punch crossed into the opening they saw her and backed
her finely. The sight was a beautiful one—all three of

the dogs standing as if they had been carved out of
marble. Mr. King stepped forward a couple of paces,
and up whirred a bevy of at least twenty-five birds; an
instant later came the crack of three guns, when five of

the feathered beauties left the bunch and fell, striking
the ground with a thud.
At a word from their owner the dogs who had dropped

to shot retrieved our birds finely. There was no use to

look after the scattered birds, as they had pitched into
the middle of a very heavy cane brake, where they were
perfectly safe. Calling in the dogs we bundled into our
buckboard and drove across a heavily timbered bottom to
an open field beyond. Here the dogs were again put out.
Before they had gone a hundred yards Punch, who was
working among some palmetto scrub, "brought up stand-
ing," Once again the other dogs backed, a second more
and the bevy was in the air. This time we did not do so
well, the trouble being that all three of us fired at the
same bird, cutting him into ribbons. We bagged three,
however, and marked the rest of the bevy in the timbered
bottom we had just crossed. As there was little or no
underbrush in the bottom we decided to give it a turn.
On the edge of a small stream that ran down through

the timber Punch again straightened out, and as Mr.
King and myself walked toward him, we heard the flut-

ter of wings together with the familiar half chirp and
half whistle of a woodcock. I took a snap shot at him
as he was going through an old tree top, and was grati-
fied to hear my friend say, "you downed him." After
picking my bird upwe looked around for Lady and Queen,
and found them standing in some palmettoes not fifty

yards away. This time it was one of our scattered birds.
As he cleared the brush , Mr. King's Greener cracked and
the bird whirled over on its back as dead as a stone.

It was now getting along toward noon, and as the sun
was nearly overhead, the heat made tramping about in
the open anything but a pleasant occupation. We accord-
ingly called a halt, and once more mounting our buck-
board drove about five hundred yards to the banks of the
Biloxi River, where, under the shade of some magnificent
oaks we ate lunch.

While we were lounging about I noticed the swirls of
some large fish as they fed among the lUy pads that
fringed the river banks, and Driver Paul informed us
that in his opinion they were "green trout," but that he
would show us to a certainty if we would have a little

patience. He immediately began to skirmish through
his pockets, finally producing a piece of what had once
been a waterproof trout line. After straightening this
out he began searching under the sweat leather of his
hat. From this receptacle came a large and fearfully
and wonderfully made fly. Red all over body, hackle,
wings and tail. I thought that if trout would bite at
any such fly as the one in question they must be green,
sure enough. After tyins fly and line together Paul
went in search of a rod. This he soon found in a piece
of cane about 7ft. long and as stiff as a poker. After
making connection between the line and his improvised
rod, our fisherman walked slowly and cautiously to the
river bank. Imagine our surprise when at almost the
first time the fly struck the water a flsh took it and was
unceremoniously "yanked" out of his native element
and landed high and dry on the ground at least 10ft.
from the water. For the first time I had an opportunity
of examining a "green trout," and found it, just as I had
supposed, a large-mouth black bass. While we were
waiting for the day to get a little cooler Paul caught 5
more of his "green trout," showing conclusively that
with the right kind of tackle one could have the finest
kind of sport. When we were ready to make another
start our gunner informed us that if we would drive
back in the country three or four miles he was sure we
would find "right smart" of partridges.
Nor was he wrong, for during the afternoon we flushed

no less than ten bevies, out of which forty-six partridges
fell to our guns, making our bag for the day fifty-seven
partridges and one woodcock, not so very' bad for our
first ti'ial.

The next time we visit that neighborhopd you can be
very sure that bass tackle will be part of the outfit. Two
or three hours' fishing under the shade of the magnificent
oaks that grow along the river banks will be a very pleas-
ant way of passing the heat of the day. While "talking
over our day's work with Col. Montross, he told us that a
little later when the bass left the shallows and sought the
open water they were caught by the hundred in both gill
nets and seines. At this rate it will not take very many
years to deplete our waters of this gamiest of all fresh
water fish, A little later in the season the writer and MrKmg are going to trj our luck back in the country, where

we are told there are any quantity of turkeys and deer,

with an occasional bear thrown in. On our return I shall

report. In the mean time I can truly say if a man wishes

to find a place where he and his family can be perfectly

comfortable, and at the same time have all the fishing,

both fresh and salt water that he wants, together with
very good shooting, Biloxi, Mississippi, is the place for

him to come to. BiLOXl.

THE SYRACUSE QUAIL CASE.
Syracuse, Nov. 6.—The pot-hunter arrested by Game

Protector Jackson for snaring seventy partridges near
Cicero (not Coustantia, as before reported), was brought
before the police justice last week through the assistance

of Andrews Bros. He was fined |50, the charges against

the firm not being pressed. TJie name of this hunter is

Benjamin Brackett.
Wednesday last warrants were issued by Police Justice

Mulholland for the arrest of Andrews Bros, for having
snared birds in their possession contrary to law. The
Onondaga Sportsmen's Club were the prime movers in this

action, and it's interept is being looked after by Attorney
Shinaman. Both H. B, Andrews and J. M. Andrews were
arraigned. They pleaded not guilty, and their attorney
raised the question that the justice had no jurisdiction.

Justice Mulholland plainly told the defendants that he
had the jurisdiction to try the cases, if the defendants so

wished, but it was their privilege to give bail for the
Grand Jury without first securing an order from a higher
court. The accused gave bail in the sum of $500 each for

the action of the Grand Jury. The bail bonds were
signed by A. Ames Hewlett, of the Lefevre Arms Co.,

and G. M. Barnes.
It is to be hoped that the Sportsmen's Club wins in this

action, as it will prove a death knell to all such kinds of
pot-hunters, and if full judgment is secm-ed, |1,775, it

wiU enlarge the club's treasury, as one-half goes to the
State and half to the club.

Henry Johnson, game constable for the Onondaga
Anglers' Association, has returned from Oswego county,
where he has been on a "still-hunt" for offenders. Utter
disregard is paid to the game laws in that section, and
consequently game is very scarce. In one day he dis-

covered and destroyed sixty partridge snares in the
woods.
Three arrests were made last week of game snarers.

They were William Trumble, George Trumble and Ben-
jamin Brackett, of West Am boy. The last named is an
old offender, being connecter) with the Andrews Bros,

bird case and who was fined $50 in that case. He is also

a noted offender in this kind of work. They will be tried

before ,Iudge Northrup some time this week.
The fishing in Onondaga Lake hasbeen much improved

the past year. Mr. Jackson says that only two nets were
taken last month, and at present there is no net fishing

being done in this lake. D. K.

COLD BARRELS.
Williamsbctrg, Ind.—Noel E. Money asks an explana-

tion of the fact that a hot gun barrel shoots harder than
a cold one. It is because the expansiveness of gases is

largely dependent on then- temperature, and the cold
barrel absorbs so much heat that it reduces the power of
the propelling gases. O. H. Hampton.

Red Bank, N. J —The appeal of Captain N. E. Money,
manufacturer of E. C. powder, to the general public to

solve the problem why his powder when fired out of a
cold gun does not give the same velocity as subsequent
charges, when fired out of a warm gun, is rather surpris-
ing, coming as it does from the manufacturer of a nitre
powder. It is a well established fact that all nitros are
very susceptible to cold, and therefore the loss of velocity
of the first shot out of a cold gun is occasioned by the
rapid cooling of the high pressure gases in the cold gun
barrel. If Captain Money will experiment a little he will
find that at 40° Fahrenheit a standard charge of 43gr8. E.

C. will lose 90ft. or about ten per cent, of its velocity, and
that at a freezing temperature the loss is still greater, so
as seriously to impair penetration. This fault, however,
if known, is easily overcome and can be guarded against
in loading. To guard, however, against atmospheric in-

fluences, dampness and dryness, is much harder, and this

serious fault has been overcome by one nitro only, the
new Walsrode smokeless. Whippoorwill.

MASSACHUSETTS DEER LAW.
Massachusetts has no law on deer except as to Plymouth

and Barnstable counties. Session Laws, 1883, Chap. 169:

Sec. 1. Whoever h ants, chases, or kills a deer within thp couu'
ties of Plymoiith or Barnstable, except his own tame deer kept on
his own grounds, shall forfeit for every such offense one hundred,
dollars.
Sec. 2, AH acta or parts of acts inconsistent herewith are here-

by repealed May 5, 1883.

There was up to 1886 a general deer law. Sec. 8 of the
Public Statutes of 1883 provided:

Sec. 8. Whoever between the first day of December and the
first day of November takes or kills a deer, except his own tame
deer kept on his own grounds, shall be punished by fine of one
hundred dollars.

This section was amended May 2, 1882, by Chapter 199,
Laws 1882, Sec. 1, as follows:

Sec. 1. Section 8 of Chapter 92 of tlie Public Statutes is amended
so as to read as follows: Whoever at nny time in the year except
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays in the month of
Novemt)er, hunts, takes, wounds or kills a deer excf pt his own
tame deer kepf on his own grounds, and whoever on any Tuesday,
Wednesday. Thursday or Friday in the month of November,
hunts, takes, wounds or kill« in any pond or river, or within two
hundred yards thereof, a deer, except hia own tame deer kept on
his own grounds, shall be punished for each offense by a fine of
not less than twenty-five dollars, and not more than one hundred
dollars, etc. etc.

Chapter 276, Laws 1886 (passed .June 10), enacted as a
substitute for Chapter 93 of the Public Statutes, makes no
mention whatever of deer, but does by Sec. 11 specifically
provide for the entire repeal of Chapter 92:

Shc. 11. Chapter ninety-two o£ the Public Statutes, chapter
thirty-sis of the acts of the year one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-three and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith
are hereby repealed.

This leaves oolv the Plymouth and B^,rQBtable law, ag
given in the Book of the Gmie Laiv$.
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Senvei* Shooters.

Duck shooting here this fall has been exceptionally

good. Bryan Haywood, of the Queen City r,un Club, on

Sept. 1 killed 87, on the 8th 37, on the 32d 54, on the 29th

59, on Oct. 5 lU and on the 19th 78. These were killed

on the Queen City lakes and were all large ducks, being

mostly canrasbacka and redheads. Hayward shoots a

Spencer repeater when duck hunting and is the most

expert wildfowl shot in this section.

Vic Kennicott and Sid Schroeter killed 29 mallards

and 3 geese at Hardin last Sunday; on the same day at

Fort Morgan D. L. Mechling and Geo. Eobinson killed

52 ducks and one goose. ...
Bert Cassidy will start for the lakes in the vicinity ot

Loveland on the 10th and f xpects to kill any quantity of

snipe, ducks and geese. John Collier, G =o. Tuck and

myself expect to leave Saturday night for Boyd Lake, as

we are informed that the wildfowl are coming m fast.

Guy Chamberlin and Rudolph Kroeck have .just returned

from a hunting trip in Rouet county. They killed five

bear and numerous deer and elk. Large game is more
plentiful this fall than it has been for a number of years.

The Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association hold their

fourth annual tournament at River Front Park on Nov.

10, 11 and 12. The managers have arranged an attrac-

tive programme and a large attendanc-^ is expected.

The excitement in regard to buffalo hunters has all died

out and the general impression is that it was a false

alarm. Tesreby.

Birds in Virginia.

Lexington, Va., Nov. ."i.—I regret to report that in my
experience of thirty years' shooting in this county, I have

never before known birds to be as scarce as they are this

season. Although we have had a dry summer, one pecu-

liarly suitable for rearing young broods, the quail do not

seem to have recovered from the effects of the deep snow
of December, 1890, which killed them by thousands. A
tramp of a day resulted in seeing not one single bird.

Another day resulted in a bag of three. The largest bag

made being thirteen.

I was not a little surprised to see in your last issue that

a "New York correspondent who has been traveling in

Virginia expresses surprise at finding the robin there es-

teemed only as an article of food."

I was born in Virginia, have lived here all my life, and

I consider that, the mockingbird excepted, the robin is

one of the sweetest, iE not the sweetest, songsters we have.

In Virginia the robin is, I fancy, quite as domesticated as

in the North. I have known as many as four pairs to

build in my yard, one pair building in a climbing rose on

the porch.
The laws of Virginia prohibit the killing of the robin at

all times, though I fear the law is not strictly enforced.
T. M. S.

The Coon in Eastern Massachusetts.

FRAMINGHA.M, Mass., iSov. 6.—I write a line to correct

the impression given by the paragraph on the Wayland
coon in "Special's" article in the issue of Nov. 3, that the

presence of the raccoon in this section is of rare occur-

rence.
,

This town adjourns Wayland and coons are reported

here nearly every year. Within the last three years I

have handled five, all taken within five or six miles of

my house; one of them I shot myself within 20yds, of

my front door, from an elm overhanging a much trav-

eled street, only about three-quarters of a mile from the

town, and no large woods near. I have heard constantly

of coons in this vicinity during a residence here of nearly

forty years, but I may safely say that they are more
often met with of late years than earlier, contrary to

what we might expect.

I take advantage of the opportunity to express ap-

preciation of the very interesting and instructive arti-

cle by Mr. Rich on the lynx. It is the securing of such
papers as these that tends to make Forest and Stream
a iournal that "no one can do without."

F. C, Browne.

Central New York.

IthaOA, N. Y.—Dr. Morris, of New York, known to all

your readers, and Mr. Norton, of this city, came in from
a shooting trip along the shores of Cayuga Lake the other

day with a bag of forty ruffed grouse and woodcock.

This, so far as I am aware, is by far the best bag scored

in this vicinity this season. Complaints from this and
adjoining counties have been quite general that the sup-

ply of ruffed grouse is limited, and my own experience,

based on twelve or fifteen days afield, bears out the

universal verdict. The cover for these magnificent birds

grows more restricted with each recurring season in

central New York, much to the regret of all the good
fellows who love the dog and gun and wooded slopes.

Why not shorten the season and stop, if possible, the

impending extermination? Gray squirrels, "the oldest

inhabitant" tells us, come once in seven years This is

one of the seventh years they are due, and I must corfess

they have been with us in force. M. C, H.

A Toronto Quail Case.

Thokas H. Cleghorn, the Yonge street fruiterer, was
charged with having exposed for sale some quail at his

store. Mr. Hope, secretary of the Game Protective As-

sociation, swore that he saw the quail at the defendant's

place of business. Mr. Cleghorn stated that he bought
the quail in Chicago. The plea that they were imported

did not enter into the question when the new statute

of 1892 was looked up. Mr. Boyd raised the point that

the Ontario Legislature could not pass legislation that in-

terfered with trade a.rid which fairly came within the pur-

view of the Federal Gwernment. It was a peculiar thing

to his notion that the Dominion Parlian-'ent should place a

duty on quail and then the Ontario Legislature should

turn around and virtually prohibit the importation of

them. His Worship administered the law as he found it

and fined Cleghorn |10 and costs or ten days. Mr. Cleg-

horn immediately gave notice of appeal.

—

Toronto Tele-

gram.

The Fish Laws of the Utvited States and Canada, in the

"Game Laws in Brief,'' m cents. In the "Book of the

aome Lows" (fit^J te.us), 50 cents.

SALMO KAMLOOPS.
HOW AND WHERE WE FOUND HIM.

Quasimodo's little niece has been stopping with him, and
occasiooally making him smile with her quaint remarks.

Here is the latest: "TTncle, do dous get married? ' "Mar,
riedl No, mv chihh ct^rfcaiuly not." -'Theu what right has

Nettle t" growl at t; over while they are eating their hreak-

faet?" Quaw ia tbiefeiog it) over utiXh—DmWs Magamtit

Our vacation last summer, besides rest and recrea-

tion, had in view a special object. We sought the

acquaintance of the landlocked salmon, ouinaniche, or

by whatever other name the fish of that species might be

known on our coast. We had frequently heard the desig-

nation silver trout and had sojnetimes taken young
salmon in our streams before he had taken Ids first bath

in salt 'water. We had heard of golden trout, but we
were not going in tlie direction of Mount Whitney. But

the most significant suggestion came from an English

sporting jommal, which had attracted our attention some
seasons" before and made a deep imprension that the game
fish corresponding with our idea was to be found in the

waters of Kootenay Lake in British Columbia, and that

he rose readily to the fly. A theory, too, quite attractive

to a summer tramp who loves the rod, was advanced that

the engineers had discovered that the difference in eleva-

tion between the fountain sources of Columbia and Koo-

tenay rivers was slight, and that at some time of great

flood, the sources of the former being higher, overflowed

and carried spawn or salmon fry over and into the waters

of the latter and so into the lake. There they developed

into the landlocked salmon. When or exactly how this

took place, so far as sport was concerned, made little dif-

ference to us for the while. The theory was pleasing

because there was added romance, and was somewhat
ingeniously supported by reference to certain historical

accounts of Catholic missionaries who from the early set-

tlement of our country are known to have intelligently

and accurately observed and reported much valuable

matter concerning their field of labor in the wilderness.

Some old and musty books or records, too, were supposed

to be on the shelves of the library of the British Museum
which disclosed interesting and corroboratmg testimony.

However, without consuming too much space in your

journal, the writer yielding to the fascinating influence

of the story, awaited the arrival of his friend at the ren-

dezvous in northern California where we had met, as was

custom, to tarry awhile and gather pith and vigor to

overcome the effect of sedentary habit before going

further on. So inspired we passed through Portland in

the early days of July on our way to Spokane Falls in the

State of Washington, thence north by rail to Marcus and

Little Dalles on the Columbia River, where we took the

steamer Lytton, plying between the latter place and

Revelstoke, a station town on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. It was our purpose to stop off at Sproat's Landing

at the confluence of the Kootenay.
There is a charm in this trip from Little Dalles to

Revelstoke which stirs the blood and thrills the nerves.

The little steamer sturdily fights her way through the

wild waters which buffet her until she has passed the

mouth of the Kootenay, for the gi-eat volume which pours

out of ArroAv Lakes meets the outpouring of Kootenay,

and being forced into the narrowing channel, to be sup-

plemented by the additional waters of Clark's Fork, or

Pend d'Oreille as sometimes called, whirls, bubbles and

hisses in a state of steamy fermentation. After passing

the Kootenay come the Arrow Lakes, an expansion of

the Columbia River, which greet you with smoother

face until after a night's rest on the steamer you meet the

cool morning shadows of the Gold and Selkirk ranges,

with their glacial peaks which have been found to yield

the right of way to the mightv Columbia. It takes a day

and a night run from Little Dalles to Revelstoke, about

twenty-four hours' time, and 230 miles river navigation.

Soon after taking steamer at Little Dalles we made the

acquaintance of General Assistant Passenger Agent

Brown of the Canadian Pacific Railway, who was enthu-

siastic in his recommendation of sport on the Kootenay,

having just returned from the stream. He kindly gave

us the use of the lodges then being built by his company
for the accommodation of parties visiting the falls. We
stopped over that evening at Sproat's Landing.

Kootenay Lake is elevated about three hundred and

fifty feet above the level of Columbia River and dis-

charges into it through a rugged but not narrow canon

with high gray granite walls. It is not bare of forest or

undergrowth, but the timber does not appear to us of

special value. The stream is twenty miles long and flows

out of the extreme west end of the lake, which is nearly

equal length with the river. It is broken by falls about

midwav between the source and confluence, the series of

falls covering about three miles of the river's course. The

first in ascending is the St. Agnes, which is about thirty

feet vertical height on the north side and of such volume

and velocity on the other, that the ascent of salmon from

the Columbia is barred. They nevertheless gather at the

foot in great numbers in the vain effort to ascend, and in

consequence the fall was once a famous resort of the wild

tribes for their supply. Within two or three miles further

on, the other falls, Pillar and Geyser, are met with, re-

spectively deriving their appropriate names from sugges-

tions of nature. There is much beauty in the scenery,

which appeals strongly to the best gifts of pen and pencil.

The water is magnificent and fascinating in its display,

and the whole scene is wild, bold and impressive.

So irresistibly inviting to the angler it was impossible

to pass such opportunity, and so between these falls we
found the sport we had anticipated and succeeded in

taking the fish we were in quest of, to be afterward

taken with surer identity in other waters of British Col-

umbia, as will be described further on. We camped dur-

ing parts of the second and third weeks in July; found

the average temperature agreeable: the morning and
evening fresh, we can hardly say cold; were not annoyed

by insects; had during our stay occasional showers, fol-

lowed by sunshine, which gave no discomfort, but added

pleasure, for the bluebells, which never grew richer in

Scottish Trossachs, with other dainty fiora, always rose

resplendently in recognition of nature's favor of sunshine

and flower. We have heard since of the experience of

others not so happy as was ours,

Breaking camp and returing to Sproat's Landing, now
Eob?9P, w© \m% the hp^n again ob ber regislartrip north

through the lakes to Revelstoke. We had information

that we would find our fish in the waters of Kamloops
Lake, one of the Shuswap series, at its foot, where the

South Thompson receives its flood and bears it to the

Fraser, which mingles its volume and delivers it to the

Gulf of Georgia.
Savona is the station, about two hundred and twenty-

five miles east from Vancouver, where we found a hospit-

able host in Mr. Adam B. Ferguson. Here the best

specimens were taken and the best opportunities afforded

of observing the beauty and grace of this superb fish,

whose gracious quality follows him to the table.

It strikes me like the sound of a trumpet, to use an ex-

pression of the gentle author of "Angling Talks," as I

recall my friend's triumphant halloo as one evening his

voice came cheerily up stream and I turned to behold him
erect in the bow of his boat, every sense of the accom-
plished angler concentrated with new born joy as he
realized that he had well hooked a superb specimen on
his fly. Forty feet of line out straight and a flash of sil-

ver shot in the air and glistened in the rays of the setting

sun. It was dangerous game for a novice, joy for an ac-

complished hand. Then the wild dash for freedom and
the fierce struggle under the water. The reel clicked,

hummed, and five times again under the strain of the

practiced rod the silvery phantom flashed in air until at

ast, with steady and skdlful play, the gallant struggle of

the perfect fish, whether landlocked salmon, ouinaniche

or silver trout, as we were to be advised scientifically,

was over and the net inclosed him. Four pounds, and as

silvery and bright as the dollar new coined and fresh

from the mint. We unjointed our rods, and as we turned

our faces toward the hostelry, from afar up the lake came
the wailing cry of the loon.

Our vacation this summer was the natural sequence of

last season's pleasant experience, and carried the purpose

of not only renewing the sport with which we had become
familiar, but also of securing specimens for scientific ex-

amination. With this plan we met at our rendezvous.

My friend who got a day ahead of me, by an accident

which was in no way a disaster, was on his way to Port-

land where I joined him early in July. He had carefully

made preparation for preserving and bringing home some
well-selected specimens of the fish known as silver trout,

only, in the waters where we had found him, but so dis-

tinguished from other Salmonid-as that the Indian, in his

own dialect, had honored him with a distinct name.
Believing in the preservation of aboriginal native names,

I choose to use it that it may become popularly known
among anglers. We agree -that Stit-tse is distinguished

by better fighting qualities than any other of his species

that we have taken in any waters west of the Mississippi.

Almost any bright-colored fly lures him, but preference

may be given to colors of the golden pheasant, wifh dash

of silver tinsel on number two hook. The South Thomp-
son at the outlet of Kamloops Lake at Savona is six hun-

deed feet wide and from fifteen to thirty feet deep, with

current of six or seven miles per hour. Rainbow {irideus)

and Dolly Varden {Salvelinus) trout are abundant at this

point. The rainbow was locally named redsides, weighing

not uncommonly as much as nine and a half pounds, and
on hook or platter is only inferior to Stit-tse. Either of

these fish, Stit-tse or rainbow, may be taken in the lake

by trolling, and often of larger size. The better time for

the anglers here is from June 20 to July 15 as a rule, de-

pending somewhat on the condition of the w^aters. and

the best is when the water is falling. The hotel is within"

one hundred yards of the lake, the best point for sport

being a mile and a half from the hotel across the lake

and is easily approached by boat, or on foot as the river is

spanned by an excellent bridge at the outlet of the lake.

When we left Portland it was with the intention of

going as far as Banff Hot Springs, with a aide trip into

new country also contemplated. We purchased tickets,

going by rail by way of Tacoma, Seattle and New What-
com to Mission Junction on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, and thence to Savona, where we stopped to accom-

plish our purpose. The satisfactory result, which is due

to the thoughtful preparation and excellent care taken of

the specimens by my friend, is given in the following

paper. ^»

Stockton, Cal.. October, 1893.

Description of a New Species of Salmon.

OncoThynch^ts liamloops, from the lakes of British Col-
umbia.

BV DAVID STARK JORDAN.

(Copy of MSS. sent to SmittiBoman Institution for publication).

Oncorhynchus kamloops, species Nova:
Head, 4i in length to base of caudal; depth, 4^; dorsal

rays, 11, not counting the rudiments; anal rays, 11 in one

sppcimen, 12 in the other, besides 3 rudiments; scales, aO.

145, 26 (in second specimen 135 scales); about 120 pores;

length of body, largest specimen, 16iin. ; smaller speci-

men, 15fin.

Body moderately elongated, somewhat compressed,

the general form resembling that of the silver salmon
{Oncorhynchus kisutch); jaws in the typical specimens

not prolonged, the maxillary extending beyond the eye,

its length not quite half the head; snout slightly rounded

in profile, the profile regularly ascending; eye large,

about as long as snout, four and a half times in head

;

teeth moderate, some of those in the outer row in each

jaw moderately enlarged; teeth on tongue and vomer,

as usual in Oncorhynclius: opercles striate, not much
produced backward; branchiostegal rays, eleven on each

side: dorsal fin rather low, its longest ray slightly greater

than the base of the fin, 1 3-5 in head ; anal fin lower and
smaller than usual in Oneorhynchiis, its outline slightly

cdncave, its longest ray greater than the base of the fin

and a little more than half head; adipose fin moderate;

caudal fin rather broad ,
distinctly forked , its outer rays

about twice inner; pectoral fins rather long, li in head;

ventrals moderate, If in head; gill -rakers comparatively

short and few in number, about 6 plus 12 or 13.

Coloration, dark olive above, brightly silvery below,

the silvery color extending for some distance below the

lateral line where it ends abruptly; when fresh the mid-

dle of the sides in both specimens was occuiiied b-^ £

broad band of bright, light rose pink, covering about one-

third of the total depth of the fish; back above with small

black spots about the size of pin heads irregularly scat-

tered and somewhat more numerous posteriorly; a very

few faint spots on upppr part of head; dorsal and caudal

fins rather closely covered with small black spots similar
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to those on back but more distinct :*a few spots on the

adipose fin, which is edged with black; lower fins plain;

the upper border of the pectoral dusky ; a vague dueky
blotch on the upper middle rays of the anal: ventrals en-

tirely plain.

The intestines had been removed and so no account can
be given of the pyloric ca?ca.

The existence of this fish was first known to me from
conversation with Mr. A. G. Bassett, of MenloPark, Cal.,

a very enthusiastic angler, who had taken the fish in the

KamJoops Lake in British ( alumbia, I was unable to

identify the fish from the accouut given by Mr, Bassett,

In going for a sumuier outing in July, 1893, Mr. Bassett

went to Kainloops Lake and secured the two type speci-

mens, which were carefully placed in alcohol and sent

to me. The following statement of their habitat was fm--

nished me by Mr. Bassett:

"These specimens were taken a t the outlet of the Kam-
loopa Lake into the South Thompson : the North Thomp-
son flows into the upper end of the same lake. These
waters connect with the Shuswap lakes, and this fish we
flLod in all the tributaries of the last named lakes, also in

Okanagan Ijake. the waters of which flow toward the

Columbia (the other lakes being tributary to the Frazer
River), Reliable information gives the weight of the
largest specimen ever caught in Okanagan Lake as

l^lTbs. The Shuswap Indian name for this salmon is

Stit- /se. They have been taken fifty miles below the
Kamloops Lake in the Thompson River, but not in large
numbers."
This seems to be a species of salmon entirely distinct

from the five hitherto authentically recorded from the
waters of the Pacific coast. There is not much doubt
from the account of Mr. Bassett as well as from _the ap-
pearance of the fish that it is a "landlocked" species of
salmon. Its nearest relationships seem to be with the
king salmon or quirmat {Oncorhynchus tshawytscJia),
but from thp quinnat it differs somewhat in colci-ation,

and especially in the very much smaller size of the anal
fin and in the reduced number of branchiostegals. It is

possibly descended from the quinnat, but in any event it

is so modified that it must be regarded as a difiierent

speoips-.

I have given the species the name of the lake from
which ic was first taken. One of the two type specimens
has been sent to the United States National Museum, the
other is in the museum of the Leiand Stanford .Junior
University. With these two specimens was a small fish

about 5in. long of the kind on which these salmon were
feeding. This little fish was without spots, and has some
eighteen rays in the anal fin. Apparently it is the young
of the quinnat salmon : certainly it is not the yoimg of the
species in question.
The discovery of this landlocked salmon lends addi-

tional probability to the theory that the small landlocked
salmon of the various lakes in British Columbia and
Washington wl'iuh has been known by the name of
Oncorkynchvs l-pn-nerlyi is really to be regarded as a
distinct species us Dr. Bean has maintained and not as a
form of Oncorhynchus nerlm. The kennerlyi reaches a
length of about 10 or 12in, and the Aveight of'little if any
more than a pound. It can be distinguished from the
presieut species by its small size and by the verv much
greater number of its gill rakers, which if my notes are
correct, are upward of forty in number in the jSTerka.
The small white salmon to which the name of Salrno
inarrcni was given by Dr. Suckley is probably the female
of the hriinvrlyi. I do not find among the various
nominal species described by Dr. Suckley, any which
seem at all to correspond to Oncorhynchus Icamloops.
Palo Alto, Sept. 13.

POTOMAC NOTES.
Black bass fishing is still the rule here, and this month,

especially during our Indian summer, good sport may be
expected. In September and October many bass were
taken, some very good ones, too. Major Kirby leads, so
Car an we are informed, with a S^lb. bass. The Ma jor ia
a member of the South Mountain Club, and his "catch
naturally enthuaepi the whole club. A Mr. Lewis recently
had good fishing at the Little Falls of the Potomac, tak-
ing a number of very good sized fish. M. A. Tappan
sought recreation at Romney, West Virginia, and had
several days of splendid sport, catching all the bass de-
sired. Romney is on the South Branch of the Potomac,
which 18 one of the best black bass waters near Washing-
ton. Mr, H, C. Coburn showed me a very nice string of
bass, seven in all, which he took off the Anglers' Club
House a few days ago. The wind was very strong and
made fishing from boat quite disagreeable, else he would
have doubled his catch. Charley Laird and Henry Weye
took a trip to the Great Falls recently, but met with poor
success. Messrs. Hunter, Lanvoigt, Demonet and Han-
cock have made some fair catches. Tae Potomac water
is clear and cold now, the temperature being 53°.
What a paradise for anglers Washington must have

been twenty-five or thirty years ago. Gentlemen of the
old school found T), 10 and 15-pound rockfish more plenti-
ful in their day than we do even yellow perch. 1 good
story is told of M. Du Bante. This glentleman spentmany an hour fishing from the Long Bridge, and one
evening was rewarded in the capture of a IS pound rock-
fish. The e-vact place of hooking the fish was carefully
marked by a nick in one of the timbers of the bridge, and
M, Du Bante from that moment felt a sort of individual
ownership of that especial part of the structure He
hastened up town and of com-se had to let some one into
his secret; so hurrying on he soon reached Hancock's
restaurant, and there to the original host of that estab-
lishment, Andrew Hancock, he told all about the capture
•Andrew, I catch him: see?" Even the private mart—
the notch in the bridge—was referred to. The next dayM. Uu Bante again repaired to the bridge, and who shouldhe hnd sitting plumb upon his nick but Judge BibbUu bante was furious and soon confronted Andrew with
a charge of gross unfaithfulness for halving told the Judeeabout the notch in the bridge. "How do you know^
asked Andrew, "that I told Judge Bibb?" "Because noone but you knew anything about it," retorted Da Bante
Matters were soon adjusted. Judge Bibb failed to catch

?ecoSd ""^^ ^""^^^ heca^me

f.™ifi^^^'',*'"'^i^^? ^'^^^^t angler was fishing
toi lockfish above the long bridge on the Virginia side ofthe river. Mr.

. cashier of the Bank of the Metrono-
hs, accompamed Du Bante and soon succeeded in hik-

ing a fine fish. Du Bante was rather nervous. It hap-
pened that the cashier wore large colored glasses. "Let
me land him, let me land him!" cried Du B., but the

cashier proposed to have a full hand in the matter, and
kept working the fish nearer the boat. Du Bante, grow-
ing more and more excited, exclaimed: "No, no!" "We
will bring him up close to the boat," insisted the cashier.

"And then, rockfish see green spectacles, and in five

minutes be at Alexandria," thundered Du Bante. Sure
enough, it is said, the fish in the A\'rangle was unhooked,
and with a \ igorous movement of the caudal portion of

the body started for Alexandria, and was lost. When
M. Du Bante had no longer use for his tackle, owing to

a|)proaching old age, he olTered it to one of a new school
of anglers for a modest sum, saying: "John, it is the
finest you ever saw, only 3o years old."
In a' talk with Mr. W. V. Cox some few weeks since he

told me of the good trout fishing had in company with
Messrs. Chappelle and Reynolds a year ago. This was in
Difficult Creek, Indian Creek and the Blackwater, Gar-
rett county, West Virginia. Trouting in these streams
was very good. Indian Creek, though a very small
stream, is said to be full of trout.

Gunners are out in force. Quite a number of quail
have been shot just outside of the city. The weather
has been so unusually dry that parties having good dogs
do not care to work them in the bush until after a rain.

Washington, D. C, Ifov. :3. BoN.

MORE KEKOSKEE CONFIRMATION.
Editor Forest ami Stream:

Blessings on Mr. Hough! The Kekoskee fish story,
v/hile both entertaining and instructive, at the same time
creates within one an increased desire for truth, and an
utter fearlessness in adhering to the same at all times
and under any and all circumstances. What a relief
from campaign literature! Everbody hails the publica-
tion of this remarkable statement of facts, or statement
of remarkable facts, as you like, with rejoicing. All
appreciate it. Even the oldest fishermen surrender the
palm to Mr. Hough, and betake themselves to a seat in
the rear without a murmur. The Kekoskee version is a
good one; but all must admit that it required the touch
of a masterhand to put it on paper after the fashion in
which it appears in Forest and Stream.
But, aside from the merits of both the story and the

writer, to whom we extend our most sincere thanks, I
am personally conscious of a peculiar appreciation, in
that it brings to my mind the earliest recollections of my
childhood. The first sheet of water my wondering eyea
ever looked upon was theHoricon; and the first fish I
have any recollpction of was a sleigh (not wagon) load of
those identical Kekoskee bullheads. No, I did not mean
to say it just that way after ali; I must modify that
asHertion a trifle. They were not really Kekoskee bull-
heads, for they were not taken from the celebrated
geyser; but they came from the same source, the Horicon,
and were just as good. Although I was but a wee bit of
a girl them—my years were few and I had not yet learned
to date them—those bullheads made a never-to-be-for-
gotten impression on my mind. I have loug felt like tell-
ing the readers of Forest a_ni> Stream about them, but
I somehow lacked the courage. Not that I feared any-
body would doubt my word, but you see it happened so
long ago that I feared some mathematical mind might
go to work on the intervening years, exactly as Mr. C.
H, Ames has already done on the product of the Kekos-
kee eruption, and perhaps make me out— but I won't
say anything about it and it may not be noticed.
My paternal grandfather's home was situated on the

ledge, a few miles up the lake from the unfortunate
Kekoskee, and directly overlooking the then lovely little
Horicon. It was in a beautiful spot, about two miles
from the lake, and a charminar piece of woodland lay
between. At this point the ledge was very high, and in
summer we looked down upon the tops of the trees, with
their mass of green foliage, beyond which sparkled the
waters of the Horicon. In winter when the trees were
bare, it seemed only a step down to the margin of the
lake. Here the Indians hewed canoes from the trunks of
great trees, and it was a mystery to me how they were
going to get them into the water when finished. In this
woodland I first listened to the tinkle of a cow-bell, and
always felt very much afraid of the sound; and that feel-
ing has never left me. I can imagine no more lonesome
and melancholy sound than that of a tinkling bell in the
depth of a dense wood. Here many wonderful things
were revealed to me in those days, and I begin to think
it must be a wonderful place somehow: and am more and
more convinced of the fact as I read, and re-read, Mr.
Hough's fish story.

In this same wood I have seen men engaged in burn-
ing coal pits, and, in another locality, making maple
sugar, and here, too, I fired my firsht shot at game. The
gun was a hammerless (though my husband interrupts
me here to say I must certainly be mistaken . as there
were no hammerless guns in those days) and with the
first shot down came a blackbird with red wings. Unlike
the majority of feminine first shots, I never felt the jar
of the gun in the least, and if it kicked at all I did not
know it. My good fortune, no doubt, was due to the fact
that the old hammerless was firmly held by the hands of
my big brother, while I fired it with a match. Every-
body, of course, knows something of the nature of a
domineering elder brother, and I was just at the right
age to do anything and everything he told me to. We
thought it great fun then, but I am afraid it would take
him a long time to persuade me to touch a lighted match
to the tube of a gun now. That old, dilapidated gun was
the only one I ever knew my father to own.
Another time we found game of much more import-

ance than blackbirds, and we followed it, in company
with my grandfather'd old house dog, for many hours
and I was sent again and again to hes my father to come
out and see what we had found. "WTien at last he came
and found that we were following a great lynx he was
very much surprised, and immediately dispatched my
brother for a man with a gun, while he stood guard at
the roots of the tree which held our game. When the
gun arrived the animal was soon brought down and
found to be a very large one.

'

But it was my original intention to tell what I know
about K— no, Horicon bullheads, and Tve got to talking
and forgotten all about it, but I'll try it again.

It was in winter: we were paying a visit to my grand-
father, and as the fishing was said to be very very good,

my father, though not much of a fisherman, went down
to'the lake to try his luck, and he brought home a whole
sleigh load, They fastened a large basket to the end of a
long pole, cut a hole through the ice and dished them up
by hundreds. We had all the fish we could eat for a long
time, and then father had the story rf his wonderful
catch of bullheads to relate to his friends for the remain-
der of his life. While I have no recollection of the Kekos-
kee eruption, I have certainly eaten of the bullheads
taken from the Horicon in the winter of 1860, and was, as
one might say, brought up on the story of my father's
wonderful catch,
WhUe on a visit to the old place a few years since, I

was sorry to find a great green marsh in place of the old-
time Horicon Lake. The old trees have been cut down,
too, and everything has changed—the memory only re-
mains. *****
By the way, can Forest and Stream give us any in-

formation as to the whereabouts of Mr. "Podgers?" We
miss him even more, we think, than he once missed the
bear stories; and we don't think it's fair for him to drop
out of sight all at once, after getting us in the notion of
hearing from him each week. Marion.
GeyserviLLB, Oa.l.

THE GAME CATFISH OF THE PECOS.
Pecos, Tex., Oct. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have seeen it stated either in Forest and Stream or Hal-
lock's "Gazetteer" that the catfish is unfit to be fished for
by gentlemen fishers, and unfit to be eaten except by
blackguards and negroes—or words to that effect. I wish
to take issue with him who made that remark,

I have found a catfish in the Pecos River which is as
gamy a fighter as the black bass, and in the quality of
edibleness is not inferior to any fresh-water fish known
to me. His flesh is far better than that of the black bass.
It is rich and savory, and of an excellent, delicate flavor.
The fish is often very fat. This morning I sat down to a
bountiful repast of them, from which I arose with a feel-
ing of much satisfaction. Indeed, it is a fish for an epi-
cure. LTnderstand now that he who says this is no
greenhorn as to fishes, but a man learned in that line.

They are very numerous in the Pecos. They are a
handsome fish. They have small heads, forked tails, and
the smaller ones are full of black spots on their sides,
which are of a whitish color. As the fish increase in size,

the white spots disappear, and he becomes almost white.
When first taken from the water they glist-en like new
silver. They grow to a large size. Judge Nicholas Van
Horn of this place told me to-day that he caught one not
long sir ce which weighed eighty-two pounds. He says
they may be called a "channel cat," but are distinctly a
"Rio Grande cat," being, as he thinks, confined to that
river and its tributaries. I have seen what they call
the channel cat in other parts, but they were not so hand-
some and grew not so large. When you go fishing, you
catch these of all pizes, from a few ounces to several
pounds' weight. They bite readily at grasshoppers, bull-
frogs, or a chunk of meat of any sort. I judge they
would also take a fiy as readily as the mountain trout.
The soft-shell turtle also abounds in the Pecos, and I

write him down the best by far of all turtles, I think
there is no comparison between him and the green turtle
of the seas in point of goodness of meat It lays a great
many eggs, and they too are tip-top to eat.

The Pecos is a remarkable river. It flows through a
region where the trees grow under the ground insti-ad of
above ground, through a wide, alluvial valley, whose
soil is impregnated with sulphate of magnesia and
potash or soda, and salt. Its water tastes strongly of
these minerals and is not good to drink. It runs with a
powerful current which where a little swollen carries
with it more sediment to the cubic foot than any river in
the world, I think. When not thus swollen it is a beauti-
ful stream.
But judge not that the Pecos Valley is sterile. On the

contrary, to judge by results it is of enormous fertility.

They produce such great crops of sweet potatoes and
onions here that I dare not state how much per acre, for
i would hardly be believed. And I hold that the Pecos
sweet patato is the best on earth. I am enthused over it,

insomuch that I am continually exclaiming with Falstaff,
"Let the sky rain potatoes!" The Em'opean grapes

—

vitis tnnefera—are as successful here as in California.
Therefore, if any of your readers desire to turn philos-

ophers and to grow fat on channel cats, sweet potatoes,
turtles, grapes and wine, let them come hither. There is

room enough, for folks as yet are powerful scarce in this
great valley. All farming is done by irrigation from the
Pecos and artesian wells, of which there are not less than
30 in this little town of 500 people. N. A. T.

NEVADA NOTES.
Mr. CtE0RC4B T. Mills, State Fish Commissioner for

Nevada, has labored for several years past to bring the
fishing in waters of his State up to their old standard.
The Truckee and Carson rivers have been planted again
with fish. The brook trout of the East, Salveliuus fonti-
/mZis, the rainbow of the West and landlocked salmon
have been intrnduc'=d. Mr. Mills states that he has put
in upward of 100,000 fish a year in the Truckee alone.
The introduced trout are found far superior to the native,
or Tahoe, trout, as the latter is soft fleshed. The rain-
bow trout are doing eepeciaUy well and now greater
numbers of this fish are caught than of the native black-
spotted trout. They are taken from i to Slbs. in weight
and are considered more game than the natives. They
take the fly regularly. Mr. Mills himself had the
pleasure of catching a 44-pounder in the Carson River.
A gentleman from Rene took one weighing ojlbs. These
fine fish were both taken with the artiflriial fly.

The Truckee and Carson rivers, and Like Tahoe, have
been planted with landlocked salmon from the Atlantic
side. Those put in three years ago are beginning to
show up well. One of 61bs. has been taken and is evi-
dence that suitable conditions prevail for their develop-
ment.

Legislation has been secured from both the California
and Nevada legislatures prohibiting the emptying of saw-
dust into the stream^, and now nearly all of the mills
have abated the nuisance and the Truckee is fast regain-
ing her its condition. Suitable fish ladders have been
erected at every dam in both Nevada and California, and
the bottom of the river being free from sawdust the fish
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find proper spawning places and are rapidly increasing
in numbers.
As in many other States, the great drawback in Nevada

to any extended effort ia the lack of funds, the appro-
priation being but f 10,000 .

A St. Lawrence River Catch.

Clayton, N. Y., Oct. 39.—On Wednesday evening last

(26tb) I saw a very handsome catch of fish lying upon the

Hubbard House veranda.
It consisted of 2 moderate-sized, but most beautifully

and clearly marked maecalonge, 5 pike (Esox hicm!i),

weighing, I estimate, from albs, to 8lbs,, and last, but not
least, a prize in the shape of a 'Hb. pike-perch. The
lucky anglers were Mrs. Hubbard, the worthy landlady
of the popular house of that name, and her friend, Miss
Eliza Wood, The bait used was Skinner spoons. No. 8,

and James Green was their oarsman.
Grreen has since informed me thatl'the second fish

hooked by the ladies was a mascalonge, which, after

being brought alongside the boat and treating them to an
unceremonious shower bath, made good his escape. Oreen
estimated this fish would have weighed 25lbs.

In justice to the ladies it should be stated that they
were inexperienced in handling fish of this size, other-

wise the result might have been more satisfactory.

There was a time in Ihe history of the St. Lawrence
River when the wall-eyed pike, or pike-perch, were quite
plenty in this vicinity, but indiscriminate netting pro-

duced the usual results, and of late years the taking of

one or more of this species is sure to be commented on.

It 19 believed that a greater number have been taken in

this vicinity during the past season than for many years
previous.
Last Aueust Clayton was favored by a visit from Com-

missioner W. H, Bowman, of Rochester, and Monroe A..

G-reen, superintendent of the Caledonia Hatchery. Upon
examination of the needs of our waters they expressed
thempelves as satisfied that we needed only a liberal plant
of wall-eyed pike, which Commissioner Bowman assured
us he would endeavor to have placed in the river next
spring. Clayton.

Sea Fisheries of Jamaica.
Mr. Edwabd M. Eable, of Jamaica, who is now on

bis way to England to perfect the details of his enterprise
for the development of the fisheries of Jamaica waters,

has shown us the manuscript of what promises to be a
work of decided interest and value. The volume will

treat of "The Sea Fisheries of Jamaica, Their Possibili-

ties," and something of its scope may be inferred from
these chapter titles: Fish Work, Fish Food Supply, Our
Food-Fishes, Methods of Capture, Oyster Cultivation,
The Turtle Trade, Proposed Fishing Operations, Curing
Fish in the Tropics, Poisonous Eff'^cts of Some Fish, Sport
in Jamaica, Fish of the Cayman Islands Mr. Earle's ad-
vancements in this special fi^ld and his public-spirited

activity in the furtherance of Jamaica's fisheries are such
as to warrant us in bespeaking a wide reading for his

book.
•

"Sand Lake Trout."

Park Rapids, the county seat of Hubbard county, Minn,,
is convenient to Shell Lake, Fish Hook Lake, Elbow
Lake and the Crow Wing Likes, which contain pike,

perch, black bass, croppies, pickerel and mascalonge.
It is likely to become a prominent fishing resort. It is on
the line of the Great Northern Railroad. At Elbow Lake
I heard the mascalonge spoken of as "sand lake trout."
This is the furthest fetched yet. It is worse than calling

a wall-eyed pike a salmon. Please make a note of it.

C. Hallock.

Sig Score.

AcooKDiNa to the Pittsburgh Post, Captain Tom Duff
has made a great ri putation aa a successful angler. The
Captain was out with the Wheeling Mark Twain Club,
which camped at the bead of Fish Greek Island, and in

one morning he caught 45 bass, 1 pike and 5 catfish,

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA,
As a recogBition of the important place of amateur obotography

in its relation to sports of tlie Held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Fobesx and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under whicU these prizes will he girea are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), scooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
sabmitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitoi; need not be a subscriber of Forest and Stream.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and othfr things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must ba marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
Tine photographs shall be the property of the Forest and

Stream. This applies oaly to the particular prints sent us.

A New-Subscriber Offer.

A b'Ma fldc new subscriber seudlng us |3 will receive for that
Hutu the Forest and Stream oue year (price $i) and a set of

Z-'mmerman's famous "Ducljing Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a $9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to

renewals.

For $3 a bona Jide new subscribsr for six months will receive the
Forest and Stream duriug that time and a copy of Dr. Van
Fleet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the

price of which is $3).

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 22 to 25.—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, Seo'y, 1*8 South
Eighth strpet.
Dec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Show Hprmitage Kennel Club,

Nashville, Tenn. Robert C. Stockton, See'y.

1893.

.Tan. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversvllle, N. Y.
Ff b. 21 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas,

Mortimer, Supt.
April 4 tn T.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
Mav 3 10 6 - Pacific Kenuel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.-Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 14.—Fourth Annual Trials of the Brunswick Ftu- Club, at

Princeton, Mass. J. H. Ba'rd. Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trials, at Columbus, Ind. W. ,J. Beck

Sec'v.
Nov. 21.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at fflgh Point, N. C.

W. A. Ooster, Sec'y.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G. Tiiylor, Sec'v.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode ll.

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

PHILADELPHIA K. C. FIELD TRIALS.
All-Age Entries.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 take pleasure in inclosing to you a list of the entries for

the first open All-Age Stake of the Philadelphia Kennel
Clul5 field trials, which closed Oct. 15, to he run at High
Point, N. C, Nov. 28. The entries number fifty, thirty
English setters, twelve pointers and six Irish setters. This
is a very satisfactory showing.
There were paid sixty second forfeits in our Derby Stake,

so that we may look for a fine big field of starters.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

Ben Hxte of Riveeview—Pennsylvania Kennels' black,
white and tan dog (Ben Hill--Zoe W ), 4yrs.

Sandy Gladstone—S. M. Mitchell's orange and white dog
(Breeze Gladstone—Delaware), ISinos.

St. Anthony—avent & Thayer's black, white and tan
doe (Rowdy Rod—Celeste C), 14tnos.

RUPEET—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog
(Roderieo—Bo-Peep), S^yrs.
Belle S.—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog

(Rodf-rigo—Bo-Peep), 5yrs.

Novelist—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch
fWoodhill Bruce—Llewellyn Novelty), 3>^yrs.

Haret C—Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tan
dog (Roderieo—Countpss House). 4yrs.

Count Rodeeigo—W. C. Kennerley's black,white and tan
dog (Roderieo—L^dy Gladesse).
Bob CooPEE--Biue Ridge Kennels' white and chestnut

dog (Roi d'Or—Miss Nellie Y.). 3><yrs.

Gossip—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), S^yrs.
Brighton Tobe—T. G. Davey's black and white dog

(Locksley—Lpddersdale II.), 3yrs.

Peima Donna— R. J. Myers's.blue belton bitch (Rocking-
ham—Donna), Sj^'yrs,

Diamond—P. R. Hitchcock's back, white and tan bitch
(Dick Roy—Cad's Pet), 3yrs.

Annie F.—F. R. Hitchcock's black and white bitch (Rod-
erigo—Juno A.), Syrs.

Lena—Charles Heath's black and white bitch (Prince
Lucifer—Junean), Syrs.

Pete—Charles Heath's black, white and tan dog (Prince
Lucifer—Junean), 3yrs.

LoEA—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), SJ^yrs.

Miss Ruby—P. Lorillard, Jr's lemon and white bitch
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), SKyrs-
Count Anteo—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s lemou and white dog-

(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl), 2>^yrs.

Antevolo—P. Lorillard Jr.'s white and liver bitch (Count
Noble—Trinket II.), 3yrs.

Guy—Geo. T. Leach's black, white and tau dug (Glad-
stone's Boy—Lady). Syrs.

Count Gladstone—A. Dill's black, white and tan dog
(Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), 3 yrs.

Nanon—S. M. Mitchell's black, white and tan bitch (Ben
Hill—Mary S ), 3yrs.

Gath—W". B. Smith's black, white and tan dog (Gath's
Joy—Dart), Syrs.

Ben Hue Feanklin—W. B. Smith's lemon and white dog
(Ike—Leda), oyrs.

Pluto—C. H. Phelps, Jr.'s black and white dog (Mars-
Venus), 3yrs.

Dan Noble—A. J. Klofandar's black, white and tan dog
(Gladstone's Boy—Flame M.), Syrs.

Tennyson—Fairmouut Kennels' lemon and white dog
(King Noble—Queen Vashti), 3yrs.

Rosebud—Fairmount Kennels' black, white and tan bitch
(Czar ), IMyrs.
Thoendale—Hemnstead Farm Kennels' white and black

dog.)Tom Bowline—Belle C).

POINTERS.

Promotion—Fairmount Kennels' lemon and white dog
(Lord Graphic—Belle Bishop), a^yrs.
Grouse—C. C. M. Hunt's lemon and white dog (Main-

spring—Swain's Fly), 33^yrs.
Prawn-Heywood Lonsdale's liver and white dog (Crab-

Polly Peachem).
Dickon—Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white dog (Ight-

field Dick-Ightfield Bloom).
Hempstead—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white

dog (Duke of Hcssen—Lass of Bow).
Hempstead Court—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and

white dog (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow)
Sanfoed Druid-Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and

white dog (Exon Don—Sanford Quince).
HeineK-EN—J. R. Purcell's liver and white dog (Plock-

flnder—Yon), i^yrs.
Jupiter—C. C. Cushing's liver and white dog (Tom Bo-

line— Belle C), 4vrs.
Genesta—J. W. M. Cardoza's liver and white bitch (King

of Kent—Hops), iyrs.
Delphic Duke—J. W. M. Cardoza's liver and white dog

(Dick of Del phOS—Genesta), l>.<yrs.

Delphic Daisy—J . W. M. Cardoza's liver and white biteh
(Dick of Delphos—Genesta), l^yrs.
Wild Damon—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver

and white dog (Damon—Flora), 23>^yrs.

Outcast—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white dog (King of Kent—Hops) 23^yre.

lEISH SETTEES.

Hope Boett—George E. Gray's red bitch (Brian Boru—
Biddy), 2vrs.
Meelin—C. T. Thompson's red dog (Grab—Flora), 3yrs.
Henmore Shamrock—F. L. Cheney's red dog (Muskerry—

Avoca), 4yrs.

Adonis—R. E. Richar ds'sred dog (Tim—Currer Belle III.),

SMyrs.
COLEBAINE—Glenmore Kennels' red bitch (Fingal IIL—

Aveline), SJ^^-rs.

I'INGLAS—Glenmore Kennels' i-ed dog (Fingal III.—Ave-
line), 33^yrs. Francis G. Tayloe, Sec'y.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
AII-Apre Entries.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I take pleasure in forwarding you the following entries

for the All-Age Stake of the Eastern Field Trials Club's
second annual trials, to be held at Assonet, Mass., Nov. 8
and following days. There are nineteen English setters, six
Gordon sptters and two pointers:
Sir Frederick—Seminole Kennels' blue belton dog

(champion Royalty—Olinda), June 9, 1886.

Polly II.—Bayard Thayer's black and white bitch (Lin-
coln- -Polly).
Tennessee Vandal—Oakland Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (The Corsair-Effie Hell). Jan. 19, 1891.
DASH G.—H. B. Tallman' blacli, white and tan dog (Unm

—Dot), June 24, 1886.
Geouse—.Joe Lewis's (agent) black, white and tan dog

(MacD.—Pansy Mason), April 28, 1888.
ToNi Gladstone—Joe Lewis's black, white and tan dog

(Chamnion Paul Gladstone-Belle Ward), 1889.
Kent II.—Cohannet Kennels' blup belton dog (Count

Howard—Lady Westmoreland), July 10, 1887.
The Corsair—E. O Damon's black, white and tan dog

(Dsn Gladstone— Haydee), Aug. 9, 1887.

Rod's Whim—E. O. Damon's black, white and tan dog
(Roderigo—Florence Gladstone), July 3, 1889.
Jennie Stevenson—E. O. Damon's black, white and tan

bitch (Fred W.—May), Feb. 22, 1890.
Mark Noble—Chas Kelley's black, white and tan dog

(Gatk's Mark—Fleety Noble), .July 1, 1889.
Mack (t.—E. S. Oo'ggins' orange and white dog iFollett's

Mack—Belle), Feb. 15, 1888.

Wagtail—O. W. Donntr's black, white and tan dog (Roi
d'Or—Belle Piedmont), 1890.
Claud — Fred H. Clark's black, white and tan dog

(Roderieo—Lillian), May 20, 1886
Our Pet—Oakland Farm Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (The Corsair—Chula), xipril 11, 1889
MiNCH — F. W. Whitlock's black, white and tan dog

(Roderigo—Florence Gladstone), July 3, 1888.
MoLLT Dale— E. S. Gordon's black and white bitch

(Gath's Mark Jr.—Belle Dale), May 1, 1890
Bessie II.— Edward Brooks's black, white and tan bitch

(Dick— Daisy), May 4, 1884.

Reverdt—J. L. Wells's orange belton dog (Gath's Mark
—Rosa), Aug. 1888.

GOEDON SETTEES.

ComUS—James B. Blossom's black and tan dog (Roy-
Dot). February, 1888.

Sally Beaumont—J. B. Blossom's black and tan bitch
(Beat;mont—Countess Flo), October, 1889.
Flomont—-J. B. Blossom's black and tan bitch (Beaumont

-Countess Flo), October, 1889
Argus II.— J. B. Blossom's black and tan dog (Beaumont

—Venus), June 2, 1890.

Ranger B —Noves Billings's black and tan dog (Tom It.
—Nev.i), July 30, 1887.

Count Noble— Miss S. A. Nirkerson's black a.nd tan doe
Pratt's Ben—Aldrich's Belle), Feb. 1.5, 1890.

pointers.

Duke-Henry Dutton's lemon and white ticked dog (Tem-
pest—Nadjy of Naso). May 30, 1890.

Grousedale—Pj. R. Moore's dog (LTnderwriter—Trix),
Nov. 30, 1889. E. K. Sperey, Sec'y.

IRISH ISEFTER CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
Ail-Age Entries.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
The following are the entries for the All-Aged Stake.
Coleraine—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Fingal III.—Ave

line)

FINGL A.S—Glenmore Kennels' dog (Fingal III.—Aveline).
Elphin II.—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Tyreonnel—Kin-

vara).
Ruby (Glenmore—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Glencho—

Magg.
Winnie II.—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Frisco =Grouse II.).

Betsy Craft— Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Keno— My
Maud).
Beau BRtrMMEL-Glenmore Kennels' dog] (Elcho, Jr.—

Red Rose).
RANGER—Glenmore Kennels' dog (Irish Elcho—Irish Bel-

fast).

.Jerry JaeS'IS—Seminole Kennels' dog (Elcho, Jr.—Maid).
Bedford—Jas. B. Blossom's dog (Minstrel—Aurore),
Squaw—Dr. J. H. Meyer's bitch (Darrah Pat—Ruby'Glen-

cho).
Lady Alice—H. B. Anderson's bitch (Redstone—Lady

Noreen).
Adonis—H. E. Richards's dog (Tim—Currer Bell IIL).
Henmore Shameock—F. L. Cheney's dog (Muskerry-

Avoca)
Queen Vic—W. H. Beazell's bitch (Kildare—Red Rose).
Harte's Bessie—W. Harte's bitch (Carless — Jessie

Loraine).
ESTELLE—Omer Villere's bitch (Nedio R^d—Vineta).
Merlin- C. T. Thompson's doe (Grab—Flora).
CUEEEE Bell iv.— G. G. Davis's bitch (Tim—Currer Bell

III ).

RoMAYNE—Dr. Wm. Jarvis's dog (Elcho, Jr.—Romaine).
Hope Born—Geo. E. Gray's dog (Brian Boru, Jr.—Biddy).
Elcho's maid—Geo. E. Gray's bitch (Elcho, Jr.—Maid).
Maid of Borstal—Nelson Mcintosh's bitch (luchiquin-

On Ota Belle).

Hawkete Queen—Perry and Svvitzer's bitch (Claremont
Patsy—Nora or Claremont).
The entries in the Derby Stake last year were 13, and in the

All-Aged 19, a total of 32. Thif year there are 33 Derby
entries and 24 All-Aged, a total of 46, being an increase of 14
entries over those of last year. G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

AMERICAN FIELD TRIALS PUPPY STAKE.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Mark Val Jean—A. E. Field's dog (Gath's Mark—Lady
Jean).
HARRY L.—A. C. Waddell's dog (Captain G.—June War-

wick).
Peggy B.—W. J. Beck's bitch (Gus Kneussell—Mazo

Mana).
POINTERS.

TusEDo—John B. McGuffln's dog (Ossian-Cornelia G.).
Alto King Don—A. B. Reeves's dog (King Don—PattiM.

ID.
,
Lady Fis-hel—U. R. Fisnel's bitch (Devonshire Sam-

Lady Wallace).
Leache's Bell II.—W. A. Thompson's bitch (Grand Duke

—Meteor's Dell).
IRISH SETTERS.

Glenmore Donoway—Glenmore Kennels' dog (imported
Fiuglas—Betsy Crafts).
Glenmore Flyawat—Glenmore Kennels' dog (imported

Finglas—Betsy Crafts).
Dudeen—R. J. Withers's dog (Tearaway—Kenmare Cora)

W, J. Beck, Secretary.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Manitoba Matters.

Chicago, Oct. 33 —The Free Press (Winnipeg, Man.) has

some crisp correspotnience of late on matters pertaining to

the Manitoba Field Trial Club and the Northwestern Field

Trials Club. The two secretaries, Messrs. Johnson and
Adams, are the chief writers of the correspondence.

The Free Press stated on official authority that the Mani-

toba Field Trial Club elected thirteen new members at its

recent meeting, specifyina Mr. Qotzian "and twelve other

late members of that club" (the Northwestern).

Mr. .lohnson, in his reply touching on this matter, said:

"It is not true that twelve members of the Northwestern

Field Trials Club resigned, but just one, Mr. Gotzian. * *

T will enrich the Winnipeg general hospital $U)0 if even a

fourth of the members menti on eff, members or late mem-
hers of the Northweatera Field Trials Club joined that club

as stated." , , „
Mr. E. D. Adams in reply stated as follows: "I would say

that T furnished the information for that article, and must
admit 1 did not notice the exact wording of that portion

which refers to Mr. Gotzian and tvvelve other members of

the N. W. F. T. C. as having joined our club, else I most
certainly would haVe corrected it at the time to read 'sup-

porters,' as it was not my iutention to do the N. W. F. T. C.

an injustice. The gentleman who proposed these members
stated most distinctly they were or had been supporters of

the N. W. F. T. C, and on reference to the published report

of the trials of that club at Morris I find the names of sev-

eral of them mentioned as having taken an active part

therein."
Mr. Adams referred Mr. Johnson to Points and Flushes

in Forest and Stream of Sept. 8.

In reply Mr. Johnson, among other remarks, said; "He
also suggests a perusal of Fokpist and Stream, which he
says will explain why the N. W. F. T. Club has an exist-

ence. It would be hard to get your readers to place much
confidence in the veracity of that report when it is known
that it was inspired from the same source as the official ac-

count of the Manitoba Field Trials Club's meeting." By
"report," Mr. Johnson means the Points and Flushes re-

ferred to as being in the issue of Sept. 8.

The authority for all the statements in the aforementioned
Points and Flushes was. as stated explicitly and fully there-

in, the minutes of the Manitoba Club's meetings as spread
upon the club's books, and from the original correspondence
preserved by the club as part of its r ecords. There was no
attempt to make out a case against Mr Johnson. As .stated

at the time, or soon thereafter, in Points and Flushes, it was
treating of matters which were common go.ssipln Manitoba.
Mr. Johnson's version of the matter has been set forth fully

in reply, so far as he has thought proper to present it.

There is one matter, however, that is worth thethouglit-
ful consideration of both clubs, and that is that the un-
pleasant wrangling which has been begun and which is

being perpetuated, will do neither club any good. On the
contrary, it will do much harm in checking the growth of

their support. Sportsmen who love sport for its own sake
and have a feeling that there should be propriety and refine-

ment in sportsmanship as well as out of it, will hesitate to

join any public organizations if they are to become, at the
same time, joint owners in a factional unpleasantness.

There is room enough for two organizations in Manitoba.
There also is room enough in Manitoba for each club to run
its trials on different grounds. There is nothing so particu-

larly valuable or useful about Morris, Man., that it cannot
easily be duplicated elsewhere. There is a broad field for

the energies and talent of both clubs in furthering the inter-

ests of field sports and promoting the cause of good fellow-

ship. A great deal of energy will be mi.sdirected and lost,

if expended in nursing g'rieA^ances and making bright
auirks.
In a letter received from Mr. .Johnson, under date of Oct.

19, he says: "I am sorry you did not get our view of the
case before publishing so one-sided an account. I could
prove to you that the charges against our club were just the
opposite, and could be fairly charged to the other." I can
only repeat that, in my opinion, it is not too late for Mi'.

Johnson to present his refutation. Neither Forest and
Stheam nor myself is endeavoring to make out a case against
him. What has been written on the matter was intended
for description of field trial matters in Manitoba. If the
history lacks completeness and Mr. Johnson can supply the
mi.ssing matter, it seems to me that he owes it both to him-
self and the field-trial public to publish the full and true
history.

Unbroken Dogs at Field Trials.

I have had a number of indorsements of what I wrote on
the subject of unbroken dogs running in field trials. The
following extract from the letter of a well-known trainer is
so forcible that it deserves publication:
"No better plan could be adopted by dishonest competitors

than to enter a string of rank duflrers for the express purpose
of defeating every dog they happened to be drawn against.
You know it to be a fact that the best dog in the world can-
not perform his work moderately w^ell in company with an
opponent which refuses to back, or crowds up when he
should back at sight at any di.stance away from the pointing
dog; or that jumps in and flushes or chases: or that needs to
be yelled at to make him perform work that should be done
voluntarily. Every trainer knows that no dog, however
well trained, will work in company with a rank untrained
dog and do his work well. A day's shooting in .such com-
pany will demoralize a thoroughly trained dog to such an
extent that several days' work, under strict discipline, is
required to reconstruct him."
The unbroken dog has beeu given a thorough trial and

generally was found wanting. The dash .and energy of the
unbroken state were found to be misleading. The wild dog
of one year, rated high from what constituted natural
qualities, was found to be worse the following year when
broken. There is not one valid reason why an unbroken dog
should be started in a competition, and there is every reason
why such dog should be thoroughly broken.

Classes of Field Dogs,
I have had in mind the importance of this subject, and

have been intending to write on it for some weeks, but the
columns of FoEEST and Stream are crowded with such
good matter every week that other good matter has neces-
sarily been forced to await its turn in publication.
Concerning dogs as field performers, thev can be divided

into three classes, on their manner of doing'field work. The
distinction is a most important one, and must be learned
sooner or later by all who aspire to a thorough knowledge of
what constitute a dog's field qualities and how they com-
pare relatively in a competition. Beginners never, in a field
trial, estimate the work properly in respect to its relative
value. They always look closely to the details, and the dog
which gets the most points, etc., is, in their judgment, neces-
sarily the best dog. They do not consider the class of the
dog at all.

A high-class dog may have but one or two opportunities
to show his abilities, yet he may show a quickness, capabil-
ity, confidence and finish in his work that would far excel
the work of a competitor which in quantity was much
greater.

The High-Class Dog.
No dog is more misnnder.citood and misrepresented than

the high-class dog, and, str^jnge as it may .'seem, field trifil
men have done the most to foster the contempt for hieh-

• class dogs—not int«£itioij.^liy,
,
Jiowever, but^fto^e the less

effectively. It seems strange that men would act in opposi-

tion to their own interests, but it is easily and often done m
all lines of business, the love of gain being the impelling

cause. Permanent success is sacrificed for the gain of the

moment.
The high-class dog has suflfered in the good opinion of the

sportsmen at large for the simple reason that field trial men
paraded the claims of certain dogs to high-class merit when
those dogs had no such claims. The sportsman who often

strenuously insisted on the high-class qualities of his dog
quite as often hungered for fat stud fees in connection with
his claim. The course of reasoning from a fat stud fee to a
high-class dog is very direct, from some owners' standpoint.

The bogus high-class field trial dog has done much to de-

preciate the true high-class dog in the estimation of sports-

men.
The true high-class dog is such whether in a field trial or

ordinary shooting. His qualities, briefly stated, are as fol-

lows: His disposition to work well and correctl v is such that
his training has not impaired any of his qualities. His
range is wide or close, as the character of the ground re-

quires In ranging over a rough country, or grounds partly
open and partly cover, he comes out at the right point of his

range to catch sight of his handler, and takes his course at

all times from that of his handler as a base of operations.
He works for the body scent of birds, draws to them with
skill and judgement, and points at the proper distance from
them, all being done with quickness and decision. He is

sweet-tempered and delightfully obedient, receiving any
order with cheerfulness and prompt attention. He directs
all his eiJorts skilfully in the interest of the gun. His en-
durance is sufficient to meet any reasonable demands of

shooting. He is "level-headed," a term which simply de-

notes a good, steady brain and the absence of nervou.sness
or nervous excitement.
"Bird sense" governs all his efforts. The term denotes

the skill, knowledge of the habits of birds and how to work
skilfully and successfully in the interest of the gun, the
memory of places, et<;. The high-cla.ss dog stays out at his

work, rarely works over the same ground twice in suece,s-

sion, yet he works out all the promising ten-itory within
his range.
The high-class dog is a rare dog indeed, and, in late years,

has become scarcer, although plentiful as a speculation.
This sort of dog is most formidable in competition, and

there is none better for practical field work. He works well
without orders or assistance, and is happy in pleasing his
master.

The Bogus High-Class Dog.

This kind of dog is very numerous, and is not to be de-
scribed on any basis of set qualities. They commonly pre-
sent distinct qualities or peculiarities as compared one
against the other, but they have a similarity in having one
or more traits in common with the high-class dog, or traits

which are similar apparently, but not in reality, as for in-

stance, when a dog ranges wide and well so far as appear-
ance goes, but lacks in judgment in working out the likely
corners, and finds nothing, notwithstanding his imitation
of good work.
This class of dog is most difficult to describe. The bogus

high-class dog may range and find well, yet, from exces-
sive nervousness or bad judgment, work badly on birds. He
may run fast and range wide, yet work his ground with bad
judgment, look to his handler for orders at every turn, and
often be working behind his handler instead of ahead or
aside of him. He may apparently be hunting well, but in
reality he may be self-hunting; and at every opportunity he
takes occasion to be lost to enjoy his self-hunting without
interference. Judges do not deal so severely with this kind
©f a performer as they should. Sometimes the bogus high-
class dog may have every appearance of a hi^h-class dog
in his manner of work, supplemented with his handler's
assistance, such kind of dog being very inferior in intelli-

gence. This kind will point on footscent and will require a
lot of skillful helping from his handler to get him placed
near the birds. In ranging he often casts behind the
handler, works the same ground twice or more, and has no
knowledge of the kind of places birds haunt; in short, is a
high-class machine dependent on the handler for direction.
This kind of dog, however, goes with so much da.sh and
earnestness and does the work with such confidence that he
often deceives both judges and spectators, the pretty points
and great speed distracting their attention from the fact
that the handler is furnishing nearly all the plans.
Then there is the hard-headed, disobedient dog which

finds birds in his own way, and the shooter works to him.
lioud whistling, hoarse shouting and much hard running
are necessary in handling this kind of dog. He is a hu.stler,

works to the gun part of the time and self-hunts in the
rest of it. He ia sometimes a half mile or more awav in
sight and sometimes he is a half hour out of .sight. You
will be told that all this is due to high-class. In short, the
bogus high-class dog presents many forms of field perform-
ance. Judges should keep a sharper eye for his especial
benefit. "Every dog has his day," but the bogus high-class
dog has had Ms years.

This kind of dog may have a great deal of merit as a
worker, but is only bogus when thrust into a class in which
he does not belong.

The Plug Shooting Dog.
This class is a most useful one. The name is of recent

origin, and is used more to distinguish a good field dog
from a field-trial dog. The plug shooting dog is infinitely
superior, if a good performer, to the bogus high-class dog.
The plug shooting dog may be a field-trial performer or a
field dog, according as he is prepared and run. The name
itself is misleading and is founded chiefly on a revenue
basis, inasmuch the distinction between the plug shooting
dog and the field-trial winner must be made as wide as pos-
sible with a view to high prices.

The field sportsman, one whose test is "an ordinary day's
shooting, should not be hasty in his adverse conclusions in
respect to field tiial dogs. It does not necessarily follow that
a dog is high-class because he is a winner, and it does not
follow necessarily that a dog is high-class because his owner
claims the quality for him.
Field trial judges, who have not already done so, would

do well to note these distinctions. They have escaped the
notice of some judges in the past.

The Ordinary Dog.

The ordinary dog in a field trial may have one or two good
qualities of some kind, but his abilities ai-e so inferior that
his struggle is hopeless if there are a few good dogs in the
race. It is commonly a competition for him, including the
united efforts of dog and handler.
The classes of dogs which run in field trials may therefore

be divided into three.
1. The high-class dog, which works well to the gun, but

independently of assistance from his handler.
3. The dog of many good qualities, but whose deficiencies

have to be supplemented by the brains and assistance of his
handler.

3. The dog which requires hia handler to do a large part of
the work and the thinking.
A more careful consideration of the class of the dog would

enable judges to arrive at much more accurate decisions than
they sometimes do at field trials.

Kennel News.
I noticed recently in a contemporary the mention of the

death of the famous field trial setter Chance,, as a piece of
news. TJjwe waa in it »o meutiQB qf , tbe date ot bis cl^atib.

He died many months ago. There was nothingnewsy about
the item at this late day.
The same contemporary is constantly and skillfully add-

ing to a well-earned reputation for literary excellence, par-
ticularly in pure classical English construction. This week
I notice some choice phrases for which the public should
feel indebted and which it should cherish. The term "new
beginner" was used, a term most comprehensive and satis-

fying. Again, a most finished phrase is as follows: "Mr.
K. W. Jester writes us that he has sold all his hounds, m-
clndvng Babette," etc. No one can now doubt that when
the gentleman sold them "all," he included the others.

Art,

Chicago, Oct. 30.—1 had the pleasure not long since of re-

ceiN-ing from Mr. Edward Dexter, Buzzard's Bay, Mass., a
photograph of liip Rap and Maid of Kent, both famous in
field trial history for greatperformances in comnetition. This
photograph was from a painting by Mr. E. H. Osthaus, of
Toledo, O., and it is remarkably spirited and skillfully ar-
ranged in respect to the pose of the dogs. There is a mo.st
pleasing fidelity to anatomical detail, a most important con-
sideration in any painting of animals. The texture of the
co.it appears to be perfectly represented, a feature in which
many painters fail more or less. The coat of a pointer is

often represented in paintings by something which appears
to represent a close-fitting seamless tin jacket, while the coat
of a .setter looks like amateur crochet work in yarn. Artists
who take delight in their work and strive foratruthful por-
trayal of their subjects, as does Mr. Osthaus, are most de-
sirable acquisitions to the guild of sportsmen. In a letter

recently received I learn that Mr. Osthaus will visit the
more important field trials this year. It will aftord those
who desire faithful portraits of their dogs a rare opportu-
nity to get them, if they can succeed in making arrange-
ments Avith Mr. Osthaus.

The Untrained Dog.

While fully appreciating the shortcomings and harMfiit
qualities of the imperfectly broken dog, I did hot appreciate
the fact that there are so many professional trainers who are
fully aware of all the facts concerning the matter. Here are
some extracts from a letter written to me by a trainer who
stands equal with the best in or out of his profession. He
says: "1 cjuite agree with you in your recent letter to
Forest and Stream. There is no unknown quantity more
entire'y unknown than the merit of a half-trained dog.
* * * It is the mode of reasoning, pursued by the judges,
which is at fault. They say, here is a well-trained dog of no
quality, and here is a dog of great natural quality but un-
trained. If trained, the latter could win it easily; and we
cannot justly blame him, because it is the fault of his
handler, and so the rank fellow gets it. How would it be on
the track if a horse were allowed to break every time a com-
peting horse crowded him, and he was thereupon allowed
his time to recover, just because when he did not break he
showed greater bursts of speed than his competitor? Then
suppose the judges would say: Oh, well! It's the fault of

his driver. If he held his horse on his feet he can out-trot
anything on the track; therefore, in consideration of his
showing the -greatest natural trotting gait, we will allow
him his time the same as if he had not broke his trot.

"It is all wrong. If I am anything I am practical, and too
well up in mv business not to' know the comparative merit
of dogs in different stages of training. * * * Any practi-

cal man knows the racing dogs are not hunting. Any animal
in the wild state does not "hunt in any such manner. I do
not refer particularly to their pace, but to their manner of

hunting, working out the ground intelligently and their
general bird .sense."

Tbere is a great deal of practical wisdom in the foregoing.
Field trial associations and field trial judges will not go
wrong in their field trial practice if they hereafter insist

that dogs competing in the trials be properly trained. They
should also insist on less noise being made by the handlers
than is made at an ordinary charivari.
There is not a single reason, founded on fairness, why dogs

should not be properly trained, and there is every reason
why they should be so trained.

The American Language.

And now I desire to say something more about the Eng-
lish language (practically the American language) as used
bv some of the kennel press.

"From a literary standpoint FOREST AND Stream is admit-
tedly without rival, and from any other commendable
standpoint it has no superior. One has but to turn to its

bright pages to see the results of the work of the skillful,

educated editor, and to see the higher cla.ss of writings ad-
mitted to its columns. Its contributions are almost uniformly
instructive and elegantly written; they are not a mass of
trashy nothings. Briefly, its matter is written ia the Eng-
lish language.
But, I keenly regret to write it, some journals use the

American language with such added inspired philological
idiosyncrasies as present themselves. In a mild, gentle man-
ner I aspired to be a benefactor to the kennel world by im-
proving, up to a colloquial standard a>t least, the editorial

American language of a contemporary. It was visionary in
theory and a failm-e in practice. For reward, I only ex-

pected the gratitude of the public. All self imposed refor-

mations are thankless attempts. I now attempt for fun
what I before attempted as reform. The following is a
valuable contribution to the American language noted in the
news of the week:
"Unaware of the approacb of an express train from Don-

caster, the pack, which had been engaged in cub hunting,
was crossing the Great Northern Railway, and was ran into
before the driver could pull ivj)."

I do not think that .A.merican locomotive engineers "pull
up" their engines, although drivers in England may do .so.

"The huntsmen, who were following, narrowly escaped
losing their lives." That is good.
"Which Includes a new Scottish terrier i/ii Ashley Plug,"

is not bad for "English as she is spoke," with a seasoning of
vacuity.
"He arrived with the dogs all in first-class condition in

spite of the very severe passage." How he could do so "in
spite of" an impersonal or inanimate object is not ex-
plained.
There are numerous other quaint expressions, but space

is too valuable to enumerate them in these columns. Be-
sides it is wrong, inasmuch as many things which are not
conventional are grandly picturesque. Magnitude and
stability are always grand. Any one would cut a sorry
figure attempting to smooth the Rocky Mountains with a
blacksmith's file, or attempting to make a trout brook of
the Mississippi River. The majestic grandeur of each would
remain intact. Hence a man is facing disappointment when
he attempts to reform the American language.

In last week's E'oRE.ST and Stream I noticed the mention
that Mr. W. W. Titus had moved to Waverly, Mi.ss., and
would hereafter confine his training to dogs for field use. I

received a letter of the same tenor from him. I believe that
he will find his departure in husiness a profitable one, and
will probably have more business offered than he can ac-

cept. But what I wish more particularly to mention is the
loss to field trials by his withdrawal from active competi-
tion. He is a man whom everybody esteems and admires,
and deservedly so, He ran his dogs skillfully, fairly and
quietly. In the many years T have seen "Billy'' Titus run
in trials! never saw him attempt a mean trick or even take
ft,u unfair adyantajge, iBeyer^eai-d hira roar as aMcker^
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In defeat or victory he was always considerate and gentle-

manly. Aside from being friends, these are the reasons why
I am esiiecially sorry he will not be at the. field trials in

future. We need more like him. May he always prosper.

A new organization, composed of gentlemen of high
standing, was recently formed at Canton, O., under the

title of the Ohio Field Trials Club. It will hold its hrst

trial for pointers and setters beginning Nov. 33. There will

1)6 a Members' Stake, All Aged Stake and Puppy Stake. It

is expected that there will be about forty start.ers in the two
last mentioned. Mr. John Bolus, Wooster, O., will judge.

The trials will be held at Zoar, O. Mr. A. H. Smith, Can-
ton, is secretary. The purses will be over $400. JSext year

the club contemplates holfling a trial in Ohio which will

rank with the best in the land. B. Waters.

At 5 o'clock they were called up, as darkness had come
on. A two-mile drive to the village and the first day's work
was done. Birds were scarce, but the dogs, for Derbies,

showed very good training and did well on the whole.

There were about sixty spectators out to-day, and evei-ything

promises toward an enjoyable meeting. H. W. L.

DOG CHAT.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL CLUB TRIALS.
ISpeeial to Foreat and Stream.']

AssoNET, Mass., Nov. T.— On Monday evening, Nov. 7, the

quiet little hamlet of Assonet, a typical little New England
village, was invaded by the members of the New England
Field Trials Club, all seemingly eager for to-morrow's fun.

The club quarters are in the Town Hall, a more modern
biiilding and admirably adapted for the purpose, that is if a

man does not mind a little publicity. Oq the first floor is

the dining room and the town fire engines, the latter the

facetiously inclined hint at as a very wise arrangement.
Upstairs is a large hall where about fifty cots are arranged,

which are to be our "roosts" during the meeting, but gives

rather a hospital flavor to the gathering. At one end of

this hall is a stage and piano, on which Messrs. Goodwin,
Clarke, Higgins and Tucker discoursed sweet music till the

"wee .sma' hours."
Among the members present to-night are Me.ssT.s. W. A.

Power, E. O. Damon, sprained ankle, crutches and all: L.

A. Pearle. J. A. Ellis, «
'. H. Higgins, J. A. Garland, F. W.

Whitlock' Harry and W. Tallman, George W. Lovell, J. L
Wells. D. A. Goodwin, Jr., F. W. Freeman F. H. Clarke,

N. Billings, W. W. Lewis, H. Merriman, H. W. Stokes, E.

S. Hawkes, A, E. Davis, C. B. Diibois, C, R. Taylor, H. F.

Keyes, F. H. Roberts, Hollis White, W. S. Clarke, J. C.

Sharpe. Jr.. A. R. Sharpe, C. P. Curtis, Walter Baylis, C. E.

Davis, Dr. Hayward, and the judges, N. Wallace and W. A.
Coster.
At 9 P. M. a meeting of the board of governors of the club

was called and the following were present: W. A. Power in

the chair; George D. Lovell, D. A. Goodwin, Treasurer
Wells. Secretary E. K. Sperry, and Messrs. Clarke, Tucker,
Damon, Hayward and Whitlock.
After the minutes of last meeting were read and approved,

Mr. Whitlock announced tl>e presentation of the two medals
from the English Setter Club for the best dog and bitch at

the trials from a bench show point of view. Mr. W. Tall-

man was selected by the club to award these as soon after

the drawing for the All-Age Stake as possible.

The motion to change the method of making the Derby
entries was referred to the Committee on Rules for consider-

ation. Meeting adjourned.
A meeting of the club was then held, with these additiouiil

members present: Messrs. Merriam, Billings, Higgins,
Pearle, Freeman, Ellis, J. C. and A. R Sharpe, Bayliss,

Curtiss and Dubois. The following were elected members:
S. S. White and G. W. Amory, Boston, Mass.; H. E. Twom-
bley, Newton, Mass.; C. R. Taylor, Providence, R. I. The
drawing for the Derby then took place, and resulted as fol-

lows:
Cohannet Kennels' Roy Kent with Dr. J. E. Hair's Albert's

Daisy.
Oakland Farm Kennels' Tennessee Vandal with A. M.

Tucker's Bud of Kent.
E. O. Damon's Rod's Mirth with Geo. W. Lovell's Dash A.
Geo. W. Lovell's Wild Lilly with Agawam Kennels'

Druid Noble.
Willard W. Lewis's Rod Belton with D. A. Goodwin, Jr.'s

Bradley.
A. M. Tucker's Rowdy Roy with E. O. Damon's Rod's

Chaff.
H. B. Tallman's Nellie G. with T. W. Whitlock's Count

Berkshire.
Noyes Billings's Roy Wilson, a bye.

Assonet, Mass., Nov. 8.—Special to Forest and Stream:
The mcrning opened! very stormy and rain fell heavily.
While this improved the ground and was badly needed, it

prevented an early start.

About O.SO, however, the weather cleared and the sun came
out. The big covered wagon was ordered up to convey us to
grounds about two miles from the village, and at 10,05 the
first brace,
Rot Kent and Albert's Daisy were put down near the

Quaker church. A lot of ground was worked over and some
of it very bare. In 45 minutes Roy was first to point almost
on top of a bevy; Daisy brought to back; handler flushed,
fired and killed. After this Daisy wheeled on a single very
prettily, bird flushing while held for Roy to back. Another
bird flushed down wind from Daisy, excusable. Down
57m. Daisy had the best speed, range, with fair nose. Roy
Kent sluggish mover at first, livened up after.

Tennessee Vandal and Bud of Kent.—This heat was
all in favor of the setter, as Bud of Kent, the pointer, loafed
most of the time and made one bad flush while just loafing
ground. After some careful roading Vandal nailed a single
in thick cover, Bud refusing to back. Then Vandal did a
nice piece of work on hill, pointing stylishly. Bud came up
and walked right into a large bevy, both steady to wing.
Vandal will do to go down again.
Rod's Mirth and Dash A. were then' put down. Both

ranged well, but the setter Rod's Mirth showed up the best.

A lot of travelling and lunch intervened before Mirth pointed
two birds unsteadily in swamp cover. No further game
found; down altogether 48m. Both got out to their work
well, but the setter seemed to have most sense and speed on
the work shown.
Wild Lily and Drtjid Noble.—This heat was all one-

sided, thepointer running rings round Druid, who though he
got out at time did not hunt with much sense. Lily was first

to make a real point after Druid trying hard. This was on
a bevy and Druid paying no attention to Lily, walked right
into the birds for a very bad flush. On the singles Lily
scored once beautifully but was backed indifferently. Her
owner put bird up, shot and killed neatly. Dogs down 50m
Lily will stay in.

Rod Belton and Bradley.-Rod Belton did veryindiffer
ently , false pointing several times. Neither were certain on
their points. Belton loafed round handler most of the
time. A bevy was flushed and the several points were made
by both ou running singles, Bradley doing best. Speed,
style and ran.ging all in Bradley's favor. He will stay in,

probably. Down 49m.
Rowdy Roy and Rod's Chafe.—This heat opened well,

Rowdy pointing; Chaff also coming in, a bevy was flushed.
Afterward in swamp Chaff got right on top of a bevy just
in time, birds flushed wild. Afterward he got a single nicely
of this bevy. A lot of false pointing was done by both in
beav.y cover; uo further score. ChafE may stay in.

Count Berkshire being withdrawn,
Nellie G. and Roy Wilson went down. Roy was first

to point running bevy. Nellie coming in to one side also
pointed, birds were flushed, both gtead.y. Then Nellie
picked up a single. No more game was found, but Nellie
ran ring.s around the other and showed herself a good
liianter. WiU stay in,

Death of Lord Melrose.

No sooner does Mr. B. H. Moore begin to feel as if his

lane of ill luck had at last a turning than the death of Lord
Melrose, the best St. Bernard he has yet bred, and probably
the best American bred dog of that breed in the country,
again entitles him to the symp,athy of his fellow breeders.

It is more than probable if the truth was known, Mr. Moore
felt a greater regard for Lord Melrose than any dog he has
had in his kennel, and he was justly proud of him. This
dog died last Tuesday from gastric colic. Farther particu-

lars have not yet been received from Mr. Moore. Lord Mel-
rose was only about 3}4 years old and was champion Ben
Lomond's best son, out of Recluse, both owned by Mr.
Moore. Though Lord Melrose was a dog of good parts,with a
well-shaped, massive head, straight forelegs and good bone,
as well as a richly colored dog, barring his lack of face

shadings, it was his gigantic size that at once made him con-
spicuous. He was, without doubt, the tallest St. Bernard in

America. With the possible exception of Donald, he was
the only dog that could safely be said to be over 35iD. in

height, and bad his body filled out proportionately he would
have been simply enorinous. Lord Melrose was not exten-

sively shown, but we believe his last appearance, at Roches-
ter, qualified nim for the challenge class. He has been used
extensively in the stud during the past year, as he afforded
a suitable outcross to the Plinlimmon blood, and we trust

he has left something of worth behind him. Mr. Moore has
our sympathy, btxt we are pleased to think that he still has a
winning hand in the wonderful Alton—Judith litter, which
contains such handsome dogs as Melrose, Alton, Jr., etc.

Mr. Moore has noAV lost, within the space of three years,

such celebrities as the mastilfs champion Minting and Ilford

Caution, the St. Bernards champion Ben Lomond, Alton,
S:iliron, champion Plinlimmon and Lord Melrose, besides

smaller lights, the aggregate value of which in cold dollars

represents quite a little fortune. No wonder Americans are
fighting shy of high priced St. Bernards.

How Many Dogs Were Killed?

"Podgers" sends us this clipping from a California paper:
"A Seattle man, tired of the ordinary slow method of catch-
ing fish, threw a lighted bomb into the place where the
fishes were last week and awaited developments. To his
disgust a retriever dog he had with him jumped into the
water, and seizing the explosive in his mouth made for the
shore. When he landed the man realized that his only
safety was in flight, but even that nearly proved futile, as

the trained animal made a bee line to deliver the trophy
at his master's feet. He would have succeeded, but the
bomb got in its deadly work just in time, and soon nothing
but the vacant spot where the dog ixsed to be and the breath-
less man was left to telll the tale." We printed the same
story the other day clipped from a Maine paper, and told of

a Maine man and a Maine dog. How many dogs were killed

by that same bomb?

Show Dates.

Those kennel clubs which intend holding dog shows dur-
ing the spring of 1893 must send in their claims for dates
before Dec. 1. On that date the committee appointed by the
O. K. C. will proceed to make a final allotment of dates in

accordance with the club's intention to have the spring
shows make a complete circuit. While this circuit plan has
its advantages on the score of saving expense, etc., there is

no gainsaying the fact that the dogs suffer from the artificial

life they lead for several weeks in the hands of handlers,
however careful the latter may be of their charges. Drawing
from experience in this matter we should say that a divided
circuit would be better, so that three weeks or a month could
intervene, thus allowing the dogs and everyone else to re-

cover from the strain of four dog shows in a month. Com
mence the season earlier if requisite, but let us have a recess

in the middle, and men will be better able to do justice to

themselves.

Tony Weller,

We are exceedingly pleased to find that in Mr. H. E
Carrier, the S. P. C. A. in Philadelphia have an active agent,

Through his efliorts the miscreant, Thomas Williams of

Cheltenham Township, who shot the beagle Tony Weller,
was fined $10 and costs. Much credit is due Mr. Currier for

the efficient manner in which he secured the evidence in the
case. If agents of the S. P. C. A. can be relied upon to exert
themselves in such cases, we should soon hear less of the in-

discriminate shooting of dogs by wretches who have no more
conscience than to cripple a dog and leave it to die, as was
the case in this instance. It is Mr. W. H. Child's intention,

we are told, to prosecute the shooter for damages, as Tony
Weller, if he does not die from his injuries, will be of no
further use to his owner.

Nashville Show.
Secretary Morrow writes that the railroads entering

Nashville are acting very nicely witu the Hermitage Ken-
nel Club; they offer to bring dogs through as baggage
when properly crated and will give reduced rates for 150

miles around Nashville during the week of the show. Thf
entries are beginning to come in and some of the best chal-

lenge dogs in the country are already entered, and the indi-

cations are that all classes will be well filled. Mr. Harry
L. Goodman will be superintendent and receive and care for
all dogs personally, so exhibitors who cannot come with
their dogs will know they will be well cared for and have
the best of attention. Entries close Nov. 23, so if you have
not already received enough entry blanks write Robt. C.
Stockton, 428 Church street, at once and he will give you
full particulars,

Irish Terriers.

Mr. Geo. R. Krehl, who steers the kennel division of the
English Stocli Keeper, still holds on to his pet breed, the
Irish terrier, despite the attractions that several Russian
wolfhounds, old ch. Eclipse, the collie, and some Basset
may have. He showed a taste of his Irish terrier quality at
the'late Swindon show, when in four classes he won four
first prizes and the special. Daniel II. took challenge honors;
Brian O'K., first open dogs; Meteor, first open bitche.= ; and
Dan's Gyp first in novice class. This is a nice little recor
devoid of any "it's or buts" that would make any man, even
a kennel editor who is supposed to be impervious to an
feeling, do a bit of a crow.

Heredity.

In an excellent paper on heredity which Mr. Abele re-

cently read before a meeting of the Veterinary Medical So
ciety in connection with the Ontario Veterinarj^ College, a

report of which we find in the Canadian Sportsman, he
said: ''The dog is so old he is a conundrum He seems to

have had nearly as many fathers then as now. All oar ped-
igreed stock can be traced back to curs with no resemblance
to.»th6ipres§Dt types, bub the clistaiitj.origiti,;.i5 doubtful.

When the Eskimo gets short of dogs he catches a wolf pu\)

and adds it to his stock and in a few generations no trace ot

wolf is left. The Indians of S. A. have pet jackals they use

for dogs. They are known to breed jackals to dogs with

ease."'

Sale of Claremont Clara.

In telling us of the sale of his Irish setter bitch Claremottt

Clara (Claremont Patsy—Nellie Glencho) to the Seminole
Kennels, Mr. F. H. Perry adds: "In my opinion they have

one of the best bench show and field bitches ever bred. Clara

ran in the Manitoba Derby, and all of the sporting papers

gave her a good standing as to being a fast and wide ranger

and a very high class field dog. I trust the Seminole Ken-
nels will put this bitch to the front, especially in the field,

as she has style, dash, energy and endurance that 'Irishmen'

like to see."

Irish Setter Lost.

Mr, F. H. Perry, of Des Moines, la. , has lost hiiS dark .red

Irish .setter dog Rancho. The last seen of him was on the
morning of Sept. 19, on the street .going toward his home.
He has a very small white spot on breast, one white toe nail

on left hind foot. He was a very fast and wide ranger and
a very eager worker. Had a pacing gait when not running.
This dog must have been stolen, and should any sportsman
run across him Mr. Perry would be glad to be informed of

the fact.

T. S. Bellin, Albany, N. Y., has purchased in England
from Mr. Bonly three wire-hair fox-terriers, which he ex-

pects to arrive in this country this month. He expects

to exhibit them at the coming Brooklyn show. Mr. Bonly
likes wires with a wire coat, and these dogs are said to be
natural and good coated and never want the "barber" like

the poodle-coated specimens that have often won her?. One
dog won this month at the Birkenhead, Eng., show and is

by Rustic Trick out of champion Tack, twice winner of the

50 guinea challenge cup. She will make her first appear-
ance at Brooklyn, and if breeding, make and shape, coat

and terrier character mean anything it is expected by her
owner that she will make a name for herself.

The steamer Nomadic, of the White Star Line, arrived

Nov. 1, at pier 44 N. R., with an assortment of live stock on
board. A bull-terrier was consigned to F. Tj. Dever, Peoria,

III., which town .seems to have struck a "bully" gait (no

pun intended). To Mr. Wm. Iselin were consigned thre*^

boxes of English hares. The president of the Florida C. &
P. R. R., Col. H. Pi. Duval, of New York, also received a

coop containing a first prize Indian game cockerel. And
Mr. W. A. Conklin, of New York, had four cases of swans
and waterfowl consi.gned to him.

Our paragraph about Mr. Mauice's new venture in bassets

has stirred up Mr. Chas. F, Leland, of Cambridge, Mass,,
to telling us that he also has some dogs of this breed. At
his Primrose Kennels, Newport, R. I., he has ten bassets in

all, eight bitches and two dogs. Most prominent is Ninette
(ch. Merlin—Blossom), and formerly owned by Mr. Everett
Miilais, Among the jroung stock are Primrose Folly and
Peggy, and the dogs Primrose Ju.ggler and Nabob. We
are pleased to find there are so many of these quaint hounds
in this country, and as Mr. Leland intends to show at New
Y^ork and Boston .'next year Mr. Manice will not have a
walkover.

Mr. E. H. Mulcaster, who judged at Great Bend, left that
point Saturday, Oct. 29, for California and Merced meet.
He takes with him Mr. J. Herbert Watson's likely one,

Royal Crest, and will see him fitted and run.

The Cowley County Coursing Association, whose first

meeting comes oft' Nov. 15, at'Winfield, Kas., expects, a
thirty-two dog stake easy enough. Mr. H. C. Lowe goes
from Great Bend to this meet with some of his good ones.

Mr. J. R. Ballard, secretary of the Cowley County Associa-

tion, attended Great Bend meet and got well down with the

tough puppy Buckskin,

The Seacroft Kennels, owned by Mr. C. Steadman Sanba,
have had an addition to their stock of Russian wolfhounds
by the birth of six pups out of their bitch Khratka, by
Leekhoi.

The black and tan terrier men in England seem deter-

mined to have a specialty club even if they (the clubs) die

off every six months. The old English Setter Club seems
to have fallen into innocuous desuetude and another one
has come to light under the presidency of Mr. Berrie, with
Dr. H. T. Poote, of New Rochelle, N, Y., and C. S. Dean,
owner of Prince Eric, vice-presidents.

Jones—"Why on earth do yoti offer such a large reward
for the return of that horrid yapping, snapping cur?"
Brown—"To please my wife," Jones—"But such a large
reward will be sure to bring him back." Brown—"Oh, no,

it won't. He's dead. I drowned him myself."

—

Judge.

We note among the new offers for sale, the following:
English setters, Dager & Osthaus. Buckeye Kennels; rabbit
hounds, J. Hope; pointers, J. R. Pursell, Maumee Kennels;
beagles, H. L. Kreuder, Albion Beagle Kennels, Woodside
Beagle Kennels; fox-terriers, Bowman & Byrne, Wilton
Kennels; Gordon setters, Thos. Satterthwait; Llewellin set-

ters, Jos. Pullman, E. Beach; cockers, Geo. Bell.

As to that sheen dog picture—Why do the heathen rage,
and the people iniagine a vain thing? The text is very old,

but it's very pat^

BRONCHIAL.
Editor Forest and Si/ream:
As I am somewhat affected with asthmatic bronchitis I

am desirous of finding a location which will arrest this dis-

ease. Some of my friends have suggested that I rent a
small hotel in some part of the country heneficial to my
health where game is plentiful, and I have no doubt but
what their promises to keep the house full during game
season would be fulfilled. I prefer Tennessee or Kansas,
but if any of your readers know of such a place I would like

to hear from them. I would move my kennel of Irish
setters wherever I locate. Chas. K. Farmer.
Inbianapolis. Ind.

".Just throw me half a dozen of the biggest of these trout,"
said a citizen to the fish dealer. "Throw them?" qiieried
the dealer. "Yes; and then I'll go home and tell my wife
that [ caught 'em. I may be a poor fisherman, but I'm no
liar."

—

Exchange.

Works on Sunday

—

Talks business seven days in tlie

week—a "Forest and Stream" Kennel

Special advertisement.
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THE NATURAL DIET.

Feom further advance sheets of Dr J. Frank Perry's new
book "Kennel Secrets,-' we are enabled to publish an inter-

esting (Chapter on "The Kennel Diet," discussing at length

the rival merits of a vegetable or meat diet for dogs:

It is an indisputable fact, says Dr. Perry, that some

breeders feed very largely on meat and their dogs do wel .

Not unnaturally, therefore, they believe it to be the all-

important food. Oa the other hand, there are sonie who
rely almost wholly on vegetables and starches and they in

turn areas strongly convinced that then- diet is the only

appropriate one for all dogs. ^ , , „ , « v,

1 novice accepts the theory of the first and feeds on flesh,

but he does not meet with the success which he anticipated,

and his dogs go wrong in the course of a /ew weeks and

eventually become wrecks. Another tries the other theory,

and with much the same ending-his dogs in time going to

^^T^l^e result of these uufortunate experiments would at first

thought seem positive evidence that both theories were

absolutely wrong, vet literally they proved merely that the

diets employed we're uusuited to the victims under the

existing conditions. But had these dogs been placed under

precisely the same conditions as those of the breeders whose

radicarviews were accepted, then the results- would un-

doubtedly have been different, and very likely both novices

would have become ardent advocates of their several

theories. „ • i, u
The fact is, there are many other influences winch bear

quite as heavily for or against the health of dogs as the

dietetic, and one rightly fed may go wrong because ot in-

sufficient exercise, improper cooking, damp, draughty

quarters, neglect of cleanliness, foul drinking

water, etc., while another fed indifferently, on

food poorly suited to his wants, may yet remain
in good health under kindly hygienic mfluencef!.

E()ually as correct conclusions regarding the

potency of these influences can be drawn from
the experiences of men, for they act upon them
as on dogs. Sailors, for instance, on fairly long

voyages are forced to subsist largely on beef

and pork which are submitted to methods ot

curing that render them so indigestible the

nutritive properties retained are in such form
that a goodly proportion can be extracted only

with exceeding difficulty. These meats, with
biscuits— yery often "weevilly''— and canned
goods for only rare change, make up the most
ot their bill of fare. Yet where can be found a

healthier, hardier class than this—and all due
to the pure air they are in and the hard work
they are required to perform. But put these

same men on shore in close-built cities or

towns, let them live indolently and on the
same kinds of food they had on shipboard, and
they must soon decline in health and vigor.

On this subject man is singularly inclined to

jump at conclusions. One calls attention to

the fact that he is of a family of giants and that
neither he nor any other member of it had
scarcely any meat "during cbildbood. He sees

the city youngsters of tc-day fed on mixed diet
containing a large proportion of meat, and from
this he reasons that their undergrowth and
washed out appearance are due to the meat.
Yet he fails to realize that in his early years he
doubtless consumed in the form of eggs and
nailk nearly if not quite as much animal food
as they, and that in consequence of their pecu-
liar situation in life these foods in fresh aud
pure state, and in abundance, are generally
denied them, and meat is therefore substituted.
He foreets, also, that be lived under very differ-

ent hygienic conditions from theirs—he in the
open country and in pure air, while they are in
cities, which are rightly called the "graveyards
of the human race;" moreover, that frorn his
mother or father there came to him a sturdy in-
heritance, while to the youngsters he looks
down upon were more than likely bequeathed
infirmities which had been in their families for
several generations.

Men have theoriiied over their own diet for
scores of years, yet they are scarcely nearer
agreement now than thev were in thebeginuing.
One calls attention to^the fact that Scotch
Highlanders, the Irish, the peasantry of Italy,
Spain and Portugal, Chinamen, and other races
thrive on oatmeal, potatoes, corn, chestnuts,
olives, rice or lentils, with little or no meat,
and that in Scotland a mountaineer will walk
thirty or forty miles a day on oatmeal cakes or
porridge with a little barley broth and a modi-
cum ot milk or butter, while an Indian palan
quin-bearer will caii-y his burden twenty-five
or thirty miles a day with only two meals of
unleavened cakes and a little ijliee.

Another points to the Eskimos, to the fishing
population of Norway, and to the Pecherais of the southern
end of South America, who subsist most of the time whollv
on animal food: also to the fact that for months the hunters
of the West have little or no food but the flesh of the
animals they kill.
What do these facts prove? Merely that man can live on

vegetable or on animal foods.
All this in relation to man's diet, wbile seemingly foreign,

has a bearing on the diet of dogs, for he is singularly in-
clined to consider that their requirements are much the
same as his own. But such reasoning is not always sound,
for the dog is of a different order of animals and of different
structure, and although he has accommodated himself to
other than his natural diet, there must be limits to his
powers in this direction. Nor does it follow that if one man
18 right and his dog is doing well on some peculiar diet all
others who feed differently are iu the wrong.
There is an old saw, "M'^hatis one man's meat is another's

poison." Nearly all mankind to whom they are accessible
can safely eat strawberries, but still now and then is en-
countered a person on whom they bring out a most annoying
rash. Nature's first food for every child animal is milk—
and yet there are not a few animals who are made ill by it
I he egg is certainly one of the most harmless of foods,
nevertheless instances are on record where the merest trace
or it has caused convulsions.
But ignoring these idiosyncrasies, which are fortunately

but rarely encountered in man, while if they exist in dogs
they can scarcely be any more common, two persons seldom
meet who are fond of and can digest with equal ease thesame kinds of foods, and such being the case, individual
peculiarities surely must occur occasionally among theirhumble companions so often fed from the table.
Another fact which has a bearing on the question under

discussion IS. that the immediate results of diet are by nomeans to be accepted as final. In other words, because aman or a dog apparently keeps healthy and strong for sev-
eral years oti nearly all meat or on nearly all vegetables, itdoes not tollow that the chosen diet is a suitable one, for itmight be doing harm and hidden changes be going on whichmust sooner or later result disastrously.

wh!,''p?i«nr^H'^-.^^^^??^
Harvey Reid. of Mitchell,

ll,t^, c^^^^^
^^'^^^ ™eet, took back with them forentry, Sir Hugo, one of Mi-. H. C. Lowe's likely puppies.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

Field tiial entries have been coming thick and fast the

last week or two and a glance at the increased entries all

round, with the exception of those of the old established

Eastern field trials, plainly indicates the widespread and
growing interest in field trials and "bird" shooting. The
Eastern Field Trials Club seems to have been left in the

race, and the attendance of sportsmen and general feeling

among the handlers indicated as much last year. The club
needs a shake up, and at the meeting for election of officers

at High Point this week it is more than likely that some of

the old officers will step down and let some new blood have
a turn. This was hinted to us as probable during the sum-
mer by one of the oldest and most influential officers of the

cluh. . , ,

The advance made by the Irish .setter men is particularly

gratifying to the lover of the red dog. The Glen more Ken-
nels, we know, have been busy with their entries all sum-
mer, and those they will choose to uphold the honor of the

Kansas kennel will, no doubt, be put down in proper shape
this time, and not be handicapped by condition as they were
last year. The other entries are nearly all from the kennels
of well known Irish setter men, and it is safe to predict that
competition will be keener this year than last as, probably,
the dogs will be better trained. The Gordon men have not
responded as they should have done in the New England
stakes, where one would think conditions would be specially

favorable to their dogs. Mr. Blossom is heart and soul in

favor of bringing the Gordon to the front, and we are sorry
to see that, with two exceptions, his dogs will have to up-
hold the Gordon honor alone. W^here are the other mem-
bers of the club? This apathy is really distressing, and

sight but the .flOO given by Dr. Howe. As to what the purse
may be does not count; it may be $300 and it may be only
$100. This, it can be readily seen, is no inducement for the
coursing men of this State to travel all the way to Kansas,
however pleasing it would be to all of them to meet the
Eastern gentlemen on their own grounds.
Now, it seems to the leash men here that the Kansas Club

should take a leaf from the Merced people, and go down
into their pockets and issue a programme guaranteeing
certain amounts in each purse, and then depend on the
public and dog men for that assistance that is never refused

;

but under any circumstances, say what the amounts would
be, and be prepared to give it. Unfortunately the men who
are the patrons of the leash in this State are not rich men

;

indeed, it may be said of them, with a very few exceptions,
that they are quite the reverse, and consequently are not in
a position to go so great a distance for mere pleasure. Again

,

I say if the Eastern gentlemen would but guarantee good
purses it is almost certain that they could count on finding
among them each year a fair sprinkling of the coursing men
of California, and that they would find also among their
dogs competitors second to but a few—if any.
The Occidental Coursing Club are making preparations

for an open meeting on Thanksgiving Day at their park at
Newark, yvhich is situated some 25 miles from this city.
The meetings of this club are always most enjoyable, and
create quite a furore among all dog men. The meetings are
managed with great care and precision, and the slightest
infraction of coursing rules is never tolerated, hence their
meetings are always looked forward to with the greatest
pleasure. The Merced meeting this year will dovetail nicely
with the Occidental's on this occasion, so there will be quite
a gala time among the dog men of the coast in November

next. Gazehottnb.
San Fhascisoo. Cal.
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GREAT DANES IN AMERICA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have endeavored through writings to help
the breed, but grow daily stronger in my con-
viction that something more efficient is re-
quired, and I am going to breed great Danes
and sell no progeny for some time to come. The
great Danes bred thus far in this country are
inferior, and I have seen or heard of none that
are entitled to championship. The reason for this
I have found in the fact that the material used
in producing them is on a par with stock prized
in Germany in 1880. Nowadays this sort of
stock we are importing from sharpers and
isnorants is not tolerated there at shows, but
deemed good enough for America. The fight
for supremacy between the two champions of
Chicago, which two dogs dift'er so materially in
the make-up, tends to lead the weak breeding
attempts astray. We want a typical dog that
will beat them both and is a good stock getter.
Such specimen cannot be bought from sources
from which we have been getting our great
Danes. The reputation of being vicious origin-
ates from the mistake of wrong selections.
Some breeders are breeding for size and get a

big dog, but nearly a mongrel, Others are
breeding for type, and get snipy, houndy speci-
mens with rat tails. Colors are mixed^ up in
all shades of the rainbcw. What is wanted is
a combination of type, size and pure colors, to
sacrifice not one point for the other and excuse
the absence of type and character with an ad-
ditional 251bs. of flesh. I have bred great
Danes successfully before, and lost money by
it, and I am ready to lose again if I can be suc-
cessful in producing something.

A. H. Heppser.
New York Cut.

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.

togs

HELEN KELLER.

With fac-simile of letter.

From "Aslimont's" forthcomiiiK work, "Kt!uuel Secrets.'

especially ho when we .see Dr. Meyer, a confessed Gordon ad-
mirer, letting his fancy run to the red dogs. Pointers,
strange to say, will not be well represented at Assonet, only
entries being forthcoming in All-Age Stake. The English
setter seems to have the call all round.

CALIFORNIA COURSING ITEMS.
Editor ForcM and. Stream:
Coursing—that is, legitimate coursing—has been rather

dull on this coast during the past few montlis, but just
now, on the eve of the great Interstate meeting at Merced,
things are again brightening up and all the leashman of
this city cau be seen in the early dawn; some on foot, some
on horseback and others in buggies, exerci.sing their favor-
ites and getting them into shape for the great meeting.

In the country districts, too, great care is being taken by
many of the owners of their dogs, and it is pretty safe to
say that if beaten it will not be for want of training. This
Merced meeting is now looked upon by the various owners
as the test of a greyhound, and the dog that can come out on
top from the terrible ordeal gains for itself and owner a repu-
ation that does not fade away in a few months, but remains
a red-letter indelibly printed in the coursing man's cal-
endar.
The Merced meeting commences on Tuesday, Nov. 15, and

will continue from two to three or probably four days. The
purses put up by the citizens of the citj" of the famous plain
are most libera:, and should, and no doubt will, be the
means of bringing together the greatest gathering of lovers
of the leash that has yet been seen on a coursing field in
America. The first prize is fixed at 8400, the second at ^200
and the third at ^1.50, while dogs winnning three courses will
get -520, It is almost certain that sixty dogs will go to slips.

It seems now that there will be no dogs from this State at
Great Bend this year. This is certainly to be regretted, as
there are some half a dozen of young dogs in andlkbout this
city that are popularly, and indeed with good reason, sup-
posed to be good enough to hold Chicopee Lass's banner up
with credit in any company. No doubt there has been some
dissatisfaction felt over the Pearl of Pekin affair, and the
seeming want of backbone shown by the officers of the
American Coursing Club in not giving their decifiion in the
mattei- long before this. Another reason, too, is the uncer-
tainty of the stake amount, as there is nothing definite in

Editor Forest and Stream:
The premium list of the National Greyhound

Club is to hand, and I am sorry to see the com-
mittee have only made one class for Scotch
terriers. There are quite a number of the.se

dogs both in the States and Canada^ and at
Toronto we had nine entries, all putting in an
appearance. I think you will agree with me
when I say the committees of dog shows should
give all the encouragement in their power to
breeders and exhibitors. Personally .speaking
were mj' dogs to win first or second money, I
would gladly waive my claim to the same if

only the necessaiy classes were provided. As a
matter of fact all terriers, except bull-terriers,
for which there are no less than nine classes,
have very little show, especially the rough-
haired classes. Irish terriers have no challenge
or puppj; class, black and tans no challenge
class, while Scotch, Dandies, Skyes and Bed-

lingtons have but one class each. Then again, bulldogs,
poodles and toy spaniels are harshly treated. The premium
list in many respects is very inconsistent and unlikely to
commend itself to exhibitors unless they happen to be bull-
terrier and beagle men, and my grumbling is but one
instance of many I have heard. W, T. FrASEB.
ToHONXo, Canada.

:ECH0ES OF THE BEAGLE TRIALS.
It is more than probable that next vear the Beagle Club

will provide regular prizes for the different events, as this
percentage arrangement is not at all satisfactory to the
majority of ownei-s who ran their beagles this j ear. Another
class will goon have to be provided. Now that there are so
many winners of different classes it would be wise to
arrange for a champion class. It is scarcely fair for the
newcomers to have to contend on equal lines with the
previous winners. This is the practice in vogue in other
field trials, and the Beagle Club having now held their field

trials, there are enough previous winners to assure an entry
that will make competition very keen. This stake should
in no way conflict with the "absolute winner" of the regular
classes for the current year, or if thought best the winner of
the challenge event could also be eligible to compete for the
"absolute," though we should think the title of field trial

champion would be sufficient honor. Another way would
be to have a Champion Stake run at the end of the trials and
the "absolute winner" only be eligible to compete of the
dogs that ran that year. Thus this dog would stand a
chance of winning both titles.

DISTEMPER.
Editor Forest and Streanv:

It is stated in Chron icle that Dr. J, Sutcliffe Hundall,
the English veterinary surgeon, claims to have discovered a
prophylactic against the bane of dogs—distemper. He nays
he has been experimenting for four years, and in recent
tests, where he has exposed inoculated subjects of his prac-
tice to certain infection, he has fouud them incapable of
contracting the disease. Can any one give me his address?

C. M. Selfkidge.
San Francisco, Oal.
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FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.

Toronto, Can.—Mr. J. W. Mordeu, Hamilton, has sold
the smooth terrier Suffolk Coronet, well known, to Mr. A.
D. Stewart.

A good many spaniels leave "Woodstock but still there is

room for an occasional arrival. Mr. George Douglas has
bought Yankee Hustler, a black bitch with a white breast,
by Ebony out of Vic, from Mr. C. G. Browning, of Worcester.
Mr Douglas has also sold the black bitch Lady Stanley,
a fcur-year-old black bitch, by Robin out Fraitzie, and the
dam of several winners.

Fox-terrier breeders here will soon have a big choice of
slud dogs. Mr. Stewart is putting three at stud—Suffolk
Coronet, his last purchase; Raby Domiuo, sent over to him
by Mr. Raper, and his new youngster, My Fellow.

Mr. Murdoch, Hamilton, was down this week. He told
me their local show was most successful and that their
exchequer is thereby increased to the amount of some $50.
Not so bad when it "is considered that the show was open to
the public but for three hours.

I hear Mr. J, M. Harris, proprietor of the Hamilton
Herald, has got over a good bull-terrier dog. His name I
have not learned, but surmise it is Pride of the Navy, men-
tioned by the Br iti^li- Fancier of Oct. 14. If I am right he
was sent out by Mr. James Brown, of Church.

Hamilton grows more doggy every day. I hear that sev-
eral more good dogs are now located there, including a black
and tan bitch recently imported from the United States by
Mr. J. B. Anderson, and the collie bitch Mayflower (Bonnie
Dunkeld—Merry), a winner at Hamilton and Ottawa,
bought from Messrs. McEwen & Gibson by Mr. GeorgeYan-
derlip.

Dr. H. S. Griffin writes me that his b«Il>-terrier bitch
Kathleen Mavourneen whelped a nice litter of four (two
dogs) to his Principio last week. The importation of this
brace was noted in these columns some weeks ago.

Mr. W. P. Fraser, Toronto, has sold a Scottish terrier
bitch puppy, by Kilroy out of his Grey, to Mr. B. L. Clem-
ents.. New York.

Mr. J. L. Gibb sent to his^son, Mr. J. Gordon Gibb, of
Liwrence. Kansas, a brace of fox-terriers and a collie dog.
The terriers are Lloyd's Trump, by Punch out of Lady,
Cotswold Daisy and Gibb's Madgie, by Pictle (Suffolk Cor-
onet—Elora Tatters) out of Judith (Blemton Trump—Bach-
ante). She was bred by Mr. Geo. Hanson. The collie is one
of McEvven & Gibson's, a black and tan by Scotsman (Edg-
biston Excelsior—Eyland Lady) out of Madge (Highlander
--Hasty). Mr. Gibb has been most successful in exhibiting
cattle, and is now about to try his luck with dogs.

A meeting of the executive committee of the Canadian
Kennel Club will be held here on Friday the 11th at 8 P. M.
Several important matters are to come up.

The Toronto Kennel Club met on Thursday, Nov. 3, and
decided to hold a local show, open to members only, on Nov.
15. Mr. Wm. Brodie will be asked to .judge all classes. The
new club rooms will be opened to the members on Thurs-
day, Nov. 17. Mr. A. D. Stewart of Hamilton will be asked
to speak on his favorite breed, fox-terriers: Mr. R. W. Boyle
on the cocker spaniel, and Mr. Brodie on any breed which he
may select. Two dogs of each breed will be brought up for
illustration.

Can any reader oblige me with the breeding of Quayside
Lad, a Bedlingtoa terrier imported a lew years back?

H. B. Donovan.

UNITED STATES TRIALS.
ElizAbethtown, Ky., Nov. 6.—There are fourteen starters

in the Derby. They were drawn to run in the following
order: Troublesome and Mame S., Ginger Ale and Kent's
Queen, Lady Peg and Onward, Boy's Faust and Earl of
Kent, Croxie O'Bannon and Biz^ David C. and Lad of
Rush, Pomme de Terre and Kent Elgin.
The weather has been very dry, and the scenting is poor in

consequence. Birds are reported as being very "scarce, A
large number of prominent sportsmen and~Western handlers
are here. The judges are Col. A. G. Sloo, Vincennes; Messrs.
P. H. Bryson, Memphis, and B. M. Stephenson, La Grange,
Tenn., the latter to judge in the pointer Derby: Maj. J. M.
Renfroe and Mr. J. M. Freeman, the two judges who were
to judge with Col. Sloo, may be present later to act. The
quality of the dogs present is said to be very high. A light
rain fell this evening, which will probably improve the
conditions for work.

ISveclal to Forest and Stream.)

Elizabethtown, .Ky., Nov. 7.—Notwithstanding having
rains last night the scenting to-day was very poor. Birds
are extremely scarce and the work therefore unsatisfactory
and undecisive. But iive or six bevies were found. Nearly
all the work on birds was done in unfavorable cover. To-
morrow the dogs will be run on different grounds and if the
unfavorable conditions are found to be permanent it is prob-
able the trials will be concluded elsewhere.

ISmoM, to ForeM, and Stremn.']

Elizabethtown, Ky., Nov. 8.—The pointer Derby was
concluded to-day. Lad of Rush first, Mame A. second,' Lady
Peg third. Birds so scarce that club held a meeting and
concluded with the unanimous approval of handlers to move
to-night by special train to Columbtis, Indiana_j where
grounds and abundant birds are assured. The club pays
the expense. A lai-ge number of prominent field trial men
in attendance.

[Special from Indiana ]

CoLTjMBirs, Ind., Nov. 9.—Horses scarce. Grounds and
birds unsatisfactory. Weather bad. Trials postponed till

.
February in Mississippi, before or after the Southern trials.

B. Waters.

Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography

Competition.

See details in anotlier column.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(famished free) will he sent to any address.

BRED.
^S'~ Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

Qovernor—Blemton Eeefer. G. B. BirreH's ('^an Francisco, Oal.)
fox-terrier hitch Govetnor to .1. B. Martin's Blemton Reefer
(champion Vpnin—rhampion Rachel), Sept. 14.

Shamrock Beth—Onota Belle. E. Beaver's (CoTiBhohocken, Pa.)
Irisb setter birch (ShHmrock BfUe (Henmore Shamrock—Daisy) to
H. G. .T. Hallowell's Onota Don (champion Ontef—BiKreena),
Ort. S.

Iroquois Rhoda—Kinfj Regent. Werovvance Kenriela' (Trenton,
N. .T.) rough St. Bernard bitch Iroquofs Rhoda (Mt. St. Elias—
Lady Bernee) to Swiss MountaiTi Kennels' King Regent (Prince
Regent—Duchpss <->f Kent). Sept. 38.

Lady—Bradford Ruby II. Mrs. F. Knight's (Cincinnati, O ) pus
bitch Lady to Ebprbart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (cham-
pion Bradford Ruby—Puss B ) Oct. 8.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

Rochelle Majestic. Rochelle Kennels' (New Rochelle. N. Y.)
black and tan terrier bitch Rochelle Majestic (champion Broom-
fifld Sultan—champion Meersbrnok Maifi«n). Sept 15, seven (three
AofT'). bv the r Merry Monarch (Halifax Charlie—NeP).
Meershroolc Ma1de7i. Rocbello Kennels' (New Rocliplle, N. Y.)

black and tan terrier bitch champion Meersbrook Maiden (Meera-
brook Chance—Meersbrook Empress), Sept. 28, sis (thrpA dogs), by
their champion Brootnfleld Sultan (champion Broomiield Turk-
champion Broomfield Belle;.
Sarah. E. BrortkH's (Ryde Park, Mass.) Dandle Dinmont terrier

bitch Sarah (Border .lim—Pan), Aug. 23, five (two dogs), by his
King o' the Heather.
Myrtle the Mouse. F. B. Zimmer'a (Gloversville, N. Y ) beagle

bitcti Mynle the IVIouse (Elora Rambler— Elora Blue Bell), Oct. 4,

four (twodog8),ibylhis Stormv (champion Royal Krueger—Pussie).
Jf^cmii-- D. F. McCarthy's (Tiburon. Cal.) fox-terrier hitch

Flossif (Blemton Shiner—Jess), Sept. —. Ave (three dogs), by J. B.
Martin's Blemton Reefer (champion Venio—champion Rachel).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lavender. Pawn Italian bitch, whelped September, 188S, by
Prince out of Pearl II., by Eberhart Pug Kennels. Cincinnati, 0.,
to J. W. Mack, Dayton, Ky.
Lum.. Apricot fawn pug dog, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-

ciDnati, O.. to Harry Campbell, same place.
Jenny. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped Feb. 23,

by Blemton Shiner out of Nell, by J. B. Martin, San Francisco,
Cab, to Caldwell & Mercer, Seattle, Wash.
Empress Josephine. Orange and wbice rough St. Bernard bitch,

whelped July 3, 1S89, by Maximus out of Velvet, by Werowance
Kennels, Trenton, N. J., to F. Smyth, same place.

Plinto. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog, whelped July
&7, 1893, by Gipaey Jack out of Nelly Bly. by Werowance Kennels,
Trenton, N. J., to Rev. T. Hogan, same place.
Maior Dorm. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog,whelped

Feb. 1. 1893, by Hugo out of Iroquois Rhoda, by Werowance Ken-
nels. Trenton, N. J., to H. Murray, same place.
mida. Orange and white rough St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb,

I, 1893, by Hugo out of Iroquois Rhoda, by Werowance Kennels,
Trf nton, N. J., to Prof. Thos. White, same place.

Bruce. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog, whelped Feb.
1, 1893, by Hugo out of Iroquois Rhoda, by Werowance Kennels,
Trenton, N. J., to C. Golding, Sing Sing, N. Y.
BenB. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 1, 1892, by Patsy

Boltvaroutof Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati. O., to Miss Hattie Jones, same place.

Tricket. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 32, 1892, by Patsy
Bolivar out of Mabel E., by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O.. to A. B. Noble, Council Blutfs, la.
Miss Brownie. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 23, 1893, by

Patsy Bolivar out of Mabel E., by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati. O., to G. A. Huewe, same place.
Midget- Black and tan toy terrier bi'ch, by Eberhart Pug Ken-

nels, Cincinnati, O., to Wm. Botts, Mt. Sterling, Ky.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs ivill he answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management a/iul dogs win receive careful attention.

S. D. B.. Fort Wayne, Ind —C. D. Bernheimer, Morey Kennels'
Fairfield, Conn.
R. E. MoE., New York City.—The dog is not at all too old, and

"Training vs. Breaking" would be found very effectual.

0. M. S., San Francisco, Cal.—We do not know Dr. J. Sutcliffe
Hundall's address. Write to .the Stock-Keeper, 169 Fleet street,
London, Eng.

J. S., Black Hall, Conn.—Please tell me the price and where I
can get Mr. Ashburner's book on the beagle hound. Ans. The
price is 50 cents. We can supply it. •

BiTFFALO RE.*DBK.-Will you give me extended pedigree of
Effle Elcho (15.515), owned by Wm. Denny, of this city? Ans. We
can find no mention of Effle Elcho in stud books.

W. I. S., New York City.—Will you kindly give pedigree of
Irish setter Jack, owned by James Lewis, the actor, in your next
issue? Ans. We can find no mention of this dog in either of the
stud books.

R. S., Wilkesbarre. Pa.—Will you kindly give me the number of
Dreadnaught (mastiff), whelped May 5, 1886, dam Rena—also, let
me know cost of pedigree in full. Ans. Dreadnaught (A. K. R.
3924) by Dictator (A. K. R. 1503.) out of Rena (A. K. R. 262). by
Duke out of Pride, by Duke (imported Romeo—imported Juliet ),

out of Juno, by Towser out of .Tosie. Duke, by Bull out of Belle.

F. R,, Reading.—A mastiff about a year and a half old has on
the side of him something similar to a tumor; it is soft, and at
times it is large and then it goes down ax\d is not noticeable; every
day that change takes place. It is not quite as large as a hen's
egg. The dog is very large and pretty fat. Ans. It is probably a
serous abscess and will have to be opened. Take the dog to a
veterinarian.

J. P. T., Atlantic City. N. J.—Can you tell me what to give my
setter dog to cure a weak stomach? He seems to be unable to
retain food, for almost immediately after eating he vomits. Espe-
cially is this the case after drinking. He is 4 years old and other-
wise seems to be iu good healtb. Ans. Give lOgrs. of carbonate
of bismuth every 3 hours shaken dry on the tongue. Feed entirely
on minced raw meat tor a few days, small quantities at short in-
tervals. Limit the water to a few tablespooufuls.

A Constant ReAdeb, Lima, O.—Will you kindly give me the
pedigree in lull of English setter bitch BtUe of Lima (A.K.C.S.B.
15,o23)ir Alsolof Van Allen. English setter dog, and is the strain a
good one? Please give me the owner's name of each of them.
Ans. Prank Cornelius's, Lima. O., Belle of Lima, by Duke of
Bradford out of Queen Mab, by Ponto out of Lady Snow, by Duke
of Montclair out of Prairie Rose; Ponco, by Belton out of Snow:
Dnko of Bradford, by Count Royal out of Nelly D., bv Fleet out
of Bess. Geo. Hull's, Lima, O., Van Allen, by Dr. Prim a5.715,
Vol. VI.) out of KatP, by Fred out of .lessie, by Rosenthal's Nick
out of bis Flora 11.; Fred, by Pride of the hiorder out of Fairy;
Dr. Prime, by Pride of the West out of Da-'hlng Primrose, by
Dashing Monarch out of List, by Lincoln out of Petrel II.; Dash-
ing Monarch, by Dash U. out o£ Moll. The strain is good.

Business.
The Globe Office, Boston, Mms.—Forest and Stream Pub. Co.:

Gentlemen—Alter a good fair test of ti«e kennel paners. 1 take
pleasure In saying that I shall hRfeafter run my advt. only with
your paper and the Amerimn Stock Keeper. I have given the
American Field and Turf, Field and Farm a good test. You can
glean my opinion from the above. It seems a pity that personal
matters could not be left out of the kennel departments of the
various papers. I congratulate you on the high tone of your own
department. May it long continue, Herbert M. Howes.

Why Did Oliver Ask for More?
Because the sample he had had gave birth to the belief that

more of the same would be a beneficial acqulsifion. .Tust so with
Forest and Stheaji kennel special advertisers. As thus: For-
est and Stream—We are very much pleased with the numbers
or inquiries rtceived from our ads. in ihe Forest and Stheam,
and we inclose you two mora to be in two Issuee of your paper.
Yours very trtily, :M:ADMaii KBtrNiii« (Bo« m).

While the latest communication from the committee to Lord Van-
raven has not been made public, it is plain that the situation is un-
changed from that of two weeks ago. The question of a ra.-e to at

appearances hinges on a quibble over the exact meaning of the word
"bold." If Lord Dunraven can be persuaded that in "holding" the

Cup open to challenge under the immediate conditions as to dimen-
sions, time allowance and other secondary details that are accorded
to him, he is not at the same time bound by the new deed of gift and
nothing else, there will be a race. If, however, his Lordship is astute

enough to understand that his challenge is considered by the New
York Y. C. only as offered and accepted under the new deed, and
that most of the objectionable features of this noted document are

still in full force, there is little chance of his persisting in challeng-

ing. The present dickerings and bickerings are creditable to neither

side; if the New York Y. O. is not prepared to annul the new deed,

the proper course is to say so squarely and frankly. If Lord Dua-
raven really means what he has said, condemning the new deed as
illegal in its origin and unfair in principle, the only dignified course

open to him is to decline all terms, however tempting on the surface,

which carry with them a virtual Indorsement of the deed.

HAVIN6 produced the flu-keel, Mr. N. G. Herreshoff has this year
given some thought to a rule which would, if deemed desirable, bar
this type of yacht. He has suggested the use of the displacement,
D, as a divisor in the present formula, which would be then

^ ^
D

^ ^
' * """Stant being used according to the unit of lineal or

cubic measurement desired. Of coiu-se, such a rule would at once
put a premium on increased displacement, to the confusion of fln

keels of all sorts.

In utter innocence of its sarcasm, the Boston Herald discusses

seriously Lord Dunraven's remark that were he a holder of the Cup,
he would gladly receive the full dimensions and even the entire de-

sign if a challenger insisted on the right to send them; thereby prov-
ing the deep duplicity ©f the present challenger. The present posi-

tion of the New York Y. 0. is that of Insisting on its right to furnish

that same information which every designer and owner desires to

conceal; an opera bouffe proceeding which is too ridiculous for

serious argument.

The receipt at a late hour last week of a large amount of very
important kennel news was responsible for the partial wreck of the
Yachting and Canoeing departments. The attempt of a compositor
to set up an interest ing dog story with one hand while he was cor-

recting the proof of a yachting article with the other resulted in

some startling orthographic effects, but we hope that our position in

relation to the new deed of gift will not be mistaken in consequence.

Wk pubhsh this week a letter from a yachtsman whose views as to

the new deed are directly opposed to our own, and who commends
the course of the New York Y. C. We need not remind our readers

that while we propose editorially to make the best possible presenta-

tion of that .side which we believe to be right, our colunms are al-

ways open to those who dissent from us.

Comanche.
The steam yacht Comanche, of Cleveland, O., has laid in Man-

ning's Basin for the past ten days, making the final preparations
for a winter cruise to the West Indies. The yacht is interestmg
as being of American design and workmanship throughout, and

'

the second seagoiug steam yacht built on the Great Lakes. Her
dimensions are: Over aU 18.5fc., l.w.l. I65ft , beam Soft, 2in., depth
l.SfC. draft lift. 3in. Her engines are triple compoimd, I4in., 33iu.
and .36ui. by 24in : boiler 12x8ft.
So far as^he American design is concerned, the less said the better

;

the builders would have done well to have copied any good English
steam yacht. Not only is there nothing distinctively new or Ameri-
can in the model, but there is a strong resemblance to the ordinary
British tramp steamer about the bows, with a general lack of style
and finish to the whole design of hull and rig.

At the same time the work is in many ways commendable, the
plating is smooth and well done, the workmanship throughout ap-
pears to be thorough and honest, and the interior arrangement and
decoration are specially good.
The deckhouse is long enough to give a snug smoking room for-

ward, a saloon with piano, from which the main stairway descends,
a roomy galley and to cover the engine room.
The crew is berthed aft, with the officers between them and the

macbinery, and the owner's quarters a'-e all forward. The main
saloon and the various staterooms are large and well arranged, and
the finishing and furnishings are in excellent taste. Light wood,
oak and butternut has been used througoout, the joiner work and
carvings being free from over-ornamentatiOB. The forecastle even
is finished handsomely in polished butternut: the officers' quarter's
ai-e stiU more elaborately finished. The yacht is fitted with electric
lights throughout, and with bathrooms, running water and all the
conveniences of a well-equipped city house.
She has two pole masts, with a heavy rake, carrying square yards.

She was built by the Globe Iron Works, of Cleveland, and is owned
by H. M. Hanna, of that city.

The bridge is well amidships, with a large space over tbe forward
end of the deckhouse. The side ladders are of a new and ingenious
pattern, skeleton ladders, which fold flat as they are hoisted, and
are then folded up and secured close against the outside of the bul-
warks, out of the way and secure from damage, but readv to be low-
ered at a moment's notice.

Lake Ontario.
BAY OP CJUINTE.

Belleville, Out. , Oct. 31.—The yachting season is over in these
waters, and a retrospective glance over the achievements of our
local craft this year is not quite so pleasant as it was a few years
ago, namely in 1884, when they won ^STO out of a possible $1,185,
and, barring accident, would have run their winnings up to SI.045.
The simple fact is that our yachts have been beaten because they
have been out-builc. Owing to local conditions we will probably
have to stay in the 40ft. class—the favorite here—behind the leaders
of the procession. No resident of tne Bay of Quinte district would
build a Zelma or a Yama, as their draft is too great for cruising in
these waters, and against such fine, powerful craft we cannot hope
to win in their class with centerboarders. It may be different in the
largest class. Norah, after one of the best races ever run, lost tbe
Fisher Cup to Onward, a much more powerful boat, by only 46s., she
allowing 3m. 19s. over a course of 36 nautical miles. The weather
was just the thing for the victor, the wind being strong, with heavy
puffs. Onward carried a dozen extra good heavy men, who made,
excellent shifting ballast, and would not, I think, have won without
them. Norah carried only her regular crew, she is a low-sided and
deep-waisted boat, and had a heavy load of water on her lee deck
when on the wind, and a leaky cabin trunk filled her over the cabin
floor in the last round. Taking these circumstances into account, it
seems possible to improve Norah so much as to make her beat On-
ward. The attempt will, if I am correctly informed, be made, as the
yacht has been taken to the shipyard at Deseronto, where her sides
wiU be raised and she will be given a flush deck.
The rebuilding of Atalanta has been a long job, and .she will

remain here until next year. She will probably have a try for the
Fisher cup before going to her future home at Chicago. Her sides
have been raised I4in., and she has now a flush deck. The planking,
all of which is new, excepting four strakes in the bottom, is of choice
oak, and the old craft will be better and stronger than ever before.
Mr. John Allen, our local shipbuilder, has done an excellent job.

Poet Tack.

Nellie, catboat, has been sold by M. F. Plant to Samuel Stenson,
and Mr, Plant will, as receatly stated, replace her with a new Crosby
cat.
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Changes in Measurement Rules.

When the present rule of the Yacht Racing Association was
adopted in 3887, one of the provisions was that the rule should be

imcdanged for a period of seven years, unless repealed by a vote of

two thirds of those present ac a general meeting. Naturady there

has been some opposition to the new rule at times, in spite of its

obvious advantages over the old tonnage rule, but at no time has
this opposition assumed a definite form, nor has any effort been

made to secure the repeal of the rule before the original limit ex-

^^The fact that the coming season will be the last of the seven years

has awakened of late a very active discussion of the rule, as it is

necessary to the continuance of yacht building that if a change is

to be made due notice must be given. The opponents of the rule

have not only overlooked the vast improvement shown in the

larger yachts, as in the present 20 and 40-raters compared with the

lO tonners and 40-tonners produced by the old rule; but they here

laid to it all responsibility for extreme light construction, fin keels,

reduced displacement and other real or alleged evils.

I'he discussion of the question in the Field and the Yachtsman,
though quite extensive, has thvis far produced no practical results,

although formulas by the dozen have been suggested. Many of the

disputants have not contented themselves with the main issue of a

desirable system of measurement, but have wandered off into the

side issue of the measurement of the waterline and taxing of over-

hangs, going into elaborate mathematical demonstrations.

The present Y. R. A. rule, by length and sail area, ib objected to by
some on the ground that the principle involved is wrong, and that

the hull only should be considered in yacht measurement. Thus far

this party has not proved its case, but the ideas of measuring by
either size or length of hull are firmly flsed in the minds of many
yachtsmen.
The most practical discussion of the whole subject which has yet

appeared is by Mr. Dixon Kemp in the Field of Oct. 2-2, a summary
of the various methods of hull meeasurement used or proposed in

the past. We reprint the article in full, as the subject is of no less

importance on this side than in England. Mr. Kemp writes:

"An opinion has always been cherished by many shipbuilders that

a measure of size, whole bulk or measured bulk, ia the proper basis

for a time allowance in competitive sailing. For at least thirty years
this proposition has been propounded and refuted more or less suc-
cessfully in our columns; and we refer to it now only because it can-
not very well be avoided in discoursing on a hull measiu-ement for

time allowancti. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ jg the favorite form of the rule, where
Constant

D is either depth of hold or draught of water. The rule

Length xBreadthxPepth ^^^^ ^^^^^ in the United

States—in fact it was the 'registered tonnage' of the country before
Moorsom's rule was adopted—and it suited the shallow yachts of
America, although probably it bad not much to do in creating the

shallowness. However, there is not much doubt if such a rule were
adopted—whether depth or draft were used as a factor—that ex-
treme shallowness of Jiull or draft of water would soon be the result

and the draft of water W4.uld be pretty much the same forward and
aft; in fact we should have the straight keel nearly parallel to the
load waterline, formerly in fashion and still to be met with on some
parts of the coast. If a depth rule were used in combination with a
tax on sail, the shallowness or smallness of hull would be still more
apparent.

•'Displacement or immersed bulk has also been tried by the New
York Y. I'., in 1851, in the days of the America, and again in 1871,

when the Livonia visited America, it being supposed that the rule
would operate uufavorably on the heavy displacements of British
yachts. After iliis the New York Y. C. tried whole bulk [cubic con-
tents], which is the same as our registered tonnage, excepting that
the measurement was to outside of planking instead of to inside of
ceiling. In 1H&3 the New York Y. C. measurement committee, in re-
viewing these rules, came to the conclusion that any system which
taxed breadth, depth or bulk would favor or foster an opposite
quality. This pithy remark of the New.Y'ork committee really sums
up the whole situation with regard to systems of rating founded on
the hull. It contains an unalterable principle, wdiich is bound to
guide the framers of a rating rule based on any quantity relating to
the hull.

"One quality can be advanced in favor of internal capacity, or
bulk, which we now use as registered tonnage, ana that is, such a
rule would encourage enormous scantlings. The frames would be
of great moulded depth, and the plank would be thick, and all

sorts of dummy material would besides be introduced in the way
of casings over beams, frames and floors. Should, however, regis-
tered tonnage (R.T.) be introduced to obtain a co-efticlent of fineness,

/ LxBxD \ /^Sail areax
(
— — \ or

{
—j^Hj— K then the object would be to cut down

the sizes of the frames, etc , to the last possible point consistent
with safety, and the alleged tendency of all rating rules would be
emphasized. We are, of course, not arguing chat the shipbuilders'
rule would not class fairly enough existing yachts, but it is neces-
sary to look very much beyond that in providing a rule for yacht
designers to be bound by.
"The old British tonnage rule did not tax depth at all, breadth only

being used besides lengtu. This length and breadth rule was thus

formulated for Custom House purposes (prior to 1854): (^^)X \o /

(L+BJ^xB
94

and was modiJied by the Y.B.A. to . This rule was much
easier on beatn ihan the old Custom House rule, but it still pro-
duced nothing but narrow, flat-sided vessels, and was fluallj^ rejected
mainly for that reason. The consideral ions which induced these re-
sults would be revived should beam be taxed in any modiSeld form-
no matter how slight the tax, so long as length remains the more
valuable quaUty, and draught of water remains untaxed, a narrow
flat sided vessel would be the result. Should depth of hold be taxed'
a shallow T section would be the result: and if draught be taxed!
a broad U section, shallow hi proportion to what the section
would be if only length and breadth were taxed. It should he
noted thnt a rule whicn taxes length and breadth alone, like the old

L B
Y.B.A. rule, is practically the same in its effects as a rule would

D
be, as it compels a large use of depth, draught, and displacement
consequent on the cutting down of beam. '

•'If length and some fraction of breadth were taxed and used in
coimectiou witu sail aiea, the most likely; result would be (no limit
be.ng placed on length) a very small sail area and a long, narrow
canoK-shaped hull wiih deep lead keel. ' '

"Another form of i-.ttitig has been used, and indeed, .still is used in
Fiauee, t)y simply taking length and girth. A great deal was written
against this rule in our columns in the year 1881, and before that date/Girth\2^/j^B ,

tind since. The French rule is V 4 / V ^ ./ . This rule, it will

Constant
be seen, would tend to increase beam and reduce depth, because
depth would stand at its full value in the formula, while beam
would I e used to reduce the value of the factor length. We do not
think thai rule woitld produce desirable Results in the hands of our

yacht designers, any more than a rule ( 5 ^ ''^'^^''^would,

, Constant
"The girth here used is taken from gunwale across the deck and

under keel back to the starting point; but girth from load waterline
under the keel to load waterline has either been proposed or usedUam hems only measured so far as it operated in expjndmg the
V measui erneut taken. U is obvious that such a rule would encourage
fiionuous tops, and designers would soon learn to design yachts to
sail more or less on rheir sides.

• When we were discussing the girth rule in 1886, Mr. Mark Robin-
son, a marine engineer, proposed that the rating rule should be
Sail area x length

, ,^rr^ (the under water gu-th only being used). Such a
rule naturally commends itself to a marine engineer, as it so much
resembles one of the formute by which the co-efficient for steamboat
perforipmiceisabtainedr in fact, Mr. Robinson

proposed

Sail area x lengt

Area mjd-htction
Bailan alternative rale

area x length

Area of mid-section

'
Uiaplaeeme'nt ^* obvious that of these two formula? the

first would produce a lai-ge mid-section, aud the second a large dis-
placeinent: or comparatively mid-section and displacement might be

•'It is equally obvious that a rule
Sail_ai-ea x length

^^^^^^ ^^^^
toijroduce a vessel with a hollow T sectioii', as the girth could be
IJi'^l^fil^l''-^

""^
"^r^ 5^^^* (to reduce the rating), whUe th^e need

sfsb^ce
I'lleup the displacement Vnd consequent re-

"The French yacht clubs formerly (prior to 1880) used a rule which
mucb resembled a 'bulk rule' and was aa follows' ( k2<_5i<JP )

^ Constant y

0 (depth) In this rule was taken at the quarter beam, and this

method of measurement fixed the si^e or area of section with a

much greater exactitude than the old English way of taking depth

to the top of floors. , ,,

•'Of course the effect of such a rule would be to produce shallow
beamy boats with T section.

, .„ , ,

"A size, displacement, or bulk rule, or a dimensions rule will lead

to a reduction of the quantity to be driven, or of a cutting down of

the least valuable of tne dimensions in order in either case to obtain
an increase in the element (length.) which facilitates the driving of
bulk. These are the inevitable consequences of any possible com-
bination of length, breadth and depth in a rating rule unless one of

the terms is used for reducing the resultant rating. If sail area (or

the driving power) he included in the combination of terms, the re-

duction of bulk or displacement will be still more marked, inasmuch
as taxing the driving power is pretty much like taxing the quantity
driven. This represents the elementary situation presented to the
yacht designer by the Y. R. A. rating rtde. He is set the problem,
say, of designing a 5-rater which in his eyes is represented by the
figures .30,000 (5 x 6,000). These figures divided b,y the length of
waterline show him what sail area will be allowed, and then he has
to consider the following complicated propositions, weight being
used as synonymous with displacement:

1 . Weight retards speed.
•3. W^eight accelerates speed by increasing stiffness.

3. Length increases speed.
4. Increase of length diminisbes speed (under some conditions) be •

cause it reduces sail area.
o. Increase of sail area reduces speed (under some conditions) be-

cause it reduces length.
'•Thus the problem set before the yacht designer will be to drive as

little weight as possible at the greatest speed possible, with as little

sail possible in order to obtain the most advantageous length pos-
sible.

"The best possible combination of length, sail spread and weight
to solve this problem and to design the most successful boat up to

date has been produced by a tentative process, the designer having
gradually increased length and decreased sail area, and decreased
weight, making up for it (as righting power) by giving increased lev-
erage to the lead xeel,* and reducing the weight of material used in

the hull, so as to obtaia'a maximum weight of lead. The objection-
able features in this production tire mainly smallness of hull and in-
sufficiency of strength The length aud the small sail spread are un-
objectionable by themselves, and that it may be said, any objection-
able pectdiarity in the form of lead keel could at any moment be
altered.
"From this view of the case it would appear to be highly import-

ant that, in any combination of dimensions and sail area in a rating
rule, one dirat^nsion should be used to insure a .sufficiency of bulk,
it being assumed that the existing rating rule does not insure this, in
the small classes at least, although no stand-ard of sufficiency has
been named. In fact, we believe that any fixed standard or hard and
fast safeguard would be objected to. A 'rule which would insure a
sufficiency of bulk is the one we proposed last week: Rating x

D representing the depth at the quarter beam measured from
u o
the decK level amidships. In existing yachts of what are admitted
to be '•wholesome types," this depth is about one-eighth the length
of waterhne, and where this depth falls short of that standard, a
penalty would be imposed by the rule instead of insisting that the
standard must be complied with. The tendency of this rule obvi-
ously would be to produce a boat somewhat of the old length class
type with a large mid-section; but the exaggerated form of these
boats would, perhaps, net be reached on account of the tax on sail.

Another tendency would also be to reduce the beam in order that a
greater depth might be measured; this also would operate against
the formation of a length class type.
"The general conclusion vvhich we arrive at is that the most

satisfactor.y hull rating (sail area being left out of the rule
altogether) would he length of waterhne alone; and next to that a
LengthxBreadt.hxDraft

, ^ ^ ^ , ,- rule, but either ot these rules would be
Constant

inapplicable to existing boats, aud for the present, at least, should
only be applied to the classes of .5- rating and under. We are even
inclined to think that the Royal Windermere rule fixing a liberal
maximum of breadth and draft for any given (eugth would be better
than LxBxD, taking length alone for time allowance, or length in
combination with sail area. Thus, if the leugth and sail area be
retained for the classes of 5-rating and undei^, the most simple way
of insuring more sail being carried for any given rating is to limit
the length. But this would not necessarily mean more bulk or depth
of body, as the requisite power to carry the increased sail area might
be derived from extra beam or extra draft, or both combined. The
length check could, however, as already pointed out, be stipple-
mented by limits to breadth and depth. The rule would then resem-
ble the Royal Windermere rule, as well as the old C class rule.
"If length is to be left unrestricted, then we think some provision

should also be made to insure a greater bulk of body. We do not
think any rule which is 'easier on sail' than the Y. R. A. rule would
do this. The enormous value of length is now so well understood
that for any given rating more length and beam would be taken
instead of more sail, aud, if more sail were taken, that would not of
itself insure the 'wholesome type' of yacht of which every one has
an ideal, because stiffness to carry the extra sail would be provided
by an increase in beam and not by an ircrease of bulk. Perhaps,
however, a satisfactory hull rule, or an amended length and sail
area rule, may be produced before the Y. R. a. ineasmement com-
mittee, adapted for the small classes. Under any circumstances we
do not think it would be wise to enact that the rule shall remain in
operation for a given number of years. The present rule, it wijl be
remembered, was installed for seven year.^, unless repealed by two-
thirds of those present at a general meeting.
"So far as the classes above S ratlng are concerned in the immedi-

ate future, there does not appear any necessity tor limiting length if
some provision is made against extreme shallowness of hull. As we
have already pointed out, if beam is taxed to insure a fair depth of
body, beam will necessarily be cut down 10 the extent it was under
the old tonnage rule, and we think that, up to a certain proportion of
beam to length, beam ought not to be taxed. For the sake of illus-
tration, we can say that the proportion of untaxed beam is fixed at

one-fourth the length, ^ , aud any beam in excess of that to be added

to the length used for the rating. Thus a COft. 40 rater, to escape
penalty, would have to be of 15ft. beam, and the sail allowed would
be 4,000sq. ft. If a greater proportion than 15ft of beam were used,
eithtr the .'^ail area would have to be reduced, or the length would.
For lift, beam the sail area would have to be reduced to 9,87(Vq. ft.,

or the length to 57 '5ft.

"We have already pointed out that limiting length by the rating
in the large elas.s would prejudicially affect the production of vessels
of the Lethe aud Amphitrite class, and we need say no more on that
subject.

•'If, therefore, the present rating rule is to be retained, the sim-
plest plan of obtaming the results whicb are regarded as desirable
is, for the small classes ot 5-rating and under to limit length, breadth
and draft of water, but make the limits sufficiently large so as not to
cramp designers. For Ihe classes above .^ rating, place a tax on
beam after it exceeds a certain proportion to length. What that
proportion should be can be he.-eafter fixed, and when we placed it

it at ^ we only did so to sliow how such a regulation would be

worked."

=>' Of course, tliis means that the metrie height is increased in exact
ratio to the decrease in weight, so as to preserve au equal moment of
stability at any practical sailing heel.

Miramichi Y. C.
The most interesting thing in the season's experiences was the way

the old champion of many races, Kilbride, went to the rear in the
hands of new owners. In Com. Miller's hands, and with him at the
stick, she won Q races out of every 10, and this year, tmder new
management, she was tlie last yacht m, every time. Man.y a racer's
reputation is due, in the same way, to skillful manageinent. The
new flagship, 3Iaud, won only the last race of the season. But she
improved steadily, and, with the alterations she is to undergo this
winter, she will probably carry the commodore's flag to the front
next season
Club members who think it necessary to have professionals to sail

their yachts in races met with an eye opener this season. Calypso, a
beamy boat of local design and great power, had always been han-
dled by professional boatmen, and had always been beaten. Vice-
Corn, Stewart, with a crew of amateurs from"behind counters, sailed
her to victory this season, winning handsomely over the wbole
squadron, and in a subsequent race, under the same conditions of
wind and water, she was nandled by the crack professional helms-
man of the river and badly beaten by the same opponents. Her
owners have concluded that amateur handling is good enough for
them in future.
The yachts are going into winter quarters after a good season's

racing, cruising and afternoon sailing.
One keel has been laid for a new boat, and one or two more are

talked ot as probable. Calypso will have an overhanging stern next
season and more headsail.
The utmost harmony has reigned in the club, and all the races have

been conducted without a dispute of any kind arising.

International Racing'.
Sditor Forest and Stream:
Looking on at the quarrel between English yachtsmen and the

New Y'ork Y. 0 from Canadian moorings, where 1 am in a position
to view both sides of the question disinterestedly, I can see no reason,
except English stupidity or pigheadedness, for failure to make a
match for the coming season.
The Englishmen objected, with reason, to the measurement clause

of the new deed and very properly refused to comply with it. The
N. Y. Y. C. does not ask compliance with it, but offers to accept
just what is offered—length on load waterline. Now what sense or
reason is there in howling about that clause au.y longer"? Some in-
conceivable stupidity persuades the Englishman that if they win the
Oup they will be forced to exact compliance with the clause from
future cnallengers. What nonsense! The winners will hold the Cup
on the same terms as the N. Y. Y. C. holds it and will have pre-
cisely the same power to accept challenges. They can trust them-
selves, surely, not to exact the pound of flesh from^challengers. If

they win they can accept challenges that give the waterline length
only, or challenges giving no dimensions at all.

The N. Y. Y. O. has promptly conceded everything in its power
that Lord Dunraven asks, except that it refuses to debar or penalize
existing yachts. This refusal renders it necessary for the chal-
lenger to build up to the size of the largest American cutter afloat
or on the stocks, which is, I believe, about S4tt. If be intends to
challenge with a big boat this refusal cannot embarrass him.
The N. Y. Y. C. has no power whatever, it seems to me, to make

any agreement with anybody as to the terms that shall govern
challengers when the Cup shall have passed into the keeping of
other hands.
Public opinion has forced the holders of the Cup to ignore the

clause. An Bnghsh winner would not have the assurance to do
otherwise than ignore it. These precedents would govern for all
time and the objectionable clause would be as harmless as the blue
law^s of Connecticut.

If the Euglish really want a race, and are not so stupid as their
talk about the new deed suggests, there will be one. Their griev-
ance has been removed, their terms have been accepted. It only
remains for them to complete the formahties and build their boat.
If they want any further concession, let them ask it. If, for instance,
they want a match between :3ti-footers or 70-footers or 80-t'ooters, let

them say so, aud suspend abu.ae of the New York Y. C. until the re-
quest has been acted on. Let them say what they want. My opinion
is that the N. Y. Y. C. is just now in the humor to agree to any fair
terms Cor a race. J. L. Stewart.
Cejatham, N. B., Nov. 3.

[As we understand the issue, it involves much more than our corre-
spondent assumes, and the dimension clause is but a detail. The true
questions are as to the right of the New York Y. C. to return and
receive again the Cup or to alter in any way the terms laid down by
the original donors. After it has been proved that the assumed rights
of the '•surviving donor" ever existed and that any temporary holder
could return the Cup and reassume the trust untler new and differ-
ent conditions, there still remains the question of the fairness and
legality of these conditions. Until the.se questions have been set-
tled, it is useless to assume that all objections to the abrogation of
the original deed and the adoption of a new one have been removed
because the New York Y. 0. has been compelled to offer special in-
ducements in order to obtain a challenge.]

Harper's Weekly deals boldly with the real issue in the following
words:
"Should we have no race for the America's Cup, sportsmen through-

out the land will know that the New York Y. C. has again prevented
an international contest, and will consider the offering of a trophy
which may indeed be a national one, in fact as well as in name. It is

incredible that a club like the N. Y. Y. C, whose members include
the ablest and most advanced yachtsmen in the country, should per-
mit a handful of their number, cherishing the relics of ancient
prejudices, to so misrepresent the club's and the country's sentiment.
No sportsman can find fault with Dunraven's challenge, save possi-
bly in limiting the sine of yacht. That ought to be left open, aud time
allowance will equalize matters.
"This department has many times placed itself on record on this

deed of gift problem, viz., that the new edition is neither sportsman-
like nor fair. All the resolutions the New York y.O. might pass
would not change the fact that this new deed of gift was railroaded
through by a clique in the club who thought to play it very smart on
the Eaglishmen.
"The N. Y. Y. C.'s present edition of the deed does not by any

means represent the ideas of the five original donors, and every
sportsman in America Icnows it, Wnat rlght'one of those donors, at
the suggestion of the N. Y. Y, C, had to to change the spirit of the
original deed has never yet been explained."
This [the committee's] reply is so muddled and mixed, however,

that Dunraven may be pardoned for failing to comprehend it. It is

signed by Gen. Paine, who is a splendid .yachtsman and sportsman,
but whose forte is evidently not writing letters. What the committee
tried to say was that Dunraven's challenge would be accepted when
sent undei- the mutual agreement clause of the last deed of gift, and
that future contests might also be managed under the same terms.
If this had been made clear to the Britisher he could have done
nothing else but forward his challenge. But the committee's letter
was so misty and misleading that it eouve.yed just the contrary im-
pression to what was intended. All of which shows that the commit-
tee ought to go to a night school and stud.y "The Complete Letter-
Writer," or some other equally vi.luable publication.—iieco/der.

The I<oss of the Catarina.
We copy from the Field the following account of the loss of the

yacht Catarina, a briet notice of which has already appeared. Tue
cutter Phryne was designetl and built by the late Dan Hatcher in
18t)-3, a wooden vessel 63i:t. lOin. Lw.l., 14ft. Sin. beam and about 10ft.
draft, 5G tons by the old Y. R. A. rule. She raced successfully for
some years, but for ten years past has been a cruiser under the yawl
rig, her name having been changed to Catarina. The account of her
loss as told by her mate, Henry Diaper, the sole survivor, is as fol-
lows:
"The yacht Catarina, m tons, with six hands, viz., Thos. Scrase

(master), Henry Diaper (mate), three able-bodied .seamen, viz., Hav-
ward Harnett, and Mason and Wiltshire (steward), sailed from South-
ampton on Sept. 8 last, and on the following day sailed from Cowes
for Marseilles, calling at Portland, Weymouth and Falmouth, from
which port she sailed on the 16th. She aiTived at Gibraltar on the
S7th, and sailed on the dflth for Marseilles ; and nothing of conse-
quence occurred until the morning of the 6th inst., steering a course
tor Marseilles; wind southeast, blowing fresh; course about N.E.J^E.;
under close-reefed mainsail, staysail and small jib.

About 3 A. M. sighted a revolving light on the starboard bow,which
the master supposed to be Planier. I was mate of the yacht, and
about five minutes to four o'clock I told the master, who had just
gone to the cabin, that the light was very close, and I thought we
had better lay to until daylight. He replied that we had belter let
her run until 4 o'clock.
At 4 A. M. called the watch, and before we fiad time to haul the

foresheet over to \vindward .she struck the ground. The master
went below to get bluehghis and rockets. When he returned on
deck I asked him to get the boat out. Herephed, "Not yet," Vessel
lying on her beam ends and sea breaking over her heavily

; vessel
gradually sinking in the sand. We got the boat out and got into her,
but she immediately turned over and we were washed out. We
swam to the vessel again and got into the weather rigging. After
awhile we tried to get out the dinghy, but she was washed awa.y off
the deck; we all got into the rigging again and afterward clung to the
masthead, as the rigging was under water then. Ajvery heavy sea
washed us all oft', and I saw no more ot my shipmates "except the
steward, Wiltshire, who had got hold of a piece of wood. I found
two deck planks and got on them, and drifted with the current,
which carried me ashore, close to the lighthouse at Saintes Maries, as
I have been informed. This was about 11 o'clock, and some French
people took me to the village of Saintes Maries to the Syndic of Sea-
men, where 1 was very kindly treated. On the following day the
body of Wiltshire was found and identified by me, and his bod.y was
buried in the cemetery there. On the 7th inst. I was sent to the
Commissary of Marine at Aries, who was very kind to me, and I was
well looked after while there. I was kept there to identify any corpses
that might be washed ashore.
On the evening of the 7th inst. I was informed that a second body

had been found on the beach at Beauduc. and on the 8th two more
bodies were found in the same place.
On the 9th I proceeded with the Commissary of Marine of Aries,

Ml-, Kennedy, agent of the Royal Yacht Scjuadron at Mai-seilles: Mr.
Frank RanaaU, an Enghsh gentleman resident at Aries, and the Rev.
M. Salle, French Protestant clergyman, to the cemetery of the hamlet
of Baoarin, where I identified the bodies as those of Thomas Scrase,
master of the yacht, George Hayward, able mariner, and Williacn
Harnett, able seaman, who were all buried in the cemetery there,
according to the rites of the Protestant Church, and the natives of
the place showed the greatest respect and .sympathy with us. The
only body not recovered was that ot Henry Mason, able seaman. The
yacht had not carried a way anything or suffered tiie smallest damage
up to the time of going ashore, she did not make a bucketful of
water, aud we were aU vei^y happy aud comfortable on tioard to-
gether. The great kindness and attention of Mr. Flaudrin, Commis-
sary o£ Marine at Aries, of Mr. Frank Randall, of Aries, aud of Mr »
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Kenuedy, who attended to evprvthing as representative of the Royal

Yecht Squadron, and sent me home after tbe formalities had been

completed at the British Consulate at Marseilles, I shall never foreet;

They could not have been Icinder to their own sons. Ttje vessel hUed

so quicklv after turniug on her side that there was no time to get the

life-belts' from below, and I did not see any one use the hfe-buoys on

deck.

Detroit Y. C.

DETROIT, MIOH.—IxARB ST. CLAIR.

The Detroit Y. C. closed its season on Oct. 21, by a fall regatta,

.sailed in a moderate and variable breeze, the course being from the

anchorage off the Park House, around Grosse Pointe lightship, the

"double cat" class rounding ihe "Dummy Light."

The times were:
FIRST CLASS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Princess 1 53 13 4 44 57 2 5144
Crufader: 153 20 5.30 05 3 37 45

Cora 1 50 32 5 50 43 4 00 10

SECOND OLA.SS.

Josephine 1 52 48 4 40 05 2 47 17

Alice EDTiglit

1

47 08 4 36 20 2 49 18

LuluB 1 52 18 4 59 12 3 OH 54

GenrudeV.'.'.'.'.V.'.

1

55 .. 5 09 28 3 14 .88

THIRD CLASS,

Shamrock 1 48 27 4 51 44 3 03 17

FOURTH CLASS.
Madaline ....1 4e 30 5 OS 49 8 IG 19

Ugo ..1 54 25 5 17 26 3 33 ..

Madke 1 46 49
FIFTH CLASS.

Eureka 1 63 20 5 34 20 3 41 .

.

Let Her Oo ..148.24
DOUBLE CATS.

Piu'ltan 1 .50 52 4 34 50 3 4-3 .58

Nettie N 1 46 20 4 37 50 2 51 30

Lois . . 1 49 40 4 45 13 3 55 33

Augustas 1 53 55 4 .50 66 2 57 01

Gladys 1 54 39 4 58 15 3 03.36

Josephine 1 49 07 4 54 42 3 05 .35

Enright wins bolh the Hanley watch and the Mabley trophy.

Campau cup has been won by Princess twice and Crusader twice, and
they will sail oiS. The Kramer trophy lies between Augusta S. and
Purl ran. j'>Ietiie N. was disqualilied.

.\fier the race the Josephine was sold by her owners to a new syn-

dicate. The various challenges and counter challenges arising from
the late sweepstakes have as yet resulted in nothing but talk.

liord Dunraven's Challenge.

A SPECIAL meeting of the committee was called on Nov. 4, Gen.

Pame comrag on from Boston to attend. All were present except Mr.
Rogers. Mr. H. Maitland Kersey, Lord Dunraven's representative,

was present hy invitation of the committee. After discussion a mes-
sage 10 Lord Dunraven was framed and sent by cable, the contents

not being m.-ide public. After the meeting Gen. Paine, Mr. Smith and
Mr. Kersey dined together at Delraonico's.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Brunhilde, schooner, recently purchased from J. J. Phelps by D. H.

King of New York, is now at Poillon's; where she has been oom-
pletely overhauled under the direciiou of Captain Howard Patterson.

She has been altered at bow and stern, greatly improving the ends
and increasing the deck room, the new ends being planned by Captain
Patterson. JVlr. DriscoU, Poillon's foreman, did an excellent job with
the stern, all the new^ work being got out and laid on deck before the
yacht was docked; the old stei-n being then cut off and the new one
erected. The cabins have been remodeled, the sheer has been
changed and improved, and changes have been made in the rig, so

that the yacht will come out greatly improved in appearence.

The new Maxwell schooner will be builo by a comparatively new
firm, S. L. Moore & Sou, of Elizabethport, N. J, The firm has car-

ried on a large foundry and machine shop for many years, but it is

only about three years since it put in a complete steel building plant
on the shores of Arthur's KuU, or Staten Island Sound. It has already
built the steel ferryboat Cincinnati and the practice cnaiser Bancroft.

The new schooner will be 110ft. on deck, 82ft. l.w.I., 22ft. 9in. beam,
10ft. draft. 3ft. 9in. freeboard, and will carry about 55 cons of lead.

Her forward overhang will be lift., and after 17ft;. The keel is

straight for the greater part of its length, running up in a straight

line, but at quite an angle from the end of the straight part to the

forefoot.

The keel of the new Carroll yacht is nearly ready for the blocks at

Bristol, while the steel frames are bent and drilled and the stern and
sternpost are nearly ready. As the steel plate is on hand, the work
of lunlding will progress rapidly after the keel is laid. The 24ft. boat
is partly decked, as is the .30ft., while the oak frames of the 90ft.

steamer are bent.

Messrs. Stewart & Binney have made a design for a Canadian
gentleman of a .36ft. cruising yawl. She will be 50ft. over all, lift,

beam, and Rft. draft. They have also in hand a design for center-

board cabin catboat 24X11 ft. and a IBft. boat for a lake in New
Hampshne,
Avenel, steam yacht, in very bad shape after her late collision off

Execulioii. is out at Poillon's for general overhaul and rebuilding.

Wadena, steam yacht, Mr. J. H. Wade, Jr., was at Halifax on Oct.

28, boLinil from New York for Cleveland, O.

Eclipse sip . is out at Sondheim & Abrams, T wenty-elxth street, for
a new and longer stern.

The notice of the annual meeting of the A. C. A. executive com-

mittee is unusually brief this year, as the meeting will be held on

Thursday next. Several notices of amendments have been published

this fall, but as the report of the regatta, committee has not been

published, it will not be possible to make any amendments to the

racing rules at the meeting. The distance from New Y^ork, Albany

and Bo.stou is likely to operate to prevent a general attendance on

the part of members of the committee, but it is desirable that as

many as possible should be present or at least I'epresented by proxy.

The principal business of the meeting will be the selection of a sit,e

for the next meet.

In a Rowings Boat.
1.

Whilw this cruise and its narration were as yet things of the
future, I had fancied borrowing a title and calUng it the "The Story
of the Rear Column." for it had been planned that the Vim, .the

Cruiser, the Sneak and the Bessie, with their respective crews were
to precede the Dorothy, lea\'ing Saturday afternoon and reachuag the
camping ground the same night. The latter was to follow on Sunday
morning. From one cause or another, nowever, the Dorothy
being the only one to start, the writer was forced to forego the satis-

faction of seeing the above heading gracing this screed. A less start-

ling one had to be chosen, for if the use of these military terms is

allowable, we were advance, main and rear columns all in one.

We are firm believers with Nessmuk in "smoothing it." and in ac-
cordance with this belief all that could be done te make otu* short
cruise pleasant was attended to beforehand; room engaged for our
stay over night, lists made out of the different portions of our outfit,

bills of fare for the four meals gotten up, and we lay the success of

the trip at the door, so to speak, of this forethought.

Most of us will confess to a feeUng of anxiety when it comes our
tiu-n to be cook, this planning of satisfactory meals—meals which
will be not only of a suitable quality but also furm'sh a pleasing va-

riety. We can look back to cruises in the days of our apprentice-
ship when we lived, like "Seneca's" friend, on "condensed milk and
crackers." We do better now ;

in fact, not long ago, while one of
the present crew was a guest at a camp supper, Mrs. "Bessie" re-

quested Mr. -Dorothy" to make the tea; "he makes such good tea,"

sue remarked sweetly—but that is another story. The point I wish
to impress on the mind of the beginner is this: That if he will spend
a few spare hours in working at his outfit,—and who can imagine a
more delightful occupation—making a list of the surviving -'fittest"

for future reference, he will tind cruising a much more enjoyable
way of spending a vacation than many of the published reports of
oniises would give him reason to believe. This is not cruising, how-
ever, so, as I have a tale to unfold, let me begin.

I went down late Saturday night laden with the usrual asBprtmeiit

of bags and bundles. It was a beautiful night, but quite cold; cold

enough for a top coat, cola enough to make one think of open flres,

ulsters and the T)rice of coal. Ttio moon h>\A gone into the silver-

plating business for the time being, and was very bupy putting a coat

on tlie earth. As it was nearly twelve u'clock when I rerdched the

the boat-house, 1 was much more concf^rned over getting to sleep

than in the view out of doors, and within a very few minutes from
thetimeof my arrival the bundles had been dropped on the table

and I was in my little bed—said bed consisting of four boat cushions

laid on top of the lockers—fast asleep.
^ , ,

LikeSancho Pauza I have a talent for sleeping. The day's duties,

hmvever. must have weighed heavily on my senses, for I awoke at

six o'clock Sunday morning, an hour before my usual time, without

the least desire to" roll over for another nap. I turned out to hud the

day clear and cool, with a light south-east wind blovvmg, which

lasted with varying degrees of force until night fall.

After a hasty breakfast I worked for two mortal hours at cleaning

the boat and stowing our outfit, finishing just in time to change mto
decent boating clothes and to welcome my sister who arrived on the

nine o'clock train, and who must figure hereafter in these lines as the

coxswain. J. came down half an hour later shifting his clothes so

quickly that we obeyed the coxswain's order to "Give way 1" for the

first strode of our long pull at ten o'clock.

Our craft is sevt^nteen feet long and closely resembles the well-

known Whitehall boat both as to model and intenor arrangements.

She is very, very tar from being an ideal cruiser, having been

built to serve as a means of communication between the Lauding and

a certain little red house beloved of the crew and their friends; but

as she carried us safely to our journey's end and back again, far be

it from me to abuse her. Our outfit is stowed thus, commencing at

the stern: rolled up siingly behind the backboard is the coxswain's

oilskin cloak and ulster and our two coats; on the two stern sheets

on each side rest the two band bags containing necessaries for the

toilet; the awnmg being rolled up and buttoned to the under side of

one of these seats. The mess chest fits under the first thwart, with

the water pail, which has a tight-flcting cover, resting agauist it;

under J. 's seat is stowed the camp kit in its box; beneath mine lies

the anchor and cable with a slight lashing around them; and on the

bow seat the painter is flemished down, the boat sponge being under-

neath. While rowing, the small sprit sail—we only use it for running
before the wind—lies on the thwarts to starboard, with the boat-

hook to port. When under sail, the oars occupy the same positions.

Dear, dear, how we improve 1 1 notice in a recent article descriptive

of a canoe trip, the simple camp kit and mess-chest of yore, now
figure as a "camping kitchen" and "steward's pantry" forsooth ! The
two wooden boxes which I have mentioned by their simple names are

representative of what other and more experienced cruisers consider

best, each in its way. The mess-chest is 13xl8x8in. with a cover
fliticgover and outside of it, said cover forming a very good tray,

bread-board, etc. It is hardly proper to call either of these by a
specified name as they are invariably used m conjunction with each
other, being packed as best suit the exigencies of the situation.

On this cruise the one I call the mess-chest contained four china

plates, three cups and saucers, the dish towels, some sweet crackers,

a loaf of cake, a few boiled potatoes—for frying—and some cold

roast lamb we had brought from home. The camp-kit box, 18x8X9in.,
held the tin pail, nested inside of which were theJlumme force stove,

the pepppr and salt shakers, two glass butter jars with screw tops

and a piece of saltwater soap; the frying pan, knives, forks and
spoons, can-opener, cork-screw, phers (for lifting hot dishes), the

strainer, bottle of alcohol and the waterproof box for matches. The
sugar, coffee and tea were in square tin boxes with screw-tops, and
the rest of the stores consisted of a bottle of strawberry-jam and one
can each of com, hma beans, tomato soup and duck pat6 and six

eggs nested in the frying pan. These boxes are both suflficiently

waterproof to resist a rainstorm. We do not calculate on upsets, the

Dorothy not being that kind of a boat.

The only pi-ovision we made a.gainst the rain was to .see that the

coxswain's oilskin cloaks and the oilskin bag were on board. This

bag is waterproofed with the recipe given in "Canoe and Camp
Cookery." It is large enough to hold the four boat cushions, the

hand-bags and all our coats; yet when not in use, folds up into a
very small bundle. J. and I w^eighed the bother of taking each a
suit of "oilers" against the ehances of getting wet and risked the

latter alternative.
, „

The wind was ahead and tide against us as we left the float, the

weather being simply perfect. We dug away, passing the break-

wafer, with its motley throng of boats and fishermen
; up channel for

a short distance against the strong ebb tide; a turn; a few hundred
yards more pulling, and then the tide is with us. The wind is, too, so

in come the oars and up goes the sail, I shipping the sprit while J.

overhauls the sheet, passing it att to the coxswain, who trims it and
catches a turn around the cleat.

Now we take thinss easy for a spell, our course giving a free wind
for about a mile. The turns and channels, however, are no respecters

of persons, this particular one's direction soon being dead to wind-
ward, the sail comes down and oars are shipped again.

No act nor scene of the cruise has left so strong an impression on
the panorama memory has preserved for me as this of setting or
stowing the sail. Even now fancy recalls for me the sensation of

trying to stand erect forward and furl the sail neatly while J. is

lunging around aft for his oars, without the least regard for the diffi-

culties of my situation. Again 1 am standkig up, my toes curling

downward as if to help me to hold on, sheet passed between my teeth

to keep it out of the flapping folds of the .sail and away from the
tossing boom—the boat meanwhile pitching viflainously in the short

chop sea. I presume this was one of the faults of our outfit, and
the advocate of some other rig who, perchance, reads ihis, will settle

down deeper into his seat and mentally exclaim that we should have
had his rig.

And now, as if to solace us for having brought the oars, down
drops the wind. Down drops the perspiration, too, as we go on our
way, by a low-lying island famed for years for the fish dinners served
at its single hotel: by the dock, to be stared at by any quantity of
fishermen who are bent on filling their basJiets with the little snap-
pers that are "jumping'' all around us, and so on down to the main
channel, which we reach just as a big excursion boat sweeps by, all

three decks black with people, most of whom consider it nece.ssary

to wave a salute of handkerchiefs at every passing boat. No doubt
it would have been more good-natured on our part to have responded
to the one we received, but J. and I had both hands full making up
against the last of the ebb tide, while the Coxswain was trying to de-
cide what two catboats and a naphtha launch were going to do,

therefore no heed was paid to the strips of linen Buttering at us.

It being now high noon, we anchored on the north side of the chan-
nel opposite the site of an abortive attempt at a "villa settlement."

As soon as the anchor gripped in the sandy bottom the mast was
stepped, the awning unrolled and spread over the boat from the mast
to a short staff stepped in a brass tube screwed to the transom. The
shade was very grateful. I recall reading in a friend's log-book an
opinion of awnings on boats, and as he is an old boating man, 1

think it well worth quoting.
"Of all cruising apphances," he writes, "there is nothing so con-

ducive to comfort and a sense of privacy as an awning for one's boat;"
therefore, he who reads and is awningless should run and get one
immediately.
When 1 planned at home that for this meal we were to have cold

meat, fried potatoes, stewed corn, bread and butter, sweet crackers
and coffee. 1 own it was with many misgivings as to whether all this

could be done, and the various articles kept warm on a single alco-

hol stove. We managed very well, however, and this is how it was
managed: The kit box has a 'lid on lop which folds back, while the
front one opens downward. This lid after the stove is lighted is

closed up again, thus confining the heat in a small space.

While I opened and emptied a can of corn into the tin ijail, adding
a little water and a piece of butter. J. was peeling and slicing the
potatoes; then aU the tableware, condiments, etc., were unpacked
and disposed of to the best advantage. The corn, now being piping
ho-., was set on one side, and the potatoes slipped into the frying pan.
While these were sizzlmg in the hot butter, the meat was sliced and
the first course was ready.

J. served the corn, the pail was given a hasty wash over the side,

filled with fresh water for cofCee and put on to boil, being quite
ready by the time the meat and vegetables had vanished.
We were very busy for the next half hour, the only sounds the

wind heai-d as it came blowing gently in under the awning were the
clicking of knives and forks, and the rattle of cup against saucer,
diversified by an occasional growl of disgust from J. and I and a
milder exclamation from the coxswain, as a steamer passed by,
throwing up waves which tossed the boat about, and made us all

reach for our ooflfee cups to prevent their contents landing in the
wrong place. Finally, as the last morsel disappeared, one said "Ah!"
and another said "Ah!" and although I was a poor third. I said
"Ah!" too. Then, as was befitting after our arduous labars, we
rested.
Presently J. remarked this would never do. We agreed with him

and wanted to know what he was going to do about it. He suggested
that we should set to work, clean up and "get a move on." J. is

given to using slang. For the sake of a quiet life we put up our book
andSunday paper, with it's "complete novel given away to every
reader," washed and packed up the dishes and .stores, stowed the
awning and saU, and getting the anchor aboard took to the oars
again.
This channel reaches along behind a great summer resort. Piers

project along the sandy shore at frequent iatervals, each one orna
mented with a row of "fishermen, who never seem to catch anything.
Two of these piers serve as landing places for as many lines of ex-

cursion steamers, and as at nearly every one of them boat hveriea

are established and, in the summer time, well patronized, the scene

is always full of life and motion. It isnot an uncommon thing to see

one or more fiue yachts anchored here; indfed, as we looked astern,

we could see. beating up the channel, the sails of a schooner yacht;,

whi.'h was discovered at anchor the next day on our return, and
proved to be the Fenella, N. Y. V. C.

It was not long after we left our mid-day anchorage before we
passed under the railroad bridge, which about divides our bay m
half. Here we change ofl' for an hour, .L going aft, the Coxswain
taking his place at the oars. And now the wind picks up enough to

make rowing against it hard work. The weather, which I have said

was perfect, begins to look decidedly stormy. A bend lu the

channel enables tis to lay a course; again we cease rowing and make

The sky is overcast with great masses of smoke-colored clouds,

and the wind coming in off the sea blows damp and chill. Phew!
how the gusts come, striking the small sail, pressing the Dorothy

down and down. The coxswain, who is sailing the boat, hangs on

to the lee tiller rope in obedience to our command, but looks relieved

when the puffs lighten up and the boat regains its equihbrmm. As
we drive along we pass a man in a shefi who looks strangely out of

place, so wintry is the wind and so summery is his costume.
This state of thmgs.contmues for about two hours, untfi we have

sailed up into a little cove, to visit which had been one of the objects

of this expedition; but the light of other days is not shining on it

now and the place looks deserted and gloomy. The only evidence of

summer life in s-ight are a small skiff with a ragged sail, in which two
youths vainly endeavor to overtake us as we go out of the cove, and
a white rowboat, in which a young man was giving two elaborately

dressed girls an afternoon's row. So dark and cool had it grown
this group in the summer finery looked as much out of place as the

single occupant of the shell had done. W . B. MoCormick.

[CONCLUDED NEXT WKEK.]

Algonquin C. C.

The new club house of the Algonquin 0. C, which has been in the
course of erection for the past two month.'*, has just been com-
pleted. It is one of the finest in the State, and standmg on an emi-
nence nearly opposite the old Cadwalader mansion, commands an
excellent view of the picturesque Delaware for more than two miles

in either direction.
It is a two story frame building about 40ft. square, but the tower

walls are built of heavy stone and are well fitted to withstand action

of the winter torrents. Adjoining the stone wall on the upper side is

a breaKwater, constructed at the expense of Mr. Edmund C. Hill, in

order to render the little castle more secure.
The lower story of the building has 28 cribs where the canoes are

kept. Upstairs is the toilet room, where each member of the club

has a private locker and a club room about 20ft. square, w ith a large

bay window looking toward the river.

The interior of the club house is of light wood finished in oil, and
the club room has a large open fireplace which bids fair to make it

both warm and cheerful even in tue most inclement weather. It

will be lighted by gas, and the fixtures to support the globes and
chandeliers are to tie of black enameled iron.

The furniture is to be upholstered in leather, and in about two
weeks when all is in readiness the new club house will be opened
with a grand reception. It will be used mainly for a club room until

spring when the canoeing season opens.
The distance from the new club house to the island is but little over

a mile, and by taking a street car as far as Cadwalader Place the
members of the club can reach their summer camping ground more
easily and quickly than they could when Ihey were compelled to

padd'le all the way from the bridge.
Fronting toward the river is a portico and an open veranda, upon

which one may sit and view the summer sunsets or enjoy the even-
ing breezes. On the southwest corner is a tower, which, when lighted

up, will be a sort of miniature lighthouse, throwing its rays far acros
the water. The building complete will cost about S3,000.
The Algonquin C. C. is composed of the old Park Island Canoe As-

sociation and some of the residents of Cadwalader place. It has
twenty-four members and the shares are all taken. Mr. Edmund C.

Hill is the Commodore; Mr. E. D. Anderson, Vice-Commodore, and
Mr, E. E. Booze, Secretary and Treasurer. The Board of Trustees
consists of the above officers along with Messrs. W. C. Lawrence
Fred Donnelly and Harry Allen.—Treiitoji (N. J.) Times.

The Executive Committee Meeting.
The following notice of the date and place of the annual meeting

of the executive committee of the A. C. A. was received after we had
gone to xjress last week:
The annual executive meeting of the American Canoe Association

will be held at the British-American Hotel, Kingston, Ontario, on
Thursday, Nov. 17, 1892, at 11 o'clock A. M.

W. H. Cotton, Commodore, A. C, A.
KiNftSTON, Nov. 1.

Vesper B. C.

The Vesper B. C. inaugurated a new form of winter amusement on
Oct. 26 in its first phonographic camp-fire. Beside a number of
musical selections, the evening entertainment included phonographic
songs and recitations by a number of well-known canoeists who
were, of course, not present in person. Among these were Messrs.
J W. Cartwright, C, B. Vaux. O. B. Ashenden, Com. Winne. G. L.
Metze, Dr. P R. Rix and Thomas Nelson Page. The entertainment
was unusually interesting.

GIVE CALIFORNIA A CHANCE.
San Francisco, Oct. 5— Editor Forest and Stream: While the

fishei men, the bearmen and the snakemen havrt been getting in
their work , and having it all their own way, I have kept quiet and
bided my time, but that came at last, and I enter the list with a
consciousness of a fair show to a place in the front rank. Here is

the story to make all previous candidates quail and hide their
diminished heads. Print it; give California a chance. It is a
quail stori :

A few days ago James R. Holt, the big member of the Holt &
Gregg corporation, left the big brickyard near Anderson for a
quail hunt along the banks of the Sacramento River. Under a
cover of brush he discovered a uiee flock of the birds, but hen
he raised his gun to have a snot they disappeared. He felt satis-
fied that there were quite a number under a particular brush and
he blazed away. Tue noisy fluttering which followed told him
the result, and he ran for his prize, and just as he was reaching
out his hand to ea.tch a wounded quail, he was shocked to di.scover

an enormous rattlesnake in the line of the bird. Jim, although
weighing nearly SOOlbs., jumped backwards 6ft. from the brush,
and then gained his breath. He approached the birds again,
with his gun cocked and ready for a sudden shot, and learned
that the snake was dead. When he fl.red at the birds he killed
the snake and six quail, although none of the birds or the sei-pent
were In view. The snake had eight rattles and a button, and was
3i^ft. in length.
And here is another one from the Spokane Morning Revieiv:
No two better and more congenial prospectors and miners i ban

Paul Becker and Swansou ever lived, and like all true men of the
mountains, are full of expedients If any emergency arises. A
short time since they started up the mountain to work on a pros-
pect, and when about a mile from camp unexpectedly raised a
flock of grouse that lit in neighboring trees. Here was a dilemma,
no dog, no gun, without them no chicken dinner to relieve the
monotony of "dry salt." A bright idea seized Paul. Said he.
"Swansy, run back to camp and get the gun while I hold them
here by playing dog by barking at them." Back Sw.ansy went,
while Paul used his vocal powers to tbeir fullest extent In imita-
tion of the canine bark. The ruse was successful; the birds sat
still, no doubt thinking a genuine hunter of the most approved
breed had treed them. Swansy returned on the double quick,
and while he brought down bird after bird Paul kept up the bark,
saying afterward "he almost split his throat, but the scheme suc-
ceeded, as fried bird and savory potpie later on attested. This
plan of securing birds is now made public as no patent can be ob-
tained.

Game Heads and Antlers.

Messes. W. W. Hart & Co., of II and 13 Jacob street, will
shortly issue a handsomely lllustrateil catalogue of game heads
and antlers. lu addition to the half-tone cuts, it will contain a
full list of prices for mounted moose, elk, caribou and deer heads,
as well as heads and whole specimens ready for mounting, antlers
and the smaller animals, birds and fish. It will also contain a list

of rugs, with or without mounted heads, including lion, tiger,

polar, black, brown and grizzly bear, leopard, tiger cat, wolf,
tox, etc. This catalogue will be sent free to any reader of Forest
AND SXBEAM.—JldV.
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Gardeii City Rifle Team.
Thk Gai-rlen City Rifle Team met fov tlieir weekly contest

Tuesrlav evening at Barltsy & EricTcson's shooting gallery, 146

South Halstead streer, Chicago. Coaditions were 25yds., 25 sliols

each, open sights, free off-hand position, Massachusetts paper
target, possible 300 ooints. Scores as follows:
HSBurley 273 FErickson 263 Al SorenseD.......2oO
A McBean i^W 0 A Hemple 259 T L Thornton 249

WJGibbs m R B Taylor 255
G A Nisja 268 J O Martin 253

After the shoot a sweepstake was shot for and won. by Mi-, Bur-
ley by a score of 114 out of a possible 12^.—W, J. F.

Ephrata Rifle Club.

Ephrata, Pa., Oct. 31.—Last Friday afternoon the members of

the North End B^fle Club met on their rantre in Ephrate to hold
their regular monthly rest shoot, distance 200v'ds. The Standard
American target was used. Th« weather was favorable and good
scores were possible as the following shows:
CSWeneer 93 95-188 .J M Sheaflfer. . 88 68—156

D B Lefever 91 91-183 L M Wiest 87 78-165
D. B. Lk-MVEb, Secy,

Dorman Not In It.

St. Louis. Oct. '2^.—Editor Fm'es.i and Stream: When Mr.
Andrew McBean, of Chicago, was in St. Louis a sbort time ago
he asked S. G. Dorman to shoot a friendlv race with him Oct. 23,

the race to bt> 50 shots p-^.r man. SOO.vds. off-hand, on the Gprman
ring target, McBean to .shoot in Chicago, at the range of the

JViR. Andrew McBean, of Chicago.

Chicago Rifle Club and Dorman at St. Louis. The targets were
duly forwarded, scoi ea shot and then exchanged. Dorman's score
919 points, average 19.58 was poor, which was partly on account of
a gusty 2 o'clock wind which made it almost impossible to place
a bullet In the center of the ' bull," although he used a 38-55 Win-
cbester, using .5.5grs. of ncvder and 285gr. patched bullet.
Mr. McBean used a 33 40 Winchester, BSgrs. powder snd 165gi-s.

lubricated bullet, and considering the fact that he shot the 50
shots without having a marker to show where any of the shots
landed, t'he target is a Ijeauty, and will be found hard to heat
under the same conditions.
The target showed 45 "bulls," and 26 shots were 23 or better and

ifiside of a 6in. circle. The total score fnoted up 1,059 points,
average 21.18, leaving Mack the winner by 80 points.
Never mind Mack, we don't blame you, it's the Chicago style to

take everything that is in sight. NAmhod

How Can Rifle Shooting' Be Revived?
There has been a remarkable falling off in the Interest in rifle

shooting in this section of the country during the past two vears
and even shooters themselves are puzzled to account for it. In
1888 the spirt reeeivert a great impetus by the action of the New-
ark Shooting Society in projecting and carrying to a successful
isstie the week's prize shoot of the International Sbarpshooters'
Union, this affair having been the most successful and best man-
aged shooting festival ever held in America. During 1889 and 1880
the interest was stiU alive; in 1891 there was a p rcepdole falling
oir, while during the present year there has been almost a stag-
nation, so far as the Scbuetzen men and their sport is concern' d.
There have been some few festivals, i he only ones of which could
be classed aa successiul being those of the Newark Shooting
Society, the Zetiler Rifle Cluti, Miller Rifle Club, Bxcelslor Rifle
Club and the one held at Ridgewood. And these can be called
successiul only from the tact that they were not flnaaeial fail-
ures.
When compared with a fliairs of 18S7 to 1890, inclusive, a great

ditterenoe is noted. During those years shooters from all over
the country iourneyed to New York and New Jersey to shoot
along with the local shots, and from 50 to 75 shooters were usually
found m the shpotirg houses. Among those who flitted about
for pure love of the sport and to have a pleasant time with
iriends may be mentioned Messrs. Norris, Homrighausen andRothart, of Baltimore; Seely, Daly, Koehler and others from Syr-
acuseLCrain, from Maine; Beard.'=iley and Wheeler from Bridge-porc Huggins from Pittsburgh: Gindele from Cincinnati: Cart-

'*."^°''^V^^?''J'^s, Farrow. Wentworth and others

n.^r ''P'^-^.^'^'^.^'
McCafferty from Wilmmgton, and Lyons

?So^°^P°^*^?®^'''^®'^"'i'^-' ,^^1^ '^eing only a partial list. During

of CoulnTvUirConn
''''^o^eseeu in this section was S. J. Lyonl

r.^^^^ *T®^ missing from the ranks,
r^n^'^nii

G,i3 Zimmerman, Alex. Stein, T. J. Dolan
Hofeie, O. C. King Dr. Radbonrne, E. J. Case, none of whose
S^^^oot^^

appeared in a.prize list during the se'ason Dr Bof-
hfi^ o^A

business from devoting any time to shoot-
ln^V= '^'^^'^y ^"^e rheumatism had him
Ihif^

clutches, but why the others have been conspicuous only by
f^.nl ool^°°**

can only be conjectured. The prize lists have beenfully as heavy as m previous years and the shooting has been nomore difficult, nor have higher scores been neeessafy ia order towm a place 1 am inclined to the belief that much of^the apl?hvIS due to the monotonj: indivldu>!l contests and the need ofsomething m the way of a variation in the manner of arranging
^^i«f 'titfl^??^'; ""l^^^r^l

^'^^ Zettlers, Newark Shoo?in| SocfetyMiller Rifle Club and other organizations publish the same n dtime programmes ofCerine prizes for 3-shot ticketFon thr^i-man
'J^Jr

^ai-get, prizes for the best bullseyes and pi emiums for the
Si'^ll^''?'- V'^i^ ^ sameness in the look of these pro!

mSXtlTi^l" ' ^^'•^ ^^^^'^-^ aSTn°o
This inonotony could very easily be broken and the said breaking need not be an expensive venture. I have always been auri

r
^ tieliever in the value of team shooting Is compared

understood howev™ ?httherein when I refer to -'individual contests" I ret^r soleirt^ tifir^-entry shooting at tournaments and not to strictly individna]"matches."! I believe that one team match does Z.retS create alove of emijlation and to create a bond of fpllo^shin W^«»nmembers of various clubs that does a dozen re |nt?v afllirfThere is no reason however, why the latter s-iould by "uperfededby the former. Intact one should help the other A pi-

each member to Bhoot 20 shots on the German ring target. Let
the entrance fee per team be SIO and to the amount of the entry
fees let the management add $25, the ptirse to be divided into two,
three or four moneys according to the number of entries.
"But," says an astute (!) manager, ''how can we afford to give

back all the entrance money and an additional $25 or $50? "

Very easily, my dear sir, and make money by so doing for won't
each one of the team men need sighting shots, and in order to get
them won't they be obliged to spend their "cold cash" in your
regular contests? Try the experiment just once and see if it will
not be a paying venture and increase your attendance.
Then, Hgain, tjy the way of still further varying your pro-

gramme, arrange another team match, each team to comprise one
expert and one novice: let each man fire ten shots on either the
ring or point target: charge each team say $3 entrance, deduct if

you wish 10 or 15 per cent, for expenses and divide the balance
into prizes according to the number of teams entered. Either or
both of these plans will at least vary the monotony of the present
style of shooting, and will, I am positive, increase the receipts in
the rpgular prize contests.
And then, in order to keep up the interest during what are

known as the "off months," let the various clubs arrange friendly
team matches to he shot on different ranges. The Newark Shoot-
ing Society hfls at least a dozen good shots; the Zettlers have over
a score; the Millers and Excelsiors could each turn out a fnir
team ; so why not arrange a series of matches between them for this
coming winter? Let the teams comprise from eight to fifteen
men each, let each man Are ten shots on the German ring target
at 200yd8., let each team at each contest pay an entrance fee equal
to $1 a man, the winning team to take the pot. less expenses for
the range. This would serve to keep up a lively interest between
seasons, and would also serve to bring the members of the various
clubs Into closer communion.
The above are only suggestions, hastily thrown out, and now let

*^uch enthusiasts as M'^ssrs. Hayes, Watts, Coppersmith,Walther,
Zettler brothers, Dorrler and others give their views.

yRATuaM.

Rifle Shooting in a Gale.
Tn to members of the First Brigade Rifle Association seem fated

to have unfavorable weather conditions for their Saturday after-
noon practice at the Newark Shooting Park. Last Saturday they
were obliged to do their shooting in a wind that varied in strength
from fifteen to thirty m'les an hour and constantly flicking from
"2" to "5 o'clock" and back. As a i-esult it was diflacult to hold
either elevation or windage for any number of consecutive shots.
There was a fair light, however, until nearly 5 P. M. During the
past month politics have somewhat interfered with the practice
of this association, but now that the campaign is closed the mem-
bers are expected to turn out stronger.
The same old trio reported for Saturday's shoot. Major D. D.

Wallace and Captain W. H. Howard being the first on the scene.
Major Wallace is developing into a strong shot and succeeded in
keeping above "centers" in the day's work. The Major is surgeon
of the First Regiment and thinks that close attention to off-hand
shooting will steady his hand so that he will be the better fitted
for cutting off "necks" during the 1893 encampment of the First
Brigade. When asked what kind of necks he will practice on, he
simply says, "Mumm's the word!"
Capt. Howard, who holds the responsible position of Inspector

of Rifle Practice of the First Regiment, is an enthusiastic devotee
of military shooting, but his greatest forte is in depicting on
paper the faces and forms of his friends. He has few equals as a
cartoonist, and would undoubtedly have held a leading position
with Puck but for the fact that there was no position open when
he applied.
After the Maoor and Captain had emptied a few boxes of am-

munition and got chilly enough to go up to the hotel "to see
Alex," the shooting scribe appeared, so after several "smiles"
had been exchanged the trio once more moved to the shooting
house and resumed the business of himtiug for bullseyes. The
Major and the S-srlbe bad each an idea tdat they were in prime
shooting form, so agreed to shoot a 40-shot match, the result as
usual being in favor of the wielder of the pp.n, altoough it, was a
narrow escape. Each oi the contestants were credited with one
miss, but neither of them is willing to acknowledge their faulty
holding. Below are the scores made during the afternoon:

3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4-36
4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4-42
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4-41
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4-41
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4-40
4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 S 4-43
.4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 4—38
4 4 3 3 8 3 4 4 4 4-36
4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4-.37
4 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4-38

hot Match.
4 4 4 5 4 3 .5 4 4—41

4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3—40
1 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 0 4—38
4 5 4 4 3 3 5 4—44-163

4 4 5 i I 4 5 4 4^43
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0-38
4 5 4 3 5 4 4 4 4-43
4 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 4-45*-168

* Club record to date.

Nov. 8 was the day set aside for the American people in general
to take a loaf and incidentally to cast ballots for or against "tariff
for revenue only," "protective tariff" or whatever fad the shrewd
wire-pullers of the great parties choose to make "the issue of the
day." Now the First Brigade Rifle Association is not a political
machine nor have its members any interest in tariff's. Conse-
quently a shoot was arranged and about 2 P. M, the fun began.
The wind was "fishy," sheering from "11" to "3 o'clock," and
changing its gait about as rapidly as a prlitician changes- his
policy. The light was gond. The militaire, medico and the rifle
inspector were the first to report for duty, tbe scribbler being the
next, to arrive. By this time it was near 3 P. M., and the business
of the day w«s soon under way when along came Sergt. Black
and Serge. Ward of Company B, first regiment, both of whom
were recently elected members of the association. Both of them
are enthusiasts in rifle matters, but on this occasion the bullets
and targets dirt not seem to connect in proper fashion and conse-
quently their scores are suppressed. They will soon learn the
aifference between the shield and the hullseye and then look out
for breakers.
Quartermaster George W. Church was the next arrival, and he

soon got down to a style of shooting that opened the onlookers'
eyes, and incidentally their mouth", it being customary to ask
"What'll you have?" when a man surprises himself by brino-ing
up a "flag." Capt. Church is not only regimental quartermaster,
but is treasurer of the rifle association as well, and tor this reason
he is treated with great respect (our stock of ammunition is not
large).
Then came Captains C. iB. Champlin and G. M. Townsend

who fired a string apiece and came out satisfactorily. Capt'
Champlin's nerve will be steadier, however, after he has an op-
portunity to render a few bills for repairing "bursted" water
pipes, which will probably he very soon. Captain Townsend for-
got to bring along kis second pair of eyes, and in consequence
the target seemed too far away. The shooters were all in an
election day humor and every time a "red flag" was waved "the
boy" was called to serve out nervine. The shooting, although dif-
ficult under the weather conditions, was fuUy up to the average.
The surprise of the day came in a forty-shot match between the
Major and the scribe, m which they tied on aggregates. Bv some
unforeseen method of figuring the Major won the shoot off" of the
tie and the score will probably be found in his office in a gold
frame.
The record scores were as follows:

CaptWH Howard 3 4 4 5
4 5 4 4

Capt GW Church ,4 5 3 5
4 3 3 4
5 .8 3 5

Capt OB Champlin 5 i 4 3
Capt G M Townsend _ 0 4 0 3
Sergt Ward 3 4 0 3

0 0 3 4
Sergt Black 4 0 0 4

0 3 0 0
Forty-shot Match.

Major D L Wallace 5 3 4 4 4 4
5 4 4 4 3 4
4 4 6 4 4 4
4 4 5 4 0 4

Shoot off of lie 5 5 4 5 4
Pvt C H Townsend 4 5 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4 4 3
4 4 4 3 4 5
3 4 4 4 4 4

3 4 4

4
4
4
4
3
3
3

0 0
0 4
0 4
3 0

5 5
5 4

3 4

3-37
4-38
4-40
4-.39
4-38
0-34

0 0 0-17
5 4 4-24

4-23
4^25
0-16

Shootoflof tie........... 4 4

4 4-42
5 5-43
4 5-41
4 4-38-164

-23-187
I 4 5-43
: 5 4—40
I 4 4-43
: 4 3-38—164

-19-183

Hudson Rifle Club.
Marion, N. ,T., Nov. 7.—Regular weekly competition, Hudson

R.C.,25yd8.:
First Team.

Chas E Bird 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 34 24 23 - 242
.fohn Rebhan 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23-241
H L Hausen 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 31-241
A Malz 25 26 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 22—235

Second Team.
.John Smith 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 21 21-331
Mich Hoff 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 21 21—230
H E Bjddey 25 24 24 23 23 22 23 22 23 20-337

Third Team.
J Buch 2i5 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 '41—238
S Middleton 25 23 25 26 24 24 23 22 2J 3'2—237
0 Staderman 25 24 23 23 23 23 21 20 20 18—220
C Schlelmacher 25 24 33 33 23 23 23 22 19 19 -234

Chas. E. Bibd.

Revolver Shooting in England.
On Oct. 13 there was a gale of wind at the South London Rifle

Club's range at Staines, which extinguished the last chance of
the other members catching up to Walter Winans's lead for the
revolver championship of the club. Mr. Winans has therefore
won it without navmg to shoot anv more this year.
The only result ot the day's shooting was that Mr. Varley ad-

vanced from ninth to sixth place, and may, during the remaining
1 wo days the club shoots this year, get up to third place (oronze
jewel* if he keeps up the same gait. Mr. dementi Smith has
also advanced from fifteenth to eleventh pUoe. Tne positions of
the other m«mbers remain the same.
Walter Winans (S. & W.), winner of gold jewel and revolver

championship of the club. Score: 42, 41, 41, 4L, 40; total 205.
Second prize (silver jewel) and third prize (bronze jewel) will be
decided the end of the month.
The above is an exa^.t size diagram of five scores at 20yds..

possible 310 (:W shots in all), with which Mr. Walter Wluans has
just won the revolver championship of the South London Rifle
Club for 1893.

First score 7 6 7 7 6 7—40
Second score , 7 6 7 7 7 7—41
Third score 7 7 7 7 7 7—43
Fourth score 7 7 7 6 7 7—41
Fifth score 7 6 7 7 7 7—41—205
These .scores were shot on five different days, the rules of the

club for the championship allowing only one score, made each
day, to count for the aggregate for the championship. Shot under
Bisley rules as to military revolvers, except as to sights.

New Jersey Notes.
The regular monthly meeting of the H. R. 0. was held Monday,

Nov. 7, at 35 Giles avenue. After the regular business was at-
tended to Capt. Hansen read the following proposition in the
form of a challenge, viz.:

G^-renvaU Rifle Cluh, Jersey City, N- J.:
This is to certify that Hunson Rifle Club, of Jersey City, does

hereby challenge the above-named club to shoot a series of
matches, best 2 out of 3, for a trophy to the value of from $15 to
$25 upon the following conditions:
Team to consist of 10 men. Each man to fire 10 shots (3 shots

allowed each man fnr sighting), standard 35-ring American target
One match on the H. R. C. ranges: one match on the G. R. C
ranges; one match on neutral grounds to be selected by a com-
mittee of t wo reliable members from each club.

„ T
(^'gned),

. C. E. Bird, Secretary.
H. L. Hansen, Captain.]

After a little discussion it was decided to forward the challenge
to '4reenville and await reply selecting dates.
"P. S.—The matches to be 'shot in three consecutive weeks."
It is rumored that the Hulson Rifle Club is soon to issue a chal-

lenge to the Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, to shoot a match con-
sisting of five men from each club, each man to fire 50 shots.
There is great competition in the H. R. 0. teams for the honors,

and the following members are pushing verv hard to secure them •

First team-.r, Rebhan, H L. HaQsen.C. E. Bird, A. Malz Second
toam—John Smith, T. A. Reynolds, Michael Hoff, H. E Boddey
Third team—S. Middleton, A. Heidorf, 0, Staderman, J. Buch.
There is very little doubt but that the Hudsons will have lively

times this winter at their headquarters, as the members are
hustling to secure new members. Monday evening Messrs Aug
and Geo. Plog, Geo. W. Morgan and Wm. Meyre were elected to
membership. The Eaglh.

Rensselaerwyck.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 3.—The following scores were made to-day

at Rensselaerwvck Range by members of the Third Brigade Rifle
Association. Weather conditions were favorable for off-hand
shooting:

Off-Hand.
WmCGomph 9 8 10 10 10 9 8 9 10 7— 90

ft 9 9 7 •» 8 8 8 7 8- 81Wm T Mayer .8 6 7 8 10 5 8 8 8 7—75
9 6 8 6 10 7 7 9 7 5— 74

Col Wm E Fitch 8 6 10 10 8 8 9 3 6 3- 78
„ „ 10 6 7 7 5 10 10 9 0 &— 81

Chas P Fry 9 7 6 7 10 3 9 7 7 7-74
6 4 6 3 8 6 7 5 5 7— 39
6 6 6 4 3 6 7 4 6 8- 57
3 5 9 5 3 5 4 4 6 6- 54

Rest.WmT Mayer .10 9 11 12 13 7 U 11 13 9-104Wm O Gomph 13 10 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 8-106
10 11 11 12 9 9 11 9 12 13-106

Portchester Rifle Club.
POBTCHESTER, Oct. 29.- At 200ydp., oft'-hand. Standard Ameri-

can target: R, McNeil 90, R. Rudd90, T. Bell 85, J. Smith 85 G
VermilyeSO, T. Kiernan.55,E,Vermilye43.
Nov. 6:

RRudd 766964957 8—67675946894 7-65-132
J Smith 86 10 464 5 48 6-59

7 7 8 6 a 10 3 4 8 3-63-121
R McNeil, Jr 4 7 5 8 3 3 5 4 7 7-55

3 6 5 3 7 5 6 4 3 5-48-101
TKieman. 3 8 7 3 3 0 7 3 7 3-45

10 8335453S 5-49— 94
B. MoNbil, Jr., Secretary.
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floating.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
(f you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following;

Nov. 15-16.—Ted Ackerman's tournament, at Stanton, Neb.
Nov. 17.—Newark Gnu Clnb live bird tournament, at John Erb'e

grounds. Newark, N. J. „ . ^ , ^ t
Nov. 22-23.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Bprmgfleld, N. J.

First (iav target?; second day live birds.

Nov. 23-26.—Mi) v^sukee (Wis,) tournament, targets and live

birds. . ^ T>. , ,

tJov. 2'1.—John A. Hartnpr's sixth annual tournament. Bishop's
Driving ['ark, Baltimore, Md.
Nov. 21.—West Virginia «tate Sportsmen's Association toiima-

meni, Mt Wheeling, West Virginia.
^ ^ ^ , , t. i*j

Nov. 24.—Standard Gun Club tournament, Acton's Park, Balti-

more, Md.
, . ^-r r

NovembT.—Al. Heritage'.s tourntment, at Marion, N. J.

Nov. 24 —Arlington Gun Club tournament, at Cleveland, O.
Dec. 28-29.—Jacksonville (Fla ) Gun Club's fifth annual tourua-

m-nt; «500 guaranteed pursns; foOO in money and merchandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,

Bec'y.

1893.

Jan. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
I'on's Grand American Handicap, live bird tournament. New
Jersev (grounds to be named); Hurliogham rules, Monaco
boundary. , , , ^

May 33-25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, 81,000 added to
pnvsps. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

June 12-16.—New York State Sportsm.fin's Associa+ion tourna-
ment, at Rofhestpr. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Seo'y, 413 EUwanger &
Barry Imikiinsr, Rochester, N. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The new Lake View Shootlns and Fishing Association opened its

new club house on the Santa Fe, about 20 miles east of Topeba, Kas.
with a jolly party of friends and members on hand. The event of

the day was a match between teams o£ five men each from the Law-
rence Gun Club and the West Side Gun Club, of Topeka. Each man
shot at 25 bluerocks, the si-ore being 96 for the West Sides to 78 for
tbe Lawrences. A beautiful flag was presented to the Lake View
Shooting and Fishing Association by the following named ladies of
Topeka: Mrs. Aus. H. Piety, 3Ir^ .L C. Clark. MrS; W. N. Hall, Mrs.
George B. Palmer, Mrs. J. W. Nowers. Mrs. Frank G. Willard. Mrs.
William Henderson and Mis«: Maude Buhre. The ladies of Lawrence
will present to the dub a very hanlsome lamp for the club's dining

room on or before Thanksgiving Day next, at which time the two
above named gun clubs will have an all day shoot at live birds and
bluerocks. The club, which is regularly organized and chartered
under the State Law. and is known as the Lake View Shooting and
Fishing Association, has 100 members. About one year ago the or-

ganizers of the association secured a lease on the lake for twenty
years, including 300ft. all around the lake. The lake is about two
and one-half miles long and about 200yds. wide, and is well stocked
with tish of the black bass, croppie and suntish species. The shares
of stock in this association are evenly divided between Topeka and
Lawrence, holding 50 shares each. a.t the organization of tbe associa-

tion shares of stock sold for $.30 each, but they have advanced,the last

one sold a few days ago for 880. The oflacers of the association are:

J. C. Clark. Topeka, President; Wm. Bromelsic, Lawrence, Vice-
Fresident; W. Metcalf. Lawrence, Secretary; AV. N. Hall, Topeka,
Treasurer. Board of Directors—J. C. Clark, Topeka; Aus. H. Piety,

Topeka; Wm. Bromelsic, Lawrence; J. O. Holloway, Lawrence, and
Eben Baldwin, Lake View. The new club house was erected at a
cost of f2,585. It is a frame building and has rooms conveniently
arranged for the wants of the members. The building is in the rustic

«tyle of architecture and has wide porches on all four sides. On the
first floor the principal feature is the large dinins: room. On the side

of the room is an alcove .and an Immense old-fasbioned wood fire-

place with seats inside the alcove. On the second floor are the pri-
- vate rooms and lockers of the club members. What the boys keep
in the lockers no one knows save themselves, as each member has a
key to his own locker, and be seldom, if ever, goes to the locker
unless he thinks he needs something The club house and grounds
are in charge of S L Bench, of Topeka, and the boys think they liave

tbe right man in the right place. Mr. Bench's family resides there
with him.

The following has been received from J. A. Penn, aneut the Thanks
giving Day shoot at Wheehng, W. Va. : '-The proceedings in connec-
tion with the formation of our State Association havebeen thoroughly
advertised tliroughout the State, 50 leading papers inserting full

notice of same in their columns. Owing to the game season, which
will be at its height with shooters here in November, the association

will only attempt to give a one-day's shoot Thanksgivine: Day in

order to entertain the tioys from other clubs. In May, 1893, we ex-,

pect to give a three or four days' shoot to be known as the first

annual tournament of the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion for the Protection of Fish and Geme. At this tournament we
expect to decide the championship of the State on targets and live

birds, and shall have an emblem to give to the winner of same, to be
contested for annually. This tournament will probably be given the
week preceding the World's Fair shoot at Chicago, and one set of
traps will be open to all, to be run by Paul North, We expect to

make same a grand success, and eveiything will be done between
now and then by tbe Island Gun Club, of tins city (where same will

probably be held), and all other gun clubs in the State to taring it to a
successful issue and to place the association on an enviable oasis.

The tournament Thanksgiving Day will be run under the Parker
handicap system, with bluerocks and electric pull, open to all."

Bryan Taliaferro, secretai-y of the Jacksonville (Fla.) Gun Club, is

known to a large number of Northern shooters, having spent several
weeks during the early .summer in visiting the prominent tourna-
ments, both North and South. We first met him at Winchester, Va.,
and recall with pleasures long drive over the famous Shenandoah
pike in company with Mr Talliaferro and A. W. Du Bray. Behind a
sipirited team of horses we whirled away up over the top of the
mountain, passing some magnificent farms en route, and none of us
thought of turn ng back imtil we reached the old Shenandoan toll-

gate, full ten miles from Winchester and well up toward the summit
of the range. Long before this the sun had lowered himself behind
the western ridge and tbe stars had begun to twinkle overhead.
Mons. Du Bray began to get poetical and there is no telling to what
length his fancies would have driven him had not the Jacksonville
man reminded him that he had better reserve his eloquence until the
following day, when he could use it in making "Parker converts"
among the 'winchesterians. Mr. TalUaferro informs us that his club
will hold a tournament at .Jacksonville on Dec. 38 and 20, when there
will be awarded $300 in cash and merchandise prizes There will also
be $500 guaranteed in the purses. Professional experts will be barred'.

Books are now open for entries for the grand American handicap
to be held in New Jersey in January under the auspices of the Inter-
state Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, and two entries have
already been received at this office. Those who enter are requested
not to forget to send $10 forfeit along with their entry, as otherwise
their entries will not be filed. The balance of the entry money ($40)
must be paid on or before Jan. 1. 1893. Each person entering will be
given a receipt for their $10. When the balance of $40 is paid this

receipt must be sent along, when it will be receipted in ftUl on the
back, this entitling the holder to take part in the contest. Those who
have entered at this office to date with their handicaps are F. C.
Fowler, 26yds. and Allen Willey 2Syds.

It is time that the subscribers to tbe Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Associ-ation held a meeting and discussed the existing han-
dicap, which is an injury to the Association and to the sport. To
claim that a man who is tince an expert is always an expert is rank
nonsense. What the Association wants is a system of handicapping
that will class a man according to his shooting from one event to an-
other. The present handicap is driving shooters out of the field at a
rapid rate, and the sooner it is abolished the better. AVhy do not the
shooters of the countiy express themselves on this handicap ques-
t'onf To our way of thinking, the most equitable handicap of' the
day is the one devised by John Parker and adopted by the Michigan
htate League.

A private letter from W. T. Mitchell, of Lynch, Va.. states that he
is having great sport among the quail. He says, "59 to my gun one
day; another day 61 to two guns and one evening in 55 minutes 1

bagged 22. at which point I stopped shooting, having all the birds I
wanted. Don't you wish you were down here?" Well, rather.

Several WincliesEer, Va , shooters' will take part in the tournament
of the West Virginia Sportsmen's Association at Wheeling, on
Thanksgiving Day. Soma from Ohio apd Penusylvajiia are also

Owing to an error in our record of the work of one club during the

recent tournament of the New .Tersey Trap Shooters' League our

list of winning teams was incorrect. The way the clubs stand fol-

lows: Independents win first prize and special premium for best

average; Boiling Springs win second prize; Maplewood and South
Side tie for third place on four, second places won by each, but as

they tied in one contest the shooting oflE of said tie will drop one club

out; New .lersey Shooting club win fourth place; Woodsideand East

Side Mutual tie for fifth place; Passaics win sixth, East Orange and
Brunsvnck tie for seventh place.

Owing to a mistake in summing up we gave, last week, an incorrect

list of the standing of the clubs in the New Jersey Trap-Shooters'

League. Below is the correct standing: First prize and special pre-

mium, won by the Independents; second prize, won by tbe Boiling

Springs; thirJ prize, tied for by the Sjuth Sides and Maplewoods;
fourth prize, won by the New Jerseys; fifth prize, tied for by ttie

Woodsides and East Side-Mutuals; sixth prize, won by the Passaic

Oitys, and seventh prize, tied for by the East Orange and Brunswicks.
Otherwise our report was correct.

At-the recent Oregon Exposition held in Portland the management
arranged a trap shoot at 20 singles and 5 pairs of Peoria blackbirds,

the first prize being a silver water pitcher; second prize a pair of

pastell paintings and third prize a basket of cut flowers. There were
35 entries. P. A. Kinzell, C. Merritt and R. Cropkey tied for first

prize on 25 each, KiDzell winning on the shoot -oft'. For second J as..

Caraher, W. A. Story and C. E. Hughes lied on 24 eich. Caraher
winning the shoot-off; third was won on a shoot-off by W. Monteith,

who had tied with R. Parker and Wm. Winters on 23 each.

At the annual shoot for the champion badges of the St. Joseph
(IMo.) Sportsmen's Club, each contest was at 10 live birds. In the

ihampion badge shoot J. VV. Batchellor and R. S. Dinsmore tied on 3

kills each. Dinsmore securing the badge on the shoot-off. In the

shoot for the Franck badge Dinsmore won on a score of 10 straight

.

There was also a contest at 15 bluerocks for the target badge, this

also being won by Dinsmore, who broke 13. In the first two events
the birds are said to have been very fast.

The Riverside Gun Club, of Los Angelss, Cal., recently held a ban -

quet in honor of its victory in winning the Shelby team trophy at

the State shoot. The Shelby trophy consists of a large plush base,

upon which rests a marble slab supported by birds' feet in silver.

From this rises a marble column, surmounted by a silver xdgeon ;

guns, ammunition boxes, etc., of oxydized silver are appropriately
arranged on the trophy, which is altogether a handsome piece of

work.

It is stated that there is a handsome balance in the treasury of the

Interstate Maufacturers' and Dealers' Asiooiitibn, If this is true can
the manager explain why the promises of the Association were
violated in reeard to guaranteed purses at Watertown and Auburn?
Early in the season the Association pledged itself to give guaranteed
purses at all shoots and these pladges should have been kept. The
fact of the attendance being light should be no reason for broken
pledges.

The shooner Rattler, of Rockport, Maine, which has started for

Behring Sea and the Japan Coast in search of seal, walrus aa*! like

game, carries forty-eight Parker hammer less shots, weighing OV^lbs.

each, and with 32in. barrels; fifteen .40-65 Winchester rifles, 1883

model; 8501bs. of powOer: 2}4 tons of shot; 16,000 brass shells; and
83,000 wads. The vessel wiU carry twelve men to do the game
shooting, these being in addition to the regular crew.

Miss Annie Oakley left Newark on Tuesday for Altoona. Pa. , to

take part in the Wapsonouock tonrnament to-day and to-morrow.
From there she will go to Ohio to visit her mother, returning to Jer-

sey in a fortnight. She contemplates purchasing a farm somewhere
iu the State, probably in the vicinity of Lmg Branch. She will in-

stall her brother on the farm as manager.

All this fall the Bay City (Mich ). Gnu Club has tried to get on a

team match with the Saginaw Gun Club and several dates have been
fixed for the same. In every instance, however, the Saginaws have
requested a postponement, and the Bay City men have finally con-

cluded that the Saginaw men are afraid to meet them.

Abe Kleinman, the well-known Chicagoan, recently fell into the

river at Washington street, and had a narrow escape from drowning.
Having on a heavy overcoat, his swimming abilities availed him
little, and it was only by the aid of a rope thrown by a bridge- tender
that he escaped a watery grave.

Jack Brewer has been game shooting in Indiana. Wonder if he
will visit Chicago before returning. The Chicazo Globe says he may
possibly be at the initial shoot of the Chicago Shooting Club to-

morrow. Fulford and Budd will also be there and some matches
may be the outcome.

Live-bu-d shooters who would be willing to enter an open sweep-
stake at 100 live birds, $100 entry, are requested to send their name
and address to the trap editor of Fob.bst akd Stream, -318 Broad-
way. N. Y-

The Parker sliding-scale handicap will be used during the 1893

shoot of the Knoxville Gun Club. And what an entry list that

$1,000 in added money and the hundreds of dollars worth of mer-
chandise prizes will draw.

A letter from Dr. H. E Lupas informs us that the Standard Gun
Club, of Baltimore, will hold an individual match for the champion-
ship of Maryland at Acton's Park on Thanksgiving Day. The club

will add a purse and a silver cup.

Forest and Strv.am would be pleased to publish opinions anent
the existing handicaps used In target shooting, and experts and
amateurs alike are Invited to send us their views for publication.

The ties for the team prizes in the New Jersey Trap Shooters'

League will be discussed at the coming League meetmg, and the

manner of deciding the same will then be determined upon.

Teams of eleven men each from the Highland and Forester Gun
Clubs shot a match at Moline, III., on Oct. 23, at 35 targets per man,
the Foresters breaking 200 to their opponents 170.

E. D. Miller, who made the fine percentage of 92.44 in tbe team
contests of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, used the same
Parker gun that he has manipulated for three years.

Parties desiring information anent the 1893 tournament of the New
York Stale Sportsman's Association should address H. M. Stewart,
corresponding secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Frank Mason has returned home from a six weeks' trip through
Chicago and the West. He says he met many old trap-shooting

friends en route.

What gun club in America will pit a team of 10 men against a like

team from the Newark (N. J.) Gun Club for a match at 10 Uve birds

per manv
All the Jersey experts and many from other States are expected

to attend the live bird tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at John
Erb's, on Nov 17.

The Orlando Gun Club tournament, announced to t^ke place at

Orlando, Fla., the last week in October, was postponed to a later

date

Ted Ackerman's annual tournament will be held at Stanton, Neb.,

on the 15th and 16th inst., and an attractive programme has been
published.

Oscar Hesse, of Red Bank, N. J., reports a growing demand for
the smokeless Walsrode powder, of which he is sole agent for the
United States.

The West End Rod and Gun Club of Newark will hold a live bird

and target shoot on its Grove street grounds on Thanksgiving Day.

The Keystone company is putting up more new target machines
and hope's to be able to catch up with their orders by spring.

The Union Gur Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J , on Nov. 22-

28, wifi be attended by a number of well-known Pennsylvanians.

Among the treasures brought home by '•Little yure Shot" is a flve-

months-old puppy dog of the famous Plinhmmon strain.

Every West Virginia sportsmen's club Is expected to send a dele-

gate to the convention In Wheeling, on Nov. 24.

The Arlington Gun Club, of Cleveland, Ohio, announces a grand
open tournament to take place on Nov. 24.

The Milwaukee live bird and target tournament, Nov. 24-26, is ex-
pected to be the best attended of the season.

The Lynn (Mass.) Fish and Game Protective Association will hold a
trap tournament on Thanksgiving Day.

Frank Butler says that Mons. Journeau, the French expert pigeon
shot, is the best second-barrel shot he ever saw.

Every gun club in New Jersev should lake part in the coming series

of team contests of the State lieague.

Jack Brewer will have a handy task to defeat "Snapper" Garrison
with the odds he allows the latter.

The New Jersey Trap Shooters League will begin a new series of
team shoots before the hohdays.

The New York Athletic Club has arranged to hold weekly shoots at
Travers Island dming the winter.

rue E^sex Gun Club will hold its monthly shOOt at Jive birds on the

I

aiaiion grounds, next Thursday.

"Little Sure Shot" will be one of the star attractions of the Wild
West Show, in Chicago, tn 1893,

The gun and ammunition firms wUI soon be deluged with applica-

tions for 1893 calendars.

Some big open sweeps are to be arranged for John Erb's sUootiiigr

grounds this season.

John L. Brewer is still seeking for matches but no One seems wUllng
to face him.

Ja?i. F. ThompsoB intends tij otganlze a gun elub in Martinsburgr
West Virginia.

The New Jersey Shooting Club will hold it9 regular shoot at Clara-

mont on Saturday.

"Big Jim" Smith will hold a live bird shoot at Hackettstown in

December.
Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. during NtsSwark ToUroament day,

Nov. 17.

Paul North says bluerock targets and expert traps are "cock of the

walk."

H. A. Penrose was looking after his interests iu town last week.

The V L. & D. "Lightning" Shell is rapidly gaining friends.

E. 0. powder has the call in and around Washington, D. U.

"Tee Kay" Keller has returned from his Southern trip.

The Wifiey—Smith match is still hanging fire.

Harvey McMurchy was in town last week.
C. H. TOWKSEKO.

The Pot Cover Trap Club.

The trap-shooting craze has at last struck New RrunRwick.
The sportsmen of St. John and Dorchester have been "ulv r'zing

the inanimates for some time. Late la«t winter the Fr'^dnricton

Gun Club, alias the Pot Cover Trap Club, was org uj'ze-l, and
of this body I propise to give a short sketch. It is small as re-

gards the number of members, but what it lacks in 8iz=* it makes
up in individuality. There is probably nothing in Nor'h Amsrica
just like it.

Its membership is limited to 13. It has for its object t he making
of its members quicker and better shots on eame. (Incidentally,

every member is a reader of Fobest and Strb-^m). Ev^n^ mem-
ber must be a sportsman—one who goes afield after gnrne. and
all pot hunting and sweepstake shooting 's resolutely sat down
on. Each man shoots, Days for his share of the bird.? and 's satip-

fled , If be boats some one else he wears hi^ honors mTde^th ; if

he is at the tail of the drive, as some one- must be, b° has had a
heap of fun, anyway, and is no worse off than the winner.
The boys took part in a. shoot in connection with a o'cu'c where

a painting was offered for the best score, and they talk ut having a
medal for tbe be«t average during the entire season, but that is

probablv about as far in the direction of shooting for p'izesas
they will ever get-

. ^
The fli'st regular shoot of the season was held at Camp Comfort,

Hart's Island, July 1, and the veteran Indian guide and canoe-
man, Joe Paul, was taken along to prepare dinaT. Joe had
understood that they were going to have a shoot, buf his ideas on
tbe subject of the kind of game to be killed wer^ a little hazy.

When Ithey began to unpack tbe bluemcks. and it dawned on his

mind that these were the targets, he asked in surprise: "You
shoot th'='m pot-covers?" And pot-cover.=i they have been ever
since. That is how the club got its best known name.
One of its promoters, as well ai one of its most active members

is A. Moore. When "our uncle Adam" unlimbers that old 10-bore

hammerless, and goes into action, he has a nasty habit of making
"straights" and getting them nearly all. At the picnic shoot
mentioned above, he got 23 out of 25, and to see how long he could
keep this sort of thing up, he was allowed to shoot at twelvn
more, which he broke, when the tranper struck and refused to

play "flushes" against his "straights" any longer. If be continues
to tread this "straight" path, he will be made the subject of a tea
yard handicap. „ ^ . ,

W. Chestnut, of R.. Chestnut & Sms, shoots in the same clasH

with the writer, inasmuch as sometimes he gets tbpm and some-
times he doesn't, but unlike the latter, he gets them a little the
oftener.

. ......
W. H. Lawrence finds 'em "pretty middlin' otten," but u you

want to see W. H. shoot his best, yon must get blm after a couple
of whistler ducke. He cuts his Inner powder wad from the vamp
of an old shoe, and if you could see him smash bis game right. B.nd

left, it would shake your faith in the popular delusion that an old

shoe, or anv part thereof, thrown after one means good luck-,
_ .

David Oremln. as a game .shot, is noted fnr the ease and celerity

with which be can miss his bird witb the first birrel and plaster
it all over with the second. Indeed, it ia said that he sometimes
fires bis first to confuse the trame and his second to kill . A young
New Yorker, who saw him shoot, said he was lite John L. Sulli-

van—"he depended chiefly on hia deadly left." He shoots best in

the gray dawn of morning, when "somebody" isn't Inok'ng, and
on inanimates, if allowed both barrels, it is a mighty tough and
nimble bluerock that can get away from him.
W. H. Mnore, a young taxidermist, and an occasional eon^rlbu-

tor to the Natural History columns of Forkst and StbeAm, does
his best work .about the same time of day as David, but he never
gets rattled. He is considerably handicapped by a too open shoot -

ing gun.
Harry Chestnut can give an ludian points on propelling a bark

canoe, and when he trains that 12-gau''e Lefever on .i SOyds in-

coming bluerock, he crushes it to impalpable powder, just a little

coarser than smoke.
A. Jackson is the club'.a long-range man. A trap to get a bird

beyond range of the old 10-gauge Ithaca in his hands would have
to throw at least SOyds.
There is a young man, not yet admitted to full membership,

who says he shoots a "mortified choke" gun and cau a: t them
oftener than any one in tbe club. A gun like that ought to b« a
"deadly" weapon, and many of us would like to see the combina-
tion working,
Mr. Byron Phair, of the Postal Service, was not at the shoot I

attended. He and Mr. Arthur Porter -an other Pot Cover man-
were on the Miramichi witb Harry Braithwaite, the veteran trap-
per, after moose.
Mr. Porter is regarded as one of the coming shots of the olu^-,

and the new lO-gauge Lefever he has ordered will, in all proba-
bility, when he "geta its hang," enable him to roll up ev n better
scores than he has made heretofore.
A Lefover ' fever" seems to he breaking out among the boys,

and some of them talk of discarding guns of standard ma'ces an I

ordering that "brand." Harry Chestnut's gun Is responsible for
this state of affairs. It hangs nicely, is a good shooter, and has
enoughcaHt-off to enable a man with a decent breadth of shoulder
to find the center of the rib without straining the cords of the

I have the scores made at the last shoot, but In deferen"e to the
wishes of some of the club members will not forward them.
The final shoot of the season will be on Thanksgiving Day,

Nov. 10. L.I. Flower.

Shooting' at Ridgewood Park.
Thk bitter cold gale of Saturday last did not prevent the mem-

bers of the Ridgewood Gun Club from holding their proposed
team shoot at C, Deckelmann's Ridgewood Park. John Sehlif-
mann and L. C. Gehrine' captained their respective teams of seven
men, who each shot at 10 birds, 25yds. rise, modified Long Island
rules. John Schliemann with his straight .'oore of ten was tbe
means of his team winning by the score of 40 to 36. The losing
side had to pay for wine suppers for the teams and guests hs well
as for the birds. Tbe hot supper was very welcome after such a
cold blustering afternoon's outine. A return match will probably
be arranged during the month. The score:

Schliemann's Tpam. Gehring's Team.
J Schliemann . .1121213112—10 L Gehring 0002020201- 4
P J Eppig 1210:211021— 8 P Ibert 1221200212- 8

J Schneider. . . . 0020012020- 4 J Welz 0012012122— 7

I Martin 0002002000- 3 G Dutch 0i00320020- 4

C Deckelman . . .0100020010- 3 C Kudel 1032000312- 6

G Kramer 1122202020— 7 C Wagner 0020020200— 3
C Laeger 1120020220- 6-40 H Waegells.... 0200132000- 4-3(j
Referee, Conrad Laeger. Scorer. F. J. Martin.

Ephrata Gun Club.

Ephrata. Pa., Oct. 31.—The members of the Ephrafa Gun Club
held a special meeting last Saturday afternoon and engaged In
target shooting, each shooter getting 50 birds in two mf tche' of
2.'i birds each. Tbe following are the besr scores made, five v-
Btone traps being used: W- L. Rixler 17. S. E. Sba^p 17. C. W.
Gier 17. W. D. Winters 16, J. M. Krcuse 18, Geo. A. Heilig 11. R.
W. Bicklev 9, A. Heiupman 7, E. AlrichlS, Dr. Reamsnyder 13.

The Ephrata Gun Club enrolls a mprrhfrship of 12.5, among
whif.h are some fair shooters. Samuel L. Shabp, Seo'y.
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> .. Chicago Traps.

Chicago. HI., OcCsa.—Eneigetic and well conducted Garfield
Club of Chicago issues a neat card showing the record and per-

centage o£ each shontpr for the pist year. As example for otner
clubs this is given entire as PuhmU-ter! by Rpcretary Brown.

- GAEFIELD CLUB PEHCENTAGES.
Class A •

Shot At. Broken. Percfnfage.
.Tames P. O'Brien 210 185 Slijo

Thomas O'Neil ,180 151 Sf io

H. B. Teffc 260 210 803,o

C. P. Richards 320 248 M^o
Edw. Bteck 340 a69 7y',o

Thomas P. Hicks m 309 77^,0

F. B. Coppersnoll 4 '0 315 74^^,

Charles Antoine

80

50 .f io

Charles Griibbs 120 88 TS^io

J. H. Bobbins

80

58 73^o
J. W. Meek 160 116 72°, o

M.L. Bowers 300 312 70', „

Silas Palmer 280 190 erf,^

George Lauterbach 340 220 «4'',o

M.R. Bortree ...380 148 se^o
Class B,

Samuel Young 260 183 W:„
G. H.Brown 360 243 ej-.o

E. M.Ackerman 3i0 143 66

F. R. Campbell 280 180 64M
F. E. Pilz

340

217 688ic

William Northcott 260 157

F. S. Baiird 300 179 5fio
G. S.Norfolk 100 57 57

.Tobn Nort.hcott 340 191 5fi^„

William Palmer 800 166 55J^
S. M.Meek ..100 41 41

William Sparks

60

24 40
Class 0.

A. C. Paterson

220

136 61b,o

D. S.Stevenson 140 64 45'io
ACruver 180 81 45

P.A.Hodaon ....3m0 133 44i^^

A. V. Drake 300 121 4ii^

Thomas Meek bO 30 37^„
Unclassified.

W. R. Fleming

60

38 63^
O.Johnson

80

30 27^0
N, Burkfland

40

14 35

Oharlps Eseman

20

7 35

T. A. Snow

60

20 33i^

A. Peters

20

5 25
P. A. Schriver
Townsend Smith ..

Thomas Pond . . ... .....

James MoElligott ...

B. B. Jones ...

E. Hough ...

B W. Goodsell . .

William Green

..

..

N.Rowe ... .....

Charles Ball , ...

F. W, Lirab

.-

... ... .

F^L. Srevenson
, . . ... —

.

James P O'Brien wine Class Ame^'al; SamuelYming Wins Olaas
B medal; A. C Paterson wins Class C mednl

Geokge BROwsr, Secretary.

Live Birds in the Delaware Talley,
MEOTiOsra live bird shoot to a Jerseyman and be will forego

his dinner for the sake of taking part. Incidentally a, few Jersey-
men got wind of the fact that Pome live birds were to be trapped
on Oct. 26-27 at Roxbury, a small village in the Pictnrpsque Dela-
ware Valley, and as a con8fqu<»nce when the initial e^ent was
called there were on hand such jolly Jerseym^n as "BilU'' Apgar,
the whole-«ouled bonifaca of J<>enchtown: Mablon Fox, "the
shooting blacksmith," and Ed Updegrove, formerly president of
the now defunct Mercer Gun Club, boch of Trenton; Miller Mow-

whicb were in great demand after "Jim" had shot himself into
first place in several consecutive sweeps. Among the shooters
were also noticed Gporge Givens and ' Mack" of Easton, Pa. The
weather was favorable on both days and the birds a fair lot, very
few of thembavinK to be flnsbed.
The onlv incident of note was the sliooting of a boy by one of

those parasites popularly known as a "bushwhacker." The
charge struck the bov in the face, but fortunately escaped his
eyes. It Is about time that this outside shooting i.s stopped, and
moastircs to stop it KhiuUd be taken by tournament managers.
Below are the seoro" iu detail of the various events. On the

first day Nos. 1, ii and S were at 4 birds each, g3 entry; No. 4 at 8
birds, $8 entry, and No. 5 at 3 birds, $'2 entry. All the shooting
was tmder Ilurllugham rules;

No. 1. No. 8. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Smith 3121-4 2m-4 1111-4 12111121-8 111-3
Apgar..; 2211-4 2212-4 0212-3 11212111-8 211-3
Fox 1111-4 1113-4 2212- 4 01121112-7 221-3
••Miller" 1221-4 2212—4 1211—4 03211110-6 211—3
Givens 1112-4 2110-3 tdlO—3 2im221—8 112-3
"Mack" 1210-3 1112-4 0111-3 11U1130 -7 311-3
Updegrove 2120-3 1121—4 2021-3 00113311-6 201—2
Pierson 0330-3 1112-4 1312- 4 12201201-6 101-3
"Schenck" 2101-3 1021-3 11012001-5 213-3
Searle 1131-4 OiCO-1 290-1
Briak i.0220-3 0110-3 1112-4
Wells. 013-3

On the Second Day.
Nos. 1, 3, 3. 4, 7. 8, 9. 10. 11 and 13 were at 4 birds each, $3 entry;

Nos. 5 and 6, 5 birds. $5 entry. The results:
No. 1. Nn. 2. N". 1. No. 3.

Apgar 1031-3 SOU—3 Pierson 0101-2 0110-3
Fox 1112-4 1013—3 Brooks,..., 1020—3 ....
ITpdegrove.. 1320-3 1031—3
No. 8:

Clinton 1231—4 Rodenbaugh 0111—3
Mack 1012—3
No. 4:

Clinton 1013-3 Mack
Nn. 5.

. .10101-3
No. 6.

22111—5
01211-4

11211-5
im2-5
31301-t

Apgar _
Fox 11111-5
PiearsoD 00011—3
Givens 01313—4
Clinton 13131—5MOK lUOlU-2
Rosencrumb

No. 8. N". 9. No. 10. No. 11.
Apgar 1101-3 1131—4 2120-3 0123-3
Eox 1110-8 1311-4 1133-4 2211-4
Givens .2113—4 1111-4 0312—3 0311—3
CltutOQ 1101—3 1131—4 2201-^3 2111—4
Schenck 1210-3 1110-3 1101-3 1111—4MCK 1200-3 1110 - 3 1211-4 1102-8
Sehortter 0003—1
Meldon 1020—3
Brown 1320—3

.1311-4
No 7.

0203-3
1113-4

i22i-4
lUl-4
113U 3
llCtO-2
No. 13.

1111-4

1010-2
31C3-3
1310-3
2112-4

0122—3

The Waverly Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Waverly Gun Club was held

on Monday, Nov. v, at D^x^e" Park. O ilv sist members were
present to compete for the club's gold medal at^O bluerocks earh
aiiyds. rise. A stroug westerly wind was blowing, wnich consid-
erably bothered the shooters, heuce the small scores. C. M )hr-man was the winner with 5. The liv^< bird sweepstake was the
best of the day, darkness preventing the ties to be shot off. The
acares:
Shoot for club medal, 10 biuerocks:

MSchultZ lOlOOOnoOO- 3 G Rllerhorst OOOOOOOOOl-

1

L Grave OUlOOOluO- 4 O Hiilmer ..OOOHOUOO- 4G Helmstead OlOJOlOtOl- 4 OJVljhrman 101x001010- 5Live bird sweepstake, 5 ntrds:M Schultz 21020-5 G Ellerhorst.' Oo022-3

^l&ad;v.v.v.;::::fiflrf ^ • ^^23-5

^&rBL\-:::::.\;v\:::;:.S4
'^''^-^ onooo-3 omoi-l

t^Heimstead oooooo-t:i oooiii-3 obibco-1 ioonoo-i0^ill™an.... 010100-2 100010-3 001011-3 OUOll-iCMohrman , inoUO—3 ocorim—i mntiT
"

Referee and Etjoi-erC. A. Deilir,
'—"^'^ WM}i-i 000111-,

Charter Oak Tournament.
ChAeteb oak, la., Oct. 25.—The first annual tournament of the

Charter Oak Gun Club commenced Monday moraine with a fair
attendance. Bluerock targets were used, and the live birds were
shot from 5 ground traps. They were a good lot anni kept the
shooters guessing to make a straierht score. Monday evening the
gun flub gave the visiting sportsmen a banquet and a pleasant
evening was en.ioyed by all present. To-nighc the most of the
shooters go to Omaha to attenfl a three-days' tournament.
Every one was hiehly pleaded with the Charter Oik tournament,

and when the second annual tournament comes off the boys will
all be on hand. Among the shooters in attendauce were Parma-
lee, Read, Smitb and Nason, Omaha, Neb : MoWilliams, ArfT,
Abbott aid Saul, Charter Oak; Elliott, Kansas City; Abischere,
Camnhell. Meares and Baer, Dennison, la.; Ackerman, of Staun-
ton. Neb.; H. J. and E. D. Trotter, of Kingsley, and Budd, of Des
Moines.

First Dwy.
Summary of the target events is as follows:

1 S U 5 7 9 1 3 U 5 1 9
Abbott 12 17 8 16 11 17 ED Trotter.... 15 18 13 17 13 23
Parmalee 14 20 12 20 17 25 H J Trotter .... 13 16 13 15 8 18

Nason 13 14 9 14 9 10 Saul 9 .. 6 14 9 ..

Elliott 13 17 13 19 16 24 Ackerman 19 .. 19 17 24

ArfiE 13 17 11 18 12 20 MeWilliams, 15 .. ..11 14

Budd 14 ir 10 19 15 33 Smith 18 .. 17 .. 19

Read 10 16 8 16 14 31
No. 2, 8 live birds, entry So.

Budd M121 211-8 Parmelee 11012211—7
Elliott 12113111-8 Read 11311300-7
Abbott 01301112-6 Arff 11122131-8
Nason 11221121—8 B D Trotter 013112U—

7

McWiil'ams 030010"0-3 Siul i2011203-7
H.' Trotter 1120010O-4 Boer 11211201-7
No. 6, 10 live birds, p try $1. fflO added.

AckTraan 1210312113- 9 Arff 1020210301— 6
McWilliams 1000022201- 5 Elliott... ....1112213112-10
R.>ad 1113311110- 9 Nason 1022102211- 8

Baer: 1221122010- 8 E D Trotter 0011122133- 8
Smith 0121131113— 9 Parmelee 1112311221-10
Abhott 1112231121-10 Weaver 0022011100- 5

Budd 1212112112-10 H J Trotter 1111201132- 9

No, 8,8 live birds, ent
Budd 111112:1-8
Saul 31103111-7
Rend 1111' 120-6
Arff 11131121-8
Weaves 100220<tl-4
Baer 11211221-8
McWilliams 01010233-5

Na-on 1120l-'21-7
Parmelee 11121012—7
Smith 01220121-6
E D Trotter 11230121-8
Elliott 11111220-7
Abbott 10221103-6
H J Trotter 112311 10-7
Ackerm-n 11012110-6
Extra No. 1, 5 live birds, entrance $4:

Nason 0>120-2 H J Trotter 00001—1
Elliott 11221-5 Budd 10-^01-3

Parmalee 11113-5 Arff 12211-6
Read 11111-5 E D Trotter ,12320-4
Extra No. 2, 7 live birds entrance $5:

Abbott 0102210—4 Arff , 1123032-0
Baer 1321212 -7 Budd 1121311-r
Meaves-.. 1231121—7
Dane ..1222112-7
Parmalee , 1111330-6
McWilliams 0002130-3

The Second Day.

To-day's tarsret events:
10 11 12 IS ll> 16 IS Ex

Budd 9 13 19 13 10 13 19 ..

Parmalee..lO 14 20 14 9 14 18 ..

Read , 8 10 16 17 5 11 13 ..

Elliott 8 13 17 14 9 11 19 ..

M'WiUl'ms 5 ,. 7 ... 1311
Abischere.. 1 6 .

Arfr 4 12 17 14 8 13 17 .

.

Ackerman.lO 8 . . 14 8 15 17 .

.

Campbell. 5 6 .. 10 7 7 19 5
SmitD 9 11 .. .. 9 13 .. ..

No. 15. 10 live birds, entrv $7;
Parmelee 0011121120— 7

Read 1112100-6
E D Trotter 1122132-7
Ackerman .1211220—6

10 11 12 1$ lU 16 18 Ex
E Trotter.. 8 12 15 15 9 15 19
HTrotter.. 8 9 15 10 7 11 . . .-

Young 4
Saul........ 5 .. 13 15
Abbott 7 8 13 13 9 9 15 ..

9 0 Meaves... .. .. 10 10 10 13 .. 6
Nason 18
Baer .. 7
Duncan ........ 5
Dixon 6

Baer 1123111211-10
Ackerman 1122101100- 7 Elliott 1112211110— 9
Budd 1103201113— 8 Smith 1120121112— 9
Rend 1101212110- 8 H J Tratter 1112210011— 8
McWilliams 1201001022- 6 Abbott 0112123112— 9
Arff 1330100110- 6

No. 17, 15 live birds, nntry $15, $25 added:
Arff.... 112112013110113-13 Elliott 110331110222121—13

R^ad 01010121 1 12111 0- 11
Bae r 102201020110311—10
Abbott 1201110201002e2-10

Parmelee 111110121312111-14
Ackerman . ...112120111120121-13
Budd 111381101311211-14
H .1 Trotter. . ..111201113121020—12
"Extra No. .5, 10 live birds, $5 entrance:
Budd - 1202121011— 8 H J Trotter 1111102200- 7
Saul ....0131212121—9 Abbott 1100313100-0
Read 2010121210- 7 Arff 3011002121- 7
Parmelee 3113132212-10 Elliott 3111313210- fl

Ackerman 0201011113- 7 McWilliams 0111331010- 7
Hersam 02011S0021— 6 Baer 3120201131- 8
Extra No. 4, miss and out, S3 entrance:

Arff 0 HJTuttle 133120
Read 1321110 E D Trotter 0
Parmelee 11312120 Smith 12ai0
Young 0 Saul 1320
Ackerman 1311210 Elliott ..12211123
Baer 120 Abbott 123120
Budd 1311130
Extra No. 3, 10 live bird'. $5 entrance:

Arff ... 1003012311- 7 Smith 0102201103-6
Parmelee 1111102211— 9 Budd 1102012210— 7
H J Trotter. 1221312123-10 E D Trotter 1120022111— 8
Read 1111213111—10 Elliott 1021122120- 8
Ackerman 102 '131031— 8 Abisoher 1302012020— 6
McWilliams 1031i01113- 8 Abbott 0201032111- 7
Baer 1131320133- 9

0. W. Budd.

Big Matches at Harrisburg.
Harrisbuhg, Pa., Oct. 26.-Ti e shoo'^ers of this section are

once more beginning to show signs of life, and matches galore
are being talBed up. The openiuK contest of the season took
place yesterday ou the (grounds of the Harrishuvg Shooting As-
sociation, when C. E. H. Brelsford and John S. Ouatin tried con-
clusions at 100 targets each tor a stake of ftlOO a side. J. H.
Wordeawas referee and H. B. Shoop scorer. The time of the
match was 47 minutes, and here is th« score:
Brelsford 1111101111111110111111101—23

1011111111111111111111111-34
1111110111101111111110111-32
1011110111111111100111011—20-88

DuBtin ..^.IIOII 10011111111111110110—20
1111110111011111111111111-23
IIUIIIIIIOIUOOIIOIO - 100—18

^ ,
1111011111111111111101111-23—84

This afternoon J. H. Worden and J. S. Dustin had a go at 80
live birds each. gOvds. rise, for SlOO a side. H. B. Shoop was
releree, Philip Swob scorer, and George Fleming trap puller. The
time of the match was Ih. 47m. The wind was blowing a gale
from score to traps, and the birds were an excellent ot flyers. The
scores:
Dustin 12221111111121231311—20

3 1101312121222111112-19
211111122012:21213211-19

, 2iiinniiuooiii3?3o--iti-r4
Worden 1122101121 1 133311 123-19

n?oll3122111111'o21-18
21I12IIOII22I0IIHI0-17
212121220203221331ol-18-74

Traps at Watson's Park.
BUHNSTDE. Ill,, Nov. 4.-Scores made here to-day by the Ghioaeo

Shooting Club for cub medal aud smiU sweep added, 20 live
pigeons eech under new Illinois Staie rults:
W'dsw'thl33220203!023l20203w. Kleinma5ni2212323l21U311011—18
Atwater..2020102100033112l03w. Watson.

. .021122OO2l0O10O201w
Helkes . . ,.33301113 1 ,1 1210 101022- 1 6 Thomas . . .200332303;202333313231-18
Anson. . . . 1110001201030 02J12vv. Cai rcros?.0U10120l033U112201—15
Muasey...2320i32l002310232100-14 B Bock.. 101133201010 v
Dicks 10000000ni00l3l2021 w. *Pattersonl001013millw
Art ams....0000212^0000201333 iv.

^i^i-ixw.

* Guests.
Kleinman won the m'jdal and first money, also the tie brought

from the last shoot, lieikes and Thomas div. Becond, Oairncross
third.
Birds good and -briak, F.^. ^T^^ld blowing acrosa the traps from

the lelt, RAVBKRiGO.

The Great Shoot at Milwaukee.
MiLWAiTKEE, Nov. W.—EdUoT FoTest- and Stream: Richard Mer-

rill. E. P. Toomas and A. H. Ct,apmnn aie bard at work prepar-
ing for their live bird and artificial target tournament which is to
take place in this city Nov. 33, 24, 35 nnd 26. and Judging from the
amount of local interest 'hat is beirg manifpstt-d and the letters
of inqui'y they are receiving from all sectiors. It is eoing to be
ODe of the m'>8t successful meetings ever held in the West
The tournament Is open to the world; no one handicapped or

barred.
With the l«rge number of entries in proFpect and the $500

added by the managers, the purges in the live bird events ought to
range from $100 to 8500 each. An extra lot of birds have been
procured. They will be shot out of King traps.
Inanimate taigeta will be shot from traps on one side of the

dub house where it will not interfere with the live bird matches.
U. S. tarsrets and Best's trap pull will be used.
Tbls tournament opens the trap-shooting spason in this city,

and from then on the clubs in general will hold their regular
weekly shoots. There n re several matches with outride flubs in
prospect. The Milwaukee Field and Trap Assoc ntion expect to
soon try conclusions with clubs at Waukesha, Whitewater and
Janesv'lle, as well as settl*' matters bi-tween themselves and the
genial Fort Dearborn Gun Club, of Ciiicaeo, who defeated our
boys in 1 ne match and received » similar compl'ment in return.
We are all locking forwsrd with pleasure to the day the cham-
pionship will be determined. No doubt both clubs are confident
of winning. The result will be very interestine-

J. P. CABJnCHAEL.

Shooting at Dex'er Park.
A very plensant sweepstake and naa'ch shoot had been arranged

to be shot off at Dexter Park last Saturday hv Alec Bhnn and a
party of friends, but on arriving at the grounds they found a stiff
northwest gal- blowing, so the majiriry of thp party back-duut
aud let Blinn shoot out his birHa. and to thp suprise of all present
succeeded in killing 43 out of 45, when he had to piv-^ up from the
cold-he had backed himself to kill 40 out of 50. Mr. Rlina is an
old member of the Lake RrnkonkomaGun(Jlub, and he waselnted
at the fine score made under such adverse weather. His seven-
teenth bird fell dead out of bounds, and his fortieth was a fast
right quartering drivr. The smrp;
Alf X Blmn 221111211311313101131313111111111111113101331-43
A. Rire 20120 — 3
E. Rankin, E, Blinn, M. Euler withdrew.

The Crescent Gun Club.
Thekb wa.« a A^ery small attetidance at th° regular monthly

ei^ooi of theCreacentGun Club at Dexter Park, L, I .on Thursday,
Nov. 3. Only five member* competed for the best av, ragps f^f the
season, for a Parker hammerless gun and other anmril prizes,
also first and second extra clnh prizes for the shoot-. J. Vngos and
Walter Gilman tied for the first prize wUh seven • ach and the tie
was shot off in the following swetps'abe. C. Hubbeii took the
second prize with a score of six. In the sweepstake sttoois the
ties douiiled up and the final result, was W, Gilman took flrst and
J. Siegmund second. The scores:

J Vagts 1119111—7
P Jones ..S112001-5
B H Morry 020j202—3W Gilman 1111111—7
J Siegmund... .

Is'.

21231 - 5
31. 31. Ties.

11011-4 011-3 10
11123-5 l'J!l10-4 021-3 1310
11110-4 00133-3 311-3 1130
23100-3 00121-3 113-3 0
01211-4 12111— 110-3 1133
31011-4 10101-3 313-3 213,3

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
The Atlantics had a flue day's sport at the West End grounds,

Coney Island on Thursday, Ocf. 27. The principal competi'i"n was
for the Newion diamond bodge and extra added prizes. Nineteen
entered each to shoot at 10 birds, club handicap. C. Motiseea, C.
Furgueser, Jr., aud C. E. Morris hud each won the trophy three
times, which made shoot interesting. The two first -named again
tied with W. F. Sykes on straierht scores of fen. but on the shoot-
ofl' D M-- usees added another win to his list by killing 5 more
stralghr. The scores:
R J Sutherland. ..Iol3202212— 8 C Fuguersen 1131231311—10
J B Vorshea 1111211210— 9 G Roderick 1112110120— 8
B H Garrison 0000203220— 4 G Nostrand 1100012102— 6
C E Morris 2111210210- 8 T Buckley 0202012111— 7
R Newton 0123110010— 6 J Daoley 000^121010— 5H Kromka 0112010120— 6 D Monsees 1212133211—10
C M Meyer 9 G Kleist 6WP Skyes 10 JJamieaon.. 4
C A Sykes 8 D Deacon 8
C Mohrman 6
Sweepstake shoot, miss and oul, $2 entry, SOvds. rise: K. Garri-

son 22223222, O. Furguerson. Jr. 13233210, C, M. Mover 10, C. E. Mor-
ris.

Glenmore Bod and Gun Club.
Sevjsnteen members of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club com-

peted at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Oct. 37, for the Glaus
diamond badge. There waa several ties or 7 straight lor the
trophv. which was again win by R. Phister, Jr., the winner of
the Eppie; badge of last season. Most of the memb'^rs were some-
what aepressed at the abs'-iice ot Ex-President Peter Sutter, who
was very sick with pneumonia, aud his death resulted the nest
dav. The scores:
B P^' ister, Jr 1112111- 7 W Vorbach 1011221—6W Levens 1101223—6 J \ Still 220^10 -5
J Scblieman 1111110-6 O M3G,3e Ol liOi -5
n Englebrecht 2333211-7 W L'nningtou OitaUlO-

4

ME Hayden.... 1331322-7 FMdier 11 0.'ll-6
TTEdgarton 210UI0—5 AUuBray 100-123 5
J Young 3212010 5 P J Eppig luOllOl-5W Hartye 3111101-6 C W Vincent 3201121-5
PReed, Jr 1121211-7
Sweepstake shoot at 5 birds. 257d«., V2: 0. Englebrecht 3 J.

Young 3, J. Schlieman 5, P. J. Eppig 5, M. E. Hayden 3, 0. Vin-
cent 5.

Sweepstake Shoot.
A GOOD sweepstake shoot wns held at C. Deckelmau's Bldge-

wood Park on Saturday, Oct. 29. The conditions were each man
to shoot at 35 live birds, 35vds. rise, modified L ine I^land rutte,
gun below the elbow until bird was on the wing, it^e loser to pay
for a champagne dinner and the next lowi-sc the birds. The
scores;
P J Eppig 1200110010010201031202113-15
J S"hne der 2110011101021102001201301—15
J Welz 31101010102111201 lfU12i)121-17
0 Deckelmau 0001310< il 100010001000211?—11
1 Martin •. .. 2i'0l30112Ol201-'U00iilllll2—14
F Ibert 2122012010310212121121202-19
J Simpson 2202020102011212313122300-18
Sweepstake, 5 birds, same conditions;

J Simpson 13131—5 P J EppiK. , 12030 3
F Ibert . . . 10011-3 01011-3

Saratoga Cun Club.
Sahaioga Spbings, N. Y., Nov. 1.—The Saratoga Gut. Club

tak^s pleasure in announci^^g its first live-bird tournament.whlch
will tie held on its grounds Tueadny, Nov. 15 next. It this tourna-
ment proves a success in i's attendance. It will be th precursor
of a series ot pigeon shooting marc he'^, given each fall and < on-
ducted upon the same liberal scale of ciir Inanimate target tour-
naments.
Twelve hundred of the best birds procurable have been secured,

all strong flyerF, and such as will give first-cla? s sp^rt. We do
not expect +he shoot to prov^ p-oflcable. as ' h= b'^ds are charged
for at as near their actual coat as possible, viz.. 35 cent.'< for birds
and we keep those killed, or 30 cents each ami the shooter to keep
them. W, H. Gibbs, Secretary.

The First German Gun Club of New York
Held a club shoot at Dexter Park on Tuesday, Oct. 25. Ooly teu
members were present to compete for a club medal at eight live
birds each, twenty-five yards ri.se. C, Dielz was the winner with
sn-aigit score of seven. Scores:
G Rt-stedt OOOilOll—4 G Grau ..10110111—6
A Goetz JOllOOll-5 A S'olzenberger, 3UtO011-5
F Sobell ....moCllU-5 o Pfaff T. OlUlOU-fl
J Sphwaaok... ,

.....00101211—6 P Warmamaolier.. . 10101110-6
A Ke«90h. lOllom-e C Diets. = ,11110111—?
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The Utah Championship.
Ogdbn. Utah. Oct. 31.—Tlie lourth contest for the champion-

ship of Utah took place in this city yesterday aud was won hy
Dermody, the present holder of the badge, Couditionp, 40 single

blnerocke, 5 unknown traps and 10 pai's. Sco'e:

Blgelow.... .....llllOllOlllOIoniniiniOOimonillOlll-33
11 11 11 11 01 11 11 10 11 01-17-49

Dermody 1111101101111101111111111111111111111111-37^ 01 00 11 11 11 01 01 11 11 11-18-53
Ogdenhb.

An Expression from Virginia.

Lynch, A''a.—In a recent issue of your journal I noticed your
comments on the slim attenrlance at our shoeing tournametits

ard think you arrive at a wrong conclusion. I think the trouble

is that as shoots are now conducted they are most all in the inter-

est of clubs giving them. Nearly all are run as a money-making
scheme for the managers, and as the shooteis are on such a plan«

of eoualitv that when they have paid the small entrance and
taken out three cents for each target there is but little chance for

a shooter to get back mnchmore than hii entrance, and a=i this

is becoming known, the shooteis who would travel to thes^ shoots

were there a ohaoceto win, stav awav. This, and a failure of

managers to stick to their published prosrrammes have about
killed tareet shooting. You seldom see men at these shoots

except local shots, unless ther« is good added money, as guaran-

teed money is no longer a drawing card since the ridiculous

action of the manager of the Manufacturprs' and Dealers' inter-

state shoots in cutting down guaranteed purees, and last but not

least, changing their last shoot into a sweep to save the guarantee,

and I must say I doubt if the paUry saviner to the association met
their approval when it made their association the laughing stock

of the shooters of the world, as there was an implied contract be-

tween each shooter attending thotr shoots that th^y would tie

run under the published programme, and it was a hreefh or faith

for the management to change the samp, nnd had these shoots

been run otherwise no doubt they would have been a success, as

they opened up well at Baltimore and had a gond entry at St un-
tor, where the cloven hoof first appeared, and friends were pro-

tected and euarantees cut down, from which time a repetition or

the same, till to-dav a corporal's guard cannot be mustered to

their shoots. But let us hope their nowise course will be the

means of showing others the folly of trying to hoodwink the

shooters, and evolve a system that will draw hundreds to their

tournaments. I would suggest as a trial that known angle shoot-

ing he abolished, as it is too much like ch1ld'^ play to see men
standing at the srore with butt of gun to their shoulders, with
muzzle pointed nearly at the place of the apes of the target s

flight, when they will orly need to swine said guns a few
inchps, as the targets pa«s the line of flight, and pull to in-

sure a break, but instead give us aU unknown «nerle shooting and
divide fhoote's upon a more equable base; that is, let all who can
break 85 per cent, shoot from five unknown trans, unknown an-
gles, and all who can break 75 per cent, shoot, unkown angles from
known trpps. Let unknown trap shooters shoot from a score in

front of No. 3 trap and shoot in sauads of fiVROrsix when they
ran shoot fullv as fast as by the Keystone svstem. as the indicator

has to be used, which gives ample tim'^ for next shooter to step

up to score. Then let all tips be shot oflE at their respective handi-

cap at another set of traps if management so wish, and fully as

many targets can be used as under the present svstem of rapid

fire, and the man who has the nerve to stay and win one purse is

solid for the day. while should he wm twice or more a day he

could leave the tournament a bloated bondholder instead of as

now, win a piece of every event and be forced to foot it home un-

less with more than average forethought ne provided h^merelf

With a round-trip ticket. W. T. MiTCHEi.t,.

l^p" Mo Notice Taken of Anonymona Oorreapondenta.

V. S. Greenpoint. N. Y.-The State law on "high-bolders" ap-

plies to Long Island; they are among the "wild birds" which are

protected at all seasons.

A. B., Cain's P. O., Lancaster Co., Pa.— Please inform me what
is the best treatment for the distemper in dogs. Ans. Ke"p the

dog indoors in a warm place-nurse well; give one grain of aui-

nfne three times a daj\

J. W. G. D.,, Club Housfl, Blooming Grove Park, Pa.—The de-

scription of hi'd N \ 1 answers verv well to the Enerlish or jack-

snine (Gamnago celata). Bird No. 3 was the ruddy duck (Emma-
tura rubida), a bird notorious for having b6 different English

names. See Trumbull's "Names and Portraits of Birds

W R P.—Please let me know if the true golden-bellied, small-

mouth bass ever weighs 5lhs. All those we catcii which weigh

over 31bs. have yellowish bellies and some arp golden. Mv largest

weighed 4'4lb8., 31in. long, and was as yellow as a perch. Ans.

The small-mouta black bass sometimes exceeds 9ibs. in weight,

Mr. A. N. Cheney has recorded one in these columns that weighed

more than 91bs.

G.M., Boston, Mass.-I have a setter bitch, and when I came
home to-night I noticed a large lump about the size of an egg up
near her shoulder ^ust at the bend of the leg. It is soft and puffy;

don't seem to hurt any. What shall I do with itr I was going

to lance it. Ans. Lance it and keep open for a few days; it will

then gradual ly disppear.

A. N. K. Harrisburg, Pa.—Will you please tell me what to give

a young pointer puppy to cure him of fits when taking him out m
the field. He does not get them often; only sometimes. The
puppy is six months old. Ans. Treat for worms and thenjtnve fol-

lowing mixture: Donovan's solution ldr.,water 4oz. JMix. Give one
teaspoonful twice a day.

Dr J. F. D., Wadsworth, O.—Expecting to go South this v/inter

I wish to ask how we might, he able to capture a porpoise, dead or

alive. What are the methods u^ed to capture those animals

f

Ana. The harbor porpoise is probably the kind you will seek m
the South, although not the only one that enters the brackish

water of river miuths. The Maine Indians shoot the porpoise;

fishermen along the coast otch thom in fish traps and in gill nets

and seines made for the purpose. Still others capture them from
boats and vessels by means of the harpoon. Bv addressing the

U S. Commissioner of Fisheries, Wasnington. D. C, you may
obtain a monograph of the porpoise family containing descrip-

tions of the species and accounts of the fishery. lu Florida you

may be able to pen a school of porpoises in one of the small creeks

which they ascend to feed upon fish, and use a rifl? to kill one or

a strong seine to capture a living specimen. It ,1? «aid that drum
are som»timp8 driven ashore and killed by them and tcssed

a-'hore. There is sport in store for you if you will fhase the por-

poise.

W H. RxFWAKT, New York.—The German ring target is num-
berfd Irom 25 down to 1, the rings heme U'n. ap-rt. The bullseye

isl3in.in diameter, counting from 25 down to 18. mclu=ive. ihe
measurements of the standard American (200 yds.) target are as
follows, the entire target being 4X6ft.;

DIAMETER OF CIROLES.
10 circle, 3.36 inches.

5.54
8.

11.

14.80
10,68
26.

84 23
44 96

VBuUseye.

WIDTH OS RINGS.

9, 1.09 inches,
8, 1.23 "

7, 1.50
"

6. 1 90
5 3.44

*'

4. 8.16 "

3, 4.11

2, 5.37
"

1 Balance of target, 4x6ft.

The 8, 9, and 10 comprise the Creedmoor bullseye; 4, 5, 6, and
the center, counting 4,

Praise at Parting.

A Virginia subscriber and contributor of long standing writes:
"I am in receipt of vour card notifying me that my subscription
will expire on the 15th inst. I write to say that I wish the paper
discontinued after that date. I am getting too old to indulge in
field sports. I take leave of the paper with regret, as I have
derived much pleasure and profit from the perusal of its pages,
and I take this occasion to express my appreciation of the
uniform courtesv and kindnoss I have received at your hands,
and to wish for the paper a long and prosperous career.

The Dog's Fatal Trick,

A Rather reckless Biddeford man, with no respect for

law or gospel, is said to have devised a scheme for catcMng
trout by the wholesale, which did not work as well as he
thought it would. He thought that a bomb exploded in
the brook would bring all the fish in it to the surface so

that he would only have to pick them up. He provided
himself with a bomb powerful enough to blast a schooner
out of water and went to a local brook in which there were
said to be lots of trout. He fixed the fuse, ignited it and
threw the bomb into the brook. As he did so, his dog
jumped in after it, seized it in his mouth, got back to shore
atid started after his master who was legging it across the
field as fast as he could in the realization of his daneer.
The man had the good luck to get over a fence, which,
bothered the dog, and a moment later, hearing an explosion,
he looked around to see Lis dog going skyward,—-Lewistori
.Journal.

SAVE YOUR TEOPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives direotinns for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, .and all kinds of work
In Taxidermy.

WARD'S HATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS,

LAKES GEORGE AN9 CHAMPIAIN,

SARATOGA, ETC.

llluetraled guide to the Nuitherii resorts is-

sued bv the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will
be mailed on receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BUEDIOE,
General Passenger Agen t.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Ves^y Street, New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1892. Boards, 288 pages. Price, $1.00,

THE AUTHOR' t* INTBtODXICTIOI* EXI»I,AIP«SJ

This treatise is written for that numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

shooting but have neither the time n or the means to make the sport a life's study. Published

at a popular price, it will, it is hoped, reach many who have hitherto been deterred from

shooting believing it to be an expensive recreation. The author's aim is to mduce all who
can to participate in a manly sport, and to advance the interests of those who can look to the

gun for pleasure, health or occupation. The book is not written for experts, nor for those

who have special opportunities for the acquisition of the art of shooting; and in order to

make it as attractive as possible to the general reader, many matters which would interest

the enthusiastic shot only have been omitted.

Sent postpaid by

PORES r AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

New Edition of SmallYachts.
Now Keady : Small Yaclits, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunbardt. A new editio' , enlarged
and extended to 410 pages of text and illustrations,
and St full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl3Kiii.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet certaia as to what he wants.—iV. Y. Herald.

TRY THE WINNER IN THE NITEO TRIALS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
' In ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIRES, I need not tell you where he lives, order some of our WalSPOde Specials if you are

going to a pigeon match, or for target and game send for Walsrode in U. M. C. Smokeless. Our ammunition is extremely quick and hits hard. Shoot them

against your favorite powder. All Ave ask is a trial. Tests of our powder show a high velocity, low and even gas pressure, slight recoil, no dirt and least

smoke of all Nitros. Several Governments have adopted our powder. All our ammunition is powder loaded at our Magazines. The loads are guaranteed

correct and are safer than, any other Nitro.
Shotted with Chilled Shot

13-Ga. U. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hmidped«
Walspode Specials Gastight 3.00

S3»25
3.75

O. HESSE, Sole Agent IT. S. America.
MagraMnes and Oflie®, Bed Bank, N. J.
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Loaded Sliells.

Hunting' Clothing',
JAMES C. MERWIJ* & CO.,

1190 Fulton Street, near Bedford Avenue,
Send for Catalogue. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Established 1853.

Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fire Arms, Revolvers, Rifles, Etc
Our workshops are the most complete to be found.

Guns restocked, barrels bored and rebrowned. dents re
moved, stocks bent; all kinds of gim work and altera-
tions perfected- Send for Catalogue.

6 i Elm Street, Boston, Mass.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
Bead for 96page Catalogue of Sightsand Rifles.

ADDBESS
im LYMAN, MIDDLEFIELD. CONN.

WHERE TO FIND
GOOD
QUAIL SHOOTING.
There is probably no place in North Carolina

where better quail shooting can be had than at
Mt. Airy, 70 miles from Grreensboro via Cape
Fear & Yadkin A^alles' R. R.. or where as good
accommodations can bo found for ihe huntsman
and his family as at Keiitro Inn.
Reufro Inn is a modern, new hotel, located

amid beautiful scenery and in a mrsl healthful
climate. The hotel is thoroughly equipped.

I have personally hunted in nearly every
county in N"orth Carolina, and for continuous
shooting early and late I know of no place equal
to this immediate section.
Having secured the exclusive privileate of the

best grounds for the guests of the Renti-o Inn, I
feel assured that all sportsmen who desire go^d
shooting and good hoiel accommodations will
find no better in the Sou^h.

I should be glad to correspond and give further
particulars.
Address W. A. BR.YAI«,

Renfio Inn, Mount Airy, N. C.

Of the Montouese House, Branford. Conn.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

EAGGED ISLAND CLUB.
Five membership shares of the Bagged Is-

land Club. This property consists of 32 islands
in Back Bay. Princess Anne County. Virginia.
It 18 three miles long by one and a half miles
broad. It has the finest wildfowl (especially
canvasback) shooting on the Atlantic coast. This
incomparable and matchless shooting resort
presents unequalled attraotioQs. President Ben
Harrison shot at the Ragged Island last season,
and .lomed the club as a regular member. Mem-
bership positively limited to thirty. To sports-men with unexceptionable reference, this is the
chance of P life tiroe. For full information ad-
dress ALEX. HUNTER, No. 803 G street, N.W ,

Washington, D. C.
'

HOTEL ZINZENDORF.-Open all the year,

-ixr •
Elevators, electric lights. Terms moderate.Wnte^ for ratfs. L. W. Scovillb. Manager.

Wmston-Saleni, N. C, U. S. A., in the very
heart of the richest portion of western North
Care lina, "the land of the sky." Average win-
ter climate 40° F. Very dry. Protected by Sau-
ratown Mountams from N. E. and \V. winds.
Jime quail shooting on the four railroads and
turnpikes leading out of towns. Twelve hours
to Washington, two routes, double dailies. HaKway between Florida and East or North West.

ImiAND AND SCOTLAND.
ResidentialEstates, Mixed Shootings, Pishings

Grouse Moors, Deer Forests and
Oountry Eesidences,

nnVno^w^'f ^il?*^,^*"'*'' published monthly, contain
SK^S'c?,2fi''^.*^^ ^."^^JP

*^e«old or let, and may be
^rJS.'^"*

gratis at their offices, or by sending 10 cents in

AUO^roN'p?.°Tf|=^|?l^^
LAND AGENTS Am

i8000 HUNTING AND
^S^HfYy.-n?*^^^S box, 700 acres on river, any

Turkey and Deer one-half mile fromdepot. For particulars Rddress
D. H. LYNCH,

, ^
Richmond

, Virginia.

Q HARES AND MEMBERSHIPS IN ALLTHE
shooting, fisbing and sporting clubsbought and sold on commission. We hsve at

present for sale shares in the be t duok.b'-artaril g Ofp >' ooMng clubs in the c.-iutitrv. TowNfs-& HOWARD, 928 Temple Court;NfY. Om,

THE PROTEAN TENT.

Pat'd U. S. and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact,
best ventilated. Never blows down. Never
leaks. Only one pole required. Illustrated cir-
cular and price list free on application.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Cvanstou, HI.

The Adirondacks.Map of the Adirondack 'Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

•egion ever published."—Jbresf and Stream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cents.

*\»J*''*' „i5»»ks

—

'^^f> Adirondacks, illustrated
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.
Lake Georse and Lake Champlain. 25 otg.

Advertisements under this head,
strictly limited to WANTS AND EX-
CHANOES, will be inserted at the spe-
cial rate of three cents a word each
insertion. The money must accom-
pany the order.

TWO ST. BERNARD ANn FIVE PUG
bitches, registered, in exchange for good

13 gauffe donblegun, trained pointer bitch, nafety
bicycle or offf rs. ALFRED SCALES, Lock Box
6.5, Salem, N. C.

Ij^NGLISH BEAGLES FOR SALE, ALL
J ages, both sexes, trained and untrained.

Will exchange for B. L. shotgun or offers. Ad-
dress with stamp BEEBE BROS., Montrose, Pa.

RABBIT DOGS, HOMING PIGEONS, PIT
game chickens. Second to none. Bargains.

Sell or trade. A. C. KRUEGER, Wrightsville,
York Co., Pa.

TO EXCHANGE.-BROOKLYN REAL ES-
tnte for cabin naphtha launch. Address

2510 Atlantic ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Irish Setters at Stud.

Imp. FINGLAS.
Lit< er brother to the field trial winner Coleraine.
Heretofore reserved, w-i 11 be ia the public stud
after Jan Ist, 1893, to a few approved bitches.

Fee $50.00.

Challenge Beau Brummel.
A thoroughly trained field dog and one of

Elcho, Jr.'s best sons.

Fee $25.00.

G-LENMORE KENNELS,
COFFEYNILLE, KAS.

Cliallenge Iri^h Setter

XXKTCXXXQXJXW
Imported. Has proved the most successfnl stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has shown 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale, winner Ist N. Y., 1st
Washington, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Prank L.. winners Ist and
2<\ at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire out of
Drize winni] g bitche", comprising the best blood
30th of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee, $25. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN

. SCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

Lord Melrose at Stud.
Fee )S50. Largest dog in the world.

E. H. niOORS, Melrose, Alass.

CLAREMONT PATSY.
The best Irish setter stud dog in America. In

the field his get are the equal in style and dash
of any breed living, while their beauty has placed
them right at the front on the bench. Address

P. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

TYNE.
Gath's Hope ex Daisy P.

He is a big, fine fellow, and a brother to Daisy
Hope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out like the rest of his ilk. Has
more Campbell blood than any setter in stud.

I^^ee, $35-oo.
John A Hijjs-TER,, Bloomington. Monroe Co.. Ind.

Stud ST. BERNARDS
Scottish Leader, S50; King Kegent, 840.

Puppies and bitches for sale. SWISS MOUN-
TAIN KENNKLS. Germantown. Pbila.. Pa.

I3Sr !STXJX>.
Ben Rutler (A.K.C.P.B. 20.657\ 2 yrs^ old, best son ofchampion Heaper and Princess of &eatherfleld Sureststock getter and sound and anest pupplS^recelved from
NTELS, 838 Vernon avenue, Long Island Olty.

AT STUD.

SCOTCH lERRIERS.
KILROY.

Born June 3, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 35,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." ©am "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 13
first prizes and 5 specials, and twice winner of
the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England, and
first and special Boston. 1893.

StntiL Fee $25.

KILGREE.
Born July 13, 1890. A-K.C.'^.B. 36,343,

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra."
Black briuflle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legw; splendid hard coat, and
without pxception on"- of the best Scotc'1 Terriers
living. Winner of 6 first prizes and 4 gpeoials, in-
cluding th'- 30 guin' a Champion Cup in England.

Stud Fee $25.

KILBAR.
Born June 3 1890 A.K.C.S.B. 33 573.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shiela."
Sandy brindle, good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; splendid hard cokt. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stua Fee $15.

EENEY BEOOES, West Medford, Mass.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'
COLLIES_AT STUD.

Christopher, - - $50.
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50.

30 per cent, off to members of CoUie Club.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Breda Bill, $20.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Addreps
CHESTNUT HILIi KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Champion Aristocrat,
(21,064)

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of forty prizes and specials.
Lord Courtenay, winner of 3d prize at the last
St. Bernard Club show; also Aristos, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters numbered 11 and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, t639 Third Ave., N. Y.
EDWAKD BOOTH, Manager.

HE&THERKENNELS.
Dandie Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KING O' Tllli HKATHlvR (Mustard).
AMFHIOIV (Pepper).

I^A-IRD O' THE HFAXHFir (Pepper).

The above dogs are winners of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandie puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards.

CHESAFFAKE BAY DUKE,
bred by Edward Lynch. Maxwell's Point, Md.

EDWARD BROOKS,
Hyde Park. Mass.

REFUGE II.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda
for the best stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Fee $40.00.

Champion
King>ston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOGiS FOR SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Southern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

ellin breeding always for sale. The blood of my
kennel is the bluest of the blue-

HERBERT S. BEVAN. Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East.

Our field trial and bench show winners

The Corsair and Rod's Whim
At Stud. Pee $35 and $3-5.

Young stock by these noted winners out of our
Couiit Noble ex GladstoEe es Sue bitches for sale.

NORTHAMPTON, MAS8.

5

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(20 881). The greatest collie living. Fee 8fi0.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Cbamp. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY.
(17,577). By Champ. Scotilla—Champ. Cora II.

Fee $35.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
Ist and special, N.Y.,'93.

Fee $35.

JERRI JARVIS,
(A. 15.347) litter brother
to Duke-Elcho. Fee SIO.

FRIDE OF PATSY (25,^4)

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(31,054). Winner 1st, Chicago, w York and

Pittsburgh. 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Pine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TEBRIEBS
IN STUD.

Starden's King $25
Brockenhurst Tyke J 5
Reckoner 16
Gbampion Baby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pnp sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

BLACK WONDER.
A.K C.S.B. 33,.5o7. Whelped Jnn. 30, 1890

King of black pointers, and was the king of all
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning Ihe Derby and All-Age Stake. He won two
firsts and one seconrl on bench. He is a dog that
knows bow to hunt and not afraid of briers. Tee~"

•-» .TOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomington, Monroe
Co., Indiana.

STUD nOUS:
Ohntnp. BLACK DUFFERIN Fee S3 ,

5

IjITTLE iiAD " 10
PUPPIES FOR SALE.

JOHN E. WESTON, UaiCA, N. Y.

ST. BERNARD
IN OUR KENNELS

IF OUR PRICES DON'T SUIT
YOU, NAME YOUR OWN.

THEY MUST AND SHALL BE SOLD.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

Melrose, Mass.

I Train Shooting Dogs Exclusively
BUT NOT M^ITGS.

I have located at Waverly, Clay Co , Miss., and
am prepared to train dogs for field use in my
usual thorough and reliable manner. Terms
reasonable address as above. W, W. TITUS.
N.B.—I also always try to keep a few well

trained dogs on hand, whose esperiencR on game
and thorough training make them bargains, and
my prices are in keeping with the timtF.

Parties in want of good dogs for this season's
shooting will do well to look over my stock be-
fore purchasing. Have some that are right in
both pointers and setters.

GEO. W. LOVELL. Middleboro. Mass.

ST. BERNARDS,
Bull-terriers and King Charles Spaniels, all ag^
low prices. Bos 75, Lake View, Jkjasss
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THE CAMP AT DAYBREAK.

It is still night. In the darkness not a sound can be

heard, save now and then the stamp of a horse's hoof on

the frozen ground, or, faintly, their plucking of the grass,

for the horses begin to feed early. The sounds of the

middle night are hushed. The owls long ago stopped

their hooting, and now on noiseless wing are making their

last hunting rounds before the day shall come.

Within the lodge it is darker than without. Oq the

ground in the middle can be seen a pale shadow—the

white ashes of the long cold lire; above, through the

smoke hole is a patch of sky less black than the invisible

inclosing walls, and in this bit of the heavens shine two
stars. In a circle about the fireplace are shapeless white

masses—the sleeping forms of men. They are silent and

motionless.

Now on the still air very faintly is heard a distant tone

of music; a sweet whistle, at first low, rising and falling,

then gradually becoming more distinct. It comes nearer

and nearer until it fills the air all about, then passing on,

recedes, grows fainter, till at last the sound is lost. The

wild ducks are flying. From the lake comes a far ofi:

trumpet note, and then another—the mellow call of the

wild geese. The world is awaking. The day is near.

The stars which looked in at the smoke hole are paling

now. Upon the horizon in the east lies a line of gray,

which slowly broadens and makes twilight where all

before was dark. The outlines of the tree trunks are

seen standing like ghosts reaching out shadowy arms, as

if feeling their way through the dimness. The chirp and
flutter of migrating birds that through the night slept in

the low bushes begin to be heard.

As the light grows, dusky shapes appear in the little

park behind the camp—the horses feeding. Close to the

•lodge door, the two dogs are curled up in the grass, still

asleep. Their long black coats are white here and there

with frost, and in their sleep their muscles twitch as they

shiver from the cold; yet their rest is sound.

Day is at hand. Now a stir is heard within the lodge.

There are muffled grunts and groans, a yawn or two, the

rustling of clothing, then the faint sound of footsteps,

and suddenly the pale glare of a match—increasing to a

little glow as the shavings catch, and then to a bright

flicker which lights up the whole lodge as the larger

sticks take fire and crackle, and white smoke and a few
sparks float from the smoke hole. Soon the door of the

lodge is thrown back. A man steps out and looks about,

yawns and shivers. He breaks the ice in the water

bucket and pours some in a basin. Others in the lodge

are getting up, Voices are heard. The men of the camp
pass in and out at the door. Some prepare breakfast,

others busy themselves about the packs and lash the

bundles. Two of them build a corral of ropes about

three trees, and then start off to drive in the horses.

Soon these are seen coming toward the camp. The men
spread themselves out and drive the animals into the in-

olosure, where they are caught and tied up. While this

is being done the call to breakfast is heard.

Meantime, the light has spread itself over all the

heavens. In the east the streaky clouds have flushed to

deep red and paled again to richest gold. To the west

the snow-clad mountains are wrapped in. a gai-ment of

rose. Looking again toward the east, the limb of the

sun appears over the prairie ridge. The day has come.

A NEW CODE FOB VERMONT.
The Vermont Fish Commissioners, Messrs. John W

Titcomb and Charles C. Warren, have prepared and sub-

mitted to the Legislature a codification of the game and
fish laws of the State. Without taking into considera

tion the merits of all the specific provisions of 'the bill

it is not too much to say that the enactment of a new
statute in such form as here proposed would mean an

advance of ten years for the game and fish interests of

the Green Mountain State. It is an old story, and most

of us know to our cost how the obscurities and blind

statements and conflicting provisions of our protective

legislation often prevent a popular understanding of

what the law means. The very first requirement of a

fish or game law is that it be intelligible, understood by
the people, the common, every-day average man, who is

not versed in legal technicalities nor trained to interpret

statutes about the meaning of which, as in the case of

the Vermont six-inch trout law, even public prosecuting

officers entertain a difference of opinion. If the public

is expected to respect and observe a statute, the public

must understand the statute, and without paying attor-

ney's fees to have it explained. To make the game law
plain is to promote its efficiency. The Vermont laws as

now on the statute books are not clear. To overcome
the diificulty, to put the law into such simple, direct,

intelligible form that there may be no mistaking it, has

been the endeavor of the framers of the new bill. It

may be explained, for the benefit of others engaged in a

like undertaking, that the Commissioners and the Game
Law Committee of the Legislature supplied themselves

with copies of the Book of the Game Laivs for the pur-

pose of a study of the legislation of other States, and they

appear to have followed closely the new code adopted by
New York, As is well known, the New York law was the

result of the work of a special codification commission
charged by the Legislature with the task of reducing to

a clear and consistent code the chaotic accumulation
and accretions of years of bungling and tinkering with

the statutes. While the New York law is not perfect in

all details, it is a model of arrangement, and affords an
excellent standard for the work of similar commissions

elsewhere, and Vermont has done well to adopt it.

The Commissioners deserve full credit for their intelli-

gent work in this direction; and every friend of the

State will share our wish that the bill may be approved.

FISH BASKETS AND POOR FISHING.

The old, old struggle against illegal fishing is still pro-

gressing in Pennsylvania. Fish Commissioner Powell

has sent us from Harrisburg a statement of the difficulties

experienced by Fish Warden Enos Moyer in destroying

fish baskets, nets, and outlines which line the Susque-

hanna between Muncy and Lock Haven. A spot which
is practically favorable for the illegal fisherman and
especially fatal to game fish is at the junction of Loyal-

sock Creek with the Susquehanna. Here the unlawful

implements have been destroyed many times, yet they

are constantly renewed, and the warden finds it im-

possible to get sympathy and assistance in performing

his duty. The warden continued his work down the

river as far as Harrisburg, and removed a great many
nets.

The wings or stone dams forming adjuncts to the fish

baskets have been repeatedly pulled down, only to be re-

placed as soon as the officer's back is turned. The
Juniata, the Susquehanna, and the tributaries of both

rivers are full of these illegal obstructions to the free

movements of fish, and many of the wardens are un-

willing to remove them and prosecute their owners.

The natural and inevitable consequence of such fish-

ing is a scarcity of fish. Fishermen are dissatisfied with

the existing regulations, and are now preparing amend-
ments which they hope to introdtice into the fish laws at

the next session of the Legislature. Some of them want
to use the deadly outline, and others are clamoring for

an extension of the trout season from April 1 to August 1,

instead of April 15 to July 15, as the present excellent

law stands. The Fish Protective Association will have
to be on the alert to defeat these threatened dangers to

the already precarious future of the brook trout, black

bass, and pike-perch. What with the pollution of the

streams by mine and miU refuse, and the lax administra-

tion of existing law, the fish are having a hard struggle

to maintain themselves, and improved fishing is out of

the question,

The destructive qualities of flsh baskets and outlines

are denied by no one who has a grain of sense, yet their

employment is made possible through sympathy with
the law breakers and fear of incurring their enmity.

SNAP SHOTS.
Now THAT the Columbus celebration has been forgotten

in the excitement of the national campaign, and the
election itself has receded into the past, the " time is

ripe " for Assistant District Attorney Townsend to con-

sider the practicability of bringing that notorious Del-

monico woodcock case to trial. When the new calendar

of the City Court was made up last summer, this case

was left off from it entirely. But thanks to Game Pro-

tector Kidd, it has been restored, and is numbered 2009.

There are something less than one thousand cases ahead
of it, so that in the regular course it would be reached

some time next year. It should be tried in 1892. Dis-

trict Attorney De Lancey NicoU has stated that it was
his wish to have the Delmonico case disposed of as soon

as practicable. Might he not instruct Mr. Townsend to

move for an advancement of the cause ? It is probable

that the Court would accede to such a motion if the facts

were duly set forth that this case dates from the summer
of 1890 ; that its obstruction in the district attorneys'

offices of two counties has been watched with impatience

by the sportsmen of the State ; and that as the evidence

is strong for the People there is little likelihood that the

actual trial will consume much of the Court's time.

A Pennsylvania ferret breeder, whose communication
id printed on another page, represents that the use of

ferrets in rabbit hunting does not exterminate the supply

as is usually contended, but fosters it. He accounts for

this fact—if fact it be—by a theory which is plausible

enough. We believe that it is a matter of record that

the supply of skunks in a certain region in Connecticut

was once largely increased when the Shakers set to work
to trap the animals for their fur: and the same rule has

been found to hold elsewhere. The law against ferrets

is based on a belief in the exterminating effects of ferret-

ing. It would be interesting to know how far the Penn-
sylvania ferret man's theory is borne out by observation

in other localities. For that matter what place does the

rabbit (or hare) hold in popular estimation as a game ani-

mal? How is it looked upon by the average gunner, by
which is meant the bird shooter? In some States, as in

New York, the rabbit has no protection by law.

The political campaign brought out a lot of talk about

wildcat currency, and there were reminiscenses galore of

the good old days when we had to refer to "Thompson's
Bank Note Detector" to determine whether a bill was
genuine or not. Now that the campaign is over it may
be pointed out that we need to-day not so much a wild-

cat currency detector as a wildcat and panther yarn de-

tector, to distinguish the true from the counterfeit. Nine

'

out of ten of the newspaper tales of ferocious panthers

that lug off women and devour babies are lies of the bald-

est character, and while they may shed luster upon the

imaginative ability of those who get them up, they do

ittle credit to the sagacity of the editors who pay "special"

tolls on them.

By means of subscriptions from scientific societies

and private donations, a marine biological laboratory has

been established at Bergen, Norway, under the direction,

of Doctor J. Brunchorst. Biological science is already

deeply indebted to Norway and will receive still further

assistance from this new center of investigation.

The panther's scream is an old subject, but we've never

had so much fun out of it. Nor more interesting stories

of actual personal observation and experience. The old-

est, most thread-bare and bygone topics take on new life

and interest when discussed and illuminated by the host

of bright Forest and Stream contributors.

The convention of the executive committee of the New
York State Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game in Syracuse to-day affords every promise of being

well attended by delegates representing all sections of

the State and sincerely interested in,!the serious work of

the organization,
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IN WEST VIRGINIA MOUNTAINS.
Do you remember seeing in Fokest axd Stkeam within

a year mention of the Capon Iron Works, West Virginia?

Well, that's where we went, J. P. H. and his friend,

for a fortnight's hunt, fish and general relaxation

from business, for we are very busy men, J. P. in doing
the work and I in watching him. Then, he had a new
Parker hammeriess which he wanted to break in. These
are sufficient reasons for going most anywhere in the fall.

We got away early in the morning. Our train was late

into Philadelphia. We had a mile to go to reach the B.

& 0. station, and just 13 minutes to go it in. We tum-
bled into a cab, impressed the facts in very few words on
cabby, and told him to push on the lines hard. When he
drove into the station the engine bell was ringing, the

gateman was closing the gates, porters picking up their

stools and the conductor cried, "All aboard!"

"Settle the fare," said I to J. P. as I shot for the ticket

office, and as I ran I shouted to the conductor, "Hold
'eri" hardly expecting he would, for the train was a Royal
Blue Flyer, New ^ork to Washington. In a jiffy the

agent wrote two excursion tickets to Capon Road, which
I seized, and the gateman slid back the gate as I dashed
through, picked up all the grips J. P. hadn't been able to

corral, and with the assistance of the porter climbed
aboard as the wheels revolved, and we were off for the
West, panting nearly as hard as the locomotive. Now, I

don't like such haste as that. A man can't go through
the motions gracefully, and I am graceful or nothing, but
it was that or getting left at Harper's Ferry, so we
scrubbed and felt better after we cooled off.

After a pleasant journey via Baltimore and Washing-
ton we left the main line at Harper's Ferry, noted for

chicken sandwiches, as being the scene of John Brown's
mad exploit, and stirrine events later, '61 to '65. Part of

the gateway of the old U. S. Arsenal and its chimney are
still left, but "John Brown's Fort," the little engine house,
has gone to Chicago to visit the exposition, along with
Libby Prison.

It was now after noon, and kindly waiting for us to

tackle a sandwich, the valley train pulled out southward,
the romantic Shenandoah on the left just begging us to

come out among the rocks and sample its bass. Through
Charlestown we went, where John Brown's soul took
wing from the scaffold, then through Winchester, now
and forever linked with the name of the immortal Sheri-
dan, and so on down the beautiful valley in sight of the
famous pike, where hosts of Blue and Gray alternately
in victorious pursuit or sullen resistant retreat choked the
white road and overflowed into the fields, while the

'

booming cannon and sharp crack of rifle snuffed out life

and sent mourning all over the land. We pass Middle-
town, near which, in surging ebb and flow the famous
battle of Cedar Creek was fought with "Sheridan twenty
miles away," and at Capon Road, fifty miles below Har-
per's Ferry, we leave the ti*ain.

Here we had hoped to find Mr, Thos. B. WUaon await-
ing U8, to take us to his home among the beautiful moun-
tains which loomed up in the west, but to our disappoint-
ment he was not there, though we had written him of our
coming on that train. It was Saturday evening and there
was no hotel, though we had been informed by the con-
ductor that Mr. Williams, the store keeper, who had a
large, roomy house, usually entertained travelers. He
refused, however, saying his wife was ill. So there we
were in a pocket, no game pocket either, or it might have
been endurable. But there was a hack or stage or wagon
jast about starting for Capon Springs, a summer resort
sixteen miles out, three miles off the Iron Works road.
The Springs had just cloHed house for the season, but the
driver said the proprietor was still there and would take
care of us, so as there was nothing else to do, and hoping
to meet Mr. Wilson en route for us, we tumbled up and
were off. The horses, wagon and road were in fair con-
dition, and aa the "culled gemman" who handled the
ribbons and was custodian of the U. S. mail wanted to
reach the Springs in good season, we made very good
time. Our course led northwest across the valley to the
first range. Little North Mountain, thence across it into
the valley of Cedar Creek, just at the ford of which, eight
miles out, we found Mr. "WiJson and his son Peter—ao
called because his name is Henry—and a two-horse team
on the way to the station to meet us. To say we were
glad to see them is to tell the honest truth, and in a jiffy
we had changed teams and the horses' heads were turned
westward. So the second time this day we hit it when
we expected to get left.

This Cedar Creek is the same on which the battle was
fought, or for which it was named, flowing here northeast
between Great and Little North Mountains, until it can
get around the north end of the latter, when it turns
southeast, and flowing irregularly across Shenandoah
Valley empties iuto the North Fork of the Shenandoah
near the battlefield and the north end of Massanutten
Mountain. It would be a lovely stream where we forded
it but for a large steam tannery just above, which, in ad-
dition to leather, tans the hitherto limpid water a dirty
brown, and takes the romance and trout out of it. Along
the road we move on, from far away nooks among the
mountains come daily many wagons, two, four, six-horse
or mule, loaded with tan bark for the tannery, for this
bark business is a big one, affording a not very remunera-
tive employment to a goodly number of people. It is all
oak bark, and it seems as though the end of any profitable
hauling to this tannery was near at hand, so denuded
have the mountains become. Indeed we learned that the
owners had already begun the erection of another further
back in the range. Three dollars a ton was the price for
hauling a distance of fifteen miles or so, taking two days
for the round trip, crossing and recrossing the mountain.
It doesn't seem at first glance, or if you have time, at
any other, that there is sudden and bewildering wealth
in this, but it is probably better than loafing at the cross-
store.

We jogged slowly along, for Mr. W. had already come
sixteen miles, not over a race track either, and the same
back would make a pretty good day's trip, not, of course
as Hank Monk drove in Nevada, but as they drive in
West Virginia, where to-morrow is just as long as to-day.We were now ticketed through to the Iron Works with-
out change, had a large six-spring wagon with more room
than we could use, good company, glorious scenery, if

one could see it (which they couldn't for the night had
come down), so what more would yoti have. No need of

haste. We leaned back at a comfortable angle, and as

the moon sailed into the sky concluded that our intro-

duction to West Virginia was about the right thing, the

more so as Mrs. Wilson had thoughtfully provided a

bounteous lunch which we duly considered. We ap-

proached Great North Mountain through something Gap,
where on theright, tilted up on almost perpendicular edge
a couple of thousand feet or so into the heavens was a

Titanic toboggan slide, from which no slider would ever

return. With many a question and answer, including

many incidents, chiefly hunting, from the life of our host

who 'has lived as did his father and grandfather, in these

mountains all his life, we slowly pulled up the mountain,
slipped over the crest, made better time down the other

side, and over a very good road slid down arotmd the

bends into Capon River Valley, turning southward into

the Winchester pike, which we kept for a couple of miles,

leaving it at a point about three miles from our destina-

tion, and zigzagging up the valley of Wait's Creek east-

ward, fording the beautiful trout stream occasionally, at

11 P. M. pulled up at the front door of the house, which
is tucked away here in the mountains rising all about,
and which gleamed white in the moonlit clearing as we
approached from the wood-shaded road and splashed
through the pretty stream that skirts the yard and sings

now in pianissimo cadences, for a protracted drought had
reduced the streams to nearly their lowest terms and cut
short the crops.

Here for many years has Mr.Wilson entertained sports-

men, fishers in the spring, for there are divers trout
stu-eams hereabouts, and hunters in the fall who would,
but don't always, cruelly slay the timid, graceful deer,
the wary, suspicious turkey or the hurtling grouse, for
as Mr. W. wrote me, "You can't sit in my back yard and
kill game." Mr. W. is a man of truth. There is game in
these parts beyond a doubt and also beyond reach of the
gun (some guns)—deer, bear, turkey, grouse and squirrel,

some plentiful, others scarce, but the stranger needs to be
a tramper, a stayer and a good shot, as well as to know
the habits of the game, to be able to bag it; even then,
not being thoroughly acquainted with the country he
is apt to come short of his expectations, which is more
or less true of all localities, but especially tiue of moun-
tainous regions, where you have to climb for all you get.

We spent two very pleasant weeks there, and undoubt-
edly would have scored better on game had we been a
fortnight later, for the leaves were still on the bushes,
but we could not go later. We can, however, comfort
ourselves with the thought that we left more game for
late comers. As an outing simply, it was a success.
With new experiences, perfect weather, the loveliest
views from jutting crag or wind-swept clearing on the
mountain side or crest, charming rambles in shady old
back i-oads, long in disuse, leading everywhere and no-
where in particular, near the sides of which, in the thick
undergrowth, the watchful grouse sat silently until you
passed and tlien sped awa.y to safety under cover of his
thunder, watching the gracefully poised trout in limpid
pool, or far aloft in the upper deep the soaring buzzard,
swinging and wheeling, symbol of grace and power.
With such adjuncts to enjoyment, with a little game

now and then, together with the efforts of the whole
family to make our stay pleasant, the foitnight was
quickly and happily passed. We were up betimps in the
morning, before daybreak, perhaps, and off to the moun-
tains for equirrel, turkey or a deer drive, and the climb,
the quickened pulse, the day's existence in the open air
with hearty enjoyment put us in fine trim for Mrs. Wil-
son's table of good things when we got back, and a rest-
ful sleep thereafter.
Deer dogging is prohibited by statute in West Vir-

ginia, but driving by men is not. There didn't seem to
be much "driving" while we were there, although efforts
were not Avanting, for the deer in thick cover could
skulk or dodge while the beaters went by, Standers are
posted at the crossings and drivers go to suitable dis-
tances and come down toward the stands in skirinish
style, trusting to driving the deer before them; and later
this is often successfully done, for then the vision of
bunted and hunters is not so Tmited, Mr, W. and
several of his neighbors tried faithfully on several occa-
sions to drive a deer into danger, but without success.
One day a deer crossed just above J. P.'s stand out of
sight, and getting his wind whistled, which attracted
the hunter's attention and a load of buckshot; but in the
thick brush the buck was not shot, which was not strange,
for he was very nimble on hi'? pins and the cover was
heavy. Deer tracks could be found without difficulty,
wildcat sign was common (a half-grown one had been
killed the week before we were there by Henry and the
dogs) and bear range the mountains, one having been
killed since we were there.
The Monday before we left had been selected for a deer

hunt on Paddy Mountain some miles away, but on Sunday
afternoon Mr. W. went up to the ridge field on top of a low
mountain, to look after his calces, and took his Spencer
shotgun to fend off the bull. Very unexpectedly he ran
over, almost, a gang of twenty-two turkeys in the edge
of the field—queer how such things happen—and away
they all went, with a couple of loads of shot, down the
mountainside, and away went Mr. W. to get below them*
which he did, after a big detour, and by dark had them'
well scattered, and came home. With a big flock of
turkeys scattered it wouldn't do to go away off some-
where else after deer, so the next morning, while vet the
stars sparkled through the frosty air, ere the first ilush of
day appeared over Great North Mountain, four of us filed
into the trail up the steep ascent, with considerable ex-
pectation and little noise. Mr. W. led us to the spot of
scatteration, nearing which a turkey flew from the top
of a big chestnut, and sailed away in the darkness. John
Thorpe, a neighbor and good caller, with J. P., took one
position, while Mr. W. and I went further down. As the
darkness faded, I heard a faint call, and while I was try-
ing to locate it, a bang from the rear broke the stilhiess
and a hen turkey's neck at the hands of J. P, , to whom it
had been called by Thorpe. I imagine my friend felt a
trifle " toppy " as he picked up his first turkey, America's
most royal game-bird. Not another shot did we get nor
bird did we see, though Mr. W. said he heard some below
us, and quietly intimated that I scared them away by my
calling. Perhaps that was so, for it is long since I had
practice, and then I was calling only for youno- green
birds, and didn't want any old sharps around to tal^ ex
ceptions. (I'm not referrjag to Mr, W.) The uext morning

'

however, he surprised a lost hen in a field on the moun-
tain, and brought her corpse to the house. That was the
sum total of our turkey bag, though I saw eight streaking
it across the upper end of the same field one day, but
couldn't come up with them, and J. P. saw presumably
the same flock in another place, but the leaves were so
dry that it must have been a deaf turkey, indeed, that
couldn't locate a hunter a good way off.

Scarcely a day passed that some one or all of the party
didn't bag equirrels, so that fried squirrel and cream
gravy grew to be quite familiar features of the dining
table. Mr, W. led the party I believe, in the squirrel
business, but then he was acquainted with them, which
was "diff'nt,"

Hunters can most generally always find good and sub-
stantial reasons for failure in hunting, that is, satisfac-
tory to themselves you know, however flimsy to others.
For instance : I shot at a turkey one day after Mr. W. had
tried his hand at it, and it wasn't more than 30yda. away
either, but then it was going like lightning you see, and
the brush was awfully thick you know, and I had to put
my shot through a hole in the brush not over Bin. square
you understand, and I wasn't well acquainted with thfe

country either, so what could you expect*
Somewhat similarly the squirrels, they had different

manners and customs from any equirrels T have ever in-
terviewed. They hadn't any curiosity—not a mite. Now
in other places if you surprise a squirrel on the ground or
anywhere else, and you remain perfectly quiet, ten to one
in less than five minutes he will show "himself from his
hiding place and open up on that tail motion and bark he
has a patent on; while there, if you surprised one on the
ground, which was extraordinarily seldom, he never
stopped until he was clear out of eight or in his hole, and
there he staid and you might wait until dark for all he
cared. He wasn't curious about anything. If one barked,
it was with that long drawn diininiiendo, jnanismno
squeal which plainly said, "I'm in my hole now, or
mighty near it, and I'm on to your little game," and when
a squirrel got fairly straightened out for home on the tops
of the trees, with all that underbrush around your legs,
you might as well chase Nancy Hanks, The fact that
we killed what we did, proves our superior skill.

One day J. P. and I went to the Capon River, four
miles away, for bass, but the stream was very low and
sport poor. We brought back a few small bass, sottie sun*
fish, goggle-eyes and the memory of a delightful day
along the crystal water that meanders northward through
the beautiful valley.

Capon Iron Works is an institution of the past, though
the wreck of the machinery and buildings is there still.

There is iron in the mountains, with limestone for flu3c,

and wood for charcoal, but it would seem that the period
for utilizing it is past, at least with the machinery of
many years ago, for it was established 40 or 50 years
since, and only abandoned since the war. Perhaps with
modern appliances iron might yet be profitably manufac-
tured, though it is far to the railroad.

Mr. Wilson's house is the post-office for several families
in the little valley, with daily mail to and from Wardens-
ville, four and a half miles distant, on Capon River, with
Miss Maggie as carrier, who drives a two-year-old colt to
road cart just as easy as you please.
Mr. W, has two belled does that roam the forest during

the summer and are penned up in his park in October for
the winter. This park contains four acres, is partly on
the level and partly on the slope of the mountain, about
100 rods from the house, with a fence eight feet high in-
closing it. On the hillside a rail or two is pulled off' the
top, allowing bucks to jump in, but not always out,
though Mr. W. says buclis have jumped even that high
fence on the level. Several have been killed in the park,
which contains plenty of timber and grass, in addition to
which a portion of the flat is plowed in the fall and rye
sown. Dozens of fawns have been raised in years past
and given away or sold. Cold weather brings the does to
the house, and one morning the mercury stood at twenty-
four, while we were at breakfast, the tinkle-tinkle of the
different-toned bells announced the arrival of the wan-
derers, which staid around the yard for a couple of hours,
allowing us to pet them and witness their graceful move-
ments, after which they wandered off leisurely to the
hills again, and that day while after squirrels I heard the
musical jingle of their bells, and sitting down watched
them approach me unwittingly, daintily moving about,
stopping to pick up an acorn or nip a choice bit of grass
or weed, occasionally lifting their heads and throw-
ing their ears forward as they listened to some
sound suspicious, or sniffed some odor faint and illusive
to other nostrils, causing them to forget for the nonce
that it was unnecessary to flee for safety to their loved
mountains. Sometimes, indeed, some vagabond dog
strikes their trail, and then the sacred beauties have need
of all their speed, cunning and endurance, but woe to
the dog if he comes within reach of Mr. Wilson's rifle.
By law if a belled or collared deer is killed by a dog the
owner of the latter is liable for the value of deer. Two
or three days before we left the does were penned, and
the afternoon before we left J, P. and I went up to the
park to bid them good-bye. After somg little search we
found them on the highest ground lying down under
the trees, watching us with eyes not altogether void of
fear as we approached, yet permitting us to come within
a few feet before they rose, the younger coming up to
us gingerly and permitting us to stroke her, while the
elder at the gentlest touch sidled off suspicious. They
would not touch the apples we brought, though cut in
pieces, but walked about close by. nipping a plant morsel
here and there, while we sat and watched them as they
lay down again and began chewing the cud in their
funny mincing way. It was a very pretty picture, for
which we needed a Kodak; and as we left them, thinking
we; had been lying in wait only the day before to kill
their kinfolk, our consciences pricked us just a little,
and we resolved we wouldn't kill another deer—this
year.

The two weeks were all too quickly gone, and the next
morning at 3 o'clock after an unconscionably early break-
fast or late supper, we bade Mrs. Wilson, Misses Maggie
and Lou, and Henry good bye, and drove away into the
darkness under the motionless oaken canopy, which here
and there revealed the aging moon and sparkling stars in
a cloudless sky. As day broke we had left the pike and
Capon Valley, and were slowly ascending the moua-
tam from the upper slopes of which was revealed to our
delighted gaze a gigantic panorama of such regal splen-
dor as, I am sure, two of ue mYdV witneesed before, lancl
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can scarcely hope to enjoy again. Down the mountain-
side far beneath ua to right and left, and across the val-

ley, rising to the summits of the nearer mountains and
stretching awfiy ia rank overlapping rank as far as eye
could reach, the brilliant crimson of the dogwood, the

deep blood red of the gum, rich yellow of the hickory,

variegated maples blending all three, oaks just faintly

tinted, with here and there dark spots or bands of pine

or hemlock shading the whole, completed a picture which
for loveliness in detail and gorgeoHsness in ensemble be-

longs to the AUeghenies alone, a vision that holds one en-

tranced, a vision baffling the loftiest flight of the poet or

most skillful brush of the painter, a vision matchless that

will always rise in delightful memories of (rreat North
Mountain. O, O. S.

MORE ABOUT THE SCREAM.
Editor Forent and Stream:
Apropos of panthers' screams, I never met with a pan-

ther at large, but I have many times been with individuals

of the kiod for days together in menageries while 1 have
been engaged in making drawings. The conclusion I

have arrived at is that the panther is in all respects a
huge cat. It indulges iu a caterwauling that is precisely

like that of the domestic animal, but proportionately

deeper and louder.

This yelling it utters more at some seasons than others,

and is chifcfly indulged in by the male. All males that I

have obsprved—some thirty—were prone to it. The voice

of the common tomcat is often horribly human, as in fact

is that of all the Felido' except the iion. so far as my ob-

servation goes, and I cannot see anything ridiculous in

the compari-ion when one likens the sci-eam to that of a
person in anguish. I know that many a time while in

the London Z30 my hair would indeed have been set

a-prickling by the horrid yells of an old male panther but
for the fact that I knew what and where the screamer
was. The same soun ds heard at night in the woods wovild

have been simply appalling.

As to the possibility of the hair being set on end, see

Dirwin on the "Expression of the Emotions" and Bell on
the "Anatomy of the Espression,'' and you will there see

the matter scientifically examined and the fact estab-

lished that under rare and extreme circumstances, of

human horror or terror the hair rises on end as in the

lower animals. The physiology of it is pretty well under-
stood. The minute muecle that is attached to each hair

bulb is nearly atrophied in the human subject, and has
lost connection with the voluntary nerve supply, but it is

there still and may be acted on by sudden or severe cold,

as in goose flesh, or by terror, as ab'eady stated,

Ernest E, Thompson.
Toronto, Canaaa.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Wnen "Stansiead" made his daring assertiotl (in the face

of what I supposed a conceded fact) that a panther had
no more scream in him than a bulldog, I felt that he had
stuck his foot in a hornets' nest, and I fully expected the
flood of opposition that is pouring in.

I confess to being a know-nothing in the line of screams,
but I'll relate an incident. Many years ago I was in the
northern part of Maine, and as I was taking a drive with
a man in whose veracity I have boundless confidence, we
came to a place that sloped from the road dowa to a
meadow. "l5"ow, here," he said, "is a place that I shall

never forget as long as I have a memory. It was a bright,

moonlight night, and I was going over to a neighbor's in

a sleigh with my sister when we saw a big dog coming
up from the meadow iust ahead of us. When he got to

the road we were scarcely 20yds. from him and the horse
stopped in terror. Ttien the big dog turned his head
toward us, crouched down in the snow, swaying his tail

from side to side, and gave a scream that fairly curdled
our blood. I knew that scream and knew that something
must be done, and there was but one thing to do, and that

was to turn the horse, which I proceeded to do, expecting
every moment that the beast would make a spring for us;

but he did not, and when the horse got round he went as

if he wanted to get away from something. That was
several years ago, and my hair has never got down flat to

this day, and I still sometimes imagine I hear that un-
earthly, horrifying scream."
No! the panthers scream is not a *'myth"—it's a sound.

St. atjodsttne, Fla. DlDYMUS.

Editor Forest a.nd Stream:
I think that the evidence submitted in the last number

of your paper concerning the scream of the panther
ought to satisfy any unprejudiced person that this crea-

ture can scream on occasion, and that quite effectively.

I myself have heard it, but as 1 did not see the animal iu
the act, T hesitated to appear in evidence. If the capital

"cougar skin" story of ' U. O. S." is to be believed, and
there is nothing incredible about it, that ought to have
settled the question.

Yes, the panther can scream, 'twere pity if he were the
only cat which couldn't. The elephant, the horso, the
bear, the mink, the hare, the rat, and even the bullfrog

can scream when they see reason; then why doubt that
the panther can do the same thing at his need, not to say
his pleasure.
Let him henceforward scream in peace. Kelpie.
Central Lake, Mich.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Two years ago I was hunting in the Florida Ever-

glades, wherewe found deer, bear, turkey and plume birds

very plentiful on the many different mangrove islands

we visited. Some of the islands seem to be several feet

higher than others, with large mounds of decayed shells

and the growth principiUy hemp, Spanish needli, prickly
pear, cocoanut and various kiads of poisonous vines,

which sometimes cover half an acre in clusters. We
fouad these places to be the home of the panther, cata-

mount and rattlesnake. Ic is almost impossible to cross
these islands without a large knife to cut one's way, be-

sides you are pricked above your leggings at all times by
needles. Our faithful dogs had already learned of the
paws of panthers in the G-ulf hammock and would not

- venture within SOyda, of one unless seriously wounded,

On the margin of these islavids were the only open spaces
we could see any distance to shoot, and at night this

seemed to be the panther's resort for gathering turtle
eggs, crabs, young birds, etc.

We shot live with the head lantern in two nights, and
killed two which we got, one measuring 'J'ft., the other
7ft. Bin. I have never heard one scream, but they would
cry loudly in the manner of a cat. I left our camp-fire
one night not more than fifty paces for some driftwood,
and noticed something in front of me not moi'e than 20ft.

I thought it was one of our dogs and spoke to it. There
was a signal of the tail and a low growl, I found I was
almost in the clutches of a large panther. I had nothing
to defend myself with, and called to my companion to

come at once with the gun. He came, and so did the
dogs, which gave the beast a fright into the scrub. When
I would back from him he came toward me, and held
his position when I would stand, I was not on the stand
long, but just a little longer than I ever care to take an-
other such stand, I am quite sure, I have his skin now
among my collections, J. M. McOrary.

ORiOT.iii, Fla.. Oct. 36.

A Bath, Maine, reader sends us this note from tixe Plain-
dealer of that town;
A Cameron correspondent says the residents of Swale

are greatly excited over the appearance in their midst of

a strange wild animal whose imearthly screeching makes
the hair of the inhabitants thereabouts stand straight.

Recently this unknown beast visited the farm of Roy
.Jones, a reputable farmer, and by its infernal howling
aroused the family, which had retired for the night. Mr.
Jones got his rifle and went forth to rpconnoiter. He
soon located the beast in an adjacent cornfield, and fired

in the direction of the sound. The noise ceased, but be-

gan again a short distance from the first point. Calling
his dog, a large shepherd, he sent him in pursuit. Soon
after there were sounds of a conflict, and hurrying to the
scene found his dog in the throes of doath, almost torn to

shreds. The beast had escaped. It is thought to be a
panther. An organized search led by Ross Hallett, will

be made as soon as snow is sufficient for tracking pur-
poses comes. The residents are in a terrified condition
and dare not venture out after nighfaU.

Black Muskrats,t

WilliAMSPORT, Pa,, Nov. 13.—Mr, Fred, Kraemer, who
lives near a small stream emptying into Loyalsock Creek,
several miles below the city of Williamsport, and who is

very successful in raising German carp, has an open bar-
rel sunk into the ground and just across a naturalrunway
of muskrats. Said barrel does duty as an ever ready trap,
and many a thieving muskrat has been entrapped on her
way to the carp ponds and dispatched by Mr, Kraemer.
Some time ago the above-named yoking gentleman, a very
successful hunter and taxidermist, who has a fine collec-

tion of birds and animals of his own killing and mount-
ing, found one of his late captured muskrats to bo a me-
lanistic specimen. The individual is black on the tipper
side from tip of nose to root of tail, darkest on middle of
back. The olack color also extends below each eye, sides
show a very slight brownish cast, blending with the black-
ish silver gray of inside of legs, throat and under side.

There is a complete absence of all reddish-brown on the
animal.
Several weeks later Mr. Kraemer captured a second

specimen, a full-grown female, which is a perfect coun-
terpart of the first animal, and which he had the kind-
ness to present to the writer for his own collection,

August Koch.

THE CANADA LYNX.
Toronto, Canada.

—

Iq December, 1890, we were going
up the Sturgeon River on the ice. At a point about eight
miles north of Lake Nipissing we saw an animal cross

the river about a mile in advance. Not knowing exactly
what it was I ran ahead with a .40-82 Winchester. On
coming to the track in the snow I saw at once that it

was a Canada lynx, and as there was an enormous bluff

of rock on the shore in the directien taken by the ani-

m 1 it seemed probable its den was in the vicinity. As
soon as our dog came up he followed the fresh scent and
found the lynx about 200ft. up the ledge crotiching under
a large rock. The ascent was so abrupt that I had the
utmost difficulty in getting up, even the weight of the
rifle tnld against me at times. The position of the lynx
was such that it was impossible to see him without climb-
ing on a large boulder directly in front of the place of

the animal's refuge. I mounted the boulder, and stoop-

ing down looked in at the lynx barely 10ft. away, but I

was so much blown by the exertion that it was necessary
to wait a half-minute or so to recover my wind.

I remained on guard in front of the animal, and when
sufficiently recovered knelt down and fired. One sjjring

would have reached me, and its momentum must have
precipitated me 200ft. down the face of the clift". The
position taken by the animal was such that he could not
be seen except from the one point. He aj)peared rather
frightened than vicious, so far as I could judge—-when
first seen his eyes were glaring green from beneath the
rock, when ready to tire his position was changed. The
head was not visible, but the breast only was exposed,
The 360grs. bullet proved too much for him.
Hunters in northern Ontario do not consider the lynx

at all dangerous. If taken in a trap they do not hesitate
to attack the animal and beat it to death with a club.

My own experience tends to confirm the notion that they
are cowardly. S. R. Clarke.

There are no Canada lynx about Nicatowis Lake, but
the bobcat, which is often called the lynx by people who
are not familiar with both animals, occurs there. Jjast

Monday one of our guides was taking a young man down
the lake, and just below the narrows they discovered a
buck deer and some other animal swimming across the
lake. They first killed the buck and then turned for the
other animal. The young man fired at it and missed it.

The animal at once turned for the canoe and showed
fight. Their gun would not work and they had to use
their paddles to kill or drown him.

I was about one mile behind them, and when I got to

them they had both the cat and the deer in the canoe.
They did not know what kind of an animal they had cap-
tured, but said that he was a savage one, and asked me if

1 could name it. I told them I could, and asked them if

they had ever read in our papers of the Chain Lake ser-

pent. They said that they had. "Well,'" I said to them,
" that is the chap that you have read about. It is called

by Machias people the great Chain Lake Serpent."
I have known bobcats and lynxes to kill deer on the

land, but never before knew them to foUow one across a
lake. These cats are often seen in this section, and are
troublesome to some of our farmers, killing their poultry,
sheep and lambs, .1. Dabling.

Tried to Enter the Dining Boom»
New York, Nov. 13, 1892.—Editor Forest and Stream :

As you are interested in all that pertains to bird life, I

will tell you of an occurrence which took place this

morning at, my house. While at the breakfast table,

there was a thud against one of the windows, and look-

ing up I saw a number of birds flying outside. Upon
raising the sash a bird was discovered lying in the yard,
and a number of sparrows sitting on the fence watching
him. The wounded bird was bi-ought in to me, and to

my astonishment it was a woodcock. Evidently the
sparrows were chasing him, and in his fright he had
flown against the glass. He weighed seven ounces.
What do you think of living in New York and having
woodcock flying almost into your dining room?

Ohas, P, Frame.

Buffed lOrouse Wanted for Breeding.
Toledo, O., Nov. iil.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: You
will, I am sure, remember my somewhat extended ex-
periments in attempting to effect the breeding and rear-
ing of the rufl'ed grouse in confinement, as will no doubt
many of the readers of the Forest and Stream. I am
now prepared to resume these experiments under more
favorable circumstancrs than ever, and the object of this

note is to beg the cooperation of any of the readers of

"our paper" who could aid me in i)rocuring birds for that
purpose. With the larger runs and greater seclusion that
are now available for such grouse as I may be able to

obtain tliis fall, I feel reasonably sure of gratifying re-

sults the coming spring. Of course if I should succeed
in procuring any specimens that had been in confine-
ment for a year or so, the chances would be all the
greater for success the first season. Any communica-
tions through the editor of Forest and Stream, or sent
to me direct will be most gratefully received,

J. B, Battelle.

A Carnivorous Muskrat.
While out shooting the other day I noticed something

which had hitherto escaped my notice, that muskrats
would eat birds. I had always believed that muskrats
were not carnivorous, and I have always caugtit them
with a parsnip for bait. After getting several plover and
a black duck, last week, I shot a snipe, which I saw fall

in some long grass and weeds near the edge of some
bushes. I went to the place and fotxnd every necessary
trace to prove that the snipe had fallen there, big feathers,

blood, and an indentation in the soft mud. From this

place the fresh tracks of a muskrat led for about 30ft. to

a hole in the marsh. There was no snipe to be seen.
L. D. VON IFFLAND.

^'Game Laios in Brief," Uruted States and Canada,
illustrated, 25 ce/H,ts. "Book of the Game Lams" (fun
text), .50 cents.

NOTES OF THE SEASON.
Yesterday Mr. A. M. Holbrooke, of Foster's Point, a

Bath, Me., paper reported one day last week, saw a large
animal, which looked like a deer, swimming across the
New Meadows river. At first he thought that he must be
mistaken as he knew that deer are not very plenty around
here, but he decided to investigate. He went to the house
and got his rifle and started out alter the game. He
found out that it was surely a deer and as he neared the
bank fired and killed him. He was a beauty and had two
large horns. He weighed nearly two hundred pounds.

Note has been made in these columns of Mr. S. E.
Worrell's hunting and fishing boats. A new notion, de-
vised by Mr. John G. Mott, of Michigan City, Ind., is a
tent ceveiing for the Worrell boat. The box seats he had
made detachable, and the body of the boat was used for

beds, the whole being covered over with the tent covering.

A Quebec correspondent writes; I procured a small
quaniity of the wild rice and sent my luan to sow it, not
being able to go myself, very much to my regret. The
man reports that in one of the lakes to which I sent him
he found a few heads of precisely the same grain, a few
kernels remaining on the heads, the rest having evidently
dropped out. Query: how came they there? There is

none of the riod hereabouts that I know of, certainly

none within many miles. The lake is a favorite breeding
place for the common white gulls, called by the French,

people "Mauve." Could they have brought the grain?
Or is the grain the cause of their coming? We see and
hear hundreds of them in summer about there, but notice

but comparatively few elsewhere.

Undoubtedly thel llnfluence,

SUMAS, Washington.—Here is a clipping from the San
Francisco Examiner in report of an execution by hang-
ing of some Texas cowboys. My idea of the feat is this:

The distance was not measured, or it must have been
some remarkable variety of liquor, under influence of

which the shooting was done:
"One day in the cotton picking season of 1869 Bill re-

turned from Brenham, where he had gone to dispose of

a tfew bales of cotton,
_
slightly under the influence of

liquor. He was at this time an excellent marksman
with the pistol, his aim being so accurate that men stood

in awe of his skill. One of his feats was to race a mus-
tang a distance of 300jds. past a 4in. sapling and empty
his six-shooter in the tree as he rode by, planting the bul-

lets almost one upon each other in a circle no larger than
a Mexican dollar." G. H, G.
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A NOVEMBER TRAMP IN INDIANA.

In "Cumberland's" article of Oct. 30 his allusion to the

wrong eide of 40 and the rapidly approaching time when
our shooting will all be of the retrospective kind, has
touched a very tender chord in myself, and no doubt in

many others on the "down grade." While there is sadness
in the prospect there is no doubt but what we old fellows

enjoy our field days better than we did when we were
so young that old age was not in sight. It is like the In-

dian summer days that are doubly enjoyed because we
know that the drear days of winter crowd close behind
them and wiU soon drive them away. So we who have
outlived so many of our youth's companions, feel that
every day we now get is just one more than we had rea-

son to expect, and that perhaps the "next time" will

never come. We enjoy it better, too, because we know
so much better how to do it, and are provided with such
good and pleasant imijlements, and it takes less game to

satisfy us.

For twenty consecutive seasons I have shot quail over
the same familiar ground; and it seems to me that what
little shooting I've done this season has been the most
enjoyable of all, although the birds are not so plenty as
usual, the cover unusually heavy, and the ground very
dry indeed,
in the younger periods of life a big bag was the one

thing sought for, and the glorious weather, the gorgeous
foliage of the trees, the rich plumage and the cute ways
of the birds, were altogether overlooked in the eagerness
to kill. Now, all these things furnish their quota of en-
joyment, Joe, as well as his master, has outgrown his
puppy ways and is a mighty comfortable dog to shoot
over. He don't have to be watched to keep him from
chasing rabbits, nor switched for breaking after a falling
bird; in fact he understands his work and attends to it.

The nitro powders, too, have made the shooting much
pleasanter. The noise is so slight that it don't disturb
nervous people, and the absence of smoke gives the
shooter many more opportunities for using the second
barrel.

Since writing the above, heavy rains have fallen, the
weather clearing up yesterday with one of those rare
days, entirely free from smoke, dust or wind—a day
that was all sunshine. Joe evidently thought it was a
good day for quail, for he was very uneasy and kept a
close eye on me during the fornoon,and when I came out
with the corduroy suit and the gun, his delight was
boundless. He scattered the chickens right and left,

planted the cat on top of the fence with arched back and
reversed fur, and sent the hogs blowing and snorting to
the back side of the orchard. A walk of half a mile to
the west brought us to the edge of the Green Fork valley,
a mile wide with gently descending slopes on either side,
its bottom level and showing squares of yellow cornfield^
green wheat, and gray stubbles grown up with ragweed,
which affords both food and cover for the quail. One of
the fields just over there to the right has been in corn,
but it has been cut for ensilage and many weeds now
cover it. Joe points very suddenly before he gets into it

100yds. Eight or nine birds get up and whiiT away
toward a field of high corn. I do my best to get in a
right and left, for there will be no'chance to shoot them
in that high corn. They will run before the dog, and
when they fly will not top the corn, but fly between the
rows. Both shots scored. One tumbled into the weeds,
and the other fell, fluttering, into the hedge. After get-
ting the dead birds, Joe wanted to go into the cornfield
after the others but I told him it was no use; but to hunt
for some more in the field. Less than 75yds. away he
made another point, or rather dropped flat on the ground
and lay there. On going to him a rabbit scurried away.
"Now Joseph," said I, "aren't you big enough and old
enougli to know better than"— TF/iiVr/ whirr! about fif-

teen great plump, strong- winged birds get up all round
us, part of them going to the big corn, and the rest
toward the farm buildings. The first barrel didn't shoot
within 2ft. of the bird, but the second winged one. Most
of those going toward the buildings found a soft place in
the berry patch, too close to the house to shoot without
annoying the inmates, but a few of the birds dropped in
the weeds before they got out of the field. Joe was put
after them, and found four single birds. Two were
killed, one missed and the other flew toward the home,
'^Now Joseph," said I, "this is great sport; we've bagged
five birds in ten minutes, and it is a good atternoon's
sport if we don't shoot any more; but we will go across
the Suga.r Camp and try Study's farm, and then swing
round to the left and take in Da Witt Bond's place."
We put in a full hour on the Study place scouring two

big weed fields and a weedy cornfield, but did not find a
bird. Another hour was spent exploring some other
likely-looking ground,, so it was nearly 4 o'clock when
the Bond farm was reached. Here was an ideal place for
quail. A brushy woods bordered on the south by a gently
sloping strip of ground, covered with rag weeds and
bounded by a brushy slough on the further side. Joe
soon found them and they flew into the woods, except
one that was shot. A short distance in the woods a single
bird was put up which flew back to the open, giving a fair
shot, but it was a clear miss. Mark him! There, he is
down, in the cornfield 30ft. to the right of that bush.
The next bird that got up was killed, as was another that
rose at the crack of the gun. The next one was missed
by both barrels, but was marked down. Now we con-
cluded to go for the two birds that were marked, for if we
had too many marks to remember, we would forget some
of them.
The last bird was found at once and killed, but the one

in the cornfield had run away, and the dog had a good
deal of trouble to make it out, but finally got it. It was
missed by the first, but the second wounded it, so it flew
but a short distance, and Joe caught it before it could get
above the weeds.
Next we went back in the woods and ,'Joe flushed one

which I ought to have killed, but missed it. Next I
flushed one which tried to fly around and behind me
The bushes were very thick and the bird not over 4ft.
above the ground, but I swung myseK and the gun
around and knocked the bird into pulp before it was 30ft
away. I don't know how I did it, but I did it, and have
done It many:;other times; in fact, rarely miss that kind
ot a shot. It seems as if I don't know anything till I see
the floating feathers and the falling birds. If I am con-
scious of anything it is of intentlv watching the bird. Iknow that I pay no attention to the gun. Shortly after
this Joe pointed in a fallen tree-top and that bird got

away, After another thorough search Joe found one
more bird which was missed by the first, but tumbled
into a brush pile to the second barrel.

From this place we started to another stubble half a
mile down the creek. In the middle of a cornfield, in

very small corn, and no weeds, Joe pointed, I saw a
single quail within three feet of his nose; here was a
temptation to shoot the bird's head off and make sure of

it, and I confess that before I became a reader of Foeest
AND Stream, it would have been done that way, but the

lessons in true sportsmanship learned in its columns
decided the case in the bird's favor, so it was flushed, flew

straight toward a house, and got away. That quail should
thank Forest and Stream that it is alive to-day. When
we reached the lower stubble field I was pretty tired, so I
told Joe to "hunt 'em up" while the old man sat on the

fence. The fence was on the top of a hill and the stubble

lay mostly in the "bottom," Joe went racing down the
hill and at its foot ran over a rabbit. He stopped and
looked at the running rabbit for a few seconds, and then
turned and looked at me. A wave of my hand sent him
in an opposite direction from the rabbit and he galloped
in wide circles through the weeds, occasionally stopping
and throwing his nose up to windward. After fifteen

minutes of this kind of work his nose went to the ground,
and after a few 8nifl[s he began drawing, stopping every
few feet and looking toward me. The man on the fence
forgot that he was tired, and went to the dog. The dog
led him almost in a circle. It was nearly sundown and
the birds did not want to get scattered, so, as the cover
was heavy, they tried to get away by running, but by
urging .Joe we out-walked and flushed them, and a fine

lot they were. Not less than twenty great big strong-

winged fellows. I got all mixed up and fired both bar-

rels right at the "brown of 'em," but didn't get a
feather. They came down in the thick brush on the hill

side. "Well, Joe, it's a mighty bad place to shoot, but we
will get above them and they will probably scatter next
time and some of them will come back in the field, for
they want to roost there,"
They got up rather wild and scattered badly, but I saw

three go down in the field and three more along the
edge, in some wiUow bushes. We went for those in the
field first, and got them at three shots, but they gave us
quite a chase, for they were running, and Joe would not
traU them fast enough to put them up. • After getting
those three Joe found where the others had run from the
willows into the field and ^ot them up. Two were killed
but the third one got up wild. The rest of them had not
been marked down, and it was getting too dark to shoot,
so we started up the creek to cross on Bond's foot bridge.
Eight on top of the bluff, and close to the edge, Joe
pointed one, which flew over the creek and dropped into
the water. It was a pretty cold swim but Joe got it in
very short order.
Near the house I met Mr. Bond's little daughter and

gave her a half dozen birds. As I passed the barn Mr.
Bond greeted me with "Get out of here, I don't allow any
man to shoot on my place." "Well," said I, "you're
rather late about it; I don't object to being ordered off at
this time of day." "Come in the house and have supper,
and rest awhile," said he, but as it was late and some-
body was waiting for me at home, and would be uneasy
till I came, the invitation was declined and Joe and I
tramped home, both thinking we had had great sport,
and another day of pleasant memories to fall back on
when we can do no shooting. It would hardly do to tell

the truth about the supper Joe and I ate that night. It
would exceed the Kekoskee bullhead story.

I have been at home fourteen dnjs since the open sea-
son began, and have killed 157 quail. What did we do
with them? Ate all we wanted (and that was a good
many) and gave the rest to our friends.
Am expecting to go after ruffed grouse soon, and may

have something to say about it. O. H. Hampton.
WiTjLIAMSBnHQ, lud., Nov. 7.

IN A MAINE HUNTER'S CAMP.
[Concluded from' jmae Aoo,]

The carrying of loads by the Maine guides and woods-
men was a new experience to Mr. Coggin and his friends.
Here was this sturdy young fellow—he hardly seemed
more than twenty—with his deer across his back, making
such time down the hill, over rocks, logs and fallen
trees, that Mr. Coggin could scarcely keep up with him.
" He declined my oft'er to carry his rifle," says Mr, Cog-
gin, " and actually wanted to'help me over some of the
bad places. When we got into camp you should have
heard the boys shout. It was but the work of a few
minutes to skin the deer, and sooner than it takes to tell
the first deer of the hunt was ready for cooking. The
guides and lumbermen of the Smith Brook Camps dress
a deer with the facility of experts. This deer was the
beginning of venison every meal, when we wanted it.

The other boys were soon off hunting, but as for myself.
I had had enough for one day."
Mr. Coggin's next ambition was to get a moose. With

his guide the next day they went well up and over the
side of Mooselick Mountain. Soon the guide called the
hunter's attention to moose tracks. " He is a big one !"

was the only remark. The guide soon begun moving
with the utmost caution. He would step so as not to
make a sound in the fallen leaves. Not a twig did he
break. The hunter followed his example as nearly as
possible. They crept on for a while, when the guide
stooped down, untied his himting shoes and took them
off, Mr, Coggin did the same. Neither spoke a word,
scarcely in the lowest whisper. The guide listened, with
his ear to the ground. Mr. Coggin did the same. The
footfalls of the great moose could be heard. " Pat,
pat, patter, pat!" slowly, "He is only walking,"
whispers the guide. The "pat, pat" suddenly stopped,
when " gersh, gursh, gish ! " the sound the moose makes
when stripping off the branches of his favorite browsing
trees and twigs. " He is feeding," whispers the guide,
" I think you will get a shot." Our hunting friend's hair
almost stood on end. He peered into the thicket, in the
direction of the browsing sound, and the guide did the
same. Neither could see the game. Very cautiously
they crawled into the thicket. They could see no moose.
Again the guide put his ear to the ground, and the
hunter did the same. "Pat, pat, pat!" on the soft
eai-th. " He is ti-otting," whispers the guide, as a shade
of disappointment steals over his ruddy young face.
" But he isn't frightened yet." They crawled a little
further, peering cautiously over a little rise just ahead of

them. They could now smell the moose very plainly

—

that peculiar odor that only the moose hunter has ex-
perienced. Gently as possible they parted the twigs of
the thicket and worked towards the game. He must be
very near! Not more than ten rods away, and yet they
cannot see him, so dense is the wood, A little further

—

very cautiously. " Crash! crash! ! smash! ! ! A railway
train off the tracks could scarcely have made more noise.
It seemed as though the whole woods were coming down.
The moose had either scented or seen the hunters, and
had taken the alarm. Away he went over the moun-
tain. The hopes of our friend the hunter fell forty de-
grees. The guide jumped up in disgust. They quietly
put on their shoes. There was not time that day to
further follow the moose.
Rather crestfallen they returned to the camp. That

evening Jim McGinn, the oldest guide assigned to the
party, was rather inclined to sneer at the ill success of
our friend Coggin and Nat Smith, the boy guide. He
would go moose hunting himself with any one of the
party the next day. He could "call." From his bunk
he took his birch-bark horn and blew a blast. It was
decided that Mr. Parker, the Bangor salesman, should
accompany him on a three-days' hunt. The next morn-
ing Jim loaded some blankets on his back, with some
food tied up in a bundle, and, with a rather lonesome
look on his face, Mr. Parker, rifle in hand, followed him
into the forest. The following day Parker returned,
thoroughly tired out. He had killed no moose. Jim had
called in the night and got a response, but the moose did
not come. He was very silent at supper time, and all

the early evening. When questioned about his success,
"TJm!" was his only answer. Only short expressions
and sighs could be drawn out of his mouth. Early he
went off to his bunk. The boys who watched him the
closest say that he almost shed tears several times ; he
felt so badly that he had not got a moose for the hunters.
He had followed the bull that had responded the night
before, but had failed to get a shot.

There were other characters at the camp besides Jim,
the elder guide, and Smith, the younger guide, assigned
by Mr. Nason to our friend Coggin. Smith is really
clerk for Mr. Nason. Indeed, among ninety men, the
full crew at these camps, when in full operation, there
should be some characters. The camp blacksmith, Moses
Fleming, a sturdy fellow, strong as an ox, is a genuine
sample of a thorough woodsman. No distance was too
great for him, no load too heavy. The boys called him
" The Distance Exaggerator," but distance reducer would
have been better. He is guilty of many of the State-of-
Maine-woods miles in that section. Jinks, the cook, is

also a character that greatly interested the hunters. His
" All upI^All up! !" in the morning was worth hearing, at
four o'clock, especially if one was not obliged to turn
out, as the lumbermen were.
The party staid at Smith Brook Camps six days. They

got five deer in all. These were mainly used at the
camps. It was too far into the wilderness to think of
bringing one out. The patridge shooting was something
to delight the heart of the amateur hunter. The birds
were almost as tame as chickens. The boys shot them
on the ground or on the trees with their rifles. They bad-
no shotguns with them. The two guides would take
their heads almost every time. " Shoot theu" heads off!

"

suggested Nat Smith,' the guide, to Mi-. Coggin, the first

day out. That gentleman ti'ied it for a couple of days,
but found he was getting but few birds. Rifle shooting
was comparatively new to him. Liter he aimed at their

bodies, and had the satisfaction of getting almost every
one. He counted until they had killed eighty or ninety
birds, and then got tired of counting. The party must
have killed over one hundred ruffed grouse. Only one
spruce partridge did they see. The guides report that
these beautiful birds are becoming rare in the Maine
woods, They are so tame that they cannot stand up
against the great march of sportsmen that are invading
that State. They saw no bear, though the signs were
plenty. Mr. Coggin is confident that with a slight snow
for tracking they cotild have obtained both bear and
moose. The ground was very thickly strewn with fallen
leaves, making it exceedingly difficult to approach these
very wary animals within gunshot.

At the end of the six days they bid good bye to the
kind 'Mi. Nason, who had done so much for their com-
fort and enjoyment. They left him, convinced that he
comes fully up to his reputation as one of the most hos-
pitable of lumber camp proprietors, and one of the most
successful lumbermen in that region. The two guides
were actually sad-hearted at parting with the sportsmen,
and the sportsmen shared the same feeling. " Be sure
to come again next year," were the parting exclamations.
From Smith Brook Camps the boys tramped the long

twelve miles to Cape Sepomque, where they again
rested. The batteaux and the horses were down river at
the other end of the route, and that whole twelve mUes
had to be tramped. From Ox Bow they went six miles
northeast to the Military Road that runs from lower
Aroostook to Presque Isle, They were going out by
Presque Isle, to see the country. At the Military Road
they found a team, and started for the northeast. The
first night they put up at Ashland, where there are a
couple of good hotels. When within several miles of
Ashland they passed a log camp, quite a distance
from the road. Indeed they would scarcely have no-
ticed the camp but from the fact that a couple of men
ran out and hailed them. The men had rifles in their
hands and packs on their backs, and from their looks the
driver was scarce inclined to stop his horses, though the
party also had rifles. But these rifles were stowed away
in the bottom of the wagon. It scarcely seemed as
though the hunters wanted to be stopped by these new-
comers, but they ran on behind with a good deal of de-
termination. At last the driver concluded to stop, the
men seemed to be so much in earnest. They came up.
They could speak fairly good English, though evidently
French Canadians. They simply wanted the team to
carry their packs for them. The driver was inclined to
decline. His horses were light, and there were five men
and their luggage already in the wagon. But finally he
decided to accommodate them. He took the packs aboard
and drove on, leaving the men to come on foot. At Ash-
land Mr. Coggin happened to think that the packs might
be wanted before morning, and in the evening they took
the packs out of the wagon in the stable, and put them
on the piazza of the hotel. Then they had a chance to
find out why the men were so much in earnest about
having their packs transported. Each pack must have
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weighed between fifty and sixty pounds. The men were
on their way into the woods, in the extreme northern
part of the State, to spend the winter trapping. In the
morning the packs were gone.
Mr. Coggin was pleased with the ride from Ashland to

Preeque Isle. It runs through a new farming and forest
country. Here farms and farm improvements are to be
seen in all stages, from a log house and a "cut-down"
to some of the finest farms in Maine. Some of the log
houses, built a few years since, are being hewn, and
some even planed and painted. Other farms have hand-
some modern houses and noble barns. At Presque Isle
the journey home by rail begun.
The amount of pleasure Mr. Coggin has experienced

in this, his first hunting trip into the Maine woods, is

hard to tell of in cold letters. He is satisfied that a visit
to the lumber camps in the Northwood is the way to go a
hunting, and he believes that the " latch string hangs
out " for the right kind of men to make such hunting
trips. Invitations would be more generally in order did
not the sturdy lumbermen fear the bal)yi8hnes8 and
meanness of the city d.ade and would-be sport. For the
dude and the shirk there is no room in these camps. For
the true gentleman, who expects hardship, and is willing
to rough it, invitations are in order. Special,

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN.
The prairie has been likened to the ocean, and the

simile is not altogether wide of the mark, and as one
looks out over the boundless expanse of rolling grass land,
that spreads on every side until land and sky meet on the
horizon line, it does not require such a great effort of the
imagination to see the resemblance.
Though the waving grass gives life to the view it lacks

the mighty heave of the ocean; that ceaseless pulsing of
the waters is wanting; the swelling waves of prairie land
seem to have stiffened and died, deserted by the impulse
which gave them birth.

The mere turning of the sod reveals a rich, dark loam,
that without fertilizing will yield several crops of corn,
and produce a wonderful return in golden grain.
In late autumn the chickens resort to the fields of stand-

ing corn to glean, and rich pickings they find. They
speedily become plump on this diet. Killed to-day and
broiled to-morrow over a quick fire of corncolss, served
immediately when done, they are perfection.
On a still, clear morning the scolding of the cocks be-

gins at sunrise and the air resounds with their A-efc-A-efc/

JceJc-kek! until long after the hoar frost has disappeared.
Then you will see flock after flock leave the prairie and
enter the corn, there toremain, unless disturbed, through-
out the day. A short hour before sunset they run out to
the edge and spring into sturdy flight for the night
bivouac on the open plain.
At this season these camps of the prairie chicken often

contain thousands of individuals, representing hundreds
of coveys, that arrive from all quarters, coming some-
times from a distance of miles to this favored spot.
One will frequently see some belated party string

across his path as he tramps along just after sunset.
Silent as owls, they flit past on outspread wings and van-
ish in the gloom.

I first met the prairie chicken in Lee county, Illinois.
It had been close season for several years, consequently
the chickens were abundant and furnished delightful
sport.

Tbe shooting among the standing corn is, to me, the
most exciting of any of the methods pursued in hunting
this fine bird. * * *

It is early in the forenoon, and I will see if I cannot
find some of the birds I saw enter that eighty-acre piece a
while ago.
We are presently in the thick of it, and save for the

rustling leaves on the tall stalks which rise above our
heads it is very still.

The chickens are running, as I see by the trailing of
my dog: and it is necessary to step out briskly in order to
keep him in view.
There! He has struck a hot scent: hear how his tail is

beating tattoo on the stalks as he worms his way along,
crouching close to the ground in his eagerness to locate
the birds.

At last, with head almost at right angles with his body,
he stands rigid.

There they go. A dozgn chickens whizz up through
the corn about us. I catch a glimpse of one just as he
clears himself, and pull on him almost without sighting.
Crash! thud! down he comes, and quickly I have him in
hand, a fine young bird, as I find by holding him up so
that his whole weight falls on the under mandible, which
breaks under the strain.

The difference in plumage of these full-grown birds is
very slight, and it is by this simple test that we may dis-
tinguish young from old. In an old bird the lower man-
dible always sustains the weight of the body without
breaking.
The old dog is pointing again 1

A single bird rises this time and sails off uninjured,
though I give him the contents of both barrels.

_
How easy it is to miss them in this cover in spite of their

size. We move on.
' There has been a covey about here, as numerous tracks
tend to show. It will take careful wort to put them up
now, as they have doubtless taken the alarm ere this and
are keeping well ahead of tis.

There they go again oft' to the left! If we flush another
bunch in this cover they will jjrobably get up all together,
as is their habit after being so disturbed. Try to pick
your birds, for though they rise with a thundrous roar of

r wings and look very large, you will find, as in quail
shooting, that pot shots can seldom be made.
Here is the edge of the field. I think we will work

round to where we entered, and after trying that little

patch between here and the house. I will wait until toward
sundown, when they come out, and perhaps I may get a
little flight shooting.
Chickens feed quietly among the corn, rarely betraying

their presence, save to the keen nose of your dog. Once
flushed they lie very close for some time after alighting,
and will not scatter until thoroughly satisfied that
danger is past.

This, however, is only in cover when they have been
-tBcd to feeding undisturbed. Later in the season when
constant gunning has made them wary, they will make

I for the open at first flight, and rarely return before next
i aiorning. Look here! see where they have been dusting
I in this dry loam, just like so many old hens,

Four o'clock ! I walk out on the prairie to an old hay
stack, that seemed to be located near the center of their
flight, as they left the corn last evening and lie down to
await developments.
High overhead, a flock of wild geese is moving south,

travelers I guess from the height at which they fly, and
the silence and regularity of their action,
Blackbirds in dense flocks are sweeping past, with in-

cessant noise of harsh rasping cries.

Close by a miniature whirlwind is sucking up the stray
heads of buffalo grass, and careering with them a short
distance, where it leaves them awaiting the next puff,
that shall waltz them off again.
Keeping a sharp lookout in the direction of the corn-

fields I presently see a covey of chickens rise. They come
down well to one side, far out of shot but affordi)ig ine a
fine opportunity to observe their manner of flight.

Rising with a bm-st of strong wing strokes they attain
an elevation of from 20 to SOyds,, and scale oft" on ex-
tended pinions for long stretches, then with a renewal of
wingbeats they acquire fresh impetus. In this manner
they alternate, now scaling, now Hying along until lost
to sight over the prairie.
Here comes another covey, now they are close upon

me. Bang! one

—

bang! again—as two cross each other
in flight, and down they come. There ai'e numbers of
chickens sailing by, but none venture in my direction.
It is nearly dark when I reach the house, as niglit shuts
in very quickly. How cosy the firelight makes the room
seem, after the silence of the prairie. The solitude on
these plains after nightfall is depressing to me.
BAY Ridge, Long Island, N. Y- Wtlmot ToWNfiENH,

GAME IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
Englewooi>, 111., Nov. 7,-1 have once more enjoyed

the pleasures of an outing in South Dakota; and thinking
some of the incidents of the trip, and especially the in-
formation as to where, when and how. to go to good
shooting grounds, may be of interest to your readers I
send you this brief account of the trip lately made.
With Dr. A. Vanderveen, of Grand Haven, Mich., I

started on the evening of Oct. 18 for a two weeks' shoot.
We met in Chicago, and having a few hours' spare time
devoted them to looking; up rates and routes. Our last
call was on Major Heafford, genei-al passenger agent of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Railroad, and we
could well have spared ourselves the extra tramping we
had done had our first call been on him, and we were at
once provided with tickets, sleeping car berths, etc.
Left Chicago via C, M. & St. P. R, R. at 6:30 P. M., our
first stopping place to be Vermillion, S. D, Here we
were the guests of Prof, and Mrs. H. W, Dubee. The
Professor is the musical director of the University of
South Dakota, and is very proud of the young univer-
sity; and well he may be, for it is a striking example of
the enterprise and liberality of the new State, Two oi
three days were very pleasantly spent under his hospit-
able roof, or more properly speaking, the nights were
spent there, for the Doctor and I put in our days on the
Vermillion River and the fields adjacent, which were
"swarming" with quail: we also foundfair duck shooting
on the river.

The second day of our stay we took a boat for an all-
day's trip up the river; and had only left the boat house
when just ahead of us we saw about a dozen ducks,
which leisurely swam ahead of us, directly toward the
shore where a barnyard came down to the water's edge,
I was taking the first turn at the oars, the Doctor, with
gun in hand, sitting in the stern of the boat. He, of
course, was first to see the ducks, and got ready for a
shot. Glancing over my shoulder and seeing the ducks
headed directly for the shore, I at once concluded they
were tame ducks, and warned the Doctor not to shoot.
We drew nearer and nearer to the birds, and the Doctor
exclaimed, "Well, G., those are the first tame redheads I
ever saw." But so sure was I that they belonged to the
barnyard that I gave the boat a short whirl round to
bring me facing the flock, when away they went down
the river, flying as only redheads can when thpy let
themselves out. The turning of the boat cut the Doctor
off from a shot, and I only had the satisfaction of saying
something more emphatic than polite as I counted eleven
fine birds as they whirled round a bend out of sight. I
did not hear the end of the story during our whole trip,
and I presume I never shall so long as the Doctor can
repeat it. I only hope that on my next trip I may get a
goose or a duck for every cigar I have had to ''set up,"
Had we been out of sight of the town I should have
looked before calling them tame ducks; but right at the
public landing and only a few rods from a house, I thought
the story would never stop should we shoot some good
woman's ducks.
The sequel to the story, however, is more satisfactory.

The birds lit a short distance below us, were fired at and
came back up the river; we had the pleasure of thropping
three of them, two to the Doctor's gun and one to mine,
which he declared was more than I deserved.
On Monday we left Vermillione for Chain Lakes, north-

east of Watertown, and made but a short stay there, find-
ing the shooting not at all satisfactory. From here we
went to Redfield, intending to take the Milwaukee & St.
PauIR.R. to Aberdeen, thence east toWaubay; but at
Redfield we learned that Cottonwood Lake was again
partially filled with water, and we decided to try it.

Here for four days we had all the duck shooting we
wanted. When I last wrote you from Cottonwood it was
a large lake, three miles long by one mile wide, with
seven or eight feet of water; since then it has been dry,
but now has about one foot of water, and is grown up
thickly mth grass and rushes: in short, is a big marsh
about two miles long, and is a paradise for mallards and
redheads. On quiet days we waded through the tall
grass and rushes, "jumping'" the birds. On wlndv days,
taking our stations around the lake we kept them flying,
and had excellent shooting. The last morning of our
stay two of us brought forty-seven mallards and red-
heads, two canvasbacks and a number of snaaller ducks,
which were "not counted."
At Radfield we met John Trail, of Rosendale, Wis., the

noted dog trainer. He has been spending the past
season at this place and other points along the C. M. &
St. P, R. R. and reports having had a very successful
season, with plenty of chickens and good sport. He
still had twelve dogs with him, some of them beautiful
specimens. We had one day with him, but the season

was too late for good chicken shooting, the birds being
bunched in big coveys and very wild. We got but seven-
teen birds. In the season, from August to last of Sep-
tember, there is no better chicken ground than can be
found from Armour north to Aberdeen, Two friends
whom I recommended to try Armour in August came
back reporting themselves more than satisfied. They
spent ten days in the vicinity or Armour and killed 353
birds, hunting only for amusement and doing no hard
work.
For goose shooting Waubay is the best point we found.

There are several lakes and all are good. The place is

easily reached. Leaving Chicago at 6:30 P.M., the C. M.
& St. P", R. R. lands you at Waubay the next night,
going via Aberdeen. For duck shooting alone Cotton-
wood Lake is good enough for any one, and to reach it

one must leave the railroad at Redfield.
We found nay old friend Wm. Sutton still living on

the lake and the latch string was out for hunters as of
yore.
The coEiing season the Doctor and myself hope to take

our outing in chicken season and will go directly to
Armour or Redfield. Armour is only about eighteen
hours run from Chicago and no better shooting can be
found. S. C, G.

DENVER NEWS.
f ir there are any who doubt and have not seen 150 trout in a

himoh, let them call at the office of Henry Wilcox this afternoon,
143 being the number caught by Mr. Wilcox in one day. They
vary in weight froni 2i/albs. to the yearling, and are as flue a lot of
finny beauties as were ever tenapted by a fly. Wilcox caught 330
on Saturday and Sunday, and is now in a position to deny the
sta tement that Sunday is a bad day for troiU tishins. This is Mr,
Wilcox's first season in 1 i-ont fishing, his total catch being 1,330.

The above appeared in the Creede Chronide of Tues-
day, Nov. 1. Wagon Wheel Gap is but a short distance
from Creede and was considered one of the finest places
in the State for trout fishing. If such catches as the
above are permitted, in a very short time it will be entirely
fished out. Our laws prohibit the catching of more trout
than the fishermen can personally use, and there is a
penalty for retaining fish less than Gin. long. If above
clipping is correct Mr. Wilson violated the law in two
particulars. I have called Game Warden Ijand's attention
to this and he will investigate it at once.
The Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association meets

here this week. A number of gentlemen who are very
much interested in game protection will ask the Associ-
ation to appoint a committee to revise the old or to pre-
pare a new game law, and to bring all the pressure possi-
ble to bear on the coming Legislature to enact it. The
present law is very ambiguous, and in some cases the
open seasons on large game begin too early.

G. H, Lambson arrived in Denver Nov. (i, in charge of
a special car of the National Fish Commission, He went
to Leadville Monday night for the purpose of getting
150,000 yearling trout from the Government hatchery at
Evergreen Lake, for distribution throughout the State.

Buffalo Bdl is in the city preparing: for a hunt for big
game. He is accompanied "by Alfred E. Hatton, of Brad-
ford, England; T. E. Haworth, of Manchester, and Col,
H. McKinnenand Major Milvehy,of Her Majesty's army.
Several other Englishmen will join the party before they
start. It is the intention of the party to spend several
months in the mountains and to slaughter large game in-
discriminately, I presume.
Captain Bedam, of the Kennicott Gun Club, has opened

a shooting park a short distance out of town. It has a
good club house, electric pulls, and all the paraphernalia
necessary for trap-shooting.

No v. 11,—The Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association
held its annual meeting in Denver, Nov. 10.

President Hampson addressed the meeting at length.
He recommended certain changes in the game laws, de-
plored the lack of interest among a large class of the
population, and proposed that it be made a misdemeanor
for a man to have more than one elk, deer or antelope in
his possession at one time. He also asked that the bounty
on bear be removed, but favored its retention on coyotes
and gray wolves.
A recommendation that the name of the society be

changed, as soon as it could be effected under the provi-
sions of the constitution, to the Colorado Fish and Game
Protective League was adopted.
Game Warden Land made an interesting talk on the

game law question. He favored the' shortening of the
open season for trout fishing, and suggested that it begin
June 15 instead of May 1, extending, as under the present
law, to Dec. 1. He thought the open season for deer
began too early, shooting should be prohibited imtil Sept.
1. There were more deer killed by the skin-hunters dur-
ing the summer than at any other' period of the year. He
thought a proper open season for four-footed game would
be from Sept. 1 until Dec. 15, Under the present laws
much of the work of the game wardens proved futile,
and without a seizure clause it must continue to be so.
He also declared that the shooting of game for winter u«e
should be prohibited.
He also touched on the question of Indians killing

game, and asserted that they killed large numbers of elk
and deer for their hides, which they sold to the Indian
agents.
The chair announced that 100 members belonged to the

association, and in addition nine new members had been
ad mitted that evening.
The following were elected a committee on game law

revision: F. A. Williams, L, Butterfield, Gordon Land,
L, B, France and Milward Hewitt, and the chair was in-
structed to appoint a advisory comjnittee of five.

Secretary Ilewitt read a letter from William N. Byers
regretting his inability to attend, as he was obliged to be
present at a meeting of Colorado Pioneers,

F. A. Williams offered a resolution, which was adopted,
calling on the Governor to use all vigorous measures
within his power to have the Indians returned to their
reservations, stating that it was the sense of the associa-
tion that in the enforcement of the game laws Indians
should receive no better treatment than whites.
President Hampson offered his resignation, as his time

was so occupied that he did not feel as if he could longer
attend to the duties of the offioe.

The meeting then adjourned, subject to the call of the
chair, to meet for the imrpose of electing officers and
hearing the report of the oommittfip on game law revision.

Teseeby,
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DEER.
We have been to the Connecticut Lakes and are pre-

pared to make a little memoranda. Deer hunting with
hounds has now been permitted for two or three years,

with varying success. This season more have been taken
because there are more deer, perhaps, but probably owing
to the fact that more hounds and more sportsmen have
participated than formerly.
Vermont does not permit the killing of deer at all;

Canada has a gun license of $30, with close season till

October; Maine does not permit hounding, so that New
Hampshire, wedged in as it were between these more
highly restricted sections, is made to suifer more than all

in loss of deer. We were at first surprised to find sports-

men from Maine and the Canada preserves, but when in-

formed of the aforesaid restrictions we wondered no
longer. We have not, however, ceased to wonder at the
stupidity of the New Hampshire Legislature in permit-
ting ail this.

Farther, it is a notorious fact that along our Vermont
and New Hamshire border Canadians are allowed to

"crust hunt," with no game warden on the "line" to put
a stop to the work of the pot-hunters. The largest bag
this season so far which has come to my knowledge, was
the recent killing of eight deer in four days by a few gen-
tlemen at First Connecticut Lake. And still they thirsted
for more, It was a sight—a two-horse wagon load of
venison being drawn to the depot from this little spot in
New Hampshire, as big as a man's hand when compared
to the better protected himting grounds of xMaine and
Canada
The Yankee is fertile in inventing methods to catch the

deer. Dropping into a blacksmith's shop the other day, I

saw him at work on a steel trap of peculiar pattern, and
when I said, "Wherefor?" he ref)lied, "Why, that there
thing is fer to catch deer with."
Coming up with a lad who was peddling venison, I in-

quired into his peculiar modus operandi. He told me
that, procuring a large piece of rocK salt, and sinking it

IHin. in a gentle spring in the woods, he was now pos-
sessed of an ideal deer lick, and it was there he got his
venison. Jack shooting is practiced with an untiring
persistency worthy of a better cause. For days and weeks
together three boats were out every favorable night at
Second Connecticut Lake, to my certain knowledge.
These facts are almost -a parallel to the statement made
about a speculator in these parts, that he would never
mate a dollar by honest means—if he could help it.

Notwithstanding all this, we are able to chronicle our
success this year in still-hunting.

Waiting till September, we pointed the prow of our
somewhat too large craft for deer shooting purposes
toward South Bay, Second Lake. Not long after the start
from camp, two miles up the lake, we were joined by the
cook and chambermaid from the hotel, who were bound
for the same destination for blueberries! Blueberrying
and deer shooting did not seem to mix well, at least to
my way of thinking, yet, believing as I do in the doctrine
of the perseverance of the saints, and, besides, having
two "kids"' as spectators, who were taken along as um-
pires in the game, and who were desirous to proceed.
Columbus-like, I kept on my way undaunted. Putting
the lads beside a run just out of sight over a ridge, I en-
sconced myself low down in my craft close under some
overhanging bushes, and waited—waited for the sun to
drop below the treetops, and waited for the cook and
chambermaid to withdraw. It was just here that I had,
in three or four previous seasons, shot deer, so I was a
good deal attached to the locality.

At a quarter past six, by my watch, as my eve scanned
the furtner shore, I was gladdened by the sight of a deer
on the edge of the lake drinking. The distance being
too great for a shot, I forthwith shoved of£ and started
toward the game, I had not gone a rod before the deer
was joined by another, both full-grown does. They
presently separated till they were perhaps ten rods apart.
My progress was slow and water grass impeded the pro-
gress of the boat. I had now got within, say, forty rods,
when one of the does sighted me and showed signs of
fright. The other had not seen me and was quietly feed-
ing at the water's edge with a little brush between us
and partly obscuring her body, but as she was standing
broadside on I quietly dropped my paddle in the water,
drew my piece—Colt lightning magazine—to shoulder
and fired. Immediately the deer left the water, flag at
half mast, and made for the woods. For an instant the
other remained standing and so I was able to get in a
hasty shot. Tlie bull struck low down between the fore-
legs, and she only ran six rods. The other I did not
find, may it be that she was not hard hit.
A friend had located a little bog on Coon Brook, and

one fine afternoon betook himself to that locality for a
twilight shot. Reaching the place, he sighted a large
leaning spruce, and thinking a climb into the limbs
would enable him to command the situation, he first
passed up his rifle as far as he could reach and then pro-
ceeded to draw himself up. To do so he must needs hold
on by both hands, and while in this position he happened
to glance in his rear, and there stood a buck attended by
two females.

The buck was a little restive, but was still curious to
know what our friend was in mirsuit of up that tree.
Something must be done, and done quickly, and so letting
go his hold he made a lunge for tlie rifle as he dropped
to the ground. Our friend is a quick shot and improved
his opportunity to fire at the reti-eating quarry, but it
was unavailing and the deer escaped with(jut a scratch.
Moral: When you go up a tree to find deer be sure first
there are none standing at the foot of the tree.

Dr. Whidden, of Portland, went up East Inlet Brook—
a dead stream—jack shooting. He was armed with a
,45-90 Winchester, holding four cartridges. He imagined
that Lyman sights and a rifle were the things to bring
down game under the jack. The guide presently put
him alongside three pairs of eyes, so wide apai-t as toshow that they were not far away. One pair stood
higher than the rest, and reasoning that this was the big
one of the three let drive. When the smoke lifted the
eyes had not changed position, and so he "pumped"
another and another ball, as he supposed, into the car-
cass of the deer, but when the rifle was empty the three
deer still stood their ground undismayed.
There was still one cartridge left, but that was in his

vest pocket and well encased in a cud of spruce gum
Nothing daunted he leisurely whittled off the gum and
tnocixmg down his Lymau sight, he succeeded ia knock-

ing down the deer. It proved to be a good sized doe
surrounded by her olfcpring.

Lately there has been a light fall of snow, and Judge
Aldrich determined to improve it. Taking a guide ard a

friend he started oK in the direction of Alder brook. Tae
way was long and the judge is fat, and so he begged
leave to build a fire ana tarry for a while. The guide

proceeded, and had not gone far before he struck fresh

signs. Following it up he suddenly came upon a two
year old buck which stopped and gave him a shot broad-

side on at five paces. The guide is a gord shot ordinarily,

but made a clean miss, but as the buck began to jump,
the spell was broken, and he was brought to bag at the

second fire, and putting him across his shoulders he
staggered back to the judge, who was still resting him-
self by the fire.

A party coming on fresh moose tracks—very large-
made a stern chase and a long one, but failed to sight the

animal. And so the hunt goes on, and so it will till the
last deer is shot, or till such careful legislation and such
care in its execution that will allow a reasonable indul-

gence in this sport without lessening the supply of game.
C. H. Gleasom^.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicago, Nov. jO.—Two weeks ago old Boreas waked

from his sound slumber of six months. He stretched
himself, felt of his muscles to see if his old rheumatic
pains were still with him, and after a profound yawn,
which froze the flame in his oil lamp, he stepped to the
door of his den and gazed out upon a landscape rich with
the bright colors of the dying autumn.
The mild breezes of the Indian summer blew softly

through his icy whiskers; a mallard quacked contentedly
in a near pond hole; a flock of rea-winged blackbirds
rose noisily from a bed of wild rice and fluttered before
his astonished eyes; the subtle perfume of the timid
muskrat was borne on the breez3to his imperial nostrils;

the querulous cry of the rail greeted his ears, and a j ack-
snipe flushed in "front of him and flew lazily away with a
half angry scape! The rich deep blue of the sky was un-
marred by a single cloud ; a warm breeze arose from the
marsh, and over the hills across the lake hung the piir-

plish tinge that makes the perfect autumn day. All
nature was as quiet as the late political headquarters are
to-day.
The king was angiy. He had not slept well of late,

and hie universal peace and contentment aroused his per-
verse spirit. He frowned and a gray tinge obscured the
blue of the sky ; a small cloud came skurrying from the
north; the wild rice and the marsh grasses bowed their
gentle heads in fear, and from the lake came echoing the
weird, warning uty of the loon.

The king puckered up his frosty lips and sent an icy
blast howling and shrieking over the marsh and across
the prairies to the distant hills. Instantly all nature took
the alarm. Mr. and Mrs. Mallard called their family to-
gether, and with hurrying wings sought to escape the
wrath of the king of winds and stormy weather. Nor
were they alone. All the wildfowl endeavored to reach
the last patch of summer-blue sky that was fast disap-
pearing toward the south, A prodigious quacking and
gabbling and whistling of fast- moving wings stirred the
blood in the heart of the hunter, he who had for so many
days sat patiently in his "blind,'" waiting for the long-
hoped-for "big day," Whew! a flock of mallards darts
past him, hovering a moment over his decoys, and then
pi-fou, pi-tou! a rapid right and left barrel leaves three
fluttering beauties in the water before him. So it was
over many a marsh in the Dakotas, Minnesota and Wis-
consin.
The brave blast that old Boreas blew two weeks ago

started the wildfowl of the far North on their annual ex-
cursion to the South, and thus filled the boats and glad-
dened the hearts of many an ardent hunter. But the
ducks caught up with the patch of blue and settled con-
tentedly in the marshes of lower Wisconsin, Illinois and
Indiana. There thej dallied infancied security until last
Saturday. Then old Boreas roused himself in wrath once
more and again sent a chilling blast that chased the patch
of blue yet further eouth. And over many a marsh and
many a lake echoed the sullen "boom-boom" of the heavy
guns sounding their farewell to the hurrying flocks of
ducks as they came and went on their southward journey.
But all of them did not go South. From the'Horicon
marshes in Wisconsin the reports of the closing of
the season show exceptional fport. Dr. H. C, Buech-
ner has undoubtedly been most favored. On the
big day he scored 78 mallards and pintails, and ran out of
shells when the birds were coming thicker all the time,A few days later he scored G7, all big ducks, and in thi-ee
consecutive days kiUed 126. Percy Stone, Walter Grey
Fred Donald, Major Hanley, C. C. Lamos and W. L.
Shepard likewise enjoyed superb sport, each averaging
from 25 to 50 birds pt-r day.
From Illinois and Indiana points also come accounts of

good to excellent shooiing. At Fox Like last week, can-
vasback, redhead and blujbiils were rej)orted very
plentiful, though I have heard of none of the bags ma'de.
At Lake Koahkonong, Wisconsin, last week, Ed Bino--
ham and Al Knox had good shooting at redheads and
bluebiUs. Like Calumet, which is inside Chicago's
limits, has been for the past week the nightly resort of
thousands of ducks, but each morning they have been
promptly driven away by the horde of reckless shooters
who infest that region, Tolleston Club and the marshes
of the Kankakee River in Indiana have furnished excel-
lent sport. At Mak-saw-ba Club, Will Haskell, John
Whiting, Joe Card and Le Roy Brown have had steadily
good shooting at mallards, and John Watson has
slaughtered quite a few snipe. Uncle John massacred
3 / jacks last Saturday and Sunday. Bill Haskell killed
18 mallards in two days this week. The great body of
the ducks are now on the lower Illinois River, and many
Chicago sportsmen are down there among them,
Charlie Carhart of the Board of Trade, who has just

returned from a week's visit to the Swan Lake Club
averaged over forty mallards a day, refusing to either
hunt or shoot teaJ and other small ducks, of which he
reports there were myriads.
At present there is no doubt but what excellent shoot-

ing can be had on the lower Illinois River, but a letter to-
day from V. M. Lincoln, of the Undercliff House at Like
Senachwine, warns intending visitors to hurry or they

time
^ freeze up may now be expected any

But with the approaching close of the duck season,

quail are beginning to attract the attention of Chicago
i-portsmen. Magnificent quail country is to be found
within easy reach of Chicago, and there doesn't live a
true sportsman whose heart will not b.jund with excite-
ment when the whirring wings of the little brown beau-
ties beat a rnerry tattoo on the crisp November air,

Oswald von Lf^ngerke, Charlie Antoine, RoUa Heikes,
Frank Place, Bsn Dicks, Lee Hamline and other well
known Chicago sportsmen, have already had grand sport
and are not yet ready to quit. Von Lengerke and An-
toine go out once a week regularly and their bags run
from thirty to fifty each time. There never was a better
quail year,
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri and Kan-

sas are great quail States, and in all of them this year's
crop is phenomenal. The quail are nearly as numerous as
Democrats this year.
Charley Comley has just returned from Mississippi,

where he and a party of friends have had royal sport
with deer, turkeys, quail, ducks and "sich," Mr. Comley
considers it part of bis regular business to make this trip

every year. Mr. R. R. Street, of New York, and Mr.
Henry Stephens, of Chicago, have been for the past two
weeks at the grounds of the Eagle River Shooiing and
Fishing Club in Wisconsin. Taey went after bass, mus-
callonge and deer. They will be joined in a few days by
a party consisting of Messrs. Ai. Hofmann, Geo. Hof-
mann, Alex. White, J. B. Sanborn, Geo. T. Farmer and
others, on a deer hunt.

Don't it make you shiver to think about fishing at this
time of the year? Ugh! ugh! ugh! But actually, little

more than a week ago, a man caught over sixty bass in
the Deep R ver, near Liverpool, Ind, And he caught
them on a hook and line, as the law provides, and Bill

Haskell saw them. Ed Price started to say, "Pshaw,
that's nothing. One time in December, I caught— but
we all stopped him, and the mate to the Kekoskee fish
story remains untold.
Anglers of the West should rejoice that George W.

Peck has been re-elected Governor of Wisconsin. Gov-
ernor Peck is an enthusiastic fisherman, and during his
administration has done much to encourage the preser-
vation and propagation of the different varieties of fish
native to the magnificent waters of Wisconsin.
The latest returns from Wifconsin indicate that Dr.

Thomas has not yet paid that fine for his July deer,

W. P. MUSSET.

Massachusetts Association.

Hon, Geo. W. Wiggin occupied the chair at the No-
vember meeting of the association at the American House,
Boston, last Thursday evening, 135 members being pres-
ent. Three applications for membership were presented
and referred to the committee. Me.ssr8. Kendall H.
Damon, Chas. F. Chamberlayne, Chas. F. MoNamaraand
Chas. E. Butterman were elected members.
Messrs, E 1 E. Hardy, Chas, A. Brackett, Warren Hap-

good, Geo, B. Appltton, Dr, J, W. Ball, D.-, M, A. Morris
and John Fottler, Jr., were appointed a nominating com-
mittee to prepare and present at the December meeting a
list of candidates for offisers for 1893.

Mr, Edward E. Hardy, for the committee on the for-
mation of a United Fish and Game League, reported that
representatives from the Old Colony Club, the South-
eastern Massachusetts Fish and Game League and the
Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association had
held a meeting and had prppared a constitution for the
proposed league. The main objects of this league are to
obtain such legislation as will result in the propagation
and preservation of fish and game in the interest of our
fishermep. and the general food supply of the people; to
watch legislation,i State and national, with the object
of preventing adverse legislation : and seeing that favor-
able legislation is legally adopted to the end in view; to
suggest to the Legislature such codification and amend-
ment of the laws relating to fish and game as will
advance the object of this league. The United Fish and
Game League is to be an executive body composed of
representatives from the different Massachusetts associa-
tions to better watch legislation.

After discussion the question was referred to the board
of management for their consideration.

Richard O. Hakdiwg, Sec'y.

The New "STork Seasons.
It is with pleasure after returning from a three weeks

trip I sit down and read the accumulated numbers of
Forest and Stream,
In noting the game reports from different parts, taking

them as a whole there is a reported increase over last

season's supply. Partridge and woodcock, so far as my
observation goes, are certainly not so plentiful in the
counties of Brown and Chenango, this State, and Susque-
hanna county, Pa., this season as last.

Under the condition of things, a season of only one and
a half months duration in the first two named counties,
the winter not being unusually severe, with the absence
of ice storms, we looked for a good supply of birds this
year. There seemed to be only one thing in the way of
nalure to retard them, a very wet and cold spring.
What should be done to try to preserve and increase

these noble game birds ? That something must be done
to save them from complete annihilation can easily be
proven by refering to some other parts of the country
where they are practically extinct. To start the ball rolling
in the right direction, let us encourage those who write
for the public eye, that instead of writing of big bags,
they formulate some plan of further game protection.
My own ideas briefly stated would be to first offer sustan-
tial benefit to those who bring game law breakers to
terms. Another to adopt the Pennsjlvanialaw in regard
to bounty on game, axterminating animals such as fox,
skunk, etc. Last but not least I would change open sea-
son to from Sept. 10 to Dec. 1. By all means I would
take off the month of December. With the weather as
it was last December, more birds were killed than in all

the rest of the season , for the reason that the previous
cold weather had driven them together into thickest
cover, then to come out those warm December days and
to be easily found by gunners. Let us hear an expres-
sion. H. W. Brown.
Syhacttsb, N. Y.

Chimpanzee (professional humorist of the district, to
lioness)—"I say. that dude huoter must have felt very down
in the month when you swallowed him."—
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Loading for Game.
Raleigh. N. C, Nov. 14.—After many years of prac-

tice and considerable experimenting wit'h diffprent ways
of loading shotguns, I have come to the conckisiou that
the commonly accepted standards of proportion of pow-
der and shot is not the best. The most important im-
provement in modern gunnery, both in artillery and
small arm j)ractice, is in the line of higher velocities of
the pro,if ciiles.

For this reason the governments of Europe have adopted
for a standard military rifle, a caliber of .30 or .31 with
increased powder charge. All quiiil hunters must have
observed that many birds seem hard hit liut succeed in

getting away. Let them now increase the powder and
diminish the shot and they will be gratified with the
result.

For a 12-gauge gun I use 4drs. black powder, two
heavy wads, a scant ounce of shot with a card-board wad
over the shot. With this charge the recoil is greatly re-

duced, and the velocity and paralyzhig effect of the shot
greatly increased. Though the number of pellets in the
charge is considerably less than usual, there will be fewer
wounded birds to escape. A friend has adopted this idea,
reducing the shot to foz. with 4drs. of powder, with the
best results.

I have lately killed some large black ducks, using No. 5

shot. Some idea of the force or velocity of the shot is

shown by the fact that every shot passed entirely through,
even in the thickest part of the body, at a distance of
35yds. The difference in elfect when using one or two
wads over the powder is also noticeable, it is decidedly
best to use two wads. T. C. H.

New Jersey Game Notes.

HOMEESTOWN, N. J., Nov. 5,—Quail and rabbits are
more plenty throughout this section than during any
past fall for a long time. Since the season for shooting
them came in (Nov. 1) scarcely any one who has gunned
has not secured a good-sized bag. Pheasants, in the
young growth of wood along the edge of the pines, are
about as plenty as usual, so far as we can learn. This
section is oy all odds the best part of the State for the
first two kinds of game, the councry being diversified by
many woodlands, belts of timber and bushes, tracts of

good farming land and many stubble fields, and the pines
but a short distance to the southeast of us, thus making
as good a region for gunning in as any sportsman could
wish for,

dray squirrels were so plenty with us this fall that their

name vpas legion. In fact they really became a nuisance,
so that many of the farmers allowed, and often encour-
aged, gunning for them, even before the season was in,

as the rodents made such havoc in cornfields adjoining
wood lots that the owners were heartily glad to have them
thinned out, consequently many sportsmen, taking ad-
vantage of the license, secured large numbers of them.
Even now they are quite plenty, and should one hunt for
the grays he could, in a short time, secure a goodly
number.

It seems almost a mystery where such a host of squir-

rels came from this fall ; the like was never known be-

fore, even by that often spoken of personage, "the oldest
inhabitant."
So taking it altogether, the season is truly a splendid

one for all kinds of game indigenous to this section.

A. L. L.

Tesas Game. .

Ballinoer, Eunnels Co., Tex.—In Concho county,
which adjoins this county on the south, the prospects
for quail shooting are very good. We have usually
very good success with the Bob Whites — and by
success I mean that a man, with dog of course, who
knows the country can secure from thirty to fifty quail
in each day's shooting. Near the towns, of course, the
quail supply is very limited. We have also numbers of

the crested California quail. These are not satisfactory,

as their excellence when on the table does not compensate
for their superior ability in running, and their unwilling-
ness to remain in the vicinity of one's dog. la fact it is

only possible to make a large bag of the Californian quail,

at least of those found here, by driving them to an ambush
and shooting from the hiding place into the flock. They
really go in flocks at this season, when the coveys get
together.
We have a very good crop of acorns this year on the

oak ridges in the southern part of Concho county and in
consequence one can couut upon getting fairly good deer
shooting. Usually both ducks and geese with an occa-
sional swan afl:"ord ample remuneration for thft time ex-

pended in hunting them, H. L, B.

Zinc for Gun Bust.

Lancastek., N. H., Nov. 5.—In looking over an October
number of the Iron Age I was struck by an article rela-

tive to a rust preventive for guns. The article claims
that a ring of zinc soldered around the barrel, or, better,

a stri]} soldered along the barrel on the under side and out
of sight would efl:eotually prevent rusting. It is claimed
that "the galvanic action excited between the zinc and
iron effectually prevents oxidation of either metal, and as

long as this zinc remains in contact with the iron not a
particle of rust will appear on either the inside or outside
of the barrel.'' I have seen this principle applied to tin

water pails, a narrow strip of zinc being soldered across

the bottom of the pail, and it really seemed to fullfil the
claims of the manufacturers that the pails would not
rust, and I know that a small strip of zinc placed in con-

tact with a nail when driven into wood will prevent rust

streaks on the wood when exposed to the weather. AVho
of the FouEST AND Steeam readers have ever tried the
experiment on their guns? Rob.

Ferrets and Rabbits.

SotriH Montrose, Pa., Nov. S.—Editor Forest and
Stremn: I commenced breeding and selling ferrets some
twelve years ago; and from the demand I am quite sure
they are used for hunting rabbits. When 1 tii'st com-
tnenced to sell them I supposed there wfiuld not be a
rabbit left in five yearn, as I Lave seen a large band of

hunters go forth with good hounds, guns and ferrets, and
when a poor innocent rabbit would run in a woodchuck
hole the men would circle around ard tie up the duga
as to get a better shot at the rabbit when he runs out.

Sometimes all hands ^yould miss him. Then the dogs
would be turned loose and the rabbit was surely killed.

The boys hunt them with dog and bag and they are
tracked in the snow to the hole. In fact it does seem
that no rabbit could live and that in a short time all must
go. But after twelve years of hunting with ferrets I find

the rabbits more plenty than before, and I have trifd to

find the cause. I find that the male rabbits kill and eat

ail the young rabbits he can find; and it is the male rab-

bit that holes up and is killed, while the female runs
and does not hole up so often, and is saved to rear her
young.
There is a law in Pennsylvania which prohibits the use

of ferrets. A few have been prosrcuted, but not con-
victed from lack of proof, as you must catch your man
in the act. You have a righ to carry a ferret and no one
has the right to question what you are going to do with
it. So far as I can see the more'we hunt with ferrets the
more rabbits thpreare for the "true sportsmen," as they
are called in Forest and Stream. The farmers' boys
who raise the grain which feeds the rabbits all summer
can't get a chance to hunt until the fall work is all done
unless thej^ take a rainy day when they can't husk corn.

We have some true sportsmen that hunt the woodcock
upon our hills as soon as the young ruffed grouse is

strong enough to fly, and it is queer how many shots
they get at the woodcock up among the map'os and hem-
lock trees on the very top of our hUls. Silas Decker.

Rifles for Deer.

Ocos, Guatemala, Oct. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream:
When "Aztec" orany experienced hunter who has hunted
deer over all kinds of ground, recommends a .38cal. rifle

as the best hunting rifle, i. e., as an effective deer shooter,
it should be encouraging to lovers of the exhilarating and
exciting sport of deer hunting, particularly to the skilled

marksman. Deer, if they knew it, would also rejoice,

for their chances of escape would be greater.
I have hunted deer for about twenty years and have

always had plenty of time to spare, usually hunting three
or four times a week—still-hunting or with hounds. A=t

nature "abhors a vacuum," I have been compelh d to jack
deer for meat to satisfy the "inner man;" this, I'm happy
to state, has but rarely occurred. T have tried the small
caliber rifles, but out of at least 2,000 deer that I have
killed very few indeed fell to guns of that kind. Ex-
perience has proved to me that they are of very little use
and it i'! my decided opinion that the .45 Express, or .4o-

90-300 Winchester is the most useful and deadly for deer
hunting.
Old hunters are well aware that unless a deer is killed

by the first shot the chances are nine out of ten that it

escapes, and this is what very often happens when hunt-
ing with a small caliber rifle, even a .38. It may be effec-

tive in the hands of a skilled marksman, or even in the
hands of an amateur, if the latter conld only carry with
him the proverbial "pinch of salt," GtXJATEMALA.

Losing Wounded Deer,

Hundreds of deer have been killed through this section
this season, and they seem just as plenty as ever. I have
seen several parties that have comp down from the east

and west branch of the Penobscot River, and they had aH
the deer they wanted, and one party told me that some
days a single man would jump as many as thirty that
they would get sight of, and that they wounded many
that they could not get.

I noticed in Forest and Stream mention of a party in

northern Michigan that killed four deer and wounded six,

and a reply to it advising that such jjarties should come
out of the woods and stay out. I would say that I have
had fifty years' experience in hunting deer and other
large game, and I know that our best hunters often kill

their game and lose it. I have shot deer that did not live

twenty seconds, and have had a hard job to find them,
and sometimes would lose them. Where deer are plenty
their tracks are plenty, and sometimes several deer are
together, and if the wounded one does not bleed freely
he may run ten or twenty rods and fall dead to one side

in the thick brush and never be found, and the hunter
may follow on the trail of those not shot at.

I have sometimes given up looking for my game when
I was sure it was dead and not far away, and have gone
back the second time and looked until I found it. I be-
lieve that more wounded deer get away from some par-
ties than they get, J. DAULiNa.

The Mink as a Dodger.
Ithaca, N. Y.—In the winter of '91 while hunting

along Fall Creek, east of town, I ran across two minks.
The first one I had fom* shots at, but at each flash of the
gun the velvety-skinned fellow seemed to dodge, "bob-
bing up serenely" immediately afterward unharmed, and
as mischievous as ever. At the fovn-fch shot he glided to

a rocky fastness hard by and disappeared. The second
one afforded me two fair shots with the same results as

in the first case. Later on in the season a similar and
equally unsatisfactory experience was had along Butter-
milk Creek. It was a fair shot, as I thought; but at the
flash the illusive anatomy of the mink was not where
it was when I pulled the trigger. In all three instances I

used shells loaded with B-Jdrs, of powder and lioz. of No.
6 shot. The distance from the quarry was not in

any case over 40yds. In shooting I took particular
pains to cover each animal well and close. The query is,

therefore, can the mink dodge shot? M. C. H.

North Carolina Field Notes.

AvoCA, N. C, Nov. 11,—The weather has been variable
since my arrival here on thp 7th, partly rainy, but favor-
able for turkey shooting. We flushed four of these, fine

birds, on Black Walnut Creek yesterday, within a half

mile of the Dukinfield House. There seems to be an
abundance of quail, turkeys, deer, rabbits and fquirreis

on the plantation (Dr. Capphart's), which comprises 5,500
acres. Parties are besinninsc to arrive at the hotel, and
there are a number of applications on the books. The
Doctor has recently added several thousiud sn es to his

already extensive territory, and purchased 1,000 live quail
to be turned loose forthwith on the premises ar^jicent to

the hotel. The stock of birds is certainly exceptionally
lai'ge, and the inducements f"r sportsmen ere-jt Ti'iie

from New York bv the Cipe Charles route (N Y P, & N.)

to Avoca, N, C, 19 hours. C. Hallock.

A Successful Maine Trip.

I HAVE just returned from a short hunting excursion in
the State of Maine. Our success was far beyond expecta-
tion. We killed one bull moose, three caribou, one very
large, and one deer, and came back earlier than we in-

tended because we had enough. Mr. Yan Santvoord,
whom you know, was my companion. We took each of
us a guide from here, making four in the party.

Charles Fenton.

Ten Straight on Woodcock.
Watkreobd, Me., Nov. 7.—Mr. Frank Haskell, of the

Westbrook Manufacturing Company, Westbrook, Me.,
shot 18 woodcork in six hours one day the last of Octo-
ber. He shot 10 straight shots without a miss. Who can
beat thisV Mr.

A New-Subscriber Offer.

A bona fide new subscriber sending us $^ will receive tor that

sum the FoasST and Stream one year (price $i) and a set of

Z''inmermaii's famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another

pafce, price $5)—a ®9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. ' It does not apply to

renewals.

For $3 a bona, fide new subscrlhsr for six months will receive the

FoiiBST AND Stkbam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
leet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the

price of which is $3).

ed m(d ^ivtir fishing.

Hie Fish Laws of the United States and Ca/aada, in the

''fiame Laws in Brief," 33 cents. In the "Booh o+' the

name Laws'^ (full text), 50 cents.

THE PIKE-PERCH,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I should like to know something of the wall-eyed pike.
Where is he found? How large does he grow ? Is he
thoroughly game ? Can he hold his own against the black
bass? For use on the table, how ranks he ? Is he known
to exist in any, of the waters of northern New Jersey?
And—^I almost forget—with what kind of bait is the
W9ll-eyed fellow generally captured ? Once more, and
finally, is there any reason to hope that the pike aforesaid
can be made to live, thrive and propagate his kind in a
certain New Jersey lake, which is a mile long and in
places over one hundred feet deep? I may add that the
lake in question has a gravel bottom, although at one end
it winds up in a marsh. A small stream runs into it and
through it. A. C. P.

Nkwion, N. J.

[The wall-eyed pike is more widely known as the pike-
perch; it has received also many other common names.
In Pennsylvania it has the unsuitable name of Susque-
hanna salmon. In some Eastern States it is styled
perch-pike and glass-eye. In the Great Lakes it bears
the names yellow pike, green pike and grass pike. It is

the jack of the Ohio Valley and western North Carolina;
the pickerel of Lake Erie and Canada; the white salmon
and jack salmon of certain portions of the Ohio Yalley.
Among the Cree Indians it is the okow, and the French
Canadians call it dore and picarel. The fur traders of
British America often style it horn fish.

The pike perch is native in the Great Lake region and
extends northward into British America as far as the
fifty-eighth parallel. It ranges southward in the Mis-
sissippi Valley to Arkansas and in Atlantic streams to
Georgia.
This species is said to reach a weight of 501 bs., but

market specimens seldom average olbs, In the Susque-
hanna occasional individuals weighing 10 or lllbs. are
taken.
As a game fish the pike-perch has few superiors, and

its flesh is highly prized for the table. Anglers prefer
live minnows to all other baits for its capture, particu-
larly such as are more or less translucent and have sil-

very sides, as the dace, or fall fish, corporal, red-fin and
gudgeon, The trolling spoon with black bass tackle is a
great favorite on some parts of the Susquehanna between
Harrisburg and Columbia. The fish is found on the
bottom in clear, rapid waters, and lurks under sunken
logs and rocks, from which it darts upon its prey. Its

food consists chiefly of worms and small fish. It in-

habits the same waters as the black basa and wiU hold
its own against other predaceous fishes.

We have no information of the occurrence of pike-
perch in northern New Jersey; it has, however, been in-

troduced into the Delaware, where it will be protected
for some time longer, and we understand it is likely to

thrive if unmolested. The lake above described would
appear to be admirably adapted for the experiment of
planting pike-perch. If the tributary stream is large
enough, the fish will probably run up to spawn in April
or May, and deposit their eggs on sandy bars in shallow
water. The eggs are very small, about 17 to 25 to the
inch, strongly adhesive, and subject to gi-eat loss during
the hatching period, which lasts from 14 to 30 days,
varying with the temperature of the water.]

Fish Colorings.

Charlestown, N. H., Nov. 9.—I am very glad to see
"E:>b's" notes on the "Trout of Third Connecticut Lake"
and fully agree with him in the conclusion that there
are two distinct varieties of trout in the Diamond Ponds,
So far as my experience goes, the deep-bodied, brown-
backed, iight-fleshed variety are predominant in the
smaller, or upper, pond, and the slim, blue-backed, red-
fleshed variety in the larger, or lower, one. The flesh of
the latter is more than a salmon-color, it is a "beefsteak-
red," before cooking, and the carmine spots are very
small, though very brilliant. I I'emember the first one l

ever caught, I doubted it being a li'out till I saw the red
sp -ts.

The heads of the pike family in Foeest and Stream
of Nov, B are very good, but the bean-shaped, white spots
on the pike proper are not quite clear and prominent
enough. The golden green of the email species, the
pickerel of the Connecticut, is simply golden brown, in

I

iron-stained waters, like manV of the New England ponds
\
(jr emaller rivers, like the Chicopee, which drain large
level districts, more or less impregnated with hog-iron

'. sand. Von W.
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FEMININE SUCCESS IN TROUTING.
Six o'clock one loright October morning finds us hur-

riedly adjusting rods and reels on the bank of an ideal

trout stream in the foothills of the grand old Cascade
Mountains. The rosy-tinted summits of three snow peaks
are distinguisliable through the pnrplish morning mist
that is rapidly breaking away before the first rays of the

rising sun.
The atmosi»here is heavy with the fragrance of the dew

laden pinee. W hat intoxicating draughts of pleasure such
a morning att'ords! How lovable, toOj nature is iu her
soft, Bhy inood of tht early morning; even the water rip-

pling u\pi (he iiioHBy Btoues has a soft, subdued sound.
0(T t here in the distance the musical tinkle, tinkle of a
cowl)eU and a Taint call of "So o-k, s-o-o-k, Pide/' ren-

dered vvdth inflections and accentuations, add a pastoral-

accompaniment to nature-6 own sounds.
There! my lender is now straightened out most beauti-

fully, not a snarl left, and now for the first cast in that
invitin,!/, riffle yonder. My husband always gives me
choice of riffles, whicii is very gallant, I think, but then
he is a true sportsman and con8ec[uently is generous. Ah,
a rise already, and here is success to my last cast. The
strtiggles of my beauty are soon ended by a C|uick rap of
the head on the butt of my rod. Another cast elicits a
faint response; again, a good rise. I'll jugt mark this

place and return to it again in a few minutes. Now, I'll

just draw this pretty royal-coachman and queen-of-the-
water tantalizingly over this riffle and coax another
effort. A splash, an instinctive twitch of the wrist, a
speckled vision, and another trout is recorded to my list.

The Doctor is meeting with good success; I hear the
song of the line humming its sweetest strains, showing
his captivey are quite gamv. Our fishing ground is a
series of large, very swift riffles extending about a mile.
On these riffieN huge old salmuri flounder awkwardly
about:, splashing f,h« water furiously.

Fiirthei^ out theie in the stream is a most y)roadsiug
l ifflR, so i ll just take the least possible abbreviation in

my skirt and reach it. My suit is of corduroy velvet and
so made that the skirt is easily adjustable to almost any
length, by the use of the ever ready hook and eye. The
trousers are narrow enough to allow the rubber boots to
come up high over them. Such a suit not only allows
perfect freedom of action, but is protective as well. There
are no draggled edges of a skirt flapping about, and
moreover it looks well. So, my friend, if you have in-
dulged in ridiculous visions of the writer whipping a
trout stream with her dress floating out on the current
like an umbrella when she gets in deep water, iust re-
lieve your mind of such a tmmy picture, for with my suit
I can whip a trout stream with as much oorivenienoe as
any man, and not look ridicuIouB either,

T musn t forget my soft felt hat; this is a f ery inaport-
ant adjunct to my costume, Just like a woman, I have
digressed from the main point, and am talking about
dresa; but this is not vanity, I only want uome otlier
woman to know how to go troutiug, that she will not only
not be a laughing stock to her companions, but that tihe can
combine ease and grace with pleasure. Having reached
the desired haven I will let my line out well and make a
cast beyond that log. Here is a big one, sure; but how
deceptive, for the size has diminished very perceptiblv
since landing it. However, it is a fair specimen, audi
will persevere until I hook and land a big one. Anotlier
cast, and how provoking! My huok is fast iu tlial old
salmon'fj sore hack. During I he spawning dcaKon the
salmon are coveied uiore or tes.s witli sores, caused by
beating thruisel yes agaiuai obstnictionB or fighting. They
die soorr af ter spawning
The idea of ray boaatiful pixilessox' and ioyal-eoaoh-

man, with their j.rpfctv tails and wings, waving like tiny
pennants from the back of an old salmon, is too ridirax-
Ions. My giant prisoner, which is Jarg<!r than 1 bar-
gained for, makes a sudden rush for undisputed t ei ritory.
The Doctor cries, "l,ook out," but his warning comes too
lato; the huge tail rnihises xne but upsets my equilibrium,
and down 1 go. \ few struggles and my'equilibrium is
as firmly established as these slippery rocks and this
swift current will allow.
The Doctor's line goes out with a cutting zip! that fore-

tells a light. But lo and behold! when landed not a
heatitiful trout meets his expectant, enraptured gaze, but
only an ordinary steel-head salmon. With a disappointed
air he tosses it on the bank, since it is too big for the
basket.

the shallow water, 1 am trying to keep cool with my
pulse up to about 300 pulsations per minute and my
cheeks burning like fire. Now, this is such trouting as

we hear of, and how exciting—cooling I mean. A sud-
den flash and my seemingly vanquished pirize suddenly
is electrified with new life. Again my line goes otit, and
again I must follow up and down, and—my flies all at

once are floating uninterrupted on the surface of the
water, while the line curls lightly in the swift cun-ent
and about the mossy stones. I might do as women are
generally expected to do Xiuder such trying circum-
stances, "viz., si( down and cry, but as there is no conve-
nient seat in thrct; feet of swift water I postpone the
luxury, The Doctor returns victorious, and sorrowfully
I aiarrate the unexpected capture and loss of my "biggest
one that got away." We count twenty-six fine trout, the
i-esult of our morning's pleasure, which we consider very
good, indeed.
Why do not more women enjoy trouting I wonder,

and yet we may find a partial solution of the problem
without taxing our brains very much. The husbands
and brothers do not ask them to join in a sport that they
find so necessary to their own health and pleasure. If
they do. they prol)ab]y laugh at the sister's or wife's first

attempts, forgetting that they themselves once cast a fly

awkwardly and got their hooks, too, entangled in all

sorts of inviting meshes. Then, too, women often fail to
picture any enjoyment in a sport they know nothing of,

the indulgence of which would not only be beneficial to
their health but particularly delightful enjoyment. An
occasional outing is a panacea for most ills human flesh
is heir to, woman's not excepted. Fishing, too, is a sport
where there is comparatively no danger of injury, which
makes it all the more possible for women.
We are glad to know that there are some sportsmen

who consider their wives or sisters as real chums on a
trouting excursion, instead of leaving them at homo
wishing "that they were men" that they;, too, might
enjoy an outing and leave their perplexing cares at
home on a shelf.

A woman will soon learn to love the ripple or roar of a
trout stream and the song of the reel as much as her
husband or big brother, and look forward expectantly
to a "day off" in the mountains enticing the wary trout.
OREfiox. Mrs. F. Cauthorn.

SUSQUEHANNA OBSERVATIONS.

He is now enticing another rise in that swift rilfle
below. I hear the hum of his reel again. His rod yields
to the strain; the tip certainly will snap, for it seems to
bend nearly double.
The captive leaps high out of the water, trying to free

itself from the hook, then darts off either up or down-
stream, according to its fancy, with Doctor dancing at-
tendance. After 15 minutes of careful playing the trout,
weighing 'SUhs., is safely landed. It is left on the bank
with the salmon, while we whip the rifile a little lower
down.
Our other chum, Dick, is disputing with a hog the pos-

session of the fish on the bank. The hog evidently thinks
possession to be nine points of the law, so it makes off
with a fish—the trout, too, maybe—while Doctor and the
dog follow in hot pursuit.
In the me^ time my ^professor and royal-coachman

bob on the riffle at their own sweet will, while I watch
the outcome of the race. All of a sudden my line goes
out 60 fast it fairly burns my fingers, while the reel hums
like a top. A big one at last! Instantly all the big fish
stones I have read or heard run riot through my brain,
ihe keynote of all these stories where success crowned
the victor's efl;orts is "keep cool," Well, this is all very
well theoi^tioally, but practically it is somewhat diflicult
with the first real big trout—of course it is a trout—itmust not be anything else—leading one over slippery

epeed^
through swift water at an astonishing rate of

Keep cool I- must; so down stream I go, then upaccording to the whims of my gamy charge, Now he
sulks, and I take advantage of this to breatht a little and
clear out the water I have splashed into my eye. Now
if my tip does not break, if~agaiu my captive darts upstream and so do 1: then down we go in the samlfashion, then up again. This cannot last always, as the

^ffll S"" '«F^^**^^=
will soon exhaust itself

at this rate. Oh, now he yields, as I carefully reel in'mm coaxmgly uearer a good landing plane- Oh" what abeauty, and see how his pretty spMed side?,
'

Aug, Black bass running fair in size. Shiners
best all round bait: stone catfish best for large fish.

Grabs (crawfish) and Ho Jacks (helgramites) used to very
little es-tent at present,
Salmon fishing poor. Trolling for these or black bass

not successful- Still-fishing with live minnows good.
Eiver high for the past two weeks; now falling rapidly
and clearing uieely.
The little darters are here known as ''mud salmon. "

Is this not as far fetched aa "Sand Lake trout'' for mas-
calouge?

In collecting baits in the creek several kinds of shiners,
the butter chub, the darter, the black-nosed dace and
crawfish a,nd helgramites were found. The darters are
the commonest. Butter chubs, or out-lips, are common
enough at the foot of falls or rapids, in the foaming
water close up to the current. How vigorous they are for
I heir Hize! The angle worm is their weakness and they
are read ? biters.

Voiiug lamprey eels iirc tiiconiy l>ait for "salmon'' now.
In I he rivev w« take our bait with the hook. The grass

v'taih I horny head, f-hnb, jerker, hornj-headed dace, etc )

was the principal and beBt bait taken. Shiner and cut-
hps were also taken, but did not prove so good. The
grasii chub is m called because it is found along the grass
patches. They are hardy, live well, and take two bass
often before, dying.

Aug. .v;. —The river baa litileu during the past week,
although it is still above low water mark, and we have
had good fishing. A dozen or more anglers here have
had successful outings. The swift running waters found
at and near the riffles below town have furnished the
best fishing.

There seems to be no limit to the variation in the colors
of the small-mouthed bass. They are taken here dirty-
yellow, light green, dark green, dark, and sometimes
very black. Ot course the greener ones are mostly
smaller fish, the large ones generally black, or green and
black. But fish of the same size vary in color. They are
found under the same conditions, so it would seem that
it is not always safe to conclude that a fish's color is due
to its environment.
We find a great difference in the strike of a fish. Some

bass are hard to hook, Others hook themselves. It would
seem at times that we had pulled the minnow out of the
bass's mouth; while again it occurs to us that we gave the
fellow just a little too much time. Size of bait also un-
doubtedly, must enter into this question. If the bait be
lai-ge ought not the fish have more time to turn it and
commence the act of swallowing? An old and very suc-
cessful bass angler once told me that he always counts
14 before giving the bass "the butt." The counting is
done moderately slow. A very good plan, we find, is to
pull out through the guides a couple feet of line and hold
it in the hand so that the fish may make a short run with-
out having to feel the resistance made by a reel with the
drag on.

JS'OV, i.—During the past season, which is just ending,
some very good catches of fish have been ' made- The
river took a long time to get down to low water mark, but
when it did get there the mark was held for a consider-
able length of time. Salmon (pike-perch) fi.shing has been
very fine. From the Juniata to the Columbia dam the
sport has been excellent. A number of anglers caught
handsome strings in the deep water immediately below
the dam this week. Mr. Lemer, of Harrisburg, took 36m one day at Fife's Eddy, weighing 751bs. The Cone-
wago Falls have furnished rare sport, too. Barney Doyle
has been very successful there, and Mr. Aldinger of Har-
risburg recently caught 20 odd, which averaged very
nicely. Other Harrisburg anglers have been t. . the Juniata
and report good fishing, Bok.
Bainbhidgis, Pa.

MAINE BLACK BASS SEASON.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.—I received to-day a note from

the Maine Fish and Game Commission stating that there
has been no close season for two years, I have a pamphlet
of the "Fish and Game Laws of Maine," sent to me by
one of the Commissioners, dated 1891, It contains the
clause naming a close season. In your BooJc of the Game
Lmvs, just purchased by me, said clause is also included,
and yellow pages at end mention no cancellation of said
iaw,

I bet a certain veteran that there was a close season,
and opinion of those present forced me to lose: but I
presented my authority, the two books above mentioned,
and gathered back my payment. This letter from the
Coinmission upsets me again. The bet was a trifle, but
I wish to know where the proper authority is. Is there
a close season, and if there is not, why do these publica-
tions state there is '? X.
The Maine law as to black bass is given in the Book

of the Game Laws as found in the statutes thus:

Lmid-loclfed Salmon, Trout, Togue, Black Bas8, White Perch.—
Sec 17. There shall be an annual close time tor land-locked sal-
mon, commonly so called, trout, togue, bin ck bass, Oswego bass
and white perch, as follows, viz.: For land-locked salmon, trout

the fifteenth day of September and the first day of the following
May; and for black bass, Osweg-o bass and white perch, V'etweeh
the first days of April and July. Sec. 48 [as amended ISS?]. No
person shall take, catch, kill or fish for, in any manner, any land-
looked salmon, trout or togue, in any of the waters aforesaid,
between the first days of October and the following May, nor in
the St. Oroix river and Its tributaries, between the fifteenth day
of September and the first day of the followins: May; or black
bass. Oswego bass or white perch between the first days of April
and July, under a penalty of not less than ten nor more than
thirty dollars, and further fine of one dollar for each fish thus
caueht. taken or killed; provided, however, that during Feb-
ruary. March and April, citizens of the State may fish for and
take land-locked salmon, trout or to?ue, and convey the same to
their n-wn homes, but not otherwisp; provided, further, that the
provisions of this and the precpding and two sunceeding .sections,
shall not apply to the taking of black bass from any waters
which have been stocked therewith for a period of five yea.r,s.
Blaclr Bms.—SM;. .55 Whoever takes any black bass during

April, May and June, or at any time from their spawning beds,
forfeits for each offense not more than twenty nor less than five
dollars, besides one dollar for each bass so taken.

The Vermont Game and Fish Bill.

The Bill (S. 131) now before the Vermont Legislature
provides for a Fish and Game Commission of two mem-
bers, to be appointed by the Governor, and for fish and
game wardehs to be appointed by selectmen of towns
or by the Commissioners. The close seasons prescribed
are: Trout, land-locked salmon, longe, Sept. 1-May 1; black
bass, JaUa 1—June 15; wall-eyed pike, pike-perch, white
perch, muskallonge (except in La,ke Champlain), April
15-June 15, Lawful length of trout, land-locked salmon,
salmon trout, 6in.; black bass, lOin. Ice fishing for-
bidden in trout and land-locked salmon waters. Deer
protected to 1900. Close season for rabbit (hare) and
muskrat. May l-Sept, 1; gray squirrel, raccoon, Jan. 1-
Sept. 1; beaver, fisher, otter, April 1-Nov. 1; quail, wood
duck, wild duck, wild goose, plover, .Jan. 1-Sppfc. 1;
ruffed grouse, woodcock, .Ian. 1-Sept. 15; pheasant, Nov.
30-Oct. 1. Forbidden to kill woodcock or ruffed grouse
(partridge) for sale outside of State.

First English Sparrow-The Legislatures are offering reTvards tor our headt;. Aren't you scared Second Eneliali
bp.arrorr-Vo, I yhaa't worry until they call us same andimm in ' pass laws to protect us,~Neiv YorkTreehly'.

game and

Florida Fishing.

Waukegan, ill,, Nov. 7.—Let me tell you where to go
fishing now that the winter is near at hand. Go to the
Indian River, hlorida, The past two winters T have
stopped at Melbourne. There are Ash by the millions at
this point. A person can go a few miles north to the
Banna Kiver, where is fine fishing; an.i taking a boat and
going down the river to the Inlet tarpon, sharks and other
large fish can be caught. There is no place in America in
the winter where such fine fishing and hunting can be
found as on this Indian River, with the best of oysters,
also the famous Indian Biver oranges and pineapples,

J. F, P,

Seventy Years Ago.
A OENTLBMAN who recently visited Niagara Falls, and leaving

there at 11:41 in the morning, arrived at Orand Central Station al
10:30 the same evening, after a delightfui ride of 465 miles, writes
regarding his trip as follows: "Seventy years ago, when Mrs,
Sigourney wrote her 'Apostrophe to Niagara,' this ride would
have been considered as wonderful as the ITalls themselves. The
New York Central is a poem, or an apostrophe in itself. Such
perfect service does the road render, that it is not only a pleasure
to travel thereby, it is a positive luxury."—^du.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the field and prairie aud mountain and
forest and stream, the Foeest and Stream offers a series of
prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions
under which these prizes wiU be given are in brief as here set
forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30
Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.
The competition wlU be open to amateurs only.
The subjects must relate to Forbst and Stream's field—game

and fl.sh (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.
There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may

liave been or may be made—whethw in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec, -31, of this year.
All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.
There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate,

A competitor need not he a subscriber of Fohesx and Stream.
All photographs wiU be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be annotmced. In making their awards the j udges will be in-
structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph. Its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.
Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should ho given name
of (sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The photographb shall be the propsrty of the Forest asd

Stream. Thie applies oulv to the particular prints sent us.
From time lo time we shall reproduce by the haLf-tono procesE

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in
Forest and .Strea.m's Amateur Photography Colleotiou prove
t o ho what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion
by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the suecssisful
aud faanous "Camp-Fire FlickeritLg "'S'ote^"" Such popular vote
will be quite distinct from the a'ward by the o<iinT!i!ttes.
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ANGLING NOTES.
Leaping Salmon and Swimming Trout.

In a very intereeting article in Fokest and Stream, of

Sept. 8 last, with the caption, "Ouauaniche at Ciuquieme
Chute," "Rowdy Rod" pays an eloquent tribute to the

leaping powers of the landlocked salmon of the Lake St.

John region. After gome remarkably tine word painting

of the vigor and dash of this fish, he says: "At Cin-

quieme Chute I have seen the ouananiche, on his way up
to Lac a Jim, leap full 10ft. agaioat the face of the falls,

and with scarce a perceptible pause agaia leap as high,

reaching the top of the Chute and falling into the mir-

rory slide of the water be swept over the falls before he
could get his head up stream, and his mighty tail going
like the screw of an ocean liner."

There is a dilference of opinion as to the height that it

is possible for a sea salmon to jump when it is ascending

a river to spawn and encounters obstructions. One well-

known writer contends that salmon cannot jump the

breast of a dam that is more than 6ft. in height, nor the

breast of a natural fall of water that is more than the

same height. On the other hand, Prof.

Landmark, of Norway, who conducted a
sf^ries of experiments to test the leaping

powers of the salmon; Edward Fitzgib-

bon ("Ephemera"); H- Cholmondeley-
Pennell : Twiss, the author of "Travels in

Iceland;"' Aichibald Young, the veteran
Inspector of Fisheries in Great Britain;

ex-Fish Commissioner Henry Burden ; the
late Wm. J. Florence: Canadian canoe-
men who have spent more than a score

of years on Canadian salmon rivers, and
others that I might name, testify from
personal observation] that salmon have
jumped from 8 to 16ft. Prof. Landmark
and Mr. Fitzgibbon say that they have
seen the fish jump the last-named dis-

tance, while the others testify to dis-

tances ranging from 8 to 14ft. To dis-

play their jumping power at its best,

salmon must have a deep pool from
which to make the start, but Mr. Pen-
nell personally vouches for the leap of a
salmon made under the following con-
ditions: The fish was discovered in a
shallow creek by two young ladies.

They walked in the water below it and
drove it up stream until it was almost
stranded, and as they stooped to secure
it the salmon sprang completely over
their heads and landed on dry land.
Until a few days ago the only picture
that I had seen of a salmon taken in the
act of leaping was the one reproduced
from an instantaneous photograph in

Prof. Goode's book, "American Fishes."'

That shows the fish leaping a fall of
water, and although the water is in
good volume, the sheet thick enough
apparently for the fish to swim up it, and
it is an incline rather than a sheer fall,

the salmon has made the jump in the
air. I have just seen the negative of an
exposure made at a leaping salmon in

Alaska. (This reminds me that Prof.

C-oode told me that the picture in his

book was also made in Alaska.) It was
made by Mr. S. R. Stoddard, and when
prints are made from this negative one
may be reproduced in Forest and
Stream. In Mr. Stoddard's picture the
salmon is in the act of jumping a dam,
the height of which, unfortunately, he
did not measure, but the measurement I

shall obtain later. The crown of the
dam projects down and over the water
below, but there is no water running
over it, so the fish is jumping a dry dam.
This of itself is interesting, for salmon
run usually only when the stream is in

flood. The height of the dam appears
to be about four times greater than the

length of the fish. This dam was not a
bar to the ascent of the salmon, for on the

top of it a net is stretched to prevent the

fish from jumping over it. Mr. Stoddard
tells me that he saw fish make a clean
jump to the top of the dam, only to be
thrown back by the net. Since I have
talked with him he feels that if be could
again make the Alaska trip he might
secure some photographs that would be
interesting to a Congressional committee
having in charge the fishing interests of

that remote territory. The salmon is a
leaper, but it does not always leap in

passing an obstruction, and it can per-

form some astonishing feats in the swimming line.

The difference in tactics between a salmon and a trout

in passing an obstruction is just the difference in action
between the two fish when hooked. In nearly every
case the salmon jumps to free its jaws from the hook,
while the trout swims in desperation with the same
object in view, and very rarely jumps above the surface.

Althoixgh the salmon is a high jumper and the trout a
desperate swimmer, in passing an obstt-uction neither
confines its action to a display of its chief characteristic,

for the trout is something of a jumper when forced to

show its agility in that direction. As a boy I often
wondered how trout forced their way over what were
apparently impossible falls in mountain trout streams.

That they did pass up over these falls I was convinced,
but how I was unable to explain, even to my own satis-

faction. Some years ago, perha^ps fifteen, perhaps more,
a, well-known public man, the head of a lumber com-
pany in New York State^ told me that <liiring his visits

to the lumber woods in the fall of the year he hari seen

trout swim up a vertical fall of water of several feet and
pass over the dam that made the falling water. As I

said to him at the time, therefore I do not mind admitting
it here, it was a difficult matter for me to believe that his

eyes had not deceived him, but I have had proof enough
of it since. He described the operation thus; He was
sitting on the bank of a stream near a dam that his own
men had erected, when he noticed a movement in the

water which attracted his closer attention. The water
was falling from the crown of the dam in one unbroken
sheet, 2 or 3in. thick, into a pool below, A trout would
start ifrom the pool up the sheet of water in a zig-zag

motion so quick that it was almost impossible to follow it

with the eye. Some trout would go over the dam, and
some, after making part of the ascent, would fall back
into the pool below, only to try it again. By watching
closely he discovered that the trout fell back because
they got their fins out of the water. The moment that a
fin was exposed back the trout would go. Those of the
trout that kept within the sheet of water made the pass-

age without accident, and the ascent was as quick as a
flash of light. Ouce in a while there would be a little

struggle and a splash at the crest of the dam as the fish

made the final efl'ort and the turn at the same time, but
this did not always indicate failure, though many fell

back even from that point, when they were all but over.

One of the foremen of the lumber company told me that
he was once building a dam on a small stream to store

the water for the spring river driving, and was obliged

to put in a plank that had an auger hole in it. The bulk

living in the village. He carried the trout to the stream
below, but soon found the same or another trout in the
same pla.ce in the trough, and then he carried the fish to
the water above the dam. I drove out to the dam and
arrived just as Mr. Gayger had for the second time trans-
ferred the trout. Foilowing the course of the leakage
stream from the brook it seemed to be utterly impossible
for a trout to swim in the small amount of water in the
channel, and the height from this little pool under the
trough to the trough itself was to my eye far too great
for a trout to jump, and the water was not thick enough
for a trout to swim up in it. Yet, that trout ma^de the
journey twice. 1 could multiply instances of this kind if

it were necessary to show the power that a trout pos-
sesses to swim up over waterfalls that to the uninitiated
are apparently impossible. The accompanying repro-
duction of a photograph shows a fall of water that is a
fair example of the supposed barriers to the ascent of
trout. The photograph is of Shelving Rock Falls, on
Shelving Rock Brook, a stream that flows into Lake
George, N. Y., on the east side, just south of the Nar-
rows. The falls are but a short distance from the lake,

and are considered well worth looking at,

and many journey to the place for this

purpose. The picture does not show the
entire fall, but enough to indicate its

character. Trout go down over these
falls to the lake and return passing over
falls. Trout that stay for a time in
the lake take on a coating of silver from
lying on the white sand, which almost
covers the markings and mottlings and
which gives them the local name of
"silver trout." In this respect they are
very like the so-called sea trout of Can-
ada. When the trout have returned
to the brook the silver coating gradually
disappears and the spotting shows again
in all its beauty and freshness. Years
ago I was fishing this Shelving Reek
Brook with a friend when he called to
me to join him. He had just caught one
of the silver mantled trout and was
amazed to find it above the falls, for he
knew well where it got its silver coat,

but did not suppose it possible for a fish

of any kind to swim up and over the
falls. A man living near told us then
that he knew the trout went up and
down in the spring and fall when there
was water enough to make the passage,
but my friend declared the "silver trout"
must have been carried up in a bucket of
water, although he was afterward con-
vinced that the trout could go up and did
go up as the man expressed it, "slick as
grease." A. N. Chemey.

Vermont Fish JLaw.

rS"", SDELVING ROCK PALLS

Photo by Miss Rose Welles Cheuey.

(Forest and Stream Amateur Pliotograpby Competition.)

of the water was shut off, leaving the pool below quiet.

Soon the water raised on the upper side of the dam until

a stream poured through the hole, and as it gained a

little head it discharged round and clear into the water
below, agitating it. The foreman was looking at the

stream thinking whether it was worth while to stop it

with a plug when he saw a trout shoot out of the side of

the solid stream. Then he watched and saw a number
of trout try to swim up in the stream and some few suc-

ceeded in passing through the hole, but many fell .back

unsuccessful. After a time the head became so great

that the force of the water was more than the fish could
overcome. In these cases the trout accomplished what
they sought by their swimming powers instead of by
jumping.
While a dam at a storage reservoir of the Glens Falls

village water works was being rej)aired a small leak was
siTpplied with a trough made of two boards nailed
together to cany the water away from the base of the
dam. The lower end of the trough was, i should says
15 to 20in. above the ground. The leakage found its way
into the stream below, which was a trout brook, by a
channel which it made for itself. A trout from the
brook followed up this little leakage to the miniature
pool under the end of the trough, then jumped into the
trough, worked its way to the upper end of the trough in

water not deep enough to cover its back, and was there
found by Mr. Henry Gaygerj a venerable bank officer

HiOHGATE, Vt. , Nov. 5.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: Among the changes pro-
posed in our present fish laws is one
which, if it becomes a law, will, we
fear, nearly exterminate the fish in this

section of Lake Champlain. It is pro-
posed to make a lawgiving our Fish Com-
missioners the power to grant licenses to

seine the northern waters of the lake dur-
ing the time that the fish are entering
the mouth of the Missiequoi River to
spawn. The reason given why licenses

should be given here is that licenses are
given on the Canadian side. That is a
poor reason, for though Canadians do fish

with seines, a large number of fish annu-
ally come into our river to spawn, and
then return back into the lake and there
remain within the borders of our State
and furnish sport and food for a large
number of our residents, as well as for
summer tourists who come here during
the hot season. If the above bill becomes
a law, the same influence that caused the
bill to be made and to become a law
will be used to get licenses granted.

I believe that much of the net fishing

done on the Canadian side of the line has
been done by persons resident of this

town and the towns of Swanton and
Alburgh, Vt., and the fish caught were
brought back to this side of the line and
then shipped to the New York and Boston
markets. A stringent law should have
been passed and enforced to prevent this

kind of work,
A few days ago one of our Fish Com-

missioners and the editor of a local paper
were cruising in the lake near the mouth

of the river, where they ran into a trap net that had
some 400 fish in it. The Commissioner liberated the
fish and took up the net, but it was left where it was
stolen from him that night. The editor has not made
any mention of the fact, which shows how his sympathies
are. It is to be hoped that the good sense of our Gover-
nor will cause him to refuse to sign the bill. If not, we
hook and line fishermen will be obliged to take our rods
and our cash and go elsewhere for our sport,

Stanstead.

An Automatic Striker.

An English firm has invented an automatic fish-striker,

by which the line is twitched and the biting fish is struck
entirely without the angler's intervention. "We have
not tried this invention, as we do not care about auto-
matic affairs of this kind, which all tend to reduce the
interest of angling and its sporting i haracter," says the
London Fishing Gazette. "It you are fishing for your
living, by all moans use half a dozen lines (if you may
legally do so) and automatic sti-ikens, but do not as a
sportsman claim any glory for fish killed by such means,
'Many a fish is lost,' say Messrs. Hearder, 'by not being'

struck the moment it takes the bait.' Of course it is, and
that's one of the charms of angling. It requires skill,

but if these automatic affairs do what they profess to do,

then you only want a boy to pull in the fish and rebait

for you,"
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F 1 XTU R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 23 to 25.—BrooMyn. H. W. Huntington, Sec'y, 148 South
Eighth strfet.
Dec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Show Hermitage Kennel Club,

Nashville, Tenn, Robert C. Stockton, Sec'y.

1R93.

Jan. 3 to C.^Mohawk V^alley Poultry and Kennel Club. 1\ B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversville, N. Y.
Ffb. 31 to 33.—Westminster Kenuel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Supt.
April i to 7.—New England lienuel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
May 3 to 6 —Pacific Kenuel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Seo'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 31.—Eastern Field Trial Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

W. A. Coster, Seo'y.
Nov. 38.—Philadelphia Kenuel Club Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. G. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode)),

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. Gt.

&. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'gariE. Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumby, Sec'v

THE UNITED STATES FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S
TRIALS.

The Pointer Derby.
This sUki- began on Monday, Mov. 7, at Elizabethtown,

Ky. l'licr(^ wt;rr; fourteen starters. Owing to the scarcity
(if'l)ii dt4, a ri:a,rcity whlctt wa^^ felt thrnughont the competi-
tions, and which, in gome heals, occasioned long, wearisome
workirifi with indecisive results, the titake was run in a.slow,
nnsatisfatcory manner. The standina of the dogs in the
competition was many times uecessarlly decided on ex-
tremely narrow margins.
The grounds themselves were uufavorable, inasmuch as

the large fields were so short of vegetation that they afforded
neither cover nor a food supply for the birds. The large
fields were covered by a short, light growth of grass

; many
were sown in wheat: the ("ornfields were entirely free of
weeds, and there was little auristure in the ground. There
were a few stubble fields, far too few for the requirements
of the trials, and they were not very fruitful in results.
What birds there were, however, used the few thickets,
woods and other scanty cover which was available.
Hunting in the bare fields was a waste of effort. Hunting

in the thickets or cover along the .streams reduced the work
to the level of pottering and hedge-hunting. Even at that,
it was -without much result in the way of finding birds,
either as to quantity or quality of performance.
By looon of the first day, birds had been found iu such few

numbers, and the grouuds were .so unpromising, that many
expressed grave doubts as to the possibility of holding the
trials there. By night, the management was serioxisly con-
sidering a removal to other territory. Some local sportsmen,
however, gave great encouraigement by assurances of better
success on other territory which was available. Their argu-
ments prevailed. This territory was worked on Tuesday.
It was no improvement on that of the previous day.

It is only just to say that the local sportsmen and land
owners were as kind and courteous as it was possible to be.
They were enthusiastic in their interest in the succe.ss of the
trials, and gave all possible assistance. Excellent horses
were provided. Every inducement which could be of ad-
vantage was held out, but the hard fact that the trials
could not be run properly withoiit birds always prevailed
On Tuesday, after lunch, a special meeting of the club

members was called to act on the matter. After a brief dis-
cussion of the situation, a motion to run the trials elsewhere
was unanimously carried. It was then decided to call in
such handlers as were directly interested in the competition
and get an expression of opinion as to what locality they
prefen-ed. The president of the club explained the situation
to them and stated that the wishes of the majority would
prevail. Three places wet'e mentioned—New Albany, Miss.
Bicknell and Columbus, Jnd.
New Albany was rejected on account of the difficulty and

delay of reaching it, and being in an opposite direction from
that which most of the handlers would take after the trials,
namely, eastward to the Eastern trials.
Bicknell was objected toon the ground that some handlers

had trained and worked their dogs there.
Columbu.s Tnd

,
was the place which metjmost general

approval. CarliRip, Jnd,, was mentioned.
There appeared to be some few who were desirous of hav-

ing the trials held as near their homes as possible. At this
.luncture, the mepressible Andy Gleason made the followins:
motion:

"

"I move that these trials be i-un at Alma, Kansas."Alma IS his home.
Everybody laughed, but tlie sarcasm served to show the

absurdity of each handler desiring to have the trial at hisown home. Ihe inotion ( o l un tlie trials at Columbus wasthen put and carried unurdmfmsly.
Forthwith the seeietaiy. Mr.' Madison, began makineairanpmentK for thr. change. He engaged a special train to

tianster to rolumbus the whole aggregation of owners
handlers luduvs. renorters and dogs at the expense of the
cltib. At I0::iii J>. M. Ilu. train was ready ;=inrl tbelaroest
nei.n rial party ever s..'en oji one train was'surin on its way.

\Viiile this au.. showed tlie ehd> management to be ener-
getic, capable aud equal to the o^-easion, it seems reasonable to

know ledge of whether birds were
^'^""^ obtained before the trials

Ti^^r^J^TJ°^^9^ ^^""^ drawing the groundsa few days before the commencement of the trials by some
'^Fv^ff'^^''^'

of theclub. All theunpleasantcompli^tions
were a sequence to this nversigh*-

menfnW^^'^^^^.-r'"'"
express a positive opinion or state-
amount of work on birds. For the

fppitiL^'^t °' ?/ ^¥ l^'^at^ ^^ere indecisive. They werenecessari y so from the force of circumstances

dn^« i'YlT ^^-^^atLstedall available facilities to give thedogs a thorough trial. Ample time was always .^iven

or DSnstsH^rlT^''''f--
^^i^dges could be more earnest

cLnni ™^"^' ^^'1, isgi-antying to state that their de-cisions were received with approbRtlon.

Mes^rs^P H^T^^^f". '"^'^r
"'^^ ^^^^ Vincennes, Ind., aud

Gmnit' ^^^^^^•"'t^^TP'^1^' ai^dB. M. Stephenson. La
«nS-^^™^^- Reniroe and Mr. Freeman, the judges
lbfv ?ntr'|§ina

l.y:were to arrive later; the election prlb-

tSffullf fv,fiV»'"'
^te^t'O'^- Judges managed the trials

conserm^ff."^'^
"^^^ disadvantages which were

aS^^+V" ^"fa^orable grounds and scarSitv of birds,

lot an#
present were A. T. Smith. Texas: R. L. Shanipn aufl wife. Lomsvi If Mr„.Tn-r. ^-p TT„,.„;„ ol ^t_^,_ _

Ala.; H. W, Delaplaine, Louisville; H, M. M. Mundy, Louis-
ville; D. C. McDowell, Jno. A. Hunter, "W. Daniel. Major
Purcell, A. J. Gleason, T. H. P.undexter, A. P. Gilliam,
Thos. Bond, Geo. Maclin, J. H. .Johnson. M. C. Wiles. W.
T. Irwin, D. B. Rose, C. W. Barker, G. R. Howse, J. M.
Avent. .Jas. Williams, A. M. Yound, Nashville; P. T. Mad-
ison, Maj. J. M. Taylor, Victor M. Haldeman, L. A. B'ce,
Chicago; W. B. Rice, W. B. Stafford, Gus. F. Schrever.
Capt. Clinton, Dr. N. Rowe, John C. Gude and many
others.
On Tuesday, Mr. W. J. Beck, the secretary of the Ameri-

can Field Trial Club, arrived at Blizabethtown. He was
considted in respect to grounds at Columbus, Ind., and the
report was circulated that he stated that part of the Ameri-
can Field Trial Club's grounds could be used on the first

day, and in that time other .grounds could be secured which
could be used thereafter. It was hasty on the part of all
concerned to contemplate a departure for Columbus before
having an absolute knowledge of what could be secured,
and how long it would take to secure what was needed.
No analysis of the competiton would be of any value,

.since the opportunities of testing the dogs' qualities were
too limited to fully develop the merits or demerits of the
dogs. An intelligent dog could range and beat out the
likely places with rare judgment and find nothing for his
efforts. The dog that ran fast and far without judgment
made as good showing, so far as finding is concerned. There
was so much bare ground that it was most discouraging to
the dogs to make any effort to search. Many intelligent
dogs refuse to beat out a bare field. In fact it is well known
tha,t the greater Is the dog's Intelligence the more he re-
frains from doing silly things; and beating out a bare field
with a view to finding birds is one of them.
As to which dog was the best one, it may or may not be

that the trials determined it. The opportunities were too
few and too imperfect to make the test conclusive. It was,
however, the best which could be done under the circum-
stances. The club was earnest and energetic. It did the
best it could to readjust and make the trials a success, but
the one oversight of taking for granted the reports of abun-
dance of birds were true was what besan the taogling con-
sequences. It was most unfortunate since whatever course
was pursued it Avorked a hardship to some one.
To go in any direction to another locality entailed added

expense to some one or more on returning. It added a
fatiguing experience to the does which had eonie on a long

the afternoon a raw breeze sprung up and clouds again ob-
scured the sky.

First Series.

Teottblesome—Mame S.—They were cast off at 8:36 in an
open field. Mame showed the better speed and ran Ere, in
this respect being quite good. Troublesome flushed, down
wind, an outlying bird of a bevy and dropped. Mame, a
moment afterward, pointed the bevy. The birds were fol-
lowed. Mame pointed a sinele and Troublesome also got a
point. Both were steady. Troublesome made but a mod-
erately fair showing. The heat ended at 9:30 with everything
in Mame's favor.

GiNGEB Ale—Kent's Queen.—At 9:33 they were started,
and were taken up at 10:39 without finding birds, although
they were worked both in open and cover. It was necessary
to take them up as they were worked down to a very narrow
range and had lost interest in working for birds which were
not.
Lady Peg—Onward.—They began at 11:01. Onward did

not work independently. He followed Pe« constantly. Peg
showed the greater superiority. Onward roaded up wind to
a flush on a bevy—poor work. Oa the scattered birds On-
ward flushed a single in open, and Peg pointed the scattered
birds. Both were steady to wing and shot. They were ordered
up at 11:36, Peg the better in every respect.
Boy's Faust—Eael of Kent,—They were started at 11:51,

both ranging poorly. No work on birds of any consequence
was done. Earl pointed a single and flushed once. They
were ordered up at 13:35 and the party partook of an excel-
lent lunch

CPwOxie O'Bannon—Biz.—In high weeds at 1:40 they were
cast off. A reporter flushed a bevy, which was marked down
in an unfavorable place for good work. Biz made a half
point, standing on bare ground and pointing at some light,
narrow cover on the bank of the creek. A single bird
flushed wild from the point. Biz roaded and half pointed,
then a bird flushed wild. No dog could have made a good
showing under such conditions. Moved on, Croxie pointed
a bevy in brush and high weeds. Steady to wing. '

It was
followed. The dogs were worked around and around aud
back and forth to find them. Some flushes were made and
it was difficult to determine whether the dogs were at ff n't
or not, as handlers and horses were close on them. The beat
ended at 2:10. All the work was done in cover in a narrow
strip of l^nd, too small and close to te.st the range of eithtr.

THE KOUGH-COATEl) ST. BERNARD MARVKL.
Owned by Mr. W. C Reick, New York City.

joumey, but as the running prSgres&ed ifc developed that
there was no other alternative.
Following is the order of drawing:
Edgemont Pointer Kennels' bitch Troublesome (Tribula-

tion—Pride of Idstone), A. T. Smith, handler,
with

R. L. Shannon's bitch Mame S. (Osborn Ale—Pearl's
Pride), G. R. Howse, handler.

R. L. Shannon's bitch Ginger Ale (Osborne Ale—Pearl's
Pride), E. Gar, handler,

wUh
John Bolus's bitch Kent's Queen (King of Kent—Vera

Bang), owner, handler.

-..i^- '-'-\^^T^^^"u (^ioS of Kent-La.ss of
Bloomo), F. Richards, handler.

with
G. W. Amory's dog Onward (Wise C—Velce V ) T H

Poindexter, handler.

Adolph Schmidt's dog Boy's Faust (Spotted Boy—Sally
Ale), G. R. Howse, handler, J

IVitJl

,
•^J^sJ.-„Sc^rever'.s dog Earl of Kent (King of Kent-Sal),

A. P. Gilliam, handler.

R. L. Shannon's bitch Croxie O'Bannon (King of Kent—
Croxie Wise), E. Gar, handler, •

urith

•RiY- ^9= (King of Kent-LassJ of
Bloomo), Geo. Richards, handler.

Joseph Crugom's dog David C. (Dukeof Hessen-Princess
Margueritej, G. E. Gray, handbT-,

wiih

L.\^:B1a^^r^Ltfr^'fnd^ Lad-Topsy L.),

ulw^B^slli^t^^^^^ (O^Bi-u-Clipaway

^ with

MONDAY.
A heavy rain had fallen during the night. The mornins'was cloudy and threatening morf bad welther. but iTSfcleared up aud the sun shone forth for a shOTt time In

David C—Lad op Rush.—The heat began at .9:14. Both
worked merrily. Dave flushed a single in weeds. The scat-
tered birds flushed wild. Do.as beat about in woods. Both
pointed hesitatingly, then roaded. Dave roaded to a point
on a bird, and was steady to shot. Lad, brought up to hick,
pointed—footscent probably. They were worked in both
open and cover. In open. Lad was much the wider ranger
but m cover had no superiority over his competitor. The
heat ended at 3:10.

PoMME de Teeke—Kent FLGiN.-They began at 3:14 and
worked till .3:2b without findint;:, when they were taken to

2^ « 'ir'd started afresh at 3:43 in au open field.
Staltord called a point for Pomme just as the bevy flushed.
Kent made a false point. LTp at 4:23.
This completed the running for the day.

TUESDAY.
The day opened delightfully cool and pleasant. A trace

ot trost could be seen in place?. New grouuds were tried
hut they were no improvement on those of the day previous'
Only tour bevies were feund by diligent search before luuch.
Large bare fields, with a scarcity of cover, were the preva-
lent features. The further the running progres«ed the

became that it wasimpossible to hold tfae trials at
Blizabethtown under existing circumstances, therefore amove to other grounds must he made
Pomme de Teree—Kent Elgin.—This brace was again

put down. At 8:40 they were stsrtcd. Kent pointed a bevy
by the edge of woods and was backed by Pomme. The birds
were followed into a thicket where the dogs beat about
without finding. They were ordered up at 9:33.

Second Series.

A l"^^^ Peg-Lad of Rush.—They were cast off at G;24.
At 9:30 they were ordered up for a few minutes while taken
to other .grounds. The fields were exceedingly bare and un-
promising. Lad, going down wind, flushed an outlying
bud of a bevy near a small growth of brush. His handler
flushed the b vy a moment afterward. The birds were
marked down in the open and followed. L^d made a point,
and the birds at the same moment flushed wild. They were
next worked iu to woods, where Lad pointed a single bird
weJl and was steady to order. Peg was. the wider ranger.
Lad performed the better ou birds,
Mame S.—Eael of Kent.—They were worked across a

stretch of open, then into woods, where a bevv was marked
down. In beating about several birds were flushed by the
handlers. Mame was first to fiod. She pointed nicelya
bevy in a fallen tree top. Earl backed- In the open Ear!
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fl-usTieri a single. Up at 11:04 witli every advantage in favor
of MatBP, and favorable prospects for ber to win first.

GiNGEE Ale—Kent Elgin.—At 11:09 they were cast off.

At 12:06 they were watered, no finding bavin.s; been made in

the meantime. Kent flushed a bevy and was quite unsteady.
On the .scattered birds he flushed a single. GricKei" showed
the better speed and range. The heat ended at 12:36.

The party then went to lunch. After lunch the president
called a meetine of the club members. It was carried
unanimously that the trials would be removed elsewhere,
as hereinbefore stated, and on vote of the interested par-
ties, Columbus, Ind., was unanimously chosen. The an-
notmcement that the club would so change the trial grounds
was greeted with cheer?.

Third Series.

JVTame S.—Lai)V Peg.—They were started at 2:55. Botm,
going down wind, flushed a bevy in open weeds. The birris

were followed. Soon both made game and pointed the scai

tered birds. They were steady to wing and shot. Maiv-
next flushed a bird. Next she pointed at the moment th;

bird flushed wild. She next pointpd in cover. Peg refu.sed

to back and ioined in the point. Nothing found. A bevy
had been seen in a large open field and the dogs were
worked hei*e and there to find it. Peg flushed it. Mame
was thf better performer. Up at 3:31,

Ginger Ale—Lad of Rush —Tuey began at 3:35 in an
open field. They were worked in woods to find a bevy
which had been marked by a spectator. Lad pointed, Gin-
ger joining in the point. Lad moved on and flushed a bird,
He moved on and flushed again. Ginger had several oppor-
ttinitieg, but made a poor showing. She was the better
ranger. Up at 3:45,

Fourth Series'.

Mame S.—Lad or Rush,—The owner of Lad was given a
choice between twenty minutes' rest and going on at once.
He chose the latter. The brace was started at 4:0.3. On a

side hill, in the open field. Lad pointed prettily. Mame,
I

about aOyds. away, backed handsomely. Both were steadj
i to wing and shot. On the way after the scattered birds,

Mame pointed a bevy in the open. Lad at the same time
pointed a few yards away, ou the foot scent probably. Moved
on after the scattered birds. Lad pointed a single. The rail-

road was crossed, and more search was made for scattered
bird.s. Lad pointed a bird. Next both pointed one. Moved
on. Both chased a single, but stopped and came back to
order. LTp at 4:31. Mame made a chase during the heat,
which destroyed her chance to win first.

Immediately thereafter the judges announced Lad first,

Mame S. second, Lady Peg third.
Lad showed good work in locating and pointing birds.

His range is about ordinary.
Mame S. far excelled anything in the stake in the uniform-

ity of her work. She maintained a good rauge and speed
Her work on birds was also the best, although she carried a

low nose when on scent, and pottered a bit at times. Tht
chase was what set her back to second place, but she could
have chased twice and been a good bit ahead of anything in

merit.
Lady Peg made a good showing for her place. It can bf

said of her, as of the others, that the opportunities were so
limited that it was diflicult to determine just how well sh(
could perform.
Thus ended the stake after a series of most indecisiv

tests. The Derby prizes were: First, $250; second, $200;
third, §150.

The Columbus Storv.

At 10:;^0 P. M. Tufsdsy, the special train hackf d up at the
Ia & N. depot to tflke tbewhtile parry to r'o'miitms, Ind.

that he would like to make a few remarks. In substance
he said that, concerning the requirement of the United
States Field Trials Club, he thought that it was expecting
too much action at once. The people of Columbus were
doing all that they could. Thechibhad comeonthem with-
out any notice and they therefore were caught unprepared
for the emergency. He, himself, had not promised that
everything would be all right before the club left Elizabeth-
town. Men were out engaging horses which would be in

anip'p T iiTihcrs on the morrow. Men wfre out .nisoeugag-

Mb. D. C. Ltjsk's Lady Bartox.

Winner All-Aged Stakesj Ovettt Bend, 18iW.

There were two baggage cars and a passenger coach. It was
nearly 4 o'clock on Wednesday morning when the paity
reached its destination.
While en route the English Setter Derby final entries

were made. There were twenty-seven drawn to run as fol-
lows: Dick Fox with Dixie's Rod, Clem Gladstone with
Hoosier Lady, Iloosier Girl with Teal Swinue, Dan Burgess
with Gaiety, Nancy Foreman with Rex the King, Lochinvar
with Direct, Belle of Kentucky with Lillian RusspU, Duff
with Elphin II., Ranger B. with Dessie Hope, Rap-Eye-Dan
with Sport, Gladstone Pet with Cecil H., Cleo with King-
ston, Brighton Clip with Sancho. The Laggard a bye.
The weather openedmost xinfavorably ouWednesdaymorn-

ing. It was cold, windy and threatening. A light snow
began to fall , which increased in volume to an ordinary
.snowstorm, which lasted till night.
Early in the morning rumors began to be circulated that

the grounds available for the trials were bottomlands, cov-
ered by heavy growths of weeds, cockle burrs, etc,: that birds
were not very plentiful, and that a suflieient number of
saddle horses and teams for carrying the dogs could not be
obtained. Soon after 10 A, M. the president called a special
meeting of the club. It was decided to let the future action
in respect to whether to continue the trials at Columbus,
postpone them till February and run them in Mississippi or
moT. elsewher3 at once, to the vote of the interested hand-
lers and owners. They were called in. The president in-
formed them that it was left to them to determine what
course would be pursued. Suggestions and discussion were
invited.
Soon thereafter it was plain that no unanimous action

rould be agreed upon. There were also indications that no
action could be taken on the issue without causing keen dis-
satisfaction to some handlers. To postpone the trials en-
tailed a large expense in attending them again, or a loss of
time and money already expanded. To go elsewhere would
consume more time and would furthermore be more or less
a moving at a venture. To remain was unsatisfactory.
At an early stage of the meetiag Mr. Beck arose and said

Mr. Ed. H. Lyon s Tkalks.

winner American Field Cup, Great Bend, ISBa.

lag more grounds. The grounds already secured would bf

ample for the present and were better than common rumor
made them to oe.

The president assured Mr. Beck that the club appreciated
his kindness and efliorts, and the contemplated action was
not in cousequenee of any inattention on his part or th*

oeople of Columbus. It was simplj' recognizing the situa-
rion, many factors of which were outside of the case, as Mr
Beck understood and liad presented it. Already much
valuable time had been lost. More time would be consumed
m preparing for another start. At the best, the trials would
aold over till late the following week. Many handlers had
entries in other trials and would not remain till the close of

these trials. Those who did remain would have limited
time to reach the other trials, aud their dogs would not be
in the best condition to compete. The same objections
svould hold against moving elsewhere.
Mr. Gleason got the floor and said that it looked as if the

trials were run in the interest of a clique. That there were
two or three handlers who desirfd to have the trials run near
their homes. He objected to New Albany, Miss.
The president arose and for the club said be repudiated Mr.

Gleason's charge with indignation. The club was not ruii

in the interest of anj; clique. It was run in the interest of

ill, and would be while he had anything to do with it. That
it was run in the interest of all was evidenced by the fact
Miat future action was left to the decision of the handlers at
Kliz'ibethtown, and w^as even at that moment being left to
lielr decision. The control of the whole afl'air was within
e powers of the club, and it could justly ac". independently

if their wishes: but it was with a purpose to act with the
utmost fairness that the club had called this meeting. Nc
-iique could control it. The vote of the majority in the pre,'-

^riT instance would prevail, as there was no alternative but
r o have in mind the greatest good to the greatest number.
Messrs. Avent and Nesbitt both explained that they were

lie handlers living nearest New Albany, Miss., and had not
^+°d on the grounds there nor been on them except at the

rials.

iVir. Gleason again got the floor and exf)laiued that he did
not mean his remarks in the sense they were understood.
(As a matter of fact, they could not be understood in any
other sense).
A long di.scussion followed, in which a number took part,

but it was threshing the matter over and over again.
f'he strongest sentiment apparently was in favor of post-

• Tg the trials till February, and running at New Albany,
j'iiSS.

Mv. p. H. Bryson had, in behalf of the Southern Club,
. ftered the use of its erounds after its trials were run. He
rurther said that the United States Club could gain a per-
manent interest in the grounds by simply paying hslf the
rent aud expenses, which at present did not exceed .§130 an-
nually.
On the motion that the trials be postponed till February,

'-r<"nre or after the Southern trials, a vote was taken by roll
call.

Ayes—Staflm-d, Nesbitt, Wiles, Bond, Gilliam, Mobes,
Schrifcver, Barker, Bowse, Avent, Chilcott, Blankenbaker,
Purcell, Gar, Smith, Hunter and .John.son.
Nays—Gleason, Riley, Gude, Richards, Gray, Maclin and

Daniels.
The secretary announced seventeen for the motion and

seven against it.

The president announced that the trials would be held in
Mississippi in February, in accordance with the motion.
He notified the handlers that the last payment in the Setter
Derby would be refunded, and the stake thus stood open to
others the same as if the last payment had not been made.
There was then a bustling about, and by night the greater

part of the handlers and owners had left.

Capt. Pat Henry had gone to Elizabethtown after the field
trial party had left, and arrived during the special meeting.
Mr. J. M. Freeman, of Bicknell, Ind., and Mr. H. J. Smith,
Louisville, arrived on Wednesday.
That the move to Mississippi will be for the best interests

of a majority of the competitors is indisputable. The vote
shows it. The club would better fill its mission by holding
its trials permanently in February in Mississippi. The vote
shows that such is the sentiment of its patrons. With its
trials held there, it would form a winter circuit' in conjunc-
tion with the Southern and other clubs, which, with so
much available support in view, would soon be formed.
There is excellent material in Louisiana to form a first-class
field trial club They are sportsmen and experienced
thoroughly in field trial matters. Some disagreements
among themselves have been a restraint on field trial
matters in the past two years. I was informe'l by a sports-
man of that section, who is the peer of any in the land, that
a new club would soon be formed in Louisiana.
The fall circuit is now too crowded, with a prospect of

being still more so as new clubs are formed. Only the large
clubs of the North can afford to hold trials so far South; or,
in other words, the small clubs of the Noi-th will have to
necessarily bold their ti-ials in the North for nuancLal rea-
sons.. Such clubs can do a great work in Jurthering doggy

interests ana sportsmansmp. Liocai trials are neeaea and
should be held. The time in the North in which such trials

';an be held is extremely limited—part of October and No-
vember. From December to March the trials can be held in

tb« South.
Field trials are growing; they are growing in support, in

standing and in importance. Spread out and make room,
gentlemen.
A new club has been formed in Ohio, to hold its inaugural

trial this year. Next year, it contemplates giving a trial

equal to the best. There are three active field trial clubs in

Canada. Michigan and Indiana each have a fioid trial dub.
Some other organizations are contemplated. New Enalaud
has one. There are also the Eastern, Central, Philadelphia,
•Southern and Irish setter trials.

With all these important events it would be in the inter-

'( j6st of all concerned to pav more attention to arraneing a cir-

cuit with a view to making it properly con.«ecutive as to

places and dates^ B. WA.TEKS.

MITCHELL COURSING MEET.
[Special Report.']

The first annual coursine meet, held at Mitchell, S. D.,
under the auspices of the Mitchell Kennel Association, was
a grand success. The quality of the sport was far ahead of
the expectations of thosp who bad uevpr before witnessed
coursine, and the attendance of coursing men was very
aiood and would have been better had our meet been m^re
thoroughly advertised. A large crowd came out each day
to witness the .sport and stayed to the finish.
Mr. Arthur Massey was secured as judge and proved fcO

he thoroughly competent and srave the best of satisfaction.
Mr. Massey i« well known by all the coui'siog men of

America as the "Old Slipper" for the Amei'ican Coursing
Club, of which he has been the stand-by ever since its organ-
ization.
The only objection that can be made i.i the same made at

Great Bend—the horses furnished the judges were not the
••tayers they should have been, and in one or two of the
longer chases it was impossible for tfap judge to spe the
finish, which might have reversed his decision. For instance
where .ludy met Lady Bly after their undecided course, they
came to the slips for their second trial. Judy led to the
hare, but very little was done, as puss seemed to be too aay
for her enem'ies after quite a long run and no work was
done; for a moment they werf out of sight of the judges,
but not so with the crowd. When they came in sight ag^^in
Lady Bly was worKing the hare back to the crowd, across
some plowed ground. Parties who were near said that Judy
quit and others that she took after another hare. It was
decided in favor of Judv. Had the ju^lge been better
mounted his decision would evidently have been reversed.
The entries closed Tuesday at 9 P. M., filled with twenty

nominations.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 2.

Wednesday morning a jovial crowd, mounted on horses,
bicycles and others in carriages, gathered on the beautiful
srrounds of the club, about one mile southwest of town, ad-
joining the campus of Dakota University. We could not
ask for a better day or the ground to be in better shape.

First Round,
FANNY—Nig —The dog came away from the slips and

led several lengths to the hare, showing marked superiority.
At this point something which was not looked for came up.
Several of the other dogs got away from their owners and
assisted in the kill. Here the rule on this point was read for
the benefit of those not acquainted with it, and no more such
accidputs happ'^ned during the meet.
C,U?TEB C —Sir Hugo —Hugo led four lengths to the

hare and turned in favor of Car'^eT: he m "de a d^snrrate

Mr, Eu. H. Lyon's ScAviiNGBR.

winner American Covu'slng Club Derbj', li'JZ

grab for puss, but missed. Hugo rushed by, took full con-
trol and won easily; no Kill.

Denvee Duke -Judy.— Went from the slips with Judy
a little in front. This was a long lead, at least one mile
before the work commenced. Then they got down to busi-
ness, working toward town, and finally making the kill ou
Main street in town. The kill was made by Duke, but Judy
had the best of him in points, and won.
Blue Prince—Jack.—The former led from the slips and

won all the way, maning the kill unassisted.
Tulu—Fly.—Ply ran away from Tulu and made several

points; then Tulu doubled his speed, rushed by and made it
too hot for Flv, makintr the kill and won.
Beindle Duke—Skip.—In the run up to the hare there

was not much between them for speed, but Duke shot out
and shifted with wonderful power, nailed the hare and
won.
Delsaete—Cap.—Delsarte led ten lengths up to the first

turn, doing clever work, until finally Cap got by but scored
no points, and the former won; no kill.

Bounce—Vixen.—The latter was quickest from the slips
and hardly let Bounce have a chance at puss for some time,
when Bounce got in his work and making the kill, it was
undecided. In a subsecjuent course Vixen won easily.
Catch—Fly.—The former led to the hare three lengths,

making several wrenches; then Fly made one or two points,
when Catch again led the hare away, killed and won.
Lady Bly—Lights o' London.—The former was a little

quicker from the slips, but the latter rushed by and made
four points. Then Bly got in for a go-by and turned in
favor of the latter, who made one turn, the former again
taking possession, and keeping the same, making the kill
and won easily.

Second Bound.
Nig—SiE Hugo,—The latter led to the hare several

lengths, showing great superiority of speed, made the kill
anil won easily.
•JiTDY—Blue Prince.-From a poor slip Blue Prince was

held back at least 100yds., and after a long, hard ran got in,
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but on accouut of the hare favoring the former he was un-
able to win the race.

TuLEE—Bbindle Duke.—The former was a little quicker

from the slips, but the latter made aKO-by and quick kill,

making it a abort race but all in favor of Brindle Duke.
This closed the day's .sport, and the happy crowd (except one
or two who were "knocked out") sailed in for town. The
judge remarked that evening that the ground, and also the
style that the jacks worked, was a great deal more satisfac-

tory than any he bad seen in this country.

THURSDAY, NOY. 3,

A good crowd was on the ground, eagerly awaiting the
morning races, which were called promptly at 10 A. M. The
hares were quite shy early in the Say, but in the afternoon
the sportsmen were made jubilant by striking a regular
"jack pot."

Second Round (Concluded,).

Delsarte—ViXRN.—The former, as before in her courses
this season, beat to the hare, but was not able to hold it long.

Vixen went by, and after doing some fine work, made the
kill and won '

Catch—LiADY Blt.—This was a closely worked hare and
neither dog seemed to have the best of it and an undecided
kill was made.

Tfiird Bound.
Sir Hugo—Judt.—Hugo led. several lengths to the hare

and did some good work, Judj^ getting the lead later but
was unable to do anv work. No kill. Sir Hugo won.
Beikdle Duke—Vixen.—The latter was much quicker

from the slips, hut Duke shot by and made a kill, winning
all one way.
In the undecided course of Catch—Lady Bly, the former

led to the bare, which was not turned fronT her course for
about one mile. Then going out of sight of the judge, it was
given to Catch. They afterwards came in sight with Lady
Bly working the hare, but the judge was unable to change
his decision.
Catch (a bye).—This was run with Judy, and made a

quick kill.

Fourth Mound.
Sir HuciO—Catch.—Hugo led five lengths to the hare, then

placed Catch nicely ; but Hugo got in again, and made the
kill, and won.
Brindle Dttkei^s. Bye.—This was a long, hard ran, which

he ran with Carter C,

Fifth Round.
Sir. Hugo—Brjndle Duke.—This was another bad slip,

and just in the time when the crowd, as well as the owners,
wished to see an equal showing. Brindle Duke was un-
sighted, and not until Hugo ran up, making five points,
turning the hare back to the crowd. This let the Duke in,

and running across some plowed grotmd, Duke had the best
of it, being the larger and older of the two, and just as they
stiuck the grass again, the hare was holed—not a long nor a
satisfactory course. Dnke won, and being a Dakota dog,
also won tfie title of " Champion of South Dakota."

SUMMARY.
Association Stake.—Open to the world, for 20 or more all-

aged greyhounds; enirance fee $5, the winner to receive 30 per'
cent, of the en trance money and S40; the runner-np. 50 percent,
of the remainine: entrance monfey and $20; third and fourth , 25
per cent, each of the money remaining after second division.
The title of "champion of South Dakota'" will be conferred by

the president of the associatioti on the dog owned iu South Dakota
gettiag the basi place in ths race.
Oonsolation Stake.—Open to dogs who ha ve not won iu any pre-

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB.
Chatham, Got., Nov. 10.—The third annual field trials of

the loternational Club passed off here very p'leasantly this
week, the runnings closing yesterday evening. The event
might be characterized as small, but neat. Only seven
starters iu the All-Aged is not a heavy lot, though the Derby
atoned iu the matter of numbers. The experiment of the
Atnateur Stakes, dogs broke and run by owners, was well
received, and this event will probably become a fixture in
the future runnings of the club. Indeed, Chatham trials

have always been practically amatfur stakes, so large a

numbT of gentlemen handling their- ovpi dots i her-. Mr.

Dr. J. IviiM K w iXii iUj.i\u<j- .Jh

AJSU fj.WY Sl'OT.
Mr John Davidson wixh

Lucy C.

First, second and third. Amateur St-ate, luternatlonal Ti-ials, 1893.

vions stake: no entrance fee, the winner to receive a $50 silver cni>
given by the association. ^

First RquiicL.

McDermaid, Saiith & Wede- ) i Wm. V. Miner's bd and w b
nase's b and t d. Jsig—ud- V heat < Fannie—unknown,
known. \ (

^5^0* Nichols's blk and w i ( F. N, Brisbun's blk d. Career
^i^r??"^^^''"'^ ^®^'*'"-r'^««M Carter "H,"- un-

settle—White Lip «. ) I Ijnown
George E. Connick's f b, K j Rew & Nichols's be d. Den-
-Ri^7^^^7- 1 , ^ ^ «, I ver Duke-unknownRew & Nichols's be d. Blue) t, j ( t ^. , .

Prince-CTeneral-Fiora. f
''^"^ "| Ja^mes Ourbm's Jack.

Me.Deruaaid, Smith iS: Wede- ) ( -r .

hose's f and w d, Talu— V beat -{''^S}^^ Oim's hlk and w d,
unknown. ) I ^^i'-

F. H. Bcisbine's bdl d. Erin- I i t ^ ,

dle-Duke. f ]
James Curtin's Skip.

Raw & Nichols's blk and w) I

b. Delsarte-Lord Never- V be-at Jones's Cap.
settle—Prima Domia.

) {

^

8. B. Batply^s f and w b, ( j. ^ U. M. Fonte's blk d, Bounce-Vixen-Pluto-Mafrdaline.
\ 1 Fly-Bessie.

^^^i^ce

George E. Connick'sSbdl b, I I r , t^iCatch - Jerrv—Fly. f (

Lvon's Fly.

^bTx* rvn ^"V'^^V**
^' Lady i i F. H. Brisbi ae's w and blk d

,

Blj- General-Flora. [ heat •{ Lights o' London-TraleE-
I ( Dick's Darling.

Second Round.

flrr^'l^° ^T>'^ ^^W- ^
1*^^° beat Delsarte

T^^Z .^"n P^H! ^f^ii''?-
Catch heat Lady Bly.Brindle Duke beat Turn. '

Third Roimd.

Cat^Tb?!.*' ^"""^^^ ^^^^ ^^""^

Foui-th Bound.
Sir Hugo beat Catch. Brindle Duke a bye.

Final Bound,
Brindle Dnk© heal Sir Huso.

T. G. Davey ^kd Dame Bang.
Fh-st, All-Age Stake, and second, Derby, Xnteraational Trials, 1392.

Wells, Mr. Davey and Mr. Johnson do not need professional
handlers. Under the loose construction of the conditions in
this stake, the rules were not laid down very strictly this
year. Mr. John Davidson, old-time judge and practiced hand
with field dogs, appeared this year in a position the reverse
'-•i his customary one. He handled, and others judged bis
handling. The shoe was on the other foot, and Mr.' David-
son came in for a lot of good-natured chaffing, a great mauv
being willing to tell him that while he was good at judging,
tie couldn't handle a little bit. Mr. Davidson landed one
dog second in the Amateur Stakes, but lo.st place in the All
Aged with his other. Those who know Mr. Davidson will
imagine that he had to set his teeth pretty hard over this,
but he took his medicine.
The judges this year were new at the work, but they weic

r.areful and conscientioas. and hardly worked anv -serion-
in justice, in the general average of the opinions, though, ct
course, individual owners .sometimes could not agree with
(iiMu. Usually, iiii.'i is pit rf of the play, and is 'soon I'oi-

f^niten. This yeai- I. he cristoiiinry dis.sent took a mon
iioticcaWo. and uot It commendable form when, after the first
I vv<* day.s' ruuniug, Mr. Thos. .lohnson drew his enti v in th.-

All-Aged, and left the town, under the eivcii.'^e that he wa^
sick. For shame, Tummas! You didn't ought to. But this
will all come right next year. Our fi ibnds the dog mea arr
as unable to harbor malice as they are to contain then
choler, and their memories are short as their temper ; which
is all a very good thing.
In the Amateur Stakes the judging was done by Messrs.

C. A. Stone, of Toronto, J. K McGregor and Thbs. Gutl -

ridge, of Chatham. These were called "boj's" by one or
two owners, but they quitted themselves like men, au<i
were so careful in their work that error cannot be charged
to them. Mr. Montagu Smith, of Forest, Out., and Mr. .1.

E, Long, of Detroit, Mich., together judged the Derbv and
All-Aged Stakes very earefullv and creditably, it is thought.
Mr. Montagu Smith is a brother of Mr. L. H. Smith, one of
last year's judges here. Mr. Long is an old-time shooter
and lover of dogs.
That lucky and merry 'un, Mr. T. G. Davey, took another

swift step in his rapid rise in the pointer world by landing
a pointer first in the All-Aged and also second iu the Derby.
Mr. Davey always has a good dog or so up his sleeve, so to
speak. It is to be hoped that he will now give Dame Bang
a square meal. The Toledo Blade—Cambriana blood was,
of course, in evidence in the string of Mr. W. B. Wellsi
That gentleman is a pillar of the club, both as secretary
and as adviser-general and conductor-in-chief in the run-
nings. His place would be hard to fill and so would the
places of his dogs. Dr. J. Kime had in a good lot of aver-
age-makers, a first and third in the Amateur, and a divided
fourth in the All-Aged Stakes. In the bitches Lady Spot
and Lady Patch, which, by the way, ran last year, he has
two good ones, well broke as any arid pleasant for a gen-
tleman's shooting dogs. Mr. Johnson, from far-away Win-
nipeg, lost a peg in the field trial game this year, but he
has no right to complain after the brilliant successes he
has made here in other years. The popular idol, Ightfield
Blithe, was not here this year.

THE BUSISB.SS MEETING.

The regular annual business meeting of the club was
held on the evening on Monday, Nov. s. The r.hib chose as
its president the venerable Sheriff Mercer, that hale and
hearty sportsnian who for forty years has been sheriff in
Chatham town. Mr. W. B. Wells was, of course, again
chosen us .secretary-treasurer. Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Win-
nipeg, Man., was elected first vice-president, Mr. Montagu
Smith, of Forest, Ont., second vice-president The execu-
tive committee was elected as follows: Messrs. T. G.
Davey, of London, Out.; J. G. Armstrong, of Detroit Mich •

Gitttridge, of Chatham; Dr. Totten, of Forest, Out"-
F. W. Eddy, of Detroit: L. H. Smith, of Forest; Jos. Kime
V.b., of Chatham; C. R. Atkinson, Jr., of Chatham- John
Davidson, of Monroe, Mich.; I. L, Kicholls, of Chatham

\^°^'*^!^ I'avey, Mr. xVtontagu Smith second-
ing, that the club in the future have a regular Derby for
puppy nominations, §2.50 entry, to be naid June 1 preceding
the trials, f2.a0 bept. 1. and $5 to start, four moneys 40 20

15 and 10 per cent, the club to retain IU per cent This was
carried.

It was moved by Mr. Montagu Smith, and seconded by
Mr. Davey, that the entry in the All-Age Stakes be in the
future not closed until JSTov. 1, This was also carried.
The International Club, though modest in a way, is in a

very prosperous condition, and has more than the necessary
funds for carrying out its plans. At the start it had $80 for
its start in life. It now has $200 in the bank and will have
more when needed.

THrESDAY'S MEETING.

On Wednesday evening .snow fell to a depth of 4 or 5in.,
and this morning seemed an unfavorable time to try the
dogs, snow continuing to fall till 11 o'clock in the morning.
So decision had been announced in the All-Age Stakes last
evening, and the impression was general that the party
woirld go out again to-day to conclude the runnings. The
judges this morning announced that it would not be neces-
sary to go out again, as they had already seen enough to
enable them to place the dogs. The only possible objectors
'o this—and of course these could not yet know whether
ir uot they had cause to object, since the decision had not
been announced—were Mr. Davidson and Dr. Kime, whose
dogs might be naturally thought gainers by a longer run-
iug, since their chances not perhaps placed them so well on

the day previous. At any rate Mr. Davey and Mr. Wells
lunoiinced themselves ready to hear the decision. Mr.
Davidson said he would stand on the rules. Dr. Kime ob-
j-^cted. He thought his dog entitled to more work, and in-
sisted that the dogs .should be taken afield again. It came a
question who should decide whether or not to go afield, and
he rules were looked up. Rule 9 was found to read as fol-
t)ws on this point: "After the first series has been run
t.b rough, the judges shall announce which dogs they wish
to see run again, and order of ruuning them. Discretion is
given the judges to run the dogs as often and in what order
fc:iey think be.st, until they are satisfied which are the best
dogs; but they may announce the winners any time after
the second series, provided the first and second prize win-
ners shall have run together."
Lender the rule the judges were safe to announce their de-

cision if they liked, for although there had been only one
neat in the second series, still t,he first and second dogs as
placed had run together, and it was for the judges to say
whether or not the others had done enough without going
luain. Manifestly Dr. Kime could not cry until be was
'iiirt, or in other words, could not protest the action of
the judges until he knew what the action was. It was ex-
pl.iined to him that after the decision was announced, he
could enter protest and bring the matter before the executive
committee of 1893, under Rule 1, which reads: "The man-
igement of the meeting for the annual field trials shall be
iutrusted to the committee of the club, and with them lies
he Interpretation of all rules. They shall decide upon all
matters not provided for in these rules. " Accordingly the
members went into session as a club body, to hear the decis-
on of the judges.
Mr. Long, for the judges, announced the decision in the

All-Aged to be Dame Bang first (Mr. Davey), Matane and
Lake second and third (Mr. Wells), Lady Pa'tch (Dr. Kime)
md Carrie T. (Dr. Totten) divided fourth.
Mr. Smith, .TudQe—'We were ready to announce this last

light if required. We had placed the' dogs. We believe we
4ct under the rules, and we ask your forbearance if there
is dissatisfaction."
Mr. TFr7/.s— "For my part, I am satisfied, and while it may

lot look well coming from mc, a winner, I would move a
vote of thanks to the judges. I think they have done the
h^'st they could, and we could ask no better judges."

iJK. J. Kime with Lady Patch.

Divided toui tli. All Age Stake, International Trials,

Mr. Dcfyc'i/—"Hear! Hear! I second the motion."
Dr. Kime—"I know my bitch would have done better if

she had had more chance. I know she liad no chance to show
her quality. She was not tried yesterday, and I wanted her
to go out and have a fair opportunity to show what she can
do."
Mr. Sm.'Mi—"We certainly think your bitch had plenty of

opportunity. Consider how long she was down—longer than
many others. I admired the bitch, and think much of her,
but young as I am in field trial work, I can see there is au
element of chance in the.se trials,"
Mr. Da vidson—^'As to the justice of this, I can think

w^bat I think, and hold my peace."
Mr. SV/iit/i—"I have only wanted to get at the qualities of

the dogs. 1 am sure I have judged from the head and not
from the heart."
Dr. Kimc—'Oa the work as shown, I don't say I wouldn't

have decided as the judges do; but I know about the work-
ing of my dog, and I know that on more work she would
have made a A'cry different showing.''
21r. Siii itJt—"Ah, that's just it, it's the element of chance.

We couldn't keep on running them till they had all done
their be.st, perhaps. Dogs have good days and bad days,
and good luck and bad luck. We h;ul fo judge on what
they really did do, not what they might do."
Mr. IKcl7s— "I own I was surprised to aee the judges su

lenient witn the handlers. I confess I took advantage ot
that once or twice."
Mr. Long—''We were on to you all right."
Dr. Kirne—"Another reason why I wanted Patch to go

again was, I didn't think she was at her best yesterday.
The dog and I both ate too much Tuesday night, and I

Mr. Wells— hope the judges will not again, througTo.
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kindness, bold the dogs down after tliey are aatisflcd they
hare seen enough."
Mr. Davidson—1 would give more for Mr. Wells's bitch

that was thrown out of the runnings than for any dog here;
yet she chased, flushed and would not back."
Mr. Wells—"Yes, you mean Cleopotra. It would take

more money to buy her than any of my others. That's the
way It goes."
Mr. Smiih—'^Yes, it's the element of chance, you see."
The vote of thanks to the judges was now put and passed,

and under Tommy Davey's lead all present joined in sing-
ing "For they are jolly good fellows," etc , etc. Thus war,
bloodshed and sudden death, were averted, and the meeting
came to a close in harmony. Iq time Dr. Kime. though
now feeling a bit cut up over' the failure of his really ex-
eelleut one to do better than fourth, will, no doubt, come to
see that the return of a dog does not imply that the dog
does not have literary merit, or that it may not be accepted
elsewhere, but only that it Is not available.

FITTUEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CLfB.
The young ladies of Canada are rakisher and sportier-

looking than American girls, and the men go in for sport
more generally than the average Yankee man. The atmos-
phere of sport in Canada is wholesome, and the belief in
sport is deeply grounded. It is not to be believed, therefore,
that this little club of enthusiasts will know anything but a
good and prosperous future. It has the material in the men
and in the dogs, and the impulse of a genuine interest. As
a place for holding the trials, Chatham would be hard to
replace. It is true that there is much log pile and close
cover work, but. in a country so far north there must be
cover in plenty, or there will be no birds. The supply of
birds here has always been ample, and such jealous care is
taken of the birds that there is no reason to suppose that
the supply will decreflse. When news came up of the un-
fortunate experience of the United States Club in Kentucky
this week, the members here congratulated themselves
aloud, as well ihty might. The grounds are not far from
town, and conveyances are plentiful, convenient and cheap.
Moreover, Chatham is an interesting and agreeable town to
stop in, and one can be comfortable there. Mr. Beck, of the
Rankin House, headquarters for the field party, offers
quarters far different from the uncomfortable ones so often
met at field trial towns, and if he does not go bankrupt
before next year, will doubtless see all his friends of this
year and others also present next year.
Photographs for cuts shown herewith were taken by Mr.

J. T. Baikie, photographer, of Chatham, who was at pains
in the difficult work of photographing a dog.

Lucy showed by comparison the superior in speed and
style. In a slashing Lucy pointed, moved on, and some
running birds flushed. Ordered on, Howard pointed, Lucy
brought up to back did so. The birds flashed and Howard
chased wildly, not stopping to command. After being down
40 minutes the dogs were taken up for lunch, After lunch
they went down on stubble, Lucy pointed, Howard backed.
Moving on, Howard pointed a single. In the same field
Howard false pointed, beautifully backed at long range by
Lucy. Howard again pointed, this time getting out two
birds, Further on Lucy pointed a bevy, both dogs steady to
wing and shot. The birds were marked into a slashing.
Howard moving on pointed a single, and was steady to shot.
Further on, Lucy pointed at a brush pile, Howard, ordered
up to back,' refused, but went in and made point. Down 20
minutes; one hour in all.

MajtitobA PAtti—As drawn, Mr. Thos. Johnson's setter
bitch Manitoba Patti (Duke of Gloster—Flora) was placed
for a bye. Ticky-Taek went down with her. Running-
down wind in cover Patti flushed some birds and was none
too steady to wing. Going on, Patti pointed. Tack backing
nicely, both steady to wing when the birds were put up.
Moving on into cover a bird flushed wild, Patti a trifle un-
steady. The dogs were then ordered up for time being.

Second Series.

This closed the formal first series, and the judges now
asked for Clinker and Mingo, Jr. These at 3:40 P. M. were
cast off near a stubble which was drawn blank. In e wer
Clinker pointed a bevy, Mingo, Jr., backing. The birds put
up to order; both dogs showed steady to wing and shot.
Moving on, Mingo, Jr., false pointed. Moving on, Mingo,
Jr., agaiu pointed, Clinker backing, and the birds were
flushed. This go was all for Mingo, Jr., in speed and style
in action.
Lucy C. and Lady Spot were now asked for, and were put

down in a slashing at 3:20 P, M. Lucy pointed at a log pile,

and Mr. Davidson mater'ialized a bevy when ordered to put
up the bird. Ordered on, Lucy again pointed, and again a
bevy was put up. Down 30m.
Manitoba Patti and Ticky-Tack were now called to go

down again. In a cornfield Tack pointed, Patti backing. A
bevy was put up and marked. Ordered on. Tack again
pointed. Patti backing, both steady to shot and wing. Down
18m.

'

Tlvird Series.

Mingo, Jr., and Lucy C. were called down together for the
third running. They were cast off in a slashing, which was
drawn blank. In a cornfield Lucy cfluic to a point, with

Dame the better. Dame pointed with only fair credit, the
birds flushing and going to cover, Phyllis backed nicely.
Moving on in cover Dame pointed a single, Phyllis refusing
to back when brought up. On again Dame found and
pointed another single, moving up on the running bird.

Phyllis, again refusing to back, went in and woi-ked up the
bird, Dame steady to wing and shot. Phyllis showed fast,

merry and stylish, but needing experience. Dame was seen
to be a useful and dependable one, even .so early in the work.
Down 45m.

Toledo Bee and Manitoba Shot.—Mr.Davev handled Mr.
F. W. Eddy's setter bitch Toledo Bee (Toledo Blade—Maggy
Bee). Mr. Thos. Johnson handled his own dog, the pointer
dog Manitoba Shot (Ightfield Caton—Ightfleld Psyche). Put
down on a ragweed field, both showed much stjde and speed.
Bee found the first bevy, and made a very haudsome point,
backed by Shot. Holding the point for some time, the birds
ran, and here came in a nice bit of work for Bee. Bee left
her point, drew around on a circle, ahead of the birds, and
again pointed. Both dogs were steady to shot and wing.
Bee later found another bevy, the birds being in full sight
under a log. Bee was pointing these stauDchly when Shot
came up. Shot did not back, and though favored in every
way, paid no attention to either dog or birds. The bevy was
not flushed. Later on, Shot false pointed. Down Ih. lOm.
Shylock and Nick of Glencho.—Mr. Davey handled his

own dog, the setter Shylock (Rock—Maud), and expected
more of this one than of any of his string. Huddleston
handled, or rather mishandled^ Mr. F. J. Abbey's red Irish
setter dog Nick of Glencho (Pat S.—AUace K.). On stubble
Nick first made game and pointed a bevy, Shylock backing
to order only fairly. Shylock roaded up, not stopping to
order, and flushed. Later he flushed a single. Nick false
pointed later. Nick seemed staunch enough, but evinced no
style nor speed. Shylock was also very disappointing
Down 30m.

Diamond and Sieen.—In the pointer bitch Diamond
(Ightfield Upton—Ightfleld Blithe), Mr. Johnson bandied
one of his own stock of which much should certainly be
asked. Her training, however, was not that of the old-time
favorite Blithe. Huddleston handled Siren, a pointer bitch
owned by Mr. Jackson, of Monroe, Mich., not entirely to hi,s

own credit or to the fullest benefit of the dog. In the open,
both dogs showed brilliant action and speed, Siren the better,
an exceptionally high-headed and handsome working bitch,
subsequently beaten by the indiscretion of her handler. On
the stubble, Siren pointed a bevy, but rushed in and flushed,
dropping to order. Marked to cover, where Siren flushed
two .'^ingles, not improving chance for points, Diamond

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIAIjS, 1892.

Tli6 fleUl party after l\uu:h, nouring tUtJ close of tht« All-Age Staki?,

Following is the account of the runnings, written out
from the notes of Mr. J. E. Long, judge at the trials, the
writer not being present at the runnings. E. HoiTGH,

MONDAY, FIRST DAY, NOV. 7.

Weather very decent for working purposes. The party
took the boat up river four or five miles and got to work by
nine o'clock. Birds were plentiful, ten bevies being found.

The Ama.teur. Stake.

Amai'EUB Stake.—All ages, professional handlfers barred,
owners to handle own dogs. Eleven entries, nine starters.
Tfiree moneys, 50, 35 and 1.5 per cent.

First Series.

TiCKY TACK AND Clinkee.—Mr. A. Wells's Ticky Tack
(Toledo Blade—Cambi'iana) and Mr. T. H. Nelson's Clinker
(King—Pausta II.), both setter dogs, Down at !):0o, on stub-
ble, Ticky-Tack showed the better ranging style. The field
was drawn blank. In a low swale a bevy flushed wide ahead
of Clinker, not to his fault. These were"marked to a thicket,
at the edge of which Clinker drew to a point. Tack coming
around in opposite direction, three birds flushed, not to
penalty. Tack a bit unsteady to wing, but dropped at com-
mand. Moving into thicket, Clinker pointed a bevy. Tack,
refusing to back, ran in and stole the point. Nelson was
ordered to shoot. Both dogs steady to shot, Down 40m.
Mingo, Jr. and Sancho.—Dr. Kime's Mingo, Jr. (Mingo

Rose Rapid) and Mr. G. P. Taylor's Sancho (Toledo Blade—
Cambriana), setter dogs, cast off in stubble, they drew it
blank, and were brought back to the cover where' the first
bevy had been marked down. Going down wind Mingo, Jr.
drew to a point, but the birds went up wild. They were
marked down, and Mingo, Jr., ordered on, came to a point,
Sancho backing. Nothing was materialized from the point,
however. In cover, Mingo, Jr. pointed a bevy that flushed
wild. Sancho pointed at a brash heap and Mingo, Jr. backed,
but it was a barren point, the birds having flushed. Turn-
ing back to the edge of the woods, Mingo, Jr. pointed a
single staunchly, and was steady to wing when the bird was
gut up. Mo^dng on, he again established a point, Sancho
acking. Both dogs steady to shot. Down 50m.
Lady Spot AN'D London—Dr, J. Kime's setter bitch Lady

Spot (Mingo—Lady Thunder) and Mr.R. Baugham's London
(London—Lurea March). In rangingthe bitch showed supe-
riority both in speed and in style. At the edge of woods
several birds flushed wild. The dogs were ordered on, and
Spot pointed, London backed, but the birds evidently run-
ning, he left his back, moved up and established a point.
The birds were put up and London showed unsteady to
wing, DownSom.
LtroT C, AND SlE HowAEi?

-
'

' . David.sou's setter
bitchLucy C. (Scottish Chi ?:- - :.^d Mr. W. L. Don-
aldson's pointer dog (Sir Hi' - •:< r - J5tllai, In the open

the fortane, as it proved, of again fiudiug a bevy. Going
on, Lucy made game, and moved on. Mingo, Jr., coming
up later, made a point at this same place. Lucy backed to
order. Down 30m.
Clinker and Lady Spot were now asked for to go together.

They drew a slashing blank. Further on Lady Spot pointed,
Clinker backing. In a cornfield Clinker pointed and Lady
Spot backed, but the point proved barren. On a ragweed
field Clinker pointed, and a lai-ge bevy was raised. Going
on to where these were marked. Lady Spot pointed a single.
Down oom.
The judges now announced their decision in the Amateur

Stakes, as follows: Mingo, Jr., first; Lucy C. . second; Lady
Spot, third.
^Mlngo, Jr., first (Mingo—Rose Rapid), owned by Dr. J.
Kime, of Chatham, is a handsome dog of the old Druid type,
black, white and tan, about 601bs. weight. An up-headed,
good performer.
Lucy C, second (Scottish Chief—Ailsa). is the pi-ide of Mr.

Davidson's heart. A compact bitch, about SOlbs., black and
white, with plenty of room for heart and lungs. In gait
Lucy C. is not so stylish as in her pointing.
Lady Spot, third (Mingo—Lady Thunder), is white and

black, with a peculiar chestnut spot over the left eye. A
racy and well made bitch, more of the narrow and deep
greyhound type; about 501bs. weight. She also is owned by
Dr. Kime, who thus has two winners in this stake.

TUESDAY, SECOND DAY, NOV. S.

Weather raw and windy, not very moist and not the best
for working. The parcy again took boat in the morning,
but unfortunately when .still about a mile and a half below
the grounds intended, the steamer went aground and bent
her shaft, disabling her. The party got ashore by using an
old scow. The captain promised to have up another boat
by night, taut did not do so, and it was the fortune of the
party, judges and all, to walk home that evening, five or six
miles, a sorrow difHcult to drown. It turned out, however,
that the accident caused small delay in the runnings, as the
dogs wei-e cast oft' on going ashore, and four bevies were
found before the old grounds were reached, the first series
of the Derby being thus speedily worked off. As was the
case on the day previous the entire stake was run through
and finished in the day. Birds were abundant.

The Derby.
Deebt.—For entries born not early than January of pre-

ceding year. Four moneys, 40, 20, 15 and 10 per cent., 15 per
cent, to club. Twenty-six entries, fourteen starters.

First Series,

Dame Bang and Phyllis T.—Mr. T. G. Davey handled
his own entry, the pointer bitch Dame Bang (Trinket's Cash
—Van Bang). Mr/W. Wells handled his own entry, the
setter bitch Phyllis T= (Mingo II.—Cambriana). Cast o2 in
the open to show ranging qualities both showed speed,

flushed a single and chased, quite out of control, refusing to
stop at command. The dogs were now brought around to
the place where in the pi-evious heat the bevy had been left
under the log. Mr. Johnson, of course, knew the exact loca-
tion of these birds. He took Diamond around carefully, to
the best possible advantage, Siren also going around. Dia-
mond was taken up almost on top of these birds, but in
spite of all put her nose to the ground and nosed the birds
up deliberately. Down SOm.
Cleopatra "and Lonsdale.—Another case of the unex-

pected. Mr. Wells values his setter bitch Cleopatra (Mingo
II.—Cambriana) above any of those he ran, but she was n ot
up to' mark. Mr. .Johnson handled his own pointer dog
Lonsdale (Ightfleld Caton—Ightfield Psyche). Cast off in
stubble, Cleopatra very meritorious in speed and style.
Lonsdale flushed a bevy, and moving on made a false point!
Moving on to cover, Lonsdale pointed on a small bunch of
birds, Cleopatra, brought up to back, refused, flushed and
chased. Both were unsteady. Later, Cleopatra flushed a
single, both dogs unsteady. Down SOm.
Countess Siss and TiEASbE.—Mr. Mather handled his

setter bitch, Countess Siss (Cornell—Dart), and Mr, Wells
handled his own setter dog, Tirasse (Mingo VII.—Cam-
briana). Cast off in a field to range. Countess showed more
speed, but evinced little stylish quality in the point she
established. Countess flushed twice and then false pointed.
Brought up to back, practically under the whip of his
handler, Tirasse made a very indifferent back of it. Both
seemed quite ordinary. Down, 55 minutes.
Feitz and Midget Bow.—Mr. Kramer's pointer dog

Fritz (Count Graphic) was handled by Mather. Mr.
Oscar M. Springer's red Irish setter bitch Midget Bow
(Scott—Queen Wilkinson) was handled by James McGregor,
In the open both showed fair speed and good, merrv style.
Midget ran into a bevy and flushed. On the scattered birds
she pointed, but roaded up and flushed a single. Fritz again
pointed, Midget backing nicely. Movinu on, Fritz made two
false points. They were taken up. Fritz showed stylish
and handsome, quite a goodish one. Midget was quick
and snappy, making not a bad impression in all. Down,
30 minutes.

Second Series.

Dame Bang and Siren were asked for at 2.i0 p. m., it being
the wish to see Siren have a chance more just to her. Siren
however, flashed twice. Dame Bang made one false point'
not to penalty, however, then a flush, and again a false
point, the latter a very excusable one. She then pointed
staunchly. Dame Bang now was seen for a very sensible
level-headed bitch, not easily to be rattled, and safe to be let
alone. For Mr. Davey, it must be said that, more than any
handler present, he left the work for the dog to do and
showed confidence in the dog's ability to do the work.' He
was not continually cautioning and commanding, but took
it easy, " I'll let the bitch alone," said he ; she knows her
business.-' More-such dogs and handlers would make field
trials far tnore enjoyable. Siren. In her general work atJ-
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peared unsteady, but could nob be said to have been handled
80 well as she should have been. Tbey had a good, decisive

trial.

Toledo Bee and Phyllis T. now went down toget-her.

In speed, style aud range Bee was superior and showed
quality which meant a mortgage on first place. lu the

open Bee found a bevy aud uointed handsomely, stea.iy to

Ma. W. B. Wicr.r.s with J'ataj^e and Ijuki;

Second and thfrtl, All-Age Stake, Ititernational Trials, 1H92.

wing and shot. Phyllis backed well, but broke in and
chased. Ordered up.
Fritz and Manitoba Shot got their second go in com-

pany. Eritz was first to point, establishing a good one on
a single in a brusb pile. Shot was brought up to back, bur
did so indiiSerently, though Mr. Johnson steadied him b\
keeping his band on the dog's back, refusing to cast the
dog off to try for back when so ordered by the judges.
Eritz held steady, and did not break his point even wheu a
rabbit was put up ahead of him and ran near by in front of
him. Fritz's bird was then put \ip. M^.antime, as the
judges stood on a log conferring, Mr. Johnsou walked
toward them with Sliot, and Shot made a point near by,
which was allowed him. Taken up.

Third Scries.

Toledo Bee's work had already been enough to satisfy
the judges that he should fill first place.
Dame Bang and Phyllis T. were asked for again. Damf

established a point. Phyllis also pointed, but was unsteady
till cautioned much by her handler. Going on, Phyllis
flushed.

It was now near evening. This closed the runnings in
the Derby, The judges announced their decisions to be:
Toledo Bee, first; Dame Bang, second; Fritz, third; Phyllis
T., fourth.
Tolt-do Rpe, first (Toledo Blade—Maggie Bee), is owned by

F. W. Eddy of Detroit, i.^ a black and white setter, about
451bs.,_af good nose and vrv fair speed, good head carriage
and tail action, fairly merry in work.
Dame Bang, second (Triuket's Cash—Van Bang), is a very

useful pointer, and in condition might look a good one,
though she was not cursed with beauty as she stood this
week, after alot of hard work which had pulled her down
about 91bs. She is liver and white, about 421 bs., a fair goer
and a fine finder, many worse for field work.
Fritz, third (Count Graphic, dam not known), is a liver

and white pointer, -Siilbs., of very decent style and range.
Phyllis T.. fourth (Mingo IT.—Cambrian a), is, as Mr.

Wells himself puts it, "an odd-looking, bow-legged little
thing, that hitches up beV'ind when she goes, and the only
thing she does Is to back.'" She is black and white ticked,
351bs., a pleasant little worker.

WEDNESDAY, THIRD DAY. NOV. 0.

Better working weather than on the previous day, moister
and not so windy. The party took conveyances out, the
boat not having been repaired. In the wish to honor the
ccurtfsy of some farmers who had reserved lands tor the
club, the line of work was changed and the grounds found
so desirable during the first two days were abandoned. This
proved an error, as to-day the birds were scarce and hard to
find. Out of this grew tbe only dissatisfaction of the meet-
ing, one or two owners thinking that their dogs should have
had better testing, even though that meant another day's
running. The judges, however, thought that to-day's run-
ning afforded them opportunity to determine the relative
merits of the dogs.

The All-Aged Stakes.
All-Aged Stakes.—For all ages, setters and pointers,

four moneys. Eleven entries, 7 starters.

First Series.
liADY Patch akd Daphke.—Dr. J. Kime handled his own

entry, the setter bitch Daphne (Toledo Blade—Cambriana).
oast ott on a field for range. Both showed speed and high-
headed style, but little tail action. The first field was drawn
blank, and the party moved to an adjoining stubble. Thiswas a goad place for work, the wind favorable, and the own-
ers certainly could not say the dogs had no chance here fortwo bevies were on the field. The dogs, however, made very
little ot the opportunity. Working up wind, the dotrs beat
out the field, uatnrally working toward a patch of cover on
the left_ Both were close together when in a portion of the

lLwv> y
3^^'%es a bevy was put up on gr- .und over

^Ji^^nnJoi^i °^A* ^'^^I^^^
directly, missing tb^ birds quite

inexcusably. As the judges stood speaking of this, stUl an-

other bevy went up near them, on ground which the dogs
bad beaten over earlier. These birds also had been passed
unnoticed by both dogs, with no apparent excuse whatever.
Moving on rather quickly to the cover, Daphne pointed fur.

Patch backing nicelv, Oa an adjoining stubble Daphne false

pointed. Patch backing beautifully. Patch then false

pointed, backed handsomely in turn by Daphne. On again,
Daphne false pointed, possibly on fur. Patch backing. Oa
again, Daphne established a point on a single, Patch honor-
ing her duly. Taken up. Down Ih. 10m.
DOKALD Bane and Matane.—Mr. Davidson handled his

dog, the setter Donald Bane (Dick Bondhu—Western Belle).

Mr. Wells handled his own dog, the setter Matane (Mark J.

—Cambriana). Certainly a pair of handsome ones and a
pretty picture in the field. Both showed style and speed,
.and for Matane it would be hard to say too much. Matane
nointed a bevy very staunchly, and Donald was wanted to
back. Mr. Davidson was taking him down the field lurther
to get him the wind going up, and Mr. Smith, judge, called
to him to cast ofi' his dot; to see if it would back. Mr. David-
son was steadying Donald where he was, when Donald made
game and stood anxious to go up A small bevy went up
near him. Mr. Davidson said, "I flushed that bevy myself.
It was my fault." Donald was then brought up to where
Matane stood and backed only under orders, Mr. Davidson
apparently afraid to cast him ofl: on his own resources. This
too cautious handling did not impress the judges favorably.
.At order Mr. Wells put up the birds, fired and killed, Ma-
tane steady to wing and shot. Following to cover Donald
ftushed a single. After considerable birdless work Donald
pointed staunchly, two birds going out. Matane, brought
up to back, did so handsomely, Donald a bit unsteady to
wine and shot. Taken up. Down lb. SOai.
Luke and Dame Bano.—Mr. Wells handled his own dog,

the setter Luke (Toledo Blade—Cambriana) Mr. Davey
handled his pointer bitch. Dame Bang (Trinket's Cash-
Van Bang). Two good ones. Luke was broke on the grass
cotintry. and is an exceptionally high-headed little fellow.
Dame kept up her Derhy reputation, though getting plenty
of running for the week. Iq cover Dame did some sharp
work, pointing a single staunchly, moving on, stift'ening
again on a single, and again pointing a single at a brush
pile. In this Luke backed well. Luke now made game,
and drew to a point, none too steady, on a bevy in a brush
heap. Dame, brought up to back, excusably flushed a
,=single. Moving on, in a grassy fence corner both dogs
whirled to a point, standing staunch. The handlers moved
up, trying to find the bird, Mr. Wells crossing the fence to
try to put it up. The dogs thus broke the point, Luke cast-
ins; smartly about to locate the bird. Dame went but a
few steps and pointed firm again in the same corner. The
bird was found hid close under a rail in the grass. Ordered
up. Down Ih. 5m.
Carrie T.—Dr. Totten's setter bitch Carrie T. (Banker-

Smith's Bell) was odd dog in the drawings, and Luke went
down with her for the bye. Carrie was a merry one, with
fair speed but rather low head. Luke kept up a good im-
pression in ranging quality and gait. Working down a rail
'ence, Luke made a high-headed and handsome point on a
bevy, honored on sight by Carrie, which was across the
fence, some 60ft. distant. When the birds were put up, both
dogs were steady to wing and shot. The birds were marked
down in corn stubble, and here Carrie made game, getting a
probably excusable flush, as the bird might have been put
up by Mr. Wells in walking near. Moving ou, Carrie
oointed again, and it was materialized. Luke also pointed
a single Leaving the corn, Carrie flushed a single in a
grassy swale Ou again, she pointed. On again, she flushed.
On stubble, Luke pointed elegantlv. several birds being put
up, Carrie backing here nicely. Ordered on after a bird
marked down along a weedy fence, Carrie did the bad work
of roading up and flushing the bird. Ordered to tbe open
stubble on marked birds, she pointed, backed by Luke. A

lows: Dame Bang first, Matane second, Luke third, Lady
Patch and Carrie T. a divided fourth.
Dame Bang, first, Mr. Davey's pointer bitch, has already

been mentioned in the Derby. She here increased her repu-
tation as a field performer.
Matane, setter, .second, owned by Mr. W. B. Wells, large

dog, rangy, -Solbs., black, white and tan, of considerable
quality.
Luke, .setter, third, also owned by Mr. Wells, is a small

black, tan and white, about 451bs., clever and up-headed,
and a merry little fellow enough.
Lady Patch, setter, divided fourth, is owned, by Dr. J.

Kime, of Chatham. A stylish large bitch, white with heavy
black mark on side; well built for going and withal well
broke and pleasant.
Carrie T., setter, divided fourth, is owned by Dr. Totten,

of Forest. She is a small black, white and tan, nervous,
eager and merry, a bright enough one.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIALS
These trials were brought to a fairly successful conclusion

last Saturday morning, I say fairly advisedly. It is no use
running dogs in the field to test their game-finding quali-
ties if the birds are not there. It is all very well for tbe
dogs to gallop around and look very busy, but as, in the
language of the street, money talks, so in a field trial birds
are the stuff the dogs are after. Birds to the number of
about torty dozen have been turned down since tbe club put
up its protective signs on the 2,500 acres leased for the club.
It is safe to say, however, if the late arrivals are a sample of
what went down before, tbe cause is not far to seek for the
present lack of game. Out of one box of twenty-four sent
from New York, eighteen were found dead, either in box on
arrival or the next day in the fleld when put down. It is no
use holding trials on such weak birds, they are probably de-
void of scent, and in their weak state, linable to fly, they
run about the ground and tend to break up the doas. The
policy of procuring quail frorr. warm Sourhein States to
undergo the rigors of a Northern winter on the exposed
grounds of this club is another subject that is open to ques-
tion. Plenty of good (luail can be purchased next month
ana turned down in sheltered spots, so that the survival of
the flttest will be in good order and their sons aud daughters
too, bj next November, and also know where to go to when
they are flushed. If we had stayed another few days ou the
limited grounds where birds were likely to be, we should be
able almost to recognizs each and every individual quail, so
often did the dogs hustle the same bevies about.
The grouad over which the club has jurisdiction is varied

to a degree. A great deal of it is swampy and covered with
low, thick brush through which it is next to impossible to
see the dogs, and I am confident a good deal of the work was
lost or imperfectly seen owing to this fact. The judges being
on foot they were handicapped both in following the dogs
and in the rough, hard work which they had to undergo the
day through. There is plenty of open ground, though these
parts are very bare as a rule. This could be changed by
planting strips of grain and leaving it standing, aff'ording
more cover and sustenance for the birds than when cut and
left to rot. There is no reason why the judges should not be
mounted, for with a man to pull down and put up fences as
in the trials down South, there are no serious obstacles to be
met with, and rubber boots need not be worn. The judges
could then keep the dogs well in view, and of course the
press representatives would follow suit. Now that I have
had a little say about the grounds and game, it is plea,s-
ant to change the subject to those who took part in
the trials and help to make them such friendly gatherings.
There is_ mora fun and good fellowship displayed at
Assonet in one day than was our experience ot a month
of trials in the South. In the latter it is "pizness, meiu

J
iAlEi-CAA'tlUAAL hlELD TJciiALS,

Mr. .I.E. Long Mr. C. A. Stone. Dr. J. Kime.
Ml-. Montaga Smith. Mr. J. K. McGregor. Mr. Brlggs, Toronto.

photograph of this scene was made, but unfortunately did
not print out well. Down 55m.

Second Series.

Dave Bang and Matane were now asked for at 3;45 P. M.
to decide the question of first and second. They were put
down in a very weedy cornfield. Both kept up their grod
work in range and style, Matane going a corker, pretty as a
dream and fast as a ghost. Dame was also high-headed and
eminently business-like, not excitable and not to be rattled
by any means. Dame was first to find, pointing a bevy
staunchly, Matane backing in great style. The birds were
put up. both dogs steady to wing. Moving on, Dame pointed
a cripple in a corn shock, with her nose thrust part way
into the shock, her ears flapped up grotesquely. Mr. Daveycame up and smoothed her ears down. Matane, not seeing
very wdl, was brought .arouud fo back and did so under
order. The dogs were now ordered up. Down about SOm Itwas uow nearing evening. No further ruuuiog was done in
the All-Aged, and on the following day, under tbe circum-
stances explained in the introductr^ry remark of this report
the judges announced their decision.s in the All-Aged as fol-

freund," from the start. There is here a flavor of sports-
mansnip that is noticeable in all fleld meetiugs where
the New Englanders take part. The stakes are not
thought of—at least not apparently—they are out for a
good time and to swap tales. At the same time the New
England thrift creeps in and the owner of the "barges" or
covered wagons that conveyed us to the grounds took a cold-
blooded view of our trials and sympathized with every one
of us to the extent of fifteen cents every time we held down
a seat in his "Pullman." In fact, this continual "dribble"
paying was .somewhat of a nuisance. Each meal was fifty
cents, whether in the open or in "cover," and was demanded
promptly at the second mouf hful, until "Fifty cents, please,"
became the joke of the meeting, and this onerous or odious
duty of collecting devolved generally on Pres. Power. This
gentleman worked hard in varied ways to do hia duty,
and on him rested most of the work, which was no small
affair in addition to his press duties. Dr. Heyward and D.
A. Goodwin, Jr. also helped things along in th'eir genial way
and did much to contribute to tbe good feeling all round.
The genial secretary, Mr Speriy, had a smile, a kind word
and a cigar for every one, and IVlr. Wells did all that v/hh i&-
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•luii-ed of him. As stated last week tlie main body of the
meiuljera and visitors found quarters in the Town Hall "bed-
room" the beds, /. e. ,

cots, were there, and comfortables, too,

but as for sleep, that was out of the question till the "dark-
est hour.'' The first three nights were given up to horse-

play and varied amusements in which the collapse of a
would-be sleeper who inadvertently dropping into a doze
would eventually find himself on a solid foundation with all

the cot and paraphernalia on top of him. This led eventually
to action on the part of the club on Thursday, when the fol-

lowing notice, unique iu its way, was posted over the statue:
" Voted during the progress of the field trials all lights at

the club headquarters shall be extinguished at 10 P. M.,
with the exception of those iu the press room, which shall be
for the exclusive use of the press. Perfect quiet shall be in

order, and no one shall be disturbed in his rest. Any infrac-

tion of this rule may be penalized at the discretion of the
Board of Managers. By order of the Board, E, K. Sperbt,
Secretary."
This idea is all right, but its construction is defective.

Several influential members of the club had returned home
who were coaspicuous in the "fun making,"' and a mere
handful was left to acquiesce to this mandate. It would
have been in better taste had some prominent member of the
club, when be thought things had gone f^r enough, called

for order and quietly explaining the situation, referring to

the judges, etc., asked lor quietness, and there would not
have been a dissenting voice heard, as the members and visi-

tors present were gentlemen and not children in a kinder-
garten. The number of visitors and members present was
unprecedented at any trials I have seen.

In adriition to the names given last week the following
gentlemen were interested speccators during the course of

the week. Messrs. Ed, W. Brooks, Henry Button, W. B.

Foote, G. O. Vickery, R. B. McClean, Chas. W. Sturgis, E.

C. Davenport, W. M. Lovering. F. C. Felton, E. Bradley,
T. W. Cheney, B. S.Turpin, P. W. Chapman, James Abbott,
D. S. Bennett, J. W. Wheelwright and a number of strangers
from neighboring towns in Massachusetts and E.hode Island.

On Wedne.sday evening the English Setter Club medals
were awarded to the dog and bitch showing best bench show
form. Mr. W. Tallman was the Judge, and in the contiaed
space of the dining room was successful in picking out the
best. Most of the dogs in the two stakes were brought for-

NKW ENGLAND yi^LD TEIAI.S,

W. A. Coster A.i*D N. Wali^ace, Judges.

ward and the issue soon lay between The Corsair. Kent II.

and Rod's Chaff. The judge eventnally plumped for the
last named, who is owned by Mr. E. O. Damon, a rattling

good one, slightly bitch-headed perhaps, init in keeping with
his general contour, a beautiful expression, body well

turned and standing on good legs. I shall expect to see this

dog take a forward position even in hotter competitioo.
The bitches were not so good and the issue lay between
Molly Dale and Our Pet, the latter beats in legs, head and
ribs, and was a good winner: she is owned by the Oakland
Farm Kennels, of which Mr. A. R Sharpe is the proprietor,

and both he and his brother are enthusiastic supporters of

the ]sr. E. P. T. C. 'Nough said and an accouot of the run-
ning is now perhaps in order.

WEDNESDAY.
The chaff has been separated from the wheat, figuratively

speaking, in the Derby, in consequence of yesterday's busy
work, and the judges announced last night that they wnuld
like to see in the second series Rod's Chaff run with Wild
Lily, Nellie G. with Albert's Daisy, and Bradley with Ten-
nessee Vandal.
This morning promised rain, the sky was heavily clouded

and the air cold and raw with little wind, The rain yester-

day had put the ground in good shape for scenting purposes.
Aliout 8 A. M. we started in the four-horse wagons for the
Quaker Meeting House. The crowd was not so large as
ye=5terday, but a contingent from neighboring towns who
joined us about noon, increased the list to about sixty

again. It is astonishing the great interest that these trials

have excited round Boston, and if everything goes on in the
future as it is doing now the N. E. F. T. should soon become
a prominent club. At present its flavor is decidedly local.

By this time we are at the little meeting house and
"Rod's Chaff and Wild Lilt are at once cast off, at 8:37,

in the open fields. Both are good raogers, but Lily the
speedie-st. Shortly after the start Chaff pointed a swamp
quail, as it is called here. A long tramp over the fields and
Chaff was seen to point, moved on, nothing there. He made
several false points after this, and Lily stopped as if she had
something, too, but it was not till we reached heavy alder
swamp that game was seen, and Mr. Whitlock "pointed" a
bird, in a rabbit hole, which flew to a neighboring tree.

Several birds flushed wild here and Lily pointed foot scent,

backed by Chaff. The latter stopped on a single which
flushed wild. He was loath to leave this part, but dogs
were ordered together and then called up, the heat being
somewhat less than brilliant and not winning work. Lily
seemed to have put all her eggs in yesterday's basket, and
barring her speed and style did nothing to attract attention.
Down 53qi.
AlbePvT's Daisy and Nellie G.—This was expected to be

a rattling heat, hut turned out a very uneven one, some
good work and very indifferent being mixed up. Cast off at
9:52. Both bitches are fast and wide rangers, Daisy the best

in this respect. Soon, in bare, open ground, Nellie pointed
and bird flushed wild. Here the sun came out at 10 o'clock

livened things up a little, but not for long. Jfellie

pointed unsteadily in weeds by a fence and Daisy honored
it, but nothing found. Then in open grass field Daisy ran
right into a bevy; cross wind, dropping to wing. Daisy
lower down then false pointed, Nellie backing to order.

At edge of alder swamp Daisy, coming out, passed close by
three birds that flushed wild when the crowd came up.
Further on Daisy redeemed this somewhat by a good point
on a bevy at edge of heavy cover; then on the singles she
nailed one which handler flushed, steady to wing. Coming
out of this, dogs were held up at 10:35. Daisy's pick-up at
the finish put her straight with the judges. Nellie G. does
cai-eful work and was well handled. Down 43m.
Tenn Vandal and Bradley.—These were put down at

10:43 in open. Bradley soon showed himself much more
stylish iu manner of working than Vandal. Vandal in alder
swamp came to a good point on bevy and Bradley did the
honors. A bird was killed and both steady. Dogs then
hunted carefully through thick coyer where it was almost
impcssible to see the dogs, and they were held up for a few
minutes. In open, Bradley pointed two singles, Vandal also

taking a hand in; handler flushed and fired, both dogs
steady, and called up at 11:2.5. Here the judges consulted
for some time and then announced that Dr. J. E. Hair's
Albert's Daisy wins first money, $200; H. B. Tallman's Nel-
lie G. second money, §100, and E. O. Damon's Rod's Cnaff
and Oakland Farm Kennels' Bradley divide third money,
$50. The re.sult was graciou,sly received, Albert Daisy's
showing in the first series being so meritoriousthat her mis-
deeds of to-day were passed over.
All the winners are English setters. Albert's Daisy is a

trim built and racy looking little bitch and verv much after
Albert's Nell's make, that"we all know aboirt; Nellie G. is a
handsomely formed and medium-sized bitch that has had
something'the matter with its head and had a running sore
below the eye; Rod's Chaff is a very well formed dog, fit for

any show and with one of the sweetest black, tan and white
heads I have seen for some time. He afterward won the
English Setter Club ratidal for best looking dog. Bradley is

the largest dog but is an active worker a,nd gets over his
ground intelligently.
A long wait here ensued, the lunch wagon not being in

sight. After the sandwiches and coffee had been disposed
of the first brace in the All-Age Stake was called, they hav-
ing been drawn on Tuesday night to run as follows:
E. R. Moore's Grousedaie with Henry Dutton's Duke of

Kent.
S. S. Gordon's Molly Dale with Bayard Thayer's Polly TI.

Chas. Kelly's Mark Noble with Oakland Farm Kennels'
Our Pet.
F. W. Whitlock's Miuch with Jas. B. Blossom's Sally

Beaumont.
J, L. Wells's Reverdy with E. S. Coggin's Mack, Jr.

Jas. B. Blossom's Flomont with O. W. Donner's Wagtail.
Fred W. Clark's Claude with ISojes Billings's Ranger B.
Miss S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble with Oakland Farm

Kennels' Tennessee Vandal.
E. O. Damon's The Corsair with H. B. Tallman's Dash G.
Cohannet Kennels' Kent II. with Joe Lewis's Grouse.

All-Age Stake.

As it was nearly lunch time when the Derby was con-
cluded, the powers that be thought that lunch had better be
discussed before the first brace in the All-Age should be
started. It was chilly work waiting for the coffee and sand-
wiches, but when they did come they servtd to "fill a long
felt want " Not much time was wasted, and at 1:07

Geotjsdale and Duke of Kent were put down in a
turnip field. Both are good-looking pointers, and active,
stylish workers, Grousedale especially so, W. Tallman
bandied this dog, and E. S. Eamos steered Duke of Kent.
Working out varied ground Duke was the first to point
where running birds had been seen on the pine needles.
Grousedale backed; both drew on carefitlly, stopping fre-

quently; nothing found. After covering a lot of varied
ground, Grousedale getting out with most speed and range,
Duke, at edge of alder swamp, pointed a bevy; Grousedale
took the scent too, drew across him and pointed; birds got
up; following them Grouse pointed in fence bottom, and was
a bit unsteady as Tallman flushed two birds; Duke backed
close, both .steady to shot, Grousedale sent to find wounded
bird pointed again, and was steady to rise of single, but
failed to find bird which had run on. Both worked back
after the main lot of birds, and at edge of swamp one flushed
ahead of dogs. Up at 3:15. Grouse had the speed and range,
but both dogs hunted with intelligence and in good style.

MoLLTE Dale (a bye).—Mr. Bayard Thayer's Polly II.

being withdrawn Mollie Dale ran alone, and was cast oft" at
2:37 in open field, side of swamp. She started off well, and
after quartering a lot of ground made game and did a good
deal ot undecided work, crawling along on her belly and
stopping every lew yards, but nothing tangible came of it

though. Some more fields covered and then edge of open
swamp she pointed two birds and was a bit unsteady as
handler moved to flush, but was steady to wing and shot,
retrieving the bird in good shape, and then called up at
3:13. Not a very brilliant performer, but did well on the
birds she found, and works close.

Maek Noble and Our Pet.—These were a large and
small English setter respectively, Mark handled by P. C.
Waterhouse, and Our Pet by her owner. A, R. Sharpe.
Down in strawberry patch at 3:1,5. Edge of cover both
pointed a large bevy, dropping as birds flushed wild. In open
near by Mark pointed and was honored stylishly by Pet.
Nothing being put up, they were worked into the next field,

and the crowd coming up flushed half a dozen birds that the
dogs had evidently got wind of when they pointed; these
they should have drawn to. Marked into very heavy swamp
cover, dogs were sent in and both pointed, and the "man up
a tree" said Pet had the call, and Mr. Sharpe flushed the
birds, fired and missed: both dogs steady. Going through a
churchyard, where a few of us with antiquarian tendencies
investigated the old tombstones and found some very inter-

esting dates. Outside of this yard, by white pine cover, the
dogs passed birds which crowd flushed into cover, and dogs
did not stop till their noses were right on the feathers, Mark
pointing wUen he saw the bird. Up at 4:1.5. This closed the
work for the day.

THURSDAY.
When we pulled up our blinds this morning the outlook

was cheerless in the extreme, heavy clouds hung all over
and the rain came down in torrents." This compelled us to

stay under cover all day and amuse ourselves as best we
could. A wet day at Assouet comes to an end at last, but it

was slow—very slow. Some fellows thought it was Sunday.

FRIDAY.
During the night a hard frost had set in, and when we

started this morning the ground was hard and a chilly
northwest wind was blowing. The "barges" took us to
the Quaker Meeting House as usual and we started in on
the same old groitod and after tne same old birds.

MiNCH AND Sally Beaumont were the first brace called.

Minch, a heavily- marked black, white and tan dog, was
handled by owner, F. W. Whitlock, and the Gordon, Sally
Beaumont, was in charge of W, Tallman. They were cast
off at 8:07. Soon in heavy cover, while Minch was drawing
to a btvy, the birds flushed and out.side in swampy ground
he nailed a single in good style, but Sally, with the per-
verseness of her sex went in ahead and flushed. Nothing
more was found, but a lot of bad ground was worked out
and dogs called up at 9:0T. Minch far the best in range,
speed and nose. Flomont and Wagtail should hftve come
on HOW, but
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Reverdy and Mack, Jr., were put down, The two were
almost identical, white with orange markings, but Mack
was a trifle smaller than Reverdy. Soon after starting, in

sparse cover. Mack pointed uncertainly and was honored;
nothing found. After ten minutes' run, in which Mack
showed best range and speed, though Reverdy was probably
the most intelligent hunter, Reverdy dropped to a point
side of beech clump and Mack dropped to honor, poor .style

and no result. Then both pointed iu opposite directions,

but Mack had the birds which flushed wild, On singles
Mack pointed undecidedly on running bird edge of bay
berry bushesj Reverdy honoring; dogs drew on and bird
was flushed by crowd. Up soon after at 8:45. Mack, Jr.,

did the better work all round, and is a more active ranger,
Reverdy being a sluggish mover, but neither are stylish on
points or in getting to birds.

I'LOMONT and WA&tail. — Flomont, a Gordon, was
bandied by W. Tallman, and Wagtail, a large English setter,

was steered by F. C. Waterhouse. Down at 9-M and both
ranged well out in the open, though at times, after the man-
ner of Gordons, Flomont showed a fondness for her handler.
Wagtail was first to point after galloping around in a rather
aimless manner, drew on and repeated, when handler flushed
a bevy and firedj dog not very steady. Then Wagtail flushed
two outlying birds, dropping to wing. Flomont coming up,
took a hand in and pointed, was honored, Tallman started
in to flush and Flomont moved on; afterward the bird got
up under the Forest and Stream man's feet. Flomont
pottered a good deal in cover. Afterward in same low cover
Wagtail pointed undecidedly and at same time Flomont got
two points, the last just outside of cover, was a good one and
well carried out as Tallman fired at the single. Called up
then at ]0:.34. Flomont did best ou birds, showing better
nose, and Wagtail had the spted and range but hunts in an
aimless manner at timps and has a peculiar jumping gait, as
if he wanted to see well ahead of Itim.

Ranger B. and Claud.—Another Gordon and English
setter. Claud handled by E. S, Gordon has very little white.
Ranger B., the Gordon, was in charge of F. D. Freeman.
Down at 10:38 in open. There was a good deal of intelligent
ranging in which Claud showed conspicuously, but for a
Gordon, Ranger was by no means disgraced in this respect.
Claud nailed a bevy very stylishly in grass, edge of cover,

^'h.VY ENGL Mnu i'iii.LiJ 'iRlAb l'Llj;;'S Oii iCER-^.

E. Knight Sp&brv. W. A. Power, -T. L. Wells,
Seoietarj-. Prealrlent, Treasm'er.

held point steadily while Ranger brought up to back also
winded them to one side; Gordon flushed, fired, killed and
Claud retrieved in good quick style. In fact this was as
good a piece of snappy work as had been seen this week.
The Gordon was loath to leave the spot and went back twice
while Claud, under good control, hunted out fresh ground.
Afterwards Ranger in heavy cover pointed a small bevy and
dropped to shot. Dogsup'at 11:10. Claud had the speed
and range and was best on birds. Ranger lagged at times
and was not under very good control.
Tennessee Vandal and Corsair having been withdrawn, the

dogs left in of the two braces.
Count Noble and Dash G., were run together. Cast oft'

at 11:23, it was seen that Chas. R T*iylor handled the Gor-
don and H. B. Tallman the English setter. Some good
ranging was a feature of this heat; the Gordon got out with
such speed and range as I have not seen in any Gordon put
down so far in trials. Dash G. pointed first, but Count paid
no attention to him and worked all round the pointing dog.
There was nothing found, but he should have honored; in
fact, he seemed all through the heat to pay no attention to
his partner. After dogs had passed throtigh some pines
the crowd flushed two"^birds. Doss drawn to, and as they
were reading several "weaklings," quail by courtesy, prob-
ably those p\it down two days before just near here, and of
which eighteen were found to be dead in the box that laid
in the open, a spectator caught one bird as it flew along.
Then Dash pointed twice at edge of pines and was held for
Count, who, as usual, paid no attention, but getting on to
some weak runners picked one up and retrieved it. There
was nothing to Dash's two points. Outside of jiines Dash
came to again, and Count coming round went right in and
flushed birds and chased himself round the block. Count
then pointed two birds steadily and dogs up at 13:10.

Neither would do for final honors, but Dash was a "disap-
pointed" dog, showing the most sense and under better
control".

Lunch was now in order, and Dr. Heyward having ar-

rived he piloted us to some new grounds about a mile fur-
ther up the road where game was said to be more plentiful
and stronger on the wing. During lunch two boxes of Ten-
nessee quail arrived from New York, but they were a sorry
lot, several were dead and others had retired within them-
selves, contemplating a speedy journey to happier hunting
grounds.
Kent II. and Gbotj.se were put down at 1:23 on the new

ground, which was rough and stony, alongside the Assonet
River. Kent II., handled by W. E, Jones, and Grouse by
W.Tallman. After covering a lot of ground with speed and
range in Grouse's favor the latter flushed a bevy at edge of
small orchard. Grouse further on made game, and as he
stopped a woodcock flushed. Working to pines several birds
got up ahead of dogs. This was on a ridge, affording a view

1 of some beautiful country that lay between the Assonet and
i Taunton rivrs, which here winds tortuously through two
pretty valleys. Dogs up here at 3:03. The work was in

, favor of Kent II,, in bo far aa style anfj having made no
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mistakes went. For a heavy dog ne gets over his ground
well and hunts it out iatelligently. Grouse did not come
up to expectation and he can do better. This ended the first

series, and the judges having had their confab during lunch
time were ready with the list of those that they wanted to

see again.
They were Grousedale. Duke of Kent, Mark Noble, Our

Pet, Minch and Claude. ' This seemed a.just selection, with
Grousedale and Claude the favorites. These two were cast
off together shortly after.

Second SeHes.

GBO0SEDALE AND CLAUDE.—Down a,t 3:15 on the same
ridge. A number of fields and more or less rough ground
were worked over, both dogs going well, but Grousedale
having the speed and wider range. On a hillside, about
2:30 P. M., Claude either flushed or went dangerously near a
bevy, which rose wild. Just before this the FOEEST AN D
Stream man met with an accident, and was comjpelled un-
willingly to lag behind, Mr. Clarke kindly furnished me
with the notes of the rest of the day's work. After these
birds got up the dogs worked into the bottoms, and in thick
cover Grousedale pointed and Tallman said he saw a bird
some distance ahead. Nothing more was done, and dogs up
at about 3:50.

Duke of Kent and Mark Noble.—Cast off in pasture at
3:.5,5. In cover Duke was first to wind the birds, and pointed
a bevy staunchly, and was steady to flush; ordered on, Duke
refused to move; handler investigated and found he had
hypnotized a bird whicb lay close right under his nose. Fol-
lowing scattered birds, Duke pointed a single cai)itally, but
broke shot as handler fired. Farther on he got in another
point and was steady to wing, on order. A false point, hon-
ored by Mark, then ensued. Coming out of cover Mark
pointed, but Duke failed to honor and was unsteady to flush
of single. He was a. bit rattled here and needed steadying.
Up at 4:17. Duke showed some good work and some indif-

ferent; altogether, however, he was ahead of Mark Noble.
Our Pet and Minch.—Cast oii' at 4:25, There were no

birds found in this heat and the dogs had worked back
toward the old grounds, as birds were scarcer than ever on
the new Dart. Our Pet showed much the better speed and
range. XJo at 4:48. It was thought that this would have
given the judges a line and a decision be arrived at, but
they thought best to have one or two more heats to-morrow.
There was no little conjecture as to how things would go,
as between there of the best there seemed little to choose.

SATURDAY.
This, the last day, opened cloudy and with a white frost

on the ground. A trip in the barge, only one this time, as
the crowd had dwindled to just a handful of club members,
to the old stamping ground, and the first brace in the

Tliird Series,

Duke op Kent antj Reveedt, were called out at 8:.30.

There was some little surprise that the latter should be in
it; for though he had made no bad breaks, still he had done
nothing very noticeable. Several fields were drawn blank,
but this showed the pointer Duke to be a much faster and
wider ranger. Reverdy was first to find in edge of pine
woods, but Duke failed to honor the point and went clean
through the bevy, which lay close. Birds were flushed by
spectators. Duke then located. Reverdy backed, and then
both roaded on running birds, nailed them, and birds flush-
ing Duke was unsteady. Up at 9:04,

Geousedale and Reverdt,—a little rest and these were
turned down at 9:20. Reverdy seemed to have nis nose to-
day and was first to point, backed by Grousedale, but no-
thing found. Afterward he repeated this performance,
Grousedale backing to order. Not a very winning perform-
ance for Reverdy. Up at 9:55.

Claud and Our Pet.—This was the last brace of the
series and proved the decisive one. Cast oflP at 10:05 Pet soon
showed herself the taster and most intelligent ranger. Pet
pointed first, and handler flushing, .shot and missed. Pet
was not quite steady but stopped at command. Following
on Pet nailed the birds again, Claude honoring; birds were
flushed and again Pet was unsteady, probably handler's
fault as much as anything. Up at ]0:45.

This closed the running, and the judges afterward an-
nounced that Claude wins first, Our Pet second, and Duke
of Kent and Reverdy divide third. This decision was not
altogether indorsed, and especially when the owner of Our
Pet expresses himself as not satisfied that his dog had beaten
Grousedale. This dog was thought to be hardly treated,
and though I did not see the work in the last part of the
series, still nothing that occurred seemed to indicate that he
should be thrown out of it altogether, considering his con-
sistent speed, range and general good sense. Mr. Tallman,
who is a good judge of field work, handled Grousedale and
saw the others work, was much disappointed over the result.

Still it's no use crying over spilled milk, and when the
judges announced the placing of the Gordon setters for the
special moneys oiiered by the Gordon Setter Club as follows:
Ranger B, first, Count Noble second, Fiomont and Sally
Beaumont divide third, three cheers were given for the
judges, winners and President Power. In this Gordon dis-
tribution Fiomont, ouwork done, was fully entitled to sec-
ond place, though she did not range so wide as Ranger B.,
still she was better on birds. Reaching town about noon
the company began preparations for departure, and by even-
ing the last of the stragglers had left quiet Assonet in"repose
for another year. H. W. L.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB TRIALS.
Ossipee, N. H., Nov, 14.—Special to Forest and Stn-eam:

The Brunswick Fur Club's field trials will begin here to-
morrow morning with the running of the Derby, The
club headqarters are at the Carroll House, and there are
gathered here to-night many enthusiastic fox hunters and
sportsmen, among them A, C, Heflienger, Portsmotith, N.
H,; J. H. Baird, Auburndale, Mass.; George J. Garrett, Co-
lumbus, Ga.; R, D. Perry, Braintree, Mass.; M. G. Whit-
tier, Houtzdale, Pa.; R. H. Haggarty, Philadelphia; Geo. P.
Berry, Salem Mass.; A. G. Hall, Brunswick, Me.; Richard
Seely, Portsmouth, N. H.; E. B. Hayden, Plymouth, Mass :

E. W, Gill, Princeton, Mass.; S. H. HUl, Strafliord Centre,
N. H,; E. J, Bates, W. B. Clark, O. F. J oslin. Oxford, Mass.-
S. Decatur, Portsmouth, N. H.; John M. White, Millbury,
Mass.: N. Stewart, F. W. Noyes, Gorham, N. H.; W. Sv Rus-
sell, Bath, Me.: A. McDonald, Rockland, Me,; Bradford S,
Turpin, Dorchester, Mass.; A. B. F. Kinney, Worcester^
Mass.
The hounds have comfortable quarters in a large stable,

and in the pack are representatives of the July—Avent,
Goodman, Robinson, Buckfield-Byron, Wild Goose, and
other celeDrated straius. The ground is covered with about
four inches of snow, and if this becomes crusted it will be
bad for the hounds, The executive committee have ap-
pointed A. C. Heflienger, E. W. Gill and Bradford S, Turpin
to judge the Derby.
The entries for the Derby closed to-night, and are as

follows

:

Garrett—S. Decatur's tawny dog, llmos. (July).
VlVE5f—S. Decatur's black and white bitch, llmos. fJuly).
Nancy Hanks—A. G. Hall's black, white and tan bitcli,

12mos. (.Wild Goose and native).
Trv-W. B. Clark, Jr.'s red and white dog, 7mos. (WUd

Goose and native).
True—W. B. Clark, Jr.'s liver and ticked dog, 7mog.

(Wild Goose and native).
CAilP—R, D. Perry's black and white bitch, llmos. (July).

Popple—R. D. Perry^s black, white and tan dog 13mos.
(Native).
Steve—U. Q. Pope's black, white and tan dog ITmos.

(Goodman).
The entries in the All-Age class close Tuesday night.

There will probably be more entries than ever before in the
history of the club.

[Special to Forest and Strewn.']

Ossipee, N. H., Nov. 15.—An attempt was made to-day to
run the Derby in the Brunswick Fur Club field trials. The
ground was covered with melting snow and a heavy fog
hung over the hills, hiding the hounds. The puppies failed
to start and were ordered up after three hours' hunting.
The Derby will be finished later. There are twenty-five en-
tries in the All-Ase, and these will be run to-morrow.
Among them the White Oak Hill Kennels, the Kinney &
White, the Portsmouth Hunt Club, the R. D, Perry, and
other packs are represented . With good weather the trials
promise to be .successful. Bradlet.

AMERICAN F. T. CLUB'S TRIALS.
LSpecial to Forest and Stream.li

Columbus, Ind., Nov. 14.—Three stakes were drawn to-
night. Frank, Ightfield Rhiwlas and Hi Di were the three
starters in English setter All-Age, Quaker, Betsy Crafts,
Hope Boru, Finglas, Marlowe, Beau Brummell, Elcho's
Maid, Winnie II. and Ranger are the starters in All-Age Irish
.setters. Eric, Don Fishel, Wise Croxteth, Nutwood, Rex,
Faust, King Don, Manitou, Midget and Maid of Ossian are
starters in All-Age pointers. Weather has cleared up after
heavy rains.
Columbus, Ind., Nov. 15.—The trials began this morning

under favorable conditions. The judges are as advertised.
The weather is delightfully pleasant. Birds are in sufficient
numbers. The work done was very inferior, inability to
find birds was the prevailing feature of almost every heat.
Hi Di first, Frank second, Ightfield Rhiwlas third in setters.
The Irish Setter Stake will be finished to-moi'row. The at-
tendance is good,
English Setter Derby has three entries: Pembroke's Blue

Grouse, Jim Dandy, Dan's Lady. Irish Setter Derby: Glen-
more Apple, Sage's Tearaway and Elphln II, Pointer Derby:
Pomme de Terre, Trinket's Don, Pride, King Don, Rex,
Maan, Trixie of Axtel and Dick Fish-el.
Columbus, Ind., Nov. 16.—Irish setter All-Age Stake:

Finglas first, Elcho's Maid second, Hope Boru third.
Weather pleasant, birds plentiful. Trials progressing satis-
factorily. All-Age Pointer Stake begins next at 9:30 A. M.

B. Waters.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB.
New York, Nov. 12.— Editor Forest and Stream: Here-

with we hand you a list of .59 entries, 25 pointers and 34
setters, for our 1892 All-Age Stake.

C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.

setters.

Cecil H.—J. L. Adams's dog CDr. Maclin—Cosette).
Rupert—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog rRoderigo—Bo-

Peep).
Bettie S.—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo—

Bo-Peep).
NovELLST—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Wood hill

Bruce—Lewellin Novelty).
Bob Cooper—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Roi d'Or—Mi.ss

Nelly Y.),
Gossip—Blue Ridge Kennels' bitch (Roderigo—Belle of

Piedmont).
Zulu M.—Whyte Bedford's bitch (Toledo Blade )
Count Gladstone—A. Dill's dog (Count Noble—Ruby

Girl).

Brighton Tobe—T, G. Davey's dog (Locksley—Ledders-
dale VL).
Nahmke Philip—E. W. Durkee's dog (Ray Monarch-

Saddlebags).
Nahmke Chita—E. W. Dm-kee's bitch (Count Howard-

Calico).
Tennyson—Fairmount Kennels' dog (King Noble—Queen

Vashti).
Rose Bud—Fairmount Kennels' bitch (Czar—Lady May)
CoLERAiNE—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Fingal III.—Ave-

line).

FiNGLAS-Glenmore Kennels' dog (Fingal Hi.— Aveline).
Hakry C—Greenfield Hill Kennels' dog (Roderigo —

Countess House).
Nancy Hanks—C. C. M. Hunt's bitch (Foreman's Noble
-Fiirt).

ANNIE F.—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Roderigo—.luno A.).
Alice—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Jean Val Jean—Miss

Thompson).
Diamond—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Deck Ray—Cad's Pet).
Thorndale—Hempstead Farm's bitch.
Manitoba Pattt—Thos, Johnson's bitch (Duke of Glos-

ter— Flora).
DAN Noble—Ad. J. Klofanda's dog (Gladstone's Boy-

Flame M.).

Guy (G, T. Leach's dog (Gladstone's Boy—Lady),
Lara—P.Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Gladstone's Boy—RubyD )

Miss Ruby—P. Loriliard, Jr.'s bitch ((jladstone's Boy-
Ruby D.).

Count Anteo—P. Loriliard, Jr.'s dog (Count Noble-
Gladstone's Girl).

Antivolo—P. Loriliard, Jr.'s bitch (Count Noble—Trick-
ettlL).
Hawkeye Queen—Perry & Switzer's bitch (Claremont

Patsy—Nora of Claremont).
Quail—Randolph Kennels' (Agent) dog (Dakota—Rose)
Bessie Bethel—Randolph Kennels' (Agent) bitch (Cant

Bethel—Ericb).
Philada Press—L. Shuster, Jr.'s dog (Oincinnatns—Cor-

nelia G.).

Hakel the Black Leg—L. Shnster, Jr.'s bitoh (Cincin-
natus—Cornelia G.).

Doncaster ir.—R. L. Shannon's dog (Doncaster—Louise
Gladstone).

POINTER.S.

Franklin-J, L. Adams's dog (Robin Adair—Blo.ssom)
LAD OP Rush—J. L, Adams's dog (Rush of Lad—Topsy L )Wild Damon- Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' doe(Damon—Flora). *

OUTCAST—Charlottesville F, T, Kennels' doo- (Kin^ ofKeut— Bops), *

Exile—Charlottesville P. T. Kennels' dos (King of Kent—
Hopsj,
Jupiter-C. C. CusMng's dog (Tom Boliue—Belle C 1VARRO—J. B. Castleman's bitch (Rex—Nell)
WEsraiNSTEE Duke-T. G. Davey's dog (Lad of Bow-
Ightpield Domino-T. G. Davey's dog (Ightfield Dick-

Perdita).

BdlTBfsho1~'^'^^^°^°"'^'^
Kennels' dog (Lord Graphic-

GliousE-C. C. M, Hunt's dog (Mainspring—Swan's Flv)TORY BAEON~T. Hitchcock, .Tr.'s dog (Dtike of Hessen-We.-tmmster Ina).
PRAWN-Hempstead Farm's dog fCrab-Polly Peachem)

-g^^^^^o^^-Hempstead Farm's dog (Ightfield Dic.k-Ightfleld

iSS of bJw)'?^"^®"'^'*^*'^
^Dukeof Hes-

Hempstead Count—Hempstead J'arm's dog (Duke of
Hessen—Lass of Bow).
Sandford DRUID—Hempstead Farm's dog (Exon Don—

Sandford Quince).
MANITOBA Shot—Thomas Johnson's dog (Ightfield Caton

—Ightfield Psyche).
Kesslee FA.N—E. Kessler's bitch (Don ot Upton—Linda).
Grousedale—R. R. Moore's dog (Underwriter—Trix).
I&HTEIELD Upton—C. G. Stoddard's dog (Ightfield Dick-

Polly Peachem).
Trinket's Dell—Sander and Whealen's bitch (Bracket-

Robert's Trinket).
Bob—Simpkins's doar (Beppo III.—Belle Brandon),
Ben A —Dr. D. W. Yandell's dog (Stoddard—Jett 11.)
Lady Peg—W. T. Hunter's bitch (King of Keut—Lass of

Bloomo).

THE WORCESTER FUR CLUB'S ANNUAL.
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 11.—That it was tobe a hard day

for the nounds every one knew before the start was made
this morning, but that so little work could be done was un-
expected. Six o'clock found a large party of hunters well
fortified with a hot breakfast at the Bay State House, ready
for the 'bus which was to take them to the Haywood farm,
where the meet is always called. The weather was clear and
crisn, and a cold wind that threatened to nullify any efforts
of Old Sol to warm things up kept every one well muffled
up. Shortly after the arrival at the rendezvous the hunt
was organized and each party with dogs were on their way
to the particular runs laid out for them.
John M. White, of Millbury, took the Kinuey-White pack

to the Shoemakers. L O. Dennison, ex-president of the
Brunswick Club, W. R. Dean and Capt. Barney William-
son, of Marshfleld, also put out their dogs in the same i-oun-
try. "Denny" Eager, of Marlboro, and N. Willard, of
Northboro, were at Rocky Pond. Webster Thayer, D. M.
Earle, Old Snow Perry, put out at Uncle Nathan's ground,
the Harlow place. The greater part of the driving was done
between here and the "Hen Man's," and those who were
fortunate enough to hunt in this locality had a little music
to enliven the dull day, in fact they were about the only ones
who were in the hunt to any great extent. Only one fox was
.shot at, and it was merely out of courtesy to '"Lisha's" guest
that he allowed the popular captain to give him "two bar'ls."
Oft' to the north there was some disconnected driving until
afternoon, but nothing came of it, and as a whole the hunt
was not the howling success that former years have seen

,

still every one was satisfied that a perfect or even a fair day
was something that could not be expected every year and
took their disappointment philosophically, looking forward
to the club hunt later in the season, when they e.xpect to
even things up.
As usual at any sporting event of prominence, there were

more or less remarks of a slighting nature made about one
of the club's most popular and successful (so far as foxes
are concerned) members, intended to establish some con-
nection between him and the hound Popcorn, or to the
effect that if he had not stopped to whittle the stick he
might have stabbed the fox, but to those of us who know
him (from association) the idea of Tom's being out "un-
armed" is simply out of all human probability, the chances
being that he had concealed about his person more "dyna-
mite" than any three other men in the hunt could carry.
That he would not waste it on a fox is credible, but that he
was that far away from home and unprotected, never. .

The supper at the Bay State in the evening put everv one
in good hurnor, and the next annual hunt will see every one
as enthusiastic as if the score had been 10 instead of 0,

Hal.

FARMINGTON FUR CLUB.
Farmington, N. H., Nov. 14.—The annu -il meet of the

Farmington Fur Club was held at WaktHleld, K. H., the
last of the month. The meet was the most snccessful in the
club's history. An account of each day's iiunt would take
up too much space, so I will simply say that we killed nine
foxes, beside .several partridges, gray squirrel and ducks,
shot on our way home from each day's hunt. The weather
was fairly good, foxes were plenty and the running was
simply immense, and for six days the cry of the hound in
pursuit of sly reynard filled the air with music. How sweet
that music, none but a "crank" on fox hunting can tell.
( Jne's blood must indeed be cold, who can stand on a hill top
of a clear frosty October morning, and hear his favorite
hound drive, unmoved. It is something more than the de-
.sire to kill that causes his pulse to beat faster, as his dogs
come in hearing round some distant hill, and every moment
brings them nearer, with what eager eye he watches lor the
first glimpse of the fox. Who but a fox hunter can tell the
satisfaction he feels when his trusty gun ends his foxship's
career. My old fox hunting friends will understand what I
mean. To all lovers of dog and gun who never went foxing
my advice is, try it.

At the close of the meet it was decided to disband and
forrn a new club, and after considerable discussion the fol-
lowing association was formed: Forest and Stream Pur
Club. President, J. A. McGibbon, Farmington, N. H. ; Vice-
President, I. A. Piercy, Rochester, N. H,; Secretary,' H. I.

Jones, Farmington, N. H.; Treasurer, W. Scott Hayes, Farm-
ington, N. H.; Master of hounds, H, E. Tanner, Farming-
ton, N. H. Executive committee—J. A, McGibbon, Farm-
ington, N. H.; Prank I. Hayes, Lynn, Mass.; Cha.s. H. Ger-
rlsh, Rochester, N. H. M.

ROCHESTER NOTES.
Rochester, N. Y. Nov. IS.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

am able to give you a list of the sale of the Flour City Ken-
nels' mastiffs. Chas. E. Buon, Peoria, III., purchased
C. O. D. and Minna Minting; J. J. Lynn, Port Huron, Mich,
purchased Cardinal Beaufort and Lady Dorothy; H. J.
Dolan, Beverly, Mass., purchased Linkwood Queen; Wm.
Wade, Hulton, Pa., purchased Miss Caution and Lady
Coleus.
Mr. Whitney presents Pansy to a friend in New York

city and Facts to Mr. A. M. Hughes, and still has Lady
Pamelia and Exeter Dirce as stable guards,

I ought to inform you also that the genial treasurer of
our kennel club, Mr. Harry Yates, h.as lately taken to him-
self a life partner In the person of Miss Mamie Duffy, of this
city, Mr. aud Mrs. Yates will be at home after Jan. 1 at327
Delaware avenue, Buft'alo, N. Y., Mr. Yates's large inter-
ests in that city compelling his removal from Rochester.
There is only one "Harry," and the fullest measure of suc-

cess is wished him by friends without number.
As a link between himself aud the kennel world Mr.

rates takes with him the well known cocker Obadiah, re-
cently purcha.sed from Mr. Geo, Bell, of Toronto, by Dr. O.
Stewart Bamber, and still later sold to Mr. Yates, who once
he had seen the dog would have him. Tariff,

The "Kodak fiend" was very much in evidence at the New
England field trials, but Mr, D. A. Goodwin, Jr., easily
scored with his "Kodak model of '92," and the number of
exposures it went through the first three days fully attested
its popularity. Its chief charm lies in its simplicity, a child
could work it—if it cared to. Like other cameras, over ex-
posure gives a cloudy effect, and;a dry "palate" is a .sf/ve qua
non if good results are expected. Mr. Goodwin has applied
for a patent, and pending this we cannot conscientiously de-
scribe its "internals," but may remark that when put on
the market the demand from Maine and Kansas will quickly
assure the inventor a competency.
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DOG CHAT.

Brooklyn Dog Show.
The following are the entries received by the National

Greyhound Clnb for their show to be held at Palace Rink
Clermont avenue, Broolilyn, N. Y., Nov. 23 to 25:

Masi i ffs 11 Bull-Terriers i'Z

8l. Bernard a 51 Dachshunds 13
Great Da,nes. , 27 Beagles 29
Newfoinidlands i

Bloodhounds d

DeerhouTids 7

Greyhounds 28
PsovoiB 19
Ohesapeake Bay.., 3

Fox-Tei-rlers 51
Dandit; Dinmout Terriers 4

Scotch Terriers 8
Irish Terriers 16
Rlaok and Tnn Terriers . . .

Bedlington Terriers R
Foxhounds 9 Sbye Terriers
Pointers 34 Yorkshire Terriers 5
English Setters 28 Toy Terriers 5
Irish Setters 38 Pugs 19
Gordon Setters 19 Toy Spaniels , 10
Spaniels 30 Italian Greyhounds 4
Collies ...19 j'liscellaneous
Poodles 8
Bulldogs.. gl 587

For the time of the year this is quite as good an entry as
could reasonably be expected.

Importation of Marvel,
Another .sensation for the St. Bernard world over here.

Mr. W". C. Reick, owner of the New York St. Bernard Ken-
nels, has ptirchaaed from JVIr. Shillcock, Birmingham, Eng-
land, the crack dog Marvel. This is the dog of all dogs that
is needed just now for .stud purposes in America, as in this
respect he stands in the foremost rank. Of Plinlimmon
blood he has not a drop. By champion Pouf out of Mossy,
he is brimming over with the valuable Bayard blood.
Whelped Feb. 10, 18S9, he is quite a young dog, and in all
probability a successful career is before him. He was bred
by Mr. W. A. Harper. Marvel's head is said to be a study
and has earned him the cognomen ''of the Marvelous Head."
He is a deep orange, with fine markings, correct coat, great
bone, a symmetrical body, and particularly good in loins.
He has sired more winners than any rough-coated dog in
England. Among them are Duke of Maplecroft, Clifford
Marvel, Marvelous, Lord Norton, Young Marvel, Vicar of
Bray, Lord Hawke, Greater Bute, Thomond, Lady Gerty,
Lady Marvel and Lady Helen Stuart. The price must have
been high, but whatever it was he must prove a good invest-
ment if judiciously handled, and his advent as a consort to
Princess Florence strengthens the New York St. Bernard
Kennel in every way. Mr. Reick is to be congratulated on
his persistent pluck, and we trust he may have a happier
experience than he had with Prince Regent. Dr. French is
bringing Marvel over on the Teutonic, which sailed yester-
day, so it is doubtful if he will arrive in time for judging at
Brooklyn. Marvel's winnings on the bench include firsts at
such shows as Crystal Palace, Manchester, Liverpool, Agri-
cultural Hall (,2), in all 26 firsts and cups; recently he de-
feated Young Bute and won first at late Crystal Palace
show.

Death of Chieftain.

Another old landmark in dogdom has gone the way of all
flesh. We allude to the death of champion Chieftain, Mr.
John E. Thayer's world renowned deerhound. The son of
champion Be'vis and Heathen died at the ripe age of eleven
years, having been whelped Nov. 1, 18SL. Mr. Thayer tells
us that Chieftain won more prizes than any dog he ever
owned. In his prime, undoubtedly this dog was one of the
best specimens ever whelped. His winnings over here are
known to the veriest tyro in kennel records, and among his
triumphs may he counted specials for the best dog of all
breeds in certain shows. He was a grand dog. Great as he
was on the bench, he was far greater as a sire of winners and
to him Mr. Thayer owes all his success as a deerhound ex-
hibitor, Mr. Thayer remarks, "He would sire grand pups
and to most any bitch." He is the sire of such noted
animals as champion Robber Chieftain, champion R^omola,
that Mr. Raper considered the best bitch in the world;
champion Theodore, Pride of the Heather, King of the For-
est, champion Hillside Warrior, Hillside Harold, Ruth,
Sylvia and a great many more. Mr. Thayer has our sincere
sympathy, though with such a kennel as those named above
the old dog's loss on the bench will not be felt—.still there
was only one Chieftain.

New England Kennel Club.

Several Boston fanciers remarked last week that the FoE-
EST AND Stream had struck the right nail in its remarks
anent the change in the manag'ment of this club, and the
following letter shows that the club seems to have entered
on a new era of activity: "New England Kennel Club meet-
ing of Nov. 10 was a radical departure from the former
formal ones. The new management have .started in to make
all their future gatherings social ones. The first was well
carried out. The entertainment committee of the club pro-
vided an ample collation, both liquid and solid, which were
appreciated so well that they will be continued. Much im-
portant business was transacted, chief of which was the
election of eight new members and several changes in by-
laws of the club. The coming bench show in April, 1893,
was discussed and the hearty support of the club is promised
to make it the largest and finest ever held in Bcston.—-J. W.
NEWMAN, Sec'y."

Death of Bonsor.

Many of our best dogs are leaving us just now. We regret
to hear the news from the Seminole Kennels to the effect
that their grand little pug ch. Bonsor is dead. He died Nov.
2, from dysentery, His loss to the breed in this country can
scarcely be estimated. Never having encountered defeat in
America, his career in England was also an honorable
one. The Seminole Kennels had only recently purchased
Bon.sor from Mr. A. E, Pitts, of Columous, O., who imported
him, and their disappointment must be keen and Dr. Sau-
veui- has our sincere sympathy. Fortunately a litter out of
their Midget by the deceased ilog is expected next month,
and we hope their owner may derive some comfort therefrom.

Beagles at the World's Fair Show.
Mr. H. L. Kreuder, president-elect of the N. B. C, has

written to Mr. Buchanan, superintendent of the World's
Pair LiA^e Stock Department, that the same classes be made
at their show as at Brooklyn show for beagles. Also inti-
mating that the club would probably offer suitable specials,
such as a solid piece of plate for best pack of four or more
over l,3in. a.nd same for those under that height; also chib
medal for best beagle at show.

Irish Setter Club Entries.

Mr. G. &, Davis writes: Ifind that I have niade two mis-
takes in the list of All-Aged entries of the Jr-ish .setter trials.

The first is that Dr. -Tarvis's bitch Rnmayae is by Duke
Blcho—Romaine instead of hj Elcho Jr. The second is that
Nelson Mcintosh and TN'illiiim Warner are the owners of
Maid of Borstal, instead of only the former as given.

Competition in wire-haired fox-terriers is likely to be keen
next spring. Mr. Symonds has just been looking one over
that came in from walk the other day. It is by Barton

Sting out of "Venus, that was placed among the top company
whenever shown, and which Mr. Symonds lately sold to Mr.
Fishburne, Hlicthwait (this is the best we can do on this
word), British Columbia. At the same time a brace of the
Naso of Strasburg—Ruby VII. pups came in, also a pair of
greyhounds by Gem of the Season, the latter Mr. Purbeck's.
The pointers and wire-hair had distemper in early puppy-
hood, and were fed with a spoon for weeks, but their growth
has not been retarded, thanks to George Thomas's assiduous
care. Mr. Symonds also writes: "Mr. Eraser of Toronto is

right. It is high time that show people recognize in their
premium lists that the small breeds should be treated equal
with the larger lireeds. They pay the same premium or
entrance fees. It costs the same to bench, and exhibitors
are tired of begging for classes." Latest English market
quotations: "Prices of English doecs have taken a gr«at
boom which must soon be reflected here, and quality is not
commensurate with cost."

A Cortland, N. Y., reader tells of a recent outrage: "Dog
killers are not all dead. Mr, A. D. Wallace's Irish setter
and pointer puppies Patsey and Donald W. strayed out
into the eonotry on Nov. 1 and were shot by a farmer as
being mad dogs; he killed the setter but the pointer escaped
with slight injuries."

Apropos of paovoi color, Mr. H. W. Huntington sends us
this note from a letter written to him by the well-known
breeder Mr. Blees, of Moscow: "Englishmen place far too
much stress on .size, and this opinion is shared with me by
Count Shojcicoff, who also attended the kennel club shovv.
The Count has the largest pack of psovoi in Russia, having
about 1.50. Fifty are black, with white and tan markings,
so you see what nonsense it is to say that black is not an
orthodox color-. Those who say such a thing have some
selfish purpose to advance and wish to get rid of some such
formidable opponent as your Argoss. The Count values
his 'blacks' above all the others."

Theo. Meyer, .549 Newark avenue, Jersey City, N. J. , has
found an English setter in Rockland county, N. Y., would
like to find owner.

Mr. E. O. Damon, the owner of Rod's Chaff, The Corsair,
etc., played in rather hard luck last week. The brightest
anticipations are sometimes rudely shattered. He was'about
a month since preparing his dogs for the N. E. field trials
and while out in the woods some distance from home slipped
and broke his ankle. He had to crawl two miles as best he
could before aid was procured. Then he put his dogs in
charge of a handler, who worked them up to the commence-
ment of the trials, when circixmstances compelled the hand-
ler to return home. Mr. Damon was present at the trials
supported by crutches, the foot being in a plaster east. Of
course he was unable to take charge of his dogs, and they
had to be relegated to the care of a strange handler. Natur-
ally this handicapped them considerably. Rod's Chaff,
however, gave a good account of himself both in the field
and as a bench show dog, The Corsai r was withdrawn rather
than undertake the handicap.

It would, perhaps, be as well if the New England Field
Trial Club would pay a little more attention to the com-
missariat department during their trials. The only bright
featitre in this regard was the luncheon served in the field.
Hot coffee is very acceptable on a bleak, cold day, and after
tramping through swampy land all morning. But to come
back tired and hungry to a dinner of canned corn .beef and
cold beans is discouraging, and the " Fiftv cents, please !"
does not add to the hilarity of the occasion." Toere are ample
facilities there for cooking, and some substantial roast or
boiled meats properly prepared would not be any dearer and
be far more conducive to a contented digestion. The club
should take as a. motto :

" Mens sanain corpore sano." The
flesh of the American hog in its various disguises is all right
enough in its way, but is disastrous to the " wind " that is
so requisite when one travels after the dogs over the hills
and dales that lie between the Assonet and the Taunton
rivers. Mr. T. R. Cook and Son of Boston were the caterers
on this occasion.

Our correspondent. Dr. J. S. Niven, of London, Out., tells
us that we may expect the news of the importation of a good
Irish terrier bitch or two before long, as negotiations are
now in progress.

A Forest Asd Stream kennel note from far off San An-
tonio, Texas, brings back memories of sevei-al shining lights
in the St. Bernard firmament when we note the names of
such dogs as Eiger, champion Gemma and champion Sir
Charles as the immediate ancestors of Mr. F. Paul Barber's
St. Bernard pup The Prior. Eiger, the sire, was a demon in
temper, but a good St. Bernard nevertheles.

It is not ustxal to see such a fine array of Dachshund and
Basset hound stud dogs advertised, on this side of the water,
as we notice this week in our business columns. Mr. E. A
Manice, Stockbridge, Mass., evidently feels that the time
has come when his fine array of stud dogs of these breeds
should be brought more prominently before the public,
and naturally choses the best medium.

Mr. T. S. Bellin has sold the wire-hair Jack Trick, a litter
brother to Sister Trick, tliat did some winning in this fall's
.shows, to Mr. C. L. A. Whitney, of Albany, N. Y. Jack is
said to be a good one and is entered at Brooklyn.

From Stock-Keeper we learn that Col. Cody (Buffalo Bill)
mrchased a couple of wire-haired fox-terriers before leaving
Sngland. They are by Valuer and were bred by Mr. George
Bozes.

The Duchess of Newcastle, so well known to fanciers in
both hemispheres through her kennel of Russian wolfhounds,
has purchased from Messrs, Toons & Symonds, owners of
the Anglo-American Kennels, the fox-terrier Bbor Spend-
thrift, that was exhibited here in the spri ng.

A glance at our business columns this week will .show
that H. N. Howell offers trained black setter for sale: Wal-
lace and Son, beagles and ferrets ; Henry Franklin, trained
blue belton setter: Ridgefleld Kennels, foxterrier brood
bitches ; .Dr. Jno. A. Hartman, setters and pointers ; J.
Feutner, choice; English setters : H. C. Happerselt, r. c. St.
Bernard bitch ; W. H. Shawhan, Monk ot Furness pups

:

Geo, Douglass, choice cocker pups ; Chas. Codington, r. c.

St. Bernard prize winning dog.

A Stray Shinplaster
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game Laws in ..Brief;" but shin=
plasters nowadays are scarcer tlian Moose
in New York; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Columbus, Ind., Nov. 12.—The trials of the American Field

Trial Club will begin on Tuesday, the 15th inst. Starting
them on Monday was seriously considered since the United
States Field Trial Club postponed its trials till February
next, but there were so many circumstances to arrange that
the club finally decided to hold to the date advertised. Next
year the American contempLates running on the best
grounds obtainalDle. and broadening its scope largely.
The act of the United States Field Trial Club has occa-

.sioned a great deal of comment. This was to be expected
under the circumstances, whether the club acted wisely or
not. It was a most unfortunate matter to the trials, and a
hardship to many handlers who had fitted their dogs care-
fully and incurred the expense of a long journey to the trials.
One matter was agreed upon by all, namely, that the trials
cotild not be run at Elizabethtown on account of the scarcity
of birds.
The following questions have .since arisen and are discitssed

from a legal standpoint in connection with the matter; that
is, from the constitution and by-laws of the club:

(1) In any instance, did the Board of Governors of the club
have the power to delegate powers conferred on them by the
club.?

(2) Were not the entry blanks, with all the conditions of
the stakes and requirements in respect to entries printed
thereon, a contract between the clutj and each individual
handler?

(3) If the club abandoned the grounds, it did not abandon
the date advertised; for that question was not acted upon.
Could the club abandon its date without any action what-
ever?
In respect to the fir.st question, there is little doubt but

what the Board went outside its powers in delegatiiig future
action to a vote of the handlers. The Board could have
formally adopted the action of the handlers as its own, but
it did not so do, therefore the act was that of the handlers. '

In regard to the second que.stion, if the entries were con-
tracts, a majority vote of tUe handlers cottld not annul the
contracts of the minority, or of a .single owner.
In regard to the third qaestion, the advertised dates hold

good yet, inasmuch as they have not yet been abandoned,
unless when it was voted to run next February, such act
annulled the old dates.
This is simply stating the status of the case as it is at

the present time discussed among sportsmen. There is
neither the intention nor inclination to make out a case
against the United States Field Trial Club. On the contrary,
the writer is a member of it, and is earnestly interested in
its sttccessand prosperitJ^ The matter herewith presented
is outside one's personal inclination. If the Board of Gov-
ernors acted outside its powers, its intentions were of the
best. It meant to do the wisest and best acts for the benefit
of all in an emergency. B. Waters.

THE GREAT BEND IVIEETING.
Denver, Col., Nov. 8—Editor Forest and Stream: In

justice to a worthy officer of the American Coursing Club—
Vice-President Dr. S. J. Shaw—will you kindly allow me to
correct a statement in yoitr report of the Great Bend meet-
ing. Your correspondent states that the "estimable vice-
president drove off in the morning, and left the judge to
shift for himself in the matter of getting out to the grounds"
(Thursday, Third day, Oct. 27). This is incorrect. The facts
are these: Dr. Shaw agreed to call at the Morrison House
for Mr. Mulcaster at a certain hour on Thursday morning,
and take him out to the cour.sing grounds. The hour hav-
ing elapsed, and the judge fea.ring the doctor might be de-
tained, Mr. Ballard and myself (and not the "representatives
of the press") invited the judge to a seat in our wagon. Dr.
Shaw called for the judge, and found he had gone with us:
and afterwards explained to me on the coursing ground,
which he reached twenty minutes after us, that he had been
unavoidably detained by a patient. When it is remembered
that Dr. Shaw is a busy practitioner in Great Bend, his.,
tardiness can be readily excused. . A. J. Cattanach.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.
Toronto, Can.—Mr. A. J. Groves has just got over from

Mr. W, H. Gammon, of Dorchester, Mas.?., a young St. Ber-
nard bitch, by Scotch Bonivard /ch. Bonivard—Maize) out
of Bonny (Merchant Prince—Rita). His Premier, vhc.
Toronto, has gone to a breeder in Quebec City,

'

Mr. Jno. Saunders, Harriston, Ont., a new convert to col-
lies, is getting over, in fact the dog is probably here now,
Pinsbury Dude, by Edgbaston Excelsior out of Highland
Annie. He is a rich sable with white markings, and is a
winner of numerous prizes in England.

Messrs McEwen & Gibson have been selling out several

Smith, Chicago, a black white and tan dog by Scotsman out
of .Jess.

A meeting of the C. K. C. executive was held last night,
the members present being Messrs. C, A. Stone and J. J
Mitchener, Toronto; A. D. Stewart, Hamilton, and H. B
Donovan, secretary. Mr. Stone was voted to the chair. A
lengthy report of the business to come before the meeting
was read by the secretary, as were also letters from the pres-
ident and Mr. P. G. Keyes,
Action was taken in the Troublesome protest case, by

which the contention in the following letter of Mr. Wilkie's
was sustained. This means that the judge's award of first
prize to Troublesome is allowed to stand:

Ottawa. Sept. ST.—Dr. Wesley Mills, President C. K, 0.—On
behalf of Mr. Geo. Bel], of Toroato, and acting as his agent, I beg
to pi-otest against the decision of the show committee in the mat-
ter of the disqualifieation of the cocker bitch Troixblepome, in the
open hitch class. Against the decision of the show committee I
now appeal to the C. K. C. and inclose herewith $.5 as required
by the rules of the C. K. 0. Iq such casep. If you will kindly
notify Mr. Bell or myself of the time anf5 place of the meeting of
tlie executive committee of the the C. K. C. at which the appeal
will he heard, one or the other of us will be present to show con-
clusively, as we think, that the judgment of the show committee
is unjust and should not stand. B. G. Wilkie.
The St. Bernard Sir John case was again deferred await-

ing a certificate of pedigree from Mr. James Watson. Mr.
Fred Stettenbenz, Buffalo, whose dogs were placed .second
to Sir John, now claims the two firsts awarded the latter.
The protest entered against the bull-terrier bitch cham-

pion Starlight by Mr. H. M. Howes, of Boston, could not be
entertained, as the time specified in Rule 22 for the making
of such protests had expired.
The following letter from Mr. Purbeck was read:
SALEM, Mass., Oct. 13,—Gentlemen—The dog Pious Pembroke

was entered as Echo, that being his Ijennel name, and themtstake
was made by myself in making out the entries, and not discovered
up to the day Mr. Thomas left with the dogs. I then asked him
to point out the error when he reached Toronto, which I think he
did. He is always called Echo, and the name is more natural than
Pious Pembroke. I regret the error, and whatever action you see
at to take will meet my approval. AuTHtrB W. PimBSCK.

This left the committee no option bat to .su.stain Mr. Wur-
tele's protest, which was done, and the dogs placed under
Pious Pembroke at Toronto get a move up. The committee
regretted being obliged to take this action.
A committer consisting of Messrs, Donovan, Stone and
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Mitcheuer will confer with the committee appointed by the

A. K. C. to arrange some mutually satisfactory plan of fix-

ing show dates to avoid clashing;.

A letter was va-d from Mr. Geo. Bell complainine of irreg-

ularities in the judging at Ottawa bench show. It was re-

fer'-ed to a committee coHsisting of Messrs. Stewart, Mitch-
ener, Gorman and Oldrieve to report on.

Five new members were elected, and it was decided to

have the C. K. C. diplomas engrossed before being sent out.
H. B. Donovan.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are Inserted without charge; snd blanks

(Cnrnished free) wUl be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Rod's DruM and Clip. By West End Kennels, San Antonio.Tfx..

for black, while and tan English setter dog and bi'cli, whelp-d
March 18, 1892, by Rod's Ace (Roderigo—Oountess House.) out of

Rosa Noble (BrpcT^enrklgp—Frarobel Noble).

Immriul Kent and RifMrd Kent. By West End Kennfils, San
Antonio. Tpx, lor black and white pointer does, whelped April

Sr 1S93. bv Trinljet's Chief, Jr. out of Uucheps of Kent.
Lord nf Kent. By 3. M. George, San Antonio Tex., for black

and white pointer dog. whelped April 2", 18!i2, by Trinket's Chief,

Jr. out of Duchess of Kent. ^ „ „ ,

Star of Kent. By Mrs E. S. A.vis, Ft. Mclntosb, Tex., for black
and white pointer bitch.whelped April 27, 1892, by Trinket's Chief,

.Tr. out of Duchess of Kpnt.
. „, .

Fern- of Kent. By West End Kennels. San Antomo, Tex., tor

liver and white pointer dog, wheiped April 2", 1892, by Trinket's
Chief. Jr. out of DueheFS of Rpnt.
Cardinal B-ichelieu. By J. W. Irwin, Littlo Rocls. Ark., for liyer

and wLilte pointer riog, wnelpad April 27, 1892, by Trinket's Chief,

Jr. out of Duc'.hpss of Kent.
West End Spot. Gvv FavMes, West End Beauty. West End (3-ir\

and Weat tund Be'lc. By West End Kennels, San Antonio, Tex.,

for black ann WD it« Englisii SPttPrs two dogs and thrpe bitches,
whelped June 25. 1893, by Manitoba Frisk out of Sophia HilU
Neptune. By Dr. W. T. Parker. Beverley, Mass., for pointer

dog, whelp d Jnlv 4. 18"2 hv Dan out of P*i,nny.

Tonu Forest. NoWe WeUer. Nettie WeUer, WaltJiam Lily G-zwe
and Weller'K Fancy. By National Baagie Kennels. Waltbam,
Mass., for black, white and tan beagle dogs and bitches, whelped
Map 17 1893, bv Tonv Weller ou'- of Topsy S.

EherJiarVs Boy and Caslrier's DangMer. By Eberhart Pue Ken-
nels, CincmnHti. O., t>n- silver fawn pug dog and bitch, whelped
Aug. 9, 1893, by Eherhari's Cashier out of Flossie II.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Fegll.—Henmore Shamrock. D. C. Qonig's (Lenox, Mas^i.) Iriph
setter bit' h P g II. (Snipe—Fan) to F. L. Cheney's Henmore
Sbamroek (Muskf rry—Avoca), Oct 7.

Judy—Patsy Boltvar E. L. Orout's (Olncirinati. O.) pug bitch
.Tu 1 V 10 Ebwrhart Pag Kennels' Patsy Bolivar (Eherharo's Cashier
—Flossie ir.), Oot. 18.

PetreilV.—Kcnt [L A. E. Dav's's (Worcester, Mas?.) English
setter bitch Petrel IV. (imported Don .Tuan—imported Petrel III.)

to Cohanei Kfnnels' chnmp'on Kent 11. (champion Count Howard
Lady Westmoreland). Aug. 28.

Rhoda—Manitoba Frisk. J. P. Cruger's (San Antonio, Tex.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Rhoua to West End Kennel'*' Manitoba Frisk
(innport.fd Dick Bondhu—Wostprn Bolle), Aug 15.

Princess Royal—Count Sxviveller. West End Kennels' (San Ad-
tonio, T- X ) lush se' ter hitch imported Princes^ Royal (Kildare—
Stella IV.) to Henrv Solms's Count Swiveller (champion Dick
Swivt-llf^r- Kil''are Rubv), Sept. 2.5.

Cozzie—Bradford Ruhy TT. Beo Hey's (Cincinnati. O.) pug bitch
Cczz e to tflhrirnart Pag Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (ohatnpion
Bradford Ruhr-Pass B.), Nov. 3.

Ohru{ia—Leclihoi. C. S. Haaks's (Manchester, N. H ) Russian
wolthound Hitch Obruga (Kroat—Harpadka) to his Leekhoi (Reez-
vee—Lsbiedk"), Ojt. 29.

Kinjal-Leektioi. C. 8. Hunks's (Manchester, N. H,) Russian
wolttiound tiiioh Kinjal (Oharaday—Prokaza) to his Leekhoi
(Reezvee—Labiedka), Oct. 61.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Petrel IV. A. E, Davis's (Worcester. Mass.) English setter bitch
Petrel IV. (imported Don Ju-n-imported Petrel III.). Oct. 29.

seven (three does), hy Cohauet Kennels' champion Kent 11.

(champion Count Howard—Lady Westmoreland).
Raskeda. C. S. Hanks'a (West Manchester, N. H.) Russian wolf-

hound bitch Raskedfl. (Kreelet—Kbralka), Oct. Ifi, six (four dogs),
bv his Leekhoi (R»ezvee—LabiedKa).
r«m Fwm B. P. Rotherock's (Williamsport, Pa.) Irish setter

bitch Yum Yum (Rob—Daisi ), Oct. 18, thirteen (seven doge), by F.
L. Cbenej's Henmore Shamrock (Muskerry—Avoca).
Daisy. F. L. Cheney's (Pittsfleld, Mass.; Irish setter bitch Daisy

(Chief—Le'gh Doane), O 31. seven (four dogs), by his Henmore
Shamrock (Muskerry-Avoca).
Lady of Lyons. Dr. Hugh Halladay's (Chicago, 111.) English set-

bitch Lady of Lyons (Frince Phce tus-Lady Romp), < ct. 8, eight
(Qve dogt-), by bis Mick (Locksley—champion Leddersdale).
Svodka. C. S. Haaks'^ (West Manchester. N. H ) Russian wolf-

hound Ditch Svodka (Khedie—Krasotka), Nov. 8, five (three dogs),
bv bis boekhoi (Reezvee—-Labiedka).
Hillside Freedom. R. G. Stewart's (Washington, D. C.) fox-ter-

rier bitch Hillside Freedom (Russley .loker—Freya), Nov. 11, three
(one dog), by Hamlet Owen's Ranter (PU<;her—Vene).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Brownie. Fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 23, 1892, by Patsy Boli-
var out of Mabel E., by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cmcmnati, O., to
O. A Martin, same place.

CoM>i( SwireMer. Rtd Irish setter dog, whelped May, 1890 by
champion Dick Swiveller out of Kildare Ruby, by West End Ken-
nels. San Ant'inio. Tex , to Henry S dms, same place.
June. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped April,

1889, by The Corsair out of Schula, by West End Kennels, San
Antonio, Tex., to H. D. Kampmann, game place.
West End, Spot. Black and white English setter dog, whelped

Jane 35. 1893, bv Manitoba Frisk out of Sophia Hill, by West End
Kenn^l=:. San Antonio, Tex., to Chas. Hummel, same place.

Tl''£.st End Belle Black and white English setter bitch, wheltied
June 85. 1893, by Manitoba Frisk out of Sophia Hill, bv West End
Kennels. San Antonio, Tex., to T. G. Lock, West Lake, La.
West End O-irl. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped

.Tune 2-5, 1893, by Msnitoba Frisk out of Sophia Hill, by West End
Kennels. San Antonio, Tex., to J. D. Speer, same place.
Lord of Kent. Black and white pointer dog. whelped April 37,

1892, by Trinket's Chief, Jr. out of Duchess of K^nt, by West End
Kennels, San Antonio, Tex., to J. M. George, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no cliarue for an.nveriny questions under this head. All

questions relating to dUmente of dogs will be answered In/ Dr. T. Q
Sherioood. a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Suraeons,
Conmiunicatiom referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Manaaement and dogs iinU receive careful attentimi.

WOODGHUCK.—Yes, a combination of foxhound and shepherd
blood would be good for running rabbits, foxes, etc. They are
commonly called Inrchi-rs. Mr. Ashburner's new book treats of
training beagles, which would apply to your case. Price, 50 cents.We can supply it.

CO., New York City.—Most of the handlers are down South
preparing for the fleld trials, and we do not know of a handler
who could be intrusted to confine himself to the methods jou
speak of in ti-aining your Irish setter. There are several places
round New York where the dog could be boarded until some of the
regular handlers return about Christmas.
T. B. L., Holmesville, O.—Yott can commence a record of your

foxhounds at any time with the kennel record book we supplied
you with. The letters A. K. R, befoie a dog's number den. ta that
this dog was regist-red In the American Kennel Regisiec now
incorporated wirh the A. K. O S. B. The hitter letters stand for
the American Kennel Club Stua Book, and E, K. 0. S. B for the
English Kennel Club Stud B jok.

.r. M.C,,Norristown, Pa.—We have a bouse dog, small, Mack and
tan, fa sTR. of age. He seems xo be in good condition, except that
his breath is very bad or tainted. Can you give a remedy? Ans.
Probably due to the teeth. If there is an accumulation of tartar
have It removed and also any teeth that are very loose. If not
due to the teeth Rive an aperient and after, tablets of papoid and
boraoio acid fFlnllerlformtUft), one twice a day,

^

What Mr. Dixon Kemp points Out in the Field, as quoted else-

where, is, we believe, correct. According to the new deed, ail mutual

agreements must be preceded b,y a peremptory challenge, naming
dates and giving dimensions: the challenger .ihoU send such a docu-

ment and the holder must receive it. If the match is made without

such a formal challenge as Is minutely specified ia the new deed, and

the i-aces should be won by the challengei-, it would be perfectly

legal for a member of the New Y'ork Y, C. to ob.iect to the deUvery

of the Cup on the grounds that it had not been challenged for as the

deed demands.

Com, Gkbbv"s remarks as to the rights of the surviving donor form
a very lame defense of this portion of the dispute, and in no way
answer the point's recently made by a correspondent in our pages,

that all ownership on the part of Mr. Schuyler and his associates ter-

minated with the establishment of a trust of which all yacht clubs

were the beneficiaries.

Pending a letter from Lord Dunraven, which may or may not

arrive this week, there is nothing new in regard to his challenge. By
next week the last letter of the committee and Lord Dunraven 's

reply will probably be made public, and yachtsmen will know some-

thing of the prospects for a race.

Unahndful of its sad experience with the faked plans of Thistle in

1886, the Boston Herald now announces itself in possession of the

dimensions, elements and approximate plans of the Carroll Sl footer.

Unfortunately for its readers, its stern sense of patriotism compels

it to reserve all this interesting news.

American Model Tacht Club.

Prospect Park, Nov. 8.—The last regatta of the club was sailed on
Election Day. The Presidential election had its elTect ou the entries
of the yachts in their respective classes, as might be expected. Con-
siderable sport was had notwithstanding. The course for the wind-
ward races was the best that has been laid out for many seasons.
The owners of the competing yachts could not flud any fault as it

was a fair dead beat to windward. The wind being \V. N. W., the
regatta committee were enabled to lay out a quarter of a mile course
due W. N. W. Ic will probably be some time before such a favorable
slant of wind will show itself again.

The second class was called to the starting line at 11:30 A. M., only
three yachts showing up, Thorn, Mary S. and Comet.
The'Comet was first over the line on the port tack at llh. 47m. 10s.,

the Mary S. going over 33^, later. Thorn having some trouble
against the head sea which was quite heavy, jumping in to the com-
mittee skiif quite often. The Comet held ttie port tack only for a
short time, the Mary S. holding oq too long was forced off her course
by a streak of wind which comes otit firm behind a laise hill situ-

ated on the north shore ot the lake, she losing about 200ft. by this
move. The Comet keeping the. middle of the lake in the true" wind
was hitching her way to the finish very rapidly.
The Mary S. finally coming about on starboard fack started to

overhaul the Comer, which she did, catching her about lOOyds. from
the finish, but she was footing so fast that her owner was unable to
catch her topu' heron port tack for finish line, she sailing outside
the flags clear up in the southwest cove before she was caught.
The Comet crossed the line winner of heat, beating the Thorn

Im. Us.
Second Heat.—The Thorn withdrew, the Mary S. crossed the line

12:19::J0, Comet 12;22;10, both on port tack. The Mary S. holding the
tack and almost ruining her chances by same manoiiver as in previ-
ous hpat. The Comet's owner knowing better, gained at least lOOyds.
by this, she tackmg up the lake as before. The Mary's owner, see-
ing he was being left, came about on starboard tack, footing like a
steamboat (her owner, by the way, stiekiug i^iose to his yacht),
crossed the line winner of heat by 2m. 21s. elapsed and 2m. Us. cor-
rected.
Third heat the Mary S. out-footed the Comet and would undoubt-

edly have won the third heat and race, but she was doomed to dis-
appointment, she being ruQ down by the May, whose sailing master
evidently must have been asleep. The Mary B.'s boom was carried
away and steering gear, which was of brass, broken and twisted out
of shajie. This accident gave the race to the Comet,
The Mary S., with proper handling, can undoubtedly outsail any

second class yacnt on the lake, if not the larger boats.
The third class was started next, over the triangular com-se, one

mile, entries being Jennetta, lilecira and Mar.iorie. Tae Electra sail-
ing away from the other.«, crossing starting line at 2h, 29m., the Mar-
.iorienexc, followed by.Ienoetta.

First class filled with four boats. Marguerite, Katie C, Maria Shoo-
fly and Hotnet. The Marguerite shows she has been improved since
last year, wioning first and third heats and race. Wind was very
strong and steady all day, most of the yachts sailing with scuppers
under. So ends the season of 1892.

SECOND CLASS—FIRST HEAT—TO WINDWABD.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Thorn, J Pfeiffer 16 00 17 00
Mary S , J- Shertdan Got away from owner.
Comet, &eorge W. Townley 13 19 13 m%

SB0OI4D BEAT.
Thorn Withdrew.
MaryS 11 05 11 4294
Comet 18 26 13 5514

THIBD HEAT.
MaryS Disabled,
Comet 13 39 14 08%

THIBD CLASS—ONE MILE TBIAKGITLAB COURSE.
Jennetta, George W. Lyons 34 33 34 83
Elect;ra, J. Pfeiffer 33 28 31 59
M-arjorie, H. Fisher 83 49 -33 19

MR-ST CLASS—FIRST HEAT TO WTHDWARD.
Marguerite, H. Fisher 9 48 10 38
Katie C, J. Sheridan 13 49 14 14
aiaria Shoo Fly. G. W. Lyons 10 29 10 53J4
Hornet, J. C. Meyer i] .57 13 OKW

SECOND HEAT.
Marguerite , 9 5H 10 28
Katie C 14 54 15 14
Maria Shoo Fly 9 56 9 ooM
Hornet 11 58 12 09U

THUtn HEAT AWD FINAL.
Marguerite , . 9 21 9 51
Katie C •• -.15 36 15 51
Maria Shoo Ply 9 47 9 56U
Hornet 10 55 11 06>|

F. W. Nichols.

The Deed of Gift.

We are not stu-prised that the ISiew Tork Y. C. declined to attach
Lord Dunraven's conditions as a permanent clause to the "new deed
of gift."' If they had the power to do that, they had also the power
to alter the original trust imposed upon them; and the stand taken
on this side of the Atlantic is that they had no power to alter that
trust. The '-sole survivor" had no legal right whatever to alter the
trust, and we are certain that such an open-minded sportsman as
Mr. J. 0. Stevens, who was the prime aonor of the Cup, would have
been aghast at the quasi legal tinkering with the simple, straightfor-
ward deed, which was countenanced by the "surviving donor. ' The
conditions aslied for by Lord Dunravea and agreed" to under the
"mutual arrangement" clause are, we think, perfectly fair and
would form a befitting suggestion to attach to thegoriginal deed-
but we feel certain that If the new deed is valid, the New York Y. C.
has no power to contract itself out of the full conditions under woich
a challenge can be made. They may make mutual arrangements
after the challenge has been made as to other matters; but the in-
formation required of the challenger cannot under the new deed be
dispensed with. Accordingly, if an English yacht won the Cup under
the conditions the New York Y. V. is now widiDg to accept, it would
be competent for any member of the club, or, perhaps, for any
American citizen, to move the courts to prevent the Cup being
handed over to the winner.—Field.

Sib—Respecting your remarks on the attitude of the f^Tew York
Y. O. with regard to the America Cup, I feel satisfied that they repre-
sent the views of most yacht owners or others who have studied the
question, and that your correspondents have been most fair and
judicious.

It muf be that tbe late Sir Biohard Suttoc, Lieut, Henn and Ur. Be

raced without "any equivocal objection" once they had decided to
race on conditlots agreed to.
They having done so does not ratify or confirm the act of the

New York Y. C. in abrogating the original deed under which the Cup
was presented to the club.
The committee of the club in question were doubtless men of

repute in their own particular business, aud this makes it all the
more surprising to Qnd they permitted the only surviving donor to
cancel the old deed, and concoct a new one for their acceptance.

It was an ultra vires act, and beyond the powers of the donor and
club respectively, and no matter how many races there may be under
the new deed, the fact remains that the American courts could, and
would, at any time set aside the new gift on being asked to do so, and
quite irrespective of whether the terms were fair or otherwise.
What would be the result of a surviving exe3utor or trustee pur-

ported to be able to set aside a will, acted on for years, in order to
make a new one to suit interested persons?—ionri'on Field.

When told that yachtsmen recently seen in England questioned the
right of the club, or of the late surviving donor of the America's Cup
-Mr. George L. Schuyler—to legally change the deed of gift. Com-
modore Gerry said

:

'•They don't seem to understand that the club had as much legal
right to request Mr Schuyler to alter the deed, after that alteration
had been agreed upon, as any man has to alter hi^ will, or to change
the conditions of any deed of trust by agi'eement of the surviving
donor, or donors, of the article or securities in quest) on."wVec York
WprM.

It is not likely that Dunraven has waived his objection to the new
deed of gift under which the cup is held, objections st^ared in common
by all sportsmen, be they English or American, And it seems qaite
as unlikely that the clique in the New York Y. C, which has hpreto-
fore "managed" the America's rtup will withdraw the obnoxious
dimensions clause. Because once upon a time, many years ago, one
English yachtsman tried to get the better of the racing contract, the
New York Y. C. appears to set down English yachtsmen for ever
more as knaves and American yachtsmen as simpletons.
Why not found an asylum for racing American yachtsmen, where

every presumptuous and designing fortigner may be challenged at
the entrance gate, and where the comings and goingi of each sub-
scriber are under the careful supervision of a distinguished commiD-
lee.

The present deed of gift is not sportsmanlike. We nave no right to
ask from the challenger more than the waterline length and rig. For
the rest, the record of the American sportsman shows that he is quite
able to take care of himself even against a bold, bad Baglishmao.—
Brooklyn Standard-Vnion.

Rambler.
The Rambler is a steam launch recently built for A, Warner and

W. L. Polk ot Vicksburg, Mis.s., by the Eacine Hardware Manufaetur'
ing Company of Racine. Wis. She is Saft. length by 7}4f t. beam, has
7 by 7 engine, and 12 horse-power upright boiler, fed by an injector
and duplex pump. The hull is of w^ood, white oak frame planked
with Alabama cypress. Cypress is considered by many to be a very
superior timber for planking, owing to its durability, and was pre-
ferred by the owners to any other wood.
The Ramble- was built for sponirg purposes as well as light towing,

and will be used during the winters on occasional trips after turkeys
and wild fowl. She has open canopy exiendiug full length of boat,
except three feet forward, but can be completely and quickly closed
by a curtain that is snugly pocketed when nor in use jtist under the
eve of the canopy. There is a B^ft. x 6>tft. space llu-;h wiih the
seats in the stern for a bed. with 4ft, space oetween it and the engine
for undressing and dressing when the bed is made, which is done by
placing looSB boards between seats and unrolling a .'iin. mattress, the
mattress and blankets being kept in a substantial rubber blanket
during the daytime.
The boder is fired from the forward end, coal being the fuel used.

The launch has ample room for fuel and ••calamities'' for four .sports,

men for a two weeks' outing and two hundred miles round trip. On
one side opposite the boiler the seat is omitted, leaving free and easy
passage.
The wainscoting and fore and after decks are in oak, and every-

thing aoout the boat is substantial and neat. In this respect a word
ot praise is due Fred W Mariin in charge of itie boat building de-
partment for the company, The plans and verbal suggestions of the
owners were faithfully followed wild a painstaking cire that a first

class job be done that is somewhat rare. Mr. Martin thoroughly
understands his business, having designed and built some very fine
and fast boats.
When the wind blows, and it rains, and is cold, such conditions be-

ing propi'ioiis for wild fowl shooting, the Rambler can be made quite
coinfortable by letting down the curtain and fastening itsnuely
around the hull well below the coaming, and building a roaring fire

in the bofier. Fifty or sixty pounds of steam makes the interior suf-
ficiently comfortably, and wih keep the boat pleasant aU night with-
out further attention.
There IS DO nicer way to go after game than with a boat of this

kind. With two small paddling boats to use in going to and from
the blind and for retrieving, with an ample number of decoys anrl

other articles of use, the tofi of the wild fowl shooter is greatly
lessened. For instance, to find the game, the launch is used to coast
along the bars until a STutatile location is found. When that is done
the launch is made secure by anchorage at a place just far enough
away to keep her from being a "scarecrow." It is easj^ to cool
down steatD and step into the little boar, where the decoys have
ali'eady been placed, paddle off to the most likely place for game,
put out decoys, make a blind, generally in the wiUows near the edge
of the water,' and take the evening snoot. At dark, after the last
glimmer of lignt has gone, and not even the splash of a duck on the
water could be seen, how comfortable to paddle off a couple of hun-
dred yards or so to the launch with a snug bag of mallards or green-
winged teal, or both, lying in the bottom of the boat, to the launch,
which is slid warm from the hot boiler. And in tbv. morning, just
before the first streak of day, it is no great task to have an ei,rly cup
of hot coffee and oe back to the decoys, which had been left out, by
the lime the early flight sets in.

Tnere is nothing chimerical in this. The owners of the Rambler
used the launch Green wing several seasons in just Buch spurt, and
they have voted it the moot satisfactory way for river shooting. It
is not always that game is to be had in abundance, but some is always
obtained and the run to port is made with an ample supply for home
and friends.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
While aspiring to be fairly well informed as to the noted writers of

nautical fiction and general literature, as well as those wfio treat
solely of technical matters, it was no small surprise to us to read,
about a year ago, of the death in New York city of a writer who de-
servedly ranks with Cooper, Dana, Marryatt and Michael Scott; an
author whose works we had long smce read with pleasure, and yet
whose very existence was unknown to many and forgotten by many
more. The disappearance of Herman MelviUe and or his boo&sisone
of the curious mcidents of the history of American authoi-s; made
suddenly famous Uy his first book nearly forty years ago, following
it with other books, with magazine articles and stories and with
poems, the author of "Typee" and "Moby Dick" retired voluntarily
trom the semi pubhc life of the writer to the seclusion of the philoso-
pher and dreamer, his existence forgotten even hy those wtio had
known him until it was recalled by the news of his calm and peaceful
death. In addition to Mr. Melville's voluntary re iguation of the
honors of authorship, the entire edition of his works was destroyed
by fire many years since, leaving but few copies in circulation. This
loss is now being made good by the republication of a carefully
edited ediiion ot the most famous of his sea stories by the CTmted
States Book Company, of New York and Chicago, "Typee" and
"Omoo" now being ready, while "3IoDy Dick" and "White Jacket" is
announced, 'ibe volume of "Typee" contains a portrait of tae
author, with a very interesting biographical and critical introduction
by Mr. Arthur Stedman. To those who, like ourselves, have long
since read of Fayaway and the Happy Valley, of Captam Auab and
Flask and Moby Dick, we need only say that this delightfid fairyland
of the South Seas is again opened to them. To the younger genera-
tion of jachtsmeu who know not what they have missed, we oil'cr the
sound advice to forego for a time the mongrel French-American vul-
garities that are found ou so many cabin tables and devote them-
selves to a study of Herman Melville.

On Nov, 7 the Oswego Y. C. elected the following officers: Com..
John T. aiott; Vice Com., Geo, B. bloan, Jr.; Capt., John M Schuler;
Sec'y-Treas,, W. B, Couch; Meas., W. P. Judson; Fleet Surgeon. J,
W. Eddy, M D. ; Directors, AUeu Ames, Geo. W. Say ward, J. D. Hen-
derson. Delegates to the Lake Yacht .fiaeing As.'^ociation meeting, to
be held at Rochester, Dec. 17, Com. Mott. ex Com. W. B. Phelps, Jr.,
and Allen Ames. It is proposed % shorten tne Lake circuit, and the
Oswego regatta will probably be omitted next year.

A match for 1893 has already been made, the parties being Harry
Gray Otis, owner of tae cat Magpie, and Walter Abbott, in bfhalf of
the cat Typhoon. Three races, for $100 per side, will be sailed next
July at Hull and Nahant,

The steam yacht El Vallede Annahuac, built at Racine, Wis. was
recently sunk by a coUision with the government steamer Gen QiU
more, below St. Louis, while on her way to Tamplco, Mexico.
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-Mr. Nathan Francis, of Boston, has ordered a cruising schooner of

Stewart & Binney, a modern keel boat, 70ft. over all, 50ft. l.w.l., 15ft.

beam, and Yft. 6in. draft.

Detroit yachtsmen are stUl discussing the prospects of anothprrace
between the trio, Princess, Alice Enright and Josepbine, lately re-
christened Empress.

At Bay Ridere. Samuel Ayers is busy with a centerboard sloop and
a row-boat for Ck)m. Gerry, the sloop to be used on a lake in Del-
aware county.
The Qloucaster Fisherman's Institute will establish a school of

tt^tjgation with afternoon and night sessiohs every day throuffh the
wihter.

iiBdv Mabel, steam yacht, has been purchased by Mrs. .tjauglfy of
Lord Ashburton for ,f135.000.

The U. S. Engineer's Oflce has advertised for pi-oposals for remov-
ing the wreck of the Alva. •

tn a Sowing' Boat.

- icomluded from Page. hl&A

As TO go before the wind wjth boom welt oft' to Ktarbdnrd we pt'e-

t;ht a picthre that might Justly be entitled gtiuiii 'sans digvitate, 1

ope the i-eader will pardon this slili in my Latin—for the Coxswain
wrapped in her ulster, is snugged down on the floor-hoards, a cush-
ion at her back and tiller-lines over one shoulder: J. is forward,
likewise on the bottom-boards, two cushions under him, his feet
jpon the seat, while I am .stretched across the boat between them,
rny shoulder resting on one rail and feet braced against the other.
We pass astern of a sloop, on which a grizzled old bayman sits mend-
ing a sail. Our altitudes brmg a gleam of amusement into his eyes.
Be stops Avork for a minute, takes a pipe out of his month and,
oreakinginto a broad grin, says: "Havin' a eood time, ain't yer."
We draw around the point ahead, on which stands a handsome

bouse in the Colonial style of architeture, and then flip, flap, in comes
;hesall, dragging the sheet through the water. We now feel the
strong flood tide coming it from the next bay; and as if to encourage
lus in the hard pull up to the bridges the sun comes out from behind
the clouds, driving all thoughts of rain out of our heads and bright-
Hag up what our English cousins would call the ''sweetly pretty"
lew on our port hand.
Along this channel stretches a settlement, whinh js part of what a

morning paper oHce called "the dogcart colony," We go by pictur-
esque houses, set in the midst of lawns stretching down to the sea
wall, from which each house has a little dock extending into the
Water; Clroups of weil-dresscd people sit on the porches; a t^irl in a
fed gown crossing the shaven luvf is a, bright note of color in the
View; back of the bouse runs aroa'l, on which are constantly passine
smart traps in all the glorv of varnished wood and gleaming harness;
high over all, the arms of the many windmills go dashing martlr
atdund in a comical fashioU: these people are iiot oniy'foud of
horses, but also of good boats. For a few yeai-s they have neen con-
tented with a small building as headquarters for tneir yacht club;
bow a fine large house has been built on piles out froiit the shore
about 100yds. It was not quite completed when we passed, and it

seemed to be the resort of the servants from the cottages nearby,
one of whom unconsciously made a pretty picture, as in a lace cap
and a blue atid white gown, she sat on one of the broad ledges read-
ing a book.
During the neJct 15 minutes all thoughts of the beauty of the day.

the cottages or the maid servants vanished from our ininds as we
pulled and pulled against the tide. This was J.'s first experience in
this creek, and a back breaking busiaess he fotrad it. We were glad
to ha.ve the Coxswain steer us into a little cove just to the north of
the first bridge across which the road runs, and to get ashore, that
we might stretch our legs a bii. It now being the time of a full
rnoon, the tide accordingly ran with much greater force than usual,
and of com-se its volume was increased, so that after we embarked,
rowed past the first bridge and came to the second the water was
found to be so high as to prevent the boat passing under it. Here
was a state of things 1 Half past 4. .•in hour and a half yet to high
water^ and then at least i hours of ebb before we could possibly get
the boat by the obstruction. This would never do. We decided to
make a portage.

I went across the bridge and interviewed a man who was fishing
from it as to the interval between trains. He said it would be an
hour and a half before the next one came along. The information
was as reliable as one usually gets from the local inhabitant, for by
the time we had all our traps out on the bank one train thundered
over the bridge, and just; as J. aJid I got the boat hauled across the
railroad emba.nkm6Dt—I refrain from dilating on what a lift it was—
another dashed by. A group of boys helped in carrying over the
outfit, giving me cause to believe with Charles Dudley Warner that
there is something in a boy to hke after all. The author of "An In-
laUd Voyage" is not so favorably Inclined to the average urchin-
patrlotism-^ahd a limited knowledge of boys from the point of view
of a cruiser—imbuea ua with the belief that American boys are dif-
ferent.
Everything being stowed away properly we took to the oars again

until we were free of the creek and out mto the clear water of the
bay. We endeavored to land on the outer shore, intending to walk
across to the beach for a view of the ocean. A horde of mosquitoes
rose up out of 'the fringe of meadow grass, causing us to remember
suddenly that it was time for supper and that we really must go. As
We got out in the middle of the bay, J. spotted a picturesque old
windmill and was immediately seized with a desire tn sketch it. He
being in the bow. over went the anchor, out came the sketch-book
and down he sat—im movable until his artistic labors were cout-
pleted. It was evident, the windmill being large and ornamented
with every description of window and tower known to architecture
that the labors would occupy some time, so the Coxswain and I
busied ourselves in the interval in preparing supoer.
The sun was sinking down behind the hills off in the west by this

time, and as it wa? growing cooler we did not .spread the awning.
The two boxes were hauled ou^, the stove lighted and water put on
to bod for tea. While this was beating I broke six eggs into the cups
—in lieu of a bowl—the Coxswain beatmg them up for an omelette.
The Isread was sliced and buttered a la afternoon tea; the not of jam
was opened and the plates, cups, etc.. ranged convenient to 'our
hands. Now'.the water is boiling, so the frying pan goes on the stove
with a liberal pat of butter in it which soon .sizzles; in go the eggs—

I

leave the omelette to the Coxswain—and just as J. hands me the
book and asks for an opinion, supper is announced.
Before the meal is finished we regret not anchoring in a more

secluded spot. Everybody who has a boat seems to be out on the
bay and all sorts of crafo go by us. The smaUboat owners here are
afflicted with a mania for yachting customs. We saw a 13ft. sneak-
box with an ensign hoisted up to the topping lift and a minute brass
cannon on the forward deck, covered with what looked vervmuch
like one of those articles of wearing apparel which we are told Uncle
Jerry Simpson has forsworn. Another ridiculous exhibition was a
full-"rigg< d cutter not over 15ft. on deck also togged out with an en-
sign, and. aa her owner was ashore, of course an absence flag was
llymg. The absence flag, by the way, had been hauled up taut,
parted the starboard shrouds, and consequently both it and the
spreader were hanging lamely down to port.

We iinish our meal, wash up, stow the" dishes away hastily, get in
the anchor, and within ten minutesaf ter performing; this act the bos?
of the boat rubs lightly against the well-kept landing place at the foot
of one of the village streets. One-half of our journey is completed.
The boatkeeper assures us everything will be put away safely for the
night, and he goes about the work so briskly that sve can readily be-
lieve his statement. Taking our bags and coats, we stand for a min-
ute looking oflE to to seaward to watch the night shutting down and
to cast anxious glauces at a bauk of grayish clouds driving in before
the southeast wind—clouds that filled us with dismal forebodings for
the morrow. The lamps were being lighted and the electric current
had already been turned on as we walked up the main street of the
village.
Atier reaching our rooms a vigorous application of soap and water

and the clothes brush made us feel hke ourselves again; so the
alcohol bottle needing to be filled we strolled out to find a drug store
and to have a look at the town. Our search took us as far as the
railway station, where, as we watched the crowd surging into the
ears, we could luxuriate in the sensation of being free, if it was only
for another day. On our way back to the hotel we refreshed our-
selves with Some cream in a little restaurant, which was a marvel
in respect to its neatness and service. It was not long after regain-
ing our rooms before we were fast asleep, notwithstanding tlae fact
that some one in a room below was performing on a piano and
another musical being across the road was liftmg tip his voice in
song. Ic had cleared by this time, and after J, had extinguished the
light and raised the window shades the moon shone down out of a
cloudless sky.
To sleep dreamlessly for ten hours snolinea one on awakening to be

up and doing. When J. and I got downstairs we found the Co>'-
swain there to gi-eet us. In describing Simday as perfect 1 have rob-
bed myself oi the only adjective fit for this day of our return jour-
nev. For seye)"al hours pf Swjrtay's afwrnooo we sailed tinder

cloudv skies, but Labor liay. from early morn to dewy eve, was
cloudless. It was a day to gl'oft enthusiastic over in the long winter
night when we gather together before the glowing coals and grow
reminiscent. 'The satchels were packed before and after that meal
—we had for a waitress a be-spectacled young wonaan whom J.

called a "ministering angel"—he paid our billl. we took our depar-
ture and our traps.

, ^
It was a unique experience to come down to the boat and and it

with all our outtitaboard, and if the tldng.'^ were not just where we
would put them ourselves we did not di-^^courage such good intentions

by any rearrangement. Even the water pail was filled, therefore all

we had to do was to "tip'" the man, step aboard and take to the oars
again, leaving at nine o'clock.
Although the tide w&s against us we made short work of the dis

tAncn to the railroad hridjie. where we went ashore and helped two
men unstgpthe Wast of acatboat, an operation iu which .J,'s shoath-
knife plaved an important i)art. namely, starting the mast wedge.
The men had nothing whatever to do thijs With, and were very grate-

ful for an assistance.
The Coxswain and J. went a.shore with the cable, which had previ-

ously been unbent from the anchor, made it fast to a piece of drift-

wood for a float and. going above the bridge, dropped it into the eur-

rent. When it drifted through .1. caught it with the boathook, made it

fast in the bow, and the two ashore walked away with the tow line, J.

meanwhile keeping the boat clear of the piling.

As soon as we were clear of the creek and out on the wide expanse
of our bay, J. stepped the mast and shook out the sail. Eor the next
hour, while the Coxswain sailed the boat before the light southerly
wind, -J. worked most industriously at cleaning the boat and ar-

ranging the traps properly. Beginning at the bow, the seat was
washed olT and the loug painter flemished down on it; gradually
working aft the whole boat was gone over with the sponge, inside

and out, we keeping out of J.'s way as best we could, and by the

time we had reached the main channel everything was in its proper
place, ship shape and Dorothy fashion.
The wind gradually grew stronger, and having a weather-going

tide under us. we had little dilMculty beating down to the railroad
bridge. In home waters our red sail causes much comment and many
allusions to the price of strawberries. Here no one seems to notice
it, and before long we discover that colored sails are almost as com-
mon on this shore as they are among the fishing fleets abroad. We
pass two small catboats with bright red sails and one lying at anchor
shows a green sail hoisted up to d'"y.

All tV e world and his wife are surely out fishing to-day, their hired
skiffs dotting the channel here in great numbers and making our
course a very erratic one—now bearing away to clear this boat, the
next minute clo.se hauled in an endeavor to weather another. This,
in our slowly moving craf I, is vexatious; being near the bridge we
lower sail once more, and under the influence of a spruce breeze pass
under the bridge and diuvu cb.ninel for halt a mile to the landing
stage at the end of the, prinoi|jal street of this noisy watering place.
The Coxswain and 1 go a^shore to buy some bread, our supply havinsr

been exhausted. The last holidy crowd of the seasoa is coming ofl:

a large excursion as we walk back to the boat, and wfl are forced to

run the gauntlet of several hundred pairs of wondering eyes. I try
to walk as if it jvas an everydav occurrence for me to be parading
around in a pair of (once white) duck trousers with a yard of bread
under my arm, but am conscious of the fact that I do not carry it off

very well.
We push off aud row along behind the big steamer as she goes

down channel, rolling over the long swells in an exhilarating fashion
unrtl we have passed the last house on the beach, when we anchor to

enjov the last meal of the cruise. The awning is spread, seats ar-
ranged and the boxes hauled out. ,T. got up a stunning meal, hash-
ing up the remainder of the lamb and potatoes, warming the mass in

the frying pan; made sandwiches, using tiio contents of a small can
of "duck pales"' (one of the Franco American Co.'s preparations and
which cannot be praised too highly) and heated up a can of lima
beans, while for dessert we finish the cake, scraped the jar of jam
clean and topped off with oh, such a cup of coffee; Hitchcock's
couldn't surpass it.

We prolonged our meal and the subsequent loafing time until the
Coxswain dropped a remark about the desirability of getting home
before the snow fell. This mild sarcasm had its eft'ect, .1. and I

pitched in. soon having all the dishes washed, wiped and put away—
we dried them with Sunday's paper, which was then thrown away,
"complete novel and aU; this accounted, J. said, for our subsequent
quick run. The boat was so much lighter. The awning was low-
ered and rolled up, anchor taken aboard, sail shaken out, getting
under way just in time to run across the wake of another big side-
wheeler.
One of us being a Wagnerite, had been humming and whistling at

tiresomely frequent intervals during the two days the "Steersman's
Song" from the Flying Dutchman, so, although there was no lady
awaiting either of us, the fair south wind at this point was "most
kind" and blew up strong and true. We made the run across the bay
—it is usually called fiveWhiiles—in forty minutes.
1 should like to tellpn finishing, of rounding up to the dock with a

bold sweep, of slatting sails and rattling sheets, but truth is mighty
and must prevail, and I am compelled thereby to put on record that,
tide being low, we ran on the mud in front of the float from whence
the Orientas hove us a fine and pulled us, with much shouting and
laughter as is their wont, ingloriously up to the landing place.

W. B. McCOBMICK.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
From a canoeing standpoint, we confess to a feeling of disappoint-

ment in finishing Mr. Boubney Bigelow's latest book, " Paddles and
Politics Down the Danube." From our personal knowledge of the
author as one of the few remaining disciples of Maceregor who can
and does make long journeys in the orthodox cruising canoe, we had
looked for another classic, hke " Bob Roy in the Baltic," or the
"Thousand Miles in a Bob Roy Canoe," and our expectations have
hardly been reahzed. As a canoe trip, the voyage down the entire
length of the Danube was evidently an interesting and exciting one,
but of the true canoe life of Caribee and her crew, we gain but
glimpses here and there. It does not follow, however, that the book
is not enjoyable because it is read under a misconception of its true
character. The fault of this lies with the author, who, in j ustice to

his book, should have made the title more exact, as well as more
alluringly alliterative, by the addition of two words. The proper
title should be " Paddles, Pettieoals and Politics, or Dancing Down
the Danube," and anyone, canoeist or general reader, who opens the
book with this fact in mind, is certain to read it through with increas-
ing interest Instead of being the heroine of the book, as strict

canoeing ethics demand, Caribee was but the instrument which
opened to bor owner the wonderful inner life of the great river and
the various countries through which it passes. Bavaria, Austria,
Hungarj''. Servia, Houmania and Bulgaria. The opening deals some-
what minutely with the canoe and the river, but after passing the
HuDgai'ian border, poor Caribee is nearly forgotteu, as the author
falls under the influence of Hungarian hospitality and music, and of
the beauty of the female portion of the population. The middle part
of the book is largely devoted to the ladies, but no true canoeist
would find fault with it on that account. As Caribee crosses the
eastern border of Hungary, petticoats give place to politics, and we
learn much of a most interesting country and people. Mr. Bigelow
is the possessor of some very positive and well-defined views on
Em-opean politics, and his experiences on the lower Danube are
adduced to support them. The book is laright and lively, and the
author's sketcnes, though cj'tide and making no pretensions to

artistic excellence, ai-e vieorous and expressive, aud add lo the
interest. It is published by Chas. L. Webster & Co. , of New York.

On .Saturday, Nov. S6, the Hoboken C. C. will hold their first

smoker " for the season of 189^-1S9.'5, to which all canoeists are in-

invited. The club house is at the foot of 10th street, Hoboken.

The annual meeting of the executive committee of the American
Canoe Association is being held to-day at Kingston, Ontario. We
shall give the annual detailed report next week.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentleman, residing in the Atlantic Division, has

applied for membership in the American Canoe Association: Morton,
B. Stelle, Jr.. of Brooklyn.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

CiNCiSNAXL, O., Nov. 6.~The Cincinnati Hifie Associatiou held
its regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores
as appeuded below . Conditious, 200yds., off-hand, at th.e standard

Oimiele 84 84 81 Payne TO 79 "li Stfgner 68 6=i 65
! Wejuheimer.Ki 7.5 70 Topf 07 01 01 'S^'elliIlge^ ...T5 74 64

Ijom . - , 77 7() fJagel 44 54 « Drub# n 70 61

South London Rifle Club.

The shooting season of 1893 is now over. The revolver cham-
pionship of the club has resulted as follows;
Walter Winans (Smith & Wesson revolver, Ira Paine 6ightf>

has won the championship for revolve" shooting send the gold
jewel representing the same. Score, 42, 41, 41, 41, 40 -305.

H. Andrew (Colt, bead sights) won silver jewel. Score, 39, 38, 38,

38, .'^7-190.

Major B. MacKerrell (CoU, military sights) has won the biobze
jewel. Score, 41, S7, 36, 36, 36-186,
Next best score:

F E Varlev AVebley) 37 37 37 37 36—184
n F Lowe "(Colt aud S & W) 36 36 36 36 36—IWTW Heath (Colt) 37 36 35 H3 3^-176
TP Hope 34 31 3« 28 26—144
TCollman 37 36 36 33 ..-141
Mortimer (Colt and S & '9V) 34 34 35 2.5 ..-llH
E VVKeen 33 30 28 .. ..— 91

E Howe 35 34 — 69
Olemeuti Smith 34 37 .. . .— 61

DuttonHunt 33 26 - 6»AW Carter... 37 33 —
A W Thompson..... 33 -33
Malsinger 24 8 - 33
BDxhury 28 - 2»
Ayers 26 — 28
Keeson,,. 26 — 26

Portchester Rifle Club.

PoBTCHKSTBR, N. Y., Nov. 13.- At 200yde., off-hand, Standard
American target:
J smith 7 6 6 8 10 6 7 7 8 10-75
R McNeil. Jr 6 6838549 3 8-60
T Kiernan 66 3 566467 6-55

K. McNifiiT>, Jr., Secretary.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice lllce the following:

Nov. 33-33.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N, J,
First dav targets; second dav live birds.
Nov. 23-26.—Milwaukee (Wis.) tournament, targets and live

birds.
Nov. 34.—John A. Ha,rtnpr'a sixth annual tournament, Bisbop'a

Driving Park, Baltimore, Md.
No.v. 24.—West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, fit Wheeling, West Vtrgluta.
Nov. 24.—Standard Gun Club tournament, Acton's Park, Balti-

more, Md.
Novemb?r.—Al. Heritage's tourniment, at Marion, N. J.

Nov. 34 —Arlington Gun Club tournament, at Cleveland, O.
Dec. 15.—Open shoot atlOti live birds. $100 entry, grounds to he

announced later. Eutries. if accompanied by 3^20, will be re-
ceived up to Dec. 12, by Foeest and Stream, 818 Broadway, New
York.
Dec. 38-29.-Jacksonville(Fla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-

mpnt; $500 guaranteed purses; $3(30 in money and mercliandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Seo'y.

1893.

Jan. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion's Grand American Handicap, live bird tournament. New
Jersev (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monaco
bouudarv.
May 17-18 —West Newburgh Gun Club spring tournament, at

Newb'ureb. N. Y.
May 33-35.-Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to

purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.
June 12-10.—New York State Sportsmen's Association tourna-

ment, at Rochester. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 EUwanger &
Barry buildine', Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20.—West Newburgh Grun Club fall tournament, at New-

burgh, N. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
An open to all sweepstake at 100 live birds, SlOO entry, birds- in-

eluded, will be shot on Dec. loin New Jersey on grounds to be an-
nounced later. No one will be barred from this contest and there
will be no handicaps. The contest will begin promptly at 10 A. TVt.

IModified Hurlingham rules will govern and all wiU shoot at 30yds.
rise. Entries, which must be accompanied by $20, will be received
by Forest aud Stream up to Moniay, Dec. 12 Entries have already
been received from H. E. Smith of Newark, N. J., and Captain Win.
Craumer of Jersey City. Send your entry early.

Pleasures Afoot, Afield and Afloat, an English pubfication, says-
"A really strong team of American wing-shots would sweep all be-
fore them at Monto Carlo; the American gentlemen who usually visit
the Riviera for the shooting would not rank in their own country as
first-class trap-shots. Such a team as Captain Brewer, Mr. E; D. Pul-
ford. Mr, Elhott and almost any other trap-shot taken haphazard
would be first, second and third in every event at Monte Carlo—1£

they were permitted to contest."

Col. A. G. Courtney , the ever welcome and always genial "Court,"
who has always made such a great hit for the Lefever Arms Co., of
Syracuse, is in town and everybody is happy. Mr. Courtney, who
looks well, hearty and happy as usual, has along with him a full
outfit of the firm's automatic hammerless ejector guns, and unless
signs fail he will capttu-e the trade in this vicinity. -'Court" says the
new ejector is a "daisy," and everybody wants it.

The Pueblo (Col.) Gun Club has elected the following officers: D
H. Geist President, John Harms Vice President, L. G Moorse, Sec-
retary, Victor Johnston Treasurer, J. M. Killen Captain, Jacob Harms
Director. A committee of three, as follows, was appointed to ar-
range for a shoot on Nov. 24, with power to act: E. A. Moorse, Victor
Johnston and G. W. Williford.

The Omaha (Neb,) Gun Club has closed its regular season, and the
averages of those who shot the requisite number of matchas are-
Frank Parmelee, 89 9-19; Billy Brewer. 88; H. B. Kennedy, 87 6-10;
the three prize winners, John J. Hardin. 81 2-10; Frank Qoge. 89; W,
B. Nason, 79 6-10; George W. Loomis, 86; W. H. S. Hughes, 75; Good-
ley Brucker, 77, and Billy Townsend, 73 1-10.

The pigeon shooting season at Monte Carlo will reopen with the bi-
weekly series on Dec. 19 and the grand international meeting on Jan
20. The grand prix of 30,000 francs, with 200 francs entrance fee
added, will be contested on Jan. 30 and .31, and after the close of the
meeting. Feb. 4, the u-sual series will recommence on Feb. 6 and con-
tinue until March 15.

On Oct. 23 at Witton, Birmingham, England, in a shoot in the
second heat of a handicap there were 33 eutries, Mr. Barge, of Wol-
verhampton, winning. In the third heat there were 37 entries. On
tbe first round 25 men missed and on the second round 7 missed. At
this stage the sport was stopped by darkness.

The West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association, of Newburgh, N.
Y., has taken the very sensible course of claiming dates for its 1893
tournaments. The spring tournament will be held on May 20-21, and
the fall tournament on Oct. 21-22. Other clubs will please note.

John Klee and Billy Pease shot a match at 10 hve birds each
at Dayton, Ohio, on Nov. 8, each killing 9. On the shoot off at 5 birds
each killed ;i. Then a 10 bird sweep was shot; Klee's and Pease's
scores in this to decide the tie. Klee killed 5 to Pease's 4,

Don't fo.iget the Union Gun Club tourname>it at Springfield, N. J.«
on Nov. 23 and 23, Keystones the first day and live birds the second

.

Stages will meet all trams at the Wfilburn depot. Shooting from'
9 A. M. untill dark.

Dr. W. F. Carver challenges K. D. Fulford, to shoot a match at 100
birds each, 30yds. rise, 714 or 8lb. guns, for $5,000 a side, the match
to be shot in the early sprmg and each to furnish birds for the other.

The Sportsmen's Review and Bicycle Ne?t>s of Chicago will publish
an elaborate Christmas number with an illustrated cover aod souve-
nir, and sisty-four pages of reading matter, profusely iliustrated.

Blr. Frank Patterson, superintendent of the Juniata and Wapson-
onock R. R,.is an enthusiastic advocate of the smooth-bore and
took part in last week's tournament at the " Wopjy" grounds.

'

On Thanksgiving Day there will be a trap tom-uament at Acton's
Park, Baltimore ; one at Bishop's Driviog Park. Baltimore; one at
Arlington, Ohio; aud one at Wheeling, West Virginia.

On Nov. 7, tfee ClevelftBd (Ohio) Guu Club shot for the sipe «h4
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Sigler cups at 30 targets eaeh. Tamblyn and Goodnough tied on 35
breaks each, Tamblyn winning on the shoot off.

Georee Work and E^lgar Q, Murphy are matched to shoot 200 birds
each. SOydfj. rise, for $3,000 a side. The match will take place on the
grounds of the Westchester Club within two weeks.

Several Altoona men will t^o to Wheeline:, West Virginia, on
Thanksgiving Day. The West Virginia State Association tournament
to be held on that day, promises to be a big affair.

The Italian agent of the Schultze Powder Company has established
a branch depot at Vintraille, where all necessaries for the Monte Carlo
meeting may be obtained.

The Spokane (Wash.) Kod and Gun Club will shoot live pigeons,
targets and turkeys on Thanksgiving Day.
Don't fail to Kend us your entry for the 100 bird match, $100 entry,

to be shot on Dec. 15. We want a big list.

Open sweep at 100 birds, $100 entry, Dec. 16. Watch for further
information.

Milwaukee will be the Mecca, for trap-shooters on Nov. 23 to 26, in-
clusive.

The East Kockaway Gun Club offers a gold medal to he shot for on
Nov. 24.

c. H. Towns END.

ger" department of the Altoona OazeLU, wherein lie has done
wonders in booming the sport: Edward Banks, correspondent
for the Harrisburg Telegram, a hustler in trap matters, a rattling
good shot at the trap or in the field, a genial companion aud very
popular all-around; the ever-welcome Frank Butler; J. Nelson
Alslp, who has been mentioned before, and several others whose
names I do not at this moment recall.
At 10:.30 the whistle tooted, the Alsip and Bilderbaoh band

started "We'll Soon be Riding 'Round the Bend," and a moment
later we were started on our first trip to the summit of the world-
renowned Wopsononock Range of the AUeghany Mountains.
Before we had ridden a mile the mists began to gather, the

Altoouiaus were in need of a good place for tiP work that in-
duced Billy to invest in the equipment of thesrgrounds, and he
has been ably supported by tbe local shots. TIP there was Wil-
liam Sands, "six foot and something over." whfH addition to his
truck work in the Pennsylvania shops is pa^io^a^sly fond of
trap and field work, and who can do both kind of s*iooting in a
winning style; J. E. England of Alleghany, wl> came over to see
the boys and enjoy his favorite sport; J. F. KiPtts of Altoona, a
rattling shot but who has an unfortunate penc^Bt for bringing
his thumb and lip in contact when he is shoot >it; William Tap-
pau. now of Altoona but who several years ag used to hold a
residence at Pine Brook, N. J., and shot on JoP Erh's Newark

THE ALTOONA SHOOT.
On Wednesday morning. Nov. 9. when the sun shone brlKhtly

over the oitv of Altoona, Pa., Billy Clark, manager of the Wop-
sononock Shooting Park, was happy. "Little Sure Shot" had
arrived in town that dav, bringing alone her shooting parapher-
nalia. Her manager, Frank Butler, had plenty of ammunition
loaded, and was ready to cast the plaster balls for Miss Oakley's
exhibition work. Sevei-al hundred live birds were on hand and
all over the <own were big posters announcing that on Tbursdav
and Friday Miss Oakley and Billy Clark would shoot live bird
matches and that "Little Sure Shot" would each day give one of
her unrivaled exhibitions with tl^e shotgun, rifle and pistol. In-
vitations and proprammes had been sent all over the country,
and from at least 50 shooters Mr. Clark had received promises to
attend. Everybody in the town was waiting anxiously for the
coming of Thursday in order that they might see the work of tbe
queen of markswomen and the .Juniata & Wopsononock Railroad
was anticipating two big davs of travel.
On this sam« dav at 2 P. M. we, meaning the Forest and

StrbAm, left New York, and while crossing the ferry remarked
that the clour^s and wind portended a storm. At 2:15 the "Colum-
bian Express" carried us out of the Pennsylvania Depot, and as
we passed bevond the sheds down came a light fall of snow. No
one paid much attention to this for a time, but soon it became
apparent *'hat it was not merely a squall, but the setting in of a
genuine snow-storm. The mercury began to fall, and the farther
we advanced the faster came the snow. Reaching Philadelphia,
the ground had taken on a white covering that warned us that
winter was at hand. After pulling out of the Quaker City and
getting out on to tlie main line the storm increased in violence,
and no one doubted but they would run into a blizzard before
reaching very far west.
At Harrisburg we were told that the snow was five inches deep

on the level, and west of that place it was still deeper and still
falling. Altoona was reached .iust before midnight, and here
everything bore the stamp of midwinter. We were told that the
snow was six inches deep on the level, and soon found that the
prospects were bad for a shoot on the next day.
As soon as we stepupd from the train we were cheered by a

Warm welcome from "U^cle Jake" Pentz, who had arrived on an
earlier train: our old Wilmington host, Charle=i "Bilderbach,"
Billy Clark and G. G. Zeth, both friends of Altoona. It did not
take us many minutes to get rid of our traps at the Logan House
and accept an invitaUon to visit Biliv Clark's Red Lion Hotel,
which we found much more comfortable than the car in w-hich we
had been shivering for nearly ten hours. Here we also had the
pleasure of meeting Messrs Hume and Kelly, local newspaper
men; "Buckshot" McDonald, Harry Dunham and several local
shooters. After a few "warmers" had been put away the party
difpovaerl for the night, all bearing long faces at the prospects for
the morrow.
About 7 o'clock the following morning we reluctantly left our

warm couch and at once took a look through the window, con-
vincing ourselves by a brief glance that the day would be a most
disngreeable one. It was then warmer than at midnight, and
instead of snow a drizzing rain was falling, which was rapidly
converting the snow into slnsh. After breakfast it began to get
colder, and from 9 until 10 A. M. it gave a faint promise of clear-
ing.

Strolling through tbe corridor of the hotel before breakfast we
had the unexpected pleasure of meeting the great and only J.
Nelson Alsip, of Clayton, Del., he who so ably i-pfereed the tar-
get everts durina' the rec«ntfgreat shoot of the Wilmington (Del.)
Rod and Gun Club. "Nelse." as everybody familiarly calls him,
is a great chum of Billy Clark's, and was until a few years ago a
practicing lawyer in Altoona. where everybody is his friend. R<^
IS now emnloyed in the sunerintendent's office of the "Penusy" at
Clavton. Del., and his trip to Altoona was his vacation outing.
Genial, ever good-natured, a good singer and fine elocutionist, he
IS one who will never let a party grow sleepy for the want of
divertiaement. As a shot he has few equals in the field, but does
little or no trap work.
Shortly after breakfast in came jolly Frank Butler, the well

known manager for Annie Oakley, who was in the doldrums at
the very dull prospect for the shoot. He had been very liberal in
the way of advertising and had even started an advertising
wagon about with circulars and electric-lighted signs on the pre-
vious night. Mr. Butlpr said, however, that there was no use
crying over spilled milk, and he would have to make the best of a
bad bargain, hoping that at some future time the weather bureau
would be more obliging. "Little Sure Shot," he said, was taking
her usual phMosophical view of the situation, having had many
similar exreriences during her career. He raid, however', that lie

MISS ANNIE OAKLEY (Little Sure Shot).

clouds became ones more heavy and dark and in a few minutes
It began to drizzle. Tne temperature, too, got lower and ih rain
froze as it fell. But the party in the car was a jolly one, undis-
turbed by changes of weather, and all the way up the mountains
they rattled off songs and jokes.
The views obtainable along the Juniata & Wopsononock Rail-

road are such as can only be justly described by the true artist,
and we regret exceedingly that our pen is not trained to do tbem
liustice. From the start the train begins to climb a heavy grade;
then it runs along for a distance through a magnificent vail «ywith comfortable looking farm houses an^ fertile farms: then
down into a deep ravine and up again on the mountain side
Every once in a while a look out the back window will show us
the places we passed a few minutes before. Climbing a little
higher we see a panorama of mountaiusridge and valley with
Mountain City in the distance. Then we come to "Horse Shoe
Band, which some claim presents more beautiful views than
•does the much-lauded "Horse Shoe" betwepn Altoona and Pitts-
burg. Up again we go until we round "Butcher Knife Point "
where one would suppose tbe track was a mile higher than a
point passed a few momeuts ago. You can, however, get off the
train and walk a few steps over the ridge to the right of the road
and throw a stone down on the track over which you have jnst
passed. Away up on a projecting point we see a little frame
building, on top of which is an American flag, -and this, we are
told, IS Point Lookout, the highest point on "'Wopsy," and from
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uuuu. vvo uuiuo lo a Place on ineroad where the track is on a jutting ledge with a deep ravine on

either side. Here the train stops, the engine switches off to a
side track, backs down and comes up to the other end of the trainwhen off we go up another grade, the track running off at a sharo
angle from the one we were firston. This change is necessitated bvthe heavy grade, but will hg obviated this spring by tbe erection

WOPSONONOCK SHOOTING GROUNDS.

would not think of allowing her to risk her health by going upon
the mount ain under the existing weather conditions.
This was the outlook, and a gloomy one it was, but we had

ti-aveled a long while to get a look at the famous Wopsononock
Farfc and the more famous railroad leading thereto, and weather
or no weather we determined to get the said look. So at 10
o clock a half-dozen o£ us boarded one of the cars of the escel-
iently equipped electric line which nearly encircles the city andwere carried to the depot at Juniata, the station being opposite
the Juniata shops of the "Pennsy." At this hour the douds had
lightened up in spots and we tried, though it was hard work toconvince ourselves that we would have a clear dayOn this trio, our party comprised "Uncle Jake" Pentz, of
A/iootwio ana Fis/iHig; Charles Fehrenbach, the famous "Bilder-bach who holds thB re.'^ponsible positio" of Dreside.nt of thewideawake .Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club and who Isdeveloping into a very sti'ong shot at either targets or live birds-George G. Zeth,. proprietor of the well-knowTi Zeth's Altoona
B»BlneBS OoUege.and who Uooidently edit© th«j "Trap and Trig-

of a section of trestle road over one of > he ravines mentioned Afew minutes later we have reached the Wopsononock Station fothe right of which is the shooting grounds^aXo the left ?s th^hotel. W;e are now at the highest summer resort in Pennsrlvania, 1,500ft. above Altoona and a,650ft. above sea levelAre we glad we are here? Well, yes. But oh. don't" the rni,i
out! The wind is blowing a gale from the northwest, and is hrineing a ong with.it a tine wet snow which cuts like a knife And uJhere thp^snow is from 6 to Sin. deep on the level, covered with acrust which makes walking anything but a pleasant ta^k A t, ^
yet when we have tramped through the crust^ and have enteredthe shooting house we have no regrets for having bravfid th

a

elements, for inside the house we find, including ouf own party

maiUaUze!
^^^P^^'^^^^ ^''^'^"^ ^'^"^^^^ t^aS w expected to

t Jn^^''-q'^^?'^y ?i^''^' ^§ °' the Red Lion Hotel, whose love oftrap and held sport has enieared him to sportsmsn all over theCOUntrv. and whn in a >ior/1 nno -h^ar 1... . V^^t '-f^^

ground'' along with such veterans as Samuel Oast).'^ and others,
and who is now considered one of the beat field an(?l hrush shots
in Pennsylvania. "Doc" Christie was also there ful 1 of shoot and
fun, as was J. Manlove, one of Altoona's rising shots- ^^nd former]

y

a well-known ball player. There were several othe^' local shots
whose names appear in the scores.
The°e shooting grounds, which are controlled s.'olely by Mr.

Clark, are splendidly equipped for the sport. The H alf-tone cut
which a'^companies this article gives an excellen''t ifiea of the
arrangement of the house and traps. The main but Wine is TaX
16ft. with a 16ft. roof projecting out over the score- so that the
shooter is at all times under cover. The floor is 3""^. above the
ground and the house is provided with plenty of s 'eats, benches
and gun racks. At the further end of the building i*^ the store-
ruom, which on this occasion was provided with a tstove, which
proved a great attraction to the shooters. The t I'^ps. six in
number, are of the expert pattern, and the autoir>'atic pulling
attachment, designed by Mr. Clark, is as good as a^ny we have
seen. As .shown by the cut, there is a separate hu' t over each
trap. The foreground is clear with the exception o^ that to the
light-quarter, where the targets are thrown towa^i"*! * heavy
growth of wood, this giving rather a poor light for Z'-'^o. i target.
Ou this occasion only five traps were used, No. S waihg the idle
one. p

It was after 11 o'clock when the party uniimberec*' their guns
and began to shoot, no one having any idea of allowing the
cutting cold to interfere with the sport. Three even ''s were shot
before dinner and here are the scores. Ko3. 1 ani"l ^ ''Vere at 10
targets each, SI entry, and No. 3 at 15 targets, SL.'iO ' entry, there
being three moneys in each even'-. The expert r><''f*'fee from
Delaware, J. N. Alsip, gave the decisions, wnile G. G«- ^eth man-
ipulated the blackboard: i

No. 1. No. 3. N
Fehrenbach 1101001010— 5 1101010101— 6 noiiaOOlOllOlOO- 9
Quirk 0101111100- 6 0100011110 - 5 looiinlH '111111—13
Uoc oiiiimii— 9 iiuooonio- 5 iniiiionoooioi—lo
England 1111011110-8 1111111111-10 01110x1111101110-11
Clark 1001111011-7 1111111111-10 umil'UMOlOOl—13
Edwards 1010011101— 6 0011301001— 5 0101 IC 1011100-

8

IJ^illetts UllOlOni— 8 1111111011— 9
Manlove 0011101001— 5 IllllOOOlO- 6 .

home may think the above scores low, but those w M were on
hand and who realized the delights of a freezing col('*^i Sale, con-
sidered the shooters in great form. At the above fita^'Ke a recess
was declared for dinner, which was served in good sh;^a'pe by mine
host Williams and his wite at the Wopsononock H^'otel. After
dinner the Delaware "band" regaled the party with*' stich choice
selection as "Old Man Simon," "Long Time A"-o ' etc, all of
which were received in a tolerant spirit, the hearers V^'eing in just
the humor to endure any kind of an infliction. '

.
All this time the weather had been growing worse ( '^hd more of

it) and Frank Butler had deeid«d not to bring Miss'*^ Oakley out
and risk her health, a conclusion approved by all. When the
first afternoon train reached the ground, bringing ali ""tS about a
dozen people who had hr.ivod the elements for the sak t-e of seeing
the live bird shooting. Shooters cannot long he coi'^'ihue'l in a
bote 1 parlor when a trap is within reach, so they'*' soon tore
themselves away from the sweet music (?) of the "itioand" and
meandered back to the shooting house.

.
Ihe first event was at 10 live birds, $3.50 entry, Amei**'ican Asso-

ciation rules, 38yds. rise. 3 moneys. ,Iacob Pentz w- 'as referee,
ihe score line was about 2ydB, in advance of the targ«i' 't traps and
was rnarked by a row of American flags. The light 'Twas simply
a,nomTnable, there being a mist hanging over the outflf*^ -Id o*" such
aensity that at times the boundary flags could not be'^' seen. The
birds acted in a peculiar manner, a number of those t '^"PP*:'<1 ^lu''
ing the earlier stages of the game refusing to fly, be'^-ing chilled
through by exposure to the piercing air. Later, how^ ever, after
being kept alongside the hot stove they were a fair h'Jjt. some iu
tact being extra good. The scores of this event are he-'S'S given:
Doc 00o1o20112-5 Killetts ifvO32311100-r
gl;"-lr- ••• 1020212331-8 England 016112101220-7
Bilderbach OOa^oOlOll—5 Edwards 9;eT010l20020—

5

Manlove 0002011212-6 Quirk .". r iU'00123fe-6
Ben-- 1-210111111-9 Tappau ' ' (,.•051001121)-

4

.Killeits auil EuMliirid who tied on 7 each for third ^ money de-
cithd 10 hiiooL oft at :.'5 targets each on the following ds,

llie next event was a match at 5 birds each for $3.5i * side, be-
tween Clark and Sands, each man shooting at oOyds. I'a The score
was a tie so they shot-off. miss-and-out, the result

i

poeing here
given: ^

Tie. Tie.

° 1 1-»-0 3 Sands . ,1 0 «'0.1-3-o

/

years. Before the party started for home Sands and Ta^. PP«J^ shot
n o bird match for $10, ths score being- ler
TajJpan , 2121W3 Sands ^:io.. .o2310-3country, and who is a hard one to hear at ei™Vanch of Ih^ ^?r'i?''°i-- -. V 2121W3 Sands ^:io.. .o2310-3

work. It was this love of the sport and the knowlod-e that Jbe *h«^',%+-°^'"^^*'f "^P?"*^ "^^^^ ^'^'^ is safe to say cl at despitec js.uowiea„e that the the cutting slest and general discomfort oxperi^noed • » on« haci
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anything but a jolly time. The ride down t&e mouatam was
marked Dy hilarity, a.nd by the time the town was reached every-

body was ready to do justice to supper.
At supper in the Logan House we had the pleasure of meetins:

Mrs.. Charles Fehrenbach, who had accompanied her husband for

the sake of gettine: a view of the scenery and to see Miss Oakley
shoot, but who on this day was disappointed by being kept m
doors. Mrs. Fehrenba.ch it was who superintended the arrang-

ing of the banquet, served to the visitors during the recent Wil-
mington shoot, and like her husband she is an ardent lover of out

door sport.
After supper a levee was held in Billy Clark's parlor, about a

score of sportsmen being on hand. Songs, recitations and smok-
ing, whiled away the hours until it was time for Billy to close up.

Nelae Alsip d istingnished himself by singing in .1, touching manner
the old-familiar "Killarney" and by reciting "'The Death of Little

Wesley," both of which were listened to with rapt attention.

There is one thing we must not forget to mention and that is the

dish of pie sent in by Billy Clark. Oh, Billy! many flne pieces

have we seen in our day, but never anything to compare with the

pieces of mince so kindiy donf ted by you.
Early in the evening Frank Butler dropped m and informed the

p8,rtythat as the weather showed no signs of improvement he
would call off Miss Oakley's engagement, and at 10:40 that night
"Little Sure Shot" took a train for the West en route to visit her
mother in Woodland, Darke county, O., this being her first visit

home for nearlv Ave years. Mr. Butler himself bade good-bye to

the party at a later hour, as he proposed starting for the East by
an early train on Friday.

The Second Day
opened with a partly clear^sky, but still there was a hazy look

that WHS not at all cheering. The air was cold and crisp, and up
to 3 A. M. it bad been drizzling. Some of the party started up th"

mountain on the n A. M. train, while others remained until 10:oO

awaiting weather developments. Before this time, however, the

oleuds had cleared away and the sun had deigned to show its

head. As soon as the early train arrived the match between Clark
and Sands was started, the weather being fair and the air cold

and crisp- The wind blew from the same direction as on the pre-

vious day. although it was not nearly so strong. The birds were
in much better condition than those used early on the previous

day, some of tbem being phenomenally fast and calling for all

the skill of the contestants. Bach man shot at 28 birds, SOyds.

rise, and Clark won by the appended score: ,„
riark. .. 210311 130223331011ool21-18

Sands .00021o21iaXll213111031 0-15
Then the live bird traps were removed and the first target event

was callpd, this beirg a match at 2S' targets each between Killets

m. 7. No. 8. No. 9. Nf-. 10.

Killetts 0111110000-5 1110111111-9 0011110000-4 1011000100-4
BUderbach..0111010111-7 0111100111-7 0111001101-6 1111111111-10

Onirk 0111011011-7 1100001110-5 1010010000-3

(Ilark 1111011001-7 1101111111-9 llllOUlll-9 0101111110- 7

Doc inoioiiii-8 ommnio-7 iioiiuui-o luiooiin- 8

Kottv OlOOODOlOO-2 1000100001-3 n01110001-(5 •.

KdwardB OllllinOl-8 0110111100-6 1001011011-6

Bell ]1t0ini011-7 1011001111-7 1110111111- 9

Patterson....'..". 0001011110-5 lOOOOOlOU-l
Nelse Alsip refereed the above events, and on one occasion he

created a laugh by a verv unique decision. Bell was standing be-

hind No. 4 trap, and when he called "pull" No. 3 trap was pulled

bv mistake and the target was shot a.t and missed. "Shoot at an-
other target." said the astute referee, "you had no riglit to take
that one." Bell did as he was told and broke his target, although
it made no difference, his score being out of the division.

The final event was a miss and out, $3 entry, one money. There
were only 19 birds on hand, so when this number was shot four
of the live contestants were obliged to divide the pot. The score:

Tappan 11^-4 Bell 2121-4

Quirk 1131-4 Killetts 210-^3

Thus closed the second Wopsononock tournrment, which, de-
spite the inclement weather, can safely be classed as a pleasur-

able affair. Everybody was in a holiday humor from start to

finish, and their good nature could not be ruffled by wind, rain,

shet, snow or cold. The contestants and spectators were of

course disappointed at not seeing Miss Oakley shoot, but they
consoled themselves with the hope of doing so in the near future.

For ourselves, we are glad we took the trip, as we met a jovial,

whole-souled lot of sportsmen, and had what we long wished for—
a view of the famous "Wapsy" Mountain.

, ^ ^
Coming down the mountain after the close of the tournament

there was the usual hilarity, practical joking, etc., in which every
one took a part. After supper another short "session" was held
at Billy Clark's. Here we were informed that a tbree-davs' tour-

nament would be held during the early part of .lune. 1893, when
it is hoped that the weather will be more favorable than last

week. At 11:45 P. M. when we boarded the eastward hound ex-

press and had bade good-bye to the jolly Altoonians, we made up
OUT mind that at the coming June tournament another visit to

the place would be paid by C. H. Townsenb.

W. O. Olake, of Altoona.

and England to decide the ownership of third money from the

live bird event of the pfeceding day. The Alleghany man was the
victor, as here shown:
England 1111111011111101011111111-33

KiUilts 0111010111110111111011101-30

Then came the following programme oyents, No, 1 being at 2o
singles, $3 entry,, and No. 3 at 10 singles, $1 entry, three moneys in

"^"•^^
No.1. No. 3.

Clark lllOlllllUlimim—19 1111110110- 8

Doc 01011110111110111101—15 0100011111— 6

Ouirk 10001111011110101101—13 1011000101- 5

Killett' 10111101011111111101-16 millOOU- 8

England 1 lOllllllllllllini0-18 1111111111-10

BeU 11100111011110111101-15 0111011001

Tappan • 1100110111

Fln?enbach }}}^}^]t tEdwards 1100100110 -5
Just here the party began to think of dinner, so over to the hotel

they went, about a score seating themselves about the festive

board. Mrs. Fehrenbach, Mrs. W. G. Clark and her four-year-old

son, Master Charley, had braved the wind, and come up to see

the shooting, remaining until after dinner. Master Charley is a
bright little chap, and one who will be a sportsman when he
attains the requisite age, being passionately fond, even at his age,
of a gun and dog. After dinner there was more music by the
" band," then a move to the grounds and a resumption of the
target events.

, . , ,,
And just here we would like to assert that in our humble opin-

ion these grounds are in a class by themselvea, as nowhere else

have we heard of a trap-shooting ground where one might enjoy
trap-shooting until wearied of the fun, and then by walking a
few hundred yards in one direction, get a bag of woodcock or
pheasants; walk off to the fields in the foreground and shoot cot-

tontails, or by going half a mile or so secure (if lucky) a shot at a
deer. Yet this is true of these grounds and the proof was given
early in the afternoon. During the dinner the talk had drifted

to game shooting, and one of the party gave a brief history of

"Old Ironsides," a famous old buck with a magniticent pair of

antlers who for years has defied the skill of tne huntsmen. "Old
Ironsides" is said to range as a rule on the opposide side of the
ridge from the hotel and grounds, and although thousands of

shots have been fired at him he is still monarch of all he surveys,
and as he grows older he becomes more wary and alert to danger.
All sorts of methods have been tried, but he is too keen to be
trapped. Several t imes he has been hit and has been tracked by
the blood marks, but never could he be found. While on this sub-
ject some one ventured the assertion that some of these days the
wary old buck will lose his life at the hands of some inexperienced
gunner, it being the rule that such game is killed by chance.
Incidentally it was also mentioned that a party of hunters

headed by an Altoona farmer named Isaac Grazier had that day
jumped two deer just below the hotel and that they were fairly

sure of getting one or both. The forecast proved true, for about
3 P. M. along came the party dragging after them the carcass of a
snike buck, killed about noon within half a mile of the grounds.
Mr. Grazier stated that his party had jumped two deer, but that

one had gone clear, although several shots were fired at it. We
secured a picture of the party and the deer and then returned to

the shooting house, where we were met by Mr. Banks, who had
been missing from the traps for an hour. This time he had spent
within a quarter mile of the house and had seen four pheasants,
three of which he had brought back as the result of his tramp.
We also secured a picture of Mr, Banks and his game.
During the afternoon quite a number of Altoona people visited

the grounds and these were deeply interested in the shooting.

None ot the events had more than nine entries, but the scarcity
of shooters did not deter those who were on hand from having
the j oiliest kind of a time. Below are the scores of the events
shot after dinner. No. a being at 5 pairs of targets, $1 entry, and
all the others at 10 aingle-s $1 entry; ^

No. 3 No. 4 N->. 5 No. 6.

Killetts 00 10 10 00 in-3 1111001101-7 0010011111- 6 0010000101-3

Doc 10 01 10 11 01-6 1010111010-8 1111111111-10 0111101111-8

Clark 11 00 10 10 10-'. llllOOmi-S 1111111111-10 1111101101-8

Bell 11 10 10 00 00-t 1011101001-fi

Quirk 10 1110 1101-7 IfilllUlOi-S 1011111011- 8 0010110110-5

Bilderbach .. UflUUlU-r 0111111001- T omilOlll-8
Kotty OlOlOllOOO- i OOlOlUUl-7

Shooting at Dexter Park.
There was a fair lot of wing: shots present at Dexter Park on

Election Dav and participated in one of Louis Miller's sweepstake
shoots. R . Phister, Jr., and D. Snipe took away the best part of

the money. The first six events were at targets from the rapid-

firing system recently adopted at the grounds, and the last three

were at live birds, five unknown traps. 35yds. rise. The score:
No. 1. No. 3.

B Phister, Jr 1111110110- 8 0110111111-8

T Short. 0111110101- 7 1010010011-5

BRathbone 1110001110- 4 flOlOOOlOOO-3

A BMerrihew 0011010000- 3 1110111001-7

D Snipe 0111100101-4

C Vincent 1100100001-4
No. 8. No. 4.

R Phister, Jr .llllllIllllllll-lS 11101 01011—'

T Short 110111001011110-10 1101011111-8

R Rathbone lieOlllOOlOOQlO- 7 0101110010-5

A B Merrihew ..100110101011011— P 0001110001—4

D Snipe 101100001000010- 5 ininoiio-8
L Schortemeier OOOlOlllOOlllU— 9 0110011110-8

C Vincent 0000000110-3

C Trees 0101011000-4

No 5, Experts No 6, Experts
R Phister, Jr 1010101100-5 0111000111-6

T Short 0010110111-0 0110100100-4

R Rathbone 0001010111-5 0000111001-4

A B Merrihew 0111100100—5 0011011010- 5

D Snipe 1000010010-3 00010O1O10-3

C Vincent 0001111100-5 1010101001-5

L Schortemeier 1011001101-6 llOlllUOl—

8

C Trees 0000101010-3 0100000010-3

No 7 No 8 No 9

R Phister, Jr 113313-6 111011-5 112132-6

T Short... 103111-5 112102-5

L' Schortemeier 112013-5

R Rathbone 101102-4 100131-5 031110-4

C Vincent 101121—5
DSnine .. 311221-6 111111-6 120132-5

ABM - ... 111131-6 281113-6 01ol21-4

C Loeble 103113-5

A Blinn 111102-5 113111-6 331131-6

H Robinson 113100-4

J Hogan 011320-4 3fl31o2-4

C Delhlofl 300133-4 132201-5

Interstate Manufacturers'and Dealers' Association

In response to a call by the manager, daled Nov. 12, a meeting
of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association was
held on Tuesday last at the Astor House. There were present
Mr. J. A. Dressel of the U. M. C. Co., Mr. Sampson, Mr. H. 0.

Squires. Jr., Mr. H. A. Penrose, Mr. J. W. Clinton and Messrs
Pentz, Lewis and Grinnell representing the shooting press.

The meeting was called to order at 2:15 and Mr. Penrose was
-requested to take the chair, Mr. Clinton acting as secretary. The
minutes of previous meeting were read and approved and the
treasurer's report, called for, was read and approved. This
showed that after delinquent assessments had been collected and
outstanding bills paid, a balance of about $1-50 would remain in
the hands of the treasurer.
The question of organization for the coming year was then

taken up and various plans discussed. It was moved at length
that Messrs. Dressel, Pentz and the Chair be made a committee
on permanent organization, to draw up by-laws and submit plans
of work for the ensuing vear. Two members of this committee
having declined to serve, Messrs. Sampson and Grinnell were sub-
stituted for them, the committee as appointed standing Messrs.
Sampson, Dessel and Grinnell, wh" are to report at the next meet-
ing, to be held Dec. 1, at 3 o'clock P. M., at the Astor House, New

The question came up incidentally of the withdrawal at Water-
town and Auburn of the guaranteed purses of the association. Of
this Mr. Penrose said that at Watertown, on account of the great
heat, the club held a meeting and requested that the purses be
withdrawn as the weather was so hot that no one would shoot,

and the money would be thrown away. In the case of Auburn it

was said that the president of tbe Auburn Club had stated that
there were a large number of shooters who would not enter if the
regular entrance fee for these purses was charged, and that in

order to secure this larger entry, the association has been re-

quested to withdraw the purses-
As there seemed to be some uncertainty as to the position of a

number of.members of the association for the coming year, it was
thought better to postpone further action until the next meeting
to be held Dec, 1. The meeting then arljourned.

The Unknown Gun Club.

The members of the Unknown Gun Club were present on
Thursday, Nov. 10, at Dexter Park, to compete for the club's
championship trophy and sweepstake; for the first tbe best aver-
ages to count, all ties divided. J. Sampson, E. Vroom and H.
Knebel, Sr., killed seven each. The rain beat down the birds so
that they could not fly fast. The scores:

H Van Stader 1110110-5 D Little. 1120311-6

J Sampson 13113U—7 J Vaghts 0113111-6

A B Merrihew 1101201-5 O Miller 2003111-5

E Vroome 13U121 -7 C Kollyer 1010111-5

H Knebel. Sr 3121113-7 J Rathbone 0110333-4
First sweepstake, entry SI; Sampson 3, Merrihew 1, Little 1,

Rathbone 3.

No. 3, same: Merrihew 3, Little 5, Rathbone 5.

No. 3. same: Merrihew 1. Little 2, Rathbone 0.

The New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

The regular monthly shoot by the members of the New Utrecht
Bod ard Gun Club for the live bird trophy was held at Woodlawn
Park, Gravesend, L. I„ on Monday, Nov. 14. Twelve entered at
10 birds each, 12 and 30yds., according to gun, under modified
Hurlingham rules. All ties divided. The score:
Dr Wvnn 2012o21021-7 H Blattmacher 0102101101—

6

D C Burnett 0131311112^9 W F Sykes .1 121310211-9
P Adams 011010U21-7 C A Sykes 11323120o3-r

P Heseman 1120311110-8 C Wingen 0113111111—1
CMMeyer 0103112333-8 JVT Shields ...0113011231-,*

J Voorhees... 210311l011-« Jljott OlOOmiOl-6

American Manufacturers' Association.

The following unsigned circular was sent out last week:
"To the manufacturers of sportsmen's supplies: There will he

a meeting held at the Astor House. New York, Nov. 16, at 1 P. M.,

for the purpose of considering ways and means of promoting the

interest of shotting in general, and trap shooting in particular,

for the year 1893. Matters of importance to American manufac-
turers will be brought up, and you are earnestly requpsted to ne

represented."
In respoube to this a meeting was held on Wednesday at tn°i

Astor House at which the following firms were rppresented: H. C.

Squires. American Wood Pow'ier Co.. U. 8. Cartridge Co., Lefever
Arms Co., Hunter Arms Co., W. Fred Qtiimby Co., Baker Anns
Co., Tatham Shot Co., the American E. C. Powder Co., Cleveland
Target Co. ^ , „ ^

,

When the meeting was called to order, Mr. ban ford, of the
Winchester Arms Co.. was chosen temporary chairman and Mr.
Harry Squires temporary secretary.
Prospectus read by secretary sot forth at some length the

desirability of forming an association to increase the interest m
trap-shooting. After it had been read in part, Mr. Quimby moved
its adootion. f'arried.
Mr, Quimby moved that the association be known as theAmen-

CP" Manufacturers' Association.
Upon motion of Mr. Quimbv the election of officers was taken

un. Mr. Sanford was nominated for president, but declined.
Mr. Chas. Tatham, nominated bv Mr, Quimby, was elected presi-

dent. Udou motinn of Mr. Quimby, Mr. F. E. Belden wnp elected
vice-president. Mr. Pquires was elected secretary, Mr Quimby.
on motion of Mr. Lin'lsley, was fleeted treasurer. In the absence
of Mr. Tatham. Mr. Quimbv took the "^hair. Upon motion of Mr.
Lindsley tbe chair was given p'lwer to appoint a committee of
three upon organization, Mr. T. H. Rpller, Mr. A. W. Dubray, Mr.
A. D. ('ourtney. A recess of ten minutes was taken to give the
commi^tee time for discussion.
The committer reported tha t Mr. .Tobn Pairker, of Detroit, be

made manager for the year 1893. The committee was Instructed
to put the prospectnain sucb'form that it may be sent out to

the manufacturers. Upon motion of Mr. Lindsley the meeting,
adjourned.

Trap at "Watson's Park.
BUHNSIDK. 111.. Nov 9.-Soores made here to-day bv the South

Chicago Gun Club, at 20 live pigeons each, under new Illinois State
rul"'?, for c'ub medal'
L Winard221311002123322]3213—18 P Miller. .31010201132221311111-11

A R.eeves.1113210333311001102l—16 D Larkin. 11230312101011313320-16
J Watson,13111110221100111111—17
L. C. Willard won modal.
For target medal, 30 bluerooks each: L. C. Wi1)=rd. 16 out of

80; A. W. Reeves. 6 out of 21; Jobn Watson, 5 out of 18; P. Miller,
go out of 30: Doc Larkin, 7 out of 18.

Nov. ii.—Scores made here to-day by the Gun Club of Chicago,
at 15 live pigeons each, under new Illinois State rules, for club
medal:
J O'Brien 012313113101111—13 W" P Mussey. .310112023101033-11

L M Hamline.9312132-W2Uai-14 *Cao Anson ...011112111311111-14

H B Foss 2001001010' 0103- 7 *A W Adams..010110012131020- 9

F Cop 010311133031201—11
*Guests. L- M. Hamline won medal.
Mussey, Anson, Hamli'^e, Foss and O'Brien then sbot a dollar

freezeout three times: Mussey and O'Brieu divided the first,

Anson and Foss the second, and Anson won the third alone.
Five-bird sweep for bir<is:

Hamline 20221—4 Mussey 11013—4
Foss 01133—4 Adams 0021 1- 3
O'Brien 00101—3 Adams's brother 00003—1

Ravelbigg.

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

A OBiviNG snow storm did not prevent the members of the
Parkway Rod and Gun Clnb from holding their regular monthly
shoot at Dexter Park, on Wednesday, Nov. 9. The shooters were
divided in three classes, with a priz^ for each class. A. Botty, J.

Blake and J. Short, had a good race for the medal and cHss A
prize; the first being the winner with a straight score of 19. H.
Selover won in class B, and A. Waldnn in class C. It was quite
dark when the last shot was fired. The scores;

Class A. Class B.
J Bennett 3111120—6 HBramwell 1203111—6
E Helgans 1133131-7
A Andrews 1112120-6
T .Short 1313313—7
J Blake nilllS-T'

HSelover 1110113-6
H Bookman 3012303-5
C Reim 1121012-6

Class C.

A Brewers 2230211-6 M Mpyer 3311031-6
A Botty 3113133-7 P Wolfert 1111032-6
T T Edgerton 1111111-7 A Wahlden 3131111-7

Ridgewood Gun Club.

The members of the Ridgewood Gun Club held their last shoot
of the season for the dub badge, at 0. Deckelman's Ridgfiwood
Park, on Friday, Nov. 11. G. Durst and F. Ibert tied with 6 each
out of 7 at 35vda. rise. On the shoot-off Ibert won. There was a
high wind blowing rUiring the shoot, which aided the birds in
escaping the shot. The scores:

J Welz > 1023310—5 G Durst 2311211—6
Ci^chneider 0032003—3 C Kadel 0032n00—

3

.T Gardes lO'SOOl—4 L Gehring 0332011—5
CZerweck.. 0001003-3 F Ib-^rt 3222203-6
G Nolte ,. .0003000-1 P J Eppis 0131000—3
B Weigel 0000330—3 0 Deckelman 0000033—3

A Tie Shooting Match at Dexter.

An exciting shooting match was shot off at Dexter Park on
Friday, Nov, 11, between Frank Ibert and C. Wissell, tbe former
is a well known brewer and the latter ia the proprieter of Cvpress
Hill Park. Both shot at .50 birds. 37yds. rise, for $50 a side. C.
Wissell led up to the thirty-iifth round and then gradually fpll

off. Ibert had bad luck in his birds falling dead out of hounds,
but managed to kill his last three and mado a tif of 33 each:
C Wissell 21013301331000031 13321011—18

01213030110100200201123 1 0-15-33
F Ibert 0 1 02313113231020ol02010o0-l5

10oo33013300313331112ol21—IS-Sa
Referee, Mr. E. Helges.

Fountain Gun Club.

The Fountain Gun Club held its regular monthly shoot in a
snow storm at Woodlawn Park, Gravesend, L, 1.. on Wednesday,
Nov. 9. Ten competed for the best averages at 10 birds each, -Tust

half of the number killed 10 stra'firht, there not being any cash
prizes, a sweenstake was shot off at tiiree birds, then miss and
out. Dr. Van Zile and A. Crook divided on the ninth round. The
birds were fair considfirine tbn st^Tm. The scores:
OWingert.. 1112131131—10 H W Blattmacher .01 11102011— 7

A Eddy imnilll—10 JFOrr 1 010113311- 8
Dr Van Zile 1131211111-10 A Du Bray 2111112111-10
W Shumacker. . ....1101310111- 8 A Crook 0113331213- 9

E H Garrison 0320202322- 7 R Phister, Jr 1131211113-10

Boiling Springs Gun Club.

The first of the new series of monthly shoots of the Boiling
Springs Gun Club was held on Nov. 9, the sport being cut short by
the snowstorm. In the club shoot each man shot at 25 targets.
The scores:
James -lOUU llOOllllOOllllOOlll- 18
Mever '. 011011000011001011 10111111-14
Laribels.... noiOllOllOOOOOOOOOllllOOO- 9
Edehohls •. 0010111110101001110011111-16
Paul 1101110011000000111X101110—13
Tpe Kay 1111111111011000110100110-17
In two 10 target sweeps the scores were: Tee Kav 7-8, Paul

8-6, Hobart 10—7, Meyer 7—5, Edehohls 2—1, James 6—5, Jones 5.

American Wood Powder.
It must long have been manifest from the Foeest and Stream's

trap-3hooting reports from various parts of the country that the
American wood oowder has come to the front as a popular factor
in trap work. The explosive has proved to possess so many points
of excellence that its use may be fairly characterized as uni-
versal, and the leading cartridge-loading concerns catalogue
American wood powder shells in their ptoek of standard supplies.
T'^'e test of experience appears to have demonstrated the safety,
efficiency and convenience of this form of nitro product.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and prpserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
In Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

lodern Training,

Handling and Kennel ManagemRnt.

By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breedinf of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Broadway. New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBET & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

TET THE WIMEB, IS THE NITfiO TBIALS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
In ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIR£S, I need not tell you where he hves, order some of our WalsX*Ode Specials if you are

going to a pigeon match, or for target and game send for Walsrode in U. M. C. Smokeless. Our ammunition is extremely quick and hits hard. Shoot them
against your favorite powder. All we ask is a trial. Tests of our powder show a high velocity, low and even gas pressure, slight recoil, no dirt and least
smoke of all Nitros. Several Governments have adopted our powder. All our ammunition is powder loaded at our Magazines. The loads are guaranteed
correct and are safer than any other Nitro.

Shotted with Chilled Shot

12-Ga. IT. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hundred.
Walsrode Specials Gastight 3.00

$3.25
3.75

O. HESSE, Sole A^ent U. S. America.
Magazines and Office. Red Bank, X. J.

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and PistnlB nri>
being mtrorluced, and on account of their superior accuracy.jire preferred.

-^wwis »ie

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than anvother pistol ever made. "un." any

STEVENS RIFLES, have made records which \vere considered impossible.
STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters Thetare marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty. ^

^'^ha^^^rfcoil'*"^^^'^'
^^^^^ proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Box 4108. Chicopee Falls, Mass.

SPECIAL PKICES TO

Our 1893 Catalogue will contain some special low
quotations on FIRE ARMS, PIGEONS and TRAPS andLOADED SHELLS, Etc. It will pay every one so inter-
ested to obtain a copy, which shall be sent on receipt ot
2 cents to cover postage.

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 11 Warren St., N. Y.

SHOOT BLUE ROCKS.
Use Expert Traps and Electric Pulls.

E. C. SNUFF 'EM OUT CARTRIDGES.
The Best, Quickest and most Reliable Cartridges

loaded. Better than hand-loaded because more regular.
Send for List.

The Chsmberlin Cartridge and Target Co.,
OLEVELAISTD, O.

To Attract the Attention

. of Ducks
USE

. 3 G.I Duck Calls.SUPERIOR IK NOTE AND TO>E AND T .ED BV DUCK SHOOTERS.
Giiide ISO. 760. Cocobolo TVood and Xiekel Tip." 7G0 H. " >i Horn Tin

^

THE ART OF SH00TIN8.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting,

With extracts from the best authorities.

By CHARLES LANCASTER.
LONDON, 1891. PRICE $3.00.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
At the special request of many gentlemen who have placed themselves in my hands for

instruction m the A.rt of Shooting, I have written this treatise. I have endeavored to meet
tJie special requirements of those who are anxious to become proficient in the art, and who
iiave hitherto been unable to obtain, in a precise form, tbe information necessary for study-
ing the first principles of shooUng at moving objects.

I have had the honor of coaching many gentlemen, and have carefully studied the
points especially requiring attention that have cropped up from time to time while giving
instruction. I hope that those who favor me by studying this treatise may quickly gain
tne knowledge so essential for the making of an average if not brilliant shot.

_
i nave purposely refrained from touching on the several merits of any class of gun—

wruf ^
i^?".™!^^^^

myself; and, indeed, so many good works on the subject have been
written, that it is really unnecessary.

I trust that authors from whose writings I have made extracts will pardon me whentney recollect that 1 have at heart one object, viz., the advancement of a manly sport

P^^l"/^' ^"^^ occupation to many, and to the patronage of whose fol-lowers i am mdebted for many pleasant days.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N.Y.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

ISg'i. Boards, 288 pages. Price, $1.00.
tub; AUXHOR'S XNTROUIJCXIor* EXri^AIJiSs

shoottol bi?t ha v.'LT.^?^^Tt,
^^""^ numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

at a pSfular^HL V^-u ^"^^ ^^"^ make the sport a life's study. Published

Soot^inrbelievW^fTn V.^
''^^''^ hitherto been deterred from

c^nto vkvtt^7Z^^^^ *°.^f
expensive recreation. The author's aim is to induce all who

-un for^Seasni p h^.tf^^ ^ sport and to advance the interests of those who can look to the

who have .
?i^°'^Pftion, The book is not wintten for experts, nor for those

Sake itil XaoHvP ? T^^"" Kf'/T,
acquisition of the art of shooting; and in order to

bent postpaid by
FOREST AJfD STREAM PUBUSHIKG CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
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THE ^NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.

The constitution which was adopted last June by the

New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game provides for the complete separation of the trap,

shooting and the deliberative purposes of the organiza-

tion. The game and fish protection interests are in-

trusted to an executive committee made up by a

representation of one delegate from each club, and this

committee meets four times each year.

The first quarterly meeting of the executive committee

was held in Syracuse last Thursday; and we are not say-

ing too much in declaring that gathering to have been

the most important in the recent history of the Associa-

tion. For it was the Syracuse meeting of Nov. 17 which
was to determine whether or not there was in the Asso-

ciation itself material for an efficient protective organiza-

tion, whose members would gather in a business conven-

tion devoid of any shooting or other outside attractions

whatever. The event more than justified the faith of

those who were at the Syracuse meeting last winter

and were determined to restore the State Association to

its original purposes and activity, rather than to form a

new society.

The meeting of last week was attended by delegates

representing twenty-four clubs. The gathering was of

mature, substantial, solid-looking men. The two sessions,

morning and afternoon, were marked by interest, earnest-

ness and harmony. For the initial meeting under the

new order of things it was a grand showing of strength.

In character and results the occasion gave the refutation

direct to those carpers who, after the June meeting with

the adoption of the new constitution, prophesied that we
should see the same old purposeless and barren delibera-

tive sessions. No one who was present and listened to

the speeches of one after another, representing so many
widely separated sections of the great State of New York,

could longer doubt that the Association is rapidly getting

into trim for a career of useful endeavor and achieve-

ment.

The time is certainly promising for such a renewal of

effort, devotion and activity. There is no State in all this

great Union where the conditions are richer in possibili-

ties and promise. New York has in large measure passed

beyond the stage of ignorant thoughtlessness and of crim-

inal wastefulness as to her great natural resources of

field and wood and stream and lake. The public has had

a vast amount of wholesome education and enlighten-

ment since the State Association was organized as the

"Sportsmen's Club of the State of New York" in 1859;

and since 1869 and 1879, and even 1889. Game pro-

tection, and more especially fish protection, have been

growing in popular understanding and approbation, and

they are, slowly it may be, but none the less surely,

coming to have their right place in the public economy of a

wisely administered commonwealth. At such a time and
under such conditions, the new Association has had its

birth, and the outlook for the future is most auspicious.

The keynote of this first Syracuse meeting was har-

mony and cooperation of sportsmen and sportsmen's

clubs with the game protectors and the fish commission-

ers. And this must be taken as the keynote of the suc-

cess of th§ Association.

There is in New York an admirable system of State

Game and Fish Protectors. The system, it is true, is of

human institution and cannot be perfect; but those who
have given it the most careful and intelligent study are

convinced of its possibilities. If game and fish are to

be protected in this State, the work must be done by the

State game protective service. The Association then has

before it a very definite practical and practicable field of

effort—to give aid, encouragement and support to Chief

Pond.and his deputies, and to develop and perfect the

efliciency of the service.

A reading of the reports made by members of the Com-
mittee last Thursday will show that the clubs which have

accomplished most are those which have called to their

aid the district game i^rotectors, or have secured the ap-

pointment of local protectors whose work they have di-

rected and whom they have upheld in the discharge of

duty.

While there is thus a practical mode in which every

local protective club may accomplish its purpose, the con-

^'erse is no less true, that in the Association and its con-

stituent clubs the protectors have powerful allies. In-

deed the aid rendered to the protectors by local clubs

was gracefully and cordially acknowledged by Chief

Protector Pond; and it must have occurred to every one

present at Syracuse that such public gatherings of their

friends and supporters will have a quickening and en-

couraging effect upon the protectors. It is a declaration

to them that they are not fighting the battle alone.

The problem of New York game and fish protection is

less complex than it was. The way to a solution appears

to us to be clearly pointed out. It is to be found in the

harmonious and co-operative working of the State pro-

tective service and the State Association.

It would be difficult to overestimate the possibilities of

such a cooperation. The opportunity is an unusual one.

But opportunities bring with them responsibilities. If

the opportunity now inviting the New York State Asso-

ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game is such as it

has never had before and such as no other organization

of similar aim has ever had, the obligations which go

with that opportunity are no less unusual and momen-
tous; nor are they the less binding because they have been

assumed voluntarily.

The spirit shown by the delegates who met in this first

meeting gave unmistakable and abundant assurance that

the Association is now in the control of those who ap-

preciate its opportunities and will not seek to evade its

responsibilities.

DEER ON LONG ISLAND.

The autumn of i692 will long be remembered by Long
Islanders and those who go there to gun for the abund-

ance of its game. Deer are said to be especially numer-

ous and many of them have been kiUed. Ducks, too, are

much more plenty than usual, and the Great South Bay
is said to be fairly covered with broadbills and other

fowl. About the abundance of the quail not so much is

said, yet a great many birds are found—great, strong-

winged, stout fellows, that rise with a rattle like half a

dozen snare di"ums, dart away like so many ruffed grouse,

and plunge into the densest cat-briers, whence it takes a

plucky dog to start them again, and a quick eye and
hand behind the double-barrel to stoji them.

Of all the accounts of Long Island game which we re-

ceive, perhajis the most interesting is that which tells of

the abundance of the deer. A dozen years ago these

animals were supposed to be almost exterminated, and
not long after this the Legislature established a five-year

close time, which was reasonably well observed and gave

the deer a chance to increase. At the expiration of this

close time a large number of deer were killed, for the

animalswere numerous and tame. Various changes in the

law have taken place, and at present the legal time for

killing deer is limited to seven days in each year, or from
the 10th to the 16th of November inclusive. Even in this

short time many deer are secured, for they are very tame.

One observer reported recently that in his locality, from
Nov, 10 to Nov, 15, no less than thirty-eight deer were
killed in the Long Island woods. It is but a few days

since the passengers waiting at a station on the line of

the Long Island E. E,. saw a wild deer feeding on a lawn
but a short distance from the station.

That deer still exist, and in considerable numbers, on
Long Island is due not to the law—though, of course, this

' helps topreserve them—so much as tothe existence of large

preserves at that point on the south shore where the deer

are most ntimerous. The extensive ground of the South-

side Club, and of Messrs, Cutting, Vanderbilt and Fraser

furnish a feeding ground and refuge where the animals

feel safe from molestation. No shooting is allowed on

thfese estates, and the result is at present the deer are

holding their own if not increasing. Hunters will under-

stand that they cannot pursue game here. This fall a

man wounded a deer, which ran on to Mr. Vanderbilt's

place and fell dead on his lawn. The hunter followed it

until he came within sight of the house and saw the deer.

Then, realizing that the game had escaped him by dying

on another man's property, he left for parts unknown.
It may be doubted if anywhere on Long Island condi-

tions prevail like those about Islip. If there were more
of these large preserves there would be more deer within

one hundred miles of New York,

NEW ENGLAND FISH COMMISSIONERS.
The Fish and Game Commissioners of New England

met at the Parker House, Boston, on Wednesday, Nov.

IGth, There were to have been present of the Massa-

chusetts Commission, E, A. Brackett, of Winchester,

E. H. Lathrop, of Springfield,, and J, C. Young, of Well-

fleet; of the Maine Commission, E. M, Stilwell of Bangor,

Henry O, Stanley, of Dixfield, and E. W. Gould of Sears-

port; of the Ehode Island Commission, J, M. K. South-

wick, of Newport, Henry T. Eoot, of Providence, and

Wm. P, Morton, of Johnston; of the Connecticut Com-
mission, James A, Bill of Bill Hill, and Wm, S. Downs
of Birmingham ; of the New Hampshire Commission,

E. B, Hodge, of Plymouth, Willard H, Griffin of Ken-

niker and G, W, Eiddle, of Manchester; of the Vermont
Commission, John W, Titcomb, of Eutland, and F. H.

Atherton, of Waterbury, But several of these gentlemen

were hindered from being present, though a good dele-

gation was at hand, Hon, E, M. Stilwell was taken sick,

soon after reaching Boston, and could not be present.

United States Fish Commissioner McDonald happened

to be in Boston on his way from Washington to Glou-

cester, and was made the honored guest of the occasion.

The desirability of a uniform code of game laws was dis-

cussed, but no decisive conclusion was reached. The

Gilbert trout bill, which was presented to the last Massa-

chusetts Legislature, and which provides that reared

trout and other edible fish, raised and grown in private

ponds, may be put on sale during the closed season, was
talked over, and many of the gentlemen present were in

favor of this measure, but no action was taken toward

furthering it. Indeed this proved to be a rather inharmo-

nious feature, since the Maine Commissioners, with Com-
missioner Hodge, and several others, are very pronounced

against any measure so dangerous to the wild trout of

the several States,

SNAP SHOTS.
In the work of awakening public sentiment on the

forestry question in New Hampshire, Rev. J, B. Harrison

writes in the Critic, a poem is needed, and he calls for

some one to put into the "swinging movement of verse"

the truth and the sentiment that shall appeal to the popu-

lar heart. "Let me make the songs of a nation and I

care not who makes their laws." Mr, Harrison is right.

The theme is worthy of our poets, and to aid in such a

'campaign of education" were no mean ambition for a

maker of verse.

At the Syracuse meeting of the New York State Asso-

ciation last week, a resolution was adopted calling on
District Attorney Nicoll to bring the Delmonico woodcock
case to trial. This may not move the District Attorney,

but it will be quite likely to move public opinion, and

public opinion will do the rest.

The date of the annual dinner of of the Massachusetts

Fish and Game Protective Association has been set for

Thursday evening, Dec. 8. President Harrison, Presi-

dent-elect Cleveland, Governor Eussell, and other distin-

guished guests, have been invited.

There is a possibility that a special building may be
provided for the angling exhibit at the World's Fair.

The plan heretofore adopted has been to make the angling

display a part of the fisheries division.

We are told that the Vermont proposition to license

netting in Missisquoi Bay is of the nature of a retaliatory

measure against Canadian fishermen. The Vermont bUl

has passed both houses.
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RUSTLINGS FROM THE SELKIRKS.
Larubait Camp, Trout Lake, West Kootenay, Aug.

31.—The FOBEST AND Stream reaches me at this point of

the Selkirk range by the way of Revelstoke at the second
crossing of the C. P. E,, thence south twenty-eight miles
by the C. & K. line of steamers to Hall's Landing on the
Columbia, where the responsibility of the Government
mail service ceases and the welcome visitor is forwarded
by individual courtesy twelve miles by rowboat to the
end of north arm of Upper Arrow Lake, and by trail of
fifteen miles over the divide, where it is perused from
time to time by twenty or more prospectors, who make
this point headquarters for supplies both for placer and
quartz mining. They pack their requu-ements for a trip

of from six to ten days, as circumstances warrant, and
rustle over the mountains of this undeniably rich mineral
belt; and when the grub is out they return for a rest and
feed, and to compare notes and exchange interesting sou-
venirs of their varied experiences. It is good manners
and wise policy to refrain in any manner from question-
ing the veracity of camp-fire narratives.
These first-comers in a new mineral field get the cream

of the finds. Later on rich locations may be made by
expensive prospecting of covered veins.

It may be interesting (at least to yoiir English readers)
to know that developments of mining prospects in this
flection disclose large bodies of galena on several ledges
that assay from 40 to SOOoz. of silver, and at least three
locations show ore in considerable quantities assaying
from $600 to $1,100 in silver and gold, besides from 40 to
60 per cent, of lead to the ton.
In your issue of Aug. 11—lately received by pack train

—you suggest that your angling columns are always open
to communications. As this is a section abounding in
game, consisting of bear in four varieties, caribou, deer,
mountain goat, three kinds of grouse, and fish in variety,
quantity and quality, there is something to write about.
But what aDout bears, caribou and fish? Well, this

camp, consisting regularly of five shacks of six large
tents, with occasional temporary additions of from two
to six single fly tents, is abundantly supplied with
salmon, trout and caribou, but no goats have yet been
shot, although many have been seen, and one of our
party, armed with a revolver, thought he had a lot of six
corraled on the side of a cliE, where they could not
escape, but four went up the nearly perpendicular cliff,

where it did not seem possible to obtain a footing, and
two went into a cave or grotto, where, after passing a
very dangerous point of the rocks, he followed them, and
seeing their eyes glistening in the dark several yards in
the rear, he blazed away. Moving forward and hearing
a scrambling to the left he looked round in time to see
them emerge from the entrance which they had reached
hj a side passage. It takes a high climber to get moun-
tain goat, and when found you don't most always get
them.
In this section caribou are found during June and July

lying down in the snow in some basin or side bench" high
up, where they can see any approach from below. All
above the edges and in the hollows of the snow they find
the fine moss blown from the trees and they are also less
annoyed by flies and mosquitoes than on the lower
benches, where they can be found evenings and at eai-ly
dawn on the caribou marshes feeding or drinking. In
August and September they remain lower down, and
about the first of October the bucks begm to roam and
round up the does and heifers into bands that work up
the mountain when heavy snows come. They remain all
winter high up among the balsams and gray moss. Last
July, being camped about nine miles down the lake, I
loaned my .55-38 Marlin to Andrew A., who was doing
assessment work on a claim high up the mountains, The
next day five caribou came up below him and lay down
in the snow. His companion skirted the edge of the
cliff, and at 150 or 200yd8, shot two fat heifers. Each
cartridge got a caribou, which was a very acceptable
addition to grub supplies. It is lawful for miners to
shoot all game required for food. A sack of the dried
meat was brought to this camp, and about the time it
was gone Blackburn's party shot a fat bull and cow that
were discovered on the snow in a basin just below the
summit. The velveted horns and most of the meat was
brought down to camp, where it was smoked ;and dried.

Personally, I have toted a pole-pick more than a rifle
this year in search of or examining other parties' finds of
metalliferous deposits. Three days ago Juric N. came in
and reported to me, confidentially, that "about four miles
out on the North Fork trail, half a mile beyond Poole's
shack, he found, on the first and second benches, plentv
of caribou tracks, with the skunk's cabbage and devil club
all beaten down." As I had leisure for a few days while
waiting for the superintendent of the Eevelstoke Smelter
and an Enghsh mining expert, I put up four days' grub
and packed out to the locality, camping at the skack I
found plenty of ti-acks, large and small, and the beatendown skunk s cabbage and devil club, that delusive and
luxuriant species of the cactus that grasped at when
chmbing, "biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an
adder, but although a dozen or more runways centered
at one of the marshes on the creek, a mile up from the
trail the track-makers did not show themselves dm-ing atwo days stay. By my camping above the marsh theywould have come to me, sooner or later, but the weatherwas bad, sleety and wet, and I did not at this time wish
to nsk the exposure in the open.
Now, a few words about fishing. Trout Lake is abouttwenty miles long and from one to three wide Mv first

experience fishing its clear water was in July and August
last year. The sample, two hours* trial, was a success.Paddling a dugout canoe along the East Shore for a mileor so, trolling 100ft of strong line and a largl tWhook spoon tackle fastened with wire at the end, two
5lb3. salmon were secured after the usual circus of deep

Sr'tfi-. f1^''??'^^ ^^'^ incoming tactics. Crossingthe lake T caught two larger salmon weighing 10 to

brook trout was hooked and secured, and at the mouth of
^^^^^"^^ "S^t of tte lake

tnnkS! ^/?"'' "^^^ ^^^S ^^^^^ »^<i bodies, werehooked and "run m" after a plucky fight. The asf^n-e-gate weight of the seven fish was about^Slbs, ThVwaa
Snoi^ir^^Jr^ ""{.^^^ fishermen, although seyjalspoons y^m lost by iiot baying ^ wire fastening,

^
'

"

Later on, in August, when about six miles down the
lake I put out the troll line, and on reaching my destina-

tion, 16 miles down, I showed up four salmon that would
dress 8 to lOlbs. each, their tails being from 9 to llin.

broad and their length twice their center girt, A few
have been landed that weigb 18 to 301bs.

This year I fished with a rod and live minnow bait in

the beforementioned deep creek, a,nd hooked and landed
two lake trout weighing about 6 lbs. each. Mr. Hough
should have been here to see the battle; he could teU the
boys about it in a manner to make theii' desk chairs very
uncomfortable sittings.

Silver and rainbow trout from i to Hlbs. weight can be
caught in August and September in the Lardeaux Eiver
that runs by our camp and empties into the northeast
end of the Take. From 5 to 6 P. M. they rise readily to

fly tackle and make good sport for an expert with light

rod and reel. When a salmon takes off the spoon tackle
he jumps out of the water the same as when on the line.

Regarding bear, the bulldog head grizzly will not al-

ways attack on sight as the long nose, white-face grizzly
of the upper Columbia does; but they loom up large, and
when wounded invariably go for the gun smoke, and
they strike their foe without rising, as is customary with
the black and brown bear. As it generally takes several
shots to stop a large grizzly, old prospectors do not tackle
them unless they have a clear field and possible oppor-
tunity for inflicting a mortal wound. Their weight in
this section ranges from 600 to l,200lbs. Last May Mr.
P. and partner went up the mountain to the right of this
camp for bear and found two grizzly in a gully about two
miles from the head of the lake. P., who was ahead,
shot one with his .45-90 Winchester. It was a fatal shot,
at 75yd8. , but on locating the smoke the bear scrambled
rapidly up toward it. P. waited coolly for a favorable
opening, and at about 40yd8. tumbled him over with a
broken shoulder. On hearing the shot the larger bear hur-
ried down the gully toward P.'s companion, who carried
a .44 Winchester. F. concluded to remain quiet.
Not hearing any shot P. came down and said, "Why

didn't you shoot? I thought you came out to hunt bear."

"WAYLAND's" SELKIRK SHACK.
Made with cedar bark, without a nail, srrooved and tied with cedar bark

withes. Slanting roof 9x14. Plat root 9x12.

F. is said to have stammered out, "I-I don't know as
I've lost any bear around here."
The skin of this bear has just been sent out by pack

train. It was in prime condition and the four claws were
over 4in. long clear of the flesh.

Jack S. shot a charging grizzly dead, with his only
cartridge, at SOyds. The ball went in above the eyes
and ranged lengthways through the body.
Last month Tom A. and partner were chased by a

grizzly that was rooting up gopher holes. They had no
weapon but a knife. As a bear cannot travel as fast
down as up hill, they struck down for the trail toward
their cabin, not far distant. The bear was gaining on
them and the situation was a serious one, both being
nearly winded, when as a desperate resort Tom stopped
suddenly, turned and swung his hat, at the same time
shouting with all the strength of will he could master.
For a wonder their pursuer stopped-, which gave K. time
to run down a bluff and reach the cabin where Tom soon
joined him, followed by the bear, which stopped on seeing
the cabin door shut in his face.
Only last week two men from this camp were pros-

pecting on the west range, when, four miles from camp,
they came upon four large grizzlies nosing among the
roots of a green slide like a lot of swine. It is seldom
that more than two are seen in company. Very few
silver-tips haye been met here this year. Only one has
been shot, within my knowledge. Their skins are not so
heavily furred as the grizzly. The hair is about Sin, long
on the back, of which Sin. is black tipped with white
They weigh from 400 to 6001ba. The brown bears are also
scarce and range in size with the black bear, which are
very plentiful and weigh from 200 to 4001b8., and wiU
run on sight of man. A good trapper can make large
wages during the winter by trapping beaver, martin,
fisher, otter, wolverine and skunk, and in poisoning black
and gray wolves.

This melange will be wound up by the narration of a
ten minutes' personal adventure last September in the
Lower Arrow Lake section. As I was coming down the
mountain a perpendicular bluff necessitated a detour.
Turning to the right I struck a deer runway, and while
following it down in a diagonal direction I was brought
to a standstill by the sight of a stump or a deer's head
and neck just showing up on the edge of the bench below
at a distance of 800 or l.OOOyds. The object was perfectly
motionless and so was I, who was bound to wait a while
for demonstrations in case the doubtful object should be
animated. It seemed a long time to wait, but finally a
slight movement of the head was made and then slowly
the whole form of a full-grown black-tail deer came into
view. Cocking my rifle I sunk down and crawled be-
hind a rock and then worked my way down to a gully so
as not to be seen by the approaching deer, which I soon
perceived was accompanied by a young fawn trotting afew yards behind. The old doe came forward with a sort
of ambling trot that took her over the ground rapidly
Occasionally she would stop and look round for the fawnand also to try and hear or get scent of something suspi-
cious ahead. These tactics were repeated several times
tttttil within 100yds, or so, when it seemed she got scent

nie, m me ^pproaphed yerv caijt4oiisly and loo^e^ over

to the tree behind which I was stationed, admiring the
animated and rare display of untamed and undomes-
ticated maternal solicitude. Although my rifle constant-
ly covered the deer I had decided to refrain from pulling
trigger until the quarry was at the head of the gully,
about eOyds. away and squarely sideways to me. On
nearly reaching this location the deer stopped and looked
directly my way, at the same time turning her head round
toward the fawn, which came trotting up. The deer then
looked over to me and I fancied if she could talk would
have said: "Sir, I cannot see you, but I feel that you are
near me. I have taken extra risk of exposure by daylight
in accompanying this little one to the lake for drink.
Pray do not take advantage of my maternal complacency'
but let us go in peace."

'

Although handy to camp I lowered my rifle and let her
go on up the mountain, ^atland.

ANOTHER EXPLORATION.
Quebec— Since our excursion to Lake Pas de Nom we

have made another exploration somewhat more interest-
ing. It was on a river well known now to manv Ameri-
can anglers, but mostly on a part of it where in ail human
probability no fisherman before ua had ever cast a fly
Our rendezvous was at the Tenth Poratge, familiarly

known as "Le Dixieme," or "The Tenth." My Professor
was a day late in arriving, which did not surprise or dis-
concert me at all, for I knew that the railway by which
he must come from his summer retreat could be relied on
to miss all the connections possible.
But when he did arrive we were all ready to embark

two canoes, three passengers and three boatmen One
canoe was my old Chameau or Camel, which it requires
two men to handle properly or portage. She gets her
name partly from her carrying capacity and partly be-
cause she has been so loaded and knocked about so
wrecked, repaired and re-covered that she has lost' all
semblance of her original form and looks about as much
like a camel as she does like a canoe. She was originally
covered with bark, but when that eventually got beyond
repair I substituted canvas.
The river we were to go up has a bad name. The

Canadians generally 8tigmati^;e it as une meeJiante riindre
(a wicked river). I had taken cai'e to have good men
The faithful Nazaire did not feel equal to the
trip, and I took Damase in his place. Damaae
is a gool all-round canoeman, though he had no
special acquaintance with these waters. But he is a man
a good deal of Nazaire's stamp. If there is a thing to be
done or a place to be reached, you can rely on him
to reach that place and do that thing, and I knew that hehad courage and endurance d toute epreuve. There is no
better man for work in the woods than Damase. He is
a good deal of a hunter too, and I expect has killed more
caribou than any other man in all this region The
manners and customs of all the beasts and birds 'whose
tracks we came across were quite familiar to him. Those
sharp eyes of his would see a muskrat's hole where 1
could find only a lot of brush. O'est le diaUe pour .s-e

cacher (he is the devil for hiding), he said of one duck
that was seen a little way ahead of us on a river- but he
spied him out in his tangle of branches, and we 'ate him
for breakfast. I am rather afraid Damase has not all the
regard for the game laws that a really good citizen ought
to have, and I was half glad that no caribou came within
shooting distance of us. On the duck and partridge ques-
tion we were all right, but about the caribou it was not
certain, and Damase did not seem to care; But I fear memuch that if one had come within our reach I should
have risked becoming particeps criminis with him bv
eating a piece of the steak. (We found afterward thatmy scruples were needless, as the close season ended on
the first of the month instead of the loth, of which I
was not quite sure.) Just now I am reminded of what
he said about the superiority of modern firearms For-
merly, in the days of the old-fashioned muzzleloaders a
good many caribou escaped, but now, with the Win-
chester rifle, Quand on les voit on les tue (when we can
see them we can kill them). I remember once, a good
while ago, I asked him if the caribou had any particular
abiding places or if they herded together in yards like
moose. He said, "Non, il est toujours chez lui" (No, he is
always everywhere at home). Damase is a good deal
like that himself, always and everywhere at home in the
woods.
The other two canoemen were men who go annually

into the region we wanted to visit for the purpose of
trapping, and so were somewhat familiar with the river
I find that many of these trappers remain on their
grounds only some five or six weeks in the year, goine
into the woods about Oct. 1 and returning by the niiddle
of November. They go two together, set some 300 or 400
traps and snares of different kinds, visit them twice or
three times, and then take them up and go home, work-
ing in lumber shanties through the winter. They go
about m their canoes, and get away before the ice is very
troublesome. A smaller class stay longer, going the
rounds of their traps of course on foot after" the cold
weather sets in. My men said that their first and last
rounds,when setting and baiting the traps and when tak-
ing them up, usually took two weeks time, and the inter-
mediate roimds about one week. They establish a goodcamp for their headquarters and for storing their furs
and carry a light tent for shelter on their journeys. The
peltries are mainly beaver, otter, mink, muskrat, marten
and foxes.
Having made the short portage of Le Dixieme, we were

poled up the river, the current being too swift for much
paddling. The first rapid we reached was "Lea Trois
Roches," where the passengers scramble through the
woods as best they could, but the canoes were got up with-
out unloading. Here we got the first trout of our trip and
so were sure of our supper, but a couple of hours later at
the mouth of the Pierre, we could have taken enough 'for
half a dozen suppers in a very short time. There we
camped and caught what we wanted, putting back into
the water all but enough of the largest ones for a couple
of meals.
Next morning we started un river again. So far as

this I had been fishing before, but beyond all was new
—at least in summer. We were not going far and had
plenty of time, so we dropped our flies in a good many
hkely looking places and rarely failed to get as many
trout as we oared to gtpp for. We poled nearly all the
way, but got on wgll, Aa Damage's hejp was not needed

took giin ^n<i ftftrtf^ jjitft tl^g ^vporls to try to '^^j.
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U8 some partridges, he said, but I fear he was looking for
caribou.
Wheu he rejoined us toward evening he rpported hav-

ing seen in a swamp a pathway of caribou '•Ca de large et

de ereux" (so wide and so deep). I diacounted his

story by 75 ptr cent., as I usually do with such reports;
buc even then it was apparent he had come across the
track of several animals, perhaps four or five and perhaps
a dozen. He said he waited a while in hopes of seeing
one, but as it was getting late and we might need him
he came away.
Our young gunning friend was all enthusiasm for

going out early next morning to try for a shot. But in
the morning, when he found that it had been raining
during the night, and that the swamp was a couple of
miles away, his ardor abated. Moreover, the night pre-
vious he had burned his boots so that there was not much
left of them but the soles and the lacings, and on the
whole he thought he had better stick to trout fishing,

which he could do barefoot. I approved of his prudence,
for I knew that Damase has no more idea of distai ce than
an Indian, and his two miles Avere as likely to be five as
anything else.

I occasionally get a laugh on Damase when he under-
takes to tell how far it is to any place by T'epeat.ing what
an Indian is reported to have said: est tout ^ytoche:

on voit la boeagne. Rien que quinze Hems.''' (lu Is close

by; you can seethe smoke. Only fifteen leagues,) Five
or ten miles, I know, are nothing to him. I used to think
I was a fair all-day snowshoer myself, but never, in my
best days, would Thave trusted myself to follow Damase
on a caribou hunt. I only know of one man that I would
bet on to do it, and that man hasn't any more meat on
his bones than would decently cover a clothes pin.

Damase isn't built that way at all. He stands about oft.

lOin. and weighs iSOlbs. He doesn't start suddenly, but
wheu he gets to going he don't stop. He goes over the
ground like one of those carcajous, whose tracks are
occasionally—very rarely of late years—found in these
woods; that same steady, monotonous, unrelenting put-
ting of one never-tiring foot before another. And like

the carcajou, he eats when he gets there, not before.

There is no stopping for lunch or 5 o'clock tea with him.
The good Nazaire was not an easy man to keep along
with when he was in his prime, but Damase I always
had a wholesome awe of in that particular and never
took him on a long tramp. So I am not sure but our
young friend was fortunate in having his boots burned.
At the rapids a Thifaut we found, as we expected, that

we had serious work before us if we insisted on camping
further up the river. At that stage of the water it was
possible to get up the empty canvas, without passengers
or baggage, and we decided to camp there and do the
rest of our exploring without our impedimenta. So,
while the tents were being pitched some of us fished.

And such fishing! The river seemed to be teeming with
ti'out, and they were hungry. So were we, but we
avoided taking small ones as much as we could, and
when we got them put them back. We took none so
large as I thought it likely we should get. The largest
ones were of about a pound and a quarter and from that
down. We saved none that would weigh under about
half a pound. I was rather surprised that we saw none
of all of those three and four-pound fellows such as are
sometimes found a good deal further up the river and in
some of its branches. Not that I care about them, a
trout that will weigh three-quarters of a pound or a
pound suits me well enough tor sport and is far better
eating, but we were on an exploring expedition. There
are, no doubt, some very large trout in the streams and
lakes further up, but I have never seen them. In some
places I believe they will take the fly and in others they
will not. I heard to-day that a gentleman from New
York recently took one weighing T^lbs. But it was taken
with bait in 60ft, of water. My informant, a sportsman
pur sang, who I think would sooner go hungry—just a
little bit—than take fordinaUs with anything but a fly,

said he would as soon fish for cod. I don't exactly know
how I should feel about it myself. I am not so much a
sportsman as he. But as I said before, three-quarters of
a pound will do very well, and six men can dispose of a
very fair lot of them, especially when Damase is of the
party. We got enough. We could not have eaten any
more and had very little salt.

So we camped, and the next morning the empty canoes
were poled up the rapidg. Tne passengers, with Damase,
took to the woods, where we found a very good path
made by some lumbermen who had been obliged to port-
age a good part of the provisions for "the drive"' on their
backs. The rapids are called a mile and a half long, but
the mile is a long one. The canoemen said that after the
rapids we should have a mile and a half of eau niorte,

but I found their ideas of dead water very different from
mine. Apparently, to them dead water is any water that
is not broken into rapids white with foam. The current
was still very swift, and we poled nearly all the way from
the top of the rapids a Thifaut up to those of La Sauva-
gesse, where the passengers disembarked again. The
water being low, we crept along the river bank. The
rapids a Thifaut are wide and shallow, while those of La
Sauvagesse are steep and broken by enormous boulders.
One, quite in the middle of the river, called "La tuque
de la (b'aMragesse," bears a striking resemblance to tnat
characteristic Canadian headgear, the "tuque." The
canoes were coaxed along from rock to rook and from
point to point, and at about a couple of miles further up
stream we lunched—and fished.

There were tiout everywhere.
Here too, as in many other places we found the "ouata-

see." This fish is so common here that it seems to me he
is hardly appreciated as he ought to be, for he is very
good eating indeed and a really good sized one is no fool
to handle with a light rod. I took one weighing about
21bs. with a fly. just below the surface, although usually
only the smaller ones rise. The Professor eventually suc-
ceeded in getting one home in order to settle a disputed
point. Its real name is Levcosoimis puIeheUuft, but it is

variously called "roach,'" "roach-dace," "red-fin," etc.,

and is widely distributed. A man told me once that after
a few days of fiish diet he and the men with him actually
preferred the "ouatasee" to the trout.

Having gone up river as far as I felt any special interf st

in going, and having reached a place where lor a Iouk
distance the river was wide, and too shallow for rilh- r of
our canoes, we decided on turning back. The Professor
and I loafed and fished a little, our gunner went for
ducks, but got us only one, and Damaae took an hoar's

tramp into the woods, trying to find a couple of lakes
where I was told by excellent authority I could load a
boat with trout in a couple of hours. We didn't want a
boat load, of trout just then, but thought that if there
were any such lakes in the neighborhood we should like
to see them. We afterward learned that we had gone
beyond them, and that if we had looked for them a mile
or so further down instead of up the river, we should
have found them in ten minutes. So there are more lakes
that no fly-fisherman has ever visited and another pxcur-
pion in store for us next summer. Two of my friends had
come across these lakes when caribou hunting. Whether
those big trout that were so ravenous in winter will take
the fly next August remains to be seen.
We ran the rapids of La Sauvagesse in a very small

fraction of the time it had taken us to go up. It was as
exciting a business as I wish to engage in. If our canoes
had not been beautifully handled we should surely have
been swamped. I have run rapids before, but I will
award the palm to La Sauvagesse. At the rapids a Thi-
faut a difference of opinion between om'two men resulted
in running us on to a rock, where we came within an ace
of getting capsized. We ran part of them safely until we
came to a place where Lazare said we must get out or
risk the whole with no chance of getting to shore.
We disembarked and Damase ran the canoe down alone,

reporting that we might all have gone as well as not, and
got out with perfect safety within a few yards of our
camp. There was a little friction between the two men
about that time, but I incline to think Damase was cor-
rect, for we had already decided that Laz ire's prudence
verged very closely on timidity. But he knows more
about running rapids than I do, and it is a matter in
which it is best to err on the safe side.
At the foot of the rapids and close by our camp I fished

again. And what quantities of trout there were! At
almost every cast one, two and sometimes three little

chaps would be out of the water at once, tumbling over
and turning somersaults in the most ludicrous manner. I

A LITTLE FISHER MAID.

Amateur photo by W. O. Held.

(Forest and Stieatn Amateur Photography Competition.)

laughed until- 1 was tired. We did not care for many
more fish and we threw the flies chiefly to see the trout
jump at them, avoiding catching them as much as 1
could ; but once in a while a bigger fellow would rush in,

and make off with the hook himself. Htm we saved for
the frying pan, but the small ones went back into the
river very little the worse for their experiences. Some
people might say it was cruel sport, but I am of those
who think fish are not very sensible to pain. It was only
a few days ago that a trout carried off a poorly fastened
fly for me, and within five minutes he rose again and I

caught him with the hook still sticking in his mouth.
Two acquaintances of mine were fishing together when
One lost his whole casting line with three flies on it. A
few minutes later the other man caught the trout and
recovered the whole thing. So I do not consider that
my quarter of an hour's amusement hurt the trout much,
though I do not know that I ever before fished for trout
that were not wanted to be eaten. I do not approve of
cruelty even to fishes. I invariably kill my trout before
taking them out of the landing net as the most safe, con-
venient and humane method. I do not like to see or hear
them flopping about in the bottom of the canoe. I had a
man with me once who used to put his fish alive inside
his flannel shirt and next his skin for safe keeping. I
should think the feeling would be disagreeable.

I have said we had very little salt and so we despaired
of being able to send any fish to our friends. But one of
the men found a logging road near our tents and some
distance up the road was a camp and in the camp was a
small box of coarse salt, left there because not worth
carrying away. It was a godsend for us. We packed up
a good lot of trout to send away and the Professor care-
fully salted and packed the 2lb.' "ouatasee" to take home,
for one of his friends had insisted that a fish with such a
mouth as was described to him must be a sucker and
would never rise to a fly. When the fish was nicely pre-
pared for transjjortation we came away and left it, forget-
ting all about it. Perhaps he is there yet.
We went down the river, ran all the rapids, camped

again at the mouth of the Pierre, caught more trout and
other "ouatasee"' and reached the railway near The Tenth
two hours before our train was due and four hours be-
fore it arrived. There was plenty of time to amuse our-
selves with photography and novel reading but we event-
ually reached a camping ground on our homeward route
«nd arrived back at Lake Clair in good time the next day,
T p Professor allowed that it was all very well to visit

and explore new fishing grounds but when one is in Para-
dise one might as well stay there, and that hereafter he
was not to be tempted away from our favorite lake. It
is true that of all trout the Lake Clair trout is "first and
there is no second." G. pe Montauban.

A PRAIRIE CHICKEN MIGRATION.
During the siunmer of 1886 it was my good fortune to

make a ten days' visit to Isle Royale, T do not think any
one was living on the island at the time except light-
keepers, but 1 met quite a number of fishermen and old
miners who as well as the light-keejjets knew a good deal
about the place and from all of whom I received much
information concerning the beasts and birds that were to
be there found. Of the latter the only game bird that
was mentioned was the partridge or ruffed grouse.
Last summer (1890) I made a second visit to the rocky

little island and was surprised to find that in addition to
the ruffed grouse, the pinnated or prairie chicken was also
an inhabitant. At our first camping place which was
near by the abandoned Minong copper mine, we met with
as handsome a covey of chickens as I have seen in many
a day. They were real prairie chickens and no mistake.
Again I interviewed "ye ancient ones," formy curiosity

was excited—-excited not only because their presence run
counter to the information of five years before, but for
the further reason that the exceedingly rocky, rough,
mountainous, timbered and bush-covered island was not
the character of country in which I had been accustomed
to seeing these birds. But the old fishermen and others
assured me the birds were there, but they had "recently
come in" they said. "How long since ? "Three orfour
years ago," answered one and "four or five" another, and
"a few years ago" answered still another, and so on.

It is enough to say that I was satisfied that the prairie
chicken was a recent arrival, but whence came it, was
the next question. The island is from twenty to thirty
miles from the North Shore of Lake Superior (I write
without map or data before me) and it seemed reasonable
enough that the birds could have crossed on the ice like
the deer are said to do, but the country along the North
Shore as seen from the deck of a steamer seemed so in-
hospitable to prairie chicken life, that it looked un-
reasonable to account for their presence from that quarter.

Later on .Jo and I made a canoe trip along the Isoun-
dary between Canaaa and Minnesota. We followed that
somewhat remarkable lacustrine water way which
begins at the mouth of the Pigeon River on the North
Shore and leads northwesterly to the Like of the Woods.
Leaving the North Shore at Grand Marais we wagoned
and packed across the country to the lake chain we were
to follow, reaching it about fifty miles from the mouth
of the river.

For a few miles after leaving Grand Marais the coun-
try was covered by a dense forest of timber, but on reach-
ing the high land which was ten or twelve miles back
from the lake we found ourselves in an exceedingly hilly,
nay mountainous and rocky region, which at one time
had evidently been a finely timbered region, but the
timber had been swept away by fires and the whole
country was overgrown with thickets of bushes and
saplings. Our Indian guides, Shingibis and Swamper,
spoke of this region as "the plains," and both assured us
that prairie chickens were to be found on these "plains."
Shingibis was little if any short of sixty years of age,

but was still rugged and capable. He bad spent all his
life in the woods as trapper and hunter, several years
being in the employ of the fur companies. He was an
intelligent woodsman and I have no reason to suspect the
truth of what he said. We did not ourselves see any
chickens, but we were told by others afterwards, who
had been through the region , that the story of the Indians
was true.

Whence came the chickens to the so called "plains"
of the North Shore ?

Before leaving the island I met with a very intelligent
gentleman from Duluth, whose name I have forgotten,
who gave me the following account of a chicken migration.
"Some twelve or fifteen years ago,'" he said, "the prairie
chickens invaded Duluth and vicinity in flocks of thou-
sands. They came apparenty from the west and south,
and great numbers perished in the lake while others
passed on down the North Shore and went no one knew
where." It was generally supposed he said that they
were fleeing from the hunters.
A more diligent inquiry might have resulted in more

definite information, out I had no opportunity to make it.

The question is one that is not altogether devoid of in-

terest. Four-footed animals have been known to mi-
grate—to leave one country for another when the former
became too hot for them on account of the hunters, or too
poor for them because of the lack of food; and so too the
wild turkey and the quail will move from one locality to
another in search of iood. I know of an instance (from
report of those who sawj of the wild tui'keys traveling
from one part of Indiana to another m the early day, in
search of more abundant food. They traveled in a scat-

tered flock and were half a day passing a given point.

But this chicken migration is, to say the least, quite re-

markable—remarkable because of the great distance the
birds have apparently traveled, and because of the new
conditions to which they seem to be habituating them-
selves. D. D. Banta.

Eggs Killed by Heat.
Quail seem to be less numerous this season than for

several years past. Some suppose the. wet spring was the
cause of the scarcity, but I cannot assign that reason, as
the rains were too early, for it is known that the hatch-
ing season is not until about harvest time. My opinion is

that the hot summer had much to do with it. Whether
this opinion has ever been held by others I cannot say, but
I noticed that after an uncommonly hot summer years
ago the birds were unusually scarce. I reason upon the
case thus: a degree of heat above 106° Fahr, is dangerous
to the germ of the egg. Now, supposing the temperature
of the egg at a certain stage of incubation to be 100' ; when
the bird leaves her nest in quest of food, the rays of the
sun, should they find entrance to the nest, must in a short
time raise the temperature of the eggs sufficiently to kill

all or a portion of them. Does not the reason seem quite
plausible? West Virginian,

A Book About Indians.—The Fobest and Stream will mail
free on applicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr. Q-rlnneU's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of oonteBtR
wd apeclmen illuatratlonB from the volume.—^ fif.
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SWAMP RABBIT vs. MINK AND WILDCAT
DUEiNG the highest rise of Red River in the great over-

flow of last summer, it was my misfortune to be an eye-

witness of a scene that is rarely ever presented to a

hunter.
In May the river warned the planters of the parishes on

both sides that it was necessary to move their stock to the

hills for safety. Barelv bad we time to drive our stock

of mules and cattle from Gold Dust Landing to the foot

of Indian Hill, on the Bossier Parish side, before the

levees around Navigator Point broke, and the raging

waters rushed under the residence of my son-in-law,

Lawson K. Hodges. A delay of six hours would have
drowned our entire stock,

Mr. Hodges remained in hie house to take care of it,

while my daughter and granddaughter went to Shreve-

port. 'From Indian Hill I drove the stock to the hills bor-

dering on Lake Bisteneau. There I remained for several

weeks, until my anxiety to learn the condition of my
friends on the river determined me to take a skiff and
row over to Gold Dust.

It was a Sunday morning, about the first of June, when
I stepped into an excellent skiff at the foot of Indian
Hill to go to Gold Dust. I had four good oaismen to

pull against the racing waters. This hill, named after

the Caddo tribe of Indians, who had a village on its sum-
mit as late as the first settlement of Shreveport, was a
splendid site for those dusky aborigines. Nowhere was
game more abundant. The" finest trout and perch liter-

ally filled all the bayous and lakes. Four large springs
boiled up along the foot of the hill, thus affording the
tribe the best of drinking water; and to this day do many
families along the banks of Red River camp during a part
of the summer at these springs, and enjoy themselvt>s in
hunting and fishing. It is only four and a half miles
from them to Knox Point or Red River. A public road
leads from the hUl across the bottom to the river, and no
doubt it had been an Indian trail for hundreds of years
before the first white man traveled it. Half a mile from
the hill runs Red Chute, which was crossed by a good
bridge. In not many places is Red Chute fordable. At
the bridge the bayou is some 400ft. wide, and just below
it widens into Swan Lake, that is from half a mile to a
mile or more in width, and over ten miles long. Red
Chute takes its rise way up in Arkasas, where it is called
Bodceau, which expands into a long, wide lake of the
same name about thirty miles north of the bridge. From
this lake it takes the name of Red Chute. During the
summer Swan Lake goes dry, while Red Chute cuts its

way above the bridge by a bayou known as Cross Bayou,
which is two and one-half miles long and empties into
Piatt River, about a mile from Knox Point. My route
would take me to the bridge and thence up the chute as
far as the plantation of- W, H. & C. B. Hodges, thence
across that into a road that lead from my own place to
the river at Gold Dust.

On the Sunday morning that 1 started I found twenty
or more skiffs and canoes tied at the foot of the hill,

with not less than a hundred negro men, women and
children, some anxious, like myself, to learn the safety
of their friends, others assembled for curiosity, and not
a few to wait for the return of a party sent to rescue a
cow that was reported to be standing on the gallery of a
cabin on the Hodges plantation, with the water nearly
over her back. Most of these negroes were refugees
from the river and had now camped on the hill in brush
tents for several weeks. The negro does not believe he
is free unless surrounded with a number of worthless,
mangy cur dogs. The rade tents were swarming with
chickens, cur dogs and hogs, which they had brought
with them from the river.

Before starting, the party arrived with the cow tied to
the skiffs and her head pulled on the stern to prevent
her drowning while being towed along. Great was the
shout applauding the rescuers when the skiffs struck the
land. I could but smile as the old negress who owned
the animal deliberately hugged and kissed her poor
favorite, that looked its gratitude, even if it could not
express it, but in a long mournful low.
Everything being arranged tomy satisfaction I ordered

the skiff to be imtied, and a few strokes of the oars bore
us to where the water was 17ft. deep over the public road,
a rise of 5ft. higher than in 1890. When we got to Red
Chute, the bridge had been washed away and could now
be seen knocked to pieces and lodged a tfuarter of a mile
below against some trees, swaying back and forth like
the gigantic sawyers of the Mississippi. The current
thus far had been slack and easy to row against, but
when the skiff entered the chute it was running like some
mountain torrent. With the greatest difficulty could my
four oarsmen pull against it. Many logs were rushing
by us, and I dreaded lest we should be struck by one
and all hands sent full fifty feet to the bottom of the
bayou, We were compelled to hug either side and keep
close to the trees that fringed the banks, not only for
protection, but to render the rowing easier. We were on
a sea of water stretching for fifteen miles from the hills
of Bossier to those of Caddo Parish. Soon after we
passed the mouth of Class Bayou one of the oarsmon re-
marked, "What ails that big swamp rabbit?" All eyes
turned to the direction he was pointing, and we saw a
very large rabbit sitting on a big cottonwood log, with
its head turned partly on its shoulders, intently watching-
something behind it.

°

"Look at that mink," another rower exclaimed, and we
saw a mink slowly creeping down the log, evidently with
the intention of catching the rabbit.

"Bless my soul, if there is not a huge wildcat swimming
across the Chute, and it is coming right to that cotton-
wood log. Stop, boys, there is going to be some fun, you
bet, and that pretty soon," said another oarsman.
The skiff was pulled to some overhanging branches of

a tree and there stopped for us to observe the maneuvers
of the three animals and await the result of the tragedv
that was about to be enacted before our eyes. It was a
struggle for food, mastery and life.
The rabbit paid no attention to us, while the mink so

intent on getting a breakfast, to break its long fast,'no
doubt, either had not observed us, or, if it had, did not
care worth a cent. The wildcat, too, was intent on get-
ting to the log, or to take shelter in the lofty pecans that
were left standing in what was known as the "HodgpsCane Deadening.

'

When the mink got within distance to make a spring to
catch the rabbit, pussy dived into the water and under
the log, and rising some distance up the Chute eluded the

mink, that ran down the log with the expectation of

seizing the rabbit as soon as it should come to the surface

at the foot of the log. Waiting a short time and not see-

ing the rabbit, the mink ran back and catching a sight of

its intended victim, plunged into the water where pussy
had been, but she was not there then. She had again
dived under the log, and did not come up until very near
its lower extremity, where she hid herself in the broken
projections of the end of the log.

In the meantime the mink ran back and forth, in vain
endeavoring to secure a sight of the rabbit. Coming
down to the very extremity of the log it scented its prey,

and made a quick plunge into the water to seize it. But
the rapid current carried the mink some distance below;
before it could recover the lost space, and the rabbit div-

ing the instant the mink made its spring, came up on the
opposite side of the log, and swimming low down in the
water with only nose out up to the top of the log, con-
cealed itself in the roots that were hanging down.
"Just see that wildcat," exclaimed some one. "He is

going to have a finger in this pie, but if I had my gun I

would make pie out of him. You bet, wildcat is good
eating, better than coon, a big heap."
Looking in the direction the negro was pointing I ob-

served an extraordinary large wildcat of the catamount
species, leaping from a pecan tree to a water oak stand-
ing near the roots of the cottonwood log. No doubt the
cat had observed what was going on, and hunger had
emboldened it to make a dash for a breakfast, though his
deadly enemies were watching it. By this time the mink
had returned to the log, and was slowly creeping forward
to the roots, closely scanning both sides for a sight of the
rabbit. Before it could get in catching distance the rab-
bit again dived, with the mink in rapid pursuit. By
some means it managed to elude its pursuer, and the
rabbit screening itself by the side of the log sank with
nose only out, while the mink crawled on the log to
observe where the rabbit should rise.

During this part of the struggle the cat had leaped
on the log and crouched so low as to escape the eyes of
the mink, and there waited for further developments.
The mink heard the slight noise the cat made on leap-
ing, and supposing it to be the rabbit, ran rapidly for-

ward and right into the mouth of the cat, whose vora-
cious jaws closed on its victim with a snap quite audible
to us. Rising in an instant with the mink in its mouth,
the cat sprang on the oak, and running out on a large
limb, leaped into the pecan and was lost to sight.
Pussy was saved and came out of the contest conqueror,

and I was glad of it. The negroes wanted to catch her
for their dinner, to which I positively objected. A rab-
bit that could elude and out-maneuver a mink and a wild
cat was certainly entitled to its life, and I devoutly
prayed it might live through the ravages of the overflow
until the waves subsided.
Had I not been an eye-witness I could not have be-

lieved that a poor, innocent, helpless rabbit could have
escaped the attacks of two such ferocious enemies. By
no means could a cottaintail have gotten away from
them. But the swamp rabbit loves the water, and is as
much at home in it as on land. It generally makes its

form either in water or in open marshy land with little

or no grass around it.

This was the only incident worth relating on my route
to Gold Dust. The current ran so fast that it required
five hours of rapid rowing to land on the levee that was
not swept away, a mile below Gold Dust. We anchored
the skiff on the third step of the residence of Sir. Hodges.
Water 3ft. deep was under it—water around it— water
everywhere, and not lees that 13 to 15 miles wide. Chick-
ens and young turkeys were cooped on the galleries, safe
from drowning, but dying from long confinemtnt.

I found Hodges, Mr. Willis Graham, the cook and a
couple of nego men, the sole tenants. I ought not to
omit that my fine setter, Bruno, was also there. My
daughter and granddaughter had gone on a steamboat to
Shreveport.
The next morning I bade all adieu and returned to In-

dian HiU. Only one hour it took to row with the current
to our point of starting.
This great, disastrous overflow has disgusted me with

all rivers that overflow their bottoms, and I have vowed
never to live on the banks of any overflowing rivers.

George D. Ales a nder.

A MINK TRAGEDY.
WriiiilAMSBURG, Ind.—It was my good fortune to wit-

ness a tight to death between a couple of male minks a
fortnight ago, one of the most fearless as well as silent
struggles I ever saw. In one of the largest stone quarries
in western Ohio a small clear brook grows larger, deeper
and wider by the help of the clear, sparkling water of
many a spring, issuing from the crevices of the lime-
stone, and flowing through little hollows and around
pieces of stone that have been thrown out as worthless.
In the course of years the accumulation of the rubbish
or "dump," as it is termed, has made a perfect retreat
for minks, weasels and rabbits. Having considerable
amount of dirt in it the quarry affords a paradise for such
animals that are in the habit of burrowing close to small
streams. One afternoon as I was on my way to another
block to give some instructions to my men I accidentally
glanced toward a small sandv spot running out into the
stream, forming a peninsula or cape by the junction of a
httle brooklet and the main or larger brook. The spot
was bare with the exception of a few Spanish needles,
and was overhung with small willows. Standing within
six or: eight feet from me were two large male minks
eyeing each other intently, their small eyes looking like
coals of fire, and with mouth slightly open, their backs
arched, necks stretched forward, theii- hindlegs close on
the ground, they looked very much like miniature tigers
waiting an opportunity to spring toward each other.
The first motion was a quivering of the bodies fol-

lowed by increasing rapidity in breathing. Then slowly
each advanced toward the other until 18m. apart, when
each seemed to be gathering all the strength possible tomake a final leap. After standing motionless for a full
minute, one of them turned his head a little to the right
and instantly the other did the same. Probably ten
seconds elapsed while in this attitude, when quicker
than the eye could follow they sprang toward each other
and catching by their throats just back of the lower
,]aAv. held to each other with a grip that meant death to
the one that should let go his hold. With a determina-
tirn to conquer or die, they wound each other round and
round until exhausted from loss of blood, wlien spread-

ing their fore feet to brace themselvep, they stood per-
fectly still until one of them staggered, then fell, pulling
the other with him, laying them both down on the sand,
growing weaker and weaker umt'l they ceased to breathe.
When they were dead, I picked one of them up, and the .

jaws of each were so set that it was with difiiculty I

pulled them apart. The battle was probably of a min-
ute's duration, in which time the animals never noticed
my presence, or if they did they made no signs of their
knowledge of it. I presume the object was for one to
catch the other so close to his lower j-aw that he could
get no hold upon his enemy's throat, when a very short
time would decide the battle.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION.
The tenth annual congress of the American Ornithol-

ogists' Union was held in Washington, Nov. 15, 16 and 17,
in the lecture hall of the United States National Museum.
There were present of active members the following
gentlemen: Dr. J. A. Allen, Prof. W. B, Barrows, C. F.
Bachelder, Capt. C E. Bendire, U. S. A., Frank M. Chap-
man, Dr. Elliott Coues, D. G. Elliott, Dr. A. K. Fisher,
Dr. Theo. Gill, Dr. C. Hart JVlerriam, H. Nehrling, Robt.
Rirlgway, John H. Sage, Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, Dr. L.
Stejneger, L. S. Foster, Dr. D. W. Prentiss and Mr. Geo.
B. "iSennett. The associate members present were Vernon
Bailey, Job Barnard, Prof. F. E. L. Beal, Dr. L. B. Bishop,
B. W. Everman, Dr. W. H. Fox. Henry Hales, E. M.
Hasbrouck, T. S. Palmer, Wm. Palmer, Witmer Stone,
W. E Clyde Todd.
The sessions of the first day were devoted to business

and were not open to the public.
The report of the secretary showed the jiresent member-

ship of the Union to be as follows: Active 45, honorary
23. corresponding 74, associate 416, total 557.
The report of the treasurer showed the finances of the

Union to be in excellent condition.
Mr. D. G. Elliott gave notice that he was not a candidate

to re-election to the presidency of the Union.
The following gentlemen were elected officers for the

ensuing year. Dr. Elliott Coues, President; Wm. Brew-
ster and 13. W. Henshaw Vice-Presidents; John H. Sage,
Secretary and W^m. Dutcher, Treasurer. Additional
members of the council were elected as follows: Dr. J. A.
Allen, C. B. Corey, C. F. Bachelder, Dr. C. Hart Merriam,
Robt. Ridgway, Dr. L. Stejneger and D. G. Elliott.

The result of the ballots cast for active members of the
Union showed the election to membership of Frederick
A. Lucas, Witmer Stone and Leverett M. Loomis.
Sixty-six associate members were elected.
Complaint has been made that during the sessions of

the Union there is not time enough for the reading of
the papers offered to the Union. It was therefore voted
that hereafter there shall be a session of the members of
the Union held during the evening of the day on which
the stated meeting of the council takes place, at which
session the officers of the Union and members of the
various grades shall be elected and whatever business
may be brought up shall be transacted. As the meeting
of the council takes place on the day preceding the open-
ing of the general meeting of the Union, and as the first

day of this general meeting is usually altogether given
up to business, this change will add to the session a full
day to be devoted to the reading of papers.

'

A resolution was passed that on the decease of any ac-
tive member of the Union the president shall appoint a
committee of one to prepare a suitable memorial of the
life and work of the deceased, to be read at the first stated
meeting of the Union, and to be published in the Auk as
an expression of the sense of the Union.
On the last day of the session twenty-one associate mem-

bers were present.
A resolution was passed thanking the Board of Regents

of the Smithsonian Institution for use of the lecture hall
of the National Museum.
A resolution was passed thanking the Washington mem-

beris for courtesies extended to the visiting members.
The old Committee on Nomenclature and Classification

of North American Birds, consisting of Messrs, Allen,
Brewster, Chapman, Coues, Cory, Elliot, Henshaw, Mer-
riam and Ridgway, was reappointed.

It was voted that a committee on communications, con-
sisting of three members, shall be appointed by the presi-
dent each year, which shall receive from the secretary
all papers sent to him, fz-om which said committee shall
select those to be read at the annual meeting, Mr. D. G.
Elliott, Dr. .J. A. Allen and the secretary were appointed
such committee.
The question as to where the next meeting of the Union

shall be held was finally decided in favor of Cambridge,
Mass. The session to begin on the third Tuesday of
November, 1893.

The programme of papers read before the LTnion on
Wednesday and Thursday, which sessions were open to
the public, is as follows:

1. Birds of Lewis ami Clarke in 1893. Elliott Coues.
3. hummer Birds of ladiana and Clearfleld Counties, Pennsyl-

vania. W. E. Clyde Todd.
3. The Geograpbical Distribution of the Genus MeQmc.o{)& in

North America. E. M. Hasbrouck.
4. Summer Birds of Prince Edward Island. Jonattian Dwipht, Jr.
5. A Partial List of the Birds of White Head Island, Maine.

Arthur H. Norton.
C. The Origin and Geographical Distribution of North American

Birds. J.A.Allen.
7. The Life Areas of North America considered especially in Re-

lation to their Classification and Nomenclature. J. A.
AUen.

8. The Fly-catchers of the Myiarchus meximneus and M. cineras-
cens groups. J. A. Allen.

9. Notes on Birds observed in Cuba. Prank M. Chapman.
lU. Remarks on the Origin of West Indian Bird Life. Prank M.

Chapman.
11. A Review of the Faunal Literature of North American Orni-

thology. Prank iVl. Chapman.
12. Some Eccentricities in Geographical Distribution. D. G. El-

liot.

13. Habits of the Knot (Ti^Pnga ddmitus) in Massachusetts, George
H. Mackay.

U. Migration of CharadHus domMcUs in Massachusetts in 1893,
George H. Mackey.

15. The Autumnal Plumage of the Hooded Warbler. Wm.
Palmer.

16. Pood-habits of the Common Crow. Walter B. Barrows.
17. A Preliminary Investigation of the Pood-habits of Ampel/is

cedronini- F. E, L, Beal.
18. Notes on HelminthoijliUa clrnjsopU'ni, viniui, JeiiciilirmcliUilis

and lawrencei in Conneetleui. .iohn H. Sage,
19. Additions to the List of Manitoban Birds. Ernest E. Thomp-

son.
20. Feeding and Breeding habits of tlie Manitobaa Icteridse,

Ernest E, Thompsoo.
21. Peeding-habita of the Pinewood Woodpeckers. Ernest E,

Thompson.
23. The Distribution of the Genus Harporhynchus. T. S. Palmer.
?3. Exhibition of Bpecimens of the .Imperial Woodpecker. T. S,

palmer.
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A Black Lynx.
Calais, Me., Nov. 15.—Your cuts of the wild amtnala

have all been very fine; the last, Lynx canadensis, very
lifelike. This wildcat a few years ago was very common
in our woods, and Lynx rufiis did hardly ever occur.
Now it is much more abundant than canadensis. About
five years ago a taxidermist, Mr. Tappan, secured a black
Lynx rufus, a very pretty

,
glossy black animal. I wanted

to procure it for the National Museum, Washington, but
as a black lynx was something very rare, he did not care
to part with it. It was taken down into southwest Flor-
ida. I afterward saw him in Minneapolis and he con-
sented to send the skin, which he had tanned, to Wash-
ington as a fur specimen. This wildcat {L. rufns) is very
abundant in Florida, but much smaller in size. Hair thin
and coarse even in winter. Geo. A. Boardman.

Black Muskrats.
Brewer, Me.—Black muskrats are not such a rarity as

Mr. Koch, in your last issue, seems to think. Though
not common in Maine, still some are taken here nearly
every year, while in New Jersey and other States they
are quite common, so that usually several thousand are
offered at the London sales wlienever any rats are sold,

March 4, 1889, C. M. Lampson & Co. offered 23,905 black
rats. .January 31, 1890. they offered 9,920, and March 28
of the same year 14,933, while March 19, 1891, they sold
22,028. It is very safe to say that over 20,000 black
muskrats are exported every year. M. Hardy.

"That reminds me."

THE PANTHER'S SCREAM.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The many stories you have published of late in regard

to the horrible screams of the panther remind me of one
which was current here years and years ago, and which
I think is timely.
One of the first settlers here owned a farm which was

but a short distance from Grand Eiver. The head of the
family was away from home most of the time trading
with the Indians, and was on an expedition of this kind
when the incident occurred. Late one afternoon one of
the boys while working in the garden was nearly para-
lyzed by hearing the awfullest, blood-curdling, "hair-
lifting" screeches and screams coming from the woods
down near the river. He dropped his hoe and ran horror-
stricken into the house to find his mother speechless-
eyes, ears and mouth wide open, wondering what could
possibly make such an unearthly, ear-splitting noise and
where it came from.
An uncle who lived near by soon appeared, gun in

hand, dog at heel. "Did you hear it, Jim? What was
if? Get your dog and gun; let's go down in the woods,"
and away they hurried. A careful hunt was made, but
no awe-inspiring monster was found, nor even any tracks
nor visible signs were seen to indicate that any great
calamity had visited that locality. After much wonder-
ing, considerable talking and a very careful looking
around the house and adjacent fields the subject was
dropped for the night.

In the afternoon of the next day, to their utter amaze-
ment there came from the woods down near the river a
repetition of the wild, weird, soul-harrowing screeches,
yells and shrieks of the previous day. Jim ran for his
gun, called his dog, stuck the butcher knife into his boot
leg, grabbed an ax and anxiously waited for his uncle,
who fully armed and equipped was hurrying along as
fast as "his legs could carry him. Down into the woods
hurried the would-be monster exterminators, full of fight
and just aching for gore. The only means of crossing a
deep run was a slippery moss-covered log. The dogs
were over and scouting around in the thick brush; the
hunters were about in the middle of the log when the
dogs set up a howl and a bow-bow. The air was rent,
"the earth trembled," so says one of the hunters, there
was a succession of sharp, shrill blasts "strong enough to
lift your hat ofE your head," or to awaken a good Indian,
The noise went whistling and screaming through the for-

est until it caromed on the high hills, from which it re-

boxmded, split into innumerable fractions, reverberated
in discordant whoops across the river, or hissing, buzzing
and ringing whirled and twisted away off into space up
and down the river valley. Jim dropped his ax and at
the same time slipped astraddle of the log, to which he
clung until breath was recovered. WTien he looked back
his uncle was just scratching up the bank, his wet and
muddy clothes bearing ample evidence of where he had
rested', "Come home, Jim, come home," he gasped, as
soon as he could catch his wind and master his tongue.
Toward home they hurried as fast as ever they could,
looking back occasionally to see if the monster which
had awakened so many echoes and fears was hunting
them.
At home they found the "old man" listening to a nerve

destroying tale from the "old woman" in regard to that
"horrid thing down in the woods." "What kind of a
noise did it make?" asked the father. Whereupon the
trio screeched as loud, long and sharp as possible. "Ugh,"
grunted the old man, "nothing but a steamboat whistle,

you durned fools."

It was the first steam whistle ever heard in the Grand
River Valley. The boy is gray-headed now, but he often
laughs about his hunting a steamboat whistle with dog
and gun. A. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Fast Limited Train South.

Commencing Sunday, Nov. SO, the Richmond & Danville B, R.
(Piedmoni Air Line), in connection with Pennsylvania R. R., will
run a solid Pullman Vestibule Train ot Dining and Sleeping Cars
between New York and New Orleans, leaving Ne w Tork daily at
4:30 P.M. In addition the solid through train will be Pullman
Drawing Room Sleeping Cars, New York to Columbia, Augusta,
Asheville and Washington to Memphis. The new achednle from
New York reaches New Orleans and Memphis within iO hours;
Atlanta and Augusta, 31 hours. The South Carolina R. R and the
South Bound R. R. will put on fast trains from Columbia to con-
neot with the Limited, reducing the time between New York and
Charleston to 25 hours, and to Savannah 24 hours, thus opening up
a new fast line to southwest Georgia and Florida. Office 339
Broadway.—wliiu.

'mtfe mid 0nij,

"Ga.nie Laws in Brief,'^ XTnited States and Ca.nada,
lUv^tratcd, 25 cents. "Book of the Game Laws" {full
text), bO cents.

RECOLLECTIONS OF GOLDEN PLOVER.
By the time I was twenty-one, inland shooting on the

golden plover was a thing of the past in that part of New
Jersey where I was raised. It seemed to run out very
suddenly and in three or four years the birds became so
scarce as not to be worth hunting. But when I was a
boy there was little sport more interesting or more certain
to be rewarded with a good bag than the shooting on this
bird when he visited the plowed fields in the fall.

The golden plover made himself especially attractive
too, by filling a serious gap in the shooting. The mellow
twitter of the woodcock had died away in the swamp,
while the sharper whistle of his more full-feathered wing
was not yet heard along the sapling-covered hillside.
Bob White was yet too small and the hare had not left

the thickets and gone to the open where there was a
better chance to find him. The dove, too, was rising but
rarely from the blue masses of the bugloss, the pure pen-
etrating note of the upland plover had died away along
the sky, and his charming presence had betaken itself

you knew not where. Nor was the whizzing wing of the
wild duck yet seen along the shore nor the "scape" of the
snipe heard in the meadow, nor was the obstreperous
wing of the ruffed grouse yet ready to be clipped in the
tangled brake.
This plover was known inland for only about three or

four weeks of the year. The fringe gentian had not yet
closed its blue, the reddish hue of the sorrel still tinged
the slopes, the blue and white of the morning glory still

lingered in the pastures, and sheets of flame were curling
around the head of the maple, when the plover came to
visit the freshly plowed fields of autumn.
"Rainbirds," "snipe?," "plubbers" and other names

they were called by the country folks, and when Sep-
tember rains had thoroughly soaked the fields that were
plowed for the winter wbeat, they often came in great
numbers. High in the air they came, at first in long
strings and wedge-shaped masses, now in a crescent with
the horns forward, now in the same with the horns turned
backward. Over the distant rim of woods he came
where the hickory and the chestnut were yellowing, over
the outskirts of the wood where blue was creeping over
the flattened berries of the blackhaw and the gold of the
highholder gleaming among the scarlet leaves of the gum
tree whose berries he was watching for their ripening.
He came with soft, thrilling whistle, that seemed to

ripple over from his throat whether swinging high above
the hill top where saddening tints were creeping over the
oaks, or fanning the air with wings that seemed only to
tremble with speed above the fragrant buckwheat fields,

or skimming low along the top of the corn where the
pumpkins were yellowing among the rows. Gamy, too,
he seemed in his robe of black and brown and gray,
dotted with gold and white. Fat and sleek he was, too,
and when he reached the earth you had something well
worth picking up. It was believed that he came from
the coast and was "driven in" by the storm; though why
he should be driven in by anything it was hard to divine.
For he evidently rejoiced in the rain, and when it was
driving so hard against the windows thatwe could hardly
see anything else, we could see the dark lines rising above
the horizon and skimming the plowed fields as gaily as if

rain were their natural element.
It used to be thought that the birds came for theworms

turned up by the plow. This was rather a violent theory,
but the fact remains that the freshly plowed fields were
their favorite feeding grounds during the rain and after
the rain and until they left the country.

It was along the edge of such fields that we made a
blind under the still green and fragrant branches per-
haps of some sassafras or wild cherry, or perhaps in a
clump of fast reddening blackberry bushes in the corner.
Nothing ve^y scientific was required, and a few cornstalks
or tumble weeds often servea our purpose well. Some
20yds. out in the field from this were set the decoys.
Decoys were necessary for real good sport with this bird,
though occasionally some country lout with an old single-
barreled bit of pot metal having as much fit and balance
as a garden rake with a brick hung on the end, but with
plenty of patience in hugging a fence corner all day,
made a very fair bag. We used to say he suffocated his
birds with his vile powder. He used to chuckle over his
string and tell us our guns cost too much money, that we
put on too many airs and had too much toggery. He
used to swear that hornets' nest made better wadding
than cut wads and that our caps were too fancy, and that
the G. D, was the thing to kill. We had to stand this
sometimes, but generally the good success was all our
way, and the next year found him using decoys.
Decoys could at that time be bought in New York and

were good imitations of the plover. But when we had
none we used to use dead birds propped up with sticks
and often used these to supplement the stock of artificial

ones. Without a few artificial ones it was often hard to
get a start with a few dead ones and involved much tire-

some waiting, for when the birds were flying with noth-
ing to guide them to any particular spot, you might wait
long before any came close enough, though many were
flying.

The decoys set, the whistle was next brought out,' and
the tender trilling call of the birds imitated as soon as a
flock came in sight. This was a common whistle with a
dried pea rattling about below the air vent and made a
very good call.

Sometimes a flock three or four hundred yards and
more away would swerve on the instant and come straight
to the decoys almost from the first note of the whistle,
although other birds were in the air calling or out in the
middle of the field. There was nothing to do but hare
patience and keep tolerably weU. hidden and play gently
with the whistle. Before long with wings hazy with
8i)eed they bore down upon you, answering your whistle
with their soft notes, so many of them at once that from
a large flock it came like the tremolo of some sweet organ
pipe. They used to look so sweet and so artless as they
came on and twittered in such touching tones that it

would now give me eome eompunotions of conscience to

shoot at them. But when I was a boy I felt they deserved
all the bad treatment they got, for they came so seldom
and made such a short stay and seemed so smart about
keeping out of the way.
When they massed up a little in air and set their wings

to slide down to the decoys then was the critical time
with a young shot. Sometimes I could not wait but had
to shoot prematurely, to see the whole flock sheer and
rise with perhaps one whirling over to the ground. And
sometimes I was so excited that I could not get what
seemed a good enough aim until they were past and
almost out of good reach. And sometimes my finger
used to balk on the trigger and refuse to pull it when I
had a good aim. Then, too, was the fact that farmer
Squizzle's bumpkin was lying along the same fence with
a revolutionary relic which was liable to belch villainous
odors if anything came within liiOOyds. of it, and spoil a
shot for me. The Reverend Simon Snoodle, too, the
village preacher, had strolled out with his old musket
that had not been fiied since he shot his annual rabbit
the winter before in a rail heap back of his house, and
firm in the faith that his gun would "kill at 100yds.," a
thing that all decent guns were supposed to do as a
matter of course in those days, he might shoot from
across the field at the very flock at which I was raising
the gun. But when the gun was held right, three, four
and sometimes half a dozen birds came whirling and
gyrating to the ground together.
How pretty they looked in their soft combinations of

gamy colors with black feet and bills and white stripe
over the eye, and brownish tails barred with gray. And
how gamy they looked even in air as they wheeled in the
sun and let the light flash on their glossy black and sped
twittering away. What wonder that we hastened out
sometimes before the storm had fairly cleared away and
shivered in the wet grass till late in the evening.
But the storm has gone at last and the sunlight streams

mellow from a clear sky. Bright are the purple and
orange of the meadow beauty that is lingering beyond its

time, the pale blue coroUa of the lobelia, the yellow disk
and blue or purple rays of the aster shine afar across the
pastures where the golden rod and other members of the
great host of the composite) are still tinging the land
with a background of gold, and the birds are more plenty
and numerous than ever. No longer do you have to
watch for specks on the horizon or over the nearer wood
where the butternut is yellowing by the creek or the che-
lone still rears its snake-like head in a corolla of white
and red. Low down they come over the fences and the
hedges, almost brushing the paling crown of the alder or
the scarlet and flame-colored mass of the sumac, and mak-
ing the sombre head of the red cedar seem bright with
their presence as they whistle so softly past it.

Over the fence across the field comes another line of
little dark bodies with wings quivering with speed on
each side, and at the roar of a gun from among the white
glistening scales of the everlasting along the fence, three
come tumbling somersault to earth, while the rest radiate
out in lines like a fan, and then grouping up in a black
mass, rise higher and spin away for the next field. The
birds you were so confidently expecting a shot at take the
alarm and bear oft', too. But you have not long to wait,
for from over the corn not far away another line of dark
spots is bearing down upon you. And just as it bends to
your whistle and each dark bill seems set toward your
decoys, out from among the red berries of the wild rose
along another fence leaps another sheet of flame too far
off for anything but to spoil another shot for you.
But there seems nothing to do but to stay here, for the

birds seem to admire this particular field. If you should
go away you might not find as good a one, and if you did
some of your rural friends would follow you; for this was
about as well established a custom in those days as for
one boy to crowd up and drop his line into the same
hole where another was pulling out more chubs and sun-
fish. I have seen a dozen guns around one twenty-acre
field, and yet it would not pay to leave it unless to leave
the neighborhood entirely. And if you did you might
find nothing, for the plover had favorite places, and the
greater part of the country they ignored entirely though
the conditions seemed the same.
But your patience is soon rewarded, and another flock,

turning to your whistle, comes spinning down toward
the decoys. It runs the gauntlet of the other guns with-
out drawing their fire, and stringing out in a crescent
bears down with one end toward you, A whirl and a
flutter and a medley of black, gray and brown with white
and golden spots follows the report of the first barrel, and
as the flock rises and sheers it bunches up toward you
again, so that at the report of the second barrel it seems
almost to rain plover. T. S. Van Dyke.

Ohio Small Game.

Cadiz, O., Nov. 10.—The ojjening season was ushered
in with a light fall of snow, but nothwithstanding the
inclemency of the weather many of our local gunners
were out to try their luck, but I did not hear of any large
bags being secured. The writer was out with his merry
little pack of beagles and had a grand day's sport with
the cottontails, bagging five and having several exciting
runs, which ended by Mollie going to earth. Quail and
grouse are very scarce this season; only saw two of the
former, which got up together and one of which was
brought to bag by my second barrel. I was also fortu-
nate in bagging a fine large male gi-ouae, which the
beagles flushed while working on the cold trail of a cot-
tontail, and I would have had trouble in finding it if
Dandy and Rover (the old reliables) had not come to my
assistance, as it was only winged and had run quite a
distance from where I had marked it down; ana when
the dogs came up it took refuge by flopping into the mid-
dle of a creek, where it was floating when I came upon
the scene, just as the dogs were going into the water
after it. I was out again on the following day and bagged
four cottontails and three quail. Game of all kinds is
not so plenty as in former years. S. C. G.

Cold Barrel Shooting.

Chicago, Nov. 14.—In your issue of Nov. 10 I noticed
an item regarding cold barrels. I have found the same
to be true in rifle shooting. In U. S, Army rifle compe-
tition the riflemen take pains to keep their rifles warm
sometimes firing a few rounds of blank cartridge before
going to the firing point, R. h. W.
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BEAR HUNTING IN NEW MEXICO.

New Mexico, October, 1893.—This year I have con-

fined myself mostly to trapping, for, thinking it might be

my last trip for a while, I was anxious to obtam all the

fur I could. The best part of the year (April and May)
was lost owing to the illness of a friend, whom I nursed

through what I believe to have been a bad case of la

grippe, although I am no doctor, neither was there any
near. As might be expected from traps, not a great deal

of actual sport fell to our lot, but such as it has been I

am ready to narrate for the benefit of others who may be

making for New Mexico.
On May 38, 1892, we camped at the Paerco Espin or

Porcupine. In the previous year this country had been

overrun with bears, but they had all gone or been killed,

and after having traps out till June 7, with no effect bar-

ring that one small black bear had got into and out of a

trap, we moved to the valles (valleys) where there is a

pretty little river full of trout, some growing over one
pound, fishermen say they grow over two pounds, but

these I have not seen. There are also hot sulphur springs

to which many invalids resort from Santa Fe, Albu-
querque and other cities. Here we stayed till the ]3th,

catchmg muskrats, bathing, shooting ducks and fishing.

Our next camp was at the Calabaza (Squash) Caiion.

Here bears had evidently been plenty, but the sign was
mostly two and three days old. Two traps were sprung
though nothing killed except a wildcat. On the 23i we
started and on the 2M camped at the CeboUa (Onion)
Canon. Here things looked brighter. During the night

a gun was fired close to the camp, and the morning dis-

closed to our anxious gaze a large black bear shot through
the head and dead as mutton. So we had come to the
24th of June before getting any bear. However, I felt

sure the tables would turn soon, and so they did, for on
the 25ch a cinnamon was trapped and duly brought into

camp; two more traps had also been tampered with but
failed to act. On the 36th a cinnamon was shot, and on
the 29bh another large male cinnamon was killed and the
body left at the gun. The next day a man was sent to

fetch it, and found it half eaten by a big black bear,
which fell a victim to the same gun on the Ist of July.
On the 3d a big she silvertip was successfully trapped,
and on the 5th I killed an enormous male cinnamon.
This bear bit the muzzle of the gun, a 13-bore Riley shot-
gun, and crumpled it up like paper.
Nothing more happened till the 12th, when we moved

to the Piedras Ndgras (Black Stones). Here were two
large dirty-looking rocks, standing by themselves in the
center of a sheep-eaten valley, surrounded by towering
peaks covered with black-looking pine trees, the monotony
of which was broken by patches of quaking asp of an
emerald green hue. On the l6fch a bear went over the
back of the pen where a trap was fixed (an old trick),

took the meat and skedaddled. On the 17th I had in-
tended to go and watch a trail, where I had recently seen
a big bear track, about half a mile from camp; but "worse
luck to it," a lazy fit took me, and I sent an Indian. He
had been gone but a few minutes when three shots were
heard in quick succession, followed by a triumphant yell,

as of glee. Then I straddled a burro and started to fetch
the game. On arriving there I found Andres, who had
just posted himself behind a tree to wait events, when he
heard something coming up the canon, and was not a
little astonished to see a huge brown bear appear on the
brow of the hill about ten yards from him. He fired,
striking the side of its head. This knocked the bear down,
but he was soon on his legs again, and making a dash at
Andres, who had mighty little time to put a bullet
through his heart, which, however, he succeeded in doing.
The third shot was fired juBt to make sure there was no
kick coming.

On the 19th I rode to the Senorita Canon, about fifteen
miles, where we found huckleberries, raspberries, goose-
berries, ground mulberries, and loads of unripe cherries
and acorns, also plenty of fresh sign. On my return next
day I found two bears had been to the traps, and one, a
cinnamon, had been killed. At about 10 A. M. on the
22d I strolled out to the trail before mentioned, where
two traps were now set. Not expecting to see anything,
I did not even take any extra cartridges, having three in
my gun. I saw the traps, aud then thought I would take
a short circular walk home. Coming to the summit of a
ridgp, I heard a branch crack, and looking over spied a
cinnamon bear, sitting bolt upright, staring at me. There
were two others jumping about her, one jet black and the
other brown. A "Highland gathering," thought T, as
recollections of Oban and Inverness, and of big burly
Highlanders with their legs all covered with hair—some
black, some cinnamon, and others, well, silvertip—
flittea throiigh my brain.
But away with imagination; I must look to practical

business, and that right quickly. I did not at first take
in the fact that the other two were cubs, for the grass
and ferns were very high and I could only see them now
and then, and could not move my eyes from the old lady,
who went down on all-fours, still facing me, probably at
a distance of 15yde. Taking steady aim I fired at her
forehead. She fell, but scrambled up again, and instead
of makmg for me, which I expected she would do, bolted
uke a streak with a second bullet from my express in her
leg, leaving her cubs to shift for themselves, which they
did, promptly enough. The black one scooted* up the
nearest tree, and the brown one disappeared in the scrub
in double-quick time. I had one cartridge left and with
It brought down the cub, who let out a dving yell that
caused mamma to stop in her insane gallop through the
woods and answer her lost child. Just about this time
It struck me 1 had no more cartridges and no more busi-
ness m the locality. Picking up my cub I departed for
camp, takmg many a glance back and trying to stretch
ray ears to catch the faintest sound in case the old vixen
might follow, but she did not, and I soon arrived safe at
home, where I at once had three horses saddled, and left
with the hounds, one Mexican and M., my companion
giving orders to my cook that any one who might return
trom huntmg should follow immediately, as I contem-
plated a split with the hounds and required all handsknowmg ihat the she bear and cubs had taken separate
du-eciions. The dogs, however, when turned loose, in-
sisted on following the track of the latter, and after asharp little gallop through shin oak, cedar and pine, down
tfff •

P ""^I'^P ^""^ cafion, they treed him
within 20ft. of the spot where I first distui-hed the family
gathering at their feast cf berries. M. and 1 dismountedand watched him for a few minutes whHe our horses

recovered their breath, after which he was brought to

bag.
It was now getting late, but notwithstanding I put the

hounds on the trail of the old one, and off we went again.

She had too long a start, however, and we could not keep
up with the dogs through such dense timber, so ^ter gal-

loping about six miles we gave it up and returned. The
dogs did not come back till midnight. So ended the 22d.

Oq the 33d a cinnamon was trapped and shot. On the

39th all traps were taken up and the dogs turned loose in

the Pedras Negras Caiion to work their wicked will on
the first bear they came across.

They scented one from afar and instantly set up a roar,

rushing off at full speed with heads and tails held high.

They raced up and down this big rough valley for the

best part of an hour, during which time I never moved
from the spot where they were loosed, for I was saving

my horse and could locate them far better from above
than the men who went with them trying to follow close.

When I was satisfied that they had treed I led my horse
quietly down the almost perpendicular sides to where
bruin was lying dead, just shot by one of the men, whose
horses were blowing like grampuses. This turned out to

be the she bear of the 22d.. My first shot had cut a strip

about ten inches long from the center of her back, and
the copper tube of the second bullet was found in her leg.

My excuse for these bad shots is that the front sight of

my rifle was broken.
On Monday, July 1, we had a very long run after a sil-

vertip. They never tree, and I think this one must have
gone to Arizona. Soon we lost the dogs and came home
to feed. The repast over, I sent men to the tops of the
surrounding hills to listen for the dogs. One of the boys
had walked up a she silvertip and two cubs. He missed
the old bear two or three times, but killed a male silver-

tip cub with as pretty a fur as I ever saw.
On the 5th we moved to Senorita Cafion. Here I got

a touch of poison ivy, and should have been badly off but
for some remedies 1 cut out of Fokest and Stream a long
time ago. I applied salt and saltpeter, of which I had
plenty on hand for corning meat. For about three weeks
I had an ungovernable desire to tear myself to pieces
and then I recovered.
On the llth a brown bear and a porcupine were trapped,

and then a big sheep dog, which gave us no end of
trouble, but we got him out safely, and glad enough he
was to skip out of that country. On the 13th another
brown bear was brought in, and on the 13th.we killed a
cinnamon and a wildcat.

On the loth a bear came to the trap, pulled the pen to
pieces, took the bait, and walked off. The same aggra-
vating beast came again on the 16th, with like result.

On the 18th a large beast (too large for a seventeen-pound
trap) got in and out again, leaving a little fur to show his
color. Another bear pulled off a set-gun and escaped.
On the 19th we killed a yearling and a big bear, both
brown, and a skunk. On the 20th a brown cub was
brought in, and on the 231 a magnificent old male silver-
tip, with pure white neck, who had been known to the
miners and Mexicans for years by the soubriquet of
"Jumbo:" he had several old bullet wounds and consider-
able lead in him.
On the 25th the bait was taken from the trap, and on

the 27th the meat was eaten off two guns which had got
damp, and another bear got into and out of a trap.
On the 28th a man came back from his line, early, re-
porting the escape of a wounded bear and a fresh lion
track in the road, the latter beast having been seen in the
morning by two lumbermen. I decided, however, to
hunt the bear first, so sent one man to lift the traps and
guns on that side of the range, and took another with
me, turning the hounds loose near the discharged gun.
This bear had two cubs with her, and either she fooled
the dogs or else they ran another one. Anyway, I got
disgusted, and started to return with Bulger and Tiger,
two half-bred dogs, who had likewise given up the chase.
Now came the fun. As we were riding casually along
the narrow mesa, overlooking deep canons of Nacimiento
(Birthplace) on one side and Senorita on the other,
two dogs threw up their heads and trotted to the
the brink of the Nacimiento; then they went down,
and in a few minutes the canon was ringing again with
frantic yells of the hounds and the barring noise of
cubs. We dismounted at once and walked down about
one hundred yards, when I spied a cub in a cedar tree.
A ball from my riflle soon settled him, and I sent another
after the old lady as I caught a fleeting glimpse of her
on the ground fighting the dogs. All moved on now some
hundred yards more, where the other cub was treed.
This one was shot by my companion, and on we went,
this time very cautiously, for the bear was near and the
brush so dense as to make traveling very difficult.
When we arrived in sight of the dogs we found that my

bullet had found the right place, and she was lying dead
in a little ditch. As quickly as possible we removed the
hides, and hung up the meat, and returned to our horses,
who after a slight remonstrance were packed with the
skins. Telling the Mexican to hunt up the missing dogs
I returned to camp. During supper, my cook remarked
that she could hear the horn blowing, and going to the
top of the hill, I could hear from far away down in the
bed of the river, quite two miles off, the baying of the
pack, while from che mesa above the frantic blowing of
a horn was plainly audible. Lanterns were lit and off
we went, two Mexicans and myself, this time on foot, as
riding through oak brush at night is not safe for shins or
eyes. We had made about half the way, when we met
the other man, who had descended into the cafion, in
hopes of calling off the dogs, for they had run their bear
into a trap. We soon located him by the noise, but in
such a place! Down in a caiion as black as ink, in a per-
fect network of brush, probably 20ft. below us, could be
easily distinguished the hog-like blowing, grunting, pant-
ing and puffing of old bruin in his desperate attempts to
escape; these sounds, combined with the delighted yowl-
ing of eight long-eared hounds, completed the pandemo-
nium. After firing a few random shots, we caught the
dogs and retired for the night.
Next morning, M., I and a Mexican, started on horse-

back for our bear, while the others went their daily
rounds to look after and reset traps. On arriving at the
place we left the night before, we found he had moved
out and gone up the hill. Next we discovered the log
that had been attached to the trap all chewed up and dis^
carded. It was no use going further, for a bear simply
take8_a labs. trap (without a log) under his arm and trots
ott: with It as if nothing were the matter, so we sat down

and sent Lucero, the Mexican, back for the dogs. When
they arrived, I turned them loose, and in a few minutes
more they had him. But here it became too rough to
ride, so we dismounted and tying our horses started to
climb the rocks in hot pursuit. We were somewhat
blown, not being accustomed to this sort of fun, but
struggled on bravely enough.
The Mexican, who was still mounted, took a wrong

direction, and soon there was a huge dyke between us,

As I had anticipated, the bear (a very large black male)
took along our side of the ditch, ahd came in sight about
80yds. off on the opposite side of a hollow filled with
dense oak from 8 to 12ft, high. On catching sight of him
I fired and missed, and fired again, this time he faced
around and charged down the hdl into the hollow, mak-
ing a bee line for us, Suddenly all was stiU, then from
the brush came two or three great roars or groans, and
the dogs began to yell again; another calm and I decided
to go in after him, which M. and I did and found him
dead, while the dogs were earnestly endeavoring to tear
a hole in his hide and secure a hot lunch. He was the
largest bear I ever took with" a ITlbs. trap. While we
were resting "crack, whiz," and a bullet flew over my
head, and looking up, there was Lucero above us on a
very poivited rock, floundering about in vain efforts to
find us, for we were hidden by oak. I yelled out to know
what he shot at, but being as deaf as a post he could hear
nothing. Shortly after that he came down, and told us
his rifle had gone off by accident.
There was Tots of fun in this hunt, but I do not think

either of us were sorry when it came to an end, for it is

tediou? work climbing these rocks as fast as you can, on
a warm day in the month of August, at an altitude of
over 9,000ft. On the Slst the traps were taken up. A
bear had been to one of them, so we took dogs and turned
loose on trail in the Mesa Nacimiento again. They found
at once, and fighting bayed for about five minutes, but
not time enough for us to get down to them, and Mr.
Bear being a silvertip was not going up a tree, but made
a sudden burst down the cafion two or three miles like a
streak of lightning. We followed as fast as we could,
but lost him in crossing from one side to the other. They
must have run him a very long way, for it was six days
before I got all my pups back. Until the 6th of Septem-
ber was spent chiefly in hunting dogs. On the 8oh we
moved again, camped one night at Piedras Negras, and
the next at the "Valleys,'" where I caught about 150 fair
trout and a coyote.
On the 13th we camped above the Polvedero, our old

winter quarters, and on the 14th we went down into the
Chama Valley, crossed the river and camped in Copper
Canon. Next day a move was made up the opposite
range and late at night we found ourselves at "Julie's
grave" (one of my hounds who was killed by a bear in
1890). Here the trout are somewhat small, but found in
countless numbers, having a peculiarly good flavor and
being indefinitely superior to their relations on the oppo-
site range. On the l7th we settraps for mink and beaver,
sent the men out to hunt bear tracks, and shot a coyote as
he was crawling off with a lamb.
Finding very little here we moved on the 19th to a

camp about eight miles away called the "Lagoonas." On
the 13th we ran the dogs, but the trail was old and the
ground very dry. One dog, however, while separated
from the rest, found a bear and ran it all day, taking the
men through a country full of fresh tracks, so on the fol-

lowing day I set out traps, but never a bear came near
there again, and on the 38th I was compelled to lift them.
We have no grass in this camp and much valuable time
has been spent in hunting stock.
To-day is the first of October, bears have been located

again, but a long way from grass and water. The
drought has lasted so many days that scent will scarcely
lie at all, however, I will let you hear what luck attends
us. E. and S., formerly in my camp, now on the Brazos,
have killed five bears, but report trout fishing poor. The
Brazos fishing was seriously damaged by spring floods in
1890, when the river altered its course, making it difficult

for the large fish to get up. My friends have only cap-
tured two "busters" this month, one of Sflbs. and the
other S^lbs. A few years ago I stood at one small pool
and took out 11, averaging 2|lb8. I also hooked and lost

many others, my friend had abstracted seven similar fish

from the same pool on the previous day. That was pisca-
torial sport, I think. A. P. F. Coape.

THE CUVIER BANQUET.
Game in season. And appetites up to the requirements

of the season. Such were the conditions that combined
to make the Cuvier Club dinner last evening moat enjoy-
able.

The large room of the famous club was given up to the
tables and their occupants, and the latter were men of
whom the patrons of the Commercial Oazette are accus-
tomed to read. Of the hundreds who came to partake of
the rich and palatable feast of game, with just enough of
the other things to relieve monotony and make up one of
the most appetizing menus ever presented, there were
very few of whom the ci izens of Cincinnati have not
heard in one capacity or other. Men who have repre-
sented the people in judicial and legislative and executive
capacities were present; there were judges from the
bench, city officials in present enjoyment of office, and
several of whom the result of the late election entitle to
official distinction.

There were men prominent in business and commercial
life; men who have no part or interest in political life,

but who bear their full share in the good fellowship that
gives the charm to every-day existence. It was a "stag"
gathering, and in that particular it stands forth conspicu-
ous among the excellent annual dinners of the famous
organization, for generally the ladies of the members
have had their share of the good things set out for the
annual celebration.
There were lots of these good things. Of course, the

feature of the menu was the game , and this was abun-
dant, had been gathered just in the ripeness of time, and
was cooked in the perfection of kitchen art and to the
full satisfaction of the most epicurean taste. There is

no use talking—you never tasted such salmon, snipe,-
quail, venison and duck—it seemed they had lived with
the Cuvier Club dinner in view, and wanted to make as
good an impression in death as possible. They did all

that could have beenaskedjof them. They could not have
done more. They seem to have fully appreciated what
the club has done in protecting them against the ravages
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of wanton hunters by enforcing observance of the seasons.
Among the guests of the clab were 0 C. Turn, Samuel

E, Smith and Richard Morris, of Frankfort. Ky., who
were cordially welcomed for the aid they have given the
club in many ways.
Other guests of the club were Capt. Ed Taylor and

John CoUender, of the Wyandotte Fishing Club, of Holum-
bu9, O. These latter, like the gentlemen from Frank-
fort, have rendered the Cavier valuable aid in furthering
legislation in the interest of the preservation of game
and the regulation of the season for gathering it.

The banquet committee consisted of H. H. Tinker, Lee
R. Keck and Lowe Emerson, and the house committee of
Luther Parker, John Egan and Alex Lewis. No one of
these gentlemen had been lax in his duties, as the success
of the entertainment showed. Besides these there was a
reception committee made up of a large number of mem-
bers, who divided the obliarationa of the evening in reliefs.—Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, Nov 17.

A BOSTON GAME REPORT.
Boston, Nov, 19.—The number of deer being taken

in the Maine woods this fall is something remarkable. It

is safe to estimate that more than 100 have already come
to Boston; the results of the skill of sportsmen who have
been to that State in the open season, and have generally
taken their game honestly. At the Boston and Maine
railroad stations I learn that they are coming every day,
and have been since the first of October. At the- steam-
ers the report is the same, A gentleman well acquainted
in Lowell, Mass., tells me that he knows of over 30 Maine
deer that have been brought to that city by sportsmen
this fall. A Franklin county, Me,, newspaper says that
fully 100 deer have been taken in that county since the
open season begun. In the Macbias district, and up
through to Wesley, the number of deer shot has been
simply mafv<^lou9. In the Megantic region the number
is large. What a field of sport this is ! It is all the result
of protection, the great features of which are non-
hounding and non-crusting. Both these methods may
be practiced in some instances, but the fines are too
great and the game wardens too vigilant to permit of the
general destruction that would result, were these laws
repealed,

M--. Charles H. Glover, proprietor of the restaurant at
the Boston and Maine railway station, in Boston, is a
happy hunter. He has just got back from a hunting trip

into the Maine woods. He had the good fortune to shoot
two handsome deer, one of which he brought home. His
party was made up of two Lowell gentlemen, besides
himself; Mr. W. T. Patten, and Mr. O. H. Dexter. They
went first to St. Stephen, then across to Calais, and up to
Grand Lake. Their hunting was done in the vicinity of
Clifford Lake, which is some four or five miles from
Grand Lake. They hunted on the hills in the neighbor-
hood of beech trees. The deer came for the beechnuts.
Mr. Glover speaks in glowing terms of still-huntiog for
deer. The work he pronounces extremely fascinating.
"You approach a beech grove, silently as possible, and
towards the wind. Suddenly you see a beautiful deer.
You make the slightest noise, and he is up and away.
But the deer in that section will stand approaching within
easy gunshot, if you go still enough." This party got
eight deer in all. One monster buck weighed 221
pounds with all the entrails out.

Mr. H. Walter Pinkb^m is another succsssful hunter,
who has been into the Maine woods. Besides Mr. Pink-
ham the party was composed of D. P. Power, H. Osgood,
Geo, H. SiUaway, of Boston, and Fred H. Holmes of
Belfast, Me. They visited the wilds of Wesley, the town
where the two game wardens were murdered several
years ago They had great success. They took 75 par-
tridges, three ducks, two deer and a fawn. This latter
they secured alive, and it is now on exhibition at Pink-
ham's market, on-Dudley street in Boston, Xt is a hand-
some fellow, a little buck, aboat five months old. It is

already very tame, though it has been out of the woods
not many days. How in the world they caught it alive,

the hunters have not yet explained. They only say that
"the mother was shot, and this one hung around;" so
they caught him,
Mr, E, M. GiUam, already mentioned in the Forest and

Stream as going to Vineland, N. j., on his vacation,
where he met his two brothers, one the sporting editor
of the Philadelphia Record and the writer of the cele-
brated advertisements of Postmaster-General Wanamaker,
has returned to the Boston Advertiser, They had "a glor-
ious vacation," hunting a good part of the time. They
were on the ground on the firgt day of the open season
on game in that State, November 1st. They secured
twenty-three quail the first day, and with the rest of
their success they got nearly one hundred quail in all.

They also secured a number of rabbits. Hereafter it is

possible that Ernest M. will not take a gun when he
goes after rabbits. Nature has provided him with a
natural weapon of good size. His brother, with his dogs,
started a rabbit one day, and it ran directly towards
Ernest. The brother shouted for Ernest to "Lookout!"
There was not time to get his gun into position, and the
rabbit running very near, Ernest drew out his foot and
"let him have it with a sidewise kick." The rabbit fell

dead a rod away. Gillam tells this story on 'Change, and
the flour and grain men look at his feet and smile. The
Gillam boys did not get any deer, though they trailed a

. number. Ernest got two snap shots, and he is honest
enough to own that he missed them both. One hunter
in that section, however, got two deer and a couple of
pheasants in one day. The deer they found to be ex-
tremely shy; frequently skulking away, even when the
hunter was entirely hidden, and skulking so cautiously
that they could not be seen. The Gillam boys are much
pleased with what protection has done for game in New
Jersey, the number of hunters is so great that it is hard
for the game supply. Special.

A New-Sutoscriber Offer.

A bona fide new pubscriber fiendlng ua $5 will receive for that

sum the Fokbst ASfo Stream one year (price S4) and a set of

Zimmerman's famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another

page, prine $5)—a $9 vaitte for $5,

This offer la to %ew subsei'ibers only. It does not apply to

renevM?.
Ti'oi :i '

: 1 iM v, subscribsi- for b1x months will receive the

FOH'-^ , V lurln? tliat tima ftnd a copy of Dr Vhu
le«i o !!iu;u^.*!- ., ik, -'Birrt Poftmita fsr tks Yousg" (the

COLORADO GAME AND FISH.
Denver, Col., Nov. 14—It is reported that a band of

the Indians from the Uintah Agency in Utah are killing

elk, deer and mountain sheep in large numbers in west-
ern Colorado. The reports are from cattle men in that
part of the country and are apt to be highly colored.
They state that the Indians are killing large game by the
thousand and take nothiner but the hides. The number
in the band is placed at 100, but this is in all probability

exaggerated. The settlers say Indian Agent Waugh is

responsible for this invasion, and hint that he and the
Indians have a mutual understanding in regard to the
disposition of the bides. The Governor notified the Fed-
eral authorities on Saturday, Nov, 13, and asked to have
immfdiate steps taken to return the Indians to their

repervation.
Game Warden Land is hard at work preparing his

annual report to the Governor. In it he will recommend
a numb-^r of changes in the existing law. It will be ready
about Dpc. 1.

Capt. Sedam's new shooting park was thrown open to
the public Nov. 13. There was a large crowd of sports-
men there and several lively sweeps at targets were shot.
The Captain is an enthusiastic trap-shoter, and has fitted

up this place with all the requirements of the art. It is

destined to become a very popular resort.

Messrs. Blayney, Haywood, Sibley and McKay, of the
Queen City Club, killed 101 ducks at McKay's Lake on
Nov. 13.

Mr, George 'Ady, general agent of the Union Pacific
Railway, has bad 33,000 young trout placed in the Platte
River in the canon. Considering that this stream is very
easily reached from Denver, and that a special train for
the accommodation of fishermen goes up the caiion every
day during the summer, the fishing is very good. If the
law in regard to retaining fingerlings was rigidly enforced
the fishing in this stream would improve, but at the
present time the "trout hog" has it all his own way, and
numbers, not size, is the criterion of skill.

The people of the State are beginning to realize that
our trout afford a source of revenue, and agitation for
due protection is a natural result. I note this in the
Colorado Sun of Nov. 16?

Probably no man in Colorado has had so goorl aw opportunity
fo learn tbe true state of aifairs as Mr. Gordon Land, State Fish
Commissioner. £t has not only been his official duty, but his per-
sonal pleasure to study the situation from every standpoint, and
whpu be speaks, he does so advisedly.
"Tne supply of fish in Colorado streams,'' said he, "is growing

less every year, in spito of the fact that hundredn of young fish are
yearly distributed from the State and national haicheriea.
"In the first place, the number of fishermen wlio line the hauks

of Colorado streams diirine; the summer months is something
wouderfui. I do not think that there is a g''eat amouut of fishing
by illegal methods, but the numbers of rods and lines to b» seen
along the hanks must convince anyone that the daily catch
through the season is enormous.
"In one point I think the law might be changed to advantage,

regarding the catching of trout. The present law allows trout
tithing as early as May 1. This is about the time they begin to
spawn. The spawning season upualiv continues about six weeks.
During this time the fish seek tbe riffles. When the spawning is
over they are very hungry and take bait voraciously. They are
thus caught in great numbers.
"At this time they are so lean and soft as to be unfit for food,

but many persons seem to be unaware of this, and the places
where the fish consregate for spawning are lined with fishermen.
The fish should be protectPd by law at this time.
"Many mountain streams that never had fish in them before

have been stocked from the State hatcheries, and in every in-
stance the fish have shown remarkable growth, but in m'ist ciises
they have not been allowed to live long enough to attain a very
great size. The fisherman comes before they are large enoush to
m^ike a decent fry and carries them off.

"Colorado's iisuing is one of her greatest attractions, and it
should not only he properly protpcted by law, hut the State should
appropriate more money toward fostering it. Nature cannot be
relied upon to keep up tbe supply, and the State should pay more
attention to it. To lose her reputation with thfl fishermen of the
East would by a calamity to Colorado."

Teseeby.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Corresponamit.]

Chicago, IlL, Nov. 18.—One often has occasion to won-
der why, in the many mistakes made by compositors and
proof readers, the victim of the error always gets the
worst of it, and never has his meaning or his method im-
proved. In my copy for the issue of Nov. 10 I said, or
meant to say, in regard to a Kansas quail shoot, that I

left "regretting not more, certainly, to leave the shooting
than to leave mv friends." Inasmuch as t was quite in-

debted to my Kansas friends for the shooting, and inas-

much as I do not care to be publicly ungentlemanly, not
to say ungenerous, I was somewhat horrified to see the
types coldly and calmly announce that I left "regretting
more, certainly, to leave the shooting than to leave my
friends." Even the most callous newspaper writer could
not let such mishandling pass without protest, for the
offense is not to the writer but to others.

This morning telegraphic communication between this
point and St. Piul was made by way of Denver, Ogden
and Helena, The direct lines were blown down by the
blizzard of last night. Nashville and Memphis, Tenn.,
communicated via Chicago, St, Louis, New Orleans, and
back through Chattanoogo. So it may be seen that the
storm was general. In fact, it was worse south of here
than west. This is the third bad storm of this fall, and it

probably cleans up what little laggard fiight of wildfowl
there may have been left this week along this latitude.

The late mallard shooting, which has been so good this

fall, is now ended, unless a few birds remain holding to

the heavily timbered streams.
The second blizzard, that of Nov, 7, was general

throughout the entire West and Northwest, and the heavy
snow that fell then would have been bad for the game
birds had it not gone off quickly. The first hard storm
was over two weeks ago, and not severe as these later

ones. So far as can be learned, the quail crop will not be
seriously cut up by any of these early winter entertain-
ments.
Swan Lake Club and the open %vaters of Lake Senach-

vpine have afforded good shooting within the past two
weeks. Eddie Steck bagged over fifty birds, about half
mallards, on Senachwine last week. Mr. John Earll
bagged ninety, mainly mallards, on Swan Lake, two weeks
ago, and at that time other Swan Lake men had heavy
shooting. It is reported that Mr. Ed. Hunter bagged
eighty-seven mallards on this water one day, and seventy-
odd the next day, but as to this I do not have particulars
or confirmation. Certainly the shooting there has been
good. Walter Dupee yesterday said that he bad word of
a big of eighty, mostly greenwing teal, on Swan Lake
ihis weekt out fee this also detaiig are aeager«

On tbe Kankakee, on Mak-saw-ba Club grounds, Dr.
Norris, Mr. Shedder and two others one day last week
killed eighty-four duck!=!, mostly mallards, and Mr. W. H.
Haskell and Mr. Joel Kinney have continued in their
good shooting at that point.

Mr. C. B. Dicks and Mr, Geo Holden left three days
ago for a floating trip after mallards along the Kanka-
kee, They will float over 100 miles of the river, starting
from Mak-saw-ba Club, at Davis. Ind. Tbe weather has
been cold since they left, but whether they found con-
ditions favorable or not can not yet be told. To make
mallard shooting in this style most successful, the marsh
must be frozen up, the stream in the timber open, and
the weather rough and blustery. Granted these condi-
tions, and no sort of duck shooting is more intesting and
exciting.

Having been much out of town of late, T missed an invi-
tation from Mr, W. Y. Wentworth, of Ft. Atkinson, Wis.,
to come up to shoot canvasback on Lake Koshkonong.
LTnder date of Nov, 3 Mr, Wentworth said; "Every ap-
pearance is good for fair canvas shooting for the next ten
days. Come up if you can. Governor Peck bagged
eighteen birds yesterday, ten canvas, four redhead and
four bluebUls,"
The present cold snap came too late for one unfortunate

whose young eyes should have opened in a still colder
clime. The little Esquimaux baby, Columbia Manak,
born at the World's Fair grounds the first of the month,
died about a week ago. The little one, so say the city
news columns, was the pride of the Esquimaux colony,
and her death is much mourned,

A Judicial Quail Hur\t.

Last week there went afield at Winamac, Ind, , a party
of grave and reverend seniors which included no less

than four judges of the bench. These were Judge Dyke-
man, of Winamac, Judge Burson, of the same town,
Judge Winfield, of Logansport, and Judge Johnson, of
Chicago. Mr, F, C. Donald, vice-chairman of the Cen-
tral Traf&c Association, of Chicago, was along to add
dignity to the occasion, and according to his story this
was needful, for the judicial gravity was not very sternly
observed after the shootins: began. The party hunted
over the grounds of Judge Dykeman, about a section of
land in one body. Twelve bevies were put up and nine-
teen birds bagged, Mr. Donald getting 9. The cover was
so dense the dogs could hardly work and shooting was
next to impossible, I think that under the circumstances
Mr. Donald has fully earned the right to be called "judge"
also. It would be a shame to break the sequence. But
if five judges go quail hunting and one judge kills nine
quail, how many quail do the other four judges kill

apiece, I wonder? 1 wonder, also, if five judges go hunt-
ing and one judge says, "How about that, Judge?" How
many judges would say, "I don't mind?"

Plenty of Quail.

Quail are abundant enough in Indiana, and nearly all

of the Chicago quail partipR there have been successful.
Messrs. L. M Hamline. C. B, Dicks and F, A, Place were
at Warsaw, Ind,, four days of last week, and averaged a
good bag daily, their highest being 56, It would seem
that about Marion, Ind. , the birds are even more plenti-

ful. A recent letter from a gentleman of Marion to a
friend in Chicago has the following apologetic tone for a
bag of "only 75:''

In regard to that contemplated auail slaughtering expedition
of your friends, I spoke Mr. B.. who escorted the party nut yns-
terday, and he stated that it would be useless to go otit aeraiu he-
fore we bad a good rain The party vesterday only got 75; it waH
so dry the dogs would walk right ovv a covey withotir seeintr
them. As soon as it rains I will wire Mr. D , and it he can mak«i
it convenient to coma Mr. B. and Mr. H. will take him or ochei.'

friends of yours out for a couple of aays 1 Jeel confident tha t they
will show them a good time. Bring no dogs; plenty good oam
there.

Messrs. Oswald Von Lengerke and Charles Antoina,
who pull together in the sporting goods trade in this city,

have been having good shooting this fall along the line of
the Chicago & Erie road, near Newton, Ora, and other
points. On Oct. 15 and 16 they bagged 34 quail and 1

ruffed grouse. A week later they got 33 quail, and a
week later still, 40, and then again 30, One day last week
Mr. Antoiue alone bagged 27, the two together bagged 38,

and the day following Mr, Von Lengerke bagged 21. On
Oct. 21 Mr, Von Langerke was out with Italian Joe, in=
side the city limits, between Calumet Lake and South
Chicago, and they bag-ged 36 jacksnipe and 6 ducks, 3 of
the latter mallards. On the next day Joe and Mr. An-
toine got 41 jacksnipe on the same grounds. This has
been a great year for birds of all sorts.

Mr. Ernest Detmold, of the bigNew York bouse of Von
Lengerke & Detmold, is in Chicago this week, naturallv
much with the 'younger firm here of Von Lengerke &
Antoiue.
Rolla Heikes spent a week in Indiana, shooting a little

about Logansport, with a total of 65 quail.

E. Hough.

New Mexico Game Notes.

Eddy, New Mexico, Nov. 12, 1892.—Mr. Jnhn Plow-
man, of this place,. went into the Guadalupe Mountains,
about 70 miles west, a few days aso, and killed three
mountain sheep, the heads of which are now being
moimted by a local taxidermist. This taxidermist, by
the way, is making up a coUetion for exibition at the
World's Fair. He has mounted, thus far, good specimens
of elk, black bear, mule deer, and several small quadru-
peds. He has sent a hunting party into the Staked
Plains, about 40 miles east of here, after Virginia deer
and peccaries.
The quail season is now open and the game is plentiful.

Several good bags have been made during the past few
days. Ducks are coming in and wUl winter on the Pecos
Elver. A few flocks of geese and brant have also been
seen. War on the jack rabbits has begun and will be con-
tinued throughou.t the winter and until the weather be-
comes too warm for hunting, next summer.

G. 0. Shields.

North Carolina Quail.

Reidsville, N. C, Nov, 16.—This is one of the best
hunting localities that I know of. There are more birds
this season than usual. Good accommodations for vislt-
i^ing sportsmen W. B, ViesxmSt
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THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
The Executive Committee of tiie New York State

Sportsmen's Association held its quarterly meeting in

Syracuse last Thursday, Nov. 17. The delegates met in

the spacious assembly room generously put at their dis-

posal by Messrs. Averill & Gregory, proprietors of the

Yates, the new and handsomely appointed hotel of which
Syracuse is justly proud. In attendance, interest and
prevailing spirit the meeting, which was the first under
the June constitution, more than fulfilled the anticipa-

tion of those who had been most active in putting the

Association on the new basis. The president, Charles B.

Eeynolds, of Foeest aj^d Stream, was in the chair, with
John B. Sage, of Buffalo, secretary. The roll call showed
that twenty-four clubs were represented by delegates as

follows-

Anglers' Association or Onondaga County—Henry Loftie.
Corl.laud County Sportsmen's Club—A. M. Schermerbnrn.
Frankfort Game and Fish Protec'ive Association— C. M. Ricb.
Honeove Fails Gun Club—Aaron Mather.
Leather Stocking Game Oluh-G. P. Mattison.
Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club—Harry Ayling.
Uundiaga Gun Club—Augustus Martin.
KocbesterRnd and Gun Club—W. C. Hadley.
Syracuse Rifle Club—A. A. Stillman.
Spencer Sportsmen's Club—W. S. Gavitt.
Syracuse Gun Club—Henry M. Chase.
Syracuse Indoor ShootinR Ulub—C. H. Mowry.
West End Rod and Gun Club-E. M. Klock.
Glen Haven Fish and Game Protective Association—E. D.

Crosley.
Central New York Fish and Game Protective Association—W.

S. Gavitt.
Caledonia Rod and Gun Club—James Annin, Jr.
Black River Fish and Game Protective Aasociation—W. E,

Wolcott.
Peth Green Olub-J. B. Mullen.
Hemlock Lake Association for the Protection of Fish and Game

—S. E. Filkins.
Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association—A. Mather.
Cheaper Food Fish Association—F. J. Amsden.
CauRndaigua Anglers' Association—Homer J- Reed.
Anglers Association of the St. Lawrence-G. M. Skinner.
Niagara County Anglers' Club—Charles Bipson.
Associate Members -Gen. D. H. Bruce.

In addition to which letters were read from th« Monroe
County- Sportsmen's Association, of Eochester, Poultney
Eod and Gun Club, of Poultney, and the Lake Side Gun
Club, of Geneva, making a total of twenty-seven.
There were also present by invitation Secretary E. P.

Doyle of the Fish Commission, Chief Protector J. Warren
Pond, District Protectors Hawn, Northrup, Ripson, Carr,
Cotton; H. W. Thompson, secretary of the Anglers' Asso-
ciation of the St. Lawrence River, Monroe Green and
others, to all of whom, on motion of Mr. Am^den, was
extended the privilege of the floor. The following letter
was read from President Huntington of the Fish Com-
mission:

Office of the Commissiosteks of Fisheries, State of New
ToBK—New Yobk. Nov. Ib.—Chas. B, Beijnolds, Pres't N. Y.
State Ass^n, etc.: Dbab Sir—Your cordial in\'itation to attend
meeting of the New York State Association for the Protection of
Fi.sh and Game duly received. Allow me to assure you that it
would afford me much pleasure to be present; that I regrat ex-
ceedingly that it is impossible for me to avail myself of your cor-
dial invitation owing to urgent engagements of an official nature.
With my best wishes for the worthy object of the Association,
yours truly, L. D. Huntington.

It was chiefly an experience meeting. The delegates
had been asked to come prepared to report on the game
and fish interests of their sections; and both sessions were
for the most part taken up with such reports, supple-
mented in the afternoon with some accounts by the pro-
tectors of their work. The most encouraging and in-
structive lesson of the reports by delegates and protectors
was that of the intimate relationship and muttial depen-
dence of game protective organizations and the State
force. Numerous hearty tributes were paid the several
protectors for their faithful performance of duty and ef-
cient activity, and in return Maj. Pond and his force
were not wanting in appreciation of the material assist-
ance and co-oporation by societies.
The committee voted to recommend to the Association

at the next annual meeting, Jan. 12, that the present club
dues, a per capita tax of 25 cents, be abolished and the
dues be fixed at $5 per club per annum. As the funds
derived from this source will be insufficient to provide
for the work of the Association, it is proposed to invite
contributions from clubs and individual?. A Financial
Committee to undertake such subscription was appointed,
consisting of Messrs. F. J. Amsden, of Rochester, D. H.
Bruce, of Syracuse, and H. W. Thompson, of Alexandria
Bay.
A Committee on Legislation, to consider all proposed

amendments to the law relating to fish and game, was
appointed as follows: Walter S. MacGregor, Syracuse
(chairman); G. M. Skinner, Clavton; F. J. Amsden, Syra-
cuse; W. S. Gavitt. Lyons; J, S. Van Cleef

, Poughkeepsie.
The committee will receive and consider suggestions and
will make their report thereon to the Association at the
annual meeting.
The following resolution was submitted by Mr. Skinner,

and after remarks in support of its adoption by Jlessrs.
Doyle, Bruce and Reynolds, was unanimously adopted:

ihYluT^t'lf'
is a well known fact that the District Attorney of

••^P?iJ;Lfn^®^T"'"'^^*^^?<'"'^^'' to call the notedwoodcock case" to trial, though supplied with un-
fiivi^^nL7^'}^'^i%^^ t>eing unnecessary aid
minf^f ttfi.^a,l^°,^**°'"'l''^^^^^^ JBado for an enforce-ment of the Kame laws; therefore,

mr.^u AVl''^ committee calls upon the Hon. DeLancey
w^n?iln°„*°^$^'^\*''^,"^'^s^'^^ '"^se to trial, and thereby show a
rn&°n,h«ii°^'*'il^^>^t*°.?^';'''''=«t'^e game laws as he would
the State.

thereby discharging a duty which he owes to

A collection amounting to $30 was taken for defraying
the cost of the stenographic report of the proceedings; and
after a fitting vote of thanks to the proprietors of the
Yates tor their courteous tender of the assembly roomand an appreciative expression of the work of the ForebtAND Stream as a factor in game and fish protection, themeeting adjourned.

THE CLUB REPORTS.
Five minute reports were called for on the following

points, and a portion of the responses are here givenOwing to a delay m receipt of th^ others, they must be
""'^"^ ^^^^ The entire report will

S^^am!'"^"''
^""^ ^^"^ Association by the Forest a^v

yourllctfon?
actual working of the present law in

dutieS""^
your local game protector performing hie

3. How is public sentiment in your locality?

4. W^hat is the condition of hunting and fishing in your
locality?

6. Have you dny amendments to olfei?

Rochester Rod and Gun Club.

W. C. Hadlby—As to the actual working of the pres-
ent law 1 am totally unable to answer because I shoot but
very little in the field. As regards the fishing portion I

know nothing at all because 1 scarcely ever cast a fly. Of
course we all take upon ourselves the opportunity of fish-

ing if such an opportunity comes. As far as the game is

concerned in Monroe county the Monroe Sportsmen's As-
sociation, of which Wm. S. Kimball is president, placed
in Monroe county a year ago something over 5,000 quail,

and I do not believe it was a success, although the inten-
tion was good. I cannot learn that a great many lived,
although I have heard of once in a while a few being
found.
As far as the game protector ofiicially in Monroe county

is concerned I am inclined to think that most of his at-

tention has been directed to fish instead of game. I think
perhaps he has devoted more time to that, in fact he has
devoted all his time to fish protection. I have never
heard of his prosecuting any one for the violation of the
game law. As regards taking woodcock, ducks and
other game birds out of season, I do know that in Monroe
county a person may go to certain first-class restaurants
of our lake resorts and purchase game suppers out of sea-
son. The fact has baen brought to my notice a great
many times that in .July a person may go to Oatario
Beach and purchase game suppers (Ontario Beach being
our Coney Island), while up town in the city game sup-
pers can be obtained out of season, yet they do not keep
their practice before the public. As I said before, we
need a little more game protection in Monroe county,
such that it would have our game protected. If our
game protector would kindly devote a little more at-
tention to the protection of game certain of us would
love to shoot.

I believe that Game Constable Swartz has done his
official duty in Monroe county, and as far as I can find out
I believe he has done good work in tbat way.

Cortland County Sportsmen's Club.

A. M. SCHERMERHORN—I agree with Mr. Hadley that
our local protector's work has been doHO on fish. People
have been shipping birds which is strictly prohibited.
Complaints have been made but I do not know that any-
thing has been done about it. The fish are well pro-
tected, but the game is not. There never was such a
scarcity of game as there is now.

Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River.

G. M. Skinner—The working of the present law has
been entirely satisfactory. We have some amendments
which we would like to offer at the proper time. We
thmk we have a very efficient protector and that he is

doing noble work. We are very glad to have Mr. North-
rup t.s our protector. We think that public sentiment in
our locality is growing all the while in favor of protec-
tion, but as has been said previously, too much attention
is paid to the fish.

In regard to the fourth clause, fishing is improving.
Our water is international water at the foot of Lake
Ontario. The great trouble here is, the water being in-
ternational water, that 'the Canadian fishermen are
granted licenses, while we are strictly preserving the
waters on our side. Nevertheless, we have experienced
good results and we know that angling opportunities are
increasing. Never before since our association was or-
ganized have there been so many small bass in the river.
There have been exceedingly large numbers of musca-
longe caught this year. I accept this as evidence that
they are on the increase. Large numbers have been
caught by angling, which is very encouraging. We have
been told that next year a large number of wall eypdpike
will be put in the river. There was a time when wall-
eyed pike were not much found. Providing we can get
the amendments, which I will lay before you, we think
we shall have everything in condition for good results.

I would like to add, Mr. President, as regards to the
shooting, that there is very little done in this line. There
have been but few partridges shot. I have but very little
change in numbers to report in regard to ducks. The
flight of ducks has been very large.

Syracuse Indoor Shooting Club.
Chas. H. Mowry—I find the actual working of tho

law in this section good as far as it goes, but it is too
liberal for the welfare of the sportsmen and should be
corrected. I believe the sentiment of our sportsmen is
that the shooting season should commence on all game
alike and close at the same time of the year. I would
like to make this as an amendment to the law in regard
to shooting of partridge, woodcock and duck, and also
rabbits. As the law stands to-day there is no protection
on rabbits. A man may go and shoot rabbits at any
time in the year, and also shoot at young birds before
the season opens. The season now opens on Aug. 15
This is far too early. I would suggest that there be no
shooting at any time until Sept. 1.5. Oa the Montezuma
Marshes there are a large number of mudhens. People
go to these marshes and shoot them just before the open-
ing of the season, and many do not hesitete to shoot any-
thing that flies. Therefore, I would suggest that mud-
hens be included in the law. Although there has been
no marked violation, there should be protection as well
on other waterfowl.
In regard to our local protector performing his duties,

the Onondaga Club has prosecuted not onlv for violations
of the game law, but also of the fish law'. I think the
Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club will stand pre-emi-
nently high above any other society or any other organi-
zition in New \ ork for protection of fish and c^ame Wecan report excellent work in the protection of both gameand fish by our local protector. This fact is well known
to a number of you here. On that point we feel that wehave accomphshed most satisfactory results and arevery happy that we can report in this manner No
doubt, our attorneys will have something to say regard-ing our cases. Public sentiment is with us, in factshows that it 18 with us.

'

I believe the report is that hunting in this localitv wasnever so poor as ic has been thi^ year. The partridge hasbeen very scarce. There seem to be very few v^-oodcock!Very few ducks came in here.
-.^uoulk.

I would suggest that an amendment be strongly urged
on the Legislature for further protection of game and fish
in Seneca River. The present law permits the use of nets
in Seneca River, in Cayuga and Wayne counties. It is

something that is working a great deal of harm. Our
lake being fed from Seneca River, and the taking the fish
out of the river prevents our catching them in this lake
in large quantities.
As the law stands to-day in regard to shipi^ing game, it

is not allowed to ship any game out of the county or into
the county. I have no doiibt, however, that game dealers
in New York city and other cities do receive game and
fish from other counties. I think that our etforts shotild be
used to stop them. We must defend the law, so that there
can be no shipping from one county to another. This is

a point that we should be interested in. The non-trans-
portation clause is a greater protection for birds than any
other law that can be enforced. We see the good work-
ing of it right here in our own city.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Ciub.

Harry Ayling—I think that Mr. Mowry has stated
everything that I can say, but I may mention the action
we have taken in the Andrews partridge case. The case
was prosecuted and the defendants gave bail to appear
before the Grand Jiuy. The case is in progress now. In
regard to game, sportsmen in this section think that if

there could be an open season for everything and a uni-
form close season the result would be much better.
In regard to tishing in Seneca River. Formerly one

could go out and in one day catch all the fish he cared
for, while now some of the best fishermen can catch but
a very few. In former years I could catch 40 or oOlbs

,

but this year I could not catch more than lOlbs, The
river is full of nets. The law allows this, and they are
taking advantage of it. They fish for bullheads and catch
a great many pickerel. I would suggest that something
be done in regard to fishing in Seneca River.

Syracuse Rifle Club.

A. A. Stillman—I can only indorse what Mr. Mowry
has said.

Syracuse Gun Club.

HKNRy M. Chase—I will answer in regard to the
third clausp, which is in regard to the sentiment of the
people. There are a great many people in this locality
who pretend to be friendly to this association, but who
are in reality hostile to the movement.
The shooting has been very poor. The Syracuse Gun

Club would like to obtain such legislation as will ac-
complish the following results:

1. Uniformity of the la'W'^ throughout the State as far
as possible.

2. Lengthening the close (or breeding) season and short-
ening the open season.

3. Regulating the use of nets, and if possible their ex
termination.

Central New York Fish and Game Association
W. S. Gavitt—I do notknow that there is anything

that I can say that has not already been spoken of. We
are quite well pleased with the new law in many re-
spects. As a whole, I do not think we have many
amendments to offer, but there are two or three that!
would like to call your attention to. The law now allows
the shooting of rabbits and also the use of batteries in
Sodus Bay, and I am strongly in favor of forbidding this.
Shooting has been very poor in our section. In regard to
fyke nets on Seneca River, I think that they supidy the
reason for the scarcity of fish.

Another thing, in the catching of bullheads in nets,
inany other fish are caught in the nets, and are thrown
back into the water dead. There are many clauses that
should not have appeared in the bill, but should have
been corrected, and we suffer from this! The exemption
permitting battery shooting on Sodus Bay was inserted
through the influence of a gentleman of that State, and
was done out of spite, and while perhaps there will be
no personal benefits by reason of that clause in the bill,

still I think tbat it shou d be stricken from the bill.

Lakeside Gun Club, of Geneva.
J, George Stacey wrote: "We think here that all

shooting (quail excepted) should begin not earlier than
Sept, 1 ana close Jan. 1. Quail shooting Nov. 1 to Jan.
1. Duck shooting will have to be kept open, I suppose,
but I think March 1 late. Ruffed grouse, woodcock, quail,
snipe, rabbils or hares, plover, in fact, all upland birds—
not to be sold or had in possession after Feb. 1. That
gives dealers five months in which to handle game.
Surely that is enough. One word as to the meadow larks.
I think the open season may begin Sept, 1. They are a
shy, wary bird, and take very good care to keep out of
gunshot.

•'In regard to our local game protector, he is not per-
forming his duties as he should do. The public would
like to see a good man in his place—one that would do
something in regard to illegal fishing."

Poultney Rod and Gun Club,
President Charles Waciner wrote: "We would sug-

gest that the law on partridge be changed from Aug. 15
to Oct. 15 following or Nov. I. Our local game protector
is doing his duty. Public sentiment is generally in favor
of the law. Hunting has been poor, fishing fairly good.
We suggest there be a law prohibiting fishing on the Sab-
bath day."

Monroe County Sportsmen's Association.
Secretary Edmond Redmond wrote: "I regret that

I cannot be with you, but R jchester will be well repre-
sented in the meeting of the Executive Committee. I beg
to submit for your consideration an idea that occurred to
me yesterday, and which was published in the Post-
Exfmm, I am not sanguine that much good can be done
right away, but that something should be tried is evident
to all, Ttie small publice preserve scheme would call for
self-restraint on the part of sportsmen—and it might not
be of any value to them. But I submit it for what it is
worth:

A member of the Monroe Sportsmen's Association suggests that
as an experiment the State Association should encourage clubs to
establish in their respective counties places of refuge for game,
where it would be absolutely free from danger of the gun. Tois
could be done, he says, to some extent by leasing suitable grounds
and prohibiting ahooting upon them at any time. .Such pre«erves
would serve as safe breeding piao^s for migratory and non-
migratory birds, and m time the protected game would spread
outaide of the preserves and afford sport on the borders. If it
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were possible to preserve the grounds rigidly it would at least

serve to perpetuate some of the game that now seems des-
tined to extermination. The suggestion is not a new one except
as to the application of the idea to small territories. Ttie Yellow-
stone Park affords an Instance of the good effect of a preserve,
and the private preserves in New Jersey aifeo prove the value of
the idea. In the vicinity of these places game from the preserves
comes outsides the houndaries and affords sport when the original
stock is exhausted. It is well known that what are called 7ioii-mi-
gratory birds, such as ruffed grouse and guail, while they do nos
move from one climate to another witti the seasons, neverthelea.
travel over many miles of ground in the region where they are bred
This practice would guarantee fair shooting away from the pre-
serve, for some of the birds woiild be sure to come out. Such a
place could without much expense be protected from vermin
that is very destructive to game. If the sportsmen in the towns
of a county could be induced to try this idea for a few years it
might prove to be exceedingly beneficial to the cause of game
preservation. Every one who goes out with a gun in this State
knows that game is disappearing rapidly, and that it is Only a
question of a short time when there will be nothing in the woods
to .invite one out for a day's sport. The local preserve idea
would also enable those interested to try, with some chance of
success, the scheme of liberating quail or other birds, such as
the Mongolian pheasant. If something of this nattire is not done
very soon the woods and fields of this country will be destitute
of game.

Niagara County Anglers' Club.

Chas, RiPsos—The membership of our club h large,
They take a great deal of interest in the laws for the
protection of fish and game, and as the protector for the
Fifteenth District I can assure you that they not only
urge a strict enforcement of the game lavrs, but they ma-
terially assist me in many ways in the performance of
my duties. How well those duties are performed I will
have to leave to others than myself to tell.

The fishing in my locality is good. I think it is better
than in years pasi; and though it may sound "fishy,"
I state from postive knowledge that persons have caught
500 perch and eighty large black bats each in a single
day." This was done in Niagara River. I meet very few
people who are opposed to the enforcement of the laws
for the protection of game.

If this Association intends to make any recommenda-
tions to the Legislature I would suggest the following:
That the law with regard to Lake Erie remain as it is.

That the penalty for having black bass and muscalonge
in possession should be $10 per fish. A total penalty of
$2.5 will not pay a lawyer's fee in case you have to go into
the courts.

Sec. 134, prescribing the size of meshes of nets used in
lakes Ede and Ontario, should call for ]|in. bar instead
of liin. as it now is.

One-half the penalty recovered should go to the ijro-
tector, and $75 per month would not be too mtich pay for
a man who is willing to do his whole duty and look after
our intei-ests in a territory covering three or four counties.
The law should be so amended as to prevent fishing

within three miles of the mouth of the Niagara.

Mink, Otter and Weasel Dodg'e Shot.

Bbewer, Me., Nov. 19—In your last issue M. C. H.
asks, "Cm the mink dodge shot?" I have shot at a mink
at close range which had its forefeet resting on a log
covered with snow, the whole upper part of the body
being fairly exposed. The shot cut the snow all up
exac ly where the forefeet rested, but the mink was not
touched, as he dodged beliind the log. I have repeatedly
seen otter and. weasel dodge rifie balls, which struck
exactly where their heads had been when the gun was
fired. Although I have shot otter, mink and weasel,
which were looking directly at me when I fired, I do not
consider thi^ as any proof that they cannot dodge when
they try to. M. Ha.ex>y.

An Exclusively Vestibule Line.

Tub Ohio & Mis-sissippl Railway runs three solid vestibu'e
irains each wav daily between Cincinnati and St. Louis without
change, permitting all classes of passengers to occupy the vesti-
bule cars without extra cbargf. It is the only line running a
passenger train between Cincinnati and St. Louis, notwithstand-
ing the advertisements of competing lines. The running time is

less than t<-n hnure, easily made over its straiglit track and solid
roadbed. The Ohio anrl Mississippi is the best and quickest line
between St. Louis and Louisville and between Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. Pullman buffet sleeping cars are run each way by
Ih's line between St. Louis, Cincinnati, Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, New York and Boston, and bet«?een Cincinnati and
Louisville. Tickets via Ohio & Mississippi Railway are for salo
at offices of connecting lines Wast, West. North and South.—W.
B. Sh ATTUC. Qen. Pass. Agent. F. W. Thacy, President. Cincin-
nati, O.—Arlv.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to t-ports of the field and prairie and mountain and

forest and stream, the Foubst and Stkgam offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camer.a. The conditions

under whicti these prizes will be given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as- follow?: First $'25. Second $30

Third .flS. Fourth SIO. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forkkt and Stkeam'S field—game
aud dsh (alive Or dead), sboofcing and Ashing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
hii ve been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work mtist be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any oth-er competition, nor have been published.-

Thci'e are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor neednbt ljB;astibsoriber of FoKtiST and Stream.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the .iudges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qnilities; and other things

being equal, the unique au'l difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identificatiou. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, aud name of camera.

The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and
StrbA-M, This applies onlv to the particular prints sent us.

From time to ttme we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples ot the work submitted, and should the interest in

FoiiEST AND Stream's Amateur Photography Colleei ion prove

to be what is anticipated, we may ask for au expression ot opinion

by a vote of all our reader.^ after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Flickering Vole." Such popular vote

will he quite distinct from the award by the committee-

Hiid giv^r Sighing.

TJic Fish Lmvs of the United States and Canada, in. Lhe

''Game LoMs in Brief," 25 cents. In the '•Book ot the

Oame Xows'' (full text), 50 cents.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS—XV.
CARP LAKE. MICHIGAN.

The Carp Lake Camp,
(Coiirliuli'd from paQcSSS.)

I HAD to put on fresh fins every once in a while, as the
trout would occasionally jerk one off the hook, and they
were continually splitting and fraying them with their
teeth till they soon became unattractive and useless.

I killed several of them as needed for their fins, and
when I got through with one his belly was as bare as an
eel's, for I found the pectorals answered as well as the
ventrals or the anal.
When we had followed the winding stream about a

quarter of a mile 1 thought I had about fished my share
of it and asked Kelpie to change places that he might
get some of the glory before it was all gone; but to my
utter surprise he flatly refused to surrender his seat in
the bow, where he had been sitting since we left the
bridge, with his mouth watering—else he was made of
difi!erent stuff from other men—to take a hand in the
sport, for he was an old and crafty trout fisher, who
would rather "poke" along a trout stream than to sit

down to a feast of his favorite "red rozberriea an'
cream.'"
What had come over the man? Had the hot sun made

him clean daft? Had I offended by fishing a longer
stretch of the stream than courtesy would warrant? No.
In the pure goodness and unselfishness of his old heart
he wanted me to get all that was to be had out of the
remainder of the afternoon, as I would not, he said,
likely get another chance at the ti'out for a whole year,

"Id stands just this way, Hickory, or sits rather in ray
CfJse," he said, as he braced the oar against the bottom
and held the boat in mid-stream. "We will break camp
in a couple of day.°, as the arrangement is, and we will
probably not have an opportunity to come back and fish

this stream again. I can go fronting over where I live

most any day when I feel like it, but you will not get to

see another trout after to-day, it may be, till next year,
and I want you to enjy the fisbing in this stream while
it's right here under your hand. I'll take my turn next
year, if we come back to Carp Lake. Now, go ahead and
fish and I'll hold the boat wherever yoti say 'stop 'er"

—

and he let the boat drift against the bank in a little

pocket, where the current held it till he got up and de-
liberately filled and lighted his pipe, blew out the match
and dropped it in the water, and then he sat down again,
pufiing complacently, while I stood looking at him and
wondering if there was ever such another exhibition of
self-denial "on the face o' this livin' airth."'

I urged him in vain to take my place in the stern: his
decision was not to be altered, and the boat drifted out in

the current again, and I turned to be ready to "stop 'er"

at the next trouty looking hole, biit the sport had lost a
good deal of its charm, for I was uneasy in my mind at
the thoua-ht that I was, on his own insistance, howeA er,

robbing Kelpie of his ehare of a glorious afternoon's fish-

ing. How many Kelpies are there claiming membership
in the gentle craft? Too few and scattered.
A little further down we came to where there were

some s-kids lying on the bank, where the lumbermen had
rolled logs into the stream, and here was a hole deeper
than any we had found, with some sunken logs in it, and
one, bigger than its fellows, lying slanted out down the
stream. "Kelpie stopped the boat about 10 or 12yds. above
it, and I let the bait drift down the current till it was
nearly over the big log, when I saw a trout fl^irt out from
urder it and make a snatch at the slowly turning tins

that made my blood tingle like from the shock of a bat-
tery. As he struck at the bait I gave the rod a quick
twist that was a fraction of a second too soon, as he
missed it and whirled back out of sight under the log.

Had Kelpie seen that trout I think he would have
swapp d places with me on the instant without further
argument, for he looked fully as big as a three pound
bass, larger if anything than the big fellow that I was
sure was still hiding under the bank in the pool by the
bridge crossing McConnell's Creek; but he was sitting too
low down to get much of a view of the stream below him.

I said nothing, only to request him to "drop 'er down a
couple o' yards," that I migfit have a better chance for a
sure strike by using a little less line.

When tho current again carried the bait down near the
log and it was about to suck under, the big trout came
out again with a dash, seized it and turned to go back
under the log, but like the one up at the bridge he took
the wrong direction, and right there began a fight, short,
sharp and fierce, that was enough to make "gentle old
Ike" turn over in his coffin.

The trout tried his level best to get under the log, which
meant "good bye Hickory," but failing in this he made a
wild rush across the stream and came near stranding on
a small sandbar, and then before I could think to give or
take up a little line he was back at the log making savage
jerks and plunges to get under it.

It was a desperate case : if the line parted my hopes
were blasted; if he got under the log he would saw the
line in two before I could catch my breath, and with
these two possibilities worrying me I was in a "state of
mind."
The fight ended as suddenly as it began. At last he got

the right purchase on the current with his broad tail and
with a mighty surge disappeared from sight under the
log and the hook flew back over my head and beyond
Kelpie, stripped of both the fins.

I L^uickly reeled in the line to put a couple more fins on
the liook, and there was the cursed fraud, a No. ti Car-
lisle, straightened out to about the shape of a cant-hook
iron, It hadn't the honesty to break fair and leave a
clean record; it jtist lost its grip at the supreme moment,
and me the big trout at the same time.
D—arn a Carlisle hook anyhow, or words to that effect;

it is the thinnest excuse for a hook, whatever its size,

that was ever put on the market to fool the confiding
angler.

1 was tii'ed and sat wearily down on tbe little stool near

the stem and "cussed"—cussed a whole catalogue of new
fangled cuss words invented to suit the occasion, till the
air grew thick and blue, Kelpie sitting meanwhile puf-
fing calmly at his pipe, as though the loss of a big trout
was one of the ordinary mishaps of life.

Finally, with his usual deliberation of speech, he said,
holding on to a snag sticking up from the bottom with
one hand while he took the pipe from his mouth with the
other, "Hickory, I'm sorry about that trout; no, I didn't
see him when you called to me, but I know he was a
monstrous big one by the way the old rod worked, and
by the remarks you made. Yes, I'm sorry you lost him,"
and that was all the consolation I got out of him, but it

was enough, for I knew he meant it,

I found a No. 3 Limerick in my pocket calamity box
and tied it on, and then cut a couple of bright colored
fins from a dead trout and strung them on the hook in
such a way that they would revolve in a most "bewil-
derin' an' enticin' " manner, but it was of no avail, even
though I let it drift repeatedly under the log and pulled
it back with the most captivating flirts and alluring
jerks known to the art; the big trout was too smart, or
too badly scared to again fool with a crippled, crazy-act-
ing bug that had nearly dislocated his jaw during the
brief time he was trying to let go of it.

I tried patiently for fifteen or twenty minutes to coax
him out again, but it was only time wasted, and Kelpie
once more let the boat drift with the current.
When we were within a few feet of the log the old fel-

low came out from under it like a flash and shot off down
stream three or four rods and hid in a snarl of roots along
the bank, but we paid little attention to him, knowing
that he would not be likely to bite again that day. Kel-
pie stopped the boat just below the big log and I caught
four good trout, 9 and lOin. long, and then we drifted
along again to where I had seen the big trout go in
hiding, but before we got Avithin the boat's length of the
snarl of roots he made up his mind the crazy bug was
still after him and again he went off down the stream
like a streak of light and we saw him no more, although
we must have passed by him, lying scared nigh into fits

under the bank, or behind some friendly log.

It was a crushing disappointment to lose that trout; I
would have given my last "chaw tobacker," and thrown
in an almighty dollar for just one more whack at him
with the little Limerick, for after I tied it on I missed no
more strikes nor lost a single fish.

The trout kept biting greedily—and so did the deer flies,

but I had become so absent-minded and wrapped up in the
fishing, and thinking of patient, unselfish old Kelpie sit-

ting cramped up there in the bow, denying himself one of
the greatest pleasures of his life— red-letter days of his
life—he still refused to change places with me—that the
flies failed to keep up the "enthusiasm" they had aroused
in me on their first onslaught, and, besides, I had run
out of cuss words of the right sort, and didn't think it

quite fair to start over and treat Kelpie to the same old
grist.

When we got down to where the' stream widened and
the bottom was sandy and free of logs, and roots, and
snags, we found no more trout—at least they quit biting,
and the most careful fishing for a hundred yards failed
to provoke a rise ; btit we had had enough—a string of
them tied to one of the rowlocks half as long as a man's
arm, and there were no finerlings among them, nor
had we returned more than three or four to the water, as
under the lawful limit.

They ran from 8 to llin. in length; a string of'beauti-
ful fish that made Kelpie's'old eyes snap with the fire of
youth, and I was in much the same humor.
Curious how a fine string of fish will take the old griz-

zled veterans back to their boyhood days, when they felt
rich with a pole cut in the woods, a frayed straw hat,
that took its turn as headgear and dipnet for 'minners,
and a one suspender out-in-the-rear pair of breeches, a
world too wide. Oh! the marvelous] fishing—the won-
derful days when we were boys.
The old rod was placed carefully in the bottom of the

boat and we took our way down the stream, pushing
with an oar apiece and standing up that we might better
follow the devious water trail and look out for snags
that might bring on a catastrophe at any moment and
lay us out for the night in the swamp.
As long as the trout had kept biting, and while we

were feeling our way out of the swamp as it were, I had
forgotten I had such a thing as an appetite, but when we
got to the mouth of the stream, and stopped to I'est a few
minutes alongside of the old wood scow, a hungry fit

seized me that soon put the better part of the remaining
lunch out of sight, and then shipping both pairs of oars,
we followed the windings of the bayou out to the lake
and out into the shadows of the falling evening that had
just begun to darken the foot of the hills on the further
shore.
We lifted our fish in the boat to save the drag, and

bending to the oars—Kelpie had picked up muscle till he
could pull a fairly vigorous stroke—were soon a quarter
of a mile out aud into a strong breeze blowing our way
down the lake, one of the rare favors bestowed on us by
the wind god since we had been in camp.
When we got back to the camp the sun was down, but

there was sbill light enough left for the keeper of the
fryin' pans to see to clean the trout and fry some of them
for sux3per, and I managed to keep up my end in dispos-
ing of then, even though I had fared sumptuously on hard
crackers and cold fried bacon less than a couple of hours
before. The others were sprinkled lightly with salt,

packed in a camp kettle and set in the "refrigerator"
under the bank, well covered to keep night-prowling
varmints out, and we had some for breakfast and some
more for dinner, and there were enough left for a taste
all round for supper next evening. Truly, the trout of
Cedar Run are toothsome and comfortin' to the inner
man.

Silting around the camp-fire that night, Kelpied and I
tried to induce the "Perfessor" and Johnny to spend next
day on the C-dar, but the account we gave of the diffi-

ciiltiea of navigating the stream and the danger of the
boat turning over in the swdft current with a couple of
fresh- water sailors who were not thoroughly at home on
the water in a "collar box," gave the "Perfessor" a back-
set, and he concluied he woui 1 rather risk a ducking in
the warmer wat«-rs nearer oamj) than a bath in the frigid
waters of Cedar Eun.
Then we tried to talk the Colonel into making the trip

with one of us, but he preferred the comforts of the camp
and his pipe to being flayed alive by a swarm of blood
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hirsty deer flies, and this moved u=i to try it aKain our-

selves, that I migjht get even with Kelpie by holding the

boat while he tished and ''fit flies"—T would have to do

the cueain' tor him—but we at last abandoned the notion

of going, as we had only two days left, Saturday and
Sunday, before breaking up time.

These two days we could use up in loafing and enjoying

the "PerfesBor's" daily grind of ancient jokes and in pack-

ing up odds and ends before the final catastrophe came,
wishing the while that there were no realities of life for

us to go back to. Facing the realities was the hardest

part of it all, for we had been po free of care or worry,

and had become so attached to Robin's Nest Camp—the
best of them all—that it was like breaking a heart string

to leave it.

The "Perfeesor" and Johnny were, however, going to

stay three or four weeks longer.

They had thought of boarding with the Gerings or going
up to Uncle Jimmy Nolan's, but country people are not
always prepared to accommodate boarders, and it was at

last arranged to leave them a teut—the big fly—a camp,
kettle, coft'ee pot and enough other necessaries from the I

outfit to get along with comfortable, and they could bring
them home when they got ready.
On Saturday we fished a little, sat around and smoked

and cogitated a good deal and debated what to do next;
packed a few things just to make it look like we were in

earnest about breaking up, and then we smoked and
loafed some more, and felt tired because packing up was
not the sort of work that agreed with our notions of the
fitness of things.

Along toward sundown Kelpie and 1 pulled across the
lake to get the minnow trap—we might as well have left

it hang for all the good it had done us—and to fish a little

from force of habit, but we didn't catch anything worth
bragging about, and we didn't care much, for the wind
up was so near that we were more concerned about that
than the number of fish we could take back to camp.
When darkness fell we kindled the camp-fire and sat

around it and smoked and talked a little about breaking
up, and meditated undisturbed—the "Perfessor" had for-
gotten to wind himself up—for there was little else to do.
At last Kelpiebroke a long spell of silence with "Hickory,
it's a pity you didn't skin that bea.r the other day and
bring in the lude to take home with you as a reminder of
Robin's Nest Camp."
This was not a very mirth-provoking sabject to the

Colonel, Johnny and me, as it reminded us of the last
'episode" in which we three had taken a prominent and
rather ludicrous part. Kelpie and the "Perfessor" not
being in camp at the time.
One afternoon a few days before, little Emma Laidlaw

rame running down to camp out of breath to say excitedly
there was "an awful big black bear swimming along
down the lake only a little ways out just above their
house, and for us to come up quick and kill him," Then
there was mounting in hot baste, or words to that effpct,
for the Colonel and I had been "jest a achin' fur a b'ar
fight" for lo, these many years. Johnny seized a hatchet,
I grabbed up the axe. and the Colonel went for his gun—
the big revolver—and a handful of cartridges, and jump-
ing into the big white skifl: away we went up the lake,
Johnny and T at the oars pulling as though our lives were
at stake, while the Colonel pat grimly in the stern filling
the chamber of his big pistol with cartridges to be ready
for the fray.
A strong wind blowing down the lake and a heavy sea

made our progress aggravatingly hIuw, but the prospect
of a real, genuine bear fight ahead onlv made us redouble
our efforts at the oars till the sweat rolled off us in great
drops—except the Colonel, who sat in the stern calmly
di'anning the water ahead with his "eagle eye" for a sight
ot the bear. Little Em. being a lighter craft and not
being handicapped by a heavy head sea, as we were,
shinned it up the road and stood on the bank wait-
ing for us as we rounded the i^oint at the lower end of the
grove below the house, pointing to a dark object rising
and falling on the wqter a hundred yards or more out
from shore.

We were too far away to see our intended prize very
distmctly, but our plan of attack was soon formed. We
would pull in between the bear and the shore to "head
'im off," and when within close pistol range the Colonel
would open on him with his battery, and if he only
wounded him and he attempted to climb in the boat—
which bears sometimes take a notion to do—Johnny and
I would "do him up" with the hatchet and axe while the
Colonel "filled him chuck full o' perforated holes" at
arm's length range.
Johnny and I put on a little more steam, heading apomt or two mshore, and we were soon near enough to

get a good sight of the bear, when, there, slowly drifting
with the wind and waves was-not a bear, but what had
looked Burpnsinglv like one doubtless to the vivid imag-
ination of httle Em—a curiously shaped charred and
blackened old stump that had somehow got adrift in the
lake and was rolling and bobbing along in the seas in amanner that had led the child to take it for a "really

j^Lu i^^^^y I suddenly shut off steam, as it wereand the boat lost headway, onlv pitching up and downm the seas, and then we looked at each other in a foolish
sortof way and then at the Colonel, whose face was a
study, and the Colonel looked at us in a foolish sort of

S.'/ "lu
Ji^i^lied: laughed till our sides

fi
^9^* drifted near shore, where we toldthe little maid her bear was only an old black stump.

4.1, *f
?"Sht It was a bear," she said so naively that we

thoughtless wretches that we were, laughed again tilloverwhelmed with confusion at the joke unwittinelv
played on us, she started for the house shame-faced and
wmfi^Jlf^r^*'''^'*^^?*^^' ^ balm for her3 In 7^°,"^ in childhood

Ss ^--^ comfort, a mother's

Johnny and I laid on our oars awhile, only pulliuff a
l""-?^

intervals to keep the boat head on to the

ff^oW^l^i,'^^
rested and cooled off, and then we headed

f«S„ °
*J uK^T' ""'^^^y bear hunters we, crest-

b' gosh," to be laughed at and•chaffed' till life was a burden to us for the next dav ortwo; even the keeper o' the fryin'-pans had a grin on his

invthttlf^^'.^ tl°°^
t« other^^heneveranything reminded him of the "bear hunt," as he called

J^^Z'y^''^' "^Tb^^ ^^^^"^ a<= foot of the grovewhere we passed him on our way back to cmo and fdoubt not laid there the rest of the season to reSSd Uttte

Em, as she passed on occasional trips to the village, of
the commotion she created in the Camp of the King-
fishers, and if sight of the old black stump moved her to

laugh a little to herself at remembrance of our discom-
fiture we will not lay it up against her, for we enjoyed
the "episode" more than she, and it was a source of much
fun in the camp—at least to the "Perfessor," Kelpie, and
the keeper o' the fryin'-pans, if not to the three who took
so active a part in the "fight."

It may be noted that the Colonel and I are not "jest a
achin' fur a b'ar fight" as badly as we used to be; we are
satisfied with our record.
Sunday forenoon we packed up our personal "calami-

ties" and some other things of the outfit except the tents,

carried up the ironclad, let it dry out and packed it, and
in the afternoon entertained a lot of visitors and friends
who made a neighborly call and to say good-bye, among
the rest Uncle Jimmy Nolan and his boys and the owner
of the big white skiff that had served the Colonel andme
such a good turn when we were shipwrecked on the
wrong side of the lake.

After supper Kelpie and I took a boat and pulled down
and anchored off the birch point to have a last "fish" to-
gether, but the bass were not in a good humor, and we
got only one; and it was so dark when I struck him that
I could barely see the line at the tip of the rod.
He was a small-moiith of exactly Silbs., and made such

a valiant fight for his life that we had a notion to return
him to the water, but concluded that as h« might be the
last bass we would ever get out of Carp Lake we would
have him for breakfast as a fitting windup to our last
morning in camp.
The Colonel surpassed himself that night in building

the most rousing of his famous camp-fires, but it didn't
burn as brightly nor look as cheerful as usual somehow,
because maybe it was our last night, and we might never
gather around another one; certainly not for another
year.

We sat around it till well into the night, thoughtful
and quiet, for nobody seemed much inclined to talk, even
the "Perfessor" had taken a "double reef in his jawin'
tackle'"—an amazing and unaccountable "episode"—and
failed to grind out the usual grist of smartness and old
"chestnuts," for which we felt profoundly thankful.
The others of us went off to bed at last, leaving the

Colonel to sit out his last camp-fire and poke the chunks
together for their last dying flicker, going back, mayhap
in his dreaming to the old camps as he gazed with half-
closed eyes into the waning fire and sucked comfort and
reminders from his old brown pipe. Oh! the old o imps!
Would we could go back into the years when life was in
the silk and tassel and make them ail over again. But I
am drifting into a reminiscent mood; old memories and
breaking camp don't go well together.
Next morning by 9 o'clock everything was packed and

ready except the tents. They were left standing till the
sun got above the hill and warmed the night dews out of
them, when they were packed in one of the big canvas
bags, and last came "old glory," leaving old Sam's "dandy
flag- pole" desolate looking and bare escept for a wi^p of
withering leaves fluttering at the top.
The wagons were soon loaded—neighbor Gering's and

another one—and we said good-bye and good luck to tbf
"Perfessor" and Johndy ("the two .lohns") and left them
to laugh and gi-ow fat, or fight it out o\ er each other 'm

pithless puns and witless wit, for Jolmny was a chip off'

the old block and c<rald give his "govwnor," as he called
him, as good as he senl. {A letter was received from the
"Perfessor ' a week or more after > and he could not f(n-e-
bear inclosing one of his old decayed "chestnuts,'' to wit:
"Johnny caught a Gibs, bass yesterday, but when we took
it down lo Bingham end put it on the store scale the
darned thing weighed only Slbs.")
When in the wagon we drove by under the oak for a

partinjc look at our little pets in the nest overhead, and
left "Kobin's Nest Camp" behind us with genuine re-
grets, for it was a camp the like of which we may never
find again. True, we did not catch a great number of
bass, but we got more than enough for our needs, which
was, probably, more than some of us deserved,' and a
perfect camp and fist enough is better than a poor camp
and "heap much fish," which being boiled down resolves
itself into that truism of a lamented brother of the rod—
and I may be pardoned for again quoting it—"It is not
all of fishing to fish."

At Traverse City there were more regrets in store for
the Colonel and me; Kelpie was to leave us there for his
home on Central Lake, and he had so endeared himself
to us by his gentle ways and sterling qualities as a
sportsman that it was like saying good-bye to a well-
beloved brother, but the parting was made easier by a
promise from him that he would "jine" us wherever we
made the next camp, if we made it anywhere this side
of the North Pole.

(I like to write good things about my old comrades of
the camp and the pleasant people whom we meet, and if
it please them to read it as much as it does me to write
It I'm sure it will be to our mutual pleasement. Pleasant
neighbors, if you have any at all, go a good ways in
making the camp enjoyable, and a good cook, one that
can adapt himself to the different humors of a party, is a
rare jewel, and Barney, the keeper o' the fryin' pans, is
one of 'em, to which the Kingfishers will take their
"affidavy.")
The Colonel and I arrived at home brown and rugeed

a,nd filled with pleasant recollections of "Eobin's Nest
Camp, but before a week we were examining maps and
casting around for a new place to pitch the tents next
time, whpre old Sam would find "more fish and fewer
episodes.
We found it, and if these letters have not already ex-

hausted the patience of the readers of Forest and Stream
I may take a notion, if I find time, to make a few "am-
phibious remarks" about it some time in the future
And now, to bring these chronicles to a close, I crave

the indulgence of the brethren for any shortcomings
they may have found in them; I have tried to write to
please you all more especially my old comrades of thecamp, and if I have failed it is the fault of the "old head"and not or the heart,
Errors there are in them, I know, typographical and

grammatical; the first may be charged to the printer, theothers—well, the critical reader maybe reminded thatm the past 35 or 38 years I have looked into a "minuSbucket oftener than in a grammar, and, besides, "TheJoneses never icus used to the very best o' grammar, no-

A GAR'S VULNERABLE POINT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been a reader of the Forest and Stream for

the past ten vears: «nd since reading your articles in re-
gard to the OaronHolet alligator gar, I take the liberty of
handing you herewith some scales from one captured in
eastern Arkansas last spring. It was taken from Dead
Timber Lake, in Crittenden county in a seine, and was
killed with the butt of an oar by striking it in the fore-
head. It measured 9ft. and weighed 1761bg. It was
given to me. I had it skinned and preserved 2,000 scales.
To separate the scales from the flesh had to boil them
from seven to eight hours. When I tell you 1 was three
days cleaning my 2,000 scales you can imagine the work
connected with it. I do not believe this fish could be gigged
aa I have known men who have shot them with Winches-
ters and failed to do more than make them lash the water
furiously for a few moments. This gar was a female,
and her eggs were large and well formed, evidently they
were about ready to deposit.
The horseshoe-shaped scales run down the back, the

others lying obliquely on the sides. I send three scales
from each side of the fish. The only vulnerable point
about this fish seems to be the forehead, just between
the eyes, which can be crushed with a hard blow.

J. H. Beardsley,
Kansas Citt, Mo.

[Dr. Goode quoted the following curious stories about
the bony gars in the "Fishing Industries:"
Champlain wrote in 1609 of a fish in Lake Champlain

which was undoubtedly the gar pike, that "if it wants to
catch any bird it goes among the rushes or reeds border-
ing the lake in many places, keeping the beak out of the
water without budging, so that Avhen the birds perch on
the beak, imagining it to be the limb of a tree, it is so
subtle that closing the jaws, which it keeps half-open, it

draws the birds under water by the feet. The Indians
gave me a head of it, which they prize highly, saying
that when they have a headache they let blood with the
teeth of this fish at the seat of pain, which immediately
goRs away."
In July, 1879, Mr. James F. Simmons, of Redhone

District, Georgia, "had a narrow and pecu'liar escape.
He was fishing on Flint River, and had attempted to
swim across to get a batteau from the opposite side.
About half-way over the stream he stopped on a root or
tree to rest. After remaining there a short time, he
plunged off for the other shore. Just as he made a
plunge a tremendous fish known as the gar struck him,
catching his thigh in its mouth, and leaving an ugly and
painful wound, A regular battle then took place be-
tween the man and the fish, and lasted for some minutes,
until finally Mr. S. eot back on his resting place and his
enemy departed. During the fight Mr. S. threw the fish
pome fret above the water, but it continued the attack.
Mr. S. "^^s thoroughly frightened and called lustily for
help. He has several ugly and jiainful wounds given
him by the fish, yet none serious. This is the first time
we f ver heard of a gar attacking a man, yet they say it
frf quenfly does so."
Tbp Fpf-cies referred to in the latter account was sup-

pot^ed tn have been the alligator gar.
In 1880 the writer had a number of arrow-head-like

scales of the gar which he carried in a voyage to Arctic
Alaska, believing that the Esquimaux would prize them
highly for use in their weapons of the chase. The scales
v^ere frequently offered in trade to the natives, but ex-
cited no attention from any of them. A few were given
as presents and may some day appear in a collection and
cause some speculation as to the source from which the
Esquimaux obtained them.]

WITH A FLY-ROD.

Kingfisher.

Ii will not be many weeks before the season will come
for the appearance in our advertising pages of announce-
ments by our fishing tackle friends of this tenor; "Trout
and bass rods make excellent Christmas presents." And
it is just as certain that many a fortunate fisherman, his
father or mother, or wife or daughter, or son or cousin,
or angling friend, having noted the suggestion in the
Forest and Stream, will be given a flv-rod for Christ-
mas, and with it a presentation note of affection and well-
wishing.
Now, if you were going to give such a holiday gift

yourself, what would be your note to go with it?

A sentiment to accompany a fly-rod, what should it be?
The Forest and Stream believes that suggestions in

this line would prove timely and acceptable, and that a
column in its angling pages made up of such notes
would be capital reading. They are invited.—jPoj-es^ and
Stream, Oct. 13.

I.

My Friend—The trees are always sympathetic, the
bu-ds never fail to welcome their lover, the landscape be-
longs to him who can see it, the story of creation, the
purpose of being, the destiny of man are written on the
face of the earth. May this little gift induce you to be
oftener out of doors, away from yourself and the ever-
disappointing world of men.

Sincerely yours, C. T. Mc.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

IL

The essence of good angling is not to catch ton many.
jaiLLARD,

Ariosa, Wyo.

A Fishculture Lecture.
In the Gleus Falls (N. Y.j Lyceum lecture course Mr. A.

N. Cheney, of that town, will lecture Dec. 27 on the "Pro-
gress of Fishculture."

Desired Information.
We desire to impress upon the minds of the public the superl-

ority of the service offered hy the Wisconsin Central Lines be-
tween Chicago and Milwaukee and St. Pan], Minneapolis, Duluth
and all points in the Northwest. Two fast trains leave Chic^eo
daily for St. Paul, Mineapolis and Duluth with Pullman vesti-
huled drawing room sleepers and coaches of latest desiga. Its
dining car service is unsurpassed. This the public is invited to

, , . , . „ change. Pamph-
lets giving valuable mlormatiou can he obtained free upon appti-
cation to your nearest ticket agent, or to Jaa. C. Pond, General
Passenger and Ticket Agent. Chicago, Ul.—Adv.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 22 to 35.—Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington, See!y, l48 South
Eigtitli street.
Dec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Show Hprmitage Kexmel Club,

Nashville, Teiin. Robert C. Stockton, Seo'y-

1893.

Jan. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Olub. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloveraville, N. Y.
Feb. 21 to 33.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. J as.

Mortimer, Supt.
April 4 to 7.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mase. J.

W. Newman, See'y.
May 3 l o ti.— Pacific Kennel Club, at San. Fratncisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 1 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A.D. Stewart, See'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 28.-Phlladeiphia Kennel Olub Trials, at High Point, N. C.

F. Or. Taylor, Sec'r.
Dec. 6.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington. N. C. Col. Ode 11,

Sec'y.
Deo. 19.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

Januai-y.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb. S.—Southern Field Trial.s, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumby, Seo'v^

AMERICAN FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S TRIALS.
Ok the presumijticm that the United States Trials would

not be finished in less than a week, the American Field Trial
Club claimed Tuesday, Nov. 15, for the commencement of
its trials. The former clulj having marched up the hill and
then marched down again in less time than was anticipated,
the feasibility of commencing on Monday was considered,
but there were so many details to rearrange that it was
finally decided to hold to the advertised dates.
The Judges were Messrs. J. M. Freeman, Bicknell, Ind.;

Royal Robinson, Indianapolis, Ind., and W. A. Thompson,
Attica, Ind. Tbey managed the running skilfully and their
decisions were well received in nearly every instance. They
were hampered greatly in testing the dogs by the small
amount of work obtainable owing to the difficulty many
braces had in finding birds.
The grounds were good enough to run a field trial on, but

were mixed, good and common. There were undoubtei^ly
more birds on them than the number found by the dogs
would indicate. Manj' times birds were found by the horse-
men which, it could reasonably be expected, should have
been found by the dogs.
For a first trial it was conducted in a most praiseworthy

manner. Few of the older organizations conduct a trial

with less friction or more method. Mr. VV. J. Beck, the
secretary-treasurer, worked most diligently and efficiently
in arranging and conducting the details of the competition,
and it is but justice to mention that he did it skilfully and
well. He is a prominent lawyer of Columbus, Ind. In man-
aging a field trial, he seemed to have a knowledge from in-

tuition which others acquire by years of experience.
The members are all gentlemen of high standing and

ability, and the progress and elevation of field trials could
not be in better hands. The section of country about
Columbus is favorable for field trials, in respect to grounds.
With a little care in arranging for a food supply for the
birds, by planting sorghum or pea patches in favorable
places, a sufficient mimber of birds could almost be guar-
anteed.
Mr. A. T. Quick, of Columbus, also contributed by his

energy and personal attention to the success of the trials.'

That the trials are of public interest, and popular, too, was
evinced in a thousand ways, indeed, the uniform attention
and assistance given by the club officers and members could
not fail to win the appreciation of every one interested.
The cordial welcome, generous hospitality and intelligent
activity of the club this year won the esteem of the visiting
sportsmen. It is in a section of country which, from its

location; commands an assured support, l.ouisville., Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis. Chicago, Cleveland and many other cities

are tributary to it in a field trial way.
More birds than were found are needed for a field trial, at

its bestj than the grounds probably contain, but there were
many more birds than the finds would indicate- Many of
the dogs were lacking in experience, and many of the hand-
lers failed to beat out the grounds with care and some of
them hurried too much,
The rumors of dense weeds, cockle burrs and heavy river

bottoms, which so influenced the final action of the L'nited
States Club, were without foundation in fact. En 'passant,
it may be remarked that Messrs. Beck and Quick had been
out early on the morning of the arrival of the U. S. Club
engaging grounds, horses and teams, and felt that the club
acted hastily in not giving the matter a practical test. In-
deed, the action of the club was hasty, both as to intention
to postpone the trials and manner of executing it, for there
are many questions concerning the legality of the action
under the club's constitution and by-laws. A vote of thanks
to the American Club could have been most appropriately
passed for its consent to use some of its grounds and for the
personal efforts of its members to aid it in every possible
way. This oversight will undoubtedly be corrected at a
later meeting. It so ought to be.
Among the visiting sportsmen I noticed Messrs. W. M.

Kerr, S. H. Socwell, Indianapolis: C. O. Ferry, Roann, Ind.;

C. Sanderson, Gardner, 111.; E. H. Lyons. Emporia. Kans.;
C. A. Paet^iel, Hope, Ind.: F. J. Stroebel, Utica, N. Y.
Tuesday and Wednesday were delightful days, clear and

mild. Thursday was rainy and Friday was cold and windy.
The Glenmore Kenels have a magniScent string of their

Irish setters, about twenty-two in all, although only a part
of them ran in the trials. They were in bench show form,
too nice condition for field trials. Bench show condition
and field-trial form are incompatible. The necessary work
is distructive to fine feather and polished coat. To attempt
bench show and field form at the same time is sure to end
in disappointment.
The stakes were sweepstakes, 50 per cent, to first, 25 per

cent, to second and 15 per cent, to third. The absolute win-
ner of All-Age gets a cup, value «100; the absolute winner of
Derby gets a cup, value $76; the absolute winner of the
Puppy Stake gets a cup, value $50.

The officers of the clnb are Major Jos. F. Gent, President;
A. B. Reeves, Fir.st Vice-President: U. R. Fishel, Second
Vice-President. Board of Governors, H, B, Fleeves, U. R.
Fishel, a S. Baker, A. T. Quick, E. Nowatny, E, B. Peel
and W. C. Bruce. The club has a large membership.
While the trials dragged a bit from the causes meotioned,

they are trials which deserve the support of all who are in-

terest.ed in genuine sportsmanship. The gentlemen of the
club, who have worked so diligently for its success, are the
right sort to welome. In Indiana these remarks are super-
fluous, for there the gentleman are well known to the sports-
men of America, who may not be fully informed in all these
particulars these remarks convey a truth which is a beaeflt
to the future progress of sportsmanship.

TUESDAY.
The weather was delightfully pleasant after the heavy
aius of tbe previous day. the coaditioQs appeared

favorable for good work, but good work wa."! the exception
indeed. The grounds were not half hunted, yet about ten
bevies were found, a large number of which were found by
the spectators. All the work was decidedly inferior.

The AIl-Agre Setter Stake.

There were three starters, and they made an inferior com-
ftetition in every respect. The work done on birds was
imited. Following is the order of drawing:
.J. F. Pantler's dog Frank (Sancho—Bessie), J. H. John-

son, handler, wiih
Baker & Beck's dog Ightfield Rhiwlas (Downe—Schonaid),

J. E. Fisher, handler.

George E Gray's dog Hi Di (Hope—Trap, Jr.), a bye, J.
Mayfield, handler.

First Series.

Frank and Ightfield Rhiwlas.—They began at 8:30 in
open stubble. Frank was first to point. He found a bevy
in the open weeds, which he pointed for a brief time, when
he pressed forward and flushed. Rhiwlas did not see Frank
in weeds or refused to back it was difficult to determine
which. There was a crippled bird left, which Prank ran
forward to retrieve, but he stopped to order. No more
work was done on birds. Frank had the better range and
speed. Up at
Hi Di.~The bye dog was run with Coleraine for a bracp-

mate, commencing at 9:41 in a stubblefield. Hi Di, close to
a bevy, pointed at the same moment that one of the birds
flushed wild. The birds were followed. Coleraine pointed
just as t]ie bevy flushed in open weeds. Up at 10:13. Hi Di
showed only a fair range. He suffered some from a swollen
nose.

Second Series.

Hi Di AxSl) PRAjsK.~One brace of Irish setters wrs run to
give this brace a rest in the meantime. They were started
at 11:08. Hi Di ranged the wider. Frank gradually nar-
rowed his range from the beginning. Up at 11:37. No birds
found.
The judges soon announced the winners as follows: Hi Di

first, Frank second, Ightfield Rhiwlas third.
The running in the next stake was then resumed.

The Irish Setter Ail-Age Stake.

There were nine starters. The work was unqualifiedly
poor. Some of the dogs were diligent enough, but appar-
ently had little preparatory work on birds. At all events,
they made many blunders and failed to take advantage of
numerous opportunities. The spectators found quite as
many birds as the dogs.
Following is the order of running.-
A. A. Anderson's dog Quaker (Rex—Fannie), C. Harvey,

handler, with
Glenmore Kennels' bitch Betsy Crafts (Keno—My Maud),

W. T. Irwin, handler.

Geo. E Gray's bitch Hope Boru (Byron Barugo—Biddy),
John Mayfield, handler, with
Glenmore Kennels' dog Pingias (Fingal HI.—Aveline), W.

J. Irwin, handler.

R R. Howard's dog Marlowe (Elcho, Jr.— Maid), J. May-
field, handler, loith
Glenmore Kennels' dog Beau Brummel (Elcho, Jr.—Red

Rose), W. T. Irwin, handler.

Geo. E. Gray's bitch Blcho's Maid (Elcho, Jr.—Maid), J.
Mayfield, handler, loitTo

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Winnie II. (Frisco—Grouse), W.
J. Irwin, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' dog Ranger (Irish Elcho—Irish Bel-
fast), a bye. W. T. Irwin, handler.

Every dog nominated qualified and started- a most excep-
tional occurrence.

First Series.

Quakek AMD Betst Ckafts.—Dowu at 10:33, in open
stubble. Quaker flushed twice, after which Betsy made a
flush, this on a bevy scattered about in the open. Betsy
next false-pointed. The birds were followed into woods
where Betsy got a point on two which flushed wild. On a
marked bird, she next flushed. Neither ranged wide. They
had a number of opportuaities to point, but failed to take
proper advantage of them. Up at 11:00.

The brace of English setters was next run in the final heat
of that stake. The party then went to lunch.
Hope Boeu Asd Pinglas.—Down at 13:50 in open .stubble

and weeds. Both pointed, or Hope pointed and Pingias
backed. They were close together. Nothing found Ijp at
1:34 without finding birds. Judges annouaced they would
be put down again.
Maklowe and Beau BEUMMEL.^Started in an open field

at 1:43. After a half-hour's search Beau flushed a single
bird and dropped to wing. The bevy flushed wild down
wind. The birds were followed into corn, where another
bevy was flushed, handlers and dogs close around it. These
birds were followed into corn. Beau flushed a bird up wind.
Both passed by birds without recognizing scent. Poor work.
L'p at 2:37. Both ranged moderately well at the start, but
gradually narrowed their fling.

Elcho's Maid and Winnie II.—Down at 3:40 in open.
The first birds were of a bevy marked down in woods by
spectators. Maid dropped to wing as the scattered birds
flushed on bare ground. Followed the scattered birds.
Maid pointed one and Winnie refused to back. Maid moved
forward and flushed the bird. Both passed a number of
birds, which flushed wild after the dogs had gone on. Maid
pointed; nothing found. Winnie refused to back. Up at
3:20.

Ranger had Coleraine for a bracemate, he having a bye.
Down in open at 3:18. Irwin walked up a bevy which both
dogs had passed. It seemed as though they should have
pointed or recognized scent, as they were close to it down
wind. Both flushed on the scattered birds. Ranger next
flushed wilfully. Up at 3:49. Poor heat.
FiNGLAS AND HOPE BoHU.—They were started at 4:12 to

conclude their unfinished heat. On some marked scattered
birds Finglas flushed one.- Boru pointed a bird in open.
Up at 4:40. Finglas showed the better I'ange, both being
superior to the others in this respect.
The judges in the evening announced that Finglas, Hope

Boru and Elcho's Maid would run in the second series.

WEDNESDAY.
The day was delightfully pleasant and mild. Birds were

hard to find. New grounds were worked, some of which
were excellent, but a large part was too bare. A gentle
bree!ie made favorable conditions for good pointing. The
work was fairly good as a whole, some of it much better
than ordinary.

Second Series.

Finglas and Elcho's Maid.—They started near town in
a stubble. Finglas had taken but few casts when he came
quickly to a point in the stubble. Maid, coming up, caught
scent and pointed the same bevy. Both steady to shot.
Sent on. Maid, a few yards further on, pointed part of the
same bevy. She n°xt pointed a single, which was flushed
after she was ordered on. Pingias backed nicely. Both
beat out the ground well-, working merrily. It was the best
heat of the trials up to that time. Maid showed some inde-
cision at times iu her point work. Pingias showed the
higher class work.

Hope Boru and Winnie II.—Began at 8:53 in stubble.

Hope roaded nicely to a bevy and pointed it accurately and
well. It was quite a good piece of work. Steady to shot.

Winnie made a bracemate for Hope, the latter having a bye.

Up at 9.15.

The judges soon announced that Fingal won first, Elcho's
Maid second, and Hope Boru third. The following stake
immediately was begun.

The All-Age Pointer Stake.

The quality of the work as a whole was fairly good. It

averaged far better than any preceding it.

Mr. Thompson having bred one or more of the dogs retired
from the judging in this stake, Messrs. Freeman and Robtp.
son judged.
There were nine starters,' drawn to run as follows:
J. F. Shipley's dog Eric S. (Rank— Queen), W. B. Stafford,

handler. with
U. R. Pishel's dog Don Fis-Hel (Devonshire Sam—Nellie

Bang), owner, handler.

U. R. Pishel's dog Wise Croxteth (Croxteth—Amin6),
owner, handler. With

C. A. Paetzel's dog Nutwood (Ossian -Nellie E.), J. H.
Johnson, handler.

G. A. Castleman's dog Castleman's Rex (Mainspring

—

Dell), W. B. Stafford, handler,
loith

A. T. Quick's dog Faust King Don (King Don—Queen
Faust), J. E. Fisher, handler.

J. W. Scudder's dog Manitou (Luck of the Goat—Clary),
W. B. Stafford, handler, with
Carrie Harvey's bitch Midgett H. (Harrop—Frankie),

owner, handler.

John B. McGuffin's bitch Maid of Ossian (Osf-'ian—Pick-
wick), a bye, Carrie Harvey, handler.
Every dog nominated was .started.

First Series.

Eric and Don Fis-Hel.—Began at »:33 in open stubble.
Don maintained a good working gait and range throughout
the heat, while Eric started a bit the faster, but soon con-
tracted his range to narrower limits, and in the last part of
the heat was covering far less ground than Don, It was
nearly an hour before birds were found. Don found and
pointed a bevy nicely on a side hill and was steady to wing.
Down Ih.

Wise Croxteth and Ntjtwood were started at 10:42,
Both ranged wide and fast. The handlers walked very fast,
too very fast. A slow dog would not have kept up. Large
fields were beaten out without finding. Iu a large field the
judges gave the handlers orders to take a certain course.
They took another one and were soon fading away in the
distance, while the judges serenely kept their own course.
The handlees had bolted. They returned after a while,
neither drawing a long breath. Great range and endurance
for both dogs and handlers. Ordered up about 13:15, while
the party went to lunch.
To the judges and reporters this lunch was one of the

events which at long intervals unexpectedly happens to
break in upon the bewildering monotony of points and
flushes. Such a spread of good things was never before
seen at a field trial. And the ladies—bless their hearts!—
lent their gracious presence to the feast, and saw that no
careworn judge or bashful reporter left the board hungry.
Yet, kind as it was, it was but a part of the hospitality and
uniform kindness extended to all throughout rhe trials by
the managers. The ladies were Mrs. Beck, Mrs. Quick,
Mrs. Fishel, Mrs. Nowatny and Mrs. Cobb.
Castleman's Rex and Faust King Don began a 1:34.

Rex false pointed and was backed. Moved on. He next
pointed and moved on in stubble from the bevy, which
Faust a moment afterward pointed ; it flushed wild. On
the scattered birds in woods Rex pointed a bird nicely
Faust coming in flushed it. Rex turned around and pointed
a remaining .single—a good jnece of work. Steady to shot.
Rex pointed

;
nothing found, Faust flushed a bird. Rex

jumped across a fence and pointed two birds, Faust a mo-
raent afterward flushed them. He next flushed a single,
L p at 3:06. Rex had the wider and better range. He hunted
out his ground with good judgment,
Manitou and Midgett H,—Started at 2:29. Manitou

backed Midgett's point on larks. .After about one hour and
fifteen minutes Midgett pointed sharply in .stubble Mani-
tou swung in ahead without seeing Midgett, drew quickly
to the same bevy and pointed it. Manitou steady to shot,
Midgett broke in but stopped to order. Along a fence on the
scattered birds, Manitoi; made three points. Midgett made
a back on a shared point and one flush. IJ p at 3:50. Man-
itou the wider aiid better ranger. He beat out his ground
with good Judgment.
Maid of Ossian ran a bye, with Wise Croxteth for a

bracemate, commencing at 4:1.5. Wise pointed a bevy in a
cornfield and Maid backed. On the scattered birds in corn,
Maid pointed and was steady to wing. She next false
pointed in open. She next pointed a bevy in open stubble,
doing this work quickly and accurately. Soon afterward
Mr. Harvey stopped from a sudden illness caused by over-
exertion. He is not physically strong and could not stand
the pace; and indeed the pace set by his competitor was too
fast. It required a rare cpmbination of good health and
good legs to equal it. At 4:33 Wise was ordered up. Maid
then worked alone. A point on larks was all done there-
after. Up at 4:39, Maid showed good ability on birds but
was narrow in ranging.
This ended the day's work.

THURSDAY.
The morning was most unpromising. The wind blew a

half gale and heavy clouds darkened the sky. The condi-
tions were most unfavorable for work, judging from the
dogs' performances, not one making a point, although they
hunted diligently and had opportunities. The temperature
was comfortably warm in the morning. Rain set in, and
as the wind subsided, it fell steadily and by lunch there
were many indications that it would be a rainy day. The
start was made near the edge of town on the Perry farm.
Nutwood and Maid of Ossian.—At 8:15 they began in

stubble. Maid ranged out better than in her previous heat,
but was led oat betimes by her competitor. She showed
some puppyishness, as is to be expected from one so young.
Maid pointed a lark and was well backed. After running
about 'JO u. they were worked on birds marked down by
spectators lu a bare field, but no point was made, although
they were worked close around the birds. It seemed as if
the birds were holding their scent. A handler flushed them.
Up at 8:48, both having ranged diligeatly. Nutwood the
better.
Eric was next called up and started at 9:38. He was run

sixteen minutes without finding, when he was ordered up.

Second Series.

Five dogs were retained in the second series.
Don Pis Hel and midgett H.—Began the heat at 9:57 in

woods. On some marked birds in woods they failed to
sere. They passed close to a bevy, which was 'flushed by
horsemen. Both ranged fairly well. At 10:36 the rain began
falliug heavily and work whs suspended for ten minute s
After running twenty minutes thereafter- the dogs we >
taken up and the party went to lunch.
The scoria skowins uo sign o£ cessatloa at tbe ead of tw
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hours the work was ended for the day and the party went to

*°In° the evenine the judges announced that Castleman's

Rex won first, Wise Croxteth second. Don Fis-Hel, Midgett

H, and Manitou third.

FRIDAY.
Cold and windy weather prevailed. The severe weather

had driven the birds to shelter and they were difficult to

find, aiir] more difficult to secure points upon when fuund.

Grounds were drawn which had been quite successfully

worked before, but the finding results were unsatisfactory.

Not only were weather conditions unfavorable, but most of

the competitors showed inexperience in finding. The work
therefore was necessarily light and the decisions made on
iferrow margins.

The English Setter Derby.

There were three entries. The work done was weaii-

somely slow and inferior. It is true the weather was unfav-
orable, bixt the work would have been bad under the best of

circumstances. Following is the order of drawing:
L. A. Rice's dog Pembroke's Blue Grouse (Don—Belle of

Hatchie), W. B. Stafford, handler,
with

John Roberts's dog Jim Dandy (Braxton Bragg—Gypsy),
C. E. Tway, handler.

Theo. Goodman's bitch Dan's Lady (Dan Gladstone—Lilly
Burgess), a bye, J. H. Johnson, handlej.

First Series.

Pemrroke's Bute Gbottse and Jim Dandt, — Down at
8:43 and up at 9:31. No birds found. Both ranged close to

handler and were languid.
Dan's Lady.—She was started with Coleraine for a brace

mate .at 9:.30. Lady false pointed in weeds. She was stylish

on point. It was said she pointed a roost. She ranged fairly

wide and fast, going with spirit and diligence. Her work
showed judgment. Coleraine, standing in the open field,

nicely pointed a bevy huddled in a bunch by the side of the
fence. Lady backed promptly and nrettily. When the gun
was fired she made a wild chase. Up at 10:10.

The other brace was taken on the scattered birds, but
failtd to secure any satisfactory work. They were ordered
up in eleven minutes. The judges soon announced the
winners: Dan's Lady, first; Blue Grouse, second; Jim
Dandy, third.

The Irish Setter Derby.

This stake had three entries. The work was poor, and
this, coniblned with difficulty in finding birds forced decis-
ions on very narrow margins. Following is the order of
drawing:
Glenmore Kennels' Irish setter bitch Glenmore Appie

(Desmond II.—Nellie), W. T. Irwin, handler,
ivith

George E, Gray's dog Sage's Tearaway (Tearaway—Tilly
Boru), J'ohu Mayfleld, handler.

*

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Elphin II. (Tyrconnell—Knivara),
W. T Irwin, handler.

First Series.

Glen Appie and^Sage's Tearaway—Off at 10:57. Up at
11:33. No birds, lioth went merrily.
Went to lunch.
Elphin II. had the bye. Finglas made a running mate.

Off at 13:18. After a half-hour's work, Elphin going upwind,
flushed a bevy. Finglas pointed a single: Elphin backed.
Up at 1:04 Both moved well.

Second Scries.

Glenmore Appie and Teabaway.—Off at ];14. On a
bevy marked down, Appie flushed twice, and showed some
unsteadiness. Poor work. Up at 2,

No further running in this s(:.ake was done to day, although
the judges had intended to fini.sh it. Delays in running
other braces prevented it. Mr. Thompson withdrew in this
stake.
The Pointer Stake was begun.

The Pointer Derby.
There were .six entries, drawn in the following order:
T, G. Barstow's dog Pomme de Terre (Ossiau—Clinawav

II.), W. B. Stafford, handler,
'With

A. A. Wandell's dog Trinket's Don (Donald's Sensation-
Trinket), W. T. Irwin, handler.

W. A, Thompson's dog Pride of King Don (King Don-
Meteor's Dell), J. PI Fisher, handler,

ivUh
Geo. A. Castleman's dog Rex's Maan (Rex—Bird), W. B.

Stafford, handler-.

W. A, Thompson's bitch Trixey of Axtel (Axtel King Don
-Patti M. ID, J. E. Fisher, handler,

^

iDith
U. R, Fishel's dog Dick Fis-Hel (Don Fis-Hel—Leos), C

W. Tway, handler.

Pomme de Tbkre and Trinket's Dok.—Began at 2:03Pomme stopped to a flush, held point, and in a moment a
single flushed wild in the open. Pomme pointed, Don
backed, broke back and ran in: nothing found. Up at 3-47
Pride King Don and Rex's Maan were cast off at 2:bO i

Pride pointed a bevy in the open; Hex backed. The bird
flushed wild and both chased. Up at 3;.53.

NiXEY OF Axtel and Dick Fis-IIel were started at 3-58
They were worked around a large stubblefield, then worked
on bu-ds scattered in the open. Both failed to point Trixev
ranged well. Up at 4:31.

This ended the day's work.

SATURDAY.
A cold, raw morning greeted the field trial party. A stiffwind blew steadily. Birds were not moving, and were

therefore, hard to find.
'

The Irish Setter Derby.
MLPEttN 11. ran a bye, Coleraine accompanvine; her. Thev

were worked from 8:,5.5 till 9:07. No birds fouud.
The judges then announced Sage's Tearaway, first- Glen-more Apple, second, and Elphin IL third. ,

'Jieu

The Pointer Derby,
There were six entries. There was little work on birdsand the results were not very definite in conseqaence.

Second Series.
TRINKET'S Don and Pride of King DoK.-Left at o i;^and ran till 9:33. No work on birds. Both ranged well

"

«f Q^,™^?^
I'ERHE was run a bye with Coleraine, beginning

fn^tasSla'i'^.fsho^"""'"^'^°°^P'^^°*^" ^ ^P^'--'
The judges then placed the dogs as follows-

n?."^f^?i ^''f '
Poi^me de Terre and Trinket'sDon divided second and third

T'lompson, of Attica, Md., offered as a special
l"[:^,^^%^''^^^<^^^ot]>:&sootAxle\ to the best bitch in the

fo^Ke^t^b^UtraeiS: '^^-^^

Tlie Ahsolnte Winner.
BASE'S Tearaway and Dan's LADY.-They began at 9:59.

Lady roaded nicely to a point on a bevy, she standing in the
open, while the bevy was on the other .side of the fence in a
cornfield. Tearaway backed well for a few moments, broke
back and drew in. This disturbed Ladv, She jumped on
the fence, the. bevy at the same time flushed and she chased.
Lady was the better ranger. She worked with much dash
and judgment. Up at 10:14.

Pride of King Don ran a bye with Winnie. They started
at 10:30. Winnie pointed a bevy, Pride backed. Irwin or-
dered Winnie on. She then flushed the birds, both dogs
broke in, Mr. Fisher shot and the dogs chased. Up at
10:30.

It was announced by the judges that Dan's Lady had won
the absolute.

The Puppy Stakes,

Birds were so difficult to flnd that it was seriously consid
ered better to abandon the Puppy Stakes. It was finally
decided that they should be run ten minutes to each brace
merely to determine, range, speed, etc. This was the onlv
alternative. There were eight starters. Two in the English
Setter Puppy Stake, two in the Irish Setter Puppy Stake
and four in the Pointer Pappy Stake.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

E. C. Waddell's dog Harry L., C. "W. Tway, handler,
tvith

W. J. Beck's bitch Peggy B, (Gus Kneussel—Maza Man a),

W. T. Irwin, handler.
Harry L., first; Peggy B., second.

IRISH SETTEES.

Glenmore Kennels's dog Donaway, W, T. Irwin, handler,
loith

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Flyaway, W. T. Irwin, handler.
Flyaway, fir.st; Donaway, second.

pointers.

U. R. Fishel's bitch Lady Fis-Hel (Don Fis-Hel—Lady
Wallace), C. W. Tway, handler,

wUh:
.Tohn B. McGuffiu's dog Tu.Kedo (Ossian—Cornelia G.), 0.

Harvey, handler.

King Don Pointer Kennels' bitch Leach's Bell II. (Grand
Duke—Meteor's Dell), a bye, J. E. Fisher, handler.

Leach's Belle first, Tuxedo second. Lady Fis-Hel third.
The absolute prize of these stakes was won by Harry L.
This ended the trials. Mr. W. A. Thompson showed some

very superior pointers. 'Crowded space prevents a lengthy
mention of them. The trials were most pleasantly con-
ducted. There was little dissatisfaction. Every one left
with a warm feeling of friendship for the club. At lunch
on Friday Messrs. Mayfleld, Irwin, .Johnson and Harvey en-
tertained the judges, reporters and some friends with a most
enjoyable lunch. On Saturday Messrs. Mayfleld and John-
sou gave a similar lunch to the judges, reporters and a few
friends. The manner in which the good things disappeared
was the strongest testimonial of appreciation. May they
always prosper. B. Waters.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX CLUB.
The fifth annual hunt of the Western Massachusetts Fox

Club was held at West field, Mass., Nov. 16 and 17. While
the attendance was not so large either at the hunt or ban-
quet as last year, owing to the bad weather which ushered
in the first day of the hunt, still, take it all in all, the meet-
ing was a success, and will long be remembered ^vith,pleas-
ure by those who participated. Good fellowship and hospi-
tality will put a bright coloring on the dullest day, and
even the driving rain and its attendant disappointments
were forgotten in the company of the genial Westfield
hunters.
The second day of the meeting made up in many respects

for the inclemency of the fir.st. It was as perfect a day as
any fox hunter could wish for, but, unfortunately, it came
too late to bring a number of well known hunters who had
signified their intention to be present. Among these was
Mr. John R. Thayer, of Worcester.
The Forest and STREA.\r representative arrived in West-

field Tuesday night, the day before the hunt. It was raining
and the Democrats were celebrating their recent victory, two
circumstances tendins to dampen one's ardor, if he happens
to be a Republican. The hotel was crowded with politician,s,
the streets were muddy, and every now and then up to mid-
night and after, some devilish rocket would scoot skyward
through the rain with a loud .swish, or .some equally'sleep-
dispelliiig cannon tro off under the hotel windows. The
night was warm and muggy, and the steam heat iu the bed
rooms could not be turned oft'. Window.s wide open and a
single sheet could only bring partial comfort, .-lod refreshing
sleep, during the early part of the night at least, was out of
the question.
Ttiese distressing circumstances, however, only tended to

brighten the reception accorded to a .stranger by the club.
President Roraback was everywhere at the' same time, in-
troducing those who stood in need of introduction, and
putting every one else in a good humor. Ho was a flitting
(though substantial) sunbeam. Nor were the other mem-
bers of the club behind him in .showing hospitality.
All Tuesday night it rained .steadily. After midnight,

when the Democratic entliusiasm bad in measure been sated,
one could hear the .«wish of the rain atrainst the windowand
its gurgle in the escape pipe?. It did not omen well for the
morrow, and sleep when it came was full of troubled dreams.
The clack in the old town liall across the .'-xiuare from the

hotel was just making up its mind to strike the hour of five
Wednesday morning when the hunter's horn sounded
through the .silent corridors of our hostelry. I had been
dreaming of that horn all night long, but despite the fact
(or perhaps becau.se of it) was so startled that I almost
jumped out of bed. No doubt aLso the strong lungs of Mr.
Alstrom, the bugler, had something to do with the electri-
fying effect. The night was dark as Pharaoh's Eajpt. Out-
.side the rain was beating a disheartening tattoo very damp-
ening to the orchestral effects of Mr. Alstrom's bugle. I u-ot
up and having found a match, with difficulty dressed and
went down stairs. There I met Mr. O. M. Ball, of Wor-
cester, who was the first hunter to dress.
Wednesday was a day of disappointments. About 8

0 clock the rain let up a little and thirty or more of the
hunters set out in half a dozen vehicles, drivin.g down the
broad, elm-arched streets of the town and through its west-
ern outskirt into the country.
Foxes are said to be remarkably plenty about Westfield

and before we had driven a mile we saw one. No one shot
It, however, for the very good reason that it was a tame fox
tied up m a farmer's yard.

:i-T^®
us ovev in a sneaking way and evidentlv

did not like the looks of the hounds, whose heads appeared
above the sideboards of the wagons. Though he felt a little
worried, laoubtif he appreciated the full gravity of the
situation. The truth is that all through that morning his
life hungm the balance, for sundry of the hunters •

came in torrents and we sought shelter in the tobacco sheds
of a nearby farmer.
That settled our chances for the day's sport and the main

body of the hunters soon after made their way homeward.A few, however, remained, and among them Fred F. Mosely
and Owen S. Upson, .Jr., and both of these gentlemen were
lucky enough to secure a fox. I use the word "lucky" ad-
visedly, for no one but a lucky man could hope for success
under the unfavorable conditions that then obtained.
Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock supper was served in the

Town Hall. About 135 members and guests were present,
or about half the number who had sat down at the banquet
last year. Among those present were: District Attorney
Chas. E. Hibbard, of PittsBeld, who acted as toastmaster:
Senator Kimball, Sheriff Clark and Mr. Chilsen, of
Northampton; Major Geo. S. Merrill, of Boston; Insurance
Commissioner of the Commonwealth Dr. Hatch, of Pitts-
fielr"; Secretary Knowles of the Worcester Firr Club, and O.
M. Ball, of Worcester; Dr, H. H. Gamwell, A. S. Kneil, H,
N. Kingsbury, J. R. Reed, R. W. Parks, L. F. Thayer, L.
M. Clark, R. D. Gillett, Chauncey Allen, Chas. N. bakes,
W, B. Rped, Wm. W^arren, C. M. Goodnow, .lohn T. Way,
Geo. W. Rnraback, Robt. Kneil, Henry W. Ely, S. D. Con-
nor, L. Delos Kellogg and Burton Holcomb, all of West-
field.

After the well cooked and well served supper had received
due attention, the toastmaster, Chns. E. Hibbard, of Pitts-
field, was introduced by President Roraback. Mr. Hibbard
first apologized for the rain, and assured his audience if he
had control of the weather he would have given them one of
those rare days, ''when it is a joy to be out and the bay of
the hounds an indescribable oelight." He alluded very
pointedly to the "discipline of disappointment," which is
every one's lot as well as the hunter's, and then introduced
Henry W. Ely, of Westfield.
Mr. Ely's subject had to do with the charms of his own

native place, and he painted Westfield with all the colors of
the rainbow. His speech was of the hurrah kind and
brought down t tie house more than once. It is only right
to add that if ever exaggeration was warranted it was in
this case, for Westfield certainly is an unusually favored
town.
Mr. Ely was followed by Mr. Knowles, of the Worcester

Fur Club, who told what he didn't know about speech-
making. Mr. Knowles may not be a born Demosthenes,
but he studied fox hunting with Uncle Nathan Harrington,
and is a master of that noble art.
Robert Kneil told how President Roraback had given him

his first lesson in fox hunting, placing him on his stand and
telling him to keep quiet till he got his chance to shoot.
Presently along came the fox (as they always do in stories),
and forgetful of his preceptor's instructions as well as the
fact that he was armed with a gun, he yelled at the top
of his lungs, "George! Here comes the fox." Singularly
enough, Mr. Kneil went on to say, the fox did not wait for
George.
Major George S. Merrill, of Boston, followed in a speech

whicn was one of the wittiest of the evening. Dr. Hatch
of Pittsfleld, and Dr. Gramwell, Arthur Neil and H. N,
Kingsbury, of Westfield, responded gracefully.
George W. Roraback, the handsome president of tne club,

was the last speaker.
The election of officers for the ensuing year was announced.

Mr. Roraback, to whose efforts the success of the club i.s

largely due, was despite his attempts to escape the honor,
unanimously re-elected to the Presidency. Mr. F. S. Graves
of Pittsfield, was also re-elected First Vice-President; Wm'
Warren, of Westfield, and Chas. E. Hibbard, of Pittsfield.
were elected Second and Third Vice-Presidents; Secretary,
C. M. Goodnow: Treasurer, Loring P. Lane; Executive Com-

that If they could not get another they would come backand purchase the privilege of shooting him at his stake
-I don t like being skunked." said Mr. Ball, of Worces-ter who was one of these dire plotters.
Our route led us to the west side of Palmer's Hill four

^^^r^^y^^^^-^}^^^^ When wereached
Hb11h^°w l^^^**'"' toying with our hopes,

H.t^i""'^'"-''! ^''°§^i'-
'^"'^ ^'^"^ a condition of neu-trahty developed into one of downright hostility. Down it

Shepaid, Jno. T. Way; Master of Hounds, C. D. Allen.
cA motion was made by Mr. S. S. Conner that the date of

the next annual meeting be arranged so as not to conUi' t
with either the Worcester Fox Club or the Brunswick Fur
Club, as had been the case this^year in the inst.ance of the
latter club. The matter was finally referred to the exeicu-
tive committee, and next year will not see a repetition of the
blunder. There was also some talk of holding the next
meeting at Pittsfleld, but no definite action was taken in the
matter.

When the meeting broke up the stars were shining
brightly—a p]ea,sing augury for the morrow.
Thursday dawned as perfect a day as ever President Rora-

back could have desired. Old fox hunters declared they had
never seen such a day. The sky was cloudless and not a
breath stirred the branches of the trees or the dewy gra.ss, or
even the big flag that bung in front of the big hotel. Shortly
after daybreak .some one— 1 think it was Burton Holcomb—
released a captured fox iu the Park Square, and after he had
gotten a slight start the hounds were put on his trail. They
.soon caught sight of him and then fell over each other in
their efforts to close their teeth on some tender part of bis
anatomy. But that fox knew a thing or two and did not
keep to the open long. In two winks of a cat's eye he was
under a fence and out of harm's reach.
This day's hunt was to the northeast of Westfield in a

direction diametrically opposite that taken the day before.
A four-mile drive brought us to a frame house at the foot of
East Mountain that was to be the headquarters of one <li vis-
ion of the party. Some had gone further north, while others
.still had left the main road at points nearer Westfield. We
had scarcely entered the woo<ls, after leaving our hor.ses in
charge of the farmer, when we heard the distant bayiug of
the hounds, now rising in sweet melody, now alrao.<^t lost to
ear. We huriied on through the woods till we reached the
foot of the ledges which constituted the mountain proper.
Here for considerable distances the mountain side was
devoid of vegetation, a tumbled mass of rocks.
The foxes like to take the dogs to such a place. They

jump from stone to stone, "play checkers with them," as
one of the hunters expressed it, while the poor dogs slip
and slide and looe their wind and patience as well.
A number of hunters were placed on the rock slides, but

all through that blessed day not a fox come that way. inmy opinion, this was due to the fact that the drivers of
several carriages that had managed to gain the foot of the
ledges kept up a running fire of conversation the whole
time. The day was preternaturally calm, and their voices
could be heard at least half a mile.
To illustrate the stillness of the atmosphere, here is an in-

cident that came under my observation during the morn-
ing. I was standing in an old pasture, three or four hundred
yards from the mountain and some distance south of the
hunters stationed on the ledges. Directly opposite my posi-
tion was a long rock slide on the mountain side, and every
now and then 1 could hear a slig'nt noise as if one of tne
stones forming the slide had been moved in its position.
Once a stoue rolled clattetiug down the side a long wav.
From what happened next 1 concluded that these sounds
were caused by a fox picking his way across the slide, for
soon I beard the baying of a rapidly approaching hound.
The hound crossed tne slide, as near as I could judge 'oy the
sound, for 1 could not see him, just where the fox had I but
he made a great deal more noise and dislodged rocks very
frequently. But the point I wanted to note was thi.s—
although very nearly a quarter of a mile away, I could hear
the hard breathing of the dog very distinctly". If there had
been the slightest breath of air stin-ing this would not have
been possible.
Off to the south we heard frequent shots, and those who
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had seen no foxes coDgratulated themselves on the fact that
others of the party were no doubt engaged in successfully
sustaining the credit of the club. This conclusion was war-
ranted that night when the outcome of the hunt was known.
Later in the day I climbed the moiintain and from the sum-
mit obtained a most lovely and entrancing view.
At my feet was a little pond surrounded by a fringe of

yel low marsh grass and bordered by a bank of pines, and
reflecting the craggy hill above it. A little furthpr was a
gently rounded ridge thickly grown up with chestnut trees.

Beyond that the plain of the Woronoco Valley. This is a
tawny yellow plain framed by the dark background of the
hills. In it, each with its fringe of pines or hardwoods, as
the case might be, nestled three lovely lakes, the Hampton
Ponds. The dark line of hills that cut the western horizon
was part of the Berkshire Hills. While 1 was on the moun-
tain several of the hunters came along, following a chase to

the northward. On the east side of the ridge I joined with
them and finally found myself with Burton Holcomb in close

proximity to Mount Tqm. The hounds could be heard near
the summit of a sUde scarred hill of! to the east. Her" I

left him and made my way back to the main party. No
doubt he caught the fox playing along the ledges and secured
the pelt, for Mr. Holcomb is one of the most successful
hunters in Westfield, but of this I have no certain knowl-
edge.
About forty hunters were out Thursday, and half that

number of hounds. From early morning till sundown the
woods about old East Mountain re-echoed with the musical
voices of the dogs, and at almost any time during the day
one in a good position could hear a chase running. Five
foxes were tilled, one by Dr. Cowing, of Northampton; one
by Mr. Owen, of East Granby, Conn ; one by Mr. Williams,
of Southampton; one by Mr. Sibley, of Westfield; and one

'} "by a German farm laborer living near East Mountain.
At the hotel that evenine President Roraback received a

telegram from Mr. Wallace, of Parmington, Conn,, who had
been present the first day of the meeting, saying that

,
together with a friend be had killed three foxes before his

pack on his own stamping ground. It was certainly an
ideal day for fox hunting, and no doubt other good scores

were made throughout New England.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB FIELD TRIALS.
The fourth annual field trials of the Brunswick Fur Club

were held at Ossipee, N. H., Nov. 15 to 19. The weather
was most unfavorable, two of the three days devoted to the
All-Age class being so foggy and rainy that at times it was
impossibe for the judges to see more than a few yards or to
tell one hound from another. Yet the trials, fverything
considered, must be regarded as a success, and the awards
as in the main r-orrett. While a few changes might possibly
have resulted had the All-Age class been run for three whole
days as prescribed by the rules, still the best hoTinds un-
doubtedly came to the fi'ont. The judges worked faithfully.
It is no easy task to judge a pack of twenty five foxhounds
running through the valleys and over the foothills of the
White Mountains, and if mistakes were made they were
due to the great difficulties which the judges encountpred
and not to any lack of zeal on the part of those officials The
decisions were well received by the majority of those inter
ested. There was some grumbling, but most of the disap
pointed bore their defeat like true sportsmen. Foxes were
very plentiful, and on Thursday no less than five were seen
by one man. The countrv was not as suitable for a field

trial as the region about Princeton; the hills are higher and
there is more cover. The foxhounds entered at these trials

were of the very highest quality and represented all the
thoroughbred strains of the country. They made a notable
pack, and the fact that all but two are owned in New Eng-
land shows the great interest now taken in hounds in this
part of the country. The record of the Brunswick Fur Club
during the past year proves that its members will have no
hounds but the best, and will spare no expense to get them.
Many of those entered were veritable flyers, and the day is

coming when foxes will be caught by the hounds in New
England as well as in the South. The Carroll House was
all that could be desired as a club headquarters, the propri-
etor doing everything possible for the comfort of his guests.
Fox hunters are proverbially social, and the yarns spun
around the great open fireplaces of the smoking room would
fill a volume. Besides those 7nentioned in the last issue of
FOSEST AJS'I> StkeA-M there were present during the week J
Rickard, Mh' rhester, N. H., A. E. Thomas, Stratford, N. H.
N. Q. Pope, Poland, Me.; Robert Pevey and C. M. Hill, Cen
tre Strafford, N. H.; F. G. Stewart, Poland. Me., and many
others.
On Wednesday sportsmen and hounds arrived by every

train, and in the evening the Carroll House was full to over-
flowing. But the proprietor found room for all, and a
smoking hot supper of roast coon with all the "fixins" put
every one in good humor. At the club meeting in the even-
ing, President Hefl'enger in the chair, the American Field
cup and the various prizes were exhibited and E. H. Haj-
den, Plymouth, Mass , was admitted to membership. The
entries "in the Derby were made and the judges selected as
announced in last week's issue.
Geo. J. Garrett, Columbus, Ga., the breeder of the cele

brated July foxhounds, was heartily welcomed by the club.
He is the first Southern fox hunter that has ever attended a
meet here, and his presence shows the constantly increasing
interest which is taken among fox hunters the country over
in the annual trials of the Brunswick Fur Club. It is hoped
that other sportsmen from the South and West will follow
his example: they will certainly receive a cordial greeting.

THURSDAY.
The niurning was cloudy and threatening, and in the

afternoon the rain came down in a steady drizzle. The
fround was covered with melting snow and a dense fog
ung over hills and valleys, making it difficult to recognize

the different hounds in the pack.
The party was up at o o'clock, had a hot breakfast and

left headquarters at 6:10 with the Derby entries. Just out-
side the village, near the countv farm, the hounds were
cast off iu a large field at 6:30. They went off well packed,
at a good pace, and soon entered cover. Here most of them
showed a desire to hunt and displayed intelligence in their
work, but many had never seen snow before and to hunt
on it was a new experience for all. So it is not surprising
that, though they came across one or two fox tracks which
looked fresh, they failed to take them. Working down into
the valley the pack became scattered. A number of the
hounds, confused by the snow and the strange country, re-
turned to their masters and showed but little inclination
to hunt. The tog was constantly becoming more dense and
it was impossible for the judges stiugghng up the steei3
sides of Batson Mountain to see a hundred yards. Now
and then a hound was heard tonguing, but no one could
tell whether he was trailing the pack, his master or a fox.
At 10 o'clock the judges ordered the pack up, the pups L ;v
ing failed to mate a strike. Six of the eight entr-es came
to the horn, but Camp did not get home till Friday and
Popjjie was away lill Saturday. These two houuds, with
Garrett, did the best of the little work which came under
the observation of the judges in this very unsatisfacboiy
day's work.
In the afternoon A. McDonald and E. H. Hayden went on

a hunt for fur, and the former shot a fox ahead of some
local hounds, wounded a second and a third was started.
Th'se hounds belonged to Mr. Buzwell, and he proudly
showed seventeen coon and four fox skins nailed to the
side of his barn, all captured within a few weeks.

A club meeting was held in the evening, Vice-President
Kinney in the chair. It was voted to run the All Age class

two days instead of three and to devote Friday to the Derby.
This change was made to accomodate members who wished
o leave Os.sipee on Saturday morning.
As Dr. Heffenger had a hound entered in the All- Age, A.

R. Thomas, of Strafford, N. H., was appointed to judge in

this cla.ss with Mes.srs. Gill and Turpin.
The entrieslfor the All-Age closed in the evening. There

are five classes—huntiug, speed, endurance, trailing and
harkiug— and hounds can be entered in all or'any of them.
Twenty-one were entered in all classes and four in special

classes", as noted be.low.

All-Agre Class.

•Joe J.—O. F. Jo.slin's black, white and tan dog, lyr, (Wild
Choose and Native).
Leads All—E. J. Bate's red dog, 3yrs, CWild Goose).
Gray Jack—A. McDonald's black, white and tan ticked

dog, 4vrs. (Native).
Cepha.s—A. McDonald's black, white and tan dog, 3yr8.

(Native).
Hendricks—^Portsmouth Hunt Club's white and gray

dog. 4yrs. (July)
JtM—R. Seeley's black and white dog, 2}4yTs. (Buckfield—

Byron).
jack—Kinney & White's black, white and tan dog, .5yrs.

(Native).
Major—Kinney & White's white and tan dog, 3yrs.

(Native).
Billy—Kinney & White's white and blue dog, 3yrs.

(Native).
Logan—Kinney & White's white and tan dog, 2yrs.

(Goodman).
Aggie—Kinney & White's tan and white bitch, 3yrs.

\Gooriman).
QUILTIE—R. D. Perry's black, white and tan bitch, 3yrs.

(Wild Goose and Native).
Clinker—R. D. Perry's black nnd tan dog, 3yrs. (Avent).

Sport—G. P. Berry's black and tan dog, 4yrs. (Native).

Belva—Dr. Whittier's orange and white bitch, .5yrs.

(English and Native).
Duff—J. H. Baird's black and white dog, ayrs. (English

and Native).
Clay—N. Q. Pope's black, white and tan dog, 4yrs. (Good-

man).
French—N. Q. Pope's black, white and tan bitch, 4yrs,

(Goodman).
Orange—N. Q Pope's orange and white dog, 3yrs. (Good-

mnn).
Peeler—N. Q. Pope's black and tan dog, 4yrs, (July).

Fleet—W. S. Russell's black, tan and white dog, 3yrs.

(Golddust and Enslish).
* Crook—J, H. Baird's black, white and tan dog, ayrs.

(Walker).
+ Chlm—N. Stewart's black, white and tan dog, Syrs.

(English).

t PADDY-N. Stewart's black, white and tan dog, 3yis.
(English).

t Jim Blaine—Dr. Whittier's black, white and tan dog,
B^rs. (Che.ster Co.)

WEDNESDAY.
The rain pattered on the roof of the Carroll House all

night, and each foxhunter peered anxiously out of his win-
dow when the gong sounded at .5 A. M. The outlook was
not re-assuriog. The rain still fell and the clouds hung low
on the mountains, but the snow had disappeared. After
breakfast the rain stopped and the All Age class was at
once ordered out. The line left headquarters at 6:4-5 and
was so m at the place where the Derby entries were started
on Tuesday. As the All Age lined up waiting for R D.
Perry, M. F. H., to give the signal to let them go, the pic-

ture was one to excite the enthusiasm of a stoic. In the
pack of twenty-five were not only typical representatives of
nearly all the celebrated strains of this country, but im-
ported English hounds were also present. It was a scene
never to be torgotteo, and as many foxhound fanciers truly
said, "Such hounds were never seen together before in this
country." At the sound of the horn the eager pack was off

with a rush. They crossed the open field at top speed and
entered cover. Here the pack divided, part working the
woods and pirt coming into the open again. The latter
division, led by Clinker and Quiltie, closely followed by
Joe J., Leads All and one or two others, jumped the stone
walla and covered the meadows very prettily. Crook, Aggie,
Hendricks and a number of the hounds meanwhile clung to
the woods. The ground was full of water and the continual
rain had washed out all the tracks of the preceding night.
In vain the hounds worked the hills and valleys; they could
not find a trail hot or cold. A few seemed to think the bunt
nothing buta lark, and were now with the pack and now
with their ma^tere. Duff was a little inclined to babble,
and Fleet, Paddy, Logan, Major and Belva for a time divided
their attention between the judges and the hounds in the
wet woods, doing but little tiunting just then. But they
had not been out long before the majority of the hounds
divided into two pacfcs In the first were Crook, Quiltie,
Leads All, Clinker, Aggie and Clay.
The second was composed of Orange, French, ^Joe J.,

Peeler, Gray Jack, Hendricks, Chum, Cephas, Logan and
Major. AJost of the other hounds, some of them used to
hunting alone, were working here and there by themselves,
while one or two were looking for their masters. The packs
cov-red the ground rapidly, and at least one of the judges,
as he climbed the steep hills and waded the swollen brooks,
thought what an easy task it was to judge beagles com-
pared with the work he then bad in hand. The pack had
not been cast off half an hour when the fog began to grow
thicker and thicker. Then Jupiter Pluviu.s took a hand in
the hiiot, and first sent a little shower or two and then, to
show his power, threw down the rain by the bucketful. It
never rained harder, and the spectators rapidly sought
shelter, leaving the judges and a few others to follow the
hounds. After a little time Jack, Clay and French man-
aged to trail a short way and encouraged us for a few min-
utes, but it all can]e to nothing. Then Belva, Jim Blaine
and one or two others decided to drive rabbits as they could
not find a foX; and made the woods ring merrily for a half
hour. By this time it was evident that nothing could be
accomplished by hunting the dogs longer, and at 9:30 the
M. F. H. .sounded the retreat. All the hounds were in by
noon, and thus another day went by without a run. A
wetter body of men that straggled into the Carroll House
between 10 and 12 o'clock it won Id be hard to find. Even a
compass carried by one of the judges was full of water. The
afterooon was passed in spinning yarns, drying clothes and
whistling " Wait till the clouds roll by."
President Heffenger presided over the club meeting in the

evening. It was decided to run the All-Age class Thursday
and Friday nnd the Derby on Saturday ; to hold the wiuter
meet at Westminster, Mass., and to have the annual meet
ing hereafter in January instead of Febuary. N. Q. Pope
Poland, Me. , was elected to membership.

THURSDAY.
When the gong awoke us at 5 o'clock, as usual, there was

not a cloud in the sky, the wind was light, and tvi-rything
promised a day of perfect sport. For the first time we were
able to see that we were in a mountainous region, and Mt.

* Entered only in classes for endurance and huniing,
+ Entered only in classes for hunting.
* Entered only in classes tor barking, trailing and hunting

.

Washington, with its snow-capped head, looked down upon
the finest pack of hounds ever seen in New Hampshire, The
club left the hotel at 6:10, and a half-hour later the hounds
were cast off in Reid's pasture. .Joe J., Leads All, Jack,
Quiltie and Clay led the rush into cover and the balance of

toe pack followed them closely. As they hurried on, Gray
Jack among the last, did a very pretty piece of work, striking

a cold track which all the leaders of the pack had overrun.
Hendricks, Sport and Crook harked to him and they trailed

rapidly into cover leading away in the distance. They soon
jumped the fox, turned, and as they entered a swanap
Cephas and Sport were a trifie in advance of the pack a,nd

all were in full cry. But the swamp, which was almost im
passable even for the hon.nds, threw them all off and they
were at fault for some time, tonguing here and there. Finally
Hendricks and Crook led oft' to the west, a division went to

the east, and one or two put in time back tracking. Hen-
dricks and the hounds with them soon struck a trail and
carried it along to the foot of the Leighton Hill and jumped
their tox at 7:40. He took up the hill and crossed the road
in plain view of spectators, hard pressed by the pack, led now
by Hendricks and Jack. The fox was turned and the houuds
were at fault for a moment, and then were seen carrying the
fox down the hill at a terrible pace; Jack was now well in
the lead, but, in the open. Crook outr footed him and rapidly
closed the gap, while the rest of the pack in full cry but
somewhat strung out, followed on. This fox had no sooner
got out of sight than a second fox was seen coming down the
hill just in the rear of the spectators. On his track came
Cephas, Clinker and Hendricks neck and neck, but they
were all thrown oft' at the wall and failed to pick up the
track in the open, though they cast well for it.

A half hour later a third fox came down from the summit;
as he was about to cross the wall he catight sight of the
crowd and turned sharply back. On came the hounds with
a rush over the wall and into the open, where they circled

for some time in vai n. At last the loss was worked by Clay,
and away the pack went again into the valley toward Batson
Mountain, their voices dying out in the distance, the last to
be distinguished being "that of Berry's Sport. Meantime
Peeler tried his hand hunting by himself, and soon hustled
a fox out of a clump of pines and ran him well for some
time. Still further to the east Leads All and Major, at the
base of Batson Mountain, jumped another fox and hustled
him at great speed till they compelled him to seek refuge in
the ground. The hounds were now scattered far and wide,
the mountain was covered with fresh tracks and the music
fi'om the various packs filled the air. It was impossible for
the three judges to see more than a small fraction of the
work, hurry as they would from one place to another. About
noon a hound began to trail on the north side of Leighton's
Hill, the others harked to him, and soon a burst of music
showed that they had jumped their fox. He led away for
Batson Mountain, Aggie and Leads All in advance; but as
he came to the town road two small boys turned him back,
and he ran to a grove of sugar maples. The fourteen hounds
were badly thrown, but at last trailed back to the maples,
where they made a dead loss. All day the scent had failed

to lay as it should, and many unaccountable losses had been,

made. When the pack divided early in the morning, Peeler,
Orange, Logan, Aggie and Jim Blaine led away to the east,

jumped a fox and ran him out of hearing beyond Batson
Mouutain.
In the evening the judges announced that the best work

of the day, in the various classes, had been done by the fol-

lowing bounds: Hunting—First Jack, second Gray Jack,
third Hendricks. Trailing—First Leads All, second Jack,
third Jop J. Speed—First Ageie, second Leads All, third
Peeler. Endurance—First .Jack, second Crook, third Jim
Blaine. Barking—First Duff, second Leads All, third
Aggie. Style—First Clinker, second Hendricks, third Jim.

FRIDAY.
The sky was dark and a heavy fog hid the mountains.

The party left the Carroll House at 6:30, and half an hour
later the pack went off with a rush into the pine woods at
the foot of the Reid pasture. Gray .Jack, showing his usual
ability for cold trailing, hit a track at the edge of the woods
and went off rapidly xipon it. The rest of the pack disap-
peared iu the woods trailing on a ridge between two
swamps. One of the judges, by a short cut, managed to get
ahead of the pack. As they came by him Aggie, who was
leading, threw her head in tlie air and with a rush shot into
a bixDch of birch shoots, and from the further side dashed a
fox. It was a beautiful piece of work. The others were on
at once. With a sudden burst of music and at a famous
pace they dashed down the ridge. The fox immt-diately
took to the swamp, and it was hicky for him it was so near.
He got quite a lead on the pack while they were checked.
After a few minutes they straightened out the track and
away they went toward Leighton Hill, their voices growing-
fainter and fainter till they died out iu the distance. All
of the pack were not on, some having got thrown in the
swamp, and they cast here and there for a trail, but only a
few showed the energy of yesterday.
The fog was thick, and it was difficult to find one's way in

the dark woods. Finally the judges sot out of the wil'der-
ness, and going up Leighton's Hill found Clay, Jim and
Billy trailing rapidly to the east. Clay doing the be.st work
of the three. While the.se hounds were trailing, Duff, Crook
and Belva, further up the mountain, jumped a fox and car-
ried him away to Moody Hill, where Duff's beautiful voice
could be heard now near and then far away. Meanwhile the
fog had become so thick that it was impos'sible to see 30yds

,

and the judges took stands on different parts of the moun-
tain, hoping by good luck to get a view of the pack. After
Jim, Billy and Clay had trailed for a half-hour they jumped
their fox, and away they went up the hill, and the" greatest
run of the week was on. Clay cut out the work and {^et a
furious pace, Jim kept close to him, while Billy, in the rear,
was straining every muscle to be in the race. So for an hour
or more they drove the fox around the mountaiu. Then
Hendricks struck on with them and these four drove rey-
nard to the ledges and back again, making the circuit in a
little more than half an hour. The fog lifted. As they carne
again to Leighton 3 Hill the fox took to a stonewall and
checked the pack for a few minutes. Hendricks ran the
wall, straightened out the track aod once more they were
off in full cry, Logan and Major now harking to them. At
the railroad track they were checked, but Clay, who had
been doing some wonderful trailing at top speed, hit it oft"

and once more they went to the ledges. The fox now found
he had no ordinary pack after him. He dodged into a flock
of sheep, ran walls and weut through swamps, but all in
vain. These houuds were running to kill. As the fox be-
came hard pressed there was no time for him to play hiS
.stone wall tricks, and he was looking only for safety.
The pack meanwhile had increased in numbers, and.

while Clay and Hendricks led, Clioker, Leads All, Aggie',
Joe .J , and others followed hard. At noon they reached
Leighton's Hill again, and Hendricks was now leading with
Clay a good second, Logan third, and then the pack. Fifty
minutes later the terrible pace aad proved too fast for many
of the hounds, but Hendricks and Clay were still in the
lead and gaining on the fox. For a half hour more the
chase continued, the hounds with Hendricks and Clay in
front were crazy with excitement as they gained on their
quarry. The dash and spirit of the hounds, their wonderful
trailing and extraordinary speed had never been approached
at the trials in the past. As a la,st resort the fox, almost
exhausted, with the eager pack close behind him, made for
the burrows. Not a moment too soon. As he' entered a
hound grabbed him, but captured only his brush. It was
found by Dr. Heft'enger at the mouth of the den. This
ended a. most exciting run, in which nearly all the flyers
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Jtad taken part; it lasted for five hours, and throughout the
whole time Clay had been ia the race, showing dash, en-
durance and huuting sense.
In the evening the judges held a long consultation and

rfade the final awards: HunKng—First Jack, second Grray
Jack, third Jim. Trailing—First Clay, second Leads All,
third Aggie. Speed—First Hendricks, second Clay, third
Aggie. Endurance—First Jim, second Jack, third Clay.
Barking—First Duff, second Leads All, third Aggie. Style—First Joe J., second Hendricks, third Jim.
aChe American Field cup ard medal for highest general

average was awarded to Clay.
A. B. F. Kinney's speed medal awarded to Hendricks.
A. B. F. Kinney's endurance medal to Jim.
Clay is a black, white and fan hound, 3yrs. old, and was

.
bred by W. H. Huffstetter. He is 233^in. at the shoulder,
27iD. in girth and weighs 481bs. He has a heavy coat and is
a strong, well made dog. He is a Ben Robinson and Mau-
pin cro-ss, combining July and English strains. Owned by
N. Q. Pope, Poland, Me. Hendricks has a grayish tan
body, white breast and legs, with lemon ears and muzzle.
He is a July bound and was bred by T. E. Murphy, Macou,
Ga. Heis4>;^yrs. old, 33in. at the shoulder, weighs 55lbs.
and is of the greyhound type. Owned by the Portsmouth
Hunt Club. Jim is black and tan with white points. He
was bred by A. M. Geary, and is by Rush (Byron) out of
Flirt (Buckfield). This cross between Southern and native
heunds gives the pluck and staying Qualities of the native
with the speed of the Southern. He is a compact little dog,
21in. at the shoulder and weighing 451bs. Owned by R.
Seely, Portsmouth, N. H.
A vote of thanks was given the .iudges, and about mid-

night all turned in after a hard day afield.

SATURDAY.
The early morning was cloudy and a cold north wind blew

straight from Mount Washington. Later in the day the sun
came out and its warmth was very acceptable. The party
that left the hotel at 6:30 was the smallest of the week, as
many of the members had taken the morning train for
home. There were originally eight entries in the'Derby, but
only Nancy Hanks, Garrett, Camp, Vixen and Steve ap-
peared to-day. Of the absentees Try and True had returned
home with their master, and Popple had not been seen since
the unsuccessful hunt of Tuesday. As Judges Gill and
Thomas had returned home. President Heffenger had been
appointed to act with Bradford S. Turpin as judge of the
Derby. At 7:18 the M. F. H. gave the signal and the pups
disappeared m the cover on the side of Leightm Hill. They
went off well and all showed a desii-e to hunt. They worked
so well that within ten minutes they had in real puppy
style jumped a white hare, and were sending him through
the cover at a merry clip. They were soon at fault and
then each hound made a start for himself, and the swamp
was fairly alive with flying hares and driving hounds
The judges ordered the pack up and with some difficulty

they were caught. The hounds were worked away from theswamp and then we covered a great stretch of country with-
out making a strike. It was not until this pack had beendown SIX hours that anything promising was found. Then
on low ground a cold trail was .struck The pups worked
beautifully, and after a few minutes a fox was jumped. He
ran toward Batson Mountain, the pups proving themselves
to be flyers, and driving their game at a killing pace. The
judges unfortunately were too far off to distinguish the
hounds, but from the valley watched them as they rushed ud
the hill. The fox took to the stone walls, and the young
hounds, not understanding this trick, were at fault after a
short drive. They were then taken off that we might have
time to catch the afternoon train for home. The judges
were unable to make any awards, and declared the Derby
race off. It was unfortunate that this class could not be run
tor among the entries were some young hounds of great
promise that will certainly make a record later
This ended the trials, and afternoon saw nearly all the

club members on the way home. Bradlfy

DOG CHAT.

MITCHELL KENNEL ASSOCIATION,
CHICAGO, III., Nov. 18.-Mr. Arthur Massey, who iudgedao acceptably at the recent coursing meet bf the MitchellKennel Association of Mitchell, S. D., is in Chicago thisweek and will not leave for his home in Great Ben# Kas

until to-morrow or perhaps later, he being the guest here 'ofhis brother, Mr Walter F. C. Massey, Arthurlays thit the

P^fil^R^'^H'^"
are better for running purposes than thoseat Great Bend, as the ground is quite as level and not sohara, with more plow and soft fields. The hares found are

i^lff ^^'i^t
^^-^^ runnfnl as hTavy Ismhs. They are white-tails, great doublers and twisters, and

^^T,w ??°/.?°'t.^H
K^ansas jacks do not turn white in

Ta\'Sng'UeS^coaf ^1-^^^

J?hfn''f^'^'^'''^'°?^
fortunate in having a fine clubhouse,

town with good quarters, hot and
foltrff-^^

^^'^
'

plenty of stable room. This building

J»J^«rt^ft .^°''%P^?P'^''i*y.''^ a gentleman who courteouslfturned it over to the club during the absence of hisfamil/ncluding the services of a cook and housekeeper Thesame house is offered for the future meets of the clubLwery accommodations are about as they are at Great

The Mitchell Association will offer .$500 toward an inter-nat onal meeting next year, and may make a determinedpull for such a meeting. It is tbougfit that coursing will

meetinJs°%evt°f^lftH^"*^
the clublntends to hold fSermeetings. Jsext tall the association will also hold a fieldtrial, dogs to be worked on prairie chickens, of which birdsthere is an abundance. All in all, it would seem we needkeep an Jeye on this healthy youngster of an oiganTziSon

ar/astJoS-^""^ '^^^^ SfF
BEAGLE TRIALS FOR NEW ENGLAND.

Editor Forent and Stream:

«»^^hof P,^!'^^^ owners of New England and vicinityl wouldsay that it is proposed to form a field trial beaglYclub torthe purpose of^holding a field trial in AprilS after theN E. Kennel Club's show, or thereabouts, and to continulto do so every year thereafter at a time either before orafter the trial held by the National Bea|le Club so that
fStP^^Ji^ ™° ^otl^, fci-i^ils without the fxpense of extra

^oni.iC,,Vt T 1^ ^ J- ,
'^^^^ turther propodach.?hund stake and a basset staue to the trials so rnar th*.owners and admirers of these dogs marbave a chauL toplace them m public competition and to-ing torward their

^f.lTV'i^^S 'A«lf?^:fi«li ^ovK as has been loneTn the cf^

training for each, aid th^-lonVw^itron^eVie'^^^^^^^

TilV^L''.'^L^X'^':- }^ i« Hlso further proposed to add a
le trials .so tha
ly have a chau
ring forward i

World's Fair Show-
Time is slipping along at its usual gait, and more than

once the question has been asked, When are they goina: to
make a move to get things into shape for the World's Fair
show? Canada is moving apace and is getting in line with
her arrangements, but little has been done in this country
toward providing a satisfactory solution of the diflficulties
that will arise in selecting the dogs to compete from the
mass of entries that are sure to be sent in. As pretty nearly
every one who can scare up a dog of his own will enter it,

some provision will have to be made whereby the "great un-
washed" shall be separated from those that are likely to
catch the judge's eye. Recognizing the importance of' the
dog show, Mr. Buchanari, Chief of the Department of Agri-
culture of the World's Fair, paid a visit to New York city
la.«t week in order to gain the views of prominent A. K. C.
officials and dotymen before making final arrangements. O.i
the evening of Nov. 17 he held a conference with Messrs. W.
C. Reick, A. C. Wilmerding, James Mortimer, James L.
Anthony, Thos. H. Terry, Wilson Fiske, A. P. Vredenburgh
and others as to ways and means. Although a premium
list has been issued it was decided to make some alterations.
The money that is u.sually given in the open classes will be
given as premiums in a special class and in open classes
medals will be given. The subject of judges was also dis-
cussed. Mr. Buchanan expressed himself as satisfied that
everything will he arranged without trouble, and remarked
that the World's Fair managers were determined that this
dog show should be a memorable one. The live stock build-
ings are almost completed, and New Yorkers will welcome
an old friend when they see the figure of their Madison
Square Diana occupying a proud position on top of them.

Dog- Show at Pawtucket, R- 1.

'•Little Rhody" is falling into line and during the last
four days of December Pawtucket will be the scene of a doj
show held, we believe, in connection with the Rhode Islanu
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. From the preparations
that are being made it is verv likely the exhibition this year
will be a more pretentious effort than that of last year, when
held at Providence. Mr. Chas. H. Jencks, of Pawtucket
will superintend and Mr. J. Otis Fellows will. astheEnglish
would say, adjudicate upon all breeds. Dr. H. S. Smith is
to be the veterinarian and Mr. T. H. Adams, of Pawtucket,
R. I., will receive the entries up to Dec. 17. As the associa-
tioD has become a member of the A. K. C, all wins will
count, and therefore there is no reason why Mr. Fellows
should not find a representative lot of dogs put down before
him. Premium lists are not yet out but will be ready in a
few days.

Canadian Pointers.

Notwithstanding Mr. Geo. La Rue, owing to busiuf ss en-
gagement, gave up his secretaryship in the Pointer Club, he
has found time to invest in some good pointers, for .Mr T
G. Davey, of London, Out., tells us he has just sold him Rev-
elation and Dame Bang. The former is well known on the
bench and Dame Bang's honors are fresh upon her, having
won the AlLAge Stake and ran second in the Derby at the
last International Field Trials as reported last week'in For-
est AND Stream. Mr. Davey has also sold Canadian Lillie
to Mr. A. Cramer, of Chicago.

Important Transfers.

Mtesrs. Toon & Symonds have just received that crack
Clumber bitch, Lady Snow, having nurchased her from Mr
Mercer. Mr. Mercer m turn buys from the kennel the noted
Irish setter bitch Ballymoney, heavy in whelp to their Jack
Briggs, together with a 12-months old hitch by Valley Boxer
ex Sissy. The latter will be held at the kennels till bred to
Jack Briggs. Jack Briggs, who has improved lately, will
be the only representative of the Anglo A mericain Kennel
at Brooklyn this week.

The Great Bend Transportation Incident.
Mr. Hough wires us: "Correct unequivocally Mr. Cattan-

acb's correction of my Gieat Bend statement as to the leav-
ing behind of Judge Mulcaster. Mr. Mulcaster rode out in
the press wagon as stated. Mr. Cattanach evidently refers
to some other morning. I know my facts.

"

Suffolk Coronet.
Mr. A. D. Stewart, of Hamilton, Out., who lately pur-

chased the smooth stud fox-terrier Suffolk Coronet from Mr
J. W. Morden, has resold the dog to his former owner, who
bought him for a client whose name is not at present forth-
coming, although it is understood that Coronet still remains
in Canada.

Toronto K. C. Local Show.
The Toronto Kennel Club held a successful local show on

the evening of Nov. 15. A number of well known local does
were exhibited, but space does not admit of giving the full

this week, The judges were Messrs. R. W. Boyle and
William Brodie. ^

Kennel clubs are springing up in every direction. It
seems, according to the Salt Lake City Times, that even the
city of the Mormons is not behind the times in this respect
and Its club proposes holding a show some time in Januarv
next. The Pacific Kennel Club, however, at a late meetina-
discussed the advisability of forming a Western circuit of
shows, and the secretary was instructed to confer with the
bait Lake Club with a view to its falling into line with their
show.

try, and we answered to the best of our ability. How far we
were correct will be seen at the Brooklyn show t'ns week
where the two new ones will be exhibited. The black and
white dng Henmore King was whelped in March. 1884, and
is by Flowdale out of Sut. and has some rare old coursing
blood in his veins, and weighs when fit about 6:31 bs His
winnings are numerous, first at Crystal Palace, ISyO, is one
of them. Chips, a white and brindle bitch, was whelped in
March, 188S, and is by Bird of Prey out of Bessie. She is
said to be very fast in the field and a sure killer. She also
has done well on the bench, and a win at Birmingham in
1890 IS part of her record. Mr. Hathaway was also the owner
of Charles Davis and Maud Torrington before Mr. Albion LPage purchased them.

The Seminole Kennels have hinted recently that we might
expect some news, and now we learn that the collie Orms-
kirk Curzon is on board the s.s. Runic on the way to New
York. This dog comes from the kennels of Mr. T. Stretch.

We should have remarked in our notice of Marvel's im-
portation last week that the excellent picture of this dog
w hich we published was from the English Stock-Keeper.

In our list of names of sportsmen present at the New
Enghand field trials we unwittinglv omitted that of Mr
"Bob" Leslie, who was accompanied by a Cleveland badge"
and in that happy frame of mind in which a man finds him-
self who has won three hats on the national result. Look-
ing over our exchanges we find in the Lynn Item a picture
of the gallant Major "Bob" on a spirited charger at the
head ot the "silk hat" brigade,"surrounded by a l^alo of illu-
minations and hurrah in the Democratic glorification
parade that taok place in that city a few nights since. The
owner of Belle Rmdolph, a pointer bitch of much renown
is seemingly a prophet of some account in his own country
and as such we trust he will have influence enough to put
life into the dormant Massachusetts Kennel Club, of Lynn
so that we may look forward to a bench show in the "shoe''
city as something more than a probability.

That pups can be carried in good health long distances by
rail if properly crated is proved by Mr. Wilson, the Chicago
fancier, who in acknowledging the receipt of a black and
tan terrier 4 months old, by Prince Regent out of Meers-
brook Empress, says he never received a dog in better shape.

Mr. Barclay Field, one of the best known supporters of
field trials in England, and an ardent .sportsman, died Nov
7. For many years he had been a breeder of pointers and hi.s
dogs generally ran well up in the different field trials He
was a member of the Council of the National Association,
of which Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale is the president.

The boss liar now lives in Jerseyville, III., and here is his
latest effort, which he told to an admiring crowd at the
Laclede the other day: "There was a man in southern
Illinois," said he, "who invented a salve that he claimed
was just the thing for cuts, If you cut your finger off, apply
the salve and the finger would soon grow out to its normal
length. One of the residents of the town was somewhat
skeptical, so he thought he would try it on his dog's tailHe cut off the tail and applied the salve, when almost spon-
taneously it commenced grcwing, and in a few minutes was
as long as ever. In the meantime his little bov had picKed
up the end of the tail and put on some salve, and both the
man and the boy were very much surprised to see a full-
sized dog grow out from the end of the tail. The father
and his boy are now dead."—St. Louis Repuhllc.

We note among our new advertisements this week the fol-
lowing offers for sale: Foxhounds, D. Rowat; setters P J
Schild, G. H. Kunkel, Silas Decker; beagles, Somerset Keu-
nels, E. O. Cornforth, W. G. Mott; cocker .=ipiniels Coach-
man; King Charles spaniels, Lucy; m-istift's, P. A. Plrfce T
L. Dennis;; fox-terriers, E. Suell; Che.«apeakes, A. C. Sill-
Philip Daly, Jr., wants an exoerienced man to take charge
of kennel; C. W. Ellis wants dogs to train; P. W. Forbes
wants to buy a coon and a rabbit dog.

MEiiKOSE, Mass.
F. W. Chapman.

An executive committee meetin'^ xvui hp hPiri h-.,American Spaniel Club during the Bro^klyu d^g slo^;

Whippet racing will take place at Fall River on Thanks-
giving day. Farrow's Nellie, th.it took a conspicuous partm the whippet racing at Trenton in September last ismatched to run Ford's Buccaneer for 1300, and Conner's
Mischief will contend with Lord's Lady for flOO.

The new kennel club in Detroit, Mich., held a meeting
\ov. 8 and after adopting by-laws decided to hold a doSshow in the Auditorium next spring.

Mr. Harry Twyford sails for Bay Ridge Nov. S5, by thesame steamer (Mohawk
) that carried bim to England Bv

che way we have received a letter for publication comment-

Ellio" A*c^K!."?^5?^f
between"Me.ssrs. Twyford and

mil
we
view of it."^ This reminds us that Forest axd Stream hasalso received letters more or less personalin tone concerning
criticisms at Canadian shows in another paper. Such mat-
ter is not ot general interest and is therefore declined.

Owing to our enforced absence from the office, one or two
&i>L"iir.?.f.!!^^t'-e^l^ facttffi

The quesMon of making dogs as personal property is
again a .subject of discussion in the Georgia Legislature
There is the usual opposition that has hithertoo defeated the
bill, based on thj idea that once dogs become property they
will be taxed, It does seem funny that these people will
fight for their dogs and risk almost anything personally to
protect them, and yet refuse to countsnance'a law which
would relieve their dogs in a great measure from the
dangers they now vuu at the hands of any unscrupulous
ruffian that comes along. Yet for some cities to tax dogs
and not recognize them as property does seem a little incon-
sistent.

Even a dog should have a name which be would not blush
to bear, were blushing possible to him. When he has been
called by some ridiculous and inappropriate title, the fact
frequently reacts upon the owner. There was a rich and
somewhat overdressed "city woman" boarding in a pretty
village, this summer, and she owned a canine pet who
dragged out a miserable existence under the name of
'Rags." One day he was lost and his bejeweled mistress
was inconsolable. She walked the road in front of the
house, clad in China silk, and calling "Rags! Ragsl Rags!"
in tones of piercing grief. Her pet did not answer And
she became quite indignant when some of the village youths
took up the cry and from a sheltering fence cried "Bones
an' or iron."—St. Louis Post Dispaten.

^ Mrs. C. C. Ellis, the owner of probably the best team of
Basset hounds in England, is offering them for sale Here is
a chance for some of our fanciers, who seem to be waking ud
to the merits of this breed.

.
these two dogs would compare witk the cracks ia fihia eou^

Apropos of Mr. G. F. Bowden, whose name has cropped up
recently in connection with the picture of working sheep
dogs we published recently, met with an accident in the
hunting field, and according to the English StocJc-Keever
resulted to an injury to his wrist.

'

The Crystal Palace show this year is said to have been the
JJ.t ^eld by the company, both in entries and quality.

Mastiffs were a good display, but the quality of St. Bernards
was all m favor of the smooths. Marvel, "our new doe "
beat his sire ch. Pouf and Angelo in rough challenge class.
Mr. Brough brought out a new crack bloodhound in Bur-
gundy, by cb. Beckford ex Bianca. Bulldogs shovved nothingnew of any moment. Irish terriers, however, were very
strong, but fox-terriers were comparatively not a creditable
exhibition, though Dorsay was on hand. Old Beaconsfieldwas beaten m black and tans by Prince Eric, who is said to
be going cheeky. Collies were poor. Other terrier classes*
were well represented and the pet dogs are said to have been
exceptionally strong. The pointers and setters were better
than usual.

,

Major Taylor's new book is now ready for sale, and iudg-

i.'JLlP"'
a glance through its pages it is a masterpiece of

plodding effort. At the same time the printing and general
appparanceof the book In.slde is scarcely in keeping wUh

«^ '^^e Pi'iee i.s $5, sent post os
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BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.
BEooKLTJir, N. Y., Nov. 23.—(SjjeefaZ to Forest <md

.Stream).—The second venture of the National Greyhound
Club is indeed a formidable effort, and the club a's a spe-
cialty S club must feel proud of the way in which their
fellow dogmen have supported them. The show opened on
Tuesday morning, Nov. 33, and will contintie till Friday
night, 'a glance through the prize list, and we have not
time for any more than that before going to pre.ss a day
earlier than usual.
There area number of prominent dogmen present, among

whom I notice Messrs. E. C. Cornell, John Moorehead, Jr.,

R. P. Keasbey, A. C. Wilmerdiug, E. A. Manice, W. C.
Wixom, F. W. Chapmau, Dr. H. T. Foote, R. F. Mayhew,
James L. Antbonv, W. Wade, Wilson Fiske, Henry Jarrett,
A. D. Lewis, H."^B. Cromwell, H. W. Huntington, J. W.
AppletoD, Geo. Bell, W. S. Stewart, James Black, L. C.
WhitOD, George Jarvis, C. D. Bernheimer, F. Senn, John
Finlayson and a host of others whose names we must chron-
icle next week. The benching is well arranged, but some-
what crowded. The building has hardly sufficient light for
judging purposes. The attendance this morning is moder-
ate. Judging commenced at 11 A. M.
The judges are: In ring 1, for mastiffs, W. Wade; Eng-

lish, Irish and Gordon setters, pointers, W. Tallmau; fox-
hounds and beagles, H. W. Lacy. In ring 2, for St. Bernards
and Newfoundlands, A. M. Hughes; Chesapeake Bay dogs.
Clumber, cocker and field spaniel.-), E. M. Oldham; Great
Danes, A. H. Heppner. In ring 3, for deerhounds, grey-
hounds and Psovois or Russian wolfhounds, H. W. Smith:
collies, Martin Dennis; poodles, pugs, Italian greyhounds,
toy spaniels and toy terriers, Dr. M. H. Cryer. In ring 4, for
all fox-terriers, German Hopkins: Bedlington, black and
tan, bull, Dandie Dinmont, Irish, Scotch, Skye and York-
shire terrier.^, bloodhounds', bulldogs, dachshunds and mis-
cellaneous, T. S Bellin.
Owing to Mr. August Belmont's absence, Mr. German

Hopkins is filling his place in the judges' list very accept-
ably.

Ttie quality of the dogs is particularly noticeable, espe-
cially is this the case in the good showing of American-bred
stock. The pointer men are very excited and competition is

keen, and it savored of old ti mes to see Mr. R . C . Cornell
leading out a winner in the heavy-weight dog class. A new
fox-terrier dog is another of the surprises. Many of the
awards so far made are not according to hitherto "cocker,"
but that does not say they are not correct. The club gave
an elaborate lunch to judges, friends and press. When
cigars were lighted Mr. Anthony proposed the toast of the
Greyhound Club and Mr. L. C. Whiton responded. The
following is the list of awards up to -S P. M.:

ST. BERNARPS.—Open—Dogs.- Ist and ;id. Fred Schmitt's
Roland, Jr., and Otos; 3d, Ohio LauKenberger'R Donnar. Very
high com.. New York St. Bernard Kennels' Refuge II. High
com., Mrs. J. Stnitu'a White Friar aTid Swiss Mountain Kennels'
King Regent. Com,, Emma Laugenherger's Achilles. Bitches
1st, .3d and very high com., Ool. Jacob Ruppert, .Tr.'s Ellen Lerry,
AlTonette and Miss Anna; 31 and high com., Swisa Mountain
Kennels' Sunray and Princess flepsev. Very hieh com., W.
Gray '8 Judy. Hi^h com., Jacob F. Lutz's Princess Wang. Pup-
pies: High com., Edward Booth's Lord Walbeck. Com., C. J.

Field's Nero.
DBERHOU!CDS.—Challbnge—Ist, Dunrobin Kennels' Olga.—

Open—Dogs; 1st, Dunrobin K-nnels' Argyle; 3i, fienry Mollen-
hauer's Bit-marck; 3i. J. M. Greenwood's Glencairn. Bitches: 1st.

wil-bhpld; 2d, lolanthe Kennels' Madge Mac; 3d, Henry Mollen-
hauer's Tnora.
GREYHOUNDS.—Ohallbnre—1st, Albion L. Page's Mand.—

Open—Dogs: lat, Woodbaven Kennels' Lord Neverstill; 3i, Tubby
Hook Kennels' St. Regis; 3d. Wm. Schumacher's Prince Bis-
marck. Bitchcf<: 1st, .fames Black's Dolly Dollar; 3d and very
high com., Maybrook Kennels' Mies Dollar III. and Maybro tk
Nell; 3d, Wm. T. Faulkner's American Daisy. Puppies: 1st,
Woo'i I.aven Kennels' Snowflight. 2d, W. D. Blenus's DoUas.
PSOVIE.—Challenge—1st, H. W. Huntington's Argoss.
POINTERS.— OHALLBNGE—r).')LBS. AND OvBH—X'fi(/s.- Ist, George

Jarvia'sLndof Kent. Reserve, Hempstead Farm's cbamp. Robert
le Diable. Bitches: 1st, Hempstead Farm's Woolton Game. Open—Dogs, 55lb8. and over: 1st, Robert C. Cornell's Ponset: 2d,

Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Bang Bang; 8d, Rinada Pointe
Kennels' Earl of Hessen. Bitches, .50lbs and over: Ist, Rinada
Pointer Kennels' Duchess ot Naao; 3d, George Jarvis's Lass of
Kent; 3d, Banks & De Ruass's Bella. Challenge—Under 55lbs.—Dogs: 1st, Hempstead Farm's champion DiiKh of Hessen. Chal-
lenge—Under 50LBS. Bitches: -Ist. William H. Hyland's Fan N.,
Open—Under 55lbs. Dogs: 1st, Rinada Pointer Kennels' Ridge-
view Donal'i; 3d, Cbas. Connell's Rock IL; 3d, A. G. Hooley's
Ridgeview Fhust. Reserve, Robert C. Coraell's Roderick. Very

,

high com., Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Prince and Bronx Val-
ley Kennels' Axtel King Don. High com.. Otto Hillmer's Chester.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth-Open—iJoas; lolanthe Kennels'

Ripon Stormer; 2d, Clarence Ratnbone's Beverwsck Panster; 3d,

L. & W. Rntberfurd's Warren Daysman. Reserve, L. B. Banks's
Blemton Rattler. Very high com., L. & W. Rutherfnrd's Warren
Laird, E.W. Irwin's Ruxton and Woodale Kennels' Dobbin. High
com., E. Rand Hollander's Hillside Ruffian. Bitches: 1st, Ckas,
Stedman's Hanks Grouse U ; 2d and 3d, lolantbe Kennels' Ripon
Regina aud Miss Domino, Reserve, L. & W. Rutherl'urd's War-
ren Faithful. Very high com., Edward Bird's Tuxedo Beauty, L,
& W. Rutherfurd's Dusky II. High com., E. W. Irwin's Chinqui-
pin Chink. Com., Woodale Kennels' Woodale Regina.—Puppies
Dogs: 1st, A. D. Stewart's My Fellow C; 2d, Wilton Kennels'
Wilton Tripper. Very high com.. Dr. A. W. Lawrence's Crafty.
Bitches: 1st, E W. Irwin's Boscobel; 2d,Woodale Kennels' Woodale
Dain' V.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Wxre-Haibed—Open—Doijs; Ist, Hemp-
stead Farm's Snlfolk Bdly; 2d, lolantue. Kennels' Dandy Jack;
Sd, O. L. A. Whitney's Jack Trick. Very high com., lolanthe
p^ennels' Carn Brea Prince, Hempstead Farm's Suffolk Grip and
R. F. Maybew's Brittle. High com., C. L. A. Whitney's Jack
Prompter.

A STRONG MASTIFF KENNEL.
Editor Forest mid 6tremn:
Since the Omaha show I have strengthened my mastiff

kennel very materially, having purcha.sed Edric, winner of
first in open class and defeating Elkson for special as best in
that show.

It will be remembered at Chicago, 1892, Edric, being in
wretched condition, was defeated by Elkson and Welling-
ton, but at Omaha he turned the tables on both of them,
defeating Wellington in the open class and Elkson for the
special.
I have also purchased Caution's Own Daughter and Minna

Minting. These, with what I already have, will make me a
very strong kennel. C, E. Bunn.
Peohia, IU., Nov. 19.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
I WAS in error in respect to a statement I made recently

concerning the judges who were to judge at the JJ. S. trials.

Mr. J. M. Freeman was not engaged to jud ge. He was men-
tioned as a possible judge. As he had etitries in those trials,

lie desired me to correct the error.

The Ohio Field Trials Club this year holds a membership
trial. After this year's trials are run, beginning Nov. 23,

the intention is to make future trials open to the United
States. At present, the club has 1,200 acres and 3,000 more
to add. The secretary, A. H. Smitn, Canton, Ohio, writes
me that there are plentv of birds, and that there will be
good opportunities for t£e dogs to work. The grounds, five
miles from city, can be reached by electric cars.

B. Waters.

Business.
Thet Only Need a Start.—Arkona, Ont., Nov. 12.—Editor

Forest amd Stream: I see by the advertisement in the Forest
AND Stream that a subscriber can .start and take a paper at any
time. In seeing the paper I have found that there is some very
food information. I inclose the sum of $3 for six months iseuee.

'lease oblige by forwarding the following weekly issues.
G. R. DAWSON.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB ENTRIES.
Free-For-AU Stake.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith please find list of our Free-for-all ^ntifi'e^j 3nt3m-

bering 14 English setters and 6 pointers:

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Orlakdo—Avent & Thayer's dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Bettie S.—Avent & Thayer's bitch (Roderigo— Bo Peep).
RiTPEKT—Avent & Thayer's dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Tbemont—Bidford & Bryden's dog (Gladstone's Boy-

Speckle Gown).
Bob Cooper—Bltie Bidge Kennels' dog (Roi d'Or—Miss

Nellie Y.)
PiTTi SING—Thos. Johnson's Wtch (Baron Doveridge—

Norah).
LORA—Pierre Lorillard. Jr. 'a bitch (Gladstone's Boy-

Ruby 0.).

Count Anted—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s dog (Count Noble-
Gladstone's Girl).
Hazel the Black Leg—L. Shuster, Jr.'s bitch (Cincin-

natus—Cornelia G.).

Brighton Tobe—T. G. Davey's dog (Locksley—Ledder^-
dale IL).
Harrt C—Greenfield Hill Kennels' dog (Roderigo—

Countess House).
RowDT Rod—Greenfield Hill Hennels' dog (Roderigo—

Juno A.).
Daist Hunter—J. A. & J. H. Huntington's bitch (Gath's

Hope—Daisy F.).

Merlin—C. J. Thompson's dog (Grab—Flora).
POINTERS.

Rip RAP—Charlotteville F. T. Kennels' dog (King of
Kent—Hops).
MAID OF Kent—Charlotteville F. T. Kennels' bitch (King

of Kent—Hops). .

Bob—N. S. Simpkins's^dog (Beppo HI.—Belle Brandon).
Grouse—C. C. M. Hunt's dog (Mainspring—Swan's Fly).
Prawn — M. Heywood-Lonsdale's dog (Crab— Polly

Peachem).
Black Wonder—J. A. and .1. A, Hunter's dog iCowell's

Ike—Bang Bang's Pride). C. H, Odell, Sec'y-Treas.

New York City.

I desire to correct the name of owner of Prawn and
Dickon as entered in oixr All-Age Stake. The owner is Mr.
Heywood-Lonsdale, instead of Hempstead Farm.

C. H. Odell, Sec'y-Treas.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are Inserted wltbbnt chsrge; and blknks

(furnlnhed free) will be aent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

The Prior. By F. P. Barber, San Antonio, Tex , for white and
hrmdle rough St. Bernard dog, whelped July U, 1893, by Eiger
(Bello—Gemma) out of Swiss Beauty (chamoion Sir Charles—
Loda).
Graphie^s Dandy, Daisy S. and Sua Banger. By A. W. Stevens,

Cortland, N. Y., tor liver, white and ticked pointer dog and lemon
and white bitches, wnelped Sept. 18, 1891, by Graphic, Jr., out of
Dap Ranger (Dash Ranger-Queen Ranger).
6)-aphic, Jr., II. and G^-aphic's Dawn. By A. W. Stevens, Cort-

land, N. v., for liv-r, white and ticked pointer dog and bitch,
whelped Sept. 21, 1893, by Graphic, Jr. (champion Graphic—King
Bow's Dawn) out of Dap Ranger (Dash Ranger— Queen Ranger).
Edgewood Silk Gladstone and Edgeivood Dot Bondhu. By V. L.

Bassa, New Canaan, Conn., tor black and white English setter dog
and bitch, whelped Oct. -30, 1892, by Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—
Bo Peep) out of Rose Gladstone (Dan Gladstone— Belton's Prin-
ceps).
Edgewood IMonh Gladstone and Edgewood Rose Bo^idhu. By V.

L. Bassa, New Canaan, Conn., for black, white and tan English
setter dog and bitch, whelped Oct. 30, 1893, by Bow Bondhu (Gus
Bondhu—Bo Peep) out of Rose Gladstone (Dan Gladstone— Bel-
ton's Princess).
Edgewood DeM. By V. L. Bassa, New Canaan, Conn., for blue

beltOii Knglish setter bitch, whelped Sept. 24, 1892, by Bow Bondnu
(Gus Bondhu—Bo Peep) out of Menia III. (Rock Belton—Meuia
II ).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Loumont Kit—Comet 11. H. M. Howes's (Someryille, Mass.)
bull-terrier bitch Loumont Kit to his Comet IL, Sept. 29.

Rose—Comet II. H. M. Howes's ( Somerville, Mass.) bull-terrier
bitch Rose to his Comet II , Oct. 17.

Bonaly Belle-Siiffolk Coronet. F. R. Close's (Hamilton, Ont.)
fox-terrier bitch Bonaly Belie (Blemton Trump-Hillside Baro-
ness) to J. W. Morden's Suffolk Coronet (champion Result—oUam-
pion D'adem), Aug. 21.

Flossu—Ogpsey Boy. E. L. Stine's (Philadelphia, Pa.) beagle bitch
Flossy (Little Prince-ITno) to R. Sherr's Gypsey Boy (champion
Lee-Gypsey Nell), Sept. 29.

WHELPS,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bo7ialy Belle. F. R. Close's (Hamilton, Ont.) fox-terrier bitch
Bonaly Belle (Blemton Trump—Hillside Baroness), Oct. 17, six
(two dogs), by J. W. Morden's Suffolk Coronet (Result—Diadem).
Dap Ranger. A. W. Stevens's (Cortland, N. Y.) pointer bitch

Dap Ranger (Dash Banger—Queen Ranger), Sept. 31, eight (four
dogs), by S. R. Tisdel's Graphic, Jr. (champion Uraphlc—King
Bow's Dawn).
Rose Gladst,one. V. L. Bassa's (New Canaan, Conn.) English

setter bitch Rose Gladstone (Dan Gladstone—Belton's Priacesf),
Oct. 30, five (three dogs), by his Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Bo
Peep).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bow Bondhu—Menta 111 whelp. Black, white and tan English
setter dog, wtielped Sept. 24, 1893, by V. L. Bassa, New Canaan,
Conn., to ff. W. Bennett. Killingly, Conn.
Henmore Shamrock—Onota Peg lohelp. Irish setter bitch, by F.

L. Cheney, Pittsfleld, Mass., to O. H. L. Zsllinsky, Flatbush,
N. y.
Henmore Shamrock—Dorah u^elp. Dark red Irish setter dog, by

F. L. Cheney, Pittsfleld, Mass., to C. H. Smith, same place.
. Pointer dog. whelped July 4, 1893, by Mr. Corliss, Wor-

cester, Mass., to Dr. W. T. Parker, Beverley, Mass.
Max. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, wbelped .Tuly 3-5, 1890,

by Murkland Ranger out of Bell E., by C. T. Brownell, New Bed-
ford, Mass.. to VV. D. Spaulding, Waterville, Me.
Donald W. Liver, white and ticked pointer dog, whelped Sept.

18 1891, by Graphic, Jr. out of Dap Ranger, by A. VV, Stevens,
Cortland, N. Y., to A. D. Wallace, same place.
Nettie Weller. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, wbelped May

17, 1892, by Tony Weller out of Topsy S., by National Bsagle Ken-
nels. Waltham, Mase., to F. 0. Mackenzie, same place.
lAUU Lady. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Aug. 22, 1892, by

Spokane out of Gladys, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O..
to J. Sparrow, Pleasant Ridge, O.
Star of Kent. Black and while pointer bitch, whelped April 27.

1892, by Trinket's Chief, Jr. out ot Duchess of Kent, by West End
Kennpls, San Antonio, Tex., to Mrs. E. S. Avis, Fort Mcintosh,
Laredo, Tex.
Cardinal Richelieu. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped April

27. 1892, by Trinket's Chief, Jr. ont of Duchess of Kent, by West
End Kennels, San Antonio, Tex., to Jos. W. Irwin, Little Rock,
Ark.
Richard Kent. Black and white pointer dog. whelped April 27,

1892, by Trinket's Chief, Jr. out of Duchess of Kent, by West End
Kennels, San Antonio, Tex., to J. M. McCain, West Lake. La.
Imperial Kent. Black and white pointer dog. whelped April 37.

1892. by Trinket's Chief, Jr. out of Duchesa of Kent, »>y West End
Kennels, San Antonio, Tex., to Dr. 'E. H. Scharnberg, Shiner,
Tex.
Doctor P. Liver, white and tan English setter dog. wnelped

Sept. 8, 1892, by Cinch out of Delaware Girl, by Liberty Kennels,
Hyattville, O.. to Hon. T. E Marriott, Delaware, O.
Ruth. Black, white and ran beagle bitch, whelped June 14, 1892,

by Jubilee out of Nellie Bannerman, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-
viUe, N. Y,, to E, L. Stine, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rachaeh Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 14,

1892. by Jubilee out of Nellie Banner man. by F. B. Zimmer, Glov-
erhvill«, N. Y , to E L. Stine, Philadeiphia, Pa.
Eip Bap. Black, white and tan beagle dog, wbelped June 14-,

1893, by Jiibil-ie out of Nellie Bfinnerman. bv F. B. Zimmer, Glov-
ersville, N. Y., to E. L. Stine, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fannie Weller. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped July

14, 1892, bv cnampion Tony Weller out of Dot, byW. H. Child,
Glenside. Pa., to E. L. Stine, Philadelphia, Pa.
Tony Parest. Beagle dog, whelped May 17, 1893, by Tony Weller

ont ot Topav S., by National Beagle Kennels, Waltham, Mass., to
Lewis Steflfern, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sport. Beagle dog, whelped May 6, 1893. by champion Pitzhugh

Lee out of Virginia, by National Beagle Kennels, Waltham. Mass.,
to O. L. Morse, Athol, Mass.
Jule, Black, white and tan beagle bitch, same litter, by National

Beagle Kennels. Waltham, Mass., to Dr. Baker's son, same
place.
Ho Boy. Black, white and tan beagle dog, same litter, by Na-

tional Beagle Kennels, Waltham, Mass., to W. Genthner, Noble-
boro. Me,
Prop. Black, white and * an beagle dog, same litter, by National

Beagle Kennels, Waltham, Mass., to .1. H. Tilton, Waylaud,
Mass.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no clmrge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs mil be answered by Dr. T. G,
Sherwood,, a member of the Royal College of Vcterinarv Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management mid dogs wiU receive careful attejition.

S. B , Brootlyn.—Please give pedigree of English setter Wel-
lington, Ans. W^ellington (A. K. C. S. B . 11,368) by Monk out of
Mattie, by Killarnoy out of Milo, by Dan out or Venus; Killarney,
by Grouse out of Brisk : Monk, by Blue Border out of Flirt.

C. S. H., Manchester by the Sea, Mass.—Would you kindly state
cause of death in wolfhound puppy, ten months old. Ate hearty
but kept very thin; coat out of order. Tried for worms without
any success: found blood in her freces. I took great care other
but she died suddenly. On opening her 1 found only one round
worm about 6in. long. Her bladder was full of water, quite thick
and yellow; her passage from rectum was all blood to uer inside,
which looked all right bar her liver, which was purple and white
and very large. Ans. Probable cause of death exhaustion from
diarrhcei and hemorhage of the bowels.

T. G., Troy, N- Y.—A dispute arose from a man's saying that a
St. Bernard puppy, of my breeding, "had a very poor month for a
thoroughbred because the roof was not black"—the flews are black,
be it understood. I claim that the color (red or black) of the in-
ternal surface of a St. Bernard's mouth makes no difference in
his scoring; that red is not ranked as a defect or fault, nor any
points allowed in the standard to black color; that, if anything is
given to black color, it would be no more than that, of two dogs
scoring exactly the same otherwise, a preference might be given
to the dog with a black mouth by a judge who preferred it, and
would he denied it by a judge who did not prefer black. In other
words, I claim that it is a fancy point, not original in the breed,
and finding its sole value in individual taste and selection. Ans
The idea that a pedigree dog should have a black roof to its mouth
is a relic of the dark ages that does not obtain in modern dogdom.
The color of the dog's mouth has no influence with a judge.

Wonderful Word-Painting.
Extract from Sermon of Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, in Brooklyn

Tabernacle, Sunday Evening, Nov. l, 1891.

'•WHBNlast Tbursday the swiftest train on earth pulled ont
from Grand Central Station for Buffalo, we started on a wondrous
journey. The autumnal forests were in a blaze of splendor. Four
nundred and forty miles of pageanti Let artists stand back when
God stretches his canvas. Along by the Hudson, and up and down
the sides of the great hills, there was an'indescribaWe mingling of
gold and orange, and crimson and saffron, now sobering into drab
and maroon, now flaming up into solferino and scarlet. Here
and there the trees looked as if their tips had blossomed Into tire.

Jq the morning light the forests seemed as if they had been trans-
flgured, and in the evening hour they looked as if the sunset had
burst and dropped upon the leaves. In more sequestered spots,
where the frosts had been hindered in their work, we saw the first
kindling of the flames of color in a lowly sprig; tben they rushed
rip from branch to branch until the glory of the Lord submerged
the forest. Here you would iind a tree just making up its mind
to cbange. and there one looked as if, wounded at every pore, it

stood bathed in carnage. Along the banks of the Mohawk there
were hills over which there seemed pouring 'cataracts of fire,
tossed up and down and every whither by the rocks. The most
beautiful sight 1 ever witnessed was along the Mohawk Valley.
Through some of the ravines we saw occasionally a foaming
stream, as though it were rushing to put out the conflagration.
Even the humble bush, like the bush that Moses saw, was 'burn-
ing, but not consumed.' If at one end of the woods a command-
ing tree would set up its crimson banner, tbe whole forest pre-
pared to follow. If God's urn of colors were not infinite, one
swamp that I saw along the New York Central would have ex-
hausted it forever. It seemed as if the sea of divine glory had
dashed its surf to the tip-top of the crags, and then it had come
dripping down to the lowest leaf and deepest cavern."—.4dr.

Scarecrow.
In the accompanying design, the .sneakbox type, so frequently de-

scribed and ilfusti-ated in the Forest and Stream, is carried to a
further degree of development than in the sailing boat La Gloria,
illustrated on Oct. 37, the re^sult being a fin-keel of the same general
type that has proved such a success this year in the hands of Mr.
Herreshoif , With a view to speed, the lines have been lined, and in
conformity with fashion, if for no other reasons, the ends have been
lengthened materially : but the characteristic features of the sneak-
bos and pram, the shovel-bow and full waterlines, have been retained.
The design is of course very similar to La Gloria, the new boat being
suggested by a practical trial of the old one. The general features
of tbe boat were planned by her owner, Mr. C. J. Stevens, of the
New York C. C, the design itself being the work of Mr. W. P. Steph-
ens. Scarecrow, whose looks it is hoped and expected will belie her
name, is intended mainly for sailing about New York Bay, between
the Narrows, Sandy Hook and Raritan Bay; it is not proposed to race
her. and she will be fitted with a complete canoe yawl ouiflt of tent,
cooking and sleeping gear; at the same time the main object of the
owner was to secure a fast, safe and seaworthy sailing boat. While
the design as given possesses the general elements and proportions
of Delta and La Gloria, and may be fitted with a centerboard of •

moderate weight , to carry a sail plan with little or no ballast, the
boat now building will be a veritanle fin- keel, after a peculiar plan
devised by her owner.
The fin will be of Tobin bronze, about IMin . thick, 6ft, long on upper

edge, about 4ft. long on lower edge, 3ft. Bin. deep, and carrying on
the lower edge a weight of some 4001bs. in a lead cigar or bulb. The
novel feature of the design is the fitting of the fin m a centerboard
trunk a little longer than the cockpit shown, this trunk being strongly
built, to a height of Sin. above the waterhne, fastened at each end to
a watertight bulkhead across the boat, and with the iloor level with
the top of the trunk, thus making the cockpit quite small and self-
draining.
The trunk will be kneed off so as to take safely the heavy strain,

and so far as strength goes, this construction is superior to the usual
one of angle irons on each side of the fin, bolted through the floors
and keelsons. The fin will be to all intents and purposes a perma-
nent fixture, being left down when at anchor and at all times in sail-
ing; but it win be fitted with special liftmg gear, by which it may be
raised in.a short time for hauling up or any special emergency.
The proposed rig will show a jib tacked to the stemhead and a leg-

o'-mutton mainsail of the sliding gunter type, precisely as used oa
canoes. The spars will be hollow, made by Young, of Bridgeport,
Conn. The cockpit will be narrower than shown, and nearly rectan-
gular; but in building from the lines the arrangement of centerboard
or fin, bulkheads, size and shape of cockpit and height of floor may
be varied to suit the special requirements of a case. Two large
hatches will be placed in the deck, giving access to the stowage room
forward and aft of the well. The "nasty rudder" of all modem
small racers has been adopted, as little that would injure it can pass
the deep fin; but for ordinary cruising use, with the common center-
board, the plain rudder hung cn a scag would be preferable. The
boat is now building by Samuel Ayres, of Fifty-sixth street, Bay
Ridge, N. Y., and will probably be completed within the nest three
weeks, though she wUJ not be rigged and fitted up until next spring.
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We propose later on to deal with the details of construction for the
heneflt of those who may ;vish to build from the lines.

DIMENSIOSB AND ELEMENTS.

(The small figures indicate eighths of an inch.)

15ft. 4iDj^. l.w.1. 18ft. l.w.l.

FT IN. B'T. IS.

Length over all . . 21 4" 25
l.w.l

15

4* 18
Overhang, bow 2 1« 2 6

stern 3 lOa 4 6
Beam, extreme 4 8^ 5 6

l.w.l
4

33 5
Freeboard, least lOs 1

Sheer, how 11' i 1

stern 4'^ 5

Draft, without board or fla 7"^ ti

Kound of deck 4'^ 5

Displacement, pounds 1838
per inch immersion, pounds. . . 342

Area, midship section, sq. ft 2.80
lateral plane. 10.00
l.w.l. plane 64.29

Fore end of l.w.l. to-
midship section 9.00 10.50
C.B 8.85 9.72
C.L.B 7.80 9.09

TABLE OF OFF.SRTS—T5FT. 4]4ltf. BOAT.

Stations spaced 1ft. 34gin. Waterlines spaced a^^in. Buttock lines
spaced % ol exu-eme beam' Diu^'oiials as in body plan.

0^

45

78

1 38

1 V

6 2 5

2' a gfi

7" 2 1''

43 2

24 1 104

IS 1 92

0« 1 8-

01 1

1

1 63

1 6»

1 61

1 61

1 6S

1 6''

1 .7*

1 88

1 101

Half-Bkbadths.

Deck.

0'

4«

11

1 41

1 82

1 IP

2 2

3 3s

2 4

2 42

2 4

3 S

3 1"

1 II

1 8

1 43

11'

Wateblinks.

N0.6 N0.5 N0.4 No. 2. No. 1

1

1 103

2 12

2 3

2 3'

2 41

2 8'

1 2'

2 11

I 10«

1 72

1 22

11'

1 4«

1 91

3 04

2 23

2 34

2 3'

2 33

2 2"

2 0«

1 9s

1 53
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TABLE OF OFFSETS

—

18pT. BOAT.
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Transom.
All measurements to outside of plank. Small figures are eighths

of an inch.

The Cruise of the £lsa.

TowAHD the end of the summer the writer launched, upon Lake
Ontario a canoe yawl, built from his own designs for sailing and
cruising, and from the lime her keel was laid the idea of sailing her
upon her own bottom to Slontreal was ever present with him. She is

lOfc. on waterline, 20ft. over all, 4ft. 6in . beam and 17in deep, with
9iu. least freeboard, and carries a oenterboard weighing llBlbs. and
3501bs. of iron ballast under her floor beards. Tne lines are very
similar to those of La Gloria, lately published in the Fobe.st and
Stheam; the floor not quite so flat and the waterline not quite so full.

The rig will be readily understood from the photo, the total area
toeing about 230sq. ft.

For a month atter her launch her skipper contented himself with
short cruises and scrub races with the other small craft about, and
worked diligently to get her into her best trim; wMch being at last
accomplished, Elsa proved herself by no means the slowest boat on
the lake. Then as the summer began to wane and the equinoctials
to blow, the desire for a longer ramble became almost irresistible,

and after waiting froui day to day from one cause or another, Eisa
at last cast off her moorings and tilled away under jib and mizen to a
brisk northwest wind on a bright morning in early October,
The N,W, wind is apt to be puffy and strpug so l&te to tiie season,

and the present case was no exception to the general rule, so the
mainsail was kept in the gaskets and we (Elsa and I) jogged along
comfortably and at fair speed under a weather shore. At noon the
sky cloudert and the barometer was away down, and the putts began
to come more vicioiisly over the eravel beach and low clay bluffs, so
that at times we were fain to luff a litde, even with our shortened
sail, and hug the shore close to avoid the short chop which occasion-
ally sent a shower of spray over our decks outside.
In three hours we had run abreast of Lakeport Pier, and stood in

to allow the skipper to stretch his legs and get a bite of lunch ashore
under shelter from the keen wind ; and refreshed and comforted es to

bis inner man after half an hour s shore leave, the boa-t was got
under way again and the run continued. Ominous lookiog clouds
gathered to windward and drifted overhead, and occasional squalls
of more than ordinary violence swept out of the bays and made the
skipper thankful that he had a goodly quantity of ballast under his

feet.

About 4 P. M. we came abreast of the Islaud lying oflE Presque Isle

Point, and .stood off before the wind for the narrow gap between it

and tne mainland. Lowering the mizen and tricing up the center-
board, we ran through without much trouble under the jib. although
the rudder bumped and hammered once or twice upon the flat rock
bottom, and iu a few minutes the mizen was got up agt-in and the
boaij laid by the wind leading for the lighthouse.
Dusk was coming on as we passed it. and the wind lulling some-

what, first a reefed and then a whole mainsail was hoisted, for the
beat into the harbor. With the mtiltiplicity of red and black buoys
and rangelights. this was rather anxious work in the gathering dark-
ne.»s, and in the teeth of the spiteful puffs, and against the short
choppy sea; but Elsa behaved nobly and clawed to wind ward iu

wonderful St vie, so that before the darkness became complete the
skioper hailed a schooner lymg alongside the wharf and inquired for
the snuggest berth for the night.
One of the pleasantest features about singlehand sailing is the in-

terest which all the water .side people take in the cruiser and his
boatj and theii- eagerness to help him, and here, as is generally the
case, the local boating crank came forward with his aid and advice
and in fifteen minutes Eisa was snugly berthed, and her skipper on
his way to supper under the guidance of his new found friend,

turned out to be an ex master of the famous Atalanta of America
Cup fame and the owner of a handsome boat of his own.
A smoke and a chat with mine host on yachts and yachting filled

out the evening pleasantly until bedtime, and the skipper's slumbers

ELSA.

were none the less soimd t'^at he had got over the most uninterest-
ing and exposed portion of the coast without mishap or discomfort.
-M-oming showed a fierce gale from due north, tearing over rhe

water of Presque Bay, and the skipper felt more than ever satisfied

that the outside work was over for the present. Uuder jib and reefed
mizen again Elsa's h^^ad wxs turned eastward toward the mouth of
the Mm-ray Canal. Just as we got under way a sail appeared at the
mouth of the harbor, and soon a fine schooner loomed up, beating
into the bay. Coming about off the wharves, she headed after us,
and came booming slor g under all plain sail like a .steamboat.
Elsa does not claim to be a match for a hundred ton schooner reach-

ing in a gale of wind, but she was not going to be overhauled without
a struggle, so we tucked a couple of reefs in the mainsail and stag-
gered along with rail awash, giving the big fellow quite a chase until
within a few hundred yards of the mouth of the canal, where the
channel became so narrow that Elsa got only an occasional puff while
the schooner's lofty sails got an almost steady wind over the tops of
the trees Our turn came again, however, for the wind headed the
schooner as she entered the canal and drove her on to the lee bank,
while Elsa, holding a better wind, scraped by her and taking a short
hitch to windward went on her way rejoicing.

With an occasional puff from over the tree tops we managed to
make a couple of miles an hour, but it was near noon before we had
cleared the last drawbridge and settled our loll at tne canal office,
and the gray, wind-tossed expanse of the Bay of Quinte appeared
ahead between the entrance piers. The schooner had meantime
warped herself off, and, beautifully handled, came rushing along
with a large-sized bone under her forefoot and jaassed us just at the
entrance. The way in which she lay down as she caugnt the full
fury of the wind out of the mouth of the Trent River showed
that Elsa was going to have all she could stagger imder, and .sad was
again reduced to jib and mizzen.
This, however, while comfortable enough to run to leeward, did not

seem to be the right thing for our beat to windwai'd into Trenton,
and heading to under the lee of a little island, tne jib was stowed and
a close reefed mainsail substituted for it. The changed proved to be
a judicious one, and Elsa soon clawed her way up into smoother wa-
ter under the land, but got aground among the weeds and mud flats.
She was soon clear, however, and running into a slip belonging to in
old deserted sawmill on the outsku-ts of the town the dinner can was
got out and a cup of tea was made for dinner.
The boating maa soon made his appearance and chatted with the

skipper, holding fast the while upon the masts of a very shaky-
looking old sloop tied up close at hand. Lunch over, sail was made
again, and with eased sheets now Elsa tore away toward Belleville,
dashing tne short, choppy seas off her bows, sending a long, foamy
while streak off on either hand.
A fiercer gust than usual carried the skipper's old felt hat away,

and his hands were so fidl of business, on even a straight keel, that
the chances of his picking it up before it swept by coming into the
vrind then bearing downHipon it seemed to be too i-emote to be
worth the wet and hard work which it wotild involve, so he re-
luctantly let the old tile go, and coming to under the lee of an island
a little further ahead, ,a woolen cap was fished out of the clothes
bag which did duty for the remainder of the voyage.
Here we found a'flshing party on bourd a steain yacht, the Juanita,

witH a couple of beautiful St. Lawrence skiffs in tow. They were
just setting off for the afternoon, and the elabarate outfit of the
lisbei'meD. overcoats, waterproof aprons and gloves, and easy swivel
chairs to sit in, while the tu-ed boatmen pulled them about, com-
pletely abashed the homely little Elsa and her roughly togged
skipper, who was glad to turn the nose of bis boat eastward again.
Tbe bay of Quinte became narrower now, and Elsa sped on and on

until tbe great bridge near Belleville hove in sight. A number of
teams were going across snd we had to heave to for a minute, and
then in response to a bail the ponderous draw swung aside, and
flllingaway again, we shot through and laid our course for Bellveille
light.

Beating up the namjw harbor, Elsa came to at last in such aristo-
cratic company as the Norah and some others of the Bay of Quinte
Y. C, and on a slip hard by was the Atalanta, being rebuit. I'Yom
the momentary gUmpse the skipper caught of her it seemed af if the
alterations in the shape of long overhang aft and increased free-
board had been well considered and carried out, and she had quite
the look of an able and handsome craft, which, in spite of their repu-
tation for speed, can not be said of some other of Cuthbert's produc-
tions.

A half hour's run after letters and telegrams and the crew was
aboard again, and sweeping out of tbe harbor into the wide bay.
Crossing to Missisauga Point was a rough traverse and Elsa had all
she wanted before she got under tbe lee of Point Anne, Evening was
drawing on, and sppns a gehiog \)Qikt »bead, sb§ w»e oy«rbaul9d

and hailed and inquiries Inade for a resting place for the night. The
fisherman, with characteristic hospitality, immediately volunteered
a meal and a shelter, and as Shannonville was some distance off and
at the bottom of a deep bay, Elsa's crew was glad to avail himself of
the offer.

The fisherman proved to be an old-titner, and entertained the
skipper much with his experience of Lake Ontario in bygone days.
True stories of rough seas and .gales and narrow escapes from ship-
wreck such as his kind can always teii to a sympathizing audience.
The barometer rose a little during the evening, and we hoped for a

fine day on the morrow, which broke stu-e enough with good promise
of fair weather. The wind had hauled to the west dm-ing the night,
and with her raainsheet paid out to its extreme end, and mizen
stowed, Elsa raced away from the little cove which had sheltered
her for the night, and was soon sliding over the long easy swell from
the westward, at the i-ate of six miles an hour.
Passing Trident Point the bay narrowed again, and for an hour we

had a delightful run with dry decks, a lovely landscape and the
skipper taking his ease on the cockpit floor. Soon the smokestacks
and steeples of busy Deseronto came into view, and the Prince Ed-
ward shores became higher and bolder. Dotibling a beautiful tree-
clad point, Elsa was luffed up, got under her old mainsail and mizen
canvas for the long reach to Pictou.
The barometer began falling again, and the wind, which had been

blowing a stiff' breeze all morning, now increased to a hard gale,
which came in perfect sledgehammer puffs off the bold hills ta
windward. Close reefs were again in order, and even with these the
skipper had to keep a sharp lookout and luff repeatedly to the more
vicious of the squalls.
Getting out abreast of the mouth of Hav Bay the skipper was

glad to take a rest after the strain on his nerves and to run in along-
side a fisherman's boat for a cup of lea and a chat. The usual kind-
ly welcome was accorded and the shanty placed at his disposal, and
as the next few miles entailed a run in the trough of the sea, which
could be seen racing furiously out of Pictou Bay and breaking on the
low, rocky shores to leeward, Elsa's crew did not hurry to leave the
hospitable shelter.

Still the barometer went down and the sky became overcast and
the sun obscured by flying scud. A little steam tug came in for the
fish caught the preceding night and reported very heavy weather,
and presently from the eastward came plowing in a schooner, pitch-
ing her bluff' bows into it to the itnightheads, and throwing showers
of spray which wet her headsails and foresail half-way up to the
crosstrees. Clumsy and bluff'-bowed as she was she made a hand-
some picture as she doubled the Point and squared away for Dese-
ronto, lazily rising and falling on tbe now quartering swell, and with
every shred of canvas pulHng as if it would go out of the bolt-ropes.

All these things looked ominous for the Elsa, but after waiting in
vain tor signs oC a clear up, her crew, tired of inaction, concluded to
I ry at any rate whether it was as bad as it loo-ked, and safi was made
and a course laid for Barker's Point. By careful steering she eased
I hrough the heaviest of the puffs and sea, and went along dry enough
until the Point was under her lee. Then the mizen was lowered and
iiiainsheet paid out for the broad reach. At the first touch of weather
iielm the boat darted off like an arrow, cut the top off a wave with
her bow, and running from under it allowed it to come down in a
shower of spray on the skipper's knees. In half a minute this per-
formance was repeated, and again and again until the water was
visible swashing about in the bilge.

Both of the skippers hands were busj^ with mainsheet and tiller, so
bailing was out of the question, and it looked as if the boat would be
luilf full before we could again reach a lee. Keluctantly he brought
her in stays and headed her back with her nose to the sea. Immedi-
ately she began climbing over the steep short seas dry and easy. The
skipper breathed more freely. Sm-ely matters were not so bad as he
had thought, and we went about again for a second trial. Same re-
sult as before, and savagely the helm was put down again, and as the
boat came round the skipper registered a vow that never again would
he go to sea in so able a boat without at least a canvas cover for the
open cockpit. Doubling Barker's Point for a second time we squared
away for the little harbor behind it, with the high, angry swell roar-
ing astern. An unusually sharp sea crept up behind, got under the
quarter, and up, up went the stern and down, down went the bows,
the jib was stowed on the very light bowsprit, which with no sup-
porting stay above and a taut wet bobstay below, was arched until
I he end was far below the sheer line.

Elsa rushed forward under the impulse o£ the following wave, throw-
ing the foam off on either bow as a snow plow on a down-grade throws
the snow out of a cutting, and in her headlong rush stuck her bow-
sprit in the sea ahead of her. For a moment the tough ash bent like
a hoop and then crash I and it was under her bows and towing along-
side. Luckily the inboard end with the sail on it remained and the
lashings held fast, and in a few seconds more wo were floating
calmly under the lee of a point and clearing away the wTeck.
Atter waiting an hour for signs of a clear up, which did not come

the skipper concluded to try and beat up for Pictou under the lee of
the bluffs; but the day was too far spent, and after two miles of hard
and cautious sailing darlmess began to gather. Such sailing was
bad enough in the daylight, but watching for the squalls sweeping
down upou us first from one direction and then from another in the
dark became at last a little too exciting, and Elsa was run into a little
cove and made snug, while her tired crew climbed the bluffs and
made for a handsome farmhouse on the top. Again, after a momen-
tary suspicion that they were being asked to harbor a tramp the
story of the solitary voyage brought hearty welcome for the voyager
from the simple minded farmer, and with a tear in his voice he told
how his son had spent nearly all the ready money on hand in build-
ing the fine house ard then had gone oft" and left him in his old age
to ;manage the farm alone with none but his hired belp. The story
was a sad one and was another instance like the many which we
meet with in these progressive days, where a maii;leaves home com-
fort and duty behind him in search of change and wealth, which last
in most cases he never gets, and when perchance he does, does not
know how to use. Henry K Wicksteed.
CoBooRG, Canada.

[continued next week.]

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Annual Meeting of Executive Committee.

The general business meeting of the Executive Committee of the
American Canoe Association was held, pursuant to the call of Lieut
Col. Cotton, the new commodore, at Kingston, Ontario, on Nov 17
Situated just at the point on the Canadian side where Lake* On-

tario narrows to form the St. Lawrence Kiver, and just opposite the
first group of the Thousand Islands, Kingston,' close to that part of
the river between Clayton and Gananoque, well known to A C A
men; and the location was very convenient in that it gave the com-
mittee an opportunity to visit any proprosed sites.
Owing to the length of the journey, but few members from the

States were present, but Mr. Winne, the retiring commodore, with
Messis. Appollonio of Boston, Lawrence of Trenton, and Stephens of
New York, reaching Kingston Wednesday afternoon. In the even-
ing some of the party attended a reception and dance at the Ar-
tUlery Barracks.
When the meeting was called to order in the parlor of the British

American Hotel at 11 A. M., on Thursday, there were present Com-
modore Cotton and the following representatives. Northern Divls-
ion—J. N. McKendrick, Ualt ; J W. Span-ovv, proxy for F Minns
Bobcageon ; W. C. Kent, proxy tor C. E. Archbold, Montreal. ' Central
Division—C. V. Winne, Albany. Eastern Division—Appollonio, Boston
Atlantic Division—W. C. Lawrence, Trenton; W. P. Stephens proxy
for H. L. Quick. There were also present Messrs. B B. Edwards
Peterboro. W. E. Chrystie, Montreal, and E. E, Burns, Kingston

'

Since h'.« election in August, Mr. C. E I. Porteous has removed to
Montreal, and consequently tendered his resignation as Secretary-
Treasurer. Mr. AppoUonlo was elected temporary secretary of the
meeting, and the minutes of the last meeting in camp were read and
approved. The resignation of Mr. Porteous was then read and ac-
cepted on motion of Mr. Winne, and Mr. McKendrick ;presented the
name of Mr. B. Easton Burns, of Kingston, as his successor Mr
Burns was unanimously elected and Mr. Appollonio resigned his
place to him.
Although it has been practically settled since the meet that the

next camp would be on the upper St. Lawrence, no definite site has
been mentioned, but Commodore Cotton had made arrangements for
the committee to inspect one near Kingston, and a recess was taken
in order to do so. After the arrival of the boat from Cape '^'incent
with Mr. W. R. Huntington, of Rome, on board, Mr. Folger, the owner
ol the steamer, took charge of the party and invited them on board
After a pleasant trip of half an hour, the boat landed at Long Island
Park, a little peninsula on the north side of Abraham's Island and
in company with Mr. Brophy, the owner of the park, the ground was
thoroughly inspected and approved by all.

After tte'e return to the hotel, the committee resumed its sitting
the accompanying report of Secretary-Treasurer Wackerhagen'
showing the payment by the retiring officers of the whole of the
deficit left by tffeir predecessors, was read and discussed Mr
Stephens moving to accept the report, with thanks to Messrs Winne'
Wagkerhagen and Huntington. ' '

The question of the camp site was then taken up, and after an
agreement was reached with Mr. Brophy by which tne A. O A is
to have entire control of the point during the month of Atigusl for a
nominal rental of $1, Mr. Brophy conducting the camp store the
wotJon was wade by Mr, Bu«cto§ton, eecoaded jay W, Lawrepce,
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that the meet he held at Long Island Park. This motion carried, the

questions of date and duration of meet were discussed, and
August 11 to 26 were fioally selected on motion of Mr. McKendrick,
after a motion by Mr, Appollonlo to limit the meet to two weeks had
been carried . The members were unanimous in favor of two rather
than three weeks, imposing less work on the officers in command of

the camp.
The resie;nation of air. Belman, Purser of the Central Division,

was presented by Mr. Huntinarton, who suggested Mr. C. E, Ward-
well to fill the vacancy, and he was e'ected.
Since his election, Mr. Coltn Fraser, of Toronto, has moved his

business tn Winnipeg and consequently presented his resignation
through Mr. McKendrick, and Mr. W. G. McKendrick, of Toronto,
was elected in his place.
As two other members of the Central Division executive commit-

tee now come from Rome, Mr. Huntington tendered his resignation
from the committee, but on motion of Mr. Stephensjil was laid on
the table.

Mr. Stephens then introduced an amendment to the Constitution,
Art. v., Sec. 2, Par. 6, which after discussion was amended to read
as follows, the words in italics being inserted: "In the event of one
or more of the Division offlcers being chosen to till these positions,
or of vacancies from any cause, the vacancies so caused shall be
filled from the Division to which the officers vacating tne positions
belonged, by the members of the Division exeeuDive committee,
and the said vacating offieers may vote on this and other questions
on their Division Committee until their successors are elected." In
connection with this change. Art. Vl. was also amended by omit-
ting the clause, "and power to fill vacancies until the next annual
meeting of the Divisions."
Mr. Sjparrow then offered the following amendment to the By-

Laws, Chap. I., Sec. 2, Par. 3: To omit the clause, "Every member
attending the general A. C. A, camp shall pay .$1 for camp ex-
penses;" and to substitute the following, "Every member attending
a camp shall pay for camp expenses as follows: For general camp
$1, and for a division camp such sum as may be determined on by
the executive committee of the division, provided such sum docs
not exceed $1. The amendment was seconded by Mr. McKendi'ick
and carried.
Mr. Winne called attention to the fact that the winners of the prin-

cipal honors of the 1891 meet had never received the record flags to
which they are entitled; and recommended that the Association
should provide the flags as soon as possible. He also pointod out
that this year, in the etfort to clear the general Association of its

debt, the offieers had followed the precedent established in the pre-
vious year, of charging to each Division the expenses of mailing the
Year Ilook and printing and mailing the transportation circular. He
suggested that in the future such expense should be borne by the
general treasury.
The reports of the pursers of the Northern, Central and Eastern

Divisions were presented to the committee, but the reports of the
regatta committee, camp site committee and pursers of the .A.tlantic

Division were not at hand. It was understood that the regatta com-
mittee had no amendments to the racing rules to suggest.
The time of the librarian having expired, Mr. Winne nominated the

present librarian, Mr. W. P. Stephens, and he was re-elected.
Mr. Dunnell's amendment, to create a board of governors, as pub-

lished in the Forest akd Stream, was presented in his absence by
Mr. Stephens, and was discussed at length, but most of those present
being unfamiliar with the proposed change, it was decided to take no
action at present.

Prior to adjournment, Mr. Edwards offered the following resolu-
tion, which w as carried : "Resolved, That the members of tbe A. C. A.
new present desire to place on record their appreciation of the. great
services rendered to the Association by Commodore Winne during
hi^ term of office, and to express to him and the other officers of 1892
their hearty thanks for their very successful management of the
Association." The meeting adjourned at 6 p. m.
In the evening a camp fire was given in honor of the visitors by the

Catasaqui C. C, the entertainment lasting until a very late hour.
The new camp site, of which we shall soon publish a plan, is located

about Ave miles from Kingston. The little peninsula is about three-
quarters of a mile in length and half a mile in breadth, the ground
being from 6 to lift, above the water, a gentle incline over the whole
of which tents may be pitched. An old wreck is built up to make a
convenient and picturesque wharf at which large steamers can load,
thus saving oue large item of expense. The grounds are in good
order, being used at times by picnic parties. The shores are of flat
rock, and landing stages may be built very easily. The bank is only
a foot or two above the beach. The land slopes gently from the
middle to the shores, and is a dry, sandy loam. The committee
visited it after several dajsjof very heavy rain, clearing the previous
night, and found it dry and hard. The proposed site of the main
camp is on the northeast side, in an open grove of tall hardwood
trees, free from underbrush. ^Jear the head of the wharf is a kit-
chen and mess shed, much smaller than at Willsborough, but which
can be made available at small expense. Another small building will
be used as a store. A short distance to the west is a small hotel
with eisht rooms, which will be in charge of the camp site committee,
and offers accommodation for ladies who do not care to camp under
canvas. Just beyond this will be the ladies' camp, on a pretty little
plateau, with shade trees about it.

The general arrangement of the camp will be as nearly perfect as
possible, the wharf being in the center, the main camp on one side,
the mess shed, store and hotel in the center, and the ladies' camp
within convenient distance of the wharf and store without parsing
through the mam camp. Headquarters will be opposite the head of
the walk in the center of the camp, and the small number of trees
will make the code signals visible from all points. There is an ice-
house on the. ground, which Mr. Brophy will fill this winter, and
Kingston is an exceptionally good and convenient base of supolies
with excellent markets.
The river opposite the camp is over a mile wide, and offers a good

choice of sailing and paddling courses in several directions. The
shores of the whole island are broken by nooks and bays, and offer
every attraction for short cruises, while the fishing is good The
view is by no means as grand as that from Willsborough, but no part
of the Thousand Islands can be otherwise than pictiu-esque and inter-
esting, and what is of more importance, there Is every probabilitv of
dry weather.

'

As regards transportation, for all coming from Montreal, Toronto
and other Canadian towns, the facilities are better than fo Grindstone
or Stave Island, Kingston being an important point iu the rail and
steamboat traffic. It is directly accessible by steamer from Cape
Vincent, Oswego, Rochester (Charlotte) and Toronto. Mr. Folger of
Kingston, owner of a number of river steamers, has interested him-
self, and promises a fast steamer, probably the old Sylvan Stream,
well known to New ^ orkers, to meet the morning train at Clayton
and also tbe night express for New York and Boston; an arrarige-
ment that will fully accommodate all from the soutu and east Asteamer will run regularly between the camp and Kingston connect-
ing with trains and boats. The arrangements thus thus far are most
satistactory and pro 0 ise a very successful meet.

Report of Secretahy-Tbeasurer of the A. C. A., 1893.

W. B. WACKEBHAQHiN, SeC.-TREAS.

Dr
Camp site committee
Transportation
Entertainment
Office expen,ses
Lease
Cartridges
Tents ."

Trophy cup, express and
expense of tracing

Mail

Comp. stamps
Loans
Forest and Stream sub-

scriution
Deficiency of 1891, paid in

full

Balance Nov. 14, 1892 ....

$128 28
140 49
32 45
36 49
1 00
4 50
72 00

4 87
15 80
19 10
IS 00

400 00

4 00

528 84
1 53

1,408 85

CV.
Regatta committee
Year book

[

By stamps
'

Signal code
Protest fees
Loans
Receipts, Atlantic Divis-

ion, 30 per cent
Receipts,Central Division,

total
Receipts.Easteru Divi^iou,

30 per cent
Receipts, Northern Divis

ion. 30 per cent
Camp dues
Divisions, mailing ex-
penses, etc....

Sale—Cannon and tent
Interest on deposits. . .

.

Pl 39
141 50
5 35
30 10
3 00

400 00

90 30

46 50
228 00

STATEMENT OF DEFICIENCV, 1891.

"^"reno??^'nf'*\pn°Tn".„=^
By these amounts paid byreport of bec.-Treas., Sec.-Treas

, 18ti2:

O^r- items rendered on**'''' ^ ''''

account of 1891 39 Rankin Pub. Co-V 1691 ac'-
count

528 84 Waltei- Young &'Co,"i89i
account

L H. Clark, labdfi'isfli
account...

S. Hemmingway & "son.
second prize flags, ac-
count 1891 ....

39 12
15 00
4 62

1,408 35

S128 50

71 IT

8 75

12 44

12 98

m 84.

Central Division Purser's Report—1892.

C. G. Bblmab. Pdbseb.

Receipts. Expenditures.
Balance received from for- Office expenses 846 38
mer purser $240 51 Meet ... 239 57

Dues of members. 1892 202 00 Balance Oct, 1, 1892 199 62
Back dues 9 00
Initiation fees 34 00 S485 57

$485 57
Membersbip Oct. 1, 1891
New members 189^ 34
Reinstated , 2—36
Dropped for non-payment 43
Died 8
Loss

,

Total membership.

.

EA8TEBN Division Pubskb's Report—1892.

Raymond Appollonio, Purser.
Receipts. Expend itttres.

Nov. 14, balance brought Typewriter
over from Oct. 1, '91 $33 19 Postage and meaaages. . .

Dues collected for 1889.... 1 00 Printuig
Dues collected for 1890 3 00 Ledger
Dues collected for 18!tl ... 13 QO Fobest and Stbbam, sub-
Dues collected for 1892 361 00 scripUon
Initiation fees 1892 85 00 Expenses, Eastern Division
Amount collected at Kast- meet 1891 (bills were not

' ern Division meet for sent in until February,
camp expenses 19 00 1892)

8505 19

Year Books, express and
cost of mailing

Eastern Division head -

quarters at meet, tents
and freight on same

Eastern Division share of
expense for transporta-
tion circular

Expense of Eastern Divis-
ion meet at Peddock's
Island, Sept. 3. 4, 5, 1892..

Thirty per cent, due the A.
C. A. Treasurer

Appropriation to tbe A.C.A.
Balance, Nov. 14, 1892

813 94
21 25
6 50
5 50

4 00

44 40

15 10

Members, Oct. 1, 1891
New members '

Reinstated 14—99
Died 1

Resigned 4
Transfen-ed 1
Dropped for non-payment of dues 54-60
Increase. . 39

Number of members Nov 1 , 1892 364

auditors' cbrtiiticate.

This is to certify that we have this day examined the books, papers
and accounts of the Eastern Division of the American Canoe Asso-
ciation, and find the foregoing statements correct, and said accounts
properly cast and voucbered.

(Signed) Louis P. Drake,
( a

Theron a. APPOLLONIO. \
^ud'tors.

Boston, Nov. 14, 1892.

Northern Division Pcbseb's Report—1892.

J. W. Sparrow, Pubsee
Receipts. Expenditures.

Balance from Oct. 1. '91 $8 07 Printing account of 1891. . . .$10 55
Arrears of dues for 1891 IB 00 Flag—Oldreive & Horn 28 00
Dties of members 97 00 Stationery, postage and .sun-
Initiation fees and dues—new dries . . 16 71
members 42 00 Printing. .

.'.
. .

'

' 17 60
Receipts from Division Meet.27 55 Division Meet 1892 91 83
Sundry receipts—Interest etc 7 91 Northern Division share of

transportation circulars.... 9 78
$19!;i 53 Northern Division share of

postage. Year Book 6 03
Thirty per cent, due to A.C.A.
Treasurer 46 50

Less amount still due ... .27 50

Amount paid on account 19 00
Balance 4 03

$1S8 53
.SUPPLEMBNTABY ACCOUNT, NOVKMBBB, 1892.

Balance $4 03 Paid A. C. A. Treasurer...:.$8 00
Subscriptions 4 00 Postage . .. 83
Interest .... 29

5 32
S8 32

Dropped for non-payment of dues.

Members Oct. 1, 1891 194
New members ^1
Reinstated ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i 6

221

95

126
auditors' CKRTIFlCATE.

We have examined the above account and beiieve the same to be
correct. The present system of dropping members" names from the
list, in our opinion renders the audit defective; and we would sug-
gest that no names be struck off the roll without the authority of the
executive committee, duly recorded in their minutes. The auditors
could then accept their action as final. (Signed) J. L. Kerr.

Alfred Jephoott.

Military Rifles in Newark.
The members of the First Brigade Rifla Association, who shoot

every baturday afternoon on the 200yds. ranges at the Newarkhhootmg rark, seem fated to get strong winds, fishy winds hazv
''!i"'^',fl''tul ''gti'^ all the other conditions which go to make
difficult shooting. There are a number of enthusiasts in the as-
sociation, however, and blow high or blow low they will be foundnnng away on every practice day. And some of them who a fewweeks ago were shooting in IndiflEerent fashion are now thanks
to persistent and conscientious practice, making a creditable
8110wi
Of course the scores made on this range cannot be cited as a

fair criterion of what the members could do on a range In the
oijen, as the shooting is done from a shooting house and through
a shield,

' This shield is about 25ft. from the tiring point, and ina line with each target is a slot 2tt. high and,about 8in. wide. Asa matter of course the wind does not have much effect on the ball
until after it has passed through the slotted "shield " Still themembers are getting practicj! in holding, sighting and pulling aswell as becoming accustomei to the recoil of the rifle, and tlTese
points are bound to be beneficial to them when they come to shooton an exposed range.

oiiuuu

The Association, which is only two months old, started out with
five members, but so great an interest hasbaen created that thereare now close to thirty names on the roll, and every week nevr
accessions are made to the ranks. Any officer or membeVof t hft
First Brigade National Guard of New'jersey, i^eSe to mem!bership, and before the winter is over the projectors hope™.
roll every shooting man in the brieade. The ot^ject of the Vssocl-aiion IS to foster and encourage rifle practice in the FirstB™deand the projectors hope in a short time to secure such a strongmembership a« will enable the As.sociation to secure frnm thiState Legislature an appropriation for the establishment andmaintenance of a range within easy reach of the several commands comprised in the brigade. Just now there is no miUta^vrange m the State other than the one on the State Camrat Sel

On Saiu day the first ones toappear at the ransfe wero thn sbn^^i

w^nT'°^A.^^^^'S Wallace and his hospital Ser^^^^^^^Wilhelm, Capt. Howard and the scribe. Later SeTet Black anpeared, then came Sergt. Ward, Corp, &laJln and Lift"

Reilly. Several members of the Newark Shooting Society were
also at work on the German Ring target, the.se comprising Dr. De
Bonneville, the well known amateur photographer and Schuetzen
rifiemar; Geo. A. Strong, who comes over every Saturday to re-
lieve his minds trom the cares of Wall street, and Daniel Burrwho spends the most of his time aelling coffees, but nevpr misses
a weekly half-day at the range, and who is developing into a
strong schuetzen. The scores made on the German ring target
^ere not kept, but below are the results of the military rifle work

:

UaptWH Howard 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—39
' n 3 44B44434 4—3TCorp McMahon s 3 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 0-30844453334 4-37444 ;i 40444 4—35

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4-40
Sergt Ward 5 0 4 4 4 4 i 0 4 4-32
Sergt Black 443444440 4-31
c . , 443404450 0—28
Sergt Wilhelm 3 00433444 4-29444443544 4—40444444445 4-41

. ^ , . Forty- shot Match.MajDL Wallace 3 446444 54 4—41
5 44445444 4—43444344444 4-39

TD^oTTm . 5 53534445 5-43-165
Pvt. CHTownsend 5 34443545 4-42444045 5 54 4-39

4 5 544 5 458 1-43
4 3 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 5-43—167

Y'RATILIM.

Zettler Rifle Clubs.
New YOBK, Nov. 13.—The members of the Zettler Rifle Club

met at Cvpreas Hill P irk, L. I., for their regular bi-weekiy shoot.
The scores in the 50 shot series were as follows: F. Ross 1073.M. Dorrler 1068, B. WaUher 1031, G. L. Hofi'man 9^5, Dr, Gusch 933
-Toe. Gunther 858, G. W. Downs 807.
The ga''lery season shoot began Noy 8, and will be continued

every Tuesday until the last Tuesday in April of 1893. The scores
tor the first evening's shoot were as follows, possible 250 points-
R. Busse 238^ J A. Boyken 213, M. Dorrler 244, M. B. Engel 240, H.
Holges 246, G. Krauss 238, H. Ltrate 238, H. Witte 231, C. G. Zettler
243, B. Z -ttler 240.
Wov. 2i.-The bi-weekly shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club took

place at their headquarters on Tuesday evening, Nov. 15, with thetoUowing results. Gorman 25-ring target. pos8iblp 250: M. Dorrler
o^'v^;.P°\?.^/?>*'-r,^-:P'^^?«2*5'M:. B. Engel 244. H. Strate 244. 0.
^- ^i'9-iQ^''IH'..^-,^^"l^o^n~¥'J?-

Krauss 241, F. C. Rops 240. G. Per-
cival 2.39, B. Waltner 239, J. Beltramini 233. A. Bertrand 282.

New York Revolver Scores.
New York, Nov. 21.—The following record scores were made

by the members of the New York Revolver and Pistol Club, at
their last regular weekly practice shoot, held at its gallery. No. 13
St. Marks place, on the ]9oh instant. Distance 20yds., 10 shots on
standard American twget:
C B Bishop, .44cal. S & W revolver 87H Oehl, .44cal. S. & W. revolver 83A Bertrand, .44cal S & W revolver. " ' ""33
F Hecking, .38cal S & W revolver 78E Walz, .22cal Remington pistol '.. '.'.',['.

'.'.S!S

F. Hi'cKrNGVse'o'y.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be. announced here

send In notice like the following:

Dec, 6.—Hedden—Castle vi. Sunderman—Smith, live bird match
at Erb's grounds, Newark, N. .1., followed by open sweepstakes.
Dec. 15.-Open shoot at 100 live birds, $100 en'ry, Erb's grounds,

Newark, N. .J. Entries, if accompanied by $20 forfeit, will be re-
c^eived up to Dec. 13. by FoREfST and STREAAr. 318 Broadway, New
Dec. 28-29.—Jacksonville (Fla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-

ment; 8500 guaranteed purses; 8300 in money and merchandise
irizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro
>ec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
During Erb's tournament on Thursday, neariy everybody shot

weU, and afterward everybody thought they could do better" work
than everybody else. "Match talk" flew fast, and furious, and for
the time the prospects looked bright for a number of matches.
Finally, however, the talk simmered down to solid business, the
result of which was the arranging of a contest between a team
representing Youth and one which Sam Castle called "Old Age.''
"Youth" will be represented by Richard .Sunderman, of the New
.Tersey Shooting Club, and Harry E, Smith, of the Newark and Essex
Gun Clubs, while "Old -4ge" will be personified by the Newark Gun
Club veterans, Samuel Castle and Charles M. Hedden. The Youth's'

'

team aggregates about 50 years of age. while the "Old Age" team
aggregates close to 125 years. The conditions call for 25 birds perman (50 per team), modified Hui-liugham rules 10 govern, 28 and
30yds rise, for a stake of $100 per team, the match to begin at 12
o'clock noon on Tuesday, Dec. e, on John Erba's "Old Stono House"
Grounds, Bloomfield avenue, Newark, N. J. Each team po.sted a
forfeit in the hands of Mr. Erbe.
The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club was hpid at Marion

-

N. J., on Nov. 17. The attendance was light, as several members
are off after game, while others were at Erb's tournament. The
first event was the club shoot, this being followed by three sweep-
stakes, ail at ten birds. The scores:

Club shoot. Sweep 1. SvpeepS Sweep 3.
Decker 102.3222102- 8 3112012121-9 00ll21IOal-7 IO2OOIO01I- 5
Moore U21111221—10 OllllllOll—8 0111111U2-9 1111211211-10
Maekay 1112110012— 8 1110121221—9 10:iOU2120—7 1212121120- 9
Henry 1112201121— 9 1110122;!n-9 ..

Teirill 2130022212— 8
Saturday will be an interesting day at Claremont when " members

of the New Jersey Shooting Club will stioot ofl" a tie for second place
for the Quimby diamond medal. Those in the tie are Gus E. QriefE,
F. G. Moore, Richard Sunderman, E. E. Bigoney, A. F. Compson and
J. H. Richmond. The shoot is sure to be a close and exciting one.
The 100-bird sweepstake to take place on Dec. 15 is creating a great

deal of interest, and speculation is rife as to the probable number of
entries. This will be the first event of the kind ever shot in this
country, so it is impossible to state how many will enter. Still there
will be enough to make the affair an interesting one. The visitors to
trap grounds are becoming tired of looking a t small sweeps of from
four to ten birds per man, and it is for the sake of variety that the
above affair is arranged. This will be only the firet of a series of big
sweeps to be shot during the winter.

The heavy growth of timber which formerly fringed the eastern
and northeastern side of John Erb's grounds in Newark has all been
cleared away and there is now a splendid foreground for either target
or live bird shooting. Previously nothing could be seen beyond the
fence, but now a clear view can be obtained almost to Woodside.
John Erb is very anxious to have some gun club team of ten men

shoot on his grounds against a like team from the Newark Gun Club,
John says he thinks the Newar ks can defeat any club in tbe country
aud is wilUng to put up a good prize to be shot for, Is there no club
in this section to take up the gauntlet?

F. G. Moore and J. H. Richmond, of the New .lersey Shooting Club,
were to have shot a match at 100 live birds each at Claremont on
Nov. 16, but as the rain fell heavily up to 1 P. M. the match was post-
poned. These men are very evenly matched and shoot a close race.
A. G. Courtney, the Lefever representative, received a warm wel-

come
;
from bis New York city friends and did a good trade in Lefever

ejectors. Thi.s was "Court's" first business vi.sit to this city for over
a year.

G. G. Zeth, of the Altoona Gazette, and Edward Banks, Altoona
correspondent of the Harrisburg Telegram, are responsible for the
great interest in iTap-shooting matters in and about Altoona.
Don't forget the meeting of the Interstate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association, to be held in the Astor House on Dec. 1. Every
firm anticipating joining is requested to send a representative.
Frank Class's backer announces his readiness to wager $50) that

Class can aefeat any man in New Jersey (J. L. Brewer excepted) ina 100-bird match. Here is a chance for a stiff pot.
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BiR monev will change haiids on the cominpr match between George
Work and E. G. Murpliy. The stake is $3,000 a side, but this is a
nominal sum when compared to the outside bet«.

Jei^eymen are strongly in favor of having the Grand Atnericaii
Handicap take place oh Brb's grounds in Newark, whei'e the facili-

tiea for fast work are of the best.

The 100 bird sweepstake on Dee. 15 will take place on John Erb's
"Old Stone House" grounds in Newark, and Mr. Erb will have birds
to puzzle the talent.

"All the West" and a part of the East is at Milwaiikee cracking
away at targets and live birds, and the fun will not end until dark on
Saturday night.

Rochester intends to make the 189.S tournament of the New York
State Sportsmen's Association the banner event in the history of the
assGclation.

The Harrisburg Shooting Association are booming arrangements
for the 1893 tournament of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's As-
sociation.

This will be one of the greatest shooting days of tho year, and
nearly every club in this section of the country will have an outing.

At the tournament on Erb's grounds on Thui'sday A. W. DuBray
shot a 16-bore Parker at 26yds. and killed 34 birds straight.

There will be a number of open sweepstakes at live birds at the
Castle-Hedden vs. Sunderman-Smith match on Dec. 6.

New Jersey gun club secretaries, send yoiu- names and addresses to
W. R. Hobart, 59 Halsey street, Newark, N. J.

Billy Clark will bold a two or three days' tournament at the Wopso-
nonock Park, Altoona, Pa., in May or June.

Now the hunters will begin to retiu'n homeward and the live pigeon
shooting will begin to boom.

John Erb's Lem is considered the best dog in the country for gath-
ering pigeons.

Col. Courtney has been booming the sale of Lefever guns in this
vicinity.

The grand American Handicap is expected to draw .10 or more en-
tries.

Smith and Willey will probably shoot another match during the
season.

Miss Annie Oakley will return to Newark within a fortnight.

Send along your entries for the lOO-bird sweepstake.

C. H. ToWNSiCND.

Chicago Traps.
Chicago, m., Nov- 19.—About all Chicago will be at Milwaukee

next week at the big Thanksgiving week tournament. This
promises to be the best of the current events in this section and
there will be a crowd at Dickie Merrill's town.
Calumet Heights Club has out its annual circular annotmoing

preparations for the customary Thanksgiving jubilee, with trap
and rifle matches, ttirkey matches, etc.
Anent the recent talk made by Jack Winston about coming up

to Chicago and leaving a trail of mangled bodies behind him. Mr,
E,olla Helkes issues the following challenge, signed and left at
the common shooting headquarters, Billy Mussey's, vesterday:
"Will shoot Winston .500 blnerock targets for §250 a side; 100

rapid-firing system, 100 three unknown traps, 100 Ave unknown
trans, 100 rapid-firing, known traos, unknown angles, .50 pilr
doubles. Or will shoot 100 bluerocks, $100, 5 unknown traps and
unknown angles. Bluerook expert traps a.nd electric pulls to be
used in both the above races. R. O, Heikks."
George Kleinman, who now seems shooting in much of his old

form, has ttiis to say to Mr. Winston : "Tell him I will shoot him
alOO-bird match. $300 a side, every day from Thanksgiving till
Christmas." We may see a match out of thiM yet.
It is commonly understood that Mr. Fulford will not shoot a

match with Mr. Winston, for fearof getting h'sfeelings wounded.
It is also currently believed that Mr. Fulford couldn't shoot
Straight enough to even wound anybody's feelings.
Cap Anson is here with the diamond for the year, but he

will wear diamonds if he keeps on shooting the way he is now.
He incidentally got all but one out of 30 yesterday, and when la-^t
seen was still getting them on that same string.
Yesterday, as the scores from Watson's Park will show, Mr. L.

M. Hamline defeated Mr. W. P. Mussey in a 50-bird match, Mr.
Miassey to add 3 birds to Mr. Hamline's score. Tb" men broke
even, and the handicap gave Mr. Hamline the race. The two will
probably shoot the same race again. Mr. Mussey is also billed to
shoot Mr. A. J. Atwater a lOO-bird match soon. He ran his last 34
straight in the Hamline match, but the latter gentleman was
pounding them down at all sorts of range and speed.
Dr. G. A. Scroggs, president of the Bone Hollow Club, of

Beaver, Pa., spent a short time in the city this week, though I re-
gretted I did not meet him. At Watson's Park Dr. Scroggs was
Introduced to Billy Mussey.
"Are you the man that owns that safe?" asked Dr. Scroggs,
"Same man," said Billy. "And permit me to introduce Mr.

George Kleinman "

"Oh, how do you do, Mr. Kleinman," said Dr. Scroggs. "Yea,
I would nave known you from your picture."
George had on his overshoes.
Mr. J. J. Kleinman, brother of George, and once as well known

in the trap shooting world, is disappointed about the election,
and has a novel explanation of the result, which shows his deep-
seated suspicion of the human race.

"I'll bet the election was thrown; that's what I'll bet," said he.
"They fix horse races and trap shoots, and I'll bet a hundred dol-
lars this here election was fixed. I'll bet Harrison got a million
dollars for throwin' the race. They could afford to give him that
and I bet he did it."
Mr. A. D. Cairnoross. the well-known trap shot, late of Amboy,

is now in business permanently in Chicago. Another strong
shooter added to a lot of strong ones. E. Hotiqh.

17.5 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Shooting at Dexter Park.
The fifth and final shoot in the Dexter Park Trap League series

was held at Dexter Park, on Tuesday, i><ov. 15. Only four teams
competed for the two trophies given by Louis Miller the proprie-
tor of the grounds. The Unknowns were the winners of the first
prize with the best aggregate score of 417; Parkways second with
407; Glenmores^third with 404 and the Emeralds fourth with 400.
Tuesday's shoot was much delayed and was shot oti in a driving
rain storm. Bach team had out its full number and no subs
were required. The shooting, all though the series has been of a
fair average, especiallv wi'.h the three leading teams. The scores:

Parkway Gun Club
J Blake 13211ol3n- 9

E Helgans 2232132321-10
11 Selover 2200101311- 7
T Short 1121111213—10
A Botty 2201222221— 9
}< Bramwell....1212222113-10
J Bennett 1331111111—10
L Miller 3123001113— 8W Mills 2202022U1- S
A Andrews loUOOSOOl— 5-8
Gl^nmore Rod and Gnn Club,W Levens 23ia)33023— 8
T T Edgerton. ..031101122O- 7
R Pmster. .Tr. . .1211123313-10
C Furgnesen, Jrlll3111023— 9W Hartye 3113223033- 9W Selover 2003201323- 7
CEaglebrecht..1121103101- S
A Eppig 2101123032- 8
G Hohlman ... .3102121211— 9

Unknown Gun Club.W Chichester,, 131olloolo— 6
H Krebel, Sr. . .1112313112—10
J Flvnn 22020S1202— 7
I Hyde 3110111233- 9
D Monsees 1111111110— 9
B Vroome 1112102111— 9
C Detlefsen 3111122123—10
C Plate... imiOUll- 9
C Hubbel 3112121001— 8H Houseman... 0223320H3— 8—85

Emerald Gun Club.
Dr Hudson 1112333233—10
P Buiz 0031123331— 8
Gus Griefl: 2110032310— 7
J G Knowlton..2233233123—10
J H Voss 1211011211— 9
J Maesel, Jr. . . ,0222121030- 7
L Scbortmier. . .30311o23ia— 8W F Quimby. . .3200121132— 8
D Leveridge....3100020001- 4M B Hayden... 0300000011— 3—78 R Regan 212200?IX)1— 6—77

Aggregate total of the five shoots: Unknown SI, 83 84, 84, 85—
417; Parkway 73, 83, 88, 79, 86-407; Glenmore 65. 86. 92, 83, 78—404:
Emerald 78, 85. 84. 76, 77—400: Linden Grove 83, 66, 80, 81-389; Cres-
cent 68, 78, 50—196; Wauregan 73, 74—146.

The Smith—Willey Match.
SmnsHAJL, weeks ago it was announced in this paper that a

match had been made between Allen WilJey. editor of the Hart-
ford Olobe, and H,.rry B. Smith, of Newark, N. J., but no date was
given. Mr. Willey was "up to his eyes" in business, and neither
man was particular about having the match take place until they
could be assured of good, hard birds. So the atfatr hung fire
until it had been forgotten by many. Not so with the principals,
however, who were simply awaiting their own good time. This
time came on Nov. 16. when a telegram announced to Air, giftlth
that Mr WilJey was co,jiing to town arid would he readv to shoot.
The early part of the day was marked by a heavy rain, bafc along

fairly clear with just breeze enough from the northwest to make
th« birds feel lively.
Tbe match took place on John Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds

wh^re the principals and a few friends arrived shortly before 3

o'clock. Ttie conditions of the match called for 50 live birds per
man, 20yd8. rise. modiQed Hurlingham rules to govern, for astake
of 8100 a side, loser to pay for the birds. It was precisely 3:15

when the first shot was fired, O. M. Hedden officiating as referee.

John Erb's famous black Lem did the retrieving.
Willey went first to the score, grassing a good right.-quarterer.

Smith following suit on a right-quartering driver. Willey's 4th
was a strong and fast incomer that got lead enough to stop half a
dozen birds but he managed to carry it a couple of yards beyond
the boundary, where he gave up the gnost. This bird did not at
any lime rise over a yard above the ground, and everybody
thoueht I^em would catch him, which he tried bard to do as soon
as the second barrel was fired. For once, however, the grand old
dog found a bird too smart for him, as with a quick twipt it

eluded his jaws and then went over the line, falling dead. Willey
also lost his 6th, a left-quartering incomer by a slow S'-cond. His
13th and 16th were both fast birds, as was his 20th, the latter being
very kard-hit with both barrels. All three were lost.

Smith's eighth was a very fast left-quartering incomer which
caught both loads and carried them a vard over the bouadary,
where he ceased to live. His 10th and 16th were both hit liard
but got away, as did his 24tb, a very fast bird.
Willey's slow second lost him his 36th bird, a fast one. His

44th was hit hard, but managed to get over and fall Into a charge
from the gun of a "bushwhacker."
Smith's 49th was also hard hit, but this also went to the "bush-

Whsckers."
As a whole the birds were as good a lot of flyers and lead car-

riers as have been trapped in this vicinity for a long time, not
one of the hundred refusing flight when the trap was pulled, and
every one starting off at a clipping pace. Some of them were
equal to any we ever saw for speed and puzzling flight.

WiUey 's best ones were his 9t,h, 11th. 14tb, 18th. 19th. aist (dodged
the first and caught the second at full eOvds.l, 37 Dh, 2S)th (another
long second). 34th (very fast), 3.5th and 49th.
Smith's star birds were his 3d (killed with second at 70yda.) 11th

(hit hard with a quick double, carried both doses to fenf^es, against
which it si-ruck and fell stone dead)* 13th (very fast). 17th (i hum-
mer and a long kill), 36th (long second on a fast bird) and 43d, (an
awfully wicked zigzagger and fast). Time of finish 4:15 P. M.
Smith pulled out a winner by a total of 45 kills to Willey's 43,

the score as shown by Forest and Stream's graphic score type
being appended. The first line of figures show the trap from
which the bird was sprung:

Trap score type—CopyrigM, iS92, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

533333145331434353133 3 513

A Willey Ill 030121111011011103221 1-20

443511312233353 5 6 31551143
011231133313121111011111 1-33-43

13 3 334134133313135433 3323

H ESmitb....l 223113o20331]J031111120 1-31

331133133325233121314534 3

313131311121312213133310 2-24-15

Each of the contestants had a few shells left, so they shot a
friendly match at 10 birds each, 30yds. rise, with, the foUowini
result:

3134135343 3423 5 22333

Smith 1 11311113 3-10 Willey 1 2 1110321 1-
C. H. TOWNSEND.

"Big Tournament in Nebraska.
Stanton. Neb., Nov. 16.—The first annual tournament of the

Stamon QuQ Club, held in this city, Nov. 15 and 16. under the
management of Ted Ackerman, was fairly well attended. There
were eight target and two live bird events the first day with $100
addpd money, and eight target and two live bird events on the
second day with $125 added money. The entrances in torget
events ran from gl 60 to $4 and in live bird events $10 to ^15. A
very liberal programme and the attendance should have been
double what it was. Ted Ackerman laid himself out to give the
boys a good time and every one went home well pleased.
The shooting at targets was done from five bluorock traps. The

birds were thrown very hard and low, making the shooting very
dififlcult. The live birds were shot from five ground traps, made
by J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo., and with Mr. Elliott to
manipulate them they worked like a charm. The weather was
clear and pleasant with quite a strong wind each day.
The shooters in attendance were Fox Stauffer, Grand Island,

Neb.; Read. Parmalee and Smith, Omaha; Baldwin Bros., Creigh-
ton. Neb.: Connelly and Nethewav, Norfolk: Speice and Schroe-
der, Columbus; J. A. R. Elliott. Kansas City, Mo.; Ackerman,
Hinkle, Brown. Yorke Bros., Maihes, Luck and Good, Stanton,
and Budd, of Des Moines, la.

Tbe Trotter Bros, of Kingsley, and Abbott and Arff, of Charter
Oak, la., were kept; at home by sickness, but in letters to Mr.
Ackerman wished those in attendance a good time. B.ead, Par-
malee, Ackerman and Budd will attend the Milwaukee, Wis.,
shoot next week and are guessing how long it will take to walk
home: The score:

First Day.
Target sweeps:IS3O678 10 11 13S5678 10 1I

Fox . ...7 10 13 8 9 12 15 17 10 Smith.. ..6 9 18.. 713131713
Budd 8 13 23 11 7 1515 18 13 Hinkle... 7 7 10 6 2.. ..21 9
Parmalee8 14 18 13 9 18 15 19 .. Brown... .6 11 .. 7 7 10 10 13 ..

Baldwin..3 4 .. . 6 7 .. 18 .. Schroed'r6 8 17 .. .. 14 .. 33 13
Ack'rm'n7 15 31 .. 8 8 18 13 15 EUiott.... 11 13 11 9 17 20 19 11

Connelly.6 9 . . 10 14 Staufler .. 10 20 12 9 19 13 17 .

.

Speice... .5 11 20 9 6 .. 11 18 10 Liske 14 . .. 5 18 ..

Read 7 11 23 10 8 12 13 18 11 Netheway .... 8 18 17

No. 4, 10 live birds, g8 entrance, $35 added, 4 moneys:
Ackerman 1111111131—10 Smith 1311111111—10
Parmalee 1313113222-10 Elliott lOimilll- 9
Baldwin 1311101311- 9 Budd 1103101111- 8
Hinkle 1121121100— 8 Read 1311210010- 7

Speice 1121222211-10 Camelly 0120102111- 7
L Larke 1111111011— 9 Stauffer llllUUll—10

Brown 1111110111— 9 Schroeder 0311332211— 9
Netheway 1111111111—10 Good 1031032^0— 7
No. 9, live birds, 88 entrance, 4 moneys:

Staufler 1101120021— 7 Ackerman 2201111111— 9

Speif'e lim2U01— 9 Brown 111111111^10
L Laske 1111110111— 9 Schroeder 1011111113- 9
Budd 1111210111- 9 Smith 3220111103- 8
R«ad 1113333321—10 Hinkle .0313121032- 8
Parmalee 1120112110- 8 Netheway 2121112311-10
Elliott 1111111121-10 E Lueck 0111110013- 7

Baldwin 1101100010- 5 Good 1021112110—8
The Second Day.

Target sweeps:

Splice

13 M IS 17 18 19 SO 21

13 17 33 13 18 35 21
4

14 16 23 U 11 15 19 24 33
12 17 15 12 9
11 14 22 13 14 13 15 24 34
13 14 16 31
12 19 31 11 15 10 30 33 is
14 13 16 7 13 17 S3 18
10 10 13 17
11 20 18 10 13 18
14 14 31 17
11 18 8 23

17 is
8

18 12

Mather
A. Larke
No. 15, 10 live birds, entrance $8, $26 added:

Netheway 1111121111-10 Brown 2131231211-10
Parmalee 1232221111—10 Ackerman 1212322103— 9
Stauffer ...1212101102— 8 Budd 1113111331—10
Read 1311313120- 9 Schroeder 1113121U0— 9
Speice 0331110010- 6 Hinkle 0111320201- 7
L Larke 1011011013- 7 Smith 1823111320- 9
EUiott 1211213212-10
No. 23, 15 live birds. $15 entrance. $50 added:

Ackerman 011113222221222-14 Budd 211115212131111—15
Smith 0331023m220n—13 L Lerke 010013210200w.
Schroeder 311221310im2W14 Hinkle 223332222333212-15
Mather 111013111113023-13 gtaufler 113011101111021-12
Parmalee 33I112332121223>-15 Elliott. , . ,

, , ,. ,123282111111111 -15
•]ear. • ,

. t
a .OgS^lOin^lll^-lS P§toeTfP>F ,Q113U120111120-]

3

Rocky Mt. Sportsmen's Association Tournament.
The annual tournament of the Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's

Association opened at River Front Park, Denver. Thursiay, Nov.
10. The attendance was very lieht, but t,hos« that were there
came for a good time and thoy had it. Colorado is heavily handi-
oappeil in getting up a shoot, as there is but little outside terri-

tory from which sbe can draw shooters. Hiweyer. the boys
make up in vim what they lack in numbers, and one of these days
we will send a team from here that will sweep the earth. The
foUwing are the scores:

First Dau, Thursdan, Nov. 10.

No. 1, 10 targets: Plank 10, Ramsey 9, Mechling 7, Young?
King 7, Rowland 10, Mackay S, Gallrua 7, Jackson 7, Woodworth
6, Jewett 8.

No. 2, 20 singles: Havwood 19, King 19. Jewett 16, Hevntt 16,

Gallrua 15, Woodworth 15, Jackson 14, Mackay 18, PlatAk 18, Row -

ling 18, Ramsay 17. Mechling 16. Young 13.

No. 3, 10 sinelps at known and 10 at unknown angles: Sterliner

18, Hewett 17, Thomas 16, King 16. Young 16, Stevens 15, Root 18,

Gallrua 11. Rowland 10 Jewett 10, Woodworth 13, Jackson 5,

Mechling 18, Mackay 17, Haywood 16, Plank 16, Warren 6

No. 4, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Rowland 17. Plank Ifi, RootlS.
Jewett 15. Barton 11, Gray 11, Havwood 19 Ramsay 18, Mackay 16,

Mechling 13, Young 13, Kine 11. Stevens 18, Thomas 16, Hewitt 14,

Sterling 14, Woodworth 13, Seymour 13, Warren 13.

No. 5, 20 singles and 5 pairs: Thomas 28. Stevens 27. Kine 26.

Sterling 35, Hewitt 2S, Warren 21, Ramsay 38. Rowland 27, Plank
26, Mechling?,24, Haywood 34, .Tewett 23,".R<iot 27 Gvay 21,!

No. 6. 10 singles, unknown aneles: Ellis. Jr., 8, Hewitt 7,

Stevens 7, Thomas 7, Havwood 5, Warren 3. Young 9, Mechling 8.

Gallrua 7, Plank C, King 6, Gray 6, Root 10, Sterling 9. Sedam 7,

Thompson 6.

No. 7. 30 sineles and 5 pairs: Mechling 36, Ramsay 33, Jewett
33, Ellis 32, Hewitt 31. Sedam 25. Root 31. Gray 28, Thomas 35,

Plank 22. Stevens 29, Rowland 23. Warren 27, Havwood 36.

No. 8, 10 singles: Seymour Warren 10. Sterling 9, King 7,

Thomas 7. Ellis 5, Hampson 4, Howland 10, Ramsay 10, Adamson
9, Sedam 8, Youne 8. Werley 5. Haywood 10, P'ank 9, Stevens 9,

Mechling 9, Gray 7, .Tackson 3. Hewittt 8, Jewett 7.

No. 9. 30 singles: Havwood 18, Thomas 18, Sterling 18, Sedam 1.5,

Gray 14, Adamson 13, King 18, Plank 18, Mechling 16, Hampson 16,

Ellis 1.5, Warren 9, Root 19. Hewitt 15.

No. 10, 25 singles: Mechling 24, Afla,mRon3l, Warren 20, Gray
19, Ellis 16. Robinson 13, Haywood. 33, Thomas 22, Sterling 23,

Plank 33, Sedam 31, Hewitt 13.

No. 11, miss-and-out match:' IMechling 3, Adamson 3, Gray 1,

Haywood 1.

17)6 Second Bay.
No. 1,15 singles: Lauterman 14. H'^ywoo'l 14,8^erling 13,Thom»s

13. RootlS. Bi'ngham 12, Plank 12, King 11. Jewett 11, Mackay 10.

Rowland 10, Mechling 9.

No. 2. 10 known, 10 unknown sineles- Root 18. Thomas 17, Ster-
ling 17. Lauterman 16, Plank 16, Haywood 15, Mackay 1-5, Stevens
14. Ovington 13, Jewett 12, Be<»tty 12, Mechline 12.

No. 3, 10 singles. 5 pairs: Plank 19, Havwood 19, Ovinerton 17.

Root 16, Jewett 16. Mackay 16, Rowland 16, Thomas 16, King 15,

Mechling 1-5, Beatty 14, Lauterman 13, Sterling 13, Stevens 11,

Bostwick 8.

No. 4, diamond badee. 50 birds, 30 singles and 10 pairs: Haywood
46. Plank 43, Thomas 42, Root 41, Mechling 40, Lauterman 39,
Ovington 39. Rowland 35.

No. 5. Benjamin cup. 50 birds, 30 singles, 10 pairs: Havwood 45,

Plank 43, Mechling 42. Thomas 42, Lauterman 40, Doan 39. Warren
38, Stevens 34, Jewett 33, Adamson 24.

No. 7. 10 known. 10 unknown singles: Thomas 18, Root 18, Plank
17, Mfchling 17, Sterling 16, S. Warren 15, Lauterman 15, Haywood
13. Henld 12, Hampson 11-

No. 8. 20 singles: Root 20, Sterling 18, Thomas 18, Plank 18. King
18, Lauterman 17, Mechling 17, Haywood 17, S. Warren 17, Oving-
ton 16. Hampson 15, Jewitt 14, Rowland 10.

No. 9. 15 singles: Plank 15, Root 15, Haywood 14, Lauterman 14.

King 12. Mechling 12, Ovington 12, Thomas 12, Warren 11, Rowland
9, Hampton 8.

No. 10, 30 singles: Haywood 30, Plank 30. Root 39, Lauterman 39,

Mechling 26, Thomas 23. Ovington 16.

No. 11. miss and out: Haywood 5, Root 4, Plank 3, Liutermin 0.

Tbe diamond badge was won by Plank, as Haywood was not
entered. As the attendance was so small the managers termi-
nated the shoot on Friday, although the original programme was
arranged for three dayS; Te.seeby.

Shooting at Kansas City.

Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 15.—At Independtince Park, yesterday
afternoon, the annual fall shoot of Kinnan & Bennett, assisted by
the Kansas City gun clube. was opened, and five events were dis-
posed of, two of which were live birds and three targets. Qaite a
number of Kansas City sportsmen were present, as well as a
goodlv sprinkliner of outside talent, the most prominent among
the latter beine J. B. Batchell^r, of St. Joseph, and Robert Dins-
more, Md., of Troy, Kas. The day was all that could he desired
for a shnot, as not a breath of air was stirring and the birds were
swift. Following is the summary of events:
No. 1, entrance $5:

J B Batcheller 1111221323—10 A L Bennett 1113112212—10
J B Burrell 113001122'^— 8 R Dinsmore 212131'-'0o3- 8
Bob Miz'! 123ii3]oo21— 8 W Baker 323o0o3022— 8
G Marshall 221013111o— 8
No. 3, entrance $7.50:

J B Burrell 2121132222—10 R Dinsmore 2oni200011—

5

W Baker 0131320101— 7 A L Bennett 1202111131— 9
J Batcheller 1130220113- 8 G Marshall 01033l32o2— 7
Bob Mize o2213312o3- 8
No. 3, entrance $1 30:

J B Burrell 1111111111-10 A L Bennett 1101110101— 7
J B Batcheller 0110111111— 8 W Allen 0110111110- 7
Bob Mize 1111100011- 7 W Bennett 1100100001- 4
No. 4. entrance $3.45;

J B Burrell. . . .111111111111111-15 A L Bennett. ..111111111111111-15
Bob viize OOOlOlOllllOlOO— 7 W Bennett ... 111001011101100— 9
J B BBtcheller 111110111011011-12
No. .5, entrance $1 30:

J B Burrell lOlllUlll- 9 A L Bennett 1111111111—10
J B Batcheller 0111110111- 8 W Kinnan 1111111110- 9W Bennett 1010111011— 7

Traps at Watson's Park.
Bdrnside, 111., Nov. 15.—Scores made here to-day bv the Chicago

Shooting Club, for club medal and added sweep, 20 live pigeons
each, new Hllnnis State rules:
W'dsw'th 01212301312221210332—17 Anson. . . .13113321112121222013 -19
Heikes.... 331121 12012110212113—IS Kleinmanl21122ni23222010l01-17
Bingham. 021121122133'32310223-18 Mussey. . .232220020012211-3 1222—15
Atwater...00222100331311131132-16 Holden.. 00010130222312220213-14
Hamline..322201 10011231212202-19 Bich 231211200122101 1220 sv.

Thomas...03133222332 122202222—19 O'Brien 31 310201131 32322120w.
Hofmann.ll2012112011121112r2—17 Dicks... 111220221102000w.
Patterson 31212002122122111312-18 *White . . ,,32213131311832111233-20
Adams .... 03210110110310102221—14
*Guest.
Bob White Qrst, Anson and Thomas div. se-^ond and tied for the

medal and will decide for medal next shoot, Heikes, Bingham and
Patterson div. third.
•&L. M. Hamline vs. W. P. Mussey, .50 live pigeons each, new
Illinois rules, Mussey to Hdd three birds to Hamline's Sf'ore.

L. M. Hamline. . .02123212222112112000103102120122220232313001321323-40
Added three —43

W.P. Mussey. .. 3212010I20221122000020203113211113212212S232233123-40
Star sweeps, $1 entrance, freeze out, only one re-entry allowed.
S. A. Parker OO 1,20110

B. B. Wadsworth 3321032120 133333332W P. Mussey 303 303112331
Geo. Klenman 3101320 331111133
f^apt. Anson ..,2121223321221211312 211301132
R. O. Heikes 021111133131132213 12111331
L. M. Hamline 13100 20230

Raveubigo,

The New Jersey Shooting Club.
The recent heavy rains played havoc at Olaremont, almost in-

undating the grounds of the New Jersey Shooting Club. Never-
theless tney held their usual shoot on Nov. 19, Ihe scores being as
appended:
No. 1, 20 birds. Keystone system: J. H. Richmond 16. Geo. S

Virden 14, E. E. Bigoney 13, H. Morris 10.

No, 3, a walking ma"cb at 10 bluerocks: J. H. Richmond 9. G. S
Virden «. E. E. Bigoney 8, H. Morris 7. J. Hnrton 7.

No. 3, 10 targets, unknown angles: J. H, Richmond 9, G. S. Vir-
den '3, E. E. Bigoney 8. H. Morris 7.

No, 4, 15 singles, Keystone system: .T. H. Richmond 13. G S
Virden 13. E. Bigoney 10, H. Morris 9, J. Horton 7.

No. 5, a walking match at 10 targets; .1. H. Riphmondfl. G £
Yix^Bu 8, H, i^prrfs r, J. HortQD fi,

•• -
^* ^

tj. «,
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Coney Island Bod and Gun, Club.

The regular monthly shoot of the Coney Island Rod and 'Gun
-was rather poorly attended at Woodlawn Park, L. L, on Wednes-
day, Nov. lb, partly on account of the weather and some of the
members were away duck shooting. Eleven competed for the
TSppig diamond badge and extra club prizes at 7 birds each, club
handicap, modified Hurlingham rules. The rain had interfered
•with the birds at the start, but as the weather improved they got
awav a little faster. O. Detlefsen won the badge after out-shoot-
ing John Schlieman and Dr. Van Ord. The other prizes on the
tie were divided. The score:
Club shoot for diamond badge:

H W Blattmacher 0111100-4 H McLaughlin 0021131—5
WDair 3203131—6 DrVanOrd 2112131—7
C Englebrecht 3201331—6 C D«tlefsen 1211131—7
L Eppig 1131310 -6 W Greer 0133000-3
J Schlieman 111U12-7 J C DeFrain 1113011-15

F McLaughlin .0011100-3
Sweepstakes, 5 birds:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 1. No. 2.

WLair 13021—4 12221—5 Greer 01201—3 31222—5
C Englebrecht. 32121- 5 30310-3 Dr Van Ord .. .31133-5 31331—5
L Eppig 23111—5 11330—4 H McLaxighlin.21122—5
Schlieman 11113-5 11131-5 F McLaughlin. 00100-1 31010-S
Dptlefsen 11311—5 13301—4 Blattmacher. ...31302—4
TEnglebrecht won second. Referee and scorer, J. O. DeFrain.

for tournament birds. The flr=t six events were "Jersey" sweeps,
4 birds, |3 entry, there being 3 moneys In Nos. 4 and 6, and 3

moneys in each of the others. The scores:
No.L No. 3. No. 3. No. 4.

1111-4 1111-4
1111-4 3113-4
1013-3 1201—3
1111-4 1113-4

1013-3

Erb 1131-4
DuBray 0113-3
Martin 0233—3
Willey 3111—4
George
Sunderman
Hedden
HoUis
Smith
Castle

1111—4
nil—

4

3131-4
nil—

4

3321-4
3203—3
1033-3

No. 5.

1311-4
1311—4
0313-3
1113-4
1321-4
2222—4
III0-3
2211-4
3131-4

No. 6.

2031-3
3112-4
0111—3
1121—4
1110-3
2210-3
3120-3
1112-4
1133-4
3111-4

Some Good Sport at Erb's.

Thxtbsday, Nov. 17, was the day announced for an all-day tour-
nament at live birds on John Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds in
Newark, and on that day the weather bureau was in a good
humor so far as dealing out favorable conditions was concerned.
The sun shone clear and bright, and there was just the suspicion
«f a breeze from the east. Shooting was expected to begin at 10
A. M., and at that hour just a trio of shooters were on hand, so the
start WAS poBtpr>ned and it was well toward noon when the first

shot was fired. At this hour the trio had been strengthened by
ione more arrival. After one o'clock, however, the shooters began
to comn in until the entry lists showed nearly a dozen.
The grounds were in good condition, Fred and Jimmy were full

of business and "Lsm," that setter who has received so many en-
comiums from visitors to these gi-ounds, was eager to get to work
at retrieving. Among those who were on hand during the dav
were "Uncle" Burt the veteran scorer of the Soutb Side Gun Club
who spends bis winters at his Newark home and his summers by
the shores of picturesque Hopatcong; J. Cockefair. of Bloomfleld;
Frank Class, R. Leonard, Frank Piper. R. S. Martin and Miss
Jennie Smitb, of Morristown; Eddy Collins, of Hoboken, who
deplores the fact that a lame shoulder prevents his shooting; Geo.
Baldwin, the St. Paul, Minn., veteran expert; Allen Willey, the
Connecticut shooter and journalist of Hartford; W. G. Hollis, of
Harrison; Richard Sunderman. of Bergen Point; A. W. DuBray,
with his 16-bore Pai-ker, and C. M. Hedden, Samuel Castle, John
Erb and Harry E. Smith, of the Newark Gan Club, besides seven
press representatives.
The birds, previous to the coming of dusk, can be classed as a

good lot. Ill fact, up to 4 P. M. they were above the average.
After that, with the failing light and the growing moisture, they
did not fly so well. As a whole, however, they were good ones

All the moneys were div. excepting first money in No. 5 event,
for which Erb, Du Bray, Willey, George, Sunderman, Hollis and
Smith tied. This was carried over and decided by the scores in
No. 6 event, when it was won by Du Bray, Willey, Hollis and
Smith.
It was then intended to shoot a 25-bird event, $25 entry, but as

the majority preferred smaller sweeps, Nos. 7 and 8 were made
at 10 birds each, $10 entry, with 3 monevs in No. 7 and 3 moneys
in No. 8. No. 9 was at 4 birds, f3 entry, 2 moneys, and the final
shoot was a S3 miss-and-out, 1 money. The results:

No. 7 No. 8. No. 9.

0132110111- 8 1110—3
1111331110- 9 1111-4
1013311011- 8 0023-3
1212121311-10 1331-4

1331-4
1131-4
2013-3 0

303i-3
1031-3
3310-3

No. 10.

12113231
11113211
31111320
121110
1310
Ho

Castle 3111113113-10
Hollis 2011111011- 8
George 2111111331-10
Smith ....1111113222-10
Class 3211311101- 9 2112112101- 9
Erb. 21311111 11-10 3131111131-10
Sunderman . 2032001130— 6
Willey 3101113113— 9
DuBray 3211111313-10
Hedden
Martin _

On the eighth round of the miss-and-out event the light was
very dull, so Hollis and Castle decided to divide.
During the day 384 birds were trapped and out of these 344 were

scored dead, this bein^ an average of 89.34 per cent. Erb killed 49
out of 51; DuBray (16-bore Parker at 26yds.), 36 out of 38; Smith 37
out of 38; Castle 33 out of 36; Willey 33 out of 34; Hollis 37 out of
40; George 41 out of 48; Class 35 out of 28; Hedden 13 out of 16;
Martin 32 out of 38; Sunderman 19 out of 37.

Falcon Gun Club.
This old Long Island gun club still adheres to the old-fasbionRd

Long Island rules at their regular monthly shoot which was held
at Dexter Park on Thursday, Nov. 17. Each man shot at 10 birds,
35yds. rise, from H and T traps, gun below the elbow until bird
is on the wing: if the second barrel is used in killing a bird only a
half bird is scored. J. H. Miller was the winner of the medal
after a close race with John Meyer and John Bohling, who also
killed 8 each, but used both barrels on 3 birds. The scores:
Club shoot:

P Moller 1101001110-6
J Bohling 1103130111—7
J H Miller 1101110111-8
J Moller 0001100003 -21^
H Van Staden 1001100100-4

'

Sweepstake, 10 targets:
J H Miller 1111111110-!, , .

.

J Moller llOlUllOO-7 J N HermannH Van Staden 0111111001—7
J. Moller was second on shoot-off. Referee and scorer, R.

Hooper.

O Doscher 1102000313-43^
John Meyer 1311301011-7
Chris Meyer 0121110101—
J N Hermann .... 1002000001-2J^

Chris Meyer 1001101111—7
.1000000111-4

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
The active season of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association

opened on April 33 and closed Oct. 28. The leading averages dur-
ing the season are here shown, each man shooting at 35 targets at
each contest:

Phoenix Gun Club.
The members of the Phoenix Gun Club held their last shoot of

the season at Dexter ParK, L. I., on Wednesday, Nov. 16. Bight
of the ten men composing the club were present and shot at 15
birds each, 35yds. rise, from H and T traps. M. Brown carried ofiE

the honors with a score of 13. There were no prizes shot but just
for sport. The Phoenix is one of the oldest shooting organizations
on Long Island, and has some pretty old wing shots in the ranks,
the majority being over fifty years of age. The birds were good
strong flyers, although it bad b»en rainincr heavilv. Tbe scores:
DPreligh 131111101201000-10 M Brown 111100311112111-13
O Dunlap 210021010220000- 7 J Smith 111111013100111—12
A Botty 111231100101110—11 A Rutar 111001000031111— 9
J Henry 111311110111001-13 J Akhurst 201111101130013-11
Referee, Captain Freligh. ^

Elliott 300
Knowlton . . 300
Hunter 475
Booth .300

Gates 30C
Harris 375
Smyth 375
Mayhew— 335

Shot at. Broke. Pr ct.
390
384 94?^
447 94^i,
380 93J^
368 893^
339 87 "i,
338 87',

5

284

Shot at. Broke. Pr ct.
Kilbourn.... 375 333 86'".,,

Kallies 350
"

PfeiflEer 335
Dexter 335
Wheeler.... 350
Smith 350
Williams... 450
Mizner 300

300 85^"
371 83^fi
269 83>",3

383 SO'-i,

280 80
78'i„

76
3.53

Hunter won the club badge ten times and is now its owner. It
was won twice by Gates, three times by Harris, once by Zoath,
three times by Smyth, once by Knowlton and twice by Pfeiffer.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonymoaa Oorrespondenta.

Eqtjus.—You would do well to communicate with the Spirit of
the Times, of this city, which can give you information respecting
the horse and track.

J. P., Pennsylvania.—May a person coming from England to
this country bring a new gun with him free of duty? Ans. If
he swears that the gun is his own personal propertv and has
been used by him abroad, it will be admitted free of duty.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARUSHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

lodem Traimng,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. "WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breedin?' of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $2.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Broadway, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1892. Boards, 288 pages. Price, $1.00.

XHE AUXHOR-'S IXXROUUCXION EXI»r,AlXS
This treatise is written for that numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

shooting, but have neither the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study. Published
at a popular price, it will, it is hoped, reach manj' who have hitherto been deterred from
shooting, beheving it to be an expensive recreation. The author's aim is to induce all who
can to participate in a manly sport, and to advance the interests or those who can look to the
gun for pleasure, health or occupation. The book is not written for experts, nor for those
who have special opportunities for the acquisition of the art of shooting; and in order to
make it as attractive as possible to the general reader, many matters which would interest
the enthusiastic shot onljr haive been omitted.

Sent postpaid by

FOKESr AND STREAM PCBLISRING CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y.

New Edition of SmallYachts.
Now Ready : Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition, enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl3^in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully stttdied bv any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet eertaia as to what he wants.—A^. Y. Herald.

TET TEE TONEE IN THE IflTEO TBJALS,

WALSRODE SMOKELESS.
la ordering your shells from H. C. SQUIRES, I need not tell you where he lives, order some of our Walsrode Specials if you are

Sst vour^ Hrrite'nt;der
game send for Walsrode in U. M. C. Smokeless. Our' ammunition is extremely qJ^SafdhS^^^^^^

Se o an Nitos Se^rn? rodr f ^ ^ F^^"' ^ ^''^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^'^ P^^^^^^^' ^"g^t recoil, no dirt and least

T:neai:l^^^^^^^^^
All our ammunition is powder Ipaded at our Magazines. ?^he loads are gaarameed

Shotted with Chilled Shot
12-Ga. U. M. C. Smokeless Powder Loaded $2.50 Per Hundred.

" Walsrode Specials Gastight 3.00 "

O. HESSE, Sole A^ent U. S.
Magazines and Office, Red Bank, N. J.

$3.25
3.75
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THK ONI/Sr NAPHTHA InAUNCH.
Nearly 1000 now in sucessful operation. Practically demonstrated to be absolutely safe. Impossible

to explode boiler, engine or any part of the mechanism under conditions subjected to in usage.

"i^^^ TlieltaplitliaLaniicliistlie

simplest, safest and spefl-

iest power lioat Milt.

No special knowledge of
machinery required. Can
be handled by anyone.

Ho Steam, No Heat, No Dust,

No Dirt, No Smoke, No

Grease, No Ashes.

Cleanly, light In weight
and draft, and under way
In three minutes. Ilcenom-
ical to run.

"Blue Book" contains hun-
dreds of testimonials. Send
5-cent stamp for catalogue,
containing prices and other
particulars.

GAS ENGINE& POWER CO., Morris Heights on the Harlem, N. Y City.
PACIFIC NAPHTHA LAUNCH CO., Tacoma. Washington, Agents for the Pacific Coast.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
Over four htmdred and sixty in use. 250 pounds of Steam. Handsome catalogue A-ee.

Works: Red Bank. N. J. THE ROBERTS SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO., 18 Cortlandt St., New York.

Ofeldt's Improved Launches
Kerosene, Naphtha-Gas, Coal nr Wood an fuel.

Interchangeable within three inintites. Mann-
factiirerl solely by F, AV. OFELUT, the sole in-
ventor of automatic fuel siiiHily power phint for
launches. No atoniizius or expansion of fuel; no
odor; no danger. Can he run by any one after an
hour's instruction. Shnplost and most power-
ful motors yet devised, and most economical to
run. Send 4 cents in sLanips tor catalogue con-
taining all partiouhirs and price list. Builder also
of the lightest and most economical Coal or Wood
hurning boilers for all purposes. Works and
yards foot Jersey avenue, Communipaw, N. J.,
via C. R, R. of N. J., foot Liberty st., N. Y.

ELI-IS R. MEEKJER, General Agent.

CHARLES L. SEABURY & CO.,
DESIGNERS AND BUItDERS OF

Steam Yachts and Launches.
Sole Maiiufacturors of the

''SEABUEY Patent Safety Water-Tube Boiler.

Builders of Simple, Compound and Triple Expansion Engines.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS A SPECIALTY.

m
CLAY & TORBENSEN,

GLOUCESTER CITY, N. J.
Designers aud. Builders of

Steam Yachts and Launches.
AUXILIARY CRUISERS AND HOUSE BOATS.

Compound and Triple Expansion Engines,
SECTIONAI^ WATER TUBE BOH,EIlS.

The Lightest, Most Oompact and Economical Marine Outfit Made.
Send 8 cents for Illustrated Catalogue.

jp OSGOQ]

1

"
THE OSGOOD FOLDINfimm B0,4Tv'Jr;g^,^;,,^",;,!;°°.*A^:;,;;.!;

~-d iiaiiaie, 2.1 llis. With sirelcher, siilc-boards, gaiiwalc
anil padulc, S2 llis. With Ktrnttlipr, sidp-liourds.ieun-

wil- "(nnriud nars, 401hs. With Ijottuin board,' ;rds, gunwale, stools and
s, SOiljs. This tut shows

tnelTe-foot boat.

THE
STANCHEST
AND MOST DLTRABLE
PORTABLE BOAT MADE!
Impossiblu to ;i OTi-f Itj- Roclihii;!

Easr to iSow! Safest a.ul ltf,i lliinlinfe-

Uarsnnd p»ddIoarejoinl(?d,and pacli in ch<

odFlsbins Boat made,

itnith boat witbontextrachar^e.
Size of Chest, 38 in. lotitc,

17 ill. wide, 18 in. dcci..

The Osgood Boat
Has stood the test of years in the water

of nearly every country in the world.
As a Practicahle Portable Boat it

Has Never Been Found
Wanting. Send for Catalog-ue and read what

Sportsmen who have used it

have to say in its praise.

OSGOOD PORTABLE BOAT CO., Battle Creek, Mich.

Patent Pump Water Closet

TOR ABOVE OB BELOW WATEB Llin.

Manufactured by

Alfred B. Sands & Son»
YACHT PLUMBERS,

Steam Fitters and Coppersmith*.
13* BEBKMAN ST., KEW TORK.

Pleasure Boats.

My Catalootje for '92 of all kinds of Small
Craft, Oars, Rowlocks, Sails, etc, is the mo8l>
complete thing of the kind ever published. More
than double its former size and finely illustrated.
Mailed to any address on receipt of 1.5 cents.
Every lover of boats should have it.

J. H. RUSHTON, Canton, N. Y.

Fulton PleamBoat Co., Fulton, N.Y,

Canoes a specialty. If you want a nice one,
write us. We make ail other kinds of pleasure
boats.

Mention Forest and Stheam when writing.

& GIFFOBD.
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boa,t8
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue or 1891.

fachts, Boats and Canoes.
HAOKMATAOK AHD OAK KITEES.

U. HODSDON. 742 Water St., N.Y.

PAINTroofs
DIXON S SILICA GRAPHITE PAINT
Water will rnn from it pnre andcleaii . It covers double
the .surface of any other paint, aDdwill lastfour orfive
timeslonger. Equally useful foranyironwork. Senflfor
circulars. Jos. DrxoN C'kucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

B. N. TlOltRIH, VciiKic, Me., V. S. A ,
Builder of High-Grade CANVA8 CAN OES for Flsh-
liigj Hunting ana Pleasure. Send stamp for Catalogue,
which gives descriptions and prices.

Rubber-Packed Boats& Canoes.
Enclose 3-cent stamp for Catalogue.

H. M. SPKAGDE, I'aristTille, N, T.

SEND FOR OUB CATALOOUK OF

Folm Boats aM Pnenmalic Decoys.
We inakB llii^ Ijest, Ijoat in Tlio ii lictfor niK-U
liuntiuff. Wlioii no( inflated two.l.i?.en of our
Ducli: Deeoya can De cairipd in till' Hunting Cnat
Pockets. When inflaletl lliey more oinsely re-

semble the live duck tliaii auy other dcfuy in tlic

market. Scud Sl.'JiJ for s.ample pair of Mallai'ds
by mail, Or $3,00 for sample pair of Gceae Decoys.

r nuiE rOLDTNQ BOAT 00. Minmish^rir. O

E. H. GEKKISH,
B'VNGOR, ME.
Manufacturer of

Canvas Gaaoes & Rowboats.
Send for CircolaT.

F. JOYNER, Schenectady, N. Y.

THOMAS KANE & COMPANY,
13*7 €to 133 TTCTAl^Aslo. A.'^&.n Olxioa-go, 111.

LAUNCH BUILDERS:
Coal, oil or wood burners,

BOAT BUILDERS:
Pleasure Boats, Row-

Boats. Oanoe°, Hunting
and Plfibing Boats,

MANUFACTURERS:
Racine Automatic Oil-

Burning Outfits, Boilers
with combination base to
use either oil, coal «r
wood. Regan Vapor Elec-
tro Engines and Pump-
ing Outfits.

Lig:ht, smooth shell Canoes
and Rowboate, rigged with light
Sails and Trunkless Center-
board. A good livery at factory
on Mohawk River. Try one and
Bee if they are not the beet.

I I It n ir-"- "un by any power. Send 20c.
ograph covers showing four

different kinds of boats made from actual work.

'Ste»m Yaelfte ftBd liSfcaneheso" 1^ Fe Sanhardt. Fries $3.00.

Send for catalogue, specify
Ing line desired.

iL.. w. FERDiiiqr^isri:) & oo.,
Blanafactarers, Jobbers and Retailers o*

Yacht, Canoe and Boat Builders' Hardware,
BliOCKS, COROAGE, PATNTS ANO NAVAL STORE8-

Seud for Illustrated Catalogue. 267 Federal St.. Boston, Mass.
"Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs." $2.
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WHERE TO FIND
GOOD
aUAIL SHOOTING.
There is probably no place in North Carolina

where better quail shooting can be had than at
Mt. Airy, TO miles from Greensboro via Cape
Fear & YadliiD Valley R. R., or where as good
aocommodations can be found for ihe huntsman
and his family as at Keiifro Iim.
Kenfro Inn is a modern, new hotel, located

amid beautiful scenery and in a mrst healthful
climate. The hotel is thoroughly equipped.

I have personally bunted in nearly every
county in N^orth Carolina, and for continuous
shooting early and late I know of no place equal
to fbis immediate section.
Having secured the exclusive, privilege of the

best grounds for the guests of the Renfi-o Inn, I
feel assured that all sportsmen who desire gond
shotting and erood hotel accommodations will
find no better in the fc'outh.

I should be glad to correspond and give further
particulars.
Address W. A. BRYAK,

Renfi'o Tun, Mount Airj-, jV. C.

Of the Montouese House, Brapford, Conn.

KODAKS
7v7;- Snap-Shots Out-Doors,

For Time Exposures In-Doors,

For Flash-Lights at Nights

The King of '^^'^
ing Kodak has ,

lass
larkero «« »j c plate attachment,

• IVdlllCI dis • shutter, sliding front,
ciuiomatic register and can be used as a hand or
tripod camera. Best lens; best finish.

$55 $65.

( Send For I

"/ Catalogue. *

EASTHAN KODAK CO..

Rochester. N.Y.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN PLAN
MESSENGER, Proprietor,

HOTEI- ZINZEXDOKF.-Oppn all the year.
Elevators, electric lights. Terms moderate.

Write for rat<'s. L. W. Scoville. Manager.
Winston-Salem, N. C, U. S. A., in the very
heart of the richest portion of western North
Carolina, "the land nf the sky." Average wir-
ter climate 40° F. Very dry. Protected by Sau-
ratown Mounta'ns from N. E. and W. winds.
Fine quail shooting on the four railroads and
turnnikes leading out of towns. Twelve hours
to Washington, two routes, doiible dailies. Half
way between Florida and East or North West.

BEST OF SHOOTING
CAN BE HAD AT

3xr. o.
Plenty of quail, deer, wild turkey, squirrels and

rabbits. Hotel good; -^pen tires or stoves; nine-
teen hours from New York.

W. R. CAPEHART, Owner.
S. W. Everett. Sponeman in Charge.

THE FINEST GUNNING IN YEARS TO BE
had on over three thousand acres of ground.

Quail, partridge, rabbits, etc. Best attention
and accommodations for sportsmen; flrsi-class
dogs. H. J. ROGERS, Eastport. L. I.

FOR RENT.

WOODBORN HALU'
AT NEW WINDSOR. N. Y.. 2}A MILES SOUTH

OF NEWBURGH-0N-HUD.-50N. THE
HOMESTEAD OP J. BLACKBURN

MILLER, ESQ..

This tine residence is offered for rent, FUR-
NISHED, for the season or year. The house is
in excellent order and contains all modern im-
provements. Large stable, with accommodations
for 6 or 8 horses, and an extension where car-
nages can be washed with a hose. Abundant
supply of water introduced into the stable. The
location of this residence is unsurpassed, being
situated on the bank of the Hudson, and com-
manding an extended view of river and moun-
tains. For particulars anply to

JOHN B. HALL,
Brewster Building, Newhurg. N. Y.

QUAIL SHOOTING LODGE.
I want to sell about 900 acres of most beautiful

small grain and grass fnrmiug land situated nine
railes from here, immediately on R. R. Four
passenger "rains each way daily. Flng station at
door. Purchaser can liave exclusive buntin"-
pnvilpge on 5,000 acres adjoining. Finest quaii
sliooting section in Nortli Carolina. Corres-
pondence solicited.

D. W. C. BENBOW, Greensboro, C.

Ste. Marguerite Salmon Club
Any one haviug certificate of membership

standing in the name of I. H. Ashton will please
return same to undersigned, as it has been either
lost or stolen. .James Grant, .56 Broadway, N Y
QHARES AND MEMBERSHIPS IK ALL THE
kJ leading shooting, fishing and sporting clubs
bought and sold on commission. We have at
present for sale shares in the best duck.hrant
and goose shooting clubs in the country. ToAy^•s-
END & HowABP, !C8 Temple Court, N. Y. City.

T HAVE TWO SHARES OF THE FAMOUS
•
Ragged Island Sporting Club for sale. It fur-

nishes the best wildfowl shooting on the Atla-nt''.-

^no n- Address ALEX. HUNTER,
803 G St.. N. W., AVashingtou. D. C.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity olTHE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Majiufactured only by

KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors)/ Alao
Oiannfactnrers of the Old IteUabl© " ^

iWIIT OAPQRAU,

THE PROTEAN TENT.

Pat'd U. S. and Canada. The best teut td the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compaist,
best ventilated. Never blows down. Never
leaks. Only one pole required. Illustrated cir-
cular and price list free on application.

A. s. COMSXOCK, Kvanston, ril.

S25toS50
per wee1c».

'*01d Reliable Plater." Onlr
practical way lo replaU; rnsty and
worn knives, forkti, spoons, etc.?
quickly done by dipping in melted
metal. No experience, poliahlIlff^

or machinery. Thick plate at on©
operation; laat« 5 to 10 yeara; flno
finish when taken from the plater.
Every family has plating to do^
Plater sella readily. Pmfltt large.
W. r. UarrlsoaA Co. Coionboi, Qr

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.

Poclier. edition on map-bond paper. gl.OO.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adh-ondaok:

region ever published."—Jbres? and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, .50 cents.

Guide Books.—The AdirnndacliH, Ulustratea
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.
Lake Georire and L<ake Champlain. 25 cts.
^ddresB «. R.- MVOnn * Uli. Cllmnm Fnlla. N. V.

GiNTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
bt farkbr b. field.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction o£ a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
37in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceedinglto the next. Illustrated; paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

ffOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
'10 Rrosulwa-v. Maw Vork

Hunting in the Great West.
(Bustlings in the EockieB.)

flunting and Fishing Sketches by Monntaln.
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 12mo., cloth, 300
pages llltistrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
irnR.F.ST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

TiroQilTPft-jr. TiTow Tort

Advertisements under this head,
strictly Umited to WANTS AND EX-
CHANGES, will be inserted at the spe-
cial rate of three cents a word each
insertion. The money must accom-
pany the order.

IpNGLISH BEAGLES FOR SALE, ALL
J ages, both sexes, trained and untrained.

Will esciiange for B. L. shotgun or oflEers. Ad-
dresa with stamp BEEBE BROS., Montrose, Pa.

RABBIT DOGS, HOMING PIGEONS, flT
game chickens. Second to none. Bargains.

Sell or trade. A. C. KRQEGER, Wrightsyille,
York Co., Pa.

FIRST ELEVEN NUMBERS OF GOLD-
smith's Animated History. What offers ?

E. F. ROSS,m Ninth ave., New York City.

ia mi! muL

BLACK WONDER.
A.K C.S.B. 3.3..557. Whelped Jan. 30. 1890.

King of black pointers, and was the king of all
colors at the United States field trials, 1891, win-
ning the Derby and AU-Age Stake. He won two
firsts and one second on bench. He is a dog that
kno_ws how to iinnt and not afraid of briers. FeeJOHN A. HUNTER, Bloomington, Monroe
Co., Indiana.

TYNE.
Gath's Hope ex Daisy F.

He is a big, line fellow, and a brother to DaisyHope and Daisy Hunter. Is a grand fielder and
cuts his work out like the rest of his ilk. Hasmore Campbell blood than any .setter in stud.

JOHN JV- ©UNTER, Bloojiiiti^«a, MonrQ§ Co., Jnd,

AT STUD.

SCOTCH lERBIERS.
KILROY.

Born June 3, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 35,089.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Bam "Bitterweed."
Black brindle. perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; superb coat. Winner of 13
first prizes and 5 specials, and twice winner of
the 30 guinea Chnmpion Cup in England, and
first and special Boston. 1893.

Studl.Fee 4^25.

KILCREE.
Born July 13, 1890. A.K.C.S.B. 36,343.

Sire Ch. "Kildee." Dam "Zembra."
Black brindle, perfect head and ears, grand

body, bone and legs; splendid hard coat, and
without pxception onp of the best Scotch Terriers
living. Winner of 6 first prizes and 4 specials, in-
cluding the 30 guinea Champion Cup in England.

Stud Fee ^625.

KILBAB.
• Born June 3 1890 A.K.C.S.B. 33,573.

Sire Ch. "Kildee," Dam "Shiela.
Sandy brindle, good head and ears, grand body,

legs and feet; splendid hard coat. Winner of 5
first and 3 second prizes.

Stud Kee $15.

HENRY BEOOKS, West Medford, Mass.

Chestnut Hill Kennels'
COLLIES_AT STUD.

Christopher, - - $50,
Wellesbourne Charlie, $50,

30 per cent. oflE to members of Collie Club.

IRISH TEERIERS.
Breda Bill, - - $30.
Puppies and grown stock for sale. Dogs of all

breeds taken to board, conditioned for shows,
kept at stud and sold on commission.
Address
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut HiU, Philadelphia.

Champion Aristocrat
(31,064)

J

Winner of forty-five first and special prizes. The
most successful stud dog of the day. Sire of
Baronet, winner of forty prizes and specials.
Lord Courtenay, winner of 3d prize at the last
St, Bernard Club show; also Aristos, winner of
1st at the great Kennel Club show, London. His
last two litters numbered U and 10.

PUPPIES
by the great dog now for sale, dam by Champion
Hesper.

DUTCHESS KENNELS, 1639 Third Ave., N. Y.
EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.

HEATHERKENNELS.
Dandle Dinmonts

IN STUD.
KING O' THE HISAXHKR (Mustard).
AMrmOJi (Pepper).
I^AIRD O' THE HEATHER. (Pepper).

The above dogs are winners of firsts and spe-
cials in the best shows in England and the Bor-
der. Dandle puppies for sale, both peppers and
mustards.

CHESAI»EAKE BAY DITKE,
bred by Edward Lynch, Maxwell's Point, Md.

EDWARD BROOKS,^ Hyde Park, Mass.

REFUGE n.
Winner of over forty prizes, including the meda
t^X.^^^Jl'^^^

^''^ '^'^0' Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. Kee $40.00.

Champion
Kingston Regent.

Fee, $35.00.
SEVERAL LITTERS SIRED BY THESE

DOG« FOB SALE CHEAP.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

In the Stud. Fee $25.

WHYTE B.,
By Roderigo—Florence Gladstone.

Divided 3d, Southern Field Trials.
Broken dogs and puppies of strictly pure Llew-

eilm breeding always for sale. The blood of mykennel is the bluest of the blue.
HERBERT S. BEVAN, Lamar, Miss.

MEADOW CITY KENNELS,
The leading English setter kennels of the East,uur held trial and bench show winners
The Corsair and Rod's Whim

AtSttjd. Fee $35 and S35.
Youne stock by these noted winners out of our

i^ounr Aohle ex Gladstone ex Sue bitches for sale,

5

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

Champion THE SQUIRE,
(30.881). The greatest collie living. Fee $50.

By Champ. Charlemagne—Champ. Flurry.

Champion ROSLYN DANDY,
(17,577). By Champ. Scotilla—Champ. Cora II.

Fee 835.

IRISH SETTERS.
Champ TIM.
1st and special. N.Y.,'93.

Fee 835.

JEERY JARVIS,
(A. 15.347) litter brother-
to Duke-Elcho. Fee SIO.

PRIDE OF PATSY i^Mi

ENGLISH PUGS.

BONSOR,
(31,054). Winner 1st, Chicago, New York and

Pittsburgh, 1893. Fee $15.

Extended nedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Pine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

FOX-TESBIEES
IN STUD.

Starden's King $35
Brockenliurst Tyke 15
Reckoner 15
Champion Baby Mixer 15
$100 will be given for the best pnn sired by any

of these dogs during the year 1893. Prize to be
competed for at the New York show of 1893.
Donor not to compete.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Puppies always on hand.

IN THE STUD.
DACHSHUNDS:

Ch. Windrush Rioter, $35
Imp. Jay, - - $35
Don Quixote II., - $aO
Snperbus TI., - - $Ji5
Zulu II. (Challenge class), $30

BASSETS:
Bent,

)Bow, [Fee, $10 each.
Krooks,

)

Pups of both breeds generally on hand.
EDWARD A. MANIC E,

Stock bridge. Mass.

Challenge Iri^h Setter

Imported. Has proved the most successful stock
dog in America, who has only been 18 mos. in
stud and has sho-svn 1st prize winners at N.Y. and
Boston. Sire of Avondale. winner Ist N. Y., Ist
Washington, 1st Pittsburgh, only times shown.
Sire of Minnie L. and Frank L.. winners Ist and
3d at Boston. Sire of Maid of Borstal and Alice
Kent, winners at all the large shows whenever
shown. Puppies by this unequalled sire out of
prize winning bitches, comprising the best blood
both of Europe and America, constantly on hand.
Stud fee. §35. Send for pedigree and cut. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, P. O. Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

MELROSE KENNELS
ST. BERNARDS.
Stud dogs, puppies and brood bitches.

liOrd Melrose at Stud.
Vee S50. Largest dog in the world.

£. H. OIOORE, Slelrose, Mass.

CLAREMONT PATSY.
The best Irish setter stud dog in America. In

the field his get are the- equal in style and dash
of any breed living, while their beauty has placed
them right at the front on the bench. Address

F. H. PERRY,
Des Moines, Iowa.

STUD DOGS:
'

^ ' PUPPIES FOE SAI.E. •• * '
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SNAP SHOTS.

The showing which Gen. B. M. Whitlock makes in his

first annual report as head of the Department of Rifle

Practice in the New York State Guard is a most credit,

able one. When at the opening of the out-door practice

season he issued his orders for the shooting by the troops

there was a widespread cry of disapproval by those who
thought that no improvement was possible in the old

way of doing things. If results justify means then Gen.

Whitlock took just the right plan, for the reports sent in

to him show a greater number of skilled shooters than

have ever before been reported in the Guard. The num-

ber of qualified marksmen in the State is now 6,315 out

of a total enlistment of about 13,000, and a marksman

means a man who has scored 30 in a possible 50 at five

shots each over the 300 and 500yds. ranges. A sharp-

shooter goes a bit further and scores 43 in a possible 50

over the 500 and 600yds. This is very good work to get

out of the Remington .50cal, supplied to the Guard, and

546 of the men managed to score as high as this.

The whole showing is a very excellent one and puts the

New York guard of citizen soldiery on a very high plane

of efficiency as practical, reliable fighters. It has taken

years of work and talk, of preaching and teaching to get

men to make these figures, but there are the scores and

the men are here and there in every workshop and office

of the State ready to drop into the ranks at an hour's

notice as a traiued army, not merely with guns in their

hands, but with skill to use them eft'ectually.

That rifle shooting may legally be promoted by a char-

itable bequest is the curious point of law which has

recently been made by the English courts. A testator

bequeathed money to the National Rifle Association of

Great Britain, declaring that the object of the gift was

to prevent the recurrence of such a catastrophe as that

of Majuba Hill, in the South African war, where the

British troops were defeated because the Boers excelled

them as rifle shots. Contestants of the will urged that

the bequest could not be classed as a charitable gift, since

its purpose was the killing of one's enemies. The justice

held, however, that it was not the killing of one's

enemies, but the ability to defend one's self against

them, which was the true purpose intended, and he was

of opinion that this gift came within an old definition of

a Charitable gift, namely, "a gift to a general public use

which extends to the poor as well as the rich," and gave

judgment accordingly.

An interesting bit of special legislation—enacted at the

demand of an individual and for the benefit of an indi-

vidual, not desired by the public, and not for the benefit

of the public—is embodied in a certain clause in the New
York game law, which permits the use of batteries for

shooting ducks on the Great Sodus Bay of Lake Ontario.

Mr. E. P. Doyle, clerk of the Fish Commission, told the

New York State Association meeting in Syracuse last

week, that the clause was inserted at the personal solicita-

tion of Senator Hunter. Now the Rochester Union in-

forms us that the one person to benefit by the provision

was a summer cottager on the shore of the bay. When,
after protracted and careful consideration, a commission
specially provided by the State has determined on a code
of laws deemed wisest and best for the general good, it

is intolerable that one man should step in and demand of

the State of New York an exemption of his special bay
or stream or frog pond.

To Mr. George Holmes, of Henderson county. North
Carolina, we extend assurances of our most distinguished

consideration; and we embrace this opportunity to ex-

press our gratitude to him for the rattler which, is "in our

midst."

Some weeks ago when Professor Cope's rattlesnake

spitting assertion was under such searching and illum-

inating discussion in our Natural History columns, Mr.

Holmes told us that he had a live rattlesnake destined for

the FoKEST AND STREAM office, to be employed in snake
spitting tests. Soon thereafter the rattler of our fondest

anticipation was converted into a rattler of vain regrets

j

by advice from our North Carolina friend that the beast

had perished miserably, without ever having contributed

one shred to scieace. The rattler of vain regrets has

now in turn given way to a new rattler of lively surprise

and pleasure, brought in by the expressman last Friday,

and duly deposited, all alive, handsome, graceful, amiable
and ready to sing his little song without unreasonable

persuasion. He shall be well cared for, fed to repletion

on anonymous communications, and if all goes well, given

an opportunity to show us what he knows about Prof.

Cope's snake-spitting theory. If any newspaper in this

great and glorious country is prepared to dispute the

Forest and Stream's proud claim of being the only

journal to maintain an office rattlesnake we would be

glad to know of it.

The Forest and Stream's rattler has been in the office

less than a week, but has already given a fine illustra-

tion of the way in which insufficiency of data may lead

to long and profitless discussion by observers of natural

history. In presence of one visitor the snake rattled

twice, each time concluding the long rattling with two
very short rattles, at intervals of a second; and the obser-

ver noted that "a rattlesnake always follows his long

rattle with two short ones." For the next visitor the

snake repeatedly gave his long rattle, but there was no
after-rattle following it. Now, it would probably require

columns of newspaper discussion to convince either of

these two persons that a rattler rattles as the other one
heard this one rattle. Yet on quite as meager experience

will a person often put forward his dictum, maintain it

through thick and thin, and never budge, though the

heavens fall.

We have noted before that the Vermont game and flsh

bill prepared by Commissioner Titcomb and his associ-

ates followed closely in form and arrangement the New
York codification; and now that the bill has been ap-

proved Vermont has a law which is simple, plain and di-

rect in its provisions, readily understood, and for that

reason is likely to be better observed than a more com-
plex and inconsistent set of laws could be. But what
does the term "pheasant" stand for, in the clause which
provides for the protection of "pheasant" between Nov.

30 and Oct. 1 following? The context shows that it is not

a ruffed grouse nor a quail, but it may be a duck or

"pheasant duck." According to Trumbull, "pheasant,"

"sea pheasant," "water pheasant'' and "pheasant duck"
are terms applied to certain water fowl. Is the Vermont
"pheasant" web-footed?

One day last week a Fredericksburg, Va., wild turkey

hunter, failing to return home, was sought by a search

party, and discovered dead in a turkey blind. He had
been shot through the head. The Coroner's jury ren-

dered a verdict of murder by persons unknown , and sub-

sequently a suspected individual was arrested for the

supposed crime. It appears to be quite probable, how-
ever, that the unfortunate hunter met death in a way
in which it has come to others skilled in the art of call-

ing. For it has happened more than once that a caller

gifted with skill perfectly to simulate the notes of the
bird, has been shot in his ambush by some other hrmter
deceived into the belief that the turkey call came from a
real turkey. Such a case was reported from Pennsyl-

vania a fornight ago; and others will be reported so

long as men shoot at sounds and at objects unseen.

The reports of shooting casualties are this season an

numerous as ever, and quite as instructive. Last Satur-
day a Massachusetts gunner riding in a wagon undertook
to prop himself up with a gun, his hands over the
muzzle. Four fingers were amputated. Monday the

well-known Hebrew philanthropist, Baron de Hirsch,
was wounded by the explosion of his gun. Tuesday a
New Jerseyfarmer died from wounds self-inflicted while
he was dragging his gun after him through a fence.

There is nothing in the cablegram to show that Baron
de Hirsch was at fault, but every one of a score of other
recent casualties may be accounted for on the score of

gross carelessness. The New Jersey victim of the gun in
the fence was reported to have committed suicide, and
the report aroused much indignation among his friends;

but in this age of the world an intelligent man ought to

understand that pulling a gun muzzle-foremost from boat
or wagon or fence is tempting fate in a degree little

lower than that of the deliberate suicide.

If you have a gun selected for that boy of yours on
Christmas morning let not these daily reports of fatal

carelessness with firearms deter you from giving him the
gift. A gun is a safe and sensible possession for man or
boy. Life insurance companies do not discriminate
against users of sporting firearms; there are no provisions
in the policies that the insured must not go shooting. If

gunning were regarded as an "extra-hazardous" pursuit,

or even as one involving any appreciable or unusual
degree of peril, public sentiment would not sanction the
shooting excursions of President Harrison, nor of Mr.
Cleveland. As a matter of fact, most intelligent people
know perfectly well that a shotgun is a safe weapon in

the hands of a man who will keep himself behind it in-

stead of getting in front of it.

Thousands and tens of thousands of guns are used with
safety. It is the ten thousand and first that does the dam-
age we read of in the papers. See that this ten thousand
and first handler shall not be of your kith and kin.

Teach the boy to handle the arm after approved rules.

Begin right. Caution is best instilled at the very outset.

Habit is everything, and it is just as easy to acquire
;

careful habits at the first. Give your boy a gun for his
Christmas, give him with it an appreciation of its proper
using, and you will have given that which will be a joy
and a satisfaction to him long after he shall have reached
a riiDer age than your own.

The fourth and last of the promised drawings by Mr.
E. E. Thompson, illustrating American wild animals, is

given as a supplement with this issue. It pictures the
Bay Lynx, and the faithfulness of the portrait will be
recognized by those who have had the fortune—good or
ill—to observe the living creature at large. The publica-

tion of another series of drawings now in preparation

,

will be begun shortly. Readers of the Forest and
Stream in 1893 may look for an even more generous
supply of illustrations than that which has marked the
new departure of 1893.

The recent conference of New England Fish Commis-
sioners in Boston, of which we gave meager details last

week, was an occasion of general interest, and we trust

that public notice may be given of the next meeting. A
full report would undoubtedly stimulate thought and dis-

cussion on fish and game protection topics, and these are
subjects which will profit by such open, free and general
discussion.

The "Kekoskee Fish Story" has been reprinted by our
London contemporary, the Fishing Gazette, and we con-
fidently look for it in our Calcutta exchange, the Asian.
It is a relation—a plain, simple, artless, ingenuous and
unvarnished relation of facts, which deserves to make its

way around the world.

There would *be no difficulty in ridding Lake Keuka,
in this State, of unlawful nets, if the protector of that
district would set about it in a business way. Game Pro-
tectors Cotton, of Bath, and Clark, of Pulaski, made a
raid on Keuka nets last week a,nd had their men fined.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE'S MOUNTAIN FORESTS.
Ye mountains of New Hampshire, her glory and her crown,

Whose rocky summits proudly rise above the tempests'.frowD,

Around your shoulderp, broad and strong, the ancient forests

grow.

While from each cliff, with joyful song, the sparkling waters flow.

They grow and gather on their path to seek the ocean main,

They freshen many a fertile vale and many a sandy plain;

At every leaping cataract upsprings a city fair.

And sounds of busy industry awake the morning air.

The sun, obeying nature's laws, draws up each drop again

In clouds, which fall as gentle dew, or burst In drenching rain.

Each leaf and flowei-, each mossy cup, collect the welcome store.

And down the mountain side again the foaming torrents pour.

The God who made them gave the woods a mission upon earth.

To garner up and store the rain and give the rivers birth;

And every blow thewoodman strikes to bring them to their doom,

But stills some hammer's noisy din, or stops some busy loom.

Amid the sheltering foliage builds many a bird her nest;

Beneath the shade the wild deer roves, the squirrel finds a rest;

The spotted trout leaps gaily amid the sparkling foam,

And many a lovely floweret blooms in its own woodland home.

Then, when the summer sun boats down on many a city street,

And all within its stony walls are sweltering with heat.

How many strive to banish toil, with all its cares and ills.

And seek new health and strength amid the "everlasting hills."

Up many a winding pathway, through many a shady grove.

By many a mossy boulder, their wandering footsteps rove;

Or climb some rocky summit, clear in the mountain air.

To gaze upon the world below in Summer verdure fair.

Oh statesmen! spare the forests which grace our native land

;

(Save some of nature's handicraft from lucre's grasping liand.

That when your earthly labor's o'er, beneath their shade you rest,

The "generations yet unborn" may rise and call you blessed.

Chablestown, N. H., Nov. 30, 1893, Sam'i, Wkbiieb.

THE CANADA GOOSE.
The gentler songsters of our groves approach us quietly

and unobserved indeed by many, until on some soft,

balmy morning the ripple of a sweet little voice is heard
among the blossoms, and inspection reveals our tiny
friends, who are chanting their delight as they fly from
twig to twig amid the scenes of their last,year's home.
These little warblers are the interpreters of nature's

pastorals, their songs are full of balmy airs and sun-
shine.
For a wilder strain we must turn toother scenes, and in

stormy days of March or November listen to the trumpets
of the wild geese as they mingle with the gale.
See the dark forms clearly outlined againsts the sombre

clouds as in perfect discipline they obey the bugle calls of
their leader, whose broad wings beat the air with steady
and majestic strokes, in the van.
Now in single iile, now in the form of a gigantic V, and

again in open order, they fly in response to his clarion
note as it rings down the feathered ranks, but ever on and
on, until the haven reached the flight is ended and the
travelers rest.

"On high, above us in the heavens.
The passage birds fly forth in bands.

Their luoneer his legion leading.

Darts forward o'er tbe well-known lands.

A strong, sturdy fellow is the Canada goose. Indifl'er-
ent alike to storm and sunshine, he pursues the even tenor
of his way, and under all circumstances you find him the
same elegant and graceful creature.
Ever on the alerts quick to take alarm and to warn his

trusting followers at the approach of danger, he ranks
among the foremost of the waterfowl that pass and re-
pass our Atlantic seaboard in legions during the spring
and autumn migration.
There are times when a sportsman will put aside the

the beach. A brisk walk, and crossing the rickety old
bridge, we are among the sand dunes.
Oace through between them, the steady boom of the

surf, which has been sounding in our ears during the
walk, bursts upon us with a roar as it pounds upon the
sands.
Far as the eye can reach up and down the coast we see

the spurting mist of the breakers as thev thunder alon?
the shore.

'

The breeze is heavy from the sea, and the drifting sand
cuts our faces now and again as we sit on the summit of
a dune that tops its neighbors, giving us an unobstructed
view of the uneasy ocean, as it heaves and tumbles in
foaming billows almost at our feet.
A huge wave rears suddenly upward and rolls in a

solid mass of dull green! A moment, and we see'

a

slight curling of its crest, then with a deafening roar it
dashes into snowy fragments and sends its quiveringfoam flakes high in air above our heads. We watch it as
It races its life away dawn the beach until lost in clouds
of mist, it plunges wildly on.
For the past few days the geese have been flying, and

as we look out over the surging waters several bunches
are in sight, all bound east, and silently, steadily pursu-mg then- course. j y^xou

Here comes a flock, just outside the breakers; rapidlvthey approach, and we count twenty-three of the noblebirds as they pass m review before us, the big winesmovmg with mechanical regularity, their white collafsand glossy plumage ghstening through the driving mists.A pmgle trumpet note, and the whole flock rises as oneand n an undulating line heads in over the beach for thequiet waters of the beach, Let us follow
It is interesting to watch the maneuvers of a flock of^eese as they approach to alight after traveling for hun-

inT£p^n^.*fl \1 f*"^'"
delight at the prospect of a pau-e

lAJ^v,^ ^ tremendous hubbub, as each gab-bles and honks in as many different keys. Now one willdrop as though he had found the properlocationfthenanother, and so on, while the main body of the flock

probably older birds, sweep steadily along, leaving them
far in the rear, requiring energetic efforts on their part

before they close the gap.
Now the old gander in the lead suddenly jacks his

wings, and followed by the entire flock, scales down in a
long descent until, with a heavy surge, they enter the

water, and the feat is accomplished.
The gabble is immediately renewed with fresh vigor,

and continues with gradually diminishing energy, until

the excitement having passed, they float quietly upon
the calm surface conversing in ordinary tones.

Shinnecock Bay, Long Island, used to be a favorite

rendezvous for the geese, and unless driven off by con-

stant gunning, they would often spend days in feeding,

recruiting, and generally enjoying themselves in its

waters. At such times many a fierce battle is fought
between the old veterans in command of the various

flocks.

Approaching each other slowly, cautiously, now retir-

ing a little, now returning, they finally work themselves
up to the fighting point and pitch into each other with
bill, feet and wings. Now you see them separate with
ru filed plumage, and swim proudly back to their admir-
ing friends, who honk clamorously as they welcome their

respective champions, while with outstretched necks,
they hiss spitefully at his gray-coated antagonist.
There are two gunners in that blind below iis, with the

glass you can see their live decoys preening themselves
as they stand in the shallow water.
A solitary goose is flying past, high in air. Poor

fellow! That subdued broo-oom! hroo ooni! we heard a
moment ago was evidently the death knell of your com-
panions, and now your plaintive calls ring over the bay,
as you vainly seek a response from your lost ones.

See! a flock is swinging in toward the blind. Hear
them honk in answer to the decoys, as with extended
wings they sail up, all unconscious of the receiition await-
ing them in the brown sedge grass.
Three puffs of soft white smoke curl up from the blind

as we watch, and we see four geese drop from the flock,

dashing the spray in showers as they strike the water.
The remaining birds wing their way overhead, the one

in the rear indicating by rapid wing beats the severity of
his wounds. Slowly he falls behind as his comrades
leave him, until, with a last despairing struggle, he gives
up, and falls from that dizzy height, striking the water
with a sounding splash.
There he floats, still and dead, the yellow rays of the

sun touching him gently as though in sorrow at his fate.
To-morrow will see him stranded on the shallows near

the meadow, where the keen-eyed gulls will soon dis-
cover him, and with wild screams of delight they will
pounce upon and rend the form so lately filled with
strong, warm life. Wilmot ToWnsend,
Bay RrPGT:, N. Y.

A PUZZLE.
Editor Forent and Stream:

It was many years ago that I had a singular experience
that I have never been able to explain on any reasonable
grounds. At that time a mingling of business and pleas-
ure led me to pass some years in the woods in souttiern
Vermont, where, as is perhaps not generally known, one
may travel for days meeting with few signs of man and
his axe. Lynx and bears were quite plentiful, and some-
times a panther was to be seen or heard.
One day in December I started on snowshoes for a little

settlement about eight miles distant. My way was partly
through the unbroken forest and partly along an aban-
doned road that had connected the two places. It had
snowed heavily the night before, and the day was dark
and gloomy. 1 1 was nearly night, when I came to where
something had crossed the path before me. The strides
were long, and at first I thought were made by a man,
but a close examination showed me that it was a round
track and of a size that I had never seen before. It could
only be made by a panther and a big one at that ; and,
what was more to the point, the trail was very fresh,
having been made since a snow squall of half an hour be-
fore. Now, contrary to my usual custom, 1 was un-
armed, and two long Vermont miles, most of the way
through dense spruces, were before me, and at my best
pace it would be dark before I was out of the woods. Pos-
sibly I may be a bit of a coward, but I will say that I had
no desire to meet the gentleman who made those tracks.
Yet I was not frightened, 1 examined the footprints
carefully, following them to where they passed under a
thick spruce, where the imprints were more distinct, I
remember wishing I had evenmy Colt's revolver with me,
and I think that for the remainder of my way I scanned
the thickets on either side rather closely. When I re-
turned from my trip I told my woods-mates of what I had
seen, but some of them were a little incredulous as to the
size of the tracks, and I did not blame them.
The next March I one day climbed a high peak of the

Grreen Mountains in that vicinity, reaching the top about
noon There was a space of about two acres that was
nearly bare of trees, only a few scattered bushes showing
through the snow. It was dinner time, and I selected a
fallen tree for my table and seat. It was an ideal day.
The sun was shining brightly and warmly, and the first
breath of spring was in the air, I ha,d been in high spir-
its all the morning. The air and the sunshine was exhil-
arating after the dark days of winter. But no sooner
had 1 seated myself than a strange feeling of uneasiness
came over me. I felt as if I was not alone—as if I was
being watched. I looked around me : all was peaceful and
quiet. Ihe ground was bare on every side of me except
two little thickets, and they were probably 150 feet awav
I took my revolver from its case and laid it beside me, at
the same time laughing at the precaution. The creepy
teelmg grew upon me; I was oppressed by a sense of a
disagreeable presence that I could not account for. The
thicket to my left mady me uneasy, so I turned and faced
It, but could see almost through it, and was convinced
tbat nothing of any siza could be lurking there. Then Iturned quickly to the other thicket, half expecting thatsomething would be visible there. Not a sign of Ufe Itwas too ridiculous; a bright day; in an opening where Icou d see clearly on all sides of me, and then to feel-

7nl;o^'
exactly frightened, but creepy~l who hadcamped out alone night after night in all kinds of places,and often with very little fire, from an innate dislike togathering wood after a day's tramp. But—iLttled ml

Ifood w^ll^''"^^
"^''^^ tWc'kets'^td'beSs k"Sa good watch over my shoulder.

As suddenly as it came that pecuUar feeling passed

away. I remember sneering at myself a little, and then
as I lighted my j)ipe I forgot all about it. My smoke fin-
ished, I started down the mountain side, passing by the
lower end of one of the thickets. After going a few rods,
I stopped suddenly. There were big round tracks before
me, and they came from the valley and went toward the
thicket. The place was open, with only leafless maple,
beech and birch, and after a quick glance to see that all
was clear, I examined the tracks, I had no feeling of
nervousness now, but a great deal of curiosity. There
was a hard crust on the snow, but the warm sun had
honeycombed its surface, and the round particles, like
grains of coarse sand, displaced by the animal's foot, re-
tained their original shape, showing that they had only
recently been disturbed. The stride up the incline was
about three feet, and the track measured six inches long
by five and one half broad. The marks of the toes were
distinct, and in some places the claws cut the icy surface
an inch or more from the toes. I followed the trail to one
of the thickets I have spoken of, and found that the ani-
mal had moved a little from his course and turned toward
where I had been sitting. His steps were shorter here,
and on leaving, he resumed his former course and passed
down the other side of the mountain.
Now what puzzles me is this : On a gloomy, dark day,

with night coming on, in a dense forest, I, unarmed, find
recent traces of an animal I do not want to meet, yet I
am not frightened, only think it wise to get out of the
woods before dark. Again, at midday, with a bright sun,
an open space around me, fairly armed, and in good spir-
its, with no thought of anything larger than a rabbit or a
partridge, I suddenly become, if not afraid, at least ner-
vous and on the alert for—what V Nothing, as far as rea-
son tells me. Yet I find that at that time I was being
watched by an animal that had an unpleasantly large,
well furnished foot, with probably teeth to match—which
I think I should have gone considerably out of my way
to avoid meeting. Yet when I saw his tracks—the first
tangible evidence I had of his presence—I was not dis-
turbed. Can any one explain it? I cannot,

Fred, L. Ballard.
SPBINGFIET.D, Mass., Nov. 31.

ANTICIPATIONS OF A WINTER'S CAMP.
Boston, Nov. 21.—I am glad that J. B, Battelle is so

pluckily renewing his efforts to rear ruffed grouse in con-
finement. I have always believed it could be done, and
there is no one to whom I would be so glad to see the
honor and credit of such a success come as to our old
friend "Jay Bee Bee." I hope to start in a week or so for
a certain camp in the Maine woods, and I shall be on the
alert for captive grouse, and if I get news of any Mr.
Battelle shall hear of it.

In your issue of Nov. 17 L. D. von IAland speaks of his
surprise at the discovery that tbe muskrat is carnivor-
ous. He need have no doubt that it was the muskrat
that ate his snipe. If he will take a look about the haunts
of any muskrat on Northern or Western lakes or rivers
he wiil learn that the muskrat makes the fresh-water
mussel one of the main articles of his diet, as the heaps
of their shells will attest.

The "Angling Notes" and the fine picture of "Shelving
Rock Falls" come pretty near to starting me on the dis-
cussion of the leaping and "climbing" powers of fish.
There is nothing in A. N. Cheney's article that throws
any strain whatever on my credulity, for I have seen
such work by trout in the little New Hampshire brook
where I fished as a boy as would match almost anything
Mr. Cheney told.

Moreover, I saw such a fish leap once in West Indian
waters as I never yet dared to put in print, As Mr.
Hough said before, he got his courage up to print hia
"Kekoskee Fish Story," I may sometimes tell it—if I can
be persuaded that it will be received in a proj^er spirit,
and not treated as a pure fabrication and laughed to
scorn. It is a very short story, but a perfectly true one,
but such a whopper that I am not yet ready to "turn it
loose."

I have about made up my mind to go to a new camp
and a new region for my outing this year. I want a
winter trip this time. I want to do some tracking and
perhaps snowshoeing.

I want the fun of seeing in the snow the sure proof of
what is going on in the woods. My morning newspaper
shall be the white sheet on which the tiny wood mouse
and chickadee and the partridge and fox, as well as the
deer and caribou, have written the clear story of their
marchings and prowlings. I am so eager for camp that
I can hardly wait. I may not be able to get away, but
what what fun I have had already in anticipation of it!

I have never seen the lake and camp to which I am
going or the guide whom I have engaged, but all are well
vouched for, and the guide writes me that there are plenty
of signs of "big gaim."
Miss Fannie Hardy writes me that she does not person-

ally know this guide, but that her father says "he spells
like a good hunter, and that this is an almost unmistak-
able ear mark." 1 long to see Katahdin again all white
from base to summit. I long to hear an owl hoot and a
loon call. The owl I shall hear, but 1 suppose the lake
will be closed and I shall miss my loon and my canoeing.
But one can't have everything,
O you poor fellows who have had your vacation, do you

not envy me? You must solace yourselves as best you
can by planning for the next year's trip and retelling"the
story of how you captured that particularly big trout,
judiciously adding an ounce or two to its weight when-
ever you think the strength of your leader will bear the
strain.

I've already asked my most intimate friends which put
of the moose they prefer. It is always safer to arrange
all these little things beforehand.

If the weight and measurements are what they ought
to be, I will duly make report. 0, H. Ames.

Mr. Cleveland Appears to Believe In It.

We all have noticed that many men, when they seek
to appear especially wise and impressive, speak of "our
business interests" as something awful and mysterious,
and quite often when a proposition is under discussion its
merits are no longer apparent to those wliose hair is on
end at the solemn suggestion that "our business inter-
ests" are lying in wait with numerous vials of wrath in
complete readiness for those who arrive at an unaccepted
conclusion— Graver Cleveland's Chamber of Commerce
Speech,
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THE BAY LYNX.
{Lynx rufiis).

Natdkalists call the long-tailed, round-eared cats
Felifi, while Chose with short tails and with tufted ears
are called Lyyia; The panther, jaguar and ocelot are
among the American forms of the genus Felis, while the
common wildcat and the Canada lynx represent the genus
Lynx in JNorth America.
The lynxes which inhabit the northern and temperate

regions of both the Old and New Worlds are thus de-
scribed by M.r. Flower, the eminent English anatomist.
Toey are "all of moderate s'ze; that is, smaller than lions,

tigers and leopards, and larger than the true cats, with
long limb3, short, stumpy tail, ears tufted at the tip, and
the pupil of the eye linear when contracted. Tbeir fur
i-i generally long and soft, varying, however, according
toseason and locality, and always longest upon the cheeks.
Their color is always light brown or gray, and generally
more or less spotted with a darker shade. The naked
pads of the feet are more or less covered by the hair that
grows between them. The skull and skeleton do not
differ markedly from those of other cats, but the small
anterior upper premolar tooth found in many other
species is usually wanting. Their habits are exactly
those of the other wild cats; they are excelled by none in

the untameable savageness of then- disposition. They
capture their prey in the same manner, either lying in

wait or noiselessly stealing within reach, and then mak-
ing a sudden rush or spring upon it. Their food consists

I of any mammals or birds which they can overpower. In
inhabited countries they commit extensive rav-

ages upon sheep, lambs and poultry. They gener-

ally frequent rocky places and forests, being active

climbers, and passing much of their time among
the branches of trees."

Such, briefly, are the characteristics of this

group, of which two well defined forms are gener-
ally recognized by American naturalists, while
several other varieties or sab-species have been
described. These are all known to people gener-
ally by the names wildcat, catamount, lynx or bob
cat, the last name being perhaps the best, since it •

seizes at once on a characteristic feature, the
short tail, bob cat being no doubt an abbreviation
for bob-tailed cat.

The two best known forms are the bay lynx
figured in this issue, and the Canada lynx. The
former is much the more southern in its range,
and so is perhaps the better known of the two.
It is more common in the South and Southwest
than in the East—which is only another way of

saying that it does not flourish in a thickly settled

country—but no doubt it still exists in every State

of the Union. Both the Canada and the bay lynx
are still occasionally killed in Connecticut, and
the daily papers this fall have chronicled several

of these captures. One of the most recent of these
appeared in the New York Times of Nov. 26, and,
though no doubt somewhat highly colored, may
have a basis of fact:

"Hamburg, Conn., Nov. 25. — Hayden Gray,
School Visitor in the Alder Ridge district, and
Alice Griswold, teacher of the school, had an ex-
citing experience with a wildcat a day or tw.o

ago.
"The Alder Ridge district lies among the hills

in the southern part of Middlesex county. The
schoolhouse stands on a flat at the foot of a high
hill.

"The day was warm, and a window on the side

of the building toward the hill was open. The
School Visitor had just dismissed a class that he
had been examining, when a dog came tearing
down the hill, and the next minute an immense
wildcat sprang through the open window and
landed on the floor in front of the teacher's desk.

"At sight of the animal the scholars ran scream-
ing to a corner of the room and huddled together
on top of the desks. The School Visitor, a man well
along in years, climbed on top of the teacher's desk and
yelled for her to come up, too. Miss Griswold is a
plucky woman, and she had no intention of retreating.
She stood near the stove, and, picking up a heavy iron
poker, held her ground.

"Close on the heels of the wildcat came the dog, which
sprang through the window and landed near the cat.

The two animals clinched at once, and in less than a min-
ute the dog sluhk under the benches with one side of his
scalp torn off and one forward leg so badly chewed that
it couldn't use it.

"The cat was fully aroused and turned its attention to

the School Visitor, who had taken occasion in the brief
fight between the cat and the dog to lift a chair to the
top of the desk and climb upon it. The wildcat leaped at

' the man. The School Visitor had picked up the school
bell as a weapon, and when the wildcat reached the desk
he struck the animal a blow on the head that knocked it

to the floor and made it madder than ever. Digging its

claws into the floor, it made another spring. This time
it reached the chair and knocked it and the School Vis-
itor in a heap on the floor.

"The cat sprang again at the man, who fought the an-
imal off as best he could with the bell, but he would prob-
ably have suffered severely had not the teacher come to
his assistance with the poker. The woman hammered
the cat unmercifully with the iron bar and drove it into
a corner, where she belabored it until it was dead.
"The School Visitor was scratched and his clothes were

torn, but he was not seriously injured. The teacher came
out of the fray without a mark."

The bay lynx is said to be rather uncommon in Maine
and the Adirondacks, but becomes more abundant fur-
ther south and west. In some portions of the northern
Rocky Mountains, as also toward the coast ia Idaho and
Washington, it is very abundant, though not often seen,
owing to its secretive habits.

We have seen a number of the young of this species in
captivity and have always found 4hem vicious, untame-
able little creatures even when very small. At all times
they were ready to use their teeth and claws on the hands

of those who fed them, and it really was not safe to
touch them unless the hands were well protected. Even
when only half as large as a domestic cat they would
snarl, spit and fight most fiercely.

Chasing the wildcat with hounds is a favorite sport in
some sections of the South and it may be imagined that
it is exciting sport. Usually the animal takes refuge in
a tree, from which it is dislodged by the shot of one of
the hunters.
The bay lynx is a small animal and measures 3ft., or

less, in total length, the tail being about Tin. long. Above
and on the sides the fur is pale reddish in color, while
the under parts are white, more or less spotted with
black and brown. The inner surfaces of the legs are
banded with black or brown. The tail is white beneath
and brown above, with a black tip, Eirs black, with a
white patch within.
The illustrated supplement, which goes with this issue,

gives a faithful portrait of the bay lynx, and a com-
parison of this sketch with that of the Canada lynx in
om' issue of Nov. 2 will show the different characteristics
of the two.

CuRLESTOWN, N. H., Nov. 36.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: John Danforth speaks of the "bobcat" in For-
est and Stream of the 17th as not a lynx. The "bay
lynx" is commonly called by that name and is a common
wildcat of the Southern States, but is found as far north
as Canada. It gets its name from its color, as a bay horse
does, and is slightly different from its cousin, the gray or
Canada lynx.
Some of the early naturalists confused them and spelled

the word with a big B, deriving it from Hudson's Bay,
but the lynx of that latitude is the gray or Canadian,
One of these red or bay one.s frightened a good many

sheep and some boys in this town two summers since,

and killed a few lambs, and was plainly seen several
times sunning himself on a stump or stone. Von W.

INTERESTING COLLECTION OF HORNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In conformity with a request from the curator in charge

of the Smithsonian Institution, at Washington, to Mr,
Albert Friedrich, of this city, this is sent you

:

Inclosed you -will please find a photograph of a set of
most remarkable horns, of which it can justly be claimed
they have no equal on earth.
The curator, Mr. F. W. True, says in his letter: "The

antlers are the most remarkable I have ever seen. In
the number of points it far exceeds any specimen of
which I have knowledge. Whatever you wish to pub-
lish regarding it I would suggest that you send to Forest
AND Stream, 318 Broadway, New York. This is, as per-
haps you know, one of the best sporting and natural his-
tory journals."
Mr. Friedrich is justly proud of his collection, which

should be seen ia order to be fully appreciated. Besides
the head photographed he has a grand collection of
antlers and horns, numbering over a thousand specimens,
of which several hundred are finely mounted, many of
them with head and neck in proper style and shape, as
shown in this photograph. There is a perfect museum
of specialties of this nature only. Next in interest to
the head and antlers referred to, Mr. Friedrich has a
deer head with forty-two prongs, which is quite as un-
usual as the first named. But of just as much interest
as the horns alone is his collection of specimens of
heads, with their coverings and adjuncts, in the way of
horns, of similar defensive or offensive character.
From Africa can be seen two heads, respectively, of

bull and cow buffalo. From the Cape of Good Hope the
Bos arne, African gems-bock, ibex. Bos tragelaphus syl-

vatica, yak, a common and brindle gnu, {Catoblephas
gnu and gorgon), and a hartebepst {Alcephalus cadma).
t'rom India come a musk deer {Moschus moschiferus), an
axis and mountain deer.
The great State of Arizona is represented by a large

number of fine elk antlers, And last, out not least, comes

Texas with heads and necks in proper natural style of
wild Texas mustangs, fine specimens of Texas antelopes,
fawns, etc. The Canadian moose has also a representa-
tive in this collection. Tv70 pair of Texas steer horns
which measure, one pair from tip to tip 7ft. +in., the
other pair 7ft. lin., mounted on their original heads, some
very large specimens of Russian deer, reindeer, Canadian
caribou, Rocky Mountain sheep and wild goats. Another
interesting feature is a large collection of rattlesnake rat-
tles, which form a fine display, under glass; the collecting
of these has taken a great deal of time, trouble and ex-
pens©,

Mr. Friedrich is now making arrangements for num-
bering, grading and classifying this collection, as they
are now displayed in his place of business at 223 Dolorosa
street. We are also informed by the gentleman that if
the right kind of inducements were made he would re-
move the whole to the coming Chicigo World's Fair,
where it would be of special interest to hunters and
sporting people of the nations. Spobt.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 3,

SOME CHAT FROM TEXAS.
Pecos, Tex. , Nov, 17.—I was surprised to read in Forest

AND Stream the expressions of the Rev, Thos. Dixon,
Jr., touching the robin. He says: "In my native South
the robin, so far from being considered a song bird, is re-
garded as a disreputable, gluttonous pest. * * * In
my soul I am sorry for the people whose stock of song
is so low as to prize as divine the cry of the robin."
Mr. Dixon, I am told, is a Tarheel, like myself; in

other words, a native of North Carolina. Now, the robin
in that Soate when I was a boy was regarded as a very
lovable bird. They built their nests in the yards and
orchards and were very familiar creatures. While their

song might not be considered as divine, yet ac-
cording to my recollection it was very sweet.
Does not Mr. Dixon recollect the sweet old song
which the little girls of North Carolina used to
sing:

"Robin, robin redbreast,
Oh, robin dear!

Robin sings so sweetly
When the summer time is here."

And does he not recollect the tale of the "Babes
in the Wood," which the little folks used to tell to
one another, how when the babes fell exhausted
from their wanderings, the robins gathered leaves
and spread over them to protect them from the
cold; and how the eyes of the little ones would
suffuse with tears at the rehearsal? All of this is
fresh in my mind, and I believe the robin was

h more beloved than the mockingbird, who had no
I such pretty or affecting tales told of him. In those

days one would have been looked upon as hardly
better than a barbarian who would shoot a robin.
If it is not so now in the "old North State," I am
sorry indeed to learn it. And why does Mr. Dixon
call him a "glutton?" I have heard him charged
with sometimes becoming very drunk from eating
berries of the china tree, but never before heard
that he was a glutton. Even when drunk his
deportment was the best that any one in that
condition could put on. He simply went to sleep
and plept it off—which thing, according to my
observation, only good drunkards will do.
We have not the robin in Texas, except in

winter, and I have often wished that we had him
here in summer too. He is a dearly beloved bird
to me, from the memories of the Auld Lang Syne
which he calls up, I am curious to know how
far south the robin nests. I know he nests in
North Carolina. Does he nest below that State ?

As to the screaming of the panther, if 'that
animal does not do that, then all old Texas woods-
men err; for they all say that he screams. I
have several times heard' what I was told was
the scream of the panther; though I never saw
one open his mouth and let fly with it. If it

was not the panther, then my mind is exceedingly
perplexed to know what it was. A few months
ago I heard it at night, three several times, in a
deep forest on the Trinity river, I studied it with

close curiosity as I heard it distinctly, coming apparently
from no great distance. Others heard it, and said it was
a panther. To my ear it sounded more like the hollow-
ing of a rather fine-voiced woman than anything else I
could compare it with. Now if it was not a panther,
pray what was it, Mr. Editor ? You have worried me.
Was it the cry of an evil disembodied spirit? Will you
make my "hair stand on end?" Will you till me with
superstition ? Some may say that it ims a woman. But
that could not be, for the forest was uninhabited, and
uninhabitable from frequent and great inundations, and
of vast extent.
And I believe that the hair sometimes does stand up

from a good, genuine scare. It has happened to me on
two occasions; first, during our late war, when, on a
miserable foggy morning, I ran all alone into about 17,000
"Yankees," supposing them to be Confederates, and sec-
ondly, since the war, when I thought that I was cornered
by about seventeen bloody Injuns, who were wild to kill
me and fully believed that they had me. On both these
occasions my hair actually "riz" and stood up like the
wires on a scrubbing brush, I did not see it so rise up
and so stand, but I distinctly felt it, and am sure that it

was so. However, I got away from both the Yanks and
the Injuns and did not have a hair on my head hurt.
Bless that kind Providence which takes care of fools!
Even to this day, when I think of these two episodes, it
almost makes my hair rise up.
And does not the Bible in the passage from Job quoted

by Forest and Stream state point-blank that Job's hair
"stood up?" And whatever that Old Book states as a
fact, I believe. As Napoleon Bonaparte said at St.Helena,
"The Bible is not a mere book, but a living creature."
And it is a living creature that never told a lie.

N. A. T.

Bird Notes.

Ithaca, N. Y„ Nov. 11.—This fall, up to a very recent
date, the number of robins inhabiting the sparsely wooded
lowlands adjacent to the Ithaca Marsh has been astound-
ingly large, A strolling minstrel from that shy, reserved
band of dun-coated fellows must have flitted cityward.

A REMARKABLE PAIR, OP HORNS.
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At any rate, a robin has been in the habit for some time
past of making regular daily (usually in the afternoon)
visits to a tall, wide-spreading elm standing across the

street from my residence. Away up in the topmost
branches the solitary representative of a blithesome race
would perch, and upon the ear of the alert listener would
now and then fall the faint cadence of a tuneful chirrup
that sounded almost weird and strangely out of place.

A few days prior to Nov, , 1 I missed my feathered
afternoon caller, and now, after ten days of keen watch-
fulness, I have come to believe that my hope for his

return must necessarily be deferred until the coming year
has donned its spring overcoat and demanded something
new in the way of neckties.
An incident illustrating the tenacious hold the English

sparrow has upon a more or less combative existence,
came recently under the notice of a friend of mine. A
sparrow flew against a telegraph wire in front of the city

post office with such force that it fell stunned and ap-
parently lifeless to the stone pavement below. A boy
passing a moment later thoughtlessly kicked it into the
gutter. My friend, from across the street, had seen the
bird fall to the pavement, and hastening over picked the
sparrow up and laid it upon the casement of one of
the post office windows. It remained motionless as though
dead for some minutes. Then a slight quiver ran through
the short, stuffy little body, followed presently by an
energetic picking of the legs, then a quick, deft beating
of pinions; and a moment later, with tne sprightliness of
a Japanese juggler, the bird flew aloft to a favorite re-

treat, as vigorous, voracious and quarrelsome as ever.
By the way, I don't believe the sparrow has as many

enemies as it once did. There is an impudent friendli-

ness, a persistent and effusive familiarity about the little

ruffian that tends to modify the popular verdict once
passed upon him. M. 0. H.

MORE ABOUT THE SCREAM.
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I know that the discussion of the panther's scream is

getting to be an old story, but I want to add my testi-

mony to the fact that he does scream, and she, too.

I spent seA^eral months in the Spanish Range of the
Rockies, in New Mexico, and heard the scream a number
of limes there; but the first time is the one I Mvant to
tell about.

1 wish I could make your readers realize what it is,

but 1 know I can't. No one who has not heard it can
imagine what it is like. We, that is my partner and
myself, were lying one night, wrapped in our blankets,
in front of our house in Mora county, N. M. About 100
yds. from us was the carcass of a calf that had died that
day. We were both asleep when a cry came that, to
speak for myself, raised me to my feet as if some one
had me by the throat. It was the most horrid, hair-
raising cry that I ever heard; it actually choked me. As
we got on our feet, we brought our Winchesters with us
and between us managed, nothwithstanding our scare,
to kill the animal. It was what they call there a moun-
tain lion, really a panther.

It seems that some coyotes were already at work on
the carcass and his scream must have been one of rage,
for we found two dead coyotes, one with his skull
crushed and the other with a broken back.

I do not care what any one may say, I know that the
panther does scream, and I will never forget the first

time I heard it. H. D. McVban.

One Effect on the Hair.

The editor of the 7\.8htabula, O., Sentinel, sends tis this
note (rf a panther-slayer's experience, and adds that Mr.
Spencer describes the scream as closely resembling that of
a woman in distress: "Our townsman Sylvester Spencer
is not a very old man, but has been white-haired for forty
years. He was always fond of hunting, and when game
became scarce in Ohio, he went to Michigan and Wiscon-
sin for large game. In 1850, when he was 33 years old,
be was hunting on the Wisconsin River. One day while
following a deer, which took him along a regular runway,
he heard a slight noise overhead, and in looking up saw,
about 13ft. above him, a large panther on a limb, juet
preparing to spring on him. He looked it full in the'eye
and it settled back for a moment, which gave Mr. Spen-
cer time to quickly raise his gun and send a bullet through
the head of the beast, and stepping aside the panther
sprang at him but fell dead on the ground. During the
encounter, which did not take as much time as to read
this, he was not scared, but when the danger was over it

came to him in full force, and the effect was so great that
within twenty-four hours his hair was as white as that of
a man of 80. 'The panther measured 8Ut. from tip to tip."

An English View of One American Institution.
A CELKBBATED Eiigiifih HuUior recently made a stiort tour iu

the Unii'-d StHies?, and speaking of his trip from Naw York to
Niagara Falls by "America'^ (i jeatest Railroad," he makes usb of
the following exDreasions;
"I have t wo ineffaceable visions before me, a river of peace, the

broad waters of the Hudson, a river of tumult, the roaring cata-
ract of Niagara.
"For about 170 miles, the New York Central runs along the

margin of the Hudson, and if the eye were never lifted higher
tban its level, it would feaston a bouquet of colors, like a rainbow
spread upon the earth."
Speaking of the rtiuing and sleeping cars, the bath and buffet

anil barber shop he says:
"With luxuries like these, the 1.000 miles to Chicago may become

a day's holiday, and if tiie journey be made by the New York
Central, it will be amidst fiouie of the most exquisite spots of this
vast and beautilul uoiuiLry.
/'Al ter the Palisades come the Hiphla Jds of the Hudson. The

river itself c«n never be forgotten. The eye cannot escape it. It
tascmates. Itjis majesty amidst the majestic; beauty among the
beautiful. Memorv cannot obliterate it.

"A word about the New York Ceutral. It is the only line in the

City may be reached iu half an hour, and on rainy days without
even wettim; the sole of the toot.

_

'1 he fastest train in the world

minute,"—^fJii.

Stood It as Ijong as He Could.
FUB-MtK, Va., Nov. 16.- 1 inclose checli for one year's subscrip-

tion 10 FOREST AND Stheam. Hrvb done without, it as Ions as Ican Bland it. A. S. Elrt,

"Game Laws in Brief," TTnited States and Canada,
illustrated, 25 cents. "Booli of the Game Laws^' {fvll

text), 50 cents.

RABBITS AND FERRETS.
Haetfoed, Conn.—^difor Forest and Stream: You

ask in the Forest and Stream of Nov. 17, 1892, What
place does the rabbit (or hare) hold in the popular estima-
tion as a game animal, and how are they looked upon by
the average gunner or bird shooter?
In answer to your first question, the rabbit (or hare) is

not held in high popular estimation as a game animal in

this section of Connecticttt.
Answering your second question, the rabbit (or hare) is

looked upon here by the bird shooter as an animal beneath
his own or his dog's notice.
Regarding hunting rabbits by ferrets. The Pennsyl-

vania ferret breeder claims the practice one that does not
exterminate, but fosters the breeding of rabbits. This
theory is not modeled upon lines altogether unfamiliar.
It is one skimmed ofer with adroitness. The theory ad-
vanced may be sound logic, but at this writing I am not
ready to accept it.

Your correspondent says, "It is not the male rabbit that
holes up and is killed, while the female runs and does not
hole up so often, and is saved to rear her young." This
statement is rather too sweeping to be entirely consistent
with facts. At this point there is more than one breach
of inconsistency.
Many barrels of rabbits killed by the aid of ferrets are

shipped from the State of New York to this city, and
fully 75 per cent, of the rabbits killed by the aid of ferrets
and on sale at our markets are females. It would seem
by this silent contradiction of the finely spun fancy and
vain delusion that ferrets do not foster the increase of
rabbits—in New York. If I remember rightly. Fisher's
Island teems with rabbits: there they are pi'otected—that
is, the use of ferrets is prohibited by the club controlling
the island.

It is claimed here in Connecticut by parties who know
something about rabbits that "ferreting" them is a very
destructive method of extermination, but it is unneces-
sary to dilate upon such unsportsmanlike means of taking
game. When a man, with dramatic accentuation, which
becomes woefully tiresome, advocates snares for ruft'ed

grouse, nets for catching trout, spears for taking black
bass from their spawning grounds, ferrets for rabbits, he
reminds me of the advice given by a colored minister to
one of his flock. The stovepipe happening to fall during
a revival, the minister asked one of the "bredderin" to
put it in position. Brother Johnson essayed to do it, but
rather slow. The old minister said, "Pick it up, brudder,
pick it up: de Lord won't let it burn you." Brother
Johnson, with faith in tne assurance, seized the hot pipe
and of course had his hands badly blistered. He dropped
it with the inappropriate but forcible and dramatic re-
mark, "De debbil he won't." Moral: Do not put too
much confidence in those who advocate snares, nets,
spears and ferrets, for surely you will fare as Brudder
Johnson did when he picked' up the hot stovepipe.

A. C. Collins.

Auburn, Susquehanna County, Pa.—Editor Forest
and Stream : 1 notice the communication of Mr. Decker
in your issue of Nov. 17, which seems to be put forward
as an excuse for selling ferrets when he knows they are
to be put to illegal use

; and, at the same time, get a'little
free advertising. Would not " I know " have been better
than "I am quite sure?"
Now, Mr. Decker and I reside but a few miles apart,

yet our conclusions vary widely. I am confident that
rabbits are not holding their own, but, on the contrary,
are rapidly decreasing. Ferrets were not used to any
considerable extent in this locality until the past three
years. Two years ago rabbits were very plentiful. The
first time out I shot ten ahead of my beagle belore noon.
One year ago a considerable diminution was noticeable,
and this fall, using the same dog and hunting over the
same ground, three were the largest bag I have made,
and often none at all.

Most of the rabbits killed are taken to the country
stores and from these shipped to the cities. Ask any of
the country merchants and they will tell you they are
handling but a small per cent, of the shipments of two
years ago.
No specie,? of game can survive a mode of hunting

where there is absolutely no chance of escape. One
young fellow tells me of hunting two years ago with a
ferret bred by Mr. Decker, and he killed from twelve to
nineteen rabbits a day a,nd kept it up nearly every day
for three weeks. According to Mr. Decker such slaughter—

" the more we hunt with ferrets "—conserves the sup-
ply. Never before have we heard it intimated that the
rabbit.was in the least carnivorous. We always supposed
that its antipathy to anything like blood or grease was
extreme. What proof has Mr. Decker that the male rab-
bits devour their young ? Or is it a mere "theory," not a
" condition ? " We hope it is as well authenticated as was
the fact that the old express horse Santa Anna subsisted
and grew fat on an exclusive diet of bullheads.
And again, if it is only the males that hole when pur-

sued by dogs, how does Mr. Decker account for the fact
with which all rabbit hunters are conversant—that on
some days every rabbit started will go straight to a hole,
while on other days they will all run some time before
going to earth ?

And does not Mr. Decker show ignorance of the habits
of game when he hints that the '

' true sportsman " shoots
young grouse during the warm months "up among the
maples and hemlock ti-ees on the very top of our hills ?"
If we are at all acquainted with the habits of the ruffed
grouse the heavily- timbered ridges would be the last place
the true sportsman would look for them early in the sea-
son. And if they are so killed one lawless act does' not
justify another.
His assertions are : The more rabbits killed with ferrets

the more there ir left. The male rabbits kill and eat their
young. That the male only Roes to earth when pursued.
That the law prohibiting the use of ferrets can not be en-
forced. That rabbits subsist on grain. That the younc
grouse are found on the heavily-timbered ridges. Howmany of them will stand inquiry ? Behold a new axiom

in mathematics. Any part is greater than the whole,
and the smaller the part the greater the total

!

His sympathy for the " farmers' boys " makes me tired.

It is so old, so very old and so very thin. When any one
wishes the repeal of a protective law they always over-
flow with sympathy for the " poor farmer's boy," down-
trodden and oppressed. It is the same self-interest sym-
pathy whether coming from a grouse-snarer in the East,
or a Pennsylvania man who wishes to hunt rabbits with
a " bug." I was a farmer's boy for twenty-one years and
have been associated with them ever since, and I know
them to be above and beyond any such sympathy. And
a large per cent, of the boys upon the farms of Susque-
hanna county could give Mr. Decker points on game and
gportsmanship. Bon Ami.

Ithaca, N. Y.—Although much ferreting is no doubt
annually done in this section of the State the tupply of
rabbits holds out remarkably well. Good bags are fccored

daily now. I believe, however, that i-abbits should be
protected from Jan. 1 to Nov. 1. Between the ferrets,

the beagles, and the breechloaders, bunnie has a small
chance to thrive and multiply as the law now stands,
Mart Oltz, a local trapper, tells me, with a wink of the
eye that is rich in meaning, that he has already trapped
over one hundred muskrats and two minks, M. C. H.

THE LOST PARK BUFFALO AGAIN.
Kenosha, Col., Nov. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:

On Oct. 5 a prospector named Boeher, who has been pros-
pecting during the summer, came in from Lost Park
with information that he had met while in there two
hunters, one of whom, named Foley, he had been
acquainted with in times past on the plains and knew
him as an old buffalo hunter. Foley confided to Boeher
that his party were there for the express purpose of get-
ting some bison for future mounting, and that two taxi-
dermists accompanied the outfit for tbe purpose of pre-
paring the frames, that they had already killed thirteen
and had arranged with a party owning thirty jacks to
come after them and pack their game out of the Park.
Boeher told his story to Mr. M. F. Case, of Kenosha,

with whom he stopped that night, and off'ered to go back
with him (Case) and locate the camp of the outfit, but
Case at that time was sick (is now lying at point of
death) and could not go. He did the next best thing,
however, and notified the State authorities, recom-
mending that they come to Kenosha and he would sup-
ply them with the necessary horses and camp outfit to go
into the Park and make a thorough hunt for the killers,

also that they could get Boeher to go with them, and
have him show where he had met the parties and where
he had seen the evidence of their having killed some of
the bison. Gordon Land, the State Game Warden,
thought the matter could be attended to from other
points and so sent an outfit under charge of J. P. Lower,
and with Jonathan Higginson, of Buffalo Creek, as
guide they entered the Park from Buffalo Creek, and
after searching two or three days came to the conclu-
sion that there had been no killing and retraced
their steps to Estabrook, where they heard of a pack
outfit having passed a few days previous. They started
on the trail of this outfit and traced it as far as
Slaghts, where all traces of it were lost. As the Park
can be entered from the vicinity of Slaghts, it is very
probable that the parties they were tracking vvere the
outfit that Foley had spoken of as coming after them.
Having lost the trail Lower and company retttrned to
Buffalo Creek.
Another party in charge of Deputy Game Warden

Kimball went into the Park from this end after nearly
two weeks' delay, but after a three days' search they re-
turned not having seen any traces of the buffalo hunters.
A short note appeared in one of the Denver dailies

from Florrissant, saying that two taxidermists of that
place had left there on a hunting expedition, and no
knowledge of their whereabouts being had it was sup-
posed that they might be the parties sought after. These
men have not returned to their homes yet, and it will de-
pend on their word where they have been, whether they
are the ones wanted or not. It is very probable that they
have heard ere this that they are suspected of being the
buffalo slayers and it will be an easy matter for them to
get rid of the pelts, head, etc., if they have them; or they
could continue on to Wyoming or Utah and on returning
say that they had killed their game in those States, and
there would be none to dispute their word, unless this
man Foley could be found and brought before Boeher.
Lost Park is a long narrow valley about ten miles long

and varying from a few feet to a half mile in width, there
are many gulleys running into it and the country around
is very rough and heavily timbered, so that it is an easy
matter for a person to keep out of the way of any search-
ing party that might go in after them.
There is no one living in the Park and the buffalo use

it a part of the year for their grazing ground, and they
range from Kenosha on this side to the vicinity of Pike's
Peak on the other and all along the ranges intermediate,

S. S. Cakruthers.

Denver, Nov. M.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. S.
S. Carruthers, of Kenoshti, sent the following special to
the Denver Bepublican:

Keworha.. Uol., Nov. aa.—[SpeefaLl—Mr. .Tames Gregg, a resi-
dent of Webster, wt o has been hunting in the neiKht. rhnod of
Lost Park. Teporta thaf in Craig Gulch he found the carcass of a
freshly killed buffalo. The hide had been stripped from it, Inav-
ing the head and meat. The Uide had been diagged along the
trail in tbe direction of the Puper Mill Camp at Chase. Some
steps should be taken, and at once, to place a dspnty game warden
in the Lost Park country, and have him take up hia residence
tliere. If some such steps are uot taken, it will be but a short
time till all tlie remaining buffalo, one by one, will be exter-
minated.

This is probably authentic, as the buffalo are known to
range in Craig Gulch. It is to be hoped that this mis-
creant will be caught and an example made of him. If
the authorities move quickly they can follow the trail of
the hide and thus locate the killer. Teseeby,

Florida Quail.

Tallahassee, Fla., Nov. 19.—The quail are abundant
this year. On the 1.5th John A. Pearce and Geo. Beard
killed eighty-one. Quail shooting was always good, but
March 1, 1893, the close season began, and that and other
causes have made the birds numerous, D. D. B,
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A FIRE-HUNT.
My experience at fire-hunting deer at night with a

headlight is limited to one hunt, and the tale briefly told
runs as follow:
We started late in the afternoon to go two or three

miles away from home where the hunt was to commence.
With me was a friend, a veteran of two wars, his face
seamed and bronzed by the suns and winds of the Rio
Grande in '59, and afterwards by the hardships and ex-
posures of Civil War campaigns in Kentucky and Virginia.
I was a boy of fifteen who could only follow blindly his
leadership.
We reached the hunting ground, and wlien it grew

dark my companion adjusted the lamp to his head and
took tbe lead. Our rouce was through the woods along
some old roads but little used, rather a wild country at
that time and abouading in game. We rode slowly, and
it soon became tedious to me, as I had neither lamp nor
gun, and had no chance to join in the fun of shooting
anything. Very soon I became tired, and although on
horseback bagan to nod. A growing boy, living in the
country, where exercise and open air are abundant, can
genei'ally sleep under any and all circumstances. After
riding for two hours my friend
stopped and dismounted and went
out through the timber following
something. lie crept along and
got some distance away. This was
a good opportunity for me, so I
slid off my horse, sat down with
my back to a tree, and without
ceremony went to sleep. I don't
remember ever having so sweet
a nap as that. Very soon the re-
port of his gun waked me up. He
came back directly and reported
that he had shot at a panther
but did not get it.

As he came toward me he
looked quite weird and uncanny
out there in the darkness. The
light from his lamp sent its rays
out into the deep recesses of the
thick -woods, making the tbll

forest trees to appear more majes-
tic than ever, and the darkness
and the shadows were emphasiz-
ed. At 20yds. away one could
not tell what the lamp rested
upon. The bearer was completely
obscured. Thus it is that the game
is lured to its destruction. In the
still watches of the night, when,
mankind—the arch enemy of all

the animal kind—is supposed to
be rapt in restful slumber, it be-
holds approaching from out the
still mysterious darkness a some-
thing it cannot make out nor
understand. As it comes slowly
on the animal stands up straining
its eyes and every sense to their
utmost tension. It gazes and gaz-
ing wonders. Its curiosity leads
to its destruction, for those eyes,
wide opened in eager wonder
present to the hunter a shining
mark. Like balls of fire or like
shining gems, they stand out in
bold relief from a dark back-
ground.
We journeyed on after that shot

for several hours without encount-
ering anything worth mention-
ing. We sighted game several
times, but killed nothing. Finally
we left the timber and entered
the prairie, I had long since be-

come useless to him as company,
for I was asleep half of the time.
Soon after entering the prairie he
got a good shot at a deer and
crippled ic badly, we could see it

staggering about in the light of
the lamp, but it got away. He
was shooting with a shotgun, and
as is too often the case with this

weapon, the game gets away
crippled to die, a loss to lue
bunter.
This incident wokeme thorough-

ly, and I now felt an interest in
the hunt. Very soon he shot at another, and another—
three deer in all with the same results. We crippled
three, but not one could we get. It was now about 3 or 3
o'clock in tbe morning, when my friend concluded to
iJraw otf , as he, too, was tired and disgusted with his
luck. We started for home, about five or six miles dis-
tant, and when we arrived there, lay down and got a
little sleep. Not much, however, for soon after day-
light my friend roused me and said we must return
3,nd get those deer. I didn't feel much like mounting a
horse again, but I was ashamed to say so. I was tired
and sore.

When we reached the place where we shot the last
ieer the night before and which now came first in our
route, the dogs scenting around in the tall grass soon
found the deer, which was badly wounded. We dis-
patched it with a rifle ball through the head. The game
5vas dressed and placed on my brother's horse and we
tnoved on hoping to secure the others as easily. When
we came to the neighborhood of the next one and were
looking about for it, we discovered another hunter buay-
ng himself after the same game. It was a large gray
f?olf and he must have been much interested in the search,
for he did not see us until we were near him. My com-
panion jumped from his horse and fired at him hastilv,
missing him. Tlie wolf started for the timber about 'a
mile away in the long swinging gallop common to them
and I started in pursuit, riding a good horse. He didn't
^eemto expect pursuit, and for a while did not look back,
and with his start of 300 vda, the race for the timber was
exciting. When half way he did look and fouud i had
gained on him so much that he changed his gait to one
meaning business. He evidently realized that the race was
now one of life and death to ham and struck out with his

best gait. Both horse and wolf warmed to the work,
(ilancing back I saw close up to the rear my old friend,
his broad sombrero bent by the breeze, sixshooter in hand,
and fire in his eye. The dogs, wild with the excitement
of the chase, were close at our heels and eager to close in.
When less than lOOyds. from the timber I passed the
wolf, dropped my rifle and fired at very short range. The
wolf turned over at the discharge of the gun though it is

probable I missed him. I have seen these scamps when
closely pursued and shot at or roped at to turn over and
run the other way.

I passed him, l)ut as soon as I could recover my horse I
turned and saw him making for the timber again, this
time accompanied by my friend, who was playing on him
with his six-shooter. Roth of our muzzleloading rifles
were empty and useless. Some of the pistol balls took
effect in the wolf, but for all that he woald have left us
if it hadn't have been for our faithful dogs. They came
up to the charge in fine style as soon as the wolf arose
after my shot and took hold of him. They could not hold
him, however, for the wolf's fangs were sharp and his
snapping jaws sounded like the clacking of machinery.
They would all bunch up together in battle, but the wolf
would throw them off and spring away only to be seized

AN UNCERTAIN POINT.

Ffom a phptogi'iipli by Mr. D. P. Cox.
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agaim. At sttch times as they were momentarily separ-
ated, my companioa would get in a shot with his pistol.

The danger of hitting the dogs prevented him from doing
better shooting. In the excitement we were all on the
ground together, and our presence and encouraging yells
gave courage to the dogs. The wolf became weakened
from the pistol balls, one of which wounded him badly,
but was still far from being whipped. My coaxpanion's
pistol became empty, and it too was useless to us, for
there was no time for loading muzzleloading arms, I

seized a club to help the dogs, for, like all boys I was
very fond of my dogs and hated to stand by and see the
fine fellows used up by this skulking raBcal'. Before this

fight my brother and I had believed them invincible.
My companion called on me to stand back, and draw-

ing from its scabbard his heavy hunting knife, took it by
the point and with a quick dexterous movement threw it

at the wolf, a distanca of twenty feet. The knife entered
the fleshy part oC the hind leg, vrent through and cut its

way out. This weakened the wolf still more, and all of
us, men, dogs and wolf, were brought to bay. Ttte wolf's
courage was that of desperation, and he looked like he
was desperate enough to do anything. My friend again
took up the knife and made another throw. This time
his aim was perfect. The blade went straight through
the animal's heart. The despairing wolf seized the handle
with his teeth, rolled over and was dead,
Looking about for our horses, which had been for-

gotten in the excitement of the fight, we saw them going
across the prairie, just rounding a point nearly two miles
away. There was no alternative for us but to undertake
the return on foot, and when just wii;hin sight of home
we met a servant with the runaway horses.

S. D. CVLDER.

ADIRONDACK DEEF^ HUNTING;
Editor Forest and Stream:
Tbe season for deer hunting in New York State whick

opened Aug. 15, closed Nov. 1, and after to-day venison
can not be legally had in possession. It appears to be
universally conceded among sportsmen who frequent the
Adirondack region, that deer have thus far increased
rather than decreased in numbers under the existing j)ro-

tective laws, but it is also admitted that this gratifying
state of things can not long continue, unless there are
more strenuou--^ legislative enactments or more rigid en-
forcement of the present statutes. While it is probably a
fact that there are more deer in the Adirondack wilder-
ness now than there were ten, fifteen, or even twenty
years ago, it is equally true that the number of hunters
is yearly on the increase, and at a rate with which the
game can not keep pace. It is believed that there were
five or more deer hunters in the wilderness during the
past season, where there was one five years ago and ten
this year where there was one ten years ago. Of course
this means a very great increase in the number of deer
killed, and it is feared the cervine animals can not
multiply rapidly enough to fully replenish the stock.

In view of these facts the sen-
timent is rapidly gaining ground
among sportsmen, and guides as
well, that some steps should be
taken to further protect the
does, and many unhesitatingly
declare in favor of the passage
of an act prohibiting killing
them at any time. The advisa-
bility of the adoption of such a
measure has been discussed be-
fore, in fact, no longer ago than
last winter, but the wisdom of it

has never been seen as clearly or
acknowledged as generally as at
the present time, with with
theseason's record of does killed
at hand for reference. The re-
cord shows, as is always the case,
that tbe percentage of does killed
during the floating or jacking sea-
son was far greater than bucks,
so much so that some of the hun-
ters who have hitherto earnestly
advocated that mode of hunting
are now in favor of prohibiting it.

Furthermore, everyone concedes
that there are very many deer
wounded,pre8umably mostly does,
that escape the jack hunter only
to die in the woods. The record
further shows that during the bal-
ance of the open season fully as
many does as bucks were killed.
The new law which limits the

hounding season to the month be-
tween Sept. 10 and Oct. 11 is also
the subject of much adverse cri-
ticism on the part of deer hunters.
It is argued that under this ar-
rangement the season is neither
advantageous for the deer nor the
hunters. The deer are not in
prime condition until later in
the fall, and they make long and
often-times eccentric runs, being
very reluctant to take to the
water. Many believe that it

would be better to open the
hounding season Oct. 1 and close
it Oct. 80, or make the dates even
later than that. Probably dates
opening the season the middle of
October and closing it Nov. 1 or
later, would be fully as satisfac-
tory as the present. Any one
who has had experience hunt-
ing deer with dogs knows that
the animals will follow their run-
ways more closely and take to
the water more readily in October
than in September, and the per-
centage of bucks killed is larger.
Many experienced hunters are

in favor of doing away with
hounding as wel as floating,
claiming that with both abolished
and the other restrictions regard-
ing shooting provided for in the

existing laws rigidly enforced, the deer would .nxul-

tiply so rapidlv as to afford excellent returns for
more legitimate and sportsmanlike methods of hunt-
ing within a very few years. Tiiere are very few
hunters who would not prefer to watch on a pond or
stream for a daylight shot at a deer, if the animals were
so numerous as to render the chance of getting one highly
probable, to floating or hounding. And still-hunting,

which means taking the deer on their own grounds and
pitting one's own intelligence and skill against their
instinct, is the fairest and most exciting sport of all when
there is game enough to warrant one in trying it. When
watchiiig or still-hunting the hunter can more readih'
determine whether the deer is . doe or a buck before he
shoots than he can when floating or even when hunting
with dogs, although it is not always a difficult thing to

decide under the latter method.
No complaint has been heard concerning the clause in

the new law restricting the number of deer which a per-
son can kill to two instead of tbree, and it is believed to
be a wise provision.
There is good reasan to believe that hundreds of deer

were killed in the wilderness last winter for nee in the
numerous lumber camps and in the camps of the laborers
employed in the construction of the Adirondack & St.

La wrence Railroad. It is said on good authority that .50

were, killed by the men in one lumber camp' between
Forest} lorfc and iNorth Lake. According to reports re-

ceived from the Adirondacks there have b.een other
flazrant violations of the game laws during the year,
and it is believed that a special game protector should be
appointed for work in that region who is active, fearless

and thoroughly acquainted with the country. Port.ssa.,

UticA.,N. Y.,Nov. 15.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some recent experiments conducted bj me, showed

that when two shells were loaded (one with black and
the other with nitro powder), so as to be equal in panetra-

lion,the nitro powder made a considerably closer pattern.

This result is accounted for by the theory that with the

nitro powder there was less pressure against the charge,

at the time it left the muzzle of the gun, than with the

black powder. It is doubtless a fact that the nitro pow-
der did not make so large a volume of gas as the black,

but made it instantaneously, and from the time the

charge began to move, the pressure began to decrease,

owing to increased room for expansion, and the absorp-

tion of heat by the gun barrel, while the black powder,

no doubt continued to burn and generate gas during the

entire passage of the charge from breech to muzzle, and
if the generation of gas were more rapid than the in-

crease of room for expansion, the pressure was greater at

the final exit of the charge than at any other time. The
theory that the pattern is very much modified by the

pressure at the instant the charge leaves the gun, is sup-

ported by the well-known fact that heavy charges of

powder make the shot scatter, and the scattering is partly

caused by the rear shot pushing against the forward ones,

and glancing aside from them, after they are no longer

confined by the sides of the barrel. If the preesure

ceased entirely before the charge reached the muzzle,

and there was no friction between the shot and the sides

of the barrel, would they scatter at allV No doubt they

would for so long as they remained in a body they would
compress the air in front of them, and finding less re-

sistance at the sides would glance away from the com-
pressed air in front. Can you cite me to any pressure

tests, where pressure gauges were used both at the breech

and near the muzzle, and if so, what difference in pres-

sure was noted? Is it supposed that the shot thrown from
a choke-bored gun cross their lines of flight'/ That is

would the pellets that came out along the right-hand side

of the barrel be found at the left-hand side of the pattern

and vica versa? It is well-known that the diff erent pel-

lets of a charge are thrown with irregular force. Some
will barely bury themselves in a board while other will

penetrate it a quarter of an inch. What part of the

charge did the weak pellets occupy and why did they not
travel as fast as the others when they all left the gun
with the same velocity? While writing the quertion it

occurs to me that it may be caused, if there is high pres-

sure at the muzzle of the gun, by the rear pellets pushing
against the front ones so as to impart a part of their force

to the front ones and lose a corresponding portion of their

own. This, however, is not in accordance with the theory
that the rear pellets glance aside from the front ones, for

in that case the weak pellets would be found around the
outside of the pattern, when as a fact they are found all

through it. O. H. Hampton.
Wtlliamsbitrg, Ind.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Got. W. E. RDSSBLt. is a successful sportsman, as well

as a politician who cannot be beaten. As soon as the
recent exciting campaign in the Bay State was over, and
it was known that the Governor had run many thousand
ahead of his ticket and was elected for the third time, he
hies himself down to Maine for rest and recuperation.
The Governor, with Gan. Dalton and Col. Harry Has-
tings, has been spending a few days at Col. .John E.
Thayer's new camps at B. Pond, a few miles from Um-
bagog Lake. Did the Governor shoot a deer? is the ques-
tion. If he did not he has the credit of it all the same.
Speaking of the increase in deer in Maine, Commis-

sioner Henry C. Stanley says that it is a perfect wonder.
He never begun to see them so plenty. His son, while
out hunting one day this fall, actually near the village
of Dixfield, shot one and saw eight or nine others.
Things are frequently put on ice, and more especially

those nice pieces of venison that are coming from Maine
now and then; the kind donations of friends. But
other things get on ice. Our friend B. (he would be
chagrined if I should give his full name to tne For-
est AND Steeam) left some of his wearing apparel at
camp last fail. The other day he wrote a letter to his
guide, who was going up to see if matters were all right,
to send so and so out to him by express. In duesea-on
the express brought a package. The boys in the office
of a friend in Boston (B, lives over in Cambridge) saw
where the package came from. It looked like venison,
it smelled like venison, and there was some blood, or
what looked like blood, on the package. At once they
carried the package to a restaurant and asked privilege
of putting it on ice till B. came over. Soon the owner
came, in answer to the telephone. The package was
brought and opened. It containea a pair of B.'s boots.
B )Ston Thanksgiving gunners did not have remarkable

luck, so far as reported. The day was fine enough, but
somehow the best of the shooting in this State has been
absorbed, and Thanksgiving did not yield a great many
birds, Quail shooting, though pretty fair in some sec-
tions at the opening of the season, seems to have been
pretty badly run over, or at least so the Thanksgiving
gunners report. S3me of the Chamber of Commerce
boys were out, but they do not mention a respectable bag
in a single instance. T.. W. DePae?, assistant secretary
of that institution, and Mr. Mackintosh, doorkeeper,
planned a shooting trip over to Canton. They enlisted
the sympathies of E. M. Gillam, of the Boston Advertiser,
with his celebrated dog, but they brought back no birds,
though havintf several very poor shots at grouse.
Mr. A. \j. Finney, with Henry Savage of the cotton

tr.ade, and his friend Mr. P. W. GifFo'd, with Mitcbel
Wing of soap fame, have been down to Eist Sandwich on
a hunt, and they have had an excellent time with much
good sport. East S-andwich lies on Cape Cod, between
Sandwich and Barnstable, and it is a good location for
shooting : that is, if one has permission to shoot. It
seems that of late years gunning has become such a nuis-
ance to the residents and farmers of East Sandwich that
many of them have posted their lands, and have generally
kept hunters away. This has been very favorable to the
multiplication of quail and other game. Now it happens
that Mr. Mitchel Wing's father owns a farm of 160 acres
in about the best shooting section of that town, and Mr.
Gilford and Mr. Finney received an invitation to shoot
there. They were quartered at the farmhouse for nearly
two weeks. They had good dogs and the quail shooting
was " simply fine." they say. The first day out they got

only one. not being " on to " the hunting in that section.

But each day after, that they tried for quail, they got

from five to fifteen birds. The duck shooting was fine

also. There are numerous creeks there into which the

ducks come to feed. They got black ducks simply by ly-

ing in ambush near these G>-Poks and bays, shooting some
very fine birds—one, Mr. Fmney says, was the heaviest

black duck he ever saw. Tney also obtained almost ev-

ery sort of saltwater duck to be obtained at this «eas3n of

the year. They even bagged green-winged teal: though
unusually late for those birds. But the game that sur-

prised them the most was the foxps. They actually ran
on to'" five of these fellows at different timps during their

stay. The farmers say that foxes are increasing very
rapidly there, and are becoming a great pest; so much so

that they are obliged to resorc to trapping them. The
hunters were not armed with rifles, and the foxes were
careful to keep out of shotgun range, especially loaded
with bird shot. Mr. Frnney says that when he goes again
he shall take a couple of hounds and a rifle along. The
inhabitants tell him good stories of driving foxes down
on to sandy points and shooting them. Special.

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
At the Syracuse meeting of the executive committee,

the delegates re^jorted on tlie working of the present law
in their localities, the game protectors, and game and fish

interests, Some of these reports were given last week;
others follow:

Leather Stocking Game Club,

G. P. Mattison, of Oswego—For over forty years I

have taken a great deal of interest in the protection of

fish and game. I have studied the game laws up to the
present time, and in our section, in the locality of Oswego,
the present working of the game law is very satisfactory.

We have had for the past twelve months more protection
than ever before, and our game protector is doing good
work, but there is a great deal more for him to do. A
good deal has been said about amending the game law.
I think that since the game law has been understood in
this State it has done excellent service, and I do not ap-
prove of amending it. Ic has been amended and worked
over until I fear that th^ gentleman who introduced the
law would not recognize it. We have all the protection
we need, and I would not be in favor of offering an
amendment to the present law. I do not think that I

would be in favor, as is my friend from Lyonp, of making
the season closed from Jan. 1. The open season should
commence early in November and close about the first of
February. If the protectors of this State would see to
enforcing such an amendment, of course I would be in
favor of it, but it is of minor importance in my opinion.
Our protector has done marvelous work. He has prose-

cuted some cases, convicted some offenders and collected
some fines. I sincerely believe in the prosecution of
violators, and making them pay a fine.

My friend Mowry claims for the Onondaga Sportsmen's
Club the honor of doing the most work toward the pro-
tection of the game and fish in this State, or at least in
this part of the State. White I have alwavs had a great
regard for his advice, yet I beg leave to difl'er. Our club
was organized in 1800 and we protected game and fish long
before his club was organized. I myself have been to a
great deal of expense to have the fish and game laws
printed and given to the people who were interested in
hunting and fishing, so that they might know just what
the law was, and thus protect the game and fish. I am
willing that the Onondaga Club should have its share of
the credit, but I am not willing that they should go
ahead of us. But for all we have done much, still we
are going to keep on doing more. I do not think that we
want any more amendments, but only live up to the laws
we have and see that they are enforced.

Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association.

Aaeon JIather, of Canandaigua^—As I do more fishing
than hunting, I shall speak more particularly of the fish-
ing. Most of my fishing is done in Hemlock Lake,
They commence fishing there as soon as the ice is out
of the lake. The fi-^hing is very extensive, and if the
lake was properly looked after and this early fishing
stopped we would have much better results, I avoided
taking a bass out of the lake this year. Nets are set
there and more protection is needed along this line. We
have been catching a good many pickerel there, but
these shotild also be more protected.
In regard to public sentiment there, the greater part of

the citizens are in favor of game protection, especially
on rabbits. As for the protector's work, there are four
lakes along in a chain and the protector cannot look
after all of them.

Cheaper Fish Food Association.

F. J. Amsden, of Rochester—All that the Rochester
Club has done in the line of work has come from the
Syracuse clubs to us. We work up new organizations.
We have started several, at Albion and other places.
These organizations are determined to stop illegal fishing
and shooting. The State organization has helped us by
giving its strength and encouragement in this direction,
and I believe it has an interest in us. I indorse what one
of the speakers before me said in regard to the import-
ance of prohibiting the transportation of birds from one
county to another.
Public sentiment with us is growing. I want to say

this for our game protector, Mr. Swartz, that he has been
a fearless protector. He has done his work constantly,
and in our fishing community there has not been so much
fishing in years as there is to-day.

Seth Green Club.
F.J. Benton, of Penn Yan—I have fished and shot

from my boyhood up. I am very much interested in the
locality of Keuka Lake. I have lived there and been
proprietor of a hotel for forty years, and I am one of
the oldest sportsmen in the county. For the first twenty-
three years that I lived there it was no trouble for an
amateur to catch before breakfast, one. two or three
dozen pickerel. One morning fifteen fishermen went out
from my hotel, and when they came in to breakfast they
had 175 salmon trout. Some weighed 12 and some 161bs
Keuka Lake is a great lake for trout. I know of trout

being caught that weighed 291bs. Ten years ago they
ran from 15 to 161bs., and last season 13lbs., and thisyear
le^lbs. Ten years ago the average fish weighed lOlbs
while this year the average fish caught did not weigh

31bs. After the death of Mr. Parish we had no prote c'or
and have had none since until the State appointed one,

I have notified Game Protector Sheridan time and time
again of npt« being laid in the lake. I have lain nigh(s
and watched people set nets, and given him notice, but it

was of no use. I have gone myself and taken seven and
ten nct.^. People in former years would come and stop
at the hotel and hire some one to row them around for a
couple of hours and give them five dollars. Then likely
enough when they got back they would be so well pleased
that hey would give them another five. We could get
no protection on the lake. We finally went to work with
the Fish Commissioner. We called on Mr. Pond and he
came up to our lake. I introduced him to the parties of
the steamboat line, and the business men of the town and
people that would be interested. He wanted to know
what our game constable was. I said, "There is his gin
mill." That man has got that lake too dead to bury.
He has cases there that he cannot prosecute. I am a

delegate here to obtain your help in the matter. A great
many people came there and formed themselves into a
club, and own a club house, and they come there and fish

for ten days and two weeks and never catch a trout. I

am sent here from the Seth Green Gun Club as a dele-

gate. We want more protpction.
Before I go home, I would like to offer an amendment

for the protection of birds. I would suggest the op-^ning
and closing of all shooting for birds at the same time.

Onondaga Anglers' Association.

Walter S. MacGeegor (in Mr. Loftie'd absence)—In
regard to the local protector, Mr. Hawn, I have this to

say. Mr. Hawn has made an admirable protector. He
has been fearless and indefatigable in his efforts to sup
press all illegal fishing in this community. In the short
time since he was appointed protector, by his fearlessness
he has largely conquered the depredators on Oneida Lake,
He has captured a large number of the nets and caught
men in the act of using them; and has successfully prose-
cuted the depredators; and in that short period has so
changed public sentiment that, while at first he worked
at the paril of his life, to day he has substantially driven
out of the lake all the nets, and has caused many of the
former depredators to cease and become honest citizens

and gentlemen. The larger part of the information he
has received of violations of the law omes from men
who were once engaged in this business, but who now
heartily aid him in his efforts to suppress all illegal fish-

ing. Mr. Hawn was the first agent of the Anglers'
Association to do its work, and that work was so efii

ciently done that we x-ecommend him for an appointment
to the Commissioners as a protector for this district. The
record he has made entitles him to high honor and re-

spect, and we congratulate the Commissioners and the
Anglers' Association that so wise a choice was made, and
that he has proved to be what we claimed. In regard to
Mr, Jackson, I have this to say, he has captured a great
many nets in the past two years, and has caught a great
many persons in the illegal use of nets, and has prose-
cuted them and either recovered or forced judgment set-

tlements to be made. With the exception of one or two
summer resorts on Onondaga Lake, which pprsist in vio-
lating the laws by using nets to supply their table.*? with
fish, the law upon Onondaga Lake is well enforced. I

have this to say, that as the result of labors of the
Anglers' Association and through its agencies, the fishing

upon Onondaga Lake for the past two and three years bat
been vastly increased, so that almost anybody who goes
there now to fish acknowledges that more fish and larger
fish have been caught in the past few seasons than for
years past, and a public sentiment has been created that
the work has been good work and has brought golden
fruits.

I hear gentlemen complain that they get no protection
in their vicinity. I wish to say to you, Mr. Chairman,
that if the shooters wish to see more game in their com-
munity they must organiza to assist the protector by giv
ing him information of violations of the law and by see-

ing to it that the oflVnders are prosecuted. The tlTort^

of the Anglers' Association have been to aid the protector
with their own funds by securing evidence of illegal

fishing, catching the men, and prosecuting them strongly
and fearlessly without regard to social or business posi-

tion.

It has been unfortunately true for years that the State
Association has devoted its time and money not to pro-
tection, but simply to trap-shooting, and nothing was
done to preserve the game* and fish in this Slate; but, I

tell you gentlemen, the time has come when we must be
united and organized to preserve both game and fish.

I desire to call your attention to another matter. There
has been a sentiment throughout the country against per-
sons or associations acquiring exclusive rights of hunting
and fishing, and I believe it is the duty of this associa-
tion to correct this false impression and sentiment,
Streams cannot be stocked with fish except by the efforts

of individuals and club?, which provide funds for that!

purpose, and when they have spent that money to pre-
serve the game and fish they are entitled to enjiy it and
keep it protected. A private club acquiring the exclusive
right to fish and game upon a stream and which stocks it

with fish, not only benefits itself but the whole commu-
nity through the entire course of the stream and ite

branches, because the fish so planted do not all stay
within the preserve, but settle down through the whole
stream and its branches, so that everybody who has a

right to fish on that stream or upon any portion of thf

stream not preserved receives the benefits. If you have
ever observed the reports in the sporting journals for the
past two or three years you will have observed that there
has been a great increase reported both in quality and sizt

of fish caught, and this is proof positive of the benefits
received through the clubs.
In regard to prosecutions in a great many communitief.

the people have not come to see the importance of pre,
serving our game and food fish and are reluctant to con-
vict offenders in criminal prosecutions. I would advis^
private persons and associations therefore not to rely ou
criminal proceedings, but to brine civil actions to re<

cover penalties against the violators, force to judgment
and press to collect. Gat judgments against the partie;^

for a full amount of the damage and costs and get then
to pay you right then. Do not depend too much upor
your district attorneys; they are as a rule politicians whc
care nothing for protection of game and fish ; but organ-
ize in your community, secure evidence, make oflendeir|

pay the penalty and bo aid your State authorities, '
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The people are just beginning to recognize that if fish

and game are to be perpetuated in this State the season
of fishing and shooting must be limited to a short season
so that the fish and birds may breed and increase in num-
bers.

As to the use of nets in the Seneca River, in Seneca,
Wayne and Cayuga counties. No nets undtrany pre-

tente whatever ought to be allowed in the fresh-water
fcti earns, lalres or rivers in this State.

Black Fiiver Fish and Came Protective Assoc'n.

W. E. Walcott, of Utica—It is sorae: twenty years
since I first visited the Adirondscks, but since then T

have been there two, three and even four times a year,

I am a member of the i31ack River Club, so I fe( I some-
what qualified to speak on this subject. A great deal

has been said about the wildernesses of thp Adirondacks
as a fishing and hunting resort. It is actually becoming
a more popular resort every year. The lumber companies,
pulp mills and saw mills are devastating the wilderness,

and to a degree which is appalling to the lover of the

woods. A century will be needed to replace the timber
when it has once been removed, i fllr. Walcott read from
an advance proof his report on Adirondack deer written
for FoEEST AND STREAM, and printed to-day,J

Caledonia Rod and Cun Club.

James Anntn, Jr.—I am sent here by our club to speak
. more especially on the rabbit question. The rabbits in

otir section are unprotected. We have some birds left

and some rabbits, but the law has no closed season on
rabbits. The majority of our birds are killed by the pot-

hunter and mostly by fellows who are out shooting
rabbits tiuring the winter, when they come i cross the
partridges. For my part, I should like to see the rabbit

I

beason open and close with the partridge. The old law
uatd to allow it to run on another month after the par-

tridge season was closed. There is more shooting in the
month of January than before. We see a gang of fellows
out shooting all through the month of January.

I

Special Legislation.

\ Secretary Doyle, of the Fish Commission—^Regarding
i fhis amendment permitting the setting of nets in Seneca
River, it was placed in the bill through the personal
solicitation of Senator Hunter, of that district, and the
only way in which we can hope to remedy the matter is

through'Senator Hunter, as he will again be in the Legis-

lature the ccBring season. In relation to the law which
permits the using of batteries in Sodus Bay, I would say
that this amendment was obtained through the personal
solicitation of Senator Richardson, The only way to

remedy these matters is through the personal work of the
members with the gentlemen who have secured the
amendments of the bill.

TENNESSEE IS WAKING UP.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 19.— Editor Forest and

Stream: Tennessee sportsmen are waking up to the
importance of protecting fish and gani".

The Chattanooga Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion has been formed, and at the first meeting fifty-two
prominent citizens were enrolled as members.

This is the outcome of a series of articles in the Chat-
tanooga Times, supplemented by strong editorials, call-

ing attention to the prevalence of the nefarious and per-
nicious habit of netting quail and the general non-ob-
seivance of the close seasons.

Live birds have been shipped by thousands from this

section, and the consequence is that they have now
become scarce. Certain unscrupulous dealers when
caught with live birds in their possession evade the law
by proving, at least to their own satisfaction, that the
birds were caught in Ceorgia.

It is a well-known fact that many of these birds are
used in the field trials at various points, and Tennessee
f-portsmen are utterly disgusted, to put it mildly, at those
so-called sportsmen who advertise for live birds, as they
must know the result of netting in any section.

The new bill will strike directly at the root of the evil,

and it will in future be an expensive matter for any
person, express company or railway, to have live birds in
iheir possession at any time.

The new organization proposes to form a combination
of ten or twelve counties, to revise the law of trespass,
and put forward a dog tax law, to make dogs "property"
in the eyes of the law, to secure much needed legislation
regarding the close seasons, killing and selling of fish and
game, and for other purposes.

At an election of oflicers F. I. Stone was made Presi-
dent, Robert Pritchard Vice-President, and F. H. Wood-
worth Secretary and Treasurer.

The great interest manifested in the movement is made
apparent by the number of members enrolled at the first

meeting. At the next meeting the membership will be
greatly increased and surrounding towns and cities will
be represented. Tennessee sportsmen intend to preserve
the fish and game and are going the right away to work
to do it. D. G. Charles.

Tennessee Fish and Game Interests.

[
Here are some good words by the editor of the Dayton,

Tenn., Leader:
\ "It has probably not cc^curred to many of our readers
' that our game and fish are rapidly becoming a thing of
the past. If there is not something done, nnd that quick-
ly, in the way of lawmaking protecting both our game
and fish, they will be exterminated. In the way of a fish

law, all netting regardless of mesh or kinds of fish caught,
and all gigging and seining, except for bait, must be abol-
ished. The law against uaing explosives in fishing must
he enforced. In fact fishing must be limited to hook and
line only. When this kmd of a law is passed and rigidly
enforced—say with, a fine of |100 for each offence, one-
half to go to the prosecutor—our fish will naturally re-

plenish, and a good daj's fishing witli hook and line will
a.gain be within our reach.
•'Game must be still more protected. Our deer are al-

! most extinct now and they ought to be given a five years'

I

r£St—with a Aery large fine for killing or having in pos-
session, either dead or alive, within this period. Wild
turkeys would get along very well with spring and sum-
mer protection. Dacks shou'd not be shot between the
months of January and November. Ruifed grouse
(pheasants) should be protected ten tnontba in the yea!\

The quail is our main stay. Its flesh fairly rivals the
woodcock and its pursuit with gun and dog is the finest

sport we have; but it too, with all of its cunning and
thrifty habits, is becoming scarce. Protect the quail,

gentlemen of the legislature, whatever you do. G.ve it

protection from the net, and the small boy's trap, the
whole year around and only allow it to be fairly shot dur-
ing the months ofNovember and December of each year.
]^,ke it $100 fine to break the law, and one-half to the in-

former, and we will have a game law that is of some
value."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Bu a Staff Correspondent.']

ChioAGO, Nov. 31.—Of course everybody has a notion
that he knows where cj[uail are thicker than they are any-
where else. Several of us were speaking in this wise last

night. Mr. Leo HamUne thought there were more quail
at Beeville, Texas, than any place else on earth. "You
can shoot a week on one hillfcide there," said he, "and
when you quit there'll be more quail there than when you
started." Mr. Hamline was abked to explain this, but
was lost in the general dit cussion. A bystander remarked
that he knew a place where there were a good many
quail. "Of course," said he, "I don't know whether they
are as thick as they are at Bee\^ille or not, but there were
a good many, I went out on a farm to shoot a little

while, and unhitched my horioe to put it up in the barn,
but the horse stepped on and killed seven quail while I

was leading him over. That was before I got to shooting
at all. Say, 1 had "

I don't see why it is that some folks love to pervert the
truth.

The Quail's Retained Scent.

My friend, Mr. Donald, relates to me a singular inci-

dent about the apparent faculty possessed by the quail of
retaining the scent. "1 was sitting on a log," said he,
"and my good dog was lying beside me, when my friends
put up a bunch of birds -some distance further on in the
wood. They flew straight toward me, and one lit on a
heap of dry leaves not lOft. from me, and hardly that
far from the dog. I and the dog were not moving at the
time, and the dog did not see the bird alight. Tne quail
lay there flat on the leaves, with his wings stretched
wide out. It had not been shot at at all, but it lay there
with its wings wide open. Its little bead-like eye was
fixed straight on mine, and it saw me well enough, but
never moved a feather. I just concluded I would watch
and see what would happen. I think we all sat there for
five or maybe ten minutes, and the dog never paid the
least attention to the quail, which lay within 10ft. of him.
It was a still day, no wind erne way or the other. I pre-
sume such a situation would not occur again in a thou-
sand years. Certainly the dog never got the scent of
that (xuail, I could hardly find the bird again after I

turned my head for a moment, it lay so still, spread out
on the leaves. At length I put it up and missed it, which
also might not happen again in a thousand years, of
course. You never saw such a surprised dog as that one,
when the tiuail got up under his nose. This explained to
me much of the mysterious disappearance of scattered
quail. You can't see them; no dog can scent them until
after they begin to move again. My dog had a good
nose, and I had killed plenty of quail over his points that
same day."
Bird dogs are in demand now, and about now almost

every Cnicago shooter resolves that he would keep a dog,
if it wasn't so much bother and expense, ' I've got three
dogs," said one gentleman the other evening, discussing
this question; "one is down in Indiana, and two are at
Corpus Chrisli, Texas. It's cheaper to go down to Corpus
Cnristi to your dog than it is to keep a dog in Chicago.''
"I think," said Billy, meditatively, "that the best sort

of a dog for city use would be a cold-storage dog, one
that you could freeze up when you got through using
him, and take out again when you next needed him.
You wouldn't have to feed that kind of a dog, and I

don't know as you'd have to tip a baggage car man any-
thing for carrying him. I don't know of any trafi^lc regu-
ulation on a froze dog, do you, and say, they couldn't col-
lect city license on an apparent corpse in a freezer, could
they ? Y'ou can keep bait that way , and I don't see why
it wouldn't be a good idea with a dog. Say, once I
had—

"

Saved by His Decoys.
The first cold wave caught the late mallard shooters

who were winding up the season on Horicon marsh, and
came near leaving a fatality to mark the annals of that
club. Maj. Hanley, one of the membere, had up with
him a friend, Mr. R. M. Rogers, of this citj, who went
out on the marsh without a pusher. In the evening Mr,
Rogers found himself in that part of the marsh known
as the "Second channel," only a half mile or so from the
club house, and in full sight of it. The storm came from
the north, and the wind was so strong that, work as he
might, Mr. Rogers could not push his boat up against it.

He could have drifted ahead of the wind down to the dam,
or indeed, clear into Horicon town, but this for some
reason he did not wish or was unable to undertake.
Night came on and found him on the marsh, and there
he stayed till morning, ice forming in the mean time an
inch thick. This was an experience just short of Mr.
R. B. Organ's terrible experience one night last year on
a Minnesota lake. Mr. Rogers had with him two live
duck decoys, and to these attributes his delivery. He
buttoned both ducks up tight under his coat, and their
warmth helped him out amazingly. This is the most
novel foot-warmer and pocket stove yet on record, and
the facts should raise live decoys in the estimation of
those hunters who go on wild grounds in wintry weather.
Mr. Rogers is of a romantic turn of mind, and they do
say it is a good thing to hear him tell the story of his
night on the marsh.
"So long as the moon was up," said he, "I got along, for

the moon sort of looked like a fire, though not a v ery
warm one; but when the moon sank, and I bade farewell
to her silvern disk passing behind the distant ridge of
hills, my heart sank also in my bosom. I hugged my
ducks convulsively to my bosom tUl they so^uawked in
sympathy, and a tear stood in my eye. It stood thero
till morning, because it was froze on. Meantime I could
see the gleaming light from the club house window, and
could picture forth the ecene of revelry within. Every
time I thought of that I hugged the ducks again. 1 would
have been veiy lonesome without the ducks, but my ex-

perience teaches me that four would have been better
than two."

It is a remarkably easy thing to get lost on a marsh
after dark, especially when the channels are involved
and obscure as they are on this one. How interminably
long the hours must seem to a man unsheltered, in an
open boat, and with the chill of the blood which follows
evening and the cooling down after a day with gun or
paddle, is something, I presume, on which no one can
speak who has not gone through the unwelcome ex-
perience. Mr. Rogers is to be congratulated upon his
resence of mind, and also upon the presence of his live
ucks.
Singularly enough, as 1 write the above there lies before

me the newspaper account of an incident similar in some
respects and more serious. In the blizzard which raged
in Idaho last Monday, Utile Nellie Logan, of Hillside,
only six years old, was lost while on the way to school.
Search parties were out for three days. They found
Nellie's dog, a terrier, frozen stifl:. Yesterday they found
the child in a sheep sheoi, nestled down among the sheep,
whose warmth had saved her life through all the cold of
the long days and nights.
By the way, speaking of Mr. Holden reminds one that

that gentleman is a persecuted man, and the scape goat
for the sins of others. Some time ago the compiler of a
sportsman's guide wrote in to find out the name of the
secretary of the Chicago Shooting Club, and some one,
probably the real secretary, replied, giving Mr, Holden's
name and address. Since then Mr. Holden has been re-
ceiving all sorts of literature through the mails, running
from a request for the names and addresses of all the
club members to a proposition to acquire an ownership in
a setter pup. "This thing has got to stop," said he the
other morning, excitedly, "or I'm liable to have to move.
The house is beginning to think I don't do, and never did
anything but shoot, or monkey around in this shooting
business. Now, I'm noteecretaiy of this blank club at all,
and T onlv wish I could catch the fellow who said I was."
Nevertheless this did not prevent his receiving the follow-
ing letter, which I hope will be given literatim

:

Hahlan, Iowa. Oct. 22. — Mr. Geo. Holden: Dear Str—Last
spring I got in New Orleans, two black, white face, riustail
rannkeys, and aft-f>r 1 got throufrh advertising with rhem, IsoJd
ttiem to Kev. J. H. HumniPrt, ot Earling, la. Now be wants to sell
them, ihf y are coal blHCk except under the chin, and white faces.
Write him and teJl him wbatjou will give him for ih«m. They
are a fine pair, or were when I let them go. Please write him at
OBce. \ ours truly, W. W. Wheeler.

"Now, what do you think of thai ?" said Mr. Holden,
brandishing this epistle. Wants me to buy two ring-
tailed monkeys, whether I want 'em or not! I ain't lost
no monkeys, never heard of these monkeys, don't want no
monkeys, never said a word to anybody about buying no
monkeys, and what's more, I'm not going to buy any
either. I think it's pretty near the last straw, that's what
I think, when a fellow that ain't secretary gets held up to
buy two ring-tailed monkeys with white faces, just be-
cause he is secretary, when he isn't. T want it stopped,
that's al.

!"

Death in the Field.

On Nov. 11 Richard Perkins, while hunting west of
Chelsea, Wis. , ran into a set-gun and was shot by it.

When the help party got to him he was dead and frozen
stiff. A hunter living in a shanty near by set out the
gun. He decamped, and was pursued hotly at last ac-
counts.
The despatches of this morning contain the following

brief chronicle of still another sad incident in the hunt-
ing field : "Wert Sut^ERiOR,Wis,, Nov. 18.—Henry Hauga,
a Superior jeweler, was shot and instantly killed last
night by Frederick Rasmesseu while hunting near Ded-
ham. The coroner's jury this afternoon rendered a ver-
dict of accidental death. Just a year ago Boyd Stiffler
was kilUfl within a few rods of the place under similar
circumstances."

Some Animals.

Some time ago "Jim Corbett," one of the sea lions of
Lincoln Park, this city, escaped and made his way to
Lake Michigan. Later he made his appearance at Jones's
Island, near Milwaukee, about eighty miles from Chi-
cago. A party of Milwaukee newspaper men tried in
vain this week to capture Jim with a lariat.

An African lion broke out of its cage in the winter
quarters of the W. B. Reynolds circus at Rockford, 111.,

on Nov, 16, and killed a Shetland pony before it could be
secured and caged again,
R. A, Turtle has in his shop for mounting two bald

eagles, both killed within a couple of weeks and within a
short distance of Chicago. One was shot by Sam Booth
in the sand hills near Grand Calumet Cliib, below the
city. The other was killed by an employe of the water
works at Evanston, on the lake shore north of town. This
bird was seen crossing the lake, working its way against
the wind at the time of the heavy storm, was two hours
going apparently a couple of miles. It was much ex-
hausted and was easily killed after it had lit in a tree
near the water. On examination of this bird a singular
state of afliairs was disclosed. Its feet, thighs, neck and
throat were found stuck full of porcupine quills. The
roof of the mouth and the throat were ulcerated from the
long preserce of the quills, and the bird was in anything
but an enviable condition. This is the only instance of
the kind of which I ever heard,

E. Houcm.
173 MoNeoE S'XREET, Chicago.

The Sodus Bay Batteries.

It has come to the knowledge of a local sportsman that
just at the close of the last session of the Legislature last
spring an amendment was slyly put into the game laws
of the vState pprmitting the killing of duck by battery in
Sodus Bay. The only pleasant phase of this abominable
provision is that it applies only to the waters of Sodus
Bay, for the reason that nowhere else in the State could
people be found who were willing to ask for or consent to
such a privilege. People living in that vicinity, as well
as real sportsmen all over the State, are very greatly in-
censed, and call loudly for the repeal of this obnoxious
provision. What adds to the anger of the people in Sodus
and vicinity is the statement made with the apparent
force of truth, that an oflicial of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road is responsible for this unsportsmanlike and disgrace-
ful provision being upon our statute books merely to
gratify the one official who chances to have a cottage on
the bay.

—

Ruchester Union ^ Nov, go.
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VELOCITY OF SHOT.
Berlin, Germany, Nov. 9.—Editor Foretst and Stream:

Mr. Noel Money's opinion, as expressed in his communi-
cation to the Forest and Stream of Oct. 27, and per-

taining to the availability of the chronograph for measur-
ing the velocity of shot, is quite to the point. He men-
tions as an interesting fact that the velocity of shot
discharged from a cold gun is lower than that from a
shot tired from a warm gun, and wishes to know if any
one can explain the cause for this phenomena.

Velocity and gas jiressure are governed to a great
extent by the tension created by the gases in the barrel.

Cold barrels have a tendency to produce a chilling effect

on the gases and to diminish the tension in the barrel.

High tension generally is followed by a comparative high
velocity and high gas pressure if we reverse the order of
things, and as a sign of a high tension may be considered
a heavy recoil.

Velocity is penetration, and if the former is below the
standard figures the latter will sm-ely prove insufficient.

All gunpowders, especially the nitrous compounds, will

produce a lower velocity in cold weather than in a higher
temi)erature. Hence sportsmen in this country who are
acquainted with these laws of nature increase their powder
charges during the cold season.

If a certain charge of powder gives a satisfactory
velocity and penetration in summer or as long as Jack
Frost has not made his appearance, this charge must be
increased a little less than 10 per cent, of its weight
during cold weather, Such an increase is quite sufficient
to balance the influence of a low temperature upon all

gunpowders. Dampness also has a detrimental effect on
most explosives. The effect of moisture in the atmospheric
air should also be taken in consideration by the gunner.
Some powders absorb less moifture than others. Black
powder, for instance, is less affected by moisture than
many of the nitrous compounds. Among the latter class
the Walsrode smokeless powder shows the nearest ap-
proach in this respect to black powder,

Armiht Tenner.

WOUNDED DEER.
Brewer, Me., Nov. 19.—I am glad to see that Mr. Dar-

ling writes on wounded deer. The best shot in the world
cannot get every deer which he kills when still-hunting
on bare ground. Having talked with thosewho together
have killed thousands, I judge that if one secures three-
fom-ths of those which are badly hit on bare ground
without using a dog, he is doing well.
So many write of deer falling dead or "giving a convul-

sive spring, only to fall a lifeless mass, that many seem
to believe that this is the proper thing for a well trained
deer to do; but unfortunately most of the few it has been
ray lot to meet did not know what was expected of them.
While I have seen a good many drop at the shot, they
usually struggled some, and more than half of all I ever
saw shot ran from ten to forty rods and often had to be
nhot twice or tkree times at that, i have seen a small
deer go fully forty rods with one shoulder and whole
foreleg smashed, and two forty-six to the pound rountl
bails fairly through behind the shoulders. I have seen a
large buck with a ball weighing nearly an ounce, which
smashed the shoulder and passed fairly through the lower
end of the heart, go lOOyds.
Many deer which go off badly wounded, and which on

anow would be recovered, cannot be followed on bare
ground, and eventually recover. I have skinned those
which bad been shot years before, and have taken a riile
ball from a deer's shoulder which passed through it and
was encysted near the skin. This same deer also had
several ribs broken by coarse shot, several of which I took
out which had passed clear through, lodging on the op-
posite side. As the rifle ball showed the creases plainly,
it was certain that two separate shots had been fired, and
probably with quite a long time between; but in spite of
these wounds the deer was very fat and showed no sign
of being injured. When one remembers how many
men in the late war recovered from wounds which every
one thought mortal, it is no wonder that many fairly hit
deer escape, and that some recover from wounds ^hich
would prove fatal to others. M. Hardy.

A Good Retriever.
SYRAcasE, N. y., Nov. 24.—Mr, John Venner. of Syra-

cuse, tells me this story of what he saw during a. recent
huntmg trip: It was at Little Sandy Pond, in Oswe<^o
county, and connected by water with Lake Ontariowhen he wmged a broadbiU duck. The bird at once be-
gan to retreat by swimming toward the opposite side of
the pond, a mile or more away, occasionally diving to
elude further danger, but gradually approaching a still
more serious situation. Two eagles saw the almo<it help-
less wanderer, and at once resolved to secure a Tbanks-giymg dinner. They circled around and above the duck
intently watching its progress, occasionally dipping to-ward It as if to make a seizure, when the bird would dive
to evade the talons which were set to make it a prisoner.As the bird paddled its way along, the attacks upon itbecame more and more frequent, as if to worry the duckand for twenty minutes it would hardly show its headabove the water before it was in imminent danger of be-ing kidnapped. As often as it would go down it wouldbob up serenely, untU the poor thing was half drowned,and at an unguarded moment one eaele seized it, lifted
It trom the water, and choosing to float along with thewind flew directly over the blind which Mr. Venner oc-
cupied, at an elevation beyond the reach of bis gun. Buthe chanced a shot and was surprised and made happy bythe fact that the eagle at once released its prey, which
fell almost at his feet. The bird was still alive but badly^cOTated and bloody as a consequence of its unnatural

Adirondack Rabbits,
NORTHWOOD, N. Y., Nov. 37.-Few, very few, rabbitsWe been killed on bare ground this year about North-

S f ^w,^ ^"^l ^5?^ ^Vhen the four inches

2 Ti ^fJ^^ ^^^^ted all the fall went outas usual, takmg their dogs with them. A party of threemen shot seven rabbits, ^ -

rJJff?"°*r^ ^^I"
""^^^^y *° regular runways ofrabbits as they do of deer- and foxes on bare groundf butwait until snow falls and then go tramping through theswamps until their dogs jump a rabbit, tlfen they go on

their back track till they get to the rabbit runway they

crossed last, and stand there until they are most froze

waiting for the game to come to them. He does some-
times, but if the dog is too fast or too slow the rabbit

leads away to some other swamp or goes into some aban-

doned weodchuck hole.

The hunting of rabbits is kept up as long as snow lasts.

The law would make little difference, except the rabbis
are told of in the store if killed legally and nothing said^f

billed out of season. Traps are not used in their capture.

The steel tran cuts a rabbit's leg nearly off' at the first

snap and the rabbit freed by its struggles to escap?. The
rabbits have not increased nor decreased perceptibly.

Eaymond S. Spears.

Without a Rival.

The most perfect and best fciaipoed passenger train in tlie

country to-day is the famous JT. F. T. Limited, which runs solid

between nincinnati, Washington and New York via the
,
OheFa-

peake & Ohio Railway, aptly termed "the Rhine, the Alps and
the battlefield line." This train is Pullman huilt, vestibuled
throughout, lighted witb electricity from headlight to rear plat-
form, and heated with steam from the engine. The day coaches
are of the latest design, luxuriously furnished, with comfortable
seat?, elegantly upholstei-ed, separate toilet rooms and smoking-
apartment, and are looked aftenby pob'te and attentive porlers—
R. feature that cannot be overlooked by ladies traveling, alone.
The Pullman Sleepers are entirely new and marvels of beauty,
unrivaled in style, elegance and lusury; the dining cars, Pullman
built, but owned and operated by the company, have established
an enviable reputation, and altogether travelers by this train
have "very convenience, comfort and luxury that a modern hotel
can furnish.—^du.

Tlie FMi Laivs of the United States and Canada, in the

"Gmne Laim In Brief," 33 cents. In the "BoqTt, of the

Game Laws" {full text), 50 cents.

GOOSE-FISH OR BELLOWS-FISH.
This quaint and crafty angler has been aptly described

as a fish all head, the head all mouth, and the rdouth
hollow t© the top of the tail. Mr, Smillie, thf> well-known
photographer of the National Museum, once photographed
a specimen which fully justified the above rather loose
description.
A representative of Forest and Stream was attracted

GOOSEPISH, ANGLER. BET.T.OWSFISH, MONKFISH, FISHING
FROG {LopMus jjiscatonus).

to Mr. Blackford's quarter of Fulton Market recently by
the announcement of the arrival of a queer fish 6 ft. long
and with fishing rods on its head. Here is a picture of
what he saw; the fish shrunk materiallv before the re-
porter came on the scene, but is nevertheless an interest-
ing fellow and rejoices in many aliases.
Following it down the coast from Maine to North Caro-

lina, it is recognized by fishermen as the monk-fish,
goose-fish, bellows-fish, molligut, and allmouth. Its
range extends to the other side of the Atlantic, where it
appears as the angler, frog-fish, fishing frog, mermaid
etc, etc.

The goose-fish begins life in a veil-like gelatinous mass
of a purplish or brownish color, in which the numerous
eggs are thoroughly protected from birds and spawn-eat-
ing fish. The egg-envelope is about 1ft. in width and
oO or 40ft, long, and floats near the surface. It is a con-
spicuous object in the bays and sounds of New Englandm summer, °

The young fish are occasionally taken at the surface,
but usually descend to the deep waters, where their
growth is rapid and the changes of shape remarkable.
The adults attain to the length of 4ft. and weisrh asmuch as 401bp,

^

The goose-fish has little value in America as a food-
fish, but it is prized by Italians and some people of areat
Britain, It is an active destroyer of food fish, for whose
capture it lies hidden on sandy bottoms, presumably with
Its curious rod-hke cephalic spines bent forward, dang-
ling their terminal tufts to attract the prey into its
capacious mouth, where it is securely held by long and
sharp slender teeth, as irresistible as the teeth of a thresh-
ing machine.
The shape of the fish and its adornment with tags and

fringes of skin around the head and along the lower edge
of the body give it great advantage in securing the nrev
especiaUy since its upper Furface is colored in imitation
pt rocks and sea weeds. Geese, loons and ducks havebeen taken from the stomach of the goose-fish, which
sometimes seizes birds at the surface, and mackerel scul-pms, sea-ravens, dog-fish, crabs, squids and lobsters' havebeen observed m them by members of the U S Fish
Commission. Perhaps the climax of a ravenous appetitewas reached m those authentic records of gooose-fishhaving swallowed lobst«>r-pot buoys and suffered captSeby means of a boat anchor for a hook.

"'"^^'^^^ capture

ANGLING NOTES.
Fish Breeding.

A FEW weeks ago Land and Water contained a two-
column leading editorial article under the head of " Fish
Breeding," which would surprise a very large number of
people in this country if they could read it. In a word,
the writer of the article gave fish breeding by artificial

means a very, very black eye, and incidentally put a
very, very small poultice on it to relieve the hurt. The
article says, in brief, that the fish breeding season of 1892
is at hand, and angling clubs, boards of conservators,
fishery proprietors, etc., will order ova or fry, for, as a
rule, yearlings are too expensive a luxury. " We ven-
ture to think that, if intending purchasers are wise, they
will keep their money; for if they make the ordinary
purchase of so many thousands, and turn them out in the
usual way, the result is always the same—nothing. We
say most unhesitatingly that seventy-five per cent, of
the money spent on fish breeding is money wasted."
Where the writer gets his data for this rather startling
assertion there is no evidence given. Land, and Water
is a very excellent organ for the racehorse interests and
for liunting men; for 1 believe it speaks intelligently and
with authority upon both subjects. As a medium for
shooting men, too, it holds high rank, and its political
articles, I presume, are sound, and its theatrical and
society gOFsip satisfying to those interested in such
matters. Its articles upon fishing as a pastime have
not been given the prominence that is given to the
same subject in other journals, but so far as they
have gone I imagine they have satisfied the demands
of the clientage of the paper, I think there was a
time during the life of the late Frank Buckland when
Land and Water took an active and intelligent interest
in matters pertaining to fishculture. But why this
journal should now be competent to speak oracularly
upon the subject of artificial fishculture is not wholly
clear to me, judging as best I can from reading the
paper in the past, and more particularly from reading
the very article under consideration. After due reflec-
tion it would really seem as if the editor of the fishcul-
ture department was away judging at a dog show, or
riding to hounds, and the article had been written in his ,

absence by the horse editor. Let me continue the eye-
j

blacking; " But we always find persons who are ready!
to hatch a few ova, turn them out, and think of the great |
and wonderful things they have done for the stream, 1

while in reality all they have don has befen to waste a I

certain amount of money. * * * It cannot be too-f
strongly impressed on those who think of turning down
a few trout that they could employ their money better,
and that the spasmodic attempts to improve our fisheries i

that are made from time to time by well-intentioned i

people are useless."'

It will please be noticed that it is old Mr. Pessimist
himself who pushes the pen in that paragraph, for hei
could not trust any of the " subs" to do the subject
j ustice.

But there is more of it: "For instance, a man will say
that he or his club havp done so much tor a stream; they
have turned down 10,000 fry—that is to say, the produce
of some fifteen trout. * * Out of the 10,000 in ques-
tion it is doubtful if 100 ever reach the stage of year-
lings; it is not mere death they have to dread " (probably
at this point the snake editor is taking a hack at it, and.
besides •' mere death " the poor fish dread chills and fever^
and indigestion). " It is the hundreds of enemies with
which an uncultivated river abounds, the change of tem-
perature, the difficulty of getting food and the struggles,
that beset them. If any one takes the trouble to look afe

the enormous number of fry and fish he can see in a
stream, and the very small quantity of adult fish, he will
begin to realize how utterly absurd it is to hope by simply
turning down so many fry to really improve a river.":
Mr, Editor, is there not an old nursery rhyme about a

wiser and greater than Solomon arriving in town, and
some of the outfit were in rags, and some struggled with,
jags—not Solomon, for he was a prohibitionist, or have'
I confused two rhymes V Anyway, when I.read what I
have last quoted the indications pointed to the arrival of
a greater than Solomon, and that there was imminent)
danger of his giving himself away, I admit that a,
change of temperature to some fishes may prove more^
fatal than "mere death," but then there is Florida andi
the Riviera for such of them as can afford it, and the<
water can be heated or iced for such as cannot, and all
things considered, I think in time artificially hatchedi
fish will take kindly to water and live in it, even if it
does not agree in temperature with what they think it
should be. Perhaps the most amazing count in the indict^
ment is the admission that "enormous numbers of fry"
can be seen in these streams where it is absurd to plant
them. Fishculture has not yet arrived at that degree of
perfection where two-pound trout can be hatched from
the egg; and I do not know of any species of trout that
upon arriving at an adult age are in the habit of coming
out on the bank and forming in ranks to be inspected
and coimted. Enormous numbers of trout fry in a
stream would appear to be the best possible indication of
success in stocking the stream, provided they escaped
" mere death," which, by the way, they do not have to
dread; and in all probability, when such fish have passed
the Ferious ills of infancy, like " changes of tempera-
ture " and the " struggles that beset them," and have ar-
rived at an age of discretion, they would retire to haunts
of seclusion, as it is the nature of such fish to do.
Having quoted much of the arraignment, which II

called a black eye to fishculture, it is but fair that II

quote what I called the poultice, and here it is, spread
very thin: " We are not denying that under certain con-
ditions artificial breeding had done and will do very
great good to a river, but the cases where this happens
are few." This seems to contradict in a measure what
preceded it, and perhaps I was mistaken in saying that
Solomon was a prohibitionist. There is one theory thatj
I nearly passed over, and that is the statement that'
10,000 trout fry turned down by the well intentionedi
people are " the produce of some fifteen trout." I find
no fault with the figures, for fifteen trout may spawn
anywhere from 3,000 to 30,000 eggs, depending upon
their weight and condition, but in this connection there
is an assumption in the article that it is better to breed

J

fish naturally than it is to breed them artificially. I
wonder if the writer of the article knows how many-
fry would have been produced from fifteen trout hatched'
naturaUy f He says 10,000 by artificial means, and fish
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culturists hatch from 90 to 98 per -cent, of the eggs
taken in this manner. I cannot tell how many eggs
would have hatched in a natural way, but I do know, as
I have already stated in Fokest and Steeam, that Mr.
Alexander Mowat, a fishery officer in Canada, who ex-
amined the salmon beds in Lower Canadian rivers—
Restigouche, St, John and Prince Edward Island—after
the water had receded and left them dry, found by actual
count that only two per cent, of the eggs were vitalized.

Now I pass to another part of the same article: " But
we shall be told, as one always is in tlipse cases, to look
at America, and see the marvelous things that are done
there by artificial breeding. We are quite ready to ad-
mit that on paper the results are marvelous, so much so
that we wonder that any official document can gravely
print them. For instance, the doings of the Pennsyl-
vania Fish Commission are wonderful. It is stated that
100,000 salmon fry were two years ago placed in the
upper reaches of the Delaware Eiver—^that is, the pro-
duce of Biy about a dozen twenty-pound fish. The re-

sult is stated to be that last summer quite a number of
salmon, measuring from 12in. to 30in., were caught.
Such fish would be worth seeing. One would be note-
worthy, but a number would be a feature that required
some explanation, and we shall be glad to hear what the.

Pennsylvania Fish Commission have to say of the num-
ber of two-year-old 13in. and 30in. salmon. Is it merely
an attempt to see how much people will believe, or is it

put forward in sober earnest? We should dearly like

to see a 15in. smolt. Again, why were they ciught?
Was it as curiosities or as articles of commerce ? * *

Indeed, the whole statement is of a nature to throw
doubt on the credibility of the reports of the Pennsyl-
vania Fish Commission. * * Truly the Americans are
a great people, and not the least item in their greatness
are the official statements on fishculture and the size of
sinolts. We must, however, protest very strongly against
such statements being otTicially made."
Let me say in reply to this extract that we actually

are doing some things over here in the way of breeding
fish artificially that might, with truth, be called mar-
velous, but no" salmon smolts 20in. long have been reared.

The Pennsylvania Fish Commissioners have made no
such report officially or unofficially. As a fact, Mr. B

.

C. Demuth, Secretary of the Pennsylvania Fish Commis-
sion, wrote me some little time ago that the report for
1890 and 1891 was still in the printer's hands, and it has
not been is-^ued. It will be one of the most magnificent
reports ever issued by any fish commission, when it is com-
pleted. It is true that there was such an item printed in

the daily newspapers, wholly without the sanction of the
Fish Commissioners, and without foundation in fact,

that salmon smolts 20 inches in length have been taken
in the Delaware two years after the fry were planted, but
like some other unsigned articles upon the subject of fish-

culture that I have read, the writer gave the best evi-

dence in the article itself that he was stumbling along in

the dark over unfamiliar ground. There were some
smolts caught, it is true, but they were not as cm-iosities,

not as articles of commerce, but because we have poach-
ers over here, as I presume they have in England, and
we have fish hogs, too, that catch baby salmon and call

them trout, and do other things for which they should be
sent to Jail if they got what they deserved. At the time
the 20-inch smolts item was going the rounds of the
papers, Mr. Henry C. Ford, president of the Fish Com-
mission, wrote me in part ;

'

' There have been many
smolts taken in the upper Delaware during the past sum-
mer, though none have come under my observation, I

have had oorrespondenoe with parties who have seen and
recognized the fish. My correspondents made no refer-

ence to the length of the smolts, with one exception,
when the writer stated that the fish he had seen were
nine or ten inches in length. This seems to correspond
more nearly with your experience," In other words the
man guessed that the smolt was nine or ten inches long,

I dave planted salmon fry and yearlings for the past nine
years, both for the United States and the State of New
York, and have caught a few smolts at the request of the
Fish Commissioners to see how they were doing. The
largest one I caught was, I think, a little over eight inches
long ; but it is in the Smithsonian Institution now and
can be measured if necessary. This fish was planted in

May and caught a year ;from the following October.
Salmon fry are not uniform in growth. The largest year-
ling salmon taken in the upper Hudson one season was
five inches long. Another yearling taken in the lower
Hudson four days from the time the other was caught
was seven inches long. These fish were hatched at the
same station, at the same time. Both are figured in a
New York State report. It is scarcely necessary for me
to say to readers in this country that the official state-

ments of our Fish Commissioners are to be relied upon
absolutely as an expression of what they have accomp-
lished. A. N. Cheney.

VERMONT FISH AND GAME LEAGUE.
Rutland, Vt,, Nov. 2%.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

inclose here -vith list of officers elected at the annual meet-
ing of the Vermont Fish and Game League, held on the
33(3 inst. at Montpelier. The meeting was called to be
held in the parlors of the Pavilion, but as many members
of the Lpgislature are also members of the League, and
there was an evening session of the Legislature, the
meeting was adjommed to the Capitol, where we met in

the room of the Committee on Military Affairs, About
twenty new members were elected, including one life

member, Erastus Baldwin, of Wells River.
The committee appointed at the last annual meeting as

a legislative committee made a report which showed
that they had done their work faithfully, and it was a
matter of congratulation to all members present that we
now have a new chapter of fish and game laws, all the
old laws having been repealed; also the fact that we have
an appropriation of $5 000 for the equipment and man-
agement of the State hatchery for the next two years.

You will perhaps recall that this hatchery was built from
the appropriation of $3,400 made two years ago. The
Fish Commissioners of the State continue to have the
annual appropriation which has been made in former
years of $3,000, and this .^o.OOO appropriation is for the
especial work of equipment and maintenance of the State
hatchery at Rosbury, The time and place of holding
the next meeting, as well as the question of holding a
banquet some time during the present winter, were left

|iO be decided by the president.

The meeting' was presided over by H. R, Dorr, presi-

dent, with John W. Titcomb secretary. Jas, W, Brock,
I
treasurer, was also present, and made a statement show-
ing that the League was in possession of ample funds,

I The officers elected were: Henry R. Dorr, Rutland,
President; John W, Titcomb, Rutland, Secretary; .James
W, Brock, Montpelier, Treasurer. Vice-Presidents, M, S.

Colburn, Manchester; C. f3r. Williams, Essex .Jnnction;
W, W. Miles, Barton; E. C. Smith, St. Albans; Geo. W.
Wing, Monlpelier; Geo. W. Hooker, Brattleboro. Exec-
utive Committee* W. R. Peake, Bristol, Addison county;
C, F. Or vis. Manchester, Bennington countv; James
Ritchie, St. .lohnsbury, Caledonia county: W.W. Henry,
Burlington, Chittenden connty: N, Hobson, E. Brighton,
Essex county; F, J. Hawley, Swanton, Franklin county;
N. W. Fiske. Grand Isle, Grand Isle county: E, B, Saw-
yer, Hyde Park, Lamoille county, W, S. Curtis, Ran-
dolph, Orange county; L. D. Miles, Newport, Orleans
county: F, D. Proctor, Proctor, Rutland county; A. W,
Ferrin, Montpelier, Washington county; Walter H.
Childs, Brattleboro, Windham coimty; C, F, Chapman,
Woodstock, Windsor county. Board of Auditors, E. C.
Orvis, C. 0. Warren, Wm. W. Walker, Membership
Committee, M. S. Colburn, C. M. Wilds, John W, Tit-

comb,

THE CHANNEL CATFISH.
Amono the fresh-water fishes now living in the aquaria

of the U, S, Fish Commission in Washington is a large
and very dark specimen of catfish from the Potomac
River. The species is known aa the white cat, channel
cat, ajid Schuylkill cat. The individual here referred to
is remarkable on account of its color and especially
because of the division of the barbels on its nose. The
right nasal barbel is forked, and that of the left side
doubly forked. The writer has never seen another exam-
ple of the kind among the thousands of cattish which have
come under his observation.
The artist, Mr. A. H. Baldwin, has represented the fish

as it appears in the aquarium. The specimen is healthy
and will take its food with becoming regularity. It was
caught by Mr, L, G, Harron, at Bryan's Point, in the
Potomac, last summer.

Prof. Ryder has studied the breeding habits and develop-
ment of the common catfish, which is a very near relative
of the channel catfish. His account was published in
1883 in the Bulletin of the U. S, Fish Commission.
Eggs were found in one of the aquaria on July 13. The

egg mass was about Sin. long, 4in. wide, from ^ to f of an

i

TAB CftariTie.1 Crcf f/sh

(loM c7cformed larMs-\

inch in thickness, and was estimated to contain 8,000
eggs, eacli of them about ^in. in diameter. "The ova
were covered with an adhesive but not gelatinous outer
envelope, so that they were adherent to the bottom of
the aquarium and to each other where their spherical
surfaces came in contact, and consequently had interven-
ing spaces for the free passage of water, such as would be
found in a submerged pile of shot or other spherical
bodies. It was evident that the male was forcing fresh
water through this mass by hovering over it and vibrating
the anal, ventral and pectoral fins rapidly."

All of the eggs left in the care of the male were hatched,
but of some detached eggs, which were placed in another
aquarium with running water, scarcely more than one-
half came out. The period of hatching was six to eight
days, during which time the male was never seen to leave
his charge, although the female apparently took no inter-

est in the development of the eggs.
The newly hatched fish showed a tendency to school or

"bank" like salmon, and to swim against the currents of

water. The young began to feed on the fifteenth day
after the eggs were deposited, and it was found that raw
liver suited their taste perfectly. They were fed about
a month on this food without the loss of a single fish.

Teeth were developed in the young fifteen days after the
eggs were deposited, and "they would pull and tug at

the fragments of liver with the most dogged perseverance
and apparent ferocity."

"It is worthy of note," continues Prof. Ryder, "that
when pieces of liver were thrown into the aquarium the
parent fishes would apparently often swallow them, with
numbers of young ones eating at and hanging to the
fragments. I was soon agreeably surprised to find that
the parent fishes seemed to swallow only the meat, and
that they invariably ejected the young fish from the
mouth quite uninjured, the parent fish seeming to be able
to discriminate, instinctively before deglutition occurred,
between what was its proper food and what were its own
young. As soon as the young began to feed they com-
menced to disperse through the water and to all parts of

the aquarium, and to manifest less desire to congregate
in schools near the male, who also abated his habit of
fanning the young with his fins, as was his wont during
the early phases of development."
According to Prof. Ryder, the early appearance of the

barbels is the most interesting feature of the development
of young catfishes. The barbels at the ends of the upper
jaws appear first on the third day, then the outer chin
barbels, next , the inner chin barbels are formed. "By
the seyeat^fnth day §ii of bfee barbels have acquired very

nearly the same length in proportion to other parts of the
body, as may be noted in those of the adults, but they are
nearly transparent and appear to be thickly studded
superficially with fpecialized sense organs, which are
probably tactile in function." T. H. B.

A FLORIDA HOUSE BOAT.
Mb. John S. Danfobth, the celebrated Parmacheene

guide and camp owner for so many years in the Maine
woods, but now manager of the same camps for the Par-
macheene Club, has designed and had built at Bath, Me.,
a floating hotel for Florida waters. His floating hotel has
been navigated with safety as far as Boston, and it is now
on its way to New York or has already reached there.
The design of Mr. Danforth is to furnish sportsmen in
Florida water with a floating home. The vessel is 125ft.
in length, 50ft, beam, but only draws from 20 to 35in, of
water, according to the load on board. She is designed
purposely for floating up the Florida bays and rivers in
water too shoal for any other sort of a craft. She has
twenty staterooms furnished in good shape, and Mr, Dan-
forth designs to take sportsmen on board and furnish
them with everything they need for a fishing or hunting
trip. He has a store on board, and he will sell, or let for
a day or an hour, anything in the shape of fifhing or
shooting tackle. He designs to run the vessel 200 miles
up the Indian, the Halifax and the Hillsboro rivers. The
vessel has attracted a good deal of curiosity in Boston,
where she was anchored at Rowe's wharf for several
days. She has been visited largely by sportsmen who are
acquainted with Mr. Danforth's celebrity in the Maine
woods. On board Mr. Danforth has some twenty Maine
guides, all anxious for a winter's sport in Florida. He
has saved a good many curiosities during his many years'
hunting in Maine, and some of the best of these he has
on board his floating hotel. He has a moose head, the
argpst and the most perfect ever taken in Maine, This is

perched over the cabin door and is festooned with bear
traps. He has preserved a remarkable specimen of the
work of beavers and has it with him on his ship. It is

the stump of a white birch, nine or ten inches in diame-
ter. This was cut down with the tree by the teeth of the
beavers till the tree had fallen over, but leaving wood
enough in the center to hold the stump to the roots. Mr.
Danforth found this far away in the woods, freshly
gnawed. It struck him as a remarkable specimen of the
work of these great rodents. With his ax he cut the tree
oft' just above the gnaw. Then he cut the stump up by
the roots and below the beavers' work. It was a great
load to carry, but he was equal to the task. Reaching
his camps he wrapped the specimen in blankets till it

was seasoned, in order that it might season with as little

cracking as possible and without discoloring the wood.
For his care and pains he now has on board his Florida
vessel a sample of beaver wood cutting that is worthy of
the National Museum. The teeth marks are .as fresh as
though made yesterday.
A number of Boston sportsmen are to meet Mr. Dan-

forth in Florida this winter and have engaged accommo-
dations on his novel craft. He also expects several
members of his Parmacheene Club to join him in New
York. Special.

Mascalonge of Upper Saranac.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Say ten years ago, perhaps more, pickerel, so-called

then, were placed in the Upper Saranac Lake, N, Y. , and
I knew it, but kept silent about it, convinced, however,
and awaited the result. It became known to a few, then
after a while became generally known. It appalled me,
the increase, with my known love of trout. To be ex-
plicit, however. Last May large quantities of so-called
pickerel were caught running down through the sluice-

way at Bartletts to Lower Saranac Lake weighing from
Gibs, to 191bs, in an iron screen set for the purpose. I

heard of it, and was appalled again at the thought of
losing trout in the Saranac Lakes, Adirondacks, N. Y.
Good Heavens! Whew! Well, in May of this year I was
at Wabeek Lodge, Upper Saranac Lake, detained thereby
adverse winds and snow for four days. On the fifth day,
down at the boat house, saw a so-called pickerel caught.
The day preceding found a copy of the Fokest and
Stream, May 14, 1891, containing a description of the
pike family and cuts of mascalonge, pike and pickerel (I

despise a pickerel). Rejoicing after examination of the
above caught and called pickerel, I said to my guide the
cuts in Forest and Stkeam which we examined yester-

day are mascalonge. He went immediately, and getting
the paper we compared fish and cuts and unanimously
agreed that it was so, and I still stick to my opinion,
governed, dictated and influenced in my opinion by your
published cuts. The great trouble is that authors dis-

agree in their opinions regarding mascalonge and pick-
erel, and it leaves the question open for discussion, and
creditability on the knowledge of authors. I think you are
right, however, in spite of the abuse that has been heaped
upon me, governed by your cuts. R.

Cayuga Lake Fishing'.

Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 36.— Until the late extremely
cold weather local black bass anglers have kept pegging
away along the east shore of the lake, meeting with
enough success to warrant them in braving the discom-
fort of stifliened limbs and rheumatic twinges, but the
most persistent of them all, Mr. F, Randolph, has quit,

winding up with a hard day's work with only a lamprey
eel to show for it, and so it may be said that the fishing

is virtually over at this end of Cayuga Lake, The open-
ing day on bass resulted in a catch from Fall Creek Cove
alone of between 60 and 70 of gamy fellows, some of

them big ones, too. This retreat, however, had been
closed to all fishing for several seasons past. The total

catch for the season has been very good, I am told. A
good lot of perch has been taken, 15 being the best single

day's catcli I know of for one rod. Perch have averaged
considerably larger at this end of the lake this season
than at the foot. A few nice sized muscallonge were
taken during the summer, Ed. Buckbee being credited
witk a lolb. one. At a point over the west shore some
50 or 60 so-called German carp were taken in one week.
These carp must have been hybrids. At any rate, I am
inclined to that belief, though I have the affrmation of
old anglers to the contrary. Taking the season as a
whole I think it has been a pretty profitable and enjoy-
pble one for local anglers. M. C. Ef,
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A KEKOSKEE MEDAL.
CHICA.GO, 111., Nov. 12.—Some one, whom I do not

know, but who signs himself "F, S,,"ha8 sent the fol-

lowing letter, dated Chicago, Nov. 10:

Your Kekoakee fish Ptory takes firHt prize. It is a dandy. As
facts are faotf, itmii'st be true, every word of it. I was tbinking
of eoiPfr up there at ler a mess of bullheads, but after reading
y> ur storv I thnuerht I had better wait and learn if there were any
left, loclosed find your reward—a first prize medal. Although
you deserve a better one, this is the best I can do for you at this

time, as I have not yei got done laughing. F- S.

Now I wonder whatever on earth is "F. S." laughing at?

At that story, that story of Kekoskee fish, that mere, bald,

simple, straightforward story of plain faces? I.am sure I

don't see anything funny about it at all. It's just a plain,

easy, true, honest kind of a story. I didn't make the

story, and T didn't make the facts, and I didn't see any-
thing remarkable about it, and can't understand why
people laugh at it. It would make me hot if I thought

it CHAMPION

JfsH •

STORY TELLEI?'

they laughed because they didn't believe the story, and I
think things have come to a pretty pass when a fellow
gets a medal sent to him for telling the truth. That looks
a good deal like there was an insiuuatlon somewhere.
The medal itself as it lies before me, however, is a

worthy work of art per se, without the insinuation. It is
of Folid silver, witn ornamental trimmings, of chased
gold, bearing for its central design the conventional fig-
ure of a fish, the latter bearing blazoned the inscription
"Kekoskee." I have sent this medal on to the Forest
AND Stream office, for fear there may be some men down
East who Will doubt that I ever received such a medal,
But I don't know what it's all about. I never saw such
a fuss over a little cold truth. I have got m"re proof, too,
if that is needed. E. Hough.

Pennsylvania Fishing Camps.
Fish Oommissio.ner. W. L. Powell, of Harrisburg, Pa,,

informs us that one hundred and five camps were estab-
lished last summer in the district guarded by Fish
Warden George M. Permar, of Newcastle.
The number of fish caught was very large. A great

many "salmon" (pike-perch) and pike were taken, some
of them weighing from lOlbs. to SBAlbs. Catfish ranging
from 71bs. to 351bs. were among the trophies. The black
bass season was unusually good.
Newcastle is the county seat of Lawrence county, on

the western border of the State. The principal fishing
stream is Beaver River, in which pike of very large size
have been known for many years. The mascalonge has
been recorded by Prof. Cope, from Conneaut Lake, in
Crawford county, and is occasionally found in the Ohio
Vallev. May it not prove to be the big "pike" of Beaver
River?
Other waters accessible from Newcastle are Shenango

River and Neshannock Creek, the latter containing black
bass and rock bass. Baits of various kinds are easily
obtamed aud fishing is prime during the summer months.

Pennsylvania Pike-Perch.
Pike PEECH fishing continued to be good in the Lower

hustiuehanna in November. In deep water below the
Columbia Dam, some very handsome strings were caught
by Harrisburg anglers. At Fite's Eddv, on the Columbia
<v i ort Deposit Railroad, Mr. Ljmer captured thirty-six
in one day, aggregating T.^lbs., and faii-ly good catches
were made by others.

It is well worth while to visit this part of the river on
account of the scenery and the prehistoric records on the
rocks, to say nothing about the fishing for black bass,
striped bass and pike-perch.

New Vermont Law.
The Vermont bill noted in our issue of Nov. 17 was

passed and has been made a law, with certain changes
trora the original text. The close seasons fixed by it are:

irout, landlocked salmon, salmon trout, longe.'Sepb 1-May 1. Black bass, Jan. 1-June 1,1 Wall-eyed pike
pike-perch muskallonge, April 15-June 15 (except Lake
Champlain). ^

Deer protected to 1900. Rabbit, hare, May 1-Sept 1(Uray squirrel and raccoon not protected.) Beaver, fisher"
o ter, April 1 -Nov. 1. Qnail, wild duck, wild goose!

l"^?*^^- Srouse, partridge, wood!
cock, Jan. 1-bcjpt. lo. Pueasant, Nov. 20-Oet. 1.

A New-Subscriber Offer.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us §5 will receive for thatsum the Foii^ST Ayu Stream one year (price 14) and a set ofZ mmerman s famous "DucMng Scenes" (advertised on anotherpage, price S5)-a gO value for 85.

r™i*'' *° subscribers only. It docs not apply to

FoZS 1^ n""^f
^ew snbscriher for sis months will receive the

IXb •^''""^ "^'"^^ and a copy of Dr. V«n

p;r:e\?4iihri3r'' ^^^^

F r XTU R E S.

DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 6 to 9 —First Annual Dog Sliow Hermitage Kennel Club,

Nashville. Tenn. Rohert C. Stockton, Sec'y.

1893.

,Tan. 3to6.-Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.

Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversville, N. Y.
, , ,

Feb. 31 to 32.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.
Mortimer, Snpt.
April 1 to 7.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
. „

Mav 3 to 6.— Pacific Kennel CYnh, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace
W. Orear, Sec'y-
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Oiiicago.

Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 5.—Central Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Col. Ode 11,

Sec'y.
Dec. 19.—Irish Setter Field Triais, at Lexington, N. O. Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'Karif, .Sec'y.

Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.
Brumby. Sec'v

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.
The National Greyhound Club has scored a success.

Good dogs, good attendance and good management. "With
these three concomitants, necessary to every bench show,
continually brotight to one's notice as we strolled through
the aisles, the venture could not help but be a success.
Any one who saw the first dog .show held by the National

Greyhound Club in the American Horse Exchange in Feb-
ruary, 1891, and noted its cold, bleak surroundings and
remembered the train of distemper that followed in its
wake, must have heaved a sigh of gratification and relief
when they entered the Palace Rink in Brooklyn last week
and saw the second etlort of this energetic specialty club.
The quality of the dogs present cannot be spoken of too

highly. In Russian wolfhounds, fox-terriers, bull-terriers,
pointers, beagles, Great Danes, rouch terriers and spaniels
was this particularly noticeable. The arrangement of the
stalls was as good as could be hoped for with the limited
size of the bulldinsr, and not many more than the .577 entries
present could have been properly benched. Four .judeing
rings were set up, but owing to the proviso that no nails or
screw'S must be put in the flooring, the railings was a con-
tinual source of anxiety to the management, and men had
to be placed in the ring to hold them up. The judging did
not progress on the first day quite as quickly as it might
have done, though there were plenty of willing attendants,
but what with the crowd and confined space locomotion was
not very easy. The gathering of prominent fanciers re-
minded one of a New York show on a small scale; one met
a well known face at almost every step. By noon oii Wednes-
day nearly all the specials were awarded and the club issued
a marked catalogue singularly accurate, with most of the
specials marked as well.
On Messrs. Huntington, Drake and Whiton's shoulders

devolved the brunt of the management, aided by H. Osborn
and E. F. Vacheron. Much credit must certainly be given
the two first named, who held to it from first to last, one as
secretary, the other as treasurer. The exhibitors spoke in
glowing t?rms of their treatment by the club, and all seemed
to have had a good time. Prizes were paid promptly and
the array of specials was "glittering," the club itself being
most generous in both money and medals for all breeds ex-
cept the small terriers. The catalogue was arranged nicely
and had few errors. Among those present, besides those
mentioned last week, were Dr. J. F. Perry, G. Jarrett, John
Keevan, G. Leibacher, A. W. Smith, ll. S. Sands Fred
Schmitt, Col. Ruppert, Jr., W. C. Reick, J. L. Winchell
Julian Smith, Prof. Braive, Geo. W. Glazier, Albion l'
Page, J. S. Bradbury, E.W. Irwin, W. H. Hyland, —Verity'
Francis G. Taylor, Geo. E. Csborne, Dr. L. Sauveur Dr'
Jas. E. Hair, Jas. B. Blossom, E. H. Morris, Mr Sm'yth
Thos. H. Terry, H. M. Howes, C. H. Mason. Winthrop
Rutherfurd, Geo. Laick, H. L. Kreuder, Edward Booth D
P. Foster, F. H. Clarke, Walter J. Comstock, Joe and Ben
Lewis, W. Connors, Donald Munroe, Carl Heimerle, etc The
club's luncheon was a—well, HchercM affair and quite in
keeping with the style of the show. The attendance was
very good, and espeeially on the first night did the Brooklyn
400 turn cut in force. With Mr. .lames Mortimer's vast ex-
perience as .superintendent to help thiugs along and John
Read to assist, the show could not but be kept clean and
nice as a show should be. Dr. T. G. Shercyood won honors
as well, did not stop a dog and was attentive to his duties
throughout the week.
MASTIFFS ( IK. Wacic, Jiahjc).—The judge, who is known

the dog world over as the most energetic supporter of the
mastiff living, did not receive the support one would like
to have seen. The good mastiffs are pretty well scattered
now, and this may have been one reason, and it was not to
be expected that in this instance the Mastiff Club would see
fit to encourage the breed it is supposed to foster With no
challenge entries Mr. Winchell's Black Prince was the hero
on this occasion, and as one passed along the bench it was
no wonder that some were heard to remark "Is that a
mastiff, too f he didlook so different from the rest This
grand dog has carried out Foeest and Strisam's estimate
of him in the Albany report. Age has brought a dignity to
his head, and certainly trom the hips forward he i.s simnlv
grand, and could one add four inches to the length of his
body and let down his stifles, where is the mastiff that could
beat him Last week he moved a trifle stiffly and " chunk-
ily." The well-known Merlin, .second, was looking well
but was of course some distance from the winner • the other
^.^fci'y-.^'ero, was of no account, hi bitches (5) there is room
lor difference of opinion as to the way the judge olacedthem The winnel^ Ethel, had lost her fit to Lroe extentand thus looked better, but though she has a better type ofhead than Boss s Princess, in no other point is she superior
or at all equal

; much smaller, inferior in action si/o-htlv
cow-hocked, open feet, and not so well made in bodV Prin
cess IS long m head ; the skull is good: in the miizzle liesthe trouble. This bitch afterwards took the special f'or belt

u^^Vu^-
Pjobably a little light in pasterns for such abig bitch. Third went to Bruu, second at New York last

spring. She shows age, but is typical. Lady Teazle, hewas m poor shape and looked much like a greyhoundy ireatpane. Her head is the best part. A bitch that must havebeen overlookedlaltogether was Lucy IL, with the best hfid
wl'^ &'«o*J^body and legs, only a little lacking inbone. She beats the winner. The prize was withheld i>oma baa specimen m the puppy class.
St Bernards (A. M. Hughes, Judge).~This was Mr

^^^^^.^'^.i?"^'"^^ ! ^"^"^^^i
probably unknown tomany of the present lam of St. Bernard breeders vet in the

old Apollo, Duke of Leeds, Leila, Hector rS ^day^ MrHughes was fairly m it. At this show the judge met a numlher of strange dogs, and if he made a mistak? or two t^?vwere not very serious ones, if I except one or two cases in

ReV°t-A^"?''f^^\^-
In challenge roughs, with Kingston

?h»^i^lf ''^°^i!-'^'''t*°?'''^*^'^'^?^'^«
probably as well as weshall ever see him had a walk-over, and in the bitch classthat sterling good one, Lady Gladwin, followed suit. The

open dog class introduced us to several second-rate dog.«),
from a bench show point of view. The winner proved to be
Roland, .Jr., that won at Danbury la.st month. He has a
good, strong head, his profile being more pleasing than full
face. His feet are faulty and he needs more swell of rib and
twenty pounds more flesh. Second went to Otos, a new one
to us, though he won at Mount Holly. A son of Ben
Lomond, his bead is a little on the Aristocrat order, beauti-
ful markings, but eye like hi.? daddy— full and showing the
haw all round. He is very flat-sided, good legs and action,
and has a rich orange body color—a handsome dog, but no
crack. Donnar, third, has a nice head, deep square muzzle,
stands back on pasterns, and Inclined to cowhocks, body
fairly good, a nice brindle, small sized. Vhc. went to Re-
fuge 1I„ well known. Though he stands out in front his
fine bead, very massive bone and good body make him a
hard dog to judge. He has the component parts and excel-
lent breeding to be a good stud dog. which he has effectually
demonstrated, and his place is in the kennel, where he wjuld
not be exposed to defeat for faults only due to had raising,
probably. He should have been thiril. King Regent is
even worse in front, good head, massive and well-marked,
excellent body

;
only in his legs and action is he at fault.

When dogs cannot hope to win, through these defects, why
imperil their standing in the stud when their fine blood is
bound to reproduce itself and be appreciated by breeders
who study blood line.s rather than prize cards. Percival, a
dark brindle with poor expression, and White Pri.ar, a big
white dog, a handsome animal in his wav, but a St. Ber-
nard misprint, were the other he. dogs. Achilles, c, a broad
blaze still further spoils a long and narrow head

; good fore-
legs ; small sized. The bitch class (11) turned out a better
lot all round. Miss Anna's sweet head cannot be denied,
and despite her rather slack back and faulty pasterns and
feet, her improved condition, great depth of body and in-
tense quality no doubt influenced the judge in putting her
over Sunray, who was just about looking her worst, shed-
ding coat. She is finely built as we all know, but she has
not the head quality the other possesses. Altonette, third,
is improving in head with age. Judy, vhc, has a plain
weak head, feet turn out, no chest, flat-sided, eye large and
light, otherwise a large roomy bitch ; there were better ones
for the place; Ellen TeTy, proving in whelp at last, deserved
her three letters. In the he. lot Princess Hepsey is a pretty
little bitch with washy body color, but a heavily marked
head that is an engaging one, hardly enough stop, coat in-
clined to curl. Princess Wang is rather plain fric'ed and a
bit straight behind. Zenith and Guess Noble were left cut
of it and harshly treated. Zenith stands on good legs and
feet, though they turn in a little at times like a foxhound's

;

her head is well shaped and if she had the shadings there
are not many better ; good body and symmetrical—in fact,
is up with the winner. When shown she had bowel com-
plaint and would scarcely stand up. Guess Noble, another
left in the cold, though in indifferent condition, has head,
especially skull, size and legs that must not be passed ovi-r.
Perhaps she bad too much white on body for the judge ; she
also moved a bit lame when I saw her. The neglect of these
two bitches was unfortunate and unaccountable ; they were
afterwards given he. Lord Walbeck won in puppies, a
promising one with great bone. Duke of Alton, a big one
of rich coloring, is faulty behind. In smooths there was no
aspirant for challenge honors in dogs, but in bitches Em-
press of Contoocook in nice condition is always a great at-
traction.
Open dogs (4) were few but choice, and the struggle be-

tween Scottish Leader and Leicester was very.keen. It's all
a question of fancy ; the two dogs are as different in aspect
as possible. Although owing to the babyish tactics of the
owner of Leicester we were unable to put both dog.s to-
gether, we know them, and the decision that put hi's dog
second is not so wrong as he imagines. Neither dog is right
in head. Leicester is too houndy, on the Apollo order, and
Leader has too square a look and not enotigh quality. At
New I'^ork last spring Leicester had all he could do to beat
Melrose at ten months old. At Rochester, six months after,
Leader beat Melrose, and leaving out the latter's condition,
he (Melrose) had only his superior quality to question the
decision with, so the Brooklyn awards is not out of the
way. The third winner, Czar O. is not in it with the win-
ners—a leggy, plain sort of dog, with a long insipid-looking
head. In bitches (a) that exaggerated type of her mother,
Bellegarde, won easily over Charmion, both well known.
Bellegarde's dewlap and loose skin would do for two blood-
hounds almost, but nevertheless she brims over with qual-
ity and was looking very well. In fact, the condition Mr.
Booth had his dogs in was very much to his credit. Bessie
of Contoocook, third, has a beautiful skull and pleasant
face; she dips in back a bit. The puppy prizes were won
by two pups by Leicester. The Dutchess Kennels won the
kennel prize.

[Spetial Report.]

Great Danes (A. H. Heppner, .JvOiie).~'My first im-
pulse, as I glanced over the class previous to judging, w<i8
to resign and to call some one to perform the work who has
a less pronounced idea as to what a Great Dane should be.
I felt that with such material it was not a question of pick-
ing a real flue prize dog, but to compare them among thetn-
selves and give the one that comes nearest to the type the
best prize, which should have been a vhc. in this .show. I

therefore cannot give you the desired explanation why I
gave prizes to the respective dogs, but I will try and explain
w^hy 1 did not withhold them, as I intended, with precisely
the same propriety that the first prize .should have been
withheld, a second prize should not have been given. There
would have been no award in the challenge class nor any in
the puppy class. The question whether the breed is far
enough advanced in this country, where I know of only
about ten real first-class specimens, or whether all prizes
should have been Avithheld, waiting for a perfect dog to
come along, was an open one until the dogs were brought
before me into the ring.
Challenge Class.—First, Pascha shows age, is coarse and

snipy, with an abundance of throat: has a good stern, but
moves like a mastiff' and is wide in tront.
Open Class.—After this award had been made Maloc

naturally came in for first, as he is better than challenge
Pascha, When I saw Maloc on his bench afterward he did
not look like the same dog that he had made of himself in
the ring. His handler seemed to have trained him for the
very purpose of showing him.self. On the bench when I
took my notes he had a brutal expression, too much loose
skin about the face and wrong in eye. Ears wide apart,
giving the skull the appearance of being round (like Im-
peratoH and too large. He appears lippy. In the ring,
however, he showed him.self entirely different. His ears
came up within ,3in. of each other; the loose .~kin was drawn
up tight and formed the folds on the forehead and between
the eyes; the round skull disappeared and the corners ami
parallel and sharp lines became visible. He was then nearly
a typical dog of enough merit for the first prize aud beat iu
this position challenge Pascha and easily lowered the gloiies
of Nora for the special for best dog or bitch. I wish to
emphasize that Maloc showed in the ring a great deal of
character, and came nearest the ideal dog before any in the
show, as stated before, about as near as to get a vhc in good
company. He is wide in front and his movement uuder
excitement in the ring with Pascha and afterward when
beating Nora for best dog or bitch was better than either of
his rivals. He showed more character and breeding than
either of the two right through. His stern is in a bad con-
dition from "striking the wire," but there is nothing miss-
ing. In making this award I also bore in mind that 1 was
judging under the rules of the German Mastiff Club of
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Chicago. This standard calls for jnsfc such a dog
as Maloc. Unfier it Hatinilial was placed after

Helios. 1 recommend Maloc to the fanciers of Chicago,
as there is no dog in America or abroad that to my
knowledge, when properly shown, resembles more strik-

ingly theillnstratinn on the front cover of the monogram of

the Chicago club, which is given as the ideal dop:. I will

gladly state his weight and size, which is of the mostini-
portance for Chicago, when requested. H^wonld be a good
acqnisition in line with what Chicago has and fancies. Had
a dog of the right type competed, I am mildly sure, bow-
ever, tdat this ideal would not have been in it. Second,
Dake, is an extremely light dog, who needs 25 per cent,

more substance right through in order to be typical. With
his other faults. ,«uch as a light eye and small, snipy head,
he is the limit, beyond that nothing could be tolerated as a

great Dane. Third, Stanley, a massive dog, the largest I

ever saw for bis age, claimed to be 14 months. Size is very
much his only merit, at present; he is not of noble bearing
nor clean cut; he is decidedly weak and straight behind; he
showed no temperament in the ring and had a sort of

melancholy bearing unbecoming to a Dane. There is some-
thing common about bis head that I do not like. The in-

dentation between 'he eyes is too wide and prominent. He
is beefy, but may make up as be fully develops. Stern i-

wrong, eye too large and not set deep enough. Vhc, Pascha
II.. is more a mastiff than a. great Dane. He , Fritz, a dog
that shows some breeding, but is wide in chest, has no neck
and is short, in head; he is undersized. C«sar, c, is a dog
to be hitched before a mWk cart or to drive cattle. The open
class, bitches, was the best in the show. Nora, first, is h

brood, but not a show bitch, and as to the point of mont y
value at the present situation of the breed, I would considt r

the former worth double as much as the latter, but would
keep her away from a show. She was shown with aboui
351bs. of fat that interfered with her movements. Her head
lacks character and is snipy. Her ears are thick and large.

She has more throat than any dog or bitch in the show,
barring none. She is not ray fancy for a show specimen
Fanny, second, would have beaten the former and taken th^

prize for best in all classes, had she not been very weak ii

tront. In puppies ?chult Nero, finst, is a nice upstanding
puppy, with an undesirable color of white and brown: harle
quins should be black and white, blue and white, porcelaii

and white, and brown and white, as named. Pascha III,
second, and Flora, third, are both too young to be successful
at a show. Peter, vhc, and Pascha, he, are puppies and
should stay home for another year. No special merit foj

any in this class. A. H. Heppner.

Newfoundlands (A. M. Haqhc-s. Judge).—VatM Mr. Vi-
cary comes back and brings those promised cracks we roust

put up with the indiflerent representatives of this breed that

one meets with at most of our shows, and Brooklyn was no
exception. First prize was withheld and second tiven to
Pascha, a curly, long-headed specimen with good legs. Thi-
dog numbered 89, but nob on the catalogue, was the best I y
far

;
straight coat, deep, fairly well made head, but his good

temper had evidently never been developed. Whether te
was shown or not I cannot sav.
Bloodhounds (7'. S. liclUn, J i/cJyc).—Probably the best

collection since Mr. Brou^h'steam cameover in ISSS. Judith
represented the "400," but she was hardly looking so well
as usual, just off a litter. Victor, however, in open dog
class made up for it, as I never saw this fine hound lookiner
better, and he won well over his three younger competitors
from Mr. Glazier's kennel. Javert, second, is a promising
dog, rather shallow in body, bit out in front at times, still

the forelesfs are straight, well-shaped head with scarcely
length enough, good wrinkle, peak and leather. Jean Val-
jean has a better body and is stronger in loin and quarters,
but loses to the other in head, especially skull and wrinkle.
Marius 1 like the best all round—bestin body, bone, perhaps
hardly so straight in fortkgs as the others, as good a head.

em show, and in view of the many nice things that have
been said of him we could like to have seen him in better

shape. He has only just come from Kan.sas, was five days
iu transit, and worse'sfcill, was shipped when drawn fine lor
the slips, he having ran at the Great Bend meeting. He
looked a little flat in loin and bis pasterns were not as we
have seen them. His grand quarters and second thighs
were noticeable, however; St. Regis, second, is stilty in

front, does not show much power behind, fair ribs, loin and
head, cuuld be improved in p ids and pastern.s ; Prince Bis-
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losing only a little in peak to Javert. Beni.son was alon
the bitcb class. This is not her first tnup of winning.
Deerhounds {H. W. Smith, Ji(f7(/c).—With nothing from

Mr. Thayer's kennel the quality in thi.s breed was below par,

though a couple from the Duurobin Kennels helped to mend
matters. Our old friend Olga, not in as good condition as

we wonld like to see her, was the only challenger. In open
dogs (4) Argyle, a frequent winner and oft commented upon
beat Bismarck in size and bone. Glencairn is short-headed,

stary-eyed, not straight in front, fa.lls away in quarters

good coat. First was withheld in bitches, though Madge
might well have been so honored. She has a nice head, good
loin and quarters and legs, needs more rib. Thora, third, I

had better say nothing about, as I believe she was prick-

eared. Dunsloy in the dog class deserved a letter for his ex-

cellent coat.

Grevtiouinds (JET. W. Smith, Judge-).—In view of the fact

that this show had its being in the love certain men have
for the longtails it is surprising there was not a better dis-

play of the breed. This does not mean that there were no
good ones present, but the quality of the rank and file was
hardly as good as seen at some other shows. Highland Chief
and lialkis were simplv on exhibition, at the same time old

Balkis was in good fettle and could have held his own with
any there. Maud Torrington with Ch. Harmony out for

specials only, was the sole challenge aspirant. She was in

fair shape : one foot needs attending to ; nail has been torn.

In open dogs (iJ) Lord Neverstill made Ms.debut at an East-

CBii.lG p. K. URAKF,
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marck is fine in pasterns and feet. The dogs of the May-
brook kennels, Dover and Baritone, sbould have had letters,

Greenshine, their new dog, must depend more on his breed
ing than his good looks. Open bitches (11) had annther
crack at the head of ailairs, Dolly Dollar, the New York
winner, she was in fine fettle; second went to that smart
little bitch Miss Dollar, recently commented on ;

Americin
Dai.sy, third, is whippety and open-footed; Maybrook Nell
vhc. Quality ended with the two first, though had Spider
better feet she would deserve notice. Snowflight, the puppy
class (3) winner, should not have beaten DoUas, for the lat-

ter is superior in ribs, loin and especially legs and feet, in

fact the best Gem of tbe Season pup yet put down. Specials,

of course, were numerous, but Mr. Whilon with Lord Nev-
erstill took the lion's share and the kennel prize as well.

Russian" Wolfhounds (ET. TT'. Smith, Judge).—One had
only to walk along this bench to note the progress this breed

has made in the last two years, for here was the best exhibit

of " Russians " our shows have yet seen. There was not a
bad one there. Argoss, who is causing so much heartburn
in Psovie circles, had a walkover for his first challenge

prize. He looked much better than at Rochester. Princess

Irma looked delicate and as full of quality as ever. Then
came three dogs, either one of which would have been
thought much of a year ago. Sarvanates won. He is slightly

coar.*e, and, excepting in coat and head, built on Argoss
lines. His loin and quarters are just as good as the black

and tan dog's, and both exceed anything yet seen here in

this respect. Osslad is plain in head, carries his ears like

a greyhound, when they should be held back. In general

outline, quality and head I liked Leekhoi for the place,

though his thin condition told against him. In the bitch

class (9) present was a smasher, and the prize went to the

best, Zerry, beautiful body, especially strong in loin and
quarters, a sort of pocket Ai-goss, good legs and feet, head
hardly so good as Modjeska, say, Armeda, second, runs
the other close, is better in ribs and bone and a bigger bitch.

Vinga, third, a rather fat, plain-bodied bitch, nice head and
legs ;

Viewga, vhc. has rather a nice outline, though quar-
ters fall away too quick, stands out at elbow at times, but
has good straight bone and feet; Palma is faulty behibd,

good chest, ribs, forelegs and feet and a very sweet head.
Raskeda and Modjeska were hardly treated without a
mention, aspecially the latter, whose sweet quality and gen-
eral outline is at once noticeable. The puppies (4) were
promising, first going to Peter the Great, whose ears are not
right—carried too high and forward—a big, well-formed
young dog. Krimena, second, loses in front and head. The
Marlborough Kennels took the persimmons in the way of

specials and deserved them. Mr. Huntington has gone into

tne new breed with the thoroughness and ability which he
displayed when he was a greyhound man.
Chesapeake Bat Dogs (fi. M. Oldham, Judge)—This

was an in and out for the only dog present of the three

entries. Pride, the recipient of first honors, was in a .similar

position in New York this last spring. He looked bare in

coat.
Foxhounds IH. W. Lrrcy, Judge).—The fox hunting sea-

son being now iu full blast it was perhaps too much to ex-

pect that the hunts round New York would be better repre-

sented. NeA^ertheless there were some good hounds shown,
especially those from the Pembroke Hunt of Chestnut Hill,

Pa. As 'it would have been manifestly unfair to both judge
and exhibitors for the American and glish types to com-
pete on the same basis the breeds were divided at once, on
the fact being brought to the notice of tbe officials. The
American hounds Elite and Picket were first put down, and
in casually looking them over the judge thought Picket the
best, he is as far as general build goes, but when it comes to

moving it was at once seen that Elite was the better on the
leg. Picket being very faulty in hind action and tront. In
English dogs Denmark, one of the Pembroke's new impor-
tations, was at once picked for the winner, his fine front,

good body and excellent head and expression beating the
big headed and none too well fronted Gambler decisively.

Rascal has some good parts, but is entirely spoiled by his
very wide chest and bowed forelegs. Femur, well known at

our shows, was alone in American bitches. Ransome, an-
other good English hound, with whom little fault can be
had, beats Sprightly in head, front, ribs and loin and general
carriage. The specials went with the awards.

Pointers (W. Tallman, .Judge).—Thons.h the nutnber of

pointers on hand was comparatively small considering the
season of the year, the exhibit was most gratifying and
some of our best specimens were paraded before .Judge Tall-

man, who as usual acquitted himself in acreditable manner,
and we should say he is now one of the most careful and
conscientious sporting judges we have. In challenge heavy-
weights, Lad of Kent scored again, his opponent being
Robert le Diable, whom he excels in .shoulders, feet and
hind legs. That grand bitch Woolton Game was alone in

tbe corresponding clas.s, and was put down in good fettle

considering. her late maternal duties. In open dogs (4) first

went to a good headed one in Ponset, he showing a little

blotch when I saw him. his toes could be closer and stifle

more bent, but otherwise he won weli from Hempstead
Bang Bang, who needs more rib and is rather narrow chested
yet, good action. Barl of Hessen's head is faulty befoie the
eye, good front, body and quarters, but feet are not just true.

The bitch class brotight out three good ones, first going to

Duchess of Naso, who beats Lass of Kent in head and ex
pression, both are M^ell made bitches and there is little be-

tween them. Bella, third, has a sweet head, is a bit heavy
in shoulders and ears don't hang right; in body and legs she
will do. In lightweight challenge dogs Duke of Hessen had
no trouble in defeating Inspiration and was put duwn in fine

condition; Inspiration being the reverse. Duke afterwards
won the special for best dog, beating Lad of Kent in head,
neck and shoulder.s, DuRe losing somewhat in hind parts.

Pan N. in fair shape had a walkover. Ridgeview Donald
scored in open dogs (V), though small and too much
cut out before the eye and faulty in pasterns, bis good
body outline and carriage excelled Rock 11., second,
who is now so well known. Ridgeview Faust, third,

is heavy in shoulders and weak in pasterns; his head
is good and of nice expression. Rhoderick, reicrve, is too
broad in skull, plain in muzzle and feet could he better, and
his set on of stern could also be improved. Axtel King Don
and Hempetead Prince, vhc, have their faults, the one being
rather long cast and the other heavy in shoulders, open feet

and drooping in quarters. Bloom of Kent has improved
.since Lewiston show and won nicely over Westminster Ina;
though plain in muzzle she beats the other in head, Ina not
having enough stop; she is also heavy in shoulder and wide-
chested. Gaynell of Kent, third, is a .smart-looking bitch,

rather plain faced and light in body. Reserve went to Miss
Arkos, who lo.ses in cleanness of shoulder, not square enough
in muzzle and chest too wide; good rib, loin and quarters.

Westmin.ster Kate was thin and has a narrow, plain head.
Daisy is plain in muzzle and shoulders not clean enough.
Princess Lillie's light bone and poor head is against, her.

The Hempstead Farm Kennels won the puppy jjrizes with
Bang Bang and Prince, and also took the kennel prize.

Enolish Setters {W. Tallman, .Ji/df/e).—Some individual
dogs were good, but on the whole the breed whs not well
represented. It is a bad time of year for dogs of this breed
to be anywhere but in the field. In challenge dogs Francis
S. and Francis G , both Philadelphians, entered Edgemark
and Breeze Gladstone respectively, and the judge was cer-

tainly tmkind in that he kept Francis G. so long on the.

tenter hooks of suspense, capping the climax by showing a
decided preference for Edgemark up to the last moment.
Breeze beats the other considerably in head and front, but is

beaten himself in hindparts. No challenge bitches entered.
That sterling good dog Glendon, looking better than ever
before, could not be denied in open dogs (6), his splendid
head, body and quarters making up for his turning out cf
toes, though his legs are straight. The Earl, second, is

big, coat not O.K. and needs furnishing out in body. Ben-
zine, third, is well known; he needs more stop to have a
good head and coat is too wavy. Pride of Bronx, reserve, is

faulty in front, good bead. Sir Frederick, vhc, needs no
describing; he was in fair .shape. Kent's Rex, he, is a little

out at elbow, but I thougtit his good head, bone, ribs and
quarters encithd him to another letter. Bitches (7) were
neaded by Donna Juanita, whose fat condition would have
handicapped her in close competitiob: as it was, her good .

hf ad, though muzzle is not just right, legs and body, iu
spite of her adipose matter, pulled her thr.mgh. Doretta,
secoi d, is narrow throughout, head and all, body needs BU-
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ing out. Kate Noble IT. is plain in muzzle, fair skull, good
legs and is nicely ribbed up. Dai.'^y Bright, re.stive, de-
served her letters and so did Albert's Daisy, just fresh from
her victory at Assonet. Neva B., he, is not right behind
and would do with more rib; a rather slack bodied bitch.

Deceive, the winner in pups, and also most of theothers, had
gone home when I came to their benches. The kennel prize
vs'ent to quite an inferior kennel, he. being their best in
regular classes.

Irish Setters (W.Tidlman, Judge).—Tbeve is no mistake
about it the red dog is having its epoch, both on the bench
and in the field. Here they formed one of the sights of the
show. Competition between the two principal kennels
being as keen as the Brooklyn air. Old Tim. looking in
great shape, ran away from a wonderful challenge dog class

of seven, all good dogs and true. Kildare was the runner
up; this dog s coat is the most correct in texture of any on
the bench. In the next class Noma for the first time low-
ered the colors of old Laura B. Of course there must come
a time when age will tell and the old heroes must give place
to younger blood. At the same time Laura is an exception
so far, and only in gaiety of carriage, trimness ot general
build and cleanness of throat and shoulders does she lose to
Norna, and is better in head, legs and body. In open dogs
the winner, Montauk, Jr., has recently been commented on.
"Tim's Dandy, second, is an improved dog and has no glar-
ing fault. Lad, third, is shore and thick iu skull. Young
Glencho, reserve, is ratber bloodhoundy in bead, would do
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•with more swell of riVi. Rob, vhc,, has a thick, round skull,

short neck and heavy shoulders. Ostler Joe, he, has an
English setter head and light hody. Seminole Blarney is

faulty in skull and quarters. The hitch class (13) was brim-
ful of quality, or one might say a red hot one, and evidently

the judge thought so, giving no less than six vhc. cards.

The' recipient of the blue ribbon, Fly, I thought rather
lucky, as her feet turn out and her head is faulty in skull.

Rose f^arsfield, well known, might with equal justice have
been placed over her, better' head and legs and quite as good
bodv, and better color—at least so it struck me. Third went
to dlaremont Heather, recently commented on, Delphine
getting reserve, and she is a bit flat-faced, but pretty good
otherwise. Of the vhc. lot Alice Kent is well known and
deserved her letters. Molly F. is not just right behind and
head would do with more pronounced stop. Belle Ida has
often b en spoken of in Fobest And Stream and well de
served her three letters: she is rather faulty in quarters,

Bonnibel, he, I liked as well as any of them, nice skull, bit

plain muzzle, but a good outline and color all over. Agnes,
vhc, has a vei^ long head, wide in chest and turns her feet

out. First was withheld in puppies, .second going to Topsy
of Bay Shore, a snipy-headed bitch. The kennel prize went
to the Oak Grove Kennels in a close competition, both Joe
JjBwis and Will Conners having their dogs in fine fettle, the
Oak fTi'ove Kennels having much improved in this respect.

Gordon Setters (W. Tallman, JucJr/e).—Scarcely a
new face among the lot, Ivanhoe defeating Rexmont in the
challenge dogs, beating him in head. In bitches it was
Duchess of Waverley and Flomout; the latter is plain in
mariiings to the other. Comus won in dogs over the coarse
headed Duke of Wellington; he has the best shaped head
but shows little tan and is faulty in loin. Brillmont, third,
is beaten in head, muzzle especially. Several well known
faces took prominent positions in the bitch class, headed by
Princess Louise, second going to Venus, rich tan but no
pencillings, nice body and outline but not square enough in
muzzle. Sallie Beaumont has been out before. Reserve
went to Dorothea, straight behind, head well formed, short
reck and heavy shoulders. I^ady Beaumont should rest oa
her laurels as her tan is very washy, is short-necked, chunky-
bodied, but has a nice shaped head She won first at New
York last spring. Roscoe won in puppies from an inferior
litter bi'otber. To Dr. Dixon went the kennel prize.

SPAsriELS (E. M. Oldham, Judge) —Mr. Oldham made his
second appearance in the ring and acquitted himself credit-
ably. He had not such a difficult task before him as when
he first donned the ermine at Toronto, at the same time he
was well supported here. In clia'llenge fields (3), Beverley
Negus, although rather below himself, beat Bridford Ruby
everywhere but in head. Beau looked rather ragged. In
open black dogs (2), Judex could not be denied, though very
fat. Warwick was second at Toronto; he loses in head to
the other. In bitches (2), Dame Trot, shown in nice shape,
won over Rosedale Bess, who beats her in head, but her coat
is curly and wavy. In any other color (8) the blue went to
The Shrew, whose good forelegs, head and lengthv body
won well over Fancy, the Philadelphia winner. Mt. Vernon
Prince is too coar.se in head, rather high on legs, but they
are well formed. The challenge cocker class (3) was divided,
and this allowed Fascination and I Say to score each a blue
ribbon; they deserved them, for they were in the usual
Toronto condition. Open dogs (3), first went to Middy, who
beats Donovan in quality, coat and front, though Donovan
has a fairly good head and body; bit full in skull. Nigger,
vhc, has a shelly body, is plain-faced, full-eyed, wavy-coated
and a bit out in front. In the female division (9), Trouble-
some, a few pounds heavier, carried out her ovmer's inten-
tion when he named her; she is filling out, but will never be
much more than a toy. Maid of Perth, second, a nice cocky
type, rather snipy in muzzle, but good body and legs. Miss
Chip, another of Jersey's get, was well placed, beating
Woodstock Dora in head and front. Watnong Nell, vhc, is
a little scooped out before the eye, nice body, but forelegs
not just the thing. Miss Waggles we have all seen before.
Any other color dogs had a Chestnut for winner, one of the
cockiest little chaps one would wish to see, a capital body,
nice head and legs, a little out of coat now: in fact, all these
cockers are wanting in coat nowadays, RoUo, second, has
a rather coarse head, too long in skull and broad, stands on
good legs, nice height, does not always stand true, good
body, if it is a little long. Watnong Dandy is plain in muz-
zle, but has a rare little body, though a bit small-sized. The
others were of no account, though very pretty. In bitches
Beauty bad no difficulty in scoring over Nellie, a pretty
liver and white, but toyish. George Bell, as usual, scooped
up most of the specials in cockers, and A. E. Foster accounted
for the field division. .Judex beat Beverley Negus, and
Troublesome scored over I Say for best cocker bitch.
Collies (Martin Dennin, Judge}.—This breed, on the

whole, was not conspicuously prominent in quality, and
many of the dogs were at their worst as regards coat and
should not have been shown. It does surprise one to think
that exhibitors who wish to get good records for their dogs
and who are experienced in the busine.ss, will risk defeat
where condition and coat play such an important part. In
challenge dogs, The Squire, keeping well, is a better' dog
than Ormskirk Shep, and proved it here with something to
spare, in head, front and loin. That perennial beauty
Metchly Surprise was alone in her class. Open dogs (10)
Mr. Jarrett showed his hand again with Toronto Wonder
that he purehasad in the Queen City last September- care-
fully handled he will take the eye of many a judge. That
handsome collie Woodsnansterne Trefoil, a black, tan and
white that Mr, Mortimer brought over, is a capitally made
dog, good long head, beautiful expression, good body and'
fair coat at present. Chrysolite, third, is well known; he
cannot beat the others in head, but was looking well hero
Conrad 11., looking the shadow of his Toronto self, being
all out of coat, took vhc, while Roy K., a very handsome
dog with the most profuse frill and coat in'the show a
fairly good head bit broad in skull, capital legs and body I
thought harshly trea:ted. Bitches ffi) brought out a nice lot
from the Hempstead Farm Kennels, but wofuUy lacking in
coat. Their Deboran has a nice long head but ears not well
carried, or seemed not to be, capital loin, ribs and quarters
and gcod front, coat open but of good fee). Ormskirk Susie
second, is rather domy in skiiU hut beautiful ir expression'
but I like their Ormskirk -Julia, third, better in face and
head, which is sweet in expression. Minnie Sefton is small
and seemed to lack substance, nice ears and expression
Bertha II., he, might have done better, though faulty in
head. Puppies (8) found the winner in Meda, who excels
Jeanness in head and body but is beaten in coat Hemn-
stead Farm won the kennel prize.

Poodles {Dr. H. M. Cnjer, Judue}.—The class did not
requu-e much nudgmg,the winners being conspicuous Dexter
getting his new cords nicely now and well shown had achallenge class made for him In the open (7) it did not
take long to pick out Fritz, a son of Styx, as the best
beating Tell in muzzle, loin, bone and cords. Fannie re'
serve, a pup, went home early. Tom, vhc

, is wooly-coatedand weak m muzzle. Prof. Dodd's Educated JMicWwas
an attraction to those who like funny things
Bulldogs (T, S. BdUn, Jvdge).-A first-rate show ofthese dogs, some of the best on view. Saleni of course beatGarisbrooke and Soudan in the challenge class, and Path-

finder, from the same kennel, won the ribbon in open heavydogs (o), second gomg to Rustic Sovereign, who loses in

IfJ^n
1°,-'*'*'"

f^^^i^."'-*.
^bich are not out enough^Barnev t. won t do for this company. In heavy bitches (4Miss Verne ^^;as given second; a little flat in skull, not outat elbow sufficiently, and cloddy in body. Lady Regent

Vbc, IS also defieient ift YQlume of skull, but is better iii

front than the winner. Goyernor, vhc, does not like the

common herd, and showed it. He is a bit on the leg, not
broken up well in face and not out enough at shoulder. In
dogs under 45lbs. (3) two sons of champion Harper were to

the front. Wal Hampton has hardly sufficient volume of

skull, but has a good deep muzzle and fair layback, body
and quarters good, and is fairly out atfshoulder. Heathen
is a Dlack and brindle, tremendous skull, good chop and
wrinkle, body correct, and fairly well out at elbow. Battos,

well known, seemed to have been overlooked. In bitches (4)

first went to Magpie, whose good head and characteristic

shoulders offset her open feet and weak pasterns. Rose is

rather narrow in skull and not broken up enough in fore-

face. Dolly Tester's lack of skull volume and faulty chops,
though she is well out in front, probably suggested her vhc.

Rnck Rose carries one ear down, has a long, narrow face and
forelegs are far from straight; she seemed to be in whelp.
Bxtll Tereiers (T. S. Bellin, Judge).—One could scarcely

remember ever seeing a better exhibit of these dogs even in
New York. Looking down the bench it was hard to pick
out a bad one among the favorite sizes. In challenge dogs
(2), Carney met defeat again at the hands of Streatham
Monarch," who looked in great shape while Carney was
shown a bit below his figure. Challenge bitches gave rise

to a hot tilt, Edgewood Fancy and Attraction, being placed
as named; Fancy bests the latter in shoulders and front, the
other having gone a bit there, both are good. Duchess of
York not in good trim, came vhc, she was outclassed and
cheeky, while Royal Rose is but a memory of real .self.

Heavy open dog (8) was a hard class to select from. Dia-
mond King getting a bit wide in front won from Aristocrat
who is rather "bully" in front and has too much stop. Billy
Bulger, a serviceable sort of dog, a winner at Pittsburgh,
took reserve. Cornet II. is well known and rather hardly
treated. Woodcot Bill has a good head and eye, feet open,
in fact he could be improved in front. Bully was outclassed
here. The novice winner Fidget at New York won from
the well known Grove Duchess in bitches (9), beating in
head and body. Early Rose took the resen^e number, beat-
ing British Queen in head and front. In the lightweight
dogs Sir Rudolph won nicely, good head with correct eye,
a little heavy in shoulder and not quite true in front, but
for this he would be bad to beat, I had a better look at him
here, as at Danbury he was cross. Dusty Miller, well known,
came second, he is getting heavy in shoulders and cheeky.
Snap Eye, reserve, is rather round in skull, coarse in tail
and bit out in front. Woodcot Scamp, at present has a
fairly good head but inclined to thicken, good body and legs.
Autocrat Victor, he, is short in head, feet open and fore legs
hardly straight, nice body. In bitches (3) Woodcot Lily is a
little round and full in skull, muzzle plain, otherwise good.
Nettle I thought lucky, too much stop, front too wide and
bone light. Luce, he, has a short chunky head. Under
Stubs., Tubby Hook's Sailor and Soda Mint took the money,
the former is a little out at elbow, skull round and muzzle
not strong enough, something on the English terrier order,
Soda is a "wee wan" too small to criticise much as you can-
not get them like the heavier ones in build. Edgewood
Wonder is a good stamp, nice long hfead, good body and legs,
shoulders perhaps a little heavy, good carriage o'f stern in
action. Some fair pups were shown. Frank Dole's aggre-
gation took the kennel prize.

Dachshunds (T. S. BeUiv, .7 i/dfye).—Probably the best
lot of dachshunds ever seen in public at an American show.
Mr. Manice has got together a capital lot and is not afraid
of letting them be seen. Windruah Rioter and Janet were
alone in their respective challenge classes and never
looked better, having been regularly hunted this fall. In
open dogs (5) first went to Jay, the new one; nice lengthy
head, but little open, strong on his pasterns, good crook
and chest, coat somewhat rough on a loose skin. Tack,
also an importation, has a nice head, scarcely enough peak,
throws out in front, good bone, strong pasterns, nice chest
and lengthy body, with plenty of loose skin. Our old friend
Superbus II., of the thick head, took reserve, while Don
Quixote II. scarcely fulfilled his promise, but is a sweet lit-
tle dog, nevertheless; in body, legs and coat he is good, he
may improve yet: had distemper. Fritz was outclassed
here. In bitches Mr. Manice's new ones, Jargonelle and
Jane Shore were first and second; the former is very strong
on her pas-terns, chest well let down, good crook, 'skull a
trifle high and muzzle could be stronger, excellent body,
loin and quarters, nice skin and length. Jane, little full in
brow and faulty in e^rs, muzzle trifle plain and tail coarse,
about her only apparent fault.s. Kate and Vic, he, are not
in it with these two. Glenrose's Dack is more like a dachs-
hund in name than reality—stick to beagles Glenrose. The
Manice kennel, of course, took the kennel prize.
Beagles (H. W. Lacy, Judga).—The number and quality

combined was admitted by beagle men present to have
scarcely been surpassed at any previous show. In view of
this it was hardly fair for the judge to be compelled to judge
them by such an uncertain liaht and in such a crowd as
there was in the press room. But beagle men are proverbi-
ally in a hurry to have the agony over, and they had
their way. Tricotrin, Roy K., and Racer, Jr., showed
for challenge dogs over 13Ln., Roy holds Racer safe and
Tricotrin beats Roy in front, body and action, especially
behind. Tricotrin is faulty in head and carriage of stern".
Elf, looking better than I ever saw her, was alone in her
class. In open dogs Sherry easily disposed of his rivals, an
improved dog, and was well shown, good legs, head, body
and carriage of stern. Trifle, third, was at Danbury, and
barring a rather cloddy appearance, he deseryed his position.
Jack Rowett had his front to blame for his reserve card.
Pulboro Crafty is too coarse and big, had a bit off his tail.
Thunderer is too long, faulty head and heavy front. Bitches
were warm, very. Emeline, looking as I never saw her, so
much different to Nanuet, where her fat snowed her under-
here she was a dift'erent animal and turned the tables on
Paithenia, who had gone off and lost her beautiful body out-
line, especially loin. Winnie K. beat Pearl for card honors
in front and shoulders. Under ISin. : Royal Krueger looked
in great shape, but had no competition, and champion Lou
had little difficulty in beating the light-bodied Ava W in
that respect and head. Rockland Boy beats Little Wonder
in coat, legs and quarters, but the latter has the best head
The bitch class was bad to judge, but Butterfly repeated her
Nanuet victory, being in better shape, too. Marjory, though
fat, is very typical, good body, legs, deficient in muzzle and
not clean enough about neck and shoulders. Evangeline is
faulty in front, body and head. Queechy deserved her
letters. The specials were keenly contested. In smaller dogs
Rockland Kennels' sorty pack had more substance and were
more level. Over 13in. Hornell-Harmony's more level lot
were fairly in it. For best beagle I thought Elf beat Royal
Krueger in cleanness of shoulders, forelegs and carriage of

Fox-Terriers {German JIop7ci?t.s-, .Judge).—Mr. Hopkins
judged very acceptably in place of Mr. Belmont. In chal-
lenge dogs Raffle beat Suflrolk Toby, the wire, very narrowly
Open dogs (10) brought out a new one, of good style, rather
thick and full in skull, and muzzle could be better but
othei-wise good. Beverwyck Punster is well known now
and Warren Daysman, third, is round in skull. Blemton
Rattler, reserve, was well placed. Of the commended lot
that good terrier Dobbin well deserved his letters Ruxtonwas at Toronto In bitches (12) Grouse II. won another blue
ribbon, followed by Ripon Regina, a new face, bit heavy in
shoulders, pinched muzzle, soft coat, otherwise good. War-
ren Faithful is faulty before the eye, good legs TuxedoBeauty IS full in eye, space ^vill not admit of extended notice
ot all the card winners. My Fellow won in dog puppies,
pressed by Wiltgn Tipper. Bo^obel, the bitclVinuer

won at Toronto, Open vdres (7) Suffolk Billy, first, has an
excellent head, dips a little behind shoulders, coat could be
harder. Dandy Jack, second, is rather light in loin, other-
wise good. Jack Trick is a wiry sort, big ear, light in body.
Suffolk Grip, vhc, is rather coarse in head, good front and
bone, and Cam JSrea Prince is also coarse in head. In
bitches (5) Jess F'ost, first, is faulty in head, but stands on
good legs, nice body and coat. Vic Broom pressed her
close, especially better in head and front. Carlisle, reserve,
well shown, is a trifle full in skull, and could be straighter
in front. Suffolk Tassel, third, was the Pittsburgh win-
ner. Carlisle Glory won well in puppy class (3). Messrs,
Rutherfurd won the kennel on a close call.
Dakdie DiNMONTS (T. S. BelUii, .J'«f7ge).—All the winners

are well known and it is always a tight go between King o'
the, Heather and Amphion.
Scotch Terriers (7'. S. BellM, Judge).—A nice show of

these game terriers; the winners in the dog class (f ), Kilroy
and Kilcree, are now well known, and rightly placed. Ash-
ley Plug, reserve, too full in skull, crooked front and
poorly shown. Colored Preacher's feet turn out and he is
coarse in skull, good coat. In bitches (4) Culblean, first, is
not straight in front, nice body and action. Wankie Daisy,
second, is a little out in front and body long, nice head, ears
big. Thistle Down was too fat and w'ide in front.
Irish Terriers (T. S. Benin, Judge).—A capital show of

them. The winner, Crib's, front should have put him well
back to the others. Jackanapes and Romulus were equal
second; the former has too much coit and cloddy in body,
wide in skull but good front. Romulus, a drop ear, has a
nice head and is better than the other for place; faulty in
loin, perhaps. Merle Grady, equal third, has a good head
but too dark in muzzle, excellent frontj out of coat and
rather soft, nice body; .should have been higher up. Fenian,
also eqtial third, has a nice head, though with too much
stop and a bit heavy in shoulders. Bagman, vhc, is out at
elbows. This was evidently a hot class to judge, but there
need not be so many equals given. The' bitch cla.ss was
smaller (4) but choice. Candour, the Toronto winner, beats
Dunmurry slightly in head and feel of coat only, both
clinkers. Colleen Rue has been out before, and Kilmurry
is faulty in pasterns and feet. A Breda Bill pup won in
puppies, only entry. Candor won the special.
Black and Tan Terriers [T. S. BelUn, Judge).—The ex-

hibits in these classes have been ding-donged round till their
names have become houseliold words in the fancy. Jasper
lost on condition, head and front principally to M^erry Mon-
arch. Queen III. smothered Carmencita, Lady Sali-sbury I
could not find.

Bedlij^gton Terriers (T. S. BelUn, Judge).—With ex-
ception of Parilla, all well known. He loses' to a good one
in head and strength of jaw, but has a better feel of coat
than the winner, Editor.
Skye terriers are both well known, and the York .shires

were not high class, but I thought Prince should have beaten
Beauty in the dog class; better head, coloring and coat. Toy
terriers were poor, as usuil.

^ Pugs {Dr. H. M. Cryer, .Tudge].—There was no Bonsor or
Sprake in this lot, and quality was very poor, especially
when a Curtis takes the challenge prize! Little Fritz in
dogs won nicely in skull and muzzle over Dixie, who has
been repeatedly commented on. Duke Howard's nice skull
and muzzle got him the reserve. Little Jewell has gone oflf.

Vfga, the bitch class winner, won in Pittsburgh: she seemed
wide in front and head small. Puppies were poor.
Toy Spakiels (Dr. H. M. Cryer, Judgc)-Outside ot

Romeo and Belle there was little to commend, A nice Jap
in Tootsie beats Tamah,a frequent winner,in general quality,
coat and head. The Italians were poor: a very delicate little
thing of nice size was the winner; others known. Two fair
smooth sheepdogs were shown in miscellaneous, and should,
as a more recognized breed, have been put over the Chinese.

H, W. L.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFF.*^.—Challenge—No entries.—Open -Doos.- Ist, J. L.

Winchell'R Beaufort's Black Prince; 2d, Mr?. Ctias. Wallaek'.'i
Merlin Bitches: 1st. B, F. Lewis's EtheJ; 3d, J. L. Winohell'e
Ros.s's Princess-; 3d. Mies L. H. Fuses 's Bruii. High com., J. R,
CoUins'8 Lady Teazle. PuiJpien: Prizes withheld.

l8t,

Jt's

and Otos; 3d, O. Lanerenberger's Donna'r. Very high"com'!',"New
York St. Bernard Kennels' Refugp II, High com.. O. Lnngen-
berger'a Percival. Swiss Mountain Kenn^ig' Kins Regent and
Mrs. J. Smith's White Friar. Com., Emma Lanaenherger's
Achilles. BMc/its; Ist and 3d, Col. J. Rupoert, .Tr. 'a Miss Anna
and Aitonette; 3d. Swiss MonntaiD Kprjnels' Simray. Very high
com., W. Grray's Judy and Co). J. Ruppert, Jr.'s Ellen Terry.
High com., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Princess Hepsey and T. F.
Lutz's Princess Wang. PMppie.r. Ipt, R. Bonth's Lord Walbeck-
'3d, 0. M. Bull's Duke of Alton; 3d, J. Reiner's King Victor. Verv
high com., P. H. Koeder''s Lord Per(;y. High com., C. B. Dake's
Lady CHarlton. Com., C. ,L Field's Nero.
ST. BER'^TARDS.—Smooth-Coated.—CHALLBNGE—Doas; No

entries. Bitches: 1st, Col. J. Rnppert. Jr.'s Empress of;Contoo-
oooit .—Open-Do^s: 1st, Swiss Mountain KennelB' Sonttish Loader;
3d, D. P. Foster's Leicester: oil. Mies L. Osborne's Czar O. Bitches-
lit. Col. J. Ruppert. Jr.'s Bcllegarde; 2<5, H. Schierloh's Charm-
ion; 3d, C. B. Dake's Bsssie of Coatoocook. Pa^jpte; let and 3d,
R. E. Cochran's Nemo and Diyma.
GREAT DANES.-Challkngh-Dow.s.- 1st, G. Leihbacher's

Pascha. Bitches: No entries. Opjon—Doys: Ist, Jos. Living,'-ton's
Maloc: 3d, Dr. W. H. Shops rd's T)uke; 3d, Paul Cl^igstnne's Stan-
ley. Very high corn., H. F. M. Podeyn's Pasha 11. High com.,
Charles Fischer's Fritz, H. A.. Lawaon'a Pasha L. and David
Sohraidt'H Pasba. Com., John Frank',? Cssar. BitcheH: Ist, H.
F. M. Podeyn's Nora; 3d, Phil. Heckelinann's Fannv; 3d, G. I,eih-
bacher's Loui'!e. Very high com., H. A. Law.eon'8 Fitz. Pivppies:
1st, M. Schult'a Schult Nero and -John Condon's Surpass; 3a and
3d, Martin Hahnle's Pascha III. and Flora. High com., Charles
Fifcher'a Pascba.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—3d, Chas. Sutter's Pascha.
BLOODHOUNDR.—Challenge—lat, J. L. Winchell'a .Tudith

OPEfi—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Wiuchell's Victor; 3d, George W. Glazier's
Jav'irt. Verv hieh com. and high com.. George W. Glazier's Jean
Valjean. Bitchts: ls% George W. Glazier's Beniaon.
DEERHOLNDS.—rHALLENGE-Z/Of/.s; No entriep. Bitch&s: Ist,

Dunrobin Kennels' Olga- Open-Doos; Ist, Dmrobin Kennels'
Argyle; 3d,HpTiry Mollenba.uer'8 Bisma'-ck; o'i, J. M, Greenwood's
Glencalrn. Bitches: let withheld; 3d, lolanthe Kennels' Madge
Mac; 3'i, Henry Mollenhauer's Tbora.
GREYHOUN DS.- -Challenge— lat, Albion L. Page's Maud

Torrmgtoa.—Open— r>/^9.s.- 1st. Woodbaven Kennels' Lord Nt^ver-
snll; 2d, Tubby Hook K-^untils' St. Regie; ad, Wm. Scbumncher's
Prince Bismarck. Bitches: 1st, Jas, Black's Dolly DolUr; 2d
arid very high com,, Mayhrook Kennels' Mi.^s Dollar III. and
Maybrook Nell; 3d, Wm. T. Faulknei's American Daisy. Pup-
pies: 1st, Woodbaven Kennels' Snowflight; 2d, W. D. Blenus's
Dollas.

PSOVIE.—Challenge -JDoas; 1st, H. W, Huntington's Argoss.
Bitches: 1st. H. VV. Huntington's Princpsa Irma.—Open—Doos.'
Ist; and 3d. C. S. Hanks's Sarvanates aTid Leekhoi; H. W.
Huntington's Oaslad. BitcJies: 1st. H. W. Huntington's Zerry;
3d, very high com. and high co-u., P. H. Hacke's Armeda, Viewea
and Palme; 3i, C S. Hanks's Vinga. Puppies: 1st, O. S. Hanks's
Peter the Great; 3d, H. W. Huntingto-n's Krimena.
CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—let, Robert Mllbank's Pride.
FOXHOUNDS.—American—Do»-s: Ist. Dr. H. T. Thurber's

Eli'e; 2d, Tubby Honk Kennels' Picket —English—Doi^s.- Ist, The
Pennbrook Hunt's Denmark; 31 and com., Rnckaway Himting
Club's Gftmblpr and Rascal, Bitolm: 1st, The Pennbroke Hunt's
Ransom; 2d, Rockaway Hunting Club's Sprightly,

Pop Ret; 2d, Hempet.ead Farm's Hempstead Bang Bang; 3d, Rinada
Pointer Kennels' Earl of Hessen. Bitches; l=it. Rinada Pointer
Kenneli^' Ducbess of Nasoc; 2d. Gen. .Tarvis'.a Lass of Kpn': 3a,
Banks & De Russy's Bella.—Challenge.—Under Solbs—Doos)
lat, Hempstead Farm's champion Dnke of Hes?en,-UNDi;H 60i.fl^
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—Bitclm: 1st, W. H. Hyland's Fan N.—Open—Dofefs: 1st, Rinda
Pointer Kennels' Rideeyiew Donald: 2d. Clias. Conneirs RooV IF.;

3d, A. G. Hoolev's Ridaeview Fanet. Very hitiVi com. reserve. R. C.

CorneU's Roderick. Very hi rem,, Hempstead Farm's H^iup-
Btead Prinreand Bronx Valley Ketinels' Axtel King Don, HTgh
rom., Ot to Hilmer'P Chester, BUchcs: lat. W. O, Root's Bloom of

Kent; 3d. Rinada Pomtfr Kernels'' Weatroinster I' a; 3d, A. S.

PrincVfis LIlHe. Puppies: 1st. and 2d. Hempstead Fwrm's Hemp-
stead Bane Bang and Hempstead Prince. Com., N. Gerold's Nic

ENfxLISH SKTTERS.-Chat/LENgIii—Ist, F. S. Brown's Edgf-
mark.—Opbn—Jioffs; Int. Rosecrof t Kennela' tJlendon; a"", A. G.
Hooley"? The Earl: Sd.W. O. DowTiingtor 's Benzine. Reperve.
Bronx Valley Kennels' Pride of Bronx. Very hierh com.. Semi-
nole Kennels' Sir Frederick- High com.. Lenex Kennels' Event's

.Tr and W. E. Briggg's Neva B., G-wvnme. Puppies: 1st, Bronx
Valley Kennels' Deceive; 2d W, H- Brush's Eastern Queen: M,
Sunset Kennels' May Win. Com., Messrs. R, H. Alberts, Jr., and
W. B. Briggs's Alherts's Rnby.

IRISH SETTERS.—CHALLENOE—Doas.' Ist, Seminole Kennels'
Tim. Very higli com. and reserve. Oak Groye Kennels' K'ldare.

Bitches: 1st. Oak Grove Kennela" Kornn. Verv high com., re-

serve, Seminole Kennels' Lanra B.—Open—i)o(/.«.' 1st. Sem'nole
Kennels' MonI auk, .Tr.; 2d, G. Langran's Tim's Dandy; 3d. Red-
stone Kennels' Erin's Lad. Very iiich com., reserve, G. Langran's
Vonng Glencho. Very high com., J. P. Allen's Rab. Tligh com-.
Seminole Kennels' Seminole Blarney, D. F. KePer's Tippecanoe
and Sunset Kernels' Ostler Joe. Com F. H. Major's Lord Chum-
ley and O. H. .Tackaon's Chester. Bitches: I't, C. T. Thomp^'^n's
Flv; 2d, Oak Grove Kennels' Rose Sarslield; 3d, Seminole Ken-
nels' ClfTpmont Heatber. Very high com., rcerve, Seminole
Kennels' Delpbinne. Veryhifrh com., G. Langran's Young Juno,
Redstone Kennels' Belle Ida, Oak Orove Kennels' MoUv F. and
Alice Kent, and H. Hawkes's Agnes. H'gh com.. Oak Grove Ken-
nels' Bonnibel. Pupvies: Ist, withheld; 3d, Miss E. Trnslow's
Topsy of Bay Shore. High com. , Seminole Kennels' Henmore
Chief.

GORDON SETTERS.—OHALT/BNOK—iJofifs; 1st. Dr. S. G.Dixon's
Ivanhoe. Reserve. Smith Bros. Rexmort, Bitches: 1st, Dr S. G.
Dixon's DncbesR of 'c^'^syerW. Resorve. J. B. Blossom's Ploniont.
—Open—Xiifl^i; Ist, J. B. Bl-^ssom's Cf^mus; 2d, Dr. S G. Dixon's
Duke of Wf llington; 3d, E- H. Morris's Brillraont. Bitches: Ist,

Dr. S. G. Dixon's Princess Louise; 3.1 and 3d, J. B. Blossom's
Venus nnd Sallie Beaumont. Very high com. reserve, W. C.
Gieason's Dorolhea. High com., Prof. L. P. Brsive'^i Lady Beau-
mont. Pup-pies: 1st and high com., C. E. Mather's Roscoe and
Carmen Sylvia.

SPANIELS.—A t/ti BHISEDS OYER 28LBS.—CHAtljENeE—1st. A. E.
Foster's Beverly Negus. Reserve, R. P. Keasbey's Bridford Ruby.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Black, over SSlbs.—Oppn—Dog.s; l'*-. A.
E. Foster's .Tudex: 2d. Dr. S. J. Bradbury's Warwick. Bitches:

1st, A, E. Foster'.-^ Dame Trot; 3d. R. P. Keasbe.y's Roaedale Bes«.
—Ant othek coijOH or brbed, over 28tBs.—Open—1st. Dr. S. J.

Bradbury's The Shrew; 2d. R P. Keashey's Fancy. Very high
com,. Dr. G. A. Longest 's Mount Vernon Prince.

COCKERS.—Any color, not overSSlbs —ChalijEnge—Equal

lat, G. Bell's Troublesome; 3d, A. C. Wilmprding'^ Maid of Perth.
Reserve. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Miss'Chip. Very high com..
Dale & Thomas's Woodstock Dora and A. 0. Wilmerding's 'Wat-
nong Nell. High com.. F. W. Kitcheir.s Lady Jane, Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels' Miss Waeglo and J. P. Terew's Minnip. Com,,
John Rodger's Nell.—Any other cot,or, not over 28lbs.—Open
—lat, Geo. Bell's Chestnut: 3d. A. O. Wilmerding's RoJlo. Very
high com , A. 0, Wilmerding's Watnong Dandy. High com.,
Lizzie Jones's Boss and Frank Jones's Tiger.

CLUMBRR SPANIELS.—lat, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Beauty;
3d, Frank Jones's Nellie.

COLLIES. - Challenge — Xtoas. tst, Seminole Kennels* The
Squire. Bitches: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Mctchley Surprise.—Open
—Dugs: Ist. Chestnut Hill Kennels' Toronto Wonder; 2d. Hemp-
stead Farm's Woodmnnsterne Trefoil: 3d, Seminole Kennels'
Chrysolite. Very b igh com., H^mp^itead Farm's Conrad II. High

II. Puppies: 1st, John Hughes' Meda; 2d, Robert Buckle's Jeaness.

POODLES.—CHAtLBNGE—Ist, E. H. Morris's Dexter.—Open—
1st and very high com. reserve, M. W. Reid's Fritz and Fan-
nie; 3d, Cbas. Priem's Tell. Very high com., Mrs. A. Lagarde's
Tom.
BULLDOGS.—ChaI/LENGE—ist, Wheatley Kennels' Saleni; 2d,

Chaa. A. J. Smith's Carisbrooke.—Open—45lbs. And over—Ist.

Wheatley Kennels' Pathfinder: 2d. lolanthe Kennels' Rustic
Sovereign. Very high com,, J. A. & W. H. Finlayson's Governor,
'"^om , W. L. Titus's Barney. Bitches: 2d. Dr. D. L. Haight'« Miss
Venn. Ve^y high com. Wheatley Kennels' Lady Regent.—Under
45LBS —Dogs: 1st and 3d, Hempstead Farm's Wal. Hampton and
Heathen. Very high com., J A. & W. H Finlayson's Governor.
Bitches: Ist. C. E. Cox's Magpie; 2d, E, K. Austin's Rose. Very
high com . J. H. Matthew's Dolly Tester. High com,, lolanthe
Kennels' Rock Rose.

BULL-TEHRIfiRS.—CHALLENGE—Z)o9s; 1st, J. Moorehead.Jr.'s

Rose.—Open—SOlbs. and over—Dogs; 1st, Retaor Kennels' Dia-
mond King; 31, P. C. Pettit'a Aristocrat. Reserve, R, Carson. Jr.'s
Billy Bulger. Very high com., H. M. Howes's Comet II, High
com,. F. F. Dole's Woodcot Bill. Cooa.. W. Wedgwood's Keno.
Bitches: let, reserve and high com,. Castle Point Keunels' Fidget,
Early Rose and Wild Rose; 2d. H. M. Howes's Grove Duchess.
Verv high com. Retnor Kennels' British Queen. Com., William
Wedgwood's Beauty.—Under SUlbs. and over 20ijBS.—Dog»: Ist.
„ ^1 Ui'^v'k TP TP Tirilo'o Siir Rnf)r\lnh on/1 X\Tr\r\A^ni- —

W. Wedgwood's Luce.—Under 20lbs —Does; 1st and 3d, Tubby
Hook Kennels' Sailor and Soda Mint. Bitches: 1st, P. F, Dole's
Edgewond Wonder, Puppies: Isr, Castle Point Kennels' Castle's
Pride. Com , W. Wedgwood's White Duke.

DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—J3o!j.s; 1st. Edward A. Manice's
Windrush Rioter. Bitches: Ist, E. A. Manice's Janet.—Open-
Dogs: Ist, very high com. res^ and very high com., E. A.
Manioc's Jay, Superbus II. and. Don Quixote IT.; 3d, Hempstead
Farm's Tack, High com,, L. 0. Seidel's Fritz K. Bitches: 1st
and 3d, E. A. Manice's Jargoenlle and Jane Shore. High com.,
Charles Pfizer's Kate and Vic.

BEAGLES.—Challenge— OvETi 13in —Dogs: Ist, Hornell-Har-
mony Kennels' Tricotrin. Reserve, Rockland Beagle Kennels'
Roy K. Bitches: lat. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Elf.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Sherry; 2d, George Laick's
Trifle. Reserve, Rockland Beagle Kennels' Jack Kowett. Very
high com. and high cona,, Waldingfield Kennels' Pulboru Crafty
and Thunderer. Bitches: Ist, Rockland Beagle Kennels' Eme-
line; 3d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Parthenia. Reserve, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Winnie K, Very high com., George Laick's
Pearl.—Challenge—13iN. and Under—Dogs: Ist, Hornell-Har-
money Kennels' Royal Krueger. Bitches: 1st, R,oekland Beagle
Kenuels' Lou; 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W.—Opes—
Dogs: 1st, Rockland Beagle Kennels' Rockland Boy; 3d, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Little Wonder. Bitches: Ist, Glenrose Ken-
nels' Butterfly; 3d, Mrs. R. F. Mayhew's Maijory. Reserve and
very high com., Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Queeehy and Evan-
geline. High com. and com., Rockland Beagle Kennels' Zellah
and Lady Vera.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth,—Challengjs—Dogs; Ist, L. &W
Rutherfmd'.^ Riffle. Reserve, Hemostead Farm Kennels' Suf-
folk Toby. Biiches: No entries.—OPEN—Dogs.- Ist, lolanthe Ken-
nel?;' Ripon Stormei ;3d. C. Bathbone's Beverwyick Punster; .3d

L. & W. Rutherfur'i's Warren Da,ysman, Reserve, L. B. Banks's
Blemton Rattier. Very hlgn com., L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Laird, E, W. Irwin's Ruxton and Woodale Ken^els's Dobbin
High com., E. R. HoUander's Hillside Ruffian. Bitches: 1st, C.
Stedraan's Hanks Grouse II ; 2d and 3d. lolanthe Kennels' Ripon
Regina and Miss Domino. Reserve, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Wai-
ren Faithful. Very high com., E. Bird's Tuxedo Beauty and L &
W. Rutherfurd's Dusky II. High com , E. W. Irwin's Chinquipiu
Chink. Com.. Woodale Kennels' Woodale Regina.—Puppies—
Dogs; 1st. A. D. Stewart's My Feliuw C- 3d, Wilton Kennels' Wil-
ton Tripper, Very hi^h com. reserve, Dr. A. W. Lawrence's
Crafty. Bitches: l^t, E. W. Irwin's Boscobel: 2d; Woodale Ken-
nels' Woodale Dainty.—WiBE-HAiREp—/?ogi\vlst, H6mp§te8,d

Farm's Suffolk Billy: 2d, lolanthe Kennels' Dandy .Tack; 3d and
high com., C. L. A. Whitney's Jack Trick and ,Tack Prompter.
Verv high com, reserve, R. P. Mayhew's Brittle. Very high com.,
lolanthe Kennels' Carn Brea Prince and Hempstead Farm's Suf-

folk Grip. BitcJiea: Ift. lolanthe Kennels' Jess Frost; 3d, R F.
Mavbew's Nic Groom; M and high com.. Hempstead Farm's Suf-
folk Tassel and Suffolk Venus. Very high com. reserve, T. S.

Benin's Carlisle Glory. Puppies: l«t and 2d, T. S. Bellin's Carlisle

Glory and Carlisle Crib; 3d, R. F. Mayhew's Brimstone.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, Edward Brooks's
King o' the Heather and Amphion. High com. and com., John
Ferguson's Sir Robert and Meg Merrilies.

SCOTHH TERRIERS.—Dogs; Ist and 2d, Henry Brooks's Kilroy
and Kilcree. Very high com. and res.. Richard Elliott's Ashley
Plug. Very high com., Chesterford Park Kennels' The Colored
Preacher. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Henry Brooks's Culbleau and
Wankie Daisy. Very high com., Henry Brooks's Thisi le Down.

IRISH TERRIERS.— Dogs: 1st, Thos. Wise, Jr.'s, Crib; eaual
2d, lolanthe Kennels' Jackanapes and Hempstead Farm's Romu-
li's: equal od, Walter .1. Comstock's Merle Grady and Hempstead
Farm's Fenian Boy. Very high com., H. O'Connor's Galtees.Toon
& Symouds's Jack Briggs and E. C. Le Montague's Bigman.
High com., Thos, Wise, .Tr.'s Shaun Rue. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Candour; 3d, WaUer J. Comstock's Dunmurry.
Very high com,, Thos. Wise, Jr.'s Colleen Rue. Com,, John Her-
liky's KillmuTy. Puppic»: Ist, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Nellie.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS,-OHALLENGK-lst. Rochelle
Kennels' English Lady.—Open—Dog.s; 1st, Rochelle Kennels'
Merry Monarch; 2d, Frank F. Dole's Jasper. Bitches: Ist, Frank
F. Dole's Queen HI.; 3d, Rochelle Kennels' Rochelle Carmenoita.
Very high com. reserve, lolanthe Kennels' Lady Salisbury. Very
high com., Rochelle Kennels' Rochelle Ma jestic.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS —1st, Wm. H. Russell's Editor; 3d,

Harris R. Childs's Parilla. Very high com.. Wm H.Russell's
Christmas Carol and Martin A. H. Thelberg's Qui Vive.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st. C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford; 2d, K. K.
Garner's Endcliffe Maggie.

YORKSHIRF, TERRIERS.-Dogs.- *lBt, J. Selig's Beauty; 3d,

J. A. & W. H. Finlayson's Prince. Bitches: 1st, J, A. W. H. Fin-
layson's Nell: 3d, W. H. Cooper's Maggie. Very high com., Mor-
ris Rothschild's Harry.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Morris Rothschild's Jerry; 3d, Mrs. May
Lavitt McPeeters's Baby. Very high com. reserve. New York
Pug Kennels' Gipsey. High com., Henry Stoetzel's Gyp.

PUGS.—Challenge -1st, Mrs. M. M Ballentine's Curtis; 3d,
New York Pug Kennels' Nellie BIy. Very high com., J. Rrom-
bach's Bradford Rowdy.—Open—Dog-s; 1st, J. Bowden's Little
Frit?,; 2d and high com., Seminole Kennels' Dixie and Little Jewel.
Very high com. and reserve, Howard Kennels' Duke Howard.
Very high com.. Mrs. S. S. Bowden's Ivy Boy, Bitches: Ist, Mrs.
M. M. B illantine's Vega; 3d, Mrs. S. S. Bowden's East bake Sister.
Puppies; 1st, Mrs. M. M. Ballantine's L'ady MufT; 3d, J. Bowden's
Midget iHarry. Very high com., Seminole Kennels' Bonnie's
Baby.
KING CBARLES SPANIELS.-lst and 2d, Mrs, F. Senn's

Romeo and Yankee Boy. Very high com. reserve, J. Brombach's
Duke of Wellington.

BLENHEIM, PRINCE CHARLES AND RUBY SPANIELS. -
lst, Mrs. F. Senn's Bell.

.JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Dogs; 1st, Mrs. R. L. Crawford, .Tr.'s

Tootsie. Bitches: 2d, Mrs. P. Senn's Tamah,
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-lst, F. H. Hoyt'a Trixie; 2d and

very bign com., J. Brombach's Golden Rod and Pansy,
MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, P. A. Raby's Tootsey; 3d and very

high com,, Hempstead Farm's Blue Light and Hempstead Maid.

SPECIALS.
MASTiEt'S.—Best dog, Beaufort's Black Prince; bitch. Ethel; best

mover. Boss's Princess.
St. Bernards.—Kennel, Dutchess Kennels; rough dog, Aristo-

crat; bitch. Lady Gladwin; best smooth dog. Scottish Leader:
bitch. Empress of Oontooeook; best American-bred rough dog,
Roland, Jr.; bitch, Princess Heps^y; American -bred smooth dog.
John Keevan's Patrol; bitch. Empress of Oontooeook; best rough
puppy. Lord Walbeck; smooth. Nemo.
Great Danes.—Best kennel, G. Leibacher's: best dog, Maloe;

bitch, Nora: Great Dane Club specials, best dog in open, Duke;
bitch, Nora; dog puppy, Pascha; best American-bred, Nora; best
solid colored dog, Duke; bitch. Fritz; best Harlequin dog Schult
Nero; best brindle dog, Maloc; bitch, Nora; best dog or bitch,
Maloc.
Newfoundlands —Best, Pascha.
Bloodhounds.— Best dog or bitch, Victor.
Debrhounds.—Best dog, Argyle; bitch, Olga; W, K. C. challenge

cup, Argyle.
Greyhounds,—Kennel, Woodhaven Kenuels; best dog. Lord

Neverstill; bitch, Maud Torrington; best in show, Lord Neverstill;
Munro challenge cup. Lord Neverstill; also best American-bred
that has won at a public meeHng, Lord Neverstill.
Russian Wolfhounds.—Kennel, Mr. Huntington's; best dog,

Argots: bitch, Zerry. best dog pup, Peter the Great; bitch, Kri-
mena; W. K. C. challenge cup, Argoss.
Foxhounds.—Best dog, Denmark; bitch, Ransonie.
Pointers.—Kennel, Hempstead l arm; best, dog. .551bs. and ovei-.

Lad of K(!nt; bitch, oOlbs. and over, Woolton Game; beat dog,
under 551bB , champion Duke of Hessen; bitch, under .501bs., Pan
N.; best dog, Duke of Hessen: bitch. Woolton Game: best that has
run at field trials, chamnion Duke of He.=sen.
English Setters.—Kenne\ R. H. Alberts Jr.. and W, E.

Briggp; best dog, Gleudon; bitch. Donna Juanita; Polhemus cup,
Glendon.
Irish Settees,—Kennel, Oak Grove Kennels; best dog, cham-

pion Tim: bi'cb, Noma; best in show, champion Tim.
Gordon Setters.—Kennel, Dr. Dixon's; best dog, Ivanhoe;

bitch, Duchess of Waverly.
Spaniels.—Kennel, Geo. Bell; best field dog. Judex; bitch, Brid-

ford Ruby; best cocker dog, Fascination; best bitch. Troublesome;
Spaniel Club prizes—Best brace field spaniels. Judex and Beverly
Negus: best brace cockers. Fascination and Troublesomf; best
field spaniel other than black in open class. The Shrew; ditto
cocker, Chestnut; best field spaniel. Judex; best parti-colored
field spaniel. Fancy; service of B'ascination, Maid of Perth; best
cocker get of champion Doc, Maid of Perth.
Collies —Kennel, Hempstead Farm; best dog, Toronto Wonder;

bitch, Deborah. Collie Club—Bast dog, open class, Toronto
Wonder; bitcb, ditto, Deborah; best puppy, Meda.
Bulldogs.—Best dog. Pathfinder; bitch, Saleni; Bulldog Club

medal for best in 8h"w, Saleni.
Bull-Terrlers.-Kennel, Fi-ank F. D^le; best dog over SOibs.,

Streatham Monarch; best bitch, ditto, Edgewood Fancy; best dog
undfr 301b8. and over 201bs.. Sir Rudolph; best bitch, ditto, Wood-
cot Lilly; best dog under SOlbs.. Sailor; best bitch, ditto, Edge-
wood Wonder.
Dachshunds.—Kennel, E. A. Manice; best dog or bitch, Janet;

best dog, Wmdrush Rioter: bitch, Janet.
Beagles.—Kennel over iBin., Hornell-Harmony Kennels; under

13in., Rockland Kennels; best kennel, not less than five, any size,
HorneU-Harmony Kennels; best dog or bitcb over i:3in., EU; best
ditto under 13in., ch. Lou; best in show. Elf; Beagle Club specials,
best dog. ch. Royal Krueger; bitch. Elf.
Tebbiers.— Fox-terriers—Kennel, Messrs. Butherfurd; best

smooth dog, Ripon Stormer; bitch, Hanks's Grouse IL; best wire-
haired dog, Suffolk BiUy; bitch, Jess Frost; best American-bred
under two years, Beyerwyck Punster; best wire-hatred dog in
open or puppy, Suffolk Billy; bitch. Jess Frost. Dandle Dinmonts
—Best dog or bitch. King o' the Heather; best brace. Sir Robert
and Meg Merriles. Scotch terriers—Best dog or bitch, Kilroy;
kennel, Henry Brooks, Irish terriers—Best dog or bitch, Can-
dour. Black and tan terriers—Best dog or bitch. Queen TH.
Bedlington terriers—Best dog or bitch. Edith; bitch, Parilla.
Skye terriers—Best, Sir Stafford. Y^orkshires—Best in show,
Nell.
PtTGS,-Best brace, Curtis and Vega; best dog, Curtis; bitch,

Vega (21; pug breeders' challenge cup. Little Fritz; best in show,
Curtis,
Best King Charles spaniel, Romeo. Best .Tapinese spaniel,

Tootsie, Best brace Italian greyhounds, Goldea Rod and Pansy.
Best exhibit by resident of New York city, Hempste«d Farm,
Best ditto In Brooklyn. H. W. Huntington's Russian wolfhounds.

Informatiou comes to us from Chicago that Mr. H. J.
Nichols, who is so vrell and favorably known as a fancier of
Great Danes and owner of the great Melac, cannot be found
by his friends, who fear that something serious may have
happened to him. We sincerely trust that this is not the
case. Two days before ho left Chicago he sold Melac and
his other dogs to the Cumberland Kennel Club, of which

I Mr, H. L. Goodman is manager. This will put that kennel
I in the very front rank in this breed. Mr. Nicliols was a
I prominent Mason.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
A WHOLE week of pleasant weather from Nov. 21 to Nov.

26 favored the trials, there being therefore no weather con-
siderations to interrupt the work.
The judges managed the running most skillftilly. a most

important consideration in testing the qualities of setters

and pointers in actual competition. This refers more par-
ticularly in respect to picking; otit a route through fields and
cover so that the route will be continuous, or at least so that
there will always be room to work, thus affording every op-
portunity for the dogs to work contintiously. But few
judges can avoid tangling up the competition in woods,
doubling back on the same course, or see-sawing here and
there as one obstruction after another appears to interrupt
the work. The judges were Messrs. H. Merriam, Memphis,
H. B. Dtirvea and Washington A. Coster, the genial secre-

tary of the clnb. He appeared, however, to have an idio-

pathic case of utter weariness which cut ofl; his active ser-

vice as judge about ninety-nine per cent.

The annual meeting of the club was held on Thursday
night. The Board of Governors wa=i elected as follows :

W. Hay Bockes, James L. Breese, W, A. Coster, J. Otto
Donner, C. Oliver Iselin, H. B. Duryea, C. C. Gray, F. R.
Hitchcock, Jos. H. Hunter, Pierre Lorillard. Jr., H. Hul-
man, Jr.. H. Merriam, G, T, Leach, P. H. O'Bannon and
Edward Dexter. The conditions of the stakes for 1893 re-
main the same as this year, excepting the Champion Stake,
which was abolished, and a committee was appointed to
make another stake instead. The club meeting then ad-
journed and the Board of Governors held a meeting.
Mr. C. Tate was named as a candidate for membership.

A committee, according to time-honored action, was ap-.

pointed with power to look up new grounds. The election
of officers resulted as follows ; President, Pierre Lorillard,
Jr. ;

Vice-presidents, H. B. Duryea and Herbert Merriam
;

Secretary, Washington A. Coster, The new stake is called
the New Subscription Stake. It is a free for all, $.50 sub-
scription which is transferable. The club adds ¥350. to go
to first. Dogs to be named the night before starting. Heats
to be two hottrs' duration and so arranged that a dog which
runs in the morning will next time run in or about midday.
Fifty per cent, sweepstakes to first, thirty to second and
twenty to third.
The lunches served on the grotmds were about as unappe-

tizing as they could be consistently with a claim to a part of
civilization, yet, to use a doggy term, they were " sorty," or
much alike. Coffee was absent. Four or five plates were
considered ample for twenty-five or thirty people, yet no
sportsman should be so dudish as to expect much when he
has the privilege of paying $2 oOper day for a little food and
a good deal of inattention. To get waited on though im-
perfectly required a vigorous individuality and a persistent
nature.

The Members' Stake,

The Members' Stake was run off this year under circum-
stances which never before occurred in the history of the
club so far as the knowledge of your reporter reaches. The
circumstances were the absence of the reporters and there-
with the absence of any detailed history. Foee.st akd
Steeam had three stalf representatives out in one week at
ditterent field trial events. Nothing could bear more direct
testimony to the growth of field trials and the energy of
FOKEST AND STREAM in rising equal to the situation. In
fact, there is not another paper in America which could send
so many trained men to do such work.
But in respect to the Members' Stake, I was told that the

work was only fair, a,nd that birds were rather scarce.

Mr, W. A. Coster, the genial secretary, and Mr. Josiah
Collitis, Seattle, Wash., were the judges."
Following is a brief history of the proceedings;
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white dog Count Anteo

(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl)
tvitJv

George Leach's black, white and tan dog Guy (Glad-
stone's Boy—Lady).

W. B. Meares's black, white and tan dog McMurdo (Roi
d'Or—Mildred C). with
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s liver and white bitch Antevolo (Count

Noble—Trinket IL).

Herbert Merriam's black and white dog Nat GfdOdwifi li~
(Nat Goodwin—Royal Myrtle)

with
P. Lorillard, .Jr."s black, white and tan bitch Lora (Glad-

stone's Boj'—Ruby's Druid).

Count Anteo, first; Guy, second; Antevolo, thiTd,
Birds were scarce.

The Derby.
The starters on Sunday night numbered 23 after the

drawing was completed. In the morning, one of them, Mr.
Herbert Merriam's Nat Goodwin IL, was found dead in
his kennel. It was a sad loss to his owner and handler.
The dog was a valuable one.
The judges are Messrs. A. Merriman, Memphis, H. B.

Duryea, Red Bank, N. -J., and Washington A. Coster.
There are many of the old guard here with a sprinkling

of new faces, and there is a steady growth perceptible from
year to year in the evolution of the sporting costume.
Where a few years ago the larger part of the sjpectators
were content to appear in ordinary citizen's dress, a sport-
ing costume now is worn.
The order of running is as follows:
Nahmke Kennels' lemon and white bitch Nahmke Alice

(Nahmke Philip—Mercy), Tom Aldrich, handler,
with

F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch Bess (Chance
—Bessie Avent), .John White, handler.

C. W. Tate's black ond wh ite dog Quail (Dakota—Rose),
Frank Bevan, handler. with
Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Loch-

invar,(Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

Royal Robinson's black, white and tan bitch Gaiety (Lone
Jack—Gay Rhcebe), Geo. Gray, handler,

ivith
Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Dick Fox

(Chance—Countess Rush),

Henipstead Farm Kennels' liver and white bitch Hemp-
stead Game (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), A. Cameron,
handler, ivith
Fairmont Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Belle of

Kentucky (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl), C. W, Barker,
handler.

Nahmke Kennels' orange and white dog Nahmke PhilipH
(Nahmke Philip—Mercy), Tom Aldrich, handler,

with
Blue Ridge Kennels' orange and white dOg^Hope's Mint

(Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady).

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog King-
ston (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler,

^vith
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Dot

Rogers (Roderigo—Gladstone Girl), C, Tucker, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s liver, white and tan bitch Maiden
Mine (Vanguard—Georgia Bell*^), C. Tucfeer, handler,

•With
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Avent&Tbayer Kennels' black and white dog Bonair
(Roderigo—Juno A.)

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white
pointer dog Jingo (Mainspring— Qaeeny IL), Capt. C. E.

McMurdo, handler, ivith

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Cheva-
lier (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s liver, white and tan bitch Rod's Sue
(Roderigo—Gladstone Girl), C. Tucker, handler,

'With.

Luke W. White's liver and white pointer bitch Graceful
n. (Duke of iiessea—Concave), owner, handler.

Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white pointer bitch
Hempstead Blossom (Duke of Hesseu—Woolton Game), A.
Cameron, handler,
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and white

pointer dog Conscript (King of Kent—Hops), C. E. Buckle,
handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Ham-
let (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler,

vnth
Herbert Merriam's black, white and tan dog Nat Good-

win II. (Nat Goodwin—Royal Myrtle).

Herbert Merriam's black and white bitch Tan (Rowdy
Roil— ICva), a bye. S. C. Bradley, handler.
As Nat Goodwin II. had died before starting. Tan was

brought up to run with Hamlet.
The work done was inferior on the whole. Some sports-

men who were present were of the opinion that it was a
good average Derby, but thf re was but very little good work
done to sustain that opinion. Birds, it is true, were scarce,
but when found there were many errors committed and
many lost opportiinities. Many times the handlers Slushed
birds which the dogs had run over. The pointing work was
positively inferior. The scenting was thought to be bad some
of the time, etc., but excuses did not change the fact. The
dogs ranged well, apparently, and gave one ihe impression
that they were good workers. A few of them were good
workers."^ Most of them picked out the easy goius, the open
fields or the open, cleanest places in cover, the latter being
avoided when possible. A dog which picks out easy, com-
fortable going may run across birds, but he does not find
them in the proper sense of the term.

First prize was won by Mr. P. Jjorillard, -Jr.'s, Rod's Sue,
bred by Cant. Pat. Henry, CJarksville, Teon., who gets the
Breeder's Cup, value $100. She showed excellent "bird
sense" in her work, hunted out the likely corners for birds
and stayed diligently out at her work, working pleasantly
and cheerfully.
Kingston, second prize winner, and Bonair, third, work

much alike. Tney both are diligent workers and perform
well on birds generally, but there is not the judgment in
their work nor the thoroughness in beating out their
ground, that Sue displayed.
The prizes were .$500 to first, 1350 to second and*! 50 to

third.

MONDAY.
The weather was clear and comfortably pleasant. Ten

braces were run during the day. Birds were far too scarce
for field trial purposes. Rome of the braces worked dili-
gently, but the returns in finds were few. The judges man-
aged the running skillfully. A mild breeze blew during
the day. There were a good number of spectators, among
whom were Messrs. Bayard Thayer, Boston; Pembroke
Pettit, Virginia: Edmund H. Osthaus, Teledo, O ; Major J.
R. Purcell. B. J. Fisher. Ashboro, N. C; Ernest Tate. North
Carolina: F. R. Hitchcock. P. Oliver Lselin, New' York;
Herbert Merriam, Weston, Mass.; Edward Beadel, New
York; Edward Dexter, Buzzard's Bay, Mass.; J. E. Orr,
Brooklyn, N Y. ; .fos. H. Hunter, Washington, D. C; Major
J. M. Taylor and V. M. Haldeman.

First iSeries-.

Nahmke Alice and Bess—Were started at 8:55 about two
miles from town, and were worked about twenty-five min-
utes before a find was made. Alice pointed a bevy. Bess
caried up to back got wind of birds and backed to
order, moved on and was in motion when the birds flushed,
although she did not flush them. Alice was steady and Bess
unsteady to caution. Each pointed a single in woods. Bess
next pointed a single which she willfully flushed. Alice
again scored a point. Bess worked her trrouud nicely and
was the wider ranger. Her .style was poor. Auce ranged
well, too, and her style was pleasing. Up at 9:37.
Quail and i.ochnivak—Began at 9:a0. Quail soon pointed

a oevy aud was bac'ced by Lochnivar, the latter being
prompted by a caution. Quail was notably steady and re-
liable on point. Lochnivar pointed a bird and after it was
Hushed went on hunting. Several birds which he ought to
have pointed were flushed where he had left. Working in
the woods Lochnivar flushed a single. Quail worked inde-
pendently. Lochnivar n nd the better style. Pace and range
about alike, although Lochnivar did liot stay out at his
work .so steadily as he should have done. Up at 10:12.
Gaiety and Dick Fox were started at 10:;^3, and soon

Gaiety was lost for a few moments. As Dick aud his handler
worked into a corner a bevy flushed not far from Gaiety.
She presumably was pointing it. On scattered birds. Gaiety
pointed twice snarply aud well. She did her work stylishly.
Dick flushed a bird, fiaiety showed excellent range aud
pace, and worked withoxit pottering,
Hempstead Game and Belle of Kentpckv—At 10:03

were started. In a few minutes Game pointed a bevy. NeKt
she pointed a bird, moved on and flushed it. She pointed
soon a bird and held point. Belle was next to point, held
point for a few moments, jumped a fence aud then pointed
steadily on a bevy. She was stylish in her work and dis-
played excellent judgment. Each dog pointed separate birds
and Belle flushed one. Belle carried herself with dash aud
style and was far superior in the latter part of the heat.She started a bit slow. Up at 11-H.5.

i.^n'^"'^®
Philip IL And Hope's Mint were started at

11:40, and were taken up at 13:34. Nothing found. Mintwas far the better ranger.

^^^^ ^.^^u. >va,a uuL uetir lo nacK. mescal
,?^ J°^

treetops. Sent on, in a short distance Kingston
pointed another bevy. Steady to shot. Kingston flushed aturd in the open, then a lot more flushed wild close by.

HnHo..^r^^'^ ^ K^'^'K J^? ^-^^ Kingston was the betterhnder and pointer of birds. Dot ranged the wider, yet bothwere hut tair in this respect. , j ^u.

Maiden Mine and Bonair were started at 3:23. Bonair

[hi 'c ??^"/*^u" ^o^lIlS his point. Steady to shot. On
Mo^H^^ i*'/'^?

in
.
woods Bonair pointed once aud

mni^^°i'°'''''^*^
^^""Sle^ each time Bonair was the

rngVdter Up a^o.^f
^""'^ ^""""^ '^^'^ ^^'l

lii^a^n^^i^
A^'^^^^-^^^^^' commenced at 3:30 in the open.

^uFn°^ ^''I'^'^'i
^^'"'^ ^ ''^^3'' tlien pointed, and the re-

^dfV^h^.f "V^^ ??^^ P°i°^^'i^ ^-cattered birds in

^ tin at 'v^'-t^"'^
twice, singles, and Jingo pointed

m«nn^/*aM^'-^^t^l^f^u?^^d^ than an average per-

'^nrr^o , Y°?^'-''iP^ pointed a bird ia pine woods
tt.J^ steady to shot. Bess pointed one well, but was notstaunch Her handler was not near her at the time. Con-script took a long cast in the op'^n stubble and puinted abevy in a strip of heavy wee.is. Tne birds flushed wild and

They went over a rise aud a bevy was seen to flush, but
whether one of the dogs did it or not could not be deter-

mined. F:ach pointed a single. Grace backed nicely. Both
were steady to shot. Sue pointtd a bird prettily, but
spoiled the work by breaking in and flushing the bird, and
cha.^ed wildly. Sue false pointed. Soon she found and
pointed a bevy, aud was hacked. She flnished by making a
sharp point on a bird in the leaves in the woods. Sue
showed far the better range and judgment in working out
her ground. She made a very snrierior showing in every
way, barring some unsteadiness. Up at 4:51.

Hempstead Blo.ssom and CoN.sct;iPT.— Began at; 4:.5j in

open ridge aud were worked till 5:33, no find being made.
Both were faulty in the manner in which they beat out their

ground, they picking the most open and easy places to run
through. This brace finished the running for the day.
The club held a meeting on Sunday night, at which the fol-

lowing new candidates were elected to membership; C. W.
Thomas, J. F. Simmons and R H. Woodrum, Roanoke, Va.;
G. G. Pal)st, Terre Haute, lud ; Edw«rd Brooks, Hyde Park,
Ma.ss.; J. D Orr. Brooklyn, N. Y.; C. O. lselin. New
Rochelle, N. Y.: B.J. Fisher, Ashboro, N. C. Mr. Wash-
ington A. Coster was appointed to act in place of Mr. R. L.

Cook, who could not attend. The club holds its annual
meeting this week, on Thursday.

TUESDAY.
The conditions seemed favorable for good work. The

weatner was clear and cool, traces of frost being visible here
and there, and a thin skimming of ice topped the still water.
The apparent scarcity of birds, however, made many heats
most imperfect tests in every way. When good finding dogs
were at work, birds were not so scarce.

Hempstead Blossom and Conscript.—Their unfinished
heat was resumed at t>:48. Both made many errors and lost
a number of opportunities to point. Blossom pointed a bevy
in grass in a hollow, which w.-is the only good work on birds
in the hear, both having flushed several times. At 9:05
Blossom was taken up and Conscript sent on scattered birds.
He pointed one well, made a doubtful point on another and
flushed one. The heat ended at 9:10. Both had good speed,
ranged well, but picked out thf open, clear places to run in!
Hamlet 4.nd Tan—Began at 9:16. Hamlet made two false

points and Tan flushed a bevy iu a bottom. The birds were
followed into pine woods. Both made game and the bevy
flushed. Up at 10:08. Both ranaed well. No point made.
Naumke Philip IE. and Hope's Mint—Were given an-

other opportunity, not having been tested on birds yesterday.
They began at 10:33. A bevy flushed close to Mint, but "it

coi;ld not be told whether or not she was in fault. Philip
pointed where the bevy had flown from and a single bird
flushed near him. Mint made a point on a single. They
tailed to get any work on the scattered birds. Up at 10:40.
Both ranged irregularly and did not cover much ground.

Second Series.

The judges selected fourteen dogs in the order given in
the reports of the heats hereinafter. It was most difficult
to make the selection, but about four or five dogs were all
that were worthy of consideration. There were so many
dogs which had done a little good work and much poor,
and others which had little opportunity to do any at all,
that it was necessary to run the greater part over again if
more than four or five were taken in. Much delay was
caused by not having dogs up to run promptly in turn.
Nahmke Alice and Quail—Bpgati at 11:19. ' Alice pointed

a bevy. Quail backed uicely. On the birds in woods Alice
pointed; nothing found. Quail pointed a single nicely.
Both were .steady to shot. Alice was now over-cautious.
Quail made three points in succession, doing some good
work. Quail now was over-cautious. She next flushed a
bird, and soon atterward flushed another. Up at n:.io.
Neither showed a wide range. The greater part of the work,
however, was done in cover, which did not admit of wide
ranging. Quail showed quickness and accuracy in locating
and pointing her birds, but toward the last became over-
cautious to a damaging extent.
Gaiety and Hempstead Game were cast oflE at 11:40 and

taken up at 13:05. No birds found. Gaiety beat out her
ground with judgment and had the better range. Game
picked out open ground to run in and dallied with .scents
too much aud too often.
The party went to lunch.
Dick Fox AND Kingston—Started at 1:38. Dick made a

false point. Kingston got tangled with a bevy in some way.
Some who saw it said he flushed an outlying Irird, then
pointed the bevy; others said he pointed the bevy. The dogs
were separated at the time aud all the reporters happened to
be with Dick. The birds were followed into woods. Dick
pointed some scattered birds nicely and was backed well
He next pointed aud went on. Soon he pointed, and Rose
failed to flush. The spectators afterward flushed the bird
close by where the point had been made. Kingston false
pointed, Dick backing jnicely: Up at 3:1,5. Both made a
poor showing considering their opportunities. Kingston
was the wider ranger. Dick was close and slow in his
range.
Hempstead Blossom and Bonair—Made an ordinary

.showing. They began at 3:30 and ended at 3:43, In a stubble
near the edge of the pine woods Bonair pointed a bevy. At
the same time Blossom dropped to a point, probably on foot
scent, as she was only about 3(iyds. from her competitor
Blossom made two flushes. She appeared to be ofl; her nose'
Hope's Mint and Rod's Sue—Began at S: 13. Sue pointed

1-1 the open field near pine woods. She moved on down
wind about 30yds. and pointed again, probably on foot
scent. Moved on, and a few yards further down wind a bevy
was reached. The judges and handlers flushed the bevy In
woods Sue pointed a single and Mint backed. Moved onThe latter ne.xt flushed a bird. In the open field Sue was
drawing on a bevy when she flushed one and the rest flushed
wild all around. In pine wood,? on scattered birds Mint
flushed a single. 1 he handlers were over eager and flushed
a number of birds which they would not have done had they
given their dogs a chance. Sue pointed and the bird was
flushed after she was ordered on, her handler failing to flush
Sue nest ran sharply into a pretty point on a single Mint
flushed a bird. Sue pointed; nothing found. Up at 3-45
Sue much the better performer. Mint made a poor comneti-
tion in every way. ^

Belle ok Kentdckv and Gracefvl II. began af4 00
Belle roaded uicely about 150yd.s, to a bevy and pointed it
promptly with head and tail erect; steady to shot. The
birds were followed. Belle pointed stylishly; nothing
tound^ Belle pointed a bird and it flushed after she moveS
on. (xrace made three flushe,- and two points. Belle nextpmnted-foot scent probably. She next pointed a single
nicely and held point stanchly till a judge rode up. Gracewas roadmg a bevy in the open and Belle flushed it. Grace
pointed scattered birds iu woods. Belle pointed a single
well. Grace pointed and moved on, and the bird flushed
Belle was rnuch the better performer. She located her birdsquickly and showed judgment and enthusiasm

This ended the day's work. On the way back to town
Mr. Avent turned out a captured fox to give a chase. He
had some of his pack of foxhounds with him. The poor fox
appeared frightened and bewildered. It was difficult to drive
him into the woods. He appeared to have more confidence
in concealment than in his legs. After some difficulty be
was driven into the woods. Soon the dogs were started and
the tale is soon told. After a "chase" of three or four
hundred yards, piercing tones of distress told that the
hounds had captured and were killing the fox. To the
writer such seemed to be an act of downright cruelty.

WEDNESDAY.
The morning opened bright and mildly cool. Birds were

found in fair numbers during the day. In the afternoon the
temperature was lower, although not uncomfortable. A
stiff wind sprung up in the latter part of the day and blew
steadily. The conditions were favorable for good work. Mr.
Coster did not judge on this day. The judging was done by
Messrs. Merriman and Duryea.

Third Series.

Belle oe Kentxjckt and BoNAiu—Began at 8:56. Belle
pointed up wind of a bevy. She abandoned the place, took a
cast through the stubble, making game betimes. Bon
pointed at the same place, then also took a ca.st. On returt-
ing, Bonair pointed near the same place as at first; he, too,
took a cast in the open stubble. Returning, he pointed the
bevy near where Belle had first pointed. Steady to wing.
On the scattered birds in woods, Bonair roaded to a flush on
a bird. Belle next pointed on the scattered birds nicely;
Bonair backed. He dropped next to a point on a single and
was backed. Up at 9:40. Bonair was the better ranger,
though both were irregular, yet diligent and painstaking.
Rod's Sue and King.ston—Were started at 9:43 in the

open. Soon after starting Sue cast beautifully to and fro on
a side hill in stubble, gradually narrowing up wind, in her
ranging, to a point. It was a beautiful piece of work, but
nothing was found to the point. The result proved that
there had been birds feeding on the stubble. Over quite an
area ahead, both dogs made game. About 300yds. ahead, iu
a hollow, Kingston pointed; nothing found. Soon after-
ward, on a side hill in pines, Sue pointed; nothing found.
King, after moving on. pointed; nothing found. Sue pointed,
then moved on about 100yds. and pointtd the bevy, doing a
good piece of work. Steady to shot and wing. The scat-
tered birds were followed. Each pointed and was backed
and the result was nothing. The dogs were cast off to fiud
another bevy. Across a hollow. Sue pointed; nothing found.
Sue found a bevy; she roaded on and pointed it, and King-
ston joined in the point. Up at 10:47. Both ranged well.
Sue worked out the difficult corners and thickets pluckiiy
and with judgment. Both had good range, but Sue the bet-
ter. She was cheerfully obedient.
Hope's Mint and Conscript—Were started at 11:06 iu the

open field. Conscript flushed three times on scattered birds
which had been marked dowo, and which had been flushed
by stray, self-hunting dogs. Mint flushed a bevy and
chased. It was a good opportunity to point. Conscript whs
steady to order. The birds were followed. Conscript pointed
a bird nicelj'. Steady to shot. Conscript pointed a bird and
nosed it up. Conscript pointed a bird, then flushed it. Up
at 11:40. The heat was a poor one.
Belle of Kentucky and Bonair—Were started at 1 1:54.

Bonair pointed a bevy across wind, and wa^ .steady to shot.
The birds were followed. Bonair pointed and nothing was
found; next he dropped to a point on a .single. Bonair was
taken up at 13:0; and Belle run alone. She was taken uo at
13:18.

^

The party then went to lunch. After lanch the judges
announced the winners as follows: Rod's Sue iiisfc, jtiings-
ton second, Bonair third.
This ended the Derby.

The All-Apre Stake.
The running in the All-Age Stake was next begun. There

were sixteen starters, drawn to run as follow.s:
Blue Ridge Kennels' chestnut and tan dog Bob Cooper

(Roi d'Or—Miss Nellie G.), D. E. Rose, handler,
with

C. C. M. Hunt's lemon and white dog Grouse (Mainspving
—Swain's El J ), S. C- Bradley, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Lora
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D,), C. Tucker, handler,

iviUi-

Major J. R. Purcell's white and tan dog Jupiter (Tom
Bowline—Belle C), handler, owner.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white bitch Miss Ruby
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D ), C. Tuckrr, handler,

vjilh
Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog Harry

C. (Roderigo—Countess House), S. C. Bradley, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s liver and white bitch Antevolo
(Count Noble—Trinket II.), C. Tucker, handler,

with
G. T. Leach's black, white and tan dog Guy (Gladstone's

Boy—Lady), S. C. Bradley, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, .Tr.'s lemon and white dog Count Anteo
(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler,

loith

Westminster Kennel Club's liver and white dog Hemp-
stead Duke (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow), A. Cameron,
handler.

Avent and Thayer's black, white and tan dog Rupert
(Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent, handler,

'iiMh
Fairmont Kennels' lemon and white dog Promotion (Lord

Graphic—Belle Bishop), C. Barker, handler.

Hempstead Farm's liver and white dog Sanford Druid
(Exon Don—Sanfoid Quince), A. Cameron, handler,

until
Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Gos.sip

(Roderigo—Beile of Piedmont), D. E. Rose, handler.

A. P. Heywood Lonsdale's liver and white dog Prawn
(Crab—Polly Peachem), A, Cameron, handler,

ivith
S. Dill's black, white ^ and tan dog Count Gladstone

(Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).

Some of th s work in this stake was excellent. Lora, the
winner ot fir.st, particularly distinguished herself by her
skillful work on buds, bevies and singles, in this respect
she showed quickness, sharpness, rare judgment and
accuracy. Inranging she worked out her ground admirably,
turning to the whistle and taking her casts properly. She
was hunting out likely places for birds and never showed a
disposition to select a cast simply because the going was
easy. She appeared to be a sweet tempered bitch withal
and was most pleasantly obedient.
Count Gladstone was a rather unpopular second. He

ranged with fire and dash for awhile, and had a most vigor-
ous appearance of being a worker and flnished performer,
but his working powers apparently extended but little fur-
ther than promisiug appearance. Toward the last he tired
perceptibly, and pointed—when he did point—slouchily and
often inaccurately. He had opportunities on birds in
plenty, but his work on them was bungling and erroneous.
Aside from his excellent way of going, which was not sua-
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taiaed, liehad less thau ordinary merit, and good going
without good performance on birds is wortblesa.

Harry 0., third, made a nrnt-h lietter all-roxind stiowiner,

though inferior to him only in the one quality of speed and
range. Yet his speed and range were welL sustained

throughout. ^ ,

Miss lluby's work throuErhont the race was of a much
higher order, though in her heat with Count Gladstone she

did not work indepen dentins the speed of the dog b ing too

great for her to permit working out her ground indepen-

dently, as she had done in previous heats, he often taking
her cast from her. She, howdver, is a bitch of excellent

working powers.
First Series.

Bob Coopee and Grouse began at l:.3f). Grouse showed a

most determined intention to find birds and was quick,

accurate and sharp in his work. Bob made a poor showing.
LORA AND JUPITEE,—Down at 2:40 in an open weed field.

L"ra soon pointed a bevy; Jupiter backed nicely, and both

were steady to shot. This was a good piece of work, l^ora

pointed a bird in woods. She next pointed a bevy and Jupi-

ter backed. Both steady to shot and JujJiter retrieved nicely.

Dp at .3:32. Lora showed excellent abilities.

Miss Rubt ajjT) Haert C. began at 3:26. Miss pointed a

bevy prettily in the open and begin what was the best heat

of the meeting up to that time: Harry backed tociution.

Both were steady to shot. Miss pointed a single, and next

.stopped to wing on a bevy. On the scattered birds Harrv
made three good points, Miss behaving steadily and backed
when she had opportunity, both doing good work. On the

scattered birds. Harry stopped to a point as a bird flashed.

Both ranged we'll and worked on hirds skillfully. Their per-

formance was very superior. Up at 3;.55.

ANTEVOLO asp" Gov.—They began at 4:00 and were ordered

up at 4:18: No birds. The wi ad had been gradually rising.

This ended the day's work.

THURSDAY.
Birds were found in suflBeient numbers to make a falp

competition notwishstandinsr that a stiff cold wind blew

steadily from the north. The weather was clear. The
judiciary was strengthened by the appearance of Mr. Coster

ior active service this day. he having been absent yesterday

from the arduous duties of the judgeship. Mr. Coster went
calmly through a couple of heats, where after the strong

constitutional ennui irresistibly asserted itself, and by easy

stages he detached himself from the active duties ot .ludg-

ing and at last returned to town. These remarks are not

intended in a spirit of een.sure. Quite the contrary. All

praise is due a man who can judge dogs at a field trial satis-

factorily, at the same time being elsewhere. Or, being

Lora was in that vicinity. It could not be seen what was
the cause of the flush. T.ora pointed twice nicely, and Bob
flushed the second bird from her point. Bob next pointed

footscent. Rose's gun accidently discharged, the contents

going up in the air. It is a most praiseworthy manner ot

discharging a gun accideutally, if accident there must be.

Some of the haudlers when flushing havethe gun bearing on

the judges and they 'the haudlers) do not seem to suffer the

least alarm. The' handlers all like the judges, A judge,

moreover, is not made in a day; therefore, handlers, please

be careful. Lora pointed a rat near an old pen, and Bob

_ CASTr.EMAlS'S HEX.

Winner First, Pointer All-Agp Stake, Columbus, Ind., 1S92,

oresent, can judge accurately by riding comfortably at the

rear. An aversion to effort always marks a keen perception

of what is comfortable. I have been accused of a robust

constitutional ennwl myself, and it is such a polite term

that no one having heard it would use the term lazmess in-

stead. Nevertheless, it is not a good accomplishment to

imitate. Three active industrious judges are better. The
judges to-day were Mes.srs. Duryea and Merriman, with Mr.

Coster now and then part of the day. The question of what
a judge is for, is not herein considered.

Antevolo and Gi;t were started at 9:06. Guy made
game in open weeds and pointed up wind of the birds,

Antevolo about .TOyds. down wind dropped to a point on the

bevy and was steady to shot. Ou the scattered birds in

woods, Antevolo pointed; nothing found. Guy pointed the

scattered birds. He next picked up two good single bird

points and was backed. Steady to shot. Good work, Guy
next made a barren point, and was backed. Each next got a

good point on single birds. Up at 9:34. Guy took wide casts

and beat out his ground with judgment. Antevolo showed
a fairly good range.
CotTNT Anteo AND HEMPSTEAD Dttke- Were, started at

9:50. Count pointed and Duke backed. Nothing found
Count drew on and pointed again, and Duke, about 1.50yds.

away, backed prettily. Moved on and Count found and
pointed the bevy. Both were steady to shot. Oa the scat-

tered birds Duke pointed one in heavy weeds, then flushed

one. At the same time Count pointed a bird a few yards

away. UpatlO:S5, Both worked with good judgmeut,and
ranged fairly well.
Rupert and Promotion—Began at 10:30. Promotion, m

open field, pointed a bevy and held his point stanchly some
minutes. Rupert was disobedient and could not be brought
in in time to back. Both were steady to shot. In woods
Promotion pointed a single and Rupert backed. Promotion
nosed up a bu-d in grass. He next roaded to a flush on a

bevy which Rupert was pointing. Promotion next pointed

a bird. Up at 11:16. Rupert was by far the wider ranger.

Promotion was troubled with en iiul betimes.

Sanford's Druid and Gossip—Began at 11:19. Some
birds were marked down. Both made some unsatisfactory

points. After beating about in the woods awhile Druid oast

out into the open field a short distance and pointed another
bevy. Gossip pointed a single. Both were steady to shot.

Up at 11:52. Both ranged fairly well.

Prawn and Count Gladstone—Off at 12:05. Count
pointed a bevv in thick cover. He next nicely pointed a

single bird in pine woods. Each made a point which proved
worthless. Up at 11:54. Count ranged fast and well,

r After lunch the judges announced that there were twelve
dogs in the secoud series. They ran as given herewith.

Seccmd Scries.

Lora and Bob Cooper —Lora made an excellent showing
on scattered birds. The heat began at 2:51. A bevy was
|i99n to fluBh about 150y4s. ftUead in a© ope© sedge field, and

A. T. QUICK,

ChaiTman Field Trial Commtttee, A. 1*'. T. Cluti.

false pointed twice. Bob was the speedier. Lora worked
her ground with good judgment and made a praiseworthy
exhibition on scatterf d birds.

Grouse and Count Anteo.—Began at 3:30. Grouse false-

pointed and was backed. Count pointrd a bird on a side-

hill. Up at 4:08 Bofh were industrious and speedy. A
large part of the beat was in hard going or cover. The op-

portunities on birds were few.
Gut and Rupert— Began at 4:1T. Both pointed a bevy

;

that is, when the judges and reporters saw them they were
so doing, but which, if either, got the point tirst, will never

be known. Both pointed the scattered birds in woods. Each
made a point on bare ground; footscent probably. Rupert
made a false point in the open. Guy pointed in the open

He moved on, making game. Rupert then was sent on and
pointed near the same place where Guy had pointed. Guy
cast off in the wrong direction. Rupert was sent to the op
posite course and in about 40yds. pointed the bevy, which
flushed wild. The birds were followed. Rupert was very

di.sobedient and required a deal of loud whistling and orders

to get nim to work on any system. Rupert pointed a bird

on the point of a side hill. He next pointed a bird and at

the same time Guy flushed one and was a little unsteady.

Avent flushed a bird and killed it. It fell in front of Guy a

moment after he had luade the flush mentioued and he ran

to it and retrieved.
Antevolo and Hemp.stead Duke—Were started at 5:00

The i ranged moderately well. Antevolo pointed larks. She
moved forward and flushed larks: kept on about 20yd?. and
pointed for a moment, then moved on and flushed a bevy.

In woods, Antevolo pointed and Duke pointed or backed,

seemingly the latter, but a bird was flushed near by him by
his handler. Next, Duke made a point and Antevolo a flu.sb.

Antevolo went on aboutlSyds. and pointed a bird, and Duke
going nn behind pointed where Antevolo had just flushed.

Up at 5:21.

FRIDAY.

Mild, clear weather fav ired the trials. Birds were found
in sufficient numbers for a good competition. Messrs. Dur-

made the judges look undignified when wildly running
through the woods, and it distressed the reporters to work so

hard. There is too much enthusiasm when the reporters

keep up with the judges, when the judges keep up with the

handlers and the handlers try to kfep up with the dog.s.

Count false-pointed in woods. In the open he ranged with

great dash and speed, but nob with the best of judg-

ment in beating out his ground. One of the handlers

flushed a bevy which was marked down in an open

field. Miss pointed the scattered birds. The handlers were

again kindly but firmly cautioned to take their time, which
again was a good thing in itself, and a much needed prece-

dent for all judges to note. There is no reason for handlers

to rush frantically through scattered birds, wildly whistling

and shouting at their dogs, and there is no justification for

it when done. Miss pointed a bird in thicket and Count
backed or joined in the point. Miss pointed; nothing found.

Miss was ordered up at 10:36 and Count sent on alone. Count
pointed in sedge: nothing was found, but a bird flushed near

hor.ses too far away for him to point. Count pointed again:

foot scent perhaps". He flushed a bird, next he flushed scat-

tered birds. Up at 10;.37 after showing a very inferior per-

formance on birds. He pointed often in poor style, was
hesitating and uncertain on trail, and lost many opportuni-

ties to point. Miss did not range independently through
the heat, and Count fell off in pace and range toward the

last.

This ended the second series.

Tfi.ird Series.

Lora and Rupert—Began at 10:46. Rupert opened the

bird work bv a flash on a bevy. Lora beat out her ground
with excellent judgment. Shecro.ssed a hollow and pointed

a bevy in the'open near the edge of pine woods. Rupert
backed. Steady to .shot. Sent on, Lora pointed a bevy in

stubble; good work. On the scattered birds, Rupert pointed

one. Up at 11:39. Rupert was hard to handle. Lora showed
excellent judgment in her work.
Count Gladstose and Harry C. were cast off at 11:59.

Count soon showed signs of fatigue. He made a false point.

Sent on, he again false pointed, one of them unmistak-
ably so, for his handler beit out the cover thoroughly
ahead of him without finding, the dog meantime standing
staunchly. Harry was working on separate ground and
flushed a single Up at 12:25. Harry went better, judgment
and range both considered. Count's poor showing was
enough to put him out of the race, for he really had not

done one pretty piece of wort on birds, while he had made
many errors.
Harrt C. and Rupert.—After lunch, at 2:19, they were

ATn.eileaii K'ield Trial Club.

yea and Merriman were the judges. The stake was con-

cluded on this day. The competition was fairly good.
Gossip and Harry C. began at 9:12. Gossip pointed near

a bevy, then moved on. Harry, coming in, pointed the bevy,

which flushed as the handlers walked to it. At 9:2-3 Harry
was ordered up and Gossip sent on alone after the scattered

birds- She failed to take advantage of several good oppor-
tunities to secure points and flushed four times in succession,

being off her nose apparently. Up at 9:35. Harry was much
the better ranger.
Count Gladstone and Miss Rubv were started at 9:45.

Count flashed a bevy by a fence. On the scattered birds

Count pointed one and was steady to shot. At the same
time Miss Ruby pointed or backed. Sent on, Miss wheeled
prettily to a point on a single. Count turned when called by
his handler, caught scent and pointed near Miss. Count was
headstrong and disobedient. He pointed a single in woods.
The judges here cautioned the handlers against rushing.
The caution was much needed, for, some of the time it wa«
more lite ebasing birds tHn eeeuring points, Besides, it

GLENMORE KEJSTNBLS' FINGLAS,

Winner Virst, All-Age Irish Setter Stakp, and Absolute Winner,
Columbus, Ind., 18&3.

started. Rupert false pointed and Harry backed. Harrv
pointed a bevy and got a good point on one of the scattered

birds. Up at 2:59. Rupert had a slight advantage in speed,

while Harry was a much better worker on birds.

Lora and Count Gladstone.—They were started at 3:27.

Count pointed a bevy slouchily up wind of it. His handler,
walking up to him, flashed it. The birds were followed.

Lora soon pointed and a bird flushed wild some yards away.
Lora moved on, her handler moved forward, too, and the
scattered birds flushed wild all around. Count made a
false point. Lora pointed a bird and Count flushed it.

Count made a false point. Lora made a good point on dry
leaves. Lora flashed a bird. Count pointed; nothing found.
Lora pointed a bird nicely on dry leaves. Count pointed in

pines: nothing found. Count flushed a single bird. In the
open Lora pomted a bevy and was backed by Count. Both
were steady to shot. Count had demonstrated that he could
do no better on birds, and it was difficult for him to do
worse. On the scattered birds he made a point on one. He
next pointed a dead bird. Lora took a cast across a hollow
and was lost for several minutes. She was fouud pointing a
single bird. Count was showing weariness, shortening
range and speed. Sent on, Lora pointed a bevy. In woods
each got a point on a single bird. Count pointed two birds
in a hollow in a thicket. Lora pointed twice nicely on
singles. Count pointed on footscent. Up at 4'.29 and the
competition was ended.
The judges soon announced that Lora woe first, Count

Gladstone won second and Harry C. third.

The stake was open to all pointers and setters which had
never won a first prize in any open stake at any recognized
field trial in America, First prize 1500, second $250, third
f150. Forfeit SIO and -$20 additional to fill.

A fox hunt was arranged to take place after the trials

ended. A drag was run to where the fox was turned loose,

and the hounds killed the fox within 200yds. of where he
was started. It is poor sport when conducted in this man-
ner.

The Champion Stake-

There were five .starters in this stake, all famous competi-
tor.s and winners. These were two pointers and three set-

ters. The pointer Rip Rap added a most important victory
to his own list of winnings and to the credit of the breed at
large. He appeared to be in his oldtime form with the added
accomplishments which come with time aud experience. He
was more obedient, and the wilfulness exhibited last year
was hardly apparent this year.

Rip Rap is a handsomely built dog and his pace is swift
and well sustained. He picks out the likely places for birds
and goes to them with judgment and skill: On scattered
birds he works quickly and accurately, carrying a high nose.
His work i.s uniform and he makes few errors. He was
closely pressed for the prize by that excellent performer,
Lora, and won from her on a very narrow margin,
The following is the order of ruomagj
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The Charlottesville Field Trial Kenaels' livei* and white
pointer bitch Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), C. E.
Buckle handler, with
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s blacls, white and tan setter bitch

Lora (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennel%' black, white and tan setter dog
Orlando (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent, handier,

vMli
Greenfield Hill Kennels' black and white setter dog Rowdy

Rod (Roderigo—Juno A.), S. C. Bradley, handler,

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and white and
tickedpointer dogRip Rap (King of Kent—Hops), Capt. C.
E. McMurdo, handler, a bye.

SATURDAY.
The weather was mild and pleasant. Part of the after-

noon was uuconifortaijly warm^ and hardly any breeze was
perceptible, Messrs. Duryea and Merriman were the judges.
Maid of Kent and Lora were started at 9:05. Maid

flushed a bevy in the open. Lora pointed a bt-vy. Steady to
ahfit 1 .r>rn nninf.Rfl a hirc\ nippi-p Maid made a no-bird

some scatterea oiras, i^ora pomtea, no Dira; rootscent prob-
ably. In an open field, Lora poiuted. Notiiing found.
Maid backed prettily. Up at 10:.35. Lora ranged the better
and showed excellent judgment in beating out her ground.
She also was quicker and sharper on her birds.
Orlando and Rowdy Rod were started at 10:38. Rowdy

soon pointed a bevy. Orlando brought up to back, pointed
the same bevy. Worked on the scattered birds, Orlando
pointed; no bird. Iq the open, Orlando pointed a sinarle
bird well. He next pointed one, then, moving on. flushed
one. Rowdy pointed one which flushed wild, He next
made a point to which there was nothing. Orlando pointed
a bird in woods. His next point proved barren. Roway in
pines pointed a bird well. Orlando pointed; Rowdy backed;
nothing found. Orlando next pointed a bevy which flnshed
wild in the open. Working on scattered iDirds, Orlando
pointed; nothing found. Rowdy pointed a bird and was
backed. Orlando roaded on trail and a bird flushed wild.
He next pointed uncertainly; nothing found. They were
cast ofl! in the open, Orlando was lost. When found he was
pointing a bevy. On the scattered birds, Orlando made four
points on singles and stopped once to wing. Rowdy backed.
He flushed one bird. Tney were sent on for another bevy.
Soon both struck a trail and made game. They went on tlie

back track at first, then roaded into tiie woods" and lost the
trail. Working on and returning through the thicket, the
bevy was flushed. Orlando pointed a bird and was steadv
to shot. Rowdy pointed; m bird. He next dropped to a
point on a single. Up at 12:06. Both made errors in locat-
ing and pointed on scent. They ranged fairly well.
RTF Rap was run alone after lunch, starting at 1:.51. He

made good flnds on two bevies. Two more bevies were
found. He made eleven points on singles and scattered
birds, and flushed but two or three. Up at 2:43. He went
with dash and confidence, was quick and firm in his points,
ranged with judgment, and was under good control.

Second Senc-s-.

Orlando and Lora.—Started at 2:,'50. A good deal of
work was done in this heat. Many times Orlando .showed
indeci-sion and an indication to stop on scent and foot scent.
Lora ranged with better judgment, was quicker and more
accurate in her work on birds, her work in this respect being
admirable. The heat ended at 3:19, Mr. Avent was told by
the judges to hold Orlando in reserve, that he might or
might not be called to run again.
Lora and Rip Rat—Began at 3:30. Soon after starting

Rip found and pointed a bevy. Lora, 80yds. away, backed
nicely. On the scattered birds, Lora made two good points
on singles and flushed one. Rip pointed one nicely. Rip
turned down the valley about 150yds. and pointed a single.
Up at 3:42. The race was very close.
Kip Rap and Orlando—Were cast off at 3:49. Rip

pointed, roaded on carefully to locate and, drawing a trifle
too close, flushed a bird and the rest of the birds flushed
wild. Orlando pointed up wind of scattered birds. Rip
pointed a single nicely on a side hill in pines and was
backed. The bird flashed wild. Rip showed better speed
range and judgment in searching, and he was more accurate
and skillful in his work. Up at 4:13.

The judges promptly declared Rip Rap the winner, and he
undoubtedly is the grandest pointer, taken all in all of
which the public has knowledge at the present day. •

'

This finished the trials. B, Waters.

PHILADELPHIA K. C. TRIALS,
HiRH Point, Nov. 27.—Special to Forest and Stream-

The Derby of the Philadelphia Kennel Club was drawn to-
night and had twenty-one starters, namely: Rod's Sue with
Hempstead:Game, Delphic Duke—Conscript, Tan—Bouair
Rosebud—Hempstead Blossom, Dot Rogers—Sandy Glad-
stone, Maiden Mine—Lochiuvar, Hamlet—Delphic Daisy Re-
port—Gracefiil 11., Roger's Spark—Kingston. Chevalier-
Redemption, Brighton Clip, a bye.

It will be seen that this is largely a repetition of the
Eastern Derby, thirteen of the twenty-one starters having
run in it. Tne weather is threatening a rainstorm
^.^^^^ m?^^T.'

^'• 2S.-Specha to Forest and
Stream: The Derby commenced this morning with twentv-
two starters. Weather cloudy, favorable for o-ood work
Hempstead Game was inferior to Rod's Sue in^iudo-ment"
ranging and on birds. Game was speedy, but liked the soft
places. Conscript was run with Fan and did an average
heat. Bonair and Hope's Bud worked well and merrily but
were too keen on birds. Dot Rogers out-pointed Hempstead
Blossom, finding t)irds and doing well on singles. Sandy
Gladstone and Maiden Mine ran an ordinary heat in favor
of Maiden. Lochinvar and Report did not fiud birds Ham-
let uid better work m ranging than Graceful, thoxigh the
latter was speedy. Rogers Spark and Delphic Duke werenext down, the latter handled by a negro. After runnine
about 20 minutes the handlers protested Delphic's handler
on account of color, declaring that they would not work
with him. Club then retired Delphic Daisy and DelphicDuke Redemption in heat with Kingston was outclassed.
Brighton Clip and Chevalier ran well, the former doine cap-
ital work on singles. Hoosier Girl, in her bve, did but or-
dinary work.
^HiGH Point, N. C, Nov./39.-Spec«/| to Forest andStrmm: Twelve were kept m second series. Dot Rogersand C nevalier tirst down, the former faster, and better
ranger and more independent; Dot unfortunatelv gave
chase once. Lochinvar and Report, though put down onmarked birds, failed to point. Bonair and Graceful ran for
^? ^?^}}\' ''''V^.

inferior in work. Hope's Bud and Hemn-
stead Blossom did mixed work, irregular in ranging, though
speedy. Rod's Sue outpointed Hoosier Girl i'n everv wavHamlet proved superior to Brighton Clip in range and
speed, the latter showing good nose and pointing well butnot courageous enough on birds. Lochinvar rin alone totest bird work; was only ordinary. Rod's Sue and Hamletran m the final The bitch was higher class all throu-b
speedier and better ranger,very obedient and a merry worlTer'Judges decided Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Rod's Sni firit"Avent Thayer's Hamlet second, Pierre Lorillard, Jr 's DotRogers third. The AH-Age has twenty starters, namel?Bettie's Giiy with Prawn. Harry C. with Lena. CountAnteo wich Goleraine. Count Gladstone with Grouse Ru-

pert with Jupiter. Hempstead Duke with Miss Ruby.
Pete with Fmglas. Merlin with Brighton Tobe. Antevolo
with Heinenken. Lora a bye. B. WATERS.

OHIO FIELD TRIALS CLUB'S TRIALS.
The Ohio Field Trials Club was organized late in the

summer with the following officers: President, Daniel Co-
baugh; First Vice-President, Henry Weber; Second Vice-
President, Dr, J. M. Meyer; Secretary, A. H. Smith; Treas-
urer, W. F. Koous.
This organization was effected too late in the season to

expect a large entry, particularly from outside, very few
field trial patrons knowing of its existence. Hereafter it

will be a go and open to all. The trials were run on the
club's pre.serve midway from Canton and Massillon, on the
line of the Inter-Urban Electric R. R., connecting the two
cities. The grounds are beautifully situated and well
adapted for trials. All the fields are in a high state of cul-
tivation, principally in wheat, which insures plenty of cover
and feed for the bird.s, which are quite plenty.
All the corn is cut in this section and the fields are

covered with what is known here as tumble grass, which
bears a seed a favorite feed of the Bob White. About 4,000
acres are under control of the club. The electric road runs
through it. A sMdtch, or siding, and a telephone office are
on the grounds. The cars pass here every thirty minutes.
Dogs are carried to the grounds free. The fare for the
round trip is 10 cents. Handlers competing here are at this
expense only for themselves and dogs, and should bear
this in mind when making their entries. A large bank
barn on the grounds is open for the accommodation of dogs
free—no si or -S=i; stalls, no rigs to hire and no saddle horses
are used. The country is open and rolling, no briars or
dense thickets to run in. Every dog and handler has a fair
field and no favor. The drawing for the trials took place in
the parlor of the Hurford House, Canton, Tuesday evening,
Nov, 33, and resulted as follows:
For pointer and setter puppies whelped on and after Jan,

1—i'irst prize, Hurford House special silver cup: other
specials for second and third by business men of the city.
All dogs were handled by owners.

The Derby.
W, P. Kron's orange and white English setter dog Ranger

Caper (Caper Dick—Daisy,
vMh

H. Strunk's liver and white pointer bitch'Daisy Beaufort
(Don Cro,Yteth—Lady Beaufort IV.).

W. L. Alexander's black and tan setter bitch Belle Lorain
(Pilot—Ruby), ivith

J. O. Eckroat's black pointer bitch Niger Ale (Springfield
—Lady Beaufort).

A, H. Smith's blue belton English setter dog Handy S.
(Paul H.-Belle Bardell), a bye. * i o

At the finish Belle Lorain, quite a good puppy, with lots
of bird sense, a good nose, staunch and .steady to wing and
shot, good disposition and obedient, won first. The rest in
order: Second, Ranger Caper; third. Handy S.; fourth, Daisy
Beaufort.

The AU-Agred Pointer Stake
was run next in the following order:

G. V. L. Mellinger's liver and white pointer dog'Moxie
(Springfield— l;ady Beaufort)

LDtth
P. W. Swartz's liver and white pointer dog Don Croxteth,

by Croxteth.

H. Strunk's liver and white bitch Lady Beaufort (Jerry
Lady- Beaufort IL) ivitli

A. Dannemiller's liver and white dog Damon.

C. E. Alexander's liver and white dog Dick
'iHth

J. 0. Eckroate's black and white bitch Gipaey G.

G. E. Leininger's liver and white bitch Primrose (VanitusBang—Bird Eye) with
H. Loeffler's liver and white dog Cirge,

The work in this stake, taken as a whole, was only fair
a good deal of pottering, Moxie alone doing good, first class
work, and was awarded the prize. The others in the order
below:
First, Moxie: second. Primrose; third, Lady Beaufort.

All-Age Stake.
Ten and one-half brace faced the judge in the All-Ao-e

Setter Stake. Some of the .work was dull and listless
while other was cheerful, prompt and in good style The
poorer dogs were weeded out after the first series and the
remainder were soon gotten into good shape after the first
and second prize winners had run together. The following
was the order of running:

J. L. Arnold's black and tan dog Penn (Front—Bess)
'Unth

W. L. Alexander's black dog Scout.

W. J. Alexander's black dog Sailor
with

^y(- Koon'3 orange and white dog Dick Caper (CaperDick—Daisy). ^ ^

W. Weber's black dog Front (Blain—Queen)
with

Daniel Colargh's black dog Fred,

J, Mackerly's black and white bitch (Royal Raneer—
Daisy Queen) vjith

^
A. C. Hall's black and white dog Ranger.

B. Cornell's black dog Duke (Royal Ranger—Melborn)
with

BUtzen)
^' ^^^^'^ '^'^'^^ ^^'^ Matrix (Gun—

First went to Penn, a nice, upstanding black and tan doghas an elegant nose, so staunch on point, steady to wingand shot, obedient to command, ordinarily fast, a wide
ca.reful ranger, attends strictly to business and endowedwitn an abundance of bird sense, perhaps a trifle slowamong scattered birds.
Second to Scout, an all black dog, very "large and leo'evprone to potter, contracted in his range and speed, but hasan elegant nose, is very staunch, steady to shot and wingand obedient to command. " vviug,

,.™rd<livided between Matrix and Duke, the first a nice

il fi'wnf
^ * white bitch, a merry, stylish hunter andfntime will make a good one, is now Uaios. old The fatP«

™eTbTsh'e^Ired''"'^^'^
"^''^ ^'^^

First Penn, second Scout, third Matrix:and Duke.
Absolute Winner.

The prize, an elegant solid gold medal. The running wasbegun on Tniu'sday at 1 o'clock, between the pointer M<^iPand the b ack and tan setter Penn,:and cast off ia a largeclover and stubblefield. Tney stai-Ded ofiE rathei tardilv bf?warmed up soon and ranged wide and well, iSe beingthe quicker and at times faster.
"-uaic ueing

The clover proved blank as well as a cora and wheat

stubble. In making a cast oflf to the right in the fourth
field Moxie dropped to a bevy about 100yds. away. He
maintained his point nicely until Penn was brought up to
back which he did promptly. The birds were flushed by
Mr. Mellinger. Both dogs steady to wing and shot When
cast away Penn found an out-lying bird that failed to go
with the covey. Moxie pointed next and this was duplicated
by Penn. Cast away, Moxie dropped to a point and as he
did so three birds flushed. Ordered on Moxie quickly pinned
another. Cast again Penn comes in and finds one. Moxie
makes a rush and drops to a beautiful point, then another
and another. His quick, snappy way of getting to his game,
and his elegant nose and great bird sense won for him the
admiration of the spectators, who were invited by the judge
to witness the heat, and the absolute prize of the Ohio 'Field
Trials Club.
While Penn is not an ordinary dog by any means, he was

outclassed in company with Moxie, whose work on scattered
birds could hardly be excelled. His quickness and precisionm locating game was grand. Down 40m. The winner is a
nice hodied little dog, stoutly built, hunts for body scent,
but at times is apt to go to foot. Very stanch and steady,
and all right if let alone; a very good dog poorly handled.
He IS a grandson of Mainspring. The club furnished lunch
for everybody. At 3 o'clock all boarded the cars and in a
few minutes everybody was in town. John Bolus, of Woos-
ter, O., did the judging, which from appearances and the
manner in which every one took their medicine gave uni-
versal satisfaction. Thus ended the first Ohio field trials.

„ Killbttck.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
High Point, N. C.,Nov. 28.—The morning train yesterday

stopped at High Point according to .schedule. It did so the
day before and probably will do so to-morrow, but it will be
a long tune before such a galaxy of field trial talent alights
from It again. There were a large part of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club and many of its admirers. Among them were
Col. B. Ridgway, Germantown, Pa.; Walter B. Smith,
St. Davids, Pa.; Dr. ^ m. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H.: E. W.
Clark, Jr., S. Murray Mitchell, Henry G. Sunnott, J. H.
Winslow, W. G. Wilson, E. G. Dougherty, Francis G. Tay-
lor, F. S. Brown, Gerhard Schriever, Alex. Glass, JohnMmk and Charles H. Phelps, Philadelphia: W. Tallman,
iSJew i ork, and J. Leisinning. All were apparently in good
spirits, and eager for the morrow with its competition.

Rip Rap and Maid of Kent.
I mentioned, in a recent issue of Forest And Stream

having seen a photograph of a painting by Mr. Ed. Ost-
haus, of Toledo, O. It represents a most spirited and
realistic field scene. Rip Rap is on a point and Maid of
Kent is backing, each one in a spirited attitude. The color-
ing is rao.st exquisitely fine and the portraits are excellent
Mr. Osthaus has visited the trials here this year and
already has had a number of orders for portraits placed
with him. Some portraits of Rod's Sue, Antevolo, Count
Anteo, Conscript and Cosette, t-aken since his arrival, excite
much admu-atjOQ.

Field Trial Grounds.
The signs seem to indicate that it is a mistake for two

clubs to hold their trials on the same grounds. There aremany reasons against it. The birds are so constantly dis-
turbed and persecuted the first week that they go into
hiding, are diflFicult to find, and are wild and cunning in the
second week. Moreover, dogs which competed in the trial.H
of one club, m the first week, have learned the grounds, the
haunts of the bevies, etc., and have a positive advantage
over dogs which have made their beginning in the trials of
the second week.
All else heing equal, a dog which knows the grounds and

the haunts of the bevies will make his competitor look very
inferior in a competition on such grounds. It may be an
advantage to the club financially, but it is not for the best
interests of a competition. Of course it maybe inexpedient
for a.small club to own or lease grounds of its own, hence
such.club can only do the best it u^n. But there is a dispo-
sition on the part of the larger and stronger clubs to use the
same grounds, as a record of the trials will show.

A New Stake.
An effort is being made here to inaugurate a new sub-

scription stake, to be run under the auspices of the T'. S. F
T. C, at New Albany, Miss., next February. Mr. jpierre
Lorillard and J. M. Avent have signified their intention to
subscrifie^to it if at least two more can be secured Sub-
scription S350 each. The heats to be seven hours long, three
hours in the forenoon and four hours in the afternoon. With
two ready to subscribe, it would seem to be almost a cer-
tainty that two more will be anxious to do so. It will he a
most thorough test and will settle some questions of long
standing relative to the endurance of the modern setter, if it
takes place. Unfortunately, it often happens that, from the
owner's standpoint, good dogs are most plentiful when the
opportunity for ccn^.petition is furthest away.

The famous English setter bitch Dai.sy Hunter, owned by
Mr. J. A. Hunter, Bloomington, Ind., strayed from Mr.
Hunter's home on Nov. 16, and has not since been heard
from. She is a valuable bitch, Mr. Hunter has offered
$100 reward for her return. If she has been killed, he offers
$50 reward to any one who will give him information of the
person who did it. Daisy has orange ears, a white and
orange ticked body, has only nine teats, is about 4.5lbs in
weight and is handsomely built. Anyone having knowledge
of her whereabouts could not do a better deed in sportsman-
ship than to noti fy Mr, Hunter.

B. Waters^.

GLOVERSVILLE DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club is feeling

mighty smiling this season. They have secured the large
rink in Gloversville for their show. It is almost in the heart
of the city and is large enough to bench 800 dogs, besides
having plenty of room for the poultry exhibit and a large
judging ring. The specials are coming in in great shape,
and inquiries from all over the country for premium lists'
which will be out Dec. 1 or thereabouts. Mr. C. H. Mason
IS to judge all classes and the Glove City will surely be
heard from this year.
We invite the whole fraternity and promise the fanciers a

good time. f. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.
GloversvriiLK, N. Y., Nov. 26.

Animportant move was eonsunamafced during the Brook-
lyn show in fox-terrier circle.5. Mr, CD. Purroy and "our
only German Hopkins have joined forces, and 'the Grove
Kennels will now be under the joint proprietorship They
have already about a dozen bitches and one or two promis-
ing young dogs and intend importing a good dog for stud
purposes. Mr. Purroy has been successful in making both
ends meet with his kennel so far, and we all know what
Mr, Hopkins is with a fox-terrier, so another year may seethem prominent in the fox-terrier world as "breeders, exhib-
itors and owners." We hope so.

Mr W. C. Reick's crack Sc. Bernard arrived on the steam-
ship Teutonic last Wednesday in good condition. We shall
deter further notice of this celebrated dog until we have hadan opportunity to see him.
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DOG CHAT.

Central Field Trials-

We have received the following communication from the
secretary of the Central Field Trials Club: "Nov. 27, 1893,

Central Field Trials at Lexington, N, C.—G. H. Odell, Sec'y-"

Messrs Guy Welton and Thos. Blake have been appointed
a committee to confer with the A. K. C. about dates for the
City of the Straits first dog show next spring.

Realizing that next year the Brooklyn show must be a
greater one than that held last week, the N, G. C. are in
hopes that they can secure the Twenty-third Regiment
armory. The attendance last week was said to have been
nearly' 18,000.

Seminole Kennels purchased during the Brooklyn show
the Irish setters Young Glencho and Tim's Dandy, the lat-

ter second and the former vhc. reserve in the open dog class.

This purchase will still further strengthen Dr. Sauveur'a
good team.

The Judging of the specials given by Messrs. Alesop & Sons
at Brooklyn Thursday evening, was one of the events of the
show. My. Huntington's Russian wolfhounds madea grand
showing and there was little hesitation in giving him the
ribbon for the best owned by a resident of Brooklyn. The
other special was for the New Yorkers on the same basis.

The Hempstead Farm Kennels showed 5 pointers, 5 collies,

2 bulldogs, 2 Irish setters and 4 wire-haired fox-terriers.

Messrs. Rutherfxird, 5 smooth fox-terriers; Retnor Kennels,
4 bull-terriers; Tubby Hook Kennels, 4 bull-terriers, 1 grey-
hound and 1 foxhound; Woodlawn Kennels, 4 greyhounds;
A. E. Foster, 3 spaniels; Col. Ruppert, 5 St. Bernards; E. A.
Manice, 7 dachshunds; F. Senn, 5 toy spaniels. These made
a splendid display, and as the special was for best exhibit,
several very level teams had to go out and the issue was left

between Hempstead Farm and Col. Ruppert. Taking it al-

together the decision^tbat gave the "ale" to the former could
not be cavilled at. Mr. Mortimer has made his presence felt

in the firm already.

During the judging of fox-terriers at Brooklyn a lady was
heard to remark, "Well, Mr. Belmont may be a handsome
man, but I don't like his style of dress," alluding to "our
only German's" gaiters.

Mr. John Hefferman has had little luck with Ms St. Ber-
nard bitch Lady Hibernia that he purchased from Mr.
Booth. She died last Sunday week from the effects of
poison. The death of this bitch is much to be regretted, as
she was undoubtedly the best on the Pacific coast.

Frank F. Dole has sold Sir Rudolph and some bull-terrier
pups to a fancier in Massachusetts.

The National Greyhound Club held a meeting Nov, 25 at
the close of Brooklyn show. The Luse case was brought up
and Mr. Luse suspended and ordered to show cause before
February, 189.3, meeting why lie should not be disqualified
for entering a greyhound in the Derby at the late Great
Bendi coursing meeting, that was over age. The case of Mr.
Pnrbeck and Echo was referred to a committee, and Mr.
Whiton's resignation as vice-president was laid on the
table.

There is some slight difference between baby shoes and
raw meat. The resemblance in parcels, however, led to an
amusing incident at Brooklyn. Mr. Whiton giving Andy
McGregor a small parcel of what he supposed was scraps
that his servant had put up for Lord Neverstill, Andy in a
hurry threw paper and all to the dog, when a handsome pair
of new baby shoes fell out before his Lordship, who natur-
ally turned up his nose at such lean fodder, and Andy hur-
ried away.

Owing to the change of time in going to press last week,
several telegrams from our representative, Mr. Waters,
giving results of winning at the E. F. T. C. trials, arrived
too late.

Mr. A. F. Hochwalt, of Dayton, Ohio, writes us that he
and IMr. Witidle have purchased the well-known pointer
Rush of Lad (19,.52l). He is by champion Bow out of Glad-
iola, she by Naso of Kippen out of Glauca. Lad is a young
dog, but he has already sired some good ones, chief among
which may be mentioned Lad of Rush, who won first in the
recent LT. S. trials Pointer Derby. He will be placed in the
public stud after.the shooting season.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a reeogaition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the Held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest and Stream otiera a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under whicn these prizes will he given are in brief as here set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows; First S35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth SIO. Six of |5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), sbooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest asd Stbeam.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be annouac«d. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things

being equal, the unique ami difficult nature of the subject.

PhotograpSis must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograpb should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.

The pbotographs shall be the property of the Forest and
Stre.4iM. Till a applies only to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography CoUeci ion prove

to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Fire Flickering Yote." Such popular vote

will be quite net from the award by the committee.

TffiB. HfiKRBBBiiF'B' wi:ftea us that the formula suggested by him in

which bulk Is eoaployed as a divisor with the purpose of increasing

a" V S a.
the size of body, is as follows: Lx '—

^ or Lx. —', D repr«-

15VU" isi/T'

senting displacement and T the gross Custom House tonnage. The
first formula would probably attain the end in view, but there is a

practical difflculiy in its application, in that it would be necessary

to dock each vessel and have her lines taken by the measurer; also

making public the displacement, the very element which designers

strive hardest to conceal. To the second formula, the one favored

by IVlr. Herreshoff, two serious objections present themselves; in the

first place, Custom House tonnage fails to measure modern yachts,

being inaccurate in all cases, and opening the way to endless discus-

sion in the case of some new craft. In the second place, such ton-

nage would .=itill place a premium on boat in the air in place of boat

in the water, and would so contribute to loug ends and excessive

freeboard at the expense of under-water body.

In commenting on the case of pilot Walsh and the yacht Amelia,

the Marine Journal calls tor a LT. S. statute preventing any ama-

teur sailor from navigating any craft in the North River below Har-

iem, this side of Riker's Island in the East River, or above Bay Kidge

in the Bay. Such a measure as this would be as ridiculous as the

ruling of the Inspectors of Steam Vessels in the Medusa case, that it

was a yacht's duty at all times to get out of the way of a tugboat. In

the case ot the Amelia it was clearly proven that the yacht was run

into while on her course and with proper lights displayed.

Whatever the opinion may be as to the merits of the changes

recommended by the council of the Y. R. A., every credit is due to

that body for the fair and thorough manner in which the recent in-

quiry, liKe that preceding the adoption of the present rule in 1887,

has been carried out. The full mimites of the evidence, a copy of

which we have just received, bear testimony to the liberal nature

and wide scope of the investigation, and make most interesting read-

ing. We hope to quote from them at length next week.

While there is nothing radical in the proposed changes, the coun-

cil, as we think, wisely, declining to attempt to dictate as to form,

detail and construction of hull, the recommendations as to marking

of waterline, limitation of crew, and measurement of fore triangle

are all excellent. No doubt the inquiry, with the possibility of

amending the rule at any time when the necessity is apparent, will

exercise a certain restraining influence on the freaks.

The Council has positively declined to tax either fore or after over-

hang, its view of the matter being similar to that advanced b.y For-

est ANn Stream, that excessive overhang at either end carries its own
penallyv

The Herreshoft 84-footer, now well advanced, has been thus far as

carefully guarded as Thistle was, and with even less cause. It is very

amusing, after the abuse which it showered on IVb-. Watson and the

Royal Clyde Y, C, to read the Boston i?erai(i'.s justification of the

American firm for doing precisely the same thing. What is still

more amusing is that forced admission by the Herald that its alleged

dimensions and elements of the new yacht are pronounced incorrect

by the Herreshoffa.

A correspondent calls attention this week to the abuse of the

term "rating," which has become so general in this country. No
American yacht clubs recognize a rating rule, and none have ever

adopted an official definition of the term rating; and imder the secir-

cumstauces it is absurd and misleading to employ a term having

already one specific meaning to yachtsmen which is widely different

from several attached to it in this country.

Lord Dxjnbaven has laid down his views on international racing in

an article in the North American Beview for December, the subject

being treated in a very broad and liberal manner. One remark is of

especial interest at this time: "No challenge ever has been made or

will be made under the terms of that [the new] deed."

British Measurement Rules.
The inquiry into the present and prospective results of the Y. R. A.

rating rule which was instituted by the Y. R. A. last Augu.it has just
terminated, the following report appearing in the Field of Nov. iV);

A meeting of the Council of the Yacht Racing Association was held
at the Royal London Yacht Club, Nov. 15, to consider the report of
the Measurement Committee and the evidence of the yacht designers
on the rule^for the rating of yachts in competitive sailing. There were
present Sir G. C. Larnpson, Bart, (in the chair). Major Frank Willan.
Major P. Hewitt, Mr. A. Planning, Mr. W. M. Dunnage, Col. A. D. Mc-
Gregor, Mr. T. B. C. West, Mr. C. IC. Newton-Robinson, Mr. G. E.
Lake, Mr. W. Baden Powell, Sir G. A. Leach, G. U. B., and Mr. Fred-
erick Cos.
The committee and the yacht designers recommended the adop-

tion of the Seawanhaka rule, that rule being a HtJe easier on sail
than Y. R. A. when the square root of the sail area is greater than
the length of load line.

The council now, after a discussion lasting about four hours, de-
cided to recommend that the existmg rule be retained, and agreed to
report to a general meeting, Dec. 6, as follows:
" As the present i-ating rule will expire at the end of 1893, the coun-

cil appointed a committee to consider the workmg of the rule, and its

probable efl'ect on yachts and yacht racing, should it remain in
operation locger than its assigned period of seven years (dating from
188T inclusively). This committee obtained the views of the follow-
ing yacht designers: Messrs. 6. L. Watson, C. P. Clayton, W. Fife,
jr., J. M. Soper, A Richardson, A. E. Payne, C. E. NichoLon, and H.
W. Ridsdale, to whom the council desire to express their thanks for
the trouble they have taken in attending the committee, and for tlie

assistance and information tliey have been good enough to afford.
" The council having given the most careful consideration to the

subject of the rating rule at present in force, and to the views of the
yacnt designers and others, agree in the view generally taken that,
iip to the present, the length and sail area rule has produced a fine
seaworthy, and fast type of vessel; and the council think that the
yacht designers, in their objections to the rule, have given too much
weight to the anticipated effect in the future of the rule on yacht de
signing from the 'accommodation' point of view, and seem' to have
somewhat under-estimated the importance of speed.

" The council think that, in the designing ot racing yachts, speed
conjointly with seagoing qual ties, should have first consideration;
and they are of the opinion that no sufflcient reason has been given
for atpresent altering the existing rule, which they recommend should
be maintained.

" With regard to details of measurement, the council, having con-
sidered this question, together with the evidence submitted, have
come to the conclusion that neither overhang should be taxed, nor
form be in any way dictated. The council are of opinion that over-
hangs, according to present practice, are not in themselves dangerous,
though they may be rendered so tbrough weakness of material or
faulty constmetion. The responsibility of a dangerous overhang
therefore rests with the constructor. This view is borne out by the
evidence of the yacht designers.

" The yacht designei-s recommended that the load water line,
which is to be measured for rating, should be marked at the bow and
stem. The council agree with this suggestion, and recommend that
this be done by the owner, and that Rule 15 be varied so as to allow
ballast to be altered, subject to the conditions that it is not to be
shipped, unshipped, or shifted after 9 A. M. of the day previous to

the race, and that the weight of ballast on board shall at no time ex-
ceed that which was on board when the yacht was measured, The
marks shall at all times be clear above the surface of the water when
the yacht is l.ying in smooch water, in her usual racing trim.

"It was the unanimous opinion of the yacht designers that the
total number of persons on board during a race .should be limited in

the classes of 10 rating and under, and the council recommend thai
such limitation be carried out after consultation with the yacht clubs
as to the specific number to be allowed on board in each class.

"With regard to the method Of measuring sails, the council recom-
mend that in the fore triangle the perpendicular, I, be taken from
the deck at the foreside of the mast to where the line of the ]uf¥ of
the foremost headsail when extended cuts such perpendicular: the
base, J, from foreside of mast to where the line of the luff of fore-
most headsail cuts the bowsprit, other spar or hull as the case may
be; and in the classes of 10-rating and under the actual area of the
headsail or spinnaker be taken.
"The council have given very careful consideration to the question

of building to a specified standard of strength or scantling. Thft

naval architects, in their evidence, objected to any supervision by
Lloyd's, and did not think it desirable that the Y. R. A, should
appoint an expert for the purpose.
"The council consider that many of the alleged defects in the exist-

ing boats, to which the naval architects referred, are mainly due to
lightness of the structural design, and, owing to the great difficulty

and expense of satisfactorily supervising the design and construction
of raciug yachts, the council consider it is better to leave the matter
to the owners and their designers to safeguard the interests con-
cerned,
"The foregoing recommendations, if adopted, will come into force

at the expiration of 1893.

"The council do not recommend that the rating rule should be
continued for any fixed term, as vested interests are guarded by
(jeueral Rule 13, which provides that no alteration can be made in the
rules except by a two-thirds majorit.v, both of meetings of the coun-
cil and of the as.sociation.

"(Signed on behalf of the Council), G. Cv Lampson,
"Vice-President."

The Field also publishes the following report of another important
meeting

;

"A meeting of Clyde Yacht Club delegates was held in the Bath
Hotel, Nov. 14. The various clubs were represented as undei : Royal
Northern, Messrs. Steven and T. F. Donald; Royal Clyde, Messrs.
Ure, Neil, and W. York (secretary); Royal Western, V.-U. .7. Stewart
Clark and Messrs M'Glashan and Thomson

; Royal Largs, Messrs. J.
Hiiliard and Craig; Mudhook, .Mr. Robert Wylie: C.C.Y.C., Messrs. J.
Connell, W. A, Wylie, A. Mitchell, E. M. Richmond, and R. Harvey
Pirie (secretary): West of Scotland Y. C, Messrs. Jas. A. Jarvie,
Thomas Lamo and J. M-Kirdy. The questions to be dealt with were
matters atfecting two of the most popular classes on the Clyde, viz.,
the 17ft. l.w.l. and 23 l.w.l. boats. A reduction of sail area was
sought for the former, and a fixed restriction of sail area and length
over all tor the latter. Ere discussing these matters, the various
owners, both of present and prospective boats, were asked in rota-
tion to give their views on the subject. This done, they withdrew,
and, after long and careful discussion, the following rule was
adopted: 'That the sail area of the lift, l.w.l. class be reduced from
.530 to 4?0 square feet, and that, as before, the mainsail will contain
not more than -i'S of the total sail area." In dealing with the second
and more important class, a considerable diversity of opinion was
shown as to whether the sail area shotild be limited or unlimited. la
the end, a motion in favor of the former was carried, and the
measurements for this class have now been settled not to exceed 23£t,
l.w.l. and 30ft. over all, with a sail area restricted to 750 square feet.
In the absence of reliable data as to existing boats, the settlement of
fore triangle proportion was relegated to a sub-committee, whose
ruling will be given in a day or two. In addition, no plate, fin, bulb
keels, or centre-boards will be allowed in these classes, and the rules
made will hold In force for five years. A vote of thanks to Vice-
Commodore J. Stewart Clark concluded the meeting."

Lord Dunraven's Letter.

The looked-for letter from Lord Dunraveu arrived on the Ger-
manic on Nov. 18. and a meeting of the Cup committee was held to
consider it. The letter reads as follows:

Dunraven Castle, Bsidoend, Glamorgan, Nov. 7.

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your ie'ter of the SOth
of October, containing the reply of your committee to my letter of
leth of September.
On the general terms of the races we seem to be at one. With re-

gard to your remark that "as to the details of sailing the match
alluded to in your letter, we thmk they can be easily arranged after
a challenge has been made in proper form by a qualified yacht club,"
I take it that the details would be arranged within the propositions
made in former letters.

With regard to your proviso "that no yacht of the specified rig,

either now existing or under constrnclion," I am quite agreeable to
sail any such yacht without any penalty beyond taking or giving the
ordinary trial allowances according to the New York r.C.'s rules;
and as my letter seems to have been ambiguous on this point, I may
say it was imder that rule of measurement and scale of time allow-
ance that I proposed the matcn should be sailed. In 188iJ I suggested

'

that in calculating time allowance the mean of t he rules in use by the
challenging and chaUenged clubs should be taken, but the committee
did not then see their way to agree, and I have no wish to reopen the
question. In respect of the final clause of your letter, I stipulated
tnat "should I win the Cup, the club obtaining the custody of it

should hold it, open to a challenge on the same conditions as those
under which I challenged." 'To this I adhere, as being only in
accordance with my own idea of fair play, and no yacht club w ould
Ijlace itself in the posititon of having the power to expect, or of
appearmg to expect, as the party challenged, terms different to
those under which it chaUenged. But, feeling that your committee,
with, I am sure, equal faith, believe in the absolute fairness of the
conditions laid do(vn in the deed of 1887, 1 had no intention of barring
a challenge under these conditions. To make these perfectly clear I

am quite willing to substitute for my former stipulations, "It is to be
understood and agreed that should I win the Cup, the club obtaming
the custody of it should hold it subject to a challenge on precisely
similar terms to those under which I challenged, provided, always,
that the club shall not refuse a challenge in accordance with the con-
ditions laid down in the deed of 1887, and is at liberty to make any
arrangement mutually agreed upon, as provided for in. the deeds of
1857, 1883 and 1887."

I trust that no difference now exists between us, and on your
cabhng me that a challenge on the terms of my former letter, as
herem modified, will be accepted, I shall at once endeavor to arrange
for a formal challenge being sent through a qualified yacht club. J.

remain, yours faithfully, Dunraven.

The following reply was sent by cable;
"New York, Nov. SI.—Lord Dunraven, 27 Norfolk st., London;

Committee will recommend the club to accept a formal challenge
based on your letter of the Tth N ovember if reference to former
deeds is omitted. Paine. '

OnNov. aG, at 12:40 P. M., the following cable was received and
posted in the club house

:

'Adark, Nov. 26 —General Paine, New York Yacht Club, 67 Madi-
son ave.. New York City: Secretary of Squadron wires me challenge
mailed Oddie to-day. Reference to the former deed is omitted.

'A Cass, Sec. America Cup Committee."
Mr. Canaeld added at the bottom: "The above is not signed, but is

undoubtedly from Lord Dunraven."
The greater part of Lord Dunraven's letter relates to minor details

which are of no importance until the vital question has been settled.
The main point in the letter lies in the final clause but one, which
amounts to nothing less practically than the abrogation of the new
deed of gift.

If the terms thus proposed by Lord Dunraven should be carried
out by all parties in any future contests for the Cup, the dimension
clause would be a dead letter, and other provisions of the new deed
would share the same fate. While the committee in its reply accepts
the substance of Lord Dunraven's terms, it still keeps up a show of
maintaining the new deed by demanding that all allusions to the true
deed as that of 1882 be withdrawn.

If the last telegram is genuine, it would appear that the Royal
Yacht Squadron had at last withdrawn its objections and consented
to challenge.
Even though a race should i-esult, the position is a most tmsatis-

factory one. There have been t.o many iodeflnite statements
throughout the whole negotiations that it is almost impossible that
a series of matches can be arranged and sailed, and tne cup won
again or lost, without serious misunderstanding, and in the event of
any dispute in the future, no man can say what conditions really
govern the matter. While in common with all yachtsmen, we are
anxious for a resumption of international racing; we are firm in the
belief that a patched agreement like the present one can only result
in furthei' quari-els and ill-feeling betvreen the two nations.
The Meld of Nov. 26 says that according to telegrams the New

York Yacht Club sends to English papers. Lord Dunraven is trying
to negotiate a new deed and the club is trying to circumvent him.
This is not edifying, but it represents the situation. The New
York Yacht Club is making certain concessions as to what it will
accept as a challenging yacht m order to obtain a match during the
time of the Chicago Coliunbian Exhibition. The America's Cup
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Committee appear to take it forgranced that tliey will now get the
deed of eift accepted by the British yacht alubs.
Tbei-YeW further says: " We very much doubt if this achievement

is more practicable now than it was six years ago. We on this side
of the Atlantic hold the deed illegal as containing stipulations which
render the winning of the America's Cup impossible. The Cup Com-
mittee now virtually say: " We admit this, but we make certain con-
cessions regarding conditions, under the mutual^agreement clause, so
that you may have a possible chance of winning, but it is a thousand
to one you will not win, and the deed must be confirmed by the club
backing your challenge. We think the feeling on this side co be that
if any British yacht club consents to back a challenge under the
deed, the full conditions of the deed must be complied with. We can-
not imagine a British clubiplacing it^e^f in theihumUiating p isition.of
backing a challenge made under conces.sions wrung from tbe New
York Yacht Club in its anxiety to bring about a match, especially as,
after all, the cup, if won, might not be given up. Fortunately, no
Brish club is likely to be so lacking in spirit as to authorize a chal-
lenge. Yacht owners rejoice at the decision of the Council of the
Koyal Yachting Association recommending the retention of the rule
of rating.

The Word Rating Abused.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The sports editor of one of the illustrated weeklies has been

writing of yachts measured aua classed under the Seawanhaka rule
as "raters," and now the New York Press is guilty of the same mis-
use of language. Vi'hat sense can there be seen in callinsr a boat of
25ft. sailing leiigth a •ao-rater?" Do they mix and confuse yachting
terms in this way from a wish lo appear to know more than author-
ities like the Forest and StrbamV Or are tney simply ignorant?
"ilating" is a technical Englisn term for size in yachts. A yacht's

rating is found by a well known rule. There is no more .sense in call-
ing a 25-footer a 35 rater than there would be in calling her a 25-
tonner. It is .just s incorrect and misleading. It is absurd to borrow
the word ratmg -vrithout the rating rule. To call a boat a 25 rater
that is only a 3}4 rater tmder 'he rating rule is a farcial misuse of
yachting terms. A class for elementary instruction to some yachting
writers would be a boon to their long-suffering readers.
Chatham, N. B., Nov. 21. .T, L. Stewart.

Building Notes.
Mb. Watkrhoit.se is securing estimates on the fln-keel 46-footer for

Mr. C. H. W. Foster
; it is not decided whether to build in steel or

wood. He has also an order for a 20ft. catboat for Nova Scotia, and
a 21fc, cutter for New Bedford, as well as a new sail plan for the
Burgess 21-footer Molly Bawn, of Montreal.
Stewart & Binney are preparing an exhibition of models for Chi-

cago,
Mr. A. Gary Smith is very busy with large steamers, having an

order for a Sound steamer 33eft. over all, 31ft. beam, 70ft. over
guards and 13ft. 6ia. loaded draft, with 600 tons of freight. The hull
will be of steel and the vessel will be somewhat similar to the smaller
but very successful Richard Peck. Mr. Smith has also several yachts
in hand
Seabury & Co. are at work on a composite steam yacht, of their

own design, for Mr. J. H. Hanan, of New Y'ork, the dimensions being-
Over all, 154ft.: l.wl., vmt.; beam, 20ft,; draft, 8ft. Sir. A. Gary
Smith is superintending both design and construction.

Canadian Canals.
Wb are advised that on Nov. 2 an Order in Couucil was passed by

the Dominion Uovemnieut, on the recommendation of the Minister
of Kailways and Canals, extending the courtesy of free passage
through the Dominiou canals to all pleasure yachts attending the
Chicago Exhibition in m.i. The passage of vessels through the 8t
Lawrence Canals is limited at present by the minimum dimensions
of the lock chambers, which are 200ft. by 45ft,, with ftft. of water
over the sills. The dimensions of the locks on the new Welland
Oanal are 2?0f t. by 45ft., with 14ft. of water on the silU and the same
depth of channel throughout. The St. Lawrence canals are being
enlarged, and when completed will be of the same dimensions as the
latter, but the work wiU not be finished for some years. There is no
Umit to the height of spars, as the bridges crossing the St. Lawrence
and Welland canals are all swing briages We hope shortly to pub-
lish some charts and tables of distances from the sea to Chicagof

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
A few weeks since we were, favored with a visit from a handsome

and siyhsh young Englishman, who introduced himself as a son of
Mr. Dixon Kemp, the editor of the B^ielJ. Though professing to be
temporarily ejibarrassed, he made n.o request for assistance of any
kind, but left, after a pleasant chat on yachting, with a promise to
call again. A few days later the same person, by name WilliamHenry Bant, was arrested iu New York for swindling a number ofAmericans by means of forged letters, his victims being mainly
mechanical engineers or literary men. The man is about 24 years
old, of medium height and .slender build, smooth face and light
mustache, gentlemanly address, and well posted on mechanical andyachUDg subjects. He has traveled in all parts of the world is aready talker, and as his career proves, a dangerous confidence man.
t rom descriptions it seems probable that he is the same sharper whoimposed upon English yachtsmen last winter as a son of Mr. Herres-
holf. Both claimed to have been on the stage and to be making theirway home, afteir .unsuccessful dramatic ventures, "Mr Herres-

\ustraUa
°* " '^'^"^ ^f>a^P, Jr.'' in

On Tuesday October 25, the steam yacht Athena, built by theLondon and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding CompanyLimited, to the designs and under the superintendence of Mr St

^ -^^0?^^°?' °^ ,I"verpool, made her steam trials at the measured
mile, at hkelmorhe, the mean of her several runs, with and againstthe tide, being 12 26 knots per Hour, the guarantee being 12 knots andthe indicated hors-e-power 504. She also had a trial of three hours atfull speed, everything working very satisfactorily. The engines aretriple-compound surface condensing; the cylinders are 13 in 21 in

f^nJt '?n
?''''"'^' fitted with. Joy's valve gear, so as to savelength in the engine room. The air, feed, and bilge Dumn^. areworked off the mtermediate pressure'engine by levere ^T^e'circulatiag pump is one of Drysdale's centrifugal ptimps worked bv aspecia engine. In addition to the ordinary du^ex feed donkey aspecial duplex pump is fitted to pump bfige, and circulate waterthrough the condenser in the event of the cenlr fugal pump beco^ng

f^'^ ^- siiPP'ied at 160 lb. pressm-e^by a^Sgle ended

rS|^^^a»^^
and the drowning of two men, his feUow pdots have labored hard t\i^his release, and the case will soon come up on an appeal Thrtrialwas a fair one, aud the evidence as lo the actions ana pos tion of thetug, as well as the condition of Pilot Walsh, seemed perSv cLn
tu^ll^^J^l""^''^^^^'"}^^ his fellow pilots werfworL^ng to a^^^^^

|^^»i^--?sr'sc'^ti^'^a]sl^

very successful in the Half-rating class this past season Her eeneral torm is similar to the Scarecrow, published last week.
^

^'^J^^P^?*^
^""^ the three widows and twelve children of the lost aeamen of the yacht Caterina has amounted thus far to £425

Emperor William, owner of Meteor, Has announced his intentinn

Solent next year with at least four new yachts.
'^"^'^ed on the

A German yachtsman, a member of the suite of Prince Henrv nF

Tbe nm Alva for m. W. b;. Ya^aepbUtjs now buUOjng at J,wi^^

yard, Birkenhead, from the designs of Mr, St Glare J. Byrne. She
will be much larger than the old yacht over 300 ft. long and of up-
ward of 2,000 tons. She will be very strongly built, with ample
bunirer capacity, and will be in commission next summer.
Coi'sair steam yacht, will be altered this winter, her round stern

being replaced by the square quarters found in most British steam
yachts. Her deck will also lie reiaid' She has gone to the builder's
yard at Philadelphia.

The yacht Flora Temple, Bfline and Doman were at Beaufort, N.
C, the latter two sailing for Florida.

The Ohio Y. C. is active in formation of the Ohio Naval Reserve, a
constitution similar to that of tas New York N. Y. being adopted on
November 2i.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer of the A. C. A. is doubly
gratifying m that it not only shows the Association at last out of

debt, but Com. Winne and his^fellow officers have demonstrated that
by wise and economical management it is possible to run the Asso-
ciation for a year at an actual profit of over $500 in place of a defi-

ciency nearly as great. Under the circumstances, no one would
have objected if the results of some very severe economy had oeen
apparent at the meet, but on the contrary the camp of 1892 com-
pared very favorably in all ways with those of preceding years, the
transportation being incomparably better than in '89, '90 and '91.

This year, too, the principal receipts of the Association, from the
four divisions and the camp dues, have been less by over $100 than
in the two preceding years. The task of showing a surplus of I
in place of a very serious deficit has entailed much unnecessary
work on the officers, more than ihey .should be called on to bear;
but at the same time the balance sheet of 1892 should be one of the
most valuable of the assets of the A. C. A,, as it proves beyond ques-
tion that with good management and due econom.y a reasonable sur-
plus may be looked for every year.

The question of a change of rules is now before the club, and pre-
ceding the general meeting, which took place on Nov. 23, a camp-fire
was held on Nov. 3 for the purpose of discussing in advance all pro-
posed changes. The owners of the racing canoes took no part in the
discussion; but proposals were made for the establishment of a
"general purpose" class, and for the abolition of the absurd limit of
"clench-build'' for the second class. We .shall know by next week
the results of the general meeting.

A coBRESPONDKNT this Week questions the record of the paddling
trophy race at the meet, and suggests that the course was short.
From the care and accuracy with which both paddling and sailing
courses were this year laid off there is little possibility of error in
the distances. If any error exists in the paddling times it is in the
timing, not in the course. In the sailing races leg after leg was
timed by different watches, so that no error was possible, the same
high speed being shown in different races.

For the first time in twenty-seven years the Royal C. C. is called
on to choose a new captain to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of John MacGregor, Mr. MacGregor was the founder of the club
and has held the office of captain since its organization, though of
late years the position has been purely an honorary one. The club
really needs an active and energetic head which shall keep it at the
front in British canoeing.

The canoe yawl has grown quite rapidly in favor of late in Eng-
land, and many improvements over the old baats have been made.
One of the latest of the Thames yawls, Jennie, built by Turk, of
Kingston, has just been purchased by fllr. A. O. Coddington, of Phila-
delphia, and will be seen here next season.

A. C. A. Finances. ,

The statement which we published last week was not intended for
publication, but was an abstract of the Treasurer's report. Tie com-
plete offieial report, as it will appear in the Y'ear Book, is as follows:

Report of Treasurer for Season 1^92.

To Central Division -full Bv lease camp site. gi OO
income $2.99 57 By campsite committee" .374 67

To Eastern Division, :^0 per By regatta co'nmittee, 16 50
cent, receipts IE 3 90 By cartridges..

. 450
To Atlantic Division, 30 per By tents, etc """ 72 00

cent, receipts W m By transportation commit
To Northern Division, 30 tee.... 1^6 49
per cent, receipts 46 50 By stamps for camp use'.' 13 00

To four Divisions, mailing, By express on tropuy and 2 45
etc 39 12 By expense tracing same . 2 42

To Year Book 529 00 By carrying mail to camp 15 80
To camp dues 228 00 By entertainments 195 45
To camp site committee.. 186 44 By \'ear Book , '

'

a87 50
To regatta committee 47 89 By general office expenses 40 49
To signal officer lO 10 By paid Atlantic Division
To stamps sold 5 35 loan 200 00
To sale lumber, eic 60 Oj By paid Central Division
To sale torches 12 00 loan 300 00
To entertainment com 15100 By badges for camD 19 10
To protest tees 3 00 Balance..... 5.30 4^
To sale cannon and tent.. 15 00
To interest on deposits 4 67
To loan Atlantic Division. 200 00
To loan Central Dii'ision.. 200 00

$2,221 79

on account 1891.,

$2,231 79

STATEMENT OF DEFICIT FROM 1891—PATD 1892.

To deficitasshown by Sec- By these amounts paid by
retary-Treasurer. 1891.. 499 67 Sec'y-Treas 1892—

To other items rendered E. K.Baber, camp account
29 17 1891 ... 4.28 5Q

^ZZZ: ^^"^^^^ Publishing Ooml
f528 84 pany. book account, 1891 7117

Walter Y^oung & Co

,

T ^S™-^?"^ account, 1891. . . 3 75
L. H. Clark camp account,
,^,1891 12 44

Hemraehway & Son,
for second prize flags,
account, 1891..... 12 qg

SDSIMAHV.

By total expenditures for

$528 84

'^souroes?or8elTonl89:l' 3.221 79 "
season I89T'""'""'' '"'1

691 3"—— By 1891 deficit paid 1892. '528 84
'9 Balance 1 5a

$2,221 79

Paddling Canoes and Courses.
Editor Forest and Stream :

Having read some comments on the course for sailing races atA C. A. meets, it occurs to me that the course for thrriddW rao^tshould be changed as well. It seems to me thatTsSw comsedoes not tend to improve the » all around " boat but to devel<^ «racmg machine pure and simple. We all k-now that rh« ^
will paddle a straight com'se best is noT'iL best on a narro^^crooked river. And if we wish to develop the best canoe foraround work, an all around cour.se is the coursi on tvhtoh to test t'Who wants a canoe so fined down that its oractical u«Jn i^.^^^^^^gone. The records of the last A. 0. A. meet say, abom tour

^

[The paddhng races at the meet are praeticoUy conflned*fn^;^3i.iraemg eaooes except iu the open class, eiogle blades."^ ° P^"^*'

Atlantic Division Report.
The report of Ihe Atlantic Division was not received in time fur

publication last week. Tne report is most satisfactory in showing a
substantial balance in hand with an increase in membership.

American Canoe Association, Atlantic Dn^sI0N.
Purser's Report.—F. L. DuNNEiiL, PtiBSER.

„ . „ ,
Receipts. 1892 Expenditures.

Oct. J5, by balance from March 31, to loan to A.C.A. $300 00
purser, R Hobart $200 02 April 1, to office expenses. 9 00By dues 1889 1 00 April 13, Atlantic Division

By dues 1890 a 00 subscript!.m to Forest
By dues 1891 9 00 and Stream 4 00
By dues 1892 3.^6 00 May HI, to transfer to Cen-
By dues 1893 1 00 tral Division 2 00
By entrance fees 34 00 June 1 to A C A . account
May t, by sale of stamped expressagp, sramps.. 10 67
envelopes 6 54 July 1 to office expenses.. 6 20

July .30, A C, A. account 30
$509 56 per cent, to Secretary

-

Treasurer 86 10
Aug. 1, to office expenses. 10 OQ
Aug. 29, to A.C.A. accouni,
oup-quartrr expense on
circulars etc . 9 78

Sept. 30, to A C,A, account
balance, 30 per cent, to
Secretary-Treasurer 4 20

Oct. 31, to balance 167 61

|509 5B
Nov. 1. balance to Pm'ser

F. L. Dunnell 167 61
Nov. 12, by loan from
A. 0. A 300 00

$367 61

Members, Oct. 15, 1891.

MBSIBEBSHIP.

Reinstated
Transferred from Eastern Division.!

Transferred to Central Division.
Deceased

Total membership, Nov. 1, 1892,

,

Audited and found correct,

390
34
5
1— 40 gain.
5
1 330
1— 7

323

(Signed) Percy F. Hogan, t . „ ji»„_„
H. LANSiNt, Quick, f

Auditors.

Paddling^ Records.
Editoi- Forest and Stream:
The London i^ieW need not worry over the time made in the sail-

ing races at the last A. C. A. meet.' If the sailing course was meas-
ured in the same way as the paddling course, there is nothing won-
derful in very fast time being made.

I am surprised that the Forest and Stream in its report of the
trophy paddling contest should say the course was a full mile. The
time announced is so absurdly fast for that distance that an old
canoeist—such as the canoeing editor is—should not have been de-
ceived. Here in Toronto we claim to know something about fast
paddling. The five fast men mentiond by you as being absent, and
thus depriving the trophy race of interest, all live in Toronto or
vicinity. Mr. Johnson was champion paddlerof America for several
years; Harry McKendrick was also champion for one year, Mr.
Muniz for another. lam quite certain that none of the three could
do a mile under 8,46, yet we are asked to believe that five men—four
of them quite unlniown as fast paddlers- finished the mile in time.s
varymg from 7.36 to 8.461!!
No, Mr. Editor, don't ask us to believe that coui-se was a full mile.

It is too much.
If Mr. Knappe will come to Toronto next summer and paddle over

the mile course of the T. C. C. in that time he will then be a couple
of hundred yards ahead of our men and can take back with him to
the States the handsomest and most valuable cup ever offered as a
patldling trophy.
When Ford Jones won the A. 0. A. trophy for three years in suc-

cession he was not considered even then the champion sailor, as h«
did not win the New York Club's international cup. On the same
ground paddlers may fairly take the position that the Toronto cup is
that which carries with it the title of champion paddler of America.
While the Toronto Club has not been so many years in existence as
the New York Club it may fairly claim to be as representative of the
paddUng interests as the New York Club of the sailing. Boreas.

The Knickerbocker C. C.

Will hold a smoker in the boat house, foot of 152d street and Hudson
River, on Saturday, Dec. 3, at 8 P. M., to which the canoeists of New
York and vicinity are invited. L road to 125th street, and cable to
152d street.

A Notable Railway Route.
The Traveler of '92 is not content with ordmary transportation

facihties. He demands fast and frequen t trains, sumptuous coaches,
smooth roadbed and enjoyable scenery. The route which affords
these commands public patronage. The We.st Shore Railroad has a
happy combination of all. Under its present management it is doin"
more than ever to satisfy modern tourists for business or pleasured
The summer pleasure-seeker needs no introduction to it, for along
its line are more prominent places of resort than anv railway of 400
miles in the country. Now the summer tourist has sought winter
quarters, but the business man who goes to and fro and the travelers
of both sexes who are ever making a tide of ceaseless motion, know
the result of selecting the " West Shore," when going from East to
West, or vice versa.
Its three through expresses between New York, Albany, Utica

Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Chicago, St, Louis aud
the We^t are models of comfort, and the system of through Wagner
sleeping cars makes long tours possible with the miuimum of per-
sonal discomfort.—^du.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
Champion revolver shot Geo. E. Jantzer will on Saturday even-

ing next meet Wm. E. Petty in contest for the Wiaans Trophy
at the St. Mark's Place Gallery of the N, Pistol Olub. Mr.
Jantzer took the trophy from the initial winner, Mr. Louis Bell,
and" subsequently Mr. JaatKer successfully defended it after a
challenge from Mr. Henry Oehl, the President of the N. Y. Pistol
Club. Mr. Petty is a member of the New York police force and
was a competitor when the Winans Trophy was first opened fur
contest early in 1891. He did very weU tlien and has since care-
fully perfected himself in his favorite sport of line pistol scoring,
and now feels that he can give plucky little champion Jantzer a
close run for the lead.

Jersey's Military Riflemen.
The usual weekly shoot of the First Brigade Rifle Associatiou

was held at the Newark Shooting Park on Dec. 26, with se\-«D
members present. The light was bad all the afternoon and the
wind, while not strong, was very variable snd tricky. The scores-
Major Wallace 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4-41454404444 4-37444544444 5-43444444344 4-39

34 5 444.5 44 4-41444444434 5-40
CaptW fljfloward 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 4—39

5 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 3 4-43
Lieut Green. 4 34400404 4—27

4 4 5 4 4 4 4 0 0 0-39
Lieut Rsilly 4 00344 4 30 4—36
Sergt Wilhelm 5 4 5 5 3 4 4 5 4 3—43
^.,r„, 443344444 3-37
CorpjMcMahon ,.5 0 3 3 0 5 4 3 5 5—33

0 5 5444434 5-38
^ 4 5 5454034 5-39
Pvt CH Townsend 4 4 5 4 5 4 3 5 4 4—43

45 4 434454 5—43344443344 6-38544344445 4-41
Y'Batilim,
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New York Rifle Practice.

The rifle practice of the New York State National Guard closed

on Nov. 5, and the returns haA'e already been tabulated by Gen.
Whitlock and Mr assistant, Capt. N. B. Thurston. The figures

show a very large increase in the number of cLualified markamen,
the exact returns for the several organizations standinK:

m2. 1891. 1890. 1889. 1888.

Seventh Regiment .1,077 1,047 1,014 1,043 919

Twentv-third Regiment 645 572 58B 643 549

Twenty-second Regiment 379 177 IhH 174 HI
t^eventr-first Regiment 378 199 im 150 96

Twelfth Regiment 340 286 237 SOU 140

Ninth Regiment 327 178 370 273 143

Thirteenth Regiment 335 223 180 377 220

Forty-seventh Regiment 325 128 135 161 153

Fourteenth Regiment 193 81 85 140 109

Seventy- fourth Regiment 187 178 163 1.^6 143

Sixty-ninth Regiment 164 123 8(5 1S6 110

Eighth Regiment i!>9 76 75 76 61

Tenth Battalion 147 113 117 100 96

Sixty.flfth Regiment 118 103 142 212

Thirty-second Regiment 43 57 63 43

Separate Companies 1.798 1679 1,211 1,430 1,441

Stafl: and Departments, etc... 71 40 23 22 19

Aggregate ....6.315 5 261 4.584 5,219 4.^5
Of these bodies? the Seventh, Twenty-second, Seventy-tirst.

Twelfth, Ninth, Sixty-ninth and Eighth are New York city regi-
ments, while in Brooklyn the Twenty-third, Thirteenth, Four-
teenth and Forty-seventh are located, as was the Thirty-second
prior to its disbandment.
The regiment'! are rated by a State Figure of Merit, which is

obtained by adding the per cent, of those present for practice to
the per cent of the rank firing and dividing by .2. The showing in
this way is:

Per Cent. Per Cent. General
Present for of Firing Fieure

Firing. by R<»nk. of Mprit.
Seventh Regiment 9160 41.27 06 44

Twenty-third Regiment 62 60 34 05 48.33

Tenth Battalion 52.96 41 20 47.08

Seventy-fourth Regiment 37.23 43.14 40 19

Twelfth Regiment 51.84 28 20 40 03
Seventy-tirst Regiment 47.58 26 78 37.18

Twenty-second Regiment 48.99 23.64 36.32

Thirteenth Regiment 34.84 37 24 31.29

Forty-seventh PLegiment 85 17 24.32 29.75

Eighth Regiment 33 73 23.59 28 66
Ninth Regiment 39 99 20.51 88 25
Fourteenth Regiment 2.5.84 18.63 22.24

Sixty-ninth Regiment 17.17 17.84 17.51

The leading companies in each brigade gain a prize of $50 each,
and are as follows: First Brigade, Company F, Seventh Regi-
ment, Capt. George W. Rand, 71 51; Second Brigade. Company A,
Twenty-third Regiment, Captain H. C. Everdell. 55,84; Third
Brigade. Twenty-seventh Separate Company of Malone, Captain
George W. Crooks, 78 45; Fourth Brigade, Forty-second Separate
Company of Niagara Falls, Captain iVl. B. Butler.

Work at Conlin's Gallery.

Conlin'S Gallerx', Thirty-first street and Broadway. New
York.—The following Bcorps have been made on the new Britifh
revolver target in the last month. This target has givp-n great
satisfaction to all the s>iorters. Almost every evening there is

expert shooting by some of the well-known amateurs, with both
rifle and revolver, and the exhibition of skill is sometimes mar-
velloua. Many new scores and pictures have been added to the
record parlor and will prove interesting to lovers of shooting.
Revolver scopes, reduced target, 13yda: George Bird, two full

scores: W. E. Carlin, full score; H. C. Faile, full score and one
target of 41 in a possible 42.

Revolver, 20yd, target at 12yds. : Dr. C. T. Adams, two full
scores, al^o made in 18 shots 124 out of a possible 126, and 121 pos-
sible 126. F. G. H, Blanchard, one full score. J. B. Milierlust,
of Canada, one full score. Dr. Adams shot 6 times at 6 different
ace spots and hit 5 out of 6 .shots.

Rifle scores: Dr. J, G. Knowlton, 111 shots, 110 buUseyes at
13yds., and 30 shots in 20 difterent positions, 116. possible 140.

L. Boullon, of Paris. 20 shots in 35 seconds, 138 possible 140, and
10 glancing shots 59, possible 70.

Major D. Crocker of the Seventh'Rea-iment made the two first
full scores on this target, one on the 13 and 20yd. target.
£. Tipping made two full scores on the 12yd. target and one on

the SOyd. target.
Capt. Money, the well-known live bird shot, made a full score.
H. S. Satteoltee, of Paris, made a full score.
G. P. Work made some fine shooting with a repeating rific'such

as cutting down bullets, splitting cards and hitting threads and
pipes while practicing at 12yds.
C. Alkanmade 69, possible 70, on the reduced target.

Murphy Defeats Work.
The cold weather on Nov. 32 did not deter sportsmen from visit-

ing the grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club at Babylon,
Long Island, to witness the shooting match between Edgar G.
Murphy and George Work. There was a gale blowing across the
traps and the light was very bad. The birds were a carefully
selected lot and were splendid flyers. The conditions were 3C0
birds per man, SOyds. rise, for $1,000 a side. The boundary was
about iOyns.. Tne match began at 10:20 A. M. and was ended a
few minutes after 3. W. B. Smith of the Tuxedo Club was re-
feree. The scores:
B Murphy20122031112220110322—16 G Work. . .11232110001131110113-16

12212 120120000220312- 1

4

11232223?0^223223231 -19
22020333203220322220—15
33'i22223322222233220-19
03122021312222232ri32—17
213033,22222202332013 -17
1221302222201022-'321-17
22^22222022^22220023—17
03233232022202222232-1

7

168

201311 310031 00001111—1

3

31 31023201130 J310031—15
32121003313310231101—16
0001220200 131 21 30332—1

3

01323112102101023221—16
23112111220211020123—17
1310222aU'2222202022—17
311022232:i-i2l2123330—18
13313111200211012201—16
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Col. E. Harrison Stanford.

RiFLBMiiN the country over will hear with regret that OoL E.
Harrison Sanford is dead. In the early years of Creedmoor he
was one of the most skillful of military shots and one of the most
enthusiastic in the ranks of the long range shooters.
Of abundant means and leisure he brought to the modern rifle

world of this country, during its opening seasons, an intelligent
appreciation of the difflculties to be met and overcome in placing
American rifle shooting on the high plane it now oocapies. He
was an important figure in those days biitb on the range and in
the board of directors of the National Rifle Association. During
the winters Mr. Sanford enjoyed the sport of ice yachting on the
Stretches of the upper Hudson. Young in years, l3Ut experienced
in many lines of sport, the sudden death of Col. Sanford removes
a model sportsman from a very large circle of friends who ad-
mired his many high-minded qualities.

The Forest and Stream Trophy.
On Thanksgiving eve the Forest and Sxrkam Trophy, em-

blematic of the championsnip of New Jersey rifle clubs, was
formally presented to the Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken.
The occasion chosen for the presentation was the reception and

ball given the Miller Rifle Club by their sister association, the
Lady Miller Rifle Club. Mr. J. B. Burnham made the speech of
presentation in behalf of E'orest and Stream, and President
Dewey I'esponded tor the club.
Alter the presentation dancing was indulged in to a late hour.

Winter Rifle Shooting.
.Tersev Cut, Nov. 21.—The Hudson Rifle Club has issued a

challenge to the Empire Rifle Club of New York City to shoot
a 5-men team match, best two out of three, each man firing
twenty (20) shots. First match on Hudson ranges, using the H.
R. C. American 25-ring target. Second on the Empire ranges,
using theE. R. C. target. Third on neutral grounds selected by
the club winning second match and using the standard 12-ring
target. It will be an entirely friendly afSair and will be the " ice-
breaking " of many a match with the rifle clubs around New
York, Jersey CiT.y. HoboHen and other nearby towns.
Mr. Chas. E. Bird, the secretary of the Hudson Rifle Club, has

issued a ohallense to Mr. E. Fisher, of the Miller Rifle Club, of
Hoboken, to a series of 100-shot matches, best two out of three,
ior » nieijijl or trophy, said matches to he in three consecutiA''e

weeks. There is no doubt that this will be a very interesting con-
test, as both men have plenty of " grit " to stand the stram.
Three different ranges will be used during the contest, and some
hieh scores are looked for from both of these gentlemen.
Next week the Eagle will give some of his views on " How Bine

Shooting may be Revived," in answer to that question in the
issue of Nov. 11. Now that th° ball has started let some of the
old riflemen give their vinws sml let this winter bring forth more
enthusiasm in rifle shooting than ever it has been before.

•"'Where are Dorrler. Ross, Coppersmith, Rebhan, Hansen, Sett-

lers and all other well-known sJiooters ? Send in your vjewa and
make things lively auring the cold mon ths. This KA o lm.

Hudfson Rifle Club.

Jersky City, Nov. 31.—Distance SSyds :

First Team.
John Rebhan 25 35 35 25 25

Clias E Bird 25 25 25 2i 24

Hy L Hansen 25 25 25 .*5 24

Hy Mahlenbrock 25 24 24 24 24
Second Team.

H E Boddey 25 25 35 24 24
Jno Smith 35 25 35 24 24

M Hoff 25 35 24 24 23

Wm Meyre 35 25 34 33 23
Third Team.

.JosBuch .25 24 24 34 34

C Staderman 25 24 23 33 28
Unclassified.

Geo W Morgan 24 34 24 34 24

24 34
24 24
34 21

24 ,23

24 24
.24 33
33 23
33 32

23 23
23 23

24 23-
23 25-

33 33-
33 31-

33 23-

33 31-
21 10-
21 21-

31 20-

20 19-

33 33 21 21 30—3£

New York Revolver Shooting.

New YoHK, Nov. 28.—The following record scorp« were made

ican target, distance 2.3yds., .44 cal. S. & W. revolver

:

G. E. Jantzer95. O. B. Bishop 83. B, Walther 81, A. B •rtrand75,
F. Hecking 7.5, F. G. Allen 60, E. Walz ( 23 cal. Stevens pistol) 83.

P. Hecking, Stc'y.

All ties divided unless otiierwise reported,

FIXTURES.
If you want your slioot to be announced here

send in notice llice thie foilowAings

Dec. 6.—Hedden—Castle vs. Sxmderman—Smith, live bird match
at Erb's grounds, Newark. N. J., followed by open sweepstakes.
Dec. 15.—Ooen shoot at 100 live birds. $100 eniry, Erb's grounds,

Newark, N, J. Entries, if accompanied by S20 forfeit, will be re-

ceived up to Dec. 13, by Forest and Stream, 318 Broadway, New
Y<>rk.

Dec". 17.—Elliott vs. Fulford, at Kansas City, Mo.: 19, at Indian-
apolis, lod.; 22, at Pittsburgh, Pa.; 24. at Williamsport, Pa,; 26, at
flarrisburg. Pa.
Dec. 28-29.—Jacksonville (Fla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-

mtnt; S500 guaranteed purses; $300 in money and merchandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. 17-18.—Hamilton (Out.) Gun Club tournament, live birds
and targets.
Jan. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers" and Dealers' Associa-

tion's Grand American Handicip, live bird tournament. New
Jersev (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monaco
boundary.
May 17-18 —West Newburgh Gun Club spring tdutnament, at

Newburgh, N. Y,
May 33.25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to

purses. Also valualile merchandise prizes.

June 13-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association tourna-
ment, at Rochester. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 Ellwanger &
Barry buildins-, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-30.—West Newburgh G-un Club fall tournament, at New-

burgh, N. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
A G. Courtney, an excellent photograph of; whom appears here-

with, is immensely popular among gun men and shooters all over the
country, and since his reappearance in the field as salesman for the
Lefever Arms Comp-qny, of Syracuse, N. Y , he has been given a
royal welcome. "Court" has the happy gift of being able to agree
with everybody on any subject, and this makes| and retains the

a. (i. COUKTNLV.

frieadship of all with whom he comes in contact. He is now in the
National Capital, from where he will soon start South, taking in all

the shooting towns until he reaches Jacksonville, Fla.. where he ex-
pects to be during the Jacksonville Gun Club tournament After that
he will strike across the country and take in everything as far as
Texas. He will not return home until February. He says the new
Lefever ejector hjis proved itself the best in the world and wUl soon
crowd out all Its competitors.

We have received a very pleasant letter from Roger Van Gilder, of
the ilnosviJle (Tenn.) Gun Club, who states that programmes for
the May shoot will be out early in 1893. The club will use two sets
of 5 traps each and experts will shoot trom known traps and
unknown angles in all events, the North handicap being applied to
all others. FwU details are not yet settled, but the main programme
will probably comprise 10 events each day, each at 20 targets, $:3

entrance, with $30 added in each event, purses to be divided into 5
moneys. There will be special prizes for the best five scores each
day and heavy prizes for the best averages in all events for the
three days. The club is also considering the feasibility of.running a
team match, each team to comprise 5 men from any regularly organ-
ized club, each man to shoot at 60 targets (20 each day), entrance S30
per team, the Knoxville Gun Club to add SltO to the purse, the teams
making the highest aggregate number of breaks during the three
days to be declared the winners. The club wlU also attempt to
secure from the sporting goods houses throughout the country a
trophy to go to the team winning first place. This should draw a
big crowd. In all the club will add $300 on each the first and second
days and $400 the third day.

Baltimore, Md., Nov. 25.—The Standard IGun Club held its an-
nual shoot at Actos's Park yesterday afternoon. The cold weather
kept many away, but the shooting was above average. The entries

were from all parts of the State. The club put up a handsome
silver ctip, hned with gold, on which was engraved, ''Individual

Championship Cup of Maryland, won by ; Nov. 34, 1893.

Donated by Standard Gvm Club, of Baltimore, Md." This prize was
won by M. H- Hunt, of Owings Mills, who broke 43 clay pigeons out
of a possible 50. The other scores were: W. H. Buckbee 40, J. De-
vail 39, R. B. Bond of Jessups, Md., 38, Richard Cantier 34, T. W.
Clements 33. H. M. Hefline 31, Thos. Evans .31, D. Frankhn 28, H. E.
Lucas 27, Geo. Baughman of Westminster, 35, M. Willey32, A. C.
Chas3 19, H, Kalter 16. The wind was again.st the shooters. The
winner of the cup is the recognized champien of Maryland. Ont of
the flr.st 35 pigeons IMr. Hunt broke 22. Of tbe next 35 he broke 21.

The occasion was the first shoot for the annual prize cup. One will

be given each year. The Standard Cluh has a membership of about
60, and has a meet every Tuesday.

The usual holiday shoot was held on .Tohn Erb's grounds in

Newark on Thanksgiving Day, the events being at six live birds each,

$5 entry. The birds were a' good lot, but the cold weather kept a
good many shooters away. Those who took part in the sport were
R H. Breintnall. C. M. Hedden. Samuel Castle, John Erb, II. E.
Smith, Clinton McGaU, W. G. Hollis and R. Goodale. The scores
follow:

No.l. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Hedden 101U5-5 201221-5 101011-4 111010-4 100111-4

Erb 111311-6 032101-4 110110-4 101111-5 111111-6

Castle 103211-S 110212-5 111111-6
Smith 100201-3
Hollis 103110-4.

110221-S
191101-

ninC-5 11)011-5
111111-6
111111-6

Goodale 110312-5
,
131132-6

111111-6 010111-4 101111-5

llUU-6
111111-6
110111-5

McGaH
Bremtnall.

101011-4 111010-4 111011-5 111111-6
110001-3 '

PoRTLANo. Ore., Nov. 13.—For some time past the sportsmen of
Portland and vicinity have felt the need of an organization that wiU
afford better protection to the ganie in this part of the State, and
this feeling has taken the shape of a movement among the sports-
men of the city to reorganize the Multnomah Rod and Gun Club,
with the obo'pct of promoting legitimate sport and protecting the
game. The old club is at present rejiresented in the Pacific Coast
League by a massive gold medal valued at $3.50. Prominent among
those who have avowed their intention of becoming charter mem-
bers of the club are S. A. Green, D. P. Cartwright, Sherman D.
Brown, Charles Herrell, George Clark, Robert Townsend, Robert
Inman, C. E. Hughes, W. A. Storey, H. T. Hudson, James F. Caraher,
Charles Starr, Fi-ed. Henion and others. Such an organization in
this city would have great influence in putting a check on the indis-
criminate slaughter of game.
The ninth shoot for the Teipel medal took place at Teipel's Park,

Covington, Ky., on Nov. 10, with seventeen entries. The conditions
were ten live birds per man. Keiser and Condell tied cm 10 each and
shot off, miss-and-out, Keiser winning on the third round. The
scores :

Mercer 1210212112- 9 True 1011001123- 7
R Trimble 2021111:01— 8 Jeck Art 1132220213- 9

Tug 0113320111- 8 Duff o003212123- 7
Belding .121322ol21— 9 Keiser 2112123211—10
Van 222o221102— 9 Modoc. 1301 01 1 110— 7

Condell 2111212221—10 Woods lolOOO-w
Schreck 21 02100312— 7 Dan Krout 2101010201— 5

Wells 2010103321— 7 McKnight 01o2003022— 6
E Trimble 22290-

w

Several Altoona sportsmen went out to the Juniata ball grounds
on Thanksgiving Day and passed a few hom-s trying for honors in a
contest at ten live birds each. The day was intensely cold, the
ground was covered with and tne air full of snow, while a brisk wind
blowing away from the shooters caused the birds, once on the wing,
to fly fast and far. The result was that the boys were obliged to
shoot straight and quick or be content with "goose eggs." The score
is shown below, tne shooting being under Hurlingham rules:
"Quirk"..,, 1221310222— 9 Parker 0010211100—5
Clark 2022322110- 8 "Dock".. 02012310o0— 5
Manlove 2202110121— 8 "Edwards" 0001120000— 3
Killitts 0111321121- 9

The Oommonu-ealth of Covington, Ky., says : "The Forest ano
Stream, a journal with a spicy Trap and Trigger column, wonders if

there is a gun club in America that could put forth ten men to cem-
pete with the same number of men from the Newark, N. J., Gun
Club. The Commomvealth will say that there is a gun club in Cov-
ington at present that can not only compete with, but can beat any
len men now in a gun club, not only in Newark, but in any section of
the country. If the Newark Gun Club don't beheve it let them come
on to Kentucky and her boys wi'l show them that this statement is

correct and can be backed up by facing the trap,"

Waukbgan, 111.. Nov. 24,—The Bachelor Club gave its second trap
shooting contest to-day, open to all amateurs of the coimtry. Con-
testants were not as numerous as was expected. Each was allowed
ten clay pigeons. The first prize, worth $20, was won by William
Dunnill, of Fox Lake, who scored 9; second prize, $10, by 0. Hoff-
mann, of W^aukegan. score, 8; third prize C. Kilpatrick, Wankegan;
fourth prize, C. J. Spencer, Highland Park. The winner of the first
priza also scores for the $151) presentation prize.which has to be won
three times. KUpati'ick and Dtmnill have now each scored once for
this prize.

At the Union Gun Club's first day the total amount of entrance
money in the ten regular events was $13.50. Those who shot through
and the amounts they won were as follows: Hobart $12.46; Smith
$10.32; Miller $10.14; Drake $9.44. Beside this Hobart received $1
and Smith and Miller $3 each as average money. Sigler shot in seven
events, paid in $8 and drew out $7,68. This leaves each man a loser
by the following sums: Hobart 4 cents; Smith $1.28; Miller $1.36;
Drake $4.06 and Sigler 33 cents. But oh, what a lot of fun for the
money

!

The Coney Island Athletic Club propo.=!es to offer an engraved gold
cup, emblematic of the team championships of Kings County, N. Y.
Every club of amateur shooters in the count}' will be invited to con-
tend for the prize. The conditions under which the cup will be shot
for are as follows: Each team to consist of five men, and each man
to shoot at fifteen live birds; one shoot to be held each month for
seven consecutive months, commencing in January, 1893, and the
team winning it most times wiU be presented with the prize as its
personal property.

TowANHA, Pa., Nov. 25.—The foUowing scores were made yesterday
during a storm of rain and snow by two members of the Towanda
Gun Club. Events Nos. 1 and 3 were at 10 targets, No. 2 at 10 live
birds :

No.l. No. 2. No. 3.
Snider ..0011111101—7 1201010110—6 0010001111-5
montaugue 1011111111—9 1031010110—6 0113011001-5

The members of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club will go to Syra-
cuse on Dec. 6 to shoot with the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club
and take supper with that organization at the Vanderbilt House.
Agent Brown, of Burton, and W. H. Wheeler, of Hempstead, shot

a match at Burton, Tex., on Nov. 21. The conditions were 50 live
birds per man, for $100 a side. Brown won with a clean score against
46 by Wheeler, who lost three birds dead out of bounds.

The Hamilton (Ont., Can.) Gim Club will hold a live bird and
target tournament on January 17th and 18th, and will offer over .f1,000
in gold as prizes. This will give an eycellent opportunity to Ameri-
can trap shooters to take part in ajpleasant shoot and incidentally see
what a Canadian winter is like.

In No. 4 there were three moneys, and In each of the others two
moneys. Ties were all divided, except that for first money in No. 6
event, which was shot off, miss-and-out, and won by McGall, who
killed 13 straight. Smith lost his thirteenth, Erb his seventh and
Castle his first bird.

T. B. Ware is likely to become the owner of the championship
medal of the Spokane (Wash.) Rod and Gun Club, he having won it
five times already. The conditions are 20 singles and 5 pairs of tar-
gets, and in the last contest Ware broke 39. If he wins the medal
twice more it wOl become his property.

W. G. Clark and Edward Banks of Altoona went hunting on Wop-
sononock Mountain and had good .success. Among the trophies they
brought back was a 20 lb. wild turkey gobbler, which they declare to
be the finest specimen they ever saw. They are having 'it mounted.
The following olHcers have been elected by the Oskaloosa (la.) Gun

Club : President, Joseph Stumps; Vice-president. G. W. Snocldey;
Secretary, C. V. Hoft'mann; Treasurer, H. W. Seevers; Captain, Wm.
Chew ; Directors, Marq. Barr, E. McMains, Perry Timbrel.

The dates for the Fulford-Elliott matches have been arranged as
follows: Kansas City, Mo., December nth; Indianapohs, Ind., Decem-
ber 23d; Williamsport, Pa., December 24th; Harrisburg. Pa., Decem-
ber f6. Each match will be called at one o'clock, P. M.

'

We were in error in stating that at the 1893 Knoxville shoot the
Parl;er handicap would be used. Experts will shoot from known
traps, imknown angles, in all events, and others will shoot imder the
regular North slidmg handicap.

Miss Annie Oakley is enjoying herself among the quail in the vicin-
ity of her old home in Woodland, Dark county, Ohio, and finds an
abundance of sport.
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The Colt Hammerless. New Haven and Bristol Oan Clubs bave

each vron font- victories in the Connecticut State Leaerue tournament,

and this will eive au added interest to the next contest, to take place

In Bristol this month.

At the November cnn shootinor of the Maplewood, N. J., Gun Club,

the cup was won bv W. N. Drake who broke 48 out of 50 tarerefes.

J. W.Smith broke 44; Dr. Fisher, 37; Ed. Reeves 38, and W.J.
Smith 36.

W F KinR itnd H McWhortp.r shot a oO-bird match for SlOO a side

at the Eagle Hotel, Pittsburff, Pa., on Thankssivig Da v. McWhorter
being the winner. He had previously beaten King m a 2o-bird

match.

W F Tappan and E-i ward T!ank°. of Altoona, went to Lipton Kun
for a few hours' shooting on Nov, 25 and secured eight grouse. Three

of these are en route to Herr "Bitderbach," of Wilmington.

The White Hou^ie (N. J.) Gun Club will hold a live bird and target

shoot, open to all. on Saturday. Plenty of good birds have; been se-

cured and a big shoot is expected.

A ten bird ma<cb was shot on the River road, near Paterson, N J.,

on November 23d between Smith Hill and Eugene Pier for .fdO a
side. Eat^h man killed 9.

The Hedden-Castle vs. 8raitb-Sunderman match at Erb's on De-
cember 6 will begin at 12 o'clock and will be followed by open sweeps.

Bring plenty of shells.

J H. Cutwater and Wra. Richards shot a 25-blrd match at Hacken-
sack, N. J., on Nov. 16. Cutwater killing IS to his opponent's 7.

The Auburn (N. Y.) Gun Club house was recently broken into and
about pO worth of propertv destroyed.

On the first day of the Union Gun Club tournament 875 targets

were thrown from one to four P. M.

Don't forcer, the 100 bird match to take place on John Erb's New-
ark grounds, December 15.

The Elgin (Bl.) Gun Club has been fitting up a new shooting house.

Dr. Carver says be will not shoot any matches until next spring.

C. H. TOWNSENT).

Thanksgiving at Baltimore.

Baltimobi!. Nov. 26 —Editor Forest and SlrMm: The Siaodard
Gun Club held a Thanksgiving shoot at their shooting grounds on
Thanksgiving. The day was a clear one overhead, but with the
thermometer at freezing point and the wind blowing a perfect
hurricnnefrona the noi-thwest from early 7iiorn till night, had a
tende^cv to keep many a shooter at home, and made the shooting
very difficult, which accounts for the poor and miserable scores
made.
The day was set forth for a erreat day for Maryland's trap-

shooters, as the great championship race for the championship of
Maryland was to be shot for, this race has been the talk of some
time, and would no doubt, had the weather been more favorable,
brought many more shooters in line. The race waa won by M H.
Hunt, of the Standard Gun Club, who made a most creditable
p nd remarkable score, considering the weather, of 43 out of 50.

This score would certainly have been beaten had the day been a
calm one, as many of the good shots dropped awav below their
average. The vn-Ize, a handsome silver cup, was donated by the
Standard Gun Club, and when won becomes the individual prop-
ertv of the winner. Each vear the club will donate a similar one
for the rbaropionship of Maryland.
The following are some of the events and the race in detail:

Championship rac

;

Hunt inii]Oiiinmnioiiniiiiiiouiiiiioioiiiiioimi-43
Ruck^ee noioiiimotnnifn(nnioniiiiinnnnnomiino-4o
D"vaii iiioniininoimoioiioinnuniiiniioioooiimii—H9
Bond (mnunioiioiiinoioioimociimniioiooiiniiiii—38
cin+ier niinoinifxiiiiiiiinoiiiiooioininiiniiuioiiooioii—34
cipments oioioinioioiiiiioiiiniiiriimnioiioiiooooioioiJO-33
Hpfi»in onomooinonionoiiiiioioooininoimono^oinKji—31
Franklin oimo()niiioiiiiniimniiioooioiiiuoioiofiouni-28
Lupprs onion ioinmnr(ionnoiooniioioiiuoiiooinooiimn-27
K'flus lonvioio-o'oiotiioinjnioioiinononnnoonoiom—31
Will "V n noil 1 0001 loonoi looioooi in iown oni i oin 0011 n00—22
Banghman OOlinotnroilllOlOllOOOO'finoiOOlOOOOniOinO'OlOU—2.'i

n >i a go 0" 1 ( in »ni f1101 n 1 0 1 0 1 1 oooin 1ot 000 01 00001 oooi oooi (» -ip
Kaltpr OlOHlOWOIOlCOOOWlOlOOlOlOOIOOIOOOOinilOOnoOOlOO—16
No. 1, 10 ^inelpf' $1 ontranr-p: Bond 9, Bevo'l 8, Hnfl -in 7 Evan=

4. Contlor 4, Wilier 6. .Torv 6, Fr«nlflin 9. Buckbee 7, Lupers 8.

Kalter 4. Olempnto 7. Dankmver 7. H'int 7.

No. 2. 10 Hlni'-le^, $1 entratifp: Hunt ^. Tyiiporp g. Bond 6 Buckbep
5. Dovsll 5, Clements 5, Dinkmyer 6, Jory 7, Franklin 7, B:mgh-
man 7.

No. 3. 10 siTicle« $1 entrnnce: Bond 8 T)°van 6. Hunt 7, Clements
4, Bauirbra<i.n ,5, Lniers 7. Uankmver 5 .Tory 7.

No. 4. 10 single". SI pn^>-pnce: CletnPntH 8,Devall 5, Bond 8. Hunt
a, Luper= 5, Bviphman 8, Bnckbco 7 Kilter 6

N'^. .5. 10 'I'Tio'loa, $\ entrance: B->nd 8. DovaU .5, Evana 6. Hunt 8,
Frrnklin 7, Htflein 8, Malone 4, Buckbee 7, Tjunt>r=i 8. Cantler 7.

H. E. LuPAs, Secretary.

Putney Thanksgiving.
PuTUBY, Vti. Nov 25 -The second annual turkev and chicken

shoot of the Putney Bod and Gun Cub was held Tbankseivinc
Dftv and proved a very pleasant and successful time. The weather
was cn'd enough to make an overcoat necessary to insure comfort,
but at 10 o''>loctc about a rlnz=ii shooters and a number of specta-
tors were on hand waiting fo-- the signal to start. Matches Nos.
1. 2, 4 and (i were at 5 singles, 30 cents entry, and No. 8, 10 singles,
40 cents pntrv, the purges heinor ,jividpd i'lto three moneys of 50,
30 and 20 per cent. Moa. o and 7 were at 10 sing'es, 7.5 cents entry,
with a 'urkev for fir^t priz", on° n^ir chickfus for second and one
chicken for third. No. 5 was at 10 sinerles. 60 f>ents en+rv, with one
pa'r chickens fir first, one chicken secmd and one clrckeu third
The net profit to t,h<» club was about $VZ; and the closing shoot for
the season of 1H93 was one of the pleasantest events of the season
to those who took part. Below are the scores made in all the reg-
ular events:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.
Crosby 01110—3 HlOl-4 1111001110—7
Willird 0h)liV-2 inil-,5 0011111001—6W E Aver 10111-4 10100-3 1111011101-8FE Robertson IIO'IO—3 00000-0 0000000001—1
Winch«>ster OOOOl—i 11000-3 1011011111—8
Pember 11111-5 11110- 4 1000111111-7
A J Ayer 10110—3 10011—3 0011111100—6
Murphy 00000-0 10000-1 ..

Pr^tit^ 10111-4 00010-1 nniioiii—

9

FM Robertson 10110—3 00100-1 1101001101-6
Bailey 01000-1 01000-1 1100001111-6

No- 4. No. 5. No. 6
Crosby lOOOO-l 1111011111-9 11111-5
Willaid 10101-3 iiiomno- S OlOll-SWE Aver 11011-4 1010110111-7 11011-4FE Robertson 00000 0 lOOOoilOlO- 4 00110—3
'Winchester 01001—3 1010100110- 5 11110-4
Pember 11101-4 1001101001- 5 01100-3A J Ayer 11100-3 1001000011— 4 OliOO-2
Pi-outv 11011-3 lOOOOlOlOO- 3 01011-3PM Robertson 11010 -3 0110011111— 7 11000-2
Bailey.: , 01001-2 lOlllOlUl- 8 01011-3

U?^Pi1^y^ loioooiiii- 6 iiooiiiioi- 7
Willard niOOOOOOOO- 1 1001001110- 5

^A^/*^^. 1111111101- 9 1111111111-10
!< E Robertson 0100000010- 3 OOOOIOCOH— 3
A^mchester lOlOOnoOOl- 3 1010100111- 6A J A ve r OOlldOOOOO- 3FM Robprtson 1010100000- 3 lOOOOOOlOl- 3
Rjiiey imiinoi- 9 0011010011- 5Warner ,0110111000- 5 ....
Davis 0111101066-5

W. E, Aybb, Sec'y,

Watertown Thanksgiving.
WATBRTq-WN, N. V,, Nov. 35.-I inclose scores shot yesterday^hanksgtvmg nay) at elut. grounds. This was.the first shoot ofthe winter season, judgiug trom the attendance, and the membersare not quite read v for the winter shooting as yet:

^ Shoot No-1. No
Paddock.. .0111111111101111101111111-22 1111101101011110111111111-91
KiDgsley .

.
-UOlllOOOlOlllllOlOOllOOO-l 4 IIIOOUIOUIIOOOIOOOOIOOI- 13Taiiett iiiiiioiiiitK)oiiiiiiiiioi-2o miiniioiioimaiiiiiio-31

, , No. 3. No 4
Paddook.

.
.noiiiiiiiiiiioiuniim-23 oiiiiiiiiiiiioiioiiiiim--?3

Kingsley. 0111101111110111110111101-19 110011 1 lfiOlOlllSllllO-16

Llve^lrds''\Tch-"^°^^°^°^°'^^~^^
llllOlllllllllOllim^^

^^"^^^
;•: "n-t

J. O. Aykks, Sec'y.

American Manufacturers* Association Prospectus.

The object of this Association, which is composed of the lead-
ing manufacturers of guns, ammunition, sporting goods and
artiflcial targets in America, Is for the purpose of Increasing the
interest in trap-shooting and to exhibit to shooters a full line of
each member's goods in different parts of America at a minimum
of cost.
In becoming a member o? this Association it is hoped that each

one will have a tent and display a full line of their goods, as one
of the principal reasons for forming this Association is to make
ten expositions during the year 1893 in different parts of America
of the products of American makers of firearms, ammunition,
targets and sporting goods. We also wish to impress on the
minds of the shooters of America that this Association is not got-
ten up for the purpose of seeing how many targets we can throw
in a day, but to see how large a number of shooters we can get
together, and how pleasant a time we can give them and show
them a full line of American makers' goods in guns, ammunition,
targets and sporting goods ; and then give the shooters SlOO a day
to come and look at them.
We propose to employ a competent man as manager—Mr. ,Iohn

Parker, of Detroit, Mich.—at a salary to be determined by the
board of directors, and expenses while away from home ; such
manager to have the management of all shoots, keeping in good
condition all members' eoods, packing and shipping the same
from one place to another: receive all moneys at the different
shoots and turn them over to a treasurer, who must be a member
of the Association, and who will make all disbursements on
vouchers from the manager. The manager must be impartial as
to the different makes of goods displayed, and must agree not to
participate in any of the shoots. Ho must make a report in full
of each shoot, a copy of which must be mailed to each member
and to all the leadinsr sporting papers.
FTo make ten expositions and tournaments o£ two days oacb,
commencing in February, 1893, and ending December, 1893, at
points to be decided on by the board of directors.
This Assoeiation to add S200 cash to the purses of each tourna-

ment, making 83,000 in cash, given to the shooters of America by
this Association during the year 1893. The Association to charge
three cents each for all targets throfwn, and the make of tartret
used at the different tournaments to be agreed upon by the club
under whose auspices each tournament is held. To pay each club
on whose grounds the tournaments are held one cent each for all
targets scored, and the club or clubs to whom we pay this money
agr' eing to use the same for improving their grounds and appli-
ances.
Each member of this Association to have a fuU-page advertise-

ment in each of the programmes, and a thousand or more of them
to be distributed at each shoot. Assessments to be paid as re-
quired, the flret to be goO, and the total amount for the year not
to exceed $'i50. Address all communications to the secretary,
who will Huswer anv inquiry In his power.
178 BROAD-vyAY, New York. G. Hauby Squires, Sec'y.

Rutherford's Thanksgiving.
RuTHEnifORDj N. J., Nov. 24.—Inclosed please find scores made

by The Boiling Spi'ings Gun Club to-day. The day was raw and
windy, and the scores and attendance was light in consequence.
The live birds were a grand lot, as good as ever shot at. On Dec.
17 we shoot the last match of series against Passaic City Gun
Club. On the same day we will also shoot-off the tie for fifth
jlace for the merchandise prizes of the New .Jersey Trap- Shooters'
Lieague, against the same club. The regular monthlv shoot of
this club, at bluernck targets, will take place Dec. 7 at 3:.30 P.M.
No. 1, 5 live birds, $2 entrance, 1 money:

Mever 10111—4 Paul 01110—3
Peck 11101-4
No. 2, 5 live birds, $2 entrance, 3 moneys:

Stetler 11101-4 Coe 11010-3
Paul OlOnO-1 Peck 01111—4
Jones 10000-1 Meyer 11011—4
No. 3. the same:

Cne 10101—3 Stiegelman 01101-3
Jones 0 1101 -3 Coe 001 10—3
Ppllens 00110-2 Stetler... Oirai-3
No. 4, the same:

Paul lOin-4 James 11111-5
'ones 11111—5 Coe 11111—5
Pelleno 11101-4 Stetler 11100-3
No. 5, the same:

Peck 10111—4 .Tames 11100-3
Jones 00111—3 Burgess ..11110—4
Vermorel 11110—4 Stetler ...00010—1
Abbott 11101—4 Pellens , OQOll—

3

Lenone 01100-2
No. 6, miss and out:

Paul 0 Burgess 10
Vermorel 0 Lenone 0
Jones Ill Abbott HQ
Match at 25 single targets for prizes;

Bu gess 1110101101010001111001001—14
Coe 1011111111011010110101100-17
Parker IIOHOIOOOOIOOOOOOOIIOOOO— 8
Lawrenson lOOlOOOlOUdOUOOOOOOOOOl— 8
Pellens 1 11 OIK 1000101001 1 111 10110— 1

5

Meyer 0010111 iOiilllllOOOOOlllll—15
Abbott 0010111 1 111 11 1110 1 1011 1 11-19
Vermorell 100001 1 1111111 loinnoill -1

9

L'lnone OlOllOlllOUllOOllCllOlOl—15
Paul mill I IIIIOIOIUIOOI 1101—20
Jones 1100101 lOOilOOlOOOt'OOOOOlO— 7
Peck nOOlOllOOOlOlllllliOOOll-15
Jeanneret OOOOlOOOiJOOlOllllOOOllllO—10
Sweeps'ake at 10 singles, SO cents entrance, 3 moneys-:

Vermorel 1110111111—9 Paul 0101111110—7
Abbott 9110011010—5 Peck llOOOOtOlO-

3

Bu-gesa 1100 0O10O-4 Jeanneret 00110101(iO-4
Lenone 1110010101-6 Meyer OOOiOOllU—

5

2 3 k

11 6

Thanksgiving Day Sweepstake.
LOULS Milltsr; the proprietor of Dexter Park, held his regular

Thanksgiving Day sweerstake shoot and quite an extensive pro-
gramme was got through with. The morning was devoted to tar-
get sweepstakes under the rapid-firing system, with electric pulls
and the afteonoon to livfi bird shoots under Hurlingham rules
Darkess put a stop to the sport and closed a pleasant day's shoot-
ing. The scores, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7. and 8 at 10 targets each, Nos. 3
and 5 at 15:

1

T Short 5
GGciefl 8 6 13 4 10
Dr Little 6 5 10 s s
S Lyona 4
J Bach 3
G Pfohlman
o Floyd .. .. ;; gR Rathbone ...^ 5
H Loeble \\ 3

Sweepstakes, live birds', 35yds. rise:

No. 3.

m-i - 3
1102-3
0211-3
0311—3

4 11
4 ..

H Ppssenden.
G Pfohlman.

No. \. No. 2.
1S12 4 01010-3
1320-3 C2222—

5

1201 3 20101-3
.1310-3 10102-3
.0012 2 11010-3
.1001 2 11112-5
.2Jffl3-3 11100-2
.1310-3 11301—4
.0012-3 03000-1
.1111-4
.0211-3 11211—5
.0M3-3 22122—5
.1123—4 21113-5
.0210—3 11121-5
.1111-4 20012-3
.3110-3 01113-4
,1000—1

1811-4

The Guaranteed Purses at Watertown.
Watbrtowj^. N. Y,. Nov. 22.-£ditor Forest and Stream: Inviewoi a statement rec-ntly made to the Manuracrurers' andDealers Association by Mr. H. A. Penrose and published in your

issue of Nov. 17, to the effect that at Watertown the club held ameeting and i;pque8led that the purses be withdrawn, it is '^iraolv^
justice to the Watertown Club te make the following plain state-

On the first day of our Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associationtournament Mr. Penrose declined to adhere to the programme ofguaranteed events, as the weather was excessively hot, and theattendance In consequeace rather smalL

At a meeting of the club, held at the Otis House in the evening
Mr. Penrose entered uninvited and stated to the members assem-
bled that if the Watertown Club would consent to give up the
regular programme and shoot sweepstakes for the remaining two
davs he would donate the targets, beside paying printing bills
and freight on the fixtures, at the same time considering the shoot
simply postponed to some more favorable time in the future,
when he promised to give us another shoot with guaranteed
purses.
The club, upon vote, reluctantly yielded to Mr. Penrose's propo-

sition and gave up the regular programme. The blame for the
failure of the shoot would never have been publicly attached to
the association or to Mr. Penrose had not the latter placed the
club in a false position, thus making the above statement neces-
sary. J. c. Ayees, Secretary.

Thanksgiving at Red Bank.
Thjc Riverside Gun Club held a live bird shoot on its grounds

at Red Bank. N. J., on Nov. 34, with the wind blowing a gale from
the North. The birds were a lot of "hummers" and some bril-
liant shots were recorded. Events Nng. 1 and 5 were at 5 birds,
$a.,50 entry; Nos. 2 and 4 at 10 birds. S5 entry, and the others were
miss and out affairs. The results:

No. 1. No. 3. N". 4. No. 5.

J Cooper, Jr 02013—3 0212110021—7 0231011221—8 01121-4
C Cooper 23102—4 0321120211—8 32101112ol—8 0122o-8
J Bergen 11131-5 2121112210-9

O2OIO23OO0-4
,

12111o2ol2—8 I0IIOI2IOI—7 11202—4
02il222222-9 1222120312—8 03200—3
0021221101—7 0OO222OO23-6 11111-5

1113022102-8 1 2001-3
1111111200—8 03121—4

21020-3

Rnornwall---- 21201-4
J Cooper 12121—5
TW Budd
S Littlefleld
O Hfsse
L S Campbell
J Davis
Miss and out events:

John Cooper Ill
Littlefield 220
Bergen 220
J Cooper, Jr 0
Budd 0
Cornwall ..0
E Cooper 0
Campbell
Hesse
Throckmorton
Davis

Nn. 3. No, 6. No. 7. No. 8. No,9"10

1220
0
2113

m.
333

0
110

JSI
1323
2311

2110
1110

Sweepstake Shoots at Woodlawn.
It was proposed to hold a big live bird and quail sweepstake

shoot at Woodlawn Park on Thanksgiving Day, but on account
of the cold weathfr the quail shooting had to be jjostponed.
Seven events were shot off at live birds and some fair scores were
made. Several of the shooters left early as to participate in
the Atlantic's shoot at Coney Island. The seor°s:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.

O Furguesen. Jr 11101-4 01111—4
WFSykes 12011—4 01012-4
G W Cropsey 12231—5 21 1 22-5 2110O—

3

S Adams 12020-3 00103—2 21111—6
P Hegeman 01111—4 11202-4 32020—3
JLott 12212-5 11101—4 11131—5
M Van Brunt 31(X)2—3 10010-2 11101—4
SC Bennett 11113-5 10003-3 10000—1
C Fueguesen (2) 18100- 3 11100-3
A Squires 11001—3
ELohman .... 10130—3DC Bennett lUU—

5

CASykes 0U31-4
No. 4 No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.

C Williams 1101111111-9 11110-4 . .

GASykes 1032100100- 5 11111- 5 31000-3 ....
DBnnett 2013201122-8 11311—5
C Adams 1131000100- 5 00001—1 21000—3 00121—4
Chris Meyer 23100—3 11110—4

Emerald Gun Club.
The members of the Emerald Gun Club had a good day's sport

at the traps on Wednesday, Nov. 28. The printipal ©vent was the
regular shoot for the two clas's medals at 10 birds each, club han-
dii-ap. Dr. Leveridge and L. Henry killed 9 each and the former
took the first class medal and Heurv the s' cond. The latter fail-
ing to kill all of his birds with his first barrel was barred from
wearing the first medal and becoming his personal property. A
small sweepstake was shot off after the regular shoot to finish up
the birds and allow the membeia to get home out of the cold.
The scores.
JHVoss 211(X)1112l-8 T Fitzgerald 0011220210—6
T Hudson 1221200100—6 N Maeoel 1023312011—8
T H Keller 2103120131—8 F T Russell 2000100000-2
P Butz 0001010001—3 T Burns 2000001002—3
G Grieff 0111120011—7 M Quinn 0220012100-5
R Regan 0120210101-6 L Henry 1011211112—9
J Maesel 2000101201—8 Dr L»veridge 10212235'11—

9

H rtog n 0111010f;20—5 J H Moore 1120202003—6
EDoeinok 1010101111—7 C Maesel 0110220000—4
LCGehring 0010010002-4 S Horn 1000111201-6
Sweepstake. 9 entries. Si entrance, 3 moners, 25vds. rise: R.

Regan 3, N. Mapsel 1, F. T. Russell 4, H. Hogan 1. J. H. Moore 4,
Dr. Hudson 1, M. Quinn 1, G. Frieff .2, E. Doeinck 8.

Passaic City Rod and Gun Club.

The following scores were made at the monthly shoot of the
Passaic City Rod a,nd Gun Club, on Thanksgiving Day. at SO sin-
gle bluerocKS per man.
O Kellev 11 llOOtlllOimiOllOll 101011111-31
J H Hall 0110091010101010001001(11100011-13
A W Shaw lOlOlliniOlOlllOOlinillOUXl—23W RB'Own OOOOilOO()101000IOOOlOOO''00101l-10
H K Bfatty OlOlOOOOOlOlinOJOlOlOllOOOOOO- 11W K Evans 106110000011

1 lH OlOOlOlOillOl 11-15
J J Keid 111010010100010010110110000000-12
C. Lenone OlOOUniOiliOOOlOCOOOlOlOOIOl-13
B 17 Abbott 101111100111010110110010001010-17
J Jell^me 11010010 101101 11 111 lOOOOlODi 11- 18

C B V\nse 111011111001101011011011111010—21
C Vermorel 1 1 1 100 1 01011 11 Hill OOIlll 11 100—23
D Campbell, Jr 001101011011001001101101110110-17

Prospect Heights Gun Club.
The members of the Prospect Heights Gun Club held their

usual Thanksgiving Day shoot at Parkville on Thursdiy, Nov. 24.
It was at first proposed to shoot at 100 targets each, but the wind
was too strong, so it wais decided to shoot at 60. The prize was a
handsome diamond stud and W. H. Atkinson was the lucky win-
ner with 45. The score:
C S Reynolds. . . . 10m001110110110101011111100111010110n0111110111-3fi
Capt Nichols . . . .011101011010110111101101 lillOlllOllOllOimilOllll-37
H Ferris 00110100110011001101010111100111101010111011101111-30
G A Somers 11101101101111011111111011101101111101110111011111-40W H Atkinson. .lllOllllllOlllllllllOlllOmillllllOUlllliniim—45
Referee, J. W. Sevoir.

Liinden Grove Gun Club.

The last shoot of the season of the Linden Grove Guu Club was
held on Friday, Nov. 35 at Dexter Park. The contest was for the
best averages lor the annual prizes. F. Ibert, G.Major and J.
Birmel killed 7 straight, John Schlieman being second with 6.

The birds were a goood lot and fast flyers. The score:
P J Eppig 3203101-5 J Birmel 2121121—7
F Ibert 1132212-7 G Major 1211212-7
J Schlieman 1122312-7 H Housman 0021022-4
F Weisenborn 3101200-4 M Euler . - IIOIIOI-B
Referee and scorer, 0. A. Dellar.

Parkville Gun Club.
The regular shoot of the Parkville Gun Club was held on the

grounds at Parkville. L. 1., on Saturday, Nov. 19. The contest
was for the club medal at 50 targats each, under A. A. ru les.

Ooly five entered, and W. V. Nichols was the winner. The
scores:W H Atkinson . .llOOlUOlOlOllOOn 10111111011011101101111101111111-37
G A Somers OlOlOOllOOUOOllOllOll 1111110110111011101111111111—36W V Nichols. . . .11110110110101101101111111011110111101111011111111—40H Purvis 11001 110101101010110001111011010110110100111011111-33
C S Reynolds . . . .OOllOOllOOlOlOOllOOlOOOimOllOOiiOUlOllOlOlOim-88
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THANKSGIVING DAY AT WHEELING.
When, on WedDeeds.y. N^v. 23, we boarded a B. & O. train and

Started for Wheeliner, W Va., to attend the first aunual trap
tournament of the West Virginia State Sportsojen's Association,

the air was rattier cold and raw. bnt the sun was shinine brightly,
- and we wpre inclined to think that Thanksgiving Day might for

once he ushered in with fairly good weather that would attract a
goodly number to the shoot and convention. After leaviug
Waehington, however, the sun went under a clmid, the air got
more chill and damp, and hv the time historic Harper's Ferry
was passed the snow, beautiful Imt unwelcome snow, was falling

at a rate that caused us to feel decidedly blue. For it must be
remembered that the success of nearly all tournaments, whether
State or club affairs, is troatly 'intiiienced by the state of the

weather on the day preceding the shooting, as it is then that the

most of the contestants are compelled to leave iheir homes in

order to be on hand for the opening events. West Virginia is

scattered over a considerable amount of territory, and at least

one-halt of the club delegates would have been compelled to

leave home on Wednesday in order to reach Wheeling in time for

the fun. The coming of thp snowstorm convinced us that the
attendance would be seriously affected.
Passing Msrtinsburg, Cumberland, Piedmont and Grafton, the

snow was still falling, the mountains had taken on a white cover-

ing, and the wind blew fiercely through the gorges. When we
reached Wheeling, however, the fall had ceased, although there
was no promise of an improvement in the weather. The follow-

ins morning when we poked our heads out ofSdoora the outlook
was bad as ever, the thermometer showing its mercury very low,

the clouds being dark and heavy and the wind chilling one to the

However, we were here and compoUpd to maVe the best of what
should come. It was not the day for sight-seeing, so at an early

hour wp bnarded an electr'c car, which soon carried us over the

Ohio River on to Wheeline Island and within a 'stone's throw of

the grounds of the Island City Gun Club, where thp shoot was to

take place. Although the weather had given us a chiUmg greet-

ing to the city there was nothing chilly about our reception at

the club house of the Island City Club, either as regards the tem-
perature of the room or the welcome accorded us by the genial
sportfmen who were gathered therein. The welcome accorded to

FoBEST AND Strbam showed conclusively that South as well as

in all other sections it has firmly established itself in the hearts

of all true sportsmen as the great and only exponent of all land
and water sports and nastimes. „ -d * t ^

In the shooting house we found Dr. Mver, R. B Burt, ,1. A.
Penn, G. W. Leraon and J. E. Wrieht, the famous "Big Six" of

the Island Citv Gun Club who won the great team race at Atlan-
tic City in July; R. S. Cowen, of Bellaire, O.: Messrs. Bel! and
Smitb.of the local club, and last but not least the ever popular
A. G. Conrtnev with hia grent Lefever ejector gun. "Court" had
been "doing" Pittsburgh and vicinitv and wss en route to the

Sunny South, but concluded to drop off and see the boys at Wheel-
ing and have a little shoot.

Rut where are all the delegates from tlie outside towns^" we

"Where are they?" said J. A. Penn, "the most of them are .iust

where all of us ought to be in such weather—toasting their shins

at the family fire. I have letters from a large numiier of clubs
promising the attendance of delegates, and had yesrerda^ 's out-

Ipok been at pU favorable eacli and every one would have
been on hand: but as soon .as the temperature dropped and the

storm began we cave up all hopes of a large turnout. Then agam
pomw would not be awav from home under any circumsfances on
Thanksgiving Day and others are off in the fields aftergame, so

that altogether we have The short end."
The grounds of the Island City Gun Club are situated on the

extTPme end of Wheeling Island, which is separated from the

rest of the city of Wheeling by the fast rushing Ohio River. Tiie

foreground is such as to make the shooting extremely ditflcult.

From the rlub house to the water's edee is a wood toward which
the targets are thrown, thf* shooting beine done toward the
north. To the northwest of the gronnd=, on the opposite side of

the river, are several larae iron mills and f'^'undries, from the

tall chimneys of which heavy clouds of dense black smoke are
constantlv p wing, this mai<ing the foresrou"d still worse. The
gcenery from the grounds is vsrv rugued. lofty mountain pe«k8
being seen in all directions. On the exf.rpm° top of one "f these

peaks, northwest of Wheeling proper, is located a cemetery,
which can bp snen from any p >int i" the city. The club his a
smBll but comfortable club house, which on this occasion was
provided with a roarine fire th^t was aiipredated bv all.

The shooting was done from 5 expert trans, the Parker three-

class handicap being used. Outside the club house it was bit-

terly cold and the wtnd wa.-^ strong and cutting. The targets

were thrown bard, the trani being at their highest ten«ioD, but
nevertheless the wind would cause them to talie erratic flights.

In consequence high scores were tb« excpption. Those who were
obligfid to shoot under the three-trap exp-irt rule were not able

at any time to do anv fair =hooting, the shooting from known
traps "at unknown angles being of itself a hard handicap for the
dav.
While the crowd wai small, it was still an extremely jolly one,

not even the bad weather having any effect on the spirits of the
shooters. Several bottles of spirits fermenii. however, were
lowered during the day. There were five evpnts shot off previous

to noon, when a recess was tat-en for dinner, the most of the

local contpstants soing to th^ir own homes. J. E. Wright and
Forest and ?!TaEAM were invited to take dinner with the genial

Geirge W. Lemmon, who residps within a half-mile of the
grounds, and sonrerentwas the invitation that they could not
resist. And the wav Mrs. Lemmon's delicious turkey and con-
comitants did suffer at their hands wa'^ a caution. Portly
"Court" took dinner with ,Tobn A. Penn, and the labored manupr
In which thp Lefever man walked upon his rpturn to the erouuds
showed that he, too, had been trying to do justice to his host's

treatment. , , ^
As soon 88 the dan had he^n mustered the fun recommenced,

the pvent of the af 'prroon being the 50 target race for the cham-
pionship of West Virginio, ibis being shot at known angle". Ttiis

event was also a sweepstake, the entrv fee being S5. The result

was a hnrd-eamed vintorv for George W. Lemmon, who was
closply pressed bv J. E. Wrieht. Accordinsr to the t^rms of this

match the winner holds the chompionship subject to one chal-

lenge everv six' v days, whpu be will be obliged to accept or forfeit

hia title. Mr. L^mnion is likely to have his hands full, as we were
informed in the evening that e^-ery member of the club proposed
to chall'^ngp him. As he is onlv rr quired to accept one challenge
every sixtv da^s. some one will have to make a long wait.

It was about i P. M. when the fun was endpd, and soon after the
party had left fnr their resp'=(ctiv« domiciles. "Court" and "we"
refused an urgent invitation to dine out. and repaired to the Mc-
Lure Hotise in Wheeling. After supp<>r a "session" was held at

the furniture house of John A. Penn, where a couple nf local

newspaper mpn put in the evening in copyng scores and the rest

of the party dtscnssed the past, present and future of trap-shoot-
ine, while '"'Court" expatiated on the goo<^ qualities of the Lefnver
ejector and showed wherein it was "the best" ejector in thn

It had been announced that the State Association would hold a
convention in the evening to elect directors and discuss the game
and fish laws, but the meeting was not held, as only the local men
would have been at hand. The meeting will be called for some
later date this winter, when it is to be hoped that the members of

the various West Virginia pportsmen's clubs, as well as individ ual

sportsmen, will evince enough interest in the question of game
and fish protection to be present. Judging from expressed opin-

ions of those met at Martinsburg and Wheeling, there is great

need nf legislation, and now that, the Whepling people have
showed their earnestness in the matter, they should receive sup-
port from the entire State. The next call will be issued for some
dav other than a holiday, so there will be no excuse for non-
attendance. Due notice of the meeting will be given by Forest
AND Stream.

^ , ^

Below will h« found the result of the events shot
Extra at 10 singles. S1.35 entry: Wright, Penn, Lemmon and

Burt 8 ea ch, Myers 7, Cowen 5.

No. 1, 10 sineles, $1 25 entrv, all known angles:
,„,.,^„„, „

Wright ,.1111011111—9 Penn 1101111001—

T

Myers 0010011111-6 Burt. . ..110miin--e
Oowan OlOllOOlU-6 Courtney 0110011111-7

Lemmon nillOlllll—

9

No. 3, 15 singles, Sl-85 entry:
Experts.

Wright llOOOnOlOlOlll- 9 Lemmon ..'ffclOlOIllltlOO-ll

Buit lllOflOOOlOlllQO- 7

Semi-Exnerts. „

Penn 101101111110111-13 Courtney. lOUOOmllim—12

Myers 111111111111101—14 Oowan HltttmUOOllO—11
Ko. 3, same as previous one:

Experts.
Myers OOIOUIIOOOIUO- 8

S'lmi-Exnerts.
Courtney OlOlllOlOUOlOl- 9 Penn. .llllimiOiOlll-13

Amateurs.
Oowan . . .11(1111111110110-13 I,emmon IQUOOllllllll—13
Burt OllOOOCtOl 000110- 5 Wright llllUlllllllll-15

No. 4, another like the above:
Experts.

Wright OniOOOlOOOlOOl- 9
Semi-Sxparts.

Lummon 111101101101111-13 Penn 10U10millllO-l!i
Amateurs.

Mvers 010111111111011—12 Burt lllOOinOlOUll-ll
Courtney 1111111 lOlll 101-13 Smilh OlOOl 00101OOOOt- H

Corson OlllllOOOtlOOlll— 8

No. 5, repetition of above:
ExpertiS.

Courtney lOllllOIOOlOOOO— 7
Semi-Experts.

Lemmon 11011110111 11 10-13 Penn lOlOlOOlOllllll-lO
Amateurs.

Wright 111111111111110-11 Burt lllUlUllllllll-l i

Oowan... 101110110010101-9 Bell 101110000100001- C

No. 6, same as preceding one.
Experts.

Wright OOOnilOlOllOlt- 9 Burt lllOlOOOOOOllOO- 6

Semi-Experts.
Myers 011111111011011-13 Lemmon 111111111111110—14

Amateurs.
Cowan 1111 101111 11111-14 Couthney 101010101011111—10

Bfll 000010110000000- 3 Penn 111001111111111—13

No. 7, same as .ibove

:

Exoerts.
Lemmon 010110110001111- 9 Cowan 101011011llOOOl- 9

Spmi-Experts.
Penn. OlUllOlOUlllll—11

Amateurs.
Bush linOl 001111010-10 Myers 110011111101011—11

Courtney I0010m0111111-ll Bell 000010100100111- 6

Wright 011111111111111-14
, . , . , ,

No. 8. fifty singles, known anBles._for championship of West
Virginia. Sweepstake entrance, $0.3-5.

Wright 111111111111 111 llllOllllllllOllOOlll 010111 llllOOl 1-43

Lemmon 00111001111111111111111110111111111111111111111111-45

Burt. niiiiiiiioooiiiiiiiiiiiiiioioiiiioiiiioiuiimii-4.:i

Penn 10101011111111001110111111111101111111101111110111-43

Myers niiiiiifioioimoiionioiioiioioiioiiooooioioiiiio-s;!

Courtney ,.01111011011011111110111011111111101110110100111001-31

Cowan iiioiononjoiiiiiimiiiiioiioioiiiiimoi—

w

Bell lOOOOOlCOOlOOllOlOm 001101 110110111UOIOO—w
No. 9, ten singles, $1 25 entry, unknown angles

:

Wright 0110111111- S Penn 1101101111- 8

Lemmon 0111111101- 8 Courtney 0100111110- 6

Myers 0011111101— 7 Cowan 1111000111— 7

Burt IIUIOIIU- 9 Bell .1011000101— 5

Previous to leaving Wheeling we were furnished by Mr. Penn
with the scores of a tournament held by the club in October,
these scores never having appeared in print. The shoot was an
open one, and in some events there were 18 entries. There were
a number of merchandise prizes in several events. The Parker
handicap was used. Among those present were Elmer E. Shaner,
"Jim Crow" and "Old Hoss," from Pittsburg, and J. E. England,
from Alleghany, Pa. The scores follow:
No. 1, 10 singles, $1 en'rancp; Shaner 7, Crow 7. Penn 9, Lemen

8, Bepkman 8, Myers 8, Burt 7, Wright 9, Dinger 7, Miller 6, Eng-

*No. 2, same.—Experts: Penn 7, Wright 5, England 6. Semi-
experts: Lemnn 9, Beekman 7. Myers 9. Amateurs: Miller 5,

Dinger 7. Burt 9, Crow 7. Shaner 8

No. 5, samp.—Experts: Leraon 8, Myers 7. Burt 9. Semi-experts;
Shaner 7. Amateurs: Crow 7 Wright 9 Verger 8, England 9,

Dinger 5, Penn 8, B-ekman 3, Miller 8, McCoy 10.

No. 4, 15 singles, $1.85 entr»nce:
Experts.

McCoy lOOlllllOOOOOOO— 6
Semi-experts.

Burt 110101111101110-11 England .100111110111011—11

Wright 111101111101110—13
Amateurs.

Dinger .111111111111111-15 Miller 111111011001101—11

Crow 011011011101111-11 Bergess 111111010111011 13

Shaner 111011101111110—11 Lemon 011011110111111—13

Penn 111001011111101—11 Mvers 011111001111111-13

Beekman OOllllUlllllOOl—10 Greisinger 100111101111101—11

No. 5, game as above:
Exuerts.

Dinger 111111111111111- 8
^Sem -experts.

Wright 111111111011111—14 Lemon 110010110101111—10

Verges 101111011100110-11 Myers 011101011110110—10
Amateurs.

McCoy 100101111111111—11 Crow 111111101011001—11

England 111011101111111-13 Shaner 111011011101110-11

Burt 111111111101010-13 Penn 11 1111 illllOlll— 14

B-ekman OllUOlOOllOfll— 9 Greisinger 001001110101000— 6

No. 6, same:
Experts.

Penn 111111111111001—13 Wright 011111011100111-11
S- mi-experts.

England 011111010111111-13
Amateurs.

McCov 111110010011111—12 Beekman...... OOllOOOllOlOm-

8

Crow Oni 11101 110011-11 Cinger 111111101111111-14

Shaner 111011111111101-13 Vereus 11111111111 1110—14
Miller 10U000011 11011- 9 B'll ..0.01001 11000110- 7

Burk .....10111111111011-13 Collins 1111 lOaOll 10101-10

Mvers ' 011111111111011—13 Keonon 010011100001110—7
Sommers 101111101101110—11 Cowan 011101101010111—10

L=ramon illlOOllOlllUlO-10

No. 7, same:
Êxperts.

Verges 101011111111111-13 Dinger 1011011100111 11-10
S mi-exp>rt8.

Penn 111111101011001-11 Shaner ...111100011011011—10

Myers 101 111111001111—13
Amateurs.

England 000111101111101—10 Sommers 101110111110111—12

T^^mon IIOIOOOOIIUOII- 9 Collins 001001011111011-9

Crow ' ..111011011110111—13 Ooweh .........111111111110011-13

McCoy OOllllOOUillll— 1 1 Beekman 11 lOlOOlOll 10
' 1-10

Burt 010001111111111—11 Bell OlOOlUOnilOlOOl— 6

Wright lOllllllOtlOlll—13

No. 8, 20 singles, $3.50 entry:
Experts.

Verges ... .11010111111001011111-1

5

Semi-Bxoerts.
Crow . .11111011100011111111-16 Wright . . .11111011111111111011—18

Myers . . . .lllOllllOlllinoillU—16
Amateurs.

Lemon. .. 11111011011111010111-16 Dinger. ...10111011111111011110—16

England. .11011111011111111111—18 Beekman.10011010100111101101—13

Penn . .11111110111111101111—IB Bell llOOlllOllllOllllOOO- 7

Shaner. ...lllllllOllllOOUOlU—ie Collins. . ..11011111111011111001—16

Burt . ..01101111111111111100-16 Sommers.01101110101111111110—15
Miller. . . 01111111100111111111—17

No. 9, 10 sirgles, $1.35 entry: Experts—Penn 10, England
Wright 9, Cowa.n 9. Semi-expprts—Miller 4. Amateurs-McCoy
8. Lnmmon 8, Shaner 9, Crow 7, Burt 10. Verges 6, Gresinger 7,

Clark 8, Myers 9, Bell 9, Dinger 7, Saul 7, Collins 6, Kennor 6,

Beekman 8.

No. 10. same as No 9r Experts—Penn 4. Burt 4, iSemi -experts—
Wrieht S, Mver.s 8, Shaner 8. Cowan 8. Amateurs-Crow 10, Eng.
land 7, Lemon 10, Miller 7, Verges 7, Clark 5, .lones 8, Dinger 9,

Bell 6, Kennor 7, Collins 6.

First average was won by J. E. Wright, second by J. A. Penn.
third by E. C. Myers. C H. Townsend.

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

The attendance at the regular monthly shoot of the Atlantic
Rod and Gun Club was rather poor on account of Thanksgiving,
the majority of the members preferring a hot stove to facing the
cold wind at the seashore. Bonden furnished a fine lot of birds,

with the expectation 01 seeing some matches shot off. The regu-
lar club shoot and sweepstake contests were held up till dark
The seores:
0 E Morris 3112132111—19 M Bonden 010132000'3—

5

D Mousees 211 2003111- 8 G Nostrand 1122012ol2-8
JBVoorhees lOloSUlll- 8 R Richards 200O3C0000-2

T F Buckley 0110213232— 8
Sweepstake, 5 birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:

C E Morris 21112—5 C Furguesen, Jr.. 11111—5
DMonseea 31131-5 WFSykes....- 00110-2

O Meyer 12201—4
Sweep No. 3: C. E. Morris 4, Monsees 4. Voorhees 6, G. Morris 3,

Richards 3, Buckley 3, Hegeman 4, Van Brunt 1. Sutherland 2.

Sweep No. 3: C E. (VTorris o, Monsees 5, Richards 2, Hegeman 4,

Van Brunt 2. Sutherland 3,

Referee and scorer, C. A. Dellar,

Keystones and Pisreons at Springrfield.

No MATTBE what time of the year the Union Gun Club chooses
for the holding of a tournament the fates seem to conspire against
them so far as weather conditions go. It was prettv generally
known that the club would hold a tournament on Nov. 83 and 23,

and a good number of shooters In various sections had promised
to attend. On the morning of the first day, however, the condi-

tions were such as to cause a good many to change their minds.
The clouds looked very much as though a snowstorm was en route,

the B.ir was heavy and damp and a strong wind was blowing'
During the early hours there were frequent dashes of snow, and
taken altogether the prospects were not encouraging. At noon
the aky cleared and the sun appeared, hut by this time the mis-
chief was done, and when the shooting began it was with just five

entries. The shooting on this day was at Keystone targets from
five Keystone traps. The light discs were flitted about in merry
stvle bv the frisky wind and the ahool ing was extremelv difficult.

The club announced that cash prizes would ba paid for first,

second and third averages in all programme events, and these

were paid despite the lia-ht attendance, thus showing good faith

by the manftgement. There were 135 targets in the regular pro-

gramme, and of these J. W. Smith broke 117, securing' first aver-
age money ($3), Miller got |3for brea.king;il5,Hobart$l for break-
ing 114.

Events No^. 1, 4, 7 and 9 were at 10 tirgets, SI entr
8 and 10 at 15 targets, $1.50 entry; No. S at 20 targets, 5

three money? in each event. The results follow:
No. 1. No. 8.

Smith 0111011100- 6 101111111111111—14

Miller 1011111111- 9 111100101111110-11
Hobart 0110111101— 7 111110101011101-11

^ lonooonuiioi—10
IIOIIUOIIOIOOI—lU

No. 5.

; Nos. 3, 3. 8,

i entry, with

Sigler OllOllllU— 8

Drake llOOUUll— 8

No. 4.

Smith. ....1110111111- 9 11111101101010111111—16
Miller 1111101111 - 9 01101110111101111111-16
Kobart....0lll011101- 7 01101111111111111111-11 .

Sigler... .1111111110- 9 llllUllllUlll-lf
Drake 1111011110- 8 11011011011111111111—17 111101101111110-13

No. 3.

iinioiioiiiioi—
110101111111011—13
111111001111111—13
iioiiiiniiiiu—14
010111101111111-13

No. 6.

111110111111111—14
lllll!lllllllll-lf>
111001110111111—13

No.'; No. 8.

11 111milmil—15
111111111111111-15
111111101111111-14

No. 9.

1111011111— 9

1101111110- 8
1111111111—10
1110111111— 9
0111111111- 9

Smith ....OmilllU— 9
Miller 1110011111— 8
Hobart lOlllllin— 9

Sigler 1011111111— 9
Drake OlUOlllll— 8 limilllIllOll-14

iN'o. 10:

smith 111111111110101—13 Hobart 111111011110111-13

Miller llllOlOOlllim-12 Drake 111111111011111—14

The next event was the monthly club shont at 35 singles, rapid-
firing system, this being the eleventh of the prize series:

Class A
Miller ".

. 1111110111111111111111110-23

Sigler Ill 11 01 1 11111 11 1 11011101 0-21
Smi th 111111011111 1111110111001—21

Class B.
Drake 1111111101011011110101011-19

Bryan 1 10101 Oil Oil 1101011011 110-1

7

Sickley 0111010011010110001101010-13

The Second Day
was announced to be live-bird day. and good attendance was
counted upon. But alas, alas and alack-a-day, the good attend-
ance resolved its If into the comii g of one roan, and one man
onlv. The comer was Harry E. Smith, of the Newark Gnn Club,
and he was full of shoot. Hin onlv opponent was E. D. Miller.

The two, however, had lots of fun, shooting three matches instead
of confining themsplves to the regular programme events. The
first match was at 50 live bitds each, the second and the third at
25 each. Both men were in fine form, each killing 93 out of the
100. The scores:
Smith '31 111 1 12 J 1201omi 1 111122-23

3121111 11 2111 112?1 21 1 1112-25-48
Miller 11 32 121 1OlWoll 121310213-22

1313112113311211211111173-25-47

Smith .321 -^Sl 211211 1101 loll 01331—33
Miller Oil 0131 1 02233111 111111 231-33

Smith imi211o2211110U2o22121-33
Miller 311ollll2311111111111311o-33

The Carterets Own the Cup.

The fourth annual competition for the club teiro trophy offered

by the Larchmont Y. C. took place onNwemb^r 29 on the club
grounds in a drivina: snow storm. The onlv lewm- er>t=red were
those of the Lxrcnmont Y. C and the Carteret G C. '-t Bergen
Point. The cup WIS first put up for comp'^tition in 1889, and was
rpen to f- ams rpuresputing the following clubs: Wfigtminster
K-nnpl Clut) of Bah^ion, L. I.; Ooun'^rv Clnb of W stphester;

Cwteret (-i-ur. Clu\ of Be rgen Point. N. J.; Tnxedo Gun Cluh and
Lnrchmont Yacht Cub. The Carterpt° won ir in 1889 and 1890,

the Larchmon's in 1891. and the Cwterets in 1893. The renditions
of the competition are a^ follows: Open to t^ams of four men
from subscribing clubs. 25 birds per nisn, SOi^ds. rise and .=)0ydB.

boundary, five traps, under modified Hnvli'igham rules. The
contest was started at 12:56 oVJo'-V and finished at 3:15 o'clock.
In 1889 thp Carterets won with 88 kills; in 1890 thev again won

on 88; m 1891 the Lirchmonts won with 90 b'lls to the Carterets 89.

Ttie con<)itiors on Tuesday were bad, there being a blinding
snow'torm from the r orihwest blowing directly into the faces of
the shooters, and at times hidinfr the traps from v ew. The result
nf the match was a v'c^ory to the Carctret", who thus become
final owners of the $500 trophy by virtue of three victories. The
scores follow:

Larchmont.
George Work 13( 0"0222212i221130121232—'21

C«pt Money 001'22in2ia22222:;l 01322301-19
L F Daven port '^^012001 3'2222- '223222?1 1 22—33
Edgar G. Murphy 222222223232'23222'222 0033- 23-85

Carteret
H Yvl- Dnlan 1232112211323121222021232-24

J S Brown 1222i^ll021202l!:002010113—19

Oaklpigh Thorne, 2021211321122212l3203'?231-'3

L S Thompson 121132'2123233331333132122-25- 9l

liive Birds at Newburg'h.
The West Newbureh Gun and Rifle Association held a live bird

.«>hoot on Tiianksgtving IJay, there being 18 shooters on hand.
The events comprised one at 5 birds and two at 4 birds. The
scores:

No. 1.

Stanbrough..11110
Likely II'IO
Oav« 11110
Gibb r.mil
Rayland 01111
Higginson...l]01i
Sutton OOOll
Kissam 11110
Young 10111

No 3.

lOU
0011
1101
0000
1111
1111
0110
1010
1100

No. 1.

Harrisin 01101
Dixon OiniO
Taggart- 10101

0010 Dumville... 00101
nil MoDowell.. .11100

1001 Donahue 101 11
'

0010 Rhodes 00110
0011 Rplknap 00101

0011 Wood 11110

No 3.

0001
1110
OlOl

No. 3. No.3.
0111 0010
0000
1111
0000
0100
0111
0101
1110
0111

1001
nil

1110
mo
lODO

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

The attendance at the weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Rod
and Gun CUib was rather slim on Saturday. Nov, 19, at Wood •

lawn Park. Gravesend, L. I. Only seven competed for the gold,

medal at 20 targets each, 23yds. rise, A. A. rules. Dr. Wynn won
it with a score of fifteen, which is about the best he has made at
targets under the rapid firing system at five traps. He also got a
good share in the sweepstakes that were shot at five live birds
each, five unknown tran?, modified Hnrlinghwi rules. Tbp. scores:
Bennett . .01111100111100001010—11 Dr Wynn .01111111110101011101—15

Adams....lOOllOOlOlOOmOlOll-11 Sykes 00011001101110100100— 9.

Wingert..n01U0O0n0O0in001-ll Blatt-
Hegeman.OOllOOmiOlOlOniOl-13 macher.OllOlOllOOlllOOllOOl—11
Sweepstake shoots, a live birde. 28yd8. rise, .fl entrance, two

moneys:
1st. 2d, 1st. 3d.

DrWyun 11212—5 11111—5 Adams 10200—3 13001—3
Sykes .02202—3 21003-S Nostrand 10003-3 31310-4
Koster 00200—1 01120—3 Wingert 13111—6 11311—5
Bennett 10111-4 12111-5

Van Brunt Defeats Hegeman.
A MATCH shoot at 50 targets each was shot off at Woodlawn

Park on Thursday, Nov. 24, betwepn A. A. Hegeman and M. Van
Brunt, both members of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club, for
a stake of S28 a side. Both shooters are evenly matched, but the
high wind bothered them considerably. Van Brunt won by the
score of 34 to 30. The return match to be shot off on Christmas
Day. The scnre:
A A Hegeman Or Oil 01100101 01101110101-15

1101 0010111 1 COIIOIOIOIOI 1-15-30
M Van Brunt 1110011010101010111011011-16

nouooiiioioiiiouiomi-18-34
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MILWAUKEE BIG WOLF SHOOT.
MiwAUKEE, Wis., Nor. 25.—Mr. S. A . Tucker, representative

for so long of the Parker gun, and one of the most esteemed
shooters of the country, this evening said a few things to the
writer which will do admirably as comment on the Milwaukee
tournament now closing.
'•Tournament is not much good any longer," said Mr. Tucker,

"and everybody knows iv. This tournament is a puccesa in only
one way, and that is as a success for the shooters. The $500 added
money is a price for their attendance, and they are liere. But
who are they f They are the old familiar rounders you meet every-
where, say half nf the fifty men who break 75 per cent, of the tar-
gets and burn 75 percent, of the ammunition used in the trap
shoots of America. You don't see a half dozen Milwaukee shoot-
ers here, and you don't see one young shooter. They are scared
away, and they well may be. This is a crowd of wolves, and they
will get all there is to eat. You never saw such a systematic
dividing and dropping for place in your life. There is no sport to
it. No one is here for the sport. It is not a sporting event.
Nothing is shot to a finish, and the only question is for the com-
bine to figure out the best possible divisions, and to shoot so as to
get into the softest place.
"I wish your paper, which is fearless enough in anything it

thinks is right, would take up this question. The time is coming
when we will have to have honest shooting. This way of shooting
is not honest. It makes trap shooting as rotten or more rotten
than any other form of sport that is practiced. It horse racing
were half as corrupt tournament shooting, the public would
not endure it. It will not endure this sort ot shooting when it
comes to realize it, and that is why I say there should be a stand
made against it.

"I don't believe the amateur can be protected by any system of
handicapping. He comes to a slioot with his eyes open. But I do
believe that croolied shooting and dropping for place can be done
away with in one season. Of course if managemenxs do not care
to take this stand there is no use talking, but if they will, they
can atone step go far toward restoring the confidence of theama-
teur in shooting tournaments. Let the rule be, the three highest
scores take the money, no division of ties allowed. No one could
drop for place tlien. Or let managements promptly bar any man
detected missing a target or bird intentionally, and ask him to
leave the grounds. As it is now, the boys say that because a few
will drop back in this way all have to do it to protect their own
money. I don't doubt tSiis is true, but if the bar on place-shoot-
ing were once established I think square shooting would natu-
ally come to the front and our events become much more sports-
manlike. Of course not all such dropping could be detected, but
a man could not deliberately fire in theair, or cut the shot out of
his cartridge, or not put any shell in his gun on his iast bird, and
a good and sharp committee could make a man shoot again on a
suspected bird until they had evidence enough one way or the
other,
"I believe if the management would hang up the announce-
ent, 'No handicap, open to the world, honest shooting only,'

it would more justly invite the confidence of the general public
than any recent tournament has! done. An indifferent shooter
need not be a fool. He may not want, to present his money to a
combine. But if he thought he stood a show to scratch into a
good hole alone once in a while, without one or two experts drop-
ping back on him, he might be willing to keep on shooting for a
while."
Mr. Tucker speaks sturdily and wisely in this. I do not doubt

that many of the gang of wolves, among whom I have many
friends, will think this is haid doctrine, but at the same time
there is not one of them who will not admit in his heai-t that it is
true and just. There never a was shoot where all the arts of the
"naachme" were more openly and unblushingly practiced than at
this one. As to class of the shooting, it is enough to say that there
were present such Western shooters as Helkes, Budd, Elliott,
Parmalee, Grim, McMurchy, Geo. Kleinman, Tucker, Lindsley,
Rexroat. Sanford, Bingham, Stannard, Williamson, Eich, Anson.
Dicks, Organ, Mussey, Bennett of Kansas City, Ackerman of
Nebraska, etc., etc. As our friend Eddy Bingham would say.
these were "not overlooking anything." Among the above names
are those of a few men who came out for the tun of it. or out of
courtesy to Dick Merrill. The others were there for revenue
only.
The shoot, as viewed from the professional shooter's standpoint,

was a success, inasmuch as the added money made the purses fat
things for the shooters, but for the management it was not a suc-
cesstul affair. Dick Merrill will probably lose $150 to |2f«j on his
tournament, and his associates having choerfully declined finan-
cial complications, this loESwill be a personal one for him. He
was disappointed that the Milwaukee sbooters did not support
the tournament. The South Side Gun Club, of Milwaukee, did
not give this tournament, but should have supported it. It bus
oyer 100 members, but of these only three or four, I believe,
attended the shoot. The crowd of wolves scared them out. Mr
Merrill was disgusted at this, but after all how could he expect a
different result? He hung up too much money. He split on the
rock which has wrecked many a tournament of late, and tried to
ran a shoot which should invite the wolves and the lambs also
The lambs declined to mingle. If Mr. Merrill had sat down and
mailed checks direct to the rounders early in the week he would
have pleased them quite as well, would have avoided a tiresome
formality, and would not have had to stand out in the cold four
daysrefereeing matches !is he did. I think this system of mailing
out checks would simplify tournament matters very much in a
shoot open to the world. The motto, "Open to the world" sounds
liberal and very American, but it is a very misleading mottoOpen to the world" really means "Open to a dozen shooters who
are exercising a trade, and who will drop and divide equitably
with each other to the exclusion of those who shoot for sport and
not for business." An open shoot is really a closed shoot. It isan airtight thing. It is an hermetieal. airtight, lead pipe, sand-
bag einch, If you can figure just how that looks. The South SideGun Club was on to it. Now, if ?Ir. Merrill and the general
public and the wolves themselves will kindly refer back to Mr
Tucker's remarks, they will, I think, find in them cheap and nour-
ishing food for thought.
The accommodations for the shooters at National Park were

good. Ihe target background is poor, hut the live bird grounds
are good. The live birds were a mixed lot, of course, but included
some soreechers. Cap Anson found some of these latter, wnich
caused him to gaze over the fence with a look of mingled disdain
and surprise. Live birds were shot from King traps, at 20 cents
the U. b. pigeon targets at 3 cents. The weather was wintery forthe most part. Wednesday, the first day, was raw and windy.
Ihursday, rhanksgiving day, was the only pleasant day of the
shoot, and was fair and warmer. Friday ana Saturday came off
blustery and blizzardy. so that shooting was rather a duty than a
pleasure. Under such circumstances it was personally a greatcomfort to belong on a newspaper like Fokest and Stream
because it has such a red hot circulation. ' '

Although this gaj' crowd of wolves are devoid of conscience
altogether, physically speaking it would be hard to -find a finer
lot of men, and socially every shooter in the land knows them forthe .loiliest and most companionable aggregation out of iail It
IS no sport to attend a wolf tournament, because the boys won'tShoot t9 a finish and show us any fun; but there is a lot of pleasure
n^il?"^}"^ k"'?''^'^ ^^^^ ^^tl neariug the talk, wise and

th*^^^
good-natured always, which fills the air from tnescore to the cashier s desk. The legulars of the present Amer-

^f^J:Zl ''hf^'l'^
^'''^ "^^^""^ ^^'o^l'i b« too much for a Geor-

lo^Kre the scores:''^
^ ^''^''^'''^'^ will grow old. Eol-

Wedimday, First Day, Nov. 33.

^No. 1, 10 live birds, glO. SoO added:
CGrim 113^011132—9 \''ale . 1^01-211011 rC \V Budd mmWA-lO L Ackerman ;.

' ..-.iS^lt hAC Anson ISiamiai- 9 JO Head .. lllO-^omO^ 7a O Heikes 032121^2131- 9 Geo Hoard. . 1801113113- 9H McMurchy 1001011101- 6 J E Lewis /. 1110113111- y

malee 9.

Bud'rt v^^iH;®;o^^%®°?^' *2' f]5
added: Heikes 11, Sanford 14,Budaid, FogglS, Ackerman 13, Reed 12, Parmalee 10 Grim u

L^hm^n 1'5^'^ ^^^^^urchy S, Anson 9, Bob WhUe i0,EUk.w. It
iNo. 0. 30 targets, S3, $35 added: Grim 18, Sanford 17 Skinnpr U

U F^^i'f/x^'f
Stannard U. Meixner IS^IcMurchy iri^^^^^

L^hmilri F^|in^';^'-'^^^^l^'v^°?,^7^if'' 16. Budd 16. Heikes 1^
Mtas ' " Carmichael 16, Yale U, Ackerman 19, Ben^

F^^'I'rL^'2''i?/*I'
^Jiknown angles, known traps, Grim 1"

niuisday, Second Day, Nov. M.
No. 3 was begun Wednesday, but not being concluded, was fin-

ished Thursday morning. In this shoot the largest sineie winning
of the tournament was made. Mr. Read, of Oniaha, was alono on
second, and won $81. Parmalee, Lindsey, Grim and Elliott
divided Sl08. The third and fourth men were not so fortunate,
dividing $54 and .$37.

No. 3, 15 live birdp, .'^In, $15 added:
Elliott 211111211132123-15 Anson 122031313111023-13
Grim 11212 1 31 331 2331-lS Lindsley 2333133323211 12-15
Ackerman 133333300222211-13 Lehman 113231111201001-13
Budd .110220313321122—18 Fiead 221312101 122213—14
Heikes. . - 031112220221223—13 Parmalee 113221311111211-15
Yale 021203103102113—11 Wh I te 1121033l;i203121—13
McMurchy . . . .113120110012131—13 Chapman 310122023323310—12
Sanford. 111100311301133-13 Carmichael . . . 232223o03323322-13
Lewis 2I21101U021310-13 Rex 111011112121220—13
Merrill 112332020101212-13 Bennett 223131103101310-13

Nfo. 7, 10 live birds, $7. $30 added:
C W Budd 3311111111-10 nhapman 013122U02- 8
F W Meixner 0122322001— 7 Cnse 0001012203— 5
Y'ale 1000201232- 6 Eich 0111113111— 9
Lindsley 2210033233- 8 Lehman 1020132012— 7
Parmalee ..0331112011— 8 Carter 0130012220- 6
Bingham 3102021111- 8 Rex 1112311111-10
Grim 2T31202011— 8 Elliott 1212223313—10
Bennett 1331020113— 8 McMurchy 1031033301— 7
Lewis 1121132133—10 R.ead 0033301311— 7
Anson 1132112112 -10 McKianey . . .1030321221— 8
Ackerman 1201211122- 9 Carmichael 3322003220— 7
Heikes n0310ll3(>- 7 Friese 0013000112- 5
Sanford.. 2323132023- 9 White 3113113311—10
Deiter 0221310111— 8 Sutherland 0011100201— 5
No. 16. 10 targets, $1 50, 15 added: McKinney 9, Bingham 9, San-

ford 9, Heikes 10, Rex 9, Read 9, Lehman 10. Stannard 8, Parmalee
9, Grim 9, Keller 8, Skinner 7, Carter 3, Elliott 10, Sutherland 9,
Ackerman 9. Ruble 7, M(^ixner 9, Bennett 10, Eich 8, Deiter 8, Y'ale
8, Frieze 7, Richards 9, McMurchy 9, Budd 8, Anson 6.

No. 18, 15 singles, entrance 82: Grim 13, Bine-ham 15. McKinney
11, Heikes 15, Ackerman 13, Skinner 10, Budd 14 Meixner 10, Yul'*
12. Elliott 13, Sanford 14. Dexter 14, BfJad 10, Ktiiler 9. Stannard 12,
McMurchy 13. Lehman 13, Richards 10, Parmalee 14. Bennett 13.
Eich 10, Rex 15. Ruble 15. An.son 9.

No. 'M, two-men team shoot, $4 per team. S25 added-
Elliott OllllllllllUOinill—IS
Ackerman lllllOlOlimillllll-18-86
Sanford 11101111111111111111—19
RuWe Ill 11111111111110110-18-37
Heikes lOlllUIlllinimil-19
Bingham lllOllllUlllll 11111-19-38Gnm linilOOllllllllUOl—17
Lehman IllOlllinlimn iii-i 9-36
Read 10111000111011 11 1111—15
Rex 01111111110111111111—18-33
Meixer ] 111111000101110 1 101-15
htannard 01111111111111101101—17-32
I^eller 10111101111011011011-16
Deiter, 11100111011101111011-16-32
Anson .

. lIllOlOllOlOlOMllll-14
McMurchy 11111111111111001111—18-33
Parmalee 1111111111 1011111101-18
Radd... llllIil111imi01in-19-37
i>le 01 0111 1011110001 111 0-13
Hanson 0011000 1 1111111 01011-12-26

Read 30. Meixner 43. McMurchy 45, Deiter 41, Rex 47.
There were 18 shooters in this merchandise shoot, and everyman got a prize, which certainly should have been satisfactory

enough. The awards were determined by lot and were as follow.-):

Keller. 1 keg wood powder; Bingham, 1 expert nluerock target
trap; Grim, 1 silk vest: Budd, 1 split bamboo rnd: Anson 1 gun
case: Read, 1 hat; Rexroat, 1 box cigars. McMurchy received a
handsorne pair of striped pants (SO billed), and Frank Parmalee
acquu-ed the useful commodity of a halt barrel of pickled pig's
feer, nearly all of which he had eaten before dark. "If 1 h-h-had
a w-w-whole b-b-barrel of 'em," said he, "I c-c-c*could give up mv
k-k-kcy at the h-h-hotel."
No. 24, 10 targpts. $1.50 entrance. £10 added: Parmalee 10, Acker-

maii 8, Bennett, 7, Grim 9, Anson 9, Eich 7, Richards 9, Meixner 8,
Heikes 6, McKinney 6, Tucker 7, Keller .5, Bingham 9. Eliot 9
Sutherland 5. Strasbergpr 4, Kennicolt 7, G. Kleinman 6. Rex lo'ManaOT, K T?t.!irl nA/] r-^U-^ c AT,. ^ ; n r

^ Ruble
ndsley 6,

Bennett 13,

14, Richards 10, McMurchy J3. Bennett 13, Anson 10, Ackerman
10 Meixner 14

Parmalee 15, Elliott 14. Ruble la, Carmichael

Friday, Third Day, Nov.

ad^ed-^
(«°^°l""^ed from day previous), 15 live birds, $10, $45

KUiott 1 20311131133131-14 Eich 212111 111222112-15Lmdsley 121200100111133-11 Anson 111112210110112-1:3

Lehra
Acke'
Lewit ^ ij.iv.iiu
Hei kes •122221111210203-15 Dei ter 1112033,20310113 -11

Mussey.

.

Dix
Wadsworth.
Heikes
Hingham,

.•2322011222— 9
2012201203- V
2303231033- 8

....0-0;;103331- 7
...0322033232- 8

Bndd 2111132120- 9
Ackerman 3110222013— 8
fiich 3120111111— 9
Anson 1111213131-10
Lehman

, . 2233033003— 7Kleinman- 1022331023- 8 Sanford 1111123121-10Parmalee 3111212123-10 Rex .1111111105- 4ReMett 1313113111-10 McMurchy. . . .'.lioilism-. qLicd^ley 203212W30- 6 Elliott.... . 111103^0- 8
.3121122012- 9 Ruble . Illllim"--10

Deiter 2011110223- 8 Schmidt ..101 121310-

8

Lewis 1101102011- 7 Chapman ..0111133111--

9

..2322113021- 9

35, McMurchy 23, Ackerman 23, Sandford 23 Read 15 V^TmaA^l
V'?/^'^H'^^°'r 1|,^I?^'^/*' Budd 24, Uvnds it
lSo.34, 10 targets, $.150: Ackerman 9, Bead 6, K-)]er ! Mt-

o^-^' ^' Hansen (!, Parmalee 9, Elliott 6 Tucker '1

F?rh'fi^°Rpv ih
Bi^gbam 9 Willard 6, Lynds 8 Heikes

Bennett 9 •
Penman 9. Anson 8, G. Kleinman 11.

l^'^^^^^^i^Si^'^^''' ''^ ""^^ Tu^cl^r^fB^^n^eTtS

Extra sweep, 15 targets. 82:
Sanford 12, Hei" " '15 targets, 82: Read 10, Bingham 11, Kellel 13,kes lo, Bennett 11, Hobbs 7, Budd 12. Storv 1.3

AJtONGST TH-EIR MIDST.
:i/!jt, Lvidflcu (to a Milwaukee American)-What's der bp=itpowder in der hull vorld? Vood powder!

"nais ner Dest

!Kfh'c^^Jret"e?n^Ihl'g°r^r ---^^e off-^!s^Sf?

' Dick Merrill -When will I give another tournament like this in
Milvowka? Not in the vinter ven the days are short—not in a
thousand years!
S. A. TitcTfer—That game of billiards McMurchy and I played

against Heikes and Willard was the only sqtm'e game those fel-
lows were in this week. No sir, Mac and I didn't drop for second
place.
Frank Parmalee (translated)—Did you hear that dream Jim El-

liott had after his Chicago matches? Well. Jim dreamed he went
to heaven, and St. Peter says, says he, 'Who are you?' 'I'm Jim
Elliott, a shooter from Kansas City,' says Jim. *0h no! Y'oumay
be from Kansas City,' St. Peter says, says he. 'but you're no
shooter.' (Not translated)—"S-s-say, I was t-t.-tickled to d-d-deatb
w-w-when the r-r-ref-ref-refer, referee called 'N-n-n-no. no b-b-
bird' on me, that time the b-h-bird walked oft'. T s-s-stood there
t-t-ten, ten m-miuutes t-tryin' to say "N-n-n, no (you know what
I mean) m-m-mys self!"
R. B. Organ (referring to a dachshund, in the lunch tent)—Here's

Dick Merrill's prize dog, Paul Bo. Bow-legged enough, isn't
he?

0. E. WiMftrd-Was it you and Roll Organ that worked a con-
fldenc« game on Milt Lindsley, matching coppers? Well, a Jet-
seyman never ought to be allowed to come out into this country
without a guardian.
Mary Jane Eich—I have shot the choke out of my right arm-

hurt the bone somehow. Guess I'll have to lay off for six
months.
Mr. Bennett, of Ka7i,ws City—Why is my arm tied up? AVhy, a

fellow shot me full of No. 8 shot, out quail hunting in Kansas the
other day. He put 150 shot holes in mv coat. Most of them were
stopped by a silk shirt I had on, but I caught it in the hand and
wrist. Tarn always going to wear a silk shirt out hunting after
this. No, I was not near a chicken roost.
Jim Elliott, of Kansas Oity—W. W. Greener says my new pair

ot Greeners are the finest he ever sent to America. Will I shoot
them in Chicago? Say. if I should come to Chicago and sav "Five
hundred dollars" out loud, all the Chicago shooters would go
jump in the lake. Wait till I eat this man Fulford, then I'm
coming to Chicago, and I'll hang out a large shingle painted red
all over.
Cap Anson—These trap shooters make me dizzy. In base ball I

can wink my eye for a hundred, and the bet goes. In trap shoot-
ing it's all talk and no business transacted. If I pull out my
money to make a little bet, I haA'e to run to catch sight of the fel-
low's coat tails around the corner.
Charlie Ch-im—l will shoot, run, jump, hop-step-and-jump,

wrestle, kick, hitch-and-kick, dip, play mumble-peg or marbles
with any man, woman or child on earth, and I won't drop for
place either.
Eddie BiJifl/iaw—That's me, too. I'm a dead game sport. I'll

shoot anything, pigeons in the winter time and craps in the sum-
mer time. What! Why, of course, pigeons are better in the
winter.
Rolla Heikes—I ain't sayin' a word, am I ?
Michael Gassliui ScTO/ord—No, the development of my left eyelid

did not come from winking to another fellow for a divide. I
wouldn't drop for place—that is—(and he winked the other eye).
George Kleinman—Yes, I have on ;my overshoes, but I left my

skates at home, it seems like.
Charlie Bwdd-Don't believe a word Tucker tells you about my

horse. It's a corking good horse, if you get where the road is all
downhill. Got a colt, too. I'm quite a farmer now. You don't
want to believe anything Tucker tells you about my roUing stock.
I ain't going to take him out riding any more, nohow. It's too
hard on the horse.
G. W, Rexroat—Gome and see me. I've got some quails and

some guns and some dogs.
B. Dic?f5—Milvowka ist eine sobOae, hein? Reminds me of Evans-

ton, where the theological school is.

Jack Rwhie—Ain't you shy i cents on this change, cashier?
Plnniber Read (of the ticket agent)—What time does the 4:1.5

train so out?
The ^9cnf—Three seventy-five, vou son of a gun!
The n^o!r6.3—Good-bye, Dickie. When you want to be an "angel'

again, let us know.
Dickie—1 don't want to be an angel any more. Not in a (hou-

sand years. E. Hough,
175 MoNBOB Stueet, Chicago.

Thanksgiving Day at Peekskill.
For a raw chilly day, with the wind blowing a gale from the

north, and the thermometer ten degrees below the freezing point.
The Peekskill Gun Club turned out strong to enjoy, if possible, a
live bird shoot.
The two doctors, Horton and Mason, chose alternately each aman from the numbers present, until all were taken, several ofwhom had npver before faced a trap, and thus two teams were

the contpstants. The defeated ones agreeing to give a pigeon
suoper—if enough birds were killed.
The birds proved a strong lot, most of them "Homers" once

upon the wing, went off like a streak. Dr. Hon on shot extremely
well, some of his kills were marvelous. One of Halsted's birds
after receiving the contents of both barrela towered to a height
of 30 or 40ft. and there hovered for at least half a minute. It was
amusing to see Johnny hunting through his pockets for a third
shell to use on the hoverer. The bird finally sailed off and fell
dead just inside the bounds. Dr. Mason had hard luck—no less
than three of his birds fell dead just outside. Following is the
score of kills out of ten, excepting CoL Robertson and C. Lent
who shot at five each:

Horton's Team. Mason's Team.
Dr Horton 9 Dr Mason 4
Halsied- • 7 Wesaells.. 7
Wygant 7 Richmond. 7
Soder 5 Turner 6
Hill 3 Dain 4
Evenughim 7 G Lent 3
Robertson 0—37 C Lent ,5-36
Saturday pvening at 9 o'clock the club sat down to the pigeon

dinner, at Wessell's. The birds were cooked and served in royal
style with all the accompanying Blue Points, consomme, plum
pudding, celery, cofEee and cigars and were enjoyed by all.

v\e undei'stand that a return match will be shot by the same
teams on Dec. 9. ^ Peekskut,.

Erie Gun Club.
The cold weather of Wednesday last had considerable effect on

the attendance at the regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun ClubatWooplawn Park. Graveaend, L, I. The contest was for ta©
club's medal and extra prizes. 0. Detlefsen and John Plate were
the only straight scorers with 7, the former winning the medal on
the shoot-oft of the tie. H. Janskovvski took the second prize and
the others divided. Thp .scores:
C Plate. 1120103-5 H Janskowski.. .20123'i3-B

^r^,?,''^®^^®^
22121 12-7 ,1 S mith 1012011-5M Elssasser 0011222-5 C Mohrman 0013202-4

J P ate 3121113-7 W Hartje 3110001-4H Dohrman 0120021-4 J A 8 till 2000101-3D Lynch J200001-3
Sweepstake shoot: C. Plate 4, Detlefsen 5, Elssasser 5, J. Plate

y h ^yinoli Janskowski 2, Smith 4, Mohrman 3, Hartje
i, Still 4, Rcteree and scorer, O. A. Dellar.

Sweopstake Shooting at Dexter Park.
Sweepstake shooting at live birds was in order at Dexter Park

^hnnH™/?*^!!' participated, but some lively
• The first event was to decide a bet of 8.50made by E. H. Bhnn, that his brother Alec would kill 40 out ot 50

Jive birds. This feat he failed to accomplish, the birds beingpicked and all fast blue rocks, Blinn only killing 15 out of 26. He
iTi Ii the sweepstake shoots that fol-lowed he did some good shooting. The scores:

TT'r,!.,,.
No. 2. No. 3.

T^^hJL;; 00020-1 00013-3 00333-3
.1 bchwartz 11000-3 00203-3 13313-5
•3^ ^V'^^ 11120-4 02331-4 11131-5

'S^S^;^g^t:5biVds;si6aVide:35Vds:^-'
"^-^

J Schwartz
. 01020-3 H Victor 12000- 3Draw; too dark to shoot off. Referee, C. A. Dellar.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
^•^W?=\mV;c?'^'\^°°'lH.?-~^^^°'ii oW is a mascalonge that
?.,t«^ -fp^ ^t- h^'i^-.

Nothm.g definite is known to us about therate of growth ot the mascalonge. Hatching operations have
nf Mrm?n^"r,l^i '"^f

Chautauqua Lake under supervision
?,iJ!,^

Green ot Caledonia, but the fry were liberated at a
Ihm.f thl^jl.?''%if be able to tell something
f'i'°'^i"^^e growth of the fish; the books are sUent upon that sub-

ic^cordSto i£| i^oTs'uTpiy.'^"'"''
'''' ^'^"^^^^'
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THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the last mouth for receiving work submitted in

the FOBEST AND STREAM Amateur Photography Competi-

tion . All photographs must'be mailed to us not later than

Dec. 31. Nothing bearing a later post mark will be re-

ceived.

Full details respecting the terms of the competition are

given in another column (page 491), and these instructions

in circular form will be sent on request to any address.

The collection of views already received is most inter-

esting; and we shall give the readers of this journal the

privilege of seeing many of the views reproduced in its

columns.

SNAP SHOTS.

November shad have been>eported in the Hudson this

year. Although only a pair were taken, the capture is

unusual. We published, Jan. 8, 1891, an account of shad

lingering in Maine as late as October, and making holes

in soft mud and sand in flats which are uncovered at

low water. Another curious circumstance was re-

cently discovered by Mr. L. G, Harron in the U. S. Fish

Commission water tank at the Bryan's Point.hatchery on

the Potomac. A shad about 3in. long was caught when
the tank was emptied to prevent freezing. It was in

company with a young alewife, a white perch and a

gudgeon, or^so-called smelt. A number of fish of several

kinds were observed swimming about when the water

had been drawn low, but most of them escaped. These

fish have lived through the summer and fall in a tank

without change of water, subjected to temperatures vary-

ing from nearly 90° to almost freezing point; yet the

shad brought home by Mr. Harron is as large as its

brethren which passed the summer in the Potomac.

Truly there is something to be unlearned even about shad.

"Bon Ami" gives elsewhere an account of some large

"salmon" (pike-perch or wall-eyed pike) in the ;Upper

Susquehanna. We expected to hear of these big fish for

the species grows enormously large in waters [north of

Pennsylvania. There are a good many expert anglers in

Harrisburg and points further down the river who will

scarcely agree with "Bon Ami" in his estimate of the

game qualities of the "salmon," which is a great favorite

and, fortunately, increasing in numbers.

Now that the prolonged negotiations between the New
York Yacht Club, party of the first part, and Lord Dun-

raven and the Royal Yacht Squadron, party of the sec-

ond part, have brought the two parties to a point where

a match seems possible, it would be a relief to all yachts-

men to know that contention and argument were finally

to give way to real sailing, Under the present condi-

tions, however, it is too much to expect that this most

desirable consummation will follow, as it is most evident

that the challenger is repeating the identical mistake

made three years since, in sending a challenge under the

impression that it was not under the terms of the new

deed. His retreat on that occasion was by no means a

graceful maneuver, but it was a far easier task than that

which lies before the Royal Yacht Squadron if it ever

learns sufficient about Cup matters to understand the

position which it has just assumed, and to wish to with-

draw again, as in 1889.

We would be glad to receive for publication notes of

meetings and of work imdertaken and accomplished by
game and fish protective associations in the United States

and Canada. Reports of methods which have proved

successful would be of special interest and value for the

information of others who might adopt them.

The "pheasant" of the new Vermont law, several cor-

respondents tell us, is the English pheasant. An impor-

tation of these birds was put out on the farm of W. S.

Webb, of Shelburne, and the overflow has stocked the

covers of the vicinity. Secretary John W. Titcomb, of

the Vermont Fish and Game League, sends us a copy of

a special act adopted by the last Legislature protecting

pheasants and EnglisTi partridge for two years from Jan.

1, 1893. We shall watch with much interest the un'der-

taking to provide new game for Vermont.

The present organization of the New York State Asso-

ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game makes a

wise provision for individual membership, that persons

who are not connected with any club, but who are inter-

ested in the purposes of the Association, may give it

their adherence and support. The membership fee is

merely nominal. Doubtless many individual sportsmen

will welcome such an opportunity to declare themselves

on the side of protection. The secretary is Mr. .Jbhn B.

Sage, of Bufl'alo, who will on request send copies of the

constitution and application blanks.

Bills are now before Congress which provide for the

segregation of a part of the Yellowstone National Park

and the granting a right of way to a railroad through it,

and to-day we print a plea for the preservation of the

Park and against these two propositions. This article

will be issued in pamphlet form, and we shall be glad to

supply copies of it in quahtities to those sufficiently inter-

ested in the Yellowstone Park to be willing to distribute

them among their friends who are not readers of Forest
AND Stream. We ask the cooperation of every one of

our readers. The pamphlet will be furnished without

charge.

The Forest and Stream's office rattlesnake—of which

the entire force was so proud—which might have shed

light on many a vexed and venomous question of ophid-

ian lore—for which our fond fancy had pictured a career

of usefulness, scientific achievement, distinction, honor

and renown rarely won by a reptile of his inches—and

whose rattle sounding in our ears might have prompted

many a day dream of mountain heights and reverie of

mossy ravine—our rattler is no more. When poked at

with a pencil last Friday he failed to respond; his skin is

now tacked on a board to dry. The Forest and Stream
is not so proud as it was last week. Science is tempor-

arily retarded. Winter has set in, and the office snake

den must go untenanted.

Field trials, coursing meets and bench shows have

multiplied of recent years beyond the most sanguine

expectations of those who took part in the affairs of

ten years ago. The growing number and importance of

kennel events have come to demand at this particular

season an amotmt of space in our pages, to supply which
compels us to restrict the several other subjects. The

due balance will shortly be restored, however, and an
increased number of pages will be devoted to the shooting

and angling departments.

With the enlarged opportunities afforded by the in-

creased number of pages, dating from last January, we
have given a more generous supply than ever before

—

and than has ever been given by any journal—of good
reading in all of the special fields to which this journal is

devoted. For 1893 the columns will be no less bounti-

fully supplied. The Forest and Stream will maintain

its well-established reputation as an entertaining, instruc-

tive, outspoken, independent, progressive and clean

journal for sportsmen. With the initial number of the

year an entire new outfit will add to the typographical

beauty of these pages, but no radical changes will be

made in the features which have become so familiar.

A STA.NDING MENACE.

COOKE CITY vs. THE NATIONAL PARK.

Statement of the Case.

Cooke City is a small mining camp located just without
the northeast coi'ner of the National Park. Its promoters
claim that it is the center of a region of vast, though un-
developed, mineral wealth; that it is kept in a backward'
state solely on account of its inaccessibility, and that this

inaccessibility is due to the existence of the National

Park, which includes the only practicable railroad ap-

proach. They claim that Cooke City is in the same case

with a land owner whose property is entirely hemmed in

by another man's possessions; and that as the land owner
has in law an easement over his neighbor's land to enable

him to get out and in, so Cooke City has an indefeasible

right to be allowed to use the only practicable outlet

which nature has given her. They claim that the refusal

of the Government to concede this right is working ruin

to the interests of Cooke City and inj ury to hundreds of

investors.

The United States bases its action in rejecting the de-

mands of Cooke City upon the purposes for which the

Park was created. The Government holds that the grant-

ing of these [demands and the fulfillment of these pur-

poses are incompatible objects; that railroads must not

be permitted to enter the Park,iand that whatever, not

absolutely necessary for the comfort of travelers, tends to

disturb the natural state in which the Park was discov-

ered, must be strictly excluded.

The map discloses the geographical features of the

question. The proposed route enters the Park where the

Yellowstone River crosses^its northern boundary; ascends

the river to the mouth of the East Fork (or Lamar River);

ascends the latter to the mouth of Soda Batte Creek: and
ascends the Soda Butte valley to Cooke City. The right

to use this route is sought by two distinct measures, all

bills for the relief of Cooke City falling under one head
or the other. One measure seeks to secure a simple right

of way to build a railroad, and is represented by House
Bill 4 545. The other measure, in order to evade the
technical objection of having a railroad within the Park,
purposes to cut off and restore to the public domain all

that portion of the Park including and lying outside the
proposed right of way. This is the so-called segregation

project, and is represented by House Bill 2,373, establish-

ing the bouudaries of the Park.

The case of Cooke City is clearly that of a few indi-

viduals against the general public, and the burden of

proof rests upon her to show that her case is one of such
extremity as to justify the sacrifice of the interests of the
many to those of the few. An examination of the ques-

tion point by point will show how far she has succeeded.

I.—Wealth of the Cooke City Mines.

It is not intended to go out of the way to say anything
to the prejudice of Cooke City property. But when the
public is asked to make a great sacrifice for the promo-
tion of private interests, it is both its right and duty to

inquire if those interests are of such magnitude as to

justify the sacrifice. In this connection there are a few
highly significant facts.

(1) It is generally conceded, even by those most inter-

ested, that the ores of the Cooke City mines are of very
low grade. It matters not that a few tons of picked ores

have been shipped to a distance and there reduced, yield'

ing a margin above all expenses. It is an undeniable

fact that the vast bulk of the ore is not of this quality.

(2) The Northern Pacific, the only railroad system any-
where near Cooke City, has steadily refused to build

there, basing its refusal on purely business grounds.

Thomas F. Oakes, President of the Northern Pacific, said

in his evidence before the House Committee on the Park
investigation last winter, "There is nothing in the Cooke
City mines, and we did not want a railroad there."

Question by the Committee: "Your conclusion was
arrived at after investigation?"

Answer: "Y'^es, sir. We had a report upon it by ex-

perts. There is a very large quantity of exceedingly low
grade ore. Themaximum value would not exceed twenty
dollars to the ton, and most of it would not be over six

dollars to the ton. If there had been one-tenth of the
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deposit and the ore had a value of fifty or sixty dollars a

ton, we would have made an effort to get a railroad

there, but there is nothing there for a railroad. That is

my judgment."

And it is the judgment, be it noted, of a shrewd busi-

ness man, in whose calculations sentiment found no

place, but who was ready to build through the Park pro-

vided he had anything to build for.

(3) Still more convincing is the argument that comes

from the fact that Cooke City is still without a railroad.

Does any one for a moment suppose that, when railroads

have subdued all manner of engineering difficulties in

the great mining regions of the "West, they would pause

before the very tame obstacles that bar the entrance to

Cooke City if they had a tolerable inducement to build

there? Enterprise invades every profitable field, but it

has always shaken the dust of Cooke City from its feet.

II.—Accessibility.

"Bat," it will be said, "the obstacles that bar the en-

trance to Cooke City are by no means tame—they are

very serious. There is but one practicable route and that

is through the National Park."

Let us see. The only expert testimony quoted in the

Committee's report is that of Gen. Ander-

son, at the time chief engineer of the

Northern Pacific Railroad. Even he

bases his conclusions upon "information

derived from Army officers who have had

occasion to pass through the country."

Railroad companies do not ordinarily

decide upon the practicability of routes

from such meagre information as this.

But Gen. Anderson virtually admits that

a railroad could be brought into Cooke

City from outside the Park on grades not

exceeding 150 feet to the mile, or three

feet to the hundred. Now what are some
of the actual grades on Western rail-

roads? The following are found in the

Union Pacific system

:

MAXIMUM GRADE TO THE MILK. J'l.

Denver to Graymont, Col ..185

Denver to Central City, Col 171

Elcho to Park City 180

Wallace toBurke, Idaho 311

Pendleton to Spokane,Wasli .158

The following pertains to the Northern

Pacific system:

MAXIMUM OBADE TO THE MIt,E. FT.

Elkhorn Branch 211

Helena and Northern 327

Drummond and Phillipsbarg Extension. ...211

Coeur d'AI6ne Branch 211

Wallace to Burke 248

It has been demonstrated by actual

surveys over one route and by recon-

noissances over another that a railroad

can reach Cooke or its immediate vicinity

without exceeding any, except possibly

the least, of the above grades.

Fortunately we are no longer in the

dark upon this subject. A complete rail-

road survey has been made from Cooke
City north to Stillwater on the Northern
Pacific Railroad, a distance of 75 miles.

The "profile of graded line of definite

location," as determined by this survey,

shows no grade exceeding 3^ per cent, or

185 feet to the mile.

A preliminary survey via Clark's Fork
from Cooke City to Red Lodge, Montana, about 75 miles,

where the Northern Pacific has already extended a
branch line, shows no grade exceeding 2i per cent, or 132
feet to the mile.

A careful barometric reconnoissance by Capt. W. S.

Staunton, U. S. Eogineers, in 1881, over the Clark's Fork
route, shows even lighter grades than the above.

It may once for all be taken as demonstrated that rail-

roads can reach Cooke City from outside the Park by
several routes, none of which present difficulties of con-
struction or operation that are not far exceeded on exist-
ing lines in other parts of the West.
But how is it in regard to the Yellowstone route? It

seems hitherto to have been accepted as by common con-
sent that this line is an easy and practicable raikoad
route. The fact, however, is quite otherwise. Not only
are there several excessive grades, but for 15 miles after
crossing the boundary of the Park the route passes
through a canon of the Yellowstone where lofty vertical
walls of rock abut directly upon the river. To pass this
canon would under any circumstances be a problem of
grave difficulty. But if the railroad is restricted to the
right bank—as it is in the Segregation BiU—the difficul-
ties would be practicably insuperable; no railroad could
afford to surmount them. If the railroad is allowed to
cross and recross she river—as it is in the Right of Way
Bill—its construction is open to special objections of a
very serious nature, which wiU be considered in a subse-
quent paragraph.

Looking at the question of distance, we may assume
that the object of any branch line to Cooke wiU be to
give an outlet to the great railroad system to the north.

Now the distance to the Northern Pacific by the Park

route will be about 110 miles; by the Stillwater route

only 75 miles; and by the Clark's Fork route about 136

miles. But the Park route for half its length lies through

the National domain where the railroad would not be

permitted to take up or lay down a pound of freight.

No way traffic is here possible. The other lines lie en-

tirely through territory which may be developed and

made a source of revenue to the railroad.

III.—Injury to the Park.

Injury to the Park will follow the passage of the

pending bill in three ways.

(1) Change in the Park Boundary.-~The Mends of the

Segregation BUI raise the point that the location of the

present boundary is unknown, never having been sur-

veyed and marked; that the new line wDl be a natural

boundary, the bed of a stream, the precise location of

which everyone will know. As to this point it may be

said that the present boundary, although unmarked (a

defect easily remedied by legislation), is only too well

known to please that very class of people who are so

much exercised about its exact location. It is itself a

natural boundary, the most perfect that can be found

National TVyK BonuSanj

Vtopoeed' n .!

RivK "Road/ System/

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
Showing change of boundary proposed in Honse BiU 23rd.

this side of the ocean. It passes along a range of inac-
cessible mountains. No settlers can inhabit there.
Poachers and law breakers cannot ply their obnoxious
trades over this impassable barrier. But place the
boundary along the beautiful valley of the Yellowstone
and its principal tributary, and a regiment of soldiers
could not patrol it sufficiently to protect the Park. The
present boundary is the best possible for the National
Park, for it is simply a huge, impassable, protecting wall
of mountains. The propose boundary is the worst possi-
ble, for it allows an undesirable population to locate on
its very borders. It is worthy of note that, with the
friends of these bills, the "natural boundary" argument
seems to have no value except as to this particular por-
tion. For 350 of the 275 miles of boundary an artificial
line seems good enough.

(3) Natural Features.—It is constantly urged by the
advocates of these measures that there is nothing in this
portion of the Park the loss of which would be a serious
detriment. Let us examine this a little. In this sec-
tion, and but a short distance from the proposed route
are the famous petrified and fossil forests in which
80 much interest is taken. The northeast portion of the
Pai'k, notably the valley of Soda Butte Creek, is acknowl-
edged with absolute unanimity by those who have seen
it to be incomparably the filnest in natural scenery in the
entire reservation. It is the only place where the moun-
tain scenery approaches in sublimity that of Colorado
or British Columbia. It is destined to be the great
scenic route of the Park. In other places the attractions
are the geysers, the hot springs and the Grand Cafion;
but here, and here alone, is a coaching tour which can-

not be excelled elsewhere in this country. A railroad

will so monopolize this route as to ruin it for tourist

travel. If it can cross to the south bank wherever en-

gineering difficulties render it desirable, it will appro-

priate all the available road space to itself. In narrow
gorges there is rarely room enough to build a road by
the side of a railroad and even if it were possible the

close proximity of the two would be a never ending

source of accidents from fright to teams. Congress has
probably never thought that, in passing either of the

above bills, it is forever tying the hands of the Govern-
ment in its efforts to provide the Park with an adequate

system of roads.

(3) Game in the Park.—The preservation of game is

something in which nearly every one takes an interest,

as is evidenced by the universality of game laws. There
is an abiding desire on the part of the people that the

native fauna of the country shall not become extinct,
_

but that there shall remain in some secure retreat rep-

resentatives of those species which once with the red

man held possession of this continent. There is no in-

stitution in this country more directly instrumental in

promoting this end than the National Park. It is there-

fore a matter of first importance to inquire in what man-
ner the proposed bill will affect the pre-

servation of game. There are two prom-
inent game feeding grounds in the Park,
One is the Hayden Valley above the Falls

of the Yellowstone; the other is in the

valley of the lower Yellowstone and the

East Fork. They are shown in the shaded
portions of the map. Their areas are

about 40 and 160 square miles respec-

tively. The valley of the Yellowstone
and the East Fork is, beyond compari-
son, the finest winter pasturage for game
in the Park. It is doubtful if a finer

one exist in all the mountains. The grass
is thick and luxuriant; the snows are
moderate in depth and early in disap-

pearance. It is in all respects an ideal

game preserve and is magnificently now
answering this purpose. Thousands of
elk, antelope and deer winter there, to-

gether with an abundance of other
species. Even buffalo have been recently

seen, and with proper protection will

soon become abundant.

If the Segregation Bill becomes a law
this game pasturage must inevitably be
ruined.

The boundary line and the railroad

will practically pass through the center
of it. Poachers, the staunchest friends of
the bill, can and will settle all along the
valley. They will quickly drive away
the game no matter what precautions
are taken to prevent. The sparks from
locomotives will surely burn the district

to a crisp. Soda Butte Creek would be
no security whatever against the spread
of a prairie fire; the East Fork would
be but partial security, and the Yellow-
stone itself would be far from a perfect
barrier. If the railroad is allowed to
cross to the left bank, of course even this

partial security will disapapear. Said
the Superintendent of the Park, Captain
George S. Anderson, Sixth U. S, Cavalry,
in his evidence before the investigating

committee, speaking upon this very point: "I think it

[the Park] would be burned off as black as your hat in
six months. * * * I do not believe it will be possible
to protect the Park at all in such a case."

And again he says in his last Annual Report on the
Park: "Continued observation has convinced me that
the north line of the Park should remain exactly where it

is. * * * To make the Yellowstone, Lamar and Soda
Butte rivers the line would be to destroy 35 and perhaps
50 per cent, of the game in the Park, as this valley is the
most extended winter range."

This fact is fully recognijied by all who know anything
of the situation—even by the friends of the bill. It is im-
portant for every person interested in the preservation of
our native species fully to recognize the fact that with
the passage of the pending bills the National Park, as a
game preserve, receives its death-blow.

IV.—Increase in Area.
It will of course be said that although a portion of the

Park is being cut off, a large area is being added. That
is true. Under the Segregation Bill the Park loses about
800 square miles and acquu-es about 1,000 square miles, a
gain of 200 square mUes. The committee in their report
also state that the Park can afford to lose a little land,
being now larger than the States of Rhode Island and
Delaware combined. Such arguments show how little
the real merits of the case are understood. Extent of
area is a matter of entirely minor importance. Half the
Park could be spared better than a single acre at Upper
Geyser Basin. So with the case in hand, the bill takes
a-ay that which no exchange can make.auj equal bar
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gain. It robs the Park of beautiful and accessible scen-

ery, of a magnificent game preserve. It giyes in ex-

change an inaccessible mountain region, which tourists

will never visit, and which heavy winter snows render
incapable of supporting game.

v.—Precedent.
Congress has always been very loth to let any railroad

enter the Park lest it open the way to their general con-

struction there. The desire to avoid establishing this

precedent has led some faithful friends of the Park to

support the Segregation Bill, because under that bill the

railroad is left out of the Park.

But such a course is simply jumping out of the frying

pan into the fire. It is impossible for Congress to pass

an act without creating a precedent. The question there-

fore, is not one of avoiding a bad precedent, but of choos-

ing between two bad precedents. Of these two evils,

then, supposing that one must be accepted, which is the

least?

Under the Segregation Bill, stirely every evil that ap-

plies to the Right of Way Bill will exist. The railroad

in both cases occupies precisely the same territory. The
ruin of an important tourist route, the danger from fires,

the frightening away of game will be the same in one
case as in the other. But the Segregation Bill carries

with it far greater evils. It cuts off a large and import-

ant part of the Park. Ifc permits objectionable people to

hover on the very borders of the reservation where the
policing of the Park will be most difScult. In short, it

enhances ten-fold every evil which would result from
the Right of Way Bill. As a precedent, we can easily

imagine what will be the result to the Park if it is thus
to be cut down for every attempt to get a railroad across

its territory. Certainly the Segregation Bill will form
the graver precedent. If it ever, unhappily, comes to a
question of choice, Congress should by all means favor
the Right of way Bill and reject the other.

This is the view of the Superintendent of the Park, as

is shown by the following quotation from the report al-

ready referred to: "If a';line through the Park is essen-

tial, then a right of way confined to the north bank of the
streams is unquestionably preferable to a cut-off."

VI.—Previous Attitude of Congress.

It is said that these bills in one form or another have
frequently met the favorable recommendation of Con-
gressional committees, and that therefore there must be
something in the claims of Cooke City. Why have they
received favorable report? Except for routine official re-

ports the case on the part of the Government han thus far

gone by default.

The Park is public property. What is everybody's
business is nobody's business, and no one feels called upon
to assume the burden of defending a public institution.

Had one tithe of the energy, persistency and money been
expended in the defense of the Park that have been ex-

pended against it, these bills would never have seen light

outside of the committee room. Judging from their re-

ports, the committee could have received only ex 2mrte
evidence.

To show how utterly erroneous are the data upon which
they have based their recommendations let us examine a

few statements from their reports:

"Cooke City is pronounced by mining experts the most
Valuable and extensive mining district in the world."

(Compare Section I., above, "Wealth of the Cooke City

Mines.")

"The road proposed is the only practicable route to

reach these mines.''

(Compare Section II., "Accessibility.")

"There are no objects of interest along this portion of

the river."

(Compare Section III., "Injury to the Park," paragraph,

''National Features.")

"It is capable of complete demonstration that the part

of the Park through which the road should pass is utterly

valueless to the Park; it is a portion thereof which will

never be sought by tourists; access by wagons across it to

said mines must result in far more injury to timber
growth by tires and consumption than from a railway."

Every word of this is absolutely and unqualifiedly con-

trary to fact.

"We ask no cutting down with any speculative object

in view." (Quoted in report.)

The effrontery of this statement is scarcely less than
sublime. See a subsequent Section, IX,, "Real Animus
of the Movement."
And so it goes throughout the reports. Is it strange

that favorable reports have been secured when they are

based upon such utterly one-sided information.

VII.—Views of Government Officials.^

But how stands the case with those persons whose
laificial duties have made them thoroughly familiar with
the question? The Secretaries of the Interior, Superin-

tendents of the Park, and Engineer Officers in charge

•of the Park improvement, have (vs^ith very few excep-

tions, mostly explicable on the grounds of personal inter-

est) taken a strong stand against the whole movement.
In short, simply to understand the case ia to pronounce

the building of any railway along the Yellowstone River

prejudicial to theinterests of the Park.

VIII.-Relief for Cooke City.

Admitting the force of all these arguments, there are

still many who think that something ought to be done to

relieve the situation at Cooke City. They are right, and

the peculiar thing about the Cooke City case is that ef-

fective relief is at hand if she will only accept it. We do

not now refer to the practicable railroad approachesfrom
the outside; nor to the well-known fact that an import-

ant railroad system is at present looking in that direction

,

and not imxjrobably will soon give Cooke City a'far bet-

ter outlet than the one she now seeks. We refer to an
entirely different form of relief. For ten years it has

been a part of the Government project for the imjjrove-

ment of the Park to build a substantial highway over the

route sought by the railroad. The grades will be no

heavier than those of the railroad, and over them a team
could haul from three to five tons. It is capable of dem-

onstration that freighting could be contracted for at rates

but a trifle if any in excess of the railroad freight. Time

is not an important element in the delivery of such

freight as ores. The cost of the railroad would be at

least three million dollars. The wagon road will cost

Cooke City not a cent. The^difference in the cost of the

railroad and the wagon road, in this case amounting to

the full cost of the railroad, will pay the wagon freights

for fifty years to come.

But this is not all. The money for the railroad will be

largely spent in Eastern car shops and steel manufac-
tories, and in the hire of inported labor. A single freight

train per day will yield but little money to the commu-
nity. In the case of the wagon road every cent spent in

its construction goes to people in that vicinity. The
freight contracts would give employment to hundreds of

persons and the raising of grain and hay for forage to

hundreds more. The commercial business in wagons,

supplies and the like would materially enhance the

prosperity of both Livingston and Cooke, In all respects

the wagon road will be of more permanent benefit to

these two towns and to the surrounding country than the

railroad. The wagon road is something that can be had
just as soon as the Government is relieved of the menac-
ing spectre of the Segregation Bill. The railroad is, to

say the least, a doubtful possibility. Very few believe

that it will be built even if the right is obtained.

IX.—The Real Animus of tlie Movement.

It will now be asked. If such is a correct presentation

of the case, why does Cooke City persist in her demands?
The explanation is not hard to find, But to clearly grasp

it, it is necessary to understand the relation of the town
of Livingston to the project. Livingston is on the North-

ern Pacific at the north terminus of the Park route, and
she hopes equally with Cooke City to profit by the pro-

posed.railroad. She wants the Cooke City business to pass

her way. For this reason she contributes the major part

of the expense of the Cooke City lobby in Washington,
The fact also explains why the Park route is persistently

demanded, where for Cooke City alone the other routes

would be better. Now hundreds, perhaps thousands, of

persons have bought land or taken up mines at Cooke
City or have bought town lots in Livingston. These

people have invested purely on speculation. They pur-

pose to develop no mines, to build no mills or smelters.

They are waiting for the "unearned increment.'- They
have been allured into investment by the fraudulent

representations of that class of professional boomers and
land sharks who have been the curse of every Western
community. They are paying assessments, interest and
taxes, and are eager to sell. To these people "wagon
road" has an ugly sound. Nothing but the magic sound
of "railroad" is adequate to the inception of a boom, and
a boom of all things is what they are after. The perma-
nent good of the towns is to them a matter of entire in-

difference. "Only let the bill be a law for one week and
I don't care," said a hard -up mine owner the other day.

A grand movement to "unload" undesirable property

—

such is the true "inwardness" of the whole scheme.

Finally the movement receives the" unanimous support

of all that objectionable population whose methods of

gaining a livelihood are, to say the least, very question-

able. To quote again from Captain Anderson's report:

"There is gradually settling about the Park boundaries a
population whose whole subsistence is derived from hunt-

ing and trapping." These people seek no greater bonanza
than to invade the rich game fields to be thrown open by
the Segregation Bill, and to dig that region full of holes

in the futile hope that they may find mineral there,

X.—Duty of the Government.

In a case like the present one it is the manifest duty of

the Government not to rely upon an ex parte presenta-

tion of the case, but to send a committee of investigation

to the ground, aided by expert assistance, to study the

subject in all its bearings. It should examine the ques

tion of accessibility to Cooke City, of tourists' routes, of

game, of forest fires, and of all other matters relating

thereto. It could then form a fair judgment of the

case, It would see that justice to Caoke City requires

the immediate carrying out of the National programme
adopted in 1888, that of building a good wagon road to

the northeast corner of the Park. By doing this it would
set the vexed question jtermanently at rest.

It is urged that the Government is placing a question

of mere sentiment before that of actual material wants.

So it is, and very properly. The National Park is founded

in sentiment. It is a legislative recognition of the exist-

ence in human nature of something higher than the sor-

did love of gain—than the mere question of dollars and
cents. No one supposes that the wonderful geyser forma-

tions, the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone, or the multi-

tudes of game in the Park will ever materially simplify

the problem of daily bread. This question of sentiment

was settled when the act creating the Park was passed.

The people for twenty years have scrutinized the act and
have declared that it is good. These same considerations

of sentiment should therefore control future Park legis-

lation.

To all that class who unblushingly place their little in-

terests above a great public interest, who without scruple

would inaugurate measures which mxist lead to the ruin

of the National Park, Congress should oppose but one
answer, and that should be written in distinct characters

on every lx>rder of the Park

:

"Thus fae shiVlt thou cojie and no further.'"

^^orlBttim ^attt[ki

MAROONING IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
BY CHARLES HALLOCK.

Chapter II.

In my introductory sketch of the wonderful mountain
region which the completion of the Pacific extension of
the Great Northern Railroad has so recently made accessi-
ble to the tourist and sportsman, I made bold to assert
that Lake Macdonald, situated in the main range of the
Rockies, was destined to become the most popular resort
in America. In thus hypothecating its transcendent
claims I indulge in no rhapsody, for extended travel has
made me something of an expert in comparative physi-
ography. Certainly, if Luzerne and the high Alps have
in course of time become the Mecca of tourists from all
parts of the world, this rare Rocky Mountain gem with
its superlative attractions has at least an equal chance.
Right here in our own America we have the counter-

part of Switzerland, though on a grander scale; and it is

reached without the tedium and hazard of an ocean voy-
age. Furthermore, it is exempt from all those uncon-
scionable exactions and petty vexations which always
mar a visit to foreign lands. For here there are no
restrictions on tourists, no tolls or fees to pay, no tips to
dole, and no streams and forests posted. Everywhere the
physical scope is enlarged. The outlook is extended and
amplified. There are more dominating peaks, rising
from six to nine thousand feet. The glacial areas are
broader, the waterfalls more copious, and the varieties of
mountain climbing found more numerous and nimble.
Mont Blanc, with its conspicuous elevation of 15,000ft.,
alone is lacking in the landscape.
Most mountain ranges are disappointing to the sight-

seer. Standing in groups they do not show their full
proportions like isolated peaks. But on Lake Macdonald
the enraptured beholder may stand at the outlet and
gaze northward up the entire length of the sheet through
a vista eighteen miles in length, and see the sharply cut
outlines of no less than nine bald peaks defined against
the sky, the humblest of which is higher than Greylock
or Mount Washington.
The glaciers of this region, I venture to submit, are of

themselves enough to insure the successful future of Lake
Macdonald. There are two within easy access. These
must attract crowds of curious visitors every summer, to
whom the wonders of the Muir and Humboldt glaciers
have so often been recited. No need any more to toil up
the precarious precipices of the Matterhorn with alpen-
stock and safety ropes, or undertake the interminable
voyage to Alaska, or even to climb Mt. Ranier or the
Seikirks with infinite hardship, camping out on the snow
night after night, and shivering in its icy breath. In
this favored location an omnibus next year will take the
visitor a couple of miles over the level road from the
depot at Belton, Mont,, 45 miles west of the summit, to
the outlet of the lake. A steam lauoch will carry him to
the head of the lake, from whence it is but an eight miles'
horseback ride over a mountain trail to the edge of the
mer de glace, where all the wind phenomena of the
"Silent City Mirage" of the Muir Glacier are duplicatrd
with fidelity. The glacier covers an area of 35 or 30
miles. Of course it is not an iceberg maker. Like those
of Europe it is a spent glacier, whose remnants are annu-
ally wasting away by melting and evaporation from lack
of replenishment. Yet many glacial phenomena are exhib-
ited to the observer, and the attentive student may wit-
ness the visible demonstration of dynamic problems
which have perhaps before seemed puzzling. In the
morning a thick mist gathers over it, but as the tardy
sun gradually comes over the encampment of the moun-
tains the veil lifts, and all the knobs and spiracles of ice
which roughen the surface of the ice field become dis-
torted by the refraction of the vapor, and transformed
into spires, domes, pinnacles and turret?, like the strange
vraisemblances which we notice on semi-arid plains in
the fervent heats of midsummer.
We all know what cumulative success followed Paul

Smith's venture at >St. Regis Lake in the Adirondacks,
and how from small beginnings in a log cabin in the fifties,

his hostelry enlarged until it could not hold the hundreds
of eager guests who sought its commons. The humble germ
of just such a great caravansary noAv stands at the outlet
of Lake Macdonald, beside which St. Regis is tame and
insignificant. A two-mile walk from the railroad depot,
over a dry, smooth, level trail, through a forest of tamar-
ack, pine and fir, brings ua to the pebbly margin of Mac-
donald Creek, and as we emerge from the inclosing for-
est we discover the hospitable log cabin with its spacious
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verandah directly opposite, at the edge of a pine grove,

and quite above the reach of the annual spring rise,

which raises the level of the Jake some seven feet or so,

and sends its gelid overflow whirling on its way to its

junction with the Big Fork of the Flathead, four miles

below. Beside the main cabin, which is 30xl6ft. in size,

there are a store house, ice house, root house, vegetable

garden and other belongings. The interior appointments

are very comfortable and the table is excellent. There

are four double berths and room for half a dozen shake-

downs. The regular tariff is fifty cents a meal, with no

charge for lodgings. When guides go out with a party

on a long hunt the charges are $5 per day per man, with

animals furnished and everything found.

Quite a large fleet of skiffs, canoes and batteaux are

drawn up on the beach along the bank, and by taking the

creek one may run down to the station in an hour, the

end of the route being up stream for the distance of a

mile. Visitors have, therefore, the choice of a land or

water route, going or returning. By the trail they can

often pick up a timber grouse, a rabbit or a fool hen, and

by the creek a deer and occasionally a mallard or a

sprigtail. One morning we shot a veritable canvasback.

What was that bird a-doing there? Deer tracks are plenty

along the creek, and it is no trick at all to take a fire pan
of an evening, run down a mile or so with the canoe and
bring back a saddle of venison.

There is another hunter's cabin half way down the

creek, and Charley Howe has a comfortable log sporting

house on the lake shore a half mile east of Frank Ged-
uhn's. His charges, I believe, are the same as Frank's

where I put up. There is a private trail from the Flat-

head River crossing to his camp. At the head of the lake

there is also a log house, with roothouse, storehouse and
fenced garden belonging to Mr. Geduhn, and a shack
belonging to one Mr. Crimmon, who contemplates erect-

ing a saw mill a short distance above Goat Creek, which
is the chief of three copious mountain streams flowing

into the north end of Lake Macdonald and swarming
with small brook trout (S. mykiss) in the spring. Goat
Creek is but a quarter of mile east of the upper cabin. It

is a favorite camping ground for Flathead Indians, who
make periodical visits to this location in quest of venison
and buoksin, capturing hundreds of deer at each battue.

It washes the very feet of a mountain so high that the

morning sun in early October does not appear over its

crest until half-past nine o'clock. Excepting these five

habitations named there are no houses on the lake. All
else is a wilderness, whose denizens are seldom disturbed
by man.
Mr. Geduhn has an efficient working partner named

Milo Apgar, who is very much of a gentleman and keeps
shaved up most of the time, a sure shot with gun or rifle.

He has also a helper named Amos Damon, who is handy
with push-pole, spear and paddle. These getlemen have
built their snug premises witli their own little hatchets
and are holding down two quarter sections of govern-
ment lands, They have done a great deal of work in
cutting trails over the tablelands and divides, and up the
sides of the mountains to sundry test pits, where they
have prospected for ores, which are known to abound in
all this region. They have cut and blazed through the
forest from the railroad station and from the foot of the
lake to its head , which a pack mule can traverse in six
hours, and at low water in autumn animals can follow
the beach the entire distance from one camp to the other
excepting where rocky headlands project into the lake,
E.ich of these promontories is a lovely site for a Swiss
chalet or Queen Anne cottage, and indeed the whole for-
ested beacn along the western shore affords eligible build-
ing sites right on the water front. On the eastern side
the land slojies more abruptly and the mountains plunge
into the unmeasured depths at a steep incline. Yet there
are several desirable building locations. I am prepared
to see within the remnant of my lifetime this romantic
lake well occupied with the summer homes of visitors.
Perhaps a new Geneva will spring up.
From the upper cabin there are also trails to the Goat

Creek Glacier, and to Knife Lake, which is a feeder of
Lake Macdonald lying four miles north, and to Camas
Lake, seven miles back. Knife Lake is ten miles long
and a half mile wide, a huge deep trough in the moun-
tains. Camas Lake is four miles in diameter and round.
An Iowa sportsman named Ackerman, who was one of
a party of fourteen who visited this lake was drowned
there last September, and it is likely to be known here-
after as Ackerman's Lake. The water is very cold and
deep, and the body has never been recovered. Both
lakes are located in deep mountain clefts, with high peaks
all around them, and it is possible that their depth is as
great as the surrounding eminences. The same is true of
Lake Macdonald. whose depth has been partially tested
but never ascertained. It is a long and narrow body of
water. Its width is four miles.

All this Eocky Mountain region is one grand preserve
for big game. Moose, elk, deer, bear, caribou, sheep,
goats, and mountain lions occupy in great numbers, and
their beaten tj-ails run all over the table lands and across
the divides, and down the flanks of the mountains to
lake side and river margin, where sharp-toed Oreopali
clamber in single file in quest of precarious sustenance,
and the herds of caribou cross in their periodical migra-
tions, and the black bears and deer come out of cover to
drink or forage in grassy meadows fringed with willows
and red service berries. Very convenient for hunters are
these natural byways, for they are always practicable for
pack animals, and hunters calculate to go in with horses
wherever they hunt, so as to carry the provisions and
bring out the meat.

I have never before known caribou to occupy such
altitudes excepting in Alaska. They seem to forage on
the high table lands just below the snow line, exceptm the month of April, when they come down into the
valleys to drop their young. There is no doubt of
their abundance, as many mounted heads and full
specimens which I have seen bear abundant testimony
Vnink Geduhn and a party of three visiting sportsmen

came down to camp while I was there with the meat and
entire skins of two fine goats readv for mounting. They
were a very large female and a full grown kid. A break-
last was served of the meat of the kid, but I did not enjoy
It, and wouldn't blame Jacob for selling his mess to Esau.
It had a ta^ie something like the odor which emanatesfrom the domestic Billy when dead to windward The
hunters scooped their game by stalking the high cliffs on
foot, after securing tbeir pack animals, by picking them
off the rocks at long rifle range, To secure their qiwrry

they were obliged to let a man down a precipice 150ft.

liigh with a rope. The meat was first sent up and the

man hauled up afterward.
Besides big game, the mountain climber will find quan-

tities of blue grouse half the size of turkeys which come
into season about Aug. 1, and make a pleasant change
from the regulation diet of sour venison and salt pork.

The best period for hunting game of all kinds is from
Sept. 1 to Christmas.
The autumn months in these high altitudes are delect-

able. The highest average October temperature in

twelve years has been 54,4' and the lowest 42.9°; the

highest day temperature »2% the lowest night tempera-

ture 12'. The first killing frost occurs about the middle

of the month, the same as in St. Paul, and yet the alti-

tude of the lake level is 2,700ft. above the sea. During
my visit the surface of the lake was scarcely rufflad for

six days. It was continuously like a mirror. It was so

calm that an awkward dragon fly plumping into drink

made a whirl as big as a cart wheel, which could be seen

twenty rods away. Ducks a half mile off loomed up as

large as turkeys, and a rowboat could be seen for half the

length of the lake with its bulk apparently clear of the

water. By day the marvelous mountain view was pic-

tured in sublime reflections. The garniture of firs which
clothed the slopes, the scores of the avalanches, the snow
patches on the summits, and all the selvedge of the shores

were presentpd in such literal duplicate that a photograph
makes no distinction between substance and shadow.
At night the glory of the stars was repeated from infinite

heights to infinite depths, and the round, full, harvest
moon seemed regent of an illimitable macrocosm. In
the sunshine continued rowing induced peispiration; but
the instant the boat passed into shadow, the temperature
dropped 20° at least. On shore bumble bees and butter-

flies hovc-red in the delicious atmosphere over the linger-

ing flowers of fall. Berries of many kinds and seed pods
held on tenaciously. Magpies, ravens, bluejays, crows,
tallow birds and other representatives of^ the; family
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Corvidte chattered loquaciously at the edges of the cabin
clearings. Black squirrels ran up the limbs of trees and
scolded. For myself, I sat with my pipe and watched
their pranks, enjoying the doke far niente.
At this period o£ low water in the lake and streams the

overflow is transparent as crystal, and it pours over a bed
of parti-colored pebbles which pave the bottom; simulat-
ing cornelian, beryl, topax, turquoise, amethyst and ruby.
The roadbed of the mountain division of the Great N .rth-
ern Railroad is ballasted with the same mosaic of beauti-
ful stones. This water is so transparent that more than
one incautious wader has stepped from lOin. of shallow
into a pool over his head. It seems to magnify objects
on the bottom and bring them right up to the surrace;
and it is so icy cold that a person falling in beyond his
depth receives a shock which renders him almost helpless.
In such gelid water mountain trout disport.
The cream of trout fishing is from June 13 to the end

of August, though I killed several dozen trout on flies in
the Moyea River in Idaho as late as the first week in
October, During the spring freshets deep holes are
formed in the channel, out of which barrels of the
beauties may be taken by any device that otters. In the
fall they run into deep water and few are taken, though
I captured one with a trolling spoon at the edge of an oft"-

shore ledge in the lake which weighed a pound. At the
same time bull trout marked with red and yellow spots
seek the head of the lake where the inlet forms a gravelly
shoal, just as they do at Magog and Sebago, in pursuit of
the round Avhitefish {Coregovus quadrilatftralis), which
gather there in great numbers to spawn. Here also are
found the squawfish, a species of small whitefish, the
black sucker, and the red ribbon sucker, both of which
grow to large size. The latter has a red stripe an inch
wide extending along the lateral line from head to tail.
His back is dark brown and his belly white. To my taste
the whitefish are the best flavored of all.

One day Milo and I set out in a skiff from the foot of
the lake for an IS-mile pull to the upper cabin. Damon
took a canoe and paddle. There was never a more per-
fect day. Damon stopped en route to gather knots and
birch bark for spearing, and so we reached the cabin
first. It had been untenanted for several days, andwhen we entered we found evervthing in confusion-
loose articles scattered about, utensils upset and playing
cards strewn all over the floor. It looked as if a monkey
and parrot had been having a picnic.

Milo said, "That confounded mountain cat had been
here again."
In the course of our setting things to rights I discov-

ered his nest inside an empty soap box which had stood
on end, serving as a washstand. It was made of a stolen
towel folded in shape of a turban, and lined with hair
from a deer skin mat and cotton picked from a bed
coverlet.
When we had swept and garnished the room we went

out for a couple of hours and then returned. To my dis-

may I found that the mischievous scamp had carried off

my hair brush, tooth brush, bag of tobacco and a pack of
cards, which I had thoughtlessly left on a table in the
center of the room. To get them he must have taken a
flying leap from one of the sleeping bunks. Of course,
I went directly to the soap box and found the missing
articles, and just in time to rescue them from going
through a big crack in the plank floor. I incontinently
despoiled the nest, reclaimed the towel and set a figure
four trap for the marauder, but did not catch him,
though he was active throughout the night. Milo said
he was of a maltese color, 7in. long, v?ith black eyes and
a Cin. tail like a squirrel. Several of them, I afterward
learned, made their nests in the storehouse, though it is

said that they usually nest in hollow trees.

I could tell you, Mr, Editor, of an 18 mile pull down
that placid sheet of water, of spearing fish by torchlight
on the shoals, of catching fool hens with a slip noose on
a pole, of partridge shooting in the coverts, of horseback
rides over the trails, of shining deer along the creek at
night, etc., but this would be only a trite recital of ad-
venture oft repeated for your readers. So, with the
somewhat superficial sketch of the most magnificent
mountain lake in the world, I close my second paper.

Sitting on the point of land at the outlet and gazing up
toward the high escarpments of the grizzled peaks which
flank the upper end of the lake, I seem to see, in my
mind's eye, of course, a statuesque group of mountain
goats standing, with a white-bearded patriarch in the
middle. The old fellow has a far-away look, and the eyes
of all are turned toward the place of the rising sun in
contemplative pose. For generations past these hirsute
servitors in the hill sanctuary have fed and lounged in
safety upon their high perch, but now they scent calam-
ity in the air. In the far distance they hear the rumble
of the coming locomotive, and the shriek of the whistle
evokes the echoes of the caiion. They see the coaches of the
Great Northern Railroad filled with armed men pressing
toward the battlefield. On they come! They mount the
dizzy heights. They scaie the Marias Pass. Sharpcracks
of rifles are repeated along the serried lines. Volley after
volley crashes through the defiles, diminishing at last

until they cease and die away. That is the death rattle
of Ajilocerus Columbian us. His generation has lived its

day. They are wiped out altogether, and no trace of
them is left save a whiff' of a mu?ky odor which is wafted
eastward on the Chinook breeze.

GILBERT WHITE.
Through Selborne's dewy fields I seem
To see thee pass as in a dream.
Around thee still the quiet haze
That mellows all those elder days:

To listen as thotx walkst along
The linnet's or the red-breast's song,

To mark the miasel-tbrush or teal.

Or in tbe.pond the wary eel,

While from the "Hanger," loud and clear,

The cuckoo's voice assails thine ear;

The squirrel runs along the bough
With sprightly grace, whilst keenly thou
Dost mark the swallow's glancing flight,

The distant.circling of the kite,

The cricket's chirp, or slender track
Of snail with house upon his back;
For bird andibeast, however small.

Were by thy love encompassed all,

I think at thee as nature's priest,

Who never at her altar ceaeed
With sacredirites to ininistei;

And when from distant Fiuisterre

The swallows came,with sudden wing-.

They brought for tliee the .loyons spring
While in the^leaty month of June,
When all creation seemed in tune,

As oft at eve across the vale

Was borne the song of nightingale,

Thy heart leaped up to greet the bird

Whose strains of melody were heard:
And e'fn when BoreasSwildly blew
His trumpet harsh, and snow-wreaths flew
Before the blast, thou still couldst find

A pleasure in the rulfling wind;
The rabbit leaped across the snow;
The leafless boughs swung to and fro;

The small birds souKht within the brake
A shelter from the whirling flake;

Or when closed in the wintry night,

And burned the sea-coal fires so bright.

As while alone thou ponderedst o'er

Some volume of forgotten lore—
Perhaps 'twas Ray or Scopoli,

Or Derbam's sage "Theology"—
The staring owl cried through the dark
Responsive to the watch-dog's bark.

T. J. Chapman

Eggs Rilled by Beat.
I CAN corroborate ' West Vil'ginian" in regard to the

killing of quail's eggs by heat. I have repeatedly found
nests of dead eggs in my meadows, and have taken note
that these nests were exposed to the direct rays of the
sun. Once I brought a thermometer to the nest and
tested the heat, which about noon was 195° on the ground,
with a south exposure on a rather steep hillside facing the
sun.

Necessarily, as I have found in experience with incu-
bators, eggs would be quickly killed by exposure to this
temperattire. One year I noticed that after a heavy crop
of clover was mown on a field, many eggs in the nests
were killed, although I know the hen birds did not leave
them, as they stayed long after the mowing. H, S,
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ANOTHER MINK TRAGEDY.
HlGnijA.NDS, N. C—For a couple of months I have been

trying to solve the problem of a dead mink I found lying
in my barn on my return to my home here. The mink
had been dead but a short time, and had no wounds upon
it except at the throat where two small holes had let out
its life blood. How it came to its end has troubled my
mind ever since, until I read the account of a mink
tragedy in Forest and Stream of last week. There were
no cats in the barn, and the rats "instinctively had left

it" as well, during my absence from home, i at length
concluded that two male minks must have had a quarrel
in the barn and one had become a victim of the fignt.

The barn is close to the dam of one of my ponds, and
has been frequented by minks in pm-suit of the chickens
•which sometimes took up a night's lodging in it. But as
they were removed to other quarters the minks miist

have had the building all to themselves. I skinned the
body, which could not have been dead many hours, and
the marks in the throat showed that only one firm and
deadly grip had been taken, Tiie graphic account of the
tragedy referred to brought the whole thing to my mind's
eye, and this occurrence must have happened in precisely

the same manner. It is interesting to know that these
cruel beasts have no bowels of compassion even for each
other. H. S.

PHEASANTS IN CONFINEMENT.
London, Ontario.— I am only a novice in the business,

ana coobequently my ixjd dixit may not carry much
weight, but, I think there are many who would like to

keep a few of these pheasants if they knew how easy it

is to do so, and how much pleasure they would have to

,
watch these most beautiful birds. I have had them for

over two years, and I feel that 1 have lost many years of

pleasure in not having them before. They are most in-

teresting from the day they leave the shell till they strut

about showing off their variously colored plumage. There
is no bird that flies that can be compared to the various

species of Ph asianidce. One is onlymore attractive than
the other.
My collection consisted of Reeves, Swinhoe, Lady Am-

herst, versicolor, silver, golden and ring necks. There
are many others, but even this lot gave me plenty to do
to look after and care for, but I found it was very simple
work. All they needed was plenty of room, plenty of

food, green and hard, with fresh water, and not to be
disturbed too much.
My coops are not very large, but I find they thrive very

well in tuem. They are 4Et. wide by 18ft. long, with a
covered space of 4ft at one end. The outside rim is 5ft.

high and covered with wire netting. I should advise lin.

mesh, as in that way it will be rat proof as well as
sparrow proof. I find these little thieves take almost as

much food as the pheasants, I have the coops covered
with am, mesh. Added to this, my coops are in a small
grass plat surrounded by a 6ft. board fence with several

catalpa trees growing in it, which affords shade in the
very hot days.

I allow all my birds out in this inclosure, having first

cut the wings of any that is particularly wild. They
won't fly unless frightened by the appearance of a stranger
or any animal, such as a dog or cat. It is wonderful to

see how soon they know tneir own coop, and when it is

necessary they go to their own place much more easily

than chickens.
This next summer I intend to cover this whole inclosure

with old fish nets supported on high poles, so that the pre-

datory cat may not get in nor the birds fly out if disturbed.

Always get the birds to their coops before roosting time
or you will find them perched up on the trees or fences;
and it is quite a business to get them in, but if driven in

before that time, say at 5 P. M, in summer and 4 P. M. in

winter, you will have no trouble.

I feed my birds twice a day, the same as my chickens.

In the morning soft feed, corn meal, barley meal, oat
chaff, one part to three parts of millings, and added to

this occasionally boiled vegetables and meat or Spratts
biscuit and ground oyster shell. I give lots of lettuce

leaves when I can get them or any other green food. The
grass from the lawn mower is splendid in winter, with
cabbage, beets, apples, etc. The second feed is wheat,
buckwheat, corn, narley, etc. I don't stick to any, but
just change about from one to another. German millet

18 much appreciated, also hemp seed, Paeasants don't

eat very much, so that the actual cost of feeding is very
little.

I have three houses and runs covered with about four
inches of fine gravel, and a dust box in each of them, as
they dearly love to duat themselves, especially when the
sun shines. Fresh water is given daily, oftener in the
hot weather. I find that even in our Canadian climate
they prefer to roost in the open on the very coldest night,

and I have seen them in the early morning with an inch
of snow on their backs and the thermometer 10 or 12

below zero. It does not seem to affect them as much as
the extreme hot days of summer.
They are usually very amiable, bu.t sometimes the cock

birds are very cruel to ihe hens and it is necessary to sep-

arate them: this happens in the fall and winter, but they
are quite peaceable in the breeding season, which begins
about the middle of March.
For the most part pheasants are polygamous and you

may have four or five hens with one cock, but with sil-

vers I think they mate with one hen only; but I am not
suffioiently acquainted with the various breeds to know
defiuitely, bub I do know that if you have two silver hens
with one cock the eggs of one only are fertile.

Pheasants sometimes will lay their eggs in a nest, if

they have a retired spot, but for the most part they drop
them anywhere, and I find that if they are disturbed
much at this time that the eggs will come while the birds

are flying, and consequently they are broken. It is neces-
sary to pick up the eggs as they are dropped, as pheasants
are egg eaters to a very large extent; they generally lay
their eggs in the afternoon or evening. They lay, gener-
ally, alternate days, sometimes two days and stop one,

I find that in confiuement they produce fourteen or
fifteen eggs each, but if they have larger runs they are
said to lay twice that number.
Hen pheasants sometimes set in confinement and bring

out their young, but I think this is the exception and not
the rule, therefore it is necessary to be provided with
foster mothers for their eggs, and as hatching and rear-

ing of the young pheasants is quite a large subject I will

give it in another paper. I do not intend going into the

wholesale raising of pheasants such as is done in Eng-
land for the restocking of coverts, and also in this coun-
try by Mr, V. de Gruise, of Mahwah, N, J,, but to give how
I raise a few for pleasure and the having. M. B,

Grouse in Confinement.

Mr. Clark Black, of this town, is the possessor of a
group of interesting tame partridges. The birds, which
are three in number, were taken by Mr. Black a year ago
last summer, soon after they had left the nest, and at
present they have lost their natural timidity sufficiently
to associate with the poultry and to permit Mr. Black's
young daughter, who has made them her special charge,
to capture them with her hands. Farther than this, they
will take food from the hand of other members of the
family and are easily approached except by strangers,
During the past summer the birds, which are" all females,
nested and laid some thirty-five eggs. It is unfortunate
that the absence of a male among them should have pre-
vented Mr. Black's experiment from throwing any de-
cided light upon the problem of the breeding of partridges
in captivity—something about which ornithologists ex-
press a doubt; but so far as the evidence goes it is cer-
tainly in favor of success in the experiment under the
proper conditions. Perhaps some reader of the Union
can assist in throwing light upon the problem?—ilfcDon-
oagh {N. Y.) Correspondence Chenango Union,

kttje md

"Game Lawfi in BHef,^' United States and Canada,
illnstrated, 25 cents. "Bonli of the Game iftm'" {full
text), 50 cents.

NOTES FROM THE PENINSULA STATE.
Detroit, Mich,, Nov. 39.—Michigan, great hunting

and fishing State that it is, appears .to me to get inade-

ED. BANKS AND HIS GllOUSliJ,

See "Olivers aud Twisters."

quale representation in the columns of the old reliable
Forest and Stream, "Kingfisher," with his realistic
letters from that heart-stirring camp on Carp Lake, has
done his part, it is true, and ' Kelpie" occasionally drops
in a line or two in behalf of the Wolverine devotees of
rod and gun, But there are wide territories and count-
less incidents of sports afield in the State that are never
heard of. Here in the peninsula State the angler may
find a long array of brooks, rivers, streams and lakes,
from the cold spring rivulet to the wide waters of Lakes
Huron, Michigan, Erie, Superior, and St. Clair, the swift
and magnificent Detroit, St, Clair and Sault Ste. Marie
rivers, and the hunter revel in the deep and untrodden
forests of the upper and lower peninsulas and the islands
of the lakes. Here the trout and grayling and bass and
maskalonge, game to the backbone, and all their lesser
brethren of fresh-water findom, are ready for the fly and
the less aristocratic live bait; here the black bear, the
Virginia deer, the lynx, the panther, the wild duck, the
Canada goose, the partridge, quail, all the snipe family,
an occasional wild turkey and a few pinnated grouse are
still to be found in their season by tne gun that is not
handled by a porker on two legs.

Most of the fish and game appear to be increasing in
numbers, owing to the increase in effectiveness of the
machinery employed in enforcing the game laws of the
State. State Warden Charles S. Hampton, of Petoskey,
has proved himself energetic and impartial in his work,
and during his two years' incumbency of the office has
taught the violators of the law that the office of chief
game warden was not created for the mere purpose of
drawing another fat salary from the.pockets of the tax-
payers. There has been a change in the State adminis-
tration, and a new game warden is to be appointed. It
is to be hoped Gov.-elect Kich will have the foresight to
select a man who will be as efficient and intelligent as
Mr. Hampton.
The Turtle Lake Club, which owns practically the

whole of Turtle Lake, 40 miles into the wilderness west
of Alpena, is composed mainly of Detroit business and
professional men, E. H, GLllman, one of the most en-
thusiastic of Michigan sportsmen, is the ruling spirit. A
number of members of the club have been up there lately
after deer. They took a party of guests with them, in-
cluding a judge or two, a few doctors and lawyers, and
several others. They are just retiu-ned and report a most
successful hunt, Thirty-three deer fell to their guns, and

feathered game beyond counting. John C. Merrill, of
Lock Haven, shot a white (albino) fawn weighing 871bs.,

which he presented to Howard Barnes, of Detroit, who
will have it mounted.
S jme idea of the game conditions existing close to the

most populous portions of the State is given in a letter
from Algonac which lately appeared in the Detroit Free
Prefts. Algonac is a small town on the American side of
the St. Clair Kiver, near its mouth, 30 miles from Detroit
and contiguous to the famous St. Clair flats. The writer
says:

" From a sportman's point of view the fall of 1892 has
c rtainly made itself worthy of remembrance, as having
afforded more game and consequently better sport, than
has been enjoyed by St. Clair and Wayne county sports-
men during the past five or six years. All species of
game are exceedingly plentiful and in fair condition,
" More ducks have been killed in the Sfc, Clair marshes

this year than has been the case for several seasons
previous. When one takes ,into consideration the im-
mense number of guns which have been at work this fall

among the duck on the St. Clair flats, and also the large
bags which have been made by both sportsmen and pot-
hunters alike, the question arises in one's mind, ' Where
do such countless numbers of duck come from, and how
long will they last ?

' and this latter question is a very
pertinent one.
"It is conceded by the majority of sportsmen that it

can be but a question of time ere the mallard, red head
and other species of duck which are obtainable in such
large quantities now will follow the much prized canvae-
back, the ruffed grouse and the wild turkey, formerly so
common, into almost total extinction. The statement of
Chris and Henry Smith, of Algonac, more skilful duck
hunters than whom do not pull trigger in America, to
the eff'ect that in a day's shoot resulting in perhaps a bag
of 150 ducks, only an odd flock of canvasback will be
decoyed, is proof of this assertion.
"The only game bird which seems unaffected by the

onward march of civilization, and which, in the estima-
tion of many, is the most royal game bird in America, is

the quail, and they are as plentiful or even more so than
ever. In spite of the reports published in sporting col-
umns early in the fall to the effect that the heavy rains
had drowned the first broods, quail are to be met with in
large bevies in almost any direction. Large bags have
been made in the country around here and Robert's Land-
ing in St, Clair county, and a staunch dog, a good gun
and above all a man to hold it straight, go far to make up
the wherewithal of a day's enjoyable sport. Algonac can
be recommended as a good center for a week's shoot. It
is centrally located for both marsh and field shooting,
accommodation can be obtained at a very reasonable
figure, and it is within easy reach of Datroit by boat.

' Grouse, though not so plentiful as quail, can be found
in fair numbers in this vicinity, while the gray rabbit,
deemed nothing short of vermin by some, can be found
under nearly every brush pile. Owing to the extreme dry
weather prevalent in the early fall, no large bags of snipe
and woodcock were made, although snipe were killed at
a later date this season than is usually customary for
them to be found.
"A sight which is well worth a journey to see is the

Smith Bros,' boat house on Sunday after the result of a
week's shooting is all sorted ready to ship to Detroit and
Eastern markets. A Free Press correspondent paid them
a visit last Sunday, and found the two well-known hunt-
ers literally up to their knees in ducks of every size and
variety, from the weighty mallard down to the diminu-
tive butterball. On inquiry Mr. Smith stated that can-
vasback and pintal, though quite as numerous as hereto-
fore, are too well educated and too wary to be killed in
any quantity. Immense quantities of redheads are
shipped to New York and there sold by the restaurant
keepers as canvasback, which species they closely resem-
ble, both in color and flavor."
Some time ago I noticed in Forest anu Stream an in-

quiry from Walter B. Savary, of Tacoma, Wash., who
quoted a news telegram from Detroit in the Boston
Traveler^ which told a story of an eagle in Presque Isle
county, carrying off a child six months old. Mr. Savary
doubts that an eagle is capable of lifting a child of that
age, which ought to weigh at least lOlbs. I am sorry
that I cannot set Mr, Savary's mind at rest on this subject,
but I can at least do so as regards this particular incident.
Iq the course of my duties as a daily newspaper editor I
had this eagle case investigated. As I suspected, I quickly
found that the whole thing was a "fake," The story
originated in the imaginative brain of a special corres-
pondent in Detroit, who took this means of increasing
slightly a depleted exchequer.
The big Monroe Marsh has afforded some excellent

duck shooting this fall, This marsh is owned mainly by
wealthy Eastern gentlemen, only three Michigan men
possessing shares. It is shot over only four weeks in the
year, two in the spring and two in the fall, and night
shooting is confined to one evening a week. This policy,
with a most rigid warden system, has naturally made the
marsh each year a better hunting ground and a favorite
stopping place for the birds on their migrations north
and south, W. J. Hunsaker.

Ithaca Marsh Ducks.

Ithaca, N, Y., Nov. 26.—This fall the best duck shoot-
ing experienced in years has been enjoyed on the Ithaca
marsh bordering the head of Cayuga Lake. No phenom-
enal bags have been scored, but the shooting, all the
same, has been uniformly excellent considering the com-
paratively limited extent of marshland. Very few ducks
were shot in October, but in the early days of November
the fun commenced in good earnest, culminating this
week in some tumultuously exciting morning shoots. In
the evening the birds invariably flew high and well out
of reach of the 8-bores, but in the early morning they
just as regularly flew low and decoyed beautifully.
About thirty birds were scored the 22d.' Between forty-
five and fifty the 33d, fifteen of that number falling to
the guns of Walker and Miller, and the remainder being
scored by Billings, Brown and Billy Hill. A good ma-
jority of the ducks bagged on this date were redheads,
mallards and black ducks. The flight on Thanksgiving
morning was not satisfactory, but a desultory fusilade
was kept up during the day, the score being, as near as I
can learn, between thirty and forty birds. Since the
24th, owing to the freeze up, the shooting has been de-
cidedly poor. M. C. H.
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BOSTON DEER HUNTERS.
Capt. James H, Jenkiks, the well known sportsman's

friend and game warden of West Barnstable, Mass., utter-

ly denies the story that has recently been published exten-

sively in the Boston papers, to the effect that deer are

being hounded and killed in that section, in considerable

number. In a letter to Mr. F. E. Shattuok, a well known
conservator of game and fish in Boston, Capt, Jenkins
says, in reply to a newspaper clipping sent him, that he
believes the whole atory to be false. No deer have either

been hounded or killea ojtenly in that section this season.

Still the happy hunters are returning from Maine with
deer, with the report that has been repeated a good many
times this season, that the deer were never so plenty in

that State. They are even killed quite near the settle-

ments, Mr. Geo, K. Cutting-, of Andover, Me., a sou of

Charles H. Cutting, one of the best trout guides in tbe

country, writes me: "My Dear Mr. — I wish that you
could have been here to have gone deer hunting with me
on the first snows, I have been out only twice and have
killed two deer and fired at another, without hitting him.
I have shot one of the finest bucks I have ever seen. I

have sent the head to be mounted. I value it at S25.

The law will not let me kill but one more deer, and I am
going after that to-morrow." Mow this is a case where a
smart man, a guide and a lumberman, shoots his three
deer, the meat of which he will probably use in his own
family. Undoubtedly he is only one of the hundredis,
living in the backwoods towns, and having enterprise

enough to gout out and get a supply of venison. Great
has been the preservation of game in Maine. It is very
easy to remember back only a few years when the killing

of a deer, even as far back as Andover, was a very rare
occurrence. So it is in the other towns in that State. I

have it second-hand that between 300 and 400 deer have
already passed over the railroad through Bangor, the
property of sportsmen. It is also mentioned, from ?ood
authority, that a taxidermist at Bangor has already some
400 heads of big game, theresultg of this season's shooting;
the heads to be mounted. This sounds like a big st' ry,

and yet from the source through which it comes to me it

should be true
For some reason the reports of caribou killed in Maine

this season are very meagre, I have no positive account
of any being killed by Boston sportsmen, except the one
killed by Dr. Heber Bishop, already mentioned in the
Forest anb Stream. There area fewnewspaper accounts
of these animals being taken by hunters, but even such
accGiints are very few. The number of moose killed has
been larger than usual, as already mentioned, but there
are no very late accounts.
Waltham gunners are not out of the race this season,

though not very much has been said about them in the
papers. There are a good many real sportsmen in that
city, both with rod and line and rifle and shotgun, Mr.
A, W. Tompkins, now of the fii-m of Foster, Weeks &
Co,, Boston, since the death of Mr. Foster, who was not
wholly unknown to the readers of the Forest and Stream,
has just had a day out with some friends. They went
up to their camp on the Sudbury River. They spent most
of the day in gunning on the Sudbury Meadows. The
grass was something like a couple of feet high and filled
with snow. The swamps were only partly frozen, and
the snow and grass made it next to impossible to tell
exactly where the meadow left olT and swamp began.
Such a condition was naturally the cause of several
struggles to gain dry land. At last a black duck was
sighted in a creek. Very carefully Mr. Tompkins crept
up, but the duck was alai-med and flew, giving only a
long-distance snap shot, that proved a dead failure. But
by watching and waiting in the snowy grass for a long
time the duck was seen again to comedown into the creek
but further up. Another crawl in the wet and snowy
grass gave a better shot, and the bird was pitched into
the water by his own gravitation and was dead. But he
was on the other side of the creek, and Mr. Tompkins
had to go up half a mile to cross and down as far to get
where the duck was. This resulted in one rubber boot
full of water, cold as it was, and the other about as bad.
One of the other boys got a partridge, and at the camp,
with its new kitchen, they enjoyed a game dinner, all the
more for having earned it.

Mr. E, E, Jennison.adruggistatWaltham, has recently
returned from the Maine woods with a moose that weighed
over 8001bs. Mr, Jennison was so much pleased with his
success that he has given a "moose supper," and invited
all his friends. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Chicago, 111., Nov. 87.—Some gentlemen of New York
must have been big-game hunting in the West this fall,
or else must have been buying some trophies. At any
rate, they have been having some fine trophies mounted
here in Chicago, as T learn from the Chicago taxidermist,
R. A. Turtle. Mr. Turtle's books show that on Oct. 7 Mr
Edson Bradley (of Paris, Allen & Co., New York) left for
mounting 4 mountain sheep heads, 1 mountain goat head,
1 brown bearskin, Sdeer skins, 1 mountain sheep skin and
1 wildcat akin. On Oct. ft Mr. E, N. Dickerson (of 64
East Thirty-fourth street, New York) left 4 mountain
goat heads, 4 large skins of the same and 1 small skin. 2
mountam sheep heads, 0 mule deer heads, 1 mule deer
skin, 1 mountain sheep skin and 1 brown bear skin. Cer-
tainly the two above represent very fine collections of
game, and perhaps the New York gentlemen may favor
Forest a^^d Stream readers with stories of the hunts.
Mr. Turtle also has in hand a small-mouth black bass

caught by Calvin S. Smith, of Chicago, weight 5lbs. lOoz
He mounted also the large brook trout (over lUbs.) which
lately furnished some of the Chicago boys a fine supper
after losing its skin. Another interesting piece of his
work is a pair of wild mallards, lately killed by Walter
Dupee in AVashington Park, of this city.
Some of these things I learned last week in course of a

little hunt down at Water Valley with Prof. Turtle, or
ratlier, Dick Turtle, as he should be called when out
shooting. Dick dearly loves a gun, and handles one
well—well enough, I know, to beat me quail shooting on
a screeching windy day, such as we had, though on rab-
bits Ifeel that I could say a thing or two. We met bad
weather and found but little game, but we found a lodo'em the wilderness of the Kankakee country. This is no
less than the studio bos of Arthur Pieraon, an artist ofno mean ability, who for six months has been studying
the Kankakee scenery, with which he is thoroughly in

love. Mr. Pieraon has spent eleven years in Paris, would
rather speak French than English, and would rather

paint than do either. His little lodge is a thoroughly
cozy and comfortable affair, highly decorated and well

furnished within, and here lives, altogether Bohemian
and quite alone, the only man I ever knew who appreci-

ated the full possibilities of the Kankakee country from
the standpoint of an artist. The artist of America has
shown himself so far eager chiefly to do Old World sub-

jects. The artists of the West have commonly ^one to

the East or to Europe. The West has had few artists for

itself. The world does not know how singular, how
striking, how grand or how beautiful some of the pic-

tures of the West will be when finally they are put on
canvas. I hope Mr. Piereon will not grow weary, and
that he may had inspiration equal to his task. Hia lodge
has been put up since I was last at the Water Valley,

but I hope to sleep there again sometime, with a bro-

caded fez for a nightcap and an embroidered afghah
over my flannel shirt.

The Possum Club,

Your uncle. Bill Werner, whose new catering establish-

ment is at 93 Thirty-fifth street, has concluded that the
Possum Club is something that should not willingly be
let die, and as the cold winds of autumn brought to ripe

maturity the flash of the skin-tailed varmint, he jumped
himself together and made a vow by the great horn spoon
that he couldn't wait any longer, and would not only call

the Possum Club men together every winter on his own
hook, but would do it now, right away quick. So he did,

and on last Tuesday evening a Possum Club supper was
held, Mr, Werner as host, and nine enthusiastic and
hungry possum-eaters as guests. There were present
Messrs. L, M, Hamline, C. B. Dicks, F. A. Place, W. P.
Mussey, Tom Patterson, Gib Harris, O. A. Malcolm and
E. Hough, of Chicago, and Geo. I. Maillet, of Crown
Point, Ind. There was a whole lot of possum—that is,

there was at first—and if anybody thinks possum isn't

good, he is hereby invited to attend a meeting of the club
and eat some of Bill Werner's sort. It is the main pur-
pose and chief mission of the Possum Club to promote,
set forth, establish and support the great fact in natural
history that possum is good to eat. Any doubter of this
proposition will upon making himself known be taken to
the club headquarters and filled so full of possum he
can't talk, all objections being thu^ silenced.
After the club had been in session for some hours, with

no sound to break the silence save the chug of the pos-
sum going to his long home, Mr. Maillet rose and made
the formal motion of confidence in the administration
which is put every evening, Mr. Mussey being called to
the chair.
"I move you, sir," said Mr, Maillet, "that it be thesense

of this meeling that possum is good to eat." This was
carried in due form, and tbe meeting then went into the
stage of the second business meeting. Mr. Werner was
thanked for his happy idea and its jjleasant fulfilment,
and then was politely asked to leave the room, which he
did under protest, as he was afraid to leave the silver-
ware. In his absence Messrs. Mussey, Place and Hough
.were chosen a committee to select a suitable souvenir to
present to Mr. Werner at the next meeting, to be held
two weeks from date. Mr. Place then moved that each
man bring a friend to the next meeting. This was ob-
jected to, and it was shown that the old Possum Club
plan had developed a large, loose and incoherent body,
with no real membership. It was resolved on motion to
make the new club a close corporation. The Chair and
Mr. Werner were chosen as committee on membership,
they to select a third member. These reported the fol-
lowing for members: Messrs. C. B. Dicke. T. W. Patter-
son, L. M, Hamline, F. A. Pla,ce, R. xl, Turtle. O. A. Mal-
colm, G. B. Harris, Geo. I. Maillet, Bernard Waters, Geo.
Holden, A. C. Anson, D. Rad Coover, A. E. Thomas, Ed.
Bingham, R. B. Orean, Abner Price, F. Donald, C. S
Burton, W. N. Low,R. S. Cox, M. ,J. Eich, W. P. Mussey,
Wm. Werner, E. Hough. Any of these failing to accept
and qualify will be replaced. The club wUl not go much
beyond this size, as Mr, Werner's quarters will not seat
more. No meeting of the Possum Club will ih the future
be held elsewhere than at Bill Werner's. This is part of
the constitution.
Mr. B. Borders, of Winamac, sent me up an invitation

to be present at the Winamac annual Thanksgiving hunt,
a side hunt on the old system of points, a custom of very
questionable value to the game supply, perhaps, but pro-
ductive of plenty of fun. The conditions of the hunt are
stated as follows:

"Parties wishing to join in this grand hunt will de-
posit sixty cents with either captain , the losers to pay the
supper. All hunters must report at 7 P. M, Wednesdav
at the oflice of M. A. Dilts. Supper at .Jellison's new
dimng room. The game will count in points as follows:
Prairie chicken 50, pheasant 50, quail 10, squirrel 15, rab-
bit 15, mallard duck 25, small duck (any kind) 20 wild
goose 300, swan 300, brant 300, coon 100, opossum 100
wolf 1,000, fox 500. M. A. Dilts and T. B, Hedges, cap-
tains."

Mr. Max Middleton, of the Globe Training Kennels
Servia, Ind., writes a friend that the quail ai-e not as
abundant as usual, but that coons are plentiful, and that
his old coon dog was never in better voice in his Hfe.
There is talk of a grand coon hunt before long, in which
the Possum Club entire may join.
Mr. Chae. Zutavern writes me from Great Bend, Kas.

:

"I have just noticed an item in the Evening ISewp, in
regard to two fellows shooting quail. You having en-
joyed some of that sport here, I thought you would be in-
terested. Such shooting is likely to affect the future
quail shooting in this locality, if there is not a way in
which such butchery can be stopped. The item reads
'Barney Cone and Howard Bishop have broken the record
on quail hunting, one having shot sixteen and the other
fifteen at a single shot.'

"I was up by Heizer on the Walnut about a week ago
and found lots of quails. Found four ducks in a popcorn
field of not over two acres, I am going to take a Thanks-
giving quail hunt on Blood Creek, and expect a fine timeHope If you are out here next year to enjoy another hunt
with you, that la, if the butchers will leave the quail
alone. Please let me know if there is any way to stop
this abominable work. *^

''Dick Taylor had two ribs broken and was injured in-
terna ly by his horses backing the mowing machine onhim, but at this time he is getting along finely "

I do not know of any provision in the Kansas law

against this destructive and unsportsmanlike style of
shooting. The only thing that will stop it is general
sentiment against it. The local newspapers may be
ignorant of sportsmanship, as the paper quoted certainly
is, and if so sportsmen should go to the editor and show
him that he does wrong in commending and not con-
demning such things as these. Farmers certainly should
not allow on their lands persons who will thus destroy
the game. Thus gradually tabooed, such shooters may
come to learn better ways. It is hard to exterminate
quail by fair wing-shooting. , Pot- shooting, trapping and
hard winters ai-e the worst enemies of this bird.

About the accident referred to by Mr. Zafcavern, Mr,
Taylor himself writes thus simply

:

"I have not shot a gun off since you were here. Am
laid up for the time—bad three ribs broken by a mowing
machine, a near thing for me. Cal Ctully has had Dick
off' hunting for over a week. He killed 2t) the other day
along the hedge row and then went on to Hoisington for
supper. While he was eating some one stole all his birds
hut 4. He was pretty mad. The horse that ran off, old
IN ed, sends his regards, and I must say he seems ready for
another gallop.

"The Young American Coursing Club has sprung into
existence here sinca you left, run by the boys of the
place. They ran off a 16 dogs stake on my place last

week. Will send particulaxs."

Some Freezers.

If anybody wants to do a little protecting, and is hunt-
ing for game freezers, he can find a freezer at Estheiville,
la., one at Emmettsburg, la., one near Lake Whitewood,
Dak., several in Nebraska (details later), a number in
Minnesota and several in Illinois, known but not named
here.

Self-Hunting Uoss.

A correspondent propounds to me the following ques-
tion : "Can you not give some remedy to make one's dogs
in the country stay around home and not go off hunting
by themselves? It destroys half the pleasure of keeping
them to have to keep them confined."

I presume these dogs are what Mr. Waters, of the
Forest and Stream kennel wisdom department, would
call self-hunters of a pronounced type. Mr. Waters is

away from Chicago at the field trials, and I am a little

shy on kennel wisdom, but the best way I could think of
to make such dog learn to bunt to the gun and no other
way, would be to take them out hunting often as possible
with the gun, and so teach them the true inwardness of
the bird dog idea. Last week I spoke of a Kansas bird
dog whose owner lets every one take him out shooting.
This dog is within a quarter of a mile of good game
ground, but he never goes out bunting by himself, though
be will follow any gun. He knows the relation of the
gun to the bird very well, and so do all really good bird
dogs. A tramp fox-terrier or a cur with a leaning toward
rabbits can entice a good bird dog away from home and
about ruin him in a little while. Such evil associations
should be broken off. I used to have a bird dog which
was very fond of visiting, and I fell into a habit of
lamning him every time I caught him away from home
except on my invitation. In this way he came to love his
home, because he never could figure just where he was
going to meet me away from home, Unless it were in
the case of an old dog that had been running practically
wild and unworked for a time, I should think good feed
and good treatment at home, with plenty of field work
with the gun, would gradually overcome this sort of
trouble. As a bird dog grows older, be commonly "learns
more sense" and stays more and more closely at home.
One dog is not so apt to go out on a hunt without a shooter
as are two or more dogs. I think a bird dog ought be
kept away from other sorts of dogs as much as possible,
and as much as possible near human associations. They
"learn more sense" that way, too, and so come to see the
fun of hunting only when the gun comes out.

North Carolina Quail.
From Mr. J. B. Bumham, of the FOREST AND STREAM

office, I have the following, which I am very glad to
print. I have never shot in North Carolina, and what
little I know of that country is gathered from friends
who attend the field trials there each fall. The informa-
tion in Mr. Burnham's letter suggests the very natural
inquiry : Why do not the owners of sporting hotels and
sporting grounds, whose privileges are for sale, advertise
them in Forest and Stream? It would only be busi-
ness to do so, and it would be a paying form of business,
too. My inquirer here is a case in point. My ignorant
reply might drive a shooter away from Carolina, A fact
stating advertisement might take him there. That is the
difference. The letter reads :

I have juat seen your repjy in Fohesx and Stream of Nov. 3 to
Mr. Geo. L, Eddy in regard to quail snooting in North Carolina.
I think your answer is rather misleading, as there is plenty of
the very best quail shooting to be had in that State without an-
noyance of auy kind. As told in Forest and Stream of Sept,. r23,

Dr. Capehart. ot Avoca, N. C, has 10 000 acres of nreser^ed quail
land thst is free ahoitiuK territory to guests r.f his hotel. House
Duukinfleld. Thin place was a'H'ertised in FoBEST AND STREAit
last winter and wiH heaKain th's season. The shotting ttere is
first tlass, as I have been informed by gontJemen who shot there
last winter. Lincoln, N. C, is another locality where visiline
sportsmen can shoot to their heart's content over good ground,
leased by hotel owners.
Some other points in North Carolina where a vioiting sports-

man would be reasonably sure of good quail shooting without an-
noyance at th« hands of tbe "Farmer's Alliance" are Winston,
Salpm (Hotel Zinzendorf), Elizabeth City, Edenton, Bellport,
Mount Airy, etc. In South Carolina Norman Bros., proprietors
of the Carolina Hotel, at Pkock Hill, guarantee plenty of quail on
preserved land. E. HOU&H.
175 Monroe Street, Chicago,

A New-Subscriber Offer.

A bona fide, new subscriber sending us %a will receive for that
sum the Forest and Sibeam one year (price §4) and a set of
Zimmerman's famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a §9 value for $5.

This oifer is to new subscribers only. It does not opplj/ to
renewals.

For $3 a Tiona fide new subscriber for sis months will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
leet'a handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young'' (the

price of which is S3).

The Iron Nancy Hanks.
Thb Empire State Espress ig the Nancy Hanks of the rails. On

Thursday sf'e left Rochester forBufEaln, and for ten miles kept
up a speed of ninety-five miles an hour. This was done under un-
favorable conditions, the road having at that part the heaviest
grade on the whole Central system. The entire distance from
TJoohester to Buffalo, sixty-nine miles, was made in seventy -one
minutes,—T/ie Budget.
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A PANTHER ON A LEDGE.
Did I ever hear a panther scream?
Well, I can'l say that I ever have, even after an ex-

perience of many months where they were plentiful,

and signs could be fonnd at any time, and after losing a
horse or two by reason of the varmints, but the evidence,

to my mind, that they do scream is certainly more con-

vincing than that the woodcock when startled whistles

"Johnny Get Vour Gun" or some other ditty with his

bill.

But if I cannot bear positive evidence in regard to the
panther's scream, I can give some facta in regard to

hair standing on end, even if I cannot describe the sensa-

tions, for it was not my hair.

In the fall of 188-, in charge of a surveying party', I

was in the Sierra Madre, on the line between Chihuahua
and Sonora, and one morning ;sent a negro man several

miles to the rear to bring in a station flag which was no
longer required.
As the flag was on an elevated ridge and not approach-

able very near by riding I had no expectation of Char-
ley's return before 3 or 3 o'clock in the evening, and had
loaned him my riSe, instead of the shotgun he usually
carried, for there was a possibility of deer, bear, or even
Indians on the lonesome ride.

About noon, glancing up the rough trail leading into

the valley in which we were camped, I saw Charley re-

turning, forcing old Sorrel to rather a dangerous gait,

and on his near approach perceived at once that some-
thing exciting had happened, for an "ash of roses" tint

on a real black face is unmistakable evidence of troubled
feelings within.
Charley threw down the flag and dismounted, rifle in

hand; then after glancing around him worked the lever,

removing a cartridge from the chambpr and replaced it

in the magazine, looking anxiously at me as he did so,

for it was an imperative rule that no gun was to be
brought into camp loaded.
To my natural question—"What's up?"—came Char-

ley's answer, "Say, boes, wha' kind o' beasteses hus got
in dis countryF' ('Twas only after considerable inquiry
that I found he had seen some animal.) "About "^nine

feet long, yaller, gray or brown, big paw like a cat and
dat stared at him wid big eyes wide open." I concluded
he had met up with a Mexican lion.

The badly demoralized darkey was, however, at last,

drawn out to tell the main facts, and it appeared that he
had climbed up to the ledge or shelf on which the flag

was fixed, which ledge was some 7ft, in height and nearly
perpendicular. A fallen rock below and some crevices
above ofrered means of scaling. So Charley carefully
pushed the rifle up, and mounting the rock, with a
spring succeeded in gaining equilibrium on the edge of

the ledge.
There, not 6 ft. from him at the foot of the mound stay-

ing the maguay pole and flag, the lion was stretched out
just aroused from his nap in the morning sunshine.
Charley said he screamed—that is, Charley did—and

"that de ha*r on his head stood straight up an' push his
hat off and den he let' go all holts and came down flam."
The situation for the scared negro was then hardly bet-

tered, for he dared neither to retreat down the mountain
nor attempt to regain the rifle, which was still on the
ledge; but recovering his wits to some extent, with heavy
hunting knife in hand he decided to get the rifle, as the
attempt could be made out of sight.

The rifle recovered, the next move was to hold it above
his head with both hands and shoot in the supposed direc-
tion of the lion and instantly to jump under protection
of the rocks.

No startling results following Charley cautiously crept
under the protection of the ledge to the end of it, and
with exceeding doubt as to the propriety of the move,
gained the line of the flagstaff, and after a careful survey
no lion being in sight, advanced and removed the flag.

No time was lost in retreat and return to camp, and
Charley when joked about his knotty wool rising up only
answered; " 'Fore God, Massa, dis nigga's wool rizz'd

right up straighl'r dan dat reached greaser's," referring
to the Mexican cook, who wore his hair d la pompadour,
There was probably no imagination in the aft'air, but

Charley's wool had subsided to its usual tightly knotted
state. J. V. B.

Texas.

*THE BREECHLOADER AND HOW TO USE IT.

. It is perhaps not generally known that the first use small
shot in firearms was by German peasants and sheptierds about
the middle of the sixteenth centnrr. They used tlae single barrel
wheel lock musket, but about a hundred years la*er double barrel
guns had been made, and again a century after that, these double
barrel guns were bonnd togethnr hj ribs. In the early part of the
present century the flint lock fowling piece was thought by the
sportsmen of the day to be an admirable weapon, and among our
readers there may be some who can remember the discussion
which followed the introductiou of the percussion cap. It seems
but a few years ago since the sporting papers seriously discussed
the question as to whether the breechloader was as good 8 gun as
the muzzleloader. What will be the nest improvement in shot-
guns?
The latest work on this subject Is from the pen of Mr. W. W,

Greener. It would, perhaps, be diiHcult to name any one more
competent than this gentleman to write on guns. For many
years he has been a manufacturer of shotguns and is thoroughly
familiar with ail the technical details of these weapons: he has
made a study of all the earlier history of the fowling piece, and
he is also a sportsman of large experience. His earlier works,
which are familiar to many of our readers, while they contain
much valuable information, are yet sometimes technical, but in
the present volume he has given us a work which is thoroughly
popular and must be read with interest by every man who uses a
gun. It will be of especial value to those who have only recently
taken up shooting, and yet every sporteman, no matter how wide
his experience may be. will gain from its peiusal some new ideas,
or will iind here confiimed facts that he has learned from his own
shooting. 1

In his brief introduction to this volume of nearly 300 paees, Mr.
Greener says: "This treatise is written for that numereus class
of sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither the
time nor the means to make the sport a life's study. Published at
a popular price, it will, it is hoped, reach many who have hitherto
been deterred from shootitig, believing it to be an espenaive recre-
ation. The author's aim is TO induce all he can to participate in
a manly sport and to advance the interest of those who can look
to the gxm for pleasure, health and occupatiou.
"The book is not written for experts, nor for those who have

special opportunities for the acquisition of the art of shooting:
and in order to make it as attractive as possible to the general
reader, many matters that would interest the enthusiastic shot
only have been omitted."
I iMr. Greener wastes little time in introducing his subject and
almost immediately enters upon a consideration of gun barrels,

* The Breechloader, | and How To Use It, I by | W. W. Greener.
I
author of '"The Gun and its Development, "Modern Shotenns,"

"Choke-Bore Guns,"' '''Modem Breechloaders," etc.
|
Illustrated. I

Cut.
I
Forest and Stream Publishing Co., | New York 1 1893.
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describing how they are made and what metals should he used for
them. In this connection he gives an intpresting figure of bulged
and burst barrels, of which he writes as follows: "All bulges
shown in the illustration were caused by placing a small charge
of shot between two felt wads (as a thick felt, then the shot, then
a thin felt) at the spot where the bulges are and firing an ordi-
nary charge I'rom the gun. The burst was effected by increasing
the charge of shot between the wads, the bulges appearing about
1.5in. from the breech end after firing. As many as five thick
wads may he placed in any part of the barrel of the gun fired

without causing a bulge, but as proved by experiment often the
small quantity of %oz. of shot placed between wads at any place
in the barrel will cause a bulge, even as near as 9in, from the
breech. Difforent aiees of tlie bulges iu the illustrations were
Ci» used by di fferent charges of shot. The shape of the burst indi-
cates the extent of bulging before bursting."
There is much iu Mr. Greener's chapter on the shape and dimen-

sions of gun slocks which is interesting, and many of our readers
will he surprised at statements made here and at flgtires given
showing the way in which gun locks can be changed and twisted
to fit special conditions. The cuts on page 99 are very curious and
the figure of the rational gun stock given on page 87 is also quite
novel. Pueaders of Forest and Steeam who so frequently write
in to know how they may free their guns from rust should read
the statement that "water boiling hot kills rtist." This probably
means that if the barrels are greatly heated by boiling water and
then wiped off, they dry so speedily that all dampness is removed,
while the subsequent oiling prevents the rust from taking hold.
On this same page see also the statement that a wire knitting
needle or a bodkin is the best implement to use in putting lubri-
cants on a gun, a fact which is by no means so well known as it

ought in be.
The discussion of patteru and penetration is interesting read-

ing, and these are subjects with which every one who uses a gun
should familiarize hituself. It is. of course, a well-known fact,
that pellets of shot reach the target at difEerent times; that is to
say, that some pellets travel faster than others. These different
rates of velocity Mr. Greener calls stringing, and they meau that
at the tims when the first pellets of a charge would strike the bird
at 40yds., the slower pellets have not then reached a distance of
SO.vds. from the muazle of the gun. About 5 per cent, of the
pellets of a charge arrive simultaneously at the target. These
are closely foUawed by about 3.'> or 30 per cent, and it is this 30 to
40 per cent, of the pellets which practically represents the killing
value of the cha,rge, for the remaining pellets either do not reach
the mark in time to do any good or else drop from the charge, or
turn off to one side or the other from the line of flight. If, there-
lore, some effective means could be devised of making all the
pellets go together, the range and so the killing power of the gun
would be greatly increased. This was the purpose of the old wire
cartridge of muzzleloading days which sometimes did execution
at astonishing distances.
The question of choke bores us. cylinders is one upon which

Mr. Greener has written a great deal and about which he feels
strongly. He is an ardent advocate of choke boring and would
carry it in many cases to the extreme of its limit. The import-
ance of the system has been abundantly demonstrated in many
ways, but, of course, its value depends largely on the character
of the ground to be shot over. For shooting partridges in the
open or grouse on the moors, or ducks or prairie chickens, the
value of this system of boring can hardly be over estimated, but
for some of our shooting here, such as quail, woodcock or ruffed
grouse in the thick covers of the Southern and Eastern States of
America, we are inclined to believe that the cylinder bored gun
is often more useful than a choke bore.
Perhaps no chapter in Mr. t+reener's book is more interesting

than the one which treats of gunpowders, shot, cartridge cases,
loaded cartridges and so on. In speaking of the nitro powders he
states that the best wood powder gives about 30 per cent, solid
residue and 70 per cent, available gasses, and that therefore one-
half the charge of powder by weight is equivalent to a full, charge
of black powder, in which there is 65 per cent, of solid residue and
only 35 per cent available gas. He states that the smokeless
powders are rapidly superseding black gun powder for most
sporting purposes.
Very useful and valuable is the chapter on How to Use a Gun,

and it is fully illustrated by figures of position while performing
mo3t of the acta incidental to shooting. The danger of a gun is in-
sisted on everywhere, and yet it is shown that a gun properly used
is as safe as any other implement.
The concluding chapter of the volume is devoted to pigeon

shooting from the trap?, a sport which continues to grow in favor
in England. In this chapter are given the rules for shooting at
Eurlingham and many hints for succpss in shooting at the trap.
The remarks on pigeon shooting scores are devoted very largely
to those made by Americans, Messrs. Brewer, Pulford, Bogardus,
Carver and, Elliott being the names most frequently m'^ntioned.
Something is said of inanimate targets, the old-fashioned glass
ball and tne various so-called clay-pigeons manufactured in this
country. Rules for inanimate target shooting are given and some
record^, as w'=ll as some description of how experts shoot, the ex-
perts b^ing all Americans. The volume closes with a letter ex-
tracted from the London Field on grouse driving by Sir Frederick
A. Millbauk.
The subjects discussed in this valuable book are fully illus-

trated by cuts and engravings, manv of them full page and of
great excellence and beauty, and the work is one which ought to
be in the bauds of all sportsmen. We do not recall any volume
which at so small a cost contains so much useful and pleasantly
told information.

Im mid ^mr
The. Fish Laws of the United States and aand4(t, M Sh-e

"(Jamc Lmvs in Brief, ^' 35 centJi. In the "JBoofc of the

Game Laws" {full text), 50 cents.

"That reminds me."

A Habtfobd insurance man gave his son Toots a toy
gun a few days ago, which Toots proceeded to break on
the first day, and so badly did he smash it that his papa
could not fix it, much to Toots's sorrow.
When prayer time came Toots said as usual, "Clod bless

papa and mother and make Toots a good boy ;" then he
passionately but irreligiously added, ''but I'd a blame
sight rather you'd fix my gun." A. C. Collins.
Habiford, Conn.

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in its relation to sports of the field and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Fobest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under which these prises will be given are in brief as here set

forth?

There will be ten prizes, as follows: B'irst S33. Second 820

Third ?15. Fourth 810. Sis of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest Ami Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictionB as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest and Strham.
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take into consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The photographs shall be the property of the Forest ANn

Strbaat. This applies only to the particular prints sent t^s.

ANGLING NOTES.
The Lion and the Lamib.

To a man up a tree it would appear that some of the
people in the Adirondack wilderness are unduly exer-
cised concerning the appearance of the pike, or so-called

pickerel, in some of the trout lakes in that region. I say
some of the people, for it is only a few of tne people in
the Adirondacks who propose, through fear of what the
pike may do to destroy other fish, to introduce black bass
to destroy the pike in the waters where they are unwel-
come. Others of the people propose to fight the pike iu
a common sense sort of fight and keep them down to a
point where they will do little or no damage to the trout
in the same waters. It appears to the man up a tree that
the people are unduly excited, because in other waters
(streams where the trout and pike meet on more common
ground, or in more common water, than in a big, deep
lake) where the lion-like pike and the lamb-like trout
consort together, the anglers who are most interested in

the.se fish express no alarm that one will destroy the
other. In these other waters a Chinese wall fifty feet
high has been erected to keep out the black bass, but no*
one, so fax as I can find out, has ever entered a protest
against the presence of the pike in trout streams,

I have a letter before me written by Mr. William Sen-
ior ("Redepinner"), angling editor of the London -F^^'eZd.,

to Mr, R. 15. Marston, editor of the London Fishing Ga-
zette. Mr. Senior had been fishing some trout and grayling
water in Hampshirej and this is an extract from the let-

ter: "The grayling did not rise at all. All the fish I saw
rise I killed—trout Silbs., trout l^-lbs. (about), pike SlbSr

(about) and three grayling, one about lilbs,. the others
small. No wind, water glassy, everything deadly still."

In justice I must say that in auottier part of the letter

there is an explanation that "killed," so far as the trout
are concerned "means, in this instance, caught, after
which they were returned to the water alive. But think
of it—pike, trout and grayling in the same water, and no
proposition made to introduce black bass to kill the pike!
No, these British anglers bear the ills they have, and do
not trouble themselves to fly to others that they know
not of.

Ditto

=

Mr. Edward Marstou in the little book "Days in Clover,"
which I mentioned a week or two ago, writes of his catch
in the Wye on one occasion as follows: "A few roach ,

some fair sized perch, a small trout now and then, and an
endless number of the pestering little samletS; which we,
of course, threw back to their own element,, were all w&
could boast about." This is still worse, Eoaeh, young
salmon and small trotit, all at the mercy of the deadly
and to be dreaded yellow perch that has cleaned out some
of the trout waters in the Lnited States according to

official report. But that which follows is perhaps the cap
sheaf, and is found in the same volume: "Piscator
waded, he threw his flies over every inch of the water,
he spun his minnows in the finest style across every pool
and up and down every stream, but neither pike, nor
salmon, nor trout, nor grayling rewarded his energy."
This was also in the Wye, so the deadly perch must have
been lurking about too, although they are not men-
tioned with the pike, the salmon, the trout and the gray-
ling, that were so unsuccessfully sought after. The
author mentions these different species of fish in the same
water rather as if they constituted one happy family in-
stead of a devouring brood that lived chiefly to prey one
upon another. I wonder after all if there is not a heap
of rot that is being preached about the destructivenese of
some of our fishes? Most fish are built that way, and it

is to be expected that they will keep their stomach lined,

and well lined, and even modern fishcixlture cannot
change the inherent nature of a fish. To be sure, there
is a certain amoimt of ill-advised stocking of waters with
unsuitable fish that is going on mo.st of the time, but the
impulsive, rushing Yankee is learning wisdom slowly
concerning the kind of fish to place in certain waters, and
he is not working in the dark to the extent that he has
been, only to repent of his haste later.

Contradictions.

There can be no fixed rule to follow in the practice of
stocking dilferent waters even with the same species of
fish, to say nothing of the uncertainty of results in many
cases of stocking different waters with difl;erent species
of fish. I know beyond the peradventure of a doubt that
in a pond that fairly swarmed with pike the introduction
of black bass was the means of wholly and entirely ex-
terminating the pike, so that to-day not one is to be
found. Yellow perch were in the pond with the pike,
and they are there now with the bass apparently undi-
minished in numbers. Yet Herr von dem Borne tells me
that in Germany the pike are destroying the introduced
black bass in many waters where they have been planted.
In one of the Adirondack lakes in which the pike
have made their appearance unheralded and undesired,
and where it is proposed to plant black bass to destroy
them because they prey upon the trout, a large trout was
caught during the past summer and in its stomach was
found a number of young pike, which it had eaten. In
still another lake in another State it is claimed that the
introduction of black bass destroyed the yellow perch
and made the trout, upon which it is said the perch had
been feeding, as plentiful as in the days remembered so
sweetly by the oldest inhabitant. Some of the apparent
contradictions regarding the habits of fish can be recon-
ciled wlieu the varying conditions that existed in eaoli
instance are explained, but the best rule to follow in
stocking new waters with a new fish is to go slow. This
"blowing yom- horn if you don't sell a clam'* has worked
injury that the horn-blowers have found out when it was
too late to fill the cart with other merchandise.

Snipe on a Fly.

Not long ago I gave in Forest and Stbeam under the
sub-heading " Caught on a fly," a short list of beasts,
birds and things that had been caught at one time or
another by anglers when fly-fishing for fish alone, T
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ventured the opinion that this list might be added to

materially, but no one has yet made a contribution,
therefore I will add to it. Last summer an English
angler; while fishing for trout had his fly taken on the
back cast by a snipe. The bird was not hooked by
accident for it took the fly in its mouth. I regret that

I cannot tell where I read of this curious capture, but
think it was in Land and Water. The name of the
angler was given as well as other particulars, and all

things considered it was perhaps the strangest capture of

any that I have mentioned, and deserves to rank with
Frank Forester's story of a snipe roosting on a fence—at

least I think it was Forester who related it ; with the
Pennsylvania sportsman's tale of a wounded snipe diving
four times and swimming under water like a duck, and
with the oil painting of the race horse Black Maria tied

to a tree.

Size of Yearling and Two-Year-Old Trout.

A question that is constantly popping up to be
answered is how large are certain fish ataceitain age,
and when I hear tlie question ray thoughts go back to a
can of yearling salmon that I once received to plant.
The fish were all hatched at the same time fromthesame
lot of eggs, and were kept t( g Lher in the same pond
until they were about fourteen months old, yet they
varied in size from about 2 to 6in. in length Varjfing
conditions of food make even a greater difference in
growth. I planted some brown trout in the famous
Half-way Brook in Warren county, N. Y., and their
.growth was so remarkable that a native fisherman told
me that be knew that it was impossible for trout at two
years of age, which was their age at the time, to grow to
the length that those fish did. They, however, were
babies compared to some two-year-old brown trout reared
by Mr. Thnmas Ford, the English fishculturist, who has
had trout 7in, long at eight months, and over 8in. long at
a year. Three trout at two years of age weighed |, 1^
and Ulbs. respf ctively. They were left in a pond as
jearlings, and 18,000 fry wero put into the pond not
knowing the yearlings were there. At tbe end of the
following year there were only about 1,800 yearlings to
show for the 18,000 fry, the tiireej two-yea r-ol (is having
accounted for the others, A. N. Chenk^.

PLAYING YOUR FISH.
Several years ago, being on the Peninsula of Alaska,

tront streams plentiful and trout everywhere abundant.
I started out one day to have some sport with my rod. I
had often fished a certain stream with grand results, and
this day decided to return to it again. It was in the sal-
mon season, in which trout take roe bait, and this was
used, and many a shining coat was laid away in my
creel. At length, coming to a fall over which the waters
fell and were churned to foam in the pool beneath, an
ideal place for a fisherman to stand, by the roaring wa-
ters and the drifting spray, and drop his bait lightly
amid the shifting foam, fish after fish was drawn from
the cool waters.

Beside the stream grew blue berries and salmon berries
in profusion. My appetite having been sharpened by the
jaunt and tbe cool air, I began to gather and eat the fruit
by the stream, paying little attention to my line, which
was trailing with the current, when suddenly my hook
was struck by some roe-eating inonster of the brook, and
off it started as if it had just received a telegram of a
great feast to be held at the mouth of the river. I also
started in the direction of the supposed feast, not wishing
to lose my gear. It soon came to shallower water and I
was able to comprehend what was taking my tackle and
myself toward the sea. This plaything was an old,
mouldy dog salmon, with sores along its sides and back,
its fins and tail chafed and worn, and with a general ap-
pearance of dilapidation and decay. Yet this ancient and
mouldy individual was game from the end of its decay-
ing nose to the tip of its blighted tail. Talk about fun:
there was fun "for an onlooker." In my endeavor to
save my line and hook, not having any spare ones, I
rushed after this Salmo non grata in frantic haste, and
filled first one long rubber boot and then the other, and
at last fell sprawling in the ice-cold stream. I arose with
great dignity, or at least all I could command, and
smiled a smile which at once congealed and thawed not
for many a day. With a quick jerk on my rod I broke
from the fish and saved my rod and line, and this grand
fish kept on its way to the sea with a grin on its decaying
features that haunts me to this day.

All the talk about playing your fish goes for nothing-
this fellow played me. E. P. H.

POTOMAC NOTES.
The cold rains beginning of Thanksgiving week set-

fled the Potomac bass fishing. Many of our anglers had
kept their tackle ready, intending to spent the 34th on
the river, as the fishing had been fair up to the 18th
but they were doomed to disappointment, and all owing
to the ab-5ence of the Government rain-makers in the
eastern United States. The river resolved itself into a
flowing mud puddle, the stores at once removed their
stock of fishing tackle out of sight, so as to have "fresh
goods" next year, and the fishermen so fortunate as to
have gims, and the time to use them, at once set to
cleaning out the rust spots, lubricating the workino- parts
and planning with friends for a hunt,

°

Quite a number of good bags of quail have been made
any number of rabbits have come to grief, and a few
wild turkey, grouse and pheasants have been secured
withm a radhis of fifty miles of Washington,

Mr. John Pollock spent a week in Virginia, right in the
Blue Eidge, and brought home three good turkeys The
largest, a gobbler, weighed 221b8.. ahenoflolbs. the
other still smaller. A very large flock was seen and
John s friends, living in the section, have shot several
since. I was talking with a gentleman from Virginia
last evening and he tells me that the practice of baiting
turkeys is kept up. Many are mowed down in this
manner.
In western Maryland there ".are usually more rabbits

than you can shake a stick at. One of our ardent rabbit
hunters succeeded in bagging twenty-three in one daym Frederick county recently. As Harry puts it, "thevgrow on bushes up there."
The manner in which quail are hawked around the

v^nl' ^ sight. Whence they come, no oneknows. They reach us in barrels, the regular, every-day I

kind, in which apples, turnips, cabbages and other pro-

duce is shipped, and are offered on the streets as the

pseudo-hunter's own capture, "fresh from the covers."

Ducks on the Potomac? Yes, and steam launches and
big-guns, too. Two weeks since a party of legitimate

sportsmen went down the river and found ducks in fair

numbers attempting to alight on the Potomac. A large

flock would 8ettle,'when|tu tu-tu-tu tu-tu-tu a small steam
launch would steam up rapidly toward the game, and if

near enough several gunners would rise in their places and
fire a parting salute at the birds. The gentlemen of the
small boats found it out of the question to get near
enough to the many flocks seen that day, as the ever-

present launch would be down on every fresh arrival be-

fore they could fairly settle. Is this not a great violation

of the law, and the breach committed right in the shadow
of the dome of the Capitol. Bon.
Washisgxon, D. C, Nov. 28.

SHARKS OF THE SOUTHERN SEA.
The northwestern coast of Australia thirty- five years

ago was a land seldom visited by the whites and by these
only from vessels touching at isolated points along the
coast, as in the case of the whalers. No white settler

was to be found in all that region. The aboriginal tribes

alone roamed over its desolate waste; no European had
at that time crossed that continent, either from east to

west or from north to south, the central and north-
western portion of the continent being sparsely populated
by the natives of the country, who stand the lowest in
the scale of humanity of all the savage tribes I have ever
encountered. The North American Indian, the digger of
California, the Esquimau of the Far North, the inhabit-
ants of the South Sea Islands all built themselves some
kind of an habitation and made some attempt at clothing
their bodies. It seems the natives of Terra del Fuego
most nearly approached them in degradation.
These people roamed tbe desolate plains adjacent to

this coast, clothed in nature's garb, and lying down to
sleep wherever they might be when night overtook them.
No implement of iron was seen among them. Their
weapons were made entirely of wood—a hard wood spear
with the points hardened by charring in the fire, this
being used by a hand or throwing board, and the boom-
rang were their principal weapons.
During the years of 185'/-'8-9 I hadmany opportunities

of observing the habits of these people, and their mode
of defending themselves from the attacks of the ferocious
sharks which are found in the shallow waters of this re-

AUSlRALlAN NATIVE AND SHARK.

gion in immense numbers, being peculiar to these tribes
alone, are deserving of description. Having no boats,
these natives are able to visit islands lying several miles
from the main land, also ships at anchor, their aid to
navigation being a small log of driftwood. They usually
select one three or four feet long and say eighteen inches
in diameter; this being rolled to the water, the native
seats himself thereon with legs and feet straight out be-
fore him. His weight entirely submerging the log, and
using his hands for paddles, away he goes.
The sharks in these waters are so ferocious they often

seized our oars when rowing, yet these natives launch
the little craft into the shark-infested sea, their only
weapons being a few straight, tough sticks, a little larger
than a lead pencil, from twelve to eighteen inches in
length, sharp-pointed at the ends. The log protects the
person of the native from attack from beneath, and the
shark can only approach at the side, and as he ranges
alongside the log looking for a chance to seize his prey,
the native with a skillful thrust of the little stick stabs
the^monster in the gills. This is the vital point to strike
a shark. I have seen them cut with a whale spade across
the belly in such a manner that their entrails protruded
and dragged behind them, yet not ceasing to feed on the
blubber of the whale lying bv the ship, and yet a slight
cut across the gills of the largest would turn him from
his meal with a countenance so full of woe as to touch
the heart of anyone except a sailor, and casting a look of
reproach at its human tormentor, it dives into the depths
of the ocean.
A shark struck in the gills never renews the fight.

This fact being known to the native, he has no fear of
the retm-n of the monster after a wound in this vital spot,
therefore, when the shark turns awav, the native replaces
the little spear in his hair and paddles along with as little
concern as if he had killed a fly.

When given food on the ship, the natives would gorge
themselves, rubbing their bellies to make good stowage
and when they could eat no more would seek a quiet
place to lie down and sleep. Hard-tack and molasses
gave them them the greatest delight of any food offered
them. In person they were very thin—skin and bones
best describes their condition—but they are possessed of
great endurance as travelers, marching great distances
and subsisting the while on a land so barren that a whiteman would soon be overcome in it with both hunger and
thirst; but nearly all kinds of creeping things are food
for them—grubs, worms and snails being toothsome
articles.

The appetite of the shark is something wonderful; one
specimen taken by us and examined contained in itsatomach one barrel of blubber from a whale recentlv
killed by us, one-and-one-half barrels of lean from thesame source, the crown or upper shell of a green turtle
lb inches across, the partially digested remains of four
sea snakes, "which are very venomous and the bite ofwhich 18 most deadly to man," the bones of various fishes

the beaks of cuttle fish, and two sea fowl—"shags"—re-
cently devoured. In addition to the above, the liver

filled a 45 -gallon cask, and 33 young sharks were found
in the belly with the egg-like attachment by which the
young is nourished in the belly of its mother. These
young fish were about 14 inches in length and rather
slender in body.

It is well known that the young of the shark is born
fully developed and, under the instruction of its mother,
is soon able to forage for itself and prey upon the smaller
fishes.

It is often stated that the shark must turn belly up to
seize its prey; this is simply nonsense. The shark takes
its bite in any position, and when fastened to^the object,
with a few vigorous strokes of its powerful tail it so
twists its body that the strong serrated teeth soon cut
through the toughest substance. Smaller bodies are
swallowed whole like the turtle above mentioned.
The movements of the shark are sluggish and it views

its prey with a suspicious eye unless the object is familiar
to its sight, or blood be following; in the last case the
shark awakens to instant activity and rushes to the con-
flict with vigor.
That the shark is capable of rapid motion, a battle I

once witnessed from the masthead on a ship between
his highness and a swordfish will prove. It being a
calm day, the vessel had little headway, and the sea was
perfectly smooth. Which was the attacking party I
know not, but when first seen a commotion in the water
was noticed. Examining the spot with my glass, there
plainly to be seen were a large shark and a swordfish,
about ten or twelve feet apart, lying motionless in the
water, their bodies glowing in the sunlight. Then there
was a rush and the two had changed places and were
heading for each other again with the samt; alert appear-
ance. Again and again this took place before my eyes,
aided by strong glasses. The movements of the two
were like a flash of light and for a half hour there was
no advantage on either side. Whichever may have been
the aggressor it soon became evident that the shark
avoided the formidable beak of the swordfish. Neither
could run away, and so they passed out of sight with the
battle undecided, and it may be both wishing themselves
in some far distant sea. E, P. H,

SPAWNING SEASONS AND HABITS.
Under this heading we propose to publish notes and

comments upon the reproduction of the game fishes of
the United States, and we invite anglers and lovers of
natural history generally to contribute their observations
on these subjects:

The Smelts.

The smelts are well known in salt water on both sides
of the continent and in Eastern lakes, especially of
northern New England, landlocked varieties are found.
The best waters for landlocked salmon are well stocked
with smelte, which furnish abundant and choice food for
their larger relatives.

Smelts ascend rivers from the sea in early spring to
spawn; the landlocked form runs up tributaries of the
lakes for the same purpose. In the Raritan Eiver, N. J.,

the eggs are deposited in March. In Maine lakes spawn-
ing is in progress in May and June, The fish crowd up
the streams at night only, sind their small, golden, ad-
hesive eggs coat every rock, twig and blade of grass in
their line of ascent.
By July 1 the young smelt have grown to the length of

from i to fin., and constitute the favorite food of young
trout and salmon.

It is an easy and remunerative task to transfer the nat-
urally fertilized eggs to waters stocked with salmon.

VERMONT FISHING INTERESTS.
HianaATE, Vt., Nov. 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream:

It is a most fortunate thing for the interests of fish and
game protection that the columns of your widely-read
journal are ever open to correspondence on this subject,
which will be read by nearly all those who are in a posi-
tion to give the much-needed assistance in carrying out
this work,
A journal like yours is an "educator," and when it has

taugnt the intelligent public the breeding habits of our
food and game fish there will then be no difficulty in
making and enforcing suitable laws for better protec-
tion.

In your issue of the 24th inst. we note the following:
"We are told that the Vermont proposition to license net-
ting in Missispquoi Bay is of the nature of a retaliatory
measure against Canadian fishermen." Such was claimed
by the friends of the bill before it was passed, and now
that it has become a law. as we before predicted, the
mask is thrown aside and the true object of the bill ap-
pears, as will be seen by the following, which is taken
from the last issue of a local paper, the acknowledged
champion of the net fishermen: "Spring fishing once
more. Hurrah! Don't forget that Editor has
always been on our side," etc., etc.

This means the undoing of the good work performed
here by our former Fish Commissioner, the Hon. Herbert
Brainerd. After our spawning fish have been elestroyed
then our legislators will be called upon for an appropria-
tion to defray the expense of restocking the waters of
Lake Champlain. The editor of that paper in an editorial
in the same issue descends to personal blackguardism
which in itself shows the rottenness of big cause.
We were surprised to read in the late report of our

pjesent Fish Commissioners that the wall-eyed pike or
pike-perch (>'. vitreon) of our lakp, mostly spawn in the
waters of Missiequoi Bay, on the Canada side of the line.
Can it be possible that our Commissioners know so little

about the spawning habits of this fish, which is the most
important food fish in our lake? The pike-perch, like the
salmon, only spawn on gravelly bottoms of streams
where there is a moderately stiff current, and the only
stream of this description emptying into this part of the
lake is the Missisquoi River, which is on the Vermont
side of the line. We can perhaps account for this mis-
taken statement of our Commissioners from the fact that
they had but recently been appointed Commissioners,
and that their report was necessarily hastily gotten up,
and not being posted they accepted information received
from persons interested in having it apnear that this fish
spawns in tbe Canadian waters of Missisquoi Bay.
We also notice among the recently elected officers of

the State Game League the name of Capt. Hawley who,
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when a member of our Legislature some years ago, was
a most determined advocate for the interests of the net
fishers.

The Captain ia a most courteous gentlemen of great
social abilities, and unless he has changed bis opinions
about the evils of net fishing his influence in the League
is to be feared, though before the end comes he will be
found on the right side. Stanstead.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Corresmmdent.']

Chicago, 111., Dec. L—Mr, C. C. Lamos, of this city,

starts soon for an extended trip in California, with San
Diego for objective point, He is looking forward to the
coast visit with great expectations of sport and pleasure.
Mr, E. S, Cox, of Chicago, is just back from a long

stay at Rice Lake, Canada, where he and friends have
had excellent sport at duck shooting and fishing for mas-
callongeand bass, Mr. Cox speaks of the latest Canadian
game law as Draconian in the extreme, especially for
Yankee shooters.
Mr, Charles Clrubbs, of Montgomery Ward & Co.,

Chicago, has been carrying light for tha.t firm into the
wilds of Colorado and New Mexico, and incidentally im-
proving his own health during a stay of three months or
so. He comes back physically much improved, having
gained 28 pounds, though morally he is no better, having
lost conscience altogether in the matter of fish stories.

Mr, Grubbs says that the best sport he found during his
stay in the remote West was in fishing for mountain
trout. He had good fishing in the G-allinas and other
tributaries of the Pecos. Duck shooting he found good
at the lakes near Las Vegas.
The regular meeting: of Calumet Heights Club will be

held at the Cxrand Pacific Hotel, Wednesday evening,
Dec. 7.

The Chicago "Fly-Casting Club holds a special meeting
at Club Room A of the Grand Pacific Hotel, Friday, Dec,
9, at 7 P, M. Action will be taken on proposed amend-
ments to the constitution and general business of different
nature will come up. A good attendance is desired.

E. Hough.
175 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Some Heavy Pike-Perch.
AUBUKN, Susquehanna County, Pa., Nov. 28.—Editor

Forest and St7'eam: In reply to inquiries by "A. C. P.,"
in your issue of Nov. 17, you put the maximum weight of
the wall-eyed pike as found in the Supqaehanna at 10 and
lllbs. Individuals considerably heavier are occasionally
taken.
Charles Vaughn, of Mehoopany, Wyoming county, took

one from the river at that place with hook and line, on
S'^pt. 7, that measured Si'm. in length, and weighed
13ilb3. Lowell Fassett took one behind the lower island
opposite Scottsville, of the same weight, A Mr. Brown,
of Syracuse, I think, who makes an annual trip down the
river and makes a specialty of pike fishing, and is very
successful, was seen by a friend while in camp at Me-
hoopany this season, and he gave the weight of his
heaviest fish as 14lbs. One was found dead in an ice jam
near Skinner's Eddy several years ago that weighed 24 lbs.

One measuring Slin. and weighing lO^lbs. was taken a
short distance above Lanesboro by A. HiJborn on Nov. 7.

As a game fish they are not to be compared with the
black bass. At least such is my experience. Our com-
mon pickerel {Esox reticnlatus), pound for pound, will
make a much better fight. When hooked it neither runs
nor leaps, but remains nearly stationary and tries to dis-

lodge the hook by swinging the head from side to side,

and such efliorts are often successful, I consider its flesh

superior to that of the black bass, Bon Ami,

Pike, Pickerel and Company,
New York, Nov, 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream : On
looking over your paper of to-day's issue I saw an article

on pike, pickerel and mascalonge. In it you stated that
the common pickerel seldom exceeded 6 to bibs, in weight
"and its limit is said to be lOlbs." As to this I can say I

myself caught a pickerel lllbs., and a great many of my
friends have caught some from 12 to ISlbs., and that I

can vouch for.

Where my friends and I caught these fish is on the bor-
ders of this State, at Cape Vincent, on the St. Lawrence
River, and three miles from Lake Ontario.

I have two pictures, one of the pickerel I caught,which
was lllbs,, and another of two pickerel, 15 and ISilba,.

caught by relations of mine. The former picture I will

send you a print of, although it is a poor one, as I have
the negative. E. H. P,

[In the absence of the photograph mentioned, we are in
doubt what member of the pickerel family is referred to
in the foregoing notes. If our correspondent will turn to
Forest and Stream of Aus. 25, 1892, page 162, he will
find figured there a "pickerel;" but that is really the
pike, and not the pickerel described in our issue of Nov,
3. There is no clearer key to the pike family known to
us than the one published in our columns.]

WITH A FLY-ROD.
A Sentiment to Go w/ith a Gift.

III.

My Bear Friend:

May this little gift prove a veritabls "open sesame" to you wlien

"casting about" for treasiire in lake and stream. T.

TY.

Good rods will bend bat will not breait.

They yield to force, but yielding bear

A greater strain than if they were
Still and unyielding in thy hand.
So when in straits by fortune's lack,

Yield gently till the storm lie past,

But always rfady first and last,

Again to straighten and spring back.

And in misfortune's darkest hour,

With hand on reel take up the slack;

Keep the line taut, and reel it back.

In patience thou wilt find more power,
Than by unreasoning struggles still,

To break tby heart by strength of will.

H. Stewart.

F I XTU R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec, 6 to 9.—JFirst Aimuai Dog Show Hprmitage Kennel Club,
Naskville, Tenn. Robert O. Stockton, Seo'y.

1893.

.Jan. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.
Zimraer, Sec'r, Gloversville, N. Y.
¥fh. 21 to 32.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Supt,
April 4 to 7.—"NTew England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
MiT 3 < o 6 —Pacific Kennel Chib, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10. -Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. Kt.—Irish Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N. C. Dr. ft.

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y,

1893.

January.—Paciflc Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J. M.
Ki'garif, Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, .at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Bruraby, Sec'v

A NEW GREAT DANE CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For some time it has been evident to a great number of

lovers of tbe great Dane that, although there is existine in
Chicago a club calling themselvps "The German Mastiff or
Great Dane Club of American," if the interests and popu-
larity of the dog were to be pushed to the front, more life
should be infused into the cause than seems to have been
done lately.
Many letters, appeals, and offers of membership have been

sent to this clo.sf. corporation, consisting of a very few men
in Chicago and some eight or ten scattered over the East,
without exciting any apparent interest or reply, except that
they did not care to take any more metnbers outside of
Ohioago. Not only tliat, Iratit seems impossible for a mem-
ber already elected to And ont what his membership consists
of, what bis duties or privileges are or any information
whatsoever.
This peculiar state of affairs has induced a number of

New York and Brooklyn men to come together and form a
club that will be more liberal and progressive, and include
all of those who have the intere.sts of the great Dane at
heart East and West, North and Sotxtb, and who may wish
to be associated with this movement. The club solicits
members wherever they may be situated to join us in this
work, which shall be a live one and tend to develop the
breed by exciting an interest in breeding (and importing, if

nece.ssary) in the right direction, so that before very long
the great Dane will be known from coast to coast by every
body, and we will have dogs bred in this eoimtry that can
be sent back to Germany and win their prizes fairly in any
competition, where now we have not a dog as yet bred in
America that is anything like ideal. The cktb "aims to do
for the great Dane what England has done for the St. Ber-
nard, and why not aim high? America has the money and
push to make a grand success of it if those interested will
only be enthusiastic and work in right lines.
Germany to-day stands to the front in breeding, as it is

almost, one might say, her national dog, but it is simply
due to the vast amount of material that she has to draw
from, rather than any systematic policy that she has adopted
to produce a certain type; she knows what she wants, but
does not go at it in the rigiit way. She has a stud book but
few of her dogs are ever registered. She ijreeds a "Hannibal;"
why may not we do as well, or better if we go at it with our
eyes open, taking advantage of what she;has learned, adopt-
ing her standard of type, and adding our American business
methods and ideas. Then aud then only will she cease send-
ing her second-rate dogs here for us to make champions of,

Our prize winners shall bear some resemblance to each
other, which, sad to say, i.s not oft(^u the case now, aud
judging will not then be .«nch a thankless imdertaking.
By the courtesy of the National Greyhound Club, on the

last evening of their successful show iu Braoklyn, a meeting
was c'llled. Mr. lleppner being secretary and delegate for
the German Mastiff Club, declining to take any active part
in the meeting, Dr. Shepardwas made temporary chairman,
and read the following letter from the well-known artist, G.
Muss-Arnolt:
TuCKAHOE, N. Y.—tie IMen I en: Unavoidably prevented

from being with you tc-aight, I cannot let the occasion pass
without addressing you. I am very sorry that it cannot be
orally, but Mr. Heppuer's able tongue will be more than a
substitute. Please listen to my few remarks with the idea
that an absolutely impartial, unbiased lover of our grand
breed speaks to you, as I am in no other way interested than
to see this breed, through your able assistance aud enthusi-
asm, brought to the front. " Of course we are the pioueers,
and I hope every one of you yjreseut will be fully up to the
demand made on all pioneers—that is, to saeri flee a great
deal personally for tbe total result we are striving for, and
that IS, first, to have only great Danes, as far as possible, up
to our German standard, which also those eminent breeders,
the English, have adopted.
Have youL- future judges instructed to Judge only after

that standard, and let them relegate back to its place every
specimen not in harmony with our standai-ds, and we will
succeed in a wonderfully short time to drive our present
mongrels to the backgroun<l where they belong. Plave no
regard for any one who is short-sighted enough to over-
look this vital qtiestiou, or you will sooner or later stum-
ble, in fact, over the allusion of the dissenters that we are
partial, which they are bound to make and are already
making.
We want as a club, and individually, to be almost over

stern in discountenancing everything looking like a mon-
grel, as we intend to make the great Dane proper known
as such, and not the mean, surly brutes we as an aver-
age now find on tbe benches. Let us educate ourselves,
also, as far as possible, aud I should think Mr. Heppner
could get us for the club the best "doggy" journal of Ger-
many, out of which those articles referring to our great
Danes could be translated regularly for the benefit of all
members.
Thanking you tor having listened to my remarks I beg to

submit my personal choice iutbe matter of officers for the
club to your consideration, fully knowing the personal
qualiflcatiooa of each proposed for the places: For pre.sident,
Mr. Chas. Bernhfimer; secretary. Dr. Shepard; treasurer,
Mr. Chas. Fischer; delegate to A. K. C., our friend Heppner,
who has till now done more for our breed than anybody else,
and my highest ambitious are to see each and every member
strive to outdo the other in this direction. My compelled
absence from your meeting is one of the hardest disappoint-
ments I have had of late, but I rest assured in the thought
of your sincere enthusiasm to make it a success, to which
end I will do all in my power. Yours sincerely,

G. Mu.ss-Aknolt.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of oflScers, of
which the following were chosen: Mr. Chas. Bernheimer,
749 Broadway, N. Y. city, president; Mr. William Youug,
20e Eleventh street, Brooklyn, vice-president; Mr. Chrts.
Fischer, 351 Thirteenth street, Brooklyn, treasurer; Dr. W,
H. Shepard, 202 Fifty-second street, Brooklyn, secretary.

It was regtilarly moved and seconded that the president
appoint a committee of five to draw up a constitution and
set of by-laws, to be presented at the next meeting. Carried,
and Mr. Bernheimer appointed Mr. Heppner, Mr. -Tas. Mor-
timer, Mr. Muss-Arnolt, Dr. Shepard and himself.
K,egularly moved and seconded that the club be called tbe

Great Dune Club of America. Carried.
Regularly moved and seconded that the club apply for

membership in the American Kennel Club. Carried.
Moved and seconded that the secretary draw up a paper,

stating the objects of the club and reason for forming such
and forward it to the different .sporting pajjers. Carried.
Mr. Bernheimer then presented the chib his check for $50

to start the treasury, for which he received a vote of thanks.
Moved and seconded that the annual dues be made $5 for

each naember. Carried.
As it was late aud members were anxious to get their

dogs home from tlie show, the meeting adjourned to meet
again as soon as the committee is ready to submit the con-
stitution and Ijy-laws. W. H. Shepard,

Sec'y Great Dane Club of America.
Dmc. 1.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 4.—The weather is almost perfect

for enjoyable field work, though a bit too warm for energetic
exertion of man or dog. If this pleasant weather lasts to the
end of the trials, it will be a most fortunate circumstance,
yet such is not to be expected at this season of the year.

It is rumored that the dogs of the Fairmount Kennels,
owned by Col. B. Ridgeway, will be offered for sale soon.
The Colonel was somewhat discouraged at the failure of hia
dogs in not making a stronger competition at the Philadel-
phia Club's trials. It is to be earnestly hoped that the Col-
onel will reconsider his determination, and remain in the
gitild of field trial men, for he is of the right sort.

Mr. Fi-ank Richards, the well-known field trial handler,
is lying seriously ill at this place, a threatening fever pros-
trating him. Mr. Geo. E. Gray will haivdle his entries in
the Central trials, which begin to-morrow. All heartily
wish the genial gentleman a speedy recovery, none more so
thau myself.

Very enjoyable sport was had at High Point following a
drag after the hounds, but the race of Thursday night was
the most enjoyable of all. After the conclusion of the Phil-
adelphia club's trials, nearly all of the field trial p-irty rode
to town after Mr. Avent's hounds. Among the party were
four ladies who had graced the trials by their presence dur-
ing the day. It was a most dashing ride. Mrs. S. C. Brad-
ley, the wife of the celebrated handler, led at the finish, pas-
sing Mr. Avent, who is not a slow rider himself. Mrs.
Bradley, in galloping through pine woods, was swept oiff the
saddle,' but managed to keep on the horse and regain her
seat, keeping pluckily in the chase the while.

Rarely was such an exodus seen from a hotel as that wit-
nessed at the Bellevue, at High Point, on the evening of
Thursday, the dav on which the trials ended. The hotel is
well known to field trial men. On a large board nailed to
the front of the hotel is inscribed the following beautiful
legend, painted in a number of gruesome tints which do not
harmonize:

THE BELLEVUE.
Delightful Sunimer pnd Winter R,esort. First Class
Accommodations. All Conveniences of Modern Djvil-
ization. George T. Leach, Owner and Proprietor.

The grim ii'ouy of it! It would be funny were it not so
sad and expensive.
The members of the Eastern Club are patient and long-

suffering men, bearing the poor accommodations and exor-
bitant rates uncomplainingly, but the gentlemen fi-om Phil-
adelphia insisted very properly on something more than
poor fare and wor.se service.
One party of I'our, who went on a day's shoot and took

lunch witli them from the hotel, were mildly surprised at
noon to find three delicately carved sandwiches and two
apples, which represented four lunches. 'I'he farmer at
whose house they stopped to eat their lunch, was moved to
compassion aud invited them to dine with him, which they
gratefully did. Many of the rooms were occupied by two,
three and four people. Fires were '50 cents extra a day.
Each occupant had 50 cents extra added to his bill for fire,

so that where four occupied a room, there was a charge of
$2 per day for fire. It is only fair to say that the sportsmen
were too intelligent to pay for one fire three or four times
over. Two, and part of "the time three waiters, were sup-
tiosed to wait on all the guests, some thirty in number.
The waiting was largely on the part of the guest. Dogs
were fed .st the rate of 2.5 cents per day for each dog Every
one who had any business connection with the field trial
men seemed to think that they were anxious to get rid of
their money. One handler paid 18 for eight dogs' housing
for fottr days in a small cheap barn, in which there were
twelve or more other dogs. Another handler paid |2.o0 per
week for a .stall in a b irn about 14x16. The three stalls it

contained rented for .$7.50 per week.
iJ'ield trial clubs owe, to themselves and their patrons, ac-

commodations which will not be ridiculously exorbitant.
Simply furnishing grounds for a competition does not aftord
all the facilities for a field trial.

The Eastern Club's entries fell off largely this year, but 1
firmly believe it was not from anyunpopitlarity of the club
as a club. No club membership stands higher or is more
esteemed than that of the Eastern, and deservedly so. The
true cause is in the apathy of the club. It has got so mat-
ter-of cotirse that the trials are run in a most perfunctory
manner. The grounds are growing up to brush and are less

valuable for field trial purposes each year.
Now, what incentive is there for a handler or owner to go

to a place where he is charged an exorbitant price for any-
thing even the most trifling—sometimes four or five times
its value. 1 firmly believe that, if the Eastern Club would
get a little energy in its policy, select new grounds, and
show that it'Vis a live club, it would be one of the greatest in
the land, and hold the prestige it is now in some danger of

losing.
The large number of clubs which have sprung tip does not,

as man V seem to think, lessen the chances or support of any
club. On the contrary, the increase in the number of clubs
helps each individual club. Any handler or owner would
fit more dogs to run in two trials thau he would to run in
one. More handlers v/ould enter a competition where there
was a circuit than would enter where there was but one
trial. More trials mean more money to compete for, more
business to attend to, more records to make, more friends to

meet, etc. It is absurd to consider the increase of trials as
indicating their decline. What is wanted is the energy
which is implied bv the vulgar but expressive term bustle-
less ennui and more hustle. B. Watees.

CONGRATULATION ON LADY BARTON.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
Please permit me through your valuable paper to ac-

knowledge receipt of many telegrams, also numerous let-

ters from different parts of the ITnited States congratulat-
ing me on Lady Barton's winnings both at Great Bend and
Winfield, Kan! Many thanks. D, U. LiiSE,

Gbem Bend, K.aii„ Nov. 39,
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PENNSYLVANIA KENNEL CLUB FIELD TRIALS.

The Pennsylvania Field Trials Club held its trials com-
mencing Nov. 3«. at. High Point for the first time, it being
the ninth field trial held by the club, and the first one of the
flliib's trials open to the world.
There was a good attendance of members, jolly sportsmen

all. The trjalss were a success, the dogs started were of ex-

cellent field abilities, the stakes filled well and the weather
during the wsek was most pleasant. The club has demon-
strated its abil it 7v to hold a field trial fqnal to the best in

the land, and it is to be hoped that it will continue in the
good work iq fiiture years, it is rumored that it will come
out stroflR-er next vear than ever^ making some departures
"iu field tnal rjnatrera in the way of energetic management,
larcer prize.s and bettei^tcrounds.
The ^t;Tounds of the Hiastem Field Trials Club vs^ere not

satisfactory. Tbey have grown up so much to brush and
briers, and are so "rough withal, that each added year de-

creases their value for field trial purposes. The town itself

is, from a field trial standpoint, an excellent one to leave,

for most of the residents, who can make any business con-
tracts of any kind with the sportsmen, discard all standards
of fixed values and merrily pluck the stranger.
The judges were Messrs. Washington A, Coster, Saratoga

Sprino-'s; Dr. W". -larvis, Claremont, N. H., and W. Tallman
New York. Their judging, as a whole, gave good satisfac-

tion, there being less than the average "kickine," which,
from immemorial usage, appears to be a part of field trials.

I heard one sportsman say that a kicker, nine times cut of

ten, is a mau who can not stand the gal¥, but 1 do not know
just what he meant by the expression, there being a foreign
woi'd in It. The man who cannot take defeat quietly and
I'almly at a tield trial is lacking in gameness.
The order of running the stakes vvas changed from that

advertised in the programme, the Derby being started first

instead of the Members' Stake, the latter stake being run
while the All-Age Stake was run, thus saving time and
obliging some owners.

The Derby.
The competition was not of a high grade, considered as a

whole. As will he noted in the list of dogs started, this
stake was largel\'a repetition of the Eastern Field Trial:
Club's Derby. There were 23 starters.
The winner. Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, "Rod's Sue, was far

superior to her competitors in every respect. She beat out
her ground in a most pleasing style and with excellent judg-
ment.
Hamlet, winner of second, made a creditable competition

though of a class inferior to that of Rod's Sue.
Dot Rogers, owned by Mr. Lorillard. did some excellent

work on birds, and made a strong bid for second place. Xn
many respects she was superior to Hamlet.
Following is the order of running, which is different from

the order of drawine, the retiring of Mr. Cardeza's Delphic
Duke and Delphic Daisy disarranging the drawing:
Pierre Lorillard, Jr's.. liver, white and tan bitch Rod's Sue

fRoderigo—Grladstone Girl): C. TucKer, handler,
1villi

Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white bitch Hemp-
stead Game (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game); Angus Cam-
eron, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and wite dog
Conscript (King of Kent—Hop'); C. B. Buckle, handler,

H. Merriam's black, white and tan bitch Tan (Nat Good-
win-Royal Myrtle); S. C. Bradley, handler.

Avertfc & Thayer Kennels ' black and white dog Bonair
(Roderigo—Juno A.), J. M. Avent, handler,

Willi
Fairmount Kennels' black, white and fcan bitch Hope's

Bud (Czar—Zoe W.), C. W. Barker, handler,

Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white bitch Hemp-
stead Blo.^som (Duke of He.ssen—"Woolton Game), A. Cam-
ernUi handler, vntli
P. Lorillard, .Tr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Dot Rogers

(Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler.

S. Murray Mitchell's lemon and white dog San<''y Gladstone
(Breeze Gladstone—Delaware). H. B. Anderson, handler,

with
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, lemon and white bitch Maiden Mine

(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), C. Tucker, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Loch-
iuvar (Chance—Haidee), J. M. Avent, handler,

wWi
Francis G. Taylor's lemon and white dog Report (Breeze

Gladstone—List Noble), H. B. Anderson, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Ham-
let (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler,

U'«7i
Luke W. White's liver and white biteli ©.caceful II. (Duke

of Hessen—Concave), owner, handler.

J. W. M. Cardeza's lemon and white pointer dog Delphic
Duke (Dick of Delphos—Genesta), Olden Smith, handler

wun
L. Gardner's black, wMte and tan bitch Roger's Spark

(Roger—Dora Deane), J. H. Lewis, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Kings-
ton (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avert, handler,

with

.r/-
H-.Wioslow's liver and white pointer dog Redemption

(Graphic—Vandalia), S. C. Bradley, handler.

Avent and Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog
Cheyaher (Jean Val -Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent
handler, tcWi

'

,-„T^omas Hallam's black white and tan bitch BrightonLhp (Canadian Jester—Lassie), owner, handler.

J. A. Hunter's orange and white bitch Hoosier Girl (DadWilson—-Daisy Hunter) a bye, owner-, handler.

MONDAY.
Heavy clouds and a foggy atmosphere were unfavorable

signs, but gradually the fog lifted and the weathei becaSi
clearer though cloudy. Birds were found in sufficient
quantities ror the competition. The work as a whole was

First Series.

Rob's Stje Am Hempstead Game—Were started at 9

rh°= °^ ^, ^^''y oPeii weeds and
i^^A^ ^^^^ few moments flushed wild. Game flushed a
«f Q

'on
" scattered birds Game made two flushes. TTp

at 9;.30. Sue had the wider range and better judgment- andher work on buds also was better. Game had |ood speed

fh« wtTf^-^^"^ Delphic DiniE-Were nest in order, but,the latter being absent the next available dog was takenafter some discussion as to what was the correct procedui?"

rpS<^?^'^S'^^^,*^^ ^^^"^^^ be reaSged On
\ n£^°^.*'^"^'^?'

iiowever, it was learned that the do-s
%v ere not di-awn m braces. The rule reads ; ''Dogs shall be

shtll ™^ in^h^l.^r^^^'^ K^^^ order dra4°^ Each dJishall run m the first series with the next,.available. dog if

that order." Each brace is therefore made up in turn as

the juderes call it.

Conscript and Tan—Began at 9:50. Conscript roaded
to a bevy which flushed wild. In woods, searching for the

scattered birds, each pointed a bevy and were steady to shot.

Conscript flashed a sinerle bird, soon after which he flushed

some scattered birds. Up at 10:18.

Bo:nAte and Hope's Biid—Began at 10:22. Bud pointed
a bevy, then pressed forward and flushed it. In woods,
Bud pointed and drew on alternately, loeating and pointing
the bevy and was steady to shot. In a thicket in a hollow,

each handler claimed a point, but no one could see the dogs
before the birds flushed. Bonair flushed a bird; then Bud
pointed one in pines and Bonair backed, Bonair pointed in

pines; nothing found. .A.t the same time. Bud pointed,
drew on by the bird and missed it. Barker flushed it as he
walked forwai-d. Both worked merrily, ranged fairly well,

but their work on birds was imperfect and unskilful.
Hempstead Blosi^om and Dot Rooees—-Were cast off at

11:03. Blossom dropped to a point in open sedge ; no bird,

Dot pointed a bevy and Blossom backed. The latter next
false pointed. Each secured a good point on single birds.

Blossom dropped to a point ; footscent probably ; nest she
I pointed scattered birds. Two bevies were flushed in pines
" by the horsemen. Both dogs did some faulty work on the
scattered birds, Blossom pointing inaccurately and Dot
making a flush. Up at 11:31. Blossom had good Speed, but
preferred the easy places to run in. Dot made a fairly good
showing on birds, but did not stay out at her work so well
as she should.
Sandy Gladstone and Maiden Mine—Commenced at

11 :36. Both were found pointing a single bird in pine woods.
It was said that Sandy was th" first to point. Sent on. Both
doEfs roaded a bevy. They flushed two or three outlying-
birds, then pointed the rest. By the side of a ditch Maiden
nointed a bird and was backed. Steady to wing. Sent on,
Maiden nointed a bird. Sandy went by and roaded to a
flush Up at 12:0.'>. Sandv made a poor showing.
LocHiNVAR AND REPORT—Began at 1 :35 after lunch. Re-

I)ort pointed larks; Lonhinvar backed. Report made two
false points. Up at 2:16. No birds found. Both showed
fairlv good ranee.
Hamlet and Graceful IT.-Were ea.st off at 3:17. On the

scattered birds of a bevy flushed by horsemen. Hamlet
pointed and the birds flushed wild. Moved on, Hamlet
pointed in woods, Grace refused to back, went ahead and
pointed a bird and was unsteady to wing. She appearerl to
be headstrong. Next, she roaded and pointed, then wilfully
flushed the bird. She next pointed a bird. Bamlet made a
point to which there was nothing. ITp at 2:.'>1. Gr.ieehad
speed and dash, but liked the easy going places. Hamlet
beat out his ground better and was not .averse to working in
thickets. The work of both on birds was indifferent.
Delphic Duke and Roger's Spark.—The former y?as not

present when called in the morning, but was on the grounds
at this juncture and ready to .start. They began at 2:58. It
was observed that Delphic Duke's handler was a negro, or a
gentlemen of terra cotta tinting. As the heat progressed,
dissatisfaction among the handlers began to grow rapidly.
Spark flushed an outlying bird and the horsemen flushed
the rest of the bevy in the open weeds. In the woods, Spark
flushed a bird. A' protest or objection against the colored
man from most of the handlers was entered, with a threat
that they would not run if the negro was not barred. The
doss were ordered up at .S:30 while the matter was being
considered. The objection was entirely on account of color.
There is no doubt but that the competition should be exclu-
.sively for white men, but there is also no doubt but what
the club should have acted with soma sort of decision on the
matter so soon as it was known that the ne.gro would handle.
The club, knowing that the negro would not be acceptable

to the^handlers, .should not have permitted him to start at
all. The matter of a negro handling in field trials had been
disciisstd at a club meeting a long time ago, and the senti-
ment was positively against it. The officers, in respect to
thi.s matter, held that they could not know the sentiment of
the handlers until after the negro bad begun handling and
a protest against him was lodged. While they might not
officially know it, they could easily have learned the senti-
ment of the handlers by a little inquiry. As the matter
stood, nearly every white" handler refused to go on with the
competition unless the negro was excluded. A fiimsv at-
tempt at a compromise was attempted, when Mr. F. S.
Brown, with the consent of the colored man, attempted to
handle Duke in the heat, which was resumed at 3:29. Of
course Duke would not work for a stranger when his handler
was close by, and of course this was certain' to be the case
before it was attempted. At 3:35 another objection was
raised on the ground that Duke was not present within
twenty minutes when called to run after the heat of Rod's
Sue and Hempstead Game. This was really a frivolous ob-
jection,inasmuch as the management had already condoned
the matter and allowed the dog to start. The rule on this
subject is as follows: "Rule 12—If absent more than twenty
minutes it may be disqualified at the discretion of the

The judges did not disqualify the dog. On the contrary,
he was held in and called to run with Spark and did run.
An objection at that juncture founded on the twenty minute
limit was not well taken. Delphic Daisy was summarily
barred, ruled out or something or other, vfhich meant that
she could not start. The intention of the club was most
commendable, but the awkward manner in which it man-
aged the matter was most unskillful. The better way, one
which would have been praiseworthy, would have been to
meet the issue squarely and fearlessly [on its merits. Mr.
Cardeza on the following day telegraphed his resignation
from membership and demanded the return of his entrance
money. The club assured him that it would be returned.
Kingston and Redemption—Began at 3:45. Soon after

starling Redemption pointed a bevy and was steady to shot.
An open field was beat out before the dogs were taken on
the scattered birds in woods. Redemption pointed a bird,
then wilfully flushed it. He next flushed a bird and chased
it. Kingston pointed in pines; the bird was flushed after
he moved on. Each made a false point. Up at 4:16. A poor
heat.
Chevalier and Brighton Clip began at i-M. In an open

stubble Clip had caught scent and was nicely drawing on to
locate when Chevalier came in ahead independently, caught
scent and pointed. The birds were further on. After the
handlers had beaten out the ground ahead the dogs were
sent on. Clip was the quicker and got to the bevy first,
drawing nicely with head well up and pointing with con-
fidence and judgment. Both were steady to shot. On the
scattered birds Clip made a most skillful exhibition of
single bird work, pointing bird after bird quickly and ac-
curately. She made sis or seven points. Chevalier made
two, and one to which nothing was found. Up at 4:54. Clip
was somewhat deficient in range, but was industrloup and
fairly speedv. Chevalier had fairly good range.
HoosiEH Girl had a bye and ran alone, beginning at 4-S6

She had only a moderate range;and did not work her ground
with the best of judgment. She roaded aad pointed a bevy
nicely during the half hour in which she ran.
This ended the first series and the running for the day.

TUESDAY.
The sun'shone clear and bright, andTthe" temperature was

pleasantly warm. Birds were found in plentiful numbers
Iwelve dogs were kept in the second series, more than therewas any .good reason for.

Second Series.
Dot RoGiiES AaiD Chevajlieb-Were stSrted m en open

field at 8:57. Chevalier flushed a bevy. On the scattered
birds he pointed one in pines. Dot made a very skilful
draw to a point on a single bird in pines. Chevalier fol-
lowed Dot about constantly, and showed no independence or
self-reliance. He pointed a bevy. Dot passed close by it
without recognizing scent. In pines Chevalier pointed a
bird. Dot flushed a bird and chased it, but she was not
habitually unsteady. Chevalier roaded and pointed iu
pines: nothing found. Up at 9:3.5, Dot was the faster and
wider ranger, beat out her ground better and was sharper
on birds. There was too much rushing in this heat by the
handlers.
LocHiNYAE AND REPORT—Were cast off at 9:45 to work on

scattered birds in pines. Report was run alone from 9:45 to
10 without finding. Neither succeeded in scoring a point.
BoNAiB AWD Graceful II.—Began at 10:11. After much

searching about by both dogs, Graceful pointed a bevy in
the open and was steady to shot. Next, she pointed some
scattered birds, then moved on and flushed them. In the
open and along the edge of pine woods, Graceful roaded
and pointed, but failed to locate anything, Bonair was the
better range". Up at 11:09.

Hope's Bud and Hempstead Blossom—Began their heat
at 11:34. Bud, closely followed by Blossom, going down
wind, ran into a bevy and Blossom dropped to wing. No
points were made on the scattered birds. In the open the
spectators flushed a bevy, which was followed. Blossom
pointed the bevy in woods. She next pointed a bird. Blos-
som pointed at the edge of creek, then crossed over, roaded,
and the bird flushed ahead of her. Up at 12;05. Both had
good speed and range.
Rod's Sue and Hoosier Girl.—After lunch, at 1:43, they

were started in an open field. Sue beat out her ground
prettily ana merrily. Girl had a narrow range and a pot-
tery way of working. Girl flushed a bevy. She next false
pointed. Sue made two points on single birds and one to
which nothine was found. Girl flushed twice and made one
false point. Up at 2:05.

Hamlet and Brighton Clip—Began at 2:10. Soon Ham
let pointed a bevy in weeds, and was steady to shot. An-
other bevy flushed wild about 80yds. away in the same field.
In pines, on the scattered birds, Clii> made two points on
single birds. She showed timidity in her work. Hallam
ha.ndled skillfully and quietly. Hamlet was the bolder and
wider ranger. Clip could do fine work on birds, but was
lacking in confidence.
LOCHINVAR was run alone, beginning at 3:.30, to test hia

abilities on scattered birds. He made two points, but
showed a disposition to potter now and then. His range was
ordinary. Up at 3:39.

Tliird Series.

Rod's Sue and Hamlet—Were started at 3:18 to comply
with the rule which requires the first and second to be run
together. Sue showed" far superior range and judgment.
Hamlet pointed a bevy which Sue had caught scent of by
good ranging, Hamlet came in by luck, so he caught scent
and pointed the bevy. Sue, close behind, pointed or backed.
Both were steady to shot. In woods. Sue pointed a bird.
Hamlet pointed and there were three birds to his point, "Up
at 3:.38, and the .judges announced Rod's Sue first, Hamlet
second, and Dot Ranger third.
The prizes were S400 to first, $200 to second and $100 to

third. Ten dollars forfeit, $10 additional to fill.

The judging was quite good and gave satisfaction to the
majority.

The All-Age Stake.

There were twenty starters, many of them famous in the
history of field trial competition.
The winner of first, Harry C, is well known. He is a

well built dog, an excellent performer and runs uniformlly
well.
Lora, the winner of second, is a worker of rare merit, and

outclassed Harry in every respect, save the one feature of
working on scattered birds in which they both excelled. She
beats out her ground with admirable judgment and marks
the flight of birds as accurately and eagerly as could the
most keen eyed enthusiast. In quality of work she also
surpassed Harry by far.

Miss Ruby, third, also is an excellent performer, but sh«
did not display therange and speed of the others. Her work,
however, was very uniform and reliable.
Following is the order of running;

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan bitch
Bettye S. (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M'. Avent, handler,

with
G eo. T. Leach's black, white and tan dog Gay (Gladstone

Boy—Lady.

Heywood-Ijonsdale's liver and white pointer dog Prawn
(Crab—Polly Peachem), A. Cameron, handler,

with
Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog HarryC

(Roderigo—Countess House), S. C. Bradley, handler.

Ohas. Heath's black and white bitch Lena (Prince Lucifer
—Juneau), Wm. Tell Mitchell, handler,

vjith
P. Tiorillard Jr.'slemon and white dog Count Anteo (Count

Noble—Gladstone Girl), C. Tucker, hanfUer.

Glenmore Kennels' Irish setter bitch Coleraine (Pingal III.—Aveline), W. T. Irwin, handler,
with

'

A Dill's black, white and tan dog Count Gladstone (Count
Noble—Ruby's (jirl), John White, handler.

C. 0. M. Hunt's lemon and white pointer dog Grouse
(Mainspring—Swain's Fly), S, C. Bradley, handler,

with
Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog

Rupert (Roderigo~Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent, handler.

C. C. Cushing's liver and white pointer dog Jupiter (^Po^i
Bohne—Belle C), Major J. R. Purcel), handler,

with
Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white pointer dog

Hempstead Duke (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow), A-
Cameron, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white bitch Miss Ruby
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D ), C. Tucker, handler,

'With
Chas. Heath's black, white and tan dog Pete (Princa

Lucifer—Junean), Wm. Tell Mitchell, handler,

Glenmore Kennels' Irish setter dog Finglas (Fingal ni.

—

Aveline), W. T. Irwin, handler,
with

C. T. Thompson's Irish setter dog Merlin (Grab—Flora),
J. White, handlei'.

T. G. Davey's black, white and tan dog Brighton Tobe
(Locksley—Leddersdale II.), T. Hallam, handler,

mith
P. Lorillard. Jr.'s white and Jiver bitch ^Antevolo (Count

Noble—Trinket IL), C. Tucker, handler.

Major J. R. Purcell's liver and white pointer dog Heine-
ken ^Flockfinder—Ion), owner, handler,

iiAth
P.'Lorillard. Jr.'s'lblack, white and tan bitcli Lora (Glad-

stone's Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler.
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Ml. Lorillard's dogs distingtiished themselves most favor-
ably, showing up in strong form in nearly every detail of

field work. Re is to be congratulated ou Ms plnckiness in
competing year after year till he developed a string of

strong competitors. He is a good loser and a good veinner.

There can not be too many like him in field trial matters.

WEDNESDAY.
A. plecisancer day coald not be vs'ell imagined, although a

trifl.e too warm t'tirottgh the midday hours. There were
birds enough for field trial purposes. Messrs. Aveut and
Tucker gave the field trial party a lunch, one of the luuches
which is excellent in itself, and doubly so by contrast with
the meagre and slovenly-served lunches of the preceding
daya, There wei'e two stuffed roast turkeys, cooked to per-
fection and served hot, cranberry sauce, roast pig, good
bread, butter and crackers, pickles, eggs, cake and pies
galore, and excellent hot coffee. It was neatly spread and
was served with politeness. It was not furnished by the
Bellevue Hotel. Xow as to the contrast of previous days.
The lunches were largely dry bread ham or beef sandwiches,
the meat and bread was cut with a sharp knife and a steady
hand, making a morsel of most wonderful thinness, yet
tough and surviving. Some cheap sardines, on some days,
reinforced the zephyr sandwiches, and the happy guest had
a choice between water or cheap beer to drink, coffee being
too much to expect when guests are paying from |3,50 to $3
per day at a country hotel largely devoted to cold draughts
of wind and perpetual inconvenience.

First Series.

No brilliant work was done in this series. There was a
great deal that was commonplace and some which was poor,
Bettye S. and Gttv—Started at 9.15 and ran 33m. They

took a wide cast, Bettye was close on to a bevy when Guy
ran into it in the open field and flushed it. Bettye dropped
to wing, In woods on scattered birds each pointed. Bettye
flushed a bird. In sedge, Bettye pointed: nothing found.
Bettye dropped to point on a bevy in sedge. Guy flu.shed an
outlying single and dropped. In the open, Bettye made a

good point and Guy backed. Steady to shot. Neither did
well considering the opportiinities. Each ranged well, Guy
the more earnest in seeking birds and beating out the likely
covers with the better judgment. Bettye made the better
work on birds.
Pr 4.w^N AND Hap.by C. began at 8:5S and ran twenty- six

minutes. Harry took a long cast up a stubble field and
Dointed well. Prawn backed. No birds were found to the
point, but when the dogs were sent on they roaded. Harry
roaded from the stubble into pines and pointed the bevy,
which probably ran from his point. Both were steady.
Both ranged with judgment and at good speed, Harry the
wider ranger. The work on birds, however, was small in
quantity.
Lena and Count Anted started at 10:21 and ran thirty

minutes. Both made game and the bevy flushed wild on
the other side of a fence. Lena made two good points on
birds, one of which she wheeled into sharply and prettily.

Antonio flushed twice carelessly and made one good point
on scattered birds. He made a point in sedge and was
backed; nothing found. He was the speedier and wider
ranger.
CoLEEAiTNE and CotTNT GLADSTONE Were started at 10:58

and ran thirty-two minutes. Count went very fast from
the start, too fast, in fact, for he waf? racing and not hunt-
ing. No dog can run at such racing speed ;and maintain it

long. Count paid but little attention to the gun, ranging
where he pleased, staying as long as he pleased, and work-
ing out such ground as he pleased. He was headstrong and
disobedient, except when close to his handler. Coleraine
ranged close at ordinary .speed. Count was led on chain
with studied slowness across a large field; the handlers
being orought together, Coleraine working in the mean-
time, it appeared to rest Counf a good deal,
Geouse and Rupeet began at 12:38 and. ran thirty-six

minutes. In pines some work was done on a bevy, but the
doss were partially hidden in the thicket so that it was
difficult to see what was done. As near as we could deter-

mine Grouse pointed the bevy and Kupert flushed a bird.

On the scattered birds Rupert false pointed. Grouse on bare
ground flushed scattered birds. Grouse false-pointed and
was backed. Both ranged well at good speed, The work on
birds was poor.
Jupiter and Hempstead Duke—Started at 13:07. Down

34 minutes. There was a lot of ordinary work done on
scattered birds during the heat, the circumstances all favor-
ing qu antity. Duke made a good point on a bevy and was

Tobo was reading on this bevy in sedge in pines and Tucker
accidentally flushed it. Antevolo showed some wildness
and was headstrong. Tobe made game and pointed on bare
wheat ; nothing found. .Antevolo flushed a bird. Antevolo
pointed a bevy in a thicket and Tobe backed. Antevolo was
getting steadier. Both w^ere steady to shot. Both ranged
well, .although irregtilarly betimes, Antevolo the wider,
Heiwekek and LoK.'i-—Were started at 3:4.6; down 30m. A

single waa flushed Itefore the heat began. Lora saw it,

When cast otf she cunningly followed directly in its course.

She went into a stubble and pointed a bevy which was scat-

tered about feeding, When cast off Lora followed directly

in the coizrse of the scattered birds and disappeared in a
hollow. As the judges rode up a bevy was .seen to leave the
hollow. .Lora when seen was cautiously drawing to where
it had flushed from, it appearing that she had been pointing
and t hat the bevy flushed wild. Lora -when sent on followed
the course of the birds into the woods. She got a point on
them. She marks the flight of birds very accurately, and
thus by her intelligence has a gieat advantage over every
dog in'this stake, Lora found and pointed a bevy. Heine-
ken backed well. I.(Ora was much the better pointer and
was quite skillful in all the details of ttie coraoetition.

Grouse and Rupert—Were put down at 4:25 and ran 6m.
Grou.?e soon pointed a bevy, which flushed wihb Rupert
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promptly backed by Jupiter, Both Were Steady tt) shot.

In weeds in an orchard, Jupiter pointed a bevy and was
backed. Both steady to shot. Jupiter next made two flushes

on singles, then flushed scattered birds. Jupiter pointed
and the bird was flushed after (the dogs moved on. Duke
made three more good points, one of which was on a bevy.

Jupiter made one more point which was on a single, but
which flushed as he moved on to locate better, and being
brought up to back, pointed the bevy with Duke. The
latter was much the' better ranger. He was over fond of

backing and would back Jupiter roading.

The party then went to lunch.
Miss RURT AND Pete—Bega,n at 1:S8 and ran 33 minutes.

A bevy flushed near both dogs, but bo one could see which
dog was in fault, if either was. Miss pointed a bevy in

pines. Moved on= Pete pointed, and at the same time
ibout fifteen yards further on, Miss pointed the bird. Pete
in pines pointed ; nothing found. Both backed well. Miss
ranged the wider and kept up her flins more regularly.

PiN&LAS AND MEE.LIN.—Began at 2:33 and ran a9 minutes
on excellent ground, but neither would go much out of gun
shot. No birds were found.
Bki&hton Tobe aijd Antevolo—Commenced at 3:1a and

ran 29 minutes. Antevolo flushed a bevj. It waa fallowed

J. Iff. Freeman. K.o,v;ii fiobiu.iO):, W. A. TliompsoD,
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made three good points on the scattered birds. Each backed
well. Grouse made one point which was birdless.

This ended the day's work.

THURSDAY.
No pleasanter weather could be desired, though it was too

warm for such dogs as were not in first class condition or
which ran too hard for their endurance.

Secnncl tSeries.

Too many dogs were taken into this series.'*About four
were all that were necessary to continue the running on a
proper grasp of the situation. One of the handlers referred

to this series aiS a "consolation stake." There is positively

nothing gained by trying to toady to owners and handler.*,

if such were the intention. If it was done as a matter of

deliberate judgment, it did not show a keen discrimination.
Some of the dogs taken into this series showed no merit
whatever equal to the occasion. It costs the owner of a poor
dog quite as much for team hire as it does^che owner of a
good dog. It is much better to prune the matter according
to its merits.
Jupitee and Rupeet started at 9:17. Rupert was much

the better and wider ranger of the two, though he was a bit

irregular and faulty in his casts and he also seemed a bit

stale. In an open field he flushed a .single bird of a btvy,
then he stopped to wing and pointed. Jupiter backed well.

On the scattered birds Jupiter flushed. He showed a dis-

position to point too often. He flushed a bevy and the heat
ended soon thereafter. Down 15m.
Count Glad.stone and Antevolo—Began at 9:40 and

ran ITm. Count rushed out of sight from the beginning
and but one or two glimpses of him were caught in the first

ten minutes. He was unmanageable, showed no disposition

to work to the gun and was simply racing, not hunting.
His speed was great, but it was such as ends any dog's ef-

forts in about an hour. Antevolo pointed a bevy near the
edeeofapine thicket, she being up-wind of it. Antevolo
followed Count much of the time, and showed some wild-
ness. On the scattered birds Antevolo dropped to a point
on a single, which flushed wild. Count could not be kept
under control to work on single birds, he breaking away
and keeping out of sight.

Haret C. and Beighton Tobe—Were cast ofl: at 10:L5

and worked fifteen minutes. The judges flushed a bevy.
Harry pointed two birds and was steady to shot. Tobe
pointed scattered birds and Harry, called in, pointed or

backed. Tobe, sent on, pointed a single. Harry showed
superiority in every way. Tobe was a bit slow on birds, and
showed an inclination to potter sometimes.
LoEA AND Bettye S.—Were started at 10:33. Down 33m.

Lora located and pointed a bevy skillfully in the open field,

doing it prettily and accurately, she going down wind on
one side of it, then catching scent and drawing quickly to it.

Bettye was lost for some minutes, and when found the indi-

cations were that she had been in the woods working on the
scattered birds of Lora's bevy, Lora having been stopped till

Bettye was found. The scattered birds could not be found,
though one or two were flushed by the spectators. Bettye
false pointed. Lora showed superiority in every respect.

Lena and Miss Ruby—Commenced at 11-10. Down lOm.
Lena soon dropped in sedge to a point on a single bird, was
steady to shot and retrieved the birds nicely. In the open,
Ruby pointed a bevy and was backed*, a good, clean piece of

work. Both were steady to shot and wing. Neither showed
wide range or more than ordinary pace.

Count Anteo and Hempstead Duke—Began at 11:27 and
were run 31m. Duke dropped to a point on a bevy in the
open. Count in the open near edge of pines, false pointed
and Duke backed promptly, Duke flushed a bevy in the
open. The scattered birds were followed. Duke pointed:
Count backed to order; nothing found. Duke pointed to
one side near the edge of nines. He was across wind from
it and did not have the bevy located. Count passed close to

it. He made a poor showing of point work, considering his

opportunities. He was the^better ranger. Duke was given
to a fondness for pointing, and would make gams around
the likely corners by sight, so that, with making ga,me also

by scent, he appeared to be making game a large part of the
time.
The party went to lunch and partook of some good coffee

and the sandwich which altereth not, though it is a toil and
a spin to eat it. The lunch had one redeeming fault, how-
ever, in that it waa the last one.

Third Series.

HARBY O. A?fD jL^ORA,--Were started at 1:47, A bevy ws

seen to flush ahead near the dogs, but whether or not the
dogs were in fault could not be determined. Sent on, Lora
followed in the course of the scattered birds. Lora pointed
a single. Harry next pointed a single and was steady to shot.

Lora backed. Harry made two points and a flush and Lora
pointed a single. Lora pointed a bevy in weed,3. Lora made .

two points on single.s, and .Harry made two also. At 2:80

the judges ordered the dogs up and held a consultation
which lasted thirteen minutes. Everything indicated that
thi.g was the heat which determined Hmt and second win-
ners, and everything indicated that the judges were not
unanimous in their decisions. The dogs were again sent on.
Lora soon made a long cast, skirted along the edge of woods,
steadied and shortened pace as she turned into the woods in

a manner which indicated that she was drawing on birds.

Dr. Jarvis and myself galloped to where she disappeared,
and as we were about turning into the woods where Lora
disappeared I heard a bevy flush in the woods. When we
got into the woods Lora was working across a hollow as if

following marked birds. Soon afterward Harry C. came in
and made game and pointed in the woods, probably on the
footscent of the bevy which I had heard flush. LTp at 2:55.

Lora showed the better range, she working outside of Harry
in looking for bevies. She beat out her ground with excel-

lent judgment. She showed most excellent ability in find-

ing and locating bevies. On scattered birds she was sharp
quick and accurate, yet in this respect she had little advan-
tage over Harry. She remained out at her work, beat out
her ground with judgment and was quite easily handled.
Harry showed excellent qualities and performed well, but
he was not in Lora's class."

Miss RUBT AND HE.MPSTEAD DUKE began at ;3:17, Miss
soon pointtd a bevy in the open. Duke 200yd.g. away pointed
lud nothing was found to his point. On the scattered birds
Huke picked up several good points in woods, but he was
100 ready to point ou conjectures. Miss also did some good
work on the scattered birds. Miss was the wider and better
ranger, as the class of her work on birds was superior. The
heat ended at 3:37.

The judges held a consultation and announced Harry C.
first, Lora second, and JWiss Ruby third. The prizes were
SlOO, iSSOO, and SlOO respectively, 'Forfeit |10, $20 additional
10 fill.

The stake was quite well judged, .so far as picking out the
three best dogs are concerned, but they were not placed cor-

rectly according to their running. Lora was a higher class
performer, and in the quantity of work done she also ex-
elled. In a conversation with Mr. Coster, one of the judges,
he assured me that Lora was his choice for first, but that he
bad been overruled by his associates, therefore the decision
was not unanimous. Dr. -jarvis did not, I am quite sure,
hear the last bevy fl.ush in the heat between Lora and Harry,
ljut had she found none, or flushed one or pointed it, she had
lone good enough work and enough of it to excel all the
others.

The Members' Stake.

This stake was run on Thursday, Mr. John N. Lewis, of
Ramsey, N. .J., being judge. Mr. Lewis is a famous breaker
and field trial handler.

It seemed as if the members had some secret methods of
handling wnich they did not desire to become public prop-
erty, or their dogs were dark horses, since they went aside
by themselves and gave the press representatives no encour-
agement to foUew the stake. They did not inform said rep-
resentatives that they could not go, but they assumed an
air of modesty and esclu.siveness which implied that they
would enjoy their stake better without any spectators, so
the press'voluntarily denied itself the pleasure of seeing
much interesting competition.
As to the coTnpetition, some of the rumor.s were that it

was good, and .some said that it might have been better,
one or the other of which may be accepted as being true
and part of the record. Also, it is said that some of the
members were satisfied with the results, and .some others
weie more so than some others, which all may be taken in
evidence that the stake was interesting. All the history of
the stake is hearsay and the above is the summary of it.

The following is the order of running:

First Series.

S. Murray Mitchell's lemon and white dog Sandy Glad-
stone (Breeze Gladstone—Delaware), F, G. Taylor, handler,

,

tvtth
Walter B. Smith's black, white and tan dog Gath (Gath's

Joy—Dart), owner, handler.

Pennsylvania Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Nanou
(Ben Hiil-Mary), P, G. Taylor, handler.

WESTERN MASSA-CHCSETTS fi'OX CLUB BUNT
Pre?. Eoratact and Party.

VAth
Walter B. Smith's orange and white dog Ben Hur Fianklirt

(Ike—Leda), owner, handler.

Pennsylvania Kennels' black, white and tan drg Ben Hur
of Riverview (Ben Hill—Zoe W.), F. G. Taylor, handler,

vjith
Fairmount Kennels' lemon and white pointer dog Promo-

tion (Lord Graphic—Belle Bishop).

Second Series,

Nanon with Ben Hur of Riveiview.
Nanon with Promotion.
First, Nanon; second, Ben Hur of Riverview: third, Ben

Hur Franklin and Promotion. Prizes, $30, -$20 and $10, first,

second and third respectively. Ten dollars forfeit ard $10
additional to fill.

Brooklyn Show Awards.
Breeze Gladstone won first prize in the challenge class at

Btooklyn, also won the National Greyhound Club's medal
for the best dog.j also the Polhemus cup for the best dog
or bitch.
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ROBINS ISLAND FIELD TRIALS.

On Friday, Dec. 2, tte Robins Island Club resamed the

annual running of their field trials. Since the organization

of the club, some eleveQ or twelve yeans ago, there have been
• but two omissions. The first occurred when the night before

the trials were to commence the club house caught fire.

The next omission was last year, principally owing to the

fact that two of the most enthusiastic workers at the field

trials were engaged in business matters, and two others

equally as energetic in the cause were confined to the house

by illness.
, , . » ^.

'George W. Green, the secretary of the club, is one ot the

most enthusiastic of the shooting men belonging to the club.

Indeed, in this regard the club has been most fortiinate in

its selections. I can recall five men in the short history of

the club each of whom have done everything to advance the

interests of the club. The first was the late Leander Water-

bury, then the late Samuel B. Duryea, then W. H. Stanley,

and now Geo. W. Green.
...

More progress has been made m the last two years than

ever before. True, at times large numbers of live quail have

been purchased and forwarded to the island. But this pres-

ent season three kinds of game are to be found upon Robins
Island, each of which kind furnishes capital sport to the

shooting man. These are the native quail, the Engli.sh

pheasant and the English partridge. Each of the latter

kind has thriven wonderfully in their new home, the pheas-

ant perhaps the better of the two. Superintendent Glessing

was for many years one of the game keepers for the Baron
Rothschild on his estate some forty miles east of Paris.

Here the breeding of pheasants was most largely gone into.

Oa this e.'^tate and the adjoining one, owned by Baron
Rothschild's brother, some 8,000 birds were successfully

raised each season. So that Glessing came to Robins Island

with all the knowledge and experience necessary to run
with snccess the pheasantry started by the club. Last year

nearly 200 birds were raised and had it not been for the crow
black birds the number would have been doubled. It was
found, but not until a sfood many chicks had been killed,

that these birds were carrying them ofT one after anothpr in

hawk-like fashion. The crow blackbirds breeding upon the

island, it required some shooting to exterminate them. It

was done, however, and Mr. Glessing looks forward with
confidence to a great result in pheasants the coming year.

A pheasant house has been constructed, divided into three
compartments. Each has a yard attached some 30ft. long
by 10ft. wide. Each of these compartments has running in

it nine hens and a cock. When the writer examined these

last Saturday they appeared to be in full vigor and in the

very pink of condition, the plumage glistening in the sun
like burnished metals. Already this season seventy-five

pheasants have been shot by visiting members and their

friends and the writer can attest that a large number are
still roaming the grounds at will.

The pheasant is a warv fellow, ever on the alert and apt to

rise away ahead of dog or man. When flushed he rises high
in air and goes off uttering a peculiar JdvJi-Muk-kluk, which
is more like the hoarse call ot the crow blackbird (purple
grackle) in mating time, than anything I ever heard. Quite
a number were put up during the trials. Of these but one
lay to the dog.", and he was a beauty. Singular to say, the
tail feathers of this cock bird were a pure white color, a
marked contrast to the deep, invisible green of the bird's

head and neck.
The English partridges have not done so well. They pre-

fer the open fields and have become the prey of the maraud-
ing hawkswhich it appears to be impossible to rid the island
of. They are shot at every opportunitj', are caught in traps
set upon poles in doz.ens of places, yet they still come. As
fast as one is killed another takes its place. The rascals no
doubt in migrating find what a "butcher's hall" the game
ot the island makes for them, and they naturally stop to
enjoy the meat. Dozens and dozens are killed each year,
anil to that extent are the quail and the partridge spared.
The deuarture for the island was made on Thursday after-

noon. Vague rumors of a heivy snowstorm at the eastern
end were floating around, but as the train was ready at
Long Island City the few present concluded to go on as' far
as Robins Island', at all events. The party was but four
members—Wellington, Gi'een and Austen and your corre-
spondent.
Cutchogue reached half an hour later, it was found that

winter reigned supreme. The snow was piled in long drifts
and in depths varying from a foot and a half to four feet.
Farmers had to turn out and shovel the roads clear the day
before, as they were .simply impassable. To add to the dis-
comfort a heavy snow pquall set in, blinding for a short
time in its intensity. The station master was jocose. He
saluted the party with "Had company here last iiight, your
Mr. Swan (a member of the club) got here to take yesterday
afternoon's train. After he got here he couldn't get away
to train, no vehicle, couldn't walk. Passed the night in the
station. Got off at 11 this morning; funny wasn't it-"' Per-
haps it was to hirn, inxt 1 \vnuld much like to know what
Alden S, Swan had to say about it. New SuflEolk duly
reached after numerous delays, tor riding up and down
little short hills and hoUows'may be provocation of good
dige.st.ion, but it is fatal to comfor,t. The sail from the main
land was soon accomplished. A stiff wind making double
reefs necessary saves time immensely, especially if the
breeze be fair, which it was on the present occasion. The
wharf I'eached, but little time was lost in the transfer of
baggage to the club house.
After supper Secretary Green handed in the following en-

tries:
IThe Puppy Stake.

W, L, Wellington's orange and white Countess (Tardv
Jack—Wanda). ^

Dr. S. Fleet Speir's black and white Prince of Wales (Dur-
yea's Ned—Princess J uno),

G. VV. Green's orange and white Bufl! (Roy—Queen Glad-
stone).

E. H. Litchfield's black and tan Dougla.ss (Argus—Laura).
L. H. Bullai-d's orange belton Giuck (pedigree not given).

The order of running was drawn:
Prince of Wales against Bufl:'.

Countess against Douglass.
Gluck a bye.

. All-ARBd Stakes.
Chauncey Marshall's black setter Topsy.
L. H. Bullard's orange and white Bessie.
Dr. S. Fleet Speir's orange and white Dixie.
Dr. S. Fleet Speir's orange and white Joe,
Dr. S. Fleet Speir's Washington.
W. Flint's Frank.
G- W. Green's liver-colored setter Mack.
G. W. Green's blue belton setter Belton.
Dr. Speir's Washington, on account of sickness, and Flint's

J rank, owing to lack ot work, withdrawn. This left six to
The judges were to use simply their own judgment

anrt to be hampered by no given rules,' the best dog in their
judgment to win. Unfortunately the judges failed tu come
with one exception. Judge Calvin E. Pratt, of the U. s'Supreme Court, sent a letter of regret, stating that it was

^°}\ ^0 '^^^^ weather was so again.st him
Mr. McL,ftUghlin was detained upon urgent bu.smess. Mr

u" ^f^^ could not come, so no one of the old judges were
on hand save Mr. Jacob Peutz, the judging by ccinsent of all
being lett m his hands. That gentleman stated that while
he appreciated tbe compliment, it was preferable that some
one should join him iu the w^ork, Mr. Austen kindly con-
sented to assist in every way possible.
The drawing for the order of running:

Mack against Dixie.
Belton against Bessie.

Topsy against Joe.
FRIDAY.

After a delightful breakfast Friday morning the first

brace of the Puppy Stake was called.

Prince of Wales and Bttff.—They were cast oli at edge of

woods back of club house and hauled over the open pasture

lots where in 1S78 Charles T.Raymond's Lemonade made
such a striking feature at that year's Eastern Field Trial

Club's meeting. Prince showed much the more style in

going and was faster in spots. Buff ran with an easy

manner but not in handsome fashion, for he goes with head
and tail both down. After the opening spin a turn was
made to the bush lined bluff at west of island. Buff soon
flushed a single outlying bird which in turn started a full

bevy some yards ahead. Both dogs steady to wing. Moving
on a grand cock pheasant flushed wild away ahead of dogs,

his plumage flashing in the sunlight as jewel encru.sted.

Dogs steady. Soon a single flushed wild ahead of Prince.

Buff so far proved the better ranging. Out to the marsh and
both point. Nothin? found. Then along south to ice pond.
Prince pointed. A big bevy flushed wild. Glessing shot
and killed. Prince broke at the shot and chased birds.

Tried for a retrieve. Neither dog did it in proper style, the
Prince almost refusing to fetch. On the way to the dead
quail Buff flushed a cock pheasant. From here the island
was crossed to east, huuting along past old feed house and
the new pheasantry to the rye stubble beyond. In the
blackberry cane lot almost at the north shore, Wales threw
up his head and began roading. Buff came along, took the
scent and roaded also. A big bevy of birds flushed to side
of dogs, both steady to wing. The birds followed. Prince
drew'"up;in a bit of 'wire grass and stood for a second or so,

then went on again. At the left away off" another big bevy
flushed wild and sought the cover of the scrub and oak tim-
ber. This last lot ha'ving been plainly marked down, were
followed. Location soou reached. Both dogs making game
simultaneously, so both moved along, the birds flushed wild
ahead of them. Buff unsteady to wing. Wales comes into
his handler at the "whirr" of the birds. This patch of woods
was thoroughly hunted without result. Small wonder. The
snow was a foot deep in the lightest thickness. It was a
blanket cru.shing down the tangles of weeds almost to the
ground, but leaving hundreds of places with room enough
for abevy of birds to find harbor under the mass ,if snowand
weeds. A turn to the north and another bevy flushed wild
all of fifty yards away. Working in that direction a single
bird flushed in front of Buff. That dog commenced reaching
again, but was checked by handler. The birdgot up ^vild at
the sound of the human voice. Another single flushed in
front of Wales. Buff then got a point. Green put up the
bird. Buff steady to wing. Dogs taken up. Time down just
two hour.s.

Countess and DotTC4LASS.—Instantly taken from the fol-

lowing wagon and started from where the others were taken
up. Both went off speedily, ranging out well and quarter-
ing their ground nicely, Douglass especially going with a
good deal of style, He is a handsome Gordon and showed
beautifully against the snow. The dogs had been worked
south and then west to the open. Douglass commenced
roading, when fifty rods away a cock pheasant flushed
wild. Douglass dropped to wing. Countess coming up at
that moment caught sight of the black dog and backed capi-
tally. Then both dogs made game and did some pretty
roading side by side, Countess working off to right, Doug-
lass to left. Both stopped and pointed. A crippled bird was
in front of Douglass. In front of Countess a full bevy w^as
flushed. Shot at and a kill. Neither dog retrieved well,
but Countess's work the better. On again toward the old
clay pit, Douglass pointed; handler claimed a x>oint. but
after a few seconds' stop he roaded along again. Then
Countess got a point Douglass came up and backed the
bitch handsomely. Handlers put up a big bevy. Moving
over to edge of bluff, Douglass drew to a point, Countess
backing him. While .standing a cock pheasant flushed itself
ahead of the dogs: both steady. Then Douglass flushed a
bevy, followed by a flush for Countess on a single. Then
Countess got a point in a few seconds. Douglass called in
for aback, refused, walking in and taking scent alongside
of the standing Counte.ss, but only then stopping to order of
handler. Bird flushed bv h,andier. Dogs taken up, time
down 1h. 10m. Time, 12:30 P. M.

It was then decided to go to club house for lunch and after-
ward commence with the first brace of the iUl-Aged Stake,
leaving the bye puppy to run off' the next morning. At the
club house a complete change of raimert was necessary,
every man being wet through to the hips. Rubber boots
proved hut little protection, for when floundering through
snow drifts the snow dropped in over the tops, giving one's
feet an ice bath at every mile of travel. At half-past 2 an-
other start was made.
M.\CK AND Dixie.—The usual course followed, a spin of

some minutes over the open jiastures to west ana then
toward the little bluff, which with its cover was ever a
favorite .spot for hiding bird.s. At a little bit of rye field,
Dixie running fast down wind, slackened his speed, threw
up his head, and before he could draw up away whirled a
startled bevy to clospr cover. Moving on, a single outlying
bird jumped in front of Dixie. Moving after the bevy
toward the salt marsh Dixie flushed a single. Both dogs
were going fast and well, Dixie showingthe most style. Out
to the big sedge grass meadow back from the sands to the
bluff it hunted along, the hunters availing them.selves of
the old railrad bed. At very point of blufl", Mack, running
fast, wheeled almost round and stopped fa.st, his body
almost bent double. Di.\:ie, who had been oft' hunting a
wotiuded quail, called with difficulty in to back, came up,
refused the back and went up to Mack, taking the scent
himself. Green flushed the bird, killed with a capital sec-
ond barrel as it flushed, Dixie unsteady to shot. Mack
located dead bird, but refused to retrieve it. Moving past
the break in the bluff, but still going south,' Dixie drew to
a point. Mack called in for a back did so, but in faint man-
ner. Green jumped from the height of the bluff down on
the tangle of sand-hidden'bushes. Out bounded a big bunny,
shot at and missed. Both dogs steady to fur and to shot.
Still going south Dixie on the way flxished a single. Then
he drew to a point; point claimed and allowed: nothing
found. He moved on a few yards, jumped a half dozen
times and picked up a crippled bird, Dixie hard to manage
and headstrong. Quite a tramp was had before birds we're
found again. Then Mack got the point, bird flushed wild
ahead of hiiu, dog steady to wing. Then Dixie pointed.
Mack backed handsomely. Bird ttushedby Green, shot at.
At report Dixie broke shot and chased 'the flying bird.
Mack steady as a clock. Dogs ordered up. Tim's 3:35, hav-
ing been run 1 h. 5m.
Belton and Bessie —Turned down where the others had

been taken up without any delay save that of taking them
from the accompanying wagon, They were hunted easterly
along the edge of the timber which covers all the center of
the island from west to east. Neither dog ranged oft" well,
for the snow was in drifts every rod or so, in which the dogs
sank up to their bellies at every leap. Rounding a little
promontory of scrub oak which jutted out into the open,
Belton drew suddenly into a most beautiful point. Bessie
also stopped. It was a pretty picture and a '-Kodaker"
should have been pre.sent. A big bevy flushed wild at ap-
proach of men. Austin and Green each fired a single shotThe result was astonishing. The birds lumped, bunched'
and no less than five birds fell. One was but wing-tipped
and It started off run nin a: with head up as if untouched.

• ihis was too much tor Belton. In spite of the cautions of

his owner, in he dashed and never stopped his run until he
had the bird in his mouth. He brought it in. Then Bessie
retrieved but not in best fashion. Then Belton brought in
one in similar manner. Bessie had been a little unsteady
as the birds rose, but checked herself to order of handler.
These birds were followed over the hills. A long hunt en-
sued before the birds were found again. The ground was
thoroughly hunted along the 50ft. high east bluff toward
the south. At the deep cut known as the "Ravine" both
dogs straightened out and moved ahead .slowly.
They were just moving, that was all, when a single bird

flushed not a yard ahead of them. In a second the air was
full of quail. They got up on both sides of the dogs, in
front of the handlers, and seemingly from everywhere. At
least 40 birds in the bunch. Green shot and killed. Bessie,
sent in, retrieved the dead birds in most excellent style.
Then, moving on, Bestie soou drew to a point. Belton
backed staunchly. The bitch moved on a few yards and
stopped again. Belton stopped as she did. Aitstin flushed
the bird. Both dogs steady. Moving forward slowly, both
dogs drawing, a single bird flushed wild ahead of them.
Then the judges and handlers flushed a half-dozen birds.
All those flushed had flown in direct line toward South
Point. They could not be found, and a move was made
toward the west. As the party walked along a bevv of birds
flushed wild to the rear of the handlers. A moment after a
cock pheasant flushed away ahead of the dogs. At this time
all hands got in the wagon and were driven to the spot
known as the sink hole, where, as grain had been reaped
last summer, it was thought birds would be found. Reach-
ing there, the dogs were cast off once again. Circling the
spot, it was drawn blank. As the dogs came back ISessie
pointed stiff, as did also Belton, within 50ft. of the waiting
wagon. Austin flushed the bird, which proved to be a beau-
tiful cock pheasant. It was not shot at. Dogs ordered up.
Time, 4:45. Time down, Ih. 10m.

SATURDAY.
Gluck bad the bye. An early start was made this morn-

ing, for 9 o'clock saw Gluck and his running mate,
Buff cast oft' at the usual starting place. Gluck is quite
puppy-like in manner, seeming more disposed at the start to
follow Buff than to hunt out for himself. Nothing was
found in the pasture lots to east of club house. These were
hunted carefully along the edge of the woods easterly.
Then along the edge of the briar lot north to the beach.
Then next along the beach to the blufl' so often mentioned.
Down the bluff and across to the marsh beyond. Glesssing
claimed point for Gluck. Judge allowed the claim and or-
dered the bird put up; nothing found. Back from the bluff
to the hills. Gluck flushed a quail directly in front of him,
t hen stopped and pointed staunchly where the bird got up
from. He then got a good stiff" point and stood nicely. A
big bevy of birds flushed from under his nose. Gluck steady
towing. Birdsfollowed. A single flushed in front of Gluck
but some distance ahead of him. Shot at and missed. Gluck
steady to shot. The spot on the sandspit where the birds
were thought to be thoroughly hunted out but nothing
found. Gluck ranged well, quartered his ground well, but
was not under good control. Back to the bluff again. At
its edge a cottontail bounced out in front of Gluck. This
was too much. Away went hare, away went dog. Back
the dog would not come despite the warnings or the coax-
ings of his handler. The dog was wild with excitement.
Ordered up as he had no chance of winning. .The last of the
all-aaed braces nut down at once.
Topsy and .Joe —Feeling that the last marked down

birds were out in the sedge of bushes of the sand spit, the
dogs were at once cast off there, Topsy ranging well and
going fast ran up a single. She ran completely to the end
of the marsh meadow, then called back to more carefully
hunt her ground. Green, Glessing and Austin had crossed
the marsh and stood at the lower end of the sedge grass.
Topsy came alone and wheeled to a point in front of them.
Joe coming up on the other side also pointed. Austin
flushed the birds and one shot followed. Away went both
dogs after the birds. It was exciting but faulty. Back to
the rolling land east of bluft". At a little patch of bayberry
bxxshes out flushed wild a brace of English partridges and a
brace of American quail. The partridges flew a mile. The
quail dropped to cover after a short flight. Moving on,
Topsy got another point in less time than it takes to write
this paragraph. The birds flushed wild. .Toe broke ag,ain.
Topsy steady only to command of handler. Afterward a
single bird flushed. Topsy made a couple of jumps but
came back. Moving forward Joe established a point at the
crest of one of the little hills. Topsy called in to back, did
so for a second, then left her back, ran around and ahead of
.Joe for some distance, wheeled around and pointed the
birds, the dogs facing one another, but .^ome yards apart.
Birds flushed to order. Shot at, one killed. At the report
away went both dogs again like two demons in as mad a
canine race as was ever seen. Coming at last, Topsy re-
trieved the dead bird in good style. The work of the 'dogs
was excellent, but they were both .simply crazy with excite-
ment. Ordered up, Time down, 45m.

Summary.
Puppy Stakes—First, W. L, Wellington's Countess; sec-

ond, E. H. Litchflehi's Douglass.
All-Aged Stakes—First, George W. Green's Mack; second,

L. H. Bullard's Bessie.
Thus ends the Robins Island Field Trials? of l89a,

Peconic.

CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB AFFAIRS.
HAMILTON, Can., Nov. SO.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

beg to inform you that the sub-committee lately appointed
by the executive committee of the Canadian Kennel Club
to investigate certain charges preferred by Mr. George Bell,
of Toronto, agains* Dr Wesley Mills, of Montreal, has de-
cided to go no further with its work for the present, as Dr.
Mills, by virtue of his office as president of the Canadian
Kennel Club, has declared the meeting of the executive
committee at which the .sub-committee was appointed to be
illegal and unconstitutional, and has ordered the members
of the sub-committee to refrain from investigating the
charges. The annexed letter from Dr. Mills will explain
itself. A. D. Stewart, Chairman Sub-Committee.

COPT.

Cote St. ANTOI^fK, Montreal, Nov. Sti.—^4. D, Stewart,
Esq.: I have your letter of Nov. 24, By Article 3, Sec. I. of
the byJaws of the C. K. C. it is provided that "two weeks'
notice of such meeting (of the executive committee) shall be
given to every member of the committee." Such two weeks'
notice was not given of the meeting of the executive, there-
fore that meeting was unconstitutional, and the aft'airs of
the club are just where they were before it was held Those
who are so anxious to manufacture a case against Dr. Mills
must th erefore just exercise a little patience.

Wesley Mills, M,D., Pres. C. K. C.

Our New England i-*aders will be pained to learn of the
death of Mr. Chas. G. Wheelock, who at one time owned
the Arlington Heights Kennels of St. Bernards. Some time
since Mr. Wheelock took up his residence in California. It
seems on the loth of last month he was driving with Mr. .J.

Irving Crowell when he was thrown from the buggy and
died on the 33d from the injuries he received. Mr. Wheelock
seems to have made himself popular in his new home, and
his sudden takintr oil will be a shock to his many friends in
the East. Mr. Wheelock at one time owned su.ch dogs as
Scotch Bonivard, Home Rule, Hesperard, etc,
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COURSING.

THE INTERSTATE MEETING AT MERCED.
[Special Report.]

Meeced, CaL, Nov. 17—The fourth anntial interstate

coursing meeting was commenced ou the Moran ranch, some
seven or eight miles from Merced, Cal,, on Tuesday last,

Nov. 14. The day was beautifully fine for coursing piu-
poses and the dogs" were of the very best description, the soil

being of a sandy nature, making it perfectly safe for dogs to

travel over. The fact that but one dog was only injured to

the extent nf a toenail, shows the nature of tae ground over
which the coursing was held. The game, too, was plentiful,

and here it must be said that they were, without exception,
the greatest travelers that have ever been met with by any
coursing club on tbe celebrated plain. Their extraordinary
performances of Tuesday and Wednesday last will ever
stamp them as the greatest heart breakers that hounds ever

met with in any quarter of the globe. Tommy Hall's (the

Merced coursing enthusiast) opinion of them, when ques-
sioned as to the hares likely to be found on the hew grounds,
was well sustained—"Hares!" said Tommy, "no, they're not
hares, they're flying machines, and if you go down to the
grounds any afternoon you will find them hard at work
training. They know this meeting is coming off and Nancy
Hanks can't have a shoe with one of them. I took Joe Mc-
Auliile down there last week to freshen him up a bit, and
slipped him and another dog after a little leveret. I came
across; I followed them for four or five miles and lost them;
the other dog came back last night, and Joe MuAuliffe and
the little hare are up in Alaska now, hitting out for the
North Pole. I tell you they're all Democrats this year; you
can't stop 'em."
Tommy's opinion of this was fully borne out during the

two days' coursing, for only five of them met death at the
bands of their determined and swift pursuers.
There was a large crowd of .spectators, male and female,

in vehicles and on horseback.
On the eve of the cour.sing all the hotels in the solid look-

ing little town were well filled, and of course "dog" was the
only question debatable. The all-important ideas of free

trade or protectioti were for the moment forgotten, and the
probability or possibility of Mr. Watson's splendid imported
greyhound and the other Eastern dog being able to get away
with the California dogs seemed for the time to be the most
important questions.
The Eastern dogs had many backers, especially Royal

Crest; but the favorite with nearly all was the celebrated
California dog Skyrocket, and yet in the very first coiirse

he was called to run he fell a'comparatively easy prey to

a dog that has not heretofore been looked upon as a flyer,

and which in the very next course fell a much easier prey to

Mr. Watson's handsome little bitch Dry Time.
On Tuesday morning the coursing field was reached after

a pleasant ride of an hour about 9 o'clock, and immediately
tbe field officers commenced to arrange for the day's sport
Hon. Judge Pennie, of San Francisco, officiated as president
of the meeting, and surely a more genial, whole-souled gen-

tleman could not well be chosen. Mr. William Faney, of

Fresno, and tbe well-known Mr. John Grace, of San Fran-
cisco, did the judging, the former gentleman doing the tausi

ness in the foreno^on and the latter in the afternoon. Mr. J.

R. Dickson had th-:" management of the field, assisted by
Messrs. Seal and Wormington, and most assuredly Mr.
Dickson's job was no sinecure, for the crowd was difficult to

manage; but after the first three or four courses he had the
excited spectators well in baud and kept them so during the
balance of the meeting. Mr. Wm. Halpin wielded the flag,

and a more efficient flag steward it would be difficult to find.

The slipping was intrusted to Mr. James Wren, of San
Francisco, and surely no finer or better work was evrr seen

on a coursing field. In California this gentleman is looked
upon as a slipper in the same light that Mr. Grace is looked
upon as a jadge—nulla secwndus.
To describe accurately each course is simply impossible,

as almost in every instance the hares led the dogs such
merry dances that none but the judge and possibly the
riders who were allowed to go to pick up the dogs could see

the major portion of each course, hence the short descrip-

tion of each event.
First Round.

Royal Crest and Lookout were tke two first called to

slips, and on being placed in Mr. Wren's charge they were
soon ready for thtir work. The slipper had moved out but
a few yards, when a little black-eared jack sprang from his

couch and instantly the dogs were nut straight on his tracks
and slipped. Both dogs went off with a great burst of

speed. Royalty having a slight advantage. Both went some-
what wide in "their run toward the game, Royal Crest push-
ing to the front, and after driving his game from its line of

running by a strong wrench, another hare came in the way,
which Lookout followed. The black dog, however, stuck to

his game, and '.after a run of over two miles killed and of

course won.
Shannon Bot and Duke of MilpitAS.—This was a run-

away affair, Shannon Boy never having a show, the Duke
running his game to earth at the end of a three-mile run.

Ban Girl and John Mitchell.—This pair were slipped
to another traveler, but he was at first inclined to dodge a

little. After Mitchell drove him from his line of running
he then straightened out and made for some safe quarters
that were only a few miles away, and after leaaing his

pursuers a will-o'-the-wisp-like journey, made good his

escape. Mitchell won.
Black Joe akd Dexter.—The former, in consequence of

distemper breaking out in his owner's kennels, did not ap-
pear, the latter ran a bye.
Depend on Me and Peter Jackson.—On this pair being

slipped, the former dog shot out strong for his game and
led Peter to the hare by a length and eventually took a turn
out of the flying game just as they were all disappearing
from view. Here Peter iiut on a spurt, and as they again
appeared in the distance the piigilist's namesake was in the
lead. The judge eventually returned after a three-mile trip

and gave the course to Depend On Me.
Bluestone and Al Farron.—The p.iir being slipped the

former dog shot out of slips and led his opponent a couple
of lengths, and in less than .500yd,s. reached his game, turned
it and got another wrench from it; the hare then straight-

ened out and evidently recollected that his presence was
needed up in Sha-ta county somewhere, and made tracks
accordingly. Al Farron, too, took it into his head that he
would bid good bj'e to his opponent, which he did, but he
never got near Mr. Jack, though he tried long enough, so
Bluestone got the verdict.

White Joe and Job McAi'liefe.—McAulift'e never gave
this dog even a look at the game and won a straight course,
puss getting awav.
Merced "Chief and Young Jessie,—The former dog,

though hitherto supposed to be of very little account,
showed on this occasion that there was more in him than he
ever got credit for from any of his former owners, and in a

pretty course heat what was known to be a smart bitch.

Redwood Chief and dazzle.—Immediately after these
dogs were slipped the black dog Dazi;leshot out to the front
followed closely by his opponent. The black dog got the
turn and the next, and then the Chief, from the distance,
seemed to have command of things and worked his game
well, and eventually the hare fell between them. Dazzle
got the flag. At this decision; the owner of Chief kicked a
bit.

Peknthoyal and William O'Beien.—The latter dog, it

may be said, did everything in this coarse.

Presto and Fitz.—This was another one-sided course,

Tom winning everything in a I mg run.
Dan C. and Gane —This was a fine course, both dogs

showing great speed, but the latter had always the best of it

and won handsomely.
Native Son AND Dolly- Varden.—This was also a fine

c urse, the Son at first having the best of it, but Dolly had
more grit and the Son, too, got blinked a bit in the stubbles,

which marred his chances. Dolly won.
BlAckstone and Natty.—This was a runaway course.

Natty doing all the work from start to finish, and of course
winnin e-.

Molly S. and Wildflower.—Molly S. had a very soft

thing in this flower. She outran her and outworked her,

and killed her game. Possibly Wildflower .should not be
thought too little of, though, for she was the first that met
what turned out afterward to be the winner, and which ef-

fectually snuflfpd out the hopes of more aristocratic grey-
hounds than poor Wildflower.
Skyrocket and Mountain Hare —When this pair was

c tiled up there was considerable excitement, as Skyrocket
has had almost an unbeaten record for the last two years,

having been defeated bitt'once during that time, though he
had met all kinds of dogs both in the inclo.sed parks and in

the open, and trea,ted them all alike, one after another fall-

ing before his speed and dashing cleverness. No one could
be tempted to back the other dog at any odds—"no one was
so poor as to do him reverence." Well, they were handed
to tbe slipper and in a short time a perfect flyer pop ped tip.

The dogs were slipped and as usual Skyrocket dashed to the
front as if shot from a catapult, and made desperate eflforfs

to reach his game; they had gone fully a mile before he suc-

ceeded in bringing puss around, and here his opponent came
in and began to dispute possession. Again the hare broke
awpy and again Skyrocket dashed in pursuit, but Mountain
Hare closed up with him and before they had traveled an-
other quarter of a mile gave him a clear go-by by several
yards, and during the balance of that fearful long course
Skyrocket never got in again, Mountain Hare eventually
killing his game and winning the course.
Swede and Dry Time.—This was the first short course of

the meeting. No sooner were the dogs slipped than the fawn
bitch dashed to the front and in less than 400yds. she
brought her game around, and so quick were her movements
that she did not give puss time to recover herself before she
bad her fangs deep in its back and the course won.
David D. and White Cloud.—This was a one- sided affair,

the Cloud being too swift for David, who was never in it

from start to finish.

Short Stop and Sir John.—These dogs were con,siderpd

two of the best in the flf Id, and each of them was warmly
supported by their respective friends. On being slipped the
for'tirr Ifd >n the hare by a c'ear leneth, but a mile was
travelfd before Short .Stop drove puss from its course and

.JOHN GRACE,
Oouisiug .Iiidge.

.1. R. WRENN,
Slipper.

got another turn before Sir John got in for a point. The
hare then broke away, and after a considerable distance was
gone ever Sir John was seen to be in front in vain pursuit of
the flying game, which he failed to reach. When the judge
returned he sent the flag up for Short Stop.
Cork Rebel and Gile.—On this pair being sent off both

dogs shot out well, Gile having the best of it. For a few
seconds it looked as if the Rebel would have a show, but the
hare broke away and Gile had all the rest of a great run to
himself. He won.
Johnny Rex and Judge Morrow.—The former dog is

known as the greatest flyer of our coursing fields, and was
looked upon by the Merced people as their forlorn hope
when all others fail, but unfortunately he was attacked by
distemper last week and of course could not appear. His
opponent ran a bye, Great sympathy was expressed by all

for Mr. Mclnerny, the genial Merced sportsman, over this
occurrence.

It was now 3 o'clock and as the first round of the card was
finished it was decided not to commence the second round
so that all the dogs could start equal on the following
morning.
During the evening betting on the dogs left in after the

fir.st round was pretty brisk. Royal Crest was in good de-
mand as was also Gile and the otner Sacramento dog, Gare.

WEDNESDAY.
Sharp at 9 o'clock this morning a,ll were again ready on

the trysting grounds.

Second Round.
Royal Crest and Duke of Milpitas.—The crowd

had scarcely moved when a regular buck-jumper went
bounding away like a rubber ball. When the slipper
got his dogs fairly in line he let them go, the Duke
shot out, and by a sudden turn of the hare got well placed
fully three lengths ahead of Crest. This advantage he held
till he turned the hare, and in the next 100yds. he again
scored the hare and then the dogs were lost to the spectators.
The cour.se was a very long one and most trying on both
dogs. When judge (Pahey) returned he sent the white flag
up for the Duke of Milpitas, but said that at the finish of
course Royal Crest had full command of the haie, but lost
the course by killing his game before his opponents score
was wiped out.
•lOHN Mitchell AND Dexter.—Mitchell ran away from

Dextpr and won a one-sided course.
Depend On Me and Blue Stone.—This was a pretty

course full in view of the crowd. Depend On Me winning
with plenty to spare.
Joe McAuliffe and Roy.—This was one of the courses

that was but little seen by the crowd, with the exception
of the first portion of it, in which the young imported dog
gave splendid promi.se of future greatness. Joe won the
course.
Merced Chief and Dazzle —This was another regular

grueler over miles of ground. The Chief won.
William O'Brien and Tom Fitz.—Quick as lightning

O'Brien shot out from slips and led by two lengths, he
eventually turned the game and got on to plowed ground,
where the judge said he was defeated by Fitz.
Gare and "Dolly Vahden.—Dolly was completely out-

classed and lost.

Natty and Molly S.—This was comparatively a short
course and really looked as if Natty had the best of it, but
the judge said no.
Mountain Hare and Dry Time.— In this course great

things were expected from the blue dog from the manner
in whicli he polished off Skyrocket in the first rotoid; but it

is the unexpected that occurs in coursing, as well as other
things, and so it was in this case, for tbe New York bitch
again made a short job of it, and fairly smothered both her
opponent and the hare in a very few seconds, and won a
.sharp course.
Short Stop and White Cloud.—This course, a long one,

was altoQ-etber in favor of Short Stop.
GiLR AND Judge Morrow.—Gile showed great speed in

this course, as indeed he did in his first one, and it was soon
evident that Morrow was in a bad place and could not hold
his own, Gile eventually killing and winning, taut just then
another hare came along and Gile's eagerness for another
mess of hare made him drop the one he was mauling and go
m pursuit of a demon that must surely have come there out
of dire revenge for the death of his kin. This hare seemed
to play with Gile for he would allow the dog to come so near
him that he would open his mouth to make a grab at him,
while puss would give a switch to the right or left and in
place of a mouthful of fur Gile would find only a mouthful of
California air. The dog was eventually picked up nearly
half dead, while puss bounded away as if well pleased with
her revenge.
This last course finished the fir-t ties and luncheon was

then announced, a capital one, by the way, sent out from the
El Capitan and Cosmopolitan hotels.

As soon as luncheon was over Mr. Dickson called up and
Mr. Grace went into the saddle to finish the balance of the
meeting.

Third, Round.

Duke of Milpitas and Mitchell.—No sooner were the
dogs slipped than Mitchell shot out and led the Duke a
long run to the hare, getting first turn; the Duke then got
in, but the rest of the course was Mitchell's, a long one too,
the hare, as usual, escaping.
Depend on Me and Joe McAuliffe.—This was a sharp,

short course, in which quick work was done by both dogs
and a clpver kill secured McAulifi'e the verdict.
Merced Chief and Tom Fitz.—These dogs chased a

demon of a little hare for about three miles. Fitz won.
GARE AND Molly S —In this course Gare led the bitch

for a considerable distance until the hare got into some
plowed ground, where Molly laid him out cold, the hare
escaping.
Dry Time and Short Stop.—In this course—a very long

one—Short Stop had the best of it at first, taking the hare
away from the bitch, but in the long lead to some cover the
bitch passed him and did some clever work, and when the
judge came back he sent the flag up for the bitch.

Fourth Round.

JohnMitghell and Joe McAuliffe.—This was a splendid
course, and possibly had more work done in it than in any
course of the meeting. Mitchell certainly had the best of it
in the first portion of the run, but in the latter portion the
superior condition of Joe told in the long run and the sub-
sequent work, and together with a splendid kill no doubt
secured him the verdict from Mr. Grace.
Tom Fitz and Molly S.—Molly had the best of this course

from the start and won.
Dry Time and Gile —This course was not a long one, but

Dry Time made a dash to reach the front, when the hare
swerved to the other dog. She tried hard to shoulder him
off", but he was too heavy for her and he swept her from hi.^
path, and the gallant little bitch that came 3,000 miles to
contest for this stake went down before the prowess of the
Sacramento dog.

Fifth Round.

Joe McAuliffe and Gile.—After a short rest Gile was
again called up to meet Hall's flyer, and on being slipped
this grand dog went immediately to the front. Though
closely pressed by McAuliffe, he shouldered him off and'in
an awful long run completely beat him to a standstill, the
hare escaping. Joe had thus to pufc up with third positioa
in the stake.
Molly S. ran a bye.

Final.

After the usual half-hour's grace Molly S. and Gile were
placed la slips for the final tussle. It did not take long to
find a hare. The course was an uninteresting one. Molly
did all that was done, and Master Jack escaped without
much trouble. Molly S. won the course and stake, Gile sec-
ond, Joe McAuliffe third; Dry Time, John Mitchell and Tom
Fitz divide fourth money.
The crowd gathered around the president's carriage and

cheered him to tbe echo, as well as all the other officers. The
Sacramento people were heartily congratulated on their
good luck in being the possessor of such splendid grey-
hounds, as well as for their gentlemanly and sportsmanlike
conduct throughout the meeting.
No finer coursing was ever seen in California, and certainly

no better dogs ever went from slip in any county than many
of the hounds that took part in this meeting. As for the
hares—well, they were just a little too good for anything,
and if Tommy Hall could manage to put a stop to their
training next'year it would be all the better for:coursing.
The following is the summary of the running;

FM, Round.
3. H. Watson's bik and w d, / \ W. Creamer's blk and w d.
Royal Crest, f

"'^"'^
1 Lookout.

Jas. Shannon's blk and w d, I J Bri. Kelber's blk d, Shannon
Duke nf Milpitas, (' "^"-^

I Boy.
D. D. Roach's f and w d, I y T. Mclnerny's blk and w b,
John Mitchell, ( ( Ban Girl.

T.J. Cronin's blk and, w d, (.
I Geo. Dougherty's blk d,Peter

Depend Ot. Me. ) 1 Jackson.
Dr. Proctoi's blk and w d, ( ^.^^^ j J. J. Raflemaker's br d, Al
BlneBtone, \

"^"^^
1 Furrow.

Thoa. Hall's blk and wd, Joel T,-,,*^ J T. Mclnerny's w d, White
McAuliffe, \

I
Joe.

E. H. Mulcaster'a t d, Roy, \ beat
\ '^'^fi^^:^^^^

^""^ ^
Robt. Boyd's blk and w d, I j.„„f. J J. J. Racemaker's br and w
Mercpd Chief. f

oeac
-j d. Young- Jes'iie.

T. Mclnerny's blk and. w d. / J^„„^. ! Wnrmlagton & Seal's Red-
Dazzak (

"^^^
) wood Cbipf.

P. G. Fitz Patrick's w d, Wm. ( j Thos. Ford's blk and w d,
O'Brien, I

"^'^
1 Pennyroyal.

T. Mclnerny's blk and w d, ( | Worminerton & Seal's w and
Tom Fitz, i 1 _ blk d^ Presto.

J. McMahon's blk d, Gare,

D D. Riach's blk and w b, j

Dnlly Yard en, i .

P. O'Connell's blk and w d, (_ i T, J. Hanrahan's blk and
Nattv. ,

"^"'^ ) d. Blaekstone.
P.W.Sheehan'swandblkb, I ^^^^ i P. O. Egan's blk b, Wild-
Molly S., r 'i Bower.

"M°ou?,"aifHar'^^
^

\ "I

^- ^-tis's bik d. Skyrocket.

J.H. Watson's fb. Dry Time,
j-
beat

\ ^swede!'''^^^'^
^'"^ ^ ^'

Wormington & Seal's w b, ( >,„_^ i David I). Doust's blk d.
White Clond, I

"^^
i David D.

M. C. Curtis's br and w d, I t,„„^ ) Tbos. Ford's br and w d. Sir
Shortstop,

t"
"( John.

J. McMahan's blk d. GUe.
\
beat

\ ^^°cfrk^Rlb6f.'^
'''"^

W. Creamer's f and w d, ) ^„„, i .

Judge Morrow, \ i

^

Second Round.
Duke of Milpitas beat Royal Tom Fitz beat Wni. O'Brien.
Crest. Gare beat, Dolly Varden.

John Mitchell beat Dexter. Molly 8. beat Nirty.
Depend On Me beat Bluestone. Dry Time beat Mountain Hare.
Joe McAuliflfe beat Roy. Short Stop heat White Cloud.
Merced Chief beat Dazzle. Gile beat Judge Morrow.

T,,„^ I D. D. Roach's blk and w d,
) Dan C.
i J. Shannon's w d. Native
1 Sod.
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Thu-d Round.
John Mitchell beat Duke of Mil- Tom Pitz beat Merced Chief.

pitas. Molly S. beat Ga re.

Joe MoAulifle beat Depend On Dry Time beat Short Stop^

Me. Gile, a bye.

Fourth Round.

Joe McAulitfe beatlJoho Mitch- Molly S. beat Tom Fits,

ell. Gile beat Dry Time.

Fifth Rowid.

Glle beat Joe McAuIi ffe. Molly 8., a bye.

Final.

P. W. Sheeban's white and black bitch Molly S., by Hook's Gim-
let out of Lady S., beat J. McMahon's black and white dog Gile,

by Mohran out of Pride, and won the stake—S400. Gile took .1200;

Joe McAuliffe, SlOO: Dry Time, .lohn Mitchell and Tom Fiiz, .f20

J. R. D.

BRUNSWICK FUR TRIALS.

Editor Forest, and Stream:
It may be of interest to the many fox hunting readers of

the Forest and Stream to know that the work done by the
diflEerent strains was watched with interest. The Julys
Hendricks and Pealer showed great speed and endurance
and their splendid feet carried them through the week's
work without a particle of foot soreness or lameness. They
were quiet on a cold trail, but after the fox was up were free

with tlieir voices. Pealer was out of condition and did not
show up as well as he will in the future.
The only Wild Goose entered was Leads All. He is a dog

of remarkable speed combined with fine trailing Qualities
and has a beautiful voice. When checked he cast wide,
iShowing sreat hunting sense.

The work done by the Goodmans was very uneven. While
Clay. Logan and Aggie showed dash and splendid all-round
hunting qualities, French and Orange exhibited little de-
sire to hunt, and weredevoid of ambition, preferring a sunny
corner under a rock to driving a fox. I understand that
Clay, Aggie and Logan were bred by H. Hufifstetter, but
French and Orange came directly from Mr. Groodman.
The Avents had but one representative, Clinkei*. His

magnificent work last year, when he won the American
Field Cup, is well remembered. At that time he showed
speed and wonderful ability to cut ahead and get away with
the fox. This year he did not do himself justice, being out
of condition from a severe attack of distemper.
The heavy English hounds, Chun and Paddy, were with-

drawn before they had time to show their quality. But if

there is anything m looks their endurance must have been
wonderful.
The Bucklield-Byron cross showed its valuable qualities

in Jim, and Jack, a native, did very fine work especially in
his first hard day's work. Bradley.

COURSING ENGLISH HARES IN NEW JERSEY.
Iv any of our readers are fixed for coursing, lean tell them

where a bit of sport is to be had within two or three hours'
ride of this city. The place is Jobstown, New Jersey,
reached via Pennsylvania Railroad from Jersey City, and
the game English bares. Jobstowuis a somewhat out-of-
the way sort of a place, so any one anticipating the trip
had better call at a Pennsylvania ticket office and secure a
time table and such other information as may seem neces-
sary. There is a good hotel in the village, where they feed
well and chai'ge moderately.

1 was down there last November, and brought home three
hares that averaged eight pounds apiece alter the entrails
had been removed. This was their weight after drying out
for several days, I should say a fully developed hare would
weigh about eleven pounds, fresh killed. I was told some
had been killed weighing fifteen pounds and over.

It is not much fun to shoot them after the novelty wears
off. That takes place when you have carried your first hare
two hundred yards or less, according to your muscle. But
with a good greyhound, I should say it would be rare sport.
The hares use altogether in the fields, so that you can have
an uninterrupted view of the chase. An ordinary rabbit
dog cannot run fast enough to keep one of them awake. I
was out once with two setters, both young dogs and good
runners. I shot at a hare, breaking one fore leg. The hare
got about fifty yards start of the dogs. They caught him
after a chase of three-quarters of a mile. On other occasions
I saw uninjured hares lose these dogs in a few hundred
yards. This was especially the case if the hare ran up-hill.
The hares are quite numerous all ai'ound Jobstown, and

while most of the land is posted, I do not think the farmers
would object to coursing. In fact. I am certain they would
not. The hares are increasing very rapidly, and do an im-
mense amount of damage, especiallV to young fruit trees

W. L. HALL.

THE WORLD'S FAIR SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The months are rolling on with their usual rapidity and

the time will soon be at hand when the World's Fair bench
show at Chicago will be in full swing. I have this day writ-
ten to Mr. W. I. Buchanan, chief of the Bureau of Agricul-
ture at Chicago, respectfully suggesting that much interest
would be added to the show if the stalls and cages contain-
ing the dogs on exhibition could be marked so as to show at
a glance the country from which each dog was sent. Thus
the American dogs could be distinguished by a neat tablet'
on which could be engraved the Stars and Stripes; the Cana-
dian dogs could be distinguished by the maple leaf, the
HiUglish dogs by the rose, and so on act injinUum.. Not only
would the tablets add to the interest of the show, but exhib-
itors themselves would prize them highly as souvenirs of the
great exhibition, and I am confident that I have only to su"--
gest this idea to insure its being heartily taken up by the
kennel press,

t .r ^

You can do much to help this project with youi- pen, and
if you see this matter iu the same light as I do. I am sure
that dog lovers everywhere will be glad if you Will urge it
for all It IS worth. A. D. Stewart.
Hamilton, Canada.

IT COST $26.66 A WORD,
In this city last week, in the Supreme Court, Jacob C

Schuyler, of Page county, Pa., won his libel suit against
Leslie C. Bruce and Hamilton Busbey, of the Turf, Fieldand Farm and got a verdict for .§3,500. The libel was in a
letter written by Col. Wm. C. Kennerly, of Page countywho writes over the name of "Old Dominion." The expen-
sive little 62,500 paragraph was this:

^
hn^fr^Vr^^° '^^ t^"" ^/ ^^"^ name of Jacob O. Scbuyler,
li^,; =^ Pa., and who has established what he
^hn^.i^TIf rP""^

^'^^ % sreat flourish, Sing
IT**

as ' I'he Tammany Training Kennels, by Profbohuaer." Upon my honor as a man and my character and
ll^X^lfL'', ^P^-t^T'^' ^ denounce this man as acoDsummate
whiph d?^« fvl'^ ''^^ ^3 a pbBt house, fromWhich dogs are weekly dragged out to rot upon tae highway.

oJpoH^i^f^'^fl^K^'
t^i'ough Messrs. Whitehead and Peshall,

^?v^^ li^^l^'
^'^l^^as a libel, but contended that they had

fhl^nl'^fl^^-""'^''''^^''^
fii's back at "Old Dominion"

^df^S .
^l^e^-r columns, and they seemed to think that this

f«tfh^m?.^\*''^-^ ^""l^-^
[''^ y'^'^^y warfare should compen-

hni.»Vw ^,t^'?^
business broken up by a Ubel. Let

vn±*^* ^^^•^'^ °* ^'^'^"ijct may prove wholesome,aeaven.knows a lesson was needed.
>=^vluv.

THE WINFIELD COURSING MEET.
WINFIELD, Kas , Nov. 30, 1892—1 took a nasty cropper on

Friday and broke my left arm at the elbow (for the fourth
time), and in the raelee C lost my notet-i of courses. So the
best I can do for you is to send yon the inclosed.

Mr. Lowe protested the Meteor—Prince Charlie course,

but I scarcely think he can get any satisfaction out of it.

The weather was fine with the exception of Thursday,
which was a miserable, rainy and raw day. The local

attendance was good, and the crowd very hard to control,

AII"Agre Stake.

For 16 or more greyhounds. Winner gets 50 per cent, of
entrance and silver cup valued at SsSO, donated by citizens of
Winfield. Runner up, 25 per cent; third, 15 per cent, and,

fourth, 10 per cent, of entrance. Entrance *10.

First Roimd.

H. L. Lowe's w and bdl b

)

White Lady (Lord Never- !- heat
settle—Par ters), )

J. J. Fairbanks'.'? b b Winnie r S E. Martin's f b Queen (Ua-
(Lead—Wilkins's Minnie), f

"^"'^
) known),

H. C. Lowe's w and bdl d J I Q . Van ilummel's r and w
Prince Charlie (Lord Nev- } beat - d Van's O'ReU (Babasoun
ersett'e—VVhite Lips), \ I —Carmine).

D. C. Lnse's w and bdld Liv- i i J. R. Ballard's f d Buckskin
ing Yet (Trales — Dick's - Tjcai - (Cochran's Frank— Rib-
Darling), \ ( ttOD).

^ton ^Trales-Dick's^ Dar' i beat \ ^- Weakley's bdl h Whale=
ling), \ )

^'^^^ (Brindle Jack-Fly).

Prinne Runert (Lord Nev- 1 beat \ ^^)a^^lfS'^%^,it %
ersettle-White Lips), \ } (&P"Ug-Belle ot Denver).

Howard's blk b Slipper
" known).

tii-p;eM-ni— vv luif ijips),

H. C Lowe's bdl b Nancy J

(Lord Ncvereeltle — Par- >• beat
tera).

(

H. C. Lowe's blk and w d
j

Voltaire (Lord Neversettle y beat
-7WbiteLp\),

. ., , „ j

D. C. Lubr's vv and bd! d
Lord MoPherson (Trales—
Dick's Darline).

D. O. Luse'a Lady in Black
(Trales-Diok'a Darling).

I. A. Robinson's bdl d Cap ( 1 Q.Van Hummel's bdl b Viola
(Unknown—Wrasshopper), I

"'^
1 (Babazoun—Verdure Clad)

Second Round.
Met«or heat White Lady. Lady Barton beat Nancv.
Prince Cbarlie beat Winnie. Voltaire beat Cap.
Prince Rupert beat Living Yet.

Third Bound.
Meteor beat Prince Charlie. Ladv Barton beat Prince Ru-

pert.
Voltaire a bye,

Foivith Round.
Meteor beat Voltaire. Lady Barton a bye.

Final.

Lady Barton beat Meteor.

Members' Stake.
Entrance *2 50, winner 50 per cent, of entrance and silver

plate donated by citizens of Winfield; runner up, 25 per cent,
of entrance; third, 15 per cent., aud fourth 10 per cent.

First Round.
Cliff Steven's bdl d Cap S.

)

(unkDOwc),
r

Tieat
J. W. Rams°y'a f and w b

Blotidie (Brindle Jack—
Old Biondie).} I Dionaie).

J. R. Cochran's r d GolfPust I J S. S. Baper' • f d Olotheshorse
(Brindle Jack—Minnie), f

"eai
^ (unknown),

J. R. Cochran's t d Jay-
j. ( J. W. Ramsey's Meteor.

hawker. "V^) Drawn.
A. J. Bonne well's f d Neroi f,^^, J E. B. Oondit's bk d Mid-
(uuknown). night (uaknowi ).

J.E.B.

ANOTHER DISTEMPER CURE.
Editor Forest and Stream-:
The following will no doubt be hailed with joy by all

lovers of that noble animal the dog, as 1 now consider that
the dreadful disease, distemper in dogs, has to a very great
extent been overcome.
During September I lost in my kennels no less than eleven

dogs by distemper. In the beginning of October I procured
one of Coulter's vaporizers, and although I had some eight
or nine dogs down in different stages of the disease at time
of procuring the vaporizer, since using it I have not lost a
single one.
My manner of treatment is as follows: I procured a large

packing case and bored a hole in the bottom and placed the
box up from the floor high enough to allow the vaporizer to
sit under with the top put through the hole in the box,
having tfirst charged the instrument with eucalyptus oil
and carbolic acid equal parts. I tljen placed the sick dog in
the box and put the cover on, allowing sufficient ventilation
so as not to smother him, and then set the machine in oper-
ation. I let the patient stay there from fifteen to twenty
minutes, and I must say that I have yet to see a case, no
matter how clogged the eyes, head and throat may be with
putrid matter, that it does not clear right out after a few
treatments. c. A. Stone,

Sec'y Toronto Exhibition Bench Show.
Toronto, Canada.

THE FIELD TRIALS AT CHATHAM.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
I have read with much interest the report of the Interna-

tional Field Trials at Chatham, Oat., in your issue of Nov.
T7. In speaking of Lucy C. your reporter says she is the
pride of Davidson's heart. Why should she not be so A
bitch that ran through her stake, finding and staunchly
pointing more coveys of quail than the balance of the dogs
in the stake, and never making a false point, or flushino- a
bird, backing on sight and steady to wing and gun—ouiiht
she not to find a warm place in any sportsman's heart *

None of the coveys she found got up wild, as all were tramped
up to her point. She made none of those down wind ex-
cusable flushes we read of, or false points where a bird
might have been last year, but did her work from begin-
ning to end without an error. I would ask your reporter
whether fourteen is the balance of a covey of sixteen or
two the balance of sixteen. Lucy C. had swung around a
hill, and not coming in sight, I went to the top of the hill to
look for her. On getting to the hill top she was standing,
with head and tail up, at least one hundred yards off out in
the field, the birds between her and the fence. In the mean-
time Howard was working on the birds alongside the fence
which flushed not within one hundred yards of the others
The covey before Lucy C. was tramped up and shot at and
went over into the slashing. Lucy C. then made a sensa-
tional point, with her front feet on the upper side of a log
and hmdfeet on the ground. Howard being asked to come
up to back, pointed one in a pile of brtish before reaching
Lucy C.; that being tramped out he then came up to where
the bitch was pointing and refused to back, going around
the brush pile and pointing the same birds. On going over
the fence out of the slashing into a pasture field Lucy C
again pointed a covey. On this covey being flushed they
went down in plain sight within the field. Your informant
ought to recollect this. As the next two dogs were put down
they went direct through their handlers and all and on re-
turning through them, the bird's would stand no more such
nonsence, but flushed, and both dogs started after them in a
little go-as-you-please race. Those two covevs, with the twoyour reporter gives her credit for finding when down with
J^aciy spot, and the one when down with Mingo Jr make

,

tiyp. coveys to her credit, out of the nine pointed in the Ama.

teur Stake. Lucy C. is not for sale. When I want to find
birds she can find them, if they exi.st and live in the neigh-
borhood. I have used her many a time before to find coveys,
and singles for other dogs to work on, but always consid-
ered her superior to those which coiild find nothing for
themselves unless taken on marked birds. In many cases
the necessity of logs and brush piles is very apparent to get-
ting a point at all, as bare ground does not aSord the bird
protection enough from being flushed, or caught if it doesn't
flush. JoHK Davidson,
Monroe. Mich.

NASHVILLE AWARDS.
[Special to ForeM and Stream.']

Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 6.—The Nashville show opened
this morning with 165 entries. The excellent management
and arrangements deserved a better entry and quality of
dogs. Among those present are Dr. Van Hummel, Ben
Lewis and John Naylor, who are here with some noted
dogs. The weather is beautiful but the attendance so far is
not encouraging. Judging was commenced at 4 P.M.,
Messrs. Davidson and Mortimer giving satisfactory awards
as follows:

MASTIFFS.—Dofif.'?.- Ist, Jewett's Beauregarde; 3d, Fall's Robert
Lee. BitcJKs: 1st, Lewis's Ethel; 2d, Jewett's Winnie B,

GREAT DANES.— Chaulenge — 1st, Cumberland Kennels'
Melac; SJd, Shoquoanon Kennels' Pedro.—Ofen—Doos.- 1st and 3d,
Cumberland Kennels' Theseus and Nornaan; 3rl, Brown's Prince
Leo. A'ery high com., Anderson's Sander. Bitches: 1st, 3d, ;jd

and very high com.. Cumberland Keunela' Minerva, I?hcebe,Char-
mion and Weller. HigQ com., Shoquoquoa Kennels' Jackpon's
Juno. Puppies: 1st and 2il, Slioouoquon Kennels' Jackson's
Juno and ilager's Halka.

ST. BKRNARDS.-Dog.s: lat. Ander.siOu's Casper: 31. Rahl's
Fernwood Bruce. Jr.: 3d, Cumberland Kennels' Count Bruno.
Very high corn.. Kraemer's Sir Harry Bedi vere. Bitches: 1st and
2d, Cumncrland Kennels' Silvern and L-idy Watch; 3d, Mayo'S
Lady Herbert.—Novice—Fernwood Bruc°, Jr., Sir Harry Bed'-
vere. Smootbs—Dogs: 1st. Fulghum & Johasnn's Lord Milton;
2d, Cumberland Kennels' Prince Ivo.—Novice—The same.

BLOODHOUNDS.-1st, Pollock's Belhns, Jr.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-Dogs; lat. Condon's Surpass, 2d, Whal-
ley'aJnmbo. High com., Joanson's Sport. Bitches: 5Jd,Cayce'd
Nellie Bly.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-Dogs; let. Anderson's Philos IX.
Bitclm: 3d, Williams's Kaluga; Ist withheld.

GRKYHOUNDS.—CHALLBjMGE—Anderaon.s Master Ricb.-OPEN
—Bogs: lat. Van Hummel's Van Orell: 2ci, Williams's Salvator.

FOXHOUNDS.-Ist, Willia,ins's Ranger.

POINTERS.—CHALLBNGE-V,''inslow's InspiratioB, Other en-
tries aljsent, excepting two indifferent puppies.

ENGLISH SETTER^.—Doas; l^t. Smith's Max Noble; 2d. Down-
ington's Bennine. Bitches: l.siand 2d »ni very high com.,Shriev-
er's Nettie G., Cleo S. arid Coselte.—Ppppiks—Doo,'<.-lst,Shrlever'R
Livingstone. Bitclicf: 1st and ~J, Stiriever's Rosa Bonhenr and
Glass.

IRISH SETTFRS —Ohalt-enok- Ooos: 1st, Oak Gvoyo Kennels
Seminole. Bitches: 1st. Gals Grove Iveanel.<i' Edna H.—Opek-
Bltehcd: 1st and ;id, Oak Grove Kennels' Rose Sarslieid and Alice
Kent.

GORDON 8ETTERS.-Challenge- Dixon's Ivanhoe and
Oucties'i ot Waverlv.—Open—Does: Ibt and 2d, Dixon's Duke of
Wellington and Duke. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dixon's Prince Louise
and Dago.
COCKER SPANIRLS —Dogs: 1st, Bennett's Jack; 3d, Bowman's

Romeo. Bitches: 1st, Pa' terson's T«es De Urbevillt; 8d Bennett's
Mate. Very high com., Soman's J uliet,

COLLIES.—Chestnut Hill entries absent. Dogs: 1st and :Jd.

Argyle Kennels' Roslyn Terry and Argyle Mac. Bitches: Ist,
Argyle Kennels' Maud Marion. Puppies: I'st, Argvle Ki-nnels'
Argyle Sandy.—Novicj;—Ist and 2d, Argyle Kennels' Argyle Mac
and Madcap Bess.

POODLES—Do{7s.- Ist, Lewis's Biglow. Bitches: 1st, Dixon's
Pans.
BULLDOGS.—CHAi.T.ENGE—Dog«.- 1st, 111 wis Kennels' Bo'swain.

Bitches: Is', Illwis Kennels' Duchess of Paroia.—Open—Bitches:
Ist and 3d, Illwis Kennels' Peokham' Laas aud Lady M«n.
BULL-TERRIERS.-CHALUEN&E-lst, Dole's Bonnie Prince.

No otiier entries.

DACHSHUNDS.—CHAt>LE^fGB—lat, Manice's GulaY.—Open—
Boys: Ist, Seidel's Fi-itz. Bitches: 1st, Manice's .lessie Victoria.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—1st, Middieton Kennels' June M.—
Open—Dofls: 1st and St, Cocbrill's Doctor and Deane. Bitches:
1st, Glerirose KenneL' Parihenia; 2 i, Oockrill's Susie.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs; i^t, Leinster Kennels' Dixie Tartar;
3d and 3d. Rustic Kenneis' Rustic Risk and Risk of Sharon. Very
hleh com., Thompson's Gamestfr. Bitches: Ist, withheld; 3d,
Rustic Kennels' Julip. lolanthe Kennels' entries absent.

WIRE-HAIRED TERRIERS.—Ist, withheld; 2d, Rustic Ken-
nels' Pincher.

IRISH TERBIERS.-lst, Withheld ;3'i, Connor's Galtces.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.-Does; 1st, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Colored Preacher; 2d. Elliott's Ashley Plug. Bitches: Ist, with-
held; 2d, Elliott's Feather Brain.

SKYE TERRIERS.—OnALLENGB—1st, Shinn's Sir Stafford. -
Bugs: 1st, Barr's Sir Thomas.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Do(/s: Ist, Oliver's Diok York.

Bitches: Ist, Oliver's Minme York.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.— Challenge - Doe(8.- Ist,
Rocbelle Kennels' Broomfi-ld Sultan. Bitches: Ist, Ruchelle
Kennels' English Lady —Open-Dofiis.- Ist. withheld; 3d, Thuss
Brothers' Reaper. Bitches: Iso and 2.1, Rocbelle Kennels' Ma.ies-
tic and Ca'mencita.
PUGS.—Challenge—1st, Cumberland Kennels' Sprake.—Open

—Dogs: l3t,FaH.'i City Kennela' Simple Ben; 2i, Howard Kennels'
Dulie Howard; 33. Cumberland Kennels' Comet. High con?.,
Sparbs's Link. Com.. Schardt's Snip. Bitches: 1st, Billaniine'o
Vega; 2d, Divif^s's Toadie; 3d, Oumberlaon Kennels' Boniba.
Hig'h com., Cumberland Kennels' Goldie. Puppies: 1st, Davies'a
Sprake Pattie.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-lst, Central Kennels' Royal
Roy.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-Doff.s.- Ist. Cumberland Kennel&'

Prince. Bitches: 1st, Cumberland Kennels' Prince.
Best dog owned in Kentucky, pug Simple Ben. Show of Great

Danes very good, indeed.
^H. W. LAcr.

THE CENTRAL'S FIELD TRIALS.
The supporters of the popular Central Field Trial Club

are already gathering in force. The three judges, Messr.s.
J, M. Tracv, N. Wallace and W. S. Bell, are here. Also
Messrs. J. L. Adams, Louisville; Edward Dexter, J. H. Hun-
ter, Capt. B. F. Fisher, E. H. Osthaus, W. Tallman, V. M.
Haldeman, H. Merriam and Major J. M..Taylor. There is
also a large attendance of handlers.
The Pointer Derby has thirteen starters, namely, Hemp-

stead Game with Lad of Rush, Croxie O'Bannon, Jingo,
Ginger Ale, Hempstead Blossom, Graceful II,, Duchess of
Highlands, Kent's Maid, Early Dawn, Conscript, Croxie.
Kent, Lady Peg a bye.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 5.—iSpeeial to Forest and

Stream).—The Setter Derby has twenty-three starters,
namely, Kingston: Brighton Clip, Hope's Mint, Hamlet,
Nahmke Alice, Chevalier, Gladstone's Pet, Fan, Clem Glad-
stone, Cecil II., Dot Rogers, Dick Fox, Bonair, Winnipeg,
Maiden Mine, Lochinvar, Nahmke Philip IL, Duff, Gaiety,
Sir Kent, Rod's Sue, PvOger's Spark a bye.
Lexington. N. C, Dec. 6.~Spccial to Forest and Stream:

Pointer Derby decided this morning. Jingo first. Lad of
Rush second, Graceful third. Nine heats of the setter Derby
were run olf. Nahmke Alice was disqualified for being ab'-
sent when called, Wea,ther pleasant. H. Waters.



FOREST ANt) STflfiAM:

DOG CHAT.

W. K. C. Show of 1S93.
We are in a position to deny the riiraoi* in a "Western con-

temporary tliatthe W. K, C. will charge a $10 entry fee and
give prizes of $50 and .^40 at tbeir coming show. The
entry fee will as last year Ije So. andtbere will he no material
change ia the value of premiums. If any change is made
it will be in providingr a more libei'al classification for some
of the terrier.s. etc. The management intend to bench only
on the main floor, and with that end in view the entries
will Ibe (limited to a certain number. It will therefore be
to the interest of those owning Kood dogs to enter them as
early as possible, as the rule will be first come first served.

Death of Lady Melrose.

We understand that Mr, E. H. Moore's troubles are not yet
ended in that, in addition to losing about a dozen puppies
and young dogs, the well known Lady Melrose has followed
her litter brother to the dog's unknown. This is hard mis-
fortune 'and enough to break any man's fancier heart. But
we know what Mr. Moore is made of and there is little

doubt that the owner of the Melrose Kennel will still have
to be reckoned with at future showa. Lady Melrose was by
champion Ben Lomond out of Reelu.se and whelped in 1889,
and though not shown so often as her litter brother still had
a number of prizes to her credit.

Wehavenothing to do with the trouble that Mr. Eberhart
seems to have got into in regard to the pug photograph
"mix up" that a contemporsiry is making so much of, but as
showing another sifie of Al Eberhart's character we publish
an extract from a letter written to us by Mr. C. S. Wixom,
the well-known beagle and greyhound breeder. In speaking
of the photograph affair Mr. AVixom goes on to say: "He
[Mr. EberhartJ may be all that 'they' would have us believe
but after the treatment I once received at his hands it will
take a great deal of proof and argument to make me believe
anything crooked of him. If you remember at Cleveland
show, 1891, I was not feeling well, and on Friday, the last
day of the show, quit after my return to the hall from din-
ner. I was taken very ill. For my own part I did not ex-
pect to leave the building alive. Mr. Eberhart was in the
exhibitor's room when I was assisted there by a friend. He
soon, with the superintendens's aid, had a physician in at-
tendance. He got permission to have my dogs removed at
iP.M. He, with Joe Lewis, put my dogs in their crates,
procured an express wagon, loaded my dogs and sent them to
the depot, got a hack for me, went with me to the hotel, got
sleeping car berths made up and saw my dogs on board, etc.

Probably I had other friends present who would have done
the same, but Al G. Eberhart did this for me. W e were
almost strangers the week previous. Now with this experi-
ence staring me in the face I assure you it will be a long
time before I believe any intentional wrong on Mr. Eber-
hart's part. He made a mistake—we all do that, but as for
crookedness, I do not believe it possible with the generous,
big-hearted whole-.souled fellow. Put me down as a firm
friend always of 'square deal' Eberhart."

Dogs have more than once played important roles in the
detection of crime. We remember years ago that a feratal
crime was brought home to a man in Blackburn, England,
through the agency of a half-breed hound who tracked a
murdered child to a chimney where the murderer had
stufEed portions of its body. The recent Althorp horror in
England aliords another instance where a hound's intelli-

gence and keen no.se led to the discovery of the hidden
remains of a young woman who had been "miirdered. The
dog belongs to a whip of the Pitebley hounds, one ot the
principal packs in England. Two days before the discovery
the whip was riding past a ditch accompanied by his dog
when he noticed the dog suddenly stop and jump about in a
most unusual manner whining piteously. Having no sus-
picion of the truth he called the dog o'ff and thought no
more of the incident. Two days after he rode past the same
place, again accompanied by the dog who as before showed
similar signs of distress. Still the man did not attach any
importance to it at the time, but on thinking the matter
over when he returned home, he thought probably there
might be something there and to make sure informed a
laborer of the occasion, who, on going to the ditch discovered
the poor girl's body wrapped in a sack.

Dr. William Jarvis, the well-known Irifill setter breeder,
went South last Monday week and will do his winter's
quail shooting at Blacksburg, N. C, putting uo at Chei'okee
Inn. He will then be within easy reach of the Irish setter
trials, whicb take place in a couple of weeks at Lexing-
ton, N. C.

Mr. A. F. Satto, Jr., who advertises some trained setters
in this week's issue, is giving up bis kennel owing to his
removal to Denver cr Chicago first of the new year, speaks
very highly of his pointer and Irish setter's abilities in the
field, especially the former, and over whom, (which he terms
a meat dog) he has shot thousand,'} of quail, chicken,
snipe and woodcock, and is particularly good both on bevies
and singles.

The stud book number of Rush of Lad, whose purchase
by Messrs W. H. Windle and A. F. Hochwalt we noted last
week, is 15,921. His sire was champion Lad of Bow.

Col. Jacob Ruppert, Jr., of this city, has just purchased
by cable three St, Bernards from Mr. George Booth, of Hull,
known as the owner of Lady Gladwin and Marquis of
Ripon. They are Kingstonian Count (Scotiish Prince—
Septima), standing S-tln. at .shoulder, weight 300lbs., and
having a large, massive, typical head (29in. around skull,
18in. around the muzzle); Kingstonian Beauty (Lord Bute
—Altonella), 29><in. at shoulder, 1651bs.. winner of five firsts
in three shows, and Kingstonian Countess (Scottish Prince
—Lady Glen), 29in. at shoulder, winner of first at Birken-
head '93, and Second at Kennel Club show, London, in the
same class where Kingstonian Beauty took first. They will
be shipped from Hull by the Wilson line next Saturday.

A GOOD COURSING COUNTRY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I shall be extremely obliged if you will permit me, through

the medium of your paper, to inform the members and all
sportsmen interested i a the American Coursing Club that
recently while attendins the coursing meeting of the Mit-
chell Kennel Club I made a very careful inspection of their
ground and also elicited information which in my opinion
will prove exceedingly beneficial in reaching the very acme
of perfection in coursing; and, I may add, that I consider the
grounds there better than any I have ever seen in England
or America. The chief points to be noted are, jacks are
plentiful, larger than the Kansas jack and give the dogs a
much better opportunity of showing their ability than they
get at Great Bend. The soil, too, is of such a nature thatl
will guarantee no dog in running a course will lose a pad or
a toenail, as was frequently the case at all Great Bend
meetings.
Barbed wire and all other fences are conspicuous by their

entire ab.sence for thirty miles.

Having given our four-footed friends due attention I will
proceed with the facilities ofi:'ered to ourselves.
The Mitchell Kennel Club Association, of Mitchell, South

Dakota, has a fine club house situated about four miles from
Mitchell, which will be placed at the disposal of the cours-
ing gentlemen by the kindness of Mr, P. E. Page. It is

fitted throughout with hot and cold water, with bath rooms
and every other accommodations. There are also two large
rooms which could be used for dogs and horses,

I consider that Mitchell would be a aood place to hold the
International Coursing meeting of 1893, as it is within ea.sy

distance of Chicago, which in all probability foreign com-
petitors will make their rendezvous.
The Mitchell Kennel Club will contribute isSOO to the In-

ternational Stake, which tends to show that they are in
every way prepared to entertain and encourage thi.'i great
and growing sport in America.

I tru«!t that this will have the approbation of all cour.sing
gentlemen, and that the offer of the Mitchell Kennel Club
will meet with due appreciaLion. Aethug MAssex.
Gbeat Bend, Kan.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for anmeriyig questions under this head. A U

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Vcterinarii Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs miU receive careful attention.

L. O. B., Gladstone, N. J.—I have a pointer pup that has small
boila that discharge matter on his head and parts of his body.
What can I do for him? Ans. Treat for worms. Apply noraclc
acid ointment to the boils.

O. A. F., Arlington, Mass,—We do not know of any Scotch Ptag-
hound; we presume you mean deerhound, located anywhere near
Savannah, Ga, If you will communicate with Mr. John E. Thayer,
Lancaster, Masp., he may be able to advise you, as it ia possible be
may have shipped one so far South.

H. K . Brooklyn, N. T.—Is there a breed of dogs known as re-
trievers? An?. Yes, but ihpre are very few owned in this country,
there being no demand for them. In England, however, where
pointers and setter.? are not, as a rule taught to retrieve, these
dogs are almost Invariably used to brlnt; In the dead birds. There
are two divisions of the breed, cnrly-coated and smooth, and they
form important classes at the doK shows in England.

W. R., Philadelphia, Pa,—My setier dog is 13 years of age, and
is getting very hard of hearing. He scratches his ears now and
then a little; have looked in the ear,|but see nothing. I noticed it

about three months ago. Is it aeeV Is in good health. Ans. Put
a few drops of the following lotinn Into the ears twice a day. At
the end of a week syringe ears and thoroughly cleanse with warm
water and alcoliol (2 parts to 1);

Ung. hyd. nit.. 3 i.

01. amygd 31.
Mix. Use as directed.

R. A. R., New York city.—Can you give in your nest issue a
remedy for a weeping eye in a St. Bernard dog? Also what is a
good regular diet for one about 10 months old and a kennel dog?
Ans. Try the following lotion:

Zinci sulph. , jji.

Tr. opii 3ii.
Aq. ad I vi.

Lotion.
Apply four or five times a day with a piece of sponge. Bread

and meat or dog crackers with a little meat.

G. R. R , Rutland, Vt.—Please give me the pedigree, as far as
yon know it, of a mastiff hitch, Quakeress, owned and registered
bv G. S. Roberts, of Vergennes, Vr., some vesrs ago. Ans. Qua-
keress (A.. K. E. 4,374). fawn bitch, whelped Feb. 17, 1886. Breeder,
Miss Wall^pr. Bristol, England. Owner, Mr. George 8. RobBrts,
Vergennes, Vt. By Slatter's Prince Imperial out of Penultima,
by Young King 11. (\oang King, E. 8,426—Madeline) out of Julia,
hy Young King (E. 8,420) out of Ball's Juliet. Slatteris Prince
Imperial, by Crown Princ (The Emperor—Merlin ) ou^. of Idalia,
by Dixie's Turk out of Brenda. You must send to American
Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, N. Y. city, for registration blank. The
fee for reglstermg is $1.

J. H. M., San Angelo, Texas.—Your valuable publication comes
to our club. I have a setter bitch, about six months old, that
seems perfectly hpalthy except that she seems weak In the loins.
Her bowels seem In good fix and she eats heartily, but occasion-
ally has a little fever. Just a little rim spems to weaken her loins;

and makes her run sideways. If you can give me an idea of diag-
nosis and treatment you will greatly oblige. Ans. Treat for
worms and then give the following mixture:

Syr. hypophosp. co Jiv.
Tr. nucis vom 3ii.
Aq. ad ..5 viii.

Mist.
Give one dessertspoonful three times a day.

W. J. D., Analomink. Pa.—Will you kindly telllme what to do
for a spaniel which I think has canker of the ear. He is scratch-
ing his ears a great deal and also shaking his head. When he
scratches his ears as if the trouble was deep in. I notice no dis-
charge from his ears, although there is noticeable at times a sour
smell, though not very strong. Sometimes the outside of his ear
feels hot, but that is not very often. Otherwise he is in first class
condition. Ans. Give a dose of Epsom salts and pour a little of
following lotion into the ear twice a day:

Liq. plumbl sub acet z iii.

Acid carbolic , msv.
Glycerine 3 iss.

Aq. ad... ?lii.
M'x, Lotio.

B. Gladstokb, New York City.—I have a youngJEnglish setter,
by Breeze Gladstone, who is abont'l?^ years old, "Recently two
warts have appeared on the loins, Tbey are quite large and sep

•

arated like the petals of a flower. Can you tell me how to remove
them, or if wise to do so. Also, ever since I have had him (nearly
a year) the top of his nose has been dry and rough, almost, cracked
at times. Is this as it should be? He is kept on table scraos and
has a warm house filled with straw. I keep him indoors till bed-
time and this cold weather he is not anxious to go out to his
house. Is it harmful to dn so or does it make him more suscepti-
ble to roldf Ans. Remove warts with a pair of scissors and tben
cauteriz« with nitrate of silver. The nose is probably the result
of distemper and will always remain so. It is not harmful to keep
him out of doors.

facJ(ting.

In view of the expressed determination of that portion of the New
York Y. C. which created the new deed of gift to stand by the docu-

ment to the last, and of the equally positive protest of foreign clubs

against the deed as unfair and illegal, it has long been evident that a
race would be possible only through the back-down of one party or

the other, in short, the process commonly known as "eating crow."
Unlike the recent political disturbances of a seismitic nature, in

which one party did all the laughiog while the other sat at the table

with wry faces and uptiuned noses, the repast in the present case has
been a joint banquet at which the New York Y. C. has crossed legs

under the mahogany with Lord Dunraven and the Royal Yacht
Squadron.

As might have been expected, the shrewd framers of the new
deed, though unable to utterly decline the invitation, have secured
much the best of the bargain, and. have been able to choose the com-
parative tidbits and less objectionable portions, leaving the hones and
unsavory carcass to their august opponents.

ABr?^ardstlieiTewTork Y. C, it in the first place assiues a race

for the America Cup, of which it is this year greatly in need. In

the second place this race is saOed under the new deed of gift. These
two points alone would be no small victoi-y for the astute diplomats

of the club, but their triumph is more marked by the fact thai t ^

challenger is the same Royal Yacht Squadron which three year^

since denounced the new deed and its sponsors.

On its side the New York Y. C. makes several "generous conce.s-

sion8;"'it for the first time in the history of the Cup distinctly re-

cognizes the right of a challenger to a mutual agreement, and in

connection with this agreement it binds itself not to outbuild a chal-

lenger. TbeRB two points are very important one.*, long since called

for in common fairness, but denied to former challengers. With
them go two trivial ones, the granting of five races in place of three
and the starting according to Lord Dunraven 's suggestions.

As TO the Royal Yackt Squadron, in challenging under the new
deed, which is exactly what it has done in spite of all alluring offers

and verbal intricacies, it has completely deserted the stand which it

took in 1889, it admits the legal right of the New York Y. 0. to im-
pose any conditions to govern the Cup, and it accepts such condi-

tions with one exception as fair. Wot only ha.s it swallowed the big-

ger share oE the bird with good grace, but by way of pousse cafe, it

has, at the dictation of the New York Y. 0., promptly and humbly
withdrawn all disagreeable allusions to former deeds which might
in any way reflect on the present one.

In return it gets something and nothing; it is allowed to challenge
without disclosing other dimensions than the waterline, and it has a
guarantee against outbuilding both important points. The waiving of
the ten months' notice amonnts to little, as Lord Dunraven gave all

necessary notice in August, and could easily have given a full year
if his challenge had been immediately accepted.

So far as the formal document governing the Cup is concerned the
R. Y. S. must, in the event of winning, hold the Cup under the new
deed, as the New York Y C. has in no way ftound itself to execute
any new paper in handing over the Cup. It is true that the E. Y. S.

need not exact all dimensions from a future challenger, but neither
would it have been compelled to do so had it accepted the new deed
in toto from the start. As concerns the prime conditions governing
the Cup, they are as laid down in the new deed and cannot be other-

wise without the formal alteration of that instrument by the New
York Y. 0.

Lord Dunraven's position in the matter is a most curious one.
That he is a man of more than average ability as a writer and
thinker is proved by his recent articles on yachting, as well as by
his reputation outside of the sport. He poses just now as the patron,

of international racing, anxious t,o secure its resumption on a fair and
permanent basis, and he has just published an article on the abstract

conditions of the snb,iect. At the same time he proclaims again, as

he did three years since, his utter inability to form an opinion on the

one vital point which has been in dispute for five years, the legality

and fairness of the new deed. He is capable of treating most minutely

of every petty detail of starting races, but in the one great issue his

mind is a blank. We leave it to our readers, to reconcile his accept-

ance of the terms of the New York Y. C. with the following- extract

from his article, published last week:

'•Though no other expression of their views was sent by any other

British club to the New York Y. C, there is no doubt whatever that

the Royal London Club expressed the universal opinion of yachting

clubs and yachting men in the United Kingdom. No challenge ever

has been made or ever will be made under the terms of that deed.'

'

Wmi,B we have never shared the opinions of Lord Dunraven and
some American yachtsmen as to the desirability of th,e 90ft. cutter

class, and its permanency in the event of continued international

racing, we believe that fair and free racing for the America Cup will

be of the greatest benefit to both sides. At the same time we have
no confidence in the permanent resumption of the sport on such a
basis of misunderstanding and temporary agreements as underlies

the present negotiations.

Owners of prospective cup defenders are almost as numerous aa
the members of Mr. Cleveland's new cabinet. Among them are

Com. Gerry, Vice-Corn, Morgan. 0. O. Iselin IE. M. Fulton, Jr., B. S.

Palmer, Archibald Rogers, Henry Bryant, and one or two syndicates.

Lord Dtinbaven falls into seri'bus error in as,suming that the

America Cup was given by Messrs. Stevens and their colleagues to

be raced for by one vessel against a fleet, as it was originally won;
the first deed of gift mentions explicitly a mutual agreement as the

proper basis for a match ; the conditions laid down being operative

only after the failure to reach a muatual greement, and even in

them there is nothing that gives color to the right to put the fleet in

defense. As a matter of fact, Mr. Ashbury had a better legal

right to a mutual agreement under the first deed than Lord Dim-
raven has under the third, the mutual agreement clause in the latter

being subordinate to the clause dictating exactly and defmitely the

method of challenging.

The opinion of the rating rule ezpressed by the designers is on the

whole a very favorable one, and a iustiflcation of the action of the

Y. R. A. in originally adopting it. The testimony is practically

unanimous as to the excellence of the boats first built under the rule,

and though it is admitted that the later boats are decidedly inferior,

it has not been proved that all of their faults are directly attributable

to the rule. Light construction, one of the disadvantages of the

later craft, would have come before this under almost any rule;

while the bulb or fln-keel would have been just as successful, in fact

more so, under the old Thames or the 1780 rule. It must be remem-
bered that these and other evils against which yachtsmen cry out to-

day, and which are urged as good grounds for the change of one

rule or another, are merely due to super-refinement in yachting, and
would have come just the same under any ordinary rule. The bad
results which many deplore have by no means been located as defi-

nitely attributable to the length and sail area rules.

Mh. Watson's remarks on the value of overhang and the actual

shortening of the leadline corroborate toe opinion expressed by us

on the advent of Gloriana, that her superiority lay in the pecuUar
form of the diagonals rather than in the fact that her stem ran out

to a fine point of so many feet actual overhang.

The British designers have made a curious error in regard to Har.
poon, setting her down as a bulb keel boat, and crediting her with

the defeat of Wasp. However much the old Beatrix was improved
by her heavy board of SJ^ tons, she was not the equal of Wasp, tafc'

jng a place between that boat and Gloriana. As the representative

of a distinctive type, Harpoon is in many ways more of a ship than
the fln-keel.

A New Valkyrie.
The new challenger, as is announced by Lord Dunraven, will be a

steel cutter, designed by Watson, presumably built by the Hendei>
sons, and named Yalkyrie, She will be about 85ft, l.wd.
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The Y. R. A. Measurement Conference.

The evidence of Messrs, Watson, Clayton, Boper, Fife, Richardson,
Payne, Nicholson and Itisdale, given before the Conocil of tQe Y. H.
A. at the meeting of Oct. 25, is too lengthy to reprint in full, bwt por-
tions of it are highly interesting to Americans in view of the simi-

iarliy of the Y. R. A. and Seacranhaka rules, and in particular of the
factVhat the Herreshoff fin keels appear to bethe main disturbing
element, though in reality but little more extreme than many of the
Hmaller Brit)sh yachts,
Tlie following letters and notes give a very good idea of the origin

and scope of the inquiry, and of the ideas of the designers:
The folloiving letter was issued to the yacht designers by direction

of the Council of the Yacht Racing Association :

Sept. 27, 1892.

Dkib Sib—1 am directed by the Council to ask you to be good
enough to state your views, as concisely as possible, on the working
of the existing rule for the rating of yachts; and the probable effect

of the rule on yachts and yftcht racing should it remain in operation
longer than ii;s assigned period of seven years.

IE you sugg-st any aitei-ation to ths existing rule, please be good
enough to state, as shortly as possible, your reasons for making the
alleratiion, au I wliat you consider will be tbe effect of the alteration.

Please let mo havn your reply on or before O jt. 12 next.
I am, etc., faithfully yours, Dixon Kemp, Secretary.

The replies are as follows:
108 West Regent St., Glasgow, Oct. 11, 1892.

J>ixon Kemp, Esq . Sec Y.B.A., London:
Dear ^ir~1 tjerewirh enclose two or three copies of the joint note

whicli was drawn np at the meeting of yacht designers in London on
Thursday last. We were all really unanimous on the subject, and
fell that some modification would need to be made in the rule, so as
(in the lower classes at least) to get more body. We shall all of us
be very pleased to give tne members of the Council any further as-
sistaace In our power should they require it. Meanwhile, I am yours
very tridy, G. Watson.

Private.—For the use of the Council of the Y. R. A.
Langham Hotel, London. Oct. 6. 1892,

We (0. P. Clayton, William Fife, Jr., Ctiaries Nicnolson, Arthm- E.
Payne, H W. Ridsdale. Joseph Soper, and G. L. Watson) have met
together for the consideratiou of the questions put before us in the
circular of the Council of tbe Y, R. A., dated September 37, 1892,

We havf! considered tliat, besides the saving in time to the Council
and to ourselves, it would be more satisfactory for many reasons to
have such a preliminary meeting for interchange of ideas on the im-
portant issues raised in this circular, and we trust that this course of
action will be approved of by tne Council. We may state that we
are practically unanimous in tne opinions hereinafter expressed, the
only exception being on the one point of taxing overhang, Mr. Rids-
dale feeliijg that he could not go with the majurity in this.

We would, then, most respectfully submit to your Council that, as
dpsigners of racing yachts, we have no desire whatever to interfere
with the present rating rule. It has the merit of being the existing
rule, and is a perfectly fair one for racing yachts together by, as in-

deed is any rule whatsoever, so far as designers are concerned, pro-
vided its conditions are clearly stated beforehand. But as naval
architects, and if we may be permitted to say so, as trustees for the
yachting public, we think it our duty to point out any deteriorating
iendency in a rule. We cannot help fearing that the 'present length
ank sad area rule has such a tendency, and is leading if it has not
already led, to an uuwhoiesome type of boat.
We take it that the general yachting public require in a yacht,

that she shall be safe in all conditions of wind and weather; that she
shall combine the maximum of room on deck and below, with the
minimum of prime cost; and that she shall he driven as fast as may
be with the least expenditure of labor, / e., that she shall have a
moderate and workable sail area. Therefore, as but few men can
afford to build for racing, and for racing only, and that as the racer
of to-day is the cruiser of a few years hence, any rating rule should
by its limitations encourage such a wholesome type of vessel.

On the above assumptions we have based our' advice, and it is for
your Council, as representing the general body of vacbtsmen, to de-
termiue whether these assumptions are corri'Ct or not.

We sre all agreed, then, that the prssent length and sail area rule
is a most admirable one for classification and regulation of time
allowance of racing yachts. But we are also of opinion that the
tendency of this rule is such as to induce a vessel of so large dimen-
sions, relative to displacement and internal capacity (i.e., tbe useful
room on board the ship) that it is advisable to so alter or modify this
rule that a type of vessel havmg more body may be evolved.
We suggest that length and sail area (as being the leading ele-

ments in gpeed) should be preserved in some form, but modified so
as to make it to the interest of builders to produce a bigger bodied
boat.
The direct method of doing this would be to introduce displacement

or register tonnage in some way, as a divisor in the formula, but we
foresee so many difficulties in the practical working of this that we
are not prepared to advise it.

By taxing breadth and draft, or alternatively, girth, and by reduc-
ing the rax on sail, we tbink this result may be arrived at indirectly.
AS 10 the precise value that each element should take In such a for-
mula, we at this stage are not prepared to venture an opinion.
The above on the general prmciples of the rule.

But we also feel that the details of measurement, etc., require re-
vision.
. uii the Hull. The overhang, at least forward, should be taxed, as
it may be carried to such an extent as to be a source of danger, but
it need not he taxed excessively or to extinction.

The L.W.L. should be marked forward and aft.

Should girth or draft be uHcd in the formula in centerboard vessels,
some proportion of the drop of board should be added, and a limit
should be placed on the weight of the board.
In the smaller classes at least, the ci'ews should be limited.

On the sails. The perpendicular of fore triangle should "be meas-
ured from top of deck to where the line of luff of sail would cut
mast.
That the question of limiting the relative area of mainsail to total

sail in the \srious classes be considered.

ilr. Alexander Richardson, of Liverpool, was tmable to be present
at this meeting, but this note has been submitted to him, and receives
his endorsatioh.

I. CiJiiferenee of Naval Architects at Liangham Hotel, October 6,

to answer Y. R. A. Circular, September 27. All thought this Confer-
ence advisable, and that ic would strengthen the Y. R. A.
Result of Conference sent Y. R. A. October 11.

II. It was unanimously agreed to at at this meei,ing:

(.1) That one measuring rule is as good as another for class or time
allowance racing,

(2j That the value of a rule depends upon the type of vessel the
rule tends to produce.

(3) That under the Y. R. A. rule the first productions, viz-
"Dragon.'" '-Deerhound,'' etc., were good.

(4) That all later productions have been gradually deteriorating.
(b) That if obliged to continue designing under the rule, and pro-

duce more speed, that productions will be still worse.
iC) There was a general desire for a rule that would tend towards

the production of vessels with more compact dimensions, and with
more proportionate displacement or register tonnage, viz., larger
vessels.

(7) Ho combined attempt was made to scheme out a rule that
would prod'ice this result; firstly, because the,y were not asked to do
so; and, secondly, bfcau.se there was no time to do so. They simply
advised that beam and depth or girth should be considered in the
formula. That sail area might also be taxed, but not to the extent
of tbe present rule, and all agreed that unlimited sail area tended
towards big displaeemeut.

III. Rt defective details in present rule. Head sails, marking
L.W.L , etc.

^

IV. Objectionable qualities produced under present rule:
(1) Excessive draught.
(2) Fin and bulb keels.

(3) Small registered tonnage to dimensions.
<4) W^eak conslruction.

(5) Overhangiugs, specially forward.
(6) Mast in bow and big mainsails.
Taken in detail, objectionable:

m Excessive draught, objected to under 1730 rule, but worse and
very objectionable in this.

(2) Fin iiiirt bnlb keels, three-quarters, and more than tbree-

^. „ , ,T- ,
'having being fitted with

bulb tin, beat
-
U asp and "Glonana." This points to something of

the sort being necessary in our SO rating class, if not in larger vessels
Nothing else likely to succeed in the smaller classes.
Compare the 35-feet "Morgan" boat to ''Eclipse." What is she as

a vessel Y

(8) Small registered tonnage, decreasing in aU classes. If it con-
tinues, there will not be 5 feet bead room in a 40-rater, and generally
small cabin space.

^

(4) Woak construction; dimensions are increasing, and displaoe-

ment decreasing. The girth of mid section has increased in all

classes, viz., aoout 2^ feet in the 21^ class, up to 6 feet in the 40

class.
Mid sections under the old rule were compact, with strength in

their shape. Modem sections with straggling dimensions, due to

uarestric;ed beam and draught Hollow in shape, with deep hang-
ing keels, and mast forward, a long way ahead of lead keel straining
vessel.
Compare Lloyd's numerals on old-fashioned vessels, and compare

same to numerals of modei'n vessels. (Such numerals are a fair test

for real size.)

For Llo.yd's numerals the length is taken stem to stern-post on
deck, beam extreme, with the half girth of mid section.

If there is much counter, part of this length is added

:

The over all lengths—L.W.L. length—of same yachts areas follows
"Wee Winn" (IS feet 6 inches L W.L.), 23 feet 9 inches overall
"Wenonab'" (2.5 feet L.W.L ), 3K feet overall: "Dacii," 83 feet S
inches L.WMj., 48 feet overall; "Herreshoff," 35 feet L.W.L. boat,
52 feet over all; "Gloriana," 72 feet over all, 4H fet^t L W.L.
This over all can only be used to advantage in vessels of small

middle body.
Lloyd's numerals in such vessels are enormous in proportion to

disphicement or register tonnage; large deck area to cover with
plankmg, and large side to cover vich planking. Generally no mar-
gin of displacement to cover this, and so the tendency in towards
weak construction.
All agreed that building to a Lloyd's class, or under some regulated

range of scantling.s was not advisable, as the strength of a vessel did
so much depend upon the sizes of scantlings, as upon the way they
were put together.
V. Overhangs. All agreed that overhang forward was a source of

danger. Three N.A.'s spoke of having been in doubt of their own
boats giving out in a seaway when in them; they thump heavily in
a head sea.
It was generally agreed that counters might be left alone.
Mr. Fife had some proposal for preventing excessive overhang,

which Mr. Watson thought might be sufficient.

Mr, Watson however proposes, X cositio of angle of stem to L.W.L.
by }^ freeboaid, Add this forward where angle was less than 45°,

and aft where less than 15"=; i.e., add the excess to length. (See
letter.)

Mr. Clayton thinks it best to leave counters alone, as not danger-
ous as long as mast stands, and there is way on the boat, and allow
2-3'^ forward; anything under to be added to L.W.L., at the rate of 1

inch per degree," i.e., 33'^, 5 inches, and 20^, 15 inches. He thinks 15
Inches, as it affects speed and sail area, of equal value in craft of all

sizes.

VI. Bow, mast, and top-sail rig. Fit and proper In craft of 5 rat-
ing and under, but objectionable in 10 rating. Mr. Fyfe spoke against
thlsin "Doreen." Mr. Payne had been asked to desiga two-sail 20
rater. All agreed a roost objectionable rig, expensive to work, etc.
VII. All agreed that the interests of designers and owners were

identical; that changing rules of measuring meant hanging up work.
All pi>pired to go on designing under any rule, but thiaking bad
productions would ultimately affect racing boat.s; as such boats
were soon out- 3la.ssed, and unless after racuig for cruising, etc.

Designers wishing to act honestly towards their employei's, wished
that they should clearly understand what sort of craft they might
expect if the Y. R. A. rule is contiaued.

VIII. A^l agreed that it would take several days to make a new
rule. Designers more used to evade than manufacture rule.^ of
measurement, and said, if a new rule made, each ought to scheme
out under it what he thought best, and also give his imagination
scope in thinking out what somebody else might produce.
Agreed designers ought to criticise any new rule in all its details,

so as to obtain, if possible, something perfect to start with and com-
plete; alterations afterwards are objectionable.

Morley"s Hotel, Nov. 8, 1893.

To the yacht Racing Association Measurement Coinmittee, London:
GENTLEiHEN—We Understand that you do not consider our letter of

October fi sufficiently answered the questions put in your circular
letter of September 27, and that you expected us to formulate some
rating rule instead of the present one. VVe cannot see that your
letter bears this interpretation.
Our opinions, as expressed in that letter of October 6, practically

remain unaltered : but so far as we are able to interpret the wishes
of yacht owners, as stated in the public prints, and more especially
as expressed by your Chairman and majority of your Committee, we
now take it that speed, and speed before other good qualities, is what
is to be aimed at.

We consequently withdraw any sugge.stions made in that letter as
having been made under a misapprehension as to vour requirements.
But while it may be determined to retain a length and sail area

rule, either in its present or in some slightly altered form, we would
most respectfully suggest that at least in the classes above 5-raiing
(if, indeed, a lower line should not be drawn), that the tendency to-
ward abnormal and uoshipshape form should becurbedin some"way.
The main direction in which we would propose such limitation in
form would be in the outline of longitudinal section, and we would
suggest that this should be bound by a fair line, concave, or at least
not convex, toward the water line. That the stern post should show
say quarter of an inch above the water line aft. and the rudder be
hung thereon. That overhang forward and aft, should be restricted,
as also the extreme forward position of mast, but we deem .'t unde-
sirable to absolutely prohibit any form, we would simply propose to
tax such variations from this normal one so heavily as to make
their adoption unprofitable. We would propose doing this as follows:
To length on L.W.L. add S -f S.
To length on L.W.L. add excess of cosine of angles F and A above

cosines of 40'= and 15° respectively multiplied by 0-5 of the free-
board.

NORMAL FORM

Where tbe mast is forward of the limit as per following table such
distance to be added to length on L.W.L. ^ .

In 10 raters or the equivalent corrected length from foreside mast
to fore end of water line not less than -3 of L.W.L • in 20-rater8 -SI-
in 40- raters. -33; above 40-raters, -35. '

'

We would further submit for your consideration the advisability
of altering the relative value of sail and length bv adoption of the
Seawanhaka Rule, rating of course, b.y corrected' length, in which
event these length ratings might be arranged somewhat as follows:

40 Rating, 00 ft. corrected length.
20
10
5
35

48
39
32
26
19
15

We would advise that all existing boats should be allowed to race
•n it hout restriction.

G. L. W^ATSON.
0. p. Clayton.
WiiLiAM Fife, Jr.
O. E. Nicholson.
Arthue £. Payne.
J. M. Soper.

RIDER.
T do not go with the majority in putting restrictions on the form of

the vert.cal longitudinal section, either above or below the water
line.

On all other points I entirely agree with present report.
H. Wheatley Ridsdale.

The examination of each designer by the committee developed
considerable divergence o£ opinion over details; the designers oneand all expressed themselves as unable to sugge.st without further
study a really satisfactory rule, though several rather crude su^-ees-
lions were made. Tbe following extracts cover some of the moreimportant points touched upon;
Now, inasmijch as you have pointed out to us in your letter the

dftHger of tho heavy overhang, what would you suggegt to get rid of

that which you consider a dangerous element—the excessive over-
hang? I have given that some consideration, and I have had one or
two proposals, and I tbink probably the best way of limiting it
would be to tax the angle that the stem and ridge of counte- make
with the load waterline. The useful part of overhang is near the
water, and my suggestion would be to multiply the co-sine of this
angle by half the freeboard and add it to the length. That; would
he, as it were, take the mean length of tha lengt:h above, and the
length on the waterline.
That would be equivalent to taxing abou'. how much of the over-

hang? Half of it. The useful bit of your overhang Is pretty near
the water. I would multiply the co-sine of that angle by half the
freeboard. I should be inclined to allow an angle of 45", and tux
anything under that.
Yon take it it is important it should be taxed in some way? Yes.
Sir Q. Leach— Will you explain, Mr Watson, how the overhang

becomes the serious danger you say it; is. Is it weakness of construc-
tion? It leads with shallow-oodied boats to flat sections that ham-
mer in a sea-way.
When she lists over then she throws the *ido of the overhang as it

were against the sea? Yes, and it becomes a bottom as it were and
strikes the sea with terrible force.

Is it likely if the overhang is only useful for a very short distance
up that constructors would give very long overhangs? Y'^es, especi-
ally in the smaller classes.
Then it must be useful? Yes, it is decidedly useful.
Even beyond what you at firit said? No, that would abo'it make

it; a man would debate as to whether he used overhang or not.
If it is no use, he would not extend the overhang to a dangerous

extent? Not it it was of no use. As if he felt that useful as it was,
he was paying too dear for it in length.
That being the case, are the builders likely to extend the overhang

very much? If the shorter overhang is sufiScientfor useful purposes,
why should they extend ic to any great length? What you want to
tax is the flatness of the angle of the stem with the water. I have
seen boats thrash the sea in a very ugly way, and Mr. Fife spoke
very strongly of having sailed on board a boat which he thought
was going to break up. she struck the water so fiercely. T was sug-
gesting an angle of 45", as permitting you to make a nice looking
bow, and being as much as was useful in a seaway, but not as much
as is useful for speed, provided you could get it for nothing.
There was no difificuliy in constructing it strong? When we knock

the bow of a boat in we shall probably make the next one stronger.
You can make it stronger? Ye,s; but putting breasthooks in the

bow of a boat does not improve her seaworthiness.
Would there be any difficulty in taking that angle in practice. If

that was going to be the only measurement the least little change of
waterline would immediately alter the tangent? There would be
great quarreling.
Mr. Dixon Kemp—A correction for the angle would be made with

every measurement? You could easily take a height at a distance
out.
The Chairman—I take it you did not propose to interfere with it

aft? I think it is as necessary to tax it aft as forward. I would put
a minimum angle aft.

What angle would you put aft? I think it was lao or 16°. I would
limit the angle to what would be the extreme flatness of a good-
looking stern, and if a man wanted to make anything particularly
ugly let hitc pay for it.

Do you think overhang improves a boat's chance for speed except
in so tar as it dodges the waterline? I thiok it does; in a seaway she
goes drier and more buoyantly.

It is not entirely due to being able to crib a little length on the
measured length of the load waterline? When a boat makes waves
under the lee bow she meets an easier ribbon.
The Chairman—She gains more in .speed than she gains in length.
Mr. G. B. Thompson—I wanted to know whether it was the load

waterline or the bow? I do not think you lengthen the load water-
line at all, but it makes an easier ribbon line.

Prestcott Wesicar—Do you think it would be sufficient if a tax
were put on forward of so much per cant, of the load waterline? If
you have a certain amount of overhang allowed, that is the kind of
stern you would get (sketching a counter cut ofl). I have no objec-
tion to it except that it Is abominably ugly.
Mr. Baden Powell—You have talked about the useful bit of length,

and yo* have told us practically it is what may be immersed when
she is sailing? No: there is rc-ally very litttle immersed when she ia
sailing in smooth water at least.
Then what is it useful for? Why do .you call it useful? You say it

is owing to this low piece of overhang you meet the water at a better
angle? Yes, an easier angle.
That ought to make a better sea boat? Yes, when used in moder-

ation.
That is a question of section. I am talking of the angle at which

th 3 stem (it is probably the keel) comes out of the water. The angle
at which it comes out is useful in that it catches the water better?
Yet, you meet it at an easier angle.
An therefore it must give the boat better sea-going powers? It lets

her get through the water easier
Would there be any objection to the useful piece of ovei-hang, sup-

posing that the load waterline were marked, and that marks were
bound to be kept above water in smooth water when she was lying
still. Would there be any objection'to that overhang? Limiting it
do you mean?
Suppo.<iing the load waterline had to be marked and the marks kept

above water, would there be any objection to having any length of
overhang? Yes, a man is bound to keep his marks above water or
he would be over the rating.
But he has no water marks? If he has a conscience he has.
Taking that as the load waterline when at still water that would be

above the water. When he is at speed he immerses that. Dj you
think that is objectionable ? Not so objectionable aft.
But you think, supposing he were to have the same sort of bow it

would be objectionable? Yes.
Why ? Because if you have a flat bow you are bound to have more

or less flat section unless you have an extremely deep, narrow boat
and then there becomes no objection whatever.
Then it amounts to this, that ic is a question of section, whether it

is a bad thing or a good thing ? It is a combination of the great over-
reach and the section.
The overhang is weight and windage? Yes.
Those are both dead against overhang? Yes.
The Chairman-Now the next subject is the centerboard. You

liink some limit .should be placed on the centerboard. How would
you propose to do that? According to the rating of the vessel. It
would not want to be the same proportion in a big ship that it would
be in a little ship. It would want to be a slidinig scale. A rule could
be very easily duvised for that.

You think it would be desirable to have such a rule? I would cer-
tainly limit it, especially if we limit draft of water.

Sir' G- Leaih—Is it your idea that the centerboard should be merely
a centerboard and not ballast? I think it should be limited to a rea-
sonable workable weight. In a metal plate you would get a smooth
working thing, and you can make a nice clean fit iu the keel. Let it
be a tenth of the ratmg in small classes and less as you come up.
Major Willan—I understood you to objuct to my proposal to limit

the overhang because it was grandmotherly. Would this not he
equally grandmotherly? Well, it might.
Mr. Baden-Powell—If you must limit the weight of a board in the

first place, how are you to get at the weight. Supposing the case is
down below tbe cabin floor? I Chink we are all suiificiently honest for
that. If a builder declares it is a certain weight 1 think we may take
that.
Assuming it was fixed, would not that drive men at once to give up

the centerboard boat which could go into shoal water and go in for
bulb keel boats—are not you limiting that most useful type of boat
because it would only affect the small boat? My idea was to give a
pretty generous boat.
If you limit it, you advise a man not to have a centerboard but a

bulb keel, when he can carry what weight he likes. It would be a
great tax on the measurers" to have to consider the centerboard?
You would have to ask him show me the weight of your board.
I should like to ask you what your objection to the weighted cen-

terboard is? You go to such an expense in the structure of the boat.
Do you think a weighted centerboard require more expensive struc-

ture than a flu with a lead bulb at the bottom of it? Yes; I am in-
clined to think so.

It has nothing to do with the trouble of working it well, the winch
or whatever it is? Men always want to save trouble.
That is a .secondary consideration? Yes,
Mr. Mannhig— I think- if Mr. Watson would consider that questiou

and make any suggestion by which the boats could be properly built
it would be ver.y valuable. Even now there are boats built which in
a month are leaking like a sieve, and probably chat has led to the out-
cry about the unserviceable nature of tbe boats, especially in the
small class? It would bean extremely difficult boat to do much in.
For instance, the Winonah has probably a lighter hull than any of
the 2},^^ raters, but is as tight as a bottle, and stands any amouiic of
hammering about; but she is buil: with a double skin.
That answer rather emphasizes mv point that it is very de.sirable

that some authority (you say Lloyd's is impossible) should exist to
see that the boats builc for racing are scientifically built? Then you
come to the man of moderate means again. Is he to be debarred
from racing altogether?
Do you consider that the difference in cost of the hull of a boat

very lightly built, and yet strong enough to keep tight, is increased
over one that Ig thrown together io tbe most iinscientiflc way? Every
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pound you lijrhten the structure of a boat, and at the same time pre
serve the strength, eosts money.

I happen to have had shown to me estimates for i^-raters, l-raters,
and 2\4 and .5 raters, by a builder in America, built in what is called
first and second class of building, and I was surprised to find that the
extra cost of production at his place was not very much in excess of
the price charged by some of our builders for what I call baskets and
sieves, notwithstanding the fact that, as we know, labor is a much
more expensive item in America. I hope the committee will pardon
me for trespassing so long, but this is an important tiuestion, and we
Should be very gratified to you if you could devise some means by
Which good boats and strongly built boats could be insured? 1 will
give itmy consideration.
Mr. Clayton expressed an opinion that the bulb-keel would be the

only successful type in sizes under 50 ft, I. w. 1., and favored a jule
With limitations on hull only, and leaving sail unrestricted. Mi-.

Payne favored a tax on forward overhangs, but not aft, and further
expressed his opiniou that in attempting a new boat to beat his
<jO rater Corsair, lie would he compelled to turn out a less desirable
craft in all respects save speed. One of his answers was rather
amusing, as follows : lo answer to the remark by Mr. ManDiug, " I
think you naval architects are'destrous of preserving a good whole-
some type of cruiser f he said, " I think that we are desirous of
preserving a good amount of business for the future. We are afraid
that the boats developed will become so unsatisfactory that people
would not continue to build them." Another remark o'f Mr. Payne's
is interesting : " I should like to add tuat as regards the deyelopmeDt
of the present rule without any safeguarding, in my opinion would
be that a capsizable eenterhoard boat would be built ; I feel abso-
lutely certain of that, and that the same boat will excel as a racer,"
The common opinion of the designers seems to be that thus far the

rating rule has produced a good type of boat, but that the type is

rapidly degenerating through mainly the reduction of displacement,
and that the immediate result must be the fin-keel in even the 20, if
not the 40 rating classes.

The Royal Yacht Squadron Challenge.

The following formal challenge from the Royal Yacht ^•quadron
was received by the Aurania on Sunday, though the text was already
known in New York, having been cabled from London, on Friday,
Dec. a;

HoYAL Yacht Squadron Castle,
CowES, Isle of Wight, JSov. S!5.

To Secretary J. V. S, OMie:
I am requestea by Lord Dunraven to forward to you a formal

challenge for the Cup on the following conditions, which I under-
stand have been agreed upon between Lord Dunraven and a com-
mittee appointed by the Mew York Y. C, to conduct negotiations and
arrange all the details, viz.:

Conditions agreed upon between Lord Dunraven and a committee
of the New York Y. C. and contained in Lord Dunraven's letttrs of
Sept. 16 to Mr. Oddie, and of Nov. 7 to Gen. Paine:
First—Length of load waterllne of the challenging vessel to be the

only dimension required; this to be sent with the challenge and the
Custom House ressister to follow as soon as possible.
Second—Any excess over estimated length of load waterline in

challenging vessel to count double in calculating time allowance, but
the challenging vessel not to exceed, in any case, such estimated
length by more than two percentage; the yacht that .siails against
the challenging vessel not to s'xceed the estimated length of the loaa
waterhne of the challenging vessel more than two percentage, and
any excess of length beyond the estimated length of challenging
vessel in load waterline to count double in calculating time allow-
ance, provided that no yacht of specific rig existing or under con-
struction Oct. 20, 1892, and available for use by the New York Y. C.
in defending the Cup, be barred orpenahzed beyond taking or giving
ordinary time allowance according to the New YorK Y. C. club rule^.
Third—It is to be understood and agreed that should the cup come

into the custody of the British Y. 0. it shall be held subject to
challenge under precisely similar terms as those contained in this
challenge, provided always that such club shall not refuse any chal-
lenge according to the rules laid down in the deed of 1887.

I, therefore, m behalf of the Eoyal Yacht Squadron and in the nauDe
of Lord Dunraven, a member of the squadron, challenge to sail a
series of matches with the yacht Valkyrie against any one yacht or
vessel constructed in the United States for the cup, and would
.suggest that the match be sailed in Augtist or September, 1893.
Lord Dunraven would be glad if the precise dates can be left open
for the time, but, if your committee so desire, he will name the exact
date on hearing from them.
The following are the particulars of the challenging vessel :

Owner, Lord JDunraven.
Name, Valkyrie.
Length, loail water line, 85 feet.
Custom House measurement will follow as soon as the vessel can

be measured for registration.
Shall tie much obliged if you will send your replying letter soon, so

that the matter can be laid before the committee.
BicHAR.D Grant.

In an interview reported by the Associated Press, Lord Dunraven
alter outlining the above terms of the challenge, spoke as follows :

" A challenge embodying those terms was forwarded in my behalf
by the Royal Yacht Squadron to the New York Y. C. on Saturday
Tne name of my vessel will be the Valkyrie

; rig, cutter
;
length on

load water line, 85 feet.
"The committee appointed by the New York Y. C. having assented

to these terms there is sure to be a race unless the New York Club
refuses to accept the recommendations of its committee, and declines
to ratify this acceptance, which is improbable in the last degree
The race will probably be sailed in August or September, but I asked
that the date be left an open question for the time being.
"The details will be pi-actically the same as were settled upon at

the time of my abortive challenge in 1889. The best out of five races
sailed over the outside courses will decide the contest, three out of
the five races to be sailed to windward.
"Mr. Q. L. Watson will design my vessel, and she will probablr be

built on the Clyde."
Lord Dunraven has also given the Associated Press representative

copies of letters whicn passed between him and Secretary Oddie of
the New York Yacht Club, Gen. Paine of the committee, and H
Maitland Kersey, Lord Dunraven's represensative in New York
showing the course of the negotiations which led up to the New York
Yacht Club committee's acceptance of the conditions embodied in
Lord Dunraven's statemant.
In the last letter to Mr. Kersey, Lord Dunraven writes: "Person-

ally, I am not particularly anxious to mention the former deeds tor
I do not know or care whether the new deed is illegal or not; but the
opinion tnat it is illegal is ftdly expressed heie, and, for all I can tell
when I ask the club to chaUenge I may be met with the objection
that they cannot derive power to make mutual arrangements from a
deed they consider illegal. I won't ask the club to challenge until I
am sure that it will be accepted. I cannot have the Valkyrie fiasco
repeated. I aimed to sail a match on conditions which would not re-
quire an expression of opinion from the British club that the deed is
lair or illegal and would not involve a surrender by the New York
club of their opinion that It is perfectly fair and legal. I think that
if the committee will properly consider mv propositions, they will
see those conditions fultlUed."
The challenge, which is practically identical with the above word-

ing, was received at the club house on Monday morning. A meeting
of the committee was held on Tuesday, and it was decided that the
committee would take no action, but would submit the challenge to
the club at a special meeting on Tuesday of next week.

Lord Dunraven on International Yachting.
The current number of the North American Revie.w contains a

long and exhaustive article on mternaiioual yachting, which sub-
ject, however, the author has consilered m the abstract rather than
in practical form as applied to the America Cup.
Lord Dunraven prefaces his article with an enthusiastic exordium

of the sea and sailing, with a good word for the designer, sailmaker
and skipper whose skill are so important in racing. He points out
the great dechue in the racing of large yachts of late years, atti-ib-

uting it to three causes—the advantages offered by steam, the
specialization of the racing yacht as distinguished from the cruiser
and the lack of international racing. To this third factor he attrib-
utes serious importance, and the latter half of the article is devoted
to a discussion of the conditions under which It may become perma-
nent.
The importance to both coimtries of international competition has

been repeatedly proven, in fact nearly all recent improvements in
design, construction and racing rtdes may be credited to such yachts
as Madge, Clara, Puritan, Volunteer, Mayflower and Minerva, which
have demonstrated their superiority in certain respects. At the same
time we cannot share Lord Dunraven's optimistic view, that interna-
tional racing may be permanently established, with races sufficiently
often, as every year or second year, to Inducethemaintenauce of a
regular class of SO or SlOft. racing cutters.

A race next year will prove valuable to both sides through the in-
cidental excitement which it creates among yachtsmen and the wide
interest awakened among the general public; but with a race every
year this bxoitement would soon disappear to a great extent, and w'e
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have no idea that yachtsmen would be impelled to build regularly a
new supply of 9Lft. racers.
Lord Dunraven sums up the history of the Cup races, but falls into

error in assuming that the original deed san?tioned the sailing of a
flee, against one vessel. This was done by the New York Y C. only
in face of the active opposition of Com. Stebbins and Mr. Geo.
L. Schuyler, the latter protesting strongly against it in a letter still

on record.
The writer's comments on the various points of an international

match, such as courses, nature of challenge, outbuilding, etc., are
very fair and to the point, and he maEes clear a difference which
American yachtsinen have always refused to recognize, betwefn a
mere challenge cup, open to all yachts, to be sailed for at a club re-
gatl«((..and a trophy intended to denote national supremacy to be con-
testedfor by but one representative boat;of each nation. As a me'e
abstract proiiosition he suggests a committee of three American and
three British yachtsmen who shall draw up rules to govern interna-
tional racing for some trophy, «nd that the first holder of this trophy
should be decided by lot. The most notable point in the whole article,
relating to the new deed of gift, we have commented on elsewhere.

Alloys Used in Yacht Building.
Wk are indebted to the Mechanical World for the following table

of the various alloys used in ship and yacht building. While yachts-
men a;re all familiar with Muntz metal, gun metal and yellow metal,
few are informed as to the composition and uses of each, and the
table will be found useful for reference:

COMPOSITION OF ALLOYS IN BVEKY-DAY USE IN BRASS FOUNDRIES.

Yacht Measurement in France,
As WE have already noted, the measurement question has lately

been very thoroughly discussed by French yachtsmen, both in
printed discussions and in the congress of the Union of French
Yachts, the result being the adoption by the latter body of anew
formula of measurement.
One of the chief points in all recent measurement discussions has

been that of taxing extreme dimensions, such as beam and draft, as
in the ftn-keel, and putting such a premium on displacement or area
of midship section as shall encourage a rather roomy yachtof strong
and compact form. The Y R. A. Council has dechned to recommend
any such measures, nor are they likely to be adopted by any Ameri-
can clubs; but the French congress," on the contrary, has incorpor-
ated in the new rule just adopted a limit of girth which is l.kejy to
attain this end, whatever^he finally resulting type or types may be.

or, P being the greatestThe new rule
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Admiralty metal,.

Bell metal

Brass (yellow)

.

Common bush
metal

Gun metal

Hard gun metal . .

.

Manganese brocze
Muntz metal....

Phosphor bronze .

.

Bhosphor bronze.

.

Naval brass

Brazing metal

Brazing solder

Aluminum brass..

Copper.

Zinc.
Tin.

Lead.

Phosphorus.

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

87 5 8

16 4

Iti 8 V2

(54 8 4 4

38 1 3

13

5 6 5+
t>0 40

9a 8*

90 10*

62 37 1

16 3

50 50

60 40

For parts of engines on
board naval vessels.

Bells for ships and fac-
tories.

For plumbers, ship and
house brass work.

For bearing bushes for
shafting.

For pumps and other
hydraulic purposes.

For heavy bearings.
Metal for propellers.
Metal from which bolts
and nuts are forged,
valve spindles, etc.

For valves, pumps and
general work.

For cog and worm
wheels, bushes, axle
bearings, slide valves.
etc.

Used by the Admiralty
for bolts, nuts, etc.

Flanges for copper
pipes.

Solder for the above

2 For large spindles, etc.

* Phosphor tin. + Manganese copper.

The wreck of the Alva still lies where she first sunk, a serious dan-
;er to all vessels ronnding the Cape. On Saturday the coal baree
Jeechwood. in tow of the tug Plymouth, struck the wreck and began
to leak badly, being kept afloat by the tug's pumps. On Friday night
in a gale the schooner Ethel Emerson, from New York for New
York for New Brunswick with a cargo of fuller's earth, struck the
wreck and was so badly damaged that her crew abandoned her in
their boat, being picked up by the tug Herald. Tlie vessel is reported
as still afloat. Bids have been receTved by the Government for the
removal of the wreck as follows; Kelly & Fausant, Atlantic City,
$5,916; Johnson & Townsend, $12,395; Chapman Derrick Wrecking
Co., $16,874.

.
, ,

^

.Mr. W. E. Waterhouse, formerly head draftsman for the late Mr.
Burgess, has just taken into partnership Mr. Albert S. Chesebrough,
a nephew of Mr. N. G. Herreshofl:, and for six years associated with
the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. as draftsman. Mr. Chesebrough, wh^se
mother is a sister of the Herreshoffs, is a graduate of Brown Uni-
versity, Class of '89. At the Bristol works he has had a valuable ex-
perience in designing and construction.and with'the experience gahied
by Mr. Waterhouse in all of the Burgess boats from Puritan down,
the new firm is well equipped for a successful business. They are
now at work on a design for a steam yacht 98£c. over aU, 78ft. l.w.l,,
15ft. beam.

girth of the yacht, the l.w.l. is multiplied by girth and square root of
sail are*, the product being divided by a constant.
One argument in favor of the new rule for French yachts is the

importance of moderate draft in most French rivers and harbors,
the difficulties attending the use of an extremely deep boat being
much more serious than in England or America.
The accompanying sketches of various designs possible for a total

measurement of 5, were made for the Yacht by U. Caillebotte, one of
whose designs was reproduced in our columns sorae time since.
Whether one type will ultimately result, and if so, what its merits

and defects will be, cannot be foretold atpresent; but the experiment
of the French will be most interesting, and not a little instructive to
American and British yachtsmen.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Of late years the subjects of yacht design and construction have

been thoroughly treated of by experienced writers, but on the sub-
ject of sail making there has been no modern work, the only books
I elating to it at all being limited to naval and mercantile sails. This
deficiency has at last been largely filled by Mr. Samuel B. Saddler, in
a book entitled "The Art and Science of Sail Making." The author
is a practical sail inaker^ formerly employed by Ratsy & Lapthorne
and famihar with the making of yacht sails. The book is thorough
and practical, dealing in detail with the cutting of sails, and contain-
ing a number cf tables and diagrams. It is, however, intended for
the practical sail maker and not the novice or amateur, and there is
a wide field left untouched which we hope the author may deem it
worth while to treat of in a future edition. While sail making is not
an art to be acquii'ed by an amateur, there are many who desii'e or
are compelled to make their own sails, and to whom an elementary
work on the same practical plan as Mr. Saddler's more advanced
book would be most valuable. To any one familiar with sail making
the book will prove a valuable aid. It is published by Crosby, Lock-
wood & Son.

A number of gentlemen connected with shipping have taken up
the organization of the Society of Naval Architects and Engineers
for the purpose of promoting a knowledge of shipbuilding and de-
signing. Tl'ie organization thus far includes President Clement A
Grisoom; Vice Presidents, Theodore D. Wilson, Chief Constructor of
the Navy; Charles H. Cramp, George W. Melville, George W. Quha
tard. New York; Irving M. Scott, San Francisco; Gen. Francis A
Walker, Boston, and W. H. Webb, New York; W. L. Cappa, Secretary
and Treasurer; members of the Council, H. T. Cause, Wdmington

hoir, J. F. Parkhurst, Cleveland, O. ; Naval Constructors Hichborn
and Bowles, of the navy; Charles H. Loring, Capts. Sampson and
Chadwick, of the navy, and Harrington Putnam, of New York.

The coming election in the New \ork Y. C. is likely to bring some
very important changes, It is certain that Com. Gerry will not be
re-elected, and more than probable that Vioe-Com. Morgan will suc-
ceed him, in which case the present Rear Com. W. Butler Duncan
will become Vice-Corn. Mr. Ralph L. Ellis is mentioned as Rear-
Com. The other officers and the regatta committee will remain as at
present, Vice Com, Morgan sailed last week for Europe, and it is
likely that he will purchase a large steam yacht abroad.

On Nov. S9 articles of incorporation of the Valiant Y. O., of New
Utrecht, Kings county, were filed with the Secretary of Slate. The
managers are Henry V. Harding, William H. Turton, Henry B. Hard-
aburg, Edgar D. Williams. Jidius A. Grudchos, George W. Mason
Henry W. Jones, John Noermann and Thomas W. Kelley, all of
Brooklyn.

At Ayers's shop. Bay Ridge, the new Scarecrow is nearly com-
pleted. Mr. Ayers has an order for a second boat on the same lines
Sagamore, steam yacht, chartered by E. M. Fulton, sailed on Dec. 3

from Norfolk for a flee month's cruise in the West Indies.

Sybilla, steam yacht, J. F. Betz, Jr., of Philadelphia, has sailed on
a gunning trip to the North Carolina sounds.

If we want to do anything, we must put heart In it, whether It
is lo go a-fishing. eo wooi/^g, chasing deer or advancing the cause
of Ohriatianlty.-fiei). I>/\ John B. Paxton.
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The Cruise of the Elsa.

{Continued- from paae 1,51.)

After a eight's rest in the gupst chamber on a feather bed, wWcli
the skipper did not appreciate, be turned out eagerly into the gray
morning to see what ibe prospi cts were for getting nhead. Barome-
ter stiU obstinately refusins to rise, but the wind lijftit v^ith a little

south in it. A start was made at 8 A. M , and a quiet, enjoyable run
followed, past the stone mills and the '-Lake ot the. Mountain," a
natural curiosity which we were recommended to examine, but did

not like to waste the fair wind for, past Fredericksburg and Adolphs-
town until we bore down upon the extreme eastern point of the
Prince Edward Peninsula.
Between this point and Amherst Islaud is a channel locally Imown

as the "Gap"—some three or four miles across. The stroma signal

was up at the lighthouse and the wind coming down in heavy puffs

out oE thfl southwest, driving a heavy roll in from the lake, and a
steam barge and consort were making fer a lee under the point.

Things looked had again, but the wind was well aft this time, so we
concluded to try the passage, and putting a reef in the mainsail and
snugging everything else down close, Elsa was headed for the open,

It was bad enough with the swell of the Bay of Quinte meeting
that of the lake nf^arly at right angles and raising a nasty cross chop,
but the lake wind came steady though strong, and there were none
of the angry spitfire squalls of thelday before, and the little boat
though tossed about in marvellous fashion, went along easily and
comfortably with a dry deck. Leaving the bay behiud us the swell
became more and more regular, and Elsa sped alo"g, rising and fall-

ing upon the great broad-backed rollers in inost exhilarating fash-

ion, until just as the sun reachp.d the meridian we rounded to oppo
site the little village of Bath, and to give the cook a holiday, went to

the old-fashioned country hotel hard by the wharf for dinner.
The morning's run had been a good one and the spirits of the crew

•were high.
Again Elsa was underway, and we sped down the now compara-

tively shelcered north channel toward Kingston. The dreaded 'mine
mile'poiul" was ahead of us, and seeing the angry look of the weather
it was hardly exjjected that we should go further than Collins Bay,
but getting abreast of it with the afternoon still yoimg we concluded
to run out to the point of Amherst Island at any rate and have a look
at the open.
The survey being more encouraging than we expected, and the

wind lulling a little, the temptation ro get ahead was too strong, and
out we went. The wind had now got round due south, and occasional
rain squalls drifted in from the lake, but there was nothing more
than a stiff bref ze blowing, and the great swells were so long that
we did not realize their size until we met a steacher coming w^st roll-

ing to her guards, and a little later a great lighter, sloop-rigged,
pitching to her hawse pipes.

On a close reach El'sa danced along gaily, and in an hour we had
the Cage Island Light abeam and the spires and masts of Kingston
in sight ahead. As it became dusk the wind died almost away, and
we ran slowly past the wharves looking for a berth. A great
iron steamer came majestically out the Campana bound for
Chicago. As 6 o'clock struck we ran into a snug httle slip and made
fast alongside a couole of other small craft, and the skipper begat
himself to a hotel with the half-regretful, half-relieved consciousness
of having successfully wrestled with Lake Ontario diuiug the equi-
noctials, and that henceforth his lot would be cast on sheltered
waters, and that he had little to try his nerves except perhaps a bump
on a sunken rock near by the Thousand Islands.
Morning broke bright and clear, the first really flue day yet, and

the white-caps were chasing one another down the lake "gaily and
fast as Elsa turned her stern toward Kingston. The storm signal,
which had so far confronted us at every port, was down at last, and
the wind was back in the west again. With keen enjoyment the
skipper took his seat on the weather deck. A fair wind, a blue sky,
a good boat under him and a good breakfast inside, what sailor man
would not be happy under the circumstances.
Ahead, everythiug was new and strange, and as the boat bowled

along with a creamy streak on either bow, he made up his mind that
nothing short of Brookville. fifty miles off, would satisfy him for a
day's run. "L'homme propose." Six miles down, and" just as the
islands began to get thick a.nd close, and the navigation intricate, a
slight "clink!" was heard astern, and the man at the stick meeting her
at the next scend, felt no resistance; the tiller lines v,'ere slack. The
horrible truth rushed upon the skippsr. The nut at the top of the
rudder tshaft had gradually worked loose and the rudder had dropped
off into deep water. This was bad, but it would have been worse
yesterday, and uncomplainingly the crew got out the single sweep
and with considerable exertion at last got the boat before the wind

Steering with an oar in half a gale of wind with a following sea is
no easy work on the Elsa, and the crew had httle leisure to enjoy the
lovely scenery at first, but soon we got into the river-like channel
inside Howe Island and the work became less arduous.
The run was hugely enjoyable after all, in spite of the mishap, and

the inevitable delay ahead at Gananoque. Sweeping through the
narrows at last we ran into the mouth of the river just after noon
and inquired for a black.smith. We were in luck as regards the local-
ity of the mishap at any rate, and if there are better boat black-
smiths than J. J. Moore I have never struck them. Before the skip-
per had finished his dinner the new rudder was well under way and
at 3:80 it was finished, with shaft and doubhng plates riveted on
either side in the neatest way, complete. Mr. Moore make.? a
specialty of boat work and flnishos in beautiful .style with a eoatiuK
of pure tin, which is bandsotner than the ordinary galvanized sur-
face, at very moderate cost. With the consent of the Fjhest anp
Stream I tender him this free advertisement in grateful acknowl-
edgment of his excellent and rapid work,
At 4 P. M. Elsa was under way again, and bowlmg down river under

whole mainsaU and mizen. Soon we swept past Stave Island, and as
the sun sank in the west, taking the wind with it, we ran into the
meadows at the "'Fiddler's Elbow," and felt the first decided current
We had left Lake Ontario behind us, and were drifting on the ed-

dying bosom of the mightiest of North American rivers. It was the
loveliest evening and the loveliest scene we had met with for many a
day; westward stretched the placid surface of the lake, doited with
tairy isles and rocks, and just rufQed by the dying wind, the whole
brilliantly lit no by the setting sun. An old paddle steamer passed
us, bound for Kingston, with two great lighters in tow, the quiet
breathing of her engines and the light streak of smoke from her fun-
nel as she went by rather heightened than detracted from the quiet
beauty of the scene. Against a dark islaud gleamed the white sail of
a skiff which we had outrun all the way from Gananoque. To the
east there showed the white lighthouse standing on a dark rock and
marking the entrance to the river running swiftly awav into themurky and mysterious looking east. A boat stole out of the gloom
between the islands and ghded toward the lighthouse, ieavine the
light keeper to his charge. A little further dow n the channel one of
the great turreted mansions of the wealrhy summei- residents showed
dimly between the trees, its rather staring facade and gaudy paint
softened by the lazy atmosphere into harmony with the landscape
As we glided into thB channel the river seemed n type of vounemanhood setting out from his quiet, peaceful home for the great un-known world. On it goes, sometimes chafing and foaming ano-rilv

against opposing rocks and anon resting in quiet expansion, gather-
ing sediment as the man gathers wealth in its struggles with the
world, end dropping it again in the lakes as he spends it in the inter-
vals of rest and pleasure. Smaller streams join with him at everv
bend and increase his power and dignity. Sometimes he divides his
torce into different channels the better to overcome the opposition to
his progress; but the division is only momentary, and the channels
reunite when the opposition is overcome. In the prime of his life hemeets his consort, the 0:tawa, and together they go rolling past thewharves of Mon real, and settling down to a steadier but no lessmajestic swing, go sweeping past the cities of men. serving his pur-poses and carrying his commerce, but none the loss exacting theirown trltiute of sedimentm return. ^

Below Quebec the course expands, and the beginning of the end is
felt when the chill salt current of the Labrador coast is met, but theriver still quietly and slowly presses forward, and stul cfincs to itssedimentary wealth until at Cap des Monls it loses itself and its gainsm the all-absorbing ocean.

s-nus

thus, Elsa and I glided slowly down between the islandsuntil a prodigious couglung and spluttering iq heard and whh ashower of sparks a fussy, praaical little steam launch goes dartiSg bvwaking the echoes with iis unearthly screeching steam whistle Con:found a steam launch anyhow. "What businels has such an krtic^ein fairyland." Bat it the launch has broken the skipper's reverie it

hfm flfnMP'^J.l^^."'.^
^VV^rn^, and the darkness and^Shhly ah^wLnthat he had better seek a restmg place for the night

^f*"^* fT'P^?'' '^^^'^'^ ^^"^ voices from unseen people inthe gloom are heard. Elaa's nose is tcu'nod shoreward and in a ff'wminutes she is alongside a whca-f piled with cord wood, aud her crewIS mak-hig a hearty meal in the bouse which held the 1 ehts and ro-^^

Vl^^^J^ r'^'^^^ >«<^^es who owneffivo^s^^a solitary traveler of a somewhat retiring and bashful temperament
rfSi'^H':^^' ^ gray hairs in his head withal can blSos^d to40 with propriety. Darlings they were by name, darlhigsTe Xp

per pronounced them in his heart to be for the interest and hospi-
tahty they tendered.

In the standard sensational novel of the day these stars represent
an interval of years during which the hero is absent in a foreien

land making his fortune. In the present case they represent a few
days during which the skipper went home to attend to some press-

ing business, while Elsa rested quietlj behiud an angle of the wharf,
rocked occasionally by the swell of a passing steamer.
On a bright October afternoon the skipper stepped off the train

and wended his way to the wharf to find everything in go^d shape,
and in a few minutes sail was made and we shot out into the stream.
The wind was east and up the river, but with current under us we
made good headway for a mile or two. Presently a steam yacht
came down and hailing her we asked for a line, when rather to our
surprise the yacht immediately lay to and tendered it. It was the
old story of the pretty boat and the solitary cruiser winning their

way to the sympathies of the captain, and not only did he tow us to

opposite his home port, Alexandria Bay, but three or four miles
below, and the only remuneration which he would hear of was a
model, or the "lines," of the little cruiser, which had taken his ej e
and which we gladly promised to forward.
With a hearty "Good-bye" Elsa was cast off again and filled away

for a long stretch toward the American shore. Commg about, she
approached the Canadian as dusk was coming pn, and headed for a

solitary light. On landing the crew readily fOuud a supner, but a
bed was denied us owing to an already full house, ancTTve wero
directed to the next bouse, a half mile lower do^vn, and warned lu
look out for reefs and shoals. Out we went cautiously into the dar':

and soon arrived opposite the bouse in question. The night was so
serene that we were tempted to run a little further and lay for a

harbor fm'ther on, but after being half scared to death by burapiof
over a reef and nearly running foul of a spar buoy, the skipper con
eluded that beating: through the Thousand Islands on a, dark night
was too trying to the nerves, and made for the landing. Again wo
found a friend and a boating man who sent us on our way rejoicing
at gray dawn.

It was almost calm, the first calm we had had, but the current and
an occasional air, "now east, now south," brought us six miles on
our way before 9 o'clock.
A great dredge came out from the New York shore and at once

went to work in the channel, and a great black steam tug went by
quietly but steadily, cutting a furrow through the calm waters.
Away over in the marshes on the Canadian shore we could hear the
popping of gTjns and even the voices of men at work. Presently
came a steadier air from the westward, a slight murmur came from
under Elsa's bows. The murmur grew louder and louder until it

became a roar, and in half an hour we were bearing down on Brock-
ville wing and wing at a good (i-koot gait. In an hour we were abreast
of the outskirts of the prettiest probably of Canadian towns. A sail
appeared ahead, which we overhauled hand over hand, and at 11

A.. M. we rounded to at the boat house of Mr. McLean, a St. Lawrence
skiff sailer, well known to fame.
Four hours were enjoyably spent in bis society, and we visited

Sauvc s boat building establishment together. Elsa's style and
model were pronounced upon favorably, and Mr. McLean went so
far as to say she was the prettiest boat hailing from west of Brock-
ville. As this covered Clayton, Alexandria Bay and Gananoque, the
declaration was rather a sweeping one, and may be set down as judi-
cious flattery, but it was pleasant to the skipper's ears at any rate.
At 3 P. M. w^e concluded we had lost sufficient of the fair wind, and
that if we wished to make any sort of a day's ruu we must start at
once. So Elsa was headed do'wn wind again, and with mainsail and
mizzen winged out we made some 13 miles without touching tack or
sheet. Henry K. WtoKSTEBD.
CoBOL'BG, Can.

[concluded next week].

CANOE NEWS NOTES,
A new boat btiilding company has recently been organized at Gan-

anoque, Can., under the natne JSf. Gilbert Boat Bmldlng Co. Mr.
Gilbert has made a reputation through the very successful St. Law-
rence River skiffs designed and built by him, as well as by gome
handsome sailing canoes. He is personally a vei-y skillful wood-
worker, having been in charge of the machinery of the Gananoque
Carriage Co. for some years, and he has devised a system of canoe
and boat building in which modern woodworking machinery is largely
used. Tne company is just putting up a line of open Canadian
canoes, and other models of canoes and boats will be built as fast as
the moulds are ready. Planking, ribs, stems and all parts for any
required number of boats are got out to exact size by machinery, the
parts being yut, together with varnish in the seams.
A meeting of the executive committee of the Atlantic Division was

held on Nov. .SO at the Astor House, at which it was decided to hold a
division meet from July S to 13, the camp ground being available to
campers until July 16. The site will probably be on Pleasure Bay,
near Long Branch, N, J,

The Knickerbocker O. 0. had a very large attendance of canoeists
at its smoker on Dee. 3.

The Hoboken C, C. held its smoker, as announced, on Nov. 16.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP,
W. E. Petty, a memher of the New York Police Force, is now

the holder of the Amateur Revolver Championship of America,
and the custodian of the Winans Trophy, the emblem of that
championship. He won it from Geo. E. Jantzer at the gallery of
the New York Pistol Olub, No. 13 St. Marks place, in this city, on
the evening of Dec. 8. The match was a very interesting one,
and the record as made shows that the men are each of them ex-
perts of experts in getting shots clo.sely bunched about the very
small black of the .5in. cardboard disk upon which the measure-
ments are taken.

Roundsman Petty has not been satisfied since he shot in the
initial open to all competitors, which Introduced the match and
the trophy to the revolver shots of this country. In that struggle
by over forty of the best revolver shots of the country he came in
fifth with a score of •ZiMin. for his l-S shots. In that same match
Jantiier put up a score of .20.401n. Dr. Louis Bell was the first

holder of the trophy on his score of 17,62in. His winning record
was announced on June 9. Mr. Jantzer was promptly at hand
with a challenge, and on the afternoon of Aug. 3 the pair of re-
volver sharps met at the St. Marks gallery and fired a record
which was decidedly.off thelchampionship standard. Jantzer won
with a score of 3.?.5in. against fj.Bin. for Bell.

The next challenge came from Henry Oehl, the president of the
N. Y. Pistol Olub. The shooting when they met on Oct. 15 was fair
but each of the men has shown better scoring in private practice
and club matches. Only one full string of 6 consecutive shots on
the 5-inch disk was made by each, Jantzer scoring 6.83 inches
and Oehl 7.78 inches in the 6 shots. The result of this failure to
keep the strings on the measuring disk was that the record of
this match was taken on 16 shots, and the figures were Jantzer
19.11 inches, Oehl 19 83 inches.

The fourth and next match in this series was that of Saturday
evening last, when Jantzer, after his twO' victories, was com-
psilled to acknowledge the superior ability ot his official friend.
The two have done much practice together, and their instructions
and advice each to the other has been of mutual help. In the
match they each used S. & W., .44eal., 6in. barrel revolvers, firing
a light charge with a round bullet. It was a fair square test of
shooting ability and neither man had any fault to find with his
weapon for not responding to his demand tipon it. The opening
shot of Petty's second string fell just off of the disk, and this he
thought might be due to the cleaning the barrel received after
the first round. At any rate, it was not cleaned during the re-
mainder of the match. Jantzer 's method of cleaning was by a
current of breath down the barrel after each shot.
The arrangements of the match under the care of the Zettlers

was, of course, perfect, and the shooters did not lack for good-

natured raillery and advice at each shot, with Oehl and "Barney"
Walther, Bishop and the rest of the clubmen there. The meas-
uring of the targets was done by President Oehl, who is an expert

manipulator of the machine by which Messrs, Zettler have de-

cided so many important rifle and revolver contests.

When the figures were totaled it was seen that the shooting had
b^enofa high order, and Jantzer hnd iost, buthehad not been

/

beaten by any "fluke" shooting but by close, clean skill from flrst

to last. Mr. Petty has the best single shot, the best six-shot

string and the best three strings"out of five under the conditions.

Mr. Petty ought to win and win again and again, if intelligent

attention to his pastime of revolver shooting goes for aught. He
is strictly temperate, never using either drink or tobacco. In

build he is solidity from sole to crown. He was suffering some-
what from weak eyes, a remainder of a recent attack of measles.

Roundsman Petty frequently gives his fellow officers an exhibi-

tion of fancy shooting, lying down, snap work, side wise,

backwards, any way in fact, and vrith the .38cal. S. & W. 3in,

W, E, PBTTT'S TAB RET.

barrel, which is the oflicial arm of the N, Y, police force. The
very skill of Mr. Petty only makes the absolute helplessness of the
other 3,000 policeman as revolver shots the more conspicuous.

The record of the match of Dac. 3 stands as follows:,

yfUL E. PEITT,

1st stHhg. SdBtftliK'. -^d string. 4th string. .ith string
.5:1 .58 .56 1,43
.51 1.^1 1.67 .65 1.55

1,25 2.i)0 .&S 1.03 .63
-73 1.03 1.13 1.19 1.61

1,72 .S9 .9H ,66 95
,18 .63 .86 .48 1.33

4.90 "5^84 7.49
Record strings, 4.90, 5.84, 4.67. Total, 15.31in,

GEO. E. OANTZER.
1.17 1.17 .41 -77 2.20
3.49 .73 1.51 .67 1.54
1 25 .?« M .80 .91
1.37 i.or .67 3.17 1 30
1.79 .83 .90 1.15 3.14
.76 .55 1 91 .31

8.«3 4,72 7.47 8.30
Record strings, 4.73, 7.47, 8.30. Total, 20.49in.

The Winner Challenged.
No. 12 St. Marks PmcE. New York.—Editor Forefit a/Hd Sfreaja.-

I hereby challenge W. E. Petty to shoot a match wiTh revolvers
for the Winans trophy.

^ B, Wai>THEH.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
CiNCiNJSATi. O,. Dee. 4.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held

its regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores,
as appended below. Conditions, 200yds., o£fhand, at the standard
target. Payne used open sighi: Martin shot from a rest and
Schuster used a sporting rifle. The 8Core«-
Gindele ....85 86 88 Wel]inger..84 79 88 Simon. . ..80 80 77
Liuis 79 *5 68 Drube 76 76 81 Martin 85 74 73
WeinheiVr73 73 78 Topf 73 70 64 Schuster..,.56 48 37
Payne 83 79 83

New York Rifle Club.
NEAy YOHK, Dec. 5.—The following scores were made by the

members of the New York Revolver and Pistol Club at their
last regular weekly practice shoot, held on the 3d Inst, at head-
quarters, No. 12 St. Mark's Place. Ten shots on standard Amer-
ioan target, distance 20yds.. ,44cal. S. & W. revolver: G, E. Jant-
zer 89, C. B. Bishop 86, B. Waltbar 84. H. Oehl 81, A. Bertrand 81.
F, HecMng (.38cal.) 72, E. Walz (.33cal. Stevens .pistol) 82.

F, Hbcking, Secretary.:;
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John Rebhan's Pattern.
IncijOSBD will be found the target made on the Hudson itifle

Club range by Mr. .Tohn Rebhan, treasurer ol the club, in the reg-
ular weekly competition.
John has been an enthusiastic shooter for a number of years,

both on long and short ranse?. and has competed in tournaments
and matches with almost all the well-known riflRmen. When he
sets his mind to it he generally "gets thi^re." Although the com-
petition has been rather lively during the past few months, he had
not reached a very high notch until the above was made.

It will be noticed that it is a very good pattern and his holding
exo»llent. Mthoutrh he leads in fir.st team, he is closely followed
by Bird, Hansen, Main and Mahlenbtock, and before the season

JOHN HEBHAN'S PATTERN.

closes some lively times and high scores are anticipated. Second
Team—Hoff and Smith had a lively bout, as will be seen by the
appended scores, having tied for first place. As they flre both
genial gentlemen, they deci'^od to "toss up the penny" for place,
which resulted in Hnff Eetting the "tail" but winning the "toss
up." The score, regular practice, Nov. U

:

First Team.
John Rebhan 25 2.5 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24-246
H L Hansen 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 23—240
H Mahlenbrock 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 23—388
C E Bird 25 25 25 24 23 23 2H 25 23 22—238

Second Team.M Hotf 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 32 22-237
J Smith 25 35 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 23—337
WMeyre .. .25 26 25 24 34 23 33 23 23 20—232
F A Reynolds 25 35 25 24 24 34 33 21 21 19-231

Third Team.
J Buch 25 24 24 24 23 23 32 33 22 21-230
S Middleton 25 24 33 23 23 23 23 32 81 19-325
C Staderman 35 23 23 23 24 22 23 31 19 19—320
During the next month the clnb will issue a challenge of ten

men to the Empire BifleOlub, of New York city, and it is expected
that not only good scores will be made, but that a good time in
general will be enjoyed by those two clubs, who are great friends
of one another.
C. E. Bird is also to issue a challenge for a 100-shot match with

E, Fischer, of the Miller R'fl-j Clu^^, of Hoboken. .The EagtjIS.

A Perfect Score.

A RUN of 35. 25, 35, 25, 25, 35, 25, 25, 25, 25—250; made Oct. 7, 1893
by David Miller, on the Miller Rifle Club range, Hoboken, N. J

'

Rest, 10 shots, 80ft.

Jersey's Military Shooters.
The First Brie^tde (N. G. N. J.} Rifle Association held its weekly

shoot on the 200yds. ranges at the Newark Shooting Park on
Decemher 2. with the usual unfavorable weather conditions.
The wind varied from 5 to 20 miles an hour and was " fishy" at
that, while the light was so poor that the sport had to end at
4 p. m. The attendance was not as good as ueual. there belne only
Ave member present. The majority of the mtmbers are tied up
by business, but after the holidays they will be present in force.
Within a few weeks a number of the members will come together
in a flfty-shot match which may poss'bly be made an open afCair.
The scores made on Saturday wer<< a" appended.
OaptWH Howard 4 4 4 i 4 4 4 5 3 4—40

3 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 5-40143344433 4-36
4 4 3 4 5 3 4 3 3 4-37

Sergt. Wilhelm : .4 4 5 i 4 4 5 4 4 5—43
54 4 544534 4-43
4 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 .5-41

FXBTY SHOT MATCH.
Ma.lor Wallace. . 5 & 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5—44444344554 5-42-15444444 5 4-4344444444.T 4-41
„ . „, ,

4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 5-44 -313
Priv, Townsend ... ....4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4—43454443544 5-4344454444 5 5—434444 5 5445 4-43443545544 4-43 -213

Zettler Rifle Club.
No 319 Bo-HTEBV, New York, Dec. 3 —The bi-weekly shoot of the

Zettler Rifle Clnb took place on Tuesday evening, Nov. 39, at
their headquarter'. 319 B iwery, with the following results:
PBuBse 246 B Zettler ,246 P Ro«s .244
HHolge" 2^3 U B Engel 345 C G Zettler. 243
B WaJther 34b G-usNowak, 244 H Strata 339

Port Chester Rifles.

Port CnKSTEB Rifle Club, Saturday, Dec. 3, 200yds., oflf-hand

standard American target: . „ „ „,
J Smith 7 10 8 7 8 6 7 8 8 6-74
RRudd..... 7 r 8 9 9 6 4 5 7 8-67
R McNeil. Jr 7 7 8 5 10 7 8 5 3 6-66
H Boeger 5 6 5 7 5 4 5 6 8 8—69
TKiernan 3 4 6 3 2 7 8 2 2 6-43

R. McNeil, Je.

The Lancaster Cork Gun Wad.
The Lancaster Cork Gun Wad, for which patent isnow pending,

is an invention which should prove ot great value to sportsmen.
The manufacturers claim that the wads have all the advantages
of felt wads with none of the latter's disadvantages. They are
one-third lighter, which makes them much less likely to pass
through the shot charge and disturb the pattern than a heavy
wad. They contain no grease, oil or chemicals, and do not require
an extra wad over the powder, insuring a shorter shell. The
manufacturers claim that they also keep the barrels of a gun
cleaner than any other wad, and that the recoil is less. Send for

price list —AfJu.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice Ill<e the following;

Dec. 15.—Ouen shoot at 100 live birds. $100 entry, Erb'a grounds,
Newark, N. J. Entries, if accompanied by S30 forfeit, will be re-

ceived up to Dec. 13. by Forest and Stream, 318 Broadway, New
York.

Dflc. 17.—Elliott vs. Fulford, at Kansas City, Mo.: 19, at Indian-
apolis, Ind.; 33, at Pittsburgh, Pa.; 24, at Williamsport. Pa.; 26, at

flarrisburg. Pa. „
Dee. 26.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Orangeville,

Baltimore county, Md.
Dec. 37-30.—Watson's live bird target tournament, Watson's

Park, Burnside, Til.

Dec. 28.29.—Jacksonville (Fla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-
m' nt; S500 guaranteed purses; $300 in money and merchandise
prizes added, Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. 3.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Oradgevilie, Bal-
timore county, Md-
Jan. 3.—Towand a (Pa.) G-un Club's all-day tournament.
.Tan. 3 —Sou'h Side fiun Club's "annual," Newai'k, N. J.

Jan. 17-18.—Hamilton (Ont.) Gun Club tournament, live birds
and targets.
Jan. 10 11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-

tion's Grand American Handicnp, live bird tournament. New
Jersev (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monaco
boundary.
May 17-18 —West Newburgh Gun Clut) spring tournament, at

Newbureb, N. Y.
May 33-25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to

purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.

June 13-16 —New York State Sportsmfin's Association tourna-
ment, at Rorhester. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 EUwanger &
Barry buildinsr, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20.—West Newburgh Gun Club fall tournament, at New-

burgh, N. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Will H. r-RUTTENDEN, the well-known "Crutty" of kingbird target

fame, sends us his views in regard to the existing evil of dropping for

places where the pots are divided into percentages alone Just so
long as purses are oivided into percentages just so long will there be
•'pldjiog for holes," no matter now much the shooters or the public
may oppose the practice. The only way to do away with "dropping"
i*, therefore, to do away with purses, and this Mr. Cruttenden pro-
poses shiU be done by the introduction in all events of an innovation
of the "jack rabbit" system. As is known under the "jack rabbit"
.system each break pays ten cents and whatever balance remains in

the pot is divided into 50, 30 and 30 per cent, for first, second and
third moneys. Mr. Cruttenden suggests an improvement upon this

plan by paving to shooters twenty cents for each target broken, this

doing away, of course, with aoy other division. The entries in all

events would be atthe uniform r&te of ten cents per target, the shooter
paying for the targets. The man who under this system could
scheme to make a penny by dropping a bird would have to do some
tall thinking. It is possible, of course, to use any handicap that is

desired in order to place the contestants on as near an equality as
possible. We are inclined to think that this plan of "Crutty's" would
come as near, if not nearc- than any other to give us honest ."hooting.

Clubs can still add money for their shoots if they wish, but instead of
putting it into "pots" or "purses" and tempting shooters to p'ay
comijinations, let them increase the price they pay for each target
that is broken. And they need not confine themselves to the above
stated uniform entry fee, but can vary that if they choose. Taken all

in all the suggestion is worth acting upon, as the only possible man-
ner in which a shooter can get any money under the system is by
breaking targets. Once this plan is adopted and we can forever bid
"good-bye" to "combinations" and"wolf shoots." What club will be
the first to try the experiment?

On Saturday, Dec. 17, will occur the first of the series of five

matches between J. A R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo., and E. D
Fulford. Ttie match will take place ia Kansas City, but not on the
famous "Side Hill Park." where Fulford refuses to shoot. That
this series will be hotly contested no one can doubt who has formed
an unbiased opinion of the two men. Some infer, because Fulford
made such a poor showing against Budd, that he (Fulford) is "no
shooter," so far as first class work is concerned. To this ruling we
beg to take exception. Elliott has been beaten and be has not always
succeeded in making phenomenal scores, but still no one would think
of classing him as a third-rate man. And there is no reason for
placing Fulford in the third class because he killed 81 out of 100 birds
at Watson's Park, Let the public withhold its judgment as to the
relative merits of the two men until they have seen them shoot.

Henry C. W. Matz, the popular president of the Reading (Pa.)

Shooting Associa'ion has secured possession of the " Three Mile
House" at Shillington, just outside of Reading. He has a half-mile
track for horse or bicycle racing, and inside the track he has ar-

ranged tmps for both live bird and target shooting. The grounds are
enclosed with a high fence and the foreground is perfectly clear.

Tne grouuds are nearly as level as a floor. The grounds may be
reached via the electric cars from 9th and Franklin streets, or 3d and
Penn streets, Reading. It is more than likely that the Reading Shoot-
ing Association will shortly remove to these grounds from the Black
Bear Inn, and that they will hold a three days' tournament there in
February.

Fort Uodge, la , Jfov. 28.—Below find scores of the Thanksgiving
shoot of Fort Dodge Gun Club. The birds were a good lot, some very
fast, rieht-quarteriug incomers, as the wind helped the birds in that
direction. The day was raw and cold, and we quit at noon in favor
of turkeys. The first event was at 15 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, No. 2
at 5 Feorias:

No. 1. No. 3.

Bryant 311122211311122—15 11111—5
Reynolds 111111111121110—14 11111—5
Green 120120110112122-13 100l0-2
Carter 1S2OU112100O11-11 01111—4
Pray 111130022002310-10 11110-4

In our account of the recent shoot at Wapsononock Shooting Park,
Altoona, Pa., we mentioned the fact of having snapped a picture of
Edward Banks, Altoona correspondent of the HaiTisburg Telegram,
as he returned from an hour's outside shooting, bringing with him
three grouse which he had shot. On p. 489 is an excellent half-tone re-
production of said picture, showing Mr. Bank^, his snow-spectacles,
Wopsy gun, Juniata smile and last, but not least, the trio of grouse,
which he afterward presented to "Uncle" Jake." The attention of
the public is called to the particularly graceful attitude assumed by
Mr. Banks while the picture was being taken.

Tournament matters have been intolerably dull for several weeks,
incidental, of course, to the open game season when everybody who
can possibly spare the time goes shooting afield. Target tourna-
ments are as a matter of course almost an unknown quantity from
the early part of November to March, when live birds afford more
interesting sport to the majority of shoolers. Club shoots run along
the same as usual, but these are rather lightly attended just now as
another result of the gajue shooting. Soon the hunters will have re-
turned from their jaunts, and after a week or two devoted to straight-
ening out back business, thetrap sport Vnll agaio become lively.

The White House (N. J.) Gtm Club held an all-day's shoot at live

pigeons on Dec. 3. A big supply of pigeons was on hand, but the
attendance was light. The birds wei-e a good lot. There were five

events at 4 birds each, S3 entry, and here are the scores:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No 5.

Cramer 1110-3 0011—2 0311-3 1200-3 0220—3
Bisbop 1210-3 2111-4 0011-2 0022-2 0111—3
Brown 1001-3 1002-3 2021-3 0010 -1 1100 -2
Apgar 0110—2 1110-3 1121-4 1220-3 1010-3
Large 0000—0 0001—1

Next Thursday. Dec, 15, there will be shot on John Erb's "Old
Stone House" grounds, in Newark, the first open lOO-bird sweep-
stake ever shot in this country, and one which is bound to create
an interest, even though the entry list be small. The entry fee is

$100 per man, all will .shoot at SOyda. rise and the shoot will com-
mence at 10 A.M. Entries will be received at this office up to Mon-
day, Dec. 12. The entries will not close at that time, however, but
will be received up to 12 o'clock, noon, at Erb's grounds. Mr. Erb
promises a good lot of birds for the shoot.

' We understand that Mr. L. G. Duff Grant, secretary of the Smoke-
less Powder Co., of London, has been in New York for some weeks,
the object of his visit being to arrange for the manufacture of his
company's Smokeless powder in this country. Their business in the
IJnited States, due to the energy of their agent, Mr.;George H. Samp-
son, of 23 Park place. New York city, and 147 Pearl street, Boston,
Mass , has made very rapid progress; and their SS Sporting powder
is now justly considered one of the best in the market.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., will hold its regular
"annual" on Jan. 2, 1893, on its grounds near the Emmett street sta-
tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Plenty of holiday lunch will be
dispensed, and those who run short of ammunition can procure an
assortment on the grotmds. These "annuals" are a familiar and
popular institution, and always attract a big crowd of shooters.

Judging from opinions expressed by shooters in various parts of
the country the American Manufacturers' Association has about
struck the keynote of a successful career. If the association wants
to cater to the mass of shooters, let it adopt the "Cruttenden .lack
Rabbit," system and do away with all "pots."

The lay press seems to take strange delight in botching trap news.
The Evening Wot Id of Deo. 2 says anent the grand American handi-
cap: ' -The match will be at 100 birds, $50 entry * * The grand
American handicap will be at 25 live birds, $50 entry, and entries will
close on Dec. 30.

At the shoot of the Hochester Rod and Gun Club on Nov. 30 the
following scores were made out of a possible lOO targets per man:
Smith 84, Meyer 83, Newton 80, Richmond 80, Tassell 77. Beyer 77,
Norton 73, McVean 72, Borst 70. Van Ostran 68, Richman 66.

John H. Hartner announces all-day target tournaments at Orange-
ville, Baltimore County, Maryland, for Christmas Day. December 26,
and New Year's Da.v, .January 3. Keystone targets will be used and
will be charged for at the rate of two cents each.

The Island City Gun Club of Wheehng, West Virginia, whose
" Bix Six " team won the July match of the Atlantic City (N, J,) Gun
Club, is willing to pit its team against a team of six men from any
club in America at 25, 50 or 100 targets per man.

It has been suggested that at the expositions of the American Man-
ufacturers' Association all the goods handled by the subscribers
should be exhibited in one large tent. It is likely that this plan will

be adopted.

The Massachusetts E.ifle Association held its regular trap shoot at
Walnut Hill on Nov. 30, and during the afternoon "Climax," one of
the contestants, shot a brace of quail in the timber growth skirting
the range.

Let some club come to the front with a target tournament pro-
gra.mme, every event to be shot under the "Cruttenden Jack Rab-
bit" system. "Put yourselves on record as being opposed to com-
binations.

John M. Watson, proprietor of the famous Watson's Park, at Burn-
side, 111., announces a live bird and target tournament to be held on
December 27, 38, 29 and 30th. The events will be open to all comers.

Carl Von Lengerke, the younger of the Von Lengerke family, is

making quite a reputation as a bicycle racer. On Thanksgiving Day
he won a gold stop-watch by finishing first in a one mile race.

The team match announced to take place on Erb's Newark grounds
on Tuesday between Castle and Hedden, Smith and Sunderman, was
indefinitely postponed.

At the November shoot of th« Freehold (N.J,) Gun Club Burtis
broke 19, Hall 17, Gummere 14, Van Schaick 14 and Davis 12 out of a
possible 25 targets.

At the medal shoot of the East Park Gun Club at Decatur, HI., On
Nov. 30, J. L. Peak won with a total of 23 breaks out of 35 targets-
shot at-

The United States Gun Club, of Oakland. Cal., has leased a large
tract of marsh land near Novate and Petaluma.

The Essex Gun Club wilt hold its monthly shoot on Al Heritage's
Marion grounds on Thursday, Dec. 15,

C. H. TOWNSEND.

The Pot-covers' Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving, Nov. 10, the day set for the final shoot of the

Pot-c -ver Trap Club for the season '93, was about as disagreeable
as regards weather as it coul'i wll be. It snowed hard from 10
A. M. till 3 P. M. Then the floodgates of heaven were opened and
the rain came in torrents till late at night.
But a few inches of snow and a bucketful of rain, more or less,

make small difference to the Pot-cover men. Some of them had
to drive twenty miles, yet there was only one absentee. The snow
made a beautifully soft bed for the missed targets to altorht in,
and the breakage was reduced to a minimum. One young man,
a guest of the club, had a good many missed birds. He lives in
what a fri'^nd of mine calls the "rhubarbs of Fredericton." and
has for some time been spoken of as a probable addition to the
membership roll. He is a nice young fellow, but somi^what given
to speaking in a laudatory wav of his past and future achieve-
ments. This practice is rated below par among the bovs, and
thev fear that if he is elected a member it may introduce an ele-
ment of discord, of which at pres' nt there is none. He had invi-
tations to take part in several of the shoots held earlier in the
season, but never accepted. He has, at sundry and divers times,
however, whispered around among the outsiders that some day
he was coming down to show the lads a .score " as was a scorp."
It was folly, he thought, for fifty to eighty per cent, men to har-
bor the delusion that they could shoot. He could hit apples and
potatoes thrown in the air, every time, and he could smash.blue-
rooks just as easily.
Thanksgiving Day he came, and. as I was not there, what he

did can best be told in the words of a correspo'^-dent who will, I
think, forgive me for making him contribute a paragraph to his
favorite paper.
He says :

" It wa" a fearful storm ; but to my surprise I found
four representatives of the dub from Scot^^h Lake, and also Mr.
S.. our 'mortised choke' man. rie was distanced. To u3° an
election uhrase, ' he didn't save his deposit.' Although he has
frequently entertained us with stories of shooting partridges on
the wing from a moving wason.it is a fact that, with both feet on
terra flrma, he could not hit bluerocks. He could strike the iron
trap-screen, and he did it so often that the trapper thouRht It
prudent to lie low till he heard the command ' cease firing.' He
broke two "ut of his first ^en, and his ne^t score was on his
fortieth bird. He retired with three out of fifty."

The moral would appear to be : It is good to keep quiet, for you
can't pretty much always tell how things will turn out some-
times.
With the Pot-cover rule-gun below elbow till after shooter

calls " pull"—and unknown angles, I can certify that there is a
chance for a bluerock to act as a great leveller of conceit, even
when the victim is a passably good game shot.
My introduction to the sport was recent enough to leave a very

distinct Impression on my memory. My first bird was a left
quarterer, and I caught and smashed it within twenty-five feet of
toe trap. There was a feeling of elation similar to that so aptly
described by Mr. Hough in the story of his double on spornbills.
"Ugh! big Injin, me! Watigh-hoo ! I'll do that some more !

"

Aud in trsing to carry out this very laudable intention I missed
nine consecutive birds. Then I retired for quiet meditation and
when next I cam«i to the score I got fifty per cent.

} IMr. S. e\ndently made the mistake of trying to "paste" his
birds too close to the trap, else he wouldn't have spattered the
tran-screen.
While most live birds rise and go away with a gradually accel-

erated flight, the reverse is true of the " saucer." It starts with
lightning speed, slows up and falls. It is good enough for straight-
away shots, but the ideal target for Jquarterers and cross-snots
would be fish-shaped, with a rocket in its tail, which would be
exploded by the trap-arm. This would give it the gradtjally in-
creasing speed of the live bird. Some ingenious and enterprising
citizen of the United States wiU one day give us a target on this
princl pie. L. L Fwwm.
New BBtTNSWiCK.
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The Traps at Watson's Park.
Bttbnside, 111.. Kov. as.—Score marie here to-day by the follow-

ing named at 100 bluPTOcfe targets each from 5 unknown expert
traps and North^a electric pull; entrance $10, divided 50, 30 and 20

per cent:
H H McMorohy IIIIOIII HIIIOOOIOIO-U

11110111111101110110-16
1)0010101111111101111-14
110100 llOOl 0001 1 0110—10
lOOlllUliniOOlOllOO-12-66

K O Heikes oaXllOlOllllOU01001-10
10001010000111111111—12
00100011111111010100-10
1010101011 iimuoio-14
0110111mil 10111001-15-61

A FrolliiDgham 00000110101110110010- 9
lOOrxjOlOOOUOOllOllOl- 7
OOOOOOllOlw

B C Merrill. . 11110111011111101110-16
111 11110110010101001—13
00101011101010110101—11
OIUlllllOlllllOlOlO-15
110101101()0111010Ul-13-68

M C Sauford 1U1111<'1101]0101 111-13
11101101100001101001—11
11101101111111111011-17
1 1 01 1lom 1010001010 -15
1 llOlOOnil 1 110000111—13-65

OWBudd . UliiUin 10011111110-16
11110101111001111011—15
01011101111111111011—16
11101001110001111010-13
00100011 001100110011-10-69

AW Adams OlOOOlOlOOfOOOOOOOOO- 3
lOOOOOOKXlllOlOllOOO- 7
oomoooooiooooooolo— 5
llOOOOOOOlOOlOlOlOOOw 6-21

Ed Bingham 01111011111110010111—14
11111101011101111101-15
omiiiiiioooiouiio-u
10110010110111110010-12
lllllllllOlOOllomi—15-67

J C Read 01101010110111010100—11
•00011001111111011101-13
00 1 01lOOOUOll 110011-11
llOOOOOOOlllllllOlOl-ll
00011111111111001011-14-«0

F Parraalee 10111110010111111111-16
10010010011111011110-13
00101101110110011111-13
11010111011101111110-15
01101111111111111010-15-72

Chas Grimm 01110100010111011110—11
llimiOOOOOllOllllO -13
10000001111111001100-10
OllOllOlOUlOOOOOOlO- 9
0111011 ICOl 010011111-13-56

A C Patterson 111011 llOOllOOnoiOOl- 9
00110001000100101000— 6
10010000100111111001— 9
oooiouooooooionooo— e
OOOOuflOlOOUOlOOOlOOO— 3—33

Dec. 3 —Cliicago Shooting Club for club medal, 20 live pigeons
eacb, new Illinois State rules:
Thomas. ..2022233>222022222322—18 Stevens. ..2111221112112112012—20
K I einman! 1311232102221212120—18 Rock 21212021221121 11 1122—19
Rock being allowed one dead bird added to his score tied with

SleVbDS for the medal and the tie was decided by the score in the
foUowmg sweep. Rock won, billing 10 to Stevens's 9.

Sweep, 10 birds, entrance $5, one money:
Kleinman 1222013102— 8 Rock 1132211111—10
Stevens 2120131222— 9 Antoine 2123202123— 9
Shot for birds:

Thomas 21211—5 Kleinman 20211—4
Stevens 1211003222221 1 331031—17

13211311111133321120-19
110312103112112021 11—17
10211120011121 11 1111-1 7-70

UXVELBIGG.

Shooting; on the Pacific Slope.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 35.— The members and friends of thn

Spokane Rod and Gun Club had a pleasant time yesterday on
tbeir trap grounds, shooting live pigeons, turkeys, chickens and
bluerock targets. Several hundred spectators were on hand and
the day was an extremely lively one. Expert trap.s were used for
the first time in this State, and these, with North's electric pull,
were a revelation to the natives. The target events were all hhot
from known traps at unknown angles. The weather was very
cold, but nevertheless the shooting lasted until the last glimmer
of daylieht.
In the turkey matches the ranee was 75yds., with the turkey's

head as a target, and while this is closer shoo' ing than most
people ;imagine, the aim of those who participated was so true
that; the supply of turkeys was exhaustea shortlv after noon. Tne
best shot 01 the day was made by Police Seigeaiit Charles Barlow
Joe Warren had wounded a turkey slightly and when it was re-
leased from the box it flew across the river and lodged in a tree
ftilly 500yds. from the place where the marksmen were standing
Nearly all of the men began shooting at the turkey. Sergeant
Barlow wa'ched them for a short time and then coolly took aim
with his heavy Remingten and at the first shot brought down the
turkey, shooting it through the neck. .Joe Warren killed 10 tur-
keys and 7 chickens, the latter at 60yds. Joe Draper, of the North-
ern Pacific, killed 4 chickens in 6 shots. E. M. Shaner, Cabtain
Merriam and W. H. McFarlan made several excellent shots
There were three events at live birds and four at targets. No 1

was at 10 bluerocks, $1 entry; No. 2, at 6 sine'les and 3 pairs, SI 50
entrj; No. 3, at. 20 singles. 82 entry: No. 4, at 10 singles and 5 pairs
$1.50. The scores:
No. 1.—Royer 6, Carson 6, Ware 5, Drake 2, Moore 1.
No. 3.-\Vare 6, Moore 6, Royer 4, Drake 2, Carson 3, Knight 2.

Drap-rO '

No.3.-McBrooml8, Ware 13, Moore 13. Royer 11, Eckhardt 11
Carsoti 9, Knight 8, Braper 7, Mason 7, Drake 4, Millins 3. Roister l!
No. <1.—McBroom Iti, Ware 14, Eckhardt 11, Mason 9, Royer 9

_9, Moore 8, Drake 5, Knight 4, Bolster 4, Draper 4,

entry: No. 3, 5 birds, 82.50

Carson 9, Troch
Stern 3, Millins:
Live bird events. No. 1 at 10 birds,

:

entry; No. 3 at 10 birds, go entry:

No. 1. No. 2.

Troch 113232233^10 03311—4
Pugh 2123201111— 9
T B Ware 2023331120— 8 233li-^
Drake 1011320222- 8 20001—2
Bolster 1220321011- 8 02202-3
Warren 1312101102— 8 11102—

i

Broom 2101202013— 7 12012—4
Moore 1100221201— 7 31113—5
gi-aper 2311201200- 7 20011-8
Carson 2103223100- 7 22333—5
Eckhardt O01122331O— 7 10112—4
Mason 2100313201- 7W Withers 1110201210- 7 lilii—.5A Ware 2200011221— 7 01201—3
lloger 2200022012— 6 02222—1
Ivuight 0022101120- 6 00111-3
Nichols .01000222:23- 6
Nelson .0121010200— n
Schilling ^ 1200002013— 5
J Withers.. .2010013010- 5
Banard
Angel.. _ _

Thompson.
Marion "

10210-3
02131 -1
IK 1002—1
OOtHH —

I

No. 8.

0201203111-

g

0131321120-9
2011001110-6

0212211212-9
0220210003—5

2003U0101-6

iiio2i6iii-8

1000000100-2
0220333123-9

2110131201—8

About Handicapping

0200310111-6
Spokane.

Clevel.Vnd, t)., Nov. 17.-E-di7a;- F„rrst and Slrmm- Amone-
E^,r„';t-''''^'=n'^^

^'^^ -Drivers and Twis e'-l " in^ou?issue ot^ov. 10, was a request to the shooters or the couiitTv tnexpress themselves on thH handicap question.
^'^untry to

fo? «l[tini« n^^T'l"''
.''"t that the system of handicapping a mantot all time on the basis of one or two meritorious performances

^iVi^:''^;-lrf' n,o^y th^' fot
i f ^ r T

^^^''^ targets thrown 45 or 50yds. and the reenla^tionheight, I very much doubt if there is a mati in the count ri rh..^can average 80 per cent, day in and day out at that k^^^ °fThoof-

ing, and any one knows that 80 per cent, is not in sight at a
tournament nowadays.
The system of handicapping by making winners of first and

second money in the first event shoot from known traps and
unknown angles in the second event, and allowing all others to
shoot known traps and angles, and changing back and forth after
each event, has been pretty generally tried and proven very sat-
isfactory in the majority of places.
The addition of this handicap making the winners of first

money shoot from the three center traps at both unknown traps
and angles, the winners of second to shoot from the five traps at
known traps and unknown angles, while the others shoot known
traps and angles is a step in the right direction and will be used
the coming season quite extensively. Some complain that it is

too complicated and delays the shooting; but in my opinion that
is the best point about it, and if some one would get up a handi-
cap that would still more delay things at the average tournament
he would be a benefactor to the trap-shooting fraterhity.
To diverge from the subject of handicap I would say that the

great necessity at the present time is to introduce new features at
tournaments or go back to the old style of shooting and get rid of
the everlasting monotonous grind that'.is the main feature of
totirnaments as now conducted and the principal cause of the de-
creased attendance at them.
In days past it was possible for a man to go to a tournament and

win enough to at least pay his expenses there and back, and it
was At the same time possible for a poor shot to attend the same
shoot, have a good time, meet a great many old friends and not
'lose any very great amount of money.
Nowadays a man goes to shoot and shoots at from 200 to 250 tar-

gets a day, divides after each shoot whether he gets his entrance
back or not, and finds that though he may have shot honestly and
fairly to the best of his ability, and broken 90 to £5 per cent, of his
targets, he is a loser, while some one who has htmted holes all day
has broken far fewer targets and may have won more money.
Just figure out the expense of the average tournament to the

ones attending it and you will not wonder at the decreased at-
tendance, but will wonder that the attendance has kept up as well
as it has.
Take a tournament where there are thirty entries and the pro-

gramme calls for 200 targets a day for three days, and you will =ee
that the cost for targets and cartridges for each one wiU be $30.
or $900 for all, to say nothing of hotel bills and railroad fare and
incidental expenses, amounting to half as much more.
All this should be changed, and programmes should not call for

more than 100 targets per day, two or three of the good old "one
man up, five unknown traps" events should be given, and time
should be given for a man to take at least a long breath between
shoots.
There will not be as many targets thrown at tournaments per-

haps, and the management will notmake so mtich money, but the
general result will be to relieve the feverish and unhealthy con-
dition of alTairs and place the sport of trap shooting on a better
and more permanent basis.
There is no denying the fact that trap shooting as now conducted

is getting to be morp and more of a gambling scheme with a most
horrible "rake off," and that every lover of the sport for the
sport's sake, which includes the pleasure of meeting other sports-
men in a friendly trial of skill with enough of moupy cot: sidera-
tion in it to make it interesting, should use his best efforts to bring
it about is to discuss the matter fully in the columns of the sno'-t-
ing papers, which are always open to any one. Paul North.

Sacramento Trap-Shooters.
Sacramento, Cal., Nov. 25.—The Pelican Gun Club held a live

bird shoot at Agricultural Park yesterday, a large number of our
crack local shots being on hand. There were also present E.
Merrill, of Stockton, and Crittenden Robinson, of San Francisco,
who rank among the best shots in the State. The judges were j!
O. Kane, Les. Morrison, and F. M. Woodson, the latter also being
oflscial scover. The weather was delightfully cool and cri=p. and
the birds were a good average lot. The shooting was under the
American Shooting Association rules. The Pelican mascot—

a

big fat bird of the p=ltcan tribe—looking solemn and wise, was
staked out near the refreshment tent.
The first event was a sweepstake at 6 live birds, $Z.aO entry, 3

moneys. The results:
C Rob'nson ..111111— fi H Gerber 110110—4
G Wittenbrock 111111-6 L Mauldin 111010-4
C A MerriU 111111-6 L Nicolaus 100011-3
WCierber 011111-5 J B Griflfen 110001-4
E Nicolaus 111101-5 N King 100101—3
G Zenlgraf 110111—5 WABoase.. 000111—3
J Gerber 110111—5 F Rtihstaller 010100—2
A Damm 101111-5
The event of the day followed in the form of a sweepstake at 15

live birds, $5 entry, three monevs:
C Robinson . .

.
.111111111111111—15 H Stevens OOllllllUOl 111—12

E Nicolaus 111111111111111 -15 F Gotobed 111001011111110—11
C A Merrill. ...111111011111111-14 H Gerber llOOllOlllw
Wittenbrock.. 111111111011111^14 FRuhstaller.JiOlOOlllOllw
J Gerber 111111111111110-14 G Z»n'graf ....llUOOUOw
L Mauldin 101110111111111-13 J M Morrison. .OlUOlllOsvW King 111110101111111-13 J B Giffen OOlllUlOvv
C Coons 101111111111110-13 W A Boase.... 101101 100 «rW E Gerber.. .101111011111110-12 F Ruh8taller..l011HllO(v
ADamm 101101111111011-13 b J Niolaus....l01110]0(v
No. 3 was another 6 bird event, S3. .50 entry, three monevs-W E Gerber 111111—6 E Nicolaus 111011—5

F Gotobed 111111—6 L Mauldin 011011—4
G Zentgraf 111111-6 FRuhstaller 111100-4
R Helms 111111—6 F Coons ICOOw
C Robinson 111101-5 G Wittenbrock. .. . lOiOsv
HGerhf.r 301111-5 JM Morrison '..lOlOsv
JBGiflEen 011111-5 C A Merrill .

'

liOw
In each of the above events the three highest scores toots: the

moneys. Pelican.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
The Glenmores held their regular monthly shoot for the Clans

diamond badge, at Dexter Park. L. I., on Wednesday, Nov .30
The attendance was not as large as tisual on account of the death
of a relative of one of its members, and a notice had been sent out
to post pone the shoot, but too late to prevent the fifteen members
who were present to shoot for the trophy. W. Hartye was the
winner with a straight score of 11 killed. The ground being cov-
ered with snow made the shooting difficult, esutcially at light-
colored birds, liouis Miller has had during the past two weeks as
fine a lot of flyers as have been trapped all through the year The
scores:
J A Eppig 1111022—6 WVorbach 2112012-6
RPhister,Jr imill-7 W Hartye llllllT-7
C Englebreoht 1311121-7 J A Still I0>000^_fi
L Eppig 0U2111—6 F Thompson .... .1030111-5W Letoris 2110023-5 T T Edgerton 3103001-4
GPfohlman 113:3133-7 J Young 2113^3-6
JWGastiger 202103C-4 CW Vincent 'lokm^lMHayden 012n003-3 ^

First sweep, 5 birds:
MEHa-vden 21003—3 L Eppig 22121-5
C Englebrecht 10133-4 W HHartye ........

'."
oilll-l.

Second sweep, 3 birds:
C Englebrecht 313—3 W Thompson 122-3L Eppig 111-3 RPhisier, Jr 121-3
•I Young 211-3 GPfohlman 220-3
J A Eppig 332-3 J A Still 03i_^C Vincent 131-3 T T Edgerton 123-3
Vincent won ghoot-ofl^

Waverly Gun Club.
The members of the Waverly Gun Club held their last club

shoot of the reason at Dexter Pa-k, on Monday, Dec. 5. Onlv
seven competed for the annual club prize and a gold medal
donated by the president, George Helmstead; at 10 targets each
20yds. rise. O, Hillmer won the medal with 8, nnd it is now his
private property. M. Schultz was second, with 7, but he took the
club's annual prize of t2o, having been the winner of three shoots
out of nine.

.
The other winners during 'he nine months were: O.

Hilhner, twice: W. Tomtord, H. Van Staden, C. Mohrman andGeorge Helmstead once each. Yesterday's scores-
Club Shoot—20yds.

C Mohrman OinOOlOlOO-3 J Mohrman 1011010010-5
MSchultz UlUOlOOl-7 H Herman.. 0110010011-5O Hillmer 0101111111-8 G Helmstead ... .\\ ;.'0101101110-6H Van Staden 01X11010101-4

oiuiiuiiiu o

6 Wrds-
^ ^' * °' sweepstakes,

Nn. 1. No. 2, No. 3. Nn 4 No 5C Mohrman 10000-1 001010-3 111101-5 OOOlil-3 OOOn'oO-OMScbultz 11101-4 101101-4 010111-4 lHlll-6 lOOOOO-l
«J Hillmer 10110-3 111100-4 lllUl-6 111011-5 111000-3H Van Staden 01011-3 011100-4 llOino-3 100101-3

HHerm^n^.;;-.-.-.-.-.^°^°^~^ OoSoiO-1
l^OtOO -3 mm'-i

G Helmstead'.. ...;biidc-^3 010001-2 diiioi-i dii6n-4 mioi-'iAll ties m first four sweepstakes decided in the next.

Do Away With Pots.
New Haven, Dec. 2.—In the last issue Foreso? and Stream,

page 484, I notice quite a spicy article from your Western corres-
pondent, E. Hougu, for which he will no doubt have the thanks
of most of the trap-shooters. He deals well directed and telling
blows. I have no doubt that his remarks will be a benefit to many
who have in the past attended tournaments for the fun there was
in it; but as he truly remarks, to visit tournaments to he devoured
by wolves it is quite time to call a halt and devise some means
whereby the wolves will be obliged to seek some other food be-
sides Iamb chops. I think the inclosed scheme would be about
the stufl:.

Any number of known traps and angles, "say, 34 to 28yds. rise,"
the shooter to pay 10 cents each for targets, to receive 15 cents for
all targets scored dead to him. Any one can shoot for targets 3
cents each, hut will not be entitled to any dividends. Usually in
10 bird events with the division of purse. 4 moneys, the shooter
who only scored 6 would get nothing if 7, 8, 9, 10 was scored. In
this scheme any contestant who scores one or more targets will
receive a dividend pro rata for the number of targets scored to
him. There will be no dividing moneys, no shooting down ties,
no dropping for places. For pxample, 10 target events. 10 shooters,
targets 10 cents each, purse $10:

A scores 10 Receives $1 50
B scores 9 Receives 135
C scores 8 Receives 1 20
D scores 7 Receives 1 05
E scores 6 Receives 90
F scores 5 Receives 75
G scores 4 Receives 60

• H scores 3 Receives 45
I scores 3 Receives 30
J scores 1 , Receives 15

Dividends p 25
The above example holds good for any number ot targets or

shooters. Fair Play.

The American Manufacturers' Association.

Dec. 1.—The second regular meeting of the American Manu-
facturers' Association was held at the Astor House yesterday,
and lasted .something over three hours.
Tbtre was a great deal of interest shown, and much healthy

discussion and exchange of ideas as to the best methods to pursue.
Among those present were Mr. Elliott Smith, president of the

American Wood Powder Co.; Mr. Money, of the American E
C. Powder Co.; Mr. Webster, president of the Cleveland Target
Co.; Mr. Hunter, of the Hunter Arms Co.; Mr. Stake, of Schover-
ling, Dalv & Gales; Mr. C. H. Mowry. editor of the S)J07iwy
Goods Gazette; Mr. T. H. Keller, of the U. S, Cartridge Co.; Mr.
G. H. Squires, of Henry C. Squires.
The meeting was called for the purpose of electing a board of

directors, receiving new members and to discuss any other mat-
ters of importance that might come up.
Mr. Hunter was called upon to take the chair in the absence of

president. The following board of directors were elected for tbe
coming year: Mr. Harvey McMurchy. Mr. T. H. Keller. Mr, A.
W. DuBray, Mr. Milt. F. Lindsley and Mr. A. G. Courtney, these,
with the four officers making nine men on the board of direction
and management. On a vote the committee on by-laws were in-
structed to make a by-law to read that three should constitute a
quorum of the hoard of directors.

To the number already pledged Parker Bros., the Sporttng
Goods Gazette and the Sporting Goods Dealer were added to tbe
memoership. Most encouraging letters have been received from
the Baker Gun and Forging Co., Colt Patent Fimarms Co., Amer-
ican "E. C." Powder Co., the Wilkesbarre Gun Co., Cruttenden &
Card, the American Arms Co. aiid others, and we sincerely hope
that the progress made thus far and the obvious interest in the
association shown by all concerned will induce every manufac-
turer of sporting goods to join us without further delay, and share
the benefits the association proposes to give.
Another meeting will bn held at the call of the board, and you

are earnestly requested to be present or to write your views to the
secretary. G. Harry Squires, Secretary.

Vernon Rod and Gun Club.

The Vernon Rod and Gun Club members held their second shoot
since being organized at Dexter Park, D. 1., on Tuesday, Nov. 29,

in a driving snow atorm which beat down the birds and made
them easy targets, flnly six competed for the best club averages
at 7 birdft each, modified Hurlingnani rules. The Vernons propose
to .^hoot at Daxter Park on the last Tuesday of each month, and as
their memberstiip roll has thirty names subscribed, they think
that a team can be made up to compete in any of the forthcoming
tournaments of next year. The veteran rifle shot, R Rathbone, is

one of the members and is making some good scores, but the
weather of Tuesday was too inclement for him and several others
although a good many of the members belong to the medical pro-
fession. The scores:
Club medal, 7 birds, modified Hurlmgham rules, 3Syds.:

O B Osterhout 3111111—7 J G Merrihew 1181111—7

OB Osterhout i^i.—- ... « — u^i-4.

DrLittlp 010-1 1 W H Thompson.. 321-3
F A Thompson.. . .021—3 12812223 A B Merrihew. . ..111-3

Interstate Association.

A MEETING of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation was held at the Astor House, Dec. 1, to consider the plan
of organization proposed by the committee appointed for that
purpose, and also to adopt by-laws. J. A. H. Dressel, of theU. M.
C. Co. was in ihe chair. The plan as announced by G. H. Samp-
son, chairman of the committee, is, briefly, to form a stock com-
pany under the laws of New Jersey with a capital of S2,500. fifty
shares of $50 each. The incorporators are G. H. Sampson of the
S. S. Powder Co , Chas. Tatbam of Tatbam & Bro. andJ. A. H
Dressel of the U. M. C. Co. It is provided that stock in the cor-
poration cannot be transferred except with the sanction of the
executive committee. Four assessments of $50 each during the
year have been decided upon. The board of directors, consisting
of five, will be elected by the stockholders, and the oflicers and
executive committee by the board of directors from its number.
It was decided that the manager should not be a member of the
expcutive committee.
Onlv such ammunition and targets as are manufactured or

dealt in by members of the company will be sold in their tents on
the shooting grounds, but the clubs holding the shoot are at lib-
ertv to have any targets or ammunition whatever for sale.
The certificate of charter and by-laws were both accepted sub-

stantially as drafted by the committee.

Sweepstakes at Dexter Park.
For the second time Alec Blinn failed in his attempt to kill 40

out of 50 live birds at Dexter Park on a wager of $.50 with Martin
Euler. He gave up on the 3Hh bird, killine 34 and missing 11.
The bright light on the snow considerably bothered htm, and he
likewise got slightly rattled on missing such good birds. He also
lost a match of 10 birds with Tom Short of the Parkway Rod and
Gun Club. The scores:
Sweep«itakes Nos. 1, 3 and 3, 3 live birds, $1 entry, two moneys

28yds.; No, 4, 10 birds, SIO a side; No. 5 miss and out.
'

No. L No. 3. No. 3. No. 4.
" 101-3 100-1 _

103-3 200-1 1211010011-7
123-3 021-2 1312103101-8

M Euler 011-3
A Blinn 011-3
T Short 211-3
H Victor 101—S
Referee and scorer: 0. A. Dellar.

No. 5.

ii-2

10-1

Hurlingham Rules.

Wk have the Hurlingham Rules, bound in blue and gold and in
vest pocket size. Price 25 cents. Forest and Stream.

A Christmas Present.
Fob fastidious smokers a more acceptable present could hardly

be secured than one of Smith's Patent Hermetical Cigar Boxes,
advertis d elsewhere in our columns. The case is handsomely
constructed from mahogany or quartered oak, with silver or gold
mountings, and in addition to being absolutely air tight, is also
urovided with a "moistener," The original flavor of the tobacco
is thus preserved under all conditions of dryness and damp-
ness. These box's, while an addition to any gentleman's study,
are especially recommended for use by yachtsmen on the one
hand, and on the other those living in a high dry atmosphere,
such as Colorado or New Mexico. They are guaranteed to pre-
serve the virtue of tobacco under the most trying conditions.-
Adv.
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CHICAGO TRAPS.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 26 —Chicago is fuller of good shooters to-

nightrhan at any time for month?, thf rpflex work of Milwankpe
Fhoot havinir pauspd here a while, pofsibly for a few days. Thf re
arepresen' now Blf-ssrs. Budfi, Elliott, Parmalee. Liodsley, Mc-
Murchy, Tucker, Sanford, Rexroat, Bennett, Aokerman a.a<^

Ri^ad, all from out of town. Dick Merrill may be over from
Milwaukee early in the week. Therp is a gt neral i^haking up of
tliB local talent, and bpfore many hours pass there may he
rnzors flying in the air, tbouBrti t>ie pTohability is that nothing
more serious than sweepstakes will result.
Winston did not come on from 8t. Louis, and toth Brewer

and Fulford left towu la=t Wednesday. Fulford does not want
to shoot Winston. He says it "wouldn't, be worth while." A
{rood many here think it wouldn't be worth while, either—not
for Fnlf'-rd. Brewer, of course, is cballenginK a plenty, and just
now is hegping Dr. Carver to step on his Prince Albert for a
thou'^and. Dr Carver probably will not—not in a thousand. All
of which will leave a f orner free for the wind to sigh tbrougb.
The Atwater-Mnssey race has been postponed, Mr. Atwater

haying: a sick child at his home.
The sweeps of the pxperts next week will probably take the

form of ' star sweeps'" or miss and outs, privilege of re-entry for
second or third time,

AMERICAN MA-SUrACTDBEHS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Harvey McMurchy, of the Hunter Arms Oo , one of the

iremhers of the new shootine body, the American Manufactur-
ers' AESociation, hands me here the recently issued prospectus
which was referred to in tbe Forest aud g-raEAM's report of the
inauRural mcelinK two weeks ago. The prospectns offers inter-
esticR reading to the shooter, for instance, when it says that the
object of the Asscciation is "not to see how many targets we can
throw in a day, but how many shooters we can get toeether, and
how pleasant a time we can give thetii. We show the shooters a
full line of America!] makers' goods in gnns. ammunition, tar-
gt't.B and s-porting goods, and thett give the shooters $100 a day to
come and look at them."
TbB American AssociH (ion will give, it is .^inuaunced. ton ex-

positions and tournaments, each of two days, beginning next
February and ending next December, at points not yet decided.
It will add .$200 cash to the purse.? of each tournament. It will
cbarge tlireo cents on all targets thrown, leave the choice of tat-
gets 10 thelooal club and pay one cent each for all targets thrown,
the fund so created to go toward improving the local grounds.
Fullpr details will doubtless be found elsewhere in these oo!-

umns. even comment here must be brief. The project seems to
be well received bere. Certainly the American is a fortunate
and highly pampeTfd individual. This is the third organization
within five years whose purposes have been similar, and which
bave all sought to foster and build up the sport of trap-shooting.
The American Shooting Association failed. Will the later asso-
ciation fail, will this one faijy It is to be hoped not. I believe
that that association will succeed which can evolve gome sure
and equitable way of separating 'he men who shoot for sport
from Itiose who shoot for money. Under the best handicapping
system yet found it is questionable whether this has successfully
been drue. Further remedies may be offered in abundance, hut
which of them is the one for this new as.sociation to take up for
serious consideration? In these trouiilous and im certain timp=. 1

cannot help turning back to the advice of Mr. Tucker at the Mil-
waukee shoot: "Bar any man caught dropping for place, and do
it fearlessly."

Jxist how such a course wonld work is a question. It would
probably at an early day cut off the attendance of many valuable
target smashers, and target smashers are practically the heavy
buyers of targets and of ammunition. If it did not bar tbem, it
might gradually crowd them together into the one or two upper
moneys, and so leave one or two lower moneys for the men who
shoot for sport. In a ten-bird sweep there is not two birds differ-
ence in gait between a dozen of the men who shot at Milwaukee,
hut you cannot tell their gait from their score card, for they drop
In to cover the fattest money in sight. A sharp and nervy com-
mittee conld have nailed much of the place-shooring, and it could
always', anywhere.

It would be a novel thing to see a shoot conducted not in a rush-
ing, hullabulloo, money-making, business way, but in a quiet,
careful, experimenting way, so that some spnrt might be possible
in it. Suppose the American Manufacturers' Association gave a
shoot of this kind, and just tried a few experiments, and didn't
try to make the last dollar in sight, and didn't allow the shooters
to do just what they pleased to get hold of this same last dollar—
1 wonder what the result would be? They will make their own
plans, very possibly clinging to much of the old doctrine which 1
confess to me seems very well worth discarding, especially in the
I'ght of the pRSt. Certainly they have a complicated isrobiem
before them. Everyone knows that tournament shooting is what
calls heavily for guns, ammunition and targets, and every one
knows also that tournament sbootine is not in a healthy condition
to-day, because it does not appeal to the sport-loving public, a far
larger and more desirable class than which is usually most
strongly represented at tournaments to-day. Be all these things
as they may. shooters should be glad to see the new association
formed, as being a body of men wl'O can widely settle these ques-
tions if any one can, and men who will be just and fair to all in so
far as lies within their power. Already an interesting feature of
next year's circuit is assured.

a?aE WOHLD'S PAIR SHOOT.
It occurs to me that the open tournament of next summer's

Illinois State Association shoot, wbich will really be the World's
Fair shoot, might lie turned ov^r, on some equitable basis to be
determined, to the American Manufacturers' Association. We
are looking for a stock company to take hold of that shoot and
run It in a wide and representative American fashion. Why can-
not ibis association broaden its purposes enough for this? It could
make money. It could reach the shooters. It could teach its
principles. It could show its goods. It could pay the Illinois As-
eoeialion a per cent, for its support. It could do a good stroke of
•i)Usines8 for itself and for the Illinois body at the same time, and
Bplve a question which, already far too long delayed here, is grow-
intr morw urgent and more knotty every day.
Nov. SO —Yesterday and the day before have been high times at

"Watson's Park. Not content with the pigeon game of last wepk
at Milwaukee, a crowd of the hardest shooters who met there—
indeed, numbering among them many of the very best shots of
the Western country—drifted into Chicago for a little further
mu'nal entertainment. The result was a very nice little two
days' tournament, and several very narrow escaoes from matches
involving great deeds upon the feathery field. It was noped that
some of the foreigners would get tangled up to the extent of a
few pool races, hut they fought shy of each otaer; only two Chi-
cago men appeared to do battle for their country. Much dieap-
pointment was felt by the local talent, who all wished the visitors
to see some of the much-talked-of good birds, and to give them a
taste of real shooting. The birds were called a "good lot" by the
trap reporter of an esteemed contemporary published here (who
was not on the grounds) but they were really very far indeed
from being a good lot, and were only about a tournament average
lot. This was not the fault of the birds, but of the weather, which
was dull, muggy, foa-gy and dark, with no wind fit all, both yester-
day and Monday. The birds flew very dully, whereat John Wat-
son said bad words in his whiskers. The sport of the two days
was about the poorest ever seen on the grounus so far as the birds
were concerned, and it would be hard to pick nastier days.

Palling of some pool matches, Mr. Fulford. Mr. Elliott and Mr.
Winston nil being somewhere else at the critical juncture, getting
into form for more junctures just like this one, It was hoped that
some of tbe cracks would shoot to finish and show us a little sport
in the star sweeps. Did they do i'"? Not in a thousand years.
Thev shot down to where a few had a little money in sight, and
theu the wink and secret talk took place as usual, and so did the
•divide. They are all afraid to go against the combine. Talk about
the Standard Oil Company, It isn't a marker for a monopoly
alongside of the great American trap-shooting cinch contingent.
Soon Monday we had to report another section of tournament
instead of a slice of spirited and interesting shooting. Trap
shoDiing of to-day has grown to be very tiresome work, except for
thosp who have t heir money in the pot. i like that word "pot."
It is just right. Trap shooters are the worst pot hunters on earth.
They are pot boilers, for sure, these sweeps. Our friend the trap
shooter has one eye on the trap and tiie other on the pot, every
day. Trap shooting is going to pot, mostly, if the present system
holds.

MONDAY'S STAR SWEEPS.
The experiment of the star sweeps was tried for novelty and for

the purpose of seeing what the result would be as to liuish shoot-
ing and value of piu'ses won. The first sweep closed in the 15
hole, with the fotu- experts, Budd, Heikes, Parmalee and Sanford,
in at the divide. Naturally at the entrance charged no very big
winning could be expected, especially when the birds were so
easy. The four men left in would probably have shot the money
all out before any finish could have been made. Score ;

Star sweep No. 1, live b'rds, miss and out. SS, $3 re-entry :

C W Budd 113312223131123 J C Read 333321203120
R O Heikes 123313111313011 M C Sanford 331222211313333
Chas Grim 11203I13211S20 F Parmalee 121113122331311

H McMurchy 1320120 Ted Ackerman . . . .01110

G Kleinman 2112212200 A L Bennett 0110
RB Wads worth.. 30133332211120 R Merrill 103112220
L M Ham lio e 00 M F Lindsley 223203322220W P Mussey 0323-223331120

Messrs- Budd, Heikes, Parmalee and Sanford divided $26.50.
Star sweep No. 3, same conditions

:

C B Dicks 022120 R B Wadsworth 2331213
R Merrill n2112-2 F Parmalee 3112111
Cap Anson S;?11I33 L M Hamline 2023120
Al.Bsnuptt 20120 C Gr'm 2191111
A Torkington 0112113 Gu= Kluinman 1123231
M F r.,indBley 3tl33313 C W Budd 1I12U3
J C Read 3113100 M C Sanford 3201131
T^d Ackerman 01310 RO Rpikes 2321321
H McMurchy. 1123U3 W P Mussey 32132i!3

It was dark when the score stood as above, and the money was
divided tiraong those remainingin.

rUESUAY'S ATTBACIIONS.
Yesterday 's weather was enough to make a piaiu citizen think

of all his misdeeds and resolve to make his will. Neither men nor
birds had any ambition, and the impression seemed general that
the world had gone to the demnition bow-wows. However, the
events of the day were more exciting in their nature, and nnder
hetSter skies it wonld have been a great day. The Atwater-Mussey
medal was to have been shot to-day. hut was postponed, as an-
nounced last week. Instead there was shot the ma^ch between
Capt. Anson and J. C. Rf ad, w'hich was agreed upon at Milwau-
kee. It may be borne in mind that in the report of the Milwau-
kee tournament Mr. Bead was mentioned as having won $Sl
alone in one purse of a live bird shoot. At least he stood to take
down that much in the 11 hole, though perhaps Mr. G. W. Rex-
I'oal, who only got 13, can best say whether Mr. Rend got $81 or
$10 50. Mr. Read is an <?>maha plumber, and after his winning in
the above shoot ho was called by no other name than that of '-the
Plumber." It may have been his supposed great wealth I hat
made Cap. Anse tread on his coat, or Cap. Anse may have just
objected to Mr. Read's owning $S1, or a moiety thereof. At any
rate they negotiated some and we saw the result Tuesday.

ANSON—READ.
Match at 50 live birds, S50, American Association rules to govern,

except new Illinois bouhdary. (The esteemed cont''mt)'irary
above mentioned reports th's matcli as shot under new Illinois
mles; but let that pass.) No odds were offered, but the Chicago
man was favorite, not a gieat deal of Omaha money beirg in
sight, thongh Frank Parmalee confidently assured everybr)dy
ihai "tbe Plumber would win in a jog." Both men were scan d a
whole lot for 15 birds, but after that, settled down. Read shooting
a very steady and cool gait, at times with mnch judgment. The
birds ranged from dark Blue Points to New York counts, with a
few Chicago selects thrown in to lend variety tn the occasion.
They were a mixed lot of flyers, and therefore hard to gauge.
Three birds in the 100 were flagged. Once in awhile a screamer
wonld go out. Anson had V^e worst of these by far for 30 birds,
and as be is not especially quick with his first some of them got
very high and hard before he stopped them. At these difficult
shots he seemed perfectly at home, and made some cracking kills.
His load was a Roman candle containing S^drs. of Schultze pnw-
der. a handful of wads and a tin cupful of shot, yet his gun (the
old heavy-muzzled Greener once owned by Jim Elliott, held the
load together admirably and did fine work. Anson lost his twenty-
ninth bird in a singular way. It was a hicrh left-quarterer, shot
through the head, and Anson's handler called to Biilv, the trap-
per boy who does the retrieving skillfully, to go after the bird
fast. The hoy, doubtless asrainst his judgment, obeyed, and the
bird got up and flew out. It was not needed, however.
At the 30 turn the men were tied, and Chicago men looked dubi-

ous, because the Plumber was proving pretty bandy and iooked
dangermtsly sophistifated for a man shoeing his first match. At
23 Read missed, but Anse came back to him at 27. and the plot
thickened. Anse missed his twenty-ninth, and the Plumber al-
l-^wed he would mark down the price of plumbing in Omaha. At
thp thirty-third bird, however, the luck of tbe birds turned, as it

usually does in a race of any length, and Read began to draw
some hard twisters, which made for the deep field. Of these bo
missed 3 straight, and 1 out of i, and 5 out of 10, and 7 out of 20,
the douffhty haseball general continuing to go after the birds
about the same as before, or more so, and going out with a string
of 44 at his belt and a smile which would have served very well
for a sunset on a dark day. Your Uncle Adrian is this kind of a
pigeon shooter: he will shoot up to his gait all the time, and will
not have any waves of trouble in his chest during the match,
though he doesn't claim to be a champion nor nothin'. It i^i now
very likely that your Uncle Adrian will bB pestering some of the
Cnicago boys for matches before long. It is aiso i^robable that
the price of plumbing will have to go un now in Omaha. Mr.
Read has changed hi" mind about that. Mr. Read has now shot
one pigeon match, hut I would not advise any stranger to pick
him up for an easy one. by any means. John Watson refereed this
and the other shooting, of conrse. Score:

Trap score type—Copyright, /son, by Forest and Stream Publi^hhn) Co.

J C Read 12011123012331o3111131022

il330003033031H 32 10 0 2-39

Capt A C Anson. .2 1103130011121 2 1311111312

30303211131111331313110 3 1-44
At once after the above race a live bird sweep was opened, on

the same principle of those of yesterday, star sweep, miss and out,
$3, $3 re-entry. Score:
Ed Bingham ...... 2233220333— 9 R Stevens •2332322101— 9
G W Heikes 1120011332— 8 T Ackerman 0112232021— 8
C Grim 2330303313- 8 R O Heikes 1120313320— R
C WBudd 3311333231—10 W George 0331122033— 8
R Merrill 3332101131— 9 W P Mus.sey 3200233322— ,S

F Parmalee 1311311131—10 J C Read .333332320?— 9
R B Wadsworth...3233312223—10 A L Bennett 3l0il'n210- 7M Lindsley 0220013S23— 7 MC Sanford 133132122;'-10
H McMurchy 2310111111— 9 A Torkington 2201210201- 7AO Anson 1131111331—10 Ben Price 2121823'.'03— 9
A E Thomas 3333323333-10
Ties div. money as follow: First, 5 men, $63; second, 6 men,

$47.35; third, 6 men, $31.25; fourth, 3 men, $15.7.5.

A BED HOT TARGET RACE.
On Monday evening there was some talk of getting up a big tar-

get sweep at 100 targets, $35 or $10 entry, all the cracks to go in.
1 hope they'll get that race up," sa'd Rolla Heikes. "Mv wife

don't like the piano we've eot and I want to get a new one." "If
they get that race up," said Eddie Bingham," my good girl has a
cinch on a diamond ring." "This means another Des Moines lot
on my farm," said Charlie Budd. And they all watited it to go,
because they all thought they could get about 99 or 100 tirsrets out
of 10 unknown traps, P. North electric piano, only three (visible)
moneys in the purse. This target race was shot to-day, and you
never saw such a disgusted lot .if shooters. The old mechanical,
ridiculous, rapid-fire, known-angle system was never more fully
bi ought in evidence. It became evident that a lot of great shots
can't shoot unless you hold a target up for them on a stick. At
wing shooting, real shooting, such as they had to-day, thev were
not in it. Eddie Bingham's best girl will have to wear a tin ring
for a while vet. and Rilla Heike's wife will have to struggle along
witb the old piano, Frank Parmalee, of Omaha, won first with a
score of 73 out of 100, carrying Charlie Budd let down in tbe
darkish finishing time of ev^euing and wou second with only 69,
$35. Dickie Merrill, a slim young man in brown clothes and a
delicate mustache, from Milwaukee, won third, $16.80, with a
total of 68. Now, there was another shooting event, and cold as
it w.as, the target score had a constant line of .spectators, watch-
ing the experts trying to shoot a red-hot shooting game. This
was not tournament shooting, but it was a whole lot belter. Mr.
Watson sends in the scores later.

BENNETT—jrUSSET.
Mr. A. L. Bennett is one of the firm who bought out Jim Elliott's

Kansas City shooting park. Mr. Bennett was bei Milvowkee with
the hoys, and at that time he wore the dirtiest and raggedest
sweater ever was, and had, moreover, a shirt with 150 shot holes
in it, where an enterprising Kansan had patterned a 10-
gauge on him. At present Mr. Bennett wears a brand-new
sweater, and the price of birds at his pirk will remain the s.ame.
Billy Mussey says. "I was glad to see all the boys that came here
this week except Bennett, I think I'll hav^ to mark up the price
ot standing room lu the hall a sbade," I'nu see, Billy Mussey
figured that nobody with a back full of shot and a fall-down
sweater like that could shoot a little bit. anyhow, especially if he
came from Kansas City. So he looked sassy around the meek
Kansas City man, who looked some sa«sy in reply, and the result
was they had to ask John Watson for 35 birds apiece j ust to show
there was no coldness. It is now thought that the ragged sweater
was only a blind, and that Mr. Bennett could shoot better than he
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looked like, all along. "I couldn't verv well heat him if be
wonldn't miss one," said Billy, ruefully, "or if so, how could I?"
Because Mr. Bennett not only killed his first and last bird, but he
killed them all between, and did it as if it was easy and as if he
liked it and was used to doing it.

This race was shot the last thine in the evening, and it was
nearly da'k when the last gun was fired. The air was murkv and
heavy, and the birds would hardly fly at all. The esteemed con-
tempoarv, who wa'^n't there, says, "The birds, like those of the
Anaon—Read race, WPi e good, some of them taxing the skill of the
shooters to the utmost to stop th- m within bounds." That is a
trood sentence to pad with, but it isn't so. The birds c^uld hardly
be soared out of bounds, so late was it, and £o dully and heavy the
weather. Mr. Mussey 's style, both barrels about at once, most of
his birds killed practically at the trap, is better at fast birds then
at the slow sort, and had the birds been really good, it is hardly
likelv that a straight 25 would have been made bv either man. or
would be by any man. On the birds as they actually flew, with a
mojority of slow starters, incomers and hoverers, Mr. Bennett
sho a perfect race, and was lull of judgment and generalship till
it struck out behind his ears, Mr. Mus.sey shot about his gait, or
at a gait of 88 to the lOQ. He has usually averaged about 86 on good
fast birds here, but as he feelinsly remarks, it's discouragino; to
shoot with a fellow who won't ever miss a bird at all. Mr. Ben-
nett was so disgustinglv confident that he was going to win this
race that he went and got his new sweater before the race was
shot, and wore it all the time he was shooting The conditions
were not good for a pretty match, tho background being such that
a bird showed only dimly in the failing light. The men did not
dawdle, but slashed through the shooting in rap'd a»vle, as they
nofded to do to finish before dark. Score, 35 birds, $35, new Illi-
nois rules.

W P Mussey 3 23232333o 0 3333320322223 0-81

. . , HH<-H«^'^*->^/i/<-e'i«?'/^/-^^im^'^4.Hi*-
A L Bennett... ..3 32231131121111111211332 1-25

We had witli us in this little extempore shooting festival
Messrs. Budd, Lindslev, Parmalee, Grim, McMu-chy. Tucker,
Sanford, Morrill, Rpad. A.ckerman. etc., all well known enough
in the West. Mr. G. W. La Rue, of N^w York, was also among
the visiting shooters. These w^re met by such local men as Oeo.
Kleinman, Rolla Heikes. Eddie Ringham. W. P. Mussey, Andy
Thomas, A. C. Anson. R. B. Organ, eti- The result was a very
hot class of shooters and a very enjoyable aft'air.
John Watson will eive a four days' tournament of this same

soit, at live birds and targets, Christmas week, and a great many
of these same men will be here. They will see a harder pigeon
game then, and let us hope that we will see more finish events,
more matches, and above all, more shooting at unknown angles
on targets.
To-night the boys scatter after another week of pleasure to-

eether. This is really the end of the Milwaukee tournament.
Mr. Tucker goes down the line of his Mississippi t^wns from here.
Mr. Lindsley goes to St. Louis to-day, and so does Mr. McMurchy,
Messss. Budd, Parmalee, Reid and Ackerman left last night.
Mr. Bennett could not stay to-day and that 100-biril race with his
yesterday's opponent, as he was invited to do. and also left last
night. Mr. Rpad says he will bp back at John Watson's Christ-
mas shoot, and will then shoot Cap. Anson a lOii-bird race, if the
latter is willing. To which the captain responded with a radiant,
cheerful smile.
Our friend Jack VVinston missed some fun, but asks to be re-

membered in the fo'lowing postal card:
" St. Lodis, Nov. 36—Was in training, but have gone out. Now

here is what I will do (in St. Louis) on ten days,' notice. Will
.'^hoot RolIHeikes 100 blue rocks National rule', electric pulls, for
$100. Will match Crosby aeainst Heikes, same race and amount.
Will shoot Geo. Kleinman KX) pieeons, Hurlingham, London Gun
Club or Monaco boundary, for $100. or will match Crosby on same
terms. Will you allow us our expenses to come to your v'llage ?"
Roll Heikes will hardly go to St. Lou's. Of course, a home-and-

homema'ch might he shot at some half-way point, 8U"hasAmboy,
but as nobody here knows where St, Louis is, all that is doubifii].
Naturally Chicago shooters are mainly interested in matches that
are to he shot in Chu ago. We don't l^now anything about St.
Louis. But if a St. Louis man should come up here about uexi.
Christmas, he might have a good time and maybe a match,
though those latter are mighty uncertain things, it seems like.
Mr. Cooney Gaboon, of Freeport. 111., will receive his trap

sboorine^friends at the tournament of the Freeport Gun Clu'j, Dro.
8 and 9. the same beiuff the diamond badge tournampnt, partici-
pated in by Freeport, R/^cHford and Am boy gun r-lubs, Mr. Oahoi.n
being resident manager. The badge is worth S1.50, tbe race at ,50

targets. $3 entrance. Live bird and target events will fill up tbe
remainder of the days, rapid fire, four moneys, winners of
first money in one match to be handicapped in the match follow-
ing. A pleasant little shoot will be had if the weather prove
favorable. E. Hoitgh.
175 Monroe Street. Chicago.

Targets at Walnut Hill,

Walnut HiTjI,, Mas=., Nov. 30.—B^low are results of to-day's
trap contests shot herp;
Gold com match, 30 targets. 5 trap«, Keystone system, and 10

targets from 5 traps, unknown angles: Barrett 27, Hosmer 2.5, Gale
34. Climax 33, Smith 33, Bl^ck 21, Snow 18. Nichols 1.3, Tyler 10.
Five targets. K^vstone system: Barrett 5, first; Rule 3, second;

Climax, Gale and Snow 2, third.
Five bluerocks. unknown anglef : Barrett 4, first, Gale and Cli-

max 3, second; Rule 2. third.
Ten targpt'^, Keystone system: Gale 9, first; Barrett, Climax

and Hosmer 8, second; Black and Smith 7, third.
Ten bluerocks, 5 traps, unknown angles: Barrett and Hosmer

10, first; Smith -8, second; Gale and Climax 7, tnird.
Ten targets, Keystonp system: B iirett 9, first; Climax and Gale

8, second; Hosmer and Smith 7, third.
Five bluerocks. Keystone system: Barrett and Gale 5. first; Cli-

max. Rule and Snow 4, second
Five targets. Keystone system; Snow 5, first, Barrett, Climax,

Smith ar d Snow 4. second.
Five targets. Keystone system: Barrett and Climax 5, flrsi; Gale

4, second; Snow 3, third.
Five targets, unknown angles: Barrett, Climax and Snow 4,

first; Gale and Smith 3, seconri.

Three pair targets: RuIp 5, first; Climax 4, second; Gale 3, third.
Ten targets. Keystone system: Hosmer 9, first, Smith 8, second;

Climax and Barrett 7, third.
Five targets. Keystore svstem : Barrett 5, first, Gale and Nichols

4, second; Hosmer 3, third.

Crescent Gun Club.
The members of the Crescent Gun Club held their last compe-

tit ion for the annual priz ', a Parkpr haromerles gun valued at
$100. at Dexter Park, L. I . on Thursday, Dec. 1. C; Simmonds
was the only slraiebt scorer with seven, ard took the first extra
money. Walter Oilman won the gun with a total of 47 for his
best seven scores of tl e year. J. Vagts was a good second with 45
for the same number of scores, the Crescents are rapidly in-
creasing their membersi ip and will b« able to have a strong team
for next year's shoo's. The ecotee

:

Last monthly shoot of the season for the bam merless Parker
gun:
C Simmonds 1111131—7 L Hopkins 1100002-3
P J ones 10311 12—6 J Siegmau 1011122—fi

G Elberborst 1331002-5 W Oilman 33010il—

5

J Vagts . .1313101-6 J Collier 1010222-5
Sweepstakes:

No.l. No. 3. No. L No 2.
C Simmonds 11012—4 112—3 LHopkifS 22010-3 OCO—

0

J Jones mil-.5 111—3 J Siegman 31222-5 320—2
O Elberborst 13011-4 lOO-l W GiJman 0211H 100-1
J Vagts 10100-3 110-3 J Collier 20021-3 000-0

Richfield Gun Club.
Richfield Springs, N Y., Dec. 3, 1893—Tbe first shoot for the

Annan cups by the Richfield Gun Club took place this afternoon,
the attendance was light ; only nine members contesting. Follow-
ing is the f core :

E Canly..lllllinillinil0111-19 W Smitb.OlominolOnOlllll—15
Borland . 00131011111111111111—17 P^rkl am 01101110111110010101—13
C Conrad. IllllOtlllllOllllllll—17 F Mui gir.lOOOOU UllliniOlOU-13M Barker 01111110111111101111-17 C Good ale OOOOIOIOOOOOOIIOOOOO— 4
.1 Peckhamin 11001110111111110-16

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. H. P., Laurens, N. Y.—Can vou give me the ribbit law of this

State in the question column. The gray rabbits are troublesome
here. Ans. There is no protection for them in the law except on
Long Island.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write (or Our llliistrated Cataloeot

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
In Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

lodern Traming,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breedin" of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Broadwav. New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1892. Boards; 288 pages. Price, $1.00.

THE AUXHOR'S INXRODUC'TIOI'* EXP-I^AIISS
This treatise is vsritten for that numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

shooting, but have neither the time r.or the means to make the sport a life's study. Published
at a popular price, it will, it is hoped, reach many who have hitherto been deterred from
shooting, believing it to be an expensive recreation. The author's aim is to induce all who
can to participate in a manly sport, and to advance the interests of those who can look to the
gun for pleasure, health or occupation. The book is not written for experts, "nor for those
who have special opportunities for the acquisition of the art of shooting- aEnd in order to
make it as attractive as possible to the general reader, many matters which would interest
the enthusiastic shot only have been omitted.

Sent postpaid by

FOREST AND STKEAM PUBLISBING CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y.

New Edition of Small Yaclits.
Now Ready : Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new editior, enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14^xl354in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsmanwho wants to buy or buUd a boat and is not yet certaia as to what he wants.^iV. F. Herald.

SMITH & "^ESSON
FORCE,

ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHll'

BEAUTY OF DESIGN and FINISH,
CONVENIENCE in LOADING,

SAFETY.
SUPERIOR AUTOMATIC
SHELL-EXTRACTING

REVOLVERS.

BEWARE

Safety

Hammerless,

TRADE

Single Action,

OF

IMITATIONa
SMITH i WESSON

MARK.

CANOi: aANDUNG.
By C. B. VAUX (••DOT.»»)

oegi^ngg^S^riS^ e^^l^'nlt^Ss fn "^T'Everything is made intelligible for beginn^-s and besides A Rr?l«^>f'* T^^ P"^'*'^®
many hints and wrinkles that the old^t canoeist afloat wfii^AT *eachmg there are so
study uf these. The book is complete anrconcfse-nnLTi£= ^^^^^ ^'^^ P'"^^* ^
subjects treated are the choice of a clnoe,SdW saX^ ^«
mes. The text is further elucidated brA^ero^s nraotT^p^i'

^«°iP®s and
ook is enhanced by the manv omamAii^T "^^i drawings, and the beauty of the

lJuLlding. Pricerpost^d, $1 00
vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with^'Canoe

HEW YORK: iCobbst ahd Btbkam Ptramamwa no !iih j

NewEdition of SteamYachts.
Steam Yachts and Launches; Their Machinerv andManagement. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition,with extended text and many added illustrations.

Cloth. Price, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,,
3 1 8 Broadway, New York.
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THE A3IATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the last month for receiving work submitted in

the FOKEST AND STREAM Amateur Photography Competi-

tion. All photographs must be mailed to us not later than

Dec. 31, Nothing bearing a later post mark will be re-

ceived.

Full details respecting the terms of the competition are

given in another column (page 533), and these instructions

in circular form will be sent on request to any address.

The collection of views already received is most inter-

esting; and we shall give the readers of this journal the

privilege of seeing many of the views reproduced in its

columns.

HUGH MONROE.

Last week we receivedfrom Montana a telegram which

announced the death of Hugh Monroe, one of the very

last of the old-time race of trappers. He was about one

hundred years of age, and of these more than seventy-

nine had been spent on the plains and in the mountains,

Hugh Monroe was a remarkable man. His life was
full of startling changes and sharp contrasts, of keen de-

lights, and of deadly perils. Its story, if written, would

be the history of a great region, utterly wild and savage

when he first knew it, but gradually settled and civil-

ized, until now it has cities and towns, and hamlets and

farms, and railroads, and is no longer wild, uncultivated

or distant. To write his life, too, would be to give at the

same time the story of a people, who were once as free

and savage and untamed as the wild beasts on which

they fed, a scourge to their enemies and a terror to the

white invaders of their land; but who are now quiet, in-

dustrious, occupied in peaceful pursuits, tilling the soil,

tending their herds,

Monroe was almost the last survivor of a type wholly

unknown to the generation of to-day, but who flfty years

ago were the masters of the mountains and the plains.

It was of such men that Irving wrote—and a little later

Parkman—when they told, the one of the prairies and
Astoria and of Bonneville, and the other of California

and the Oregon trail. Of these men scarcely one sur-

vives to-day. Such names as the Sublettes, Bent, St.

Vrain, Jack Robinson, Bridger, Peter Ogden, Meek.

Carson and others come to the mind. Most of them
died long ago, but some we have known and known
well. They were men; they were the real pioneers.

Beside them, how absurd to-day sounds the title "ex-

plorer," applied to the man who rides in a railway car

to within a hundred miles of the country he wishes to

penetrate.

Eighty years ago Monroe took service with the Hud-
son's Bay Co,, and set out for the distant West, On foot,

by packet, by brigade and by canoe he journeyed over

the weary miles that lay between bustling Montreal and
lonely Fort Edmonton, then the westernmost of the posts

of the great company. Soon after reaching there he was
gent out alone to live with the Blackfeet, for another in-

terpreter was needed and he must learn the language. It

was at this time that, wholly without intention, he marvel-

ously impressed the simple Indians by lighting a medicine
pipe with his burning glass, so that they belie-ved that he
had brought down the sun—which they worshipped—and
they called him its child. From that tJme on he was
a person of importance in the tribe, a welcome guest in

every lodge. Soon he married a woman of the Piegans

and i-eared a family of children, some of whom, and
their children and grandchildren, were about him to the

last.

At first a Hudson's Bay man, Monroe was by turns a
free trapper, American Fur Co. employee and scout for

the United States Government. During the explorations

for a Pacific Railway route he served as guide and inter-

preter with Gov, Stevens and Mr. Doty, and on one occa-

sion by his influence with the Indians saved the whole
party of whites from being killed by the enraged Black-

feet and Gros Ventres of the prairie. Long before this,

while on a war expedition with the Blackfeet and Gros

Ventres, he had saved from death a party of 112 white

men and Indians, under Peter Ogden, who were trapping

beaver for one of the Sublettes,

Hugh Monroe was a man of most simple, gentle and
kindly disposition, yet he was a brave man and the sire of

brave children. He has told us many a tale of daring

adventure, relating them as simply as a child, giving only

the bare facts and leaving his hearers to draw their own
conclusions. His sons John and Francois have good war
records and the former, in one fight, alone against a

party of Assinaboines, had thu'teen balls put through his

robe, three in his gun stock and two through the hand-
kerchief bound about his head, and finally drove ofl" the

enemy. His grandsons, Robert and William Jackson,

were good scouts and good fighters under Generals Custer

and MUes, and one of them killed Lame Deer when, dur-

ing a talk, he shot at Gen. Miles, who was sitting on his

horse close to him. The General, we believe, still pre-

serves the war bonnet worn by the chief, which shows in

its forehead piece the round hole where Jackson's fatal

bullet cut it.

Unwept save in his own immediate circle, unhonored
save in these brief lines, Hugh Monroe has gone down to

a lonely grave in the land he loved. Yet how great a

service have he and his performed for this country and
for all of us. Worthily he lived his simple life, never
realizing, perhaps, any great part of all that he was
accomplishing, with no purpose save to perform, as

nearly as he knew it, his duty toward his fellow men,
red or white. But it was through his life, and through
the lives of such as he, that the broad empire, which was
at first an unknown wilderness, then the far West, and
is now flourishing States, was subdued and made habit-

able. Such men, the pioneers, nameless and unknown
though they were, made this Nation possible. Their

hardships, their toils, their sufferings, their dangers and
their deaths were endured for all of us.

Away out in far Montana a link which bound together

the past and the present was broken when, ;on the border

of the vast plains he had roamed over for eighty years,

under the shadow of the changeless mountains whose
defiles he had so often threaded, Hugh Monroe paid the

last great debt to nature.

THE LARGEST BROOK TROUT.

How much will the skin of a grizzly have shrunk three

years after the shot was fired that laid him low? Look at

the trophy on your study floor and answer faii'ly , Meas-
ured in the excitement of the chase, it seemed to be ten

feet long, but now you can almost compass the distance

from head to tail at a single step.

Perhaps the same experience may be realized upon
critical examination of the giant brook trout of the records.

We mean the red-spotted /ow^inaZ^s, and not one of its

black-spotted western cousins. C, T. Richardson has re-

cently mentioned the male weighing IS^lbs. which was
caught in 1867 by Fish Commissioner Henry O, Stanley,

Joseph Lamb and others while collecting eggs in one of

the Rangeley lakes. He referred also to a brook trout

taken in a pond at Mt, Vernon, Me., nearly a half century
ago, which weighed upward of 201bs, The first one was
the same fish recorded by the late Mr. Page and was said

to weigh lOlbs. three days after its capture.

It is possible, but hardly probable, that any authenic
brook trout larger than the ISlbs. specimen caught by
Seth Green and weighed^by the late Dr. P, R. Hoy has

ever been brought to the scales. The trout captured"by
Mr. Stanley was 30 inches long and 18 inches in circum-
ference. Dr, Hoy told us the weight of the Seth Green
trout, but could not recall its measurements. We recall

the fact that Charles Hallock has mentioned a brook trout
of 17lbs., but it is not sure that he really identified the
fish as a veritable fontinalis. It may be that some of the
supposed brook trout of unusual size are really lake trout,

which is the largest species of its genus, and is reputed to

reach 6 feet in length with the weight of 901bs.

AN INDIVIDUAL APPEAL.
Attention is invited to the strong letters of indorse-

ment, which we publish on another page, relative to our
presentation of the case of "Cooke City vs. the National
Park.'' These indorsements are from men who have studied
the question intelligently, thoroughly and honestly; and
their investigations have led them to the conclusion,

which we believe must be reached by every candid and
public-spirited investigator, that the National interest de-
mands the preservation of the Yellowstone Park in its

integrity.

Our statement of the case, in the last issue, has been
reprinted in pamphlet form, that it may have currency
outside of the wide publication given by Forest and
Stream. Every reader who appreciates the gravity of

the situation, who would see the Park preservedifor his

children and his children's children, and who may be
willing to make an individual effort toward accomplish-
ing the defeat of the iniquitous bills now menacing the
Yellowstone—every such an one is invited to assist in

the Park defense movement by putting these circulars

where they will best create public sentiment. The re-

prints will be sent in any desired numbers, post paid, to

any address.

DEATH OF DR. P. R. HOY.

Dr. P, R. Hoy, who died suddenly at Racine last Mon-
day aged seventy-six, will be remembered by readers of
Forest and Stream as the discoverer of the food of the
whitefish. Previous to 1870 he had preserved the par-
tially digested stomach contents of these fish, gnd when
the Chicago Academy of Sciences initiated the explora-
tion of the deeper waters of Lake Michigan, he became
associated with Doctors Stimpson, Lapham and Andrews
and Mr. E, W, Blatchford, in the dredging operations.

It was found that the species secured by Dr. Hoy were
abundant on the lake bottom and constituted the chief

food of the whitefish. They were two small crustaceans,

a planarian and a little mollusk. The existence of crus-

taceans in Lake Michigan was not suspected until Dr.
Hoy's studies brought them to light.

As a testimonial to Dr, Hoy's services to science Dr.
Gill named a species of whitefish in his honor, and this

stands among the recognized forms at present, Dr, Hoy
contributed zoological papers to the transactions of the
Wisconsin Academy, His interest in angling brought
him into association with the lovers of the gentle art,

and, we have it from his own lips, brought him health
and a long life. One of his happiest experiences was his

presence at the capture by Seth Green of a 12-pound
brook trout in the " Soo."

The International Fish Conference, which was ad-
journed from Hamilton, Ont,, Dec. 8, 1892, will meet in

Detroit, Mich,, next Tuesday, Dec, 20. Dr. Herschei
Whitaker, of Detroit, is chairman of the committee of
arrangements, and invites the attendance and coopera-

tion of all persons interested in securing uniformity of

fish laws in the several States and Provinces.

Mr. Nathaniel Wentworth, of Hudson, N. H,, has been
appointed Fish Commissioner, to succeed Col. George W.
Riddle, of Manchester, whose term expired Nov, 15, Mr.
Wentworth's appointment has been most favorably re

-

ceived by the press, and it is said for him that he will

bring to the duties of his new office a warm interest in

the work, and a fund of information gained from a life-

long, participation in outdoor life with rod and gun.

"We were just cranks enough," writes a contributor in

another column, "to insist on loading our own shells."

The cartridge companies turn out millions of machine
loaded shells, most excellent ammunition it is too, but
there are yet left uncounted hosts of shooters who load
their own shells, and they are not all cranks either.
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ALLEGHANY HUNTING GROUNDS.
Clearfield, Pa., Dec, 5.—From the dearth of news

from our neck of woods one would scarcely know by

reading Forest and Stream that some of the finest

hunting territory that lies out of doors east of the Mis-

sissippi is to be found in central Pennsylvania. The
Alleghany Mountains, with their spurs, foothills and
adjacent ridges, make up a vast and almost unbroken
wilderness, covering large portions of the counties of

Blair, Cameron, Centre, Clearfield, Clinton, Elk and
Huntingdon, which is the natural home of the Virginia

deer, the black bear, the wildcat, the fox, the raccoon,

the white and the gray rabbit, the gray, the black and
the red squirrel, the wild turkey and the ruffed grouse.

I do not wish to be understood that all these animals

may be found in any one section, but they are here and
fair hunting of any of them may be reached in a day's

travel from any of the localities named. It is not only

trne that these animals are here in quantities and num-
bers to make fair sport, but if properly protected by
wise legislation, and the Herbiv )ra and the Rhodentia do
not become carnivorous, as a certain dealer in ferrets

would have us believe they will, and eat each other,

they are here to stay.

The day for lumbering, a business that once employed
so many men in many of the counties named, has prac-

tically gone by. Thousands of square miles of forest that

once covered the slopes and foothills of our mountains
have been stripped of their pine, hemlock and oak, the
"forest primeval," once the home of the bear, the panther
and the deer of our fathers, and for central Pennsylvania
the log camp and the log driver are things of the past.

The camps of the hardy log men, built on the head-
waters of every stream in the mountains, have rotted

down, the log slides have fallen to pieces, the quaking asp,

the fire cherry, the birch and the blackberry nave hidden
them from view, and the busy scenes of twenty years
ago are now visited by the bear, the deer, the fox and the
rabbit, and the owl and the porcupine have made their

home amid the ruins.

While many of our best hunting grounds have heen
destroyed by the lumbermen, and farms have been
cleared and railroads and towns have been built where
we once hunted deer and other game, and while many
of our trout stream? are dried up and are forever de-
stroyed as the home of the brook trout because the ad-
jacent forest that furnished a shade for the streams and
a reservoir to supply them with water is gone, yet there
is a brighter side to the picture, and lots of encourage-
ment for the true sportsman.
There are thousands upon thousands of acres of land in

this section that forms the great mountain region above
named that will forever remain a wilderness. Same of
this land has been stripped of virgin forest, but the rough,
barren and rocky character of the soil offers no induce-
ments to any one to clear it, and over these vast stretches
nature is asserting her claims, and a second-growth forest
is fast taking the place of the timber that once covered
it. Indeed some of our very bast hunting grounds are
now to be found in the log jobs abandoned years ago and
allowed to go back to a state of nature, and some of our
very hast trout fishing may now be found along our
mountain streams that for twenty years have known no
log drives or sawmills and will never know them again.
Then, again, there is a vast territory, generally mountain
land, that never produced any timber save scrub oak,
jack pine, red brush, laurel and rhododendron, that,
owing to the character of its soil and the absence of any
minerals in paying quantities, will never be cleared.
As a result of the above conditions our game and fish

supply is growing more abundant. For many years deer,
bear, rabbits, squirrels and grouse have not been so plen-
tiful as during the fall and winter of 1892, and it can only
be accounted for by the fact that the natural home of
these animals has been enlarged, their range extended,
and that they now find a refuge in the lands from which
they were once driven.
While nature has thus done much to protect and per-

petuate our game and fish supply, and our game animals
have shown a disposition to take care of themselves, we
believe in encouraging them and giving them a chance.
To this end the sportsmen of Pennsylvania owe it to
themselves that a more adequate protection is afforded
our game animals.

The deer season, now extending from Oat. 1 to Dec. 15,
should, we think, be limited to one month, and let that
month be November, so that some snow may be had for
still-hunting, and the law against hounding deer should
be rigidly enforced, We suggest the shortening of the
open season in order that the nefarious practice of mar-
ket-hunting may be broken up. There are hundreds of
men to-day scattered over our mountains who have not
one drop of a true sportsman's blood in their veins, who
hunt deer during the whole of the open season for the
money there is in it, Many of these men are without any
occupation whatever, and, too lazy to work, they hunt
for a living. Many of them are too mean to eat any of
their game because they can buy other meat cheaper
at the butcher's, and are satisfied with a taste of liver and
heart as their share of the deer they kill. If the open
season were limited to one month, hundreds of deer now
killed by these pot-hunters and shipped to Eastern mar-
kets would be saved and the supply thus increased.
Again, our open seasons for different kinds of game
should be made more uniform. As the law now stands
the open season for wooricock begins in July, for squirrels
Sept. 1, for grouse and deer Oct. 1, for wild turkeys Oct.
15, and for quail and rabbits Nov. 1. This gives the pot-
hunter an excuse for going into the woods to hunt one
kind of game that may be in season and at the same time
to kill a dozen other kinds out of season.
But Pennsylvania fish and game laws wiU never be en-

forced until it is made the duty of some one to see that
they are enforced. In other words there should be a law
authorizing the appointment of wardens who will do their
duty and be paid for their services. Like violators of our
J iquor laws, violators of our game laws are seldom pun-
ished uriless somebody wants to get square with some
other fellow, and courts and juries seldom look with
favor upon prosecutions inspired by a spirit of wrangle
The game supply of Pennsylvania is part of the great

commonwealth, the property of a great State, amply able

to take care of it and protect it for the benefit of the peo-

ple. We have seen the buffalo forever disappear from the

plains of the great West, and many other large game ani-

mals are fast following in their footsteps. Let the people

of Pennsylvania take warning by the fate of these ani-

mals. Let her game protection associations move in the

matter, and let her Legislature pass laws that will pre-

serve to us and our successors this rich inheritance so fast

passing away in other States. F. Y. H,

CHAT AND COMMENT BY "PODGERS."

San Francisco, Nov. 33.—I have ju3t finished reading
my last Forest and Stream and have been, as usual,

much interested in it contents, and no little amused at

the views on the question of panthers that have run
through the last several numbers. If the panthers don't

scream it is a wonder, for they have had such an over-

hauling as to cause them to yell to be let alone.

Snakes have had their day and the subject exhausted.
Now come the panthers, with minks in the succession;

and "that reminds me" to get in a little story myself on
minks early in the day.
Djwn at the Jekyl Island Club, Georgia, we were

greatly bothered with them and our chicken department
suffered from their incursions. One day a little rascal

ran into the woodpile, but being driven out ran for the
chicken yard, with Peter our cook in full pursuit. On
the way the little marauder encountered a hen, which
he stopped long enough to kill by one dash at her throat.

It was the work of an instant. Dropping her he ran on,
and just outside the gate he met another hen, which he
also Killed in the same manner—and escaped.
Whether he wanted to show his contempt for us or

could not resist the temptation to do a little business in
his line, as he ran, I couldn't say, but we were out two
hens and not in a mink.
The shooting hereaway has been very good since the

season opened, Sept. 1. Large bags have been made of
mallards, sprigs and teal. The clubs owning preserves
have had exceptionally good sport, averaging as high as
75 birds to the gun per day. Toe ducks came early and
have continued to be plentiful to date.
Quail shooting has also been very fair and so continues.

Canvasbacks do not get along until February, when the
flight will commence and the market will be plentifully
supplied at from $1 to f 1.50 per brace. In old times we
seldom paid over 75 cents a pair and oftener 50.

So much of the shooting grounds and marshes has been
leased to clubs that the market-shooters and pot-hunters
have a poorer show for the previous slaughter indulged
in. In consequence of the preserves for club shooting
the game has btcome more plentiful: but it is a little

rough on the Sunday Frenchman and hoodlum with a
gun, who now must go to a greater distance or be content
with mud hens—which, by the way, are not such bad
eating; the market-hunters prefer them to ducks, using
however only the breast and discarding the balance.
Fishing in the bay has not been worth mention, there

having been no run of grilse, or aa people persist in call-
ing them, "salmon trout"—a fish that in all my experi-
ence I have never seen, and in my opinion does not exist.
A salmon is a salmon and a trout a trout. A grilse is

simply a young salmon, and there you have the category.
The name "trout" is given to moi'e vai-ietiea of fish than

one has fingers and toes. In many places black bass are
so called, weakfish also, and in Kern River, in one of our
back counties, there is a great lubberly, coarse, gar-like
fish that they call trout, and by which term and a big
yarn in a local paper about the big trout in that river, I
was induced to spend ten hours by rail and $10 to reach
the stream, and the sime to return—on the strength of
the editorial lie about "our big trout." Imagine my dis-
gust on being shown one of the fish on my arrival that a
seedy individual was trying to exchange at a saloon for
a cup of what both cheers and inebriates— very bad
whiskey.

As I wrote you, 1 found my favorite salmon fishing in-
vaded by the seining for canneries and ruined, but some
friends who journeyed to Eel River, too rapid a stream
for seining, had good sport, and i;had a notion to
write to several expectant friends to come out, as con-
templated, but never having taken in Eel River in my
ramblings I did not like to risk it, for as everybody knows,
when you send word to a friend to come to your ground,
if the fish don't bite you are held personally accountable
and duly blamed for the failure. Hence I am ever chary
about saying come, for it is a well established experience
that if you do the fish and birds take that especial occa-
sion to be scarcer than men who have lost anything on
election bets. Speaking of which, it is one of the current
things in nature that you hear of great winnings by
Brown, Jones and Robinson on the election, and not a
word of any one who has lost anything.
There are two varieties of fish now abundant on this

coast, for which we are greatly indebted to the Fish Com-
missioners—shad and striped bass, neither of which fishes
existed here until planted; and now we have the largest,
finest and most toothsome shad: and striped 1 ass are on
the slabs of every dealer. It is a treat to see the great
big fellows awaiting sale. It carries one back to the
rocks off Newport. West Islands, Pasque Islands and
Chituate; and we involuntarily remark, "Welcome little
stranger," although they are generally big ones. Striped
bass fishing has now become one of our institutions, and
we all say God bless the Fish Commissioners for our shad
and striped bass. As said the old writer quoted by Wal-
ton, of the strawberry, "Doubtless God could have made
a better berry, but doubtless God never did;" so as to shad
and bass; He might, but he hasn't made better fish yet.

I see that in a paragraph in a New York paper, giving
a description of an electric launch built for Mr. Astor, it
is described as the fi.rst electric launch built in the
United States, which is simply untrue, as electric
launches have been in use here for more than a year
past. I was on board and had a sail in one not a month
since, and she had been in use more than a year. The
average range of a New York reporter's vision and
knowledge does not seem to get beyond New York. He
knows very little of the world beyond.

^
I see in a communication by your Jady correspondent

'Manon" an inquiry as to what has become of "Podgers "

She will be surjirised perhaps to learn that that very
humble individual is within two hours' ride by rail of her
fair sSelf

, aad should ehe ever visit San Francisco and

intimate her desire to see him he will be happy ta p§y
his respects.

•

i
I see that your amateur photograph contributors are

j

"doing noble" in their responses to your invitation to
compete for prizes, although I am not certain whether
your cuts of the shooting club men enter into competi-
tion or not. There is always something amusiner to me
in a cut of a shooting team and their dogs. The men
look so conscious of being taken, throwing out their
chests and wearing an expression of unutterable possibil-
ities in the individual when his turn comes to shoot,
while their dogs, poor things, are not posted and told to
look pleasant, but wear tired and mournful expressions,
taking little stock in the proceedings. It is not fair to
the dog thus to run away with all the honors and not
give them a chance to look pretty and intelligent, I am
a friend of the dog; take his side always, and hence ob-
ject to his being made a secondary figure in the proces-
sion. Podgers.

THAT SHEET-IRON STOVE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Dulog's mention of a sheetiron stove, in his intfir-

esting letter which appeared in your issue of Nov. 10,
brings to my mind a little bit of experience I had with
just such a stove—bottomless, telescope pipe and all.

Several years ago I received an invitation to accompany
a party of sportsmen on a trip into the mountains of Brit-
ish Columbia, and, as I was off duty at the time, I
accepted it with pleasure. But when I met the party at
the steamboat landing and inspected their outfit, I con-
fess that my courage went down in my boots. There
were few things outside the requirements of a modern
hotel that were not in the lot, which included this par-
ticular kind of sheet-iron stove so accurately described by
Mr. Dulog. As I was a stranger to the party, I felt a
little reluctant in having anything to say aa to what
should or should not go. Besides, they had brought the
stuff' with them across the continent, and from the way
they gave their orders to the packers I felt satisfied they
were going to pack it into the mountains if it took all the
horses east of the Cascades to do it. So I lit my pipe and
silently watched the work of arranging the packs.
We had a hundred and thirty miles of mountain trail to

cover, and the train consisted of twenty odd packs—

a

pretty big outfit for a party of four men. When the last
cinch was tightened I moved across and inspected the
animal that carried the stove. He was a sleepy-looking
pinto, worn out and poor in flesh, with nothing else pecu-
liar about him except that he had a Roman nose, and in
my experience a horse with a Roman nose will stand
watching.
However, things went along quite smoothly for the

first few days, and I had just about made up my mind
that probably I didn't know much about mountain travel
after all, when on the morning of the third day the thing
happened that I was looking for. As luck willed, it was
in a level part of the country where the trail led through
a grassy park of scattered pines. As was usually the
case the pinto with the stove was lagging away behind,
and looking as if he was trying to find some convenient
hole in which to bury himself and end his miserv,
when suddenly something went wrong in the bowels of
the sheet-iron stove. Whether it was a lid that had got
loose or the pipe had got out of focus will never be
known, but in an instant the whole appearance of that
sleepy-looking bag of bones was changed. lie threw up
his head and listened just long enough to satisfy himself
that the infernal racket came from something in his
pack, then he stretched himself out about 2 ft. beyond his
usual length, and started for the front at a rate of speed
that seemed to burn the wind. When he struck the
train with this noise of a dozen kettledrums coming
from his back, every animal in the band started, and for
four miles the trail was strewn with the scattered wreck
of the JiO odd packp. Flour, sugar, bacon, beans and
other camp equipment marked plainly the route taken
by that fleeing band, and the day was spent in retrieving
what was worth of our belongings. The stove was
picked up in a somewhat battered condition, but not so
badly damaged, I was sorry to see, as to compel us to
abandon it. A photographic outfit was tendered useless
for the trip, and a bear trap was found up in the limbs
of a pine where it had evidently landed from a parting
kick from the brute that packed it.

But aside from this accident, my experience with this
stove is that I found it about as cultus* a piece of furni-
ture as ever a man packed into the mountains, and when
the pipe once gets a jam or two, which will certainly be
the case on a long trip, an ordinary camper can make bis
fire and cook his grub in about the time that it takes to
get the pipe in shape. With all due respect for Mr,
Dulog, whom I know to he an old campaigner and a
thoroughly experienced hand in everything pertaining
to camp life in the mountains, I prefer to stick to the old-
fashioned cam !)• fire. John Fannin.

* Chinook jargon tor worthless or ba'l.

Lumbermen Lost in the Woods.
Fish River Falls, Aroostook County, Me., Nov. HO.—We occasionally read ;of "tenderfeet," and even experi-

enced hunters getting lost in the woods, but here is an
account of a party of five lumbermen who were lost re-
cently at the head of Fish River, Arrostook county Me
Friday, Nov. 25. Henry Day, boss of the crew, started
for camp after sunset from the end of a line he had
spotted for a road. He thought to take a short cut, but
at midnight pulled up and realized he was lost. Having
no matches he worked till daylight chopping dry cedars
to keep warm. He started as soon as he could Pee on his
back track, easy to follow on the light snow. The crew
at the camp were alarmed at the boss's not returning,
and next morning a search party of four started on the
trail and met up with the lost one running like a deer
and almost as wild. After eating the lunch sent out by
the cook, they decided to lay their course to camp by a
short cut, but night overtook them still a lost tribe in the
wilderness; but the relief party brought matches, so that
a good fire made their lot endurable, Suuda7 morning
all agreed that the longest way around was the nearest
road to camp, so they retraced their| steps and reached
camp late in the afternoon. Pine Tree
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A NOVEMBER OUTING.
PiTTSBTJBGH, Pa., Dec. <i.—We were plain, professional

men. We iiaa grown tired of our dests. We loved the
fields and the woods. So we concluded to go hunting.
Our wives consented on one condition, that they should
oe taken along. That was satisfactory and we began to
look for the happy hunting grounds. We were all patri-
otic, so Pennsylvania, and western Pennsylvania in jjar-
ticular, polled a unanimous vote. We would go first to
Butler coiiaty, then to Mercer and Crawford, meanwhile
trying to beep ourselves posted on the flight of ducks at
Lake Conneaut.
Our party as it left the city of iron, natural gas and

smoke, consisted of four persons, namely, ourselves and
our wives and three dogs, The dogs were all setters, for
the confessedly primary object of the trip was to hunt
quail. Pheasants came second in our estimation, rabbits
uext and squirrels ntxt, while we were always ready to
jump should a telegram as lo ducks reach us.
As I said before, we were plain professional men. We

knew what trap shooting was only from the jnle of spec-
tator. We made no pretensions to being fine wing shots,
though we confidently believed we could bring down a
Bob Wnite once in a while. Our guns were medium
grade, good but not fancy; and we were just cranks
enough to insist on loading our own shells.' Our dogs
were not particularly interesting from the bench show
standpoint, but they were near-and dear to us. Our main
reliance was a fine old English setter, who in the long
ago had had all the skill of a competent
trainer. But his lot had been cast with
a busy man, whose heart was too big to
refuse the loan of him. The result has
been that fine old Ranger, for that is his
name, has two very bad habits. One is

that he positively refuses to lie down, y:*^
He will compromise on a sitting posture,
but not another inch will he go. The
other habit is that when Br'er Rabbit
gets up he cannot resist the temptation
to make tracks after him with all speed.
Otherwise he is perfect. He is a fine
ranger, a careful worker, as steady as a
clock and a good retriever. Then we
had an Irish setter, two years old,
broken to everything except retrieving.
His fault was tnat he was jealous of the
other dogs, and insisted on getting as
close to tne birds as possible, occasion-
ally flushing the game and always
making us nervous. Our third animal
was a handsome little English setter
bitch of good breeding, only eighteen
months old. She was so gun-shy that
we did not consider ic worth while to
put her into the hands of a trainer. We
simply took her along as a forlorn hope, s

and because two or three Pittsburgh
nimrods of more pretensions than we
had asked to be remembered in case we
"were going to give her away."
We stopped first in Butltr county. '''i

The village hotel proved a delight to
the ladies, and we lost no time in get-
ting the dogs out into the buckwheat
fields with which we found ourselves
.surrounded.
We speedily made two discoveries.

The first was that we were not in the
same class with Elmer Shaner and
"Jim Crow" of our town. We made
:too many misses, but we hoped for im-
provement. •The other discovery was
that farmers have to be cultivated. We
found that they had partially organized
.against hunters of all kinds; and we
were frequently ordered out with all

the vehemence of a just cause. But as
the farmers learned that we were gen-
tlemen and law-abiding they grew kindlier and we had
free range. The tales of wounded sheep, frightened
cattle, rumed fences and frightful vandalism we heard
from the farmers convinced us that they were right and
that the great majority of hunters in our State are them-
;selves responsible for the determined stand the farmers
have taken. In a few more years, unless there be a re
form, the game preserve will be all that is left to the
respectable law-abiding sportsmen of Pennsylvania,
We spent a very enjoyable week in Butler county, and

as our shooting improved our bags became, aqcording to
our modest standard, quite respectable. The English
setter bitch spent the entire time at her owner's heels,
save when a gun cracked, at which she dropped down
and refused to move for some minutes. Bat we thought
we detected some improvement, and concluded to keep
her. The other dogs worked splendidly on quail, but not
quite so successfully on pheasants. We oagged nine
pheasants the first five days.
One day, as we were kicking around a bit of woodland

for rabbits, we missed the old setter. He had last been
iseen leaping into an adjoining stubble field, which did
not seem very promising. He had been gone for perhaps
fifteen minutes when we concluded we had better look
bimup. He was nowhere to be seen, and we climbed
over into the stubble. At last we saw something white
;ahead. On nearer approach we saw old Ranger quietly
sitting down. As he caught the sound of approaching
(footsteps he got up and came to a stand. The same
'thought struck ue both at once.
"Ranger got tired of waiting for us and sat down

awhile," said Mr. K.
"Let's walk on past and see what he will do," I re-

sponded.
As the white gradually grew fainter we saw Ranger

quietly squat down again. When we returned he re-
humed the stand, the Irish setter who had come up,
backed him beautifully, and when we flushed the birds
Ranger had the pleasure of retrieving three of the hand-
some brown beauties for us, while the little English setter
hitch dropped down at our feet and trembled lest we
flhoot again.

Then came a telegram that the ducks were in. Our
wives soon had our trunks packed, we bade farewell to
the kindly hotel keeper at the village and his good wife,
and sped away norttiward. It had been spitting enow

for a day or two, and as we went northward the beauti-
ful grew deeper. At the depot on the lake we hired a
two-seated sleigh, and to the merry jingle of bells
bounded away over the hills to a little cottage hotel that
nestled in the mouth of a ravine at the water's edge. It

was jolly Jim Reaney's place. We had been told about
JLm Reaney. Mr, W, G, Sargeant, General Passenger
Agent of the Shenango Railroad, all-round good fellow
and the only man in the western part of the State who
can tell on sight every variety of fur, fin and feather this
section produces, had written us: "If you go to Lake
Conneaut, hunt up Jim Reaney. He's a dead game sport
and his wife can cook for Victoria's table." And we
found the half had not been told. Jim made us all at
home at once. He told yarns of duck hunting until we
were wild. Then he would tell of quail hunting twenty
years ago in Ohio, of turkey shooting, and of big fishing.
Mrs. Reaney cooked our game as we had never eaten it

before, and our stay as far as hosxiitality was concerned
was most delightful.
As our sleigh rounded the last curve and the little

cottage hotel came into view two young Pittsburgh tiim-
rods came staggering out loaded down with ducks. They
hailed us with the airs of Roman conquerors.

"Is all the fun over?" we asked.
"Oh, no: just begun," was the reply that set our blood

going faster.

It was growing night and we abandoned ourselves to
Mr. and Mrs. Reaney, who soon had us all comfortable,
save one of the ladies who had an attack of sick head-

A SNAP SHOT ON BPaHN.

From a photo by J. J. Mills, M.D.

(fforest awl Stream Amateur Photography Competition.)

ache. Of course we did not sleep much that night. The
lake had been almost covered with ducks that day and
the day before. The waterfowl make this the first stop-
ping place on their journey southward from Like Erie,
and if the sportsman is lucky he drops in when a big fly

is on and can hardly see the water, so thick are the ducks.
And there are all kinds, from the fine mallards, canvas-
backs and redheads down to the palatable little butter-
balls.

We were out of bed at B o'clock, Mrs, Reaney had had
prepared for us a delicious breakfast of buckwheat cakes
with trimmings, but we forgot the trimmings; and long
before daylight Jim Reaney had one of his boats ready
and we sat down impatiently to wait. We kept our ears
open for the rustle of wings, but they didn't rustle. At
last streaks of gray began to thread the sky and we piled
into the boat with as much grace as three sets of under-
shirts, two vests, a hunting coat and a heavy mackintosh
would permit. Our fingers trsmbled on the triggers as
Jim pulled us out across the lake, but we went clean
across without hearing the whistle of a wing. .Jim began
to be nervous. He didn't say much but he kept looking
around into the fast receding darkness. Then he pulled
into the bay, and as the day broke the blue waves re-
flected back the image of nary a duck.
"Gone, by gum."
That was enough. We knew we had missed it just

forty- eight hours. But we went on and managed to rind
a tew flocks of butterballs. They had been through the
battle of the previous days, and as the boat approached
got up beyond our reach. It was only by the most care-
ful work that we are able to carry back enough ducks to
escape the merciless taunts of the merry jokers we owned
as our better halves.
"Well, there are rabbits here if there aren't ducks,"

said Jim, disconsolately, and we readily assenting, he
rowed us across the lake, where with aid of the snow and
a hound we soon had fourteen "bunnies." Tnis pro-
gramme—ducks first, rabbits next—-was repeated several
days with always the same result—few ducks and all the
rabbits we could carry.
The snow began to go, and as no more ducks came in

we concluded that the last fly of the season was over and
turned our faces southward. We found a nice little hotel
in one of the small towns of Mercer county, and turned
our dogs out again. They found a good many quail, and,
suddenly, to our amazenaent, the little English oitch took

to pointing. And she was over being afraid of th« gun-,

She developed rapidly, and when we started home she
had many a fine feat to her credit. "What's bred in
the bone will out in the flesh" sooner or later, and it came
out in this splendid little animal all at once. The boast
of her father's owner was that he had never flushed a
bird. We claim the same now for the young setter we
so often threatened to give away. She proved the most
careful of the three and would hold a point indefinitely.

One day we had downed a pheasant over the back of the
Irish setter. It was in a low, swampy thicket and we
could not find the bird. A stream perhaps 15ft. wide,
swollen by the melting snow and ice, ran through it. We
could not find the fallen pheasant ^and called the little

dog to help. She did not come," Looking down the
stream for the cause we saw her at a point, standing
belly deep in the middle of the swiftly flowing stream.
And when we came to her a fine pheasant rose, and it

went on, too. Pheasants are easier than quail to us if

they give us the same chance, but pheasant shooting in a
spot like this is not the easiest thing in the world. At
least that is our modest unprofessional verdict.
The working of the three dogs was a delight. They

backed each other up splendidly, and during the last
three days of our stay, the three dogs in a row, all point-
ing at the same bird, was a frequent sight. I need not
tell your sportsmen readers of tne thrill of pleasure such
a feat brings.
We did not make any such strings as we see reported

in the Forest AND Stream, If we brought in a dozen
quail, a pheasant or twOj and a few
rabbits, we congratulated ourselves.
Often we didn't do so well. But we
had a splendid time, and there was
more genuine pleasure in watching the
dogs work and back each other up
than there was in the actual shooting.
Twenty-two quail and four rabbits was
our best day's bag. That day we got
up five flocks of quail and our two guns
were banging away from 9 to 3, with
ah hour out for a good dinner at the
home of a farmer we had "cultivated."
Wherever we stopped we found the

farmers ready to meet us half way. If
they found us gentlemanly the best
they had was ours. In only two cases
were we rebuffed. A farm of 400 acres,
said to abound with game, belonged to
three brothers and a sister. None ever
married and now they are getting old.

We went direct to their house and
stated our case. It was no go. No-
body could shoot tiieir pets. They fed
the squirrels and birds all winter and
did not propose to have them killed.

So we passed on, refraining from draw-
ing beads on two handsome gray squir-
rels that scampered away from us as
we passed off the farm through a bit of
woodland. The other case in which
we failed to make any impression was
tha,t of an old farmer of crabbed dispo-
sition, on to whose farm we strayed by
mistake. He caught us red-handed,
and he wouldn't be persuaded. But he
intimated if we had asked permission
before shooting we could have had all

the sport his land would afford.

The time for starting home came all

too soon, and we will long remember
two November weeks in western Penn-
sylvania. We have no remarkable tale
to tell, but as said in the first line, we
are plain professional men , too busy to
attain the skill of which most of your
contributors boast. The great majority
of the lovers cf the field, we believe,
are situated about as we are, and if

they shall be interested in our story
our object in writing this shall have been attained.
And about that little English setter bitch. The lesson

is one of patience. Many a time we were so exasperated
that the poor beast got no consideration at all. l&any a
time we threatened to leave her out in the country as not
worth her railroad fare home. Now she is in the hands
of a trainer, and though we are not rich it would take
lots of money to make us part with her.
The idea of taking ladies along on an outing is a

novelty, I judge, from reading the Forest and Stream,
Lst these ladies testify that it was a most pleasurable
change and one they wish to repeat next season. And
the social phase of such an outing is not the least consid-
eration by any means. M. N. M.

The Ways of Wild Rabbits.

Huntington, L. I., Dec. 8.~ErMtor Forfist and Stream:
From experience and observation of tame rabbits, I am
led to believe that the male will seek to destroy young of
his sex only, and this is rather a benefit than injury; 1

am also inclined to think that it is more likely that the
female wild rabbit (with young) will hole more readily
than the male. I have found that tame bunnies when
liberated burrow, the young being brought forth under
the soil, with but few excej)tion8. From the habits of
tame rabbits I conclude that the burrows frequently re-
sorted to by wild rabbits when chased are likely to be of
their own digging than woodchuck holes.

Clarengr B. Waep.

[We should not be disposed to attach much weight to
deductions as to the habits of wild rabbits (hares)
drawn from the ways of life of the tame rabbit. It is
well understood that domestication greatly modifies the
natural habits of animals and it is also known that the
ancestors of the tame rabbit differ widely from the
hares in their mode of life. The European rabbit {Le.pm
cunieulus) digs a burrow in which to bring forth its
young; our gray rabbit never does so, but brings forth
its young above ground in a "form" or little hollow,
covering them from sight by leaves, moss and fur from
her own body. The wild rabbit {Lejras sylvaticus) often
takes refuge in a hole in the ground, or iu a scone fence,
but it is not thought that it ever digs such holes for its
own use.
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PHEASANTS IN CONFlNEMENT.-ll.
Breedlnpr and Rearing-.

HA-VING properly mated your birds about the middle of

March, you may expect, if the surroundings are right, to

find that the eggs begin about the first or second week in

April ; and as I said before, it is necessary to collect them
as soon as they are dropped. The next important ques-

tion is the incubating, and for this it is necessary to have

a stock of small aized hens. Silkies are very much re-

commended, but as they are rather scarce, I have had no
experience with them. My best brooder has been a cross

between the brown red game and thePekin bantam. The
next essential point about the sitter is that she is very

quiet. I have lost more chickens through the wildness

of the mother than from any other reason. Therefore I

consider as a sine qua non- that any one expecting to raise

pheasants is to have a very quiet docile mother.

Pheasants" eggs take a longer time to incubate than
chickens'. Gold and silvers take 23 days, and English.

Mongolian and many of the other varieties take from 25

to 37 days. I advise placing the incubator in a box at

least 6in. deep so that it is impossible for the little birds

when thev appear to get out of it and away from the

mother. This is most important, for the young pheasant

as soon as it is hatched wants to run and hide, and if the

bjx is not such that it cannot get out, there will be a
great loss, as the young birds will get away from the

necessary heat and perish.

For 24 hours after coming from the shell they need no
feed, but only heat and quiet. The best feed at first is

thick custard, which is made as follows: Take an egg,

beat it up well and add it to two tablespoonfuls of milk
at boiling point, which if well stirred will make a dry,

crumbling mass. This is the best food for three or four

days. Then add gradually a little bread crumbs or some
of Spratts game meal.

^

After the first week I have always found that the birds

do better if they have a very moderate supply of maggots
or gentles. These are obtained by hanging up a beef head
where the blow Hy may get at it. Put an old flour bar-

rel with some bran in the bottom, as the maggots when
matured drop into the bran and are thus cleaned, as the
fresh maggot is not good for the young bird and produces
diarrboia; but if allowed to remain in the bran or meal
for twenty-four hours they appear to be the best possible

food for them. About this time, four or five days old,

chopped lettuce seems to be most eagerly devoured
by the small birds, and I think it most useful. About the
third day I remove the hen with her lively brood into a
small box, with a run inclosed with one-inch wire netting.

My boxes are rainproof, about I5in. by 18in., with a run
?.ft. by 15in. These I place on a smooth lawn, and there
is no chance of them getting out into any harm, nor that
cats or rats may destroy them.
For the first two weeks I feed every two or three hours,

as I find that if I leave the food for them they do not
readily pick it up, and it is quite ten days before they un-
derstand their mother's call for iood, I have tried feed-
ing three times a day, but the little birds did not do so

well. I mix up sufficient food to do from early morning
till noon, and then as much as does till night. I find the
greatest mortality among them during the first week, so
that it is quite worth the trouble to get them over that
period. After two weeks they will pick up small grain,
and I think canary seed and a very little hempseed is

good: as they grow stronger wheat is my staple food.
On fine, warm, sunny days I allow them out of their

runs so that they may have a chance to dust themselves,
which they seem .to enjoy very much, and as they get
tamer every day it is very little trouble to inclose them,
again.
As soon as they get their wing feathers they begin to

fly a little, especially if at all frightened, so that it is

necessary to have them, in an inclosed lawn or garden.
When they are about four weeks old, I think it a good

plan to pinion any birds that are to be k^pt in an aviary,
as it prevents them flying up and injurying themselves,
and also saves the trouble of catching to cut their wings,
which has to be done every four or five weeks if not
pinioned. Here I may direct that in catching pheasants
of any age, always hold them by the body, not the legs,
as one does an ordinary fowl, as if you catch and hold
them by the legs you will surely injure them, as they
seem to be very weak about their leg joints. I have per-
manently lamed several birds by not catching by the
body. I use a net about 18 inches in diameter with a
short handle to catch my birds, and I find it very useful,
as by that means you get the bird in such a position that
you can grasp it by the body.
The pinioning is a simple operation, arm a needle with a

strong thread, stretch out the wings, run the needle
through between the bones of the second joint close to
the smaller bone, then tie the ends of the thread round
the larger bone or to the upper side, then with a pair of
scissors cut off the first joint of the wing or above the
first joint. In that way the principal flight feathers are
removed. There is very little bleeding, but this may be
stopped by applying tinct, iron or iron alum to the cut
surface. In four days remove the thread, and in a very
short time it is all healed up. This does not prevent the
bird being able to fly on the perch, but it cannot fly
straight any distance. The deformity cannot be seen.
When the birds are about six weeks old they can take

care of themselves, and are fed twice a day, jxist as any
growing chicken.
Thus far I have just given my own experience of rear-

ing pheasants. It may not be all that can be desired, but
I think, if my directions are followed out, that any one
with a love for birds will be fairly successful, and 1 wU
be very glad to give any fm-ther information in my
power to those wishing to keep these pretty birds.

M, B.

What is Bred in the Bone.
Ab to the fierceness of the bob-tail cat or bay lynx,

noticed in the last issue of Forest and Stkeam, a friend
of mine in Newbern had one which was born in captiv-
ity and grew to full maturity. It never saw a forest and
was accustomed to the daily sight of man from birth:
yet it was always vicious and untamable. Its natural
traits being in no wise modified or expunged by fond-
ing and feeding. C. Hallock, I

Eagles and Porcupines.

NORTHWOOD, N. y., Dec. 3 —Mr. E. Hough tells in the

Forest and Stream of Dec. 1 of an eagle that was shot

near Chicago that had porcupine quills in various parts

of its body, and also says he never heard the like before.

When my father returned from Wyoming a year ago

last September he brought with him two eagle feathers

he had found on a branch of the Snake River.

The eagle, which was badly decayed, had a number of

porcupine quills in its head and claws. One of them had
penetrated between the bones of the neck and one ap-

peared to have pierced the brain though the head
was not cut open.
A few feet from the bones of the eagle was the body of

a porcupine. In its side was a large gash made by the

beak of the bird. Perhaps the eagle mistook the porcu-

pine for a rabbit or some equally harmless animal, but

may have been like some fool hunting dogs that attack

the armored porcupine time and again, notwithstanding
the barbed quills which get into its mouth and paws at

each onslaught.
Some of the woodsmen here eat the porcupine and call

it equal to a young roast pig. Eaymond S. Spears.

Barred Owl in Niagara County, N. Y.

LocKPORT, N. Y., Dec. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
While out after rabbits on Thanksgiving Day, Mr. Arthur
Leach secured a barred owl {Syrniicin nebulosvm). which
was the first specimen of this species taken in Niagara
county to my knowledge. I have collected here for the

l)ast fifteen years and have never secured it. The wing
was broken at the elbow, and he kept it alive for nearly

a week, thinking it might regain the use of it. Finding
it would not do so, he kindly presented the bird to me.
I very soon put it out of its misery by killing it with
ether, and have sent it to the taxidermist to be mounted
for my collection. I noticed that the eyes of this bird

were brown, with dark blue pupil, the superciliary shield

was also bluish. This is the first instance of a blue-eyed
bird that has come under my observation. But there are
many things yet for me to learn about birds.

J. L. Davison.

The Mink as a Dodger.

Indian River, Me.—It seems hardly safe for any one
to make a positive statement in regard to the actions or
cry of animals or birds. I notice, in your issue of Nov. 17,

what Mr. "C. F." says about the mink's dodging. My ex-

fjerience has been different. I have shot several, and do
not recollect ever knowing one to dodge, yet I do not
consider that my experience proves anything against bis

conclusion. I can only say a mink can dodge as quick as

any duck I ever saw. I know of but one animal which
can equal a mink for dodging; that is a weasel. I never
heard a panther scream, yet I can see no reason why they
should not, if they want to exercise their vocal powers.
I have heard and seen strange noises and sights while in

the woods. The worst and most unearthly sound was
made by an owl. C. J. Eichardson.

'mtie ^Hg md ^tti\.

"Oarne Laws in Brief," VMted States and Camida,
lUmPrated, 25 cents. "Booh of the Game Laum" {full

text), 50 cents.

THERE APPEARS TO BE GAME HERE.
Velasco, Tex., Nov. 30.—To my brethren of the gentle

craft, who complain of the lack of good sporting country,
I extend a cordial invitation to come to Vel asco. Besides
having the only deep water harbor on the Texas coast
Velasco boasts many other natural advantages which not
only aid in building a city, but make it a pleasant place
to live in for those who are at the building.
We have ducks and geese galore, and the graceful deer

still range the forest a few miles from town. Besides the
ducks, geese and deer we have prairie chickens, quaU,
jacksnipe, curlew, bear, wildcats, alligators and turkeys.
To reach Velasco from the North take the M. , K. & T.

Railway to Houston, Tex. , and the Velasco Terminal to
Velasco. When you get here stop at the hotel of the
same name ae the town, ask for "Oaat Meistef Gue-
ringer, explain to him that you came for sport. He will
not only feed you with all manner of game and fish from
our own preserves, but will take you out on a deer drive,
a duck shoot or an oyster roast, as you please. He will
wax eloquent over the glories of the chase, for mine host
Gueringer is first of all a genial landlord and next a jolly
sportsman. That is all he lives for, and the only reason
he has never married is a fear that his wife would inter-
fere with his proper exercise and enjoyment of the same.
There was a notable rout a few days ago in which some

of the leading members of the Velasco Rod and Gun
Club covered themselves with glory. The party was
composed of J. M, Moore, president of the Velasco Na-
tional Bank; M. P. Morrissey, manager Velasco Terminal;
C. Chambers, of the Velasco Elevator; that genial knight
of the scalpel, Dr. J. G, Boyd, late of The Dalles, Ore.,
and mine host Gueringer. The party were accompanied
by the master of an English steamer loading in port with
cotton, but he didn't count. The hunt lasted all day on
the high rolling prairie near town, and the following is
the bag: Chambers, 31 chickens, 6 quail, 4 ducks; Moore,
19 chickens, 14 quail, 7 ducks, Boyd, 7 chickens, 33 quail,
8 ducks; Morrissey. 17 chickens, 8 ducks; Gueringer, 4
chickens, 10 quail, 6 ducks.
The Englishman only killed a jack rabbit, but had

more fun than any one else. He had traveled the world
all over, and shot in every port, but he had never wit-
nessed such shooting as could be had at Velasco, and
the boys all agreed with him. From the moment the
chickens commenced flying he began working his gun,
and "turned it loose" in all directions and at the most
unexpected moments, a dozen times endangering his
companions' lives; but he was so ridiculously and
supremely happy that they could not find it in their
hearts to swear at him, but by keeping a wary eye on
his actions managed to return skin whole.
They found the ducks on the lakes on the road home,

and had their belts been suppUed with heavier shot they
could have had "a carload of the lovely burrids," a$ Mor-
rieey put it,

There is a club organized for the protection of the fist

and game, A few Sundays ago I witnessed a scene tha(i

would disgust and enrage any sportsman. Two pot-

stuffers were exhibiting a couple of embryo fawns, aboutl

the size of rats, which they had out from the dead doe
after shooting her as she came to the river early in the,

morning. There are other parties who fish for the marked
with seines, taking the black bass from the lakes by the.

hundreds of pounds ; it is proposed to make it warm for
them.
Wild turkey are plentiful in Matagorda county, about;

25 miles distant. This section of the State has beeui

isolated, owing to lack of railroads, until the work o*
improving the harbor at the mouth of the Brazos RiveKf

brought in the people, but it will be a long time ere the
game is driven back into the canebrakes.
John Weems, the champion bear hunter of this coun-

try, had a lively adventure a short time ago out on the.

Bernard River. He wounded a half-grown cub ahead o£l

the dogs, and as John was the biggest he concluded that;

he could lick it in a fair fight, and acting on that theory
sailed in. The cub was not anxious for a fight, but like;

Bill Nye's Boomerang, when the fun commenced he was
there. In about thirteen seconds John would have signed
a warranty deed to his homestead for the pleasure of
turning the cub loose, but he couldn't. The air was full

of man, bear, dirt and profanity, and to add to John's
discomfiture the "old she," which had been running
about a hundred yards behind the cub, hove in sight and
bore down on the combatants. Luckily, however, the
dogs were close at hand, and the old lady only paused to

give her ofEspring'^an encouraging growl, and lit out,

again.
When the dogs came up they separated the combat-

ants, to John's relief, and the cub's disgust; and after J

some fine dodging the hunter got in a fatal shot.

It required a shirt, breeches and two yards of court
plaster to fix John for the inspection of his wife, and ht'

does not say much about th3,t bear hunt when swapping'
stories with the boys.

A party from Illinois has been here some time bunting
and looking up land investments. They are having veryJ

good sport. The weather is too warm for the duck shoot-l

ing to be at its best, however. O'Brian. >

THE MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION
DINNER.

Tne annual dinner of the Massachusetts Fish and Game:
Protective Association was held at Young's Hotel, Boston,!

last Thursday. The night was stormy and disagreeable
enough out-of-doors, but all was warmth and cheer inj

the brilliantly lighted banqueting hall, where had gath-i

ered a goodly number of members and guests, There
was an all-pervading and irresistible atmosphere of good
cheer and camp comradeship. The band played catchy;
airs, in which every one joined now and again with a,

boom-de-ay. The menu cards bore charmingly sugges-
tive vignettes of woodland scenes, with deer and grouse;
and quail. The talk was of camp and field and stream,!
and of fortune good and ill with rod and gun. President
George W. Wiggiu presided with much grace and dignity.

'

When the meeting broke up there were congratulations
for the dinner committee on what all pronounced to:

have been one of the most enjoyable annual banquets ini

the history of the Association.
The guests present were : Hon. E. H. Lathrop and E.

A. Brackett, of the Massachusetts Fish Commission; Col. i

Daniel Needham. president New England Agricultural!
Society; Hon. H. P. Cooney, ex-District Attornej^ of the
Middlesex District; Rev. Charles FoUen Lee, Robert Grant,

'

chairman Boston Water Board; Nathaniel C. Nash, presi- '

dent Massachusetts Rifle Association ; t)r. Heber Bishop, i

president Megantic Fish and Game Club; and Charles B.
Reynolds, editor Forest and Stream, The members
present were: Messrs. Walter M. Brackett, Edward E.

Hardy, Chairman Edward A. Samuels, of the Dinner
Committee; Ivers W. Adams, John Fottler, Jr., Arthur
F. Barney, Secretary Richard O. Harding, E. E. Small,i
Walter C. Preecott. Jacob W. Hoffman, Sidnev Glea-
son, E. Baker, Frank Moseley, Charles H. Til-

ton, George I. Briggs, of Bourne; John G. Ben-
edict, Charles F. Chamberlayne, Elihu G. Loomis,
Henry B. Weston, E, C. Moseley, C. A. Hawes, W. G.
Hanson, Wendell P. Stevens, Harrv E. Haynes, Thomas
Dickson. G. F. Frost, Wm, Frank Keith, Zenas Loring,
George Loring, J. N. Roberts, Chas. E. Butterman, Chaa.
G. Gibson, BslviHe L. Randall, John Woodbury, H. E.
Beal, Wm. K. Churchill, John F. Tyler, J, T, Stetson,
Wm. B, Smart, Chas. A, Bramble, Judge J, S, G, Cobb,
of Providrnce, R. I.; Dr. Robert M. Read.Thos. J.Holmes.
Robert Woodman, Thomas W. Wardley, Chas. H. Frve,
W, W, Lockwood, Waldron Bates, Robert Holden, Jr.,

F. T. Parks, Harry J. McGlenen, S. W. Card, Chai-les

Vose, Dr, W, D, Bull, W, B, Hastings, James H.
Lake, Dr. A. R. Brown, L. Dana Chapman, Dr. Heber
Bishop, Dr. E. W. Branigan, Dr, H. M. Perkins, Dr, W.
G. Kendall, T. H. Hall, H, P, Plimpton, Wm. H. Gray,
H. F. Colburn, Robert S, Gray, A. H.Wright, E, A. Slack,
W. A. Plummer, J R, Glover, S W. Rich. Lee Ham-
mond. C, A. Bacheller, Geo. H. Perry, R. Luizee Hall,
E.W. Randall, Rollin Jones, Geo. H. Allen.of New York,
Loring Crocker, Luther Little, W. I, Almy, George O.
Sears, P. W. Scudder, Mark HoUingsworth, C. F. Mon-

,

roe, M. A. Pocock, N. D. Hurd, Charles Stewart, I. C,
'

Young, Kendall H. Damon, Wm. Abbott, G W. M.
Guild, F D. Willard, Humphrey Dyer, Andrew J. Davis.
Robert A, Murray, Walter C. Brooks, James F. Dwin-
nell, Samuel Shaw, L.W, Ross, Nat R. Jones, N. P. Jones,
Benjamin C, Clark, W. Hapgood, J. C, F. Cox, Henry
Bacon, John P. Woodbury and A. 0. Gould, editor

,

Shooting and Fishing.
Letters of regret, to Secretary Richard O. Harding, were

read from President Harrison and President-elect Cleve-
land. Gov. Wm, E. RusseU, having another engagement
for the evening, wrote:

I beg to send In my place my earnest tbanka for the courtesy of
your Association, and my best wishes for its continued prosperity
in the very useful work it has done.

Other expressions of regret at enforced absence and of
interest in the Association came from Hon. Henry Cabot
Lodge. Lieut.-Gov. M. H. Haile, Secretary of State W. M. .

Olin, Lieut. Gov.-elect Roger Wolcott, ex-Gov. John D,
Long, Gen. Charles J. Paine, Hon. R. B. Roosevelt, At-
torney General A, E. Pillsbury, Alex, Taylor, Jr., of
New York, vice-president Megantic Club; Stephe
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O'Meara, editor Boston Journal, H. O. Stanley, of the
Maine Fish Commiasion ; John W, Titcomb, oC Vermont
Fish Commission, and W, Sidney Downe, of Connecticut
Fish Commission. Fish Commissioner E, W. Gould, of
Searsport, Me., wrote:

Seabsport, Me.. Dec. H.—Ricliard 0. Harding: Dear Fib—
Your esteemed favor exteiidiiijtaa invitation to attend ttie annual
dioBer of the Massachuseta Pish and Game Protective Associ-
ation received. It is with profound regret that, owing to adverse
circumstances, I am obliged to forego the pleasure of being
present, and desire to express my sincere appreciation of the
honor shown.
In this coTineetjon permit me to say that the Dommission of Sea

and Shore Fisheries of Maine is under great obligations for valu-
able assistance rendered by the different fish and gam« associ-
ations, which fact in itself demonstrates tue general good that
would be accomplished by a harmonions working of the difterent
associations %vith tbe Fisu and Game Commissioners of the sev-
eral States. It is earnestly to be hoped i hat a unity of purpose
may be established and a working formula promulgated that will
ultimately bring abuut, tbe desired result.
The people of New England are gradually becoming awakened

to the fact that tbe money expended by the different commissions
In the enforcemput of the laws relating to the protection of fish
and game is an investment for general public good-, and that the
sportsman eventually pays dearly for the game thatheshoois
and is a direct pecuniary benefit to the immediate vicinity he may
select as the scene of his exploits.
This change in public sentiment is largely due to the dissemina-

tion of these facts through the medium of the fish and game ae-
sociations. That they should be fostered by the States goes with-
out saying.
These associations as a rule are formed ostensibly for the sport-

ing element, while in realitj' the prime object is to enhance the
general public prosperity, as is evidenced by the stand taken by
thfi Old Colony Club on the so-called "'Lapham Bill" and the
valuable and eff^^cCive assistance rendered the States by their
secretary, Chas. F. Chamberlayne, Esq.
Again regretting mv inahillty to be with you. and hoping you

will continue to use erlucanon as the weapon with which to eradi-
cate tbe remaining prejudice against the protection of fish and
game as beeing done wholly in the interest of sport,

I remain very truly yours, C. A. Gould,
After the menu had been discussed and Mr, Tom Hall

had 6ung a macaronic song. President Wiggin gave this

interesting

REPORT OP THE YEAR'S WORK.
The Past.

Our organization hegan its existence in 1874 under the
name of the Massachusetts Anglers' Association,

in various localities throughout the State 3,200 birds, and
87 Northern hares, and for that purpose have expended
in round numbers $l,!iOO.

The birds let loose have been of the following varie-
ties: Pinnated grouse, 349; sharp tail grouse, 146; South-
ern quail, 1,020; Arizona qtiail, 658; Oregon quail, .36.

This work was started as an experiment, but reports

M H . KDW A K 1 ) E . H A K 1 ) V .

Obairtaan Conunlttee on Enforcement of the Game Law.-..

Ic was inobrporated, as set fdrth in its charter, ''for the
purpose of securing and enforcing proper restrictions

upon the taking and killing of fish, shellfish and bivalves,

the promotion of fishculture and the introduction of new
species and varieties of fish, and to disseminate informa-
tion relating thereto."

Three years later the name was changed to the Massa-
chusetts Fish and G-ame Protective Association, and its

purposes were enlarged so as to include the protection

and propagation of game as well as of fish, shellfish and
bivalves.
From its beginning the Association became actively

engaged in carrj'ing out the objects for which it had been
chartered.
The records show that the attention of its members was

early directed to such subjects as the preservation of fish

in our inland lakes and streams, the decrease of fish in

Massachusetts Bay, the destruction of lobsters on our
coast, the preservation of trout in our streams, the seining

of smelts in our bays.
That there was abundant need of action on the part of

some one is shown by the following lines which I have
copied from those records:
"But the most important phase of the subject relates to

the future supply of fish. Last year (1874) we were nearly
deprived of smelt; full-grown lobsters are now almost un-
known; while trout and salmon have hardly yet, under
the influence of stringent protective laws for several

years, recovered from the effects of their almost total

annihilation by being caught while in spawn before the

laws were enforced."
From the beginning our records show an earnest, per-

sistent and disinterested endeavor on the part of the Asso-
ciation to secure such laws as would tend to the preserva-

tion and increase of our useful food fishes for all the
people of the Commonwealth.
Year after year committees from our Association have

gone to the Legislature and asked for wholesome legisla-

tion for the preservation of our fish and game.
Year after year those committees have succeeded little

by little until at last our laws are beginning to assume
an efliective condition.
These laws to-day are by no means what they should

be, but they are infinitely better than they were when
the work of this Association began.
But our efliorts have not ended with securing better

laws and attending to their enforcement.
Three years ago the Association decided to enlarge its

sphere of action, and entered upon the work of introduc-

ing into the Commonwealth new species and varieties of

game Mrds} and thus far we have imported and set free

PRESIDENT GEORGE W. WTOGUf.

received from the localities where these birds were let

loose indicate that it has been a decided success.
I am informed that, following our example, similar

organizations to ours, in several of our sister States, have
taken up and are carrying on a similar work to ours.

The Present.

During the year just drawing to a close our Associa-
tion has been blessed with a continuance of that pros-
perity which of late has marked our career.

At no period in our history has our organization been
numerically stronger or more united than at the present
time.
We began the year with a membership of 507, and we

now carry upon our rolls 565 names.
Our financial prosperity has also kept pace with our

aumerical increase.

At the beginning of the year our available funds
imounted to about $2,000. They now amount to over
$3,000.
There seems to be no reasonable doubt that the effect

of our stringent game laws has been to increase both the
fish and game of our State, but the experience of our
officers, gathered in the discharge of their duty, shows us
yery plainly that those laws still need amendments and
additions.
The reappearance of deer in the western part of our

State, the present season, has brought to our attention the
fact that we have at present no law protecting deer in

this State, except in Barnstable and Plymouth counties.
Attempts to enforce the law against the destruction of

quail has revealed defects in that law also, while the
snaring of partridge still goes on unabated, and that, too,

legally, 1 am sorry to say.
These matters will need, and will undoubtedly receivp,

the attention of the Association during the coming year.
Our success in the introduction of new varieties of

which we have to encounter in the prosecution of our
labors.

If we can only succeed in convincing the people at
large that'we are laboring not for the gratification of our
own selfish desires, but for the broader and higher
purpose of benefitting the whole community , we shall
make those people our allies in the enforcement of our
laws, instead of enemies arrayed in hostile ranks against
us at every step in our progress.
The putting out of birds upon the hills and in the

valleys of our State by our Association, and the re-stocking
of our rural streams with trout by our Stats authorities,
has done, and is still doing, more to disarm that opposi-
tion which we have always had to encounter, than any
other agency that has ever been set on foot.
The splash of the trout in our brooks, the whirr of the

partridge upon our hillsides, and the whistle of Bob
White in our meadows, are far more powerful and con-
vincing arguments in our behalf than all the learned
reports and essays which can be produced.
These are things which the farmer and the artisan can

understand and appreciate.
Another powerful agency in our behalf is the local

fish and game associations which are springing up all

around us. I do not mean those associations whose mem-
bers on a given day array themselves in opposing forces,
and start out to see which side can outdo the other in the
indiscriminate slaughter of birds and animals, a most
barbarous and unhallowed sport, but those associations
'wViose aims and purposes lie in the same direction as our
own.
Tnese organizations deserve, and ought

,
to receive, our

heartiest cooperation.
Put half a dozen of these local associations in every,

county throughout the State and interest them in our
work, and we can bid defiance to all the hostile, selfish

opposition that can be arrayed against us.
There is another class of men who ought to be^with us,

and in the future I believe will be with us. They are the
market men.
They ought to understand, and I believe they are begin-

ning to understand, that the indiscriminate destruction of

game birds into the State, brings forcibly to our minds
the question whether the Association ought not to at-

tempt something further in the matter of restocking our
streams with trout and other useful food fishes.

In our efforts for the protection, preservation and
propagation of fish and game, I feel that the field is

broad enough for the employment of all our means and
energies, without trenching upon the province of our
State authorities.

They have their work to do, and we have ours, but all

should labor for the accomplishment of the greatest good
to all the people of the commonwealth.
One of the cardinal principles of our Association is the

dissemination of information upon fish and game culture,
and fish and game protection ; and the degree of unfam-
iliarity with those subjects which we encounter wl>en-
ever we attempt to secure some wholesome legislation,

leads to the conclusion that we have still another broad
field for useful work.
}!gaorance and selfishness are two of - the worst obsitacles
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Secretary Cojnmlttee on Accllmatizatloji

,

our fish and game means, in the end, the destruction of a
portion of their profits.

When once this fact comes to be fully realized by them,
they, too, will be found on our side, instead of in the
opposing ranks.
To gather up all these forces, to marshal them on the

side of right, and to lead them on to victory is the work
of this Association,

Col. Needham congrattdated the Association upon its

large membership, full treasury and growing influence
and weight as one of the factors making for public good
in the Commonwealth. The Colonel's story of a 6| pound
|)rairie chicken he had shot in Illinois years and years
J go, prompted the Rev. Chas. FoUen Lee to declare his
tnquestioning acceptance of fish stories and sportsmen's
t des, though he occasionally did feel called upon to
' make allowances." "I am reminded," said Mr. Lee, "of
the incident of the old man who was reading to his
wife the Bible narrative of how Samson caught the
ihree hundred foxes and fastened to their tails fire-

brands and set on fire the corn of the Philistines.
'Five hundred, does it say, father?' 'Yes, five hundred.'
'That's a powerful number,' said the old lady. 'Our
Zeke is a pretty good fox-hunter, and foxes are j)retty
plenty about here; but I don't believe Zeke has killed .30

m all his born days. Don't appear as if it could have
been five hundred.' 'Well, mother, it says he caught
five hundred foxes, but I suspicion that if the truth were
really known, more'n three-fifths on 'em was skunks and
woodchucks!'
"I always accept a fish story," went on Mr. Lee, "but

if some of you were to tax my credulity as to your score
of trout or salmon, I should suspect that some of the fish
might have been mud eels or suckers."
Hon. E. H. Lathrbp, whose experience as a member of

the Assembly has given him excellent opportunities of
observation, made a strong plea for effort on the part of
the association in the direction of educating the legisla-
tive committees who have to do with fish and game, Mr.
Lathrop spoke truly, not only for Massachusetts, but for
the entire Union, when be said that the efficiency of our
game legislation is largely due to the ignorant and harm-
ful—if well meaning—meddling of legislative igno-
ramuses. Mr. Robert Grant read an impromptu poem,
and related that the Boston Water Gommissioners had
granted permits for bass fishing in Chestntit Hill Reser-
voir, and although the hours were 4 to 7 A. M., there were
always more applicants than could be given permission.
Other speakers were ex District Attorney Cooney and
Mr. Chas, B. Ifceynolds, of Fokbst and Stream,
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SPANIELS AND PARTRIDGES.
CooKSTOWN, Ontario.—While all reports^coming from

south of the line speak of exceedingly dry weather, and
on that account of poor sport, from the scent not lying,

we here in Ontario have the exact opposite, rain, rain,

and nothing but rain. The covers are still, and have
been all fall, from six inches to a foot under water, and
in consequence no woodcock are to be found. I have not
killed a single bird this fall. Such a thing as not ac-

counting for several bags of woodcock each season has
not happened to ine before. Half a dozen times I put on
rubber boots (a thing I never remember to have bad oc-

casion other falls to do, but have always hunted in leather

shoes) and searched every covert for woodcock within a
radius of ten miles only to draw them blank.

Despairing of getting any woodcock, and as the season
was becoming late for these birds, I thought I would try

the high land and hillsides east of here near the lake for

partridge (ruffed grouse). So on Tuesday morning, Nov.
1, I drove over in that direction some six miles, and com-
ing to a likely looking place for partridge I tied the horse
in shelter of some cedars, covered her with a warm
blanket and left her as comfortable as possible, knowing
that if game proved plentiful it would be hours before I

might return. Walking over to a small bush composed
of cedai'S, with a few small beech scattered through it,

and situated on a hillside with a spring creek running at
its foot, I found an old man chopping cordwood. On
inquiring of him if he knew where I would be likely to
find any partridge, he gave me the agreeable information
that when he came in a little after daylight he had flushed
six birds, and that they were still in the little bush on
the hillside, about 100yds. from where we were standing.
Ordering the spaniels (of which I had a brace with me)
into the bush 1 stood ready for a shot. I had not long to
wait, for no sooner had the dogs entered the bush than
with a roar out came a bird. He got away to the swamp,
minus a handful of feathers. The next one that came
my way did not fare so well, dropping to the left barrel
at nearly 7()yds. I was using a No. 13 J. P. Clabrough
gun, a great gun for a long shot, but rather too close and
hard-shooting for the bush and covert. I now heard a
third bird go out on the other side of the bush, a fourth,
and the last I saw or heard, lit down close to the road. I

went over to where I saw the bird light and ordered the
spaniels to find, but the bird was not there. The old
bitch made several attempts to go to a cluster of cedars
right on the road, and I had called her back, feeling sure
the partridge was where I had seen it light. The bitch
was right, for when my back was turned she had naade
for the cedars. The partridge came over my head, just
giving me a snap shot. I was not sure whether I had
killed or not until the dog brought the bird to me.
This made four of the six partridges seen by the old

man: the other two that the dogs failed to find must have
been in the trees. Calling the dogs to heel I followed the
creek east to another small bush some half mile distant,
on reaching which the dogs flushed a partridge from
among a number of small beeches, in rather an open
place. The bird flew ipto the thickest part of the bush,
and must have gone into a tree, as the does failed to raise
it again, I was about leaving this bush for another to
the south, when the bitch started a hare. I saw the hare
out of gun shot, pass just about where the partridge
flushed, so went and stood where it had passed, expect-
ing a shot on its return trip. I had not been there half a
minute, when from over my head ofiE a beech tree a par-
tridge flew. I looked up into the tree and wondered to
myself how a partridge could ever sit in so bare a tree
and not be seen by me. As if in answer to my wondering,
another flew off the same tree, within lOyda. of where I
was standing. I may be wrong, but I cannot but think,
the men that talk about not shooting a partridge on a
tree, either live where these birds are plentiful and tame,
or else are satisfied with very few. For my part, I bag a
parti-idge any way I can, on tree, ground or wing, al-
though I kill as many of these cunning birds on the wing
as in any other position. I left this bush feeling rather
disgusted with myself, and made for a large bush cover-
ing hundreds of acres lying to the south, intending to
hunt as much of it as I could before dark.
Upon my reaching this bush rain began to fall, so

finding a dry spot under some hemlocks I had lunch and
fed the dogs. After eating and enjoying my lunch, as
only a hunter can, I started off again, rain still continu-
ing to fa.ll. Walking about half a mile I flushed a brace
of partridges myself from under a small scrub pine, where
they had taken shelter from the rain, one flew south, and
the other made for a thicket to the north. I made a nice
clean shot at the one going north. When ready for the
other the bird was nowhere to be seen. The bitch, after
hunting about for some time, took up a scent close to a
snake fence among some cedars and spruce, and fol-
lowed It a couple of hundred yards, when she flushed a
partridge, which lit into a small spruce tree; the bitch
made the bush ring with her barking at the bird. I
walked over to where she was, and saw the cartridge sit-
ting on a limb about fifteen feet from the gx-ound, and
some twenty-five yards from where I was standing. I
fared and the bird fell apparently stone dead (there was
no underbrush here, a dead withered spruce lay at the
foot of the tree). I went over to where the bird had fallen
immediately to pick it np (my dogs are rather hard in the
mouth), but there was no bird. The limb of the tree
where the partridge had stood was nearly cut in two
with some of the feathers of the bu-d remaining on it.'

ia>,aite a track of feathers marked where the bird had
tallen through the dead spruce. A handful of feathers
also shovped where the partridge had struck the ground,
i called the dogs, a.ud to my astonishment they did not
act or make the slightest demonstration as if a' bird had
been there. Had the bird been only wounded, and run
away, the dogs would have trailed "it, without doubt, Iam certain the bird had not a spark of life in it when it
tell from the tree, but what became of that partridge will
always remain a mystery to me. It is the strangest
thing that has ever happened to me in my long experi-
ence of hunting and shootmg. I may add that I am a
strict temperance man, and drank" nothing stronger
than spi'ing water with my lunch.
The afternoon was advanced, the time being near 3

0 clock, so I turned my steps toward where I had left the
horse and buggy. On my way out of this bush the dogs
flushed three more partridge. The first bird went into a
large hembck, but flew before I got in range. The secondone rose oft a dead log: he got away without the loss of a

feather. The third bird got out of some berry bushes; I

winged him. Both the spaniels fought to see which would
bricg the game to their master. As 1 was getting over a
brush fence at the edge of the bush, 1 started a hare. I

shot at him, wounding him in the hindquarters. 'He
made for the swamp across a twenty-acre field, the dogs
following. After an exciting chase they captured him
about the middle of the field. I must say, in watching
the race I was with the hare, as the odds were all on the
dogs, poor bunny being wounded.
When I got to where I had left the maie it was just

getting dark. Putting her to, I started for home, leaving
the dogs to follow; it seems hard on them after a day's
work, but I never find that they are any the worse for it

the next day, I always see that they are fed and have a
nice warm, dry bed upon our return. I see to this my-
self.

I made a second trip to the same place on Monday, the
7th, getting there at 1 o'clock P. M. At the first bush on
the hillside the dogs did not succeed in getting up any-
thing. In the second bush I bagged a partridge that the
dogs puc into a tree. Instead of proceeding south, as
before, I went north across the town line into the next
township. I here hunted out a bush of some ten acres,
getting three partridge, all on trees over the bitch, two
of which I killed with one shot. The dogs flushed four
more birds, but I did not succeed in getting a shot at any
of them. Crossing a field, I was hailed by a young njan
ploughing to know if I had any squirrels, as he informed
me that he had a few days previous trapped a gray eagle
that measured seven feet across its wings, and that the
bird was very fond of red squirrels. Soon after the dogs
put a fine fat coon up into a beech tree. I shot him in
the head. Upon his striking the ground the spaniels
were on to him like two bulldogs. I thought if Mr. Coon
was not next thing to dead, those little dogs would have
got a surprise that they would have remembered for some
time. I slung the coon over my shoulder and started for
the buggy. I had not gone very far before I discovered
that the animal was invested with smaller ones, so had to
carry him the rest of the way by his legs. When I started
with the coon he weighed about twenty pounds, when I
got to my destination he weighed fifty pounds; I thought
he did anyway.

I have not been out with the spaniels since, as we have
had a heavy fall of snow and all appearance of an early
winter. I intend the first day I can get away to give the
beagles a run. I have not had the little fellows out this
season. Their turn generally cornea with the snow,

H. B. N.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff CmrespondfMt.']

Indiana Ouall.

Akqos, Ind., Dec. 4,—Among the shooters present at
the late little impromptu trap tournament at Chicago was
Mr, G. W. La Rue, of New York, and in the course of a
little talk he allowed he would rather shoot quail than
pigeons. Mr, R. B, Organ, of this city, allowed he felt a
good deal that way just then himself, and the result was
a party was made up, consisting of these two gentlemen
and myself, for the purpose of a flying trip down into
Indiana after quail at the close of the week.
"I will telegraph over to Stony Point, in Ontario, to

Tommy Davey and have him express Dame Bang over,"'
said Mr. La Rue.

''He'll oe apt to send her," said I, knowing well the
value Mr. Davey put on this great young bitch, which
within the 30 days last past had won first in the all-aged
stakes of the International trials at Chatham, Out., and
also won second in the puppy stakes at the same trials.
"I think he'll send her if I ask him," said Mr. La Rue.
"Why?" said L
"Why, I own her,"
This was news to me, but nevertheless true, Mr. La

Rue really bought her before the trials, and naturally
does not now think the less of his purchase. Though he
had never shot over Dame Bang but one day, he ex-
pressed himself as altogether satisfied with hor and de-
sirous of having more of the same sort of sport. Changing
his plans, therefore, from a hunt in Canada to one in
Indiana, he wired for the dog, and in due time, after the
incidental transfer of -$9 of his funds to the express com-
pany, she was handed over to him at Chicago, safe and
sound, with the exception of a very bad toe which made
her carry one foot up. In making some mention of the
International Trials, I expressed the hope that Mr. Davey
would feed Dame Bang one square meal. This he has
failed to do, and the little one arrived looking like a hoop-
skirt, with every bone in her frame showing, and with a
mournful look on her wrinkled and preternaturally old-
looking face. Dame Bang is old beyond her years, or
rather her months. Only 20 months old, she looks 7
years, and acts it—the oldest-fashioned one-season prob-
ably ever was,
Mr. Organ borrowed a dog. He borrowed it of a shoot-

ing friend who seemed glad to have him borrow it. Per-
haps the dog's owner thought Mr. Organ would train the
dog some, and so be of use to the dog. At any rate, Mr.
Organ had accumulated this dog when we came to get
on the train—a white, black and fcan bitch of small frame
but good collection of fat, and a cheerful, benign ex-
pression of countenance. This dog's name, he so in-
formed us, was MoUie O'Brien; a rather Irish name for
an English setter, but it had to go. Personally I wish
that Mr. Organ had not borrowed anv dog at all, or, if
any, one with a more phlegmatic disposition. It trans-
pired, when we got into the village hotel late at night,
that Mr. Organ and I and Mollie O'Brien all had to sleep
in the same room. Mollie was used to sleeping on the
sofa, and did not take kindly to the floor, Mr, Organ is
troubled with insomnia, and only sleeps once in a while
so it didn't make any difference to him, I sleep when-
ever I get a chance, and, not having had very many
chances lately, I was enjoying this one in advance.
Every time I shut my eyes I would hear Roll Organ talk-
ing to Mollie,
"Lie down, you owl-eyed daughter of fmiseryl" he

would say, "lie down, blame you! Your father was a
shepherd, for a hundred, but it's too late to help that now,
and here you are, you wedge-faced sheep driver—keep
that tail still, 'I say ! You'll wake up the folks in the
next room." (Groans from the next room, and expostu-
lations from myself. Temporary silence, to be broken amoment later by much the same formula). "Keep still
there, you Robert Burns collie, confound you, or I'll

come after you and knock the everlanting oatmeal por-
ridge out of your inmost thoughts! Keep that tail still,

can't you? Dash bing a dog that'll wag its tail all night
and keep folks awake! Lie down you son of a gun!"
And so forth and so forth. On the whole, I can not say I
am fond of sleeping in a. room with a man and dog who
are both troubled with insomnia, for I believe it is

catching. However, as we didn't get in town till 1 o'clock
in the morning and didn't get to bed till some time later,
we hadn't so long to wait till breakfast time.
In the morning we made a latish start, the weather

being very foggy. No one could tell us anything about
the quail supply. The average opinion was to the effect
that there were not many birds but plenty of posted land.
We were encouraged to learn, however, that no one had
been out lately after quail, and that there was not a
broken quail dog in the town. This being the case, we
thought we would be our own judges and our own
guides, and so struck off east over'country we had never
seen before. Soon we came to a lake, which we discov-
ered to be called Mud Lake, and out of this ran an outlet
lined with a wide swamp which fringed out in thickets
and brier patches in the edges of the corn and wheat stub-
bles. This impressed us as being about what we wanted,
and on a couple of miles of this we made our dogs hunt.
On the first stubble we struck we walked up a fine lit-

tle bevy at which Mr, La Rue and Mr, Organ both fired at
long range. We marked them down and going on over,
Dame Bang pointed at a fence, and much to her owner's
surprise, materialized a dead bird. This bird had been
hit without showing any signs of it, and had flown
.^OOyds. Passing into the thickets, Dame soon worked
out another point, and the birds going out near me, I got
down a couple. Mr, La Rue, to my left, also got one
with each barrel, and a moment later knocked down a
third. On these birds Dame did very handsome work at
finding dead birds, Mollie found one of my birds, doubt-
less the first quail she had ever seen, as she was broken
and has been worked altogether on chickens. Our birda
now jumped up in the thicket, and after some hard work
here we emerged with only five birds, losing a wide crip-
ple and missing one bird which Dame pointed hand-
somely. It was now easily apparent that while Mollie
was too new at quail work to be of great value, Dame
was as steady as a clock and not to be rattled at all.

We now went up on a high stubble, and drawing one
field blank we entered another, a wide one, and one just
fit for quail, Mr. La Rue cast Dame off to the edge next
the wood, and in a few momenta we saw hia upraised
hand, and coming up saw Dame on a staunch point.
We got right among this bevy, and as they went up
scattered we got a lot of fun out of them, including a
number of handsome points to Dame Bang's credit. I
had no idea a one-season puppy could be so wise, so
methodical and so knowing of the ways of birds. Out
of this bevy we cleaned up eight birds, Mr. La Rue doing
some very nice work with a cylinder Greener, 28in. bar-
rels. Mr. Organ was shooting a close-choked Parker
and had to wait till the birds got oil BOyds, or so before
he dared shoot, though he killed two or three birds at
astonishingly long distances. More clearly than ever
before I could see the mistake of using too closely-choked
a gun for field work. My own gun is rather open, but
if I were to purchase another for quail shooting, or other
cover work, it should have no choke at all, or, the very
least, in either barrel. The dealer who descants on the
elegant pattern of his gun and points out the number of
shot it will put in a given circle often utters words of
condemnation for the arm, so far as this particular sort
of shooting is concerned.

After lunch we left Mollie at the wagon, as she was too
fast to stand the work, and trusted our fate to Dame
Bang. That plucky creature was cut by the briers, her
tail whipped raw, her hurt toe so swollen that the nail
was out of line. Moreover, she had in the morning met
the singular accident of sticking a stiff stalk of coarse
grass into her nostril. When we found out what
caused her sneezing, we removed the stiff stem. It was
thrust three inches deep into the nostril, and two inches
of it was covered with clotted blood. Yet in this condi-
tion, with the straw still in her nosti'il, she found and
pointed a bird I had killed, and even after thewound had
had time to become sore and certainly acutely painful,
she continued to hunt at a slashing gait, and never flushed
a bird, but pointed a great deal better with three legs and
only half a nose than most dogs do with a full equipment.
"I don't know what we couldn't do if we had a whole
dog along," said Roll Organ. No one could help admir-
ing the courage of the gritty creature, or loving her for
the quality of her work.
We got ordered off from a nice lot of stubble, where

we were just about to find about 500 quail, and after that
we had a long walk for nothing, and a wet one, too, for
it began to rain. Then we struck a brier patch that
showed a lot of signs of roosts, and knew the birds were
using on a stubble near by. It was easy enough for
Dame to make a cast around over the top of the hill

—

and there she was, stiff as a poker! We walked up and
admired her for some moments before we put up the
birds. A Kodak picture of her peculiar strained, in-
tense, Btretched-out point, would have been a beautiful
thing to have. Not having the Kodak, we stood and
took the picture mentally. When we put up the birds,
Mr. LaRue and I fired together, and it seemed to me we
had killed the whole flock, for I never saw so many
feathers come out. We only found two birds, though,
and Mr. Organ's long two-barrel shot netted a third.
Then we followed the birds into the swamp, and there it

was point after point, the bitch grabbing off singles as
easy as husking corn. Mr. Organ made another 45yd8.
kill, and Mr. LaRue got one alone and assisted me on
another, of whose immediate dissolution there existed no
doubt. Then Mr. Organ and I both shot into the same
bird as it topped the thicket, and a moment later Mr. La
Rue and I nearly destroyed one which flew high directly
over my head. After our hot corner we counted up and
found we had eight quail more, Mr, Organ insisted that
we must have just an even two dozen, as he wanted to
send a dozen each to some railroad officials of the Nickel
Plate road—of which corporation, by the way, Mr, Or-
gan is general live stock agent at Chicago, a fact which
helped us in locating our grounds and in getting accom-
modations on the trip.

It was now nearly dark, and a nasty rain was falling,
but we took pity on the two railroad dignitaries who
needed a dozen each, and tackled another stubble field.
Of course, Dame got on the trail of a bevy before we had
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gone far, and soon she nailed them. We each fired one
barrel, and each killed a quail, and Ihen, going on over
the brow of the hill, Dame pointed dead, and we found a
cripple which had gone down, hit by no one knew
whom.

In the Swamp Again.

Again we bad to go into the wet and boggy swamp
after the marked birds. Dame found them on the leaves,

and they went off wild, Mr. La Rue and Mr. Organ fail-

ing to stop any as they rocketed over their way. Then in

a boggy grass patch tbe bitch pointed again, and Mr. La
Rue dropped the bird in grea't style. As T went toward
him, I nearly stepped on a bird in the thicket, and took a
snap at it as it sprang. Mr. L\ Rue did the same thing,

and the result was that we disfigured the bird very badly.

This was the last shot of the day. and we now had
twenty-eight birds. They were all full-grown, strong

birds, and handsome as only Bob White can grow to be.

As we went toward our wagon, we met two farmers,

who ordered us off the land. As usual, we treated them
politely, and agreed at once with a request which struck

us as being now a little late in the day, though none the

less stereotyped, and indeed, none the less distasteful.

We intend 'shooting a little bit further in this locality,

should there not prove to be too much posted land—

a

contingency which seems not in the least unlikely.

It may be that this portion of Indiana has not so good
a quail crop this year as was earlier in the year thought
to be the case, but it seems almost certain that there is

abundance to aiford good shooting at almost any place

in a circle of a dozen miles or so radius about this point.

Rochester is only 12 miles from here, and there is good
shooting near there. Over Warsaw way, 28 miles from
Argos, there are a good many birds, but also a good
many farmers. Around Winamac, 30 miles distant, the

birds have already been mentioned as plentiful, and that

is good quail country. Tippecanoe, Knox, Ora, and any
of a dozen other small country places in this part of the

State will afford a fair shooting for what little is left of

the season. Lake Maxinkuckee, the great Indiana sum-
mer resort, is only 9 miles from Argos. Make that the

center, say, of the quail belt, and go over a circle of 25

or 30 miles, and one certainly would meet Bob White in

royal form and democratic numbers. At Sidney, '62

miles east of here on the Nickel Plate, I am told the birds

are unusually abundant, and the farmers unusually
lenient. You have to take your chances, both as to the

birds and the farmers, but it seems sure that the two
above factors exist in ratio good enough to afford sport

of a highly 'satisfactory nature. Of course, the usual

trouble exists that we cannot stay long enough to find

out a great deal of the country.
Along Mud Creek, the outlet of the Mud Lake, we dis-

covered to-day, there runs a black loam swamp, covered
with bogs, alders and thickets, which seems to me to be
the finest looking woodcock country I ever saw. 1 can
not learn much of any local shooters, but the landlord of

our hotel tells us that in the summer time he has killed
*' a good many " woodcock there. There is quite a body
of this swamp land, and I should think it a very good
point to keep in mind for woodcock next season.

OhiuaiK), 111., Dec. 5.—Our little quail hunt at Argos,
which bid so fair to be a pleasant and successful affair,

came to an untimely and unfortunate end. Dame Bang,
Mr. Li Rue's gritty young pointer, sprung a limp in a
forefoot in the morning of our second day, and as this

left her but two feet to go on, we had not the heart to

ask more of her. During the morning we found only one
bevy, out of which we got nine birds. In all we found
five bevies on the trip and bagged thirty-seven birds. As
we lost a few birds knocked down, of course, it may be
seen that the work of the dog on the scattered singles

was of high order. It was indeed a pleasure to shoot

under such circumstances, for the sport was not a
scramble for a shot, but an illustrated pdition of (luail

shooting as it can be, the pictures by Dame Bang. On
the bevy of the last morning the dog pointed in a long-

drawn, telescopic attitude which made us all long for a
camera. We marked the bird down in a swamp, and as

we entered this cover Dame sprang up on a log to cross it.

Instantly, as she stood with all four feet gathered to-

gether in the act of springing down, she whirled her head
and pointed straight down under her feet, almost having
to balance herself to keep from falling forward. I do
not recall ever having seen a more singular or more
brilliant point. Needless to say, the birds were there,

under the log.

It was disheartening to have to stop in the middle of

such fun, though no one could have wished to see the
game little one go on under such punishment. But this

was not all. We had left Mollie O'Brien, Mr. Organ's
borrowed dog, tied up in a comfortable stall in the livery

stable in town. When we got in we found that Mollie

O'Brien, whatever may have been her faults, was exempt
from all further criticism, by virtue of the old saying,

de morhds, etc. In short, Mollie was dead 1 We thoaght
she might have strangled herself in her collar, but soon
found that was not the case. Then we concluded .she

had been poisoned, but could see no indications of that,

and were told that no one bad been in that part of the
stable since we left. The body was still limp, and we
did not think the dog had been dead more than half an
hour. Mollie was of very corpulent habit of body, and
had been eating very heavily. She may very likely have
died of apoplexy, induced by the excitement of wishing
to join the hunt. Or her heart may have broken at being
left behind. The plainest theory is that of poison, and
it may be very well to warn any other shooters going to

Argos to be very careful of their dogs. The natives

there are none too friendly to city shooters. Mollie may
have been the innocent victim of an unreasoning and
unreasonable spite. At any rat.e, she was dead, and we
could find no trace of the cause of her death. This of

course brought all thought of further shooting to an end.
It was rather an unpleasant duty that devolved upon Mr.
Organ, that of telling Mr. O'Brien that his dog was not
coming back home any more. Mr. Organ showed some
sense of this when he sadly remarked, as he looked upon
poor Mollie's body : "I'm afraid yoiir father was a shep-

herd. Mollie, but' it's too late to help that now, and I'm
sure I'm not going to lay it up against you now you're

gone,"
CHlOAao, 111.. Dec. 10.—Mr. W. C. Jacue, long known

in Bu^alo, N. Y., as a prominent shooter, is in this city,

^uest of his friend, Col. Chas. E. Felton. These two are
: st b§c4 ixcm. % yeyy ple§ga»t; enccesaful shoot

at Little Rock, Ark., and cannot speak too highly of that

spot for a shooting trip. They ran out on the railway
trains 8 or 10 miles into the country each day, and bagged
two or three dozen to the gun daily without any special

exertion. They epeak also in terms of the greatest en-

thusiasm of the Richelieu Hotel, of Little Rock, and its

proprietor, Mr. Jos. W. Irwin, who made thera so

thoroughly comfortable during their stay. A large Phila-

delphia shooting party was in during their stav, also a
isarty en route for Texas. Deer are described as abundant
within 25 to 40 miles of Little Rock, and quails in any
numbers.
Eagle River Club, of Chicago, sent up a party of nearly

twenty deer hunters in all this fall to its large preserves

in Wisconsin. They sent out seventeen deer in one lot,

and this does not represent the season's total.

At Peipbine, Wis., this fall, the hotel took fire. Mr,
Ackerman, of Lima, O., and a friend lost about all they
had, including seven dead deer, the rifle of one of them,
and a dog.
Mr. Waiter Wilmot, late of base ball fame, now of Min-

neapolis, was in town this week. He says that in a deer
hunt he and some friends had this fall in Minnesota, they
killed an adult and full developed deer, a doe which
weighed dressed only 3 libs. This freak is now in the
taxidermist's bands.

Mr. W. H. Parker, of Grand Piles, Quebec, Canada,
spent some time in Chicago this week, visiting with his

friend, Mr. A. L. Rose, one of Chicago's '49-ers. Mr. Par-
ker has long been interested in the formation of sporting

clubs in Canada, was the promoter of the Laurentian and
Shawinagan clubs, and is now forming the St. Maurioe
Club, with almost boundless preserves and endless trout

privileges.

The Calumet Heights Club.

Calumet Heights Club held bu-'iness session on the even-
ing of Df c. 7: present, Messrs. E, T. EUico^t, A. W. Car-
lisle, W. E Wilde, J. Gillespie. K" Marks, E. W- Carson,
W. tsbell. G. C. Lanphere, J. P. Fisher, R. W. Fleming,
J. E. Hinkins, C. S. Case, S. Booth, C. A. W. Piatt, Dr.

J. G Reid, Dr. F. A, Hodson, Dr. L. L, Divis Dr. A. W.
Harlan, Dr, Harlan was in the chair, Dr. Davis, secre-

tary. The following new members were elect-ed: Messrs.

L. B. Wilson, H. D. Dale, G. W. Selby and .J. D. Bisbee.

R'^pnlutions of respect were passed in memory of Mr, Geo.
Snffern. a member lately deceased. It was decided to

hold monthly pigeon shoots from next April to September,
and to choose on the records a team for competitions with
other club teams. The members were cordially urged to

be present at the social quiltine bee at Dr. Harlan's resi-

dence on the evening of Dec. 15, held by the ladies for the
purpose of of raising club funds. Calumet Heights Club
is now in better shape than it ever has been. Its tenure
on its grounds is thought safe for fifteen years to come,
and the present keeper is doing well, Durin^^fche past
year it has spent over $1,000 on the grounds. There are
about 75 quail now on or near the club grounds, and more
will be put down. Some of the members have been shoot-

ing these L| uail, one member killing nine in one day. This
should be stopped with a round turn, until the birds have
established themselves. Those now found are thought to

be strays from the lots put down by ToUeston Club.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club held a business meeting
on the evening of Dec, 9, This club also is in flourishing
condition, and that it should keep up interest during the
winter months shows that it is of the right timber.

The Pcassum Club.

The Possum Club met at Werner's, 93 Thirty-fifth street,

Tuesday evening, Dec, (>, present, Messrs. W. S. Haynes,
F, A. Place, W. P. Mussey, Geo, Mailett, G. Hetherington,
L. M. Hamline, C. B. Dicks, W. N. Low, R. A. Turtle and
O, F, Malcolm, Adjourned late for a date after Christ-

mas, Many weighty matters were discussed, spring shoot-
ing among others. There were not absent those who sup-
ported the old chestnut that to kill one old duck and eight
young ducks left just as many ducks as though no duck
bad been killed: and who also stuck in themud of the old
proposition that if all the States in the Union couldn't set

a day and hour for beginning at the same time to be good
and rational in shooting matters, it was of no use for any
one State, say Illinois, to be good and rational, Mr, Wer-
ner was strongly and openly opposed to spring shooting,
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NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
The New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and

Game is now thoroughly organized with a membership of olnbs

in all parts of the State.

We are in perfect accord with the State Fish Commission and
the Game Protectors, and the future gives promise of great use-

fulness.

The present game laws are a great improvement on those of the

past, and are in the main satisfactory, though there are some
slight imperfections which it is hoped soon to remedy.
The ordinary expenses of the Association will be kept at a low^

figure, in order that the assessments on the various clubs may be'

so small as to Induce a large, harmonious and zealous member,
ship.

It is a tact, however, that if this Association is to Mil with credit

the available sphere of its usefulaess, funds will be needed in

order that legislation may be legitimately watched, to the end
that bad enactments may be prevented and desirable laws pro-

moted and encouraged. It has been the experience of those en.
gaged in the work, that bad laws usually come from a lack of

informat'on on the part of law-makers, rather than from ulterior

motives and perverse disposition. It is a legitimate and worthy
object of this Association to spread abroad the enlightenment,

and create a public sentiment wbioh shall result in real Game,
Fish and Forest Protection, thus bringing to the people of the
whole State tangible, palpable benefit.

A special fund for this purpose has been instituted, and your
subscription is respectfully solicited. Contributions m9y be sent

to any member ol: the Ways and Means Committee and they will

be duly acknowledged in tbe columns of the Forest and Stream.
May we not confidently rely upon your cordial co-operation in

the work?
O. B. RET5fOM?8, President, Gen. H. h. Bhuce, Syracuse.
W. S. KiMBALt. Vice-President. F. J. AMsnEK, Bochester.

J, B, SAGE, Secretary-Treasirer W. H.Thompson,Alexandria Bay
W. S. Gavttt, Lyons.

Ways and ^4.eaQ8 Oo|Q«4tte«'i

AUTUMN DAYS WITH THE WOODCOCK
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 30,—Did it ever occur to you

that it was a very long time to look forward, from now
to the middle of next October? The fact has been forc-

ibly impressed upon my mind during the past few weeks,
since I got back to my de.sk again, after an altogether too

short session with the birds. In looking over some old
numbers of Forest and Stream, and thinking over the
incidents of my last vacation (which will have to console
me for the next 11 months) I could not help but notice,

what 1 have frequently noted before, how the opinions
of different lovers of the fields and woods were often
opposed to each other. Take the old grind of the wood-
cock's whistle. Of course I have my opinion as to how
it is produced, and no doubt the advocates of the opposite
theory have equally as strong reasons for their belief, and
there is little probability that either of us could convince
the other against what seems to both "proof positive."

Then there was the question as to whether partridges
roosted oil the ground, or on trees. Those who declare
that they roost on the ground may have seen them mak-
ing use of the ground for such a purpose, and if so what
effect can we expect to have upon them with the argu-
ment that we have as surely seen them roosting in trees,

or at least have started them for their roosts in trees, as

could be clearly proven by the droppings directly under
the limb from wbich they started. And who shall say
that they are not as close observers, as good sportsmen
as we, even thoug;h our views seem to us correct beyond
contradiction. J ust a few weeks ago I read a very inter-

esting article in this paper on the wind, and that is what
brings me to my last vacation. The writer of tha.t article

no doubt finds the woodcock moving on a sotith wind,
if he did'nt he would not look for them at such times.
But to us it looks ridiculous, Wliy ? Because we do not
find them coming to us on a south wind, but on the con-
trary on a cold norther. Our observation and experience
teach us that the woodcock come to us as early in the
spring as they can get here, and stay just as late in the
fall as the frosts will let tlaem. Of course natives are
moving about all the fall, but the flight has to be driven
down from the north by cold weather, at least that is the
way we figure it.

Columbus day was the date of the -''JSTessmuks' " annual
"Big Hunt" this year. Daylight found us behind the bob-
tails, putting Worcester behind us as fast as they cared
to travel. There is no earthly use in attempting to de-

scribe that morning, for probably every shooter in the
country was out just as earljr as we were, and enjoyed it

as thoroughly. Still I can't help remarking that it was a
"powerful"' fine hunting morning. It was high sun up
when we reached the ground?, and not much later when
w^e were "at em," We found a fair number of birds and
had a good forenoon's pport. About 11 o'clock every one
was hungry and the "Indian'" was started for a farm
house for a pail of milk, while the rest of us "took the
horses' heads off" and fed them, started a lire and soon
had the old coffee pot humming. There is something
about an oyster stew on a cool day that is most acceptable,
at least we found it that way, and after a liberal bowl of
this, together with several sandwiches and a cixp of coffee

it would seem that the most voracious appetite might be
satisfied, but not so, for the "Old Man" no sooner finished

his second cup than he began dressing a woodcock. The
rest followed suit, and the results of the morning's hunt
were soon broiling over the coals.

After this no one was in a mood to continue the hunt,
8o we picked up and started across country to see "Char-
lie Puss," and from there drove home. It wasn't much of

a hunt as hunts go, but the "Nessmuks" don't get an
annual very often, and the day's pleasure is not meas-
tired by the heft of the hunting coats at night.
A stretch of fine weather followed, and we had good

shooting, getting from 5 to 10 birds a day (two men), but
toward the latter part of the following week there came
a spell of weather. One night at the gathering at 'IJsha's

it was remarked that if there were not any woodcock the
next day there never would be any. The night was a
ripper, according to our theory, a cold north wind blow-
ing, with strong suggestions of vsdnter. The next morn-
ing as I went through Lincoln Square the depot platform
was pretty frosty, as I noticed with much satisfaction.

Oliver and Ned were out on the front steps waiting, just

as if a cold norther had put ideas of long-bills into their

heads, too. We hunted the same ground as on the first

day, and—well, we got as many as 3 or 10 that day. Yes,
I remember of man's getting more than that straight,

and he did not have them all either.

Don't talk to me about your Italian sunsets; give me a
day with such dog fl.esh as we had that day, and with the
woodcock away out in the thin birches and scattered

scrub pines, not a breath of wind, the sun bright as it is

only in October, and that is as near the height of physi-
cal enjoyment as I ever expect to get. Then come back
to work and know that it must be nearly a long year be-

fore you can take the pup out again, it's "dead wrong,
dead wrong." As I look ahead to that next outing so far

off, there come before the eye pictures of ranging dogs,
points and backs, birds bursting from the cover, some to

be neatly stopped in mid air, others to keep right on until

out of reach, the fire by the spring and the whole two
weeks come back to me with a delightful reality, and I

am satisfied that I have had my share of the fun this

season. "It's an ill wind," etc. HaIi.

Termont Quail*

Rutland, Vt., Dec. 12,—On Dec. 9 a woodchopper near
the village of Bristol discovered a lot of birds, and as he
thought, about 100 in the flock. He reported this at the
village, and the next day he saw" the same birds again to

the number of fifty. He succeeded in capturing one of
them which had lost a leg and was about half starved.

They turned out to be the regular Western quail. It is

not known where these birds came from, and there a,re

two theories in regard to them. Some two yeai's ago the
Rutland Fish and Game Club put out quite a lot of quail
which they had received from the West, but have never
heard from them since they were distributed. Possibly

they have endured the mild winters of the last two years
and these are a part of them. Another theory is, that
they may have com^ from Shelburne Farms from a dis-

tribution made by Dr. Webb, although it is not positively

known that the Doctor has distributed any at that point,
John Tixcom?,
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"A STANDING MENACE.

Cooke City vs. the National Park.

WASHrNGTON, D, C, Nov. 28, 1892.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with intfrest the staterQent regarding rail-

roads in the Yellowstone Park. The views there ex-
pressed meet with my concurrence, and I am pleased to
see such a thorough exposition of the subject. I have
always believed that if Congress gave to one railroad
company the permission admitting it within the Park,
the stej) would entail the granting of similar privileges
to otber corporations and thus amount practically to the
abandonment of the original act, by which the Park
was dedicated for the benefit of the whole people and
set apart to be free from private appropriation. This
opinion is shared by all those who have had ofHcial re-

lations with the reservation, and by every orte who has
investigated the subject from a disinterested standpoint-

It seems to me that when Congress fully understands
the nature of the c=ise,'they will realize the importance
of preserving the Park free from corporate intrusion,
and I think the paper you publish especially valuable
as showing there is no necessity for making a sacrifice.

Yours truly, W. Hallett Phillips.

hold snow, and by allowing it to melt gradually it tends
to prevent freshets and subsequent periods of very low
water. Thus it is a direct benefit to agriculture and
navigation in the lower valley. If this region is de-for-
ested, as it undoubtedly will be in time if it is removed
from the Park and delivered to the railroad, the violence
of the freshets will certainly increase, and the whole val-
ley will suffer accordingly.
No one who has ever visited Yellowstone Park can fail

to appreciate the wisdom that dedicated it to its present
uses, or can doubt that it is destined to a great and valu-
able future.

It is not too much to say that if the Park can be pre-
served as it now is, subject only to such slight changes
as are necessary to secure good roads and trails through
it, and proper hotels to insure the comfort of its visitors,
it will in time become a health and pleasure resort uti-

equaled in the whole world. Its maintenance is of more
than national importance ; it is an object of direct per-
sonal interest, now and in time to come, to travelers and
scientists the world over.

It is to be sincerely hoped that the disinterested care,
wisdom and patriotism, which has established and main-
tained thus far this truly national Park, will be adequate
to protect it in the future. Very truly yours,

Dan C. Kingman,
Capt. of Engineers, U. S. A.

Sile's big three-seated wagon, he proposing to drive
over to the old Homestead, his father's place, some three
miles back, where "rabbits were thicker than hairs on a
dog." We found Lot Howell ready for us. He is an old
grouse and rabbit shot of that neighborhood. Having
been brought up there of course he and Sile knew just
where every hare lived—that is, they would if there
hadn't been so many of them, I don"t know how old Lot
H. and his wife are, but they are mighty spry and
young looking to have the six-footer, Silas, as a son, and
more, I am told, of like kinds. Lot having let loose his
black and tan we were off up the sidehill, "We struck
nothing until we reached the top, which had been cleared
of the larger timber, and a growth of younger scions had
started. Here the music commenced. Whew! all the
dogs sounding, and five or six rabbits were on the jump
in as many different directions. First blood for Tucker,
to be soon followed by Lot; then one for Sopher; then
Jacobstaff, though somewhat blown coming up the steep
hillside, had a shot at a little fellow scudding off by him-
self on his side.

The hounds up that way are what we used to call fox-
hounds when we were boys. They ran the little hares
too fast, and are apt to hole them a short distance from
where they are started. But there are so many of the
little fellows that though often more than one is started,
only one perhaps is followed ; and when it is holed in a
stump or stone heap the dogs train it and take a fresh
track. With an old beagle hound properly broken, we
believe that an old man, though rheumatic and somewhat
broken down, if he had the fever on, could renew his
age. Because it is a fact well known of these little fel-

lows that if pursued slowly by the hound they will do
considerable play as long as they are sure of keeping
ahead, and are certain to get around in time to the very
place they were started from. We have known the
larger Lepua arctieus—thai changes his coat when the
snow flies—to keep on his circle many times around un-
til killed.

There were some comical episodes. Many misses and
some good shots, notably one by Fackert at a cock grouse
sailing through the tops" of the swamp trees. We think
he was as much astonished as the grouse when it tumbled.
The day had been growing darker. The wind grew damp
and cutting. We started for the house, but the rain and
sleet got us before we reached it. "Jacobstaff" knew
what he was talking about. We tarried not at the Home-
stead when we were urged to stay to dinner, and only
were let off by the promise to come again and give the
old family farm a shake up.

It takes all kinds of people, they say, to make up this
world's inhabitants. That follows good in Morris county.
We were crossing an orchard, when a hare jumped up
"forninst us:" we fired just as he reached a rail fence
built over a row of stones separating the orchard from
another orchard similar in size. We jumped over the
fence and were looking for blood or sign of a hit, when
we were aroused by what at first resembled the bellowing
of a wild bull. Upon looking up we discovered a big
red-faced and red-haired specimen of the male gender
with flashing eyes and huge fists doubled. "Get out of
this lot. Get over that fence. You have no right to
shoot here. I'll have the law. on you. Get out." We
tried to reason with the blonde maniac, saying we had
not shot on his grounds, that we did not mean to intrude,
etc., and much more in a pleasant manner; but the boor
wouldn't have it. "You are trespassing anyhow, an' I'll sue
you for that. Get over that fence this minute. We don't
like to be talked to that way, though we may have been
in the wrong, and we informed the infuriated land owner
that in order to arrest us for trespass he would have to
get a warrant from some judge or justice of the peace,
and by the time that was accomplished we proposed to
be in another county, perh^ips another State ; and as for
jumping right back over that fence at once, we could not
think of it. We thought at first that he was going to try
it on us vi et armis, but he seemed to think better of it;

but followed us along the whole length of his ground
filling the air with threats of what he would do. Bah !

How different the treatment we received from the genial,
big-hearted Howells, at whose house we finally arrived
in a drenching rai.n, and where a big dinner of roast
chicken and other viands made us all right again.
As it was necessary for Fackert to be home that even-

ing, and I had had enough, we asked Sile to drive us over
to Stanhope, while Sopher and Tucker stayed for another
day's sport. We had forgotten to say that we had been
joined that day by a Mr. John Spencer with his older
dog. John lives close by Howells and is a good shot, but
will be a better one when he gets a breechloader.
When we were ready to start we proposed to eettle with

Mr, Silas for his trouble. He was indignant. We talked
to Mrs. H.,and she wouldn't have it. What kind of
people were these? Received us strangers with open
hearts and hands, gave us the very best they bad and
that good and in abundance, drove iis over the country
and then to our station out of the way, No use talking.
They said they were glad to see folks once in a while

—

that they didn't keep a hotel, and it was not the time for
them to commence.
We finally invited Sopber and Tucker and Spencer to

ride with us to Stanhope and see us off. We found on
arriving at the station that we had an hour to wait for a
train to Jersey City. Mr. George G. Boothney, proprie-
tor of the Mansion House, had a very promising beagle
hound that they were anxious we should see. We saw
it. Mr. B. is a shooter, also a good fellow. They were
all good fellows around Stanhope. We shook hands all
around several times. We got our train, but promised,
at least Fackert did, to Mrs. Howell's invitation to come
again. I think she was astonished as well as pleased to
see him appreciate those cakes.
Hare shooting in Morris county is not so bad.

Jacobstaff.

A New-Subscriber Offer.

A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that
sum tlie FoKEST and Stream one year (price g4) aud a set of
Zimmerman's famous "Ducfeing Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price 85)—a $9 value for $5.

This offei- is to neio subscribers only. ; it does not apply to
reneivals.

For $3 a honaflde^ new subscriber for six mouths will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
leet's handsome works "Bifd J'ojfcraitQ fop tbe Yoijpg" (th©

price of which is $3).

U.S. Engineer Office, St. Paul, Minn,, Nov, 39, 1892,
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read your paper, "A Standing Menace," en-

closed with your letter of the 26 th, From a two years'
residence in the National Park, and a careful study of
the question discussed in this paper, I have no hesita-
tion in ."laying that its presentation of the case is sub-
stantially correct. There can be no doubt that the suc-
cess of either of the pending bills, or of any similar
measure, will work the ruin of the tourist routes in that
section of the Park, and the deptruction of the finest
game preserve in the world. Very truly yours,

Hiram M. (iiniTTEisbEN,
1st Lieut. Engineers, TJ. S, A.

United States Civil Service Commission, )

Washington, Dec. 5, 1892. f
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 have just read the article "A Standing Menace."
printed in the Forest and Stream, in reference to the
attempts made to destroy the National Park in the inter-
ests of Cooke City. I heartily agree with this article. It
is of the utmost importance that the Park shall be kept
in its present form as a great forestry preserve and a
National pleasure ground, the like of which is not to be
found on any other continent than ours: and all public-
spirited Americans should join with Forest and Stream
in the effort to prevent the greed of a little group of spec-
ulators, careless of everything save their own selfish in-
terests, from doing the damage they threaten to the
whole people of the United States, by wrecking the Yel-
lowstone National Park. So far from having this Park
cut down it should be extended, and legislation adopted
which would enable the military authorities who now
have charge of it to administer it solely in the interests
of the whole public, and to punish in the most rigorous
way people who trespass upon it. The Yellowstone Park
is a park for the people, and the representatives of the
people should see that it is molested in no way. Very
truly yours, Theodore Roosevelt.

Department of the Interior,
office of

Sdperintendent Yellowstone National Park,
Mammoth Hot Sprinds, Wyo., Bo.o. 4, 1893.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have seen your article "Cooke City vs. The National

Park," and I heartily indorse every word of it. You have
clearly and unmistakably stated the facts in the case,
and nothing but the facts. It is very refreshing to think
that there are still left some friends of the Park to fisht
its battles.

^

It is right to emphasize the fact that it is Livingston
that wants the railroad to Cooke City. Cooke City would
be satisfied with a railroad connection in any direction,
but only the route through the Park suits Livingston. A
branch to Stillwater, to Red Lodge, or to some point on
the Burlington would give Cooke City better facilities:
but in that case Livingston would never handle a cent of
Cooke City trade, hence the lobby.
Thanking you for the interest you have taken in the

matter, I am, very truly yours,
Geo. S. Anderson,

Capt. 6th Cav., Acting Supt. Y. N. P.

U, S. Engineer Office, Oswego, N. Y., Dec. 2, 1893
Editor Forest and SU'cum:

I have read with great interest the article you sent me
entitled " A Standing Menace," and I heartily endorse all
that it contains.
As you know, I was for four years in charge of the

construction of roads and bridges in the Yellowstone
Park, and was the first engineer engaged upon this work-
As such I prepared plans for the improvement of the
Park which were approved by the proper authorities, and

carried into execution by my successors.
While engaged upon this work I carefully considered

all possible means of transportation in the Park and came
to the conclusion that the construction and operation of
railroads there, upon any pretext or for any purpose
could not fail to be a detriment and an injury to it.
The alternative plan proposed of cutting off that por-

tion of the Park north of the Yellowstone River, is even
more objectionable than the railroad. The present
boundaries of the Park have been fixed and established
by law for more than twenty years. This alone ought tomake them forever permanent, and to change them now,
because they happen to interfere with somebody's selfish
plana would be a woefully bad precedent, and might
almost be said to interfere with the vested rights of the
people. °

The hundred and fifty thousand acres of land, in roundnumbers which it is proposed to take from the Park for
the benefit of a few individuals, is almost valueless forthe purpose of grazmg or agriculture. But it lies uponmountain sides, and forms a valuable and necessary part
o± the watershed of the Yellowstone River. Being highand y^ell timbered, jt admirably adapted to catlh and I

RABBIT SHOOTING IN MORRIS COUNTY.
Having passed the milestone of more than three-score

years, many of them in the woods and fields of different
States, I thought I had put away my breechloader for a
younger "Jacobstaff" to handle, or to be taken out per-
sonally only for a place behind the blinds for the webfeet
or bay bii-ds. My last trip for grouse over the mountains
of Pocono only a season ago had settled the matter. My
grouse days were done. But when I was advised of a
pressing invitation from jolly George A. Sopher, a former
popular resident of Jersey City (now of Madison, N, ,J.),

to Mr. E. E. Fackert, the rotund and rollicking commo-
dore of the Dolphin Fishing Club, of Jersey City, to come
and bring ".Jacobstaff" for a day among the Mollie Cot-
tontails, how could I resist?

We were promptly met at the station by George with
bis carryall. A drive of three miles brought us to the
residence of E. A. Tucker, a local shooter of the neigh-
borhood, who added not a little to the pleasure of the
trips. His mother—one^of those good old mothers we
read of, and all know—was ready for us and soon set
before us an appreciated breakfast. Then a drive of a
few hours through a diversified country brought us to
our destination, the domicile of Mr. Silas Howell, a well-
to-do farmer of Morris county, an ardent sportman and
a good shot. We were welcomed heartily by Mrs. H.,
his wife, not to fail to mention the coming shooter,
Johnny H., a chip of the old tree, a bright little fellow,
and destined to wipe his father's eye some of these days.
Mrs. H., the good housewife, had matters ready for us
in shape of a hearty country dinner, but the boys were
impatient for sport, A hasty bite or two of bread and
butter with cold spare rib, a quaff of sweet cider fresh
from the mill, and then the hounds were let loosn and
we were off for the swale and hillside but a stone's throw
from the house. We crossed the cow lot back of the
barn, and the dogs had but just entered the outlying
copse, when with a whirr ! whirr ! whirr ! three of the
gamest birds in the world disappeared towards the hillside.
Of course we were not looking for anything of that

kind there and then (often the case, you know), and were
too far behind for a shot anyway. Soon one of the dogs
gave tongue, joined in almost immediately by the other,
a pup that will show his stock and breeding one of these
days, and the woods were full of music. We separated,
scattering along near the outskirts of the thicket. Soon
a shot was heard, then another. "Ah, ha! Sopher, I
wiped your eye that time," A clean kill for Tucker after
George's hurried shot. Hold hard, here comes another,
to be neatly bowled over by Fackert. There goes another.
The woods are full of them. There is one for Sile.
another for Sopher, In the meantime, having proposed
to take things easy, I was up a stump, or rather on it.

Casting my eye down a wood road through the bushes,
I espied an old settler, a patriarch, we reckoned (as he
turned out by far the biggest killed in all the
time), leisurely hopping toward me, now and then
stopping and changing the position of his ears to
catch the fainter echoes of the hounds, then a
quarter of a mile up the hillside. To knock him over,
light my pipe and get back to my said stump was the
work of but a moment. Not very scientific nor sports-
manlike, some of our ardent young shooters may say.
Though we have not outspanned in Southern Africa and
potted elephants, nor followed the spoor of the giraffe and
others of the big ones in that region, we have had our
share among the. deer and with the bear of Wisconsin,
the grouse of the prairie and the thicket, the quail in the
copses and the snipe in the marshes. But those days are
passed. And as next best, we now in our sere and yellow
leaf enjoy the distant bay of the hound in the covert,
and as he turns our way the delicate patter of Lejms syl-
vaticus or areticns strikes our ear, and at the crack of our
gun he turns a somerset in the air, a little of the same
old thrill comes over us. Why not?
A few more shots and more of the heavy fellows added

to the shooters' pockets, then the horn was sounded, and
as the sun was slowly sinking behind the stone barn we
wended our way to the house, all somewhat tired except
the writer; he could have maintained his position on that
stump another day if they would drive the game to him.
After our ample supper, stories were told, pipes and

cider mugs emptied and we were off for bed.
We were up betimes in the morning, and having been

informed by our worthy host that yesterday's page was
only a preface as it were to the main work, we built big
hopes for the coming bags. But, alas for human hopes.
Upon glancing out of the window eastward we saw that
old Sol was just trying to show his face, but it was in
clouds of red and gold. "Jacobstaff" is too old a traveler
not to know what that means. "You can shoot until
about noon, boys, but look out for rain or snow there-
after. Had those crimson and yellow streaks been a
legacy to us as the sun went down all would be bright
for the following day, but always remember that 'a gray
sky proclaims a hunting morning.'" "Pooh!" they all
««>id, "no rain to-day."
Breakfast wg-s soon disposed of and we were pi?Ott in
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THREE MAINE DEER.
..GLOUCESTER, Dec. 6,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Dr.

_ring H, Pomeroy, of this city, has had an exhibition at

ihepard's meat market; a large buck with a magnificient

lair of horns. This deer was one of three which the

icfcor shot while on a two weeks' hunting trip down in

rtne. The locality where the deer were found was on
feasant Eiver, near the "Gulf," or Gorge, about ten
liles above Mt, Katahdin Iron Works.
The first deer or rather fawn, was killed before Thanks-

jiring. The Doctor was out with a companion from
ivhom he separated, after which he saw the fawn lying

Jown. The fawn jumped up and started to run away
when the Doctor put a bullet through its head just back
jf the ear. *

The second deer, the buck, the Doctor trailed a long
iistance over a ridge, keeping him in sigtit most of the

time. There was but little snow and walking through
the leaves made so much noise that the hunter pulled off

liis boots and '"hoofed" it in his stocking feet. The buck
it last scented danger and stopped, snorting wildly. He
Lurned side on and the Doctor put a bullet thi-ough his

iieart.

The third deer was killed after a running fire from
jveral parties. The Doctor held the deer, for the wound
proved that it was his small rifle bullet alone that had
ftauoed death.
Dr. Pomeroy 's rifle is a .38-40 Marlin safety. The

crowd at the camp at first made lots of fun over "that
>opgun," but after the Doctor had killed three deer with
hree shots, and had shot the heads off of a number of

[rouse, everybody thought that the gun or the Doctor
sras a "dandy."
A.t the some camp a Sir. Swift, of Dover, N, H., killed

, large black cat. The guide said it was the largest one
^e had ever seen. I wish Mr. Swift would kindly send a
iescription of that cat to ForeSt and Strea. It would
irove interesting reading. Hbbmit.

COLORADO GAME INTERESTS.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 7.—The sportsmen who are inter-

jsted in having a proper game law enacted are working,
and a bill will be presented to the next Legislature which
will be a vast improvement on the present law. Judge
France and other eminent jurists have the matter in

land, and will undoubtedly frame a bill that will ^e
explicit, and will protect game.
The buffalo killers have been at it again, and this time

it is certain that at least one has been killed. The follow-

ing is a copy of a letter received from Mr. D. N. Cassell

in reply to one asking him to verify a short special in the
Re^mblican;
Cassell'S, Colo,, Nov. 38, '93—Dear Sir: Yours inciuiring about

-the bufTalo ia at tiand. Statement is correct. I am personally
acqnainted with James Gregg, aad Isaw him a day or so after the
buffalo was found by him. It was found about five miles from
my house. In regard to the advisability of having a game warden
stationed in this locality, we are in need of one very much.
About a year ago one hunter killed six mountain sheep out of one
bunch withm a half a mile of my place. Every now and then one
is kUled, and there will be none left to breed unless something is

done soon. Yours truly, D. N. Cassell.

It seems as if the State officials could certainly devise

some plan whereby these few remaining animals would
be protected. All of our most influential citizens are

heartily in favor of amply protecting the few bulfalo and
sheep that are left, and an appointment of extra war-
dens by the Governor would meet with their hearty ap-

proval. Mr. Land does good work, but he cannot be
everywhere. He is willing to prosecute, but he has not
the time to hunt up proof in each case. The committee
who are revising the game laws should consider this

question and arrange for deputy wardens, with full au-

thority, to be stationed in the game.country. If the right

men are selected the illegal killingr would soon cease, as

it did in Maine. This is a question that interests the

whole nation, and such a pressure should be brought to

bear on the coming Colorado Legislature that it will be
compelled to fully protect the little remnant that is left.

Deputy Game Warden Kemble called upon me last

week. He says he is wilUng to do anything in his power
to stop the illegal killing of game, but he cannot do
much on $500 a year and pay all expenses himself.

The sportsmen claim that one of two bad features of

the present law is that clause which allows ranchmen to

kill game in the close season for their personal use. The
following was published in the Eocky Mountain News of

Dec. 6, and gives a ranchman's view of it

:

Austin, Col., Dec. 1.—A few hundred years ago in England, the
life of a deer was more than the life of a man; the pleasure of the
wealthy few more than outweighed the misery of the many, Iti

the eves of the law. There is now a danger tliat these injustices

may be engrafted upon the laws of Colorado, if the ninth ereceral

assembly enacts a game law in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of the annual address of the president of the RocJcy Moun-
tain Sportsmen's Association.
No person at all acquainted with the situation can fail to

reoognizs that next to the rich mines and fertile farms, Colora-
do's future lies in her unsurpassed scenery, her teeming trout
streams, her game preserves and camping grounds. But there
are already scattered th'-ough the game regions farms on which
brave, honest, industrious pioneers are seeking to wrest from na-
ture the subsistence which has been denied them in the more
thickly settled centers of population. These men, their wives and
children, have to eat only what staples they produce and what
game the surrounding hills give to them. Their beef and pork, if

they have any, is practically the only thing which they can turn
into ready money, and they must have clothes and groceries—
which only ready money can get. Their only meat, then, is veni-

son, trout and grouse.
Is it bpfter for Colorado to have a yearly visit of a few weeks

from a Boston or Chicago sportsman, who spt^nds perhaps $11X1,

kills five bucks when he cannot eat the meal of one; or to have a
family of bard working people, living and working the year round
for the upbuilding of the State?
Elk are now almost out of the question as a meat supply for the

settlers. It takes from iive to twelve deer to last through the
winter. The present law provides that deer may be killed only
one at a time for immediate consumpUon. The black-tailed deer
of Colorado is essentially migratory in its habits and in any local-

ity save clear back or. the Continental Divide, the mid-summer
range, or down in the Cedar Hills, the midwinter range, the deer
are constantly on the move. Moreover, from Nov. 10 to about
Jan. 1, the buck meat is too strong- flavored to be eatable. The
ranchmen, therefore, must lay in their winter's meat all at once
or eat bacon. The new game law should provide for this.

The people who kill the deer, kill them ruthlessly, remorselessly,
"just to see 'em kick," are the visiting "sportsmen.'' I have A'is-

lied many abandoned csmps, oue of them that of a prominent
member of the Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Association, and
found whole deer and pieces of meat hanging in the trees, rotting

or rotten. At the .iunction of the two main branches of Miller
Creek there are now tive does hanging to a rail hung between two
trees rotten. And it is not reasonable to suppose that a man will

come two or three thousand miles to kill one deer when the
woods are full of them; when there is not an active game warden
in 50 miles, and when on arrest and conviction there is only §50

to pay,
DBerarenati.ir&lly prolittc, b\u tb«^ Ff^eut game Iftw has cle^

etroyed all the balance of the sexes, and barren does are now
more common than bucks. Allow the killing of barren does until
the balance is restored, stop the butchering iu the name of sport,
enforce a reasonable diligence in the pursuit of wounded deer,
and, chief of all, stop hide hunting, and the natural increase will
keen as many deer in the woods as are killed.
The life of a man is more than the life of a deer, but it is doubt-

ful if the life of a hide hunter is more than that of his hundreds
of victims. It might not be politic to hang these eentry, but the
statute books should contain a law that would provide a residence
in the penitentiary—nothing less—so that the first ofifense should
be t;h6 last. A aARElELU COUNIY RANOHSlAiN.

MAINE BIG GAME.
The accounts of successful deer hunting in Maine con-

tinue to come in. One of the most happy parties yet
mentioned came out of the woods last week. It was
composed of J. M. Taylor, night editor of the Boston
Globe; L. T. Carlton', county attorney of Kennebec
county, Me.; S. B, Glazier, of High Springs, Alachua
county, Fla.; and John B. Lord, of Hallowell, Me. The
party went to Schoodic Lake, in Piscataquis county,

and had most remarkable success. The trio was favored
specially by "a good tracking snow," the very ideal for

stiU-hunting. Nine deer were the result of the trip. Mr,
Taylor, of the Globe, was the happy shooter of two. All

agree that deer hunting in that part of Maine is some-
thing wonderful this year. The camp they visited has
been the resort of several other successful hunters this

fall. P. O. Vickery, of Augusta, Me., is credited with
three deer. W. H.'Barnes, of Woi-cester, Mass., has also

taken his three, according to reports. Station Agent
Haa;gerty, of Oldtown, Me., is also credited with two.

But other sections in Maine have also been just as

good, as already mentioned in the Forest and Stream.
Andover, Me., must be added to the list, a town where
only a few deer have generally been taken in a season,

since they were plenty 40 and 50 years aero. Mr. L.

Dana Chapman, with Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, of

Boston, has a letter from G. P. Thomas, a successful

Andover guide, which says: "Friend Chapman—It is

the best snow to hunt on I ever saw. I hav^e been out

twice and fetched in a large buck both days. I have

THE HUNTING RIFLE.
Brbgerville, p. Q., Oct, 22.—Editor Forest and

Stream: 1 see "Aztec" has again entered the lists, and
am very glad of it, for I think this rifle question should
be sifted to the bottom.

It is quite plain that for the following reasons a large

caliber rifle should be used when hunting large game:
First—We have the testimony of many sportsmen that

they have very often lost wounded game when using
small caliber rifles; and on the other hand nearly all

those who use large caliber and proper cartridges seldom
lose game from insuftlcient killing.

Second—The extra weight of the larger calibers is fully

compensated for by their increased power.
Third—Game shot by an expansive or split ball with a

good charge of powder behind it (in a rifle of large cali-

ber) very seldom has its meat bloodshot.
Fourth—Small calibers destroy more game than large

ones, and send much of it away to die a cruel, lingering
death.
Fifth—The shock which the nervous system of an ani-

mal receives from the impact of a ball is a very import-
ant element in causing instant death. This is of course
much greater with a large caliber than with a small one.

If we are going to use a large caliber rifle simply to

drive a bullet through the game we shoot at, the small
caliber is only slightly less effective; but if we use the
large bores as they should be used we find a great differ-

ence. I have seen and heard of many instances in which
even .45cal. solid bullets have traversed deer and caribou
fi'om end to end, and yet some of those animals ran from
one to ten miles from where they were shot.

Again, what is the use of the large bore rifle, if we use
small bores for large game? We might as well do away
with it altogether. Common sense, however, points the
other way. I know that Mr. H., a friend of mine, and a
vei'y successful sportsman, dropped a large bull moose,
dead, with a .58cal. expansive bullet. Again, he shot a
fine buck with same gun and cartridge, which fell dead
20Et. from where it stood when hit. He told me that on
the other hand, he had lost three deer, and one fine

THK OLD Til\PPl*;R'S HOME.
Hugh Monkoh with Moknino PiAfME and Wm. .Jackson.

shot three bucks the last month. The last one. had tho

largest antlers I ever saw on a deer. He weighed 225

lbs. before dressing. So, if any one wants to come down
and get a deer, now is the time. Truly yours, F. P.

Thomas."
Tne latest yarn of Maine or Massachusetts manufacture

is told by Mr. N. G. Manson, Jr., of Bellows & Manson, a

Boston iron firm: and it relates how a Brookline, Mass.,

hunter in Maine this year killed a big bull moose, and
then captured alive a cow moose and made it haul the

bull out of the woods for him. As Mr. Manson tells the

tale with a perfectly grave face and great particularity

it must be true.

As to the great abundance of deer in Maine there may
be added an excellent report from Kingfield, where Mr.

Isaac N. Stanley, a cousin of Fish and Game Commis-
sioner Henry 0. Stanley, has a fern some three miles

from the village. There, and without gunning for them
at all, he has shot his three deer, with an old United
States muzzleloading rifle. One he shot from the win-

dow of his barn. The deer came down; the rifle did not

happen to be loaded , but the animal very accommodat-
ingly fed about in the field till Mr. Stanley had gone into

the house and loaded the gun. He went into the barn
and from an easy distance he put a ball through the head
of a beautiful piece of venison. Mr, Stanley writes his

brother in Newton, Mass., that a Farmington gentleman
has even beaten his record. He started from Farmington
in the morning, drove twenty miles to Kingfield, Here
he found Layl Tarr, a noted hunter and guide, and to-

gether they drove up to Mr. Stanley's farm, and from
thence up to the Taylor place, near Mount Abram. They
hitched their team beside the road, and before night they

had two handsome deer and saw tracks of many more.
By nightfall the Farmington gentleman was on his way
home. The wonderful tameness and boldness of the deer

is what surprises Mr, Stanley, and in fact almost every
sportsman who has been into the Maine woods this sea-

son. They are not run with dogs, and almost every deer

will stand near enough for a fair shot. Mr. Stanley says

that they are "about as tame as sheep "

Mr. S. C. D'zar, of the Boston shoe manufacturing firm

of Prouty & Dizar, has been down to Rangeley on a deer

hunt. Whether he secured his venison I have not yet

learned, but feel certain that he must have done so, un-

less some cauirie was against biro. Speotai,,

moose, when anag a .44 Winchester, though all were
badly hit (the moose by three or four bullets).

An animal must die more qvuckly when it bleeds from
a large wound, whether vital or not, than from a small

one in a similar spot. I have had occasion to shoot

several large dogs, and in every case but one I used .45-90

Winchester with expansive balls. All the dogs I shot

with this rifie died at once; the other shot with a 32cal.

did not die till I had fii-ed five shots into his heart. I

also shot a wildcat the other day, and killed it with one
shot. The bullet (split) made a terrible hole where it

came out. I think it is a mistake to split the bullets too

far down as they are apt to break off from the base, and
I prefer a bullet which "mushrooms" well, rather than
one which flies to pieces. L. D. von Iffland.

IN THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS.
Eddy, New Mexico, Dec. 1, 1892.—Messrs. W. J. Bon-

bright and W, J. Fisher, of Colorado Springs, Colorado,

M. Gillen of Philadelphia, and Judge Hawkins, of this

place, returned yesterday from a week's hunting trip in

the Guadalupe Mountains, 100 miles northwest of here,

with three deer and four wild turkeys. A herd of about

30 antelope were seen, within eight miles of Eddy, one
day last week, and smaller bunches have been seen in the

vicinity frequently during the past summer. It is ex-

pected that when the first cold weather comes, which,

will probably not be until January, the antelope will

come in from the Staked Plains, and be plentiful along

the Pecos River during the remainder of the winter.

A mountain man came in last week with three deer

and three wild turkeys on his wagon, and John Donoway,
who lives in the Guadalupes, sixty miles west cf Eddy,
brought in a brown bear that weighed 400 pounds. His
loin was served to the guests of the Hotel Hagerman on
Thanksgiving day. His skin is now being mounted for a
collection that is to be shown at the World's Fair.

Coyotes are becoming more and more numerous here

every month. The cattlemen are reducing their herds

and are not paying as much attention to poisoning
vermin as formerly, which is probably the cause of this

increase in the coyote crop. Several have been killed

near town lately and four were caught in traps, in one
night, at the IT. 8, rapc-b, 9. fe-w niHe^ ^^e^t of heye. X
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found one feasting on a dead horse just north of town a

few mornings ago, and drove within 50 feet of him
before he saw me. He then trotted off a few yards,

stopped and looked at me until I drove by. Of course, I

haa no gun with me at the time.
Ducks are numerous along the river and several good

bags have been made of late. W. S. Eustis, of the

Engineer Corps, killed 24 mallards on Thanksgiving day.

G. O. Shields.

A Missouri Opossum Record.

Sedalia., Mo., Dec. 3.—Prairie chickens, quail and rab-

bits are very scarce here this year. Generally we have
good cfjail and chicken shooting, but a great many nests

and young birds were destroyed by the June rains and
thunder, G, W. Nilcoln, the Sedalia pork packer, killed

a male opossum that weighed 13i pounds. Can any of

your readers beat it ? It is the largest ever heard of.

NlMROD.

Adirondack Deer.

ElizABETHTOWN, N. Y., Dec. 4.—My brother John and
some friends went down to North Hudson, Mud and
Clear pondg. They killed some 9 or 10 deer, and report
deer very plenty. They got one of those " swamp bucks"
—very short legs and large body. There are some 4 or 5

deer wintering on Green Hill, near our village, if they
are let alone. Geo, H, James,

The Hunter and the Farmer.
Much of the friction between hunters anrl farmers tnisjht be

avoided by a rPHBonable respent for the property of the la,tter by
the hunters. AVben the hunting season opens the country is in-
vader! by an army of sportsmen and their dogs from the neigh-
boTingcity. This array is ridiculously out of proportion to the
fimount of game to be captured, but tlierei is amusement in the
hunt even v^hen there is no game in the bag. A man will rove all
day without a. good Rhot. just as a meditative fisherman will sit
all day without inveigling a single fish into his basket. As in
thn serious business of life the anticipation of things is often more
enjovable than their possession, the hunter's -jhief amusement
lies in this preparation for the day. and the hopeful search among
the possibilitie" of upland and moor.
While the hunter is thus having a good time "possessory or

anticipatory.'" the farmer greets him with anything but hospitali-
ty. He peppers local papers with curt trespass notices signed by
long iists of names, so that the nomadic gunner may Isnow specifi-
cally where be wiU uot be welcomed.
Tbe hunters are to blame for this apparent lack of "old fash-

ioned" couutry hospitality. They rarely take tbe trouble to ask
the owner's permission to invede his territory. They storm it like
a hostile band of guerillas, laying waste fences and stone wnlle,
a.nd in other ways outraging the rights of property. A rar^leBS
shot in a neighboring county, it is reported, fired a barn, which
was totally destroyed. Should a band of farmers raid the yard of
a city dweller in search of something which it would be lawful to
catch on wild land, the band would be hauled at once before a
magistrate and fined,
A single hunter occasionally making his appearance at the

farmer's door and a'^king, in a proper manner, the privilege of
gunnmg on the premises, would in many instances secure the
desired license. The chances are he would be invited to dinner,
and the fnT-mer's boy would tell him. where game abounded.

betWApn the hunter and the larmar will not be settled on the
proper basis antil the hunters organize and purchase from farm-
ers who are willing to sell, the right to slroot on their premises
under pledges to repair all damages. Game in season is free, but
the right to shoot, or even to enter, upon the p'-emises of another
aces not exist. There are laws in abundance Imposing penalties
tor shnoting on the property of another. Thpy are not alwavs en-
torceri because the country constabulary is not well organized Tohunt up a magistrate and a constable is trnnblesome. and the
Chances are the invader will have made good his epcape before
the Ipgnl machmery is in effective running order.—Gemccntow/i

fen

mc Fish Laws of the United Stales and Canada, in the
''Game Laws in Brief;' 25 rents. In the ''Book of the
Game Laws" (f ull text), 50 cents.

WITH A FLY-ROD.
A Sentiment to Go with a Gift,

FEOM A FATHER TO A SON.

Accept this md my boy.
At this time of Christmas .ioy,

For your love of sport and gentle temper mild.
Tor old Solomon hath said.

And he's very wise though dead,
That if you spare the rod you spoil the child.

Daksville, N, Y., Dee. 12. H. W. D. L,

A BIG SEA DEVIL.
Mu. S. G. Worth, of the U. S. Fish Commission, has

related to us the following incident which he had from a
gentleman residing in Brooklyn, N. Y. His informant
had followed the sea as captain of a vessel for forty-four
years and had observed many curious things durino- his
long sea life:

o °

"Sorne years ago off the coast of Brazil," said the Cap-
tam, I saw a fish which was so remarkable that it at-
tracted the attention of the whole ship's company. The
carpenter had been at the wheel, and when I came on
deck he reported that a strange fish had been following
the ship all the morning. I looked at the animal and
tound that It was shaped like a sting rav, 30ft, across the™"

rni
^""^ "^^^^ ^ tapering tail about 40ft. long,

'The fish swam just under the water and occasionallv
stuck out two horns, a fathom each in length, and situ-
ated on the fore part of the head. I was sure that the
eyes were m the ends of these horns. Two young onesaccompanied the large fish, one swimming just on tonof either fin,Tight and left.

j^otuu lup

the first officer to get out a harpoon which
f^^. ^'7^^ ^^"^ ^"^^ ^ of ^ope. Justmen the fish swam alongside and up to the bow, whentbe oflicer harpooned it, and the crew of about sixteenmen commenced hauling it in. They hauled too fast,

Sor/hT'tlTfi J, T^*^ ""^^ ^^^"^ ^""1 ^^^y l^adbrought the fish half way over the rail, when the weighttore the harpoon out and the monster escaped.

r^J \ disappear when the hauling

beenSOoS:-
the weight of the fish must havl

niSr^f'^^'f
Forest AKD Strea.^ will doubtless recog-

iu«9 m the above desqnptiou the sea devjl, devilfish,

vampire or manta of tropical waters of America, although
the tail in this species is not so long as the captain's ob-

servations would imply, but is only about equal to the

length of the body. The maximum width of this great

ray is usually stated to be about 30ft., which could read-

ily be magnified to 30ft. under the excitement of such an
experience as befell the narrator of the above story. The
eyes of the sea devil are not situated at the ends of the
hornlike projections of the head, but are located on
eminences at the base of these frontal api^endices.

The first popular notice of the occurrence of this great
ray on our shores was published by Catesby and was
based upon explorations in the Carolinas. Dr. Mitchill

also described a specimen which was captured at the
mouth of the Delaware Bay.
A graphic account of fishing: for the sea devil is given

in " Carolina Sports," by the Hon, "William Elliott. Mr.
Elliott devotes nearly one hundred pages to hia descrip-

tion of devil fishing, and has embodied it in much that is

novel and exciting. He relates the following circum-
stance, which shows the enormous strength of this great
ray : "In one of the inlets of the coast of Georgia a trad-

ing vessel lay at anchor, and while her crew was onshore
one of these fish seized the cable and dragged her off,

anchor and all, to the consternation of the sailors, who
pursued their retreating bark for some miles in their boat,
and regained her when the devil fish had contrived, or
seen fit, to disengage himself from his prize."
The same author relates another story of a negro ser-

vant in his own family. "The negro was fishing near the
Hilton Head Beach for sharks, and accompanied by an-
other hand was anchored about 50yds. from shore in a
four-oared boat, when a devilfish seized hold of the shark
line. Whether he grasped the line between his feelers or
.iccidentally struck the hook into his body, cannot readily
.be known; but he darted off" with the line, dragging the
boat from her anchorage, and moved seaward with such
fearful velocity that the fishermen threw themselves flat

on their faces and gave themselves up for lost. 'After
lying a long time in this posture,' said the old man, 'in

expectation of death, I gained a little heart, and stealing
a look over the gunwale saw iron swim—there was the
anchor playing duck and drake on the top of the water,
while the boat was going stern foremost for the sea ! At
last,' said he, 'we cut loose when he had almost got us out
to sea.' The earnestness of the old man and the look of
indescribable terror which he wore when telling the story,
convinced me that he spoke the truth."

MUCH FUN FOR LITTLE MONEY.
Among your many readers in this vicinity there are

doubtless some who, like mvself, are lovers of sport and
yet feel that they cannot afford to give their families and
themselves an expensive vacation. For the benefit of
such I will give my experience of giving my family a
ten weeks" outing, besides having a royal time myself
without any loss of time from my business and at less
expense than staying at home.

I reside at Evanscon, twelve miles north of Chicago
and about thirty miles across country from the fifty odd
small lakes in Lake County, 111.

Out of five pine boards, to be had at any lumber yard
at an expense of $3.50, 1 built my own skiff (flat bottom)
during ray spare hours in winter, utilizing my hay-mow
for a workshop. You can do the same, reader, if you
only have the courage to try. As soon as the roads are
thoroughly settled in the spring I engage a team for $7
to take our load to camp across the country, in order to
save shipping over two roads and transporting. Our load
consists of four spring beds and bedding, crockery, a few
chairs, tents, etc. ; on top of this we tie our boat and then
pile our three boys into the boat. We start the load early
BO as to enable the boys to put up at least one tent before
the arrival of their mother and little sister Ella,who go to
Chicago and take the afternoon Wisconsin Central train
which lands them within one mile of camp.

'

AVe have four tents, which, with good floors in three
of them, cost us about $G0, and will last from 6 to 8
years, with ordinary care. We make our camp on the
bank of a beautiful lake about 40 rods from the home of
as "white" a farmer as the glorious State of Illinois can
produce. Mr. Farmer supplies us with butter fresh from
the churn at 15 cents per pound, milk at 4 cents per
quart, eggs at 10 cents per dozen, provided my boys will
go to the barn and hunt them, and 50 cents per week for
the use of the ground and the wood we burn. He con-
siders it an insult to offer him pay for buttermilk, skim-
milk, ice, vegetables and "such little things," as he calls
them.

I leave my business at 9:15 P. M. Saturdays and take
the Wisconsin Central train at 10:45, which brings me to
camp at about 13:30. I lose no time getting to sleep, for
I am sportsman enough not even to let the sun get up
ahead of me when on fishing ground, I have read
Forest and Stream and several other sporting papers
for years, and have often had the blood tingle in my
veins when reading of the large catches made in northern
Wisconsin and Michigan, but I doubt if any of the gen-
tlemen had any more real unadulterated pleasure than I
have on my short and inexpensive Sunday trips not 40
miles away from home.
My catch in 11 Sundays and 8 week days the past sea-

son, after throwing back everything that weighed less
than l*lbs..was 123 bass, all "large-mouths. My largest
catch was 13 bass and 1 pickerel before breakfast on July
b. My next largest was on Aug. 14. when Mr. H, S. Far-
well, of Chicago, who, by the way, is the most graceful
bait caster I ever had the pleasui-e of meeting, did me the
honor of spending a day at our camp. We toot 15 bass
all above 31bs. before 10 A. M. '

Two incidents that transpired that day are too good to
keep. Two friends, who are well known in Chicago
business circles, and whom we will call S, and C. asked at
the eleventh hour to spend Sunday at camp with me
but Sir. FarweU having already accepted my invitation!
i could not accommodate them, so I found quarters forthem at the farmhouse, and one of my sons kindly
volunteered to row their boat, but luck was against themand i P.M. found them without a fin. To say that the
boye were disgusted and looked blue around the gills is
putting it mildly. Every little while they would uncover
the lee-box and look at the 18 beauties therein and
again lament their luck: even my root beer lost its charm
for them. After Mr. F. and myself had chuckled to our
heart 8 content we divided with them, giving them theHon 8 ehare^ which pleased them immensely. The next

morning the farmer's good wife informed my family of
tbe good luck my friends had had "late last night," and
said she had advised h^r husband to go fiahing after dark
in the future. When S. and C arrived home they pre-
sented the editor of our leading pappr with their largest
basp, which brought out in glowing lines the success
they had had on their fishing trip and vouchsafed the in-
formation that they excelled everything in town in the
piscatorial art. All any one has to do now to make their
"necks swell" is to ask them how many cigars it takes
to keep me from talking.
The other incident, which is somewhat harder to swal-

low, but equally true, is as follows: Mr. F. and myself
had a strike at the same time, Mr. F, brought his fish
to net, but just as my son was about to put the nef und^r
mine, the line, which was a size H silk, parted about 30
inches above the snell. I may have thought a great
deal in a short time, but never a word did I say. Tbe
second day after my seven-year-old daughter Ella and
myself were casting within one hundred yards of where
I had lost my bass. Ella got a strike and began playing
her catch in true sportsmanlike manner; suddenly she
lowered be rod and exclaimed, "Oh, papa! he is gone."
I told hrr to reel in her line and see if her frog was all
right. On raiping her rod she shouted, "He is on again,
he is on again," and so he was. She brought him to net
and was happy. My son Morris took him from the net
to extricate the hook, looked disgusted and said: "Look
hpi-e, papa; just see how she has got her line fixed.
Well, if that is not just like a girl, anyway. Here is one
hook end frog up here, and down there she has another
hook with her fish on and no bait." On examination I
found she had my lost fish. The only way I can explain
the strange affair is that the bass took her frog, and that
in the fight that ensued my lost line became entangled
on her hook in such a manner that when he tore loose
from her book my line held him until he was brought to
net. There is no doubt about it being my fish, for there
was my 5-0 Kendall-sneck hook, my line and my knot.
I brought him home and showed him to Mr. Farwell,
and he too felt positive that it was my fish,

I retire early Sunday evenings and leave camp at 5
A. M, Monday, and arrive at my place of business at
eight, sufficiently early for Monday mornings, feeling
that I have put in a very big and a very happy day at an
expense any poor man can afford, for by buying a~35-ride
commutation ticket, the round trip from Chicago costs
les^i th*an one dollar to the center of the lake region.
When I get ready to break camp in the fall I sell wy

skiff to the farmer for $10, and the storing of what sluif
I want to leave until the next summer. The .$10 pays for
the teamster one way and the coat of material, besid -s

having the use of it for ten weeks without cost.
Now reader, figure the difference between the cost of

living at prices quoted above and, say, $12 for car fare,
and what we pay in the city, to say nothing of the bene-
fits in health and comfort your family derive from living
in the pure air of the country during the hot summer
months, and I think you will go and do bkewisp, or ae
much better as your means will permit, UNCLii JoHS.

ANGLING NOTES.
Broiled Scrod.

I READ in the newspapers that broiled scrod has just
been introduced into New Y''ork city from Boston, and
has found such favor that there is an increasing demand
for this excellent dish, but the fish dealers in New York
are unable to furnish this fish and that the supply comes
from Boston. My fondness for broiled scrod has caused
some of my friends to poke quite a bit offun at me. I have
eaten it in all sorts of places in Boston and at all hours,
but I did not first eat it there. Something over twenty
years ago I was much in New York city, and in the fall

and winter months, if it was possible I made it a point to
go to Dorlon's in Fulton Market for lunch, if I was in the
lower part of the city at the lunch hour. I was extremely
fond of oysters, and believed I could get them better at
Dorlon & Shaffer's than at any other place. One day I
went as usual to Fulton Market and met Mr. Dorlon be-
fore I reached his store, and remarked that I was tired of
oysters. He thought a moment and said "You go in and
order two bottles of white label Bass, and I will furnish
the rest." In a few moments he came in and sat down
and the waiter put a covered dish between us on the
table. When tbe cover was removed 1 found that the
dish contained a broiled fish, and somewhat to my disgust
it appeared to be a codfish. Dorlon thought I was find-
ing fault too early in the game, and so I was, for when I
had finished I thought I never had eaten mything of the
fish kind that was more delicious. Mr. Dorlon said that
when I came into the market the fish was alive. He
called it broiled young codfish, and so I called it until I
found in New England that it was called scrod or
rather escrod: but call it broiled young codfish, broiled
scrod or escrod, schrode or scrode, as it is also termed,
and cook it in Boston or New York, it is good, fit for the
gods and fishfermen. One thing, however, is imjiortant,
if the fish is not fresh out of the water, oruer something
else.

Hudson River Salmon.
This is a subject that I return to as a duty, and with a

certain regularity as the seasons come and go, because it

is a subject that I am deeply interested in, and wish to
interest others in it. Last year the salmon made their
way up the Hudson as fai- as Baker's Falls at Sandy Hill,
and this because the dam was taken out at Fort Edward
to be rebuilt. This year the new Fort Edward dam was
sufficient to stop the salmon going above that place, but
I thought surely they would be seen below the dam,
which they were not. Then I heard that the fishway at
Thomson's Mills (Fort Miller) was filled with drift and
that it was closed and, so far as I can learn, nothing has
been done by the New York Fish Commissioners to have
it opened or cleaned. This fall I heard that a salmon had
wandered way off" up into Schoharie Creek from the Mo-
hawk, and this made me think that something was wrong
with the other fishway at Mechanicville, or the salmon
would not try the Mohawk arid its tributaries, for none
have been planted there. Next I heard that the Me-
chanicville fishway was also filled with driftwood, and
for this reason useless for the purpose for which it was
built. This, indeed, was a state of things! After the
State had spent $7,500 to build the fishways, the Commis-
sioners did not evince sufficient interest to keep the fish-
ways in working order, If the fishways had been iw
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spected this year I would be glad to record it. Finally, I

heard that a man had appearfd at Mechanicville, one day
last summer, claiming that he was one of the State Fish
Commissioners, and spent a day watching the big salmon
resting in the tai 1 race coming from the mill wheels.
The next morning this man who claimed to be a State

Fish Commissioner appeared at 4 o'clock to the watch-
man at the Plaster Mill, which is near by, and asked for

a gun or spear that he might kill some of the salmon,
which species of murder he said he was authorized by
the Fish Commission to commit. Admitting that the
man was a Fish Commissioner, he had no more right to

spear or shoot a salmon tban any other man in the State,

and the Fish Commission could not authorize such an act

any more than a district attorney could authorize a bur-

glar to rob a bank, or burgle a private house. If the Fish
Commissioners wish to run this man down I presume they
can obtain a description of him that may lead to his

identity.

Black Bass Season in New York.

Repeatedly I have poin*^ed out in Forest and Stream
the evil resulting from opening the black bass season in

New York State on May SOch. After all the testimony
regarding the open seaport for fish and game had been
taken by the Codifying Commission, Gen. Sherman, pres-

ident of the Commission, did me the honor of consulting
me in regard to the proper open season for some of our
fishes. I contended then, as I had for years before in

this journal, that as black bass spawn all through the
month of June the season should not open before July Ist.

Gen. Sherman was satisfied from his personal experience,

, and the evidence taken by the Commission, that July 1st

was as early as the season should open anywhere in the
State. But because of the strong opposition to a late

opening the code was i-eoorted to the Legislature with
the compromise date of June 15th for opening the black
bass season. The Legislature very promntiy amended
the date making it May 30th, as before. The passage of
the cede wiped out many special laws applying to a
riozen or more lakes and streams in which black bass
fishing began on dates varying from July 1st to July 10th,

and all the waters of the State with one exception were
opened to June fishing, which means killing by statute
law spawning bass and bass with young, unless moral
law steps in : but we all know that statute law can give
moral law cards and spades and a beating every time.
The new code was scarcely printed and distributed before
a howl went up from the very lake for which the May
30 sh law was passed, that the bass were growing scarce,

and the state would have to restock it. or the season must
be shortened, or something else must be done to save the
tishing. As far as this particular lake is concerned, the
people have made their own bed to fit the bass beds, and
if the spring is stiff and lumpy, and the clothes short top
and bottom, and the cool vernal winds get under the
coverlet, let her blow ; but th^re are other waters that
never wished such a law. There is an opposition to

special laws, but the people who earnestly desire to pre-
serve the black bass froro ilestraetion have a remedy.
Last summer in one of these waters, T urged that anglers
throughout the State should see to it that the boards of
supervisors in the different counties where black bass
have suffered because of June fishing, should pass a law,
as they are authorized to do, which would shorten the
bass season.
The Board of Supervisors of Warren county, upon mo-

tion of Mr. Ross, have resolved: "That fishing for, catch-
ing or killing black bass or Oswego bass in Schroon River,
the lakes, ponds and streams tributary thereto in Warren
county, shall be iJrohibited by law except between the
first day of July and the thirtieth of September in each
year. For violating the provisions of this law a penalty
of ten dollars will be imposed for each fish killed, caught
or had in possession." This closes Schroon Lake, Brant
Lake, Friend's Lake, Loon Lake—all places of summer
resorts wi^h hotels large and small: Smith's Lake in
Chester; Round Pond, Burnt Pond and Long Pond in

Horicon, and Sherman Pond, which is so close to the
line between Bolton and Horicon I do not know which
town it is in. Most of the waters I have named are well
known to a large number of summer visitors for the black
bass fishing they afford, and it will be well to bear in
mind that a local law now forbids fishing in them for

black bass before July 1. Why the supervisors cling to
thfe name Oswego bass for the large-mouth bass they
alone can answer, I never have heard of any large-

mouth black bass in any of the waters covered by this

law, and if there are it would be far better to stamp out
the name Oswego, as applied to the fish. Closing the
season Oct. 1 will do neither harm nor good, for very few
bass are ever caught after that date, for they wiU not, as

a rule, bite freely, but if they do they are in good condi-
tion to be eaten, for they do not spawn until the following
poring. I am not inclined, for one, to find fault with the
October closing since the supervisors have cut ofH the
June fishing. A. N. Cheney,

PENNSYLVANIA FISH WARDENS.
We are indebted to Commissioner W. L, Powell for

the following notes relative to fish protection in Pennsyl-
vBnia. Warden James Kelly, of Huntingdon, has torn
out nine fish dams and dismantled three baskets in the
Raystown branch of the Juniata. He has destroyed three
dams and two nets in the Juniata, one dam in Standing
Stone Creek, and one in Vineyard or Crooked Creek,
The warden has brought suit against four persons who

rebuilt dams and had two Italians fined for dynamiting
fish.

The sheritf issued his proclamation against illegal

fishing, and as a consequence, two dams and baskets were
removed by their owners in Angwhick Creek, three in the
Juniata and two in Stone Creek.
Warden Kelly has notified all parties who gig or spear

fish at night, and those who use dip-nets and other' un-
lawful implements that unless they stop the use of such
apparatus he will prosecute them to the full extent of
the law.
Warden Jonas De Turck reported from Exeter, Berks

county, that illegal fishing is on the decline in his district.

There is some unlawful fishing in the small creeks, but
the last three suits have greatly improved the situation.
There is no violation of the law in the river and none be-
low Reading in the creeks, for these contain many fish,

•"specially the Antietam and Monocacy. Although the
DauberviUe parties yf^t^ w>% conyicted, the suit poai;,

them a pile of money and they will not break the laws
again.
Warden De Turck complains that the Schuylkill swarms

with monster carp, many of these fish 30in. long, are be-

ing caught. His largest one weighed lllbs. At Linfield

and the catfish dam many bass were caught, some of them
very large. The Neversink dam is full of fish, but they
have the flavor of coal oil caused by refuse from the gas
factory.

OHIO FISH COMMISSION.
The eleventh annual report of the Ohio State Fish and

Game Commission for the year 1891 has been received from
the former president of the Commission, Dr. .James A. Hen-
shall.
The report is a general one containing chiefiy a record of

the number of fish distributed, the reports of wardens and
of the hatchery superintendent. The appendix is devoted
mainlv to statistics of the fisheries of Lake E.iie, obtained
from U. S. Fish Commissioner MacDonald.
In iVfarch, 1891, the hatchery at Sandusky contained

39,000,000 of whitefish, whit-h were planted about the Bass
Islands and in Sandusky Bay. After the whitefish were de-
posited 15,000,000 of pike-perch eggs were collected, most of
them were hatched, and the fry were planted in Musking
dom River, Tot-tage Grove Lake and Sandusky Bay.
From 16,000,000 sturgeon eggs the commissioner reports

that they obtained 5,000,000 of young sturgeon.
With a special appropiation of $8,500, granted by the Leg-

islature in 1891, a, fish car was built. The car was finished
in August, and in September began the work of transferr-
ing black bass, pike-perch, rock bass, crappies, catfish,

suckers and other flsbes. About 200,000 adult fishes were
thus replanted. With characteristic generosity the rail-

roads of the State, except two or three, hauled the car free
of expense.
The sturgeon eggs were hatched in boxes in open water

about the islands at the mouth of Detroit River. Some of
the fry were planted at the mouth of the i-iver and the re-
mainder around the islands of Pat-in-Bay. The eggs placed
in the Sandusky hatchery did not develop.

FISHCULTURE IN RUSSIA.
Dr. Nicolas Bobodine, Fish Commissioner of the Ural

district in Russia, is now in Washington studying the his-

tory and methods of American fishculture and fisheries. He
h.as visited most of the important fishing centers of the
world and now begins the comparison of Old World systems
with those pursued in the United States.
The L'ral district contains no salmon or whitefish, its

principal fisheries having as their object the sturgeon, her-
ring, catfish and species of the carp family. The sturgeon is

a very valuable fish, and the society whose representative is

now among us is desirous of accomplishing its increase by
artificial propagation. Singularly enough there is consider-
able activity in sturgeon fishing through the ice In certain
deep parts of the Cral River. Judging from Dr, Borodine's
description, the capture of those large and valuable fish Is

attended with great excitement-
Russia has only one kind of catSsh^ hat, .America must

yield the palm for giant size, since the Russian species,
called tfla'/iis, attains to the weight of lOOlbs., and is esteemed
for food.

Colorado Trout Waters.
Destee, Ool., Dec. 7.—The United States Fish Commis-

sion took 100,000 trout eggs from Lake Wellington on Nov.
24 and placed them in the fish hatchery near Denver. From
Lake Geneva the superintendent took 100 fish averaging
31bs. each. This lake was stocked two years and five
months ago. Game Warden Land says there are a large
number of lakes in Colorado that are perfectly adapted for
trout raising. It is reasonable to assume that trout placed
in other lakes would grow as rapidly as those in Lake
Geneva and the stocking of them is well worth the atten-
tion of the Fish Commission. Teseeby.

The Great New York Central System
Stanus as a magnificent contradiction to the argument aga'nst
concenrrated railroad interests. Coming into existaBce in 1869,
by the consolidation of short lines between New York and Buffalo,
the system has vastlv extended its control, and to-day operates
the principal passenger service out of New York to Ohicfgo, Cin-
ninnati and St. Louis All through the history of ita evolution
from small things to tl^e first of American railways, the mRnage-
ment of this road have recognized that the people's interest was
their inter'^st; and that a ualicy that would best serve the public
would be of greatest benefit to the road. This road to-day is giv-
ing the best passenger sesrviee in the world.—/>i.<;ie.

Holiday Tour to Old Point Comfort via Penn-
sylvania Railroad.

Christmas week is a most fitting period for a short trip of re-
creation, and in order to provide a contrenial outing for this pur-
pose the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has arranged a holiday
tour to Old Point Comfort. The party, under personal escor",
will leave New York and Philadelphia on Tuesday, Dec. 3T. The
entire period of the tour covers four days, anri the rate for the
round trip, including all necessary expenses, is $18 from New Y'^ork
and $15 from Philadelphia If one desires to vary the journey by
returning viaBichmond and Washington; he may spend one day
at the Hygeia Hotel, and return via the above cities, at the same
rate. This is a most delightful tour.—^(Xu.

Winter Shooting.
SpOTtTSMEN who are laying their plans for a southern shooting

trip should make a note of the Princess Anne at Virginia Beach,
Va. This hotel is happily known by those to whom comfort is

essential, as combining an excellent service and appointment,
with some of the very best shooting to be found on the Atlantic
sea coaPt, In the immediate ueighbnrhood of the hotel are favor-
ite feeding grounds for ducks and snipe, while in the open cour'try
inland good quail shooting is to be had. To the north is the Vir-
ginia de=ert,"where bear, deer and wild cattle nbonnd. The a^"-
vertisement of this hotel will be found in another column.

—

Adv.

Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography

Competition.

See details in another column.

F I XTU R E S.

DOG SHOWS.
1S93.

.Ta,n. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversville, N. Y,
Feb. 31 to 2t.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city, Jas.

Mortimer, Supt.
April t to 7.—New England Kennel Olab, at Boston, Mass. .7.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
Mav 3 1 o (} —Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y-
.June 13 to 17.—Woild'a Fair, Chicago,
Sept, 7 to 10.—Hamilton, (Jntano. A. D. Stewart. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 19.-Iri8h Setter Field Trials, at Lexington, N, C, Dr. G,

G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa„ Sec'y.

1893.

.January.—Paclflc Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Gal, .1. M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brnmhv. SeoV
Feb. 13 —United States F. T. Club Trials. New Albany, Ind. P.

T. Madison, Sec'y-Treas., Indianapolis, Ind,

The Greatest Dog Selling Agency
in all America is the "Forest and
StreaiTi's" Kennel Special Adver-
tising Columns. - See page viii.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S TRIALS.
Thbt began on Monday, Dec. -5, and the .stakes were run

in the order of the advertised programme.
A great improvement in the rules was the abolishing of

the tinae limit. As a consequence there were no repetitions
of the wearisome experience of past years in following a
brace of dogs around and around with no otbe;* purpose
tban to comply with an arbitrary and senseless rule.
The judges were Messrs. J. M. Tracy, N. Wallace and W,

S. Bell, the latter of Pittsburgh, Pa. This trial was the
fir.=!t one at which Mr. Bell judged. He fell into line like an
old-timer. In respect to them, they were the most alert and
painstaking three judges of the season. They kejit up with
the handlers and watched the work constantly. I did not
notice one get into a trance or dreamy contemplation of
pleasant reminiscences, nor did I notice any overwhelming
otnwi. They worked earnestly and conscientiously. Of
course thei-e were a few who were kicking, but that showed
a good normal field trial condition. Were a field trial to be
run without a kick, it would be just cause for alarm in that
it would be a departure without a precedent. One young
man, a right good fellow on whose hair rests some of the
Lard frosts of forty-five winters, kicked through three differ-
ent stagps, lasting about three days. The first stage wa.s
funny, the second was silly, and the third was wearisome.
The grounds were most ditticxilt to work, owing to thf:

large area of open ground sown in wheat. This forced the
competition into ground of which the larger part was diffi-

cult to work. As to the birds, they were most difficult to
find on parts of the ground, while on other parts they were
plentiful. It was an open secret that the local shooters had
killed a large number of the birds on the grounds before the
trials began, and that, most destrutive of all. the netter had
been active too.

The trials were a success. They were well managed.
Spectators, however, were accorded too many privileges,
they being allowed to ride too close to the judges. They,
however, were well behaved and not over eager as spectators
sometimes are.

In addition to those mentioned last week in attendance,
were Messrs. T. H. Gibbes, Columbia, S. C, P. Henry
O'Bannon, H. B. Duryea, N. S. Simpfeins, Bayard Thayer,
John Simpkins, D. B. Thompson and H. W. Lacy, of Forest
AND Stbeam.

The Pointer Derby.

There were thirteen starters. The grade of work was most
decidedly inferior, considering it as a whole. The ranging
was poor, the point work faulty when it was not common.
Jingo was easily the best dog in the stake, on the work

done and the manner of doing it, although he failed to
sustain the grade of it in the absolute heat.

Lad of Rush made a good showing.
Graceful II. won third, but it was not so much on ber Mgk

grade of work as on the inferiority of her competitors.
The order of drawing is as follows

:

Hempstead Farm Kennel's liver and white bitch Hemp-
stead Game (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), A. Cameron,
handler, vMh

J. L. Adams' liver and white dog Lad of Rush (Rush of
Lad—Topsy L.), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler.

R. L. Shannon's liver and white bitch Croxie O'Bannon
(King of Kent—Croxie Wise), Ed. Garr, handler,

with
Charlottesville Field Trial KennePs black and white dog

.lingo (Mainspring—Qeenie), Capt. C. E. McMurdo, handler.

R, L. Shannon's black and white bitch Ginger Ale (Os-
borne Ale—Pearl's Dot), Ed. Garr, handler,

'With
Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white bitch Hemp-

stead Blossom (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), A Cam-
ei'on, handler
Luke W. White's liver and white bitch Graceful 11. (Duke

of Hessen—Concave), owner, handler,
vMh

Elliott Smith's liver and white bitch Duchess of High-
lands (Beppo III.—Belle), A. Cameron, handler.

H. I. Regenold's liver and white bitch Kent's Maid I'King
of Kent— Galena), with
Randolph Kennels' liver and white bitch Early Dawn

(Duke of Beaufort—Ma'mselle), P. S. Bevan, handler,

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and white dog
Conscript (King of Kent—Hops), C. E. Buckle, handier,

vMh
W. N. Lipscomb's liver and white bitch Croxie Kent

(King of Kent—Croxie Wise), John N. Lewis, handler.

W. T Hunter's liver and white bitch Lady Peg (King of
Kent—Lass of Bloom), a bye, Geo. E. Gray, handler.

MONDAY.
The weather was more like that of late summer, so clear

and warm was it—^uncomfortably warm some hours of the
day. Birds were found plentifully at times, at other times
they appeared to be scarce. They however, far outnumbered
the good performances of the dogs.

First Series.

Hempsetad Game Anx» Lad of Rush be^an at 8;43.

Both started at good speed, Game following Lad much of
the time Toward the latter part of the heat, she let down
to a range of a few yaidaand pottered a great deal. Soon
after starting, liad yfm lost lor a few minritee, "Wheij
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found, he appeared to be roadlng, but found nothing. About
300yds. away, at the same time, Game false pointed. Sent
on. Lad roaued as if on a bevy, but found nothing. Lad
next found and pointed a bevy in the open and Game backed
well. Both steady to wing and shot. Lad false pointed in

woods. Next he pointed two birds. Cfame at thi.s juncture
was pottering a Kreat deal. Up at 9:.33. Lad also pottered
betimes. He was much the more industrious and ranged
the wider,
Ceoxie O'Banjton and Jingo were started at 9:41, and

ran 36 minutes. Jingo pointed a bevy in the open and Croxie
refused to back. Oq the scattered birds Jingo pointed, and
again Croxie refused to back. Croxie loafed a great deal and
picked out the easy going. She did not appear to be inter-
ested in hunting. J ingo was industrious, ranged fairly well
Riud hi.s work on birds was erood.

GrNGER Ale and Hempstead Blossom started 10:34;

down 34 miuutes. Blossom dropped to a point on a bevy iu
sorghum. Steday to shot. At the same time Ginger refused
to back, went in ahead, caught .scent but failed to locate,
although the birds were close by her. She acted in a pup-
pyish manner. Blossom required a great deal of help from
her handler. Sbe worked out the same casts repeatedly,
and ranged poorly. One of the judges flushed a bevy which
the dogs had passed. The birds were marked down in open
weeds, yet the dogs could not find any of them. Thereupon
they were ordered up.
Graceful II. and Duchess of Higalands were started

at 11:04, and were worked 50 minutes. They raced about,
watching each other and frittered away a good deal of time
nosing up larks and pottering on false scents. Graceful
pointed a bevy well in the open, although she was not rang-
ing wide at the time. Duchess dropped to a back. Both
steady to shot. On the scattered birds Grace roaded, and a
single bird flushed wild. Both saw it and cha.sed. Both
doss had gone through the birds which were mrst favorably
scattered for good work, and which the horsemen flushed as
they rode up. Graceful pointed a single bird, which flushed
at the same moment. Duchess roaded to a flush. Next sbe
pointed to caution when rnading, pottered on, and the bird
was flushed afterward. The work was poor and faulty.
Both came in frequently to handlers for orders, and ap-
peared to have little thought of birds.
The party went to lunch.
Kent's Maid akd Eaelt Dawn-—Commenced at 1:05 and

ran 33 minutes. Both pottered and loafed a great deal.
Their range was clo.se. Maid pointed a bevy in pines, then
flushed it.

CoNscRirT AND Ceoxie Kent—Were started at 1:33, and
ran lb. 14ai. Tue temperature was quite warm and not a
breath of air was stirring. Conscript scented a bevy, and it
Hushed wild. On the scattered birds Croxie pointed a single.
Conscript was out of sight a great deal and had an inordin-
ate love for rabbit chasing. He was bard to manage, He
showed good qualities for future improvement,
Ladv Peg was cast off at 2:51 to run a bye. She had a

number of good opportunities on birds, but she blundered
badly, some of her errors being apparently willful. She had
a moderately fair range.

Second Series.

Lad of Rush and Jingo—Were started at 3:39 and ran
Hdaa. There were sufficient birds in this heat to give abun-
d,tat opportunities for good work, but only a small part was
tH ken advantage of. Jingo was near a bevy which flushed
in corn, but whether he pointed or flushed, I could not see.
Lid went down into a hollow close by and pointed a bevy;
ir. at the .same time flushed wild. Sent on. Lad in heavy
weeds roaded to a flush on a bevy. In woods on scattering
birds both dogs made game. One of the handlers walked
the birds up. Jingo made two points on a railroad embank-
ment. Lad was fatigued and pottered betimes. .Jingo was
the better ranger.
Hempstead Blossom and Graceful II.—Began at 4:25

and ran 35m. Blossom false pointed, and was backed. Both
hud their noses to the ground a great deal and pottered.
Graceful dropped to a point on a bevy, Blossom dropping to
a back. Both were steady to shot. Graceful found and
pointed another bevy, got two points on single birds and
was steady to wing and shot. Blossom backed.
Duchess of HroHLANDs-Started alone at 5:04 and was or-

dered up at 5:3B. Nothing found,

TUESDAY.
The coolness of the morning gradually 'changed to a

warmer temperature. Heavy clouds on the horizon for a
short time threatened a storm, but they soon disappeared
The sun then shone clear and the afternoon was warm
Birds were found in plenty. The work done, save a few
heats, was exceedingly poor.
JiNGio AND Graceful II were started at 8:40. They were

soon separated, Graceful going up a hollow, pottering here
and there. She was given ample time each time to attempt
to locate. While being brought back to join Jingo, Grace-
ful made game, but so uncertainly that it was difficult to
believe .she was working on quails. She went into a brook
and was soon out of sight. Soon a bevy flushed close by
the brook where she disappeared, but whether she pointed
or flushed is not known. On the way to join Jingo she
false-pointed. Jingo in the meantime had roaded nicely to
a point on a bevy and was steady to shot. Jingo ranged
with judgment and indu.strv. Up at 8:59.
Lad of Rush and Graceful 11. were started at 9:00 and

ran ten minutes. Both pottered wearisomely in good, open
flelds. They worked close to their handlers and constant
urging did not keep them from putting their noses to the
ground. Lad held his speed and industry comparatively
the better, but neither made any showing worthy of com-
mendation.
This finished the running of a stake which was most

weakly contested.
The. iudges announced that Jingo won Gxst, Lad of Rush

second, and Graceful XL third. Four hundred to first, .^350
to .second, S150 to third. Wi nner of Derby, SlOO additional.

The Setter Derby.
This stake had twenty- three starters. There were a few

beats m the first series in which some excellent work was
done, otherwise the running on Tuesday was very inferior
the point work being particularly bungling and full of
error.«.

The dogs were drawn to run as follows, but did not no
run on account of the non-appearance of Nahmke Alice'
Avent & Thayer Kennels' black and white doglKingston

Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler

T. G. Dayey's black, white and tan bitch Brighton Clip
(Canadian Jester—Lassie), T. Hallam, handler.

'

,r.^l!^?
RWge Kennels' lemon and white dog Hope's Mint

(Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady), D. E. Rose, handler,
with

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Ham-
let (Chance-Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

TuFJTP^^^fJ'^-^,!'^^ Nahmke Alice (Nahmke Philip-
Mercy), Tom Aldrich, handler.

umh
pdl!?iL'^!?*'''y%'; ^liite and tan dog

handler
Jean-Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent)

vJmA^^^'^X^l^^'Y^}^?.^''^ ^^"^ ^i*^ch Gladstone'sFGt (Rodengo—Gladstone's Girl), Geo. E. Gray, handler.

'With
H. Merriam's black, white and tan bitch Tan (Nat Good-

win—Royal Myrtle), S. C. Bradley, handler.

J. L. Sneed's black, white and tan dog Clem Gladstone
(Paul Gladstone—Latonia), G B. Gray, handler,

with
J. L, Adams's black, white and tan dog Cecil H. ( Dr. Mac-

lin—Cossette), L, W. Blankenbaker, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Dot Rogers
(Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler,

with
Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog Dick Fox

(Chance—Countess Rush), D. E. Rose, handler,

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black and white dog Bonair
(Roderigo—Juno A.), J. M. Avent, handler,

'With

Thos. Johnson's black dog Winnipeg (Manitoba Toss—
Pitti Sing), W. J, Giles, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, orange and white bitch Maiden Mine
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), C. Tucker, handler,

with
Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog Lochinvar

(Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M, Avent, handler.

K. W. Durkee's lemon and white dog (Nahmkee PhiUp 11,

(Nahmke Philip—Mercy), T. Aldrich, handler,
with

W. T. Hunter's black bitch Duff (Monitoba Toss—Pitti
Sing), Geo. E. Gray, handler.

Royal Robinson's black, white and tan bitch Gaiety (Lone
Jack—Gay Poebe), Geo. E. Gray, handler,

'iviih

J. L.Adam's blue belton dog Sir Kent (Kent II.—Nicolefcta^,
L. W. Blankenbaker, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Rod's Sue
(Rodeoigo—Gladstone Girl), C. Tucker, handler,

'With
L. Gardner's black, white and tan dog Roger's Spark

(Roger—Dora Deane), T. Aldrich, handler.

C. F. Joyce's black, white and tan dog Ky-Ko (Tan—
Ightfleld Sophie), F. S. Bevan, handler.

The winner of first, Maiden Mine, ran well, b\it did work,
by force of circum.stances, which was out of her class. She
goes to her birds sometimes with quickness and accitracy,
at other times she false points with equal earnestness.
Cecil H. rah a good race, doing some excellent, sharp point
work on birds, and making a superior showing in range,
speed and judgment.
Dot Rogers was a better ranger than Roger's Spark, the

latter excelling in point work.
Frn^t Series.

Kingston and Bric4Hton Clip—Were started at 9.15 and
ran 25 minutes. Each got a point on the same bevy. Both
steady to shot. Clip pointed and roaded; nothing found.
Kingston backed. Clip pointed a bevy in i listless manner,
and It flushed, one or two birds at a time. A little ordinary
work was done on scattered birds. Clip ranged close and
was slow. Kingston was the better, though hi.s range was
inferior. A poor heat in every wfly.
Hope's Mint and Hamlet—Began at 8:43; down 38m.

Hamlet, going up wind, flushed a bevy. On the scattered
birds each flushed. Hamlet pointed a single. The rest
flu.shed wild, in the open, a bevy flu.shed and Mint was in
suspicious proximity. Mint flushed twice on scattered birds.
Hamlet was the better and wider ranger. The work on birds
was faulty and little compared to the opportunities.
Nahmke Alice, being absent, the next brace wa.s called

and started, the twenty minutes' grace being timed by the
judges. Alice not appearing iu that time, she was out of the
stake.
Chevalier and Kt-Ko began at 10:34 and run .59 minutes.

The heat was a poor one. Ky-Ko was a close ranger, slow
and weak in speed. Chevalier iu woods flushed a bevy In
open weeds, Ky-Ko pointed a bevy and was steady to shot
Ky-Ko flushed a bird and Chevalier pointed one. Chevalier
was the better ranger, though only fair.
Gladstone Pet and Tan were started at 11 :.3T; down 35

minutes. Pet m the open flushed a bevy. In woods. Pet
pointed ; nothing found. Tan backed in a listless manner
Tan pointed scattered birds. Pet flushed scattered birds"
The point work was inferior.
Clem Gladstone and Cecil H.—After lunch, at 1:20, they

were started in the open. They were soon worked on bird's
flushed by horsemen, Cecil flushed one. Clem pointed a
single in pines. He next flushed a single. Cecil pointed
scattered birds in corn. Next she made two points on single
birds in corn. Up at 2:06. Both ranged well. Cecil was
sharper and quicker on birds. They were the first brace in
the stake which, so far, had done any good ranoiug
Dot Rogers ant) Dick Fox were started at 2:11' Ud at

3:02. Dot pointed a bevy in a small patch of brush in the
open field. She held her point nicely for a few moments
So far, it was nicely done ; but she jumped in and flushed"
then chased the birds to woods. A whipping improved her
work. She nex^b pointed a bevy nicely and was steady.
Dick backed. The birds went off the Club's preserve and
c mid therefore not be followed. Dot was the better ranker
and showed excellent qualities on birds, barrino- the un-
steadiness. Both had narrowed their range at the end of
the heat.
Bonair and Winnipeg-Commenced at 3:05. Bon false

pointed in open. Winnipeg flushed a bird and chased it
vigorously. Bonair roaded to a flush on a bird down windWinnipeg flushed a bevy and chased it. He was ordered ud
at 3:o0. Bonair wa« worked on the scattered birds Heshowed fatigue and made a poor showing considering his
opportunities He roaded, but he needed a deal of coaching
to get him to locate and point accurately on the single birdUp at 4:(J3. Winnipeg had speed and range, but he was notwell broken.
Maiden- Mine and LocHiNVAE-Began at 4:11. Maid^^nhad a dashing way about her and went up to her birds with

so much boldness and spirit that it looked as if she were not
quite staunch, bul she behaved well. First she pointed abevy and held her point while her handler was walking up
to her. The bevy flushed wild, and .she behaved nicelv Shenext pointed a bird well. Both at the same time pointedsome scattered birds in woods. Maiden flushed a bird Shenext pointed; nothing found. She next pointed a single
well. Next she pointed a bevy in pines. Up at 4:3.5. Bothranged well. Maiden was remarkably quick in her work on
birds, going to them with a high nose and swiftly but her
Tv' iwl marred by numerous false points. She w^ouldtake all the work away from an average dog owing to herQuickness. Her performance was good, yet she needs somefinishing and more decision. She would point and go on of

wn^wl'^.^'T''' ^"^i
constant stopping marred the goodwork that sbe cculd do. *

Nahmke Philip .^'d Durr-Were started at 4--37 Duff
POiJ^^ed a single bird nicely. Duff- pointed a bevy in 'woodsPhihp at the time not being near. On the scattered birds

5';fo^'^v^itetrg.''"'^
'^^^y—-^-til^aS

WEDNESDAY.
The weather was cloudy apd damp in the forenoon, and a

rainstorm seemed to be a certainty. Later, the cloxids dis-
!

appeared for a time. The afternoon was close and sultry,
there being a most uncomfortable oppressiveness in the at-
mosphere. Either the dogs were all out of form, or the
weather conditions were unfavorable for good work, for a
lower grade of work performed by good dogs was seldom
seen. It was a most tiresome day from a field trial point of
view. Birds, too, were hard to find and the grounds were
difficult to work.
gaiety and Sir Kent—Began at 8:15 and ran 42m.

Gaiety pointed a bevy in sedge. She next false pointed.
Kent was tiring and at best ranged poorly. Gaiety was
speedier and much the wider ranger. Kent was slow and
ranged close to his handler.
Rod's Sue and Roger's Spark—Began at 9. Spark be-

came separated from her competitor and pointed a bevy in-
differently. In a hollow, working on the scattered birds,
Spark pointed one. Spark again pointed; Sue backed;
nothing was found. Sue false pointed in woods. Spark
backed. Spark pointed, then made game in woods; nothing
found. Sue next made two points to which there was
nothing. In open weeds. Spark pointed and Sue, forty yards
away, jumped into a pretty back. Spark roaded up to a
point on the bevy and was steady to shot. In pines, on the
scattered birds. Sue made two points on singles, starting
once on a chase, but stopped to order. Up at 10:06. Sue
was the wider and better ranger, but her point work was
inferior.
Nahmke Alice was started at 10:12 and was ordered up at

10:40. She pottered incessantly and pointed when she saw
fit to do so, which was frequently. No birds found. She
had been disqualified yesterday for not appearing when
called. To-day Mr. Tracy informed the reporters that he
had evidence that Alice was on the grounds before the
twenty minutes gi-ace had expired. The clause relating to
the matter is as follows: "A dog absent more than twenty
miuutes when called, provided such delay was not caused
by following the instructions of the judges, shall be declared
out of the race," etc. Nahmke Alice was absent more
than twenty minutes after being called, therefore, accord-
ing to the rules, it was mandatory that she be declared out
of the race. That she was on the grounds as a juatter of
hearsay was entirely irrelevant. The judges are supposed
to act on personal knowledge and not on evidence. A dog
could easily be on the club's grounds and still be absent
from the trials. It is always better to live tip to the rules.

Second Scries.

Ten were left in for the second series. The work was ex-
tremely inferior. None of the dogs appeared to be able to
do high-class work. The grounds were largely bare fields,
corn fields or heavy ridge intermixed with briers. Birds
were scarce, and such ones as were found went to thick
cover, when flushed.
Dick Fox and Bonair ran a poor heat, the work on birds

being extremely inferior. Dick pointed a bev,y, getting
quite close to it, and it flushed wild. He had the "wind, and
ought to have pointed it at a greater distance. Bonair roaded
to a flush on a single bird and the rest flushed wild. Dick
false-pointed and was backed well. Bonair pointed about
ten points up wind of a single. Dick, at the same time,
pointed; nothing found. He made two more similar points
and flushed a single bird across wind. Started at 11:16 and
ran twelve minutes, Bonair was the better ranger. Dick's
range was ordinary. The heat was faulty and inferior.
Dot Rogers and Hamlet commenced at 11:33, and were

ordered up at 11:57. Dot pointed a bevy nicely in woods
and Hamlet backed. Both were steady to shot. It was a
good piece of work. On the scattered birds. Dot ran quickly
into a good point on a single. Hamlet flushed one. Dot
stopped quickly on a good point on two birds in pines. She
next pointed a bird. At the same time Hamlet pointed one.
Dot was the faster, and her work on birds was remarkably
speedy and positive. She went up to her birds in a gallop,
with head well up.
Maiden Mine and Roger's Spark began at 1:16, after

lunch. Spark pointed a bevy in woods. Each made two
points on birds in woods. Maiden next pointed

;
nothing

found. Sport, backed. Up at 1 ;47.

Hope's Mint and Gaiety began at 2:10, and ran 24 miu-
utes. Mint flushed a bevy. Both ranged well. No more
work on birds was done in the heat.
Cecil H. and Rod's Sue ran a long, discouraging heat.

Both were industrious. Sue was the wider and better ran-
ger. Both made a number of false points. The grounds
were most unfavorable, the coui'se being repeatedly changed
on account of bare wheat fields, thickets and corn fields.
The heat began at 2:42 and ended at 4:04. Sue pointed in
ridge, Cecil backed

;
nothing found. Cecil pointed a single

and Sue backed. Cecil nearly caught the bird, then it
flushed. Cecil fliished a bevy down wind in woods. The
dogs then became separated. Sue false pointed. Cecil
pointed an owl or hawk in corn. Cecil pointed twice and
nothing was found. In the meantime Sue had made a false
point. The dogs were then brought together and sent on.
Sue pointed a .sparrow. This ended a poor heat.
Chevalier and Dot Rogers were cast off at 4:17 and ran

till 4:35, both making a poor showing on birds. The judges
flushed a bevy in heavy sedge, and the dogs were worked on
the scattered birds marked down in open. Chevalier flushed
one and tried to catch it as it flushed. Dot showed a dis-
position to chase, but stopped to order. Chevalier flushed
one. He ranged close, and sometimes followed Dot, the
latter being faster and wider in range.
After this heat ended, the judges declared the work for

the day ended, the conditions apparently being against any
good work. ^
A heavy rainstorm fell in the evening.

THURSDAY.
The heavy rain of la.st night improved the conditions a

great deal, and the character of the work improved accord-
ingly. Ths weather cleared up in the middle of the fore-
noon. In the afternoon, it again became cloudy and a mod-
erate stiff wind set in.
Malden Mine and Cecil H. were started at 8:38. Cecil

roaded up wind to a flush on a bevy, a very poor piece of
work. Maiden at the same time was making game. Each
pointed one of the scattered birds in woods. Each backed.
Both were steady to shot. Maiden made two more good
points on .single birds. In open sedge. Maiden pointed about
30yds, up wind of a bevy, doing a good piece of work, Cecil
backed. The bevy flushed wild. Cecil pointed the scattered
birds. Maiden a few feet away pointing or backing. In the
open, Cecil made two false points. Maiden pointed larks.
Up at 9:12. Both ranged well. Maiden was the quicker in
point work, but showed alack of confidence sometimes in
working on birds, and many times she pointed when she
ought not to. Both were industrious. Cecil was bolder on
birds, but less skilful.
Dot Rogers and Roger's Spark—Began at 9:17. Spark

soon dropped to a point on a bevy. Dot was not near to
back, spark flushed a bevy, she having the wind of it. On
the scattered birds. Spark pointed one in sedge and was
steady to shot. Dot showed an inclination toward uu.steadi-
ness when a single flushed, but stopped to order. Dot
pointed a bevy m pines. At the same time Spark pointed in
the open; nothing found. Up at 9:32. Spark was a narrow
ranger, but showed fairly good work on birds. Dot was
mtich taster and sharper in bird work, and rauged far wider
and better.
Rod's Sue was given another run, beginning at 9:39, andup at 10. She beat out her ground in beautiful style, found

and pointed a bevy v^ell and showed excellent judgmerit.
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She was faulty in work on single birds, and showed a dis-

position to false point OBce in a whilp.
The judges sooii announced Maiden Mine first, Cecil H.

second, and Dot Rogers and Roger's Spark third.

The pi'izes were the same as in the Pointer Derby.

The All-Age Pointer Stake.

This stake bad thirteen entries. The work was inforior so
far as it relates to good performance in finding and pointing.
Many of the dogs ranged wide and fast, yet most of them
were, in the manner of beating out the ground, lacking in
judgment.
Lad of Rush was easily the best dog in the stake. He ran

excellently well in his first heat, but fell off in bis work
afterward" At his best, he goes with speed and jndgment,
beats out a large area ot ground and is a good performer on
birds.
Wild Damon made a good. well-STistained showing. His

range is good, and he is au industrious worker. He per-

forms well in point work.
Sandford's Druid had little other than a racing gait to

commend him. He took wide casts at great speed, but he
did not beat out his ground and was ordinary in work on
birds. Wide casts, with no reference to working likely
places, and with large stretches of promisiDg ground left

uuworked, is not good ranging. He is a young dog, and, if

he only trains on properly, he will be an excellent field per-

former.
The order of runniug was as follows:
T. Gr. Davey's liver and white dog Westminster Di-ake (Lad

of Bow—Kate Vni.), T. Hallam, handler,
with

J. L. Adams's liver and white dog Lad of Rush (Rush of
Lad—Topsy L.), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler.

G. C. M. Hunt's lemon and white dog Grouse (Mainspring
—Swan's Fly), S. C. Bradley, handler,

'With

Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white dog Prawn
(Crab—Polly Peacham), A, Cameron, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white dog
Wild Damon (Damon—Flora), C. B. Buckle, handler,

loith

Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white dog Hemp-
stead Duke (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow), A. Cameron,
handler.

John Simpkin's liver and white dog Bob (Beppo III.—
Belle Brandon), H, Height, handler,

•with

Hempstead Farm Kennels"' liver and white dog Sandford
Druid (Exon Don—Sandford Quince), A. Cameron, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Sennels' liver and white dog
dog Exile (King of Kent—Hops). Capt. C. E, McMurdo,
handler. v)ith

J. L, Adams's liver and white dog Franklin (Robin Adair
— Blossom), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler.

0. C. Cushing's liver and white dog Jupiter (Tom Boline
Belle C). Major J. R. Purcell, haudler,

• vjith

Dr. D. W. Yandell's black and white dog Ben A. (Stoddard
—Jett II ), Ed, Garr, handler.

T. Hitchcock, Jr.'s, liver and white dog Tory Baron (Duke
of Hessen—Westminster Ina), a bye; John White, handler.

First Scries

Westminstee Drake and Lad of Rush—Began at 10:1

6

and ran 40m. Lad pointed a bevy. At the same time Drake
in the open pointed a single, Drake moved on before it was
flushed, and his handler flushed it afterward. Lad pointed
a lark and was backed by Drake. Lad in the open near the
edge of pine woods pointed a bevy and Drake backed.
Drake was slow and a narrow ranger. Lad ranged wide and
fast, beating out his ground fairly well, the fault being that
in his wide casts he left too much intervening ground un-
worked.
GKOtrsE AND PeAwn ran 48m., beginning at 11:02. They

were given a spin in the open, then worked on scattered
birds. Prawn pointed a single, then roaded up and flushed
it. Prawn soon again pointed and Grouse backed uncer-
tainly; nothiusi found. Both dogs were making game in
the open field wben one of the handlers walked up the bevy
accidentally. E^ch made a point on singles in pine woods
and each backed. Grouse unsteadily. Both were industrious
and ranged fairly well. The work on birds was poor.
Wild Damon and Hempstead Dtjke began after lunch,

at 13:52. Damon pointed a bevy in corn, Duke backing.
Sent on after scattered birds, Damon made a point on two
of them. Duke false pointed. Damon pointed, on the trail

probably, the bevy flushing about 30yds. away. Damon
next pointed a bird. Duke false pointed repeatedly and
did not work independently. The work on birds was
faulty.
Bob and SANford's Dedid commenced at 1:27. Both

made game, roading and pointing alternately. Bob roaded
to and secured a good point on birds. Druid pointed a sin-

gle. Druid raced wide and fast, yet he did not seem to be
searching for birds. He took long casts, but made no pre-
tense of beating ont his ground. Bob ranged wide at a less

speed, but he was hunting for bii'ds apparently. Up at 1:50.

Exile and Franklin were started at 2:03. Exile pointed
a sparrow. Franklin flushed a bird. Franklin made one
point and Exile two, to which nothing was found. Both
showed good speed and wide range. Franklin was disposed
to false point. The work on birds was inferior. L^^p at 3.

Jupiter and Ben A. were started at 3:08 and ran 21m.
Ben had fairly good range and speed and performed credit-
ably on birds. Jupiter ranged close and lacked speed, and
did not make much showing on birds.

Tory Baron ran a bye, commencing at 3:36 and running
20m. He made a poor showing in every respect and had no
chance whatever to win.

Second Series.

The judges announced four dogs in this series, with Exile
and Hempstead Duke held in readiness in case they wex-e
needf d.

Lad of Ruse and Bob were started at 4:13, Bob flushed
a single and attempted to cha.«e. Lad made a good find and
point on four birds. Bob roaded well to a point on a single.
Steady to shot. Bob pointed another single and Lad backed.
Bob flushed and chased a short distance. Lad was the bet-
ter ranger and the better performer on birds. LTp at 4:36.

Wild Damon and Sandford Druid began at 5:01, Both
pointed a bevy in the open field and were steady to shot. In
woods, Damon pointed a single nicely. Druid backed.

FRIDAY.
The weather in the morning was cool and clear. Toward

midday the sky was overcast with heavy clouds. There was
every indication of a heavy storm, but the day ended with-
out any interruption of the work by bad weather. Birds
were extremely difficult to find. There were rumors that
the grounds were constantly hunted over by bird and rabbit
hunters. Dogs which were worked constantly in the open
fields failed to find many birds. The dogs which were
worked mostly in timber bad better success in finding, but
there was little opportunity then to test their speed and
range,

,

Wild Damon and Lad of Rush were started at 8:24.

Lad pointed a bevy in open sedge, and was steady to shot.

Lad next, going down wind, flushed a bevy. Next he
pointed a single bird in woods, and Damon flushed one. Up
at 9:16. Both ranged well, though both were working in
poorer form than that of yesterday. They, however, were
industrious.
The judges then announced the winners: Lad of Rush,

first; Wild Damon, second; Sandford Druid, third. Two
hundred and fifty dollars to^first, $17.'^ to second and $12.5 to
third.

Final Heat.

This was to determine the absolute winner of the Derby,
the two first prize winner's competing for it, the winner to

get ?100 additional to the S400 already won. The total Value
of the Setter and Pointer Derby was $1,700.

Maiden Mine and Jingo began at 9;?8 in a corn field, and
no one would have suspected for a moment on^ the work
done that the winners were running. Maiden seemed disin-
clined to work from the start. She was frivolous and out of
form, false pointing repeatedly and making game where
there was none. In the open field, she pointed a bevy.
Jingo, at the same time about 40 yards across wind was
making game. -Jingo came in ahead and pointed the same
bevy. Both steady to wing. On the scattered birds, Jin^o
flushed one, then pointed the scattered birds. Maiden made
two good points on a. single, and Jingo also ijointed twice
well." Then Maiden made a number "of false points, a few
more than Jingo, the latter, however, being well up in this
respect in this heat. Both in the latter part of the heat
loafed and trifled away their time, although Jineo was
going far the better. Maiden followed him about or loafed
impartially, and she was constantly trifling with false scents,
or pointing at nothing. As the matter stood, Jingo was the
better ; for the same fault of pointing inaccurately, though
in a modified form, wa- present in all Maiden Mine's work
in the stake. Better yet, the judges should have withheld
any decision, thus practically withholding the piMze. The
heat ended at 10:48, the dogs showing a con.stant inclination
to do worse.

The Ail-Ag-e Setter Stake.

There were fifteen starters, drawn in the following order:
Whyte Bedford's orange and white bitch Zulu M (Toledo

Blade—Rhet), A. P. Gilliam, handler,
'With

Avent and Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan bitch
Bettye S. (Roderigo-Bo Peep), J. M, Avent, handler.

.rUDOE W. S. BBLtiB.

Centra! Field Trials.

A. Dill's black, white and tan dog Count Gladstone (Count
Noble), .John White, handler.

witli,

Blue Ridge Kennel's black and white dog Bob Cooper
(Roi d'Or—Miss Nellie G), D. E. Rose, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, lemon and white dog Count Anteo
(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler,

witlh
Avent and Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan bitch

Novelist (Woodhill Bene—Llewellin Novelty), J. M. Avent,
handler,

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Lora
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler,

with
Ad. J. Klofanda's black, white and tan dog Dan Noble

(Gladstone's Boy—Flora M.), Geo. E. Gray, handler.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, liver and white bitch Antevolo
(Count Noble—Trickett II.), C. Tucker, handler,

witti
Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog Harry

C. (Roderigo—Countess House), S. C, Bradley, hardier.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, lemon and white bitch Miss Rubv
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby R.) C, Tucker, handler,

with
Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Gossip

(Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), D, E. Rose, handler,

B. W. Durkee's lemon and white dog Nahmke Philip
(Ray Monarch—Saddlebags), T. Aldrich, handler,

with
T. G. Davey's black, white and tan dog Brighton Tobe

(Locksley—Leddesdale VI.), T. Hallam, handler.

E. W, Durkee's cream and white bitch Nahmke Cheetah
(Count Howard—Calico), T, Aldrich, handler.

Lora, winner of first, is now so well known to the field-
trial public that any lengthy mention is unnecessary. She
sustained her reputation as a reliable bitch, sound in all the
particulars of good field work.
Bettye S. ran excellently well and proved a good second.

She ranged well and her point work was superior.
Miss Ruby made a good competition in work on bevies

and single birds, her judgment and skill in that respect
being excellent, but she is deficientiin width of range, though
she is industrious. In respect to range and speed .she was
excelled by several in the stake.

First Series.

The work done in this series was inferior in quality and
scant in quantity. The grounds were most difficult to work
owing to the large areas sown in wheat and the roughness
and irregularity of the available grounds.
Zulu M. and Bettye S.—Began at 10:59 and ran 46m.

Zulu false pointed in woods. Bettye pointed a bevy in open
sedge. Zulu came in shortly afterward and pointed the
same bevy. Both were steady to sbot. Each poixited a single

in woods. Bettye finished the work on birds by pointing a
single. She was much the wider and better ranger, Zulu
was a fairly good ranger. Both were industrious.
Lunch was next in order.
Count (Gladstone and Bob Cooper—Began at 1:14 and

ran till 3:31, Count started out immediately and was lost
for some minutes. He gave little heed to the game. He was
fast and took wide casts but had no range in the sense of
beating out his ground in the interest of the gun. Count,
after being captured, false pointed, Bob backed, Bob made
an indifferent point on a bevy in a plum thicket. He was
steady to shot. Count was not near to back. Count, about
a quarter of a mile away, pointed two birds, and as his
handler walked up he sprang in and flushed. In sedge on
scattered birds Count pointed a single. He next flushed ex-
cusably in heavy .sedge and next flushed a single. The work
was poor. Count was most difficult to manage at any time,
and some of the time he was unmanageable. Bob beat out
his ground better but was lacking in dash, range and skill
on birds.
Count Anteo and NovELtST—Started at 3:30. Down 4rro.

Both ranged well at good speed. In a run heavily grownup
to thick cover, Count was working when a bevy flushed in
close proximity to him. On the scattered birds each made a.

good point on a single. Count flushed some scattered birds.
He was a bit unsteady to shot. He false pointed in open
sedge. Novelist went into woods and flushpd a bevy. Count,
close up, stopned to wing. Count was diflicult to control.
Lora and Dan Noble—Were started at 3:31 and ran till

3:.50. Lora was far the better ranger and had the better
judgment. Lora pointed a bevy in the open near the edge of
pine woods. She was steady to shot, Dan made two good
points on single birds, and flushed some scattered birds
which he should have pointed. He was steady to shot. He
showed overcaution among scattered birds, and a disposition
to false point. He was a close ranger.
Antevolo and Harrt C—Were started at 3;.52. Both

ranged well and at good speed. Harry pointed a bevy In
sedge. He was steady to wing. Antevolo was not near. On
the scattered birds, each made a good point. Each made a
point in heavy grass, nothing found. They made.'game as if

birds were about. Sent into a large field, both took a long
cast and were found at the other end of the stubble pointing
a bevy nicely. On the scattered birds, Harry flushed one,
Down 29m. Antevolo remained out of sight too much.
Miss Ruby and Gossip—Were cast off at 4:2B and ran till

4:48 Gossip had not gone more than 60yds. when she pointed
a rabbit. Ruby backed. Ruby pointed a bevy in pines.
Each pointed single birds. Gossip flushed twice. Ruby
flushed a single and pointed on the foot scent. Ruby
pointed; nothing found. Gossip pointed at the same moment
the bird flushed. Each pointed single birds. Gossip caught
scent of a bird and flushed willfully. Miss Ruby was the
better worker,

SATURDAY.
A cloudy morning soon brightened as the suu rose higher

and dissipated the mists. The temperature was mild. Birds
were found in abundance at times. The work on the whole
was .so.od,

Nahmke Philip and Brighton Tobe were started Fat
8:45. They were middling good rangers, Tobe was nor
.stanch on point, he showing a disposition to flush wilfully
when he could safely do so. He first made a point, nothing
found. Philip roaded slowly to a point on a bevy in sedge,
and he was steady to shot, Tobe roaded a single bird to a
flush. Philip roaded and pointed, finally getting too close
on the bevy which flushed. Tobe pointed a single at the
edge of woods. Philij) took a cast about 200yds. away in thfi-

open and pointed a single bird stanchly and well. Tobie
drew in and wilfully flushed a single. The speed of both
was moderately fast, but they were industrious. Both
pointed in a dispirited manner. Up at 9:37.

Nahmke Cheetah had the bye. She ran from 9:39 to
10:20. No birds found. She was slow in her speed when
ranging, although she made a phantom burst of speed in a
chase after a rabbit, catching up with it and bounding over
it at full speed within a few yards.

Second Series.

Seven dogs were left In, The dogs selected were the
best,
Bettye S, and Antevolo were started at 10:44. Bettye

was lost. When found, she was on a point. Nothing found.
In pines, Bettye pointed a bevy and it flushed wild, Bettye
next pointed a bevy in sedge and was steady to shot. Fol-
lowed the scattered birds. Antevolo pointed footscent.
Bettye pointed, moved on and flushed a single in dense
heavy grass. Bettye next flushed a bird. Bettye ranged
well and showed good finding and pointing qualities. An-
tevolo was hard to manage and lost to sight too much.
Lora and Zulu M. began at 12:46, after lunch. Lora

pointed in sedge on a side hill, then roaded about 20yds.
down wind to a point on a bevj'. Good work. She next
pointed a single bird well on dry leaves. Zulu pointed a
sinffle and Lora backed. Lora was the superior in every re-
spect, although Zulu showed good qualities.
Bob Cooper and Harry C—Began at 1:23. Both dogs

were found on a point in pines after one of the handlers had
accidentally fiu.shed the bevy close by them. Harry did a
very poor piece of work on a bevy, pointing and circling it

twice, making a flush. He next roaded across wind to a
flush on a bevy. He appeared to be out of his habitual good
performance. Bob flushed a single. There were many scat-
tered birds nicely distributed for good work, yet the dogs
passed close by and failed to notice any of the birds, thus
losing good opportunities. Bob appeared careless and un-
concerned as to whether he pointed or flushed.
Miss Ruby ran alone from 2:20 to 2:.54. She pointed two

bevies, one of which she roaded nicely. Her pace was a bit
slow and she ranged narrow at times.
Lora and Bettye S.—Commenced their heat at 3:21, A

bevy flushed near Bettye in a thicket in a hollow. Each
pointed a bevy in woods. Steady to shot. Lora pointed
there, birds had flushed. Bettye pointed, a single bird, prob-
ably. Steady to shot, Lora pointed a bevy in weeds. Bettye,
aOyds. away, backed nicely. She next flushed in brush in
hollow. Lora came in and pointed foot scent. There was
so much rushing that the birds were all flushed, ard it was
diflScult to determine whether it was the fault of dogs or
handlers. Bettye flushed. Lora pointed a bevy. Up at 4.02.

The judges held quite a lengthy consultation.
Bob Cooper and Antevolo began at 4:22, Bob pointed

a rabbit. Antevolo pointed a rabbit, and Bob backed pret-
tily. Antevolo flushed a bevy, which ended his career in
the .stake. He was diflicult to keep track of, being heady
and disobedient. Both were .going well.
Bob Cooper and Miss Ruby began at 4:50. Bob in woods

pointed a bevy. Ruby at the same time in the open pointed
a bevy. On the scattered birds Bob pointed. Ruby backed.
Ruby pointed in woods, and a bird overhead flew out of a
small sapling. Bob pointed a bird at the edge of woods.
Ruby soon afterwards pointed a bevy, and the heat ended.
Time, 5:02, Bob was headstrong and hard to handle. He
ran, however, better than in the first series.
The judges soon announced Lora, first; Bettye S, second,

and Miss Ruby, third.
The prizes were the same as in the corresponding pointer

stake.
AhsoUite Winner.

Lora—Lad of Rush began at 9:09, on Monday, to deter-
mine the absolute winner of the All-Age Stake, Both
pointed in sedge in pines. Nothing found. Lora pointed a
bevy in open sedge, and was steady to shot. Lad was out on
a ca«t at the time. Each made a point on single birds. Lad
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pointed a single in sedate and was well backed by Lora.
Lad, going down wind, fiusbed a small bevy in thick cover
in a run. In open weeds, Lora pointed very nicely as the
result of an intelligent cast. The heat ended at 9;58. The
heat was an excellent one. Though Lad of Rush was de-
feated, it was done by one of the grandest field performers
of the season, if not the grandest. Lora had better judg-
ment, beat out her ground with skill, and was strong in
every detail of field work.

Free-for-AII Stake.

LExmc+TON, N. C, Dec. II.—The drawing of the Free-for-
All Stake took ijlace to-night. There are elpven starters,
drawn to run in the following order: Black Wonder with
Bettye B

,
Rowdy Rod with Lora, Pitti Sing with Maid of

Kent, Prawn with Orlando, HaiTy C. witb Rip Rap. Tre-
montabye. This stake has tbree prizes thi.s year, *.500 to
first, 1300 to second, and |200 to third, which is much better
than giving $1,000 to one, as heretofore prevailed. The for-
feit was $35, $25 additional to start. It will be Friday at the
earliest before this stake is decided. Eich heat lasts four
hours in the first series, after which the judges exercise their
discretion as to the rest of the competition.
This stake began Monday afternoon at 12:54, Black Wonder

and Bettye S. starting the competition. The beat was re-
markably well run, both dogs sustaining their pace and
range well to the finish. In fact, they were going almost as
fresh and strong as at tne beginning^ Beftye was the better,
she ranging more systematically and with better judgment.
Black Wonder was not staunch on his points, nor did be
point with 'any firmness and style, and he required caution-
ing to keep him in line. He, notwithstanding, made some
willful flushes, and was at different times annoyinglv dis-

obedient. Still it was an excellent heat, full of dilieent
work and successful finding- The handlers were mounted,
which is a desirable innovation, since is it distres.singly
fatiguing to the handlers who are not physically strong, or
who have two heats to run in succession. The handlers
were separated a large part of the time during the heat.

B. Waters.

mel. each had a dog in the open class, Van's Orell, the lat-

ter'.? dog, beating Salvator. The winner was formerly
Faugh-a-Ballah, shown at Lexington, Ky., last fall. Van's
feet are thick through the pads, but toes not close enough:
he needs more rib and is plain in quarters, still he beats the

slim-waisted Salvator, whose feet are open and is too high
in skull, otherwise he is nicelv formed. The bitch class in-

troduced to us a good one, Viola, a bitch out of Verdure
Clad, by Brabazoun, bred and owned by Dr. Van Hummel.
She is a trifle small-sized, but behind the head one finds

little to quarrel with, but much to praise, very good in ribs,

loin and quarters, and especially broad in second thighs;

she is weak in muzzle and shortin head. Idle Wild, second,

is not in it with her, flat-sided, open in feet and not good in

head.
Foxhounds.—Roger Williams's Ranger II., strange to

say in such a fox hunting country as Tennessee, was the
only one present, and he is not w'hat one might say is a
flyer on the bench, whatever he maybe in the blue gr i.ss

NASHVILLE DOG SHOW.
One of the most enjoyable little shows it has been our lot

to attend was concluded last Friday e%'ening at Nashville,
Tenn. With the organization of the Cumberland Kennel
Oo. recently, an account of which was published in FoRKST
AKD Stream at the time, it was only natural that the mem-
bers and others should feel like having a dog show. Fired
with enthusiasm in favor of man's best friend, siich men as
a rule can only find vent for their feelings in holding a .show
as the best and only means of doing mission work, as it

were, in the advancement of canine interests ai'ound them.
Too often, we are sorry to say, such efforts meet with poor
encouragement, and the going down into the pocKet to'make
good in cold dollars the losses they have incurred is apt to
strike a chill to their enthu.siasm that cannot be sufficiently
deplored. We sincerely trust that this will not be the case
with the good fellows of the Hermitage and Cumberland
Kennel Clubs. The latter is a company rather than a club,
and organized for the purpose of breeding and selling Great
Danes, pugs a,nd Italian greyhounds, the first named more
especially. J^ts members, in a great degree, also compose the
Hermitage K. C, which is a club formed for giving shows,
and is a member of the A. K. C.
The officers of the club are: President, John W. Ful-

ghum; Vice-President.s, Gen. W. H. Jackson and Capt. W,
C. Smith; Secretary-Treasurer, Robert C. Stockton. The
show committee consisted of Mr. Fulghum, Frank Sea-
right, B. B. Allen, J. D. FriHzell and Mr. Stockton. W. C.
Rayen is the veterinarian and Harry L. Goodman, manager
of the Cumberland Kennel Co., superintended the show,
everything in this respect being left in his entire charge, so
that with the aid of Mr. Stockton he was able to give us a
show excellently arranged, well managed and orderly. In
fact, we were surprised on entering the building on Tues-
day moi-ning to find everything so neatly laid out. Of
course, with Spratts Co. doing the benching and feeding
this was to be expected, but still there are other and im-
portant items that must be attended before the wheels of
a show can run smoothly, and we might say artistically.
Catalogues, so well arranged and printed on such good
paper, as to call for comment on the part of the old-timers,
were on hand at the opening of the show, and the judges'
books, with tne judge's name in gold on the back, were the
best that we have yet seen. The catalogue was singularly
free fi'om errors and one's only regret was that so manv
of the classes provided had to be drawn blank, both the
liberal prize list and the well-known judges being entitled
to a better entry than 165. Many of these were absent. The
uncertainty and changing of judges may have had some-
thmg to do with this. Mr. Roger Williams, prevented
from being present owing to the sickness of his wife his
classes were taken by Mr. Davidson, which did not entail
much extra work on the latter. Mr. Frizzell was the ring
Steward, the judging lieing done on the stage of Amuse-
ment Hall, in whicu the show was held, and as a ring
steward he leaves little to be desired, getting the dogs in
qmckly and attending to details in a businesslike manner.
The attendance was fair to middling, the evenings seeing

the largest crowds. The fair sex, for whose beauty Nash-
ville is so justly celebrated, turned out in force, and occupy-
ing seats in front of the stage, enjoyed the novel spectacle
which the judging afforded. The members of the chib, after
the first day, relied on their secretary to attend to the exec-
utive duties, and Mr. Stockton worked like a beaver havino-
a thoroughly just conception of his duties. Prize money
was paid by check Friday A. M., and really we feel that to
say any more would seem as if we were determined not to
tind fault. Nevertheless we must remark that the neatness
of the show was marred somewhat by the rough backs to the
benching along one aisle that had to do duty in the absence
ot part ot bpratts' fixtures. This was a contretemps due to
the carelessness of the Western Union Company, who when
Mr. Stockton wired Spratts for extra benching for forty
aogs that Ben Lewis was bringing, made the wire read four
instead of forty, which made a wide difference aud a slight
eyesore to the public, but the club had the courtesy to put the
boards behind their own dogs rather than the visitors'. With
these remarks I may as well give an account of the dogs that
were there. The list of awards sent by wire were published

^^i^f'ib V\?°^;f -V?P Stream last week with the one
™^u^^^lu^^**^^^- ^- ^- Huntington's Jack Shepard wonm bloodhounds instead of Bellhus, Jr., who was absent
Mr. John Davidson was the first to enter the judging ringM^we give his classes in rotation instead of in' the ordinary

Mr. John, Dmn.dsoih, Judge.

«^%^'^D ^"^™'^^^P*--'''^^ only entry in dogs was theone Mr. Purbeck used to own. Philos IX.; he showed rather

^tfn^ }^
pasterns, dirty m coat and his hocks turn in toomuch for a good one. He is well coated and a dog more ofthe Leekhoi type The bitch Kaluga is a poor sort, verymuch out m front, knuckles over, open feet, and foreleg^

^^^nfit""^?^' "-^A'-^
^"^1 ^° brow, not having the lovfy

?^o?ill?l^an\Sll.^^ ^
^••"--^ I--- Beerhound^

^^''e few in numbei, but there

rnvww."'" r f Pi-.esent that wmild "stand some beating"anywhere. Champion Master Bich, looking as fit as a

fn^ dirnoT'lni''''"''^^"?^"*^^' ^ dicky behind now
KP^nhim^n Hl?^ in spread of quarters as I have
^^^a I j° ^^^^ P*^*- former partners in the Rock-
^9oa-i.aii4seer Kennels, Roger Williams and Dr. VauS-

SEC'T KOBGRT C STOCKTON,
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ranges of his native Kentucky; too long in body, back on
his pasterns, bad feet and is not ribbed up enough, rather
good head, neck and shoulders. This was the dog that
arrived too late for Brooklyn judging.
PoiNTER.s.—One entry iu each class was the order here,

and all but two are dogs whose names are household words
in the fancy. Inspiration for challenge dogs. Looking bet-
ter than at Brooklyn, but would still do with five pourds
more fieah on him; Fan N. in challenge bitches; Rock II.,
from Philadelphia^ in open dogs, these were all in Ben
Lewis's string. The bitch entry was absent, and the dog
puppy Oscar is quite a nice one by Ossian, good bone, well
formed body, good legs and fair head, but ears not well
carried.
English Setttski,.—These classes tiu-ned out a little ^Mt

ter. F/dgeraark in challenge dogs was entered, but abi-tui

,

BliOODHOUUD -JACK SHEPABD,
Owned by Mr. G. H. R. HuntlngtOD, Chicago, lU ..

Benzine being the only well known dog present, and in that
dog class be met a worthy competitor in Max Noble, a littla
long cast but nice head, good legs and bone, a trifle light be-
hind ; Benzine lost to him in neck and .shoulders, forelegs
and hind action. Direct was in poor shape, is back on pas-
terns and flat-sided. Mr. Shriver showed something better,
however, in bitches, his Nettie G., rather narrow chested, is
very good in body, and especially so in (juarters. ClenS.,
second, turns her feet out and her head is only plain. Cos-
ette, vhc, stands on poor feet, has not enough stop, and is
plain in muzzle. A Gath's Mark pup out of Cosette, also Mr.
Shriver's, easily beat the coarse-headed Echo, from whom a
prize was withheld. Then two bitch pups by Gath's Mark
also from the Shriver kennel, completed the list. Rosa Bon-
heur is not much better than Glass ; both have good bone
but are deficient in squareness of muzzle. The kennel prize
went to Mr. Shriver.
Irish Setters —The Irish cause was well backed up by

entries from the Oak Grove Kennel, in fact their seven en-
tries comprised the lot shown and were really put down in
full bloom. It reminded me of the old "Berkely" days in
1881, to see Ben at work on the reds with chamois and elbow
grease. In a challenge cla.ss of dogs with Kildare, Dick
Swivelerand Seminole entered the latter was the only one
out for the dollars, his color is hardly as rich as the others
and he stands a bit wide in front. Kildare and Dick Swiveler
were out for specials only. In bitches with Norna and
Edna H. entered, the latter was the only one to appear and
shining like a new dollar walked out with the ribbon
though she has a rather plain head. Open dogs had no en-
tries, but the bitch class contained Rose Sarsfield and Alice
Kent, both well known and at Brooklyn a fortnight since
Rose Sarsfield wins ea.sily in color and body, Alice has the
better head but both lose to a good one iu feet. Oak Grove
of course took the kennel prize.
Gordon Setters.—The same old crowd. Of course DrDixon la not to be blamed that he shows the same dogs so

often, but it would fdd a little to the interest in this breed if
there -w^xS a little diversion made. This eternal reipetition o(

Ivanhoe, Duchess of Waverly, Duke of Wellington, Princess
Louise, etc., is getting tiresome, btit there seem to be no new
ones coming on fit to take their places. There i.s a wide
margin for improvement iuthis breed, especially in coloring,
for most of the tan seen lacks richness, is either too dark,
smutty or washy, Duke, who ran second to Duke of Wel-
lington in open dogs, has a better head, but has a light eye
and narrow front, the other is well known, and though he
loses in neck and shoulders to Duke, is better iu loin and
quarters, there is little between them. In bitches the well
known Princess Loui.se scores over Dago, from the same
kpr nel, in body, head and tan.
Spaniels were poor—a nondescript lot. Many of the

classes were marked no entry. The one so-called Irish water
spaniel class was represented by a cropped-tailed dog with a
wavy coat, no pretensions to the breed at all; prize rightly
withheld and explanation offered to the owner. Ciumber.s
of course had no entry, but a liberal classification. Field
^paniels also were non est, and the cocker challenge classes
had no aspirants for honors. Open dogs, any color, had
three entries, one absent. There was little type here, and
first went to Jacko, a dog whose legs would command ap-
"••eciative attention at Hornellsville, long in body also and
Just a fair head, but a rank bad cocker all round; second,
Bowman's Romeo, is curly-coated, long-faced—in fact, n. g.
Bitches had five entries, four present, Swiss Mountain Ken-
"pIs' Miss Waggles marked absent. The winner, Tess De

I

LTrbeville, is not so aristocratic in form as in name, In fact,
[the latter part is the only noticeable oue from a fancier's
standpoint. She is a smart looking little thing enough,
but wavy-coated, what there was of it, and too long in iiody
Mate, second, is fat, but had pretensions to type, an all-
Mack with fair coat. .Juliet, vhc, is very poor, in fact, none
of them are worth criticising.
Beagles—Quite a fine collection for a new country, with

two well-known dogs present, Ch. June M. was alone in
challenge class, and she looked very nice. The open dogs
brought out a really good, workmanlike dog in Cockrill's
Doctor, one of the best bodies goine, splendid bone, well
shaped and on fairly good feet, nice carriage of stern, skull
good, muzzle too long but fairly deep, ears too broad and
not very nicely hung, fair coat, a dog that if well bred should
'lo nicely with weedy stock; he is quite large enough.
Orane, second, is too large and coarse, especially in head,
but was fairly well put together and looked like pushing a
hare to extremities. In bitches, the well-known Parthenia,
picking up a bit, was easily winner; second going to Susie,
whose light body, lack of rib and soft coat were in strong
contrast

; Maggie is weedy all through. iViiddleton Kennels'
Snow was absent. Mr. J. R. Cockrill tuok the kennel prize.
This concluded Mr. Davidson's labors.

Mr. James Mortimer, Judge.
Mastieps.—I have seen many a worse lot at more preten-

tious shows. There were only four m-esent. with no chal-
lengers. In dogs the winner, a son of Beaufort and Vistula
IT., Beauregarde by name, is fal- too small in ear and not
carried right, a short, fairly well-formed head, muzzle not
deep enough, hind action owing to faulty hocks left Home-
thing to be desired : Robert E. Lee, second, is a bigger dog,
head not so typical as the other, fiat feet but has better bone
and is much better behind than the other, and therefore
superior in action. Taking character into consideration the
decision was right. In bitches our old Danbury friend
.tcored over Winnie B , a bitch by Ormonde out of Lady
(Jobrey, a poor-headed slack-backed one, with poor hind
action, nice ear ; neither are good in feet. No puppies.
Great Danes.—An imposing collection, the Cumberlaud

Kennel Cc, and the Shoqnoquon Kenuels being the main
exhibitors. With Imperator absent, Melac and Pedro were
the aspirants for challenge honors. Melac had )ust as much
as he could do to pull in a winner. Of course Pedro's turned
in feet are against him, but he is much better in head and
arch of loin than the winner, but there is no denying the
latter's good legs, bone, ribs and .size; his bead does not im-
prove with age, expression heavy and head coarse. Pedro
was shown well, while Melac was oft' color. In open dogs
there was room for difference of opinion, a lot of undeveloped
dogs being brought forward. The winner, Theseus, is light
yet in loin and body, but .stands on capital legs, is of good
style and type throughout, though head will be probably on
his daddy Melic's order, and tail is too curled. Normao,
second, is an imi)orted red fawn, and not a dog that im-
presses one very favorably. His head Is short; throaty, is
rather flat in loin, ouarters and thighs good, also legs and
feet. Prince Leo, third, is rather straight-faced, is heavy in
shoulders, feet a little.open, nice body and bone. Anderson's
Sandor, 1 thought, hardly got his deserts. He has the best
and cleanest head In the cla.ss. nice long neck, fairly clean;
his ribs need more spring, and loin might be broader, but it
is well shaped. Bitches had six entries, one absentee. First
went to Minerva, a nicely turned bitch, hardly furnished
yet, legs fairly good and a head like the dog winner. She
stands bad on pasterns. Phtebe, second, dips a bit iu back.
I liked her, barring this, as well as the winner. She is bet-
ter on fept, but her carriage of stern is not so good. Char-
mion, third, is heavy in front, has open, flat feet, good body,
quirtersand loin. Zellar, vhc, a very light-colored bitch,
loses in muzzle, and is throaty, excellent forelegs and shoul-
ders, has, however, a rather plain, heavy look all through,
and did not show well, being in season. Jackson's Juno is
small, only a six months' puppy. In bitch puppies she won
over Halka, who is larger, of same litter, and, I thought,
better in head, legs and feet. Cumberland Kennels of course
took the kennel prize.

.St. Bernarps.—One could not expect much so far from
St. Bernard centers, norAvas one disappointed, for there
were only two really good dogs, Casper and Lord Milton.
Casper, the winner, did not look so well as when I saw him
at Toledo years ago, and though he has a long head with
not enough stop, still he .shows quality and i.s well colored,
of good size, good bone, and nicely put together: in fact, I
remember that at Toledo he ran Plinlimmon, Jr., very close.
Fernwood Bruce, Jr., is light in body aud color, and coat
inclined to curl, he is 9mos. old only, faulty in pasterns and
feet, a little too much stop and inclined to dish-face, a nice
youngster of good size that is bound to improve, for he
shows quality. Count Bruno, third, has a plain head, hocks
too close and body not depth enough. Sir Barry Bedivere,
vhc, has not a bad head, fair front, coat curly, but has a
good deal of white. Bitches had three entries, and Silvern
returned the winner. They were a bad lot, the winner lacks
quality, and only one side of head is marked at all, body
nearly all white and long, feet open, but good bone, legs
and action, gooseberry eyes, head fairly well .shaped, but
common. Lady Watch, though lacking shadings, has a
fair head, hut loses in depth, rather short body, but well
ribbed. I thought she would have won on account of the
other's bad markings, a dog with only one side of head
marked lacks type and character. Lady He rbert, third, has
a flat, snipy head, faulty quarters and .stifle. Fernwood
BrucBj Jr., won easy in puppies. The bitch pup Princess
Josphme II. is plain in type, good bone and coat. Novice
'\vinB repeated. ^
In .smooth open dogs (2), Lord Milton was strictly ahead

of anything in the .show as regards head properties and
qualities. He resembles his brother Melrose to a T, but is a
size or two smaller. Prince Ivo is better in pasterns than
the winner, is rather roached-backed and has a long, nar-
row head, good bone. Prince Beno, given second in puppies,
has a weak head with no shadings, good legs and body'
Novice followed the open awards.
NE"vypotiNDLANDc;.—Apooi'lot, In dogs the winner, Sur-

pass, has the shorter head^ but Jambo has a smaller
smoQtljer eay, cieepe? body, bigger an4 wore Iboue, Sport'
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he. is small and weedy. Nellie Ely, third ia bitches, is a
snipy-faced, fat animal, with a fair coat and very short

legs; DO other prizes given.
C0LIJE8.—The Chestnut Hill Kennels entered a number

of dogs, but failed to answer the call. This left challenge

classes bare. The Argyle Keunela, however, made a brave
showing, and Mr. Georges. Siddons was welcomed to the

fancier ranks. He cleaned the boards of all the prizes, hav-

ing the only collies in the show. In open dogs the winner,
Koslyn Tory, beat his kennel mate, Argyle Mac, in feet—the
latter being very open—loin and quarters, the latter also

knuckles a bit and is not straight in front. I thought him.
however, better in coat and head than the other, better

chest and shoulders and not so broad in skull as the winner.

In bitches, Maud Marian, who has a plain, short head, had
the class to herself. Argyle Andy, the dog puppy, has a nice

head and expression, good bone and legs. In novices, Ar-

ayJe Mac won, followed by same owner's Madc&p Bess,

whose feet tt^rn out a bit and are open, ears big and carried

low, a plain-faced bitch, with not much character. The
Kennel pri^.e, of rourse, went to Ai-gyle Kennels.
Poodles—The well known "rounders" Biglow and Paris

had each a class, and consequently each went out with a
ribbon. Neither had received Ben Lewis's finishine touches
and straws in their coats were plentiful. In justice to Mr.
Lewis, he had not returned from lunch when they were
brought in.

BnLLDOfW.—Quite a gallant show ot these fellows, the
Illwiss Kennels having a field day. Their exhibit com-
manded as much attention as anything in the show, as

probably nine-tentbs of the Nashville people had never seen

a good one before. King Lud was marked for exhibition

only, but he competed with the other nevertheless, and was
beaten by his kennel mate champion Bo'swain in muzzle,
bone, body and chest; neither are well out at shoulder.

Duchess of Parma, in nice shape, represented the challenge
bitches. Rustic Sovereign, the only entry; in open dogs,

was absent, as were all the lolanthe entries. In bitches,

that smart one, Peckham La.ss. beats Lady Nan in volume of

skull and shoulders. Lady Nan, second, is po.sitively in

at elbow, but is better broken up in face, deeper and broader
in muzzle, better ribs, loin and quarters than Lass, but feet

are open and is not as typical. The Illwiss Kennels of

course took the kennel prize.

Bttll-Tbkriees.— Frank Dole's Bonnie Princes.s, well
known, hardly a flyer, but keeping well, was the only one
present and took the ribbon in challenge bitches. Boston
terriers were naturally drawn blank.
DAGHSHaNDP.—All the three entries are well known. The

challenge winner was /aila II., shown thin. Open dogs,

Fritz K., that has been aro^md all the shows this fall was
the only entry, and this applies also to Jessie Victoria, flrst

in bitches.
Fox-Tkeeirrs.—These little chaps turned up in force,

comparatively speaking, though no challenge entries were
seen. The oppn doe class called for six, but Ripon Stormer
was an absentee. First went to Dixie Tartar, a son of Raby
Miser: he is a smart terrier, feet open a bit, little full in

brow and body hardly well turned, a bit cloddy. Rustic
Risk, .second, is a bit wide in front and light in loin and
quarters, head of good length, but plain. Risk of Sharon,
also from the Rustic Kennels, is open in toes and big in ear,

fair head and body. Gamester is a trifle straight behind,

broad in skull and short-headed, an all white dog by Moon-
stone. First was withheld in bitches and second given to

-Tulip, wide chested, plain head, too full in brow, a big bitch

and coarse. Rustic Kennels, by dint of numbers, took the
kennel prize. Wire-hairs had one entry present in the
absence of Dandy Jack. Pincher, a little fuzzy customer
from whom first was withheld, too short in head, etc.

IKISH TERPvfEEs.—.Jackanape.s was absent, but Lewis
.showed Galtees, well known on the late fall circuit: the judge
thought it good enough for second only and graded the rib-

bon accordingly.
Scotch TEREIeks.—The Colored Pi-eacher beat Ashley

Plug in shoulders and body in the dog class, but loses to the
other in coat, head and front. Feather Brain is too weedy
to expect recognition and was lucky to get second competing
with herself.
Welsh terriers, Bedlingtons and Dandle Dinmonts were

drawn blank and the .*.5 prize in these classes could not hope
to draw the dogs so far from home. '

Skye Teerters,—Of course distance is no object to Sir

Stafford, he goes with the crowd and Ben Lewis. Then Ben
showed Sir Thomas a worthy son of the old dog in the open
dog class; very like Stafford in head and ears, nice long coat

and body length, a little light in middle piece, nice bone and
typical action. In the bitch class the prize was withheld
from a nondescript, Clydesdales were nov est as usual.

Yoekshiee TEEEIEB8.—Two pretty fair specimens were
put down one in each class,, both owned by Dr. Oliver, of

Chicago. Dick York is light in tan, nice body color, bit

mixed perhaps, and coat of good length. The well known
Minnie York won in bitches, she is a silvery blue and shown
in good coat.
Black ank T.is Tekriebs.—The Rochelle Kennels cannot

be stalled off by distance, and though it is risky work send-

ing black and tans so far with the dangers of sudden change
in temperature in view, they seemed to be quite happy.
Broomfleld Sultan won in challenge dogs and English Ladj
the corresponding class. In open dogs a plain one, very
light in tan and with too much stop, was deemed just about
good enough to save entry fee with a red ribbon. In bitches
Majestic and Carmencita fought their Brooklyn battle over
again; both are small and whippety, Carmencita has the best

tan and thumb marks. Rochelle got the kennel prize. Toy
terriers and whippets had no entries.

PtTfts.—Nine of them altogether with Sprake in the chal-

lenge class. In open dogs a new one came out and is quite

a smart little chap, who succeeded in downing the redoubt-
able Duke Howard of controversial fame; but Mr. Howard
can take his medicine, for has he not told us .so? Simple
Ben, the winner, is small, very, has a better skull and
wrinkle than Duke; Duke is a bit deeper in body and better

in quarters and hindlegs, and if anything sports a closer

curl. Ben, with the help of his namesake, carried his ear

better than his opponent. Third went to Count, large,

long muzzle, open in toes, excellent curl. Link, he, is too
fat and long in muzzle. Snipe, c, has big ears, carried high,
head too big and "mastift'y." Then came the bitches, both
having fair owners. Vega is now well known; she is a
cobby little thing, nice body and curl, smothering the other
in condition; perhaps I should reverse the order as Toadie
was altogether too lat, though of good type of head and very
wide in front naturally, and heavy in shoulders; she loses in

muzzle to the winner but has a better eye—more prominent.
Mrs. Davis then showed a smart little puppy by Sprake,
whose blue ribbon somewhat consoled her for her disap
pointment in the other class.

Kraa Charles Spa NiEiB.—Only {one shown. Royal Roy.
well known, and he created a good deal of interest among
the good people of Nashville.^and I should not wonder at
future shows if some local dog#are not shown, as he seemed
to take. Blenheims were liberally provided for; in fact

most of this classification was too liberal and not at all war-
. ranted by expectation. Two fair Italian greyhounds in
Prince and Lotta. each scored without opposition in their

respective classes for tbe Cumberland Kennel Co., and the
judging closed. H. W. Lac y.

Mr. Joe Lewis called at Forest and STEEA>t office in our
absence, last Monday. He was on his way South with Mr.
F. C. Fowler, proprietor of the Oak Grove Kennels, They
intend picking up a few dogs at the trials.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
The qtiarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club was

held at 44 Broadwav, New Y^ork, on Thursday, Dec. 8. Pres-

ent; August Belmont, pnrsident; F. M. Oldham, delegate

American Spaniel Club; Dr. W. T. Foote and Chas. D. Bern-

helmer, for associate members: -1. D. Sbotwell, delegate

Collie Club of America; H. E. Twyford, Continental Kennel

Club Company; Wilson Fiske, delegate English Setter Club;

A. H. Heppner, delegate German Mastiff: or Great Dane Club
of America: Jas. B. Blossom, delegate Gordon Setter Club
of America; Dr. M. H. Cryer, delegate Keystone Kennel
Club; Wm. Littauer, delegate Mohawk Valley Poultry and
Kennel Club; Edward Brooks, delegate New England Field

Trial Club; G. Muss-Arnolt, delegate Pointer Club of

America; F. S. Webster, delegate Washington City Kennel

Club; fl. B. Cromwell, delegate Westminster Kennel Club.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and con-

firmed. The Builington County Agricultural Society and
the New Jersey Kennel League were admitted as members
of the American Kennel Club. Mr. Longstreet's creden-

tials from the former society and Edwin H. Moms s for the

latter were received. J. Flynn, Jr., was recognized as dele-

gate from the Rhode Island Club. The resignation of the

Chesapeake Bay Dog Club was accepted, the reasons

for withdrawal being given as the allotment of show dates

and: non-acceptance "of their delegate. The treasurer's state-

ment of account was duly accepted, showing

Receipts from all sources... -r

Expenditures - 7,332.42

Balance in treasury $4,324.69

The report of the committee on rules was accepted and
ordered to be printed in the next issue of the Koniiel

GazeUC: The committee on dates for shows was continued.

W. A, Power attended the meeting as a representative of

the Boston Terrier Club, and asked for an immediate de-

cision regarding the recognition of the breed by the Amer-
ican Kennel Club and the admission of the club. After some
discussion the request was withdrawn in favor of a motion
to request the committee on this subject to report at the next

meeting of the club. It was further decided that in the
mean time bench show committees may continue to make
clas.ses for the breed.

„ , „ , ^

The Higginson appeal from tbe decision of the Rochester
Kennel Club in the matter of the removal of Streatham
Monarch, the bull-terrier, from their late show, was disal-

lowed. The bill of L. F. Whitman, of Chicago, for expenses

in attending as delegate for associate members was ordered

to be paid. „ ^, , .

The application by George Jarvis for the prefix Kent being
objected to by the Westminster Kennel Club and two breed-

ers it was referred to the advisory committee.
The application of the prefix Mont by Jas. Blossom was

objected to by Edwin H. Morris, who gave as his reason the

importation by him of champion Beaumont in 1888 and the
subsequent use of Mont as kennel name, as a suffix, the

present owning of dogs with sucb names, and the use of

Mont by others to distinguish them as coming from the

strain he introduced. This was also referred to the advisory
committee. ^ „ „ ,

The complaint of K. Bardoe Elliott against H. Pi. Twyford
was partially read, and then referred to the advisory com-
mittee with power to act.

The complaint brought bv Dr. J. Frank; Perry against A.
Bberhart for the attempt to substitute a picture of an Eng-
lish pug for one of his, was also referred to the advisory
committee with power.

.las. L. Anthony moved that the secretary arrange with
the lawyers in charge of the club interests in connection
with the Albany Kennel Club disqualification, and submit
their accounts at the next meeting. He called attention to

the importance of the decision.

A resolution was made disqualifying Mr. Paterson for non-
payment of the Shillcock claim for the amount due for a
St." Bernard.
The secretary asked for the appointment of an auditing

committee.
On application from the secretary for instructions he was

authorized to return the contributions for the social club
which was in contemplation.
The meeting then adjourned.

A DAY AT NASHVILLE.
The Nashville show, though quiet as far as attendance

went ki the daytime, was still an enjoyable one, and was
interspersed with kindly attentions on the part of the club
members. On Wednesday morning three teams were placed
at the visitors' disposal, and undel" the guidance of Harry
Goodman the following drove out to see the Cumberland
Kennels: Mes.srs. John Davidson, James Mortimer, George
S. Siddons. Dr. Van Hummell, Judge Naylor, Capt."
Murphy and the Forest asd Stream representative. The
kennels are situated about three miles from the city. Ar-
riring at the farm the party first took a look at the ken-
nels, which are situated in the midst of a park-like country
of 8.5 acres, the farm proper being 185. Beautiful trees

cast a .shade over the buildings and .yards, and this inclos-

ure. so large and well shaded, would seem to be an ideal re-

sort for dogs. There is plenty of water on the land, and in

fact no place could be better adapted for the purpose of dog
breeding. The kennel building is not very elaborate, but
still sufficient for the mild weather encountered in this re-

gion. Tne building is about 100 feet long and 18 feet wide,
on each side are five yards, -50 by feet, and inclosed by
wire and lath fencing ; those communicate by a hole in the
side of the building with the interior compartments, which
are some 10 by 13 feet, and divided by wire and laths. The
dogs seem to be kept on the perfect liberty system, several
" bunking " together, and no chaining.
There were several great Dane pups and a sort of * 'disap-

pointing" St. Bernard by Alton that had met with reverses
in early life and has been more or less crippled ever since.

The principal dogs were of course at the show. As soon as
the FOKEST AND STREAM man had commemorated the event
by shooting off his camera at the group, the party partook
of Mr. Goodman's hospitality in the room devoted to the use
of the members. Mr. Goodman resides in a capital brick
house, surrounded by numerous outbuildings, in which is

every convenience for heating from a boiler. Jokes were
passed, Naylor was scored on his judgeship, and .Tudge Mor-
timer, in fact, the judicial element of one sort and another
was quite eii evidence, got off! a neat little story which com-
mented on the facilities afforded by this country in the mat
ter of "justiceships" as compared "wid de ould counthry,'
to the confusion of the latter. Then we took trap again
and a three mile drive brought us to the gates of the world
renowned Belle Meade stock farm.
We were expected, or seemed to be, which gratified our

complacency ju.st as well, and were quickly discussing the
?iOints of the noted race horses Luke Blackburn, Iroquois,
nspector B., Tremont, Don Sylva and Great Tom, Iroquois

and Luke Blackburn perhaps commanded the most atten
tion, and John Davidson, who is as good a judge of a horse
as he is of a setter, gave it as his opinion that though Iro-

quois was a fine horse and very clean limbed, he thought
Luke Blackburn showed more quality in head and neck.
They were all in grand condition, and while gazing at them
one could almost imagine one heard the refrain of the
shouts of triumph that had greeted these gallant horses
whose victories have commanded the attention of the civil-

ized world, May they live long in their Southern home and
add still further to the prestige of their strain, Each horse

has a separate, well shaded paddock and small stable, and
in fact everything that a thoroughbred horse could possibly

desire. There are about 120 brood mares on the place, and
several of them were seen to be in foal as they lazily whisked
their long tails and strolled over the blue grass ranges of the

parks and paddocks. Among them the dam of Tammany
commanded attention.
We also made the actmaintance and pictoi-e of a famous

Belle Meade character. "^"Uncle Bob," who was a slave to

old General ITardins, the original owner of Belle Meade.
"Y'ou gemmen come from New York, huh! New York's
great place—got to keep yoh hand in yob pocket all the

time. What wid de cars running overhead and cars run-

ning underneath, if one don't catch you the other will! '

This is how Uncle Bob expressed himself in referring to his

visit to the Empire City recently. It would take too much
space to enumerate all the iuteresting things we saw, but
probably the herds of deer in the main park, which extends

over some 4,000 or .^,000 acres, commanded as much atten-

tion as anything after the horses. Personally, what struck

me most forcibly was the keen scent they seemed_ to

have for a camera and their modest and retiring

dispositions. Two backs were seen fignting, and inspired

with visions of a special triumph in the photography com-
petition and with professional instinct to get a scoop on the

set-to, I essayed to immortalize the interesting scene, but
alack ! my stalking education seems to have been neglected,

and, probably, getting between the wind and their dignity

I can positively affirm that the re.sult was negative.

Returning to the town in the evening, we were all invited

by the (Jumberland Kennel Co. to dine with the club at the

Maxwell House, where we met a number of members. Mr.
Prank Searight, the president, taking the head of the table

a pleasant two hours were .spent in discussing both the very

excellent menu and dogly subjects in general. There were
no speeches, but deep down in our hearts was a very kindly
feeling, that needed no expression, for the jolly Tennesse-
ana who had given us so much pleasure. H. W. L.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Lesinotom, N. C, Dec, 10,—T have had three or four in-

quiries in respect to the order in which the English Setter

Derby of the United States Field Trials Club was drawn.
Tho.se who are interested in the matter will find the order

of running in Forest and SteEAJI of Nov. 17, in the report

of the trials of the club.

I regret to learn that the Glenmore Kennels will be unable
to start any of their Derby dogs in the Irish Setter Club's
Trials, sickness of the dogs being the cause. It is most un-
fortunate and discouraging to the enterprising and meri -

torious Glenmore Kennels, but I feel sure that this misfor-

tune will not lessen the plucky eft'orts of the kennel in

furthering Irish setter interests.

Mr, P. Lorillard, Jr., has made a mo.st wonderful list of

winnings this year, as will be seen in the reports of the
recent trials. Persistent and plucky competition backed by
skillful management are sure to succeed. There is no one
who does not feel plea.sed at Mr, Lorillard's succesis.

A remarkable circumstance in the list of field trial win-
ners of this season is the number of hitches which have
won. In the Unit^ States Field Trials Club's Pointer
Derby, Mame S. and Lady Peg, two bitches, won second and
third. Lad of Rush being first. Rod's Sue won the Eastern
Derby, Lora won the All-Age Stake. Rod's Sue won in the
Derby of the Philadelphia Club's trials. Dot Rogers being
third. Lora and Miss Ruby captured second and third in
the All-Age Stake. Graceful 11. won third in the Central
Club's Pointer Derby. Maiden Mine won the Setter Derby
and Dot Rogers divided third with the dog Roger's Spark.
Maiden Mine won the absolute heat of the Derby. In the
All-Age Setter Stake the bitches Lora, Bettye S. and Miss
Ruby made a clean sweep, taking flrst, second and third.

The manner in which some field trial clubs submit to the
meddling of kennel owners and handlers is contemptibly
weak andharmful. An instance occurred recently in which a
prominent field trial club invited a gentleman to judge, and
to oblige the club he consented. He knew how exacting and
wearisome, often thankless, is the position of a judge. After
he had consented the club received a letter from some one
or other objecting to the gentleman as a judge. Thereupon
the club became alarmed at the bugaboo, or valued a few
dollars' worth of entry fees more than it did its manliness,
and intima ed to the judge that his withdrawal would bene-
fit the club, whereupon he withdrew. Such a discourteoxis

act on the one hand in respect to the jtxdge, and pitifully

weak act on the other in cringing to the noise of some owner
or owners, apart from its offensiveness, is a very poor policy
to follow. One timorous deference to some hungry aspirant
for the club's money only leaves down the bars for a dozen
other similar impertinences or dictations. The club should
have stood by their judge after he had been engaged if every
ovmer refused to enter. It should have shown some spirit,

some individuality, some force, something other at least dif-

ferent from putty. The alarm and timidity were needless
in that there were no grounds for them outside the club's

gentle meekness. Field trials are the very life of kennel in-

terests. By far the larger part of the owners and field

trial competitors engage in these matters for the
almighty dollar. The element of sport is trifling. Owners
and handlers must go to field trials. Their existence as
owners and handlers depends upon field trials. When they
say they will not attend field triais they make a windy
bluff'. They always reconsider it before the next season
sets in. Field trial club members could get along well if

there were no field trials. Not so with breeders and hand-
lers. There is too much bread and butter at stake. Noth-
ing herein is intended against owners and handlers in

their proper places. When they assume to dictate to an
association whom it shall not engage to judge they are med-
dlers. If they do not approve of a judge or judges it is

their privilege to remain away. In the matter of the pro-
tection of judges, clubs have been too indifferent in many-
particulars. They have permitted all kinds of disgruntled
competitors to make any kind of remarks on the judges or

their decisions. The judges should be under the protection
of the club foi' which they are acting in so far as being
treated with proper respect and courtesy are concerned. No
insolence should be tolerated for a moment. These matters
are not so bad now as they were a few years ago, and a few
good public admonitions, containing names and circum-
.stances, will make them less .so in future. It is only neces-
sary now for tbe circumstance to occur to have the rest fol-

low, that is, the publicity. In justice to the gentleman
aforementioned, it is but proper to mention that he did not
furnish the inform.ation which I have used.

I recei ved a letter from the well-known breeder of pointers,
Major J. R. Purcell, than whom no more enthusiastic sports-
man exists. In his letter, dated Dec. 10, Major Purcell re-

views the beat between Lora and Heineken, as published in
FoEEBT AT^D STREAM'S report of the Philadelphia Club's
trials. It is impo.s.sible in the present crowded state of
FOEEviT AND Stream's columns to give the letter at length,
but it may be summed up by saying that Major Purcell
holds contrary to everything said of Heineken and holds
further that many doings of Heineken wei-e not mentioned
at all, the latter of which we, too, say is true, for if every
time some dogs pointed, stopped to listen, gtuck their noseis
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in the ground and bored for worms, etc., were mentioned,
there would be reports like commons.

Mr. Frank . Richards, whose illness was mentioned last
week, is still confined to his room, but, it is a pleasure to
write it, he is now free of the typhoid symptoms with which
he was threatened.

A high price for a reading notice is $26.66 per word for 89
words, which the contract stated would be paid by Turf,
Field and Farm. The Lord loves a cheerful giver.

The winnings of several of the field trial handlers amount
to quite a laree sum. The following is a list of their win-
nings at the United States, Eastern, Philadelphia and Cen-
tral trials, the four-hour race of the latter not included:

O. Tucker $3,850
L. W. BiaBkenbaker l,O0f)

J. M. Avent 775
8. C. Brarilev 550
Oapt. C. E.McMurdo 500
J White 350

G. R. Bowse. $200
C. E. Buckle 175
F. Richards 150
Luke White 1.50

J. N. Lewis 75
A.Cameron 125

A total of $4,800 up to date, not a small sum, and only a
part of what will be won before March next.

B. Waters.

DOG CHAT.

Nashville Show.
The management reali/.ed the importance of gaining the

aid of the daily press, and the Daily American, Nashville's
paper, devoted columns of space to descriptions of the show
and dogs present. On Thursday evening Gov. Buchanan
paid a visit to the Amusement Hall, and with Mr. Lasseter,
who, with Mr. Geo. G. Schenck, owns the Shoquoquon
Kennels, acting as cicerone, he became quite interested in
the dogs, and expressed his gratification that Nashville could
boast of having so good a show. When we left the building
the prize winners in each breed were being paraded on the
stage, while Mr. E. B. Elliot acted as master of ceremonies,
announcing the names and standing of each dog in proper
order before an interested audience. We did not envy the
"Professor's" task, for the dogs entered fully into the fun
of the thing and echoed in their own fashion all the nice
things Mr. Elliott had to say about them.
This is the first show the Nashville people have had under

A. K. C. rules, and in talking over the matter with Mr.
Stockton he informed us that the club's affiliation with the
A.K.C. and the conspquentnecessity of "listing" or register-
ing the dogs, bad affected the entry very decidedly. The
local people coiild not be brought to consider in an A, K. C.
light the benefits that would accrue to them by paying a
quarter extra for the additional privilege of paying' a two
dollar entry fee, which latter they also looked upon as an
imposition, the entries last year having been free. Thus it

came about that the Nashville dog held aloof and left the
spoils to the visitors. Ben Lewis had a string of about fifty,

nearly a 'third of the show, and thus secured the handler's
prize of 125. John H. Naylor had a collection of Chicago
dogs, but their quality iia some breeds was second rate.
"Justice of the Peace" Naylor consoled himself, however,
in reflecting that this might be his last show, as the duties
of his justice's office would be materially increased before
long, A canal is to be cut through his bailiwick, and as
some thousands of navvies are to be employed, "Die-hard"
Naylor with his knowledge of their nature fully expects
the emoluments of the office will be so materially increased
that he need have no care for the morrow. For his sake,
not the navvies', we trust his anticipations will be realized.

Mr. Rei'ck Buys Sir Bedivere.

"I've bought Sir Bedivere to add to my string. I'm sorry
I can't see you, but I'm off to Europe on Wednesday. Sin-
cerely, W. C. Reick." In these few words are we given to
understand that the finest St. Bernard yet seen on the bench
is now an inmate of the New York St. Bernard Kennels and
a companion of Princess Florence, his only rival; Marvel,
Kingston Regent and Refuge II. In St. Bernards there is
no denying that Mr. Reick now has a "full house." It is

hot necessary to go into any details about Sir Bedivere, the
king of St. Bernards needs no padding.
His record and the sensational price Mr. Sears gave for

him is in the knowledge of every one. Mr. Sears, by this
sale, seems in earnest in his wish to leave the fancy, and we
can only regret that he should see fit to take such a step.
We draw attention to Mr. Reick's intention to dispose of
his brood bitches with the exception, of Princess Florence,
and it is his intention to confine his kennel to stud dogs
only. To a busy man like Mr. Reick this is perhaps a wise
decision, as a breeding kennel in keeping vrtth his array of
stud dogs would entail much worry, trouble and disappoint-
ment. Princess Florence was bred again to Marvel, Dec. 12,
and let us hope another Dxike of Maplecroft may be the re-
sult, Mr. Harry L. Friend has been engaged to look after
the kennel, and his experience with dogs should enable him
to put this crack kennel down in good shape at next W.K.C.
show.

The Gallup vs. Belmont Case.
In the Kennel Q-azette for November we find the decision

in fxiW of the Court of Appeals iu the Gallup vs. Belmont
et al case. Quoting the opinion of the judges as to the effect
of disqualification on the plaintiff's character he says:
"What those officers (Albany K. C.) are disqualified fi-6m
doing is not told to the public in t'ae alleged libel, The
question here is not as to the actual vote of the committee
but relates to the effect on the pitblic of the puhlication as
to the charaeter of the plaintiff. There is nothing dis-
graceful in being disqualified. Judges of the Court of
Appeals and justices of the Supreme Court are di,squalified
from acting at the end of the year in which they become
seventy years old. It would not be libelous to publish the
fact that one of these officers had become disqualified to
serve. * * If it were a matter of public knowledge to
exhibit or take prizes at such a show required the posses-
sion of high intellectual moral or social qualities than the
pixblication of a statement that he was disqualified might
be considered a statement that he did not possess the.se qual-
ities, and therefore 'one calculated to injure his characer '

ete., and the interlocutory judgment overruling the de-
murrer was reversed and judgment entered for the defend-
ants on the demm-rer with costs as stated in Forest and
Stream at the time.

A Doer Show at Seattle.

The exhibit of dogs and poultry given in Seattle last
January was so successful that it is to be repeated The
Western Washington Poultry Association and the Seattle
Kennel Club will join in their second annual exhibit during
the week beginning Jan. U, 1893. The members of the two
organizations are bent on making the event the beat show of
the kind ever held on the coast, and are working hard with
that end in view.

A New Cocker.

Jil- ?; Hamilton, Canada, has purchased
of Mr. r. McK. Robertson the black cocker dog Obo HIObo HI. is by champion Obo (Farrow's) out of Glpping
Floss. Obo III was imported by Mr. Robertson direct from
the kennels of James Farrow, England, and will no doubtprwe a valuable acqmsitiou to the pooker world on this

Sale of Philos IX.

During the Nashville show Mr. Frank S. Anderson,
through Mr. Naylor, sold the Russian wolfhound Philos IX.,

to a local gentleman, Mr. Drouillard, for $175, and when we
left, this gentleman was also considering favorably the
proposition to purchase Kaluga at flOO, from Mr. Roger
WilliaD.s. Mr, Drouillard wished to be original and get
out of the beaten path. It only shows that these dogs only
require extensive showing to become generally known and
admired.

A. Kennel Club for Hoboken,
There is a movement on foot in the above town to organize

a kennel club, and a meeting for the purpose was to be held
last week at Mr. George C. Rniiton's residenc '. Messrs. W.
W. Pollock, George Brandt and D. P. Foster are interested
in the movement. It is expected that if a club is formed a
show will be given in the CuiHing Rink at some future date.

Elmira Dos Show.
The Elmira Kennel Club have decided on the following

dates for their first annual bench show: March 15, 16, 17

and 18, 1893. We are members of the American Kennel Club
and intend holding a first-class bench show.—C. A. Bow-
man, Secretary.

Roug-h on All of Them.
Bill Lovick's bull-terrier got his head 'stuck in a pitcher,

and Bill cut off the head to save the pitcher, and then broke
the pitcher to get the head out! But could he have done any
different.' C. H.

After Mr. E. B, Bishop's plucky spirit in sending his dogs
so far from home to run at the field trials, it is discourag-
ing that several of his dogs are unable, thi-ough sickness,

to keep their engagements. Elphin, the smart Irish setter

bitch which is said to be pretty as a picture when in health,
is down with distemper at Lexington, N. C, and ch. Ruby
Glenmore is in season. Elphin probably caught distemper
at Columbus, O., trials, as we hear of others who have been
similarly affected, Mr. Staiinrd, of Trenton, Tenn., had
word from home, while attending the Nashville show, that
two of the youngsters he had at Elizabethtown and Colum
bus are coming down with the dread disease.

A live stock insurance company, limited, has been formed
in England, among the officers of which are several well-
known fanciers. Dogs are insured against loss through in-

jury by fire or accident and through death bynatural causes,
from the ages of one to seven years, at the rate of 7)4 per
cent, of two-thirds of their market value. In such a country
as Great Britain, where the number of valuable dogs is so
extensive, we should think that such a company would meet
with support. There has been something of the sort sug-
gested for this country, but there are scareiy sufficient dogs
to make such a venture remunerative,

Mr. Fred Duckworth, who was over here in 1881, and is a
well-known bull-terrier man, is giving a show at Fleetwood,
Lancashire, England. Mr. Duckworth owned Victoria, the
noted bull-teri'ier bitch, and from him the late Mr. Ed. Por-
ter purchased her in 1884, afterward doing a lot of winning
with her in this country.

Mr. Jos. S. Diggle shows his interest in collies not only as
secretary of the Northern and Midland Sheep Dog Club, of
England, but in a more practicable manner by repurchasing
what is considered about the best collie bitch living—i^ady
Christopher—for §2,200, with two puppies thrown in. He
followed this up by paying S300 for the new dog Anfield
Glen.

This is Mr. Pierre LoriUard, Jr.'s year in field trialdom,
and in the same sense'.is it Mr. C. M. Tucker's, his manager
and handler. Winning nearly S3.000 is not a bad season's
work and exceeds even;Mr. D. E. Rose's phenomenal run of
last year. Mr. Lorillard has met defeat year after year with
sportsmanlike stoicism, so that his run of good fortune this
year by the aid of Lora and Rod's Sue is particularly grati-
fying. Mr. Tucker seems to take his .success as a matter of
course, and whether chewing the "cud" of bitterness in
defeat or " Solace " in triumph, his features ci

old look of immobility.
1 cari-y the same

On Saturday evening, aCter the All-Age Setter Stake was
decided at Lexington, N. C, Mr. Avent cast off' his fox-
hounds, about eight couple, on a drag that had been laid to
the village about four miles distant. The crowd was left at
the start, and Messrs. Bayard Thayer, H, B. Duryea, J. M.
Avent, B. Waters and "Dog Chat" followed through a
nasty piece of woodland, when the two first-named missed
the line. After a capital run, in which the Forest And
Steeaji men had the hounds to themselves for a mile or
two, they were joined again by Mr. Avent and the hounds
carried us straight to the village at a clipping pace. The
music was glorious and the speed of the hounds .such that
we can quite enter into Mr. Avent's enthusiasm for his
well-known strain. This is a pleasant diversion in the
monotony of the field trials, and Mr. Avent is to be congratu-
lated on the happy thought.

We trust it is not a freak of fancy, though we hear from a
reliable source, that Mr. Huber, of Huber's Museum, New
York city, intends to give a series of special dog shows in
his museum. Our informant tells us that Great Danes will
have the first call, Mr. Huber being himself a German, and
an admirer of the breed. About tour or five hundred dollars
will be given in prizes, and Spratts Co., welbelieve, will
bench and feed. A show of St. Bernards will follow in due
season. Thus are the kennel interests of this country ad-
vanced and brought to public notice in strange and divers
places.

Many a man will fight if you kick his dog who lets his
wife carry in all the wood.—Jndtanapol l8 jRam^s Horn,,

A mistake or two crept into the report of Brooklyn show.
Mr. Codington informs me that it was his St. "Bernard
dog Roland and not Roland, Jr., that won at Danbury
show. In speaking of the bulldog not being broken up
enough it should have been in "face" not "foreface."

When the Cumberland Kennel Co. were advised that Mr.
Nichols was willing to sell Melac and his dogs, they sent
Mr. Goodwin at once to Chicago. The latter saw Mr.
Nichols, wired price, which was sent by wire, and Harry
Goodman came back richer in the possession of Melac and
seven young dogs.

An important meeting of the executive committee of the
Canadian Kennel Club will be held at the Queens Hotel,
Toronto, Dee. 20, at 3 P. M. The business done at the last
meeting, which the president declared illegal, will be recon-
sidered.

The appreciation of our kennel special columns is increas-
ing every week. We find that in this issue J. L, Luhn has
trained pointer for sale ; J. Dinkel. pointer bitch ; Box 735
bull pups ; Corktown kennels, cocker spaniels ; P. M. Car-
man, pointer pups ; H. M. Altiek, English setter pups"; Dr.
W-". Jarvis' noted Irish setter bitch. Maid ; Men-y Mount
kennels, Great Dane pup ; Ed. Carrier, well bred English
setter pups ; H. V. Jamie.son, trained beagles and bitches in
whelp : Chas. E. Buna, mastiff pupa ; E, H. Moore, three

litters St. Bernards ; W. H. Pierce, a Paul Gladstone dog ;

C. Perrin Lawshe, bull bitch pup; J. F, Stoddard, broken
beagles ; Maumee Kennels, Rip Ran puppies, also Duke of
Hessen pups out of well bred bitcties ; I'ockland Kennels'
Sale catalogue No. 1, New York St. Bernard Kennels, all
their brood bitcbes. In'the stud, attention is drawn to the
New York St. Bernard Kennels' advt. of grand stud dogs,
including Sir Bedivere.

Another year, profiting by experience, it would be well for
the Hermitage Club to eliminate their puppy and novice
classes, and this would enable them to give a better pre-
mium list to the smaller breeds. It is the intention of the
club to materially increase its prize list. After the show
was over Mr. Stockton intended to set to work and organize
a circuit for next fall, in which Louisville will take the
initiative, followed by Nashville, then Memphis, with St.
Louis to close the run. This would certainly afford an ex-
cellent opportunity to get a good class of dogs, and as the
shows would be held in December the fall list of shows
would equal, if not exceed, that of the spring.

The Hepbern Kennels sold their young great Dane Leader
to a gentleman in Central America at a long figure after the
Brooklyn show, and the dog arrived at its destination in
good shape. The Hepbern Kennels are importing a num-
ber of new ones, which will arrive in time for the W. K. C.
show.

The English papers are full of the Birmingham show,
which was a pronounced success in everything but the judg-
ing, which seems to have given anything but satisfaction in
some of the breeds. Strange to say, in many of these cases
the judges were known as "breeders, exhibitors and owners"
for years back, of the breeds they adjudicated upon. The
entries numbered 1,300. Further discus.sion of the show
must be left for another week.

Dockleaf, the new star in the bulldog firmament, cost Mr.
Woodiwiss $1,250, and at his first appearance beat all the
cracks, winning two firsts and seven specials.

Absence at the Nashville show and the field trials has re-
sulted in several news notes and business communications,
sent pri vately to us, being neglected. We would urge upon
our friends the fact that all business communications should
be sent to the business manager to insure timely attention.

Mr, Bowden, the hero, or otherwise, of the photograph,
intends to bring out ten shepherds with their dogs from
different parts of England and Wales, and hold sheepdog
trials at the World's Pair show. None but the best will be
brought over in men and dogs, so Stock-Keeper says. All
expenses to the shepherds with their dogs will be guaranteed
and railroad passes have been furnished in this country.
This enterprise should give a great impetus to the sheepdog
trials in this country.

The New England Field Trial Club will hold their annual
meeting at the Hotel Thorndike, Boston, on Tuesday, Jan, 3,
1893, at 7 P. M. A change in the constitution is contem-
plated.

We have received a copy of the second edition of the Am.
Spaniel Club's Book, but have not yet had time .to look
through it.

The noted greyhounds Henmore King and Chips, i mported
by the Manatang Kennels,arrived early this month and were
sent to Mr. Huntington's k ennels. With them also came
the fox-terrier Huic Holloa (Daviden—Dusky Grace).

FATEFUL PORTENT OF THE DOG'S HOWL.
New Berne, N. C, Nov. 29.—Much valuable information

is constantly elicited through the columns of Forest AKD
STREAii by the intelligent discussion of abstruse psycholo-
gical and biological questions. I have been much inter-
ested in past years with investigations of a varied character,
and more recently with the " panther's scream." Now, let
us have your readers' views upon the " dog's howl." Does
it portend death? Last April a strange dog came up on the
stoop of a very dear friend's house in Jersey City and howled
until it was driven away, and that night his married daugh-
ter living in the same city died. Last night, again, the
brother of the Mayor of New Berne died. That same morn-
ing the Mayor's dog, an Irish setter, sat up and howled. I

heard him myself, for I live directly opposite. Both these
instances are authentic, and have come under my personal
notice. H.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The U. S. F. T. Club's second annual field trials will be con
tinued on the grounds of the Southern Field Trial Club, at
New Albany, Miss., beginning with the Setter Derby. Mon-
day, Feb. 13, 1803, which will be followed with the Point^-r
All-Age Stake and the Setter All-Age Stake in the order
named. All dogs on which the second payment has been
made in the Setter Derby and first payment in the all-age
stakes will be eligible to start on payment of the starting
fee. P. T. Madison, Sec.-Treas.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are Inserted without charge; »nd blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanlu sent free on application.

Molly Olendyne II.—Glen Jarvis. Glendyae Kennels' (Bristol, R.
I.) Irish setter bitch Molly Glendyne II. (&len Jarvi-s—Molly Glen-
dyne) to their Glen Jarvis (Elf-ho, Jr.—Maid), Oct. 3.

&ern of Kippm—Dvke, of Hessen. Hempstead Faim's (Hemp-
stead, L, I.) pointei' bitch Gem of Kippsa to their champion Duke
of H' ssen, Nov. 15
Lady—Conrad TI, W. W. Tucker's collie bitch Lady to Hemp-

stead Farm's Conra'l 11.. Nov. 15.

Robert le DlahU. .1, Van Pflt's pointer bitch to
Hempstead Farm's champion Robert le Diable. Nov. 8.

Hempstead Meg—Wnodma.mterne Trefoil. Hempstead Farm's
(Hempstead, h. i.) coUie bitch Hempstead Meg to their Woodmau-
sterne Trefoil, Oct. 14.

Hempstead Countess—Gmiraxl II. Hempstead Farm's (Hemp-
stead, L. I.) collie bitch Hempatead Countess to their Conrad U.,
Oct. 14.

Rohcrl le Diahle. H. E. Rice's pointer bitch to
Hempstead Farm's rhampion Robert le Diahle, Oct. 14.

Marguerite II.—Duke of Hessen. J. H. Dey 's pointer bitch Mar-
Eruerite II. to Hempstead Farm's champ;m Duke of Hessen, Oct.

Hempstead Lorna—Woodmansterne Trefoil. Hempstead Farm's
(Hempstead, L. I.) collie bitch Hempstead Lorna to their ^Vood-
mansterne Trefoil, Oct. 6.

jLass of Bow—Sandford Dukl. J. H. Smith's pointer bitch cham-
pion L%ss ot Bow t" rteropsj^ad Farm's Sandford Druid, Oct. 1.

Meadovj Brook Me{i—CoiWad II. Hempstead Farm's (Remp-
stead, L. I ) collie bitch Mea low Brook Meg to their Conrad II.,
Oct. 1.

Lady ElUs—Woodmansterne Trefoil. Hempstead Farm's (Hemp-
stead. L I.) collie bitch Lidy Ellis to their Woodmansterne Tre-
foil, Oct. 1.

Boski—Duke of Hessen. C. B. Pineo's pointer hitch Boski to
HemDSteari Farm's ctiamofon Duke of Hessen, OcL 1.

Woo'lmamterne Trefoil. Col. L. (J. CannoTi's colUe bitch
to Hemostead Farm's VVoodmansterae Trefoil, Sept. 21.

LucitU Kirke—Duke of Hessen. A. Borie's (Louisville, Ky.)
pomter bitch Lufille Kirke to Hempstead Farm's champion Duke
o£ Hessen, Aug, 30.
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Wild L,mv-P07iliac. G. W. Lovell's (Middleboro,:Ma8S.j pointer

bitcliWild Lilly (champion King of Kent—l^ass of Keni) to his

cbaiiiDioTi PoDtiac (Milton Bong TL—Olimax). Nov. 16.

Wanda—Pontiac. G. W. Lovell's (Middleboro, Mass.) pointer
hitch Wanda (champion Graph!n—L^dy Virniie) to his champion
Pontiac (Milton's Bang II.—Climax), Nov. 3.

WHELPS.
Fvepsred Blanks sent free on applloatton.

Qeorgiana. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I.) Irish setter bitch
Georgirina (Bisbye Ruby—Victoria), Oct. 3, seven (six dogs), by
their Glen Jarvis (Elcho. Jr.—Maid).

, , ,

iAedan. Glendvne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I.) Irish setter bitch
Sedan (Chester D. Herald—Nancy), Oct. aS, one dog, by their Glen
.Jarvis (Elcho. Jr.—Maid).

, . ,

Dimples. Albion Beaerle Kenneth' (Toronto, Ont.) beaele bitch

Dimples (Dnster—Binglett), Nov. 16, five (two dogs), by HornPU-
Harmony Kennels' champion Royal Krueger (champioa Banner-
mon-Cora).
Zmttfka. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead, L. I.) Rusman wolf-

hound hitch Zmeika, Oct. 15, fourteen (eight dogs), by Duchess of

Woo(ima.nsiterne Deborah. Hempstead Farm's (Hempst^ead , L. I.)

colJie bircli Woodmansterne Deborah, f^ept. 21, eight (four dogs),

by Rev. HaT^s F. Hamilton's Woodmansterne Crack,
LricUle Kirlie. A. Borie's (Louisville, Ky.) pointer bitch Lucille

Kirke, Oct. 30, ten (seven dogs), by Hempstead Farm's champion
Duke of Hesser.

, . ,

Lou. E. A. Carrier's (Westchester, Conn.) English setter bitch
Lou (Gpu, Ely's Breeze—Bessie Dale), Nov. b, eleven (four dogs),

by V. L. Bossa's Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Bo Peep).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cinch's Pride. Black, white and tan ticked English .setter dog,

whelped Sppt. 8,1893, by CiTich out of Delaware Girl, by Liberty
Kennels, Hvattville, O., to Rosenfeld Bros., Delaware, O.

Seacrofl- Ronviilm, Fox-terrier dog, whelped Aug. 3, 1891, by
D'Orsey nut of Damson., by G. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to

Prince Galltzin, Ru'^aia.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tfiere is no chwoe for aimv&rino questions under this head. A II

questions relating to ailments of dogs 'Will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal ColUge of Veterinarii Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Mananement and dogs will receive careful attention.

C. H. W., Baltimore.—I have a fine young thoroughbred Scotch
collie. He is ia first class trim and very intelligent, but he has
one fault, and about this it is I ask you kindly to give m^* infor-

mation. He runs to every one that comes to the house, and is

friendlv to a wild degree. Can anything be done to prevent this?

He is live months old. Do you think he will learn better as he
grows older ? I have tried to keep Mm away by kindness and by
whipping, but with the next comer it is the same thing over
again. Would be greatly oblleed to you for any advice. Ans
Mr. Hammond, in his "-Training vs. Breaking," relates that he
has cured such cases by having the persons to whom the dog
makes up thrash hitn, or by other severe measures rebuke his ad-
vances. If your collie finds by bitter experience that strangers
are to be distrusted he will give over his friendly advances.

An Unrivalled Route.
" Thehe is no better route between the West and East than the
Chesapeake & Ohio, a railroad which reaches more health and
pltasure resorts, passes through more grand and beautiful scen-
ery, near more great battlefields, and over more historic ground
than any other line in America. The famous F. F. V. LimUed,
running between Louisville. Cincinnati and New York via Wash-
ington, Baliimore and PhiladelphiH, is worthy of the road. It is

a solid vestibuied, electric lighted train, with through dining car
ventilated with electric fans, and the handsomest, steppers ever
turned out by the Pullman Company, affording every possible
comfort and luxury, and is conceded to be without a i-ival. even in
this day of railroad perfection. For time tables and full inform-
ation call on your nearest ticket agent, or address H. W. Fuller,
General Passenger Agent, Washington, D. C.—AdH).

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in itis relation to sports of the field and prairie and mountain and

forest and stream, the Forest and Stbeajvi offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work ^vith the camera. The conditions

tinder whlcn these prizes will be given are in brief as here set

foi-th:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second |2ti

Third $15. Fourth $10. Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stbeam's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), shooting and fishing, the camp, cnmpers
and camp lite, sportsman travel by land or watei-.

There is no restriction as to the time when the pictures may
have been or may be made—whether in 1893 or in previous years.

Pictures wiU be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work must be original; that is to say, it must not have been

submitted in any other competition, nor have been published.

There are no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscriber of Forest and Stkea m.

All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be announced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to t.ake into consideration the technical merits of the

work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things

being equal, the unique and difficult nature of the subject.

Photographs must be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification. With each photograph should be given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.

The photographs shall be the property of the Forest and
Stream. This applies only to the particular prints sent us.

From time to time we shall reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and shotild the interest in

Forest and Stream's Amateur Photography Collection prove

to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an expression of opinion

by a vote of all our readers after the manner of the successful

and famous "Camp-Pu-e Flickering Vote." Such popular vote

will be qttite distinct from the award by the committee.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
L. D. H.. Hartford, Conn.—1, Is there a law protecting the hair

seals found ofiP the Maine coast V and if so, wnat is it? 2. When
do they breed? 3, Do thf«y remain there all of the year, or do
they migrate ? and if so, where ? 4. Can the skin be used for any-
Ihing, or is it too oily ? Ans.—1. No. 3. On rocky points and out-
lying ledges along th« shore. 3. They remain throughout the
year, 4. Yes, for cl ""thine and covering trunks. The flesh is con-
sidered very palatable in Greenland. These remarks apply to the
common harbor seals (Phoca vitulina).

W. P. S., Philadelphia.—Can you give me any Information as to
rearing and keeping game birds in confinement? Are there any
beoks on the subjpct, and what are they? Ans.—You wil! find
something in our Natural History columns to-day, a continuation
fmrn last week. There are other papers on the subject in Forest
AND Stream, Sept. 3 and Sept. 24, 1891.

A Worthy Representative.

HaeboPw Grace, Newfoundland, Nov. Id.—l take this
opportDuity to congrattilate yoti on the many improvments
made during the past year and to say how thankful I am
for such a clean and healthy paper—a worthy representa-
tive of all manly sports, and "especially worthy in that you
have "the courage of your convictions" and always uphold
the right hfecause it is right. I have been a subscriber from
your first year, have watched your progresg ^ijid can apeak
uoderstandingly, Ri o,

The Cruise of the Elsa.

{Concluded from page son.)

Passing PrescotA and Ogdensburg, the cuiTent becomes stronger

and the river begins to break up into different channels, and choos-

ing the one nest the Canadian shore as being sure to bring us into

the Galop's Canal, we shortened sail In view of possible shallow

water and housed the centerboard completely—none too soon! for

soon, clinkety-clink went the rudder on the stony bottom over which
we were flylrig along 7 miles an hour. The skipper's heart carae into

his mouth and he reduced sail still more, but the boat swept clear in

this and several more small rips, and as dusk came on we hugged the

shore close looking out for the entrance to the canal.

Soon an isolated crib with a flagpole, and beacon appeared ahead,
which we rightly conjectured to have some connection with it, and
dropping can lously pasl, for it was now quite dark, we espied

lights close by, and hailing found n e were actually in the canal itself

and that ah was clear ahead to the first lock, two miles. Hoisting

sail again we soon covered the distance and ran into a slip behind a
neat steam yacht, mooring "head and tail" for the night opposite the

village of Cardinal.
The place was full of canal navvies, for the enlargement was in pro-

gress, and for the first time on the cruise it seemed likely that we
should pass an uncomfortable night, but we finally found a quiet

little inn close to the water and were fed and shelt.ei-ed.

At 8 A. M. Elsa was duly entered in the canal office books, and paid
twenty-five cents for a pass to Moutreal. Armed with this dociment
she passed tnrough everv lock west of Lachlne without delay, except
where other vessels were actually in the chamber before us, and in

no single ease was there a murmur froiu the tenders at being obliged

to open the heavy gates for so tiny a craft.

Speeding down the wide canal below the locks with a fair breeze
behind us and no anxiety about tacks or shoals, now chasing a
flock of geese and anon exchanging salutations with the farmers and
teamsters upon the towpath, Elsa and I were glad to acknowledge
that -contrary to our expectations the passageof the canals, while not
exciting, was by no means the least pleasant of our experiences.

Five miles brought us to another lock at the lower end of the
canal and we passpd again ont on to the great rolling river for a short
distance, when we entered the Raplde Flat at Mbrrisburg Canal.
Here steam shovels and dredges were at work at intervals all the

way along, and we experienced some little delay In getting past
them, especially at one point where we met the steamer Alexandria
coming up just where a large dredge occupied half the channel.
Hanging in the wind for a minute, Elsa waited until the big fellow's

stem was clear and then hailed the captain upon his lofty perch and
asked If she could pass. The august officer not returning any an-
swer and the gap widening, the helm was put up and we darted for

the opening, when lo! to the skipper's disgust, a line was hove from
the steamer to the dredge, across our bows. Fearful of carrying
away a spar and perhaps Ijeing dragged foul of the steamer's wheel,
Elsa's helm was promptly laid hard .across her, and leaving no room
to come up in, she crashed into the bank with a thad which made
everything on board jump.
The skipper for the fir.st time on the voyage stood upon his quarter-

deck and roundly abused the exalted commander on the steamboat,
the more so as a clumsy deckhand had on his touching the bank
jumped aboard the little yacht in order the better to be able to grasp
and carry ashore another hne from the vessel's bows—and was chew-
ing up Che dainty varnished foredeck with his great hobnailed boots.

The c&ptain taking the abuse very meekly and dtsclaiming any inten-
tion of overlooking the rights of the pigmy half-tonner alongside,
Elsa's crew overcame their inclioation to run into and sink the 200-

tonner, and contented themselves with carrying the deckhand half a
mile down the canal before setting him ashore. This was the only
occasion on which Elsa met with discourtesy on the whole voyage.
At Morrisburg we landed for a few minutes only, fearing after our

late start and numerous delays that we had lost too much time to
be able to afford a dinner ashore. So the steward purchased a large
bunch of grapes and off these and some crackers and cheese the
crew made a meal.
So we flew along with a fair breeze and a current which ran at

times three or four knots. The channel was most puzzling, some-
times hugging one bank and sometimes swinging round an island
and over to the other, so that we had to jibe repeatedly and at times
haul close to the wind. The meal was consequently taken by fits

and starts in the intervals of straight running.
Overestimating our speed, we ran into the Farran's Point canal in

mistake for the Cornwall and lost a half hour in locking when we
might just as well have run the rapid, but by 4 P. we were fairly
in the Cornwall canal, and landed on the tow path for a view of the
Long Sault rapids.
While the Lachiue are the best known and most celebrated, and

the Cedars and Cascades probably more beautiful.and diversified, the
Long Sauit is, I think, the wildest and most turbulent of the St.

Lawrence River. One gets some idea of the volume and power of
the great river as he watches the mighty surges and reflects that
steamers of over 8ft. draft can pass over without touching. I believe
it is an established fact that the mail steamers run tnrough them
some nine miles in all at an average speed of thirty miles an hour.
As their speed is something less than fifteen miles in still water the
velocity of the current must be about the same, which in spite of the
picturesque accounts of travelers who shoot the rapids of compara-
tively paltry streams in bark canoes at "express train" speed, is au
enormous velocity for moving water.

I got some idea as I looked of the labor of Che earlier settlers and
boatmen who started from Lachine with their Dedhani boats and
patiently "poled" and '-traciced"' with a line up the whole series of
"chutes." And what shah be said of the nerve of the voyageur who
first undertook to pilot one of the huge, unwieldy, square timber
rafts of former days through that appalhhg vortex of tumbling and
seething billows.
One of the most exciting passages I have ever made was that of the

rapid of the same name on the Ottawa. The surges seemed paltry
compared to those I was looking upon, but 1 remember that at times
but little was visible of the forward portion of the raft except the
bodies above the waist of the rowers pulling like steam engines at the
great sweeps which steered her. Apart from the size of its "bouil-
lons," the long Sault Is an easy rapid to run, and few accidents have
occurred upon it.

Evening was approaching, and wishing to have a clear day for
Lake St. Francis on the morrow we could not linger as long as we
could have wished over the fascinating scene. Starting again, the
wind fell light, and we drifted slowly down upon Mllle Roches,
stopping at the hotel upon the bank for supijer. Just at dusk a tug
came down with a huge scow, and paddling out to her she oblisingly
caught our painter and towed us some three miles further. Here in
a lock we overtook a tow of great grain barges and went through the
remaining locks and on to Cornwall in their company, airing our
French a little in convei-sation with the crew, all French Canadians,
It was midnight before the last lock was passed and we pulled out
on t© the moonlit river and nearly 1 A. M. before Etsa found a com-
fortable and safe berth; so after trying in vain to arouse the inmates
at three several hotels, we accepted gratefully a cot and a blanket in
the lock tender's barracks, and were soon fast asleep.
Waking at dayhght, we found a light easterly breeze blowing up

tbe river and our tow of barges already departed, and wishing to
make Valleyfleld, if possible, that night, we pushed out at once Into
the great gray river, and were soon aided by the powerful current,
making good headway beating from shore to shore. Landing three
or fom* miles down we had breakfast at a farmhouse, and brought
aboard some delicious apples. Breeze still ahead and faiUng. and at
noon Elsa had only got fairly out on the lake and abreast of Lancas-
ter. With a light au' from tne south, just sufficient to give steerage
%vaj' but not enough to ruffle the polished steel metal surface of the
water, we drew slowly down the shaUow expanse, past several light-

houses on tiny artificial islands, praying for a breeze which never
came.
AS the afternoon drew on the sky became overcast and threatened

rain, and at 5 p. m. we were fain to work, ashore n ar a lighthouse at
Pte. k Beaudet, just witloin the Province of Quebec. Our customary
good luck brought us to comfortable quarters again, Elsa swinging
in a shallow, reed encircled lagoon, and her crew reposing in the best
room of a comfortable farmhouse, whose owner obstinately refused
to receive any remuneration for his entertainment,

It had been a long day, and the crew were thoroughly tired. The
morning broke rainy and dull, and it was Sunday morning withal, so
it was later than usual ere the skipper bestirred himself, and nearly
9 before he had things ready for a start. The weather had mean
time cleared a little, and a light northwesterly breeze was blowing,
so sail was made without delay, and Elsa was headed for Valleyfleld,

13 miles away on the opposite side of the lake. The big bridge over
theiriver at Ooteau soon began to loom up In the distance, and in an
hour the spires of Valleyfleld were in sight.

The breeze almost died away at one time and we began to fear
that we should not have enough to stem the nasty cross current
which makes the Beauharnals Canal so awkward to enter, but it

luckily freshened again as we neared the range lights, and thread-
ing our way through the crooked channel we entered the canal a
little after 11 A.M, A big petroit propeller was coming out and we
«*pljaot?ed oeoapltmwtB with her oaptaia m ska swept by.

At the guard lock we suflfered a few minutes' detention while some
barges which had come down ahead of us were locked through
and were the center of an admiring group of Sunday idlers. Then
the great gates opened and wo sbpped in alongside of another barge
which was awaiting her turn. In a few minutes we were through,
and the breeze having gained strength in the interval we bowled
merrily along the canal, which being retained on the north or
weatherside by au embankment for its entire length, offering no ob-
struction to the wind, afforded some fine sailing.

A mile or two down we overhauled a pedestrian and took him
aboard, greatly to his delight. Occasionally we caught beautiful

glimpses of the rapids, and our friend pointed out the spot where the
Columbian got a=!hore and was with ereat difficulty got oft" again.
About five mdes' run brought us to the first lift lock, after which
they came at very short intervals, 7 or 8 in all. and at 4 P.M. we pad-
dled out on to the final reach of water. Lake St. Louis.
Montreal Mountain showed up boldly ahead and It seemed as

though we should easily make Dorval. some thirteen miles off, be-
fore 7 o'clock ; but It was not to be. Getting abreast of Beauharnais
the wind backed to the north and then to the northeast and dead
aheail. It began to blow hard, loo, raising an ugly, short, choppy
sea; It was very cold and getting rapidly dark, and working under
the lee of Isle Perrot the skipper landed to inquire for a berth.

Some sportsmen with guns directed him to a wnarf about a mile
further back, behind which Elsa found a comfortable berth, and on
the bank above the crew found a house whose inmates agreed to

shelter them for the night.
In good time next morning Elsa shoved off. and started for her

last 10 mile sail, and an interesting and exciting one it was, with the
water bi-oken by reefs and shoals, and the wind coming in angry
gusts out of the northeast. Clearing the shoals at last we took a
longstretchto the northwest, and getting under the lee of the Montreal
Island with smoother water the crew sponged out the water and
shook the rppfs out of the mainsail, and away we went past Pte.
Claire and Vaiois Bay, until at 10 30 a Hne of "masts announced the
quarters of the St. Lawrence Y. C. fleet. Coming in stays opposite
them Elsa ran merrily In among them, and fifteen minutes later we
were at anchor and shaking hands heartily with the carefater, and
receiving his congratidalions on the successful termination of the
Toyasre.
In spite of the persistent heavy weather which was experienced all

through Lake Ontario and the Bay of Quinie, the run had been a
thoroughly enjoyable one, which the writer hopes to repeat again
next summer in a still better boat, taking in if possible the A. C. A.
meet as he goes. The Thousand Islands and the Bay of Qulnte are
ideal cruising grounds for a singlehander, and he would have been
glad to spend more time among them than the day and a half con-
sumed between Kingston and Brockville.
One great drawback experienced was the want of sleeping accom-

modations aboard. Not that the crew were subjected to any hard-
ship or discomfort, but because of the anxiety which a properly con-
stituted single-bander always suffers from when away from his

boat, To camp ashore is almost out of the question, so much time
being necessary to rig up and break camp, and cook. Elsa, or her
successor, will be so fitted next summer that the crew can .sleep and
cook aboard.

I am repeatedly asked w'hether it is not lonely cruising by one's-
self all day. A man who can not find sufficient companionship in
his boat, books, charts and barometer, and. above all, in commu-
nion with nature and her works, is no stuff of which to make a sin-

gle hander, and had better ship aboard a big yacht with a few dozen
of beer and a ease of champagne. For m"yself, while I enjoy an
afternoon sail with a boon companion, and the excitement of an oc-
casional race with another boat, I find continual association with the
same individual in a small boat much more likely to become irk-
some than solitude. "Two hearts which beat as one" are cjuite

impossible to find, at any rate if they both belong to persons of the
same sex. I have never felt lonely on any of my solitary voyages.
"Never less alone than when alone." Hence, I have no use for any
boat too large or too unhandy to be sailed by myself.
Six years ago I was one of Mr. Kunhardt's few supporters la his •

advocacy nf the yawl rig, and I am still of tbe same mind and can
find nothing which for all-round work is at all comparable with it.

Elsa, as will be seen from her photograph, is a cat yawl, an en-
larged canoe, in fact. She is decidedly fast under the rig and handier
than most boats, but she has two decided faults— without a jib it is

diflicult to get enough sail and good balance without carrying it very
high aloft, which means diminished stiffness and a very heavy mast
right in the eyes, and again, in a regular snorter it is impossible to
stow a mere corner of the mainsail to lie to under without giving her
some of the mizzen as well, owing to tbe forward position of the
center of effort of mainsail, I purpose, therefore, coming back to
the regular yawl, with mast stepjied some 3 or 4i't. from the .stem,
and stayed if necessary.
I can heartily indorse the sail plan of La Gloria as very nearly the

right thing. As for the model it is fine, but why cut the handsome
fantail square off and clap a transom on, when the lines carried out
fair would have allowed the boomkin to be dispensed with ; and what
is the objection to more dead rise and ballast where it would increase
the power and ability of the boat so greatly. The bow lines are a
trifle too full for my fancy, and I should imagine them rather con-
ducive to splashing and potmdlng, but evervthing depends on the
use and the waters for which the boat is intended. It is very pleas-
ant indeed to see that, after good-humored arguments over points of
design, the editor and the undersigned have so nearly touched one
another in their ideas of what constitutes a first-rate single-bander.
CoBouHO, Can. H. K, Wicksteed.

Royal C. C.

The autumn general meeting of the Royal ( !anoe Club was held,
or partly held, on Wednesday last; that Is to say, that, the business
before the meeting not having been concluded at a late hour, the
meeting stands adjourned to some day early in December, to be fixed
by the committee. The business of the evening was of an important
character in more ways than one; it resulted in a complete change
of officers, the adoption of Y. R. A, rating instead of over-all length
for canoe yawls, the non-acceptance of sliding seats in the first

class, and the passing by a majority of the new general purpose
class (subject, however, to further consideration as to the effect of
the rule in relation to majorities of votes). The election of captain
10 fill the vacancy caused by the death of the late captain, .lohu
Macgregor. was the first business. The names of Mr. George Her-
bert and of Mr. W. Baden-Powell ("Nautilus") were proposed. The
meeting by a small majority deckled that the election should pro-
ceed without any discussion as to qualifications. Mr, Baden-Powell
thereupon declined to stand for c|ie captaincy, and subsequently
declined to be nominated as a "mate." Mr. Herbert was elected
captain, and Messrs. Nisbet and Webster as mates.
The motion for the admission of sliding deck seats produced a very

lively and long discussion, and when voted upon, though a. majority
was obtained, the requisite majority of two-thirds of the members
present was not obtained. We think in the interests of canoe sailing
that the loss of the motion is most unfortunate. The meeting then

,

with only one dissentient vote, passed the alteration of the rule of
classification of canoe yawls, which now reads as follows: " A canoe
yawl shall not exceed SOfC. in length over all; she shall not be of less
beam than 3ft. ; the depth from upper side of deck to under side of
keel (measured at any point) shall not exceed 3ft. ; no ballast shall
be carried outside or below tne garboards, excepting centre plaies
or drop keels; no transom or counter-stern. For racing purposes a
canoe yawl shall not exceed the Y.R.A. rating of 0.5, found by
Leagthj^f L.W^j^all Area

accordance wlth-.the Y.R.A. rules.
bOOO

The certificate of such rating granted by the Y.R.A. or the Thames
Boat Sailing Association (same rule) shall be deemed the yawl's
rating, subject to verification by the R.O.C. committee at anytime
if necessary. The L.W.L. lengtfi shall be marked at each end, and
such marks shah be visible above water when the yawl is lying in
smooth water in complete and usual racing trim."
The next business was the introduction of a new rulp, viz. : "New

class, general canoe." As this is not finally settled, we defer setting
it out till after the decision as to the voting has been settled. The
poi"t is possibly peculiar, and though we hold no personal doubt
thereon, the question being now under consideration we give no
opinion, but merely state the rule, thus: "No ? wZe of the club shall
be changed unless at a general meeting after due notice given of the
proposed change; such nKemtiOH shall be approved by two-thirds
of the members present at the time of voting"—the italics are ours.
The question to be decided is whether a new rule proposed which
does not chanac any existing rule of the club is subject to the ordi-
nary rule of a hare majority vote, or to the particular vote above
stated. The business In relation to proposed new club quarters on
the Thames, a ciuestion which probably includes that of the future
locaUty of the club races was, for want of time, adjourned, as also a
motion in the alternative of the "new class" is not passed. The busi-
ness at the adjourned meeting is, therefore, as important as that
which was taken on Wednesday.—Fieid.

We learu with regret that Mr. Eord Jones, for so long one of the
leading sailors in the A. C. A., is out of canoeing for some years, la
all probability, as he leaves this week for Calgary, at the fppt at we
Boeky Mountains, to epter a legal partnership there,
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Driftwood from the East.
What an elepant showing Commodore Winne and Treasurer Wack-

prhagen have made with the A.. C. A. finances during the past yeai".

SomethiDer unique isn't it, this financial management of the funds so
as to show that an economical administration can run the A. C. A. to
a profit of 1500 a year? Heavens, what a prospect! Why we'll own
Willsboro in a few years at that rate. A permanent camp has, by
the way, always been a hobby of mine. I don't believe that the men
would get wearied of a permanent camp. Put it where yon please,
so long as it is permanent. One could then bargain on his vacation
expenses to a aollar, and in my opinion more men would frequent
the meets. Say what you will, the percentage of attendance at the
A. C. A. meets is rather small—less than a quarter, as a rule.

The Massasoit C. C. held a very successful ball recently at Bethesda
Hall, South Boston. Several new boats of home construction will be
added to the club fleet next season. It is rumored that a fast paddler
or two are being developed from the membership of this club.

A local meet will be held in Boston Harbor next season under the
auspices of the Puritan C. C. Date to be decided later. Hereafter
this meet will be an annual fixture. Useful prizes only will be raced
for. with the exception of sailing and paddling trophies, open to all

clubs within twelve miles of Boston.

The club fleet of the Puritan 0. O. is degenerating In character,
from a canoe standpoint. As the members grow older and stouter
the canoes are' running to embonpoint also. That is to say the
canoe, as far as the strict definition goes, is disappearing. There
are three 16i^ft.x36in., three ltift.x42ia., two 19ft.x43in., and one
17fl.x4Sin. canoe j'awls. Secretary Cartwrigbt is the latest aspirant
for "pot-bellied" nonor^, with a 15ft X48in. Gloriana bowed craft.
She will be provided with bilge boards and be used as a cruiser along
the shores of Massachusetts Bay. The P. 0. O. will give their usual
entertainment. Look out for somechlng unique, so the committee
says. Winter sailing has increased in proportion to the beam ot the
canoes m this club this season, and every pleasant Sunday finds
some one on the water.

The new officers of the Eastern Division have taken the arduous
duties of their respective oflfices upon their shoulders, and now let
us all bear a hand to keep all our old members and gather in plenty
of new material, in order that the Eastern Division, as usual,
may do her duty. The Puritan C. C. now numbers forty members
and we'll all be in it during the next year.

But three clubs having responded to the call for contributions for
the Eastern Division sailing and paddling trophies, the idea has been
given up and the money refunded. The Shuh-shuh-gah C. C, of
Winchester; the Wamesit C. C, of Lowell; and the Puritan 0. C, of
Boston, were the three clubs responding. I am afraid "barnacles"
-were as fatal to this scheme as "Rum, Komanisn and Rebellion" was
to the Republican party in '84.

I went up to the Vesper Boat Club phonograph concert recently
expressly to bear myself sing. I found myself seated in next to the
front row of chairs and immediately in front of several fascinatingly
beautiful young ladies of my acquaintance. At last it was my num-
ber. I pulled down my waistcoat and looked pleasant. The "juice'"
was turned on and the cylinder revolved slowly. At last a stentorian
whisper emanated from the big tin trumpet, ending in a suppressed
guigle from the instrument and giggle from the audience. I turned
up my coat collar to keep people from noticing the rosy red color of
my neck in back. The operator excused himself and said there
wasn't power enough on the Instrument, so he put more on. My
neck and ears having resumed their usual peach-blossom tint I
turned down my collar. The next verse sounded like one of those
two-doUar-and-a-half dolls that say "mmama" and "papa" when
squeezed. Some one squeezed me from the seats behind as if trying
to get more sound. The operator got nervous, and getting despbrate
turned on all the power, wnen the last words came out of that trum-
pet, accumulator, I think they call it, in such a volume of sound that
It made the windows rattle. I faintei, and it was not until several
internal applications of "Vesper water" had been made that I re-
covered my equanimity. The diminuendos and crescendos of the
phonograph are too marked, I think. But the Vesper men are a
hospitable lot just the same. Ilex.

Two FACTS appear on the face of the committee's report; in the first

place the absurd offer of Lord Dunraven in his first letter to "sail a
series of matches under the rules of the nev) deed of gift" has been
put forward most emphatically as the basis of all subsequent negoti-
ations and agreements. In the second place, the final acceptance of
the challenge by the New York Y. C. is based on a series of brief and
loosely-worded cable messages between the committee and Lord
Dunraven, the Royal Yacht Squadron not being represented in any
way in this vital part of the negotiations. The result is that Lord
Dunraven has committed the Squadron to a race under the new deed
of gift, a position as humiliating to British pride as it is gratifying to
Com. Gerry and his able staff.

The past week brings the news of two more large cutters in addi-
tion to the Dunraven and Carroll yachts, and promises a certain re-
vival of racing in the largest class. Mr. Watson has received an
order from the Prince of Wales for a very large racing cutter, pre-
sumably BOft. l.w.l., and another order from the Emperor of Ger-
many for a large cutter. Undoubtedly the patronage of royalty will
give a certain boom to the large class, however fictitious and ephem-
eral it may be, and even some good Americans may be persuaded
that a 90ft. cutter is the proper thmg now that H. R. H. will own one.
At the same time if one yacht is much larger than the others, there
will be little real sport, as she is likely to take aU prizes by virtue of
size.

The New York Y. C. having voted to accept Lord Dunraven's
challenge, it is taken for granted on this side that the matter is
finally settled, and that no further obstacles to the race can inter-
pose. Unless we are greatly mistaken, however, some interesting
explanations must follow between Lord Dunraven and the Royal
Yacht Squadron in regard to the manner in which his lordship
has committed the R. Y. S. to an indorsement of the deed of gift
which it once condem.ned.

A Canadian Ice Yacht.
Toronto Bay, a clear expanse of fresh water frozen for .severalmonths of the year, offers excellent faciUties for ice yachting andthough the boats ai-e much smaller than those of the Hudson andShrewsbury, and racing is not such a feature, ice yachting is vervpopular and much sailiag is done. Many of the yachts arekect on

nu'e and also used regularly to carry passengers between the cityand the island, a mile away. They are of simple construction and

SlOO
expensive than the Hudson River craft, costing only about

The yacht here Ulustrated, through the kindness of Mr J Ackroyd, one of the principal builders, is a good representative of the
class. The consiruction is so clearly shown in the drawing that but
bttle explanation is needed. The runner planlr is of white pine 2in
!?^f^,*o'*.Ko°.-.^'^^^®'rp'u®"PP**''™*'™''«^^^°f the truss being two oakstrips, each 2x4in. These are sprung over two pieces of 3in oakone on each side of the center of the runner plank. The truss i<! faal
tened together with ^in. bolts, as shown, the ends of the oak striosbutting agamst pieces of IJ^in. oak Doited to each end of the runner
p ank, the same bolts, or lay screws, running down into the runner

wiZ ""^^^ "^^^^ ^ <^"t ^ I'^^-er side,
Jtin. wide and 2]4m. deep to receive the runner. '

The ma»t rests on tne runner plank, in a ^in. oak step bolted toplank, and the space at the top between the two oak strips is filledin with a similar partner piece through which the mast paSses The
8^ ^^""a^ T'^^?^ ^^"^ Pl^'^'^^' ea-ih l^in whit^ pine8m. wide, united at the after ends by two stern pieces of 2m oakthrough wliich the rudder stock works. The side planks are spriSisto a curve and the forward ends ai-e bolted into the truss of the r^^ner plank. The floor extends the whole length of the body and is of%m. white pme, battenea in sections and removable. It rests onsinps screwed to the inside of each side plank on lo*er edge The?2
rlt

''•ansvei-se planks or bulkheads between the side |lanks theJorward one rakmg forward at an angle. These bulSheads arl A CANADIAN lOE YACHT.
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SA.IL PLAN OF CANADIAN ICE YACHT.

secured by lag screws through the side planks and also by Iron knees,
two to each end.
The bowsprit is of IV^in. white pine, the two planks being bolted

together at tbe fore enas, while the after ends are tenoned into mor-
tises in the forward bulkhead. The planks of the bowsprit pass out-
side the two oak uprights of the runner plank, and are secured by
one bolt through each plank and upright.

The rudder stock is tenoned into the rudder block, the tiller being
of oak or iron. The runners are of boiler plate, beveled as shown,
the rudaer, of course, having the same bevel on each siJe. They are
hung on two %m. bolts tkrough runner block, tbe tortvard hole in

runner beine oblong, to admit of free play.

yachts are all lateen rigged, with sails of 6 oz. duck, double

bighted. The boom and yard are each made of two spruce poles
with their butts spliced at the center of the spar ; the splice being
wrapped with hoop iron for its full length.
Ice yachts are also much used on Burlington Bay, at Hamilton, 30

miles from Toronto, also lateen rigged, but with sheer'legs in place
of mast. The dimensions of the present boat may readily be reduced
to one-half or one-third, making a still cheaper craft.

The King of Siam's new yacht Maha Ohakrkri, when off the mouth
of the Taeus, on the coast of Spain, ran down a large whale, her bow
ram killing the great flsh and supporting it parrly above the water
until the yacht was stopped, when the carcass slid off into the sea.

1 /

GKOUP OF ICE YACHTS ON TORONTO BAY.

The Dunraven Challenge.
About 300 members of the New York Yacht Club were present at

the special meeting on Tuesday night, the following yachts being re-
presented iu the voting :

Schooners—Dauntless, Ca]d«-ell H. Colt; Curlew, W. L. Brooks;
A Icaea, Messrs. Charles and L. Vauerhau Clark; Atlantic, Messrs. Seely
and Marshall; Brunhilde, David H. Kinsr; Fenella, Arnold Thayer;
Fleetwiner. J. R. De Lamar; Iroquois, Ralph N. Ellis; Palmer, Ruth-
erford Stuyvesant; Volunteer, (Jen. Charles J. Paine; Gavalia, H. W.
Coates, and Lasca, John E. Braoks.
Sloops—Athlon, E. B. Haven; Bedouin, Archibald Rogers; Glori-

ana. Dr. W. Barton Hopkins; Gulnare, John E. Dwight; Harriet,
Messrs. stanlev and Edward J. Greacen; Huron, Rear Commodore
W. Butler Duncan, Jr.; Wizard, Ernest Staples; Peri, Gouverneur
Kortright; Medusa, Robert Center; Pocahontas, James D. Smith;
Saona, Alexander P. Ketchum; Vandal, Henry Stanton, and Ven-
tura, H. D Tiffany.
Steamers—Aida, William P. Douglas; Corsair. J. Pierpont Morgan;

Sultana, Trenor L. Park; Electra, Elbridge T. Gerry; Intrepid, Lloyd
Plicenix; Vivienne, J. L. Hutchinson: IS ooya, William S. Alley, and
Stella, Messrs. Abbey, Walcott and Breslin.
The report of tbe Cup committee was read, givine the entire cor-

respondence with Lord Danraven and the Royal Yacht Squadron,
including the challenge, as follows:

Royal Yacht Pquadeon Castle, )

CowES, Nov. 25, 1892.
jDear Sir—I am requested by the Earl of Dunraven to forward you

a formal challenge for the America's Cup on the foUowine condi-
tions, which, I understand, have been agreed to lietween Lord Dun-
raven and the committee appointed by the New York Yacht Club to
conduct negotiations and arranee all details, viz :

First—The length upon the load waterline of the challenging vessel
to be the only dimensions required. This to be sent with the chal-
iengre and the Custom House register to follow as soon as possible.
Second—Any excess over the estimated length on the load water-

line of the chaJlenging vessel to count double in calculating time al-
lowance, but the challengicg vessel not to exceed in any case such
estimated length by more than two per cent. The yacht that sails
against the challenging vessel not to exceed the estimated length of
the load water line of the challenginer vessel by more then two per
cent., and any excess of length beyond the estimated length of the
challenering vessel on the load waterline to count double in calcu-
lating time allowance, provided that no yacht of the specified rig ex-
isting or under construction on Oct. 20, 1892, and available for the
use of the New York Yacht Club in defending the cup, shall be
barred or penalized beyond taking or giving the ordinary time al-
lowance according to the New York Yacht Ulub rules.
Third—It is to be understood and agreed that should the Cup come

into the possession of a British yacht club it shall be held subject to
a challenge on precisely similar terms to those contained in this chal-
lenge, provided always that each club shall not refuse a challenge
according to tne conditions laid down in the deed of 1887.

'

I therefore, on behalf of the Royal Yacht Squadron and in the
name of the Earl of Dunraven, a member of the squadron, challenge
to sail a series of matches with the yacht Valkyrie against any one
yacht or vessel constructed in the United States of America for the
America's Cup, and I would sug^esc that the matches should be
sailed in August or September. 1893. Lord Dunraven would be glad
if the precise date can be left open for a time, but if your committee
so desire he will name an exact date on hearing from them.
The following are the particulars of the challengmg vessel-
Owner—Earl of Dunraven.
Name of Yacht—Valkyrje.

Big—Cutter,
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Length on Iioad Water Line—85 feet.
The Custom House measurement will follow as soon as the vessel

can be measured for registration.
I shall be much obliged if you will cable me the receiot of this chal-

lenge anri let me have a reply by 1 etter as soon as the matter h^js

been laid before the committee. I have ehe honor to be. dear sir,

your obedient servant, Eichard Grant,
Secretary Royal Yacht Squadron.

To J. V. S. Oddie, Esq., Secretary New York Yacht Club.
• The report of tbe committee continues:

'•In regard to this challenge your committee would report as
follows:
•Tour committee had agreed to recommend for acceptance a

challenge based on Lord Dunraven letter of Nov. in which he
writes: 'I trust * * * that a challenge on the terms of my
former letter, as herein modified, will be accepted."
"In the former letter here alluded to, that of Sept. 16 to Mr. Oddie,

Lord Dunraven writes: '1 will sail a series of matches under the
rules of the new deed of gift, with the following exception and
addition:'

"This clause your committee considers as the basis of the whole
negotiation.

'•The lerms of this letter to Mr. Oddie had been declared by the
New York Y. 0. as acceptable with certain exseptions which do not
affect the force of the clause above quoted. The chaMenge contains
no reference or equivalent to this clause, but purporting to recapitu-
late the stipulations required and agreed to. fails to characterize
them as exceptions or additions at all and so does not even imply
thts existence of other and very important conditions of the deed,
such, for instance, as the covenants and agreements required on the
part of the winner of the America's Cup under the rules of the new
deed of gift. Further, the challenge in no way sanctions the use of
the preceding correspondence for tbe purpose of its interpreration.
"Your committee feared that this omission from the chalipnge of

the explicit statement contained in Lord Dunraven 's letter might in-
volve a risk of some future misunderstanding, and considered that
the most expeditious method of preve- ting any possible misunder-
standmg would be to obtain authority from Lord Dunraven to use his
letters on which the challenge was to be based as exolanatory of the
challenge itself.

"As the committee feared that the limited time would prevent the
obtaining of an authorization by the squadron to so use Lord Dun-
raven's letters, the following cable was consequently sent:

'New York, Dec. 6, 1893.
'Lord Dunraven, 27 Norfolk street. London:
'Challenge, if explained by your letters, satisfactory. Do you

agree' Club meeting Tuesday. Paine.'

"To this the following reply was received:
'AD.'.nE, Dec. 7, 1893.

'Paine, Neiv YorTc Yacht Club, New York:
'Copy following ''ablegram received: Challenge, if explained bv

your letters, satisfactory. Do you agree to club meeting Tuesday'?
Message ends I don't understand. Challenge is in accordance with
our cablegram of 23d. Dunraven.'
"As it appeared from this that the committee's cable had been

rendered obscure by an error in transmission, the following cable was
sent on Dec. 7:

'Lord Dunraven, Norfolk street, London:
'Will you authorize us to use ycur letters Sept. 16 and Nov. 7 as ex-

plaining challenge? Paine.'
" On December 9 the following cable was received :

' London, Dec. 9, lfi92.
' General Paine, New York Y. C. Club, New York :

' Yes, eertauily. Cable definitely London. ' Dunhaven.'
"As above requested to reply definitely, the committee sent the

following cable

:

' New York, Dec. 10, 18.92.
' To Lord Dunraven, Norfolk street, Lo7idon :

' Your September letter proposes match according rules new deed
with modifications. Challenge states these, but not as exceotions or
additions to new deed. Your cablegram " Y&s. certainly " is satis-
factory. •

'Paine '

" On December 13 the following cable was received :

„ „ ^ ,
"London, Dec. 1*2, 1892.

To Paine, Yacht Club, N. Y.:
'Have no authority from squadron relying on yours November 22

Believing everything finally settled, challenge forwarded terms'
Your requested alteration impossible. I cannot further delay.
Please cable definite acceptance or refusal. ' Dunbaven '

" At half past twelve a. m , December 13, the following cable was
sent by the compjittee :

. >„ , ,
' New York, Dec. 13. 1892.

' To Lord Dunraven, Norfolk street, London :

Committee meeting and club meeting to-day. Will cable result
immediately. 'Paine'"
The report, which was signed by Charles J. Paine, James D. Smith

Latham A. Fish, Archibald Rogers and A. Cass Caufleld, ended as
follows:

tion-°
committee would offer the following resolu-

'Resolvcd. That this club accept the challenge of the Royal Yacht
Squadron, in the name of the Earl of Dunraven, for the America's
Cup, the match to begin ten months from Dec. 5, 1893, the date of the
receipt of the said chillenge by the New York Y. C, but the date of
the match to be subject to alterations for mutual convenience and bv
mutual consent'."
The resolution was put to a vote and carried unanimously, after

which the meeting adjourned, the result being immediately cabled to
Lord Dunraven and Secretary Grant, of the R. Y S.

To Interested Riflemen.
Singe the article of "How Rifle Shooting Can be Revived" waspublished la the Forest and Stream there has been under con-sideration the adyisability of holding a tournament throughoutHndson coiiaty. N. J., to ascertain who compose a team of twomen which cm be called the best in the county
On Dec. 8 Air. Bird, of the Hudson Rifle Club, issued a call to

all the cluu- lu the county to see if such a scheme could be prop-

view
issuing same had more than one object in

Flr-st—By having such a tournament iu which all: clubs conldenter several teams or as many as they wish, it would bring themembers of the several organizations in close proximity wii^ioneanother and increase the Interpst of rifle shooting to such an ex-tent that more team and individual matches would be heard ofIhe conditions of the tournament, briefly stating them, wouldbe that each man Are 50 shots at each match and It the exiiira-

i^^J'-^^l^^'^u^^^ money derived from entrance fees

wh^l n^^'^'^'''^
bet;veen the three best teams of the county

dubs
composed of only resident members of the several

hS,^AT^^I^^^^^^^
tournament shall come to an end let the

wlio have made the highest scores then be banded t^-

?nr^nL'''"^^®n°°'^°*!*''S Hudson county team, and be ready
?n«Hpn K*''''^®''^®^"'/*^-/^'??^

surrounding counties who mightinstitute the same order of things, and in this way all the rifle-men would get warmed up to the highest pitch, and the spoH
Ttead of'lvinTdo^^^Si"^

some interest to lovers of the Bportfin-

Thlrdlv^ r7«1?r?^a°.''i^K* ^?iw^
does during the winter reason,

discuss rar tbi /i^lHn^^'^'", i^^^
this into consideration and

fln^Zt fi?,. 1
^<.^^^*'^^"°^^' t^ese county tournaments

will hfvP «Wv t!?i,?t^l°^^'^^5*''"' ^^^l J^'i'l at .see that theywill dave plenty to keep them busy and interested, but if they let

'>^n?^lVLZo\fJ^^nr^'''°' '"^"^"^ a damper on the

i^^^yer heard from again! Wherrare all the

t^'eTr'^^'ewsf """"""^ ^""^ '^'^^ ''^ '^^^ °°<^ respond'and give
Start the ball rolling and see if some one cannot offer somA

?8 tlkln^fbe«°r'?'r ^''f' ^^^erest of the sTr?
ahnn^J^ "^^^'^ lu the Tigh c spi Tit Icanuotsee but that "rifleshooting can be revived" to its fullest extent. The Eagle
rUERSEY.ClTT, N. J.,3Dec. 10.

World's Fair Rifle Tournament.

E. Hough.

Jerseymen with Military Rifles*

The weekly practice of the First Brigade (N. G. N. J.) R'fle
Rifle Association drew an even quartette of shooters to the
Newark Shooting Park on Dec. 10. There was no wind to worry
the shooters, and as a result, the day being damp and close, the
smoke settled in front of tbe firing point so thickly as to make
sighting diflinult. The light was poor enough without the addi-
tional handicap. Despite the drawbacks the enthusiasts managed,
by waiting at times to let the smoke clear, to pull out some fair
scores, which are here shown:
Cant Howard 5 54444534 4-43

3 3 4 3 44434 3-35434343433 4-3-5
SergtWilhelm 4 4 4 44 4 5 45 5-43444434545 4-41

Fifty-Shot Match.
Major Wallace 4 44445445 3-41444554344 4-41

5 4 3 5 4 5 4 5 4 4-43444444545 4-42
4 5 3444444 4-40-207

Private Townsend 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 5-44455454444 4-43
5 44444454 5-43
5 44444444 4-41544435344 5-41—212

Y'RATILlM.

Newark Rifle Matters.
Mkmbers of the Our Own, Excelsior and Puritan Rifle Clubs

are endeavoring to arouse some enihusiasm among Newark gal-
lery riflemen by a Peril's of inter-club shoots to run ihrough the
winter. It is expected that the Essex Amateurs, Howards and
Essex lidians will also join in the movement. Gallery shooting
is in a state of coma just now, and some energetic work will have
to be done to revive the old interest. A few years ago Newark
could boast of twenty-two ga'lery rifle clu'os, with an aggregate
membf rahip of close to 30O. but this season politics seems t'^ have
put the pastime on the shelf, It is not likely to die, however, as a

Port Chester Rifle Club.
Port Chester, Dec. JO.-Two hundred yards, offhand, standard

American target:
J Smith 10 3 10 8 6
VHorn h fi 10 4 9REudd 4 4 9 6 9

I Hess . 0 8 7 8 7E Dunham 6 9 7 7 7R McNeil, Jr u 8 T 3 5FA Bachman 2 5 4 3 ft

McQuilken
. lO 3 3 5 4

„ . „ Three Shot Sweepstake Mntch.FA Bachman 8 9 6-23 R McNeil, Jr 6yHorn 8 5 9-23 .THess.... 6
J Smith 4 10 5—19 R Rudd 5
Mr. Rudd used a 2.5-20 Maynard rifle.

R. McNeil, Jr , Secretary.

9 8 5 8-74
7 8 6 7-71
8 7 4 9-fi3
4 10 6 5-63
4 6 0 5—63
4 8 9 6-63

5 6-51
4 4-43

4 9-19
8 5-19
4 9-18

S

Denver Rifle Club's New Year.
The Denver Rifle Club have appointed thn following gentlemen

a comtnittee to arrange for the annual shoot on New Year's Dav:
Guy Chamberlain, chairman; J. H. Dean, G. C. Schoyen. H. R
Gilbert. O. E^damson, A. W. Peterson, John P. Lower, William
Maguire, G. W. Biethmann and W. Y. Sedam. The ahootiog will
be at the standard American target, 200 yards offhand. Rifles
and cartridges will be furnished to shooters if desired.

Teseebt.

Empire Rifle Club.
Thr second annual prize shoot of the Empire Rifle Club of New

York, H. Z'ittler. president, will be held at their headquarters, 13
St, Marks place, between Second and Third avenues, Dec. 18. 19
and 20. Shooting to commence: Sunday. 2 P. M tol3M:MoTi-
SfJ' LP- ^2PJ^ '< Tuesday. 7 P. M. to 10 P. M. Prizes, $35. .$30,
SI 5. $10, $8, $6, $5, S4. .S3. IS-a $1, $1; 3.5-ring target, op^ to all
comers, any .32jal. rifle. Tickets, three shots for fifty cents, two
best tickets to count. Re-entries uulimitfd. All ties divided.

J
. Pontes. G. O. Nisja. ,T. Martin C.A. Hinkle. T. Ford. E. A. Pierce. H. S. Burley.

GARDEN CITY RIFLE CLUB OF CHICAGO.
number of-old-time enthuBiBSts are assisting in the efi'ort to re-
vive it.

The First Brigade (N. G. N. J.) Rifle Association will hold a
shoot on the aoOyris. ranges at the Newark Shooting Park on New
dear's Day (Jan. 2). beginning at 11 o'clock. All the practice is
done with Springfield rifles, the carbine 55gr. amfiiunition being
used. Membership in this association is open to any officer or
enlisted man m the First Brigade. Tbe association will shoot
every .'^atu^day afternoon during the winter. Y'Ratjxtm.

Peekskill Rifles.
Pebksioll, N. Y.. Dec. 7.—We have a rifle club of about 35members m this place. The following scores were made at our

regular shoof to-day: 200yds. off-hand. Standard American
target. The day was overcast and the shooting was nothing to
brag of, there being but a few out;

Well known shooting lules to govern. Shooting committee, Oha«.
Zettler, Jr., chairman; B. Zahn, secretary; Wm. Rosenbaum,
shooting master; Wm. Miller. Arch. Rosenstrauss.

Jas L Gregory.

HPDain 3

Ohas Hyatt

S I Pugsley

fi 6 6
6 5 6

10 8 10
8 6

9 4 n
8 7 7
3 9 6
8 4 8
8 3 7
3 8 6
6 6 5
4 7 6-

5 4 5 5 6-53
R 6 6 6 4 5—'0
7 8 7 6 9 7-78

7-874 7 7 6 8
5 4 7 7 5 6-55
2 7 6 9 10 6-66
4 3 6 6 5 4—.50

i) S 6 8 6 2-65
7 6 3-56
5 S 6 1 8—52
4 3 4 4 6 10-50
3 5 10 7 3-52

Hudson Rifle Club.
Hudson Rifle Club, shot on Hudson Rifle Club range, Mon-

day, Dec. 13; distance 26yd8., possible 250:

T T, i,v
^'""s- Team.

n ^ '25 25 25 25 25 24 24 34 23 23-243
fe^T J 1 U----1 25 25 25 25 34 24 24 24 23 23-243H Mahlenbrock 25 35 25 35 24 24 34 24 24 23-242^ Malz 25 25 25 35 24 24 24 24 23 23-242

Second Team.
T A Reynolds 25 25 35 25 25 23 23 23 22 12-238

M ^u^w^^ 25 25 S5 25 24 24 23 23 22 22-338
'^Ir

25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22^2^
25 35 24 2-1 24 24 23 33 23 33-23S

* =mith 2a 25 34 24 2 t 23 23 23 23 33-237
,^ 3 Third Team.

V ^taderman 26 35 34 34 24 24 23 23 23 20-234
i 25 24 24 24 33 33 33 33 22 31-2^2b Middleton 25 35 24 -'4 ^4 -'B fi •>]—-^qi

••,
First Team 24-2i,S: Second Team, 237^7 Tui?dTeam,

2321.8. Total average. 237"„. The Hud.=on Kifle Ciuh is patientlywaning tor a reply from the Greenville R. C. The Eagle

New York Revolver Scores.
scores were made by the members of the NewYork Revolver and Pislol Club at their last regular weekly pra^nee shoot, held on the 10th inat. at their gluerv, 12 St Mark^^

U^r^l M°iw' '^'i standard American tnrlet, d^kance afyds-!^-cal. S. & W. revolver: G. E. Jantzer 86, B. W. Balther 85 O BBishop 84, H. OehlSO, F. G. Allen 73, F. Hecking (.3S-caU 69
'

F. Hecking, Sec'y.

Zettler Rifle Club.

ri^hT„}i?'*f'-'^'^''-"C"?'^?^Kw^'*''^y^^°o*^ of the Zettler Rifle

Dec fi°w'fti? hffli ^^-^'^ heaaquarter=, 219 Bowery, on Tue.sdav!Dec. 6. with the following results, 10 shots uer man possible ^5(ipoints: M. Dorrler 249, M. H. Engel 246, H. Holges "46 ^ Ross 946
Zattler 245. R. Busse 244. L Schmttt 244 O g'

Ze«l6r 244, F. Schmitt 243. Strate 241, Geo. PlaSted 241 GeoKrauss 340, J. Beltramlne 333, F. Hecking 330
-t^wst^a ^i, o-eo.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 17.—Elliott vs. Fulford, at Kansas City, Mo.; 19, at Indian-
apolis, Ind.; 22, at Pittsburgh, Pa.; 24, at Williamsport, Pa,; 26, at
flarrisburg. Pa.
Dec. 19 —Live bird and target tournament, Hempstead, Texas.
Dec. 32-24,—Kansas City (Mo.) tournament, live birds and targets.
Dec. 24 —Williamsport (Pa.) Rifle and Gun Club, all day tourna-

ment at live birds.
Dec. 26.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Orangeville,

Baltimore county, Md.
Dec. 27-30,-Watson's live bird target tournament, Watson's

Park, Btunside. 111.

Dec. 28.—Tournament at live birds, on Erh's grounds, Newark,
N. J.

Dec. 28-29.-Jacksonville (Pla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-
ment; 8500 guaranteed purses; $300 in money and merchandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. 2.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Oradgevilie, Bal-
timore county, Md.
Jan. 2.—Towanda (Pa.) Gun Club's all-day tournament.
Jan. 2 —South Side Gun Club's "annual,"' Newark, K. J.
Jan. lT-18.—Hamilton (Ont.) Gun Club tournament, live birds

and targets.
Jan. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-

tion's Grand American Haudicip, live bird tournament. New
Jersey (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monaco
boundary.
May 17-18 —West Newburgh Gu» Club spring tournament, at

Newbureh, N, Y.
May 33-25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to

purses. Also valuable merchandise prizes.
June 12-16.—New York State Sportsman's Association tourna-

ment, at Rofhester. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 Ellwanger &
Barry huildins', Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-30.—West Newburgh Gun Club fall tournament, at New-

burgh, N. Y.

Fountain Gun Club.
Eleven members of the Fountain Gun Club were present at

the last shoot of the year at Woodlawn Park, L. I., on Wednes-
day, Dec. 17. C. W. Wingert was the winner in Class A. R.
Phister gave him a close race f or the hrst priza and the result
was a tie and they take the two prizes in their class. J. E. Lake
won the Class B prize. The scores:

Class A. 'V
C Wingert 1111211111-10 DrVanOrd .', .2301221002- 7
R Phister 1111301111— 9 M Lindslev •. .3111311020- 8
Dr Shields 3m031111- 9 E H Garrison 2020031UO- 6

CIhss B.
J E Lake 1311211101-10 Wanda 21220(|1201— 7
HWBIattmacher.lSUllllll—10 W Schmadeke . . . .1220122210-8W Laird l02-333mi—10
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
A meeting of the Conneticut Shooting Association, of which, Joel

Webb of vvillimantic is president, H. A. Penrose of New London,
vice president, A'len Willey of Hartford, secpptary, and T. C. Fowler
of Moodus, treasurer, will be called ac Hartford early in January.

The association proposes to form an eight or ten clnb league of three

man teams, each club lo enter as many team* as possible, to contest

for raoner and merchandise prizes durinsr 1893. It is now proposed

to have each club pay an entrance fee of $2ri and if eipht clubs enter

the .scheme, $200 will be "hungup." Twelve shoots will be ^iven

during the year and any dub entering teams in six or more shoots

will qualify for one half the money and every individual member
of the teams who shoots iu six or more contents will also qualify.

This allows $100 to be contested for by the clubs and $100 for the

individual shooters. It makes an objfct for the individual members
who attend the shoots and does not throw the money entirely to the

clnb which in many cases may contain 50 members and onU- four or

five touroament "chosevs." The plan is a fair one. because after

men have spent their time and money attending team shoots, there

is no sense )Q giving the winnings to the cluh to be enjoyed by mem-
bers who never attend tournaments. If the clubs entered the teams
and paid the team's expenses it would be different, but as they do
not, it seems right to make it an object for the indlviduaf as well as

for the club.

"Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 7.— A fine home for the South Side Gun
club will be built upon the club's property in the Town of Lake, nesjr

Lake station, .me mile west of Cudaby on the St. Paul road. The
Club has owned 16 acres there for sevei-al years. At a meeting last

night plans were adopted for the erection of four buildings incluaing

the finest gun club house in the country. A hotel will be built with

nine rooms, a reception room, dining room, kitchen and bar. for the
accommodation of the marksmen and any others, and will be kept
open alt the year. The club house will be fitted as a home for the

marksmen of Milwaukee, and its proximity to the city will make it a
popular resort for those Who like to spend part of the day at practice

and the balance in the enjoyment of sobd comfort. The total cost of

the buildings is estimated at about f3,000. The South Side Gun Club

is counted among the wealthiest organizations of its nature in the

West. It owns prooerty valued at $18,000 besides a handsome sum
always in the treasurv. The membership is Umited to 100, and has

been full some time'. The club now has quarters at National Park,

but its small club house there has long since been outgrown. The
club's tournaments have always attracted scores of marksmen from
all sections of the country."

The .Jacksonville (fla.) Gun Club publishes an attractive pro-
gramme for i's shoot to bp held on Dec, 28--29. Bluerock targets,

expert traps and North's elecunc pnll will be used. The club has
secured special rates oa all railroads and also at the Everett Hotel.

The programme shows ten events each day. with an aggregate of

almost $1,000 in guaranteed cash and merchandise prizes. Pi-ofes-

sional experts ire barred. Event No. 5 each day will be at 25 targf^ts,

$4 entry, with $100 cash and $75 in prizes guaranteed. The prizes

comprise insurance pohcies, blankets, cigar?, barrels of beer, loaded
shells, hunting clothes, a rifle or shotgun, hats, etc. On the first

day thTe will b? an interstate match for fi-men teams, 20 targets per
man. $7-50 entry. The part.y raakiug the highe.st average in the two
days will receive a round trip ticket to the World's Fair, in 1893,

presented by the club. Second average prize will be a $50 imported
bronze. In all there are ten pi-izes for averages. Here is a chance
for amateurs to take a look at Florida and incidentally have some
good shooting,

Oanastota. N. Y., fiecember.—Some Uncle Jake Graham,who keeps
a hotel in this town and another at Lewi>' Point on Oneidd Lake, ad-
vertised for live pigeons, intending to have a big shoot, and he re-

ceived assurances of a large number of pigeons, but when they came
to be delivered the sum total was about flfty instead of three or four
hundred, as expected. A scarcity of salt was probably the cause
of the shortage. Uncle Jake fed the pigeons until they had cost bim
a good siU-er half-dollar each and then concluded to arrange for a
supper match between some of his friends. The match took place

on ihe grounds of th^ Canastota Gun Club, the teams being Messrs.

Mosber and Salisbury against Schemerhorn and Crutcenden. Each
man shot at 12 birds, the losing team having to foot the price of the

supper. The weather was fairly good for the season. The match
was closely contested as the scores show

:

Mosber 212i20ia9100-9 Schemerhorn ...101101012111—

9

Salisbury 0021201 1 101 1—8-17 Qruttenden 321212232000 - 9-18

The Rochester Rod and Gun Club and the Onondaga Sportsmen's
Association shot a team match on the latter's grounds at Maple Bay
on Dec 6, each team comprising 21 men and shooting at 20 king-

bird targets. Tbe Rochesters were short-handed so Harry Whitney,
A.yers and Prettie shot with them The scores were: Rochester-
Whitney 19. Hicks 18, Tassell 18. Newton 19, Lewis 13, Gordon 1.5,

Bnst 17. Lane 19, C. Smith 19, Quirk 18, Babcock 19. Myers 19. St.

John Iti, Richmond 17, Norton 1(5. Prettie 14, Yan Ostran 12, Putnam
17, Mann 17, Stewart 19, Ayers 13, total 3.'2. Syracuse—Ginty 20. Geo.
Mann 15, Lefe^re 13, Hudson 19, Schemerhorn 18, Cruttenden 16,

Mosher 10. Wiadell 1-4, Byron 111, Aylmg lU, Hookway 15, Forsyth 10,

Salsbury 12. Walters 19, Williams 13, Luther 18, Denison 7, Howell 14,

Mowry 16, HoUoway 15, Maurer 13, total 31.^. In the evening the
visitors ^ ere given "a banquet at the Vanderbilt House in Syracuse
and everybody had a jolly time.

The O. K. Gun Club of Kansas City, Mo.,!heId its final shoot of the

season on Dec. 6 in a heavy rain. The birds flew well despite the

weather. Each man shot at 10 live birds. The contest was for the

club medal for which J. R. Porter, A. L. Bennett, J. L. Porter and F.

C. Maegley tied on straight scores each. On the shoot off J. K. Por-
ter killed 12 straight and won the medal. The scores of the main
event follow:
J. R. Porter 1222222222—10 J. L Porter 2122212211—10

J. A. R. Elliott. . . .1111132010- 9 W. V. Baker 2100000010— 3

Ed. Hickman 3211110223— 9 Dan Quin 2120210021— 7

A L. Ueunett,. ..2312131112-10 J.Thompson 0101 -'01002—

5

H. P. Preston 2212222110- 9 W. Everiugham 1120010121— 7

Oscar Cogswell . . . 1000001121— 5 F. C, Maegley Ill 1212221—10

R. D. MizB 1112110120— 8 .J. H. Thompson 0000111111— 6

F.J. Smith 2232102212— 9

The Independent Gun Club of Plainfleld, N. J., held an interesting

shoot at live birds on Dec- 6, on the Hyde's Woods grounds. The
birds were a s-plendid lot of flyers. Two team races at 7 birds per
man, four men to a team, were shot, the results being as shown

:

No 1. No. 3. No. 1. No. 2.

C. Smith.. .1111331-7 2120111-6 N. Ap.gar..o220322-5 2131122-7
W. Lair.... 2002122—5 1100022—4 M. Mulford ,2100102—4 1120002 -4
E. Shepard .0101012—4 0302012-4 T.H. Keller.OlllOlO-4 1101111—6
W.L.Force.20110lO—4 0112010-4 W. Pierson.loll321—6 2132221—7

20 18 19 24

There will be a tournament at Kansas City. Mo., on Dec. 32, 23 and
24, under the combined auspices of the Kansas City gun clubs.

There will be three events at live birds and five at targets each day.
The big event on the first dav will be at 15 live birds. Sl5 entry,
added: second day, same; third day, 20 live bu-ds, $15 entry,

added, and 10 live birds. $10 entry, $75 guaranteed. Shoot 2\o 9, to oe
shot on the second day, is a novelty team race at 13 live birds for
2-men teams. Both members of a team will stand at the score, one
on either side, and three biros will be sprung, each man having the
use of both barrels.

The New Haven team of three men won the Keystone team race
trophy at Bristol. Conn., Wednesday the 7th. The race was a wind
up of the tie for the championship of Connecticut. New Haven has
thus won fire times, Hartford four, and Bristol four. The only pecu-
liar feattu'e of the race is tbe fact that Wille.v, Burbige a"d Whit-
tlesey of Hariford won the trophy three times iu succession, ever.y

time they shot for it—and lost the tie wlien their mascot, " McGinty,"
left the team. -'McGinty" is now in southern California makiag
Straight scores on quail.

The New Haven Gun Club are now owners of the Keystone dia-

mond trophy. The fiual contest took place at Bristol, Conn., on
Dec. 9. Previously the Colt, Bristol and New Haven teams were tied

on four wins each. The Colt and New Haven teams made a hot
struggle, the New Havens finally winning by one l}r64k. The teams
comprised three men each, and each man shot at 30 Keystone tar

gets. The scores—New Haven, Potter 36, Sherman 25 Savage 23;

total 74. Colt—Sterry 28, Wood 34, Vibberd 21 ; total 73.

Members of the Boston Shooting Association whose shooting
grounds are at Wellingion, Mass , are talking up alive bird shooting
party. Mr. Frank Co wee says that the members are quite anxious to

try their skill at live birds and propose some day this winter to visit

Kpw Jersey and have a day at feathers, Tneir plan is to order a
number of birds, arrange -vvitti At. Heritage or John Erb for the use
of their ground and hold a shoot for the members of their club
only.

We received, too late for our last issue, the scores made at a Uve
bird shoot of the Hinsdale Gun Club of Chicago, III. The club wasor-
eanized last summer and this was the Initial attempt at live pigeons.
There were eleven members present and the scores were, out
Of 10 birds each. Dr. C, M. Roberts 9, Dr. J B. Hench, 7, Wm. Dun-
can 6, H. C. Kni-sely 6, T. C. Morris 6, J. C Ross 6, E. E, Shaw 4, B. E.
Richie 3, H. A. Fulton 1.

The Riverside Gun Club of Red Bank, N. J., held its weekly shoot
on Dec. 9. The opening event was a $25 match at 10 live bli'ds eacb

between W. T. Oonover and Fred. C. Johnson, Conover killing 8 to

Johnson's 6, L. B. Campbell vs. Albert Ivins, 15 birds each; Ivins 13,

Campbell 9. Sweep at 15 bluerocks, J. Cooper S, J. Bergen 8, O.

Hesse 7, L. B. Campbell 4. At 9 bluerocks: E. M. Cooper 7, O. Iles.se

6, L, B. Campbell 5. J. Cooper 4, 0. Hesse, Jr., 3, Bergen .3.

A match took pUce at Colorado Springs, Oolo., on Dec. 3, between
teams of four men each from the Denver A.thlelic Club a,nd Colorado
Springs Country club. The men shot at 20 live birds eaah. The rw-

sults: Denver, 'Fowler 16 Murphy 11, Bostwick 14. Voorhees 1.5;

total .W, Counti-y Club—Dr. Smith 20, Edsall 14, Tntt 13, Sanford 7;

total .53. A number of mi.ss-and-out events filled the rest of the day.

The Lafayette (Ind.) Gun Club held a shoot at bluerock targets on

Dec. 7, with tiu-fceys as prizes. There were four 10-targeis events

with a turkey for each "pla.ce." The scores: Smith 5, 7, .5. 6 ; Thomp-
son 8. 8, 7. G; Dorrbaker 5; Davis 7, 9, 6, 8; Krauss 7, 8, 10 7 ; Slow 8.

7, 9, 8. Krauss got 3 turkeys; Slow, Thompson, Davis and Smith 3

each; Dorrbaker 1.

Some extra interestin live bird .shooting has recently developed in

Connecticut. The nutmeg shooters say that if John Erb will give a
few 20 bird $20 entrance shoots that quite a party of Connectict
shooters will attend such an event. In New Haven there are sev-

eral old live-bird shots, while other gentlemen in the State wish a
" go " at the birds.

The contests of the Central Gut> Club of Long Branch for a $100

Parker gun offered by E. M. Murpdy to the one making the highe.st

number of kills in eight monthly shoots at 10 bii-ds each was won by
E. M. Cooper of Red Bank with an aggregate of 75 kills. Cooper
shot a 10-gauge, 7-lb. Parker at 31 yds. rise through the series.

The Williamsport (Pa.) Rifle and Gun Club will hold an all day
tournament at live pigeons on Dec. 34, the day of the Kidford-EUiott
match. The fun will commence at 9 A. M. American Association

rules will govern. The. grounds are splendidly equipped for the sport,

and every convenience will be offered visiting shooters.

The Big Four Gun Club of Burlington, Iowa, will hold a tourna-
ment on Dt'O. 37-28. The main contest will be for the Big Kour
medal emblematic of the championship of DesMoines, L^e, Louisa
and Henry counties. There will also be a contest for the DesMoines
county championship medal and another for the L. C. Smith cup.

Fair minded shooters, those who are out for sport instead of for
dust,'' are s rougly in favor of doing away with '• pots " and shoot-

ing under some such system as that suggested by Will Cruttenden
and " Pair Play." Why should not clubs try one of the system as an
experiment ?

Arara avis and he escaped untrapped, at the Bristol, Conn., tour-
nament Deo. 7, was Pres. A. C. Collins of the Colt club of Hariford.
Mr. Collins has been the president of the Colt club three years and
never before attended a tournament except on his own club's

grounds.

George Strong of New London, Conn., who won the Keyston«
trophy at the Keystone tournament at N'aw L^odoQ this year on 49

out of 50 will represent his town in the Legislatiu-e. He is a good
Democrat and a good shot.

There will be an all-day shoot at pigeons on John Erb's Newark
grounds on Thursday, Dec. 28,- the events to be open to aU. Shoot-
ing will begin at 10 £. M., and there will be an event at 15 birds, $15
entry, on the programme.

The Kansas City, Mo,, Star is responsible for the statement that in

the event of Ehiott beating Fulford in a majority of their races he
(Elliott) will be willing to make a return trip over the same grounds
with Brewer as his opponent.

The proprietors of the Mount Arlington Hotel at Lake Hopatcoug,
N. J., announce a shoot for a 2,O0J lb. bull to come off on Dec. 21.

The event vriXi be open to all, as will a number of sweeptake events.

At tbe shoot for the Sipe and Sigler cup at Cleveland, Ohio, on
Dec 5, at 30 targets per man, J. A. Flick won with 39. Paul North
got 28, W. H. Tamblya 27, "J. I. C." 26. and L. C. Carter 25.

Garden City, Mo., will have a live bird and target tournament on
Dec. 28-29. Taere will be two live bird and six target events each
day. A purse of $25 will be awarded for averages.

The Post OfiSce Gun Club held its regular shoot at Kansas City
Dec. 1. Deputy Postmaster F. B. Nofsinger winning the Cady and
Olmstead medal by kilbng 13 out of 15 live birds

An open sweep at 25 live birds, $25 entry will take place at Hemp-
stead. Tex., on Dec. 19. Kd. Brown and W. H. Wheeler will also
shoot a match at 50 live birds for $100 a side.

Allen Willey of Hartford, Conn., says that if he ever gets his new
ejector Lefever which has been building since last May, he will try
Barry Smith again.

The West Side Gun Club of Newark, -N. J,, will hold its club shoot
for a gold medal on its Grove streets ground on Christmas Day.
Live birds will be used.

At the shoot of the West Shore Gun Club of Syracuse on Dec. 6,

Ackerman broke 30, Martin 30, Herman 30 and R. Ackerman 28 out of
40 targets.

A. M. MiUer and Leigh Bachman had a shoot at eleven live birds
each at Bethlehem, Pa., on Dec. 5, Miller killing 10 to Bachman's 8.

The South Side Gun Club of Newark will run two sets of traps at its

"annual " on Jan. 2, and will charge two cents each for targets.

Sportsmen wll regret to learn of the sad bereavement of H. A. Pen-
rose in the loss of his wife, who died at New London on Dec 9.

"Snapper" Garrison and C. E. Morris will shoot at 100 live birds,

for $300 a side at West End, Coney Island, on Saturday Dec. 17.

A. G. Courtney is on his way to Nashville, Tenn. "Court" says the
Lefever ejector gun is "sweeping everything" in the South.

E. ¥. Cooper of Red Bank, N. ,7., used JWalsrode powder in all the
contests for the Murphy prize, won by him.

A contingent of New York and New Jersey shooters will attend the
tournament at Hamilton, (Jnt , on .Ian. 17-18.

Frank Cooper and Hflrt Minkler shot a match at Port Morris, HI.
on Dec. 7, Minkler killing 25 to Cooper's 18.

Shooters should not forget that entries for the grand American
handicap will close on Dec. 30.

The Windsor (Mich.) Keystone Grvm Club will hold a shoot on Christ-
mas Day.

A new gun club is being organized in Harlem.
C. H. TOWNSEND.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 10 —Mr. Cartwright, representing the

American Arms Co., was in town during tne week and is said to
be looking about for grounds for the works of that company,
which will probably come to Chicago in the near future.
Tatham's shot works will not be moved to Chicago, but will

hereafter be represented bv Messrs. Yon Lengerke & Antoine.
A novel pigeon race is on for Chicago. Mr. L. M. Hamline backs

Mr. A. J. Atwater, of this city, for $2-5, to kill 15 out of 30 selected
birds, within the American Associition boundary, with a. bow
and arrow, loser to piy for birds. Mr. B. D. Fulford takes the
other end of t histinique wager. When it is remeaibered that
M--. Atwater was once an expert archer, and that he is not
limited as to the distance at which he is to stand from the traps,
the chances appear to even up a little more. As the birds are to
go from 5 automatic king traps, the archer will prohably prefer
to stand at least .5yds. behind the traps. It is likely that this
strange match will be shot as soon as Mr. Atwater can get
around, be having had sickness in his family. It is ssid that Mr.
Atwater would back himself to kill 1.5 out of 26 on these terms.
The match will attract attention.
In a praetice shoot Thursday Mr. Fulford killed H out of 100

birds, of what he says w^re a good selected lot, inside of the
American boundary. Underthe Hurlingham boun-lavy he would
have scored his 100 straight inside of a string of 106, Mr. Ful-
ford declares hp gnes to Kansas City the strongest man that ever
faced Jimmy- Jlm-J. A. H. Elliott. E. Hough.

Shooting Match at Coney Island.

C. E. MoBBis AND Snappee Garrison had a friendly match for
the price of the hir.is at: the Ai lnntlc Rod and Gun Club's grounds.
West End, Coney Island, on Thursday. Dec. 8. Each shot at 50
birds and Morris won with the Sf'ore of 47 to 46. The weather
was wet and foggy, which affected the birds and made them easy
targets. Tbe score:
C E Morris (;W . .0112221111320312122212120121 2l;313ini233n21in311-47
E H Garrison (28)2311111l2ll0211131101031133122limil33l01I131 1111-46
A match ff>r$300 a s da will be shot off next Saturday, at West

End grounds. Coney Island, at 100 bii'ds each, both SOyds. rise.
Sweepstake shoots fallowed. The scores. No. 3:

E H Garrison 2120233100—7 J a Voorhees 0201112220—7
C Morris .0''22222322-9 W Hughes. .1300031203—6
tjr^mson second on shoot off.

jSTo. 3, $1 entry, two moneys, 5 birds:
J Jamison 20000-1 00101-3 MBonden 00000—0
N Johnson 20211-4 00131-3 W Hughes. 00310
J Gavin .20010-2 OUOl-3

Massachusetts State Shoot.

PoSTON. Mass., Dec. 4.- Editor Forest and Stream: The Massa-
chusetts State Shooting Association held the second of its peries
of monthly sboot« for cbarapiouBhip honors at the grounds of the
Worcester Sport«man's Club, Nov. 23.

It was a brisk dav for shooting a,nd the birds flew in elegant
form. They were, however, reinforced by a strong northern gale,
and some scientific shooting was the result. It wa** a cold day,
too. for outdoor sport, but this novel attraction called experts
from all over the State to contest for the State individual and
team badges.
Quite a good-sized squad of shooters assembled and tbe Stnte

events were well fought. Among tbe group cnuld be seen such
experts as W. L. Davis, M. D. (3-ilman and C. E. Forehand, of
Worcester; Dennv Eager, of Marlborough; Warren and Ward-
well, of Boston: J. C. Mirtin, W. F. Brown, C. A. Hastings and
Frederick Forbes, of nn; while quite a numher of the home club
were present also. Shooting began at 10 o'clock, bub the Lynn
delegation did not arrive till 1 P. M.
The principal event of the dav was the individual contest for

the State challenge gold hadgo. which was well fought from start
to finish. E igpr was the first man to the trap and lost his eleventh
and fourteenth birds, but under the conditions he crawled out
with a good score, Boston men looked upon him as the winner,
but Forehand was his successor and broke 18. losing his second
and third birds, riilmau lost his sixth and nineteenth, and here
tied three men on first po^iition. W. F. Brown wa= the next man
to tbe t^rip, and while the conditions were against bim, Lynn
looked upon him as a winnT. He shot 15 straight, lost his six-
teenth, a dazzling left-qnarterer, and shot the rest of his string in
fine form, breaking 19 oirds.
The team contests wfre closely contested, but the Worcester

team had the advantage over the Lynn and Boston men, and
easily won both the amateur and professional team badges.
Ev. nt No. I, 6 bluerocks, known angles:

Davis nilll-6 Harris OOUU—

4

Forehand 111011-5 Haivey 110011-4
M Gilman , 111101-5 Doa"f 101010-3
Kinney , .111110-5 A C Walls 101010-3
E"ger 011011—4 Wardwell UOOOll—

2

A Gdman 011011-4
Event No. 2, 10 bluerocks:

Hirvey 1111111101-9 Eaeer 0001101011—5
Davis 0111111101.-8 M G Iman 1110100010-5
WardWPll 1011101111-8 A Gilman lOlOOOIJOO—

4

Forehand. 1111010110-7 Kinney 0001000111-4
A Walls. 0100111111-7 R Walls 1010301100-4
Event No. 3, 4 pair b uerocks:

Eiger 10111110—3 Kinney 11^11010-5
Forehand..: 0U0l'iH-5 A Walls 00011111 5
D-'vis 11111000-5 Wardwell .11100010-4
A G'lman 01101011-5 R Walls IIIUOOOO—

3

Harvey 10110101-5
Event No. 4, 10 hlup'ocks:

Davis 1111110111-9 M Gilman 0101110111—7
Harvey 1111110110-8 A Gilnmn 0111100111—7:

Kinney 1111101101—8 Wardwell .0100011111—

S

Eager 0111101101—7 R Walls OUOOllOH-B
Forehand 11110O111O-7 A WaUs 1011101010-6
Event No. 5, 6 bluerocks:

Eager 111101-5 Wardwell 111010-4
Bivis inilO-5 M Gilman 100110—3
G-ilman 111101—5 Harvey 011010—3
Forehand 011011-4 Kinney 110100-3
No. e. 20 bluerocks. individual State badge:
W Brown llllllllllllllimill-19 F Forbes-OinniOlOlOOOOllUl—13
Eager 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 0 110Hill l-l 8 J Mar tin.. IIOI )010 lllllOl Oil 110-13
Forehaud.lOOllllllllllimni—18 Warren . .011101(11101100011111—13

M Gilman 11111101111111111101-18 W Dean . .lOHllOllllOOIlOUOO-13
Ha8tings..inill0011l01]10Hll-16 AGilman.lllOlllOlOOOOOOIllll-12
R Walls. .10011101110111111110-15 H«rvey . . .OlOllluiOOOOHlllOU-lS
A Wall'". .11111101111111100100 -15 Harris. . . OOllOll 1110110001011-12
W Davis. OniOlllUlllOlOOllO—14 Kinney...onoOlOOU 1101100100-10
WardwellOllllllOOOOllllOlOll-13 O Doane. .1111101)0100110110000—10
W. F. Brown won badge and first money; Eager, Forehand and

Gilman second ; Hastings third.
No. 7, amateur team contest. State badges:

Worcester. Boston. Lvnn.
For'h'ndl 111111111-10 Eager. ...1011111111—9 HastingsOlllllOlll-S
Davis . . .1110111010-7 Warren .1011011110-7 Martin . .1111010011—7
Gilman .1011011011-7 W'rdw'llOlOllllOOl-ti Forbes. .0101001111—

6

24 23 21

.

No. 8, 6 bluerocks:
Eager Ullll-6 Davis 111001-4
Forehand 111111-t; Kinney 101110-4
Gilman, M 111111-6 Warren 101110-4
Wardwell 111111-6 Forbes 011001—3
Harvey 111110-5 Martin 011001—3
Hastings 111110—5 GUman, A 11O09O-2
Brown 111110-5 Dean 010100—3
No. 9 Professional Team Contest for State Badges.

Worcester. Boston. Lynn.
Foreh'd .1111111101-9 W'rdw'illlllU0Hl-9 HastingslOOlOOllll-6-
Davis . . .1111011011-8 Eager. . .1111101101-8 Martin . .100I0001U-h5
G'lm'nMllOllUOll—8 Warren. lOllOllOlQ-B Foibes...1010011000—4

25 15
A. J. Kelsey.

On the Old Stone House Grounds.
Qfctb a number of sportsmen traveled up Bloomfield avenue,

New"rk, N J., as far as John Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds
on Dec. 6 with the expectation of seeing the much talked of
match between the teams representing "Youth" and "Old Age."
Neither one of the team of youths materialized andonlvoneof
the aged team w«8 on hand, this being Sa,muel Castle. Upon in-
quiry it was learned that the match had been declared off, and
that two of the principal?, Harry E.Smith and Charles M. Hed-
den had eone to Say ville, L. I., to have a shoot on the ducking
flats of Green B' others. (Apropos, I have since learned that in
three days they basged 61 ducks, mostly broadbills.)
The falling through of the match was a disappointment to those

wto visitfd the grounds, although they saw some good shooting
as a partial recompense. John Erb always has a supply of birds
on hand and on this day there were same shooters and guns.
Among the visitors were Frank Class, of Morristown; Mr. Mor-
fey, a well-known shooter and boniface, from Pat.erson. and
Jockey Goodale, of New York, who is rapidly coming to the front
as an expert manipulator of the smooth-bore.
As soon as it was found that the team match was off the party

began enjoying themselves by shooting sweepstakes. The first

three events were at tour birds each, $3 entry ; No. 4 at 7 birds $5
entry ; Nos- 5, 6 and 7 at 10 birds, $10 entry. The birds were a
good lot of flyers. The scores follow

:

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
Goodale 1111-i 1111—4 1120 - 3 1110011-5
MoTfey 3333-4 1121-4 .2312- 4 2011231-6
Castles 1111-4 1111-4 1101-3 2201110-5
Class 1111-4 2111-4 1131—4 2211102-6

N". 5 No. 8 No. 7

Goodale 1101201011-7 00I3111U1-8 0001111102-6
Morfey 1113101111—9 3121111210-9 2110111010—7
Castle U112S0311—9 1102U2131-9 2102011111—8
Class 3113313010- 8 2312031310-8 1U2013231—

9

This closed the sweepstake shooting and the day was wound up
with a match at 15 birds each between Chris. Reinhart and Frank
Class, the result being as t^elow

Reinhart 101122330111303-13 Class 01^1312211120-12

The Kewarh Gun Club's Day.

Dec. 8 was the date for the monthly shoot of the Newark Gun
Club, but owing to absence from the city, pressure of holiday bual-
ness and other causes the majority of the members were kept
away, Messrs. Smith, Collins, Breintnall and HoUis being the
only ones present. The day was a dark, dank and murky one, the
mist lying low and heavy and the clouds threatening a heavy
downpour, and not a breath of air stirring. It was just the day
in fact when one would expect to see a flrst-dass lot of pigeons
transformed Into "duffers." On this particular occasion, how-
ever, the birds were a rnvelation. Before the shooting it was
remarked that on a good shooting day the birds in the crates
would be a rat.tline lot. but no one expected to see them fly under
the existing conditions of tbe weather.
From start to fLnish, however, the birds flew as though their

only thought was to get away, and of the 140 trapped only one had
lo be flushed. Twisters and zigzaggers there were aplenty, and it
required a quick eye and a straight hold to bring them to grass.
Toward the close of the day there was brought lo the score a crate
of birds that for beauty and life would be hard to equal. Every
one blue in color and every one an old bird, they werH a lot fit to
trap in any kind of a match. There were sevei^al carriers in the
lot. Of this crate every one proved to be full of life and vitality
and hard flyers.
The opening event of the day was the club shoot at 10 birds per

man, whioh was also made a sweepstake, each man putting in $5

;
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event No. 3 was also at 10 birds, $5 entry. In the club shoot
Smith and Collins tied for first money, and decided to shoot off

for the same, when Smith won the cash. In No. 3, Smith and
HoUis tied for first and shot oflE, mlsa-and-out. Smith being the
victoi-. The scores follow:

No. 1. Tie. No. 2. Tie.
Smith 1121321203-9 11 3112131311-10 132113
Breintnall 12211 00133-8
Collins 2123120ilI-9 10 0032121111- 8
HoUis 2111120110-8 1111211111-10 221110
The next events were miss-and-outs, §1 entry each. In the flr*t

Collins missed his bird then re-entered, finally tieing with Hollis
and dividing the pot. Thp scores:

No. 3. Nn. 4 No. 3. No. 4.

Smith 1110 21111211311211122 HoUis 1321 12212111211121210
Collins.... 0 1^111120 *Collln8...1312
Re-entry.
Hollis's face assumed a curiously disgusted look when he lost

his seventeenth bird in the final event, the bird being an incomer
and lar easier than any other at which he had shot.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

East Side Bod and Gun Club.
Stamford, Conn., Monday evening, Deo. 5.—The organization

of the Bast Side Rod and G-ua Club of Stamford was completed
bv the adoption of a constitution and election of the following
officers: President, Walter M. Smith; vice-president, Col. W. H.
Tallmadge; feasurer, Harry Bell; secretary, John R. Rimsey:
directors (in addition to oflSeers), A. W. Sibley. Nathan Olmstead,
Chas E. Thompson. The club is an outcome of the movement of
the XIII. Club and of the old "Weed Club." It has leased a couple
of acres of land at the head of .1agger's Creek, and has already a
pmall house and horse sheds erected. Most of the members own
boats of some sort, from the sloop yacht Pocahontas to a skifiE,

and all are devoted to the sport of .shooting and fishing. It is ex-
pected that upon the broad stretches of Salt Meadow, lying be-
tween the creek and the new Shippan Boulevard there is to be a
half-mile trotting track constructed, and thus bring the vast
speeding ground for trotters Into direct association with the
hunting and fishing sports of the club. .Jagger's Creek, where
the club's field and shore headquarters are established, is a Little
lagoon that sets in from Long Island Sound at the angle made by
the east line of Shippan Point and tbe general line of the coast.
It is convenient to the vast fishing ground in our waters.
It la a curious fact, but there is good historical warrant for the

statement that the obscure and little known geographical feature
of the town known as .Jagger's Creek is probably the only spot
which has carried down from the earliest settlement of the town
the name of one of the original proprietors, who came to Stam-
ford from Wethersfield in 1641. The club has many "mighty
Nimrods"upon its roll of members, as well as those "who go
down to the sea in ships," and bring back the deni^^ens of the
deep. It is a fundamental principle of the club that each mem-
ber must be an expert with a catboat, a rod and reel, an eel spear,
a rake, clam fork and a gun. and further, as a condition prece-
dent to continued membership in good standing, he must be
equally expert in cooking and serving to his co-members the pro-
ducts of his skill with the various implements of warfare men-
tioned above. On the list of members may be fo-md the names of
PX-Com. Jas. D. Smith, N. Y. Y. C, Waltpr M. Smith, Col. W. H.
Tallmadge. J. Woolsey Selleck, Edgar Johnson, Seth G. Fessen-
den, Capt. Lyman Morrell, Capt. Chas. E. Hobble, Nathan Olm-
stead, and other gentlemen well known here and in New York.
The membership limit is thirty-five and is already full, with one
or two on "waiting list."

The McWhorter-King Match.
PrrTSBtTRGH, Pa., Dec. 4.—Following is the score of a live pigeon

match shot Thankpgiving Day between Mr. E. H. McWhorter
and Mr. W. S. King on the Herron Hill Gun Club grounds for
$100 a side and the expenses, at 50 live pigeons each, American
Shooting Association single live bird rules to govern, with Mr. C.
M. Hostetter (Old Hose) as the referee. Mr. A. H. King, Jr., was
stakeholder and Mr. F. E. Davison scorer. The birds were the
best that were ever seen trapped in a singlehanded match around
Pittsburgh. It was a cold day. with a very strong wind that blew
away from the traps, which may account for a few of the tower-
mg twisters that were shot at by both shooters and hit hard with
both barrels, still you would hear the referee call out when the
bird passed the flags "lost bird." Mr. King was first to the score,
and he killed his first bird in great style with the first barrel; his
sixth bird was a bluerook, sure. With the first barrel it dropped
among the traps, killed to the eye, but when his gatherer started
to gaiher it, it flew out of the boundary and was scored dead out
of bounds. His twenty-sixth bird was challenged killed on the
ground. The referee called "no bird," and he was ordered to
shoot at another bird, which he hit hard with both barrels and it
lived to just get outside of the flags, and was scored dead out of
bounds. McWhorter's first bird was hard hit with both barrels,
and it fell dead out of bounds: also his twentieth bird was hard
hit with both barrels, and it dropped about 1ft. from one of the
boundary flags. Very few pigeons got away without being hit.
Mr. E. E. Shaner's setter dog was to do the retrieving of the birdsm Che match, but when he was tried before the match he wanted
to play with the birds, so the shooters each appointed a gatherer.
There IS some talk of another match in the near future between
the same gentlemen. The boundary flags are not in it with Mc-
Whorter's great and only second barrel:

Trap score type—Copyright, isss, by Forest and Stream, Publiahing Co.

t T-^1 1 \<- T^ T <-1 1<— i TMcWhorter. ..o 212202200o0l321233o22 32 2—18

3ol31222322320o312330131 O-20-38

King . ..Illlool20o3ol]301ol311ol 1—17

o0113233ll3121301oo21210 1-19-36

Live Bird Shoot at Pattenburg.
It was announced that a live bird tournament would be held at

Paitenburg, N. J., on Nov. 29 and 30, but for sompi reason or other
the shoot did not draw a large list of entries. The birds were a
good lot and those who were on hand had great sport. Among the
con' estants were mine host Billy Apgar, of Apgar's Hotel, French-
town; H. P. Millburn, of Newton, and Jacob Mason. Tbe events
on the first day were at 4 birds,
scores follow in detail:

No. L
AS Care 1111-4W C Apgar 2111—4
H P Millburn 1121—4
C Moore 21in-3
J Dilts 3120—3

' entry, two moneys, and the

The Garfield Diamond.
Chicago, Dec. 10.—The second contest for the diamond at 20

live birds each man in the Garfield Gun Club took place to-day.
Our new king trsps were used and are a pronounced aid in mak-
ing birds fast and shooting good. "Cop" won the diamond for the
second time, on a score of 19 out of 30. The day was cold with a
strong northwest wind, and the birds fast and strong. "Am
Field" and Antoine each shot at 40 birds, they not having been
present at the first cont.pst;
''Cop" .... 20323211211212222222-19 Brown . . . .30302221021023200000-11
Hicks .

.
..23111022133102<!11000-1.5 Raird 02333122210031 22 1201-WEseman . . 21123311012022102023-16 Paterson..! 02301311 i:J2()2232010-15

L'terb'ch.ll2221023ei212010232-17 Antoine... 2120011100110003101 "-11
O'Brien.

.
.11212232201212121110-18 " AmF'ld''2112yl0111023112023i-16

Flemmi'g 20220201013122100101-13 Young.. .22222102312122102213-18
0;Nell 12320230022132330133-16 Campbell.l3011200l33ni2C2022]Pl5
WPalm'r.222211O13H020320312-16 Anto ine. . 2111102111021^12212-17
S PaJmer.01322201210p01112122-15 "Am F'ld''21lVoTO1101U0200^^^^
" Cop " wins the diamond for the second time.

The Riverview Gun Club.

ci,^*fr^°.^^J
N. Y. Dec..6-The Riverview Gun Club held ashoot here to-day at tiTirrV.,,.^ t„..r.„f„ ^„ „ ^

ABBriggs... 1001110010- 5 E D Trull 1111111101-9
g S Rerce 1111111111-10 F Appleton. /.V. . : 010 111011- 7E V Hartley . .1101111011- S Z R Jacoby ailioiioii- 8

2 3 4 sA B Briggs.. 1111110111-9 llOllllUl-9 llln-5 njoi-i nm-nDS Pierce...0111011011-7 1110O1O10O-5 linOo-3 11111-5 Olir-4EV Hartley..ll011110 1-8 011llll011-,8 OllW-3 01011-3 luii-tEDT1U1I....11111111P0-8 limollOO-7 11110-1 10111-4 iioo}_3
J wuiyer iiim_i

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.
1213-4 1002-2 1111-4 1112-4
1111—4 im-4 1111-4 1012-3
3112-4 1011-3 0101-2 1221-4
2120-3 1111—4 1112-4 1210-3
0120—2 1111—4 1011—3 2231—4

The Second Dmfs Shoot.
The attendance of the second day was somewhat better than on

the first, several local men joining the ranks. There were seven
events shot, the first six being at 4 birds, $3 entry, 2 moneys; No.
7. at 9 birds, $9 entry. In No. 1 Case and Holges won first money
by shooting out Gano. Case and Holges also won first money in
No. 3 by out-shooting Stryker. In No. 7 all tied and shot off, at 3
birds each Apgar getting first, Stryker and Millburn second. The
scores:

'^o- 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. Ties.
J Mason 1032-3 2111-4 0iO2-2 1111-4 1111-4
A S Case 3131-4 1121-4 1111-4 3001-3 0011-2 3332-4 101311121-8 113
HPMlllburn.llU-t 2101-3 1210-3 1120-3 2333-4 0101-2 331121303-8 033
'Ip
Stryker 2220-3 2112-4 1111-4 1000-1 OlOfl-1 331220331-8 032Wm Holges.. 1231-4 0011-3 2121-4 0233-3 1002-3 3021-3

Theo Pierfion. 0100-1 1202-3 0100-1 3100-2.,..
B Gano 2-^12-4 0112-3W C Apgar... 3101-3 2133-1 1111-4 Isiiligoi-S 22i
J Scyper mO-S
G Schenek.... 2232-4

Unknown Gun Club.
The attendance of the members of the Unknown Gun Club at

Dexier Park on Thursday, Dec. 8, was a good one. Twenty-three
competed at seven birds each, club handicap, for the annual
prizes. Several tier! with straight scores, but on accaunt of dark-
ness the shooting off was postpoupd until the next shoot. It is a
close race between Ike Hyde, E. Vroome and H. Knebel, Sr., for
the prizes:
E Vroome 1110211-6 W Emken 1210001-4
J S impson 0011111—5 A B Merrihew 3121111-7
J Hyde 2123118-7 C Detlefsen 1011111-6
J Bohling 2311121-7 C Plate 1311111-7
J Akhurst 0112101-5 G Pfohlman 1112112-7H Knebel 3111111-7 J Vagts 1001111-5M Chichester 1111110—6 H Boemerman 1011001—4
J Rankin lOLOlOO-3 Dr Little 1010111-5R Rithbone 1110010-4 D Snipe 0111131-6
J B illand 1101111-6 B Lohman 1110311-6
J l*;ivnn 1121121-7 .1 Diederich 0111111-6H Kolb 1010101 -4

Anent the Handicap System.
Ltnch, Dec. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have been verymuch interested in tbe articles pubUshed in your journal con-

cerning the best method to protect the amateur against the pro-
tessional dropper for place, and can't see how any of the ideas
suggested will meet the needs of the hour and vet draw a crowd
as the new one of so much for each targ«t broken is about the
least liable to draw of any yet suggested. Were we to give a shooterM cents tor each target broken and charge him 10 cents for each

"'F® ^® *° break 15 straight he would get his
$1.50 back and $1.50 additional. Now, from f1.50 take off 45 cents
tor shells, which would leave him just $1.05 on a straight, and 10
shoots a day would be only J10.50 for hotel, railroad, etc, and asno shooter can average over about 85 per cent., expert rules, upon
which all handicaps will probably be based, it will soon break up
target shooting to adopt such a system, and again, we know addedmoney is what draws them. How can such a system be figured outon added money? s uui,

Now, it is well known that all shooters are more or less gamblersand willing to risk their cash with a reasonable show to win. I
^^u°?-

'liat there be a handicap based upon the respective
abilities 9f each shooter participating, and that the moneys be
divided into three purses—50, 30 and 20 per cent.—and when all
h:iye shot out their score, the referee toss up a dollar, and if it
tails heads the three best scores take the three moneys and if the
dollar falls tails the moneys be divided according to class shoot-
iHg, as under this method no man could afford to take the chance
of a drop, as the dollar might fail to respond to his wishes and
leave him out in the cold. It is useless to try and devise a method
that will make a winner of any one class and yet draw a goodcrowd, and no one will attend tournaments when he knows henas no cliance to wm, no matter how well he shoots; and what weneed is a system that will enable the winner to make a few dollarswhen all wiU be striving for that end and take the chances of

A
^^''ertain element which attends all sport-luck.

As shoots are now conducted too many targets are used, and themanager gets all of the shooter's cash, and my opinion is that all
shoots should be at 10 targets. Then flip the dollar and shoot off
the ties, allowing of no division. My idea is the shorter the race
the better chance the amateur has for a purse. I also think the
sliding handicap a farce, and that the dealer should handicap
every shooter according to his past scores, and make all unknown
shots shoot at the extreme handicap until their abilities areknown, when they shotild be rated, and don't think anv menshould be allowed to shoot known trap and angles, as such fledge-
lings can cut no important figure anyway and should not be
considered. w. T. Mixchell.

Favors "Crutty's" System.
Ever since the organization of the State Association I have

followed the State shoots, read the Forest ajjd Stream, watched
with interest the different plans adopted and tried at the traps,both at live birds and inanimate targets, and I am frank to con-
fess that I sincerely believe that my friend Cruttenden has struck
the keynote of re-form in that line in the good old days of wild
live bircis when I used to meet such men as Hudson, Hoage,Mayo, Uncle Ben Catchpole, and contest with them for an honest
position. Even then the spirit of "You scratch my back and I'U
scratch yours," would crop out. But alas, where is the poor ama-
teur s chance to-day in a race with the big salaried professionals,WHO make trap shooting a business and are under no obligation
to any one except themselves and the friends they represent? Iam of the opinion that there must be something done and that
speedily to restore the confidence of the weak and heretofore
bartly bled ordinary shooter, or the annual State meet will be
lightly attended; let us try Cruttenden's plan at once. It ia cer-
tainly worthy of a trial. Dan

Sweepstake Shoot.
A three handed match shoot took place at Woodlawn Park, on

Thursday, Dec. 8th. The entrance fee was $10 a side the lowest
to pav tor the birds. John Schlieman and R. Hyde killed 31 each
out of2o. J. Siegman being the loser with 16. Anotiher sweep-
stake was shot off at ten birds, and the stakes were divided. The
scores

:

J Schlieman 11M21103102311031330131—31R Hyde 2030212023113212202231311—31
J Slegman 31300201112O113032110 .111—19
No. 3, $a entry, 10 birds, 25 yards.

J Schlieman 1331202103-8 L Behman '.
.

.'.
. 2020122012—7

R.t?yde 0102301222-7 J Shevlin 3U00131H-8
J Siegman 1003012210-9 J Cottier 3201231201—8W Gilman 2112012201-8

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
The dull heavy weather of Saturday, Deo. 10, prevented a large

attendance ot the members of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun
Club at Woodlawn Park, L. I., for the monthly shoot for the live
bird trophy. P. Hpgeman was the winupr with a straight score
of ten. Sweepstake shoots followed until darkness stopped the
sport. The scores;W F Sykes 0102032000- 4 H W Blatflnacher. 0030322110- 6D Bennett 1201111122- 9 C \ Sykes 1312003111- 8
ftNostrand 1110121311-9 JVP^Sbields 0113111211-9

Sw1S".-.V.-.V,-.VJigfi?K
^'"'"''''^ 1113032021- 8

First sweepstake: W. F. Sykes 3, G. Nostrand 4, P. Hegeman 5.
Second sweepstake: G. Nostrand 5. P. Hegeman 2, 0. Wingert 5,

J. V. P. Shields 4, G. Cropsey 4, Dr. Van Zlle 3.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and prpserv-

^^'d-^'^,*^^^^' ^^'^^ Also prices for Headsand Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

lodern Training,

Handling and Kennel ManageniRnt.

By B, WATERS.

t^^,
comprehensive and practical guide to thetraining, care, management and breeding' of elddogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price S2.5G

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Kroadwav, New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

. large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Vesey Street. New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1S93. Boai-ds, 288 pages. Price, SI. 00.THE AtlTKOR'S IXTRODITCXION EXPI^AINS

Sent postpaid by
FORESr AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

New Edition of Small Yachts.
Now Ready

: Small Taclits, Their Design and Construc-
tion. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new editior., enlargedand extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,

Priced Sl^OO*^^
plates. Size of page, 14Kxl3>^in.

EvnftngTt^t^^'^'^^'''''^''''^-^'
^^rvix-eable to yachtsmei, of large as weU as smaU eraft.-

who^winteto Wnr'^'^n^/^'^^'i'''^^^^^ ^^"^^^ amateur yachtsmanwno wanto to buy or buaJd a boat and is not yet certaia as to what he wants.—iV/F. Herald.
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If you have a friend, good and true, whom you

would like to remind of /tis friend, fifty-two times

in the year—once every week—why not ask us to see

that a Forest and Stream wrapper has his name

on it, with your initials in the corner of the address

label ?

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS.

This is the last month for receiving work submitted in

the Forest and Stream Amateur Photography Competi-

tion. All photographs must be mailed to U3 not later than

Dec. 31. Nothing bearing a later post mark will be re-

ceived.

Full details respecting the terms of the competition are

given in another column (page 533), and these instructions

in circular form will be sent on request to any address.

The collection of views already received is most inter-

esting; and we shall- give the readers of this journal the

privilege of seeing many of the views reproduced in its

columns.

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.
THE VARYING HARE.

It is wonderful that with such a host of enemies to

maintain himself against, the varying hare may still be

counted as one of our familiar acquaintances. Except in

the depths of the great wildernesses, he has no longer to

fear the wolf, the wolverine, the panther and the lesser

Felidos, but where the younger woodlands have become

his congenial home, they are also the home of a multi-

tude of relentless enemies. The great hawk, whose keen

eyes pierce the leafy roof of the woods, wheels above him
as he crouches in his form. When he goes abroad under

the moon and stars, the terrible shadow of the horned

owl falls upon his path, and the fox lurks beside it to way-

lay him, and the clumsy raccoon, waddling home from a

. cornfield revel, may blunder upon the timid wayfarer.

But of all his enemies none is more inveterate than

man, though he is not, as are the others, impelled by
necessity, but only by that savagery, the survival of bar-

barism, which we dignify by the name of the sporting

instinct.

Against them all how slight seeqa the defenses of such

a weak and timid creature. Yet impartial nature, hav-

ing compassed him about with foes, has shod his feet with
swiftness and silence, and clad his body with an almost

invisible garment. The vagrant zephyrs touch the fallen

leaves more noisily than his soft pads press them. The
first snow that whitens the fading gorgeousness of the

forest carpet, falls scarcely more silently.

Among the tender greens of early summer and the

darker verdure of mid-summer, the hare's brown form is

inconspicuous as a tuft of last year's leaves, and set in

the brilliancy of autumnal tints, or the russet hue of

their decay, it still eludes the eye. Then winter clothes

him in her own whiteness so that he may sit unseen upon
her lap.

When he has donned his winter suit too early and his

white coat is dangerously conspicuous on the brown leaves

and among the misty gray of naked undergrowth, he
permits your near approach as confidently as if he were
of a color with his surroundings. Is he not aware that

his spotless raiment betrays him or does he trust that

he may be mistaken for a white stone or a sci-oll of bark

sloughed from a white birch? That would hardly save

him from tbe keener sensed birds and beasts of prey, but

may fool your dull eyes.

In your summer wanderings in the woods you rarely

catch sight of him though you come upon many faintly

traced paths where he and his wife and their brown,

babies make their nightly way among the ferns.

Nor are you often favored with a sight of him in your

more frequent autumnal tramps unless when he is fleeing

before the hounds whose voices guide you to a point of

observation. He has now no eyes for you nor ears for

anything but the terrible clamor that pursues him wher-

ever he turns, however he doubles. If a shot brings him
down and does not kill him, you will hear a cry so piteous

that it will spoil your pleasant dreams of sport for many
a night.

After a snowfall a single hare will in one night make
such a multitude of tracks as will persuade you that a

dozen have been abroad. Perhaps the trail is so in-

tricately tangled with a purpose of misleading pursuit,

perhaps it is but the record of saunterings as idle as your

own.

As thus you wander through the pearl-enameled arches,

your roving glances are arrested by a rounded form that,

though as white and motionless as everything around it,

seems in some way not so lifeless. You note that the

broad footprints end there, and then become aware of

two wide, bright eyes, unblinkingly regarding you from
the fluffy tuft of whiteness. How perfectly assured he

is of his invisibility, and if he had but closed his bright

eyes y ou might not guess that he was anything but a

snow-covered clump of moss. How still and breathless

he sits till you almost touch him and then the white

clod suddenly flashes into life and impetuous motion,

bounding away in a halo of feathery flakes as if he him-

self were dissolving into white vapor.

Happy he, if he might so elude all foes, but alas for

him, if the swift-winged owl had been as close above

him or the agile fox within leap. Then instead of this

glimpse of beautiful wild life to treasure in your memory,
you would only have read the story of a brief tragedy,

briefly written, with a smirch of blood and a tuft of

rumpled fur.

A NEW SERIES OF ANIMAL PORTRAITS.
There have been published four supplements of draw-

ings of American wild animal life by Mr. Ernest E.

Thompson, as follows : Sept. 18—The Panther ; Oct. 6—
The Ocelot ; Nov. 8—The Canada Lynx ; Dec. 1—The
Bay Lynx. They have been received with so much
favor that we have provided a new series for 1893, The
drawing of the new illustrations will be much more
elaborate and even more effective than the first set ; and
the portraits will admirably sustain the reputation

of Mr. Thompson's work as spirited and faithful delinea-

tions of our wild animals in their haunts. The new pic-

ture supplements will be : Jan. 5—The Wolf ; Feb. 2—
The White Goat ; March 2—The Coyote ;

April 6—The
Antelope ; May 4—The Fox.

SNAP SHOTS.

Among the vagaries floated in anticipation of the

World's Fair is the ancient scheme of a National Sports-

men's Association, this one to meet and organize in

Chicago some time next year. The circular letter re-

ceived at this office announcing the project sets forth:

Prominent among the benefits to be derived by organizing a
National Sportsmen's Association are the following; the better
protection of fish and game during the breeding season, greater
uniformity ia the game laws, the preservation of our now rapidly
disappearing forests, and establishing in each State as far as pos-

sible a public park, where the destruction of trees and the killing

of fish and game would be strictly prohibited, thus furnishing
natural game preserves from which there will te a constant over-
flow, as from a fountain in the wilderness.

This catalogue of "benefits" is certainly enticing, and
if all of them, or if any one of them, could be attained

by a Chioage convention, by all means the convention

should be held, But the cold fact is that no one of the

interests named would be advanced a whit by such an as-

sociation. So far as any practical game or fish or forest

protection goes, the National Sportsmen's Association

scheme is a delusion. It has been tried, and has failed,

as in the very nature of things it must fail if tried again.

The time may come when something practical ought to

be accomplished by a national organization, but that time
will not be in the year 1893.

"A Native" of Wisconsin, who writes of two classes of

game killers, puts a pertinent question; btit his case

would be more effective if it were not so manifestly a
bit of special pleading. In America, that many-sided
being, full of contrarities, known as the "true sports-

man," does not sell his game in the market; although we
believe that some of the Southern Atlantic coast shooting

clubs do send their ducks and geese to Baltimore game
dealers. On the other hand, a "true sportsman" does not
waste his game, as "A Native" intimates was done in the
instance cited by him. Nor is the average individual

styled "game hog," one who sells game to eke out the

expenses of an outing. It is readily conceivable that a
case might be made out—as this Wisconsin one—where
the so-called market-hunter stands on a loftier plane than
does the shooter dubbed a sportsman.

In Great Britain a different code obtains. There it is

quite the correct thing to slaughter game by wholesale and
send it to market. The cable reported last week that in

a three days' battue at Witley Court the Prince of Wales
and eight others killed 4,000 birds, and we may assume
that, after the British custom, the Witley birds went to

London game stalls,

British sentiment is opposed to American sentiment in

this, and each may be explained as reasonable enough for

the country where it is held. In Great Britain game is

"preserved," i. e., reared, in such supply that there is no
necessity of restraint of destruction for reasons of econ-

omy. The shooters, who slaughtered their 4,000 birds,

killed in effect so many domestic fowl, reared expressly

to provide a battue, and the killing of which in nowise
diminished the game supply, nor restricted the sport of

any one else. The stock being artificially maintained

—

and maintained for a privileged class—no consideration

of a diminished suj)ply comes in to restrict killing. Un-
restricted killing involves a larger bag than those engaged
in the shooting can take care of, and the surplus is sent

to market. In short, the marketing of reared game in

Great Britain does not mean game diminution or exter-

mination; and is not, on that score, to be reprobated.

In America, on the contrary, different conditions ob-

tain ; and these have bred the perfectly sound and reason-

able prejudice which here prevails against killing game
for market. Shooting is free to all classes. The game
supply is limited. There is barely enough for the tem-
perate and reasonable supply of those who pursue shoot-

ing for recreation, and who can themselves utilize what
they secure without sending any surplus to market.

There is not enough game to go around, among sports-

men, for sportsmen; and under these conditions it is

quite reasonably argued, from the sportsman standpoint,

that the individual should be content with supplying his

own personal needs; and should not go beyond this, to

supply the markets, and thus to deprive some other

sportsman. This, we take it, is the ground of the pre-

judice against marketing game in America. It is a per-

fectly reasonable sentiment, and is rendered none the less

so because certain sportsmen act the part of Greedy, and
slaughter game in excessive quantities, to be left to rot.

The supervisors of Onondaga county have just appro-

priated $500 to be expended under direction of the Dis-

trict Attorney, for the enforcement of the fish protection,

laws and the stocking of public waters. This action is in

recognitiou of the grand work done by the Onondaga
Anglers' Association, whose members have spent thous-

ands of dollars in public-spirited and highly successful

fish protective efforts.

The Mexican Government has just made a fifteen-years

concession to a Gen. Mario Martinez of exclusive fishing

and hunting privilege for a coast line of from 250 to 300

miles. The dispatches say that the grant includes all

kinds of shellfish, pearls, alligators and sea-birds. Which
means perhaps that the millinery feather (jusiness is to

boom.
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MEIGGS'S CABIN.

How many favorite old camping grounds—quiet nooks
in the deep woods or by the side of mountain streams-
have been swept out of existence, even within the last

decade, by what is known as the encroachment of civil-

ization. I venture to say that there are few readers of
Forest and Stke »m who do not, with me, mourn the
lops of just such places.

Fifteen years ago, after exhausting all my resources in

a fruitless chase after a golden pile in the difl'erent min-
ing camps in the mountains of British Columbia, and
with impaired energies, I wandered down to the coa8t\
fetching up in a quiet little hamlet on the shores of
Burrard Inlet. To one who was eager to lay by for him-
self a shai-e of this world's goods there was certainly
nothing very inviting in the looks of the place. To me.
however, sick and tired of the unequal struggle, the
spot bore a most restful look, while the slumberous hush
tbat brooded over the quiet waters, the tall, statelv pine
trees, their tops just moving in tlae gentle breeze, the
4eep, solemn forest that held unexplored mysteries, all

combined to charm me to the sport and induced me at
last to i^itch my tent, and here I spent ten years of the
Jiappiest portion of my thirty years in the Province.
Game was plentiful then," and when the d<\y'8 work

was done, the evening generally found me with my rifle

on my shoulder, not so much on slaughter bent as for
quiet strolling through the labyrintli of the giant trees.
Oijcasionaliy, however, the death of a deer or black bear
would be the result of these wanderings. It was on one
of these excursions that I came upon a
trail leading straight into the woods, and
wondering where it would take me, I fol-

lowed it, and in the course of half an
hour came to the edge of a little clearing
about 50yds. in extent. Here I paused,
struck with the scene before me,

Iq the center of the clearing stood a
log cabin, the typical form of those found
throughout the mining districts of the
country, built of rough log^, roofed with
split stakes and with a chimney on the
outside constructed of sticks and mud.
About 15 ft. from the cabin was a low
shed, roofed after the stjle of the cabin,
but open on three sides, the fourth being
protected with what seemed to be the
cloth of an old tent. Oatside of the shed,
sitting lazily on the top of a small stump,
to which it was chained, was a coon,
while just in front of the cabin door a
couple of Stellar's jiys divided with a
varied thrush the pickings of a handful of
crumbs which had evidently just been
thrown out.
In the open doorway of the cabin stood

the tall form of its owner, a man prob-
ably well into the fifties, square-should-
ered and straight as the tall firs which
surrounded his home. With a frank
good-natured smile he welcomed me to a
seat on the rough bench outside the door,
and in the course of an hour's conversa-
tion I found out all I ever knew respect-
ing the old man's past life.

He had followed the fortunes of Grant
through the Civil War, and when peace dissolved the
armies of the great republic, he drifted olf to the west,
crossed the Rocky Mountains, and following the occupa-
tion of miner and trapper, reached the Pacific Coast,
finally fetching up on Leach River, Vancouver's Island,
where he spent two years with varied success washing
the bed rock of that stream in searcb of the yellow dust.
Bat rheumatism, that dreaded inheritance of those who
buffet the storms of the mountains, compelled him to
abandon his claim, and crossing the Gulf he wandered
up the Inlet, settling in tbe spot where I found him.
He pointed to the shed which contained his stock in

trade. A pile of shingle blocks with a dozen or so
bunches of neatly shaved shingles. He was doing well
enough he said—making grub, with a few extra dollars
to meet emergencies. Yes, he still followed trapping
but more through force of habit than for any great profit
that could be got out of the business. Mink, wildcats
coons and skunk were the chief products of the neigh-
borhood. His mgenuity in the matter of constructing
wooden traps was .simply inexhaustible, and almost
Vithm sight of the cabin were a dozan traps, and no two
of them alike. With my coming—for from the very firstwe became fast friends-this old passion of his younger
years began to revive, and taking me with him he ex-
tended his line to a creek some three miles away. Therewe found beaver and otter, but on account of the tangled
net-work of undergrowth along its borders it was next to
impossible to examine its banks with any degree of satis-
faction. So after a good deal of speculation; hard workand hard languaffe, we naanaged to transport an old puntfrom the salt water overland to the creek, and then com-menced the woi-k of exploration, hauling the little punt

beneath overhanging branches, which in many place!arched the narrow stream from side to side, ^ow andthen we would come out on an open stretch of clearwater, where impressed with the very silence of deathwhich prevailed, we would rest on our paddles and aUowthe sluggish current of the stream to take us on to thinext obstruction.
Here and there, as a favorable spot was suggested, wewould set a trap, and more than once did we surnrSbrum feasting upon the sour fruit of the wild^rab whenhe generally paid the penalty of his life for his aSo^warmess, and when everything else failed we would pick

oflE a grouse or two from the limbs of the treeM^ we
Z^rfvTo*^"'''''^''" ^^""^i^ so long as the oldman s larder was replenished.
So things went on, and in course of time Meiees'sGabui became the favorite rendezvous for the few kSdfed

spirits residing in the neighborhood. The late Mr I (

Hughes, whose writings at that time on the natnraihistory of the Province were familiar to readers of For

loggers and trappers, and my companion on many a
mountain goat hunt: Scammux, the old Indian guide, and
last, but not least, Baptiste, a French Canadian who had
a sort of mania for getting into trouble with wounded
bears.
Now there was nothing in Baptiste's record to show

that he was anything of an expert in the matter of wood-
craft or hunting. His stock in trade in the way of shoot-
ing irons was a

.
singlebarrel muzzleloading shotgun ;

nothing more. This he packed with him wherever he
went, and through sheer good luck, or bad luck, as he
called it himself, he was continually stumbling on to black
bears, even in places where no one ever saw a bear be-

fore, and in this respect he Avas the envy of the camp.
On sight of bruin Baptiste neVer hesitated to fire, whether
he was loaded for bear or snipe. Past experience and
hairbreadth escapes had no deterring effect on hisactione
when face to face with his old enemy. Twice he came
oiit oif these encounters with his clothes hanging in shreds
and himself pretty well chawed up. Once while picking
berries a short distance from the beach where he had
landed with his canoe, a black bear suddenly rose up be-

fore him with its paws on a log about ten feet away.
(^Liick as thought the old shotgun came to his shotikler,

but just as he fired a vision of his last encounter evidently
flashed before him, for dropping his gun he tore out for
camp at a rate of speed that took him there in an incred-
ibly short space of time, where he related to his partner
his narrow escipe from being torn to pieces, declaring
that the bear was just at his heels for nearly half the
way. Arming themselves with axes the two went back
to the place, where they found the gun on one side
of the log and on the other the bear lying dead with the
top of his head nearly blown off. The Frenchman '.s shot
had piralyz^d him on the spot.

. Griffin had rather a poor opinion of the ti <hting qu li-

TALKING IT OVER.

ties of black bears—white-faced ones and all—and I may
tell one story as a sample of the contempt h(i entertained
for bruin.
One morning I was startled from my sleep by some un-

usual noise, and raising myself on my elbow 1 listened.
From across tbe water, a mile and a half away, camp the
sound of the '! o'clock whistle of the Moodyville Mills,
while close to the house could be heard the loud tapping
of a pileated woodpecker, but these I was satisfied were
not the sounds that awakened me, because they were
both familiar ones. And while I was still studying as to
the cause of the noise there came a low lap at' the door.
Wondering who could be tbe <-arly caller, I was on the
pouit of leaving my bed, when I heard Dick, who slept
in the next room, start to answer the call, and on open-mg the door commence talking with tbe person without
whom I recognized as Old Angus, a good-natured Scotch-
man, who did the work about the slaughter house close
by part of which work was the carrying of meat to the
mills, which he did in an open boat.
As he spoke very low I could not catch the old man's

part of the conversation. At length Dick asked "How
long ago is it?" "About an hour.'" "About an hour'"
repeateu Dick. "Well if this inlet isn't getting to be the
headquarters for all the stupid fools on the coast. Yes-
terday this frog-eating Frenchman who keeps the hotel
next door spent two hours trying to frighten a panther
away from his hog pen with a pepper-box revolver and

^^rfwl.r''^^^'' 1^^ ""i- '"""g"^ tie junction |u

.Z MjT ^^uf .

^'^'^
,^ ''^"P^'-^ ^'^^^ '^^^^-^ ^i-^r pear round the next b^nd,ana that we mip-hf: nrohnh w Im rro ^.U.-.f ^^ „„,i i. _ rm ' . ., , . .

'

" -..v-v^ "vij- laixiinar lu reauera nf nnw
^STA^r> stream; Dick Griffin, welj known amopg tbe

: 1 i ^^S^i probably have shot it, and so he came
and told us. And now you spend all morning throwing
rocks at a bear, and after he walks otf with one of your
piKS you spend an hour loading your boat and then come
and tel your story after the bear has got awav i.robably
two miles m the swamp. I hope you won't have a hog
left by sundown to-day." And slamming the door in the
old man s face Dick strode back to his room. I sprang
out of bed and opening the door called the old man back
as he was walking eft' muttering something to himself.Me came back slowly and when he reached me com-menced speaking in the same low tone.

"It was you I came to see. Mister Jack, and not tbat
rattle-brain ye have inside there." And then he told thetollowmg story. It appears that while he was loadin?
his boat with beef he heard a racket among the pies, and
leaving his boat he hurried up to see what the trouble
was, and there found a large black bear walking off with
a pig in his arms. So Angus commenced pelting himwith rocks and finally succeeded in making him .Irop

n hf^' f ''f^''
^.'""^ j^'-y tiie P'"S seemed

to be paralyzed and remained standing where the bear
hart dropped it, and although Angus spent Quite a time
trying to drive the bear off, bruiS refS trllave Ss
prey. And then, as the tide was going out, the old man

had to return to the beach and move his boat into deep
water: and when he went back to the scene of the conflict
both the pig and the bear were gone. ,1 assured the old
fellow that we would go down at once and inspect the
ground.
When we reached the spot we found it an easy matter

to follow the trail ; for although the bear appeared to be
packing the pig clear of the ground most of the way,
he left a pretty broad track through the underbrush and
ferns. After going a hundred or more yards, we came
upon the pig dead with a piece freshly eaten from its
side. About thirty yards from where the pig lay was a
convenient tree, with brushy limbs reaching down neai-
to tbe ground. Into this I climbed up twenty feet, send-
ing Dick home to await the sound of my rifle. For two
hours I kept this perch, and at length was about to give
it up for a bad job, when from about a hundred yards
back in the deep woods there came a distinct snap, which
had the effect of warming up the blood in my veins.
Snap, snap, oO yards, still closer, and, with eyes riveted
on the fringe of undergrowth which skirted the little
opening where the pig lay, I waited for the black mass
to appear. But five minutes passed and not a sound was
beard, and then a loud snort and a rush back through
the thick brush told me bruin had got my wind, and that
I might as well go home.
After breakfast I proposed to Dick to bring in Meiggs

and try and trap the brute; but he did not seem to hear
me, for walking across the room he picked up an old
muzzleloading goose gun, the barrel of which was about
4ft. long, and which had stood unused in the corner for
the last year, and turning round toward me he said,
"Let's set her." And set her we did. It was a ditficult
matter to tell just which way the bear would come, and
the unevenness of the ground made it also ditificult to
judge the right elevation that would catch the enemy in

a vital spot. However, we made a rough
guees, set the infernal machine, and went
home to wait for the report. Supper
time came and went and no sound had
been heard, and we were just discussing
the advisability of leaving the giin thei'e
all night when the old piece belched forth;
wakening the echoes for a mile around,
Snatching up my r flc^ i started for the
place, f( llowed by Dick.
About 30ft. from where the gun was

set was a log about 4rt. through, over
which we had to climb. When we gained
the top T saw that the pig had not been
disturbed, and that just on the other side
of it lay a black mass perfectly motion-
less, and concluding that the bear was
dead. I slid down from the log and com-
merced making my way through the
tangled mass of tall ferns, with Dick close
at ray heels. But ju?t as we reached the
little openine', up rose the bear on Ma
hindlegs with his right foreleg shattered
and dangling by his side. The gun had
be^n ppt too low.
' If ever there was a fighting mad bear,
there was one now before us, and with its

one front piw cleaving the air, and mouth
wide open, flecked with the foam of pain
and race, it came straight toward us rn
its hirdlegs.

Ther-* was no time for fear—there was
scarcely time to think, for a dozen steps
would bring the. enraged brute upon ue.
But ju5t here a good deal of the romance
of the thing ends, for as I covered the

brute with my rifle Dick said, "Let's pabk the son of a
gun out alive." I i^ressed the trigger, expcbting to send
the bullet square in the beat's open mouth, but I came
hear making as blean a miss as ever 1 did in my life. The
shot, however, threw the brute to one side, when my
eecocd pierced his heart, dropping him within a few
feet of us. "I was going to tell you," said Dick, as he
took out his knife and commenced to skin the bear, "that
you would miss that first shot if you didn't hold more to
tbe right."

From the slaughter house already mentioned there had
escaped a half-dczen sheep, which took to the woods and
in a very short time became as wild and wary as their
cousins, the bighorns, and old Angus rfquested me to
shoot them wherever I came across them, and to let him
know when 1 did so, and he would go and pack them out.
One evening as I was tramping through the woods,

making my way toward Meiggs's, I got a glimpse of one
of these sheep skulking along -a trail which intersected
Meiggs's shingle trail, about oOU^ds. above the cabin.
Feeling confident the sheev had not seen me, I stole cau-
tiously after it, trusting that it would turn down the
shingle trail and that 1 would get a "shot nearer home.
But just as he reached the junction of the two trails and
had turned down toward the cabin, a black bear sprang
from an ambush on the upper side of the trail and landed
at the very heels of the astonished sheep. Uf course
both were out of sight in a second, but a bound or two
brought me to the junction just in time to see the bear
''i-arpear round the next b^nd.
The trail was made by Meiggs to haul his shingle tim-

ber down to his shed. It was down grade all the way,
but as it wound in and out among the big trees a clear
view of ever twenty yards could not be had of any poi -

tion of it, and although I joined in the race at my best
speed I knew that my chance for a shot was slim. As
has been said, the sheep and bear had a pretty even start
at the first, but when the sheep tore through Meiggs's
shed, upsetting him and the bench at which he was work-
ing, it must have been fully fifty yards ahead of the bear
for Meiggs had time enough to pick himself up, look
down after the retreatinjr sheep, then up the trail just as
the bear came in sight. The bear sprang off the trail and
disappeared in the thick timber, and a few moments
after I appeared on thp scene and was grfeted with the
querv from Meiggs, "Well, what in thunder is coming
nexir'

I afterward succeeded in shooting two of those she < p.but what became of the rest was never known.
The first snow was always a big day with Meiggs and me

and when we awoke in the morning and found the fresh
white mantle covering the ground, business for that day
was suspended, a circuit of the woods made and the
tracks of the different animals found and noted. But
perh^pa the princijial object of these esQijrsions was tQ
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locate "coon trees," and in fresh snow this is a very easy

matter. Daring the winter months the low tides on this

coast occur at night. The coon is a great lover of fish

and clams, and when the tide is out his harvest U ripe,

and the broad trails going and returning from the beach
betrayed the poor little brutes.

Smoking coons out of a big hollow cedar and picking

them off the top branches with a rifle may not be consid-

ered legitimate sport, but all the same there is a good
deal of fun in it, and a mat made of a dozen skins got in

this way in the neighborhood of Meiggs's cabin is now lying

on the floor where I -write, and cannot be bought for

money.
One morning in early fall the long-drawn howls of a

wolf woke the echoes of the little settlement, and
although wolves were not uncommon in the district, thf^

boldness of this particular one was the subject of a
special meeting lield at Meiggs's cabin, where after a good
deal of discussion and some rather wild propositions from
the Frenchman, the taonor of destroying the intruder

was assigned to me. But the brute was a wary one, and
after failing to bring him down with my rifle, 1 set a
trap, and half an hour afterward caught the l*"rench-

man's dog. Tnis lowered me considerably in the estima-

tion of Meiggs, and caused a coolness Isetween mys' lf

and Baptists, which however wore ofl" as the dog got well.

But 1 am getting a little ahead of my story. There is

one circumstance connected with this business which I

have kept to myself because I did not wish to bring an
old companion—my rifle—into disgrace. I did have one
chance to annihilate that wolf. It was at the end of a

couple of hours' tramp through the wood that I sat down
on a little mossy knoll, placed my rifle across my knees,

.and was just in the act of taking out my pipe,

\when, on looking back over the way I had just

tcome I saw the wolf trotting along with his

nose to the ground, evidently following my
itrack. Slowly raising my rifle I covered him
iwith the sights, and as he was coming straight

ifor me it was an easy matter to keep him
^covered. But I was going to take no cbances
with a running shot, and so waited till he was
\within 30yds. of me, when I whistled. He
.stopped at the sound and threw up his head,

:giving me a splendid chance at his full breast,

jl pulled the trigger, but a dull click was all

ithat followed. The cartridge had failed to ex-

]plode, something that never occurred before

vwith that rifle during all the years I had carried

jit. I was so surprised that before I could re-

(Cover my senses the wolf was out of sight.

After this I set the trap with the result above
mentioned.
The wolf still held the fort, till one morning,

ras Meiggs lay awake, revolving the thing in his

imind and thinking whether it would not be

ibstter for the credit of the community to step

an with his cyclone of traps and take the job

(Out of my hands, a blood-curdling howl started

\the echoes among the big trees which encircled

1the old man's cabin. Springing to the floor he
grasped his old Spencer rifle from the pegs
above his bed, ana without waiting to dress,

(Stole out into the foggy air and down in the

(direction from whenca came the sounds, and
presently located the wolf sitting on a log with

ita nose in the air ready for another howl. The
old man raised his rifle and fired, but the rest of

the story must be told by himself.

"You see I hadn't used the rifle for a long

•dme, and the cartridges are some that I have
been packing through the mountains for the

last tea years, and I guess are no good anyhow,
because when I fired 1 distinctly saw the ball

leave the muzzle of the gun and watched it all

the way till it struck the wolf on the side and
fell down on the log. The wolf sprang off the

log toward me and I made a break for the cabin,

but my drawers fell down about my feet and
tripped me up, and I pitched head foremost
into a brush heap. I reached the cabin, part of

the way on my hands and knees and part of the

up the bank and tore away in the direction of Meiggs's
cabin, where he was freed from the supposed monster,
and the object of the trap explained. But if ever there

was a disgusted Indian tnat was one. He strode ont of

the cabin and down the beach in the direction of his

canoe, remarking in the most classic Chinook, that if ever
he went in search of a pilten (fool), the first white man he
met would suit him.
At the approach of September prejiarations were made

for our annual hunt for mountain goatsi, when guided by
the old Indian S^ammux we pitched our tent on the sum-
mit of the mountains whose rugged peaks could be seen
from the door of Meiggs's cabin. These were trips full of

enjoyments—enjoyments which seldom come even to

those who are capable of appreciating them.
The ascent of course was a struggle for the best of us,

but then the summit brought with it more than a full

measure of compensation. The cool breeze that came to

us from the snowy peaks; the open stretches of grass and
heather; the deep caflons, their sides densely clothed with
low bushes, out of which we were always sure to start a
goat or bear; the stalking of some solitary, shaggy-coated
old male; the rifle's crack, which wakened such strange
echoes among the gloomy peaks: the rest for lunch after

a successful morning's work, and last but not least, the

evening camp-fire with its pleasant stories of by-gone
trips, and then the quiet smoke after the evening meal, in

which we forgot that we bad ever slipped or barked our
shins on the way up.

So time wore on till one day I was offered and accepted
an appointment in a distant part of the Province, and
for three years amid the absorbing duties of my new
position I lost sight of Meiggs and his cabin. But at last

^ , ^ . ,
going to catch

itnat wolf inside the next forty-eight hours or I will
never set another trap in the country." But he failed to
]keep his word, for the wolf was never heard of after.

Another somewhat ludicrous circumstance connected
with our trapping, and one which turned the laugh on
me, may be mentioned here. I had made several at-
tempts to procure a specimen of a great blue heron to
make a skeleton of, but was always unfortunate in
breaking some of the bones when shooting them, so our
inventive genius was brought into play. After a great
many experiments a trap was made of steel wire,
coiled in the form of a cone, but so constructed that
when pressed flat and set the coils at the apex opened
out and formed the outside circle, and when sprung
these coils came together and. of course, grasped flrmly
anything within their folds. The trap was kept in a
set position by a number of wire levers, which con-
nected in the center with an upright spindle on which
the bait was fastened. So far so good. The trap was
pet on the beach, carefully conc?aled with sea weed
and baited with a temptingly fresh fish. But an Indian
instead of a heron was the first victim, and the stoical
indifference to pleasure or pain which is said to char-
acterize the noble red man of the forest did not count
for much on this occasion. Walking along the beach
the peculiar position of the fish attracted his attention,
for stuck as it was on the wire spindle it looked as if

it floated in space. He walked cautiously round it and
viewed it from all sides. He approached closer, and
bending forward and resting his hands on his knees,
looked long and earnestly at the phenomenon. He
muttered something in the guttural language of his
tribe, which, if interpreted, would probably be "Well,
Tm blowed if that don't get me,'' and was about to
turn away when, suddenly, either from curiosity or a
desire to obtain a cheap breakfast, he reached out and
took hold of the fish.

For a few moments the men who were watching the
performance saw nothing but flying mud and seaweed,
and a confusion of legs and arms, but at length the
Indian, thinking no doubt that he was being slowly en-
circled in the coils of a sea Berpent, sprang toMs feet, flew

ON WATCH.

a longing to revi -it the old haunts cam3 over me, and
procuring a leavd of absence I boarded a steamer which
landed me on the evening of an October day at a place
nine miles from my destination. These nine miles were
covered by stage, which was to leave at 9 o'clock the
following morning. But I was impatient, and at 9 o'clock

the following morning I hoped to be taking a (j^uiet

smoke with Meiggs in his cabin. I rose at 5, went down
to the kitchen of the hotel, where I procured a cup of

cofl"ee from the good-natured cook, and long before the
city was astir I was out beyond its outskirts and on to

the sandy road, which led through the grand old woods
to the salt water.

It was a beautiful still morning; just a breath of air,

bearing with it the scent of fern and cedar and balsam,
seemed to meet me at every turn of the tortuous road.

Among the branches of the stately firs the little pine
squirrels were busy throwing down their winter store of

seeds. Now and then a ruffed grouse would strut across

the road in front of me, and with a flirt of its tail disap-

pear in the thick bushes, or a hare would prance away
out of sight at the next bend, a hundred yards ahead.
How often I footed it across that road, and how much I

enjoyed the scenes it always afforded. There is not a
turn in it, nor a tree that guards its sides, that I am not
familiar with,
A tramp of a couple of hours brought me to the bridge

which spans the little stream, the scene of otir adven-
ture with the old punt mentioned earlier in this letter.

Here I took out my pipe for a smoke, and wondering
whether Meiggs still continued his trapping in this direc-

tion I scrambled down in search of tracks leading
beneath the bridge, our hiding place for the punt. Down
by the edge of the stream a coon had made an early
breakfast off a couple of clams, which he had fished

from the shallow water, while on the oi^posite side, where
the soft clay showed the fresh tracks, a great blue heron
had stalked along on the lookout for a hapless sucker.
But nowhere on either side could be seen the tracks of

human feet. I parted the bushes and passed beneath the
bridge. The old punt was there just about as we left it

three years ago, but its gaping seams and warped seats

gave evidence that it had not been used for a long time.

I looked up over the stringer and found the paddles in

their usual hiding place, but they were covered deep
with dust which had sifted down through the cracks

of the bridge. I began to feel apprehensive of some dis-

appointment in the result of my trip, and reaching the

road hurried on, not stopping till I arrived at the spot

where the big log crossed the ravine to Meiggs's trail.

But the log was gone and in its place a massive railroad

bri(lge, over which two iron tracks stretched away in the

direction of Meiggs's cabin. No vestige of the trail was
left, and so one of my anticipated pleasures was blighted.

I had forgotten that during my absence the Canadian
Pacific Railway had wormed its way down from the

Rocky Mountains along the canons of the Fraser to the

coast, I reached the spot where the little clearing should

be, but what a change. The cabin was still there, but

for a hundred yards back, the tall, stately firs which used

to stand like grim sentinels keeping watch and ward
over the charmed spot were cut down and now strewed
the ground in blackened heaps. I picked my way over
their charred trunks to the cabin, and reaching the door,

which was slightly ajar, pushed it open. The empty
frame of the old man's bunk was all the furniture the
cabin contained. A few sprouts of grass and weeds had
forced themselves up through the joints in the flat stones

which formed the hearth. A bushrat scurried across the

floor and disappeared beneath the bunk, and this was all

of life within the old place. What a greeting to my
coming back !

I turned away, and working my way down to the beach
followed on to the old Frenchman's cabin, where, finding

him at work, I plied him with questions,

"Meiggs, oh he lef more two years ago. He no see youV
Well he speak he go see you sure. What's mat-
ter he go? Oh he no like railway; make too

much noise; cut down all big trees; by 'n' by
plenty peoples come; Meiggs he no like it. Sell

aim hax, saw, every ting and lef. Where he
go? Oh I spec' down bee-low [California], may
be Horigon, don't know. He no come back
sure,"
And so Meiggs's cabin, with all its pleasant

memories, are now things of the past.

John Fannin.
VicxoBiA., British Columbia.

FROM THE FLORIDA COAST.
Tropic, Fla., Dec. 1.—In a late issue of Forest

AND Stream I noticed an article of the evidence
of mind in animals, I did not suppose that it

was any more a matter of doubt. It has always
been a mystery to me how any one at all ob-

servant of our dumb friends and their ways
could for one moment question that animals
show almost all the faculties that are supposed
to be the inheritance of man, only in a less

degree. No one who has had for a companion a
faithful and intelligent dog but must have felt

that he had as a friend one who daily exhibited
many of the highest virtues and an alert intel-

ligence altogether remarkable, and showing in
every way an intellect differing not in kind but
in degree only from his own. The mentality
of animals has always been a subject of .great

interest to me, but this is not the subject of
this communication and so I forbear.

The wide, beautiful sheet of water known as

the Banana, girding Mei-ritt's Island and in

reality only a part of Indian River, is now com-
ing a good deal into notice. It has for many
years been a favorite resort for those who love

duck shooting, but the beauty and fertility of

the strip of land lyingbetween the river and the

ocean, where frost never reaches, has only

recently come to the knowledge of men. One
can here sit in his cottage door and look out on
the one side over the broad Atlantic and on the

other one on the river.

For some reason the ducks are slow this

season in making their appearance, and there

are not so many as there were at the same time

a year ago. A few English snipe have put in

an appearance along the savannas.

A recent experience with a large rattle snake only serves

to confirm what I have written you before as to their

character. A neighbor and myself were riding along a

trail, when the horse stepped over the rattler who was
leisurely crossing the road, and so slow was his move-
ment the wheel of the wagon just missed the end of his

tail. The horse showed no alarm, nor did the snake

make any movement toward an attack, but crawled

slowly toward a pile of palmetto Jogs. My companion
leaped from the wagon to get something with which to

kill it; and of course on his approach the snake sprung

his rattle, but did not coil and was easily killed by a

blow from a light stick. Indeed these people seem to

regard a rattler as of no.more consequence than a harmless

snake, so sluggish is he, and so easily dispatched, The
only quick movement he makes is when yoti are within

sayBft, of him and he is coiled, has given his warning
rattle and is ready to strike, I have noted this common
incident because multitudes of Florida's winter visitors

come with such absurd ideas regarding snakes, and
especially rattlers, that much of their pleasure, if they

are in the country, is spoiled by needless fear of meeting

venomous serpents, when the fact is that they may spend

many winters without ever meeting with anything but

the most harmless grass snake; and if by any chance a

rattler should be met, the snake left to himself, will

slowly move away.
Of the fishing on the Banana there is no need to speak.

The whole river fairly wiggles with fish of every des-

cription, to be taken in any way the fisherman may
desire. One way is this: We were coming up one even-

ing, after landing from the yacht, through a narrow
canal, opened for drainage purposes, when we alarmed a

large number of mullet which had been spending the

afternoon up the canal. Disturbed by our approach they

started back for the river in great haste, and meeting

the boat attempted to leap over the obstruction; thirty-

nine of them landed in the boat and were secured. This,

although a fish story, is not fishy.

After all, the great charm of this vicinity is the climate

and surroundings, and this little section of the Indian
River country lying below Canavfral and known as the

peninsula is the most desirable of all. W.
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In a former letter on the above subject I mentioned

the carpincho aa one of the animals abundant in

Eatre Rios, This animal is known to scientists as the

Hydroehoerus capyhara, or water hogr, and it is the larg-

est of all the living rodent animals. In appearance it is

repulsive and clumsy, being about 4ft, long, very squatty

and bulky, its stomach not more than an inch or two
from the ground. Its muzzle is heavy and blunt, and
its eyes are small and set very high in the head. . Its

body is covered with quite long, coarse brown hair, and
its incisor teeth are enormous. Its feet are partially

webbed, and it is equally at home on the land or in the

water. It swims and dives with ease, and when fright-

ened it always takes to the water, diving at first, then

rising to the surface, showing only its eyes and a small

portion of its head. It is always found in small herds

and makes its home on the banks of streams or lakes,

I shall never forget my first introduction to the carpin-

cho. We had gone twenty-one miles from tlie rancb to

a woods that grew on the banks on a stream called the
Guallyguaychu to get a load of fij-ewood. there being no
trees nearer. While the men were taking tbeir siesta

after dinner I amused myself by strolling along the
bank of the stream, taking in whatever there was of in-

terest to be seen. Walking leisurely along I came to

some large mud holes just like the hog wallows we see in

went to the place indicated and found the beast wallow-
ing in a partially dried up mud bole, and it seemed to be
in a very bad humor, showing fight on our approach.
The right and left barrels of my No. 12 HoUis caused it

to roll over on its side apparently dead. I approached as

near as possible and poked it with the butt of my gun,
when it suddenly gave a snap and caught the butt in its-

terrible curved teeth, holding on and pulling tremend
ously, I called Benancio, the man who was with me, to

grab me round the waist and help pull. For several sec
onds it was a ttig of war between us, I was afraid th<

carpincho would get the gun or pull me into the mud,
which was of unknown depth, and where he would havt
had me at a very great disadvantage. However, he soor
weakened, as he was mortally wounded, and let go his

hold.
One day while bunting carotnchos in the Arroyo Gual-

leguy, quite a large stream, I met with an adventure that
might nave resulted disastrously, but fortunately I got
out all right, I was working my way up the channel
through a swamp in a boat. The bushes were very thick
and growing in water from six to ten feet deep. At the
place where the accident occurred it was at least a quar-
ter of a mile to either bank, and half a mile to where I

entered the swamp. I was hauling the boat through the
water by pulling on the branches of the bushes. A large
and strong one that looked as if it ought to have stood a
good pull broke with me, and I fell over backward into

return that night or the next morning, I sent another
man to look for him. This man returned in a short time
with the cart and one horse, and reported that Crespo,
the Indian, was lying on the pampas drunk and that he
had killed one of the horses by sticking him with his
knife. That afternoon I saw Crespo making his way on
foot toward the estancia, My room was quite a large one,
with a piae table in the middle. I always sat at the side
of the table furthest, and opposite the door, when giving
orders or paying the men. Creppo came up to the donr^
ind when T asked him why he killed the horse he
mswered very insolently that he killed him because he
vould not follow behind the cart. I told him his ser-
vices were no longer needed and that I should deduct
^5 from balance due him to pay for the horse he had
dilled. I had no sooner said this than he pulled out his
knife and made a vicious lunge at me. As I jumped
back from the table he came around toward my side,
but seeing me grab my gun from the deer horns over
my head he ran out and around the kitchen, a detached
building near the door. In my excitement at the attempt
on my life I Ipt go both barrelsof the gun at him. I saw
a large piece fiy out of the biichen, which was a thatched
structure, and thought, of course, I had shot the man.A reaction then set in and I sat down on my bed, feel-
ing horribly at the thought of having shot a human
beinp-. Finally, I nerved myself to go and look at him,
but not seeing his gory corpse lying on the ground I

CAKPINCHO, WATER CAVy, OR CAPYBARA {Hyclrorhwrm capyhara).

this country. While debating in my mind the best way
to avoid them, there arose from each of them huge
strange, horrible looking animals, each one of which gave
an awful snort and grunt, running rapidly toward the
stream, while I ran as fast the other way.
Finding the beasts were not following me I returned

cautiously to the bank of the stream, first cocking my Tin,
Colts revolver that I always carried with me. Looking
carefully over where their muddy trail showed me they
had gone m, I saw a pair of bright eyes, and the end of "a
broad snout showing above the water. Taking careful
aim I fired and by good luck planted a bullet in one of the
eyes. The animal immediately sank, and in a few
moments there was a tremendous boiling up of mud and

. water where he had disappeared. I knew he was mortally
wounded, and hurried back to the men, who told me
It was a carpincho, and seemed delighted at the prospect
of getting It. They said the body would rise after four
or five hours and we could then secure it. We went to
the spot about sundown, and sure enough there he wasand a very large one too. We hauled him ashore with a
lasso, and the men soon had him skinned and his fat
collected, which they tied up in the skin. The flesh is
strong and coarse and is not eaten by the natives, but the

«S?oKfT^ P,"^?^ them, as it is peculiarly
suitable for making lariats. They cut the skin into along string about 31m. wide, which strip they stretchwhile green by fastening one end to a postfand pixllingon

S J^^ilf ""'f-f /^^^ it down to about lin.

Ifif^fn hV"" wV' ^^u''
^*«t^ned securely at the ends and

left to dry. When thorough ly dry it is softened by beingpulled through a clef t stick a number of times. Whefready for use it is soft and pliable, and no amount of

= rj°v.''''T-l^'^^r ^'yi'^S ^ill cause it to get hard orstretch, and It is about as strong as a piece of telegraphwire. As the lariats are used almost exclusively for

deshaSr
'^'"^

The carpincho is rarely found awav from nermanen*^water or by itself
.
but one ca=e came under m^y own ob-servation where one of them had wandered twenty milesaway from Its habitat and had apparently been hVing

by one of my men. who reported it. Taking my gun I

the water. On rising to the surface to my horror I found
the boat had drifted away quite rapidly. Stopping a
moment to think what it would he best to do,work through
the bushes to the bank or keep in the open water and
work toward the place where I entered the swamp, I
noticed the boat had 8v?ung against the bushes and was
fast. Quickly regaining her I was soon out of the swamp
and had my clothes hanging up to dry, and it is needless
to say that I did not hunt carpinchos any more that day.
The (lauchos had very few firearms, and the one who

possessed an old musket was considered wealthy indeed.
They were very poor shots and after wounding any kind
of an animal they rarely fired at it again, but relied on
their lasso, knife, or bolas to finish it. Some of them
earned pistols that had large bell-shaped muzzles and
were called trabucos. Their theory was that the wide
muzzle caused the bullets to scatter, thereby doing more
execution, and in this connection they had a saying
which

, freely translated, reads. "That which will kill theman will at the same time bill the horse." The most in-
dispensable article that the Gaucho possesses is his knife
This IS usually a large, long-bladed knife, frequently
made from the end of a sword and having a silver-
mounted handle. The knife is carried in a rawhide
sheath stuck through the belt or sash well back on the
right hip. They use the knife with wonderful dexterity,
killing and skinning cattle with it or as easily cutting
strips of rawhide so fine that they can be used as thread
with a needle. They also eat with their knives, cut up
theu- tobacco for their cigarrillos, and not infrequentlv
commit murder with it. They are very quick to draw
their knives, and I have seen a good many of them badly
carved up.

'

Twice during my sojourn in Entre Rios I had knivesdrawn on me. The first time by a young Gaucho about
nineteen years old, to whom I had administered some
rather rough demonstrances on account of his scaring
the sheep with a lasso at shearing time. Fortunately
there was a convenient strip of pine board lying nearme, with which I knocked him down, c^iptured his knifeand broke it short off at the handle. The second time

T^«^*^!!i«/°
^^^°it'°g episode in my life on the pampas.

®° ^^''^ a oarb and two horses to aneighboring estanxjla to get someBtoree. As be did not

looked up, and saw him at least a quarter of a mile away
and his horse running for dear life. About three months
after thi'» he reappeared, and at a warning from me not
to get off his horse he pulled up his shirt and showed me
his back, which was seamed and scarred up terribly,
which he told me was from extracting the shot I had
put into him.
The Gauchos are on the whole a pretty good-natured

set of fellows when sober, but are quarrelsome when
drunk. They get .$5 to ^& a month ard work very well
until they have accumulated ,$10 to |"20, when they con-
sider themselves rich, and invariably knock ctT work,
going to the nearest pulperia or store, where they stay
and drink and gamble as long aa their money lasts, which
of course depends on their luck. I have known some to
stay away three and four months and then come back
looking for a job. They are inveterate gamblers, and
when their money is gone «hey will stake their boots,
hats, whip, latao, bolas, saddle, and in fact everything
they possess except their horses and bridles, which they
never part with. I have seen them frequently leave the
estancia to go on a spree, decked out in grand style with
fine saddle, beautifully made whij), which they decorate
themselves, many colored poncho and chiripa, in fact,
with all the finery they had been able to accumulate
since their last spree. In about two or three weeks they
would return with nothing on except pantaloons and
shirt, riding bareback.
Dogs are very numerous around estancias. being mostly

mongTels, but they never molest sheep. There are also
a good many wild dogs, called perws civimarones. They
are very destructive to sheep if inty find them unattended
at night away from the buildings.* Sometimes a careless
shepherd will leave a small point of sheep out on the
pampas, and if they do not come home themselves.which
they are not apt to do, there will probably be none of
them left by morning, as the wild dngs will destroy them.
They hunt in packs, but do not all run together. Select-
ing a heavy mare or old stallion for their prey, two or
more of them will start aft^r it on a full run, working in
a large circle. When the first dogs become tired, fresh
ones will take their places, keeping their prey on the run
all the time. The horse soon becomee tired and will stop
and try to keep off the dogs by kicking and jumping oa
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them, but in a short time they have their victim down,
and by mornine there will be nothing Irf t bat the hones.

Toere was quite a large dog den or burrow near the

estancia, but I could nt-ver get a shot at them. They are

very cunnmg, and always keep a sentinel outside the

den, who gives the alarm on the approach of an enemy,
and the dogs run out and scatter in the high grass. I had
a pair of Spanish galgos, which were my constant com-
panions. They were named L-on and Tigress, and were
very intelhgent animalei. Wnen in the houpe they were
always apparently listening to the CDnversation, and if

while talking with any one I sh* uld say without chane-
iner the tones oi my voice or giving them any sign ISalir

afuera (go outside) they would boih get up without any
instmction on my part; they seemed really to understand
what we were talking about, and if we w..uld bring into

the conversation such sentt^nces as "Hunt the cat" or
'•Strnnge dog" they would dart out all excitement.
B-fore I had full charge of this estancia, and while I

was going through an apprenticeship, as it were, I was

in the direction she thought I was coming, but not once
did she try to call their attention to her imprisoned pup.

These Spanish galgos or hounds are very aristocratic,

and will not aFsociate with the common dogs. Tht-y st^y

in and about the main house and will not allow a common
dog to come near it, but keep them on their own territory

which is near the kitchen. Eowaed A. Robinson.
Baltimobk, Md.

ADIRONDACK DEER HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Referring to an article undpr the head of "Adirondack

D^er Hunting," and published in Forest and Stream of

Dec. 1, I beg leave to criticise the points taken by the
author of that article.

First, I do not think deer have increased for the past
few years about he'-e. It is true, there are more deer in

certain localities. Bat then, there are large tracts where
there are but very few deer where they used to be plenty.

the nearest water. The worst hounded venison I ever
saw was kdled in the coldest weather in D cember,
Hordes from all around the woods would hail with de-

light a law that would admit of later hounding, for they
know they could kill more deer. Tnere is a certain class

here, and I suppose this is the case all around the woods,
that know notning about the two deer clause, but make a
business of hunting deer during the whole open season
for hounding. It is r»^ported on good authority that one
man at Long Pond killed over twenty deer in one season

by hounding. Last year on the 20 ih day of October there

were eighteen deer killed in the two little lakes within
one and a half miles of my house. This year there has
been a falling off of fifty per cent, in the number of deer
killed by houndmg due to the closing of the season the
10 h instead of the 20 ch as last year.
The assertion that there would not be as many does

killed in October as in September is erroneous. It is, in

fact, the reverse. Daring October the bucks travel the

least of any deer. They seek some good feeding place

UWN.SEND.
2Sl.

'^^...''''-Ji-:'-.-^

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.-XIX.
From a drawing by W. Townsend

frat in charge of a flock of twelve hundred sheep, and
ived in a small straw questo or hut for three months.
These digs were my only compinions as I saw no one for

days except the man who brought me a fresh horse every
mnrnina', and once a week the manager. There was a
sm ill Fquare hole in the side of the hut about four feet

from tne ground which served as a window. It; roas

almost a nightly recurrence for my dogs to leap through
this window excited by some noise or scent, and they
would generally return in a few minutes with an opos-
sum, which thpy wou'd lay at my feet. Simetimes it

would be a skunk, and they would return smelling vilely,

but thpy never brousht the skunk with them, although
they invariably kilhd it. Taese odoriferous beasts

abounded on the pampas, and animals and men w re

constantly scented up with them. Foxes were very plen-

tiful, and one pair that I saw nearly every day puzzled
me >'0 little by disappearing when the digs got after

them. I watched them often to find out where their den
was and finally disc )vered it neatly hidden just under
the top of a very high bant of a di^ep arroyo. My dogs
would tackle anvthing from a mad bull to an iguano,
except a tarantula. When they came across one of

these they would make a great fu=(8 barking, circling

around but keeping at a very respectful distance.

Oae evening on returning to the estancia after being
away all day, I was met by Tigress who was very proud
of a litter of cubs she had. She seemed much more
pleased to see me than U'ual, jumping up on me and
licking my hands. She ran bpt^ind one of thp buildings,

then looked to see if I was following; finding I was not,

she tripd in every way to at<^ract my attention. Thinking
that something was wrone I went with her, and she led
me to a deep hole in the ground that had h°en made by
pulling up a large po>t. In the botto'vi of the hole was
one of her cuhs which had fallen in, Tne strangp part of

this is that the dog should have waited for me to release

the pup when there were several others about the place

all day. They told me she had been restless all the after-

noon, constantly going out of the Inclosure, and looking

This is partly due to the extensive lumber jobs now going
on in the Adirondacks, and much more the result of

hounding.
I trav led through the woods of Maine soon after

hounding was prohibited in that State. Deer eeemed to

be in clusters or herds. In some secluded ppot at the head
of some stream they appeared to be plenty, while in

other places on equally or more favorable grounds I would
travel for miles and not see a deer's track. I was in the
Maine woods again this fall and fi>und that the deer
were gradually spreading themselves all through the
woods. I agree with the author that more stringent

measures be taken to insure the deer supply. But who-
ever makes the assertion that by having the open season
for hounding later in the fall would be advantageous
both to the deer and the hunter, either has not the proper
protection of deer at heart or U ignorant of the faces con-
cerning late hounding, I admit it would be advantageous
to the hunter, but not to the deer.

I believe also that it is thft general opinion that venison
will not be injured so much by the race in later and
cooler weather, in October, as in warmer weather, in

September. So far from this heiuij the fact, vfniann will

be injured more in a race of fifteen minutes the last of

October than it would be in a whole hour in September.
The reason is obvious. During the early stages of the
winter's coat, which comes on the latter part of August
and early September, the hair is short, small, firm or solid,

admitting of the more free escape of animal heat. But as

it gets later in October this hair not only becomes long,

but expands literally and becomes exceedingly light and
porous, filling up all the interstices between the hair and
becoming one of the beet non-conductors of heat known,
and thus enables the deer to stand the rigors of a north-
prn clime. Now, the heat does not come from without,
but from within. Tne fear and over-exertion causes the
rapid circulation of the blood and consequently the rapid
accumulation of animal heat, which cannot escape by
reason ot this non-conducting coat of hair. The deer is

soon over-heated, suffocation takes place and it rushes to

and remain quiet preparatory to the rutting season in
N .vember. The hound will not be as likely to find as
many buck's as doe's tracks in October. During S- p em-
ber the bucks have recently shed the vt-lvet covering
from their horns and then they are the finest, and, too,

the early winter coat, which comes on with the bucks the
latter part of August, is by far the prettiest for mounting,
and as there is no trouble for the sportsman to secure his
allotted number in September, why should the seapon for
hounding be extended into October only for the plaushter
of the deer by meat hunter,-? I should be heartily in
favor of abolishing both hounding and jacking. Ic is im-
possible to frame a law that would please every one.
Hounding being by far the most destructive method
should have the shortest time. The present law with
an amendment closing the hounding season Oct. 1 would,
I think, gpnerfclly give as good satisfaction as any that
could be devised consistent with the proper protpction of
deer. Musset.
NuMBEB Four, Dee. 13.

A liOng' Shot.

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 8— Editor Forest and Stream: A
year ago Last spring I was living on a shanty boat on the
St Mary's Reservoir. My boat was anchored on an
island east of the Twin I-lands, and here it was that I
made a sh t that I shall remember the longest day I live.

I had just finished cooking breakfast and opened the
door to cool the boat somewhat when I noticed a bald
pagle flying to the ice. about 500 yards from the boat.
Some of the good old fishermen were raising nets from
the ice around my boat, among whom were Sam and
Charlie Marshall, Felix Sweigart, Tom Carter, Dive
Dines and S warts. I raised my rifle to my shoul ler and
pulled, exppc'ing the bullet to fall short of the bird, but
to the surprise of myself and the fishermen he gave a
sudden flip of his wings and fell. He weighed 18 niuuds,
and measured 7 feet li inches from tip to tip. F. B. M.
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DUCK SHOOTING FROM A HOUSEBOAT.
Lake Champlain.

What is a houseboat blind? Simply a flat-bottomed

boat with a house thereon, covering tbree-quarters of its

length, and hidden entirely in cedar boughs, top, sides

and all around. And so artfully is the cedar arranged
that the resemblance to a green islet (save for its some-
what regular outlines) is complete.
With tight roof and sides, the interior of this little

house is a veritable snuggery furnished with bunks, table,

camp stools, gun rack, shelves for provisions and car-

tridges, and last but not least, a kerosene stove, which,
when kept properly cleaned and trimmed, will give you
a smoking hot dinner at short notice.

And after a day spent in the open air, when the lungs
are filled to cracking with the pure breeze that filters

down tbi-ough the groves of pine and hemlock covering
the hills, and comes all jjungent with balsamic odors, to

dance about the clear waters of Champlain, "a smoking
hot dinner," sauced with the ravenous appetite of a wolf,

is not to be despised.

The house, occupying three-quarters, of the boat's

length, leaves the bow clear, ana here you have ample
room to stand and with a good field glass may sweep the
lake in search of fowl.

A portion of this space is occupied by a roomy and
comfortable coop for the live decoys, the cedar being car-

ried up in front and at the sides to about shoulder high,
so that the fowl when lured within the "dead line," which
is the space covered by an ordinarily strong shooting
gun, say about 40yds., are in plain sight when you stand
erect.

A flock of ducks approach; their every movement may
be watched through sundry little peepholes among the
twigs as you crouch low with ready gun.
A moment, and they are within shot. You see the

bright eyes, the hovering wings, and rising rouse the
echoes with both barrels.

.

'Tis done! What is done? Why, you have either
brought sundry ducks to bag or scared them "inside out,"
in which case you will form some idea of what a scared
duck can do in the way of speed as he buzzes off, quack-
ing in terror the while.
Ducking from a "houseboat" is the very acme of com-

fort in this oft times arduous pursuit. "Blow high !"

blow low ! you have your cosey cabin, and pleasant it is

to sit within, puffing a quiet pipe and listening to the
pouring rain while the storm rages.
At the first sign of clearing weather one is literally "on

deck" for business.
Fifteen miles from Burlington, Vt., over a good road,

winding amid everchanging scenery, you reach Sand
Bar Bridges, a roadway connecting the mainland with
Grand Island.
South and west extend the flats, it being possible to

walk in some directions here quite a mile from shore
without bringing the water above knee-deep.
On these flats the blind was moored, and therein it was

my privilege to spend a few days in September.
To the north and west lay Grand Island, distant about

three miles. Above its rounding bills and flanking the
lake shore, far as the eye could reach to the south,
loomed the silent Adirondacks, grand and sphinx-like
in repose. The play of light and shadow gave a won-
drous depth of tone to the scene. Even the wandering
clouds seemed to linger with a soft caress about the
mountain tops, reaching out with long, filmy streamers
from summit to summit, leaving each slowly, regret-
fully, as though parting with an old friend.
The use of live decoys was a feature of duck shoot-

ing that was unfamiliar to the writer, and I had looked
forward with impatience to the day when Elmer was
to initiate me.
A word as to this same Elmer E. Bean, of Milton, Vt.

I have knocked about with many an honest fellow, in
rough weather and calm, but for all-round straightfor-
wardness, good nature and "git thar," combined with
downright shooting qualities, commend me to Elmer.
The decoys were sturdy specimens of blackduck nearly

pure wild blood (as I am told) and certainlv their mark-
ings were exactly similar to those of their wild brethren.

If it were not for a certain sluggishness of movement,
due possibly to their having spent the summer in the
barnyard among plebian ducks and chickens, it would be
almost impossible to distinguish them from the wary
thoroughbreds that frequent the lake.
The manner of vi^orking with them is as follows- A

small platlorm, or log, is placed some 20yd8. from the
blind m front, its top just flush with the surface of the
water.

A decoy is tethered by a string to a peg firmly thrust
into the hard sand of the flats, about 6ft. distant, said
string being just long enough to allow of the decov reach-
ing the platform, where it will stand and preen its feathers
quacking meanwhile with energy at every passing bird'
or in more subdued tones holding converse with ite com-
panions in the coop on the blind.
The live decoy occupies the apex of a triangle, the sides

being strung with the ordinary wooden decoy, in greater
or less numbers as inclination may suggest, althoiigh thesquawking of this feathered siren makes a large disnlav
unnecessary. * "^oF^a-j

When a flock of ducks appear, her calls seldom fail to
attract their attention, and as she stands upon the little
platlorm, she shows up in such fine form, that theygenerally turn to investigate.
And now Elmer will take a decoy from the cooncronchmg low as he grasps it firmly with both hands. Aquick toss sends it high in air above the blind, wherlwith noisy expostulation it presently sails down >^th out-spread wmgs and joins its tethered mate.
This rarely fails to decide the action of the wild birds.They either set their wings and at once scale in to thedecoys, or ending a few times alight, and after consult-ing together, swim up withm range of the leaden deaththat IS lurking within the cedars of the bUnd
Should they act as though suspicious, the judicioustosbingof a tew more decoys will settle it, and it iscurious to see the air of fearlessness which now nervadesthe flock as they swim rapidly up.

peivaaes

It c*-^""
^

'

swim
then
decoys are liandled.
No tossing now I Instead a decoy is quietly pushed

through between the cedars on the opposite side the

Ijlind, and quacking loudly with a sense of freedom, it

hurries to its chums, who are already disporting them-
selves about the little platform with its tethered occu-

pant.
With bated breath we peep through the boughs at the

approaching fowl; not a sound is made by us as they

come in; a look is all that is required; it says, "Are you
ready !" a wink answers yes, and rising we cut loose.

Not waiting to see what execution has been done, each
grasps a spare gun, and again we stop a couple as they
cross in wild affright; "doin' stunts," as Elmer says.

With the clearing away of the fog of burned powder,
we see eleven ducks scattered here and there waiting to

be gathered, and wading out we attend to them.
But what of the live decoys? During all this excite-

ment they have been huddled in a compact bunch near
the little platform, and are now unconcernedly swim-
ming about among the dead and dying.

I go to the blind, raise the sliding door of the coop, and
Elmer walking behind them, our duck assistants swim to

the gangway, and waddle up and into the coop in a
matter of fact manner that is laughable.
Fully plumed for flight, not hampered in any way, the

idea that they are free to go never seems to enter their

silly heads. Once in a while they will leave for parts
unknown, but this seldom occurs.

In the use of live decoys it is found of great advantage
in accustoming them to their duties, to have a few well
trained older birds, whose example is quickly followed
by the younger members of the flock.

It is very necessary to take pains at the outset in the
arrangement of the little board or gangway, which leads
up from the water to the coop in the blind. The incline
must be easy, so that at the first attempt on the part of
the decoys to enter, they will find no difficulty in com-
fortably ascending. If too steep an incline, they are
likely to slip and flutter clumsily in the effort to regain
footing, and ever after will hesitate to make the attempt,
swimming and dodging about the blind until finally

driven in.

This of course is very annoying and seriously interferes
with the results of a day's sport. With proper attention
to these details, however, there appears to be little trouble
afterward, and certainly to one wno finds something of
interest in the accessories of duck shooting, and whose
entire enjoyment of a shooting trip is not confined to the
mere killing of game, the working with live decoys is

extremely interesting.

In selecting a decoy to tether out as caller, a female
should always be taken, as she has the well known
loquacity of her sex in general, and proves, as with
human beings, a greater attraction than the male. The
drakes are rarely tethered, being reserved for tossing into
the air.

In calm weather when the fowl are not moving about,
the door of the coop may be raised, and the whole flock
will go out and disport themselves, romping and playing
tag as it were, having a big time generally for an hour
or so, returning of their own volition when ready. In
giving them liberty as above, always see to it, that one
of their number is tethered, as they are then less likely to
stray. With regular feeding and plenty of exercise a
decoy will keep in excellent condition the season through.
There is amusement in watching their many antics. For
instance, one habit they have is to pitch into the decoy
that has just been released from its tether, the instant it

is returned to the coop, and the scramble that regularly
takes place on these occasions is ludicrous, each one
trying to thump the luckless individual, and all squawk-
ing and tumbling about the coop in wild confusion.
Why they should wish to vent such spite is beyond my

comprehension, but such is the case, and at each, change
of decoys the scene is repeated, with never-failing
regularity. When fowl are moving the sport from such
a blind is fine, as they come right up until one can see
their eyes twinkle.

I hope to live over again those delightful hours in the
•' houseboat," and in the meantime I dwell in remem-
brance on what has been, until the scene in imagination
is again a reality. I see the sun touch the mountain tops
with gold, the stars glisten once more in the throbbing
waters, and the plash of tiny wavelets lulls me to rest.

Bay RiDGE, Long Island. WlXMOT TOWNSEND.

ANOTHER PANTHER EXPERIENCE.
I NEVER caught a panther in the act of screaming, but

I have camped out in the deep woods where they held
forth, and was once followed by a big one nearly a mile.
It was in Warren county, N. Y. I had been over the
mountain some five miles from our house, to Uncle Joel
Dayton's, our nearest neigbor in that direction, for a
back load of buckwheat. I had secured the meal, which
was well strapped on my back. There was considerable
snow on the hemlock brush, and this brushing off fell on
my shoulders and breast and was then melted by my
breath only to freeze securely over the straps in front. It
was about 7 o'clock of a January evening. I had reached
the apex of the mountain and was on the bend down-
ward. At the foot of the mountain, after passing a run-
ning brook, was our cabin. I was aroused by a scream,
piercing, intense, resembling as near as I could describe
it, to the cry of a woman in great fear or distress. I
knew in a moment what it was, for I had heard it before
in the wilds of Wisconsin, and the scream of a panther
can never be forgotten nor mistaken for anything else.
I tore down that mountain side, tugging at the frozen
straps of my pack. The cry was repeated three times. I
reached the brook, and not looking for the log, plunged
in and fell headlong, almost unconscious, on the cabin
floor. Mrs. "Jacobstaff" removed the pack with the help
of warm water, and I told my story.
The next morning, with my gun and dog, I took my

back track and found that an enormous animal of the
cat kind had followed me nearly half way down the
mountain side. I measured the point of one of its paws
in the snow, and it took the width of both of my hands
to 1311 it, and one of the jumps by measurement was
thirty-three feet. It must have been a full grown dog
panther. I followed that U-ack all day, until toward
night it began to get rather hot among the rocks twelve
miles from home and I gave it up.
There is a small owl (I don't know its name; it is not

the common screech owl) that is capable of making a
piercing, hair-raising cry, entirely out of proportion to

its size, but it is not a panther's scfeam by several oc-
taves.
Old Ralph, a fellow trapper with me in northern Wis-

consin, told me once that while watching for deer, near
where a tree had been felkd across the stream for a
bridge, he saw a painter (he called it) come toward him
on the log. It crouched down, waving its tail back and
forth and gave several yells which, as Old Ralph said,
"stopped his heart a beating," and he was no coward.
Ralph said the critter was answered by a similar cry,
though somewhat different in tone and intensity. Ralph
didn't shoot then, for the creature turned back and sprang
into the woods. Jacobstaff.

VERMONT DEER AND SHEEP.
The following letter received by a Vermont correspon-

dent has been sent to us for publication: A client by the
name of Charles A, Church, was in the office last Satur-
day afternoon, and made some casual comments regard-
ing deer in his neighborhood. His remarks were of so
curious a nature that we quizzed him considerably, and
the condition of things in Moretown and vicinity with
reference to the performances of deer seemed so unusual
that we thought you might be interested in knowing
about it. This Church is a blustering farmer of More-
town, whose post office address is Montpelier, and the
statement that first attracted our attention was that over
twenty sheep had been killed by deer in his neighborhood
within a year.

He said that the first evidence he had of deer troubling
sheep was one Sunday morning about a year ago. He
was up early building a fire, when he heard a scampering
and scurrying in the barn yard, and stepped to the door
just in time to see his whole fiock of sheep rush in from
the pasture and huddle together in a corner made by the
fence. Right behind them, not more than five rods from
his verandah, was a fine buck which had evidently chased
the sheep from the hills. He stole into the house and
called his children to see the buck, and the animal stayed
there for some few minutes, apparently without timidity,
and then slowly bounded away. Church didn't once
think of shooting the buck, though he had a loaded gun
in the house and knew nothing at the time of the penalty;
but the sight was such a pretty one, and he had so little

thought of the buck harming his sheep that he only
looked upon the affair as a pleasant incident and some-
thing very unusual. A few mornings after, while in his
barn feeding the stock, he looked through a hole in the
flooring down into his sheep pen and saw just outside a
buck rising from the spot where, from the appearance of
the snow, he had spent the night. Since then he and the
members of his family have seen deer frequently—Church
says almost every day. He has seen bucks playing with
his sheep, and one day saw a biick run a sheep off over
the hills. The sheep "never came back any more." He
has had sheep come in bruised as if punched with a
pointed instrument, so that they have died, and on skin-
ning them the flesh would have many marks indicating
that they had been tossed by a buck. Chm-ch has lost,

in all, five sheep in this way, as he asserts, and he is going
to sell his flock for the reason, as he says, that he can't
afford to suffer such losses.

Barney Mayo, of Moretown, has had several sheep
killed by bucks, and he feels particularly confident that
deer killed theta because he was behind a bush and saw
one of them killed by a buck. The buck evidently was
in heat and would toss the sheep about and punch it in a
playful manner, evidently not realizing that he was
harming it and not intending to do so. It is Church's
theory that the bucks do not wish to harm the sheep,
but desire to mate, and do what they do in playfulness.
John Carrigan, of Moretown, has also lost sheep in this

manner, as has Matthias Cannon, of JSTorthfield. and An-
drew Sleeper, of Moretown.
A peculiar incident happened to Church the forenoon

of the day he saw us. He was at the miller's, not far
from his house, when a neighbor shouted to him that he
would better look out for one of his lambs if he didn't
want a buck to kill him. Church ran into his pasture
toward the point indicated, and saw a young lamb trot-

ting along beside a large buck, there being a perfect un-
derstanding between the two apparently. As he neared
the two the buck bounded away, and to Church's sur-
prise the lamb followed. He gave chase, and finding
that he might have a difficult job of it threw off his coat
and shouted to his boys to send up the dog. Meanwhile
the buck and lamb were making good time across fields

and through wood lots, so that but for a light fall of snow
which enabled Church to follow them, he would have
lost his lamb altogether. As it was he kept up the chase
for over a mile till his dog came along, when the buck
broke away and the lamb ran down into Andrew Sleeper's
barnyard, near which they were when the dog separated
them. In the chase the lamb showed the greatest per-
sistence in following the buck, scrambling through holes
in the fence and running around obstacles that the deer
could clear in a jump.

Mrs, Sleeper came out and claimed the lamb, but
Church persuaded her it was his own, when he found to
his surprise that his girls had neglected to let the sheep
out that morning, so, although on his farm, the lamb
could not belong to him. The Sleepers afterward iden-
tified it as one of their own, which, together with its

mother, had disappeared over three weeks before without
having been once seen in the interval. The ewe did not
appear on the scene at all.

Church has a respect that borders on veneration for the
law—according to his own story—and even went so far
as to try to persuade us that if a deer was found dead on
any of his land it would cost him a hundred dollars ; but
he thinks "Uncle Sam," as he expresses it, ought to
modify the game laws so that bucks found killing sheep
can be sent to their long home. lie says deer are very
plenty all through his neighborhood, whereas a few years
ago one was rarely seen at all. He claims to have been a
resident of the Canadian border, and to know all about
the habits of deer, and says that the bucks and does never
yard together, nor does more than a single buck occupy
a yard. He says that there is no trouble with the does,
and that few of them, comparatively, are seen.
We assured Church that the Fish and Game Confmis-

sioners were interested in all svich matters, and were glad
to learn of the unfortunate operation of any fish or game
law that they might take steps to remedy it at the next
Legislature.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Coiresponclent.'i

Chicago, 111., Dec. 17,— Speaking of game parks and
preserves, the following from the daily despatches may
be found of interest: "Denver, Colo., Dec. 10.—Col. W.
F. Cody ('Buffalo Bill') has just brought back a party of

Englishmen and Americans from a hunting trip through
northern Arizona and southern Utah. The party included
Col. McKinney, of the British Grenadier Cfuards, who
btarted for New York to-day and will sail for England on
the 14th; Major St. John, of Loudon; Col.

Prentiss Ingraham, a Southerner; Col. Frank
Baldwin, of General Miles's staff, and Col.

McKinley, Major J. Burk and Col. Ellison

Nay lor, of Washington. The hunters had
an escort of thirty-five cowboys and scouts
and plenty of arms and provisions. One
object Cody had in making the trip was to

find a place which he might use as a game
preserve. His idea is to establish a large
park, stock it with all kinds of game and use
it as his private shooting grounds. He found
several places both in Arizona and Utah
which exactly suited him."
The millennium of uniform game laws is

not yet put beyond hope in the West, Last
week's convention of the wardens and others
interested, at Minneapolis, Minn., was prob-
ably the most thoughtful and well considered
efi'ort in this direction yet made. So far as
is possible through the efforts of those pres-

ent, the States of the Northwest will work
together for uniform laws, and will con-
sider any offense against one State as an
offense against all. Much lies between such
plans and their fulfilment, of course, but I

Delieve the day will come when we will see

such plans in large fulfilled. That so im-
portant a meeting should be held for this

!

purpose shows in the first place a realization

of the fact that the game is passing away,
and in the second place a clear understanding
of the proper wa,y of preventing its exter-

mination. We do not get all we ask for,

but we get nothing for which we do not ask.

On the whole, the situation in the North-
west in game protective rnatters is very
far from discouraging. We need, all of us,

to be careful not to find content in saying,
"L^t the good work go on." The good work
will not go on unless we push it on.

Last night our friend Dick Cox, a gilded
young Chicago sportsman, was in a remin-
iscent mood, and told some stories of the
time when he was in Seattle, Washington, diligently
acquiring experience in his profession of the law, and
also preparing to write a book on the habits of the game
birds of ihe Northwest coast.

" "That was in lb86,'' said he, "and I was out there on
the urgent request of my father that I should grow up
some with the country. I was willing to grow and did
not mind practicing some law, when it didn't interfere
with the shooting. My associate in crime was a French
gentleman, name of Teddy Haller. We were the youth-
ful members of the bar, and we drew
our first cases about together. My
first client was a Chinaman who had
been selling whisky to the Indians,
and I always thought I worked that
case fine — for the State. You see,

everybody knew my client had been
selling the whisky right along, and
there was no defense. The usual thing
in a case of this kind was a plea of
guilty and a sentence of two months.
This didn't suit me, and I set in to

clear my man. I made an able show-
ing and summed up in a brilliant

speech, I fcucceeded in getting my
client into the penitentiary for nine
months, which was more than the
District Attorney could have done, if

I had kept still, by about seven
months,
"Teddy Hallei's case was defense

for burglary. His man had been
caught and held up in a store one
night in flagrante, et cetera, and he
had no defense ou earth. If Teddy
had pleaded plain guilty his man
would have got about a year, but
Teddy wouldn't have it that way.
'Your Honor,' says he, 'we admit the
criminal act, but would like to plead
extenuating circumstances. We should
like to put the accused on the stand,
and have the Court examine him as

to his innocence of other similar act?.'

Well, the Court did examine him, and
blamed if Teddy's man didn't plead
guilty to a whole lot of other bura;-

laries and things, right there. He
must have kind of got mixed up in

his mind as to what Teddy wanted
him to say. Maybe Teddy was a little

mixed, too. The Court sent Tiddy's man up for five

years. Then Teddy and I went out duck hunting again.
We were helpin' the Commonwealth right along, and
nobody could kick on our going hunting occasionally
after such forensic struggles as that,

"But the best case we ever had—or maybe I'd better

just call it our other case: anyhow it was our masterpiece
—was our sheep case. You see, one old settler had a lot

of hounds, and another old settler had a lot of sheep. Our
client was the man with the sheep. Everybody knew
the hounds were killing the sheep. One morning the
owner of the sheep found fourteen dead sheep in the pas-

ture. The hounds showed plenty of sign of a sheep bar-

becue, and the thing was a cinch for us to collect big
damages. We allowed our sheep were worth easy $10 a
head. Teddy and I brought out our witnesses to show
above facts, and then we submitted our case vrithout
argument^allowin', of course, that we bad a cinch. But
what did the attorney for defepse do b^t bring in a lot

of other teBtimony, and make ^ speeeh boiir long, IJe

]^9w^ si?f^mi J}je jxfff ^^f,our mmwm^SfPjf

low-lived, mean sort of a fellow, and that it served him
right to have his sheep killed. He also showed that
that neighborhood was much infested by cougars,
and declared that it certainly was cougars that
had killed those fourteen sheep. 'Unquestionably,
gentlemen,' says he, 'these cougars would have killed

many more sheep bad not my client's dogs appeared
upon the Ecene and driven away these destroying animals.
The claim that we should pay damages for these 14 sheep
is preposterous. Upon the contrary, we shall urge a
counter-claim of salvage for the whole remainder of the

WAITING FOR TIDK TO RISE.

herd, thus saved from destruction by the courageous
efforts of the noble dogs belonging to my esteemed and
wrongfully accused client, whom to know is to respect in

the most unqualified manner !

' Of course, the jury
couldn't stand that, and they promptly cleared the other
fellow, and assessed damages ou us. So we had to pay
for the sheep we didn't get killed. That sheep salvage
case was one of the jokes of the Seattle bar for a long
while after that. I thiiik you will agree that Teddy and
I had a career at the bar which was brilliant though short.

MORNING ONTHORICON MARSH.

After a while I got tired of growing up, and concluded to
transfer my talents back to Chicago again. It's pretty
good shooting around here, too, and if you're trying a
sheep case here they can't spring no cougars ou you, see ?"

At Warsaw I met Mr. C. E. Irvin and Mr. C. W, Doug-
las, to both of whom I had the letter of Mr. M. E. Moran,
now of Chicago, but formerly of Warsaw. Mr. Moran
and Mr. Douglas are partners in the Kosciusko Kennels
at Warsaw. Mr. Irvm was home on a visit, which in-

cluded some quail shooting and a good deal of mixing up
in doggy matters, he being much of a loTer of a fine dosr.

"We've only got 36 dogs now," said Mr. Moran, "but if

you think that'll do, you might go out and have a little

quail hunt.'' Naturally, therefore, we all drifted down
to the kennels and had the usual pleasure in looking over
a fine lot of dogs, Warsaw.is one of the sportiest towns
of its size I ever saw. Good bird dogs are common in the
streets, and some of them are very good indeed. Mr. Lee
Hayman had along with him on the street when we met
him a bitoh which would need fear little in a bench show,

Sf4 U» ^Tptji^h t^^^^Q u?^ymm, of- the Qirmt Cowt,

had another good one at his knee when we called at
his home. "My business is shooting and fishing," said
the Judge, "and, of course, thia dog of mine is the best^

one on earth. Yes, shooting is ray business. I just

hold court as a sort of side show !"

Mr, Irvin had for his string this fall the stylish dog
Twin Mai'k, and two puppies. Noble and Sinbad, of which
he expects much when they are old enough to hunt. Cer-
tainly they are handsome specimens. It took only a short
time to decide that we ought to have a quail hunt. So
Mr. Irwin, Mr. Douglas and myself made up a party.

We took along Twin Mark, a little bitoh
called Domino and a three year old dog,
Ham's Vic, owned by Mr, L, M. Hamline, of

Chicago, who hunts in this vicinity, and
leaves Vic at the kennels.

We drove about 12 miles out from town,
stopping at the farm house of Arthur Knoop,
and here we had a quail hunt as was a quail
hunt. The weather was execrable, with
rain, slush and mud in plenty, yet in parts
of two days we bagged 7(5 quail. The first

half day out we put up nine bevies, and I
presume we saw over two dozen birds in all.

The birds were the Avildest I ever saw, and
it was next to impossible to get much work
out of the singles, for often the bevy would
go nearly half a mile before alighting, and
it was hard to mark them with any cer-

tainty. The country was wheat stubble,
marsh and timber, and would have made
pond grounds for field trial work.
We found most of our birds on the stub-

ble, and after the rise would have to go to
the woods for the scattered birds, which ran,
hid^under the leaves, took to the trees, and
ured all the other arts of old and wily quail,

much to our displeasure. We took it rather
easy, however, and certainly got as many
cjuail as we need want. I had my pack-sack
full of them when I got in, for my Warsaw
friends would not keep a single bird, but
asked that Mr. Moran, in Chicago, might be
remembered with some of the quail killed

over his dogs. Mr. Moran is in the gun
: department of Montgomery Ward & Co. I

I took him up fifty odd quail, and there was
I an immediate onelaua;ht upon him by Horace

I

Greeley Holt, Eolla Heikee, Eddie Bingham,
_J Charlie Grubbs, etc., so that I doubt if Mr.

Moran ever got many of his quail home with
him. I saved three quail from the general
ruin, and have so far eaten one of them,
though I have designs on the other two.
When a man has two pleasant shooting

companions of the right sort, and the dogs are of the
right sort, too, and he has a nice new light scatter gun
that will kill a quail if pointed over in its direction, and
when the quail are obliging enough to be found every

half hour or so, I don't see what more that man can want
by way of happiness. I shall remember this brief quail

trip very long and very pleasantly, I am sure, and next
year I shall be on hand at Warsaw some more, maybe
in the sprin? for snipe, or in the summer for woodcock.
The dogs of Warsaw are explained. There is something

there to hunt with dogs.

Two of our dogs, Mark and Domino,
had been broken on woodcock, an
unfortunate thing for a quail dog,
though these two had not yet been
long on quail. Both these were very
careful and close workers and good
pointers. I doubt if any dog ever had.

a better nose than the little Domino.
We relied on her much for the singles.

Dick was a high-headed, slashing,

ripping goer, and he found the bevies
for us, much helped by his earlier

training on quail in Kansas and Texas.
Mark is a very stylifh dog, and take
the three together they make a great
field team, both for show and service.

Sometimes we had them all pointing
at once; one time, I remember, they
were all bunched up, pointing stiff on
a quail that was right tinder their

feec. The dogs all backed well, except
when one got an occasional notion
that it was its turn on a bevy, and so
got up too close, in that strange
jealousy which dogs often so plainly
show over the success of a rival in
finding that strange, fascinating scent
which it is the aim and object of their
lives to discover and denote. Dogs are
different as men. You can not find out
all about a dog from seeing him'alone;
you must hunt him with other dogs

]
to see all the phases of his character.

I mentioned my new scat^er garx.

__J It is really an old one, but I am in
lovt) with it. After shooting a choke
bore for a term of years, the manual
labor of hitting a quail with a cylinder
bore is much less, Mr, Irvin trav-

eled still lighter than myself, using a
e^lbs. Whitmore, in which he shot 2idrs. powder andloz.
shot in a good sort of way, Charlie Douglas labored
with a heavier chokebore, and him we persuaded he
could not hit a barn the first day, though on the last he
beat us both, I should call the best gun for late quail .

one with the left barrel drawn down a little, say a modi-
fied choke, though for the right barrel on upland shoot-
ing I can see no need of any choke at all. My new old
gun makes a pattern which I will back against any gun,
bored under any system whatever. It think it will throw
shot further toward the edges, over the end of a barn, at
20yds., than any gun ever was. It is a very discouraging
sort of a gun for a quail to try to get away from, though
by patient effort I foimd I could occasionally miss one,
even as it was.
The quail season in Indiana closes next Tuesday, Dec.

20. Then the potting and netting will begin, if the snow
falls heavily enough. Given any decent show after the
legal season closes, and the supply of quail next season in
northeastern Indiana will be a great one. The birds are

tber§ now in aybundanoe, strong and fully at)J,e to
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any fair odds in the struggle'for self-preservation. The
country is admirably adapted for them, and the occasional

kicking farmer should be looked upon not as a nuisance,

but a blessing. Every posted farm is a preserve. The
shooting about Warsaw is the best of any I have struck in

Indiana this fall, though I struck it much too late to see it

at its best, "in Thanksgiving week Messrs, Douglas and
M-oran killed on one bit of dry marsh, in three days of

Thanksgiving week, 53, 72 and"64 quail, also half a dozen
grouse. We passed across this same country, and it was
covered with roosts and sign, a veritable paradise for

quail apparently. Next year, if I have luck, I am going
to try to own at least half the runninsr gear of a good
dog, and I think I will leave him at Warsaw. I don't

see how a Chicago shooter can do much better than
make Warsaw his base of operations, if he likes an occa-

sional turn at the prettiest of upland shooting. As for that,

no small part of the anticipated pleasure would be the
prospect of again meeting Mr, Irvin and Mr, Douglas,
and again bringing up the question of which of us really

could "get the most quail in a,day, at unknown angles.

E. Hough.
175 MONHOE Strbet, Chicago.

BOSTON MEN IN CANADA.
There are several stories of albino deer taken in Maine

this fall, but none so well authenticated as the one that
comes from Lowell, Mass, It is given me by a reliable

gentleman, though he did not see the deer, nor the man
who shot it. It seems that H. E. Sbaw, a real estate

agent in that city, with the cashier of the First National
Bank there, W. M, Sawver, have been down toMjluncus,
Me., on a deer hunt, and have taken four of these beauti-
ful game animals. But one of them was the most re-

markable deer ever seen in Maine. It had a small brown
spot on the head, but otherwise it vras perfectly white-.

It was a buck, with a fine set of antlers. It is also re-

ported that the skin is to be mounted. Mr. Shaw thought
the deer was a ghost when he first saw him, but not to he
intimidated by spirits in the woods he put a rifle ball
through the animal's brain. The theory is that this deer
must have been a very old one. Dr. Sraith of Portland,
Me., is also reported as having killed a deer this fall that
was nearly white.

Mr. Henry B. Moore, of C. E. Soper & Co., of t>ie Boston
grain trade, is as fond of a good story and a good joke as
he is fond of the fly rod and the shotgun or rifle, and that
is saying a good deal. Some of his hnnting stories have
occasionally been read by the patrons of the Forest
Stream Now he has been up to a practical jok*^ on his
cmsm, G. C. Moore, a manufacturer of North Chelmsford,
Mass. The hunting trip this fall of the Harry Moore
party was made to the Inglewood camps, in New Bruns-
wick, quite early in the season, as has already be^n stated
in this paper. The party was pioneered by Leroy S.
Brown, of Blarney Brown & Co., and he took a great deal
of pains to have the visit of the gmtlemen of the partj
to the Inglewood region as pleasant as possible, since Mr,
Brown hiaipelf is one of the hnu=f cornmittee of that
club. la the party were also Mr. Faulkner, a manufac-
turer of Lowell, Mass., and Mr Cdvin Austin, superin-
tendent of the International Steamship Co. here. This
time it was the main object of Harry Moore to keep the
rest of the party in the best of spirits, Fince both hunt-
ing and fishing were none of the best. Sometimes he had
to resort to practical jokes in orrler to carry out his pur-
pose, and his cousin, of vyhom Harry thinks the world,
was oftenest the victim. Arriving at St. .John, where the
party made a halt, Harry procured a team, with the view
of showing his cousin the city. He desired to show him
the insane hospital, which is situated on a hill a little way
from the center of the town, where the view is eppecially
fine. They drove a short distance, when Harry was sud-
denly conscious that he did not know the way. He reined
the horse up to the sidewalk, where a respectable looking
gentleman was standing, with the request that he would
direct him to the insane hospital, as he had a gentleman
in the buggy whom he was anxious to get there with as
soon as po^pible. The look on the gentleman's face was
enough. Mr. Geo. C. Moore saw the point.-
But the worst j ike of all was reserved for the trip

home. They stepped at McAdam jurction to connect
with the Maine Central train, and also for the customs
official to h3ve an opoortunity to examine their posses-
sions. Mr. Leroy S. Brown had kindly looked after this
part of the programme, making the usual deposit on the
way in for each gun and rod, and returning the money
to his fellow pportsmen on the way out. Now, Mr. Geo.
C. Moore is one of the most methodical of men. He car-
ries his belongings in a strong box on his hunting and
fishing trips. The cover is screwtd down with many
screws. But the owner always has the required screw-
driver in his hand bag. Stopping at McAdam junction

the otbcer a wink or something, and he "took on" in a
moment. Hurry had previously arranged with the con-
ductor of the train to say, on being asked, that his train
would start "in about two minutes." The Custom House
officer passed all of the parties' baggage with scarcely a
glarce till he came to George's strong box.

'AVhat'sin thib?" he demanded,
George protested that it contained nothing but hisner-

sonal effects.
^

"But I must look into it!" said the officer.
Poor George went for his handbag and his screwdriverHe went at the dozen screws gloomily but with a will"

The box was opened at last.

"Take things out!" demanrled the officer. "I must see
the whole of it."'

Shirts, both soiled and clean, came out, with stockings
and other things in the same condition. At last the bot-tom of the box was reached, with the things all in a heap
on the platform. The officer gnod-naturedly remarked
that he found nothing dutiable, All this lime the boys
hart stood one side, ready to burst with merriment.
George began the rather hopeless task of righting his

belongings, which had been inspected by everybody,
H-irry then stepped up.

J

';Tou will have to hurry. Do you know what time thistram leaves?"
••In abcut two minutes," replied the conductor.

fv,<>r?j^^^*'!.^'\^
lushing and a general smashing of

Snr^l.^'V'' ^"^rr^'l'
^"^^^^ stood i« beads ouGeorge 9 fape, The bo,ys coyia stand it no longer. They

roared with laughter, George saw lb all then in a
moment.
"Confound you, Harry Moore ! If I don't get even

with you for this, it will be because I don't live long
enough."
Now Harry is generally expecting something when in

George's company.
The gunning season is about ready to close. On Jan. 1

game in New England can generally breathe easier. The
legal open season will then have closed. Tbis season has
been a fairly good one for Massachusetts gunners and a
remarkably good one in Maine. The number of deer
taken is the greatest on record, not even excepting the
earlier times, for then there were no records.
Mr. F. R. Shattuck, of L. A. Shattuck & Co., metal

brokers, and Mr. George Litider, of Linder & Meyer, were
down to West Barnstable on a gunning exppdiiion two
days last week. They were on the lands of C ipt. .James
H." Jenkins, Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner at that
point. The captain had been saving the quail for these
hunters, or at least he had not permitted hunting know-
ingly on his grounds. The weather proved to be stormy,
in fact, it rained both days that the gentlemen were at

the hunting grounds. They himted early and late, put-
ting in all the time they had, though wading in water on
the meadows a good part of the time. The thickets of

scrub oak and brier were almost impenetrable and loaded

A DEATH LOCK.

with water, but both gentlemen are plucky to the last,

when on a hunting or fishing excursion. They were ac-
compmied by Mr. Linder's excellent eetter, Jim, and he
proved to be one of the stanchest and best ti aimed of his
kind, though the rain made the fcent of game weak and
hard to follow. They shot several partridges, but no quail.
The partridges proved to fje very wild, not lying to the
digs scarcely at all, but were plump and heavy when
really obtained. They were greatly surprised at not
findmg any quail, ar^d were about ready to believe that
the Captain's ground^ had b^en huntpd surreplidously,
since they found fresh shells that had evidently been
loaded with smokeless powder, but the worthy Captain
could scarcely believe that the boys had been "over him
on the sly." On the way home ihfy had to be at the
train fairly early, and were somewhat chagrined to hear
lots of quail whi«tling in the meadows, as they rode to
the station. But thp weather had cleared, and here was
juvst the dilff-r^nce. They novv believe that rainy weather,
especially in December, is not favorable to quail hunting
at Barnstable. Special.

THOSE VERMONT QUAIL.
Port Henry, N. Y., Dec. 15.— Editor Forest and

Stream: In your issue of Dpc. 15. under the article
headed "Vermont Quail," Mr. John W. Titcomb, of Rut-
land, states that "on Dec, 9, a woodchopper near Bristol
had discovered a lot of quail about 100 in the flock," and
wonders where they came from.

I think that very possibly I may be able to give him
the information desired, and that both the theories ad-
vanced by him may be wrong.
Early this year I procured from Mr. Woodward, of New

York, some ten dozen quail. Some of these 1 turned
down on the point on which the historic forts St. Fred-
erick and Crown Point were built and some in Addipon,
Vermont, just across Lake Ctnamplain, which at this
point narrows up to about a third of a mile in width.
These quail were turned down as an experiment, and

incidentally to break some pups on, and for the pleas-
ure I expected to have with both after Nov. 1. The
birds did remarkably well, mated and hatched out some
large bevies. While looking after them early in the
summer, numerous nests were found filled with eggs, and
only one nest was afterward discovered that was deserted
and did not hatch out birds. The whole country round
about there at sunrise seemed filled with the unusual call
of Bob White: and as the young birds thrived and grew
Hooked forward with great anticipation to the time of
the opening of the season.

It was no unusual thing to find earlv in the season 8 or
10 bevies during a short afternoon. About October how-
ever, many of the bevies began to travel, and at onetime
there were seen one lot of perhap= 40 or 50 birds travel-
ing and successfully to cross the lake into Vermont, and
the last seen they were headed toward Bristol
This lot seen in Bristol (if some of those turned downby me, and I thmk they muBt be, as none of Dr. Webb'share m preyioy^ year$ a|)peai'ed in Addison) is the seeoa^

lot of traveling birds heard of by me, some earlier than
these having been seen near Lake Bomcz°en in Vermont.
If any more havo been, or are, seen in Vermont or this
section of New York I should be plensed to know of it

and to find out how far and where they travel to.

The birds remaining here I shall have fed and looked
after during the winter months.

It may interest somf to know that the pheasants turned
down on Shelburne Farms by Dr, Webo are scattering
around the countrv. A cock and hen were seen late in
September by Mr. M. Barnes on his farm in Addison, some
30 and more miles from Shelburne Farms.

W, C. WiTHERBEE.

COLORADO GAME INTERESTS.
Gordon Land, State game rnd fish warden, accompanied

his biennial report to the Governor with the following
letter t

To His Excellency, John L. Routt, Governor of the State
of Colorado

:

I have the honor to submit, herewith, my report for the
years 189l-i)2. The work of the Fish Commi3>ion for the
past two years has been very satisfwctory in its results,

since every ( fi-'ort has met with a marked measure of &uc-
cess; not only have the growth and introduction of trout
into new waters shown the wisdom of such planting, but
the people have realized in many instances, direct and
substantial benefits much sooner than was expected.
Each year the demand for trout to stock either new or
depleted waters has grown beyond the ability of the pres-
ent State hatcheries to supply. Si urgent aiiid interested
have the people become in their desire to obtain a stock
of fish for the available waters of the many sections they
represent, that it is with pleasure I place before you the
manifest needs of this growing and desirable branch of
the public service.

Fishculture is no longer an uncertain field of labor,
nor is it an occupation tit only for the award of some
political favor, but replete with a broad and evi-r ii^creas-

iog opening for the exerci-e of intelligent skill and im-
partial judgment. I find s) much to do in order to prop-
erly provide for the needs of the State in this desirable
industry, that I d^precite the unwise action that prompted
the last General Assembly to impose the added duties of
a game warden upon the Drparrment of Fish Culture,
and ask that you recommend the immediate repeal of
the entire act relating to game and fish wardens, as the
expeiience of the past two years has shown that such a
law is a complete failure in if! present form. So imber-
fect and crude an act rarely finds a place upon the pages
of even frontier legislation.

The experience has been costlv, the damage to our game
interests great. The utter inefficiency of It cal wardens,
who are influPEced by their surroundings and governecl
by their friendship', the unwillingness upon the part of
those who live in remote teetions of the State to inform
upon their neighbors or in any way aid m li e enforce-
ment of laws for the protection of the game that they
believe is solely to benefit the tourist and city sporlsman,
and, finally, when these people who are in every other
regard honest, upright, intelligent and law-abiding cit-

iz-^ns. witness, as they do every succeeding year, the
wholesale killing of ourfotir-footed game by skin-huntera
and Indians. I am only sui prised that they do not kill

more than th<^y find conveni^nt for their winter's use.
Whatever the game laws may be for the needs of the
future, the rights of those who occupy a place on the
confines of our Western wilds should not be forgotten.

I would also ask that no bounty laws be passed that
embrace a premium on either b-ar or mountaia lions.
The claim made that these animals are paiticulaily
destructive to both stock and game is not well founded,
since in the case cf game, as is well known, the deer,
antelope and elk existt eJ iu far greater abundance when
there were no such laws, than they do now ; and as for
the killing of stock by mountain lions, I am of the opinion
that the worthless beings, I will not call them men, who
pursue and hunt these animals with dogs, solely for the
reward, are far more destructive to the live stock interests
than are these solitary beasts of jirey.

As for the wolves and coyotes, I am led to advocate for
the sake of the sheep and cattle interests, the passage of
an act giving a greater bounty, and one in which the
punching of a clear cut hole in each ear of the scalps
presented, shall serve as a sufficient cancellation, and
thereby allow of the skins and t-calps being subsecjuently
sold entire, thus enhancing their value to the hunu r.

I do not desire to be understood as advocating the
abandonment of any form of protection of cur four-
footed game, but rather favor the enactment of euch re-
strictive laws as shall tend to make their enforcement
less difficult and provide a State game and fish warden
whose superviaon shall extend over the entire Scate and
who shall have power to arrest without warrant until
such process can be had at the proper place, and al-o be
authorized to seize all illegally killed game and confis-
cate and dispose of the Fame for the benefit of the game
and fish interests, and above all things, provide him with
fund's to defray his necessary expenses and not expect
him to use his meagre salary for such purpose, as is now
the case with the stupid law that at present mars our
statutes. I do not favor a law that will call for such a
number of wardens as that i ow in force, it is not ne cps-
sary; nor do I favor the enactmfnt of a law that wiU
create districts, for that calls for patronage and political
preferment, and the loast experierjce has shown that such
local officials are of little use. The Scate has not the
money to spare to support such an army of paid partisans,
nor is it necessary. One well paid < fficer or State marshal,
with two deputies, can, if the prop-r man is selected,
enforce the game and fi-ih laws over the entire State, he
having no fixed section in which to ree de and become too
well known. Such an officer would command the re-
spect of the people and render violations of the game
laws extremely hazardous.
My report in detail, which is to follow this outline,

will show many points of interest to the general public,
the angler and the hunlsmar.
Iq concluding this brief mention of the work entailed,

I beg to submit for your approval and recommendation
the real need of as liberal hn app-^opriation as the merits
of this branch of the public service deserve. Veiy truly
yours. GoKDON LA.XD, State Pish Corcmisi-iuner.

Buffalo Bill and party have returned from their hunt-
ing trip. Col. Ingram, of dime novel fame, wbo was one
of the partjr, ftQiused hipieelf wbUe m CtpTer '^^Hbti'^
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ing his latest hairbreadth escapes on innocent newspaper
reporters, and had the satisfaction of seeing them pub-
lished with "scare heads." I do not think the party killed

much game. It was more of a triumphal march through
the hunting country than a hunt, there being nearly 50

men in the party. I'll not vouch for the number, as Col.

Inerram is the authority.
Oae object of the trip was to find a location for a mam-

moth game j)reserve, and several places were noted.

Whether this is merely an advertising dodge or is a fact

I am uaabie to ascertain.

A number of geese have been killed down the river

during the past week. The sudden cold snap seemed to

start them moving. TtSEEBy.

"A STANDING MENACE.

Cooke City vs. the National Park.

New Haven, Conn., D?c, 16.

—

'Editor Forest and
Stream: Allow me to thank you, on the part of one in-

terested in the National Park, for the firm and able posi-

tion your paper has taken on the bill granting a right of
way for the proposed railroad to Cooke City. I spent
the open season of 18^9 and '90 in geological study of
the northern portion of the P^rk, and of the country
lying to the north and northwest of it, and am, conse-
quently, well acquainted with Cjoke City and its topo-
graphical surroundings, and have seen the evidences of
its mineral wealth, and I believe your statement of the
case to be an absolutely just and impartial one. There
has been a steady attempt on the p^rt of interested specu-
lators to give the idea that Cooke City contains thoudands
of miners impatiently holding down claims until the
access of a railroad allows them to pour their treasures
oat. As a matter of fact, and as you state, these ores
are well known to be of very low grade and it is not
even certain that they exist in "enormous" amounts.
The Governor of Nevada stated the other day that there
was not a single silver mine in that State that was pay-
ing a dividend; the present low price of silver, the enor-
mous overstock of it ia the market, with the certainty
that this can be maintainpd, even if the bi-metallic con-
ference takes a favorable issue, which is more than
doubtful, having broiiecht about this result. And the
same conditions are afl'ecting mines of low grade ore
ev&ry where. Even, if at the present moment a i-ailroad

was in active operation to C )oke City, ic is almost an
absolute certainty that its mines could not be profitably
worked and it would be absolute folly to invest one cent
in them. And as to the size of the place, I was informed
on good authority that in the winter of 1888-'b9 it con-
sisted of seven persons.

Moreover, there is an economic side to this question
which seems to have been much overlooked. A railroad
as proposed would certainly result, as experience has
shown a thousand times and as you remark, in the de-
struction of the Park timber and also that on the great
block of mountains lying to the north of the Park and
called in general the Snowies. If these areas are defor-
ested it means d isastrous fljods in spring and absolute
dryness in summer to those large districts lying along
the Yellowstone at the feet of these mountain ranges.
These areas already support a large population engaged
in a profitable farming and wheat raising industry which
is wholly dependent on irrigation. And a more improved
system of irrigation means a great increase in this popri-
lation and culture. Their combined wealth already ten-
fold exceeds that which Cooke City could furnish in the
wildest dreams of a speculator. If these people under-
stood the danger which threatens them, they would
guard these forests as their holiest altars, tooth and nail

and with arms if necessary, against the introduction of
any railroad which might threaten their destruction.
No more important subjpct can engage the Government

than means for the preservation of the timbered areas in
the West whose waters can place districts under irriga-

tion.

In all other respects you have stated the cas^ so admir-
ably that it leaves nothing to say. L, Y. Pirsson.

LocKPORT, N. Y., D=c. 11, Sunday Evening.

—

Editor
Fared and Stream: The old adage, "Better the day,
better the deed," will apply to this. I have just read
nearly three pages of the last issue of your valuable paper,
and "thus far and no further" will I read before asking
you to send me a package of at least fifty of the Yellow-
stone Park pamphlets, which I will distribute among mv
friends, mmy of whom do not read the Forest akd
Stream, "more's the pity." J. L. Davison.

Snakes Spit.

The discussion as to whether the rattlesnake spits or
not has been interesting, I do not know as much about
rattlesnakes as T do of copperheads. I know that they
epit.

A number of guests were present at our club preserve
near Youngstown, Pa., when two snakes were found and
one was killed with sticks and stones, the other obtained
refuge in a short piece of rotten log. A friend and myself
came up to the Fcene of action and recognized the dead
snake as a copperhead.
We went to the log, one at each end, and 'soon saw

that the reptile was a large copperhead. They were evi-

dently mates. 1 saw his head and my friend caught his

tail. Drawing him gently forth I kept my hand care-
fully around him until by couch I knew that I had him
'by the neck. Then Jim tied a string around the cop-
perhead's neck and fastened the other end to a long
stick. One of the boys got to teasing him, the snake
made an effort to strike, but failing to reach his mark,
discharged a quantity of greeni h matter upon the man's
shoe without striking it. Perhaps the rattler nan do the
same. Deacon.

Kentucky is Behind the Times.

Kentucky fishing interests have not received from the
Legislature tbe consideration which piablic sentiment
demands, and persons concerned for the welfare of the
State are greatly discouraged. Some citizens of Bryants-
-ville who had made arrangements to secure fish for stock-

ing Dix River have given up their intention because the
fttream cannot be protected from destructive fishing.

Unless Kentucky wakes up tllOrOBSbly she will 800ri have

IS THIS CASEl CORRECTLY STATED?
KosHKONONo, Wis., Dec, Vi,,— Editor Forest and

Stream: Please explain this: A common, every day
man who owns nothing much besides good health and
an equally good gun, which he knows how to use, by
strict economy is enabled to take an outing each year.

The game that he kills is shipped; and the proceeds go
to supply the deficiency in his salary caused by said

outing. During this trip by his perseverance and knowl-
edge of the ways of game he makes a big bag; and it

is all killed in an honorable sportsmanlike manner, but
nevertheless he is styled by the writers of your paper a
game hog, market and pot-hunter.
Another man, who is posscRsed of thousands of dollars,

owns a first class outfit and controls large interests in

some club preserve that excludes all other of its more
humble brethren who have not the means to get in. This
gentleman has a man, who has previously located the
game, to put him in the right place, where all he has to

do is to shoot it. He also makes a large bag, but does
not market it. What he does with it is never told. He
is the true sportsman of the Forest and Stream,
Please tell us poor ignorant natives of Wisconsin why

one is a game hog and a market hunter, and the other is

a sportsman. The one controls just what game he kills,

the rest is public property. The other controls all he
kills and all the rest in tbe neighborhood. A Native.

A North Carolina Game Country.

Mr. E. p. McKissick, the popular manager of the Bat-
tery Park Hotel, Asheville, North Carolina, who has
been visiting Hon. John S. Wise, in this city, gave us
an entertaining account of the shooting attractions of

Asheville the other day. "We have game right there,''

said he. "Thanksgiving Day I was out with a gun and
brought back 7 woodcock, 2 mallaxd ducks, 28 quail, 8

rabbits and .2 squirrels—but you need not count those."

Mr. McKissick nas shooting privileges over thousands of

acres for the Battery Park guests; and has had there Mr.
Lorillard, the Thayer brothers and other well-known
sportsmen who resort to Norl h Carolina.

The Sierra Nevada Sportsman's Club.

Tbis club was organized in Truckee, Cal., recently with
upward of thirty members. Ttie president is Stewart
McKay, the secretary Wm. O'Neill. The membership
includes all the local anglers. The club has posted
printed notices of the fish and game laws around the
lakes and streams of the locality, and will look after the
protection of the public interests. One of the first prob-
lems presented to their attention may be the manage-
ment of the mill refuse which pollutes Truckee River.

Moose on Spencer Stream.

Wilton, Maine.—Dr. C. F. Rjwell and D. L. Hall of

this place came home tbis morning bringing with them
two large moose and one deer, which they captured 41
miles from Kingfield, on the lower Spencer Scream.
They report plenty of large game there, and had lots of

fun and amusement. Dr. Rowell takes great delight
in such sport and is a crack shot. Mr. Hall, one of our
business men, likes such sport as well as any one and is a
crack shot. J. C. C.

It Mig-ht Have Been a Scrimmage.
Austin, Tex., Nov. 538.—Once here in Travis county,

armed only with a shotgun and small shot charges, I

sallied out of camp to ascertain the cause of some dis-

turbance, and in the darkness followed an animal down
to a water hole and across a creek, but without getting a
shot. The next morning I congratulated myself, for I

discovered that it was a panther that had killed a year-
ling a short distance away. J. V. B.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

Talking It Over.

A group of sbooters after a California morning in the field.

The photograph comes from "Podgere," and he tells ns that it

faithfully lepiesents the customary happy mood of Califor-

nians returned from the quail grounds.

The Death Lock.
These locked horns, with the skeletons of the bucks, were found

on the deer ridge of Long Point, Lake Erie, Oatario, Can., and now
adorn the dining room of the Long Point Club. The jilate is from
an amateur photograph by Mr. John T. Lord, of London, Eng.,

sent us by Mr. W. Gayer Dominick of this city.

"Main Sheet!"
The little cutter in the photograph, sent in for the amateur com-

petition, has figured in the nages of the Fobest and Stkeam, her
adventures on a rluck hunting pxpedition having been told in the

iS8U9S of Nov. 15-22, 1888, by Mr. J. C. Miller, the central figure in

tbe picture. The yacht is the Kittoch, owned by Mr. Jas. Miller,

who holds the stick, and the photo was taken when in the Bay de
Via, Miramichi River. K. B. Messrs. Miller are two of the lead-

ing yachtsmen of New Brunswick, both having held the office of

commodore of the MLrftmipM Y. C, the only yacht club in the
Province.

Sharp Work at the New England Field Trials.

The incident is a pnlnt by Rod Bel'-on, honored by Our Pet, In

the New England Field Trials of 1892. Rod Belton is owned by
Mr. Willard W. Lewis, of Rockland, Mass., and Our Pet. winner
of second in All-Age Stake, is owned by the Oakland Eennels, of

Taunton, Mass. Tbe plate ia from an amateur photography com-
petition picture sent in by Mr. R. M. McLean, Cambridge, Mass.

On Watch.
The scene is one of a deer stand on an Adirondack runway

and tbe picture ia from an amateur photo (Forest awd Stream
competition) by Mr. A. Ames Howlett.

Morning on the Marsh.
The picture is of the start for a day with the ducks on the

famous ground, and the plate is from an amateur photo (Forest
ASD Stream competition) by Mr. Percy F. Stone.

Waiting for Tide to Rise.

Tbis realistic illustration of goose shooting from a blind, is

from an smateur photograph (FORBST and (t'trkam competition)

by Mr. J. C. Miller, Tjie spene ig Ji^oBebei}png:tia<? Beaob, New
Bfunswic-k.

m ar(d ^iv^r fishing.

The Fish Law>< of the United States and Canada, in the

"Qame Laiffs in Brief,'' 25 cents. In the ^'Booli 0^' im
Game Laws" (full text), 50 cents.

WITH A FLY-ROD.
A Sentiment to Go with a Gift.

I SEND you, by bearer, a mark of esteem.

Which I trust you will christen in some mountain stream.

And return, to inform me at some later day.

How you felt when the big one you struck got away.
Phxladklphia. L. H. T.

San Francisco, Cal.— Rods I have galore which I seldom use

and oft am puzzled which to choose. As one by one o'er the lot

1 glance I say shall it be split-bamboo or lance? This distraction

gives me trouble sore, until I wish 1 had but one—no more. In
your suggestion I now see the way to reduce the lot next Christ-

mas Day. By your alluring hint I'm half beguiled to spare a rod
if I spoil a child. Methinks I know a youth of summers ten, a

born fisherman, surnamed Ben, with hempen string and hook of

pin he fisheth, and oft he tumblsth in. It will fill his very soul

with joy to once possess this dainty toy; I know 'twill give him
serene delight, and with it an epistle I'll indite. And if you want
to know what I'll say I'll show.^you; I'll put it^.somewhat this

way:
Young man, behold this emblem of patience, truth,

A fit donation to such a fishing youth.

Do your duty, be in all your fishing square,

Treat it tenderly; throw not you'' fish in air;

And when you feel the thrilling strike.

Be it speckled.trout o"r voracious pike.

Play him gently and with skill,

For while you hsh for spore you fish to kill.

Heed not tbe big ones you do not get,

And be handy with your landing net.

Above all things, be truthful as to weight,

tiive correctly time, place and date.

A fisherman's reputation ever value high,

Be a little George Washington and never tell a I'e;

Truth first, last and at every cast.

Tell no whoppers of the big one lost.

Emulate not those who write for F. & S ;

Let there be one "truthful Jeems" the less.

And those sliootlng tales you see, my son,

Should make you swear you'll never own a gun:

Then your horn you'll have no need to toot.

Be content to flsh, my boy, but never, never shoot.

Podgurs.

l aOM A HUSBAND XO HIS WIFE.

Ddbing all the years that you have so generously over-

looked my foibles and forgiven my faults, there have been none
of my wanderings that you have so freely condoned as those

which carried me to the shaded binksof some clear stream where
the wary trout waited for his prey. For there was no quest so

successful as to awaken your envy; tone so barren as not to com-
mand your sympathy; and each recouuted pleasure of the wave
and shore lived again in your responsive mind. To you who have

.

always studied, but never practiced the piscatorial art; and yet

have known and realized all the angler's joys, as seen through
another's eyes, I present this emblem of our entrancing craft,

trusting that the same proxy to whom you have hitherto com-
mitted ail your labors with the fly-rod may long continue to serve

you in like capacity. Jay Beehk.
Toledo, 0., Dec. IT.

CRYSTAL LAKE FISHING CLUB.
Articles of incorporation were filed Dec. 4, at Cov-

ington, Ky.i by -Teptha L. Workum. Geo. F. Ahlers, C.

G. Smedburg, Geo. C.Walker, Fred Kinsinger and Eichard
McGraw as the Crystal Lake Fishing Club, with a capital

stock of $5,000, divided into shares of $100 each, and
with the privilege of increasing the stock to $10,000.

The principal place of business of the club will be in

Kenton county, but it may establish branches at other
places in or out of the State.

The purposes of the company are to establish and
maintain a fishing lake and game preserve; to raise fish

and game, and hunt and sell the same; to encourage the
sports of hunting and fisbing by spreading information
on the subjects of fish and game; to protect the fish and
game in Kenton and the adjoining counties.

The officers will consist of a president, a vice-presi-

dent, a secretary, a treasurer and such others as may be
needed. The annual meeting of the stockholders will

be held in April,

Crystal Lake has a water surface of 16 acres: its greatest

depth is 83ft., average depth 2ih, It is fed by eight
springs and drains about 500 acres, chiefly of blue grass
lands. Its location is at Ryland, eleven miles by rail or
pike from Codington.
At present the ofiicers are Geo. C. Walker, president;

Chas. G. Smedberg, secretary and treasurer; Eichard Mc-
Graw, superintendent.
The club will soon stock its preserve with choice game

fish, in which it will, doubtless, seek aid from the U. S.

Fish Commission.
There are many fine fishing lakes in the A^icinity of

Covington, and probably none more successfully managed
than those on the estate of Joseph Hchlosser, several miles
from the city. In these waters are multitudes of black
bass, crappie, pike-perch, catfish, bufl:alo and carp, and a
few years ago the proprietor introduced some trout and
salnaon which he obtained after the close of the Cincin-
nati Exposition from the Fish Commission exhibit.

From personal observation we know that the region is

well adapted to black bass and pike-perch, which, doubt-
less, will be among tbe fishes selected for introduction
by the Crystal Like Club. Before leaving the subject
we may state that Mr. Schlosser, in 1888, had a buffalo
fish weighing upward of 601bs. in one of his lakes.

Minnows for Hogs and Hens.

Never before has there been so large a number cf min-
nows in Oneida Creek, at Willow Grove, as at present,
People living near there are engaged in catching them by
the wagon loads and selling them to farmers, who feed
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THE MAINE BLACK BASS LAW.
Boston, Nov. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream : Early

this fall I visited an old friend of many Boston sports-

men, Nat. Hoxie, of Chiltonville, and while enjoying his

tales of baas fishing I mentioned my trips to Maine in

search of this superb fish. Our conversation drifted to

the game laws, and he informed me that there was no
close season for bass in Maine. I immediately stated that

there was a close season covering April, May and June,
and backed up my assertion with the bet of a good cigar to

that f ffect. This led to an investigation. I wrote to

Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stanley, and he informed me
there had been no close season for two years. Then I

turned to the game laws of the State, in print 1891, and
as far as 1 could see there was a close season noied under
Chapter 40, Sections 47. 48, 49, 50 and 55, Still doubting
I turned to your Book of the Game Laios revised to

October, 1892, and got the same results. Shooting and
Fishing also distinctly states that the close season extends
from April 1 to July 1.

I wrote to you for an explanation and received your
reply, stating that after a thorough investigation you
were convinced that the law as stated in your book was
correct and that bass were protected during the three
months noted above.

In your letter of Nov. 5 you state that "Sec. 55 (which
prescribes a close season for these iish for April, May
and June) has not, so far as I can learn, been repealed,"
The Fish Commissioners, however, take a different view
of the matter, Mr. E, M, Stilwell, Fish Commissioner
with Mr. Stanley, states in a letter to me Nov. 12: "It
is true the Legislature did not repeal in terms so much
of Sec. 55 as restricts the taking of bass in April, May
and June, but the amendment of 1887, removing the
restriction in Sections 47, 48, 49 and 50, has been under-
stood and construed by the Conimissioners to have re-
pealed by implication so much as relates to April, May
and June,"

I cannot agree with the Commissioners.
Let us turn to the laws. Chapter 40 of the revised edi-

tion. Section 47, states that "there shall be a close season
for black bass between the first days of April and July."
Section 48 states that "No person phall take, catch, kill

or fish for * * * black bass * * * between the
first days of April and July under a penalty * * *

provided that the provisions of this and the preceding
and two succeeding sections shall not apply to the taking
of black bass from any waters which have been stocked
therewith for a period of five years."
Now, as no Maine waters have been stocked with bass

during the last five years, this proviso very evidently an-
nuls the close season laws noted in Sections 47, 48, 49 and
50, But passing on to Section 55, which stands boldly by
itself with no annulment or proviso, we find that "who-
ever takes any black bass during April, May and June, or
at any time from their spawning beds, shall forfeit for
each offense, etc." This section clearly prohibits the tak-
ing of bass during these months, and prohibits taking
them from their spawning beds not only during those
months, but at all times.

If this matter needs the decision of the court, it is a
shame upon the makers of the laws that so simple a rule
could not be put in terms sufiiciently plain to prevent
misunderstandings. It is an imposition upon honest
sportsmen who endeavor to follow and uphold the game
laws. If the laws are correctly stated and the Commis-
sioners construe it wrongly, and so neglect enforcement
and protection, it is time that the matter was attended to
and the wanton destruction of this favorite game fish
stopped.
In the last number of a contemporary paper the subject

is mentioned, with a quotation from Mr. Stilwell in ex-
actly the same words which he wrote to me.
The law, as it is now construed by the Commissioners,

gives "insiders" an advantage in the fishing over those
who rely upon your publications for guidance. After the
publication of this letter, I shall apply to higher author-
ity for a definite construction of the law.

A. G. Weeks, Jr.

BY SEA AND RIVER.
Mr. John Murdoch happened in the other day and

told us of the fine day's sport had with tautog or black-
fish at Manomet one day last July. In company with
Mr. Thaxter and Master John, thirty tautog were taken
on one tide. The fish run well in size, the largest an
eight-pounder, being caueht by Mr, Thaxter. Lobster
was the bait used, Mr. Murdoch made several subse-
quent trips to the point, but owing to the high surf could
not venture ofl; in a small boat.
During the summer Audubon Eidgway spent several

weeks in Massachusetts, la ponds near Boston he caught
very large white perch; they run as high as 2lbs. each
and were found in good numbers.
Mr, W, B. Kendall tells us of the movements of a very

large school of tunny or little horse horse mackerel off
Barnegat. Last summer as the Fish Commission schooner
tjrampus was cruising along slowly, these fish made their
appearance and surrounded the vessel. The school was
a mile or more in diameter and consisted of fish about
dtt. m length. They schooled close up together, similar
to the common mackerel. Ordinarily they would merely
flirt their tails out of the water, but at other times thevwould leap clear out; then again they would swim along-
side the schooner quietly, scarcely making a ripple Theboat was sailing very slowly. Lines were gotten out andan effort made to catch some of the tunnies, but without
success. A white rag was the only lure offered them

Ihis recalls to my mind a conversation had with Mrii.dwm\arnold upon the same subject last year. Thisgentleman observed the tunnies off the Cape of GoodHope while on board a British troopship. The attention
of the ship s company was called one calm day to what
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the eye could see, and was a very noisyone, the fish leaping out of the water and sporting around
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Mr. Kendall tells me that on Sept. -30, 1892, while the

Grampus was off Cape May, near Macrie's Shoals, 15

miles off shore, they run into a school of very large weak-
fish or "trout." The fish were feeding on anchovies.

About a dczen sharks were seen playing about the school

and every now and then they would get right in among
the fish, when the trout would settle and remain out of

sight for a moment. It was evident tbat the sharks were
destroying the fish. A dory was lowered, and nineteen
large fish were gaffed from it, weighing 5 and 61bs, each.

For the kingfish, barb, etc. {Meniieirrus) , Dr. Smith
was given the additional name of "roundhead," here in

market the other day.
Eight large tilefish were captured during the past sum-

mer by the U. S, Fish Commission, The rediscovery of
this fish is one of great interest, its discovery, disappear-
ance for a number of years, and now its rediscovery in

1893 furnishing one of the most rema.rkable chapters in

the history of its kind.
What a pleasant surprise it was to find, when the Gov-

ernment fish ponds in this city were drawn off, a colony
of large mouthed black bass numbering thousands. From
a parent stock of 15 fish obtained in Illinois, this large
stock of fine young fish has come forth as if by magic.
We feel a deep interest in the matter, as a good supply is

promised for the Potomac, where they will thrive and add
much to the river as a resort for anglers—such as cannot
resist the temptation to go a-fishing when they know
black bass are to be had. Bart.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10.

GAME QUALITIES OF THE PIKE-PERCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An editorial paragraph in the issue of Dec. 8 seems to

imply a doubt concerning "Bon Ami's" diagnosis of the
fighting qualities of the pike-perch, and the authority
advanced for burying him is the opinion of "many expert
anglers" in Harrisburg and points below, who entertain
adverse views and call the fish a salmon. Now, my dear
Mr. Editor, that won't do. If you have an opinion of
your own on the subject, fetch it right out and respect
will be duly accorded, for your voice on matters pisca-
torial has ever an appreciative audience among anglers.
But when you fire at us some other fellow's theories re-
specting a fish's valor, and cite as authority to support
their views the testimony of persons so lost to piscatorial
enlightenment as to call a pike-perch a salmon, then
other precincts will be heard from. Great Izaak! If
this thing be true then Canada will lose its revenue by
the depreciation of her salmon stream leaseholds, and
America will become flooded with the returning shekels,

Biit concerning the pike-perch as a fighter. Now, I
am not an expert. Simply a plain, persistent, every-day-
when-T-can-get-a-chance fisherman. In the course of a
somewhat varied and unscientific career with rod and
reel I have happily angled for the aristocratic warrior of
the Restigouche, and his pugnacious namesake of the
Columbia, which old hands call the salmon. I have also
taken the pike-perch from the running waters of the
Suequehanna and the sylvan' lakes of Minnesota, while
sandwiched between times occurred interviews with the
knights of the trout stream and sciaps with the doughty
micropterm and predatory Eso.v. But rarely ever have
I felt the thrill of real combat in landing the pike-perch.
In my humble way I feel that I can appreciate the fight
to a finish of a game fish, and the wall-eye does not fill the
bill. Often have I caught him on the strong troll and
light casting line from the youthful two-pounder to-
well, to the limits of an angler's veracity, call it some-
thing less than a round dozen of pounds. And yet I
have always loved him, but mainly for his symmetrical
beauty and edible qualities.
The pike-perch has never seemed to me to possess any

great amount of pluck. No startling rushes when hooked,
such as marks the wild onset of the tough of the lily pad
beds. No cleaving of water and air to send a succession
of messages along the pliant lancewood to tingle through
the nervous ganglea. Rather is it the sullen resistance of
avoirdupois. His rushes, if such his resistance can be
termed, more nearly approximates the gyrations of a
heavy, short-winded body struggling clumsily against the
will of superior force. It is true that both from a
gastronomic and piscatorial standpoint he is a popular
candidate for favor, but as a gamy fish, an out-and-
outer, he can't swim or fight, when hooked, into fame
alongside of quite a score of other varieties, to say
nothing of the warrior whose name has been caricatured
in his personification by the experts below Harrisburg
Hence T range alongside of "Bon Ami "and back his
opinion on the subject as expressed. Tell these experts
that I've got a gun, and they had better not fool around
trying to sandbag me because I've told the truth, and
perhaps happened to throw a stone in their fishing
ground, CAYoaA.

Hot Water Trout.

Experienced ichthyologists have taught the credulous
public to believe that low temperatures only are favor-
able to the propagation of mountain trout; but this opin-
ion is exploded and scattered by the fact that cut-throat
trout are found in great numbers in the warm waters of
the Yellowstone Park, as has been ascertained by Prof.
Jordan's recent reconnoissances. Large swarms were
found at the mouth of the stream which drains theMammoth Hot Springs in a temperature of 75°, young
suckers (Catostoinus griseus) in a temperature of 88°
chubs {Leuciscus atrarius) in a temperature of 85° To
cap the climax he mentions bullheads or millers's thumbs
(Cottus bairdi) which delight in water so hot that thev
are sometimes boiled before they feel at all uncomfort-
able. Three boiled specimens were observed at themouth of a hot tributary of the Gibbon River. Whoneed now despair of raising Sahnonidce in warm water'
All the bshculturist needs is the stock and the stream.
t aith and adaptation will do the rest.

Charles Hallock.

Gogebic.

I";'
^ec. 16.-0ne of the good records of the

past season at Lake Gogebic., Mich., is that of Mr. S. D.

Jna'^FT^'^r
nearly the entire summer there.

Sf.T
Thompson took twenty-three bass whose

6l£ Tcz^
^^^^^«t the catch weighed

CALIFORNIA FISHCULTURE AND PROTECTION
The I'ish Commissioners of California are: Joseph D.

Puedding, President; Raymond B. Wilson, Secretary, and
Joseph Morizio, Treasurer, all of San Francisco. The office
is located at 419 California street.
The biennial report of these Commissioners has recently

been received. It covers the period from March 17, 1891, to
Sept. 1, 1892. The board as at present organized was ap-
pointed by the Governor June 28, ]891. This board upon its
organization discovered that all the funds allotted to the
Commission for the business of the forty-second fiscal year
had been exhausted and that a large number of bills of" the
old board remained unpaid, not a verv encouraging state of
affairs to encounter at tbe outset of oflacial duties.
The work of the Commission is arranged under two chief

divisions, the patrol and the hatchery departments. Under
the former is included the maintenance of the fish and jrame

^
laws, for which there is an annual appropriation of S5,000.

I "With this amount at hand we are supposed to engage com-
petent deputies to patrol the various wharves and fish mar-
kets of San Francisco, and the other large cities of the
State; to watch all the avenues of ingress, and prevent the
importation of certain fish and game when out of season; to
keep a vigilant eye on the 250 miles of the bay lines of San
Francisco and confluent bays and rivers, and to make con-
tinuous trips from one end of the State to the other, and
ttu'oughout the length and circumference of all its streams
and waters for the same purpose." Finding it impossible to
do all of the necessary protective work with this small
amount of money the Commission devoted its attention
almost entirely to the following objects :

(1) The prevention from sale in tbe markets of San
Francisco of fish and game at the time when it is unlawful
to sell the same.

(2) The prevention of illegal fishing in the bay of San
Francisco, especially in the catching of the young ot fish.

(B) The prevention of illegal fishing in the Sacramento
River.

(4) The prevention of dumping sawdust and other deleter-
ious substance into the various rivers and streams of the
State.

(5) The requiring of the construction and maintenance of
fish ladders.
The Commissioners assert, and with reason, that there

should be an annual appropriation of at lea^t twenty thous-
and dollars for the proper carrying on of their work.
An extraordinary increase in the salmon run is recorded

for 1892 in the Sacramento River. Several canuerie.^, which
had been idle for some years opened up and did a thriving
business. The run was so greatly in excess of that of any
preceding year within the past decade, that the. Commission-
ers are doubtful whether it is the natural increase from
flshcultural operation or due to some phenomenon of
migration.
The report notices the increase of shad, striped ba.ss and

black bass, which have been introduced from eastern waters.
No reliable information has been received as to the success
of transplanting lob-sters from the Atlantic. Freshwater
crayfish, which were excessively abundant in fresh water
streams around San Francisco bay, have become almost
exterminated through over-fishing, and require protection
for a period of year.s.

California ha's now three hatcherie.i, one at Sisson, on the
headwater.s of the Sacramento, another at Lake Tahoe, and
the third m Bear Valley, Marin county. The hatchery at
Sisson was established in 1891, and received its principal
start in life by a gift of nearly three millions of eggs of the
quinnat salmon from the United States Pish Cornmission.
Mr. J. A. Richardson is superintendent of the Sisson station.
The Bear Valley hatchery has capacity for one million eggs
and is managed by Mr. Eugene W. Hunt. The Lake Tahoe
hatchery is used only for hatching eggs of trout native to
that lake.
The kinds of fish distributed by the California Commis-

sion are quinnat salmon, all of which are deposited in the
headwaters of the Sacramento, Lake Tahoe trout, eastern
brook ti-out and rainbow trout. In 1891 there were shipped
from the Lake Tahoe hatchery 88,000 fish. In 1893 the Bear
Valley hatchery furnished 317.000 brook trout and 3.31,000
rainbow trout.
The eggs of the eastern brook trout were takeu jointly by

the California and Nevada Fish Commissions from Marlette
Lake, Nevada. The eggs of rainbow trout were obtained
from Shovel Creek, Kiyou county, Cal.
The Sis.son hatchery, besides distributing quinnat salmon,

furnished 175,000 rainbow trout, hatched from eggs taken in
Shovel Creek.
The hatchery department has an annual appropriation of

?!5,000, which the Commissioners find entirely inadequate to
the needs of the State, and therefore ask that the appropria-
tion be increased to $10,000 per annum. They recommend
certain changes in the game and fish laws, with particular
reference to the importation of un.seasonable game and fish
from other States, the cold storage of fish and game out of
season, and the extension of the close season for salmon so
as to include August as well as September. They also re-
commend that ditch owners be required to place screens at
the entrance to the ditches, and call attention to the neces-
sity of protecting through the game laws such birds as tbe
pheasant and wild turkey for a period of years. They fur-
ther recommend that a tax of 4 cents per case be placed and
collected upon canned salmon, and the revenue applied to
the hatchery department in consideration of its having
planted about 3,000,000 of salmon in the waters of the State
annually.
Superintendent E. W. Hunt made some inquiries during

the summer of 1891 about the landlocked salmon planted in
Conner and Independence Lakes. He was informed that
two or three were caught in Independence Lake during the
spring and summer of 1891, weighing from !>< to 31 bs. each.
They are said to be decreasing in numbers. ' "He could not
learn of any having been taken in Donner Lake. Rainbow
trout had thriven in the Truckee, and the anglers reported
them to be the best and gamest fish in the river.
Superintendent Richardson reported, under date of May

17, 1892, that 402,000 trout eggs had been taken up to that
date. A new run of trout appeared on May 17, .vhich were
thickset, rather short and highly colored, especially with
regard to fins. He noticed a few specimens that were so

'

highly colored that it seemed unnatural. The pectoral, ven-
tral and anal fins were bright scarlet, tipped with white.
Mature males were very scarce. Fly-fishermen were taking
from 10 to 20 trout a day at the time ot Mr. Richardson's
visit. The salmon fly was upon the stream in thousands.
Messrs. Stevens and McKinney batched trout far the Cal-

ifornia Commission at Independence Lake. These were*
varieties of the black-spotted or Rocky Mountain trout.
The eggs hatched in about forty days. The" variatons of water
temperataires were from 44deg. to 52deg,, tbe average being
48deg. One of the varieties of trout was taken from White
Rock Lake. The color of iLe eggs of the White Rock Lake
trout is cherry-red, and their size is about three-quarters as
large as those from Independence Lake trout. The color of
the latter is lemon, and in size they are about the same as
the Tahoe and Donner Lake eggi?.
At the McCloud station of tbe U. S. Fish Commission the

average yield of thirty-one female quinnat salmon was 5,516
eggs each; the largest number of eggs taken from a single
female was 8,000. The smallest fish caught was a female
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weighing 3Klbs.. and the largest a male weighing 401168,

Mr. Richardson saw a leather carp at the McCloud station,

which was one of two taken there in September, 1891.

Appended to the report of the Fish Commissioners are re-

prints of six bulletins relating to the salmon a ud trout of

the Pacific Coast, which were prepared for the Commission
by Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of the Leland Stan-
ford, Jr., University. A review of the bulletin upon the
salmon and trout was published in FoKEST and StreA>i
last spring-
Dr. Jordan's description of a new species of trout, Salino

hamloops, has also appeared in this journal. In the reprint
before us a figure of the Kamloops troitt is presented for the
fii^st time. One of the types upon which the description is

based was deposited in the National Museum at Washing-
ton, and we have examined this specimen. After having
studied the fish we find it difficalt to understand why the
describer of the species failed to recognise in it the G-aird-

ner's trout of Richardson. The Kamloops trout can be seen
any day of the week at Blackford's, in Fulton Market, but if

you ask Mr. Blackford its name he will tell you that it is

the steelhead. - T. H. B.

THE CALEDONIA HATCHERY.
The season of egg collecting for the Cakdonia, New York,

hatchery has been a remarkably successful one. Superintend-
ent Monroe Green reported the taking of eight and one-half
millions of lake trout eegs from lakes Hui-on and Michigan,
while the brook trout at Caledonia jdelded 1,135,000 and the
brown, or von Behr, trout 1,110,000 eggs.
To the Falton Chain hatchery one-million lake trout eggs

were sent, and to the Sacandaga station, 150,000 eggs of

brown trout.
The European salbling, or saibling, a red spotted trout of

large size and slender, but elegant, proportions, furnished
ten thousand egKP. The saibling was introducfd from Ger-
many by the TJ. S. Fish (Commission in 1881 and subsequent
years, and some of the eggs were allotted to the New York
hatchery at Caledonia.
There is in lakes of Maine and New Hampshire a trout very

much like the .' a'bling in appearance. Thus far it has been
reported from Flood's Pond, Me., Dan Hole Pond and Sun-
apee Lake, N. H. It has been found difficult to collect the
eggs from this fish when kept in captivity.

Quinnat Salmon.
The quinnat salmon at the Baird, Cal., station of the

United States Fish Commission were not abundant about
the middle of September last year, and there were six times
as many females as males. The average number of eggs per
female was 4,500. In size the eggs varied greatly, the aver-
age diameter having been three-tenths of p.n inch, while
some scarcely exceeded one-fifth of an inch, or about the
size of rainbow trout eggs. The station obtained nearly
3,000,000 salmon eggs from the fall run this year.

Fisheries Apparatus.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 14.—Notes from the World's Fair state

that five carloads of fisheries apparatus have been forwarded
from the U. S. Commission in Washington to be put in use
in the fisheries exhibit at the Fair. A complete system of
fishcultui-e as practiced bv the U. S. Commission will be
shown, also models of different types of fishing vessels of
the pi-esent and of early days, together with much interest-
ing material by way of implemets, etc. E. H.

The World's Fair.

Dk. James A. HensHxILL, who has been in charge of the
Angling Exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition, has
reeentlj' been appointed chief special agent in charge of
administration and fisheries in the place of E. C. Bryan, re-
signed. The resignation of Wm. P. Seal, who superin-
tended the construction of the aquaria for the Exposition,
is among the current rumors.

A New-Subscriber Oflfer.

A hona fide new subscriber sending us $3 will receive for that

sum the Fokust and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of

Zinunerman's famous "Ducting Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a $9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. ^ It does not apply to

renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new snbpcriber for six months will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
leet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the

price of which is $3).

Old Point Comfort. Va., and the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company's Tour.

During the holiday season there is always additional gavet.y in
military circles, and nowhere is it teU. more ttian at Fortress
Monroe. With this in view the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
has planned a charming <~!iirisf mas bolidav personally-conductfd
tour to Old Point Oomfort, leaving New Yorii at 8 A. M., Dec. 27,
covering a period of four days, at a round-trip rate of $18.00. This
rate includes railroad fare, accommodations at tbe famous
'"Hya-eia" Hotel, and all recessary expenses. At the same rate
tickets, including one day's board at tbe hotel, will be sold good
for return via Richmond and Washington by regular trains with-
in ten days. For further information apply to ticket agents,
Pennsylvsnia Railroad, or Tourist Agent, 849 Broadway. New
York.—.itclu.

An English Financial Opinion.
If the New York Central fails to attract the British tourist and

induce him to travel over "America's Greatest Railroad," it can-
not belaid at the door of the Passenger Department, which has
issued one of the most voluminous illustrated guides we have
seen dealing with the distrx-ts served by the syslem. It Is like
turning oyer a volume of Harpers or the CtntMrj!/, and we advise
all those of our readers who are t [linking of crossing tht^ Atlantic
to get a copy of the book at tbe Eurooean agents, 35 Milk street,
Cheapside, and not to forget to ask for the other pamphlets,
included in the "Four-Track Series." Taey arp vaiua'^le as p'c-
ture hooka alone, flpirt altogether from tbeir business putpose.—
Financial Times, London, Eng.

Forest and Stream

Amateur Photography

Competition.

See details ixi another column.

^h^ Memel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Deo. 27 to 30 —Tonawanda. N. Y. H. M. Fales, Sec'y,
Dec. 37 to 30.—Pawtucket R. I. T. H, Adams, Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Grloversville. N. Y.

.Tan. 1.0 to 13.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Charleston, S. O. John B. tJadsrien, Sec'y.
Feb. 3l to 24.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Sunt.
Feb. 28 to J\farch ij.— Keystone Kennel Club, at Philadelphia,

Pa. .Tag. Watson, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.

S. Ditfenderff"!-, Sec'y.
March 14 to 17.—Washington. D. C. F. S. Webster. Sec'y.
March 15 to 18.—Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman. Sec'y.
April 4 to 7.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. .1.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
May 3 to 8 —Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago,
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

1893.

.January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. ,T. M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumbv- Sec'v
Feb. 13 —United States F. T. Club Trials. New Albany, lad. P.

T. Madison, Sec'y-Treas., Indianapolis, Ind.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S TRIALS.

Free-for-AIl Stake.

This stake began on Monday, Dec. 12. As will be seen by
the list of starters, nearly every dog in the .stake was a win-
ner.
There were some changes in the details of the running as

compared with that of last year. The heats were four hours
long in the first series only. After that the jufiges ran the
dogs as long and in what order they chose. The handlers
lode on horseback or walked, as they pleased. They were
pleased to ride most of the time, and gome of the riding was
entirely too fast for a field trial or field work. The time
limit, as in the other stakes, was abolished, and the club is
now in the front rank of progress.
Orlando, the winner of first,.did some remarkably good

work in the stake, although faults cropped up in his work,
at times, in pointing.where nothing was found. In pointing
on foot scent, his handler assisting him often in getting an
accurate point on .single birds, by urging him skillfully on
till he made a firm point.
Lora, second, excelled any dog in the stake in the class of

her work. She missed first, considering her as a whole, by
a very narrow margin. Before the last heat began she was
considered almost a sure winner. She is a remarkably good
bitch, sound in all the details of field work.
Rip Rap, third, was not running up to his best form. On

the work done, either Harry 0. or Bettye S., in ray opinion,
was better. Orlando first, Lora second and Bettye S. third
would nave been a l^etter placing of the dogs.
But of course people see these things differently.
It was a great stake, well worth seeing. Heretofore the

lump sum of $1,000 was given to the winner. This year a
more sensible arrangement obtained. The $1,000 were
divided into three parts--.$500 to first, S300 to second and ^300
to third.
The dogs were separated so much in their competition in

tbe heats that it was impossible for one reporter to keep an
account of the points, flushes, etc.; therefore, there may be
a slight difference in the totals. The class of work, however,
is correct.
Herewith is the order in which the thirteen competitors

were run:

J. A. & J. H. Hunter's black pointer dog Black Wonder
(Crowell's Ike—Bang Bang's Pride), J. A. Htmter, handler,

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter
bitch Bettye S, (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent, handler.

Greenfield Hill Kennels' black and white setter dog Rowdy
Rod (Roderigo—June A.), S. C. Bradley, handler,

with
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan setter bitch

Lora (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler.

Thos. Johnson's liver and white bitch Pitti Sing (Baron
Doderidge—Nora), A. Cameron, handler,

%vith
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white bitch

Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), C. E. Buckle, handler.

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white pointer ^dog
Prawn (Crab—Polly Peachem), A. Cameron, handler,

ivith
Avent &, Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog

Orlando (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent, handler,

Greenfield Hill Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog
Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House), S.C.Bradley, handler,

vriih
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' black and white

pointer dog Rip Rap (King of Kent—Hops), Capt. C. E. Mc-
Murdo, handler.

Whyte Bedford's and P. H. Bryson's black, white and tan
setter dog Tremont (Gladstone's Boy—Speckle Gown), a bye.
A, P. Gilliam, handler.

.First Series.

Black Wonder and Bettte S. began the competition in
this stake at 12:54. The heat was most interesting. Both
dogs wojked diligently and finished the heat without any
show of weariness. Black Wonder stopped a few times in
this heat to potter on footscent, but he had no intention to
shirk work. The pace of both was good and well sustained.
Bettye maintained the more uniform gait and conducted
her ranging with more judgment. She worked to the gun
much better than Black Wonder, the latter requiring con-
stant watching and cautioning to keep him within proper
limits. Notwithstanding this he would betimes flush birds
willfully, would often range beyond control and was not
always working properly to the gun. On point he was not
ligid. It was more a stand than a point. Bettye whs faulty
in point work, in that she would point rigidly to a flush and
hold her point till ordered on. However, the work was ex-
cellent taken as a whole. There were thirteen bevies found
during the race, but three of.these were found by spectators.
Edch backed. Bettye was steady to the gun. Black Won-
der was so voluntarily sometimes, and sometimes so by
earnest caution. Black Wonder pointed three bevies,
flushed one and pointed thirteen single or scattered birds
and flushed three. Bettye pointed five bevies and one after
the dogs were ordered up. She pointed eleven single or
spattered bird poizits^ Bhs flushed one bevy and two singles

She made two false points. This is not presented as an ab-
solutely correct account of the point work, as the handlers
were separated a large part of the time throughout the heat.
It, however, approximates very closely.

TUESDAY.
The sky was entirely obscured by heavy dark clouds. The

air was damp, and a light fog obstructed the view. A fine
drizzle fell during part of the forenoon and afternoon. The
grass and cover were saturated with dampness. The grounds
were wet and heavy. Birds were found in abundance. There
was no work done in the forenoon.
I'owDY Rod and Loka were started at 1:07. They ran

an excellent heat. Both dogs ranged wide and fast in the
first two hours. There was none of the annoying searches
for lost dogs, notwithstanding that both ranged wide. Both
worked skilfully to the gun. In the beginning of the third
hour both showed some signs of fatigue. The ground was
heavy, and the soil was so tenacious that it clogged the
dogs' feet. Lora, at 2;40, showed signs of stopping work,
but soon thereafter birds were found and she resumed her
diligent search to the end of the heat. Both did excellent
work on birds. Lora, in the first half of the heat, outranged
Rowdy. In the last half Rowdy had the advantage in range
some of the time. While Rowdy did skilful work on birds,
Lora was a bit better in fjudgment and more skillful and
quicker in locating. She more than once got to the bevy
qiticker than Rowdy on the find of the latter. When
Rowdy, after pointing, moved on to locate, Lora would
draw quickly ahead to the bevy, an act she cottld perform
with great accuracy. Both backed stanchly and honestly,
were steady to the gun and handled nicely. The dogsfound
about twelve bevies during the heat, Lora finding the
greater number, and also pointed a greater number of single
birds. Very few flushes were made. The birds were dflfi-

cult to work on, as they ran a great deal from the points.
Lora pointed six bevies. Rowdy pointed two. One or two of
these Tiora got by being quicker and buildingup on Rowdy's
find. Rowdy got eight or nine points on singles and Lora
got eleven or twelve. Lora flushed four times. Considering
the amount of work done there were few flushes made,
about seven or eight, there not being much difference in
this respect. Lora had better judgment, proved the better
in finding, and was a higher class worker in every detail of
point work,

WEDNESDAY.
The sky was dark and heavy. A lively mist fell during

the forenoon. Every pine leaf and twig held a drop of water.
The ground was heavy and stuck to the feet of the dogs and
the boots of the people who were afoot. Birds seemed to be
on the move and were found plentiful.
Pitti Sing and Maid of Kent started at 8:37. They

ranged well at good speed in the first two hours, though
both were deficient in judgment m beating ottt the ground.
Pitti was disobedient and hard to handle. On back she was
unreliable at times and needed a deal of cautioning. In the
third hour, Pitti showed signs of tiring. In the fourth hour
she practically had quit work. Although she did not come
to heel, she trotted about close to her' handler. Cameron
should have then withdrawn her, as it was far from a kind-
ness to run the bitch when she was so wearied, and had not
the slightest show in the competition at that stage. Maid,
too, in the third hour became weary, but she did not stop
working diligently till near the end. In the latter part of
the fourth hour, her back appeartd to trouble her greatly,
and at times it was extremely difficult for her to run, or
even to walk. She, too, should have been withdrawn. The
wet cover had probably chilled her. She had no chance in
the competition after stopping work, and it was punishing
a good bitch needlessly to make her work on. Maid had
quite a good showing to her credit on birds. She pointed
five bevies, and had a divided bevy point with Pitti, the
latter getting three points on bevies besides the divided
point. One of the bevies she flushed after pointing it.

Maid pointed eight singles, and flushed four times. Pitti
pointed four times and made one fluke. There was very
little false pointing done. There were eleven bevies, all
told, found in the heat by dogs and horsemen. It is but fair
to mention that Pitti had been in season up to Sunday last,
and had had no work in five weeks excepting two short runs
on Saturday and Monday last.
Pkaw^n and Orlando began at 1:05. Prawn was entered

by mistake in the name of the Hempstead Farm Kennels,
He is owned by Mr. A. P. Hey wood-Lonsdale, Shavington
Hall, England. Prawn was exceedingly lame from a sore
forefoot, or shoulder, and ought not to have been started.
Had he not been a game, plucky dog, he would have quit in
a short time. His limp made more exertion necessary, and
it was therefore mitch harder for him to ran. Not being
able to keep out at his work with quickness, gave Orlando a
chance to do nearly all the bird work, and Prawn's greatest
showing was, therefore, in backing. His lameness prevented
him from any showing of his real form. Orlando was,
therefore, practically working alone, so far as a competition
was concerned. He made an excellent showing and ran up
a fine string of single-bird points. He showed excellent
merit but required careful coaching on birds, he not going
up to them with sufficient promptness ocd accuracy. To be
more explicit, he would sometimes point on footscent, and
his' handler would quietly send him forward till be refused
to go further, when he was quite sure to have a biid to the
point. He made a few false points and two flushes. He
made about twenty-one points on single birds, and found
and pointed five bevies. Prawn pointed one bevy and four
singles. He made four flushes, one excusable one. Cameron
rode part of the time in this heat, and in the last part of the
heat he stopped urging the dog on, which was the next best
thing to withdrawing him that he could do. He ran a game
race, and it is regietable that he was not in proper form, as
Cameron says he is one of the great pointers of the day.
Orlando ran so fast at the start that it looked as though he
would break down, but he later struck a steadier working
gait and finished strong with good work.

THURSDAY.
The weather was delightful. A heavy frost covered the

vegetation. As the sun rose higher the frost was melted
and made cold, wet running for the dogs. A good half day
was lest in following the bye dog. One judge could have
taken charge of him, and the other two judges could have
followed the other two dogs.
Rip Rap and Harry C. began work at 8:08. Both

worked industriously to the end, Harry the better ranger,
though he worked out of bounds betimes, and had an un-
controllable fondness for following the birds of a bevy, he
marking their flight well. He also needed cautioning when
locating, as he appeared a bit over-eager at times. Both
were steady to shot and backed nicely. Rip often dropped
to bis points. He did not range with regularity nor did he
work up to his best form, he showing hesitation and lack of
confidence when locating birds. Rip pointed five bevies and
had one divided point on a bevy. Harry had the same num-
ber of bevy points. Harry did one excellent piece of work
in locating a bevy of which he struck the trail up wind.
Rip made six points on singles and never flushed. He made
one point at the edge of dense cane, too dense for the handlers
to beat out to flush. Harry made six single bird points. He
flushed two singles and a bevy. He made several points to
which nothing was found. The heat was energetically
worked throughout. It was a good one. Harry, all things
considered, had the best of it. The dogs were separated so
much that the reporters got a good bit of iofprj»at),pn from
the judges,

...
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TBEMONT rau a bye. He was started at 1. His range

was but moderately wide at the be?t, and often it was ignite

close. Ee beat oiU. his ground well, but often wasted time

by working the same grouad over more than once. Betimf^s

he returned to his haudler to gftt orders. He was prettily

broken, a bit overbroken ia so far that he would return fur

Instruction when he should remain out at worfe. He pointed

in beautiful style, some of his poses being magnificent, ff

be got clos« to bis birds, however, be drooped on point. He
was over cautious and pointed oq footsceat among scattered

birds sometimes. He made about eighteen single bird points.

Many of these he made quickly and nicely, vet be missed

maoy opportunities among scattered birds. Birds were out

feedins on the stubbles neirly all the afternoon, so that the

conditions favored easy finding. Nearly every bevy was
pointed witnin lOOyds. of the handler. He made three

flushes, and stopped too much on scents, although then he
moved on, generally without any assistance. He found ten

bevies. Had he be^n down wicn some of the other dogs in

the stake, he would hive h-id very little showing, as they
would bave ranged outside of hiraand picked up the greater

part of the points.

FKIDAY.

The weither was fogsry and cloudy, the signs being favor-

able for either good or bad weather, accordingly as one was
pleased to prndict. Some s-iid that the sun would dispel the

fog and the weather would be good. All took their rain

coats Hlone, bowever, even those who thought that there

would be no rain.
Second Series.

There were six dogs reserved to run In the second series,

lb was a good selection. Tremont, however, had run poorly

as compared to the others, but having run alone it was no
more tban fair to run him In company.
LORA AND Bettye S. were started at S-M. Soon after

staruug the handlers were cautioned by the judges against
using any unnecessary noise, JVIr. Tucker having ob-

jected to ylr. Avent's whistling. Bettye in the open field

pointed a bevy. Lora in coming up to back, caught scent
quite a distance away and drew with great rapidity to a
point. Both were steady. Tbe birds were not followed.
Lora pointed a bevy in sedge. Bettye made three points in
succession, to which nothing was found. Lora pointed a
soarrow. Sent on Lora pointed the bevy accurately, while
Bettye 40yds. away pointed the footscent. The heat was
now runumg at a lively rate, the handlers riding in a fox
trot, and all bowling along merrily—too fast, bowever. for

bird hunnng, and not fnst enough for fox hunting. Each
pointed the scattered birds. Lora pointed a single in pines.

Bettye at the same time pointed at the same place, but
abandoned the point. L^p at 9:56. The heat was a good
one. Both ranged wide and fast. Lora was the better
ranger, the more finished worker and had better judgment
and finding aiiilities. She was also a more skillful per-
former on birds in every particular. Bettye worked far be-
low h''r form of 1 he first beat.

HAKCJy C. ASD OliNANDO were started at 10:07. Orlando
pointed a bevy in open sedge. On the scattered birds, lioth

were found on a point on a single bird, or Harry backed.
Sent on, Harry soon pointed a single nicely. In woods,
Harry flushed a single and Orlando pointed one. Harry
pomted a bird whicb flushed wild. Olando pointed a bird,
after which he pointed twice and nofhing was found
Working on scattered birds of a bevy flushed by the judges,
Orlando made two point5;3nothing,found. Harry pbioied a
single nicely in open sedge. Up at 11:04. The last part of
the heat was run in the rain.

The judges decided to p istpone further running for the
time being. There was no good reason for so doing, as it

bad stoiiped riiniug. The weather was butlitlile worse than
it had been all the morning, end better than it was part of
the time, inasmuch as it was not raining. An early lunch
was eaten. There was then some spf-culation about the
weather. The judges consulted with owners and handlers
Tuere appeared to be a disposition to please everybody in so
far as running or not running at once was concerned. The
proper way was to either go on and run the trials or go to
town. Diwdling about was not running a field trial. The
judges weretheonestodecide whether the running should or
shou d not be suspended. Oace open theqaestion of weather
to the pleasure of owners and handlers and no man is so wise
as to foreciSt the time when a trial would be run or ended.
Moreover, some of the running had been in worse weather.
It was understood that Capt, McVlurdo was i-eady to run
with Bip Rap and Mr. Bryson would prefer better' weather
for Trf-mont. The judges finally decided to run the dog.s.
After getting about a mile into the fields, the weather thick-
ened. The ju'lges consulted then and announced that the
running for the ddy was ended. This was shortly after 2.

A steady rain set in .soon after the start for home was made.

SATURDAY.
The weather was cloudy, damp and slightly foggy. The

heavy rains nad saturated the soil. The grounds were
soft and in places muddy. Bird.s, however, were not diffi
cult to find

K.IP Rap akd Tkemont began at 9:46. Rip, standing in
the open, pointrd a bevy in a thicket. Tremont backed
Both were steady to shot. The bird^ were foUwed. Tremont
made two points on single thrds. Rip made a good point on
tbe scattered birds. Rip pointed a single in open sedge; a
moment afterward Tremont pointed the same bird. JSext
Rip flushed some scattered birds. Rip made two points on
scattered birds. Next he pointed a bevy in open sedge. In,
the open Rip stopped to wing on a bevy he flushed in some
thin weeds. Taking a circle in the field and coming back
in the open on this bevy. Rip struck the trail and pointed
tbe birds, Tremont joining in the point. The heat ended at
10:44. Rip was the better ranger, though his ranee was
irregular, sometimes narrow and sometimes fairly wideHe WHS the better finder. Tremont had a narrow range and
p irt of the time followed Rip. Each was steady to shot
and wing.
Lora A^iD ORL.\>i DO began the fl^nal heat at 10:57. Both

ranged wide and f »st, Lora showing better judgment She
was "off her nose" app-irently, as her point; work was far
below tnat of her previous heats. Among some scattered
birds each sscured a point on single birds. Lora pointed in
a thicket; nothing found. Next, Orlando in the open o-ot
two points on sineles ; Ijora one. Orlando pointed in a
thi .'ket

;
nothing found. A bevy was seen to pass in woods

No one knew what flushed it.. Lnra pointed a single whinli
flushed wild in woods. She then pointed foot scent Or-
lando pointed a bevy m a cornfield. Avent was ordered to
wait, hut he flushtd the bevy before Lora could be got in
Lora pomted lu sedge; nothing found. At the same time
Oflar do pomted, then moved on and flushed the singlebird
Orlando poiuttd seattered birds. Lora had not seen thebevy when flushed from Orlando's point, therefore was at a
disa-ivantage in working on the scattered birds la theopen Orlando pointed a bevy in weeds. Lora, about onenuodred yards away in weeds, pointed a bevy at the same
time. The judaes thereafter consulted six minutes Thedoas were aa^in sent on. Lora roaded in the open to a good
point on a sinale. Orlando at tbe same time pointed a lark

;nH"f?''^^J^
pomted

;
nothing f- und L^ra flushed a bird

at 13-3.5^
another which Orlando had barely pointed. Up

viV'u^T ^^'^ ^'^^^ Orlando had given Lora a sound beating.He had not done sa He bad beaten her in thi.s heat, but
P° ^ V'"-^*^'L'^'^

ina. giu. Moreover, the work in her ure-

thaV nf ohIh'"'^ "t''^'' "^fV^ ^"^'^ ^'^^^^ <ilas8 than
vn&l of oijaoao. Loi'a at her best can give him ft souoa

beating when he is at bis best, judging from the class of

work done in the stake by each dog. Lora carries herself in

an easy, graceful manner, although she could be improved
in style. Oilando runs with a low head, his tail carried

straight nut behind and almost motionless. He, however,
points in good style generally. His manner of working is

inferior to that of Lira, He did a large amount of single

bird work in his first heat, but that was largely a matter of

large onportunity and having a. lame competitor.
The judges, however, got through a long trial with most

CORA.

Absolute winner AU-Age State, Central Field Trials, mz.
Ownedby Pierre IioriUatd, Jr., Tuxedo Park, N. Y.

commendable diligence. They handled the competion skil-

fully. They were constantly alert. Thev were not stamneded
a single time by any emotional crv of "Point, judges! " and
very little of it was attempted. The audible soliloquy of a
few handlers in explaining thelarge numberof things which
might be to a point which had proved barren, might have

liAn OB' BUSH.

Winner A 11-Ago Polutei' Staky, Central Pielrt Trials, l!j93.

Owned liy J. L. Adams, Louisville, Ky.

been left out, for it did no good. It might be profitable for
those handlers, who deign to explain any doubtlul work to
the judges, to learn that they are simply wasting their time
to no purpose, aside from the implication which the ex-
planation of the work carries whatit—that is, the imolication
that the judges can not comprehend the work. In short,
the management and judging was far ahead of that of past
years. B. WATERS.

MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS CLUB,
We must remind our Manitobau friends that in future, to

insure the accounts of the club's doings finding place in
these columns, said reports must bf forvearded in due sea-
son, and not after they have app^^ared in other papers.
We are informed that the annual meeting of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club was he'd Mondav evening, U^c. 3, at the
Clarendon Hotel, Winnipeg, and was a great success, being
lAi'gely attended. After the usual routine business had
been disposed of, the election of officers was proceeded with:

,., „ , , ,— , managing
commirtee, D. Hope, P. Hors'-y and Alex. Clarke; auditors,
D. H. Telford and T. L. Peters.
A hearty vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring of-

ficers for the very successful manner in which they had con-
ducted the business of the club during tbe year, and for the
very promising condition in which its affairs now stand
The events for next season are to consist of an Amateur

Stake, open to dogs owned iu Manitoba and the Northwest
Territorii^s only, and handled by amateurs, winners of pre-
vious events barred; the Derby and All-Aged S^ake. The
prizes for open events to be divided as follows: 60 per cent
to first, 25 per cent, to second and 15 per cent, to third.
The date for holding the trials was not: fixed, owing to au

intimation received by the secretary-treasurer that anew
club was about to be organized in northern Dakota. If that
proposition is carried into effect, and we earnestly hope it
may. It is very desirable that both clubs should work har-
mOTiously together. It was considered advisable in view of
this 1 4,ct not to fix upon a dare until they had a further re-
port from their American friends.
The advisability of holding the trials of the club at apoint further west was discussed and laid over to come ud

later. Twenty new members were duly elected. There was
a strong feeling manifested among those present that the

MASTIFFS AT BROOKLYN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In Mr. Wade's criticism of tbe mastiffs he judged at the

last Brooklyn dog show, he speaks of the bitches thus :

"Bitches—The class was all bad in head, distinctions being
in degree. First, a big roomy bitch on short legs, good
skull, f -lir ears, muzzle too long and lacking in depth but
square."
Take her as he sees her, what is there about her to recom-

mend? Does she amount to anything? Then he says, "The
second, Bass's Princess, an immense bitch, good all over ex-
cept in muzzle, higher legs than desirable, hut her muzzle
is execrable, not merely too long, but shockingly overshot

;

a mastiff may have a longer muzzle than hers andstill be
typical of the breed."
When he says that Boss's Princess is overshot in the least

he is much mistaken, in fact "shockingly mistaken." On
that point it is not a matter of opinion of what he think? or
what 1 think. He is no more correct in that than he would
be were he to say she is all blacK or all blue in color; one
would be as evident to an observer as the other. But when
he says her muzzle is execrable, that is a matter of opinion

;

he cm call it anything he chooses. She is simply old type
in muzzle, as good or better than three-fourths of the mas-
tiffs in Americi, and better than a maj ority of the prize
dogs a few years ago. The b°st thing about the first prize
winner seems to be her skull according to his report, but
the skull of Boss's Princess measured four inches more
around than she did as measured, after the awards were
made, by Mr. Geo. Glazier. If the bitches were scored by
points it is my belief tnat the second prize winner would
score thirty points more than any in the class. Had she
been benched by the side of any other dog save Black Prince
her one solitary defect would not have been so apparent.
What sort of ashow would the other bitches have made in
her place? To use the expressfon of many, Mr. Wade's
awards in the bitch class were "peculiar," to say the lea.st.

As Mr. Wade, in his many letters, is such a "stickler" for
good movers and most generously offers prizes for such here
and in England (my hitch Girda, the dam of Black Prince,
won the five pounds be offered in England, and Boss's Prin-
cess the $10 he ofl'ered at the Brooklyn show), he is particu-
larly down on all unsoundness—cow-hocked dogs and the
like. The "peculiar" part comes in when the two bitches
are compared together, the second prize winner getting the
prize for the best moving ma.stiff in the show. Avery correct
idea can be formed of tbe first prize bitch by reading what
the critics say in the different papers. "The winner had
lost her fat to some extent and thus looked b^tter, but though
she has a better type of head than Boss's Princess, in no
other point is she her .'uperior or at all her equal: much
smaller, inferior in action, .slightly cow-hocked, open feet,
not so well made in body," and "the winner is very raoder-
Jte, faulty in head, good in body, none too good in hocks.
Boss's Princess,second is a vc y large upstanding, good-bodied
bitch and a vdry active mover, has a good skull but weak
muzzle, lacks character in head, still she oiiiiht to bave won
as she beats tbe winner so in si/.e, legs and feet, and neither
are good in head." I consider her as many others do, one of
the best all around bitches that has been shown. I do not
deny but what she has an old fashioned type of head, I will
say she is my ideal of a mastiff" save iu muzzle, just such a
one as I hope to show some time with the muzzle of Black
Prince.
Boss's Princess was weighed by the biggage master at

tbe Grand Central Depot wnen Icime home from the show;
she weighed ISSibs. Sbe stands 'iiia. stick measure, at tbe
shoulder; is 77in. long and in girth she measures 40io. tight:
correct in color, perfect markings witn a sm«ll jet bhick ear
and jet black muzzle. P'^rfection is not often reached even
Aith the best material. We hope, we anticipate.

J. L. WiNCHELl..
Fair Haven, Vf., Dec. 15.

NATURAL FOODS.
We are enabled, through Dr. Perry's kindness, to give

some further extracts from his coming book, "Kennel
Secrets."
"In giving raw meat," says "Ashmont," "there are cer-

tain precautions to ba observed which are well worth con-
sidering here. Tbe dog commonly 'bolts' tbe food placed
before him largely because there is little if any necessity for
him to do otherwise, but accustom him to foods which re-

quire mastication and the assistance of the saliva, and he
soon shows that he has sense—or instinct—enough to know
that he must chew them before he swallows them. In feed-
ing raw meat the facts are often ignored that dogs have
teetn for cutting and tearing, and that if the same are indus-
triously used on this food it will be converted into a form
favorable for digestion. As a consequence the erroneous
practice of giving it to them in pieces but little smaller than
the fist is a common one; and to this can be attributed many
of the digestive disturbances of which breeders have occa-
sionally complained and for which thej'' have blamed their
food.
"It ought not to be necessary to urge that raw meat for

dogs, old and young, that are fairly healthy and hive good
,

sound teeth should when possible be put before them in a
form which mil make it necessary for them to cut, te;ir and
crush it before it can be swallowed; or in other words, it

should be in verj' large pieces, and preferably attached to
bones of good .size. And when it cannot be obtained in suit-

able form it should be cut into small pieces or crushed with
a mallet before it is fed out; orif intended for puppies or for
the sick it should be minced or scraped."
A good many people have an idea that raw meat afl'ects

the dog's scenting powers Commenting on this "Ashmont"
remarks: "Where this food is given intelligently its effect

upon the secen ting powers is transitory merely and limited
solely to the period of active digestion. In other words,
after he has eaten his fill of meat, for two or three hours his
sense of smell is less keen, but as soon as digestion is well
advanced it is restored and just as powerful as before eat-

ing. And it can safely be said that a sporting dog might
be allowed meat from puppyhood until incapacitated by
age, and bis 'nose' would not in the slightest degree fall

off in consequence of bis diet. But meat will injure this
sense if it is given out of proportion to the amount of work
or exercise, for then the dog is sure to become feverisl-i and
his nose must fail him as well as his general health. And
where such failure has occurred in consequence of meat it

has been invariably due to the lack of judgment on the part
of the owners—they giving too much of .his food and too
little exercise,"
"Ashmont" now goes on to lay down rules for feeding

dogs of the diffrtrent breeds, from the smallest to the largest,
and under the various conditions of life. Hestates definitely
the proportions of meat, vegetables and starches required,
and tne influences which should modify them, how these
foods must be prepared, the quantity to be given at each
meal, the requisite number of feedings, etc., etc. In fact,

he gives accurate diet tables for Yorkshires as well as St.

Bernards, and of what each meal of the day should consist,

and in covering this va t territory he starts with puppies
about leaving their mother, and remains with them until
after they are matured, and even continues on with thf dog
in the stud and the bitch in whelp, leaMng absolutely no
room for speculation, but making clear every point and turn.

Mr. H. L. Kreuder has sold the noted beagle ohampioj)
Racer. Jr., to Mr, SI, Gerry Roberts, of Reii BmK N. T.

'
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DOG CHAT.

"Scotch Baiilie."

There are many dograen in this country who will be

pleased to learn that Mr. D. Baiilie, familiarly known as

Scotch Baillip, is still in the lard of the living and "cakes."

Mr, Buillie was for some time manager of the Meadowthorpe
kennels, at Lexington, Ky., recently dispersed, and for a

coTiple of years was a familiar figure at our shows, generally

having in tow a large team "o' all maks''—Gordons and
terriers predominating. He wants to know how his old

frifnrls Mps.fTS. Hitchcock, Mortimer, Mason, Uldham and
many others are. hoping they are still going ahead in the

lancv Mr Raillie intends to visit this country next year to

attend the World's Fair dog show " with an extra good

team of sporting dogs." He is now manager of the famed
Glec^Hg Kennels of Gordon setttr renown. Tney have now
the largfst acd best slork of pointers and Gordons m the

world They have over 60 Gordons and 40 pointers, 'all ht

to win " He remarks: "To give an idea of our stock we had

13 setters and pointers at Birmingham and won 9 firsts and

^seconds; all won in hot classes; as you are aware the sport-

ine classfs are very strong at that show " He likes his new
surrrundir as better than his Kentucky ventnre, as be can

sell 12 dogslthere for every onu he sold down South. He also

gives us the n< ws that Mr. Freeman Lloyd is now the ken-

nel editor of the Spcn twg Mirror. Scotcbmanlike, Bailbe

works in a little "biz" in hii entertaining letter. He is

willing to buy and bring out on commission any sort of dog

that exhibitors on this side may rtquire, with one exception

—black and tan terrif rs. There is no ooubt that if Mr. Bail-

lie comes over he will receive a "braw" welcome from many
a friend, ourselves included,

The Boston Terrier.

The Boston Terrier Club i.g becoming disgruntled over the

tardy action of the committee appointed by the A. K. 0. to

consider thi-ir claims to recoErnition by that

august body. At le^st this is what we
should imagine, judging from the f xpres-

sions of some of ifs members at the meet-

ing of the club held Dec. U. At this meet-

ing permission was kindly eiven by the

B T. C, allowing kennel clubs holding

snows under A. K. C. rules tn provide

classes for the boston terrier. We fail to

see what there is in the claim that certain

dogs of the breed can show pedigrees ex-

tending several generdtions. TredogsstiU
come, as might be expected, frqm their

mongrel origin, in all sizes and shapes. Its

genei'al rt^cngnition is bound to result in

confusion, for the average public is already
burdt-n d with the diaVrence between a
bulldog and a bull-terrier, and if we make
exU-nded provision for the missing link
confusion will be worse confounded. A
novel reason brought forward by one of the
members why the terri»-r had not been
recognized by the A. K. C. was that if this

"terri-r" \Aas some new breed from over
the sea it would quickly guin recognition,

etc. Triis is poor logic. Why, the very
essentials of their terrier came from the
other side, and the In-ted is by no means an
Americm terrier. It is nobhiDg more nor
less, ^^ fined by inbreeding in some cases,

perhaps, than the old English bull and
terrier. The general appearance of these
dogs at our shows would tend to undo all

the educational iLfluence that the friends
and .iurlges of the pure white bull-terrier

have'so long striven to uphold by instantly
turning out of the ring all brindled and
"bully" specimens of the so-called bull-
terrier, and now happily but rarely seen.

The Boston terrier is a local fad, let

well in front, for, besides Duke of Maplecroft, Mr. T. Smith
ran second in open does with Clifford Marvel. A Scottish
Prince—Hepsey liitch, Rustic Beauty, won in onen bitches.

The fox terrier Vice Regal beat the crack D'Orsay under
Mr. Tinne, according to Stoete-Jtccpcr'N extract from the
judge's book, in bead, ears, neck, shoulder, chest, back and
loin. The Russian wolfhounds from the Duchtja of New-
castle's kennels made a areat showing. Iq all there were
98r dogs benched and 1,300 entries, according to the marked
citalogne kindly sent us by Mr. R, Toon or George
Thomas. By-the-by we note that the Toon & Symonds'
areyhound bitch Southern Beauty won in open bitches, and
their Wild Rose was also among the lettered ones. In

challence pointers Mr. Norrish's Ch. Saddleback was again
to the front. The sporting classes as usual contained the
cream of the fancy in pointers and setters. As each dog was
examined by the " vet " the attendant was given a certitlcate.

and this was delivered at the entrance to the show and held

by the secretary as proof that the dog had been examined
and passed. This was a safeguard, and the example might
be followed by other shows.

The Hollywood Hunt.

A new fox hunting club has been organized in New Jersey,

to be called the Hollywood Hunt. The kennels are to be at

the old Monmouth Park race course and the club house at

Hollywood, Long Brarch. Tbe ruling spirits are to be
Messrs. Fred Gebhard, Fred. Hoey and P. F. Collier. .James
Blute, lately whip of the Meadowbrook Hunt, will be hunts-
man, and .sailed the other day to England for the purpose of

getting together the best pack that can be procured. In Mr.
Hoey's case the step from fox-terriers to foxhounds is ex-

cusable.

Good News for the Irish.

OWENSBOKO, Ky., Bpo. it.—My Irish setter, Hiawatha,
Jr. (Hiawatha—Lalla Rookh II ), only 1.3 months old, has
done some elegant field work, and I should like to hear what
others think of it- I took him into the fieid and he retrieved

every bird that I killed, and made each point witn the

SHARP WORK AT THE NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIALS.

it remain so.

Washington City Kennel Club.

The "Washington City Kennel Club held its annual meet-
ing at the club rooms, Washington, D. C, on Dec. 15, 1893.

Ttiey are more enthusiastic than ever, and will be "on top"
with a big "Columbian Show" for 1893, and have claimed
the circuit dates of March 14 to 17, 1893. Mr. Webster, the
secretary, writ^s :

"We have secured one of the finest halls in the country,
in a brand new building. Tde hall is about 3fi0 feet long by
220 t'> et wide. This great space will easily bench 1,000 dogs.
Further particulars aud a lull outline of the proposed show
will be furnished later. It is intended to have this show
second to none in character and importance in the circuit of

this jear. The officers for the coming year are: S- W.
Stinemetz. President; Jos. H. Hunter, Vice-President; F. S.

Webster. Secretary: H. E Barrett, Treasurer; Board of Gov-
ernors—W. R. Traver, Dr. E. K. Goldsborough, Howard
Perry, T. Henry Gulick, George J. Brannigan, John Wan-
stall, A. H. Hancock.

Sale of Aristocrat.

Mr. Shallenbera'er, of Alma, Neb., seems to be after the
good ones in St. Bernardom, for he has just purchas^^d the
well-known dog Aristocrat. This dog was noted for his
stud qnalitifs on the other side, and his career while here is

familiar to all. Mr. Booth reports two very fine litters by
him out of bitches that whelped last week. The Duchess
Kennels' new dogs are especfpd to arrive on Sunriay next,
an awkward time indeed, as Monday being a holiday they
will probably have to remain on board till Tuesday.
Forest and Stream was the fiist paper to "call Mr.

Booth's attention to the severe criticism about L<dy
Hibernia, that he shipped to Mr. John Heft'erman, of San
Francisco. To show what a needless smoke there was
made from vtry little fire, we may quote Mr, Hefferman's
words in a recent letter to Mr. Booth, in which he says, in
speaking of Lady Hibernia's death by poison: "Mr. Booth,
sue was the first prize winner at our coming show, and if

I conclude to purchase another shall certainly call on you
for your list. * I want to ask you, Mr. Booth, have
you got another Lsdy Hibernia for sale;' etc." This shows
that Mr. Hefferman, at least, was contented with his
bargain.

The Birmingham Show.
This show, notwithstanding it was boycotted by most of

the specialty clubs, seems to have been quite as much a
succ^ss as in former years, and the quality of the dogs was
also just as good.
The duration of the show was one day less than in former

years owing to the outcry made last year against the five day
show. The judging seems to have given in some of the
breeds anything but satisfaction. Mr Lloyd Price, for in-
stance, an old breeder and thorough-going sportsman, made
a " hash " ofj;the retriever classes, in one class, where several
good ones apneartd withholding first prize, in another class
giving -Mr. Sbirley V. H. C. for one of the best he ever
bred, Ochor judges made nlmogt as many blunders. An-
other, Mr, Fuimiston.took five hours co judge TO bulbterriers.
In St. Bfci'aards, tbe owner of Duke of Maplecroft iMarvel
—PriQcess Florence) had things about his own w&ys Duke
WiiminK tUe speeiaj for best in s})ow, MarveJ stotsk was

staunchness that would do credit to any old dog. While
brineing in a dead bird became to a firm stand with the
dead bird in his mouth, about fifteen steps from where I

stood, and I tell you it was a grand sight. I flushed the
nird aud killed it and the doa brought both in at the same
time. I had enough, and witnessed the finest work T ever
saw a dog do. J. G. Bukch.

Gloversvllle Dog Show.
The Gloversville people, or to speak more correctly, the

members of the Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club,
are doing a little better this year, an el are getting their
premium list out betimes. By the list just to band, we find
that in all cla.'sses (except challenge classes) where there are
more than three entries, the first prize will be |3 aud $3. If
thpre are more than three entries the prizes will be So and
$2.50 In challenge classes where there is only one entry the
prize will be $3, more than one entry .$5 will be the prize.

Third in open and second in challenge classes will be diplo-
mas. For these prizes the club charges « *2 entry fee and
entries e'ose Dec. 34., with F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y.
Tbe special prize list is ixnique; the club conflnine itself

chiefly to diplomas as kennel prizes for different breeds. The
Greynound Club donates several medals and the Spaniel
Club two $b cash specials.
The number of gloves donated reminds one that this is the

"glove" city. Mr. Manice, if he sends his dachshunds, can
supply himself with his winter socks, and tbe owner of the-

best American foxhound bitch will receive a special of hO
cents, and two cakes of dog soap is a soecial for best fox-
hound pup. The Wankie Kennels and "A Friend" take care
of tbe Scotch and Dinmont terrier specials with solid cash,
and Mr. Kreuder gives $10 for best kennel of beagles. The
sweepstakesattheend of theschedulesbould read "specials,"
as there is no entry fee for these. The handler who expects
to win the -^So special given by the club mu.st bring not less
than eighteen doas, and to win second, a steel engraving,
twelve dogs are n quired. The exhibitor ."showing tbe great-
est number of dogs will get from Mr. C H. Mason a copy of
"Typical Dogs," and the homeliest dog in the show gets a
20-pound ham; while the member of the club making the
largest number of entries and winning the least number of
prizes will be given 12lhs. of sugar to sweeten his defeat.
Mr. C. H. Mason will judge all classes, and Mr. RayHilla-
brandt will superintend the show.

Brunswick Fur Club Meet.

The fourth annual meet of the Brunswick Fur Club will
he held at Westminster, Mass., Jan. 16, 1893. At this meet
the officers are elected for the year, and any one who is
fond of fox hunting, in the rough, as it were, may be sure
of having a good time both diirtng the day and round the
fireside in the evenings. Mr. J. H. Baird, Aubumdale,
Mass , is tbe secretary, and any further information may be
had from him.

Proposed Beagle Field Trial Club.

The meeting to form a New England Beqgle Club was
held at Young's Hotel, Dec. 17. The matter was discussed
informally, but no action was taken. Letters favoring tbe
greject were received from H. S. JosIid^ Oxford, Mass

;

;enry Hanson, Fall River, Miis.- ; aud Paul C. F. Hoffman,
JtoekyUlej Qonn, ^ oiimber or j^eijf lemeo {laye psprepse^ ^

desire to join the club. Another meeting will be held some
time in January and the club will probably be organized at
that time.

Mr. Wincbell takes exception to tbe pict-ure of Jack Sbep-
ard, published in FOREST AND SteeAM last week, sayiog
it is a picture of his Victor madp hv Harper & Bros, from a
photograph of Victor taken in 1890, and appeared in their
journal Feb. 28, 1891. .Jack Shepard is a brother to Victor,
so it's all in tbe family. Still, we do not like to be irapo.sed
upon. The plate was given to us, marked Jack Shepard,
by Mr. John H. Naylor, who had that dog in charge at Nash-
ville. If this .sort of thing continues, we shall have to call

upon the A. K. C. to insist on photographs being registered
and authentic "pedigrees" furnished.

We understand that Mr. Georsre Raper will judge again
at the coming dog show of the W. K. C. At the same time,
when we asked Mr. Mortimer if this would be the case, two
weeks since, he replied that the subject of ju tges had not
yet been discussed, but that it would be considered on his
return to New York from Nashville show.

In 1893, as in 1892, the Forest and Stream's Kennel
columns will give the news, and all the new,", prumptly, in-
telligently and fairly. Tbe paper every week will be one
that a gentleman may put into his pocket to take home
without a horrible apprehension that be may unwittingly
have buttoned to his breast a nauseating, disgusting and
sickening mess of personal rows and wrangles, such as^ake
up the kennel departments of some papers. "There is a
mud-slinging trust, but we are not in it."

We wish our fpiend.=! of the kennel world on both .sides of
the Atlantic A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

Death of Champion Cambrian Princess.

One of the mo.st noted specimens of the mastiff that has
ever been shown either in England or America died last

Sunday week in tbe kennels of Mr. S.-in-

born, Rochester, N. H. Cambrian Princess
was a few months over 10 years old. Her
sire was champion Beau and dam Modesty.
Cambrian Princess was considered by many

: masliff men as almost pprfection in" form,
.

;
and her numerous prizes, including the
valuable challenge cups, attest to the truth
of tb- ir opinion. As tbe dam of the well-
known champion Minting, that was con-
sidered more than the peer of any mastiff'
of his day. her record as a brood bitch was
assured, to say nothing of being the dam of
many other winmrs. r'ambrinn Piincess
was imported about 1889. by Mr. E. H.
Moore, who has brought over so many of
the crack mastiff's of tbe da v. At tbe "dis-
posal of Mr. Moore's mnst'ff kennel Prin-
cess passed into the h-<rids of Mr. Sanborn.
In her late appearances at shows she has not
been seemingly in good health, in fact such
a bitch should" huve been granted tbe rest
she had so honorably earned^ Mr. Sanborn
has our sincere sympathy in his loss.

Pacific Fox-Terrier Club.

Mr. J. B. Martin, the secretPty, tells us
that at a reaular meeting of toe Pacific Fox-
Terrier Clu'>, it was determined to offer
cups to be competed frr I y the dogs owned
by members only at tbe bench shows of the
S utbern California Kennel Club, ^t Los
Angeles. April 19 to 23. lt;93, and the PaciPc
Kennel Ciub, at S<n Francsco, May 3 to 6,

1893, as follows: Best fox-ttrrier in show,
best fox-terrier dog in open class, second
best fox-terrier dog in open das,", best fox-
lerrier bitch in open class, .second best fox-
terrier bitch in open class, best fox-terrier

doe puppy, second be.st fox-terrier dog puppy, best fox-ter-
rier I'ifch puppy, second best fox-terrier biich puppy, best
fox-terrier pup'py bred in California. Cups nnmters 1, 2,

4,6. 8 and 10 w-ili have an engraving of a fox tf-rrier upon
each. All cups will be suitanly engraved with the name,
owner and prize won.

Mrs. Smythe, the fair owner of the Swiss Mountains Ken-
nels, seems determined to get to the front, and she will be
considerably aided in her laudable ambition by her latest
importation, tbe St. Bernard Eboracum. This young dog
arrived safe and sound on the steamship Bovic, Monday
night, and we had a look at him on boird. He is a nicely
made dog, excellent color and markings and pHrticularly
good in front: shows a good de^l of qualitj', aud when in
good flesh and further developed will have to b« reckoned
w'th when the money prizes are given out. Spenking of
reckon reminds us of the chief steward of the Bovic, who, in
the kindness of his heart, took Eboracum into his private
room the first night out, and the dog, impressed with the
English idea that "there's nothing like leather," marie
a supper off the steward's Sunday "shoon." Mr. Chapman
is keeping his weather eye open for the owner of the dog.

Some people have been remarking that S*-. Bernards were
on the down line in popularity. This scarcely seems to be
the case, new men are coming in all the time. Mr Schmidt,
of New York, is fast getting togeiher a good kennel. He
already owns Roland, Jr., and Ocos, first and second, Brook-
lyn, and has now bought thp bitches Guess Nohle and Lady
Bountiful from Mr. W. C. Reick. Lidy Bountiful is a much
improved bitch since she arrived in Mr. Geo. Raper's care
last February, and is a specimen of more than ordinary
merit.

Many of the handlers and others who attended the New
England field trials will be sorry to learn tha,t "Mandie,"
who looked after their comfort so well, has since then got
herself into trouble owing to a misconception of mevm and
tiiuni which led the old colored lady iuto a scrimmage with
the mother of herformer master's wife. Needless to s^y that
"Mandie," physically, came out ahead, in spice of her rbeu-
matics, though in the eye of the law she will probably play
second fiddle.

The numerous exhibitors at the late Brooklyn show given
by tbe National Greyhound Club will be sorry to hear that
the club sustained considerable loss; the deficit, however,
will be met by the guarantors. That the members of the
bench show committee are game is evidenc d by the re-
mark of one of them to us last Tuesday: "We've lost this
time, but we'll have another show next year, and a better
one, too,"

The City of the Straits Kennel Club has been incorporated
with a capital of $2,000 in shares nf .$10 each. Geo. M, Hen-
drie, A. L. MtGrae, A. T. Knowlscn, G. D. Wellon. C, P.
Backus, G. Nicolai, W. H. Muir, T. C. Oneliette and C. W,
Wolfriiz are the directors for tbe first year.

Mr. L. C. Whiton's greyhound champion Spinaway won
first at the late Aberdare show under Mr, Asfcley,

]:^mQt l5ii?1> tUe bulldog His l^ojaeWp inm be^ii soii^
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an American, or any one else, is emphatically denied bj; his

owner in this week's Stook-Keejicr (Eng.). This dog, it is

further stated, will be matched against the young crack

Dockleaf.

Dr. C. H. Littleton, of Philadelphia, Pa,, has purchased

of Mr. Chapman, owner of the &Ienboig Kennels, the pointer

dog Heather Bounce. This dog is by Sacdford Bang out of

Regent of Milton.

Mr. J. R. Oughton, of Toronto, Canada, has purchased

from Mr. Chapman, Glenboig Kennels, Scotland, the Gordon
setter Heather Lad, that, according to Stock-Keeper, won
second in the late Edinburgh show.

Messrs. Smith & Baker evidently have something to take

the place of their late Premier, as British Fancier speaks of

a seven and a half months old dog pup, by Young Bute—Rus-
tic Beauty, that is a wonder, and if lucky will be the coming
dog. Plenty of room at the top.

Mr. Harry Twyford arrived safely on the steamship
Mohawk. He now styles himself the "British Chicken,"
but is evidently moulting, or would have made himself ap-

parent to his friends ere this.

A Philadelphia coiTespondent writes: "I had the pleasure
to-day of seeing a brute of a man locked up in the station

house, to remain until some friend pays his fine or to slum-
ber there for twentj^-four hours. A gentleman with an Eng-
lish setter was waiting at one of the railroad stations in this

city this afternoon for a train for up the State, where he in-

tended to have three or four days' sport. A tough with a
half-breed bulldog in his arms made his appearance at the
station. When he saw the setter lying quietly by his mas-
ter's gun case the tough dropped the dog so as to create a
flght, which the bulldog did without any ceremony. The
bull was pulled off two or three times by his master, but let

go only to renew the flght. The owner of the setter made
quick time in getting his gun from its case, and had not the
owner of the bull got his dog away I feel sure that death to
the bull would have been the result. After the brute of a
man had taken his dog away it was found that the setter

had been badly bitten on the right foreleg. The owner of

the setter followed the man with the bull, got an officer and
had him taken to the station house. Had the owner of the
setter had time to remain until evening to prefer charges it

might have proven serious, but the tough was only locked
up for disorderly conduct."

The sledge dogs, in Kamtschatka, are trained to their
future service at a very early period. Soon after birth they
are placed mth their mother in a deep pit, so as to see
neither man nor beast, and after having been weaned they
are again condemned to a pit. After six months they are
attached to a sledge with other old dogs and, being ex-
tremely shy, they run as fast as they can. On returning
home they are again confined in their pit, where they
remain until they are perfectly trained and able to perform
a long journey. Then, but not before, they are allowed
their summer liberty. This severe education completely
sours their temper, and they constantly remain gloomy,
shy, quarrelsome and suspicious.

A contemporary .states that there are 3,859,235 dogs owned
in France, of which 3,0T4,687 are classed as working dogs
and 784,248 as dogs of high degree. The former pay a tax
of .3 francs and the latter 10 francs. All shepherd and watch
dogs are exempt from taxation, and we should imagine that
the definition of a watci dog is often stretched to its fullest
capacity.

Mr. Cecil Cox kindly sent us a marked catalogue of the
Crystal Palace show, and as usual with Mr. Taunton's pro-
gressive management the publication is replete with good
things. We notice in the bloodhound bitch class that Mr.
Brough's Banner, that won first, is a daughter of Belhus
and Rosemary, and bred in America by Mr. Winchell, who
forwarded her afterwards to Mr. Brough, Mr. Taunton had
on exhibition no less than six noted mastiffs, most of them
challenge winners. The index to classes and prizes is an
arrangement we would recommend to the attention of
secretaries of our large shows.

Those people who wish to buy a dog for a Christmas pres-
sent cannot do better than look through our kennel special
columns this week. Among the new "ads" D. C. Luse
offers greyhounds for sale; H. S. Peach, trained Eoelish set-
ter; E. E. Calder, Gordon setter dog; M. & W., mastiff pups;
Lock Box 3S6, St. Bernard doe; Henry N. Howell, well-
trained English setter dog; C. W. Winship, choice pointer
pups: Glendyne Kennels, Irish setter brood bitch; Handsome
Brook Kennels, trained cocker spaniel; W. H. Pierce, trained
young pointer of good lineage; J. R. Purcell, some well-
trained pointers; J. L. Winchell, bloodhound litter and
choice mastiff pups; Riverside Kennels want dogs to train.
We also draw attention to Dr. Sherwood's notice.

We have received a very neat catalogue, extensively Illus-
trated with half tones of their dogs, from the Eindern Ken-
nels, owned by A. C. Shallenberger, Alma, Neb. The ken-
nel contains St. Bernards and English setters of the very
best breeding.

In your issue of to-day I read an account of a dog who had
swallowed a gold watch and who was killed for the purpose
of recovering the timepiece. The owner of the dog was not
only cruel, but also idiotic, for the dog, if allowed to live
would, undoubtedly, have been the most valuable watchdog
in the United States. Though troubled with ticks, they

'sun
^^'^^ disappeared.—Cor?-espondencc New Yorh

ANOTHER DISTEMPER CURE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Any remedy for this disease would be hailed with joy, as

Mr. Stone intimates in your last issue; but unfortunatelymany of the so-called remedies are about as bad as the dis-
ease, and the latest discovery does not prevent the serious
effects, bivt rather clears the lungs and channels of offensive
rnat|ter Therefore any one who has made a careful study
ot the disease must agree that it can only be taken as an aid
in certain stages.

Jn FoKEST AND Steeam soou after the Boston show of
1890 appeared a note from Mr. R. Moore regarding the
beneht derived from the application of a remedy in use inmany English foxhound kennels, and by the president of
the English Kennel Club. Messrs. Smith Bvos., of Deep

•Jf'''^-ir°°°-'
^^^^^ experience in a very severe casewith the same remedy, when some learned doctors weretalking of bench show distemper. .Messrs. .James Morti-

w^f^**
Thomas Prank Dole and many others whohave large numbers ot dogs under their care have since used

wif^ f^f^^^i^'^f ^'^^ '^o^t satisfactory result^
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equally valuable in
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any totljer information throughyWJ: columns or dirept. JJPWIN H. MOBRXS

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Dec. 13.—This evening I had the pleasure of a call from

from Mr. Geo. T. Leach, proprietor of the Bellevue Hotel,

at High Point. He had his book contairdng the accotiQts

of the field trial week with him. He assured me that I
had done him an injustice in "Points and Flushes" lasl^

week, and desired me in a friendly way to go over his book
with him and examine the accounts ot Jiis guests who were
present during the ffeld trials. His book, so far as I saw
the accounts, showed uniform charges of $3 per day and 50

cents extra for fires. Where there were two or more in one
room, the books showed only one charge for the fire, smd
not one for each guest as was represented to me and as I
stated last week.
Mr. Leach desired me further to say that the lunch sent

with the party of four was not intended for them and was
taken by accident. iT^stead a basket with lunch for four-

was left by an oversight in the hotel.

He says also that there were four waiters instead of three..

Four waiters to wait on about thirty guests are not enough..
There were three the first few days and four afterward.
Also that he was not in any way connected with the ex-

orbitant charges exacted by outsiders, the charges for
housing dogs not being anything he had any connection
with. This is true, and it is also true that I did not state,

that he had any connection with it.

Mr. Leach at" first seemed to think I had some personal
motive in making the statements I did. Such is not the.

case. It was an impersonal statement of matters, as I had
the best of reasons for believing the facts were interesting tO'

sportsmen.
I still maintain that .|3.50 per day or .SIT. 50 per week, a

week being charged for at day rates, is higher than the ac-
commodations warranted.
To show that the rates are not uniform, as in fairness they

should be, I subjoin three different bills:

J". M. Avcnt, Eaq.

,

To BelUvue Hotel.

Dec. 5. To 13 days for self, from Nov. 19 to
Dec. lat|2 ."826 OO

Dec. 3. To 1 day at S3 3 00
Dec. 5. To IK days at if3 3 00

31 00

The fixst week Mr.Avent had a room-mate, the second week
none. The above bill included fires, Mr. Avent assures
me.
Maj. J. M. Taylor,

To Bellevue Hotel.

Dee. 1. To 11% days' board
, including fires,

at $3 134 50
Less 50 cents per day 5 50

39 00

The fifty cents per day reduction represents an objection
to paying such a rate.

My own bill was made out at the rate of S3.50 per day, in-
cluding fires. Mr. H, B. Anderson informs me that Mr.
Leach made him a rate of per day.
Here are four different rates.

I do not desire to do Mr. Leach an injustice or an injury.
If I have misstated anything pertaining to the matter, there
are an ample number of sportsmen who were present who
can correct me. If I am in error, my standard of what a
guest should receive for .*3 .50 per day is broken.

I have been favored with an opportunity of seeing some of
the illustrations of Dr. Perry's forthcoming work. They
are most exquisitely perfect half-tones. I learn that the
work will be profusely illustrated. All the portraits are
from perfect photographs, therefore are truthful in every
detail. Such extensive illustrations add to making a moat
valuable work, yet make a very expensive one to publish.
I note, from some advance sheets, that its pages are written
in " Ashmont's " clear, vigorous .style, and he writes because
he has matter worth writing. Everyone knows that what
Ashmont does is done well, but I predict a surprise for dog-
men, in the way of this new work far exceeding their
anticipations.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 18.—The Washington City Kennel
Club, Washington, D. C, at a meeting held last Thursday
night, decided to hold a bench show in the middle of next
March. The club contemplates securing an entirely new lot
of judges.

Distemper is playing havoc with the field trial dogs in dif-
ferent parts of the country. Mr. W. T. Irwin, in charse of
the Glenmore kennel of Irish setters, has been most unfor-
tunate. The valuable imported bitch Elphin II. is danger-
ously sick. There is very little hope that she will survive.
Seven of the puppies, he informs me, were sick, two of
which died. Other kennels are affected. Last week I men-
tioned that the Glenmore Kennels would not start any
puppies in the Derby on account of sickness. I was told so
by Mr. Irwin, the manager of the kennels. Two are entered
to start, therefore Mr. Irwin was mistaken in what he
told me.

It has become a settled fact that netting and shooting
birds have been practiced on the grounds of the Central
Field Trial Club. Several nets are owned by residents near
the grounds. One^descendant of a race of colored kings ad-
mitted that he had been guilty of netting birds. When Mr.
Tracy informed him that it was unlawful and punishable
by law, he suddenly became violently law-abiding and
incorruptible. I think the emotional wave of honesty
which swept over him remained till the party got out of
sight. The club contemplates making some additions to its
grounds, thereby making them more convenient and valua-
ble tor field trial purposes. To this end more ground will
be secured, and some at present leased will not be leased
again. The club should insist on the owners protecting the
leased ground from poachers. It probably will do so. It
was a common sight to see a group of men, boys and dogs
hunting on the club's grounds while the trials were in pro-
gress. Bird hunters shot birds within sight and hearing of
the field trial party several times. They appeared to have
very little fear of punishment and no perception at all of
right or wrong. If the club required that a certain number
of bevies be found on each farm, or that the owner of a farm
would receive a certain sum additional to the rental for each
bevy found, and so made it a part of the lease, it would
make a great and beneficial change in the moral perception
of the homy-handed son of toil, the honest farmer. As it is
at present, the club pays its money with no guarantee of
anything in return except a priA'ilege'to hunt for something
on the farmers' lands, a something which they have per-
mitted their friends to gather in before the club begins its
work. The time has arrived when the wise rural gentle-man in his hunt for the innocent city lamb should be im-
pressed with the idea that the latter gentleman can appreci-
ate square dealing.

It has recently afforded me pleasure to mention the pro-
gress made by the Central Field Trials Club in its rules its
management, its judging, etc.. all of which are the effect ofmany causes—a practical knowledge of field trials and their
TPqairements, and a skillful management and managers
As a matter of course, energy and earnestness are an essen-
tjal supplemept, 004 iti^e club has bot^. Ju a convers«tioji

with a prominent officer of the club I learned of something
which was both gratifying and surprising. I had the im-
pression, without any very tangible reason, that Col. C. H.
Odell, the secretarv-treasurer, was something of an obstruc-
tionist in a way. Not that he was really opposed to progress,
but that from an earnest belief that the old order of things
was correct, there was no need of the new. I imagined that
the improvements which have been made were something
which he tolerated without really approving. I believe
that there were several others who had similar views, other-
wise I would not dwell upon the matter so elaborately. • In
any event, it all simply goes to show how easily one can be
mistaken. The aforementioned officer of the club informed
me that Col. Odell was in accord with every detail of pro-
gress, and that every improvement had received his earnest
support and cordial indorsement. That also no man was
readier and prompter to promote the welfare of the club in
every respect than Col. Odell. Owing to a serious illness
after the first trials of the club, Col. Odell has attended but
one trial since, if my memory is correct in the matter. I
feel truly sorry that I have done Col. Odell the injustice in
thought of believing that by holding to the old order of
things he was obstructing the new. I hope this brief men-
tion will set the matter right and that the credit will be
conceded to him in the dog world, to which as the organizer
and promoter of such a grand body as the Central Field
Trials Club he is entitled to.

The question of grounds is one which interests more than
one great field trial club this year. The grounds of the
Eastern Field Trials Club are unsuitable. 'That club has
appointed a committee on grounds. The United States
Field Trial Club has no grounds. In searching for available
grounds, all clubs postpone the matter till too late a date.
Action is taken in late spring or early summer. No man
can tell much about grounds then. They may look all
right. The vegetation of summer is deceptive. In the fall
or winter, many undesirable features are apparent which
can not be observed in summer. This is written to call to
the attention of clubs that now is the time to investigate
and secure grounds.
The conditions of weather now are the same, or nearly

the same, as when the trials are rim.
A club c^n learn now whether birds are plentiful or make

certain grounds their habitat. This cannot be done in
summer.
By securing grounds now, a club can arrange for protect-

ing them and planting in the spring a food supply for the
birds.

The Free For All Stake has been decided, and added to the
fat purses of some of the handlers. It is necessary now to
change the amount of the winnings of three handlers given
in the list of last week. J. M. Avent, 11,375, C. Tucker,
$3,150, and Capt. C. E. McMurdo, $700, are the winnings up
to the present of these handlers.

Mr. .John White informs me that the setter dog Count
Gladstone has been purchased by Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, of
New York. In the report of his work in the All-Age Setter
Stake of the Central trials, I made a mistake. He made
two points and no flush at the close of the heat. In copying
my notes the mistake crept in.

It is rumored that Mr. J. M Tracy has been iuAited to
judge at the Southern Field Trials in February next.

Mr. P. H. Bryson was present during the running of the
Free For All Stake last week. Capt. Pat Henry saw the la.st

part of the stake run. Both gentlemen are famous in the
doggy world ever since the inception of field trials in this
country, yet T believe that this is their first visit to the trials
held In the East.

Mr. Ohas. T. Thompson's Irish setter bitch Rockwood
Hen (Tim—Bstelle) died yesterday of pneumonia. Mr.
Thompson Intended to inn her in'both stakes of the Irish
setter trials. B. Waters.

FLAPS FROM THE BEAVER'S TAIL.

TOBOXTO, Can., Nov. 19.—The Ottawa bench show commit-
tee have protested against the decision of the executive of
the C. K. C. in the "Troublesome" case, and will appeal to
the club.

Mr. F. Hobart has sold the fawn and white greyhound
dog Fullerton (.Jolly Boy—Nell), vhc. last Toronto show, to
a gentleman in Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. J. M. Harris, Hamilton, has imported from England
the white English terrier Turk. Dr. Bedell Benison was the
vender.

ToiiONTO, Canada.—The business to come before the meet-
ing of the executive committee of the C.fK. C, Dec. 20, was as
follows: To decide as to the legality of meeting held No-
vember 11, 1893; election of members; Troublesome, protest;
Sir John, disqualification; Pious Pembroke, protest; cham-
pion Starlight, protest; conflict of show dates; express rates;
incorporation; statements of Mr. Geo. Bell re-judging at
Ottawa show; reception of reports and communications; re-
ports of meetings of C. K. C; correspondence by members of
the executive in the press; World's Fair dog show; revision
of the constitution; engrossing C. K. C. diplomas.

There is a possibility of a dog show being held in Ottawa
in February next in connection with the show of the East-
em Ontario Poultry Association. If a suitable hall can be
provided the show will be held and prizes awarded on the
percentage plan.

A meeting of the Canadian Fox-Terrier Club was held re-
cently. The names of nine gentlemen were put in nomina-
tion for election as club judges, and a vote by mail of the
members will be then taken, six to be chosen. It is proba-
ble that the club will hold a specialty show in the spring
under C. K. C. mles.

Mr. F. Maclean, of Hull, has joined the ranks of black and
tan breeders and has made a start by purchasing a brace by
Kaiser out of Desdemona from Mr. J V. Campbell.

H. B. DoNOVAir.

THOSE RUSSIAN HOUNDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In loo!?ing over "The Dog and its Races in the Five Parts

of the World," with 202 drawings, by "Busse," St. Peters-
burg, Russia, 1859, I find the following names applied by
the author to the now called psovoy borzoy, copied verbat.
et lit. The numbers refer to the illustrations:

"61-62. PycKcaa Sopaaa Kociairaji. C. grajus villioaua b.
rossicus. Le i^evrier Russe. Der Zottige Russische Wind-
hund. The Russian Greyhound."
The illustrations 61-62 show the dog in dispute and clearly

shows that the Russians themselves called the dogs Rus-
sian greyhounds in English. This being true, would it not
be better and less confusing to call them that than to use
Russian names that are spelled differently by different per-
sons and proiwii^pgd pvojmlj by (J i^lmo^t S3i4 Bpne) ex«
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SOUTHERN FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 inclose list of the entries to All-Age Stake of the South-
ern Field Trial Club. They number 33—25 English setters,
5 pointers and 3 Irish setters. I also inclose list of Derby
entries which paid second forfeit. They number 43—37 Eng-
lish setters, 5 pointers and 1 Irish setter.

T. M. Bbumby, Sec.-Treas.
Mabietxa, Ga.

Ali-Asre Stake.

ENGUSH SETTERS.

Bettye S.—avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Bo Peep).
RuPERT-^Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog

(Roderigo—Bo Peep).
NovELTST—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Jean—H. M. Short's black, white and tan dog (Jean Val

.Jean—Miss Thompson).
Tennessee Axtell—B.-M. Stephenson's bla;cfej white and

tan dog (Roderigo—Pet (jladstone).
Tennessee Dictatoe—B. M. Stephenson's black, white

and tan dog (Roderigo—Pet Grladstone).
Tennessee Rod—B. M. Stephenson's black, white and tan.

dog (Roderigo— Pet Gladstone).
Little Miss—Maclin & Poindexter's black, white and tan

bitch (Vanguard—Rhett),
Jack the Ripper—F. Y. Myles'sblue belton dog (Dan

(jladstone—Maggie G.).

Jessie James—F. Y. Myles's black, white and tan dog
(Zaz00—Dimple).
Whyte.B.—H. S. Bevan's black, white and tan dog (Rod-

erigo—Florence Gladstone).
Tremont—P. H. Bryson's black, white and tan dog (Glad-

stone's Boy—Speckle Gown).
Gleam II.— J. W. Renfroe's black, white and tan dog

(Gleam—Tuberose).
Rod Roi—F. S. Ward's black, white and tan dog (Rol

D'Or-Miss Nelly Y.).
LoRA—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Gladstone's Bov—Ruby D.).
Miss Ruby—P. Lnrillard, Jr.'s, white and lemon bitch

(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.).
Antevolo—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, white and lemon bitch

(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl).
Count Anteo—P, liorillard, Jr.'s, white and lemon dog

(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl).
Dan Noble—Ad. J. Kofanda's black, white and tan dog

(Gladstone's Boy—Flam M.).
Eugene T.—Ap. Gilliam's Mack, white and tan dog

(Count Noble—Rhett).
ZULA M.—Whyte Bedford's lemon and white bitch (To-

ledo Blade—Rhett).
De Soto—Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan dog

(Count Noble—Florence Gladstone).
Delta BELL-Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Noble—Florence Gladstone).
Bob Cooper—Blue Ridge Kennels' lemon and white setter

dog (Roi D'Or-Miss Nellie G.).

IRISH setters.

RuBT Glenmore—Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Glencbo-
Mage).
COLERAINE — Glenmore Kennels' bitch (Fingal III.—

Aveline).
FiNGLAS—Glenmore Kennels' dog (Fingal III.— Aveline).

pointers.

Jupiter—J. R. Purcell's liver and white dog,
F. P. F.—J. R Purcell's liver and white dog.
LADY Margaret—J. R. Purcell's black and white bitch.
Revelation—George W. La Rue's liver and white bitch.
Dame Bang—George W. La Rue's liver and white bitch.

Second Forfeit Derby Entries.

ENGLISH setters.

FAY—F. T. Myles's blacK, white and tan bitch (Dan-
Princess Belton), April 10.

Modoc—F. T. Myles's black, white and tan dog (Dan
Gladstone—Princess Joy), May 31.

Bev. S.—F. T. Myles's blue belton dog (Tennessee Dj ctator
—Tennessee lAvy), July 10.

Onward—D. C. Jones's black, white and tan dog (Toledo
Blade—Sees II.), October.
The Laggard—E. O. Damon's black, white and tan dog.
Babe Blue—W. B. Stafford's black, white and tan dog.
Rod's Sue—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), March 3.

Dot Rogers—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan
bitch (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), March 3.

Maiden Mine—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s white and lemon bitch
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), Jan. 8.

Schley—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog
(Chance—Lufra), May.
Proctor Knott—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady), Jan. 6.

Hope's Mint—Blue Ridge Kennels' orange and white dog
(Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady), Jan. 6.

Dick Fox—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog
(Chance—Countess Rush), April 8.

Lady Brooks—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and
tan Ditch (Chance—Countess Rush), April 8.

Miss Wray—Blue Ridge Kennels' blue belton bitch
(Gath's Mark—Mollie Belton), July.
Cleg—J. W. Shriver's blacfc, white and tan bitch (Gun-

Victoria Laverack), August.
Direct-J. W. Soriver's black, white and tan dog (Gun-

Victoria Laverack), August.
Rap Eye Dan—Miss Helen McCreary's white and black

dog (Hen Hill—Dolly S.), May 9.

Dessle Hope—p. T. Madison's lemon and white bitch
(Gath's Hope— Stocking), May 9.

Gaiety—Royal Robinson's black, white and tan hitch
(Lone Jack—Gay Rncebe), Feb. 13.

Paul Dombey—H. S. Bevan's white, black aad tan dog
(Chance—Nettie Bevan), June 4.

Kingston—Avent & Thayer's Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), May 30.

Hamlet—Avent & Thayer's Kennels' black, white aiad t&m
dog (Chance—Bessie Avent), May 30.

LocHlNVAR—Avent & Thayer's Kennels' black, whit« and
tan dog (Chance—Bes.sie Avent), May 30.

Shadow—Avent & Thayer's Kennels' black, white and
tan bitch (Jean Val .Jean—Lucy Avent), June 7.

Miss Juno—Avent & Thayer's Kennels' black, whita and
tan bitch (Roderigo—Juno A.), Aug. 11.
Ruby Blade- R. B. Morgan's black, white and tan bitch

(Toledo Blade—Zulu C).
ANDREW White—M. F. Rogers's black,white and taudog.
Pet Gladstone—W. T. Hunter's bitch (Gladstone's Boy

—Gladstone's Girl), March.
Gale Noble—H. K. Devereux's black, white and tan

bitch (Breezp Gladstone—Katie Noble), March 31.

Res the King—Jackson-Denmark Kennels' black, white
and tan dog (Lad B.—Phyllis), Jan. 3. B

Lillian Russell — Jackson-Denmark Kennel.s' black,
white and tin bitch (Philip Gladstone—Lark), May 15.

Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan doe- (De
Soto—Ruth), July 27.

Whyte'Bedford's black, white and tan bitch. (De
Soto-ZulaM.).

Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan bitchi (De
Soto—ZulaM.).

Sport—Manchester-W.ltlace Kennels' liver and white dog
tVanguard—Georgia;.Belle), Jan. 8.

Pink—Manchester- Watrace Kennels' black, white and tan
dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle), Jan. 8.

IRISH setters.

Blphin II.—Glendyne Kennels' red bitch (Tyrcunne—
Kinovara), May 21.

pointers.

RiDGEViEW Beppo—Graohic Kennels' liver at.d white dog
(Beppo III.—Revelation), February.
Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford's black and white dog (King

of Kent—Vera Bang), March 2.

LADY Peg—W. T. Hunter's bitch (King of Kent—Lass of
Bloomo), March 30.

Don Pasqual—W. N. Kent's liver and white dog (King of
Kent—Vickerey's Daisy), Aug. 2.5.

Lady Mignonette—^J. R. PurceU's black and white bitch
(Dick Swiveller—Countess Bang), Feb. 3.

[In the original entry i^ublished Sept. 1 the entries of The
Laggard and Babe Blue were not given.]

IRISH SETTER CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 17.—The Irish setter trials are

now in order. The judges, Me.ssrs. John Davidson and W.
Tallman, are both heie. 'The writer acts as referee. The
secretary, Dr. G. G. Davis, i,s present, and as energetic in
furthering the interests of the trials as close attention and
industry can accomplish. There are also present Messrs.
Charles T. Thompson and .James B. 1'hompson, Phil-
adelphia; Dr. William .Jarvis, Claremont, N. H : H. B. An-
derson, Glen View, N. J.; Horace Smith, Monroe, N. C,
and others. The Derby was drawn to-night and has eight
starters, namely: Glenmore Ownie with Tillie Boru 11.,

Sagas Tearaway, Rockwood Dandy, Hawk eye Queen, Ro-
maine, Molleen, Glenmore Apple.
The All-Aged Stske has 30 starters, drawn as follows

Winnie II. with Lady Alice, Ranger with Elcho's Maid,
Beau Biummel with Bedford, Coleraine with Hope Boru,
Betsy Craft with (^ueen Vic, Finglas with Merlin, Harte's
Bessie with Adonis, Rnby Glenmore with Romayne, Squaw
with Henmore Shamrock, Currer Belle IV. with Estelle.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 19.—Special to Forest and Stream.

The Irish Setter Derby was concluded to-day at 3:34 P. M.
The work done was inferior in every respect. First, Sagas
Tearaway; second, Tillie Boru; third divided between Mol-
leen and Rockwood Dandy.
Three heats in the All-Age Stake were run off. The work

done therein was (^uite good. Romayne was withdrawn and
Maid of Borstal was enteredin the list of starters. She will
run with Ruby Glenmore. The weather is unfavorable.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 30.—Special to Forest and

Stream: The first series was concluded this afternoon. In
the second are Lady Alice, Elcho's Maid, Bedford, Hope,
Tillie Boru, Squaw, Estelle, Henmore Shamrock and Currer
Belle. The grounds are soft and wet from the heavy rain-
fall of last ni'ght. Weather pleasant. Expect to finish to-
morrow by noon. B. Waters.

AMENITIES OF KENNEL JOURNALISM.
The editor of a Manchester, Eng.,dog paper and a writer for

a New York horse paper have been saying sweet things of
one another; and the only reason they do not fall into each
other's arms is that the salt, salt sea lies between. Here are
some of their loving words:

Tfie New York man of the Man-
chester mem.

The rottenest carcase in the
English kennel world—

TJucouth editor—
SLupendoua and asinine blun-
ders-

Mean, sneakish and cowardly
insinuations

—

A low fellow

—

ThH TOitenest plum-
Cellar flap dancing marauder-
Vile and fllr.hv repute-
Wicked and filthy sheet—
Nattxral liar and blackguard

—

Blackguard would harg him-
self-

He was lying—
Tbat tough carca=!e—
Prince of blackguards-
Slimy marauder

—

Dastardly coward-
Scoundrel-

The Manchester man of the Neio
York man.

Pent up choler and petulance-
Unscrupulous scurrility—
iiiterary scavenger

—

Lie in the throat-
Obsequious tireling-
BeauiiJixl biped-
Literary leppr—
Rancorous lubbish—
Poisoned parchment-
Coarsest of calumny—
Loathsome linguiam

—

Low penny showman

—

Cellar flap dancing—
This cur, sunk to the lowest
depths of mental depravity-

This vitiated villain-
Will have to undergo a long
crystallistio or purgatorial
process of purification-

Blasphemy-

To speak after the manner of the rival cocoa manufac-
turers, the Manchester man's terms of endearment are
"grateful and comforting," but the New York brand "goes
farthest."

.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An adiotirned meeting of the Executive Committee of the

National Beagle Club was held at Young's Hotel, Boston,
Dec. 17. The meeting was called to order by the president
at 8:15 P. M. P. W. Chapman, W. S. Clark, W. A. Power
and Bradford S. Turpin were present, and, in the absence of
H. V. Jamieson the latter was appointed secretary pro tern.
Voted: That the trea.surer be directed to pay all prizes

won at the field trials of 1893 at once.
Voted: That W. S. Clark and W. A. Power be appointed

an auditing committee to examine the club accounts for
1893.

Voted: That the treasurer be directed to bring the books
and accounts of the club to the next meeting of the execu-
tive committee. Adjourned at 8:30.

Bradford S. Turpin, Sec. pro tern.

TORONTO KENNEL CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been directed by the Toronto Kennel Club to convey

to your company a sincere vote of thanks, passed at the
last meeting of the club, for their kindness in contributing
to the club's library the following works: "House and Pet
Dogs," "Dog Training, Training vs. Breaking," "Training
Shepherd Dogs." H. P. Thompson, Hon, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted wltlioixt charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Zu6 Zoll, Meg Jeremifand Judith Shakespeai-e. By E. A. Carrier,
Westcnester, Conn.. for blue belton English setter bitches.whelped
Kov. 5, 1SP2, by Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Bo Peep) out o*" Lou
<Gen. Ely's Breez"-Bessie Dale).
Ruth Jeremy and Bonda. By E. A. Carrier, Weschester. Conn.,

for orange and white and Ijlack, white and tan English setter
bitches, whelped Nov. 5. 1892, by Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondbu—Bo
Beep) out of Lou (Gen. Elv'.s Breeze—Res'iie Dale).
Glencoe, Croion, Jean Valjean, Cassette and Diana By Evan H.

Bragg, Morth Sidney. Me., for black, wnite and tan and black and
tan ticked beagles, three dogs and two hitches, whelped July 14,
1892, by Chubh .(imported Blue Boy—Mystic) out of Mystic II.
(Ross—Snot).
Joliy Trumpeter. Hunter''s Pride, Little Joker aiid Hare Bell. By

Evan H. Bragg, North Sidney, Me., for black, wMte and tan and
black and tan ticked beagles, two dogs and two bitches, whelped

Aug. 10, 1891, by Chubb (imported Bine Boy-Mystic) nut of Mystic
IL (Ro,?s—Snot).
Sir Snoozer. By J. P. Barrell, Chicago, 111, tor or»uee and white

St, Bernard dog, whelped l>ec. 37, 1891, hy Mascot Bernard out of
Lady Carrie.
Bro-wii- By J. F. Barr-'P, Chicago, 111., for spdge Ohpsapeake Bay

doB. wlu'lppd Aug. SJ9, 1891, by Bamiim out of B.nby HI.
Midtnomah Kmnels. By D. L. Williams, Portlaiid, Ore., for his

kennel ot Chesapeakes.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mystic n.—Ohuhl). E. H. Braga's (North Sidney, M".) beagle
bitcb Mystic If. (Koss—Spot) to Uis Chubb (imported Blue Boy—
Mvstic) Dpp. 12.

(Enone—Tiv Oho. Corktown Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cooker
spaniel b'tch CBnone (Obo, .Ir.-Tough) to their Tip Obo (Bob Obo
-Oleo). 0 2t 2a.

Nenina—Corktown OurAd. P. E. Keyes's (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Nelllna (Prince Imperial-Fancy) to Corktown Ken-
nels' CoTktowB Cupid (Obo, Jr.—Dot Pmlrle). Nov. S2.

Till—Tip Obo. W. J. McGrrath's (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spanipl
bitch Tip to Corktown Kennels' Tip Obo (Bob Obo—Cleo), Nov. 29.

Mack'n Juno—Kent Elyin, T. T. Ashford's piinter bitch Mock's
Juno (Rex Morgan— Fleet), to his Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
Bong).
East Lake Vinrie—Paisy Bolivar. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cin-

cinnati. O.) pug bitch Ea«t LakeVir^ie (oharoDion Bradford Ruby
—Puss B.) to tlieir Patsy Bolivar (Eberhart's Cashier—Flossie II.),

Dec. 5.

Flirt—Blemton Reefer. C. F. Tottenham's (Penryn. Ca.l.) fox-
terrier Flirt to J. B. Martin's Blemton Reefer (champion Venio—
champion Rachel), Nov. 19.

Snmvflake—Blemton Reefer. M. Kerr's (San Frpucisco, Cal.) fox-
terrier bitch Suowflake (lilettiton Shiner—Fanny) to J. B. Martin's
Blt^mton Reefer (champion Venio—ohampion Rnchel), Nov. 24.

Nellin—Bradford Ruby IT. G. 8. Brecount's (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitcb Nellie to Eberhart Pug KeTmels' Bradford Ruby It. (cham-
pion Btsdfoffl Ruby—Ptiss B.), Nov. 25.

Grace Briani^Flash. .Jas. Black's (Sheepshead Bay. L. I.) errey-
hourd bitch Grace Briant (Aberbrimt- Grace Ridley) to hla Flash
(Huir- HolloH-Phceb'=iMayaower), Oct 2f.

Dolly Dollar—Flash. Jas. Black's (Shpephead Bav, L. I.) grey-
hound hitch Dolly Dollar (Pinkerton—Mrs. Goldfleld) to his Flash
(Huic Holloa—Phoebe Mayflower), Nov. 1.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

FloJeyka. C. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) Russian wolfhound
bitcb Flodeyka, Nov. 16, six (three dogs), by his Groubian (Groza
11.—Ohreevala).
Marguerite. Manatang Kennels' (Marblehead, Mass.) greyhound

Ditch Marguerite (champion Baikis—champion Cassandra), Oct.
12. six (five dogs), by A. W. Purbeck's Pious Pembroke-
Lady Lavclle. Manatang Kennels' (Marblehead, Mass,) grey-

hound hitch Lady Laville (champion Memnon—champion Har-
mony), July 30, eight (four dogs), by Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Hazolhnrst (champion Baikis—champion Cassat^dra).
Roslyn Constance. Manatang Ken els' (Marblehead. Mass.) col-

lie bitch Roslyn Constance (Criristooher-Wellsbourn Lady), Aug.
13. twelve (eight dogs), to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Wellshourn
Charlie (Edgbaston Fox—Purity).
I-tompC. E. G. Roberts's (Red Bank. N. J.) beagle bitch Romp

C, Dec. 10, two dogs' by Glenrose Kennels' champion Banner-
m^in.
Tough. Corktown Kennels' (Ottawa, Oat.) cocker spaniel bitch

Tougn ftVildair— Belle), Nov. 3, four (two dogs), by their Corktown
Comet (Obo. Jr.—Dot Smirle).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Devonshire Queen. Liver a-nd white pointer bitch, by Rival, Jr.
—Devonshire Fan), by T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., to Mr.
White. Orlando, Fla.
King Don II. Liver a.nd white pointer dog, by Kin? Don out of

Patti M. n., by T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., to J. L. Guern-
sey, Orlando, Fla.

Sister, Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped March 9. 1892, by cham-
pion BoDSor i^tit of Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, O . to B. B. Scripture, Winona, Minn.
EberharVs Boy. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 9, 1893, by

Eberhart's CasUier out of Flossie II., by Eberhart Pug Kennels,
Cincinnati O.. to D. C. Anderson, same tlace.
Seacroft Bramble. Fox-terrier dog, by D'Orsay out of Damson,

by C. 8. Hanks, Manchester, Mass.. to Geo. Killion, Wakefield,
Mass.
Jed. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Feb. 27, 1892, bv

Ned out of Lou, by E. A. Carrier, Westchester, Conn., to A. K.
Gardiner, New ^ork city.

O-ijp. Chesapeake Bay Mtch. wVelped Aug. 15, 1890, by Duke II.
out of Jess, Deer Lodge Kennels, Deer Lodge, Mont, to D. L. Wil-
liams. Portland. Ore.
Dan. Chesapeake Bay dog, whelped June 2i, 1891. by Doc out of

Lass, hy Karl E. Meyer, Plcaluma, Cab, to D. L. Williams, Port-
land. Ore.
Lum Turn- Silver fawn pug dog, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-

cinnati. O.. to Albert Gross, same place.
Lute Peck. Silver fawn pug dog, by Kash, Jr. out of Queenie.

by Friact & Moer, Ashland, Wis,, to Charles Griffiths, same
place.
Beppo. Brown cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 15, 1892, by

Obo's Echo out of Lora, by C. E. Bradley, Patten. Me., to Mana-
tang Kennels, Marblehead, Mass.
Chubbert T. Black and tan cocker spaniel dog. whelped March

5 1891, by Catcben out of Lora. by C. E. Bradley, Patten, Me., to
Manatang Kenuels, Marblehead, Mass.
Dick. Black cooker spaniel dog, whelped March .5, 1891, by

Oatchen out of Lora, by C. E. Bradley, Patten, Me., to Manatang
Kennels. Marblehead, Mass.
Lady Laville. Red and white greyhound bitch, whelped July 2,

1890. by cbampion Memnon out of champion Harmony, by Mana-
tang Kennels, Marblehead, Mass., to Dr. W. F. Minard, Water-
bury. Vt.
Lady Martha. Sable and white collie bitch, whelped Sept. 15,

1891, by Kilmarnock Tarn out of Lady Carlo, by Manatang Ken-
nels. Marblehead, Mass., to L. D. Cole, Inland Pond, Vt.
BilK. Black and tan collie doa, whelped Aug. 13, 1892. by Wella-

bourn Charl'e out of Roslyn Constance, by Manatang Kennels,
Marblehead, Mass., to E. Coddington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lady B. Sable and white collie bitch, whelped Aug. 13, 1892,

by Wellsbourn Charlie out of Roslyn Constance, by Manatang
Kennels, Marblehead, Mass., to C. E. Bradley, Patten, Me.
Seacroft Antiope. White and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

Aug. a, 1651, by D'Orsay ont of Damson, by C. S. Hanks, Manches-
ter, Mass., to J. Perkins. Cleveland, O.
Jolly Trumpeter, and Little Joker. Black, white and tan and

black and tan ticked beagle dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 10, 1891
by Chubb out of Mystic IL. by E. H. Bragg, North Sidney, Me., to
L. S. Turner, Mt. Sinai, L. I.

Hunter's Pride. Black, white and tan and black and tan ticked
beagle dog, whelped Aug. 10, 1891. by Chubb out of Mystic IL, hy
E. H. Brager, North Sidney, Me., to R. H. Pooles. Serena, 111.
Diana. Black, white and tan and black and tan ticked beagle

bitch, whelped July 14. 1893, by Chubb out of Mystic IL, by E. H.
Bragtr, North Sidney, Me., to Dr. W. N. Taylor, Mooers, N. Y.
Glencoe. Black, white and tan and black and tan ticked beagle

dog, whelped ^uly 14. 1893, by Chub out of Mystic II. , by E. H.
Bragg, North Sidney. Me., to G. B. Scrout, Top,sham, Me.
Jean Val Jean and Ooasette. Black, white and tan and bla-^k and

tan ticked beaele dog and bitch, whelped July 14, 1892, by Chubb
out of Mystic II., by E. H. Bragg, North Sidney, Me., to H. S. Jos-
lin. Oxford, Mass,
Grown. Black, white aiid tan and black and tan ticked beagle

dog, whelped July 14, 1892, by Chubb out of Mystic 11., by E.H.
Bragg, North Sidney, Me., to Chas. F. Herieshoil, Jr.. Bristol,
R. I.

Clip Graphic—Macfe's Juno whelps. Black and white pointer
dog, bv T. T. Ashford, BirmingUam, Ala., to B. C. Arnold, Knox-
ville, Tenn,
Clip G-ra/pMc—Dora Dot whelp. Liver and white pointer dog, by

T. T. Ashtord, Birmingham, Ala., to W. B. Townsend, Pratt
Mines, Ala.
Kent Elgin—Lucky Trinltet whelp. Black and white pointer bitch,

by T. T, Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., by E. C. Arnold, Knoxville,
Tenn.
Bourbon—Agatha whelp. Fox-terrier dog, by Chas. S. Hanks,

Manchester, Mass.. to A. B. .Shnw, Cleveland, O
Blemton Reefer—Blemton BrUliant whelp. White, black and tan

fox-terrier dog, whelped Ooc. 17, 1S92, by J. B. Martin, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.. to ti. Lowden, same place.
Pious Pembroke—Marguerite xchelp. Black and white greyhound

dog, whelped Oct. 12, 1893, by Manatang Kennels, Marblehead,
Mass., to A. W. Purbeck, Salem, Mass.
WelWmwrne CharUe—Roslyn Constance whelp. Collie dogs,

whelped Aug. 13. 1892, by Manatang Kennels, Mamlebead, Mass.,
a black, white and tan to L. D. Cole, Island Pond, Vc, and as able
and white to Hornelly-Harmony Kennels, Covert, N. Y.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tliere is no cJiarae for answering questims midrr this head. A ll

(mestiom relatnig to aUmmt» of dogs wiU be amwerrd by Dr. L. G.

Sherwood, a member of the Hoyal College of Vrteifiaru S'urg''.om.

Communicatums referring to other matters connected mth Kennel

Management anul dogs will receive careful attention.

a C. Si^. Paul, Minti.—A-Titonio by Roderigo out of Bo Peep
—(Jam's Ma' k by Guh out ot (lun.

O, 8 - Apply to thf Na'ioD 1 0re\houTi<l Clu\ gecre'-'ai-y H. W.
HunriDgton, 148 Sa. S(,h S'., Brooklyn, N. Y , for your spseial.

W H. K., Owo^o, N, y.—1. No dpw claws on. Enelish setter'-.

3. O'f what breed Mie Count, ss Waldersee and Bojal DuKi?
3. We do Tjot kno'i? th»- firm.

Wyckoff, N. y.—fle Irish setter hUfh Nanon. Kindly send

namu iiua ^.fifliess and funtiep p i.riiru'ars of wliat you wisti to

know ; Hla - mention ibe f-bow beld in 1891.

R T. P., F^amiaghRU), M iss—Wf know of none in your neigb-

>>oi-hnod. W'iTe to Mi-. G. Leinacber. High around Kennels.

Gro^'e and Myril-^ avenues. IJrookljn, N. Y.

W. S. W., Fort AsRinaho-n", Mont.— Y'-s. as far as we know.
The names given in the penigree show eood strains, anrl we ttunk

you can depend upan ir, especially if frona the Oiceola Kennrl .

8. R. C, Greenville, Pa —Where is ttie b'aek pointer own-d
that looK flist preirium at the last Toronto ("!an.) bench show?
AOS. We do not rem. mber a black painter winning at the show
jou men'ion.

XI F.— Pieapp. give pedi^t'-eeof St, Bernard Hilda IT., a"d fp\\ if

sh«'i8 ot good ance9tr.\ ? Ans. 1. Hilda II. (\ KR, .^.46r), by
Folkn out of Borrlna, hv Smith's Btrry (H.. 6.414), out of Sil-

-verbell. Fo ko II., by Rollo, out of Ouida. 2. Fairly.

K. A. B.—1. Tbe Bnelish setter is much superior on the -whole.

Consult ourppedal kennel aDverliseraents. Tbe b^at works '^n

trHinins and care of r'oe-'* are Waters' Modern Traininar, ele., price

$3 00, and Hammond's Training vs. Breaking, price 50 cents. We
can supply them.

S. S. Chr'stiana. Pa.—Wi'l you kindly inform me what to do
with my eig'it months old petter dog, Hehas that nervous disease

In his front lees called chorea, brought on, I think, by distemper.
Has been fufifenne about a month, and getting worse. Ans. Give
the folloniog mix ure :

Syr. hy popbopphitelco ? iii.

L«q. araenicalis.... 3i.

i\q ivi.
Mix. Give one i ablespoonful twice a day.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARMENT.
The Beauties of NAtube, And the Wonders of the World We
L've In. By tne K.i!<u(. Hon. '^ir J ihn Lubbock, M.P.. F.R.S.
With numerou< illustratinns and fuU-p-ge plates. Uniform
with tbe neWfdition ot "T^ie Pleasures 'of Life." Macmillan
& Co.. New York. Pr ce Sl.50.

Sir John Luhbock'a receT.t book Is one that appeals strongly to

a large class of IToREST and Stheam readers. It isadeliehtto
one already a lover of nature tlioueh us purpose is more to inspire

such love in the careless and indiflf .irent observer. The au'hc of

"The Beauties of Nature" clothes nis scientific facts and specula-
tions in such a simple and attractive garb as to impress the ordi-

nary mind with the idea that they are not too great for it to ap
proach and m^ke acquiiintance with, while to those who are b st

Informed on such su-jeais as are ti-eated of in this volum« and
can b^st understand and appreciate the difTloultie=i overcome in

thus picseuiing them, a renewed acquaintance with the beauties
of nature is welcome.
Tlie author makes his readers of whatever class feel with him

"It is well to realize how much of this world is beautiful," "that
mansion," as 8eneca calls it, "That fears no fire or lu'n, cov-
ere<f wUb a roof which gll'ters in one fashion by day and aumher
by nigh*^," whose loveliness is too often overlooked because it is

c6nst,antly before us. Interspersed throughout the book are apt
n.nd snir'ted quotations fr"m various authors. Seneca, Hum-
boldt. Jeff irson. Emer.'^on. Ruskin and Kingsley.
The author considers animal life and immortality, the firma-

ttoQ of thu land and plant life that clothes it, the humblest of
those forming an inexhau=itible study that he considers would
well repay the s'udy of a lifetime and passes from tbe thousand
species of ants, "no two "f «hiijh have the same habits, living in
complete harmony io their separate communities," to the harmo-
nious order ard illimitable wonders of the starry heavens.
At the close, many readers will absent to the truth or be ready

to learn i', expi-essed iQ the introduction; "Happy indeed is the
natural 81; to him the seasons come I'ound like old friends; to
him the birds sing as he walks along, the flowers stretch out from
the hedges, or look up from the ground, and as each year fades
away he looks back on a fresh store of happy memories."

ROD AND GUN AND CAMERA.
As a recognition of the important place of amateur photography

in Its relation to sports of the held and prairie and mountain and
forest and stream, the Forest and Stream offers a series of

prizes for meritorious work with the camera. The conditions

under which these prizes will be given are in brief as her© set

forth:

There will be ten prizes, as follows: First $35. Second $30

Third $15. Fourth $10, Six of $5 each.

The competition will be open to amateurs only.

The subjects must relate to Forest and Stream's field—game
and fish (alive or dead), sbooting and fishing, the camp, campers
and camp life, sportsman travel by land or water.
There ia no restriction as to the time when the pictures may

have been or may be m tde—whether in 1893 or in previous years.
Pictures will be received up to Dec. 31, of this year.

All work mu3t be original; that is to say, it must not have been
submitted In any other competition, nor have been published.
There ai-e no restrictions as to make or style of camera, nor as

to size of plate.

A competitor need not be a subscribw of Forbsi and Stream
All photographs will be submitteed to a committee, shortly to

be annoitnced. In making their awards the judges will be in-

structed to take mil consideration the technical merits of the
work as a photograph, its artistic qualities; and other things
being equal, the unique a.n'^ difficult nature of the subject.
PhoT,ograpns aiust be marked only with initials or a pseudonym
for identification.. With each photograph should he given name
of sender, title of view, locality, date, and name of camera.
The piotographs shall be the property of the Forest and

Stream. This applies ootv to the particular prints sent us.
From time to time we shaJl reproduce by the half-tone process

samples of the work submitted, and should the interest in
Forest and Stream's Amateur Pnotography Collec-lon prove
to be what is anticipated, we may ask for an exnression of opinion
by a vote of aU our readers after the manner of the successful
and famous "Camp- Fire Flickering Vote." Such popular vote
will be quite distinct from the award by the committee.

The Duluth and Superior Special.
In fnll keeping with its well-kmwn progressive policy the

North- Western L ne (Chicago & Nirtb- Western Ru'lwa^) bus
rtcentlv tnaugu'aied ihrougb rc--iin service between Chicago and
the Lake Sup rior reg.on. This n^w train ia known as rhe
"Duluib and Superior Special," n -^a it leaves Chicago dsilv at
P. M., arru'iuff at Super o- at 8:20 A. M., arid Duluti at 8:53 A. M.
tbe ni st day. uidk'tig t.be jouruc^y in I he remirkaoly quick time
of Hftten hoQis Tiir t -niujsmale up of Oiggase cars, standard
day coaches MKl pilaoe bullet al.-eoin< cirs of the moat mndern
and flppioved de«laii, and a 1 classes of pas'^ieng^irs are carried
througb wiihout change of car?. Supper is served In dining car
alter di pHrrure trom Chicago, a-nd breakfast is served from a weil
stocked hu(f-t hetore arrival at Duluih, To Insure yourself aQUCkandcom'onable,imrney befuretnaskfortlck'-ts via 'ha
North-N^ estero Line, any ticket agent can furnish full inl-orm-
fttionregardiDg this railway, or it will be promptly furnish-jd
ttpoD application to W. A. Thrall. General Passenger and Ticket
^j^nt, Oaioago,—Aaii.

It now appears that for some reason, we suppose a'good one, the

report of the measurement committee of the Y. R. A. was not pub-

lished with the evilence, to which it p-operly belongs*, but was pub

lisued separately, for the members of the Y. R A. only. In this re-

port the committee recommend the Seawanhaka formula as being

easier on sail than the existing one, but to retain the same

class Hmits and allowance tables the form is changed to read thus:

(— '^^^ ^) -f-6000. The efl'eet of this change would be to place the

same relative value on sail as in the Seawaubaka rule, at the same

time retaining the unit of rating instead of sailing length. Of course

,the question of classification was not involved, no change in this

matter being proposed. The recommendation of the committee was

not accepted hy the Council.

The action of the Clyde yacht clubs in prohibiting fin-keels and

centerboards in certain classes has brought out a number of hostile

comments on this side; all of them, so far as we can see, being based

on a misunderstaading of the actual conditions of the case. The

two classes to which the hmications apply are old established ones,

and are made up of a particular type of small keel cutters : not over

fast, but so closely matched that they are raced together regularly

and give good sport to all Interested. The advent of one modern

fin keel or centerboard boat in either class would immediately wipe

out all existing yachts, destroying tbe olavss and producing no other

in its place. At the same time there are other classes on the Clyde,

in which races are plenty, and good prizes are given, which are open

to fin-keel and centerboard, without tax or restriction,

The result of unrestricted racing, even in small craft, is evident

now on the St. Lawrence River, where the cost and labor of racing

have increased very rapidly. The later boats with sail plans ex-

panded to over 400 sq, ft., the hull being about 24ft. l.w.l. and .3ft. 9in.

beam, require a crew of six men, and in order to win the owner

must keep together a picked crew of skilled racing men. The

expense and work involved in running a racing skiff have discouraged

some of the keenest of the racing men, and for a lime at least the

racing has seen its best days.

A Chat About Scotch Fishing Boats.

La.st summer I did not go abroad, or to the Norfolk Broads with
my own canoe yawl as I've done for the last I don't know how many
years for my holiday. I'd never been to >coi] ind, and from a dis-

tance had always looked upon it as a country ttiat was overrun -with

lourists. However, when an opportunity arrived for seeing some-
thing of the west coast, without living m big hotels and makiog
weary journeys in train or steamboat along with droves of tired and
personally-eonducved travelers, I was not sorry to embrace it. An in-

deep forward and aft. They are similar in general form to the
Loch Fyne boats, and have a
midship' section .somewhat like

this : the garboa'd and stieet
strake being nipoei^ tosether
before coming loafl^atv tl'ior,

wilti con iderable iniiial stab-
ility. By tbe way, I understand
that, though cit-nch build is

cheaper in the smaller classes,
in the :30ft boats it is consider-

ably more expensive than carvel build, and as most of them are
clench built, it is evident that the fishermen prtfer the lapsireak
built boats, even at more monev.

In pissing down the Sound of Mull we met some of thp East
Coast herring boats. These are fine able ciaft about 40ft. x loft x5ft.
depth of hold, with a larse w^ll which can be hatched over, convert
ioer them to prictically fully decked boats The foremast r ke^ aft

and the miz u masr forward, as in the Penzance lugsers. Tbpy carry
large crews, five or six m^n, I bell 've, so tne unhandiness of tee huge
dipping fore lug is not so much felt.

Tne ji'ife boat is an E.ast coasier, and the one I sketched, at Tober-
mory, was 19ft. XTft. and fully -Ift. deep forward and afr; I saw a
similar boat sailing under a dipping h\j, the luff of which was kept
flat by being propped out with a wooden '-bowline."

Up at Loch Broom, our furthest north point, Gairloch (note the
spelling) boats are use 1. They sail under a dipping lugsail. or are
rowed with a pair of immensely long and cumbrous sweeps -of course
by two men. They are fuller m the bows and approach morn nearly
to the regular Norway yawl, the influenee of which is still more
noticeable in the Lewis skiff. T saw one of these at Ullapool. She
was about 19ft. keel. -SOtt oi er all, 10ft beam and entirely open, and
had crossed the storm vexed waters of the Minc?i in order to fetch a
cargo of mussels for bait. The six bardy Norsemen wbo formed her
crew rigged up a tent with the oars and sail, and camped out on top
of the molluscs with which their craft was loaded.
There (at Ullapool) I also saw an east coast "scarth," a boat which

I thought looked "like going," but I coiddn't get any definite informa-
tion about the class.

Probably some of the Scots who are now ' at home" in the States
have imported with them their ideas, and it would be interesting to
trace tne influence of the-<e cratt on your local boats. Anyway, I

had a good time up tbere, and felt that it was likely to interest your
readers; Fore.'«t and Stream, to which I've been indebted for so
many hours of enjoyable reading, was entitled to have the benefit
of it. Georof, F, Holmks.

The Registration of Yachts and Mercantile Flags.
A movement has been on foot for some time among yachtsmen

looking to the protection of individual rights in private fl xgs, and as
a result the following petition and accompanyhig bill have been pre-
pared by Mr. Clarence L. Burger, of the Larchmont Y. C, and intro-
duced by Congressman Coombs:
To the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled:
We, the undei-signed, present herewith for your consideration a

bill for the protection of the distinguishing flags and symbols used on
commercial and pleasure vessels of the United States; and we re-
spectfully represent that we are owners of certain flag symbols,
which have long been displayed as distinguishing marks on 'a la- ge
number of vessels duly registered, enrolled or licensed under the
law, and engaged in beneficent commerce or serving as useful ex-
amples to promote the science of naval construction ; that these
ve.9sels comprise many important and illustJiojs specimens of the
shipbuilders' art, and our flag symbo's have, by reason of long con-
tinued association with such vessels, become of great value to u^i.

Many of our flag symbols have been cop ed and imitnttd without
license by owners oi greatly inferior vessels and displayed thereon
with the intention and effect of deceiving the public as to their owner-

5^.

vitation, most kind and urgent, was extended to me to join seven
other good men and true, half of "S being R. 0, C. men, on the good
ship SateUite, a crui=!ing yawl of some seventy tons.
1 don't intend to spin you a yarn about our cruise, although it was

very er j lyable. nor shall I enlarge on the lovely scenery, with the
ever changing play of light over brown hills and sunlit waters, for
most of your readers know it all themselves, or if they don't, there
are thosis with you who are far more apt than myself at painting it

in words for tbera I did e.ssay, once or twice, to put it down in color,
hut my skill -was altogether u'leq ml to the task, ani I threw it up in
disgust, but remained full of wonder at the beauty or grandeur of
the scene brought before us by the Creat Artist
Well, if 'he scenic effects were altogether bevond my powers there

was another point worthy of note, in which, if a keen interest could
assist, more success might be looked for, I mean the boats of the
coun ry. Every one who has seen tbe photo-s in the YachtMnt.an, etc.,

will be' fairly famifiar with the yachts. But it is quite po-=sible that
they may not be equallv well acquainted with tbe fishing craft in
common use here, and it is because X think that information about
them may interest that I'm now writing.
Fi'hertnen are much more conservative ttian yachtsmen and make

changes in their craft only very slowly, for which reason doubtless
the boats I saw and sketched will be almost exactly the same as
have been in use for years, nay, perhaps I might say, generations.
Of course the boats themselves on that rockbound coast will hardl.y
be likely to have as lon<? an average life as thuse in use where mud
and sand are the prevailing elements, but, nevertheless, Sandy prob
ably orders his new b >at on somewhat the same lines as his father's,
that is. if he's at all like .lohn, in the southern portion of the island.
The first point noticed was that the Scotchman's boat, like himself,

is almost invariably sharp at both ends Next, that it Is always rigged
with a lugsail, either of the standing or dipping sort
The Loch Fyne fishing boats, whi''h I saw at Tirbert ani A.rdris-

haig, are from 20 to 30ft. long an-^ 7 to lOffc beam, vcl h a strong rake
to sterntjost and a draft of 2 to ;ift. aft. The wat^rUnes forward are
fairly straisht, the midship sectjon a little aft of center of length,
and the es-reme roundness of the gunwale liue aft gives them quite
a characteristic appearance and almost as much power as a square-
sterned boat. At the same time tbe buttock lines aft are easv and
give the water f till leave to depart readily without having to crawl
round sharp corners.
The m st. stepped well forward, rakes aft tmtil i's head is over tbe

center of the boat. The sail is a standing lur sail (tack to ma-c),
with only a short yard and no boom, and a jib is generally also
carried. The forward position of the mast leaves all the center of
the boat free for working the herring nets or for other fishing opera-
tions, while its rake aft is snid to ease the boat in a seaway. They
usually hive a bit of deck forward, covering a small "cuddy," but
tne after portion of the boat is quite open. Toere is plenty of rock
handy, and I exoecr (but am not S'lre) that that is what they are bal-
lasted with. Tbis ri< and stvl3 0E boat is found along tbe coast to
eonsi.lerablv north of Oban. We left Isle Ornsay nor long after one.
and ^^n through a smad fleet of thfm near Kyleakin, and in fierce
mountain squalls they seemed good, able t'oats, and speedy, too.
When passinif through Scarba Sound (further south) I noticed two

or three little craft wish the rig shown (see sk^t^h) wbieh, it -wfil be
seen, is almost identical with that of th'^ fashionable atk-rater. At
Oban the dipping lugsail begins to show itself. Though miahitly
unhandy. It has the i-epu ation of being a go'-'d " lifting " fsail, and
easy on the bjat, The boats (skiffs) used at Oban and along the
(ipund of Mull are about IS to 90ft. long, 6 or 7ft. beam and about 4ft.

ship and character, and there is no statute under which these in-

fringers can be prosecuted for such infringment, or restrained there-
from.
Your petitioners, therefore, respectfully pray that the accompany-

ins bill be enacted by Congress in order that relief may he had.
The New York Yacht (,'lub. by Elbridge T. Gerry, Commodore;

Eastern Yacht Club, by Mflcomh Forbes, Commodore; Larchmont
Yacht Club, by Caldwell tl.Co't. Commodore: American Yacht Club,
by Frank R Lawrence, Commodore. Corinthian Yacht Club of Pnll--

adelptiia, b.y Ogden D. Wilkinson, Commodore; Atlantic Yacht Club,
Brooklyn. N. Y

,
by David Banks, Commodore; Vernon H, Brown &

Co , New York; Snow & Burgess, New Yoik; Boulton, Bbss & Dal-
lett, managers Red "D" Ll'^e of steamers, New York; Paul F.Ger-
hard Companv, agents the United States and Brazil Steamship Com-
pany, New York.
An act for tbe protection of distinguishing flags and symbols used

on vessels of the United States.
Be it enacted by the Sen Ate and the House of Bepre.sentatives of

the L^uitea States of Americi, in Congress assembled:
Sec 1. That owners of distinguishing flqgs or symbols used on

marine vess»ls plying beliween the United .States and foreign ports or
ports of diff-^rent States, provided such owufrs shall be domiciled in
the United States or located in any foreign country or countriet;
wbicb by treaty, contention or law afford simila'- pripiieges to the
LTnited States, uiav ootain reeistratioa of such distinguishing flags
or symbols by complyine with the following requiromenis:

First—By causiuEr to be r-corried in the Bureau of Navigation in the
Department of tbe Treasury of ihe United States (Ij a statement
specifying the name, domicile and and citizenship of the party apply-
infi*; (i) a description of the distineui-hing flag or symbol itself, with
a fac-simile thereof, and a statement of the length of time during
whidtheflvg or symbol h-*s been used; (H) a written aeclaration,
verified by the person or by a member of a firm, or by an ofQeer of a
corporation applying, to the effect that such party has used the flag
or symbol on a vessel plying between the United States and foreign
ports or ports of different Stales, and has at the time a right to such
use, and "no other person, firm or corporation has the right to such
use, either in the identical form or in any such near resemblance
thereto as might be calculated to deceive; and that the description
and fac-simile presented for record truly represent the flag or symbol
songhc to be registered.
Second—Hy paying to a collector of customs for deposit in the

Treasury of the United Strtes the sura o' and complying v/iih
such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Navi-
gation.
Sec 2. Th-at the time of the receipt of each such application shall

be noted and recorded, and that a certificate of reeis'ry of the flag
or symnol forming the subji^c'i of sucti applicatioo shall be issued in
the name of the LTnited States of America, under the seal of the
Treasury Department, and shall be sianed by the Commissioner of
Navigati in, and a record thereof shall be kept in books for that pur-
po;e. Copies of such flags or symbols, an 'J of the statements and
dec arations filed therewith, and certificates of registry so signed and
sealed, shall be evidence in any suit or action in which such flags or
symbols snail be brought in controversy.
"^Seo. 3. That such cer iflcate of registrj'- shall remain in force for
thirty years from its date. At any time outing the six months prior
to the exoiration of Che term of thirty years and of any renewal of
such term such registration may be renewed on the same terms and
for a like period.
Sm. i. That the Commissioner of ?savigation la authorized to make
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rvles and resulations and prescHTDe forms fortbe transfer of the
rieht to use tiag-s and symhois entitled to registry under this act, and
of cprt'flcates of registrv Fipned and sealed as above and for record-
ing- sufh trans f«-rs in the Bureau of Ntivisration.

S'KC. 5. Thai any p rson who. or member of a firm or officer of a
corpororion. v hicb shall use or ivprodijce. eounteifeifc, copv or color
abl.y imitate any flag: or symbol entitled to registry uniler ttiis act
Without bcenpe for the owner of such fla? or symbol, shall be pon-
ishanle by a fine of not more than Jfl.OOl) or Imprisonment nor, more
i;hau twelve months.

quite minute, but intended only for yachts of moderate size, and not
tor large vessels or coasters, and tbe most interesting portions of the
coast, which are hardly mentioned ia the large book^, are fuHy.
described lor the benfQi ot the single bander. This book is not only
a pilot, hut ,a guide book as wtll, describing all points of intcref.t on
shore. It is written in a pleasant chatty vein that make* it readable
even by one who IS not in special need of piJo'age ina'ructions. The
present volume covers tli<>t portion of the Thames anri East coast
fipm Teddinglon to Aldborough, the author's intention being to con-
tinue the series in sncceedint; volumes to include the whole coa t of
Gre»t Britnin and Ireland. The ti'le of the book is Sailing Tours,"
and it is published by L Upcott Gill, London.

Triton, fchooiter, recently sold to Kufus King, is having a new
stern i)ut on at Soiheim & ' Ahr,<imson\s yard, South Brooklyn. The
present stern was put on some three yeais since.

Miranda, schr., has been s-old by Com. G. W. B. Hill to Mr. J, O.
Coleman, of &an Franctseo, and will sail for that port early next
spring.

Shamrock, schr., has been sold by J. Roger Maxwell to Willard P.
Ward, of New York, owner of Minerva.

Nymph, the c b. 40-footer, has been sold by F. W. Flint to W. H,
Harris, of Yale College.

Dru'-illa, S.'jft. fin-keel, has been sold by Vice-Com. Morgan to
Rutherford Stuyvesant, and is now at Tebo's Docks.

R. D., the Mclntyre 21-£ooter, has been sold to Fall River j achtsmen.

Model Competition and Exhibition.
The London Sailing Club has decided to repeat the model competi-

tion and exhibition inaugurated last year, toe conditions of the '93

exhibition b^ing as follows. The exliibition promises to be specially
interesting to sailing men:
The large measure of success which attended the exhibition of

models aid designs of 1.0 raters, held last March, has induced this
club to repeat the esijeriment and to announce another exhibition
and competition to ue held at their club house at Hammersmith for
half models of boats of 1.0 rating, Y. R. A. measurement, and I\ir.

Dixon Kemp has kindly consented to act as judge and to award the
prizes.

It is. however, felt that a boat which might show exceptional qual-
ities OQ the smooth ai d shallow water of the upper reaches ot the
Thames would be entirely overcanvassed on more open waters, such
as the Solejut. and it has, therefore, been decided to divide the exhibi-
tion and competition into two cla,s.ses.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The strong EngU.sh prejudice against centerboards was shown to

be still alive at a recent meeting of rfpresentstive Clyde yachtsmen,
when aride was pas ed harriug rut ah plate, fin and bulb keels and
centerboards from the V, and 23ft. cla.'ises on the Clyde for ti e next
five years. This action is undoubtecly the direct result of the tre-

nier dous besiine admiiiisiered to the Clyde cracks the past feason
by Mr. Allan'.s Berreshoff fin Wcnonah. There seems to be a decided
lack of fni cess in this action and strong evidence of narrow minded-
oess. If the fins ard centerboards are found to be too smart fo"- the
cutters, nhy sbonldn't 'he cutlers be classed by themselves? And if

there is so great an antipathy fr-lt by -Scotch yachtsmen in general
toward the American ideas as lo preclude the pos^ibilify of a suffi-

cient fleet of this class being owned on the Clyde, would it not be
more generous to simply tax the Y'ankee craft than to force her into
ordinary P The argument of a contemporary that thi= act is an ample
deff use in itself for the position so Jong beld by the New Y^ork Y". C.
on the America's Cup question seems decidedly weak, although in
perfect contistency with the stand held by this paper throughout.
.All boats were eligible to contest for the Cup under the original deed
of gilt, and inasmuch as the Knglishmen claim that to be the only
legal document, they would not in all probabiliiy think of drafiine
any additional rules, should they ever win the trophy, to disqualify
Yankee ideas. It is true that the Scotchmen stand directly in theii'

own light by this action, and they attempt to undo all the progress
of recent years and put a heavy tax on originality. It will work
against thi-m eventually. At this same meeting restrictions were
placed on the sail aiea ot the small classes so that a 23 footer vpill

hereafter be taxed to an over all length of 30Et. and to a sail plan of
750ft. The i?Et. is restricted to 19tt. over all and to 470tc. of sail
spread.— JSo.s<o?7 Transcript.

Arenel, steam yacht, formerly Narod, is out at Poillon's for a
radical re building and re-modelling. Although comparatively a new
yacht, but little of the old huU will be u-^ed, besiae the keel and
interior joinerwork. Apart frr-m the damage
received in a collision last fall, the immedi-
ate cause of repairs, it has been necessary
to re-limber and re plank the yach% includ-
ing new bow, stern and deck, and sue will
be greatly improved in appearance.

Titania, Tfl-footer, now being altered at
Pippgrass's yard, will be re-christened Dag-
mar when she comes out as a schooner.

Mr. W. B. Waterhou.se has been chosen to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr.
Burgess on the consulting committee on
yacht cnnstructicn of the ITuited States Stin-
dard Steamship Owners', Builders' and Un-
derwriteis" Association. The other members
of the committee are A. Gary Smith and J.
Beavor Webb.
Adrienne, schr., of the Southern Y. C,

sailpd ]a>t week from New Orleans on a
cruise to Havana.
Evelyn, Theresa an't Fra Diavolo, all large

steam yachts wf^ II known in this vicinity,
were fitted wi'h Rober s boiler.-s last season
and their owners speak in the highest terms
of the result.

The Cleveland Y. C. has finally secured
from the city this lease of 400f I. of ihe Lake
front and will build a fine club house.

The Hull Y. C. has talfen the ioitiative in a
movf^ment to establish a cup, probably cost-
ing .f500, for the 2lft. class, to be open to
challenge and raced for yearly by one yacht
for each of tie clubs interested.

The nominations for ofticers, as posted at
the housse of the New Y'ork Y. C , is as fol-
lows: tom., Edwin D. Morgan : Vice Ciom

,

W. Butler Duncan. Jr. : Rear-Com , Ralph N.
Ellis; Sec, J. V. S. Oddie; Treas., F. W. J.
Hurst; Meas., John Hvslop; Fleet Su-geon,
Morri'j J. Asch. Regatta Committee, S.
Nicholson Kane, Chester Griswold and Irving
Grinnell: Committee on Admissions, Edward
M. Brown, Frank T. Robinson. James C. Brr-
gen, Daniel T Worrlen and Robert Center;
House Committee, E A. Hougnton. Frank
M. Cronise, A. B. Jones and L. Vaughau
Clark; Library Commiitee. J. M. Woodbury,
M. D., William Gardner and Sanford B,
Pomeroy. The election will take place at the
annual meeting, Feb. S.

A heavy gale on the Pacific Coast at the
end of last month did serious damage to thj shipping of San Fran-

|
(A) Class for models of 1.0 raters suitable for sheltered waters, such

CISCO, the yachts and the houseboat fleet coming in for a share of as the upper reaches of the Thames.

In both above classes third and further prizes will he given if in the
judge's opinion the exhibits, owing to their number or other circum-
stances warrant recognition.
The committee of tne club will take every po=sibIe care of the

drawings and models of the exhibitors, but tney undertake no legal
liabdity whatever for any loss or damage.
The decision of the committee, except in the award of prtz°s, 8,nd

all matters of dispute aris-ing out id i he competition and exuibition
will be binding and final on all compel itors.

The exhi jition will be opened on Tu'^sday, Feb and will
remain open for a fortnight, only, between the ho .rs of 3 and B:30
P. M. Admi'ssion free on production of visiting cards.
Any further information desired will be forniahed on application

to the honorary secretary. Londo.-j SAli-lsrtJ Cldb.

Lower Mall, nammersmith, S.W.
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the damage. The yachts Bell and Duke were totally wrecked.

On Dec. 17 there sailed from New York for Florida anew auxilliary
of small size but most complete in all details. The Alma, desigue'd
and built by Ohas. L, Seabury & O'o., for Chas. J. Clarke, of Pitts-
burgh, Pa , is .56ft. over all, 45fr.. l.w.l., lOtt, beam and 2ft. 6in draft.
She is rigged as a schooner, with a liberal sail plan, and in ad.iiiion
she has twin screws, driven by two Daimler motors, of 10 horse-
power eacli; eleaia, compact and wilh no smokestact. They set low
in a small compartment aft. and occupy I'ltle space: the estimated
speed IS 7 miles. The yacht has a trunk 33in. high above deck, large
and roomy and well divided. Under the forward deck is a large
naphtha tank, and nextabaftis a chain locker and stores. The owner's
saloon is loit. long, and fitted with wide comfortable seats each sid^,
used for sleeping berths, with storage or clothes lockers underneath.
This saloon is finished in cream and gold enamel and is beautifully
upholstered in silks, damasks, etc. It has an extension table, book
and chart rack, gnn racks, china closet, etc. Aft on the port side is a
toilet room acid on the starboard side is a large galley. Aft of galley
is motor. The cabins are lighted by eleccricity. and an electric wind-
lass, the invention of Louis S. Clarke, a son of the owner, U used lor
hoisting the anchors. The yacht will go by canal to Philadelphia and
thence by the inland nassage to Florida, her final destination being
Lake Worth. Capt. Thos. J. Sillier is in command.
As the results of the trials made last summf r, contracts have been

given out for 75 electric launches for the World's Fair, the Detroit
Boat Works building 50 and the Racine Hardware Mfg. Co the re.
mainder. The successful launch, which will serve as a model, was
iheElectra, designed by Gardner & Mosher. and fitted with electric
irstal la' ion by the Electric Launch and Navigation Co., which de-
signed and built the batteries and machinery. The vaf ht is 34fr. over
all, eit. beam, and the battery includes 78 storage "cells, pacn of 125
ampere hours capacitv, the total energy being 3.3.p0 Wa-t-hours.
Witn a load of people she made on h^r trial a continuous run of 10
miles, at times reaching a speed of II miles. The electric launch Cor-
cyra. built for J. J. Astor. and fitied with the same power plant is
now out at A\ er's yard for alterations.

The annual meeting of the Rochester Y'. C. wa'i held on Dec. 5, the
following rfflcers being elected: Com , E. N. V.'albridge; Vice-Com
A. T. Hagen: Fleet Captain, J. VV. Robbins; See'v, Thomas B Pritch-
ard; Trpas , W. H. Briggs: Mess., James Pillovv; Fleet Surgeon, Dr
W. J. Herrmann; Directors, R. K. Dryer, J, R. White, I. W. Butts!
0. 31. Everest; Delegates to the Lake Y'acht Racing Associ-lrinn
Walbi idge, Cartwright and Burroughs; Ah ernates. Dr. Saunders T
B Priichard and 0. S. Davis. The pnzes for the year were disl
tributed, the majority going to the Fife 95-footer Nox, builtand sailed
by her amateur owners. After the meeting a dinner was served
followed by speeches. At the close of the meeting a toast was drunk
to the memory of the late Com. Newell.

The Pavonia Y C, at its annual meeting on Dec. 18 elected the fol-
lowing officers: Com., Norman L, Rowe; Vice-Com,, Frank M. Ran-
dall: H'leet Capt . (Jeorge .lames; Financial Sec, William P. Tobin'
Recording Sec. B J. sdper; Treas., W. Chester; Fleet Surgeon. Dr'
Van IVlater; House Committee, A. B Smith, ,Tohn Leonard and James
Costigan; Trustees. William Kent. M. Pritchard, Enoch Smi'h, D W.
Knhn and C. G. MalliPt: Anchorage Commiitee, John Kreymeyer]
Alexander Bo" and Robert McFarlanri; R'gatta Committee Louis
Mieilisdorf. O. W. Kohn and B. H. McCIain; delegates to the New
York Yacht Racing Association, Norman L, Rowe, F. M. Randall and
A. B, Bennett,

Mr. Frank Cowp<»r. an English yaobtsitiftn and fojlower of Mao
^reeorand McMnllen as a cruiser Jn small graft, ig the author of a
yaehtBaan's opast pilot m a noTel pjan. The aaUlng: dfreotJoriS are

(B) Class for models of 1.0 raters suitable for open waters, such as
the Solent.
After carefully considering the Kugge=!tioEs which were made with

reference to the former competition, the club regrets that want of
space to exhibit the models prevents its making separate f^lasses for
professionals and amateurs; hut in order to equalize the chances of
amateur designers in competing with professionals, the finish of the
model will not be'calciilated as an element of merit, in awarding the
prizes, and also for the protection ot professionals, all models and
designs entered for the exhibition will remain the property of the
persons exhibiting them, and no one will be allowed under 'any cir-
cumstances to take any measurements except the judge for the pur-
pose of judging. (A member of tne committee of the club will be
present throughout the lime the exhibiiion is open to insure the
strict observance of this restriction against taking measurements.)
Entry for the competition must be made by application in writing

to the honorary secretarv of the London Sai'iiog Club, and on pay-
ment of an entrance fee of ,3s. for each model proposed to be exhibited
a card for each proposed exhibit will be furnished containing the
exhibitor's name and address. No application for entry will be re-
ceived after Fen. 4, tg9-3.

The model, packed in a box containing drawings and measure-
ments, hereafter refprredto, and also the entrance card inclosed in a
sealed envelope, marked on the outside "Eatrance Card,'' must be
delivered at the club house. Hammersmith, on or before Friday, Feb,
17, 189'1.

In ordei- to avoid eor>fusion it is requested that each box be marked
"Class A" or "Class B" as the case may be.
No exhibitor w i 1, under any circumstances whatever, be awarded

a prize in respect of any models or drawings on which his name
or identity, ex ept in a .sealed envelope, is in any way diclosed.
The secretary will, on receipt of the boxes contai.iing the models,

mark in ihe order io which they are received a number on each model
drawing and sealed envelope, for the puroose of identification
The sealed envelopes will not be opened untU after the prizes have
been award ^d.

I lass A. Half model centerboard sailing boat 10 rating Y'.R. A.
cale lin. = 1 foot.
Class B, Half model sailing boat (centerboard |optional) 1.0 ratingY R A., scale lin = i foot.
In both classes there may be deposited with each model the fol-

lowing drawings:
(a) Sheer plan.
(it)) Body plan.
(c) Half breadth plan and the following particulars:

(«) Disolaeement.
it)) Weisht of proposed ballast inside and on lieel.
(c) For and aft position of center of buoyancy to be noted on

sheer plan.
The drawings and particulars are req'iired by the judge to enablehim to torm a correct estimate of the models. Supplying them is,

however, optional on the part of the compeutot-.s, but they must
understand that tne menfs of .a design mav fail to be observed if amodel only is placpd before the judge. A competitor luav, how-
evere, m-lose his drawings or particidars in a sealed envelope or
wrapper, and mark same "for use of the judge only ''

in which
event the drawing and particulars will be produced to the judge at
the time of his making the award, and afterwards sealed and re-
turned to the comnecitor,
For cla=s A the club will give a first prize of seven guineas for the

be.st boat according to the Judge's award. A second prize of three
guineas, and also certlflcaies of merit.
Class B.—First pn'jta, sevon guineas; second prize, three guineas!

also certificates oj iperifc.
v

^
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New Yachts.
The most important event of last week was the signing of a cnn-

D-aci by ArchilDald Rogers on the one hand and the ITerri»shoif Man-
ufacturing Co. on the other for the construction of an 85ft. cutter to
meet the new V^alkyrie. Mr. Rogers, who now owns Bedouin and
Wasp, is the head of a syndicate of New Y''ork Y. C. members, ihe
others being as yet unknown. The material for the new ytichi will
be ordered at once, and her keel will be laid as soon as the Carroll
yacht is launched. Tne latter is about plated up, and will be ready
for the launching about the end of January
The H?iT»shoffs are putting the cabin joiner work in thw i50ft.

steamer, the 30 and 95-foor.er are about completed, and rhey have
lately received orders for a catboat and jib and maiosail boat, each
20ft. long, for New Yoik.
Saunders, at Bristol, is building a cutter for C. H. Msniam. of

Providence, to be 33ft. 6in. over all. S9ft. Im 1 w.l., and 9ft . draft, also
one 2.3ft. l.w.l. for W. G- Lewis, of Brooklyn, and a cemerboard 23fi.
over all, 18ft. 6in. l.w.l. and 7ft. beam, for il. Perkins, cf New York.
At Lawley's yard the White steamer, 95fc. l.w.l , is in frame, a 75ft.

steamer is partly in frame, and a 70fc. steamer is completed, while
the .55ft. Providence s'eamer is nearly completed. It is reported that
the Lawleys have signed the cinlract for the Wacerhouse 46fc. tin-
keel for Mr Foster, the yacht to be built of steel.
Stewart & Binney have designed a aift. knockabout boat, like the

Jane ajd Nancy, for Com. J. J. Souther, Hull Y'' O.
J. Borden, Jr , has designed a 21ft. centerboarder which the &lohe

desnribes as follows:
"The boat will be a centerboard of moderate beam and light draft,

but with a heavfly weighted board and a biesail plan. She will he
20ft. designed waterline, .3Sft. over all, 9ft.
beam and iCin. greatest tjraft. The long
overhangs forwa/d and aft are close to the
water, and additional power when the boat
is heeled is thereby hoped for. A gain will
Und-^ubtediy be made aft. for the body ia
carried wel' toward the stem and the qtiar-
ters are Jow^ but that a corresponding gain
can be made forward is doubtful except occa-
sionally in a seaway.

"The model of ihe boat shows a little keel
below the sharply turned garboards, a long
floor with quite a little dead rise and an
easy turn of the bilge into almost a straight
side. The waterline.<! shosv no hollow for-
ward, and the bow is not greatly different
from the one wiitht>.kcs it name from its
originators, the Hf rreshoffs.

"A peculiarly designed foi-m of construc-
tion will give the boat great strength to resist
twis'lng strains. The board will be of b'a>^s.
hollow, and about an inch and a barf in ibii k-
ness. In the hollow of the board will be car-
ried about 40011 s of shot, so arranged in
pocket-sthat when the boaid is up the shot
will be distributed over its entire length cf
9ft., vvhile ^^ hen it is down the shot will be
found massed in its lower corner.

"For a rudder a flexible brass plate will
be used. It will he fastened along tlie keel at
its forward end, but wdl be free to play for
about 4ft. of its length. To its outer end a
curved tiller will be fastened which will come
through a well in the counter and through
an opening in the washbosra to the cockpit
The tiller will be pivoted in the well, and
the eflort of moving will bf to bend instead
of turn the i udder, as in ordinary usage.
"Mr. Blclntyre claims ease of steering for

this device, which could not be gained wiih
the ordinary rudder
"For a sail plan the boit will have a mast

27tt. above tne deck and a bowsprit 10ft out-
board. The jib will be 20ft. on the foot
with a pole. The meinboom will be SSft. and
the gaff 24. The gaff will pean upward very
sharply, for the hoist of the mainsail is only
17ft. Mr. Mclntyre's own preference in the
class is for a fin-keel, and he may build a
racer of that type later.
"Two models cfrecinggl-footers have been

made, one by Stewart & Hinney and the
other by Smith, the City Point builder. Both

models are likely to be built from, particularly if, ihe $500 cup is
offered.
"The Stewart & Binney model is that of a fin-keel of rather high

power, though not such an ex'reme in that direction as the Freak.
The model shows extremely clean and easy lines throughout, long
overhangs and and all the latest ideas of speed.
"The Smick model is a ceuterooard of light displacement and mod-

erate beam -about 8ft. 6in. Th» influence of tne A^pha model Is
shown, and Mr. Smith frankly avows that his chief cbj-!ct is t ) beat
the Herreshoft" wonder at any cost. If the boit is given a wonden
boarf) she will carry some outside lead in the form of a fla. If a
mftal bpard is used the fin will be done away wiih. Toe model
shows fine hues, considerable dead rise and a very easy bilge. A
moiierate sail plan would be given.
"The three boats just described are the only 21-footers in sight just

now, but it is known that others ere in the wind."
At Bay Ridge, Wintrm?ham has three small yachts under way. all

designed by Charles O'msteari. an amaterir. of Brooklyn. The di-
mensions of one is over all 37ft . l.w.l. 2:jf .. beam 10ft . drift 4ft
Gin., keel 6.0001b lead. She will have a centerboard. The f,, re over-
hang is long and the bow quite full. Another is a centerboard HQ-
footer. and a third is a keel boat with the fa hionable freak outline,
like Wasp; to be Sftt. over all, 26ft. 1 w 1., lift b'-am and 6't. 6in. in
draft. Iroquois is wintering on the ways at the yard, ana El Chico
is safely housed in a close bui'ding.
Ayers has nearly finished the sloop and a handsome Spanish cedar

dingy for Comrarrioi-e Gerry. He has fit ished th^^ hull of Scarecrow
and laid the keel for a second boat of the same siza and model for
Mr. BurtiB. of Brooklvn.
Wallin & Gorman are busy with a number of centerboard boats.
Soiheim & Abramson. of South Brooklyn, hav*^ finished the stern

on Eclipse, and are building a sloop for Major' .1 C. M illory. Corps of
Engineers, to be used about St. Augustinp, Fl i. She is mh. over all.
22ft. waterline, 14ft. beamani ;lfc draft. They also have in hand
the schooner Triton for a new stern.

C. H Biiven wilt build a schooner for W. H. Pulnam,of N^w York.
She will be 76ft. over all. ESft. l.w.l., 17ft fiin. in beam. 4ft. 8iu. m
drift. The woik wUi be done at the foot of Twenty-fifth street, South
Brooklvn,
At Essex. Mass . Story is building a fishing schooner fronri designs

by Thomas F. McManus, an amateur, the designer of the " Gloriana
Fisherman" of lasty ar. She will b^ ll4Pt. over all, 94ft. 6m. l.w.l.,
24ft. 6ra. beam. lOf c. hold and 12ft 3iu. draft.
At City Island Piepgrass is bu.sy with the alterations to Titanis, und

Wood & Son have a large force at work on the Mosher steamer, hav-
ing greatly improved their shops and lil.int.

Yachts at the World's Fair.
In view of the attendance of yachts at the World's Fair, the Yaplit'

Club, recently organized in Chicago, has planned very extensive im-
provements to the lake front for the accommodation of a 1 ^rge fleet.
In accordance with these plana, an ordinance was introduced before
the Common Council on Dec. 8 , providing for th» construction of a
naval academy Hnd a yacht club house on Eist End Park. The pre-
amble of the resolution recires that rhe lake commerce of the city
should be promo'ed, and rhflt knowledge, skill and experionce in
navigation anfi seamfluship among the people of Chicago sho dd be
encouraged Tne ordinance B-ovides that the public ground lying
between Fifty first and Fifty third streets and the lake shore, and
the harbor in front thereof be devoted to a naval park and harbor
for yachts and other vessels not engaged in c immerce. Permissi in
is given to the yacht club described as a voluntary association for the
purpose of creatiog a naval academy to carry on in the park sacli
naval aoadetny. • » •»

This permission iis made subject to the following qongitionsf Tti**
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the building so erected shall be the property of the city of Chicasro.

together with the land; ttiat the Secretary of the Navy, Governor of

the State. Mayor of the city and Collector of the Port shall be es-

officio merabeVa of the Board of Regents; that the building shall not
exceed in ground dimensions 2a5Xl25ft. and shall cost at least

S80,000.
The academy is reqiiii'ed to be maintained without cost to the city,

tout control of rho liarhor and grounds is to be griven to the city.

The ordinance wa« sent to the World's Fair commiitee.
It is also proposed to construct a breakwater some 3,2O0ft. long,

fomiiUK a large inner harbor, with a second breakwater outside.

This will be at Morgan's pier; at 18th street a pier and landing will

be erected, and on the North Side, between Ohio and Indiana streets,

will be a very large boat house. At Chicago avenue another basin
will be built, and at EvansCon a club house and harbor. If these
plans are carried out, there will be no lack of harbor and landing
facilities for all yacbts which naay visit Chicago.

loternational Racing.
Since the cable to Lord Dunraven announcing that the New York

Yacht iV.nh had accepted his challenge, there has been no communi-
cation between the two parties, the only important news being that
relating to the new Rogers yacht. The final telegram from Lord
Dunraven, which we quoted last week, was obviously incorrect, as it

was impossible to make sense of It as read to the club and given out
to the papers: '* Have no authority from squadron relying on yours
Nov. 22. Believing everything finally settled challenge forwarded
terms. Your requested alteration impossible. I cannot further de-
lay. Please cable definite acceptance or refusal." The Times alone,
of all the papers, gave a reading which is other than sheer nonsense,
and is probably correct: "Have no authority frotn squadron. Rely-
ing on yours of Nov. 22, believing everything Bnally settled, challenge
forwarded, terms you requested. Alteration impossible. I cannot
further delay. Please caole definite acceptance or refusal." In
spite of its importance, but little weight was placed upon this cable
at the meeting.
Thus far the Rogers boat is the only one to toe positively depended

on to defend the Cup, as Mr. Carroll is very desirous of going across
and challenging for the Royal Victoria cup as well as the other tro-

phies. It is probable that Vice-Com. Morgan may build a third boat,
but nothing will be known until his return from Europe, probably
next week. If he should do so she will also be a Herreshoil craft,
and these three will be about all that the Bristol shops can tm-n out
by July.
Thus far nothing definite has been heard from Boston, but either

Gen. Paine or Mr. Henry Bryant is likely to build. The probabilities
are that Boston will furnish one boat and New York two, besides the
Carroll boat.
According to the Field, the design for the Prince of Wales's cutter

has been ready for some time, the decision whether or no she should
be buUt merely waiting for the final settlement of the measurement
question. She and the new Valkvrie will probably be well under way
in a very short time. Both will be of composite construction, the
Rogers boat being of steel throughout. The story that at least four
large cutters are to be built abroad, the other three accompanying
Valkyrie to this country, is decidedly fishy.

Florida Yachting.
Schooner yacht Whim, chartered for the winter by Mr Bradford

McGregor, Larchmont Y. C, arrived in Kev West last week after a
long and stormy passage from New York. Mr McGregor, his mother
and his friend. Mr. Lanman Robinson, who had reached Key West
by steamer, j -jtned the yacht there and proceeded in her to the
Oaloosahitcnie Kiver. They will spend the winter cruising, tarpon-
fishing, etc., and expect to visit Biscayne Bay about regatta time.
At the time when most other yachting seasons are ending, that of

the Biscayne Bay Y. C, is beginning. The club house went into
commission for the season of '93 last week, and active preparations
are beins made all along the water front for the winter's sport.
Commodore Munroe has sold Micco to Mr. Arthur Merriam, of

Manchester, Mass., and has built a 40-footer jVmerican yawl Wabun,
in which he is now cruising down the coast. Mr. .Tas- B. Hammond
has a new Wintriugham boat !50 feet over all, an American yawl,
named Lounger, in which he is now on his way to this place." Mr.
Albert Oaillet has bought schooner the Markat, which makes the
third of the Biscayne Bay fteet now making its way southward from
New York.
Kirk Munroe's AJlapatta and Walter Browne's Holgazana have

each received entire new suits of sails, and have just gone into
commission Nicketii and Claphain yawl Roslyn are both on the
ways being thoroughly overhauled. Atala, Gypsy, Presto and Egret
are awaiting the arrival of Messrs. Bolt, Falls. Trowbridge and
Nichols from New York. As Vice-Commodore Hine will not come
south this winter. Nethla is for charter. The annual regatta of the
Biscayne Y. C, open to all yachts of recognized clubs, will be held on
February 82. Regatta open to all Biscayne Bay boats will be held
under the club auspices later in the season. Q. K. Chobee.
CocoANUT Grove, Fla.

A Good Word for the Fin-Keel.
The fin-keel craft have lately come in for some severe condemna-

tion from yachtsmen and designers, but they have found one earnest
advocate in Mr. Heni-y Allen, owner of Wenonah, who writes to the
jPic?d as follows : In the opinions expressed as to the type of boat
produced under the Y.R. A. rule. I notice that there is a very general
condemnation of the i}^ rater Wenonah and similar "bulb-keel" de-
signs. My experience of Wenonah is briefly as follows: 1. In a
heavy sea she behaves splendidly, and it was always in the hardest
gales last season that she appeared to the best advantage as com-
pared with other boats in her class. She is so buoyant tnat nothing
but spray comes on deck. 3. She is very handy, and answers her
helm very quickly and easily on all points and in all weathers ex-
cept when reachmg with a strong breeze on the quarter. Then she
is hard on her weather helm, but not much worse than most other
21^-raters. 3. Though severely tried last season, she has never
leaked a drop nor shown the least sign of straining in any part 4
She is as comfortable and has practically as much accommodation
as any other racing 3!^-rater. .5. It is perfectly easy to beach her
No one who has sailed in Wenonah has had a word to say against
her. Some think her ugly, but she was never intended for an orna-

. ment. What better type of boat could one wish for?

Lake Y. R. A.
ANNUAL MEETING, ROCHESTER, DEC, 17.

The annual meeting of the Lake Yacht Racing Association was held
yesterday afternoon in the rooms of the Rochester Y C
Ellwanger and Barry building. The following delegates were present-
Commodore A. R Boswell, Norman B. Dick, and George E Evans"
of the Royal Canadian \. 0., Toronto; J. P. Monck, and Me>;ers'
Ambrose and Grant, of the Royal Hamilton Club, Hamilton- John
T. Motl, W. B. Phelps, and Allan Ames, of the Osweo-o "y 0 •

Charles S. Davis, Edward Walbridge, and John J. Leary of Roches-
ter. Matt Cartwnght, president of the Association, presided
The report of Hon. Sec. Geo. E. Evans was read by that gentleman

and proved very satisfactory. Following this there was a dis-ussion
which lasted several hours over amendments to the constitution and
the sailing regulations proposed by the Hamilton and Toronto clubsThe sailiufT reKulatioiis at present provide that any dispute or protestwhich may arise among yachts taking part in a race shah be decidedby the t-aihue Committee of the club holding the race, whose decision
Shall be final unlf;ss u. is thought proper to refer the dispute to'^theExecutive Committee of the Association. An amendment was oft"ered
to admit of an appeal trom the decision of the Sailing Committee to

i^?3^'^?""'i
^""™'"ee of the Association. The amendment wasrrjectad bj^ a large ma.Tority

Several ameiKlmen ts in regard to measurements were withdrawnand a_^comnnttee was appointed to consider the measuring rules anrtreport ar the next meeting.
aouim^ i uies ana

All amendment offered by the Royal Canadian Club to the effectthat the secretary-treasurer have voice but no vote in the proceld-^""^^ot the a.nmml meeting and other meetings of the Association

fmously
'^^Penses be paid by the AssociatlSn, was adopted um^I

That' part of Rule 4 which required a yacht's owner entering a raceto provide a scrutinize!-, be stricken out.
"tamig a race

viihl^h^nT^^
amwided by adding this paragraph : "Finishing-Ayacht shall be cansidered to have finished the race when on fom-|?l^eu_ng the course any part of hidl or spars shall be on or across the

The following were added to the sailing rules-
"Ballast---All ballast shall be properly under the niatform or in

lockers and shall not be shifted or trimmed in any way whatever^and no bal ast shaU be taken out or put in within 34 hom-s bS arace." '-None but the usual chains or anchors shal be carried
^^^'lll^,^^^'--^,^^'^l'i^i^^ympinotbe used as a shS?tag ballast or

race5^
' the yacht after she has started in the

It was decided to hold the first regatta at Charlotte, on Julv 4-Hamilton, July y, and Toronto, July 11.
^ There wlU no regatta at

Qawego, as the racing men of that city will toe away most of the

summer. Belleville was not represented at the meeting yesterday,
and there will be no regatta from that place.

The following officers were elected: Pres., D. S. Mallock, Royal
Hamilton Club; Vice-Pres . A R Boswell, Royal Canadian Club; Sec-

Treas., Geo. E. Evans. Mr. Evans was elected for the tenth time.

The next meeting will be held in Hamilton.
The delegates were tendered a theatre party at the Lyceum last

evening, and supper at the Genesee Valley Club after the perform-
ance.—Toronfo Mail.

Do You Sail a Canoe?
There is one cardinal principle that governs my entire life (and

sometimes gets me into trouble), and that principle is never to admit
that there is anything in the world I cannot do. My associate in

business has lately become afflicted with canoe fever, hence it came
to pass that he asked me in an innocent kind of a way if I "knew
how to sail a canoe?" Alas, my evil genius, "the principle," prompted
me to assure my comrade. Joe, that if there was one thing more than
another that I was posted upon it was canoe sailing. I even became
so reckless that I darkly hinted that Gen. Oliver, Paul Butler and R.
W. Gibson, together with many other canoe sailors, were constantly
beseeching me to give them points on the science of saihng a c-anoe.

To say that Joe was delighted to find in me such an authority
mildly expresses it, -'for," as he said, confidentially, "I know almost
nothing about it, and I am delighted to find that you do."
Fatal vanity, fatal principle. Headlong I rushed to my destruc-

tion, never seeing the pit that was yawning to swallow me up.
So when he reverentially asked me my opinion of "rigs," "dandies,"

"reefing gear" and a lot of other technical bother, I managed to keep
head above water and increase his respect for my knowledge by be-
stowing knowing winks and "ahs" and "ums." I was feeling very
puffy and important when the trap fell, the explosion came and the
collapse followed.
The cause for the collapse will not sound very terrible, and was

brought about by the very harmless request on the part ot Joe that
we take half a day oft', go over to South Boston, where I should give
him points practically as to how to sail a canoe.
Never in my life did my natural assui-ance come so near deserting

me; but with all the power at my command, I summoned a smile,
sickly thoxigh it was, and assured him (although my heart was in my
boots) "that nothing would delight, charm, or give me more un-
qualified and unadulterated pleasure than to initiate him into the
mysteries of how to sail a canoe." Full of glee and satisfaction Joe
bade us adieu, and told me to be promptly on hand the folio wi-

g

day and he would have the boat at the Puritan C. C. all ready for me
to rig and sail.

No sooner had he disappeared than I frantically grabbed my hat,
put on my coat and sought the exhilarating strength to be foiind in
a large glass of soda lemonade with a straw in it. Then went up to
my room, locked the door, got on to the bed and wend over the
motions of the frog, as taught by my preceptor in swimming lessons
as being the proper caper for those who would retain bouyancy in
water. I even went so far as to fill the wash bowl with water, put
my face in it and see how long I could stay under without choking to
death, I then sat down at the desk, took a sheet of paper, mad => a
few notes as to how I wished my personal propeity disposed of. On
another sheet^I bade farewell to all my friends, assuring them that I
was tired of life and that I was anxious to go to a haven (via water)
where there would be no constant striving tor a living.

I won't linger on the agony of mind wnich I feebly disguised to
my intimate friends by an unusual and unnatural obstreperousness
of spu'its the following 24 hours. Everything I looked at I felt to be
gazing upon for the last time, and every one spoken to I felt should
never be .seen again. How I got to South Boston wUl never be told.
I have a faint recollection of having a row with the conductor as to
whether I paid my fare or not, but at last 1 found myself at the gate
of the Puritan Canoe Club ; tnen I found myself inside the gate, and
at last face to face with the smUing Joe, and in the" presence of the
canoe, which 1 looked upon as a coffin.
"What's the matter with you, old man?" said Joe, "you look

pale." In response I summoned up a mechanical smile, and mur-
mured something about lobster salad, ice cream, and then courage
failed me. Life seemed so sweet, the .sun never seemed to shine
brighter. 1 could not bear the thought of leaving this warm (90 de-
grees in the shade), kind world, so down on my knees I went and
owned up to Joe that I was a humbug of the worst type, that I did
not know which side of the canoe was to sail uppermost, that I could
not tell a lateen sail from the folding center board, that I was a poor,
miserable creature, and all I asked was to be let ofl:.

A look of scorn and contempt took the place of that of pleasure on
Poe's face, and thus he spoke: " I do not propose to risk my life with
you, but this 1 insist on, that you take that canoe, after 1 nave set
ine sail, that you get into it and that you saU away, and may Heaven
haTe mercy on your soul."
There was no alternative. We rigged the canoe as best we knew

how. I entered it, sheeted home the saii and glided away. I've been
gliding ever since, and have the plans in hand for my fifth canoe.

Some Notes From "Tarpon."
Tarpon Sprinss, Fla., Dec. 11.—Editor Forest amd Stream:-lt is

a long time since you have heard from me. So long that 1 would
make an apology if I knew how. I have been very busy. We have
had a long, dull summer, and one had to be bnsy in order to be level-
headed. But the summer is over at last, the cool nights have come,
the winter tourists are coming, and the quail, the turkey and the fish
are here.
Everybody is hard at work loading cartridges, overhauling fishing

tackle or painting boats.
Speaking ot boats reminds me that we have another flyer, some-

thing on the model of the "Cape Cat." We have two of that class
here now; both fast. Then there are several " Mosquito " boats from
Atlantic City builders that are on hand when it comes to getting
there. Cruising boats, good, toad and indifferent, are numerous.
There is one cruising cat bufit by Rushton that has lots of go, but
her owner will not race her.
Canoes are represented by several from crack builders of various

parts of the country, and the amateur built canvas canoes are legion,
yo you see we're fixed tor water travel.
Imust compliment you on the fine appearance of the Forest and

Stream, it is improving all the time, and I used to think a long time
ago that it was as good as it could bp.
I am glad to see there is a prospect of another international race-

I'll risk my shekels on the Englishman, not because I beheve in
English boats, for I don't, but because it's about time for the tide to
t'lrn.

By the way, we doa't hear anything from Mr. Clapham lately,
what's the matter, has^he quit the business, or is he designing another
type. And -'Podgers," haven't heard fro 'i him since he told us about
that cutter in California. He ought to be ashamed of himself any-
way, its bad enough for a man to own an EngUsb cutter, without
being twitted about it.

Yes! the. panther screams, but you can't roaVe me believe that
rattlesnakes spit. But I have spun cut this yarn so long, that I've
forgot what I wanted to say, and I thmk it is time to reel up and go
•lome.

^^^^
s. D. Kendall.

The New York C. C.
The New York C. C. held its twenty-second annual meeting on Deo

19, one of the most important meetings in the history of the club"
The purser's report showed the experiment of the removal to Ben"
souhurst. whicn was regarded as doubtful by some members la?t
year, to be a financial success, the increased income oasettine- anv
extra expenses involved by the removal, and giving promise of a
larger annual income in the future. Beside a reduction of the plnh
debt from its income, the club has lately received from Messrs W
W. Durant and G. H. Daly a donation of 'bonds to the amonat of 'soOO
each, with smaller donations from Capt. Whitlock and Purser
Stevens, materially reducing ihe bonded debt. The report of the
mate, J. R Lake was a very interesting and instructive document
while Mr. Vaux, m behalt of the regatta committee, made a fuU re-
port of the year g work, giving full credit co the Forest and Stream
for much valuable advice, which bas enabled the club to rai«e the
standard of its regattas. A committee was appointed to draw up
resolutions of regret oyer the death of Capt. John McGregor, an hon-orary member of the club. ^ '

,
The following officers were elected: Capt., j R.Lake: Mate Schuv-lerSchieftelm; Purser, C.J. Stevens: Ex. Com,, Mr Marbu^v MrW W. Durant was unanimously elected an honorary membe7'
In pursimnce ot the steps recently taken to incorporate the clubthe articles ot mcornnratlon were signed by tho^e presentThe questions of enlarging the house by 'the additon of a second

stofy. of reducir-g ttie dues of active members, and of aiJordin™-
oial facilities to the owners of canoe yawls, were favombly consid-

I ered and referred to the trustees for further action ^ cpnsw-

Psyche.
The familiar red, white and red of the New York C. C. is now

seen almost daily on Biscayne Bay flying from the masthead of Kirk
Munroe's famous canoe Psyche, which after a thorough overhauling
looks as fresh and dainty as though just from the builder's shop.
She was built for exhibition at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposi-
tion of 1878, and is thus the oldest canoe now in active service in the
country, or at least in the A. 0. A. She has cruised in every naviga-
ble waterway of Florida, including those of both coasts; has thor-
oughly explored the Adlrondacks, a score of Canadian and Maine
rivers, is well known In all waters atoout New York. Sue explored
the everglades and Lake Okeechobee as long ago as 1881, and was the
first white man's sailing craft to find a way into these wilds. As her
owner now makes his permanent home on the shore of Biscayne Bay,
where he is collecting quite a fleet of small boats, it is not probable
that Psyche will ever again be seen in New York waters. At present
her great spread of sail and sliding seat are exciting the amazement
and admiration of the bay boatmen, to whom she is a most interest-
ing novelty. O. K. Chobbe.
Cocoani;t Qro-ve, Fla.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentleman, residing in the Eastern Division, has

applied for membership: Stephen C. Powell, IVl.D., Newport, R. I.

A Revolver Expert.
GEORaE B. Jantzee, whose f -jcs appears herewith, is one of the

leading members of the Pistol Club. In the opening competition
for the Winans trophy Mr. Jqntzer was very near the top, and
took one of the Forest and Stream prizes supplementary to the
main trophy. He then taok the trophy by challenge shoot from

GaO. JS. .lANTZEB.

Dr. Louis Bell, successfully defended it against Mr. Henry Oehl.
and early in the present month m^t defeat from the steady hand
and brilliant record of William E. Pettv. the present holder of
the trophy. Mr. Jantzer finds in revclyer snooting a change
and relief from business matters, and is very enthusiastic In the
sport and earnest in his advocacy of It to friends as a gentle-
manly means of relaxation.

Chicago Sharpshooters.
Chicago, 111.—The following scores \vere made by the Chicago

Fiharpshooters in their weekly priz". shoots for the year 1892. All
shooting is at SOOyds., off-hand, on %-inohGermaiirlng target, one
entry each week.
Ring target, best average:

L A McBean 2014 5. Mart Gran
3. Dr Merkle 19i-'..i (i. H Thorwart 18?^
3. G F Schmidt 19!^ 7. C Sohotte 18^,,
i. F lioggenburger 19'j,

Best single scores on ring target for gold medals:
L H Thorwart 220 S. A MoBean H'M
Union target, best average of 3 shots, possible 75 rings:

.56'
6. llr Merkle 54J^
7. C Sohotte i .54

3. G P Schmidt..
3 H Thorwart.

.

i. MartGrau 5b

Best single scores on Union target for gold medals;
1. F Loggenburger 70 3. l)r Mprkle .69'

Stich target, best average of 3 shots, possible 39 rings:
1. G F Schmid t 31 5. F Loggenburger 15M
2. A McBean 19)^ S. Dr Merkle 1534
3. H Thorwart IBM 7. Mart Grau 14M
4. O Schot'e 16

Best single scores on Rtich target for gold medals:
1. E Thielepape 33 3. G F Schmidt 31
Most flags or 3-iiieh bullseyes:

1. H Thorwart 564 7. Mart Grau 208
2, F Loggenburger 491 8. J Uelmold 184
G F Schmidt 472 9. R Helmold 140

4. C Schotte 311 10. H Miller 102
5. A McBean 241 11. fl Borsch 98
6. Dr Merkle ..237 B.

Military Rifle Shoot in Newark.
An open to all practice shoot will be held by the First Brigade

(N. G. N. J.) Rifle Association on the 200yds. ranges at the New-
ark Shooting Park on Jan, 3, baginning at 11 A. M. The shooting
will be open to all New Jersey guardsmen, using Springfield rifles.
No ammunition heavier than the .55-405 carbine will be allosved
and this will be sold on the ground. A feature of the day will b©
an open sweepstake of 50 shots per man, .65 entry, one-half the
contestants being winners and one-half lo'iers. This will be
started about 1 o'clock P. M. It is hoped that shooters from every
command in the First Brigade will be present. Y'Ratium.

Miller Pi*ize Shoot.
The sixth annual prize shoot of the Miller Rifle Ottib of Hobo-

ken, N. J (Captain R. W. Dewey) will be held at headquarters,
new No. 428 Washington street, Sunday and Monday, Dec. 25 and
26. The programme calls for fifteen prizes irom $30 to $1. Open
to all comers. Any .222al. rifle. Tickets of five shots 50 cents
two best tickets to count. Re-entries unlimited. First day shoot-
ine commences at 10 A.M. and clcses at 11 P. M. Second day
shooting commences at 10 A. M. and closes at 810 P. M. 'Well-
known shooting rulBS to govern. Shooting committee, David
Miller, chairmaD, J. H. Krase, E. Fisoher, John Meyer, j. Oarra-
gher, Aug. Meyna.
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Major Ties the Record.

At the weekly sboot of the First. Brigade (N.G-.. N.J ) Rifle Af-
Booiatiou at 1 he Newark Shooting Park, on Dec. 17, Major D. L.
Wallace, siirgeoa of tlie First RegimoiD I, put on an exrra spurt
and made 45 out of a possible 30 at SOOvds.. tying the club recovfi,

previously beld by 0. H.Townsend. The day was a fairly sood
one for the season, the light being clear and there beinfr tio

trf^ublesome wind. All the shooting was done with Springfield

rifles and Government carbine ammunition, with 'ifigrs.of pow-
der and 405grB. of lead. The attendance was light, owing to the
rush of the holiday trade. Afier New Years a better turnout is

lookfd for. Tae "cores follow, the usual RO-sbot match being shot
between Major Wallace and Private Townsend:
Mailer Wallace. 6 .5 4 4 4 -it 4 1 4-4a44444444 4 3 - .sg

5 .5 3 4 5 4 4 5 4 4-4.5

5 .5 4 .4 .5 4 4 0 S 4—.^9—5.'<l^

Ser'stWUhelm 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 i 5—43

Private Townsend 4 4 * 5 i i 4 n 5 4—43
.5 4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4 5-42
5.5 4534404 4-43
:4 44454445 a-43444444554 5-43-314

Y'Ratimm.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

CiNClNNAXi. O., Dec. 18.—This club has adopted flttinL"; resolu

tions enTood\ing the regret of members at the lamented death of

their friend and shooting crmpanion H'ram H. Nieman: and a
copy of the reFolut.ions was spnt to the bereaved family.
The association held its regular pr><ctiee sboot at its ranse to-

dav and made the scores as appended below. Conditions: 200yds .

off-band, at *he standard target. The captain again distingtiishfd
himself with a full score of bullseyes. Schuster used a sporting
rifl^-

Gmdele ..86 84 85 Simon T7 77 76 Schuster ...."jS 61 46

Louis 76 70 67 Stegner ....69 68 70 Belnert... .50 52 ..

Payne 84 82 77 Druhe.,....78 71 69 Putthof ....44 59 ..

Prize Rifle Shooting in Brooklyn.
The two days' prize shoot on Jos. Lint's new galleries, 80f*

Broadway, Brooklyn, closed on Saturday n'gbt. Tl^^e shooting
was done wifh .22 a', rfles, the best single ticket to count. There
were ten cash prizes and one gold medal. Three men tied on full

scores, and on ttie shoot oft for the medal Jos. Lntz won. The
eash winners and their pcoref were in order as follows: Philip
Neuth 75. G. Noon 75, J. Lutz 75. C^as. Rein 74. J. Guentber 74, C.
Ricbter 74, W. Rosenh mm 74, R. Wirth 74, J. Berrael 74 S. Appell
T4.

Jjew York Revolver dnd Pistol Club.

NexV York, Deo. 10.—The following record ppores <vere tnade by
thfttuembers of the New York Revolver and Pi=col Club, at their
last r< gular ^re^kly practii e shoot, held on the ITih inst., at their
gallery. No. 13 St MaTk= Place. Ten shotson standard American
target, distan ieSO ds., 44cal. S. & W. revolver: G- E. Jantzer 85,

B. Wallher 84, H. 0 bi 80. F. G. Allen 70, F. Heckinsr 68, E. Walz
(33eal. Stevens pistol.) 88. F. HT;CKiN^fi, Scey.

Port Chester Rifle Club.

POHT Chester, Dec. 17.—Two hundred yards, offhand, standard
American target;
JSmith 4 10 6 in 6 4 y JO 7 5-71
RRu^ld 3 6 6 4 9 10 3 6 7 7—64
FA R>climau 9 6 5 3 5 7 1 7 7 8-61
RMcNml.Jr 8 5 3 4 6 a 7 3 9 5—.52

HB.eger..., 4 3 3 4 9 6 6 7 4 4—50
McQnilKen 4 3 7 8 6 3 3 7 1 3-43

R jVIcNeiu, Jb., Sec.

An Ideal Winter Resort.
Tht: Og'elhorpe "f Ri'univick, Ga.. under the management of

Mr. War'en Ijeland, Ji'.. is a splendid hotel in every respect. It
is df-lightfully siiuatt-d bv the souDdins sea and among pme for-
es s, anrl famous for its charming walks and drives. Abundant
oi'ponunity is afforded for \achting and flshiog. and excpllent
shooting is to be nad over npigobiring p'-es'^rves. of which Jekyl
Island is the beat known. The climate is mild and dry, and it is

altogether an ideal winter resort.—^-Ido.

All ties divided Unless otherwise rep6rt6d

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following!

Dec, 32-24 —Kansa=» Oi ty (Mo.) tournament, i ve birds and targets.
D°.c. 24.—Eltiott vs. Fulford, at WiUiamspi rt. Pa,; 26, at flarris-

burg, P^.
Dec. 24 —Williamsport (Pa.) Rifle and Gun Club, all day tourna-

ment at live birds.
Dec. 26.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Orangeville,

Ballimor" county, Md.
Dec. 27-30.—Watson's live bird target tournament, Watson's

Park, Burnside, Til.

Dec. 28.—Tournament at live birds, on Erb's ijrounds, Newark,
N. J.
Dec. 28-29 —Jacksonville (Pla.) Gun Club's fifth annual tourna-

m'nt; $500 guaranteed purses; $300 in money and merchandise
prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y.

1893.

Jan, 2 —Hartner's all-day target tournament, Oradgevilie, Bal-
timore county, Md.
Jan. 2,—Towanda (Pa.) Gun Club's all-day tournament.
.Tan. 2 —Sou' b Side Gun Club's "annual,"' Newark, N. J.

Jan. 17-18.—Hamilton (Ont.) Gon Club tournament, live birds
and targe LP.

Jan. 1011.—Inter.«tate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Assccii-
tion's Grand American Handicp, live bird tournament. New
Jersey (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monaco
boundarv.
May 17-18 —West Newburgh Gun Club spring tournament, at

Newburcb, N. Y.
May 23.25.—Knoxville Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added to

purses. Also valuable mfii'chandise prizes.

June 12-16 —New York State Sportsm'^n's Association tourna-
ment, at Rof hestpr. H. M. Stewart, Cor. Sec'y, 413 Eilwanger &
Barry buildine-, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct. 19-20.—West Newbuigh Gun CJuh fall tournament, at New-

burgh, K. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Sbfll LaJie Fishing and Hunting Club, of Memphis, Tenu., held

its annual meeting on Dec. 13 and elected the following offleers:

Pres.. M. T. Garvin; Vie°!-Pres.. A. T. Havden; Sec'y, Jos. Theirs;
Treas., Jo«. Bri^nadell; Ex. Com , W- A Sciles, Jos. Specbt, Jr., and
Ed Sebrella. A general discussion ensued touching the plans which
were suinnitted for the improvement of the club buildings. Tbey
v.-ere accepted as rlrav.'n. According to the arrangement the old
building, wtiich is iSX'Itiffc . i.= to be diridefl into three compartmetts,
to be used as biteht-n club kpenei 's sleeping room and aining room.
The new building will be 20\10ft. and di\nded into two club rooms of

•20x20 each. This addition has been decided upon as necessary to

meet the increanng member.'^hip, the limit of which has been changed
from 30 to 75. Toe affairs of the club are in excellent shape. Its

hunting and flsh ug territory embraces 33 lakes besides Blackfish
Bayou. These lakfs abound in all varlPties of fish found in this cli-

mate, anri the hunting is excellent throughout the season. The club
will have at its disposal 32 boats instead of 33, and nothing is to be
left undone to'niake it an attractive I'psorc for its members and l;heir

iivited guests. The rule as to certifioat- ^ of mpiubership issued to

members will be strictly aohei'ed to. find every one will be expected
to have his certificate when he visits the club.

After the laig sweep at Erb'.',:, Frank Class expressed a wish to shoot
a match against Harrv E. Smith at K^O bve birds each for $250 a side.

Later we were informed that Mr. Smith's father has expressed his

willingness to roalfe a tnat;ch for "his boy" on the above conditions,

so that there is a good chance for a match. The pfogress of Harry
Smith as a shooter has been rapid and shows coufcluslveij' what per-

sistent practice will do. One year ago last January, wheat he began

shooting a member of the Essex Gun Club, he was classed o!t »

birds out of 10, and for a time did not succeed in gaming a great

many "points" over his rating. Soon, however, he began to catch on

to the game, and so rapidly did he improve that at the close of the

season he was up among the top winners. He never lo«es an oppor-

tunity to shoot, seldom misses a shoot of the Essex or Newark clubfc!,

and is always on hand for match or sweepstake shooting, no matter

wb.at the conditions may be. In his proper form we consider him
good under almost any conditions for 88 or better out of u)0, and

ordinarily he should bo good for 90 or better. The strongest men lie

has met previous to the big sweep were G. L. Preche and Allen Wl -

lev, both of whom he has defeated. If he meets Class the latter wdl

have no "cinch," but will have to shoot his best pace, and even then

he will not be sure of a victory.

The success of the 100-bird m»tch shot on John Erb's grounds last

iveek led to a refluest for a tepetition. Consequently another event

of the same character tvill be shot oh ttie same grounds early m
January (the exaiJt date to be annount<ed at least two weeks ahead)

with an entrance fee of $10(). If four oJ- less entri'Ss, there will be

one money; live to seven tentries, two moneys^ eight to ten en tries j

thi-ee moneys; eleven to fourteen enti'ies, four ndoheysi fifteen oi

more entries, Ave moneys. Entries, which must be acccinlpanied by

$^0 forfeit, must be sent to C. H. Townsend, trapl editor FttfltsS*

.AND Stke.451, ,318 Broadway, New York.

An open-to all tournament at live birds will be held on John Erb's

"Old Stone House" grounds, in ^ewark, on Thursday. Dec. :J8, and a

large and enjoyable time is anticipated. The date comes right in a

week when business will be stagnant, so that everybody will be at

liljerty to attend . The trouble will beein at 10:30 A. M. .
the events in

order to be as follows: Six birds, $5 entry ; 10 birds, $10 entry ;
15

birds. il5 entry, and 6 birds, $5 entry. All evenls will be under mod-
ified Hurlingham rules, John Erb has plenty of birds on hand, and
on the above occasion will trap a lot that are gilaranteed to dodge
anytliing in the way of a regulation charge.

A letter from Charley "Bilderbach'" writes us that Poet-Secretal-y

James K. Woodward, of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, has
severed his connection with the club. Thi=( will be a severe loss, as

Mr. Woodward was a faithful worker, a fair shot, a splendid tourna-

ment manager and bustler, .and above all a genial friend and com-
panion. The club will have hard work to replace him. Mr. "Bilder-

bach"' aNo states that Vice Presidpnt Prank Biggs. Capt. Harry
"Hire-a hall" and Quartermaster "Jer.sev" De Cray have gone to

sou'heru Delaware for a couple of weeks' gunning and rf creation,

and thus far have seciu-ed plenty of birds. The spring tournament
of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club will be helc in March or April.

the Newark Gun Club will have a iolly day's outing on John Erb's

grounds in Newark on Thursday, .Tan , 5, when they will have as

guests the Parkway Gun Club; of Brooklyn. The visitors will ar-

rive before noon and open sweepstakes will be shot until lunch time.

Afterward there will lie a friendly team match with teams of 15 men
each, 10 live birds per man. Each club wUl turn out in strength and
an enjoyable time is anticipated.

George E, Knowles, manager of the South Knd Gun Club, of AU
bany. sends us the program.me for a tom-nament to be held on Mon

evenls 4 monfeys. The grounds maybe reached by electric car* from
State and North Pearl streets to lienwood, thence by stage to the
grounds.

Our attention has been called to an error which we Inadvertently
made when commenting on Will Cruttenden's innovation of the

'•Jack Babbit" system. We stated that under Mr. Crdttenden's sys-

tem a dividend would be paid for "all targets" broken. This should
have read "^o all who break over 50 per cent, of the targets." Thus
in a lO-target event a shooter Ijreaking 5 targets would be shut out,

while ihose breaking 6 or more would receive a dividend on each tar-

get broken.

Frank Class, the well-known Jersey trap-shooter, has secured a
lease on the Morristowu Driving Park, formerly managed by Sire

Brothers. Mr. Class wil! put the grounds and hotel in thorough re-

pair, and will at once start in to boom live bird and target shooting.

The giounds are admirably adapted to bo'h styles of shooting, the
foreground being excellent and the traps in full view of a commod-
ious grand stand. He will hold a three daysj tournament in January,
when both live birds and targets will be used.

We have been informed that the Hamilton (Ont.) Gun Club have
decided to make tbt ir January tournament last three in> tead of two
days, as formetly announced. The shoot will begin on Jan. 17 and
close on the 19th. The big event of the tournament will be at 21 live

birds. $21 entry, to be shot on theiirstday. Entries for this event
will close on Jlonday, .Jan. 16. A number of shooters from the States

will attend the tournament.

To day Pittsburg lovers of trap shooting are looking at the work of
Elliott and Fulford in the third of their series of matches. Elmer E.
Shaner will be referee. On Saturday they will shoot at Williamsport,
Pa., James H, Millspaugh doing the honors as referee, and on Mon-
day the final match will be shot at Harrisburg, when James H. Wor-
den will referee.

The programme for the four days' tournament at Watson's Park;
comprises two events at live birds and five at targets on the first day
two at live birds and four at targets on the second day ; three at Hve
birds and four at targets on the third day: three at live birds and
t'nur at targets on the final day. On the second day there will be a
sweep at 20 live birds; $15 entry; four moneys.

The lay press still insists that the series of matches between Elliott

and Pulford are for the chaminon'^hip of the world. As neither man
has ever shot for nor held such a championship, it is difficult to see

how the possession of that title hinges upon the lesult of these

matches. The principals themselves claim to be shooting for $200 a
match, with an additional $-iOO to the one winning three out of five

of the contests.

Harry Matz, of the Reading Association, engineered a fox chase at

h s Three-Mile House, Skilbngton, December 17. Billy Eieles, of

Christiana, furnished the fox.

The Harrisb- rg Shootuig Association will have i200 selected birds

for next Monday's EUiott-Fulford match, The shoot will be held at

Island Park, beginning at one o'clock, p. m.

Miss Ethel A^irgin is considered one of the best game shots in the

vicinity of Platteville, 111.

The last badge competition of the Hastings (Neb.) Gun Club was
won by Frank Crabill' who broke 31 out of 30 targets.

The Badger Gun Club was recently organized at La Crosse, Wis.,

with k. Hoiway as president; E. Gautcfa, captain, and A Petricek,

secretary treasurer. The club will shoot every Saturday afternoon.

The South Side Gun Club, of Milwaukee, Wis , will hold all-day

shoots on Dec. ifi and Jan. '.'2. Valuable prizes will be shot for.

The Pickawav Rod and Gun Club, of Circleville, 0.. will hold an
open shoot on Dec. 3S. A feature will be a match at 25 live birds each
for $'25 a side, between A I Mason, of Columbus, and F. D. Alkire, of

Circleville.

The Roxboiough (Pa.) Gun Club will hold an all day shoot at live

pigeons on Jan. 2.

Mr. L. G Duff-Grant, secretary of the Smokeless Powder Co., v, ill

lectured most interestingly at the United Service Club, New York, on
Saturday, the 17th inst, on "Smokeless Powder and Magazine Rifles."

John H. Hartner expects a big turnout at his shoot at Orangeville

Md., on Dec. 26. The events will be open to all, at artificial targets]

The Amateur Gun Club of Newark. N. J., will have an all day shoot

at bluerock targets on their Fifth avenue grounds on Dec. 26. Shoot-

ing will begin at 10 A. M.

Jerseymen will now have a chance to resume trap shooting as the

open season for game closed on Dec. 15.

Unless all signs fail, John Erb's record for the season for live birds

trapped will crowd that of Mr. Watson, of Watson's Park, thus far

Mr, Erb has had a fine lot of flyers and has trapped a large number.

Entries for the grand American handicap will close on Dec. 80.

Jack Parker will manage the Hamilton shoot in January.
C. H. TowNSENn.

liive Pigeons at Pine Brook.

Charles Vehmorat. and T. W. Morfey, both of Paterson, N.
J , drove over to the Pm<i Brook Hotel on Dec. 14 and had a pleas-

ant time shooting over the traps. A good lot of live birds w«re
on hand, and although the day was not a favorable one thf.se flew

well. The first shoot was at ^25 live birds each, for $35 a side,

bO>.'ds. rise, ,MJyds. boundary. The scores;

Vprinoral . • ]mi30m321012121010020--49
Moilev. 0011100021210121200112110- IG

Then came a sweepstakes at 5 birds, S5 entry, 3 moneys:
Morfpy .....11131-5 Ht'l 00113-S
ii^xtin 10f)lX-4 Yermoral 01201- i

^aney Island Athletic Clnb.

THE Coney Island Athletic Club, of Coney Island, N. Y., pffers

a trophy emblematic of the championsbin for teams represenuBg
the tegufarlv organized gt*n elttbs of Kings county, to be com-
peted for in a series of monthly shoots, commeiicing during the
inontti f>f ;Tanuaty, 1893. The value of said trophy to be not less

than l$m _ ,..,11.
Conditions: 1. Etitty c/peh to any regularly organized gun clnb

in Kings county, N. ^.
, , , ^ , ^ t ir

2. Each team to consist of five members from each clnb, and if

more than .six teams enter said contest, 15 live birds per man; Six

teams or less, 30 birds per man. _ , „ „,
3. Each club enlereH on or before Jan, 1. 1898. shall file with said

athletic club a list of 20 members of the cltJb, s,nd the five selected

as the team thereof shall be from said list. Any man in such Hst
to be entitled to sboot on the team of the club naming him. And
in- case of being a inemtier of one or more clubs, and h;9 naine ap-

pearingupon the list of said clubs, he shall only be entitled to
snoot upon the team first securing his services (except }n i^.ase of

withdrawal;, and will not be permitted to shoot but on tc.amt

on the day of tt e monthly contest,
1 The shots shall be conducted under Hurlingham ru'es, 8Wds^

boundary, 2Hvd8. rise, 13 {fauie guns; .30yds. rise, 10 gauge gufle^

The first and last shoot of said contest shall be upon the grounds
of the Atlantic Hod and Gun Club on Coney Island, and the
grounds for the intervening shoot shall be named by the club or
clubs making the highest score at the previous shoot, but in no
event f hall two sif-cessiVe shoots be held upon the same ground.

5. The club making the highest score of the total of birds shot
at by each cluo to be declared the wimer and owner of the cup,
and seven sheets to decide the contest.

tl. The referee to be mutually agreed upon on the day ot each
monthly shoot by the competing teams.

,

7. Bit-ds to bf furnished by the cltih ander whose auspices toe
monthly shoots are conducted, bht each eluh to pay for its own
birds.

. , ^
Entrance free. Clubs in making an entrv t*i11 please ftlrntsB

the undersigned ^vith the name and post ofnce address of tne«i-

dent or secretary of same.
Coney Island AxhijETK: Ctxivi.

C. A. Dellab, Ufncifil Scorer-

fld/iaiiton Gun Club.

Hamilton, Ont., Dec. 12.—The Hopkins gold medal,, iflefitiofied

in ouH of my previous communications, is in the bands of oti'l'

secretary, and is withou* doubt the hahdsompst trotyhy yet pre^
sentPd to the Ha,milton Guu Club. It was up for competition for
the first timp to-day, and owing to the conditions on which Mfv
Hopkins wished it shot for, namely. 31vds, rise and each man nfrtl

his own trap, unusual interest was taken in the contest- The
mfdal is to be won four times. Our popular secretary won to-dis'

with 11 out of IS, which, considering the handicap, was a goort

score.
For the Hamilton Powder Co 'smedal tiPS in November and De -

cember shoots were shot off, William .Stroud winniiis? in both,
Encotlragifig reports are received daily regarding our toufDa-

ment< which promises to bp oneof the m^st successful held in ottT

cityi Mr. M. F, and Mrs. TAndEley have signified their intention
of being present.
Hopki' s medal handicap;

CrooV s, 18 birds. OOH 10110111100100 —10
Sp'^ncer. IB birds OOUlOOllOlOlllO — d

W Stroud, 17 birds 000 1000100 1 OJ 00'0 — b
Hunt, 1-T birds... OOOIllKOOIOtDO - .5

Wibon,15bTds IIIIOIOOOIIODI ~ 1

Clifford. 16 birds 0100 OOOOOw
A Smvth. 15 birds iOUOloiOl Hill -11
J Stroud 19 hirds ..t'lOnooi'KlllOtXlOlin— ?

Kaiser, 19 birdo OOuOO'iOfyiOlOlOlOOlO- -t

John Smyth ISbirds 110111010lt«0»ll -7
Hamilton Powder Co. medal handicap, unknown anglesf rapid-

Wilson, 23 hirds onoimnooniioniii -18-

Spencer. 27 birds 11111 IllOlllllliOUOOllOOl —St*
Crooks, .31 birds ; 11 lOlOlOlllOOlllOOllOOOOlOOi—If?W Stroud. 26 birds OlllOllOlllOllllOll lllllU —20'

CPflird, 37 birds 11001111111100110111110111 -20
A Smvth lOlOOlimilllllllllOlli —20
W Stroud won ties. J. E. Overholt.

Damascus vs. Brockwayville.
On Thursday, Dec. 15, the Brockwayville and Damascus gun

clubs shot a match at Ridgeway, Pa , on tne Dsmas ma's grounds.
The teams comprised ten men ebc ), and each man sh'^t at 25 blue
rock targets, from three traps, unknown angles. The scores fol-

low:
Brockwayville.

P Thomas HI 111110111 1011 OlOUtlll - I'i

Alex Hynd lOOlUOlllllOlOlOil 111111-19
M Harvey lllOllilUll'OlllOOOlOlOl—19
J Thomas 1111110011111111011110011-20
N J Wilburn t)ll01100001111010101111oO-14

J L Bond 10 1 00001 0100001000 lOOOllI— 8
ThcsMorehead 1101111100100111101111101-10

M D Milks llllilOlllOlllllimOllOl-21
Denton OlllinillOllllllllUlOtO—20
M Hutchinson 110110001]11011011lllll01-18-16?»

Damascus.
L B Elliott 1111101111111111111110101—32

Joel Miller 1101001111111001111111111—20

J M Hanscom 00 11 lllllcllll 1111111' 11—22
Lvnd 1110101111110111110101110-19

Hugh M'llen 10101111111 lllUlllllOll 1—32
Bfuce Kime 111111 llimilllll 111110-24
F G- Earley 1111100111110100011110101-17

P L Warren 100111OI1I1O11011101111O11-17

J H Rigdon 0inillllllll0llUnilllll-21
M Elliott lllllllllllOlimiUlOm-23-307

North Side Gun Club of Long Island.

The snowstorm of Tuesday, Dec. 13. prevented the majority of

the members of the North Side Gun Club from attending the last

regular clnb shoot of the vear at Ihe Queens County Driving
Park, Maspeth, L. I. Only five putered for the club's gold medal
at seven birds each, modified HurPngham rules. C Gran was
the winner with a stiaight score. In the sweepstake shoot, C.
Mpyer and J. Tiernan had a good race. The scores:

Regular monthly shoot for annual prizes:

J Tiernan 2012223- 6 H Manning ]01-2111-(i

A Duryea oO'iyil-3 G Givaue 1313321-7

J N Meyer 1220000-3
Sweepstake, $1 entry, one money. 3 birds:

J Tiernan 111—3 GGraue 000-0
C M^ver 122-S ADurjea 112-3
J N Meyer 203-3 U Manning .122-3
Ties:

JTiernan .1112110-15 A Duryea Ow
C Meyer 11P2211—7 H Manning- 10

w

Live Birds at Milton Point.

A PAHTV of New York sportsmen went up to Milton Point to
Vanjc-'s club grounds on Dec. 14 and had a pleasant half day's
shoot at live pigeons. The first event was a mate'i between two
teamsof three men each, at 10 live birds per man. the winhirg
team to receive $30 and the man making the highest score to re-
ceive SIO. The S''o'PS were ns shown:
P Hunt (28vds.)..213*2010111—8 J Aricksou (28). 1121 111213—10
TJenson (30).... 1-210211101-8 J Mills (38) ...2013211132-9

L Ivoltt r (28) .... 1202013000-5-31 D Stuber (28) . . .3'20C020211— 6-25
Two sweeps at 3 oirds each, S3 entry, three moneys, were also

shot, the results being:
.

No.1. No. 2. N-^.l. No. 2.

Janson 202—3 000—0 Arickson. .. 110—2 011—2
Kolter 021-3 210—3 Stuher 123-3 310-3
Hunt 101-2 181-3 Knof 121-3 121-3
P. Knot was referee. _

Sweepstake Shoots.

Several members of the Glenmore Bod and Gun Club had sf me
Quiet sweepstake shoots at Dfscer Park on Friday. Dec 16. Some
good scores were made, the birds being rather poor, but the
money and expenses were about evenlv divided. The scores :

Ten live hirds, 28 yards rise, entry, $5 each,
Piri>t. Second. Third.

ME Havden 3122212313-10 21220103-21-8 -3133210310-8

R Jones' 3212210211- 9 110112-2011-8 l]'221021ll—

9

W Thompson 2321120101— 8 233113121 3--10 133-3111012- B
Match : SIO a side. 20 blrd=. 25 yards rise.

P Gastiger 21212111122201311201-13 J Gastiger
,
1112213211^10111011-17

Referee, W, ^lilh-,
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Fulford-EUiott.

Kansas City, Dec. ir.-The first shoot of the series 'of fivO

.matches to be sMot between J. A. R. Elliott and E. D. Fulford,

took place in thn Ball Park in this city this afternoon la the. pres-

ence of about 500 spectators. As is usual in Kansas City the vis-

itor carried with him the sympathy of the audience, and when he

was tried out in the latter end of the race he was encouraged to a

'•fare-you-well." fverv kill beintj anplaurled. The shooting as a

whole was confiiderah) v helow par, Fulford winning the race by a

score of 88 to 85 nut of 300. and a' that there is a protest on referee

McGee's decision on Fulforrl'a 7:th bird. The bird was a left-quar-

teriuB driver and was liit sliehtly in the wing. He circled around
and alightPd on a crossbar some twenty feet above the ground, and
after balancing for about a m1nut° lost his hold and flew down-
ward. Luckily for Mr. Fulford there was a wire screen m front

of the grand stand, which the crippled pigeon flew aeralnst and

then fell into the Errounds. Keferee Mcfiee had called Lost bird.'

but when the bird tell in bounds he changed it and ordered the

bird scored "dead." Elliott protested the decision on the ground
that it was a lost bird under the rules governing the shoo*", and the

match was proceeded with. The score at that time was 64 to fi3 m
favor of Fulford. From that time on It was a hot race, Elliott

Icslng but one bird while Fulford lost two more, and the disputed
bird would have made it a tie if referee MoGee had stood by his

original decision. . ,

The rules under which the matches are being shot are a special

set of London Gun Club rules, and Rule 10 says: "If a bird which
has been shot perches or settles on the top of the fence or on any
of the buildings in thp ground higher than the fence it is to be
scored a 'lost bird.' " Tbe bird never fairly closed his wings, but
was certainly "perched" for probably a mmute. The decision

will have to stand, however, as Referee McGee is satisfied that
his last declaration was made on the question of the perching or

settling of the bird, and he is the sole arbiter of that point, and
Fulford is declared the winner of the first match.
There are five races to be shnt in this series, at S200 a race, and

S200 rn a majority of the contests. The next race takes place at
Indianapolis' Deo. 19, and the others at Pittsburg, Williamsport
and llarrishurg. Pa., in the next iO days, and local sportsmen
arefiarfrl that Elliott's way of using wood powder will result

disastrously to his shooting record, it being the general opinion
among Kansas City Gun Clnb men that his loads were faulty and
lacked penetration, as bird after bird hit by both barrels carried
the load over the high fence.
The shoot commenced a few minutes after 1 o'clock, with Capt.

.James H. McG' e as referfe and .James Whitfield official scorer.

Elliott shot a 7j4-pound new Greener, and the loads for both bar-
rels were 47gr.'<. of wond powder and IJ^iz. of No. 6 shot in an Ely
case. Fulford shot a hammer Greer er weighing 7lhs. 121^02. He
used the U. M. O. shell, loaded with 3p4drs. of Schulfze and I140Z.

of shot. No. 76 in the right and No. 6i in the left barrel.
The day was a typical trap-shooting day, barring the several

inches of snow that cov^ered the ground. The birds were a good
lot, and while not particularly quick to wing, were of the kind
that can carry out of any bounds a good load of shot if it fails to
strike a vital part. This can readily be perceived by the scores of
t6 and 8.1 out of ICO, under London Gun Club rules, in a base ball
park, with "the earth" as a boundary and a year's time in which
to gather a wounded bird.
Elliott was first to the score, and started in by losing his first

bird, an easy right-quarterer which scaled the fence, and missed
his 7th, a fast one in the same diaectlon. Fulford started out
like a quarter Horse, grassing his birds in good style, killing them
clean with one barrel until the 8th, which he missed clean with
both loads; but Elliot lost the next three in succession, leavingthe
Easterner four in advance. Thus early in tbe race the inefficiency
of Elliott's loads were observed, as Fulford's shot alone was heard
to rattle on the back fence. Fulford missed his 13th, 20th and 32d,
and Elliott killing straight was only one behind, but his 24th car-
ried the load beyound the fence, and at 25 birds he was two be-
hind, the score standing 21 to 19 against him.
Elliott fell behind further in the next ten, losing his 32 \ and .3.3d

birds, while Fulford dropped hack on his 36th and 87th, and both
missed the 40th bird. Fnlford lost his 41st dead out of bounds and
his 43d clean, which left the score a tie until the 45th round, when
Elliott missed a hard right-quartering driver which flew the coop,
and at the end of the 50th round Fulford was one ahead on the
poor score of 41 to 40.

Elliott lost four out of the next 25. and Fulford but three, which
gave the latter a lead of two on the main score, two of Elliott's
and one of Fulford's falling dead out of bound--. On the 7rth bird,
a& above related, Fulford was fortunate in ha ving a baseball foul
tip screen save him from losing a b'rd. He missed his 79th clean
and lost his 83d dead out of bounds, which again made the score a
tie, without counting the bird protested by Elliott. From that
out, however, Fulford shot a good race, killing out straight,while
Elliott missed his 86 fh bird and lost the match. Elliott still in-
sists that Fulford's 77th bird should be scored "lost," but Referee
McGee's decision will doubtless prevail, as he is the sole judge of
the question under the interpretation of tbe rules. In his opinion
the bird had not "perched." and while up in a balloon and only
kept from flying out by a wire screen, he decides that under his
construction of the rule it was a "dead bird," and there you are.
,
.Optl's whole, Fulford was lucky in a marked degree. He got a

bird that would have been lost on any other ground, and outdrew
JiUiott all the way through. Elliott did not show good general-
ship, h9wever, frequently wasting powder and shooting too quick
With his second barrel when he had plenty of time for deliberate
saooting. His great weakness, however, according to the sports-men who watched the race, was in the lack of penetration shown
oy tiis loads, bird after bird going out that was apparently riddled
withsbot.
The following is the official score of the shoot, giving the traps

snot from (King's trap used), the direction of flight, etc.:

Trapsco)-e tvpe-Caiiyrtght, 1S93, by Forest and Stream PuUlshing Vo.
533325 5422444233351114554

H-'^^^H /^ T-^f—^^'^ ? <- 1^\o2132301o002131121323220 1-19Elliott.

.

4215 35435312251335542414 1

13112300222113023130322 3 1-21

3314543 5 23132 5 44234315 5 33

013 313202331;3oal23102223 1-3]

133134512 5 2513455515 31445
3ll3a31332023a3333323331 1-24-85

3331411545434153133 43 5 143
Fulford 11111110111102 211330 203 3 1-21

3 3 4 14 3 5 5 3 3 5 3 3 5 13 4 5 3 4 13 3 5 4

3 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 3 1 0 o 1 0 ^1 1 3 1 1 i-20

31434 5 1322433 3 454333433 3 3
^,^^4 \j"-^t /-^NT T^*-/>/'H'^T -^^-^^^
1 1 1 3 1 o 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 1 3 0 J 3 3 1 3 3 0 2 2-23

5533341433541355 5 32 5 23151
-*t»<-i,->y?'<-*-\-4<-^Si ->H«—>->-^i^>'-*^M-l
1 3 2 0 1 1 3 o 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1-23-86

It. , ^ T, . , , WmifflBLD.
[Spc&al to Forest and Stream.1

The Eecond, at Indianapolis, Dec. 19, resulted:
Fulford 2 1iai21313312111];>i2'''^3l •>—

3 3 2 3 1 2 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 a 2 1 ;.' 1 2 1 1 3
3 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 1 3 S ;3 ;i :.' 0 2 1 1 2 1
1 3 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 0 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 2-23-96

Elliott 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 2-25
1 1 a 1 1 1 1 o 0 1 2 2 2 '> 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 0-23

r. . 1- 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 o 3 1 1 1-28-93
o Dead out o£ bounds. ^ i- »o .0

The KnoxvUIe Gun Club.

„ ^^J^l^
January meeting, 1B93, the KnoxviUe Hun Club deviseda ectieme to encourage a friendly rivalry and create an interestw ^^r^^^ members to attend the regular monthlTshoots as fol-

tW i,Tp„^VTnJ''r?%^K^'^ PV^*^^' SIO to first. $7.50 to second?|o tothird m each ot the three classes. C ass No. 1 to shoot unknowntraps and known angles; Class No. 2 to shoot known traos andOi*ssNc.3 to shoot kiown traps and knownangles. The entire memlsership was classified into clas^Ps ?Cn«
2 and 3 subject to be advanced into next higher class as foh^^
Cl^sl No' 1 A^^'^f.f M woufd^ be'' advanced in7o

wol'ld'be a'dvf^iSd^int'^ ' ''''^'^'''^ ^5 twice.

To determine the three winners in each of the classes a mBm
h?^hPsf*,'i,V^°"'

^^'^ '^^^'''^^ ^ dett^mine his average The"highest three averages in each class to win respectivlly flrst^

second and third prizes in the class in which the shooter was
located at the end of the year. After the regular December clnb
shoot tbe averages of the best 7 scores were made up and it was
found that the following members had won the prizes:

Class 1:

Per cent.
R. Van Gilder, first, prize $10 19 31 31 33 23 24 35-154 88

S. Van Gilder, second, prize S7.50. . .18 19 23 33 23 33 33-149 85.3

Class 3:

F. A. Morris, first, prize SIO 20 20 21 21 31 33 23—147 84
T. C. Eld'-idge, second, prize $7..tO. . .19 20 21) 21 21 31 22—144 82

G. H. Wilson, third, prize .?5.... .. ..14 16 19 19 19 21 18-126 72
Class 3:

C. B. Rnss, first, prize $70 17 18 18 18 20 20 31-133 75.5
J. C. White, second, prize §7.50 14 17 18 19 19 20 30—137 72.5
S. B. Dow, third, prize $5 7 9 10 14 15 16 18- 89 50.8
The lowness of some of the scores can he attributed to the high

winds and bad weather at some of tbe meetings.
Some members In Class No. 4 who had good scores missed shoot-

ing on several club days hence they not having 7 scores for an
average were barred.
This scheme on the part of the club has helped to keep interest

in the club and has proven beneficial, and I hope other clubs will
adopt some such method to revive laeging interest.

R. Vast Gild eh, Secretary.

Pigeons and Keystones at Watertown.
Three members of the Watertown (N. Y.) Gun Club had a

seance on the dub grounds on Dec. 15, when they shot at both
live birds and Keystone targets.
The first event was at 18 live birds between Tallett and Pad-

dof k, Kingslev keeping them company for a time. The scores:
Talleft ...231120110111131131-16 Kinglsey 031121030-6
Paddock . . ..211200111023111111-15
Then came two f-vents at 25 targets each, all shooting from un-

known angles and putting up the following totals;
Paddock . . .1111110111111111111111111-24
TaUet^. 1111111111111110111110110-33
Kingsley .0111011010110111111110111-19

Paddock 1111111111111111111111110-24
Tallett! ...1101110111111111111111111—32
Kiugsley 111011111 lOlOllllHOlOlOl—1

8

Dct'. 17.—The foUowing scores were made at to-dav's shoot:
Event No. 1, at live birds: Paddock-21H, Ayers-013, Tallett-llO.
Event No. 2, 25 Keystones, unknown angles:

Paddock .
1 iniOllOllOlOllOn 011111—19

Tallett 10111notlOOllOin 11111101—18
Ayers 1111111111111110111010111—22
Event No. 3, same;

Paddock 0111111111111111111011111—24
Tallett 1111111110111101101111011-21
Ayers 1101111111111111110111010—31
Event No. 4, 5 pairs:

Paddock 01 10 10 11 11—7 Tallett 11 10 11 11 10-3
No. 5, same:

Paddock , 10 10 11 11 U-8

Harry Smith '(Vins the Purse.
In spite of all predictions to the contrary the big open sweep-

stake at 100 live birds per man, $100 entry, shot on John Erb's "Old
Stone House" grounds in Newark, on Thursday, Dec. 15, was a
success. True, there were only three entries, but these repre-
sented precisely three more than were predicted. Then again the
weather bureau was not at all kind in the manner of weather
conditions dealt out; in fact, until 9:30 A. M. it looked as though
there would be a wading match instead of a shooting match. The
air was moist and heavy, while the clouds were dark and threat-
ening as though ready to send down a torrent at slight provoca-
tion, and there was scarcely a su.spicion of a breeze. Long about
10:g0 the clouds grew lighter, a little wind came down over the
Orange Mountains, and the outlook became more cheering.
It was about this time that we reached Brb'a place, where we

found one shooter in the person of Phil Daly, Jr., of the Holly-
wood Gun Club who had been waiting an hour for some one to
come along with a gun. It was another hour, however, before
any one else arrived, and then came J.Frank Class, of Morris-
town, and Harry E. Smith, the promising young expert of the
Newark and Essex Gun clubs. After a wait of another half hour
and no sign of any accession to the ranks, sweepsta,ke shooting
was proposed in order that the guns might be warmed up for the
big event of the day.
The traps were in position, a big lot of birds were on hand,

"Lem" was impatient to do some gathering, so at the fun they
went. The opening event was at 5 birds, $5 entrv, oae money No
3 was at 10 birds, $10 entry, also one money. In this all killed
.straight and decided to shoot off for the pot at 7 birds each, the
birds to he paid for out of said pot. The results:
Class 22221-5 2221112311—10 lSllOll-6
Daly 21003-3 2211121212-10 0121121-6
Smith 12231-5 1331111131-10 1111111-7
Here it is thought best to call a halt in order that the lOO-bird

sweep might be shot olf before ihe light grew dim. The entries
were: J.Frank Class, Phil Daly, Jr., and Harry E. Smith, each
of whom put up $100, and decided that the pot less the cost of the
birds should go to the winner. Very little time was lost in pre-
liminary arrangements. Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of Warrenville, N. J.
being chosen to officiate as referee and C. H.Townsend being
official scorer.

It was just 13:50 p. m. when Class first called " pull," and with a
neat first grasstd a strong driver. Daly followed by losing a right-
quarterer, although it was bit, while Smith sent both barrels into
an incomer and scored. At this time there were probably a
hundred spectators present, although the crowd kept increasing
as the day wore on, until there were fully iliree hundred on the
ground. Among the visitors were John Oockefair, of Bloomfleld-
Fred. Class, of Boonton; Frank Piper. J. R. Leonard, R. Trim-

Hedden, W. G. HoUis and others, of Newark.
The birds despite the unfavorable weather conditions flew

splendidly, and what they would have done on a cooler, drier and
more sunny day can only be conjectured. Not over half a dozen
birds refused flight when the traps were sprung, and of these only
two were called, the others starting 03" within an instant. Some
few were slow as a matter of course, while a large number were
as fast and tricky as eveJ left a trap. As a whole they could
fairly be classed a good lot.

Class shot in good form during the early part of the race
killing 34 in the first quarter ; his 9th bird, a twisting left-driver'
being hard hit but falling dead just over the boundary. His 54th'
a zig-zag incomer to the right, also fell within a couple of yards
of the score line.
Daly's shooting was a puzzle. Nearly every bird was hit, but

during the first half he seemed to have a penchant of ptrttino' his
charges too low, and did not seem to lead his birds enough? As
shown by the score, he lost four out of his first five birds, although
every one of these were hit. In the second half he "got on" in
better form, and kUled 46 out of the 50.
Smith shot his same old gait throughout, his deliberate first

barrel being effective. Of the 36 times his second barrel was used
at least one- third was merely for safety.
At the end of the first quarter of the race Class led on 24 to

Smith's 23 and Daly's 19. Here bets of -30 to 25 were offered on
Class with no takers. On the half Class had scored 46 to Smith's
44 and Daly's 38, and the odds were made 50 to 25, and still no tak-
ers. On the third quarter Class was still in the lead with 70 to
Smith's 68 and Daly's 63. On this round Smith lost his first bird
and killed the remaining 34. On the final quarter both Class and
Smith kept up their good work for a lime, when i-uddenly Class
began to let his birds get away. He killed 9 straight and still led
Smitn two birds. He then lost his 10th, 13th, 13th and 15th, when
it began to look like a victory for Smith, who kept on killin"
making a straight run until the 34th round, when he lost a bird'
Class also lost his 20th, and at the finish it was seen that Smith
had won by the fine total of 92 kills to Class's 90 and Daly's 84
Class could not account for his sudden dropping back, as he said
all his shells were out of one lot, and he thought he held correctly
on the birds he lost.

Smith's finish was a very strong one. he killing 48 out of his last
50, and making a run of 47 straight. He also made another run of
19. Class's best runs were 24.13 and 30. Daly made runs of 15and 28.

The first quarter of the race was shot in 47m,, the second quarter
in 39m., this being lb. 26m. for 150 birds. The last half was shotm Ih. i33m., the trapping of the 300 birds constiming 3h 58m dp a
little better than 100 an hour. , <^

Class's 36th bird was shot within a few vards of No. 3 trap butwhen Lem attempted to gather it the bird showed considerable
life, and before the dog succeeded in getting it in his mouth hehad to chase half across the field to the right and then back near
No. 1 trap, where he finally captured it. One of Smith's and one
ot Class's birds wotdd have gone out of bounds had there been a

low fence boundary, each of them striking against the high board
fence. One of Daly's birds settled on the top rail of Ihe fence,
from where he was gathered, and under the conditions governing
the match was scored.
Thus was shot the first open sweepstake at 100 live birds ever

shot in this country, and as has been before stated it was a suc-
cess. The birds were good, the trapping such as can be found
only at .John Erb's. and from start to finish not a dispute nor a
jar occurred to mar the pleasure of th^ occasion.
Below will be found the detailed scores of the match, the first

line of fi^nres showing the trap from which the birds were sprung
and the third line the barrels used:
Trap score type—Copyright, iS9e, byWorest and Stream Publishing Go.

S3355535 5 43 835 2 33333333 5 1

J ^ Class 13313311olll31311312311 1 3-24
3224351221S3415 3 5235 53113
113111210133 0 301113313 2 1 1—32—46
331 433431 3 3321 5 14822 3 5234
<r-H^^-^^ 'h^-^H<^\ «>/>- 4,113ol223 1 1131232 1 1113313 3-24-70
343353333352143 435 3 142313
t-H 4. 'I \ t<-H i 1 7< i T <—^w^S, t//4—^-^131111333030010231101121 1-20-90

138321433112131 5.5. 3134333 3

P Daly, Jr.. ..003 0013112203 23112ol3332 1—19
3341244313333322231343112-
J, \ HT^^'i* 1^ J' <-H '^-> T T
3 2 0132131101323010111030 1-19—38
234343514234 3 5 55551 5 415^,

3

\-*\/^-^\ 'K->/^ ^ txT t->->N /^->^<-\ N/- \->
0 3 3 3113 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 2 1 23 1-34-63
234S5431323234331 5 3141114
4- i /^->->/'<-<—>T^^^->i-^/'<-«—>«-4,

3 2 3 1 011 3 3 3 3 1 0 1 3 1 3113110 1 3-33- 84

3 3 3 4 3 3 4 5 15 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 2 14

HESmith... 3 1 3^l'V'o 1V^3^ O^T 3
0

'l' I's's l"2"2i2-33
34424343 335 42 532332353313
\->\/i\4, k!'<-»i;H\7i7^^<-<—)•^i<-v/<-<-'^\T
11111111231100 2 3 111113 0 1 1-33-44
143325 5 3335 3 1331314 5 54344

^ «

—

>/'<-\/^ > > W<-4. w?',»;^->/'

0 1 3 1 3 2 311113111331113211 3-34-68
143251334434413 5 141334132
<-^/>i ^Tj'-^J- X^i/V t<331131311211313311111120 1-24-93

C. H. TOWNSEND,

Kingbird Target Match at Albany.
Some time ago a party of Albany sportsmen who were chatting

in Elmer Vine's store, got into a discussion as to the relative
shooting merits of John R. Sanders, the youngest shooter in the
Eastern New York League, and one of the old stand bys who we will
call the "Old One.": Glenyl, of the South and West lEnd Gun Club
expressed the opinion that young Sanders was the better shot of
the two, and this "the Old One," who was present, took as a chal-
lenge, the i-psult being that before the party left for hoorie a match
had been arranged to take place on the West End Gun Club
grounds on Dec. 1.5. each man to shoot at 100 kingbird targets.
The match came off as agreed, and the manner in which it ter-
minated is shown by Horace B. Derby's story in the ^rgus:
"The day designated for the match proved a terror m tbe raw

air, cold, wet sodden grounds, and a heavy atmosphere wherein a
gruesome gray haze pervaded all space and gave to the light of
day a dingy character that brought out the best efforts of the
sharpest eyes to catch on to the whirling kingbirds and follow
them in their swift and long-continued flight. A few fitful pre'
cipltations of rain shortly after midday eauspd many sportsmen,
who had been given the tip and who were anxious to witness the
match, to fear that it would not be shot out, consequently the
event was rather slimly attended.
Leon, Wadsworth, Stone. Glenyl, Barron, Colloton and Shafer,

all club members, were on hand, and of the other visitors I noted
John MuUaly, of the South End Gun Club, and W. I. Wemple and
William Bunn, of Amsterdam, members of the rifle club in that
bustling little town. The hoys had all come to see a good race
and take a hand in the shooting, and they were gratified in both
directions.
The contestants in the lOO-bird match were called to the score

shortly before 3 o'clock. The conditions of the match were, 100
kingbirds per man, three traps, known angles. With the wretched
light, the chilling air, the swift flight of the birds, and the sharp
angles at which they were thrown, tbe shooting of both men was
very creditable. The match was closely contested, the shooters
hanging to each other with grim determination from start to fin-
ish; but the lead the young fellow gained in the first 35 he main-
tained to the end, and won the game handily though his margin
was a narrow one. Sanders used an L, C. Smith hammerless,
13-gauge gun, his opponent using a Colt of the same calibre.
The detailed score:

John B Sanders .. 1111101011111111111111111-23
1111110111111111110111110—33
1111111111111111110111111—24
0011 10111 llOllOll 11111111—20—89

The "Old One" 1110111111100110111111111-31
0100111111111111110101111-20
llllllllOllllllllllimil—24
1110111110111111 111110101-21-86

The veteran was not assured by his d^-feat that the young chip
was the better man with tbe breechloader, and the victor was im-
mediately challenged to shoot another match, under the same
conditions, the date to be decided at a future conference. Both m-n
are well-seasoned experts, and a slashing race may be looked
for.
The other shooters present shot out several scores, some of the

men shooting in excellent form and rolling up splendid totals. As
these scores were made only for practice and pleasure, detailed
mention is not needed. It would be unjust, however, not to notice
the finest aggregate score of the competition, made by Henry R.
Sanders, an elder brother ot the winner of the individual match.
This skillful marksman, with a 12-gauge Winchester repeating
shotgun, scored a total of 91 out of 100 kiiigbirds."

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

The last regular club shoot of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club
for 1893 was held at Dexter Park, L. I-, on Wednesday, Dec. 14.

There was a good attendance of the members, nineteen entering
for the club medal, class prizes and the best averages for the an-
nual prizes. Each shot at seven birds. Class handicap—Class A,
28 and 30 yards : Class B. 25 and 27, and Class 0, 23 and 25. J. Ben-
nett. A. Botty and A.Waeldin tied with seven each for the mt dal,
and on the shoot off Bennett won it, also the special prize in Class
A. J. Link, H. Selover and H. Bookman tied with six each for
the Class B prize, which J, Link won on the shoot ofl'. A. Wael-
din took the Class C prize. The first annual prize is a hammer-
less gun, valued at SlOO, and it is a close race between J. Bennett
and A. Botty as to who shall take it, there being a difference of
one bird on the best scores. Tbe score of shoot

:

A Botty 2112111-7" A Andrews 0022322—5
E Helgans 3120101-5 T Short 0113020-4
J Bennett 2111213-7 ABrower 1131210-6
J Blake 1011211-6 WSelover 0231011-5
A Miller 1303130-5 H Le Maire 1331002-5

Class B.
J Link imOH -6 M Ellis 0031202-4
H Selover 0332121-6 H Bookman 1202111-6
GO Berry 1102110-5 C Rein 1122000-4
HBramwell 3001311-5

Class C.
M Meyer 3121110-6 A Waeldin 3112112-7

Shooting Matches.
A FOUR-HASDED match was shot off on the same grounds and

date between four prominent Coney Island hotel keepers at 10
birds eacD, 35yds. rise, the loser to pay for the birds and wine. H.
Sturdevant was the victim.
Another match at 10 birds was shot off between Frank Goodale,

who has joined the Atlantics, and C. E. Morris. The latter won
easily. Scores:
H Sturdevant 20100»J100—3 G Vanderveer 2101031112—8
CStuebenbord 3100002001—4 F Gallagher.. 0220133111—8
Match for the birds:

F Goodale 0001101320-5 C E Morris 112031U13-9
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Plenty of Sport at Rutherford.
The members of the BoiUne Springs Griin Club, of Rutherford,

along with a delegation from the Passaic City Rod and Gun Club,
bad a pleasant outing at Rutbe'ford on Dec. 17. The day was a
fairly good one for trap work. The main feature was the sboot-
off of the tie for fifth place in the New Jersey Trap Sliooter's

League tournament. This was shot by teams of flvo men each,
at 35 targets per mau. The result follows:

Boiling Springs.
Kie«i3 oimioinoumomniiiii—19
HoJliater...' 0111110111111110111101111-31
Ed Oollina 1111111111111111111111101-24
Post iomiiiiiiinoionoiiiio-20
At water 1101110001010111111110000—15-99

Passaic City.
Wise oininiiiin loiiu 110100-20
Shaw 100010000 lOlOOOOOlUOlOOl— 9

Vermorel 1111110100111111111010111-30

Kewitt 000001111 1110011010100011-13
Abbott llOnillODUOOllOllllim-19-81
Then followed the tliird of the series of 10-men team matches,

at 35 tareets per man. between the two clubs, each of which had
previously won one match. Tho race was closely contested, and
it was only after a struggle that the Passaic team finally won the
match and thus the series. The scores are appended:

Passaic Citv.
Hail oiomoiooiinioiimoooo-15
Connan 1111101111001001011111100-17
Gaston 1 01 11 011111 1 0110110001010-1

6

Shaw 11101 1111 1101101 100 lllll 1-20
Kewitt 110100101010001010imiOO-l;f
.Tellame 1001011110001011 101101 lOl—l.f;

Vermorel 1010101011101110010000101—13
Wise 10111011111 1 1111111111101-33
Hemion lilllolOlllOlllOilinOlOO-17
Abbott .1010111101110011111010111-18-168

Boiling SpriOBH.
Kless 111111111111100H11011110-31

Ruck' 1001111011110111001110110-17

Lane
"

" 1111111010010110100101010-1.5

Paul 1100101110111111000111111-18

Peck'"' 1011001011001011110000011—13
1 ames

'
. - • . 1111111110111111110100111—31

Krebs ... 1101100001010100111101011—13

Collins
"

'
." 0111010100001011100111111—15

Hollister'
"'

1111110000101011110111100—17

Coe 0100001001001101101000100- 9

The rest of the day was devoted to sweenstake shootintr, tbe ten

target events being"$l entry ; 15 target, $1.50 entry. The results

follow : , , ,

No. 1, 10 singles t Hobart 8, jRa.nneret ^, Hedden 0, Lenone o.

No. 3, the same : LsQOoe 6, Hobart and Hedden 5, Jeanneret
and Peck 3.

, , r »
No. 3, the same ; Hedden 10, Hobart 8, Peck and Lenone 7.

No. 1. the same : Hobart 10, Hedden 9, Huok 8, Paul, Coe,
Lenom 4, Peek (i, Cnllias and Burgess 5.

No. 5, as above : Hobart. Hedden and Huck 8, Coe and Collins

7, Leoooe 6, Burg ass 5, Peck 4,

Nn. 6. like the last : Hobart 10, Hedden 8, Coe and Lenone 8,

Wiaa HnfV n.Tifl Paul 7. Ppp.k and Hall 5. OoU'nS 4.

No. 9.

lienore ...

Hall
Huok
Conins....
Hollister.

.

Coe...

No. 7. Tiep. No. 8.

1111111010- 8 UUl 1101110101- 7

0111101111- 8 110 '1 0011001111— 6

lOlOllllll- 8 lllll lomouu— 8

0111101110- 7

OllOOUOOlO- 3 1000011100- 4

0101011111-
1111111111- 10 liiioiiiio- 8

1111011110- 8 ioioi 1111111011- 9
OUOOIOOOI- 4 1111111111—10
moiioni— 8 oiooo 1101000111- 9

1110101110— 00 1011 01 11— 6

luiiiim- 10 0010010011- 4

011 01111 1 1- 8 oiooi OOolOOlOOl- 3
0111101101-
11010 101 lo- 6 niiioiiii— 9

om inioi— 8 ooon 01111— 6
1011110001- 6 1111101110- 8

1110101001— 6 0110011101- 6

UllOllOll- 8 liiii
riiQoioodo- 4
OUlll 01100— 5

0001111010— 5

101011111111010-11

lomoi 11011110-13
imioioiiHiii-io
OOlOllllOlOOClO- 7

The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.

The attendance of the members of the Coney Island Rod and
Gun (^IuId at Woo.dlawn P.ark, Gravesend, L. I., on Wednesday,
Dec. 14, was up to tb" usual average, twenty-two competing for
the Kppiff diamoQd badge and extra club prizes at seven birds
each, flub handicap, tnodifled Hurlingham rules. A good race
took place between C. Plate and C. Detl^fsen for the trophy. The
former won with twenty straight. S. W. Northridge won the sec-

ond prize, outshooting "Snapoer" Garrison. Dr. Van Ord won
the third and the fourth and fifth were divided. The scores:
Regular monthly shoot for the Eppig diamond badge and club

prize;
WLair 3102132-6 R Lambert 1010212—5
DrVan Ord 1201012—5 .1 J Ennis 0131311-6
H McNaughton 3132122—7 J B Lake 1003212-5
F McLaughlin 2120312—6 C Plate 1211121—7
W Green 0010022-3 C Detlefsen 1221322—7
Dr Little O200123—4 H W Blattmacher 2132023-6
L Eppig 2102] 23-6 J B Voorhees 2013113-6
.r Schlieman 1110211- 6 F Ibert 0101031-4
W Lohman 0010021—3 J Cottier 1010120-4
C Englebrecht 2121231-7 W Scheelje 1313213-7
SW Nordlinger 2102131 -6 E H Garrison .0133232—6
The birds were gooH but bad light.

Sweepstake shoot, 35yds.. 3 birds;
JSchlif-man 121—3 Dr Van Ord 113—3
L Eppig 113—3 R Lambert 310—3
C Eoglebrecht 100-1 W Lair 010-1
Dr Little 013—3 F Ibert .....000—0

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

As there is no regular prize put up for competition for this
month's shoot by the Atlantic Rod and Gun Clttb the members
present had a good afternoon's sport at sweepstake shooting at
the West End grouitds. Coney Island , on Thursday. Dec. 15. It

was more of a trial of skill between the novices of the club, the
older members and more experienced staying out. The birds
were a first class lot, C. E. Morris in practice killed 48 out of 50
picked birds. The score. No. 1, 5 birds, lowest score to, pay for
the birds: No. 3, 3 birds; Nos, S^ind 4, 5 birds each

:

No. 1. Tie. No. 3.

R J Sutherland OllU-t 123 111-3 22111
R Richards 10111-4 310 010—1
J Gavin 01101-3 ... 111-3 31320
DSturdevaut 01111—4 100 012—3
GVandeveer 11111-5 ... 111-3

No. 3. No. 4.

R J Sutherland 12112—5 31221130 00101—3
R Richards 21101-4 01101—3
J Gavin mil-5 133211U 13001-3
DSturdevaut 01310-3 21033-4

Garrison Defeats Morris.

The long talked of match between C. E. Morris, president of
tbe Atlantic Rod anri Gun Club, and E. H. Garrison, the well-
known .iockey, of the Fountain Gun Club, was shot off on Satur-
day, Dec. 17, at the Atlantic Rod and Gud Club's grounds. West
Eufi, Conev Island. Tbe conditions of the contest as arranged
were at 100 liv^ birds each under modified Hurlingham rule..=, gun
handicap. Morris used his E. C. Higham gun, 10-bore, 3'iyd8..

G irrlaon a Scott gun, 13-bore, 28yds., the stakes being S300 a side.
The birds furnished by Bonden were a good lot; the weather was
cloudy and cool. Morris was well handled by Dick Monaees, and
Garrison liarl t^e services of O. W, Wingert in his last 50, wMch
materially aided him in winniog the matcD.
Tbe match was started p'-omptly on time, 1 P. M., Garrison wio-

niag the toss and sending Morris to the traps first, who downed
his first, a straight driver, in good style. Garrison followed witb
a fast left-quarteriug driver, which he neatly stopped; he missed
his 3d bird, a fast rigCit-quartering driver, Morris following suit
on a fast incomer; he again missed his 9th and 11th, both incom-
ere; 15th. a right-quartering driver; 19th, another incomer, and
23(1, another right-quartering driver, making a total of 6 out of 3.5.

GaJTiBon^ after kilUBg^ 14 straight missed, his 17tb, an Incomer,

18th, 31st. 33d and 35tb,all quartering drivers, and tieing the score.

Morris then killed 15 straight and then missed his 39tb, 40th and
49th, the first another incomer and the two last drivers.
Garrison missed bis 34th, 87th, 42d, 44th and 47th birds, nearly

all being drivers, leaving him 3 birds behind on the first half of

the match, the .score Htahding Morris 41, Garrison 39.

After a recpsf of 10 minutes the at cond half was comrapuced.
Morris lost his ,56th bird, a fast straight driver from No. 3 trap,

which was hard hit, and dropped dead after alighting on the
fence. He also missed his 69th. an incomer; 71st and 74th, both
right-quartering drivers, although hard hit, got away.
Garrison did some tall shooting witb a straight run nf 20. He

missed his 71st bird and finishing the third round 1 bird ahead.
In the last round on bis 84i h bird Morris's gun got very stiff and

hard to pull and caused him to miss a fast left incomer, but he
kept on with it, although it caused him to miss his 87th, 90tb and
Ol'^t, all incomers, and his 99th, a fast right-quarterer.
Garrison mi.=9fd his 78th, a hard straight driver, which dropped

dead over the fence. He then killed 17 straight, 16 with the first

barrel, but missing his 98th, a fast incomer, having killed 47 out
of his last 50, and winning tbe match by the score of 86 to 83. The
best runs were: Morris, 15, 9. 9, 8, 7, 6. Garrison, 33, 17, 14. 8.

Both made some good kills, the mrB^ notable were Morris's 86th,

a fas^ lett-quariering driver; Garrison's 60th and 85th. Tbestore:

C E MorrlR
(SOydB.)

.3 3 0 1113103 0 3130133ol 1101 3-19
\«-\->/i->t/'«-'NWW T ^^J^-/'*-^

—

1332313131131 0 031332111 0 1-23

3111 3 0333313 2 21011110110 1-Si
->/ t i^(-<—>^->^-^/'313311130130310'"""'''[0013311130 1-20-83

f^/' 71 />/ /^y^\N i.f' /-^ i/ iZ/iW \ \
E a Garrison. 1 0113212311 1 313300320011 0-19

^38yds.) v/wr'\/'/'\/<-\v!'\\7';^x^i/^\/"/^/^\-^Si<-
11132133032 0 332303033013 2-20

31111333321113111 3 110113 3-24
^<-t^->T->'^->-\-^^-^J.<-T<-N i
3 3olllllllllll3111110111 3-23-86

Referee, E. H. Madison. Scorer, C. A. Dollar.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
[From a Staff Corrcspojidepit.l

Chicago, 111., Dec. 17.—John Watson has invented a new word
for the trap shooters, and not a bad term either, though nobody
would think, just to look at .John Watson, that he was threatened
with philology.synonyms,or anything of an equally painful nature.
In the orogramme which he issues of his holiday tournament,
Dec. 37-80, Mr. Watson specifics certain shoots which are to be
shot uuder the "monotone system." A little figurine will enable
any one to see that by this M". Watson means the rapld-flre sys-

tem. There will also be, however, a large number of events at
unknown trans. Of course there will be plenty of live bird events,
among which is the very interesting one billed as follows:
"Twenty-eighth and last contest will be a straight freeze-out,
shot to a finish, at live birds specially and carefully selected, en-
trance $5." In short, Mr. Watson evidently aims to give a tour-
nament a little outside the fragile and worn out lines of the old
sort. Speed the day when we may have more shooting worthy of
this day in tbe development of sport. Shooters coming to this
tournament will probabiv see some good birdn and good shooting.
Singular comment on the present confuFed condition of shooting
rules in this section is to be found in the anaouncement of the
rules for this tournam'^nt—American Association, exiept l^oz.
of shot, except boundary, which is the Illinois horseshoe, except
distance, which is SOyds. for all guns. Truly bastard rules, and
in one particular, at least, of bastard vioidusness.

CAPT. ANSON'S PARK.
Oapt.Anse has bloomed out as a shooter of energy and resource'

Not content with tbe deplorably dilatory action of the Illinois
State Sportsmen's Association'.? inexecutive committee in the
matter of next season's tournament, he has concluded arrange-
ments for the leasing of the South Side baseball park at Thirty-
fifth street for a term of weeks next summer, and will hold a
World's Fair shoot, targets and birds, open to the world, on his
own hook. He will make money, and deserves to. Is there no
way in which Adrian can be made an annex to the inpxecutive
committet? In his enterprise he may associate others with him,
and has already offered John Watson a half interest in the pro-
ject.

INCORPORATED.
Messrs. Thorssen & Cassady, of this city, will on Jan. 1 merge

their firm name into that of Thorssen & Cassady Co.. articles of
incorporation having now been filed. It will please many frinds
over the country to hear that Mr. H. P, Jenney, of the late Jenney
& GrahHm Gun Co., will again come back into the sporting goods
trade, where he was so long and favorably known, and will be
henceforward at the sign of the new csmpany above mentioned.

E. HOTJGH.
175 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Trap at Watson's Park.
BuBNSiDE, lU., Dec. S.—Score made to-day by the Fort Dear-

born Club for the club medal; 15 live pigeons each, under new
Illinois State rules:
Geo Kleinman.21202nilllll32-14 Abe Kleinman.031122322213213-14
F R Bissell . . .010013203330013- 9 J A Macomberllll010311in23-13
The two Kleinmans will settle the tie next shoot.
For target medal same day, 20 targets each from 3 unknown

traps; AbeKleinman 15, Geo. Kleinman9, Bissell 1.3, Macombeyll.
Dec. i4.—Score made to-dav by the South Chicago Gun Club

for club medal; 30 live pigeons each, under new Illinois State
rules:
L Wi Hard 31 Oil 113311131232211-19 Ben Fogli.l0312113131111111S22-19
F Willard.S1213111''21122211333-30 J Watson.1013331023 1101111222—17
Dr Larkin00313311 211120101002-14 P Miller . . 12011113311102101103-16
Sweep for birds:

L C Willard 0211312111-9 Dr Larkin 21322-5
Fogli 0311203013—7 Watson 12101- 4
PE Willard 01131-4
For target medal, .30 targets each from 3 unknown traps: Miller

15, L. C. Willard 14, F. E. Willard 13, Fogli 14. Ravelbigg.

Massachusetts Shooting Association.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 14.—The third tournament of the Massa-

chusetts Shooting Association was held at the grounds of the
Broctf>n Gun Club yesterdas^ It was an elegant day for trap-
shooting, but a small delegation were present to compete for the
St^te tropbies. This meet saw more of the eastern " cracks

"

come together, but there was one fault, that the entire State was
not well represented.
We saw no representatives from Springfield, Palmer and the

western section: not a soul from Fall River, New Bedford or
vicinity. It was about the same sporting crowd that assembled
at the first tournament at Clarendon Hills, but considering the
dreariness of this season of the year, the attendance though small
IS certainly worthy of notice.
Competitors from Lynn, the " Angel City," were there in the

persons of Capt. Marlio, W. G. Wetberbee and Frledrich Forbes;
Coate, Gore, Bradbury, Gale and Snow, of Boston : C- E. Fore-
hand. E. Tolman, Chas. Colvin. and W. L. Davis, of Worcester,
aud last but not least, many enterprising members of the Brocton
Gun Club,
Shouting began at an early hour and continued till dark. As

an average the scores were very uneven and several local cracks,
wbo are considered 90 per cent, men, made a poor showing in the
individual match.
W. L. Davis won the race by one bird. Thus far three of the

best "cracks" in the State are tied on first position, namely
Mr. Bennett, of Boston, who won the badge at Clarendon Hills;
W. F. Brown, of Lynn, winnins at Worcester ; and W. L. Davis,
of Worcester, winning at Brocton.
The team races were closely contested for, but tbe Brocton men

flying high and won both the amateur and professional team
badges.
Following are the scores

:

No. 1, amatpur team contest. State badges:
Worcester Team. Brockton 1st Team.

Forehand 1111111111—10 Wilbur 1110111111— 9
Tolman llOllliOll— 8 Kneel IHllllOll— 9
Davis IIIOIOOIOI- 6-24 Leroy 1011111111— 9-27

Boston Team. LynnTf-am.
Choate ..IIIOIUOII— 8 Welch 1100100011— 5
Gore lOniOilU— 8 Wetherbee ...llOO'llOOl-

6

Bradbury IIOOIIOIOI— 6—33 Forbes 1010100101— 5-16
Brockton No. 3 Team.

Jones 1111011101— 8 Wood llOGlOllll— 7—IS
Atwood. 1001010000- 3

No. 3, individual race. 20 singles, for tbe State challenge badge:
Choate. . ..11010111101101011111—15 Bradbury.linnil1101111110111-17
BorbPS. . . .1100100010 001101010— 9 Smi tb 11110111011101111111- 16

Fore.hand.mOllllOlllinOllH-17 Gore 01110111011101101101-14
Wood llOllOllOlOinoilOill— 13 Jones 10011011101110111010-13
Wilbur.. ..llOlllOlilOlinilOl 10-14 Snow 11010011101110110110-13
Kneel ....11111011111011111111-18 Colvin. . 10100110101101010101-11
Post 11110111111110111111-18 Martin... .101 10110110110101111—14

Leroy 11111111011111101111-18 We.th'bee.lOOOUOlOOlOUOOOOlOl- 7

Gale 11110110111011101101—15 Welch. . . .101 11111011111101111-17
Davis . . .11111111111011111111-19
Davis won fir^t podtioD and swopp; Kneel, Post, Leroy. second;

Forehanrl, Bradbury and Welch, third.
Professional team race for State bidges:

Boatoii. Ljnn.
Choate 1001101010-5 Welch 1101101100-6
Gore nonilOll-8 Wetberbee llOOOHOlO-a
Bradbury 1101110110 7-20 Forbes 1111011101-8-19

Worcester. Brockton No. 2.

Forehand 1010110101-6 Wood 1110101101—7
Tolman 1111101111-9 Atwood 1110111010-7
Davis 1011111101-8-23 Tisdale 1111101111-9-33
Brockton Team No. 3 won this match, having shot out Worces-

ter on the tie.

The next tournamf-nt of tbe Massachusetts State Trap Shooting
Association will ba held at Walout Hills, when we hope to see the
entire State well represented. A. J. Kelsby.

Falcon Gun Club.

Only three members competed for the Falcon Gun Club's gold
medal, at Dexter Park, on Thursday, Dec. 1.5, at 10 birdf. each
tinder Long Island rules, bird billed with the second barrel to
score as a half bird. J Vagts won r.bf, medal, Thescor^:
J Vagts 1112121 131-81^ H Van Staden 1122001111—7
J H Miller 3110101111 7^4
Sweep at 10 targets, $1 entrance, 1 money:

Miller 1111111111-10
Vagts 1110111111—9 VanStad.er 1111011011-8
R eferee, W. Miller.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R,, Gray, Me,—The following question has caused considerable

discussion, and all parties are willing to leave it to you for flnal

settlement: A put out fox bait and sets trap to a light drpg. B,
passing by the following day, discovers fox and shoots bim about
10 rods from the bait. The fox was in the trap. B returns the
trap to A, claiming tbe fox. Now, will you decide to whom does
the fox belong? Ans. To A.

D. B. 0., New York.—What rivers that flow into Lake St. John
have the host hunting? How far up can one go in a 21ft. naphtha
launch? Would you advise me going up any of those rivers in a
naptitha launch on a hunting trip? Ans. Tbe rivers are: Ashuap-
moucbouan, navigable for 15 mil"?: Mistassini, navigable for 20
miles: Ticouapee, navigable for 30 miles; Peribonco, navigable
for 30 miles. But for a small napbtha launch the ah ve distances
might be exceeded. Correspond with Mr. B. A. Scott, Ro^^erval,
Lake St. John, who will give all information referring to hunting
and guides, etc.

Clevel.'i ricl as a Fisherman.
Wm H. Craije, the comedian, is somewhat of a fisber-

man himself, but he yields the palm to G-rover Cleveland.
"I never .saw a man," said Mr. Crane, "who had the passion
for angling and the patience at it that Cleveland has. He
doesn't seem to care whether he catches any fish or not; he'll

sit for hottrs under a broiling sun, watching his bob go
dancing in the water, aud never utter a complaint if he
doesn't get a nibble. I went out several times with him
last summer—Joe Jetter.son took us out. .Joe isn't any sort
of a fisherman—he's a great actor and a great painter and
all that kind of thing, but he can't fish a little bit. Joe
can't bait a hook; seems to be afraid of the worms; so Cleve-
land and I took turns at ptttting bait on his hook. Joe got
restless before we had been out half an hour; he kept want-
ing to move around—was sure that it 'was better fishing on
the other side of the pond.' Perhaps you've been fishing

with that sort of a man. It worried Cleveland a good deal,

and by and by says he: 'Joe,' says he, 'when I was a small
boy I went fishing with my uncle Elihu, and 1 remember
that he told me that one of the .secrets of success in life was
to stick to the place where you'd throw'u your anchor out.

Too many folks,' said uncle Elihu, 'spend all their time
pulling up anchors aud rowing around; they don't eatch the
fish.' 'As for me,' says he, 'when I start to fish I sit right
there and fish until 'either the pond runs dry or the horn
blows for supper.' "

The strangest couple in the menagerie Ia Central Park are
the raven and the common crow, who share a cage in the
aviary. The latter imposes on his giant cousin in the most
barefaced manner. The crow never deigns to descend to the
ground to get his food, which is raw meat. The raven hum-
bly flops to the floor and, selecting the largest piece of meat,
puts it in its beak and proceeds to masticate it and then re-

turn to his perch. When it is sufficiently tender, bit by bit
is exposed, the remainder held firmly with the powerful
beak. The crow then deigns to peck at the now tender mor-
sel, and it is not until he is thoroughly satisfied that the
raven dares to begin eating his own meal. It may be that
the raven thinks the crow is a yottng bird of his own clan,

and only wants feeding up to grow. Whatever, however,
may be his delusion, it is a fact that this curious comedy
may be witnessed every day in the aviary about 2 o'clock.—
New York Evening Post.

An interesting case of a wild rabbit living in an almost
tame condition is recorded by Helen J. Murray in the current
number of jVatU7"e iS^ofcs, the Selborne Society's magazine.
Mrs. Paul, a fisherman's wife, living in a hut between Ard-
naheia Farm and the mouth of Loch Goil, deserves the
credit of having achieved this result. The rabbit was
brought in when very young by a cat, and reared by Mrs.
Paul, from whose hand it still feeds. It now spends part of
its time in the woods and part on the low sloping roof of the
htit among the pigeons, or at the door among the fowls. It

is shy in the presence of strangers, but quite friendly to the
fisherman's wife.—^VoMrc.

According to a writer in the Pioneer Mail of Allahabad,
the thatch on Burmese houses gives a tempting shelter to
snakes, especially during the rains, and many of the occu-
pants of the houses would be surprised if they knew the
number of snakes that share the shelter of their roof on a
rainy night. Que night on oiHcer was wakened tip by a
noise in his room; and by the light of alighted wick, floating
in a ttimbler of oil, he made out that two combatants were
disputing the po.ssession of the small space in the centre of
the bedroom. The belligerents turned out to be a snake and
a rat, that somehow had jostled against each other in the
tiny tenement.—iVatttre, Dec. i, ISOS.

On and after Sun dav, D, c. 18, important changos will be made
in through trains via Pennsylvania Railroad, leaving New York
as follow'::
Columbian Express at 9 A.M. daily instead of 3 P. M., arriving

at Pittsburgh 9 P. M., Chicago 10 A. M., Oincinna'i 6:35 A. M. aud
Indianapolis 7:55 A. M., wiiU sleeping and dining cars through to
those points. At Philadelphia connection will be made with Past
Line for all points in central and western Pennsylvania, Cleve-
land and Toledo.
Pennsylvani'i. Limited at 13 noon dailv, instead of 10 A.M.. ar-

rive Chicago 13 noon. Sleeping car to Cincinnati discontinued on
this train.
St, Louis and Cincinnati Express at 13 noon instead of 3 P. M..

witb throueb sleeping and dining cirs, arriving in St. Louis 5:30
P, M. and Cincinnati 8:15 A. M.
Souther pstern Express will leave at 7:50 P.M., Sundays 7:45 P.M.,

forty minutes earlier than pressnt schedule; no change in tnrough
connections; sleeping and aining cars.
There will be no change in Western Express and Pacific Ex-

press.
New York and Washington Limited will leave aA 10 A. Mi in-

stead of 10:10 A. M.
The 2:10 P. M. train for WasMngtou and the South will be

changed to leave at 3 P. M,~-Ad,v.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Dur Illustrated Gatalosue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and pi-pserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs. Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
lu Taxidermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROOHESTEll, N. Y.

lodem Training,

Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care. Tnanagementand breedin" of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Rroadwa.y. New York.

SOME anglers labor under the false impression that

large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance

at our new Illustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover

postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

. ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

The Breech-Loader
AND HOW TO USE IT. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.

1892. Boards, 288 pages. Price, $1.00.

THE AXJTHOR'SS I ISTRODtlCXIOHf
This treatise is written for that numerous class of sportsmen who delight in a day's

shooting, but have neither the time l or the means to make the sport a, life's study. Published
at a jjopular piice, it will, it is hoptd, reach many who have hitherto been deten-ed from
shooting, believing it to be an expensive recreation. The author's aim is to induce all who
can to participate in a manly sport, and to advance the interests of those who can look to the
gim for pleasiire, health or occupation. The book is not written for experts, nor for those
who have special opportunities lor the acquisition of the art of shooting - and in order to
make it as attractive as possible to the general reader, many matters which would interest
the enthusiastic shot only have been omitted.

Sent postpaid by

FOKJKSl' AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y.

New Edition of Small Yaclits.
Now Ready : Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Knnhardt. A new editio» , enlarged
and extended to 470 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14:>^ x 13>^in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.

—

Evening Post.
Tne new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman

who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet cei-taia as to what he wants.—iV. F. Herald.

SMITH & I^ESSON
FORCE,

ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP

BEAUTY OF DESIGN and FINISH,

CONVENIENCE in LOADING,

SAFETY.
SUPERIOR AUTOMATIC
SHELL-EXTRACTING

REVOLVERS.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS.

Safety

Hammerless,

TRADE

Single Action.

SMITH & WESSON

NewEdition ofSteamYachts.
^^^^^J^*^'**®^^^^ Launches; Their Machinery andManagement. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition,

C^oL^'^^Ztf^s'T^, ^^^^ ^^^^^ illustratio'ns:

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Broadway, New York.

CANOiS HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX (««DOT.»»)

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the verj.
oeginmng, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.
Eiverythmg is made intelligible for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will- find pleasure and profit in the
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
ules.

_
The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the

ook 18 ennanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Ci^nQe
t'uildmg. Price, postpaid, $1.00.

^^,^9^'- »''OBEST AHD Stokam Ptjblishinq CO., 819 Broadwav,
LONDOH: Davws & Co,, 1 Finch Irfroe, Cornbill,
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THE AMATEUB. PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the last week for receiving work submitted in

the Forest and Steeam Amateur Photography Competi-

tion. All photographs must be mailed to us not later than

Dac. 31. Nothing bearing a later post mark will be re-

ceived.

POLLUTION OF STREAMS BY CULM.

A SUBJECT of much importance to Pennsylvania ang-

lers and to guardians of the public health is the washing

of coal mine refuse into the streams of the State. This

has resulted in the destruction of fish and the contami-

nation of the water supply, followed by various diseases

growing out of eucli pollution.

Those who have suffered most from this cause have ex-

pressed their indignation through the press and to their

representatives in the Legislature, One of the aggrieved

parties brought suit against a coal company and secured

a verdict awarding damages for the injury to his prop-

erty. The case was that of David S. Elder against the

Lykens Valley Coal Company. Mr. Elder claimed that

his property was damaged by the washings from the

company's mines into Wiconisco Creek. The plaintiff's

lawyers were John E. Fox and Lyman D. Gilbert, while

tbe coal company was defended by Hon. L. "W. Hall.

The trial took place before Judge Simonton, and the jury,

after several hours' deliberation, returned a verdict for

the plaintiff of $1,507. Mr. Hall moved for a new trial,

which was denied, and the case was appealed to the

Supreme Court.

The public will continue to agitate the matter and

insist upon its rights until relieved of the nuisance and

menace to health.

PATRIOTISM IN 1893.

We have sent out numbers of pamphlet reprints of our

recent statement of the case of Cooke City vs. the Na-

tional Park. The document has been widely called foi

by individuals. It has gone very generally to the press,

On another page are copied some of the comments.

The Park issue is momentous, truly national in its

bearing, and concerns the future more than the present,

Being of such a character it should have the considera-

tion of every individual who counts himself a true Amer-

ican. E^ery claim of patriotism "and love of country

should prompt to psrsonal interest and exertion to with-

stand this menace to our magnificent National Park. If

Peace hath her victories

Not less renowned rhan war,

it is no less true that in peace, no less than in war, the

good citizen is called upon individually and personally

to do something toward achieving those victories, That

is an exceedingly narrow and inadequate conception of

patriotism that would limit the exercise of the virtue to

conflicts of war. He is the truest patriot who waits not for

a rally to arms, bat hears as well the demand of the hour

to secure good government, and to preserve intact for the

people of to-day and to-morrow the national possessions

which of right are theirs.

With the beginning of 1893 no higher priyilege is open

to one as a public spirited citizen than that of protesting to

his representatives at Washington against the progress of

this iniquitous scheme to rob from the people a portion of

their Yellowstone National Park.

SNAP SHOTS.

We have often pointed out the value of the aid trans-

portation companies may render to the protection of big

game by refusing to transport hides and carcases. Ea-

lightened railroad managers understand this, and certain

lines which find sportsmen-tourist patronage profitable

have not been slow thus to ally themselves on the side of

protection and the laws. CAlifornia, from whose limits

elk and antelope have disappeared, has for two years

had a close season on deer, with a view to preserving the

species from extermination. The close time will expire

next year. The measure has been decidedly efftctive;

deer have increased and again become plentiful. The

Fish and Game Commission report that the efficient

working of the law has been due in a large degree to the

co-operation of the express companies, the Southern

Pacific Co. and Wells, Fargo & Co. These have re-

ftised to transport carcases to market, and thus have

compelled the market-hunter to give over his occupation.

Once in a while a transportation company learns a les-

gon, as did one in New York State not long ago, when a

game protector brought suit for an unlawfully carried

carcase of venison. "We received 20 cents for carrying

it," said the president of the line, "and it cost us $lOO fine

and counsel fees. That doesn't pay." And it didn't.

The Michigan game law reads, as to possession: "No

person shall sell or expose for sale, or have in his pos-

session for the purpose of selling or exposing for sale, any

of the kinds or species of birds or animals protected by

thi? act after the expiration of eight days next succeed-

ing the times limited and prescribed for the killing of

any such birds or animals." In a recent suit brought

by Game Warden Hampton against F. J. Dettenthaler,

of Grand Rapids, for selling venison out of season, the

defendant admitted the charge, but contended that as

the venison had been purchased in open season it had

then become his property and the statute could not pre-

vent his selling it when be pleased. The judge, Gove,

thereupon took tbe case from the jury. It need not be

added that the defendant's plea would not stand for a

moment in any court familiar with the accepted princi-

ple of law relating to game protection.

The Minnesota case cited by "Jay Beebe," we assume,

was decided on different grounds. Possibly the conten-

tion in this case was that the prohibition of selling veni-

son may be construed as relating only to venison killed

in the State. Judge Cory is himself a sportsman, and is

informed on game legislation; his decision is presumably

based on defensible ground.

In the spring of 1893 the California Fish Commission

planted 817,000 fry of the Eastern brook trout in streams

of Los Angeles, Mendocino, Marin, Sonoma, San Mateo,

Santa Cruz, Santa Clara, Calaveras and Placer counties.

Planting began on April 1 and closed on May 31. The

eggs were taken jointly by the Nevada and California

Commissions at Marlette Lake, Nevada, and they were

hatched in the Bear Valley hatchery, California. The

tributaries of the San Gabriel received 25,000 of the

trout.

Staten Island, in New York Harbor, would hardly be

looked upon as a profitable game field, but the actual

revenue derived from small birds on the island the past

season has been |400. The average price of birds there

has been $5, paid by gunners to the local justice, and the

precise number of birds killed on the island and so paid

for may be found by dividing 400 by 5.

News stand purchasers of FOSEST and Stream next

week will welcome the new and more legible head

which is then to be used for the first time. And every

one will be pleased with the new outfit of type with

which we shall mark the beginning of another volume, the

fortieth.

With all the bear stories, which from time to time run

their course in the pages of this journal, few of them are

grisly tales of hand to hand conflict, where fate is one

moment for the bear and the next for the man. For the

most part, actors in sorimmages with the grii?zly, w^«>

come out of the fray alive, are not given to writing; and
it is rarfly that they find adequate pen chroniclers.

The average daily newspaper account of a bear fight is

so overdone that one must discount it, and a discounted

bear story is as flat as cold-storage game. Those who
have known Mr. Ira Dodge, and have hunted with him
as a guide in the Rocky Mountains, will readily bear

witness that his story of the encounter with a grizzly is

to be taken for its full face value—the modest relation of

an old hunter, who has been through a fracas just as he
tells it; and by such readers his story will be followed

with liveliest interest and sympathy.

^ we expressed our distrust of the advantage
to be derived from a National Sportsmen's Association.

We do have faith, however, in the united efforts of

groups of contiguous States to secure uniformity of laws

and a certain union and. co-operation in game and fish

protection. Such a movement was given impetus in

Minneapolis the other day, when Fish and Game Com-
missioners and Wardens met in a convention repre-

senting the six States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Wis-
consin, North Dakota and South Dakota, a report of

which is given elsewhere. There is reason to believe

that the ends sought in such a way, and by such men,
may not be impossible of attainment. The specific pur-

poses of such a conference are clearly recognized, and
command respect and approval.

Those who have admired Mr. E. E. Thompson's spirited

animal drawings in Forest and Stream and elsewhere,

or are familiar with his interesting writings on natural

history subjpcts, will learn with pleasure that he has been

appointed Government Naturalist for the Province of

Manitoba, and is commissioned to prepare and arrange

the native products exhibit of that province at Chicago

for the World's Fair, Just at present all Toronto is agog

over Mr. Thompson's wolf picture, which is to be exhib-

ited at Chicago. The picture by i':8 excellence appeals

strongly to art critics, but its realism and the horror of

the subject horrified people at first. At length, however,

as the public became a little accustomed to it the picture

received universal applause.

Mr. J.U. Gregory, of Quebec, passed through the city last

week on his way to Florida, where he will spend a winter

vacation. As Agent of the Department of Marine and

Fisheries, Mr. Gregory is emphatically a man of affairs,

and the Canadian days are all too short for the responsi-

ble duties of bis office. But as it is from the busiest men
that most is demanded, Mr. Gregory has been called upon
in tbe course of his official life to render courtesies and

Fervices uncounted and unstinted to Americm sportsmen

visiting the Dominion. Now that our Canadian friend

has come over the line, it is a pleasure to bespeak for him
.

like favors among the sportsmen of the South, that his

winter may be as full of sunshine as a Canadian summer.

A reproduction of an amateur photograph (one of the

Forest and Stream series) by Mr. F. F. Frisbie, accom-

panies this issue as an extra page supplement. The sub-

ject is the "Hunting Prospector," and Mr. Frisbie has

supplemented this charming picture with not less pleas-

ing descriptive text. We count the prospector in his far

Northwestern wickyup happy in the finding of such an

artist with camera and pen to introduce him to the Forest

AND Stream public, and in behalf of that public we wish

him a Happy New Year and in 1893 a richer strike than

in any of the years that have gone before.

The man of rod or gun is so much of a traveler that

his patronage is well worth the seeking by hotel man-

agers, and it is surely sound business enterprise on the

part of Southern hotel men at this season of the year to

put a card in Forest and Stream, where it will catch

the eye of the South bound sportsman tourist. The

hotel list in our advertising column is growing. Care is

exercised to give representation to good houses only. The

list should prove useful to tourists.

Our contract with a subscriber calls for a thirty-two

page paper weekly. We have been giving in addition

frequent illustrated supplements. As announced last

week, a full page supplement illustration, from drawings

by Mr. E. E. Thompson, will be given with the first num-
ber of each month for the first five months of the year.

That of next week will be of tbe Wolf.

This number is the last one of Volume XXXIX.
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PALLAD.
BT O. O. S.

Di) vintry vind Ish plowin',

Der croundt ish vite mit shnow,

De leetle pirds vot singen

All to de Soud dit go;

Und in dere blace de rafens,

Und ploochays vot can't sing,

la groakin' and a schreamin'

Und all dat sort of ting.

De vaggon vlieels go greakin'

All in de schnowy roadts,

Und icigles so peaudifiil

To de trifer's nose isb growed;

Und de horses mit dere noses,

So pig und red und round,

Ish plowin' shteam like avery dings,

Shoost like a enchine sound,

De shickens not can scratchen,

Und kitsomedings to eats.

So dey shtands demselves oopon von leks

Und varm dere leetle feets.

It's fun do pe a shickens,

Mit fedders shlick und nice,

Und pool your feed ub van dere cold,

Id's de pulliest ding on ice.

De caddies all ish hoongry,

Dey don'd go far afay.

Bud go behind de vaggons round.

All loaded fool mit hay.

Dat's easy way do fodder,

Id dond cosht anydings;

I dink I knows some beoples

Vat does shoost de same tinge.

Somedimes.id's pooty vindy,

At leasht vill bass for dat,

Ven id plow de hair ofE of your het

Und plind you like a pat.

Mit dust a vlyin' in your eyes,

Und shtones und shnow und shticks,

Und durn yourumpril inside cud,

Ond all dese gind of dricks.

De shtreams ish covered ofer

Mit shrouds so cold und vite.

Bud lifeth, aldough in a crafe,

Und bitten from de light.

Yfd, in de coming shpring dime,

Ven natcher laughs mit clee,

'Tvill shparkle in deisonnenschein
LXnd ripple merrily.

So ish id mit each von of us

Vot roams dis vorld around.

Ven fortune ish soom gontrary

Und all our plans ice-pound.

Haf batience shoost a leedle vilel

Id isn't alfays vinter,

De vheel durns round, our durn vill coom,
Dere's notings den vill hinter.

De dimes ish bassing rapidly,

Ve don't got long do shtay,

A few short years of lapor

Ve doo vill bass afay.

Id's hoory, vork und droubles

De vhile ve lingers here,

Und of vhe dond look scharply oud
'TvlU pe mooch more so dere,

De old man Ninedy-dwo ieh cray,

He's feeble ash can pe,

H« basses shwiftly oud of sight

Und ender Ninety-tree.

So vhile ofer de fading pasht
Ve drops a barting dears,

Ve hopeful say mit crasped hands,
"De Habbieat of New Years!"

THE HUNTING PROSPECTOR.
(See Swpplement niustration.)

The life of a prospector in the mountains of the forest
is a rough one, but one not devoid of charms and attrac-
tions for many.

It is a life free from the restraints, cares, conventional-
ities and annoying trifles of society and civilization; and
there is in the soul of most every man a slumbering de-
sire to throw aside, for a time at least, all bonds and
trammels and become a salvage, once more living, as his
ancestors did in the ages past, the life of a free unre-
strained animal.
The life in the open air, pure and free from all that can

contaminate it, and the necessity of a plain, though
hearty diet, serve to give the average prospector perfect
health, and while he may suffer hardships and be deprived
of all that to the dweller in the city makes life worth liv-
ing for, in the way of luxuries and even the common
comforts of life, still the prospector is ligh-hearted and
happy. He rises in the morning, and cooks his simple
meal, and eats it with a relish unknown to civilization

;

and shouldering his tools, proceeds to search for that hid-!
den wealth which he hopes to uncover with every stroke
of his pick, or lay bare with every "blast" he sets off.
Buoyed up by hope, life looks rosy to the hardy toiler,

as he labors on in. the "drift," sinks his "shaft," or runs
his "tunnel" into the mountain side, and thoughts of how
he will spend his "pile" when made keep his brain busy
and drive away all loneliness.

The illustration accompanying this is no fancy scene
but was taken from life in the mountains of Idaho, near
the South Boise River, about 100 miles from the Union
Pacific R. R.
The amateur artist who made the photograph, was liv-

ing in th*^ mountains in a little outside mining camp, and
the "subject" was camped near by. One momir^ when
our prospector arose to cook his bacon and coffee the

camera was placed, and when he seated himself, the lens

was uncovered an instant—and we had him.
In the foreground sits the prospector, just in the act of

pouring out his coffee. His tin plate lies on a convenient

log. At his side is his bread pan, with his "sour dough"
cake. Above his head a primitive shelf holds the syrup

jar and the sugar bag. At the extreme right can be seen

the "fireplace" and cooking pots, while on the left the

entrance to his sleeping hut or "wickyup" made of fir

boughs, shows darkly. In this hut he slept during rain

and snow storms in September and October. The pros-

pector's "gold-pan" leans against the boughs of the

"wickyup'' and his axe is where he can easily find it.

Though the morning is cold and frosty , a pair of overalls

and a shirt were all our hardy prospector thought neces-

sary to don as a breakfast toilet. No one objects to his

"stvle" and he is "monarch of all he surveys."
When ready to move his camp, his little pony is brought

in from some neighboring gulch, all the camp equipage
is packed on its back; and off goes our prospector for

some new camp.
If his larder is growing low, he shoulders his rifle and

hunts a day or until he can hang up a deer: then with
plenty of venison, some flour and coffee he is happy, until

the deep snows of winter drive him to some mountain
town. Or he may put up a little log cabin in some valley,

where the game "signs" are good; and here with a winter's
supply of grab he stays and traps and hunts until spring,

when he goes to some frontier city and sells the furs and
skins he has taken during the winter. If he is of a more
industrious nature he gets work, doing anything that
turns up, generally preferring, however, to work in some
mine in some large "camp." In either case he saves his

money; and when spring comes and the snow has disap-
peared from the mountain sides, our prospector starts out
again to seek his fortune, "Hoping on, hoping ever."
The subject of this sketch is a man who has a hunting

record that few men can equal, as he killed in fair combat
with a club and a common butcher knife a silvpr-tip

grizzly bear. Prairie Doa.

THE CHARMS OF LAKE WORTH.
Anglers and tourists to Florida hear of the beauties of

the Indian River, and apparently with the satisfaction
that they have "seen it all," terminate their trip either
at Rockledge or Juniper Inlet, thereby misFing Lake
Worth, the gem of the South Atlantic coast. It is easily
and comfortably reached from Jupiter by a narrow
gauge railway, eight miles in length, to Juno, where
small steamers are in waiting to convey persons and bag-
gage to points on the lake.
The lake is a salt water lagoon, about twenty-two miles

long and one mile wide, formed by the ocean receding,
and forming a narrow ridge of sand, now about one mile
wide at its widest part. It is connected with the sea by
a shallow inlet at its northern end, through which the
tide ebbs and flows, The channel in the lake is 200 or
300ft. wide, with water 6 to 8ft. deep, decreasing very
much in depth at the southern half of the lake.
The cUmate is very greatly influenced and tempered

both in winter and summer by the Gulf Stream, which
passes close to the shore at this point. The normal
winter temperature is about 70° to 75°, falling to 40°

under the influence of "cold northers," and probably
once a winter the very tender leaves of the banana trees
will be lightly touched by frost or affected by the low
temperature.
The scenery of this section is entirely tropical, the

native palmetto palm, with its bunchy, plumelike!top,
being very conspicuous above the other foliage; with
numerous cocoanut palms, in the vicinity of each settle-
ment, lifting their graceful fronds above, entirely differ-
ent from any other foliage. Behind these are frequently
seen those red and golden tropical sunsets, where every-
thing is still; the smoke, rising from a cottage chimney
while the evening meal is being prepared, apparently
stands up in a straight, perpendicular line, with deflnite
and sharp edges, until it vanishes 50ft. above; a synonym
of silence. To this tropical foliage and scenery must be
added at day dawn the sonsrs of mockingbirds, robins
and catbirds; numbers of redbirds, crested woodpeckers
and other birds common to the North, who are also en-
joying the climate. At night the whippoorwills keep up
a continuous condemnation of poor William. Almost
any day the strange and apparently awkward-looking
pelicans may be seen feeding in the lake, and flamingos
ranged in line on the sandbars.
The cocoanut palms, as nearly every one knows, origi-

nated here by a Spanish bark being wrecked on the coast
in 1879, and the nuts were washed ashore and scattered
along the beach for mUes. Cocoanuts are now shipped
North in large numbers, amounting to over 2,000 barrels
in 1891; besides, considerable numbers are sprouted and
planted in the vicinity.

The strip of sand, one mile wide, between the lake and
the ocean for about five miles of its length, appears to
have the richest soil in this section. Here are located the
extensive tropical gardens, costly mansions and tasteful
cottages of the Northerners, a number of whom come
long distances and have braved many discomforts in
years past to enjoy six winter months of ideal out of
doors existence. Visitors must not forget that they are
near the frontier in this section, and that all the comforts
and conveniences that the natives and land owners now
have and enjoy were brought from and produced mostlym the North, and the skilled labor from at least as far as
Jacksonville, 330 miles.
A description of these tropical gardens would alone

make an interesting article. Those of Mr. Cragin of
Philadelphia, Mr. McCormick, of Denver, and Mrs. Lane
of New York, are the most extensive. Some of these
gardens are said to be worth $80,000, and land near the
hotels $1,000 per acre. Tropical plants and trees from a!
parts of the world are gathered here. Walks shaded by
groves of cocoanut palms are laid out in geometrical pat-
terns bordered with concrete curbs, and with the lawns
protected by curved sea walls of concrete and coquina on
the lake front. Oleanders, hybiscus and passion flowers
are m bloom Mangoes, guavos, limes, lemons, oranges,
figs, sappadillas, date palms, bananas, pineapples and
early vegetables are common in all the gardens; some
have strawberries ripe in February, and tomatoes inabundance m March. Rubber trees, roval ponceana,
paradise, coffee, travelers, and numbers of curious treesornament the gardens, and the gnarled straegling arms
of great hve oaks covered with knobs and bunches of two

varieties of orchids and hanging moss, by weird contrast
add to the beauties.
The cacti garden is alone worth an extension of your

trip to gee. Walks 20 feet wide and one mile long, bor-
dered with cocoanut, palms, oleanders and azaleas, lead
from the lake front, where are located all the residences
and hotels, to the ocean front, which is almost a perpen-
dicular bluff from 10 to 15 feet in height, with a steep
and narrow beach of crushed shells and little sand, upon
which with a magnificent surf the ocean breaks, in color
a clear, bright, ultamarine blue, entirely different from
the dull, green color of the ocean on the New Jersey
coast. In a ditch along one of the avenues may be seen
two alligators, each 7 feet in length, with their young;
somewhat tame, being accustomed to being fed, so that
you can approach within six feet of them.
The western shore of the lake, and for four miles into

the interior, is occupied mostly by homestead settlers,
many of the most .recent ones being negroes. Here are
large pineapple plantations, each year increasing in num-
bers and in production. Thirty miles to the west is Lake
Okechobee and settlements of the Seminole Indians, who
occasionally make their appearance at Fort Worth, gen-
erally dressed as the "white man." A short walk of two
miles takes you into the Everglades,where you walk ovfr
the dazzling white level sand, with a hard crust like
snow, in which your foot makes only a slight impression,
the toe of your shoe cutting a little cup in the sand as
you walk. Here are the dwarf evergreens of several vari-
eties, that for ornamental purposes would make a quick
fortune could they be transported to and withstand the
climate of the North.
On the west shore of Lake Worth are at least two

oyster shell mounds 1 0 feet in height of pre-bistoric origin

,

and several canal-like excavations, both objects of inter-
est and study. Nearly all the sea lish are found in the
lake, such as blueflsh, spotted sea ttout, cavall6, gray
snapper, barracuda, pompano, sawfish and mullet, only
the three first kinds were Caught by me during my visit
last winter, as they were the most numerous, or at least
the easiest caught. Mullet or cut fish was used for bait.
Red fish or channel bass were heard drumming, but none
were caught, as suitable bait could not readily be obtainedi
Tarpon are not found here, although they are caught
north and south of this point. For the angler or epicure
who is fond of fish food, the delicate and delicious pom-
pano fresh from the water will be a revelation. These
are generally caught in nets and served on all the
steamers and at the hotels. During a " norther " which
lasted three days, mullets could not be caught for bait,
and the game fish would not bite. To a northern person
until acclimated, these cold winds are very unpleasant.
The visitors from the Northwest, with clothing suitable
there for temperatm-es 20° or 80° below zero, were Un-
comfortable and hugged the stoVe * while the native
without any underclothing on, would .probably wear his
coat for a change or stay indoors until 9 or 10 o'clock a. m.
The largest fish caught were 111b, bluefish, 171b. ca-

valle and 8lb. spotted sea trout. Nineteen bluefish,
weighing from 3 to Bibs, each, were caught in less than
two hours with rod and line without chumming, by two
persons, one a novice, and we quit fishing because we
had as many as could be used, and not because they
ceased biting. AU the fish were fat and in excellent
condition. For the hunter innumerable flocks of ducks
are at times on the lake, mostly bluebills. Deer are found
two or three miles in the Everglades.
The last of March is the end of the visitors' season for

several reasons. The principal reason is that continuous
south winds then hold the water out of the Indian River
and make the water so low as to seriously interfere with
navigation by the steamboats, which, although only
drawing 3ft. of water, makes the time and length of
their trips very uncertain. Another is that the sections
further north are becoming more jjleasant. From my ob-
servation, there is no place on the east coast of Florida,
north of Lake Worth in the winter where the air is so
soft and balmy, and in which invalids recover their
strength so quickly as here. The air is so dry that beef
can be kept indefinitely, and cured by simply hanging it
in the open air. There are numererous hotels and board-
ing-houses ranging in price from $2 to §4 per day. Among
them are the Cocoanut Grove House at Palm Beach : Lake
Worth Hotel, Oak Lawn House and Pitts's Island House.
The last two are nearest the inlet and therefore most
suitable for anglers. There is a daily mail to and from
the North and telephone from Juno to the telegraph sta-
tion at Jupiter.
For those who care to venture further south without

going to sea, to Miami and Biscayne Bav, there will this •

season be operated by the J. T. & K. W. R. R. a stage
line trip of two days from the lower end of Lake Worth,

J. M. T.

AN INDIAN RIVER CRUISER.
I SEND you a photograph of the large sharpie Bristol,

formerly owned by the lateEdwardlngraham, of Bristol,
Conn. The Bristol is a typical Florida cruiser, being

THE BRISTOL.

built for the Indian Rivpr and similar waters. She i=!

77ft. overal, 73ft. l.w.l., 24ft. beam, 6in. draft forward
and 27in. aft. She was built by J . McFadden, of Mel-
bourne, on the Indian River, in 1891. She is schooner-
rirged and has a large cabin house elegantly furnished,
offering accommodations for a large party. The yacht cm
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make about eight miles per hour and carries a. crew of

fiye. The large cockpit aft gives space outdoors, a great
convenience in warm weather. The Bristol cruised all

last winter on the Halifax and Indian rivers and Lake
Worth, Mr. Ingraham extending a generous hospitality

to his friends. She will be sailed this winter by his son.

Tropic, Florida. W.

MAROONING IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
BY CHARLES HALLOCK.

Chapter IF I.

Has any living person, be be geographer or explorer?

scientist or layman, any approximate conception of the
magnitude and superficial extent of the mountain system
of the great Northwest, lying between the Great Plains

and the Pacific Ocean? Only a veteran mineral prospec-

tor wbo has eked out a weary life in wandering from
belt to belt and range to range can possibly know.
Twenty Bwitzerlands are to be found in Montana, Idaho
and Washington. In the Cascades are sentinel peaks
higher far than Mont Blanc, whose white and lofty sutn-

raits are strangers to human feet. The AUeghanies and
the White Mountains are mere foothills in comparison.
In British Columbia the ranges are even higher in the
aggregate and far more extensive. There are at least

seven distinct groups and parallel chains, with inter-

mediate fluvial systems carrying more navigable water
- than any in New England or the Middle States. The

Kootenai Columbia and Okanagon, with their tributaries,

are greater than the Ohio, while the Flathead, Pend
d'Oreille, Fraser and Thompson vie with the.Merrimacand
Connecticut, All of these grand bodies of water are

I
crossed by the line of the Pacific extension of the Great

f Northern Railroad.
The Kootenai River itself has 3 to 4 miles of navigable

water. At least nine steamboats ply upon it, albeit the
country has hardly been open one year, and accessible by
rail only since the middle of last August. This river and
the Columbia interlock in a most remarkable manner in

their search for a passage through the intricate mazes of
the mountains. The upper Kootenai starts a little north
of the ijist parallel of latitude, and runs due south three
degrees to about the 48th parallel ; then swings sharp
around the terminal spur of the Purcell range, and flows
due north to nearly the same latitude it started from and
only some 40 miles west of the point of departure. The
Columbia starts a little north of latitude 50 degrees, at a
point within a mile of the Kootenai channel and flows
due north to the 52d parallel, when it likewise makes an
abrupt turn called the "Big Bend'" around the terminal
abutment of the Selkirk range, and runs due south to
about the 46th parallel, mea.nwhile uniting its waters
with an outlet of Kootenai Lake at a point midway be-
tween the 49 bh and 50th parallel. The courses of the two
rivers are exactly reversed, like two letters U inverted
and interlocked/
The district drained by the Kootenai occupies a tract

SCO miles wide, lying mainly between the 115th and 118th
meridians. It comprises the East and West Kootenai
Divisions, the first being reached by steamboat from
Jennings, Montana, and the latter from Bonner's Ferry,
in Idaho, both on the line of the Great Northern. The
distance between these two stations is 63 miles, and the
railroad follows the river the entire distance, passing the
Kootenai Falls en route. This is a wild bit of scenery,
beginning with a chute of white water lashing mid-
channel rocks, and then tumbling over a series of steps,

followed by a double plunge of twelve feet or so, and a
succession of white and green whirls, and finishing with
a tumult of angry rapids and a rush through a gorge
twenty-five feet deep, with crags and mountains on each
side, and a rock forty-five feet high in mid-stream
crowned with trees. It is very charming.
The stern-wheel steamboat " Annerly," Capt. Dupuy,

95 feet long, runs from Jennings twice a week to Fort
Steele, a Hudson Bay Company's post established in 1864,
A distance of 165 miles. Just above Jennings Fisher
'Creek joins the Kootenai. Here is a great game country,
with deer and bears in the lower ranges, and grizzlies
ihigher up ; trout in the stream, grouse and pheasants in
the bottoms, geese and ducks in the river. Blue grouse
.are found in the hills, pheasants and fool hens among the
brush in the coulees. The pheasant has white meat and is

.tbe analogue of the New England partridge. For a long
•distance above this point the river bottom widens to
several miles and forms a remarkable agricultural valley
inown as Tobacco Plains, where fine crops of oats, hay,
potatoes and vegetables are raised by irrigation. At
Tobacco Plains Landing is a store and a permanent camp
of Kootenai Indians living in log houses. Above the
Plains the Elk and Bull rivers come in, famous for elk
and deer. At Fort Steele the river divides into several
branches, with rolling uplands and high benches, trout
brooks flowing out of the foothills, and high mountains a
few miles to the north, where much gold, silver and
copper-bearing quartz has been found and several lucra-
tive mines developed. Eight milps south of the post
there is a princely domain of 18,000 acres of bottom land
called " Cranbrook Ranche," owned by Hon. .Tames
Baker, M. P., who raises wheat, barley, oats, blue grass,
red top, hops, tobacco, fruit and dairy products. He also
controls 200,000 acres of grazing lands which pasture
large herds of graded cattle—altogether quite an anom-
aly in a rough mountain region.

The river trip is interesting, though incompai-able with
the trip down the Lower Kootenai, the two fluvial divis-

ions being united by a long succession of impassable
rapids, of which the Falls are the scenic culmination.
Bonner's Perry is the head of navigation for the Lower

Kootenai. It occupies an elevated flood plain above the
reach of the ordinaiy spring rise. The town was startedonly
last spring and now has 600 population, being the largest
town in the Idaho panhandle, which is but 56 miles wide.
Adjacent portions of the bottom are overflowed in June,
and when the flood subsides it leaves expansive lagoons
and sloughs, some of which remain permanent and be-
come the resort of various kinds of ducks and waders.
One of these ponds lies within a mile of town, separated
from the river by a natural dyke or levee 10 rods wide,
partly of rock formation, overgrown with trees. This
neck is an ideal camping ground. One calm morning
near the close of September I found the surface of the
lake fairly alive with ducks and geese moving about in
the center out of gun range, but a few properly disposed
stools and blinds set out the night before would have

given some good sport. It was Sunday, and 1 contented
myself with rambling alone about the rocks. Whenever
I sat quietly for a few moments, congregations of blue-

jays, magpies, camp robliers, crows, ravens and wood-
peckers would gather on the fences and trees, and squawk,
scold, chatter and scream like parrots. The ravens had
an apparently extensive gamut and vocabulary. There
are a few large trout in the river, but the bottom is clay
and not favorable. Suckers and squawfish are abundant,
and the latter gather in schools around the steamboat
landine, picking up waste from the kitchen of the boat.

From Bonner there is a horse trail leading up to the
Moyea River and lake, both of which are full of cut-
throat trout. Two of us rode out 11 miles and took five

dozen in a cou pie of hours' fishing.

The American steamer Spokane, Capt. Robt. Gray, an
ardent sportsman, leaves for northern landings on Sun-
days and Wednesdays, and the Canadian steamer Nelson
on' Mondays and Thursdays. Both are commodious
boats, 180ft. long, with stateroom accommodations for
thii-ty or more cabin passengers, and excellent table, sup-
plied with landlocked salmon from Kootenai Lake, frogs'

legs and wild game. There are six other steam craft
plying on the lake, five of them freighting for the mills
and mines. From Bonner to the rival custom houses on
tlie international boundary the distance is 62 miles; from
the boundary to the head of the lake 32 miles; from head
of the lake to Pilot Bay 30 miles; from Pilot Bay bo the Hot
Springs and town of Ainsworth 8 miles; from Ainsworth
to Kaslo 13 miieF ; from Kaslo to Balfour and Nelson a6
miles, and from Kaslo to foot of the lake 28 miles. The
Hot Springs are the sole surviving relic of the ancient
volcanic disturbances which upset this region. Kootenai
Lake is eighty miles long and six miles wide. The places
named are all mining towns which have been built up
within a year or two. Kaslo has 600 population, Nelson
1,200, and Ainsworth 200. Each has its quota of hotels,

stores, banks, sawmills, electric plants, newspapers,
schools, churches, sidewalks, real estate oSices, etc.

Pilot Bay is the site of the Kootenai Smelting and Reduc-
tion Company, which operates a plant of fourteen im-
mense buildings worth $250,000. These towns are all on
the lake. The passenger steamer Ainsworth runs from
Kaslo to Nelson by an' offset or outlet of the lake near its

center, and at Nelson connects with a railway twenty-
eight miles long which runs to the town of Robson, on
the Columbia River, where connection is had with boats
running south to Little Dalles, Wash., and north to
R^velstoke, B. C, on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
To those who have been accustomed from childhood to

regard this part of the continent as an untracked wilder-

KOOTENAI BIRCH CANOE.

ness, its recent development is a marvel. Within less
than two years, communication by railroad, wagon,
steamboat, canal and telegraph has been established be-
tween every important business and mining center, in
spite of almost insurmountable engineering diificulties.

In some cases wagon roads have cost an average of $1,000
per mile. The magnitude of all these improvements is

wonderful to contemplate. A great deal has been done
by American capital, but the Canadians are energetic,
too. To this vast inter-montane system the great North-
ern Railway is the key and conclusion. It unites and
binds the whole by no less than eight transverse connec-
tions which cross the boundary and touch the Canadian
Pacific Railway at Port Moody, Sicamoose, Keveistoke,
Letheridge, Regina, Deloraine, Gretna and Emerson, the
two last named running to Winnipeg.
Steamboat service on Kootenai waters is subject to the

Great Northern schedule; and as the regular trains
arrive and depart at midnight at Bonner, it was not
until 3 o'clock A. M. that the Spokane blew her warning
whistle and got under way for the lower landings. The
river runs north from Bonner, so that down river is

north. The tourist will require to bear this always in
mind. At 7 o'clock. Sept, 28, the weather was so warm
that an overcoat was not needed. The water was green
as emerald and its surface without a ripple. j^^H the
trees and shrubs were reflected. Ducks and muskrats
swimming left a wake as long as the boat. Clumsy
dragon flies plumped into the drink, and after a brief
struggle were pulled under by the squawfish. Occasion-
ally we met the quaint birch canoes of the I^ootenai In-
dians, who are an association of runagates from sundry
tribes on both sides of the boundary, whose model is

something like that of the modern war ship, with sub-
merged beak at both ends. I have never seen canoes of
this pattern except in Alaska.
The river is for the most part deep and sinuous, and its

features are much alike for the entire distance of 63 miles
to the lake; banks wooded and so high that one can sel-

dom look over them from the roof of the pilot house. At
meridian the sun is warm, but by 4 o'clock in the even-
ing the temperature falls. The difference is noticeable
when we pass under the shadow of an impinging moun-
tain, and anon into the sunshine of a broad bend. Place
a prairie four or five miles wide between two mountain
ranges, slash it with a tortuous channel which swings
alternatelv from one to the other, fringe the banks with
poplar and balm of Gilead, and you will have the general
features. These high mountains, gray, blue, green and
white, rising out of a waste of forested foothills, are con-
tinuously present. There are perhaps *50 shacks, claim
shanties, farm houses, Indian hovels and cattle ranches
on the bank of the river, some with garden patches
green with cabbages and turnips, and others surrounded
by big mounds of hay worth $25 per ton—a product quite
as remunerative as some of the captivating ore beds
which venturesome men endure so many hardships to
develop. One ranch grazes 500 head of cattle and an-
other cuts 200 tons of hay. There are six cattle ranches
aU told.

Haying is a winsome occupation, I ween. The crop is
harvested while the summer skies are brightest, and
cheerfulness broods like a dove over the lea. But the
miner's task is ever in Cimmerian gloom, deep in the
earth. Hia v?eary bones know no perfect rest day or

night. Bent under the weight of grub sack, blankets

and pick, he trudges over the ranges year after year;

delving and prospecting, until at last he bends for aye
under the weight of adversity and a,coumulating years,

and lies prone. But then, the precious ore is so alluring

!

It glitters; it shinesi More than all, a nainer is apt to

strike it rich at any time and so become independent fdr

life. This is the incentive which attracts and holds him
—ever glistening, ever tempting, ever present, but yet.

forsooth, always distant, like the pot of gold at the base
of the rainbow.
Into these precincts of the gnomes and the grottoes of

Monte Christo, an Apj)ian way is being built, and scores
of workmen are busily making the rough places smooth.
By the first of Januai-y it is expected that an incompar-
able wagon road, 35 miles long, will be completed across
the rich Slocan mineraL district from Kaslo to the ^Arrow
Lake country lying west, over mountains 8,000 feet above
sea level, and steamboats will run to its termini all win-
ter, breaking the ice whenever it forms. New tramways
are being constructed in all directions, and all is hurry
and stir and busy preparation for the anticipated output
of ore which the mines are promising for the coming
year. All this is interesting to sportsmen because it

makes a broken country so accessible.
Ever and anon a new settler comes in and squats or

stakes out a claim and raises his little edifice of logs,

which looks so neat and clean and cosy when it is spick-
span new ; and they come and come, silently, without
notice or premonition, and in numbers so widespread
that already a population of 200,000 has gathered within
a radius of 150 miles of Spokane where there were only a
few hundreds twelve years ago. Spokane itself has 30,-

000 inhabitants, and in all its progressive features is fully
abreast of any city of its size.

About fifty miles down river from Bonner is a landine
at the beginning of a trail which runs across country 15
miles to the Pend d'Oreille, or Priest River district,which
is a favorite resort for goat and bighorn hunters. At the
international boundary are the two neat custom houses,
one mile apart, and here the unwilling passenger is in-

continently cinched. Opium is the point d'appui of
scrutiny. Consistent protectionists may here put one
foot on each side of the line and behold the beautiful
workings of the principle in all its varied phases. Its

operation is cheerful. It inspires patriotism.
Just at this point begins the great dyke, 110 miles long,

of the Kootenai Bottom Reclamation Co., which is to be
finished in five years. The land at present is subject
to overflow in spring whep the ice melts on the moun-
tains, the river rising from 14 to 20ft. It is expected that
600,000 acres will be reclaimed, and the coast is estimated
at $2,000,000. This is of course a Canadian venture. It
may pay. At present the outflow forms innumerable
lagoons which become the breeding places for the various
kinds of wild fowl. There is a big one ten miles below
the mouth of the inlet where a market hunter would
fairly revel. Another grand and gigantic enterprise
already undertaken by the Dominion Government in
British Columbia is, to run the Columbia River through
an ancient bed known as the Grand Coulee, which will
then form a ship canal sixty miles long, shorten, river
navigation 100 miles, flank eighteen rapids and irrigate
3,500,000 acres of arid land at a cost of only a quarter of
a million of dollars—a bold and happy conception.
In due coiu-se of the voyage the steamboat turns an

abrupt bend of the river and the tourist comes unexpect-
edly upon one of the grandest views in the world.
Kootenai Lake is before him, the Cabinet Range is on
his right hand and the stupendous Selkirks on his left

—a continuation of the same marvellous range of giant-
peaks which has made the Canadian Pacific Railway
famous among tourists. Looking down an illimitable
vista, which seems to terminate in blue haze, he beholds
a mighty alignment, bold, snow-capped and scored by
avalanches, looming up to an average height of 6,000ft.

on either side as far as the eye can reach, and dropping
down in mighty inclines to depths more profound than
the measureless Saguenay, Eighty miles of continuous
wall rock climbing to the sky and interrupted only at
mighty intervals by canons hundreds of feet deep, but
modified to mere scratches on the surface by the distance.
Capes Eternity and Trinity all the way! Who can grasp
the titanic proportions? The sense is bewildered by such
a combination of height and depth, and immensity of
space. It is Alaska condensed. Then such reflections
of all upon the water! Every detail of these sublime ex-
pressions is repeated with startling distinctness. Nay,
more. I have sometimes seen, not only individual
reflection, but reflection laid upon reflection like the
colors of a chromo, where at some favoring angle the
shadows from a projecting point of land, with its gay
autumnal foliage, were thrown athwart the foundation

"

picture.
It will be perceived that Kootenai Lake occupies a

mighty V-shaped chasm in this vast realm of depression
and upheaval, whose proportions are in scale with the
entire stupendous formation. Yet, in spite of its dimen-
sions the inflow of melting snow in spring is so immense
as to raise its surface level some fourteen to twenty feet,

the marks of its high water line being visible on the ver-
tical cliffs along its shores. At that season the scarred
and rifted mountain sides fairly gush with deluges of
water from the accumulations of snow which the warm
Chinook winds are dissolving. Hundreds of waterfalls
higher than Yosemite leap from parapet and shelf. Tor-
rents pour out of the caiions and ravines, and there is a
continuous roar and resonance from height to height
which simulates the ocean surf in a storm. Rocks tum-
ble from high eminences and ledges are wrenched from
the flanks of the cliffs. Such wild ravage and commotion
is in marked contrast with the calm repose of the autumn,
when these grand forces of nature are in quiescence, and
mosquitoes come not to annoy. These pests of the forest
and stream all disappear with the subsidence of the floods.
But they are mighty while they last.

If .you have a friend, good and true, whom you

would like to remind of /n's friend, fifty-two times

in fliB y;eg,r—once every week—whyjiot ask us to see

that a Forest and Stream wrapper has his name

on it, with your initials in the corner of the address

label?
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''Game Laws in Brief, United States and Canada,

tmstrated, 25 cents. ''Book of the Game Laws" {
full-

text), 50 cen ts.

"AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE."
There is a fascination about the sport of wildfowling

that at best can be but feebly portrayed with pencil and
brush. If the gunner possess, in addition to his love for

the pursuit of game, a pair of quick eyes, and will culti-

vate his power of observation, he will find an hitherto

undiscovered charm to complete his deHght when in-

dulging in his favorite sport.

The wild duck is the embodiment of nervous energy.

Built for speed, and inheriting from long generations of

ancestors a suspicious nature and active brain, be is at

once a most striking example of "the survival of the

fittest" among the feathered tribe. When closely ob-

served one will find a pvirpose in his every action. The
gunner hidden in the blind among the rustling sedge,

can tell the moment his eye catches sight of a flock in

air their kind. And as they whiz along on buzzing

pinions, their subse-

quent actions tell him
whether they will

swing to his decoys and
allow of a shot.

"An Investigating
Committee," comjjosed
of broadbills (Fuligula
marila), have come up
to look over the bunch
of decoys that float so

innocently on the still

water near the mea-
dow bank. If a novice
were in the blind he
would most likely be
tempted to fire at the
fowl, as depicted in the
sketch, but our "old
hand" says, "Wait! you
see by their action that
they are not at all

alarmed, and you may
rely upon it that after

going off for a short
distance they will

swing back again.
Then, just as they
bunch up over the de-
coys preparatory to

settling, fire, and unless
'badly rattled' you will
secure three or four to
your shot, as with flut-

tering wings they en-
deavor to alight."

It is exciting to lie

perfectly still in the
blind and have them
come right up to you,
and until one learns by
experience the tempta-
tion to fire at such a
moment is well nigh
irresistible. Many
times I have blazed
away under such cir-

cumstances, sometimes
bringing one, some-
times two, from the
flock, and again never a feather has rewarded my undue
haste. But when, after letting them go and waiting
("everything comes to him who waits," even ducks)
until their return as above, one's forbearance is usually
rewarded.

I trust the action displayed in this little sketch will
commend itself to my brother sportsmen and revive
memories of bright days among the sedge grass. In such
spirit I offer it. Wilmot Townsend.

DEER AND BEAR IN CAROLINA SWAMPS
"To GO or not to go," was the question which puzzled

me most. Not that there was any doubt in my mind
about wanting to go, but whether or not I should take
the time from my business. I thought about it until
visions of deer and bear floated before me awke or asleep.
It seemed there was but one thing for me to do, and I
did it. Six hours after having decided, I was on my
way south.
For twelve months I had been planning a hunt in

North Carolina, and many letters from dift'erent sections
of the country were received. Finally one came from a
source which I could rely upon; in fact, from a friend,
and that settled it. So on Oct. 30 I left the Quaker City,
and after a long and tedious ride—I say tedious, because
we had a break down on the railroad and I missed con-
nections in Norfolk and had to wait therefor twenty-four
hours and then go another route, with an additional
wagon drive of thirty-five miles, and part of the road
"corduroy." Kind reader, don't gojinto that country ex-
pecting to find luxury, if you do, you will be sadly dis-
appointed. Go prepared to rough it in every way. I
had luxury compared to many because as I said I stopped
with friends. Go for game and nothing more unless it
IS to study the natives, and if you take with you a "Ko-
dak you will be amply repaid. Unfortunately for memy camera was broken dming the thirty-six mile drive
thoughts of which will ever linger on my memory. I
had expected some good photos for Forest and Stream,
but alas! "the beat laid plans," etc.
This section abounds in game. Deer, bear, quail

woodcock (caUed there "snipes"), coon and possums'
ducks, geese and swan, can be had for the hunting.

It 18 a veritable sportsman's paradise. But when you
go, take everything with you, as you can't buy much
had"^' ^ '^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^®

I have read several times about the people of North
Carolina being hostile to the Northern sportsman; but

I never met a more hospitable people in my life. I was

given permission to hunt and shoot on every farm a,nd

in every swamp I visited; and more, was asked to visit

and break bread with all I met^
Wednesday, Nov. 2, was my fiiret hunt there. We

(Tommy, Pappy and myself) were late starting out, hav-

ing lingered too long over good mother S's. hot corn

bread, chicken and coffee, but as the "huntin"' grounds

were only a half mile away it did not make much differ-

ence. After a fifteen minutes walk the dogs were put

in a swamp, and in less than ten minutes more they had
jumped a deer, and the woods were full of music—music
such as thrilled body, soul and brain of one who spends

eleven months out of twelve attending to business. I

stood there in that great Dismal (so-called) swamp, drink-

ing in everything in nature that God in his goodness has

made for man's enjoyment and happiness. It seemed to

me that there was music in everything—every bird, every
leaf; every tree seemed to speak to me in a separate and
distinct voice. I stood as if in a trance. I forgot what I

came there for. The sound of the dogs had died away in

the distance, gradually I seemed to awaken, the baying
of the hounds became nearer and clearer, and almost be-

fore I knew it a big buck sprang into the air and across

the road at one bound, and was gone. I watched him
cross within SOyds. of me; I did not attempt to shoot him,
there was more pleasure in that than in shooting at him.

would like to go there on a hunt and will send me For-
est AND Stream credentials, I will be pleased to give all

the information possible. Why I say this is because my
friend will entertain only sportsmen and gentlemen. He
has a lovely wife and two charming daughters that make
everything bright and cheerful. In fact, it is homelike.
May they all live long and prosper. J. R. P.

Phii.adet.phia.

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.-XX. •

AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE OF BROADBILLS.

No, it wasn't buck fever either. We started four deer
that day and that was the only one that I had an oppor-
tunity to shoot.
Thursday my host and self went to the same stand and

in a half hour both shot a doe. We saw three deer that
day before 2 o'clock. In the afternoon we rowed (at least
Tommy rowed us) eight miles down the river to hunt
bear. They hunt them by moonlight. That night we
went up the creek in a dugout, paddled by mine host.
And the way he put that skiff up the creek without
swamping us will ever be a mystery to me. It seemed as
if there was nothing in the water but snags and stumps
and logs. I could almost feel my "hat raise" before we
had gone a hundred yards. The bears come down to the
water's edge to feed on the gum berries, and when a
suitable tree is found, he climbs it and pulls the limbs in
and eats the berries. In the bright moonlight he looks
like a huge black man. The least noise will cause him
to vacate at once. Our first night was a failure. Not a
sign; but the second night ditto until after I had gone to
my bunk in the shanty. Then it was I had the bear fight
of my life. Talk about "hair raising," and "The Pan-
ther's Scream." Go bear hunting, wound your bear and
then fight it out. Such a night! I nearly killed my
friend before he could awaken me. Saturday we went
for deer again, and saw two fine bucks, but did not get
a shot. Sunday was a day of absolute rest. Monday we
saw three deer and got one.
Tuesday at 3 A. M. started on a 9-mile drive to the

boat for home—having had one of the most, if not the
most, enjoyable trips of my life. Too much cannot be
said of my host and friend, both as a hunter and an en-
tertainer. He is brim full of adventure, and his hunt-
ing stories are of the best because true. His son Tommy,
a bright young man and a good hunter, attempts at
times to teach the old gentleman how to hunt. But
Tommy occasionally gets rattled too. One day when
his father and I both shot at and missed a doe, he guyed
us considerably about "letting deer run over us, and
getting a rope and catching one for us," etc. The next
day a magnificent buck swam within 20ft. of him and
he aimed carefully and fired, but never touched him,
and the deer swam out and gave him a broadside shot,
with the same result, Tommy hadn't much to say about
it except that "he didn't believe his right barrel had any
buck shot in it," having found where the shot from the
left struck.
As said before, the country abounds in all kinds of

game, and if nothing happens to prevent I shall try the
geese and swan in Februai-y. If any brother sportsman

HUNTING THE WHITE HARE.
North Tarr-jtown, N. Y.~On Wednesday, Nov. S3,

Dr. M. and the writer started for a three days' hunt of
white hares {Lepus americanus). We were accompanied
by Lead, a foxhound, and as good an all-round dog as
lives, and will run anything from a cottontail to a bear;
Sport, what is commonly called a "rabbit bound," and
Bub, a beagle, being a son of champion Frank Forest.
Big Indian, a small hamlet situated on the Ulster &

Delaware R. R., in Ulster county. New York, was our
destination. We arrived there in good season Wednes-
day eve, and were warmly welcomed by Mrs. Willard
Marsh, at whose house we stopped. Everything looked
favorable for a good day on the morrow, and after spend-
ing a very enjoyable evening with plenty of music and
singing, we retired. On awakening in the morning we
found the weather anything but favorable for a good

day's sport; wind blow-
ing a gale and snowing
quite hard. However,
not to be daunted, and
wishing to make the
most of our time, after
partaking of a most
excellent bieakfast we
started out. We found
the hares very plenti-
ful, but owing to the
high wind and falling
snow the dogs had hard
work in holding a trail.

However, we succeeded
in making a fair bag.
Friday was another

such day, with high
winds and plenty of
snow falling. On this
day we took a different
route, which we after-
ward regretted, as we
found the game very
scarce on the mountain
we hunted this day.
We had several good
runs, bagged a few
hares and several ruffed
grouse, flushed while
following the dogs.

Satm'day was an ideal
hunting day, with just
snow enough on the
ground for good run-
ning, no wind, and the
sun out quite warm.
We huntea this day on
the same mountain
that we hunted Thurs-
day. We found plenty
of hares, and the way
the dogs hustled them
was a caution, and such
running it has never
before been my lot to
see. As soon as one
hare was started and
killed another was
jumped; and so it con-

tinued all day, and when evening came hunters and dogs
were pretty well tired out. But after returning to the
house and partaking of the good things Mrs. Marsh set

before us all fatigue passed away, and the evening was
sppnt with music and song.
Big Indian is situated in the heart of the Catskill

Mountains, The hares are always found at the top of
the mountains, never at the bottom, making a tedious
climb to get to them. So the walking is up hill or down
bill about all the time, level stretches are few and far
between. The mountains are full of wood roads, made
for the purpose of hauling out timber. The hunter can
keep to the roads and get all the sport he wishes without
going into the brush. The sides of the mountains are
covered with fallen timber, which were cut and peeled
of their bark for tanning purposes, and the logs left lying
as they fell. Great huge trees lying in every direction
making the going for dogs about as hard as one could
find anywhere. If any one has a pack of beagles that
they care to test for gaminess and staying qualities, I

know of no place the equal of this for the purpose. A
dog must be a stayer "from away back" or he is of no
use in hunting this game. We had several runs that
lasted all of three hours each before the game was killed

;

and quite often the dogs would be out of hearing for over
half an hour, but would always bring the game back to
the starting point. The first hare that we started took a
circuit of at least five miles, the dogs were out of hearing
for a long time, and D., who had never hunted this game
before, insisted that the dogs had lost the trail. I had
hard work in persuading him to hold his stand and wait.
Finally, after a long wait, the dogs were heard ^oming
toward me, and the hare passed within SOyds. of D., who
shot at and killed it.

Any one wishing a few days sport with the white haxes
will do well to write to Willard Marsh, Big Indian, N. Y,,

who will care for them and post them as to the haunts
and habits of the game. Mr. Marsh is a whole-souled,
good-natured gentleman, a good shot and a thorough
sportsman. Mrs. Marsh cannot be excelled for her cook-
ing, and the good things that she places before a tired
and hungry hunter on his return from a hard day's
tramp, will brace him up and take all thoughts of weari-
ness from him. Her husband being a sportsman, she
fully imderstands the wants of man and dog, and is

always ready and willing to do all she can for them.
Their rates are but $1.50 per day, which means plenty to
eat and the best, nice warm rooms and soft beds, and
good care for the dogs.
Big Indian is easily reached from New York city by
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the Hudson River R. R, to Rhinecliff, ferry connects
from there with Ulster & Delaware R. R. at Rondout.
Or by the West Shore R, R. to Kingston, where the
Ulster & Delaware R. R, can be taken.

If all goes well and the weather should be favorable, I
expect to pas8 the holidays in hunting Lepus americamis
at Big Indian. OssiNlNa.

THE PRESS ON THE PARK SCHEME.
A Mischievous Scheme.

OiTR weekly contemporary Foeest and Stream is doing
a good service by circulating as a pamphlet an article

winch recently appeared in its columns, opposing the
projected railroad through Yellowstone National Park,
A like view was long ago taken in the Ti'ines, but its reit-

eration is called for by pending legislation. The object
of the proposed road is to connect "a small mining camp,"
which rejoices in the name of Cooke City, with Cinnabar,
a station on a branch of the Northern' Pacific Riilway.
Cooke is just without the northeast corner of the Park on
Soda Butte Creek, and its proposed railroad would run
down that creek to the East Fork or Lamar River, and
thence to the Yellowstone. But that is not the only prac-
ticable route. Expert testimony given before a 'House
investigating committee has shown that a railroad might
be brought to Cooke wholly outside the Park, on grades

, not exceeding 150ft. to the mile, or certainly not over 185.

These are high grades, but on the Union Pacific system
are found maximum grades of 175, 185, 190 and
81Lft, and on the Northern Pacific itself grades of
311, .348 and even 337ft. If such grades are
undertaken where there is no obstacle, except
what nature imposes, certainly inferior grades should
be submitted to where they can only be avoided
by sacrificing public interests to private, and intruding

, upon a national Park, which for twenty years has been
established and kept free from such encroachments.
* * * Outside the Park a road could also build up a
line of settlements for local traffic. Here, perhaps, it

' may be well to explain that one bill pending in Congress
cuts ofi" from the Park the northeastern corner, including
the area north of the streams and i-ivers already men-
tioned, along which it is proposed to build the railroad,
so that the latter may be outside the Park border with a
river boundary intervening. To compensate for this

loss of area, it is proposed to add strips on the south and
east, which will much more than make up the loss, but
Forest and Stream argues that the scheme adds quan-
tity and takes away quality. "It robs the Park of beau-
tiful and accessible scenery, of a magnificent game pre-
serve. It gives in exchange an inaccessible mountain
region which tourists will never visit and which heavy
winter snows render incapable of supporting game."
* * * It is alleged that land speculators and others at
Cooke City and Livingston are counting on Congressional
permission for the railroad in order to advance the value
of their property, and that they are the chief urgers of
this scheme.

—

New York Times, Dee. £5, 1892.

An Impudent Job.

PoEEST AND STREAM published On Dec. 8 a very full

exposure of the schemes of a lot of speculators and land
jobbers, interested in Cooke City, a mining camp situated
at the northeast corner of the National Park, to wreck
the Park for their own selfish interests. The Park should
be kept in its present form and extent as a great forestry
preserve and national pleasure ground, and no selfish

private interests should be allowed to intrude upon it.

Its boundaries were carefully fixed, when it was origi-

nally established, to inclose territory most interesting for
its natural features and most valuable as a preserve for
wild game and for the forf sts at the source of two of our
greatest rivers.

The whole Cooke City business is a job, and to dis-

member the National Park and to open it to the raids of
private speculative greed should damn every member of
Congress who gives it a moment's countenance.—ioim-
ville Commercial, Dee. 20.

Preserve the Yellowstone Park.
But we don't want a railroad there at all. It would be

against the public interests any way, and could not be
defended as a local necessity. The minerals of the
Cooke City region might be hauled by wagon along the
proxjosed railroad route; and to that there would be no
objection, and in fact the Government could build the
road. Or the railroad, if it was insisted on, could follow
either of two other i^racticable routes, both leading di-

rectly away from the Park, They might be costlier to
make, but if the mineral wealth of the Cooke City region
is what it is represented to be, such a railroad, far outside
the Park limits, might pay for itself.

Our esteemed contemporary, Forest and Stream,
shows the valley through which the proposed railroad is

to run to be "incomparably the finest in natural scenery
in the entire reservation. It is destined to be the great
scenic roiite of the Park, Here and here alone is a
coaching tour which cannot be excelled elsewhere in this
country. A railroad will so monopolize this route as to
ruin it for tourist travel." In narrow gorges there may
be hardly room to build both a road and a railway, and in
any case there would be constant danger of accident from
fright to teams. Besides, the proposed railroad would
pass directly through the finest winter pasturage for game
in the Park, where the grass is thick and luxuriant and
the snow moderate.
The proper course for Congress to take in the matter is

very plain. It need not be put in a dilemma. When
asked to choose between two evils, it should choose
neither. If an increase of area is valuable for pictur-
esqueness and for guarding the sources of rivers, as is

said to be the case on the east, or for a breeding ground
of elk and deer, as on the south, let it be acquired. But
there is no need of giving up any desirable area on the
north in exchange for it. If the railroad now projected
is likely to devastate that area no right of way should be
granted.

Yellowstone Park is a magnificent pleasure ground, set
apart for the enjoyment of the people of the United
States. The like of it exists nowhere else in the world;
and in a future generation, when its wonders and beauties
become more widely known, and access to it is easier, it

will be a resort for" all peoples. It is also the great zo-
ological garden and game preserve of the continent.
There are probably more buffaloes there to-day than are
left roaming in all the rest of the United States. Vast

herds of elk and deer may be descried there by the tour-
ist, and hundreds of antelope in a single band. The value
of its fur-bearing animals, and the possibilities of restock-
ing from this source parks and preserves in various parts
of the country must be kept in mind. This noble reserva-
tion is also a valuable natural reservoir and water supply,
great rivers rising there which take divergent coui-ses
toward either ocean. A prime duty of Congress is to
guard against any injury to this national possession, and
to prevent any encroachment upon it in private interests,—Neio York Sun, Dec. ^0.

A Kansas Opinibn.

Feom Forest and Steeam, a pamphlet entitled "A
Standing Menace," referring to the attempt of Cooke
City to secure a railroad through the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, has been received. Congress should never
permit a change of boundaries (except to enlarge) of this
wonderful reservation, nor should a railroad line be per-
mitted to run through any portion thereof. The reasons
given by the editor of Forest and Strkam are conclu^ve,
and the greed of speculators should never be allowed to
prevail, The park is a national curiosity and should be
kept in a state of natural wildness. Ignorance, or the
power of a lobby, could be the only excuse for any legis-
lator favoring the opening of this park to a railroad.

—

Olathe (Kansas) Mirror, Dec. ^2.

CRIPPLED BY A GRIZZLY BEAR.
I HAVE killed 126 bears without ever receiving a scratch,

but at last I have been badly mangled by one.
I have been asked a great many times to relate my ex-

periences in bear fights and encounters with wild animals,
but have always touched very lightly upon the subject,
and some of those with whom I have talked have been
put ofl" with very unsatisfactory replies considering that
they came from one who has had so much experience
with bruin. Now that my time has come and I have
been so completely taken in, I feel that I have a subject
which may be of interest to many, if my precarious
condition will permit me to put it together intelligibly.

My wife and I were camped on the west side of the
Wind River range in Wyoming, and after reconnoitering
as one has to do in a strange country for a day or two.
I succeeded in locating a small amount of signs high upon
the side of ithe mountain. On the morning of Novl 3,
my wife concluded to ride out for the mail, a distance of
seventy-five miles to Big Piney, expecting to return on
the fourth day. After seeing her safely started with
saddle and pack-horse, I started up the mountain side
looking in the fresh snow for the tracks of bears or any
other game that might be of value to me. Elk, deer and
antelope were seen every little way as I passed along
from bench to bench, zig-zag up over peak and crag, un-
til suddenly I came upon the tracks of bear.

I was not long in deciding to follow them as they
seemed to be quite fresh in the last night's snow, but I
thought some distance would have to be covered before
starting them, so I stuck to my horse and followed the
trail as closely as possible over down timber, logs,
boulders and other obstacles which made very rough
traveling. Now and then I would get off and lead my
horse,making quite a circle from the trail and coming
back to it at a point further on. After following a few
hundreds yards I saw the bears had separated and I
learned that there were three of them—all large bear

—

and as the toe nails or claws seemed to protrude a few
inches ahead of the toes, Ij was glad to recognize Ursus
horribilis.

A good portion of the day was yet ahead of me, so I
pushed on cautiously and as fast as practicable. After
following about two miles, crossing open ground and
small patches of timber, the bears entered a dense growth
of underbrush. There I knew some hunting must be
done ; so leaving my horse behind, I pushed my way into
the brush, but after a few minutes' trial found it too
thick to enter without being sure to startle the bears
should they be in there, so I retraced my steps and made
a wide circle around the thicket, and before completing
my circle discovered that the bears had gone out of the
thicket and returned to the same mountain on which I
had first struck their tracks.
Securing my horse, I lost no time in going back over

the two miles just covered, the bears having traveled
back in a line parallel to the trail by which they came to
this place, probably for the carcass of an elk. When
they started up the muontain side I followed, sure now
that my game was close at hand, so tying my horse and
making some other precautions, I took up the trail and
followed it, slowly, carefully, up the mountain side. I
had not gone very far, when I came upon a bed, then an-
other, then a third ; but these were not fresh, so I did not
think that they had taken alarm by any noise I had
made, the wind being in my favor all the time.
After they had satisfied their hunger, bears will often

make from one to a dozen beds during a day, each time
getting up, taking a survey of the surroundings, satisfy-
ing themselves that all is well, then make another bed
not many feet perhaps from the one they have just left.

As. these beds became very frequent I knew I might ex-
pect to see these bears or at least start them any minute,
therefore it was necessary to advance as fast as possible
and at the same time make no noise that might attract
their attention. The drawing of one's pantaloons across
a little bush may seem to the ordinary hunter almost
noiseless, nevertheless it may be heard by the animals; or
the swaying of the twig may be caught by their watch-
ful eye, and then the next move or noise in that direc-
tion is sure to be seen or heard and then all his efforts
thus far are in vain. But I was after the bear and felt
sure that they could not be more than 50yds. or so dis-
tant, so that one mismovement of mine at this stage
would spoil all.

Presently I discovered where the bear had gone back
on their back track, as it were, and passed in behind me
to my left. As the wind favored me from that quarter,
I now felt that I bad the best end of this hand. C^irefuUy
stepping over or going back around any little leaning
bush tbat a bear would go under, I passed on a few
yards, when I saw a very large bear lying in its bed; but
the brush being too thick for me to locate any vital point
and shoot it in that place, I concluded that a bullet from
my .50-100 placed near the center of that bear would do
its work. Besides, how could I know but that those other
bears were watching me at the same time, and should
any of them make one jump my chances were gone. As
the sound of my gun died away the air was filled with

one of those hideous bawls, squeals or roars, such as are
made by the grizzly bear.

I advanced cautiously, expecting that one of the two
other bears had crossed the opening to a bunch of brush
much resembling a sieve, only coarser. I placed a baU
in the center of this bunch as nearly as I could direct it,

when another roar r6nt the air and mingled with those of
the first. I now again advanced, watching in every
direction for the other bear, which I knew was near by
and might be looked for any place. Something led me
to believe that the third bear had preceded the second
one shot, I therefore passed by the first one as it lay
there apparently in the agonies of death, passed on to
where the second one was rolling around in the snow.
As I failed to discover it, I returned to the first one

shot; but upon reaching the place my bird had flown.
Taking up the trail, I followed but a short distance when
I discovered it in a clump of bushes. It raised up on its

feet and I fired at it back of the shoulder, and it dropped
to the ground and commenced rolling over and biting
itself in bear fashion. I threw in another cartridge and
discovered that the bear was coming toward me. It
raised above the bushes, giving me what I supposed a
good shot, but just as the gun fired the bear dropped^ and
I knew that 1 had missed. As the bear came on, I dis-
covered that it had jumped a log and by coming down to
the ground had dropped out of my sight in place of fall-

ing. I endeavored to throw out tne old shell, but it

would not come. It was stuck and the bear was on me.
Here came the point where I have always maintained,

and backed my assertions by strong arguments, that if a
man had nerve enough the bear might come very close
but would never come to him, but would always stop.
But that little "if" was in my way—I did not have the
nerve. I felt that the bear meant fight and that I must
get out of the way, so I started to a large tree that stood
near by and made a complete circle before I was over-
taken. The first thing the bear did was to strike me in
the breast, and down we came together. The bear then
grabbed my right leg just above the knee and commenced
biting and jerking with all the force of a ftirious beast. I
reached for my gun and tried once more to extract the
shell, but it would not come. All this time the bear was
biting so close to my body on my left leg that I concluded
it was best to sacrifice my right hand by placing it in the
bear's mouth so as to guard against, so far as possible, any
internal injuries and giving me the free use of my left
hand to wield my butcher knife. I drew this but found
that all the force I had was not sufficient to drive the
blade through the hide of this bear in any part that I
could reach. It now made a dive for my head, catching
me on the bridge of the nose witb its upper and holding
on to the cheek bone with its under jaw. It held me in
this position until consciousness almost left me. It was
so exhausted that it fell upon me while in this position
and lay there for some time. It would not do for me to
estimate the time, for minutes seemed hours. Presently
I revived and discovered that the animal had lei t me, and
cautiously peered around to see if it was ready for
another dive, but no bear was in sight so I got up, picked
up my gun and stood it up against a tree and started
down the mountain side to my horse.

I would fall, then raise myself, fall again, bathe my
face in the snow and by efl'orts which seemed a little

beyond me succeeded in returning to my horse, bearing
in mind that all my troubles were not over, for on this
particular occasion I had a horse that few would ride
under the most favorable circumstances. Now that I
was covered with bear's and human blood, it would not
be surprising if he would be a little mean. Both of my
hands were Injured, almost useless, but I found in my
right hand two small fingers a little grip. I fastened
them securely around the horn of the saddle and by
making great effort I sprung squarely into the saddle
and he started with me on anything but a steady gait
toward the camp. My right eye was entirely olo=ed, and
I could only see out of my left by holding the lids apart.
When I passed near our camp I concluded that would be
a cheerless place to stop, as I expected no one for four
days, so I passed on, thinking to go to a ranch some 13
miles below, but most fortunately I met a hunter where
he was stop^jing for the night, and he offered me the hos-
pitality of his camp.

I had already ridden 13 miles and was nearly chilled to
death and covered with blood. He offered me, and of
course I accepted, the best bed in the house, viz., one
saddle blanket and a few antelope skins. He then took
ray saddle horse and started for my wife and medical
aid, both of which arrived as soon as horseflesh could
bring them.

This, brother sportsmen, is what I believe to be a fair
and just description of my fight, and while many of you
may feel like censuring me for not doing differently, I
believe, with the control I had of my mental powers, I
did the only thing I could, and all that 1 could under the
circumstances. Ira Dodge.
Wyoming.

Pennsylvania Game.
We learn from Fish Commissioner H. C. Ford that

eighty deer have been killed in Pike county during the
past season. A goodlv number of bear were shot; one of
them weighing over 400lb8. was obtained near Marshall's
Creek. Five or six wildcats were reported among the
captures, two at Pond Eddy, two at Dingman's Creek and
one near Porter's Lake.
Commissioner W. L. Powell states that tipward of 100

wild turkeys have been brought to Harrisburg, The
largest one he has seen weighed fully 251bs. This fine
bird came from the South Mountain near Fayetteville. A
curious habit of the wild turkey in captivity was once
observed by Mr. Powell in connection with one kept in a
cellar. When alarmed by the approach of any person it
would run into the shelter of a vault and hiss like a goose.

Marsh, Pa., Dec. 17.—Game in this section of Chester
county has been unusually plentiful this season. As
elsewhere, the gray squirrels have been many and good
bags have been taken, Eabbits are always with us and
quail have been more numerous than for years past.
Most of our local shooters are rabbit hunters and bird
dogs are scarce, so the partridges, as we call them, have
stood the season well, some bevies having never been
shot into, while the majority of them contain from seven
to ten birds for seed. Woodcock were scarce this year
and the pheasant is, doubtless, hunting more wooded
regions, although a few are still found on our hills.

O. Bull,
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A LETTER FROM TENNESSEE.
Last fall a friend and myself, in quest of sport and re-

creation,were situated in Humphrey's county, Tenn. We
were twenty miles [from any railroad, in a very wild

country, and among a people who eke out a most poverty

stricken existence from the results of their corn and pea-

nut crops. They live, as we did, on pork, molasses and
heavy biscuits.

Our host, Capt. O.jWho had been a captain of the

original Ku Klux,', was considered quite a monoxjolist

down there, because be had a home with two rooms and
a hired man named "Jodie." My friend and I slept in

one of the rooms along with "Jodie" and four dogs.while

the captain and family (wife, mischievous boy of nine,

bright little girl of thirteen and baby) occupied the other,

which al^o served for dining-room—a rather cramped
salle d manger.
The baby'had arrived a day before my friend and 1 did,

and naturally the captain insisted that his New York
guests should name it, and so we duly christened it Dor-
othy, a name quite unknown in that region, though ap-

parently appreciated. Of course, as we gave the child a
name we had to send it a dress when we got home, and
if our host had any thoughts of that at the time, I am
glad to think we did not disappoint him. And little Cora,

though only thirteen, after a few lessons became such an
adept at bird stuffing, that I sent her down as well a set

of implements, which doubtless she has put to good use.

But I am not enough of a. writer to try to describe the

people and the country, nor do I intend to go into the de-

tails of our hunt, which was quite successful, I have
only written this to lead up to a letter recently received

from good old Capt. O,, of which I herewith tran-

scribe an exact copy. It gives a slight idea of the nature
of the people and of the present prospects for sport in this

part of Tennessee, and if it strikes everybody as being
half as funny as it did me, it may be worth the trouble

of reading :

Dec the mix 1893
Mf. S- and Mr. 0- of New York
Dear friends
it is with pleasur that i seate my self to write you ail afew lines

to let you know that we hant for got you yet these lines leaves ue
all we'll and hope they will find you all well, well Mr. 8— i wish
you had ben with me the secone night of this instaut 1 went and
found a bunch of wild turkeys and i kild two that night and one
next mornine i had to let the major Gr— have one and if i hadent
hen so buisy i would have sent you all one i was not dun getherin
corn then but i are don now and if i kill eny more i will send you
them thay are a good meny around here this fall i would be glad
if it is so you can cime down this winter and spend two or 3

weeks or anionth with me you and Mr. C— ort to see Miss Dorithe
now she can go any where the wonts to and can talk i will send
you some of her hair, thay hant very meny guail here some two or
three bunches right around here and the ducks is .iUiSt now
comence to como in here now i went up to the slough yesterday
evning and i saw some 10 or 12 but did not get non of them, Cora
skind the pretest hawk you ever saw and was going to send
it to you but the cats got holt of it and tore it ud we will
send you some this winter if we all keen well, we all received
your presents and was glad of them we wish we had something to
send you but you know how it ia and you must wate till i can send
you a turkey i think maibe 'i can send you one be fore long i have
got my crop in now and i think i will hunt some but I will huat
with you all if you all will come down here this winter if you
come down let me know whin you will get to W— and i will meat
you there, Jodie ses he wore his hog skin gloves to se his girl but
when he went to put his arm around hur wast he puld them off

so i will close for this time hoping to here from you ail soon i re-
main as ever yo»r friend

The length and apparent strength of "Dorithe'ts" lock of
hair, which accompanied the letter, speak well for that
little one's health and for the country's being, in spite of
some disadvantages, a good place for babies, even if their
parents are somewhat behind the age. But if I have
seemed to laugh and make too much fun of a most
honest and heart-whole people, I take it all back, and
assure any one who might be tempted to take a trip to
this region, that he will receive a royal welcome, and at
very slight expense will have the best the country alTords.

And he will return to town with better health and spirits

too in spite of the pork and molasses and heavy biscuits.

Fad.

NEW ENGLAND GAME FIELDS.
Boston, Dec, 2(5.—With the present week the season

on big game in Maine closes. Then the moose, deer and
caribou should be at rest for eight months, with a chance
to increase and multiply. It would seem that everybody
in Maine, and out of that State, should be willing to give
the big game a chance, since it is now so absolutely cer-
tain that letting the game alone for a reasonable portion
of the year is so prolific of good results. Such a season
for big gamehas never been experienced in New Eagland
as that which Maine has just passed through. The num-
ber of deer taken in the open season has been something
wonderful, and concerning which a good deal has already
been written. The number of moose taken is a surprise
to those who had begun to regard this noble game as
nearly extinct in New England. There are reports of
two more big moose killed by Franklin county sports-
men within a week. As for caribou, they have failed to
put in an appearance this season,
Probably the last Boston party after big game this

season left town on Thursday for the game preserves of
the Megantic Club. They will also visit the Moose E lver
Valley of Maine, The company consists of Messrs. Wal-
dronB. Hastings, Harry W^. Sanborn, Stephen S. John-
son, all of Boston, and N. C. Nash of Cambridge, Presi-
dent of the Massachusetts Eifle Association. The party
is convoyed by Dr. Heber Bishop, President of the Me-
gantic Club, and they accompany him on his annual
Christmas hunt. The party expected to arrive at the
club camps about noon Friday, where they had arranged
to go into the woods at once for moose, caribou and deer.
But the weather suddenly came off the coldest of the
season and held so until Sunday. This may have caused
some delay to the hunters, though, doubtless, the bravest
of them will spend the most of the daytime in the woods.
Their time is short, since the close time of the game they
wish to hunt begins on Jan. 1. Indeed, they propose to
be back in Boston Jan, 2.

Mr. Walter S. Hill, son-in-law of John B, Squire, the
celebrated Boston pork packer, is to take a short rest from
business with shotgun in hand. Mr. W^oodward, of Nor-
folk, president of the Eigged Island Shooting Club, of
Currituck Sound, has for a long time been inviting him to
come down and enjoy the shooting. He has lately writ-
ten Mr. Hill, and will not take no for an answer. So Mr,
Hill was to start on Tuesday of this week. To say that
his expectations are great would only express what ia
fully more than true. President Harrison has shot at
fhese campii, I believe, Mr, Woodward writes that the

shooting should be excellent. This club is one that has

good rules, and is reported to live up to them. Mr. Hill

says that one of these rules is—he is quite certain—that

shooting is allowed for two days, and then a halt is called

for two days, in order that the game may have a chance.

It is also believed that as many birds are obtained, and
obtained easier, than would be the case were shooting al-

lowed every day. The bu-ds are not all frightened away,
as they would be by constant shooting,

Mr. Harry Dutton, of Houghton & Dutton, a well known
Boston dry goods house, intends to soon go on a quail

shooting expedition to Tennessee. Reports mention ex-

cellent sport there. Mr, Dutton has one of the best dogs
in the world, and those who have followed the Fokest
AND Stream field trials carefully will remember the ex-

ploits of Duke of Kent.
With the recent cold weather the p onds inNew E ngland

have all been frozen thoroughly, and now the pickerel

iishermen are at hand. iMready some good strings are

reported from the ponds in Plymouth, and at Lake Wel-
don. In Maine the pickerel fishermen have been at it

for some weeks, the pjnds in the northern and middle
portions of that State having frozen over early. Better

resul ts are mentioned than last year. Specia l.

DEER RIFLES AND SPLIT BULLETS.
Editor Forest and Stremti:

Two items in Foeest and Stream of Nov. 17, "Rifles

for Djer," and "Losing Wounded Dder," attracted my
attention. My observation and experience cause me to

agree with the writers of those items. My sporting

friends, men of large experience, in hunting deer, concur
with me on those points, as I know by frequent conversa-
tion with them.
We all have used rifles of different calibers, but those

friends now use caliber ,45. I would not want a rifle for

deer hunting of a caliber less than that, unless I could
make it as effective as a caliber .45 at least. For the last

fifteen years or more I have used a caliber ,40, but for a
few years past I have made it as effective I believe as a
calibtr ,50 or more, solid bullet. I use 75grs. powder,
.320gr8. bullet, bullet Hin. in length, split.

In molding my bullets I insert between the jaws of

the molds a thin piece of pa.per, extending from the tip

of the bullet about one-half its length. When the bullet

is taken from the molds, the casual obsei'ver would not
notice the charred paper in the bullet. W^hen such a bul-

let strikes a bone or tough muscle, the two points will

spread, and roll over toward the butt end of the bullet

making a wound larger than a .50cal. solid bullet, larger

I believe than a .SOoal. express.

Three years ago I killed a large buck, shot it through
the body with such a bullet. The wound apparently was
large enough readily to admit the end of a broom handle.
I killed with such a bullet a spike buck, by shooting it in

the neck from tlae front, the bullet passing through the
shoulder and cutting in two five ribs and lodging in the
hip.

The wounds in deer killed with such bullets were so
great, and noticeable, that my companions would jocosely
remark to me, they would rule me out of the hunt on ac-

count of using sxtch things. My obseration is that many
more deer shot with buckshot are lost than with the rifle

of the caliber now generally used. I believe the difference

is occasioned by the bullet being larger in diameter than
the buckshot, for one thing. A deer wounded with a bul-

let of large diameter will bleed much more rapidly than
when shot with a small bullet, and the deer will become
exhausted quicker, besides that the large bullet seems to
shock, paralyze the animal to a greater extent than a
small bullet.

When a lad I shot equirrels in tall trees with shotgun.
No 6. shot, filling the animalwith shot, perhaps breaking a
leg, and still the equirrel would hang to the tree top,
sometimes requiring a second shot. When I came to use
the rifle for the same game, I found that when only a
leg was broken he would fall. I then but a lad believed
as now, that the bullet shocked, paralyzed the game.
There is another reason why a rifle of large caliber is pre-
ferable to a small one. A heavy btillet will crush bones
that a light one will not aflfect. The hunter using buck-
shot frequently finds shot lodged against the bones of the
limbs without breaking them, so with small bullets. Of
course bullets now used, fixed ammunition, as a rule are
much heavier than the spherical bullet of the same cal-
iber; the same may be said of the larger calibers,

I believe not one-half the deer shot by good hunters,
men skilled in the use of the rifle, are secured. I have
hunted deer for over thirty-flve years, and in different
places, and but few times have I found the game accom-
modating enough to give me a standing shot; the most
they would concede would be a snap shot. If the hunter
waits for an opportunity to select a point so as to make a
dead sure shot, he will in all probabilities leave the tim-
ber without meat.

It is surprising how far a severely wounded deer will
sometimes run. I have had more than an ordinary op-
portunity to vereify this idea. In most of my deer hunt-
ing, I have had with me my bird dogs, trained to slow
trail deer, and vdth their aid seldom lose a severely
wounded animal.
On one occasion I was hunting with a companion in the

Rockies and a black-tailed deer ran past us. I fired the
rifle and missed, then let the buckshot go. The deer
gave no appearance of being hurt. I watched it running
for about a quarter of a mile, untill it passed over a bluff
into a creek bottom out of sight.

From some reason, what I cannot eay, an impression
was on my mind I had killed the animal. I so stated to
my companion, and that I would follow it. He said it

was folly, that there was never a gun made that would
kill a deer with buckshot, the distance I had tired. I fol-

lowed the trail and found the deer at the foot of the bluft"

shot through the heart with a buckshot. On another
occasion i shot a large doe in the edge of the timber as
she ran past me. It ran out upon a freshly burnt prairie.
I could see no blood but with the aid of my dog trailed
her o^er two miles until she struck into an old deer trail,

and coming to the conclusion I had not hit the animal,
gave up the chase. A few days afterwards while follow-
ing that old deer trail, I found the doe dead. One of her
shoulders was badly broken by the bullet. I shot a buck
as it ran past me, shot it with the rifle, it fell, then sprang
up and was out of sight in the brush before I could get in
another shot. I followed it about half a day, there being
a ei^ow, before I could get a e^cond shot, The animal was

shot through the breast, low down. The wound was
evidently mortal. When hunting where there are several
camps of hunters, within a few miles of each other, it is

not an uncommon occurrence to find dead deer evidently
killed by some of the hunters. I could multiply in-

stances to illustrate the points under consideration. It

is better for the sjiortsman and mercy to the deer to use as
deadly a weapon as possible, H. L.

CHANGES IN NEBRASKA.
Dawes Cottnty, Neb.—Northwest Nebraska is not

usually a very inviting field to the sportsman. Six or
seven years ago there was game here in abundance. Deer
and antelope in goodly numbers roamed the pine-clad
hills and pastured in the unbroken prairies, while now
and then a huge antlered elk could be seen browsing in
the valley or standing with head erect on the steep hill-

side. At that time, too, grouse, the pin-tailed variety^
were here in countless numbers. I think I can say with-
out warping the truth that I have seen single flocks of
these savory birds that contained upwards of 1,000. They
were almost as tame as the common domestic fowl and
the settlers killed them by thousands. In fact this was
the chief source of subsistence to many a poor home-
steader during the winter of 1885 and '86. It was fried

grouse fOB-breakfast, broiled grouse for dinner and grouse
cold for supper, day after day for months. To give some
idea of the tameness of the grouse here then it will only
be necessary to tell how a vast number were slaughtered.
The hunter, armed with a ,33 breechloading rifle, would
walk boldly up to within a few yards of the tree on
which a flock of these birds had settled and there stand
and shoot until a dozen or more had fallen dead to the
ground before their companions would take flight. I

have known fifteen to be killed in this way from a single
standpoint.

It is usually too dry here for waterfowl, but the past
season was uncommonly wet, and in consequence large
ponds and lakes were formed in various places through-
out the country, which induced a good many cranes,
geese, ducks and snipe to sojourn a while with us on
their way South.
For a few days after our heaviest rains great flocks of

curlew visited the stubble and pasture fields and feasted
on big plump grasshoppers.

Six years ago there was not a quail in northwestern
Nebraska, but some gentlemen at Long Pine, about 150
miles east of here, had a few shipped in and turned
loose: and they have increased and scattered abroad over
all this part of the State. Last fall I saw several coveye
of from 10 to 20 young birds. I think they will do well
here, for our winters are generally mild, and there is an
abundance of food and shelter.

The place seemed more civilized and homelike when
these cheerful little rustlers appeared on the scene and
began to pipe in the bright June mornings those old
familiar words, "Bob White,"' I had loved to hear since
early boyhood.
Song birds are a great deal more numerous here now

than a few years ago. During the- summer of 1885 I

think I saw but two robins and one thrush, although I

kept on the lookout for my feathered friends. But now
the fields and groves are endeared by the low sweet notes
of the robin and the mild joyous melody of the thrush
from April until October,
Last year a good many robins and meadow larks win-

tered here; the former kept close to the timber and
brush, but the latter, during stormy weather, sought the
barn yard or straw pile for feed and shelter.

There is a marked difference in the song of the meadow
lark here from that of the East; it is more shrill and
harsh and has several variations. Perhaps the climate
is responsible for thie change. T. S. Allison.

COLORADO ASSOCIATION.
The Rocky Mountain Sportsmen Association held their

adjourned meeting in Denver, Dec, 19. The name was
changed to the Colorado G ame and Fish Protective As-
sociation, and all reference to trap-shooting was stricken

from the constitution and by-laws. It is the intention of
the members to work for game protection and leave all

trap-shooting tournament to the shooting clubs.

The game law committee reported, and their report
was adopted after some discussion. The following were
the most important changes recomraender': An open
season on sage hens from Aug. 1 to Nov. 15, on quail

from Nov. 15 to Dec. 1; to extend the season on wild fowl
to April 15. to raise the maximum penalty in all convic-
tion to $200 and the minimum to $50: to give power to

the game warden to seize and confiscate all game, etc.,

unlawfully killed or in possession, and to search wagons,
tents and outfits; to exbend complete protection to bison,

mountain sheep and goats: to prevent the sale of hides,

and to make the open season on large game from July 1

to Nov. 1. They also recommended the repealing of the
bounty law in regard to bears and mountain lions, and
that the office of game warden should be separate from
that of Fish Commissioner.
The following officers were elected: W. C. Bradbury,

President; F. A. Williams, Vice-President; M. Hewitt,
Secretary and Treasurer.

A vote of thanks was extended to the outgoing officers.

J. N. Barrett, Game Commissioner of Utah, has writ-

ten Game W^arden Land, informing him that M. A.
Perkins of Dixon, Wyo., had 5.000 pounds of doer and
elk meat in his possession and was preparing to ship it

West. Perkins made an affidavit that the game was
killed in Colorado. The market hunters are killing deer
by the hundreds in the White River country and the
meat is being shipped out by the wagon loads. Mr.
Land has gotten Governor Routt to appoint G-. A. Lech-
mere deputy warden for that country, and he will in-

vestigate this wholesale killuig at once and, if possible,

make some arrests. Teseeby.

What a Store of Good Heading He Has Had!
PiTTSEiELD, Mass., Nov. Editor Forest umd Stream:

Dear Sir ; The bit of history you put on back of your letter

in regard to the paper starting in 1873 reminds me that the
iirst sporting paper that 1 subscribed tor was the American
Sportsman. I was printed by Porker Brothers., West Mer-
idei), Conn. This was in 1868. The name was changed to
Bod and Gun and then to Forest anp Stream.

I have been a subscriber off and on for many years, and
will eay that it improvesi with time. P. W. S.
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OUR OUTING.
"Ye who love the haunts of natiire,

Love the gunshine of the meadow.
Love the shower of the foreat,

Love the wind among the branches,

And the rain shower and the snowstorm,

And the rnshing of great rivers,

Throtigh their palisades of pine trees,

And the thunder in the mountains."
—Lmitjfdhrw.

You, dear reader, who are compelled by force of cir-

cumstancea to forego the pleasure of an outing, far from
the cities and towns, were none the less remembered
while we were enjoying the beauties of nature, and a
life of freedom and pleasure in the forest depths.

The term "our" is used in the plural rather than as a
customary form, as the party consisted of my wife,

eight-year-old boy and self—and the trip was the result

of several years planning and anticipation,

I once read the advice given by an enthusiastic vaca-
tionist, "That it is better to begin planning your vacations

as early as possible in January, even though they are
not to be taken until September, or later, as with the
long time ahead there is so much anticipation, and even
if adverse circumstances prevent your going then, you
have at least derived much pleasure from it."

Assuming this to be correct, the pleasure of our trip

may be somewhat imagined from the length of time it

was Blill in the stages of design. One bright, warm
morning in July, after having satisfactorily closed up
our domestic and business aff airs in the city of L , in

Ohio, with the necessary good-byes to friends and scenes
of city life, we took the train for Indian River, Mich.
"Oh pshaw, I thought that fellow was going off to some
wild place." I imagine I hear the foregoing exclama-
tion, but let me tell you that this place is selected after a
successful hunting trip the fall before, for the following
reasons—^accessibility by rail and thence by wagon, good
water for camp use, boating and fishing, an abundance
of game, from bear and deer down, freedom from intru-

sion from settlers and pot-hunters.
It was broad daylight, and with a clear eastern sky lit

up by the rising sun, when we descended from the sleeper

at the end of our railroad trip the next morning after we
left home, and for a few moments before going to the
hotel for breakfast we enjoyed the fresh morning air and
the beautiful scenery, the glittering sheen of the placid
waters, the fresh glowing sun over the bright green pine-
tops to the east of us, birds singing in the wood, and here
and there the slowly rising smoke from a villager's cabin,
which betokens that man as well as nature is at the morn-
ing of day.
After a hearty breakfast with our genial host, H.,

while I looked after a team and our camp outfit, the
good wife was preparing herself for a combined trip on
foot and by wagon to the scene of future incidents by
laying aside traveling clothes and donning outing duds.
As usual on such trips, where I generally walk a great

deal, and sometimes find an inquisitive bear, I carried my
.40-65 Winchester as a precautionary measure, and well,

too, for about 7 miles out on the route to camp, sure
enough, there sat a pleasing specimen of Ursus major
just beside the path, and he seemed to delight in the
antics of the terrorized horses, until I concluded to come
into the game with a full ante of 260grs. of lead. This
dose settled matters so that we had to hitch the horses to
a tree and let them get over their fright.

M, , the teamster, assisted me in removing the hide and
hanging the carcass, the skin and a few choice cuts being
taken along to kind of break in to camp life on, leaving
the balance for M. to take into town for himself and
friends on his return.

Making; Camp,
It was about 4 o'clock in the afternoon when we got to

the little lake where I had desided encamping, and after
getting the team nicely fed M, and myself unloaded and
began making camp. Our 14x16 wall tent was first set

up. Then the stove and other articles too heavy for one
person to handle were put in place; boxes opened to get
out the necessary materials for supper, which Matiie pre-
pared while M, and myself carried the boat down to the
lake, then we chopped off several fallen trees into good
logging lengths and hauled them up to camp—for you
know that to keep the cook in good humor, you must
keep her well supplied with good firewood.
"I don't see much fun about that kind of an outing,

there is too much work," you say, but that is to be ex-
pected and, of course, we do not look for a full measure
of leisure for the first few days until things are some-
what "camp-shape." By this time supper is ready and,
with the exception cf bearsteak, our menu is quite civil-

ized, excepting, of course, that we have said good bye
to milk in our coffee, with sundry dainties, and, hence-
forth, will take it as the Kentackian does his whisky

—

straight. Supper over, M, hitches up his horses again
for Ms return nome, and after seeing him out of sight
down the tote road, I resume my fit of industry and get
a good bed built up in one corner of the tent, and of this
bed I must tell you, for its comfort is grand : Four
crotches driven into the ground so that two poles laid in
them will be about I6in. high, across these two poles
other smaller poles are laid slat fashion, then upon these
we piled small hemlock twigs to a depth of 6 or Sin.

—

coarser ones at the bottom with butt ends all one way,
then the fine ones on top. Over this is spread a piece of
potter's cloth or a rubber blanket, then good heavy
woolen blankets until it is soft enough. "Sheets?" why
bless you, nor white goods of any kind—all clothing and
bedding is as far as possible of woolen, and up there one
can crawl in between blankets of a July night and not
lose a minute's sleep.

A Moonlight Row.
After completing the sleeping appurtenances, we go

down to the lake for a row and &pend an hour cr so whil-
ing away in the bright moonlight ; just drifting about and
talking of the pleasures of such a life, while the little

boy in the bottom of the boat has laid his head on bis
mother's knee and gone to sleep, dreaming of the fish he
will catch and the bears he intends to kill: for, like other
children, he is full of life and hope. Once in a while we
drift in shore and send a flock of water fowls scurrying
up the lake; then as it grows later we occasionally see
two bright spots in the shadows of the pines, and pres-
ently a deer steps down to the water to drink. Such
scenes as this we are accustomed to and can witness

without any desire to shoot at this season, as the deer are

properly protected by the laws of the State of which we
are guests and the freedom allowed sportsmen in the open
season are considerations too binding to permit of unlaw-
ful killing of the State's game. Like all true sportsmen,

we are so thoroughly appreciative of the pleasures and
privileges of a resort to such a glorious place that no
abuses will be permitted, and though deer may be seen

every day, and within sight of the tent are partridges, or

as they call them up here, sage hens, raising their young
broods, yet no desire to kill is felt until the season is law-

fully open.
Even my 10-gauge Remington is laid away till autumn

and only the rifles are carried on our trip to secure our
safety from a stray bear or an occasional wolf. Mattie

uses a .82 Marlin repeater, which is well adapted to her,

and her marksmanship is good, as is evidenced by the

specimens in our collection—an eagle, two cranes, one
great Northern woodpecker, a porcupine and soine other

miscellaneous trophies ijreserved by the taxidermist.

Bass for Breatcfast,

But by this time we have rowed back to carap, fast-

ened the boat for the night and will retire. At daybreak
next morning I am out and gathering up my fishing

tackle, row quietly out into deep water, where a full

mess of bass is caught for breakfast. In fishing as well

as hunting nothing is taken more than to supply present

needs, for of all abominations (Proverbs 12: 27) is the one
who ruthlessly catches or kills only to throw it away,
and as our stay here is to be a good long one, we want
no unnecessary fuss to drive away the fish and game.
After cleaning th3se I have caught and settitig them

aside in a pan of clear, cool lake water, the next job is to

get a supply of wood for our helpmeet and companion.
As the chips begin to fly I hear a little stir in the tent;

looking aroimd I see a daintily wrapped tigure emerging,
fresh as the morning daisies. Somewhat anxiously I in-

quire as to how my wife enjoyed the night and her ex
periences thus far in camp lite, for it is an uncertain ex-

periment to coax a city girl off into the woods.
The dear creatures have such a horror of snakes, bugs

and mice, but this particular little woman has accom-
janied me on several minor expeditions and acquitted

lerself honorably, so the fair reader can imagine tnat my
questions were answered satisfactorily.

Taking a short stroll around the camp and vicinity and
an exhilarating drink of water from the lake she returned
to the tent to prepare breakfast,
"Hello there, son; where are you, and how did you

like that for a night's sleep?" as the little fellow sat up
among the blankets rubbing his eyes. "Oh, papa, ain't

this fun, a real tent off in the big woods, and just think
of what fun we can have here all the time," Then like

a flash he was otit of bed, climbing into his clothes, so

anxious to be out and around that he could scarcely eat

any breakfast.
Now it will take us a couple of days to get things fixed

up in shape to really begin our outing, so I will leave the
reader to follow Mattie and Walter in their rambles and
walks around the lake while I devote my time to more
arduous tasks about camp.
"Get lost?" Well some women might, but my wife is

not in danger of it as she is provided wit^ a compass that
has a small map of the territory we are located in, said

map being made after my trip through that section the
fall before, and then, too, she carries the little Marlin all

the time and two shots, our help signal, will start me on
double quick to the rescue. Of course in these strolls

alone she will not get more than a half mile from camp,
and as I know the country thoroughly I could reach her
if necessary in a very short time, Bears at this season are
not troublesome at all, and I have faith enough in the
finger that pulls the trigger to assure me that the little

.32 would do its duty.
The reader may think that our preparrations have

been somewhat extensive up to this time, but I will say
here that this is to be an outing in every sense of the
word, and in all probability one that will last for me at
least till the spring. Mattie and Walter will remain
with me until cold weather (providing of course no
sickness or accident occurs) so that she may try her hand
on game both large and small; then she will return to the
city, while I accompany her as far as the railway station,

to guide back a party of chosen friends, who have come
up solely for a shooting and among whom is my particu-
lar friend Frank B., who will remain with me for the
winter and spring trapping.
With the coming of the gentlemen we shall abandon

the tent and construct a substantial log camp in anticipa-
tion of long cold storms, but hold on, they have not come
yet, and I must not get so far ahead of my story.

"Outdoor Sports for Women."
The work being done up now and nothing to do but

fish, row, bathe and roam through the woods, I must
tell you of the new life it is putting into us all. I am an
enthusiastic believer in "Outdoor sports for Women,"
and children, and having such examples of its virtues
daily with me, I can fairly note the happy changes in my
companions. Our fare is simple, hearty, easily prepared,
while the work is almost nothing. As the food tastes
better from Mattie's hands, I prefer to have her cook,
though not because I can't, and I do all the dish washing
and (iirty work, leaving her to the many little pleasures
of leisure. When it rains, we simply remain in the tent,
reading, writing, or 1 make such additions to my map as
have been suggested in our roamings. This map is serv-
ing a double purpose, that of keeping me in a spirit of
close observation of my surroundings and as a very use-
ful article when our party comes up. It is largely to
this purpose that I am devoting it, for after an experi-
ence one fall in a strange locality, I wisely concluded
that an accurate map would save many weary walks,
and when a fellow downs a 2001b. buck four miles from
camp, along toward the close of a November day, he
naturally wants to know the quickest route to camp
and supper, especially if there is snow on the ground, but
of such an experience more anon.

Berries and a Bear.
Sometimes we devote rainy weather to repairing cloth-

ing, etc., cleaning up the guns, cr occasionally would tise

the lighter rifle or revolvers for target shooting. This
necessitated reloading shells, a further source of cccupa-
tion. Walter had seen some toy birch bark canoes on
one of our trips, so I made a whole fleet of them for his
amusement. He had also a little airgun using BB shot,

which afforded him much diversion, but as we were
favored with very little unpleasant weather, the time
was passed quite agreeably. A neighboring huckleberry
patch alTorded many a relishing dish, and we dried not a
few for winter use; then a little later, when blackberries
began to ripen, we had many a feast, and it was on one
of these expeditions that Mattie had a full opportunity of

testing her valor and aim. We had b^en gathering ber-

ries until, tiring of it, we sat down to rest and eat some.
I had walked oft' a little distance co look at a curiously
grown tree, and while gone heard a scream followed by a
shot back where the folks were. I turned and ran back,
just in time to see a fairly sized bear go off through the
brtjsh, but not too late to send a few farewell mementoes
with bim. Assuring myself that all was well with the
berry eaters I took up the trail.

About a quarter of a mile I found bruin sitting up lick-

ing his wound. As soon as he discovered my presence
he assumed an attitude of defense, but presenting as he
did such a fair mark, my first shot passed right through
his heart, dropping him dead even while I was throwing
the lever of my gun for another shot.

The killing of these two bears is recorded in very few
words, no great excitement or tussle called forth, as we
often read of. This may be attributed to two circum-
stances, first, both were good shots, secondly, the mod-
ern magazine or repeating rifle is a terrible weapon, both
in penetrating and in speed of operation, and it re-

quires more than an ordinary black bear to stop one of
those 260 grain balls. But, dear reader, life was not al-

ways as smooth as when we were introduced to the
presence of a bear. The otber two that fell to our lot by
the following spring, gave us a little more ,to remember
them by.
Here we are a mile from 'camp, a woman, boy and a

lot of berries to take care of, also a dead bear to hang
and dress, but as it is early in the day, there is no hurry
only on account of the last mentioned feature. I always
prefer to get an animal dressed as quickly as possible
after it is killed, as it is handled easier and is less objt c-

tionable for many reasons. Going back to report my
success with bruin, I enlisted Mattie's assistance in my
work. Together we got him hung up between a couple
of trees, and when 1 removed the hide we found where
the .32 ball had struck fairly enough, bnt in missing any
of the vital parte, had merely caused pain enough to

start him off. By the way, the aforesaid scream came
from the throat of our brave little boy, who found a reol

live and very present bear loose in the woods, much
dift"erent from his ideal as formed from acquaintance
wich tame ones in menageries, and his courage fell cor-
respondingly, until his fears found vent in a yell. But
once dead and safely placed, he had courage to approach
and examine the cause of his fright. Mattie, too, felt

much better then than before and ever afterwards, con-
cluded to carry her own gtin when we went away from
camp, if there was any danger of my absenting myself
from the party more or less.

This bear afforded us a great deal of meat and consider-
able gun oil. When brought into camp we immediately
salted some and started more to smoking for winter use,

for it would not do to waste any, and in fact that bear
was partaken of until we were all nearly tired of bear
meat. "Didn't you have any dogs?" No, not a dog—-we
have no use for curs, and as it was not open season for

game a sporting dog would bave been a useless featxire.

Then the laws distinctly prohibit hunting deer with dogs,
so that we had no use for a hound, and as one dog will

drive more game than five men, we did not want one on
that account. Some dogs may be brought in later for

use on birds and as retrievers in dtick shooting.
We found plenty of diversion and excitement dtiring

the remaining warm weather, but nothing worthy of
recording here. Our camp life is one continual repetition

of leisurely fishing, rowing and walking excursions,
which, with plenty to eat, are bringing color to the faces

and flesh to the bodies, renewing life and spirit. Truly
there is no remedy for the minor, and some of the major
ills of life, like that afforded by nature in the seclusion of
her fastnesses. Those burdened with domestic and busi-

ness cares should try a season like the one herein de-

scribed, for it is an efficacious medicine and one easy to

take.
Day after day passed rapidly over ottr heads until we

found the season open for smallei- game, then taking
advantage of it, we secured several substantial meals
from the feathered denizens of the forest and lakes.

With the advent of cooler weather, we feel like taking
more extended rambles, during which the most likely

places for larger game are noted carefully, and left as

undisturbed as possible for future use.

The Camp Company Changes.

At last draws very near the time for the arrival of our
gentlemen friends and departure of Mattie and Walt for

the comforts of city life, so we gather up and pack in the
trunks the things of feminine and juvenile utility, and
almost sadly start out to the nearest settler for a team to

take them to the railroad. Certain it was that I should
sadly miss the companionship so congenial and pleasant,

yet with all enthusiasm Mattie assures me that she will

look weekly for the letter detailing success in the chase,

and Walt even has exacted the promise of a young fawn's
skin to have stuft'ed for his own, together with sundry
trophies so dear to a boy's heart. The farewtlls said, it

was a hard job surely, hut over now, and away down the
track I watch the rapidly disappearing train bearing my
loved ones away ; yet in an hour will another loom into

sight, and as she pulls in 1 see some familiar4ooking
boxes, etc., standing just inside the baggage car, btit

leaving that to the care of the station agent, I hasten to

welcome the boys. Here's Tom, Frank and Doc, with
two friends whom we will introduce as Hank and Joe,

making with mvself six in the party. We get our
"truck" all loaded up and start back to camp as soon as
possible, for it is getting late now and travel is not pleas-

ant after dark in that country.
Nothing occurred to cause any excitement on our trip

in, and immediately after arriving the eating, sleeping
and unpacking preparations are entered into with vigor,

Tom and myself are elected cooks, Frank is water man,
while Doc, Hank and Joe will get up an appetite and a
goodly woodpile at the same time; that being our arrange-
ment while together, everything runs smoothly in the
prescribed channel.

Dtiring the last few days of Mattie's stay I had gath-
ered up sufficient material for bedding and wood enough
for a few days at least, so that we could devote all the
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time to getting our cabin built before snow comes. Now
of course this particular job must be delayed more or
less, for the boy's ardor for the hunt is such that it must
be catered to, and with prospects of good weather and a
good, comfortable tent to sleep in it does seem hard to
work when we came up here to hunt.
One deer hung up near by satisfies all hands for the

present, and the taste of wild meat makes them still

more wilhng to get things fixed up, so that we can have
an uninterrupted season of sport.

Now, this shanty or cabin is built of logs in the usual
manner, covered with boards. It is sufficiently large to

accommodate all hands, experience having taught us
that a hunting party could stow away in pretty small
quarters.
Hank and Joe take the boat almost daily with the

avowed intention of providing ducks and fish, while the
rest of us devote our time to deer and bear hunting, our
evenings being spent in the usual camp fashion—cards,
stories, smoking, and reading after mail days.

Night Shooting,

Our usual programme is, arise at 4:3(1 and get break-
fast over and work done up so as to be oft' to our run-
ways and mast ridges by early daybreak. No dinner,
only a lunch, carried in coat pockets. The first man into
camp at night has to commence choring by firing up and
lugging water. Supper after dark generally, unless
there is to be some watching of runways at dark: if so,

we usually dine at 2:'60 or 3:30 P. M., that gives easy time
to place ourselves by dark. Thia style of hunting is per-
fectly legitimate and usually successful. There is no
light used, the hunter locating himself near a runway or
feeding ground, waits patiently for the appearance of
the game. If moonlight, a rifle, and if dark, a shotgun,
with buckshot, will be the weapon to use. Keep abso-
lutely quiet and still, and when perfectly sure of the
game, then pull.

Perhaps to some nervous people this would be a trial,

to be, as I have often been, sitting perfectly quiet for
hours, as it seems, and at last you hear the slow step ap-
proaching nearer and nearer, then looms up the figure of
a proud buck. No, not yet! Too far away; let him come
a little closer. Steady! Hold your breath—now he is

coming nearer; raise your gun very slowly and steadily,
inch by inch, behding the head to bring the eye along the
barrel, and just as soon as you think he is near enough,
pull the trigger. If you have a rifle throw in another
shell as quickly as possible, aa you may need it, or if a
shotgun hold your spare barrel ready for an emergency,
offensive or defensive—even have two extra shells in your
hand ready to throw into the gun—but no, he is down,
and the next thing is to properly bleed him. Experience
has taught that a wounded buck must be approached
verv cautiously, as even in their death struggles they are
liable to seriously injure a man, of which fact Tom bears
witness, as a few words will relate later on.
Now, for this night's shooting everything depends on

the wind. A good strong wind is favorable if blowing
from the direction from which the game may be expected
and if brought to ground at first shot it is usuallv safer to
plant a revolver ball in tbeir foreheads before" they re-
cover from the shock. This will fettle any little differ-
ences of opinion between game and hunter, and does not
mutilate the animal like a body shot, nor does it nerve
them into a fierce struggle as when they feel the edge of
a knife at their throat.

Tom's Deer.
Tom's deer you .say? Well yes, and being his first I

guess he won't care it I tell you about it, or perhaps he
can do it better.

"Early one morning whUe quietly on my way to the
•North Grounds' as we called one of our favorite sec-
tions for deer, as I stepped into a little opening of per-
haps four acres, I heard a rustling in the brush about
fifteen rods away. With the motion of throwing my
rifie into position, out jumped a large buck. He saw my
motion and for an instant stood just as he struck, looking
at me as I pulled the trigger. At the report of the gun
he turned and bounded straight away from me into the
brush but not quick enough to escape three more shots
which I sent after him as rapidly as I could work the
gun. Still with all my boasted marksmanship I saw my
deer disappear in the brush. However, with somo doubt
as to my success, I started over to look for blood upon the
leaves, and while following up the trail I soon came uponmy deer, lying down in the struggles of death. Thinking
to soon end his suflierings, I set my gun against a tree
and drew my knife to cut his throat; approaching from
behind I placed one foot on a prong of his antlers, and
grasping the other branch of them so that I could hold
him firmly, I reached over to put in the finishing touches,
when as the knife touched the skin, rip! zip! thud! That
deer had risen on his fore quarters and was trying to get
over to where I lay on my back, about 20ft. from him.
That he could not do, however, and finding myself not
seriously hurt, I took my gun, thinking to finish him with
a ball mthe head, but as I made ready to shoot he dropped
again to the ground, satisfying me by his actions that I
could more safely approach him. This I did, but in
future I will take no chances.

This deer, by the way, was a very large and powerful
one, as we paid express charges on 205 lbs. when dressed
the reader may judge of the size. The post mortem ex-
amination, which was conducted by an interested party
developed some remarkable results as to penetration
marksmanship and vitality, as of the four shots fired
the first passed clear through back of the shoulders and
out another entering about an inch to one side of the
median line and about an inch and a half below the root
ot the tail, passed through the large hip joint, shatterinsr
it completely, on through the stomach and ribs, then
through the front shoulder blade and was found badly
battered up just under the skin of the shoulder. One of
the other two clipped off about 2in. of the tail, while the
last, passing unde^ the belly, ripped a gash about Sin.
long. The cartridges used in this case were .SScal. 40grains of powder and 180 of lead, developing, as shownenormous penetration. From a description of thesewounds It will be seen that a heavy calibered weapon is

hf ^ni
'i^f^.^l^^tiDg. as only in case of a heart orhe^^d shot will a light one stand any show.

^^r^K'^^f^^"^.^^^^"*^',"^^^^^ each man goes off alone, it

°i
to tlie intending hunter to know what

^tffof a proper outfit of weapons, not touching theflatter of clothing further than to remark that it should
De Of good texture and corresponding to color of trees,

'

etc. Each man carries a repeating rifle, with ten to

twenty extra cartridges, a belt, with revolver, knife and
a small axe, a compass, of course, being indispensable.
Perhaps the reader may have become so interested in

this subject as to want to know more fully all of the de-

tails of forest hunting. Before I became a sportsman I

was an enthusiastic reader of sporting literature and
eagerly devoured, as it were, ever scrap of outing mis-
cellany. Even now my desires in that direction have
not waned, and sometimes after a long day's hunt I am
to be found at night reclining on the hemlock bed, read-
ing, by the light of the lantern, the exploits of some
other fellow who knows what it is to rough it in camp.

Hanging Up a Deer.

Let us imagine a hunter as mentioned before, say about
four miles from camp, standing over his 2001bs. buck, too
far away to signal for help, and that deer cannot lie there
till morning; it must be hung up, dressed and be so
plficed that foxes or other vermin cannot get at it.

Prepare from a good stout sapling a gambrel similar to
that used by farmers at butchering time, insert it the
same as for a hog or calf; now select a convenient tree
with projecting limbs about nine or ten feet from the
ground. On one of these limbs place the butt end of a
stout pole, say 12 to 20ft., having first got the deer in
shape under it, and with the sma'l end of the pole passed
through under the gamV)rel stick; now commence and
work the deer up this inclined pole as far as you can, if

necessary cutting notches for the gambrel to rest in to
prevent slipping. With a good crotch stick ready, raise
the small end of the long pole up aldbgside of some con-
venient tree as high as you can, placing the crotch stick
under to hold it there. This will be high enough to dress
it. Now if desired you can raise the deer still higher by
cutting longer crotch sticks and pushing the end of the
long pole higher thereby.
Dress a bear in the same way. This is a job where

your ax comes in, and by the time it is done you find the
shadows deepening around you, which, with occasionally
an owra hoot, gives warning of fast approaching dark-
ness. You feel tired, but not desiring a lonely night's
vigil by the root of a tree, you must hurry off to camp
while it is yet twilight. Darkness will certainly overtake
you, but you know the camp rules; "If any man is not
in by dark, those in camp will fire two shots at intervals
of two minutes, three times unless answered, then after
fifteen minutes the same is repeated until answered, or
two of the boys will start out with lanterns, firing signal
shots occasionally." One shot from the missing party is

the answer. Bang! -Bang! Yes, they are shooting for
you now; so raise the muzzle of your gun to deliver the
sound well up in the air, and answer them. Away
through the woods yonder came the sound of camp shots,
cheering up the spirits and freshening the muscles for a
finish of the day's work. Into camp again with a smoking
hot supper awaiting you, then a general recounting of
the day's adventures by all members of the partj\ Two
deer, some ducks, partridges and a nice mess of fifih are
added to the list of eatables to-day.
Such is the usual routine of camp life, varied by less

favorable days of storms and consequent scarcity of
game.

Winter in Camp.
Fortunately we have met with no accidents during our

sojourn together, and with feelings of regret that the
season is so soon over, Frank and myself help the boys
pack up and see them aboard the train homeward bound,
with a good supply of game in the baggage car for the
folks at home. Back we go to camp for the winter, and
as the daily events from now on will be so nearly alike, I
will not bore the reader with more than a general idea of
how we passed the time.
The season being one of severe storms, we usually hunt

together for safety. Every morning making the round
of our traps by boat when we can, on foot when the lakes
freeze over, removing any game that may be caught for
the fur, resetting when no signs of recent visitation from
animals, or carrying into camp those we can find no new
places for. When the ice gets stronger we fish through
it for the gamy pickerel, or stormy days finds us close
about camp, cutting word, writing letters or reading,
with the many odd little jobs to occupy our attention.
Our pack of furs is growing larger day by day, but as

yet we have not succeeded in getting any more bears
until along toward spring during a warm spell, we found
some fresh tracks one morning not far from camp, and
of course that fellow is our meat, even if we have to fol-
low him a week. Back we go to camp for a supply of
grub apiece and more cartridges; for at this time of the
year that bear is hungry and cross, and in his search for
food may lead us a long chase. How long the reader
can judge from the fact that we camped on his track that
night, and along in the afternoon of the next day came
up with him in a swampy place, through which we had
to crawl almost on our hands and knees. Hark! There
he goes tearing through the brush, and bang! bang! bang!
the old repeaters send messages of death after the black
carcass. "Jeewhiz!" says Frank, "he is a buster sure, but
I guess we will get him now."
Dropping aU superfluous clothing and blankets on the

snow, we tear ahead after him as fast as we can. After
a good half-hour's chase, during which the sight of blood
drops appearing on the snow with increased frequency is
a strong stimulant to us—we come up to a little thicket
of brush and are "brought up all standing" as a sailor
would say, by a succession of very savage growls. Evi-
dently bruin is at bay, and we must use great care, but
care nothing! There is a rush and rustle of the brush
and before we have time to think that bear is almost on
top of us. "Jump, Frank!" "Look out, Jim!" were the
exclamations made as my .40-65 jumped to my shoulder
in time to see Frank sprawling over the snow by a blow
from that strong paw, and as he fell I fired at the bear's
foreshoulder. Finding that he had another enemy, he
turned to me, as again I sent a leaden command to halt
but halting was not in his mind then, and before I could
get in the third shot, I was myself sprawling in the
brush, while it seemed as though a mountain of hair and
flesh stood over me. While trying to draw my revolver
to give him a few of its soothing pills before he would be
able to injure me much, Frank had gotten himself in
shape and seeing my danger, took careful aim and fired
the ball entering back of his shoulder and passing through
the heart. As he fell he gave me one farewell pat with
those long claws which not only took off my coat, vest
aqa shirts, but also went into tlje skin, leaving four little

scratches to be patched up with court plaster. That's
nothing, though, for a bear hunt, and "we got him,"
hide, meat and all.

A Bear "Scrap."

While taking that bear into camp, we found where
another had been eating the carcass of a deer which had
evidently died of a wound. The weather being fine, we
concluded to patch up a little before trying issue with
that gentleman. Next morning bright and early, we
started on the trail, following it all forenoon, and coming
up to a settlers found that they had frightened the bear
away from their pig-pen the night before. This settler,
Mr. B., wanted a little bear meat and concluded to join
us in the hunt. After a good warm dinner at bis house
all three started out, taking his mongrel dog Jack. We
tracked that bear all the afternoon, and at night stopped
with another settler Mr. Y., who joined with us the
next morning in the renewal of the chase. The weather
turning very cold in the night we hoped that our game
would den up somewhere near.
Out on the track again, through the woods and " burn-

ings " across lakes and streams, sure enough we found
an apparent ending to those queer-shaped footmarks.
Just ahead there is a tangled up mess of trees, branches
and blackberry brush, the work of some wind-storm and
the prolific brier. Leaving my three companions to wait
for me, I start out around the pile, making a complete
circle back to the waiting trio, finding no signs of bruin's
departure. " Yes, he is in there," but how to get him
out, is the question. My little strips of court plaster
remind me that I don't want to crawl in there for a
private interview with a sleepy, hungry, beary bear ; for
my gentle intrusion might suddenly awaken him to a
renewed appetite and liveliness. No, that won't do, but
as the others are a little backward about forming a close
acquaintance with live bear meat, something must be
done. We can't freeze him out, don't want to burn him
out and can't coax him out. Our dog Jack, too, is very
expectant (of a chance to run home as fast as he can), if

his manner is at all indicative, for he stands back on the
trail, with closely reefed tail and sides shivering with
cold or fear, plainly showing that we can expect no
assistance from him.
Well, I've crawled after the game before and as I'm

here to hunt, hunt it is. Doffing overcoat and closely
buttoning my canvas hunting coat about me, with my
rifle left conveniently near the entrance, revolver in right
hand, trusty hunting knife in the other I start in on "all
fours." It begins to smell "beary" as I get further into
the pile and listening quietly I hear a wheezy breathing
still further in. Now, dear I'eader, don't think^that I am
a Daniel Boone or Davy Crockett, for candidly I am not,
and just then I wished myself far away "o'er hill and
dale" where I had more friends, but with a bear ahead of
me and three men behind me to laugh at my cowardice
(well they might laugh when they were better fixed to
run or fight), the situation was becoming more desperate.
I considered matters as calmly as my pardonably excited
condition would allow, evolving a plan whereby I might
wake up that bear without letting him know who did it.

Locating his body as near as I could by the breathing, I
backed out until nearly to the entrance, still having as I

judged a straight course for the bullets. Noting the
position well, I went on out to report matters as they
stood, explaining my intentions. Knowing full well
what dependence I could put on Frank, I had him remain
at the entrance with rifle cocked, Mr. B. was detailed
half way around on the right while Mr. T. took up a
position on the left.

Thus arranged with due caution not to shoot me in-
stead of the bear, I went back in as far as I dared,
intending to send three or four shots from my revolver,
and then get out as quickly as I could. This scheme
worked perfectly. "Fools for luck" every time, with my
third shot I commenced crawfishing my way out as best
I could, and as I reached open air a yell from Mr. T. an-
nounced "Here he comes." Bang! bang! "Hurry up,
boys," bang-bang-zip-zip-zip, there goes Jack, whose fear
was forgotten in the excitement, the bear still going on
through the windfall, "There! he's stopped to fight the
dog," and pell-mell we rushed to the spot from whence
Jack was sending yelps of offense. By not having an
overcoat to hinder my motions I soon overtake T. and
arrive first to the "scrap." One shot from me and from
Frank, another and another, which finished matters just
as B. and T. arrivedl on the scene. The hide was all we
took, leaving the meat for our friends, as we had plenty
in camp. Going back we stayed over night with Mr. T.,
taking the round of our traps the next day; and although
we found an occasional track in the woods as spring ap-
proached, no more bears were killed.

We continued our trapping until about the middle of
April, when breaking camp, we again sought civiliza-
tion, feeling that our outing had been all that we had
planned it to be, not, however, enough to completely
allay the desire, and now each season finds us again, for
the brief period allowed by law for deer hunting, living
in a canvas house on the bank of a lake, where memory
recalls many scenes of comfort and pleasure,

.JA3IES Kjs-IGHT.

Game Notes from the Pecos Valley.

Eddy, New Mexico, Dec. 20.—Mr. W. F, Krum and
Mr. Harold Gregory, of Chicago, have just returned from
an antelope hunt on the staked plains. They went out
forty miles to a small lake, in the vicinity of which they
found sumething like twenty bunches of antelope, from
ten to fifty in each bunch. Tbe country was almost per-
fectly level and the hunters found it impossible to get
within easy shooting distance. They succeeded, how-
ever, in getting one antelope, plenty of quail and one
coyote.
Mr. Albert Netherland, who lives in the Guadalupe

Mountains, about seventy miles west, lately brought in
ten deer and two antelopes, which he sold to a local meat
market. A hunter who lives near Roswell killed and
brought in, a few days ago, eight antelope, which he sold
for $1.50 a head. Miles T. Stone brought in, on Wednes-
day last, nineteen deer and a bear, which he kiUedin the
Guadalupes. All good people regret to know that this
market-hunting is being carried on; but there is no means
of preventing it, and since it is being done it is just as
well to let it be known, in order that the readers of
Forest and Stream may \now where they can find
game when they want it, G. G. ShteivDs.
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FOR UNIFORM LAWS.
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 23.—A meeting was held

here last week to agree upon a uniform game law, which
may be recommended to the several legislatures of Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota and
Minnesota, James J. Hogan, of La Crosse, was elected

president and A. F. Ferris, of Brainerd, secretary. The
following were present: H. W. Wilder, Grand Forks,
N. D.; James Nevins, Superintendent of the hatchery at

Madison, Wis. ; T. S. Grigg, Fish Commissioner, of Spirit

Lake, la.; Dr. R. O. Sweeney, Superintendent of the
hatchery at Duluth: S. S. Watkins, of St. Paul; Wm.
Bird, of'Fairmount, Minn, ; Frank L. Stetson, Game War-
den of Minnesota; Secretary Andrus of the Minnesota
Fish Commission. The meeting discussed a bill prepared
by Mr. Andrus, and a committee on legislation was ap-
pointed, which consists of Senator Calvert Spensley, of
Mineral Point, Wis, : Senator E. F. Mack, of Storm Lake,
la.; W, L, Wilder, Grand Forks, N. D.; W. P. Andrus,
Minneapolis; Dr. S. P, Bartlett, Quincy, 111.; Col. Win-
sor, Sioux Falls, S. D. A thousand copies of the pro-
posed bill will be printed and placed in the hands of the
members of the several legislatures. A strong effort will

be made for uniform seasons in the several States, which
will do away with the shipping of game from one State
to another. Spring shooting will be abolished and the
season for ducks and chickens will open on the same
date. It will also be unlawful to shoot any birds for
sport. There was a strong sentiment in favor of a game
warden or deputy in each county invested with enough
police powers and backed up with a sufficient amount of
salary to make them wide awake and fearless enough to
head off and bring to justice the pot hunter and poacher.

It is an open secret that deer are killed out of season by
parties that could easily be brought to book, but as the
law now stands it is almost impossible to obtain convic-
tions in country .iustice courts. W. F. D.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[By a Staff Coi-respoiidmtA

Trapped Quail.

Chicago, Dec. 34.—Warden Bortree tells me th^t the
markets here are full of trapped quail coming from
Kansas. They come in thousands, by boxes, bags and
barrels. ''For heaven's sake," said Mr. Bortree, "shake
up the sportsmen out in Kansas. What are they about?
The destruction of quail this fall by netting and trapping
is perfectly fearful. They come in here by thousands,
not a wing broken and not a shot mark on them. We
ought to have a clause in the Illinois and Indiana laws
like that in the Missouri law, forbidding the having in
possession any bird that does not show shot marks."

It is no unusual sight to see countrymen come in on the
trains to Chicago carrying strings of very neat and not
much demoralized quail. The most of these come from
Indiana. I suppose many more quail are trapped there
than are shot.

Our quail season is now over here for this year, closing
last Tuesday for Indiana, where most of the Chicago
shooters go.' In addition to the good bags made by
Chicago men on quail this fall T should add that of Mr. O.
Von Lengerke, who bagged 41 on last Saturday near
Aokron, Indiana, and 18 the day previous. Mr. F. C.
Donald, in his November visit to Page county, Iowa, near
the Missouri line, had very good sport, he anfl his brother-
in-law bagging over 100 in four days' shooting. Their
top bag was 33 in one day, which they thought was quite
enough. Mr, Donald tells of a singular point made by his

dog on this hunt. The dog was crossing a small stream,
and when about half way across, and leg deep in the icy
water, struck the scent of a bird on the opposite bank,
and pointed hard and fast where he stood, the bird being
put up some moments later, the dog remaining in the
water, staunch on the point all the time. This I believe
to be an incident that would not often happen.

Mellie O'Brien.

Mr. G W. La Eue writes from New York regarding the
obituary of the late Mollie O'Brien, the dog which Mr.
Roll Organ took out hunting and didn't bring back. Mr.
La Rue incloses a handsome picture of a shepherd dog for
Mr. Organ to give Mr. O'Brien as a souvenir, I always
wondered how Mr. Organ was going to break the news to
Mr O'Brien about Mollie O'Brien's death. From Mr.
O'Brien's story it would seem that it was much like the
case of the laboring man who proposed marriage as a
way of breaking the news gently to a lady who was
ignorantly a widow.
"You know that dog I borrowed of you?" said Mr,

Organ,
"Yes," said Mr, O'Brien,
"Well, you ain't got any dog now," said Mr. Organ,

and then he walked away.
The jokes don't always go Roll Organ's way. I recall

a time when Jack Wiggins and a friend or two were
down in Florida. At a little railway station they met a
negro woman who had a lot of children with her, one
only a few months old. Jack got talking with the old
aunty, and inquired the names of all the children. It

appeared that the youngest had not yet been named. An
idea struck Mr, Wiggins,

"I'll tell you what I'll do. aunty," said he. "If you'll
name that boy of yours 'Roll Organ,' I'll give you a new
calico dress,"

"Go 'way!" said the lady,

"I mean it, it's business," said Jack,
"Well, sah," said the lady of color, "ef you'll jes'

write dat name down on er piece of paper, an' gib me
two dollahs fer a new dress, I suht'ny gwine baptise dat
boy jes' dat veh'y name." So the bargain was concluded,
and I do not doubt that to-day there lives in the wilds of

Florida a hearty black boy who exults in the name of

"Roll Organ," Under a system somewhat like this,

about fifty of the pushers and natives around Mak-saw-
ba club bouse have named their sons "Roll Organ," and
I once met a dog in Indiana that was called "Roll Organ,"
He was no good, too—I mean, either,

A Good Pack Bag.

These piping times of Christmas remind one of Santa
Glaus, and Santa Claus reminds one of a pack sack, I

have discovered a pack bag made by a man away up in
Duluth, Minn,, which is a rare thing, a praoticsd pack
bag. It is patented but practical. It is about 33 inches
wi<ie, rather higher th^ that, and macle with a cover

flap, which gives it as much holding capacity as you like.

The cover buckles neatly down with long straps. The
carry straps are so set on that they catch the shoulder
naturally, and can be adjusted. With this bag a man
can make a ti'amp under a good-sized load with much
more comfort than with any I have yet seen, and I have
tried a good many poor ones and good ones. This bag
also has the Indian forehead or "tote" strap, sometimes
called "lump strap." An Indian will not pack except
with the strap passing over the forehead. As to the
shoulder straps, he usually remarks briefly, "Ugh! Hurt
Injun heap !" I find my new bag very convenient for
carrying rough clothing, ammunition, etc., on a brief

hunt out of the city. Not so heavy as a canvas carryall-

bag, more convenient than a long sailor-bag, and better

than a trunk or any number of valises.

For Advertisers.

At Warsaw, Ind,, one day this week, I saw an adver-
tising wall card which showed that the enterprising
fakir had been fa.king in an newish sort of way. This
scheme was to print on this elegant chart, guaranteed
circulation half a million, the advertisement of each local

merchant at, say, $5 a head, each advertisement to be
framed in terms not of harsh prose, but in flowing Eng-
lish verse! The total was headed "Warsaw in Poetry,"
One of these sheets I obtained and shall long keep it as
proof of the astounding things that human beings can
do. The "poetry" was horrible beyond the wildest dreams
of travesty. No one can know how ludicrously tough it

all was, for I have only room for one sample, which I

commend to the attention of the able advertisers who are
to be found in the columns of Forest and Stkeaji in in-

effective prose. The local sporting goods dealer was thus
mirrored forth by the advertising artist:

Should you wish to go aflshlng
A fowling or what not.

Call in and view a sample
Of what H, J. Mansfield has got.

Sportsmen wilVfind guns, rifles here
For shooting ducl<s, rabbits and deer;
He'll furnish powder, shot and shell
The very best and treat you well.

His double barrel shotguns
Are just what you desire,

And his rifles and revolvers
Did never yet miss.fire.

All goods to suit the sportsman
On every class and kind.

Fishing tackle, and outfits
The best you here will find.

All of these things Mansfield supplies
And he's the man to patronize.
Tis paid his goods are oheappst

And none deny his claim;
And if you trade with Mansfield

You will also say the same.

If Mr. G. Harry Squires, Mr. W. C. Thome of Mont-
gomery Ward, etc., or other hard laboring young men
who have to frame new advertisements occasionally, will

cast their eyes ui)on the above, I think they will learn
something to their interest. The full flower of advertis-
ing as a fine art was left to bloom in Warsaw. New York
and Chicago can only gaze in envy.

Photographing- the Fair.

Apropos of Forest and Stream's "Rod, Gun and
Camera" series, an excellent thing, one that has attracted
much attention in this section. It may be of interest to
many amateur photographers to learn that a fee of $3
is charged at the gates of the World's Fair for any cam-
era taken on the grounds, and no camera larger than a
4x0 photo is allowed to be used by any but the official

photographer. The management is afraid of having its

intellect photographed. I presume. It looks to me as
though a good source of free and valuable advertising
was thus cut off, and many of the people deprived of
what might seem their right to an interesting and valua-
ble privilege. E, Hough,
175 MONKOE St„ Chicago,

THE POT-HUNTERS OF PIKE.
MiLPORD, Pa,, Dec, 19,

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The article in your issue of Dec, 15 signed F, Y, H,
should be read by every sportsman, pondered over, re-

membered and acted on. No truer words were ever writ-
ten, and they confirm in every way all that I have seen
or written on the same subject. I can even go further
than F, Y. H, in showing up the pot and market hunters
of Pike county. It is time that some action should be
taken to save the game of this great State. There are
men able to do it. Will they not act?

Not a better hunting district is to be found than in
Pike county, but it makes the blood of a sportsman boil

to see the slaughter of game, every law broken, no game
associations, no game wardens, not a voice raised against
the lawbreakers, the law a dead letter.

The lawbreakers are known. Year after year the same
men continue their work. The county papers publish
the names of the hunters, compliment them on their suc-
cess as shots, and laud the results as a credit to the men
and abundance of game. This season shows 100 deer
killed, and a safe estimate of illegal killing by hounding
is eighty. The best known lawbreakers have twenty
deer to their credit, Gi'ouse are snared by the dozens,
other game killed out of season, and no word is heard
against it. The farmers are desirous of a change in the
game laws, and there is a possibility of some action being
taken by the coming Legislature.
What is needed is a leader and unity of action. Can-

not this be don^? Y.

Game in Minnesota.
Toledo, O., Dec, 24,—At St. Paul, Minn,, a few days

since a decision was rendered in a suit brought for the
violation of the game law of the State which raises an
interesting question as to its effect, if sustained, on pro-
tection, Merrill Ryrler. who keeps a meat market on
Jackson street, in St, Paul, was arraigned in the civil

branch of the municipal court charged with selling veni-
son out of season. The accused showed to the satisfac-

tion of the court that the game in question came from
adjoining States, and contended that for this reason he
was not amenable to tHe laws of the State of Minnesota
in its sale. This view was sustained by Judge Cory, who
bear(3 t^ie cage, and the defendant was discharged, It

would be desirable to learn what were the grounds on
wbich the St. Paul court took this view of the violation
of the State law, and whether he regarded the latter as in
conflict with the law regulating interstate commerce. Is

not this something new?
A Toledo game dealer the other day, in his list of game

in season, advertises "English pheasants, the first ever
brought to this market." Jat Bebbe.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAWS.
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec 2i.—Editor Forest and, Stream;

The foUowing amendments to the game law have been
submitted to the Committee on Legislation of the Execu-
tive Committee of the State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game:

Sec. 3(), Amend so as to read as follows: "Special Protectors:
The Board of Commissioners may, in its discretion and at pleas-
ure, appoint or remove a person recommended by any Biard of
Supervisors, or by any incorporated society, for the protection of
flsli or game, as special protector, who shall possess the same
powers that am conferred upon State Protectors; such special
protectors shall receive no compensation from the State, but
they shall receive from the county wherein the work is performed,
compensation for their ser\'ices at the rate of 13 per day and their
necessary expenses, not to exceed the sum of 8100, exclusive of
expenses in any one year, and the same shall be a county charge
to be audited and paid as other county charges are paid. The ac-
counts shall be verified as similar accounts are required to be
verified. They shall make similar reports to those required from
Sta'e Pfoteetors,"
Sbg. 41. Amend by inserting after the word "venison" the

words "elk and antelope," and strike out of said section the words
"or out of the State."
Sec. a. Amend by striking out the words "eleventh," "tenth"

and "September" in the second line, and inserting in place thereof
tbe words "first," "twentieth" and "October,"
Sec. 47. Amend by inserting before the word "crusting" the

words "floating and jacking."
Sec. 49. Add, "and rabbits and hares shall not be hunted, shot

at, killed or possessed, between the first day of January and the
first dav of September."
Sec, 70. After the words "south of Zona Island," amend by

striking out the words "and that portion of Lake Ontario known
as Grep t Sodus Bay,"
Sec. 75. Amend by striking out the words "or out of the State,"

and by adding at the end of such section the words "China pheas-
ant shall not be caught, killed, sold or possessed in the State of
New York for five years."
Sec. 77. Strike out the words "and excepting in the counties of

Onondaga, Wavne, Oneida. Cayuga, Wyoming, Genesee, Niagara,
Monroe. Erie. Chautauqua. Cattaraugus and Orleans."
Sec. 102. Amend by adding the words, "Having In possession

nets, or fish caught or killed in any manner or by any device, ex-
cept angling, upon the shores, islands or inland fresh waters of
this State, shall be sufflcient evidence of the violation of this sec-
tion."
Sec, 108, After the words "landlocked salmon" insert the words

"pike and pickerel."
Sec. 110. Amend by inserting after the words "thirtieth of May,"

"except in the waters of Lake Ontario, in which black bass or
Oswego bass shall not be fished for, killed or possessed between
the 1st day of January and the X5th day of June."
Sec 111, Strike rut the words "eight inches" and insert in place

thereof "one pound in weight or one foot in length "

.'^EC. 112. Strike out the words "thirtieth of May" and insert
"15th day of June."
Sec, 120. Amend by inserting after the words "$10 for each fiah

caught." the words "killed or possessed."
Sec, 133. Amend by adding after the words "any islands there-

in," "nor within three miles of the mouth of the Niagara River,"
and by striking out all of the words in parenthesis as follows
"The waters of Lake Ontario in the county of Jefferson, included
between Blue Rock Point, in tbe town of Brownville, and the
town line between the towns of Lyme. Cape Vincent, including
Chaumont Bay, Griffin Bay, Three j^lile Bay, are hereby exempt
from the provisions of this act."
Sec. 134. Amend by striking out the word "eighth" and insert-

ing in place thereof the word "half."
Sec. 140. Amend by striking out the words "It shall be lawful to

flsh for bullheads with fyke nets in Seneca River, in Cayuga,
Wayne and Seneca counties, but not in any part of said river,
within fifty rods of the mouth of the Clyde."
Akt. 9. Amend by inserting a section after Section 314, as fol-

lows:
Sec. 314A. "After the laying out of the grounds for private

parks, and the due publication and posting of the notices provided
to be published and posted in this article, and upon filing in the
clerk's office of the county where the premises are situated, proof
by affidavit that the foregoing provisions of this article, as to
posting and publishing notices, has been complied with, an order
may be entered in any court of records in tbe county where the
premises are situated, reciting the fact of such publication and
posting of notices, and declaring that the premises therein de-
scribed have been constituted a private park, in accordance with
the provisions of this article."
A certified copy of said order may be read in evidence in any

civil or criminal action or proceeding, as evidence of the facts
therein recited.
Sec. 315. Amend by inserting after the words "or interfere in

any way with," the words "or catch, shoot, kill or possess."
Sec. 317. Amend by inserting in the first line, after the word

"article," the words "is a misdemeanor, and in addition," and by
striking out after the words "damages in," the word "an," and
insert in place thereof the word "the," and after the word
"amount," strike out the words "not more than," and insert in.

place thereof the word "of," and after the word "lessee," insert
the words "and penalties in the sum of $10 tor each fl=h so
caught, killed or possessed, and .$3-t for each wild bird or wild ani-
mal so caught, shot, killed and possessed."
Sec. 236. Amend by striking out in Section 336 as follows : After

the word " may," in the fifth line, insert the words " prosecute
for and," and after the word " penalties," in the same line, add
the w"rds"and fines;"; after the words "such person shall be
entitled to " strike out the words " one-half of," and after the
word " penalfy " insert the words " and fines," and after the word
" recovered " strike out the words " the other half to be paid to
the Board of Commissioners."
Sec 337. Amend by adding the wordfe "No peraon.imprisoned

under an execution against the person, as herein provided, shall
be admitted to the liberties of the jail,"

Sec 348. Amend by adding to the section the words " the fact
of giving such evidence by an offender against a co-offender in any
civil or criminal action, prosecution or proceeding shall be a bar
to any civil action or criminal proceeding against such wiiness,"

WaTjTer S. MacGhegoe, Chairman,

liOng-Sighted Shooters.

For the benefit of those who have grown old and re-

quire spectacles to shoot on the wing, I give the following
advice: Put the glasses upside down. This brings them
higher than the usual way, Placo the right-hand notch
of the connecting arch over the nose, if you are a right-
handed shooter. This brings the glasses to the left.

With the glasses thus placed a shot made far around to
the left will not bring the rim which surrounds the glass
come between your eye and the game. If you are a left-

handed shooter place the glasses to the right. By wearing
the glasses in the usual way they are apt to slip down
unperceived, and the rim gets before the vision or even
below it, and in side shots the eye is quite sure to look
outside the rims, and the shooter misses his mark without
knowing the reason why. Old shooters, try it, and see if

you haven't something to thank me for, N. D. Elting,

Woodcock Weights.

AvooA, N. C—While out shooting on Dec. 19 I shot a
woodcock that weighed full 8oz, down weight. It was
the fattest one I ever saw. Who can beat this? There
seems to be cjuite a lot of them here for so early.

S. W, EVEBITT,
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The Gun Tax Again.

Medina, Tenn., Dec. 19.—Quail are very abundant in

this vicinity: turkeys scarce: foxes and gray squirrels,

coons and possums fairly plenty: and well-trained dogs

over plenty, as the writer has Bruce M. and friend Dick
Morgan has a full dozen cracks along.

The farmers, or rather the planters, are, as a rule,

friendly toward us, as we are here for sport and always
ready to divide our bag of birds with them. The market
shooter would find no favor here, as, in Southern par-

lance, "they have no use for him."
There is one nuisance that should mett "short shift"

here, and that is the negro with his pot metal gun, who is

found sneaking around every cornfield, cotton patch and
fence corner, where it is his delight to find a covey of

quail huddled up in a bunch to fire into, though every
bird or beast that comes his way is rdeat for him._ The
only way to stamp out this evil is to put a heavy license

on guns owned in the State, and then enforce the law
rigorously. Stanstead.

A Stray Pheasant.

BusHKiLL, Pa., Dec, 19.—The only Eoglish pheasant
ever seen in this county, was killed lately by a party
grouse shooting. It is supposed to have cEcaped from
Tuxedo Park. Y.

Making Up a Texas Party.
San Antonio, Tex.—Texas to-day is the finest and best hunt-

ing and fiFhing grnnnd in the United States, tor such game as
detr, antelope, chicken, quail, ployer, gfiese, duck, Drant, swan,
turkey, curlew, snipe, wild hog. squirrels, rabbits and doves; and
such fish as black baes, channel cat, blue cat, trour, perch and
cranpie: and on the bay we catch sea bass, trout, redfish, Spanish
mackerel, flounder, tarpon and jswfish. Florida is "not in it"
for tarpon. We are making up a party now and want six or
seven more of our Northern sportsmen to join us. We shall leave
liere betwetn .Tan. ^ and 10, and ai-e going on a grand hunt on the
bay for geese, duck, brant, swan, snipe and curlew, and on the
Island for dfer, coon, fox, etc. It will be one ot the best outings
one can ha> e and the expense is very light; we shall be out from
two to four weeks, which ever we agree upon, and our expense
will not be more than $10 per week, thatincluding board and boat.
We shall sleep right on the schooner and have our cook and everj-
thlng complete. There are now three from Illinois, one from
Iowa and two of us Texas men, hut we want a party of ten or
twelve, as we can have a better time and it will not cost so much.
We can hunt, fish and root up oysters, and go flounder spearing
at nigbt. This is only for some of the boys that really want a
good time and to show what we have here. One can get round
trip pxcursion tickets v<*ry cheap. Come and join us, you are
heartily welcome. We don't sell town lots, nor are we real estate
agents, but true spor'smen, and it does us good to see others
enjoy themselves. L. F. Meyers.

"That reminds lae."

A SHORT time ago, just as the glorious orb of day was
sinking peacefully to rest behind the western hills, a
solitary fisherman might have been seen wending his
quiet way toward a country hotel not more than fifty
miles from the canter of Ottawa county, Michigan.
The said fisherman's creel was as full of emptiness as

when he shouldered it at early morn. His inward faint-
ness, rumblings and grumblings plainly denoted nothing
there "nuther,''
The bar room of the hotel, barring a long board bench

and a flaming poster announcing when the next county
fair would ! e held, was as empty as both of the above-
mentioned articles lumped.
There was no obsequious landlord nor pompous clerk

with a seventy-five candle power electric light on his ex-
pansive short front to welcome the weary, hungry fisher-
man: but a dapper, bustling, nervous little woman soon
put in an appearance, to whom the self-invited guest
quickly made known his wants, which were simply sup-
per, lodging, breakfast and a chance to wash : all of which
the little landlady said could be furnished, "provided he
would put up with country fare." Of course he would.
All that was required for supper was bread, butter, tea
and some boiled eggs. This matter being settled to the
entire satisfaction of both parties, he was shown into the
wash room, the little woman brought in a tin wash basin
about half full of water, hurried out and soon returned
with a piece of bar soap, the corners of which had been
nicely rounded off probably in doing the family washing.
There was more hustling about, when on her third ap-
pearance a towel was brought in and properly deposited
on one corner of the sink. Silence reigned, with the ex-
ception of the spluttering over the wash bowl, for a short
time, when it was again interrupted by the fourth ap-
pearance of the energetic little lady, whose entire manner
and expression of countenance denoted perplexity and
doubt. Gloomy gravity, seriousness and distrust were
plainly frefcoed all over her little face. She hesitated,
sort of held back, as though she had undertaken a tre-
mendous job and was sinking under the fearful responsi-
bilities assumed. After the towel had been hung on the
window fastener and the clean, shiny face of the party of
the first part shone with becoming gentleness and lenience
on her, she partially regained her former composure,
sidled up to him, drew a long breath and mildly asked,
"Would he have one or two eggs for his supper?"

Grand Rapids. Mich.

Perfection in Traveling.
At 6:00 P M. daily one of the handsomest trains in the United

Htaies and known as the North-Western Limited leaves the uas=i-
enger station o f the North-Western line in Chicago on its journey
to St. Paul and Mmneapohs. the tmn cities of the Northwest
Vestibuied throughout, and equipped with buffet, smoking andlibrary cars, private compartment sleeping cars, drawing roomsleepers and superb dimng care, it furnishes its occupants withevery comfort andconvenience which could be desired by the

fhf^fi'^"'''/.
^^'}^ ^'^^ i^"' undoubtedly takes rank

I!^„i„*^®^.'^''?'^-*l^^,^^'°*^®^°rl'^'t^iere are two features of itsequipment which deserve especial mention, for they are new de-

Mhvl vl^n
''^ western railway world: The buffet, smoking and

fir.^^f^
furnished.in the most luxurious manner with com-

bnfffit f.n'^
chairs, %VTmng desks, book cases and a well stocked

$?£®'^'t™™?''?^°'^.^'Sht refreshments are served. The privatecompartment sleeping car is designed especially for the accom-
T?*^«''.n^''nS^*^^"/7P''''"^*^°'^ traveling without escon.
itseu^3 o^'^f"?

''^^ separate compartments, each complete in
iitl^Jt^^

eontainang washstaad, hot and cold running water and
ft is fn ll^«lC°'^f>?f[*'"^^°^^?'f • ^^'^^ t'l'-se two features
KfiiL^^n tT^^^f

— rvice to say that the supper
train leaves Chicago is a meal

fn th^^o*^t'°
Please the epicure. In a word, it you delire to tfavel

Minn»?r? r
conifo'-taWe manner and make the trip to St. Paul
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point in the Northwest, in the quickest Hme
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^.^^'^^ the North-Western Line mSs

Ti^ be obtained upon appStion h-. any iickf^l agent, or bv addressing W. A. Thrall Generfll

Cmoafe^.-ldl^''^'' ^'"^^'^^S" ^' North-tvetL'rn BailwS

fistartt.

HAVEANIIVIALSASENSEOF DIRECTION?
This ia a suggestion of great interest to the lover of the

dog, and the student of animal mentality generally, and
one which has been threshed out round many a camp-fire,

if not exhaustively, at least as nearly exhaustively as

the condition admitted of. The general tendency has
been to answer the question in the affirmative, on the
plea that the facts adduced admit of no other construc-
tion. With a like tendency the question has been pro-

pounded and discussed even in scientific journals, and
this, too, by men who could easily have reached right
conclusions if they had only trained themselves to a
habit of investigating such problems critically and sys-

tematically. Let me now put the readers of Forest and
Stream on the track of thinking out the problem for.

themselves.
A sense implies a sense-organ connected with the brain

by a sensory nerve, which latter conveys to the brain
the perception of objects apprehended by the sense organ.
IE the animal can locate an object beyond the sphere of
the sense-organs of seeing and hearing, the presumption
is that the special sense-organ must be very conspicuous.
Not only can we not locate any euch organ in the dog,
for example, but physiologists and anatomists have failed
to detect It. It is quite possible that some of theinsecis
have special sense-organs of whose special mode of
operation we have not and cannot have the faintest idea.
Ihe sense of sight does not afilord any insight into the
mode of operation of our other sense", nor could our five

senses afford any possible clue to the mode of operation
of a sixth sense. But turning to the higher vertebrate
animals, the fact that we cannot discover an additional
sense-organ, if not conclusive evidence against the exist-
ence of a sixth sense, is at least strong negative evidence
against it.

Let us now approach the problem by considering the
faces in evidence. A dog is taken by rail a j jurney of
200 miles in a circuitous course, and set free ai a di6taEC3
of fifty miles from his home. He disappears, and the
next day turns up at his old haunts. Presnmalily he has
taken the short cut, but perhaps if we could follow bis
tracks we should fiad that he did not take a bee-line, but
first reached familar home scenes a mile or more off the
direct lines. This is, however, parenthetical.
Now let us suppose that, during the dog's absence, the

house has been burnt to the ground, and that the family
has removed to a point five miles distant, and equally
with the home from the point at which the dog is set
down. If the dog had the supposed sense organ he would
as easily locate the family as the old site, be will never-
theless make for the latter.

It may here be objected that there is not sufficient
evidence on this point. Well, let us take another and
more familiar illustration. The dog is chained. The
master leaves the camp gun in hand, vanishes into the
woods, and makes a detour which at the end of an hour
brings him within half a mile of the camp on tiie opposite
side. The dog is then let loose, and if he had the sup-
posed "sense of direction" could locate hismaster at once;
would, in fact, have located him at every step of his
course. But, Instead of making straight for where he
then is, he trusts to his eyes and nose, and sets off on his
master's trail.

Here, then, we have positive evidence that the dog has
no "sense of direction," no extraordinary means of loca-
ing objects, no means of locating places, except through
their perceived relation to the place on which he now
stands. If the dog could locate an object by any faculty
other than the senses which he enjoys in common with
man, his being thrown ofl' the scent would be no bar to
his continuing the hunt.
A dog, at the close of a day's march, however devious,

has a clear knowledge of the relation of the place he
stands on, not only to the camp bo left in the morning,
but to every point of the route, Tli^; j .ate i?, as it were,
mapped out to his perceptions at any instant he tries to
recall it. This knowledge he, in common with all other
animals, owes to a faculty of close observation, sub-con-
sciously performed, along with an intelligent perception
of relations.

This faculty is not inherent under all circumstances,
and is enjoyed in varying degree by dift'erent individuals.
It is, moreover, liable to interruption by any startling or
confusing circumstance. The clue is of course lost in
sleep.

It may be objected that this explanation does not cover
the difliculty, that animals may bs carried from home in
closed cages, and will nevertheless find their way back.
This is very interesting and remarkable, but as it is vain
to hypothecate a sixth sense to account for it, the most
reasonable method of accounting for it is to assume a
highly developed sensitiveness to every change of direc-
tion.

Darwin made some experiments with bees which throw
light on the subject. Having captured some bees, he
placed them in dark paper boxes and carried them some
little distance by a circuitous route. Being set free the
bees all returned to the hive. He took more, carried
them by a similor circuitous route, but while en route he
spun the boxes round rapidly. Only one or two bees
found their way back to the hive, and these, presumably,
by accident. While being spun round they lost percep-
tion of the direction in which they were being taken.
This faculty of perception of the direction taken is very

low in man; it nevertheless exists in suflicient strength
to enable us to appreciate the higher development of the
faculty in our friends, the other animals. Blindfold a
man with his shoulders square to the wall of a large hall
and bid him walk straight forward fifty paces: be will
ordinarily deviate considerably from the straight line.
Take his hand and tell him you will guide him in a
straight line, and you may lead him around the sweep of
a large circle while he supposes he is going in a straight
Ime, but if you try to lead him round and round in a
small circle he will quickly realize the fact.
Experiments with some other animals force us to con-

clude that animals caged, or blindfolded, may be cai'ried
and turned in any direction without for a moment losing
their perception of the route they are being taken, with
all Its curves and angles, as long as their "faculties are
alert and their perceptions quickened to the task.

C. F. AMERY.

Tlie Fish Lmvs of the TJnUed States and Canada, in the

''G-ame Laios in Brief,"' 25 cents. In the ''Book oi' t/ie

Oamc Laws''' {full text), 50 cents.

MY FIRST FISH.
Up to date my heaviest "string" has been fifteen chub

and catfish weighing all told, including the stringer and
a fair amount of thumb pressure, 2flbs. So I am going
to tell of my first fish that could be honored by having
his name commence with a capital letter. The string
above referred to was one of several caught and proudly
carried home many years ago, when a walk of ten miles
before breakfast, a mud bath all day and a return on foot
in the evening had no terror for a pair of hearty boys.
However, as the bald spot grew balder and I set up the

remembrance of those days as the foundation of my
knowledge of the sport, I concluded that fishmg was "no
fun," and all the yarns told by friends as to the pleasure
to be had in whipping northern waters as mere emana-
tions from a well stocked vocabulary.

It so happened that I reached Spirit Lake early one
season and was there converted, it being, I think, the
quickest conversion on record. It happened this way:

Mr. A., an insatiable old angler, round, plump and jolly,

who has fished in all the waters of this fair land from
Maine to Mexico, one morning took pity on my woebe-
gone looks, and invited me to accompany him in his
private boat. "For," said he "although you are not heavy
enough for ballast you are plenty long enough for a mast
and may be of some use in getting us home in c^se our
engine breaks down; the engine in the case being Larsen,
a stalwart Dane, whose superior as a waterman I have
never seen.

So it turned out that in a few moments I was seated
snugly in the comfortable tilting pivot chair at the stern
of the roomy boat, prepared to string anything from a
ccd to a catfish, my mind not being ex-ictly clear as to
the kind or quality of fi^h to be found in the lake.
My companion, who occupied a mate to the chair I was

in, in the middle of the boat, commenced buamess early
and drew in several pretty perch, which he unceremoni-
ously cast back into their native haunt, telling me, when
1 remonstrated, that he was "out for fish, not kickers."
Qaite frequently he would pull in a 8lb. pike, ond when
7 or 8 of this tribe had been gathered to their fathers,
while I had not felt the semblance of a nibble, I con-
cluded that something was decidedly wrong, and deter-
mined to try the old plan, in which most boys have more
implicit confidence than in their prayers—to spit on the
bait; so I reeled in. Hardly had the spoon touched the
water when a jerk nearly pulled the rod from my grasp,
and in a moment I was all excitement.
"Whoa! Larsen!" I shouted. "By the great eternal!

I've hooked a fish that is a fish ! Whoa !"

"Steady, Doc," said my companion, "or you'll upset the
boat and spoil the machinery. .Just clean your hooks and
drop them over again."
A quiet chuckle from him and aloud laugh from Lar-

sen quieted me somewhat, and I subsided entirely as thn
spoon with a steady drag came to view with about l4
fathoms of weed. Several times this thing happened,
and at each pull I would be positive that I had anything
but the wef d-i, only to find my hook again and again
entangled. Becoming somewhat diecouragpd, my mind
reverted to the old days of chub and catfish, and I had
about reached the old conclusion that fishing was "no
fun," when the reel, with a zip-biz-iz z! startled me from
my reverie.

"Hold on, Larsen," I said, "I've got another 'Burgess
bite'," meaning that I had caught the bottom. The
"Burgess bite" was named in sarcasm after one of the
lodgers, who occasionally came in from his day's sport
with same great yarn about a phenomenal fish which
"carried away hook, leader, sinker and line, barely savfd
the rod by skillful handling; fact, now, sho!"
"Burgess, nothing! That's a daisy," growled Larsen.
"No, you've hooked a good one this time. Doctor, and

if you let him get away, overboard you go," so said my
friend in the middle of the boat as he rapidly brought his
side line out of the way. "Take it easy," he added, as I,

becoming aware that there was an indefinable some-
thing on the end of that line which sent a very extraor-
dinary thrill coursing up and down my spinal column,
made a lunge at the reel, which kept up its song until
checked by my rude hand.
"Take it easy! Easy!" If every fibre in my body had

been a nerve, and every nerve attached to'an eleciric
battery, I couldn't have been less at ease than at that mo-
ment.
Larsen kept the boat so situated that I constantly faced

my game. I tried to reel in the hundred feet of line, but
was so nervous that time after time my fingers slipped,
and the quarry unwoxtnd more in a second than I could
regain in a minute. I endeavored to pay attention to
A.'s instructions, but his low groans and Larsen's words,
•' not loud but deep," rattled me, and at each biz-i-iz; my
reel made I grabbed for Pomething, anything that was
bandy about my tackle. Oace I had rod, Mne and reel
all in a death grip for the purpose of checking that eong,
and brought up my runaway "all standing " with rod
bent nearly double, and the line as taut and straight as a
piano wire. I felt A. give the seat of my chair a kick,
and a word from Larsen, not so deep this time, put a
little sense into my calvarium, and I determined to have
that fish, if I had to lasso him and pull him in hand over
hand. The shock, luckily, had done no damage, for
M. W., from whom I had borrowed the outfi' , was too
old a hand not to have the very best stufi: in his tackle,
60 the only effect was to make' the frightened beauty
jump. And jump he did, his four feet of glistening
scales and the enormous splash nearly making me lose
my head again.
Giving ear to A.'s injunctions, I reeled in, once more

endeavoring to bring my prisoner near the side of the
boat, and still not too near. We had no gaff, and my
companion considered a dip net only good for ladies' use.
so I must work my yanking monster closer and closer
all the time, fearful lest he dash against the side of the
boat and free himself. His head appeared and a grpafc
shovel nose protruded above water. A band reach^ far
ovej: the brilliant, fiery eyes watched fpr a brief second
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then the enormouB mouth opened to an alarming extent,

exposing to my wondering gaze the whole internal organ-

ism of that fish. It closed like a steel trap, and A.'b hand
was out of sight—in his coat pocket. At the same instant

he made a rush and again my reel sang its song. I

thought I had lost him and was in despair, but Lirsen

just then shouted, "Isever mind, Doc, he's all right.

You've got bim hooked clean down to his tail!" Cheering

words, those, to a tyro with his first fish in tow.

Once more he leaped in a vain effort to free himself,

although A. said he was merely endeavoring to get a

good look at me before he came aboard. My heart leaped

with him and I hung to the reel handle as firmly as

though it was my only hope of salvation. I coaxed him
in once more; he was getting tired now and fought less

fiercely. His brilliant eyes glared again at the side of

the boat. Surer than a gaff', A.'s plump hand had him
by the small of the neck and with thesame sweep lifted

him over the gunwale and dropped him on the floor-

boards, where he laid but a second before commencing
the most exciting dacce I had ever witnessed. I be-

came so anxious leet he jump overboard, that had it

not been for Larsen's broad grin surely I should have
lain down on the lively creature. He weighed a plump
nine and was the be^t pickerel taken that season.

A few days later I took a mate weighing 7|lbs. on a

hand line, but be made no fight until after he was
landed.
A. seemed to think that I needed coaching, and I

don't blame him, so I managed, under his judicious

tuition, to make quite a pretty string of pike and bass

before we turned homeward, but to this day I enjoy
hooking nothing so much as a gamy pickerel.

A.'s lessons will be remembered long after those given

by the professors of book and birch have been forgotten,

and the teacher himself, or at least a vision of him, ap-

pears with every thrill sent along my nerves by a "strike."

JNO. PBABODY.

ANGLING NOTES.
Further Concerning- Hudson River Salmon.

My information in ree-ard to some one who attempted
to impersonate a New York Fish Commissioner at Me-
chanicville, about which affair I made a note last week,
was of course most reliable, otherwise it would not have
been written; but thinking there was more to be learned

about the matter, I wrote to a gentleman connected with
the Pulp Company at Mrchanicville, asking what he
knew about it, and he writes me as follows: "The story

about the visit of the New York Fish Commissioner to

this place is true, because I am the one that he called

upon. The man appeared to be under the influence of

liquor, and he said his name was B irber and that he lived

in Greenwich, Washington county. I pointed out a large
salmon in the raceway, and then he wanted a gun or

spear with which to kill it, as he said he had been notified

by the Fish Commission to get them a salmon in any way
that he could, and send it to them. The watchman at

the Plaster Mill says that the next morning about 4 o'clock

the man still calling himself Barber was at the mill and
asked for a spear, but the watchman (Wheeler) would
have nothing to do with him, although Barber offered to

watch while Wheeler went for a spear. The fishway is

filled up with drift wood so no fish can pass through it.

No one has been her© to examine or inspect the fishway
except Commissioner Barber, and he is a daisy."

I presume it will be unnecessary for me to say to any
one in the least familiar with the organization of the
New York Fish Commission, that this man Barber is not
one of the Commissioners, and that he was simply an im-
poster ma,=querading as a Commissioner. That he fooled
my correspondent is evident, for all through the letter

from which I have quoted he refers to him as "the Com-
missioner." I find, however, in the list of State Fish and
Grame Protectors ti^nt the protector for the seventeenth
district is Charles H. Barber, and that his residence is

given at Grreenwich, AVashington county, and that his

district embraces Warren, Washington and Saratoga
counties. Whether thia is the man that appeared at

Mechanicville, and, calling himself a Fish Commissioner,
desired to kill a salmon illegally, of course I cannot say;
but if it is, it would eeem that he is wholly unfit to hold
the position that he does. A gentleman who once held
the oflice of Fish Commissioner in this State writes me:
"It should not be necessary for private citizens to report
upon the condition of the fishways, as the game protectors
are paid to do that work. When 1 was on the board I

made it a point to have them visit the fishways frequently
during the season to see that they were in working order
and that the law was observed," Of course game pro-
tectors have no right to spear salmon, and Fish Commis-
sioners have no right to order it done. If the man who
called himself Barber was really the State game protec-
tor of that name, it was his duty, when he found the
fishway closed with drift so salmon were unable to pass
through it, to see that it was cleared instead of wishing
to kill the salmon that were prevented, by his negligence,
from going up stream to seek epawning grounds.

"Fifty Rods to the Fishway."

The New York fish and game law contains this provis-
ion: "The Commissioners of Fisheries are required to

maintain, fifty rods from any fishway erected by the
State, and on both sides of the stream, signboards con-
taining substantially the following notice: 'Fify rods to

the fishway ; ail persons are by law prohibited from fish-

ing in this stream between this point and the fiahway.' "

A few years agolwrole an article in which I took the
ground that this fishway limit was too sweeping (at that
time the distance was eighty rods instead of fifty rods as
at present), as it was the intention of the law to prevent
fishing for fish that congregated to pass the fishway. The
close distance required at one fishway to protect ascend-
ing fish nay be twice or three times as great as the dis-

tance required at another fishway. It is obvious that

there must be a fixed distance to apply to all fishways,
ljut what should this distance be? Is not fifty rods too

much? Eighty rods was evidently, for it has been short-

ened.
My Mechanicville correspondent writes me on this sub-

ject thus: "I had a letter from Mr. Pogers a little time
ago in which he said he thought the people should take
suflficient interest in the fishway to keep it clean. Well,
no doubt they would if it weie not for one thing. The
law which prohibits fishing within 80 rods of the fishway
has spoiled the fishing for our place, and the fishermen

who would be interested, are now wishing the fishway
would go down the river, or become such a failure that it

would fall into decay. Now, I do not defend this view,

but give it to you as I hear it. The law as it now stands

stops a,ll fishing here, for after you get beyond the limit

the river is of no account, aa all the rapids are covered
by the limit. ' I think it might be done away with just as

well as not and do no damage to the fish, for hook and
line fishing cannot work a great injury"

It is apparent that the signboards at Mechanicville have
not been changed since the limit was changed, for this

correspondent writes of it as 80 rods. If 'private citizens

must be depended upon to clear the fishways, if game
protectors go to the fishways only to spear or shoot fish,

it might be well to have such a law as the citizens want,
and that they will then enforce: still, I think there should
be some protection for fish ai'ound the mouth of a fish-

way, but 50 rods may be a greater distance than is neces-

sary to secure this protection.

Foresight and Hindsight.

Being greatly interested in the lake trout I have writ-

ten much about them, their habits, manner of fishing for

them, etc. Rfpeatedly I said that they never jumped
above the surface of the water when hooked, when seek-

ing food, or in play. I said it because I belived it to be
true. I had fished for them for more than twenty years,

fished in the spring when they were at the surface, and
later in the season when they were at the bottom. I

flattered myself that I knew quite a bit about the lake
trout, and if any one had questioned the statement about
their jumping I would have been quite ready to take
issue with them on the subject. I hau seen troutfeeding
on whitefish at the surface every spring for years, and
knew the "boil" they made in the water without showing
themselves as well as I knew one of these fish when it

was dead in my boat. I had seen the fish, as I supposed,
under all possible conditions and had never seen one
above the surface until it was gaffed. One spring I was
trolling and turned my head to watch an approaching
boat, when between the two boats a lake trout shot out
of the water with a leap as fair as ever was made by a
black bass or a salmon. Within the next half hour an-
other and larger trout jumped in a lilje manner clear

above the water as gracefully as any fish ever jumped.
The lake was still, not a ripple on it, and I recognized
the fish distinctly, and in one minute hindsight knocked
foresight galley west and crooked.
Only last week I said that I had not seen any com-

plaints because pike were found in trout waters in

Eogland, and assumed that thepeople over there accepted
them as a necessary evil and netted them out and kept
them below the point of actual danger to the trout, and
eschewed making any great fuss about it. That note
was Fcarcely in type before I saw a letter in Land and
Water, which, while it is not exactly a complaint against
the pike, shows the fish in a new and undesirable light.

The question aa to the movements of pike in a, stream
having arisen—one authority, no less than the late Fran-
cis Francis, claiming that the tendency of the pike was
to work down stream

;
another, Major Turle, that all fish

except the grayling work up stream—the writer of the
letter produced evidence that the pike works up stream,
back for feeding and breeding, and more than that works
up against very strong water. Writing of the Stour he
says: "Higher up the stream is broken by low falls into

sharp shallow water and swirling pools . . the keepers
told me that they had killed a 91bs. pike high up the river,

so this fish must have ascended the small falls and
rapids."

Ttie pike is not credited, generally, with being able to
ascend much of a fall of swift water, but I once caught a
pike under conditions that I was careful about giving
unless 1 had a witness to the capture close at hand. I

was fishing under Palmer's Falls on the Hudson for black
bass and my companion was Dr. James G. Porteous, of
Poughkeepsie. The time was early in the summer and
the water was at a "good pitch" in the river. We fished

just below the falls, whicn are 60ft. high, in the rough
water. Little by little I worked up stream until finally

I put my bait directly under the downpour and was a
little surprised to get a strike. A fish to get there from
below had to go through wild water, and I have some
doubt about a bass being able to do it. I hooked the fish

that struck and the downpour of water formed such a
current upward against the rocks I was able to save the
fish, which to my intense astonishment proved to be a
pike. Had he got out of the open stream section he must
have taken my tackle simply from the force of the water
below.

Mr. Stanley's Trout.

The last issue of Forest and Steeam mentions Mr.
Stanley's brook trout as weighing 12ilbs, Is Mr.^Stanley
credited with two brook trout of about this weight? He
was credited with one, I know, and concerning that one
I quote from bis letter now before me: "In regard to the
big trout you want to know about, I cannot vouch for the
truth of it, yet I think it is correct. They were caught
after I came away. * * * He (Frank Henry, who was
dipping blueback trout) first dipped the big fish (a

female), which was so large he had the curiosity to weigh
it, and it weighed Iglbs. A few minutes after he dipped
a male of lO^lbs., both ripe fish, and he put them back."

A. N. Cheney.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
The annual winter meeting of the New York State

Association for the Protection of Fish and Game will be
held in Syracuse, Jan. 12. Each club will be entitled to
representation by nine delegates. Important matters
will be considered. A full attendance is desired. Clubs
and individuals in sympathy with the association are cor-
dially invited to unite with it. For copies of the consti-
tution address John B. Saqe, Sec'y, Buffalo, N. Y.

Striped Bass and Black Bass.

The upper Delaware River had a late run of striped
bass, according to Fish Commissioner Ford. Large num-
bers of these fish were seen during the latter part of
October and early in November. Anglers tooJi, them by
trolling with lamprey eels for bait. One of the speci-
mens captured weighed 81be. Black baas were plentiful
at the same time. Just below Dmgman's a bass weighing
ollbs. was taken,
During the season, states Mr. Ford, small bass,weighing

from |lb. to fib. were in excess. He frequently took
50 or 60 in a day, and of this number not more than 15
would be carried home. The year IbOl was especially

favorable for the spawning of black bass because of the
absence of fireshets during thelnesting season in spring.

The last spring was favorable also for the rearing of
black bass in the Grovernment ponds at Washington.
Fifteen adults, brought from Quincy, 111., late in 1891,

were placed in a large pond near the Washington Monu-
ment. The young fish observed during the summer were
estimated to number nearly 80,000, and had it not been
for cannibalism doubtless most of them would have sur-
vived. The number actually counted and stored in tanks
for stocking ponds and streams reached nearly 39,000,

Most of these were about 4in. long, but the cannibals, to

the number of 500, averaged about Sin. in length, and
some weighed fully ^Ib.

As a result of this first and extremely successful ex-
periment the U. S. Fish Commission will be able to stock
more than 100 streams and ponds. We are informed that
arrangements will be made to increase this work greatly
in the future.

INTERNATIONAL FISH CONFERENCE.
Deteoit, Dec. 20.—A conference'of the various State and

Canadian Fish Commissions opened at the Hotel Cadillac
this morning. The last conference was held at Hamilton,
Ont., Dec. 8, 1891, when an adjournment was taken to meet
here in October last, but owing to the pendency of the
political campaign the meeting was postponed unhl to day.
Those in attendance at the session were C. F. Osborn, of

Dayton, representing the Ohio Fish Commission; L, D.
Huntington, president, and W. H. Bowman, secretary cf
the New York Fish Commission; Samuel Wilmot, Ottawa,
Ont.; Edward Harris, Toronto, Ont, and Thomas Marks,
Port Anthony, Ont., representing the Dominion Fisherifs
Department; P. W. Gould, Leasport, president of the Fish
Commission of Maine; Dr. Robert Ormsby Sweeney, Sr., of
Dulnth, president of the Minnesota Game and Fish Com
mission; Herschel Whitaker, Hoyt Post and Pmijk N. Clark,
of the Michigan Pish Commission; C. W. Keye^, of the San-
dusky Salt Fish Co.; Frank -J. Amsden, of Rochester, ]SJ. Y.,
member of the New York Cheaper Fish Pood Associatior

:

S. A. French, of Baltimore; Judge J. J. Speed, W. W,
Griffin, Wm. Dupont, A. G. McDonald, John Zimmerman,
Otto H. and C. H. Rush, C. H. Moore, George C. Green,
Wm. Craig, and A. Solomon, all of Detroit.
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Whitaker, who

stated the object of the conference to be a free discussion of
the laws of each State governing flsherie.g, with a view t<i

the adoption of a universal system throughout the entire
country. It is also desirable, he said, to adopt a uniform law
governing the duties and powers of State wardens which
shall secure a satisfactory enforcement of such laws as
should be adopted by the various States for the purpose of
regulating the taking of fish and game. Commercial fish-

eries, said Mr. Whitaker, should also be an important mat-
ter to come up for discussion, as well as the best methods of
restocking the streams and of securing to the public the
benefits of artificial propagation. The various State and Do-
minion governments, he said, have been liberal in the mat-
ter of supplying fish for food, but we all know that the laws
already enacted are being openly violated and therefore for
the purpose of acquiring universal laws we have asked men
interested not only in flshculture, but in commercial fishei-
ies, to meet with us and discuss these important matters.
In the absence of Senator McJSlaughton, of New York, who

had presided at previous conferences, Mr. Whitaker was
chosen chairman' and Frank J. Amsden, of Rochester, N,
Y,, secretary.
Letters were read from Hon. Emory D. Potter, of Toledo:

A. Booth, of the Booth Packing Company, Chicago; MessVs.
Dunning of Wisconsin, Skinner ot St. Lawrence, N. Y.,
Secretary Stewart of the Canadian fisheries conference and
a number of others, all of whom regretted their inability to
be present.
A letter was also read from Levi Brown, of Sand Beach,

Mich,, a fisherman of 30 years' experience. He admitted
that state fish hatcheris had been of incalculable value to
professional fishermen, but thought more stringent laws
should be enforced for the protection of the young fish. He
would make a penalty of from 1100 to $500 for every whitefish
of under pounds found in the possession of any person,
fisherman or otherwise. He also tnought every state shou'd
adopt a close season system for the purpose of giving the
fish a much needed rest.

Chairman Whitaker announced the first topic for discus-
sion to be the necessity for an efficient enforcement of laws
by a paid fish and game department, and intimated that as
the conference was international in its scope Mr. Wilmot, of
Canada, might enlighten those present on the subject.
Mr. Wilmot said that if the object of the meeting was to

consider the question of game laws from an international
standpoint he and his colleagues from Canada must with-
draw, as international questions should only be discussed
by the highest bodies in the countries interested. If it was
to be an interstate session he would be glad to give those
present the benefit of his observations. He, with the other
Canadians present, had been appointed by the Commissioner
of Fisheries to investigate the subject in all the Provinces.
They were now on their way back from Manitoba to Ottawa,
and were instructed to stop at Detroit for the purpose of
attending the conference.
Mr. Huntington, of New York, gave an outline of the sys-

tem now in vogue in New York for the protection of fish
and game. The chief game protector in that State is paid
$1,000 per year and traveling expenses. Violations of game
laws are prosecuted by the State Commission and tines
accruing from convictions are divided, one half going to the
deputy protector making the complaint and the other half
to the Commission, which is utilized in engaging counsel
to prosecute obstinate cases. Mr. Huntington thought the
only possible way to enforce fish and game laws was to place
the entire matter in the hands of the Commission.
Mr. Bowman, also of New York, said his Commission had

spent much time in educating the public on the importance
of protecting fish during the close season and the results
were better than could be expected.
Mr. Gould, of Maine, said the game wardens in that State

were paid S3 a day and their actual expenses paid out of
State treasury. They make a daily report and all fines go
to the county treasury and thence to the State treasury.
They have 300 wardens without any chief.

C. F. Ostaorn, of Ohio, said his state has one warden and
a deputy for eaeh county, and thought the only manner in
which fish and game laws can be strictly enforced is bv
placing the wardens under the direction of the State Com"-
mission.
Hoyt Post, of Detroit, offered a resolution to the effect

that the necessity exists for an efficient and uniform en-
forcement of protection laws by a paid fish and game depart-
ment on the general basis of the New York laws.
Dr. B. O. Sweeny, president of the Minnesota Fish and

Game Commission, outlined the plan of action in his State.
Deputy game wardens are appointed for two years and are
compensated ou t of a treasury replenished by fines for vio
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lations. He regretted to say, however, that the laws are
violated with impunity, owing to inefficient laws which are

yet in a crude state. In many cases charges are dismissed
by police justices with the remark that deputies should be
engaged in better business, as there is game and flsh for
everybouy who has the time to hunt for it, The chief game
warden is paid 81,500 per year.
Other members of the conference gave their views and an

adjournment taken for lunch.
After dinner the delegates went en a tour of inspection to

the flsh hatchery on Joseph Campau avenue, and all the vis-

itors were favorably impressed with what they saw. There
are 180,000,000 whiteflsh in various stages of propagation at

the hatchery. Herschel Whitaker says it is the greatest dis-

play ever gotten together.
The conference reconvened at the Cadillac at 4:30 o'clock.

The subject discussed was: "Should There Be a Close Sea-
son for Whiteflsh r" Hon. Samuel Wilmot, of the Fisheries
Department of the Dominion of Canada, argued long for

the adoption of a law which would he uniform with the
Canadian law making the month of November a close sea-

son. He also wanted the size of meshes increased to 43^Ln.

This would prevent the capture of small whiteflsh, probably
up to the size of IJ^'lbs.

C. M. Keyes, of Sandusky, opposed both ideas. He repre-
sented the interests of six large fishing concerns and claimed
that November was the best month for catching whiteflsh.

As to decreasing the size of the meshes he believed that the
fishermen should be instructed to throw back into the water
all fish within a certain limit, but protested that no law
should be passed that would in any way hamper the fisher-

man's business.
In the evening the whiteflsh discussion was resumed, the

almost unanimous verdict bping that there should be a close
season extending over the whole of November if possible to
enforce the iRw.^Det/roit Trihune.

PENNSYLVANIA FISH CULTURE.
DXJEING the year ending June t, 1893, the fish hatcheries of

Pennsylvania produced nearly 78,000,000 of fish, which were
planted in the waters of the State. The U. S. Fish Com-
mission also deposited 9,500,000 shad in the Susquehanna
and Delaware rivers by request of the Pennsylvania Com-
mission.
The flsh deposited included nearly .59,000,000 of pike-perch,

15,000,000 of whiteflsh, upward of 3,500,000 of trout, 345,000
salmon, besides rock bass, black bass, strawberry bass, yel-

low perch and carp.
In the Delaware, 33 shad nets, set in violation of the law,

were captured and destroyed. Upward of 400 baskets were
taken out of the Susquehanna, and numerous arrests were
made for killing fish illegally.

Chairman Ford informs us that the State obtained about
35,000,000 whiteflsh eggs which are now in the hatcheries at
Erie and Corry, besides the following trout eggs:

Von Behr (or brown) trout 2.50,000

Lake trout 400,000
Hybrid trout 400,000
Brook trout 3,.500,000

The brook trout are about equally divided between the
Corry and Allentown hatcheries.
The next legislature will be asked to appropriate money

for a new hatchery in the central part of the State, to meet
the ever increasing demand for trout. The appropriation
for tne entire work, including the protection of fish and
game by wardens in nearly every county, is only sfS0,000 per
annum, a sum which might be doubled with advantage to
the State.

BROOK TROUT DEFORMITIES.
All persons who have reared fish know that monstrosities

are frequent among the young, and especially among trout
and salmon. Individuals with two heads or two bodies are
common. The spinal column is often bent more or less and
occasionally is twisted into a spiral form. These freaks of
nature seldom or never live to maturity unless the vertebrae
resume, or nearly resume, their normal line of direction.
Mr. Stone once marketed a trout aged three years which,
from having a dark skin and a crook in his back, had been
nicknamed the "Black Crook."
The accompanying illustrations were made from a series of

typical deformed specimens which were presented to Forest
AND Stream by Superintendent J. P. Creveling, of Allen-
town, Pa. The outlines were made by carefully tracing
fi-om the bodies of the fresh fish. The lengths of the trout
are the following: Fig. 1, o'm ; Fie. 3, 7Xin.; Fig. 3, GJ^in.;
Fig. 4, 8in.; Figs. 5 and 6, 6J<in. Pigs. 1 and 3 show parr
marks very plainly; none of the others have these signs of
youth.
Mr. Creveling has found that deformed trout often yield

eggs and milt, but we have not yet learned from him what
eifect the abnormality of the parent has upon the develop-
ment of young from its eggs.
Deformities of the kinds here represented are not always

congenital; in some cases Mr. Creveling has traced them to
injuries of the embyro after it has left the egg. Undue pres-
sure on some part of the spinal column may produce several
of the types of fish illustrated. The thickened lower jaw of
Fig. 2 may have resulted from an accident after birth. The
length of the upper jaw in the series of specimens shows
that nearly all the trout are males.
Dr. Francis Day has given, in his "British and Irish Sal-

monidas," a very interesting chapter on monstrosities. Ac-
cording to this author, "The following divisions of mon-
strosities and deformities, as seen among fishes, may be
observed; (I) T)ue to constitutioyial causes as from young
parents, hybridization, etc.; (3) congenital or hereditary
causes as hereditary monstrosities such as the various races
of gold carp; (3) acquired causes or accidental circum-
stances as arrest of development or accidents to the embryo
prior to hatching * * *

"The types of simple monsters may generally be classed
under one cause, arrest of development occurring in the nor-
mal course of embryonic life. And these may be shown in
the head, wherein the eyes, mouth, upper jaw, lower jaw
or opercles may be affected; or the body, as in some portion
of the vertebral column, or in the fins which may be short-
ened, lengthened, or the rays in an abnormal condition.

Sometimes the upper jaw is the shorter, sometimes the
lower * 'Sand these monstrosities, especially the latter,
are common among hybrids and flsh raised from young
parents. Although these monstrosities may be occasioned
by increased growth, they are more commonly due to the
arrest of development in some of the bones of the head
"The bulldog deformity of the snout * ^ * is by no

means rare, more especially in fishes raised by the fishcul-
turist. The example figured was sent me from a burn near
Perth, but I have also examples of fonti.nalis from Howie-
toun with a similar deformity, one of which was a female
from it many eggs were obtained, but none of the yount^
were thus malformed, it not being inherited.
"Theremay he an apparently shortened lower jaw, as ismore commonly seen in hybrids or in fish artificially raised

than m tnose m their natural condition. Many, however
do not seem to he born thus, and at Howietoun it has been
observed to be most common in such as are kept in wooden
tanks, and supposed to be owing to their using their lowerjaws with injurious force against the sides occasioning some
deleterious effect. Sometimes the lower jaw is twisted round
to one side, and may likewise be lengthened * * *

In 1747 Mr. Barrington sent a paper to the Roval Society
on the^'Hog-backed Trout of Plinlimmon.' He remarked
tbat they occurred m watersheds where tbere weregoneider-

able falls, and theoretically it seemed probable that such
might be occasioned by injuries occurring to the embryo,
and in 1886 I tried what would be the effects of concussion
on eggs and their contents, and while the embryo was still

unhatched, and assisted by Mr. S. Wethered, F.G.S., we as-

certained that concussion had occasioned spinal injury. In
accordance with its extent the young fish has curvature of
this portion of the body, and in the slightest cases they re-

cover but with shortening of the spinal column, occasioning
hog-backed deformity."
An illustration of the effects of concussion in transporting

eggs may be found in the last report of the California Fish
Commission, page 25, Referring to operations with the east-
ern brook trout {fontinalis) which were brought from Car-
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son, Nevada, to the Bear Valley hatcherv, he wrote : "The
total amount of spawn received was 363,000. The total loss
of transplanting was 18,882. As the spawn neared the period
of hatching quite a number of the eggs hatched out and
died. The embryo would burst from the shell or membrane
and die soon after. These were all organically weak, the re-
sult unquestionably'of carrying the green spawn so far over
the rough road. After the eggs were hatched there was an
unusual number of malformed embryos in the troughs the
effect of the jolting the ova received on the way from the
lake to Carson. Those embryos that came from the eggs in
a healthy condition developed into fine healthy fish."Among wild trout in our experience deformities are sel-dom or never seen. They undoubtedly occur, but in the
sharp struggle for existence all of them fall victims to their
vigilant and persistent enemies.

The Bristol Steel Fishing Rods.
The Bristol steel fishing rods, made by the Horton Manufactur-mg Co., of Bristol, Conn-, have stood the test of time and aregrowing m favor with anglers all over the world. From testi-

I^^^i^ 5 ^^®.1°'?PJl'^y ^ ^*?'^some little catalogue just issuedU would seem that these rods combine lightnesl and elasticitywith an unusual degree of strength. They are made in foiirteenw 'JTilu^ ^l""^ 9^-^°^ \° heavier weights of cast^

rod I tri^.i^Jy
^''^S^^ssive anglers would do well to give this

Challbn's Records save publlsbers, advertisers, business and
profeeeiooal meo time, labor and mooey. 10 Spmce st., N, yT^^*
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DOG SHOWS.
1893.

Dec. 27 to 30.—Tonawanda. N. Y. H. M. Fales, Sec'y.
Dec. 37 to 30.—Pawtucket R. I. T. H. Adams, Sec'y.

1893.

Jan, 3 to 6.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'v, Gloversville. N. Y.

•Ian. 10 to 13.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Charleston, S. C. John B. Gadsden. Sec'y.
Feb. 31 to 34.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York city. Jas.

Mortimer, Supt.
Feb. 38 to March 3.— Keystone Kennel Club, at Philadelphia,

Pa. Jas. Watson, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.

S. DiffenderflpT, Sec'y,
March 14 to 17.—Washington. D. C. P. S. Webster, Sec'y.
March 15 to 18.—Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman, Sec'y.
April 4 to 7.-New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J.

W. Newman, Sec'y.
May 3 t o 6 — Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. Horace

W. Orear, Sec'y.
June 13 to 17.—World's Fair, Chicago.
Sept. 7 to 10.—Hamilton, Ontario. A. D. Stewart, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

1893.

January.—Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersville, Cal. J . M.
Ki'garif. Sec'y.
Feb. 8.—Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T. M.

Brumbv. Sec'v
Feb. 13.—United States F. T. Club Trials. New Albany, Ind. P.

T. Madison, Seo'y-Treas., Indianapolis, Ind.

THE IRISH SETTER CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.

The second annual trials of the Irish Setter Club began
at Lexington, N. C, on Dec. 19. They were run on the
grounds of the Central Field Trial Club, for which privilege
a stipulated sum was paid, the sum it was said being $75 for
two days and part of a third. Of course the business ar-
rangements of the two clubs are their own private concern

;

but it impresses me that the sum mentioned is most un-
reasonably large for the privilege aforementioned, the more
so when it is considered that the grounds were not in the
least protected. It was commonly reported that they were
shot over without limit: that birds were netted, which was
strongly corroborated by the f»cts that nets were owned by
parties on the grounds, and the large number of netted birds
in the market. The Central Club did not complete its leases
till a few weeks ago, therefore its ground were not a pre-
serve in any sense of the word. If my memory serves me
correctly, the large grounds of the Southern Field Trial
Club only cost the club $130 or $130 per year rental. The
Irish Setter Club could easily get grounds of its own, if it

makes the effort. Any town should gratuitously and cheer-
fully rent grounds for any field trial club which will make
the town its headquarters. What with charging full day
rates to any dogman who stays a day or a month, the large
demand for horses and carriages, the renting of a large num-
ber of vacant buildings for kennels, etc., the presence of a
field trial club is a small bonanza to a country town and
insures bread and butter for a year to a large part of it.

It ia one of the anomalous features of a doggy man's life,

however, that he has to pay full dog rates by the week,
whereas a brother who is not a doggy man can get week
rates which rarely in the country exceed $1 per day.
The judges were Messrs. John Davidson, Wm. Tallman

and the reporter of Forest and Stream, the latter acting as
referee.
Many good dogs in the stake were improperly prepared

both in respect to experience and training. It is a mistake
to enter dogs in these trials in such a state. It brings the
breed into unmerited adverse criticism. A trainer, who
brings dogs improperly conditioned for hard work and im-
perfectly broken, is doing himself harm and his employer
an injustice. I t-'ust that Mr. Irwin will particularly note
these lines, and the real cause of his magnificent kennel be-
ing out of the competition may be thus made plain to him.
The expenditures of the hundreds of dollars was money
wasted, not to mention .the value of lost opportunities.
There is not, except in a few instances, the willingness

that there should be amona; Irish setter owners to further,
by personal effort, the interest of the breed. The ma.ny
leave too much work and expense to the few. Such a policy
can not fully sticceed. United action is necessary. Apa-
thetic expectation never accomplished much. If Irish set-

ter owners would even give their support by making en-
tries or giving some kind of material aid, such earnest and
tireless workers as the efficient secretary, Dr. G. G. Davis,
would attend to the rest, in all probability, if his ceaseless
efforts in the past is any criterion of the future. Without a
general shaking up among Irish setter owners, and con-
certed effort for the general good, no hope for any rapid
progress need be expected. Still, the trials are a success
and can be made permanent. I refer to rapid and impor-
tant success, Among the admirers of the red dogs were
present the secretary, Dr G. G. Davis, Chas, T. Thompson,
James Thompson, Dr. Wm. Jarvis, W. H. Beazell, Pitts-
burgh; Nelson Mcintosh, William Warner, J. M. Tra^y,
Frank Work, New York; Joseph A. Hunter, Washington,
and others.

THE DERBY.
This stake had ten starters. The work was very inferior.

Few birds were found and these with great difficulty.

The winner of first, Sagas Tearaway, started well, ranged
the best of any dog in the stake at the outset, but gradually
narrowed down his range to a few yards and his speed to a
trot. He carried a high head and had a merry action in his
first heat.
The other winners, Tillie Boru, winner of second, and

Rockwood Dandy and Molleen, dividers of third, may be
grouped as indifferent performers and winners more from
force of circumstance than from force of good work.
The drawing was as follows:
Glenmore Kennels' bitch Glenmore Ownie (Elcho, Jr.—

Romaine), W. T. Irwin, handler,
ivith

W. H. Laird's bitch Tillie Boru II. (Tearaway—Tillie
Bom), George E. Gray, handler.

George E. Gray's dog Sagas Tearaway (Tearaway—Tillie
Boru), owner, handler,

'ivith

Charles T. Thompson's dog Rockwood Dandy (Desmond
II.—Fly), John White, handler.

Perry & Switzer's bitch Hawkeye Queen (Claremont
Patsy—Nora of Claremont), George E. Gray, handler,

with
Dr. Wm. Jarvis's bitch Romayne (DukeElcho—Romaiae),

S, C. Bradley, handler.

F. L. Cheney's bitch Molleen (Henmore Shamrock-
Daisy), Horace Smith, handler,

^vith
Glenmore Kennels' bitch Glenmore Apple (Desmond II.

Nellie), W. T. Irwin, handler. \
-
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MONDAY.
A dense foEcand a raw temperattire prevailed during the

forenoon. The fog was remarkably thick. About 80 to

100yds. was the limit of vision, but it was rarely indeed that

a dbg got out of sight. The afternoon was favored with
better weather. Still birds were moving all day long, as in-

dicated by their presence in the open stubble and sedge
fields when the dogs found them.

First Scries.

Glenmore Ownte and Tillie BoRtT started at 8:50. Both
made game roading quickly about with noses to the ground
in open stubble. Tillie flushed the bevy. Tillie dropped to

a point. Nothing found. Ownie refused to back. Tillie

flushed a single. She was the wider ranger, though her
range was but moderately wide. Owjiie did not show any
knowledge of point work. Up at 9:35.

Sagas Teaeawat akd Rockwood Dandy were started at

9.38. They ran 54m. Both made game, roading and point-

ing alternately a long distance. Tearaway pointed a bevy.

Dandy roaded' and flushed a single bird, which Tearaway
had stopped on a moment before. Tearaway made two
points, to which there was nothing found. Dandy followed
Tearaway about. The latter v^as the better and speedier

ranger. His range was fairly good. He carried a high head
and wa.ci searching with spirit. He had good tail action.

Hawkete Q.ueen and RomATNE began at 10:41 and ran
.55m. Thev pootered a great deal at times. Their pace was
slow. At i:02, after lunch, they were again started. Queen
pointed a bevy in thick cover in a run. Romayne flushed a
single bird in corn. They ranged close in front of their

handlers. Up at 1:18.

MoLLiE AND GlenMORE Appie were started at 11:43. Ir-

win and Appie wallced up a bevy. Thereafter Appie was
bird shy and refused to go out to work. She was ordered up
at 12:13. MoUeen was worked among the scattered birds,

but failed to get a point. She had a moderate range, but
was industrious. Up at 12:17.

The party went to lunch.

Second Series.

Four were kept in. These were not selected so much on
account of their good performance as upon the poor work of

the others.
Rockwood Dandt and Tillie Bofttr started at 1:32.

Dandy tagged after Tillie a great deal. He showed fatigue.

A bevy was seen to flush wild. On the scattered birds in
woods, both roaded and pointed over a distance of about
1.50yds. Tillie across wind flushed a bird. They were turned
back to where the birds were marked down. Both dropped
to a flush in sedge and pointed the remaining birds. The
work was poor. Tillie was ordered up at 1:43. Dandy was
sent on, the judges wishing to know whether he wou'd
range alone. He worked close in front of his handler. Up
at 1:.52. Tillie was next tried alone. She went out and
worked, although her range was but fair. Up at 1:54.

MoLLEEN AND SAGAS TEARAWAY started at 1:56. Tear-
away %.cted as if on the trail of a bevy. He pointed several
times, but no bird. On scattered birds, Mollie pointed one
but was not stanch. Tearaway backed. Both were steady
to shot. The work was poor. Both were going very slow
and doing very poor work. Up at 3.

Tillie Bortj and S aoas Tearaway were started more to
comply with the rules which requires that the dogs for first

and second be run together. Both were tired. In fact, the
further the stake wasrun thewor.se the running, and if there

, had been much more innning the dogs would have been run
nearly to a standstill. Tearaway flushed a bevy near a road-
way in woods. On the scattered birds he pointed one indif
ferently well. Up at 3:25.

The judges soon announced Tearaway first, Tillie Boru II.

second, and MoUeen and Rockwood Dandy divided third.
The prizes were -5300 to first, -jilOO to second, $50 to third.

Mr. H. B. Anderson donates a special prize of .¥15 to the
winner of first.

The All-Aee Stake.

The competitors were drawn to run in the following order:
Glenmore Kennels' bitch Winnie I. (Frisco—Grouse II.),

W. J. Irwin, handler, loith

H. B. Anderson's bitch Lady Alice (Redstone—Lady No-
reen, owner, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' dog Ranger (Irish Elcho—Irish Bel-
fast), W. T. Irwin, handler,

vjith

George E. Gray's bitch. Elcho Maid (Elclio;.[S.—Maid),
owner, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' dog Beau Brummel (Elcho, Jr.—Red
Rose), W. T. Irwin, handler,

with
James B. Blossom's dog Bedford (Minstrel—Aurora), H.

H. Anderson, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Coleraine (Pingal III.—Aveline),
W. T. Irwin, handler, with
George E. Gray's bitch Hope Bora (Brian Boru, Jr.—

Biddy), owner, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Betsy Crape (Keno—My Maid),
W, T. Irwin, handler, ivith

W. H. Beazell's bitch Queen Vic (Kildare—Red Rose),
owner, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' dog Finglas (Fingal III.—Aveline),
W. T. Irwin, handler, tvith

C. T. Thompson's dog Merlin (Grabl> -Flora), [J. White,
handler.

W. Harte's bitch Harte's Bessie (Carless—Jessie Loraine),
W. T. Irwin, handler, loith

H. E. Richard's dog Adonis (Tim—Currer Bell III.),

J. White, handler.

Glenmore Kennels' bitch Ruby Glenmore (Glencho—May),
W. T. Irwin, handler, vMh
Mcintosh & Warner's bitch Maid of Bristol (Inchiquin—

Onota Belle), T. Aldrich, handler, (in place of Dr. W. Jarvis
bitch Romayne, withdrawn.

Dr. J. H. Meyer's bitch Squaw (Darrah Pat-Ruby Glencho),
H. B. Anderson, handler, ivith

F. L. Cheney's dog Henmore Shamrock (Muscarry-Avoca),
H. Smith, handler.

Dr. G. G. Davis' bitch Currer Bell IV. (Tim—Currer Bell
III ), J. Cassidy, handler, with
Omer Villerd's bitch Estelle (Nedio Red— Vineta), H.

Smith, handler.

Bedford, the winner of first, is good in his work on bevies
and singles. His range is narrow and his speed but mid-
dling, though he gallops and is industrious.
Elcho's Maid, second, is a wider ranger, has better speed

and beats out her ground better. She wiggled her tail on
her point, and at times pointed in a slack attitude. She is a
good finder.

Currer Bell IV. is an excellent puppy, shai-p and quick in
her work on birds and an industrious ranger. She acted a
bit puppyish at times. Lady had but moderate range, was
heavy in her way of going, and a fairly good performer on
birds.

Tbe sypartJs were satjsf^tory to most of tbe wi»oer§,

One fault in the work of nearly every dog was that the

performance was not sustained one heat with another. As
the trial progressed nearly every dog would fall oflE in range.

Firnt Series.

Winnie II. and Lady Alice were cast off at 3:37. Down
,SOm. Alice had quite a fair range and hunted diligently.

She made a very superior competition on point work, point-

ing one bevy nicely and two single birds. Winnie flushed

the two singles which Alice pointed, Winnie trotted about
close in front of her handler, showing little training and
less preparation.
Ranger and Elcho's Maid commenced at 4:15. Maid

pointed a bevy in ledge and Ranger refused to back. Ranger
flushed a bevy in open weeds. He immediately became
timid and over cautious for several minutes. Maid pointed
a bevy in open weeds and Ranger backed. Both were steady
to shot. Down 30m. Maid was the better and more in-

telligent ranger. Ranger showed a lack of expmence.
Beau Bkummel and Bedford began at 4:47 and ran

30m. Both drew about and frittered away a good deal of

time on the scent of sparrows in stubble. Beau pointed a
bevy in stubble. Bedford refused to back and stole the
point. Sent on. Soon Beau began to draw on footscent.

Bedford about 50yds. ahead pointed the bevy. He was
steady to shot. Beau was a bit unsteady. Up at 5:17. Both
ranged well. Bedford the better; also he ^had better judg-
ment.

TUESDAY.

The steady rainfall of the night had thoroughly soaked
the ground. The roads were muddy and streams were full.

Bottom lands in places were impassable. The weather was
clear and pleasant. Toward night it became quite cool.

The work of the day was quite good. A late beginning was
made.
Coleraine and Hope Boru were started at 9:38. Cole-

raine ranged nicely, she going at a merry gait, beating out
the stubble well. Hope also ranged well, but was lacking
in the dash of her competitor. Hope roaded to a point on a
bevy which Coleraine soon afterward flushed. On the scat-

tered birds, Coleraine was timid and overcautious. She
flushed again. Hope pointed a single and Coleraine backed.
At 9:50 Hope wa.s ordered up and Coleraine sent on alone for

nine minutes. She still showed timidity in her work on
scattered birds. She and Hope were then run till 10:12

without finding. Hope did decidedly the better work.
Betsy Craft and Qleen Vjc were started at 10:18,

TOLEDO bee.

Fii-st International Field Trials Derby, 1893.

Owned by Franfc W. Eddy, Deti-oit, Mich.

Betsy pointed a bevy in sedge and backed by Queen. Both
were steady to shot. On the scattered birds, each pointed
one. Out in open sedge, Queen roaded down wind on a bevy
which was flushed accidentally by one of the judges. Betsy
made a point, her handler claimed, but the pines concealed
her for the moment and the judges did not see her work.
Betsy pointed a single. Queen pointed twice on singles.

Up at 10:.50. Queen showed the better judgment and ability
in pointing birds. Both were slow, narrow rangers.
Finglas and Merlin began at 11:11. There were good

opportunities to work on a bevy and single birds, but both
made a poor showing. They ran a poor heat. Both pointed
inaccurately at times. Up at 11:41.

Hart's Bessie and Adonis started at 11:46. Bessie tagged
A.donis a bit in the early part of the heat. Both were suspi-
ciously near a bevy which flushed in sedge some distance
ahead of the judges. Diligent search failed to find the scat-
tered birds. Both showed fair range. Up at 12:35. Bessie
did not seem to know much about searching.
The party went to lunch.
The judges, to give Adonis another chance on birds, put

him down on scattered birds in a good place at 2:12. He
made such a poor showing both in finding and pointing that
he was soon ordered up.
Ruby Glenmore and Maid of Borstal were cast off at

1:30, Ruby started, ranging well, but soon narrowed down
to a small fling. Maid flushed a bevy. Maid got one point
on a single and flushed several others. Both ranged close.

Ruby appeared to have no knowledge of birds, and it was
diflicult to keep her handler near where they were marked.
The work was poor. Up at 2:08.

Squaw and Henmore Shamrock started at 2:25. They
were worked on scattered birds in corn. Squaw roaded
nicely. Shamrock was up wind of the birds when they
flushed wild. Shamrock dropped to a point on a bird in
pines. Squaw backed or pointed. Shamrock pointed a
single. Both ranged well in a businesslike way and were
industrious. Shamrock was the better ranger. Rock car-
ried a high head. Up at 3:18.

Currer Bell IV. and Estelle began at 3:17. Bell
pointed a bevy and was backed. This trial was Mr. Cassi-
day's flrst attempt at handling in a competition, and he did
it nicely and skillfully. Moved on. Belle dropped to a
point at the edge of a weedfieid. She drew on, whereupon
Estelle went in quickly and pointed. The bevy flushed
wild in weeds some distance ahead. Bell behaved well on
the scattered birds. Squaw worked in a businesslike way.
Down 30ai.

Seconal Series.

Eight dogs were kept in, namely, Lady Alice, Elcho Maid,
Bedford, Hope Boru, Squaw, Estelle, Henmore Shamrock,
and Currer Belle.
Lady A.lice and Elcho Maid began at 4:06. They ran

a very even race so far as range and pace are concerned, but
Maid had some the better of the ranging and was the better

Oft birds, Maid wagged hey tail sometirnes on point, which

marred herfstyle. Maid pointed a bevy and Lady backed.
On the birds in a thicket both pointed; nothing found.
Maid pointed a bevy in the open. Lidy going down wind,
flushed the same bevy. Sent on. In open Lady pointed;
Maid backed: nothing found. Lady pointed part of a bevy,
which flushed wild. Maid sent in after Lady had moved
on, pointed the remainder of the bsvy. The birds were fol-

lowed into woods. Maid made a flush. There was no posi-

tive work done, the birds flushing wild or being flushed by
horsemen. Up at 5:15.

This ended the day's running.

WEDNESDAY.
The morning was clear but sharply frosty. A late start

was made, the conditions not being unfavorable for good
work.
Bedford and Henmore Shamrock started at 9:36, Bed-

ford in the open dropped on a point too close on a bevy and
it flushed wild. On the scattered birds in pines, Bedford
pointed a single and Shamrock flushed it. In the open, both
dogs roaded and before they located a horseman accident-
ally flushed the bevy. Bedford made a flush on a single
bird in woods. Up at 10:11. Both dogs ought to have got
more points considering the opportunities. Shamrock ap-
parently was off his nose and did work inferior to that of
his first heat. He ranged well with much dash, in which
respect he was equal to the best in the stake. Bedford was
quite good on birds, but wa.s lacking in range.
Hope Boru and Currer Bell IV. were started at 10:20.

Both at the same time pointed a b^vy in sedge and were
steady to shot. Bell made two good points on singles and
was steady to shot. She had the better range and speed and
also was better in point work. Up at 10:43.

Squaw and Estelle began at 10:57 and ran 30m. Squaw
followed Estelle in the forepart of the heat, not working in-

dependently. Their range was narrow. Squaw pointed a
bevy and was steady to shot. No work was done on the
scattered birds.

Third Series.

Bedford and Elchs's Maid started at 11:34. Maid had
much the better way of going, and was the better ranger both
as regards the ground covered and tne regularity of her fling.

Bedford was much better in pointing birds, a feature in
which he performed quite well. He pointed a bevy in open
weeds, he casting to and fro on the footscent andjlocating it

nicely. Next, each pointed a single bird and was steady to
shot. Up at 12:15. Maid wiggled her vtail when on point
and was not rigid at all times.
Lunch was next in order.
Currer and Belle Lady Alice were started at 1:26. In a

cornfield both found and pointed the same bevy. Both
steady to shot. The birds were not followed. In the open,
Lady'roaded in an awkward manner to a flush on a bevy—

a

sloppy piece of work. On the scattered birds in thick cover,
it was difl5cult to determine what was done. Belle pointed a
single. It was said she stole the point from Alice. The
latter was a poor ranger, ran heavily and came in frequently
for orders. She required constant urging. Belle was much
the better ranger, was sharper and more skilful in her work
on birds. The heat and trials ended at 3:36 Both dogs
were tiring and ranging close when ordered up.
Bedford won flrst, Elcho's Maid second, Currer Bell IV.

and Lady Alice divided third.

The prizes were |i200 to flrst, $100 to second, .•S50 to third.

WOLFHOUND TYPE AND STANDARD.
Editor Foreft and Stream:
You raise, in a short paragraph in your number for Oct.

20, a question as to the extent to which we should modify
breeds we adopt from other countries. There is a good deal
involved in this question. Climate usually works changes
which we counteract only with difficulty and rather unsuc-
cessfully, and had better"accept, perhaps. But it seems to
me unfair to continue to call a breed by the name given it

when it originated, while we produce fundamental changes
in its form. It therefore would seem to be wrong for the
English successful breeders, as they are, to attempt to .«o

modify the Russianlwolfhound that he would become merely
a long-coated greyhound. There is one feature in this breed
on which all authorities seem to agree in Russia, i e., the
enormous arch of back and loins. This arch afliects even
the skeleton and, as I understand from all authorities, a
hound, especially a male, cannot be a Russian wolfhound
without this arch. In this country this point does not seem
to be distinctly recognized, for the judge of the miscellane-
ous class at Kingston was criticised in several quarters for
putting back a hound with back and loin as flat as a board.
As I understand it the dog not pass the Russian standard at
all. Surely we must not begin by ignoring parts that af-
fect the very skeleton of the animal. Nor do I think these
Russian breeders were all wrong in this. For a dog of great
speed for a short distance, and with his success in wolf-
hunting depending on striking the fleeing animal so as to
knock him over, this form seems to meet the ease. If the
arch of loin is desirable in a greyhound, how much more is

it to be encouraged in a dog intended for a shorter course
with tremendous Impetus. If we are going to have the
Russian wolfhound by all means let us not depart from
essentials of structure and form. I do not write as an author-
ity on this breed, but as a] student of form in relation to
function. Wesley Mills, M.D.
Montreal, Can.

To Cure a Gun-Shy Bog'.

A gun-shy dog, or one that you want to be sure of under
fire, treat as follows; Tie him in the yard

; pnt a primed
but unloaded shell in your gun

;
go near him, walk about

as if you were looking for game ; point your gun in the air
and fire the primer ; don't look at him, but go into the house
and get another primed shell and repeat the act. Do this
several times in the day for two or three days. Then begin
to use some powder, and keep adding until you are " dead
sure" he is without apprehension or fear. Always fire

directly from him, not looking at him before nor after
firing. Let some one observe his actions under fire. I had
a Skye terrier that was afraid of the slightest rumble of
thunder, which would drive him into the house and under
the bed ; but he was teachable, and I soon taught him to
love the gun, and delight in its thunder wb^n rabbits were
to be had. N. D. Elting.

Messrs. George Meister and Charles W. Sarvis, of Jackson,
Mich., have entered into partnership to breed English and
Gordon setters and greyhounds, and claim the name of the
Jackson Kennel for their kennels.

A New-Subscriber Offer.

A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that
sum the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of

Zimmerman's famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another
page, price $5)—a $9 value for So.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to

renewals.

For %Z a hotia .^dtenew aubscriber for six months will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van
leet's handsome work, "Bird Portraits fOT the Young" (tlje

price of which is P),
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RECORD OF FIELD TRIALS OF 1892.

Prize.
First....
Second .

,

Third
)

divided j

First.

.

First....
Second .

Third.,.

Pacific Coast Field Trials, Jan. 18.

Judges—Messrs. D. M. Pyle, R. T. Vandervoort amd H. Y. Payne.

DERBY—8 Starters.

Owner. Dog. Breed. Color. Sire. Bam. A-]

Mr KerchofE's Sam K. Gladstone... English setter Black, white and tan Gladstone's Boy RubyD....... .....

P b. Linville's ....Flake L.. English setter Black and white Dan Gladstone ..Plorine

Chas. Studarn's Rush Croxteth Pointer .Liver and white Point Queen Cioxtetb

D. G, Golcher's... Del Monte Pointer ..Liver and white Nestor California

MEMBERS' STA.KE-5 Starters.

,J. M. Bassford Queen Last ...Pointer MountainBoy ....Beautiful Queen
ALL-AGE STAKE—8 Starters.

.Thos. Higg's Lady Trippo English setter Orange and white Mingo Lady Thunder
H. Ruber's Sally Brass II Pointer Liver and white.. Graphic .Meally

J. E. Watson's Black Joe II ...Pointer Black Old Black Joe

Southern Field Trials.

nt. Handler.
D. M. Walters.
W. Dermott.
Owner.
G. T. Alexander.

J. M. Bassford.

Allender.
Allender.
Allender.

Judges—Messrs. P. H. Bryson, F. I. Stone and Whyte Bedford.

DERBY-2L STARTERS.

. .Norwin T. Harris's Wun Lung English setter. .... . .Black and white Capt. Bethel Enid $400

..Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Count Anteo English setter Lemon and white Count Noble Gladstone's Girl S200
\ Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark English setter Black, white and tan. . .Gath's Hope Lady May

( }

] Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s. ... Miss Ruby English setter Lemon and white .. .Gladstone's Boy. ^ Ruby D 1 (

ALL-AGE STAKE—21 Starters.

..Blue Ridge Kennels' Fannie M. English setter Black, white and tan. .. .Gladstone Flame $400
..R. Merrill's Paul Bo English setter Black, white and tan. ...Paul Gladstone Bohemian Girl ' $200

(
Whyte Bedford's Tremont English setter . ..Black, white and tan Gladstone's Boy Speckle Gown

Third.. ^P. H Bryson's WhyteB English setter Black, white and tan Roderigo Florence Gladstone
-J
-$100

{ A. P. Gilliam's Eugene T English setter Black, white and tan Count Noble ...Ruby's Girl

Manitoba Field Trials, Aug. 3 1

.

- ' -Judge— W. Tallman.

First. .

.

Second

Third..

First..
Second

D. E. Rose.
C. Tucker.
D. E. Rose.
C. Tucker.

D. E. Rose.
Frank Richards.
R. P. McCargo.
A. P. Gilliam.
A. P. Gilliam.

First ..

Second
Third..

First. .

.

Second
Third..

First ..

Second

Third.

.

First...
Second .

Third...

.W. F. Ellis's....

.Avent & Thayer'

.Avent & Thayer'

DERBY—8 Starters.
-Avent & Thayer's . . . .Bonia English setter. .... . .Black and white Rod Juno A $150
.John Sharpie's Alberta Joe. Pointer Liver and white. Ightfield Upton IghtSeld Blythe $90
.Avent & Thayer's Kingston English setter Black and tan Chance Bessie Avenr $60

ALL-AGE STAKE.—13 Starters.
Duke of Manitoba English setter Black, white and tan $150

s Bettye S English setter Black, white and tan... .Roderigo Bo-Peep $90
s Novelist English setter Black, white and tan....Woodbuirs Bruce Llewellin's Novelty $60

Northwestern Field Trials, Sept. 5.

Judges—Rev. Hanulton Spence and, B. Waters.

DERBY—18 Starters.
..J. Sharpie's. Alberta Joe Pointer Liver and white Tght field Upton Ightfield Blythe $198 —Pickering
.T. Stone's Manitoba Shot Pointer Liver and white Ightfield Upton Ightfield Blythf -185.50 Thomas Johnson

S
Avent & Tha.ver's Lochinvar English setter Black, white and tan. . ..Chance Rf ssfe Avent J M Avent

I W. T Hunter's Duff English setter Black Manitoba Toss .Pitti Sing *49.50 pj-^nk Richards.*
ALL-AGE STAKE—23 Starters. .

..T. Stone's Manitoba Shot. Pointer Liver and white Ightfield Upton Ightfield Blythe $114 Thomas Johnson
.J. Sharpie's Alberta Joe. Pointer Liver and whi-^e Ightfield Upton Ightfield Blythe $47.50 —Pickering-
.L. W. Smith's .Atlanta English setter Black, white ai.d tan. ...Jean Val Jean ShenaVan $28.50 L. W. Smith.

J. M. Avent.
Owner.
J. M. Avent.

Owner.
J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.

International Field Trials. Nov. 7.

Judges—Amateur Stake: Messrs. J. R. MacGregor, T. Guttridge and C. A. Stone. Derby ami All-Age Stalies: Messrs. M. A. Smith, J.

AMATEUR STAKE—9 Starters.
First Dr. J. Kime's ...Mingo, Jr English setter Black, whiteand tan.... Mingo Rose Rapid
Second ..John Davidson's Lucy 0 English setter Black and white Scottish Chief Ailsa
Third.. ..Dr. J. Kime's Lady Spot English setter White and black Mingo Lady Thunder

DERBY—14 Starters.
First... .F. W. Eddy's Toledo Bee English setter Black and white Toledo Blade Maggie Bee
Second . .Thos. Davey's. ...Dame Bang Pointer Liver and white Trinket's Cash Van Bang
P""*lu - • ^^^^Ff - W.

Pointer Liver and whitr Count Graphic
Fourth. ..W. B. Wells's Phyllis T English setter Black and white Mingo tl ..Cambriana

ALL-AGE STAKE—r Starters.
First..... Thos. I^vey's Dame Bang Pointer Liver and whitf Trinket's Cash Van Bang
ml'^"!? --w §• Matane English sttttr. ...... Black, white and tan.... Mark J Cambriana
Third.. ..W. B. Wells's

J^*^^*"-^
English setter Black, white and tan. ...Toledo Blade Cambriana

Fourth 1 R'"- i-
Kime's Lady Patch English setter White and black

I Dr. Tottens... .. Carrie T English setter. .Black, white and tan.. . .Banker Smith's Bell

New England Field Trials, Nov. 8.

Judges—Messrs. W. A. Coster and N. Wallace. '

DERBY-15 Starters
.English setter. Orange and white.

.

Lang, and T. Guttridge.

.... Dr. J. Kime.
John Davidson.

.... Dr. J. Kime.

T. Davey.
T. Davey.— Mather.
W. B. Wells.

T. Davev.
W. B. Wells.
W. B. Wells.
Dr. J. Kime.
Dr. Totter.

First. .

.

Second

Third..

SVTu ^^^.^''^A
^..^...^ .,x».f,.^uu wL,..r

Tallman s Nellie G. . English setter Black, white and tan

\ n ?{ ^"^"^ ^"L; , Vd°^.^?
^'^"^^ .English setter Black, white and tan....Rwdy Rod.

I Oakland Farm Kennels'. Bradley English setter Black, white and tan

First. .

.

Second

Third..

First. .

.

Second
Third..

T

Bradley English setter Black^ white and tan.

ALL-AGE STAKE—15 STARTERS.
• -,• •!<^'*^o^ English setter Black, white and tan.. . .Roderigo

VrI^ n ™ K'^D Dels'.. Our Pet English setter Black, white and tan.. ..The Corsair
I Henry Dutton's Duke of Kent Pointer Liver and white Tempest
I
J. L. Wells s Reverdy English setter White and orange

United States Field Trials, Nov. 8.
Judges—Messrs. P. H. Bryson, B. M. Stephenson and Col. A. G. Sloo.

POINTER DERBY-14 Starters,

"r T \hJ^^\'^
Lad of Rush Pointer Liver and white Rush of Lad

Lillian
Chula
.Nadgy of Naso.,

..R. L Shannon's vlame S '.'.'.!.'.'.'.'.".'.".'."."Pointer.'.".'!.'.'.".'.".'."."

..W. r. Hunter's :...Lady Peg Pointer
'hese trials unfinished—postponed to Feb. \l8 "at !n^w' Albany,' "m^^

TopsvL
^ . ^ Osborne Ale Pearl's Pride

• •^'^"iter. Liver and white King ot Kent Lass of Bloomo.

American Field Trials, Nov. 15.
Judges—Messrs. J. M. Freeman, Royal Robinson and W. A. Thompson.

-P,- ^ ,
„ ALL-AGE ENGLISH SETTER STAKE-3 STARTERS.

ISnd:iT^p\5u?"' -^ £ni -titeandtan....Hope....
Third.... Ba b Pr hipnk'= '

'

' r„v.*fi„'iVi '-liuV.:.';::,
"

-o,'
V." Sancho

Black, white and tan. ...Downe
ALL-AGE IRISH SETTER STAKE -9 Starters.

Hog Fingal III
Bitch Elcho, -Jr
Dog Byron Barugr

ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE-9 Starters.

First..

Seconu..„. ^n^,,^^^ „ rrauK
Third.. . . Baker & Beck's Ightfield Rhiwias".

Fivst Gleumore Kennels' Finglas
^^3°^^ 9^°- S^^y's Eicho's Maid
Third.... Gee. E. Gray's Hope Boru..

..Trap, Jr...

. .Bessie .,

..Schonaid.

.

$200 F. C. Waterhouse.
1100 H. B. Tallman.

J *rf, I
C. E. Stoehr.

1 f- Ellis.

*200 E. S. Gordon.
$100 A. R. Sharpe.

] $50
I-

S. Fames.
(
*

\ — Hodge?.

$2.50 L. W. Blankenbaker.
$200 G. R. Howse.
$150 F. Richards.

$15 J. Mayfield.
$7.50 J. H. Johnsor.
$4.50 J. E. Fisher.

. . Aveline

..Maid

. . Biddy

$45 W. T. Irwin.
622.50 J. Mayfield,
!13..50 J. Mavfleld.

|pnr.V.-
-^- 4- gastleman's Cast leman's Rexbecona ..U. R. Fishe 's Wise Croxteth

Thnrrl \ V^'
^- ^^^^^^^^ DOU Fis Hc]

ihird.
.

-l Came Harvey's Midget H.. .

.

( J. W. Scudder's ,Manitou ....
Absolute winner, Glenmore Kennels' Finglas-Cup,' value

Firs^ Theo. Goodman's Dan's Lady
ENGLISH SETTER DERBY-3 Starters.

Second . .L. A. Rice's Pembroke's Blue'Gmn;;

'

m^^'h ....Ban Gladstone Lilly Surges?. .

.

Third . .
. .John Robsrt's .Tim Dandv ^l^'^h

wb.te and tan. . . . Don Belle of Hatch ie... urn uanoy Blue belton Braxton Bragg Gypsy

White and liver Mainspring Dell
Liver and white ticked.. Croxteth Annie
Black Devonshire Sam Nellie Bang
Black Harrop Fran kie
White and black Luck of the Goat Clary

Sp^m;H--r, ^"^^^tI .• '"Saga's Tearaway
ThirH

Kennels' Glenmore AppleThird. . .
.
Glenmore Kennels' Elphin II. . . . . ......... "

^ ! i

First. ..
.
King Don P'nter Kennels'Pride of King Don Dog .

.

.Second
\
\- ^- OTtp?: s Pomme de Terre Dog

AK=^" V'
^^^deirs Trinket's Don DogAbsolute winner, T. Goodman's Dan's Ladv-Cup. value .??5

'

"

IRISH SETTER DERBY-3 Starters.
go'?, Tearaway Tillie Boru
B]tch Desmond II Nellie

• Bitch Tyrconnell Kinvara
POINTER DERBY-6 Starters

Srui'^*''
^i^er ticked King Don Meteoi's Dell....

.

^^i^e and I'^er... Ossian Clipawav H
White and liver ticked.. Donald's Sen.satioii ... .Trinket S

S45 W. B. Staflrrrd.
2 .50 U. R. Fishel.

U. R. Fishel.
3.50 Came Harvey.

W. B. Stafford.

$15 J. H. Johnson.
$7.50 W. B. Stafford.
$4.50 C. E. Tway.

$15 J. Mayfleld.
$7. .50 W. T. Iiwin.
$4.50 W. T. Irwin.

$30 J. E. Fisher.
115 W. B. Stafford.
m W. T. Irwin.
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Prize. Owner. Dog.
First A. C. Waddell's Harry L
Second . . W, J. Beck's Peggy B

PUPPY
Breed.

STAKES- -ENGLISH
Color.

SETTEBS'-2 Staktbrs.

Sire. Dam.

12.50

First Glenmore Kennels' Flyaway .

Second ..Glenmore Kennels' Donoway

First. . .

,

Second .

Third...

First . .

.

Second .

Third. .

.

. Pierre Lorillard, Jr'c.

.Geo. Leach's..

.Pierre Lorillard, Jr's.

First...
Second
Third..

.Pierre Lorillard. Jr's
. Avent & Thayer's
. Avent & Thayer's

.Pierre Lorillard, Jr. 's. .

.

.S Dill's

.Greenfield Hill Kennels'.

, Black, white and tan. . ..Captain G Juno Warwick
BlRck, white and tan.... Gus Kneu«sel Maga Mana....

IRISH SETTERS—2 Staetebs.

Bitch ....Finglas ; Betsy Craft |5

Dog Flnilas Betsy Craft $3.50

POINTERS—3 Starters.

First W. A. Thompson's Leach's Belle II Bitch White and liver Grand Duke KneS g""" '

' Si?
IS:^::fei^;S^":^::::::::::KFls:He^;::::-

Absolute winner, A. C. Waddell's Harry L.—Cup, value 150. „. . , ^ . . ^.
Eastern Field Trials, Nov. 2 1

.

J iijdgeH—Messrs. W. A. Coster and J. (JnlUns.

MEMBERS' STAKE—6 Starters,

Count Anteo English setter Lemon and white Count Noble. Gladstone Girl

Giay English setter Black, white and tan.. . .Gladstone's Boy Lady......

Antevoio English setter Liver and white Count Noble Trinket II

DERBY--23 Starters.

.Jv,dges~M:essrs. A. Merrimam. B. B. Duryea and W. A. Coster.

Rod's Sue English setter Liver, white and tan Roderigo Gladstone Girl . .

.

'Kingston'"" English setter. ..... .Black, white and tan.. . .Chance Bessie Avent

."Bonair English setter Black and white. Roderigo Juno A
ALL-AGE STAKE- 16 Starters.

Lora English setter Black, white and tan.. . .Gladstone's Boy Ruby D.

'count Glad'^tone English setter Black, white and tan ...Count Noble Ruby's Girl

.'Barry C English setter Black, white and tan.. . .Roderigo Countess House,

CHAMPION STAKE—5 Starters.

.Rip Rap .Pointer .Black & white & ticked . King of Kent Hops

Ohio Field Trial Club's Trials, Nov. 23.

.Judge—Mr. .John Bolus.

DERBY—5 Starters.

First W. L. Alexander's Belle Lorain English setter. ...... Black and tan Pilot Ruby Sil. cup

Second ..W. F. Kron's Ranger Caper English setter 0^°^%^^ ^^^^^e gaper D.ck
Kf/BH^ri'eli

Third A H Smith's .. .HandvS English setter Blue belton Paul H Belle iJardell

Fourth "h St'runS : . . . . DafsvBeaul^^^ Pointer Liver and white Dan Croxteth Lady Beaufort IV
ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE—8 Starters.

Vi^^t r v^ Mplhncrpr'ti Moxie Liver and white Springfield Lady Beaufort

Sronri "p'f' SeiSer^T Sro's'e Liver and white. ....... .Vanitus Bang Bird Eye

ThTrd "h S'trunk's.^
Llverand white,.... ....Beaufort II Jerry Lady

ALL-AGE SETTER S rAKE-21 Starters.

First I L.Arnold's ....Penn Black and tan Front Bess

Second .wL. Alexander's -i^-- ;;;;;; :;;;;::;;::;.v:::: liS'andwh'iW.'.".v.'.v;Gnu;;:;";;;;:.'.-.v.v:. Bii;.;n'.'.'.v.'.'.:;.".'.:::::: ::::

Third.,
j g'corS^'ll^ .^.

. :;DiS^^^ Black Royal Ranger Melborn

Absolute winner, G. V. L. ivLtllinger's Moxie—Prize, gold medal.

Philadelphia K. C. Field Trials, Nov. 28.

.Ridges—Messrs. W. A. Cosier, W. Tallman and Dr. W. .Ja.rvis.

DERBY—23 Starters.

mv^i Piprre Lorillard Jr 's .Rod's Sue English setter Black, white and tan. ..Roderigo Gladstone's Girl.

Avpnt i^ Thflver''-
' Hamlet Enllish setter Black, white and tan. . ..Chance ..Bessie Avent

Sd '

PiIr?eLo?illard j'r.'s'.'.'.'.'Dot Rogers: Enflish setter Black, white and tan.. .. Roderigo Gladstone's Girl

.

ALL-AGE STAKE-20 Starters.

Amount. Handler.
W. T. Irwin.

W. T. Irwin.
W. T. Irwin.

First Charlottesville F. T. Kls'

Owner.
Owner.
Owner.

«500 C. Tucker.
$2.50 J. M. Avent.
$1.50 J. M. Avent.

1500 C. Tucker.
$250 J. White.
«150 S. C. Bradley.

. . . *225 Capt. C. E. McMurdo.
ai rl $100 cup.

a

'

J.

;

. Tucker.
, M. Avent.

$100 C. Tucker.

TPir..^ PrppnfiplH TTill Kennels' Harrv C English setter Black, white and tan.. .\ Roderigo Countess House S400 S.

IHIa " •§LTp T ariHlird Tr N 'Lora . English .setter. ...... Black, white and tan.. . . Gladstone's Boy Ruby D $200 C.

Thfrd "Serre lS^^: Jr.'s! !

!

'.Mi's-Ruby '. ! ! ! . . . ! Enllish setter Lemon and white Gladstone's Boy Ruby D .$100 C.

MEMBERS' STAKE—6 Starters. Judge—Mr. J. Lewis.

Ti^nnQ^Wanifl KpnnpU' Nanon Ehglish setter Black, white and tao.. .. Ben Hill Mary... $30 F.

Sec?nd' P'rsj van^^^S ''.
! iBeTfiur of 'il'iveVview. . .E^^^^^^^^ Black', white and tan.. .. Ben Hiil Zoe W $20 P.

becona
.

y
i Ben Hur Frankli n English setter Orange and white. Ike Leda O >

Third.. ^^.ti^Lt Kpnnels' Promotion Pointer Lemon and white Lord Graphic Belle Bishop
( ) C.

C. Bradley.
Tucker,
Tucker.

G. Taylor.
G. Taylor,
wner.
W, Barker.

Robins Island Field Trials, Dec. 2,

.Judges—Messrs. Jacob Pentz and Austin.

PUPPY STAKE—5 STARTERS.

First W. L. Wellington's Countess English setter Orange and white Tardy Jack Wanda.

Second ".

: E. IL Litchfield's Douglass Gordon setter ....... Black and tan Argus Lora . . .

.

ALL-AGE STAKE—8 Starters.

Owner.

TTirst Geo D Green's Mack English setter Liver

lecfnd '.'.L H. BulS^ Bessie English setter Orange and white.

Central Field Trials, Dec. 5.

Judges—Messrs. J. M. Tracy, N. Wallace and W. S. Bell.

POINTER DERBY—13 Starters.

-r,. i. r>u i„+fp,=,,nio p T Kl«' Tineo Black and white Mainspring Queenie
First. . . . . Charlottesville P. T. Kls . Jingo • ^ .^^ ^^^^ i^^^f^ ^

tS ::T.W.wSs::::::':::;:Gri^^^^ • Llverand white DnkeofHessen Concave

SETTER DERBY—23 STARTERS.

^ „r^^inQ„ri Tt 'a lvr«iHpTi Mine Orange and white . . Vanguard...... Georgia Belle .. . ...
First..... Pierre Lorillar^^ Ji. s. .. .Maiden Mine .......

. ^^^^J white and tan. ..Dr. Maclin.... Cossette. ..............

.

Second
V I^;^^/^J?^?„^_V • V" v * *

Dot Rogers
" '

" Black, white and tan.. . . Roderigo Gladstone's Girl.

Third. . E Gardner's '. . .

! '. '.

".Roger's'^Spa'rk ! . . . 1 1
Black, white and tan..

.
.Roger Dora Deane

Absolute winntr, Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Maiden Mine-$200 extra

ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE-13 Starters.

^. ^ T T A^o»v,=io T.advRnsh .
Liver and white Rush of Lad Topsy L

First. . .

f
-L. Adams s .

L^dy ^^sn • •

^^^^^ ^^^^^ q^^^^ Flo^^a

Thfrf. ::KstS Farm K'S.' SandfSd'Druid. . . ! !
Liver and white. Faxon Don Sandtord Quince

ALL-AGE SETTER STAKE~15 Starters.

4. d;^..^.:. T aT-iilarfl Tr 's T.ora Black, white and tan.... Gladstone's Boy Ruby D
First. . . . Pierre Lorillard Jr. s. . .

.
1. jra

Roderigo Bo Peep

IS '^r?e&riK^ ::::: Lemon and white. Gladstone's Boy.. ..... .Ruby D
Absolute winner, Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Lora—$100 extra,

FREE-FOR-ALL STAKE--13 Starters.

First Avent & Thayer's Orlando English setter Black, white and tan..
.
.Roderigo. Bo Peep.

«i^f,;A' '-Piprre Lorillard Jr 's Lora , English setter. ...... Black, white and tan.. . .Gladstone's ;Boy Ruby D
Third . : : cSttesvi^^^^^^^^^ Rap. Pointer Black, white and ticked. King of Kent Hops

Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, Dec. 19.

Judges—Messrs, John Davidson and W. Tallman.

DERBY—10 Starters.

$150

$400
.$250

$1.50

Ownpr.
Mr. Green.

Capt. C. E. McMurdo.
L. W. Blankenbaker.
Owner.

C. Tucker.
L. W. Blankenbaker.
C. Tucker.
T. Aldricb.

Referee—B. Waters.

First George E Gray's Sagas Tearaway Dog Tearaway Ti l e Born.,
I irst. . .

.
-^eorge

^. '^'^^^ rp.fj. ^ f Bitc^ Tearaway Tillie Boru,
Second . .George L. Gray s iuiie noru ix

iTpn,Yir.rP Shamrnnk . n^isvBitch Henmore Shamrock Daisy.
Third..

] g; T;Som%on''s'.'.'.!r.'.:;Sk^^^ . . Dog :... ...Desmond 11 Fly.

ALL AGE STAKE—20 STARTERS.

First Jas. B. Blossom's Bedford......

Second ..Geo. E. Gray's Elcho's Maid

$250 L. W. Blankenmaker.
$175 C. E. Buckle.
$125 A. Cameron.

$250 C. Tucker.
$175 J. M. Avent.
$125 C. Tucker.

$500 J. M. Avent.
$300 C. Tucker.
$300 Capt. C. E. McMurdo.

Owner.
Owner.

( Horace Smith.
\ John White.

Third..
Dr. "g. "g. Davis's Currer Bell IV

Dog Min.strel ................ Aurora
Bitch Elcho, Jr. ............. . Maid
Bitch Tim Currer Bell III.

,

] H. 'b.' Anderson's
.'.'.'.'."

.

'. ' '.Lady Alice Bitch Redstone Lady Noreen

.

$100

1 $50

H. B, Anderson.
Owner.
J. Cassidy.
Owner.

The Beasoa Why My Dog Did Not Win Is

IBecause he had an awfully sore foot. He stuck a thorn

in it, I think. He is such a fine dog, too!
^ ^ ^ .

Because a blank nigger upset a bucket of teed the mght
Ijefore my dog ran his heat, and he ate so much he could

not run any the next day. You ought to see him work
when he is all right!

,

Because the judge had a grudge against me and I could

not win. You can't beat the dogs and the judges, too. My
4og is a cQvkesl

Because my dog is out of form somehow. He worked all

right yesterday, but he is out of form to-day or off his nose.

He is a great dog, too.

Because my dog was sick last week. This week, when he
was getting well, I could not manage him, he felt so good.
He is the greatest dog in the world!

Because my dog ran so fast he lost his nose. It never hap-
pened before. Be can knock spots off any dog in the race

tor 85 or ^5,000, and <Jo»'t you forget it. Do you want to

Because my bitch is in season and I could not enter her.
She would have won this stake easy. Talk about field
dogs, you ought to see her work

!

Because my dog is too well broken. You can't win when
the other handler works your dog, see!
Because my dog is a first-class dog and the judges don't

know what that is. They want plug-shooting dogs. I
haint coming here no more!
Because the other fellow had all the prestige of a winner

and the judges ^vere afraid to decide against him.
The CTIiiq,
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CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING,
Canadian Kennel Club's Executive Committee held a

meeting at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, on Dec. 20, 1892,

beginmng at 3 o'clock.
Present—Dr. Wesley Mills (in chair), P. G. Keyes, A. D.

Stewart, H. Bedliagton, H. Gorman, J. G. Mitohener, S. F.
Glass, and H. B. Donovan, secretary.
Minutes of annual and executive meetings (as printed in

Qazette) taken as read.
Troublesome protest.—Moved by Mr. Bedlington, sec-

onded by Mr. Stewart, that decision of judge be sustained.
Carried.
The following letter was read from the judge, Mr. P. E,

Curtis

:

" SiMCOE, Dec. 9, 1892.—G, Bell, Esq., Toronto, Dear Sir :

In reply to your letter I would say that 1 awarded your bitch.
Troublesome, 1st prize in the open bitch class, black, at
the Ottawa bench show, held in September last, and had
.she been brought in the judge's ring should have awarded
her the special for the best cooker in said class in the show.

"Pkank E. Curtis."

Resolved, That this Executive is of opinion that the bitch,
Troublesome, owing to protest entered against her was
not allowed to compete for the special prize in the cocker
spaniel class at Ottawa, and that had she been shown are of
opinion from the communication since received from the
judge, that she would have been awarded the special prize
for the best cocker in the show. Mr, Bell waives all claim
to the special prize thus awarded.
Sir Jobn Protest.—Ttie secretary was instructed to write

to A. K. C. inclosing copy of amended pedigree handed in by
Mr. Bell, which, if approved of by that body, will be received
aa authentic and make the dog eligible for registration.
Also to write Mr. P. Stettenbenz, in reply to his letters of
various dates, and to Mr. C. A. Stone, "superintendent of
Toronto bench show, stating that Sir .John having been dis-
qualified at the Toronto bench show of 1881, the dogs placed
below him are to move up in same order as placed (see Rule
20). Pri/>e money to be distributed according to new order.
Pious Pembroke Protest.—Moved by Mr. Stewart, seconded

by Mr. Mitchener, that protest lodged by Mr. Wurtele be
sustained, and that Mr. Purbeck refund the prize money.
The dogs placed below Pious Pembroke to move up. Car-
ried.
Further resolved that this committee are of opinion that

Mr, Purbeck's error was unintentional and that he be exon-
erated from acting under any dishonorable motive.
Champion Starlight Protest.—The following explanatory

letters were read:

"Ottawa, Dec. 17, 1892.—H. B. Donovan, Esq., Sec, C. K.
C: Dear Sir—The inclosed will settle the matter of date in
the champion Starlight protest. Alfreb Geddes."

"Ottawa, Dec. 17, 1892,—Alfred Geddes, Esq., P. O. Dept.,
Ottawa: Dear Sir—The telegram addressed to you from H.
M. Howes, Boston, Mass., in reference to protest of cham-
pion Starlight, was received here at 11-35 P. M. on the 7th
October, 1892. It was a night message and was delivered to
you on the morning of the 8th October. The date (17th) on
the message is a mistake. It should be 7th October.

"Wm. Nichols, Chief Clerk G. N. W. Tel. Co."

Moved by Mr. Mitchener, seconded by Mr. Gorman, that
protest of Mr. Howes be sustained. Carried.
Committee on Show Dates.—Moved by Mr. Stewart, sec-

onded by Mr. Glass, that Messrs, Donovan, Stone and Mit-
chener be a committee re show dates. Carried.
Incorporation.—Moved by Mr. Glass, seconded by Mr.

Stewart, that secretary be instructed to ascertain cost of in-
corporation under Dominion statutes. Carried.
At this point Dr, Mills left the chair, which, on motion,

was assumed by Mr. Glass.
Mr. George Bell's Charges against Dr. Wesley Mills.—The

following communications were read:

"Toronto, Nov. 11, 1892.-H.B. Donovan, Esq., Secretary,
C. K. C. Sir—I beg to hand you some charges against Dr.
Wesley Mills, of Montreal, as under, and I hope that you
will bring them up for investigation before the executive
committee at its meeting to be held this evening.

CHARGES.
"1. That at the late Ottawa bench show Dr. Wesley Mills

did alter an award as written by another judge in his judg-
ing book.

'-2. That at the late Ottawa bench show Dr. Wesley Mills
did judge his Great Dane bitch Minerva's Fawn in conjunc-
tion with another judge,

"3. That at the late Ottawa bench show Dr. Wesley Mills
did .judge and award his own setter dog a diploma for best

WtcE'^'^
class, at the same time awarding one to winning

'•4, That at the late Ottawa bench show Dr. Wesley Mills
did on his own responsibility, after a meeting of the show
committee had decided that Mr. Corbett should not judge the
Great Danes with him, secure the assistance of Mr. Corbett
1 am sir, yours truly, Bell."
"TOROKTO, Dec. 20, 1893.-H. B. Donovan, Esq., Secretary

Canadian Kennel Club. Sir—I understand that the pres-
ident of t.hfi Cflnanifin IvOTinol r'lnh Vioo ^lQr.1o«nJ

^IMoved by Mr. Gorman, seconded by Mr. Mitchener, that

cnarges be considered in numerical order. Carried.

No. 1. The evidence not being clear in this case, the chair-

man, on motion of Mr. Stewart, was asked to telegraph Mr.
Geddes, asking if proof were forthcoming that judges' book
had been altered, and if it was, if it were done by Dr. Mills.

The following reply was received

:

"Ottawa, Ont., Dec. 20.—To S. P. Glass, Toionto, Ont.:

Dr. Mills said he would take responsibility of altering. Did
not see him make alteration. Alfred Geddes."

Moved by Mr. Bedlington, seconded by Mr. Gorman, that
in the opinion of the executive committee that charge No. 1

is not sustained, no evidence or motive being shown for the
change that occurred. Carried.
No. 2. Moved by Mr. Stewart, seconded by Mr. Bedlington,

that the committse finds that this charge is sustained, Dr.
Mills admitting that he judged the. Great Dane classes with
Mr. Corbett, but in the absence of any rule forbidding such
action, and there being no competition, the committee exon-
erate Dr. Mills from blame in the matter. Carried.
No. 3. Moved by Mr. Bedlington, seconded by Mr. Gorman,

we find the charge is not sustained.
Moved in amendment by Mr, Stewart, seconded by Mr.

Mitchener, that the words be added, "as no diplomas were
received by the owners of the dogs." Amendment lost.

Motion carried.
No. 4. Moved by Mr. Bedlington, seconded by Mr. Gorman,

that this executive committee declines to take any action in
regard to charge 4, as it lies beyond their jurisdiction. Car-
ried.

Mr. Bell was present in support of his charges and to offer
evidence. The motions were carried after much discussion
and cross questioning, Meeting adjourned for .30 minutes,
and resumed business with the same members present.
Reports to Press.—Moved by Mr. Stewart, seconded by

Mr. Mitchener, that secretary .send reports of all meetings to
the kennel press. Cost to be borne by the Club. Carried.
World's Pair Bench Show.—Moved by Mr. Glass, sec-

onded by Mr. Bedlington, that competition for selection of
Canadian dogs be held in Toronto on the third Tuesday and
Wednesday in April. Carried.
Moved by Mr. Glass, seconded by Mr. Bedlington, that

Messrs, Stone, Brodie, Donovan and Mitchener, be a com-
mittee to generally arrange the details in connection with
the holding of the bench show competition for the World's
Pair selection in April. Carried.
Stud Book Committee.—The president appointed the com-

mittee of 1892, Messrs. Gorman, Stone, Mitchener and
Williams to act for 1893.

C. K. C. Diplomas ordered to be engrossed.
New Members.—The secretary was instructed to cast one

ballot for the reception of the following names, xMessrs.
R. Barnes, G. Bowman, H. Sfcableford. J. H. McNally,
A. McKinnon, W. Barber, T. Swan Smith, H. M. Williams,
R. H. Paithorne, G. H. Maxham, — Williams (Ottawa).

H. B. Donovan, Secretary.

..
.

^, illegal and unconstitutional.
1 write now to say that I withdraw charge No, 4, but de-

sire to add another charge in place thereof, so that mv
charges against Dr. Mills are now as follows:
[Charges 1, 2, 3 as before,]
4 That Dr. Wesley Mills has been guilty of unbecoming

conduct as president of the Canadian Club in that he has
permitted highly damaging charges against his good faithand honor by Mr, H, Goodman, to pass undenied, thereby
allowing Canadian dogdom to be disgraced in his person "Iam, sir, yours truly, G, Bell."
"At a meeting of the Ottawa bench show committee heldon Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 8, 1892, the following resolutionwas Missed:
"initrm*^. So-called 'charges' have been laid before theCanadian Kennel Club by Mr, George Bell, against one ofthe .judges at the late Ottawa show, and have been publishedm some of the widely read sporting papers, which 'charges'

witliout explanation are calculated to impart an impression
injurious to the Ottawa bench show committee, as well asthe judge concerned, the following answers be forwarded tothe secretary of the C, K. C„ to be read at the executivecommittee meeting to be held on the SOth Inst., in the event
ot the matter being discussed at that meeting.

answees to chakges.

Jlf?; \ ^^^^^
^I^""

^^r- Corbett had left, discov-ered that one of the awards in the English setter dog class
^1='^ ^

''^'^ as this was an anomalous award sug-gested that there must have been an unintentional omission
of the letter \, and further suggested that it should be in-sened, m which the members of the committee presentacquiesced, and by such alteration no change in the relativeposuions of the dogs was made.

did, and by so doing no rule of the C. K. C.was violated. Tuere was no competiton in this class.
No. 3. Mr. Corbett having left for home, it was suggested

M^}
a diploma be awarded to each of the first prizewSrsMount Royal Rush and Lady Gordon, but the agent of thelatter objected and no diplomas were given.

.
'.'^9.- *: "ot'r ttie committee having assented to thajmut judging of great Danes. ^ ^^beniea to tne

"Alfred Geddes, Sao. Bench Show,"

A PHANTOM COURSE.
Editor Forest and Stream :

I was much astonished on reading the copies of Forest
AND Stream containing the Great Bend report to find no
account of the phenomenal phantom chase run the second
morning of the coursing meet. I suggest that your reporter
might have been so wrapped up in extricating an indefinite
but agonizing sandbur from his Pauntleroy leggings as to
have been oblivious of the race, while owing to the early
hours the other newspaper men were proba'^bly warming
their chilled visages in the club house. The judge, being
too busy himself to write, suggested that I send you a brief
account of the remarkable incident which cannot fail to be
of i^nterest to you.
fou remember that the morning opened clear and cool,

with best opportunities for that range of vision obtained
over the Cheyenne Plats. The crowd of spectators had not
yet gathered, but the press men were on the grounds, and a
small knot of men were standing in the field admiring the
level stretch before them. In the group was Mr. Buglethom,
one of Great Bend's favorite sportsmen; beside him stood in
leash Mabyn, the clever brindled freak, resembling Clara
Vere de Vere in the matter of high descent.
Not a drop of common blood coursed her veins, as was

evinced in her clean limbs, aristocratic muzzle and keen
nervous temperament.
Mabyn was in remarkably fit condition this year and run-

ning very fast, having been out all that summer, with that
rapid youth Mr. Buff, of the Garden City of Meteor.
She was a .prime favorite among the betting men, and

great things were expected of her by the ladies on account
of her rare grace.
Suddenly Mabyn, generally perfectly obedient, slipped

her collar and darted out upon the prairie. Her master im-
mediately urged her to return, but she gave no heed, and to
his great surprise he saw evolve itself from the open air a
gigantic hare. In the excitement of the moment its super-
natural origin was not then suspected, but this being after-
ward ascertained, it was then known that Mabyn had
scented the hare with her keen nose before it became fully
materialized.
Now ensued a most remarkable race, and one cruelly pun-

i,shing to the hound, as the hare turned almost immediatelv
to rough ground on the right. The plucky little dog, how-
ever, followed like lightning, but was unable to gain one
step on the quarry, which leisurely trotted along at an ever
even distance from the flying pursuer.
Suddenly, from behind the .strained group of spectators,

darted a new comer. Pink Nose, a dog of low degree and
wolfish build. His ear,s stood erect with excitement as he
glanced past the men and gradually drew up to Mabyn
Drew up and drew by. A wild shout of enthusiasm went
up in admiration of this telling pace, but lo, the hare kept
just as far in advance of her new pursuer as of the first.
After a long circling course, on account of the peculiarly

clear atmosphere, plainly seen by the intensely excited
watchers, the hare was observed to make for the hills
"She's gone!" was the universal cry, except for those who
gasped, "She's went!"
For a moment naught was seen by the crowd, and the

toilowing remai'kable sight was nearly lost to sight for lack
of witnesses.
Fortunately, early in the race, Mr. Swiabure Smith J P

observing in a fire guard near by an immeuse sunflower
stalk of magnitude attained in Kansas only, shinned up its
altitude and from this coign of vantage was enabled to re-
port what next occurred. The dogs, Mabyn beino- slightlvm advance, showing that blood will tell In a staying race
were about to enter the stony fastnesses, when they suddenly
fell back on their haunches in amazement, for lo' bounding
right at them, rushed the great hare, spectral gleams of flri
emitted from its rough coat and big goggle eyes. On each
ear stood a lambent tongue of flame!
Mabyn, like most of her sex, was of great delicacy of or-

ganization. The shock was too much. She fell over stone
dead Pink Nose, au contmire, feared neither man nor
fiend, and immediately recovered from his momentary stupe-
faction, whirled round and followed the fleeting phantomwith unabated cleverness and vigor.
The chase was retraced, the pursued ever in tantalizing

distance of the pursuer's nose. The breathless gazers gaped
at the breathless flight turned directly toward them Ondanced the rabbit, elusive as a Morrison House banquet,wnen, just before the foremost horseman was reachecT thehare, with a baleful glea,m of its orbs, once more promptlyand successfully resolved itself into "ihin air " Pink Nose

like the hounds in "The Lady of the Lake," who, baffled by
their quarry.

Raved thro' the hollow pass amain.
Chiding the rocks that rang again,

tore up the ground in impotent fury, attd finally slunk off
like a whipped cur.
Suddenly a mournful wail was heard from the club

house, attracting the entire crowd by its bitter pain and in-
sistence. An Eastern young man, feeling well nigh fam-
ished, had attempted to bite into a Hoisington sandwich,
which, accidentally or maliciously, collided with his cheek.
In the flurry that ensued the phantom chase was for a time
forgotten, but as I was cantering home from the meet I fell
in with Uncle Jerry Kriiller, a mighty Nimrod of these
Sarts, one who is as familiar with nature's prairie secrets as
hicago with coal smoke, and he said, "Tdkin' about that

there rabbit, no livin' dog could ketch itl *Twas a spook!
Nobody but me and the other old hunters know the goin's
on at night on these here ha'nted bottoms. Aa fer the phan-
tom Injun and bufferlers Mr. Hough wrote about, I could
tell-—

"

But that's quite another tale G. O.

KENNEL SUGGESTIONS.
DTABRHOSA,

One of the most troublesome, iuconveuient and often dan-
gerous forms of illness to which dogs, and especially .show
dogs, are subject, is diarrhoea. Change of food and water,
nervous excitement at shows, all tend to produce this
troublesome state. When affected, whether at a show or in its
own kennel, the dog should be kept dry and warm, and as
quiet as possible, allowing no exercise at all. Dr. A. J.
Sewell, in the English Kennel Gazette, gives some very
plain directions as to treatment of the various forms of
diarrhoea. This complaint, as he remarks, proceeds from
various causes; indigestion, worms, chills, improper food,
excessive secretion of acrid bile, etc. Contrary to the
opinion of some doctors. Dr. Jewell recommend.s, in some
cases of diarrhoea, a diet entirely of lean meat, preferably
mutton, in small quantities and often. This well-known
vet. then goes on to say that it a mistake to administer as-
tringents at once; they may stop the motions, if continued,
for a time, but the complaint asserts itself again as soon as
the medicine is stopped. Besides, there is' great danger
in trying to stop the malady while the cause remains, of
inducing inflammation of the bowels; it is therefore advis-
able first to try and remove the matter that is causing the
bowel trouble.
Excepting in the case of worms, when a vermifuge is m-

dicated as well, a dose of castor oil varying, according to the
size and age of the dog, from a teaspoonful for small dogs
and young pups to two tablespooofuls for full grown big
dogs, St. Bernards, etc., should be given. For simple diar-
rhoea, one of the mixtures he recommended is as follows:
Laudanum, 2drs.; tincture of rhubarb, loz.; peppermint
water, 6oz. Dose, one teaspoonful for small dogs and up to
two tablespoonfuls for the large dogs, three times a day. A.
prescription for pills is also given: Kino, Idr.; powdered
ipecacuanha 1 scruple; powdered opium, 6grs, Excipient,
q. s. Mix and divide into 12 pills. One or two to be given
three times a day.
As to diet, it should consist of milk, thickened with ar-

rowroot, weak beef tea, or mutton broth thickened with ar-
rowroot, corn flour or isinglass, and rice or barley water, or
water with the white of egg added, given to drink:. When
the diarrhoea is persistent, discontinue the milk diet and
give only the thickened broth. If the dog seems to require
a more solid food than that just mentioned, rice, tapioca, or
sago pudding, made with milk and egg and baked, may be
offered. When there are symptoms of inflammatory diar-
rhoea, and much mucus with blood is being passed with the
motions, after giving the aperient (castor oil) the following
mixture may be administered, but let the oil first work off
before commencing it. Chorodyne, Idr.; carbonate of bis-
muth, 2drs.; sol. gum acacia, loz,; wattrto 6 ounces. Two
teaspoonfuls to two tablespoonfuls, according to size, three
times a day.
When vomiting accompanies the diarrhoea, as in bilious

diarrhoea, it is necessary to give some medicine torict on the
liver, combined with a stomach carminative, such as a
dose of calomel and opium. For small pet dogs Kgr. of
each; fox-terriers and such dogs, Kgr. of each; collitsetc,
Igr, of each and such dogs as St. Bernards 13^grs. of each,
made into a pill with some common extract. If the sickness
continues after three or four hours, give, shaken dry on the
tongue every three or four hours, from Sgrs. (for pet doEs)
to 15grs. (for very large dogs), of carbonate of bismuth. In
extreme cases of diarrhoea an enema may be given just
tepid and consisting of thick boiled starch and opium; one
teaspoonful to one tablespoonful, according to size of dog,
with from three to ten drops of laudanum added. Inject
very slowly so as not to irritate the bowels and keep the dog
as quiet and still as possible to avoid a motion.
Chronic diarrhoea, generally seen in the worst form in old

dogs, though dogs of any age may be stibject to it, Is
the result of neglected simple diarrhoea. In giving the
aperient castor oil add a sedative; to one tablespoonful of
castor oil three drops of laudanum, and up to ten drops of
laudanum to two tablespoonfuls of oil, according to size.
Repeat the laxative and sedative the next day and then
give after the oil has worked oft"; Diluted sulphuric acid,
Idr.; tincture nux vomica, Idr.; laudanum, 13-^drs.; water
to 6oz, Dose: Toy dogs, one teaspoonful; fox-terriers, etc ,

a des,sertspoonful; and large dogs, one tablespoonful three
times a day, given about one hour after feeding, Tne diet
in this ease should consist of raw meat, mutton preferred,
cut up fine and given in small quantities three or fuur times
a day.

IRISH SETTERS IN CALIFORNIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I received recently from the Glenmore Kennels the Irish
setter dog Glenmore Hoodlum, by the noted Finglas out of
Champion Ruby Glenmore, and the Irish setter bitch Maid
of Glenmore, by B'inglas out of Betsy Crafts.
I am so thoroughly pleased with these dogs and with the

manly, straightforward treatment that I have received from
the hands of Mr. Bishop, that I write you of them, trusting
that you will give the notice space in your interesting "Dog
Chat." They were crated strongly but very lightly and
came through in fine shape. They are both" beauties, the
dog especially so, strong, healthy, rich dark red in color,
both possessing great quality and promising to excel any-
thing hitherto brought to this coast. Mr. Bishop has won
the confidence of the breeders here and will doubtless re-
receive many more orders from this section. The breeders
here have had a rather rough esperiencein purchasing East-
ern dogs. When we are treated honorably we like to tell of
it. Hence this writing. L. L. Campbell.
Bay View KfiSNBLs, West Berkeley, Cal.

We note among our new ads. in the kennel busines-s
column this week the following:
Chas. W. Sarvis of£evs for sale his prize-winning grey-

hound. King Dick; W. H, Ashburner offers his partly broken
beagle; J. Hope offers tor sale his St. Bernard dog Kaiser-
J. H. Miller wishes to dispose of some rabbit dogs and
bitches. Jess. M. Whaite wants to take dogs to train.
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DOG CHAT.

Mr. deo. Raper Will JucjRe.

In justice to Mr. Mortimer perhaps a little explanation
would not be out of place regarding the paragraph in last

week's "Dog Cbat," in which Ave exclusively gave the news
tbat Mr. Raper would jtidge at the coming W. K. C. show.
We supposed that the arrangement would be made by mail,
iastead of that the table was used. On Dec. 6 we asked Mr.
Mortimer if Mr. Raper would judge again and he replied
that the subjtct of judges had not jet been discussed, but
would be on his return from Nashville show. On Mr.
Mortimer's return, Dtc. 9, the first serious discussion on the
subject of judges was held by the W. K. C. bench show
committee, and it was not until the evening of the third
day that Mr. Mortimer cabled to Mr. Geo. Raper, asking
him whether be would come or not. He received Mr.
Raper's reply in the affirmative on the following day, Sat-
urday, Dec. 10. No one but himself and the operator knew
that Mr. Raper had accepted the invitation until Sunday,
Dec. 18, when Mr. Terry came to Hempstead Kennels and
was told of Mr. Raper's reply. This completely clears Mr.
Mortimer of any .suspicion that he was withholding the
truth from us on Dec, r>. In writing to us, however, on the
subject Mr. Mortimer intimates that we had no authority
for the "news." We will set that straight too. Mr. Thos.
Terry told Mr. L. C. Whiton, and Mr. h. C. Wbiton told us
that Mr. Geo. Raper would judge, and now we have Mr.
Mortimer's authority for the statement.'.which is conclusive,
and Mr. Geo. Raper is down to judge again in 1893 at the
W. K. C. show.

Field Trials of 1892.

In the list of open field trials held in the United States
and Canada during the past year we have been unable to
ascertain the amount of every prize won, but where amounts
are given we believe they will be found correct. As a ready
reference the record of field trials of 1892 will be appreciated
by field trial men.

Dr. H. H. Furness, LL.D., in accepting the keys of the
new hospital for dogs, recently erected at the UaiVersity of
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia, made an eloquent speech
breathing of love for dogs and horses. In the course of his
oration he remarked: "All honor, then, and praise to our
surgeons of the canine infirmary. It is when our poor
dumb friends are sick and in pain and are drawing nigh to
death that we are conscious most oppressively of that bar-
rier between us and them which debars us from expressing
to the poor suffering things our deep sympathy and love.
But let us not wish that this barrier shall be ever broken
down, sweet though it might be to hear their gratitude for
the kindness bestowed on them in this infirmary. No, no;
it will be an hour of humiliation and shame for human
mortals if the tongues of dogs or of horses should be ever
unloosed and we have to listen to a history,of torture, cruelty
and agony to which even man's inhumanity to man can
scarcely afford a parallel. Ah, no! Let them remain for-
ever dumb to us, and in conclusion let us resolve not to call
them brutes, but acknowledge them as teachers, whose
lessons we may not disregard, of steadfast fidelity and un-
swerving devotion." Further on he said, "Moreover the
kindness that is here shown is of the purest, untainted by
any expectation of reward, or even of any audible expres-
sion of thanks. Time and money and skill have been and
are to be here expended from the most unalloyed, the sub-
limated, motives of gentleness and tender mercy. There is
no hope for us of any good round legacy in the wills of any
of our patientsi their good will here and now are our only
guerdon. Neither can we expect that our sombre labors
will be entwined by any mirth from our convalescents; there
will be no sound of laughter, not even the merry tale of a
wag; our highest hopes are bounded by the wag of a tail.

' And we have no other limitations. If we here foster the
nine muses they most perforce be canine, moreover we must
blink the temperance question altogether, and at our thres-
hold prohibition must halt its domineering foot. It cannot
be helped. It is inevitable. Wherever there are dogs there
must be lickers—and there will be whines, and yet I'll war-
rant you we'll never have a ease of inebriation—but if we
shoul'd we'll not throw physics to the dogs: we'll give it to
them gently with a. spoon."

An advisory committee meeting was held at the A, K. C.
office Dec. 21. Those present were Messrs. Anthony and
Wise, Mr. Belmont coming in after the meeting had been on
some time. As far as we can learn, the charges against Mr.
Eberhart were not proven, and till fm-ther evidence is given
the affair is laid on the table, In^the Elliott—Twyford mat-
ter it was decided that Mr. Twyford must pay the difference
between his board bill and the value of the dog, which was
given as |30. The whole question seems to rest on this—is a
man justified in selling a dog when he cannot collect the
money for its board, or is he to keep said dog indefinitely
aud live on hope.

Why did not the owner of the Rockland Kennels receive
a premium list of the Gloversville show, although he wrote
twice to the secretary for one"? Having no list Mr. Kreuder
could therefore make no entries, but is allowed, however, to
donate a kennel prize for best four beagles. As a fellow
beagle owner Mr. Zimmer should certainly have made sure
that Mr. Kreuder had a chance to enter his dogs.

Mr. Woodward, owner of bulldogs Bo'swain and King
Lud, writes us that King Lud was not brought into the
ring at Nashville to compete with Bo'swain in the challenge
class. We say he was, and our statement is confirmed by
the judge, who, however, was informed before giving out
the iibbons that King Lud was not for competition, so tlae

pii/.e was given to Bo'swain.

Here's a pretty go, told in a Times despatch from Kansas
City: The City Council, after two weeks' consideration, has
arrived at the conclusion that the bills reudered by the
poundmaster for the killing of unfor.uoiate dogs have been
excessive, he renders a bill for the death of 6,000 dogs dur-
ing the past eleven months. The Courcil last night settled
the poundmaster's fees by adopting the following resolu-
tion:

Resolved, That the citv imuouud be and is herebv lastructed,
from ) his date, to cut ott and preFerve the tails of all dogs killed
by him and his employes, and to deliver the same to the city
clerk on the last day of each month, tosether with the bills
against the city for the killing of the same. The city clerk, after
counting and ascprtaining the carrect number of dog tails
turned in, sbaU then and there certify to the correctness of said
bill befoie It shall be acted upon by the Council. All dog tails
rendered to be forever destroyed by the said city clerk.

The sense of smell in dogs is always a subject of great in-
terest. That dogs, as a rule, depend more on their nose than
their eyes can be easily proven by the action of your dog in
a crowded thoroughfare. Doge not remarkable for their
scenting powers losing their master tempororily will snuff
first this one and then another until it finds the right one.
Dogs are able to track their masters through crowded streets
where recognition by .sight is quite impossible, and can find
a hidden biscuit even when its faint smell is still further
disguised by eau de cologne. In some experiments Mr.
Romaines lately made with a dog he found that it could
easily track him when he was far out of sight, though no

fewer than eleven people had followed him, stepping exactly
in his footprints, in order to confuse the .scent. The dog
seemed to track him chiefly by the smell of his boots, for
when without them, or with new boots on, it failed; but
followed, though slowly and hesitatingly, when his master
was without either boots or stockings. Dogs and cats cer-

tainly get more information by means of this .sense than a
man can; they often get greatly excited over certain smells
and remember them for very long periods.

The ballot for club judges of the Canadian Fox-Terrier
Club resulted as follows: 1, German Hopkins; 2, G. Bell; 3,

C. H. Mason; 4, James Mortimer; S, Richard Gibson; 6, .1.

E. Thayer.

We acknowledge the receipt of a photo of Mr. Charles K.
Farmer's pug, Pansy's Judy, second Grand Rapids show,
1892. It makes an interesting addition to our collection.

We have a note from Mr. J. R. Ballard in which he says
that Mr. Mulcaster did ride Oct. 27, in Dr. Cattenach's
•wagon, to the coursing grounds. "I recollect the circum-
stance very distinctly, because Mi-. Mulcaster bad his fawn
pup Roy in the front and I had my pitp Buckskiu there; and
when two men the size of Mr. Mulcaster and myself with
two dogs, ride in the front seat of a surrey eight miles, one
is apt to have a good memory on that point." This may all

have happened and still a mistake have been made in the
date. However, we are pleased to know that Mr. Mulcaster
managed to get to the grounds anyhow.

Mr. W. T. Irwin is still at Lexington, N. C, with the
Gleumore dogs, but will soon go on to Sherman, Tex,, to be
ready for the Bexar field trials.

The well known collie. Prince Wilkes, is something of a
clever dog in Ms way. Mr. Frank R. Carswell, his owner,
of Wilmington, Del., keeps the dog at a farm about 12 miles
from Wilmington. Prince stays at the farmer's for a week
or two and then turns up at Mr. Carswell's home. Along
this road there are other farmers with whom he has boarded
at different times] While on his way to Wilmington he will
stop at all these places and sometimes stay a day or two. In
the first instance he was taken to the boarding place in a
carriage. Mr. Carswell lately lost his bitch Lady Mol.

How this would suit Mr. E. Brooks if such a state of
things were to obtain in America. At Dumfries show, held
Dec. 14, there were to be 1.50 entries in Dandle Dinmonts!
A record entry. The collies numbered 200 entries.

Mr. H. L. Kreuder has sent us a neat little catalogue of the
beagles he has for sale and at stttd. The outside leaf of the
catalogtie is adorned with a capital pen and ink sketch of
the owner, by the well-known artist V. G. (Gribaydoft'). By
the way, the R,ockland Kennels lost old Ch. Myrtle by death
through old age a couple of weeks since.

According to the Utica, N. Y., Press a verdict has just
been rendered in the Herkimer county court, N, Y., in the
case of Hitchings vs. Bartlett, by which the latter is to
pay the sum of $8,000 tor allowing his dog to run after a
horse on the street.

HornellsvUle show has 158 entries.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Chicago, Dec. 24.—Dr. William Jarvis has sold his Irish

setter bitch Maid to Mr. Charles T. Thompson, of Philadel-
phia. She is in whelp to Blue Rock.

Mr. Frank Richards is still confined to his bed, but is re-
covering,

Messrs. J. M. Tracy and N. Wallace took part of a day's
shooting on the Central Club's grounds on Tuesday, and
made a bag of 25 birds. They were all shot on the wing.

The recent trials of the Irish Setter Club publicly demon-
strated what had been so long known by trainers and own-
ers, that is, that the Irish setters are not a hard-headed, self-
willed breed of dogs. On the contrary, they are as a breed
pleasantly submissive as compared with the English setter.
Many of the dogs were well broken. Mr. .J. Oassidy made
his d6but as a field trial handler, and he made a most favor-
able impression by the manner in which he handled Currer
Bell and the manner in which she worked. The dogs of Mr.
H, Smith also showed practical knowledge, although it was
said that he had a very short time in which, to prepare some
of them. The idea that Irish setters are hard-headed dogs
is one of the fallacies which live on, and on, and on. Still,

it is one of the peculiarities of dogdom that many fallacies
live on without reason, and many live on against it.

The Irish Setter Club adopted the rules of the Eastern
Field Trials Club to govern its running. The club particu-
larly favored the time limit. This, too, is one of the falla-
cies which has been proved absurd in theory and obstructive
in practice. It is a rule wholly in the iatere-st of poor dogs.
There seems to be an absurd idea prevailing that an owner
is entitled to a stipulated amount of competition for his
money. Not a competition which rests on whether an own-
er's entry can make any competition, or whether his entry is
thoroughly beaten from the beginning, etc., but he must
have something fixed and certain. No judges will throw
out a good dog on a question of time, and no poor dog can
win by being kept in by legislation longer than he deserves.
The time limit was adopted to satisfy the importunities of
a few visionary theorists. Once adopted, it is diflacult for a
doggy organization to let anything go.

The tendency of the times in respect to judging at field
trials is to let the judge decide according to his lights. The
many attempts in the past to form a code of rules which
would make the decisions of a judge automatically correct
have been found weak and faulty. The attempt to put the
dogs in a hopper and sift out the winners is a failure.

Some of the rules of the prominent clubs are absurd and
ridiculous. Nearly all, under "Instructions to Jtidges," ex-
plain at tiresome length what constitutes a "break in," a
"break shot," a "chase," etc. There is a large lot of such
trash in the rules. If it were put in as instruction to hand-
lers, it would have a possible excuse in that there are new
handlers coming in who do not fully comprehend these mat-
ters, but to instruct a judge what con.'-'titutes a chase, p lint,
back, break shot, etc., is a piece of presumption.

B. Waters.

A New Series of Pennsylvania Railroad Tours
to Washington, D. C.

There will be six of the popular personally conducted tours
run to ttie Capital during the winter and spring of tlie new year.
Jan. 19, Feb. 9, March 13. April 13. May 4 and 2.5 are the dates
selected. On Dec. 39 the last of the present sei-ies will be run,
affording a splendid opportunity in which to spend the holidays.
The remarkably low rate of S13 from New York inclndes railroad
fare and hotel accommodations at the best of Washington's hotels
dut lug the three days spent on the tours. Further Informatiou
furnished on applicatioa to ticket agents of Pennsylvania Rail-
road Company or tourist agent, 849 Broadway, New York—Adv,

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Hotea are Inserted without charge; and blanlca

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
IS^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Beaumont Kemrels. By .Tames B. Blossom, New York city, for
bis kennela.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Baisv Oladntone JI.—Teledo Bee. Ghas. Peavis's English .«etter
taiifh Daisy Gladstone II. (Ned Giadslone—Miss Rhodes) to F. W.
Eddy's Toledo Bee (ToH'Ho:Blado-Maggie Bee), Dec. 20.

Clnra Barton—Altoneer. d. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.)
St. BfcTBard bitch Olata Barton (Sir Bedivere—.Judith) to E. H.
Moore's Altoneer (Alton—Hera), Nov. 8.

Lad.y Lamond—Alton, Jr. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Maps.)
St. Btrnaiii bucli Ladj Lamond ( Alesander—Bessie) to E. H.
Moore's (Alton—Judith), Nov. 11,

Queen—Blemton Reefer. J. B. Martin's (San Francisco, Oal.)
fox-terrier bitch Queen to his Blemton Reefer (Venio—Rachel).
Nov. 20.

CMePs Kate—Tearavxiy. H. B. Ledbetter's (Farmington, Mo.)
Irish setter Oblet's Kate (Chief—Jennie P.) to Hatiield Kennels'
Teamway (Mueberry—Floss). Dpc. 13.

Pamy''8 Judy—EherliarVs Cashier. C. K. Farmer's (Haartman,
Midi ) pug bitch Pansy's Judy to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eber-
han's Oastiier, Dec. 15.

iVadni of Naso—Srjot Dash. Liberty Kennels' (Hyattville, O.)
Nadjy of Naso (cbampion Nit k of Naso—Temptation) to their
Spot Dash (Sir Pbillip Sydney-Tooay), Deo. 23.

Been—Don. .1. B. Martin's (8aD Francisco, Oal.) mastiff bitch
Bess to W. Growall's Don (Turk—Cassandra), Dec. S.

Lassie Bang—Prince Don. F. S. Webster's (Mount Vernon, N,
Y.) pointer bitch Lassie Bantr—Telie Doe) to his Prince Don (Ten-
nyson—Nellie B.), Nov. 3.

Cleo—Bradford Ruhy II. W. B. Smith's (Mount Lookout, O.) pug
bitch Cleo lo Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby IT. (cham-
pion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), Dec 15.

Judy—EMrharfs Cashier. O. K. Farmer's (Indianapolis, Ind.)
pug tiitcn .Tudv to Eotjrtiart Pug Kennel'a Eberhart's Cashier
(champion Kash—Lady Thora), Dec. 13.

Queenie—Patsy Bolivar. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, 0.)
pug bitcb Queenie (champion Penrice—Mmt) to their Patsy Boli-
var fEberhart's Cashier —Flossie II.), Dec. 17.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Nora. D. G. Hirsh's (Lancaster, Pa.) St. Barnard bitch Nora,
Dec. 19, twelve (seven dogs), by W. Peirson's Bari.
Veto. C. K. Farmera's (Indianapolis, Ind.) Irisli setter bitck

Veto, Oct. 3H, nine (tour dogs), by his Hiawatha.

SALES.

I^F" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Qmen. White and tan fox-terrier bitch, by J. B. Martin, San
Francisco, Cal., to C. P. Tottenham, Penryn, Oal.
Tops. Apricot fawn pug dog, by Ebei'hart Pug Kennels, Cincin-

nati, O., to S. L. Williams, Chicago, 111.

Eiaivatha—Veto whelps. Red Irish getter bitches, whelped April
4,1892, by O. K. Farmer, Hartman, Mich., one each to S. C. Kile
anil W. H. Havens, both of Indianapolis, Ind.
Hiawatha— Veto whelp. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Oct. 28,

1893. by O. K. Farmer, Hartman, Mich., to Lieut. J. M. Stotsen-
burg. Fort Niobrara, Neb.
Dixie—Topsy whelp. Siver fawn puK dog, whelped November,

1893, by Ebernart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to J. B. McFarland,
same place.
Cinch—Minvemac whelps. Black, white and tan ticked English

setter pog and bitch, whelped October, 1893. by Liberty Kennels,
Hyattville. O.. to Geo. O'BaBuon. Hartwell, O.
Blemton Reefer—Blemton Brilliant whelps. White, black and tan

fox-terrier dog and bltcli, wbelped Oct. 17. 1898, by J. B. Martin
San Francisco, Cal., dog to D. M. Taylor, Mare Island, Cal.; bitch
to F. E. Holden, Los Angeles, Cal.

There appears to be a strong feeling on the part of some Brilrfsh

yachtsmen in favor of the adoption of the Seawanhaka formula in

place of that of the Y. B. A. for the reason that it would produce
yachts more nearly of the American type. Whether or no this o£
itself would be desirable is open to serious question; but in any case
such a type would not result from a mere change of formula for

measurement. The American type is distinctly the product of a
waterline classification, and woidd not be produced by merely
changing the measurement and rule while retaining a classification

by rating or sailing length.

After the praises of the 90ft. cutter as the only yacht fit for a gen-
tleman to race in, which were so loudly sung five years since, it is

amusing to hear of we&lthy yachtsmen who are stopping to do a
little careful figuring before ordering a modern 85-footPr, and who
are one and all coming to the conclusion that it costs more than id

is worth to win in the class, and still more to be defeated.

The news of more cup defenders comes in slowly, while time is be-

coming more precious every day. The situation in Boston is very
fairly described by the Boston Olobe, and the prospects for a new
boat from that quarter ai'e but slim. Vice-Corn. Morgan returned

from England last week on the Teutonic, and at once denied the re

ports that he had purchased a large steam yacht and that he would
build a Cup defender.

Early in the coming year the PoBBST and Stream wih publish a

"House Boat Number," devoted to an extended description of these

useful and popular craft, with working di-awing-s of several sizes.

We will be glad to receive any description or photos from those of

our readers who haye used or owned house boats.

Mr. Mobgan reports a diversity of opinion over the Dunraven chal-

lenge, many English yachtsmen deploring the fact that a match was
arranged under existing conditions.

Changes in T. B. A. Rules.

The meeting of the Yacht Racing Association on Dec. 8 resulted
in a long discussion, as the result of which the report i f the coun-
cil, as primed in the Forest and Stream of Dec. 1, was adopted,
The proposal to adopt the Seawanhaka formula was not adopted,
the changes being that beginning with the coming year the loadline
ot each yacht will be plainlv marked by the owner with marks
which will be out of the water at all times when the yacht is lying in
smooth water in her usual racing trim.
The rule relating to ballast was altered to read '-No ballast or

other dead weight shall be shifted, shipped or unshipped, so as to
lighten the water line, after a yacht has been entered for a race, nor
without giving notice thereof in writing to the secretary of the
Y. K. A., as enjoined in Rule 3: and no ballast shall be shipped, im-
shipped or shifted after 9 P. M. of the days previous to the race; and
the weight of the ballast on board shall at no lime exceed that whicli
was on board when the yacht was measured. A race resailed shall
be regarded as a new race, so far as the 9 P. M. condition is con-
cerned."
In the 10 rating and smaller classes the crew will be limited, and

in all classes the fore triangle will be measured by taking the per-
pendicular, I, from the leek at theforeside of the mast to where
the line of the luff of the foremast headsail, -when extended, cuts
such perpendicular; the base, J, from the foreside of the mast to
where the line of the luff of the foremast headsail cuts the bowsprit
other spar, or hull, as the case may be.
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The Single-Handed Cruiser Mjrra.
In the course of a recent brief visit to Canada we found time to

spend an afternoon at Cobourg with Mr. Heni-y K. Wicksteed, an old
and valued correspondent of the >'orest and ^tbeam, and knovrn to
all our readers through his many stories of cruises in yachts, single

-

banders and canoes, as well as by many clever designs, Freda, Sylvia
Madcap and other cruising craft.
On his drawing board was a new de.sign, yet in pencil, another

cruiser, a boat remarkably like the design of Scarecrow, which ap
peared just a week later in the Forest and Stream.
At our request Mr. Wicksteed has sent a tracing of the design,

from which the accompanying cuts were made. Though not in-
tended for publication his letter contains so much of interest con-
cerning this popular class of small craft that we venture to quote at
length from it as follows:
"I think the strong family resemblance between Scarecrow and

Myra are very interesting, in that they havo been developed by evolu
tion in opposite directions, the former b.y giving a more yachtlike
and stylish make up to the sneakbox naodel, and the latter from the
ordinary sailing skiff. The steps in your progression were the sneak
box pur et simple, the cruising ditto, the Forest and Stream
cruiser La Gloria, and lastly Scarecrow.
-tn my case they were Hebe, a sharp-stemmed skiff of ordinary

model; next a square-.sterned boat, next the Montreal cruiser of 1889,
then Madcap, which was merel3' an experiment in heavy center-
board and rudder in a boat of ordinary model, and then Egret, Elsa
and Myra. As being the productions of two enthusiasts working in
different grooves, the similarity in the final results may fairly be
taken as an evidence of an approach to the highest development.
"Myra is still an effort in the direction of good rough-and tumble

qualities in open water rather than mere speed—which, however,
was aimed at in part—I am quite prepared to beli«ve that Scarecrow
is the faster model of the two under ordinary conditions, independent
of rig and greater size and power.
"For the rig, El=a's is I think the better for afternoon sailing—and

racing—the objection in camping was the very far forward position
of the C. E. of mainsail, especially when reefed, making it necessary
when going at all close to the wind to carry two pieces of sail which
in a blow and narrow channel was sometimes more than I cared
about.
"Again, the mast being so far in the eyes and incapable of being

stayed aft, it sprang forward so that in a strong wind under the pull
of the jibstay, with mainsail in gaskets the "jib and mizen" rig which
is one of the excellent features of the regular yawl rig, was almost im-
practicable, the jib was a mere leeward pulling sack.g Consequently I
had to abandon the method of reducing sail and resort to double
reefed main and reefed mizen with jib stowed. With two hands on
board this could be carried in almost any weather, but on my
Oet<jber cruise I frequently found it more than I wanted, especially
when it was desirable to drive easily through a choppy head sea.
"The mast in the eyes has other disadvantages in a cruiser, in get-

ting ashore, attending to ground tackle and making and stowing
headsail; but I believe the cat-yawl to be pretty near to perfection
for a fine weather boat, equal to the cutter to windwara and faster
on any other point. Sail is more distributed fore and aft and the
C. B. is lower, and as a corrallary more can be carried. The disposi-
tion of Myra's sail will admit of her being pointed to windward under
a corner of the mainsail only, and as the mainsail comes down the
C. E does not shift forward as it does in the leg of mutton rig.
"Again, the gaff is of moderate length and weight. A leg of mutton

of same area and length of boom would require a yard of 14ft. or
more. Elsa's was 12ft. and no trifle to swing up snug and taut in a
breeze when under way, and even under close reefs it was always
aloft and on end, adding to the weight of the mast in encouraging
pitching and scending, although I must say that Elsa lifted at all
limes as lightly and quickly as any boat I ever had to do with.

"Lastly the battened sail is difficult to stow in a 'neat skin,' and
sails bunched up in a slovenly way are an abomination to the
sail orman.
"Myra's spinaker, as shown by the dotted lines, should be a good

one. One of the great advantages of the cutter has always seemed
10 me to be be that with her lofty mast she could spread so much
more sail than the yawl going down wind, but I think the high
peaked lug spinaker solves the problem of how to make the two rigs
equal in spread.
So much for rig. Myra's steering gear is a great improvement on

Elsa'sand I think better than Scarecrow's. Commenting on my using
a big rudder in the way of an after centerboard, somebodv asked,
"But she must carry a very strong weather helm." Not so", for the
rudder being heavy naturally tends to leeward as the boat heeis, and
both Madcap and Elsa, and I believe Egret carried an almost inipei--
cepiible weather helm except in very strong winds. In Mvra I have
provided against this by making the C E move slightly forwai-d when
jib and mizen come in for a blow. To get rid of the tiller lines is a
greai gain—the boat is more sensitive and every sailor likes to "feel"
the helm. A cruiser wants a big cockpit, so I have put one in and
provided for partial closing by a hatch over forward end.

I have not quite decided whether the sailplan will be as per drawing
or whether it will be like Elsa's, but in any case the position of the
masis is about right according to my idea's. After the yard of the
leg of mutton gets larger than 13 or 14ft., it is a heavy spar to swing
aloft and I rather think the gaflf sail is the best sail, it stows snugger
without battens.
The dimensions and elements are:

Length on waterline 16ft.
Length over all [ 23ft.
iieam on deck 4ft e'n
Draft gin.
Least freeboard lOin
Displacement..... 9231bs.
Sail area S60sq. f t.

Sheer forward Hin
Sheer aft 8in!
Area wetted sui'face ' 5Ssq ft
Ratio sail area to do 4.5'
Co-efficient of fineness under water body '. 31
Centerboard S50 to SOOlbs,

Tlie Society of Naval Architects and Marine En-
gineers.

With ample evidence on every hand of material advances in all
branches of naval architecture and marine engineering within the
past ten years, there has at the same time existed a deflciencv to
which we have often alluded, the lack of technical instruction 'for
learners, and of cooperation anions those at the head of the two pro-
fessions. For over 30 years Great Britam has boasted of an "Institute
of Naval Architects," and in this country similar organizations have
long since been perfected by both civil and mechanical engineers
and by architects. Within a year we have been able to announce the
inauguration of several attempts to provide the best technical in-
struction m the two branshes mentioned, notably in the case of
Cornell University, and now as the year ends comes the announce-
ment of an equally important movement to form an association of
naval architects and marine engineers.
The organization of the new body, which will be known as the

bociety of Naval Architects and Marine -Engineers, has iust been
completed, the officers and principal incorporators being-
President, Clement A. Griscom, of Philadelphia, president Interna-

tional Navigation Co.; First Vice-President, Theodore D Wilson ofWaBbmgton, D. C, chief constructor, United States Navy • Vice-
Presidents Charles H Cramp., of Philadelphia, president WilliamOramp & Sons' Ship and Engine Building Co.; George W.
Melville, of Washington, D. C, engineer-in-chief, U S. Navv
w^'l'i?® Y- president Quintard IronWorks: Irvmg M. Scott, ot San Francisco, vice-president and
general manager Union Iron Works; Francis A. Walker of
« ^S-'^t?''®*'^®?^

Massachusetts Institute of Technoloey; William
U. Webb, of New York, naval architect (retired); Members ofCouncil Francis T. Bowles, of Norfolk, Va., naval constructor, U. S
fr^Thh Ciiadwick (assoc.) of Washington, D. C, commander,U.S. Navy; F. L. Fernald, of New l:ork, naval constructor, U. SNavy; H.T.Gause, of Wilmington, Del., vice-president H&rlan &Hollingsworth Co.; N. G. Herreshoff, of Bristol, R. I., vice presidentand geneial manager Herreshoff Manufacturing Co. ; Philip Hich-
te'^^P^^'^jf^l?'^' naval constructorrU. slNaT;^ W.
SL^^'x"^.-^,?**^!',^^®"

president Bath Iron Works: W. H Jaque^fassoc ),ot Bethlehem Pa.. Bethlehem Iron Works; J. C Kafer of
^^I-

^rk superintendent Morgan Iron Works; Prank King, of Spar-row s Point Md., superintendent marine department, Maryland Steel

n^;;^; "^^.Mr^'.
eoQsultmg and eonsti-ucting engineer.

PnS spring. Of New York, eS-eniineer-m-chief, U. S. Navy J. W. Miller (assoc.), of New York roresidentProvidence & S onington Steamship Co.:^Lewis Nixonyof Phi^adeU

F.?e cI^°c'b oXf^.^T?'- '^'^^^^ Sons' Ship and Engine Bulfd-
l?^,^?" 9'^5i"i' °* ^oTk, president Newport News Shinbuilding Co.; J. F. Pankhurst. of Cleveland, O., vice-prisiteit^dgeneral manager Globe Iron Works; Harrington Putnam alsoc) of

^aXif r7t'"^r' "^-J- ^^^^^^^ (aasoc
) of wish ng-ton, D. p., captain, U. S. Navy; Horace See, of New York consulting engineer and naval architect; G. E. Weed of New York nresident Morgan Iron Works; P. W. -^heeler, of West bIv Citv' M^ch

president F. W. Wheeler Shipyard and Dry Dock Co^ Sec ^Treas"
Washington, D.^C, 'LAl ll^aT'col':

T^ie Object of the society ig the ftdva^cement pf ali branches of

<
to

5?;
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naval design and construction, both in hulls and engfines ; and in
naval, mercantile and pleasure vessels. One of the chief means to
this end will be the periodic meetings of members for the reading
and discussion of papers, and the general interchange of ideas;
together with the publication of the papers and discussions.
The society will include members, associates, juniors, honorary

members and fellows. The first class of members is open only to
naval architects and marine engineers, including professors of naval
achitecture or mechanical engineering in colleges of established repu-
tation; the requirements being that the candidate shall be at least 25
years of asre and have been engaged in the practice of one or the
other profession for at least three years.
The class of associates is open to all who, by profession, occupation

or scientific attainments, are qualified to discuss the qualities of a
ship or her propelling machinery; or the construction, manufacture
or arrangement of some part or parts of the hull or its equipment.
The class of jimiors shall consist of persons not less than eighteen

years of age, graduates of technical schools of established reputa-
tion, or who have had not less than two years practical experience
In marine engine works or shipyards.
The class of honorary members, limited to 25, will include only

persons of special eminence in their professions,
Tbe class of fellows will include persons in sympathy with the

development of naval architecture and marine engineering who shall
cotitribute not less than $200 to a permanent fund for the advance-
ment of the interests of the society.

A meeting of the council will probably be held in January for the
completion of all details of organization and the adoption of a con-
stitution and by-laws! and following this it is proposed to hold the
first general meeting in New Yort, at the time of the naval review
next May. In view of the list of officers given above, it is hardly
necessary to predict that the undertaking will prove a success from
the start or that its mfluence in the improvement ot all classes of
vessels will be felt at a very early day.

Boston and the Cup.
Now that New York yachtsmen are in the field of cup defence with

a boat from .the HerreshofE's hands, the one question among Boston
yachtsmen appears to be as to whether or not they shall also be
represented. Trial races without a Boston boat, after the splendid
showing made in 1885, 1886 and 1887, would be something to which
Eastern yachtsmen would not look forward complacently, and yet
there is at Jthe present time little else in view. Gen. Paine will not
build, and Henry Bryant daily grows more doubtful as to taking the
general's place. Possible syndicates have vanished, into air when
closely followed, and there is really no Boston boat in sight.

But if there is no boat actually in sight, it is true nevertheless that
there is a strong undercurrent of feeling that Boston should be repre-
sented, and by a Boston designed and Boston built boat. This feeling
may or may not come to the surface in tangible form, but it is

certainly growing stronger rather than weaker, and in itself is a
most healthful sign that the need of a choice of boats for a cup
defender is being appreciated.
With Gen. Paine out of the fight "the Adams boys" are naturally

looked to by the older heads in Boston yachting as best fitted to take
up the work. They have gone step by step from small to large
boats, and have shown themselves equal to everything in the yaeht-
iDg line which they have undertaken. No racuig craft was ever
better sailed or handled than was the Harpoon last year, and a very
small score would be required for errors of judgment which oc-
curred.
Why, tben, do not the Adams brothers build a boat themselves or

head a syndicate? is the question which most naturally arises.

In answer, it may be said that both George and Charles Adams
frankly admit that an 85-footer represents an outlay of more money
than they e*n see their way clear to devote to such a purpose. A
70-footer might have been built by them had Dunraven come with a
boat of that size, but an 85-footer put them "out of it" at once on the
ground of expense alone.
As to why they do not head a syndicate, nothing could better show

their feeling in the matter than the thoroughl.y characteristic reply
of Mr. George Adams to the writer when asked that very question.
"What," he said, "go around and ask my friends to ruild me a

boat? Wouldn't I look fine running around and saying 'please build

me a boat or the cup is lost,' to men who know more about it than

Which is, of course, a somewhat exaggerated Idea of the way the
yachtsm en who would be willing to back.the brothers in a syndicate
would look at it, ard yet contains the pith cf the whole matter—tba
the brot hers would not 60 far magLily their {ibilities as to act tbei

friends to place them at the head of a syndicate, however much
they might like to take a hand in cup defence.
"The Adams brothers would be just the ones to head a syndicstte,"

said a yachtsman who has been deeply interested in cup matters, and
who was one of the Puritan syndicate, "but I can fully appreciate
their position of not careing to go begging for such a privilege."

And so the matter rests at present. A syndicate with the brothers
at the head of it would undoubtedly be a first-class thing, but no way
appears to bring it about, for even if the head of a syndicate were
offered them, it is not known that they would accept.
As to thn chances of a boat from Mr. Bryanfs hands, that gentle-

man is himself the authority for the statement as to the growing
doubts that he will build.
"Aside from the question of expense," he said recently in speaking

of the matter, "the type of boat now being produced is in many re-

spects so undesirable as to make one hesitate before building.

"The long overhangs which the Herresboffs have introduced, while
undoubtedly conducive to speed, I consider as a detriment to a boat's

sea wortniness, while the shallow hulls give little room below In

short, a man who builds a cup defender is not likely to find her of

use for anything else.

"Here is what I hoped to build for cup defense when I came home
from abroad," he said, as be showed photographs of aesigns for a
steel boat of about 85ft. waterline, "but I find that this would not be
in it with the boat Herreshoffs are likely to turn out."
The photographs showed a centreboard boat of clean lines, easy

midship section and good displacement; a boat in which speed would
evidently be attained, but not at the expense of future cruising

qualities. The design was one of much originality in several ways,
and the boat built from it would certainly have been favorably
heard from.
But Mr, Bryant feels that something else is required, and so he is

still in doubt.
In view then of the present situation in cup defense matters in

Boston, there seems nothing left but to express the hope the Adams
brothers may be persuaded to take the head of a syndicate, or that
Mr. Bryant may build.
To hope for both would, indeed, be too much.

—

Boston Globe.

"The Yachtsman's" Christmas Wumbex-.
The English paper. The Yachtsman, has issued a special Christmas

number which is altogether a very creditable production, in spite of
the marked deficiency of the literary portion of its contents. The
most notable feature is the design of the handsome 20-rater Chiquita,
by Arthur E. Payne; a yacht built as Jate as 1890, but showing none
of the freak features that have lately invaded even the middle-sized
classes. She is a most wholesome cutter, of the general type of
Minervi, her dimensions being: Ijength, stem head to taffrail, 64ft.,

Iw.l. 45ft. 6in., beam lift, draft lift. 9in. The best of several full-

page reproductions is entitled "Gertrude, Prince Batthyany-Stratt-
man," and is from a painting by Admiral Beechy, R. N.
No mention whatever is made of the interesting facts in connec-

tion with this picture. It represents the yawl, then owned by Lieut.
Henn. in the noted ocean race of Oct., 1880, from Lisbon to Gibraltar,
300 miles, for a priz-^ of £200. On board of Gertrude were Lieut, and
Mrs. Henn, with Capt. Bradford. At the start the weather was so
bad that the Portugese committee cautioned the yachts against
crossing Lisbon Bar, advising that they should anchor when over the
starting line and wait for the sea to moderate. Gertrude went away
at once without a pUot, crossing safely. She was sold by Lieut. Henn
when he built Galatea in 1886.

The other large plates show a group of Clyde raters, a close fin-

ish between Yvonne and Dora on the Clyde, the steam yacht Lady
Ina, and two reproductions of paintings. There are several readable
cruises, but the fiction is poor, the yachting novelettes being particu-
larly so; whUe a description of a yacht race at Chicago is likely to be
none the less offensive from a strong flavor of fact to its satirical de-
scriptions. The article on Australian yachting, with its accompany-
ing photos, is quite interesting. As we said at the start, however,
the number as a whole makes a very good appearance, and the pub-
lishers at least deserve due credit for their effort to provide for yachts-
men the same amusement and entertainment which the illustra'ed
newspapers offer so liberally to the general reader at the holiday
season.

'

The ice yacht season on the Shrewsbury opened with the cold
weather of last w eek, and a good race- was sailed on Dec. 2b. Tne
Hudson River is just closing, but it is probable that the yachts will

be out this week.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The officers of the Harlem Y. C. for 1893 are: Com., T. H, McDon-

nell; Vice Com., W. J. Cooper; Rear-Com., W. J. Kennedy; Fleet
Capt , W. A, Borst; Fleet Surgeon, H. M. Cox. M. D.; Meas., W. D.
8. Hyer; Treas., F. H. Davis; Financial Sec, H. B. McAllister; Re-
cording Sec, Sidney Macey; Corresponding Sec , F. W. Creegan:
Steward. M L. Goetz; Board of Directors, P. I. Fitch, R. K. Wylie,
E. M Griffiths. T. W. Jackson, William Grophert, A. N. Bacon and
W. A. Towner; House Committee, A. H. Van Every, R. Tate, W. T.
Hyde, C. Hutchinson and G. A. Ryer; Membership Committee, Geo,
Bergen, J. Conklin and W. A. Scardefleld.

Capt. Howard Patterson has just completed the designs for a 90ft.

l.w.l. schooner, which will probably be built this winter under his
supervision. The yacht will be 112ft. over all. 90ft. l.w.l., 21ft. beam,
10ft. draft of hull, 20ft. draft with board down. She is intended for
racing and will carry a large rig, with the mainmast well forward.

The records of the past season in British waters show Queen Mab
at the head with a total sum of £1,187; 46 starts. 31 firsts. 11 seconds
and one other prize. Iverna started 29 tiroes, won 13 firsts, 2 seconds
and one other, with £955. and Meteor (Thistle) made 31 starts, with 10
firsts, 10 seconds, one other and £645.

Miranda, schooner, has been examined by Mr. John Harvey, who
built her in 1876, and has been found sound throughout. She will be
re-coppered and fitted with new steel wire rigging under the direc-
tion of Captain Dudley Brand, and when ready for sea she will sail

for San Francisco, probably under command of Capt, J. W. Buddiog-
ton, an old whaler.

An exhibition of models, apparatus and everything pertaining to
yachting, will be held at the Aquarium In London from Feb. 1 to
March 15, and is likely to be most interesting to yachtsmen.

On Dec. 20 the members of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. listened to a
very entertaining talk by Prof. Charles Sprasue Smith on the subject
of "The Life of the Vikings," illustrated by lantern views.

The officers of the Audubon Y. C. are Com., R. Van Riper; Vice- "

Com., C. Wagner; Fleet Captain, R. Rowley
; Treas., Robert B. Saul;

Sec, E. O. Kramer; Meas., F. Schoffer.

The Corinthian Y. C , of New York, has extended the courtesies of
its club house and anchorage to Lord Dunraven.

Jacob Buckbout, of Poughkeepsie, the noted builder of the Hudson
River ice yachts, died on Dec. 24, at the age of 60 years.

W. C. A. Executive Meeting.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 24.—The executive meeting of the Western

Canoe Association is called for Saturday, Jan. 7, at the Wellington
Hotel, Chicago. In the evening the visiting canoeists will be ten-
dered by the Chicago Canoe Club a dinner at the Wellington, which,
will be the occasion of a pleasant reunion and a general canoeing
good time.
Where is the W, C. A meet for '93 to be held? The leaning is

toward Ballast Island. Several favor the Madison Lakes, of Wiscon-
sin. Policeman Casey is said not to favor Winnebago. E. H,

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentleman, residing in the Atlantic Division, has

applied for membership: Theo. Porst, Hoboken, N. J.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
We have received an invitation to the annual meeting of the

Western Canoe Association, which will be held at the Hotel WelliDgr
ten, Chicago, on Jau< 7, at 2 P. M., a dinner foUlowlng in the evening
A three mile canoe race was sailed on Thanksgiving Day by the"

Oaklaud {Cal.)C. C. wi h frur sterifrs, W. W. Blow winning in
Jack, and Geo. A. Warder being 5s. astern in Gnat.
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Death of a Prominent Sharpshooter.
St, Louis. Dec, 3?.—Fra' z L<>Ddi. a well-known Gprman sbarp-

Hbomer aiifi shooting master of the St. L'luis Club, died las'- nighr,
from the pffects of a gtmsbo' wound in t'lsehest, which beie-
celved at t)ie hands of Louis Brown, a river man, ahout nnon on
Dec. H. Mr. Lendi was fifty jears old, and leaves a vcidow, but
no children. He haH a lirge arquair^tance and was loved and
respected hy all who knew him. As a rifleman he was alwavs en-
thusiapt'c and an fxp=rt. as the many medals Which he woo in
comn'ti"on with ihe crark sho's of this fountry and the old will
testify. To the St. Louis Sh's'pshooters 'he loss oE their sHooting
master, who was more of a father than a a<ter, the loss is irrepara-
ble. The hoys will miss his tind words of encouragement and ad-
vice to "try and do better nest time." The funeral will be nuder
the puspifps of the Sr. Louis Sharpshooters, Sunday, Pec. 25. A
sad Christmas. Ramrod.

Hoboken's Goose Shoot.
Ara'ER the close of fhe Miller Rifle Olubs's pri?f) shoot Monday

evening, a happy crowd of riflemen starred up Washington street
wnd to li a shooting gallery hv storm. The party was headed hy
bi? Birney W«lther, ard hy the time the propr e'or of the pHce
could collect his thoughts, he had already ronsented to the hoys
Fh oting for the goose which he had on exhibition. Itdidrb'
take long before the three shots allowed each man were ende<^ and
a summary of the totals were as follows, "with four men for first

The trophy, therefore, becomes his property, and the club will

have to get ano'her one for nest year. This is being modeled by
Mr. Winaus. and represents a "road agent" who has galloped his
horse to death and is standing over its dead body shooting a Win
cheater repeater at his pursuers.
Copies ot both thepe trophies are going to the French art section

of the Chicago Exhibition.
If Mr. Trask keeps up his shooting form he will add this tropV

.

to his collsctioD. He being the rifle champion of the club repre
sents it against all challengers.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 27-30.—Watson's live bird target tournament, Watson
Park, Biirnside, Til.

^ Dec. 28 —Tournament at live birds, on Erb's grounds, Newark

Dec. 2S 29 -Jacksonville (Fla.) ^^un Olub'.s fifth annual tourna-
ment; S-WO guaranteed purses: ?30n in money and merchandise

riii,li. Pres.
Mirer, v.. Pres.
Ii, Scr^y-Trea-s.

4. E. A. CIWard.
5. C. H. Hum.
K, T.H. WaaJauil.

7. niiief Hazel.
8. Georse Fisher.
». Col. TJios. Axw-urtUy. 13. James OMokB.

Jnb. Smyth.
11. John Smyth.

IS. Father Byrne.
11. E. B. Wlaeate.
IS. J. H. Hamilton.

16. H. Crooks.
17. Frant Ka'ser
IS. .Tno. Stroud.

HAMILTON (ONTARIO) GUN CLUB.

ch0K!e of the goose: D^-rler .32 Filter 33, B'-aun Ro=enhaum
fr' ^"-"l ^^^^S^^^J^ 31, Walther 31, Hutch 31, Ross 30, Keller 27,
Mahli^nbronk 21. I-^^ was then decided that the four winners
sh lUld ear h thootone shot, which r^™itpd in another tie >ietween
Dorrler apH Rosenl aum. "Barney" wanted lo see ihe goose
go to 7\6w Ynrk nnd not rem»'"n in .l-^rsey. he told "Rosey" 'vust
so goot^ as he kmw," and Risey won the goose, but when they
Jo-k^d he bad disappeared as did Feed Rcss and that big bird, the
i-age. ' They searched the town hut could find no trace of it,but when they arrived near the ferry th« Honorable Mr. Kt-Uer

asked the hojs to have oue with him, which, of cf^urse. t-ev all
refused, but it cost T. K j ast the same. The Eagle.

Revolver Shooting in England.
An Aust' a'i-in team is exnected ag^in at B'sley in 1893. It may

^^^'''^^'^.^y'^^i^^l'rx'ha.fema. team in 1891 which was very
luhr. f^^\^'^ ^^i?

"ft - comp»tition, especially the mounted ones,although they did not do much good with the revolver.

«^onih t''n^H^',fR'fl*'';^\''"J'i'^
also expected at Bi'^ley, and the
decided to make them honorary

^'^l^ ^"J'' ^i'i'^^ f'^^y
^"'ll b« al>le to have a pmctice

fishclfmarr ^ E^^"

levfnV«!i^^'^i»-'^-'"'*'°^!'>°^'''.,'^^®
revolver competition at Bis-

ho
' F"""^ "^'^ > """^ an eleventh prize in two of the

?Lit R a^. Queensland, Australia. At
aJlttop^r^izes^^'"'^'^^^

over, he carried off almost

Empire Rifle Club's Annual.

ni?e^H fl]'
L'f;t;.25.-The second annual prize shoot of the Em-

sl^ J.M Si''
N"'"/;'"''' P''^^*^ ^"^eir headquirters. 12St. M». ks Pla. e, Dec 18, 19 and 20. Small 2>nng target aiiv

b;«t tickets to count, op.n to all coVerr Distance
and W.^ I

^ the prominent lifl- m^n of New Vork, Brooklyn
eeis tT;""/ ''"f'^''^

^^"^ '^"^^^ tried thfir Bit ill at the tai"

R w 1 ./v t?,'
P'''^" Winners are as follows:H W.liLer. Zitller R C 70 ~.> -..r,N R s.n ha;; .11, Kmp re R C 73 ^Cil?H Holges. Z-tcler R C 79 \,,Bztnn. E,iipir-Rc - ... ... U ^i-]ltFRo^s,z.ttjpr R I- ^ ^oij^l

•"••WA 70 72-142
CHu.^h.H .ilem RC 70 7''_li"Cha> Zeuhr. Jr, Empire R C 7.q pS ift
T< Bentlier. M .nhntian R O .. 74 fi-JnM Engle, Z ttl^r R O It t, iti
0^oPial8ied,ZHtl«-r RC... .". ^?
JRjbhan.HufisonRC il f^zV4
zill7r R C sho';^^ n?.rnh^"''^h'^"^^'^ president Of tl^e

Emp're rV p Rosenbaum, c«pcain of the

ted^by'lp^irs. '--^^-^--ts^ ^'"''^Si^ ^

liondon Rifle Shooting-.

iiSo?h« Fn?vn«f t^^!^^ ^''^'i^
^^'^'^"•^ R'fle Club is chiefly con-

hronleTameUe^of^ RnnC ' ^^^^^^^'^^^ since 1S90 has been a
all h i tMll° et^^^^^^^ l^owe, with
being decoimed^^N corners of the stand
the work nf n^l .^^ fh

^"^^^1° ^^aAs la hmzz% the emblem being
tkL ,

r.t one-->f the members of the club, Mr Waller Winsr^s

prizes added. Professional experts barred. Bryan Taliaferro,
Sec'y-

1893.

Jan. 2.—Hartner's all-day target tournament, Oradgevilie. Bal-
timore county, Md.
Jan. 2.—Towanda (Pa.) Gun Club's ail-dnv tournament.
•Tan. 2 —8"ufh Side Gun Club's "aununl," Ne-'t-ark, N. J.Jan 12.-0Den sweppstake at 100 live birds $100 fntrv, on Erb's

grounds. Newark, N..I Entries («.it.b $30 forfeit) will t'ereceived
up to J«Ji. 10, hr C. H. Townserd. 318 Bioadway, New York.
Jan. L-18.-Hamilton (Ont.) Gun Club tournament, live birdsand targets.
Jan. 1011.—Interstate Manufacturers" and Deilers' Associa-

tion's Grand American Handic-p, live bird tournament. New
Jersey (grounds to be named); Hurlingham rules, Monacobonndarv.
May 17-18 -West Newburgh Gun Club spring tournament, atr^pwhureh. N. Y. = ,

May 23-25.-Knoxville Gun CTluh tournament, «1,000 added topurses. Also vniuahle merchandise prizes.
June 12-16 —New York State Sportsman's Association tourna-

Oct. 19-20 —West Newbuigh Gun Club fall tournament, at New-burgh, N. Y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Gate City Gun Club held three shoots in Kansas City oa Dpc

,
P°^'P°'^*'d Shoots from October and Novem-

ber. The oonJitions were 10 live birds per man in each shoot. When
these were hnished it was too dark to shoot off the tie for the sesson^saverage between J. B. Porter and J A. R. Elliott. The scores follow':

„ ,, Ocf- score "Nov. score De«". score
aurvell 1111112323-10 a220an222- 9 2211013322-9
g'Jl™ I1110001I2-7 222131013-9

fll'Ott 2122111112 - 10 1021222220- 9 11123inii 1 - 9
Ij.f'S ^^If^WtB- 9 2211101012- 8 1010220222-3

Mlk^••:;::•.:::::;:;:;^ylS!2rl'o » 0102102203-6

Hallowell 1100212120— 7
Jack Winston a iKl kindred spinis are agitating a movement' "for

}n^'V"5
t^n-^'tf^er fhe dozen trap clubs of St. LonlsfMo., and by pool-ing f eir strength establish a park, which shall be known as theheaOquartprsof the shooting interests in that section

th^.l^T^^F'
Mass., Dec lS.--Tbe Pittsfleld Rod and Gun Club held

4ch Th'l nfflXf''°t
^ banq'iet at the American House on the

14ch. The ofticers elected were: President. John M. StevRuson ; Vice-

rT,'a^''^-^°^''I-
i^ecretary and Treasurer, Wm. W. Tracv

Kussell; Chairman of Executive Committee. Henfy
fJl Jht^Jff"'^,*"°?

'^^^ stocked many of the brooks with trout

I/vJa n?vf
'eeral precautions to have the fl^h at.d game pre-served. The result of their efforts is that the pirtridge and wood-cock are more plentiful than usual. Rafus A Teeliog a veteran

hav'S^rWi/'i^
club, e:£tonded an invitation at tte annualmeJttgtS

Hav- fl=Ji^^tl'""^ B'^ Lake Pontoosuc, and have a
futoe ^ ^''"^ ice, which they will accept in the near

The quarterly shoot of the South Side Gun Club of Kansas Citv

^waV Th^Jthoo?f^.r°tS^
^'^1'-'^ ^^^^ ^ Kood mfnTmlmbeS

J-lf shoot for the cup was at 30 tareets the winnpr hP.na.

? 'J^ ^''^^^ ^f^een broke 40, FoSner 3-f iT Kritser
,

2' ™edal shot It 25 tarlTe/s Wood
iTiiTRKlr ll:®"""''

S'-'^^erie. Fenner'-lf, Griflen

"J'^A^^^"^^- 21 —The Fairbury Gun Club had a suopes^fh-ishoonng tournament to day. Eight matches werrdecfded 7 ofwhich were at hluerocks. with 10 target* in a match and one at live

Sr^^^^'iif N°.l first money was divided between wLon ofPeoria, and Wjlds. of Giliaan
; in ipatcb No. 2, WeUs. of Ilper Oit^

and Wilson were tied with clean s-corec; in match No. 3, Wil=on,
Fortier. of Piper City, and Fellows, of Wing, tied; match No. 4 was
won by E i'Z Singer, of Mossville; in match No. 5. first moaey was
won by Wilds with a clean score; in match No 6, Bartlett and Morti-
mer, both of this ciiy, tied and Wilson won match No 7 with a clean
score. The live pigeon contest was at 6 birds, with 14 entries. A.
Brown, Posdlek, Wilson, Singer and T. Morris tied for first money
with 4. birtaseach."

The Reading (Pa.) Shooting Association held its annual meeting at
Matz's Tnree-Mile House on Dec. 19 and elected the following ofHcers!
Pres-ident, Henry C. W. Matz; vice-president, Peter A. Fritchi
spcretary, Walter D. Eiler; treasurer, John Shaaber: captain. Matt.
F.isenbise: directors, George Eitcer, James Kilpatrick, William H.
Baumsn. It was decided to hold a three days' tournament at the
Three-Mile House Park la Feb' uary. the dates to be arranged later
and to erect a club house at the saois point. Two days are to be
devoted to target shooting and one day at live pigeons.
There will be another 100 bird sweep, $100 entry, on John Erb's

Newark grounds on Thu'-sdav. Jan. 12, beginning at 10 A.M. En-
tties, accompanied by .S20 forfeit money, will be received ^^p to Jan.
10 by G. H. Townseni, trap editor FoBusr AND Stream, 318 Broad-
way, New York. The divisions of mon y, afler deaucrmg the cost of
the birds, will be as follow.": Four to six entries, two moneys; seven
to nine entries, three moneys; ten to f lurc-en ent'-ies, four moneys;
fiftpen or more entries, five jianeys. All will shoot from the 30yd.
mark.

January 5 will be a gala day on Frb's Newark grounds, that being
the dare of the friendly team match between the Parkway Gun Club
of Brooklyn and the Newark Gun Club. Each cluh will put in teams
of fifteen men each and each man will shoot at ten live pigeons. The
Brooklvn visitors will reach the grounds before noon and shooting
will begin immediately upon their arrival. The Newarkers intend to
give them a good reception and make the day a pleasant one for all.

The Rochester Rod and Oun Club announce.'* a ".Jack Rabbit" shoot
for Jan. 2. There are an the programme ^-i.i 15 target events, tiwo 10
target events, one at 20 targets and one at 25 targets. The latter
event will be shot under the class system, wiih S3 entrance fee and
four moneys Ail the others will he straisrht "Jack Ribbii" divisions,
the shooter getting 10 cents for each target bioken, and the surplus
being diviaed into three moneys.
The Auburn (S. Y.) Gun ninb has elected the following officers for

1893: P esident, George W. Nellis; Vice-President, J. E. Brigden;
Secretary, Lewis E Fi^ro; Treasurer, William A. Whitn; Commit
teeman, Charles E. Egbert. Tne above also comprise the B ard of
Directors. The reports for 1892 show the club to be in a sound condi-
tion. ,

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J
,
anticipates a big at-

tendance and great sport at its "annual" next Monday. Artificial
targets ill be thrown at two cents each. I. U. Terrill, manager, and
W. R. Hobart. secretary, will look after the comfort of visiiors.

The Hell Gate Gun Club was recently organized in Harlem with
the following officer*: President, Col. J. H. Voss; Vice-President.
Henry Hanlein

;
Recording S-cretiry, E. Doeinick, Financial Secre-

tary, A.Kiechle; Ti-easurer, Emil Stein.

•'Dutchy" Smith and P. Williams, of Plainfle'd, N. J., will shoot a
ma eh at 50 live pigeons each on the Independent Gun Club grounds
at Hyde Park, on ,lin 3. There will be open sweepstake shooting
before and after the match.

The Cicero Gun Club, of Chicago, have completed their new club
house anil aill hold snoots on Saturday and Monday. Their grounds
are at Oxk Park, Home avenue and Madtson street. Both live birds
and clays will be used,

The Amprican Slanufactiirers' Association will hold a meetiug at
the Astor House on Jan. 10 and will probably arrange its list of fix-
tures for the 1893 series of expositions.

The Towanda ("a.) Gun Club. Roxborough (Pa.) Gun Club and the
South Side Gun Club of Mdwaubee, Wis., are among those who will
hold open shoots on Monday.
Clubs who propose holding tournaments during the coming season

should claim dates as soon as possible in order to avoid conflicts of
dates.

Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley, of Hoboken, and Phil. Daly, Jr., of
Long Branch, will attend the shoot at Hamilton, Can.
John A. Hai'tuer will run his usual open tournament at Orange-

ville, Baltimore county, Md.. on Jan. 2.

Louis Miller proposes to hold another tournament for teams from
clubs which hold forth on his grounds.
Frank P. Class intends to hold a tournament on his Morristown

grounds in January.

A live bird shoot will be held at Clinton, N. J., on Monday.
O. H. TOWNSBND,

Shooting at Springfield, N. J.

The final shoot of the season of 1892 of the Union Gun Club was
heio at Sprirgtield. N. J., on D-c. 20. Early in t>^e morning the
weather looked bad but about noon the storm clouds disappeared,
the sun came out brierht 1 v. and the rest of the day was clear
though cold. Thefe club grounds are situated at the foot of the
SpriDpfl>iId ridere of the Orange Mountains in an exposed posi-
tion, where the full beneflr, is derived from the mountain breezes.
However, Enoch Miller had a roaring lire in the stove, plenty of
hot coffee and a bountiful supply of hot Boston baked beans, so
that the shooters did not worry themselves much about the cold
breezes.
The attendance was light, as was expected, owing to the threat-

ening character of the morning hours, but those who were on
hand were full of shoot. The main event was the club shoot at 25
KpV8tonet«rgetsfor 'luh prizes, this being the deciding content
of the seas'^n. The members were divided in two cla»8es, each
class shooting within itself for c'ub prizes. Among those who
were on hand were E. D. Miller of Springfield. J, Warien Smith of
Orange, R. S. Williams of Eiizaberh, A. Sickiey of South Orange.
J. Bryan of Springfield, Cha«. M. Redden and Wm. R. Hobart of
Newark, 0. O. Dean and W N. Drake of Maplewond.
The club shoot was prcc ded by a number of 10-target sweeps,
1 entry, unknown angles. The results:

Nf>. 1. No. 3. No 3. No. 4.
Hedden.. 0001111010- 5 1111110111- 9 1100111011- 7 llOnimU—

8

Smith ... 1111I1U1 1-10 111 1101 101- 8 1111111111-10 lllllllOn-9
Miller.... 1111101111— 9 llll llllll—10 1111101011-8 1110111111—9
Drake 1111110010-7 1111111110—9 llOlUOhil-r
-^tldison 1111111111-10
K -berts moio Oil- 7
Dsan 1110011101- 7

No. 5:

Smi th lOUinOll—8 Drake 1111111111-10
Miller llllUliOl 9 Roberts imiUOll—

9

Addison 1101001111-7

Then came the club shoot at 25 singles, rapid-firing system, C,
M. Hedden sbootii-g along with Cla-s B, although not as a mem-
ber:

Class A.
M41er..... ..llllinun01111'lllllll0-33
J W Smith 1101111111111111111111101-23

^ Class B.W N'D rake linillOllOlll IID u 1111 10 -21A Sick ley , 1 1 1 10 II 11011limillin 10-32
R S Williams 01000101 10001 1011 1 11louo—14
J Brj ant not 110011111011011111001—18
C M Hedden lllUlll] 1111111101111111-24

The prizes were awarded immediately after the above event,
the winners being as fr^llows: First prize in each class giing to
the shooter who won first place the most number of times; second
for the most second places won; thi'd for ihe most third places
won, and in Class B a pri^e for the most fourth places.
Class A: E. D. Miller, seven firsts, f 15; Wm. Sigier, fotir seconds.

$10; J. W, Smith, third prize. S5.
Chits B: A. Sickiey, first. $10; W. N. Dr»k*>, second, $7.50; Geo

Pudney, third. g5; R. S. William-, foutb, $3 50.
Spacial prize... £50 tropiy, for beat «verage; E. D. Mi'ler. 97

per cent., R. H. Breintnall averaged 94 per cwnt.. Wm, Sigier 91
jjs=r cent.. J. W. .Smith 92ppr cent., W. N, Drake 87 percent, and
A. SIckley 89 per cent, during the season.
Shooting in the appended 10-target sweeps. $1 entry, finished

the day;
No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

110:110111-8 lUllimO— 9 0111011001-6
Drake liUllllU—10
Hedden luilOlO 11- 7 lOtlllllOi— 8 liiiioiilO-

8

Dean... 10110 lOl 11— e
Miller loom nil- 7 loiiiiiiii- 9 umioiii- 9R 'berts lOK-OlllOO- 5 .

Bryan, 1101111110- 8 1103111000- 5
The club will be pu^ into g 10 1 shape for tiie seisou of 1893 and

will start to work early iu Januar.v, Valuable prizes will be of-
fered for the competitions.
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Fulfbrd—Elliott Second Match.
iNDjANAPOLis, l>°c. 19.—TVie BPcoDfl of ttio Series of five matches

bet w. en J. A. B- E Hotr. of Kansas City. Mo., and E- D Fulford,
of Hax-ishufu, Pa., tor S'200 a side and a side bet of fl.CHM on the
"•ptieral result, wsa shot 1n this city to-day before a smali crowd
cf spectators. Nothing but so enthusiaBt would have braved
?uch unpleflsant weather and the small attendance is chargable
to 'hat cause.
A score or more of the "crarlfs" of this and the surrounding

towns were on hand early, despite the fact that it snowed more
or leas all day, and during the grea'er portion of the match it

snowed dirpctlv in the faces of the parHcipants and apectat^ra,

Hside from being cold and a cold wind blowing in the faces of the
f^rowd.
Among those in a^tendatice were: AIviti Grtibe, Ohas. Lock-

wood and T. A. Gpntle of Southport; J, S. Dowllng and Wm. L.

D'=riDsn. of Grpencaptle; Ed Vcris, of OrawfordsvUle; M. W.
Washbu'U, of Npw Richmond; G<>o. G. Whartin and F. H. B-'p-

don. of Marion; ,T. H. Wilson, of Kusbville; M W. Hutto and F.

D. Dursler, of Nobipsville. Amo-jg the Indianapolis reprepeuta-
t^ves were G^o. C. Beck, who Inst the champiorship to VIr

Elliott, Dr. S. H. Moore. Dr. C C. Evert. Dr. A. Martin, J. E.
Hump^-rey^Henry Smith, E. A. Peck, and others.

Dr. O. F. Britton, of this city, acted as referee and fulfilled the
duties nccep'aWy and without a single protest f'-om either side,

Ohas. Pol=ter seted as ruller ard »1'0 as general manager for the
shrot. and perfo7m<^d his wor1f perfectlv.
Five Ijing traps were u^ed, gOyds. ri?p; the ground being small,

the fe' ce was used as b"nxidory. about loyde. averaging.
Elliott shot his new Roval Ornwn grade hflramerless TM'b., POin.

12-2auee Greener, sbootiT<e Si'^drs. Schultz" powder. I14 iz. No. 7

chii'ed shot, with Ele\ 's 284 nit.ro shplls in each barrel.
Fulf ird .shot a hatrraer titreener, 71bs. 7oz , 80lu., 1^ gauge, with

rs. Schultze, No. T chilled in right barrel. No, 6 in left barrel,
loaded in U. M. O. grepu trap shellf , metal I'ned.
The result was a surprise to the spectators, as Mr. Elliott bad a

host of triends here, and tl^e symp'^thy leaned largely toward
him, and be was regarded as much the better sliot,but no difficult

shots were made by either that wer^ not liberally applauded, and
Mr. Fnlford may assure himself that he carries a^ay from In-
dianapolis the well wishes of all the spectators for bis gentle-
manly and dignified hparing. The match began at 1:20 the first

half occupvirg lb. 11m., the ItXIth bird of Mr. Fulford falling dead
at 3'35. :ih. low. in all.

The birds wre what might be called slightly better than an
average lot. Simo were poor, while a number were screamers.
As regards the advantage of birds, neither shooter had much
the best, of the match.
Mr. E'liott's 64 "-h. 77th and 82i birds were "cyclofes." but wefe

stopped in beautiful style, also Mr. Fulford's 33d, 49th and 53d.
Herewith find 8cor*s:

Fulford . ...3 11313131831 ill 113122331 3-35

333313033311 133331313113 3-24

3132232 3 2132132333 0 3 1 1»1 1-24

13102 2 111120313331311313 3-23-96

liott 1 1123311313111211323 1-2 31 3-25

II2IIII0UI 3 2223312213211 0-23

032310211 3 1 3 131113111311 1-23

12 3 11 1 2 111132 0 121111 o 211 1-23-93
o Dead out of bounds.

The Final Match.
HAHBI8B0KG. Pa., Dec. 2ti— Kfiiio?' Forest and Stream: The last

of theeerRSof pi ize matches was not so well attended as such
shoots generally are In this lonalitv, no doubt owing to the ex-
treme condition of the weatber with the thermometer almost
down to zero.

. , , , ,

However, .^moU Ijuots o^^ men might have been seen very reluct-

antly soing out to the ground", where these two contestants had
previously facpd the traps and where some of our local amateurs
have piled up the same identical scares

,
Tne mitoh was somewhat delayed by Mr. Elliott objecting to

the posi i in of the tr«pa, which had to be reset, thus giving the
wind 3 direct driving direcion.
Mr. J. H. Woi'den, Secretary of the State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion of Pennsvlvania was bv appointment declared refer-e; M 1'

F. L'ndsl^y. trap puller, aud Mr. Ed. Banks and H. Brewster
Shoop, offl dal "corers. Th° birds were of excellent quality, fur-

ished by Worden Bros. Yet a trreat number were called and the
traps r» fl;l»^'d, 'he birds not gi'ttine up the instant the trap was
sprung, the shooting device (^all filled with shot) being consid-
ered inferior to the old style ftinnei duster. A pointer dog be-

longing to Mr. Jas. Worden and Jas. Dinger did the retrieving,
dividing honors evenly.
Elliott shot '^n'^ of his two new Greener.^, la gaugp, 714 bs, loaded

with SJ^irs. Schultze powder ia both barrel-, with 1J4<JZ, No. 7 shot
in K]e> V cases. ^„
Fulford used his Greener bamm^r e-un, 12-gauge, dbs. 13cz.,

irs.JSchul'ze powder, wi'h IJi "z- No. 7. in rlgot and same quan-
tiiy No. 6 in lirfr, loaded in Amci 'Oan U.M. O. green siifllo.

As Nortn America seems +0 be the bounoary in t.herules govera-
ine, it was finally pgreet that, the "uter ft-nee encin Itng the race
cour=e should be'tbe boundary on the occasion, which gave 90yds.
from comer trap.

.

Mr. Fulford noi the toss and fent bis opnoneut to the score. A
bird went from No. 4 fap which M". Elliott downed in elegant
style, and ttie match had started at 1 :35. Mr. Fnlf.irn's first oird,

a dark blue "ne. ma-'e a bad mistake when hovering, and the
score was tied Mr, El'iott/s secoad one, however, gave him the
slip, and though hit bv both barrels wobbled over the fence and
was out of sight. The shooting went smoo'hly enough until the
fourth bird of Mr. Elliott's, which refused to fly on tlit- instant the
trap was sprune. Elliott refu ed to take it and left ttie score.

The bird presently arot up and fl^w. Af rer the bird had crossed
thebouQdarv Mr. FulforH challeneed it on the ground that the
shooter bad not d^cUred "No bird " The challenge was suscain-d
and it was scored a lost bird, which was freely commented on by
friends of both contestants. Mr. Elliott <'l'»imed that his action
in walking away from the score was evidence enough that he had
d. cidtd notto take it.

, ,

Tub mitch ran along at a frefz'ng gait until r ultord s nint'i

bird was reached, a drivr from No. 4, which landtd dead out of

bounds wi h two loads that did not score. Elliott seemt-d to be

sliootmg in a verv dec'dedlv reckless gait, as lie slipped up on his

mh anrt 20ib, spparentlv not doing those birds mueti damage.
Fulford showed determination and stea'liness in a marked

deariee. u.siug his sf cond \\d'h srood jadctnent often forsafety only.

The first qua'ter flni.'h-d with Elli..tt21, fulford 24.

Elliott was the next to drnp his bird, a right-quartering driver
from No. 5, which should have stopped, but fell dead ou' side the
boundaiy. Fulford missed his also, a fasti climbing one from No.
3, and foilownd it uo^nd scor-d anotht-r goose egg on his 30 h,

another driver out of No. 10 Elliott lost ids 32d, also theSH'b,
both dnveth; lint finished hi« R"c ud i5 with 22, his 50 with 43.

Fulford in his SriTb one of ihe b st of the shoot, a lignt snakey
blue hen from No. 4, a low driving bird, which only s'opo'=d with
the Feoond. F^ilioa to stop hi" 37ch he ran along ordinarily until

his 48' h, when he recfivd an usly rig'H-quHrtering twi=ter from
No. 5, which in his fliebt seemed as though be had indulged m
egg.Tioff. After refusing three good ones wbicli fa'ledio jump,
heslipo d up on an wpparen'ly eai^y one from No. 8, ending the
Beo.nno*qaar'er with 21, f nd the first half with 45.

Hew (8 nest to fail a victim In bis 531, a rigbt-quart«>ring

bird out of No 3, when Ell'ott followpd 10 the 58th round, a
driver out of No. 2. buij m'^de a magulflceri'' kill of a twis'ing
driver out of No. 8. He repeated it on his 67th with one barrel

He m'ssfd his nest, an incoming lefi»quarterer,rep^atiae it again
on his 73(1, .^coring 31 out of 25. Along went the shoot and aim

g

wtnt the fp°cla'ors dancing to teep wirm, when suddenly Ful-
ford-s 631, an income, left for Worrion's coop, Fai mg to score
on his egch. be afterwards ran the 75 and gained one on his op-
ponent, being 3 in the lead.

. ,

Elliott now ci^ang-'d fr-^m *he left side of the so-" to the right

fide on account of the cold and biting wind. This ee-med to

brac« his back, for up to this time luck had been agaiuit him to

a remarkable deeree.
Hi= (7th bird, from No. 4, was a fast left-quarter'ng bird, which

be followed up with one barrel; this was a tplendid kill. His S2d,

after falling close to the boundary, drew out a good deal of dis-

cussion as to its probable scoring. The referee ordered another
^ilrd shot at, whleh stopped, considerably nearer the traps.

Then all went merrily as a Ohristmas bell, until on the Sith be
orce more failed to score, and twire repeated it|^ both birds fall-

ine out of bounds. He finished with a total of 8». The m^n now
shot more rapidly, as the cold was almost unbearable. Fulford,

somewhat improving, ran along until his ,S3d, when he scored a

miss, bis ."^Stli falling dead out of bounds. He finished with a

s ra'gbt 90. The referee declared this fifth match In favor of

Fulfoi''
Mr. Fulford will go to his home inUtiea, N. Y., for a short time

ana Mr. Elliott, in compaoy with two brothers, will visit a
brother on the eastern shore of Maryland. j-umTuary of flights:

LD BD D BQ LQ Iti RQD LQD
Elliott IB 13 26 11 « 6 4 3

Fulford .11 13 34 T » 5 3 3

lyop Henre type— CopyHffht, 'Afls, biAFarest (Mid Stream PuUi^hing Co.

4 3434421 51146333341635 4 52

EUiott 3 0 1 0 ^1 'i3 1!J 2 1 1 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 3 1 3 3 2-31

1 5 1 3 3 1 3 2 8 5 1 4 5 3 5 5 4 5 1 1 4 4 3 1 3

1 021210 2 3 1 2 2 0 1 ^212 32^ 2 3 3 3-22

24133213 3 143343 8 5 415 32613

2 1 1 1 3 3 0(53 33^3^ 1 0 1 1 3 3 0 1 2-21

6425351313142452543 5 31334

3 1 Ills 1 So 3 1 0 2 2^ 3 o 3 3 o 1 3 3 3 1-31-85

Fulford

.

5 13 3 4 5 3

Ht\->eTH
..2 2 2 2 3 3 2

4 3 3 4 1 4 3mm3 3 0 2 8

14 3 4 2 4 2

2 1 o 3 3 3 2

24323141R83 4 2 353 5 3

202^1 113322322 2 2 2-24

5 3 4 4 2 13 2 2 3 3 3 3 115 4 3

ni^^^2^IVFlF3r3lV31
3533515 4112 4443341
\7iT/^'^N/'//'/'/NNNTTTN
3311103112303 1 312 2-23

3511332134231115 33313 4345
T/'i/S.NJ.-^
3 2 3 3 3 3 0

N<- 4. T \ T ? H^ 1 H 4. N T
1 23233o 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 1-33-90

Fulford and Elliott ia Pittsburg.

PiTTSBCKG, Pa., Dec. 22- —Editor ForeM and Siream: The third

shorn in ihe ser'es between Elliott and FuUord took place to-day
atthispla"e. The score I ioolose. The dav begun br'ght with
the sun shining, but so"n changed to cloudy and finally wound
up in a blowing snowstorm.

, . i .
The therrooraeter stood at 36 degrees and before the shoot

closed it was 4 degree« lower. The wind came from the west
which Bent the birds off to the left quarter.

The birds were a choice lot, being a dark blue color, and in

the first half were briEht and lively, but on the third string they
were cold and r1ow% most of them having to be chased from the

trap, but the last strine wa« on birds that were brought from a
wami room a.nd they were good and strong.

Elmer E. Shaner was referee: handler, J. H. Wordon
;
trap

puller, "'.Tim Crow."
Elliott 211 1on 01 15:01 1n 232110301-20

0222 1 21222 1 1 2 1 22312123 110-23
2211122212221231111131121-25
11121112ai3312-i2111332131 -25-93

Fnlford 022223220L2212113210-?2122-23
0?1221i0ei 121123111012111-22
11 221 1 222] 220222221 12 1 ;K2-24
312211 1.210mn02:2;^033 ?3-22-90

.T. W. Hagite.

Kansas Mid-Winter.

KANSAS City, Dec 24 —The midwinter holiday tourn«)ment of

the Kansfls City sua clubs uQdpr the management of Kinnan &
Bennett closed this even-'ng. It was a faii-ly successful tourna-
ment. especi<illy so for Charlie Budd of Des Moines and Dick
Merrill of Mlwaukee, who quit nice winners on the three davs
shoot They ar.^ b^th cood f il->ws and always welcomed witb
open arms by Kansas Cf y sportsmen. Among the visitors who
faced the traos on Thursday hesides Budd and Merrill were
Lone Jack " Dr. J. F. L°8h of Seotca, A. L. Scoville of Seneca

and .J. M. Hershey of Osage Citv, Kan. ^ , . .

The birds were a very good lot, and the shoot.'ug, con«ideTing
the snow covered grotmd, was very good. Ti>e Kansa^ City Gun
Club shoot, which was made a sweepstake with an entrance tee

of S7 50, was the princip-il shoot of the day. In this shoot there

w re twenty-four entries, and three ties on ten straight.'.

The first shoot was a ten Hve-bird race, with an entrance fee of

557 .=i0. i^'ollowing is the scire:

C Biidd ..... .2112212222-10 A L Scoville 1111121221-10

RMerriii .....1212131123-10 "Lone Jack" 1201311313-9

LW Scott 1331202J13— 9 A L Bennett 2112111122-11

There were two moneys in this shoot, CO per cent, first and 40

per cent, second. Bo'b moneys were dividt- d.

The fir.st " mud pie " sboot, a fifteen bird sweepstakes, resulted

in a victory for Karl Guinotteaud Lill Scott, who divided first

TTionev on clean scores. Following is the score of thA shoot

:

C Budd . ... 111111111111110-14 LW Scott.... illimilllllll-l.=>

A L Scoville... 110111111111110-1:1 A L Rennett.. 101111111110101-12

RMerriii . ..110111111111111-14 O B^nu-tt. .. . .OlllUaill<'Hll-12

W Brvant . .00100inO"10101- 7 G Bickmers. . .111111111011111-14

FKGuinoite.. 111111111111111-15
,sf..„ ,

Ttiere were three moneys In this sboot, 50 30 and 20 per cent.

First and second monejs were divided, and there was no tie for

third. The shoot was for §3 entrance. jjlO added.
Thefi st money in tb" big shoot amonnied to $32. It was divided

The se'ond money. $24, wa= divided by Con. Holmes, Charley
Budd and W. Bryant, "-fter shooting out G. A. Fowler and .J K.
Guinotte, who tied with them for seconi money. Those wfio

tied on third and fourth divided. The score of the shoot wng:

F .1 Smith. 21023030-\i- 6 J P Jackson 20100200'0— 4

W S "Hal 1 iwell 2123220100- 7 GAFowler 2113U 1201- 9

.1 A Bolen 110I121221- 9 W S Field 1220(JOv.

G German 121121213^-10 R G Purvis 0000120201— 4

G«o Youmans 2020011100— 5 J K Guinotte 33l3220l;Jl— 9

6 Cosswell 1212102202 - 8 "Loie Jack" 2021122111- 8

E W Kinnan 2020212113- 8 W Bn ant 2223111.201- 9

CWBudd 11S1120111- 9 H McGee 21013 v.

1? Merrill 2122112121—10 "Dan Q.ulnn" 011101110 0—5
G Bickmers,' 1011022120- 7 C F Holmes 0111-^11211- 9

LW Scott 1021221210- 8 J Dt-nnis 1222212122-10

A L Bennett 23il010u21- TAB Cross 0201101110— 6

The last sboot of the atternooa was a20- arget race. Budd took
first mouf y with a clean score, Scoville second, and Merrill, Ben-
nett aad Ro-n«v 'liyid^d 'bird. F -il->wing is the pcor^:

Scoville. ..11111111111111101111-19 Halliwel .OHOOIOOOO 1 100000011- 6

Scott ...lOlllOlllOHlllllin-17 B nnett..lllUlll011bllOUll—16
Gu'not.te..]0'll'0101011lllllll—W Rickmers 011011111100311001111-12

Bhdd 11111111111111111111—20 Bryan ....11101001111110101111—15

Merrill . .llianllOlllllllllll—18 Rooney. . .0111101111111 UtUUl—17
Kinnan-. -lllOlOOOllll'lOlOOll-ia Bennett. ..11111111101110111111-18

On Friday thesuootin which the mist interest was iiiiinlieatt-d

was the novelty shoot for teams of two, both at scorH at same
time and sho'iting at triple rises, that is, three birds spcune from
the traps simultaneously, two birds to be on the wing before any
shot counts and the third one to be fligged ia case he be a siuti-

gard. The race fui-nisbes a world of sport for spectators as well
as shoo+ers, and will be hereafter known as "cocked hat" from its

resfmhiance to the howling game where the three corner pins are
only used. There were three moneys in the shoot and went to the
teams making 'he three hiebest scores. The acore:

Budd & Merrill . Ill 111H 1101-11 Holmes & Flow-
•xroitb & BeunetllllOllOllUl—10 eree 1001111011U- 9

Milligan & Ger- Brj ant&Her«heyli'0101101l01— 6

man.... -. 100011101100- 6 Scott & Scoville..lOOOU011il03-

6

Bolen & Keene...]f.i0100100101— 5

The tntranco in tni- sooot was $10, and the three moneys
amounted to S24 50, S14.70 and |9 SO.

The big shoot of the day was a fifteen live bird race with an
pntrance fee of S15 and S30 added money. Tbis shoot brought ten
men to the traps. Charley Rudd and Merrill, who are shooting
in ereat form and getting the big end of the moneys, tied In this

shot on f lean scores and divided first money. The ties on four-
teen shot off and Geiman finally took the pot after killing twenty
birds in the shoot off. G.^rdon and Hickman divd^d third
TTionov. Themonevsin tba ah.iot amounted to $71.25, ^2.75 and
S28.50. Fol'owi'-g is tb- sz-o-eof the shoot:
Budd 23n2?22r32SH2—15 Gordon 121121120111201—13

Dennis. 20311211 II ill 92-14 Smith . . . ... ...11"20020101 1020- 9

Merrill 1332131122?23?2-lo Hickman 112011111111013—13

Hershey .201012110111031-11 Bryant 121121111131011-14

Bennett ..212011211111122-14 German 0131all21111211—14

There was a fair attendance on the closing day. The principal

live bird shoot was th«> SlOO guaranteed pur«e, 10 birds. $10 en-
trance, which drew out 16 entries. Budd won first money, tvemg

the only one to make a straistbt score. Brvant, Merrill and Ben-
nett dhnded second on ties of 9. Hickman. Keene, RurreH, Sobroe-
der and Scott third on 8, and Smith. H->l"ies and W B»nT)ett
fourth on ties of 7. The moneys were $48, |36, $24 and 813 respeo-
tiyolv. The score: „ „
C E Holmes ..]0122ol31o- 7 R M°r"ill 2113312202-9

F J Smith 1001311101- 7 A L Bennett. . . - 1111103122-9

J M Hershey C020 v L W Scott 31Uinill0-8
Hickman 1321102110- 8 W Bmn^tt 0-223203031 -7
W B Bryatit 111211o211— 9 J Barrell 1022122(63-8

J A Bilen OCllOlllOl- 6 J Keene. 2320222220-8
HMilliken 3" 11100001- 6 G German ooll313113-8

C W Budd 3221212332-10 W S HaUiwell ol00312010-5
The next live-bird sboot was a 10-bird sweep, S7.50 entrance,

with 8 starters. Bud-i. Merrill, Hershnv and Burrell divided first

money, $24, on ties of 9. and B mnett. Sm'th and Bi^yant divided
second, Slfi, after shootincr out German Tne score:
n W Budd 1211212102—9 F J '^mlth. ,

0101211233-8

R Merrill 1220111213-9 W B Brvant 1122221003—8

AL '^fennett.... .....0011111211-8 J B Burrell 3133213202—9

J M Hershey 1120121223-9 G German .0112211101-8

There wer° several tarKePshoots during tbe day, in which Mer-
rill, Budd, Bennett and Bryant toik down most of the coin.

Whitfiei-d.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
[From a Staff Carre»von(letit.'\

Matters are a shade better in tbe outloo> for the World's Fair
shoot. The executive committee of the Illinois Association met
last Thursdav evening at the Sherman House, this city, one week
after the meeting adjnurned without quorum. Neither Mr.
Nicbolls nor Mr. Edhrooke h»s yet been present at any meeting
of the coraTTiittee. There were present this evening first Mr. Or-
e-an. president, and Mr. Shf pard. secretary, Mr. Donald and Mr.
Hough; no quorum, as Mr. Organ is only ex-offlcio a member. Mr.
M. B Bortrpe, city game warden, was present by invitation, as

also Mr. F. S. Baird. of the law committee. These met in general
session, and at length a timid knock announced the coming of

Mr. M. J. Eich. Then some one said,

"thr ioemak has came,"

and there was mucb relMcing, for there was now assembled the
first quorum vet present at a called meeting of this committee,
Presioent Organ certainly ha« been long suffering and kind in a
position which would naturally be one oC considerable anxiety at
thiss*age.

, , . ^.

Tbe matter of inviting one of the shooting associations, either

the American Manufacturers' or the Interstate, to take hold of

the op-n tournoment of next summer came up for discussion.

Mr. Einh thousht no foreign corporation shoul'i be tendered until

it liad first been offered to the shooters of Chicago. This view
prevailed. It was decided to call a mass meeting of the. shooters
of Chicago for 8 P. M. of next Thursday evening, Dpc. 39, for tlie

purpose of attempting the orcrapization of a stock company with
sufficient cap'tal to give a tournament of the proper proportions
and character. Tbe secretary is now issuing invitations for this

meeting. All present were made a comm ttee to ursre attendance
of all those liKely 10 be interested. The secretary was instructed

to insert the proper notices in the daily papers.
The secretary was also instructed to write the secretary of tne

recent meeting of the game and fish wardens of the NorthweBt,
for tbe purpose of establi^'hing relations of mutual advantage in

matters of game and fish legislation.
Warden Bnrtre e called attention to the necessity for an im-

proved game law, and the time before the convening of the Legis-
lature ' eing now short, to suggest early instructions to the law
committee for the draft" of a bill. The law committee wiU draft

snon bill and meet for discussion with the executive committee.

PICTUKK OF EDDIE BINGHAM'S GUN.

or available part of sucb committee, at tbe Sherman House, next
Friday evening, Dec. 30. It is probable that the bill will recom-
mend the appointment of county game wardens with police
powers. It may take up tbe matter of protecting birds sought to

be acclimatized, and may have a shot-mnrk clause on quail. It

may be urgfd as an ent re new hill, ihe old law to be repealed,
hut this latter is hardly likely. Indeed it is one thing to frame
bills and another to get them pissed as laws, the only thing cer-
tain being tbe fact that you don't get any more than you ask for.
The aate of the annual tournament of the Illinois State Sports-

men's Association was set for the second week of June. It will
probably continue for nearly two weeks, and after that, at close
or remote in t<rval. there may fol ow whatt-ver tbeie is to be of
the much-delayed World's Fair shoot. I would advise alarm as
to this latter not to be 100 serious as yet The start is the haidest
step, and the matter is i-eally a difficult question, but it is impos-
sible to believe yet that Cnicago is going to permit a failure.

A stock company could make a great tiling and a good penny
out of tt'is World's Fair shoot. The gate mooey wouhi net a large
sum. Matches could be shot which would bring out a good pop-
ular attendance, such as matches between ladies, matches of in-

dividual championship, etc., etc. There should be money for the
lUflnagHment and money for the snooters. It is likely that the
Illinois Association, which will retain supervisioi of any such
tournament, will objijct to any system of shooting which will

mike the tournament only a vist contribution to a few shooters.
All plans are yet vague, but we hope for plenty of good swift news
before long.

ELLIOTT—FPLFORD.
The Elliott—Fulford matches have created a good amount of

interest t>ere. Chicago men mostly tavortd Elliott to win at
Kansas C'ty. Tne prt diction heie at this date, Dec. 24, before the
race is shot, is that Elliott will win at Harrisburg. A 'urn about
is fair play. The scores have run very strong. Fulford has done
good shooting—more than good—on Chicago grounds, in practice.
He should sboot stronger lisre tban before. He may get another
race here tbis winter, and he may not. There i.« not a great deal
of talk abou' it, but whether or not this is on account of his late

high scor» s I can not say. Is Chicasro a-weakenin'? By and by
we can tell better, but I expect she am not.

CHRISTMAS XN THE STOKE.

At Montgcmery Ward & Co.'s gun department this morning I

found lamentation and despair. You see, in view of the lecent
performances of Eddie B ngham at the trap,the boys of the gun de-
partment had lesolvt-d to make him a present of a new gun. They
eoi one of very recent design, tin barr«>l and a real good spring,

and put it in tbe , lamps to tave the stock straightened a little, as
Eddie had said his bad shooting was due to his gun stock being too
crooked. All the visitors to the store were allowed a gl'mpse of
Eddie B'ngham's new arun, and there was a general feeling of ex-

P 'cta-ncy. But, alit! just as Christmas was about on nand, Mr.
Moran, in order to be sure to have the stock straightened by
Cnris'mas, gave the screws one turn too much. There was a groan
of riven timber, and Eddie Bingham's new gun stock parted com-
panvwitb itself in the middle! The whole house mourned and
would not he comforted. They tliougbt Eddie was going lo lay up
money with the new gun, and remove that odious tin nng from
his best girl's index floger. . i..,^ ,

R -illa Heikes was not saying a word, but he was iiusy. Don't
bother RoUa," said Horace G. Holt, "he's studying. He s get-

ting out a patent on his new auxiliary trap, for throwm' barrel

"Say I" said Rolla, looking up suddenly, "you fellows think
you're all-fired smart, don't vou?"
"Yes," sad Eddie Bingham, with fine sarcasm, "and 1 don t

think they got the best of a whole lot of folks I know. I want to

give it out right here that mv good girl arnt wearin' no tin ring—
not after Jahn Watson's tomuament, nohow."

'"There'll be a new piano on the West Side nest week," said
Rolla Heikeo, "and there'jl he music every evening at R. O.
Heikes's home. I am going to mingle in that tournament deep and
pientT." ~ E. Hough.
175 Monroe Sibbet, Chicago.

Christmas at Weidenmeyer's Park.
That portion cf Hamburg place which borders on tbe Newark

meadows, pxpised as it is to a clean sweep for the wind as far as
the bay and Elizabe'hpirt, is not 'he moat comfortable place one
could selfot. for a winter's outins; but given a comfortably
sheltered and well-warmed club house, a jolly lot of companions,
plenty of ammunition and targets, a set of traps In position and
aboye all a gun, m<\ one can manage to forget or igtiore the
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Borean blasts which coin« across the waste. So far as the above
flccessories are concernpd, they were all at hand on Cbristmas
Day at Weidenmeyer's Woods, when the East Side-Mutual Gun
Olub held their annual Yulp-tide outing. The day was extremely
cold, although the sun shone brightly. The wind was strong, raw
and penetrating, and overcoats and sweaters were necessary.
There were over a do55en shooters on the grounds and several
huridi'eds of bluerock targets were thrown, the shooting being
difficult, as the targets were tossed hither and thither by the
wind.
The principal event to interest those present was a supper

match between two teams of s^even men each, handled by Henry
C. Koegpl and Robeit Schraflt. Each man shot at 15 targets,
under th'^ rapid-firine system, the scores resulting as follows:

Koegf J's Tpam. Schrafft's Team.
Kopg-'l OnOlOlOOUOlll-S Schraflft . . . 100100010100111 -7
Perment.. .010011001100101—7 Schilling. ...111110011111111-13
Ha8singer..llV 000 10100in-8 Hague ....110110011000011-5
Sr-borck ....]1100inOOO()000- 6 Heinrich. ...010000001101010-5
Fiscber OlOOOOlOOOl 1 101-6 R each 010101001000010-5
Perry OlOlOOllCOlOlOO—6 Noon 100000000001100—3
Henning... .110010110101001-8-50 Baar 011010111001010-7-48
The rest of the day was devoted to shooting sweepstakes at 10

targets each, of which the scores follow:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Perment 1110000111-6 0111111101— 8 1011Ml Oil—

6

Hague 0000000101—2 1000101100-4 1100111101—7
Kopgel .1011100110-6 1111111111-10 1111011011- H
Schork 1010101101-6 0010001011-4
Srhraftt .,0100101010 - 4 1110010000- 4 0110001000-3
Hassinger ....1010001100-4 1010111101- 7 1101111011-8
Reach 0100000111-4
Perry 1011000111-6
Kenning 1000011000—3 aiOlOlllll- 6
Schilling ... 1110110111—8 1111111111—10
Heinrich 0001010101- 4
Kieller 0101110101- 6
Uilrich 0000011111-5
Fi'cher 0101000001— 3

Live Birds at John Erb's.
Christmas Day was celebrated with the usual series of live

bird sweeps on the "Old Stone House" grounds in Newark, but
turkey seemed to have more charms than pigeons, and the at-
tendance was light. Tbe sun shown brightly all day but the wind
was raw and cutting, chilling the birds within a few momenta
alter they were put in the trap. Despite thi.s drawback, however,
the birds flew well, but few having to be flushed.

All the events, 14 in number, were in the form of "Jersey"
sweeps, 4 birds per man, $3 entry, 3 moneys. The results:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4 No 5, No. 6. No. 7.
Canon 2200-2 0003-1 1000-1 2021-4 0210-2 3203-3 1212-4
Rrb 2130 - 3 1132-4 1111-4 3310-3 1121-4 3201-3 1112-4
Holbs .. ..1311-4 1121-4 1101-3 1101-3 1313-4 1133-4 1113-4
S Castle Sr 1311-4 1010-3 1111-4 1111-4 2131-4 0111-3 1133-4IW Castle 3111-4 0202—2 0031—3 .

IVlack 1311-4 0303-3 2221-4 1130-3
S Castle J r 2231—4

^- ^- No. 10 No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14
grb. nil- 4 12^3-4 0121-3 1211-4 3121-4 1124-4 1111-4
Hollis 0101-3 1110-3 1121-4 2111-4 1311-4 1011-3 0111-3
S Castle 8r 2111-4 3331-4 1211-4 1111-4 1111-4 1132-4 1111-4
Mack .. .1331-4 1212-4 2111-4 1113- 4 2013-6 3110-3 2112-4
S Castle JrOlll-3 3111-4 3203-3 1213- 4 2221-4 1120-3 1110-3

No. 4: Matzen 9, Collins 8, Frank 7, Huck 5, Klees 4. Lane 4,

Peck 4, SteigeJman. 1.

No. 5: Matzen 7, Frank 6, Huck 5. Peck 3. Steigelman 1.

No. 6: Frank 6, Peck 5, Matzen 5, Huck 4, Steigelman 0.

,No. 7:

Leuone -.1111001111-8 Lane 1101101110-7
Vermorel 1011111001— 7 Stipgelman 0001001010- 3
Abbott 1111 111010— 8 Frank 0111101110— 7

C CoUias .1010110110— 6 Collins 1001110111— 7

Peck 0011100111- 6 .James 1101001111— 7

Klees lllllOiOlO— 7 Lawrenson OOlOOlOOOl— 3

Ooe 1111110011-8 Huck 0100011001-4
Paul lOOUllOlO-6 Jeanneret 1111101101—8
No. 8:

Lenone 1011111111—9 Lane 1011111111-9
Abbott 1010110010-5 Peck 0000110101-4
Vermorel 1110111111-9 C Collins 0111000011-5
Paul 1000000101-3 .leanneret 0110010111- 6
Klees 1111110011-8 -Tames IIIOIOIOU-'
E Collins llllOUlll-9 Lawrenson 0111000000-3
Coe lOllinilll-8 Huck 0101011000 -4
Hecht UlOOOOlOOO-2 Frank 1011011101-'
No. 9, 15 singles. $150 pntry:

LPDone 110111011011001—10 L Lane 110100010101110- 8
Klees lllHOOlOOlOm-10 Hagen 001010010001101- 6
E Collins lOlOOlOllUim—11 Burgess 100001000101101— 6
Paul 010110111110011—10 Seeley ..lOOOllOCilIOllO- 8
Abbott 1111.11011110001-11 Hofman 000001001101000 - 4
Vermorel 101110101111011—11 GLane 00001 01OOOIOOOO— 3
No. IL, 25 singles, $2.50 entry.

L Lane 1011101011011101110101111—18
Klees ..llllOlCOllllOllllllllllll-31
Matzen 1010111110011111100111010—17
'Tames 0110111101111011011111101-19
Huck 1101110010110111001111100-16
Lpuone 1110011100010101000010011—13
Coe OlOOliniloononollOinioi—14
Laurenso.n 000001000000011 1000000101- 6
Stiegelman OOOOOIOOIOIOOIOOOOIIOOOOO- 6
Paul llOlllllllllOO'OOlOllOlll—18
Jeanneret 11110111101 lOOOOOllOllOll- 16
Frank 0111111101100101011010111-17
O Collins 0001000101111100010111011-11
A Laue 00001000001 00000001 000001— 4
Burgess 0000111 000011 OOOOlO 100101- 9
Abbott 1101110101110001110011101-16
Vermorel lllOOOlOUllllllOllllOOll-18
5?eley 0111010110101111011000001-14
Hagen 0000001100011100010100100- 8
Peck 11 OOlOlO 1 001 0101110011010-13
E Colhns 0101110101010111101111101-17

Boiling Springs' Christmas Shoot.
Thk BoiliDg Springs Gun Olub members braved the cold windwhich blew across the Hackensack meadows on Monday and had

a jolly day's sport on their well pquippsd grounds at Rutherford
Tiie wind was intensely cold and cutting, but the club house wasprovided with several roaring fires as weU as an abundant supply
of hot coflfee, and cold weather had no terrors for the enthusiasts
There were over a score of shooters present, among them being
Messrs Vermoral, Abbott and Coe, of the Passaic City Rod and

The most interesting contest of the day was at 35 bluerock tar-gets per man. unknown angles, this being one of a series ofshoots for a gold watch valued at S50, presented by the club, and
to become the property of tbe member winning it the greatestnumber of times in 13 shoots. The contest resulted in a^victoryfor Paul Jeanneret, tbe scores being as below:

010110101100' OOlOOOOOllOl-ll

?f".1 „ 111111011 1101111110110111-21

i'^^f OllOlOUlll 11011011111101-16

jl'';*;^
1111110000011010011111011-16

U^*^^, 1100110000111000000001011-10

f>''J^^
- OlOOOOOOOOOlOllOlllOOOOOO- 7

}^°r^-;;:„; 1110110110101111111101110-19OC llms OllllOOOlOlOllOlOUiroill 15

Vna^^L.; 0101100111111111110000101-16
.leanneret 1001111001010011100010011-13

i^Rl-- 0011100101001000101101000-10

''^^f/f • •• •. 0111101101110111111010100-17

XT 1 in
^^''^ m a series of sweepstakes:

F^nkV ^^''^^^ ^"^^^ 8,Motzen 6, Klees 6, Peck 5,

No. 2, same: Hiick 7. Matzen 7, Klees 6, Frank 6. Peck 5

Huc^l ^' Coe 6, Peck 5, Klees Tc. Collins 4.

Live Birds in Hunterdon County.
Nearly a dozen exponents of the smooth-bore and live bird

shooHng gathered on the grounds at Three Bridges, N. J., on Dec.
22. for fome sport at the traps. The day was cold with a strong
wind and the birds, a good lot. The initial event was a team
inatch in which Messrs. Case and Millburn were pitted against
Messrs. Styker and Mason at 33 live birds per man. -H and T"
traps, otherwise Hurlingham rules for 825 a corner. The score:
Case- 021111201o310o0]oo2023101-15
Millburn. 0110112110110213112301220-19-34
Jtvker 1010130112233213101011300—18

^mi"" • 0111111012011332123111212-33-40
ihe rest of the day was devoted to "Jersey" sweeps, 4 birds per

man, $3 entry, two moneys, which ran as below:
No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Ca^e.. 1020-3 3312- 4 1012-3 2202-3 0111-3 1120-3
Schenck 2023- 3
Millburn 1120-3 2100-3 1313-4 200w .

Creeley 0122-3 0231—3 0112—8 2310—3
^lason 2133-4 1311—4 3010-3 1323—4 0322-3 3133-4
Stryker 1220-3 1310-3 2011-3 1013-3 0131-3 1110-3
-A:Pgar 1020-2 1131-4 3103-3 2120 -3 1012-3
flenzler 1033- 3 030w 102 -3 3131-4 102'i-3
Hphes 3121-4 2101-3 0330-2 .... 2123-4
Willi,amson 0011-3 3313-4 00 sv
Prall 2001-3

Fulford Wins at WiUiamsport.
WiL,LiA3isP0ET Pa., Dec. 34.-The fourth of the series ofmatches between E. D. Fulford and J. A. R. Elliott took (.lacehere tp-day and for the third time Elliott suffered defeat. Thescore follows:

E'liott 21111102223201312131312101323-23
112232113332J2122E3232320-34
2222123111131322232312023 - 24

. 2002110n3101321229103]01-]9-89
F^^iord 23332222222202033222^22-23

1132221132123181203232132-24
2212211 123112221211201111—24
2211231122133322232.22222-35-96

T. B. P.. Rochester, N. Y.—According to the latest decisions of
the courts, a yacht large enough to be classed as a sea-going ves-
sel need not pay duty, tonnage dues or light m^nev. Any small
boat would be classed as a manufactured article and taxed
accordingly.

HousEBOAo:. Newark. N. J.—1. We have in pi-eparation a very
complete article on houseboats, which will appear shortly; there
is no work on the subjpct. 3. "Steam Yachts and Launches,"
published at this office. 3. There ha« been for some years a school
of navigation in Burling Slip, New York, which we understand is
still open.

W. G. D.—Would you be so kind a« to send me a formula for
protection from moth and other iTisects of feathers for natural
history specimens and others. Ans. One of the simplest re-
ceipts for p^isoning against moths and other insects is the fol-
lowing: "Procure a quantity of alcohol sufficient when diluted
with 50 per cent, of water to completely saturate the hair {or
feathers) of tbe specimen and dissolve in it some corrosive subli-
mate, about one ounce to every three pints of the liquid. The
point to strive for in making up such a solution is to make It as
strong with the corrosive sublimate as it can be without leaving
on dark hair a gray (or white) deposit when the liquid has
evaporated." This solution should be poured over the specimen
so as to reach to the roots of the hair or feathers.

R. T. N.. Hoston.-l. Where fan I get first-class pedigree blanks?
3. Will a .40-60-310 shoot accurate at oOOyds. and is it heavy enough
for moose and bear? 3. Will a Colt frontier revolver burn all the
powder in a .41-40-200 shell when shot, or is a large part of the
powder wasted? 4. Where can I get my setter bitch registered,
and where can I gpt the pedigree of RovalAlberl? ,5. I would
like the address of Mr. Walter Winans as I would like to find out
more about bis new sights. Ans. We can furnish you pedigree
blanks for 25 cents a dozen. 2. Yes. 3. A revolver of the caliber
BTi^ cartridge named will burn all the powder charge. 4. At the
office of American Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, New York city; fee
$1; send for registration form, whichgives all information. Royal
Albert bv Sir Alister out of champion Novelty, by Blue Prince "II.
oat of Cockerton's Flame; Sir A-lister by champion Tarn O'Shan-
ter out of champion Daisy, by Blue Prince out of old Kate. 5,
Brighton, England.

Rabbit, Ohio.—There has been quite an argument in regard
to rabbit tracks. When a rabbit makes a track in the snow there
are three tracks made as marked— ~ It has been left to the
Forest and Stream to decide what way the rabbit is supposed
to be going by such tracks and what feet made the different
tracks. Ans. The rabbit was going toward the right. The
tracks indicated by the single dash to the left of the diagram were
made by the forefeet, which often fall so close together as to be
confused for one track. The two tracks to the right were made
by the hindfeet. This statement that the hind feet fall ahead of
the forefeet will no doubt seem erroneous to many, but may be
verified by a study of the impressions of the rabbit's toes ^n a soft,
wet snow. Provided the group of four impressions made by an
individual leap be correctly separated from other groups, the

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
v^iv?>,\-'^®'^,^'4l^:'^'C^-

Tanner has never taken a prize at a NewxoTis Show. 3. We have no record of the race in question.

f^^^i^il^;^'^'"®®^^^'"''^'
^--.l- ^o"!"^ be invidious on our partto g ve the namps of kennels. 2. It all depends whether vourequire setters for bench or field.

>vubiiioi you

THE RABBITS' HOF.

direction Of the toes will always sho-w the hindfeet ahead of the
forMeet. It will also be noted that the small tracks made by the
forefeet are invariably close together, while ttie long tracks left
by the hindfeet are widely separated. It is not an easy matter to
explain the philosophy of rabbit peregrination, but (lie following
is offered as at least a plausible hypothesis: Rabbits run with a
seesaw motion, using their forelegs as props and their hindlegs as
propellers. The motion is similar to leapfrog. In the accom-
panying sketches Pig. 1 shows the rabbit just as it leaves thesnow for a spring. The impressions left would be of the hindfeet.
Fig. 2 shows the animal in the air, and Fig. 3 in the act of alight-

" 3 the burden of its weight, is borne by the forplegs.By the momentum of the animal (Fig. 4) the hindlegs are carried
orward and on the outside of the supporting forelegs, and (F)o' Iagain are planted on the snow ahead of the forelegs, which are
quickly raised prrparatory to a new leap. The sroup of tracks
resulting from 3, 4 and 1, in order, would correspond to those atthe head of this query.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our lllBstrated Gatalogua

"HEADS AND HORNS."
inl*

direptions for preparing and preserv-ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
Tn TaSray!*^'

^""^ Wnds of work

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y,

lodern Training,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.

trtii^u^^no^^^^'"^^
^'^•^ practical guide to the& plnnf^A

"management and breidin- of elddogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
.118 Broadwav. New York.

The Breech-LoaderAKD how to use it. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated.
-Boai-ds, 288 pages. Price, §1.00.

Thi. t ^
AUTHOR'S IKTRODUCTIOK EXI»I,AII«S

at a popular price, it will, it is h^ned rp«^b^f^ *° make the sT)ort a life's stuSy. Published
sliooting. believing it to be an expensfve re^-^L^ t^''^ fe'^^^'? '^^^^^^'i from
can to participate in a manly sport a^rl tn "^i'®

author's aim is to induce all who
gun for pleasure, health or ^ocfupatfcfn Thp'^h^ v

o£ those who can look to the
who have special opportunHies^for the lc!u}ZL\f°X^'^^^^f experts, nor for those
make it as attractive as possible to thel^PnPr^«Tlh°,

°* ^""^ sliooting- and in order to
the enthusiastic shot onlUave been omm^^^^^^^

"^^"^^ matters whlck would interest
Sent postpaid hy ""I'l-.-u.

FOBESC A1,D STREAM PUBLISHIIfG CO.. 318 Broadway. N. x.

OOME anglers labor under the false impression that
W large dealers and manufacturers charge more for

their goods than the keepers of small shops. A glance
at our new lUustrated Catalogue and Price List for

1892, which we will mail on receipt of 6 cents to cover
postage, will show how much they are mistaken.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of AU Grades of Fishing Tackle,

IS^Vesey Street. New York.

New Edition of SmallYachts.
^^^iR^^^ ' Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

l^?' ?^ ?• K:nnhardt. A new editic
, enlarged

«^ illustrations.

Priced $10.6of^^
plates. Size of page, 14>^xl3>an!

Even^gTof/
practicaUy serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.^














